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Genome-wide association studies have identified 40 ovarian cancer risk loci. However, the 
mechanisms underlying these associations remain elusive. In this study, we conducted a two-
pronged approach to identify candidate causal SNPs and assess underlying biological 
mechanisms at chromosome 9p22.2, the first and most statistically significant associated locus 
for ovarian cancer susceptibility. Three transcriptional regulatory elements with allele-specific 
effects and a scaffold/matrix attachment region were characterized and through physical DNA 
interactions BNC2 was established as the most likely target gene. We determined the 
consensus binding sequence for BNC2 in vitro, verified its enrichment in BNC2 ChIP-Seq 
regions and validated a set of its downstream target genes. Fine-mapping by dense regional 
genotyping in over 15,000 ovarian cancer cases and 30,000 controls identified SNPs in the 
scaffold/matrix attachment region as among the most likely causal variants. This study reveals a 
comprehensive regulatory landscape at 9p22.2 and proposes a likely mechanism of 
susceptibility to ovarian cancer.  
 
Significance: Mapping the 9p22.2 ovarian cancer risk locus identifies BNC2 as an ovarian 




Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is a poorly understood disease often diagnosed at late 
stages and with low 5-year survival rates. Although it used to be widely acknowledged that the 
ovarian surface epithelium (OSE) was the likely tissue of origin of EOC, recent evidence 
supports the notion that the epithelial lining of the fallopian tube and benign endometriosis 
contribute to the origin of invasive EOCs. Invasive EOCs may also originate from ectopic 
Müllerian tissue due to endosalpingiosis. The diverse cellular origins of EOC subtypes, in part, 
underlie the heterogeneity that characterizes ovarian cancer.  
Less than half of all familial ovarian cancer cases and less than 15% of high grade 
serous EOC are due to highly penetrant pathogenic alleles of genes such as BRCA1 and 
BRCA2. However, exhaustive family-based linkage studies have not identified additional highly 
penetrant EOC susceptibility genes (1). The excess familial risk of EOC may be explained, at 
least in part, by common variants with low to moderate penetrance. Genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS) have identified ~40 common variant loci associated with risk of EOC (2-13). 
Delineation of the mechanisms and likely causal variants at GWAS-identified loci may reveal 
novel chemoprevention and therapeutic strategies. 
To evaluate the mechanisms by which single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) may 
contribute to EOC, we conducted a functional dissection at the 9p22.2 locus, the first ovarian 
cancer risk locus identified through GWAS of European ancestry women (2). The SNP most 
significantly associated with high grade serous EOC risk was rs3814113, which is located 44 kb 
centromeric and 220 kb telomeric to the BNC2 and CNTLN transcription start sites (TSS), 
respectively (2). The minor allele [C; MAF = 0.323] was associated with reduced risk of high 
grade serous EOC (combined data OR = 0.82; 95%CI = 0.79-0.86; P = 2.5 x 10-17).   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cell Lines  
We used two immortalized normal OSE cell lines, iOSE4 and iOSE11 (14), and three 
immortalized normal fallopian tube surface epithelial cells (iFTSEC33, iFTSEC246, and 
iFTSEC283), a normal epithelial ovarian cell line, iOSE4CMYC, immortalized with hTERT and 
transformed with MYC (15),  and HEK293FT cells. Cell line aliquots were tested for 
mycoplasma (PCR-based method) and authenticated using STR analysis before being used for 
experiments, which were conducted before 20 passages after thawing. 
 
FAIRE-Seq and ChIP-Seq for Histone Modifications 
FAIRE-Seq (Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements followed by sequencing) 
and ChIP-Seq (Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing) for Histone H3 Lysine 
27 Acetylation (H3K27Ac) and Histone H3 Lysine 4 Monomethylation (H3K4me1) were 
performed in iOSE4, iOSE11, iFTSEC33, iFTSEC246, iFTSEC283 (GSE68104) (16).  
 
Enhancer Scanning 
We used an optimized method to identify genomic regions with enhancer activity (17). Genomic 
tiles of ~2 kb were generated by PCR using bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) Clone RPCI-
11-185E1 (Empire Genomics) as the template and cloned in forward and reverse orientations 
upstream in the firefly luciferase reporter vector designed to test for enhancer activity (17). 
Primers can be found in Supplementary Table 1. Transfections included a plasmid expressing 
Renilla sp. luciferase as internal control and every tile was tested in two independent 
experiments. Tiles with significantly (two-tailed t-test; p <0.05) higher luciferase counts than the 
control tile (TC) were tested for allele specific effects. For allele-specific luciferase assays, tiles 
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with the effect allele were considered significant if the luciferase counts were significantly higher 
or lower (p <0.05) in at least one independent experiment than the tile with the reference allele.  
 
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays 
Nuclear extracts were obtained from iOSE4CMYC cells at 70-90% confluence and EMSAs were 
run as previously described (18).  
 
Nuclear Scaffold Extraction 
A lithium-based nuclear scaffold extraction was performed as previously described (19). 
Scaffold and genomic DNAs were quantified by qPCR using primers for Region 11, the ApoB 
S/MAR and the ApoB Neg regions (Supplementary Table 1). Samples were run using Sybr 
Green Spectrum on Applied Biosystems 7900 HT Real-Time PCR System.  Enrichment was 
calculated by dividing the quantity of the scaffold DNA by the quantity of the digested genomic 
DNA. A Z-score for the region 11 and ApoB S/MAR was calculated as described previously (19) 
[Z score = (average of S/MAR – average of ApoB Neg)/std dev of ApoB Neg)]. A Z-Score > 8 
indicates a site positive for scaffold binding (19). Each experiment includes three technical 
replicates. 
  
Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) 
3C libraries were prepared as previously described (20).  qPCR was performed by using Taq 
Polymerase PCR Kit (Qiagen) and Syto9 (Life Technologies). Samples were run using FAM 
Spectrum on an Applied Biosystems 7900 HT Fast Real-Time PCR System.  EcoR1 digested 
BACs (RPCI-11-185E1 Empire Genomics, RPCI-11-179K24 Life Technologies, RPCI-11-
106G11 Life Technologies) for the region were used for the standard curve. Interactions were 
calculated as a percentage of a restriction site directly adjacent to the bait restriction site. Sites 
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with a significantly higher frequency of interaction than the site adjacent to the anchor were 
considered significant (p <0.05; two-tailed t-test). 3C was performed in two independent 
experiments and three technical replicates each. 
  
Protein Binding Microarray 
Fragments containing cDNAs of each of the zinc finger pairs were PCR amplified from a 
plasmid containing BNC2 cDNA (a gift from Dr. Philippe Djian) using primers containing 
Gateway recombination sites (Supplementary Table 1). PCR products were cloned into 
pDONR221 using the BP recombination kit and transferred to pDEST15 as a fusion to 
Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) using LR recombination kit (Invitrogen). Purified GST-ZFs 
were eluted from beads with 50 mM reduced glutathione and 0.5 µg of each GST-ZF protein 
construct were applied individually to two differently designed arrays designated ME and HK as 
previously described (21, 22). ZFs typically bind to degenerate motifs and have the potential to 
have more than one recognition sequence (21). Each DNA probe sequence is given an E-score 
which is similar to the Area under the ROC curve statistical metric and an E-score above 0.45 
was considered significant. 
 
ChIP/ChIP-Seq for BNC2 
Chromatin immunoprecipitations were performed as previously described (23) using a validated 
BNC2 antibody (Sigma Atlas) (see Supplementary Data).  Real-time qPCR was performed 
using Sybr Green chemistry with primers at the -2184, -914, and -582 positions relative to the 
TSS (Supplementary Table 1) in an Applied Biosystems 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System. 
ChIP for each cell line was performed in four biological replicates. Overrepresentation test 
(release 20170413) was conducted with PANTHER version 11.1 released 2016-10-24 using all 
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genes in Homo sapiens database as a reference list and a Bonferroni correction for multiple 
testing. The uploaded list contained 965 genes of which 839 were mapped to GO-Slim. 
For BNC2 ChIP-Seq four individual ChIP samples were pooled for each cell line 
(iOSE11 and iFTSEC283) in two biological replicates. Immunoprecipitated DNA was used to 
generate a sequencing library using the NuGEN Ovation Ultralow Library System with indexed 
adapters (NuGEN, Inc., San Carlos, CA).  The library was PCR amplified and size-selected 
using AxyPrep Fragment Select beads (Corning Life Sciences – Axygen Inc., Union City, 
CA).  Each enriched DNA library was then sequenced on an Illumina HiScan SQ sequencer to 
generate 20-30 million 100-base paired-end reads.  The raw sequence data was de-multiplexed 
using the Illumina CASAVA 1.8.2 software (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) and binding sites 
were identified using the MACS2 software (24) using input DNA as a control. See 
Supplementary Data for further details. 
 
Nanostring 
pNTAP-BNC2 (or the empty vector) was transfected with Fugene 6 into 293FT cells at 70% 
confluence. Cells were harvested after 24 h, RNA was isolated using Trizol RNA Isolation (Life 
Technologies), and cleaned using Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). The three biological 
replicates for HEK293FT cells with the empty vector or over-expressed BNC2 were applied to a 
Nanostring platform containing probes for 87 genes and 10 reference genes (Supplementary 
Table 2) used to normalize the data in the NanoString nSolver Analysis Software v 1.1. These 
genes had a %CV < 50. Genes were considered to be differentially expressed if p <0.05 (two-
tailed t-test). 
 
Fine-mapping Association Analyses 
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To refine the observed signal at rs3814113 (2), fine-mapping was conducted using a 
customized Illumina iSelect genotyping array (iCOGS).  SNPs were selected based on data 
from 1000 Genomes Project (1000GP) (25) CEU (April 2010) and Hapmap III within a 1 Mb 
interval of rs3814113 (chr9: 16407967-17407967)(26).  We included tagging SNPs (r2 > 0.1) 
with a minor allele called at least twice in the 1000GP and additional SNPs tagging remaining 
variation in the interval (r2 > 0.9), requiring Illumina Design score > 0.8.   
The iCOGS array was used to genotype cases and controls from constituent studies of 
the Ovarian Cancer Association Consortium as previously described (6), supplementing with 
data from three independent ovarian cancer GWAS.  In iCOGS, we excluded samples if they 
were not of European ancestry, had a genotyping call rate of <95%, showed low or high 
heterozygosity, were not female or had ambiguous sex, or were duplicates (cryptic or intended).   
SNPs were excluded if they were mono-morphic, had a call rate of < 95%, showed evidence of 
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in controls or had low concordance between 
duplicate pairs(6). For two of the GWAS (from Mayo Clinic and the UK), we also excluded rare 
SNPs (MAF < 1% or allele count < 5, respectively).  The final data set comprised 11,069 cases 
and 21,722 controls from iCOGS (‘OCAC-iCOGS’), 2,165 cases and 2,564 controls from a 
GWAS from North America (27), 1,762 cases and 6,118 controls from a United Kingdom-based 
GWAS (2), and 441 cases and 441 controls from the Mayo Clinic. All subjects included in this 
analysis provided written informed consent as well as data and blood samples in accordance to 
ethical guidelines under protocols approved by institutional review boards of their respective 
study sites.  Overall, 43 studies from 11 countries provided data on 15,437 women diagnosed 
with invasive EOC, 9,627 of whom were diagnosed with serous EOC, and 30,845 controls from 
the general population.   
We imputed variants separately for the OCAC-iCOGS and each GWAS from 1000 
Genomes Project data using the v3 April 2012 release as the reference panel using the 
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IMPUTE2 software (28) without pre-phasing.  The final data set comprised genotypes for 4,234 
SNPs of which 2,418 had been directly genotyped. 
We evaluated the association between genotype and disease using logistic regression 
by estimating the associations with each additional copy of the minor allele (log-additive 
models).  The analysis was adjusted for study and population substructure by including the 
eigenvectors of the first five European-specific principal components as covariates in the model.  
We used the same approach to evaluate SNP associations with serous ovarian cancer after 
excluding all cases with any other or unknown tumor subtype.  For imputed SNPs, we used 
expected dosages in the logistic regression model to estimate SNP effect sizes and P values.  
We carried out analyses separately for OCAC-iCOGS and each GWAS and pooled data 
thereafter using a fixed-effects meta-analysis; thus, all results are based on the combined data.  
We also performed analyses adjusted for rs3814113 to evaluate evidence of independent 




Overview of Study Design 
Here, we utilized two independent approaches to identify a list of candidate causal SNPs (Fig. 
1). First, we conducted a comprehensive analysis to identify functional SNPs in linkage 
disequilibrium (LD, r2 > 0.3) with rs3814113 with no prior assumption about their individual 
association to risk. Since all resided in non-coding regions, we hypothesized that SNP alleles 
determine the activity of regulatory elements in enhancers and promoter regions active in OSE 
and fallopian tube surface epithelial  cells (FTSEC) (29).  Second, we performed fine-mapping 
association analyses by densely genotyping over 15,000 ovarian cancer cases and 30,000 
controls to identify a credible set of causal SNPs guide by association data.  These parallel 
approaches identified the SNP most likely to be causal to ovarian cancer risk at the 9p22 locus.  
 
Candidate Causal SNP Set for Functional Analysis 
A total of 134 SNPs were chosen for functional analysis, based on their LD (r2 ≥ 0.3) with 
rs3814113 in European 1000 Genomes Project data (v3 April 2012 release). They are 
distributed over an 82 kb region ranging from the first intron of BNC2 to ~44 kb centromeric to 
its transcription start site (TSS) (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 3). 
Since all SNPs in the candidate functional set are in non-coding regions, several 
independent assays were used to identify transcriptional regulatory elements. First we analyzed 
data from FAIRE-Seq, and ChIP-Seq for H3K27Ac and H3K4Me1.  FAIRE-Seq reveals regions 
of open chromatin while H3K27Ac or H3K4Me1 are markers for active chromatin and 
enhancers, respectively.  The chromatin landscape profiles (Fig. 2a) were derived from iOSE 
and iFTSEC cells (16).  
Analysis of FAIRE- and ChIP-Seq data identified twelve regions with evidence of 
enhancer activity in at least one cell line (Fig. 2a). Twenty-two candidate causal SNPs (Table 1) 
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are located within five regions containing FAIRE or ChIP-Seq features suggesting that these 
SNPs might have a functional impact (Fig. 2a). The relatively lenient threshold for LD and 
criteria to consider a region as a putative enhancer was designed to favor sensitivity at the initial 
stage of analysis (with high specificity being achieved by the integration of the two approaches). 
 
Mapping SNPs to Regions of Enhancer Activity 
To refine the analysis, we tested twelve genomic tiles (~2 kb each) (Fig. 2a), in both 
orientations, spanning the five candidate regions using a reporter assay to identify enhancer 
activity in iOSE4cMYC ovarian cells (17).  Although not present in a region with evidence of 
regulatory activity, we also tested one tile containing rs3814113 (Tile 12), the most significantly 
associated with high grade serous EOC in a previous study (2), and a control tile devoid of 
evidence for enhancer activity as judged by FAIRE and ChIP-Seq data (Fig. 2a, Tile C). Tiles in 
regions 6 (T6), 7 (T7.2, T7.3, T7.6), and 8 (T8) contained nine candidate causal SNPs and 
showed significant activity (two tailed t-test p<0.05 compared to the control tile C; two 
replicates) in at least one orientation (Fig. 2b). 
Causal SNPs are hypothesized to display allele-specific effects. Therefore, we used site-
directed mutagenesis in tiles T6, T7.2, T7.3, T7.6, and T8 to change each of the nine candidate 
causal SNPs from the reference to the effect allele and compared their activity.  For tiles with 
multiple SNPs, the reference tile was the most common haplotype (Supplementary Fig. 1) (All 
populations; 1000 Genomes Project). Individual SNPs were mutated to determine the 
contribution of each SNP, with other SNPs in the haplotype retaining the reference SNP allele. 
Seven SNPs in T6 (rs62541878), T7.2 (rs62541920, rs12379183), T7.3 (rs1092647), and T8 
(rs77507622, rs10810657, rs12350739) demonstrated significantly different transcription activity 
(p<0.05) between the reference and effect allele in at least one replicate (Fig. 2c-d). These 




Allele Specific Activities in Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays 
We conducted EMSAs using probes with both alleles for each of the seven SNPs in regions 6, 7 
and 8 (Fig. 2e). Tiles that did not show activity in Fig. 2b were not tested. Tile 11 had significant 
transcription activity in only one reporter experiment but two SNPs within the region 
(rs113780397 and rs181552334) are correlated with the original SNP (r2 of 0.818 and 0.5, 
respectively), and so four additional probes were tested. We also examined rs3814113, the 
most significant original GWAS SNP. EMSAs revealed allele specific nuclear extract binding for 
rs12379183, rs62541920 (Region 7), rs12350739, rs77507622 (Region 8) and rs181552334 
(Region 11) (Fig. 2e) indicating these SNPs were strong causal candidates.   
 
Region 11 Attaches to the Nuclear Scaffold 
Region 11 overlapped with an open chromatin region, according to FAIRE-Seq data obtained in 
ovarian cells, and one SNP showed allele-specific binding in EMSA experiments (rs181552334). 
However, this region lacked H3K4Me1 and H3K27Ac marks and luciferase assays showed 
weak evidence for enhancer activity in ovarian cells (Fig. 2b). Interestingly, the region is A/T rich 
(> 60%), a feature in regions that anchor the cell’s DNA to the nuclear scaffold/matrix (19). 
Moreover, Region 11 was predicted by MAR-Wiz to attach to the nuclear scaffold/matrix 
compared to the rest of the locus (Supplementary Fig. 2).  
To determine whether Region 11 was attached to the nuclear scaffold in ovarian cells, 
we performed a nuclear scaffold extraction in iOSE11 cells (19), using HeLa cells as a control. 
Region 11 had significantly higher enrichment in the scaffold fraction of iOSE11 and HeLa cells 
than a previously defined negative control (ApoB Neg) (19) (Fig. 3a-c). A region previously 
defined as a S/MAR (ApoB S/MAR) (19) in HeLa cells did not have significantly higher 
enrichment in the scaffold fraction of iOSE11 cells than ApoB Neg (Fig. 3a-c) but had 
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significantly higher enrichment in the scaffold fraction of HeLa cells than ApoB Neg. These 
results indicate that Region 11 acts as S/MAR in ovarian cells.  Visual inspection of HiC (High 
dimensional chromosome conformation capture) data from seven cell lines suggested the 
presence of a 1.8 Mb (chr9:15,750,000-17,550,000) topologically associating domain (TAD) in 
which the S/MAR (Region 11, rs181552334) is situated close to one of its borders (Fig. 3d-e). 
This TAD includes TSS for BNC2, C9orf92, and CNTLN. 
 
Candidate Target Genes BNC2 and CNTLN 
Two functional SNPs in Region 7 were located in an approximately 7kb region that includes the 
TSSs for two BNC2 transcripts (Fig. 2a) denoted by FAIRE-Seq and H3K4me1 ChIP-Seq data 
in ovarian cells, and ENCODE layered H3K4me3 (promoters) ChIP-Seq data (Fig. 3f). This 
region is the major BNC2 promoter, raising the hypothesis that BNC2 may act as the mediator 
of risk at the 9p22.2 locus.  
Region 8, containing two SNPs with allele specific activity in luciferase assays and 
EMSA, overlapped with FAIRE-Seq and ChIP-Seq data in ovarian cells with features indicative 
of an enhancer (Fig. 2a). To determine potential interacting promoters with the enhancer at 
region 8, we examined all genes (c9orf92, BNC2, CNTLN and SH3GL2) within a stretch of 1 MB 
at either side of the region containing the candidate SNPs (Fig. 3f). First, guided by H3K4me3 
marks in seven non-ovarian cell lines from ENCODE, we identified their promoters close to 
TSSs (Fig. 3f). Next, we inferred whether the gene was expressed in ovarian cell lines using 
H3K27ac as a marker of active promoters combined with analysis of transcript levels from RNA 
sequencing (RNA-Seq) data for ovarian and fallopian tube epithelial cells (Fig. 3g). This analysis 
indicated that BNC2 and CNTLN were expressed in ovarian cells, but c9orf92 or SH3GL2 were 





 Region 8 is physically close to the TSS of BNC2 in Ovarian Cells 
Next, we used Chromatin Conformation Capture (3C) to determine which promoters physically 
interacted with Region 8. In iOSE11 cells, Region 8, when compared to an adjacent site 
displayed two regions of frequent (Fig. 3h; blue arches) interactions. The interaction peak closer 
to the anchor is located upstream of the TSS but does not overlap with any known chromatin 
marks. The second interaction peak corresponds to region 7 considered to be the core promoter 
of BNC2. No significant interaction was detected between Region 8 and the CNTLN TSS (Fig. 
3h). As expected, no interaction was detected between the S/MAR in Region 11 and promoters 
in the region (Fig. 3i). The modules in Regions 7 and 8 appear to affect the major promoter of 




Next, as part of our two-pronged approach, we conducted fine mapping of the 9p22 locus in 
15,437 women diagnosed with invasive EOC and 30,845 controls (Fig. 4a).  We evaluated the 
association between genotype and disease using logistic regression by estimating the 
associations with each additional copy of the minor allele (log-additive models) for 4,234 SNPs 
of which 2,418 were directly genotyped (Supplementary Table 4).  SNP rs3814113 remained 
the most statistically significant association (P = 2.10 x 10-34) (Fig. 4a) with the minor allele [C] 
being protective. Next, we calculated the likelihood ratio of each SNP relative to the most 
significant SNP (rs3814113) of being the functional variant underlying the signal. For any given 
set of correlated associated SNPs, the strength of evidence was estimated by the log likelihood 
statistic from the logistic regression; thus difference in the log likelihood between the SNP with 
the strongest association and any other SNP provides a measure of the log odds in favor of the 
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most significant SNP being the SNP that is truly driving the observed association.  There were 
40 SNPs with odds of 1:1000 or better and were considered to be credible candidates for 
mediating the observed association. They were all in strong LD (r2 > 0.89).  
While 35 out of the 40 SNPs were part of the set of 134 SNPs assessed during 
functional analysis, five SNPs (rs34131140, rs112442786, rs113198237, rs199782476, and 
c9_pos16900214/rs62543587) were not (Supplementary Fig. 3).  SNPs rs199782476 and 
rs62543587 did not overlap with any biofeatures (FAIRE-seq, H3K4me1, H3K27Ac) suggesting 
they were not functionally relevant. The remaining three SNPs were part of Tile 11 
(rs112442786), Tile 12 (rs34131140) or the control (TC) Tile (rs113198237). Tiles 12 and TC 
did not display significant activity in enhancer scanning (Fig. 2b) suggesting that rs112442786, 
which resided in Tile 11 and mapped to the S/MAR region, may be functionally relevant 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). 
Among the 40 SNPs, six SNPs with odds ranging from better than 1:4 (rs112442786) to 
better than 1:200 (rs181552334) mapped to the S/MAR (Region 11) (Fig. 4a).  We repeated the 
association analyses adjusting for rs3814113 to identify additional independent signals in the 
region (Fig. 4b).  Nine SNPs were significant at P < 10-5 (Supplementary Table 4; Conditional 
tab) of which two (rs7848057, rs80039758) mapped to the S/MAR (Fig. 4b). In this group of 9 
SNPs, rs10756825 and c9_pos16889285 were the next most significant associations (p = 2.3 x 
10-5; p = 6.23 x 10-5, respectively) and mapped close to the enhancer in Region 8 (Fig. 4b). 
Finally, several attempts to remove the S/MAR using CRISPR-based genome editing 
techniques were not successful, suggesting that deletion of this region may impact the viability 
of ovarian and fallopian tube cells. 
To identify eQTL associations for c9orf92, BNC2, CNTLN and SH3GL2 we searched the 
GTEx dataset for single gene eQTLs in all tissues (GTEx Analysis Release V7; dbGaP 
Accession phs000424.v7.p2; fallopian tube not included due to small sample size). Although all 
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four genes displayed eQTL associations (CNTLN = 11,039; C9ORF92 = 1; SH3GL2 = 361; 
BNC2 = 94) (Supplementary Table 5) only BNC2 displayed eQTL associations with SNPs 
(rs10962662, rs10756823, and rs10124837; whole blood) present in our set of 40 credible 
candidate SNPs.  Next, we searched for single SNP eQTL associations in all tissues for 40 
credible candidate SNPs. The only three eQTL associations found were for SNPs rs10962662, 
rs10756823, and rs10124837 with BNC2. 
The data from the functional analysis and fine mapping data provide evidence that the 
candidate causal SNPs at the locus exert their effects in a 1.8Mb TAD with BNC2 as the most 
likely target gene at the locus.  
 
In vitro Recognition of Specific DNA Sequences by BNC2 Zinc Fingers  
BNC2 has three pairs of C2H2 zinc fingers (ZF) raising the possibility that it recognizes specific 
DNA sequences and is involved in transcription regulation (Fig. 5a) (30).  To identify DNA 
sequences recognized by BNC2, GST-tagged constructs of each ZF pair (Supplementary Fig. 
4) were expressed in bacteria and applied to a protein binding microarray (PBM) with 
overlapping, rationally randomized nucleotides, representing every possible motif up to 10 bp 
(21, 22). When aligned the top ten scoring sequences for each ZF pair generated a sequence 
logo using position weight matrix scoring (Fig. 5a). The motifs for ZF1,2 and 5,6 were consistent 
with the predicted C2H2 “recognition code”  (31).  Binding for ZF3,4, which yielded lower-
confidence data, did not match the recognition code predictions (Fig. 5a) (32). The 3’ end of the 
ZF1,2 and ZF5,6 binding motifs had the same nucleotides at the exact same position and 
weight, consistent with the similarity in amino acid residue positions between ZF2 and ZF6 (Fig. 
5a). Notably, the BNC2 promoter region contains two BNC2 ZF5,6 PBM binding sequences 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). 
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We validated BNC2 binding sequences identified with the PBM by conducting ChIP in 
iOSE11 and iFTSEC283 cells for endogenous BNC2 (Supplementary Fig. 4) at the PBM sites (-
582 and -914 bp upstream of the TSS) at the BNC2 locus. A significantly larger amount of DNA 
was immunoprecipitated with the BNC2 antibody than with the IgG control at the -582 (iOSE11 
p = 2.6 x 10-3, iFTSEC283 p = 8.3 x 10-3) and -914 (iOSE11 p = 1.8 x 10-4, iFTSEC283 p = 2.0 x 
10-6) bp sites, but not at the -2184 bp site (negative control; Supplementary Fig. 4). These data 
provides evidence that the sites identified in the PBM experiment are recognized by 
endogenous BNC2.  
 
BNC2 Genome-wide Target Sites 
To identify genomic sites bound by BNC2 in ovarian cells, we used ChIP-Seq in iOSE11 
and iFTSEC283 cells (see Extended Data). MEME, a motif analysis tool, defined a motif 
centrally enriched in the ChIP-Seq peaks in both cell types (Fig. 5b-c). The motif identified by 
MEME appears to be a concatenation of the reverse complement motif for ZF1,2 and the motif 
for ZF5,6 with a 75% homology (Fig. 5b). The concatamer motif was significantly enriched in 
ChIP-Seq peak summits in iFTSEC283 and iOSE11 cells (Fig. 5c). ChIP-Seq data replicated 
BNC2 binding in the iOSE11 cells (chr9:16871799-16872039) at the -914 position tested in 
ChIP-qPCR (Supplementary Fig. 4).  
 
 Identification and Validation of BNC2 Target Genes 
To identify putative target genes regulated by regulatory elements containing BNC2 recognition 
sites, we generated a list of 995 genes/transcripts with TSS within 30 kb of the BNC2 ChIP-Seq 
peak centers found in both iOSE11 and iFTSEC283 cells (Supplementary Table 2).  Next, we 
used PANTHER (33) and found that several functional classes were statistically 
overrepresented in our set including system development (GO:0048731), anatomical structure 
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development (GO:0048856), single-multicellular organism process (GO:0044707), multicellular 
organism development (GO:0007275), and tissue development (GO:0009888) (Supplementary 
Table 2).  
From the above set, we selected a set of 87 genes that were: a) implicated in ovarian 
cancer; b) ovarian development; c) were part of KEGG pathways related to cancer; d) in which 
BNC2 ChIP-Seq peaks were found in their core promoter (within 1kb from the TSS) 
(Supplementary Table 2) and tested the extent to which their expression (measured by 
Nanostring) was modulated by overexpression of BNC2 in HEK 293T.. Multiple unsuccessful 
attempts were performed to manipulate expression - silencing or ectopic overexpression - levels 
of BNC2 in ovarian cells, suggesting that BNC2 levels are tightly controlled. Several genes 
mapping to KEGG Focal Adhesion, ECM-receptor interaction or TGF-β Signaling Pathways and 
implicated in ovarian cancer or ovarian development showed significant changes in expression 
upon BNC2 overexpression (Table 2; Supplementary Table 2). Although most genes showed a 
positive correlation with BNC2 overexpression, FEM1A and IGTB5 showed an inverse 
correlation suggesting that BNC2 modulation of expression is likely to be context dependent 
(Table 2). Taken together, these experiments validate the BNC2 binding site in vivo and reveal 




Here, we started from early findings from GWAS for EOC risk and delineated a mechanistic 
hypothesis for susceptibility at the 9p22.2 locus. Using a two-pronged approach combining 
functional analysis and fine mapping we identified three genomic features (and enhancer to 
BNC2, the BNC2 promoter,  and a Substrate/Matrix Attachment Region) harboring twelve 
potentially functional SNPs (Fig. 1).  Based on the likelihood statistics, the most likely causal 
SNPs were in a Substrate/Matrix Attachment Region (S/MAR) located in a 1.8 Mb topologically 
associating domain (TAD). Also, this TAD includes associated SNPs revealed in conditional 
analysis (adjusting for rs3814113) that locate to an enhancer region that interacts with the 
BNC2 promoter in ovarian cells. Taken together our data implicate multiple candidate causal 
SNPs at the locus that converge to regulate BNC2 in ovarian cancer susceptibility.   
Our functional analysis revealed two SNPs in the BNC2 promoter, two SNPs in an 
enhancer that physically interacts with the BNC2 promoter, and a functional SNP in a S/MAR 
with allele-specific effects. Of these five SNPs, the strongest genetic evidence for causality is for 
rs181552334 in the S/MAR. An additional SNP, rs112442786 (r2 to rs181552334 = 0.9556), 
located in the same region, which emerged in our fine-mapping approach was not directly tested 
and may also contribute to risk. S/MARs are thought to help maintain the local 3D chromatin 
structure by contributing to looping and modulate gene expression (34). Polymorphisms in 
S/MARs can regulate, in an allelic-specific manner, attachment to the nuclear scaffold/matrix 
(35). Interestingly, our EMSA experiments suggest allelic specific binding to nuclear proteins. 
Several attempts to remove the S/MAR using CRISPR-based genome editing techniques were 
not successful suggesting that ovarian cells may not be viable without this S/MAR. CRISPR-
based deletion of a region including the S/MAR in 293T HEK cells led to a two-fold reduction of 
BNC2 expression (36), with no changes in CNTLN expression, implicating the S/MAR in BNC2 
regulation. Notably, all three cis-eQTL associations detected for the 40 credible SNPs from fine 
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mapping were with BNC2; and all cis-eQTL associations for the four genes at the locus only 
BNC2 showed eQTL with the set of credible SNPs. High dimensional chromatin interaction 
(HiC) data from seven cell lines indicates the presence of a 1.8 Mb topologically associating 
domain (TAD) in which the S/MAR is situated close to one of its borders. Our data suggest a 
role for several regulatory interactions, defined by a TAD containing multiple non-coding 
elements which target BNC2 (Fig. 1).  
Although future research will further delineate the relationship between BNC2 and 
ovarian biology, recent reports support our findings. Hnisz et al. (37) identified a super enhancer 
in ovarian cells near BNC2, consistent with BNC2 representing a cell identity gene or master 
regulator in ovarian cells.  The bonaparte zebrafish (Bnc2) mutants display skin pigmentation 
defects (no body stripes), stunted growth, and dysmorphic ovaries coupled to infertility (38). In 
mice, Bnc2 is expressed in ovarian theca cells, and female mice nullizygous for Bnc2 display an 
excessive number of stromal cells combined with a reduced number of oocytes (39). 
Interestingly, rs12379183, in Region 7, is associated with sonographically detectable 
abnormalities in the ovaries (40). Moreover, a network-based integration of GWAS and gene 
expression in ovarian cancer focusing on transcription factors identified BNC2 using a 
combination of coexpression and enrichment analysis as a gene contributing to a HOX-centric 
network associated with serous ovarian cancer risk (41). Finally, a recent analysis of genetic 
interactions between germline polymorphisms and tumor formation in specific tissues revealed a 
significant association between rs3814113 and ovarian cancer (42). 
Genome-wide and candidate gene association studies suggest that this locus may also 
be pleiotropic in humans with effects on ovary, skin, and skeletal biology. SNPs in the 9p22.2 
locus have been associated with skin pigmentation in Europeans  (43) and Asians (44), with 
freckling (45), and height (46).Functional analysis revealed rs12350739 as the likely causal 
variant contributing to saturation of skin color (47). SNP rs12350739 was identified in the 
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present study mapping to a Region 8 (a candidate BNC2 enhancer). An introgressed region of 
Neanderthal DNA (Chr9: 16,720,121-16,786,930) proposed to confer adaptive advantage to 
colder climates through changes in skin pigmentation is also present at this locus (48, 49). 
Finally, this locus has also been shown to modify ovarian cancer risk in carriers of BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 pathogenic variants (50). 
We acknowledge limitations of this work including the that regulatory networks may be 
significantly altered during development (51), the incomplete knowledge of the regulatory 
landscape in ovarian cells (e.g. lack of data on CTCF repressor marks and of information on 
other non-coding RNA elements) and the possibility of missing rare alleles that contribute to the 
phenotype that could be revealed using the larger Haplotype Reference Consortium data for 
imputation. Despite these limitations, our data identify plausible and likely biological 
mechanisms operating to modulate ovarian cancer risk. In summary, we confirmed the region 
as a highly associated susceptibility locus and propose that the mechanism of ovarian cancer 
susceptibility at the 9p22.2 locus is likely mediated by changes in a transcriptional regulatory 
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MAF P value in 
Song et al. 
1 16,837,392-16,838,723       
2 16,848,158-16,848,790       
3 16,850,432-16,851,014       
4 16,852,717-16,853,479       
5 16,857,377-16,857,907       
 T5 B   A C 0.719 A=0.3904  
6 16,860,790-16,861,348       
 T6 rs62541878 T A 0.3 T=0.0513  
7 16,863,768-16,874,127       
 
T7.1 
rs11792249 G T 0.3 G=0.0513  
 rs2153271 T C 0.539 T=0.2879 4.66x10-10 
 
T7.2 
rs62541920 A G 0.3 A=0.0511  
 rs12379183 G A 0.445 G=0.2462 1.36x10-10 
 T7.3 rs10962647 G T 0.3 G=0.0515  
 T7.4 & T7.5 rs10962648 C G 0.3 C=0.0515  
 
T7.6 
rs62541922 C T 0.317 C=0.0487  
 rs62541923 A C 0.3 A=0.0507  
 T7.7 rs11789875 A G 0.3 A=0.0489  
 
T7.8 
rs10962649 T C 0.3 T=0.0489  
 rs10810650 T C 0.589 T=0.2963  
8 16,883,570-16,885,692       
 
T8 
rs10810657 A T 0.528 A=0.2915  
 rs12350739 A G 0.508 A=0.1875  
 rs77507622 G A 0.3 G=0.0493  
9 16,899,790-16,900,338       
10 16,901,238-16,902,039       
11 16,907,559-16,908,180       
 
T11 
rs113780397 A G 0.818 A=0.4395  
 rs9697099 A T 0.301 T=0.4814  
 rs181552334 G A 0.527 G=0.4395  
 rs76718132 T C 0.379 NA  
 rs117224476 G T 0.44 NA  
 rs77795022 G T 0.442 NA  
12 16,915,387-16,915,739       
 
LD (r2 ≥ 0.3) to rs3814113 based on 1000GP data v3. 
MAF: minor allele frequency; rs2153271 are reported in dbSNP as the reverse orientation to the 
genome; NA, not available. SNPs in bold represent the final five SNPs remaining at the end of 
the functional analysis; SNP shown in bold and underlined indicates the only SNP that is 
common to the two analytical approaches.  
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Figure 1: Rules guiding SNP selection and prioritization of causal SNPs at the 9q22 locus 
using a two-pronged strategy. Functional dissection guided by Linkage Disequilibrium with 
the most significantly associated risk SNP (left flowchart) identified five SNPs in three regulatory 
elements, an enhancer to BNC2, the BNC2 promoter, and a Substrate/Matrix attachment region 
(S/MAR). Analysis guided by fine mapping data (right flowchart) points to the S/MAR as the 
region with the SNPs most highly associated with risk (in bold red) which was also identified in 
the functional analysis. Conditional analysis (adjusted for rs3814113; green font) revealed 
independent signals at the locus. 
 
Figure 2: Candidate functional SNPs overlapping with regions of regulatory activity in 
ovarian cells. A. Within the region of the 9p22 locus containing linked SNPs, twelve regions 
contain FAIRE peaks (gray bars), H3K27Ac peaks (orange bars), and/or H3K4Me1 peaks 
(maroon bars) in iOSE and iFTSEC cells. Some regulatory regions do not overlap with 
candidate SNPs (yellow highlight). Regions highlighted in red overlap with candidate functional 
SNPs (thin blue bars). Numbered blue bars represent the location of 2 kb tiles cloned into 
luciferase reporter vectors. B. Box and whisker plots showing the luciferase activity from 
duplicate experiments with eight biological replicates of each tile in both orientations. Asterisks 
denote tiles exhibiting significant transcription activity compared to a control tile (C) located in a 
genomic region inactive in ovarian cells as judged by features in the figure. Tiles moving forward 
in the functional assays are colored red. C and D. Luciferase assays reveal significant allele-
specific differences in transcription activation for rs62541878, rs62541920, rs12379183, 
rs1092647, rs10810657, rs12350739, and rs77507622, as indicated by red boxes and asterisks 
in forward (C) or reverse orientation (D).  Reference and effect allele tiles are shown in blue and 
red fonts, respectively. E. EMSA showing allele-specific differences in mobility between the 
reference and effect alleles. SNPs in Regions 7 (rs12379183 and rs6251920), and 8 
(rs12350739 and rs77507622) display differences in complex formation between the reference 
and effect alleles. SNPs with allele-specific differences are indicated by red text. 
 
Figure 3: Region 11 is attached to the nuclear scaffold in ovarian cells. A-C. Genomic DNA 
(total or attached to the nuclear scaffold) was extracted from ovarian iOSE11 and HeLa cells. 
For each region the ratio of scaffold-attached to total DNA is depicted. Significance was defined 
by a Z score ≥21 (Z score = (average of scaffold attached DNA – average of negative 
control)/standard deviation of negative control). R11, Region 11; ApoB, ApoliproteinB gene, 
used as positive control in HeLa cells. D. HiC (High dimensional chromosome conformation 
capture) interaction frequency data from cell lines obtained from the Yue lab HiC browser 
(http://promoter.bx.psu.edu/hi-c/view.php). Dashed line indicates the position of the S/MAR. E. 
Depiction of the location of the topologically associating domain (TAD) inferred from the 
interaction data in D and the relative positions of the S/MAR and the other two genes located in 
the TAD. F. A snapshot from the genome browser displays UCSC genes as well as FAIRE 
peaks (gray), H3K27Ac peaks (orange), and/or H3K4Me1 peaks (maroon) in iOSE, iFTSE, and 
ovarian cancer cells generated in the laboratory. The four genes within the region considered as 
potential target genes for ovarian cancer susceptibility include c9orf92, BNC2, CNTLN, and 
40 
 
SH3GL2. ENCODE H3K4me3 peaks (purple), used to identify the promoters of these four 
genes (highlighted in yellow). H3K27ac tracks (orange) inform the extent to which these 
promoters are active and show that BNC2 and CNTLN promoters are active in ovarian cells 
while c9orf92 and SH3GL2 are not. G. RNA-Seq for these four genes indicates the presence of 
transcripts for BNC2 and CNTLN but not for SH3GL2 and c9orf92. H-I. Chromosome 
conformation capture (3C) analysis indicates that Region 8 interacts with the BNC2 promoter 
(H) while region 11 (right) does not show a significant interaction compared to the adjacent site 
(I). Anchor regions for 3C are highlighted in red. Red dashed line indicates the interaction to 
adjacent probes. Each graph is aligned with chromatin mark and transcript information from the 
genome browser. Regions containing SNPs are indicated by blue boxes. Blue arches depict the 
interactions. 
 
Figure 4: Fine mapping of the interval at 9p22 (chr9: 16407967-17407967) locus in 15,437 
women diagnosed with invasive EOC and 30,845 controls. Plotted using LocusZoom 
(http://locuszoom.sph.umich.edu/locuszoom). A. rs3814113 (the most significant SNP in the 
original analysis (Song et al.) is shown as a purple diamond as remains as the most significant 
association in fine mapping analysis for serous ovarian cancer. SNPs are colored according to 
LD to rs3814113. B. Conditional analysis adjusting for rs3814113. 
 
Figure 5: BNC2 recognizes specific nucleotide sequence. A. BNC2 is characterized as a 
C2H2 zinc finger protein with three pairs of ZFs (called 1,2; 3,4; 5,6). BNC2 Zinc Finger binding 
sites were identified in vitro by applying recombinant proteins of each ZF pair to a protein 
binding microarray. Position weight matrices of all potential binding sites with significant scores 
for each BNC2 ZF pair are shown as logos. Motifs predicted based on the protein sequence of 
the ZF domains aligned with ZF1,2 and ZF5,6. The 3’ end of the sequences recognized by 
ZF1,2 and ZF5,6 reveal the same nucleotides. Inspection of the amino acid sequences for ZF2 
and ZF6 show that amino acid residues at position -1, 2, 3, 6, and 10 within the alpha helix that 
specifically interact with DNA nucleotides (in red) are the same. B. The ChIP-Seq motif 
identified by MEME seems to be a concatenation of the predicted motif for ZF1,2 and the 
predicted reverse complement motif for ZF 5,6. C. Enrichment of motif relative to ChIP-Seq 
peak summits.  
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Supplementary Figure 1 (Related to Figure 2): Haplotype frequency for tiles Enhancer 1 
Scanning times with multiple SNPs. Haplotype frequencies obtained from LDLink (V 2.0; 2 
December 2, 2016; All Populations). 3 
Supplementary Figure 2: (Related to Figure 3) Conservation and S/MAR predicted 
sequences within the locus. A. This snapshot from the genome browser for the region 
containing linked SNPs includes tracks for Phylop, PhastCons scoring for conservation 
and alignment of DNA sequences among several vertebrates. Interestingly, region 7 and 8 
have peaks of conservation for both scoring systems while regions 6 and 11 lack a 
conservation signal. B. Region 11 contains sequences highly predicted by MAR-Wiz to 
attach to the nuclear scaffold/matrix compared to the rest of the locus. The intensity of 
prediction was driven by the Origin of Replication Rule and the A-T Richness Rule. 
A 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Overlap between the set of 134 SNPs obtained through the LD-1 
guided analysis and the set of 40 SNPs obtained through the fine mapping-guided 2 
approach. Thirty-five out of 40 SNPs obtained through the fine mapping-guided approach were 3 
present in the set of 134 SNPs and where functionally assessed. The five remaining SNPs 4 
emerged due to updated imputation and were separately assessed (red dashed arrow and 5 
lower panel). These five SNPs were visualized in the Human Genome Browser and their LD r2 6 
to the rs3814113 (tag SNP) is shown on top of the browser. Locations of SNPs are indicated by 7 
a thin red line. Enhancer scanning tiles tested in Figure 2 are shown as blue bars.  8 
 9 
Supplementary Figure 4: (Related to Figure 5) BNC2 binds to its own promoter.
A. Coomassie stain of protein purification of GST tagged BNC2 ZF pairs: 1,2; 3,4; and
5,6. B. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) indicates that BNC2 binds to its own
promoter. Potential ZF 5,6 binding sites within the BNC2 promoter are indicated with
black lines. Black boxes indicate location of amplicons analyzed with ChIP qPCR. In
iOSE11 and iFTSEC283 cells there is a signal that BNC2 is indeed binding to those
sites (bar graph). ChIP-seq data for BNC2 in iOSE11 cells replicate the binding at the -





EXTENDED DATA AND METHODS (BNC2 ChIP-Seq) 
Antibody 
Chromatin immunoprecipitations were performed as previously described 1 using a validated 
Prestige® BNC2 antibody (Sigma Atlas; cat.no. HPA018525). Prestige Antibodies were 
developed supported by the Human Protein Atlas (proteinatlas.org). According to the 
manufacturer Prestige Antibodies are tested in a series of validation steps. The BNC2 antibody 
was able to immunoprecipitate ectopically expressed CBP-tagged BNC2 showing that it can 
also specifically recognize native BNC2 (Extended Data Figure 1). 
ChIP-Seq 
ChIP-Seq was performed on the endogenous BNC2. In brief, iOSE11 or iFTSEC283 cells at 
70% confluence were cross-linked with 1% Formaldehyde in PBS. Crosslinking was quenched 
by adding Glycine to a concentration of 0.125 M. After washing, cells were collected in Szaks’ 
RIPA buffer [150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50 mM Tris HCl pH8, 5 
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Extended Data Figure 1: GFP and CBP tagged BNC2 were over expressed in 293FT cells. Lysates of these cells were 
immunoprecipitated with either Rabbit IgG or the Prestige antibody for BNC2 (Sigma). Immunoprecipitates (IP; #1, 1µg of BNC2 antibody; 
#2, 2µg of BNC2 antibody ) undergo Western Blot for CBP. A band for BNC2 between the 150 kDA and 250 kDA mark appears in the 
input and BNC2 IP for over expressed BNC2 but not in the input and BNC2 IP for over expressed GFP nor in the IgG IP.  
 
 
the lysate was brought to approximately 1 mg/mL. The lysate was then sonicated in Biogenode 
Sonicating Water Bath for 12 cycles of 30 sec on and 30 sec off for 8 min. One mg of protein 
was then mixed with 40 µL of 50% slurry protein A/G agarose beads (Santa Cruz) previously 
washed in Szaks’ RIPA buffer and pre-cleared for 1-2 h at 4°C. We prepared one lysate per cell 
line, referred to as OSE_input and FTE_input.  
Next, pre-cleared lysate was mixed with 5 µg of BNC2 antibody (Sigma Atlas) and 40 µL 
of 50% slurry protein A/G agarose beads previously washed in Szaks’ RIPA buffer and 
saturated with 1 mg/mL BSA. The mix was incubated overnight at 4°C while rotating. Beads 
were then washed twice with Szaks’ RIPA Buffer, four times with Szaks’ IP wash buffer [100 
mM Tris HCl pH 8.5, 500 mM LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% deoxycholate], twice again with Szak’ RIPA 
Buffer and twice with cold TE. Immunocomplexes were eluted by incubating samples at 65°C for 
10 min in 1.5X Talianidis Elution Buffer [70 mM Tris HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 1.5% SDS]. 
Crosslinks were reversed by bringing samples to 200 mM NaCl solution and incubating at 65°C 
for 5 h. DNA was purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and re-suspended in 50 µL 10 mM 
Tris pH 8.0. 
For BNC2 ChIP-Seq four individual ChIP samples (from each input lysate) were pooled 
for each cell line (iOSE11 and iFTSEC283) in two biological replicates, referred to as OSE1, 
OSE2, FTE1, and FTE2. Immunoprecipitated DNA was used to generate a sequencing library 
using the NuGEN Ovation Ultralow Library System with indexed adapters (NuGEN, Inc., San 
Carlos, CA).  The library was PCR amplified and size-selected using AxyPrep Fragment Select 
beads (Corning Life Sciences – Axygen Inc., Union City, CA).  The size and quality of the library 
was evaluated using the Agilent BioAnalyzer, and the library was quantitated with the Kapa 
Library Quantification Kit (Kapa Biosystems, Woburn MA).  Each enriched DNA library was then 
sequenced on an Illumina HiScan SQ sequencer to generate 100-base paired-end reads.  The 
raw sequence data was de-multiplexed using the Illumina CASAVA 1.8.2 software (Illumina, 
 
 
Inc., San Diego, CA) and binding sites were identified using the MACS2 software 2 using input 
DNA as a control and callpeak function without building the shifting model, minimum FDR as 
0.01.   
The .bam and .wig files were visualized and inspected using the UCSC genome 
browser3. The number of reads for each sample and their quality metrics are shown in Extended 
Data Figure 2.  All samples had >70% of reads with Q30 or better and 2% or less of duplicates. 
For peak calling –log10(q value) > 2 (corresponding to an 1% FDR) was used as a cut-off. The 
number of paired end reads ranged from ~50M to ~69M per sample above the ENCODE 
minimum requirement of 20M for point-source (ChIP-Seq) experiments 4.  
iFTSEC283 cells had a total of 5,687 (FTE1) and 5,730 (FTE2) peaks with 3,396 
overlapping peaks and iOSE11 cells had a total of 5,492 (OSE1) and 9,818 (OSE2) with 3,205 
overlapping peaks. Peaks used for identification of potential target genes had an intensity 
greater than 0.05 (reads/length), number of reads greater than 50, and a fold change compared 
to the input greater than 10 for a total of 2,012 peaks for iFTSEC283 cells and 544 peaks for 
iOSE11 cells. Median enrichment ranged from 5.2 to 6.9 considered within the norm for 




Extended Data Figure 2. Sample quality metrics for ChIP-Seq experiment. A. Sample description and quality metrics. Rawnum 
and cleanreadsnum, number of raw and clean map reads, respectively. Paired and paired_perc, number and percent of paired 
mapped reads. ≥Q30(%), percent of map reads Q30 and above. B. Distribution of map reads according to their quality metrics (Q 
bins). Red dashed line indicates threshold of ≥Q30. C. Peak overlaps between replicates of the same cell lines and overlapped 







Extended Data Figure 3. Examples of ChIP-Seq data from the Human Genome Browser. A. FAM49B 
peak. B. TGBR3 peak. C. Jun peak. Peaks located in these regions and found both in FTE and OSE 
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LD R2 = 0.5-0.8









































































































































































































































































































































































































Primer Name Sequence (5'- 3') Assay
T5 FWD attb-TAAGTAGAGACGGGGTTTCA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T5 REV attb-CTGATGGACCATTCTTCACT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T6 FWD attb-GGTGGAAAGCAAACTAAATG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T6 REV attb-TAGTTCTGTTGTGCAGGTTG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.1 FWD attb-TGGGGGTTTTCATTGCCAGG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.1 REV attb-GACTCGACGATGTGCTGTCC Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.2 FWD attb-GTGAAGCTGCACAGACACTA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.2 REV attb-CAGAATGTTGCACAAAAAGA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.3 FWD attb-TCTTTTTGTGCAACATTCTG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.3 REV attb-ATTAAGTTGGGTGGTGTTTG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.4 FWD attb-ACCGTGCTGAACCCTTAACT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.4 REV attb-GAGCCCAGGACTGTGGTTAC Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.5 FWD attb-CTCTGCTTTTGTCTGCTTCT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.5 REV attb-GGACCTACGGGAACTTTTAC Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.6 FWD attb-ATTCCGAATGTGAAGACAAG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.6 REV attb-TTTTCACTAGGAACCGGTAA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.7 FWD attb-GTGCAAGCCCCACAAGTTTT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.7 REV attb-GATGCAACCTGTCCCCAGAA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.8 FWD attb-TCTCCGAGTTATGCAGATTT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T7.8 REV attb-GAGCTTTGCAAGTTAGAGGA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T8 FWD attb-AGAGACAACCCAAGATAGCA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T8 REV attb-CCAATGACGAAATGTATGTG Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T11 FWD attb-GGGTGGGGGTGAGGATGATA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T11 REV attb-TTTGCCTGTAGTGGGTGCTC Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T12 FWD attb‐TGCCTGGCTTAGTCTTTATT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
T12 REV attb‐AGGAGAAGGAATAGCTGCTT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
TC FWD attb-GAATATGACTGGCACCACTT Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
TC REV attb-AATAAAGACTAAGCCAGGCA Tiling Clones at 9p22 Locus
rs62541878 sense tatctctacaaaatatatatatatatatatataaatttaccaggcatcgtggcttgc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541878 antisense gcaagccacgatgcctggtaaatttatatatatatatatatatattttgtagagata Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541920 sense atacatacacagtgagtcatttaagagtttcacattctgccttc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541920 antisense gaaggcagaatgtgaaactcttaaatgactcactgtgtatgtat Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs12379183 sense tcaaagagaaaatagagcaaaaagaacaaaactgatgttgttatgtacggatattt Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs12379183 antisense aaatatccgtacataacaacatcagttttgttctttttgctctattttctctttga Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs10962647 sense tcagctctgcttttgtctgctgctttttgtaatcacatatctc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs10962647 antisense gagatatgtgattacaaaaagcagcagacaaaagcagagctga Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541922 sense ccagccgccggcccctcactcgg Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541922 antisense ccgagtgaggggccggcggctgg Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541923 sense ggtccccggccagccctcctcag Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs62541923 antisense ctgaggagggctggccggggacc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs200648906 sense cagctgtcacacacacacgaaaaaaaaattgcggggc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs200648906 antisense gccccgcaatttttttttcgtgtgtgtgtgacagctg Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs10810657 sense cttcgttacacagcatatatctgcacccctgcc Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs10810657 antisense ggcaggggtgcagatatatgctgtgtaacgaag Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs12350739 sense gtgctgctgatctcatgcccttcctctgg Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs12350739 antisense ccagaggaagggcatgagatcagcagcac Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs77507622 sense attccagaaatcattattaggcagtttcttagagcaattcatgggtt Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs77507622 antisense aacccatgaattgctctaagaaactgcctaataatgatttctggaat Site Directed Mutagenesis
rs10810657_Effect A ATCACTTCGTTACACAGCATATATCTGCACCCCTGCCGGCA EMSA
rs10810657_Effect T TGCCGGCAGGGGTGCAGATATATGCTGTGTAACGAAGTGAT EMSA
rs10810657_Reference T ATCACTTCGTTACACAGCATTTATCTGCACCCCTGCCGGCA EMSA
rs10810657_Reference A TGCCGGCAGGGGTGCAGATAAATGCTGTGTAACGAAGTGAT EMSA
rs77507622_Reference A CCAGAAATCATTATTAGGCAATTTCTTAGAGCAATTCATGG EMSA
rs77507622_Reference T CCATGAATTGCTCTAAGAAATTGCCTAATAATGATTTCTGG EMSA
rs77507622_Effect G CCAGAAATCATTATTAGGCAGTTTCTTAGAGCAATTCATGG EMSA
rs77507622_Effect C CCATGAATTGCTCTAAGAAACTGCCTAATAATGATTTCTGG EMSA
rs12350739_Effect A TCATCAGTGCTGCTGATCTCATGCCCTTCCTCTGGCAAACC EMSA
rs12350739_Effect T GGTTTGCCAGAGGAAGGGCATGAGATCAGCAGCACTGATGA EMSA
rs12350739_Reference G TCATCAGTGCTGCTGATCTCGTGCCCTTCCTCTGGCAAACC EMSA
rs12350739_Reference C GGTTTGCCAGAGGAAGGGCACGAGATCAGCAGCACTGATGA EMSA
rs113780397_Effect A AGATTGAGCCACTGCACTGCATCCTGGGTGACAGAGCGAGA EMSA
rs113780397_Effect T TCTCGCTCTGTCACCCAGGATGCAGTGCAGTGGCTCAATCT EMSA
rs113780397_Reference G AGATTGAGCCACTGCACTGCGTCCTGGGTGACAGAGCGAGA EMSA
rs113780397_Reference C TCTCGCTCTGTCACCCAGGACGCAGTGCAGTGGCTCAATCT EMSA
rs117224476_Reference T TATATTATATATAATGTATATATTATATATTATATAATATA EMSA
rs117224476_Reference A TATATTATATAATATATAATATATACATTATATATAATATA EMSA
rs117224476_Effect G TATATTATATATAATGTATAGATTATATATTATATAATATA EMSA
rs117224476_Effect C TATATTATATAATATATAATCTATACATTATATATAATATA EMSA
rs12379183_Reference A GCAAAAAGAACAAAACTGATATTGTTATGTACGGATATTTT EMSA
rs12379183_Reference T AAAATATCCGTACATAACAATATCAGTTTTGTTCTTTTTGC EMSA
rs12379183_Effect G GCAAAAAGAACAAAACTGATGTTGTTATGTACGGATATTTT EMSA
rs12379183_Effect C AAAATATCCGTACATAACAACATCAGTTTTGTTCTTTTTGC EMSA
rs62541920_Reference G CATACACAGTGAGTCATTTAGGAGTTTCACATTCTGCCTTC EMSA
rs62541920_Reference C GAAGGCAGAATGTGAAACTCCTAAATGACTCACTGTGTATG EMSA
rs62541920_Effect A CATACACAGTGAGTCATTTAAGAGTTTCACATTCTGCCTTC EMSA
rs62541920_Effect T GAAGGCAGAATGTGAAACTCTTAAATGACTCACTGTGTATG EMSA
rs10962647_Reference T CAGCTCTGCTTTTGTCTGCTTCTTTTTGTAATCACATATCT EMSA
rs10962647_Reference A AGATATGTGATTACAAAAAGAAGCAGACAAAAGCAGAGCTG EMSA
rs10962647_Effect G CAGCTCTGCTTTTGTCTGCTGCTTTTTGTAATCACATATCT EMSA
rs10962647_Effect C AGATATGTGATTACAAAAAGCAGCAGACAAAAGCAGAGCTG EMSA
rs3814113_Major T CAGGGTACCTGCTCCATATCTTCTGGACCAGTTCTCCAAAC EMSA
rs3814113_Major A GTTTGGAGAACTGGTCCAGAAGATATGGAGCAGGTACCCTG EMSA
rs3814113_minor C CAGGGTACCTGCTCCATATCCTCTGGACCAGTTCTCCAAAC EMSA
rs3814113_minor G GTTTGGAGAACTGGTCCAGAGGATATGGAGCAGGTACCCTG EMSA
rs181552334-_Major A ATATATATAATATATATTACATAATATATAATATATATAAT EMSA
rs181552334-_Major T ATTATATATATTATATATTATGTAATATATATTATATATAT EMSA
rs181552334-_minor G ATATATATAATATATATTACGTAATATATAATATATATAAT EMSA





































1-236 FWD TAGGATCCAGATGGCACACCTTGGGCCCAC GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
1-524 FWD TAGGATCCAGATGGCACACCTTGGGCCCAC GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
1-524 REV CTGTCGACACTTGCTATGACAGGGGTGG GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
385-524 FWD CAGGATCCGAAATGCCCTGACCAGCATTAC GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
385-524 REV CTGTCGACACTTGCTATGACAGGGGTGG GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
519-818 FWD CAGGATCCCCACCCCTGTCATAGCAAGT GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
519-818 REV CTGTCGACTTTGAGGGCTGCCATAATTC GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
818-1099 FWD GAGGATCCTGAATTATGGCAGCCCTCAAA GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
818-1099 REV AAGTCGACCTAATCTACTGAAGTGAAGG GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
951-1099 FWD GAGGATCCGGAGAGGCATGGCAGAGGACTA GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
951-1099 REV AAGTCGACCTAATCTACTGAAGTGAAGG GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
1-1099 FWD TAGGATCCAGATGGCACACCTTGGGCCCAC GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
1-1099 REV AAGTCGACCTAATCTACTGAAGTGAAGG GAL4-BNC2 Fusion Constructs
BNC2 ZF 1,2 FWD GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCCAGAATTCTGCCCCAGTCAGTG ZF Protein Constructs
BNC2 ZF 1,2 REV GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTATACTAGCTGGCTAGGGAGAGGA ZF Protein Constructs
BNC2 ZF 3,4 FWD GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCGACATGTTTTACATGAGCCAGT ZF Protein Constructs
BNC2 ZF 3,4 REV GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTAGTTCAGGTGGGAGTCTTCAGTC ZF Protein Constructs
BNC2 ZF 5,6 FWD GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCAGAGGCATGGCAGAGGACTA ZF Protein Constructs
BNC2 ZF 5,6 REV GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTAATCTACTGAAGTGAAGGGAA ZF Protein Constructs
"-2184 FWD CCTGCAGATGCAACCTGTCCCC Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
"-2184 REV TCTGCATTCGTGGATTCTGTGCAT Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
"-914 FWD GCACAAAACGCTCCGCCACC Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
"-914 REV GGCGGAGGAAAACCCAGCGG Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
"-582 FWD TTCCTCGGCGTTTCGCAGCC Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
"-582 REV GCGGGCGTGGAGGTAGAGGT Site Specific ChIP at BNC2 Promoter
Gene Symbol Pathway Cell Line P-Value
LMO7 Adherens Junction FTE 0.158204
SNAI2 Adherens Junction FTE 0.061782
WASL Adherens Junction FTE, OSE 0.357764
TGFBR2 Adherens Junction, TGF-beta Signaling Pathway, MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.76959
SMAD3 Adherens Junction, TGF-beta Signaling Pathway, WNT Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.397447
CD36 ECM-receptor interaction FTE 0.278829
COL4A5 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.017482
COL4A6 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.498149
COL6A3 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.006983
FN1 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.063878
ITGB5 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.000464
LAMB1 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion FTE 0.253691
THBS1 ECM-receptor interaction, Focal Adhesion, TGF-beta Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.272864
CAPN2 Focal adhesion FTE 0.009427
ITGA3 Focal Adhesion OSE 0.007114
ITGA5 Focal Adhesion OSE 0.317146
MYLK Focal adhesion FTE 0.175669
PDGFC Focal adhesion FTE 0.474245
ACTG1 Focal Adhesion, Adherens Junction OSE 0.114003
ACTN4 Focal Adhesion, Adherens Junction OSE 0.215077
CCND3 Focal adhesion, WNT Signaling Pathway, JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.001066
JUN Focal adhesion, WNT Signaling Pathway, MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.006266
PRKCA Focal adhesion, WNT Signaling Pathway, MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.661409
CTGF Follicular Development FTE, OSE 0.40642
LSM5 Follicular Development FTE 0.108182
SPARC Follicular Development FTE 0.449072
HNF1B GWAS FTE 0.147319
BCL2L1 JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.731641
IFNGR1 JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.582081
IL22 JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.579743
IL22RA2 JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.586641
LEP JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.140784
LEPR JAK-STAT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.178337
CACNG6 MAPK Signaling Pathway OSE 0.519174
DUSP1 MAPK Signaling Pathway OSE 0.361961
DUSP10 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.67452
DUSP3 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.64444
FASLG MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.071044
GADD45B MAPK Signaling Pathway OSE 0.89367
GNA12 MAPK Signaling Pathway OSE 0.70082
MAP3K8 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.097609
RASGRF2 MAPK Signaling Pathway OSE 0.351677
RASGRP1 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.337027
RASGRP3 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE, OSE 0.349038
RPS6KA2 MAPK Signaling Pathway FTE 0.663797
FAM49B Ovarian Cancer FTE 0.000148
FAP Ovarian Cancer FTE 0.337081
ANK3 Ovarian Development FTE 0.131767
CEP55 Ovarian Development FTE 0.002645
PKDCC Ovarian Development FTE 0.000662
PLOD2 Ovarian Development FTE 0.859238
SEMA3C Ovarian Development OSE 0.909909
SH2D4A Ovarian Development FTE, OSE 0.085387
SPHK1 Ovarian Development OSE 0.306764
TRIB2 Ovarian Development FTE 0.431418
UHRF1BP1L Ovarian Development FTE 0.547335
CD44 Ovarian Development, ECM-receptor interaction FTE 0.594199
AP2S1 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.745061
BANP Promoter with Peak OSE 0.080097
BTBD19 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.252734
CCDC80 Promoter with Peak FTE 0.393617
CD59 Promoter with Peak FTE 0.120419
CLPB Promoter with Peak OSE 0.493307
FBXO15 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.01375
FEM1A Promoter with Peak OSE 0.020643
FSCN1 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.239258
GBA Promoter with Peak OSE 0.116495
ITGB2 promoter with Peak OSE 0.837322
KBTBD6 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.216789
PDCD1LG2 Promoter with Peak FTE 0.376884
PHF12 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.897434
POLDIP3 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.117417
PPP6R3 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.116575
RAI14 Promoter with Peak FTE 0.633566
RANBP10 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.075467
SLFN12 Promoter with Peak FTE 0.010122
TCTEX1D4 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.262288
THOC6 Promoter with Peak ose 0.132422
TSNAXIP1 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.715911
ZBTB4 Promoter with Peak OSE 0.897263
BMP6 TGF-beta Signaling Pathway FTE 0.053237
ID1 TGF-beta Signaling Pathway OSE 0.107984
LTBP1 TGF-beta Signaling Pathway FTE 0.56817
TGFBR3 TGF-beta Signaling Pathway FTE 0.039061
SMAD7 TGF-beta Signaling Pathway, Promoter with Peak FTE, OSE 0.852642
DKK1 WNT Signaling Pathway FTE 0.161139














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































chr start end length abs_summit pileup ‐lg10(pvalue) fold_enrichment ‐lg10(qvalue) name coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
chr1 1617698 1617853 156 1617799 24.38 14.12125 6.15307 9.90909 FTE1_peak_1 chr1_1617698_1617853 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
chr1 7361189 7361335 147 7361278 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2 chr1_7361189_7361335 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 8064535 8064764 230 8064747 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_3 chr1_8064535_8064764 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8066651 8066789 139 8066728 15 10.05675 5.76719 6.26179 FTE1_peak_4 chr1_8066651_8066789 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8066903 8067034 132 8067005 16.25 11.57994 6.5419 7.60528 FTE1_peak_5 chr1_8066903_8067034 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8068290 8068498 209 8068339 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_6 chr1_8068290_8068498 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8072975 8073315 341 8073118 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_7 chr1_8072975_8073315 ERRFI1 PARK7 .
chr1 8075966 8076272 307 8076176 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_8 chr1_8075966_8076272 ERRFI1 . .
chr1 8143134 8143259 126 8143171 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_9 chr1_8143134_8143259 . . .
chr1 8157635 8157764 130 8157725 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_10 chr1_8157635_8157764 . . .
chr1 8181013 8181137 125 8181088 13.13 8.44046 5.2571 4.76542 FTE1_peak_11 chr1_8181013_8181137 . . .
chr1 8181313 8181468 156 8181404 15.63 7.68251 4.58734 4.12323 FTE1_peak_12 chr1_8181313_8181468 . . .
chr1 8194075 8194270 196 8194173 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_13 chr1_8194075_8194270 . . .
chr1 8197768 8198203 436 8197912 35.01 35.25288 14.05237 29.88053 FTE1_peak_14 chr1_8197768_8198203 . . .
chr1 8272094 8272333 240 8272234 22.51 15.29736 7.26051 10.99291 FTE1_peak_15 chr1_8272094_8272333 . . .
chr1 8456783 8456930 148 8456841 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_16 chr1_8456783_8456930 RERE . .
chr1 8686243 8686863 621 8686662 53.14 66.84848 24.16993 60.47195 FTE1_peak_17 chr1_8686243_8686863 RERE . .
chr1 8735169 8735293 125 8735195 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_18 chr1_8735169_8735293 RERE . .
chr1 8918229 8918507 279 8918405 21.26 17.87377 8.94697 13.39157 FTE1_peak_19 chr1_8918229_8918507 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 9224094 9224234 141 9224177 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_20 chr1_9224094_9224234 . MIR34A .
chr1 10127225 10127364 140 10127262 13.75 9.71286 6.3117 5.92945 FTE1_peak_21 chr1_10127225_10127364 UBE4B . .
chr1 10588461 10588720 260 10588614 19.38 15.28465 8.03156 10.98024 FTE1_peak_22 chr1_10588461_10588720 PEX14 . .
chr1 11968162 11969027 866 11968607 60.02 51.13589 13.1926 45.28756 FTE1_peak_23 chr1_11968162_11969027 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 11969726 11970020 295 11969880 32.51 28.01676 11.26337 22.94695 FTE1_peak_24 chr1_11969726_11970020 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 12609997 12610143 147 12610083 18.13 6.88913 3.64376 3.48214 FTE1_peak_25 chr1_12609997_12610143 . . DHRS3
chr1 16702128 16702398 271 16702263 24.38 19.08057 8.79009 14.50887 FTE1_peak_26 chr1_16702128_16702398 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
chr1 16839824 16840824 1001 16840572 76.9 55.81531 11.12788 49.84321 FTE1_peak_27 chr1_16839824_16840824 . CROCCP3 .
chr1 17222592 17222847 256 17222737 46.26 55.55014 21.09983 49.58295 FTE1_peak_28 chr1_17222592_17222847 . . CROCC
chr1 17222956 17223660 705 17223071 62.52 81.94323 28.35643 74.92857 FTE1_peak_29 chr1_17222956_17223660 . . CROCC
chr1 17231872 17232144 273 17231948 28.76 12.76925 4.95959 8.6644 FTE1_peak_30 chr1_17231872_17232144 . . CROCC
chr1 17454933 17455205 273 17455108 30.63 22.02497 8.72636 17.28273 FTE1_peak_31 chr1_17454933_17455205 . PADI2 .
chr1 17495057 17495277 221 17495213 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_32 chr1_17495057_17495277 . . .
chr1 17614096 17614237 142 17614212 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_33 chr1_17614096_17614237 . PADI3 PADI4
chr1 18095445 18095569 125 18095511 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_34 chr1_18095445_18095569 ACTL8 . .
chr1 18193098 18193248 151 18193173 18.75 14.7495 8.14636 10.47416 FTE1_peak_35 chr1_18193098_18193248 . . .
chr1 18201172 18201439 268 18201270 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_36 chr1_18201172_18201439 . . .
chr1 19336373 19336631 259 19336418 14.38 7.44396 4.55667 3.91678 FTE1_peak_37 chr1_19336373_19336631 . . .
chr1 19835550 19835674 125 19835608 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_38 chr1_19835550_19835674 . CAPZB .
chr1 20927987 20928278 292 20928179 25.63 23.88083 11.39325 19.02171 FTE1_peak_39 chr1_20927987_20928278 CDA . .
chr1 20930782 20931012 231 20930962 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_40 chr1_20930782_20931012 CDA . PINK1
chr1 21223454 21223647 194 21223546 25.01 23.58425 10.95013 18.73136 FTE1_peak_41 chr1_21223454_21223647 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21348934 21349058 125 21348971 15.63 10.01306 5.9656 6.21986 FTE1_peak_42 chr1_21348934_21349058 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21650992 21651590 599 21651092 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_43 chr1_21650992_21651590 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 21777698 21778025 328 21777786 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_44 chr1_21777698_21778025 NBPF3 . .
chr1 22251277 22251401 125 22251349 15 8.56832 4.90542 4.88612 FTE1_peak_45 chr1_22251277_22251401 HSPG2 . .
chr1 23426890 23427062 173 23426955 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_46 chr1_23426890_23427062 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23428848 23428985 138 23428925 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_47 chr1_23428848_23428985 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23882700 23884421 1722 23883875 46.89 33.96392 10.05508 28.6364 FTE1_peak_48 chr1_23882700_23884421 . E2F2 ID3
chr1 23912179 23912307 129 23912241 18.13 11.31928 5.88608 7.35029 FTE1_peak_49 chr1_23912179_23912307 . ID3 .
chr1 24592931 24593241 311 24593177 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_50 chr1_24592931_24593241 . . .
chr1 25120137 25120523 387 25120414 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_51 chr1_25120137_25120523 CLIC4 . .
chr1 25687340 25687464 125 25687389 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_52 chr1_25687340_25687464 TMEM50A . RHCE
chr1 25687827 25687960 134 25687884 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_53 chr1_25687827_25687960 TMEM50A . RHCE
chr1 26285019 26285154 136 26285095 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_54 chr1_26285019_26285154 . . PAFAH2
chr1 27032097 27032469 373 27032354 20.63 16.15038 8.35958 11.76246 FTE1_peak_55 chr1_27032097_27032469 ARID1A . .
chr1 27098172 27098328 157 27098259 15.63 11.22133 6.71883 7.25507 FTE1_peak_56 chr1_27098172_27098328 ARID1A . PIGV
chr1 27288471 27288606 136 27288511 18.13 9.02306 4.66579 5.32332 FTE1_peak_57 chr1_27288471_27288606 . C1orf172;NUDC .
chr1 27618888 27619047 160 27619043 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_58 chr1_27618888_27619047 WDTC1 . TMEM222
chr1 27866894 27867112 219 27866980 17.5 9.40261 5.14016 5.63456 FTE1_peak_59 chr1_27866894_27867112 AHDC1 . .
chr1 28295285 28295467 183 28295398 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_60 chr1_28295285_28295467 . SMPDL3B;XKR8 EYA3
chr1 28832482 28832746 265 28832586 26.88 14.80948 6.19601 10.53218 FTE1_peak_61 chr1_28832482_28832746 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28834583 28834790 208 28834740 15 8.98416 5.14183 5.28553 FTE1_peak_62 chr1_28834583_28834790 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28834969 28835469 501 28835081 16.88 9.59241 5.56558 5.81374 FTE1_peak_63 chr1_28834969_28835469 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28835575 28835867 293 28835785 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_64 chr1_28835575_28835867 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28836059 28837668 1610 28836732 27.51 21.01097 9.01414 16.30745 FTE1_peak_65 chr1_28836059_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28837813 28838226 414 28838152 18.75 10.9244 5.85331 7.01389 FTE1_peak_66 chr1_28837813_28838226 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28928334 28928472 139 28928413 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_67 chr1_28928334_28928472 . A16A;SNORA44;SNORA61 TAF12
chr1 28975067 28975836 770 28975357 81.9 84.83999 20.72412 77.61803 FTE1_peak_68 chr1_28975067_28975836 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
chr1 31869882 31870098 217 31870046 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_69 chr1_31869882_31870098 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31870292 31870451 160 31870378 15 9.71651 5.56659 5.93174 FTE1_peak_70 chr1_31870292_31870451 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31873425 31873602 178 31873508 14.38 10.2847 6.27705 6.39441 FTE1_peak_71 chr1_31873425_31873602 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31956333 31956513 181 31956418 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_72 chr1_31956333_31956513 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
chr1 32532052 32532265 214 32532098 17.5 13.13361 7.32855 9.02003 FTE1_peak_73 chr1_32532052_32532265 . KHDRBS1 TMEM39B
chr1 32599139 32599311 173 32599213 23.76 11.00531 4.95125 7.08926 FTE1_peak_74 chr1_32599139_32599311 KPNA6 . .
chr1 33564958 33565137 180 33565069 16.25 11.42808 6.45019 7.45729 FTE1_peak_75 chr1_33564958_33565137 ADC . .
chr1 33899386 33899655 270 33899573 26.88 17.42124 7.48512 12.95144 FTE1_peak_76 chr1_33899386_33899655 . . .
chr1 33921476 33921603 128 33921570 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_77 chr1_33921476_33921603 . . ZSCAN20
chr1 35513178 35513373 196 35513278 18.75 14.68257 8.10458 10.4092 FTE1_peak_78 chr1_35513178_35513373 . ZMYM6 .
chr1 36714042 36714197 156 36714109 20.01 14.06015 6.91531 9.8492 FTE1_peak_79 chr1_36714042_36714197 THRAP3 . .
chr1 36818164 36818399 236 36818236 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_80 chr1_36818164_36818399 STK40 FAM176B .
chr1 36840294 36840490 197 36840313 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_81 chr1_36840294_36840490 STK40 . LSM10
chr1 36852214 36852338 125 36852242 11.88 6.15182 4.47935 2.79382 FTE1_peak_82 chr1_36852214_36852338 . STK40 LSM10
chr1 38000174 38000299 126 38000265 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_83 chr1_38000174_38000299 SNIP1 MEAF6 DNALI1
chr1 38424443 38424648 206 38424526 19.38 13.54341 6.99745 9.35068 FTE1_peak_84 chr1_38424443_38424648 SF3A3 INPP5B .
chr1 39644248 39644398 151 39644367 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_85 chr1_39644248_39644398 MACF1 . .
chr1 40400015 40400295 281 40400234 19.38 11.85249 6.03854 7.86013 FTE1_peak_86 chr1_40400015_40400295 . . MFSD2A
chr1 40525265 40525389 125 40525344 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_87 chr1_40525265_40525389 CAP1 . PPT1
chr1 42095349 42095528 180 42095449 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_88 chr1_42095349_42095528 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42238923 42239111 189 42238992 13.75 9.50985 6.17952 5.73726 FTE1_peak_89 chr1_42238923_42239111 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42367856 42368027 172 42367936 28.13 27.62235 12.33117 22.56521 FTE1_peak_90 chr1_42367856_42368027 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42687999 42688219 221 42688113 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_91 chr1_42687999_42688219 FOXJ3 . .
chr1 43406588 43406882 295 43406817 20.63 15.95294 8.24016 11.56868 FTE1_peak_92 chr1_43406588_43406882 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43406990 43407194 205 43407023 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_93 chr1_43406990_43407194 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43407571 43407699 129 43407658 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_94 chr1_43407571_43407699 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43672597 43672905 309 43672707 17.5 14.28928 8.04548 10.05925 FTE1_peak_95 chr1_43672597_43672905 WDR65 . .
chr1 43941826 43941964 139 43941894 18.75 14.68257 8.10458 10.4092 FTE1_peak_96 chr1_43941826_43941964 . HYI;SZT2 .
chr1 44300038 44300491 454 44300406 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_97 chr1_44300038_44300491 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44300744 44301029 286 44300908 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_98 chr1_44300744_44301029 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44504701 44504885 185 44504825 16.25 10.63292 5.9755 6.73029 FTE1_peak_99 chr1_44504701_44504885 . SLC6A9 .
chr1 45186876 45187646 771 45187462 51.89 37.59792 10.29462 32.14214 FTE1_peak_100 chr1_45186876_45187646 C1orf228 . KIF2C
chr1 45195880 45196880 1001 45196438 55.01 37.29393 9.14521 31.84361 FTE1_peak_101 chr1_45195880_45196880 . C1orf228 KIF2C
chr1 45284990 45285715 726 45285400 41.89 35.49396 12.25314 30.11039 FTE1_peak_102 chr1_45284990_45285715 PTCH2 BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 .
chr1 45712530 45712740 211 45712641 21.88 16.75129 8.51376 12.33844 FTE1_peak_103 chr1_45712530_45712740 . . .
chr1 46188604 46188785 182 46188685 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_104 chr1_46188604_46188785 IPP TMEM69 .
chr1 48667729 48667873 145 48667792 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_105 chr1_48667729_48667873 . SKINTL SLC5A9
chr1 51528912 51529061 150 51528988 14.38 10.33604 6.30924 6.44497 FTE1_peak_106 chr1_51528912_51529061 . . .
chr1 52363388 52363690 303 52363526 30.63 29.08682 12.65322 23.94822 FTE1_peak_107 chr1_52363388_52363690 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52363911 52364081 171 52364001 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_108 chr1_52363911_52364081 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52390211 52390384 174 52390315 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_109 chr1_52390211_52390384 RAB3B . .
chr1 53174128 53174271 144 53174196 18.75 11.73965 6.32158 7.75347 FTE1_peak_110 chr1_53174128_53174271 . SELRC1 ZYG11B
chr1 53712219 53712542 324 53712453 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_111 chr1_53712219_53712542 LRP8 rf123;LOC100507564;MA .
chr1 54198726 54198960 235 54198822 26.88 18.88715 8.26135 14.32003 FTE1_peak_112 chr1_54198726_54198960 GLIS1 . .
chr1 55370360 55370549 190 55370460 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_113 chr1_55370360_55370549 . DHCR24 .
chr1 55776920 55777049 130 55777005 16.88 9.48359 5.50136 5.71155 FTE1_peak_114 chr1_55776920_55777049 . . .
chr1 55894855 55895044 190 55894952 18.13 14.35708 7.6519 10.12104 FTE1_peak_115 chr1_55894855_55895044 . . .
chr1 56097879 56098031 153 56097967 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_116 chr1_56097879_56098031 . . .
chr1 56184553 56184891 339 56184818 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_117 chr1_56184553_56184891 . . .
chr1 57298077 57298236 160 57298137 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_118 chr1_57298077_57298236 . C1orf168 C8A
chr1 58102854 58103038 185 58102957 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_119 chr1_58102854_58103038 DAB1 . .
chr1 59221291 59221446 156 59221395 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_120 chr1_59221291_59221446 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59228963 59229163 201 59229060 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_121 chr1_59228963_59229163 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59229512 59229752 241 59229601 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_122 chr1_59229512_59229752 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59347312 59347512 201 59347414 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_123 chr1_59347312_59347512 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59349135 59349259 125 59349253 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_124 chr1_59349135_59349259 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59509497 59509710 214 59509598 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_125 chr1_59509497_59509710 . . .
chr1 59639516 59639656 141 59639569 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_126 chr1_59639516_59639656 . HSD52 .
chr1 59833554 59833701 148 59833613 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_127 chr1_59833554_59833701 FGGY . .
chr1 60144553 60144711 159 60144652 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_128 chr1_60144553_60144711 FGGY . .
chr1 60460224 60460354 131 60460319 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_129 chr1_60460224_60460354 C1orf87 . .
chr1 60637527 60637667 141 60637603 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_130 chr1_60637527_60637667 . . .
chr1 61753271 61753721 451 61753504 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_131 chr1_61753271_61753721 NFIA . .
chr1 64096528 64096697 170 64096618 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_132 chr1_64096528_64096697 PGM1 . .
chr1 64292211 64292336 126 64292250 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_133 chr1_64292211_64292336 ROR1 . .
chr1 64386222 64386518 297 64386390 33.76 35.81751 15.51784 30.40961 FTE1_peak_134 chr1_64386222_64386518 ROR1 . .
chr1 64504837 64505233 397 64505200 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_135 chr1_64504837_64505233 ROR1 . .
chr1 64505345 64505523 179 64505468 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_136 chr1_64505345_64505523 ROR1 . .
chr1 64637501 64637641 141 64637551 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_137 chr1_64637501_64637641 ROR1 . .
chr1 64689029 64689214 186 64689109 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_138 chr1_64689029_64689214 UBE2U . .
chr1 65363869 65364104 236 65364013 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_139 chr1_65363869_65364104 JAK1 . .
chr1 65383209 65383425 217 65383343 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_140 chr1_65383209_65383425 JAK1 . .
chr1 65640414 65640549 136 65640481 15 12.21585 7.07356 8.19737 FTE1_peak_141 chr1_65640414_65640549 AK4 . .
chr1 65891445 65891736 292 65891568 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_142 chr1_65891445_65891736 LEPR;LEPROT DNAJC6 .
chr1 65895551 65895682 132 65895632 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_143 chr1_65895551_65895682 LEPR;LEPROT DNAJC6 .
chr1 65975795 65975924 130 65975862 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_144 chr1_65975795_65975924 LEPR . .
chr1 66286708 66286911 204 66286790 18.13 15.30877 8.22785 11.0037 FTE1_peak_145 chr1_66286708_66286911 PDE4B . .
chr1 67030042 67030248 207 67030189 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_146 chr1_67030042_67030248 SGIP1 . .
chr1 67526534 67526703 170 67526634 28.76 28.75821 13.28504 23.63837 FTE1_peak_147 chr1_67526534_67526703 . SLC35D1 .
chr1 68257837 68258179 343 68257929 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_148 chr1_68257837_68258179 GNG12 . .
chr1 68453165 68453399 235 68453303 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_149 chr1_68453165_68453399 LOC100289178 . .
chr1 68639901 68640067 167 68640014 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_150 chr1_68639901_68640067 LOC100289178;WLS . MIR1262
chr1 68850783 68850918 136 68850833 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_151 chr1_68850783_68850918 . . .
chr1 70377042 70377230 189 70377108 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_152 chr1_70377042_70377230 LRRC7 . PIN1P1
chr1 70556457 70556845 389 70556766 23.76 20.19115 9.90249 15.53942 FTE1_peak_153 chr1_70556457_70556845 LRRC7 . .
chr1 71245260 71245470 211 71245383 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_154 chr1_71245260_71245470 . . .
chr1 71479805 71480046 242 71479943 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_155 chr1_71479805_71480046 PTGER3 . .
chr1 71555726 71555873 148 71555840 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_156 chr1_71555726_71555873 ZRANB2‐AS2 R186;ZRANB2;ZRANB2‐A .
chr1 72750469 72750693 225 72750565 33.76 27.6767 10.81988 22.61855 FTE1_peak_157 chr1_72750469_72750693 . NEGR1 .
chr1 76252010 76252281 272 76252222 11.88 6.15182 4.47935 2.79382 FTE1_peak_158 chr1_76252010_76252281 RABGGTB ACADM SNORD45A;SNORD45B;SNORD45C
chr1 76252506 76252718 213 76252548 11.88 7.28299 5.22969 3.76211 FTE1_peak_159 chr1_76252506_76252718 RABGGTB ACADM SNORD45A;SNORD45B;SNORD45C
chr1 77464259 77464560 302 77464437 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_160 chr1_77464259_77464560 ST6GALNAC5 . .
chr1 77505593 77505727 135 77505646 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_161 chr1_77505593_77505727 ST6GALNAC5 . .
chr1 77836672 77836934 263 77836740 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_162 chr1_77836672_77836934 AK5 . .
chr1 77977275 77977472 198 77977351 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_163 chr1_77977275_77977472 AK5 . .
chr1 77980209 77980419 211 77980322 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_164 chr1_77980209_77980419 AK5 . .
chr1 78297808 78298032 225 78297882 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_165 chr1_78297808_78298032 FAM73A . .
chr1 78298703 78298898 196 78298723 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_166 chr1_78298703_78298898 FAM73A . .
chr1 78407052 78407287 236 78407070 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_167 chr1_78407052_78407287 NEXN . FUBP1
chr1 78469987 78470192 206 78470126 20.63 17.60988 9.25365 13.13546 FTE1_peak_168 chr1_78469987_78470192 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
chr1 78470480 78470768 289 78470689 15.63 11.44063 6.85736 7.46923 FTE1_peak_169 chr1_78470480_78470768 DNAJB4 FUBP1 .
chr1 78567306 78567555 250 78567371 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_170 chr1_78567306_78567555 GIPC2 . .
chr1 78567814 78568041 228 78567921 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_171 chr1_78567814_78568041 GIPC2 . .
chr1 78806294 78806490 197 78806448 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_172 chr1_78806294_78806490 MGC27382 . .
chr1 78814711 78814846 136 78814750 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_173 chr1_78814711_78814846 MGC27382 . .
chr1 79297487 79297670 184 79297577 20.01 15.3287 7.63827 11.02136 FTE1_peak_174 chr1_79297487_79297670 . . .
chr1 79299104 79299325 222 79299165 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_175 chr1_79299104_79299325 . . .
chr1 82148217 82148365 149 82148323 13.13 9.31474 5.79629 5.55219 FTE1_peak_176 chr1_82148217_82148365 . . .
chr1 82172823 82172992 170 82172879 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_177 chr1_82172823_82172992 . . .
chr1 84831310 84831441 132 84831367 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_178 chr1_84831310_84831441 UOX SAMD13 .
chr1 85763566 85764148 583 85763734 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_179 chr1_85763566_85764148 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
chr1 85779780 85779931 152 85779873 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_180 chr1_85779780_85779931 . . DDAH1
chr1 85786004 85786286 283 85786182 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_181 chr1_85786004_85786286 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85794741 85794948 208 85794825 25.01 22.65392 10.40263 17.85397 FTE1_peak_182 chr1_85794741_85794948 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85796030 85796268 239 85796153 14.38 10.2847 6.27705 6.39441 FTE1_peak_183 chr1_85796030_85796268 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85796624 85796918 295 85796813 15 11.55345 6.66831 7.57923 FTE1_peak_184 chr1_85796624_85796918 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85804939 85805071 133 85805008 13.13 9.21998 5.73744 5.47544 FTE1_peak_185 chr1_85804939_85805071 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85829528 85829691 164 85829674 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_186 chr1_85829528_85829691 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85987792 85988180 389 85988000 18.75 12.377 6.69658 8.28962 FTE1_peak_187 chr1_85987792_85988180 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85991647 85991812 166 85991707 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_188 chr1_85991647_85991812 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86000647 86000787 141 86000682 16.25 9.62915 5.39196 5.84795 FTE1_peak_189 chr1_86000647_86000787 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86047386 86048531 1146 86047474 36.88 16.59993 5.31715 12.19195 FTE1_peak_190 chr1_86047386_86048531 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86048627 86050854 2228 86049988 76.9 88.67538 24.82715 81.22849 FTE1_peak_191 chr1_86048627_86050854 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86072770 86073285 516 86072883 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_192 chr1_86072770_86073285 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
chr1 86073526 86073783 258 86073740 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_193 chr1_86073526_86073783 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
chr1 86094473 86094649 177 86094593 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_194 chr1_86094473_86094649 . . ZNHIT6
chr1 86315934 86316191 258 86316078 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_195 chr1_86315934_86316191 COL24A1 . .
chr1 90331673 90331979 307 90331799 32.51 27.847 11.16951 22.78087 FTE1_peak_196 chr1_90331673_90331979 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90352924 90353074 151 90353057 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_197 chr1_90352924_90353074 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90373255 90373444 190 90373396 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_198 chr1_90373255_90373444 LRRC8D . .
chr1 92166014 92166158 145 92166121 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_199 chr1_92166014_92166158 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92366124 92366405 282 92366270 26.26 24.5783 11.29819 19.69408 FTE1_peak_200 chr1_92366124_92366405 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92822613 92822737 125 92822676 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_201 chr1_92822613_92822737 RPAP2 . .
chr1 93804147 93804303 157 93804152 12.5 5.86251 4.00097 2.57335 FTE1_peak_202 chr1_93804147_93804303 LOC100131564 . DR1
chr1 94081391 94081533 143 94081478 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_203 chr1_94081391_94081533 BCAR3 LOC100129046 .
chr1 94081703 94081855 153 94081795 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_204 chr1_94081703_94081855 BCAR3 LOC100129046 .
chr1 94130039 94130423 385 94130274 13.75 9.92436 6.44967 6.13335 FTE1_peak_205 chr1_94130039_94130423 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94158930 94159121 192 94159024 16.25 12.00436 6.79971 8.00792 FTE1_peak_206 chr1_94158930_94159121 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94167182 94167480 299 94167383 20.63 10.92847 5.4076 7.01523 FTE1_peak_207 chr1_94167182_94167480 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94220034 94220291 258 94220231 20.63 17.06811 8.91976 12.62068 FTE1_peak_208 chr1_94220034_94220291 . . .
chr1 94245197 94245393 197 94245301 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_209 chr1_94245197_94245393 . . .
chr1 94275948 94276238 291 94276161 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_210 chr1_94275948_94276238 . . .
chr1 94791274 94791675 402 94791588 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_211 chr1_94791274_94791675 . . .
chr1 95068020 95068265 246 95068098 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_212 chr1_95068020_95068265 . . .
chr1 95193438 95193703 266 95193601 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_213 chr1_95193438_95193703 . . .
chr1 95205318 95205478 161 95205398 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_214 chr1_95205318_95205478 . . .
chr1 95329573 95329755 183 95329664 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_215 chr1_95329573_95329755 SLC44A3 . .
chr1 95501242 95501413 172 95501331 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_216 chr1_95501242_95501413 ALG14 . .
chr1 96772378 96772550 173 96772462 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_217 chr1_96772378_96772550 . . .
chr1 96775394 96775605 212 96775515 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_218 chr1_96775394_96775605 . . .
chr1 96828172 96828483 312 96828305 31.88 30.41652 13.15335 25.2284 FTE1_peak_219 chr1_96828172_96828483 . . .
chr1 96836475 96836629 155 96836541 21.26 13.33211 6.35874 9.20385 FTE1_peak_220 chr1_96836475_96836629 . . .
chr1 96854643 96854827 185 96854735 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_221 chr1_96854643_96854827 . . .
chr1 97025849 97026088 240 97026006 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_222 chr1_97025849_97026088 . . .
chr1 98552302 98552597 296 98552480 38.76 35.41576 13.25339 30.03403 FTE1_peak_223 chr1_98552302_98552597 . . .
chr1 98789304 98789835 532 98789531 20.01 13.71278 6.72168 9.5134 FTE1_peak_224 chr1_98789304_98789835 . . .
chr1 98793125 98793250 126 98793219 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_225 chr1_98793125_98793250 . . .
chr1 98806127 98806381 255 98806303 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_226 chr1_98806127_98806381 . . .
chr1 100515637 100515761 125 100515667 12.5 8.0244 5.34783 4.40147 FTE1_peak_227 chr1_100515637_100515761 HIAT1 SLC35A3 .
chr1 101062610 101062928 319 101062820 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_228 chr1_101062610_101062928 . . LOC100128787
chr1 101092977 101093180 204 101093099 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_229 chr1_101092977_101093180 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101096843 101097026 184 101096911 19.38 11.45836 5.82288 7.48645 FTE1_peak_230 chr1_101096843_101097026 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101640257 101640686 430 101640549 26.88 24.38302 11.43879 19.50719 FTE1_peak_231 chr1_101640257_101640686 . . .
chr1 102204114 102204292 179 102204216 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_232 chr1_102204114_102204292 . . .
chr1 103345213 103345403 191 103345316 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_233 chr1_103345213_103345403 COL11A1 . .
chr1 109045812 109046035 224 109045915 28.76 28.66056 13.22558 23.56985 FTE1_peak_234 chr1_109045812_109046035 . . .
chr1 109373926 109374122 197 109374031 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_235 chr1_109373926_109374122 AKNAD1 STXBP3 SRG7
chr1 109704955 109705237 283 109705173 15 12.15248 7.0347 8.1508 FTE1_peak_236 chr1_109704955_109705237 KIAA1324 . .
chr1 109739979 109740135 157 109740027 13.75 6.91724 4.53957 3.50397 FTE1_peak_237 chr1_109739979_109740135 KIAA1324 . SARS
chr1 110138221 110138379 159 110138293 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_238 chr1_110138221_110138379 GNAI3 . AMPD2;GNAT2;MIR197
chr1 110263775 110263932 158 110263874 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_239 chr1_110263775_110263932 . GSTM1;GSTM5 EPS8L3;GSTM3
chr1 110518490 110518673 184 110518594 21.88 18.02536 9.29167 13.53837 FTE1_peak_240 chr1_110518490_110518673 . . AHCYL1
chr1 111230037 111230162 126 111230132 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_241 chr1_111230037_111230162 . KCNA3 .
chr1 111625157 111625387 231 111625259 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_242 chr1_111625157_111625387 . . .
chr1 112106324 112106475 152 112106381 9.38 6.11291 4.63294 2.75804 FTE1_peak_243 chr1_112106324_112106475 ADORA3 . .
chr1 112947062 112947396 335 112947165 32.51 33.72623 14.56893 28.40155 FTE1_peak_244 chr1_112947062_112947396 CTTNBP2NL . .
chr1 113065266 113065511 246 113065456 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_245 chr1_113065266_113065511 . WNT2B ST7L
chr1 115711431 115711673 243 115711551 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_246 chr1_115711431_115711673 . . .
chr1 115722033 115722567 535 115722369 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_247 chr1_115722033_115722567 . . .
chr1 115968978 115969484 507 115969376 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_248 chr1_115968978_115969484 . . .
chr1 116039849 116039984 136 116039908 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_249 chr1_116039849_116039984 . . .
chr1 116088412 116088680 269 116088589 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_250 chr1_116088412_116088680 . . .
chr1 116088980 116089109 130 116088997 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_251 chr1_116088980_116089109 . . .
chr1 116520353 116520535 183 116520431 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_252 chr1_116520353_116520535 SLC22A15 . .
chr1 117051982 117052140 159 117052095 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_253 chr1_117051982_117052140 . . CD58
chr1 118364452 118364599 148 118364496 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_254 chr1_118364452_118364599 . . .
chr1 119822209 119822374 166 119822293 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_255 chr1_119822209_119822374 . . .
chr1 144008080 144008240 161 144008162 15.63 9.16749 5.45217 5.42505 FTE1_peak_256 chr1_144008080_144008240 FLJ39739;SRGAP2P2 . .
chr1 144534125 144534384 260 144534213 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_257 chr1_144534125_1445343849;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B LOC728875 .
chr1 144908508 144908632 125 144908624 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_258 chr1_144908508_144908632C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 144941323 144941480 158 144941406 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_259 chr1_144941323_144941480C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 145015156 145015442 287 145015333 25.63 6.44959 2.95908 3.07613 FTE1_peak_260 chr1_145015156_145015442C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 145083496 145083768 273 145083670 47.51 27.89355 7.46346 22.82537 FTE1_peak_261 chr1_145083496_1450837689;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145084089 145084295 207 145084180 25.01 7.5446 3.25082 3.99786 FTE1_peak_262 chr1_145084089_1450842959;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145092628 145092827 200 145092709 55.01 7.74945 2.24058 4.1856 FTE1_peak_263 chr1_145092628_1450928279;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145097239 145097426 188 145097348 22.51 12.02118 5.54712 8.02434 FTE1_peak_264 chr1_145097239_145097426 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPI PDE4DIP .
chr1 145114074 145115077 1004 145114686 73.77 71.03241 17.59279 64.49439 FTE1_peak_265 chr1_145114074_145115077 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPI . .
chr1 145292324 145292470 147 145292360 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_266 chr1_145292324_1452924709;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NOTCH2NL NBPF10
chr1 145382738 145383336 599 145383094 31.88 24.39802 9.74322 19.52025 FTE1_peak_267 chr1_145382738_1453833369;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NBPF10 HFE2
chr1 145442468 145442630 163 145442520 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_268 chr1_145442468_145442630OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145442758 145443648 891 145443364 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_269 chr1_145442758_1454436489;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145743572 145743737 166 145743652 13.75 9.12699 5.9311 5.3857 FTE1_peak_270 chr1_145743572_145743737OC728855;PDZK1;PPIAL4A;PPIA CD160 GPR89A
chr1 146556117 146556242 126 146556191 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_271 chr1_146556117_146556242 855;NBPF11;NBPF24;PDZK1P1 . .
chr1 147735812 147736007 196 147735960 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_272 chr1_147735812_1477360079;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147737222 147737444 223 147737232 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_273 chr1_147737222_1477374449;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147806668 147806827 160 147806757 14.38 6.40067 3.96872 3.02858 FTE1_peak_274 chr1_147806668_1478068279;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147994113 147994290 178 147994208 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_275 chr1_147994113_147994290 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . NBPF14
chr1 148241461 148241717 257 148241607 43.14 42.02814 14.71211 36.4409 FTE1_peak_276 chr1_148241461_148241717PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIA . .
chr1 148604866 148604992 127 148604923 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_277 chr1_148604866_148604992F16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C; NBPF15 .
chr1 149223309 149224148 840 149223670 90.02 98.00143 22.75591 88.50533 FTE1_peak_278 chr1_149223309_149224148 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . .
chr1 150033678 150033809 132 150033772 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_279 chr1_150033678_150033809 . . VPS45
chr1 150508400 150508524 125 150508421 16.25 10.16982 5.70389 6.29761 FTE1_peak_280 chr1_150508400_150508524 . ECM1;TARS2 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257
chr1 150584176 150584351 176 150584301 14.38 9.52389 5.80331 5.75097 FTE1_peak_281 chr1_150584176_150584351 . . ENSA
chr1 150854219 150854392 174 150854293 23.76 17.7677 8.46367 13.29052 FTE1_peak_282 chr1_150854219_150854392 . ARNT .
chr1 151961007 151961139 133 151961059 20.01 15.95294 8.002 11.56868 FTE1_peak_283 chr1_151961007_151961139 S100A10 . .
chr1 152135401 152135607 207 152135418 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_284 chr1_152135401_152135607 . RPTN .
chr1 154404191 154404318 128 154404245 20.01 12.59039 6.11062 8.49844 FTE1_peak_285 chr1_154404191_154404318 IL6R . .
chr1 154945257 154945485 229 154945422 15.63 7.35706 4.40506 3.83251 FTE1_peak_286 chr1_154945257_154945485 SHC1 PBXIP1;PYGO2 B;FLAD1;LENEP;MIR4258;ZBTB7B
chr1 156736887 156737299 413 156737243 32.51 17.98986 6.38258 13.50511 FTE1_peak_287 chr1_156736887_156737299 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
chr1 157980619 157980743 125 157980725 10.63 6.54845 4.84491 3.16973 FTE1_peak_288 chr1_157980619_157980743 KIRREL . .
chr1 157989406 157989612 207 157989499 32.51 22.45657 8.37713 17.66454 FTE1_peak_289 chr1_157989406_157989612 KIRREL . .
chr1 158980191 158980348 158 158980277 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_290 chr1_158980191_158980348 IFI16 . .
chr1 159010055 159010360 306 159010173 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_291 chr1_159010055_159010360 IFI16 . AIM2
chr1 159567976 159568270 295 159568062 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_292 chr1_159567976_159568270 . APCS .
chr1 159721980 159722111 132 159722035 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_293 chr1_159721980_159722111 . . DUSP23
chr1 162508707 162508855 149 162508744 16.25 12.28524 6.97142 8.24545 FTE1_peak_294 chr1_162508707_162508855 . UHMK1 UAP1
chr1 162602184 162602324 141 162602244 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_295 chr1_162602184_162602324 DDR2 . .
chr1 162660752 162660959 208 162660843 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_296 chr1_162660752_162660959 DDR2 . .
chr1 162825911 162826298 388 162826222 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_297 chr1_162825911_162826298 C1orf110 . .
chr1 162843503 162843721 219 162843614 20.63 10.92847 5.4076 7.01523 FTE1_peak_298 chr1_162843503_162843721 . C1orf110 .
chr1 162843924 162844049 126 162843961 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_299 chr1_162843924_162844049 . C1orf110 .
chr1 163840006 163840304 299 163840209 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_300 chr1_163840006_163840304 . . .
chr1 164676512 164676717 206 164676624 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_301 chr1_164676512_164676717 PBX1 . .
chr1 164695550 164695737 188 164695661 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_302 chr1_164695550_164695737 PBX1 . .
chr1 164717936 164718082 147 164717975 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_303 chr1_164717936_164718082 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 164736832 164737148 317 164736872 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_304 chr1_164736832_164737148 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 165868075 165868318 244 165868195 22.51 16.91256 8.17597 12.49562 FTE1_peak_305 chr1_165868075_165868318 UCK2 . MIR3658
chr1 166913896 166914067 172 166913986 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_306 chr1_166913896_166914067 ILDR2 . .
chr1 167635773 167635917 145 167635881 16.88 11.89548 6.97734 7.90252 FTE1_peak_307 chr1_167635773_167635917 RCSD1 . .
chr1 167718252 167718386 135 167718325 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_308 chr1_167718252_167718386 MPZL1 . .
chr1 167761203 167761424 222 167761303 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_309 chr1_167761203_167761424 . MPZL1 ADCY10
chr1 167766471 167766595 125 167766513 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_310 chr1_167766471_167766595 . MPZL1 ADCY10
chr1 168439014 168439194 181 168439093 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_311 chr1_168439014_168439194 . . .
chr1 168452836 168453201 366 168453129 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_312 chr1_168452836_168453201 . . .
chr1 169515419 169515573 155 169515500 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_313 chr1_169515419_169515573 F5 . .
chr1 170677306 170677491 186 170677334 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_314 chr1_170677306_170677491 PRRX1 . .
chr1 170680847 170680971 125 170680940 13.13 8.24447 5.13762 4.58242 FTE1_peak_315 chr1_170680847_170680971 PRRX1 . .
chr1 171096711 171096947 237 171096858 23.76 19.11376 9.25467 14.5413 FTE1_peak_316 chr1_171096711_171096947 . FMO3;MIR1295A FMO6P
chr1 171763300 171763478 179 171763391 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_317 chr1_171763300_171763478 METTL13 . .
chr1 172105214 172105351 138 172105290 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_318 chr1_172105214_172105351 DNM3 . 3OS;MIR199A2;MIR214;MIR3120
chr1 172291452 172291620 169 172291528 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_319 chr1_172291452_172291620 DNM3 . .
chr1 172608079 172608208 130 172608153 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_320 chr1_172608079_172608208 . C1orf9 FASLG
chr1 172866961 172867102 142 172867031 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_321 chr1_172866961_172867102 . . .
chr1 172898259 172898384 126 172898331 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_322 chr1_172898259_172898384 . . .
chr1 172924562 172924749 188 172924657 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_323 chr1_172924562_172924749 . . .
chr1 173092245 173092408 164 173092345 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_324 chr1_173092245_173092408 . . .
chr1 173238594 173238868 275 173238700 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_325 chr1_173238594_173238868 LOC100506023 . .
chr1 173832543 173832917 375 173832763 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_326 chr1_173832543_173832917 LOC100506046 DARS2 75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SNO
chr1 173836993 173837120 128 173837079 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_327 chr1_173836993_173837120 GAS5 D74;SNORD75;SNORD76; ZBTB37
chr1 177945499 177945623 125 177945553 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_328 chr1_177945499_177945623 . SEC16B LOC730102
chr1 178207923 178208259 337 178208099 33.76 29.07822 11.58629 23.94199 FTE1_peak_329 chr1_178207923_178208259 RASAL2 . .
chr1 178653978 178654152 175 178654061 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_330 chr1_178653978_178654152 . MIR4424 .
chr1 179777365 179777553 189 179777468 16.25 10.21044 5.72756 6.33704 FTE1_peak_331 chr1_179777365_179777553 FAM163A . .
chr1 179997237 179997444 208 179997429 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_332 chr1_179997237_179997444 CEP350 . .
chr1 180120716 180120959 244 180120838 26.26 19.58953 8.45175 14.96584 FTE1_peak_333 chr1_180120716_180120959 . . QSOX1
chr1 181081653 181081802 150 181081730 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_334 chr1_181081653_181081802 . IER5 .
chr1 182925453 182925612 160 182925544 18.13 9.77195 5.05076 5.98585 FTE1_peak_335 chr1_182925453_182925612 . SHCBP1L .
chr1 182959726 182959896 171 182959805 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_336 chr1_182959726_182959896 . . .
chr1 183213722 183213896 175 183213783 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_337 chr1_183213722_183213896 LAMC2 . NMNAT2
chr1 183241541 183241717 177 183241642 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_338 chr1_183241541_183241717 NMNAT2 LAMC2 .
chr1 183249082 183249259 178 183249184 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_339 chr1_183249082_183249259 NMNAT2 . .
chr1 183601330 183601475 146 183601423 23.13 13.58947 6.03277 9.39325 FTE1_peak_340 chr1_183601330_183601475 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
chr1 183811675 183811926 252 183811794 34.38 37.26863 15.79694 31.81878 FTE1_peak_341 chr1_183811675_183811926 RGL1 . .
chr1 184026078 184026570 493 184026229 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_342 chr1_184026078_184026570 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
chr1 184091009 184091164 156 184091093 15 8.60175 4.92429 4.91809 FTE1_peak_343 chr1_184091009_184091164 . . .
chr1 184268708 184268880 173 184268719 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_344 chr1_184268708_184268880 . . .
chr1 184761821 184762010 190 184761924 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_345 chr1_184761821_184762010 FAM129A . .
chr1 184836202 184836528 327 184836424 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_346 chr1_184836202_184836528 FAM129A . .
chr1 185410776 185411045 270 185410936 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_347 chr1_185410776_185411045 . . .
chr1 185534601 185534773 173 185534696 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_348 chr1_185534601_185534773 . . .
chr1 185940874 185941069 196 185940969 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_349 chr1_185940874_185941069 HMCN1 . .
chr1 185942917 185943046 130 185942986 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_350 chr1_185942917_185943046 HMCN1 . .
chr1 186152495 186152619 125 186152551 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_351 chr1_186152495_186152619 HMCN1;MIR548F1 . .
chr1 186762207 186762399 193 186762216 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_352 chr1_186762207_186762399 . . .
chr1 186970803 186970963 161 186970870 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_353 chr1_186970803_186970963 . PLA2G4A .
chr1 192454921 192455300 380 192455115 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_354 chr1_192454921_192455300 . . .
chr1 192528715 192528897 183 192528800 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_355 chr1_192528715_192528897 . . RGS1
chr1 192671436 192671608 173 192671522 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_356 chr1_192671436_192671608 . . .
chr1 193080832 193080958 127 193080886 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_357 chr1_193080832_193080958 . GLRX2;TROVE2 CDC73;MIR1278
chr1 193305168 193305329 162 193305208 15 12.21585 7.07356 8.19737 FTE1_peak_358 chr1_193305168_193305329 . . .
chr1 198227758 198227898 141 198227781 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_359 chr1_198227758_198227898 NEK7 . .
chr1 198462046 198462278 233 198462154 22.51 17.35363 8.43261 12.90011 FTE1_peak_360 chr1_198462046_198462278 . . .
chr1 198626946 198627098 153 198627016 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_361 chr1_198626946_198627098 PTPRC . .
chr1 198638242 198638508 267 198638365 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_362 chr1_198638242_198638508 PTPRC . .
chr1 198745859 198746056 198 198745933 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_363 chr1_198745859_198746056 . PTPRC .
chr1 198850399 198850678 280 198850484 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_364 chr1_198850399_198850678 LOC100131234 MIR181A1;MIR181B1 .
chr1 198904816 198904941 126 198904895 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_365 chr1_198904816_198904941 LOC100131234 . .
chr1 199092769 199092950 182 199092864 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_366 chr1_199092769_199092950 . . .
chr1 199241917 199242090 174 199242040 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_367 chr1_199241917_199242090 . . .
chr1 199711820 199712005 186 199711911 20.01 18.19077 9.33567 13.6971 FTE1_peak_368 chr1_199711820_199712005 . . .
chr1 200283634 200283797 164 200283677 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_369 chr1_200283634_200283797 . . C1orf98
chr1 200385144 200385306 163 200385207 15.63 10.01306 5.9656 6.21986 FTE1_peak_370 chr1_200385144_200385306 . ZNF281 .
chr1 201521128 201521259 132 201521179 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_371 chr1_201521128_201521259 . . .
chr1 201562553 201562854 302 201562767 18.75 14.23096 7.82373 10.00353 FTE1_peak_372 chr1_201562553_201562854 . . .
chr1 201594246 201594378 133 201594298 11.88 6.21187 4.51864 2.85016 FTE1_peak_373 chr1_201594246_201594378 . . NAV1
chr1 201679236 201679362 127 201679294 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_374 chr1_201679236_201679362 NAV1 . .
chr1 201720139 201720451 313 201720251 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_375 chr1_201720139_201720451 NAV1 . .
chr1 201721870 201722088 219 201721904 10.63 6.51091 4.81981 3.13326 FTE1_peak_376 chr1_201721870_201722088 NAV1 . .
chr1 201743673 201743863 191 201743860 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_377 chr1_201743673_201743863 NAV1 . .
chr1 202250537 202250700 164 202250625 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_378 chr1_202250537_202250700 LGR6 . .
chr1 202558471 202558635 165 202558541 18.75 14.95414 8.27431 10.67265 FTE1_peak_379 chr1_202558471_202558635 . PPP1R12B SYT2
chr1 202584800 202584940 141 202584850 18.13 11.31928 5.88608 7.35029 FTE1_peak_380 chr1_202584800_202584940 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
chr1 203527410 203527690 281 203527569 27.51 24.34965 10.91185 19.47468 FTE1_peak_381 chr1_203527410_203527690 . . .
chr1 203643438 203643577 140 203643482 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_382 chr1_203643438_203643577 ATP2B4 . .
chr1 203858154 203858314 161 203858232 18.75 13.18781 7.18361 9.0676 FTE1_peak_383 chr1_203858154_203858314 . SNRPE .
chr1 203858567 203858794 228 203858679 22.51 18.45589 9.08441 13.90892 FTE1_peak_384 chr1_203858567_203858794 . SNRPE .
chr1 204140866 204141139 274 204140943 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_385 chr1_204140866_204141139 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
chr1 204167879 204168058 180 204167969 15 8.80691 5.04061 5.11424 FTE1_peak_386 chr1_204167879_204168058 GOLT1A KISS1 PLEKHA6
chr1 204263644 204263791 148 204263700 17.5 13.62282 7.63076 9.42607 FTE1_peak_387 chr1_204263644_204263791 PLEKHA6 . .
chr1 204288736 204288868 133 204288787 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_388 chr1_204288736_204288868 PLEKHA6 . .
chr1 205267735 205267868 134 205267752 13.13 7.18398 4.50309 3.66656 FTE1_peak_389 chr1_205267735_205267868 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205858939 205859125 187 205859018 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_390 chr1_205858939_205859125 LOC284581 . SLC26A9
chr1 207180835 207180995 161 207180914 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_391 chr1_207180835_207180995 . . C1orf116
chr1 208380946 208381100 155 208381008 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_392 chr1_208380946_208381100 PLXNA2 . .
chr1 208428352 208428616 265 208428403 17.5 5.26629 3.0841 2.02754 FTE1_peak_393 chr1_208428352_208428616 . PLXNA2 .
chr1 209562683 209562845 163 209562772 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_394 chr1_209562683_209562845 . . .
chr1 209583154 209583450 297 209583255 16.88 10.67688 6.21893 6.77222 FTE1_peak_395 chr1_209583154_209583450 . . MIR205;MIR205HG
chr1 210013313 210013440 128 210013368 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_396 chr1_210013313_210013440 DIEXF . .
chr1 210361701 210361850 150 210361779 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_397 chr1_210361701_210361850 . SYT14 .
chr1 210412744 210413050 307 210412798 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_398 chr1_210412744_210413050 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
chr1 210546397 210547656 1260 210547087 41.26 39.35234 14.08694 33.84395 FTE1_peak_399 chr1_210546397_210547656 HHAT . .
chr1 210567065 210567250 186 210567143 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_400 chr1_210567065_210567250 HHAT . .
chr1 210612385 210612884 500 210612729 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_401 chr1_210612385_210612884 HHAT . .
chr1 210771657 210772098 442 210771762 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_402 chr1_210771657_210772098 HHAT . .
chr1 211725050 211725175 126 211725155 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_403 chr1_211725050_211725175 . . SLC30A1
chr1 212091360 212091505 146 212091459 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_404 chr1_212091360_212091505 . . INTS7
chr1 212769600 212769724 125 212769668 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_405 chr1_212769600_212769724 ATF3 . FAM71A
chr1 212840896 212841038 143 212840983 16.25 13.27935 7.58429 9.152 FTE1_peak_406 chr1_212840896_212841038 . . BATF3
chr1 212841314 212841438 125 212841385 11.88 7.83221 5.59918 4.26561 FTE1_peak_407 chr1_212841314_212841438 . . BATF3
chr1 214470506 214470649 144 214470547 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_408 chr1_214470506_214470649 SMYD2 . .
chr1 214551441 214551586 146 214551544 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_409 chr1_214551441_214551586 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214577592 214577734 143 214577635 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_410 chr1_214577592_214577734 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214595491 214595698 208 214595591 16.25 12.82504 7.30339 8.71857 FTE1_peak_411 chr1_214595491_214595698 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214601316 214601497 182 214601375 14.38 10.54642 6.44137 6.65054 FTE1_peak_412 chr1_214601316_214601497 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214619431 214619586 156 214619468 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_413 chr1_214619431_214619586 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214620510 214620663 154 214620604 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_414 chr1_214620510_214620663 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214650391 214650543 153 214650446 19.38 16.96422 9.05782 12.5428 FTE1_peak_415 chr1_214650391_214650543 PTPN14 . .
chr1 215011714 215012021 308 215011795 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_416 chr1_215011714_215012021 . . .
chr1 215016177 215016621 445 215016319 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_417 chr1_215016177_215016621 . . .
chr1 215038314 215038563 250 215038469 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_418 chr1_215038314_215038563 . . .
chr1 215073615 215073762 148 215073695 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_419 chr1_215073615_215073762 . . .
chr1 215130704 215130902 199 215130813 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_420 chr1_215130704_215130902 . . .
chr1 215131080 215131305 226 215131199 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_421 chr1_215131080_215131305 . . .
chr1 215131624 215131756 133 215131708 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_422 chr1_215131624_215131756 . . .
chr1 215164056 215164256 201 215164158 21.88 18.57856 9.634 14.02065 FTE1_peak_423 chr1_215164056_215164256 . . KCNK2
chr1 215175645 215176071 427 215175900 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_424 chr1_215175645_215176071 . . KCNK2
chr1 215225993 215226117 125 215226058 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_425 chr1_215225993_215226117 KCNK2 . .
chr1 215649173 215649396 224 215649262 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_426 chr1_215649173_215649396 . . .
chr1 215649589 215649848 260 215649800 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_427 chr1_215649589_215649848 . . .
chr1 215922898 215923028 131 215922938 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_428 chr1_215922898_215923028 USH2A . .
chr1 216637883 216638110 228 216637963 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_429 chr1_216637883_216638110 . . .
chr1 218382925 218383113 189 218383036 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_430 chr1_218382925_218383113 . . .
chr1 218550731 218550908 178 218550798 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_431 chr1_218550731_218550908 TGFB2 . .
chr1 218653682 218653900 219 218653781 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_432 chr1_218653682_218653900 . . .
chr1 218669986 218670204 219 218670087 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_433 chr1_218669986_218670204 . . .
chr1 218672009 218672189 181 218672085 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_434 chr1_218672009_218672189 . . .
chr1 218701299 218701441 143 218701399 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_435 chr1_218701299_218701441 . . .
chr1 218847897 218848159 263 218848084 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_436 chr1_218847897_218848159 . . .
chr1 218879270 218880130 861 218879725 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_437 chr1_218879270_218880130 . . .
chr1 218996631 218996958 328 218996709 20.63 14.75109 7.52362 10.47471 FTE1_peak_438 chr1_218996631_218996958 . . .
chr1 219047724 219047900 177 219047838 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_439 chr1_219047724_219047900 . . .
chr1 220174485 220174613 129 220174542 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_440 chr1_220174485_220174613 EPRS;RNU5F‐1 . .
chr1 221130684 221130862 179 221130767 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_441 chr1_221130684_221130862 . . .
chr1 221271129 221271724 596 221271207 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_442 chr1_221271129_221271724 . . .
chr1 221508619 221508759 141 221508716 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_443 chr1_221508619_221508759 C1orf140 . .
chr1 221613368 221613597 230 221613491 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_444 chr1_221613368_221613597 . . .
chr1 221891867 221892310 444 221892008 43.14 29.6308 8.82726 24.4811 FTE1_peak_445 chr1_221891867_221892310 DUSP10 . .
chr1 222042388 222042580 193 222042490 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_446 chr1_222042388_222042580 . . .
chr1 222065168 222065370 203 222065266 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_447 chr1_222065168_222065370 . . .
chr1 222131599 222131793 195 222131686 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_448 chr1_222131599_222131793 . . .
chr1 222135435 222135695 261 222135603 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_449 chr1_222135435_222135695 . . .
chr1 223403495 223403760 266 223403606 13.13 9.81751 6.1096 6.02978 FTE1_peak_450 chr1_223403495_223403760 SUSD4 . .
chr1 223894952 223895246 295 223895099 20.01 11.99181 5.79455 7.99606 FTE1_peak_451 chr1_223894952_223895246 CAPN2 . .
chr1 224075854 224076063 210 224076060 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_452 chr1_224075854_224076063 . . .
chr1 224235313 224235535 223 224235432 24.38 22.30669 10.6869 17.51817 FTE1_peak_453 chr1_224235313_224235535 . . .
chr1 224253280 224253438 159 224253382 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_454 chr1_224253280_224253438 . . .
chr1 224267907 224268031 125 224268001 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_455 chr1_224267907_224268031 . . .
chr1 224730597 224730738 142 224730694 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_456 chr1_224730597_224730738 . . .
chr1 224752880 224753044 165 224752998 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_457 chr1_224752880_224753044 . . .
chr1 225879716 225879840 125 225879765 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_458 chr1_225879716_225879840 . . .
chr1 225887961 225888292 332 225888048 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_459 chr1_225887961_225888292 . . .
chr1 226285719 226285876 158 226285805 18.13 15.16481 8.14032 10.87511 FTE1_peak_460 chr1_226285719_226285876 . H3F3A;H3F3AP4 .
chr1 229038913 229039059 147 229038975 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_461 chr1_229038913_229039059 . . .
chr1 229327897 229328073 177 229328006 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_462 chr1_229327897_229328073 . . .
chr1 230240471 230240751 281 230240638 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_463 chr1_230240471_230240751 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230276739 230276920 182 230276829 12.5 8.45722 5.62637 4.77994 FTE1_peak_464 chr1_230276739_230276920 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230985712 230985862 151 230985801 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_465 chr1_230985712_230985862 C1orf198 . .
chr1 231275809 231275983 175 231275915 15.63 11.55345 6.92879 7.57923 FTE1_peak_466 chr1_231275809_231275983 . . TRIM67
chr1 231276144 231276360 217 231276238 17.5 13.49711 7.5529 9.30511 FTE1_peak_467 chr1_231276144_231276360 . . TRIM67
chr1 231963141 231963426 286 231963242 51.89 44.37395 13.22215 38.72498 FTE1_peak_468 chr1_231963141_231963426 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 231964045 231964181 137 231964104 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_469 chr1_231964045_231964181 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 232674371 232674534 164 232674446 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_470 chr1_232674371_232674534 . SIPA1L2 .
chr1 233027044 233027226 183 233027133 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_471 chr1_233027044_233027226 . . .
chr1 233248698 233248957 260 233248864 25.01 24.39511 11.43146 19.51819 FTE1_peak_472 chr1_233248698_233248957 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 233249120 233249387 268 233249161 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_473 chr1_233249120_233249387 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 234641520 234641871 352 234641599 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_474 chr1_234641520_234641871 . TARBP1 LOC100506795
chr1 234659334 234659565 232 234659483 16.88 13.08065 7.73165 8.96776 FTE1_peak_475 chr1_234659334_234659565 . . LOC100506795
chr1 234700415 234700736 322 234700578 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_476 chr1_234700415_234700736 . . .
chr1 235061457 235061606 150 235061517 10 5.33974 3.827 2.09548 FTE1_peak_477 chr1_235061457_235061606 . . .
chr1 235061798 235061951 154 235061866 17.5 14.43083 8.13389 10.19312 FTE1_peak_478 chr1_235061798_235061951 . . .
chr1 235106880 235107075 196 235106926 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_479 chr1_235106880_235107075 . . .
chr1 236162760 236162978 219 236162855 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_480 chr1_236162760_236162978 NID1 . .
chr1 237068557 237068811 255 237068615 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_481 chr1_237068557_237068811 . MTR .
chr1 238572581 238572754 174 238572688 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_482 chr1_238572581_238572754 . . .
chr1 238844960 238845088 129 238845029 13.13 9.21998 5.73744 5.47544 FTE1_peak_483 chr1_238844960_238845088 . . .
chr1 240078279 240078490 212 240078383 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_484 chr1_240078279_240078490 . CHRM3 .
chr1 240102327 240102645 319 240102538 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_485 chr1_240102327_240102645 . CHRM3 .
chr1 240194458 240194613 156 240194571 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_486 chr1_240194458_240194613 . RPS7P5 .
chr1 240194830 240195034 205 240194933 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_487 chr1_240194830_240195034 . RPS7P5 .
chr1 240406265 240406513 249 240406402 26.26 25.83203 12.04724 20.87515 FTE1_peak_488 chr1_240406265_240406513 FMN2 . .
chr1 240408724 240408879 156 240408793 18.75 7.28745 3.95098 3.76508 FTE1_peak_489 chr1_240408724_240408879 FMN2 . .
chr1 240514309 240514613 305 240514459 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_490 chr1_240514309_240514613 FMN2 . .
chr1 240549811 240549948 138 240549875 15.63 11.96631 7.19096 7.97128 FTE1_peak_491 chr1_240549811_240549948 FMN2 . .
chr1 240577071 240577476 406 240577267 13.13 9.03572 5.62326 5.33408 FTE1_peak_492 chr1_240577071_240577476 FMN2 . .
chr1 240929085 240929241 157 240929179 13.75 8.05624 5.24573 4.40273 FTE1_peak_493 chr1_240929085_240929241 . . RGS7
chr1 240967858 240968066 209 240967947 25.01 12.62006 5.20131 8.52686 FTE1_peak_494 chr1_240967858_240968066 RGS7 . .
chr1 240994584 240994760 177 240994653 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_495 chr1_240994584_240994760 RGS7 . .
chr1 241646052 241646624 573 241646281 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_496 chr1_241646052_241646624 . . FH
chr1 241776058 241776230 173 241776137 15 12.02772 6.95823 8.03015 FTE1_peak_497 chr1_241776058_241776230 OPN3 KMO CHML
chr1 241858879 241859019 141 241858959 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_498 chr1_241858879_241859019 WDR64 . .
chr1 241870467 241870591 125 241870479 12.5 6.39088 4.32105 3.01969 FTE1_peak_499 chr1_241870467_241870591 WDR64 . .
chr1 241879331 241879557 227 241879443 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_500 chr1_241879331_241879557 WDR64 . .
chr1 243713627 243713889 263 243713821 16.88 9.48359 5.50136 5.71155 FTE1_peak_501 chr1_243713627_243713889 AKT3 . .
chr1 243759673 243759983 311 243759873 35.01 31.57795 12.00306 26.32826 FTE1_peak_502 chr1_243759673_243759983 AKT3 . .
chr1 243882160 243882580 421 243882389 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_503 chr1_243882160_243882580 AKT3 . .
chr1 243966912 243967039 128 243966953 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_504 chr1_243966912_243967039 AKT3 . .
chr1 244090151 244090524 374 244090384 23.13 19.48413 9.23677 14.88783 FTE1_peak_505 chr1_244090151_244090524 LOC339529 . .
chr1 244267651 244267924 274 244267738 21.88 19.25856 10.05747 14.68305 FTE1_peak_506 chr1_244267651_244267924 . . .
chr1 245249817 245249957 141 245249855 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_507 chr1_245249817_245249957 EFCAB2 . .
chr1 246044443 246044572 130 246044515 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_508 chr1_246044443_246044572 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246168483 246168611 129 246168562 17.5 12.14993 6.72894 8.1493 FTE1_peak_509 chr1_246168483_246168611 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246303075 246303199 125 246303112 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_510 chr1_246303075_246303199 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246598956 246599170 215 246599055 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_511 chr1_246598956_246599170 SMYD3 . .
chr1 249115389 249115745 357 249115475 21.26 18.82722 9.5211 14.26216 FTE1_peak_512 chr1_249115389_249115745 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
chr1 249221042 249221275 234 249221137 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_513 chr1_249221042_249221275 . PGBD2 .
chr10 3137695 3137819 125 3137792 12.5 7.592 5.07165 4.03932 FTE1_peak_514 chr10_3137695_3137819 PFKP . .
chr10 3239930 3240114 185 3239930 12.5 5.3969 3.72504 2.14758 FTE1_peak_515 chr10_3239930_3240114 . PITRM1 .
chr10 3270185 3270390 206 3270193 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_516 chr10_3270185_3270390 . . .
chr10 3494510 3494645 136 3494566 13.13 10.03351 6.24462 6.23896 FTE1_peak_517 chr10_3494510_3494645 . . .
chr10 3510397 3510692 296 3510483 21.88 16.81716 8.55355 12.40228 FTE1_peak_518 chr10_3510397_3510692 . . .
chr10 3806199 3806333 135 3806224 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_519 chr10_3806199_3806333 . . KLF6
chr10 3817128 3817522 395 3817214 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_520 chr10_3817128_3817522 . . KLF6
chr10 3817655 3818105 451 3817776 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_521 chr10_3817655_3818105 . . KLF6
chr10 3818535 3818697 163 3818538 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_522 chr10_3818535_3818697 KLF6 . .
chr10 3847491 3847710 220 3847604 15 9.47442 5.42506 5.70353 FTE1_peak_523 chr10_3847491_3847710 . KLF6 .
chr10 4284152 4284319 168 4284272 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_524 chr10_4284152_4284319 . . .
chr10 4285938 4286179 242 4286043 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_525 chr10_4285938_4286179 . . .
chr10 4569938 4570111 174 4570005 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_526 chr10_4569938_4570111 . . .
chr10 4719941 4720123 183 4720052 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_527 chr10_4719941_4720123 LOC100216001 LOC338588 .
chr10 4746570 4746732 163 4746652 18.75 15.60561 8.68348 11.28849 FTE1_peak_528 chr10_4746570_4746732 . LOC100216001 .
chr10 4813635 4813787 153 4813720 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_529 chr10_4813635_4813787 . . .
chr10 4850513 4850640 128 4850541 15.63 11.84537 7.11405 7.85334 FTE1_peak_530 chr10_4850513_4850640 . . AKR1E2
chr10 5601926 5602064 139 5602037 18.13 9.34116 4.8277 5.5743 FTE1_peak_531 chr10_5601926_5602064 . . .
chr10 6791069 6791300 232 6791190 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_532 chr10_6791069_6791300 . . .
chr10 8111765 8111925 161 8111825 16.25 10.76579 6.05413 6.85929 FTE1_peak_533 chr10_8111765_8111925 GATA3 FLJ45983 .
chr10 8744698 8744928 231 8744810 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_534 chr10_8744698_8744928 . . .
chr10 9054385 9054748 364 9054459 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_535 chr10_9054385_9054748 . . .
chr10 9060180 9060448 269 9060381 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_536 chr10_9060180_9060448 . . .
chr10 9331878 9332112 235 9331998 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_537 chr10_9331878_9332112 . . .
chr10 9804950 9805318 369 9805081 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_538 chr10_9804950_9805318 . . .
chr10 10828117 10828243 127 10828158 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_539 chr10_10828117_10828243 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10828411 10828622 212 10828490 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_540 chr10_10828411_10828622 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10847414 10847542 129 10847456 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_541 chr10_10847414_10847542 . SFTA1P .
chr10 10866494 10866751 258 10866651 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_542 chr10_10866494_10866751 . SFTA1P .
chr10 12490771 12490910 140 12490807 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_543 chr10_12490771_12490910 CAMK1D . .
chr10 12749720 12749855 136 12749771 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_544 chr10_12749720_12749855 CAMK1D . .
chr10 13908069 13908431 363 13908341 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_545 chr10_13908069_13908431 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13924102 13924364 263 13924199 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_546 chr10_13924102_13924364 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14003235 14003359 125 14003280 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_547 chr10_14003235_14003359 FRMD4A . .
chr10 15242706 15243047 342 15242821 26.88 24.6773 11.61752 19.77478 FTE1_peak_548 chr10_15242706_15243047 . . FAM171A1
chr10 15527957 15528226 270 15528082 19.38 6.46191 3.39668 3.08591 FTE1_peak_549 chr10_15527957_15528226 . . .
chr10 17101104 17101549 446 17101324 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_550 chr10_17101104_17101549 CUBN . .
chr10 17260051 17260204 154 17260130 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_551 chr10_17260051_17260204 . TRDMT1 VIM
chr10 17279908 17281032 1125 17280236 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_552 chr10_17279908_17281032 . VIM .
chr10 17546849 17547054 206 17546950 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_553 chr10_17546849_17547054 . . .
chr10 17554546 17554702 157 17554619 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_554 chr10_17554546_17554702 . . .
chr10 18334427 18334569 143 18334506 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_555 chr10_18334427_18334569 . SLC39A12 .
chr10 19207429 19207704 276 19207603 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_556 chr10_19207429_19207704 . . .
chr10 21291170 21291322 153 21291261 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_557 chr10_21291170_21291322 NEBL . .
chr10 21581745 21581871 127 21581788 19.38 16.64417 8.86091 12.23321 FTE1_peak_558 chr10_21581745_21581871 . . .
chr10 21625921 21626055 135 21626009 15 8.94824 5.12126 5.25007 FTE1_peak_559 chr10_21625921_21626055 . . .
chr10 22215867 22216161 295 22216044 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_560 chr10_22215867_22216161 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22216549 22216778 230 22216737 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_561 chr10_22216549_22216778 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22535897 22536160 264 22535986 18.13 14.23096 7.57614 10.00353 FTE1_peak_562 chr10_22535897_22536160 . . LOC100130992
chr10 23640939 23641110 172 23641014 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_563 chr10_23640939_23641110 . C10orf67 .
chr10 25147258 25147456 199 25147345 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_564 chr10_25147258_25147456 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25162265 25162427 163 25162333 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_565 chr10_25162265_25162427 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25186313 25186525 213 25186441 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_566 chr10_25186313_25186525 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 28569780 28569972 193 28569856 26.26 21.45023 9.48066 16.72921 FTE1_peak_567 chr10_28569780_28569972 MPP7 . .
chr10 28628558 28628745 188 28628643 16.25 13.34698 7.62619 9.21742 FTE1_peak_568 chr10_28628558_28628745 . . .
chr10 29328768 29329068 301 29328990 11.88 7.78731 5.56892 4.22202 FTE1_peak_569 chr10_29328768_29329068 . . .
chr10 29425459 29425639 181 29425526 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_570 chr10_29425459_29425639 . . .
chr10 29429953 29430214 262 29430107 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_571 chr10_29429953_29430214 . . .
chr10 29546284 29546455 172 29546386 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_572 chr10_29546284_29546455 . . .
chr10 29947967 29948261 295 29948076 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_573 chr10_29947967_29948261 SVIL . .
chr10 29948405 29948611 207 29948413 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_574 chr10_29948405_29948611 SVIL . .
chr10 30007918 30008263 346 30008012 30.63 31.4364 14.05913 26.21959 FTE1_peak_575 chr10_30007918_30008263 SVIL . .
chr10 30073388 30073540 153 30073455 23.76 14.82567 6.82931 10.54759 FTE1_peak_576 chr10_30073388_30073540 . . .
chr10 30238315 30238800 486 30238502 35.63 37.8733 15.84188 32.41178 FTE1_peak_577 chr10_30238315_30238800 . . .
chr10 30246896 30247020 125 30246951 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_578 chr10_30246896_30247020 . . .
chr10 30743658 30744031 374 30743750 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_579 chr10_30743658_30744031 MAP3K8 . .
chr10 30971476 30971631 156 30971528 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_580 chr10_30971476_30971631 . . .
chr10 31323567 31323748 182 31323652 20.01 11.69204 5.63899 7.70758 FTE1_peak_581 chr10_31323567_31323748 . ZNF438 .
chr10 31550666 31550943 278 31550757 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_582 chr10_31550666_31550943 . . .
chr10 32229848 32230038 191 32229929 21.88 16.81716 8.55355 12.40228 FTE1_peak_583 chr10_32229848_32230038 . ARHGAP12 .
chr10 32236558 32236755 198 32236646 16.88 12.51943 7.37296 8.42876 FTE1_peak_584 chr10_32236558_32236755 . ARHGAP12 .
chr10 33271289 33271600 312 33271493 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_585 chr10_33271289_33271600 . ITGB1 .
chr10 33355957 33356116 160 33356013 16.88 13.27935 7.85909 9.152 FTE1_peak_586 chr10_33355957_33356116 . . .
chr10 33403738 33403958 221 33403838 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_587 chr10_33403738_33403958 . . .
chr10 33505668 33505882 215 33505849 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_588 chr10_33505668_33505882 NRP1 . .
chr10 33526815 33527186 372 33527125 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_589 chr10_33526815_33527186 NRP1 . .
chr10 33527762 33527896 135 33527816 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_590 chr10_33527762_33527896 NRP1 . .
chr10 33553221 33553354 134 33553234 12.5 8.10772 5.40131 4.45061 FTE1_peak_591 chr10_33553221_33553354 NRP1 . .
chr10 33710760 33710927 168 33710863 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_592 chr10_33710760_33710927 . . .
chr10 34579595 34579840 246 34579745 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_593 chr10_34579595_34579840 PARD3 . .
chr10 34845562 34845749 188 34845662 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_594 chr10_34845562_34845749 PARD3 . .
chr10 35020899 35021030 132 35020926 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_595 chr10_35020899_35021030 PARD3 . .
chr10 35294870 35295148 279 35294965 26.88 23.9101 11.15282 19.04744 FTE1_peak_596 chr10_35294870_35295148 . . CUL2
chr10 35347215 35347413 199 35347327 20.01 18.19077 9.33567 13.6971 FTE1_peak_597 chr10_35347215_35347413 CUL2 . .
chr10 35863945 35864116 172 35864057 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_598 chr10_35863945_35864116 . CCNY .
chr10 36189463 36189597 135 36189507 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_599 chr10_36189463_36189597 . . .
chr10 36461057 36461211 155 36461171 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_600 chr10_36461057_36461211 . . .
chr10 36461662 36461813 152 36461728 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_601 chr10_36461662_36461813 . . .
chr10 36897166 36897406 241 36897321 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_602 chr10_36897166_36897406 . . .
chr10 44312379 44312564 186 44312473 14.38 10.33604 6.30924 6.44497 FTE1_peak_603 chr10_44312379_44312564 . HNRNPA3P1 C10orf136
chr10 44312845 44313062 218 44313019 14.38 10.44021 6.37462 6.54696 FTE1_peak_604 chr10_44312845_44313062 . HNRNPA3P1 C10orf136
chr10 44353099 44353294 196 44353170 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_605 chr10_44353099_44353294 . C10orf136 LOC100506835
chr10 44357923 44358091 169 44358032 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_606 chr10_44357923_44358091 LOC100506835 C10orf136 .
chr10 44359484 44359647 164 44359539 23.13 15.28233 6.89459 10.9781 FTE1_peak_607 chr10_44359484_44359647 LOC100506835 C10orf136 .
chr10 44384158 44384319 162 44384233 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_608 chr10_44384158_44384319 LOC100506835 . LOC283033
chr10 44426832 44427014 183 44426926 18.13 11.73965 6.12152 7.75347 FTE1_peak_609 chr10_44426832_44427014 LOC283033 . .
chr10 44461107 44461346 240 44461175 19.38 16.64417 8.86091 12.23321 FTE1_peak_610 chr10_44461107_44461346 LOC283033 . .
chr10 45064995 45065260 266 45065141 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_611 chr10_45064995_45065260 . . .
chr10 45248341 45248547 207 45248424 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_612 chr10_45248341_45248547 . . .
chr10 47085595 47085765 171 47085727 21.26 9.38671 4.41798 5.61894 FTE1_peak_613 chr10_47085595_47085765P1;BMS1P5;PPYR1;PTPN20A;PT . LOC643650
chr10 49814694 49815254 561 49815111 30.63 27.96378 11.99357 22.89469 FTE1_peak_614 chr10_49814694_49815254 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
chr10 50760302 50760617 316 50760441 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_615 chr10_50760302_50760617 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
chr10 52085274 52085409 136 52085363 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_616 chr10_52085274_52085409 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52153646 52153803 158 52153707 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_617 chr10_52153646_52153803 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52760001 52760201 201 52760104 25.01 22.65392 10.40263 17.85397 FTE1_peak_618 chr10_52760001_52760201 PRKG1 . .
chr10 54078958 54079141 184 54079063 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_619 chr10_54078958_54079141 . KK1;LOC100506939;PRKG .
chr10 54203172 54203313 142 54203282 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_620 chr10_54203172_54203313 . . .
chr10 54278507 54278638 132 54278558 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_621 chr10_54278507_54278638 . . .
chr10 54286323 54286447 125 54286359 10.63 6.47374 4.79496 3.09703 FTE1_peak_622 chr10_54286323_54286447 . . .
chr10 54301093 54301260 168 54301178 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_623 chr10_54301093_54301260 . . .
chr10 59463642 59463796 155 59463762 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_624 chr10_59463642_59463796 . . .
chr10 59917235 59917414 180 59917320 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_625 chr10_59917235_59917414 . . .
chr10 60195057 60195409 353 60195209 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_626 chr10_60195057_60195409 . . .
chr10 60198229 60198394 166 60198297 19.38 12.71573 6.52163 8.61617 FTE1_peak_627 chr10_60198229_60198394 . . .
chr10 60235515 60235723 209 60235678 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_628 chr10_60235515_60235723 . . .
chr10 60400977 60401360 384 60401118 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_629 chr10_60400977_60401360 BICC1 . .
chr10 60401616 60401744 129 60401708 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_630 chr10_60401616_60401744 BICC1 . .
chr10 60616463 60616590 128 60616531 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_631 chr10_60616463_60616590 . BICC1 .
chr10 62042705 62042867 163 62042758 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_632 chr10_62042705_62042867 ANK3 . .
chr10 62144585 62144837 253 62144694 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_633 chr10_62144585_62144837 ANK3 . .
chr10 62174621 62174815 195 62174719 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_634 chr10_62174621_62174815 ANK3 . .
chr10 62186249 62186385 137 62186293 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_635 chr10_62186249_62186385 ANK3 . .
chr10 62226703 62226830 128 62226733 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_636 chr10_62226703_62226830 ANK3 . .
chr10 62674525 62674845 321 62674729 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_637 chr10_62674525_62674845 RHOBTB1 . .
chr10 63388064 63388207 144 63388119 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_638 chr10_63388064_63388207 . . .
chr10 63388678 63388865 188 63388736 21.88 12.91761 6.31193 8.80891 FTE1_peak_639 chr10_63388678_63388865 . . .
chr10 63393494 63393787 294 63393581 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_640 chr10_63393494_63393787 . . C10orf107
chr10 63592703 63592980 278 63592815 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_641 chr10_63592703_63592980 . . .
chr10 63597017 63597207 191 63597103 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_642 chr10_63597017_63597207 . . .
chr10 63810801 63811127 327 63810964 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_643 chr10_63810801_63811127 ARID5B . .
chr10 63853716 63853945 230 63853829 19.38 16.11446 8.53616 11.72715 FTE1_peak_644 chr10_63853716_63853945 ARID5B . .
chr10 64083660 64083833 174 64083738 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_645 chr10_64083660_64083833 . . .
chr10 64344108 64344342 235 64344209 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_646 chr10_64344108_64344342 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64646127 64646289 163 64646194 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_647 chr10_64646127_64646289 . . .
chr10 64996263 64996387 125 64996342 13.75 9.76491 6.34564 5.97889 FTE1_peak_648 chr10_64996263_64996387 JMJD1C . .
chr10 65135701 65135832 132 65135768 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_649 chr10_65135701_65135832 JMJD1C MIR1296 .
chr10 65136746 65136936 191 65136840 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_650 chr10_65136746_65136936 JMJD1C MIR1296 .
chr10 69853740 69853898 159 69853791 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_651 chr10_69853740_69853898 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69865704 69866341 638 69866240 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_652 chr10_69865704_69866341 MYPN . .
chr10 69866488 69866624 137 69866573 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_653 chr10_69866488_69866624 MYPN . .
chr10 69895829 69896182 354 69896018 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_654 chr10_69895829_69896182 MYPN . .
chr10 69913581 69913727 147 69913633 16.25 12.95156 7.3815 8.84166 FTE1_peak_655 chr10_69913581_69913727 MYPN . .
chr10 70821138 70821419 282 70821315 30.01 28.36028 11.98372 23.28093 FTE1_peak_656 chr10_70821138_70821419 . . SRGN
chr10 70848691 70848885 195 70848812 11.88 6.86932 4.95312 3.46253 FTE1_peak_657 chr10_70848691_70848885 SRGN . .
chr10 70920709 70920857 149 70920762 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_658 chr10_70920709_70920857 VPS26A . SUPV3L1
chr10 71142753 71142886 134 71142780 15 10.14516 5.81961 6.27309 FTE1_peak_659 chr10_71142753_71142886 HK1 . TACR2
chr10 71463570 71463934 365 71463639 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_660 chr10_71463570_71463934 . . .
chr10 71598786 71598996 211 71598866 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_661 chr10_71598786_71598996 COL13A1 . .
chr10 71599417 71599615 199 71599520 11.88 7.96984 5.69199 4.39729 FTE1_peak_662 chr10_71599417_71599615 COL13A1 . .
chr10 71951907 71952111 205 71951943 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_663 chr10_71951907_71952111 . SAR1A PPA1
chr10 73857647 73857813 167 73857731 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_664 chr10_73857647_73857813 ASCC1 SPOCK2 .
chr10 74036064 74037028 965 74036274 45.01 27.31389 7.52749 22.28034 FTE1_peak_665 chr10_74036064_74037028 . DDIT4 .
chr10 74123740 74123879 140 74123835 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_666 chr10_74123740_74123879 . DNAJB12 MICU1
chr10 74523901 74524321 421 74524100 50.01 61.95542 22.77444 55.77423 FTE1_peak_667 chr10_74523901_74524321 MCU . .
chr10 75815791 75816011 221 75815905 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_668 chr10_75815791_75816011 VCL . .
chr10 76053828 76053985 158 76053902 12.5 8.59549 5.71567 4.91286 FTE1_peak_669 chr10_76053828_76053985 ADK . .
chr10 76684121 76684273 153 76684168 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_670 chr10_76684121_76684273 KAT6B . .
chr10 77307175 77307491 317 77307376 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_671 chr10_77307175_77307491 . . .
chr10 77879391 77879597 207 77879503 22.51 18.98589 9.40236 14.41537 FTE1_peak_672 chr10_77879391_77879597 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78069634 78069763 130 78069688 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_673 chr10_78069634_78069763 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78142045 78142618 574 78142404 24.38 20.28887 9.48837 15.63574 FTE1_peak_674 chr10_78142045_78142618 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78318874 78319159 286 78319065 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_675 chr10_78318874_78319159 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78336175 78336321 147 78336258 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_676 chr10_78336175_78336321 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78343434 78343878 445 78343776 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_677 chr10_78343434_78343878 . C10orf11 .
chr10 79176197 79176469 273 79176376 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_678 chr10_79176197_79176469 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79266249 79266521 273 79266459 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_679 chr10_79266249_79266521 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79284257 79284494 238 79284375 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_680 chr10_79284257_79284494 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79497456 79497635 180 79497573 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_681 chr10_79497456_79497635 . . .
chr10 79704356 79704506 151 79704463 15 10.10078 5.79328 6.26448 FTE1_peak_682 chr10_79704356_79704506 . DLG5;LOC100128292 .
chr10 80737788 80737957 170 80737893 21.26 9.46042 4.45112 5.68968 FTE1_peak_683 chr10_80737788_80737957 LOC283050 . .
chr10 81914975 81915099 125 81915067 13.13 9.61033 5.98029 5.83082 FTE1_peak_684 chr10_81914975_81915099 ANXA11 PLAC9 .
chr10 84005727 84005881 155 84005774 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_685 chr10_84005727_84005881 NRG3 . .
chr10 84026372 84026575 204 84026492 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_686 chr10_84026372_84026575 NRG3 . .
chr10 84048307 84048507 201 84048465 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_687 chr10_84048307_84048507 NRG3 . .
chr10 86029576 86029827 252 86029706 13.75 8.24447 5.36495 4.58242 FTE1_peak_688 chr10_86029576_86029827 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
chr10 88917663 88917787 125 88917718 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_689 chr10_88917663_88917787 FAM35A . .
chr10 89395558 89395707 150 89395603 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_690 chr10_89395558_89395707 . . PAPSS2
chr10 89721124 89721290 167 89721277 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_691 chr10_89721124_89721290 PTEN . .
chr10 90411065 90411217 153 90411141 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_692 chr10_90411065_90411217 . . LIPF
chr10 91134051 91134175 125 91134081 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_693 chr10_91134051_91134175 . . IFIT1;IFIT1B
chr10 91187459 91187672 214 91187508 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_694 chr10_91187459_91187672 . IFIT1;IFIT5 SLC16A12
chr10 91241470 91241659 190 91241536 21.88 7.73977 3.81346 4.17739 FTE1_peak_695 chr10_91241470_91241659 SLC16A12 . .
chr10 91275427 91275579 153 91275504 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_696 chr10_91275427_91275579 SLC16A12 . .
chr10 91313199 91313394 196 91313314 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_697 chr10_91313199_91313394 . SLC16A12 PANK1
chr10 92176915 92177067 153 92177011 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_698 chr10_92176915_92177067 . . .
chr10 92362662 92362908 247 92362748 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_699 chr10_92362662_92362908 . . .
chr10 92670912 92671143 232 92671064 24.38 22.30669 10.6869 17.51817 FTE1_peak_700 chr10_92670912_92671143 . RPP30 ANKRD1
chr10 92671256 92672049 794 92671589 32.51 34.37896 14.95964 29.02746 FTE1_peak_701 chr10_92671256_92672049 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92672161 92672585 425 92672229 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_702 chr10_92672161_92672585 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92672686 92673588 903 92672782 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_703 chr10_92672686_92673588 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92673732 92674325 594 92674211 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_704 chr10_92673732_92674325 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92674578 92674721 144 92674620 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_705 chr10_92674578_92674721 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92674823 92675278 456 92674906 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_706 chr10_92674823_92675278 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92675944 92676073 130 92676007 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_707 chr10_92675944_92676073 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92676199 92676910 712 92676811 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_708 chr10_92676199_92676910 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92677026 92677273 248 92677080 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_709 chr10_92677026_92677273 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92677504 92677647 144 92677605 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_710 chr10_92677504_92677647 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92677757 92678169 413 92677786 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_711 chr10_92677757_92678169 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92678890 92679111 222 92679036 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_712 chr10_92678890_92679111 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92679259 92679779 521 92679363 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_713 chr10_92679259_92679779 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92680412 92681306 895 92681092 31.26 26.6287 10.75274 21.61378 FTE1_peak_714 chr10_92680412_92681306 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92690382 92690586 205 92690410 13.13 10.03351 6.24462 6.23896 FTE1_peak_715 chr10_92690382_92690586 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92690692 92691434 743 92691074 40.01 45.90899 18.12619 40.21845 FTE1_peak_716 chr10_92690692_92691434 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92728932 92729103 172 92728999 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_717 chr10_92728932_92729103 . . .
chr10 93376849 93376981 133 93376892 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_718 chr10_93376849_93376981 . LOC100188947 PPP1R3C
chr10 93402617 93402741 125 93402659 15.63 10.85645 6.48941 6.94782 FTE1_peak_719 chr10_93402617_93402741 . PPP1R3C .
chr10 93412231 93412516 286 93412336 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_720 chr10_93412231_93412516 . PPP1R3C .
chr10 93861568 93861700 133 93861664 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_721 chr10_93861568_93861700 CPEB3 . .
chr10 94732042 94732166 125 94732080 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_722 chr10_94732042_94732166 EXOC6 . .
chr10 95152103 95152306 204 95152245 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_723 chr10_95152103_95152306 MYOF . .
chr10 95218600 95218736 137 95218679 18.75 9.86835 5.26798 6.07919 FTE1_peak_724 chr10_95218600_95218736 MYOF . .
chr10 95230926 95231158 233 95231024 23.76 11.00531 4.95125 7.08926 FTE1_peak_725 chr10_95230926_95231158 MYOF . CEP55
chr10 95953257 95953465 209 95953356 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_726 chr10_95953257_95953465 PLCE1 . .
chr10 96046789 96047030 242 96046927 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_727 chr10_96046789_96047030 LOC100128054;PLCE1 . .
chr10 96047149 96047357 209 96047307 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_728 chr10_96047149_96047357 PLCE1 LOC100128054 .
chr10 96980970 96981324 355 96981079 16.25 12.57938 7.15203 8.48747 FTE1_peak_729 chr10_96980970_96981324 C10orf129 . PDLIM1
chr10 96989468 96989692 225 96989598 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_730 chr10_96989468_96989692 . C10orf129 PDLIM1
chr10 97020430 97020560 131 97020483 14.38 10.65474 6.50953 6.75174 FTE1_peak_731 chr10_97020430_97020560 PDLIM1 . .
chr10 97068604 97068764 161 97068683 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_732 chr10_97068604_97068764 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
chr10 98784419 98784593 175 98784499 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_733 chr10_98784419_98784593 SLIT1 . .
chr10 99408774 99408980 207 99408868 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_734 chr10_99408774_99408980 PI4K2A MORN4 AVPI1
chr10 99599967 99600104 138 99600017 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_735 chr10_99599967_99600104 . . CRTAC1;GOLGA7B
chr10 100082948 100083224 277 100083028 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_736 chr10_100082948_100083224 . . .
chr10 100109296 100109586 291 100109570 10.63 5.92509 4.42963 2.62852 FTE1_peak_737 chr10_100109296_100109586 . . .
chr10 101155501 101155710 210 101155689 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_738 chr10_101155501_101155710 . CNNM1 GOT1
chr10 102133763 102134002 240 102133792 14.38 7.16019 4.39394 3.64748 FTE1_peak_739 chr10_102133763_102134002 LINC00263 SCD .
chr10 104060325 104060456 132 104060398 16.25 13.08065 7.4613 8.96776 FTE1_peak_740 chr10_104060325_104060456 GBF1 . .
chr10 104512392 104512581 190 104512461 15 11.90553 6.88341 7.91193 FTE1_peak_741 chr10_104512392_104512581 C10orf26 SFXN2 .
chr10 104990992 104991273 282 104991166 21.26 16.95048 8.39833 12.53169 FTE1_peak_742 chr10_104990992_104991273 . . LOC729020
chr10 105869742 105870026 285 105869963 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_743 chr10_105869742_105870026 . COL17A1 SFR1;WDR96
chr10 106059897 106060028 132 106059953 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_744 chr10_106059897_106060028 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106069854 106069994 141 106069957 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_745 chr10_106069854_106069994 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 110965822 110965978 157 110965921 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_746 chr10_110965822_110965978 . . .
chr10 112159179 112159342 164 112159258 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_747 chr10_112159179_112159342 . . .
chr10 112174539 112174732 194 112174644 19.38 14.65723 7.65449 10.38443 FTE1_peak_748 chr10_112174539_112174732 . . .
chr10 112672259 112672456 198 112672440 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_749 chr10_112672259_112672456 BBIP1 MIR4680;PDCD4 RPL13AP6;SHOC2
chr10 112794487 112794674 188 112794575 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_750 chr10_112794487_112794674 . SHOC2 .
chr10 112794820 112794999 180 112794912 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_751 chr10_112794820_112794999 . SHOC2 .
chr10 113987508 113987683 176 113987573 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_752 chr10_113987508_113987683 . . .
chr10 113988969 113989161 193 113989063 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_753 chr10_113988969_113989161 . . .
chr10 114031887 114032013 127 114031932 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_754 chr10_114031887_114032013 . . TECTB
chr10 114523772 114524260 489 114524076 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_755 chr10_114523772_114524260 VTI1A . .
chr10 114812271 114812395 125 114812317 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_756 chr10_114812271_114812395 TCF7L2 . .
chr10 114891481 114891738 258 114891596 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_757 chr10_114891481_114891738 TCF7L2 . .
chr10 115086025 115086288 264 115086130 21.26 9.46042 4.45112 5.68968 FTE1_peak_758 chr10_115086025_115086288 . . .
chr10 115654897 115655086 190 115655040 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_759 chr10_115654897_115655086 NHLRC2 . .
chr10 116031619 116031784 166 116031699 15.63 12.15248 7.3095 8.1508 FTE1_peak_760 chr10_116031619_116031784 VWA2 . AFAP1L2
chr10 116408203 116408390 188 116408313 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_761 chr10_116408203_116408390 ABLIM1 . .
chr10 116585557 116585786 230 116585729 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_762 chr10_116585557_116585786 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 116616456 116616670 215 116616498 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_763 chr10_116616456_116616670 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 116629465 116629619 155 116629501 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_764 chr10_116629465_116629619 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 116685624 116685899 276 116685782 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_765 chr10_116685624_116685899 . FAM160B1 TRUB1
chr10 117696867 117697113 247 117696907 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_766 chr10_117696867_117697113 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 117705364 117705493 130 117705426 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_767 chr10_117705364_117705493 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 117705699 117705840 142 117705763 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_768 chr10_117705699_117705840 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 117706696 117706941 246 117706860 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_769 chr10_117706696_117706941 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 120873412 120873607 196 120873515 15 9.16749 5.24719 5.42505 FTE1_peak_770 chr10_120873412_120873607 FAM45A . SFXN4
chr10 120932083 120932368 286 120932329 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_771 chr10_120932083_120932368 PRDX3 SFXN4 .
chr10 121013570 121013754 185 121013666 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_772 chr10_121013570_121013754 GRK5 . .
chr10 121441707 121441869 163 121441775 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_773 chr10_121441707_121441869 . BAG3 .
chr10 121562935 121563081 147 121562978 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_774 chr10_121562935_121563081 INPP5F . MCMBP
chr10 121608984 121609136 153 121609080 17.5 14.43083 8.13389 10.19312 FTE1_peak_775 chr10_121608984_121609136 MCMBP INPP5F .
chr10 122175594 122175776 183 122175675 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_776 chr10_122175594_122175776 . . .
chr10 124060691 124060883 193 124060812 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_777 chr10_124060691_124060883 BTBD16 . .
chr10 124228515 124229012 498 124228645 30.01 16.93061 6.20158 12.51245 FTE1_peak_778 chr10_124228515_124229012 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
chr10 124611971 124612095 125 124612010 15 10.14516 5.81961 6.27309 FTE1_peak_779 chr10_124611971_124612095 FAM24B;FAM24B‐CUZD1 CUZD1 LOC399815
chr10 125568456 125568678 223 125568558 17.5 12.14993 6.72894 8.1493 FTE1_peak_780 chr10_125568456_125568678 CPXM2 . .
chr10 126595186 126595513 328 126595287 20.01 18.0205 9.23308 13.53454 FTE1_peak_781 chr10_126595186_126595513 . . .
chr10 126633649 126633852 204 126633656 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_782 chr10_126633649_126633852 ZRANB1 . .
chr10 126952281 126952405 125 126952353 14.38 9.18101 5.59228 5.43703 FTE1_peak_783 chr10_126952281_126952405 . . .
chr10 127936140 127936344 205 127936236 14.38 9.98653 6.0906 6.19372 FTE1_peak_784 chr10_127936140_127936344 ADAM12 . .
chr10 127941535 127942008 474 127941895 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_785 chr10_127941535_127942008 ADAM12 . .
chr10 128086695 128086872 178 128086770 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_786 chr10_128086695_128086872 . ADAM12 C10orf90
chr10 128148740 128148884 145 128148851 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_787 chr10_128148740_128148884 C10orf90 . .
chr10 128947090 128947289 200 128947166 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_788 chr10_128947090_128947289 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
chr11 2098582 2099004 423 2098675 17.5 13.94782 7.83263 9.7387 FTE1_peak_789 chr11_2098582_2099004 . . .
chr11 3926707 3926933 227 3926791 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_790 chr11_3926707_3926933 STIM1 . .
chr11 5301893 5302088 196 5301903 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_791 chr11_5301893_5302088 . HBE1;HBG2 OR51B4
chr11 5385501 5385788 288 5385680 28.76 28.75821 13.28504 23.63837 FTE1_peak_792 chr11_5385501_5385788 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 5388957 5389187 231 5389126 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_793 chr11_5388957_5389187 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 6453186 6453310 125 6453270 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_794 chr11_6453186_6453310 HPX APBB1 TRIM3
chr11 7594527 7594683 157 7594601 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_795 chr11_7594527_7594683 PPFIBP2 . .
chr11 7998914 7999074 161 7998976 22.51 15.24689 7.23259 10.95373 FTE1_peak_796 chr11_7998914_7999074 . NLRP10 EIF3F
chr11 7999203 7999418 216 7999341 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_797 chr11_7999203_7999418 . NLRP10 EIF3F
chr11 8047536 8047676 141 8047622 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_798 chr11_8047536_8047676 . EIF3F TUB
chr11 8709454 8709699 246 8709494 11.88 6.12215 4.45995 2.7663 FTE1_peak_799 chr11_8709454_8709699 RPL27A NORA3;SNORA45;TRIM6 ST5
chr11 8740864 8741161 298 8741059 26.26 23.81801 10.84851 18.96062 FTE1_peak_800 chr11_8740864_8741161 ST5 RPL27A .
chr11 8790441 8790565 125 8790508 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_801 chr11_8790441_8790565 ST5 . .
chr11 8939122 8939265 144 8939206 15 11.32995 6.53222 7.36055 FTE1_peak_802 chr11_8939122_8939265 AKIP1 ST5 ASCL3;C11orf16;TMEM9B
chr11 9241272 9241431 160 9241382 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_803 chr11_9241272_9241431 DENND5A . .
chr11 9781251 9781532 282 9781365 25.01 15.53652 6.54253 11.22098 FTE1_peak_804 chr11_9781251_9781532 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
chr11 9927087 9927274 188 9927165 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_805 chr11_9927087_9927274 SBF2 . .
chr11 9927592 9928335 744 9927721 39.39 44.70094 18.02974 39.03804 FTE1_peak_806 chr11_9927592_9928335 SBF2 . .
chr11 9964957 9965114 158 9965071 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_807 chr11_9964957_9965114 SBF2 . .
chr11 9965376 9965529 154 9965452 21.26 18.17974 9.13049 13.69075 FTE1_peak_808 chr11_9965376_9965529 SBF2 . .
chr11 10139365 10139495 131 10139389 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_809 chr11_10139365_10139495 SBF2 . .
chr11 10139714 10139934 221 10139890 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_810 chr11_10139714_10139934 SBF2 . .
chr11 10350520 10350644 125 10350590 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_811 chr11_10350520_10350644 . ADM .
chr11 10373399 10373627 229 10373516 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_812 chr11_10373399_10373627 . . .
chr11 10376852 10377078 227 10376973 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_813 chr11_10376852_10377078 . . .
chr11 10681259 10681568 310 10681486 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_814 chr11_10681259_10681568 MRVI1 . .
chr11 11770311 11770490 180 11770390 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_815 chr11_11770311_11770490 . . .
chr11 12087797 12088140 344 12087955 41.26 39.35234 14.08694 33.84395 FTE1_peak_816 chr11_12087797_12088140 . . .
chr11 12108185 12108390 206 12108307 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_817 chr11_12108185_12108390 . . MICAL2
chr11 12109351 12109540 190 12109391 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_818 chr11_12109351_12109540 . . MICAL2
chr11 12144828 12144952 125 12144888 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_819 chr11_12144828_12144952 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12148116 12148434 319 12148284 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_820 chr11_12148116_12148434 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12188674 12188879 206 12188759 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_821 chr11_12188674_12188879 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204310 12205072 763 12204957 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_822 chr11_12204310_12205072 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12222154 12222693 540 12222587 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_823 chr11_12222154_12222693 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12254487 12254672 186 12254494 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_824 chr11_12254487_12254672 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12651254 12651396 143 12651308 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_825 chr11_12651254_12651396 . . .
chr11 12791618 12791799 182 12791736 32.51 15.97543 5.58476 11.59083 FTE1_peak_826 chr11_12791618_12791799 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12922150 12922305 156 12922218 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_827 chr11_12922150_12922305 TEAD1 . .
chr11 13140222 13140504 283 13140411 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_828 chr11_13140222_13140504 . . .
chr11 13161918 13162180 263 13162108 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_829 chr11_13161918_13162180 . . .
chr11 13229708 13229917 210 13229811 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_830 chr11_13229708_13229917 . . .
chr11 15687023 15687207 185 15687114 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_831 chr11_15687023_15687207 . . .
chr11 17192994 17193192 199 17193098 28.76 21.67664 9.15617 16.95082 FTE1_peak_832 chr11_17192994_17193192 . PIK3C2A .
chr11 17402796 17402991 196 17402892 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_833 chr11_17402796_17402991 . B7H6 ABCC8;KCNJ11
chr11 18334611 18334847 237 18334731 28.76 27.62235 12.59579 22.56521 FTE1_peak_834 chr11_18334611_18334847 HPS5 . GTF2H1
chr11 18430141 18430901 761 18430607 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_835 chr11_18430141_18430901 . LDHA LDHC
chr11 19391803 19392258 456 19392184 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_836 chr11_19391803_19392258 NAV2 . .
chr11 19441089 19441226 138 19441149 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_837 chr11_19441089_19441226 NAV2 . .
chr11 19617437 19617656 220 19617553 23.13 14.39267 6.43495 10.15589 FTE1_peak_838 chr11_19617437_19617656 NAV2 MIR4486 .
chr11 19701808 19701933 126 19701846 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_839 chr11_19701808_19701933 NAV2 . .
chr11 19940570 19940740 171 19940702 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_840 chr11_19940570_19940740 NAV2 . .
chr11 20057303 20057536 234 20057413 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_841 chr11_20057303_20057536 NAV2 . .
chr11 20132926 20133053 128 20133022 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_842 chr11_20132926_20133053 NAV2 . .
chr11 23919086 23919328 243 23919178 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_843 chr11_23919086_23919328 . . .
chr11 26050193 26050393 201 26050288 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_844 chr11_26050193_26050393 . . .
chr11 26209343 26209487 145 26209385 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_845 chr11_26209343_26209487 . . .
chr11 26842458 26842630 173 26842530 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_846 chr11_26842458_26842630 . . .
chr11 26968980 26969322 343 26969086 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_847 chr11_26968980_26969322 . . .
chr11 27303847 27304031 185 27303924 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_848 chr11_27303847_27304031 . . .
chr11 27584877 27585002 126 27584933 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_849 chr11_27584877_27585002 BDNF‐AS1 . .
chr11 27671950 27672074 125 27672050 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_850 chr11_27671950_27672074 BDNF‐AS1 . BDNF
chr11 27948533 27948730 198 27948622 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_851 chr11_27948533_27948730 . . .
chr11 27955831 27956093 263 27955942 26.26 25.94348 12.11417 20.98198 FTE1_peak_852 chr11_27955831_27956093 . . .
chr11 27956392 27956604 213 27956540 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_853 chr11_27956392_27956604 . . .
chr11 28016783 28016917 135 28016867 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_854 chr11_28016783_28016917 . . KIF18A
chr11 28406047 28406249 203 28406154 15.63 10.32627 6.15893 6.43561 FTE1_peak_855 chr11_28406047_28406249 . . .
chr11 28779396 28779527 132 28779497 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_856 chr11_28779396_28779527 . . .
chr11 28855274 28855514 241 28855430 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_857 chr11_28855274_28855514 . . .
chr11 28857482 28857638 157 28857536 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_858 chr11_28857482_28857638 . . .
chr11 28857842 28858202 361 28857911 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_859 chr11_28857842_28858202 . . .
chr11 29141666 29141881 216 29141795 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_860 chr11_29141666_29141881 . . .
chr11 29193242 29193381 140 29193312 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_861 chr11_29193242_29193381 . . .
chr11 29195213 29195475 263 29195335 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_862 chr11_29195213_29195475 . . .
chr11 29285906 29286036 131 29285952 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_863 chr11_29285906_29286036 . . .
chr11 29303850 29303983 134 29303936 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_864 chr11_29303850_29303983 . . .
chr11 29339801 29339958 158 29339902 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_865 chr11_29339801_29339958 . . .
chr11 32055679 32056103 425 32055795 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_866 chr11_32055679_32056103 . . .
chr11 32602633 32602836 204 32602723 16.88 8.2627 4.79985 4.60056 FTE1_peak_867 chr11_32602633_32602836 . . CCDC73;EIF3M
chr11 33668377 33668545 169 33668481 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_868 chr11_33668377_33668545 C11orf41 . .
chr11 33712033 33712449 417 33712123 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_869 chr11_33712033_33712449 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33712594 33712751 158 33712673 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_870 chr11_33712594_33712751 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33713839 33713996 158 33713883 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_871 chr11_33713839_33713996 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33744805 33745157 353 33744913 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_872 chr11_33744805_33745157 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
chr11 34364866 34364993 128 34364944 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_873 chr11_34364866_34364993 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34366667 34367040 374 34366766 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_874 chr11_34366667_34367040 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34621161 34621404 244 34621297 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_875 chr11_34621161_34621404 . . EHF
chr11 34675680 34675937 258 34675746 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_876 chr11_34675680_34675937 EHF . .
chr11 34676425 34676680 256 34676581 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_877 chr11_34676425_34676680 EHF . .
chr11 34771867 34772129 263 34772044 31.26 31.57318 13.5824 26.32826 FTE1_peak_878 chr11_34771867_34772129 . . .
chr11 34998584 34998712 129 34998608 12.5 8.93519 5.93551 5.23866 FTE1_peak_879 chr11_34998584_34998712 PDHX . .
chr11 35057519 35057838 320 35057587 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_880 chr11_35057519_35057838 . . .
chr11 35164274 35164404 131 35164354 16.25 9.7408 5.45589 5.95576 FTE1_peak_881 chr11_35164274_35164404 CD44 . .
chr11 35166160 35166318 159 35166213 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_882 chr11_35166160_35166318 CD44 . .
chr11 35188225 35188442 218 35188338 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_883 chr11_35188225_35188442 CD44 . .
chr11 35236197 35236454 258 35236411 18.13 14.95414 8.01246 10.67265 FTE1_peak_884 chr11_35236197_35236454 CD44 . .
chr11 35513087 35513300 214 35513196 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_885 chr11_35513087_35513300 PAMR1 . .
chr11 35533352 35533484 133 35533407 16.25 13.01577 7.42119 8.90469 FTE1_peak_886 chr11_35533352_35533484 PAMR1 . .
chr11 35563707 35563910 204 35563809 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_887 chr11_35563707_35563910 . PAMR1 .
chr11 35601244 35601458 215 35601355 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_888 chr11_35601244_35601458 . . .
chr11 36376348 36376484 137 36376418 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_889 chr11_36376348_36376484 PRR5L . .
chr11 36491392 36491582 191 36491491 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_890 chr11_36491392_36491582 . PRR5L TRAF6
chr11 44596231 44596501 271 44596401 13.13 9.41135 5.85635 5.64288 FTE1_peak_891 chr11_44596231_44596501 CD82 . .
chr11 44863875 44864097 223 44863999 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_892 chr11_44863875_44864097 TSPAN18 . .
chr11 47945755 47945888 134 47945812 16.25 9.48359 5.30901 5.71155 FTE1_peak_893 chr11_47945755_47945888 . . .
chr11 47946032 47946167 136 47946115 17.5 12.0994 6.6985 8.10009 FTE1_peak_894 chr11_47946032_47946167 . . .
chr11 57202264 57202418 155 57202338 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_895 chr11_57202264_57202418 . SLC43A3 RTN4RL2
chr11 57546143 57546276 134 57546178 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_896 chr11_57546143_57546276 CTNND1;TMX2‐CTNND1 BTBD18 .
chr11 58086205 58086329 125 58086285 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_897 chr11_58086205_58086329 . . .
chr11 58344982 58345195 214 58345122 16.88 9.70334 5.63132 5.9208 FTE1_peak_898 chr11_58344982_58345195 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58687142 58687266 125 58687210 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_899 chr11_58687142_58687266 . . GLYATL1;LOC283194
chr11 59333628 59333794 167 59333703 23.13 12.19003 5.36246 8.17244 FTE1_peak_900 chr11_59333628_59333794 . . MIR3162;OSBP
chr11 59474376 59474660 285 59474468 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_901 chr11_59474376_59474660 . . OR10V1
chr11 59476134 59476358 225 59476258 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_902 chr11_59476134_59476358 . . OR10V1
chr11 60608392 60608520 129 60608461 18.13 11.82705 6.17089 7.83605 FTE1_peak_903 chr11_60608392_60608520 . . CCDC86;PTGDR2;ZP1
chr11 61146264 61146424 161 61146333 28.13 17.46379 6.85468 12.99292 FTE1_peak_904 chr11_61146264_61146424 . CYBASC3;TMEM138 CPSF7;TMEM216
chr11 61730763 61731008 246 61730797 14.38 7.21559 4.42555 3.6962 FTE1_peak_905 chr11_61730763_61731008 BEST1 . FTH1
chr11 61731160 61731337 178 61731271 16.25 8.06492 4.52571 4.41132 FTE1_peak_906 chr11_61731160_61731337 BEST1 . FTH1
chr11 61731604 61731834 231 61731654 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_907 chr11_61731604_61731834 BEST1;FTH1 . .
chr11 62608525 62609346 822 62609025 95.02 97.86059 20.76215 88.50533 FTE1_peak_908 chr11_62608525_62609346 . STX5;WDR74 5;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNOR
chr11 62622780 62622926 147 62622830 16.25 9.44777 5.28866 5.67894 FTE1_peak_909 chr11_62622780_62622926 SNHG1;SNORD26 RD28;SNORD29;SNORD3 SLC3A2;SNORD25
chr11 64102657 64102833 177 64102772 16.88 9.30675 5.39756 5.55219 FTE1_peak_910 chr11_64102657_64102833 . ESRRA;PRDX5;TRMT112 CCDC88B;RPS6KA4
chr11 64153883 64154049 167 64153906 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_911 chr11_64153883_64154049 . CDC88B;MIR1237;RPS6KA .
chr11 64918330 64918556 227 64918415 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_912 chr11_64918330_64918556 . FAU;MRPL49;SYVN1 SPDYC
chr11 65190201 65190645 445 65190289 43.76 18.8373 5.18974 14.27161 FTE1_peak_913 chr11_65190201_65190645 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65191365 65192328 964 65192218 25.01 16.51719 7.0288 12.11012 FTE1_peak_914 chr11_65191365_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65192598 65192918 321 65192849 22.51 13.65334 6.37448 9.45618 FTE1_peak_915 chr11_65192598_65192918 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65193034 65193298 265 65193134 17.5 9.1484 5.00124 5.40617 FTE1_peak_916 chr11_65193034_65193298 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65193566 65195379 1814 65194261 33.13 26.06258 9.78744 21.06704 FTE1_peak_917 chr11_65193566_65195379 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65195499 65197004 1506 65196284 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_918 chr11_65195499_65197004 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197191 65197410 220 65197289 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_919 chr11_65197191_65197410 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197845 65197999 155 65197903 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_920 chr11_65197845_65197999 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65198337 65198696 360 65198415 15.63 12.08977 7.26955 8.09065 FTE1_peak_921 chr11_65198337_65198696 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65202553 65203115 563 65202965 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_922 chr11_65202553_65203115 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65204293 65204453 161 65204335 11.88 7.96984 5.69199 4.39729 FTE1_peak_923 chr11_65204293_65204453 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65206687 65206931 245 65206731 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_924 chr11_65206687_65206931 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65207066 65207226 161 65207185 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_925 chr11_65207066_65207226 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65207855 65208002 148 65207951 16.25 11.27991 6.36102 7.31211 FTE1_peak_926 chr11_65207855_65208002 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65212378 65212515 138 65212488 17.5 9.50086 5.19427 5.72874 FTE1_peak_927 chr11_65212378_65212515 . MIR612;NEAT1 .
chr11 65259141 65259527 387 65259340 20.01 12.97495 6.31737 8.86474 FTE1_peak_928 chr11_65259141_65259527 . . MALAT1
chr11 65266449 65268126 1678 65266838 45.64 40.30919 13.23035 34.77312 FTE1_peak_929 chr11_65266449_65268126 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65268252 65275473 7222 65274922 46.26 38.26286 11.81554 32.78881 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 66211210 66211374 165 66211263 15 10.37247 5.95495 6.48102 FTE1_peak_931 chr11_66211210_66211374 . MRPL11;NPAS4 PELI3
chr11 66703862 66704141 280 66703931 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_932 chr11_66703862_66704141 PC . .
chr11 66738312 66738507 196 66738411 23.76 16.38276 7.67635 11.98252 FTE1_peak_933 chr11_66738312_66738507 . PC C11orf86
chr11 66801467 66801641 175 66801551 25.01 20.29072 9.04576 15.63634 FTE1_peak_934 chr11_66801467_66801641 SYT12 . RHOD
chr11 68227521 68227651 131 68227565 23.76 11.87607 5.3527 7.88347 FTE1_peak_935 chr11_68227521_68227651 . LRP5 PPP6R3
chr11 70952305 70952690 386 70952514 16.25 13.01577 7.42119 8.90469 FTE1_peak_936 chr11_70952305_70952690 . SHANK2 .
chr11 70998141 70998301 161 70998240 25.63 12.62006 5.32635 8.52686 FTE1_peak_937 chr11_70998141_70998301 . . .
chr11 71783433 71783595 163 71783554 21.88 16.4297 8.32027 12.02397 FTE1_peak_938 chr11_71783433_71783595 NUMA1 MIR3165 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT
chr11 71852209 71852412 204 71852336 22.51 17.54986 8.5476 13.07695 FTE1_peak_939 chr11_71852209_71852412 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
chr11 72686878 72687195 318 72686993 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_940 chr11_72686878_72687195 FCHSD2 . .
chr11 73850858 73851029 172 73850965 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_941 chr11_73850858_73851029 C2CD3 . .
chr11 75677612 75677806 195 75677663 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_942 chr11_75677612_75677806 UVRAG . .
chr11 75742184 75742334 151 75742236 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_943 chr11_75742184_75742334 UVRAG . .
chr11 76481732 76481883 152 76481806 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_944 chr11_76481732_76481883 . . TSKU
chr11 76979119 76979276 158 76979200 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_945 chr11_76979119_76979276 GDPD4 . .
chr11 78426635 78426869 235 78426779 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_946 chr11_78426635_78426869 ODZ4 . .
chr11 78512286 78512512 227 78512394 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_947 chr11_78512286_78512512 ODZ4 . .
chr11 82569958 82570107 150 82570054 13.75 9.66133 6.27813 5.8794 FTE1_peak_948 chr11_82569958_82570107 PRCP . .
chr11 82763066 82763265 200 82763165 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_949 chr11_82763066_82763265 RAB30 SNORA70E LOC100506233
chr11 84567139 84567295 157 84567198 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_950 chr11_84567139_84567295 DLG2 . .
chr11 85526289 85526432 144 85526374 14.38 9.26464 5.64359 5.51629 FTE1_peak_951 chr11_85526289_85526432 . SYTL2 .
chr11 85539043 85539273 231 85539187 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_952 chr11_85539043_85539273 . SYTL2 CCDC83
chr11 85885151 85885290 140 85885202 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_953 chr11_85885151_85885290 . . .
chr11 86013114 86013284 171 86013200 31.26 25.09689 9.9256 20.16753 FTE1_peak_954 chr11_86013114_86013284 C11orf73 EED .
chr11 86107522 86107689 168 86107632 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_955 chr11_86107522_86107689 CCDC81 . .
chr11 86195285 86195505 221 86195333 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_956 chr11_86195285_86195505 ME3 . .
chr11 86235256 86235497 242 86235360 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_957 chr11_86235256_86235497 ME3 . .
chr11 86407143 86407324 182 86407226 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_958 chr11_86407143_86407324 . ME3 .
chr11 86430926 86431146 221 86431043 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_959 chr11_86430926_86431146 . . .
chr11 86446697 86446976 280 86446905 20.01 7.09102 3.50088 3.57983 FTE1_peak_960 chr11_86446697_86446976 . . .
chr11 86454546 86454724 179 86454639 13.13 9.36281 5.82616 5.59523 FTE1_peak_961 chr11_86454546_86454724 . . .
chr11 86454818 86455062 245 86454971 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_962 chr11_86454818_86455062 . . .
chr11 88153546 88153752 207 88153595 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_963 chr11_88153546_88153752 . . .
chr11 88213433 88213758 326 88213574 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_964 chr11_88213433_88213758 . . GRM5
chr11 88288391 88288565 175 88288425 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_965 chr11_88288391_88288565 GRM5 . .
chr11 89114347 89114532 186 89114431 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_966 chr11_89114347_89114532 NOX4 . .
chr11 91985190 91985377 188 91985259 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_967 chr11_91985190_91985377 . . .
chr11 92002254 92002437 184 92002350 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_968 chr11_92002254_92002437 . . .
chr11 92788123 92788312 190 92788235 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_969 chr11_92788123_92788312 . . .
chr11 93461568 93461930 363 93461814 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_970 chr11_93461568_93461930 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 8;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA
chr11 93463098 93463223 126 93463163 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_971 chr11_93463098_93463223 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 8;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA
chr11 93469413 93469686 274 93469583 11.88 7.65542 5.48005 4.10052 FTE1_peak_972 chr11_93469413_93469686 TAF1D NORA18;SNORA25;SNOR C11orf54
chr11 93642068 93642214 147 93642176 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_973 chr11_93642068_93642214 . . .
chr11 93681459 93681617 159 93681524 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_974 chr11_93681459_93681617 . . .
chr11 93869327 93869543 217 93869423 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_975 chr11_93869327_93869543 PANX1 HEPHL1 .
chr11 94527844 94528123 280 94527891 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_976 chr11_94527844_94528123 AMOTL1 . .
chr11 94666635 94666763 129 94666676 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_977 chr11_94666635_94666763 . . CWC15
chr11 95610582 95610775 194 95610701 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_978 chr11_95610582_95610775 MTMR2 . .
chr11 95889400 95889558 159 95889435 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_979 chr11_95889400_95889558 MAML2 . .
chr11 95890088 95890274 187 95890179 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_980 chr11_95890088_95890274 MAML2 . .
chr11 95894573 95894807 235 95894610 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_981 chr11_95894573_95894807 MAML2 . .
chr11 95921123 95921307 185 95921199 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_982 chr11_95921123_95921307 MAML2 . .
chr11 95921530 95921664 135 95921600 21.26 19.17053 9.72921 14.59665 FTE1_peak_983 chr11_95921530_95921664 MAML2 . .
chr11 95996610 95996737 128 95996639 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_984 chr11_95996610_95996737 MAML2 . .
chr11 99196702 99196843 142 99196757 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_985 chr11_99196702_99196843 CNTN5 . .
chr11 101734215 101734339 125 101734274 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_986 chr11_101734215_101734339 . . ANGPTL5
chr11 101737456 101737639 184 101737536 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_987 chr11_101737456_101737639 . . ANGPTL5
chr11 102009386 102009754 369 102009643 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_988 chr11_102009386_102009754 YAP1 . .
chr11 102049130 102049308 179 102049216 17.5 13.43513 7.51456 9.27938 FTE1_peak_989 chr11_102049130_102049308 YAP1 . .
chr11 102096732 102096987 256 102096793 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_990 chr11_102096732_102096987 YAP1 . .
chr11 102194676 102194850 175 102194754 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_991 chr11_102194676_102194850 BIRC3 . BIRC2
chr11 102326761 102326938 178 102326858 15 8.66925 4.96246 4.98175 FTE1_peak_992 chr11_102326761_102326938 . TMEM123 .
chr11 102631100 102631469 370 102631359 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_993 chr11_102631100_102631469 . . OC100288077;MMP1;MMP10
chr11 102867202 102867396 195 102867279 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_994 chr11_102867202_102867396 . . .
chr11 103496179 103496374 196 103496297 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_995 chr11_103496179_103496374 . . .
chr11 104565537 104565698 162 104565691 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_996 chr11_104565537_104565698 . . .
chr11 104763920 104764175 256 104764073 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_997 chr11_104763920_104764175 CASP12 . LOC643733
chr11 105115245 105115444 200 105115326 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_998 chr11_105115245_105115444 . . .
chr11 106239564 106239693 130 106239599 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_999 chr11_106239564_106239693 . . .
chr11 107432404 107432586 183 107432476 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1000 chr11_107432404_107432586 ALKBH8 . ELMOD1;LOC643923
chr11 108190437 108190561 125 108190532 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1001 chr11_108190437_108190561 ATM . .
chr11 108303668 108303870 203 108303774 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1002 chr11_108303668_108303870 C11orf65 . .
chr11 108430599 108430919 321 108430845 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1003 chr11_108430599_108430919 EXPH5 . .
chr11 109418474 109418710 237 109418598 30.63 25.42371 10.54435 20.47831 FTE1_peak_1004 chr11_109418474_109418710 . . .
chr11 111428619 111428753 135 111428692 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1005 chr11_111428619_111428753 LAYN C11orf88 .
chr11 111565651 111565831 181 111565756 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1006 chr11_111565651_111565831 SIK2 . .
chr11 111712106 111712257 152 111712180 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1007 chr11_111712106_111712257 ALG9 . .
chr11 114005523 114005990 468 114005678 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1008 chr11_114005523_114005990 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114020843 114020991 149 114020890 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1009 chr11_114020843_114020991 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114025326 114025559 234 114025420 11.88 7.24361 5.20328 3.72359 FTE1_peak_1010 chr11_114025326_114025559 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114032792 114032937 146 114032816 11.25 7.61235 5.18644 4.05862 FTE1_peak_1011 chr11_114032792_114032937 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114033581 114033808 228 114033661 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1012 chr11_114033581_114033808 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114049852 114050126 275 114050052 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1013 chr11_114049852_114050126 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114068603 114068955 353 114068857 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1014 chr11_114068603_114068955 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114165835 114166077 243 114166022 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_1015 chr11_114165835_114166077 . . NNMT
chr11 114167021 114167314 294 114167071 15.63 10.95837 6.55334 7.04407 FTE1_peak_1016 chr11_114167021_114167314 NNMT . .
chr11 114237670 114237827 158 114237783 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1017 chr11_114237670_114237827 . . C11orf71
chr11 116680183 116680578 396 116680467 18.75 13.74797 7.52568 9.54549 FTE1_peak_1018 chr11_116680183_116680578 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116855415 116855553 139 116855489 15.63 10.95837 6.55334 7.04407 FTE1_peak_1019 chr11_116855415_116855553 SIK3 . .
chr11 116943260 116943545 286 116943422 31.88 27.47307 11.43769 22.42168 FTE1_peak_1020 chr11_116943260_116943545 SIK3 . .
chr11 118790445 118790775 331 118790718 16.25 8.17703 4.58585 4.51876 FTE1_peak_1021 chr11_118790445_118790775 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 120215157 120215290 134 120215248 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1022 chr11_120215157_120215290 ARHGEF12 POU2F3;TMEM136 .
chr11 120302852 120303098 247 120303011 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1023 chr11_120302852_120303098 ARHGEF12 . .
chr11 121466598 121466814 217 121466694 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_1024 chr11_121466598_121466814 SORL1 . .
chr11 121699943 121700132 190 121700015 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_1025 chr11_121699943_121700132 . . .
chr11 121836149 121836294 146 121836219 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1026 chr11_121836149_121836294 . . .
chr11 121909374 121909498 125 121909426 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1027 chr11_121909374_121909498 . . .
chr11 121915986 121916123 138 121916035 14.38 7.74577 4.73193 4.18192 FTE1_peak_1028 chr11_121915986_121916123 . . .
chr11 121958269 121958482 214 121958437 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1029 chr11_121958269_121958482 . . BLID;MIR100HG;MIR125B1
chr11 121966513 121966637 125 121966616 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1030 chr11_121966513_121966637 MIR100HG . BLID;MIR125B1
chr11 121966824 121966984 161 121966910 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1031 chr11_121966824_121966984 MIR100HG . BLID;MIR125B1
chr11 122011334 122011517 184 122011405 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1032 chr11_122011334_122011517 MIR100HG BLID MIR100;MIRLET7A2
chr11 122027785 122027949 165 122027860 12.5 6.99778 4.69679 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1033 chr11_122027785_122027949 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122032925 122033107 183 122033021 24.38 23.08482 11.15666 18.26779 FTE1_peak_1034 chr11_122032925_122033107 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122051125 122051574 450 122051491 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1035 chr11_122051125_122051574 MIR100HG MIR100 .
chr11 122060041 122060168 128 122060059 15 8.94824 5.12126 5.25007 FTE1_peak_1036 chr11_122060041_122060168 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122067773 122068096 324 122067979 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1037 chr11_122067773_122068096 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122078786 122079210 425 122079008 25.63 20.29072 9.26321 15.63634 FTE1_peak_1038 chr11_122078786_122079210 . MIR100HG .
chr11 122539605 122539771 167 122539696 12.5 8.14997 5.42845 4.49213 FTE1_peak_1039 chr11_122539605_122539771 UBASH3B . .
chr11 122577543 122577667 125 122577561 16.88 11.78849 6.90992 7.80089 FTE1_peak_1040 chr11_122577543_122577667 UBASH3B . .
chr11 122619816 122620022 207 122619909 17.5 13.75094 7.71025 9.5481 FTE1_peak_1041 chr11_122619816_122620022 UBASH3B . .
chr11 122925042 122925223 182 122925103 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_1042 chr11_122925042_122925223 . . CLMP;HSPA8
chr11 123044046 123044296 251 123044255 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1043 chr11_123044046_123044296 CLMP . .
chr11 123045423 123045679 257 123045521 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1044 chr11_123045423_123045679 CLMP . .
chr11 124050161 124050319 159 124050264 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1045 chr11_124050161_124050319 . . .
chr11 124155567 124155738 172 124155667 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_1046 chr11_124155567_124155738 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124155842 124156294 453 124156220 25.63 20.29072 9.26321 15.63634 FTE1_peak_1047 chr11_124155842_124156294 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124167985 124168137 153 124168049 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1048 chr11_124167985_124168137 . . OR8D1;OR8D2
chr11 124640118 124640356 239 124640241 21.88 17.799 9.1523 13.31905 FTE1_peak_1049 chr11_124640118_124640356 MSANTD2 ESAM;NRGN;VSIG2 .
chr11 126861990 126862139 150 126862084 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1050 chr11_126861990_126862139 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
chr11 126862791 126862923 133 126862889 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1051 chr11_126862791_126862923 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
chr11 127866809 127867003 195 127866840 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1052 chr11_127866809_127867003 . . .
chr11 127896444 127896786 343 127896683 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_1053 chr11_127896444_127896786 . . .
chr11 127909208 127909332 125 127909230 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1054 chr11_127909208_127909332 . . .
chr11 128077676 128078174 499 128078047 39.39 30.09674 10.09633 24.93342 FTE1_peak_1055 chr11_128077676_128078174 . . .
chr11 128278025 128278244 220 128278145 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_1056 chr11_128278025_128278244 . . .
chr11 128290950 128291149 200 128291043 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1057 chr11_128290950_128291149 . . .
chr11 128351170 128351356 187 128351253 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1058 chr11_128351170_128351356 ETS1 . .
chr11 128367087 128367212 126 128367092 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1059 chr11_128367087_128367212 ETS1 . .
chr11 128579407 128579575 169 128579469 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1060 chr11_128579407_128579575 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128584884 128585131 248 128584956 21.26 6.40804 3.17937 3.03573 FTE1_peak_1061 chr11_128584884_128585131 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128585520 128585804 285 128585604 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_1062 chr11_128585520_128585804 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 129013313 129013475 163 129013396 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1063 chr11_129013313_129013475 ARHGAP32 . .
chr11 129973339 129973614 276 129973558 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1064 chr11_129973339_129973614 APLP2 . .
chr11 130253545 130253711 167 130253628 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_1065 chr11_130253545_130253711 . . ADAMTS8
chr11 130516489 130516727 239 130516612 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_1066 chr11_130516489_130516727 . . .
chr11 130642549 130642773 225 130642673 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1067 chr11_130642549_130642773 . . .
chr11 130717586 130717807 222 130717726 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1068 chr11_130717586_130717807 . . SNX19
chr11 130767210 130767424 215 130767319 23.13 7.60524 3.4473 4.05226 FTE1_peak_1069 chr11_130767210_130767424 SNX19 . .
chr11 130870474 130870599 126 130870505 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1070 chr11_130870474_130870599 . . .
chr11 131618905 131619155 251 131619133 11.25 6.79844 4.66779 3.39491 FTE1_peak_1071 chr11_131618905_131619155 NTM . .
chr11 131630049 131630264 216 131630207 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1072 chr11_131630049_131630264 NTM . .
chr11 131924761 131925002 242 131924847 26.26 21.89757 9.7346 17.16094 FTE1_peak_1073 chr11_131924761_131925002 NTM . .
chr11 131934789 131935165 377 131935050 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1074 chr11_131934789_131935165 NTM . .
chr11 131942133 131942391 259 131942195 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1075 chr11_131942133_131942391 NTM . .
chr11 132474407 132474638 232 132474482 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1076 chr11_132474407_132474638 OPCML . .
chr11 132555246 132555512 267 132555410 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1077 chr11_132555246_132555512 OPCML . .
chr11 132715046 132715219 174 132715053 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1078 chr11_132715046_132715219 OPCML . .
chr11 134819093 134819269 177 134819204 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_1079 chr11_134819093_134819269 . . .
chr12 741600 741778 179 741666 16.88 9.81647 5.69862 6.02957 FTE1_peak_1080 chr12_741600_741778 NINJ2 . .
chr12 1459602 1459785 184 1459662 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1081 chr12_1459602_1459785 ERC1 . .
chr12 1583435 1583589 155 1583493 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1082 chr12_1583435_1583589 ERC1 . LOC100292680
chr12 2374166 2374400 235 2374287 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1083 chr12_2374166_2374400 CACNA1C . .
chr12 2378214 2378363 150 2378247 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_1084 chr12_2378214_2378363 CACNA1C . .
chr12 5205400 5205578 179 5205492 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1085 chr12_5205400_5205578 . . .
chr12 5211778 5211909 132 5211850 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1086 chr12_5211778_5211909 . . .
chr12 6647974 6648182 209 6648027 23.13 9.45786 4.16952 5.68902 FTE1_peak_1087 chr12_6647974_6648182 . APDH;NCAPD2;SCARNA1 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6961575 6961758 184 6961659 61.89 23.03991 4.70215 18.23257 FTE1_peak_1088 chr12_6961575_6961758 USP5 CA3;GNB3;GPR162;LEPR SPSB2;TPI1
chr12 7052976 7053512 537 7053153 37.51 24.64019 8.17185 19.74992 FTE1_peak_1089 chr12_7052976_7053512 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23 141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7586022 7586146 125 7586060 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1090 chr12_7586022_7586146 CD163L1 . .
chr12 8833835 8834127 293 8834027 18.75 12.97589 7.05533 8.86559 FTE1_peak_1091 chr12_8833835_8834127 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
chr12 9945565 9945812 248 9945731 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1092 chr12_9945565_9945812 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 10357839 10358162 324 10358072 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_1093 chr12_10357839_10358162 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C12orf59 GABARAPL1
chr12 10787002 10787340 339 10787198 60.64 67.8534 21.44032 61.43357 FTE1_peak_1094 chr12_10787002_10787340 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S MAGOHB .
chr12 11916852 11917090 239 11916973 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_1095 chr12_11916852_11917090 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 11950615 11950739 125 11950707 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1096 chr12_11950615_11950739 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 11951855 11952105 251 11951962 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1097 chr12_11951855_11952105 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 12972700 12972889 190 12972773 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1098 chr12_12972700_12972889 7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 APOLD1 .
chr12 12976196 12976502 307 12976390 23.13 21.04608 10.16045 16.33652 FTE1_peak_1099 chr12_12976196_12976502 7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 13025086 13025238 153 13025141 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_1100 chr12_13025086_13025238 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
chr12 13052428 13052637 210 13052602 10.63 6.43695 4.77038 3.0636 FTE1_peak_1101 chr12_13052428_130526375A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13055150 13055275 126 13055224 11.88 7.61235 5.45106 4.05862 FTE1_peak_1102 chr12_13055150_130552755A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13288858 13289034 177 13288927 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1103 chr12_13288858_13289034 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 13326700 13326824 125 13326808 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1104 chr12_13326700_13326824 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . EMP1
chr12 13376248 13376372 125 13376324 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1105 chr12_13376248_13376372 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 EMP1 .
chr12 14989291 14989500 210 14989403 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1106 chr12_14989291_149895004;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 C12orf60;C12orf69 .
chr12 14994800 14995057 258 14994896 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1107 chr12_14994800_149950574;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 C12orf60;C12orf69 .
chr12 15782001 15782386 386 15782178 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1108 chr12_15782001_15782386 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 15853600 15853834 235 15853720 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1109 chr12_15853600_15853834 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 16131661 16131891 231 16131773 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1110 chr12_16131661_16131891A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 16132770 16132944 175 16132771 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1111 chr12_16132770_16132944A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 16501969 16502209 241 16502128 18.13 14.68257 7.84811 10.4092 FTE1_peak_1112 chr12_16501969_16502209 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 18324515 18324787 273 18324674 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1113 chr12_18324515_18324787 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 18473080 18473233 154 18473167 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1114 chr12_18473080_18473233 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18536108 18536495 388 18536267 46.26 55.38931 21.0054 49.42926 FTE1_peak_1115 chr12_18536108_18536495 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18900988 18901181 194 18901022 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1116 chr12_18900988_18901181 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
chr12 19151934 19152115 182 19152013 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_1117 chr12_19151934_19152115 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 20661249 20661511 263 20661391 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1118 chr12_20661249_20661511 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 22429012 22429136 125 22429100 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1119 chr12_22429012_22429136 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ST . .
chr12 22630208 22630396 189 22630308 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1120 chr12_22630208_22630396 28;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 24754005 24754203 199 24754114 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1121 chr12_24754005_24754203 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LINC00477 .
chr12 24975060 24975260 201 24975176 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1122 chr12_24975060_24975260 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 26306351 26306531 181 26306422 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_1123 chr12_26306351_26306531 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BHLHE41 .
chr12 26801647 26801771 125 26801715 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1124 chr12_26801647_26801771 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 26850245 26850452 208 26850350 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_1125 chr12_26850245_26850452 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 27329920 27330046 127 27329966 14.38 10.87805 6.65028 6.9689 FTE1_peak_1126 chr12_27329920_27330046 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 27702807 27702938 132 27702861 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1127 chr12_27702807_27702938 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27726894 27727189 296 27727121 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_1128 chr12_27726894_27727189 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27780165 27780327 163 27780241 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1129 chr12_27780165_27780327 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 28018492 28018630 139 28018559 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_1130 chr12_28018492_28018630 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28052356 28052489 134 28052391 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1131 chr12_28052356_28052489 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28176616 28176763 148 28176664 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_1132 chr12_28176616_28176763 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28283744 28283883 140 28283812 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_1133 chr12_28283744_28283883 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28689154 28689283 130 28689203 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1134 chr12_28689154_28689283 91;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 29894571 29894735 165 29894655 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1135 chr12_29894571_29894735 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 29896913 29897096 184 29897018 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1136 chr12_29896913_29897096 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 29949821 29949981 161 29949898 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1137 chr12_29949821_29949981 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TMTC1 .
chr12 30179559 30179712 154 30179647 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1138 chr12_30179559_30179712 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 30482309 30482493 185 30482381 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1139 chr12_30482309_30482493 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 31671679 31672036 358 31671893 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_1140 chr12_31671679_31672036 5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 32268781 32268917 137 32268878 13.75 9.46036 6.14734 5.68968 FTE1_peak_1141 chr12_32268781_32268917 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 32590007 32590164 158 32590089 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_1142 chr12_32590007_32590164 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 32686735 32687346 612 32686850 25.63 23.29607 11.03906 18.4716 FTE1_peak_1143 chr12_32686735_32687346 4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 39999867 40000026 160 39999964 18.75 7.28745 3.95098 3.76508 FTE1_peak_1144 chr12_39999867_40000026 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . C12orf40
chr12 42958476 42958618 143 42958544 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1145 chr12_42958476_42958618 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PR . .
chr12 43150910 43151149 240 43150963 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1146 chr12_43150910_43151149 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43355315 43355449 135 43355348 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1147 chr12_43355315_43355449 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43679201 43679369 169 43679274 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_1148 chr12_43679201_43679369 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46613756 46613984 229 46613846 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1149 chr12_46613756_46613984 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46750989 46752129 1141 46751432 41.89 47.7508 19.14614 41.99181 FTE1_peak_1150 chr12_46750989_46752129 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46752334 46752714 381 46752359 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_1151 chr12_46752334_46752714 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46753149 46753323 175 46753246 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1152 chr12_46753149_46753323 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46756757 46756983 227 46756844 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1153 chr12_46756757_46756983 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46757695 46757947 253 46757902 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_1154 chr12_46757695_46757947 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46758075 46758228 154 46758125 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1155 chr12_46758075_46758228 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46758413 46758609 197 46758460 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1156 chr12_46758413_46758609 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46758839 46759047 209 46758879 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1157 chr12_46758839_46759047 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46759746 46760539 794 46760491 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1158 chr12_46759746_46760539 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46761864 46762045 182 46761972 17.5 9.98236 5.46261 6.18975 FTE1_peak_1159 chr12_46761864_46762045 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46762451 46762576 126 46762514 17.5 9.6008 5.24953 5.82186 FTE1_peak_1160 chr12_46762451_46762576 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46763351 46763957 607 46763862 21.26 13.37484 6.38153 9.24495 FTE1_peak_1161 chr12_46763351_46763957 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46780362 46780551 190 46780481 13.75 5.98896 3.98746 2.68866 FTE1_peak_1162 chr12_46780362_46780551 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46783165 46783332 168 46783264 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_1163 chr12_46783165_46783332 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46824320 46824483 164 46824406 13.13 8.64478 5.38227 4.95754 FTE1_peak_1164 chr12_46824320_46824483 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46825645 46825861 217 46825725 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1165 chr12_46825645_46825861 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46888273 46888468 196 46888375 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1166 chr12_46888273_46888468 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 47167843 47168109 267 47167953 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1167 chr12_47167843_47168109 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 47180583 47180707 125 47180644 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1168 chr12_47180583_47180707 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 47479692 47479816 125 47479719 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1169 chr12_47479692_47479816 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47489602 47489861 260 47489746 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1170 chr12_47489602_47489861 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47665222 47665350 129 47665286 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1171 chr12_47665222_47665350 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 47672050 47672174 125 47672102 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1172 chr12_47672050_47672174 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 48275604 48275872 269 48275718 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_1173 chr12_48275604_48275872 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 49616443 49616600 158 49616544 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_1174 chr12_49616443_49616600 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 49900981 49901236 256 49901088 23.13 16.82053 7.72194 12.4052 FTE1_peak_1175 chr12_49900981_49901236 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 50580974 50581106 133 50581015 13.75 8.28303 5.38945 4.61965 FTE1_peak_1176 chr12_50580974_50581106 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
chr12 50596164 50596312 149 50596223 16.88 12.51943 7.37296 8.42876 FTE1_peak_1177 chr12_50596164_50596312 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 50784198 50784384 187 50784254 19.38 13.33983 6.87935 9.21114 FTE1_peak_1178 chr12_50784198_50784384 6A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . LARP4
chr12 50790422 50790574 153 50790500 21.26 12.67944 6.01502 8.58225 FTE1_peak_1179 chr12_50790422_50790574 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 FAM186A LARP4
chr12 50966177 50966336 160 50966267 16.88 12.11519 7.11619 8.11568 FTE1_peak_1180 chr12_50966177_50966336 B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 51180691 51180815 125 51180746 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1181 chr12_51180691_51180815 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 52081487 52081773 287 52081583 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1182 chr12_52081487_52081773 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 52629261 52629396 136 52629350 18.75 10.66173 5.70539 6.75852 FTE1_peak_1183 chr12_52629261_52629396 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12LOC283403;LOC283404 .
chr12 52674376 52674600 225 52674478 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1184 chr12_52674376_52674600 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52674697 52675212 516 52674812 22.51 5.86828 2.93824 2.57659 FTE1_peak_1185 chr12_52674697_52675212 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52888409 52888634 226 52888555 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1186 chr12_52888409_52888634 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KRT6A;KRT6C KRT5
chr12 53318997 53319200 204 53319077 16.88 11.68333 6.8438 7.69891 FTE1_peak_1187 chr12_53318997_53319200 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . KRT18
chr12 53955492 53955643 152 53955569 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1188 chr12_53955492_53955643 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 54164134 54164314 181 54164242 20.63 16.6313 8.65217 12.22073 FTE1_peak_1189 chr12_54164134_54164314 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 54616362 54616850 489 54616468 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1190 chr12_54616362_54616850 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
chr12 54673037 54673173 137 54673069 14.38 10.2847 6.27705 6.39441 FTE1_peak_1191 chr12_54673037_54673173 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . NRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10;NFE2
chr12 54681719 54682036 318 54681914 12.5 7.62961 5.09558 4.07563 FTE1_peak_1192 chr12_54681719_54682036 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244X5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P NFE2
chr12 54805195 54805319 125 54805296 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_1193 chr12_54805195_54805319 5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 ZNF385A .
chr12 56912453 56912683 231 56912539 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_1194 chr12_56912453_56912683 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . RBMS2
chr12 58704585 58705040 456 58704695 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1195 chr12_58704585_58705040 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58707227 58707400 174 58707344 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1196 chr12_58707227_58707400 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58819329 58819513 185 58819438 13.75 8.24447 5.36495 4.58242 FTE1_peak_1197 chr12_58819329_58819513 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58951066 58951190 125 58951088 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_1198 chr12_58951066_58951190 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 59271137 59271449 313 59271258 25.63 10.5157 4.43862 6.62059 FTE1_peak_1199 chr12_59271137_59271449 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 59435214 59435517 304 59435394 30.63 14.34508 5.27217 10.11247 FTE1_peak_1200 chr12_59435214_59435517 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 60092549 60092734 186 60092633 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1201 chr12_60092549_60092734 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 62642776 62642909 134 62642856 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1202 chr12_62642776_62642909 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . USP15
chr12 63086707 63086948 242 63086886 23.13 21.41137 10.37895 16.69394 FTE1_peak_1203 chr12_63086707_63086948 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 63096249 63096637 389 63096387 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1204 chr12_63096249_63096637 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 63124533 63124661 129 63124558 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1205 chr12_63124533_63124661 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 64311836 64312140 305 64311925 31.88 31.45267 13.77314 26.23554 FTE1_peak_1206 chr12_64311836_64312140 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64498251 64498402 152 64498357 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1207 chr12_64498251_64498402 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 65294481 65294651 171 65294579 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1208 chr12_65294481_65294651 78;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR TBC1D30 .
chr12 65824745 65824948 204 65824849 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1209 chr12_65824745_65824948 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;M . .
chr12 65926005 65926176 172 65926066 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1210 chr12_65926005_65926176 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65926828 65926954 127 65926876 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1211 chr12_65926828_65926954 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65927095 65927234 140 65927165 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1212 chr12_65927095_65927234 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65930748 65930964 217 65930850 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1213 chr12_65930748_65930964 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65959944 65960298 355 65960196 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1214 chr12_65959944_65960298 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65997729 65997999 271 65997849 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1215 chr12_65997729_65997999 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66006205 66006345 141 66006261 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1216 chr12_66006205_66006345 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66025471 66025790 320 66025667 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1217 chr12_66025471_66025790 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66047588 66047718 131 66047662 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1218 chr12_66047588_66047718 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66048712 66049255 544 66048785 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1219 chr12_66048712_66049255 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66049400 66049532 133 66049470 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1220 chr12_66049400_66049532 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66049888 66050177 290 66049944 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1221 chr12_66049888_66050177 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66050605 66050955 351 66050835 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1222 chr12_66050605_66050955 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66173003 66173146 144 66173089 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1223 chr12_66173003_66173146 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RP . .
chr12 66273758 66274124 367 66273837 15 9.71651 5.56659 5.93174 FTE1_peak_1224 chr12_66273758_66274124A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 66285185 66285340 156 66285255 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1225 chr12_66285185_66285340A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 66285894 66286158 265 66285941 17.5 10.38986 5.69372 6.4973 FTE1_peak_1226 chr12_66285894_66286158A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 66286775 66286947 173 66286853 11.25 7.69892 5.24191 4.13894 FTE1_peak_1227 chr12_66286775_66286947A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 66393351 66393475 125 66393432 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1228 chr12_66393351_66393475 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 67040941 67041075 135 67041035 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1229 chr12_67040941_67041075 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 68099827 68100043 217 68099950 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_1230 chr12_68099827_68100043 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 68304218 68304467 250 68304387 18.13 11.31928 5.88608 7.35029 FTE1_peak_1231 chr12_68304218_68304467 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 68661704 68661876 173 68661806 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_1232 chr12_68661704_68661876 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IL22 MDM1
chr12 68704353 68704491 139 68704425 13.13 9.03572 5.62326 5.33408 FTE1_peak_1233 chr12_68704353_68704491 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 68891554 68891823 270 68891711 29.38 30.04138 13.50343 24.88053 FTE1_peak_1234 chr12_68891554_68891823 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 69291589 69291794 206 69291671 20.63 12.80152 6.40901 8.69582 FTE1_peak_1235 chr12_69291589_69291794 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 69308855 69309061 207 69308909 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1236 chr12_69308855_69309061 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 69799300 69799497 198 69799404 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1237 chr12_69799300_69799497 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 YEATS4 .
chr12 70049877 70050001 125 70049898 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1238 chr12_70049877_70050001 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 71040734 71040911 178 71040792 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1239 chr12_71040734_71040911 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P PTPRB .
chr12 71247223 71247349 127 71247323 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1240 chr12_71247223_71247349 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 71387944 71388200 257 71388092 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1241 chr12_71387944_71388200 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 71950913 71951070 158 71951001 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_1242 chr12_71950913_71951070 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 75118955 75119089 135 75119009 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1243 chr12_75118955_75119089 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 75571876 75572122 247 75571975 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1244 chr12_75571876_75572122 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 75840828 75840992 165 75840898 21.88 19.4374 10.16922 14.85266 FTE1_peak_1245 chr12_75840828_75840992 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 GLIPR1L2 .
chr12 76084453 76084593 141 76084568 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1246 chr12_76084453_76084593 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76116544 76116676 133 76116599 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1247 chr12_76116544_76116676 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76118803 76119134 332 76118878 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_1248 chr12_76118803_76119134 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76371784 76371999 216 76371881 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1249 chr12_76371784_76371999 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76372146 76372344 199 76372256 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1250 chr12_76372146_76372344 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76414627 76414811 185 76414706 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1251 chr12_76414627_76414811 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
chr12 76419093 76419217 125 76419165 10 6.74198 4.70701 3.34288 FTE1_peak_1252 chr12_76419093_76419217 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
chr12 76671214 76671546 333 76671524 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1253 chr12_76671214_76671546 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76843378 76843582 205 76843484 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1254 chr12_76843378_76843582 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;O . .
chr12 77113994 77114222 229 77114115 31.88 26.6287 10.96112 21.61378 FTE1_peak_1255 chr12_77113994_77114222 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 78334022 78334153 132 78334052 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1256 chr12_78334022_78334153 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 78684482 78684702 221 78684597 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1257 chr12_78684482_78684702 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 78797120 78797613 494 78797184 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1258 chr12_78797120_78797613 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79098031 79098212 182 79098098 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_1259 chr12_79098031_79098212 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79813840 79814090 251 79813925 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1260 chr12_79813840_79814090 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MIR1252 .
chr12 79818023 79818165 143 79818094 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1261 chr12_79818023_79818165 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MIR1252 .
chr12 79940730 79940896 167 79940895 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1262 chr12_79940730_79940896 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79941111 79941339 229 79941216 36.88 40.20715 16.91334 34.67246 FTE1_peak_1263 chr12_79941111_79941339 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80119857 80120022 166 80119960 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1264 chr12_80119857_80120022 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80438592 80438740 149 80438677 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1265 chr12_80438592_80438740 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80987695 80987869 175 80987799 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1266 chr12_80987695_80987869 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 81021569 81021885 317 81021645 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1267 chr12_81021569_81021885 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 85410270 85410481 212 85410424 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1268 chr12_85410270_85410481 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TS . LRRIQ1
chr12 85799702 85799893 192 85799809 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_1269 chr12_85799702_85799893 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 87106213 87106470 258 87106326 33.13 35.70232 15.17053 30.31467 FTE1_peak_1270 chr12_87106213_87106470 4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 87833938 87834084 147 87833988 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1271 chr12_87833938_87834084 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88149830 88150117 288 88150042 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1272 chr12_88149830_88150117 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . MKRN9P
chr12 88203789 88203925 137 88203897 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1273 chr12_88203789_88203925 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MKRN9P .
chr12 88207590 88207835 246 88207683 21.26 18.57856 9.37077 14.02065 FTE1_peak_1274 chr12_88207590_88207835 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MKRN9P .
chr12 88693592 88693723 132 88693625 18.75 13.74797 7.52568 9.54549 FTE1_peak_1275 chr12_88693592_88693723 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88702740 88702934 195 88702816 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1276 chr12_88702740_88702934 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88719310 88719647 338 88719514 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1277 chr12_88719310_88719647 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88814310 88814444 135 88814381 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1278 chr12_88814310_88814444 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88940640 88940947 308 88940842 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_1279 chr12_88940640_88940947G;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 89556573 89556846 274 89556743 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1280 chr12_89556573_89556846 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 89844816 89845038 223 89844925 22.51 14.29807 6.71597 10.06764 FTE1_peak_1281 chr12_89844816_89845038 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 90125539 90125687 149 90125686 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_1282 chr12_90125539_90125687 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90127434 90127972 539 90127584 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_1283 chr12_90127434_90127972 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90150524 90150680 157 90150595 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1284 chr12_90150524_90150680 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90163008 90163191 184 90163074 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1285 chr12_90163008_90163191 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90288235 90288388 154 90288329 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1286 chr12_90288235_90288388 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90341838 90342024 187 90341914 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1287 chr12_90341838_90342024 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90393701 90393921 221 90393809 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1288 chr12_90393701_90393921 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90647651 90647809 159 90647723 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1289 chr12_90647651_90647809 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 91290005 91290282 278 91290161 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1290 chr12_91290005_91290282 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf37
chr12 91492828 91493001 174 91492899 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1291 chr12_91492828_91493001 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . LUM
chr12 91527755 91527952 198 91527875 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1292 chr12_91527755_91527952 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
chr12 91534178 91534428 251 91534305 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1293 chr12_91534178_91534428 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
chr12 91576896 91577175 280 91577094 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1294 chr12_91576896_91577175 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DCN .
chr12 92474325 92474611 287 92474522 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1295 chr12_92474325_92474611 021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 93293137 93293465 329 93293395 16.88 11.37828 6.65281 7.40844 FTE1_peak_1296 chr12_93293137_93293465 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 93483996 93484198 203 93484079 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1297 chr12_93483996_93484198 339;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 93920680 93920827 148 93920773 15.63 12.21585 7.34988 8.19737 FTE1_peak_1298 chr12_93920680_93920827 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MRPL42 .
chr12 94018902 94019031 130 94018948 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_1299 chr12_94018902_94019031 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94170616 94170903 288 94170697 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1300 chr12_94170616_94170903 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94171456 94171598 143 94171481 12.5 7.70582 5.14411 4.14422 FTE1_peak_1301 chr12_94171456_94171598 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94179101 94179293 193 94179179 18.13 12.66984 6.65383 8.57409 FTE1_peak_1302 chr12_94179101_94179293 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94184677 94184831 155 94184735 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1303 chr12_94184677_94184831 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94203922 94204075 154 94204002 11.25 8.01672 5.44576 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1304 chr12_94203922_94204075 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94277630 94277785 156 94277682 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1305 chr12_94277630_94277785 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94486754 94486878 125 94486777 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1306 chr12_94486754_94486878 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94566807 94567177 371 94566927 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1307 chr12_94566807_94567177 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 95173374 95173560 187 95173449 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1308 chr12_95173374_95173560 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 95378018 95378265 248 95378128 22.51 10.22378 4.70118 6.34983 FTE1_peak_1309 chr12_95378018_95378265 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ND . .
chr12 95711949 95712134 186 95711950 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1310 chr12_95711949_95712134 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR331;MIR3685;VEZT .
chr12 96031313 96031696 384 96031469 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_1311 chr12_96031313_96031696 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NTN4
chr12 96127020 96127242 223 96127136 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1312 chr12_96127020_96127242 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 96199911 96200132 222 96200020 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1313 chr12_96199911_96200132 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 NTN4 .
chr12 98833951 98834188 238 98834114 16.25 12.95156 7.3815 8.84166 FTE1_peak_1314 chr12_98833951_98834188 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . SLC9A7P1
chr12 98869103 98869334 232 98869217 16.88 12.28524 7.22401 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1315 chr12_98869103_98869334 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC9A7P1 LOC643770
chr12 99012869 99013029 161 99012947 15.63 11.11471 6.65164 7.19278 FTE1_peak_1316 chr12_99012869_99013029P;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 SLC25A3;SNORA53 APAF1
chr12 100522013 100522143 131 100522059 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1317 chr12_100522013_1005221434‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;UH . GOLGA2P5
chr12 101445973 101446176 204 101446087 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1318 chr12_101445973_1014461764;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 102933712 102933899 188 102933801 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1319 chr12_102933712_102933899IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 102961043 102961294 252 102961149 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_1320 chr12_102961043_102961294IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 103954404 103954629 226 103954436 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_1321 chr12_103954404_103954629IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . STAB2
chr12 104302800 104302970 171 104302849 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_1322 chr12_104302800_104302970;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . HSP90B1;MIR3652
chr12 104571874 104572004 131 104571935 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1323 chr12_104571874_104572004IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104613479 104613605 127 104613539 20.63 10.86308 5.37402 6.9544 FTE1_peak_1324 chr12_104613479_10461360544‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 104997303 104997692 390 104997457 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_1325 chr12_104997303_10499769211;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR3922 .
chr12 105065487 105065777 291 105065592 25.63 8.87152 3.80453 5.17654 FTE1_peak_1326 chr12_105065487_10506577711;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 105332390 105332567 178 105332473 11.25 6.79844 4.66779 3.39491 FTE1_peak_1327 chr12_105332390_105332567IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC41A2 .
chr12 105369557 105369704 148 105369613 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1328 chr12_105369557_105369704IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf45
chr12 105648001 105648328 328 105648216 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1329 chr12_105648001_105648328IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105650853 105651043 191 105650908 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_1330 chr12_105650853_105651043IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105651219 105651545 327 105651379 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1331 chr12_105651219_105651545IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105879094 105879348 255 105879277 27.51 17.38039 7.1268 12.92197 FTE1_peak_1332 chr12_105879094_105879348IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106328147 106328284 138 106328241 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1333 chr12_106328147_106328284IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106371538 106371730 193 106371582 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1334 chr12_106371538_106371730IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106381164 106381491 328 106381288 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_1335 chr12_106381164_106381491IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106424312 106424544 233 106424427 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1336 chr12_106424312_106424544IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 107255896 107256032 137 107255983 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1337 chr12_107255896_107256032244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109116676 109117161 486 109117059 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1338 chr12_109116676_1091171611C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 109220467 109221015 549 109220732 22.51 18.23824 8.95463 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1339 chr12_109220467_1092210151244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109226474 109226598 125 109226508 12.5 8.78655 5.83926 5.09402 FTE1_peak_1340 chr12_109226474_1092265981244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109232217 109232498 282 109232429 15.63 11.55345 6.92879 7.57923 FTE1_peak_1341 chr12_109232217_1092324981244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109900319 109900466 148 109900402 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1342 chr12_109900319_10990046610;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MYO1H UBE3B
chr12 109901041 109901189 149 109901085 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_1343 chr12_109901041_10990118910;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MYO1H UBE3B
chr12 110389003 110389196 194 110389115 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1344 chr12_110389003_110389196;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 110389646 110389855 210 110389761 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1345 chr12_110389646_110389855;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 110476822 110477188 367 110477100 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_1346 chr12_110476822_11047718813A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . C12orf76
chr12 110649777 110650098 322 110649871 18.75 14.95414 8.27431 10.67265 FTE1_peak_1347 chr12_110649777_1106500981;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 110707463 110707645 183 110707553 11.88 7.78731 5.56892 4.22202 FTE1_peak_1348 chr12_110707463_110707645IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . ATP2A2
chr12 110984313 110984480 168 110984401 17.5 13.01674 7.2567 8.90557 FTE1_peak_1349 chr12_110984313_110984480244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P RAD9B .
chr12 112016334 112016522 189 112016440 19.38 15.15486 7.9532 10.867 FTE1_peak_1350 chr12_112016334_1120165222;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 113652661 113652999 339 113652818 18.75 11.73965 6.32158 7.75347 FTE1_peak_1351 chr12_113652661_113652999;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 C12orf52;DDX54 TPCN1
chr12 115371283 115371608 326 115371505 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1352 chr12_115371283_115371608IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 115843057 115843269 213 115843170 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_1353 chr12_115843057_115843269IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116475852 116476053 202 116475953 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1354 chr12_116475852_1164760533L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 116581296 116581420 125 116581316 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1355 chr12_116581296_1165814203L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . MIR620
chr12 116590179 116590376 198 116590267 32.51 34.26727 14.89268 28.92909 FTE1_peak_1356 chr12_116590179_1165903763L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR MIR620 .
chr12 116819756 116819981 226 116819870 30.63 25.98925 10.86113 21.02665 FTE1_peak_1357 chr12_116819756_116819981IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116827993 116828131 139 116828098 14.38 9.65848 5.88661 5.87708 FTE1_peak_1358 chr12_116827993_116828131IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116844462 116844684 223 116844546 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_1359 chr12_116844462_116844684IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . MIR4472‐2
chr12 116872036 116872197 162 116872127 25.63 17.30288 7.60907 12.85014 FTE1_peak_1360 chr12_116872036_116872197IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR4472‐2 .
chr12 117566166 117566304 139 117566268 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1361 chr12_117566166_117566304IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TESC FBXO21
chr12 118490316 118490537 222 118490430 26.88 23.9101 11.15282 19.04744 FTE1_peak_1362 chr12_118490316_118490537244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;W RFC5 VSIG10
chr12 118874790 118875014 225 118874908 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1363 chr12_118874790_118875014IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SUDS3 .
chr12 120669152 120669329 178 120669259 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_1364 chr12_120669152_1206693291244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC100506649 .
chr12 120728917 120729789 873 120729417 71.27 55.60184 12.04478 49.63401 FTE1_peak_1365 chr12_120728917_120729789IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120730483 120731092 610 120730908 36.26 22.55154 7.4519 17.75712 FTE1_peak_1366 chr12_120730483_120731092IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
chr12 121628434 121628584 151 121628548 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1367 chr12_121628434_121628584IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 P2RX7 P2RX4
chr12 122510635 122510759 125 122510700 15 9.35728 5.35697 5.59024 FTE1_peak_1368 chr12_122510635_122510759IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BCL7A MLXIP
chr12 122884496 122884633 138 122884603 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1369 chr12_122884496_1228846331;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 LOC100507066 .
chr12 122934031 122934155 125 122934090 18.13 13.86563 7.3576 9.66006 FTE1_peak_1370 chr12_122934031_122934155IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CLIP1 ZCCHC8
chr12 123163647 123163890 244 123163767 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_1371 chr12_123163647_123163890IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HCAR2
chr12 125150155 125150306 152 125150230 16.88 11.89548 6.97734 7.90252 FTE1_peak_1372 chr12_125150155_125150306IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 125232100 125232281 182 125232170 18.75 11.19827 6.0091 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1373 chr12_125232100_125232281IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . SCARB1
chr12 125394274 125394497 224 125394394 16.25 9.34168 5.22857 5.57476 FTE1_peak_1374 chr12_125394274_125394497IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125394683 125395837 1155 125395160 26.26 16.67418 6.94443 12.26291 FTE1_peak_1375 chr12_125394683_125395837IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 127725681 127725968 288 127725875 13.13 9.81751 6.1096 6.02978 FTE1_peak_1376 chr12_127725681_127725968IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127754987 127755111 125 127755012 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1377 chr12_127754987_127755111IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127757621 127757848 228 127757763 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1378 chr12_127757621_127757848IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr13 20925577 20925792 216 20925637 16.25 12.70101 7.22692 8.60182 FTE1_peak_1379 chr13_20925577_20925792 . . .
chr13 20994097 20994421 325 20994326 30.63 24.44022 10.00254 19.56176 FTE1_peak_1380 chr13_20994097_20994421 CRYL1 . MIR4499
chr13 21568067 21568296 230 21568088 15.63 6.78827 4.09332 3.38759 FTE1_peak_1381 chr13_21568067_21568296 LATS2 . .
chr13 21571946 21572082 137 21571978 15 7.94133 4.55628 4.37038 FTE1_peak_1382 chr13_21571946_21572082 LATS2 . .
chr13 21643815 21643962 148 21643919 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1383 chr13_21643815_21643962 . LATS2 .
chr13 23895703 23895850 148 23895710 11.88 5.59851 4.121 2.33872 FTE1_peak_1384 chr13_23895703_23895850 SGCG . SACS
chr13 24001540 24001759 220 24001660 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1385 chr13_24001540_24001759 SACS . .
chr13 24075146 24075303 158 24075246 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_1386 chr13_24075146_24075303 . LINC00327 .
chr13 24275792 24275922 131 24275855 22.51 10.22378 4.70118 6.34983 FTE1_peak_1387 chr13_24275792_24275922 . TNFRSF19 MIPEP
chr13 24364875 24365172 298 24365060 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1388 chr13_24364875_24365172 MIPEP . .
chr13 27159085 27159240 156 27159156 18.75 7.28745 3.95098 3.76508 FTE1_peak_1389 chr13_27159085_27159240 WASF3 . .
chr13 30096307 30096445 139 30096397 17.5 10.74484 5.89788 6.83903 FTE1_peak_1390 chr13_30096307_30096445 SLC7A1 MTUS2 .
chr13 30194313 30194458 146 30194370 21.26 15.09538 7.32694 10.80846 FTE1_peak_1391 chr13_30194313_30194458 . SLC7A1 .
chr13 30912720 30912845 126 30912765 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1392 chr13_30912720_30912845 . . LINC00426
chr13 31287397 31287580 184 31287512 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1393 chr13_31287397_31287580 . . ALOX5AP
chr13 31317578 31317711 134 31317620 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_1394 chr13_31317578_31317711 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31317822 31317983 162 31317873 16.25 12.51943 7.11516 8.42876 FTE1_peak_1395 chr13_31317822_31317983 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 32324206 32324371 166 32324292 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_1396 chr13_32324206_32324371 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32330110 32330257 148 32330162 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1397 chr13_32330110_32330257 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32330602 32330811 210 32330720 28.76 23.05536 9.91918 18.23879 FTE1_peak_1398 chr13_32330602_32330811 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32339698 32339837 140 32339741 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1399 chr13_32339698_32339837 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32341345 32341667 323 32341410 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_1400 chr13_32341345_32341667 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32717082 32717279 198 32717175 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1401 chr13_32717082_32717279 FRY . .
chr13 32799705 32799888 184 32799799 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1402 chr13_32799705_32799888 FRY . .
chr13 33468957 33469092 136 33469055 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1403 chr13_33468957_33469092 . . .
chr13 33768908 33769127 220 33769025 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1404 chr13_33768908_33769127 STARD13 . .
chr13 33810225 33810495 271 33810335 35.63 25.66042 9.15859 20.70757 FTE1_peak_1405 chr13_33810225_33810495 STARD13 . .
chr13 33854047 33854224 178 33854120 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_1406 chr13_33854047_33854224 STARD13 . .
chr13 33858717 33858925 209 33858822 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1407 chr13_33858717_33858925 STARD13 . .
chr13 38191354 38191664 311 38191561 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1408 chr13_38191354_38191664 . POSTN TRPC4
chr13 38276208 38276483 276 38276376 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_1409 chr13_38276208_38276483 TRPC4 . .
chr13 38289816 38289981 166 38289873 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_1410 chr13_38289816_38289981 TRPC4 . .
chr13 38321648 38321785 138 38321687 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1411 chr13_38321648_38321785 TRPC4 . .
chr13 39984653 39984825 173 39984801 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1412 chr13_39984653_39984825 LHFP . .
chr13 40351728 40351872 145 40351806 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1413 chr13_40351728_40351872 COG6 . .
chr13 40450676 40450809 134 40450734 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1414 chr13_40450676_40450809 . . .
chr13 40795540 40795785 246 40795635 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1415 chr13_40795540_40795785 . LINC00548 .
chr13 41582643 41582785 143 41582697 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1416 chr13_41582643_41582785 ELF1;TTL . .
chr13 41706911 41707107 197 41706996 55.64 39.57753 10.06926 34.06292 FTE1_peak_1417 chr13_41706911_41707107 KBTBD6;TTL . .
chr13 41768658 41768816 159 41768740 42.51 11.45089 3.34701 7.4794 FTE1_peak_1418 chr13_41768658_41768816 KBTBD7;TTL . MTRF1
chr13 41859066 41859337 272 41859140 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_1419 chr13_41859066_41859337 TTL MTRF1 NAA16
chr13 42402000 42402176 177 42402082 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1420 chr13_42402000_42402176 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 43060887 43061037 151 43060961 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1421 chr13_43060887_43061037 TTL . .
chr13 43061148 43061307 160 43061248 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1422 chr13_43061148_43061307 TTL . .
chr13 43294641 43294834 194 43294741 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_1423 chr13_43294641_43294834 TTL . .
chr13 43321646 43321882 237 43321806 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1424 chr13_43321646_43321882 TTL . .
chr13 43407095 43407219 125 43407152 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1425 chr13_43407095_43407219 TTL . .
chr13 43466956 43467168 213 43467145 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_1426 chr13_43466956_43467168 EPSTI1;TTL . .
chr13 43570692 43570969 278 43570794 26.26 22.36528 10.00253 17.57537 FTE1_peak_1427 chr13_43570692_43570969 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 43579776 43579909 134 43579884 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1428 chr13_43579776_43579909 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 44422479 44422627 149 44422545 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1429 chr13_44422479_44422627 CCDC122;TTL . .
chr13 44806107 44806478 372 44806142 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1430 chr13_44806107_44806478 TTL . .
chr13 44875489 44875714 226 44875621 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1431 chr13_44875489_44875714 TTL . .
chr13 44887089 44887436 348 44887218 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1432 chr13_44887089_44887436 TTL . .
chr13 45284865 45285087 223 45284925 12.5 8.0244 5.34783 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1433 chr13_45284865_45285087 TTL . .
chr13 45288316 45288473 158 45288370 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1434 chr13_45288316_45288473 TTL . .
chr13 45294194 45294449 256 45294365 11.88 7.40346 5.31056 3.87745 FTE1_peak_1435 chr13_45294194_45294449 TTL . .
chr13 45389941 45390096 156 45390020 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1436 chr13_45389941_45390096 TTL LINC00330 .
chr13 45496099 45496286 188 45496176 23.13 19.7138 9.37129 15.07616 FTE1_peak_1437 chr13_45496099_45496286 TTL . NUFIP1
chr13 45763656 45763787 132 45763718 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1438 chr13_45763656_45763787 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
chr13 45780473 45780727 255 45780624 21.26 18.57856 9.37077 14.02065 FTE1_peak_1439 chr13_45780473_45780727 GTF2F2;TTL KCTD4 .
chr13 45908724 45908848 125 45908736 11.25 7.74289 5.27009 4.17964 FTE1_peak_1440 chr13_45908724_45908848 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45909709 45909935 227 45909833 13.13 8.9461 5.56786 5.24902 FTE1_peak_1441 chr13_45909709_45909935 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 46075015 46075194 180 46075088 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_1442 chr13_46075015_46075194 COG3;TTL . .
chr13 47063910 47064066 157 47063949 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1443 chr13_47063910_47064066 TTL . .
chr13 47317457 47317596 140 47317524 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_1444 chr13_47317457_47317596 LRCH1;TTL . ESD
chr13 48058825 48058950 126 48058847 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1445 chr13_48058825_48058950 TTL . .
chr13 48282719 48282863 145 48282820 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1446 chr13_48282719_48282863 TTL . .
chr13 49948834 49948958 125 49948861 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1447 chr13_49948834_49948958 CAB39L;TTL . .
chr13 50432437 50433020 584 50432863 41.89 43.81097 16.81804 38.17688 FTE1_peak_1448 chr13_50432437_50433020 TTL . .
chr13 50897988 50898136 149 50898057 12.5 8.59549 5.71567 4.91286 FTE1_peak_1449 chr13_50897988_50898136 TTL . .
chr13 51252660 51252845 186 51252737 20.01 7.09102 3.50088 3.57983 FTE1_peak_1450 chr13_51252660_51252845 TTL . .
chr13 52217289 52217610 322 52217381 21.88 18.57856 9.634 14.02065 FTE1_peak_1451 chr13_52217289_52217610 TTL;WDFY2 . .
chr13 52288825 52288957 133 52288870 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1452 chr13_52288825_52288957 TTL;WDFY2 . .
chr13 52922367 52922499 133 52922419 18.75 13.02826 7.08697 8.91677 FTE1_peak_1453 chr13_52922367_52922499 TTL . THSD1
chr13 53712126 53712271 146 53712165 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1454 chr13_53712126_53712271 TTL . .
chr13 66886998 66887128 131 66887100 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1455 chr13_66886998_66887128 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67247607 67247803 197 67247698 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1456 chr13_67247607_67247803 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67693858 67694027 170 67693931 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1457 chr13_67693858_67694027 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67944115 67944312 198 67944232 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_1458 chr13_67944115_67944312 TTL . .
chr13 74780509 74780759 251 74780603 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1459 chr13_74780509_74780759 TTL . .
chr13 74792027 74792153 127 74792092 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1460 chr13_74792027_74792153 TTL . .
chr13 74817703 74817977 275 74817855 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_1461 chr13_74817703_74817977 TTL . .
chr13 75341357 75341488 132 75341396 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1462 chr13_75341357_75341488 TTL . .
chr13 75348472 75348630 159 75348541 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1463 chr13_75348472_75348630 TTL . .
chr13 75399868 75400095 228 75399985 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1464 chr13_75399868_75400095 TTL . .
chr13 75709712 75709965 254 75709899 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1465 chr13_75709712_75709965 TTL . .
chr13 75756216 75756360 145 75756284 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1466 chr13_75756216_75756360 TTL . .
chr13 75901194 75901338 145 75901288 18.75 15.53025 8.63603 11.21477 FTE1_peak_1467 chr13_75901194_75901338 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 75933457 75933692 236 75933553 28.13 26.56925 11.71151 21.56296 FTE1_peak_1468 chr13_75933457_75933692 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 76195236 76195700 465 76195433 31.88 32.95335 14.68054 27.64457 FTE1_peak_1469 chr13_76195236_76195700 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
chr13 77086950 77087098 149 77086993 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1470 chr13_77086950_77087098 TTL . .
chr13 77090290 77090470 181 77090384 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1471 chr13_77090290_77090470 TTL . .
chr13 80324458 80324601 144 80324551 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1472 chr13_80324458_80324601 TTL . .
chr13 80510802 80511154 353 80510956 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_1473 chr13_80510802_80511154 TTL . .
chr13 80614747 80615010 264 80614860 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1474 chr13_80614747_80615010 TTL . .
chr13 81043903 81044198 296 81043973 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_1475 chr13_81043903_81044198 TTL . .
chr13 91338940 91339069 130 91339049 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1476 chr13_91338940_91339069 TTL . .
chr13 94848124 94848276 153 94848171 11.25 8.01672 5.44576 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1477 chr13_94848124_94848276 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 94891378 94891733 356 94891571 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_1478 chr13_94891378_94891733 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 94901877 94902048 172 94901954 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1479 chr13_94901877_94902048 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 95908426 95908598 173 95908524 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1480 chr13_95908426_95908598 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 95923659 95923984 326 95923738 17.5 13.68658 7.6703 9.48894 FTE1_peak_1481 chr13_95923659_95923984 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 96366601 96366960 360 96366881 18.75 12.47321 6.75382 8.38349 FTE1_peak_1482 chr13_96366601_96366960 DNAJC3;TTL . .
chr13 98598484 98598720 237 98598608 11.25 7.32276 5.00121 3.79961 FTE1_peak_1483 chr13_98598484_98598720 TTL . IPO5
chr13 99201385 99201541 157 99201479 13.75 8.60322 5.59379 4.91944 FTE1_peak_1484 chr13_99201385_99201541 STK24;TTL . .
chr13 99719457 99719652 196 99719531 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1485 chr13_99719457_99719652 DOCK9;TTL . .
chr13 99880973 99881235 263 99881019 10 6.7819 4.73231 3.38126 FTE1_peak_1486 chr13_99880973_99881235 MIR548AN;TTL;UBAC2 UBAC2‐AS1 GPR18
chr13 100136780 100136913 134 100136847 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1487 chr13_100136780_100136913 TTL . TM9SF2
chr13 100867233 100867426 194 100867357 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_1488 chr13_100867233_100867426 PCCA;TTL . .
chr13 101045094 101045228 135 101045154 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1489 chr13_101045094_101045228 PCCA;TTL . .
chr13 101528134 101528258 125 101528249 11.25 8.01672 5.44576 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1490 chr13_101528134_101528258 TTL . .
chr13 101540044 101540293 250 101540183 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1491 chr13_101540044_101540293 TTL . .
chr13 102102401 102102600 200 102102479 17.5 12.73331 7.0831 8.63344 FTE1_peak_1492 chr13_102102401_102102600 TTL . ITGBL1
chr13 102102735 102102941 207 102102879 15.63 10.75632 6.42671 6.85024 FTE1_peak_1493 chr13_102102735_102102941 TTL . ITGBL1
chr13 102164996 102165314 319 102165301 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1494 chr13_102164996_102165314 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102301973 102302185 213 102302044 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1495 chr13_102301973_102302185 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102359061 102359246 186 102359179 15.63 11.55345 6.92879 7.57923 FTE1_peak_1496 chr13_102359061_102359246 ITGBL1;TTL . FGF14
chr13 102673283 102673432 150 102673358 16.88 11.63142 6.81121 7.65296 FTE1_peak_1497 chr13_102673283_102673432 FGF14;TTL . MIR4705
chr13 102938766 102939007 242 102938832 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1498 chr13_102938766_102939007 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
chr13 102948142 102948266 125 102948188 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1499 chr13_102948142_102948266 FGF14;FGF14‐IT1;TTL . .
chr13 106756731 106756861 131 106756832 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1500 chr13_106756731_106756861 TTL . .
chr13 106785405 106785549 145 106785452 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1501 chr13_106785405_106785549 TTL . .
chr13 106808904 106809052 149 106809019 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1502 chr13_106808904_106809052 TTL . .
chr13 107031540 107031729 190 107031617 21.88 17.15461 8.75818 12.70441 FTE1_peak_1503 chr13_107031540_107031729 TTL LINC00460 .
chr13 109511954 109512264 311 109512071 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1504 chr13_109511954_109512264 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109597285 109597424 140 109597364 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1505 chr13_109597285_109597424 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109616703 109616962 260 109616870 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1506 chr13_109616703_109616962 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109895826 109896377 552 109896185 23.13 18.68839 8.77493 14.12656 FTE1_peak_1507 chr13_109895826_109896377 TTL . .
chr13 109909463 109909684 222 109909573 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1508 chr13_109909463_109909684 TTL . .
chr13 109924507 109924785 279 109924627 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1509 chr13_109924507_109924785 TTL . .
chr13 109924892 109925601 710 109924982 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_1510 chr13_109924892_109925601 TTL . .
chr13 109926041 109926341 301 109926085 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1511 chr13_109926041_109926341 TTL . .
chr13 109926484 109926867 384 109926604 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1512 chr13_109926484_109926867 TTL . .
chr13 109928802 109929029 228 109928838 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1513 chr13_109928802_109929029 TTL . .
chr13 109989171 109989304 134 109989210 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1514 chr13_109989171_109989304 TTL . .
chr13 110034354 110034543 190 110034442 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1515 chr13_110034354_110034543 TTL . .
chr13 110036205 110036395 191 110036296 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1516 chr13_110036205_110036395 TTL . .
chr13 110042054 110042360 307 110042325 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1517 chr13_110042054_110042360 TTL . .
chr13 110351205 110351376 172 110351283 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1518 chr13_110351205_110351376 TTL . .
chr13 110492706 110493095 390 110492985 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1519 chr13_110492706_110493095 TTL . .
chr13 110658681 110659025 345 110658778 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1520 chr13_110658681_110659025 TTL . .
chr13 110975559 110975683 125 110975572 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1521 chr13_110975559_110975683 COL4A2;TTL COL4A1 .
chr13 111000489 111000650 162 111000581 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1522 chr13_111000489_111000650 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111043001 111043184 184 111043125 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1523 chr13_111043001_111043184 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111046765 111047115 351 111046854 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1524 chr13_111046765_111047115 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111049317 111049479 163 111049417 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1525 chr13_111049317_111049479 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111049622 111049831 210 111049762 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1526 chr13_111049622_111049831 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111055742 111055968 227 111055848 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1527 chr13_111055742_111055968 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 113832576 113832732 157 113832625 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1528 chr13_113832576_113832732 PCID2 F10;PROZ .
chr13 113841829 113841975 147 113841926 18.13 12.57081 6.59647 8.47929 FTE1_peak_1529 chr13_113841829_113841975 PCID2 PROZ CUL4A
chr13 114489179 114489521 343 114489432 18.13 13.35115 7.05245 9.22155 FTE1_peak_1530 chr13_114489179_114489521 FAM70B . .
chr13 114600232 114600473 242 114600365 24.38 20.59708 9.6691 15.93389 FTE1_peak_1531 chr13_114600232_114600473 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114619291 114619449 159 114619338 19.38 12.2707 6.2708 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1532 chr13_114619291_114619449 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114630877 114631012 136 114630945 30.01 12.08323 4.35198 8.08494 FTE1_peak_1533 chr13_114630877_114631012 . FLJ44054 .
chr14 22764713 22764850 138 22764783 18.75 15.53025 8.63603 11.21477 FTE1_peak_1534 chr14_22764713_22764850 . . .
chr14 23005926 23006085 160 23006015 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1535 chr14_23005926_23006085 . . DAD1
chr14 23083145 23083353 209 23083252 22.51 14.29807 6.71597 10.06764 FTE1_peak_1536 chr14_23083145_23083353 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
chr14 23083482 23083643 162 23083483 12.5 5.86251 4.00097 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1537 chr14_23083482_23083643 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
chr14 23116077 23116201 125 23116126 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1538 chr14_23116077_23116201 . . .
chr14 23158536 23158747 212 23158654 20.63 14.75109 7.52362 10.47471 FTE1_peak_1539 chr14_23158536_23158747 . . .
chr14 24502402 24502532 131 24502489 20.01 13.24306 6.46315 9.11812 FTE1_peak_1540 chr14_24502402_24502532 . DHRS4L2 DHRS4L1;LRRC16B
chr14 25580615 25580743 129 25580650 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1541 chr14_25580615_25580743 . . .
chr14 30132504 30132676 173 30132620 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1542 chr14_30132504_30132676 MIR548AI;PRKD1 . .
chr14 30663068 30663453 386 30663241 33.13 16.81004 5.68895 12.39561 FTE1_peak_1543 chr14_30663068_30663453 . . .
chr14 30664794 30664949 156 30664866 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1544 chr14_30664794_30664949 . . .
chr14 30665174 30665319 146 30665213 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1545 chr14_30665174_30665319 . . .
chr14 30665475 30665622 148 30665550 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1546 chr14_30665475_30665622 . . .
chr14 30692654 30692866 213 30692700 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1547 chr14_30692654_30692866 . . .
chr14 31635043 31635187 145 31635115 12.5 8.32299 5.53981 4.65894 FTE1_peak_1548 chr14_31635043_31635187 HECTD1 . .
chr14 31974265 31974389 125 31974372 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1549 chr14_31974265_31974389 . GPR33 .
chr14 33081051 33081196 146 33081114 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1550 chr14_33081051_33081196 AKAP6 . .
chr14 34116714 34116906 193 34116792 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1551 chr14_34116714_34116906 NPAS3 . .
chr14 34459110 34459387 278 34459215 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_1552 chr14_34459110_34459387 . . .
chr14 34930113 34930278 166 34930197 16.25 11.37828 6.42019 7.40844 FTE1_peak_1553 chr14_34930113_34930278 SPTSSA . .
chr14 34972271 34972426 156 34972326 17.5 11.47648 6.32636 7.50444 FTE1_peak_1554 chr14_34972271_34972426 . . EAPP
chr14 35120268 35120404 137 35120288 13.13 8.9461 5.56786 5.24902 FTE1_peak_1555 chr14_35120268_35120404 . SNX6 .
chr14 35169416 35169576 161 35169496 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_1556 chr14_35169416_35169576 . . CFL2
chr14 35250559 35250748 190 35250641 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1557 chr14_35250559_35250748 BAZ1A . .
chr14 35870096 35870316 221 35870193 16.25 8.2627 4.63202 4.60056 FTE1_peak_1558 chr14_35870096_35870316 . . NFKBIA
chr14 36763094 36763260 167 36763156 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_1559 chr14_36763094_36763260 . . MBIP
chr14 37465879 37466021 143 37465955 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1560 chr14_37465879_37466021 SLC25A21 . .
chr14 38148302 38148461 160 38148406 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1561 chr14_38148302_38148461 . . .
chr14 38567705 38567886 182 38567805 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1562 chr14_38567705_38567886 . . .
chr14 38759815 38760107 293 38759946 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_1563 chr14_38759815_38760107 . . .
chr14 38809064 38809194 131 38809099 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1564 chr14_38809064_38809194 . . .
chr14 50442090 50442284 195 50442199 20.63 16.99362 8.87402 12.57162 FTE1_peak_1565 chr14_50442090_50442284 . . C14orf182
chr14 50449157 50449567 411 50449489 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1566 chr14_50449157_50449567 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50799707 50799875 169 50799782 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1567 chr14_50799707_50799875 CDKL1 ATP5S;L2HGDH .
chr14 51230277 51230431 155 51230367 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_1568 chr14_51230277_51230431 NIN . .
chr14 51428643 51428895 253 51428756 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1569 chr14_51428643_51428895 . PYGL TRIM9
chr14 51863002 51863146 145 51863057 19.38 14.24775 7.41094 10.01847 FTE1_peak_1570 chr14_51863002_51863146 . . .
chr14 51863510 51863718 209 51863602 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1571 chr14_51863510_51863718 . . .
chr14 51909438 51909639 202 51909558 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1572 chr14_51909438_51909639 . . .
chr14 51909737 51909928 192 51909781 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1573 chr14_51909737_51909928 . . .
chr14 52021257 52021414 158 52021323 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1574 chr14_52021257_52021414 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52047991 52048157 167 52048075 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1575 chr14_52047991_52048157 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52070638 52070762 125 52070753 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1576 chr14_52070638_52070762 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52070993 52071120 128 52071087 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1577 chr14_52070993_52071120 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52294765 52294905 141 52294836 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1578 chr14_52294765_52294905 . . .
chr14 52492081 52492268 188 52492156 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1579 chr14_52492081_52492268 NID2 C14orf166 .
chr14 52543170 52543395 226 52543272 26.88 22.20701 10.13893 17.42181 FTE1_peak_1580 chr14_52543170_52543395 . NID2 .
chr14 52795110 52795272 163 52795182 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1581 chr14_52795110_52795272 PTGER2 . .
chr14 52821814 52822186 373 52821928 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1582 chr14_52821814_52822186 . PTGER2 .
chr14 52836048 52836247 200 52836153 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1583 chr14_52836048_52836247 . . .
chr14 52922452 52922743 292 52922542 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1584 chr14_52922452_52922743 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 52924737 52925032 296 52924855 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_1585 chr14_52924737_52925032 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 53301430 53301760 331 53301560 16.88 12.95156 7.64895 8.84166 FTE1_peak_1586 chr14_53301430_53301760 . . FERMT2
chr14 53498949 53499274 326 53499030 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1587 chr14_53498949_53499274 . . DDHD1
chr14 54718763 54719017 255 54718869 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_1588 chr14_54718763_54719017 . . .
chr14 54778956 54779140 185 54779026 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1589 chr14_54778956_54779140 . . .
chr14 55150964 55151124 161 55151058 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1590 chr14_55150964_55151124 SAMD4A . .
chr14 55402817 55403070 254 55402911 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1591 chr14_55402817_55403070 . . WDHD1
chr14 56314515 56314696 182 56314586 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_1592 chr14_56314515_56314696 . . .
chr14 58300052 58300239 188 58300124 18.13 5.85335 3.18829 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1593 chr14_58300052_58300239 SLC35F4 . .
chr14 59198438 59198582 145 59198484 10.63 5.92509 4.42963 2.62852 FTE1_peak_1594 chr14_59198438_59198582 . . .
chr14 59205020 59205190 171 59205111 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1595 chr14_59205020_59205190 . . .
chr14 59213180 59213321 142 59213248 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1596 chr14_59213180_59213321 . . .
chr14 59365385 59365724 340 59365508 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1597 chr14_59365385_59365724 . . .
chr14 59366124 59366260 137 59366233 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1598 chr14_59366124_59366260 . . .
chr14 59565215 59565348 134 59565302 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_1599 chr14_59565215_59565348 . . .
chr14 59719233 59719396 164 59719278 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1600 chr14_59719233_59719396 DAAM1 . .
chr14 59772152 59772399 248 59772326 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1601 chr14_59772152_59772399 DAAM1 . .
chr14 59906074 59906248 175 59906174 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1602 chr14_59906074_59906248 . . GPR135
chr14 60144561 60144828 268 60144758 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1603 chr14_60144561_60144828 RTN1 . .
chr14 60561011 60561290 280 60561188 23.13 17.83041 8.28535 13.34978 FTE1_peak_1604 chr14_60561011_60561290 C14orf135 . .
chr14 61641867 61642051 185 61641950 23.13 11.00531 4.82621 7.08926 FTE1_peak_1605 chr14_61641867_61642051 . . .
chr14 61645585 61645809 225 61645695 23.13 18.34861 8.57994 13.80562 FTE1_peak_1606 chr14_61645585_61645809 . . .
chr14 61650914 61651082 169 61651012 26.26 13.452 5.45138 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1607 chr14_61650914_61651082 . . .
chr14 61932931 61933131 201 61933023 30.63 29.08682 12.65322 23.94822 FTE1_peak_1608 chr14_61932931_61933131 PRKCH . .
chr14 61939024 61939461 438 61939166 38.14 43.19193 17.47154 37.56699 FTE1_peak_1609 chr14_61939024_61939461 PRKCH . .
chr14 61943564 61943820 257 61943700 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1610 chr14_61943564_61943820 PRKCH . .
chr14 62020477 62020768 292 62020676 27.51 16.9362 6.91084 12.51778 FTE1_peak_1611 chr14_62020477_62020768 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62027969 62028107 139 62028029 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1612 chr14_62027969_62028107 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62028226 62029012 787 62028535 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1613 chr14_62028226_62029012 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62031528 62031704 177 62031591 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1614 chr14_62031528_62031704 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62036691 62036842 152 62036692 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_1615 chr14_62036691_62036842 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62061141 62061443 303 62061320 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_1616 chr14_62061141_62061443 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62127363 62127494 132 62127452 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1617 chr14_62127363_62127494 . FLJ22447 .
chr14 62178689 62178827 139 62178778 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1618 chr14_62178689_62178827 HIF1A . .
chr14 62187046 62187317 272 62187243 13.13 10.03351 6.24462 6.23896 FTE1_peak_1619 chr14_62187046_62187317 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62193760 62193980 221 62193870 15 11.61069 6.70322 7.63521 FTE1_peak_1620 chr14_62193760_62193980 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62201731 62201855 125 62201767 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_1621 chr14_62201731_62201855 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62203689 62203857 169 62203711 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1622 chr14_62203689_62203857 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62205085 62205271 187 62205174 11.25 7.01492 4.80508 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1623 chr14_62205085_62205271 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62205817 62205944 128 62205830 11.88 6.97803 5.02561 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1624 chr14_62205817_62205944 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62206403 62206528 126 62206499 12.5 7.9426 5.2954 4.37148 FTE1_peak_1625 chr14_62206403_62206528 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62206982 62207143 162 62207088 12.5 8.0244 5.34783 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1626 chr14_62206982_62207143 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62210665 62210836 172 62210748 15.63 10.75632 6.42671 6.85024 FTE1_peak_1627 chr14_62210665_62210836 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62211885 62212009 125 62211939 15 11.22133 6.46624 7.25507 FTE1_peak_1628 chr14_62211885_62212009 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62216212 62216520 309 62216280 21.88 14.14018 6.98649 9.92772 FTE1_peak_1629 chr14_62216212_62216520 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62216643 62217349 707 62216998 21.88 14.14018 6.98649 9.92772 FTE1_peak_1630 chr14_62216643_62217349 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62222188 62222315 128 62222264 18.75 11.31928 6.07844 7.35029 FTE1_peak_1631 chr14_62222188_62222315 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62401062 62401336 275 62401220 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1632 chr14_62401062_62401336 . . .
chr14 62431847 62432059 213 62431954 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1633 chr14_62431847_62432059 . . .
chr14 63937963 63938214 252 63938041 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1634 chr14_63937963_63938214 PPP2R5E . .
chr14 64549779 64550032 254 64549940 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1635 chr14_64549779_64550032 SYNE2 . .
chr14 64699289 64699431 143 64699356 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1636 chr14_64699289_64699431 ESR2 SYNE2 .
chr14 65003393 65003580 188 65003466 23.13 12.09449 5.31814 8.09534 FTE1_peak_1637 chr14_65003393_65003580 . ZBTB1 HSPA2;PPP1R36
chr14 65112162 65112427 266 65112335 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1638 chr14_65112162_65112427 . . .
chr14 65704027 65704151 125 65704071 14.38 10.82136 6.61453 6.91344 FTE1_peak_1639 chr14_65704027_65704151 . . .
chr14 65705276 65705487 212 65705387 22.51 18.23824 8.95463 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1640 chr14_65705276_65705487 . . .
chr14 65705878 65706014 137 65705930 14.38 8.78209 5.34914 5.09003 FTE1_peak_1641 chr14_65705878_65706014 . . .
chr14 65757702 65757843 142 65757757 18.13 5.85335 3.18829 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1642 chr14_65757702_65757843 . . .
chr14 66258430 66258785 356 66258537 21.26 17.799 8.90223 13.31905 FTE1_peak_1643 chr14_66258430_66258785 . . .
chr14 67688389 67688655 267 67688528 29.38 25.60684 10.89963 20.65694 FTE1_peak_1644 chr14_67688389_67688655 FAM71D . MPP5
chr14 68607091 68607242 152 68607142 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1645 chr14_68607091_68607242 RAD51B . .
chr14 68613727 68613894 168 68613771 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1646 chr14_68613727_68613894 RAD51B . .
chr14 68677705 68678010 306 68677927 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1647 chr14_68677705_68678010 RAD51B . .
chr14 69014357 69014609 253 69014561 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_1648 chr14_69014357_69014609 RAD51B . .
chr14 69015753 69016140 388 69016096 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_1649 chr14_69015753_69016140 RAD51B . .
chr14 69017323 69017447 125 69017398 11.88 6.79844 4.90595 3.39491 FTE1_peak_1650 chr14_69017323_69017447 RAD51B . .
chr14 69044664 69044841 178 69044745 23.76 14.82567 6.82931 10.54759 FTE1_peak_1651 chr14_69044664_69044841 RAD51B . .
chr14 69149771 69149898 128 69149784 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1652 chr14_69149771_69149898 . . .
chr14 69154552 69154749 198 69154667 15.63 10.90719 6.52122 6.99744 FTE1_peak_1653 chr14_69154552_69154749 . . .
chr14 69251670 69251825 156 69251724 13.13 9.71286 6.04425 5.92945 FTE1_peak_1654 chr14_69251670_69251825 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69252882 69253116 235 69252921 15 9.63462 5.5186 5.85333 FTE1_peak_1655 chr14_69252882_69253116 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69253286 69253901 616 69253800 18.13 12.52183 6.56816 8.431 FTE1_peak_1656 chr14_69253286_69253901 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69255254 69255473 220 69255372 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_1657 chr14_69255254_69255473 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69408644 69408855 212 69408744 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1658 chr14_69408644_69408855 ACTN1 . .
chr14 70186263 70186407 145 70186313 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1659 chr14_70186263_70186407 . KIAA0247 .
chr14 71597509 71597637 129 71597542 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1660 chr14_71597509_71597637 . PCNX .
chr14 71608960 71609104 145 71609054 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1661 chr14_71608960_71609104 . PCNX .
chr14 71839134 71839364 231 71839235 18.13 13.13421 6.9248 9.02046 FTE1_peak_1662 chr14_71839134_71839364 . . SNORD56B
chr14 72181043 72181259 217 72181148 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1663 chr14_72181043_72181259 SIPA1L1 . .
chr14 73132107 73132275 169 73132185 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1664 chr14_73132107_73132275 . . DPF3
chr14 73212380 73212553 174 73212436 18.13 13.63226 7.21878 9.43519 FTE1_peak_1665 chr14_73212380_73212553 DPF3 . .
chr14 73248500 73248640 141 73248558 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1666 chr14_73248500_73248640 DPF3 . .
chr14 73268098 73268266 169 73268166 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1667 chr14_73268098_73268266 DPF3 . .
chr14 73429700 73429996 297 73429780 18.75 11.73965 6.32158 7.75347 FTE1_peak_1668 chr14_73429700_73429996 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
chr14 73930340 73930464 125 73930426 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1669 chr14_73930340_73930464 . NUMB C14orf169;HEATR4
chr14 74163209 74163505 297 74163323 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1670 chr14_74163209_74163505 DNAL1 . C14orf43;PNMA1
chr14 75038576 75039151 576 75038705 43.14 48.58926 18.39013 42.81833 FTE1_peak_1671 chr14_75038576_75039151 LTBP2 . .
chr14 75086438 75086618 181 75086526 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1672 chr14_75086438_75086618 . LTBP2 .
chr14 75352725 75352899 175 75352819 26.26 16.27856 6.75093 11.88704 FTE1_peak_1673 chr14_75352725_75352899 DLST PROX2 RPS6KL1
chr14 75649721 75649874 154 75649822 15.63 11.96631 7.19096 7.97128 FTE1_peak_1674 chr14_75649721_75649874 . TMED10 .
chr14 75688922 75689115 194 75688994 17.5 13.19283 7.36501 9.06947 FTE1_peak_1675 chr14_75688922_75689115 . . .
chr14 76002294 76002448 155 76002380 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1676 chr14_76002294_76002448 BATF . .
chr14 76114760 76114887 128 76114799 18.75 10.55239 5.64426 6.65597 FTE1_peak_1677 chr14_76114760_76114887 . FLVCR2 C14orf1;TTLL5
chr14 77923949 77924122 174 77924055 25.01 11.24037 4.62339 7.27383 FTE1_peak_1678 chr14_77923949_77924122 C14orf133 . AHSA1;ISM2
chr14 79433860 79433999 140 79433952 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1679 chr14_79433860_79433999 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79478321 79478447 127 79478388 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1680 chr14_79478321_79478447 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79483310 79483484 175 79483403 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1681 chr14_79483310_79483484 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79523382 79523583 202 79523468 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1682 chr14_79523382_79523583 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80062930 80063150 221 80063003 31.88 21.41391 8.22084 16.69394 FTE1_peak_1683 chr14_80062930_80063150 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80064708 80064964 257 80064907 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1684 chr14_80064708_80064964 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80322857 80323061 205 80323007 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1685 chr14_80322857_80323061 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80855233 80855670 438 80855572 27.51 14.29954 5.70144 10.06855 FTE1_peak_1686 chr14_80855233_80855670 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 80892018 80892360 343 80892171 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1687 chr14_80892018_80892360 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 81397340 81397513 174 81397449 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1688 chr14_81397340_81397513 CEP128 . TSHR
chr14 81867206 81867558 353 81867449 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1689 chr14_81867206_81867558 STON2 . .
chr14 87262620 87262784 165 87262671 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_1690 chr14_87262620_87262784 . . .
chr14 87265652 87266003 352 87265814 32.51 34.26727 14.89268 28.92909 FTE1_peak_1691 chr14_87265652_87266003 . . .
chr14 89892377 89892604 228 89892544 28.76 6.11664 2.70523 2.76175 FTE1_peak_1692 chr14_89892377_89892604 FOXN3 LOC400236 .
chr14 89973961 89974245 285 89974222 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_1693 chr14_89973961_89974245 FOXN3 . .
chr14 90097293 90097460 168 90097406 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1694 chr14_90097293_90097460 . FOXN3 .
chr14 91575403 91575713 311 91575512 25.01 19.10488 8.38921 14.53284 FTE1_peak_1695 chr14_91575403_91575713 . . C14orf159;SNORA11B
chr14 93112242 93112370 129 93112332 20.63 10.92847 5.4076 7.01523 FTE1_peak_1696 chr14_93112242_93112370 RIN3 . .
chr14 93196396 93196526 131 93196475 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1697 chr14_93196396_93196526 LGMN . .
chr14 95067226 95067389 164 95067361 22.51 17.54986 8.5476 13.07695 FTE1_peak_1698 chr14_95067226_95067389 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
chr14 95076994 95077233 240 95077166 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1699 chr14_95076994_95077233 . SERPINA5 SERPINA13;SERPINA3
chr14 95731889 95732128 240 95731982 21.26 17.65142 8.81409 13.17602 FTE1_peak_1700 chr14_95731889_95732128 CLMN . .
chr14 96588942 96589084 143 96588985 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1701 chr14_96588942_96589084 . C14orf132 .
chr14 100288132 100288296 165 100288198 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1702 chr14_100288132_100288296 EML1 . .
chr14 100497823 100498176 354 100497987 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_1703 chr14_100497823_100498176 . . .
chr14 102746191 102746632 442 102746392 31.26 30.41652 12.90328 25.2284 FTE1_peak_1704 chr14_102746191_102746632 MOK . .
chr14 102746763 102747078 316 102746993 18.13 10.9244 5.66808 7.01389 FTE1_peak_1705 chr14_102746763_102747078 MOK . .
chr14 103660717 103660881 165 103660810 29.38 24.23245 10.12757 19.35954 FTE1_peak_1706 chr14_103660717_103660881 . LOC100131366 .
chr15 26129124 26129270 147 26129189 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1707 chr15_26129124_26129270 L1;MIR4509‐1;MIR4509‐2;MIR ATP10A LOC100128714
chr15 29904271 29904661 391 29904523 19.38 5.28566 2.91144 2.04645 FTE1_peak_1708 chr15_29904271_29904661 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30217113 30217383 271 30217305 13.75 9.97864 6.4851 6.18605 FTE1_peak_1709 chr15_30217113_30217383 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30357392 30357696 305 30357482 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1710 chr15_30357392_30357696 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30373166 30373312 147 30373225 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1711 chr15_30373166_30373312 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
chr15 31316658 31316926 269 31316819 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_1712 chr15_31316658_31316926 1L1;TRPM1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;U . .
chr15 32974902 32975058 157 32974965 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1713 chr15_32974902_32975058 DDX11L1;SCG5 . .
chr15 33011945 33012112 168 33012028 23.13 9.84325 4.32844 6.05534 FTE1_peak_1714 chr15_33011945_33012112 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33015837 33016153 317 33015915 22.51 13.61216 6.35295 9.41581 FTE1_peak_1715 chr15_33015837_33016153 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33016285 33016542 258 33016445 14.38 9.26464 5.64359 5.51629 FTE1_peak_1716 chr15_33016285_33016542 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33016671 33016876 206 33016761 15 11.06212 6.36973 7.14459 FTE1_peak_1717 chr15_33016671_33016876 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33020806 33021057 252 33021052 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_1718 chr15_33020806_33021057 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33021860 33022268 409 33022116 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1719 chr15_33021860_33022268 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33022390 33022761 372 33022650 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_1720 chr15_33022390_33022761 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33026010 33026147 138 33026088 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1721 chr15_33026010_33026147 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33026823 33027166 344 33026868 21.88 19.4374 10.16922 14.85266 FTE1_peak_1722 chr15_33026823_33027166 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33027301 33027604 304 33027337 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1723 chr15_33027301_33027604 DDX11L1 GREM1 .
chr15 33027955 33028079 125 33027993 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_1724 chr15_33027955_33028079 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33028299 33029078 780 33028985 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1725 chr15_33028299_33029078 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33029208 33030072 865 33029807 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1726 chr15_33029208_33030072 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33030195 33032479 2285 33031127 22.51 6.99767 3.35799 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1727 chr15_33030195_33032479 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33065898 33066610 713 33066501 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1728 chr15_33065898_33066610 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33094621 33094859 239 33094706 22.51 18.23824 8.95463 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1729 chr15_33094621_33094859 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33116994 33117216 223 33117099 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1730 chr15_33116994_33117216 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33120768 33120978 211 33120861 25.63 22.65392 10.65269 17.85397 FTE1_peak_1731 chr15_33120768_33120978 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33131053 33131256 204 33131139 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1732 chr15_33131053_33131256 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33142397 33142749 353 33142603 41.26 43.11641 16.17639 37.50379 FTE1_peak_1733 chr15_33142397_33142749 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33143767 33144037 271 33143994 15.63 10.85645 6.48941 6.94782 FTE1_peak_1734 chr15_33143767_33144037 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33148814 33148946 133 33148902 13.75 9.92436 6.44967 6.13335 FTE1_peak_1735 chr15_33148814_33148946 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33162451 33162652 202 33162515 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1736 chr15_33162451_33162652 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33162768 33162977 210 33162847 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1737 chr15_33162768_33162977 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33212297 33212478 182 33212382 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1738 chr15_33212297_33212478 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 34339827 34340026 200 34339863 13.75 7.37105 4.81751 3.84582 FTE1_peak_1739 chr15_34339827_34340026 CHRM5;DDX11L1 AVEN .
chr15 35102621 35102802 182 35102678 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1740 chr15_35102621_35102802 DDX11L1 ACTC1 .
chr15 35849741 35849865 125 35849798 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_1741 chr15_35849741_35849865 DDX11L1;LOC100507466 ATPBD4 .
chr15 36720370 36720680 311 36720597 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1742 chr15_36720370_36720680 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 36882391 36882522 132 36882413 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1743 chr15_36882391_36882522 C15orf41;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 37339150 37339340 191 37339207 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1744 chr15_37339150_37339340 DDX11L1;MEIS2 . .
chr15 38065444 38065577 134 38065504 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1745 chr15_38065444_38065577 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 38226087 38226211 125 38226164 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1746 chr15_38226087_38226211 DDX11L1 . TMCO5A
chr15 38690435 38690575 141 38690507 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_1747 chr15_38690435_38690575 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 38828512 38828944 433 38828886 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1748 chr15_38828512_38828944 DDX11L1;RASGRP1 . .
chr15 39006931 39007218 288 39007099 18.13 12.66984 6.65383 8.57409 FTE1_peak_1749 chr15_39006931_39007218 DDX11L1 C15orf53 .
chr15 39050285 39050416 132 39050331 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1750 chr15_39050285_39050416 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39186481 39186887 407 39186564 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1751 chr15_39186481_39186887 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39187704 39187843 140 39187771 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1752 chr15_39187704_39187843 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39288276 39288655 380 39288370 20.01 7.09102 3.50088 3.57983 FTE1_peak_1753 chr15_39288276_39288655 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39309135 39309269 135 39309171 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1754 chr15_39309135_39309269 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39420437 39420563 127 39420500 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1755 chr15_39420437_39420563 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39425561 39425740 180 39425633 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1756 chr15_39425561_39425740 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39481287 39481424 138 39481375 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1757 chr15_39481287_39481424 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39497038 39497162 125 39497098 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1758 chr15_39497038_39497162 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39505703 39505892 190 39505782 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1759 chr15_39505703_39505892 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39506146 39506289 144 39506183 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1760 chr15_39506146_39506289 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39506481 39506686 206 39506500 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1761 chr15_39506481_39506686 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39524728 39524995 268 39524928 23.76 21.04608 10.42368 16.33652 FTE1_peak_1762 chr15_39524728_39524995 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39531804 39532058 255 39531942 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1763 chr15_39531804_39532058 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39535316 39535546 231 39535466 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1764 chr15_39535316_39535546 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39555357 39555523 167 39555443 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1765 chr15_39555357_39555523 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39559255 39559379 125 39559297 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1766 chr15_39559255_39559379 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39576042 39576187 146 39576123 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1767 chr15_39576042_39576187 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39593043 39593228 186 39593128 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1768 chr15_39593043_39593228 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39593990 39594145 156 39594080 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_1769 chr15_39593990_39594145 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39655108 39655585 478 39655298 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_1770 chr15_39655108_39655585 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39656870 39657045 176 39656954 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1771 chr15_39656870_39657045 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39657399 39657682 284 39657618 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_1772 chr15_39657399_39657682 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39871782 39871914 133 39871891 20.63 9.89506 4.88823 6.10483 FTE1_peak_1773 chr15_39871782_39871914 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39872075 39872229 155 39872130 26.88 15.18383 6.37304 10.894 FTE1_peak_1774 chr15_39872075_39872229 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39873834 39874382 549 39874011 27.51 13.07576 5.18313 8.9636 FTE1_peak_1775 chr15_39873834_39874382 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874681 39874943 263 39874797 20.01 8.95422 4.30877 5.25601 FTE1_peak_1776 chr15_39874681_39874943 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39875072 39892359 17288 39890495 67.52 57.16565 13.70354 51.14695 FTE1_peak_1777 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
chr15 40169967 40170111 145 40170081 13.75 7.21462 4.72116 3.69528 FTE1_peak_1778 chr15_40169967_40170111 DDX11L1;GPR176 . .
chr15 40298276 40298403 128 40298315 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1779 chr15_40298276_40298403 DDX11L1;EIF2AK4 . SRP14
chr15 42083463 42083587 125 42083529 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1780 chr15_42083463_42083587 DDX11L1;MAPKBP1 MGA .
chr15 42210101 42210295 195 42210155 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1781 chr15_42210101_42210295 DDX11L1;EHD4 SPTBN5 .
chr15 42236541 42236891 351 42236786 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1782 chr15_42236541_42236891 DDX11L1;EHD4 . .
chr15 42577851 42578021 171 42577958 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1783 chr15_42577851_42578021 DDX11L1;GANC TMEM87A .
chr15 43124860 43124996 137 43124934 12.5 8.88511 5.90307 5.18948 FTE1_peak_1784 chr15_43124860_43124996 DDX11L1;TTBK2 . .
chr15 44205680 44205807 128 44205775 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1785 chr15_44205680_44205807 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 44394232 44394462 231 44394353 21.26 18.1022 9.08391 13.61434 FTE1_peak_1786 chr15_44394232_44394462 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 45019301 45019551 251 45019368 13.75 9.36281 6.08396 5.59523 FTE1_peak_1787 chr15_45019301_45019551 DDX11L1 B2M TRIM69
chr15 47586014 47586191 178 47586072 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1788 chr15_47586014_47586191 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 47723699 47724007 309 47723910 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1789 chr15_47723699_47724007 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 47758711 47758888 178 47758796 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_1790 chr15_47758711_47758888 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 47815952 47816106 155 47816008 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1791 chr15_47815952_47816106 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 48785736 48785980 245 48785877 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1792 chr15_48785736_48785980 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48858956 48859133 178 48859072 20.63 17.53021 9.20443 13.05832 FTE1_peak_1793 chr15_48858956_48859133 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48874728 48874982 255 48874838 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1794 chr15_48874728_48874982 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48884557 48884878 322 48884751 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_1795 chr15_48884557_48884878 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48973150 48973395 246 48973196 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_1796 chr15_48973150_48973395 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 48987263 48987571 309 48987375 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_1797 chr15_48987263_48987571 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 49428162 49428405 244 49428282 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_1798 chr15_49428162_49428405 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
chr15 49574715 49574853 139 49574775 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1799 chr15_49574715_49574853 DDX11L1;GALK2 . .
chr15 49785164 49785365 202 49785262 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1800 chr15_49785164_49785365 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
chr15 50139714 50139897 184 50139798 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1801 chr15_50139714_50139897 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50140437 50140730 294 50140623 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_1802 chr15_50140437_50140730 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50148219 50148393 175 50148273 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1803 chr15_50148219_50148393 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50156209 50156362 154 50156280 21.26 19.25856 9.78267 14.68305 FTE1_peak_1804 chr15_50156209_50156362 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 50342135 50342304 170 50342219 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1805 chr15_50342135_50342304 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 50429560 50429758 199 50429688 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1806 chr15_50429560_50429758 DDX11L1 ATP8B4 .
chr15 51202821 51202945 125 51202883 21.88 10.24644 4.94719 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1807 chr15_51202821_51202945 AP4E1;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 51515981 51516140 160 51516050 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1808 chr15_51515981_51516140 CYP19A1;DDX11L1 . MIR4713
chr15 51787262 51787404 143 51787336 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1809 chr15_51787262_51787404 DDX11L1;DMXL2 . .
chr15 51869176 51869314 139 51869240 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1810 chr15_51869176_51869314 DDX11L1;DMXL2 . .
chr15 52387974 52388138 165 52388036 17.5 13.07491 7.29245 8.96276 FTE1_peak_1811 chr15_52387974_52388138 DDX11L1 MAPK6 BCL2L10;GNB5
chr15 52436241 52436481 241 52436405 16.88 13.14619 7.77367 9.03171 FTE1_peak_1812 chr15_52436241_52436481 DDX11L1;GNB5 . .
chr15 52815547 52815704 158 52815634 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1813 chr15_52815547_52815704 DDX11L1;MYO5A . ARPP19
chr15 56200168 56200318 151 56200235 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1814 chr15_56200168_56200318 DDX11L1;NEDD4 . .
chr15 57051744 57051988 245 57051840 25.63 12.62006 5.32635 8.52686 FTE1_peak_1815 chr15_57051744_57051988 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 57844017 57844166 150 57844083 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_1816 chr15_57844017_57844166 DDX11L1 CGNL1 .
chr15 58495896 58496037 142 58495932 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1817 chr15_58495896_58496037 DDX11L1 AQP9 .
chr15 58762010 58762483 474 58762301 27.51 26.72729 12.32745 21.71024 FTE1_peak_1818 chr15_58762010_58762483 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58839626 58839906 281 58839764 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_1819 chr15_58839626_58839906 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58843886 58844184 299 58844129 13.75 9.12699 5.9311 5.3857 FTE1_peak_1820 chr15_58843886_58844184 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58924970 58925237 268 58925080 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1821 chr15_58924970_58925237 ADAM10;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 59587189 59587328 140 59587294 13.75 9.81751 6.37994 6.02978 FTE1_peak_1822 chr15_59587189_59587328 DDX11L1;MYO1E . .
chr15 59588502 59588626 125 59588586 14.38 9.84345 6.00147 6.05534 FTE1_peak_1823 chr15_59588502_59588626 DDX11L1;MYO1E . .
chr15 60388490 60388648 159 60388552 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1824 chr15_60388490_60388648 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60638026 60638153 128 60638098 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1825 chr15_60638026_60638153 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60638254 60638384 131 60638307 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1826 chr15_60638254_60638384 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60663576 60663841 266 60663738 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1827 chr15_60663576_60663841 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60671915 60672201 287 60672033 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_1828 chr15_60671915_60672201 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60682375 60682867 493 60682425 13.75 10.03351 6.52093 6.23896 FTE1_peak_1829 chr15_60682375_60682867 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60683055 60683184 130 60683158 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1830 chr15_60683055_60683184 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60685077 60685482 406 60685166 15 10.46603 6.01087 6.57227 FTE1_peak_1831 chr15_60685077_60685482 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60694636 60694798 163 60694703 19.38 9.89648 5.00125 6.10625 FTE1_peak_1832 chr15_60694636_60694798 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 61265114 61265284 171 61265171 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1833 chr15_61265114_61265284 DDX11L1;RORA . .
chr15 61675493 61675872 380 61675752 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1834 chr15_61675493_61675872 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 61848283 61848495 213 61848387 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1835 chr15_61848283_61848495 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 62088339 62088510 172 62088439 21.26 19.17053 9.72921 14.59665 FTE1_peak_1836 chr15_62088339_62088510 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63143083 63143232 150 63143157 15.63 11.22133 6.71883 7.25507 FTE1_peak_1837 chr15_63143083_63143232 DDX11L1 MIR190A;TLN2 .
chr15 63187411 63187668 258 63187476 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_1838 chr15_63187411_63187668 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63188304 63188509 206 63188468 18.13 10.9244 5.66808 7.01389 FTE1_peak_1839 chr15_63188304_63188509 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63365418 63365803 386 63365507 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1840 chr15_63365418_63365803 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63389378 63389662 285 63389544 15 11.44063 6.59956 7.46923 FTE1_peak_1841 chr15_63389378_63389662 DDX11L1 TPM1 LACTB
chr15 63400170 63400590 421 63400330 37.51 36.22318 14.00358 30.80679 FTE1_peak_1842 chr15_63400170_63400590 DDX11L1 . LACTB
chr15 63428170 63428326 157 63428224 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1843 chr15_63428170_63428326 DDX11L1;LACTB . RPS27L
chr15 63539445 63539662 218 63539538 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_1844 chr15_63539445_63539662 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
chr15 63583737 63583980 244 63583874 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1845 chr15_63583737_63583980 APH1B;DDX11L1 RAB8B .
chr15 65588312 65589053 742 65588544 50.64 49.18731 15.8887 43.395 FTE1_peak_1846 chr15_65588312_65589053 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
chr15 65596945 65597852 908 65597427 71.27 70.47014 17.95496 63.95312 FTE1_peak_1847 chr15_65596945_65597852 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
chr15 66748626 66748767 142 66748718 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1848 chr15_66748626_66748767 DDX11L1;MAP2K1 . .
chr15 67175732 67175968 237 67175824 26.26 15.98204 6.60773 11.59702 FTE1_peak_1849 chr15_67175732_67175968 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67341185 67341398 214 67341287 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_1850 chr15_67341185_67341398 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67342272 67342562 291 67342415 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1851 chr15_67342272_67342562 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67368691 67368846 156 67368725 12.5 6.99778 4.69679 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1852 chr15_67368691_67368846 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67418130 67418393 264 67418271 36.88 31.05868 11.65683 25.8595 FTE1_peak_1853 chr15_67418130_67418393 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67470977 67471105 129 67471033 16.88 10.21044 5.93508 6.33704 FTE1_peak_1854 chr15_67470977_67471105 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
chr15 67493596 67493818 223 67493719 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_1855 chr15_67493596_67493818 AAGAB;DDX11L1 SMAD3 .
chr15 68682880 68683024 145 68682968 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_1856 chr15_68682880_68683024 DDX11L1;ITGA11 . .
chr15 68817242 68817560 319 68817476 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1857 chr15_68817242_68817560 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 68835554 68835854 301 68835761 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1858 chr15_68835554_68835854 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 69748702 69748850 149 69748826 13.13 6.63862 4.18621 3.25149 FTE1_peak_1859 chr15_69748702_69748850 DDX11L1 KIF23;RPLP1 .
chr15 70146114 70146253 140 70146185 10.63 6.36443 4.72194 2.99461 FTE1_peak_1860 chr15_70146114_70146253 DDX11L1 C15orf50 .
chr15 70147006 70147163 158 70147154 10 6.25826 4.40105 2.89094 FTE1_peak_1861 chr15_70147006_70147163 DDX11L1 C15orf50 .
chr15 70722529 70722657 129 70722613 15 11.27538 6.49906 7.30775 FTE1_peak_1862 chr15_70722529_70722657 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70888800 70888939 140 70888846 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1863 chr15_70888800_70888939 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 71092472 71092650 179 71092535 12.5 7.30219 4.88807 3.77964 FTE1_peak_1864 chr15_71092472_71092650 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 71587781 71588370 590 71588026 18.13 14.68257 7.84811 10.4092 FTE1_peak_1865 chr15_71587781_71588370 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71618033 71618157 125 71618149 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_1866 chr15_71618033_71618157 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71976336 71976511 176 71976424 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1867 chr15_71976336_71976511 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 74715419 74715555 137 74715453 19.38 12.05842 6.15248 8.06062 FTE1_peak_1868 chr15_74715419_74715555 DDX11L1;SEMA7A . UBL7
chr15 75463887 75464069 183 75463995 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1869 chr15_75463887_75464069 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 77437217 77437367 151 77437259 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1870 chr15_77437217_77437367 DDX11L1;PEAK1 . .
chr15 78357735 78358032 298 78357795 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_1871 chr15_78357735_78358032 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
chr15 78595153 78595280 128 78595217 20.01 12.71632 6.17801 8.61674 FTE1_peak_1872 chr15_78595153_78595280 DDX11L1 DNAJA4;WDR61 .
chr15 79198254 79198903 650 79198402 26.26 25.29158 11.72339 20.35839 FTE1_peak_1873 chr15_79198254_79198903 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 80768453 80768597 145 80768492 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1874 chr15_80768453_80768597 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80772823 80773005 183 80772926 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_1875 chr15_80772823_80773005 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80773220 80773607 388 80773454 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1876 chr15_80773220_80773607 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80781411 80781606 196 80781488 11.88 7.20459 5.17713 3.68656 FTE1_peak_1877 chr15_80781411_80781606 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80806004 80806128 125 80806043 13.13 9.66133 6.0121 5.8794 FTE1_peak_1878 chr15_80806004_80806128 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80841541 80841879 339 80841793 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1879 chr15_80841541_80841879 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80842309 80842811 503 80842752 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1880 chr15_80842309_80842811 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 81221658 81221814 157 81221715 15.63 12.15248 7.3095 8.1508 FTE1_peak_1881 chr15_81221658_81221814 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
chr15 81630983 81631332 350 81631078 35.01 38.73195 16.07604 33.23732 FTE1_peak_1882 chr15_81630983_81631332 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
chr15 84517145 84517286 142 84517197 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_1883 chr15_84517145_84517286 ADAMTSL3;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 85861769 85862032 264 85861867 15 11.16777 6.43374 7.24321 FTE1_peak_1884 chr15_85861769_85862032 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 87811119 87811299 181 87811232 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1885 chr15_87811119_87811299 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 87912550 87912709 160 87912644 31.26 21.41391 8.06455 16.69394 FTE1_peak_1886 chr15_87912550_87912709 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88114099 88114230 132 88114131 15 8.60175 4.92429 4.91809 FTE1_peak_1887 chr15_88114099_88114230 DDX11L1 . LINC00052
chr15 88295941 88296065 125 88295995 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1888 chr15_88295941_88296065 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88320306 88320439 134 88320354 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1889 chr15_88320306_88320439 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88360094 88360290 197 88360188 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1890 chr15_88360094_88360290 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89648545 89648748 204 89648665 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1891 chr15_89648545_89648748 ABHD2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 91224974 91225118 145 91225003 13.13 8.40061 5.23276 4.73541 FTE1_peak_1892 chr15_91224974_91225118 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 92707635 92707832 198 92707734 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1893 chr15_92707635_92707832 DDX11L1;SLCO3A1 . .
chr15 93347290 93347521 232 93347410 25.01 15.57886 6.56317 11.26262 FTE1_peak_1894 chr15_93347290_93347521 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
chr15 95706245 95706537 293 95706498 11.25 7.83221 5.32737 4.26561 FTE1_peak_1895 chr15_95706245_95706537 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96103223 96103347 125 96103290 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1896 chr15_96103223_96103347 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 99457961 99458115 155 99458000 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1897 chr15_99457961_99458115 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 100076926 100077163 238 100077024 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_1898 chr15_100076926_100077163 DDX11L1 . MEF2A
chr15 100083194 100083318 125 100083262 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1899 chr15_100083194_100083318 DDX11L1 . MEF2A
chr15 100583478 100583643 166 100583559 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1900 chr15_100583478_100583643 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 100634105 100634249 145 100634188 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1901 chr15_100634105_100634249 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101261367 101261526 160 101261402 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1902 chr15_101261367_101261526 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101262226 101262401 176 101262297 14.38 10.9932 6.72296 7.07854 FTE1_peak_1903 chr15_101262226_101262401 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101708538 101708666 129 101708619 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1904 chr15_101708538_101708666 DDX11L1 . CHSY1
chr15 102215401 102215528 128 102215466 11.88 6.66035 4.81425 3.27275 FTE1_peak_1905 chr15_102215401_102215528 DDX11L1;TARSL2 TM2D3 .
chr16 2885819 2886012 194 2885925 36.88 27.97758 10.06902 22.90829 FTE1_peak_1906 chr16_2885819_2886012 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
chr16 8772549 8772745 197 8772571 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1907 chr16_8772549_8772745 ABAT . .
chr16 11198876 11199148 273 11198943 18.13 14.61627 7.80806 10.36205 FTE1_peak_1908 chr16_11198876_11199148 CLEC16A . .
chr16 11422505 11422685 181 11422601 24.38 14.51252 6.34535 10.27213 FTE1_peak_1909 chr16_11422505_11422685 . . RMI2
chr16 11877519 11877652 134 11877607 13.13 8.9461 5.56786 5.24902 FTE1_peak_1910 chr16_11877519_11877652 ZC3H7A . .
chr16 12252337 12252463 127 12252413 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_1911 chr16_12252337_12252463 SNX29 . .
chr16 13011568 13011716 149 13011644 19.38 14.24775 7.41094 10.01847 FTE1_peak_1912 chr16_13011568_13011716 SHISA9 . .
chr16 13203993 13204464 472 13204332 32.51 33.994 14.72903 28.66497 FTE1_peak_1913 chr16_13203993_13204464 SHISA9 . .
chr16 13401114 13401495 382 13401205 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_1914 chr16_13401114_13401495 . . .
chr16 13401891 13402047 157 13401985 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_1915 chr16_13401891_13402047 . . .
chr16 13410036 13410166 131 13410065 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1916 chr16_13410036_13410166 . . .
chr16 14595448 14595601 154 14595529 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_1917 chr16_14595448_14595601 PARN . .
chr16 17612319 17612577 259 17612492 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1918 chr16_17612319_17612577 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 17862287 17862438 152 17862369 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1919 chr16_17862287_17862438 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 17926713 17926852 140 17926763 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_1920 chr16_17926713_17926852 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 17930939 17931171 233 17931054 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1921 chr16_17930939_17931171 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 19822664 19822946 283 19822711 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_1922 chr16_19822664_19822946 IQCK . .
chr16 20922228 20922355 128 20922287 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_1923 chr16_20922228_20922355 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
chr16 22309700 22309906 207 22309877 16.88 6.7721 3.9954 3.37256 FTE1_peak_1924 chr16_22309700_22309906 POLR3E EEF2K .
chr16 22398452 22398621 170 22398538 16.25 12.34297 7.00681 8.25597 FTE1_peak_1925 chr16_22398452_22398621 . CDR2 .
chr16 22408810 22409108 299 22408898 31.88 32.1934 14.21984 26.9313 FTE1_peak_1926 chr16_22408810_22409108 . CDR2 RRN3P3
chr16 23434917 23435041 125 23434967 20.01 11.99181 5.79455 7.99606 FTE1_peak_1927 chr16_23434917_23435041 COG7 . .
chr16 24657589 24658049 461 24657847 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1928 chr16_24657589_24658049 . . .
chr16 24712396 24712659 264 24712609 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1929 chr16_24712396_24712659 . . TNRC6A
chr16 24989129 24989279 151 24989163 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1930 chr16_24989129_24989279 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 24999208 24999423 216 24999314 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1931 chr16_24999208_24999423 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 25108956 25109205 250 25109091 16.88 12.82504 7.56801 8.71857 FTE1_peak_1932 chr16_25108956_25109205 . . LCMT1
chr16 26999012 26999230 219 26999133 24.38 14.51252 6.34535 10.27213 FTE1_peak_1933 chr16_26999012_26999230 . . .
chr16 27275580 27275732 153 27275674 19.38 12.80824 6.57422 8.70251 FTE1_peak_1934 chr16_27275580_27275732 NSMCE1 . FLJ21408
chr16 27773833 27773986 154 27773899 15.63 11.06212 6.61855 7.14459 FTE1_peak_1935 chr16_27773833_27773986 KIAA0556 . GSG1L
chr16 28647951 28648078 128 28648024 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1936 chr16_28647951_28648078 EIF3C;EIF3CL SULT1A1 .
chr16 47766763 47767014 252 47766868 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_1937 chr16_47766763_47767014 . . .
chr16 48157214 48157356 143 48157297 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1938 chr16_48157214_48157356 ABCC12 . .
chr16 48161074 48161372 299 48161156 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_1939 chr16_48161074_48161372 ABCC12 . .
chr16 53204436 53204575 140 53204522 16.88 12.88798 7.60827 8.78004 FTE1_peak_1940 chr16_53204436_53204575 CHD9 . .
chr16 53291004 53291177 174 53291081 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1941 chr16_53291004_53291177 CHD9 . .
chr16 53802608 53802780 173 53802657 19.38 6.46191 3.39668 3.08591 FTE1_peak_1942 chr16_53802608_53802780 FTO . .
chr16 53810089 53810241 153 53810172 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1943 chr16_53810089_53810241 FTO . .
chr16 53855967 53856105 139 53856007 13.75 9.50985 6.17952 5.73726 FTE1_peak_1944 chr16_53855967_53856105 FTO . .
chr16 54060956 54061284 329 54061192 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_1945 chr16_54060956_54061284 FTO . .
chr16 54407408 54407698 291 54407500 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_1946 chr16_54407408_54407698 . . .
chr16 54480620 54480744 125 54480696 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_1947 chr16_54480620_54480744 . . .
chr16 54496337 54496645 309 54496481 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_1948 chr16_54496337_54496645 . . .
chr16 55534027 55534163 137 55534088 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_1949 chr16_55534027_55534163 MMP2 . LPCAT2
chr16 56641288 56641419 132 56641341 15.63 8.34011 4.96391 4.67594 FTE1_peak_1950 chr16_56641288_56641419 . MT3 T1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
chr16 56643676 56643905 230 56643785 21.88 13.46101 6.60816 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1951 chr16_56643676_56643905 . MT2A;MT3 T1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56644307 56644451 145 56644331 16.25 5.94584 3.45085 2.64709 FTE1_peak_1952 chr16_56644307_56644451 . MT2A;MT3 T1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56998843 56999064 222 56998965 33.13 25.32601 9.41619 20.39223 FTE1_peak_1953 chr16_56998843_56999064 CETP HERPUD1 .
chr16 57927971 57928151 181 57928054 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1954 chr16_57927971_57928151 CNGB1 . .
chr16 64474458 64474672 215 64474626 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1955 chr16_64474458_64474672 . . .
chr16 66416231 66416494 264 66416471 14.38 10.23384 6.24519 6.35963 FTE1_peak_1956 chr16_66416231_66416494 CDH5 . LOC100505865
chr16 66652636 66652797 162 66652703 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1957 chr16_66652636_66652797 CMTM4 CMTM3 .
chr16 67840567 67840712 146 67840621 40.64 10.08283 3.14231 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1958 chr16_67840567_67840712 . RANBP10 CENPT;TSNAXIP1
chr16 68098849 68099322 474 68099085 35.01 31.57795 12.00306 26.32826 FTE1_peak_1959 chr16_68098849_68099322 DUS2L . NFATC3
chr16 69233479 69233669 191 69233573 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1960 chr16_69233479_69233669 SNTB2 . .
chr16 69251436 69251580 145 69251510 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1961 chr16_69251436_69251580 SNTB2 . .
chr16 69511166 69511311 146 69511234 18.75 12.97589 7.05533 8.86559 FTE1_peak_1962 chr16_69511166_69511311 . CYB5B .
chr16 70438326 70438472 147 70438433 16.88 9.00183 5.22027 5.30228 FTE1_peak_1963 chr16_70438326_70438472 ST3GAL2 . .
chr16 70462055 70462200 146 70462085 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1964 chr16_70462055_70462200 ST3GAL2 . FUK
chr16 70587648 70587845 198 70587769 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_1965 chr16_70587648_70587845 SF3B3 SNORD111;SNORD111B IL34
chr16 70607274 70607398 125 70607373 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1966 chr16_70607274_70607398 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70607508 70607649 142 70607581 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_1967 chr16_70607508_70607649 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70839807 70839957 151 70839906 15 10.46603 6.01087 6.57227 FTE1_peak_1968 chr16_70839807_70839957 . VAC14 HYDIN
chr16 72325383 72325625 243 72325530 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1969 chr16_72325383_72325625 . . .
chr16 72911361 72911618 258 72911504 28.76 28.75821 13.28504 23.63837 FTE1_peak_1970 chr16_72911361_72911618 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 74970827 74971194 368 74970918 23.13 13.58947 6.03277 9.39325 FTE1_peak_1971 chr16_74970827_74971194 WDR59 . .
chr16 75063893 75064123 231 75063993 45.01 48.73177 17.52831 42.95607 FTE1_peak_1972 chr16_75063893_75064123 ZNRF1 . .
chr16 75339515 75339701 187 75339591 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1973 chr16_75339515_75339701 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75385171 75385407 237 75385273 18.75 10.20101 5.44963 6.32784 FTE1_peak_1974 chr16_75385171_75385407 CFDP1 . .
chr16 77322025 77322379 355 77322118 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1975 chr16_77322025_77322379 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77332674 77332820 147 77332715 18.13 10.9244 5.66808 7.01389 FTE1_peak_1976 chr16_77332674_77332820 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77630310 77630447 138 77630353 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1977 chr16_77630310_77630447 . . .
chr16 77868527 77868652 126 77868629 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1978 chr16_77868527_77868652 VAT1L . .
chr16 77911693 77911931 239 77911773 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_1979 chr16_77911693_77911931 VAT1L . .
chr16 80208439 80208593 155 80208552 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1980 chr16_80208439_80208593 . . .
chr16 80231695 80231939 245 80231810 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_1981 chr16_80231695_80231939 . . .
chr16 82672151 82672289 139 82672222 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_1982 chr16_82672151_82672289 CDH13 . .
chr16 82794943 82795105 163 82795015 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1983 chr16_82794943_82795105 CDH13 . .
chr16 82971026 82971156 131 82971056 21.26 9.46042 4.45112 5.68968 FTE1_peak_1984 chr16_82971026_82971156 CDH13 . .
chr16 82979420 82979638 219 82979477 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_1985 chr16_82979420_82979638 CDH13 . .
chr16 83377717 83377931 215 83377830 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_1986 chr16_83377717_83377931 CDH13 . .
chr16 83437475 83437725 251 83437563 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_1987 chr16_83437475_83437725 CDH13 . .
chr16 84721517 84721645 129 84721584 21.26 16.4297 8.09294 12.02397 FTE1_peak_1988 chr16_84721517_84721645 . KLHL36 USP10
chr16 84873699 84873849 151 84873734 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_1989 chr16_84873699_84873849 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 85039252 85039407 156 85039344 13.75 9.12699 5.9311 5.3857 FTE1_peak_1990 chr16_85039252_85039407 ZDHHC7 . KIAA0513
chr16 86253863 86254079 217 86253973 21.26 15.04211 7.29691 10.75638 FTE1_peak_1991 chr16_86253863_86254079 . . .
chr16 86642757 86643079 323 86642915 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_1992 chr16_86642757_86643079 . FOXL1 .
chr16 86698204 86698433 230 86698316 21.88 15.82225 7.95852 11.44252 FTE1_peak_1993 chr16_86698204_86698433 . . .
chr16 86806209 86806412 204 86806377 18.13 5.85335 3.18829 2.57335 FTE1_peak_1994 chr16_86806209_86806412 . . .
chr16 86985592 86985847 256 86985755 15.63 8.4043 5.00123 4.73758 FTE1_peak_1995 chr16_86985592_86985847 . . .
chr16 88340894 88341101 208 88340990 23.13 16.38276 7.4825 11.98252 FTE1_peak_1996 chr16_88340894_88341101 . . .
chr16 88365751 88365942 192 88365871 23.13 9.09299 4.02185 5.35222 FTE1_peak_1997 chr16_88365751_88365942 . . .
chr17 597502 597737 236 597615 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_1998 chr17_597502_597737 VPS53 . .
chr17 831250 831380 131 831297 23.13 15.42429 6.96926 11.115 FTE1_peak_1999 chr17_831250_831380 NXN . .
chr17 836779 837008 230 836914 35.01 26.84977 9.57055 21.82682 FTE1_peak_2000 chr17_836779_837008 NXN . .
chr17 2061338 2061545 208 2061435 16.25 11.73568 6.63626 7.75017 FTE1_peak_2001 chr17_2061338_2061545 SMG6 . .
chr17 2770798 2770922 125 2770868 14.38 8.89854 5.41983 5.20281 FTE1_peak_2002 chr17_2770798_2770922 RAP1GAP2 . .
chr17 2858415 2858553 139 2858505 15 9.39605 5.37948 5.62805 FTE1_peak_2003 chr17_2858415_2858553 RAP1GAP2 . .
chr17 4133509 4133674 166 4133580 15.63 12.08977 7.26955 8.09065 FTE1_peak_2004 chr17_4133509_4133674 ANKFY1 . .
chr17 5419578 5419878 301 5419701 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_2005 chr17_5419578_5419878 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
chr17 5906636 5906792 157 5906693 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_2006 chr17_5906636_5906792 . . .
chr17 6126703 6126827 125 6126815 13.75 9.76491 6.34564 5.97889 FTE1_peak_2007 chr17_6126703_6126827 . . .
chr17 6495394 6495673 280 6495609 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2008 chr17_6495394_6495673 KIAA0753 . .
chr17 6655936 6656097 162 6655984 13.75 7.80475 5.08745 4.23932 FTE1_peak_2009 chr17_6655936_6656097 . . FBXO39;XAF1
chr17 7482659 7482972 314 7482935 20.63 7.09102 3.60507 3.57983 FTE1_peak_2010 chr17_7482659_7482972 CD68 A48;SNORA67;SNORD10; FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
chr17 7677495 7677629 135 7677574 18.75 14.42099 7.94168 10.18377 FTE1_peak_2011 chr17_7677495_7677629 DNAH2 RPL29P2 .
chr17 8076420 8076898 479 8076610 39.39 25.52196 8.07707 20.57359 FTE1_peak_2012 chr17_8076420_8076898 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 C17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
chr17 8130347 8130484 138 8130370 13.75 7.21462 4.72116 3.69528 FTE1_peak_2013 chr17_8130347_8130484 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
chr17 8552927 8553120 194 8552958 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2014 chr17_8552927_8553120 . MYH10 .
chr17 8761370 8761690 321 8761441 30.01 23.94294 9.54088 19.07919 FTE1_peak_2015 chr17_8761370_8761690 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
chr17 8762496 8762841 346 8762654 26.88 16.40859 6.97051 12.00559 FTE1_peak_2016 chr17_8762496_8762841 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
chr17 12517014 12517143 130 12517105 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2017 chr17_12517014_12517143 FLJ34690 . .
chr17 13250289 13250719 431 13250561 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2018 chr17_13250289_13250719 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13324284 13324533 250 13324393 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_2019 chr17_13324284_13324533 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13465525 13465705 181 13465607 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2020 chr17_13465525_13465705 S3ST3A1;SNORA59A;SNORA59 . .
chr17 14641315 14641955 641 14641701 27.51 17.38039 7.1268 12.92197 FTE1_peak_2021 chr17_14641315_14641955 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 14648463 14648654 192 14648583 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_2022 chr17_14648463_14648654 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 14679526 14679670 145 14679611 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_2023 chr17_14679526_14679670 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16189724 16189903 180 16189829 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2024 chr17_16189724_16189903 PIGL;SNORA59A;SNORA59B MIR1288 .
chr17 16808082 16808276 195 16808188 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2025 chr17_16808082_16808276 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16810114 16810240 127 16810184 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2026 chr17_16810114_16810240 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 17349609 17349733 125 17349626 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_2027 chr17_17349609_17349733 SNORA59A;SNORA59B SMCR9 .
chr17 19230539 19230720 182 19230615 18.75 13.13421 7.1511 9.02046 FTE1_peak_2028 chr17_19230539_19230720 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1;MIR1180
chr17 19351962 19352086 125 19352061 14.38 9.22266 5.61782 5.47804 FTE1_peak_2029 chr17_19351962_19352086 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 25773641 25774009 369 25773727 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2030 chr17_25773641_25774009 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
chr17 26605421 26605549 129 26605482 28.76 16.63496 6.61279 12.22429 FTE1_peak_2031 chr17_26605421_26605549 KRT18P55 . .
chr17 27253129 27253333 205 27253232 28.76 27.84511 12.7305 22.78087 FTE1_peak_2032 chr17_27253129_27253333 PHF12 DHRS13;FLOT2 SEZ6
chr17 27279309 27279536 228 27279432 43.76 29.6308 8.9523 24.4811 FTE1_peak_2033 chr17_27279309_27279536 . PHF12 SEZ6
chr17 28135454 28135578 125 28135481 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_2034 chr17_28135454_28135578 SSH2 . .
chr17 29576127 29576322 196 29576234 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2035 chr17_29576127_29576322 NF1 . .
chr17 29654909 29655107 199 29655016 17.5 14.43083 8.13389 10.19312 FTE1_peak_2036 chr17_29654909_29655107 NF1 EVI2A;EVI2B .
chr17 29954907 29955228 322 29955011 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2037 chr17_29954907_29955228 . . .
chr17 31339858 31340058 201 31339934 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_2038 chr17_31339858_31340058 . SPACA3 ASIC2
chr17 31594211 31594472 262 31594328 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2039 chr17_31594211_31594472 ASIC2 . .
chr17 32584311 32584909 599 32584537 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2040 chr17_32584311_32584909 . CCL2 CCL11;CCL7
chr17 32627735 32627917 183 32627808 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2041 chr17_32627735_32627917 . CCL11;CCL7 CCL8
chr17 32681746 32681951 206 32681855 18.75 11.73965 6.32158 7.75347 FTE1_peak_2042 chr17_32681746_32681951 . . CCL1;CCL13
chr17 33624807 33624967 161 33624895 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2043 chr17_33624807_33624967 . . .
chr17 33760281 33760746 466 33760456 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2044 chr17_33760281_33760746 . SLFN12 SLFN13
chr17 34105283 34105408 126 34105386 14.38 8.27148 5.04222 4.6092 FTE1_peak_2045 chr17_34105283_34105408 MMP28 C17orf50;GAS2L2 .
chr17 35853721 35853859 139 35853765 22.51 13.5712 6.33156 9.37783 FTE1_peak_2046 chr17_35853721_35853859 DUSP14 TADA2A SYNRG
chr17 36077213 36077491 279 36077325 27.51 14.29954 5.70144 10.06855 FTE1_peak_2047 chr17_36077213_36077491 HNF1B . .
chr17 37057184 37057453 270 37057378 20.63 12.9312 6.48102 8.82219 FTE1_peak_2048 chr17_37057184_37057453 LASP1 . LOC100505576
chr17 37115119 37115306 188 37115215 18.13 14.04592 7.46527 9.83511 FTE1_peak_2049 chr17_37115119_37115306 FBXO47 LOC100505576 .
chr17 38085985 38086179 195 38086105 15.63 7.51711 4.49435 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2050 chr17_38085985_38086179 . GSDMB;ORMDL3 LRRC3C
chr17 38470981 38471120 140 38471051 28.76 12.76925 4.95959 8.6644 FTE1_peak_2051 chr17_38470981_38471120 RARA CDC6 .
chr17 38617379 38617581 203 38617462 20.63 11.80297 5.86588 7.81277 FTE1_peak_2052 chr17_38617379_38617581 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38642771 38642921 151 38642827 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2053 chr17_38642771_38642921 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 38705723 38705910 188 38705798 24.38 16.38288 7.304 11.98256 FTE1_peak_2054 chr17_38705723_38705910 . . CCR7
chr17 38707408 38707647 240 38707584 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_2055 chr17_38707408_38707647 . . CCR7
chr17 38708248 38708500 253 38708366 22.51 10.22378 4.70118 6.34983 FTE1_peak_2056 chr17_38708248_38708500 . . CCR7
chr17 39071579 39071793 215 39071708 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2057 chr17_39071579_39071793 . . KRT23
chr17 39071947 39072075 129 39072018 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2058 chr17_39071947_39072075 . . KRT23
chr17 39113241 39113396 156 39113311 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2059 chr17_39113241_39113396 . KRT23 KRT39;KRT40
chr17 39205513 39205662 150 39205581 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2060 chr17_39205513_39205662 . ‐1;KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP1‐5;KTAP2‐2;KRTAP2‐4;LOC730755
chr17 39215629 39215815 187 39215714 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2061 chr17_39215629_39215815 LOC730755 ‐1;KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;K KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39216660 39216795 136 39216750 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2062 chr17_39216660_39216795 . TAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2 KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39222575 39222765 191 39222661 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2063 chr17_39222575_39222765 . TAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTAP2 KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39536432 39536667 236 39536549 13.75 9.46036 6.14734 5.68968 FTE1_peak_2064 chr17_39536432_39536667 KRT34 KRT33A;KRT33B KRT31;LOC100505782
chr17 39560249 39560519 271 39560441 20.01 7.09102 3.50088 3.57983 FTE1_peak_2065 chr17_39560249_39560519 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
chr17 39848744 39848932 189 39848910 15.63 6.28085 3.82278 2.91322 FTE1_peak_2066 chr17_39848744_39848932 . EIF1 GAST;HAP1
chr17 40672151 40672293 143 40672228 14.38 7.74577 4.73193 4.18192 FTE1_peak_2067 chr17_40672151_40672293 ATP6V0A1 . NAGLU
chr17 41324257 41324388 132 41324288 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2068 chr17_41324257_41324388 NBR1 NBR2 .
chr17 41393273 41393627 355 41393387 65.64 43.94297 9.52032 38.30499 FTE1_peak_2069 chr17_41393273_41393627 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
chr17 41438348 41438777 430 41438562 20.01 17.06811 8.66196 12.62068 FTE1_peak_2070 chr17_41438348_41438777 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41445229 41445453 225 41445348 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_2071 chr17_41445229_41445453 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41801432 41801647 216 41801552 25.01 17.0501 7.30009 12.60297 FTE1_peak_2072 chr17_41801432_41801647 . . SOST
chr17 41861467 41861828 362 41861555 22.51 19.80313 9.89722 15.16299 FTE1_peak_2073 chr17_41861467_41861828 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 41862308 41862448 141 41862415 23.13 13.58947 6.03277 9.39325 FTE1_peak_2074 chr17_41862308_41862448 . C17orf105;DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 42620589 42620713 125 42620665 16.25 10.04962 5.63405 6.25478 FTE1_peak_2075 chr17_42620589_42620713 . . FZD2
chr17 42900226 42900410 185 42900316 13.75 7.83986 5.10948 4.27315 FTE1_peak_2076 chr17_42900226_42900410 GJC1 . EFTUD2;HIGD1B
chr17 44150398 44150538 141 44150439 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2077 chr17_44150398_44150538 KANSL1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45343417 45343557 141 45343505 20.01 14.75109 7.30617 10.47471 FTE1_peak_2078 chr17_45343417_45343557 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45356644 45356871 228 45356757 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2079 chr17_45356644_45356871 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45382986 45383142 157 45383049 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2080 chr17_45382986_45383142 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . C17orf57
chr17 46561305 46561545 241 46561393 12.5 6.11799 4.15486 2.76261 FTE1_peak_2081 chr17_46561305_46561545 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 47224272 47224529 258 47224442 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2082 chr17_47224272_47224529 4GALNT2;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315 . .
chr17 47714438 47714639 202 47714545 14.38 11.0517 6.7599 7.13443 FTE1_peak_2083 chr17_47714438_47714639 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SPOP . .
chr17 48260199 48260684 486 48260548 20.63 11.95363 5.94651 7.95951 FTE1_peak_2084 chr17_48260199_48260684 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48260943 48261167 225 48260976 20.01 11.99181 5.79455 7.99606 FTE1_peak_2085 chr17_48260943_48261167 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48261283 48261435 153 48261378 14.38 7.13273 4.3783 3.62071 FTE1_peak_2086 chr17_48261283_48261435 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48274133 48274331 199 48274225 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2087 chr17_48274133_48274331 COL1A1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA .
chr17 48276184 48276370 187 48276287 16.88 7.48785 4.37417 3.95925 FTE1_peak_2088 chr17_48276184_48276370 COL1A1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA .
chr17 48296813 48296942 130 48296893 14.38 9.30696 5.66959 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2089 chr17_48296813_48296942 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COL1A1 .
chr17 53025760 53025904 145 53025847 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_2090 chr17_53025760_53025904 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L . COX11;STXBP4
chr17 53239659 53239949 291 53239891 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2091 chr17_53239659_53239949 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;STXBP4 . .
chr17 53511265 53511398 134 53511325 19.38 14.24775 7.41094 10.01847 FTE1_peak_2092 chr17_53511265_53511398 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 54203765 54203997 233 54203850 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2093 chr17_54203765_54203997 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ANKFN1
chr17 54218538 54218671 134 54218623 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2094 chr17_54218538_54218671 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ANKFN1
chr17 54262422 54262741 320 54262715 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2095 chr17_54262422_54262741 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54263364 54263539 176 54263450 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2096 chr17_54263364_54263539 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54263685 54264028 344 54263949 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2097 chr17_54263685_54264028 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54776742 54776867 126 54776830 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2098 chr17_54776742_54776867 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 56025966 56026515 550 56026307 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2099 chr17_56025966_56026515 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . VEZF1
chr17 56602682 56602828 147 56602733 18.75 15.38184 8.54267 11.07307 FTE1_peak_2100 chr17_56602682_56602828 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
chr17 56708846 56709242 397 56708975 58.14 41.03654 9.85671 35.48139 FTE1_peak_2101 chr17_56708846_56709242 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56736219 56736749 531 56736490 33.76 32.31521 13.43338 27.05062 FTE1_peak_2102 chr17_56736219_56736749 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56756706 56757092 387 56756944 33.76 33.59502 14.18729 28.27245 FTE1_peak_2103 chr17_56756706_56757092 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
chr17 57171169 57171362 194 57171286 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2104 chr17_57171169_57171362 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TRIM37 . SKA2
chr17 57438881 57439005 125 57438940 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_2105 chr17_57438881_57439005 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;YPEL2 . MIR4729
chr17 57451315 57451439 125 57451416 10.63 6.98808 5.13935 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2106 chr17_57451315_57451439 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;YPEL2 MIR4729 .
chr17 57504918 57505099 182 57505025 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2107 chr17_57504918_57505099 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 YPEL2 .
chr17 57833651 57833791 141 57833712 16.88 12.70101 7.48877 8.60182 FTE1_peak_2108 chr17_57833651_57833791 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57864023 57864252 230 57864079 16.25 10.67688 6.00148 6.77222 FTE1_peak_2109 chr17_57864023_57864252 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57915254 57915618 365 57915345 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_2110 chr17_57915254_57915618 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57915857 57916072 216 57915976 16.88 10.85604 6.329 6.94774 FTE1_peak_2111 chr17_57915857_57916072 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57916229 57916379 151 57916261 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2112 chr17_57916229_57916379 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57917733 57918009 277 57917837 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2113 chr17_57917733_57918009 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57918137 57918714 578 57918591 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2114 chr17_57918137_57918714 MIR21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57918835 57919141 307 57918916 14.38 9.18101 5.59228 5.43703 FTE1_peak_2115 chr17_57918835_57919141 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57919687 57921956 2270 57920819 53.14 48.81141 14.43705 43.03105 FTE1_peak_2116 chr17_57919687_57921956 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57922061 57922455 395 57922074 18.13 5.85335 3.18829 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2117 chr17_57922061_57922455 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 59403025 59403282 258 59403218 18.13 14.48549 7.7292 10.24721 FTE1_peak_2118 chr17_59403025_59403282 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59415372 59415814 443 59415546 20.01 16.91982 8.57357 12.50263 FTE1_peak_2119 chr17_59415372_59415814 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59438573 59438738 166 59438642 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2120 chr17_59438573_59438738 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59848681 59848834 154 59848746 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_2121 chr17_59848681_59848834 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 60643277 60643456 180 60643374 16.88 12.34297 7.26068 8.25597 FTE1_peak_2122 chr17_60643277_60643456 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TLK2 . .
chr17 60868664 60868803 140 60868702 16.25 9.89315 5.54354 6.10295 FTE1_peak_2123 chr17_60868664_60868803 H10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MI . .
chr17 60869533 60869749 217 60869645 21.88 14.78103 7.35124 10.50401 FTE1_peak_2124 chr17_60869533_60869749 H10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MI . .
chr17 60902154 60902515 362 60902446 15 10.37247 5.95495 6.48102 FTE1_peak_2125 chr17_60902154_60902515MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 62193332 62193547 216 62193392 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2126 chr17_62193332_62193547 ERN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . SNORD104
chr17 62224201 62224784 584 62224561 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_2127 chr17_62224201_62224784 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 RN1;SNORA76;SNORD10 TEX2
chr17 62678774 62678947 174 62678874 19.38 14.13484 7.34418 9.92255 FTE1_peak_2128 chr17_62678774_62678947 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 SMURF2 .
chr17 63283242 63283390 149 63283306 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2129 chr17_63283242_63283390 . . .
chr17 63780110 63780311 202 63780151 15.63 11.22133 6.71883 7.25507 FTE1_peak_2130 chr17_63780110_63780311 CEP112 . .
chr17 64269266 64269422 157 64269354 16.88 10.04962 5.83818 6.25478 FTE1_peak_2131 chr17_64269266_64269422 . . PRKCA
chr17 64541551 64541710 160 64541554 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2132 chr17_64541551_64541710 PRKCA . .
chr17 64545568 64545867 300 64545760 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2133 chr17_64545568_64545867 PRKCA . .
chr17 64545970 64546139 170 64546078 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2134 chr17_64545970_64546139 PRKCA . .
chr17 66380044 66380200 157 66380085 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2135 chr17_66380044_66380200 ARSG . .
chr17 66818071 66818230 160 66818183 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2136 chr17_66818071_66818230 . . .
chr17 67171968 67172123 156 67172024 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2137 chr17_67171968_67172123 ABCA10 . .
chr17 67265745 67265908 164 67265830 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2138 chr17_67265745_67265908 ABCA5 ABCA10 .
chr17 67589246 67589436 191 67589330 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2139 chr17_67589246_67589436 . . .
chr17 67605123 67605365 243 67605217 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2140 chr17_67605123_67605365 . . .
chr17 67754167 67754362 196 67754243 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2141 chr17_67754167_67754362 . . .
chr17 67758234 67758455 222 67758335 28.76 23.05536 9.91918 18.23879 FTE1_peak_2142 chr17_67758234_67758455 . . .
chr17 67775824 67776038 215 67775857 15 11.84537 6.8466 7.85334 FTE1_peak_2143 chr17_67775824_67776038 . . .
chr17 67874837 67875081 245 67874963 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2144 chr17_67874837_67875081 . . .
chr17 67892909 67893092 184 67893019 21.26 14.23541 6.84787 10.0074 FTE1_peak_2145 chr17_67892909_67893092 . . .
chr17 67964127 67964467 341 67964264 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_2146 chr17_67964127_67964467 . . .
chr17 68046373 68046628 256 68046486 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2147 chr17_68046373_68046628 . . KCNJ16
chr17 68401652 68401959 308 68401734 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2148 chr17_68401652_68401959 . . .
chr17 69405953 69406343 391 69406149 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2149 chr17_69405953_69406343 . . .
chr17 69409107 69409231 125 69409159 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2150 chr17_69409107_69409231 . . .
chr17 69420300 69420589 290 69420374 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2151 chr17_69420300_69420589 . . .
chr17 69434945 69435196 252 69435054 23.76 21.04608 10.42368 16.33652 FTE1_peak_2152 chr17_69434945_69435196 . . .
chr17 69627663 69627824 162 69627781 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2153 chr17_69627663_69627824 . . .
chr17 70335573 70335766 194 70335625 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2154 chr17_70335573_70335766 . . .
chr17 70461645 70461866 222 70461754 30.01 16.93061 6.20158 12.51245 FTE1_peak_2155 chr17_70461645_70461866 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70678726 70678925 200 70678878 11.25 7.83221 5.32737 4.26561 FTE1_peak_2156 chr17_70678726_70678925 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 70680119 70680244 126 70680144 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2157 chr17_70680119_70680244 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 70712360 70712673 314 70712514 30.01 27.11648 11.27559 22.08823 FTE1_peak_2158 chr17_70712360_70712673 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 71301213 71301407 195 71301336 18.13 10.55239 5.46565 6.65597 FTE1_peak_2159 chr17_71301213_71301407 CDC42EP4 . SDK2
chr17 73426534 73426666 133 73426613 20.01 14.53172 7.18128 10.29085 FTE1_peak_2160 chr17_73426534_73426666 . GRB2;MIR3678 KIAA0195
chr17 74366852 74367100 249 74366962 24.38 15.80641 7.00177 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2161 chr17_74366852_74367100 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74712011 74712220 210 74712149 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2162 chr17_74712011_74712220 JMJD6 MXRA7 TTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74712916 74713191 276 74713089 20.01 16.35291 8.23735 11.95343 FTE1_peak_2163 chr17_74712916_74713191 JMJD6 MXRA7 TTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 75120259 75120606 348 75120441 26.26 9.529 3.89384 5.75592 FTE1_peak_2164 chr17_75120259_75120606 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
chr17 75121533 75121750 218 75121652 20.63 7.09102 3.60507 3.57983 FTE1_peak_2165 chr17_75121533_75121750 SEC14L1 . .
chr17 75361779 75361920 142 75361850 23.76 14.30872 6.55794 10.07753 FTE1_peak_2166 chr17_75361779_75361920 09‐Sep . .
chr17 76330961 76331085 125 76330985 11.88 6.66035 4.81425 3.27275 FTE1_peak_2167 chr17_76330961_76331085 . . SOCS3
chr17 78228649 78228864 216 78228759 25.63 15.88095 6.8727 11.49963 FTE1_peak_2168 chr17_78228649_78228864 . SLC26A11 RNF213
chr17 79474748 79475347 600 79474973 28.13 15.90735 6.14932 11.52552 FTE1_peak_2169 chr17_79474748_79475347 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
chr17 79475703 79476095 393 79475811 23.13 9.52433 4.19671 5.75138 FTE1_peak_2170 chr17_79475703_79476095 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
chr18 322677 322827 151 322766 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2171 chr18_322677_322827 COLEC12 . .
chr18 400552 400776 225 400591 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2172 chr18_400552_400776 COLEC12 . .
chr18 703057 703181 125 703143 13.75 9.76491 6.34564 5.97889 FTE1_peak_2173 chr18_703057_703181 ENOSF1 TYMS YES1
chr18 2988169 2988361 193 2988259 20.63 14.75109 7.52362 10.47471 FTE1_peak_2174 chr18_2988169_2988361 LPIN2 . .
chr18 3367732 3367883 152 3367797 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2175 chr18_3367732_3367883 . . .
chr18 3368252 3368379 128 3368286 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2176 chr18_3368252_3368379 . . .
chr18 3622355 3622522 168 3622479 15 10.85645 6.24544 6.94782 FTE1_peak_2177 chr18_3622355_3622522 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3624278 3624483 206 3624301 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_2178 chr18_3624278_3624483 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3649975 3650197 223 3650133 19.38 11.85249 6.03854 7.86013 FTE1_peak_2179 chr18_3649975_3650197 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 3652940 3653132 193 3653057 15.63 10.7069 6.39581 6.80184 FTE1_peak_2180 chr18_3652940_3653132 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 3817066 3817271 206 3817221 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2181 chr18_3817066_3817271 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 7577908 7578045 138 7577994 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2182 chr18_7577908_7578045 PTPRM . .
chr18 7627054 7627246 193 7627143 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2183 chr18_7627054_7627246 PTPRM . .
chr18 7922448 7922573 126 7922491 15 11.22133 6.46624 7.25507 FTE1_peak_2184 chr18_7922448_7922573 PTPRM . .
chr18 8122038 8122227 190 8122198 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2185 chr18_8122038_8122227 PTPRM . .
chr18 8125215 8125407 193 8125256 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2186 chr18_8125215_8125407 PTPRM . .
chr18 8341739 8342073 335 8341888 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2187 chr18_8341739_8342073 PTPRM . LOC100192426
chr18 8800718 8800896 179 8800840 20.01 13.24306 6.46315 9.11812 FTE1_peak_2188 chr18_8800718_8800896 SOGA2 . .
chr18 8891044 8891263 220 8891163 18.75 12.66984 6.87128 8.57409 FTE1_peak_2189 chr18_8891044_8891263 . . .
chr18 8946171 8946439 269 8946239 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2190 chr18_8946171_8946439 . . .
chr18 9643639 9643772 134 9643740 11.25 8.01672 5.44576 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2191 chr18_9643639_9643772 . PPP4R1 .
chr18 9743611 9743844 234 9743670 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_2192 chr18_9743611_9743844 RAB31 . .
chr18 9814536 9814679 144 9814638 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2193 chr18_9814536_9814679 RAB31 . .
chr18 9877050 9877184 135 9877131 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2194 chr18_9877050_9877184 . RAB31 TXNDC2
chr18 11175382 11175519 138 11175459 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2195 chr18_11175382_11175519 . PIEZO2 .
chr18 11325142 11325542 401 11325455 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2196 chr18_11325142_11325542 . . .
chr18 11500528 11500727 200 11500616 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2197 chr18_11500528_11500727 . . .
chr18 11857471 11857615 145 11857517 11.25 6.97803 4.78164 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2198 chr18_11857471_11857615 GNAL CHMP1B MPPE1
chr18 12730173 12730496 324 12730345 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_2199 chr18_12730173_12730496 . CEP76;PSMG2 .
chr18 12741461 12741643 183 12741563 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2200 chr18_12741461_12741643 . PSMG2 .
chr18 12838099 12838296 198 12838189 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_2201 chr18_12838099_12838296 PTPN2 . .
chr18 12946776 12947007 232 12946925 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2202 chr18_12946776_12947007 . . SEH1L
chr18 14776914 14777071 158 14777023 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2203 chr18_14776914_14777071 ANKRD30B . .
chr18 14839812 14840076 265 14839848 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2204 chr18_14839812_14840076 ANKRD30B MIR3156‐2 .
chr18 14971775 14972045 271 14971865 15 10.14516 5.81961 6.27309 FTE1_peak_2205 chr18_14971775_14972045 . . .
chr18 20019600 20019735 136 20019686 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2206 chr18_20019600_20019735 . CTAGE1 .
chr18 20047901 20048220 320 20048152 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2207 chr18_20047901_20048220 . . .
chr18 20217827 20217998 172 20217925 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2208 chr18_20217827_20217998 . . .
chr18 20219038 20219197 160 20219091 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2209 chr18_20219038_20219197 . . .
chr18 20248006 20248330 325 20248246 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2210 chr18_20248006_20248330 . . .
chr18 20272244 20272411 168 20272358 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2211 chr18_20272244_20272411 . . .
chr18 20428479 20428684 206 20428581 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2212 chr18_20428479_20428684 . . .
chr18 20612447 20612590 144 20612577 13.75 8.44046 5.48972 4.76542 FTE1_peak_2213 chr18_20612447_20612590 . RBBP8 .
chr18 20686652 20686801 150 20686727 18.75 13.92521 7.63475 9.71645 FTE1_peak_2214 chr18_20686652_20686801 . . CABLES1
chr18 20811469 20811780 312 20811543 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2215 chr18_20811469_20811780 CABLES1 . .
chr18 20891768 20891969 202 20891857 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2216 chr18_20891768_20891969 TMEM241 . .
chr18 20898178 20898508 331 20898221 14.38 8.78209 5.34914 5.09003 FTE1_peak_2217 chr18_20898178_20898508 TMEM241 . .
chr18 21002748 21003161 414 21003065 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2218 chr18_21002748_21003161 TMEM241 . RIOK3
chr18 23267191 23267339 149 23267279 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2219 chr18_23267191_23267339 . . .
chr18 23366820 23367002 183 23366897 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2220 chr18_23366820_23367002 . . .
chr18 25293739 25293972 234 25293774 13.75 9.08114 5.90144 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2221 chr18_25293739_25293972 . . .
chr18 25423875 25424023 149 25423962 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2222 chr18_25423875_25424023 . . .
chr18 25587956 25588115 160 25588035 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_2223 chr18_25587956_25588115 CDH2 . .
chr18 26734674 26734812 139 26734704 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2224 chr18_26734674_26734812 . . .
chr18 26735078 26735244 167 26735129 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2225 chr18_26735078_26735244 . . .
chr18 26745221 26745525 305 26745426 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_2226 chr18_26745221_26745525 . . .
chr18 27231427 27231568 142 27231515 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2227 chr18_27231427_27231568 . . .
chr18 32289244 32289380 137 32289353 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2228 chr18_32289244_32289380 DTNA . .
chr18 32669421 32669608 188 32669494 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2229 chr18_32669421_32669608 MAPRE2 . .
chr18 33038951 33039117 167 33039032 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2230 chr18_33038951_33039117 . . INO80C
chr18 39619006 39619154 149 39619080 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2231 chr18_39619006_39619154 PIK3C3 . .
chr18 41889375 41889500 126 41889428 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2232 chr18_41889375_41889500 . . .
chr18 42231524 42231684 161 42231613 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2233 chr18_42231524_42231684 . . SETBP1
chr18 42749628 42749952 325 42749777 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2234 chr18_42749628_42749952 . . .
chr18 43354053 43354248 196 43354141 15 11.01001 6.33819 7.09341 FTE1_peak_2235 chr18_43354053_43354248 . SLC14A1 .
chr18 43373339 43373507 169 43373396 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_2236 chr18_43373339_43373507 . . .
chr18 43531341 43531590 250 43531461 33.13 35.70232 15.17053 30.31467 FTE1_peak_2237 chr18_43531341_43531590 EPG5 . .
chr18 43534372 43534611 240 43534462 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2238 chr18_43534372_43534611 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43542551 43542698 148 43542616 15 9.67541 5.54249 5.89307 FTE1_peak_2239 chr18_43542551_43542698 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43542936 43543061 126 43543010 18.13 12.14232 6.35013 8.14274 FTE1_peak_2240 chr18_43542936_43543061 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43573462 43573643 182 43573614 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2241 chr18_43573462_43573643 PSTPIP2 EPG5 .
chr18 43735577 43735752 176 43735652 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2242 chr18_43735577_43735752 . HAUS1 C18orf25
chr18 46014880 46015223 344 46015106 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2243 chr18_46014880_46015223 . . .
chr18 46149875 46150040 166 46149952 24.38 16.78906 7.52041 12.3755 FTE1_peak_2244 chr18_46149875_46150040 CTIF . .
chr18 46254874 46255161 288 46255143 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2245 chr18_46254874_46255161 CTIF . .
chr18 46468993 46469340 348 46469197 23.76 20.02926 9.80445 15.38274 FTE1_peak_2246 chr18_46468993_46469340 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46579410 46579621 212 46579518 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2247 chr18_46579410_46579621 DYM MIR4744 .
chr18 47216830 47216980 151 47216918 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2248 chr18_47216830_47216980 . . .
chr18 48373665 48373852 188 48373761 17.5 13.68658 7.6703 9.48894 FTE1_peak_2249 chr18_48373665_48373852 . MRO .
chr18 51517717 51517898 182 51517783 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2250 chr18_51517717_51517898 . . .
chr18 51675467 51675652 186 51675560 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_2251 chr18_51675467_51675652 . . MBD2
chr18 51684945 51685098 154 51685040 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2252 chr18_51684945_51685098 MBD2 . .
chr18 52443661 52443806 146 52443707 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2253 chr18_52443661_52443806 . . .
chr18 52635601 52635767 167 52635666 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2254 chr18_52635601_52635767 . CCDC68 .
chr18 52942849 52943124 276 52942927 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2255 chr18_52942849_52943124 TCF4 . .
chr18 54558021 54558219 199 54558134 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2256 chr18_54558021_54558219 WDR7 . .
chr18 55455980 55456129 150 55456048 16.88 10.67688 6.21893 6.77222 FTE1_peak_2257 chr18_55455980_55456129 ATP8B1 . .
chr18 55480518 55480769 252 55480690 19.38 16.96422 9.05782 12.5428 FTE1_peak_2258 chr18_55480518_55480769 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 55515700 55515836 137 55515794 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_2259 chr18_55515700_55515836 . . .
chr18 55885483 55885764 282 55885511 13.13 9.03572 5.62326 5.33408 FTE1_peak_2260 chr18_55885483_55885764 NEDD4L . .
chr18 56029424 56029580 157 56029478 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2261 chr18_56029424_56029580 NEDD4L . .
chr18 56246395 56246740 346 56246630 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_2262 chr18_56246395_56246740 ALPK2 . .
chr18 56460711 56460939 229 56460820 19.38 13.69997 7.08873 9.50137 FTE1_peak_2263 chr18_56460711_56460939 . . .
chr18 57291044 57291235 192 57291157 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2264 chr18_57291044_57291235 CCBE1 . .
chr18 57411328 57411810 483 57411541 23.76 20.19115 9.90249 15.53942 FTE1_peak_2265 chr18_57411328_57411810 . . .
chr18 57415926 57416053 128 57416022 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_2266 chr18_57415926_57416053 . . .
chr18 57447266 57447512 247 57447409 29.38 27.66798 12.09262 22.60994 FTE1_peak_2267 chr18_57447266_57447512 . . .
chr18 57686719 57686887 169 57686794 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2268 chr18_57686719_57686887 . . .
chr18 58651803 58652029 227 58651882 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2269 chr18_58651803_58652029 . . .
chr18 59068023 59068148 126 59068090 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2270 chr18_59068023_59068148 . . .
chr18 59501323 59501468 146 59501423 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2271 chr18_59501323_59501468 RNF152 . .
chr18 59519239 59519651 413 59519315 14.38 10.2847 6.27705 6.39441 FTE1_peak_2272 chr18_59519239_59519651 RNF152 . .
chr18 59666194 59666430 237 59666293 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_2273 chr18_59666194_59666430 . . .
chr18 60449113 60449400 288 60449217 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2274 chr18_60449113_60449400 PHLPP1 . .
chr18 61490789 61490918 130 61490839 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2275 chr18_61490789_61490918 . SERPINB7 .
chr18 61499898 61500041 144 61499952 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2276 chr18_61499898_61500041 . SERPINB7 .
chr18 61536705 61536847 143 61536783 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2277 chr18_61536705_61536847 . . SERPINB2
chr18 61549955 61550250 296 61549994 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2278 chr18_61549955_61550250 . . SERPINB2
chr18 64932906 64933591 686 64933352 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2279 chr18_64932906_64933591 . . .
chr18 65093069 65093316 248 65093210 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2280 chr18_65093069_65093316 . . .
chr18 65192635 65192759 125 65192719 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2281 chr18_65192635_65192759 LOC643542 DSEL .
chr18 65434309 65434462 154 65434389 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2282 chr18_65434309_65434462 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65450887 65451052 166 65450996 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2283 chr18_65450887_65451052 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65532267 65532508 242 65532437 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2284 chr18_65532267_65532508 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65845486 65845691 206 65845596 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2285 chr18_65845486_65845691 . . .
chr18 66106282 66106432 151 66106330 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2286 chr18_66106282_66106432 . . .
chr18 66116457 66116581 125 66116468 10 5.33974 3.827 2.09548 FTE1_peak_2287 chr18_66116457_66116581 . . .
chr18 66464646 66464851 206 66464729 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2288 chr18_66464646_66464851 CCDC102B . .
chr18 67821940 67822153 214 67822048 22.51 18.90818 9.35559 14.34067 FTE1_peak_2289 chr18_67821940_67822153 RTTN . .
chr18 68040240 68040577 338 68040411 23.13 11.00531 4.82621 7.08926 FTE1_peak_2290 chr18_68040240_68040577 . . .
chr18 68051541 68051765 225 68051668 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_2291 chr18_68051541_68051765 . . .
chr18 68089401 68089734 334 68089491 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2292 chr18_68089401_68089734 . . .
chr18 71356429 71356583 155 71356519 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2293 chr18_71356429_71356583 . . .
chr18 71516043 71516209 167 71516118 20.01 17.77163 9.08335 13.29414 FTE1_peak_2294 chr18_71516043_71516209 . . .
chr18 71681339 71681478 140 71681390 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2295 chr18_71681339_71681478 . . .
chr18 71815643 71815829 187 71815740 39.39 25.52196 8.07707 20.57359 FTE1_peak_2296 chr18_71815643_71815829 TIMM21 FBXO15 .
chr18 71916580 71916741 162 71916667 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2297 chr18_71916580_71916741 . . CYB5A
chr18 71984078 71984345 268 71984182 37.51 28.11237 9.74933 23.03936 FTE1_peak_2298 chr18_71984078_71984345 C18orf63 CYB5A .
chr18 73120769 73121048 280 73121029 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2299 chr18_73120769_73121048 . . C18orf62
chr18 73294486 73294655 170 73294578 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2300 chr18_73294486_73294655 . . .
chr18 74171947 74172080 134 74172024 18.13 9.55274 4.93671 5.77946 FTE1_peak_2301 chr18_74171947_74172080 ZNF516 . .
chr18 74777449 74777675 227 74777567 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2302 chr18_74777449_74777675 MBP . .
chr18 74783860 74784037 178 74783955 20.01 15.3287 7.63827 11.02136 FTE1_peak_2303 chr18_74783860_74784037 MBP . .
chr19 3155141 3155358 218 3155236 19.38 12.01674 6.12935 8.01992 FTE1_peak_2304 chr19_3155141_3155358 GNA15 . S1PR4
chr19 4791513 4791702 190 4791612 43.14 10.78012 3.1247 6.87347 FTE1_peak_2305 chr19_4791513_4791702 . MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG FEM1A;TICAM1
chr19 5173273 5173477 205 5173464 15.63 7.7959 4.6515 4.23056 FTE1_peak_2306 chr19_5173273_5173477 . KDM4B .
chr19 5966402 5966558 157 5966455 13.75 8.56201 5.5674 4.87991 FTE1_peak_2307 chr19_5966402_5966558 RANBP3 . LOC100128568;RFX2
chr19 6611145 6611458 314 6611233 16.88 11.23131 6.56126 7.26491 FTE1_peak_2308 chr19_6611145_6611458 . CD70 .
chr19 7463701 7463845 145 7463773 25.01 12.62006 5.20131 8.52686 FTE1_peak_2309 chr19_7463701_7463845 ARHGEF18 . .
chr19 16427089 16427225 137 16427112 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2310 chr19_16427089_16427225 . . KLF2
chr19 16449794 16449950 157 16449866 27.51 14.29954 5.70144 10.06855 FTE1_peak_2311 chr19_16449794_16449950 . KLF2 EPS15L1
chr19 16546460 16546592 133 16546569 12.5 8.59549 5.71567 4.91286 FTE1_peak_2312 chr19_16546460_16546592 EPS15L1 . .
chr19 18156959 18157086 128 18157056 15 9.28057 5.31251 5.5314 FTE1_peak_2313 chr19_18156959_18157086 . . IL12RB1
chr19 28804728 28804868 141 28804800 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2314 chr19_28804728_28804868 . . .
chr19 29452747 29453006 260 29452914 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2315 chr19_29452747_29453006 . . LOC148145
chr19 31617827 31618007 181 31617988 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2316 chr19_31617827_31618007 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31618573 31618721 149 31618650 18.13 10.20101 5.27717 6.32784 FTE1_peak_2317 chr19_31618573_31618721 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31645194 31645364 171 31645313 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2318 chr19_31645194_31645364 . DKFZp566F0947 .
chr19 32864693 32864871 179 32864780 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2319 chr19_32864693_32864871 ZNF507 . LOC400684
chr19 34709218 34709421 204 34709299 23.76 15.76506 7.33518 11.44032 FTE1_peak_2320 chr19_34709218_34709421 LSM14A . .
chr19 34765906 34766265 360 34766097 29.38 26.87581 11.62975 21.85195 FTE1_peak_2321 chr19_34765906_34766265 KIAA0355 . .
chr19 35451349 35451497 149 35451408 25.63 16.33082 7.10179 11.93199 FTE1_peak_2322 chr19_35451349_35451497 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
chr19 36009320 36009469 150 36009377 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2323 chr19_36009320_36009469 . DMKN;KRTDAP S;LOC100506469;SBSN;TMEM147
chr19 38490295 38490455 161 38490375 20.63 10.92847 5.4076 7.01523 FTE1_peak_2324 chr19_38490295_38490455 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38768608 38768996 389 38768773 26.88 21.37753 9.65612 16.66156 FTE1_peak_2325 chr19_38768608_38768996 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
chr19 41729469 41729649 181 41729563 21.26 8.10714 3.86214 4.45061 FTE1_peak_2326 chr19_41729469_41729649 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 43324275 43324418 144 43324310 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2327 chr19_43324275_43324418 . . LOC100289650;PSG10P
chr19 43354961 43355342 382 43355232 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2328 chr19_43354961_43355342 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43355477 43355850 374 43355723 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2329 chr19_43355477_43355850 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43379109 43379506 398 43379149 18.13 11.73965 6.12152 7.75347 FTE1_peak_2330 chr19_43379109_43379506 PSG1 PSG10P PSG6
chr19 43436616 43437008 393 43436655 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2331 chr19_43436616_43437008 PSG7 PSG6 .
chr19 43686006 43686188 183 43686096 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_2332 chr19_43686006_43686188 PSG5 . LOC284344;PSG4
chr19 43705107 43705701 595 43705607 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2333 chr19_43705107_43705701 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
chr19 43769175 43769420 246 43769234 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2334 chr19_43769175_43769420 PSG9 LOC284344 .
chr19 44617375 44617500 126 44617416 22.51 10.76517 4.94861 6.85885 FTE1_peak_2335 chr19_44617375_44617500 . C100379224;ZNF224;ZNF ZNF225;ZNF234
chr19 45091332 45091533 202 45091423 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2336 chr19_45091332_45091533 . . IGSF23
chr19 45106710 45106886 177 45106787 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_2337 chr19_45106710_45106886 . . IGSF23
chr19 45129328 45129530 203 45129444 10.63 6.22353 4.62798 2.8613 FTE1_peak_2338 chr19_45129328_45129530 IGSF23 . MIR4531;PVR
chr19 45879659 45879812 154 45879736 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_2339 chr19_45879659_45879812 . ERCC2;KLC3 CD3EAP;PPP1R13L
chr19 45946863 45947063 201 45946915 46.89 12.56717 3.42052 8.47584 FTE1_peak_2340 chr19_45946863_45947063 . ERCC1 FOSB
chr19 46696491 46696615 125 46696568 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_2341 chr19_46696491_46696615 . . DKFZp434J0226
chr19 46775206 46775382 177 46775283 16.25 11.27991 6.36102 7.31211 FTE1_peak_2342 chr19_46775206_46775382 . . HIF3A
chr19 47354272 47354397 126 47354323 37.51 13.37374 4.16323 9.24395 FTE1_peak_2343 chr19_47354272_47354397 . AP2S1;SNAR‐E .
chr19 47466457 47466581 125 47466490 13.13 8.28303 5.16108 4.61965 FTE1_peak_2344 chr19_47466457_47466581 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47466734 47467052 319 47466939 16.25 11.47828 6.48048 7.50601 FTE1_peak_2345 chr19_47466734_47467052 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47474132 47474390 259 47474234 23.76 20.95696 10.3691 16.25445 FTE1_peak_2346 chr19_47474132_47474390 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47680094 47680218 125 47680140 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2347 chr19_47680094_47680218 SAE1 . .
chr19 48167097 48167252 156 48167143 12.5 7.03056 4.7173 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2348 chr19_48167097_48167252 GLTSCR1 . .
chr19 49470484 49470731 248 49470519 21.26 9.73799 4.57698 5.95307 FTE1_peak_2349 chr19_49470484_49470731 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 52049966 52050168 203 52050080 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2350 chr19_52049966_52050168 . SIGLEC6 ZNF175
chr19 52076291 52076424 134 52076350 15.63 12.08977 7.26955 8.09065 FTE1_peak_2351 chr19_52076291_52076424 ZNF175 . FLJ30403
chr19 52239396 52239561 166 52239501 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_2352 chr19_52239396_52239561 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
chr19 54505856 54506410 555 54505860 18.75 5.85335 3.29249 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2353 chr19_54505856_54506410 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54523529 54523775 247 54523632 31.88 21.95288 8.48603 17.2154 FTE1_peak_2354 chr19_54523529_54523775 . CACNG6 VSTM1
chr19 54618665 54618807 143 54618719 21.88 12.52478 6.10153 8.43373 FTE1_peak_2355 chr19_54618665_54618807 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
chr2 1635693 1635883 191 1635790 20.01 14.86319 7.37026 10.58369 FTE1_peak_2356 chr2_1635693_1635883 PXDN . .
chr2 1733942 1734082 141 1733992 12.5 7.23266 4.84423 3.71313 FTE1_peak_2357 chr2_1733942_1734082 PXDN . .
chr2 8227384 8227511 128 8227455 16.25 10.67688 6.00148 6.77222 FTE1_peak_2358 chr2_8227384_8227511 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8309662 8309798 137 8309694 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2359 chr2_8309662_8309798 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8773974 8774177 204 8774075 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2360 chr2_8773974_8774177 . . .
chr2 9374979 9375116 138 9375052 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_2361 chr2_9374979_9375116 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9391757 9391942 186 9391876 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2362 chr2_9391757_9391942 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9427890 9428170 281 9428001 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2363 chr2_9427890_9428170 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9806225 9806383 159 9806265 16.88 9.85468 5.72142 6.06573 FTE1_peak_2364 chr2_9806225_9806383 . . .
chr2 11076394 11076547 154 11076513 12.5 7.55471 5.04796 4.0079 FTE1_peak_2365 chr2_11076394_11076547 . KCNF1 .
chr2 12674677 12674950 274 12674781 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2366 chr2_12674677_12674950 . . .
chr2 12675044 12675348 305 12675246 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2367 chr2_12675044_12675348 . . .
chr2 12841214 12841341 128 12841279 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2368 chr2_12841214_12841341 . . TRIB2
chr2 12997273 12997430 158 12997366 16.88 11.1831 6.5313 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2369 chr2_12997273_12997430 . . .
chr2 13024974 13025331 358 13025093 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2370 chr2_13024974_13025331 . . .
chr2 13056079 13056214 136 13056157 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2371 chr2_13056079_13056214 . . .
chr2 15500253 15500408 156 15500310 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_2372 chr2_15500253_15500408 NBAS . .
chr2 18480797 18481124 328 18480916 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2373 chr2_18480797_18481124 . . .
chr2 18636530 18636742 213 18636582 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2374 chr2_18636530_18636742 . . .
chr2 18807620 18807892 273 18807792 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_2375 chr2_18807620_18807892 . . .
chr2 19010887 19011091 205 19010906 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2376 chr2_19010887_19011091 . . .
chr2 19106717 19106841 125 19106770 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2377 chr2_19106717_19106841 . . .
chr2 19107131 19107273 143 19107185 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2378 chr2_19107131_19107273 . . .
chr2 19157563 19157824 262 19157642 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2379 chr2_19157563_19157824 . . .
chr2 19172497 19172734 238 19172673 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_2380 chr2_19172497_19172734 . . .
chr2 19238118 19238242 125 19238167 15 7.97093 4.57255 4.39786 FTE1_peak_2381 chr2_19238118_19238242 . . .
chr2 19320866 19321023 158 19320948 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2382 chr2_19320866_19321023 . . .
chr2 19321181 19321364 184 19321242 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2383 chr2_19321181_19321364 . . .
chr2 19330441 19330565 125 19330522 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2384 chr2_19330441_19330565 . . .
chr2 19340574 19340817 244 19340654 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2385 chr2_19340574_19340817 . . .
chr2 19738368 19738531 164 19738441 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2386 chr2_19738368_19738531 . . .
chr2 19741027 19741196 170 19741107 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2387 chr2_19741027_19741196 . . .
chr2 19807616 19807792 177 19807701 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2388 chr2_19807616_19807792 . . .
chr2 19807886 19808168 283 19808008 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2389 chr2_19807886_19808168 . . .
chr2 19938568 19938707 140 19938646 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2390 chr2_19938568_19938707 . . .
chr2 20267849 20268011 163 20267946 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2391 chr2_20267849_20268011 . LAPTM4A .
chr2 20271631 20271755 125 20271693 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_2392 chr2_20271631_20271755 . LAPTM4A .
chr2 20694134 20694258 125 20694191 11.88 6.76347 4.8827 3.36401 FTE1_peak_2393 chr2_20694134_20694258 . . .
chr2 20784378 20784510 133 20784462 17.5 11.61492 6.40852 7.63937 FTE1_peak_2394 chr2_20784378_20784510 . . .
chr2 26980918 26981145 228 26981040 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2395 chr2_26980918_26981145 . KCNK3 C2orf18;CENPA
chr2 28021919 28022425 507 28022210 19.38 15.89828 8.40416 11.5165 FTE1_peak_2396 chr2_28021919_28022425 RBKS MRPL33 .
chr2 28178035 28178162 128 28178133 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2397 chr2_28178035_28178162 BRE . .
chr2 28183245 28183460 216 28183323 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2398 chr2_28183245_28183460 BRE . .
chr2 28200873 28201011 139 28200923 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_2399 chr2_28200873_28201011 BRE . MIR4263
chr2 28275594 28275723 130 28275618 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2400 chr2_28275594_28275723 BRE . .
chr2 28319299 28319493 195 28319406 10.63 6.82226 5.02823 3.41754 FTE1_peak_2401 chr2_28319299_28319493 BRE . .
chr2 28455266 28455456 191 28455291 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2402 chr2_28455266_28455456 BRE . .
chr2 28624154 28624278 125 28624239 11.88 7.92347 5.66071 4.35278 FTE1_peak_2403 chr2_28624154_28624278 FOSL2 . .
chr2 29591225 29591393 169 29591299 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2404 chr2_29591225_29591393 ALK . .
chr2 31607805 31607976 172 31607880 17.5 14.50272 8.17883 10.26367 FTE1_peak_2405 chr2_31607805_31607976 XDH . .
chr2 33089945 33090169 225 33090041 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2406 chr2_33089945_33090169 LINC00486 . .
chr2 33090415 33090667 253 33090607 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2407 chr2_33090415_33090667 LINC00486 . .
chr2 33336046 33336233 188 33336134 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2408 chr2_33336046_33336233 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33444933 33445070 138 33445019 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2409 chr2_33444933_33445070 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33588791 33588926 136 33588862 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2410 chr2_33588791_33588926 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33662287 33662602 316 33662510 28.76 23.05536 9.91918 18.23879 FTE1_peak_2411 chr2_33662287_33662602 RASGRP3 . .
chr2 36566050 36566228 179 36566105 25.01 23.58425 10.95013 18.73136 FTE1_peak_2412 chr2_36566050_36566228 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
chr2 36599297 36599511 215 36599402 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2413 chr2_36599297_36599511 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36634636 36634841 206 36634676 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2414 chr2_36634636_36634841 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36665854 36666161 308 36666063 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2415 chr2_36665854_36666161 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36688510 36688709 200 36688593 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2416 chr2_36688510_36688709 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36705505 36705761 257 36705612 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2417 chr2_36705505_36705761 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36709784 36709935 152 36709845 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2418 chr2_36709784_36709935 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36712756 36713148 393 36712815 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2419 chr2_36712756_36713148 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36713829 36714172 344 36713935 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_2420 chr2_36713829_36714172 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36729208 36729560 353 36729444 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2421 chr2_36729208_36729560 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36780510 36780741 232 36780577 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_2422 chr2_36780510_36780741 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36783502 36783799 298 36783729 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2423 chr2_36783502_36783799 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36784039 36784361 323 36784161 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2424 chr2_36784039_36784361 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36788776 36789110 335 36788816 18.75 12.66984 6.87128 8.57409 FTE1_peak_2425 chr2_36788776_36789110 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36790088 36790417 330 36790201 20.01 14.75109 7.30617 10.47471 FTE1_peak_2426 chr2_36790088_36790417 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36795778 36795922 145 36795851 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2427 chr2_36795778_36795922 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36882636 36883096 461 36882722 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2428 chr2_36882636_36883096 . . .
chr2 37686650 37686853 204 37686734 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_2429 chr2_37686650_37686853 . . .
chr2 37699321 37699459 139 37699381 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2430 chr2_37699321_37699459 . . .
chr2 37817103 37817439 337 37817361 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2431 chr2_37817103_37817439 . . .
chr2 37869121 37869245 125 37869193 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2432 chr2_37869121_37869245 . . CDC42EP3
chr2 37938670 37938934 265 37938776 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_2433 chr2_37938670_37938934 . . .
chr2 37962557 37962823 267 37962750 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2434 chr2_37962557_37962823 . . .
chr2 37995140 37995403 264 37995313 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2435 chr2_37995140_37995403 . . .
chr2 37995708 37996054 347 37995947 30.63 16.93061 6.32661 12.51245 FTE1_peak_2436 chr2_37995708_37996054 . . .
chr2 38003751 38003934 184 38003866 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2437 chr2_38003751_38003934 . . .
chr2 38030076 38030354 279 38030351 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2438 chr2_38030076_38030354 . . .
chr2 38373458 38373888 431 38373502 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2439 chr2_38373458_38373888 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38375642 38375838 197 38375759 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2440 chr2_38375642_38375838 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38401774 38401924 151 38401892 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2441 chr2_38401774_38401924 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38403820 38404190 371 38403898 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2442 chr2_38403820_38404190 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38405383 38405534 152 38405437 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2443 chr2_38405383_38405534 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38918043 38918222 180 38918133 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2444 chr2_38918043_38918222 GALM . .
chr2 39731758 39731902 145 39731808 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_2445 chr2_39731758_39731902 LOC728730 . .
chr2 39732031 39732285 255 39732128 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2446 chr2_39732031_39732285 LOC728730 . .
chr2 40255298 40255482 185 40255429 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2447 chr2_40255298_40255482 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40324785 40325075 291 40324974 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2448 chr2_40324785_40325075 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40326239 40326558 320 40326363 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2449 chr2_40326239_40326558 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40328465 40328649 185 40328556 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2450 chr2_40328465_40328649 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40330388 40330582 195 40330466 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2451 chr2_40330388_40330582 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40508312 40508452 141 40508406 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2452 chr2_40508312_40508452 SLC8A1 LOC100128590 .
chr2 40630806 40630980 175 40630863 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2453 chr2_40630806_40630980 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40738931 40739055 125 40738999 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2454 chr2_40738931_40739055 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 42290746 42290877 132 42290805 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_2455 chr2_42290746_42290877 . PKDCC .
chr2 42291796 42291999 204 42291910 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2456 chr2_42291796_42291999 . PKDCC .
chr2 42345276 42345616 341 42345366 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2457 chr2_42345276_42345616 . . .
chr2 42355869 42356352 484 42355952 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_2458 chr2_42355869_42356352 . . .
chr2 42360314 42360529 216 42360422 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2459 chr2_42360314_42360529 . . .
chr2 42427849 42427990 142 42427930 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2460 chr2_42427849_42427990 EML4 . .
chr2 43063279 43063454 176 43063346 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_2461 chr2_43063279_43063454 . . .
chr2 43653627 43653764 138 43653711 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2462 chr2_43653627_43653764 THADA . .
chr2 43682945 43683126 182 43683004 13.13 9.81751 6.1096 6.02978 FTE1_peak_2463 chr2_43682945_43683126 THADA . .
chr2 43747243 43747371 129 43747261 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2464 chr2_43747243_43747371 THADA . .
chr2 44347720 44347861 142 44347815 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2465 chr2_44347720_44347861 . . .
chr2 45347069 45347327 259 45347218 31.88 26.6287 10.96112 21.61378 FTE1_peak_2466 chr2_45347069_45347327 . . .
chr2 45405096 45405356 261 45405235 36.26 40.20715 16.63424 34.67246 FTE1_peak_2467 chr2_45405096_45405356 UNQ6975 . .
chr2 45581146 45581343 198 45581225 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2468 chr2_45581146_45581343 . . .
chr2 46173257 46173381 125 46173346 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2469 chr2_46173257_46173381 PRKCE . .
chr2 46219551 46219845 295 46219764 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2470 chr2_46219551_46219845 PRKCE . .
chr2 46294970 46295351 382 46295107 37.51 34.12514 12.83662 28.79124 FTE1_peak_2471 chr2_46294970_46295351 PRKCE . .
chr2 46299669 46299873 205 46299772 18.75 15.30877 8.49674 11.0037 FTE1_peak_2472 chr2_46299669_46299873 PRKCE . .
chr2 46452083 46452270 188 46452175 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_2473 chr2_46452083_46452270 . . .
chr2 46553495 46553685 191 46553663 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2474 chr2_46553495_46553685 EPAS1 . .
chr2 46556988 46557145 158 46557043 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_2475 chr2_46556988_46557145 EPAS1 . .
chr2 47078063 47078226 164 47078137 14.38 11.0517 6.7599 7.13443 FTE1_peak_2476 chr2_47078063_47078226 LOC100134259 LOC388948 .
chr2 47082414 47082607 194 47082494 26.88 13.452 5.57641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2477 chr2_47082414_47082607 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47085510 47085669 160 47085596 20.01 17.93669 9.18262 13.45293 FTE1_peak_2478 chr2_47085510_47085669 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47085918 47086120 203 47086028 15 11.96631 6.92062 7.97128 FTE1_peak_2479 chr2_47085918_47086120 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47194260 47194634 375 47194407 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_2480 chr2_47194260_47194634 TTC7A MCFD2 .
chr2 47385669 47385796 128 47385728 13.75 9.03572 5.87208 5.33408 FTE1_peak_2481 chr2_47385669_47385796 . C2orf61 CALM2
chr2 47426396 47426561 166 47426494 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2482 chr2_47426396_47426561 . CALM2 .
chr2 47884035 47884188 154 47884095 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_2483 chr2_47884035_47884188 . . .
chr2 48571314 48571596 283 48571422 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2484 chr2_48571314_48571596 FOXN2 . .
chr2 49080171 49080336 166 49080287 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2485 chr2_49080171_49080336 . . .
chr2 52222570 52222703 134 52222594 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2486 chr2_52222570_52222703 . . .
chr2 54350230 54350354 125 54350284 12.5 7.9426 5.2954 4.37148 FTE1_peak_2487 chr2_54350230_54350354 ACYP2 . .
chr2 54439729 54439891 163 54439809 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2488 chr2_54439729_54439891 ACYP2 . .
chr2 54533734 54533869 136 54533796 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2489 chr2_54533734_54533869 . ACYP2 C2orf73
chr2 54698534 54698723 190 54698643 15 8.60175 4.92429 4.91809 FTE1_peak_2490 chr2_54698534_54698723 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54799486 54799630 145 54799546 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2491 chr2_54799486_54799630 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54897148 54897276 129 54897236 16.88 12.00436 7.04608 8.00792 FTE1_peak_2492 chr2_54897148_54897276 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 55122945 55123105 161 55123097 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2493 chr2_55122945_55123105 EML6 . .
chr2 55320602 55320780 179 55320667 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2494 chr2_55320602_55320780 . . .
chr2 56006897 56007030 134 56006967 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2495 chr2_56006897_56007030 . . .
chr2 56089206 56089351 146 56089279 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2496 chr2_56089206_56089351 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56089565 56090129 565 56090046 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2497 chr2_56089565_56090129 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56112977 56113155 179 56113082 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_2498 chr2_56112977_56113155 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56219546 56219952 407 56219872 23.76 21.9875 11.00277 17.24607 FTE1_peak_2499 chr2_56219546_56219952 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
chr2 57928554 57928678 125 57928630 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2500 chr2_57928554_57928678 . . .
chr2 62376949 62377094 146 62377013 12.5 8.10772 5.40131 4.45061 FTE1_peak_2501 chr2_62376949_62377094 . COMMD1 .
chr2 62805173 62805346 174 62805199 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2502 chr2_62805173_62805346 . . .
chr2 64439569 64439745 177 64439679 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2503 chr2_64439569_64439745 . LINC00309 .
chr2 64500710 64500889 180 64500798 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_2504 chr2_64500710_64500889 . . .
chr2 64926066 64926194 129 64926093 15.63 11.49677 6.89289 7.52386 FTE1_peak_2505 chr2_64926066_64926194 . . .
chr2 65804196 65804412 217 65804296 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2506 chr2_65804196_65804412 . . .
chr2 65886167 65886293 127 65886258 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2507 chr2_65886167_65886293 . . .
chr2 65935312 65935567 256 65935509 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2508 chr2_65935312_65935567 . . .
chr2 66591675 66591808 134 66591710 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2509 chr2_66591675_66591808 . MIR4778 .
chr2 67067143 67067360 218 67067177 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2510 chr2_67067143_67067360 . . .
chr2 67483462 67483588 127 67483538 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2511 chr2_67483462_67483588 . . .
chr2 67486932 67487094 163 67486991 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2512 chr2_67486932_67487094 . . .
chr2 67517215 67517339 125 67517261 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2513 chr2_67517215_67517339 . . .
chr2 68144374 68144716 343 68144572 20.01 17.3732 8.84432 12.91603 FTE1_peak_2514 chr2_68144374_68144716 . . .
chr2 68144923 68145109 187 68145041 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2515 chr2_68144923_68145109 . . .
chr2 68563409 68563602 194 68563494 14.38 9.1397 5.56698 5.39751 FTE1_peak_2516 chr2_68563409_68563602 . CNRIP1 PLEK
chr2 69198860 69198984 125 69198930 13.13 8.64478 5.38227 4.95754 FTE1_peak_2517 chr2_69198860_69198984 . GKN2 GKN1
chr2 69199097 69199260 164 69199159 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_2518 chr2_69199097_69199260 . GKN2 GKN1
chr2 69390229 69390426 198 69390311 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2519 chr2_69390229_69390426 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69423614 69423892 279 69423817 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_2520 chr2_69423614_69423892 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69481027 69481372 346 69481269 32.51 22.45657 8.37713 17.66454 FTE1_peak_2521 chr2_69481027_69481372 . ANTXR1 .
chr2 69525288 69525551 264 69525389 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2522 chr2_69525288_69525551 . . GFPT1
chr2 69809034 69809159 126 69809083 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2523 chr2_69809034_69809159 AAK1 . .
chr2 71607859 71608080 222 71608013 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2524 chr2_71607859_71608080 ZNF638 . .
chr2 71698531 71698690 160 71698600 20.01 13.06323 6.36523 8.9513 FTE1_peak_2525 chr2_71698531_71698690 DYSF . .
chr2 71944180 71944348 169 71944231 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2526 chr2_71944180_71944348 . . .
chr2 72797709 72797863 155 72797781 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_2527 chr2_72797709_72797863 EXOC6B . .
chr2 72799747 72799939 193 72799849 18.75 15.38184 8.54267 11.07307 FTE1_peak_2528 chr2_72799747_72799939 EXOC6B . .
chr2 74166264 74166470 207 74166364 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2529 chr2_74166264_74166470 DGUOK ACTG2 .
chr2 74791421 74791581 161 74791489 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2530 chr2_74791421_74791581 C2orf65 DOK1;LOXL3 .
chr2 75327614 75327742 129 75327699 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_2531 chr2_75327614_75327742 TACR1 . .
chr2 79944573 79944783 211 79944674 26.26 23.9101 10.90276 19.04744 FTE1_peak_2532 chr2_79944573_79944783 CTNNA2 . .
chr2 84654414 84654646 233 84654551 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2533 chr2_84654414_84654646 SUCLG1 . .
chr2 85133996 85134176 181 85134061 17.5 7.58459 4.18183 4.0322 FTE1_peak_2534 chr2_85133996_85134176 . C2orf89;TMSB10 .
chr2 85147053 85147253 201 85147130 20.63 15.20966 7.79474 10.91952 FTE1_peak_2535 chr2_85147053_85147253 . TMSB10 .
chr2 85191030 85191202 173 85191095 13.75 8.32191 5.41417 4.65803 FTE1_peak_2536 chr2_85191030_85191202 . . KCMF1
chr2 85476034 85476207 174 85476120 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2537 chr2_85476034_85476207 TCF7L1 . .
chr2 85726342 85726497 156 85726395 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_2538 chr2_85726342_85726497 . . .
chr2 85774060 85774427 368 85774150 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2539 chr2_85774060_85774427 GGCX LOC100630918;MAT2A .
chr2 85932812 85933026 215 85932875 14.38 9.70412 5.91491 5.92147 FTE1_peak_2540 chr2_85932812_85933026 . GNLY .
chr2 86162954 86163153 200 86163064 15 11.44063 6.59956 7.46923 FTE1_peak_2541 chr2_86162954_86163153 . . .
chr2 88315659 88316061 403 88315988 25.01 14.65269 6.11919 10.37997 FTE1_peak_2542 chr2_88315659_88316061 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
chr2 91786650 91786985 336 91786758 25.01 8.87152 3.71522 5.17654 FTE1_peak_2543 chr2_91786650_91786985 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 98517336 98517471 136 98517407 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2544 chr2_98517336_98517471MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TMEM13 . .
chr2 99528251 99528451 201 99528417 14.38 8.44795 5.14771 4.77099 FTE1_peak_2545 chr2_99528251_99528451 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100370717 100370909 193 100370792 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2546 chr2_100370717_100370909 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100423349 100423501 153 100423458 15.63 11.11471 6.65164 7.19278 FTE1_peak_2547 chr2_100423349_100423501 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100498500 100498681 182 100498601 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_2548 chr2_100498500_100498681 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101358912 101359096 185 101358979 16.25 13.34698 7.62619 9.21742 FTE1_peak_2549 chr2_101358912_101359096 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101369146 101369323 178 101369266 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2550 chr2_101369146_101369323 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101508467 101508593 127 101508474 10 6.74198 4.70701 3.34288 FTE1_peak_2551 chr2_101508467_101508593 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
chr2 101519354 101519561 208 101519472 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2552 chr2_101519354_101519561 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
chr2 102080831 102081101 271 102080936 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2553 chr2_102080831_102081101 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;RFX8 . .
chr2 102422667 102422796 130 102422719 16.88 11.63142 6.81121 7.65296 FTE1_peak_2554 chr2_102422667_102422796MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 102844281 102844421 141 102844383 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2555 chr2_102844281_102844421 IL1RL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 105514388 105514537 150 105514473 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2556 chr2_105514388_105514537 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 105974597 105974781 185 105974704 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2557 chr2_105974597_105974781 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49;TGFBRAP1 FHL2
chr2 105991736 105991947 212 105991822 13.75 9.81751 6.37994 6.02978 FTE1_peak_2558 chr2_105991736_105991947 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49 .
chr2 105993128 105993481 354 105993372 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2559 chr2_105993128_105993481 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106005323 106005782 460 106005627 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_2560 chr2_106005323_106005782 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106020560 106021021 462 106020733 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2561 chr2_106020560_106021021 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106021798 106022148 351 106021881 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2562 chr2_106021798_106022148 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106072104 106072530 427 106072368 34.38 37.26863 15.79694 31.81878 FTE1_peak_2563 chr2_106072104_106072530 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 FHL2 .
chr2 106103597 106103827 231 106103762 21.26 12.91761 6.13947 8.80891 FTE1_peak_2564 chr2_106103597_106103827 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106490367 106490491 125 106490443 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2565 chr2_106490367_106490491 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NCK2 . .
chr2 106814445 106814690 246 106814640 28.13 17.08224 6.67791 12.63478 FTE1_peak_2566 chr2_106814445_106814690 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 UXS1 .
chr2 109026379 109026523 145 109026420 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2567 chr2_109026379_109026523 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 SULT1C4 .
chr2 109189657 109189793 137 109189726 19.38 13.69997 7.08873 9.50137 FTE1_peak_2568 chr2_109189657_109189793 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109210698 109210822 125 109210767 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2569 chr2_109210698_109210822 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109211586 109211720 135 109211656 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2570 chr2_109211586_109211720 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109855135 109855346 212 109855319 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2571 chr2_109855135_109855346MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 . .
chr2 109941390 109941554 165 109941498 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2572 chr2_109941390_109941554MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 109946549 109946684 136 109946653 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2573 chr2_109946549_109946684MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 109952062 109952222 161 109952138 11.25 7.08974 4.85265 3.57906 FTE1_peak_2574 chr2_109952062_109952222MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 113638920 113639080 161 113639022 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_2575 chr2_113638920_113639080 . . .
chr2 118738605 118738820 216 118738705 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_2576 chr2_118738605_118738820 CCDC93 . .
chr2 118817794 118817921 128 118817849 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2577 chr2_118817794_118817921 . . INSIG2
chr2 119425925 119426106 182 119425959 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2578 chr2_119425925_119426106 . . .
chr2 119426250 119426712 463 119426418 33.13 30.94464 12.41225 25.74761 FTE1_peak_2579 chr2_119426250_119426712 . . .
chr2 120249788 120249913 126 120249821 13.13 9.92436 6.17637 6.13335 FTE1_peak_2580 chr2_120249788_120249913 SCTR . .
chr2 120861690 120861902 213 120861802 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2581 chr2_120861690_120861902 EPB41L5 . .
chr2 121507175 121507717 543 121507436 31.88 29.77 12.77024 24.61628 FTE1_peak_2582 chr2_121507175_121507717 . . .
chr2 121832733 121832935 203 121832841 30.01 19.45839 7.31749 14.87348 FTE1_peak_2583 chr2_121832733_121832935 . . .
chr2 122229728 122229893 166 122229827 15 12.21585 7.07356 8.19737 FTE1_peak_2584 chr2_122229728_122229893 CLASP1 . .
chr2 122288446 122289021 576 122288793 43.76 25.37147 7.308 20.43679 FTE1_peak_2585 chr2_122288446_122289021 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
chr2 133196359 133196548 190 133196453 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2586 chr2_133196359_133196548 GPR39 . .
chr2 134045353 134045567 215 134045463 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_2587 chr2_134045353_134045567 NCKAP5 . .
chr2 134290565 134290689 125 134290665 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2588 chr2_134290565_134290689 NCKAP5 . .
chr2 134544891 134545021 131 134544955 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2589 chr2_134544891_134545021 . . .
chr2 134548622 134549026 405 134548968 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2590 chr2_134548622_134549026 . . .
chr2 134575543 134576085 543 134575692 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_2591 chr2_134575543_134576085 . . .
chr2 135160074 135160243 170 135160122 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2592 chr2_135160074_135160243 MGAT5 . .
chr2 138714631 138714841 211 138714732 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2593 chr2_138714631_138714841 . . HNMT
chr2 138721730 138721923 194 138721909 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2594 chr2_138721730_138721923 HNMT . .
chr2 143631045 143631169 125 143631112 16.88 10.67688 6.21893 6.77222 FTE1_peak_2595 chr2_143631045_143631169 . . KYNU
chr2 144773544 144773698 155 144773624 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2596 chr2_144773544_144773698 GTDC1 . .
chr2 145764695 145765076 382 145764844 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2597 chr2_145764695_145765076 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 146410834 146410995 162 146410954 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2598 chr2_146410834_146410995 . . .
chr2 147082625 147082752 128 147082666 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2599 chr2_147082625_147082752 . . .
chr2 147330279 147330403 125 147330331 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2600 chr2_147330279_147330403 . . PABPC1P2
chr2 147714991 147715137 147 147715023 12.5 6.99778 4.69679 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2601 chr2_147714991_147715137 . . .
chr2 147739675 147740344 670 147739790 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2602 chr2_147739675_147740344 . . .
chr2 147748020 147748276 257 147748099 32.51 34.37896 14.95964 29.02746 FTE1_peak_2603 chr2_147748020_147748276 . . .
chr2 147784253 147784493 241 147784346 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2604 chr2_147784253_147784493 . . .
chr2 149925499 149925677 179 149925603 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2605 chr2_149925499_149925677 LYPD6B . .
chr2 150598282 150598427 146 150598329 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2606 chr2_150598282_150598427 . . .
chr2 150600610 150600818 209 150600797 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2607 chr2_150600610_150600818 . . .
chr2 150846066 150846212 147 150846168 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2608 chr2_150846066_150846212 . . .
chr2 150851116 150851251 136 150851181 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2609 chr2_150851116_150851251 . . .
chr2 150919873 150920147 275 150920069 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2610 chr2_150919873_150920147 . . .
chr2 151267412 151267711 300 151267606 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2611 chr2_151267412_151267711 . . .
chr2 151329113 151329354 242 151329214 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2612 chr2_151329113_151329354 RND3 . .
chr2 151383499 151383671 173 151383555 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2613 chr2_151383499_151383671 . . .
chr2 151427401 151427532 132 151427440 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_2614 chr2_151427401_151427532 . . .
chr2 151476591 151476715 125 151476653 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2615 chr2_151476591_151476715 . . .
chr2 153261832 153261966 135 153261877 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_2616 chr2_153261832_153261966 FMNL2 . .
chr2 153363453 153363637 185 153363538 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_2617 chr2_153363453_153363637 FMNL2 . .
chr2 153553431 153553566 136 153553523 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2618 chr2_153553431_153553566 PRPF40A . ARL6IP6
chr2 153618768 153619055 288 153618793 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2619 chr2_153618768_153619055 . ARL6IP6 .
chr2 157421685 157421839 155 157421753 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2620 chr2_157421685_157421839 GPD2 . .
chr2 158030185 158030589 405 158030428 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_2621 chr2_158030185_158030589 . . .
chr2 159268850 159269052 203 159269044 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2622 chr2_159268850_159269052 CCDC148 . .
chr2 159359695 159359832 138 159359728 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2623 chr2_159359695_159359832 PKP4 . .
chr2 159443062 159443226 165 159443147 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2624 chr2_159443062_159443226 PKP4 . .
chr2 159456800 159456944 145 159456905 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2625 chr2_159456800_159456944 PKP4 . .
chr2 159500783 159500907 125 159500840 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2626 chr2_159500783_159500907 PKP4 . .
chr2 159992602 159992733 132 159992669 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2627 chr2_159992602_159992733 TANC1 . .
chr2 160494479 160494739 261 160494547 12.5 7.03056 4.7173 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2628 chr2_160494479_160494739 . BAZ2B .
chr2 161224559 161224763 205 161224604 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2629 chr2_161224559_161224763 RBMS1 . .
chr2 161236084 161236211 128 161236148 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2630 chr2_161236084_161236211 RBMS1 . MIR4785
chr2 161522872 161523007 136 161522913 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2631 chr2_161522872_161523007 . . .
chr2 161726893 161727052 160 161726933 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2632 chr2_161726893_161727052 . . .
chr2 161785456 161785722 267 161785543 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2633 chr2_161785456_161785722 . . .
chr2 161875889 161876133 245 161876109 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2634 chr2_161875889_161876133 . . .
chr2 161887117 161887354 238 161887235 21.88 18.91175 9.84118 14.344 FTE1_peak_2635 chr2_161887117_161887354 . . .
chr2 162942180 162942356 177 162942285 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2636 chr2_162942180_162942356 . DPP4 .
chr2 162949658 162949818 161 162949699 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2637 chr2_162949658_162949818 . DPP4 .
chr2 163053674 163053977 304 163053785 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2638 chr2_163053674_163053977 FAP . .
chr2 163089873 163090038 166 163089951 20.63 14.80694 7.55648 10.5297 FTE1_peak_2639 chr2_163089873_163090038 FAP . .
chr2 163099193 163099414 222 163099301 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2640 chr2_163099193_163099414 FAP . IFIH1
chr2 163782984 163783348 365 163783172 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2641 chr2_163782984_163783348 . . .
chr2 164066979 164067151 173 164067087 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2642 chr2_164066979_164067151 . . .
chr2 164123518 164123688 171 164123606 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2643 chr2_164123518_164123688 . . .
chr2 164524191 164524340 150 164524248 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2644 chr2_164524191_164524340 FIGN . .
chr2 165061957 165062106 150 165062032 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2645 chr2_165061957_165062106 . . .
chr2 167090752 167090876 125 167090821 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2646 chr2_167090752_167090876 SCN9A . .
chr2 167267779 167267947 169 167267851 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2647 chr2_167267779_167267947 SCN7A . .
chr2 169067704 169067888 185 169067818 10.63 6.7819 5.0012 3.38126 FTE1_peak_2648 chr2_169067704_169067888 STK39 . .
chr2 169868784 169868941 158 169868859 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_2649 chr2_169868784_169868941 ABCB11 . .
chr2 170494260 170494531 272 170494347 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2650 chr2_170494260_170494531 . PPIG C2orf77
chr2 170664859 170665090 232 170664932 16.88 9.48359 5.50136 5.71155 FTE1_peak_2651 chr2_170664859_170665090 SSB . METTL5;UBR3
chr2 170672476 170672646 171 170672560 13.13 9.92436 6.17637 6.13335 FTE1_peak_2652 chr2_170672476_170672646 METTL5 SSB UBR3
chr2 171018807 171018960 154 171018870 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2653 chr2_171018807_171018960 . . MYO3B
chr2 172081825 172081975 151 172081892 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2654 chr2_172081825_172081975 TLK1 . .
chr2 172407233 172407486 254 172407385 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2655 chr2_172407233_172407486 CYBRD1 . .
chr2 172543852 172544027 176 172543946 18.75 11.31928 6.07844 7.35029 FTE1_peak_2656 chr2_172543852_172544027 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 172568612 172568914 303 172568765 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2657 chr2_172568612_172568914 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 173073715 173073973 259 173073821 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2658 chr2_173073715_173073973 . . .
chr2 173118001 173118263 263 173118117 29.38 23.495 9.72247 18.64833 FTE1_peak_2659 chr2_173118001_173118263 . . .
chr2 173520028 173520175 148 173520082 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2660 chr2_173520028_173520175 . . .
chr2 173557824 173558047 224 173557908 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2661 chr2_173557824_173558047 . . LOC91149
chr2 173694149 173694276 128 173694265 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_2662 chr2_173694149_173694276 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173974089 173974308 220 173974195 22.51 19.80313 9.89722 15.16299 FTE1_peak_2663 chr2_173974089_173974308 ZAK . .
chr2 174016501 174016666 166 174016561 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2664 chr2_174016501_174016666 ZAK . .
chr2 174024671 174024842 172 174024759 21.88 18.57856 9.634 14.02065 FTE1_peak_2665 chr2_174024671_174024842 ZAK . .
chr2 175462387 175462544 158 175462523 11.25 6.79844 4.66779 3.39491 FTE1_peak_2666 chr2_175462387_175462544 WIPF1 . .
chr2 175495830 175495960 131 175495927 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2667 chr2_175495830_175495960 WIPF1 . .
chr2 175837008 175837285 278 175837269 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2668 chr2_175837008_175837285 CHN1 . .
chr2 176709018 176709180 163 176709091 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_2669 chr2_176709018_176709180 . . .
chr2 177427602 177427726 125 177427700 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2670 chr2_177427602_177427726 . . .
chr2 180904994 180905249 256 180905099 30.01 16.93061 6.20158 12.51245 FTE1_peak_2671 chr2_180904994_180905249 . . .
chr2 181388815 181388965 151 181388866 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2672 chr2_181388815_181388965 . . .
chr2 181490302 181490457 156 181490401 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2673 chr2_181490302_181490457 . . .
chr2 181901700 181901828 129 181901768 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2674 chr2_181901700_181901828 UBE2E3 . .
chr2 182656080 182656383 304 182656262 30.63 31.54107 14.12234 26.29948 FTE1_peak_2675 chr2_182656080_182656383 . . .
chr2 183312685 183312856 172 183312756 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2676 chr2_183312685_183312856 PDE1A . .
chr2 184149517 184149678 162 184149620 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2677 chr2_184149517_184149678 . . .
chr2 185476032 185476171 140 185476114 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2678 chr2_185476032_185476171 ZNF804A . .
chr2 185744578 185744707 130 185744623 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2679 chr2_185744578_185744707 ZNF804A . .
chr2 187321686 187321974 289 187321795 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2680 chr2_187321686_187321974 . . ZC3H15
chr2 188392124 188392358 235 188392249 20.63 15.3287 7.86561 11.02136 FTE1_peak_2681 chr2_188392124_188392358 TFPI . .
chr2 188417974 188418132 159 188418016 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2682 chr2_188417974_188418132 TFPI . .
chr2 188639442 188639566 125 188639484 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2683 chr2_188639442_188639566 . . .
chr2 188847542 188847692 151 188847626 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2684 chr2_188847542_188847692 . . .
chr2 188944003 188944184 182 188944109 31.26 17.83555 6.45164 13.35416 FTE1_peak_2685 chr2_188944003_188944184 . . .
chr2 189064491 189064707 217 189064623 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2686 chr2_189064491_189064707 . . .
chr2 189524414 189524777 364 189524569 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2687 chr2_189524414_189524777 . . .
chr2 189560837 189561009 173 189560946 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2688 chr2_189560837_189561009 . . .
chr2 189637870 189638059 190 189637980 13.13 9.66133 6.0121 5.8794 FTE1_peak_2689 chr2_189637870_189638059 DIRC1 . .
chr2 189735245 189735371 127 189735264 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2690 chr2_189735245_189735371 . . .
chr2 189835308 189835482 175 189835410 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2691 chr2_189835308_189835482 . . A1;MIR1245A;MIR1245B;MIR3606
chr2 189843412 189843570 159 189843474 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2692 chr2_189843412_189843570 COL3A1 MIR1245A;MIR1245B MIR3606
chr2 189951503 189951715 213 189951597 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2693 chr2_189951503_189951715 COL5A2 . .
chr2 189961592 189962116 525 189961729 28.76 23.05536 9.91918 18.23879 FTE1_peak_2694 chr2_189961592_189962116 COL5A2 . .
chr2 189994840 189995000 161 189994919 11.88 7.96984 5.69199 4.39729 FTE1_peak_2695 chr2_189994840_189995000 COL5A2 . MIR3129
chr2 190151049 190151259 211 190151144 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2696 chr2_190151049_190151259 . . .
chr2 190258261 190258444 184 190258332 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2697 chr2_190258261_190258444 . . .
chr2 190276719 190276979 261 190276879 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2698 chr2_190276719_190276979 . . WDR75
chr2 190684294 190684479 186 190684399 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2699 chr2_190684294_190684479 PMS1 . .
chr2 190798720 190799121 402 190798800 26.26 25.1867 11.6607 20.25468 FTE1_peak_2700 chr2_190798720_190799121 . . .
chr2 191055414 191055630 217 191055518 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2701 chr2_191055414_191055630 C2orf88 . HIBCH
chr2 191078776 191078968 193 191078845 15 5.31046 3.20079 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2702 chr2_191078776_191078968 HIBCH C2orf88 .
chr2 191583597 191583871 275 191583680 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2703 chr2_191583597_191583871 . NAB1 .
chr2 191702238 191702482 245 191702406 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2704 chr2_191702238_191702482 . . .
chr2 191723670 191723858 189 191723704 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2705 chr2_191723670_191723858 . . GLS
chr2 191914959 191915192 234 191915110 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2706 chr2_191914959_191915192 STAT4 . .
chr2 192036438 192036788 351 192036620 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2707 chr2_192036438_192036788 . STAT4 .
chr2 192067168 192067487 320 192067264 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2708 chr2_192067168_192067487 . . .
chr2 192129465 192129748 284 192129522 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2709 chr2_192129465_192129748 MYO1B . .
chr2 192198708 192199016 309 192198819 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2710 chr2_192198708_192199016 MYO1B . .
chr2 192266126 192266259 134 192266225 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2711 chr2_192266126_192266259 MYO1B . .
chr2 192500601 192501209 609 192500693 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_2712 chr2_192500601_192501209 . . .
chr2 193101031 193101155 125 193101099 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2713 chr2_193101031_193101155 . . .
chr2 193132346 193132542 197 193132435 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2714 chr2_193132346_193132542 . . .
chr2 196184623 196184769 147 196184709 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2715 chr2_196184623_196184769 . . .
chr2 196385487 196385899 413 196385535 21.88 5.34426 2.86009 2.0999 FTE1_peak_2716 chr2_196385487_196385899 . . .
chr2 196425895 196426065 171 196425990 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2717 chr2_196425895_196426065 . . .
chr2 196429059 196429204 146 196429093 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2718 chr2_196429059_196429204 . . .
chr2 196523357 196523603 247 196523525 18.75 11.31928 6.07844 7.35029 FTE1_peak_2719 chr2_196523357_196523603 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196943010 196943137 128 196943040 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2720 chr2_196943010_196943137 . DNAH7 .
chr2 196977355 196977481 127 196977371 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_2721 chr2_196977355_196977481 . . STK17B
chr2 197104488 197104644 157 197104578 26.26 23.9101 10.90276 19.04744 FTE1_peak_2722 chr2_197104488_197104644 HECW2 . .
chr2 197105027 197105152 126 197105112 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2723 chr2_197105027_197105152 HECW2 . .
chr2 197158895 197159035 141 197158990 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_2724 chr2_197158895_197159035 HECW2 . .
chr2 197180840 197181002 163 197180912 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_2725 chr2_197180840_197181002 HECW2 . .
chr2 198017472 198017672 201 198017585 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2726 chr2_198017472_198017672 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 198123496 198123625 130 198123590 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2727 chr2_198123496_198123625 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 200168332 200168788 457 200168677 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_2728 chr2_200168332_200168788 SATB2 . .
chr2 200269675 200269827 153 200269720 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_2729 chr2_200269675_200269827 SATB2 . .
chr2 201117672 201117799 128 201117730 13.75 9.08114 5.90144 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2730 chr2_201117672_201117799 . . .
chr2 201270794 201271021 228 201270955 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_2731 chr2_201270794_201271021 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201320384 201320508 125 201320414 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2732 chr2_201320384_201320508 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201473792 201474080 289 201473903 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2733 chr2_201473792_201474080 AOX1 SGOL2 .
chr2 201480137 201480346 210 201480158 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2734 chr2_201480137_201480346 AOX1 . .
chr2 201489424 201489717 294 201489541 30.63 29.08682 12.65322 23.94822 FTE1_peak_2735 chr2_201489424_201489717 AOX1 . .
chr2 201577912 201578102 191 201578011 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_2736 chr2_201577912_201578102 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
chr2 201612670 201612961 292 201612724 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2737 chr2_201612670_201612961 AOX2P LOC100507140 .
chr2 201652250 201652374 125 201652350 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2738 chr2_201652250_201652374 AOX2P . BZW1
chr2 202016117 202016555 439 202016250 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2739 chr2_202016117_202016555 CFLAR;CFLAR‐AS1 . .
chr2 202397505 202397737 233 202397591 26.26 25.83203 12.04724 20.87515 FTE1_peak_2740 chr2_202397505_202397737 ALS2CR11 . .
chr2 202445251 202445404 154 202445314 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2741 chr2_202445251_202445404 ALS2CR11 . .
chr2 202562796 202563089 294 202562980 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2742 chr2_202562796_202563089 MPP4 . ALS2
chr2 202563436 202563574 139 202563516 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2743 chr2_202563436_202563574 . MPP4 ALS2
chr2 202663103 202663338 236 202663214 21.88 9.46042 4.57615 5.68968 FTE1_peak_2744 chr2_202663103_202663338 . ALS2 CDK15
chr2 202719348 202719521 174 202719415 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2745 chr2_202719348_202719521 CDK15 . .
chr2 202747192 202747410 219 202747299 26.26 16.40859 6.81422 12.00559 FTE1_peak_2746 chr2_202747192_202747410 CDK15 . .
chr2 202774082 202774302 221 202774276 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2747 chr2_202774082_202774302 . CDK15 .
chr2 203000207 203000429 223 203000324 23.13 18.41554 8.61824 13.86939 FTE1_peak_2748 chr2_203000207_203000429 . . .
chr2 204547378 204547908 531 204547497 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2749 chr2_204547378_204547908 . . CD28
chr2 204648612 204648816 205 204648725 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_2750 chr2_204648612_204648816 . . .
chr2 204668854 204669069 216 204668946 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2751 chr2_204668854_204669069 . . .
chr2 205204937 205205100 164 205205060 21.26 14.23541 6.84787 10.0074 FTE1_peak_2752 chr2_205204937_205205100 . . .
chr2 206186074 206186278 205 206186166 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2753 chr2_206186074_206186278 PARD3B . .
chr2 207076492 207076662 171 207076606 20.01 17.60988 8.9862 13.13546 FTE1_peak_2754 chr2_207076492_207076662 GPR1 . .
chr2 208103954 208104206 253 208104035 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2755 chr2_208103954_208104206 . . .
chr2 208118829 208119001 173 208118924 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2756 chr2_208118829_208119001 . . .
chr2 208370649 208370806 158 208370687 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2757 chr2_208370649_208370806 . . CREB1
chr2 208378623 208378970 348 208378785 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2758 chr2_208378623_208378970 . . CREB1
chr2 208421709 208421888 180 208421860 13.13 9.50985 5.91767 5.73726 FTE1_peak_2759 chr2_208421709_208421888 CREB1 . .
chr2 208548593 208549179 587 208549024 18.75 12.77033 6.93155 8.6654 FTE1_peak_2760 chr2_208548593_208549179 . . CCNYL1
chr2 209228370 209228554 185 209228455 25.63 17.35427 7.63634 12.90049 FTE1_peak_2761 chr2_209228370_209228554 . PIKFYVE .
chr2 210233529 210233870 342 210233752 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2762 chr2_210233529_210233870 . . .
chr2 210338651 210338829 179 210338745 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_2763 chr2_210338651_210338829 MAP2 . .
chr2 212886837 212887002 166 212886865 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_2764 chr2_212886837_212887002 ERBB4 . .
chr2 213511512 213511655 144 213511597 20.01 18.10518 9.28409 13.61692 FTE1_peak_2765 chr2_213511512_213511655 . . .
chr2 213984118 213984287 170 213984211 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2766 chr2_213984118_213984287 IKZF2 . .
chr2 214081409 214081657 249 214081473 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2767 chr2_214081409_214081657 . . .
chr2 214103766 214103909 144 214103819 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2768 chr2_214103766_214103909 . . .
chr2 216095994 216096154 161 216096096 26.26 13.452 5.45138 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2769 chr2_216095994_216096154 . . .
chr2 216221074 216221472 399 216221145 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2770 chr2_216221074_216221472 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216221698 216224394 2697 216223694 38.14 40.07689 15.654 34.55177 FTE1_peak_2771 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224825 216225062 238 216224842 13.13 6.91724 4.34721 3.50397 FTE1_peak_2772 chr2_216224825_216225062 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216225427 216225607 181 216225550 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2773 chr2_216225427_216225607 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216226343 216226471 129 216226400 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_2774 chr2_216226343_216226471 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216226718 216227205 488 216227016 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2775 chr2_216226718_216227205 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216227766 216227992 227 216227933 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2776 chr2_216227766_216227992 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216228143 216230113 1971 216229069 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2777 chr2_216228143_216230113 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230234 216230649 416 216230373 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2778 chr2_216230234_216230649 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230983 216231892 910 216231191 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_2779 chr2_216230983_216231892 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232115 216232279 165 216232119 18.13 5.85335 3.18829 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2780 chr2_216232115_216232279 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232863 216233286 424 216233018 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2781 chr2_216232863_216233286 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216233436 216233571 136 216233486 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2782 chr2_216233436_216233571 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216233684 216235014 1331 216234801 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2783 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216235200 216235625 426 216235311 20.01 17.85374 9.13272 13.37168 FTE1_peak_2784 chr2_216235200_216235625 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216236143 216236780 638 216236374 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2785 chr2_216236143_216236780 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216237232 216237886 655 216237793 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2786 chr2_216237232_216237886 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216238652 216239024 373 216238741 18.75 7.28745 3.95098 3.76508 FTE1_peak_2787 chr2_216238652_216239024 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216239199 216239580 382 216239411 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2788 chr2_216239199_216239580 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240135 216241054 920 216240781 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2789 chr2_216240135_216241054 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241344 216241568 225 216241459 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_2790 chr2_216241344_216241568 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241820 216242033 214 216241924 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2791 chr2_216241820_216242033 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216242141 216242269 129 216242241 15.63 8.27671 4.92714 4.61372 FTE1_peak_2792 chr2_216242141_216242269 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216242397 216242676 280 216242580 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2793 chr2_216242397_216242676 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216242811 216243682 872 216243364 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2794 chr2_216242811_216243682 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243869 216244022 154 216243953 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2795 chr2_216243869_216244022 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216244250 216245202 953 216244559 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2796 chr2_216244250_216245202 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216245301 216246036 736 216245875 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2797 chr2_216245301_216246036 FN1 . .
chr2 216246381 216246547 167 216246478 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2798 chr2_216246381_216246547 FN1 . .
chr2 216246964 216248743 1780 216247710 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2799 chr2_216246964_216248743 FN1 . .
chr2 216248872 216249250 379 216249192 17.5 14.35968 8.08944 10.12338 FTE1_peak_2800 chr2_216248872_216249250 FN1 . .
chr2 216249430 216249554 125 216249468 13.13 9.81751 6.1096 6.02978 FTE1_peak_2801 chr2_216249430_216249554 FN1 . .
chr2 216249686 216249866 181 216249783 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2802 chr2_216249686_216249866 FN1 . .
chr2 216251102 216251344 243 216251209 21.26 18.57856 9.37077 14.02065 FTE1_peak_2803 chr2_216251102_216251344 FN1 . .
chr2 216251538 216252318 781 216252218 19.38 16.33698 8.67238 11.93776 FTE1_peak_2804 chr2_216251538_216252318 FN1 . .
chr2 216252433 216252702 270 216252601 18.75 15.16481 8.40635 10.87511 FTE1_peak_2805 chr2_216252433_216252702 FN1 . .
chr2 216252965 216253427 463 216252982 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2806 chr2_216252965_216253427 FN1 . .
chr2 216253538 216253685 148 216253599 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_2807 chr2_216253538_216253685 FN1 . .
chr2 216253837 216254433 597 216254345 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2808 chr2_216253837_216254433 FN1 . .
chr2 216254546 216256727 2182 216255155 23.13 20.69459 9.95096 16.02957 FTE1_peak_2809 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
chr2 216257070 216257367 298 216257212 24.38 19.84453 9.2296 15.2026 FTE1_peak_2810 chr2_216257070_216257367 FN1 . .
chr2 216258283 216258847 565 216258474 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2811 chr2_216258283_216258847 FN1 . .
chr2 216259007 216259473 467 216259214 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2812 chr2_216259007_216259473 FN1 . .
chr2 216259628 216259777 150 216259738 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2813 chr2_216259628_216259777 FN1 . .
chr2 216260432 216260606 175 216260556 15 10.14516 5.81961 6.27309 FTE1_peak_2814 chr2_216260432_216260606 FN1 . .
chr2 216260728 216261918 1191 216261471 26.26 20.74566 9.08563 16.06807 FTE1_peak_2815 chr2_216260728_216261918 FN1 . .
chr2 216262077 216263872 1796 216262220 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2816 chr2_216262077_216263872 FN1 . .
chr2 216264052 216264512 461 216264335 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2817 chr2_216264052_216264512 FN1 . .
chr2 216266411 216267357 947 216267036 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2818 chr2_216266411_216267357 FN1 . .
chr2 216267505 216267843 339 216267741 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2819 chr2_216267505_216267843 FN1 . .
chr2 216268001 216269102 1102 216268597 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2820 chr2_216268001_216269102 FN1 . .
chr2 216269367 216269658 292 216269442 13.75 9.87065 6.41461 6.08078 FTE1_peak_2821 chr2_216269367_216269658 FN1 . .
chr2 216269801 216269995 195 216269899 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_2822 chr2_216269801_216269995 FN1 . .
chr2 216270154 216270430 277 216270223 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_2823 chr2_216270154_216270430 FN1 . .
chr2 216270642 216270920 279 216270753 18.75 15.45566 8.5891 11.14305 FTE1_peak_2824 chr2_216270642_216270920 FN1 . .
chr2 216271081 216272626 1546 216271637 20.01 15.95294 8.002 11.56868 FTE1_peak_2825 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
chr2 216273009 216273505 497 216273098 19.38 15.02728 7.87636 10.74178 FTE1_peak_2826 chr2_216273009_216273505 FN1 . .
chr2 216273631 216274190 560 216273697 26.26 16.40859 6.81422 12.00559 FTE1_peak_2827 chr2_216273631_216274190 FN1 . .
chr2 216274674 216275131 458 216275123 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2828 chr2_216274674_216275131 FN1 . .
chr2 216275439 216276024 586 216275930 28.13 26.36982 11.59498 21.36854 FTE1_peak_2829 chr2_216275439_216276024 FN1 . .
chr2 216276274 216276481 208 216276433 16.25 8.80746 4.92979 5.11433 FTE1_peak_2830 chr2_216276274_216276481 FN1 . .
chr2 216277674 216277846 173 216277678 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2831 chr2_216277674_216277846 FN1 . .
chr2 216278078 216279546 1469 216279311 33.13 33.96613 14.14868 28.63743 FTE1_peak_2832 chr2_216278078_216279546 FN1 . .
chr2 216279708 216279865 158 216279719 11.25 7.16595 4.90118 3.64882 FTE1_peak_2833 chr2_216279708_216279865 FN1 . .
chr2 216280010 216280389 380 216280182 17.5 13.94782 7.83263 9.7387 FTE1_peak_2834 chr2_216280010_216280389 FN1 . .
chr2 216280594 216281999 1406 216281247 21.88 19.08339 9.94815 14.5115 FTE1_peak_2835 chr2_216280594_216281999 FN1 . .
chr2 216282106 216282327 222 216282213 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2836 chr2_216282106_216282327 FN1 . .
chr2 216282460 216282629 170 216282570 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2837 chr2_216282460_216282629 FN1 . .
chr2 216282731 216283812 1082 216283115 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2838 chr2_216282731_216283812 FN1 . .
chr2 216283943 216284318 376 216284254 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2839 chr2_216283943_216284318 FN1 . .
chr2 216284507 216284965 459 216284743 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2840 chr2_216284507_216284965 FN1 . .
chr2 216285161 216285310 150 216285226 24.38 16.28415 7.25183 11.89242 FTE1_peak_2841 chr2_216285161_216285310 FN1 . .
chr2 216285620 216288710 3091 216287649 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
chr2 216288907 216290553 1647 216290209 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2843 chr2_216288907_216290553 FN1 . .
chr2 216290665 216290860 196 216290766 21.26 9.46042 4.45112 5.68968 FTE1_peak_2844 chr2_216290665_216290860 FN1 . .
chr2 216291147 216291579 433 216291387 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_2845 chr2_216291147_216291579 FN1 . .
chr2 216291784 216292227 444 216291834 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2846 chr2_216291784_216292227 FN1 . .
chr2 216292353 216293137 785 216292494 25.01 23.58425 10.95013 18.73136 FTE1_peak_2847 chr2_216292353_216293137 FN1 . .
chr2 216293263 216293445 183 216293292 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2848 chr2_216293263_216293445 FN1 . .
chr2 216293745 216296806 3062 216294522 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_2849 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
chr2 216296990 216298039 1050 216297564 30.63 28.16041 12.10834 23.08648 FTE1_peak_2850 chr2_216296990_216298039 FN1 . .
chr2 216298384 216298679 296 216298529 21.26 7.73977 3.70926 4.17739 FTE1_peak_2851 chr2_216298384_216298679 FN1 . .
chr2 216298804 216300354 1551 216300131 30.63 18.95605 7.23041 14.38785 FTE1_peak_2852 chr2_216298804_216300354 FN1 . .
chr2 216325347 216325685 339 216325594 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2853 chr2_216325347_216325685 . FN1 .
chr2 216325900 216326079 180 216326024 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2854 chr2_216325900_216326079 . FN1 .
chr2 216370227 216370416 190 216370378 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2855 chr2_216370227_216370416 . . .
chr2 216393309 216393599 291 216393391 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2856 chr2_216393309_216393599 . . .
chr2 216394142 216394272 131 216394197 16.25 12.51943 7.11516 8.42876 FTE1_peak_2857 chr2_216394142_216394272 . . .
chr2 216529657 216529856 200 216529763 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2858 chr2_216529657_216529856 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216545814 216545962 149 216545863 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2859 chr2_216545814_216545962 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216593322 216593512 191 216593424 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_2860 chr2_216593322_216593512 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216922492 216922642 151 216922571 15.63 11.61069 6.96507 7.63521 FTE1_peak_2861 chr2_216922492_216922642 PECR . TMEM169
chr2 217163633 217163870 238 217163690 16.88 13.21242 7.81614 9.08846 FTE1_peak_2862 chr2_217163633_217163870 04‐Mar . .
chr2 217237530 217237864 335 217237688 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_2863 chr2_217237530_217237864 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217400343 217400470 128 217400444 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2864 chr2_217400343_217400470 . . .
chr2 217639916 217640042 127 217640006 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2865 chr2_217639916_217640042 . . .
chr2 217970554 217970879 326 217970676 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2866 chr2_217970554_217970879 . . .
chr2 218181617 218181786 170 218181679 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2867 chr2_218181617_218181786 DIRC3 . .
chr2 219671157 219671338 182 219671251 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2868 chr2_219671157_219671338 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
chr2 219990136 219990306 171 219990185 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2869 chr2_219990136_219990306 NHEJ1 . .
chr2 220553440 220553616 177 220553612 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2870 chr2_220553440_220553616 . . .
chr2 220553754 220553975 222 220553913 16.25 12.00436 6.79971 8.00792 FTE1_peak_2871 chr2_220553754_220553975 . . .
chr2 221008214 221008373 160 221008308 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2872 chr2_221008214_221008373 . . .
chr2 221092326 221092551 226 221092510 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2873 chr2_221092326_221092551 . . .
chr2 221093501 221093627 127 221093583 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_2874 chr2_221093501_221093627 . . .
chr2 221144158 221144342 185 221144294 13.13 7.87524 4.91424 4.30678 FTE1_peak_2875 chr2_221144158_221144342 . . .
chr2 221377248 221377379 132 221377321 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2876 chr2_221377248_221377379 . . .
chr2 223572448 223572877 430 223572648 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_2877 chr2_223572448_223572877 MOGAT1 . .
chr2 223621729 223621866 138 223621786 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2878 chr2_223621729_223621866 . . .
chr2 223784706 223784863 158 223784816 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2879 chr2_223784706_223784863 ACSL3 . .
chr2 223974193 223974359 167 223974306 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2880 chr2_223974193_223974359 . . .
chr2 224330555 224330803 249 224330702 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2881 chr2_224330555_224330803 . . .
chr2 224464145 224464276 132 224464204 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2882 chr2_224464145_224464276 SCG2 . .
chr2 224951314 224951595 282 224951435 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_2883 chr2_224951314_224951595 . . .
chr2 224966872 224967330 459 224967113 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2884 chr2_224966872_224967330 . . .
chr2 225956124 225956320 197 225956228 28.13 24.6324 10.59359 19.74215 FTE1_peak_2885 chr2_225956124_225956320 . . .
chr2 225956448 225956572 125 225956492 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_2886 chr2_225956448_225956572 . . .
chr2 225965679 225965913 235 225965724 11.88 6.76347 4.8827 3.36401 FTE1_peak_2887 chr2_225965679_225965913 . . .
chr2 226979951 226980075 125 226979993 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2888 chr2_226979951_226980075 . . LOC646736
chr2 226983458 226983687 230 226983534 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2889 chr2_226983458_226983687 . . LOC646736
chr2 227076251 227076407 157 227076321 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2890 chr2_227076251_227076407 . . .
chr2 227290983 227291419 437 227291271 32.51 34.26727 14.89268 28.92909 FTE1_peak_2891 chr2_227290983_227291419 . . .
chr2 227291881 227292142 262 227291896 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_2892 chr2_227291881_227292142 . . .
chr2 227292316 227292443 128 227292408 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2893 chr2_227292316_227292443 . . .
chr2 227296051 227296304 254 227296221 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2894 chr2_227296051_227296304 . . .
chr2 227342623 227343084 462 227342911 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_2895 chr2_227342623_227343084 . . .
chr2 227443542 227443772 231 227443581 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2896 chr2_227443542_227443772 . . .
chr2 227525381 227525517 137 227525399 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_2897 chr2_227525381_227525517 . . .
chr2 227620910 227621180 271 227621083 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2898 chr2_227620910_227621180 IRS1 . .
chr2 227625239 227625370 132 227625254 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_2899 chr2_227625239_227625370 IRS1 . .
chr2 227768017 227768141 125 227768062 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2900 chr2_227768017_227768141 RHBDD1 . .
chr2 228235672 228235897 226 228235785 13.75 9.36281 6.08396 5.59523 FTE1_peak_2901 chr2_228235672_228235897 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228243350 228243492 143 228243469 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2902 chr2_228243350_228243492 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228253515 228253667 153 228253568 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2903 chr2_228253515_228253667 . TM4SF20 .
chr2 228681894 228682032 139 228681924 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_2904 chr2_228681894_228682032 CCL20 . .
chr2 228682715 228683771 1057 228683155 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_2905 chr2_228682715_228683771 . CCL20 .
chr2 229409889 229410067 179 229409976 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2906 chr2_229409889_229410067 . . .
chr2 229523664 229523950 287 229523837 23.76 13.58947 6.18906 9.39325 FTE1_peak_2907 chr2_229523664_229523950 . . .
chr2 229539760 229540009 250 229539968 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2908 chr2_229539760_229540009 . . .
chr2 229565542 229565687 146 229565579 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_2909 chr2_229565542_229565687 . . .
chr2 230475226 230475542 317 230475450 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2910 chr2_230475226_230475542 DNER . .
chr2 230475724 230475930 207 230475808 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2911 chr2_230475724_230475930 DNER . .
chr2 231623638 231623818 181 231623730 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2912 chr2_231623638_231623818 CAB39 . .
chr2 231658793 231659041 249 231658943 30.63 25.42371 10.54435 20.47831 FTE1_peak_2913 chr2_231658793_231659041 CAB39 . .
chr2 232026802 232027053 252 232026934 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_2914 chr2_232026802_232027053 PSMD1 . .
chr2 232878747 232878938 192 232878848 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2915 chr2_232878747_232878938 DIS3L2 . .
chr2 234395807 234396150 344 234396056 19.38 16.88295 9.00777 12.46654 FTE1_peak_2916 chr2_234395807_234396150 USP40 DGKD .
chr2 234451139 234451420 282 234451346 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2917 chr2_234451139_234451420 USP40 . .
chr2 234883401 234883608 208 234883507 28.13 21.04803 8.63182 16.338 FTE1_peak_2918 chr2_234883401_234883608 TRPM8 . .
chr2 234891155 234891299 145 234891207 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_2919 chr2_234891155_234891299 TRPM8 . .
chr2 235166935 235167126 192 235167045 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2920 chr2_235166935_235167126 . . .
chr2 235357912 235358038 127 235357949 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2921 chr2_235357912_235358038 . . .
chr2 235583384 235583759 376 235583497 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_2922 chr2_235583384_235583759 . . .
chr2 235588793 235589119 327 235588910 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2923 chr2_235588793_235589119 . . .
chr2 235732596 235732724 129 235732635 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2924 chr2_235732596_235732724 . . .
chr2 235858424 235858548 125 235858498 18.13 8.96701 4.63752 5.26862 FTE1_peak_2925 chr2_235858424_235858548 . . SH3BP4
chr2 235890061 235890436 376 235890278 30.63 28.36028 12.22533 23.28093 FTE1_peak_2926 chr2_235890061_235890436 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235930458 235930812 355 235930538 28.76 22.34418 9.52242 17.55462 FTE1_peak_2927 chr2_235930458_235930812 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235932914 235933038 125 235932951 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2928 chr2_235932914_235933038 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 236079596 236079875 280 236079624 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2929 chr2_236079596_236079875 . . .
chr2 236080280 236080448 169 236080350 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2930 chr2_236080280_236080448 . . .
chr2 236177324 236177522 199 236177411 21.26 18.74352 9.47046 14.18066 FTE1_peak_2931 chr2_236177324_236177522 . . .
chr2 236526781 236526954 174 236526872 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2932 chr2_236526781_236526954 AGAP1 . .
chr2 237652979 237653293 315 237653137 21.26 18.49727 9.32171 13.94529 FTE1_peak_2933 chr2_237652979_237653293 . . .
chr2 237678526 237678787 262 237678642 15.63 8.94824 5.32131 5.25007 FTE1_peak_2934 chr2_237678526_237678787 . . .
chr2 238005814 238005950 137 238005888 13.75 6.91724 4.53957 3.50397 FTE1_peak_2935 chr2_238005814_238005950 COPS8 . .
chr2 238006613 238006822 210 238006699 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_2936 chr2_238006613_238006822 COPS8 . .
chr2 238087200 238087445 246 238087317 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2937 chr2_238087200_238087445 . . .
chr2 238116380 238116520 141 238116421 15 9.16749 5.24719 5.42505 FTE1_peak_2938 chr2_238116380_238116520 . . .
chr2 238117052 238117215 164 238117105 16.88 8.96895 5.20129 5.27048 FTE1_peak_2939 chr2_238117052_238117215 . . .
chr2 238131969 238132189 221 238132085 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2940 chr2_238131969_238132189 . . .
chr2 238163969 238164125 157 238164026 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2941 chr2_238163969_238164125 . . .
chr2 238171827 238172065 239 238171991 31.88 31.09782 13.56015 25.89662 FTE1_peak_2942 chr2_238171827_238172065 . . .
chr2 238340071 238340358 288 238340163 26.88 24.003 11.20887 19.13775 FTE1_peak_2943 chr2_238340071_238340358 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238409555 238409968 414 238409730 26.88 16.40859 6.97051 12.00559 FTE1_peak_2944 chr2_238409555_238409968 MLPH . .
chr2 239078706 239078887 182 239078871 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2945 chr2_239078706_239078887 . KLHL30 ILKAP
chr2 242973988 242974146 159 242974074 23.76 17.83041 8.5 13.34978 FTE1_peak_2946 chr2_242973988_242974146 . . .
chr20 1396697 1396880 184 1396767 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2947 chr20_1396697_1396880 . FKBP1A;FKBP1A‐SDCBP2 NSFL1C
chr20 1793862 1794149 288 1793904 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_2948 chr20_1793862_1794149 . . .
chr20 4057406 4057532 127 4057454 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_2949 chr20_4057406_4057532 . . .
chr20 4116217 4116383 167 4116303 15 11.90553 6.88341 7.91193 FTE1_peak_2950 chr20_4116217_4116383 . . SMOX
chr20 4488080 4488214 135 4488135 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_2951 chr20_4488080_4488214 . . .
chr20 5137427 5137642 216 5137551 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_2952 chr20_5137427_5137642 CDS2 . .
chr20 5627813 5628040 228 5627927 20.01 11.61905 5.6014 7.64331 FTE1_peak_2953 chr20_5627813_5628040 . . .
chr20 9181417 9181588 172 9181498 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_2954 chr20_9181417_9181588 PLCB4 . .
chr20 10055280 10055422 143 10055360 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2955 chr20_10055280_10055422 LOC100131208 ANKRD5 .
chr20 10287735 10288014 280 10287858 50.64 59.72273 21.74244 53.62474 FTE1_peak_2956 chr20_10287735_10288014 SNAP25 . .
chr20 10332140 10332265 126 10332231 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_2957 chr20_10332140_10332265 . . .
chr20 10572669 10573015 347 10572784 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2958 chr20_10572669_10573015 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10577569 10577724 156 10577674 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2959 chr20_10577569_10577724 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10585095 10585486 392 10585401 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_2960 chr20_10585095_10585486 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10689566 10689713 148 10689654 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2961 chr20_10689566_10689713 . . .
chr20 10900501 10900694 194 10900621 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_2962 chr20_10900501_10900694 . . .
chr20 11151306 11151466 161 11151384 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2963 chr20_11151306_11151466 . . .
chr20 11210604 11210748 145 11210679 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_2964 chr20_11210604_11210748 . . .
chr20 11368013 11368368 356 11368183 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2965 chr20_11368013_11368368 . . .
chr20 11434256 11434380 125 11434305 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_2966 chr20_11434256_11434380 . . .
chr20 11795080 11795204 125 11795151 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2967 chr20_11795080_11795204 . . .
chr20 17642958 17643229 272 17643109 16.25 12.05953 6.83337 8.06131 FTE1_peak_2968 chr20_17642958_17643229 RRBP1 . .
chr20 17824286 17824657 372 17824431 27.51 23.41212 10.36626 18.56864 FTE1_peak_2969 chr20_17824286_17824657 . . .
chr20 17830579 17830768 190 17830640 14.38 8.78209 5.34914 5.09003 FTE1_peak_2970 chr20_17830579_17830768 . . .
chr20 19764888 19765021 134 19764975 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_2971 chr20_19764888_19765021 . . .
chr20 19796284 19796484 201 19796308 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2972 chr20_19796284_19796484 . . .
chr20 19860876 19861057 182 19861009 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2973 chr20_19860876_19861057 . . RIN2
chr20 19973629 19974042 414 19973967 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_2974 chr20_19973629_19974042 RIN2 . NAA20
chr20 22756403 22756715 313 22756600 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_2975 chr20_22756403_22756715 . . .
chr20 22776633 22776807 175 22776722 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_2976 chr20_22776633_22776807 . . .
chr20 22902696 22902820 125 22902734 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2977 chr20_22902696_22902820 . . .
chr20 23128842 23128998 157 23128916 13.13 8.24447 5.13762 4.58242 FTE1_peak_2978 chr20_23128842_23128998 . LOC200261 .
chr20 23206110 23206249 140 23206164 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_2979 chr20_23206110_23206249 . . .
chr20 23426342 23426501 160 23426421 17.5 14.50272 8.17883 10.26367 FTE1_peak_2980 chr20_23426342_23426501 . CSTL1;NAPB CST11
chr20 24631947 24632120 174 24632017 15.63 11.96631 7.19096 7.97128 FTE1_peak_2981 chr20_24631947_24632120 SYNDIG1 . .
chr20 24653514 24653774 261 24653610 30.63 29.30259 12.78103 24.16046 FTE1_peak_2982 chr20_24653514_24653774 . SYNDIG1 .
chr20 24981149 24981404 256 24981289 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_2983 chr20_24981149_24981404 . C20orf3 ACSS1
chr20 25291719 25291860 142 25291810 22.51 11.92165 5.49846 7.92793 FTE1_peak_2984 chr20_25291719_25291860 ABHD12 PYGB .
chr20 26144652 26144776 125 26144689 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_2985 chr20_26144652_26144776 . . LOC284801
chr20 30148750 30148904 155 30148825 14.38 10.44021 6.37462 6.54696 FTE1_peak_2986 chr20_30148750_30148904 HM13 PSIMCT‐1 .
chr20 30195113 30195240 128 30195136 23.76 9.65921 4.36233 5.8778 FTE1_peak_2987 chr20_30195113_30195240 . ID1;MIR3193 .
chr20 30283962 30284304 343 30284138 20.63 16.56078 8.60912 12.15328 FTE1_peak_2988 chr20_30283962_30284304 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30292441 30292565 125 30292532 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_2989 chr20_30292441_30292565 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30300420 30300651 232 30300532 25.01 15.45244 6.50164 11.1406 FTE1_peak_2990 chr20_30300420_30300651 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30301031 30301290 260 30301064 12.5 8.78655 5.83926 5.09402 FTE1_peak_2991 chr20_30301031_30301290 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30913792 30913916 125 30913837 13.75 8.24447 5.36495 4.58242 FTE1_peak_2992 chr20_30913792_30913916 KIF3B . .
chr20 30943069 30943229 161 30943137 19.38 11.42018 5.80216 7.44952 FTE1_peak_2993 chr20_30943069_30943229 . KIF3B ASXL1
chr20 32497437 32497576 140 32497523 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_2994 chr20_32497437_32497576 . . .
chr20 33113653 33113834 182 33113753 18.13 14.55058 7.76843 10.30924 FTE1_peak_2995 chr20_33113653_33113834 DYNLRB1 ITCH MAP1LC3A
chr20 33640588 33640769 182 33640682 20.63 12.80152 6.40901 8.69582 FTE1_peak_2996 chr20_33640588_33640769 TRPC4AP . .
chr20 33893621 33893768 148 33893698 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_2997 chr20_33893621_33893768 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C;MMP24 .
chr20 33900261 33900415 155 33900342 11.88 7.36291 5.28333 3.83787 FTE1_peak_2998 chr20_33900261_33900415 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
chr20 33907712 33907932 221 33907846 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_2999 chr20_33907712_33907932 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 33908204 33908592 389 33908356 27.51 17.38039 7.1268 12.92197 FTE1_peak_3000 chr20_33908204_33908592 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 36619049 36619276 228 36619135 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3001 chr20_36619049_36619276 TTI1 . .
chr20 36722821 36722962 142 36722887 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3002 chr20_36722821_36722962 . RPRD1B .
chr20 36738437 36738662 226 36738540 12.5 8.64252 5.74608 4.95754 FTE1_peak_3003 chr20_36738437_36738662 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36746072 36746404 333 36746168 20.63 16.01821 8.27958 11.6329 FTE1_peak_3004 chr20_36746072_36746404 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36904354 36904566 213 36904472 36.26 22.55154 7.4519 17.75712 FTE1_peak_3005 chr20_36904354_36904566 . KIAA1755 BPI
chr20 38525793 38526066 274 38525989 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3006 chr20_38525793_38526066 . . .
chr20 39118637 39118913 277 39118824 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3007 chr20_39118637_39118913 . . .
chr20 39121913 39122136 224 39122071 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3008 chr20_39121913_39122136 . . .
chr20 39632316 39632657 342 39632492 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_3009 chr20_39632316_39632657 . . TOP1
chr20 39806298 39806467 170 39806398 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3010 chr20_39806298_39806467 . PLCG1 ZHX3
chr20 39938555 39938693 139 39938623 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_3011 chr20_39938555_39938693 . ZHX3 .
chr20 39958083 39958392 310 39958308 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3012 chr20_39958083_39958392 . ZHX3 LPIN3
chr20 40065359 40065570 212 40065449 19.38 15.21947 7.99219 10.92922 FTE1_peak_3013 chr20_40065359_40065570 CHD6 . .
chr20 40111350 40111668 319 40111431 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3014 chr20_40111350_40111668 CHD6 . .
chr20 42384600 42384809 210 42384703 15 11.32995 6.53222 7.36055 FTE1_peak_3015 chr20_42384600_42384809 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42523972 42524117 146 42524067 16.25 12.70101 7.22692 8.60182 FTE1_peak_3016 chr20_42523972_42524117 . . TOX2
chr20 42568125 42568276 152 42568203 17.5 12.0994 6.6985 8.10009 FTE1_peak_3017 chr20_42568125_42568276 TOX2 . .
chr20 43123122 43123330 209 43123173 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3018 chr20_43123122_43123330 TTPAL . SERINC3
chr20 43201737 43202008 272 43201931 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3019 chr20_43201737_43202008 PKIG . .
chr20 43205542 43205957 416 43205700 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3020 chr20_43205542_43205957 PKIG . .
chr20 43321667 43321843 177 43321756 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3021 chr20_43321667_43321843 . LOC79015 WISP2
chr20 43349821 43349974 154 43349924 17.5 10.5451 5.78269 6.64972 FTE1_peak_3022 chr20_43349821_43349974 WISP2 . KCNK15
chr20 43667444 43667624 181 43667546 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3023 chr20_43667444_43667624 STK4 . .
chr20 43966520 43966718 199 43966609 21.88 6.40804 3.26868 3.03573 FTE1_peak_3024 chr20_43966520_43966718 SDC4 MATN4;RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2
chr20 43987733 43987886 154 43987787 23.76 16.38276 7.67635 11.98252 FTE1_peak_3025 chr20_43987733_43987886 . SDC4 YS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 44408103 44408240 138 44408206 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3026 chr20_44408103_44408240 WFDC3 . DNTTIP1
chr20 45583166 45583315 150 45583221 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3027 chr20_45583166_45583315 EYA2 . .
chr20 45587334 45587497 164 45587385 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3028 chr20_45587334_45587497 EYA2 . .
chr20 45946081 45946462 382 45946218 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3029 chr20_45946081_45946462 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45947071 45947252 182 45947137 15 10.46603 6.01087 6.57227 FTE1_peak_3030 chr20_45947071_45947252 LOC100131496;ZMYND8 . .
chr20 45977704 45977847 144 45977793 13.13 9.66133 6.0121 5.8794 FTE1_peak_3031 chr20_45977704_45977847 ZMYND8 LOC100131496 .
chr20 45988032 45988248 217 45988136 28.13 20.45434 8.32354 15.79404 FTE1_peak_3032 chr20_45988032_45988248 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 48200139 48200312 174 48200249 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3033 chr20_48200139_48200312 . PTGIS .
chr20 48384886 48385278 393 48384965 30.01 29.85924 12.85301 24.70267 FTE1_peak_3034 chr20_48384886_48385278 . . .
chr20 49157526 49157736 211 49157644 25.01 24.08345 11.24608 19.217 FTE1_peak_3035 chr20_49157526_49157736 PTPN1 . .
chr20 49327305 49327429 125 49327326 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3036 chr20_49327305_49327429 . . PARD6B
chr20 49951998 49952156 159 49952103 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3037 chr20_49951998_49952156 . . .
chr20 49982676 49982837 162 49982721 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3038 chr20_49982676_49982837 . . NFATC2
chr20 50247997 50248195 199 50248080 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3039 chr20_50247997_50248195 ATP9A . .
chr20 52273404 52273548 145 52273460 22.51 17.88719 8.74638 13.40492 FTE1_peak_3040 chr20_52273404_52273548 . . .
chr20 52352246 52352385 140 52352329 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3041 chr20_52352246_52352385 . . .
chr20 52390370 52390616 247 52390547 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3042 chr20_52390370_52390616 . . .
chr20 52509749 52510060 312 52509837 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3043 chr20_52509749_52510060 . SUMO1P1 .
chr20 54797383 54797507 125 54797412 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3044 chr20_54797383_54797507 . . MC3R
chr20 55363423 55363613 191 55363510 17.5 12.95907 7.22131 8.84899 FTE1_peak_3045 chr20_55363423_55363613 . . .
chr20 56813008 56813134 127 56813056 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_3046 chr20_56813008_56813134 PPP4R1L . .
chr20 58824393 58824761 369 58824668 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3047 chr20_58824393_58824761 LOC284757 . .
chr20 59761054 59761764 711 59761281 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_3048 chr20_59761054_59761764 . . .
chr20 60011396 60011548 153 60011445 15.63 8.94824 5.32131 5.25007 FTE1_peak_3049 chr20_60011396_60011548 CDH4 . .
chr20 60164236 60164360 125 60164330 10.63 6.43695 4.77038 3.0636 FTE1_peak_3050 chr20_60164236_60164360 CDH4 . .
chr21 15921252 15921376 125 15921300 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3051 chr21_15921252_15921376 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 16253365 16253515 151 16253421 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3052 chr21_16253365_16253515 . . .
chr21 16261535 16261678 144 16261608 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3053 chr21_16261535_16261678 . . .
chr21 16651921 16652061 141 16652013 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3054 chr21_16651921_16652061 . . .
chr21 17161563 17161739 177 17161619 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3055 chr21_17161563_17161739 USP25 . .
chr21 17496783 17497013 231 17496965 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3056 chr21_17496783_17497013 LINC00478 . .
chr21 22572640 22572768 129 22572715 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3057 chr21_22572640_22572768 NCAM2 . .
chr21 23086790 23086956 167 23086881 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3058 chr21_23086790_23086956 . . LINC00317
chr21 23087605 23087836 232 23087804 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3059 chr21_23087605_23087836 . . LINC00317
chr21 23088050 23088222 173 23088154 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_3060 chr21_23088050_23088222 . . LINC00317
chr21 27307255 27307482 228 27307423 16.25 5.94584 3.45085 2.64709 FTE1_peak_3061 chr21_27307255_27307482 APP . .
chr21 27761005 27761223 219 27761150 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3062 chr21_27761005_27761223 . . .
chr21 28149031 28149266 236 28149123 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_3063 chr21_28149031_28149266 . . .
chr21 28208233 28208392 160 28208288 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3064 chr21_28208233_28208392 . . ADAMTS1
chr21 28591613 28591750 138 28591720 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3065 chr21_28591613_28591750 . . .
chr21 28877993 28878170 178 28878073 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3066 chr21_28877993_28878170 . . .
chr21 28943043 28943196 154 28943108 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3067 chr21_28943043_28943196 . . .
chr21 28944034 28944371 338 28944194 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3068 chr21_28944034_28944371 . . .
chr21 29602220 29602471 252 29602401 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3069 chr21_29602220_29602471 . . .
chr21 29705901 29706096 196 29705987 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3070 chr21_29705901_29706096 . . .
chr21 29748182 29748400 219 29748282 16.25 12.6399 7.18928 8.54573 FTE1_peak_3071 chr21_29748182_29748400 . . .
chr21 29799694 29800018 325 29799837 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3072 chr21_29799694_29800018 . . .
chr21 29817668 29817800 133 29817724 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3073 chr21_29817668_29817800 . . .
chr21 29819792 29820024 233 29819902 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3074 chr21_29819792_29820024 . . .
chr21 29911740 29911879 140 29911809 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3075 chr21_29911740_29911879 LINC00161 . .
chr21 29987654 29987836 183 29987752 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_3076 chr21_29987654_29987836 . . .
chr21 30009452 30009703 252 30009539 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3077 chr21_30009452_30009703 . . .
chr21 30144129 30144383 255 30144197 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3078 chr21_30144129_30144383 . . .
chr21 30554415 30554539 125 30554443 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3079 chr21_30554415_30554539 . C21orf7 LINC00189
chr21 30554646 30554779 134 30554672 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3080 chr21_30554646_30554779 . C21orf7 LINC00189
chr21 30590250 30590465 216 30590413 16.25 9.85468 5.52137 6.06573 FTE1_peak_3081 chr21_30590250_30590465 LINC00189 . .
chr21 30715106 30715243 138 30715162 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3082 chr21_30715106_30715243 BACH1 . .
chr21 30873793 30874033 241 30873858 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3083 chr21_30873793_30874033 . . .
chr21 31029091 31029370 280 31029211 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_3084 chr21_31029091_31029370 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
chr21 33795768 33795892 125 33795854 16.25 12.57938 7.15203 8.48747 FTE1_peak_3085 chr21_33795768_33795892 FAM176C C21orf119 .
chr21 33871854 33871978 125 33871953 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3086 chr21_33871854_33871978 FAM176C . .
chr21 33893363 33893492 130 33893431 15.63 8.50209 5.05828 4.82389 FTE1_peak_3087 chr21_33893363_33893492 . FAM176C .
chr21 35135308 35135534 227 35135356 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3088 chr21_35135308_35135534 ITSN1 . .
chr21 35898264 35898561 298 35898332 15 10.10078 5.79328 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3089 chr21_35898264_35898561 RCAN1 KCNE1 .
chr21 35898714 35898925 212 35898820 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3090 chr21_35898714_35898925 RCAN1 KCNE1 .
chr21 35899031 35899340 310 35899151 23.13 20.43945 9.79942 15.77995 FTE1_peak_3091 chr21_35899031_35899340 RCAN1 KCNE1 .
chr21 36208818 36209140 323 36209043 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3092 chr21_36208818_36209140 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36218158 36218300 143 36218221 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_3093 chr21_36218158_36218300 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36337868 36338003 136 36337924 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3094 chr21_36337868_36338003 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36570300 36570524 225 36570416 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3095 chr21_36570300_36570524 . . .
chr21 36590041 36590341 301 36590156 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3096 chr21_36590041_36590341 . . .
chr21 36626779 36626903 125 36626868 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3097 chr21_36626779_36626903 . . .
chr21 36848080 36848238 159 36848150 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_3098 chr21_36848080_36848238 . . .
chr21 37015646 37015801 156 37015757 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3099 chr21_37015646_37015801 . . .
chr21 37152085 37152341 257 37152191 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3100 chr21_37152085_37152341 . . .
chr21 38156483 38156634 152 38156552 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_3101 chr21_38156483_38156634 HLCS . .
chr21 38233311 38233491 181 38233367 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3102 chr21_38233311_38233491 HLCS . .
chr21 38282319 38282451 133 38282378 16.25 9.34168 5.22857 5.57476 FTE1_peak_3103 chr21_38282319_38282451 HLCS . .
chr21 39222216 39222356 141 39222283 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3104 chr21_39222216_39222356 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39227926 39228062 137 39227977 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3105 chr21_39227926_39228062 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39649471 39649708 238 39649537 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3106 chr21_39649471_39649708 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39661560 39661873 314 39661821 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_3107 chr21_39661560_39661873 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 40094054 40094183 130 40094101 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_3108 chr21_40094054_40094183 . . LINC00114
chr21 40141392 40141518 127 40141445 19.38 12.71573 6.52163 8.61617 FTE1_peak_3109 chr21_40141392_40141518 LINC00114 . .
chr21 40211866 40212095 230 40211903 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3110 chr21_40211866_40212095 . ETS2 .
chr21 40225413 40225542 130 40225462 14.38 11.11081 6.79725 7.19212 FTE1_peak_3111 chr21_40225413_40225542 . ETS2 .
chr21 40365622 40365746 125 40365725 11.88 7.87759 5.62978 4.30816 FTE1_peak_3112 chr21_40365622_40365746 . . .
chr21 43619703 43619845 143 43619801 16.88 11.84175 6.94347 7.85051 FTE1_peak_3113 chr21_43619703_43619845 ABCG1 . .
chr21 44144407 44144601 195 44144559 22.51 10.22378 4.70118 6.34983 FTE1_peak_3114 chr21_44144407_44144601 PDE9A . .
chr21 44918096 44918291 196 44918203 30.01 16.56869 6.05032 12.16098 FTE1_peak_3115 chr21_44918096_44918291 . LINC00313 .
chr21 48039793 48039956 164 48039889 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3116 chr21_48039793_48039956 . S100B PRMT2
chr22 18515217 18515381 165 18515273 13.13 9.76491 6.07675 5.97889 FTE1_peak_3117 chr22_18515217_18515381 FLJ41941 MICAL3 .
chr22 18521361 18521488 128 18521420 23.13 15.76506 7.14995 11.44032 FTE1_peak_3118 chr22_18521361_18521488 . FLJ41941;MICAL3 .
chr22 21138177 21138334 158 21138259 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3119 chr22_21138177_21138334 PI4KA;SERPIND1 . .
chr22 21392089 21392283 195 21392200 17.5 12.0994 6.6985 8.10009 FTE1_peak_3120 chr22_21392089_21392283 . 6703;P2RX6;SLC7A4;THA LOC400891;P2RX6P
chr22 23046250 23046425 176 23046264 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3121 chr22_23046250_23046425 . . .
chr22 24596666 24596900 235 24596747 17.5 10.50592 5.76018 6.61134 FTE1_peak_3122 chr22_24596666_24596900 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24602793 24603025 233 24602913 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_3123 chr22_24602793_24603025 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24603693 24604251 559 24604078 27.51 21.96395 9.54216 17.22642 FTE1_peak_3124 chr22_24603693_24604251 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 25079734 25079974 241 25079803 20.63 13.5213 6.81273 9.32877 FTE1_peak_3125 chr22_25079734_25079974 . POM121L10P .
chr22 25948342 25948712 371 25948515 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3126 chr22_25948342_25948712 . . ADRBK2
chr22 26156028 26156224 197 26156104 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3127 chr22_26156028_26156224 MYO18B . .
chr22 26946414 26946552 139 26946526 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3128 chr22_26946414_26946552 TPST2 . MIR548J
chr22 26981234 26981378 145 26981294 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_3129 chr22_26981234_26981378 TPST2 MIR548J CRYBB1
chr22 27105987 27106217 231 27106055 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3130 chr22_27105987_27106217 . . .
chr22 27114769 27114926 158 27114872 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3131 chr22_27114769_27114926 . . .
chr22 27115093 27115251 159 27115202 14.38 8.78209 5.34914 5.09003 FTE1_peak_3132 chr22_27115093_27115251 . . .
chr22 27207262 27207388 127 27207345 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3133 chr22_27207262_27207388 . . .
chr22 27503892 27504066 175 27503985 13.75 9.87065 6.41461 6.08078 FTE1_peak_3134 chr22_27503892_27504066 . . .
chr22 27509207 27509455 249 27509332 19.38 15.5512 8.193 11.2354 FTE1_peak_3135 chr22_27509207_27509455 . . .
chr22 27511762 27512160 399 27512030 32.51 22.45657 8.37713 17.66454 FTE1_peak_3136 chr22_27511762_27512160 . . .
chr22 27531743 27531903 161 27531813 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3137 chr22_27531743_27531903 . . .
chr22 27566575 27566766 192 27566697 15.63 11.11471 6.65164 7.19278 FTE1_peak_3138 chr22_27566575_27566766 . . .
chr22 27619663 27619860 198 27619811 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3139 chr22_27619663_27619860 . . .
chr22 27857471 27857736 266 27857573 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3140 chr22_27857471_27857736 . . .
chr22 28538401 28538721 321 28538511 31.88 26.6287 10.96112 21.61378 FTE1_peak_3141 chr22_28538401_28538721 TTC28 . .
chr22 29108390 29108555 166 29108466 15 12.15248 7.0347 8.1508 FTE1_peak_3142 chr22_29108390_29108555 CHEK2 . HSCB
chr22 30217427 30217571 145 30217465 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3143 chr22_30217427_30217571 ASCC2 . .
chr22 30592507 30592920 414 30592821 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3144 chr22_30592507_30592920 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30603011 30603216 206 30603109 22.51 17.22527 8.35766 12.77389 FTE1_peak_3145 chr22_30603011_30603216 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 31569812 31569985 174 31569871 16.88 12.22803 7.18771 8.20915 FTE1_peak_3146 chr22_31569812_31569985 RNF185 MIR3928 .
chr22 32416298 32416422 125 32416332 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3147 chr22_32416298_32416422 . . SLC5A1
chr22 36101260 36101501 242 36101458 15 11.96631 6.92062 7.97128 FTE1_peak_3148 chr22_36101260_36101501 . . APOL5
chr22 36767313 36767437 125 36767387 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3149 chr22_36767313_36767437 MYH9 . .
chr22 36864150 36864279 130 36864184 25.01 12.06747 4.96545 8.06919 FTE1_peak_3150 chr22_36864150_36864279 TXN2 . FOXRED2
chr22 37055901 37056113 213 37056002 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_3151 chr22_37055901_37056113 CACNG2 . .
chr22 37828462 37828654 193 37828538 19.38 10.1113 5.11099 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3152 chr22_37828462_37828654 . ELFN2 .
chr22 38076230 38076633 404 38076524 23.13 14.47748 6.47814 10.2395 FTE1_peak_3153 chr22_38076230_38076633 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38173101 38173506 406 38173312 19.38 5.28566 2.91144 2.04645 FTE1_peak_3154 chr22_38173101_38173506 . TRIOBP H1F0
chr22 38878676 38878852 177 38878786 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3155 chr22_38878676_38878852 KDELR3 KCNJ4 DDX17
chr22 39714721 39714893 173 39714841 14.38 6.91876 4.2571 3.50547 FTE1_peak_3156 chr22_39714721_39714893 RPL3 U86;SNORD83A;SNORD8 SNORD43
chr22 40357191 40357334 144 40357259 14.38 10.9932 6.72296 7.07854 FTE1_peak_3157 chr22_40357191_40357334 GRAP2 . .
chr22 40600350 40600549 200 40600460 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_3158 chr22_40600350_40600549 TNRC6B . .
chr22 40895232 40895543 312 40895324 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3159 chr22_40895232_40895543 MKL1 . .
chr22 43011247 43011799 553 43011361 36.26 21.68276 7.09705 16.95685 FTE1_peak_3160 chr22_43011247_43011799 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
chr22 44317287 44317669 383 44317448 23.76 12.09449 5.45592 8.09534 FTE1_peak_3161 chr22_44317287_44317669 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
chr22 45874461 45874605 145 45874536 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3162 chr22_45874461_45874605 . . FBLN1
chr22 46084719 46084990 272 46084757 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3163 chr22_46084719_46084990 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46200870 46201025 156 46200936 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3164 chr22_46200870_46201025 ATXN10 . .
chr3 4763233 4763441 209 4763334 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3165 chr3_4763233_4763441 ITPR1 . EGOT
chr3 4783457 4783595 139 4783484 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3166 chr3_4783457_4783595 ITPR1 . EGOT
chr3 8361743 8361947 205 8361835 26.88 25.72173 12.25585 20.76726 FTE1_peak_3167 chr3_8361743_8361947 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8486197 8486321 125 8486247 14.38 10.18346 6.21365 6.31085 FTE1_peak_3168 chr3_8486197_8486321 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8502631 8502760 130 8502693 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3169 chr3_8502631_8502760 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8502910 8503145 236 8502986 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3170 chr3_8502910_8503145 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8532080 8532355 276 8532197 26.88 13.452 5.57641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3171 chr3_8532080_8532355 LOC100288428 . LMCD1
chr3 8602371 8602687 317 8602625 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3172 chr3_8602371_8602687 LMCD1 . LINC00312
chr3 8663662 8663823 162 8663739 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3173 chr3_8663662_8663823 C3orf32 . .
chr3 8887463 8887587 125 8887490 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3174 chr3_8887463_8887587 . . .
chr3 8890927 8891064 138 8890999 18.75 12.66984 6.87128 8.57409 FTE1_peak_3175 chr3_8890927_8891064 . . RAD18
chr3 8893542 8893736 195 8893622 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3176 chr3_8893542_8893736 . . RAD18
chr3 8929691 8929827 137 8929798 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3177 chr3_8929691_8929827 RAD18 . .
chr3 8978788 8979032 245 8978918 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3178 chr3_8978788_8979032 RAD18 . .
chr3 9425219 9425356 138 9425280 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3179 chr3_9425219_9425356 THUMPD3 . LOC440944;SETD5
chr3 10266654 10266799 146 10266730 20.01 14.80694 7.33808 10.5297 FTE1_peak_3180 chr3_10266654_10266799 IRAK2 . TATDN2
chr3 11187707 11187872 166 11187785 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3181 chr3_11187707_11187872 HRH1 . .
chr3 11280661 11280833 173 11280712 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3182 chr3_11280661_11280833 HRH1 . .
chr3 11330537 11330666 130 11330608 13.75 9.41135 6.11549 5.64288 FTE1_peak_3183 chr3_11330537_11330666 ATG7 HRH1 .
chr3 11571957 11572149 193 11572116 12.5 8.0244 5.34783 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3184 chr3_11571957_11572149 ATG7 . VGLL4
chr3 11642015 11642172 158 11642095 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3185 chr3_11642015_11642172 VGLL4 . .
chr3 12234931 12235270 340 12235143 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3186 chr3_12234931_12235270 . SYN2 .
chr3 12269351 12269661 311 12269548 19.38 16.88295 9.00777 12.46654 FTE1_peak_3187 chr3_12269351_12269661 . . .
chr3 14186164 14186291 128 14186212 15 10.10078 5.79328 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3188 chr3_14186164_14186291 . CHCHD4;TMEM43 XPC
chr3 14252498 14252934 437 14252844 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3189 chr3_14252498_14252934 . LSM3 .
chr3 15672580 15672746 167 15672672 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3190 chr3_15672580_15672746 BTD HACL1 .
chr3 15687742 15687875 134 15687810 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3191 chr3_15687742_15687875 . BTD ANKRD28
chr3 15810456 15810771 316 15810653 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_3192 chr3_15810456_15810771 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 16101804 16102138 335 16101995 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_3193 chr3_16101804_16102138 . . .
chr3 16126376 16126664 289 16126552 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3194 chr3_16126376_16126664 . . .
chr3 16144322 16144486 165 16144397 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3195 chr3_16144322_16144486 . . .
chr3 16145220 16145366 147 16145296 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3196 chr3_16145220_16145366 . . .
chr3 16166279 16166482 204 16166302 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3197 chr3_16166279_16166482 . . .
chr3 16221960 16222113 154 16222035 12.5 7.48106 5.00122 3.95297 FTE1_peak_3198 chr3_16221960_16222113 GALNTL2 . .
chr3 16525777 16526210 434 16525809 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3199 chr3_16525777_16526210 RFTN1 . .
chr3 16770433 16770571 139 16770480 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3200 chr3_16770433_16770571 . . .
chr3 17081320 17081444 125 17081415 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3201 chr3_17081320_17081444 PLCL2 . .
chr3 17677338 17677464 127 17677398 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3202 chr3_17677338_17677464 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 17680870 17681039 170 17680918 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_3203 chr3_17680870_17681039 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 17681230 17681516 287 17681442 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3204 chr3_17681230_17681516 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 18176057 18176208 152 18176127 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3205 chr3_18176057_18176208 LOC339862 . .
chr3 20096205 20096332 128 20096273 11.25 7.32276 5.00121 3.79961 FTE1_peak_3206 chr3_20096205_20096332 KAT2B . .
chr3 23496677 23496901 225 23496795 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3207 chr3_23496677_23496901 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23621922 23622150 229 23622040 23.76 13.58947 6.18906 9.39325 FTE1_peak_3208 chr3_23621922_23622150 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23641807 23641931 125 23641863 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3209 chr3_23641807_23641931 MIR548AC UBE2E2 .
chr3 23781972 23782174 203 23782109 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3210 chr3_23781972_23782174 . . .
chr3 24188044 24188276 233 24188148 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3211 chr3_24188044_24188276 THRB . .
chr3 24198055 24198257 203 24198141 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3212 chr3_24198055_24198257 THRB . .
chr3 24296232 24296475 244 24296381 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3213 chr3_24296232_24296475 THRB . .
chr3 24719975 24720321 347 24720117 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3214 chr3_24719975_24720321 . . .
chr3 25550410 25550556 147 25550467 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3215 chr3_25550410_25550556 RARB . .
chr3 27353040 27353301 262 27353218 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_3216 chr3_27353040_27353301 NEK10 . .
chr3 27472614 27472751 138 27472653 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3217 chr3_27472614_27472751 SLC4A7 . .
chr3 27575405 27575702 298 27575542 19.38 16.26208 8.62649 11.87092 FTE1_peak_3218 chr3_27575405_27575702 . . .
chr3 27585996 27586256 261 27586143 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3219 chr3_27585996_27586256 . . .
chr3 29212871 29212998 128 29212887 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3220 chr3_29212871_29212998 . . .
chr3 29227664 29228128 465 29227861 23.76 18.68839 9.00227 14.12656 FTE1_peak_3221 chr3_29227664_29228128 . . .
chr3 29274720 29274931 212 29274819 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3222 chr3_29274720_29274931 . . .
chr3 29472233 29472415 183 29472326 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3223 chr3_29472233_29472415 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29735422 29735680 259 29735520 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_3224 chr3_29735422_29735680 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29736391 29736687 297 29736471 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_3225 chr3_29736391_29736687 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29737114 29737337 224 29737269 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3226 chr3_29737114_29737337 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29800248 29800415 168 29800320 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3227 chr3_29800248_29800415 RBMS3 . .
chr3 30323948 30324181 234 30324019 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3228 chr3_30323948_30324181 . . .
chr3 30327589 30327718 130 30327650 16.88 12.95156 7.64895 8.84166 FTE1_peak_3229 chr3_30327589_30327718 . . .
chr3 30389005 30389420 416 30389204 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_3230 chr3_30389005_30389420 . . .
chr3 30462849 30463060 212 30462941 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3231 chr3_30462849_30463060 . . .
chr3 30534421 30534607 187 30534435 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3232 chr3_30534421_30534607 . . .
chr3 30535544 30535765 222 30535667 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_3233 chr3_30535544_30535765 . . .
chr3 30553019 30553395 377 30553284 35.01 38.73195 16.07604 33.23732 FTE1_peak_3234 chr3_30553019_30553395 . . .
chr3 30638864 30639100 237 30638939 15.63 11.72686 7.03877 7.74169 FTE1_peak_3235 chr3_30638864_30639100 . . TGFBR2
chr3 30699880 30700024 145 30699964 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3236 chr3_30699880_30700024 TGFBR2 . .
chr3 31045727 31045897 171 31045813 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3237 chr3_31045727_31045897 . . .
chr3 31207984 31208245 262 31208141 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3238 chr3_31207984_31208245 . . .
chr3 31316585 31316738 154 31316664 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3239 chr3_31316585_31316738 . . .
chr3 31316902 31317059 158 31317007 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3240 chr3_31316902_31317059 . . .
chr3 31403239 31403367 129 31403319 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_3241 chr3_31403239_31403367 . . .
chr3 32010575 32010791 217 32010660 20.63 15.82403 8.16242 11.44371 FTE1_peak_3242 chr3_32010575_32010791 OSBPL10 . ZNF860
chr3 32511327 32511454 128 32511392 15.63 8.8771 5.27908 5.18201 FTE1_peak_3243 chr3_32511327_32511454 . CMTM7 CMTM6
chr3 34053655 34053837 183 34053748 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3244 chr3_34053655_34053837 . . .
chr3 34248590 34248734 145 34248651 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3245 chr3_34248590_34248734 . . .
chr3 36689936 36690124 189 36690034 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3246 chr3_36689936_36690124 . . .
chr3 36718722 36719209 488 36719120 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3247 chr3_36718722_36719209 . . .
chr3 37247614 37247834 221 37247773 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3248 chr3_37247614_37247834 . LRRFIP2 .
chr3 37977700 37978071 372 37977952 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_3249 chr3_37977700_37978071 CTDSPL . .
chr3 39680910 39681081 172 39680986 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3250 chr3_39680910_39681081 . . .
chr3 40121081 40121269 189 40121202 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3251 chr3_40121081_40121269 MYRIP . .
chr3 40842015 40842151 137 40842112 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3252 chr3_40842015_40842151 . . .
chr3 40993271 40993506 236 40993462 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3253 chr3_40993271_40993506 . . .
chr3 41013187 41013364 178 41013311 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_3254 chr3_41013187_41013364 . . .
chr3 41723048 41723310 263 41723224 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3255 chr3_41723048_41723310 ULK4 . .
chr3 41752606 41752821 216 41752668 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_3256 chr3_41752606_41752821 ULK4 . .
chr3 42074305 42074462 158 42074362 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_3257 chr3_42074305_42074462 . . .
chr3 43749605 43749807 203 43749702 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3258 chr3_43749605_43749807 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43750638 43750796 159 43750702 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3259 chr3_43750638_43750796 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43795259 43795633 375 43795368 23.13 20.19115 9.65243 15.53942 FTE1_peak_3260 chr3_43795259_43795633 . . .
chr3 43908228 43908465 238 43908351 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3261 chr3_43908228_43908465 . . .
chr3 44927220 44927383 164 44927271 14.38 10.54642 6.44137 6.65054 FTE1_peak_3262 chr3_44927220_44927383 TGM4 MIR564;TMEM42 ZDHHC3
chr3 45053574 45053845 272 45053795 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3263 chr3_45053574_45053845 EXOSC7 . CLEC3B
chr3 45106535 45106876 342 45106620 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_3264 chr3_45106535_45106876 . CLEC3B CDCP1
chr3 45165839 45166168 330 45166054 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3265 chr3_45165839_45166168 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45175387 45175558 172 45175491 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_3266 chr3_45175387_45175558 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45677198 45677354 157 45677257 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_3267 chr3_45677198_45677354 LIMD1 . .
chr3 45718763 45718934 172 45718821 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_3268 chr3_45718763_45718934 LIMD1 . LOC644714;SACM1L
chr3 45859672 45859805 134 45859718 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3269 chr3_45859672_45859805 . SLC6A20 LZTFL1
chr3 46140041 46140165 125 46140128 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3270 chr3_46140041_46140165 . . .
chr3 46155915 46156061 147 46155999 24.38 14.51252 6.34535 10.27213 FTE1_peak_3271 chr3_46155915_46156061 . . .
chr3 46558866 46559082 217 46558911 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3272 chr3_46558866_46559082 LRRC2 RTP3 .
chr3 46598359 46598529 171 46598438 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_3273 chr3_46598359_46598529 LRRC2 . TDGF1
chr3 51378005 51378190 186 51378134 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3274 chr3_51378005_51378190 DOCK3 . .
chr3 52704814 52705129 316 52705019 23.13 11.00531 4.82621 7.08926 FTE1_peak_3275 chr3_52704814_52705129 PBRM1 . GNL3;SNORD19;SNORD19B;SNORD69
chr3 54988155 54988321 167 54988222 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3276 chr3_54988155_54988321 CACNA2D3 LRTM1 .
chr3 55194577 55194879 303 55194741 33.76 35.81751 15.51784 30.40961 FTE1_peak_3277 chr3_55194577_55194879 . . .
chr3 55203177 55203359 183 55203260 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3278 chr3_55203177_55203359 . . .
chr3 55203649 55204147 499 55203729 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3279 chr3_55203649_55204147 . . .
chr3 55225978 55226451 474 55226238 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3280 chr3_55225978_55226451 . . .
chr3 55375707 55375831 125 55375815 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3281 chr3_55375707_55375831 . . .
chr3 55498224 55498364 141 55498285 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3282 chr3_55498224_55498364 . . WNT5A
chr3 55498567 55498744 178 55498661 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3283 chr3_55498567_55498744 . . WNT5A
chr3 55501274 55501448 175 55501367 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3284 chr3_55501274_55501448 WNT5A . .
chr3 55558767 55558894 128 55558788 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3285 chr3_55558767_55558894 ERC2 . .
chr3 55784706 55784938 233 55784820 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3286 chr3_55784706_55784938 ERC2 . .
chr3 55919870 55920144 275 55920060 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3287 chr3_55919870_55920144 ERC2 . .
chr3 55925785 55926024 240 55925905 29.38 24.23245 10.12757 19.35954 FTE1_peak_3288 chr3_55925785_55926024 ERC2 . .
chr3 55927261 55927397 137 55927295 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3289 chr3_55927261_55927397 ERC2 . .
chr3 56166382 56166507 126 56166438 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3290 chr3_56166382_56166507 ERC2 . .
chr3 57903914 57904220 307 57903997 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3291 chr3_57903914_57904220 SLMAP . .
chr3 57960652 57960786 135 57960682 17.5 9.02536 4.93456 5.32547 FTE1_peak_3292 chr3_57960652_57960786 . . .
chr3 58033581 58033981 401 58033745 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_3293 chr3_58033581_58033981 FLNB . .
chr3 58035075 58035228 154 58035115 14.38 11.0517 6.7599 7.13443 FTE1_peak_3294 chr3_58035075_58035228 FLNB . .
chr3 58320979 58321164 186 58321078 20.01 12.30481 5.95894 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3295 chr3_58320979_58321164 PXK RPP14 .
chr3 58369735 58369960 226 58369884 18.13 13.86563 7.3576 9.66006 FTE1_peak_3296 chr3_58369735_58369960 PXK . .
chr3 58546568 58546837 270 58546736 26.26 23.02376 10.38358 18.21646 FTE1_peak_3297 chr3_58546568_58546837 . ACOX2 FAM107A
chr3 59412833 59413337 505 59413160 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_3298 chr3_59412833_59413337 . . .
chr3 61438505 61438644 140 61438610 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3299 chr3_61438505_61438644 . . .
chr3 61557457 61557610 154 61557542 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3300 chr3_61557457_61557610 PTPRG . .
chr3 61616221 61616408 188 61616287 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3301 chr3_61616221_61616408 PTPRG . .
chr3 62145401 62145597 197 62145445 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_3302 chr3_62145401_62145597 PTPRG . .
chr3 63641260 63641545 286 63641481 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3303 chr3_63641260_63641545 SNTN . .
chr3 63710843 63710970 128 63710940 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3304 chr3_63710843_63710970 . . .
chr3 63962273 63962564 292 63962421 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3305 chr3_63962273_63962564 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
chr3 64252071 64252317 247 64252279 11.25 6.42969 4.43546 3.05687 FTE1_peak_3306 chr3_64252071_64252317 . . .
chr3 64277088 64277240 153 64277138 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3307 chr3_64277088_64277240 . . .
chr3 64884842 64884970 129 64884890 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3308 chr3_64884842_64884970 ADAMTS9‐AS2;MIR548A2 . .
chr3 64963256 64963407 152 64963295 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3309 chr3_64963256_64963407 ADAMTS9‐AS2 MIR548A2 .
chr3 65817526 65817680 155 65817607 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3310 chr3_65817526_65817680 MAGI1 . .
chr3 66101643 66101803 161 66101753 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3311 chr3_66101643_66101803 . . SLC25A26
chr3 66479249 66479431 183 66479353 19.38 16.88295 9.00777 12.46654 FTE1_peak_3312 chr3_66479249_66479431 LRIG1 . .
chr3 66644522 66644681 160 66644626 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_3313 chr3_66644522_66644681 . . .
chr3 67512124 67512248 125 67512198 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3314 chr3_67512124_67512248 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67576714 67576857 144 67576789 15.63 12.15248 7.3095 8.1508 FTE1_peak_3315 chr3_67576714_67576857 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67660886 67661021 136 67660959 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3316 chr3_67660886_67661021 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67697818 67698201 384 67697918 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3317 chr3_67697818_67698201 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67769840 67770057 218 67769995 16.25 10.67688 6.00148 6.77222 FTE1_peak_3318 chr3_67769840_67770057 . . .
chr3 69292168 69292328 161 69292258 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3319 chr3_69292168_69292328 FRMD4B . .
chr3 69379156 69379354 199 69379270 31.88 21.41391 8.22084 16.69394 FTE1_peak_3320 chr3_69379156_69379354 FRMD4B . .
chr3 69553488 69553687 200 69553611 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3321 chr3_69553488_69553687 . . .
chr3 69759659 69759853 195 69759735 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3322 chr3_69759659_69759853 . . MITF
chr3 69811125 69811314 190 69811230 24.38 9.79599 4.23023 6.00948 FTE1_peak_3323 chr3_69811125_69811314 MITF . .
chr3 69811558 69811914 357 69811716 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3324 chr3_69811558_69811914 MITF . .
chr3 69856059 69856214 156 69856154 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3325 chr3_69856059_69856214 MITF . .
chr3 70874082 70874211 130 70874131 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3326 chr3_70874082_70874211 . . .
chr3 70882072 70882233 162 70882165 21.88 17.799 9.1523 13.31905 FTE1_peak_3327 chr3_70882072_70882233 . . .
chr3 70921192 70921350 159 70921257 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3328 chr3_70921192_70921350 . . .
chr3 71151396 71151616 221 71151501 26.88 25.83203 12.32356 20.87515 FTE1_peak_3329 chr3_71151396_71151616 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71545923 71546212 290 71545980 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_3330 chr3_71545923_71546212 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71553452 71553927 476 71553820 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3331 chr3_71553452_71553927 FOXP1 . .
chr3 72048216 72048350 135 72048305 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3332 chr3_72048216_72048350 . . .
chr3 72057763 72058001 239 72057838 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_3333 chr3_72057763_72058001 . . .
chr3 72323999 72324200 202 72324122 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3334 chr3_72323999_72324200 . . .
chr3 73120319 73120443 125 73120377 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3335 chr3_73120319_73120443 . EBLN2;PPP4R2 .
chr3 73835706 73835931 226 73835812 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3336 chr3_73835706_73835931 . . .
chr3 75482106 75482241 136 75482186 24.38 15.80641 7.00177 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3337 chr3_75482106_75482241 FAM86DP;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 78927232 78927379 148 78927284 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3338 chr3_78927232_78927379 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
chr3 79217343 79217469 127 79217391 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3339 chr3_79217343_79217469 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
chr3 86879843 86880118 276 86879939 30.63 26.24011 11.0028 21.24106 FTE1_peak_3340 chr3_86879843_86880118 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86986762 86987012 251 86986861 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3341 chr3_86986762_86987012 MIR4444‐1 . VGLL3
chr3 87045085 87045327 243 87045248 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_3342 chr3_87045085_87045327 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 87255373 87255579 207 87255517 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_3343 chr3_87255373_87255579 MIR4444‐1 . CHMP2B;MIR4795
chr3 87459249 87459526 278 87459445 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3344 chr3_87459249_87459526 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 87486472 87486604 133 87486547 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3345 chr3_87486472_87486604 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94160124 94160329 206 94160223 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3346 chr3_94160124_94160329 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 95008285 95008452 168 95008334 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3347 chr3_95008285_95008452 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98296475 98296613 139 98296497 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3348 chr3_98296475_98296613 MIR4444‐1 . CPOX
chr3 98503918 98504042 125 98503982 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_3349 chr3_98503918_98504042 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
chr3 98689998 98690228 231 98690110 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_3350 chr3_98689998_98690228 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98691151 98691310 160 98691237 17.5 14.01475 7.8743 9.80437 FTE1_peak_3351 chr3_98691151_98691310 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98699870 98700185 316 98699966 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3352 chr3_98699870_98700185 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98848088 98848332 245 98848251 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3353 chr3_98848088_98848332 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99114309 99114580 272 99114415 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3354 chr3_99114309_99114580 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99132490 99132636 147 99132566 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3355 chr3_99132490_99132636 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99192198 99192337 140 99192299 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_3356 chr3_99192198_99192337 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99223233 99223582 350 99223339 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3357 chr3_99223233_99223582 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99224937 99225089 153 99225004 21.26 17.799 8.90223 13.31905 FTE1_peak_3358 chr3_99224937_99225089 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99282117 99282336 220 99282216 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3359 chr3_99282117_99282336 MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99378582 99378716 135 99378695 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3360 chr3_99378582_99378716 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99378904 99379089 186 99378986 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3361 chr3_99378904_99379089 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99482285 99482471 187 99482375 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3362 chr3_99482285_99482471 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99501926 99502149 224 99502041 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3363 chr3_99501926_99502149 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99578805 99579008 204 99578913 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3364 chr3_99578805_99579008 orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR54 . .
chr3 99581125 99581317 193 99581284 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3365 chr3_99581125_99581317 orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR54 . .
chr3 99584319 99584485 167 99584410 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3366 chr3_99584319_99584485 orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR54 . .
chr3 99766284 99766496 213 99766399 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_3367 chr3_99766284_99766496 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99988400 99988809 410 99988648 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_3368 chr3_99988400_99988809 MIR4444‐1;TBC1D23 . .
chr3 100215867 100215998 132 100215957 15 8.66925 4.96246 4.98175 FTE1_peak_3369 chr3_100215867_100215998 MIR4444‐1;TMEM45A . .
chr3 100755179 100755390 212 100755336 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3370 chr3_100755179_100755390 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 100912948 100913082 135 100913005 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3371 chr3_100912948_100913082 MIR4444‐1 . IMPG2
chr3 101647901 101648194 294 101647948 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_3372 chr3_101647901_101648194 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 101659492 101659634 143 101659564 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3373 chr3_101659492_101659634 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 104078405 104078705 301 104078449 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3374 chr3_104078405_104078705 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104671360 104671534 175 104671528 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3375 chr3_104671360_104671534 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104860128 104860301 174 104860161 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3376 chr3_104860128_104860301 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105511297 105511439 143 105511336 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3377 chr3_105511297_105511439 CBLB;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105525347 105525535 189 105525409 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3378 chr3_105525347_105525535 CBLB;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105663280 105663412 133 105663329 17.5 12.73331 7.0831 8.63344 FTE1_peak_3379 chr3_105663280_105663412 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105663670 105663891 222 105663759 23.13 19.26011 9.10606 14.6845 FTE1_peak_3380 chr3_105663670_105663891 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106147546 106147673 128 106147602 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3381 chr3_106147546_106147673 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106279692 106279833 142 106279788 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_3382 chr3_106279692_106279833 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106354304 106354516 213 106354405 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3383 chr3_106354304_106354516 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106407388 106407543 156 106407465 26.26 24.87814 11.47659 19.95235 FTE1_peak_3384 chr3_106407388_106407543 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447192 106447714 523 106447650 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3385 chr3_106447192_106447714 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106936150 106936347 198 106936255 36.26 40.20715 16.63424 34.67246 FTE1_peak_3386 chr3_106936150_106936347 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 106941850 106942087 238 106941958 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_3387 chr3_106941850_106942087 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 107123602 107123903 302 107123805 21.26 17.65142 8.81409 13.17602 FTE1_peak_3388 chr3_107123602_107123903 MIR4444‐1 CCDC54 .
chr3 110103426 110103744 319 110103676 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3389 chr3_110103426_110103744 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110139087 110139221 135 110139129 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3390 chr3_110139087_110139221 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110318033 110318242 210 110318125 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_3391 chr3_110318033_110318242 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110533250 110533510 261 110533469 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3392 chr3_110533250_110533510 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110799488 110799623 136 110799586 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3393 chr3_110799488_110799623 MIR4444‐1;PVRL3 PVRL3‐AS1 .
chr3 110928966 110929107 142 110929028 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3394 chr3_110928966_110929107 MIR4444‐1 PVRL3 .
chr3 110965825 110965971 147 110965924 14.38 10.9932 6.72296 7.07854 FTE1_peak_3395 chr3_110965825_110965971 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 111454139 111454514 376 111454308 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3396 chr3_111454139_111454514 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111565795 111565972 178 111565912 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3397 chr3_111565795_111565972 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 PLCXD2 .
chr3 111623717 111623854 138 111623793 16.25 10.67688 6.00148 6.77222 FTE1_peak_3398 chr3_111623717_111623854 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 . .
chr3 112097866 112098058 193 112097945 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3399 chr3_112097866_112098058 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112110208 112110533 326 112110450 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3400 chr3_112110208_112110533 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112359083 112359271 189 112359099 11.88 7.24361 5.20328 3.72359 FTE1_peak_3401 chr3_112359083_112359271 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112359584 112360154 571 112359939 34.38 24.58018 8.84601 19.69512 FTE1_peak_3402 chr3_112359584_112360154 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112366034 112366287 254 112366189 25.01 23.58425 10.95013 18.73136 FTE1_peak_3403 chr3_112366034_112366287 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112372526 112373108 583 112373034 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3404 chr3_112372526_112373108 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112390891 112391196 306 112390995 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3405 chr3_112390891_112391196 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112497560 112497736 177 112497630 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3406 chr3_112497560_112497736 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112817066 112817202 137 112817152 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3407 chr3_112817066_112817202 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 113549516 113549783 268 113549606 26.88 25.3975 12.05711 20.46151 FTE1_peak_3408 chr3_113549516_113549783 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
chr3 114269089 114269229 141 114269157 22.51 18.23824 8.95463 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3409 chr3_114269089_114269229 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114327163 114327438 276 114327220 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3410 chr3_114327163_114327438 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 115120959 115121106 148 115121053 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3411 chr3_115120959_115121106 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115507804 115508234 431 115508156 32.51 24.21263 9.24373 19.34402 FTE1_peak_3412 chr3_115507804_115508234 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
chr3 116755180 116755348 169 116755266 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3413 chr3_116755180_116755348 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 118913481 118913704 224 118913592 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3414 chr3_118913481_118913704 MIR4444‐1;UPK1B . B4GALT4
chr3 119028945 119029292 348 119029192 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_3415 chr3_119028945_119029292 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119030276 119030489 214 119030398 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3416 chr3_119030276_119030489 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119071737 119071899 163 119071805 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3417 chr3_119071737_119071899 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119881321 119881481 161 119881390 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3418 chr3_119881321_119881481 MIR4444‐1 . GPR156
chr3 123324163 123324320 158 123324240 27.51 17.38039 7.1268 12.92197 FTE1_peak_3419 chr3_123324163_123324320 MIR4444‐1;MYLK‐AS1 PTPLB MYLK
chr3 123469704 123469848 145 123469758 15 11.90553 6.88341 7.91193 FTE1_peak_3420 chr3_123469704_123469848 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123553633 123553806 174 123553714 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3421 chr3_123553633_123553806 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 124597462 124598082 621 124598009 21.26 19.17053 9.72921 14.59665 FTE1_peak_3422 chr3_124597462_124598082 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
chr3 124781926 124782227 302 124782048 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3423 chr3_124781926_124782227 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
chr3 125200072 125200324 253 125200143 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3424 chr3_125200072_125200324 MIR4444‐1;SNX4 . .
chr3 126340883 126341017 135 126340970 15.63 11.78582 7.07621 7.79856 FTE1_peak_3425 chr3_126340883_126341017 MIR4444‐1;TXNRD3 TXNRD3NB .
chr3 126630257 126630572 316 126630483 16.25 12.05953 6.83337 8.06131 FTE1_peak_3426 chr3_126630257_126630572 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127453667 127454104 438 127453735 13.75 9.08114 5.90144 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3427 chr3_127453667_127454104 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127487269 127487506 238 127487378 18.75 14.29374 7.86266 10.06345 FTE1_peak_3428 chr3_127487269_127487506 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127608429 127608631 203 127608513 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3429 chr3_127608429_127608631 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127831351 127831475 125 127831440 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3430 chr3_127831351_127831475 MIR4444‐1;RUVBL1 . .
chr3 129152799 129152923 125 129152880 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3431 chr3_129152799_129152923 MBD4;MIR4444‐1 C3orf25 IFT122
chr3 129204653 129204891 239 129204769 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3432 chr3_129204653_129204891 IFT122;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 129607697 129607852 156 129607767 21.26 14.33183 6.90095 10.09975 FTE1_peak_3433 chr3_129607697_129607852 MIR4444‐1;TMCC1 . LOC100507032
chr3 130682883 130683007 125 130682921 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3434 chr3_130682883_130683007 ATP2C1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 130829035 130829195 161 130829113 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_3435 chr3_130829035_130829195 MIR4444‐1;NEK11 . .
chr3 131622860 131623041 182 131622932 23.13 21.04608 10.16045 16.33652 FTE1_peak_3436 chr3_131622860_131623041 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131853534 131853668 135 131853595 13.75 9.08114 5.90144 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3437 chr3_131853534_131853668 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131854851 131855003 153 131854914 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3438 chr3_131854851_131855003 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131950584 131950775 192 131950707 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3439 chr3_131950584_131950775 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 133127908 133128115 208 133128021 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3440 chr3_133127908_133128115 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133287668 133287804 137 133287779 14.38 8.484 5.16934 4.80641 FTE1_peak_3441 chr3_133287668_133287804 MIR4444‐1 . CDV3
chr3 133307649 133307773 125 133307680 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3442 chr3_133307649_133307773 CDV3;MIR4444‐1 . TOPBP1
chr3 133728587 133728826 240 133728723 22.51 18.52966 9.12851 13.97538 FTE1_peak_3443 chr3_133728587_133728826 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 . .
chr3 134045776 134046084 309 134045984 36.26 33.83005 12.95983 28.50455 FTE1_peak_3444 chr3_134045776_134046084 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046573 134046737 165 134046691 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3445 chr3_134046573_134046737 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134047061 134047230 170 134047155 33.76 32.6524 13.63093 27.37926 FTE1_peak_3446 chr3_134047061_134047230 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134146258 134146604 347 134146484 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_3447 chr3_134146258_134146604 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
chr3 135615547 135615738 192 135615640 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3448 chr3_135615547_135615738 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 138413258 138413469 212 138413400 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3449 chr3_138413258_138413469 MIR4444‐1;PIK3CB . .
chr3 139021081 139021449 369 139021325 25.63 8.87152 3.80453 5.17654 FTE1_peak_3450 chr3_139021081_139021449 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139477776 139477922 147 139477839 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3451 chr3_139477776_139477922 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139483981 139484128 148 139484006 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3452 chr3_139483981_139484128 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139491518 139491686 169 139491579 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3453 chr3_139491518_139491686 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 140348825 140349100 276 140348921 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3454 chr3_140348825_140349100 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141050681 141050999 319 141050768 23.13 21.9875 10.72492 17.24607 FTE1_peak_3455 chr3_141050681_141050999 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141079966 141080090 125 141080029 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3456 chr3_141079966_141080090 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086219 141086394 176 141086277 21.88 9.46042 4.57615 5.68968 FTE1_peak_3457 chr3_141086219_141086394 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086505 141086659 155 141086612 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_3458 chr3_141086505_141086659 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141087822 141088209 388 141087878 15.63 8.94824 5.32131 5.25007 FTE1_peak_3459 chr3_141087822_141088209 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141088682 141089116 435 141088927 13.75 9.21998 5.99131 5.47544 FTE1_peak_3460 chr3_141088682_141089116 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141129390 141129532 143 141129460 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3461 chr3_141129390_141129532 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141131048 141131241 194 141131064 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3462 chr3_141131048_141131241 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141144679 141144836 158 141144730 10.63 6.43695 4.77038 3.0636 FTE1_peak_3463 chr3_141144679_141144836 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141201230 141201447 218 141201328 24.38 18.07034 8.2207 13.58307 FTE1_peak_3464 chr3_141201230_141201447 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
chr3 141994908 141995068 161 141994985 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_3465 chr3_141994908_141995068 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 143162709 143162940 232 143162738 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3466 chr3_143162709_143162940 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143244279 143244676 398 143244479 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_3467 chr3_143244279_143244676 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143319733 143319916 184 143319866 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3468 chr3_143319733_143319916 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143327917 143328153 237 143328011 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3469 chr3_143327917_143328153 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143620044 143620238 195 143620114 15.63 11.72686 7.03877 7.74169 FTE1_peak_3470 chr3_143620044_143620238 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 143730181 143730313 133 143730214 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_3471 chr3_143730181_143730313 MIR4444‐1 C3orf58 .
chr3 144734190 144734408 219 144734299 17.5 10.38986 5.69372 6.4973 FTE1_peak_3472 chr3_144734190_144734408 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 144961638 144961787 150 144961701 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_3473 chr3_144961638_144961787 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 145670420 145670603 184 145670503 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3474 chr3_145670420_145670603 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 145881471 145881669 199 145881583 21.88 11.6594 5.64957 7.68066 FTE1_peak_3475 chr3_145881471_145881669 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
chr3 145884239 145884366 128 145884303 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3476 chr3_145884239_145884366 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
chr3 146224391 146224568 178 146224557 14.38 6.8927 4.24242 3.48554 FTE1_peak_3477 chr3_146224391_146224568 MIR4444‐1 PLSCR2 PLSCR1
chr3 146521641 146521769 129 146521712 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3478 chr3_146521641_146521769 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 146612860 146613113 254 146612957 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3479 chr3_146612860_146613113 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148366875 148367013 139 148366955 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3480 chr3_148366875_148367013 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148655351 148655491 141 148655426 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3481 chr3_148655351_148655491 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148723353 148723483 131 148723412 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3482 chr3_148723353_148723483 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148735004 148735358 355 148735203 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3483 chr3_148735004_148735358 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148869597 148869958 362 148869853 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3484 chr3_148869597_148869958 HPS3;MIR4444‐1 . CP
chr3 148897024 148897247 224 148897236 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3485 chr3_148897024_148897247 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
chr3 148898030 148898154 125 148898069 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3486 chr3_148898030_148898154 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
chr3 148942988 148943194 207 148943152 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3487 chr3_148942988_148943194 MIR4444‐1 CP .
chr3 148965230 148965392 163 148965306 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3488 chr3_148965230_148965392 MIR4444‐1 CP .
chr3 148995447 148995571 125 148995486 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3489 chr3_148995447_148995571 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149057836 149058061 226 149057955 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3490 chr3_149057836_149058061 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF18 TM4SF1
chr3 149119453 149119661 209 149119547 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3491 chr3_149119453_149119661 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149166333 149166460 128 149166424 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3492 chr3_149166333_149166460 MIR4444‐1 . TM4SF4
chr3 149824559 149824955 397 149824835 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3493 chr3_149824559_149824955 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149865032 149865421 390 149865101 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3494 chr3_149865032_149865421 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149966329 149966551 223 149966444 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_3495 chr3_149966329_149966551 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150027465 150027602 138 150027557 18.75 10.55239 5.64426 6.65597 FTE1_peak_3496 chr3_150027465_150027602 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150089678 150089860 183 150089748 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3497 chr3_150089678_150089860 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150167357 150167508 152 150167410 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_3498 chr3_150167357_150167508 MIR4444‐1;TSC22D2 . .
chr3 151022998 151023318 321 151023248 15 12.02772 6.95823 8.03015 FTE1_peak_3499 chr3_151022998_151023318 GPR87;MED12L;MIR4444‐1 P2RY14 P2RY13
chr3 151582630 151582827 198 151582709 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_3500 chr3_151582630_151582827 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
chr3 151694125 151694312 188 151694241 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3501 chr3_151694125_151694312 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151765375 151765518 144 151765442 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3502 chr3_151765375_151765518 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151839104 151839317 214 151839198 16.88 12.6399 7.44976 8.54573 FTE1_peak_3503 chr3_151839104_151839317 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152950895 152951029 135 152951016 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3504 chr3_152950895_152951029 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153068267 153068504 238 153068350 24.38 23.28941 11.28062 18.46654 FTE1_peak_3505 chr3_153068267_153068504 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154513588 154513712 125 154513645 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3506 chr3_154513588_154513712 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154604257 154604408 152 154604341 19.38 13.4409 6.9379 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3507 chr3_154604257_154604408 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154788758 154788991 234 154788870 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3508 chr3_154788758_154788991 MIR4444‐1 . MME
chr3 154950449 154950667 219 154950495 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_3509 chr3_154950449_154950667 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 157000519 157000748 230 157000669 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3510 chr3_157000519_157000748 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157008618 157008914 297 157008728 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3511 chr3_157008618_157008914 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157029492 157029796 305 157029698 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_3512 chr3_157029492_157029796 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157077876 157078291 416 157078160 28.76 23.05536 9.91918 18.23879 FTE1_peak_3513 chr3_157077876_157078291 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157504049 157504244 196 157504153 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3514 chr3_157504049_157504244 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158401481 158401629 149 158401532 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3515 chr3_158401481_158401629 GFM1;MIR4444‐1 LXN RARRES1
chr3 158795789 158795945 157 158795886 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3516 chr3_158795789_158795945 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158800176 158800786 611 158800453 21.26 7.73977 3.70926 4.17739 FTE1_peak_3517 chr3_158800176_158800786 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158970288 158970412 125 158970336 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3518 chr3_158970288_158970412 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . SCHIP1
chr3 159175776 159176126 351 159175855 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_3519 chr3_159175776_159176126 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159450722 159450873 152 159450783 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3520 chr3_159450722_159450873 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159451329 159451475 147 159451420 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3521 chr3_159451329_159451475 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159554874 159554998 125 159554930 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3522 chr3_159554874_159554998 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159646528 159646832 305 159646724 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3523 chr3_159646528_159646832 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 159847420 159847591 172 159847508 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3524 chr3_159847420_159847591 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160384125 160384347 223 160384204 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3525 chr3_160384125_160384347 MIR4444‐1 . ARL14
chr3 160415907 160416150 244 160415987 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_3526 chr3_160415907_160416150 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
chr3 160881205 160881385 181 160881282 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3527 chr3_160881205_160881385 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160984518 160984642 125 160984578 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3528 chr3_160984518_160984642 MIR4444‐1 NMD3 .
chr3 161859069 161859269 201 161859180 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3529 chr3_161859069_161859269 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162013237 162013495 259 162013473 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_3530 chr3_162013237_162013495 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162155369 162155493 125 162155441 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3531 chr3_162155369_162155493 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162242896 162243101 206 162242993 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3532 chr3_162242896_162243101 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168519709 168519915 207 168519805 32.51 34.26727 14.89268 28.92909 FTE1_peak_3533 chr3_168519709_168519915 EGFEM1P;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168830014 168830323 310 168830127 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_3534 chr3_168830014_168830323 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 169490047 169490194 148 169490145 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3535 chr3_169490047_169490194 MIR4444‐1 ARPM1;TERC LRRC34;MYNN
chr3 169716596 169716750 155 169716675 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3536 chr3_169716596_169716750 MIR4444‐1 SEC62 .
chr3 170432450 170432598 149 170432529 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3537 chr3_170432450_170432598 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170444476 170444697 222 170444554 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_3538 chr3_170444476_170444697 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170463215 170463421 207 170463331 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3539 chr3_170463215_170463421 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170469429 170469725 297 170469533 31.88 32.95335 14.68054 27.64457 FTE1_peak_3540 chr3_170469429_170469725 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170520422 170520795 374 170520608 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3541 chr3_170520422_170520795 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170583463 170583617 155 170583485 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3542 chr3_170583463_170583617 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
chr3 170627359 170627595 237 170627486 21.88 12.75799 6.22605 8.65792 FTE1_peak_3543 chr3_170627359_170627595 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
chr3 171594005 171594192 188 171594098 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3544 chr3_171594005_171594192 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
chr3 171594614 171594810 197 171594679 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3545 chr3_171594614_171594810 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
chr3 171847798 171847972 175 171847889 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3546 chr3_171847798_171847972 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171858417 171859056 640 171858477 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3547 chr3_171858417_171859056 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171935890 171936024 135 171935946 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_3548 chr3_171935890_171936024 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171939441 171939633 193 171939505 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3549 chr3_171939441_171939633 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 173916204 173916335 132 173916288 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3550 chr3_173916204_173916335 MIR4444‐1;NLGN1 . .
chr3 174048202 174048352 151 174048269 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3551 chr3_174048202_174048352 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 174667405 174667582 178 174667467 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3552 chr3_174667405_174667582 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 . .
chr3 174720600 174720809 210 174720686 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3553 chr3_174720600_174720809 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 . .
chr3 177063504 177063721 218 177063606 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3554 chr3_177063504_177063721 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177196264 177196582 319 177196491 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_3555 chr3_177196264_177196582 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177471644 177471772 129 177471702 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3556 chr3_177471644_177471772 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177488649 177488846 198 177488752 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3557 chr3_177488649_177488846 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177510561 177510763 203 177510685 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3558 chr3_177510561_177510763 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177528080 177528220 141 177528125 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3559 chr3_177528080_177528220 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177553786 177554117 332 177553932 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_3560 chr3_177553786_177554117 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177623975 177624154 180 177624074 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3561 chr3_177623975_177624154 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177652122 177652274 153 177652178 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3562 chr3_177652122_177652274 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177695336 177695723 388 177695383 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3563 chr3_177695336_177695723 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177699925 177700156 232 177700045 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3564 chr3_177699925_177700156 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177837496 177837671 176 177837601 21.26 16.4297 8.09294 12.02397 FTE1_peak_3565 chr3_177837496_177837671 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177888475 177888666 192 177888553 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3566 chr3_177888475_177888666 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178100207 178100724 518 178100300 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3567 chr3_178100207_178100724 . MIR4444‐1 .
chr3 178745112 178745332 221 178745247 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_3568 chr3_178745112_178745332 ZMAT3 . .
chr3 178899020 178899144 125 178899038 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3569 chr3_178899020_178899144 PIK3CA . .
chr3 178914029 178914225 197 178914130 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3570 chr3_178914029_178914225 PIK3CA . .
chr3 182849598 182849818 221 182849722 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3571 chr3_182849598_182849818 LAMP3 . .
chr3 183088602 183088922 321 183088751 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3572 chr3_183088602_183088922 MCF2L2 . .
chr3 183201368 183201721 354 183201547 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3573 chr3_183201368_183201721 . LOC100505687 KLHL6
chr3 183483291 183483514 224 183483415 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_3574 chr3_183483291_183483514 YEATS2 . .
chr3 183492524 183492831 308 183492758 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3575 chr3_183492524_183492831 YEATS2 . .
chr3 185376132 185376294 163 185376192 10 5.59113 3.98285 2.33272 FTE1_peak_3576 chr3_185376132_185376294 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185376404 185376649 246 185376587 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3577 chr3_185376404_185376649 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185446746 185447415 670 185447332 17.5 14.08234 7.9164 9.87087 FTE1_peak_3578 chr3_185446746_185447415 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
chr3 185739528 185739721 194 185739630 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3579 chr3_185739528_185739721 . . ETV5
chr3 186503531 186503655 125 186503560 13.13 8.48064 5.28166 4.80309 FTE1_peak_3580 chr3_186503531_186503655 EIF4A2 SNORD2 8;RFC4;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA81
chr3 186507722 186508538 817 186508083 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3581 chr3_186507722_186508538 RFC4 48;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNO .
chr3 187596689 187596885 197 187596764 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3582 chr3_187596689_187596885 . . .
chr3 187673200 187673431 232 187673311 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3583 chr3_187673200_187673431 . . .
chr3 187938822 187939056 235 187938919 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3584 chr3_187938822_187939056 LPP . .
chr3 187983931 187984174 244 187984015 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3585 chr3_187983931_187984174 LPP . .
chr3 187984342 187984468 127 187984374 15 11.72686 6.77415 7.74169 FTE1_peak_3586 chr3_187984342_187984468 LPP . .
chr3 187990472 187990640 169 187990550 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3587 chr3_187990472_187990640 LPP . .
chr3 188004113 188004254 142 188004152 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3588 chr3_188004113_188004254 LPP . .
chr3 188014955 188015176 222 188015110 15 11.84537 6.8466 7.85334 FTE1_peak_3589 chr3_188014955_188015176 LPP . .
chr3 188066836 188066972 137 188066877 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3590 chr3_188066836_188066972 LPP . .
chr3 188187187 188187358 172 188187277 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3591 chr3_188187187_188187358 LPP . .
chr3 188204026 188204174 149 188204098 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_3592 chr3_188204026_188204174 LPP . .
chr3 188312130 188312302 173 188312212 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3593 chr3_188312130_188312302 LPP . .
chr3 188349388 188349591 204 188349510 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3594 chr3_188349388_188349591 LPP . .
chr3 189281789 189281920 132 189281852 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3595 chr3_189281789_189281920 . . .
chr3 189382200 189382385 186 189382321 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3596 chr3_189382200_189382385 TP63 . .
chr3 189632744 189632891 148 189632833 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3597 chr3_189632744_189632891 . TP63 .
chr3 189721586 189721903 318 189721631 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_3598 chr3_189721586_189721903 LEPREL1 . .
chr3 189903180 189903347 168 189903276 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3599 chr3_189903180_189903347 . . .
chr3 190104270 190104394 125 190104317 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3600 chr3_190104270_190104394 . . CLDN16
chr3 190284318 190284488 171 190284366 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3601 chr3_190284318_190284488 IL1RAP . .
chr3 190303754 190303883 130 190303776 11.88 6.46182 4.68295 3.08591 FTE1_peak_3602 chr3_190303754_190303883 IL1RAP . .
chr3 190427241 190427401 161 190427304 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_3603 chr3_190427241_190427401 . . .
chr3 190436621 190436756 136 190436699 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3604 chr3_190436621_190436756 . . .
chr3 190784585 190784709 125 190784654 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3605 chr3_190784585_190784709 . . .
chr3 190811999 190812170 172 190812091 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3606 chr3_190811999_190812170 . . .
chr3 192597581 192597747 167 192597654 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_3607 chr3_192597581_192597747 MB21D2 . .
chr3 192604331 192604609 279 192604391 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3608 chr3_192604331_192604609 MB21D2 . .
chr3 194224110 194224235 126 194224190 15 10.05675 5.76719 6.26179 FTE1_peak_3609 chr3_194224110_194224235 . FLJ34208 .
chr3 194293107 194293247 141 194293159 26.26 9.529 3.89384 5.75592 FTE1_peak_3610 chr3_194293107_194293247 . . TMEM44
chr3 194314153 194314394 242 194314308 21.26 17.87377 8.94697 13.39157 FTE1_peak_3611 chr3_194314153_194314394 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194319651 194319841 191 194319807 18.13 7.71798 4.02732 4.15623 FTE1_peak_3612 chr3_194319651_194319841 TMEM44 . .
chr3 196505697 196505899 203 196505815 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_3613 chr3_196505697_196505899 PAK2 . .
chr3 197214756 197215015 260 197214879 22.51 6.99767 3.35799 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3614 chr3_197214756_197215015 . . BDH1
chr3 197217032 197217188 157 197217120 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_3615 chr3_197217032_197217188 . . BDH1
chr4 2331752 2332308 557 2331995 37.51 23.53056 7.70197 18.68111 FTE1_peak_3616 chr4_2331752_2332308 ZFYVE28 . .
chr4 4335192 4335350 159 4335287 18.13 14.81706 7.92943 10.53947 FTE1_peak_3617 chr4_4335192_4335350 . ZBTB49 .
chr4 4662129 4662435 307 4662289 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3618 chr4_4662129_4662435 LOC100507266 . .
chr4 5039874 5040161 288 5040075 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3619 chr4_5039874_5040161 . CYTL1 STK32B
chr4 5760484 5760636 153 5760580 14.38 9.93841 6.0606 6.14696 FTE1_peak_3620 chr4_5760484_5760636 EVC . .
chr4 7024029 7024214 186 7024132 20.01 12.63212 6.13292 8.53862 FTE1_peak_3621 chr4_7024029_7024214 TBC1D14 . DC96;LOC100129931;TADA2B
chr4 7651730 7651864 135 7651808 21.88 10.88681 5.25994 6.97757 FTE1_peak_3622 chr4_7651730_7651864 SORCS2 . .
chr4 7807321 7807461 141 7807381 20.63 14.75109 7.52362 10.47471 FTE1_peak_3623 chr4_7807321_7807461 AFAP1 AFAP1‐AS1 .
chr4 7846485 7846716 232 7846605 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_3624 chr4_7846485_7846716 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7863217 7863521 305 7863420 16.25 9.48359 5.30901 5.71155 FTE1_peak_3625 chr4_7863217_7863521 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7894054 7894297 244 7894174 18.75 13.74797 7.52568 9.54549 FTE1_peak_3626 chr4_7894054_7894297 AFAP1 . .
chr4 10206058 10206319 262 10206150 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_3627 chr4_10206058_10206319 . . .
chr4 13350836 13350973 138 13350878 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3628 chr4_13350836_13350973 . HSP90AB2P RAB28
chr4 13561095 13561254 160 13561162 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3629 chr4_13561095_13561254 . C285547;LOC285548;NKX BOD1L
chr4 13889881 13890009 129 13889940 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3630 chr4_13889881_13890009 . . .
chr4 13893693 13893954 262 13893867 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3631 chr4_13893693_13893954 . . .
chr4 13894138 13894378 241 13894303 21.88 19.4374 10.16922 14.85266 FTE1_peak_3632 chr4_13894138_13894378 . . .
chr4 13909023 13909288 266 13909094 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3633 chr4_13909023_13909288 . . .
chr4 13922746 13922904 159 13922821 24.38 19.84453 9.2296 15.2026 FTE1_peak_3634 chr4_13922746_13922904 . . .
chr4 13990032 13990485 454 13990186 21.88 9.46042 4.57615 5.68968 FTE1_peak_3635 chr4_13990032_13990485 . . .
chr4 14098181 14098454 274 14098351 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3636 chr4_14098181_14098454 . . LOC152742
chr4 14170646 14170874 229 14170688 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3637 chr4_14170646_14170874 . LOC152742 .
chr4 14291485 14291632 148 14291608 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3638 chr4_14291485_14291632 . . .
chr4 14296312 14296505 194 14296412 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3639 chr4_14296312_14296505 . . .
chr4 14910356 14910563 208 14910464 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_3640 chr4_14910356_14910563 . . LOC441009
chr4 15079707 15079847 141 15079744 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3641 chr4_15079707_15079847 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15080273 15080491 219 15080478 12.5 8.64252 5.74608 4.95754 FTE1_peak_3642 chr4_15080273_15080491 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15402654 15402792 139 15402728 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3643 chr4_15402654_15402792 C1QTNF7 . .
chr4 15453743 15454036 294 15453858 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3644 chr4_15453743_15454036 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
chr4 15691753 15691879 127 15691815 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3645 chr4_15691753_15691879 FAM200B . BST1
chr4 15692070 15692312 243 15692217 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3646 chr4_15692070_15692312 . FAM200B BST1
chr4 15697055 15697179 125 15697125 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_3647 chr4_15697055_15697179 . FAM200B BST1
chr4 15718869 15719011 143 15718898 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3648 chr4_15718869_15719011 BST1 FAM200B .
chr4 15923015 15923171 157 15923109 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3649 chr4_15923015_15923171 . . FGFBP1
chr4 16629698 16629975 278 16629856 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3650 chr4_16629698_16629975 LDB2 . .
chr4 16669215 16669353 139 16669285 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3651 chr4_16669215_16669353 LDB2 . .
chr4 17065625 17065807 183 17065789 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3652 chr4_17065625_17065807 . . .
chr4 17143890 17144044 155 17143971 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_3653 chr4_17143890_17144044 . . .
chr4 19382640 19382971 332 19382876 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_3654 chr4_19382640_19382971 . . .
chr4 19400759 19400890 132 19400783 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3655 chr4_19400759_19400890 . . .
chr4 19691195 19691528 334 19691393 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3656 chr4_19691195_19691528 . . .
chr4 19947848 19947972 125 19947931 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3657 chr4_19947848_19947972 . . .
chr4 20195854 20195978 125 20195904 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3658 chr4_20195854_20195978 . . .
chr4 20205251 20205392 142 20205351 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3659 chr4_20205251_20205392 . . .
chr4 20522627 20522759 133 20522671 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3660 chr4_20522627_20522759 SLIT2 . MIR218‐1
chr4 21771152 21771296 145 21771179 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3661 chr4_21771152_21771296 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 21886988 21887175 188 21887059 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3662 chr4_21886988_21887175 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 22180685 22180933 249 22180873 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3663 chr4_22180685_22180933 . . .
chr4 24212020 24212230 211 24212139 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3664 chr4_24212020_24212230 . . .
chr4 25815341 25815474 134 25815412 17.5 13.94782 7.83263 9.7387 FTE1_peak_3665 chr4_25815341_25815474 SEL1L3 . .
chr4 25816091 25816219 129 25816162 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3666 chr4_25816091_25816219 SEL1L3 . .
chr4 26199014 26199219 206 26199169 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_3667 chr4_26199014_26199219 . . .
chr4 26328406 26328657 252 26328465 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3668 chr4_26328406_26328657 RBPJ . .
chr4 26719120 26719247 128 26719175 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3669 chr4_26719120_26719247 TBC1D19 . .
chr4 38101603 38101779 177 38101666 12.5 8.88511 5.90307 5.18948 FTE1_peak_3670 chr4_38101603_38101779 TBC1D1 . .
chr4 38833304 38833599 296 38833518 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3671 chr4_38833304_38833599 TLR6 TLR1 .
chr4 38950170 38950371 202 38950280 30.63 29.08682 12.65322 23.94822 FTE1_peak_3672 chr4_38950170_38950371 . FAM114A1 TMEM156
chr4 39037780 39037977 198 39037869 22.51 18.98589 9.40236 14.41537 FTE1_peak_3673 chr4_39037780_39037977 . TMEM156 KLHL5
chr4 40623797 40623970 174 40623901 14.38 10.87805 6.65028 6.9689 FTE1_peak_3674 chr4_40623797_40623970 RBM47 . .
chr4 41145464 41145690 227 41145483 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3675 chr4_41145464_41145690 APBB2 . .
chr4 41162188 41162410 223 41162300 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3676 chr4_41162188_41162410 APBB2 . .
chr4 41162612 41162786 175 41162722 11.88 7.92347 5.66071 4.35278 FTE1_peak_3677 chr4_41162612_41162786 APBB2 . .
chr4 42050520 42050644 125 42050587 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3678 chr4_42050520_42050644 SLC30A9 . .
chr4 43341590 43341775 186 43341685 16.88 12.82504 7.56801 8.71857 FTE1_peak_3679 chr4_43341590_43341775 . . .
chr4 47073994 47074125 132 47074058 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3680 chr4_47073994_47074125 GABRB1 . .
chr4 47472016 47472157 142 47472114 12.5 8.10772 5.40131 4.45061 FTE1_peak_3681 chr4_47472016_47472157 . COMMD8 ATP10D
chr4 47527534 47527791 258 47527646 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_3682 chr4_47527534_47527791 ATP10D . .
chr4 47614781 47614909 129 47614833 12.5 8.45722 5.62637 4.77994 FTE1_peak_3683 chr4_47614781_47614909 CORIN ATP10D .
chr4 47626039 47626177 139 47626091 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3684 chr4_47626039_47626177 CORIN . .
chr4 47743303 47743466 164 47743403 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3685 chr4_47743303_47743466 CORIN . .
chr4 48130166 48130443 278 48130228 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3686 chr4_48130166_48130443 TXK . TEC
chr4 48700678 48700860 183 48700741 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3687 chr4_48700678_48700860 FRYL . .
chr4 53935024 53935150 127 53935082 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3688 chr4_53935024_53935150 SCFD2 . .
chr4 53964870 53965001 132 53964964 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3689 chr4_53964870_53965001 SCFD2 . .
chr4 54055074 54055371 298 54055271 16.25 5.94584 3.45085 2.64709 FTE1_peak_3690 chr4_54055074_54055371 SCFD2 . .
chr4 54345516 54345650 135 54345586 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3691 chr4_54345516_54345650 LNX1 FIP1L1 .
chr4 54542667 54542872 206 54542762 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3692 chr4_54542667_54542872 . . .
chr4 54554485 54554651 167 54554597 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3693 chr4_54554485_54554651 . . .
chr4 54802082 54802240 159 54802151 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3694 chr4_54802082_54802240 . . .
chr4 54939694 54939859 166 54939789 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3695 chr4_54939694_54939859 . CHIC2 GSX2
chr4 55018925 55019091 167 55018986 13.75 8.28303 5.38945 4.61965 FTE1_peak_3696 chr4_55018925_55019091 . . .
chr4 55408220 55408398 179 55408276 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3697 chr4_55408220_55408398 . . .
chr4 55409475 55409632 158 55409564 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3698 chr4_55409475_55409632 . . .
chr4 55434506 55434680 175 55434593 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3699 chr4_55434506_55434680 . . .
chr4 56041985 56042149 165 56042100 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_3700 chr4_56041985_56042149 . . .
chr4 57507764 57508123 360 57507822 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3701 chr4_57507764_57508123 . . HOPX
chr4 57624032 57624285 254 57624067 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3702 chr4_57624032_57624285 . . .
chr4 57889277 57889617 341 57889562 21.26 12.1517 5.74338 8.1508 FTE1_peak_3703 chr4_57889277_57889617 POLR2B . IGFBP7
chr4 57911250 57911432 183 57911321 21.26 17.799 8.90223 13.31905 FTE1_peak_3704 chr4_57911250_57911432 IGFBP7 POLR2B .
chr4 57931502 57931722 221 57931698 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3705 chr4_57931502_57931722 IGFBP7 . .
chr4 57947525 57947892 368 57947634 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3706 chr4_57947525_57947892 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
chr4 62178252 62178578 327 62178475 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3707 chr4_62178252_62178578 . . .
chr4 62239725 62239886 162 62239767 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3708 chr4_62239725_62239886 . . .
chr4 62309646 62309795 150 62309708 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3709 chr4_62309646_62309795 . . .
chr4 66378744 66378933 190 66378778 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3710 chr4_66378744_66378933 EPHA5 . .
chr4 66808863 66809006 144 66808956 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3711 chr4_66808863_66809006 . . .
chr4 67421093 67421282 190 67421185 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3712 chr4_67421093_67421282 . . .
chr4 67431070 67431196 127 67431113 14.38 8.55689 5.21314 4.87512 FTE1_peak_3713 chr4_67431070_67431196 . . .
chr4 69226923 69227219 297 69227123 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3714 chr4_69226923_69227219 . YTHDC1 .
chr4 69235199 69235474 276 69235437 16.88 7.41394 4.33441 3.88733 FTE1_peak_3715 chr4_69235199_69235474 . YTHDC1 .
chr4 70615581 70615705 125 70615607 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3716 chr4_70615581_70615705 SULT1B1 . .
chr4 71992519 71992706 188 71992613 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3717 chr4_71992519_71992706 . . .
chr4 73243703 73243864 162 73243764 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3718 chr4_73243703_73243864 ADAMTS3 . .
chr4 73645068 73645297 230 73645139 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_3719 chr4_73645068_73645297 . . .
chr4 73762166 73762326 161 73762211 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3720 chr4_73762166_73762326 . . .
chr4 73841156 73841333 178 73841226 20.63 16.6313 8.65217 12.22073 FTE1_peak_3721 chr4_73841156_73841333 . . .
chr4 74527424 74527619 196 74527530 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3722 chr4_74527424_74527619 . . .
chr4 74570386 74570615 230 74570507 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3723 chr4_74570386_74570615 . . .
chr4 74642040 74642324 285 74642244 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3724 chr4_74642040_74642324 . . .
chr4 74722363 74722487 125 74722449 13.75 9.81751 6.37994 6.02978 FTE1_peak_3725 chr4_74722363_74722487 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
chr4 74757765 74757940 176 74757821 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3726 chr4_74757765_74757940 . CXCL1 .
chr4 74782818 74783210 393 74782896 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_3727 chr4_74782818_74783210 . . .
chr4 74974920 74975192 273 74975013 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3728 chr4_74974920_74975192 . CXCL2 .
chr4 74975633 74975877 245 74975702 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3729 chr4_74975633_74975877 . CXCL2 .
chr4 74988864 74989043 180 74988945 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3730 chr4_74988864_74989043 . CXCL2 .
chr4 75149807 75150059 253 75149921 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3731 chr4_75149807_75150059 MTHFD2L . EPGN
chr4 75240223 75240720 498 75240443 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3732 chr4_75240223_75240720 EREG . .
chr4 75365767 75366060 294 75365828 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3733 chr4_75365767_75366060 AREG . .
chr4 75411787 75411964 178 75411875 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3734 chr4_75411787_75411964 AREG . .
chr4 75549972 75550208 237 75550094 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_3735 chr4_75549972_75550208 . . .
chr4 76270267 76270708 442 76270367 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_3736 chr4_76270267_76270708 . . LOC441025
chr4 76765375 76765642 268 76765599 13.13 8.81468 5.48677 5.12136 FTE1_peak_3737 chr4_76765375_76765642 . . PPEF2
chr4 77115663 77115875 213 77115763 22.51 19.97603 10.00251 15.33036 FTE1_peak_3738 chr4_77115663_77115875 SCARB2 . FAM47E
chr4 77532399 77532546 148 77532433 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3739 chr4_77532399_77532546 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77674721 77674845 125 77674830 11.25 7.65542 5.21402 4.10052 FTE1_peak_3740 chr4_77674721_77674845 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77675107 77675252 146 77675167 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3741 chr4_77675107_77675252 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77703190 77703408 219 77703295 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3742 chr4_77703190_77703408 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77771319 77771456 138 77771405 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3743 chr4_77771319_77771456 . . .
chr4 77906156 77906340 185 77906266 13.13 9.92436 6.17637 6.13335 FTE1_peak_3744 chr4_77906156_77906340 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77908596 77908734 139 77908659 15.63 11.27538 6.75294 7.30775 FTE1_peak_3745 chr4_77908596_77908734 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77911983 77912136 154 77912042 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_3746 chr4_77911983_77912136 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77928955 77929227 273 77929158 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3747 chr4_77928955_77929227 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77942946 77943179 234 77943076 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3748 chr4_77942946_77943179 11‐Sep . CCNI
chr4 77957498 77957673 176 77957565 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3749 chr4_77957498_77957673 11‐Sep . CCNI
chr4 78842948 78843085 138 78842985 13.13 9.71286 6.04425 5.92945 FTE1_peak_3750 chr4_78842948_78843085 MRPL1 . .
chr4 79214988 79215174 187 79215088 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3751 chr4_79214988_79215174 FRAS1 . .
chr4 79481824 79482061 238 79481947 28.13 26.4691 11.65295 21.46428 FTE1_peak_3752 chr4_79481824_79482061 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 79567560 79567690 131 79567667 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3753 chr4_79567560_79567690 LOC100505702 . .
chr4 83343976 83344103 128 83343988 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3754 chr4_83343976_83344103 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 83344888 83345156 269 83344932 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3755 chr4_83344888_83345156 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 84128922 84129229 308 84129057 62.52 69.18716 21.17214 62.72205 FTE1_peak_3756 chr4_84128922_84129229 . . .
chr4 84152983 84153194 212 84153127 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3757 chr4_84152983_84153194 . . .
chr4 84188819 84188950 132 84188855 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3758 chr4_84188819_84188950 COQ2 . HPSE
chr4 84469681 84469900 220 84469803 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3759 chr4_84469681_84469900 AGPAT9 . .
chr4 84772447 84772571 125 84772524 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3760 chr4_84772447_84772571 . . .
chr4 84776357 84776506 150 84776402 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_3761 chr4_84776357_84776506 . . .
chr4 85612652 85612802 151 85612720 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3762 chr4_85612652_85612802 WDFY3 . .
chr4 85799307 85799593 287 85799478 21.88 17.799 9.1523 13.31905 FTE1_peak_3763 chr4_85799307_85799593 WDFY3 . .
chr4 85800877 85801018 142 85800960 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3764 chr4_85800877_85801018 WDFY3 . .
chr4 85859603 85859732 130 85859630 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3765 chr4_85859603_85859732 WDFY3 . WDFY3‐AS2
chr4 86704734 86704987 254 86704844 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3766 chr4_86704734_86704987 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86728729 86728888 160 86728783 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3767 chr4_86728729_86728888 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86890763 86890893 131 86890859 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3768 chr4_86890763_86890893 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86932262 86932551 290 86932468 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_3769 chr4_86932262_86932551 . ARHGAP24 MAPK10
chr4 86954229 86954480 252 86954381 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3770 chr4_86954229_86954480 MAPK10 . .
chr4 86957924 86958071 148 86958034 15.63 11.72686 7.03877 7.74169 FTE1_peak_3771 chr4_86957924_86958071 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87154973 87155187 215 87155097 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_3772 chr4_87154973_87155187 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87260172 87260296 125 87260195 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3773 chr4_87260172_87260296 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87849148 87849364 217 87849244 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_3774 chr4_87849148_87849364 LOC100506746 . AFF1
chr4 88428655 88428805 151 88428740 15 11.55345 6.66831 7.57923 FTE1_peak_3775 chr4_88428655_88428805 SPARCL1 . .
chr4 88727853 88728011 159 88727911 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3776 chr4_88727853_88728011 IBSP . MEPE
chr4 88817442 88817577 136 88817492 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3777 chr4_88817442_88817577 . HSP90AB3P .
chr4 88894711 88894858 148 88894783 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3778 chr4_88894711_88894858 . . SPP1
chr4 89059796 89059991 196 89059876 20.01 12.80152 6.22378 8.69582 FTE1_peak_3779 chr4_89059796_89059991 ABCG2 . .
chr4 89533396 89533615 220 89533500 26.26 25.94348 12.11417 20.98198 FTE1_peak_3780 chr4_89533396_89533615 HERC3 . .
chr4 89537611 89537758 148 89537671 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3781 chr4_89537611_89537758 HERC3 . .
chr4 89582813 89582937 125 89582822 10.63 7.03068 5.16791 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3782 chr4_89582813_89582937 HERC3 . .
chr4 89724785 89724979 195 89724890 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3783 chr4_89724785_89724979 FAM13A . .
chr4 90050477 90050608 132 90050539 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_3784 chr4_90050477_90050608 . TIGD2 .
chr4 90391329 90391470 142 90391419 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3785 chr4_90391329_90391470 . . .
chr4 95469579 95469727 149 95469690 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3786 chr4_95469579_95469727 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 95556515 95556654 140 95556581 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3787 chr4_95556515_95556654 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 96994759 96994883 125 96994842 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3788 chr4_96994759_96994883 . . .
chr4 97085937 97086070 134 97085978 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3789 chr4_97085937_97086070 . . .
chr4 99437330 99437506 177 99437404 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3790 chr4_99437330_99437506 TSPAN5 . .
chr4 99851033 99851157 125 99851113 17.5 10.12738 5.54445 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3791 chr4_99851033_99851157 EIF4E . .
chr4 100316222 100316383 162 100316300 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3792 chr4_100316222_100316383 . . ADH7
chr4 101906194 101906318 125 101906279 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3793 chr4_101906194_101906318 . . .
chr4 102277593 102277754 162 102277705 21.26 14.23541 6.84787 10.0074 FTE1_peak_3794 chr4_102277593_102277754 . FLJ20021;PPP3CA .
chr4 102278257 102278488 232 102278432 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_3795 chr4_102278257_102278488 . FLJ20021;PPP3CA .
chr4 103490499 103490660 162 103490566 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3796 chr4_103490499_103490660 NFKB1 . .
chr4 107287364 107287549 186 107287432 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3797 chr4_107287364_107287549 LOC100507096 AIMP1 .
chr4 107687735 107687928 194 107687828 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3798 chr4_107687735_107687928 . . .
chr4 108540323 108540534 212 108540412 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3799 chr4_108540323_108540534 PAPSS1 . .
chr4 108817336 108817616 281 108817536 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3800 chr4_108817336_108817616 SGMS2 . .
chr4 111085036 111085176 141 111085134 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3801 chr4_111085036_111085176 ELOVL6 . .
chr4 111775502 111775868 367 111775615 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3802 chr4_111775502_111775868 . . .
chr4 113135124 113135371 248 113135252 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3803 chr4_113135124_113135371 . C4orf32 AP1AR
chr4 114276845 114277237 393 114277018 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_3804 chr4_114276845_114277237 ANK2 . .
chr4 114365770 114365923 154 114365834 11.25 7.65542 5.21402 4.10052 FTE1_peak_3805 chr4_114365770_114365923 . . CAMK2D
chr4 114388843 114389033 191 114388923 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3806 chr4_114388843_114389033 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114389398 114389680 283 114389486 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3807 chr4_114389398_114389680 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114706090 114706232 143 114706142 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3808 chr4_114706090_114706232 . CAMK2D .
chr4 114880441 114880620 180 114880497 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_3809 chr4_114880441_114880620 ARSJ . .
chr4 114936666 114936910 245 114936808 13.75 8.64478 5.62042 4.95754 FTE1_peak_3810 chr4_114936666_114936910 . . .
chr4 119201430 119201660 231 119201488 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3811 chr4_119201430_119201660 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 119202189 119202603 415 119202279 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3812 chr4_119202189_119202603 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 119962168 119962326 159 119962246 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3813 chr4_119962168_119962326 SYNPO2 . .
chr4 120024590 120024734 145 120024652 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_3814 chr4_120024590_120024734 . . .
chr4 120034540 120034683 144 120034591 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3815 chr4_120034540_120034683 . . MYOZ2
chr4 120651332 120651563 232 120651372 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3816 chr4_120651332_120651563 . . .
chr4 120656439 120656677 239 120656501 23.13 18.68839 8.77493 14.12656 FTE1_peak_3817 chr4_120656439_120656677 . . .
chr4 122077223 122077354 132 122077271 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3818 chr4_122077223_122077354 TNIP3 . .
chr4 122649402 122649599 198 122649482 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3819 chr4_122649402_122649599 . . .
chr4 122650048 122650274 227 122650171 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_3820 chr4_122650048_122650274 . . TMEM155
chr4 122706213 122706376 164 122706283 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3821 chr4_122706213_122706376 . PP12613;TMEM155 EXOSC9
chr4 122712736 122712892 157 122712804 20.63 16.77425 8.73956 12.36089 FTE1_peak_3822 chr4_122712736_122712892 . PP12613;TMEM155 CCNA2;EXOSC9
chr4 123588088 123588336 249 123588242 30.63 25.8249 10.76869 20.86847 FTE1_peak_3823 chr4_123588088_123588336 . . .
chr4 123704543 123704670 128 123704588 16.25 12.46006 7.07867 8.37069 FTE1_peak_3824 chr4_123704543_123704670 . . .
chr4 123795415 123795686 272 123795539 30.01 31.4364 13.78128 26.21959 FTE1_peak_3825 chr4_123795415_123795686 FGF2 . NUDT6
chr4 123819671 123819879 209 123819777 28.76 28.66056 13.22558 23.56985 FTE1_peak_3826 chr4_123819671_123819879 NUDT6 FGF2 SPATA5
chr4 124337331 124337496 166 124337372 15 11.49677 6.63376 7.52386 FTE1_peak_3827 chr4_124337331_124337496 . SPRY1 .
chr4 124753334 124753458 125 124753385 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3828 chr4_124753334_124753458 LOC285419 . .
chr4 124753970 124754202 233 124754080 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3829 chr4_124753970_124754202 LOC285419 . .
chr4 125000532 125000688 157 125000615 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3830 chr4_125000532_125000688 . . .
chr4 125811768 125811986 219 125811914 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3831 chr4_125811768_125811986 . . .
chr4 126037228 126037356 129 126037285 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3832 chr4_126037228_126037356 . . .
chr4 126188196 126188358 163 126188264 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3833 chr4_126188196_126188358 . . .
chr4 126626005 126626136 132 126626088 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3834 chr4_126626005_126626136 . . .
chr4 126651035 126651204 170 126651104 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3835 chr4_126651035_126651204 . . .
chr4 126656544 126656680 137 126656642 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3836 chr4_126656544_126656680 . . .
chr4 127771426 127771750 325 127771596 33.76 29.07822 11.58629 23.94199 FTE1_peak_3837 chr4_127771426_127771750 . . .
chr4 127860619 127860743 125 127860711 13.13 8.64478 5.38227 4.95754 FTE1_peak_3838 chr4_127860619_127860743 . . .
chr4 128063155 128063311 157 128063215 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_3839 chr4_128063155_128063311 . . .
chr4 129084735 129084862 128 129084805 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3840 chr4_129084735_129084862 LARP1B . .
chr4 129162813 129163049 237 129162944 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3841 chr4_129162813_129163049 . . PGRMC2
chr4 129242635 129242811 177 129242717 19.38 16.56621 8.81301 12.15852 FTE1_peak_3842 chr4_129242635_129242811 . . .
chr4 129259915 129260124 210 129260009 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3843 chr4_129259915_129260124 . . .
chr4 129275824 129275980 157 129275902 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_3844 chr4_129275824_129275980 . . .
chr4 129450269 129450533 265 129450351 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_3845 chr4_129450269_129450533 . . .
chr4 130264107 130264231 125 130264181 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3846 chr4_130264107_130264231 . . .
chr4 131317198 131317391 194 131317299 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3847 chr4_131317198_131317391 . . .
chr4 138288905 138289038 134 138288957 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3848 chr4_138288905_138289038 . . .
chr4 138291457 138291665 209 138291492 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_3849 chr4_138291457_138291665 . . .
chr4 138451436 138451676 241 138451514 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_3850 chr4_138451436_138451676 PCDH18 . .
chr4 139156847 139157028 182 139156947 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3851 chr4_139156847_139157028 SLC7A11 . .
chr4 139428776 139428942 167 139428852 18.13 14.35708 7.6519 10.12104 FTE1_peak_3852 chr4_139428776_139428942 . . .
chr4 140990371 140990495 125 140990431 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3853 chr4_140990371_140990495 MAML3 . .
chr4 140993016 140993320 305 140993080 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_3854 chr4_140993016_140993320 MAML3 . .
chr4 141864707 141864852 146 141864797 15 12.08977 6.99626 8.09065 FTE1_peak_3855 chr4_141864707_141864852 RNF150 . .
chr4 141967492 141967627 136 141967580 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3856 chr4_141967492_141967627 RNF150 . .
chr4 141980440 141980628 189 141980520 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3857 chr4_141980440_141980628 RNF150 . .
chr4 142723603 142723760 158 142723672 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3858 chr4_142723603_142723760 . . .
chr4 143012425 143012792 368 143012617 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3859 chr4_143012425_143012792 INPP4B . .
chr4 143017230 143017509 280 143017340 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3860 chr4_143017230_143017509 INPP4B . .
chr4 143738636 143738904 269 143738750 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_3861 chr4_143738636_143738904 INPP4B . .
chr4 144507268 144507400 133 144507378 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3862 chr4_144507268_144507400 FREM3 GUSBP5;SMARCA5 .
chr4 145277600 145277842 243 145277675 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3863 chr4_145277600_145277842 . . .
chr4 145622937 145623135 199 145622989 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3864 chr4_145622937_145623135 HHIP . .
chr4 146972972 146973295 324 146973061 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3865 chr4_146972972_146973295 . . .
chr4 147176966 147177357 392 147177134 30.63 28.0617 12.05068 22.99052 FTE1_peak_3866 chr4_147176966_147177357 SLC10A7 . .
chr4 147981741 147981892 152 147981790 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3867 chr4_147981741_147981892 . . .
chr4 148017898 148018071 174 148018006 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3868 chr4_148017898_148018071 . . .
chr4 148119723 148119860 138 148119752 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3869 chr4_148119723_148119860 . . .
chr4 148467588 148467799 212 148467685 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3870 chr4_148467588_148467799 . EDNRA .
chr4 148499326 148499611 286 148499463 19.38 16.64417 8.86091 12.23321 FTE1_peak_3871 chr4_148499326_148499611 . . .
chr4 150928861 150929012 152 150928941 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3872 chr4_150928861_150929012 . . .
chr4 151040809 151040951 143 151040869 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3873 chr4_151040809_151040951 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151057229 151057384 156 151057327 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3874 chr4_151057229_151057384 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151158742 151159085 344 151158988 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3875 chr4_151158742_151159085 DCLK2 . LRBA
chr4 152405942 152406122 181 152406038 18.13 15.38184 8.27233 11.07307 FTE1_peak_3876 chr4_152405942_152406122 FAM160A1 . .
chr4 154154943 154155144 202 154154973 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_3877 chr4_154154943_154155144 TRIM2 . .
chr4 154155238 154155362 125 154155310 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3878 chr4_154155238_154155362 TRIM2 . .
chr4 154908578 154908707 130 154908620 12.5 8.9858 5.9683 5.28664 FTE1_peak_3879 chr4_154908578_154908707 . . .
chr4 154926057 154926253 197 154926112 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3880 chr4_154926057_154926253 . . .
chr4 155086346 155086599 254 155086434 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_3881 chr4_155086346_155086599 . . .
chr4 155482027 155482223 197 155482114 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3882 chr4_155482027_155482223 . PLRG1 FGA;FGB
chr4 155919413 155919850 438 155919643 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_3883 chr4_155919413_155919850 . . .
chr4 157310102 157310233 132 157310191 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3884 chr4_157310102_157310233 . . .
chr4 157397503 157397719 217 157397619 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3885 chr4_157397503_157397719 . . .
chr4 157497032 157497272 241 157497125 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3886 chr4_157497032_157497272 . . .
chr4 157536522 157536786 265 157536555 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3887 chr4_157536522_157536786 . . .
chr4 157559586 157559780 195 157559637 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3888 chr4_157559586_157559780 . . .
chr4 157700309 157700500 192 157700366 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3889 chr4_157700309_157700500 PDGFC . .
chr4 157701073 157701284 212 157701173 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_3890 chr4_157701073_157701284 PDGFC . .
chr4 157720591 157720722 132 157720694 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3891 chr4_157720591_157720722 PDGFC . .
chr4 157751584 157751825 242 157751704 21.26 18.49727 9.32171 13.94529 FTE1_peak_3892 chr4_157751584_157751825 PDGFC . .
chr4 157870561 157870713 153 157870611 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3893 chr4_157870561_157870713 PDGFC . .
chr4 157895566 157895712 147 157895636 15 9.13032 5.22578 5.38886 FTE1_peak_3894 chr4_157895566_157895712 . PDGFC .
chr4 157898665 157898837 173 157898746 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3895 chr4_157898665_157898837 . PDGFC .
chr4 157920336 157920460 125 157920382 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3896 chr4_157920336_157920460 . PDGFC .
chr4 157934082 157934241 160 157934158 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3897 chr4_157934082_157934241 . . .
chr4 158941957 158942128 172 158942046 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3898 chr4_158941957_158942128 . . .
chr4 158972577 158972779 203 158972666 17.5 14.50272 8.17883 10.26367 FTE1_peak_3899 chr4_158972577_158972779 . . .
chr4 159042421 159042572 152 159042434 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3900 chr4_159042421_159042572 . . FAM198B
chr4 159080352 159080496 145 159080450 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3901 chr4_159080352_159080496 FAM198B . .
chr4 159235879 159236203 325 159236042 41.26 41.55754 15.29804 35.99167 FTE1_peak_3902 chr4_159235879_159236203 . . .
chr4 159292358 159292636 279 159292513 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_3903 chr4_159292358_159292636 . . .
chr4 169060625 169060882 258 169060702 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3904 chr4_169060625_169060882 ANXA10 . .
chr4 169405770 169405994 225 169405921 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3905 chr4_169405770_169405994 . DDX60L PALLD
chr4 169449371 169449595 225 169449484 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3906 chr4_169449371_169449595 PALLD . .
chr4 169472500 169472675 176 169472591 16.88 12.95156 7.64895 8.84166 FTE1_peak_3907 chr4_169472500_169472675 PALLD . .
chr4 169536444 169536801 358 169536581 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3908 chr4_169536444_169536801 PALLD . .
chr4 169539903 169540027 125 169539937 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3909 chr4_169539903_169540027 PALLD . .
chr4 169543506 169544014 509 169543687 27.51 21.20801 9.12231 16.49462 FTE1_peak_3910 chr4_169543506_169544014 PALLD . .
chr4 169553875 169554098 224 169553891 11.88 6.90523 4.97705 3.49389 FTE1_peak_3911 chr4_169553875_169554098 PALLD . .
chr4 169555538 169555879 342 169555622 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_3912 chr4_169555538_169555879 PALLD . .
chr4 169644259 169644549 291 169644326 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3913 chr4_169644259_169644549 PALLD . .
chr4 169761370 169761523 154 169761445 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3914 chr4_169761370_169761523 PALLD . .
chr4 169777582 169777814 233 169777705 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_3915 chr4_169777582_169777814 PALLD . .
chr4 169804144 169804292 149 169804180 20.63 8.71601 4.32608 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3916 chr4_169804144_169804292 PALLD . .
chr4 170085939 170086072 134 170086039 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3917 chr4_170085939_170086072 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170146674 170146837 164 170146738 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3918 chr4_170146674_170146837 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170175156 170175490 335 170175296 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_3919 chr4_170175156_170175490 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170206004 170206172 169 170206077 20.63 16.91982 8.82874 12.50263 FTE1_peak_3920 chr4_170206004_170206172 . SH3RF1 .
chr4 170258768 170258973 206 170258856 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_3921 chr4_170258768_170258973 . . .
chr4 170304925 170305109 185 170305037 16.25 11.04075 6.21775 7.12385 FTE1_peak_3922 chr4_170304925_170305109 . . NEK1
chr4 171309468 171309618 151 171309586 16.25 9.48359 5.30901 5.71155 FTE1_peak_3923 chr4_171309468_171309618 . . .
chr4 171344513 171344654 142 171344580 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_3924 chr4_171344513_171344654 . . .
chr4 173922835 173922986 152 173922941 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3925 chr4_173922835_173922986 GALNTL6 . .
chr4 174267251 174267451 201 174267349 18.13 15.68177 8.45514 11.36284 FTE1_peak_3926 chr4_174267251_174267451 . GALNT7;HMGB2 SAP30
chr4 174410632 174411030 399 174410934 26.88 22.20701 10.13893 17.42181 FTE1_peak_3927 chr4_174410632_174411030 . . .
chr4 175590492 175590731 240 175590625 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_3928 chr4_175590492_175590731 GLRA3 . .
chr4 176391451 176391575 125 176391475 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3929 chr4_176391451_176391575 . . .
chr4 177191947 177192150 204 177191994 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3930 chr4_177191947_177192150 . ASB5 .
chr4 177223515 177223676 162 177223586 18.13 15.68177 8.45514 11.36284 FTE1_peak_3931 chr4_177223515_177223676 . . SPCS3
chr4 177364291 177364417 127 177364355 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3932 chr4_177364291_177364417 . . .
chr4 177469832 177469995 164 177469890 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3933 chr4_177469832_177469995 . . .
chr4 177509131 177509327 197 177509227 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3934 chr4_177509131_177509327 . . .
chr4 177823599 177823836 238 177823674 11.88 7.61235 5.45106 4.05862 FTE1_peak_3935 chr4_177823599_177823836 . . .
chr4 177824039 177824336 298 177824223 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_3936 chr4_177824039_177824336 . . .
chr4 178405717 178405954 238 178405899 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3937 chr4_178405717_178405954 . . .
chr4 182470415 182470555 141 182470504 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3938 chr4_182470415_182470555 . . .
chr4 182582273 182582572 300 182582462 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3939 chr4_182582273_182582572 . . .
chr4 182692207 182692435 229 182692293 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3940 chr4_182692207_182692435 . . .
chr4 182878369 182878620 252 182878438 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_3941 chr4_182878369_182878620 . . .
chr4 182880309 182880543 235 182880420 29.38 24.23245 10.12757 19.35954 FTE1_peak_3942 chr4_182880309_182880543 . . .
chr4 183129136 183129295 160 183129196 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3943 chr4_183129136_183129295 . . .
chr4 183161528 183161679 152 183161597 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_3944 chr4_183161528_183161679 . . .
chr4 183564965 183565155 191 183565043 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3945 chr4_183564965_183565155 ODZ3 . .
chr4 183850570 183850775 206 183850676 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3946 chr4_183850570_183850775 . DCTD .
chr4 184269919 184270244 326 184270143 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3947 chr4_184269919_184270244 . CLDN22;CLDN24;WWC2 .
chr4 185276398 185276562 165 185276492 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_3948 chr4_185276398_185276562 . LOC728175 .
chr4 185305261 185305467 207 185305385 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3949 chr4_185305261_185305467 . . IRF2
chr4 185734597 185734913 317 185734721 19.38 16.96422 9.05782 12.5428 FTE1_peak_3950 chr4_185734597_185734913 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
chr4 186643174 186643417 244 186643200 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3951 chr4_186643174_186643417 SORBS2 . .
chr4 186659366 186659528 163 186659433 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3952 chr4_186659366_186659528 SORBS2 . .
chr4 186713981 186714217 237 186714102 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_3953 chr4_186713981_186714217 SORBS2 . .
chr4 186835720 186836149 430 186835839 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3954 chr4_186835720_186836149 SORBS2 . .
chr4 187691995 187692186 192 187692101 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3955 chr4_187691995_187692186 . . .
chr5 5335751 5335970 220 5335924 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3956 chr5_5335751_5335970 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ADAMTS16 .
chr5 6159215 6159386 172 6159279 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3957 chr5_6159215_6159386 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 8829444 8830022 579 8829559 30.63 30.92937 13.7535 25.73314 FTE1_peak_3958 chr5_8829444_8830022 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 8907451 8907575 125 8907534 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3959 chr5_8907451_8907575 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 9173888 9174065 178 9173978 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3960 chr5_9173888_9174065 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 10551440 10551812 373 10551524 23.13 19.11376 9.02096 14.5413 FTE1_peak_3961 chr5_10551440_10551812 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ANKRD33B
chr5 10692049 10692248 200 10692154 16.88 12.51943 7.37296 8.42876 FTE1_peak_3962 chr5_10692049_10692248 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 10692606 10692927 322 10692685 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_3963 chr5_10692606_10692927 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 10720146 10720270 125 10720226 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3964 chr5_10720146_10720270 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 10885244 10885442 199 10885368 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3965 chr5_10885244_10885442 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14036246 14036466 221 14036261 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_3966 chr5_14036246_14036466 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14038468 14038703 236 14038586 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3967 chr5_14038468_14038703 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14065078 14065286 209 14065194 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_3968 chr5_14065078_14065286 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14156773 14156897 125 14156853 14.38 10.82136 6.61453 6.91344 FTE1_peak_3969 chr5_14156773_14156897 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14208318 14208485 168 14208401 13.75 9.92436 6.44967 6.13335 FTE1_peak_3970 chr5_14208318_14208485 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14265620 14266021 402 14265743 25.63 23.88083 11.39325 19.02171 FTE1_peak_3971 chr5_14265620_14266021 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14268455 14268776 322 14268558 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_3972 chr5_14268455_14268776 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14268924 14269050 127 14268996 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_3973 chr5_14268924_14269050 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14809898 14810091 194 14809995 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3974 chr5_14809898_14810091 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . MIR4637
chr5 15249377 15249532 156 15249435 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3975 chr5_15249377_15249532 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 15835123 15835263 141 15835185 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3976 chr5_15835123_15835263 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 16543360 16543504 145 16543399 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3977 chr5_16543360_16543504 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 17128132 17128301 170 17128199 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_3978 chr5_17128132_17128301 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC285696
chr5 17157574 17157855 282 17157683 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_3979 chr5_17157574_17157855 2287;LOC100133331;LOC2856 . .
chr5 17381428 17381598 171 17381440 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_3980 chr5_17381428_17381598 2287;LOC100133331;LOC4011 . .
chr5 27241944 27242254 311 27242105 47.51 33.89529 9.70249 28.568 FTE1_peak_3981 chr5_27241944_27242254 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 31365097 31365260 164 31365143 13.75 8.3611 5.43912 4.69659 FTE1_peak_3982 chr5_31365097_31365260 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 31365482 31365626 145 31365524 16.88 11.3289 6.62201 7.35977 FTE1_peak_3983 chr5_31365482_31365626 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 31470911 31471035 125 31471015 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3984 chr5_31470911_31471035 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 31811403 31811597 195 31811476 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_3985 chr5_31811403_31811597 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 31988515 31988734 220 31988625 21.26 18.74352 9.47046 14.18066 FTE1_peak_3986 chr5_31988515_31988734 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 32028246 32028523 278 32028335 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_3987 chr5_32028246_32028523 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 32692367 32692491 125 32692419 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_3988 chr5_32692367_32692491 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NPR3
chr5 32692625 32692763 139 32692664 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_3989 chr5_32692625_32692763 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NPR3
chr5 32810981 32811158 178 32811073 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_3990 chr5_32810981_32811158 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NPR3 .
chr5 32852487 32852824 338 32852701 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_3991 chr5_32852487_32852824 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33110667 33110814 148 33110716 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_3992 chr5_33110667_33110814 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33321261 33321485 225 33321378 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_3993 chr5_33321261_33321485 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33789085 33789209 125 33789140 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_3994 chr5_33789085_33789209 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 34412985 34413232 248 34413022 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_3995 chr5_34412985_34413232 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34534964 34535107 144 34535050 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_3996 chr5_34534964_34535107 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34571493 34571627 135 34571545 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_3997 chr5_34571493_34571627 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34687457 34687683 227 34687561 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_3998 chr5_34687457_34687683 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 34717229 34717405 177 34717305 19.38 13.69997 7.08873 9.50137 FTE1_peak_3999 chr5_34717229_34717405 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 35119459 35119611 153 35119497 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4000 chr5_35119459_35119611 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35136568 35136720 153 35136607 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4001 chr5_35136568_35136720 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35771453 35771735 283 35771569 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4002 chr5_35771453_35771735 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 35857916 35858178 263 35858130 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4003 chr5_35857916_35858178 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 35884484 35884742 259 35884514 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4004 chr5_35884484_35884742 100132287;LOC100133331;OR IL7R CAPSL
chr5 35919363 35919650 288 35919553 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4005 chr5_35919363_35919650 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 36279282 36279410 129 36279372 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4006 chr5_36279282_36279410 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 36404174 36404364 191 36404249 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4007 chr5_36404174_36404364 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 36502771 36502981 211 36502885 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_4008 chr5_36502771_36502981 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 36657793 36657974 182 36657854 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4009 chr5_36657793_36657974 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37721801 37721927 127 37721833 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4010 chr5_37721801_37721927 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37723129 37723259 131 37723196 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4011 chr5_37723129_37723259 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37740181 37740385 205 37740254 13.75 8.56201 5.5674 4.87991 FTE1_peak_4012 chr5_37740181_37740385 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37740601 37740787 187 37740634 12.5 7.70582 5.14411 4.14422 FTE1_peak_4013 chr5_37740601_37740787 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37771737 37772285 549 37771962 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4014 chr5_37771737_37772285 100132287;LOC100133331;OR WDR70 .
chr5 38433792 38433919 128 38433800 11.25 6.46182 4.45562 3.08591 FTE1_peak_4015 chr5_38433792_38433919 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 38464380 38464548 169 38464457 17.5 13.07491 7.29245 8.96276 FTE1_peak_4016 chr5_38464380_38464548 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LIFR
chr5 38808430 38808594 165 38808507 13.75 9.76491 6.34564 5.97889 FTE1_peak_4017 chr5_38808430_38808594 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39102575 39102721 147 39102645 16.25 11.63142 6.57305 7.65296 FTE1_peak_4018 chr5_39102575_39102721 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RICTOR FYB
chr5 39399716 39399841 126 39399800 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4019 chr5_39399716_39399841 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 39518003 39518181 179 39518076 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4020 chr5_39518003_39518181 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39760989 39761202 214 39761065 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4021 chr5_39760989_39761202 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40222050 40222174 125 40222090 13.13 8.64478 5.38227 4.95754 FTE1_peak_4022 chr5_40222050_40222174 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40552417 40552642 226 40552532 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_4023 chr5_40552417_40552642 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40735321 40735449 129 40735373 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4024 chr5_40735321_40735449 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PRKAA1
chr5 40985172 40985326 155 40985253 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4025 chr5_40985172_40985326 100132287;LOC100133331;OR C7 HEATR7B2
chr5 41161525 41161696 172 41161605 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4026 chr5_41161525_41161696 C100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 41193875 41194121 247 41193973 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4027 chr5_41193875_41194121 C100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 41414827 41414996 170 41414857 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4028 chr5_41414827_41414996 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 41527238 41527616 379 41527487 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4029 chr5_41527238_41527616 100132287;LOC100133331;OR PLCXD3 .
chr5 41763305 41763488 184 41763384 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_4030 chr5_41763305_41763488 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 41789047 41789184 138 41789107 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4031 chr5_41789047_41789184 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 42985642 42985779 138 42985739 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4032 chr5_42985642_42985779 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC648987
chr5 52105841 52106046 206 52105933 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4033 chr5_52105841_52106046 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 PELO .
chr5 52106947 52107154 208 52107122 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_4034 chr5_52106947_52107154 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 PELO .
chr5 52152411 52152652 242 52152558 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_4035 chr5_52152411_52152652 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52160788 52160921 134 52160892 20.63 5.83711 3.09006 2.5649 FTE1_peak_4036 chr5_52160788_52160921 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52315259 52315470 212 52315348 15.63 11.96631 7.19096 7.97128 FTE1_peak_4037 chr5_52315259_52315470 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52541981 52542105 125 52542066 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4038 chr5_52541981_52542105 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52549467 52549720 254 52549601 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4039 chr5_52549467_52549720 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52656778 52656934 157 52656860 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4040 chr5_52656778_52656934 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53320410 53320616 207 53320503 28.13 18.36732 7.2831 13.82238 FTE1_peak_4041 chr5_53320410_53320616 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 53383362 53383507 146 53383396 20.01 14.75109 7.30617 10.47471 FTE1_peak_4042 chr5_53383362_53383507 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 53625564 53626128 565 53626045 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4043 chr5_53625564_53626128 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARL15 .
chr5 53920732 53920971 240 53920773 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4044 chr5_53920732_53920971 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53959881 53960028 148 53959915 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4045 chr5_53959881_53960028 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53997062 53997327 266 53997212 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_4046 chr5_53997062_53997327 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54040235 54040416 182 54040314 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4047 chr5_54040235_54040416 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54056986 54057225 240 54057105 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4048 chr5_54056986_54057225 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54103407 54103545 139 54103464 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4049 chr5_54103407_54103545 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55164740 55164864 125 55164814 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4050 chr5_55164740_55164864 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 55419753 55419901 149 55419848 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4051 chr5_55419753_55419901 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 55507451 55507604 154 55507508 16.88 10.67688 6.21893 6.77222 FTE1_peak_4052 chr5_55507451_55507604 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 55554969 55555266 298 55555160 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4053 chr5_55554969_55555266 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ANKRD55 .
chr5 55574397 55574596 200 55574482 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4054 chr5_55574397_55574596 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55575807 55576095 289 55575996 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4055 chr5_55575807_55576095 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55643054 55643239 186 55643148 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_4056 chr5_55643054_55643239 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55921428 55921733 306 55921541 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4057 chr5_55921428_55921733 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55933297 55933431 135 55933335 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_4058 chr5_55933297_55933431 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56059901 56060093 193 56060000 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4059 chr5_56059901_56060093 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56679325 56679601 277 56679364 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4060 chr5_56679325_56679601 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56731542 56732079 538 56731752 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_4061 chr5_56731542_56732079 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56746918 56747119 202 56747020 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4062 chr5_56746918_56747119 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ACTBL2
chr5 56764607 56764862 256 56764803 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4063 chr5_56764607_56764862 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ACTBL2
chr5 58186996 58187438 443 58187324 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4064 chr5_58186996_58187438 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 58375894 58376045 152 58375925 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4065 chr5_58375894_58376045 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59125251 59125412 162 59125327 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4066 chr5_59125251_59125412 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59169013 59169202 190 59169112 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4067 chr5_59169013_59169202 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 64459650 64459802 153 64459694 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4068 chr5_64459650_64459802 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 64486194 64486573 380 64486411 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4069 chr5_64486194_64486573 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 64494693 64494899 207 64494780 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4070 chr5_64494693_64494899 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 65024208 65024363 156 65024255 16.25 12.57938 7.15203 8.48747 FTE1_peak_4071 chr5_65024208_65024363 0132287;LOC100133331;NLN; SGTB .
chr5 65107012 65107254 243 65107149 17.5 8.44714 4.62615 4.77024 FTE1_peak_4072 chr5_65107012_65107254 0132287;LOC100133331;NLN; . .
chr5 65157623 65158124 502 65157729 28.76 26.4691 11.90302 21.46428 FTE1_peak_4073 chr5_65157623_65158124 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 65181804 65182005 202 65181887 30.01 20.38453 7.75197 15.72608 FTE1_peak_4074 chr5_65181804_65182005 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 66146659 66146833 175 66146752 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4075 chr5_66146659_66146833 132287;LOC100133331;MAST4 . .
chr5 67342404 67342528 125 67342441 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4076 chr5_67342404_67342528 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67410640 67410818 179 67410758 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4077 chr5_67410640_67410818 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67845073 67845315 243 67845136 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4078 chr5_67845073_67845315 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71362598 71362804 207 71362689 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4079 chr5_71362598_71362804 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71544319 71544493 175 71544422 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4080 chr5_71544319_71544493 132287;LOC100133331;MRPS2 . .
chr5 71548507 71548635 129 71548525 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4081 chr5_71548507_71548635 132287;LOC100133331;MRPS2 . .
chr5 71766772 71766908 137 71766844 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4082 chr5_71766772_71766908 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 71896292 71896764 473 71896425 30.63 31.54107 14.12234 26.29948 FTE1_peak_4083 chr5_71896292_71896764 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72617640 72617925 286 72617737 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4084 chr5_72617640_72617925 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72666597 72666721 125 72666624 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_4085 chr5_72666597_72666721 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72667151 72667345 195 72667253 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4086 chr5_72667151_72667345 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72670289 72670632 344 72670557 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4087 chr5_72670289_72670632 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72934515 72934827 313 72934632 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4088 chr5_72934515_72934827 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73060537 73060713 177 73060636 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4089 chr5_73060537_73060713 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73092594 73092760 167 73092685 17.5 14.35968 8.08944 10.12338 FTE1_peak_4090 chr5_73092594_73092760 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73529497 73529635 139 73529607 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4091 chr5_73529497_73529635 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73939196 73939360 165 73939269 21.88 10.41527 5.02873 6.52253 FTE1_peak_4092 chr5_73939196_73939360 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ENC1 .
chr5 74967468 74967615 148 74967563 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4093 chr5_74967468_74967615 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . POC5
chr5 75913645 75913775 131 75913722 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4094 chr5_75913645_75913775 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133 . .
chr5 75985274 75985534 261 75985396 20.63 17.3732 9.10754 12.91603 FTE1_peak_4095 chr5_75985274_75985534 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 75997164 75997414 251 75997373 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4096 chr5_75997164_75997414 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 76086583 76086707 125 76086613 13.13 8.6867 5.40802 4.99898 FTE1_peak_4097 chr5_76086583_76086707 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . F2RL1
chr5 76101866 76102106 241 76101943 26.26 16.40859 6.81422 12.00559 FTE1_peak_4098 chr5_76101866_76102106 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . F2RL1
chr5 76126938 76127218 281 76127071 19.38 12.2707 6.2708 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4099 chr5_76126938_76127218 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . S100Z
chr5 76428923 76429122 200 76429016 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4100 chr5_76428923_76429122 2287;LOC100133331;LOC7287 . .
chr5 76597375 76597671 297 76597607 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4101 chr5_76597375_76597671 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 77178586 77178763 178 77178654 12.5 8.78655 5.83926 5.09402 FTE1_peak_4102 chr5_77178586_77178763 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 77843711 77843898 188 77843783 16.88 11.63142 6.81121 7.65296 FTE1_peak_4103 chr5_77843711_77843898 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 78102487 78102791 305 78102743 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4104 chr5_78102487_78102791 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 78744279 78744407 129 78744367 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4105 chr5_78744279_78744407 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 81701566 81701706 141 81701625 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4106 chr5_81701566_81701706 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 81701905 81702035 131 81701980 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4107 chr5_81701905_81702035 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 81709652 81709823 172 81709749 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4108 chr5_81709652_81709823 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 82864063 82864353 291 82864170 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4109 chr5_82864063_82864353 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 82928833 82928967 135 82928922 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4110 chr5_82928833_82928967 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . HAPLN1
chr5 83221163 83221430 268 83221249 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4111 chr5_83221163_83221430 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . EDIL3
chr5 86416940 86417339 400 86417290 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4112 chr5_86416940_86417339 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MIR4280 .
chr5 86706839 86707054 216 86706949 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4113 chr5_86706839_86707054 OC100132287;LOC100133331 RASA1 .
chr5 90279034 90279336 303 90279144 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_4114 chr5_90279034_90279336 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 90461918 90462072 155 90461951 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4115 chr5_90461918_90462072 100132287;LOC100133331;OR GPR98 .
chr5 90607612 90607753 142 90607673 15 12.02772 6.95823 8.03015 FTE1_peak_4116 chr5_90607612_90607753 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91313716 91313849 134 91313761 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_4117 chr5_91313716_91313849 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91688928 91689052 125 91688973 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4118 chr5_91688928_91689052 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91887870 91888095 226 91887990 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_4119 chr5_91887870_91888095 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91888215 91888612 398 91888517 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4120 chr5_91888215_91888612 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92413991 92414673 683 92414339 30.63 31.54107 14.12234 26.29948 FTE1_peak_4121 chr5_92413991_92414673 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92498921 92499071 151 92498997 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4122 chr5_92498921_92499071 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92525440 92525595 156 92525508 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4123 chr5_92525440_92525595 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92527935 92528126 192 92528020 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4124 chr5_92527935_92528126 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92695133 92695264 132 92695181 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4125 chr5_92695133_92695264 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92848531 92848800 270 92848707 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4126 chr5_92848531_92848800 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 93553636 93553760 125 93553752 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4127 chr5_93553636_93553760 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 93554035 93554400 366 93554190 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4128 chr5_93554035_93554400 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 95048251 95048472 222 95048333 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4129 chr5_95048251_95048472 100132287;LOC100133331;OR SPATA9 RHOBTB3
chr5 95096080 95096284 205 95096219 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4130 chr5_95096080_95096284 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 95195021 95195178 158 95195076 17.5 8.17898 4.48596 4.52061 FTE1_peak_4131 chr5_95195021_95195178 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . ELL2
chr5 95245558 95245722 165 95245620 10.63 7.03068 5.16791 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4132 chr5_95245558_95245722 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 95367646 95367907 262 95367725 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4133 chr5_95367646_95367907 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95460365 95460567 203 95460461 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4134 chr5_95460365_95460567 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95477707 95477837 131 95477792 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_4135 chr5_95477707_95477837 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95556098 95556251 154 95556147 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4136 chr5_95556098_95556251 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95562759 95562984 226 95562813 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4137 chr5_95562759_95562984 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95590761 95591328 568 95590800 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4138 chr5_95590761_95591328 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95615955 95616133 179 95616072 12.5 8.10772 5.40131 4.45061 FTE1_peak_4139 chr5_95615955_95616133 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95624637 95624761 125 95624697 15 10.14516 5.81961 6.27309 FTE1_peak_4140 chr5_95624637_95624761 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95633690 95633911 222 95633788 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4141 chr5_95633690_95633911 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95657253 95657427 175 95657361 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4142 chr5_95657253_95657427 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95898507 95898631 125 95898576 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4143 chr5_95898507_95898631 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95908655 95908815 161 95908661 10.63 6.98808 5.13935 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4144 chr5_95908655_95908815 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95962686 95962908 223 95962798 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4145 chr5_95962686_95962908 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 96870005 96870228 224 96870063 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4146 chr5_96870005_96870228 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97173985 97174180 196 97174084 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4147 chr5_97173985_97174180 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97584630 97584838 209 97584743 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4148 chr5_97584630_97584838 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97645584 97645879 296 97645699 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4149 chr5_97645584_97645879 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97685030 97685273 244 97685154 25.63 22.05025 10.29245 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4150 chr5_97685030_97685273 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 98099019 98099287 269 98099178 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4151 chr5_98099019_98099287 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . FLJ35946;RGMB
chr5 102796919 102797080 162 102797011 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4152 chr5_102796919_102797080 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102805075 102805242 168 102805149 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4153 chr5_102805075_102805242 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102841724 102842056 333 102841955 19.38 14.83994 7.76384 10.56049 FTE1_peak_4154 chr5_102841724_102842056 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102861886 102862269 384 102862179 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4155 chr5_102861886_102862269 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NUDT12
chr5 106724041 106724181 141 106724147 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4156 chr5_106724041_106724181LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106724312 106724574 263 106724414 18.75 13.74797 7.52568 9.54549 FTE1_peak_4157 chr5_106724312_106724574LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106805296 106805474 179 106805397 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4158 chr5_106805296_106805474LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106822246 106822370 125 106822308 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4159 chr5_106822246_106822370LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106878191 106878396 206 106878314 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4160 chr5_106878191_106878396LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106891195 106891375 181 106891271 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4161 chr5_106891195_106891375LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 108992619 108992888 270 108992715 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_4162 chr5_108992619_108992888 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 109079597 109079744 148 109079658 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4163 chr5_109079597_109079744 32287;LOC100133331;MAN2A . .
chr5 109275020 109275149 130 109275091 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4164 chr5_109275020_109275149 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 109495023 109495166 144 109495100 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4165 chr5_109495023_109495166 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110236518 110236848 331 110236663 31.88 21.41391 8.22084 16.69394 FTE1_peak_4166 chr5_110236518_110236848 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110252159 110252292 134 110252215 20.63 17.3732 9.10754 12.91603 FTE1_peak_4167 chr5_110252159_110252292 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110918862 110918986 125 110918906 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4168 chr5_110918862_110918986287;LOC100133331;LOC10050 . .
chr5 111078406 111078545 140 111078469 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4169 chr5_111078406_1110785450132287;LOC100133331;NREP; LOC100505678 .
chr5 111289153 111289370 218 111289191 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_4170 chr5_111289153_1112893700132287;LOC100133331;NREP; . .
chr5 111333482 111333779 298 111333673 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4171 chr5_111333482_111333779 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NREP .
chr5 111335042 111335173 132 111335108 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_4172 chr5_111335042_111335173 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NREP .
chr5 112825110 112825274 165 112825198 22.51 15.19673 7.20488 10.90675 FTE1_peak_4173 chr5_112825110_112825274 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MCC YTHDC2
chr5 114791125 114791252 128 114791166 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4174 chr5_114791125_114791252 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 114796224 114796392 169 114796307 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4175 chr5_114796224_114796392 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 115276820 115277048 229 115276888 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4176 chr5_115276820_115277048 100132287;LOC100133331;OR AP3S1 AQPEP
chr5 119474821 119475016 196 119474915 28.13 10.88986 4.16177 6.98047 FTE1_peak_4177 chr5_119474821_119475016 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119724049 119724333 285 119724198 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_4178 chr5_119724049_119724333 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119781748 119781915 168 119781830 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4179 chr5_119781748_119781915 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . PRR16
chr5 119940596 119940911 316 119940823 22.51 18.09611 8.87015 13.60846 FTE1_peak_4180 chr5_119940596_119940911 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119950282 119950493 212 119950381 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4181 chr5_119950282_119950493 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119959706 119959848 143 119959788 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4182 chr5_119959706_119959848 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 121399800 121399925 126 121399880 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4183 chr5_121399800_121399925 0132287;LOC100133331;LOX;O . .
chr5 121425366 121425544 179 121425435 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4184 chr5_121425366_121425544 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LOX .
chr5 121478216 121478397 182 121478317 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4185 chr5_121478216_121478397132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . LOC100505841
chr5 121499475 121499702 228 121499647 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4186 chr5_121499475_121499702287;LOC100133331;LOC10050 ZNF474 .
chr5 121501436 121501560 125 121501510 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4187 chr5_121501436_121501560287;LOC100133331;LOC10050 ZNF474 .
chr5 123036504 123036660 157 123036571 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4188 chr5_123036504_123036660 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123041505 123041715 211 123041603 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4189 chr5_123041505_123041715 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123287359 123287560 202 123287445 26.26 19.89753 8.61878 15.25368 FTE1_peak_4190 chr5_123287359_123287560 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123997102 123997241 140 123997209 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4191 chr5_123997102_123997241132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124160568 124160839 272 124160673 29.38 24.23245 10.12757 19.35954 FTE1_peak_4192 chr5_124160568_124160839 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124332420 124332548 129 124332519 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4193 chr5_124332420_124332548 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820027 124820266 240 124820102 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_4194 chr5_124820027_124820266 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820681 124821113 433 124821026 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4195 chr5_124820681_124821113 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124895186 124895368 183 124895252 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4196 chr5_124895186_124895368 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 125689874 125690020 147 125689948 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4197 chr5_125689874_125690020 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . GRAMD3
chr5 125720883 125721077 195 125720955 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4198 chr5_125720883_125721077 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 125960353 125960510 158 125960435 20.01 15.38892 7.67315 11.08007 FTE1_peak_4199 chr5_125960353_1259605100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ALDH7A1 C5orf48
chr5 126274163 126274425 263 126274367 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4200 chr5_126274163_126274425 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126306296 126306421 126 126306339 18.13 10.55239 5.46565 6.65597 FTE1_peak_4201 chr5_126306296_126306421 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126337678 126337909 232 126337785 16.88 12.00436 7.04608 8.00792 FTE1_peak_4202 chr5_126337678_126337909 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126539646 126539819 174 126539713 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4203 chr5_126539646_126539819 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 126542042 126542174 133 126542120 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_4204 chr5_126542042_126542174 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 127121519 127121708 190 127121607 15 12.15248 7.0347 8.1508 FTE1_peak_4205 chr5_127121519_127121708 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 129850772 129850941 170 129850876 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4206 chr5_129850772_129850941 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 130873856 130874275 420 130873943 29.38 30.04138 13.50343 24.88053 FTE1_peak_4207 chr5_130873856_130874275 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 131430460 131430665 206 131430541 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4208 chr5_131430460_131430665 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CSF2 .
chr5 131700115 131700275 161 131700186 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4209 chr5_131700115_131700275 2287;LOC100133331;LOC5531 SLC22A4 MIR3936;SLC22A5
chr5 131762351 131762480 130 131762398 18.13 10.20101 5.27717 6.32784 FTE1_peak_4210 chr5_131762351_131762480 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 131794985 131795385 401 131795092 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4211 chr5_131794985_131795385 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . IRF1
chr5 133364944 133365201 258 133365081 33.13 32.99823 13.58555 27.68837 FTE1_peak_4212 chr5_133364944_133365201 100132287;LOC100133331;OR VDAC1 .
chr5 133774879 133775086 208 133774980 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4213 chr5_133774879_133775086 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CDKN2AIPNL .
chr5 135342868 135343032 165 135342880 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4214 chr5_135342868_135343032 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TGFBI
chr5 135350014 135350148 135 135350096 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_4215 chr5_135350014_135350148 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TGFBI
chr5 135389421 135389574 154 135389521 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4216 chr5_135389421_1353895740132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135394027 135394420 394 135394175 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4217 chr5_135394027_1353944200132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135631737 135631884 148 135631807 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4218 chr5_135631737_135631884 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 136590008 136590134 127 136590091 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4219 chr5_136590008_136590134132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 136899434 136899590 157 136899501 16.88 12.51943 7.37296 8.42876 FTE1_peak_4220 chr5_136899434_136899590 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 137045849 137046064 216 137045955 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4221 chr5_137045849_137046064LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 137169276 137169415 140 137169366 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4222 chr5_137169276_137169415 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NPY6R .
chr5 138350676 138350836 161 138350766 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4223 chr5_138350676_138350836 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 139631192 139631445 254 139631310 25.63 21.01762 9.68426 16.31207 FTE1_peak_4224 chr5_139631192_139631445 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CYSTM1 .
chr5 140105781 140105976 196 140105892 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4225 chr5_140105781_14010597632287;LOC100133331;OR4F162;VTRNA1‐1;VTRNA1‐2;Z .
chr5 140900858 140900985 128 140900910 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_4226 chr5_140900858_140900985 LOC100132287;LOC100133331GA7;PCDHGA8;PCDHGA9 .
chr5 141433179 141433306 128 141433222 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4227 chr5_141433179_141433306 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 141581174 141581298 125 141581233 13.75 8.24447 5.36495 4.58242 FTE1_peak_4228 chr5_141581174_141581298 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 141851812 141852235 424 141852095 21.26 18.57856 9.37077 14.02065 FTE1_peak_4229 chr5_141851812_141852235 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 142051409 142051681 273 142051563 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4230 chr5_142051409_142051681OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142105682 142105884 203 142105743 18.13 15.68177 8.45514 11.36284 FTE1_peak_4231 chr5_142105682_142105884 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FGF1 .
chr5 142106089 142106251 163 142106199 15 12.02772 6.95823 8.03015 FTE1_peak_4232 chr5_142106089_142106251 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FGF1 .
chr5 142413508 142413678 171 142413562 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4233 chr5_142413508_142413678 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142440769 142441014 246 142440866 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4234 chr5_142440769_142441014 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142585010 142585136 127 142585114 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4235 chr5_142585010_142585136 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142623702 142623951 250 142623855 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4236 chr5_142623702_142623951 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARHGAP26 .
chr5 143301167 143301431 265 143301262 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4237 chr5_143301167_143301431 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143365539 143365684 146 143365626 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4238 chr5_143365539_143365684 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143383893 143384082 190 143383989 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4239 chr5_143383893_143384082 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143567464 143567608 145 143567490 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4240 chr5_143567464_143567608 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 YIPF5 .
chr5 143569545 143569742 198 143569698 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4241 chr5_143569545_143569742 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 YIPF5 .
chr5 143741066 143741309 244 143741133 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4242 chr5_143741066_143741309 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 144077697 144077863 167 144077806 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4243 chr5_144077697_144077863 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 144662817 144662941 125 144662859 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4244 chr5_144662817_144662941 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 144741946 144742181 236 144742033 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_4245 chr5_144741946_144742181 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 145305057 145305186 130 145305145 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4246 chr5_145305057_145305186 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3RF2
chr5 145325929 145326319 391 145325980 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4247 chr5_145325929_145326319132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 145562168 145562370 203 145562266 18.13 10.55239 5.46565 6.65597 FTE1_peak_4248 chr5_145562168_145562370OC100132287;LOC100133331; . RBM27
chr5 146111605 146111900 296 146111712 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_4249 chr5_146111605_146111900 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 146993072 146993368 297 146993132 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4250 chr5_146993072_14699336800132287;LOC100133331;LOC . .
chr5 148345451 148345644 194 148345566 18.13 14.35708 7.6519 10.12104 FTE1_peak_4251 chr5_148345451_148345644 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3TC2
chr5 148356531 148356779 249 148356720 18.13 13.74797 7.28753 9.54549 FTE1_peak_4252 chr5_148356531_148356779 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3TC2
chr5 148381772 148382043 272 148381934 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4253 chr5_148381772_148382043132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 148493290 148493463 174 148493413 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4254 chr5_148493290_148493463 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148514125 148514249 125 148514228 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4255 chr5_148514125_148514249 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148515006 148515345 340 148515036 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4256 chr5_148515006_148515345 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148551891 148552182 292 148552006 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4257 chr5_148551891_148552182 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148553709 148554008 300 148553793 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_4258 chr5_148553709_148554008 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148569718 148570000 283 148569787 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4259 chr5_148569718_148570000 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148585660 148585891 232 148585780 29.38 29.79387 13.35504 24.63868 FTE1_peak_4260 chr5_148585660_148585891 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148783631 148783915 285 148783834 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4261 chr5_148783631_148783915 100132287;LOC100133331;OR IL17B MIR143;MIR143HG;MIR145
chr5 148812687 148813678 992 148812824 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4262 chr5_148812687_148813678 100132287;LOC100133331;ORMIR143;MIR143HG;MIR14 .
chr5 148865229 148865544 316 148865438 14.38 10.38787 6.34176 6.49583 FTE1_peak_4263 chr5_148865229_148865544 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . CSNK1A1
chr5 149267149 149267388 240 149267268 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_4264 chr5_149267149_149267388 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 149318662 149318826 165 149318735 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4265 chr5_149318662_149318826 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SLC26A2
chr5 149429924 149430110 187 149430009 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4266 chr5_149429924_149430110 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . CSF1R
chr5 149519019 149519164 146 149519094 18.13 11.40123 5.93171 7.43062 FTE1_peak_4267 chr5_149519019_149519164132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 CSF1R CDX1
chr5 149849202 149849787 586 149849413 16.88 9.37682 5.43861 5.60906 FTE1_peak_4268 chr5_149849202_149849787 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149868068 149868348 281 149868256 22.51 11.98786 5.5308 7.99265 FTE1_peak_4269 chr5_149868068_149868348 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NDST1
chr5 149868597 149868721 125 149868633 20.01 10.51428 5.04631 6.61944 FTE1_peak_4270 chr5_149868597_149868721 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NDST1
chr5 150017236 150017378 143 150017301 26.26 19.46895 8.38674 14.88342 FTE1_peak_4271 chr5_150017236_150017378 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MYOZ3
chr5 150020385 150020566 182 150020429 15 10.28044 5.90007 6.39039 FTE1_peak_4272 chr5_150020385_150020566 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MYOZ3
chr5 150472388 150472535 148 150472477 17.5 10.78558 5.92147 6.87847 FTE1_peak_4273 chr5_150472388_150472535 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 150473024 150473423 400 150473349 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4274 chr5_150473024_150473423 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 151040363 151041036 674 151040455 20.63 17.3732 9.10754 12.91603 FTE1_peak_4275 chr5_151040363_151041036 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151041607 151041907 301 151041710 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4276 chr5_151041607_151041907 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151063507 151063662 156 151063593 15 11.16777 6.43374 7.24321 FTE1_peak_4277 chr5_151063507_151063662 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151065207 151065438 232 151065261 11.88 7.20459 5.17713 3.68656 FTE1_peak_4278 chr5_151065207_151065438 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151119967 151120182 216 151120059 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4279 chr5_151119967_151120182 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ATOX1
chr5 151121348 151121522 175 151121411 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_4280 chr5_151121348_151121522 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ATOX1;G3BP1
chr5 151182878 151183023 146 151182957 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4281 chr5_151182878_151183023LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . GLRA1
chr5 152860090 152860245 156 152860180 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_4282 chr5_152860090_152860245 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . GRIA1
chr5 152903039 152903178 140 152903076 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4283 chr5_152903039_152903178LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 153162243 153162535 293 153162345 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_4284 chr5_153162243_153162535LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 153280455 153280881 427 153280817 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4285 chr5_153280455_153280881 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 153339320 153339444 125 153339390 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4286 chr5_153339320_153339444 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 153594151 153594289 139 153594226 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4287 chr5_153594151_153594289 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 153688361 153688552 192 153688450 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_4288 chr5_153688361_153688552 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 153747889 153748030 142 153747987 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4289 chr5_153747889_153748030 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . FLJ38109
chr5 156812274 156812444 171 156812275 12.5 7.82263 5.21866 4.25697 FTE1_peak_4290 chr5_156812274_156812444LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 156975719 156975871 153 156975777 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4291 chr5_156975719_156975871 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 157811938 157812120 183 157812095 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4292 chr5_157811938_157812120 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 157812252 157812407 156 157812352 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_4293 chr5_157812252_157812407 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 157941552 157941833 282 157941660 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4294 chr5_157941552_157941833 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 158129232 158129658 427 158129304 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4295 chr5_158129232_158129658OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 159191458 159191684 227 159191560 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4296 chr5_159191458_159191684 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 159310641 159310887 247 159310740 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4297 chr5_159310641_159310887 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 159332549 159332827 279 159332730 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_4298 chr5_159332549_159332827 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ADRA1B
chr5 159510255 159510429 175 159510331 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4299 chr5_159510255_15951042932287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 TTC1 .
chr5 159592273 159592417 145 159592347 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4300 chr5_159592273_159592417 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . FABP6
chr5 159890960 159891086 127 159891033 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4301 chr5_159890960_159891086 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . MIR146A;MIR3142
chr5 163187516 163187872 357 163187765 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4302 chr5_163187516_163187872 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 163273631 163273889 259 163273730 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_4303 chr5_163273631_163273889 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 167742086 167742288 203 167742114 11.25 7.56973 5.15914 4.01737 FTE1_peak_4304 chr5_167742086_167742288132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 168777846 168778081 236 168777918 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4305 chr5_168777846_168778081 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169003205 169003336 132 169003221 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4306 chr5_169003205_169003336 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . CCDC99
chr5 169123006 169123141 136 169123064 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4307 chr5_169123006_169123141LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169230077 169230289 213 169230176 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4308 chr5_169230077_169230289LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169230596 169230767 172 169230659 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4309 chr5_169230596_169230767LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172192799 172193353 555 172193298 19.38 8.0356 4.0965 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4310 chr5_172192799_172193353 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . DUSP1
chr5 172193457 172194827 1371 172193672 38.76 21.65448 6.81116 16.92943 FTE1_peak_4311 chr5_172193457_172194827 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . DUSP1
chr5 172194927 172195149 223 172195034 23.13 9.0306 3.99686 5.33068 FTE1_peak_4312 chr5_172194927_172195149LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172195252 172195531 280 172195439 27.51 12.63032 5.00127 8.53682 FTE1_peak_4313 chr5_172195252_172195531LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172196004 172196133 130 172196072 26.26 11.98329 4.83493 7.98815 FTE1_peak_4314 chr5_172196004_172196133LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172196620 172197048 429 172196942 23.13 9.68196 4.26156 5.89959 FTE1_peak_4315 chr5_172196620_172197048LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172199490 172199649 160 172199554 36.88 14.14139 4.52354 9.92888 FTE1_peak_4316 chr5_172199490_172199649 100132287;LOC100133331;OR DUSP1 .
chr5 172296190 172296316 127 172296277 23.76 11.28448 5.0782 7.31665 FTE1_peak_4317 chr5_172296190_172296316 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172313969 172314102 134 172314038 14.38 8.97768 5.46801 5.27918 FTE1_peak_4318 chr5_172313969_172314102 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172328072 172328342 271 172328160 23.13 15.6663 7.09737 11.34825 FTE1_peak_4319 chr5_172328072_172328342 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172358348 172358481 134 172358452 15 9.79963 5.61542 6.0129 FTE1_peak_4320 chr5_172358348_172358481 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172741571 172742047 477 172741849 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4321 chr5_172741571_1727420470132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 172761508 172761671 164 172761576 18.13 12.52183 6.56816 8.431 FTE1_peak_4322 chr5_172761508_172761671 100132287;LOC100133331;OR STC2 .
chr5 172879059 172879577 519 172879357 36.26 32.84577 12.41984 27.55976 FTE1_peak_4323 chr5_172879059_172879577 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172881555 172881775 221 172881678 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4324 chr5_172881555_172881775 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172882498 172882641 144 172882592 15.63 7.97093 4.75117 4.39786 FTE1_peak_4325 chr5_172882498_172882641 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173043667 173043866 200 173043742 36.26 19.74147 6.34205 15.10351 FTE1_peak_4326 chr5_173043667_173043866 100132287;LOC100133331;OR BOD1 .
chr5 173141740 173141967 228 173141829 22.51 19.30376 9.59425 14.72795 FTE1_peak_4327 chr5_173141740_173141967 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173193459 173193701 243 173193464 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_4328 chr5_173193459_173193701 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173251289 173251433 145 173251381 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4329 chr5_173251289_173251433 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 175236900 175237199 300 175237131 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4330 chr5_175236900_175237199LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 175349250 175349639 390 175349442 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4331 chr5_175349250_175349639 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 176973320 176973544 225 176973379 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4332 chr5_176973320_1769735442;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 DDX41 .
chr5 179757979 179758155 177 179758112 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4333 chr5_179757979_179758155LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr6 1325960 1326115 156 1326033 11.88 7.65542 5.48005 4.10052 FTE1_peak_4334 chr6_1325960_1326115 . FOXQ1 .
chr6 1461619 1461780 162 1461689 20.01 15.20966 7.56946 10.91952 FTE1_peak_4335 chr6_1461619_1461780 . . .
chr6 1479385 1479514 130 1479471 12.5 8.14997 5.42845 4.49213 FTE1_peak_4336 chr6_1479385_1479514 . . .
chr6 1820468 1820645 178 1820582 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4337 chr6_1820468_1820645 GMDS . .
chr6 2427149 2427392 244 2427336 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4338 chr6_2427149_2427392 . LOC100508120 .
chr6 2432669 2432797 129 2432736 15 10.90719 6.27605 6.99744 FTE1_peak_4339 chr6_2432669_2432797 . LOC100508120 .
chr6 2543165 2543293 129 2543265 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4340 chr6_2543165_2543293 . . .
chr6 2719003 2719130 128 2719048 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4341 chr6_2719003_2719130 MYLK4 . .
chr6 3061818 3062110 293 3062040 23.13 15.71553 7.12356 11.396 FTE1_peak_4342 chr6_3061818_3062110 . . RIPK1
chr6 3209843 3209967 125 3209939 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4343 chr6_3209843_3209967 . LOC100507194 TUBB2B
chr6 3473492 3473650 159 3473571 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_4344 chr6_3473492_3473650 . SLC22A23 .
chr6 3517658 3517893 236 3517752 21.26 18.82722 9.5211 14.26216 FTE1_peak_4345 chr6_3517658_3517893 . . .
chr6 3523168 3523413 246 3523305 21.88 18.66064 9.68497 14.10105 FTE1_peak_4346 chr6_3523168_3523413 . . .
chr6 3612950 3613202 253 3613033 27.51 26.72729 12.32745 21.71024 FTE1_peak_4347 chr6_3612950_3613202 . . .
chr6 3912171 3912452 282 3912270 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4348 chr6_3912171_3912452 . . .
chr6 3913330 3913496 167 3913414 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_4349 chr6_3913330_3913496 . . .
chr6 4352257 4352469 213 4352331 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4350 chr6_4352257_4352469 . . .
chr6 4355475 4355621 147 4355511 14.38 10.76526 6.57915 6.85885 FTE1_peak_4351 chr6_4355475_4355621 . . .
chr6 4581813 4582011 199 4581849 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4352 chr6_4581813_4582011 . . .
chr6 4582231 4582496 266 4582330 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4353 chr6_4582231_4582496 . . .
chr6 4603519 4603765 247 4603582 16.25 13.08065 7.4613 8.96776 FTE1_peak_4354 chr6_4603519_4603765 . . .
chr6 4733427 4733719 293 4733680 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4355 chr6_4733427_4733719 CDYL . .
chr6 5126476 5126601 126 5126554 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4356 chr6_5126476_5126601 LYRM4 . MIR3691
chr6 5190844 5191036 193 5190940 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4357 chr6_5190844_5191036 LYRM4 . .
chr6 7671407 7671788 382 7671499 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_4358 chr6_7671407_7671788 . . .
chr6 7698308 7698615 308 7698404 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4359 chr6_7698308_7698615 . . BMP6
chr6 8083700 8083837 138 8083775 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4360 chr6_8083700_8083837 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED MUTED;MUTED‐TXNDC5 SCARNA27
chr6 8085350 8085591 242 8085429 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4361 chr6_8085350_8085591 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED MUTED;MUTED‐TXNDC5 SCARNA27
chr6 8173504 8173646 143 8173614 13.13 8.24447 5.13762 4.58242 FTE1_peak_4362 chr6_8173504_8173646 . . .
chr6 8180666 8180797 132 8180699 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4363 chr6_8180666_8180797 . . .
chr6 9537715 9538011 297 9537928 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4364 chr6_9537715_9538011 . . .
chr6 10151813 10151975 163 10151900 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4365 chr6_10151813_10151975 . . .
chr6 11034194 11034334 141 11034265 9.38 5.7166 4.36946 2.44803 FTE1_peak_4366 chr6_11034194_11034334 ELOVL2 . LOC100506409
chr6 11196800 11196957 158 11196922 13.13 9.26713 5.76671 5.51829 FTE1_peak_4367 chr6_11196800_11196957 NEDD9 . .
chr6 11207483 11207656 174 11207591 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4368 chr6_11207483_11207656 NEDD9 . .
chr6 11609562 11610114 553 11609675 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_4369 chr6_11609562_11610114 . TMEM170B .
chr6 11653379 11653633 255 11653432 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4370 chr6_11653379_11653633 . . .
chr6 12148842 12148966 125 12148875 9.38 6.11291 4.63294 2.75804 FTE1_peak_4371 chr6_12148842_12148966 HIVEP1 . .
chr6 12266172 12266365 194 12266254 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4372 chr6_12266172_12266365 . . EDN1
chr6 12343624 12343753 130 12343679 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4373 chr6_12343624_12343753 . . .
chr6 12354695 12354997 303 12354901 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4374 chr6_12354695_12354997 . . .
chr6 12491293 12491453 161 12491387 17.5 14.01475 7.8743 9.80437 FTE1_peak_4375 chr6_12491293_12491453 . . .
chr6 12548863 12549023 161 12548936 21.26 14.23541 6.84787 10.0074 FTE1_peak_4376 chr6_12548863_12549023 . . .
chr6 12576763 12576893 131 12576877 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4377 chr6_12576763_12576893 . . .
chr6 14733264 14733401 138 14733296 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4378 chr6_14733264_14733401 . . .
chr6 14733803 14733933 131 14733866 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4379 chr6_14733803_14733933 . . .
chr6 14842264 14842518 255 14842361 24.38 20.755 9.76208 16.07721 FTE1_peak_4380 chr6_14842264_14842518 . . .
chr6 15429410 15429680 271 15429561 28.13 15.16215 5.82648 10.87314 FTE1_peak_4381 chr6_15429410_15429680 JARID2 . .
chr6 15430124 15430282 159 15430190 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4382 chr6_15430124_15430282 JARID2 . .
chr6 15431912 15432187 276 15432085 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4383 chr6_15431912_15432187 JARID2 . .
chr6 15474570 15474754 185 15474682 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4384 chr6_15474570_15474754 JARID2 . .
chr6 15872659 15872792 134 15872704 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4385 chr6_15872659_15872792 . . .
chr6 16451108 16451279 172 16451197 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4386 chr6_16451108_16451279 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16726502 16726655 154 16726606 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4387 chr6_16726502_16726655 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16741347 16741622 276 16741514 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4388 chr6_16741347_16741622 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16766443 16766711 269 16766624 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_4389 chr6_16766443_16766711 . ATXN1 .
chr6 18216868 18217006 139 18216906 13.75 9.87065 6.41461 6.08078 FTE1_peak_4390 chr6_18216868_18217006 KDM1B . DEK
chr6 20350514 20350731 218 20350629 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4391 chr6_20350514_20350731 . . .
chr6 21946705 21947024 320 21946911 19.38 15.75753 8.3184 11.4346 FTE1_peak_4392 chr6_21946705_21947024 LINC00340 . .
chr6 22756727 22756881 155 22756767 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_4393 chr6_22756727_22756881 . . .
chr6 22878184 22878534 351 22878319 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4394 chr6_22878184_22878534 . . .
chr6 22881363 22881573 211 22881452 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_4395 chr6_22881363_22881573 . . .
chr6 23175283 23175556 274 23175504 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4396 chr6_23175283_23175556 . . .
chr6 25011272 25011401 130 25011367 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4397 chr6_25011272_25011401 . . .
chr6 25012897 25013222 326 25012972 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4398 chr6_25012897_25013222 . . .
chr6 25173161 25173302 142 25173260 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4399 chr6_25173161_25173302 . . .
chr6 25174255 25174509 255 25174348 21.26 16.4297 8.09294 12.02397 FTE1_peak_4400 chr6_25174255_25174509 . . .
chr6 25962934 25963141 208 25962983 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4401 chr6_25962934_25963141 TRIM38 . .
chr6 26027332 26027571 240 26027464 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4402 chr6_26027332_26027571 HIST1H4B ST1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1HT1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H
chr6 26055531 26055828 298 26055728 18.75 9.86835 5.26798 6.07919 FTE1_peak_4403 chr6_26055531_26055828 . ST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1 HIST1H1C
chr6 26205301 26205507 207 26205378 16.25 11.13528 6.27428 7.2111 FTE1_peak_4404 chr6_26205301_26205507 . BE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H3DD;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
chr6 26575861 26576059 199 26575944 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4405 chr6_26575861_26576059 . HMGN4 ABT1
chr6 26577421 26577588 168 26577494 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_4406 chr6_26577421_26577588 . . ABT1
chr6 26701780 26701970 191 26701883 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4407 chr6_26701780_26701970 . . .
chr6 27059456 27059677 222 27059517 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4408 chr6_27059456_27059677 . . .
chr6 27792239 27792605 367 27792543 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_4409 chr6_27792239_27792605 HIST1H4J 1H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1HT1H2AK;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H4K
chr6 28180895 28181079 185 28181048 11.25 6.3662 4.39568 2.99619 FTE1_peak_4410 chr6_28180895_28181079 . . TOB2P1;ZNF193
chr6 29419401 29419525 125 29419431 10 7.03068 4.89006 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4411 chr6_29419401_29419525 . OR10C1;OR11A1 OR2H1
chr6 30582348 30582523 176 30582503 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_4412 chr6_30582348_30582523 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30582887 30584993 2107 30583595 38.76 41.05788 16.4809 35.50199 FTE1_peak_4413 chr6_30582887_30584993 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
chr6 30663220 30663392 173 30663280 27.51 14.29954 5.70144 10.06855 FTE1_peak_4414 chr6_30663220_30663392 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R18 MDC1;TUBB
chr6 30693552 30693676 125 30693651 13.75 7.00439 4.59256 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4415 chr6_30693552_30693676 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30746673 30746797 125 30746726 23.76 11.00531 4.95125 7.08926 FTE1_peak_4416 chr6_30746673_30746797 . . .
chr6 30749710 30749834 125 30749809 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4417 chr6_30749710_30749834 . . .
chr6 31054669 31054795 127 31054749 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4418 chr6_31054669_31054795 . HCG22 C6orf15;CDSN;PSORS1C1
chr6 32950372 32950496 125 32950416 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4419 chr6_32950372_32950496 . BRD2;HLA‐DMA HLA‐DOA
chr6 33643151 33643293 143 33643184 19.38 10.01835 5.06338 6.22482 FTE1_peak_4420 chr6_33643151_33643293 ITPR3 . MNF1
chr6 33807969 33808093 125 33808029 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_4421 chr6_33807969_33808093 . . .
chr6 34880605 34880746 142 34880671 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4422 chr6_34880605_34880746 ANKS1A TAF11 .
chr6 35338115 35338254 140 35338160 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4423 chr6_35338115_35338254 PPARD . .
chr6 36337396 36337730 335 36337485 18.75 14.61627 8.06323 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4424 chr6_36337396_36337730 ETV7 . PXT1
chr6 36655662 36655811 150 36655712 11.88 6.21187 4.51864 2.85016 FTE1_peak_4425 chr6_36655662_36655811 . CDKN1A .
chr6 37210507 37210645 139 37210534 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4426 chr6_37210507_37210645 TMEM217 . TBC1D22B
chr6 37424063 37424194 132 37424100 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4427 chr6_37424063_37424194 FTSJD2 . CCDC167
chr6 41665676 41665845 170 41665738 16.88 8.83938 5.12672 5.14549 FTE1_peak_4428 chr6_41665676_41665845 TFEB . .
chr6 41934876 41935271 396 41934940 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4429 chr6_41934876_41935271 CCND3 . .
chr6 42283853 42284144 292 42283953 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_4430 chr6_42283853_42284144 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42306477 42306748 272 42306577 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4431 chr6_42306477_42306748 TRERF1 . .
chr6 43818974 43819114 141 43819038 22.51 6.99767 3.35799 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4432 chr6_43818974_43819114 . . .
chr6 43978643 43978808 166 43978726 22.51 11.351 5.22354 7.38144 FTE1_peak_4433 chr6_43978643_43978808 . C6orf223 .
chr6 43979830 43980148 319 43980067 20.63 16.56078 8.60912 12.15328 FTE1_peak_4434 chr6_43979830_43980148 . C6orf223 .
chr6 45406591 45406719 129 45406662 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4435 chr6_45406591_45406719 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45413554 45413889 336 45413736 25.63 21.01762 9.68426 16.31207 FTE1_peak_4436 chr6_45413554_45413889 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45488194 45488352 159 45488275 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4437 chr6_45488194_45488352 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45576889 45577038 150 45576950 16.88 11.94968 7.01154 7.95564 FTE1_peak_4438 chr6_45576889_45577038 . . .
chr6 45623710 45623851 142 45623826 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4439 chr6_45623710_45623851 . . .
chr6 45665495 45665776 282 45665543 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4440 chr6_45665495_45665776 . . .
chr6 45759418 45759627 210 45759530 16.88 11.63142 6.81121 7.65296 FTE1_peak_4441 chr6_45759418_45759627 . . .
chr6 47120989 47121139 151 47121048 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4442 chr6_47120989_47121139 . . .
chr6 47136030 47136224 195 47136127 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4443 chr6_47136030_47136224 . . .
chr6 48394518 48394677 160 48394589 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4444 chr6_48394518_48394677 . . .
chr6 48398047 48398209 163 48398139 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4445 chr6_48398047_48398209 . . .
chr6 48794418 48794596 179 48794489 21.88 19.4374 10.16922 14.85266 FTE1_peak_4446 chr6_48794418_48794596 . . .
chr6 48794908 48795172 265 48795107 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4447 chr6_48794908_48795172 . . .
chr6 49293887 49294032 146 49293933 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_4448 chr6_49293887_49294032 . . .
chr6 50055063 50055308 246 50055171 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_4449 chr6_50055063_50055308 . . .
chr6 50059475 50059665 191 50059556 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4450 chr6_50059475_50059665 . . .
chr6 52288978 52289107 130 52288991 12.5 6.74434 4.53892 3.34523 FTE1_peak_4451 chr6_52288978_52289107 EFHC1 PAQR8 .
chr6 52372814 52372977 164 52372876 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_4452 chr6_52372814_52372977 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
chr6 52379432 52379556 125 52379484 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_4453 chr6_52379432_52379556 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
chr6 52397321 52397574 254 52397465 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4454 chr6_52397321_52397574 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52403789 52404143 355 52403986 35.01 38.73195 16.07604 33.23732 FTE1_peak_4455 chr6_52403789_52404143 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52404828 52404997 170 52404903 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4456 chr6_52404828_52404997 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52408919 52409092 174 52409014 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4457 chr6_52408919_52409092 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52431722 52431854 133 52431819 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4458 chr6_52431722_52431854 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52431996 52432126 131 52432048 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4459 chr6_52431996_52432126 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52742091 52742254 164 52742153 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4460 chr6_52742091_52742254 . . GSTA3
chr6 52860660 52860793 134 52860717 26.88 16.40859 6.97051 12.00559 FTE1_peak_4461 chr6_52860660_52860793 . GSTA4 ICK
chr6 52906985 52907218 234 52907099 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4462 chr6_52906985_52907218 ICK . FBXO9
chr6 53033410 53033534 125 53033501 16.88 9.97086 5.79091 6.17914 FTE1_peak_4463 chr6_53033410_53033534 . GCM1 .
chr6 53493734 53493869 136 53493824 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4464 chr6_53493734_53493869 . . KLHL31
chr6 53599360 53599570 211 53599458 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4465 chr6_53599360_53599570 . . .
chr6 55747543 55747703 161 55747604 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4466 chr6_55747543_55747703 . BMP5 .
chr6 55763246 55763370 125 55763303 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4467 chr6_55763246_55763370 . BMP5 .
chr6 55965963 55966156 194 55966070 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4468 chr6_55965963_55966156 COL21A1 . .
chr6 56579848 56580246 399 56579918 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4469 chr6_56579848_56580246 . . .
chr6 56733523 56733896 374 56733639 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4470 chr6_56733523_56733896 . . .
chr6 57296985 57297142 158 57297091 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_4471 chr6_57296985_57297142 PRIM2 . .
chr6 64514335 64514494 160 64514418 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_4472 chr6_64514335_64514494 EYS . .
chr6 64516207 64516484 278 64516396 20.63 17.3732 9.10754 12.91603 FTE1_peak_4473 chr6_64516207_64516484 EYS . .
chr6 64607426 64607661 236 64607540 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4474 chr6_64607426_64607661 EYS . .
chr6 64614824 64615134 311 64614875 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4475 chr6_64614824_64615134 EYS . .
chr6 70403763 70403980 218 70403868 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4476 chr6_70403763_70403980 LMBRD1 . .
chr6 72003917 72004059 143 72003973 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4477 chr6_72003917_72004059 OGFRL1 . .
chr6 72103891 72104152 262 72104045 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_4478 chr6_72103891_72104152 . MIR30C2 LINC00472;MIR30A
chr6 72114471 72114611 141 72114563 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4479 chr6_72114471_72114611 . MIR30A;MIR30C2 LINC00472
chr6 72188533 72188932 400 72188650 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4480 chr6_72188533_72188932 . . .
chr6 72253807 72254105 299 72253953 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4481 chr6_72253807_72254105 . . .
chr6 73263883 73264230 348 73264188 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4482 chr6_73263883_73264230 . . .
chr6 74224443 74224971 529 74224687 25.01 15.45244 6.50164 11.1406 FTE1_peak_4483 chr6_74224443_74224971 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74225124 74225587 464 74225487 18.13 11.6534 6.07294 7.67472 FTE1_peak_4484 chr6_74225124_74225587 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74225775 74226024 250 74225883 16.25 9.37682 5.24845 5.60906 FTE1_peak_4485 chr6_74225775_74226024 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74420300 74420433 134 74420364 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4486 chr6_74420300_74420433 CD109 . .
chr6 74432527 74432732 206 74432626 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4487 chr6_74432527_74432732 CD109 . .
chr6 74513293 74513502 210 74513389 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4488 chr6_74513293_74513502 CD109 . .
chr6 74779843 74780136 294 74780024 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4489 chr6_74779843_74780136 . . .
chr6 75316500 75316732 233 75316623 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_4490 chr6_75316500_75316732 . . .
chr6 75641295 75641428 134 75641355 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4491 chr6_75641295_75641428 . . .
chr6 75646711 75646906 196 75646750 10 6.62467 4.63268 3.23839 FTE1_peak_4492 chr6_75646711_75646906 . . .
chr6 76234231 76234364 134 76234297 18.75 12.66984 6.87128 8.57409 FTE1_peak_4493 chr6_76234231_76234364 . . .
chr6 77743990 77744162 173 77744083 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4494 chr6_77743990_77744162 . . .
chr6 77802803 77802987 185 77802894 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4495 chr6_77802803_77802987 . . .
chr6 79308756 79308980 225 79308875 19.38 14.24775 7.41094 10.01847 FTE1_peak_4496 chr6_79308756_79308980 . . .
chr6 80884991 80885196 206 80885088 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4497 chr6_80884991_80885196 BCKDHB . .
chr6 80892141 80892281 141 80892182 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4498 chr6_80892141_80892281 BCKDHB . .
chr6 81135157 81135299 143 81135187 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4499 chr6_81135157_81135299 . . .
chr6 81251065 81251273 209 81251082 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4500 chr6_81251065_81251273 . . .
chr6 82323486 82323638 153 82323554 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4501 chr6_82323486_82323638 . . .
chr6 82476556 82476739 184 82476623 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4502 chr6_82476556_82476739 . FAM46A .
chr6 82476847 82477224 378 82476968 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_4503 chr6_82476847_82477224 . FAM46A .
chr6 82605256 82605650 395 82605364 26.26 13.452 5.45138 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4504 chr6_82605256_82605650 . . .
chr6 82691787 82691999 213 82691830 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4505 chr6_82691787_82691999 . . .
chr6 82756126 82756250 125 82756225 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4506 chr6_82756126_82756250 . . .
chr6 83106815 83107010 196 83106889 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4507 chr6_83106815_83107010 . TPBG .
chr6 83118606 83119169 564 83118807 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4508 chr6_83118606_83119169 . . .
chr6 83528529 83528671 143 83528575 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4509 chr6_83528529_83528671 . . .
chr6 83552622 83552811 190 83552681 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4510 chr6_83552622_83552811 . . .
chr6 83981154 83981397 244 83981287 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4511 chr6_83981154_83981397 ME1 . .
chr6 85127095 85127249 155 85127183 27.51 18.33402 7.60193 13.79193 FTE1_peak_4512 chr6_85127095_85127249 . . .
chr6 85231886 85232135 250 85231961 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4513 chr6_85231886_85232135 . . .
chr6 85333881 85334079 199 85334005 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4514 chr6_85333881_85334079 . . .
chr6 85362108 85362413 306 85362211 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4515 chr6_85362108_85362413 . . .
chr6 85602499 85602631 133 85602581 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4516 chr6_85602499_85602631 . . .
chr6 86113443 86113652 210 86113544 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4517 chr6_86113443_86113652 . . .
chr6 86174038 86174174 137 86174077 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4518 chr6_86174038_86174174 NT5E . .
chr6 86174512 86174778 267 86174683 20.01 17.3732 8.84432 12.91603 FTE1_peak_4519 chr6_86174512_86174778 NT5E . .
chr6 88288104 88288356 253 88288255 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4520 chr6_88288104_88288356 RARS2 . ORC3
chr6 88617473 88617615 143 88617545 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4521 chr6_88617473_88617615 . . .
chr6 89077851 89078112 262 89077933 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4522 chr6_89077851_89078112 . . .
chr6 91078483 91078607 125 91078582 12.5 7.33738 4.91028 3.81302 FTE1_peak_4523 chr6_91078483_91078607 . . .
chr6 91078782 91078935 154 91078875 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_4524 chr6_91078782_91078935 . . .
chr6 91113978 91114121 144 91114047 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4525 chr6_91113978_91114121 . . .
chr6 97242993 97243157 165 97243055 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4526 chr6_97242993_97243157 GPR63 . .
chr6 100650621 100650831 211 100650716 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4527 chr6_100650621_100650831 . . .
chr6 101068134 101068289 156 101068215 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4528 chr6_101068134_101068289 ASCC3 . .
chr6 105237877 105238014 138 105237930 20.01 5.83711 3.00075 2.5649 FTE1_peak_4529 chr6_105237877_105238014 HACE1 . .
chr6 105822045 105822189 145 105822115 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4530 chr6_105822045_105822189 PREP . .
chr6 105880690 105880908 219 105880759 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4531 chr6_105880690_105880908 . PREP .
chr6 105897357 105897534 178 105897426 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4532 chr6_105897357_105897534 . . .
chr6 106047800 106047979 180 106047843 10.63 6.25826 4.65112 2.89094 FTE1_peak_4533 chr6_106047800_106047979 . . .
chr6 106048359 106048498 140 106048383 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4534 chr6_106048359_106048498 . . .
chr6 106056452 106056672 221 106056644 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4535 chr6_106056452_106056672 . . .
chr6 106056921 106057186 266 106057100 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4536 chr6_106056921_106057186 . . .
chr6 106410089 106410220 132 106410110 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4537 chr6_106410089_106410220 . . .
chr6 106611848 106611986 139 106611918 12.5 8.45722 5.62637 4.77994 FTE1_peak_4538 chr6_106611848_106611986 . . ATG5
chr6 106701212 106701437 226 106701346 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4539 chr6_106701212_106701437 ATG5 . .
chr6 106727158 106727317 160 106727238 22.51 20.70325 10.44707 16.03646 FTE1_peak_4540 chr6_106727158_106727317 ATG5 . .
chr6 106975957 106976222 266 106976120 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_4541 chr6_106975957_106976222 AIM1 . .
chr6 108012535 108012794 260 108012659 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4542 chr6_108012535_108012794 . . SCML4
chr6 108902755 108903098 344 108902912 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4543 chr6_108902755_108903098 FOXO3 . .
chr6 108972047 108972371 325 108972146 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4544 chr6_108972047_108972371 FOXO3 . .
chr6 109198552 109198725 174 109198642 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4545 chr6_109198552_109198725 ARMC2 . .
chr6 109217509 109217633 125 109217545 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4546 chr6_109217509_109217633 ARMC2 . .
chr6 110094435 110094619 185 110094524 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4547 chr6_110094435_110094619 FIG4 . .
chr6 110111641 110111781 141 110111729 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4548 chr6_110111641_110111781 FIG4 . .
chr6 110830918 110831202 285 110831130 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4549 chr6_110830918_110831202 . . .
chr6 111889766 111889890 125 111889854 11.25 7.28299 4.97582 3.76211 FTE1_peak_4550 chr6_111889766_111889890 TRAF3IP2;TRAF3IP2‐AS1 . .
chr6 112048379 112048523 145 112048467 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4551 chr6_112048379_112048523 FYN . .
chr6 112072410 112072609 200 112072445 20.63 7.09102 3.60507 3.57983 FTE1_peak_4552 chr6_112072410_112072609 FYN . .
chr6 112112689 112112823 135 112112721 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4553 chr6_112112689_112112823 FYN . .
chr6 112294429 112294760 332 112294491 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4554 chr6_112294429_112294760 . . .
chr6 112358983 112359211 229 112359106 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4555 chr6_112358983_112359211 . . WISP3
chr6 112366198 112366335 138 112366254 10.63 6.7819 5.0012 3.38126 FTE1_peak_4556 chr6_112366198_112366335 . . TUBE1;WISP3
chr6 112525108 112525434 327 112525326 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4557 chr6_112525108_112525434 LAMA4 . .
chr6 112543335 112543582 248 112543429 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4558 chr6_112543335_112543582 LAMA4 . .
chr6 112619951 112620075 125 112619968 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4559 chr6_112619951_112620075 . . .
chr6 113127494 113127654 161 113127532 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4560 chr6_113127494_113127654 . . .
chr6 113336562 113336703 142 113336669 13.75 9.97864 6.4851 6.18605 FTE1_peak_4561 chr6_113336562_113336703 . . .
chr6 113368569 113368693 125 113368637 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4562 chr6_113368569_113368693 . . .
chr6 113441506 113442003 498 113441587 20.01 15.88822 7.96408 11.50664 FTE1_peak_4563 chr6_113441506_113442003 . . .
chr6 113673281 113673578 298 113673511 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4564 chr6_113673281_113673578 . . .
chr6 113673738 113674120 383 113673936 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4565 chr6_113673738_113674120 . . .
chr6 113697644 113697784 141 113697721 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4566 chr6_113697644_113697784 . . .
chr6 113754688 113754943 256 113754806 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_4567 chr6_113754688_113754943 . . .
chr6 113768382 113768551 170 113768448 17.5 14.35968 8.08944 10.12338 FTE1_peak_4568 chr6_113768382_113768551 . . .
chr6 113966155 113966374 220 113966216 26.26 11.25152 4.54282 7.28461 FTE1_peak_4569 chr6_113966155_113966374 . . .
chr6 113966859 113967099 241 113966988 31.88 32.84517 14.61483 27.55976 FTE1_peak_4570 chr6_113966859_113967099 . . .
chr6 114019316 114019457 142 114019368 17.5 14.50272 8.17883 10.26367 FTE1_peak_4571 chr6_114019316_114019457 . . .
chr6 114338440 114338572 133 114338498 16.88 13.01577 7.69008 8.90469 FTE1_peak_4572 chr6_114338440_114338572 . . .
chr6 116330125 116330272 148 116330201 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4573 chr6_116330125_116330272 FRK . TPI1P3
chr6 116719837 116720142 306 116720029 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4574 chr6_116719837_116720142 DSE . .
chr6 116768873 116769040 168 116768975 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4575 chr6_116768873_116769040 . DSE FAM26F
chr6 117762414 117762611 198 117762514 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_4576 chr6_117762414_117762611 . ROS1 .
chr6 117763143 117763275 133 117763242 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4577 chr6_117763143_117763275 . ROS1 .
chr6 117785065 117785190 126 117785140 14.38 9.56837 5.83081 5.78982 FTE1_peak_4578 chr6_117785065_117785190 . . DCBLD1
chr6 117819490 117819729 240 117819562 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4579 chr6_117819490_117819729 DCBLD1 . .
chr6 117870083 117870255 173 117870139 15.63 8.03064 4.78535 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4580 chr6_117870083_117870255 DCBLD1 . GOPC
chr6 118709531 118709693 163 118709633 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4581 chr6_118709531_118709693 . . .
chr6 119862319 119862467 149 119862414 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4582 chr6_119862319_119862467 . . .
chr6 119942208 119942548 341 119942232 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4583 chr6_119942208_119942548 . . .
chr6 121841978 121842284 307 121842082 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4584 chr6_121841978_121842284 . . .
chr6 122012342 122012516 175 122012462 15.63 9.55394 5.68516 5.78052 FTE1_peak_4585 chr6_122012342_122012516 . . .
chr6 122013378 122013554 177 122013448 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4586 chr6_122013378_122013554 . . .
chr6 122115823 122116092 270 122116032 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4587 chr6_122115823_122116092 . . .
chr6 124997306 124997450 145 124997401 26.88 8.13604 3.48526 4.47842 FTE1_peak_4588 chr6_124997306_124997450 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125204269 125204483 215 125204433 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4589 chr6_125204269_125204483 . . STL
chr6 125424149 125424304 156 125424212 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4590 chr6_125424149_125424304 . RNF217 .
chr6 125557783 125557953 171 125557863 21.88 18.99714 9.89438 14.42626 FTE1_peak_4591 chr6_125557783_125557953 TPD52L1 . .
chr6 126362144 126362372 229 126362177 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4592 chr6_126362144_126362372 . TRMT11 .
chr6 126501872 126501996 125 126501910 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4593 chr6_126501872_126501996 . . .
chr6 126509498 126509735 238 126509616 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4594 chr6_126509498_126509735 . . .
chr6 127423470 127423770 301 127423556 19.38 5.28566 2.91144 2.04645 FTE1_peak_4595 chr6_127423470_127423770 . . RSPO3
chr6 127468144 127468415 272 127468241 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_4596 chr6_127468144_127468415 RSPO3 . .
chr6 128172510 128172655 146 128172574 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4597 chr6_128172510_128172655 THEMIS . .
chr6 128890933 128891146 214 128891050 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4598 chr6_128890933_128891146 . . .
chr6 129425431 129425621 191 129425503 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4599 chr6_129425431_129425621 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129508266 129508434 169 129508363 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4600 chr6_129508266_129508434 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129812161 129812328 168 129812272 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4601 chr6_129812161_129812328 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129911847 129912049 203 129911961 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_4602 chr6_129911847_129912049 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 130922235 130922371 137 130922299 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4603 chr6_130922235_130922371 . . .
chr6 132086245 132086504 260 132086415 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4604 chr6_132086245_132086504 . ENPP3 .
chr6 132259337 132259505 169 132259424 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4605 chr6_132259337_132259505 . . CTGF
chr6 132268059 132269166 1108 132268743 41.26 34.82092 11.73912 29.45716 FTE1_peak_4606 chr6_132268059_132269166 . . CTGF
chr6 132269314 132270233 920 132269397 27.51 19.44426 8.17411 14.8594 FTE1_peak_4607 chr6_132269314_132270233 CTGF . .
chr6 132270387 132271275 889 132270463 23.13 15.32938 6.9193 11.02193 FTE1_peak_4608 chr6_132270387_132271275 CTGF . .
chr6 132301287 132301494 208 132301393 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4609 chr6_132301287_132301494 . CTGF .
chr6 132384508 132384655 148 132384596 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4610 chr6_132384508_132384655 . . .
chr6 132405992 132406244 253 132406128 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4611 chr6_132405992_132406244 . . .
chr6 132474419 132474645 227 132474530 19.38 15.75753 8.3184 11.4346 FTE1_peak_4612 chr6_132474419_132474645 LOC100507254 . .
chr6 132766419 132766556 138 132766477 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4613 chr6_132766419_132766556 . . STX7
chr6 133930889 133931218 330 133931128 35.01 31.57795 12.00306 26.32826 FTE1_peak_4614 chr6_133930889_133931218 . . .
chr6 133952712 133952948 237 133952854 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4615 chr6_133952712_133952948 . . .
chr6 133967596 133967838 243 133967686 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4616 chr6_133967596_133967838 . . .
chr6 134085426 134085565 140 134085513 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_4617 chr6_134085426_134085565 . . .
chr6 134136094 134136292 199 134136197 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4618 chr6_134136094_134136292 . . MGC34034
chr6 134312385 134312556 172 134312465 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4619 chr6_134312385_134312556 SLC2A12 TBPL1 .
chr6 134430799 134430968 170 134430880 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_4620 chr6_134430799_134430968 . . HMGA1P7
chr6 134609764 134610144 381 134609848 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4621 chr6_134609764_134610144 SGK1 . .
chr6 134742041 134742237 197 134742121 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4622 chr6_134742041_134742237 . . LOC154092
chr6 134743801 134744123 323 134744054 21.26 7.73977 3.70926 4.17739 FTE1_peak_4623 chr6_134743801_134744123 . . LOC154092
chr6 134872605 134872742 138 134872688 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_4624 chr6_134872605_134872742 . . .
chr6 135230209 135230523 315 135230244 13.75 9.76491 6.34564 5.97889 FTE1_peak_4625 chr6_135230209_135230523 . . ALDH8A1
chr6 135679726 135679864 139 135679799 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4626 chr6_135679726_135679864 AHI1 . .
chr6 135856245 135856371 127 135856290 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4627 chr6_135856245_135856371 LINC00271 . .
chr6 135889548 135889766 219 135889647 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4628 chr6_135889548_135889766 LINC00271 . .
chr6 136336261 136336483 223 136336384 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4629 chr6_136336261_136336483 PDE7B . .
chr6 137096041 137096192 152 137096122 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4630 chr6_137096041_137096192 MAP3K5 . .
chr6 137469950 137470176 227 137470044 20.01 13.71278 6.72168 9.5134 FTE1_peak_4631 chr6_137469950_137470176 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137476857 137477119 263 137477101 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_4632 chr6_137476857_137477119 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137482121 137482257 137 137482185 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4633 chr6_137482121_137482257 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137563032 137563211 180 137563135 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_4634 chr6_137563032_137563211 . IFNGR1 .
chr6 137599170 137599294 125 137599245 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4635 chr6_137599170_137599294 . . .
chr6 138051090 138051304 215 138051214 23.13 21.7915 10.60706 17.06332 FTE1_peak_4636 chr6_138051090_138051304 . . .
chr6 138085642 138085946 305 138085753 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4637 chr6_138085642_138085946 . . .
chr6 138095106 138095234 129 138095152 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4638 chr6_138095106_138095234 . . .
chr6 138153343 138153602 260 138153441 16.25 5.94584 3.45085 2.64709 FTE1_peak_4639 chr6_138153343_138153602 . . .
chr6 138409540 138409800 261 138409647 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4640 chr6_138409540_138409800 PERP . .
chr6 139295007 139295135 129 139295071 13.75 8.9461 5.81423 5.24902 FTE1_peak_4641 chr6_139295007_139295135 REPS1 . .
chr6 139692264 139693376 1113 139693147 24.38 13.63837 5.91986 9.44128 FTE1_peak_4642 chr6_139692264_139693376 . . CITED2
chr6 139724218 139724531 314 139724444 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4643 chr6_139724218_139724531 . CITED2 .
chr6 139730155 139730407 253 139730301 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4644 chr6_139730155_139730407 . . .
chr6 139890056 139890190 135 139890170 15 12.02772 6.95823 8.03015 FTE1_peak_4645 chr6_139890056_139890190 . . .
chr6 139908717 139908935 219 139908788 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4646 chr6_139908717_139908935 . . .
chr6 140064861 140065122 262 140064958 29.38 19.36886 7.59568 14.79069 FTE1_peak_4647 chr6_140064861_140065122 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140069950 140070091 142 140069992 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4648 chr6_140069950_140070091 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140074586 140074800 215 140074716 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4649 chr6_140074586_140074800 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140079047 140079182 136 140079128 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4650 chr6_140079047_140079182 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140141436 140141560 125 140141557 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_4651 chr6_140141436_140141560 LOC100132735 . .
chr6 140301920 140302061 142 140301982 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4652 chr6_140301920_140302061 . . .
chr6 140383157 140383528 372 140383343 38.14 24.5208 7.827 19.63813 FTE1_peak_4653 chr6_140383157_140383528 . . .
chr6 140495735 140495907 173 140495822 17.5 12.14993 6.72894 8.1493 FTE1_peak_4654 chr6_140495735_140495907 . . .
chr6 140784046 140784267 222 140784049 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4655 chr6_140784046_140784267 . . .
chr6 140867996 140868153 158 140868077 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4656 chr6_140867996_140868153 . . .
chr6 141773319 141773508 190 141773453 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4657 chr6_141773319_141773508 . . .
chr6 141908983 141909172 190 141909082 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4658 chr6_141908983_141909172 . . .
chr6 142335748 142335881 134 142335777 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4659 chr6_142335748_142335881 . . .
chr6 142682919 142683101 183 142683027 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4660 chr6_142682919_142683101 GPR126 . .
chr6 142734303 142734438 136 142734347 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4661 chr6_142734303_142734438 GPR126 . .
chr6 142734634 142734812 179 142734738 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4662 chr6_142734634_142734812 GPR126 . .
chr6 143168229 143168407 179 143168334 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4663 chr6_143168229_143168407 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143172056 143172186 131 143172148 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4664 chr6_143172056_143172186 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143206582 143206888 307 143206666 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4665 chr6_143206582_143206888 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143223927 143224098 172 143224008 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_4666 chr6_143223927_143224098 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143718667 143718828 162 143718774 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4667 chr6_143718667_143718828 . . ADAT2
chr6 144127079 144127383 305 144127176 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4668 chr6_144127079_144127383 PHACTR2 . .
chr6 144143918 144144112 195 144144090 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4669 chr6_144143918_144144112 PHACTR2 . LTV1
chr6 144452533 144452677 145 144452635 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_4670 chr6_144452533_144452677 . . STX11
chr6 144615296 144615468 173 144615406 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_4671 chr6_144615296_144615468 UTRN . .
chr6 144737147 144737389 243 144737208 15.63 10.14516 6.04695 6.27309 FTE1_peak_4672 chr6_144737147_144737389 UTRN . .
chr6 145119406 145119550 145 145119462 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4673 chr6_145119406_145119550 UTRN . .
chr6 145218771 145218937 167 145218869 10 7.03068 4.89006 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4674 chr6_145218771_145218937 . . .
chr6 145220287 145220609 323 145220526 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_4675 chr6_145220287_145220609 . . .
chr6 145631277 145631426 150 145631302 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4676 chr6_145631277_145631426 . . .
chr6 147134035 147134265 231 147134204 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4677 chr6_147134035_147134265 ADGB LOC729176 LOC729178
chr6 147491526 147491747 222 147491579 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4678 chr6_147491526_147491747 LOC729178 . .
chr6 148627974 148628147 174 148628034 18.75 14.7495 8.14636 10.47416 FTE1_peak_4679 chr6_148627974_148628147 . . .
chr6 149178830 149179195 366 149179071 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4680 chr6_149178830_149179195 UST . .
chr6 149354225 149354465 241 149354355 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4681 chr6_149354225_149354465 UST . .
chr6 149448466 149448620 155 149448531 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4682 chr6_149448466_149448620 . . .
chr6 149450954 149451143 190 149451038 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4683 chr6_149450954_149451143 . . .
chr6 151325800 151325998 199 151325923 11.88 7.56973 5.42237 4.01737 FTE1_peak_4684 chr6_151325800_151325998 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151362321 151362643 323 151362460 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4685 chr6_151362321_151362643 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151381361 151381533 173 151381438 14.38 10.9932 6.72296 7.07854 FTE1_peak_4686 chr6_151381361_151381533 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151390271 151390472 202 151390379 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4687 chr6_151390271_151390472 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151767388 151767608 221 151767491 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_4688 chr6_151767388_151767608 RMND1 . C6orf211
chr6 154708473 154708850 378 154708733 28.13 18.36732 7.2831 13.82238 FTE1_peak_4689 chr6_154708473_154708850 . . CNKSR3
chr6 155424269 155424516 248 155424408 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4690 chr6_155424269_155424516 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155438427 155438698 272 155438587 27.51 24.26098 10.85989 19.3876 FTE1_peak_4691 chr6_155438427_155438698 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155492338 155492745 408 155492427 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_4692 chr6_155492338_155492745 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155814838 155815024 187 155814918 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4693 chr6_155814838_155815024 . . .
chr6 155816287 155816412 126 155816404 10 7.03068 4.89006 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4694 chr6_155816287_155816412 . . .
chr6 157470219 157470403 185 157470290 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_4695 chr6_157470219_157470403 ARID1B . .
chr6 158461521 158461648 128 158461588 23.13 13.98121 6.22737 9.77167 FTE1_peak_4696 chr6_158461521_158461648 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 159624451 159624612 162 159624545 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4697 chr6_159624451_159624612 FNDC1 . .
chr6 160122628 160122754 127 160122679 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_4698 chr6_160122628_160122754 . SOD2 WTAP
chr6 160137848 160137990 143 160137938 20.63 17.29583 9.05986 12.84338 FTE1_peak_4699 chr6_160137848_160137990 . SOD2 WTAP
chr6 160321514 160321667 154 160321580 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4700 chr6_160321514_160321667 . . MAS1
chr6 163878996 163879146 151 163879092 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4701 chr6_163878996_163879146 QKI . .
chr6 166438664 166438928 265 166438761 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4702 chr6_166438664_166438928 . . .
chr6 167008817 167008945 129 167008863 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4703 chr6_167008817_167008945 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 167033483 167033737 255 167033613 18.75 14.95414 8.27431 10.67265 FTE1_peak_4704 chr6_167033483_167033737 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 168408285 168408672 388 168408430 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_4705 chr6_168408285_168408672 . . KIF25
chr7 101802 102058 257 101957 21.88 16.4297 8.32027 12.02397 FTE1_peak_4706 chr7_101802_102058 . . .
chr7 2860242 2860575 334 2860459 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4707 chr7_2860242_2860575 GNA12 . .
chr7 2860874 2861033 160 2860959 11.25 6.46182 4.45562 3.08591 FTE1_peak_4708 chr7_2860874_2861033 GNA12 . .
chr7 2861554 2861750 197 2861650 18.75 7.28745 3.95098 3.76508 FTE1_peak_4709 chr7_2861554_2861750 GNA12 . .
chr7 3476505 3476672 168 3476622 19.38 7.99138 4.07602 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4710 chr7_3476505_3476672 SDK1 . .
chr7 3479074 3479226 153 3479189 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_4711 chr7_3479074_3479226 SDK1 . .
chr7 5564754 5565387 634 5564821 25.63 10.5157 4.43862 6.62059 FTE1_peak_4712 chr7_5564754_5565387 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5565671 5565819 149 5565768 20.01 7.57082 3.70137 4.01846 FTE1_peak_4713 chr7_5565671_5565819 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5565960 5566273 314 5566063 22.51 8.40735 3.91765 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4714 chr7_5565960_5566273 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5732490 5732617 128 5732591 11.88 7.01492 5.05024 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4715 chr7_5732490_5732617 RNF216 . .
chr7 5734418 5734829 412 5734773 12.5 7.70582 5.14411 4.14422 FTE1_peak_4716 chr7_5734418_5734829 RNF216 . .
chr7 6483310 6483493 184 6483401 23.13 11.51558 5.05363 7.54262 FTE1_peak_4717 chr7_6483310_6483493 DAGLB;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . KDELR2
chr7 7951032 7951341 310 7951136 20.01 18.19077 9.33567 13.6971 FTE1_peak_4718 chr7_7951032_7951341 . . .
chr7 12202137 12202307 171 12202238 20.63 7.09102 3.60507 3.57983 FTE1_peak_4719 chr7_12202137_12202307 . . .
chr7 12202465 12202631 167 12202524 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_4720 chr7_12202465_12202631 . . .
chr7 12700112 12700442 331 12700187 19.38 16.88295 9.00777 12.46654 FTE1_peak_4721 chr7_12700112_12700442 . SCIN ARL4A
chr7 15170360 15170489 130 15170452 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4722 chr7_15170360_15170489 . . .
chr7 15501339 15501500 162 15501420 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4723 chr7_15501339_15501500 AGMO . .
chr7 15790753 15791100 348 15790872 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_4724 chr7_15790753_15791100 . . .
chr7 16067755 16067955 201 16067849 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4725 chr7_16067755_16067955 . . .
chr7 17080965 17081122 158 17081026 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4726 chr7_17080965_17081122 . . .
chr7 17279416 17279686 271 17279585 20.01 7.09102 3.50088 3.57983 FTE1_peak_4727 chr7_17279416_17279686 . . .
chr7 17411318 17411737 420 17411468 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_4728 chr7_17411318_17411737 . AHR .
chr7 17445438 17445677 240 17445562 16.88 12.22803 7.18771 8.20915 FTE1_peak_4729 chr7_17445438_17445677 . . .
chr7 17448241 17448380 140 17448350 19.38 12.71573 6.52163 8.61617 FTE1_peak_4730 chr7_17448241_17448380 . . .
chr7 17561247 17561378 132 17561303 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_4731 chr7_17561247_17561378 . . .
chr7 17572626 17572802 177 17572689 16.88 13.21242 7.81614 9.08846 FTE1_peak_4732 chr7_17572626_17572802 . . .
chr7 17586321 17586470 150 17586397 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4733 chr7_17586321_17586470 . . .
chr7 17639965 17640147 183 17640054 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4734 chr7_17639965_17640147 . . .
chr7 17647900 17648031 132 17647981 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4735 chr7_17647900_17648031 . . .
chr7 17699878 17700026 149 17699948 20.63 17.93669 9.45592 13.45293 FTE1_peak_4736 chr7_17699878_17700026 . . .
chr7 17702104 17702232 129 17702174 16.88 8.80746 5.10841 5.11433 FTE1_peak_4737 chr7_17702104_17702232 . . .
chr7 17717103 17717256 154 17717245 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4738 chr7_17717103_17717256 . . .
chr7 17719686 17720092 407 17720014 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4739 chr7_17719686_17720092 . . .
chr7 17821475 17821825 351 17821773 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4740 chr7_17821475_17821825 . . SNX13
chr7 19324255 19324481 227 19324363 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_4741 chr7_19324255_19324481 . . .
chr7 19445171 19445429 259 19445378 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_4742 chr7_19445171_19445429 . . .
chr7 19600239 19600363 125 19600274 13.13 9.81751 6.1096 6.02978 FTE1_peak_4743 chr7_19600239_19600363 . . .
chr7 19600829 19600955 127 19600895 13.13 9.71286 6.04425 5.92945 FTE1_peak_4744 chr7_19600829_19600955 . . .
chr7 19998101 19998431 331 19998241 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4745 chr7_19998101_19998431 . . .
chr7 20073369 20073646 278 20073568 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4746 chr7_20073369_20073646 . . .
chr7 20259481 20259770 290 20259678 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4747 chr7_20259481_20259770 . MACC1 .
chr7 20260828 20261040 213 20260962 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4748 chr7_20260828_20261040 . MACC1 .
chr7 20281060 20281392 333 20281155 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4749 chr7_20281060_20281392 . MACC1 .
chr7 21656626 21656910 285 21656845 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4750 chr7_21656626_21656910 DNAH11 . .
chr7 21657530 21657771 242 21657638 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4751 chr7_21657530_21657771 DNAH11 . .
chr7 22601019 22601150 132 22601072 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4752 chr7_22601019_22601150 . . LOC100506178
chr7 22617114 22617525 412 22617208 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_4753 chr7_22617114_22617525 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 22629503 22629679 177 22629587 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4754 chr7_22629503_22629679 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 22687137 22687283 147 22687279 12.5 8.88511 5.90307 5.18948 FTE1_peak_4755 chr7_22687137_22687283 . . .
chr7 22757809 22757998 190 22757888 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4756 chr7_22757809_22757998 . . IL6
chr7 22898193 22898431 239 22898376 16.25 9.51963 5.3295 5.74687 FTE1_peak_4757 chr7_22898193_22898431 . SNORD93 .
chr7 23374343 23374478 136 23374373 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4758 chr7_23374343_23374478 IGF2BP3 MALSU1 .
chr7 24781605 24781807 203 24781616 10.63 7.03068 5.16791 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4759 chr7_24781605_24781807 DFNA5 . .
chr7 24814641 24814822 182 24814700 15.63 11.11471 6.65164 7.19278 FTE1_peak_4760 chr7_24814641_24814822 . DFNA5 OSBPL3
chr7 25887409 25887544 136 25887450 17.5 11.90119 6.57941 7.90819 FTE1_peak_4761 chr7_25887409_25887544 . . .
chr7 26222930 26223085 156 26223006 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_4762 chr7_26222930_26223085 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26223601 26223728 128 26223676 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4763 chr7_26223601_26223728 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26226962 26227227 266 26227126 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_4764 chr7_26226962_26227227 . NFE2L3 CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26228459 26228694 236 26228615 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4765 chr7_26228459_26228694 . NFE2L3 CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26745331 26745481 151 26745393 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_4766 chr7_26745331_26745481 SKAP2 . .
chr7 27680895 27681054 160 27680997 15.63 12.02772 7.23004 8.03015 FTE1_peak_4767 chr7_27680895_27681054 HIBADH . .
chr7 28081211 28081477 267 28081394 15.63 11.44063 6.85736 7.46923 FTE1_peak_4768 chr7_28081211_28081477 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28123346 28123571 226 28123424 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4769 chr7_28123346_28123571 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28200226 28200386 161 28200290 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4770 chr7_28200226_28200386 JAZF1 . JAZF1‐AS1
chr7 28206243 28206455 213 28206265 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4771 chr7_28206243_28206455 JAZF1 . JAZF1‐AS1
chr7 28243138 28243416 279 28243348 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4772 chr7_28243138_28243416 JAZF1‐AS1 JAZF1 .
chr7 28895519 28895744 226 28895605 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4773 chr7_28895519_28895744 . . .
chr7 29028472 29028726 255 29028529 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_4774 chr7_29028472_29028726 LOC100506497 . CPVL
chr7 29325131 29325328 198 29325207 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4775 chr7_29325131_29325328 CHN2 . .
chr7 29528682 29528967 286 29528800 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4776 chr7_29528682_29528967 CHN2 . .
chr7 29762872 29763022 151 29762942 18.75 15.53025 8.63603 11.21477 FTE1_peak_4777 chr7_29762872_29763022 DPY19L2P3 . .
chr7 30843731 30844114 384 30843958 38.76 43.19193 17.75064 37.56699 FTE1_peak_4778 chr7_30843731_30844114 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
chr7 32155452 32155646 195 32155543 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4779 chr7_32155452_32155646 PDE1C . .
chr7 32627405 32627532 128 32627425 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4780 chr7_32627405_32627532 DPY19L1P1 AVL9 .
chr7 33457870 33458027 158 33457931 25.63 21.80227 10.14542 17.07235 FTE1_peak_4781 chr7_33457870_33458027 BBS9 . .
chr7 33907900 33908034 135 33907945 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4782 chr7_33907900_33908034 . . .
chr7 34019350 34019942 593 34019689 21.26 19.4374 9.89137 14.85266 FTE1_peak_4783 chr7_34019350_34019942 BMPER . .
chr7 34097703 34097851 149 34097740 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4784 chr7_34097703_34097851 BMPER . .
chr7 34100871 34101055 185 34100941 21.88 17.799 9.1523 13.31905 FTE1_peak_4785 chr7_34100871_34101055 BMPER . .
chr7 34195026 34195154 129 34195107 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4786 chr7_34195026_34195154 BMPER . .
chr7 34199971 34200153 183 34200094 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4787 chr7_34199971_34200153 . BMPER .
chr7 34354727 34354851 125 34354766 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_4788 chr7_34354727_34354851 . . .
chr7 36087820 36088105 286 36087863 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_4789 chr7_36087820_36088105 . . .
chr7 36155570 36155697 128 36155677 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4790 chr7_36155570_36155697 . . .
chr7 36698260 36698557 298 36698346 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4791 chr7_36698260_36698557 AOAH . .
chr7 36698775 36698899 125 36698815 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4792 chr7_36698775_36698899 AOAH . .
chr7 37071682 37071827 146 37071759 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4793 chr7_37071682_37071827 ELMO1 . .
chr7 38784523 38784650 128 38784580 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4794 chr7_38784523_38784650 VPS41 . .
chr7 39629322 39629500 179 39629418 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_4795 chr7_39629322_39629500 . YAE1D1 LOC646999
chr7 40261550 40261744 195 40261645 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4796 chr7_40261550_40261744 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40338217 40338367 151 40338314 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4797 chr7_40338217_40338367 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40591297 40591444 148 40591392 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4798 chr7_40591297_40591444 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40832781 40832905 125 40832899 11.25 7.16595 4.90118 3.64882 FTE1_peak_4799 chr7_40832781_40832905 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40848032 40848392 361 40848134 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4800 chr7_40848032_40848392 C7orf10 . .
chr7 41043297 41043442 146 41043364 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4801 chr7_41043297_41043442 . . .
chr7 41066893 41067389 497 41067188 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4802 chr7_41066893_41067389 . . .
chr7 41228552 41228685 134 41228605 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4803 chr7_41228552_41228685 . . .
chr7 41229545 41229852 308 41229641 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4804 chr7_41229545_41229852 . . .
chr7 41612734 41612882 149 41612820 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4805 chr7_41612734_41612882 . . .
chr7 41619755 41620108 354 41619854 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4806 chr7_41619755_41620108 . . .
chr7 41919745 41919898 154 41919782 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4807 chr7_41919745_41919898 . . .
chr7 41956064 41956570 507 41956168 25.01 18.98167 8.3221 14.41226 FTE1_peak_4808 chr7_41956064_41956570 . . .
chr7 42109748 42109874 127 42109804 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4809 chr7_42109748_42109874 GLI3 . .
chr7 42711329 42711453 125 42711445 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_4810 chr7_42711329_42711453 . . .
chr7 42765777 42765983 207 42765930 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4811 chr7_42765777_42765983 . . .
chr7 43575484 43575707 224 43575608 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4812 chr7_43575484_43575707 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
chr7 43687764 43687914 151 43687861 13.75 6.37684 4.21532 3.00626 FTE1_peak_4813 chr7_43687764_43687914 C7orf44 STK17A .
chr7 43909583 43909781 199 43909629 22.51 15.24689 7.23259 10.95373 FTE1_peak_4814 chr7_43909583_43909781 URGCP‐MRPS24 MRPS24 URGCP
chr7 44418409 44418619 211 44418509 26.26 21.97406 9.77826 17.23598 FTE1_peak_4815 chr7_44418409_44418619 . . NUDCD3
chr7 45937930 45938133 204 45938041 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4816 chr7_45937930_45938133 . IGFBP1 IGFBP3
chr7 46017869 46018018 150 46017970 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_4817 chr7_46017869_46018018 . . .
chr7 46178685 46178864 180 46178787 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4818 chr7_46178685_46178864 . . .
chr7 46185058 46185295 238 46185178 30.63 25.42371 10.54435 20.47831 FTE1_peak_4819 chr7_46185058_46185295 . . .
chr7 46186678 46186844 167 46186744 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4820 chr7_46186678_46186844 . . .
chr7 46643527 46643655 129 46643567 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4821 chr7_46643527_46643655 . . .
chr7 46792657 46793028 372 46792759 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4822 chr7_46792657_46793028 . . .
chr7 46948434 46948597 164 46948534 19.38 11.45836 5.82288 7.48645 FTE1_peak_4823 chr7_46948434_46948597 . . .
chr7 46970003 46970299 297 46970072 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_4824 chr7_46970003_46970299 . . .
chr7 46972571 46972724 154 46972639 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4825 chr7_46972571_46972724 . . .
chr7 47130847 47131011 165 47130948 14.38 11.0517 6.7599 7.13443 FTE1_peak_4826 chr7_47130847_47131011 . . .
chr7 47267489 47267711 223 47267618 23.76 21.3187 10.5909 16.60355 FTE1_peak_4827 chr7_47267489_47267711 . . .
chr7 47521819 47522375 557 47521972 31.88 25.61136 10.3979 20.66114 FTE1_peak_4828 chr7_47521819_47522375 TNS3 . .
chr7 47613805 47613929 125 47613855 20.01 13.95925 6.85886 9.75003 FTE1_peak_4829 chr7_47613805_47613929 TNS3 . .
chr7 47644269 47644393 125 47644310 12.5 7.74441 5.16872 4.18105 FTE1_peak_4830 chr7_47644269_47644393 . TNS3 .
chr7 47644590 47644719 130 47644647 17.5 12.84522 7.15153 8.7385 FTE1_peak_4831 chr7_47644590_47644719 . TNS3 .
chr7 47691272 47691396 125 47691303 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4832 chr7_47691272_47691396 . . C7orf65
chr7 47823674 47823821 148 47823738 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4833 chr7_47823674_47823821 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 47835229 47835469 241 47835258 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4834 chr7_47835229_47835469 C7orf69;PKD1L1 LINC00525 .
chr7 47981151 47981290 140 47981225 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_4835 chr7_47981151_47981290 PKD1L1 . HUS1
chr7 48124596 48124788 193 48124691 30.01 19.09076 7.14879 14.51882 FTE1_peak_4836 chr7_48124596_48124788 . C7orf57 UPP1
chr7 50570085 50570218 134 50570142 21.88 12.1517 5.90471 8.1508 FTE1_peak_4837 chr7_50570085_50570218 DDC . LOC100129427
chr7 50725116 50725256 141 50725207 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4838 chr7_50725116_50725256 GRB10 . .
chr7 50905773 50905984 212 50905914 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4839 chr7_50905773_50905984 . . .
chr7 51097572 51097824 253 51097770 13.13 9.71286 6.04425 5.92945 FTE1_peak_4840 chr7_51097572_51097824 COBL . .
chr7 51113459 51113685 227 51113565 24.38 19.84453 9.2296 15.2026 FTE1_peak_4841 chr7_51113459_51113685 COBL . .
chr7 54972048 54972187 140 54972112 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4842 chr7_54972048_54972187 . . .
chr7 55063814 55063938 125 55063858 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_4843 chr7_55063814_55063938 . . EGFR
chr7 55132912 55133151 240 55133033 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4844 chr7_55132912_55133151 EGFR . .
chr7 55133272 55133622 351 55133530 28.76 28.75821 13.28504 23.63837 FTE1_peak_4845 chr7_55133272_55133622 EGFR . .
chr7 55200619 55200744 126 55200687 20.63 12.38526 6.18012 8.29739 FTE1_peak_4846 chr7_55200619_55200744 EGFR . .
chr7 55375773 55376197 425 55376078 21.26 18.82722 9.5211 14.26216 FTE1_peak_4847 chr7_55375773_55376197 . . .
chr7 55525575 55525719 145 55525666 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4848 chr7_55525575_55525719 . LANCL2 VOPP1
chr7 55545831 55546039 209 55545919 31.88 26.6287 10.96112 21.61378 FTE1_peak_4849 chr7_55545831_55546039 VOPP1 . .
chr7 55606449 55606587 139 55606544 19.38 13.09325 6.73722 8.98007 FTE1_peak_4850 chr7_55606449_55606587 VOPP1 . .
chr7 56045436 56045911 476 56045621 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_4851 chr7_56045436_56045911 GBAS MRPS17 .
chr7 65720114 65720336 223 65720202 18.13 14.10706 7.50187 9.89518 FTE1_peak_4852 chr7_65720114_65720336 TPST1 . .
chr7 65791924 65792071 148 65791960 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_4853 chr7_65791924_65792071 TPST1 . .
chr7 75164178 75164483 306 75164389 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4854 chr7_75164178_75164483 HIP1 PMS2P3 .
chr7 75362240 75362545 306 75362315 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4855 chr7_75362240_75362545 HIP1 . .
chr7 75459072 75459196 125 75459170 21.88 9.46042 4.57615 5.68968 FTE1_peak_4856 chr7_75459072_75459196 . CCL24 .
chr7 78719939 78720066 128 78719982 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_4857 chr7_78719939_78720066 MAGI2 . .
chr7 78912518 78912883 366 78912657 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_4858 chr7_78912518_78912883 MAGI2 . .
chr7 79124975 79125106 132 79125046 16.88 12.57938 7.41116 8.48747 FTE1_peak_4859 chr7_79124975_79125106 . MAGI2‐AS3 .
chr7 79135944 79136098 155 79136033 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_4860 chr7_79135944_79136098 . . .
chr7 79321472 79321639 168 79321541 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4861 chr7_79321472_79321639 . . .
chr7 79408228 79408594 367 79408409 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4862 chr7_79408228_79408594 . MIR548M .
chr7 79613560 79613759 200 79613671 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4863 chr7_79613560_79613759 . . .
chr7 79777067 79777259 193 79777173 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4864 chr7_79777067_79777259 GNAI1 . .
chr7 79953427 79953604 178 79953543 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4865 chr7_79953427_79953604 . . .
chr7 80126042 80126234 193 80126151 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4866 chr7_80126042_80126234 GNAT3 . .
chr7 80263925 80264064 140 80264007 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_4867 chr7_80263925_80264064 CD36 . .
chr7 80370604 80370806 203 80370754 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4868 chr7_80370604_80370806 . . SEMA3C
chr7 80512869 80513280 412 80513218 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4869 chr7_80512869_80513280 SEMA3C . .
chr7 80570826 80570985 160 80570916 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4870 chr7_80570826_80570985 . SEMA3C .
chr7 80571641 80571978 338 80571902 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4871 chr7_80571641_80571978 . SEMA3C .
chr7 80740791 80740959 169 80740867 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4872 chr7_80740791_80740959 . . .
chr7 80914571 80914759 189 80914597 20.01 8.71601 4.20105 5.02614 FTE1_peak_4873 chr7_80914571_80914759 . . .
chr7 80928460 80928930 471 80928838 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4874 chr7_80928460_80928930 . . .
chr7 81233637 81233761 125 81233653 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4875 chr7_81233637_81233761 . . .
chr7 81665797 81666053 257 81665949 22.51 12.68394 5.87648 8.58545 FTE1_peak_4876 chr7_81665797_81666053 CACNA2D1 . .
chr7 81679627 81679846 220 81679838 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4877 chr7_81679627_81679846 CACNA2D1 . .
chr7 82172069 82172343 275 82172240 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4878 chr7_82172069_82172343 . . .
chr7 82192293 82192612 320 82192522 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4879 chr7_82192293_82192612 . . .
chr7 84042206 84042340 135 84042266 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_4880 chr7_84042206_84042340 . . .
chr7 84267539 84267706 168 84267557 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4881 chr7_84267539_84267706 . . .
chr7 84698206 84698423 218 84698356 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4882 chr7_84698206_84698423 SEMA3D . .
chr7 84765291 84765547 257 84765423 39.39 44.70094 18.02974 39.03804 FTE1_peak_4883 chr7_84765291_84765547 . SEMA3D .
chr7 90224424 90224555 132 90224464 20.01 13.01896 6.34121 8.90772 FTE1_peak_4884 chr7_90224424_90224555 . . .
chr7 90253527 90253699 173 90253617 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4885 chr7_90253527_90253699 . . .
chr7 90879177 90879412 236 90879294 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_4886 chr7_90879177_90879412 . . FZD1
chr7 92262557 92262718 162 92262646 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4887 chr7_92262557_92262718 CDK6 . .
chr7 92381646 92382211 566 92381744 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4888 chr7_92381646_92382211 CDK6 . .
chr7 92420422 92420646 225 92420575 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4889 chr7_92420422_92420646 CDK6 . .
chr7 92420977 92421199 223 92421028 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_4890 chr7_92420977_92421199 CDK6 . .
chr7 92956371 92956599 229 92956478 46.26 55.55014 21.09983 49.58295 FTE1_peak_4891 chr7_92956371_92956599 CCDC132 . .
chr7 93577561 93577686 126 93577633 15 10.60932 6.09674 6.70697 FTE1_peak_4892 chr7_93577561_93577686 . GNG11 .
chr7 93686328 93686494 167 93686434 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4893 chr7_93686328_93686494 . . .
chr7 93693989 93694113 125 93694049 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4894 chr7_93693989_93694113 . . .
chr7 93759134 93759353 220 93759246 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_4895 chr7_93759134_93759353 . . .
chr7 93812859 93813096 238 93813027 16.25 12.95156 7.3815 8.84166 FTE1_peak_4896 chr7_93812859_93813096 . . .
chr7 93846295 93846457 163 93846377 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_4897 chr7_93846295_93846457 . . .
chr7 94003810 94004010 201 94003836 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4898 chr7_94003810_94004010 . . COL1A2
chr7 94005297 94005421 125 94005336 21.26 11.45825 5.39529 7.48645 FTE1_peak_4899 chr7_94005297_94005421 . . COL1A2
chr7 94024360 94024749 390 94024692 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_4900 chr7_94024360_94024749 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94024870 94025225 356 94025053 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4901 chr7_94024870_94025225 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94025371 94025722 352 94025440 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4902 chr7_94025371_94025722 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94025822 94026253 432 94025859 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4903 chr7_94025822_94026253 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94029086 94029283 198 94029110 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4904 chr7_94029086_94029283 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94030007 94030211 205 94030110 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4905 chr7_94030007_94030211 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94031351 94031618 268 94031461 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4906 chr7_94031351_94031618 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94032290 94032443 154 94032383 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4907 chr7_94032290_94032443 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94034821 94035156 336 94035034 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4908 chr7_94034821_94035156 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94035976 94036233 258 94036083 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4909 chr7_94035976_94036233 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94037985 94038390 406 94038055 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4910 chr7_94037985_94038390 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94042234 94042379 146 94042327 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4911 chr7_94042234_94042379 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94043934 94044139 206 94044031 23.76 9.09299 4.12604 5.35222 FTE1_peak_4912 chr7_94043934_94044139 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94045343 94045498 156 94045381 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4913 chr7_94045343_94045498 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94046234 94046574 341 94046434 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4914 chr7_94046234_94046574 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94048271 94048447 177 94048367 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4915 chr7_94048271_94048447 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94048641 94048836 196 94048689 11.88 6.46182 4.68295 3.08591 FTE1_peak_4916 chr7_94048641_94048836 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94049242 94049415 174 94049346 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_4917 chr7_94049242_94049415 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94051085 94051209 125 94051125 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4918 chr7_94051085_94051209 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94052006 94052195 190 94052076 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4919 chr7_94052006_94052195 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94052292 94052455 164 94052378 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_4920 chr7_94052292_94052455 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94052672 94052904 233 94052783 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_4921 chr7_94052672_94052904 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94053355 94053479 125 94053393 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4922 chr7_94053355_94053479 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94054312 94054522 211 94054412 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4923 chr7_94054312_94054522 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94056015 94056235 221 94056121 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_4924 chr7_94056015_94056235 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94057365 94057655 291 94057474 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4925 chr7_94057365_94057655 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94059259 94059436 178 94059290 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4926 chr7_94059259_94059436 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94059821 94059982 162 94059887 14.38 6.17368 3.84469 2.81294 FTE1_peak_4927 chr7_94059821_94059982 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94060584 94061922 1339 94061129 33.76 29.07822 11.58629 23.94199 FTE1_peak_4928 chr7_94060584_94061922 . COL1A2 .
chr7 94069248 94069459 212 94069354 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_4929 chr7_94069248_94069459 . COL1A2 .
chr7 94210008 94210169 162 94210058 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4930 chr7_94210008_94210169 . CASD1 SGCE
chr7 97761034 97761175 142 97761142 12.5 7.70582 5.14411 4.14422 FTE1_peak_4931 chr7_97761034_97761175 LMTK2 . .
chr7 97895127 97895378 252 97895224 19.38 10.08017 5.09502 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4932 chr7_97895127_97895378 . TECPR1 BAIAP2L1;BRI3
chr7 99632891 99633082 192 99632968 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4933 chr7_99632891_99633082 ZKSCAN1 . ZNF3;ZSCAN21
chr7 100755669 100755793 125 100755708 23.76 12.85885 5.825 8.75195 FTE1_peak_4934 chr7_100755669_100755793 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100760679 100761036 358 100760707 17.5 10.01828 5.48284 6.22477 FTE1_peak_4935 chr7_100760679_100761036 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100761924 100762057 134 100761961 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4936 chr7_100761924_100762057 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100765130 100765270 141 100765224 12.5 6.65311 4.48242 3.26575 FTE1_peak_4937 chr7_100765130_100765270 . . SERPINE1
chr7 100765376 100765601 226 100765477 23.13 16.38276 7.4825 11.98252 FTE1_peak_4938 chr7_100765376_100765601 . . SERPINE1
chr7 100770839 100771346 508 100771166 25.63 8.87152 3.80453 5.17654 FTE1_peak_4939 chr7_100770839_100771346 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100772068 100779065 6998 100778459 47.51 23.50256 6.06406 18.65586 FTE1_peak_4940 chr7_100772068_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100779240 100783462 4223 100782896 56.26 57.49333 17.61993 51.45977 FTE1_peak_4941 chr7_100779240_100783462 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100783828 100784072 245 100784000 18.75 11.87118 6.39836 7.87865 FTE1_peak_4942 chr7_100783828_100784072 . SERPINE1 AP1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
chr7 101596396 101596529 134 101596441 18.13 13.02826 6.86269 8.91677 FTE1_peak_4943 chr7_101596396_101596529 CUX1 . .
chr7 102516293 102516468 176 102516368 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4944 chr7_102516293_102516468 FBXL13 . .
chr7 103277640 103277819 180 103277702 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4945 chr7_103277640_103277819 RELN . .
chr7 104614528 104614704 177 104614639 22.51 18.09611 8.87015 13.60846 FTE1_peak_4946 chr7_104614528_104614704 . . LOC100216546
chr7 105416615 105416746 132 105416637 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4947 chr7_105416615_105416746 ATXN7L1 . .
chr7 105470908 105471123 216 105471043 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_4948 chr7_105470908_105471123 ATXN7L1 . .
chr7 105987166 105987365 200 105987268 43.14 34.70423 11.03408 29.34405 FTE1_peak_4949 chr7_105987166_105987365 . . .
chr7 106126987 106127131 145 106127037 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4950 chr7_106126987_106127131 . . .
chr7 106264360 106264500 141 106264421 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4951 chr7_106264360_106264500 . . .
chr7 106358729 106359166 438 106358868 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_4952 chr7_106358729_106359166 . . .
chr7 107235874 107236058 185 107235952 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4953 chr7_107235874_107236058 BCAP29 DUS4L .
chr7 107670577 107670779 203 107670601 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4954 chr7_107670577_107670779 LAMB4 LAMB1 .
chr7 107886741 107886955 215 107886940 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4955 chr7_107886741_107886955 NRCAM . .
chr7 107949353 107949686 334 107949522 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_4956 chr7_107949353_107949686 NRCAM . .
chr7 110778321 110778456 136 110778411 17.5 14.57538 8.22426 10.33155 FTE1_peak_4957 chr7_110778321_110778456 IMMP2L LRRN3 .
chr7 110838543 110838698 156 110838608 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4958 chr7_110838543_110838698 IMMP2L . .
chr7 111064823 111065073 251 111064982 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4959 chr7_111064823_111065073 IMMP2L . .
chr7 112308671 112308824 154 112308721 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4960 chr7_112308671_112308824 . . .
chr7 112625451 112625628 178 112625519 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_4961 chr7_112625451_112625628 . . .
chr7 112635700 112635863 164 112635811 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_4962 chr7_112635700_112635863 . . .
chr7 114430176 114430300 125 114430271 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_4963 chr7_114430176_114430300 . . .
chr7 115817130 115817509 380 115817244 34.38 35.7539 14.89854 30.36402 FTE1_peak_4964 chr7_115817130_115817509 . . .
chr7 115858184 115858536 353 115858470 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4965 chr7_115858184_115858536 TES . .
chr7 115994962 115995121 160 115995082 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4966 chr7_115994962_115995121 . . .
chr7 116066544 116066684 141 116066581 16.88 13.34698 7.90251 9.21742 FTE1_peak_4967 chr7_116066544_116066684 . . .
chr7 116074988 116075133 146 116075059 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_4968 chr7_116074988_116075133 . . .
chr7 116083213 116083371 159 116083274 21.26 16.4297 8.09294 12.02397 FTE1_peak_4969 chr7_116083213_116083371 . . .
chr7 116441246 116441447 202 116441330 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_4970 chr7_116441246_116441447 . MET .
chr7 116645084 116645263 180 116645184 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4971 chr7_116645084_116645263 ST7 . .
chr7 116772561 116772823 263 116772719 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_4972 chr7_116772561_116772823 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
chr7 116870660 116870877 218 116870766 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_4973 chr7_116870660_116870877 . ST7;ST7‐OT3 .
chr7 117222259 117222763 505 117222680 27.51 22.62545 9.91556 17.82881 FTE1_peak_4974 chr7_117222259_117222763 CFTR . .
chr7 117299941 117300068 128 117300030 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_4975 chr7_117299941_117300068 CFTR . .
chr7 119693033 119693594 562 119693209 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_4976 chr7_119693033_119693594 . . .
chr7 119693838 119693962 125 119693857 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_4977 chr7_119693838_119693962 . . .
chr7 120223993 120224174 182 120224068 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_4978 chr7_120223993_120224174 KCND2 . .
chr7 120724487 120725254 768 120724909 23.13 13.58947 6.03277 9.39325 FTE1_peak_4979 chr7_120724487_120725254 C7orf58 . .
chr7 121170396 121170689 294 121170613 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_4980 chr7_121170396_121170689 . . .
chr7 121184746 121185121 376 121184856 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_4981 chr7_121184746_121185121 . . .
chr7 122911271 122911529 259 122911415 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_4982 chr7_122911271_122911529 . . .
chr7 123178371 123178554 184 123178450 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_4983 chr7_123178371_123178554 . IQUB NDUFA5
chr7 123273715 123273945 231 123273787 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_4984 chr7_123273715_123273945 ASB15 . LMOD2
chr7 123352890 123353014 125 123352958 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4985 chr7_123352890_123353014 WASL . .
chr7 123367141 123367297 157 123367235 21.26 10.24644 4.81202 6.36151 FTE1_peak_4986 chr7_123367141_123367297 WASL . .
chr7 127416938 127417082 145 127417011 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_4987 chr7_127416938_127417082 SND1 . .
chr7 127697109 127697271 163 127697177 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_4988 chr7_127697109_127697271 SND1 LRRC4 MIR593
chr7 127855456 127855641 186 127855550 31.88 29.6654 12.70855 24.51325 FTE1_peak_4989 chr7_127855456_127855641 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 127857375 127857781 407 127857485 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_4990 chr7_127857375_127857781 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 129495092 129495320 229 129495251 25.01 19.6141 8.66885 14.97834 FTE1_peak_4991 chr7_129495092_129495320 UBE2H . .
chr7 129932642 129932788 147 129932733 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_4992 chr7_129932642_129932788 . CPA2 CPA4
chr7 129932914 129933064 151 129932985 16.25 10.67688 6.00148 6.77222 FTE1_peak_4993 chr7_129932914_129933064 CPA4 CPA2 .
chr7 129996162 129996357 196 129996271 21.88 17.57861 9.01704 13.10512 FTE1_peak_4994 chr7_129996162_129996357 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130003445 130003606 162 130003530 17.5 5.26629 3.0841 2.02754 FTE1_peak_4995 chr7_130003445_130003606 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130523545 130523700 156 130523625 18.75 15.23643 8.4513 10.94523 FTE1_peak_4996 chr7_130523545_130523700 . . .
chr7 130571937 130572364 428 130572118 39.39 42.96189 17.00435 37.35525 FTE1_peak_4997 chr7_130571937_130572364 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130575643 130575813 171 130575694 13.13 8.64478 5.38227 4.95754 FTE1_peak_4998 chr7_130575643_130575813 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130588478 130588681 204 130588558 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_4999 chr7_130588478_130588681 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130589061 130589207 147 130589097 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5000 chr7_130589061_130589207 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130595271 130595754 484 130595486 13.13 9.92436 6.17637 6.13335 FTE1_peak_5001 chr7_130595271_130595754 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130597003 130597158 156 130597071 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5002 chr7_130597003_130597158 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130597762 130598189 428 130598043 20.63 15.95294 8.24016 11.56868 FTE1_peak_5003 chr7_130597762_130598189 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130598504 130598629 126 130598595 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5004 chr7_130598504_130598629 . LOC646329 .
chr7 130628461 130628669 209 130628544 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5005 chr7_130628461_130628669 . . FLJ43663
chr7 130645196 130645704 509 130645289 17.5 13.25258 7.40184 9.12596 FTE1_peak_5006 chr7_130645196_130645704 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130873453 130873689 237 130873598 23.13 21.04608 10.16045 16.33652 FTE1_peak_5007 chr7_130873453_130873689 MKLN1 . .
chr7 131055272 131055400 129 131055296 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_5008 chr7_131055272_131055400 MKLN1 . .
chr7 131962202 131962364 163 131962267 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5009 chr7_131962202_131962364 PLXNA4 . .
chr7 132116132 132116286 155 132116196 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5010 chr7_132116132_132116286 PLXNA4 . .
chr7 133120791 133120985 195 133120895 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_5011 chr7_133120791_133120985 EXOC4 . .
chr7 133267611 133267882 272 133267731 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_5012 chr7_133267611_133267882 EXOC4 . .
chr7 134050077 134050235 159 134050147 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5013 chr7_134050077_134050235 . . .
chr7 134570851 134570995 145 134570928 16.88 12.88798 7.60827 8.78004 FTE1_peak_5014 chr7_134570851_134570995 CALD1 . .
chr7 134604741 134604898 158 134604824 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5015 chr7_134604741_134604898 CALD1 . .
chr7 135446651 135446932 282 135446735 15.63 12.02772 7.23004 8.03015 FTE1_peak_5016 chr7_135446651_135446932 . FAM180A .
chr7 136271198 136271322 125 136271253 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5017 chr7_136271198_136271322 . . .
chr7 136638236 136638458 223 136638347 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_5018 chr7_136638236_136638458 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136642273 136642493 221 136642386 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5019 chr7_136642273_136642493 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136766527 136766656 130 136766620 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5020 chr7_136766527_136766656 LOC349160 . .
chr7 136795443 136795601 159 136795490 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5021 chr7_136795443_136795601 LOC349160 . .
chr7 137352484 137352627 144 137352535 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5022 chr7_137352484_137352627 DGKI . .
chr7 137367017 137367194 178 137367067 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5023 chr7_137367017_137367194 DGKI . .
chr7 137367373 137367560 188 137367450 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5024 chr7_137367373_137367560 DGKI . .
chr7 137457564 137457859 296 137457655 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5025 chr7_137457564_137457859 DGKI . .
chr7 137559169 137559301 133 137559282 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5026 chr7_137559169_137559301 . DGKI CREB3L2
chr7 137608138 137608359 222 137608250 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5027 chr7_137608138_137608359 CREB3L2 . LOC100130880
chr7 137663352 137663524 173 137663425 26.88 26.03412 12.44774 21.03937 FTE1_peak_5028 chr7_137663352_137663524 CREB3L2 LOC100130880 .
chr7 137677564 137677722 159 137677615 11.88 7.92347 5.66071 4.35278 FTE1_peak_5029 chr7_137677564_137677722 CREB3L2 . .
chr7 138560598 138560902 305 138560839 13.75 9.97864 6.4851 6.18605 FTE1_peak_5030 chr7_138560598_138560902 KIAA1549 . .
chr7 139367522 139367773 252 139367651 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_5031 chr7_139367522_139367773 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139368259 139368478 220 139368368 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5032 chr7_139368259_139368478 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139434139 139434523 385 139434420 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5033 chr7_139434139_139434523 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139471369 139471535 167 139471434 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5034 chr7_139471369_139471535 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
chr7 139474239 139474467 229 139474369 18.13 11.73965 6.12152 7.75347 FTE1_peak_5035 chr7_139474239_139474467 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
chr7 139553993 139554173 181 139554090 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5036 chr7_139553993_139554173 TBXAS1 . .
chr7 139616307 139616529 223 139616366 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5037 chr7_139616307_139616529 TBXAS1 . .
chr7 141062489 141062715 227 141062572 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5038 chr7_141062489_141062715 LOC100507421 . .
chr7 141645241 141645514 274 141645462 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5039 chr7_141645241_141645514 CLEC5A OR9A4 TAS2R38
chr7 141753821 141754019 199 141753914 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_5040 chr7_141753821_141754019 MGAM . .
chr7 142154438 142154573 136 142154487 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5041 chr7_142154438_142154573 . . .
chr7 142170237 142170532 296 142170440 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5042 chr7_142170237_142170532 . . .
chr7 143676587 143676740 154 143676644 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5043 chr7_143676587_143676740 . OR2F1 OR6B1
chr7 147109903 147110098 196 147110053 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5044 chr7_147109903_147110098 CNTNAP2;MIR548I4 . .
chr7 148930627 148930757 131 148930665 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5045 chr7_148930627_148930757 . ZNF282 ZNF212;ZNF783
chr7 149388046 149388251 206 149388209 13.75 8.16828 5.31662 4.51011 FTE1_peak_5046 chr7_149388046_149388251 . . KRBA1
chr7 151842987 151843111 125 151843051 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5047 chr7_151842987_151843111 MLL3 GALNT11 .
chr7 157101749 157102005 257 157101894 35.01 30.68284 11.52294 25.4903 FTE1_peak_5048 chr7_157101749_157102005 . . DNAJB6
chr7 157102789 157102955 167 157102901 19.38 11.85249 6.03854 7.86013 FTE1_peak_5049 chr7_157102789_157102955 . . DNAJB6
chr7 158477151 158477336 186 158477191 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_5050 chr7_158477151_158477336 NCAPG2 . .
chr8 7770574 7770786 213 7770604 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5051 chr8_7770574_7770786 DEFB109P1B DEFB4A LOC100132396
chr8 8458387 8458565 179 8458470 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5052 chr8_8458387_8458565 . . .
chr8 8468307 8468455 149 8468378 21.26 17.086 8.47832 12.63657 FTE1_peak_5053 chr8_8468307_8468455 . . .
chr8 8468963 8469184 222 8469111 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_5054 chr8_8468963_8469184 . . .
chr8 8485024 8485278 255 8485192 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5055 chr8_8485024_8485278 . . .
chr8 8521971 8522248 278 8522104 26.26 24.87814 11.47659 19.95235 FTE1_peak_5056 chr8_8521971_8522248 . . .
chr8 8790408 8790933 526 8790546 28.76 28.75821 13.28504 23.63837 FTE1_peak_5057 chr8_8790408_8790933 . . .
chr8 8932325 8932753 429 8932444 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5058 chr8_8932325_8932753 . MIR4660 .
chr8 10659008 10659228 221 10659070 11.88 6.46182 4.68295 3.08591 FTE1_peak_5059 chr8_10659008_10659228 PINX1 . MIR1322
chr8 11337967 11338200 234 11338170 11.88 6.79844 4.90595 3.39491 FTE1_peak_5060 chr8_11337967_11338200 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11339292 11339514 223 11339397 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_5061 chr8_11339292_11339514 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11368496 11368626 131 11368596 14.38 9.47978 5.77607 5.70868 FTE1_peak_5062 chr8_11368496_11368626 BLK . .
chr8 11373429 11373689 261 11373537 29.38 25.86735 11.04826 20.90956 FTE1_peak_5063 chr8_11373429_11373689 BLK . .
chr8 11734626 11734775 150 11734678 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5064 chr8_11734626_11734775 . CTSB .
chr8 12584134 12584357 224 12584242 26.26 25.94348 12.11417 20.98198 FTE1_peak_5065 chr8_12584134_12584357 LONRF1 . MIR3926‐1;MIR3926‐2
chr8 12935108 12935361 254 12935143 12.5 8.73804 5.80786 5.04735 FTE1_peak_5066 chr8_12935108_12935361 . . DLC1
chr8 12945263 12945416 154 12945319 17.5 12.67807 7.04937 8.5809 FTE1_peak_5067 chr8_12945263_12945416 DLC1 . .
chr8 13034913 13035194 282 13034961 15.63 11.06212 6.61855 7.14459 FTE1_peak_5068 chr8_13034913_13035194 DLC1 . .
chr8 13114565 13114721 157 13114622 18.13 10.9244 5.66808 7.01389 FTE1_peak_5069 chr8_13114565_13114721 DLC1 . .
chr8 13122921 13123161 241 13123085 14.38 10.2847 6.27705 6.39441 FTE1_peak_5070 chr8_13122921_13123161 DLC1 . .
chr8 13124747 13125008 262 13124916 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_5071 chr8_13124747_13125008 DLC1 . .
chr8 13210753 13211001 249 13210820 20.01 16.84671 8.53005 12.43116 FTE1_peak_5072 chr8_13210753_13211001 DLC1 . .
chr8 13222585 13222743 159 13222709 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5073 chr8_13222585_13222743 DLC1 . .
chr8 13224289 13224660 372 13224426 33.13 35.81751 15.23874 30.40961 FTE1_peak_5074 chr8_13224289_13224660 DLC1 . .
chr8 15362556 15362839 284 15362644 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5075 chr8_15362556_15362839 . . .
chr8 15363052 15363207 156 15363090 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5076 chr8_15363052_15363207 . . .
chr8 16574608 16574779 172 16574714 16.88 13.41533 7.94641 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5077 chr8_16574608_16574779 . . .
chr8 16689746 16689903 158 16689842 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5078 chr8_16689746_16689903 . . .
chr8 17206237 17206578 342 17206259 16.88 5.94584 3.57589 2.64709 FTE1_peak_5079 chr8_17206237_17206578 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17220577 17220862 286 17220753 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5080 chr8_17220577_17220862 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17468535 17468717 183 17468628 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_5081 chr8_17468535_17468717 PDGFRL . .
chr8 18416501 18416802 302 18416621 43.76 50.8415 19.98344 44.99812 FTE1_peak_5082 chr8_18416501_18416802 PSD3 . .
chr8 18471544 18471677 134 18471612 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5083 chr8_18471544_18471677 PSD3 . .
chr8 18523850 18524008 159 18523933 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_5084 chr8_18523850_18524008 PSD3 . .
chr8 18577730 18577880 151 18577812 24.38 11.80429 5.07628 7.81348 FTE1_peak_5085 chr8_18577730_18577880 PSD3 . .
chr8 18953338 18953475 138 18953450 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5086 chr8_18953338_18953475 . . .
chr8 19028668 19028891 224 19028842 17.5 10.78558 5.92147 6.87847 FTE1_peak_5087 chr8_19028668_19028891 . . LOC100128993
chr8 19149123 19149388 266 19149242 35.01 38.73195 16.07604 33.23732 FTE1_peak_5088 chr8_19149123_19149388 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19156195 19156528 334 19156372 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5089 chr8_19156195_19156528 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19499608 19499779 172 19499711 21.26 11.79668 5.56389 7.8066 FTE1_peak_5090 chr8_19499608_19499779 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19521197 19521347 151 19521271 18.75 13.18781 7.18361 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5091 chr8_19521197_19521347 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19522991 19523120 130 19523094 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5092 chr8_19522991_19523120 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19535543 19536262 720 19535974 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_5093 chr8_19535543_19536262 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19544523 19544835 313 19544739 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_5094 chr8_19544523_19544835 . CSGALNACT1 .
chr8 23211685 23211880 196 23211767 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5095 chr8_23211685_23211880 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23213056 23213193 138 23213112 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_5096 chr8_23213056_23213193 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23213660 23213838 179 23213734 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5097 chr8_23213660_23213838 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23401948 23402123 176 23402019 16.25 12.05953 6.83337 8.06131 FTE1_peak_5098 chr8_23401948_23402123 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23425036 23425182 147 23425106 15.63 9.13032 5.42991 5.38886 FTE1_peak_5099 chr8_23425036_23425182 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23577770 23578049 280 23577973 15.63 8.94824 5.32131 5.25007 FTE1_peak_5100 chr8_23577770_23578049 . NKX2‐6 .
chr8 23602596 23602727 132 23602650 14.38 8.82061 5.3725 5.12724 FTE1_peak_5101 chr8_23602596_23602727 . . .
chr8 23608906 23609063 158 23608993 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5102 chr8_23608906_23609063 . . .
chr8 24062114 24062798 685 24062685 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_5103 chr8_24062114_24062798 . . .
chr8 24076315 24076512 198 24076347 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5104 chr8_24076315_24076512 . . .
chr8 24931163 24931326 164 24931213 16.88 11.13528 6.50161 7.2111 FTE1_peak_5105 chr8_24931163_24931326 . . .
chr8 25037103 25037420 318 25037212 28.13 23.27805 9.83372 18.45724 FTE1_peak_5106 chr8_25037103_25037420 . . DOCK5
chr8 25119062 25119340 279 25119285 19.38 12.2707 6.2708 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5107 chr8_25119062_25119340 DOCK5 . .
chr8 25863878 25864037 160 25863965 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5108 chr8_25863878_25864037 EBF2 . .
chr8 25864707 25865002 296 25864946 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5109 chr8_25864707_25865002 EBF2 . .
chr8 26315436 26315630 195 26315515 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5110 chr8_26315436_26315630 . . .
chr8 26498507 26498640 134 26498576 14.38 10.65474 6.50953 6.75174 FTE1_peak_5111 chr8_26498507_26498640 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 26697505 26697647 143 26697553 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5112 chr8_26697505_26697647 ADRA1A . .
chr8 26842672 26842865 194 26842779 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5113 chr8_26842672_26842865 . . .
chr8 26890911 26891135 225 26891069 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5114 chr8_26890911_26891135 . . .
chr8 27191608 27191744 137 27191667 12.5 8.54894 5.68559 4.86724 FTE1_peak_5115 chr8_27191608_27191744 PTK2B TRIM35 .
chr8 27975984 27976178 195 27976004 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5116 chr8_27975984_27976178 ELP3 . .
chr8 28747441 28747566 126 28747503 23.76 13.21582 6.00151 9.09148 FTE1_peak_5117 chr8_28747441_28747566 INTS9 . HMBOX1
chr8 29028681 29028828 148 29028744 16.25 13.14619 7.50185 9.03171 FTE1_peak_5118 chr8_29028681_29028828 KIF13B . .
chr8 29053152 29053346 195 29053247 18.13 15.60561 8.40869 11.28849 FTE1_peak_5119 chr8_29053152_29053346 KIF13B . .
chr8 29317237 29317396 160 29317344 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5120 chr8_29317237_29317396 . . .
chr8 29370866 29371034 169 29370978 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5121 chr8_29370866_29371034 . . .
chr8 29492781 29492920 140 29492847 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5122 chr8_29492781_29492920 . . .
chr8 29513114 29513443 330 29513367 11.88 7.78731 5.56892 4.22202 FTE1_peak_5123 chr8_29513114_29513443 . . .
chr8 29745136 29745324 189 29745239 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_5124 chr8_29745136_29745324 . . .
chr8 29784227 29784367 141 29784296 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5125 chr8_29784227_29784367 LOC286135 . .
chr8 29970600 29970788 189 29970706 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5126 chr8_29970600_29970788 LEPROTL1;MIR548O2 TMEM66 MBOAT4
chr8 29991449 29991581 133 29991536 15.63 8.60175 5.11665 4.91809 FTE1_peak_5127 chr8_29991449_29991581 LEPROTL1;MBOAT4;MIR548O2 . DCTN6
chr8 30112561 30112688 128 30112631 13.75 9.41135 6.11549 5.64288 FTE1_peak_5128 chr8_30112561_30112688 . MIR548O2 .
chr8 32128923 32129077 155 32128994 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5129 chr8_32128923_32129077 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32130611 32130833 223 32130717 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_5130 chr8_32130611_32130833 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32189115 32189474 360 32189200 15.63 9.71651 5.78404 5.93174 FTE1_peak_5131 chr8_32189115_32189474 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32623932 32624130 199 32624039 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5132 chr8_32623932_32624130 RNF5P1 NRG1 .
chr8 33057074 33057228 155 33057188 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5133 chr8_33057074_33057228 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33371069 33371267 199 33371232 17.5 5.26629 3.0841 2.02754 FTE1_peak_5134 chr8_33371069_33371267 RNF5P1 MAK16;TTI2 .
chr8 36763349 36763547 199 36763451 19.38 14.24775 7.41094 10.01847 FTE1_peak_5135 chr8_36763349_36763547 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37003650 37004037 388 37003913 25.63 15.45244 6.65793 11.1406 FTE1_peak_5136 chr8_37003650_37004037 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37106902 37107040 139 37106942 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5137 chr8_37106902_37107040 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37390487 37390633 147 37390544 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5138 chr8_37390487_37390633 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 38265074 38265217 144 38265138 19.38 16.64417 8.86091 12.23321 FTE1_peak_5139 chr8_38265074_38265217 LETM2;RNF5P1 WHSC1L1 FGFR1
chr8 38446318 38446455 138 38446350 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5140 chr8_38446318_38446455 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 38517775 38517973 199 38517892 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5141 chr8_38517775_38517973 . . .
chr8 40231009 40231188 180 40231025 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5142 chr8_40231009_40231188 . . .
chr8 40342083 40342228 146 40342129 18.13 15.75873 8.50212 11.4346 FTE1_peak_5143 chr8_40342083_40342228 . . .
chr8 40381871 40382036 166 40381961 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5144 chr8_40381871_40382036 . . ZMAT4
chr8 40930743 40930911 169 40930822 21.88 19.4374 10.16922 14.85266 FTE1_peak_5145 chr8_40930743_40930911 . . .
chr8 41009160 41009359 200 41009244 28.13 15.16215 5.82648 10.87314 FTE1_peak_5146 chr8_41009160_41009359 . . .
chr8 41059002 41059275 274 41059155 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5147 chr8_41059002_41059275 . . .
chr8 41365799 41366261 463 41366065 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5148 chr8_41365799_41366261 GOLGA7 . GINS4
chr8 41712481 41712664 184 41712509 13.13 8.60322 5.35676 4.91944 FTE1_peak_5149 chr8_41712481_41712664 ANK1 . .
chr8 42365191 42365315 125 42365215 11.88 8.01672 5.72361 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5150 chr8_42365191_42365315 SLC20A2 . .
chr8 42575678 42575850 173 42575741 10.63 6.43695 4.77038 3.0636 FTE1_peak_5151 chr8_42575678_42575850 CHRNB3 . .
chr8 48282098 48282256 159 48282168 17.5 12.14993 6.72894 8.1493 FTE1_peak_5152 chr8_48282098_48282256 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48344152 48344454 303 48344161 18.75 9.25272 4.93873 5.50444 FTE1_peak_5153 chr8_48344152_48344454 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48425096 48425347 252 48425173 19.38 14.83994 7.76384 10.56049 FTE1_peak_5154 chr8_48425096_48425347 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48571950 48572101 152 48572055 16.88 12.17136 7.15177 8.16651 FTE1_peak_5155 chr8_48571950_48572101 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 49062440 49062822 383 49062707 18.75 12.77033 6.93155 8.6654 FTE1_peak_5156 chr8_49062440_49062822 . . .
chr8 49277194 49277322 129 49277270 15 10.95837 6.30697 7.04407 FTE1_peak_5157 chr8_49277194_49277322 . . .
chr8 49282635 49282882 248 49282695 13.75 9.03572 5.87208 5.33408 FTE1_peak_5158 chr8_49282635_49282882 . . .
chr8 49321152 49321313 162 49321211 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5159 chr8_49321152_49321313 . . .
chr8 49331977 49332217 241 49332167 13.13 9.08114 5.65138 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5160 chr8_49331977_49332217 . . .
chr8 49333050 49333209 160 49333172 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5161 chr8_49333050_49333209 . . .
chr8 49341200 49341342 143 49341286 24.38 12.71746 5.48787 8.61784 FTE1_peak_5162 chr8_49341200_49341342 . . .
chr8 49448624 49448772 149 49448720 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_5163 chr8_49448624_49448772 . . .
chr8 49502634 49502978 345 49502896 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5164 chr8_49502634_49502978 . . .
chr8 49814902 49815033 132 49814928 13.75 10.03351 6.52093 6.23896 FTE1_peak_5165 chr8_49814902_49815033 . . SNAI2
chr8 49815506 49815719 214 49815618 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5166 chr8_49815506_49815719 . . SNAI2
chr8 49817084 49817341 258 49817120 16.25 12.17136 6.90171 8.16651 FTE1_peak_5167 chr8_49817084_49817341 . . SNAI2
chr8 49829493 49829903 411 49829850 18.75 12.3294 6.66833 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5168 chr8_49829493_49829903 . . SNAI2
chr8 49833119 49833355 237 49833261 16.88 9.93187 5.76756 6.14068 FTE1_peak_5169 chr8_49833119_49833355 SNAI2 . .
chr8 50969041 50969261 221 50969158 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5170 chr8_50969041_50969261 SNTG1 . .
chr8 50969468 50969688 221 50969542 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5171 chr8_50969468_50969688 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51052275 51052433 159 51052356 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5172 chr8_51052275_51052433 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51096133 51096333 201 51096247 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5173 chr8_51096133_51096333 SNTG1 . .
chr8 53030313 53030481 169 53030401 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5174 chr8_53030313_53030481 ST18 . .
chr8 53059404 53059530 127 53059408 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5175 chr8_53059404_53059530 ST18 . .
chr8 53061874 53062012 139 53061921 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5176 chr8_53061874_53062012 ST18 . .
chr8 54857627 54857876 250 54857756 31.26 32.95335 14.40144 27.64457 FTE1_peak_5177 chr8_54857627_54857876 RGS20 . TCEA1
chr8 54858057 54858181 125 54858105 15.63 11.11471 6.65164 7.19278 FTE1_peak_5178 chr8_54858057_54858181 RGS20 . TCEA1
chr8 55065913 55066249 337 55066021 15.63 12.02772 7.23004 8.03015 FTE1_peak_5179 chr8_55065913_55066249 . MRPL15 .
chr8 55181566 55181703 138 55181573 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_5180 chr8_55181566_55181703 . . .
chr8 55249950 55250168 219 55250055 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_5181 chr8_55249950_55250168 . . .
chr8 55542114 55542277 164 55542216 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5182 chr8_55542114_55542277 RP1 . .
chr8 57183335 57183511 177 57183425 18.75 15.23643 8.4513 10.94523 FTE1_peak_5183 chr8_57183335_57183511 . . SDR16C5
chr8 57806435 57806647 213 57806537 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5184 chr8_57806435_57806647 . . .
chr8 58431732 58431865 134 58431771 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5185 chr8_58431732_58431865 . . .
chr8 59714093 59714235 143 59714165 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5186 chr8_59714093_59714235 . . TOX
chr8 59742876 59743097 222 59742992 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5187 chr8_59742876_59743097 TOX . .
chr8 59768857 59768984 128 59768890 14.38 7.74577 4.73193 4.18192 FTE1_peak_5188 chr8_59768857_59768984 TOX . .
chr8 59770700 59770828 129 59770769 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5189 chr8_59770700_59770828 TOX . .
chr8 60190658 60190884 227 60190809 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5190 chr8_60190658_60190884 . . .
chr8 61863632 61863924 293 61863749 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5191 chr8_61863632_61863924 . . LOC100130298
chr8 62507695 62507905 211 62507819 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_5192 chr8_62507695_62507905 ASPH . .
chr8 62517365 62517523 159 62517400 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5193 chr8_62517365_62517523 ASPH . .
chr8 62672707 62673010 304 62672732 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5194 chr8_62672707_62673010 . . .
chr8 62673194 62673484 291 62673289 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5195 chr8_62673194_62673484 . . .
chr8 62923953 62924078 126 62924029 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5196 chr8_62923953_62924078 . . .
chr8 65642219 65642509 291 65642379 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5197 chr8_65642219_65642509 CYP7B1 . .
chr8 67036276 67036474 199 67036324 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5198 chr8_67036276_67036474 . DNAJC5B TRIM55
chr8 67042075 67042355 281 67042200 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_5199 chr8_67042075_67042355 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
chr8 68417851 68418059 209 68417975 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5200 chr8_68417851_68418059 CPA6 . .
chr8 69169185 69169545 361 69169392 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5201 chr8_69169185_69169545 . PREX2 .
chr8 69497384 69497633 250 69497483 16.25 7.66459 4.31357 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5202 chr8_69497384_69497633 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69646012 69646266 255 69646132 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5203 chr8_69646012_69646266 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69833282 69833645 364 69833405 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_5204 chr8_69833282_69833645 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69834272 69834463 192 69834351 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5205 chr8_69834272_69834463 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69903661 69903846 186 69903762 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5206 chr8_69903661_69903846 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 70313493 70313693 201 70313679 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_5207 chr8_70313493_70313693 . . .
chr8 71471437 71471670 234 71471600 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5208 chr8_71471437_71471670 . . TRAM1
chr8 71522680 71522947 268 71522779 29.38 16.47455 6.26448 12.06868 FTE1_peak_5209 chr8_71522680_71522947 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
chr8 72474721 72474994 274 72474819 28.13 26.4691 11.65295 21.46428 FTE1_peak_5210 chr8_72474721_72474994 . . .
chr8 72906641 72906777 137 72906704 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5211 chr8_72906641_72906777 LOC100132891 . TRPA1
chr8 73019781 73019916 136 73019792 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_5212 chr8_73019781_73019916 . . .
chr8 74258802 74259032 231 74258916 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5213 chr8_74258802_74259032 . RDH10 .
chr8 74847631 74847853 223 74847732 15 10.90719 6.27605 6.99744 FTE1_peak_5214 chr8_74847631_74847853 . . TCEB1
chr8 75086334 75086516 183 75086348 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5215 chr8_75086334_75086516 . . .
chr8 75090016 75090353 338 75090265 17.5 12.0994 6.6985 8.10009 FTE1_peak_5216 chr8_75090016_75090353 . . .
chr8 76610374 76610535 162 76610509 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5217 chr8_76610374_76610535 . . .
chr8 76614801 76615226 426 76615141 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5218 chr8_76614801_76615226 . . .
chr8 76771569 76771831 263 76771711 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5219 chr8_76771569_76771831 . . .
chr8 77336313 77336566 254 77336354 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5220 chr8_77336313_77336566 . . .
chr8 77710503 77710830 328 77710730 20.01 16.6313 8.4021 12.22073 FTE1_peak_5221 chr8_77710503_77710830 ZFHX4 . .
chr8 78109456 78109621 166 78109499 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5222 chr8_78109456_78109621 . . .
chr8 79438053 79438414 362 79438082 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5223 chr8_79438053_79438414 PKIA . .
chr8 80267979 80268149 171 80268065 17.5 13.88155 7.79141 9.67353 FTE1_peak_5224 chr8_80267979_80268149 . . .
chr8 80350184 80350398 215 80350307 23.13 11.00531 4.82621 7.08926 FTE1_peak_5225 chr8_80350184_80350398 . . .
chr8 81938703 81938889 187 81938811 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5226 chr8_81938703_81938889 PAG1 . .
chr8 89952259 89952422 164 89952366 16.88 12.76272 7.52818 8.65829 FTE1_peak_5227 chr8_89952259_89952422 . . .
chr8 90556042 90556175 134 90556092 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5228 chr8_90556042_90556175 . . .
chr8 90894968 90895207 240 90895121 17.5 14.28928 8.04548 10.05925 FTE1_peak_5229 chr8_90894968_90895207 . . OSGIN2
chr8 93061601 93061862 262 93061812 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5230 chr8_93061601_93061862 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 93063767 93063921 155 93063854 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_5231 chr8_93063767_93063921 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 94682618 94682805 188 94682707 26.88 20.74566 9.29402 16.06807 FTE1_peak_5232 chr8_94682618_94682805 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
chr8 94948334 94948480 147 94948403 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5233 chr8_94948334_94948480 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
chr8 95231940 95232090 151 95231984 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5234 chr8_95231940_95232090 . CDH17 GEM
chr8 96113869 96114045 177 96113986 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5235 chr8_96113869_96114045 . MIR3150A;MIR3150B .
chr8 96497645 96497817 173 96497762 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5236 chr8_96497645_96497817 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96572034 96572382 349 96572157 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5237 chr8_96572034_96572382 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96660523 96660694 172 96660580 18.13 13.18781 6.95628 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5238 chr8_96660523_96660694 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96805208 96805452 245 96805295 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5239 chr8_96805208_96805452 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96885948 96886082 135 96885981 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5240 chr8_96885948_96886082 . . .
chr8 97111533 97111787 255 97111615 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5241 chr8_97111533_97111787 . . .
chr8 97116144 97116336 193 97116218 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5242 chr8_97116144_97116336 . . .
chr8 97803355 97803481 127 97803398 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5243 chr8_97803355_97803481 CPQ . .
chr8 98102373 98102735 363 98102540 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_5244 chr8_98102373_98102735 CPQ . .
chr8 98556894 98557023 130 98556947 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5245 chr8_98556894_98557023 . . .
chr8 98993423 98993621 199 98993522 19.38 6.46191 3.39668 3.08591 FTE1_peak_5246 chr8_98993423_98993621 MATN2 . .
chr8 99350429 99350868 440 99350592 33.76 35.81751 15.51784 30.40961 FTE1_peak_5247 chr8_99350429_99350868 . . .
chr8 99370807 99370986 180 99370883 20.63 15.95294 8.24016 11.56868 FTE1_peak_5248 chr8_99370807_99370986 . . .
chr8 99491869 99492017 149 99491933 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5249 chr8_99491869_99492017 STK3 . .
chr8 100476357 100476552 196 100476440 18.75 13.74797 7.52568 9.54549 FTE1_peak_5250 chr8_100476357_100476552 VPS13B . .
chr8 100787187 100787311 125 100787253 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5251 chr8_100787187_100787311 VPS13B . .
chr8 101270803 101271219 417 101271000 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5252 chr8_101270803_101271219 RNF19A SPAG1 .
chr8 101679845 101679980 136 101679909 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5253 chr8_101679845_101679980 . SNX31 .
chr8 101801298 101801464 167 101801365 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5254 chr8_101801298_101801464 . . .
chr8 102063994 102064227 234 102064111 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5255 chr8_102063994_102064227 . . FLJ42969
chr8 102110776 102111033 258 102110922 23.76 21.13607 10.47883 16.42452 FTE1_peak_5256 chr8_102110776_102111033 . FLJ42969 .
chr8 103422400 103422557 158 103422469 20.63 13.95925 7.06299 9.75003 FTE1_peak_5257 chr8_103422400_103422557 UBR5 . .
chr8 104220232 104220359 128 104220289 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5258 chr8_104220232_104220359 BAALC . .
chr8 104357069 104357306 238 104357122 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5259 chr8_104357069_104357306 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104360739 104360921 183 104360830 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5260 chr8_104360739_104360921 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104361130 104361266 137 104361189 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5261 chr8_104361130_104361266 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 105759034 105759302 269 105759181 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5262 chr8_105759034_105759302 . . .
chr8 106082112 106082430 319 106082338 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_5263 chr8_106082112_106082430 . . .
chr8 106220945 106221119 175 106221009 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_5264 chr8_106220945_106221119 . . .
chr8 106522611 106522904 294 106522770 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5265 chr8_106522611_106522904 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106664072 106664312 241 106664112 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5266 chr8_106664072_106664312 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106668625 106668750 126 106668695 21.26 15.25735 7.41853 10.95373 FTE1_peak_5267 chr8_106668625_106668750 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106672122 106672260 139 106672206 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5268 chr8_106672122_106672260 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106695427 106695588 162 106695548 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_5269 chr8_106695427_106695588 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 107023627 107023838 212 107023744 15.63 7.40983 4.43443 3.88341 FTE1_peak_5270 chr8_107023627_107023838 . . .
chr8 107072162 107072324 163 107072251 15.63 11.66849 7.00173 7.68431 FTE1_peak_5271 chr8_107072162_107072324 . . .
chr8 108117138 108117382 245 108117250 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5272 chr8_108117138_108117382 . . .
chr8 108128801 108129149 349 108128857 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5273 chr8_108128801_108129149 . . .
chr8 108235611 108235916 306 108235715 30.63 20.38453 7.90826 15.72608 FTE1_peak_5274 chr8_108235611_108235916 . . ANGPT1
chr8 108456307 108456509 203 108456418 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5275 chr8_108456307_108456509 ANGPT1 . .
chr8 108510849 108511014 166 108510923 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5276 chr8_108510849_108511014 . ANGPT1 .
chr8 108540434 108540615 182 108540448 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5277 chr8_108540434_108540615 . . .
chr8 110141672 110142000 329 110141801 28.13 18.36732 7.2831 13.82238 FTE1_peak_5278 chr8_110141672_110142000 . TRHR .
chr8 110346314 110346514 201 110346414 37.51 15.31996 4.73967 11.01466 FTE1_peak_5279 chr8_110346314_110346514 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
chr8 116439865 116440008 144 116439919 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5280 chr8_116439865_116440008 TRPS1 . .
chr8 117049597 117049721 125 117049666 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5281 chr8_117049597_117049721 LINC00536 . .
chr8 117363678 117363964 287 117363800 29.38 30.14254 13.56414 24.96726 FTE1_peak_5282 chr8_117363678_117363964 . LINC00536 .
chr8 117700138 117700533 396 117700424 30.01 24.65999 9.92252 19.76903 FTE1_peak_5283 chr8_117700138_117700533 EIF3H . .
chr8 118662505 118662829 325 118662590 11.88 7.16595 5.15125 3.64882 FTE1_peak_5284 chr8_118662505_118662829 . . .
chr8 118893796 118893920 125 118893857 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5285 chr8_118893796_118893920 EXT1 . .
chr8 118967638 118967835 198 118967734 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5286 chr8_118967638_118967835 EXT1 . .
chr8 118990494 118990911 418 118990693 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5287 chr8_118990494_118990911 EXT1 . .
chr8 119021155 119021328 174 119021221 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5288 chr8_119021155_119021328 EXT1 . .
chr8 119030886 119031131 246 119031020 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5289 chr8_119030886_119031131 EXT1 . .
chr8 119356313 119356437 125 119356346 15 12.27991 7.11286 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5290 chr8_119356313_119356437 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119427836 119428101 266 119427969 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5291 chr8_119427836_119428101 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119778928 119779322 395 119779155 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5292 chr8_119778928_119779322 . . .
chr8 119808789 119809054 266 119808912 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5293 chr8_119808789_119809054 . . .
chr8 119856024 119856175 152 119856088 17.5 13.62282 7.63076 9.42607 FTE1_peak_5294 chr8_119856024_119856175 . . .
chr8 119917512 119917715 204 119917613 21.88 11.79668 5.72019 7.8066 FTE1_peak_5295 chr8_119917512_119917715 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119922702 119922951 250 119922886 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5296 chr8_119922702_119922951 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 120591237 120591361 125 120591317 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5297 chr8_120591237_120591361 ENPP2 . .
chr8 121094734 121095287 554 121094852 27.51 25.182 11.40289 20.2505 FTE1_peak_5298 chr8_121094734_121095287 . . .
chr8 121668534 121668744 211 121668620 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5299 chr8_121668534_121668744 SNTB1 . .
chr8 121798052 121798272 221 121798112 12.5 8.10772 5.40131 4.45061 FTE1_peak_5300 chr8_121798052_121798272 SNTB1 . .
chr8 121869740 121870098 359 121869829 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5301 chr8_121869740_121870098 . . .
chr8 122005537 122005747 211 122005650 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5302 chr8_122005537_122005747 . . .
chr8 122166690 122166856 167 122166798 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5303 chr8_122166690_122166856 . . .
chr8 122176326 122176659 334 122176538 31.88 32.95335 14.68054 27.64457 FTE1_peak_5304 chr8_122176326_122176659 . . .
chr8 122361122 122361289 168 122361219 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5305 chr8_122361122_122361289 . . .
chr8 122419876 122420011 136 122419928 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5306 chr8_122419876_122420011 . . .
chr8 122824189 122824359 171 122824323 14.38 7.16019 4.39394 3.64748 FTE1_peak_5307 chr8_122824189_122824359 . . .
chr8 123012109 123012259 151 123012164 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5308 chr8_123012109_123012259 . . .
chr8 123122832 123123332 501 123123136 27.51 27.38857 12.72684 22.33883 FTE1_peak_5309 chr8_123122832_123123332 . . .
chr8 123139974 123140126 153 123140028 11.88 7.96984 5.69199 4.39729 FTE1_peak_5310 chr8_123139974_123140126 . . .
chr8 123141091 123141509 419 123141292 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_5311 chr8_123141091_123141509 . . .
chr8 123147016 123147230 215 123147137 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_5312 chr8_123147016_123147230 . . .
chr8 123152715 123152859 145 123152805 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5313 chr8_123152715_123152859 . . .
chr8 123160315 123160554 240 123160433 36.26 32.84577 12.41984 27.55976 FTE1_peak_5314 chr8_123160315_123160554 . . .
chr8 123179115 123179260 146 123179216 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5315 chr8_123179115_123179260 . . .
chr8 123446247 123446773 527 123446423 33.76 35.81751 15.51784 30.40961 FTE1_peak_5316 chr8_123446247_123446773 . . .
chr8 123614117 123614278 162 123614232 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5317 chr8_123614117_123614278 . . .
chr8 123702012 123702145 134 123702082 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5318 chr8_123702012_123702145 . . .
chr8 123929893 123930017 125 123929932 10.63 6.25826 4.65112 2.89094 FTE1_peak_5319 chr8_123929893_123930017 ZHX2 . .
chr8 124070520 124070742 223 124070629 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5320 chr8_124070520_124070742 . DERL1 WDR67
chr8 124601639 124601810 172 124601735 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5321 chr8_124601639_124601810 . . .
chr8 124645155 124645589 435 124645401 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_5322 chr8_124645155_124645589 . . KLHL38
chr8 124852302 124852662 361 124852379 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5323 chr8_124852302_124852662 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
chr8 125878687 125879054 368 125878913 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_5324 chr8_125878687_125879054 . . .
chr8 126231703 126231854 152 126231732 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5325 chr8_126231703_126231854 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126245131 126245296 166 126245194 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5326 chr8_126245131_126245296 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126422930 126423060 131 126422998 16.88 11.23131 6.56126 7.26491 FTE1_peak_5327 chr8_126422930_126423060 . . TRIB1
chr8 126537662 126537849 188 126537783 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5328 chr8_126537662_126537849 . . .
chr8 126557932 126558113 182 126558013 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5329 chr8_126557932_126558113 . . .
chr8 126649738 126649900 163 126649837 20.01 16.28482 8.19717 11.89283 FTE1_peak_5330 chr8_126649738_126649900 . . .
chr8 126692412 126692748 337 126692510 25.01 17.82997 7.70565 13.34945 FTE1_peak_5331 chr8_126692412_126692748 . . .
chr8 128234867 128235210 344 128235079 30.01 25.42371 10.33596 20.47831 FTE1_peak_5332 chr8_128234867_128235210 . . .
chr8 128306972 128307121 150 128307119 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_5333 chr8_128306972_128307121 . . .
chr8 128319995 128320119 125 128320040 14.38 11.17057 6.83501 7.24323 FTE1_peak_5334 chr8_128319995_128320119 . . .
chr8 128403421 128403553 133 128403465 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5335 chr8_128403421_128403553 . . POU5F1B
chr8 128753914 128754357 444 128754125 20.01 10.60763 5.09218 6.70697 FTE1_peak_5336 chr8_128753914_128754357 . MYC .
chr8 128822442 128822566 125 128822519 13.13 8.52115 5.30646 4.84235 FTE1_peak_5337 chr8_128822442_128822566 PVT1 MIR1204 .
chr8 128843953 128844112 160 128844052 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5338 chr8_128843953_128844112 PVT1 . .
chr8 128844254 128844425 172 128844361 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5339 chr8_128844254_128844425 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911167 128911420 254 128911281 20.01 13.71278 6.72168 9.5134 FTE1_peak_5340 chr8_128911167_128911420 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911642 128911884 243 128911824 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5341 chr8_128911642_128911884 PVT1 . .
chr8 128920169 128920384 216 128920290 20.63 11.99181 5.96701 7.99606 FTE1_peak_5342 chr8_128920169_128920384 PVT1 . .
chr8 128930680 128931192 513 128930943 20.63 17.60988 9.25365 13.13546 FTE1_peak_5343 chr8_128930680_128931192 PVT1 . .
chr8 129140080 129140330 251 129140251 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5344 chr8_129140080_129140330 . PVT1 MIR1208
chr8 129188889 129189587 699 129189163 29.38 27.77086 12.15308 22.70985 FTE1_peak_5345 chr8_129188889_129189587 . MIR1208 .
chr8 129195520 129195888 369 129195794 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_5346 chr8_129195520_129195888 . . .
chr8 129228288 129228432 145 129228323 15.63 12.15248 7.3095 8.1508 FTE1_peak_5347 chr8_129228288_129228432 . . .
chr8 129326879 129327078 200 129326989 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5348 chr8_129326879_129327078 . . .
chr8 129895553 129895796 244 129895706 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5349 chr8_129895553_129895796 . . .
chr8 129912860 129913244 385 129913178 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_5350 chr8_129912860_129913244 . . .
chr8 130697916 130698070 155 130697982 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5351 chr8_130697916_130698070 . . .
chr8 130719935 130720181 247 130720068 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_5352 chr8_130719935_130720181 . . .
chr8 130721374 130721582 209 130721466 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5353 chr8_130721374_130721582 . . .
chr8 130930326 130930509 184 130930448 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5354 chr8_130930326_130930509 FAM49B . .
chr8 131007504 131007707 204 131007614 20.01 17.85374 9.13272 13.37168 FTE1_peak_5355 chr8_131007504_131007707 FAM49B . .
chr8 131074616 131074763 148 131074641 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5356 chr8_131074616_131074763 ASAP1 . LOC100507117
chr8 131206138 131206443 306 131206344 16.88 13.01577 7.69008 8.90469 FTE1_peak_5357 chr8_131206138_131206443 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131206569 131206718 150 131206651 18.75 15.23643 8.4513 10.94523 FTE1_peak_5358 chr8_131206569_131206718 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131218663 131218813 151 131218767 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5359 chr8_131218663_131218813 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131245110 131245268 159 131245181 16.25 13.41533 7.66856 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5360 chr8_131245110_131245268 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131275012 131275213 202 131275100 20.63 17.53021 9.20443 13.05832 FTE1_peak_5361 chr8_131275012_131275213 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276049 131276404 356 131276309 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5362 chr8_131276049_131276404 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276817 131277093 277 131277035 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5363 chr8_131276817_131277093 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131457020 131457165 146 131457070 29.38 18.2087 7.04527 13.71499 FTE1_peak_5364 chr8_131457020_131457165 . ASAP1 .
chr8 131495630 131495932 303 131495734 23.76 18.68839 9.00227 14.12656 FTE1_peak_5365 chr8_131495630_131495932 . . .
chr8 131540719 131540922 204 131540816 23.76 22.06763 11.05224 17.28705 FTE1_peak_5366 chr8_131540719_131540922 . . .
chr8 131545673 131545868 196 131545775 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5367 chr8_131545673_131545868 . . .
chr8 131685124 131685258 135 131685203 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5368 chr8_131685124_131685258 . . .
chr8 131915684 131915829 146 131915734 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5369 chr8_131915684_131915829 ADCY8 . .
chr8 132829067 132829401 335 132829132 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5370 chr8_132829067_132829401 . . .
chr8 132857730 132857879 150 132857762 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5371 chr8_132857730_132857879 . . .
chr8 133958248 133958472 225 133958359 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5372 chr8_133958248_133958472 TG . .
chr8 134045468 134045784 317 134045684 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5373 chr8_134045468_134045784 TG . SLA
chr8 134045973 134046101 129 134046078 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5374 chr8_134045973_134046101 TG . SLA
chr8 134048893 134049451 559 134049336 18.75 15.02368 8.31786 10.73827 FTE1_peak_5375 chr8_134048893_134049451 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134228814 134228950 137 134228917 17.5 11.12149 6.11722 7.19945 FTE1_peak_5376 chr8_134228814_134228950 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134243622 134243905 284 134243782 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5377 chr8_134243622_134243905 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134315510 134315647 138 134315570 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5378 chr8_134315510_134315647 . NDRG1 .
chr8 134686996 134687233 238 134687142 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5379 chr8_134686996_134687233 . . .
chr8 135033673 135033894 222 135033725 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5380 chr8_135033673_135033894 . . .
chr8 141601636 141601787 152 141601720 19.38 13.33983 6.87935 9.21114 FTE1_peak_5381 chr8_141601636_141601787 EIF2C2 . .
chr8 141737499 141737670 172 141737615 28.13 23.05536 9.71079 18.23879 FTE1_peak_5382 chr8_141737499_141737670 PTK2 . .
chr8 142053474 142053711 238 142053590 31.26 21.41391 8.06455 16.69394 FTE1_peak_5383 chr8_142053474_142053711 . . .
chr9 751697 751842 146 751734 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5384 chr9_751697_751842 . KANK1 .
chr9 2477806 2478178 373 2477993 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5385 chr9_2477806_2478178 . . .
chr9 3746488 3746612 125 3746555 13.75 5.46828 3.6884 2.2132 FTE1_peak_5386 chr9_3746488_3746612 . . .
chr9 3863158 3863347 190 3863235 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5387 chr9_3863158_3863347 GLIS3 . .
chr9 3863502 3863626 125 3863611 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5388 chr9_3863502_3863626 GLIS3 . .
chr9 3948969 3949157 189 3949091 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5389 chr9_3948969_3949157 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4100021 4100152 132 4100069 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5390 chr9_4100021_4100152 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4137276 4137477 202 4137380 20.01 14.2141 7.00175 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5391 chr9_4137276_4137477 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4138045 4138270 226 4138201 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5392 chr9_4138045_4138270 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4225614 4225806 193 4225755 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5393 chr9_4225614_4225806 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4258352 4258723 372 4258431 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5394 chr9_4258352_4258723 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4833211 4833380 170 4833286 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5395 chr9_4833211_4833380 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
chr9 5509609 5509956 348 5509839 17.5 14.35968 8.08944 10.12338 FTE1_peak_5396 chr9_5509609_5509956 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5845047 5845205 159 5845086 22.51 8.40735 3.91765 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5397 chr9_5845047_5845205 . ERMP1 .
chr9 6566532 6566656 125 6566604 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5398 chr9_6566532_6566656 GLDC . .
chr9 6938589 6938799 211 6938697 30.63 31.54107 14.12234 26.29948 FTE1_peak_5399 chr9_6938589_6938799 KDM4C . .
chr9 12784556 12784749 194 12784667 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_5400 chr9_12784556_12784749 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12814381 12814741 361 12814649 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5401 chr9_12814381_12814741 LURAP1L . .
chr9 13388261 13388425 165 13388341 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5402 chr9_13388261_13388425 . . FLJ41200
chr9 13942711 13942942 232 13942811 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5403 chr9_13942711_13942942 C9orf146 . .
chr9 15221115 15221282 168 15221204 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_5404 chr9_15221115_15221282 TTC39B . .
chr9 15735257 15735411 155 15735295 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5405 chr9_15735257_15735411 C9orf93 . .
chr9 15999729 15999905 177 15999783 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5406 chr9_15999729_15999905 . C9orf93 .
chr9 16030526 16030794 269 16030672 31.26 26.6287 10.75274 21.61378 FTE1_peak_5407 chr9_16030526_16030794 . . .
chr9 16119884 16120096 213 16119996 18.75 15.75873 8.77997 11.4346 FTE1_peak_5408 chr9_16119884_16120096 . . .
chr9 16120311 16120467 157 16120392 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5409 chr9_16120311_16120467 . . .
chr9 16191715 16191958 244 16191861 26.88 16.40859 6.97051 12.00559 FTE1_peak_5410 chr9_16191715_16191958 . . .
chr9 16413494 16413708 215 16413611 18.75 15.82134 8.81944 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5411 chr9_16413494_16413708 BNC2 . .
chr9 16505120 16505454 335 16505339 32.51 34.37896 14.95964 29.02746 FTE1_peak_5412 chr9_16505120_16505454 BNC2 . .
chr9 16826050 16826276 227 16826150 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5413 chr9_16826050_16826276 BNC2 . .
chr9 18490591 18490932 342 18490682 15.63 5.31046 3.32582 2.06898 FTE1_peak_5414 chr9_18490591_18490932 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18491177 18491400 224 18491240 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5415 chr9_18491177_18491400 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18543642 18543818 177 18543740 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5416 chr9_18543642_18543818 ADAMTSL1 . MIR3152
chr9 18597020 18597177 158 18597107 17.5 12.95907 7.22131 8.84899 FTE1_peak_5417 chr9_18597020_18597177 ADAMTSL1 MIR3152 .
chr9 18658849 18659037 189 18658972 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5418 chr9_18658849_18659037 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 19992669 19992850 182 19992684 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5419 chr9_19992669_19992850 . . .
chr9 19999553 19999754 202 19999638 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5420 chr9_19999553_19999754 . . .
chr9 21506819 21507071 253 21506990 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5421 chr9_21506819_21507071 MIR31HG IFNE MIR31
chr9 21549323 21549478 156 21549371 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5422 chr9_21549323_21549478 MIR31HG . .
chr9 21591662 21591808 147 21591733 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5423 chr9_21591662_21591808 . . .
chr9 21777956 21778108 153 21778012 11.25 5.86499 4.08432 2.57335 FTE1_peak_5424 chr9_21777956_21778108 . . MTAP
chr9 22084752 22085042 291 22084928 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5425 chr9_22084752_22085042 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 22211842 22212002 161 22211929 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5426 chr9_22211842_22212002 . . .
chr9 22342620 22342770 151 22342677 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5427 chr9_22342620_22342770 . . .
chr9 27155017 27155181 165 27155074 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5428 chr9_27155017_27155181 TEK . .
chr9 32396003 32396148 146 32396062 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5429 chr9_32396003_32396148 ACO1 . .
chr9 32430843 32430972 130 32430926 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5430 chr9_32430843_32430972 ACO1 . DDX58
chr9 33180808 33180946 139 33180904 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5431 chr9_33180808_33180946 . B4GALT1 .
chr9 33181342 33181467 126 33181409 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5432 chr9_33181342_33181467 . B4GALT1 .
chr9 33836303 33836475 173 33836403 24.38 18.49883 8.46047 13.94529 FTE1_peak_5433 chr9_33836303_33836475 UBE2R2 . .
chr9 33946893 33947100 208 33946991 20.01 15.51077 7.74387 11.19619 FTE1_peak_5434 chr9_33946893_33947100 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 34222185 34222309 125 34222216 22.51 8.40735 3.91765 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5435 chr9_34222185_34222309 UBAP1 . .
chr9 35518184 35518512 329 35518303 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5436 chr9_35518184_35518512 RUSC2 . .
chr9 35526492 35526636 145 35526577 16.25 11.89548 6.73337 7.90252 FTE1_peak_5437 chr9_35526492_35526636 RUSC2 . .
chr9 36029772 36030103 332 36029985 38.14 28.97095 9.78375 23.84504 FTE1_peak_5438 chr9_36029772_36030103 . . RECK
chr9 36102328 36102737 410 36102572 22.51 13.44958 6.26824 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5439 chr9_36102328_36102737 RECK . .
chr9 37908792 37908925 134 37908875 20.63 10.33138 5.10452 6.44067 FTE1_peak_5440 chr9_37908792_37908925 . MCART1 SHB
chr9 37953743 37953963 221 37953893 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5441 chr9_37953743_37953963 SHB . .
chr9 37954254 37954415 162 37954254 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_5442 chr9_37954254_37954415 SHB . .
chr9 38046627 38046907 281 38046725 33.13 16.81004 5.68895 12.39561 FTE1_peak_5443 chr9_38046627_38046907 SHB . .
chr9 38435522 38435807 286 38435709 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5444 chr9_38435522_38435807 . IGFBPL1 .
chr9 72513739 72514047 309 72513798 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5445 chr9_72513739_72514047 C9orf135 . .
chr9 72561788 72561953 166 72561861 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5446 chr9_72561788_72561953 . . .
chr9 72694804 72694936 133 72694858 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5447 chr9_72694804_72694936 MAMDC2 . .
chr9 72732726 72733114 389 72732824 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_5448 chr9_72732726_72733114 MAMDC2 . .
chr9 73216042 73216471 430 73216109 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5449 chr9_73216042_73216471 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73539329 73539538 210 73539426 21.88 19.25856 10.05747 14.68305 FTE1_peak_5450 chr9_73539329_73539538 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73602979 73603117 139 73603074 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5451 chr9_73602979_73603117 TRPM3 . .
chr9 74224117 74224286 170 74224214 23.13 22.06763 10.77314 17.28705 FTE1_peak_5452 chr9_74224117_74224286 . . .
chr9 74295630 74295754 125 74295725 10.63 6.7819 5.0012 3.38126 FTE1_peak_5453 chr9_74295630_74295754 . . TMEM2
chr9 74377934 74378098 165 74378012 22.51 17.54986 8.5476 13.07695 FTE1_peak_5454 chr9_74377934_74378098 TMEM2 . .
chr9 74999113 74999252 140 74999177 14.38 10.08409 6.15151 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5455 chr9_74999113_74999252 . ZFAND5 .
chr9 75058120 75058545 426 75058446 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5456 chr9_75058120_75058545 . . .
chr9 75201801 75201937 137 75201864 15 11.11471 6.40158 7.19278 FTE1_peak_5457 chr9_75201801_75201937 TMC1 . .
chr9 75758983 75759120 138 75759029 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5458 chr9_75758983_75759120 . . ANXA1
chr9 75764598 75764810 213 75764636 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5459 chr9_75764598_75764810 . . ANXA1
chr9 75766765 75766892 128 75766791 12.5 9.03697 6.00146 5.33408 FTE1_peak_5460 chr9_75766765_75766892 ANXA1 . .
chr9 75767851 75768003 153 75767921 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5461 chr9_75767851_75768003 ANXA1 . .
chr9 76395752 76396136 385 76396022 24.38 23.37304 11.33134 18.53088 FTE1_peak_5462 chr9_76395752_76396136 . . .
chr9 76425903 76426071 169 76425996 16.25 13.47094 7.70304 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5463 chr9_76425903_76426071 . . .
chr9 76640694 76640839 146 76640749 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5464 chr9_76640694_76640839 . . .
chr9 77375377 77375585 209 77375493 22.51 20.77987 10.49404 16.08259 FTE1_peak_5465 chr9_77375377_77375585 TRPM6 . .
chr9 79066271 79066425 155 79066393 13.13 9.46036 5.88685 5.68968 FTE1_peak_5466 chr9_79066271_79066425 GCNT1;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 79269554 79269866 313 79269633 18.13 9.25272 4.78244 5.50444 FTE1_peak_5467 chr9_79269554_79269866 MIR548H3;PRUNE2 . .
chr9 79542447 79542599 153 79542489 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5468 chr9_79542447_79542599 MIR548H3 PRUNE2 .
chr9 80129888 80130064 177 80129967 20.01 14.75109 7.30617 10.47471 FTE1_peak_5469 chr9_80129888_80130064 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80327706 80328012 307 80327903 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5470 chr9_80327706_80328012 MIR548H3 . GNAQ
chr9 80422357 80422505 149 80422384 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5471 chr9_80422357_80422505 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81481678 81481865 188 81481787 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5472 chr9_81481678_81481865 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 82225961 82226535 575 82226067 27.51 21.89293 9.50241 17.15649 FTE1_peak_5473 chr9_82225961_82226535 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
chr9 83643529 83643743 215 83643636 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5474 chr9_83643529_83643743 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84108106 84108294 189 84108234 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5475 chr9_84108106_84108294 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84150435 84150699 265 84150522 17.5 11.20838 6.1682 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5476 chr9_84150435_84150699 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84174786 84174941 156 84174823 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5477 chr9_84174786_84174941 MIR548H3 . TLE1
chr9 84177725 84177883 159 84177786 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5478 chr9_84177725_84177883 MIR548H3 . TLE1
chr9 84353037 84353239 203 84353151 20.63 18.19077 9.61352 13.6971 FTE1_peak_5479 chr9_84353037_84353239 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84403060 84403241 182 84403182 18.75 14.88527 8.23122 10.60505 FTE1_peak_5480 chr9_84403060_84403241 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84404794 84405021 228 84404882 17.5 6.60524 3.70092 3.22475 FTE1_peak_5481 chr9_84404794_84405021 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84947016 84947233 218 84947091 18.75 14.35708 7.90197 10.12104 FTE1_peak_5482 chr9_84947016_84947233 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85497803 85497937 135 85497918 13.13 10.08897 6.27931 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5483 chr9_85497803_85497937 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85914500 85914698 199 85914608 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5484 chr9_85914500_85914698 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86071316 86071442 127 86071393 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5485 chr9_86071316_86071442 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86087195 86087477 283 86087357 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5486 chr9_86087195_86087477 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86500493 86500714 222 86500590 30.63 25.42371 10.54435 20.47831 FTE1_peak_5487 chr9_86500493_86500714 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86549602 86549795 194 86549678 20.63 12.80152 6.40901 8.69582 FTE1_peak_5488 chr9_86549602_86549795 MIR548H3 KIF27 C9orf64
chr9 86768912 86769078 167 86769009 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5489 chr9_86768912_86769078 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86785520 86785951 432 86785648 30.01 30.20575 13.05595 25.02716 FTE1_peak_5490 chr9_86785520_86785951 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86937822 86937965 144 86937873 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_5491 chr9_86937822_86937965 MIR548H3;SLC28A3 . .
chr9 88151053 88151293 241 88151154 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_5492 chr9_88151053_88151293 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
chr9 88358184 88358436 253 88358274 25.01 15.66414 6.60484 11.34611 FTE1_peak_5493 chr9_88358184_88358436 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
chr9 88761716 88761858 143 88761794 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5494 chr9_88761716_88761858 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 88936469 88936716 248 88936600 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5495 chr9_88936469_88936716 MIR548H3;ZCCHC6 . .
chr9 89381983 89382119 137 89382026 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5496 chr9_89381983_89382119 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89598611 89598778 168 89598722 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5497 chr9_89598611_89598778 MIR548H3 . LOC440173
chr9 89678855 89679088 234 89679008 24.38 17.32408 7.80966 12.87104 FTE1_peak_5498 chr9_89678855_89679088 MIR548H3 LOC440173 LOC494127
chr9 89885450 89885591 142 89885499 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5499 chr9_89885450_89885591 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89891283 89891610 328 89891333 13.75 10.08897 6.55716 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5500 chr9_89891283_89891610 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90812882 90813008 127 90812900 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5501 chr9_90812882_90813008 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90885923 90886161 239 90886094 23.13 20.19115 9.65243 15.53942 FTE1_peak_5502 chr9_90885923_90886161 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90934944 90935091 148 90934999 11.88 7.87759 5.62978 4.30816 FTE1_peak_5503 chr9_90934944_90935091 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91077180 91077364 185 91077291 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5504 chr9_91077180_91077364 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91092216 91092663 448 91092544 24.38 23.18658 11.2183 18.36762 FTE1_peak_5505 chr9_91092216_91092663 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91389959 91390114 156 91390045 11.25 7.20459 4.92581 3.68656 FTE1_peak_5506 chr9_91389959_91390114 MIR548H3 MIR4289 .
chr9 91433931 91434133 203 91434025 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5507 chr9_91433931_91434133 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91441861 91442039 179 91441935 16.88 11.63142 6.81121 7.65296 FTE1_peak_5508 chr9_91441861_91442039 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91730791 91731206 416 91730960 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5509 chr9_91730791_91731206 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91753724 91754031 308 91753853 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5510 chr9_91753724_91754031 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91754453 91754577 125 91754514 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5511 chr9_91754453_91754577 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91889860 91890119 260 91889886 16.25 12.70101 7.22692 8.60182 FTE1_peak_5512 chr9_91889860_91890119 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 92171610 92171912 303 92171702 41.89 33.10348 11.06735 27.79124 FTE1_peak_5513 chr9_92171610_92171912 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93755089 93755358 270 93755270 26.26 26.03412 12.16864 21.03937 FTE1_peak_5514 chr9_93755089_93755358 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93822848 93823007 160 93822918 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5515 chr9_93822848_93823007 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
chr9 93862353 93862523 171 93862441 24.38 21.41406 10.15256 16.69394 FTE1_peak_5516 chr9_93862353_93862523 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
chr9 93893883 93894143 261 93894062 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5517 chr9_93893883_93894143 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 94298557 94298820 264 94298650 16.88 12.46006 7.33515 8.37069 FTE1_peak_5518 chr9_94298557_94298820 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 94445159 94445320 162 94445228 15 10.75632 6.1851 6.85024 FTE1_peak_5519 chr9_94445159_94445320 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 95007382 95007636 255 95007442 14.38 10.44021 6.37462 6.54696 FTE1_peak_5520 chr9_95007382_95007636 IARS;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97629568 97629725 158 97629614 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5521 chr9_97629568_97629725 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97675265 97675437 173 97675341 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5522 chr9_97675265_97675437 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97684677 97684866 190 97684749 22.51 18.83116 9.30927 14.26552 FTE1_peak_5523 chr9_97684677_97684866 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 98556435 98556780 346 98556678 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_5524 chr9_98556435_98556780 . . LINC00476
chr9 100602825 100602985 161 100602932 20.63 16.6313 8.65217 12.22073 FTE1_peak_5525 chr9_100602825_100602985 . . FOXE1
chr9 100639201 100639673 473 100639274 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5526 chr9_100639201_100639673 . FOXE1 C9orf156
chr9 100985577 100985813 237 100985706 22.51 15.55443 7.40344 11.23851 FTE1_peak_5527 chr9_100985577_100985813 TBC1D2 . .
chr9 101086758 101086933 176 101086840 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5528 chr9_101086758_101086933 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101136888 101137092 205 101136910 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5529 chr9_101136888_101137092 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101137533 101137669 137 101137586 20.63 14.2141 7.21014 9.98737 FTE1_peak_5530 chr9_101137533_101137669 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101624540 101624664 125 101624598 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5531 chr9_101624540_101624664 . GALNT12 .
chr9 101751985 101752209 225 101752028 17.5 9.30597 5.08717 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5532 chr9_101751985_101752209 COL15A1 . .
chr9 101792479 101792603 125 101792538 14.38 10.60031 6.47527 6.70108 FTE1_peak_5533 chr9_101792479_101792603 COL15A1 . .
chr9 102115839 102116049 211 102115973 15 6.9063 4.00098 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5534 chr9_102115839_102116049 . . .
chr9 107769557 107769727 171 107769697 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5535 chr9_107769557_107769727 . . .
chr9 107833512 107833637 126 107833562 16.88 9.85468 5.72142 6.06573 FTE1_peak_5536 chr9_107833512_107833637 . . .
chr9 107895036 107895170 135 107895048 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_5537 chr9_107895036_107895170 . . .
chr9 108005399 108005579 181 108005501 17.5 8.17898 4.48596 4.52061 FTE1_peak_5538 chr9_108005399_108005579 . . SLC44A1
chr9 109561552 109561842 291 109561705 39.39 25.52196 8.07707 20.57359 FTE1_peak_5539 chr9_109561552_109561842 . . .
chr9 109654962 109655175 214 109655120 23.13 17.40049 8.04369 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5540 chr9_109654962_109655175 MIR548Q;ZNF462 . .
chr9 109975872 109975996 125 109975928 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5541 chr9_109975872_109975996 . . .
chr9 110037151 110037559 409 110037457 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5542 chr9_110037151_110037559 . . RAD23B
chr9 110039363 110039489 127 110039445 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5543 chr9_110039363_110039489 . . RAD23B
chr9 110517680 110517837 158 110517781 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_5544 chr9_110517680_110517837 . . .
chr9 111206099 111206292 194 111206205 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5545 chr9_111206099_111206292 . . .
chr9 111207034 111207248 215 111207158 21.88 17.086 8.71647 12.63657 FTE1_peak_5546 chr9_111207034_111207248 . . .
chr9 111239809 111239957 149 111239862 18.13 7.28745 3.82595 3.76508 FTE1_peak_5547 chr9_111239809_111239957 . . .
chr9 111241362 111241546 185 111241463 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5548 chr9_111241362_111241546 . . .
chr9 111798258 111798643 386 111798464 36.88 26.7525 9.47117 21.7316 FTE1_peak_5549 chr9_111798258_111798643 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
chr9 111827615 111827744 130 111827670 10 7.06535 4.91204 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5550 chr9_111827615_111827744 TMEM245 MIR32 .
chr9 112555648 112555772 125 112555710 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5551 chr9_112555648_112555772 PALM2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112578829 112578955 127 112578856 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5552 chr9_112578829_112578955 PALM2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112748885 112749267 383 112749196 18.75 12.66984 6.87128 8.57409 FTE1_peak_5553 chr9_112748885_112749267 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112791762 112792037 276 112791826 15 9.31879 5.33465 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5554 chr9_112791762_112792037 PALM2‐AKAP2 . AKAP2
chr9 112878307 112878462 156 112878368 21.26 16.4297 8.09294 12.02397 FTE1_peak_5555 chr9_112878307_112878462 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112878806 112879064 259 112878970 20.01 14.75109 7.30617 10.47471 FTE1_peak_5556 chr9_112878806_112879064 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 113205851 113206448 598 113205953 30.01 31.54107 13.84324 26.29948 FTE1_peak_5557 chr9_113205851_113206448 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113282401 113282691 291 113282472 14.38 10.44021 6.37462 6.54696 FTE1_peak_5558 chr9_113282401_113282691 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113318385 113318627 243 113318503 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_5559 chr9_113318385_113318627 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113368570 113368786 217 113368597 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5560 chr9_113368570_113368786 . SVEP1 .
chr9 113559927 113560233 307 113560101 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5561 chr9_113559927_113560233 MUSK . .
chr9 113597827 113598081 255 113597906 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5562 chr9_113597827_113598081 . . .
chr9 113673964 113674179 216 113674076 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5563 chr9_113673964_113674179 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113674568 113674722 155 113674620 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5564 chr9_113674568_113674722 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113704923 113705103 181 113705018 19.38 13.19086 6.79336 9.0676 FTE1_peak_5565 chr9_113704923_113705103 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113732315 113732582 268 113732402 10.63 6.25826 4.65112 2.89094 FTE1_peak_5566 chr9_113732315_113732582 LPAR1 . .
chr9 114490985 114491261 277 114491111 35.01 31.57795 12.00306 26.32826 FTE1_peak_5567 chr9_114490985_114491261 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114505659 114505783 125 114505754 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5568 chr9_114505659_114505783 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114687429 114687633 205 114687494 12.5 8.78655 5.83926 5.09402 FTE1_peak_5569 chr9_114687429_114687633 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114692676 114692800 125 114692725 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5570 chr9_114692676_114692800 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114694930 114695070 141 114695004 13.13 9.55984 5.94882 5.78139 FTE1_peak_5571 chr9_114694930_114695070 UGCG MIR4668 .
chr9 114696358 114696628 271 114696378 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5572 chr9_114696358_114696628 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114699498 114699806 309 114699733 13.75 10.13409 6.58664 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5573 chr9_114699498_114699806 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114699986 114700130 145 114700100 15.63 12.27991 7.39071 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5574 chr9_114699986_114700130 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114722997 114723126 130 114723049 18.13 15.02368 8.05464 10.73827 FTE1_peak_5575 chr9_114722997_114723126 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114727885 114728033 149 114727989 20.63 12.38526 6.18012 8.29739 FTE1_peak_5576 chr9_114727885_114728033 . . .
chr9 114774471 114774635 165 114774548 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5577 chr9_114774471_114774635 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114792271 114792594 324 114792464 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5578 chr9_114792271_114792594 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114799662 114800085 424 114799783 33.76 29.07822 11.58629 23.94199 FTE1_peak_5579 chr9_114799662_114800085 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114804010 114804675 666 114804151 30.63 29.08682 12.65322 23.94822 FTE1_peak_5580 chr9_114804010_114804675 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114808506 114808665 160 114808615 20.01 18.26037 9.37764 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5581 chr9_114808506_114808665 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114835370 114835718 349 114835651 16.25 12.76272 7.26495 8.65829 FTE1_peak_5582 chr9_114835370_114835718 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114836731 114836860 130 114836752 10.63 6.74198 4.97446 3.34288 FTE1_peak_5583 chr9_114836731_114836860 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114996117 114996296 180 114996184 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5584 chr9_114996117_114996296 MIR3134;PTBP3 . .
chr9 117041227 117041367 141 117041323 23.13 9.09299 4.02185 5.35222 FTE1_peak_5585 chr9_117041227_117041367 COL27A1 . .
chr9 117126517 117126711 195 117126615 22.51 16.31975 7.8353 11.92117 FTE1_peak_5586 chr9_117126517_117126711 AKNA . .
chr9 117128688 117128812 125 117128794 13.13 8.99071 5.59542 5.29122 FTE1_peak_5587 chr9_117128688_117128812 AKNA . .
chr9 117453241 117453593 353 117453521 25.63 24.69541 11.88954 19.77478 FTE1_peak_5588 chr9_117453241_117453593 . LOC100505478 .
chr9 117618570 117618787 218 117618641 12.5 8.69004 5.7768 5.00195 FTE1_peak_5589 chr9_117618570_117618787 . . .
chr9 118013085 118013262 178 118013183 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5590 chr9_118013085_118013262 01‐Dec . .
chr9 118403272 118403501 230 118403380 27.51 17.84571 7.3567 13.36398 FTE1_peak_5591 chr9_118403272_118403501 . . .
chr9 118413213 118413432 220 118413276 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5592 chr9_118413213_118413432 . . .
chr9 118435016 118435590 575 118435481 25.01 24.69541 11.61044 19.77478 FTE1_peak_5593 chr9_118435016_118435590 . . .
chr9 118456456 118456675 220 118456536 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5594 chr9_118456456_118456675 . . .
chr9 118684901 118685025 125 118684919 10.63 7.06535 5.19114 3.5552 FTE1_peak_5595 chr9_118684901_118685025 LINC00474 . .
chr9 118706756 118707341 586 118707095 21.88 19.51052 10.21494 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5596 chr9_118706756_118707341 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118715049 118715389 341 118715146 15 11.66849 6.7385 7.68431 FTE1_peak_5597 chr9_118715049_118715389 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118755298 118755461 164 118755343 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5598 chr9_118755298_118755461 . . .
chr9 118758827 118759066 240 118758946 28.13 28.75821 13.00594 23.63837 FTE1_peak_5599 chr9_118758827_118759066 . . .
chr9 118862210 118862394 185 118862231 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5600 chr9_118862210_118862394 . . .
chr9 118914413 118914619 207 118914523 19.38 12.5343 6.41893 8.4431 FTE1_peak_5601 chr9_118914413_118914619 . . PAPPA
chr9 123156707 123156954 248 123156719 15.63 6.9063 4.15728 3.49389 FTE1_peak_5602 chr9_123156707_123156954 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 123165661 123165927 267 123165815 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_5603 chr9_123165661_123165927 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 124040757 124040984 228 124040905 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5604 chr9_124040757_124040984 GSN . .
chr9 124084653 124084924 272 124084677 16.88 8.20544 4.76785 4.54655 FTE1_peak_5605 chr9_124084653_124084924 GSN . STOM
chr9 124160728 124160873 146 124160754 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5606 chr9_124160728_124160873 . STOM .
chr9 124726029 124726268 240 124726082 12.5 7.62961 5.09558 4.07563 FTE1_peak_5607 chr9_124726029_124726268 TTLL11 . .
chr9 124942068 124942210 143 124942109 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5608 chr9_124942068_124942210 MORN5 NDUFA8 LHX6
chr9 125206852 125207038 187 125206935 16.88 13.47094 7.98214 9.27938 FTE1_peak_5609 chr9_125206852_125207038 . . .
chr9 125540591 125540719 129 125540699 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5610 chr9_125540591_125540719 . OR1L6 OR1K1;OR5C1
chr9 125825481 125825624 144 125825520 17.5 14.63449 8.26124 10.36205 FTE1_peak_5611 chr9_125825481_125825624 RABGAP1 GPR21 .
chr9 127029713 127029839 127 127029734 15.63 8.94824 5.32131 5.25007 FTE1_peak_5612 chr9_127029713_127029839 NEK6 . .
chr9 127072039 127072192 154 127072096 19.38 8.44957 4.29054 4.7726 FTE1_peak_5613 chr9_127072039_127072192 NEK6 . .
chr9 127155147 127155293 147 127155222 14.38 9.61323 5.85858 5.8322 FTE1_peak_5614 chr9_127155147_127155293 PSMB7 . .
chr9 127420722 127421548 827 127421078 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5615 chr9_127420722_127421548 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127421695 127421968 274 127421819 21.26 19.51052 9.93584 14.88783 FTE1_peak_5616 chr9_127421695_127421968 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 128411703 128411903 201 128411819 22.51 18.83116 9.30927 14.26552 FTE1_peak_5617 chr9_128411703_128411903 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 130099179 130099374 196 130099261 27.51 27.29442 12.66988 22.26206 FTE1_peak_5618 chr9_130099179_130099374 GARNL3 . .
chr9 130150649 130150928 280 130150818 19.38 16.18791 8.58109 11.79791 FTE1_peak_5619 chr9_130150649_130150928 GARNL3 . SLC2A8
chr9 130208431 130208647 217 130208452 11.88 6.39781 4.64076 3.02642 FTE1_peak_5620 chr9_130208431_130208647 . ZNF79 LRSAM1;RPL12;SNORA65
chr9 130324178 130324354 177 130324288 16.88 10.81074 6.30112 6.90321 FTE1_peak_5621 chr9_130324178_130324354 FAM129B . .
chr9 130346112 130346263 152 130346187 13.13 7.7699 4.85097 4.20584 FTE1_peak_5622 chr9_130346112_130346263 . FAM129B STXBP1
chr9 131887884 131888019 136 131887941 13.75 7.87524 5.13169 4.30678 FTE1_peak_5623 chr9_131887884_131888019 PPP2R4 CRAT .
chr9 132259956 132260217 262 132260031 22.51 10.01843 4.609 6.22488 FTE1_peak_5624 chr9_132259956_132260217 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132700726 132700865 140 132700802 14.38 8.41215 5.12626 4.73758 FTE1_peak_5625 chr9_132700726_132700865 FNBP1 . .
chr9 132779021 132779341 321 132779116 21.88 15.25735 7.62691 10.95373 FTE1_peak_5626 chr9_132779021_132779341 FNBP1 . .
chr9 133656355 133656500 146 133656442 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5627 chr9_133656355_133656500 ABL1 . .
chr9 133721768 133721928 161 133721832 10.63 5.92509 4.42963 2.62852 FTE1_peak_5628 chr9_133721768_133721928 ABL1 . .
chr9 133736226 133736426 201 133736426 13.13 5.46828 3.53211 2.2132 FTE1_peak_5629 chr9_133736226_133736426 ABL1 . .
chr9 134875623 134875761 139 134875713 20.01 15.95294 8.002 11.56868 FTE1_peak_5630 chr9_134875623_134875761 MED27 . .
chr9 134917854 134918093 240 134917978 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5631 chr9_134917854_134918093 MED27 . .
chr9 135522859 135523127 269 135522989 31.88 32.95335 14.68054 27.64457 FTE1_peak_5632 chr9_135522859_135523127 DDX31 . GTF3C4
chr9 137494204 137494489 286 137494470 30.63 7.09779 2.87573 3.58639 FTE1_peak_5633 chr9_137494204_137494489 . . .
chr9 137561495 137561619 125 137561560 13.75 7.53305 4.91787 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5634 chr9_137561495_137561619 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137562054 137562243 190 137562123 11.25 6.79844 4.66779 3.39491 FTE1_peak_5635 chr9_137562054_137562243 COL5A1 . .
chr9 138428091 138428218 128 138428151 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5636 chr9_138428091_138428218 . LCN1 OBP2A;PAEP
chrGL000192.1 544806 545088 283 544996 20.63 18.26037 9.65674 13.71893 FTE1_peak_5637 chrGL000192.1_544806_545088 . . .
chrGL000195.1 30548 33042 2495 30794 97.53 68.90935 10.94729 62.45973 FTE1_peak_5638 chrGL000195.1_30548_33042 . . .
chrGL000195.1 66528 66659 132 66587 27.51 11.07451 4.39418 7.15688 FTE1_peak_5639 chrGL000195.1_66528_66659 . . .
chrGL000205.1 84815 87922 3108 85279 97.53 75.60344 12.71298 68.86775 FTE1_peak_5640 chrGL000205.1_84815_87922 . . .
chrGL000220.1 7401 7909 509 7719 90.02 31.91584 4.55118 26.65996 FTE1_peak_5641 chrGL000220.1_7401_7909 . . .
chrX 2625486 2625677 192 2625578 13.13 8.77165 5.46027 5.08044 FTE1_peak_5642 chrX_2625486_2625677 . . .
chrX 2767236 2767360 125 2767279 11.88 8.05487 5.74934 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5643 chrX_2767236_2767360 GYG2 . .
chrX 3190016 3190221 206 3190117 16.25 10.25134 5.75142 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5644 chrX_3190016_3190221 CXorf28 . .
chrX 9972036 9972206 171 9972123 20.01 10.92847 5.25131 7.01523 FTE1_peak_5645 chrX_9972036_9972206 . . WWC3
chrX 12995608 12996412 805 12996017 20.63 14.69566 7.49105 10.42217 FTE1_peak_5646 chrX_12995608_12996412 . TMSB4X .
chrX 13416606 13416827 222 13416767 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5647 chrX_13416606_13416827 . . .
chrX 13886764 13886916 153 13886869 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5648 chrX_13886764_13886916 GPM6B . .
chrX 16684732 16684888 157 16684773 18.75 12.18861 6.58497 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5649 chrX_16684732_16684888 CTPS2 S100G .
chrX 16789777 16789978 202 16789894 23.76 17.40049 8.25208 12.93105 FTE1_peak_5650 chrX_16789777_16789978 . SYAP1 TXLNG
chrX 19728317 19728516 200 19728410 11.88 5.86499 4.29271 2.57335 FTE1_peak_5651 chrX_19728317_19728516 SH3KBP1 . .
chrX 19912064 19912188 125 19912174 16.88 7.66459 4.46986 4.10596 FTE1_peak_5652 chrX_19912064_19912188 . SH3KBP1 CXorf23
chrX 40364187 40364311 125 40364236 12.5 8.45722 5.62637 4.77994 FTE1_peak_5653 chrX_40364187_40364311 . . .
chrX 40768441 40768566 126 40768445 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_5654 chrX_40768441_40768566 . . .
chrX 40881943 40882176 234 40882078 15.63 11.90553 7.1523 7.91193 FTE1_peak_5655 chrX_40881943_40882176 . . .
chrX 43562750 43563013 264 43562921 16.88 10.25134 5.95981 6.36151 FTE1_peak_5656 chrX_43562750_43563013 MAOA . .
chrX 45338465 45338723 259 45338562 25.63 19.6141 8.87724 14.97834 FTE1_peak_5657 chrX_45338465_45338723 . . .
chrX 45366322 45366569 248 45366446 23.76 19.56005 9.52163 14.93662 FTE1_peak_5658 chrX_45366322_45366569 . . .
chrX 45374827 45375068 242 45374978 19.38 15.48367 8.15203 11.16942 FTE1_peak_5659 chrX_45374827_45375068 . . .
chrX 45574124 45574249 126 45574194 15.63 12.33202 7.42394 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5660 chrX_45574124_45574249 . . .
chrX 45602773 45603184 412 45603010 15.63 10.60932 6.3349 6.70697 FTE1_peak_5661 chrX_45602773_45603184 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45603315 45603482 168 45603401 13.13 7.53305 4.70948 3.98652 FTE1_peak_5662 chrX_45603315_45603482 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45617411 45617946 536 45617856 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5663 chrX_45617411_45617946 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45619196 45619321 126 45619254 14.38 11.21918 6.86574 7.25339 FTE1_peak_5664 chrX_45619196_45619321 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45630303 45630560 258 45630326 12.5 6.6833 4.50109 3.28667 FTE1_peak_5665 chrX_45630303_45630560 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45663084 45663310 227 45663197 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5666 chrX_45663084_45663310 . . .
chrX 46442565 46442711 147 46442597 10.63 6.62467 4.89591 3.23839 FTE1_peak_5667 chrX_46442565_46442711 CHST7 . SLC9A7
chrX 46596971 46597213 243 46597163 15.63 9.31879 5.54303 5.55219 FTE1_peak_5668 chrX_46596971_46597213 SLC9A7 . .
chrX 47375805 47375948 144 47375881 18.13 12.18861 6.37659 8.17106 FTE1_peak_5669 chrX_47375805_47375948 . . .
chrX 47521840 47521987 148 47521911 15 9.9267 5.69029 6.13562 FTE1_peak_5670 chrX_47521840_47521987 . ELK1;LOC100133957;UXT .
chrX 53294966 53295142 177 53295056 19.38 17.03033 9.09854 12.58333 FTE1_peak_5671 chrX_53294966_53295142 IQSEC2 . .
chrX 55146334 55146458 125 55146391 15 12.33202 7.14484 8.24545 FTE1_peak_5672 chrX_55146334_55146458 . PAGE2 FAM104B
chrX 66832280 66832404 125 66832364 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5673 chrX_66832280_66832404 AR . .
chrX 99904571 99904700 130 99904611 13.13 10.13409 6.30754 6.26448 FTE1_peak_5674 chrX_99904571_99904700 MIR1256;SRPX2 TSPAN6 SYTL4
chrX 103580562 103580700 139 103580647 18.13 15.82134 8.54034 11.44246 FTE1_peak_5675 chrX_103580562_103580700 . . .
chrX 107707921 107708088 168 107707986 20.63 17.2192 9.01267 12.76816 FTE1_peak_5676 chrX_107707921_107708088 COL4A5 COL4A6 .
chrX 109017965 109018170 206 109018000 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5677 chrX_109017965_109018170 . . .
chrX 111880548 111880717 170 111880633 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5678 chrX_111880548_111880717 LHFPL1 . .
chrX 119682927 119683060 134 119682991 17.5 12.14993 6.72894 8.1493 FTE1_peak_5679 chrX_119682927_119683060 CUL4B . .
chrX 119868573 119868848 276 119868681 13.75 9.08114 5.90144 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5680 chrX_119868573_119868848 . . .
chrX 133756279 133756488 210 133756337 11.25 8.05487 5.47024 4.40147 FTE1_peak_5681 chrX_133756279_133756488 PLAC1 . .
chrX 135285273 135285397 125 135285333 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5682 chrX_135285273_135285397 FHL1 . MAP7D3
chrX 138821363 138821505 143 138821411 12.5 9.07861 6.02844 5.34078 FTE1_peak_5683 chrX_138821363_138821505 ATP11C . .
chrX 140499818 140500557 740 140500069 26.26 23.36933 10.5852 18.53088 FTE1_peak_5684 chrX_140499818_140500557 . . .
chrX 140501453 140501580 128 140501551 13.75 9.55984 6.21205 5.78139 FTE1_peak_5685 chrX_140501453_140501580 . . .
chrX 140557046 140557365 320 140557210 33.13 29.07822 11.3779 23.94199 FTE1_peak_5686 chrX_140557046_140557365 . . .

































chr start end length abs_summit pileup ‐lg10(pvalue) fold_enrichment ‐lg10(qvalue) name coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
chr1 1617691 1617810 120 1617779 24.4 14.92265 6.55608 10.50338 FTE2_peak_1 chr1_1617691_1617810 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
chr1 1672486 1672615 130 1672556 17.75 12.5928 7.08979 8.35945 FTE2_peak_2 chr1_1672486_1672615 SLC35E2 CDK11A;CDK11B NADK
chr1 7361096 7361332 237 7361235 13.31 8.69513 5.48341 4.8344 FTE2_peak_3 chr1_7361096_7361332 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 8065227 8065452 226 8065327 23.67 17.61898 8.34696 12.97491 FTE2_peak_4 chr1_8065227_8065452 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8068187 8068364 178 8068268 11.09 7.18136 4.84693 3.58896 FTE2_peak_5 chr1_8068187_8068364 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8071611 8071725 115 8071651 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_6 chr1_8071611_8071725 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8077101 8077304 204 8077195 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_7 chr1_8077101_8077304 ERRFI1 . .
chr1 8079760 8079965 206 8079872 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_8 chr1_8079760_8079965 ERRFI1 . .
chr1 8107968 8108286 319 8107979 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_9 chr1_8107968_8108286 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8121476 8121609 134 8121522 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_10 chr1_8121476_8121609 . . .
chr1 8138306 8138515 210 8138439 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_11 chr1_8138306_8138515 . . .
chr1 8156182 8156365 184 8156337 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_12 chr1_8156182_8156365 . . .
chr1 8180851 8181133 283 8180922 18.49 14.15141 7.66961 9.76823 FTE2_peak_13 chr1_8180851_8181133 . . .
chr1 8194321 8194480 160 8194391 15.53 11.38502 6.78167 7.28901 FTE2_peak_14 chr1_8194321_8194480 . . .
chr1 8197804 8198206 403 8197955 26.62 24.4724 11.38641 19.38682 FTE2_peak_15 chr1_8197804_8198206 . . .
chr1 8433597 8433760 164 8433690 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_16 chr1_8433597_8433760 RERE SLC45A1 .
chr1 8457027 8457251 225 8457141 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_17 chr1_8457027_8457251 RERE . .
chr1 8686369 8686877 509 8686732 34.02 38.49421 16.35832 32.88226 FTE2_peak_18 chr1_8686369_8686877 RERE . .
chr1 8918316 8918515 200 8918502 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_19 chr1_8918316_8918515 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 10588516 10588657 142 10588591 14.79 10.4318 6.53998 6.43792 FTE2_peak_20 chr1_10588516_10588657 PEX14 . .
chr1 11218861 11219011 151 11218933 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_21 chr1_11218861_11219011 MTOR . .
chr1 11968176 11968903 728 11968606 43.63 32.82337 10.29593 27.41507 FTE2_peak_22 chr1_11968176_11968903 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 11969703 11969985 283 11969890 25.14 20.62133 9.28092 15.75065 FTE2_peak_23 chr1_11969703_11969985 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 12696701 12696864 164 12696739 17.75 14.10139 8.03297 9.71859 FTE2_peak_24 chr1_12696701_12696864 . DHRS3 AADACL4
chr1 16702167 16702473 307 16702228 25.88 21.24039 9.90746 16.34834 FTE2_peak_25 chr1_16702167_16702473 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
chr1 16839871 16840828 958 16840579 74.69 53.60336 10.81336 47.47459 FTE2_peak_26 chr1_16839871_16840828 . CROCCP3 .
chr1 16893179 16893307 129 16893199 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_27 chr1_16893179_16893307 MIR3675;NBPF1 . .
chr1 17222588 17222860 273 17222696 59.9 78.97631 28.44944 71.82063 FTE2_peak_28 chr1_17222588_17222860 . . CROCC
chr1 17222953 17223665 713 17223063 62.86 84.18221 29.83128 76.6155 FTE2_peak_29 chr1_17222953_17223665 . . CROCC
chr1 17231920 17232105 186 17231995 36.24 23.75646 7.95672 18.70937 FTE2_peak_30 chr1_17231920_17232105 . . CROCC
chr1 17454935 17455203 269 17455073 24.4 17.6153 7.97639 12.97149 FTE2_peak_31 chr1_17454935_17455203 . PADI2 .
chr1 17495091 17495247 157 17495158 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_32 chr1_17495091_17495247 . . .
chr1 18095455 18095615 161 18095588 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_33 chr1_18095455_18095615 ACTL8 . .
chr1 18201097 18201500 404 18201230 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_34 chr1_18201097_18201500 . . .
chr1 19336410 19336617 208 19336550 22.93 14.60838 7.00607 10.19875 FTE2_peak_35 chr1_19336410_19336617 . . .
chr1 19763219 19763340 122 19763320 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_36 chr1_19763219_19763340 CAPZB . .
chr1 20084963 20085095 133 20085030 17.75 13.5021 7.65576 9.17909 FTE2_peak_37 chr1_20084963_20085095 TMCO4 . .
chr1 20190443 20190655 213 20190475 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_38 chr1_20190443_20190655 . . OTUD3
chr1 20927971 20928322 352 20928221 31.06 33.05547 14.37376 27.63698 FTE2_peak_39 chr1_20927971_20928322 CDA . .
chr1 20930904 20931060 157 20930963 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_40 chr1_20930904_20931060 CDA . PINK1
chr1 21223413 21223655 243 21223592 13.31 10.22916 6.44962 6.24989 FTE2_peak_41 chr1_21223413_21223655 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21651154 21651374 221 21651260 22.93 16.36797 8.00325 11.80746 FTE2_peak_42 chr1_21651154_21651374 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 21651500 21651636 137 21651579 16.27 10.40102 5.84429 6.40788 FTE2_peak_43 chr1_21651500_21651636 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 21777772 21778131 360 21777885 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_44 chr1_21777772_21778131 NBPF3 . .
chr1 23426886 23427031 146 23426930 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_45 chr1_23426886_23427031 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23523530 23523650 121 23523599 17.75 11.92858 6.68293 7.72406 FTE2_peak_46 chr1_23523530_23523650 . HTR1D;LUZP1 .
chr1 23525045 23525189 145 23525108 15.53 9.10814 5.38447 5.23063 FTE2_peak_47 chr1_23525045_23525189 . HTR1D;LUZP1 .
chr1 23882818 23884361 1544 23883912 41.41 29.90988 9.48228 24.59803 FTE2_peak_48 chr1_23882818_23884361 . E2F2 ID3
chr1 23903844 23903990 147 23903846 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_49 chr1_23903844_23903990 . ID3 .
chr1 24592955 24593229 275 24593043 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_50 chr1_24592955_24593229 . . .
chr1 25039769 25039967 199 25039834 12.57 7.64627 5.13223 3.96446 FTE2_peak_51 chr1_25039769_25039967 . . .
chr1 25120191 25120320 130 25120266 13.31 9.58603 6.04252 5.63516 FTE2_peak_52 chr1_25120191_25120320 CLIC4 . .
chr1 26324536 26324811 276 26324602 25.88 12.62006 5.37678 8.38547 FTE2_peak_53 chr1_26324536_26324811 PAFAH2 . EXTL1
chr1 27032281 27032532 252 27032465 15.53 11.23425 6.68703 7.14385 FTE2_peak_54 chr1_27032281_27032532 ARID1A . .
chr1 28834754 28835482 729 28835235 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_55 chr1_28834754_28835482 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28836438 28837012 575 28836623 26.62 20.92974 9.31179 16.04615 FTE2_peak_56 chr1_28836438_28837012 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28837116 28837594 479 28837158 17.01 10.96809 5.86626 6.90653 FTE2_peak_57 chr1_28837116_28837594 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28975092 28975836 745 28975325 79.87 91.58506 24.85257 82.53544 FTE2_peak_58 chr1_28975092_28975836 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
chr1 31870347 31870541 195 31870389 14.05 9.26464 5.5234 5.37933 FTE2_peak_59 chr1_31870347_31870541 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31870729 31870883 155 31870805 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_60 chr1_31870729_31870883 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31873335 31873573 239 31873484 15.53 11.75273 7.01329 7.55465 FTE2_peak_61 chr1_31873335_31873573 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31956382 31956500 119 31956448 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_62 chr1_31956382_31956500 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
chr1 32532336 32532489 154 32532380 14.79 10.10382 6.32897 6.12882 FTE2_peak_63 chr1_32532336_32532489 . KHDRBS1 TMEM39B
chr1 33899543 33899756 214 33899602 16.27 8.78966 4.9244 4.92604 FTE2_peak_64 chr1_33899543_33899756 . . .
chr1 35513192 35513454 263 35513282 16.27 13.0287 7.4359 8.73674 FTE2_peak_65 chr1_35513192_35513454 . ZMYM6 .
chr1 36818198 36818373 176 36818284 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_66 chr1_36818198_36818373 STK40 FAM176B .
chr1 36852165 36852311 147 36852238 18.49 13.29627 7.15174 8.98132 FTE2_peak_67 chr1_36852165_36852311 . STK40 LSM10
chr1 38000153 38000331 179 38000220 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_68 chr1_38000153_38000331 SNIP1 MEAF6 DNALI1
chr1 39201334 39201558 225 39201488 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_69 chr1_39201334_39201558 . . .
chr1 39201752 39201878 127 39201795 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_70 chr1_39201752_39201878 . . .
chr1 39662477 39662591 115 39662533 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_71 chr1_39662477_39662591 MACF1 . .
chr1 39864307 39864585 279 39864366 14.79 11.55355 7.26682 7.45249 FTE2_peak_72 chr1_39864307_39864585 MACF1 . KIAA0754
chr1 40525272 40525457 186 40525362 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_73 chr1_40525272_40525457 CAP1 . PPT1
chr1 41341507 41341643 137 41341601 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_74 chr1_41341507_41341643 . CITED4 .
chr1 42095325 42095497 173 42095392 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_75 chr1_42095325_42095497 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42367813 42368017 205 42367927 22.93 20.67678 10.61714 15.80399 FTE2_peak_76 chr1_42367813_42368017 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42421322 42421491 170 42421384 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_77 chr1_42421322_42421491 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42643357 42643471 115 42643422 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_78 chr1_42643357_42643471 FOXJ3 GUCA2A;GUCA2B .
chr1 42687984 42688216 233 42688052 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_79 chr1_42687984_42688216 FOXJ3 . .
chr1 43402926 43403103 178 43403069 12.57 7.09019 4.77893 3.50544 FTE2_peak_80 chr1_43402926_43403103 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43406763 43406877 115 43406818 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_81 chr1_43406763_43406877 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43407097 43407220 124 43407182 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_82 chr1_43407097_43407220 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43407633 43407779 147 43407736 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_83 chr1_43407633_43407779 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43672393 43672757 365 43672653 21.45 19.83696 10.22161 15.01651 FTE2_peak_84 chr1_43672393_43672757 WDR65 . .
chr1 43673034 43673152 119 43673050 8.87 5.22714 4.42702 2.02523 FTE2_peak_85 chr1_43673034_43673152 WDR65 . .
chr1 44300838 44301040 203 44300974 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_86 chr1_44300838_44301040 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44333784 44333906 123 44333848 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_87 chr1_44333784_44333906 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44793672 44793801 130 44793689 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_88 chr1_44793672_44793801 ERI3 . .
chr1 44951491 44951605 115 44951495 9.61 6.17866 4.78324 2.7182 FTE2_peak_89 chr1_44951491_44951605 RNF220 . .
chr1 45186907 45187574 668 45187106 58.42 47.37116 12.3043 41.45184 FTE2_peak_90 chr1_45186907_45187574 C1orf228 . KIF2C
chr1 45195877 45196956 1080 45196387 51.77 33.91513 8.87599 28.47519 FTE2_peak_91 chr1_45195877_45196956 . C1orf228 KIF2C
chr1 45285068 45285213 146 45285200 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_92 chr1_45285068_45285213 . BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 PTCH2
chr1 45285301 45285678 378 45285471 34.76 24.10149 8.71093 19.04843 FTE2_peak_93 chr1_45285301_45285678 PTCH2 BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 .
chr1 45712557 45712746 190 45712645 18.49 14.09479 7.63506 9.71257 FTE2_peak_94 chr1_45712557_45712746 . . .
chr1 45738629 45738784 156 45738732 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_95 chr1_45738629_45738784 . . .
chr1 46188668 46188799 132 46188718 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_96 chr1_46188668_46188799 IPP TMEM69 .
chr1 46337884 46338027 144 46337995 20.71 15.4496 7.96591 10.9354 FTE2_peak_97 chr1_46337884_46338027 MAST2 . .
chr1 48667728 48667892 165 48667810 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_98 chr1_48667728_48667892 . SKINTL SLC5A9
chr1 52108576 52108839 264 52108638 14.05 11.26509 6.74793 7.17335 FTE2_peak_99 chr1_52108576_52108839 OSBPL9 . .
chr1 52363388 52363604 217 52363499 32.54 32.90403 14.09233 27.48926 FTE2_peak_100 chr1_52363388_52363604 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52363956 52364173 218 52363996 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_101 chr1_52363956_52364173 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 53712487 53712632 146 53712548 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_102 chr1_53712487_53712632 LRP8 1orf123;LOC100507564;MAGO .
chr1 54198733 54198939 207 54198870 17.01 10.59245 5.65445 6.55065 FTE2_peak_103 chr1_54198733_54198939 GLIS1 . .
chr1 55776895 55777054 160 55776989 17.01 10.59245 5.65445 6.55065 FTE2_peak_104 chr1_55776895_55777054 . . .
chr1 55909294 55909564 271 55909382 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_105 chr1_55909294_55909564 . . .
chr1 56184710 56184867 158 56184784 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_106 chr1_56184710_56184867 . . .
chr1 57298077 57298231 155 57298168 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_107 chr1_57298077_57298231 . C1orf168 C8A
chr1 57955424 57955562 139 57955496 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_108 chr1_57955424_57955562 DAB1 . .
chr1 59058324 59058494 171 59058402 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_109 chr1_59058324_59058494 . TACSTD2 .
chr1 59094590 59094803 214 59094757 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_110 chr1_59094590_59094803 . . MYSM1
chr1 59221265 59221439 175 59221377 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_111 chr1_59221265_59221439 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59228965 59229099 135 59229040 17.75 15.18619 8.72044 10.74265 FTE2_peak_112 chr1_59228965_59229099 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59314526 59314671 146 59314568 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_113 chr1_59314526_59314671 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59347323 59347575 253 59347401 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_114 chr1_59347323_59347575 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59374986 59375100 115 59375063 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_115 chr1_59374986_59375100 . LOC100131060 .
chr1 59833556 59833716 161 59833645 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_116 chr1_59833556_59833716 FGGY . .
chr1 60144652 60144797 146 60144751 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_117 chr1_60144652_60144797 FGGY . .
chr1 60196672 60196786 115 60196706 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_118 chr1_60196672_60196786 FGGY . MIR4711
chr1 60637527 60637696 170 60637632 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_119 chr1_60637527_60637696 . . .
chr1 61039527 61039641 115 61039609 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_120 chr1_61039527_61039641 . . .
chr1 61753444 61753588 145 61753525 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_121 chr1_61753444_61753588 NFIA . .
chr1 61803755 61803998 244 61803776 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_122 chr1_61803755_61803998 NFIA . .
chr1 62082069 62082200 132 62082147 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_123 chr1_62082069_62082200 . . .
chr1 63079704 63079835 132 63079785 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_124 chr1_63079704_63079835 DOCK7 ANGPTL3 .
chr1 64386255 64386569 315 64386361 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_125 chr1_64386255_64386569 ROR1 . .
chr1 64689043 64689390 348 64689077 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_126 chr1_64689043_64689390 UBE2U . .
chr1 65363860 65364087 228 65363955 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_127 chr1_65363860_65364087 JAK1 . .
chr1 65399590 65399722 133 65399649 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_128 chr1_65399590_65399722 JAK1 . .
chr1 65891492 65891843 352 65891592 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_129 chr1_65891492_65891843 LEPR;LEPROT DNAJC6 .
chr1 66286772 66286947 176 66286871 11.83 8.27115 5.8744 4.55397 FTE2_peak_130 chr1_66286772_66286947 PDE4B . .
chr1 67029976 67030224 249 67030123 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_131 chr1_67029976_67030224 SGIP1 . .
chr1 67526535 67526736 202 67526647 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_132 chr1_67526535_67526736 . SLC35D1 .
chr1 68214140 68214257 118 68214210 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_133 chr1_68214140_68214257 GNG12 . .
chr1 68225489 68225606 118 68225539 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_134 chr1_68225489_68225606 GNG12 . .
chr1 68257856 68258125 270 68257930 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_135 chr1_68257856_68258125 GNG12 . .
chr1 68355657 68355799 143 68355753 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_136 chr1_68355657_68355799 LOC100289178 . .
chr1 68639880 68640066 187 68639971 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_137 chr1_68639880_68640066 LOC100289178;WLS . MIR1262
chr1 70448744 70448908 165 70448828 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_138 chr1_70448744_70448908 LRRC7 . .
chr1 71245179 71245542 364 71245494 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_139 chr1_71245179_71245542 . . .
chr1 71479788 71480032 245 71479945 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_140 chr1_71479788_71480032 PTGER3 . .
chr1 71551938 71552136 199 71552072 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_141 chr1_71551938_71552136 ZRANB2‐AS2 MIR186;ZRANB2;ZRANB2‐AS1 .
chr1 71764374 71764562 189 71764476 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_142 chr1_71764374_71764562 . . .
chr1 72750478 72750710 233 72750588 20.71 14.06829 7.15108 9.68635 FTE2_peak_143 chr1_72750478_72750710 . NEGR1 .
chr1 76262100 76262299 200 76262292 14.05 6.40067 3.88419 2.89558 FTE2_peak_144 chr1_76262100_76262299 . TB;SNORD45A;SNORD45B;SNO MSH4
chr1 77464322 77464717 396 77464411 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_145 chr1_77464322_77464717 ST6GALNAC5 . .
chr1 77980018 77980440 423 77980368 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_146 chr1_77980018_77980440 AK5 . .
chr1 78297817 78298042 226 78297891 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_147 chr1_78297817_78298042 FAM73A . .
chr1 78298774 78299004 231 78298904 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_148 chr1_78298774_78299004 FAM73A . .
chr1 78355408 78355582 175 78355516 18.49 9.78344 5.1516 5.82605 FTE2_peak_149 chr1_78355408_78355582 NEXN FAM73A .
chr1 78469997 78470201 205 78470094 32.54 34.74513 15.19354 29.2645 FTE2_peak_150 chr1_78469997_78470201 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
chr1 78472436 78472616 181 78472445 9.61 6.2524 4.83334 2.78775 FTE2_peak_151 chr1_78472436_78472616 DNAJB4 FUBP1 .
chr1 78567342 78568019 678 78567408 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_152 chr1_78567342_78568019 GIPC2 . .
chr1 79180796 79180918 123 79180855 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_153 chr1_79180796_79180918 . . .
chr1 79297554 79297677 124 79297626 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_154 chr1_79297554_79297677 . . .
chr1 79299110 79299329 220 79299199 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_155 chr1_79299110_79299329 . . .
chr1 79789104 79789235 132 79789152 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_156 chr1_79789104_79789235 . . .
chr1 80365761 80365955 195 80365851 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_157 chr1_80365761_80365955 . . .
chr1 82172885 82173000 116 82172973 14.79 10.93763 6.86705 6.87724 FTE2_peak_158 chr1_82172885_82173000 . . .
chr1 84831083 84831376 294 84831118 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_159 chr1_84831083_84831376 UOX SAMD13 .
chr1 85335564 85335691 128 85335640 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_160 chr1_85335564_85335691 LPAR3 . .
chr1 85755268 85755382 115 85755293 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_161 chr1_85755268_85755382 . BCL10;C1orf52;LOC646626 DDAH1
chr1 85763645 85763784 140 85763705 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_162 chr1_85763645_85763784 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
chr1 85763982 85764102 121 85764048 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_163 chr1_85763982_85764102 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
chr1 85780613 85780873 261 85780712 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_164 chr1_85780613_85780873 . . DDAH1
chr1 85786114 85786356 243 85786217 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_165 chr1_85786114_85786356 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85787370 85787535 166 85787451 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_166 chr1_85787370_85787535 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85794748 85794895 148 85794798 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_167 chr1_85794748_85794895 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85809561 85809716 156 85809647 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_168 chr1_85809561_85809716 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85987143 85987295 153 85987177 14.79 8.8907 5.56014 5.02352 FTE2_peak_169 chr1_85987143_85987295 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85987915 85988189 275 85988028 19.97 13.99942 7.47374 9.65557 FTE2_peak_170 chr1_85987915_85988189 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86010505 86010655 151 86010569 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_171 chr1_86010505_86010655 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86043904 86044084 181 86043949 18.49 7.49757 3.99723 3.83353 FTE2_peak_172 chr1_86043904_86044084 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86047414 86048600 1187 86047506 27.36 12.59782 4.9629 8.36441 FTE2_peak_173 chr1_86047414_86048600 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86048690 86050854 2165 86050028 68.78 78.31824 23.25906 71.22179 FTE2_peak_174 chr1_86048690_86050854 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86072724 86073414 691 86073101 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_175 chr1_86072724_86073414 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
chr1 87241337 87241470 134 87241390 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_176 chr1_87241337_87241470 . SH3GLB1 .
chr1 88421866 88422130 265 88422024 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_177 chr1_88421866_88422130 . . .
chr1 90331646 90331988 343 90331778 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_178 chr1_90331646_90331988 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90350869 90351057 189 90350910 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_179 chr1_90350869_90351057 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90372466 90372595 130 90372533 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_180 chr1_90372466_90372595 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90376524 90376712 189 90376622 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_181 chr1_90376524_90376712 LRRC8D . .
chr1 92165994 92166209 216 92166080 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_182 chr1_92165994_92166209 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92261634 92261748 115 92261691 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_183 chr1_92261634_92261748 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92366166 92366386 221 92366267 27.36 26.84289 12.3344 21.65442 FTE2_peak_184 chr1_92366166_92366386 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92650372 92650492 121 92650404 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_185 chr1_92650372_92650492 . KIAA1107 .
chr1 94159038 94159157 120 94159087 14.79 10.4318 6.53998 6.43792 FTE2_peak_186 chr1_94159038_94159157 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94245143 94245587 445 94245441 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_187 chr1_94245143_94245587 . . .
chr1 94736463 94736577 115 94736511 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_188 chr1_94736463_94736577 . . .
chr1 94791189 94791436 248 94791257 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_189 chr1_94791189_94791436 . . .
chr1 94791530 94791807 278 94791630 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_190 chr1_94791530_94791807 . . .
chr1 95112432 95112548 117 95112499 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_191 chr1_95112432_95112548 . . .
chr1 95193523 95193666 144 95193625 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_192 chr1_95193523_95193666 . . .
chr1 95205427 95205544 118 95205469 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_193 chr1_95205427_95205544 . . .
chr1 95239449 95239574 126 95239526 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_194 chr1_95239449_95239574 . . .
chr1 95329565 95329749 185 95329647 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_195 chr1_95329565_95329749 SLC44A3 . .
chr1 95489356 95489595 240 95489434 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_196 chr1_95489356_95489595 ALG14 . .
chr1 96772415 96772588 174 96772523 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_197 chr1_96772415_96772588 . . .
chr1 96775440 96775610 171 96775536 29.58 24.23245 10.19386 19.15581 FTE2_peak_198 chr1_96775440_96775610 . . .
chr1 96778961 96779076 116 96778993 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_199 chr1_96778961_96779076 . . .
chr1 96828174 96828388 215 96828288 25.88 23.54535 11.29575 18.50279 FTE2_peak_200 chr1_96828174_96828388 . . .
chr1 96836519 96836685 167 96836587 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_201 chr1_96836519_96836685 . . .
chr1 97025886 97026037 152 97025942 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_202 chr1_97025886_97026037 . . .
chr1 98403521 98403665 145 98403567 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_203 chr1_98403521_98403665 . DPYD .
chr1 98470997 98471158 162 98471060 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_204 chr1_98470997_98471158 MIR137HG . .
chr1 98552342 98552593 252 98552486 34.02 30.32199 11.67294 24.99301 FTE2_peak_205 chr1_98552342_98552593 . . .
chr1 98789627 98789774 148 98789724 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_206 chr1_98789627_98789774 . . .
chr1 98806099 98806450 352 98806288 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_207 chr1_98806099_98806450 . . .
chr1 99369071 99369185 115 99369099 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_208 chr1_99369071_99369185 LPPR5 . .
chr1 100128145 100128273 129 100128232 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_209 chr1_100128145_100128273 PALMD . MIR548AA1;MIR548D1
chr1 100148130 100148299 170 100148232 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_210 chr1_100148130_100148299 PALMD . FRRS1;MIR548AA1;MIR548D1
chr1 101062707 101063134 428 101062819 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_211 chr1_101062707_101063134 . . LOC100128787
chr1 101096849 101096979 131 101096938 17.01 10.23848 5.4574 6.25778 FTE2_peak_212 chr1_101096849_101096979 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101328204 101328345 142 101328310 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_213 chr1_101328204_101328345 . . EXTL2
chr1 101640441 101640640 200 101640502 22.93 20.17019 10.30171 15.34145 FTE2_peak_214 chr1_101640441_101640640 . . .
chr1 103345227 103345442 216 103345356 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_215 chr1_103345227_103345442 COL11A1 . .
chr1 103737151 103737265 115 103737225 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_216 chr1_103737151_103737265 . . .
chr1 109045796 109046063 268 109045874 27.36 28.36098 13.24917 23.10523 FTE2_peak_217 chr1_109045796_109046063 . . .
chr1 109740083 109740260 178 109740167 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_218 chr1_109740083_109740260 KIAA1324 . SARS
chr1 109841736 109841887 152 109841829 14.05 10.88489 6.51287 6.82737 FTE2_peak_219 chr1_109841736_109841887 MYBPHL CELSR2;PSRC1 SORT1
chr1 109934090 109934266 177 109934190 10.35 7.30401 5.22483 3.70722 FTE2_peak_220 chr1_109934090_109934266 SORT1 . PSMA5
chr1 110138253 110138367 115 110138322 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_221 chr1_110138253_110138367 GNAI3 . AMPD2;GNAT2;MIR197
chr1 110518480 110518630 151 110518555 22.19 20.17019 9.98329 15.34145 FTE2_peak_222 chr1_110518480_110518630 . . AHCYL1
chr1 110598396 110598558 163 110598552 9.61 6.03577 4.6861 2.5834 FTE2_peak_223 chr1_110598396_110598558 . FAM40A ALX3
chr1 111625166 111625372 207 111625229 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_224 chr1_111625166_111625372 . . .
chr1 112250641 112250787 147 112250703 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_225 chr1_112250641_112250787 RAP1A . FAM212B
chr1 112946999 112947307 309 112947180 21.45 19.83696 10.22161 15.01651 FTE2_peak_226 chr1_112946999_112947307 CTTNBP2NL . .
chr1 113065386 113065570 185 113065489 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_227 chr1_113065386_113065570 . WNT2B ST7L
chr1 115677779 115677939 161 115677839 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_228 chr1_115677779_115677939 . . .
chr1 115711262 115711642 381 115711470 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_229 chr1_115711262_115711642 . . .
chr1 115722079 115722352 274 115722138 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_230 chr1_115722079_115722352 . . .
chr1 115968997 115969437 441 115969075 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_231 chr1_115968997_115969437 . . .
chr1 116088485 116088711 227 116088579 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_232 chr1_116088485_116088711 . . .
chr1 117533478 117533656 179 117533563 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_233 chr1_117533478_117533656 . PTGFRN CD101
chr1 118364505 118364742 238 118364647 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_234 chr1_118364505_118364742 . . .
chr1 118381658 118381789 132 118381711 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_235 chr1_118381658_118381789 . . GDAP2
chr1 119822098 119822369 272 119822173 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_236 chr1_119822098_119822369 . . .
chr1 120216481 120216622 142 120216530 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_237 chr1_120216481_120216622 . ZNF697 .
chr1 120218093 120218207 115 120218118 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_238 chr1_120218093_120218207 . ZNF697 .
chr1 144008239 144008441 203 144008339 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_239 chr1_144008239_144008441 FLJ39739;SRGAP2P2 . .
chr1 144012682 144013174 493 144012824 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_240 chr1_144012682_144013174 FLJ39739;SRGAP2P2 . .
chr1 144013516 144013642 127 144013564 17.75 8.89062 4.92616 5.02352 FTE2_peak_241 chr1_144013516_144013642 FLJ39739;SRGAP2P2 . .
chr1 144534186 144534352 167 144534205 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_242 chr1_144534186_144534352 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B LOC728875 .
chr1 144891937 144892086 150 144892002 19.23 17.4047 9.2598 12.76497 FTE2_peak_243 chr1_144891937_144892086 C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 145083506 145083765 260 145083701 34.02 15.30598 5.00269 10.79442 FTE2_peak_244 chr1_145083506_145083765 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145114169 145114882 714 145114713 71.74 71.99623 18.77041 65.24984 FTE2_peak_245 chr1_145114169_145114882 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPI . .
chr1 145117951 145118166 216 145118145 14.05 8.37661 4.99627 4.59841 FTE2_peak_246 chr1_145117951_145118166 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B SEC22B .
chr1 145292253 145292623 371 145292567 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_247 chr1_145292253_145292623 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NOTCH2NL NBPF10
chr1 145382785 145383299 515 145383095 28.1 22.01862 9.13736 17.04964 FTE2_peak_248 chr1_145382785_145383299 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NBPF10 HFE2
chr1 145440092 145440316 225 145440228 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_249 chr1_145440092_145440316OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 POLR3GL
chr1 145440550 145440707 158 145440621 9.61 6.28986 4.85878 2.82158 FTE2_peak_250 chr1_145440550_145440707OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145442467 145443184 718 145443110 21.45 18.54595 9.43137 13.80044 FTE2_peak_251 chr1_145442467_145443184OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145443586 145443719 134 145443663 14.79 8.8907 5.56014 5.02352 FTE2_peak_252 chr1_145443586_145443719 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145455997 145456162 166 145456101 17.01 14.96927 8.24418 10.54834 FTE2_peak_253 chr1_145455997_145456162 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B TXNIP ANKRD34A;LIX1L;POLR3GL
chr1 145652314 145652561 248 145652443 19.97 17.01669 9.35217 12.39829 FTE2_peak_254 chr1_145652314_145652561 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPI . .
chr1 147806631 147806833 203 147806757 19.97 11.02825 5.75242 6.96452 FTE2_peak_255 chr1_147806631_147806833 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147994129 147994281 153 147994205 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_256 chr1_147994129_147994281 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . NBPF14
chr1 148241448 148241681 234 148241571 28.84 18.36732 7.46051 13.63306 FTE2_peak_257 chr1_148241448_148241681 PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIA . .
chr1 148604859 148604986 128 148604921 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_258 chr1_148604859_148604986 F16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C; NBPF15 .
chr1 149223208 149224107 900 149223883 83.57 84.01133 19.50818 76.48833 FTE2_peak_259 chr1_149223208_149224107 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . .
chr1 150508534 150508678 145 150508642 17.01 11.70703 6.2904 7.52556 FTE2_peak_260 chr1_150508534_150508678 . ECM1;TARS2 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257
chr1 150545272 150545443 172 150545378 12.57 9.26466 6.18041 5.37933 FTE2_peak_261 chr1_150545272_150545443 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150577254 150577464 211 150577329 11.83 6.97362 5.00493 3.39703 FTE2_peak_262 chr1_150577254_150577464 . MCL1 ENSA
chr1 150854272 150854388 117 150854353 16.27 11.55131 6.53049 7.45141 FTE2_peak_263 chr1_150854272_150854388 . ARNT .
chr1 152135473 152135587 115 152135574 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_264 chr1_152135473_152135587 . RPTN .
chr1 155733241 155733432 192 155733328 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_265 chr1_155733241_155733432 GON4L DAP3;MSTO2P .
chr1 156571162 156571332 171 156571171 8.87 5.32497 4.49657 2.08579 FTE2_peak_266 chr1_156571162_156571332 GPATCH4 APOA1BP;IQGAP3;TTC24 HAPLN2
chr1 156736944 156737290 347 156737229 32.54 19.04209 6.8309 14.25427 FTE2_peak_267 chr1_156736944_156737290 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
chr1 157980636 157980819 184 157980732 12.57 8.88312 5.93189 5.01724 FTE2_peak_268 chr1_157980636_157980819 KIRREL . .
chr1 157989488 157989602 115 157989515 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_269 chr1_157989488_157989602 KIRREL . .
chr1 159010102 159010352 251 159010240 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_270 chr1_159010102_159010352 IFI16 . AIM2
chr1 159252068 159252308 241 159252086 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_271 chr1_159252068_159252308 . . FCER1A
chr1 159567974 159568235 262 159568070 31.06 33.96189 14.91194 28.52061 FTE2_peak_272 chr1_159567974_159568235 . APCS .
chr1 159721891 159722149 259 159722040 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_273 chr1_159721891_159722149 . . DUSP23
chr1 159849913 159850046 134 159849963 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_274 chr1_159849913_159850046 CCDC19 C1orf204;VSIG8 .
chr1 160094534 160094821 288 160094635 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_275 chr1_160094534_160094821 ATP1A2 IGSF8 ATP1A4
chr1 161142822 161143112 291 161142891 16.27 12.09064 6.85857 7.88211 FTE2_peak_276 chr1_161142822_161143112 B4GALT3 PPOX;UFC1;USP21 ADAMTS4;NDUFS2
chr1 161883660 161883787 128 161883755 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_277 chr1_161883660_161883787 ATF6 . .
chr1 162272562 162272844 283 162272629 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_278 chr1_162272562_162272844 NOS1AP . .
chr1 162319681 162319807 127 162319745 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_279 chr1_162319681_162319807 NOS1AP MIR556 C1orf111;C1orf226
chr1 162508736 162508930 195 162508825 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_280 chr1_162508736_162508930 . UHMK1 UAP1
chr1 162648385 162648620 236 162648553 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_281 chr1_162648385_162648620 DDR2 . .
chr1 162660784 162660944 161 162660840 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_282 chr1_162660784_162660944 DDR2 . .
chr1 162816719 162816885 167 162816796 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_283 chr1_162816719_162816885 . . C1orf110
chr1 162826119 162826385 267 162826272 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_284 chr1_162826119_162826385 C1orf110 . .
chr1 162843362 162843748 387 162843569 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_285 chr1_162843362_162843748 . C1orf110 .
chr1 164676477 164676663 187 164676612 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_286 chr1_164676477_164676663 PBX1 . .
chr1 164695604 164695743 140 164695688 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_287 chr1_164695604_164695743 PBX1 . .
chr1 164717962 164718090 129 164718029 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_288 chr1_164717962_164718090 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 164736806 164736939 134 164736831 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_289 chr1_164736806_164736939 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 165742680 165742841 162 165742782 14.05 11.43637 6.85394 7.33903 FTE2_peak_290 chr1_165742680_165742841 . TMCO1 .
chr1 165823438 165823577 140 165823540 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_291 chr1_165823438_165823577 UCK2 . .
chr1 165868139 165868281 143 165868260 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_292 chr1_165868139_165868281 UCK2 . MIR3658
chr1 166913924 166914057 134 166914006 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_293 chr1_166913924_166914057 ILDR2 . .
chr1 167761203 167761431 229 167761384 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_294 chr1_167761203_167761431 . MPZL1 ADCY10
chr1 168438968 168439087 120 168439036 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_295 chr1_168438968_168439087 . . .
chr1 170592366 170592526 161 170592414 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_296 chr1_170592366_170592526 . . .
chr1 171096709 171096950 242 171096842 23.67 19.92713 9.70691 15.10452 FTE2_peak_297 chr1_171096709_171096950 . FMO3;MIR1295A FMO6P
chr1 171111410 171111530 121 171111498 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_298 chr1_171111410_171111530 FMO6P FMO3 .
chr1 171763273 171763474 202 171763419 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_299 chr1_171763273_171763474 METTL13 . .
chr1 172224138 172224285 148 172224220 14.05 10.88489 6.51287 6.82737 FTE2_peak_300 chr1_172224138_172224285 DNM3 . .
chr1 172291610 172291765 156 172291704 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_301 chr1_172291610_172291765 DNM3 . .
chr1 172328354 172328468 115 172328361 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_302 chr1_172328354_172328468 DNM3 . .
chr1 172715529 172715797 269 172715635 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_303 chr1_172715529_172715797 . . .
chr1 172828401 172828597 197 172828536 18.49 5.85335 3.24808 2.42626 FTE2_peak_304 chr1_172828401_172828597 . . .
chr1 172887236 172887448 213 172887375 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_305 chr1_172887236_172887448 . . .
chr1 172903147 172903261 115 172903209 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_306 chr1_172903147_172903261 . . .
chr1 172924644 172924840 197 172924758 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_307 chr1_172924644_172924840 . . .
chr1 173238451 173239123 673 173238720 29.58 31.18727 14.28555 25.82891 FTE2_peak_308 chr1_173238451_173239123 LOC100506023 . .
chr1 173831705 173831860 156 173831707 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_309 chr1_173831705_173831860 . DARS2 4;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD7
chr1 173832333 173832587 255 173832431 10.35 6.94092 4.98728 3.3648 FTE2_peak_310 chr1_173832333_173832587 LOC100506046 DARS2 D75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SNORD
chr1 174937899 174938064 166 174937966 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_311 chr1_174937899_174938064 RABGAP1L . .
chr1 176765143 176765258 116 176765233 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_312 chr1_176765143_176765258 PAPPA2 . .
chr1 178207894 178208280 387 178208105 36.98 32.84577 12.65899 27.43301 FTE2_peak_313 chr1_178207894_178208280 RASAL2 . .
chr1 180120822 180120963 142 180120879 18.49 12.01623 6.39596 7.80979 FTE2_peak_314 chr1_180120822_180120963 . . QSOX1
chr1 181064052 181064282 231 181064198 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_315 chr1_181064052_181064282 . IER5 .
chr1 181439137 181439297 161 181439244 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_316 chr1_181439137_181439297 . . CACNA1E
chr1 182228675 182228789 115 182228701 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_317 chr1_182228675_182228789 . . .
chr1 182259216 182259574 359 182259415 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_318 chr1_182259216_182259574 . . .
chr1 182925445 182925662 218 182925565 18.49 10.36863 5.46738 6.37758 FTE2_peak_319 chr1_182925445_182925662 . SHCBP1L .
chr1 182959650 182959825 176 182959757 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_320 chr1_182959650_182959825 . . .
chr1 183241640 183241755 116 183241671 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_321 chr1_183241640_183241755 NMNAT2 LAMC2 .
chr1 183250366 183250510 145 183250448 8.87 5.32497 4.49657 2.08579 FTE2_peak_322 chr1_183250366_183250510 NMNAT2 . .
chr1 183601355 183601478 124 183601428 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_323 chr1_183601355_183601478 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
chr1 183811611 183811899 289 183811811 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_324 chr1_183811611_183811899 RGL1 . .
chr1 183850824 183851030 207 183850934 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_325 chr1_183850824_183851030 RGL1 . .
chr1 183865741 183865892 152 183865792 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_326 chr1_183865741_183865892 RGL1 . .
chr1 184026156 184026303 148 184026235 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_327 chr1_184026156_184026303 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
chr1 184836257 184836404 148 184836341 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_328 chr1_184836257_184836404 FAM129A . .
chr1 185410878 185411101 224 185410980 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_329 chr1_185410878_185411101 . . .
chr1 185940850 185941061 212 185940960 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_330 chr1_185940850_185941061 HMCN1 . .
chr1 185942922 185943121 200 185943015 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_331 chr1_185942922_185943121 HMCN1 . .
chr1 186762364 186762496 133 186762435 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_332 chr1_186762364_186762496 . . .
chr1 192454959 192455127 169 192455066 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_333 chr1_192454959_192455127 . . .
chr1 192528712 192528830 119 192528777 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_334 chr1_192528712_192528830 . . RGS1
chr1 192671447 192671571 125 192671502 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_335 chr1_192671447_192671571 . . .
chr1 193291516 193291664 149 193291600 15.53 11.33433 6.74983 7.24055 FTE2_peak_336 chr1_193291516_193291664 . . .
chr1 193305009 193305372 364 193305275 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_337 chr1_193305009_193305372 . . .
chr1 196370082 196370202 121 196370106 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_338 chr1_196370082_196370202 KCNT2 . .
chr1 197143358 197143504 147 197143420 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_339 chr1_197143358_197143504 ZBTB41 ASPM .
chr1 198137355 198137519 165 198137486 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_340 chr1_198137355_198137519 NEK7 . .
chr1 198227775 198227905 131 198227817 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_341 chr1_198227775_198227905 NEK7 . .
chr1 198228577 198228719 143 198228614 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_342 chr1_198228577_198228719 NEK7 . .
chr1 198412595 198412824 230 198412772 22.19 18.32464 8.8836 13.59456 FTE2_peak_343 chr1_198412595_198412824 . . .
chr1 198462089 198462328 240 198462179 21.45 16.98011 8.48805 12.36271 FTE2_peak_344 chr1_198462089_198462328 . . .
chr1 198638322 198638507 186 198638372 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_345 chr1_198638322_198638507 PTPRC . .
chr1 198745880 198746008 129 198745949 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_346 chr1_198745880_198746008 . PTPRC .
chr1 199053885 199054074 190 199053997 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_347 chr1_199053885_199054074 . . .
chr1 199092824 199092993 170 199092905 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_348 chr1_199092824_199092993 . . .
chr1 199241869 199242105 237 199242038 19.97 16.15845 8.8099 11.61512 FTE2_peak_349 chr1_199241869_199242105 . . .
chr1 199711874 199711988 115 199711903 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_350 chr1_199711874_199711988 . . .
chr1 200283618 200283801 184 200283705 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_351 chr1_200283618_200283801 . . C1orf98
chr1 200305711 200305918 208 200305755 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_352 chr1_200305711_200305918 . . C1orf98
chr1 200348539 200348735 197 200348646 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_353 chr1_200348539_200348735 . C1orf98 ZNF281
chr1 200385103 200385245 143 200385160 14.79 9.54341 5.97118 5.59337 FTE2_peak_354 chr1_200385103_200385245 . ZNF281 .
chr1 201562561 201562824 264 201562753 19.23 15.95819 8.37773 11.42538 FTE2_peak_355 chr1_201562561_201562824 . . .
chr1 201594560 201594678 119 201594603 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_356 chr1_201594560_201594678 . . NAV1
chr1 201718942 201719074 133 201718977 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_357 chr1_201718942_201719074 NAV1 . .
chr1 201720072 201720453 382 201720236 22.93 20.67678 10.61714 15.80399 FTE2_peak_358 chr1_201720072_201720453 NAV1 . .
chr1 201723161 201723275 115 201723237 10.35 7.34654 5.25263 3.74831 FTE2_peak_359 chr1_201723161_201723275 NAV1 . .
chr1 201796294 201796462 169 201796406 13.31 8.46774 5.34218 4.61593 FTE2_peak_360 chr1_201796294_201796462 . MIR1231;NAV1 IPO9
chr1 201819038 201819152 115 201819139 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_361 chr1_201819038_201819152 IPO9 NAV1 .
chr1 202252451 202252600 150 202252593 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_362 chr1_202252451_202252600 LGR6 . .
chr1 202584795 202585000 206 202584839 20.71 13.92924 7.07072 9.58975 FTE2_peak_363 chr1_202584795_202585000 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
chr1 203506126 203506240 115 203506169 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_364 chr1_203506126_203506240 . OPTC .
chr1 203527335 203527726 392 203527661 19.97 15.44879 8.36528 10.93525 FTE2_peak_365 chr1_203527335_203527726 . . .
chr1 203858135 203858249 115 203858218 17.01 13.27663 7.2182 8.96299 FTE2_peak_366 chr1_203858135_203858249 . SNRPE .
chr1 203858580 203858778 199 203858683 21.45 18.03761 9.1228 13.31701 FTE2_peak_367 chr1_203858580_203858778 . SNRPE .
chr1 203876217 203876353 137 203876254 14.05 10.28879 6.14588 6.29946 FTE2_peak_368 chr1_203876217_203876353 . . .
chr1 204140871 204141247 377 204140983 24.4 24.15303 11.81619 19.09723 FTE2_peak_369 chr1_204140871_204141247 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
chr1 204288787 204288947 161 204288854 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_370 chr1_204288787_204288947 PLEKHA6 . .
chr1 205267667 205267781 115 205267699 14.79 8.71347 5.4498 4.8523 FTE2_peak_371 chr1_205267667_205267781 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205858949 205859088 140 205859002 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_372 chr1_205858949_205859088 LOC284581 . SLC26A9
chr1 206763453 206763652 200 206763551 17.75 15.11312 8.67405 10.6865 FTE2_peak_373 chr1_206763453_206763652 . RASSF5 EIF2D
chr1 207064086 207064436 351 207064158 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_374 chr1_207064086_207064436 . IL20 FAIM3;IL24
chr1 207066083 207066197 115 207066104 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_375 chr1_207066083_207066197 . IL20 FAIM3;IL24
chr1 207414644 207414788 145 207414734 16.27 12.68139 7.22135 8.44419 FTE2_peak_376 chr1_207414644_207414788 . . .
chr1 207483153 207483267 115 207483236 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_377 chr1_207483153_207483267 . . CD55
chr1 208020567 208020681 115 208020623 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_378 chr1_208020567_208020681 . LOC148696 .
chr1 208380878 208381117 240 208381029 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_379 chr1_208380878_208381117 PLXNA2 . .
chr1 208427960 208428579 620 208428416 18.49 5.85335 3.24808 2.42626 FTE2_peak_380 chr1_208427960_208428579 . PLXNA2 .
chr1 210013375 210013513 139 210013428 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_381 chr1_210013375_210013513 DIEXF . .
chr1 210361687 210361825 139 210361723 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_382 chr1_210361687_210361825 . SYT14 .
chr1 210412759 210412930 172 210412821 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_383 chr1_210412759_210412930 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
chr1 210546675 210547639 965 210547100 43.63 50.8105 19.9076 44.77588 FTE2_peak_384 chr1_210546675_210547639 HHAT . .
chr1 210567087 210567297 211 210567235 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_385 chr1_210567087_210567297 HHAT . .
chr1 210612338 210612984 647 210612679 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_386 chr1_210612338_210612984 HHAT . .
chr1 210771450 210771979 530 210771831 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_387 chr1_210771450_210771979 HHAT . .
chr1 211371633 211371747 115 211371684 11.83 8.31742 5.90549 4.59841 FTE2_peak_388 chr1_211371633_211371747 . . .
chr1 212840930 212841072 143 212840975 17.01 15.11312 8.3319 10.6865 FTE2_peak_389 chr1_212840930_212841072 . . BATF3
chr1 214470493 214470658 166 214470603 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_390 chr1_214470493_214470658 SMYD2 . .
chr1 214568043 214568180 138 214568111 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_391 chr1_214568043_214568180 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214577619 214577735 117 214577665 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_392 chr1_214577619_214577735 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214650412 214650549 138 214650518 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_393 chr1_214650412_214650549 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214655757 214655872 116 214655832 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_394 chr1_214655757_214655872 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214755241 214755462 222 214755327 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_395 chr1_214755241_214755462 . . CENPF
chr1 215011781 215012009 229 215011946 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_396 chr1_215011781_215012009 . . .
chr1 215016157 215016516 360 215016311 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_397 chr1_215016157_215016516 . . .
chr1 215016903 215017081 179 215016992 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_398 chr1_215016903_215017081 . . .
chr1 215038332 215038568 237 215038461 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_399 chr1_215038332_215038568 . . .
chr1 215076430 215076697 268 215076456 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_400 chr1_215076430_215076697 . . .
chr1 215130689 215131085 397 215130850 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_401 chr1_215130689_215131085 . . .
chr1 215131522 215131636 115 215131576 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_402 chr1_215131522_215131636 . . .
chr1 215141329 215141467 139 215141412 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_403 chr1_215141329_215141467 . . .
chr1 215175640 215176137 498 215175919 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_404 chr1_215175640_215176137 . . KCNK2
chr1 215196959 215197165 207 215197067 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_405 chr1_215196959_215197165 KCNK2 . .
chr1 215447298 215447421 124 215447367 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_406 chr1_215447298_215447421 . . .
chr1 215649170 215649432 263 215649281 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_407 chr1_215649170_215649432 . . .
chr1 215649585 215649860 276 215649785 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_408 chr1_215649585_215649860 . . .
chr1 215922801 215923020 220 215922907 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_409 chr1_215922801_215923020 USH2A . .
chr1 218653532 218653879 348 218653803 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_410 chr1_218653532_218653879 . . .
chr1 218653999 218654328 330 218654259 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_411 chr1_218653999_218654328 . . .
chr1 218669902 218670303 402 218669995 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_412 chr1_218669902_218670303 . . .
chr1 218671170 218671308 139 218671237 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_413 chr1_218671170_218671308 . . .
chr1 218671747 218672200 454 218672021 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_414 chr1_218671747_218672200 . . .
chr1 218847975 218848121 147 218848044 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_415 chr1_218847975_218848121 . . .
chr1 218853791 218853976 186 218853873 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_416 chr1_218853791_218853976 . . .
chr1 218879288 218879837 550 218879468 30.32 25.42371 10.44037 20.30395 FTE2_peak_417 chr1_218879288_218879837 . . .
chr1 218996619 218996963 345 218996896 20.71 18.82388 10.04261 14.07183 FTE2_peak_418 chr1_218996619_218996963 . . .
chr1 219104340 219104498 159 219104454 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_419 chr1_219104340_219104498 . . .
chr1 219262394 219262568 175 219262499 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_420 chr1_219262394_219262568 LOC643723 . .
chr1 219691990 219692106 117 219692047 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_421 chr1_219691990_219692106 . . .
chr1 220174428 220174605 178 220174498 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_422 chr1_220174428_220174605 EPRS;RNU5F‐1 . .
chr1 221130725 221130866 142 221130811 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_423 chr1_221130725_221130866 . . .
chr1 221262683 221262854 172 221262689 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_424 chr1_221262683_221262854 . . .
chr1 221271140 221271434 295 221271241 24.4 11.80429 5.08096 7.60192 FTE2_peak_425 chr1_221271140_221271434 . . .
chr1 221271759 221271948 190 221271814 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_426 chr1_221271759_221271948 . . .
chr1 221508607 221508774 168 221508720 21.45 20.19263 10.4403 15.3615 FTE2_peak_427 chr1_221508607_221508774 C1orf140 . .
chr1 221613372 221613659 288 221613534 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_428 chr1_221613372_221613659 . . .
chr1 221891871 221892308 438 221891979 24.4 11.80429 5.08096 7.60192 FTE2_peak_429 chr1_221891871_221892308 DUSP10 . .
chr1 222042407 222042753 347 222042466 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_430 chr1_222042407_222042753 . . .
chr1 222043214 222043381 168 222043257 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_431 chr1_222043214_222043381 . . .
chr1 222065179 222065497 319 222065265 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_432 chr1_222065179_222065497 . . .
chr1 222131536 222131720 185 222131620 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_433 chr1_222131536_222131720 . . .
chr1 222164616 222164773 158 222164702 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_434 chr1_222164616_222164773 . . .
chr1 222217507 222217621 115 222217561 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_435 chr1_222217507_222217621 . . .
chr1 222544736 222544851 116 222544849 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_436 chr1_222544736_222544851 . . .
chr1 223403602 223403807 206 223403786 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_437 chr1_223403602_223403807 SUSD4 . .
chr1 224075860 224076056 197 224076055 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_438 chr1_224075860_224076056 . . .
chr1 224235378 224235549 172 224235476 21.45 19.32965 9.91022 14.53396 FTE2_peak_439 chr1_224235378_224235549 . . .
chr1 224267900 224268040 141 224267964 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_440 chr1_224267900_224268040 . . .
chr1 224730639 224730800 162 224730734 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_441 chr1_224730639_224730800 . . .
chr1 224752892 224753049 158 224753023 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_442 chr1_224752892_224753049 . . .
chr1 225441588 225441713 126 225441648 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_443 chr1_225441588_225441713 DNAH14 . .
chr1 225695410 225695529 120 225695448 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_444 chr1_225695410_225695529 ENAH . .
chr1 225888022 225888278 257 225888104 14.05 10.78091 6.44869 6.72599 FTE2_peak_445 chr1_225888022_225888278 . . .
chr1 226285763 226285888 126 226285835 14.79 11.15377 7.00723 7.07968 FTE2_peak_446 chr1_226285763_226285888 . H3F3A;H3F3AP4 .
chr1 226966356 226966485 130 226966408 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_447 chr1_226966356_226966485 . . .
chr1 230240369 230240767 399 230240646 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_448 chr1_230240369_230240767 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230985267 230985444 178 230985341 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_449 chr1_230985267_230985444 C1orf198 . .
chr1 231275792 231275929 138 231275868 17.75 14.35685 8.19447 9.96174 FTE2_peak_450 chr1_231275792_231275929 . . TRIM67
chr1 231276163 231276360 198 231276252 16.27 12.96947 7.39926 8.67842 FTE2_peak_451 chr1_231276163_231276360 . . TRIM67
chr1 231494938 231495052 115 231495030 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_452 chr1_231494938_231495052 . C1orf124;EXOC8 EGLN1
chr1 231953595 231953784 190 231953689 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_453 chr1_231953595_231953784 DISC1;DISC2;TSNAX‐DISC1 . .
chr1 231963119 231963687 569 231963253 48.07 40.68121 12.26752 35.01651 FTE2_peak_454 chr1_231963119_231963687 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 231964057 231964178 122 231964142 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_455 chr1_231964057_231964178 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 232285696 232285850 155 232285779 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_456 chr1_232285696_232285850 . . .
chr1 233210938 233211060 123 233211028 13.31 7.97574 5.03934 4.27299 FTE2_peak_457 chr1_233210938_233211060 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 233248707 233249090 384 233248892 32.54 35.14605 15.43476 29.65218 FTE2_peak_458 chr1_233248707_233249090 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 234700559 234700712 154 234700621 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_459 chr1_234700559_234700712 . . .
chr1 234859763 234859895 133 234859787 16.27 8.73159 4.89231 4.86939 FTE2_peak_460 chr1_234859763_234859895 LOC100506810 . .
chr1 235061790 235061911 122 235061843 17.75 15.04082 8.62814 10.61679 FTE2_peak_461 chr1_235061790_235061911 . . .
chr1 235116669 235116783 115 235116719 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_462 chr1_235116669_235116783 . . .
chr1 235123272 235123395 124 235123317 15.53 11.80719 7.04768 7.60464 FTE2_peak_463 chr1_235123272_235123395 . . .
chr1 235904761 235904887 127 235904813 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_464 chr1_235904761_235904887 LYST . .
chr1 237068493 237068689 197 237068685 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_465 chr1_237068493_237068689 . MTR .
chr1 238817095 238817392 298 238817136 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_466 chr1_238817095_238817392 . . .
chr1 240193617 240193750 134 240193658 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_467 chr1_240193617_240193750 . RPS7P5 .
chr1 240194415 240194639 225 240194556 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_468 chr1_240194415_240194639 . RPS7P5 .
chr1 240395811 240396035 225 240395977 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_469 chr1_240395811_240396035 FMN2 . .
chr1 240406290 240406414 125 240406360 14.05 11.55355 6.92649 7.45249 FTE2_peak_470 chr1_240406290_240406414 FMN2 . .
chr1 240448935 240449140 206 240449012 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_471 chr1_240448935_240449140 FMN2 . .
chr1 240514395 240514589 195 240514489 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_472 chr1_240514395_240514589 FMN2 . .
chr1 240549825 240549964 140 240549888 14.79 11.37869 7.15325 7.28282 FTE2_peak_473 chr1_240549825_240549964 FMN2 . .
chr1 240577173 240577333 161 240577265 19.97 16.0911 8.76754 11.55219 FTE2_peak_474 chr1_240577173_240577333 FMN2 . .
chr1 240929131 240929264 134 240929195 14.05 9.46224 5.64246 5.56248 FTE2_peak_475 chr1_240929131_240929264 . . RGS7
chr1 240967860 240968008 149 240967961 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_476 chr1_240967860_240968008 RGS7 . .
chr1 240973589 240973703 115 240973636 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_477 chr1_240973589_240973703 RGS7 . .
chr1 240994481 240994736 256 240994682 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_478 chr1_240994481_240994736 RGS7 . .
chr1 241646210 241646484 275 241646305 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_479 chr1_241646210_241646484 . . FH
chr1 241776183 241776318 136 241776210 10.35 7.34654 5.25263 3.74831 FTE2_peak_480 chr1_241776183_241776318 OPN3 KMO CHML
chr1 243376725 243376852 128 243376819 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_481 chr1_243376725_243376852 CEP170 . .
chr1 243435405 243435529 125 243435490 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_482 chr1_243435405_243435529 SDCCAG8 CEP170 .
chr1 243713666 243713963 298 243713804 22.19 16.00515 7.5525 11.47046 FTE2_peak_483 chr1_243713666_243713963 AKT3 . .
chr1 243759741 243759870 130 243759821 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_484 chr1_243759741_243759870 AKT3 . .
chr1 243787301 243787554 254 243787367 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_485 chr1_243787301_243787554 AKT3 . .
chr1 243882235 243882525 291 243882346 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_486 chr1_243882235_243882525 AKT3 . .
chr1 244087924 244088306 383 244088002 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_487 chr1_244087924_244088306 LOC339529 . .
chr1 244090150 244090443 294 244090338 16.27 12.29904 6.98619 8.07263 FTE2_peak_488 chr1_244090150_244090443 LOC339529 . .
chr1 244267582 244267942 361 244267845 19.23 17.4847 9.3088 12.84371 FTE2_peak_489 chr1_244267582_244267942 . . .
chr1 244276161 244276280 120 244276195 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_490 chr1_244276161_244276280 . . .
chr1 244437155 244437299 145 244437224 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_491 chr1_244437155_244437299 . . .
chr1 246044333 246044552 220 246044442 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_492 chr1_246044333_246044552 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246303067 246303309 243 246303109 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_493 chr1_246303067_246303309 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246598994 246599131 138 246599068 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_494 chr1_246598994_246599131 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246599405 246599527 123 246599433 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_495 chr1_246599405_246599527 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246756120 246756240 121 246756207 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_496 chr1_246756120_246756240 CNST TFB2M .
chr1 249115352 249115576 225 249115454 11.83 8.18008 5.8132 4.46758 FTE2_peak_497 chr1_249115352_249115576 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
chr10 3494480 3494594 115 3494527 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_498 chr10_3494480_3494594 . . .
chr10 3495287 3495457 171 3495448 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_499 chr10_3495287_3495457 . . .
chr10 3510411 3510525 115 3510466 15.53 10.94399 6.50544 6.88343 FTE2_peak_500 chr10_3510411_3510525 . . .
chr10 3782805 3782944 140 3782878 12.57 9.36507 6.24582 5.46895 FTE2_peak_501 chr10_3782805_3782944 . . .
chr10 3817458 3817997 540 3817840 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_502 chr10_3817458_3817997 . . KLF6
chr10 3818885 3819153 269 3819138 11.09 7.146 4.82469 3.55857 FTE2_peak_503 chr10_3818885_3819153 KLF6 . .
chr10 3847493 3847692 200 3847659 11.83 6.29259 4.55543 2.82421 FTE2_peak_504 chr10_3847493_3847692 . KLF6 .
chr10 3848083 3848197 115 3848171 14.05 8.85475 5.27836 4.98972 FTE2_peak_505 chr10_3848083_3848197 . KLF6 .
chr10 4285972 4286149 178 4286075 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_506 chr10_4285972_4286149 . . .
chr10 4414930 4415076 147 4415024 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_507 chr10_4414930_4415076 . . .
chr10 4569930 4570210 281 4570031 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_508 chr10_4569930_4570210 . . .
chr10 4705593 4705765 173 4705698 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_509 chr10_4705593_4705765 LOC100216001 LOC338588 .
chr10 4746582 4746776 195 4746622 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_510 chr10_4746582_4746776 . LOC100216001 .
chr10 6790942 6791273 332 6791176 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_511 chr10_6790942_6791273 . . .
chr10 6821079 6821223 145 6821133 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_512 chr10_6821079_6821223 . . LOC100507127
chr10 9054337 9054646 310 9054484 34.02 38.49421 16.35832 32.88226 FTE2_peak_513 chr10_9054337_9054646 . . .
chr10 9060426 9060540 115 9060498 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_514 chr10_9060426_9060540 . . .
chr10 9240719 9240837 119 9240783 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_515 chr10_9240719_9240837 . . .
chr10 9331900 9332076 177 9331973 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_516 chr10_9331900_9332076 . . .
chr10 9676494 9676692 199 9676594 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_517 chr10_9676494_9676692 . . .
chr10 9804945 9805208 264 9805083 32.54 35.5322 15.66739 30.02073 FTE2_peak_518 chr10_9804945_9805208 . . .
chr10 9805403 9805552 150 9805496 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_519 chr10_9805403_9805552 . . .
chr10 10827727 10827896 170 10827809 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_520 chr10_10827727_10827896 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10828073 10828596 524 10828440 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_521 chr10_10828073_10828596 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10866553 10866693 141 10866648 14.79 10.10382 6.32897 6.12882 FTE2_peak_522 chr10_10866553_10866693 . SFTA1P .
chr10 10914045 10914208 164 10914097 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_523 chr10_10914045_10914208 . . .
chr10 13755091 13755236 146 13755132 20.71 16.4023 8.54274 11.84152 FTE2_peak_524 chr10_13755091_13755236 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13908227 13908436 210 13908306 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_525 chr10_13908227_13908436 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13992107 13992226 120 13992175 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_526 chr10_13992107_13992226 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14026714 14026848 135 14026800 15.53 6.70967 4.02688 3.14614 FTE2_peak_527 chr10_14026714_14026848 FRMD4A . .
chr10 15242662 15242981 320 15242887 34.76 20.62834 7.15167 15.75692 FTE2_peak_528 chr10_15242662_15242981 . . FAM171A1
chr10 17101117 17101329 213 17101216 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_529 chr10_17101117_17101329 CUBN . .
chr10 17117604 17117831 228 17117732 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_530 chr10_17117604_17117831 CUBN . .
chr10 17255971 17256164 194 17255980 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_531 chr10_17255971_17256164 . TRDMT1 VIM
chr10 17279727 17279862 136 17279763 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_532 chr10_17279727_17279862 . VIM .
chr10 17279954 17280967 1014 17280546 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_533 chr10_17279954_17280967 . VIM .
chr10 17281131 17281274 144 17281184 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_534 chr10_17281131_17281274 . VIM .
chr10 17546860 17547131 272 17546931 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_535 chr10_17546860_17547131 . . .
chr10 17554488 17554709 222 17554645 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_536 chr10_17554488_17554709 . . .
chr10 17715908 17716029 122 17715949 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_537 chr10_17715908_17716029 STAM . .
chr10 19026241 19026384 144 19026342 16.27 13.45947 7.70289 9.13745 FTE2_peak_538 chr10_19026241_19026384 . . .
chr10 19026702 19026850 149 19026729 10.35 7.13841 5.11652 3.55148 FTE2_peak_539 chr10_19026702_19026850 . . .
chr10 19027791 19027906 116 19027896 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_540 chr10_19027791_19027906 . . .
chr10 19207547 19207753 207 19207649 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_541 chr10_19207547_19207753 . . .
chr10 19927603 19927719 117 19927626 9.61 6.2524 4.83334 2.78775 FTE2_peak_542 chr10_19927603_19927719 . . .
chr10 21291150 21291347 198 21291154 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_543 chr10_21291150_21291347 NEBL . .
chr10 21581740 21582040 301 21581854 22.93 19.01716 9.58947 14.2296 FTE2_peak_544 chr10_21581740_21582040 . . .
chr10 22215888 22216186 299 22215986 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_545 chr10_22215888_22216186 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22216388 22216733 346 22216663 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_546 chr10_22216388_22216733 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22535968 22536173 206 22536020 13.31 9.40355 5.9274 5.50669 FTE2_peak_547 chr10_22535968_22536173 . . LOC100130992
chr10 23027677 23027791 115 23027747 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_548 chr10_23027677_23027791 . PIP4K2A .
chr10 23114023 23114137 115 23114087 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_549 chr10_23114023_23114137 . . .
chr10 24721760 24721884 125 24721810 11.09 8.22538 5.50687 4.51008 FTE2_peak_550 chr10_24721760_24721884 KIAA1217 . .
chr10 24733393 24733507 115 24733435 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_551 chr10_24733393_24733507 KIAA1217 . .
chr10 25147253 25147438 186 25147342 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_552 chr10_25147253_25147438 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25186360 25186525 166 25186441 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_553 chr10_25186360_25186525 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25247103 25247252 150 25247160 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_554 chr10_25247103_25247252 . PRTFDC1 ENKUR
chr10 25350954 25351146 193 25351092 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_555 chr10_25350954_25351146 . . .
chr10 28569752 28569915 164 28569827 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_556 chr10_28569752_28569915 MPP7 . .
chr10 29425494 29425639 146 29425591 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_557 chr10_29425494_29425639 . . .
chr10 29430016 29430282 267 29430125 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_558 chr10_29430016_29430282 . . .
chr10 29430823 29430966 144 29430865 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_559 chr10_29430823_29430966 . . .
chr10 29546431 29546587 157 29546434 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_560 chr10_29546431_29546587 . . .
chr10 29947939 29948368 430 29948027 17.75 13.27663 7.51461 8.96299 FTE2_peak_561 chr10_29947939_29948368 SVIL . .
chr10 30007975 30008173 199 30008066 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_562 chr10_30007975_30008173 SVIL . .
chr10 30093013 30093294 282 30093232 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_563 chr10_30093013_30093294 . . .
chr10 30184491 30184612 122 30184573 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_564 chr10_30184491_30184612 . . .
chr10 30238358 30238704 347 30238486 25.14 24.98113 11.84342 19.87476 FTE2_peak_565 chr10_30238358_30238704 . . .
chr10 30246852 30246997 146 30246939 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_566 chr10_30246852_30246997 . . .
chr10 30743766 30744036 271 30743864 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_567 chr10_30743766_30744036 MAP3K8 . .
chr10 31102830 31102976 147 31102905 17.01 13.55967 7.38848 9.23538 FTE2_peak_568 chr10_31102830_31102976 . . .
chr10 31550656 31550787 132 31550725 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_569 chr10_31550656_31550787 . . .
chr10 32229840 32230036 197 32229913 17.01 13.05857 7.08753 8.76556 FTE2_peak_570 chr10_32229840_32230036 . ARHGAP12 .
chr10 32667828 32667983 156 32667905 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_571 chr10_32667828_32667983 . . .
chr10 33271366 33271574 209 33271468 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_572 chr10_33271366_33271574 . ITGB1 .
chr10 33299255 33299422 168 33299328 12.57 8.79241 5.87286 4.92833 FTE2_peak_573 chr10_33299255_33299422 . . .
chr10 33355915 33356082 168 33355981 15.53 12.75414 7.64762 8.50811 FTE2_peak_574 chr10_33355915_33356082 . . .
chr10 33526980 33527216 237 33527114 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_575 chr10_33526980_33527216 NRP1 . .
chr10 33527671 33527848 178 33527823 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_576 chr10_33527671_33527848 NRP1 . .
chr10 33553190 33553385 196 33553313 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_577 chr10_33553190_33553385 NRP1 . .
chr10 33666515 33666700 186 33666677 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_578 chr10_33666515_33666700 . . .
chr10 33831757 33831906 150 33831838 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_579 chr10_33831757_33831906 . . .
chr10 34569636 34569843 208 34569716 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_580 chr10_34569636_34569843 PARD3 . .
chr10 34845599 34845714 116 34845617 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_581 chr10_34845599_34845714 PARD3 . .
chr10 35294868 35295018 151 35294915 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_582 chr10_35294868_35295018 . . CUL2
chr10 35347170 35347407 238 35347314 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_583 chr10_35347170_35347407 CUL2 . .
chr10 35710532 35710701 170 35710630 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_584 chr10_35710532_35710701 CCNY . .
chr10 36079079 36079202 124 36079110 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_585 chr10_36079079_36079202 . . .
chr10 36189481 36189596 116 36189521 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_586 chr10_36189481_36189596 . . .
chr10 36199282 36199400 119 36199323 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_587 chr10_36199282_36199400 . . .
chr10 36461126 36461269 144 36461186 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_588 chr10_36461126_36461269 . . .
chr10 36823717 36823837 121 36823768 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_589 chr10_36823717_36823837 . . .
chr10 36896970 36897160 191 36896989 10.35 7.30401 5.22483 3.70722 FTE2_peak_590 chr10_36896970_36897160 . . .
chr10 36897251 36897587 337 36897376 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_591 chr10_36897251_36897587 . . .
chr10 44338953 44339079 127 44338988 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_592 chr10_44338953_44339079 . . C10orf136;LOC100506835
chr10 44353143 44353288 146 44353203 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_593 chr10_44353143_44353288 . C10orf136 LOC100506835
chr10 44359480 44359673 194 44359580 16.27 9.67355 5.42225 5.71795 FTE2_peak_594 chr10_44359480_44359673 LOC100506835 C10orf136 .
chr10 44384108 44384289 182 44384112 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_595 chr10_44384108_44384289 LOC100506835 . LOC283033
chr10 44387577 44387733 157 44387670 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_596 chr10_44387577_44387733 LOC100506835 . LOC283033
chr10 44426832 44426979 148 44426895 25.88 15.45244 6.72097 10.93558 FTE2_peak_597 chr10_44426832_44426979 LOC283033 . .
chr10 45065064 45065308 245 45065201 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_598 chr10_45065064_45065308 . . .
chr10 45124535 45124649 115 45124542 11.83 8.047 5.72374 4.34061 FTE2_peak_599 chr10_45124535_45124649 . . .
chr10 45493978 45494109 132 45494059 14.05 9.18765 5.47717 5.30762 FTE2_peak_600 chr10_45493978_45494109 C10orf25 C10orf10;RASSF4 ZNF22
chr10 47085510 47085626 117 47085592 19.97 8.56217 4.46927 4.70523 FTE2_peak_601 chr10_47085510_47085626 P1;BMS1P5;PPYR1;PTPN20A;PT . LOC643650
chr10 49814279 49814393 115 49814329 11.83 6.87361 4.93848 3.30112 FTE2_peak_602 chr10_49814279_49814393 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
chr10 49814733 49815227 495 49815126 28.1 26.41736 11.61081 21.24616 FTE2_peak_603 chr10_49814733_49815227 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
chr10 50760385 50760622 238 50760461 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_604 chr10_50760385_50760622 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
chr10 52153604 52153819 216 52153709 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_605 chr10_52153604_52153819 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52346465 52346584 120 52346529 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_606 chr10_52346465_52346584 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52760003 52760176 174 52760048 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_607 chr10_52760003_52760176 PRKG1 . .
chr10 52869676 52869820 145 52869730 14.79 11.37869 7.15325 7.28282 FTE2_peak_608 chr10_52869676_52869820 PRKG1 . .
chr10 53149577 53149799 223 53149681 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_609 chr10_53149577_53149799 PRKG1 . .
chr10 54078893 54079149 257 54079038 11.83 8.31742 5.90549 4.59841 FTE2_peak_610 chr10_54078893_54079149 . DKK1;LOC100506939;PRKG1 .
chr10 54203590 54203799 210 54203687 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_611 chr10_54203590_54203799 . . .
chr10 54301025 54301223 199 54301133 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_612 chr10_54301025_54301223 . . .
chr10 59917222 59917432 211 59917329 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_613 chr10_59917222_59917432 . . .
chr10 60198224 60198374 151 60198283 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_614 chr10_60198224_60198374 . . .
chr10 60401014 60401232 219 60401055 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_615 chr10_60401014_60401232 BICC1 . .
chr10 60401554 60401780 227 60401662 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_616 chr10_60401554_60401780 BICC1 . .
chr10 60421222 60421346 125 60421253 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_617 chr10_60421222_60421346 BICC1 . .
chr10 60422156 60422475 320 60422244 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_618 chr10_60422156_60422475 BICC1 . .
chr10 61147863 61148109 247 61148024 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_619 chr10_61147863_61148109 . FAM13C .
chr10 62042767 62042943 177 62042788 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_620 chr10_62042767_62042943 ANK3 . .
chr10 62043205 62043354 150 62043253 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_621 chr10_62043205_62043354 ANK3 . .
chr10 62144595 62144817 223 62144709 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_622 chr10_62144595_62144817 ANK3 . .
chr10 62674708 62674903 196 62674793 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_623 chr10_62674708_62674903 RHOBTB1 . .
chr10 62722829 62722967 139 62722885 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_624 chr10_62722829_62722967 RHOBTB1 . .
chr10 63388633 63388885 253 63388821 18.49 11.53451 6.11883 7.43494 FTE2_peak_625 chr10_63388633_63388885 . . .
chr10 63393523 63393720 198 63393607 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_626 chr10_63393523_63393720 . . C10orf107
chr10 63592680 63592894 215 63592772 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_627 chr10_63592680_63592894 . . .
chr10 63597052 63597196 145 63597160 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_628 chr10_63597052_63597196 . . .
chr10 63702822 63702992 171 63702915 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_629 chr10_63702822_63702992 ARID5B . .
chr10 63809053 63809212 160 63809190 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_630 chr10_63809053_63809212 ARID5B . .
chr10 63810765 63811079 315 63810998 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_631 chr10_63810765_63811079 ARID5B . .
chr10 63853829 63853975 147 63853874 17.01 14.42225 7.91101 10.02272 FTE2_peak_632 chr10_63853829_63853975 ARID5B . .
chr10 63993593 63993707 115 63993696 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_633 chr10_63993593_63993707 RTKN2 . .
chr10 64083635 64083816 182 64083737 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_634 chr10_64083635_64083816 . . .
chr10 64270919 64271058 140 64270957 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_635 chr10_64270919_64271058 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64344156 64344315 160 64344175 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_636 chr10_64344156_64344315 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64411205 64411415 211 64411242 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_637 chr10_64411205_64411415 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64873925 64874052 128 64873973 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_638 chr10_64873925_64874052 . . NRBF2
chr10 69847229 69847363 135 69847313 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_639 chr10_69847229_69847363 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69855017 69855162 146 69855093 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_640 chr10_69855017_69855162 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69865762 69866599 838 69865842 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_641 chr10_69865762_69866599 MYPN . .
chr10 69895821 69896123 303 69895910 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_642 chr10_69895821_69896123 MYPN . .
chr10 69896270 69896525 256 69896405 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_643 chr10_69896270_69896525 MYPN . .
chr10 69913546 69913711 166 69913642 13.31 10.1767 6.41637 6.19967 FTE2_peak_644 chr10_69913546_69913711 MYPN . .
chr10 69962795 69962909 115 69962873 11.83 7.5528 5.39186 3.87385 FTE2_peak_645 chr10_69962795_69962909 MYPN . ATOH7
chr10 70821215 70821431 217 70821324 28.84 26.78864 12.12845 21.60106 FTE2_peak_646 chr10_70821215_70821431 . . SRGN
chr10 70848608 70848902 295 70848769 15.53 11.23425 6.68703 7.14385 FTE2_peak_647 chr10_70848608_70848902 SRGN . .
chr10 70865507 70865645 139 70865576 14.05 9.88123 5.89667 5.92097 FTE2_peak_648 chr10_70865507_70865645 . SRGN VPS26A
chr10 71463489 71463913 425 71463690 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_649 chr10_71463489_71463913 . . .
chr10 71598712 71598843 132 71598764 8.13 5.4605 4.24881 2.08579 FTE2_peak_650 chr10_71598712_71598843 COL13A1 . .
chr10 71951934 71952049 116 71951952 16.27 12.51466 7.11866 8.2827 FTE2_peak_651 chr10_71951934_71952049 . SAR1A PPA1
chr10 74036043 74036806 764 74036311 39.94 22.85512 7.11977 17.86234 FTE2_peak_652 chr10_74036043_74036806 . DDIT4 .
chr10 74523938 74524341 404 74524124 36.98 41.50509 17.74016 35.79876 FTE2_peak_653 chr10_74523938_74524341 MCU . .
chr10 75654371 75654517 147 75654423 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_654 chr10_75654371_75654517 . CAMK2G C10orf55;PLAU
chr10 75659298 75659427 130 75659367 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_655 chr10_75659298_75659427 . CAMK2G C10orf55;PLAU
chr10 75713603 75713718 116 75713662 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_656 chr10_75713603_75713718 . . .
chr10 75815854 75815985 132 75815947 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_657 chr10_75815854_75815985 VCL . .
chr10 75839284 75839591 308 75839488 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_658 chr10_75839284_75839591 VCL . .
chr10 77307098 77307475 378 77307350 28.84 29.76678 13.94009 24.45722 FTE2_peak_659 chr10_77307098_77307475 . . .
chr10 77879399 77879565 167 77879552 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_660 chr10_77879399_77879565 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78110456 78110586 131 78110480 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_661 chr10_78110456_78110586 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78142362 78142514 153 78142423 22.19 18.66405 9.08372 13.91639 FTE2_peak_662 chr10_78142362_78142514 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78318920 78319169 250 78319085 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_663 chr10_78318920_78319169 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78343489 78343833 345 78343593 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_664 chr10_78343489_78343833 . C10orf11 .
chr10 79061122 79061253 132 79061153 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_665 chr10_79061122_79061253 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79152672 79152798 127 79152709 22.93 14.19135 6.77783 9.80728 FTE2_peak_666 chr10_79152672_79152798 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79176220 79176425 206 79176398 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_667 chr10_79176220_79176425 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79176535 79176687 153 79176599 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_668 chr10_79176535_79176687 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79284212 79284487 276 79284381 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_669 chr10_79284212_79284487 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 86029649 86029795 147 86029710 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_670 chr10_86029649_86029795 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
chr10 89304647 89304767 121 89304718 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_671 chr10_89304647_89304767 MINPP1 . .
chr10 89306067 89306269 203 89306141 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_672 chr10_89306067_89306269 MINPP1 . .
chr10 89500154 89500309 156 89500223 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_673 chr10_89500154_89500309 PAPSS2 . ATAD1
chr10 89720276 89720402 127 89720330 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_674 chr10_89720276_89720402 PTEN . .
chr10 89918049 89918163 115 89918142 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_675 chr10_89918049_89918163 . . .
chr10 90260141 90260259 119 90260249 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_676 chr10_90260141_90260259 RNLS . .
chr10 90642452 90642570 119 90642515 19.23 11.61485 5.86405 7.51181 FTE2_peak_677 chr10_90642452_90642570 STAMBPL1 . .
chr10 91037996 91038156 161 91038093 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_678 chr10_91037996_91038156 . LIPA IFIT2
chr10 91115409 91115523 115 91115433 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_679 chr10_91115409_91115523 . IFIT3 IFIT1B
chr10 91134028 91134148 121 91134103 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_680 chr10_91134028_91134148 . . IFIT1;IFIT1B
chr10 91187445 91187697 253 91187552 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_681 chr10_91187445_91187697 . IFIT1;IFIT5 SLC16A12
chr10 91275441 91275640 200 91275529 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_682 chr10_91275441_91275640 SLC16A12 . .
chr10 91313030 91313399 370 91313199 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_683 chr10_91313030_91313399 . SLC16A12 PANK1
chr10 92362641 92362864 224 92362754 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_684 chr10_92362641_92362864 . . .
chr10 92670735 92673249 2515 92671497 26.62 26.97037 12.90371 21.75902 FTE2_peak_685 chr10_92670735_92673249 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92673950 92674419 470 92674357 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_686 chr10_92673950_92674419 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92674524 92674966 443 92674736 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_687 chr10_92674524_92674966 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92675945 92676354 410 92676209 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_688 chr10_92675945_92676354 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92676792 92677591 800 92676964 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_689 chr10_92676792_92677591 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92677726 92677867 142 92677784 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_690 chr10_92677726_92677867 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92678124 92678402 279 92678314 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_691 chr10_92678124_92678402 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92679077 92679953 877 92679534 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_692 chr10_92679077_92679953 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92680231 92680694 464 92680563 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_693 chr10_92680231_92680694 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92680798 92681406 609 92681101 31.06 21.41391 8.01517 16.51676 FTE2_peak_694 chr10_92680798_92681406 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92689485 92689663 179 92689596 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_695 chr10_92689485_92689663 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92690349 92690497 149 92690407 10.35 7.34654 5.25263 3.74831 FTE2_peak_696 chr10_92690349_92690497 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92690640 92691313 674 92691008 36.24 41.07053 17.13642 35.39059 FTE2_peak_697 chr10_92690640_92691313 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92719117 92719234 118 92719192 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_698 chr10_92719117_92719234 . . .
chr10 92728436 92728747 312 92728661 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_699 chr10_92728436_92728747 . . .
chr10 92814100 92814283 184 92814204 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_700 chr10_92814100_92814283 . . .
chr10 92951044 92951178 135 92951112 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_701 chr10_92951044_92951178 PCGF5 . .
chr10 93373488 93373608 121 93373563 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_702 chr10_93373488_93373608 . LOC100188947 PPP1R3C
chr10 93376814 93376964 151 93376871 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_703 chr10_93376814_93376964 . LOC100188947 PPP1R3C
chr10 93412104 93412407 304 93412323 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_704 chr10_93412104_93412407 . PPP1R3C .
chr10 93861609 93861723 115 93861684 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_705 chr10_93861609_93861723 CPEB3 . .
chr10 94731888 94732178 291 94732093 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_706 chr10_94731888_94732178 EXOC6 . .
chr10 95195873 95195994 122 95195952 8.87 5.42605 4.56834 2.08579 FTE2_peak_707 chr10_95195873_95195994 MYOF . .
chr10 95230984 95231132 149 95231051 21.45 9.46042 4.48933 5.56136 FTE2_peak_708 chr10_95230984_95231132 MYOF . CEP55
chr10 95953342 95953532 191 95953426 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_709 chr10_95953342_95953532 PLCE1 . .
chr10 96046859 96047028 170 96046947 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_710 chr10_96046859_96047028 PLCE1 LOC100128054 .
chr10 97033176 97033375 200 97033323 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_711 chr10_97033176_97033375 PDLIM1 . .
chr10 97068580 97068739 160 97068694 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_712 chr10_97068580_97068739 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
chr10 98442994 98443122 129 98443022 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_713 chr10_98442994_98443122 PIK3AP1 . .
chr10 102650471 102650585 115 102650531 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_714 chr10_102650471_102650585 . . FAM178A
chr10 104512389 104512585 197 104512532 15.53 12.38123 7.41104 8.15233 FTE2_peak_715 chr10_104512389_104512585 C10orf26 SFXN2 .
chr10 104990980 104991269 290 104991078 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_716 chr10_104990980_104991269 . . LOC729020
chr10 105264361 105264475 115 105264395 15.53 9.49498 5.61588 5.56248 FTE2_peak_717 chr10_105264361_105264475 NEURL CALHM3 .
chr10 105869768 105870043 276 105869900 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_718 chr10_105869768_105870043 . COL17A1 SFR1;WDR96
chr10 106059938 106060052 115 106060014 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_719 chr10_106059938_106060052 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 110943254 110943474 221 110943325 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_720 chr10_110943254_110943474 . . .
chr10 111816688 111816879 192 111816804 16.27 13.45947 7.70289 9.13745 FTE2_peak_721 chr10_111816688_111816879 ADD3 . .
chr10 111836762 111836998 237 111836840 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_722 chr10_111836762_111836998 ADD3 . .
chr10 112086507 112086622 116 112086540 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_723 chr10_112086507_112086622 . SMNDC1 .
chr10 112087045 112087187 143 112087082 15.53 9.49498 5.61588 5.56248 FTE2_peak_724 chr10_112087045_112087187 . SMNDC1 .
chr10 112113010 112113189 180 112113093 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_725 chr10_112113010_112113189 . . .
chr10 112159088 112159319 232 112159167 14.05 7.91051 4.72567 4.21717 FTE2_peak_726 chr10_112159088_112159319 . . .
chr10 112174449 112174720 272 112174638 17.75 13.11242 7.41212 8.81824 FTE2_peak_727 chr10_112174449_112174720 . . .
chr10 112672229 112672360 132 112672247 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_728 chr10_112672229_112672360 BBIP1 MIR4680;PDCD4 RPL13AP6;SHOC2
chr10 112794819 112794957 139 112794870 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_729 chr10_112794819_112794957 . SHOC2 .
chr10 113987439 113987762 324 113987524 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_730 chr10_113987439_113987762 . . .
chr10 113988964 113989082 119 113989062 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_731 chr10_113988964_113989082 . . .
chr10 114523963 114524205 243 114524032 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_732 chr10_114523963_114524205 VTI1A . .
chr10 114816356 114816475 120 114816383 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_733 chr10_114816356_114816475 TCF7L2 . .
chr10 115086148 115086325 178 115086183 13.31 7.35199 4.6618 3.75278 FTE2_peak_734 chr10_115086148_115086325 . . .
chr10 115786284 115786578 295 115786381 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_735 chr10_115786284_115786578 . . ADRB1
chr10 116031573 116031730 158 116031668 11.09 8.31742 5.56516 4.59841 FTE2_peak_736 chr10_116031573_116031730 VWA2 . AFAP1L2
chr10 116408234 116408415 182 116408311 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_737 chr10_116408234_116408415 ABLIM1 . .
chr10 116585545 116585823 279 116585749 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_738 chr10_116585545_116585823 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 116616483 116616739 257 116616684 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_739 chr10_116616483_116616739 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 116685594 116685874 281 116685775 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_740 chr10_116685594_116685874 . FAM160B1 TRUB1
chr10 117705728 117705875 148 117705811 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_741 chr10_117705728_117705875 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 117706639 117706968 330 117706806 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_742 chr10_117706639_117706968 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 117797973 117798089 117 117798042 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_743 chr10_117797973_117798089 . . GFRA1
chr10 117804351 117804474 124 117804395 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_744 chr10_117804351_117804474 . . GFRA1
chr10 120133167 120133295 129 120133185 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_745 chr10_120133167_120133295 . . .
chr10 120873431 120873583 153 120873499 21.45 15.71759 7.7469 11.18958 FTE2_peak_746 chr10_120873431_120873583 FAM45A . SFXN4
chr10 121006760 121006877 118 121006796 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_747 chr10_121006760_121006877 GRK5 . .
chr10 121013227 121013390 164 121013325 21.45 7.73977 3.74111 4.05364 FTE2_peak_748 chr10_121013227_121013390 GRK5 . .
chr10 121567654 121567768 115 121567660 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_749 chr10_121567654_121567768 INPP5F . MCMBP
chr10 121609040 121609212 173 121609108 22.19 12.68394 5.79655 8.44419 FTE2_peak_750 chr10_121609040_121609212 MCMBP INPP5F .
chr10 122175606 122175725 120 122175644 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_751 chr10_122175606_122175725 . . .
chr10 122268071 122268185 115 122268087 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_752 chr10_122268071_122268185 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 124228472 124228983 512 124228678 40.67 31.23322 10.41867 25.87407 FTE2_peak_753 chr10_124228472_124228983 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
chr10 126595245 126595492 248 126595407 18.49 16.25169 8.96847 11.70603 FTE2_peak_754 chr10_126595245_126595492 . . .
chr10 126723803 126723997 195 126723889 17.75 14.55496 8.31992 10.14646 FTE2_peak_755 chr10_126723803_126723997 CTBP2 MIR4296 .
chr10 127941455 127941988 534 127941903 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_756 chr10_127941455_127941988 ADAM12 . .
chr10 128086565 128086873 309 128086675 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_757 chr10_128086565_128086873 . ADAM12 C10orf90
chr10 128148704 128148911 208 128148888 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_758 chr10_128148704_128148911 C10orf90 . .
chr10 128946740 128946918 179 128946869 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_759 chr10_128946740_128946918 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
chr11 3926758 3926916 159 3926822 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_760 chr11_3926758_3926916 STIM1 . .
chr11 5385466 5385724 259 5385711 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_761 chr11_5385466_5385724 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 5388951 5389107 157 5389031 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_762 chr11_5388951_5389107 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 6453139 6453253 115 6453173 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_763 chr11_6453139_6453253 HPX APBB1 TRIM3
chr11 7013993 7014255 263 7014222 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_764 chr11_7013993_7014255 . . NLRP14;ZNF214
chr11 8740938 8741145 208 8741092 14.05 10.52928 6.29364 6.53207 FTE2_peak_765 chr11_8740938_8741145 ST5 RPL27A .
chr11 9241239 9241417 179 9241337 19.97 16.57552 9.07294 11.97271 FTE2_peak_766 chr11_9241239_9241417 DENND5A . .
chr11 9781245 9781614 370 9781380 31.8 22.57854 8.77715 17.59721 FTE2_peak_767 chr11_9781245_9781614 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
chr11 9884541 9884655 115 9884585 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_768 chr11_9884541_9884655 SBF2 . .
chr11 9927057 9927377 321 9927058 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_769 chr11_9927057_9927377 SBF2 . .
chr11 9927477 9927878 402 9927798 35.5 31.57795 12.16597 26.21016 FTE2_peak_770 chr11_9927477_9927878 SBF2 . .
chr11 9927994 9928312 319 9928220 23.67 22.81498 11.47222 17.82324 FTE2_peak_771 chr11_9927994_9928312 SBF2 . .
chr11 9964976 9965098 123 9965027 13.31 7.97574 5.03934 4.27299 FTE2_peak_772 chr11_9964976_9965098 SBF2 . .
chr11 9965415 9965536 122 9965472 15.53 11.91764 7.11747 7.71331 FTE2_peak_773 chr11_9965415_9965536 SBF2 . .
chr11 10139263 10139594 332 10139348 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_774 chr11_10139263_10139594 SBF2 . .
chr11 10139757 10139871 115 10139839 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_775 chr11_10139757_10139871 SBF2 . .
chr11 10373420 10373578 159 10373495 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_776 chr11_10373420_10373578 . . .
chr11 10428712 10428838 127 10428745 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_777 chr11_10428712_10428838 . . .
chr11 10681259 10681490 232 10681327 20.71 16.03132 8.3169 11.49443 FTE2_peak_778 chr11_10681259_10681490 MRVI1 . .
chr11 10921480 10921616 137 10921515 13.31 9.31474 5.87147 5.42449 FTE2_peak_779 chr11_10921480_10921616 . LOC729013 .
chr11 11770253 11770535 283 11770390 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_780 chr11_11770253_11770535 . . .
chr11 12087846 12088083 238 12087954 36.24 38.54649 15.64598 32.93352 FTE2_peak_781 chr11_12087846_12088083 . . .
chr11 12097892 12098184 293 12098096 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_782 chr11_12097892_12098184 . . .
chr11 12108188 12108330 143 12108296 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_783 chr11_12108188_12108330 . . MICAL2
chr11 12144853 12145133 281 12144927 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_784 chr11_12144853_12145133 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12148145 12148399 255 12148285 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_785 chr11_12148145_12148399 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12188651 12188918 268 12188764 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_786 chr11_12188651_12188918 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12197607 12197730 124 12197681 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_787 chr11_12197607_12197730 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12198949 12199097 149 12199043 9.61 5.70279 4.45967 2.29054 FTE2_peak_788 chr11_12198949_12199097 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204297 12204411 115 12204313 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_789 chr11_12204297_12204411 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204705 12205022 318 12204809 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_790 chr11_12204705_12205022 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12222082 12222269 188 12222161 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_791 chr11_12222082_12222269 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12222393 12222670 278 12222614 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_792 chr11_12222393_12222670 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12235634 12235782 149 12235721 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_793 chr11_12235634_12235782 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12791477 12791745 269 12791684 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_794 chr11_12791477_12791745 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12840194 12840380 187 12840274 15.53 12.69036 7.60715 8.44998 FTE2_peak_795 chr11_12840194_12840380 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12922196 12922557 362 12922278 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_796 chr11_12922196_12922557 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12923434 12923548 115 12923475 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_797 chr11_12923434_12923548 TEAD1 . .
chr11 13616905 13617084 180 13616982 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_798 chr11_13616905_13617084 . . .
chr11 14395884 14396028 145 14396028 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_799 chr11_14395884_14396028 . RRAS2 .
chr11 15687046 15687275 230 15687128 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_800 chr11_15687046_15687275 . . .
chr11 17192932 17193176 245 17193091 28.84 22.65141 9.72054 17.66716 FTE2_peak_801 chr11_17192932_17193176 . PIK3C2A .
chr11 18334697 18334844 148 18334766 18.49 15.7371 8.6481 11.2085 FTE2_peak_802 chr11_18334697_18334844 HPS5 . GTF2H1
chr11 18430200 18430437 238 18430375 17.01 13.73544 7.49455 9.40621 FTE2_peak_803 chr11_18430200_18430437 . LDHA LDHC
chr11 18430751 18430944 194 18430810 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_804 chr11_18430751_18430944 . LDHA LDHC
chr11 19381061 19381175 115 19381147 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_805 chr11_19381061_19381175 NAV2 . .
chr11 19391697 19391830 134 19391760 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_806 chr11_19391697_19391830 NAV2 . .
chr11 19392090 19392305 216 19392193 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_807 chr11_19392090_19392305 NAV2 . .
chr11 19395830 19396000 171 19395889 22.19 17.08626 8.16415 12.46534 FTE2_peak_808 chr11_19395830_19396000 NAV2 . .
chr11 19441078 19441270 193 19441183 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_809 chr11_19441078_19441270 NAV2 . .
chr11 19617495 19617707 213 19617605 19.97 10.10506 5.25503 6.12982 FTE2_peak_810 chr11_19617495_19617707 NAV2 MIR4486 .
chr11 19668601 19668795 195 19668687 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_811 chr11_19668601_19668795 NAV2 . .
chr11 20057331 20057493 163 20057421 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_812 chr11_20057331_20057493 NAV2 . .
chr11 20057915 20058029 115 20057983 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_813 chr11_20057915_20058029 NAV2 . .
chr11 20132893 20133023 131 20132977 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_814 chr11_20132893_20133023 NAV2 . .
chr11 23919070 23919224 155 23919142 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_815 chr11_23919070_23919224 . . .
chr11 26209323 26209462 140 26209402 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_816 chr11_26209323_26209462 . . .
chr11 26968944 26969136 193 26969037 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_817 chr11_26968944_26969136 . . .
chr11 27235165 27235279 115 27235255 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_818 chr11_27235165_27235279 . . .
chr11 27406969 27407120 152 27407038 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_819 chr11_27406969_27407120 LGR4 CCDC34 .
chr11 27948625 27948770 146 27948732 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_820 chr11_27948625_27948770 . . .
chr11 27955853 27956085 233 27955947 19.97 17.64721 9.75236 12.99754 FTE2_peak_821 chr11_27955853_27956085 . . .
chr11 27956232 27956548 317 27956356 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_822 chr11_27956232_27956548 . . .
chr11 28031086 28031207 122 28031133 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_823 chr11_28031086_28031207 . . KIF18A
chr11 28406053 28406194 142 28406100 19.23 15.08825 7.85402 10.66292 FTE2_peak_824 chr11_28406053_28406194 . . .
chr11 28779272 28779484 213 28779456 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_825 chr11_28779272_28779484 . . .
chr11 28857975 28858089 115 28858048 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_826 chr11_28857975_28858089 . . .
chr11 29040407 29040525 119 29040417 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_827 chr11_29040407_29040525 . . .
chr11 29115103 29115217 115 29115152 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_828 chr11_29115103_29115217 . . .
chr11 29141656 29141871 216 29141723 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_829 chr11_29141656_29141871 . . .
chr11 29193301 29193415 115 29193325 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_830 chr11_29193301_29193415 . . .
chr11 29195136 29195526 391 29195385 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_831 chr11_29195136_29195526 . . .
chr11 29322018 29322209 192 29322119 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_832 chr11_29322018_29322209 . . .
chr11 29471328 29471459 132 29471401 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_833 chr11_29471328_29471459 . . .
chr11 32055915 32056106 192 32056029 19.97 17.24715 9.49833 12.61894 FTE2_peak_834 chr11_32055915_32056106 . . .
chr11 32140243 32140484 242 32140277 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_835 chr11_32140243_32140484 . RCN1 .
chr11 32334202 32334349 148 32334241 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_836 chr11_32334202_32334349 . . .
chr11 33654851 33655060 210 33654913 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_837 chr11_33654851_33655060 C11orf41 . .
chr11 33696229 33696343 115 33696291 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_838 chr11_33696229_33696343 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33711972 33712195 224 33712105 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_839 chr11_33711972_33712195 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33713514 33713666 153 33713594 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_840 chr11_33713514_33713666 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33713871 33713992 122 33713954 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_841 chr11_33713871_33713992 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
chr11 33744484 33744642 159 33744583 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_842 chr11_33744484_33744642 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
chr11 33744811 33745128 318 33744902 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_843 chr11_33744811_33745128 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
chr11 34364849 34364997 149 34364920 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_844 chr11_34364849_34364997 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34366590 34366955 366 34366743 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_845 chr11_34366590_34366955 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34621149 34621429 281 34621339 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_846 chr11_34621149_34621429 . . EHF
chr11 34676407 34676723 317 34676613 28.84 29.76678 13.94009 24.45722 FTE2_peak_847 chr11_34676407_34676723 EHF . .
chr11 34771772 34772089 318 34772015 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_848 chr11_34771772_34772089 . . .
chr11 35057603 35057786 184 35057688 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_849 chr11_35057603_35057786 . . .
chr11 35120853 35121031 179 35120942 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_850 chr11_35120853_35121031 . . .
chr11 35188349 35188465 117 35188393 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_851 chr11_35188349_35188465 CD44 . .
chr11 35236117 35236444 328 35236399 13.31 9.9222 6.25512 5.96094 FTE2_peak_852 chr11_35236117_35236444 CD44 . .
chr11 35310878 35310992 115 35310965 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_853 chr11_35310878_35310992 SLC1A2 . .
chr11 35513115 35513295 181 35513183 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_854 chr11_35513115_35513295 PAMR1 . .
chr11 35563651 35563953 303 35563820 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_855 chr11_35563651_35563953 . PAMR1 .
chr11 35601149 35601399 251 35601316 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_856 chr11_35601149_35601399 . . .
chr11 35651578 35651725 148 35651712 18.49 5.85335 3.24808 2.42626 FTE2_peak_857 chr11_35651578_35651725 . FJX1 .
chr11 36034686 36034800 115 36034707 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_858 chr11_36034686_36034800 LDLRAD3 MIR3973 .
chr11 36056618 36056738 121 36056690 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_859 chr11_36056618_36056738 LDLRAD3 MIR3973 .
chr11 36113289 36113500 212 36113355 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_860 chr11_36113289_36113500 LDLRAD3 . .
chr11 36318904 36319127 224 36318993 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_861 chr11_36318904_36319127 PRR5L COMMD9 .
chr11 36491380 36491575 196 36491486 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_862 chr11_36491380_36491575 . PRR5L TRAF6
chr11 43942350 43942506 157 43942434 17.01 13.33229 7.25163 9.0151 FTE2_peak_863 chr11_43942350_43942506 LOC100507300 ALKBH3;LOC729799 C11orf96
chr11 44596202 44596506 305 44596454 13.31 9.87279 6.22384 5.91285 FTE2_peak_864 chr11_44596202_44596506 CD82 . .
chr11 44859379 44859498 120 44859422 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_865 chr11_44859379_44859498 TSPAN18 . .
chr11 44863854 44864030 177 44863950 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_866 chr11_44863854_44864030 TSPAN18 . .
chr11 46999871 46999986 116 46999957 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_867 chr11_46999871_46999986 C11orf49 . .
chr11 47968729 47968852 124 47968750 14.05 9.88123 5.89667 5.92097 FTE2_peak_868 chr11_47968729_47968852 . . .
chr11 57546099 57546256 158 57546150 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_869 chr11_57546099_57546256 CTNND1;TMX2‐CTNND1 BTBD18 .
chr11 58086190 58086321 132 58086237 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_870 chr11_58086190_58086321 . . .
chr11 58341071 58341241 171 58341177 14.05 9.8378 5.87022 5.87847 FTE2_peak_871 chr11_58341071_58341241 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58687141 58687271 131 58687187 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_872 chr11_58687141_58687271 . . GLYATL1;LOC283194
chr11 61731578 61731777 200 61731688 22.19 10.22378 4.63724 6.24509 FTE2_peak_873 chr11_61731578_61731777 BEST1;FTH1 . .
chr11 62194283 62194444 162 62194393 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_874 chr11_62194283_62194444 . SCGB1A1 AHNAK
chr11 62608479 62609347 869 62608990 84.31 85.41786 19.67878 77.72792 FTE2_peak_875 chr11_62608479_62609347 . STX5;WDR74 25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD2
chr11 64153920 64154167 248 64154103 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_876 chr11_64153920_64154167 . CCDC88B;MIR1237;RPS6KA4 .
chr11 65047327 65047486 160 65047407 10.35 7.26195 5.19732 3.66703 FTE2_peak_877 chr11_65047327_65047486 POLA2 . .
chr11 65190242 65190365 124 65190259 29.58 9.81515 3.76157 5.85713 FTE2_peak_878 chr11_65190242_65190365 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65191394 65191651 258 65191590 14.79 6.7575 4.27819 3.19254 FTE2_peak_879 chr11_65191394_65191651 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65191955 65192285 331 65192110 23.67 15.29924 7.05629 10.78803 FTE2_peak_880 chr11_65191955_65192285 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65192942 65193333 392 65192985 16.27 8.87793 4.97332 5.0125 FTE2_peak_881 chr11_65192942_65193333 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65193720 65194869 1150 65194270 24.4 17.15589 7.72535 12.53224 FTE2_peak_882 chr11_65193720_65194869 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65195257 65196521 1265 65195773 25.88 22.855 10.87536 17.86224 FTE2_peak_883 chr11_65195257_65196521 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197313 65197450 138 65197370 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_884 chr11_65197313_65197450 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197705 65198270 566 65197782 17.75 13.85523 7.87771 9.51757 FTE2_peak_885 chr11_65197705_65198270 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65199035 65199222 188 65199161 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_886 chr11_65199035_65199222 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65201826 65202054 229 65202027 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_887 chr11_65201826_65202054 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65202537 65202656 120 65202578 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_888 chr11_65202537_65202656 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65203307 65203481 175 65203381 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_889 chr11_65203307_65203481 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65266428 65268136 1709 65266856 46.59 43.1957 14.3217 37.42842 FTE2_peak_890 chr11_65266428_65268136 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65268252 65272330 4079 65268464 42.89 35.73867 12.04206 30.22191 FTE2_peak_891 chr11_65268252_65272330 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65272458 65272896 439 65272780 21.45 15.9878 7.90375 11.45353 FTE2_peak_892 chr11_65272458_65272896 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65272999 65273268 270 65273255 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_893 chr11_65272999_65273268 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65273365 65273732 368 65273534 22.93 16.80274 8.25737 12.19346 FTE2_peak_894 chr11_65273365_65273732 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65273836 65275493 1658 65274914 43.63 34.70423 11.15821 29.22452 FTE2_peak_895 chr11_65273836_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 66659652 66659832 181 66659673 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_896 chr11_66659652_66659832 PC . .
chr11 66703933 66704166 234 66703981 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_897 chr11_66703933_66704166 PC . .
chr11 66738328 66738556 229 66738460 24.4 18.2662 8.33765 13.5386 FTE2_peak_898 chr11_66738328_66738556 . PC C11orf86
chr11 66801473 66801709 237 66801519 15.53 10.1114 5.99034 6.13608 FTE2_peak_899 chr11_66801473_66801709 SYT12 . RHOD
chr11 68023885 68024020 136 68023971 20.71 11.4257 5.68621 7.32943 FTE2_peak_900 chr11_68023885_68024020 . . C11orf24
chr11 70998146 70998260 115 70998214 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_901 chr11_70998146_70998260 . . .
chr11 70998541 70998724 184 70998627 17.75 11.08536 6.17656 7.02033 FTE2_peak_902 chr11_70998541_70998724 . . .
chr11 71783429 71783605 177 71783542 17.01 12.74442 6.90016 8.49901 FTE2_peak_903 chr11_71783429_71783605 NUMA1 MIR3165 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT
chr11 71852198 71852345 148 71852269 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_904 chr11_71852198_71852345 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
chr11 72686929 72687201 273 72687093 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_905 chr11_72686929_72687201 FCHSD2 . .
chr11 73849629 73849816 188 73849735 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_906 chr11_73849629_73849816 C2CD3 . .
chr11 73851148 73851302 155 73851215 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_907 chr11_73851148_73851302 C2CD3 . .
chr11 73922306 73922495 190 73922414 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_908 chr11_73922306_73922495 PPME1 . .
chr11 74030369 74030483 115 74030386 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_909 chr11_74030369_74030483 . P4HA3 PGM2L1
chr11 75569669 75569960 292 75569932 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_910 chr11_75569669_75569960 UVRAG . .
chr11 75677607 75677761 155 75677654 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_911 chr11_75677607_75677761 UVRAG . .
chr11 75741501 75741634 134 75741576 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_912 chr11_75741501_75741634 UVRAG . .
chr11 76331707 76331857 151 76331785 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_913 chr11_76331707_76331857 . . .
chr11 78512266 78512492 227 78512398 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_914 chr11_78512266_78512492 ODZ4 . .
chr11 79127403 79127528 126 79127460 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_915 chr11_79127403_79127528 ODZ4 MIR708 .
chr11 82762882 82763153 272 82763074 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_916 chr11_82762882_82763153 RAB30 SNORA70E LOC100506233
chr11 85539389 85539550 162 85539451 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_917 chr11_85539389_85539550 . SYTL2 CCDC83
chr11 85758437 85758581 145 85758520 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_918 chr11_85758437_85758581 PICALM . .
chr11 86013072 86013265 194 86013185 25.14 19.25484 8.51607 14.46141 FTE2_peak_919 chr11_86013072_86013265 C11orf73 EED .
chr11 86235286 86235470 185 86235369 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_920 chr11_86235286_86235470 ME3 . .
chr11 86407194 86407452 259 86407262 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_921 chr11_86407194_86407452 . ME3 .
chr11 86430726 86430851 126 86430784 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_922 chr11_86430726_86430851 . . .
chr11 86430965 86431115 151 86431005 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_923 chr11_86430965_86431115 . . .
chr11 86453008 86453194 187 86453093 15.53 12.69036 7.60715 8.44998 FTE2_peak_924 chr11_86453008_86453194 . . .
chr11 86454544 86454915 372 86454815 19.23 16.71977 8.84092 12.11229 FTE2_peak_925 chr11_86454544_86454915 . . .
chr11 87156128 87156463 336 87156370 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_926 chr11_87156128_87156463 . . .
chr11 88016334 88016448 115 88016419 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_927 chr11_88016334_88016448 . . CTSC
chr11 88213388 88213746 359 88213658 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_928 chr11_88213388_88213746 . . GRM5
chr11 88269203 88269347 145 88269340 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_929 chr11_88269203_88269347 GRM5 . .
chr11 92788134 92788341 208 92788180 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_930 chr11_92788134_92788341 . . .
chr11 93461551 93462282 732 93461688 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_931 chr11_93461551_93462282 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8
chr11 93464506 93464620 115 93464592 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_932 chr11_93464506_93464620 . 1731;SCARNA9;SNORA25;SNOA1;SNORA18;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNORD5;
chr11 93642123 93642265 143 93642156 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_933 chr11_93642123_93642265 . . .
chr11 93681457 93681629 173 93681549 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_934 chr11_93681457_93681629 . . .
chr11 93869547 93869670 124 93869581 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_935 chr11_93869547_93869670 PANX1 HEPHL1 .
chr11 94527848 94528110 263 94528058 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_936 chr11_94527848_94528110 AMOTL1 . .
chr11 94666593 94666753 161 94666646 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_937 chr11_94666593_94666753 . . CWC15
chr11 95239169 95239443 275 95239250 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_938 chr11_95239169_95239443 . . .
chr11 95610518 95610651 134 95610541 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_939 chr11_95610518_95610651 MTMR2 . .
chr11 95823928 95824046 119 95823988 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_940 chr11_95823928_95824046 MAML2 . .
chr11 95888930 95889070 141 95889031 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_941 chr11_95888930_95889070 MAML2 . .
chr11 95889487 95889601 115 95889572 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_942 chr11_95889487_95889601 MAML2 . .
chr11 95921555 95921669 115 95921555 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_943 chr11_95921555_95921669 MAML2 . .
chr11 95945747 95945861 115 95945800 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_944 chr11_95945747_95945861 MAML2 . .
chr11 95996508 95996726 219 95996540 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_945 chr11_95996508_95996726 MAML2 . .
chr11 96048732 96048851 120 96048825 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_946 chr11_96048732_96048851 MAML2 . MIR1260B
chr11 97836818 97837070 253 97836930 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_947 chr11_97836818_97837070 . . .
chr11 99196708 99196928 221 99196810 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_948 chr11_99196708_99196928 CNTN5 . .
chr11 100490587 100490729 143 100490626 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_949 chr11_100490587_100490729 . . .
chr11 100681018 100681212 195 100681072 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_950 chr11_100681018_100681212 ARHGAP42 . .
chr11 101317136 101317321 186 101317216 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_951 chr11_101317136_101317321 . . TRPC6
chr11 101734191 101734442 252 101734372 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_952 chr11_101734191_101734442 . . ANGPTL5
chr11 102009556 102009689 134 102009610 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_953 chr11_102009556_102009689 YAP1 . .
chr11 102049136 102049265 130 102049191 12.57 8.61613 5.75824 4.75815 FTE2_peak_954 chr11_102049136_102049265 YAP1 . .
chr11 102096772 102096926 155 102096886 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_955 chr11_102096772_102096926 YAP1 . .
chr11 102194664 102194855 192 102194807 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_956 chr11_102194664_102194855 BIRC3 . BIRC2
chr11 102216858 102217142 285 102217036 14.79 7.67895 4.81867 3.99406 FTE2_peak_957 chr11_102216858_102217142 . BIRC3 BIRC2
chr11 102632502 102632625 124 102632544 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_958 chr11_102632502_102632625 . . LOC100288077;MMP1;MMP10
chr11 103831868 103831982 115 103831917 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_959 chr11_103831868_103831982 PDGFD . .
chr11 104918013 104918256 244 104918088 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_960 chr11_104918013_104918256 . CARD16;CASP1;CASP5 .
chr11 105023040 105023276 237 105023131 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_961 chr11_105023040_105023276 . CARD18 .
chr11 105115189 105115496 308 105115308 26.62 26.97037 12.90371 21.75902 FTE2_peak_962 chr11_105115189_105115496 . . .
chr11 106239430 106239551 122 106239495 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_963 chr11_106239430_106239551 . . .
chr11 106262593 106262710 118 106262672 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_964 chr11_106262593_106262710 . . .
chr11 106269829 106270032 204 106269969 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_965 chr11_106269829_106270032 . . .
chr11 106334759 106334905 147 106334849 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_966 chr11_106334759_106334905 . . .
chr11 106337648 106337782 135 106337728 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_967 chr11_106337648_106337782 . . .
chr11 106832225 106832537 313 106832475 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_968 chr11_106832225_106832537 GUCY1A2 . .
chr11 108303696 108303868 173 108303799 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_969 chr11_108303696_108303868 C11orf65 . .
chr11 108430254 108430450 197 108430312 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_970 chr11_108430254_108430450 EXPH5 . .
chr11 108430705 108430926 222 108430818 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_971 chr11_108430705_108430926 EXPH5 . .
chr11 108639271 108639400 130 108639335 19.97 11.02825 5.75242 6.96452 FTE2_peak_972 chr11_108639271_108639400 DDX10 . .
chr11 109418464 109418698 235 109418573 34.76 30.32199 11.91945 24.99301 FTE2_peak_973 chr11_109418464_109418698 . . .
chr11 110934898 110935037 140 110934924 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_974 chr11_110934898_110935037 . . .
chr11 111428505 111428744 240 111428731 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_975 chr11_111428505_111428744 LAYN C11orf88 .
chr11 111502532 111502646 115 111502596 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_976 chr11_111502532_111502646 SIK2 . .
chr11 111565615 111565818 204 111565751 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_977 chr11_111565615_111565818 SIK2 . .
chr11 112028086 112028265 180 112028237 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_978 chr11_112028086_112028265 IL18 . BCO2;TEX12
chr11 112112348 112112645 298 112112409 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_979 chr11_112112348_112112645 . BCO2;PTS C11orf34
chr11 113545929 113546076 148 113546029 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_980 chr11_113545929_113546076 . . TMPRSS5
chr11 114005641 114005984 344 114005700 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_981 chr11_114005641_114005984 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114020800 114020965 166 114020856 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_982 chr11_114020800_114020965 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114025290 114025518 229 114025429 19.23 16.29495 8.58211 11.74855 FTE2_peak_983 chr11_114025290_114025518 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114033659 114033773 115 114033705 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_984 chr11_114033659_114033773 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114050010 114050309 300 114050108 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_985 chr11_114050010_114050309 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114165615 114166082 468 114166031 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_986 chr11_114165615_114166082 . . NNMT
chr11 114167759 114168063 305 114167955 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_987 chr11_114167759_114168063 NNMT . .
chr11 115097333 115097525 193 115097435 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_988 chr11_115097333_115097525 CADM1 . .
chr11 116680446 116680560 115 116680499 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_989 chr11_116680446_116680560 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116741982 116742137 156 116742083 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_990 chr11_116741982_116742137 SIK3 . .
chr11 116855417 116855549 133 116855493 16.27 12.56975 7.15257 8.33675 FTE2_peak_991 chr11_116855417_116855549 SIK3 . .
chr11 116943246 116943541 296 116943411 24.4 19.99034 9.32286 15.16621 FTE2_peak_992 chr11_116943246_116943541 SIK3 . .
chr11 119288202 119288505 304 119288451 17.01 9.28683 4.94085 5.40075 FTE2_peak_993 chr11_119288202_119288505 LOC100499227 . THY1
chr11 120302779 120303106 328 120303004 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_994 chr11_120302779_120303106 ARHGEF12 . .
chr11 121466560 121466733 174 121466629 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_995 chr11_121466560_121466733 SORL1 . .
chr11 121699919 121700153 235 121699966 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_996 chr11_121699919_121700153 . . .
chr11 121909263 121909532 270 121909450 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_997 chr11_121909263_121909532 . . .
chr11 121915940 121916191 252 121916149 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_998 chr11_121915940_121916191 . . .
chr11 122001101 122001268 168 122001166 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_999 chr11_122001101_122001268 MIR100HG BLID MIR100;MIRLET7A2
chr11 122011362 122011476 115 122011412 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1000 chr11_122011362_122011476 MIR100HG BLID MIR100;MIRLET7A2
chr11 122026583 122026738 156 122026624 14.05 9.92501 5.92336 5.96344 FTE2_peak_1001 chr11_122026583_122026738 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122032887 122033097 211 122033000 16.27 13.85327 7.94748 9.51757 FTE2_peak_1002 chr11_122032887_122033097 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122048956 122049123 168 122049100 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1003 chr11_122048956_122049123 MIR100HG MIR100 .
chr11 122051256 122051456 201 122051353 18.49 15.66647 8.60419 11.1393 FTE2_peak_1004 chr11_122051256_122051456 MIR100HG MIR100 .
chr11 122060097 122060211 115 122060149 12.57 7.09019 4.77893 3.50544 FTE2_peak_1005 chr11_122060097_122060211 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122067771 122068148 378 122067954 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1006 chr11_122067771_122068148 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122078853 122079126 274 122079020 28.84 24.80315 10.95121 19.70116 FTE2_peak_1007 chr11_122078853_122079126 . MIR100HG .
chr11 122085404 122085556 153 122085444 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1008 chr11_122085404_122085556 . MIR100HG .
chr11 122619826 122619945 120 122619887 15.53 12.08728 7.22479 7.87912 FTE2_peak_1009 chr11_122619826_122619945 UBASH3B . .
chr11 122989331 122989445 115 122989375 15.53 11.86216 7.0824 7.6589 FTE2_peak_1010 chr11_122989331_122989445 CLMP . .
chr11 123044176 123044465 290 123044279 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1011 chr11_123044176_123044465 CLMP . .
chr11 123045501 123045735 235 123045671 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1012 chr11_123045501_123045735 CLMP . .
chr11 124148335 124148449 115 124148392 10.35 7.13841 5.11652 3.55148 FTE2_peak_1013 chr11_124148335_124148449 . OR8G1;OR8G5 .
chr11 124155588 124155743 156 124155657 30.32 25.42371 10.44037 20.30395 FTE2_peak_1014 chr11_124155588_124155743 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124156089 124156255 167 124156232 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1015 chr11_124156089_124156255 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124167949 124168085 137 124168002 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1016 chr11_124167949_124168085 . . OR8D1;OR8D2
chr11 124911100 124911221 122 124911140 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1017 chr11_124911100_124911221 CCDC15 . SLC37A2
chr11 126861649 126862438 790 126862047 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1018 chr11_126861649_126862438 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
chr11 126862745 126862961 217 126862896 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1019 chr11_126862745_126862961 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
chr11 127896554 127896840 287 127896629 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1020 chr11_127896554_127896840 . . .
chr11 127909157 127909314 158 127909159 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1021 chr11_127909157_127909314 . . .
chr11 128077724 128078145 422 128078039 25.88 18.69229 8.44078 13.94392 FTE2_peak_1022 chr11_128077724_128078145 . . .
chr11 128080269 128080444 176 128080340 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1023 chr11_128080269_128080444 . . .
chr11 128206272 128206404 133 128206331 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_1024 chr11_128206272_128206404 . . .
chr11 128290947 128291128 182 128291043 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1025 chr11_128290947_128291128 . . .
chr11 128328625 128328811 187 128328729 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1026 chr11_128328625_128328811 ETS1 . .
chr11 128358620 128358743 124 128358674 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1027 chr11_128358620_128358743 ETS1 . .
chr11 128366707 128366894 188 128366797 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_1028 chr11_128366707_128366894 ETS1 . .
chr11 128367058 128367192 135 128367117 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1029 chr11_128367058_128367192 ETS1 . .
chr11 128584870 128585006 137 128584914 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_1030 chr11_128584870_128585006 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128585552 128585867 316 128585630 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1031 chr11_128585552_128585867 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 129973499 129973627 129 129973555 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1032 chr11_129973499_129973627 APLP2 . .
chr11 130350217 130350389 173 130350295 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1033 chr11_130350217_130350389 . ADAMTS15 .
chr11 130516451 130516692 242 130516555 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1034 chr11_130516451_130516692 . . .
chr11 130642506 130642757 252 130642591 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1035 chr11_130642506_130642757 . . .
chr11 130717666 130717855 190 130717771 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1036 chr11_130717666_130717855 . . SNX19
chr11 130870484 130870621 138 130870571 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1037 chr11_130870484_130870621 . . .
chr11 131618831 131618953 123 131618879 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1038 chr11_131618831_131618953 NTM . .
chr11 131626650 131626764 115 131626673 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1039 chr11_131626650_131626764 NTM . .
chr11 131630126 131630252 127 131630178 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1040 chr11_131630126_131630252 NTM . .
chr11 131758526 131758648 123 131758612 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1041 chr11_131758526_131758648 NTM . .
chr11 131847889 131848003 115 131847955 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1042 chr11_131847889_131848003 NTM . .
chr11 131924679 131924911 233 131924869 21.45 16.91829 8.4513 12.3025 FTE2_peak_1043 chr11_131924679_131924911 NTM . .
chr11 131934866 131935223 358 131935111 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1044 chr11_131934866_131935223 NTM . .
chr11 131942117 131942420 304 131942312 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1045 chr11_131942117_131942420 NTM . .
chr11 132474506 132474654 149 132474593 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1046 chr11_132474506_132474654 OPCML . .
chr11 134819037 134819247 211 134819150 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1047 chr11_134819037_134819247 . . .
chr12 398030 398193 164 398116 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1048 chr12_398030_398193 KDM5A SLC6A13 .
chr12 741430 741762 333 741483 16.27 10.59798 5.96027 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1049 chr12_741430_741762 NINJ2 . .
chr12 1459610 1459732 123 1459639 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1050 chr12_1459610_1459732 ERC1 . .
chr12 1583465 1583637 173 1583546 14.05 10.72965 6.41708 6.67566 FTE2_peak_1051 chr12_1583465_1583637 ERC1 . LOC100292680
chr12 2102681 2102824 144 2102752 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_1052 chr12_2102681_2102824 DCP1B . .
chr12 2193852 2193966 115 2193914 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1053 chr12_2193852_2193966 CACNA1C . .
chr12 2374162 2374497 336 2374268 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1054 chr12_2374162_2374497 CACNA1C . .
chr12 2374692 2374817 126 2374736 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1055 chr12_2374692_2374817 CACNA1C . .
chr12 5205463 5205591 129 5205541 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1056 chr12_5205463_5205591 . . .
chr12 5211754 5211973 220 5211944 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1057 chr12_5211754_5211973 . . .
chr12 6454596 6454715 120 6454686 17.01 11.79473 6.34134 7.5947 FTE2_peak_1058 chr12_6454596_6454715 . PLEKHG6;TNFRSF1A SCNN1A
chr12 6647895 6648178 284 6648094 25.88 11.67572 4.96379 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1059 chr12_6647895_6648178 . GAPDH;NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6961573 6961755 183 6961662 65.82 28.3686 5.49725 23.11268 FTE2_peak_1060 chr12_6961573_6961755 USP5 CDCA3;GNB3;GPR162;LEPREL2 SPSB2;TPI1
chr12 7052967 7053354 388 7053072 30.32 18.61178 7.00226 13.86524 FTE2_peak_1061 chr12_7052967_7053354 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23 R141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7585947 7586129 183 7586029 16.27 10.80173 6.08094 6.74625 FTE2_peak_1062 chr12_7585947_7586129 CD163L1 . .
chr12 8831378 8831592 215 8831515 17.75 12.25217 6.88035 8.02693 FTE2_peak_1063 chr12_8831378_8831592 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
chr12 8833806 8834119 314 8833889 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1064 chr12_8833806_8834119 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
chr12 9945779 9946006 228 9945816 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1065 chr12_9945779_9946006 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 10537926 10538046 121 10537995 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1066 chr12_10537926_10538046 1;KLRK1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐ . KLRC3;KLRC4
chr12 10787020 10787341 322 10787217 51.77 56.32841 19.36432 50.10668 FTE2_peak_1067 chr12_10787020_10787341 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MAGOHB .
chr12 11917043 11917160 118 11917138 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1068 chr12_11917043_11917160 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 11950627 11950877 251 11950803 16.27 11.69377 6.61681 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1069 chr12_11950627_11950877 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 11951852 11952072 221 11951961 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1070 chr12_11951852_11952072 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 12972883 12973068 186 12972969 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_1071 chr12_12972883_12973068 7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 APOLD1 .
chr12 12976352 12976497 146 12976393 16.27 13.39612 7.66358 9.07622 FTE2_peak_1072 chr12_12976352_12976497 7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 13359395 13359575 181 13359446 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1073 chr12_13359395_13359575 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 13373900 13374016 117 13373980 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1074 chr12_13373900_13374016 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 EMP1 .
chr12 13376326 13376448 123 13376391 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1075 chr12_13376326_13376448 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 EMP1 .
chr12 14994670 14995054 385 14994893 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1076 chr12_14994670_14995054 4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 C12orf60;C12orf69 .
chr12 15782089 15782377 289 15782197 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1077 chr12_15782089_15782377 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 15785821 15785935 115 15785902 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1078 chr12_15785821_15785935 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 15832269 15832551 283 15832328 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1079 chr12_15832269_15832551 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 15934361 15934491 131 15934421 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1080 chr12_15934361_15934491 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 16131671 16131854 184 16131799 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1081 chr12_16131671_16131854 A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 16411914 16412068 155 16411996 11.09 8.18008 5.47819 4.46758 FTE2_peak_1082 chr12_16411914_16412068 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 16433965 16434213 249 16434033 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1083 chr12_16433965_16434213 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC15A5 .
chr12 16503612 16503760 149 16503712 14.79 10.4318 6.53998 6.43792 FTE2_peak_1084 chr12_16503612_16503760 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 16823458 16823572 115 16823486 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1085 chr12_16823458_16823572 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 18324563 18324844 282 18324638 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_1086 chr12_18324563_18324844 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 18473094 18473226 133 18473179 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1087 chr12_18473094_18473226 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18536059 18536523 465 18536257 48.81 60.29925 23.16726 53.95602 FTE2_peak_1088 chr12_18536059_18536523 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18876861 18877004 144 18876948 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1089 chr12_18876861_18877004 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . CAPZA3
chr12 18900973 18901164 192 18901073 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1090 chr12_18900973_18901164 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
chr12 19151933 19152083 151 19152034 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1091 chr12_19151933_19152083 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 20661362 20661532 171 20661419 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1092 chr12_20661362_20661532 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 21924449 21924565 117 21924466 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1093 chr12_21924449_21924565 8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . ABCC9
chr12 22436168 22436304 137 22436225 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1094 chr12_22436168_22436304 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 22630217 22630349 133 22630291 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1095 chr12_22630217_22630349 28;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 22883178 22883308 131 22883236 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1096 chr12_22883178_22883308 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 24754003 24754287 285 24754106 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1097 chr12_24754003_24754287 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LINC00477 .
chr12 26306331 26306536 206 26306487 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1098 chr12_26306331_26306536 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BHLHE41 .
chr12 26425020 26425148 129 26425044 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1099 chr12_26425020_26425148 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26427752 26427930 179 26427875 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1100 chr12_26427752_26427930 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26801413 26801719 307 26801643 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1101 chr12_26801413_26801719 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 27329910 27330057 148 27330015 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_1102 chr12_27329910_27330057 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 27658431 27658646 216 27658629 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1103 chr12_27658431_27658646 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C12orf70 PPFIBP1
chr12 27702779 27703093 315 27702884 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1104 chr12_27702779_27703093 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27726996 27727183 188 27727098 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_1105 chr12_27726996_27727183 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27772394 27772574 181 27772526 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1106 chr12_27772394_27772574 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27780196 27780416 221 27780315 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1107 chr12_27780196_27780416 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 28019801 28019917 117 28019831 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_1108 chr12_28019801_28019917 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28024019 28024244 226 28024069 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1109 chr12_28024019_28024244 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28052352 28052522 171 28052438 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1110 chr12_28052352_28052522 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28283760 28283874 115 28283806 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_1111 chr12_28283760_28283874 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 29894703 29894860 158 29894786 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1112 chr12_29894703_29894860 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 30179563 30179684 122 30179615 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1113 chr12_30179563_30179684 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 30482163 30482281 119 30482237 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1114 chr12_30482163_30482281 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 31671797 31671945 149 31671890 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1115 chr12_31671797_31671945 5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 31902286 31902434 149 31902360 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1116 chr12_31902286_31902434 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMN1 .
chr12 32268746 32268928 183 32268901 14.05 10.99088 6.57834 6.92851 FTE2_peak_1117 chr12_32268746_32268928 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 32686773 32687319 547 32686865 19.23 16.64731 8.79671 12.04266 FTE2_peak_1118 chr12_32686773_32687319 4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 39897339 39897463 125 39897370 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1119 chr12_39897339_39897463 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43150913 43151190 278 43151026 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1120 chr12_43150913_43151190 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43355336 43355528 193 43355432 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1121 chr12_43355336_43355528 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43679205 43679379 175 43679258 20.71 15.4496 7.96591 10.9354 FTE2_peak_1122 chr12_43679205_43679379 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43700000 43700131 132 43700090 17.01 15.04082 8.28781 10.61679 FTE2_peak_1123 chr12_43700000_43700131 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 44136066 44136213 148 44136149 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1124 chr12_44136066_44136213 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . IRAK4
chr12 46613787 46613901 115 46613811 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1125 chr12_46613787_46613901 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46750858 46752183 1326 46751561 31.8 26.6287 10.9334 21.44486 FTE2_peak_1126 chr12_46750858_46752183 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46753112 46753248 137 46753146 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1127 chr12_46753112_46753248 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46753513 46753740 228 46753581 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1128 chr12_46753513_46753740 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46757375 46757605 231 46757505 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1129 chr12_46757375_46757605 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46757845 46758147 303 46758058 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1130 chr12_46757845_46758147 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46759186 46759309 124 46759230 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1131 chr12_46759186_46759309 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46759409 46759858 450 46759453 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1132 chr12_46759409_46759858 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46760157 46760536 380 46760430 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1133 chr12_46760157_46760536 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46763751 46763974 224 46763919 19.23 12.13917 6.15114 7.92954 FTE2_peak_1134 chr12_46763751_46763974 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 46797134 46797358 225 46797178 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1135 chr12_46797134_46797358 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46824338 46824452 115 46824413 14.79 10.10382 6.32897 6.12882 FTE2_peak_1136 chr12_46824338_46824452 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46888280 46888443 164 46888362 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1137 chr12_46888280_46888443 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46947229 46947425 197 46947337 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1138 chr12_46947229_46947425 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46956690 46956806 117 46956780 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1139 chr12_46956690_46956806 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 47167898 47168140 243 47168052 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1140 chr12_47167898_47168140 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 47489638 47489836 199 47489727 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1141 chr12_47489638_47489836 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47585729 47585979 251 47585962 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1142 chr12_47585729_47585979 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR4698 FAM113B;LOC100233209
chr12 47672024 47672138 115 47672062 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1143 chr12_47672024_47672138 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 49520639 49520975 337 49520876 17.01 9.00107 4.78974 5.12854 FTE2_peak_1144 chr12_49520639_49520975 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49616451 49616614 164 49616516 20.71 15.4496 7.96591 10.9354 FTE2_peak_1145 chr12_49616451_49616614 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 49901004 49901151 148 49901107 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1146 chr12_49901004_49901151 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 50581047 50581206 160 50581128 20.71 15.97116 8.28041 11.43812 FTE2_peak_1147 chr12_50581047_50581206 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
chr12 50784153 50784414 262 50784245 24.4 19.52866 9.05536 14.72684 FTE2_peak_1148 chr12_50784153_50784414 6A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . LARP4
chr12 50790425 50790594 170 50790522 18.49 10.59881 5.59371 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1149 chr12_50790425_50790594 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 FAM186A LARP4
chr12 52081503 52081686 184 52081558 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1150 chr12_52081503_52081686 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 52167304 52167491 188 52167384 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_1151 chr12_52167304_52167491 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 52674179 52674431 253 52674261 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_1152 chr12_52674179_52674431 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52674909 52675023 115 52674985 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_1153 chr12_52674909_52675023 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52679072 52679198 127 52679141 16.27 11.55131 6.53049 7.45141 FTE2_peak_1154 chr12_52679072_52679198 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT83;KRT86
chr12 53319025 53319174 150 53319079 12.57 8.16357 5.46494 4.45249 FTE2_peak_1155 chr12_53319025_53319174 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . KRT18
chr12 53955432 53955697 266 53955589 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1156 chr12_53955432_53955697 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 54164150 54164317 168 54164224 26.62 23.94716 11.07151 18.89664 FTE2_peak_1157 chr12_54164150_54164317 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 54238876 54239029 154 54238949 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1158 chr12_54238876_54239029 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 54616323 54616649 327 54616546 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1159 chr12_54616323_54616649 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
chr12 54675031 54675366 336 54675126 15.53 12.38123 7.41104 8.15233 FTE2_peak_1160 chr12_54675031_54675366 RNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR124 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54680429 54680543 115 54680451 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1161 chr12_54680429_54680543 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244CBX5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10 NFE2
chr12 54681496 54681610 115 54681527 11.09 7.67103 5.15587 3.98624 FTE2_peak_1162 chr12_54681496_54681610 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244CBX5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10 NFE2
chr12 56510362 56510503 142 56510445 17.01 10.70276 5.71637 6.64934 FTE2_peak_1163 chr12_56510362_56510503 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56552140 56552275 136 56552191 21.45 9.46042 4.48933 5.56136 FTE2_peak_1164 chr12_56552140_56552275 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ESYT1;MYL6B SMARCC2
chr12 57527167 57527286 120 57527204 18.49 11.34376 6.01033 7.24993 FTE2_peak_1165 chr12_57527167_57527286 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 STAT6 .
chr12 58704580 58704841 262 58704672 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_1166 chr12_58704580_58704841 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58758732 58758947 216 58758790 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1167 chr12_58758732_58758947 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58826726 58826840 115 58826787 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1168 chr12_58826726_58826840 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 59435207 59435502 296 59435357 31.8 15.15365 5.4667 10.72608 FTE2_peak_1169 chr12_59435207_59435502 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 60092523 60092700 178 60092589 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1170 chr12_60092523_60092700 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
chr12 60542731 60542919 189 60542831 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1171 chr12_60542731_60542919 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 63096249 63096754 506 63096379 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1172 chr12_63096249_63096754 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 63260735 63260849 115 63260787 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1173 chr12_63260735_63260849 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 63439157 63439331 175 63439252 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_1174 chr12_63439157_63439331 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 64311824 64312095 272 64311988 35.5 31.57795 12.16597 26.21016 FTE2_peak_1175 chr12_64311824_64312095 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64316425 64316539 115 64316437 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1176 chr12_64316425_64316539 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64575395 64575509 115 64575466 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1177 chr12_64575395_64575509 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf66
chr12 65824550 65824995 446 65824895 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1178 chr12_65824550_65824995 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;M . .
chr12 65919453 65919910 458 65919663 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1179 chr12_65919453_65919910 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65926686 65927064 379 65926780 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1180 chr12_65926686_65927064 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65927286 65927762 477 65927608 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1181 chr12_65927286_65927762 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65930868 65931050 183 65930887 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1182 chr12_65930868_65931050 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65955871 65956075 205 65956032 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1183 chr12_65955871_65956075 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65959629 65959763 135 65959676 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1184 chr12_65959629_65959763 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65960082 65960342 261 65960190 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1185 chr12_65960082_65960342 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65997777 65997963 187 65997856 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1186 chr12_65997777_65997963 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66006726 66006856 131 66006763 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1187 chr12_66006726_66006856 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66025460 66026042 583 66025543 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1188 chr12_66025460_66026042 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66048493 66048878 386 66048769 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1189 chr12_66048493_66048878 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66049017 66049181 165 66049127 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1190 chr12_66049017_66049181 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66049441 66049559 119 66049482 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1191 chr12_66049441_66049559 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66049796 66050140 345 66050031 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1192 chr12_66049796_66050140 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66050663 66050974 312 66050768 23.67 13.58947 6.16632 9.26357 FTE2_peak_1193 chr12_66050663_66050974 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66089451 66089674 224 66089520 15.53 12.50298 7.48826 8.27127 FTE2_peak_1194 chr12_66089451_66089674 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66231772 66231934 163 66231820 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1195 chr12_66231772_66231934 A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPSAP52 .
chr12 66273780 66273916 137 66273859 18.49 13.81833 7.46685 9.48637 FTE2_peak_1196 chr12_66273780_66273916 A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 66393364 66393506 143 66393456 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1197 chr12_66393364_66393506 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66430259 66430385 127 66430333 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_1198 chr12_66430259_66430385 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66799411 66799548 138 66799472 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1199 chr12_66799411_66799548 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 67040918 67041098 181 67040955 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1200 chr12_67040918_67041098 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 68099861 68099979 119 68099907 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1201 chr12_68099861_68099979 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 68661736 68661908 173 68661819 20.71 18.90987 10.09633 14.15367 FTE2_peak_1202 chr12_68661736_68661908 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IL22 MDM1
chr12 68891549 68891764 216 68891636 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1203 chr12_68891549_68891764 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 69308896 69309109 214 69308919 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1204 chr12_69308896_69309109 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 69446878 69446994 117 69446946 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1205 chr12_69446878_69446994 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 69453355 69453510 156 69453454 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_1206 chr12_69453355_69453510 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 70381507 70381660 154 70381611 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1207 chr12_70381507_70381660 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 71040665 71040816 152 71040705 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1208 chr12_71040665_71040816 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P PTPRB .
chr12 71167982 71168180 199 71168084 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1209 chr12_71167982_71168180 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 71247216 71247337 122 71247289 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1210 chr12_71247216_71247337 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 71387954 71388196 243 71388042 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1211 chr12_71387954_71388196 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 71440189 71440355 167 71440267 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1212 chr12_71440189_71440355 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 71950879 71951008 130 71950939 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_1213 chr12_71950879_71951008 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 72259275 72259389 115 72259337 14.79 8.67875 5.42825 4.81984 FTE2_peak_1214 chr12_72259275_72259389 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TB MRS2P2 .
chr12 75709411 75709525 115 75709481 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_1215 chr12_75709411_75709525 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . GLIPR1L1
chr12 76116588 76116729 142 76116661 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1216 chr12_76116588_76116729 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76118839 76118965 127 76118897 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_1217 chr12_76118839_76118965 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76371810 76372010 201 76371902 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1218 chr12_76371810_76372010 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76671330 76671463 134 76671410 11.83 6.23615 4.51853 2.77234 FTE2_peak_1219 chr12_76671330_76671463 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 77114057 77114177 121 77114125 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_1220 chr12_77114057_77114177 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 78337404 78337548 145 78337463 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1221 chr12_78337404_78337548 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 78588245 78588488 244 78588407 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1222 chr12_78588245_78588488 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 78684472 78684793 322 78684549 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1223 chr12_78684472_78684793 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79098045 79098259 215 79098097 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_1224 chr12_79098045_79098259 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79813888 79814181 294 79814008 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1225 chr12_79813888_79814181 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MIR1252 .
chr12 79941127 79941355 229 79941283 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1226 chr12_79941127_79941355 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80715530 80715653 124 80715583 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1227 chr12_80715530_80715653 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;O . .
chr12 80747135 80747396 262 80747308 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1228 chr12_80747135_80747396 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;O . .
chr12 80838963 80839158 196 80839054 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1229 chr12_80838963_80839158 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 80974101 80974263 163 80974164 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_1230 chr12_80974101_80974263 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 80987432 80987885 454 80987611 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1231 chr12_80987432_80987885 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 81021570 81021710 141 81021661 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1232 chr12_81021570_81021710 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 87106194 87106459 266 87106347 28.1 29.66879 13.53605 24.38186 FTE2_peak_1233 chr12_87106194_87106459 4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 87120991 87121211 221 87121048 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1234 chr12_87120991_87121211 4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 87641837 87641951 115 87641903 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1235 chr12_87641837_87641951 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 87833985 87834190 206 87834029 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1236 chr12_87833985_87834190 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88149818 88150133 316 88149977 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1237 chr12_88149818_88150133 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . MKRN9P
chr12 88207617 88207911 295 88207699 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1238 chr12_88207617_88207911 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MKRN9P .
chr12 88641106 88641321 216 88641201 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1239 chr12_88641106_88641321 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88702724 88702938 215 88702835 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1240 chr12_88702724_88702938 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88719319 88719602 284 88719497 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1241 chr12_88719319_88719602 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88940208 88940328 121 88940260 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1242 chr12_88940208_88940328 G;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 88940749 88940958 210 88940856 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_1243 chr12_88940749_88940958 G;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 89844869 89844997 129 89844898 14.79 8.21631 5.14358 4.50214 FTE2_peak_1244 chr12_89844869_89844997 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 90127515 90127732 218 90127659 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1245 chr12_90127515_90127732 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90127870 90128045 176 90127933 9.61 6.2524 4.83334 2.78775 FTE2_peak_1246 chr12_90127870_90128045 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90163022 90163219 198 90163134 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1247 chr12_90163022_90163219 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90288209 90288377 169 90288291 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1248 chr12_90288209_90288377 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90341848 90341962 115 90341918 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1249 chr12_90341848_90341962 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90393676 90393902 227 90393847 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1250 chr12_90393676_90393902 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90647631 90647770 140 90647725 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1251 chr12_90647631_90647770 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 91290053 91290232 180 91290125 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1252 chr12_91290053_91290232 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf37
chr12 91527804 91527961 158 91527863 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1253 chr12_91527804_91527961 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
chr12 91534116 91534361 246 91534300 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1254 chr12_91534116_91534361 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
chr12 91576840 91577163 324 91577057 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1255 chr12_91576840_91577163 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DCN .
chr12 91583449 91583563 115 91583539 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1256 chr12_91583449_91583563 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DCN .
chr12 92472310 92472558 249 92472472 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1257 chr12_92472310_92472558 021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 92474269 92474472 204 92474432 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1258 chr12_92474269_92474472 021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 93293301 93293566 266 93293331 11.83 6.94001 4.98258 3.3643 FTE2_peak_1259 chr12_93293301_93293566 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 93364847 93364968 122 93364873 21.45 11.21133 5.31911 7.12203 FTE2_peak_1260 chr12_93364847_93364968 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 93484483 93484632 150 93484499 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1261 chr12_93484483_93484632 339;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 93623344 93623510 167 93623434 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1262 chr12_93623344_93623510 339;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
chr12 94018864 94019032 169 94018948 11.09 6.84082 4.63337 3.2693 FTE2_peak_1263 chr12_94018864_94019032 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94170649 94170895 247 94170763 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1264 chr12_94170649_94170895 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94179073 94179269 197 94179172 27.36 24.36747 10.86704 19.28334 FTE2_peak_1265 chr12_94179073_94179269 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94184657 94184794 138 94184739 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1266 chr12_94184657_94184794 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94203848 94204001 154 94203974 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1267 chr12_94203848_94204001 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 94311392 94311527 136 94311461 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1268 chr12_94311392_94311527 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94566900 94567285 386 94567013 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_1269 chr12_94566900_94567285 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 95173326 95173609 284 95173395 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1270 chr12_95173326_95173609 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 95377560 95377812 253 95377757 14.79 11.26509 7.07948 7.17335 FTE2_peak_1271 chr12_95377560_95377812 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ND . .
chr12 95598240 95598370 131 95598318 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1272 chr12_95598240_95598370 6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . VEZT
chr12 96031376 96031727 352 96031454 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1273 chr12_96031376_96031727 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NTN4
chr12 96157758 96157872 115 96157779 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1274 chr12_96157758_96157872 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 96199789 96199987 199 96199829 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1275 chr12_96199789_96199987 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 NTN4 .
chr12 96429805 96429919 115 96429871 18.49 12.35792 6.59509 8.12976 FTE2_peak_1276 chr12_96429805_96429919 H;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 96818995 96819247 253 96819072 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1277 chr12_96818995_96819247 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CDK17 .
chr12 96839975 96840089 115 96840085 11.09 6.29259 4.2929 2.82421 FTE2_peak_1278 chr12_96839975_96840089 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 98833998 98834163 166 98834058 17.01 14.75898 8.116 10.3458 FTE2_peak_1279 chr12_98833998_98834163 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . SLC9A7P1
chr12 99012927 99013049 123 99013012 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_1280 chr12_99012927_99013049 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 SLC25A3;SNORA53 APAF1
chr12 100522035 100522149 115 100522089 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1281 chr12_100522035_100522149 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;UH . GOLGA2P5
chr12 101446060 101446218 159 101446084 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_1282 chr12_101446060_1014462184;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 102933734 102933939 206 102933838 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_1283 chr12_102933734_102933939 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 102961072 102961226 155 102961167 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1284 chr12_102961072_102961226 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104514923 104515038 116 104514980 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1285 chr12_104514923_1045150381244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; HCFC2 .
chr12 104571410 104571713 304 104571521 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1286 chr12_104571410_104571713 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104571840 104572009 170 104571947 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1287 chr12_104571840_104572009 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104620577 104620708 132 104620661 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1288 chr12_104620577_104620708 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 104747235 104747349 115 104747288 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1289 chr12_104747235_104747349 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TXNRD1 .
chr12 104751703 104751817 115 104751717 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1290 chr12_104751703_104751817 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TXNRD1 .
chr12 104997316 104997678 363 104997465 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1291 chr12_104997316_104997678 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR3922 .
chr12 105065524 105065807 284 105065624 30.32 16.93061 6.26422 12.31401 FTE2_peak_1292 chr12_105065524_105065807 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 105369522 105369698 177 105369591 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_1293 chr12_105369522_105369698 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf45
chr12 105648023 105648232 210 105648069 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1294 chr12_105648023_105648232 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105650926 105651099 174 105650953 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1295 chr12_105650926_105651099 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105651214 105651499 286 105651405 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1296 chr12_105651214_105651499 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APPL2 .
chr12 105827736 105827881 146 105827820 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1297 chr12_105827736_105827881 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 105879153 105879287 135 105879260 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1298 chr12_105879153_105879287 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 105916326 105916480 155 105916371 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_1299 chr12_105916326_105916480 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106214680 106214795 116 106214733 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1300 chr12_106214680_106214795 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106371567 106371682 116 106371598 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1301 chr12_106371567_106371682 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106381294 106381499 206 106381303 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1302 chr12_106381294_106381499 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106424322 106424624 303 106424374 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1303 chr12_106424322_106424624 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106506878 106507009 132 106506934 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1304 chr12_106506878_106507009244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 106763549 106763665 117 106763609 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1305 chr12_106763549_106763665244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P TCP11L2 .
chr12 109043591 109043759 169 109043618 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_1306 chr12_109043591_1090437591C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR SELPLG .
chr12 109116747 109117162 416 109117065 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_1307 chr12_109116747_1091171621C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 109220678 109220854 177 109220783 26.62 23.94716 11.07151 18.89664 FTE2_peak_1308 chr12_109220678_1092208541244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109227208 109227496 289 109227251 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_1309 chr12_109227208_1092274961244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109901041 109901179 139 109901074 19.97 13.84923 7.38295 9.516 FTE2_peak_1310 chr12_109901041_10990117910;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR MYO1H UBE3B
chr12 110476820 110477082 263 110477006 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_1311 chr12_110476820_11047708213A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . C12orf76
chr12 110546811 110547349 539 110547325 22.93 10.22378 4.78515 6.24509 FTE2_peak_1312 chr12_110546811_110547349 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . IFT81
chr12 113652770 113652991 222 113652922 23.67 18.20308 8.68495 13.47672 FTE2_peak_1313 chr12_113652770_113652991 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 C12orf52;DDX54 TPCN1
chr12 115371310 115371584 275 115371510 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1314 chr12_115371310_115371584 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 115593525 115593662 138 115593617 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1315 chr12_115593525_115593662 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 115843074 115843273 200 115843163 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_1316 chr12_115843074_115843273 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116475838 116475996 159 116475924 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1317 chr12_116475838_116475996 3L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 116581354 116581484 131 116581448 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1318 chr12_116581354_116581484 3L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . MIR620
chr12 116590175 116590361 187 116590277 17.75 15.18619 8.72044 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1319 chr12_116590175_116590361 3L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR MIR620 .
chr12 116819812 116819981 170 116819909 23.67 18.6359 8.93831 13.88893 FTE2_peak_1320 chr12_116819812_116819981 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116844462 116844633 172 116844545 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1321 chr12_116844462_116844633 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . MIR4472‐2
chr12 116872040 116872174 135 116872079 16.27 9.67355 5.42225 5.71795 FTE2_peak_1322 chr12_116872040_116872174 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR4472‐2 .
chr12 116933213 116933327 115 116933285 17.75 12.89962 7.27973 8.61059 FTE2_peak_1323 chr12_116933213_116933327 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 118490320 118490560 241 118490427 30.32 30.15898 13.16014 24.8414 FTE2_peak_1324 chr12_118490320_118490560 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; RFC5 VSIG10
chr12 118744974 118745107 134 118745058 12.57 8.16357 5.46494 4.45249 FTE2_peak_1325 chr12_118744974_118745107 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 118794632 118794828 197 118794674 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1326 chr12_118794632_118794828 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . SUDS3
chr12 118874761 118875004 244 118874915 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1327 chr12_118874761_118875004 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SUDS3 .
chr12 120669149 120669325 177 120669244 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_1328 chr12_120669149_120669325 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC100506649 .
chr12 120683001 120683115 115 120683029 14.79 9.96915 6.24265 6.00688 FTE2_peak_1329 chr12_120683001_120683115 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 120729024 120729690 667 120729412 73.95 64.6805 14.99079 58.1968 FTE2_peak_1330 chr12_120729024_120729690 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120730548 120731047 500 120730876 38.46 33.3359 12.0403 27.91188 FTE2_peak_1331 chr12_120730548_120731047 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
chr12 122510701 122510818 118 122510749 14.05 8.92689 5.32128 5.05922 FTE2_peak_1332 chr12_122510701_122510818 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BCL7A MLXIP
chr12 122884468 122884689 222 122884555 17.01 11.83904 6.36712 7.63615 FTE2_peak_1333 chr12_122884468_122884689 0507066;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244 . .
chr12 123163625 123163888 264 123163785 25.88 19.6141 8.9613 14.80015 FTE2_peak_1334 chr12_123163625_123163888 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HCAR2
chr12 124656818 124657006 189 124656944 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1335 chr12_124656818_124657006 ;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF66 . .
chr12 124718113 124718259 147 124718187 17.01 13.73544 7.49455 9.40621 FTE2_peak_1336 chr12_124718113_124718259 ;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF66 . .
chr12 125394288 125394470 183 125394370 18.49 11.69121 6.2085 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1337 chr12_125394288_125394470 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125394663 125395029 367 125394921 26.62 17.02544 7.21427 12.40694 FTE2_peak_1338 chr12_125394663_125395029 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125395116 125395844 729 125395344 22.93 13.64179 6.48218 9.31505 FTE2_peak_1339 chr12_125395116_125395844 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125401771 125401899 129 125401807 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1340 chr12_125401771_125401899 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 UBC DHX37
chr12 127757461 127757648 188 127757567 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1341 chr12_127757461_127757648 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127885694 127885839 146 127885756 17.75 13.27663 7.51461 8.96299 FTE2_peak_1342 chr12_127885694_127885839 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr13 20994201 20994402 202 20994307 21.45 15.05486 7.3668 10.62989 FTE2_peak_1343 chr13_20994201_20994402 CRYL1 . MIR4499
chr13 21568044 21568178 135 21568098 19.23 10.67445 5.36339 6.62158 FTE2_peak_1344 chr13_21568044_21568178 LATS2 . .
chr13 21643818 21643969 152 21643881 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1345 chr13_21643818_21643969 . LATS2 .
chr13 21653952 21654097 146 21654020 16.27 9.53846 5.34505 5.58999 FTE2_peak_1346 chr13_21653952_21654097 . LATS2 .
chr13 22162634 22162790 157 22162689 11.09 8.13526 5.44979 4.42466 FTE2_peak_1347 chr13_22162634_22162790 EFHA1 . .
chr13 24001600 24001715 116 24001668 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1348 chr13_24001600_24001715 SACS . .
chr13 24075190 24075374 185 24075298 15.53 12.75414 7.64762 8.50811 FTE2_peak_1349 chr13_24075190_24075374 . LINC00327 .
chr13 24845080 24845267 188 24845220 15.53 12.44179 7.44945 8.21177 FTE2_peak_1350 chr13_24845080_24845267 SPATA13 . .
chr13 27083010 27083166 157 27083106 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1351 chr13_27083010_27083166 . . .
chr13 27769454 27769621 168 27769554 15.53 12.44179 7.44945 8.21177 FTE2_peak_1352 chr13_27769454_27769621 . USP12 .
chr13 27832343 27832704 362 27832435 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1353 chr13_27832343_27832704 . 21;RPL21P28;SNORA27;SNORD RASL11A
chr13 30716636 30716912 277 30716782 15.53 12.14492 7.26129 7.93483 FTE2_peak_1354 chr13_30716636_30716912 . . .
chr13 31287423 31287592 170 31287490 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1355 chr13_31287423_31287592 . . ALOX5AP
chr13 31293401 31293558 158 31293495 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1356 chr13_31293401_31293558 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 32324202 32324391 190 32324313 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1357 chr13_32324202_32324391 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32330633 32330778 146 32330737 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_1358 chr13_32330633_32330778 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32339558 32339845 288 32339753 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1359 chr13_32339558_32339845 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32341385 32341774 390 32341494 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_1360 chr13_32341385_32341774 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32717165 32717279 115 32717243 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1361 chr13_32717165_32717279 FRY . .
chr13 33468882 33469045 164 33468973 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1362 chr13_33468882_33469045 . . .
chr13 33761309 33761489 181 33761456 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1363 chr13_33761309_33761489 STARD13 . .
chr13 33768890 33769004 115 33768925 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1364 chr13_33768890_33769004 STARD13 . .
chr13 33810163 33810468 306 33810372 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_1365 chr13_33810163_33810468 STARD13 . .
chr13 33854056 33854213 158 33854145 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_1366 chr13_33854056_33854213 STARD13 . .
chr13 36298168 36298282 115 36298188 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1367 chr13_36298168_36298282 MIR548F5 . .
chr13 37340557 37340711 155 37340639 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1368 chr13_37340557_37340711 . . .
chr13 38191315 38191679 365 38191589 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1369 chr13_38191315_38191679 . POSTN TRPC4
chr13 38276228 38276495 268 38276407 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1370 chr13_38276228_38276495 TRPC4 . .
chr13 38289695 38289861 167 38289775 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_1371 chr13_38289695_38289861 TRPC4 . .
chr13 40351784 40351906 123 40351844 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_1372 chr13_40351784_40351906 COG6 . .
chr13 40450495 40450668 174 40450581 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1373 chr13_40450495_40450668 . . .
chr13 40638838 40638990 153 40638976 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1374 chr13_40638838_40638990 . . .
chr13 40683741 40683855 115 40683772 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1375 chr13_40683741_40683855 . . .
chr13 40795580 40795786 207 40795656 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1376 chr13_40795580_40795786 . LINC00548 .
chr13 40796050 40796229 180 40796162 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1377 chr13_40796050_40796229 . LINC00548 .
chr13 41078350 41078506 157 41078416 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1378 chr13_41078350_41078506 TTL . .
chr13 41706925 41707102 178 41707002 44.37 30.06991 8.82731 24.75609 FTE2_peak_1379 chr13_41706925_41707102 KBTBD6;TTL . .
chr13 41859099 41859334 236 41859282 14.79 11.49465 7.22856 7.39561 FTE2_peak_1380 chr13_41859099_41859334 TTL MTRF1 NAA16
chr13 42170910 42171055 146 42170950 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_1381 chr13_42170910_42171055 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42401985 42402155 171 42402057 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1382 chr13_42401985_42402155 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42680131 42680417 287 42680219 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1383 chr13_42680131_42680417 DGKH;TTL . .
chr13 42708388 42708506 119 42708454 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1384 chr13_42708388_42708506 DGKH;TTL . .
chr13 43061150 43061325 176 43061246 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1385 chr13_43061150_43061325 TTL . .
chr13 43294636 43294750 115 43294674 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_1386 chr13_43294636_43294750 TTL . .
chr13 43406588 43406801 214 43406679 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1387 chr13_43406588_43406801 TTL . .
chr13 43407019 43407243 225 43407059 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1388 chr13_43407019_43407243 TTL . .
chr13 43570762 43570927 166 43570821 17.75 12.84748 7.24737 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1389 chr13_43570762_43570927 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 43579796 43579977 182 43579885 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1390 chr13_43579796_43579977 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 44422502 44422651 150 44422556 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1391 chr13_44422502_44422651 CCDC122;TTL . .
chr13 44887127 44887383 257 44887213 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1392 chr13_44887127_44887383 TTL . .
chr13 44938956 44939070 115 44939006 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1393 chr13_44938956_44939070 TTL . SERP2
chr13 45288331 45288509 179 45288413 16.27 10.80173 6.08094 6.74625 FTE2_peak_1394 chr13_45288331_45288509 TTL . .
chr13 45294325 45294552 228 45294464 12.57 8.79241 5.87286 4.92833 FTE2_peak_1395 chr13_45294325_45294552 TTL . .
chr13 45495947 45496206 260 45496161 17.01 13.55967 7.38848 9.23538 FTE2_peak_1396 chr13_45495947_45496206 TTL . NUFIP1
chr13 45763604 45763848 245 45763833 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1397 chr13_45763604_45763848 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
chr13 46074898 46075132 235 46075096 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_1398 chr13_46074898_46075132 COG3;TTL . .
chr13 47317498 47317619 122 47317529 12.57 8.53045 5.70259 4.6747 FTE2_peak_1399 chr13_47317498_47317619 LRCH1;TTL . ESD
chr13 47378512 47378923 412 47378541 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1400 chr13_47378512_47378923 TTL ESD HTR2A
chr13 47972054 47972168 115 47972165 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1401 chr13_47972054_47972168 TTL . .
chr13 48058807 48058935 129 48058880 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1402 chr13_48058807_48058935 TTL . .
chr13 48247179 48247371 193 48247272 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1403 chr13_48247179_48247371 TTL . .
chr13 48282663 48282807 145 48282751 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1404 chr13_48282663_48282807 TTL . .
chr13 49634970 49635097 128 49635041 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1405 chr13_49634970_49635097 FNDC3A;TTL . .
chr13 50432693 50432970 278 50432839 31.06 31.3048 13.34193 25.94483 FTE2_peak_1406 chr13_50432693_50432970 TTL . .
chr13 51252738 51252968 231 51252826 20.71 16.03132 8.3169 11.49443 FTE2_peak_1407 chr13_51252738_51252968 TTL . .
chr13 52094211 52094390 180 52094289 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_1408 chr13_52094211_52094390 TTL . .
chr13 52288886 52289089 204 52288932 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1409 chr13_52288886_52289089 TTL;WDFY2 . .
chr13 52304055 52304226 172 52304147 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1410 chr13_52304055_52304226 TTL;WDFY2 . .
chr13 52555668 52555782 115 52555751 15.53 10.23498 6.06618 6.25498 FTE2_peak_1411 chr13_52555668_52555782 ATP7B;TTL . .
chr13 60265382 60265506 125 60265467 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1412 chr13_60265382_60265506 DIAPH3;TTL . .
chr13 60351574 60351726 153 60351608 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_1413 chr13_60351574_60351726 DIAPH3;TTL . .
chr13 66487655 66487795 141 66487702 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1414 chr13_66487655_66487795 TTL . .
chr13 66673202 66673316 115 66673249 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1415 chr13_66673202_66673316 TTL . .
chr13 66999897 67000066 170 66999972 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_1416 chr13_66999897_67000066 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67247554 67247847 294 67247747 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1417 chr13_67247554_67247847 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67693842 67694015 174 67693933 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1418 chr13_67693842_67694015 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67944078 67944342 265 67944165 26.62 26.97037 12.90371 21.75902 FTE2_peak_1419 chr13_67944078_67944342 TTL . .
chr13 73847914 73848109 196 73848007 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1420 chr13_73847914_73848109 TTL . .
chr13 74780483 74780682 200 74780582 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1421 chr13_74780483_74780682 TTL . .
chr13 74791914 74792175 262 74792084 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1422 chr13_74791914_74792175 TTL . .
chr13 74817735 74817956 222 74817818 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_1423 chr13_74817735_74817956 TTL . .
chr13 75284198 75284381 184 75284218 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1424 chr13_75284198_75284381 TTL . .
chr13 75399891 75400087 197 75399998 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1425 chr13_75399891_75400087 TTL . .
chr13 75709485 75709610 126 75709537 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1426 chr13_75709485_75709610 TTL . .
chr13 75709888 75710003 116 75709946 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1427 chr13_75709888_75710003 TTL . .
chr13 75756123 75756334 212 75756236 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1428 chr13_75756123_75756334 TTL . .
chr13 75901144 75901268 125 75901197 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1429 chr13_75901144_75901268 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 75933477 75933668 192 75933567 22.93 19.84776 10.10164 15.02699 FTE2_peak_1430 chr13_75933477_75933668 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 76195233 76195757 525 76195524 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_1431 chr13_76195233_76195757 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
chr13 76226957 76227117 161 76227060 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1432 chr13_76226957_76227117 LMO7;TTL . .
chr13 76233946 76234061 116 76234016 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1433 chr13_76233946_76234061 LMO7;TTL . .
chr13 76291008 76291125 118 76291026 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1434 chr13_76291008_76291125 LMO7;TTL . .
chr13 80510895 80511078 184 80510979 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1435 chr13_80510895_80511078 TTL . .
chr13 80623126 80623256 131 80623215 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1436 chr13_80623126_80623256 TTL . .
chr13 80658567 80658770 204 80658661 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1437 chr13_80658567_80658770 TTL . .
chr13 81104046 81104175 130 81104085 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1438 chr13_81104046_81104175 TTL . .
chr13 91338823 91339069 247 91338936 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_1439 chr13_91338823_91339069 TTL . .
chr13 94891513 94891668 156 94891586 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1440 chr13_94891513_94891668 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 94901891 94902064 174 94901982 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1441 chr13_94901891_94902064 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 94962998 94963128 131 94963028 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1442 chr13_94962998_94963128 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 95672928 95673143 216 95672985 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1443 chr13_95672928_95673143 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 95908435 95908605 171 95908509 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1444 chr13_95908435_95908605 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 95923734 95923848 115 95923785 14.79 10.93763 6.86705 6.87724 FTE2_peak_1445 chr13_95923734_95923848 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 96366748 96366937 190 96366844 31.06 28.13728 11.52225 22.90013 FTE2_peak_1446 chr13_96366748_96366937 DNAJC3;TTL . .
chr13 97656909 97657023 115 97656946 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1447 chr13_97656909_97657023 TTL OXGR1 .
chr13 97910448 97910643 196 97910552 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1448 chr13_97910448_97910643 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 97912282 97912403 122 97912395 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1449 chr13_97912282_97912403 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 97927532 97927760 229 97927672 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1450 chr13_97927532_97927760 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 97960063 97960177 115 97960114 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1451 chr13_97960063_97960177 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 98599540 98599654 115 98599635 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_1452 chr13_98599540_98599654 TTL . IPO5
chr13 98735884 98736151 268 98735997 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1453 chr13_98735884_98736151 TTL . .
chr13 99201402 99201516 115 99201450 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_1454 chr13_99201402_99201516 STK24;TTL . .
chr13 99719339 99719658 320 99719576 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1455 chr13_99719339_99719658 DOCK9;TTL . .
chr13 99881186 99881315 130 99881227 11.09 8.13526 5.44979 4.42466 FTE2_peak_1456 chr13_99881186_99881315 MIR548AN;TTL;UBAC2 UBAC2‐AS1 GPR18
chr13 100136777 100136897 121 100136832 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1457 chr13_100136777_100136897 TTL . TM9SF2
chr13 101045083 101045288 206 101045197 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1458 chr13_101045083_101045288 PCCA;TTL . .
chr13 101540050 101540302 253 101540195 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1459 chr13_101540050_101540302 TTL . .
chr13 101961517 101961830 314 101961630 22.93 8.40735 3.98762 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1460 chr13_101961517_101961830 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 102102317 102102990 674 102102886 19.97 15.69918 8.52167 11.17128 FTE2_peak_1461 chr13_102102317_102102990 TTL . ITGBL1
chr13 102108360 102108474 115 102108440 11.09 7.11093 4.80266 3.52475 FTE2_peak_1462 chr13_102108360_102108474 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102164916 102165233 318 102165123 10.35 5.96349 4.35002 2.51943 FTE2_peak_1463 chr13_102164916_102165233 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102179641 102179755 115 102179704 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1464 chr13_102179641_102179755 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102301869 102302138 270 102302030 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1465 chr13_102301869_102302138 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102359057 102359201 145 102359098 14.05 10.99088 6.57834 6.92851 FTE2_peak_1466 chr13_102359057_102359201 ITGBL1;TTL . FGF14
chr13 102938761 102939037 277 102938850 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1467 chr13_102938761_102939037 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
chr13 106785401 106785554 154 106785469 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1468 chr13_106785401_106785554 TTL . .
chr13 106936889 106937003 115 106936946 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1469 chr13_106936889_106937003 TTL . .
chr13 107031553 107031693 141 107031611 21.45 17.89784 9.03831 13.17997 FTE2_peak_1470 chr13_107031553_107031693 TTL LINC00460 .
chr13 109512027 109512398 372 109512084 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1471 chr13_109512027_109512398 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109895643 109896210 568 109896098 19.23 15.51061 8.10743 10.98944 FTE2_peak_1472 chr13_109895643_109896210 TTL . .
chr13 109909231 109909669 439 109909556 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1473 chr13_109909231_109909669 TTL . .
chr13 109924552 109925277 726 109925036 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1474 chr13_109924552_109925277 TTL . .
chr13 109925768 109926103 336 109925817 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1475 chr13_109925768_109926103 TTL . .
chr13 109926193 109926985 793 109926678 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1476 chr13_109926193_109926985 TTL . .
chr13 109931935 109932074 140 109931985 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1477 chr13_109931935_109932074 TTL . .
chr13 109933074 109933202 129 109933146 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_1478 chr13_109933074_109933202 TTL . .
chr13 109989201 109989315 115 109989268 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1479 chr13_109989201_109989315 TTL . .
chr13 110034303 110034429 127 110034359 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1480 chr13_110034303_110034429 TTL . .
chr13 110351214 110351388 175 110351285 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1481 chr13_110351214_110351388 TTL . .
chr13 110492660 110493118 459 110492771 26.62 26.97037 12.90371 21.75902 FTE2_peak_1482 chr13_110492660_110493118 TTL . .
chr13 110651312 110651438 127 110651350 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1483 chr13_110651312_110651438 TTL . .
chr13 110658703 110658818 116 110658779 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1484 chr13_110658703_110658818 TTL . .
chr13 110664513 110664778 266 110664615 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_1485 chr13_110664513_110664778 TTL . .
chr13 110885555 110885676 122 110885608 14.05 11.04464 6.61158 6.98022 FTE2_peak_1486 chr13_110885555_110885676 COL4A1;TTL . .
chr13 110972722 110972857 136 110972763 19.23 13.84923 7.12255 9.516 FTE2_peak_1487 chr13_110972722_110972857 COL4A2;TTL COL4A1 .
chr13 110999961 111000161 201 111000069 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_1488 chr13_110999961_111000161 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111043008 111043189 182 111043102 28.1 18.36732 7.27563 13.63306 FTE2_peak_1489 chr13_111043008_111043189 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111055760 111056319 560 111055832 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1490 chr13_111055760_111056319 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111058068 111058274 207 111058163 15.53 12.38123 7.41104 8.15233 FTE2_peak_1491 chr13_111058068_111058274 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111100729 111100859 131 111100793 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1492 chr13_111100729_111100859 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 114600289 114600430 142 114600372 17.75 12.74442 7.18351 8.49901 FTE2_peak_1493 chr13_114600289_114600430 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 115030485 115030620 136 115030556 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1494 chr13_115030485_115030620 CDC16 . UPF3A
chr14 22759387 22759510 124 22759446 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1495 chr14_22759387_22759510 . . .
chr14 22764724 22764887 164 22764817 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_1496 chr14_22764724_22764887 . . .
chr14 23083326 23083531 206 23083380 17.75 9.28683 5.14374 5.40075 FTE2_peak_1497 chr14_23083326_23083531 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
chr14 23115842 23116101 260 23115889 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1498 chr14_23115842_23116101 . . .
chr14 29709495 29709635 141 29709585 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1499 chr14_29709495_29709635 . . .
chr14 29780021 29780248 228 29780186 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1500 chr14_29780021_29780248 . . .
chr14 30663090 30663362 273 30663245 34.02 20.62834 7.00376 15.75692 FTE2_peak_1501 chr14_30663090_30663362 . . .
chr14 30665410 30665524 115 30665493 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1502 chr14_30665410_30665524 . . .
chr14 30736497 30736742 246 30736633 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1503 chr14_30736497_30736742 . . .
chr14 33230788 33230910 123 33230852 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1504 chr14_33230788_33230910 AKAP6 . .
chr14 34459064 34459312 249 34459213 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_1505 chr14_34459064_34459312 . . .
chr14 34905658 34905869 212 34905726 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1506 chr14_34905658_34905869 SPTSSA . .
chr14 34972187 34972304 118 34972293 14.05 9.18765 5.47717 5.30762 FTE2_peak_1507 chr14_34972187_34972304 . . EAPP
chr14 35169510 35169664 155 35169599 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1508 chr14_35169510_35169664 . . CFL2
chr14 35250502 35250671 170 35250568 17.01 15.04082 8.28781 10.61679 FTE2_peak_1509 chr14_35250502_35250671 BAZ1A . .
chr14 35843666 35843780 115 35843738 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1510 chr14_35843666_35843780 . . NFKBIA
chr14 35869772 35870041 270 35869842 18.49 10.53219 5.55703 6.53494 FTE2_peak_1511 chr14_35869772_35870041 . . NFKBIA
chr14 37422175 37422289 115 37422190 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1512 chr14_37422175_37422289 SLC25A21 MIR4503 .
chr14 37465922 37466038 117 37465993 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1513 chr14_37465922_37466038 SLC25A21 . .
chr14 38148294 38148511 218 38148448 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1514 chr14_38148294_38148511 . . .
chr14 38567745 38567963 219 38567849 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1515 chr14_38567745_38567963 . . .
chr14 38759835 38760137 303 38760025 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1516 chr14_38759835_38760137 . . .
chr14 38812155 38812269 115 38812224 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1517 chr14_38812155_38812269 . . .
chr14 42662392 42662604 213 42662495 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1518 chr14_42662392_42662604 . . .
chr14 42684310 42684432 123 42684332 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1519 chr14_42684310_42684432 . . .
chr14 50442088 50442223 136 50442158 14.79 10.83265 6.79905 6.77627 FTE2_peak_1520 chr14_50442088_50442223 . . C14orf182
chr14 51144419 51144590 172 51144422 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1521 chr14_51144419_51144590 . SAV1 .
chr14 51230198 51230483 286 51230374 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1522 chr14_51230198_51230483 NIN . .
chr14 51395096 51395216 121 51395138 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1523 chr14_51395096_51395216 PYGL ABHD12B .
chr14 51428637 51428849 213 51428769 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_1524 chr14_51428637_51428849 . PYGL TRIM9
chr14 51863023 51863168 146 51863120 17.75 13.85523 7.87771 9.51757 FTE2_peak_1525 chr14_51863023_51863168 . . .
chr14 52006612 52006784 173 52006626 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1526 chr14_52006612_52006784 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52021264 52021404 141 52021298 14.05 11.61307 6.96334 7.51003 FTE2_peak_1527 chr14_52021264_52021404 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52070994 52071172 179 52071077 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1528 chr14_52070994_52071172 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52294801 52294917 117 52294883 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1529 chr14_52294801_52294917 . . .
chr14 52491874 52492336 463 52492171 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1530 chr14_52491874_52492336 NID2 C14orf166 .
chr14 52543180 52543389 210 52543294 21.45 17.1684 8.60025 12.54359 FTE2_peak_1531 chr14_52543180_52543389 . NID2 .
chr14 52547407 52547528 122 52547492 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1532 chr14_52547407_52547528 . NID2 .
chr14 52577270 52577406 137 52577300 12.57 8.61613 5.75824 4.75815 FTE2_peak_1533 chr14_52577270_52577406 . . .
chr14 52836176 52836325 150 52836241 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1534 chr14_52836176_52836325 . . .
chr14 52922357 52922751 395 52922469 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1535 chr14_52922357_52922751 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 52924716 52925009 294 52924881 29.58 31.18727 14.28555 25.82891 FTE2_peak_1536 chr14_52924716_52925009 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 53301379 53301797 419 53301739 13.31 10.1767 6.41637 6.19967 FTE2_peak_1537 chr14_53301379_53301797 . . FERMT2
chr14 53499055 53499287 233 53499104 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1538 chr14_53499055_53499287 . . DDHD1
chr14 53499839 53499953 115 53499852 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1539 chr14_53499839_53499953 . . DDHD1
chr14 54575533 54575689 157 54575619 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1540 chr14_54575533_54575689 . . .
chr14 54718798 54719012 215 54718931 17.01 5.26629 3.00157 2.06155 FTE2_peak_1541 chr14_54718798_54719012 . . .
chr14 54720441 54720574 134 54720490 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1542 chr14_54720441_54720574 . . .
chr14 55402894 55403018 125 55402978 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1543 chr14_55402894_55403018 . . WDHD1
chr14 56072664 56072807 144 56072728 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1544 chr14_56072664_56072807 KTN1 KTN1‐AS1 .
chr14 59205061 59205226 166 59205135 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1545 chr14_59205061_59205226 . . .
chr14 59214169 59214301 133 59214202 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1546 chr14_59214169_59214301 . . .
chr14 59365452 59365676 225 59365573 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1547 chr14_59365452_59365676 . . .
chr14 59366140 59366298 159 59366213 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1548 chr14_59366140_59366298 . . .
chr14 59905043 59905162 120 59905051 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1549 chr14_59905043_59905162 . . GPR135
chr14 59906105 59906257 153 59906179 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1550 chr14_59906105_59906257 . . GPR135
chr14 60144650 60144813 164 60144720 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_1551 chr14_60144650_60144813 RTN1 . .
chr14 60561127 60561267 141 60561174 17.75 12.11149 6.79433 7.90202 FTE2_peak_1552 chr14_60561127_60561267 C14orf135 . .
chr14 61645564 61645858 295 61645761 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1553 chr14_61645564_61645858 . . .
chr14 61932922 61933226 305 61933048 37.72 34.12514 12.90551 28.65706 FTE2_peak_1554 chr14_61932922_61933226 PRKCH . .
chr14 61938866 61939438 573 61939140 32.54 27.847 11.17991 22.61575 FTE2_peak_1555 chr14_61938866_61939438 PRKCH . .
chr14 61943519 61943832 314 61943723 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1556 chr14_61943519_61943832 PRKCH . .
chr14 61972975 61973092 118 61973008 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1557 chr14_61972975_61973092 PRKCH . .
chr14 62001780 62001997 218 62001885 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1558 chr14_62001780_62001997 PRKCH . .
chr14 62014241 62014394 154 62014321 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1559 chr14_62014241_62014394 PRKCH . FLJ22447
chr14 62020524 62020728 205 62020637 30.32 16.93061 6.26422 12.31401 FTE2_peak_1560 chr14_62020524_62020728 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62028476 62028880 405 62028732 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1561 chr14_62028476_62028880 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62031497 62031634 138 62031590 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1562 chr14_62031497_62031634 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62061256 62061640 385 62061369 22.93 18.32464 9.16694 13.59456 FTE2_peak_1563 chr14_62061256_62061640 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62086806 62086932 127 62086901 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1564 chr14_62086806_62086932 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62120120 62120298 179 62120257 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1565 chr14_62120120_62120298 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62127398 62127530 133 62127493 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1566 chr14_62127398_62127530 . FLJ22447 .
chr14 62170285 62170415 131 62170307 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1567 chr14_62170285_62170415 HIF1A . .
chr14 62183696 62183811 116 62183741 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1568 chr14_62183696_62183811 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62184077 62184378 302 62184155 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1569 chr14_62184077_62184378 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62195057 62195558 502 62195241 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1570 chr14_62195057_62195558 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62201762 62201909 148 62201840 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_1571 chr14_62201762_62201909 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62202109 62202312 204 62202261 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1572 chr14_62202109_62202312 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62216339 62216479 141 62216430 17.01 11.04602 5.91054 6.98141 FTE2_peak_1573 chr14_62216339_62216479 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62216752 62216969 218 62216821 15.53 9.10814 5.38447 5.23063 FTE2_peak_1574 chr14_62216752_62216969 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62401083 62401358 276 62401248 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_1575 chr14_62401083_62401358 . . .
chr14 62431837 62432101 265 62431927 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1576 chr14_62431837_62432101 . . .
chr14 64698863 64698996 134 64698891 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1577 chr14_64698863_64698996 ESR2 SYNE2 .
chr14 64699182 64699326 145 64699253 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1578 chr14_64699182_64699326 ESR2 SYNE2 .
chr14 65003360 65003659 300 65003398 17.75 8.1727 4.5419 4.4616 FTE2_peak_1579 chr14_65003360_65003659 . ZBTB1 HSPA2;PPP1R36
chr14 65757697 65757874 178 65757782 19.97 6.46191 3.49459 2.91999 FTE2_peak_1580 chr14_65757697_65757874 . . .
chr14 67441464 67441641 178 67441566 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1581 chr14_67441464_67441641 GPHN . .
chr14 67688376 67688623 248 67688520 34.76 33.14697 13.52178 27.72705 FTE2_peak_1582 chr14_67688376_67688623 FAM71D . MPP5
chr14 68613704 68613867 164 68613780 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1583 chr14_68613704_68613867 RAD51B . .
chr14 68653353 68653519 167 68653397 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_1584 chr14_68653353_68653519 RAD51B . .
chr14 68972686 68972817 132 68972778 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_1585 chr14_68972686_68972817 RAD51B . .
chr14 69149722 69149875 154 69149795 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1586 chr14_69149722_69149875 . . .
chr14 69162162 69162426 265 69162249 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_1587 chr14_69162162_69162426 . . .
chr14 69253769 69254012 244 69253902 14.05 9.18765 5.47717 5.30762 FTE2_peak_1588 chr14_69253769_69254012 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69254535 69254681 147 69254619 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1589 chr14_69254535_69254681 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 70354877 70355027 151 70354925 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1590 chr14_70354877_70355027 SMOC1 . .
chr14 70464789 70464909 121 70464810 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1591 chr14_70464789_70464909 SMOC1 . .
chr14 71488618 71488752 135 71488656 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_1592 chr14_71488618_71488752 PCNX . .
chr14 71839170 71839372 203 71839278 18.49 13.71073 7.40163 9.38254 FTE2_peak_1593 chr14_71839170_71839372 . . SNORD56B
chr14 72022673 72022795 123 72022725 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1594 chr14_72022673_72022795 SIPA1L1 . .
chr14 72132000 72132191 192 72132001 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1595 chr14_72132000_72132191 SIPA1L1 . .
chr14 72181016 72181284 269 72181105 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1596 chr14_72181016_72181284 SIPA1L1 . .
chr14 73075187 73075351 165 73075274 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1597 chr14_73075187_73075351 . . .
chr14 73212379 73212532 154 73212459 17.75 13.11242 7.41212 8.81824 FTE2_peak_1598 chr14_73212379_73212532 DPF3 . .
chr14 73248534 73248659 126 73248568 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1599 chr14_73248534_73248659 DPF3 . .
chr14 73429730 73430088 359 73429811 19.97 14.91431 8.03355 10.49517 FTE2_peak_1600 chr14_73429730_73430088 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
chr14 73493960 73494117 158 73494040 19.97 10.10506 5.25503 6.12982 FTE2_peak_1601 chr14_73493960_73494117 . ZFYVE1 .
chr14 73930364 73930478 115 73930461 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1602 chr14_73930364_73930478 . NUMB C14orf169;HEATR4
chr14 75038614 75038913 300 75038711 30.32 31.04918 13.6893 25.70535 FTE2_peak_1603 chr14_75038614_75038913 LTBP2 . .
chr14 75649714 75649932 219 75649760 15.53 12.50298 7.48826 8.27127 FTE2_peak_1604 chr14_75649714_75649932 . TMED10 .
chr14 76114797 76114970 174 76114870 15.53 8.17686 4.84051 4.46557 FTE2_peak_1605 chr14_76114797_76114970 . FLVCR2 C14orf1;TTLL5
chr14 76178230 76178386 157 76178257 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1606 chr14_76178230_76178386 TTLL5 . .
chr14 76350808 76350925 118 76350846 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1607 chr14_76350808_76350925 TTLL5 . .
chr14 79433794 79433951 158 79433858 9.61 5.70279 4.45967 2.29054 FTE2_peak_1608 chr14_79433794_79433951 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79477988 79478200 213 79478152 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1609 chr14_79477988_79478200 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79483339 79483524 186 79483438 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1610 chr14_79483339_79483524 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79523351 79523495 145 79523439 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1611 chr14_79523351_79523495 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80050110 80050245 136 80050211 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1612 chr14_80050110_80050245 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80062978 80063148 171 80063001 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_1613 chr14_80062978_80063148 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80855353 80855645 293 80855545 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_1614 chr14_80855353_80855645 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 80892064 80892388 325 80892281 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1615 chr14_80892064_80892388 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 81397259 81397504 246 81397353 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_1616 chr14_81397259_81397504 CEP128 . TSHR
chr14 81866909 81867024 116 81867002 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1617 chr14_81866909_81867024 STON2 . .
chr14 81867293 81867618 326 81867436 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1618 chr14_81867293_81867618 STON2 . .
chr14 86033069 86033191 123 86033142 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1619 chr14_86033069_86033191 FLRT2 . .
chr14 87262660 87262861 202 87262720 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1620 chr14_87262660_87262861 . . .
chr14 87265766 87266004 239 87265825 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1621 chr14_87265766_87266004 . . .
chr14 88934812 88934926 115 88934838 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1622 chr14_88934812_88934926 PTPN21 . .
chr14 89301602 89301731 130 89301671 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_1623 chr14_89301602_89301731 TTC8 . .
chr14 91575400 91575587 188 91575479 24.4 18.84609 8.66467 14.0931 FTE2_peak_1624 chr14_91575400_91575587 . . C14orf159;SNORA11B
chr14 92970283 92970472 190 92970332 12.57 8.08591 5.41479 4.3789 FTE2_peak_1625 chr14_92970283_92970472 . SLC24A4 RIN3
chr14 93052284 93052514 231 93052395 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1626 chr14_93052284_93052514 RIN3 . .
chr14 93196393 93196510 118 93196460 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_1627 chr14_93196393_93196510 LGMN . .
chr14 93725429 93725640 212 93725446 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1628 chr14_93725429_93725640 BTBD7 UBR7 .
chr14 94947209 94947323 115 94947252 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1629 chr14_94947209_94947323 . SERPINA11;SERPINA9 SERPINA12
chr14 95077148 95077281 134 95077211 9.61 6.03577 4.6861 2.5834 FTE2_peak_1630 chr14_95077148_95077281 . SERPINA5 SERPINA13;SERPINA3
chr14 95715171 95715300 130 95715251 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1631 chr14_95715171_95715300 CLMN . .
chr14 95731898 95732043 146 95731974 18.49 14.86884 8.11007 10.45341 FTE2_peak_1632 chr14_95731898_95732043 CLMN . .
chr14 96588951 96589068 118 96588987 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1633 chr14_96588951_96589068 . C14orf132 .
chr14 100288168 100288304 137 100288259 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1634 chr14_100288168_100288304 EML1 . .
chr14 102438838 102439128 291 102438926 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1635 chr14_102438838_102439128 DYNC1H1 . .
chr14 102653487 102653712 226 102653520 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1636 chr14_102653487_102653712 WDR20 . .
chr14 102746184 102746797 614 102746399 30.32 30.15898 13.16014 24.8414 FTE2_peak_1637 chr14_102746184_102746797 MOK . .
chr15 25982522 25982644 123 25982587 10.35 7.30401 5.22483 3.70722 FTE2_peak_1638 chr15_25982522_25982644 DX11L1;MIR4509‐1;MIR4509‐2 . .
chr15 29904407 29904800 394 29904506 20.71 5.83711 3.10102 2.41986 FTE2_peak_1639 chr15_29904407_29904800 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30080923 30081111 189 30081018 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1640 chr15_30080923_30081111 DDX11L1;TJP1 . .
chr15 30216979 30217235 257 30217035 11.83 8.31742 5.90549 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1641 chr15_30216979_30217235 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30226580 30226724 145 30226636 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1642 chr15_30226580_30226724 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30357478 30357592 115 30357541 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1643 chr15_30357478_30357592 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30373113 30373276 164 30373178 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1644 chr15_30373113_30373276 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
chr15 31216691 31216809 119 31216724 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_1645 chr15_31216691_31216809 11L1;FAN1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;UL . MTMR10
chr15 31316688 31316944 257 31316784 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1646 chr15_31316688_31316944 1L1;TRPM1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;U . .
chr15 31702760 31702958 199 31702862 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_1647 chr15_31702760_31702958 DX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4 . .
chr15 32974861 32975004 144 32974952 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1648 chr15_32974861_32975004 DDX11L1;SCG5 . .
chr15 33016660 33016853 194 33016770 15.53 11.59231 6.91212 7.4908 FTE2_peak_1649 chr15_33016660_33016853 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33020821 33020958 138 33020885 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1650 chr15_33020821_33020958 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33024318 33024660 343 33024609 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1651 chr15_33024318_33024660 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33025864 33026149 286 33026035 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1652 chr15_33025864_33026149 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33026455 33026614 160 33026506 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1653 chr15_33026455_33026614 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33027976 33028126 151 33028025 17.75 12.74442 7.18351 8.49901 FTE2_peak_1654 chr15_33027976_33028126 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33028496 33028836 341 33028724 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1655 chr15_33028496_33028836 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33029143 33029356 214 33029281 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1656 chr15_33029143_33029356 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33029472 33030157 686 33030034 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_1657 chr15_33029472_33030157 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33030245 33031717 1473 33031130 25.88 12.62006 5.37678 8.38547 FTE2_peak_1658 chr15_33030245_33031717 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33031804 33031918 115 33031828 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_1659 chr15_33031804_33031918 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33032329 33032484 156 33032479 10.35 7.22033 5.17011 3.6269 FTE2_peak_1660 chr15_33032329_33032484 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33032607 33032761 155 33032669 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_1661 chr15_33032607_33032761 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33066103 33066610 508 33066364 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_1662 chr15_33066103_33066610 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33082716 33082830 115 33082815 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1663 chr15_33082716_33082830 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33094622 33094869 248 33094693 25.88 19.6141 8.9613 14.80015 FTE2_peak_1664 chr15_33094622_33094869 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33117069 33117438 370 33117155 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1665 chr15_33117069_33117438 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33120780 33121294 515 33120842 20.71 17.34216 9.12063 12.71034 FTE2_peak_1666 chr15_33120780_33121294 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33131104 33131339 236 33131190 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1667 chr15_33131104_33131339 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33142283 33142729 447 33142557 32.54 27.847 11.17991 22.61575 FTE2_peak_1668 chr15_33142283_33142729 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33159467 33159594 128 33159510 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1669 chr15_33159467_33159594 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33162669 33163173 505 33162859 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1670 chr15_33162669_33163173 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33212298 33212471 174 33212365 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1671 chr15_33212298_33212471 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33390473 33390601 129 33390514 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1672 chr15_33390473_33390601 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 35434145 35434280 136 35434210 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1673 chr15_35434145_35434280 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 36663109 36663235 127 36663187 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1674 chr15_36663109_36663235 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 36720487 36720743 257 36720713 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1675 chr15_36720487_36720743 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 36882368 36882523 156 36882442 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1676 chr15_36882368_36882523 C15orf41;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 37123859 37124060 202 37123921 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1677 chr15_37123859_37124060 DDX11L1 C15orf41;CSNK1A1P1 .
chr15 38065449 38065689 241 38065603 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1678 chr15_38065449_38065689 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 38351967 38352161 195 38352060 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1679 chr15_38351967_38352161 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 38782474 38782609 136 38782545 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1680 chr15_38782474_38782609 DDX11L1;RASGRP1 FAM98B .
chr15 38828643 38828897 255 38828716 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1681 chr15_38828643_38828897 DDX11L1;RASGRP1 . .
chr15 39007038 39007227 190 39007150 17.75 12.25217 6.88035 8.02693 FTE2_peak_1682 chr15_39007038_39007227 DDX11L1 C15orf53 .
chr15 39050276 39050437 162 39050350 21.45 17.1684 8.60025 12.54359 FTE2_peak_1683 chr15_39050276_39050437 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39136551 39136671 121 39136623 13.31 9.82385 6.19287 5.86548 FTE2_peak_1684 chr15_39136551_39136671 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39176378 39176494 117 39176398 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1685 chr15_39176378_39176494 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39186701 39186835 135 39186775 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1686 chr15_39186701_39186835 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39187614 39187835 222 39187697 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1687 chr15_39187614_39187835 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39188165 39188380 216 39188348 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1688 chr15_39188165_39188380 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39288366 39288684 319 39288430 23.67 11.00531 4.93305 6.94206 FTE2_peak_1689 chr15_39288366_39288684 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39419339 39419470 132 39419451 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1690 chr15_39419339_39419470 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39420648 39420866 219 39420738 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1691 chr15_39420648_39420866 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39425434 39425694 261 39425614 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1692 chr15_39425434_39425694 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39481203 39481437 235 39481367 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1693 chr15_39481203_39481437 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39488339 39488570 232 39488423 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1694 chr15_39488339_39488570 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39496046 39496203 158 39496093 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1695 chr15_39496046_39496203 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39505376 39505514 139 39505444 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1696 chr15_39505376_39505514 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39505661 39505807 147 39505749 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1697 chr15_39505661_39505807 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39524768 39524979 212 39524877 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1698 chr15_39524768_39524979 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39531782 39532039 258 39531832 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1699 chr15_39531782_39532039 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39535309 39535491 183 39535384 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1700 chr15_39535309_39535491 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39540017 39540225 209 39540172 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1701 chr15_39540017_39540225 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39559301 39559437 137 39559368 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1702 chr15_39559301_39559437 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39563764 39563908 145 39563828 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1703 chr15_39563764_39563908 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39573458 39573604 147 39573520 24.4 11.80429 5.08096 7.60192 FTE2_peak_1704 chr15_39573458_39573604 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39575914 39576312 399 39576049 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1705 chr15_39575914_39576312 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39576554 39576932 379 39576850 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1706 chr15_39576554_39576932 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39592735 39593103 369 39593011 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_1707 chr15_39592735_39593103 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39655095 39655580 486 39655357 34.76 38.49421 16.70378 32.88226 FTE2_peak_1708 chr15_39655095_39655580 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39656361 39656523 163 39656385 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1709 chr15_39656361_39656523 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39657503 39657660 158 39657574 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1710 chr15_39657503_39657660 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39871771 39872196 426 39871872 27.36 16.80681 6.81393 12.1975 FTE2_peak_1711 chr15_39871771_39872196 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39873965 39874387 423 39874186 28.84 12.64404 4.92443 8.40837 FTE2_peak_1712 chr15_39873965_39874387 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874715 39874866 152 39874768 25.14 13.73918 5.72713 9.40985 FTE2_peak_1713 chr15_39874715_39874866 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874987 39876312 1326 39876159 37.72 26.19857 8.90752 21.03003 FTE2_peak_1714 chr15_39874987_39876312 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39876409 39881321 4913 39880253 47.33 54.96664 20.30695 48.79869 FTE2_peak_1715 chr15_39876409_39881321 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39881454 39891909 10456 39890456 69.52 93.47365 31.13321 83.97752 FTE2_peak_1716 chr15_39881454_39891909 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 40013369 40013519 151 40013458 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_1717 chr15_40013369_40013519 DDX11L1;FSIP1 . .
chr15 40170036 40170186 151 40170128 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_1718 chr15_40170036_40170186 DDX11L1;GPR176 . .
chr15 40298966 40299251 286 40299109 14.05 11.55355 6.92649 7.45249 FTE2_peak_1719 chr15_40298966_40299251 DDX11L1;EIF2AK4 . SRP14
chr15 42210116 42210243 128 42210134 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1720 chr15_42210116_42210243 DDX11L1;EHD4 SPTBN5 .
chr15 42212410 42212627 218 42212550 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1721 chr15_42212410_42212627 DDX11L1;EHD4 SPTBN5 .
chr15 42577881 42578016 136 42577986 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1722 chr15_42577881_42578016 DDX11L1;GANC TMEM87A .
chr15 42641539 42641654 116 42641628 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1723 chr15_42641539_42641654 DDX11L1;GANC . CAPN3
chr15 42749328 42749457 130 42749383 12.57 9.26466 6.18041 5.37933 FTE2_peak_1724 chr15_42749328_42749457 DDX11L1;ZFP106 . .
chr15 43203385 43203522 138 43203432 13.31 10.22916 6.44962 6.24989 FTE2_peak_1725 chr15_43203385_43203522 DDX11L1;TTBK2 . .
chr15 44301442 44301576 135 44301476 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1726 chr15_44301442_44301576 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 44394249 44394436 188 44394353 14.05 10.78091 6.44869 6.72599 FTE2_peak_1727 chr15_44394249_44394436 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 44450109 44450237 129 44450179 17.75 12.25217 6.88035 8.02693 FTE2_peak_1728 chr15_44450109_44450237 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 45842078 45842216 139 45842155 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1729 chr15_45842078_45842216 DDX11L1;HMGN2P46 SLC30A4 .
chr15 47586093 47586238 146 47586185 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1730 chr15_47586093_47586238 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 47753862 47754134 273 47753927 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1731 chr15_47753862_47754134 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 48785677 48785924 248 48785717 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1732 chr15_48785677_48785924 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48786098 48786212 115 48786131 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1733 chr15_48786098_48786212 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48858972 48859104 133 48859050 14.79 11.20915 7.04317 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1734 chr15_48858972_48859104 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48874826 48874972 147 48874881 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1735 chr15_48874826_48874972 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48884640 48884871 232 48884707 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_1736 chr15_48884640_48884871 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48960054 48960175 122 48960115 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1737 chr15_48960054_48960175 DDX11L1 FBN1 .
chr15 48973115 48973353 239 48973173 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1738 chr15_48973115_48973353 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 48987310 48987467 158 48987382 17.75 15.11312 8.67405 10.6865 FTE2_peak_1739 chr15_48987310_48987467 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 49428151 49428307 157 49428257 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1740 chr15_49428151_49428307 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
chr15 49574688 49574973 286 49574776 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1741 chr15_49574688_49574973 DDX11L1;GALK2 . .
chr15 49785203 49785370 168 49785302 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1742 chr15_49785203_49785370 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
chr15 49919652 49919994 343 49919832 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1743 chr15_49919652_49919994 DDX11L1;DTWD1 C15orf33 .
chr15 50123776 50124198 423 50123813 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1744 chr15_50123776_50124198 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50139757 50139876 120 50139827 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1745 chr15_50139757_50139876 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50140517 50140767 251 50140554 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1746 chr15_50140517_50140767 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50148188 50148426 239 50148245 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1747 chr15_50148188_50148426 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
chr15 50156253 50156406 154 50156325 14.79 11.55355 7.26682 7.45249 FTE2_peak_1748 chr15_50156253_50156406 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 50342130 50342335 206 50342222 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1749 chr15_50342130_50342335 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 50429585 50429725 141 50429635 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1750 chr15_50429585_50429725 DDX11L1 ATP8B4 .
chr15 51515483 51515640 158 51515542 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_1751 chr15_51515483_51515640 CYP19A1;DDX11L1 . MIR4713
chr15 51515932 51516150 219 51516013 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1752 chr15_51515932_51516150 CYP19A1;DDX11L1 . MIR4713
chr15 51516276 51516443 168 51516360 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1753 chr15_51516276_51516443 CYP19A1;DDX11L1 . MIR4713
chr15 52436276 52436476 201 52436365 14.79 11.49465 7.22856 7.39561 FTE2_peak_1754 chr15_52436276_52436476 DDX11L1;GNB5 . .
chr15 52539289 52539440 152 52539356 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1755 chr15_52539289_52539440 DDX11L1;MYO5C . MIR1266
chr15 56200027 56200323 297 56200216 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_1756 chr15_56200027_56200323 DDX11L1;NEDD4 . .
chr15 57051088 57051271 184 57051126 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1757 chr15_57051088_57051271 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 57051769 57051894 126 57051840 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1758 chr15_57051769_57051894 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 58623849 58624076 228 58623864 9.61 6.28986 4.85878 2.82158 FTE2_peak_1759 chr15_58623849_58624076 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 58761922 58762434 513 58762314 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_1760 chr15_58761922_58762434 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58839675 58839950 276 58839840 22.93 17.08626 8.42455 12.46534 FTE2_peak_1761 chr15_58839675_58839950 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58925031 58925204 174 58925116 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1762 chr15_58925031_58925204 ADAM10;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 59148410 59148578 169 59148486 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1763 chr15_59148410_59148578 DDX11L1;FAM63B . SLTM
chr15 59216678 59216813 136 59216756 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1764 chr15_59216678_59216813 DDX11L1;SLTM . .
chr15 59587202 59587341 140 59587261 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_1765 chr15_59587202_59587341 DDX11L1;MYO1E . .
chr15 60388479 60388604 126 60388554 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1766 chr15_60388479_60388604 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60637754 60637944 191 60637855 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1767 chr15_60637754_60637944 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60638427 60638597 171 60638521 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1768 chr15_60638427_60638597 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60639456 60639648 193 60639563 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1769 chr15_60639456_60639648 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60645157 60645300 144 60645253 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1770 chr15_60645157_60645300 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60648434 60648731 298 60648626 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1771 chr15_60648434_60648731 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60654262 60654507 246 60654447 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1772 chr15_60654262_60654507 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60656005 60656183 179 60656010 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1773 chr15_60656005_60656183 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60662159 60662306 148 60662229 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1774 chr15_60662159_60662306 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60663615 60663893 279 60663710 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1775 chr15_60663615_60663893 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60663997 60664172 176 60664097 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1776 chr15_60663997_60664172 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60671885 60672186 302 60672095 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_1777 chr15_60671885_60672186 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60679631 60679745 115 60679692 11.83 8.31742 5.90549 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1778 chr15_60679631_60679745 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60683049 60683220 172 60683193 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1779 chr15_60683049_60683220 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60685265 60685507 243 60685332 17.75 12.29975 6.90951 8.07309 FTE2_peak_1780 chr15_60685265_60685507 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60694616 60694842 227 60694762 22.19 13.30767 6.11047 8.99264 FTE2_peak_1781 chr15_60694616_60694842 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 61051311 61051491 181 61051422 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1782 chr15_61051311_61051491 DDX11L1;RORA . .
chr15 61675746 61675899 154 61675839 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1783 chr15_61675746_61675899 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 61848352 61848676 325 61848419 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1784 chr15_61848352_61848676 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 62798494 62798737 244 62798657 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1785 chr15_62798494_62798737 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63063073 63063202 130 63063129 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1786 chr15_63063073_63063202 DDX11L1;TLN2 . .
chr15 63143152 63143279 128 63143229 13.31 9.63271 6.072 5.68089 FTE2_peak_1787 chr15_63143152_63143279 DDX11L1 MIR190A;TLN2 .
chr15 63187429 63187631 203 63187523 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_1788 chr15_63187429_63187631 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63365671 63365785 115 63365754 11.09 7.18136 4.84693 3.58896 FTE2_peak_1789 chr15_63365671_63365785 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63400230 63400730 501 63400400 23.67 21.86941 10.88974 16.90984 FTE2_peak_1790 chr15_63400230_63400730 DDX11L1 . LACTB
chr15 63428186 63428315 130 63428271 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_1791 chr15_63428186_63428315 DDX11L1;LACTB . RPS27L
chr15 63539310 63539624 315 63539547 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_1792 chr15_63539310_63539624 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
chr15 63583801 63584012 212 63583899 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_1793 chr15_63583801_63584012 APH1B;DDX11L1 RAB8B .
chr15 65588294 65588964 671 65588484 47.33 47.49498 16.11018 41.56529 FTE2_peak_1794 chr15_65588294_65588964 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
chr15 65596981 65597881 901 65597420 62.86 60.48225 16.88101 54.12254 FTE2_peak_1795 chr15_65596981_65597881 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
chr15 66748634 66748752 119 66748665 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1796 chr15_66748634_66748752 DDX11L1;MAP2K1 . .
chr15 67107613 67107809 197 67107700 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1797 chr15_67107613_67107809 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67175705 67175959 255 67175772 19.97 9.55577 4.96862 5.60541 FTE2_peak_1798 chr15_67175705_67175959 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67289682 67289856 175 67289745 17.75 13.27663 7.51461 8.96299 FTE2_peak_1799 chr15_67289682_67289856 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67341145 67341398 254 67341228 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1800 chr15_67341145_67341398 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67341791 67342091 301 67341855 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1801 chr15_67341791_67342091 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67342294 67342484 191 67342377 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1802 chr15_67342294_67342484 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67418144 67418411 268 67418335 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_1803 chr15_67418144_67418411 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67471082 67471205 124 67471161 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_1804 chr15_67471082_67471205 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
chr15 67493584 67493768 185 67493698 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1805 chr15_67493584_67493768 AAGAB;DDX11L1 SMAD3 .
chr15 70146044 70146290 247 70146115 20.71 17.5588 9.25479 12.9169 FTE2_peak_1806 chr15_70146044_70146290 DDX11L1 C15orf50 .
chr15 71092506 71092626 121 71092585 13.31 8.69513 5.48341 4.8344 FTE2_peak_1807 chr15_71092506_71092626 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 71341257 71341503 247 71341454 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1808 chr15_71341257_71341503 DDX11L1;LRRC49 . .
chr15 71587075 71587189 115 71587159 19.97 6.46191 3.49459 2.91999 FTE2_peak_1809 chr15_71587075_71587189 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71587875 71588156 282 71588068 17.01 14.16436 7.75432 9.7807 FTE2_peak_1810 chr15_71587875_71588156 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71588271 71588481 211 71588426 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1811 chr15_71588271_71588481 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71854298 71854508 211 71854354 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1812 chr15_71854298_71854508 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71984285 71984406 122 71984345 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1813 chr15_71984285_71984406 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 73294950 73295174 225 73295063 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1814 chr15_73294950_73295174 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 74823697 74823913 217 74823809 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_1815 chr15_74823697_74823913 DDX11L1 . ARID3B
chr15 77437152 77437350 199 77437201 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1816 chr15_77437152_77437350 DDX11L1;PEAK1 . .
chr15 78357734 78358028 295 78357751 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1817 chr15_78357734_78358028 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
chr15 79173164 79173294 131 79173246 21.45 13.23054 6.35882 8.92095 FTE2_peak_1818 chr15_79173164_79173294 DDX11L1;MORF4L1 . .
chr15 79198318 79198539 222 79198397 17.75 14.75898 8.44928 10.3458 FTE2_peak_1819 chr15_79198318_79198539 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 79198674 79198945 272 79198715 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1820 chr15_79198674_79198945 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 79932575 79932782 208 79932675 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1821 chr15_79932575_79932782 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80768439 80768601 163 80768535 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1822 chr15_80768439_80768601 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80773164 80773548 385 80773338 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1823 chr15_80773164_80773548 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80800186 80800379 194 80800272 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_1824 chr15_80800186_80800379 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80841529 80841873 345 80841781 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1825 chr15_80841529_80841873 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80842486 80842619 134 80842590 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1826 chr15_80842486_80842619 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80881266 80881453 188 80881306 13.31 9.44855 5.95577 5.55035 FTE2_peak_1827 chr15_80881266_80881453 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 81170676 81170902 227 81170708 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1828 chr15_81170676_81170902 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
chr15 81221666 81221782 117 81221761 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_1829 chr15_81221666_81221782 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
chr15 81630968 81631441 474 81631082 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_1830 chr15_81630968_81631441 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
chr15 82439358 82439561 204 82439471 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1831 chr15_82439358_82439561 DDX11L1;EFTUD1 . .
chr15 85861822 85862015 194 85861935 19.23 16.36413 8.62419 11.8038 FTE2_peak_1832 chr15_85861822_85862015 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 87912541 87912694 154 87912634 26.62 16.40859 6.90586 11.84361 FTE2_peak_1833 chr15_87912541_87912694 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88295931 88296059 129 88295997 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1834 chr15_88295931_88296059 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88320313 88320489 177 88320404 21.45 17.69248 8.91447 13.001 FTE2_peak_1835 chr15_88320313_88320489 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88360100 88360295 196 88360204 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1836 chr15_88360100_88360295 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89532912 89533181 270 89533123 13.31 8.32191 5.252 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1837 chr15_89532912_89533181 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89648523 89648690 168 89648581 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1838 chr15_89648523_89648690 ABHD2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89711232 89711354 123 89711330 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1839 chr15_89711232_89711354 ABHD2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 90379978 90380094 117 90380056 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1840 chr15_90379978_90380094 P3S2;C15orf38‐AP3S2;DDX11L ANPEP .
chr15 90945574 90945731 158 90945682 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1841 chr15_90945574_90945731 DDX11L1;IQGAP1 . .
chr15 91224892 91225044 153 91224903 11.09 6.90667 4.67456 3.3315 FTE2_peak_1842 chr15_91224892_91225044 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 93347320 93347455 136 93347401 21.45 12.63581 6.04379 8.40043 FTE2_peak_1843 chr15_93347320_93347455 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
chr15 93443600 93443714 115 93443677 15.53 10.31891 6.11781 6.32939 FTE2_peak_1844 chr15_93443600_93443714 CHD2;DDX11L1 LOC100507217 MIR3175
chr15 95820572 95820706 135 95820676 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1845 chr15_95820572_95820706 DDX11L1 . LOC400456
chr15 96103091 96103314 224 96103245 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1846 chr15_96103091_96103314 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96228158 96228272 115 96228224 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_1847 chr15_96228158_96228272 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 99440202 99440318 117 99440237 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_1848 chr15_99440202_99440318 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99457989 99458145 157 99458059 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1849 chr15_99457989_99458145 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 100583521 100583673 153 100583567 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1850 chr15_100583521_100583673 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101262220 101262674 455 101262247 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1851 chr15_101262220_101262674 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101717083 101717275 193 101717247 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1852 chr15_101717083_101717275 CHSY1;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 102215318 102215471 154 102215377 17.75 13.05857 7.37857 8.76556 FTE2_peak_1853 chr15_102215318_102215471 DDX11L1;TARSL2 TM2D3 .
chr16 2885829 2885994 166 2885897 24.4 16.03442 7.12717 11.49748 FTE2_peak_1854 chr16_2885829_2885994 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
chr16 4550372 4550523 152 4550463 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_1855 chr16_4550372_4550523 HMOX2 NMRAL1 C16orf5
chr16 9203978 9204133 156 9204054 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1856 chr16_9203978_9204133 C16orf72 . .
chr16 11198923 11199074 152 11199009 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1857 chr16_11198923_11199074 CLEC16A . .
chr16 11422513 11422668 156 11422594 23.67 13.58947 6.16632 9.26357 FTE2_peak_1858 chr16_11422513_11422668 . . RMI2
chr16 12767984 12768137 154 12768029 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1859 chr16_12767984_12768137 CPPED1 . .
chr16 12769719 12769882 164 12769787 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1860 chr16_12769719_12769882 CPPED1 . .
chr16 12895548 12895662 115 12895602 14.05 9.226 5.50018 5.34492 FTE2_peak_1861 chr16_12895548_12895662 CPPED1 . .
chr16 13204098 13204642 545 13204334 28.84 29.42903 13.73311 24.14981 FTE2_peak_1862 chr16_13204098_13204642 SHISA9 . .
chr16 13401127 13401566 440 13401171 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1863 chr16_13401127_13401566 . . .
chr16 17612341 17612534 194 17612493 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1864 chr16_17612341_17612534 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 17862315 17862452 138 17862362 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1865 chr16_17862315_17862452 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 17926666 17926824 159 17926731 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1866 chr16_17926666_17926824 9‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MI . .
chr16 22408821 22409027 207 22408897 19.97 17.24715 9.49833 12.61894 FTE2_peak_1867 chr16_22408821_22409027 . CDR2 RRN3P3
chr16 23265809 23265978 170 23265906 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1868 chr16_23265809_23265978 . . .
chr16 24680921 24681038 118 24681019 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_1869 chr16_24680921_24681038 . . .
chr16 24989139 24989253 115 24989189 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1870 chr16_24989139_24989253 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 26999016 26999191 176 26999127 23.67 14.35899 6.55991 9.96381 FTE2_peak_1871 chr16_26999016_26999191 . . .
chr16 27773765 27773972 208 27773872 17.01 13.79507 7.53059 9.46425 FTE2_peak_1872 chr16_27773765_27773972 KIAA0556 . GSG1L
chr16 28647949 28648086 138 28648024 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1873 chr16_28647949_28648086 EIF3C;EIF3CL SULT1A1 .
chr16 46392977 46393271 295 46393039 79.87 17.71762 3.11039 13.00492 FTE2_peak_1874 chr16_46392977_46393271 . . .
chr16 47747188 47747340 153 47747260 22.19 15.51276 7.27981 10.99071 FTE2_peak_1875 chr16_47747188_47747340 . PHKB .
chr16 47766440 47766831 392 47766529 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1876 chr16_47766440_47766831 . . .
chr16 48997276 48997403 128 48997350 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1877 chr16_48997276_48997403 . . .
chr16 48998376 48998521 146 48998417 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1878 chr16_48998376_48998521 . . .
chr16 51479155 51479308 154 51479203 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_1879 chr16_51479155_51479308 . . .
chr16 53810182 53810342 161 53810276 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1880 chr16_53810182_53810342 FTO . .
chr16 54060952 54061326 375 54061188 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1881 chr16_54060952_54061326 FTO . .
chr16 54465144 54465386 243 54465349 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1882 chr16_54465144_54465386 . . .
chr16 54496312 54496668 357 54496475 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_1883 chr16_54496312_54496668 . . .
chr16 56641206 56641430 225 56641317 22.93 15.7553 7.65011 11.22666 FTE2_peak_1884 chr16_56641206_56641430 . MT3 MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
chr16 56643723 56643956 234 56643884 17.01 10.34253 5.51505 6.3518 FTE2_peak_1885 chr16_56643723_56643956 . MT2A;MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56998894 56999065 172 56998976 25.88 17.65805 7.87229 13.001 FTE2_peak_1886 chr16_56998894_56999065 CETP HERPUD1 .
chr16 57334035 57334261 227 57334061 15.53 8.46929 5.00919 4.61685 FTE2_peak_1887 chr16_57334035_57334261 . PLLP .
chr16 57375552 57375716 165 57375686 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1888 chr16_57375552_57375716 . . CCL22
chr16 57927935 57928088 154 57927995 19.23 13.84923 7.12255 9.516 FTE2_peak_1889 chr16_57927935_57928088 CNGB1 . .
chr16 58597274 58597467 194 58597385 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1890 chr16_58597274_58597467 CNOT1 SNORA46;SNORA50 .
chr16 66186855 66187052 198 66186979 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_1891 chr16_66186855_66187052 . . .
chr16 66652660 66652775 116 66652683 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_1892 chr16_66652660_66652775 CMTM4 CMTM3 .
chr16 67555532 67555666 135 67555567 28.1 17.56804 6.89633 12.92483 FTE2_peak_1893 chr16_67555532_67555666 . . FAM65A
chr16 68098949 68099258 310 68099078 31.8 26.6287 10.9334 21.44486 FTE2_peak_1894 chr16_68098949_68099258 DUS2L . NFATC3
chr16 70438353 70438509 157 70438426 19.97 12.33654 6.4895 8.10911 FTE2_peak_1895 chr16_70438353_70438509 ST3GAL2 . .
chr16 70587541 70587773 233 70587683 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1896 chr16_70587541_70587773 SF3B3 SNORD111;SNORD111B IL34
chr16 70607164 70607392 229 70607192 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1897 chr16_70607164_70607392 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70607515 70607641 127 70607614 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1898 chr16_70607515_70607641 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 71796199 71796347 149 71796258 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1899 chr16_71796199_71796347 AP1G1 SNORD71 .
chr16 72324991 72325105 115 72325006 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1900 chr16_72324991_72325105 . . .
chr16 72911372 72911604 233 72911499 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_1901 chr16_72911372_72911604 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 74680946 74681070 125 74681048 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_1902 chr16_74680946_74681070 RFWD3 . MLKL
chr16 74970908 74971165 258 74970993 27.36 25.95434 11.80315 20.79119 FTE2_peak_1903 chr16_74970908_74971165 WDR59 . .
chr16 75063899 75064160 262 75063952 42.15 28.58845 8.63075 23.32755 FTE2_peak_1904 chr16_75063899_75064160 ZNRF1 . .
chr16 75339467 75339682 216 75339568 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1905 chr16_75339467_75339682 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75353809 75353923 115 75353840 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_1906 chr16_75353809_75353923 CFDP1 . .
chr16 77322026 77322150 125 77322096 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1907 chr16_77322026_77322150 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77630310 77630463 154 77630382 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_1908 chr16_77630310_77630463 . . .
chr16 77911705 77911929 225 77911768 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1909 chr16_77911705_77911929 VAT1L . .
chr16 80060927 80061221 295 80061148 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1910 chr16_80060927_80061221 . . .
chr16 80208337 80208605 269 80208464 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1911 chr16_80208337_80208605 . . .
chr16 80231811 80231944 134 80231875 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_1912 chr16_80231811_80231944 . . .
chr16 82096250 82096395 146 82096355 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1913 chr16_82096250_82096395 HSD17B2 . .
chr16 82663326 82663502 177 82663363 15.53 8.46929 5.00919 4.61685 FTE2_peak_1914 chr16_82663326_82663502 CDH13 . .
chr16 82988260 82988401 142 82988331 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1915 chr16_82988260_82988401 CDH13 . .
chr16 83377650 83377942 293 83377740 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1916 chr16_83377650_83377942 CDH13 . .
chr16 83723004 83723151 148 83723044 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_1917 chr16_83723004_83723151 CDH13 . .
chr16 84873597 84873808 212 84873674 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_1918 chr16_84873597_84873808 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 86253824 86254086 263 86253924 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1919 chr16_86253824_86254086 . . .
chr16 86795395 86795544 150 86795496 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_1920 chr16_86795395_86795544 . . .
chr16 86958298 86958446 149 86958387 17.01 10.59245 5.65445 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1921 chr16_86958298_86958446 . . .
chr16 88340502 88340678 177 88340505 11.83 5.59337 4.10316 2.18838 FTE2_peak_1922 chr16_88340502_88340678 . . .
chr16 88340914 88341162 249 88341049 28.1 22.78251 9.5512 17.79306 FTE2_peak_1923 chr16_88340914_88341162 . . .
chr16 88365753 88365880 128 88365818 20.71 7.09102 3.61785 3.5061 FTE2_peak_1924 chr16_88365753_88365880 . . .
chr17 597456 597745 290 597682 23.67 18.82796 9.05147 14.07508 FTE2_peak_1925 chr17_597456_597745 VPS53 . .
chr17 831223 831349 127 831259 14.79 7.73581 4.85273 4.04983 FTE2_peak_1926 chr17_831223_831349 NXN . .
chr17 836782 836997 216 836889 33.28 25.76819 9.67931 20.60841 FTE2_peak_1927 chr17_836782_836997 NXN . .
chr17 2095926 2096059 134 2095951 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1928 chr17_2095926_2096059 SMG6 . .
chr17 2858373 2858534 162 2858451 21.45 16.21066 8.03388 11.66615 FTE2_peak_1929 chr17_2858373_2858534 RAP1GAP2 . .
chr17 4133116 4133301 186 4133209 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_1930 chr17_4133116_4133301 ANKFY1 . .
chr17 5419629 5420005 377 5419728 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1931 chr17_5419629_5420005 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
chr17 5740423 5740544 122 5740488 14.79 11.61307 7.30548 7.51003 FTE2_peak_1932 chr17_5740423_5740544 LOC339166 . .
chr17 6126677 6126831 155 6126751 21.45 19.6645 10.11566 14.84982 FTE2_peak_1933 chr17_6126677_6126831 . . .
chr17 6655905 6656130 226 6656081 14.05 9.14959 5.45434 5.27074 FTE2_peak_1934 chr17_6655905_6656130 . . FBXO39;XAF1
chr17 7677488 7677609 122 7677533 16.27 12.79505 7.29148 8.5485 FTE2_peak_1935 chr17_7677488_7677609 DNAH2 RPL29P2 .
chr17 8076461 8076948 488 8076612 32.54 18.75374 6.70795 14.00317 FTE2_peak_1936 chr17_8076461_8076948 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 C17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
chr17 8761567 8761698 132 8761602 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_1937 chr17_8761567_8761698 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
chr17 8762636 8762858 223 8762663 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_1938 chr17_8762636_8762858 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
chr17 12521987 12522154 168 12522065 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1939 chr17_12521987_12522154 FLJ34690 . .
chr17 12530807 12530990 184 12530938 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_1940 chr17_12530807_12530990 FLJ34690 . .
chr17 13250437 13250761 325 13250520 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1941 chr17_13250437_13250761 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13316404 13316525 122 13316498 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1942 chr17_13316404_13316525 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13324331 13324549 219 13324406 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_1943 chr17_13324331_13324549 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 14641251 14641935 685 14641723 22.93 10.22378 4.78515 6.24509 FTE2_peak_1944 chr17_14641251_14641935 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 14648452 14648647 196 14648542 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1945 chr17_14648452_14648647 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 15160867 15161010 144 15160926 23.67 16.06837 7.47432 11.53024 FTE2_peak_1946 chr17_15160867_15161010 PMP22;SNORA59A;SNORA59B MIR4731 .
chr17 16184756 16184880 125 16184824 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1947 chr17_16184756_16184880 PIGL;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . MIR1288
chr17 16346023 16346186 164 16346136 12.57 6.62553 4.48815 3.07234 FTE2_peak_1948 chr17_16346023_16346186 6‐AS1;FAM211A;SNORA59A;SNRD49A;SNORD49B;SNORD65;T .
chr17 16914456 16914570 115 16914519 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1949 chr17_16914456_16914570 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 17839034 17839336 303 17839271 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_1950 chr17_17839034_17839336 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;TOM1L . .
chr17 18967075 18967225 151 18967147 28.84 29.76678 13.94009 24.45722 FTE2_peak_1951 chr17_18967075_18967225 SNORA59A;SNORA59B GRAP .
chr17 19230564 19230697 134 19230610 15.53 10.62288 6.30568 6.57225 FTE2_peak_1952 chr17_19230564_19230697 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1;MIR1180
chr17 25711595 25711711 117 25711648 18.49 11.53451 6.11883 7.43494 FTE2_peak_1953 chr17_25711595_25711711 . . .
chr17 25773655 25773805 151 25773712 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_1954 chr17_25773655_25773805 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
chr17 26605398 26605554 157 26605488 33.28 23.04832 8.35062 18.03103 FTE2_peak_1955 chr17_26605398_26605554 KRT18P55 . .
chr17 27135940 27136063 124 27135989 14.79 7.76449 4.86994 4.07569 FTE2_peak_1956 chr17_27135940_27136063 C17orf63 . .
chr17 27279307 27279543 237 27279435 43.63 33.89485 10.78218 28.45562 FTE2_peak_1957 chr17_27279307_27279543 . PHF12 SEZ6
chr17 27460245 27460375 131 27460285 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_1958 chr17_27460245_27460375 MYO18A . .
chr17 28135518 28135650 133 28135569 18.49 12.81095 6.86214 8.56352 FTE2_peak_1959 chr17_28135518_28135650 SSH2 . .
chr17 29379618 29379732 115 29379687 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1960 chr17_29379618_29379732 . . .
chr17 29576129 29576295 167 29576192 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_1961 chr17_29576129_29576295 NF1 . .
chr17 29654899 29655100 202 29654989 19.23 17.4847 9.3088 12.84371 FTE2_peak_1962 chr17_29654899_29655100 NF1 EVI2A;EVI2B .
chr17 29954923 29955178 256 29955072 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1963 chr17_29954923_29955178 . . .
chr17 31197945 31198158 214 31198114 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_1964 chr17_31197945_31198158 MYO1D . .
chr17 31594294 31594521 228 31594332 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1965 chr17_31594294_31594521 ASIC2 . .
chr17 32584193 32584638 446 32584537 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_1966 chr17_32584193_32584638 CCL2 . CCL11;CCL7
chr17 32681805 32681937 133 32681871 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_1967 chr17_32681805_32681937 . . CCL1;CCL13
chr17 33759739 33759949 211 33759793 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1968 chr17_33759739_33759949 . SLFN12 SLFN13
chr17 33760408 33760595 188 33760427 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_1969 chr17_33760408_33760595 . SLFN12 SLFN13
chr17 35351904 35352045 142 35351956 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1970 chr17_35351904_35352045 AATF . .
chr17 36077204 36077478 275 36077382 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_1971 chr17_36077204_36077478 HNF1B . .
chr17 36388989 36389103 115 36389023 17.01 12.89962 6.99259 8.61059 FTE2_peak_1972 chr17_36388989_36389103 LOC440434 . .
chr17 37641965 37642146 182 37642018 14.79 7.62275 4.78509 3.94184 FTE2_peak_1973 chr17_37641965_37642146 CDK12 . .
chr17 37918642 37918756 115 37918688 12.57 8.53045 5.70259 4.6747 FTE2_peak_1974 chr17_37918642_37918756 . GRB7 IKZF3
chr17 38642729 38642935 207 38642811 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_1975 chr17_38642729_38642935 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 39071520 39071722 203 39071653 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_1976 chr17_39071520_39071722 . . KRT23
chr17 39113183 39113401 219 39113288 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1977 chr17_39113183_39113401 . KRT23 KRT39;KRT40
chr17 39205486 39205698 213 39205571 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_1978 chr17_39205486_39205698 . P1‐1;KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP1‐5;KRTAKRTAP2‐2;KRTAP2‐4;LOC730755
chr17 39215624 39215782 159 39215680 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_1979 chr17_39215624_39215782 LOC730755 P1‐1;KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTA KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39216667 39216831 165 39216778 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1980 chr17_39216667_39216831 . KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2; KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39222609 39222760 152 39222690 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_1981 chr17_39222609_39222760 . KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTAP2‐4; KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39560253 39560370 118 39560361 13.31 9.9721 6.28672 6.00953 FTE2_peak_1982 chr17_39560253_39560370 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
chr17 39848469 39848696 228 39848541 19.23 10.01958 5.02622 6.05575 FTE2_peak_1983 chr17_39848469_39848696 . EIF1 GAST
chr17 41324237 41324351 115 41324288 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_1984 chr17_41324237_41324351 NBR1 NBR2 .
chr17 41393273 41393628 356 41393364 58.42 38.24377 8.95609 32.6515 FTE2_peak_1985 chr17_41393273_41393628 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
chr17 41438393 41438724 332 41438622 19.23 16.71977 8.84092 12.11229 FTE2_peak_1986 chr17_41438393_41438724 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41445168 41445449 282 41445360 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_1987 chr17_41445168_41445449 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41801427 41801634 208 41801565 22.19 14.82525 6.90579 10.41136 FTE2_peak_1988 chr17_41801427_41801634 . . SOST
chr17 41810418 41810605 188 41810495 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_1989 chr17_41810418_41810605 . . SOST
chr17 41861484 41861627 144 41861550 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_1990 chr17_41861484_41861627 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 41862323 41862440 118 41862390 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_1991 chr17_41862323_41862440 . C17orf105;DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 44150487 44150657 171 44150562 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1992 chr17_44150487_44150657 KANSL1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 44805057 44805196 140 44805101 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_1993 chr17_44805057_44805196 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;NSF . .
chr17 45343421 45343570 150 45343475 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_1994 chr17_45343421_45343570 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45382926 45383138 213 45383076 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_1995 chr17_45382926_45383138 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . C17orf57
chr17 45796910 45797034 125 45796964 18.49 11.53451 6.11883 7.43494 FTE2_peak_1996 chr17_45796910_45797034 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TBKBP1 TBX21
chr17 47224328 47224524 197 47224459 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_1997 chr17_47224328_47224524 4GALNT2;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315 . .
chr17 48259891 48260069 179 48259914 14.05 6.87506 4.14236 3.30255 FTE2_peak_1998 chr17_48259891_48260069 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48260181 48260594 414 48260385 17.75 9.71203 5.38144 5.75571 FTE2_peak_1999 chr17_48260181_48260594 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48260940 48261210 271 48261133 19.23 11.02825 5.54953 6.96452 FTE2_peak_2000 chr17_48260940_48261210 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
chr17 48261480 48261668 189 48261594 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_2001 chr17_48261480_48261668 COL1A1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA .
chr17 48274188 48274357 170 48274252 28.84 19.41283 7.98556 14.61322 FTE2_peak_2002 chr17_48274188_48274357 COL1A1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA .
chr17 49352921 49353111 191 49353065 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2003 chr17_49352921_49353111 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;UTP18 MBTD1 .
chr17 51799855 51800090 236 51799944 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2004 chr17_51799855_51800090 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 53025628 53025864 237 53025820 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2005 chr17_53025628_53025864 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L . COX11;STXBP4
chr17 53511254 53511409 156 53511320 21.45 17.1684 8.60025 12.54359 FTE2_peak_2006 chr17_53511254_53511409 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 54203736 54203993 258 54203856 31.06 33.96189 14.91194 28.52061 FTE2_peak_2007 chr17_54203736_54203993 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ANKFN1
chr17 54252181 54252295 115 54252227 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2008 chr17_54252181_54252295 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐ . .
chr17 54263363 54263528 166 54263467 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2009 chr17_54263363_54263528 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐ . .
chr17 54263812 54263994 183 54263890 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2010 chr17_54263812_54263994 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐ . .
chr17 54518744 54519018 275 54518785 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2011 chr17_54518744_54519018 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐ . .
chr17 54833583 54833752 170 54833678 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_2012 chr17_54833583_54833752 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 55559449 55559574 126 55559520 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2013 chr17_55559449_55559574 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MSI2 . .
chr17 56026172 56026357 186 56026286 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2014 chr17_56026172_56026357 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . VEZF1
chr17 56301822 56301964 143 56301909 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2015 chr17_56301822_56301964 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 EPX;MKS1 LPO
chr17 56602707 56602821 115 56602738 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_2016 chr17_56602707_56602821 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
chr17 56708773 56709213 441 56709016 52.51 39.42555 10.70146 33.79696 FTE2_peak_2017 chr17_56708773_56709213 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56736168 56736284 117 56736251 14.79 10.01366 6.27116 6.0503 FTE2_peak_2018 chr17_56736168_56736284 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56736450 56736746 297 56736510 28.84 26.78864 12.12845 21.60106 FTE2_peak_2019 chr17_56736450_56736746 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56756678 56757060 383 56756935 25.88 23.81683 11.4619 18.76858 FTE2_peak_2020 chr17_56756678_56757060 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
chr17 57906756 57906907 152 57906906 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2021 chr17_57906756_57906907 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57915237 57915442 206 57915368 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2022 chr17_57915237_57915442 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57915968 57916101 134 57916011 15.53 10.36135 6.14396 6.37038 FTE2_peak_2023 chr17_57915968_57916101 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57917608 57917936 329 57917685 13.31 8.65648 5.45936 4.79792 FTE2_peak_2024 chr17_57917608_57917936 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57918317 57918619 303 57918327 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_2025 chr17_57918317_57918619 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 VMP1 MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57919916 57920213 298 57919983 25.88 13.12888 5.60665 8.83447 FTE2_peak_2026 chr17_57919916_57920213 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57920403 57922113 1711 57921033 49.55 50.2828 16.84972 44.27453 FTE2_peak_2027 chr17_57920403_57922113 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 59295952 59296074 123 59295999 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_2028 chr17_59295952_59296074 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59361689 59361810 122 59361757 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2029 chr17_59361689_59361810 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59403125 59403305 181 59403208 17.01 13.97719 7.64082 9.63712 FTE2_peak_2030 chr17_59403125_59403305 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59415449 59415641 193 59415540 30.32 30.59607 13.4195 25.26105 FTE2_peak_2031 chr17_59415449_59415641 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59848550 59848780 231 59848639 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_2032 chr17_59848550_59848780 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59887626 59887792 167 59887697 11.83 7.5528 5.39186 3.87385 FTE2_peak_2033 chr17_59887626_59887792 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 60897085 60897412 328 60897180 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2034 chr17_60897085_60897412 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 60902329 60902484 156 60902431 23.67 19.85442 9.66318 15.03247 FTE2_peak_2035 chr17_60902329_60902484 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 61435676 61435817 142 61435705 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2036 chr17_61435676_61435817 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TANC2 . .
chr17 62193320 62193493 174 62193386 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2037 chr17_62193320_62193493 ERN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . SNORD104
chr17 62224150 62224505 356 62224233 17.01 9.00107 4.78974 5.12854 FTE2_peak_2038 chr17_62224150_62224505 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 ERN1;SNORA76;SNORD104 TEX2
chr17 62224691 62225068 378 62224788 19.97 15.02981 8.10497 10.60681 FTE2_peak_2039 chr17_62224691_62225068 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2 ERN1;SNORA76;SNORD104 .
chr17 63283228 63283500 273 63283328 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2040 chr17_63283228_63283500 . . .
chr17 64271847 64272060 214 64271921 27.36 14.29954 5.67259 9.90619 FTE2_peak_2041 chr17_64271847_64272060 . . PRKCA
chr17 64351055 64351348 294 64351201 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2042 chr17_64351055_64351348 PRKCA . .
chr17 64462966 64463118 153 64463029 11.09 8.22538 5.50687 4.51008 FTE2_peak_2043 chr17_64462966_64463118 PRKCA . .
chr17 64490170 64490284 115 64490233 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_2044 chr17_64490170_64490284 PRKCA . .
chr17 64545647 64545769 123 64545678 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2045 chr17_64545647_64545769 PRKCA . .
chr17 64545914 64546165 252 64546066 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2046 chr17_64545914_64546165 PRKCA . .
chr17 66380057 66380258 202 66380155 22.19 12.68394 5.79655 8.44419 FTE2_peak_2047 chr17_66380057_66380258 ARSG . .
chr17 66950727 66950845 119 66950755 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2048 chr17_66950727_66950845 ABCA8 . ABCA9
chr17 67171910 67172088 179 67172013 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2049 chr17_67171910_67172088 ABCA10 . .
chr17 67265713 67265941 229 67265859 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_2050 chr17_67265713_67265941 ABCA5 ABCA10 .
chr17 67669201 67669365 165 67669276 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2051 chr17_67669201_67669365 . . .
chr17 67754156 67754334 179 67754232 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2052 chr17_67754156_67754334 . . .
chr17 67758313 67758495 183 67758452 16.27 11.23131 6.33757 7.14106 FTE2_peak_2053 chr17_67758313_67758495 . . .
chr17 67874804 67875045 242 67874879 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2054 chr17_67874804_67875045 . . .
chr17 67892951 67893096 146 67893000 14.79 8.21631 5.14358 4.50214 FTE2_peak_2055 chr17_67892951_67893096 . . .
chr17 67964177 67964493 317 67964319 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_2056 chr17_67964177_67964493 . . .
chr17 68134608 68134807 200 68134654 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2057 chr17_68134608_68134807 . KCNJ16 KCNJ2‐AS1
chr17 68401605 68401796 192 68401699 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2058 chr17_68401605_68401796 . . .
chr17 69405900 69406277 378 69406049 31.06 34.07041 14.97647 28.60574 FTE2_peak_2059 chr17_69405900_69406277 . . .
chr17 69409088 69409222 135 69409135 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2060 chr17_69409088_69409222 . . .
chr17 69420366 69420629 264 69420398 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2061 chr17_69420366_69420629 . . .
chr17 69434917 69435228 312 69435115 21.45 19.32965 9.91022 14.53396 FTE2_peak_2062 chr17_69434917_69435228 . . .
chr17 70335370 70335503 134 70335414 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2063 chr17_70335370_70335503 . . .
chr17 70358829 70359016 188 70358966 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2064 chr17_70358829_70359016 . . .
chr17 70403687 70403841 155 70403762 22.93 8.40735 3.98762 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2065 chr17_70403687_70403841 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70419110 70419287 178 70419132 14.05 7.91051 4.72567 4.21717 FTE2_peak_2066 chr17_70419110_70419287 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70461785 70461901 117 70461811 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2067 chr17_70461785_70461901 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70712470 70712677 208 70712587 19.23 14.91431 7.7502 10.49517 FTE2_peak_2068 chr17_70712470_70712677 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 72990742 72990856 115 72990811 16.27 11.23131 6.33757 7.14106 FTE2_peak_2069 chr17_72990742_72990856 CDR2L C17orf28 ICT1
chr17 74366921 74367046 126 74367022 15.53 8.17686 4.84051 4.46557 FTE2_peak_2070 chr17_74366921_74367046 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74712988 74713190 203 74713116 19.97 15.95819 8.68402 11.42538 FTE2_peak_2071 chr17_74712988_74713190 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 75106156 75106339 184 75106174 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2072 chr17_75106156_75106339 SEC14L1 LINC00338;SCARNA16 .
chr17 75120274 75120515 242 75120446 19.97 5.28566 2.99537 2.08058 FTE2_peak_2073 chr17_75120274_75120515 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
chr17 75121484 75121854 371 75121662 19.97 6.46191 3.49459 2.91999 FTE2_peak_2074 chr17_75121484_75121854 SEC14L1 . .
chr17 76330734 76330969 236 76330813 17.01 12.79575 6.9307 8.54901 FTE2_peak_2075 chr17_76330734_76330969 . . SOCS3
chr17 79474906 79475180 275 79474992 19.97 9.02666 4.69967 5.15326 FTE2_peak_2076 chr17_79474906_79475180 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
chr17 79475773 79475955 183 79475886 21.45 8.56662 4.09237 4.70966 FTE2_peak_2077 chr17_79475773_79475955 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
chr17 79533789 79533947 159 79533809 13.31 7.50019 4.75078 3.83604 FTE2_peak_2078 chr17_79533789_79533947 NPLOC4 C17orf70;FSCN2 .
chr18 322676 322851 176 322761 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2079 chr18_322676_322851 COLEC12 . .
chr18 362116 362309 194 362167 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2080 chr18_362116_362309 COLEC12 . .
chr18 400531 400770 240 400742 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2081 chr18_400531_400770 COLEC12 . .
chr18 475321 475529 209 475353 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2082 chr18_475321_475529 COLEC12 . .
chr18 2988189 2988526 338 2988231 15.53 10.23498 6.06618 6.25498 FTE2_peak_2083 chr18_2988189_2988526 LPIN2 . .
chr18 3037514 3037628 115 3037601 14.79 11.20915 7.04317 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2084 chr18_3037514_3037628 . LPIN2 MYOM1
chr18 3367637 3368047 411 3367743 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2085 chr18_3367637_3368047 . . .
chr18 3368163 3368424 262 3368315 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2086 chr18_3368163_3368424 . . .
chr18 3604702 3604915 214 3604799 11.83 7.79268 5.55285 4.10287 FTE2_peak_2087 chr18_3604702_3604915 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3624309 3624441 133 3624362 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2088 chr18_3624309_3624441 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3650018 3650186 169 3650119 25.14 18.69229 8.20859 13.94392 FTE2_peak_2089 chr18_3650018_3650186 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 3817017 3817217 201 3817032 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2090 chr18_3817017_3817217 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 7627019 7627258 240 7627213 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2091 chr18_7627019_7627258 PTPRM . .
chr18 7922444 7922577 134 7922516 14.05 10.67886 6.38577 6.62554 FTE2_peak_2092 chr18_7922444_7922577 PTPRM . .
chr18 8125187 8125447 261 8125322 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2093 chr18_8125187_8125447 PTPRM . .
chr18 8341656 8341959 304 8341850 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2094 chr18_8341656_8341959 PTPRM . LOC100192426
chr18 8800793 8800915 123 8800822 17.75 10.96809 6.10715 6.90653 FTE2_peak_2095 chr18_8800793_8800915 SOGA2 . .
chr18 8946148 8946449 302 8946198 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2096 chr18_8946148_8946449 . . .
chr18 9876957 9877145 189 9877121 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2097 chr18_9876957_9877145 . RAB31 TXNDC2
chr18 10057828 10057958 131 10057917 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2098 chr18_10057828_10057958 . . .
chr18 10579678 10579817 140 10579732 17.01 12.74442 6.90016 8.49901 FTE2_peak_2099 chr18_10579678_10579817 . NAPG .
chr18 10929048 10929162 115 10929071 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2100 chr18_10929048_10929162 PIEZO2 . .
chr18 11175359 11175511 153 11175422 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2101 chr18_11175359_11175511 . PIEZO2 .
chr18 11325123 11325582 460 11325423 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2102 chr18_11325123_11325582 . . .
chr18 11494279 11494393 115 11494324 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2103 chr18_11494279_11494393 . . .
chr18 11500428 11500623 196 11500576 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2104 chr18_11500428_11500623 . . .
chr18 12597976 12598103 128 12598027 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_2105 chr18_12597976_12598103 SPIRE1 . .
chr18 12730283 12730466 184 12730371 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2106 chr18_12730283_12730466 . CEP76;PSMG2 .
chr18 12741441 12741640 200 12741500 20.71 11.26514 5.60183 7.17335 FTE2_peak_2107 chr18_12741441_12741640 . PSMG2 .
chr18 12838170 12838374 205 12838253 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2108 chr18_12838170_12838374 PTPN2 . .
chr18 14767816 14767946 131 14767839 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2109 chr18_14767816_14767946 ANKRD30B . .
chr18 14776810 14776990 181 14776895 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2110 chr18_14776810_14776990 ANKRD30B . .
chr18 14839761 14839882 122 14839837 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2111 chr18_14839761_14839882 ANKRD30B MIR3156‐2 .
chr18 18697784 18697933 150 18697876 8.87 5.2594 4.44997 2.05502 FTE2_peak_2112 chr18_18697784_18697933 . ROCK1 .
chr18 19612474 19612708 235 19612528 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2113 chr18_19612474_19612708 . . .
chr18 20047947 20048167 221 20048023 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2114 chr18_20047947_20048167 . . .
chr18 20217878 20218011 134 20217950 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2115 chr18_20217878_20218011 . . .
chr18 20248004 20248347 344 20248235 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_2116 chr18_20248004_20248347 . . .
chr18 20254308 20254461 154 20254371 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2117 chr18_20254308_20254461 . . .
chr18 20272173 20272386 214 20272275 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2118 chr18_20272173_20272386 . . .
chr18 20686642 20686873 232 20686830 15.53 11.38502 6.78167 7.28901 FTE2_peak_2119 chr18_20686642_20686873 . . CABLES1
chr18 20811394 20811525 132 20811488 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2120 chr18_20811394_20811525 CABLES1 . .
chr18 21002851 21003137 287 21003091 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2121 chr18_21002851_21003137 TMEM241 . RIOK3
chr18 21161168 21161296 129 21161267 11.09 6.61849 4.49474 3.06576 FTE2_peak_2122 chr18_21161168_21161296 NPC1 . ANKRD29
chr18 21299641 21299793 153 21299711 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2123 chr18_21299641_21299793 LAMA3 . .
chr18 23230236 23230425 190 23230328 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_2124 chr18_23230236_23230425 . . .
chr18 23267218 23267369 152 23267269 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2125 chr18_23267218_23267369 . . .
chr18 24060965 24061143 179 24061032 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2126 chr18_24060965_24061143 KCTD1 . .
chr18 25293818 25293943 126 25293850 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2127 chr18_25293818_25293943 . . .
chr18 25784218 25784377 160 25784286 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2128 chr18_25784218_25784377 . CDH2 .
chr18 26315785 26315964 180 26315823 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2129 chr18_26315785_26315964 . . .
chr18 26734669 26735553 885 26735187 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2130 chr18_26734669_26735553 . . .
chr18 26744154 26744334 181 26744255 16.27 13.45947 7.70289 9.13745 FTE2_peak_2131 chr18_26744154_26744334 . . .
chr18 26745385 26745542 158 26745451 23.67 13.58947 6.16632 9.26357 FTE2_peak_2132 chr18_26745385_26745542 . . .
chr18 27231397 27231571 175 27231420 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2133 chr18_27231397_27231571 . . .
chr18 29897331 29897449 119 29897417 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2134 chr18_29897331_29897449 FAM59A . .
chr18 32228967 32229091 125 32229018 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2135 chr18_32228967_32229091 DTNA . .
chr18 32289233 32289368 136 32289325 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2136 chr18_32289233_32289368 DTNA . .
chr18 32353469 32353746 278 32353569 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2137 chr18_32353469_32353746 DTNA . .
chr18 32653734 32653914 181 32653838 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2138 chr18_32653734_32653914 MAPRE2 . .
chr18 39520552 39520743 192 39520634 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2139 chr18_39520552_39520743 . . PIK3C3
chr18 39619039 39619186 148 39619137 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2140 chr18_39619039_39619186 PIK3C3 . .
chr18 41889276 41889546 271 41889459 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2141 chr18_41889276_41889546 . . .
chr18 42746564 42746718 155 42746636 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2142 chr18_42746564_42746718 . . .
chr18 42749623 42749823 201 42749712 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2143 chr18_42749623_42749823 . . .
chr18 43373307 43373567 261 43373431 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2144 chr18_43373307_43373567 . . .
chr18 43382839 43383032 194 43382924 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_2145 chr18_43382839_43383032 . . SIGLEC15
chr18 43531357 43531676 320 43531460 36.98 41.37902 17.66371 35.6856 FTE2_peak_2146 chr18_43531357_43531676 EPG5 . .
chr18 43534455 43534708 254 43534529 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2147 chr18_43534455_43534708 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43542550 43542700 151 43542645 15.53 10.0708 5.96547 6.10299 FTE2_peak_2148 chr18_43542550_43542700 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43542927 43543122 196 43543020 23.67 18.14292 8.64993 13.4192 FTE2_peak_2149 chr18_43542927_43543122 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43573500 43573685 186 43573597 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_2150 chr18_43573500_43573685 PSTPIP2 EPG5 .
chr18 43901344 43901535 192 43901351 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2151 chr18_43901344_43901535 . . RNF165
chr18 45856857 45857031 175 45856926 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2152 chr18_45856857_45857031 . . .
chr18 46014986 46015236 251 46015100 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_2153 chr18_46014986_46015236 . . .
chr18 46149882 46150016 135 46149939 24.4 17.6153 7.97639 12.97149 FTE2_peak_2154 chr18_46149882_46150016 CTIF . .
chr18 46255023 46255142 120 46255088 17.01 11.88365 6.39312 7.68011 FTE2_peak_2155 chr18_46255023_46255142 CTIF . .
chr18 46468963 46469249 287 46469161 18.49 14.80621 8.07144 10.39258 FTE2_peak_2156 chr18_46468963_46469249 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46579325 46579572 248 46579422 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2157 chr18_46579325_46579572 DYM MIR4744 .
chr18 51684816 51685039 224 51684908 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2158 chr18_51684816_51685039 MBD2 . .
chr18 51811754 51811933 180 51811838 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2159 chr18_51811754_51811933 POLI . .
chr18 52635635 52635800 166 52635746 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2160 chr18_52635635_52635800 . CCDC68 .
chr18 53068878 53068999 122 53068963 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2161 chr18_53068878_53068999 TCF4 . .
chr18 53301863 53302027 165 53301869 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2162 chr18_53301863_53302027 TCF4 . .
chr18 53399404 53399518 115 53399485 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2163 chr18_53399404_53399518 . . .
chr18 53867938 53868105 168 53868042 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2164 chr18_53867938_53868105 . . .
chr18 54558033 54558207 175 54558119 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2165 chr18_54558033_54558207 WDR7 . .
chr18 55451778 55451912 135 55451800 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2166 chr18_55451778_55451912 ATP8B1 . .
chr18 55455989 55456103 115 55455996 11.09 6.52689 4.43783 2.98062 FTE2_peak_2167 chr18_55455989_55456103 ATP8B1 . .
chr18 55480525 55480745 221 55480655 23.67 22.71606 11.41118 17.72825 FTE2_peak_2168 chr18_55480525_55480745 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 56029445 56029564 120 56029529 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2169 chr18_56029445_56029564 NEDD4L . .
chr18 56239454 56239597 144 56239502 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_2170 chr18_56239454_56239597 ALPK2 . .
chr18 56246874 56247044 171 56246943 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_2171 chr18_56246874_56247044 ALPK2 . .
chr18 56460702 56460944 243 56460895 19.23 14.41579 7.45459 10.0169 FTE2_peak_2172 chr18_56460702_56460944 . . .
chr18 57183733 57183866 134 57183780 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2173 chr18_57183733_57183866 CCBE1 . .
chr18 57290929 57291238 310 57291057 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2174 chr18_57290929_57291238 CCBE1 . .
chr18 57411461 57411808 348 57411550 31.8 31.52484 13.7816 26.16008 FTE2_peak_2175 chr18_57411461_57411808 . . .
chr18 57447300 57447495 196 57447370 17.75 13.79507 7.83983 9.46425 FTE2_peak_2176 chr18_57447300_57447495 . . .
chr18 57482298 57482437 140 57482365 18.49 11.93347 6.34804 7.72836 FTE2_peak_2177 chr18_57482298_57482437 . . .
chr18 57711624 57711744 121 57711669 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2178 chr18_57711624_57711744 . . .
chr18 58645739 58645853 115 58645757 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2179 chr18_58645739_58645853 . . .
chr18 58651759 58652010 252 58651835 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2180 chr18_58651759_58652010 . . .
chr18 59270455 59270653 199 59270602 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2181 chr18_59270455_59270653 . . .
chr18 59492782 59492896 115 59492814 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2182 chr18_59492782_59492896 RNF152 . .
chr18 59501332 59501468 137 59501409 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2183 chr18_59501332_59501468 RNF152 . .
chr18 59519240 59519458 219 59519350 13.31 9.72738 6.13184 5.77072 FTE2_peak_2184 chr18_59519240_59519458 RNF152 . .
chr18 59666230 59666484 255 59666300 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2185 chr18_59666230_59666484 . . .
chr18 59949114 59949228 115 59949166 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2186 chr18_59949114_59949228 KIAA1468 . .
chr18 61429859 61430042 184 61429956 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2187 chr18_61429859_61430042 SERPINB7 . .
chr18 61536694 61536856 163 61536804 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_2188 chr18_61536694_61536856 . . SERPINB2
chr18 64932954 64933732 779 64933023 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2189 chr18_64932954_64933732 . . .
chr18 65092996 65093229 234 65093167 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2190 chr18_65092996_65093229 . . .
chr18 65337372 65337572 201 65337474 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2191 chr18_65337372_65337572 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65450696 65451095 400 65450898 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2192 chr18_65450696_65451095 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65532277 65532568 292 65532341 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2193 chr18_65532277_65532568 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65845458 65845654 197 65845557 27.36 28.36098 13.24917 23.10523 FTE2_peak_2194 chr18_65845458_65845654 . . .
chr18 67711906 67712081 176 67711987 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2195 chr18_67711906_67712081 RTTN . .
chr18 67821990 67822108 119 67822023 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_2196 chr18_67821990_67822108 RTTN . .
chr18 68040329 68040575 247 68040431 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_2197 chr18_68040329_68040575 . . .
chr18 68089410 68089759 350 68089516 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2198 chr18_68089410_68089759 . . .
chr18 71516050 71516333 284 71516147 22.19 12.68394 5.79655 8.44419 FTE2_peak_2199 chr18_71516050_71516333 . . .
chr18 71615759 71615873 115 71615822 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2200 chr18_71615759_71615873 . . .
chr18 71984095 71984345 251 71984222 32.54 23.82822 9.05867 18.77985 FTE2_peak_2201 chr18_71984095_71984345 C18orf63 CYB5A .
chr18 73201879 73202021 143 73201963 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2202 chr18_73201879_73202021 . . .
chr18 73294411 73294563 153 73294514 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2203 chr18_73294411_73294563 . . .
chr18 74172050 74172203 154 74172189 14.05 6.78077 4.09057 3.21542 FTE2_peak_2204 chr18_74172050_74172203 ZNF516 . .
chr18 74277839 74277964 126 74277930 17.01 11.57771 6.2155 7.47652 FTE2_peak_2205 chr18_74277839_74277964 . LOC284276 .
chr18 74777413 74777529 117 74777521 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_2206 chr18_74777413_74777529 MBP . .
chr18 74783843 74783983 141 74783895 18.49 13.81833 7.46685 9.48637 FTE2_peak_2207 chr18_74783843_74783983 MBP . .
chr18 74820357 74820525 169 74820512 11.09 7.87577 5.28544 4.1836 FTE2_peak_2208 chr18_74820357_74820525 MBP . .
chr19 2533724 2533901 178 2533823 14.79 9.18765 5.74628 5.30762 FTE2_peak_2209 chr19_2533724_2533901 GNG7 . .
chr19 4791562 4791686 125 4791680 36.24 6.93801 2.55576 3.36258 FTE2_peak_2210 chr19_4791562_4791686 . MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG FEM1A;TICAM1
chr19 6030251 6030407 157 6030309 22.19 17.37954 8.33286 12.74683 FTE2_peak_2211 chr19_6030251_6030407 RFX2 LOC100128568 .
chr19 6071160 6071274 115 6071205 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2212 chr19_6071160_6071274 RFX2 . .
chr19 7463711 7463874 164 7463769 21.45 9.46042 4.48933 5.56136 FTE2_peak_2213 chr19_7463711_7463874 ARHGEF18 . .
chr19 10051551 10051732 182 10051591 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2214 chr19_10051551_10051732 . OLFM2 COL5A3
chr19 13602992 13603117 126 13603050 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2215 chr19_13602992_13603117 CACNA1A . .
chr19 16546510 16546652 143 16546551 12.57 9.02259 6.02271 5.14921 FTE2_peak_2216 chr19_16546510_16546652 EPS15L1 . .
chr19 18156952 18157075 124 18157033 17.01 11.75073 6.31577 7.55296 FTE2_peak_2217 chr19_18156952_18157075 . . IL12RB1
chr19 28804742 28804886 145 28804845 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2218 chr19_28804742_28804886 . . .
chr19 29195951 29196202 252 29196162 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2219 chr19_29195951_29196202 . . .
chr19 31617752 31617965 214 31617792 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2220 chr19_31617752_31617965 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31645174 31645319 146 31645271 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2221 chr19_31645174_31645319 . DKFZp566F0947 .
chr19 32842920 32843074 155 32842979 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2222 chr19_32842920_32843074 ZNF507 . .
chr19 32864084 32864251 168 32864143 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2223 chr19_32864084_32864251 ZNF507 . LOC400684
chr19 32864587 32864953 367 32864700 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2224 chr19_32864587_32864953 ZNF507 . LOC400684
chr19 34709239 34709408 170 34709348 22.19 17.08626 8.16415 12.46534 FTE2_peak_2225 chr19_34709239_34709408 LSM14A . .
chr19 34765988 34766179 192 34766068 28.1 26.3264 11.55779 21.15613 FTE2_peak_2226 chr19_34765988_34766179 KIAA0355 . .
chr19 35451352 35451549 198 35451465 21.45 13.30829 6.40053 8.99325 FTE2_peak_2227 chr19_35451352_35451549 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
chr19 35497346 35497489 144 35497429 17.01 9.61829 5.11849 5.66698 FTE2_peak_2228 chr19_35497346_35497489 GRAMD1A . SCN1B
chr19 38490272 38490445 174 38490358 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2229 chr19_38490272_38490445 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38768686 38768847 162 38768778 27.36 23.50064 10.36469 18.46474 FTE2_peak_2230 chr19_38768686_38768847 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
chr19 42376659 42376836 178 42376738 11.09 5.76254 3.96885 2.34775 FTE2_peak_2231 chr19_42376659_42376836 . DMRTC2;LYPD4;RPS19 ARHGEF1;CD79A
chr19 43355444 43355902 459 43355479 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_2232 chr19_43355444_43355902 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43379187 43379587 401 43379436 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2233 chr19_43379187_43379587 PSG1 PSG10P PSG6
chr19 43608557 43608671 115 43608589 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2234 chr19_43608557_43608671 . PSG2 .
chr19 43686109 43686481 373 43686211 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2235 chr19_43686109_43686481 PSG5 . LOC284344;PSG4
chr19 43689766 43689939 174 43689840 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2236 chr19_43689766_43689939 PSG5 . LOC284344;PSG4
chr19 43705044 43705370 327 43705171 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2237 chr19_43705044_43705370 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
chr19 43705527 43705681 155 43705622 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2238 chr19_43705527_43705681 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
chr19 43769137 43769257 121 43769211 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2239 chr19_43769137_43769257 PSG9 LOC284344 .
chr19 43769354 43769481 128 43769399 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2240 chr19_43769354_43769481 PSG9 LOC284344 .
chr19 45091371 45091540 170 45091446 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2241 chr19_45091371_45091540 . . IGSF23
chr19 45091627 45091771 145 45091716 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2242 chr19_45091627_45091771 . . IGSF23
chr19 45106586 45106787 202 45106697 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2243 chr19_45106586_45106787 . . IGSF23
chr19 45129416 45129557 142 45129481 16.27 12.56975 7.15257 8.33675 FTE2_peak_2244 chr19_45129416_45129557 IGSF23 . MIR4531;PVR
chr19 45946878 45947047 170 45946963 39.94 12.13421 3.72138 7.92461 FTE2_peak_2245 chr19_45946878_45947047 . ERCC1 FOSB
chr19 46696431 46696606 176 46696503 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2246 chr19_46696431_46696606 . . DKFZp434J0226
chr19 47377539 47377685 147 47377627 24.4 11.80429 5.08096 7.60192 FTE2_peak_2247 chr19_47377539_47377685 . AP2S1 .
chr19 47474103 47474323 221 47474163 19.23 16.71977 8.84092 12.11229 FTE2_peak_2248 chr19_47474103_47474323 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47680102 47680228 127 47680138 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2249 chr19_47680102_47680228 SAE1 . .
chr19 49470675 49471002 328 49470922 19.23 9.14858 4.5931 5.26988 FTE2_peak_2250 chr19_49470675_49471002 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 52049974 52050190 217 52050098 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_2251 chr19_52049974_52050190 . SIGLEC6 ZNF175
chr19 52239331 52239508 178 52239473 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2252 chr19_52239331_52239508 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
chr19 54506128 54506433 306 54506376 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2253 chr19_54506128_54506433 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54523548 54523668 121 54523585 20.71 11.93083 5.95531 7.72617 FTE2_peak_2254 chr19_54523548_54523668 . CACNG6 VSTM1
chr19 54618671 54618917 247 54618742 21.45 13.62748 6.57296 9.30086 FTE2_peak_2255 chr19_54618671_54618917 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
chr2 1635690 1635837 148 1635772 16.27 11.36639 6.41883 7.27242 FTE2_peak_2256 chr2_1635690_1635837 PXDN . .
chr2 1734233 1734414 182 1734319 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2257 chr2_1734233_1734414 PXDN . .
chr2 8227360 8227564 205 8227457 14.05 9.26464 5.5234 5.37933 FTE2_peak_2258 chr2_8227360_8227564 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8229915 8230056 142 8230027 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2259 chr2_8229915_8230056 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8261233 8261397 165 8261297 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2260 chr2_8261233_8261397 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8309677 8309917 241 8309767 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2261 chr2_8309677_8309917 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8774114 8774228 115 8774135 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2262 chr2_8774114_8774228 . . .
chr2 9374974 9375150 177 9375060 17.01 9.00107 4.78974 5.12854 FTE2_peak_2263 chr2_9374974_9375150 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9427877 9428064 188 9427954 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2264 chr2_9427877_9428064 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9753538 9753709 172 9753639 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2265 chr2_9753538_9753709 YWHAQ . .
chr2 9806237 9806351 115 9806264 17.75 11.36787 6.34482 7.27308 FTE2_peak_2266 chr2_9806237_9806351 . . .
chr2 11076315 11076605 291 11076559 14.05 9.96915 5.95029 6.00688 FTE2_peak_2267 chr2_11076315_11076605 . KCNF1 .
chr2 12164493 12164607 115 12164538 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2268 chr2_12164493_12164607 . . .
chr2 12458807 12458957 151 12458844 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2269 chr2_12458807_12458957 . . .
chr2 12674788 12675325 538 12675260 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2270 chr2_12674788_12675325 . . .
chr2 12959331 12959490 160 12959395 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_2271 chr2_12959331_12959490 . . .
chr2 12997261 12997508 248 12997405 20.71 16.09195 8.35371 11.55294 FTE2_peak_2272 chr2_12997261_12997508 . . .
chr2 15499953 15500086 134 15500044 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2273 chr2_15499953_15500086 NBAS . .
chr2 17555129 17555276 148 17555176 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2274 chr2_17555129_17555276 . . .
chr2 18158589 18158749 161 18158667 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2275 chr2_18158589_18158749 . . .
chr2 18480811 18481032 222 18480936 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2276 chr2_18480811_18481032 . . .
chr2 18622928 18623048 121 18622973 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2277 chr2_18622928_18623048 . . .
chr2 18636556 18636832 277 18636751 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2278 chr2_18636556_18636832 . . .
chr2 18807486 18807849 364 18807793 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2279 chr2_18807486_18807849 . . .
chr2 19106720 19106900 181 19106829 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2280 chr2_19106720_19106900 . . .
chr2 19141688 19141836 149 19141775 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2281 chr2_19141688_19141836 . . .
chr2 19157550 19157697 148 19157586 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2282 chr2_19157550_19157697 . . .
chr2 19238487 19238666 180 19238611 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_2283 chr2_19238487_19238666 . . .
chr2 19320942 19321089 148 19321016 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2284 chr2_19320942_19321089 . . .
chr2 19321247 19321456 210 19321342 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_2285 chr2_19321247_19321456 . . .
chr2 19340640 19340766 127 19340713 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2286 chr2_19340640_19340766 . . .
chr2 19741047 19741201 155 19741128 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2287 chr2_19741047_19741201 . . .
chr2 19807826 19808073 248 19807969 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2288 chr2_19807826_19808073 . . .
chr2 20133157 20133313 157 20133204 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2289 chr2_20133157_20133313 WDR35 . .
chr2 20267894 20268013 120 20267966 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2290 chr2_20267894_20268013 . LAPTM4A .
chr2 20694130 20694283 154 20694208 19.23 15.51061 8.10743 10.98944 FTE2_peak_2291 chr2_20694130_20694283 . . .
chr2 24238506 24238693 188 24238617 20.71 10.26317 5.0884 6.27515 FTE2_peak_2292 chr2_24238506_24238693 MFSD2B UBXN2A C2orf44
chr2 27233735 27233973 239 27233871 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2293 chr2_27233735_27233973 MAPRE3 . TMEM214
chr2 28021982 28022506 525 28022077 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2294 chr2_28021982_28022506 RBKS MRPL33 .
chr2 28178046 28178197 152 28178125 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2295 chr2_28178046_28178197 BRE . .
chr2 28275592 28275782 191 28275696 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2296 chr2_28275592_28275782 BRE . .
chr2 28447655 28447816 162 28447717 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2297 chr2_28447655_28447816 BRE . .
chr2 29483028 29483163 136 29483078 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2298 chr2_29483028_29483163 ALK . .
chr2 29591183 29591475 293 29591256 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2299 chr2_29591183_29591475 ALK . .
chr2 29970939 29971199 261 29971144 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2300 chr2_29970939_29971199 ALK . .
chr2 30329533 30329666 134 30329572 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_2301 chr2_30329533_30329666 . . .
chr2 33089945 33090174 230 33090084 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2302 chr2_33089945_33090174 LINC00486 . .
chr2 33090426 33090723 298 33090638 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2303 chr2_33090426_33090723 LINC00486 . .
chr2 33293433 33293587 155 33293537 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2304 chr2_33293433_33293587 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33336030 33336198 169 33336139 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_2305 chr2_33336030_33336198 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33461582 33461749 168 33461647 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2306 chr2_33461582_33461749 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33662309 33662716 408 33662503 37.72 27.85611 9.67913 22.62395 FTE2_peak_2307 chr2_33662309_33662716 RASGRP3 . .
chr2 36566085 36566368 284 36566144 23.67 21.86941 10.88974 16.90984 FTE2_peak_2308 chr2_36566085_36566368 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
chr2 36594047 36594161 115 36594152 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2309 chr2_36594047_36594161 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36599206 36599575 370 36599387 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_2310 chr2_36599206_36599575 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36600218 36600405 188 36600316 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2311 chr2_36600218_36600405 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36658748 36658937 190 36658820 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2312 chr2_36658748_36658937 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36665818 36666134 317 36665889 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2313 chr2_36665818_36666134 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36670506 36670626 121 36670517 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2314 chr2_36670506_36670626 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36680809 36680965 157 36680878 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2315 chr2_36680809_36680965 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36688286 36688495 210 36688350 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2316 chr2_36688286_36688495 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36712748 36712968 221 36712858 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2317 chr2_36712748_36712968 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36713870 36714258 389 36713963 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_2318 chr2_36713870_36714258 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36715171 36715362 192 36715256 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2319 chr2_36715171_36715362 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36719577 36719716 140 36719643 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2320 chr2_36719577_36719716 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36729304 36729443 140 36729344 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2321 chr2_36729304_36729443 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36737355 36737608 254 36737530 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2322 chr2_36737355_36737608 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36762495 36762731 237 36762530 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2323 chr2_36762495_36762731 CRIM1 . FEZ2
chr2 36768494 36768608 115 36768538 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2324 chr2_36768494_36768608 CRIM1 . FEZ2
chr2 36777342 36777501 160 36777420 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2325 chr2_36777342_36777501 CRIM1 . FEZ2
chr2 36788762 36788881 120 36788813 16.27 11.23131 6.33757 7.14106 FTE2_peak_2326 chr2_36788762_36788881 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36790230 36790344 115 36790298 14.05 8.8907 5.29974 5.02352 FTE2_peak_2327 chr2_36790230_36790344 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36795626 36795889 264 36795824 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2328 chr2_36795626_36795889 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 36882601 36882951 351 36882725 25.88 19.6141 8.9613 14.80015 FTE2_peak_2329 chr2_36882601_36882951 . . .
chr2 36905473 36905606 134 36905559 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_2330 chr2_36905473_36905606 . . VIT
chr2 37686517 37686840 324 37686737 21.45 18.54595 9.43137 13.80044 FTE2_peak_2331 chr2_37686517_37686840 . . .
chr2 37699267 37699469 203 37699366 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2332 chr2_37699267_37699469 . . .
chr2 37789479 37789644 166 37789587 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2333 chr2_37789479_37789644 . . .
chr2 37797724 37797855 132 37797765 12.57 9.11793 6.08481 5.23957 FTE2_peak_2334 chr2_37797724_37797855 . . .
chr2 37817473 37817662 190 37817508 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2335 chr2_37817473_37817662 . . .
chr2 37866917 37867054 138 37866966 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2336 chr2_37866917_37867054 . . CDC42EP3
chr2 37868211 37868372 162 37868290 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2337 chr2_37868211_37868372 . . CDC42EP3
chr2 37938585 37938819 235 37938685 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_2338 chr2_37938585_37938819 . . .
chr2 37995260 37995401 142 37995340 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2339 chr2_37995260_37995401 . . .
chr2 37995727 37996086 360 37995931 25.14 12.62006 5.22887 8.38547 FTE2_peak_2340 chr2_37995727_37996086 . . .
chr2 38030328 38030597 270 38030381 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2341 chr2_38030328_38030597 . . .
chr2 38323429 38323550 122 38323500 14.05 11.09894 6.64514 7.02758 FTE2_peak_2342 chr2_38323429_38323550 . CYP1B1;FAM82A1 .
chr2 38401677 38401908 232 38401828 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2343 chr2_38401677_38401908 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38403935 38404221 287 38404111 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_2344 chr2_38403935_38404221 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38405500 38405639 140 38405579 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2345 chr2_38405500_38405639 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 39732065 39732290 226 39732158 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2346 chr2_39732065_39732290 LOC728730 . .
chr2 40165682 40165894 213 40165867 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2347 chr2_40165682_40165894 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40175177 40175295 119 40175218 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2348 chr2_40175177_40175295 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40218497 40218702 206 40218611 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2349 chr2_40218497_40218702 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40260065 40260265 201 40260252 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_2350 chr2_40260065_40260265 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40324959 40325174 216 40325119 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2351 chr2_40324959_40325174 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40326265 40326524 260 40326421 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2352 chr2_40326265_40326524 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40328528 40328642 115 40328566 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2353 chr2_40328528_40328642 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40611938 40612052 115 40612049 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2354 chr2_40611938_40612052 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40738841 40739077 237 40738936 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2355 chr2_40738841_40739077 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 42356145 42356344 200 42356150 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_2356 chr2_42356145_42356344 . . .
chr2 43063292 43063450 159 43063384 15.53 12.38123 7.41104 8.15233 FTE2_peak_2357 chr2_43063292_43063450 . . .
chr2 43682607 43682721 115 43682635 12.57 9.3146 6.21294 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2358 chr2_43682607_43682721 THADA . .
chr2 43682951 43683147 197 43683037 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2359 chr2_43682951_43683147 THADA . .
chr2 43747272 43747386 115 43747370 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_2360 chr2_43747272_43747386 THADA . .
chr2 44347737 44347940 204 44347816 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2361 chr2_44347737_44347940 . . .
chr2 44755881 44756012 132 44755918 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2362 chr2_44755881_44756012 CAMKMT . MIR548AD
chr2 45252081 45252309 229 45252241 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2363 chr2_45252081_45252309 . SIX2 .
chr2 45347058 45347302 245 45347210 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2364 chr2_45347058_45347302 . . .
chr2 45355724 45355854 131 45355817 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2365 chr2_45355724_45355854 . . .
chr2 45355988 45356117 130 45355990 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2366 chr2_45355988_45356117 . . .
chr2 45404848 45405374 527 45405218 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_2367 chr2_45404848_45405374 UNQ6975 . .
chr2 45581143 45581306 164 45581234 17.75 11.79473 6.60174 7.5947 FTE2_peak_2368 chr2_45581143_45581306 . . .
chr2 46173224 46173430 207 46173294 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2369 chr2_46173224_46173430 PRKCE . .
chr2 46294982 46295144 163 46295049 24.4 22.26936 10.67429 17.29443 FTE2_peak_2370 chr2_46294982_46295144 PRKCE . .
chr2 46299710 46299841 132 46299795 14.05 11.37869 6.81823 7.28282 FTE2_peak_2371 chr2_46299710_46299841 PRKCE . .
chr2 46325014 46325181 168 46325123 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2372 chr2_46325014_46325181 PRKCE . .
chr2 46363072 46363193 122 46363156 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2373 chr2_46363072_46363193 PRKCE . .
chr2 46553540 46553654 115 46553585 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2374 chr2_46553540_46553654 EPAS1 . .
chr2 46561886 46562080 195 46561975 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2375 chr2_46561886_46562080 EPAS1 . .
chr2 47078026 47078211 186 47078094 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_2376 chr2_47078026_47078211 LOC100134259 LOC388948 .
chr2 47082395 47082612 218 47082458 22.19 6.99767 3.31231 3.41655 FTE2_peak_2377 chr2_47082395_47082612 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47194273 47194594 322 47194421 26.62 22.73878 10.35555 17.75035 FTE2_peak_2378 chr2_47194273_47194594 TTC7A MCFD2 .
chr2 47419076 47419279 204 47419153 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2379 chr2_47419076_47419279 . CALM2 .
chr2 47426266 47426563 298 47426455 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2380 chr2_47426266_47426563 . CALM2 .
chr2 47452631 47452749 119 47452683 18.49 5.85335 3.24808 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2381 chr2_47452631_47452749 . . .
chr2 47884058 47884172 115 47884113 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_2382 chr2_47884058_47884172 . . .
chr2 48571314 48571470 157 48571419 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2383 chr2_48571314_48571470 FOXN2 . .
chr2 49080060 49080249 190 49080153 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2384 chr2_49080060_49080249 . . .
chr2 49475786 49475915 130 49475833 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2385 chr2_49475786_49475915 . . .
chr2 52222509 52222749 241 52222620 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2386 chr2_52222509_52222749 . . .
chr2 54301161 54301286 126 54301182 13.31 7.65334 4.84322 3.97088 FTE2_peak_2387 chr2_54301161_54301286 . . .
chr2 54466710 54466847 138 54466780 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2388 chr2_54466710_54466847 ACYP2 . TSPYL6
chr2 54533753 54533899 147 54533772 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2389 chr2_54533753_54533899 . ACYP2 C2orf73
chr2 54698550 54698665 116 54698589 17.75 11.36787 6.34482 7.27308 FTE2_peak_2390 chr2_54698550_54698665 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54799523 54799705 183 54799619 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2391 chr2_54799523_54799705 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54897131 54897349 219 54897317 12.57 8.32299 5.56807 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2392 chr2_54897131_54897349 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 55228955 55229104 150 55229026 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2393 chr2_55228955_55229104 RTN4 EML6 .
chr2 55320625 55320799 175 55320689 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2394 chr2_55320625_55320799 . . .
chr2 55327148 55327341 194 55327239 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2395 chr2_55327148_55327341 . . .
chr2 55329120 55329437 318 55329202 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2396 chr2_55329120_55329437 . . .
chr2 55988606 55988924 319 55988841 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2397 chr2_55988606_55988924 . . .
chr2 56006892 56007044 153 56006920 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2398 chr2_56006892_56007044 . . .
chr2 56084429 56084637 209 56084535 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2399 chr2_56084429_56084637 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56089141 56089419 279 56089232 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2400 chr2_56089141_56089419 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56112957 56113158 202 56113015 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2401 chr2_56112957_56113158 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56219549 56219923 375 56219738 23.67 21.86941 10.88974 16.90984 FTE2_peak_2402 chr2_56219549_56219923 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
chr2 64018162 64018338 177 64018244 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2403 chr2_64018162_64018338 . . .
chr2 64439567 64439706 140 64439669 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2404 chr2_64439567_64439706 . LINC00309 .
chr2 65006515 65006787 273 65006754 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2405 chr2_65006515_65006787 . . .
chr2 65594373 65594493 121 65594393 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2406 chr2_65594373_65594493 SPRED2 . .
chr2 65594947 65595139 193 65595059 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2407 chr2_65594947_65595139 SPRED2 . .
chr2 65597944 65598074 131 65598027 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2408 chr2_65597944_65598074 SPRED2 . .
chr2 65890148 65890434 287 65890190 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2409 chr2_65890148_65890434 . . .
chr2 65935272 65935523 252 65935437 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2410 chr2_65935272_65935523 . . .
chr2 66591605 66591797 193 66591719 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2411 chr2_66591605_66591797 . MIR4778 .
chr2 67066776 67066899 124 67066803 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2412 chr2_67066776_67066899 . . .
chr2 67067586 67067723 138 67067613 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2413 chr2_67067586_67067723 . . .
chr2 67788732 67789001 270 67788928 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2414 chr2_67788732_67789001 . . .
chr2 68144481 68144598 118 68144550 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_2415 chr2_68144481_68144598 . . .
chr2 68466147 68466265 119 68466178 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2416 chr2_68466147_68466265 PPP3R1 . .
chr2 68563474 68563594 121 68563553 14.05 9.54341 5.69153 5.59337 FTE2_peak_2417 chr2_68563474_68563594 . CNRIP1 PLEK
chr2 69106539 69106739 201 69106637 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2418 chr2_69106539_69106739 . BMP10 .
chr2 69199135 69199290 156 69199276 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2419 chr2_69199135_69199290 . GKN2 GKN1
chr2 69423590 69423817 228 69423630 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2420 chr2_69423590_69423817 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69481167 69481385 219 69481240 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_2421 chr2_69481167_69481385 . ANTXR1 .
chr2 69809042 69809200 159 69809127 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2422 chr2_69809042_69809200 AAK1 . .
chr2 71607971 71608085 115 71608003 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2423 chr2_71607971_71608085 ZNF638 . .
chr2 71698444 71698636 193 71698512 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_2424 chr2_71698444_71698636 DYSF . .
chr2 74123939 74124079 141 74124003 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2425 chr2_74123939_74124079 ACTG2 STAMBP DGUOK
chr2 74166256 74166417 162 74166330 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2426 chr2_74166256_74166417 DGUOK ACTG2 .
chr2 74791446 74791638 193 74791502 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2427 chr2_74791446_74791638 C2orf65 DOK1;LOXL3 .
chr2 84654482 84654659 178 84654585 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2428 chr2_84654482_84654659 SUCLG1 . .
chr2 85134540 85134780 241 85134616 20.71 10.40151 5.15792 6.40832 FTE2_peak_2429 chr2_85134540_85134780 . C2orf89;TMSB10 .
chr2 85185319 85185433 115 85185378 16.27 11.742 6.64609 7.54432 FTE2_peak_2430 chr2_85185319_85185433 . . KCMF1
chr2 85726341 85726464 124 85726368 11.09 7.18136 4.84693 3.58896 FTE2_peak_2431 chr2_85726341_85726464 . . .
chr2 85772719 85772833 115 85772779 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2432 chr2_85772719_85772833 GGCX LOC100630918;MAT2A .
chr2 85773867 85773995 129 85773918 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2433 chr2_85773867_85773995 GGCX LOC100630918;MAT2A .
chr2 85929399 85929537 139 85929469 14.79 9.96915 6.24265 6.00688 FTE2_peak_2434 chr2_85929399_85929537 . GNLY .
chr2 88315926 88316060 135 88316003 22.19 14.19135 6.56833 9.80728 FTE2_peak_2435 chr2_88315926_88316060 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
chr2 88337907 88338065 159 88337972 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2436 chr2_88337907_88338065 KRCC1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . SMYD1
chr2 97330902 97331022 121 97330935 15.53 12.14492 7.26129 7.93483 FTE2_peak_2437 chr2_97330902_97331022 FER1L5;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 KANSL3 .
chr2 98517480 98517594 115 98517491 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2438 chr2_98517480_98517594 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TMEM13 . .
chr2 99374750 99374900 151 99374817 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2439 chr2_99374750_99374900 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 MGAT4A .
chr2 100370742 100370958 217 100370853 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2440 chr2_100370742_100370958 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100498519 100498638 120 100498556 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2441 chr2_100498519_100498638 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101358901 101359059 159 101358979 19.23 17.56553 9.35833 12.92241 FTE2_peak_2442 chr2_101358901_101359059 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101369109 101369297 189 101369200 20.71 18.57119 9.88484 13.82498 FTE2_peak_2443 chr2_101369109_101369297 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101383965 101384100 136 101384046 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2444 chr2_101383965_101384100 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101402926 101403040 115 101402968 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2445 chr2_101402926_101403040 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101519364 101519507 144 101519448 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_2446 chr2_101519364_101519507 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
chr2 101628298 101628454 157 101628390 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2447 chr2_101628298_101628454 4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;RPL31;TBC NPAS2 .
chr2 101730385 101730551 167 101730493 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_2448 chr2_101730385_101730551 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TBC1D8 . .
chr2 102375757 102375900 144 102375799 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_2449 chr2_102375757_102375900 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 102419749 102419864 116 102419780 18.49 9.8425 5.18311 5.88301 FTE2_peak_2450 chr2_102419749_102419864 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 102589638 102589896 259 102589708 16.27 13.71931 7.86424 9.39066 FTE2_peak_2451 chr2_102589638_102589896 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1R2
chr2 102655463 102655581 119 102655533 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_2452 chr2_102655463_102655581 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 IL1R2 .
chr2 102657967 102658149 183 102658036 18.49 14.99578 8.18844 10.57323 FTE2_peak_2453 chr2_102657967_102658149 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 IL1R2 .
chr2 102699379 102699543 165 102699431 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2454 chr2_102699379_102699543 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102711520 102711709 190 102711618 19.97 16.57552 9.07294 11.97271 FTE2_peak_2455 chr2_102711520_102711709 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102744236 102744350 115 102744324 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_2456 chr2_102744236_102744350 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1R1
chr2 102844230 102844374 145 102844315 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2457 chr2_102844230_102844374 IL1RL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 105514375 105514517 143 105514442 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2458 chr2_105514375_105514517 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 105973625 105973775 151 105973715 14.05 8.21631 4.90269 4.50214 FTE2_peak_2459 chr2_105973625_105973775 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49;TGFBRAP1 FHL2
chr2 105974401 105974644 244 105974547 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2460 chr2_105974401_105974644 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49;TGFBRAP1 FHL2
chr2 105991568 105991949 382 105991875 20.71 18.48867 9.83334 13.75124 FTE2_peak_2461 chr2_105991568_105991949 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49 .
chr2 105993231 105993469 239 105993378 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2462 chr2_105993231_105993469 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106005472 106005752 281 106005578 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_2463 chr2_106005472_106005752 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106007561 106007719 159 106007606 22.93 8.40735 3.98762 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2464 chr2_106007561_106007719 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106020686 106020864 179 106020800 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2465 chr2_106020686_106020864 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106020998 106021324 327 106021177 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2466 chr2_106020998_106021324 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106021811 106022043 233 106021968 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2467 chr2_106021811_106022043 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106072042 106072627 586 106072374 38.46 44.56224 18.43108 38.74491 FTE2_peak_2468 chr2_106072042_106072627 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 FHL2 .
chr2 106103608 106103737 130 106103712 14.05 7.62275 4.56099 3.94184 FTE2_peak_2469 chr2_106103608_106103737 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106490361 106490495 135 106490448 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2470 chr2_106490361_106490495 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NCK2 . .
chr2 106814471 106814693 223 106814585 31.8 21.02665 8.01275 16.13978 FTE2_peak_2471 chr2_106814471_106814693 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 UXS1 .
chr2 107606814 107607003 190 107606991 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2472 chr2_107606814_107607003 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 107642644 107642829 186 107642792 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2473 chr2_107642644_107642829 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109211350 109211716 367 109211461 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2474 chr2_109211350_109211716 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109790184 109790376 193 109790278 13.31 9.44855 5.95577 5.55035 FTE2_peak_2475 chr2_109790184_109790376 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 . .
chr2 109941339 109941637 299 109941535 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2476 chr2_109941339_109941637 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 109946836 109946957 122 109946893 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2477 chr2_109946836_109946957 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 110362240 110362387 148 110362293 14.05 11.55355 6.92649 7.45249 FTE2_peak_2478 chr2_110362240_110362387 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SEPT10 . SOWAHC
chr2 112382407 112382575 169 112382510 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2479 chr2_112382407_112382575 RGPD5 . .
chr2 112823423 112823588 166 112823495 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2480 chr2_112823423_112823588 RGPD5;TMEM87B . .
chr2 118715868 118716005 138 118715942 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2481 chr2_118715868_118716005 CCDC93 . .
chr2 118738579 118738766 188 118738668 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2482 chr2_118738579_118738766 CCDC93 . .
chr2 118817817 118817945 129 118817904 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2483 chr2_118817817_118817945 . . INSIG2
chr2 119426080 119426494 415 119426380 28.84 26.50905 11.96074 21.33579 FTE2_peak_2484 chr2_119426080_119426494 . . .
chr2 120013560 120013784 225 120013646 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_2485 chr2_120013560_120013784 STEAP3 . .
chr2 120865782 120865966 185 120865872 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2486 chr2_120865782_120865966 EPB41L5 . .
chr2 120891975 120892136 162 120892057 18.49 13.29627 7.15174 8.98132 FTE2_peak_2487 chr2_120891975_120892136 EPB41L5 . .
chr2 121398946 121399060 115 121399013 17.75 13.27663 7.51461 8.96299 FTE2_peak_2488 chr2_121398946_121399060 . . .
chr2 121410712 121410845 134 121410755 14.05 9.18765 5.47717 5.30762 FTE2_peak_2489 chr2_121410712_121410845 . . .
chr2 121507300 121507730 431 121507452 35.5 36.38403 14.90318 30.85043 FTE2_peak_2490 chr2_121507300_121507730 . . .
chr2 121832753 121832935 183 121832845 22.93 12.74689 6.01376 8.50146 FTE2_peak_2491 chr2_121832753_121832935 . . .
chr2 122229768 122229885 118 122229834 14.79 11.61307 7.30548 7.51003 FTE2_peak_2492 chr2_122229768_122229885 CLASP1 . .
chr2 122288486 122288873 388 122288612 39.2 23.7388 7.32828 18.69205 FTE2_peak_2493 chr2_122288486_122288873 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
chr2 133196343 133196457 115 133196398 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2494 chr2_133196343_133196457 GPR39 . .
chr2 134548866 134549091 226 134548944 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2495 chr2_134548866_134549091 . . .
chr2 134575166 134575323 158 134575223 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2496 chr2_134575166_134575323 . . .
chr2 134575603 134576078 476 134575988 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_2497 chr2_134575603_134576078 . . .
chr2 135155970 135156136 167 135156043 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2498 chr2_135155970_135156136 MGAT5 . .
chr2 135160225 135160344 120 135160295 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2499 chr2_135160225_135160344 MGAT5 . .
chr2 135166470 135166668 199 135166557 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2500 chr2_135166470_135166668 MGAT5 . .
chr2 138714698 138714889 192 138714815 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2501 chr2_138714698_138714889 . . HNMT
chr2 138721684 138721856 173 138721760 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2502 chr2_138721684_138721856 HNMT . .
chr2 143591745 143591859 115 143591797 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2503 chr2_143591745_143591859 . . .
chr2 143631066 143631201 136 143631134 17.01 12.25217 6.60896 8.02693 FTE2_peak_2504 chr2_143631066_143631201 . . KYNU
chr2 143637906 143638060 155 143637960 11.09 8.18008 5.47819 4.46758 FTE2_peak_2505 chr2_143637906_143638060 KYNU . .
chr2 144230820 144231076 257 144230930 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2506 chr2_144230820_144231076 ARHGAP15 . .
chr2 144840934 144841126 193 144840992 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2507 chr2_144840934_144841126 GTDC1 . .
chr2 145115669 145115803 135 145115724 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_2508 chr2_145115669_145115803 . GTDC1 ZEB2
chr2 145700240 145700366 127 145700338 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2509 chr2_145700240_145700366 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 145764825 145765055 231 145764891 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2510 chr2_145764825_145765055 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 145769883 145770012 130 145769923 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2511 chr2_145769883_145770012 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 146410778 146410931 154 146410826 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2512 chr2_146410778_146410931 . . .
chr2 147739598 147739768 171 147739706 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2513 chr2_147739598_147739768 . . .
chr2 147739967 147740379 413 147740323 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2514 chr2_147739967_147740379 . . .
chr2 147748018 147748338 321 147748115 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_2515 chr2_147748018_147748338 . . .
chr2 147784299 147784498 200 147784391 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2516 chr2_147784299_147784498 . . .
chr2 149149019 149149133 115 149149082 12.57 9.02259 6.02271 5.14921 FTE2_peak_2517 chr2_149149019_149149133 MBD5 . .
chr2 150598249 150598392 144 150598285 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2518 chr2_150598249_150598392 . . .
chr2 150600736 150600868 133 150600788 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2519 chr2_150600736_150600868 . . .
chr2 150919951 150920133 183 150920046 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2520 chr2_150919951_150920133 . . .
chr2 151267512 151267654 143 151267613 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2521 chr2_151267512_151267654 . . .
chr2 151323190 151323573 384 151323506 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2522 chr2_151323190_151323573 . . RND3
chr2 151327819 151327935 117 151327852 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2523 chr2_151327819_151327935 RND3 . .
chr2 151329214 151329346 133 151329287 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2524 chr2_151329214_151329346 RND3 . .
chr2 153618797 153619165 369 153619009 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2525 chr2_153618797_153619165 . ARL6IP6 .
chr2 157421620 157421768 149 157421710 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2526 chr2_157421620_157421768 GPD2 . .
chr2 157764569 157764709 141 157764654 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2527 chr2_157764569_157764709 . . .
chr2 157765434 157765617 184 157765511 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_2528 chr2_157765434_157765617 . . .
chr2 158030356 158030599 244 158030421 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_2529 chr2_158030356_158030599 . . .
chr2 158039427 158039600 174 158039525 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_2530 chr2_158039427_158039600 . . .
chr2 158103056 158103184 129 158103076 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2531 chr2_158103056_158103184 . . GALNT5
chr2 158161734 158161861 128 158161805 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2532 chr2_158161734_158161861 GALNT5 . ERMN
chr2 158687829 158688010 182 158687939 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_2533 chr2_158687829_158688010 ACVR1 . .
chr2 159268818 159269004 187 159268901 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2534 chr2_159268818_159269004 CCDC148 . .
chr2 159443065 159443315 251 159443216 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2535 chr2_159443065_159443315 PKP4 . .
chr2 159992617 159992856 240 159992661 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2536 chr2_159992617_159992856 TANC1 . .
chr2 160494522 160494783 262 160494581 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2537 chr2_160494522_160494783 . BAZ2B .
chr2 160890667 160890798 132 160890761 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2538 chr2_160890667_160890798 PLA2R1 . .
chr2 161064683 161064864 182 161064777 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2539 chr2_161064683_161064864 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161162010 161162203 194 161162149 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2540 chr2_161162010_161162203 RBMS1 . .
chr2 161236148 161236288 141 161236192 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2541 chr2_161236148_161236288 RBMS1 . MIR4785
chr2 161439431 161439683 253 161439493 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2542 chr2_161439431_161439683 . . .
chr2 161726994 161727108 115 161727039 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2543 chr2_161726994_161727108 . . .
chr2 161785529 161785744 216 161785691 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2544 chr2_161785529_161785744 . . .
chr2 161789542 161789736 195 161789625 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2545 chr2_161789542_161789736 . . .
chr2 161887128 161887242 115 161887216 14.05 11.3216 6.7829 7.22804 FTE2_peak_2546 chr2_161887128_161887242 . . .
chr2 162771767 162771902 136 162771801 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2547 chr2_162771767_162771902 SLC4A10 . .
chr2 162942106 162942365 260 162942324 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2548 chr2_162942106_162942365 . DPP4 .
chr2 162949659 162949901 243 162949748 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2549 chr2_162949659_162949901 . DPP4 .
chr2 163053733 163053863 131 163053798 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2550 chr2_163053733_163053863 FAP . .
chr2 163089841 163090000 160 163089874 19.97 14.41579 7.72713 10.0169 FTE2_peak_2551 chr2_163089841_163090000 FAP . .
chr2 163099211 163099352 142 163099256 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2552 chr2_163099211_163099352 FAP . IFIH1
chr2 163102262 163102428 167 163102371 15.53 5.31046 3.30607 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2553 chr2_163102262_163102428 . FAP IFIH1
chr2 163783212 163783383 172 163783317 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2554 chr2_163783212_163783383 . . .
chr2 164066970 164067134 165 164067084 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2555 chr2_164066970_164067134 . . .
chr2 164123516 164123635 120 164123535 13.31 8.32191 5.252 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2556 chr2_164123516_164123635 . . .
chr2 164521131 164521490 360 164521451 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2557 chr2_164521131_164521490 FIGN . .
chr2 164524186 164524399 214 164524253 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2558 chr2_164524186_164524399 FIGN . .
chr2 164635027 164635141 115 164635107 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2559 chr2_164635027_164635141 . . .
chr2 165841171 165841288 118 165841175 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2560 chr2_165841171_165841288 . SLC38A11 .
chr2 166582219 166582517 299 166582301 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2561 chr2_166582219_166582517 . . GALNT3
chr2 169067722 169067906 185 169067794 18.49 15.9532 8.78255 11.42072 FTE2_peak_2562 chr2_169067722_169067906 STK39 . .
chr2 170319945 170320059 115 170320015 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2563 chr2_170319945_170320059 . . BBS5
chr2 170376446 170376648 203 170376545 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2564 chr2_170376446_170376648 KBTBD10 BBS5 FASTKD1
chr2 170494090 170494438 349 170494366 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2565 chr2_170494090_170494438 PPIG . C2orf77
chr2 170664826 170664952 127 170664854 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_2566 chr2_170664826_170664952 SSB . METTL5;UBR3
chr2 170672405 170672672 268 170672515 14.79 11.61307 7.30548 7.51003 FTE2_peak_2567 chr2_170672405_170672672 METTL5 SSB UBR3
chr2 170822096 170822243 148 170822180 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2568 chr2_170822096_170822243 UBR3 . .
chr2 171018850 171018964 115 171018907 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2569 chr2_171018850_171018964 . . MYO3B
chr2 172081791 172081985 195 172081935 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2570 chr2_172081791_172081985 TLK1 . .
chr2 172543799 172544015 217 172543933 17.75 10.96809 6.10715 6.90653 FTE2_peak_2571 chr2_172543799_172544015 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 172568623 172568737 115 172568659 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2572 chr2_172568623_172568737 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 173073745 173073919 175 173073826 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2573 chr2_173073745_173073919 . . .
chr2 173118000 173118218 219 173118131 22.93 16.5284 8.09669 11.92747 FTE2_peak_2574 chr2_173118000_173118218 . . .
chr2 173520011 173520152 142 173520097 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2575 chr2_173520011_173520152 . . .
chr2 173557857 173558056 200 173557954 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2576 chr2_173557857_173558056 . . LOC91149
chr2 173647746 173647998 253 173647840 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_2577 chr2_173647746_173647998 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173694097 173694213 117 173694160 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2578 chr2_173694097_173694213 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173944801 173944971 171 173944840 16.27 9.15153 5.12611 5.27267 FTE2_peak_2579 chr2_173944801_173944971 ZAK RAPGEF4 .
chr2 173974128 173974283 156 173974227 17.01 14.55496 7.99175 10.14646 FTE2_peak_2580 chr2_173974128_173974283 ZAK . .
chr2 174024635 174024831 197 174024747 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_2581 chr2_174024635_174024831 ZAK . .
chr2 174517162 174517348 187 174517248 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2582 chr2_174517162_174517348 . . .
chr2 177447683 177447911 229 177447837 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2583 chr2_177447683_177447911 . . MIR1246
chr2 178090009 178090123 115 178090087 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2584 chr2_178090009_178090123 . HNRNPA3 NFE2L2
chr2 180904968 180905190 223 180905106 27.36 14.29954 5.67259 9.90619 FTE2_peak_2585 chr2_180904968_180905190 . . .
chr2 181595786 181595965 180 181595885 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2586 chr2_181595786_181595965 . . .
chr2 182656074 182656363 290 182656257 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_2587 chr2_182656074_182656363 . . .
chr2 182675461 182675615 155 182675520 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2588 chr2_182675461_182675615 . . .
chr2 183312744 183312858 115 183312782 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2589 chr2_183312744_183312858 PDE1A . .
chr2 185476028 185476177 150 185476070 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2590 chr2_185476028_185476177 ZNF804A . .
chr2 187321787 187321957 171 187321899 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2591 chr2_187321787_187321957 . . ZC3H15
chr2 188907322 188907436 115 188907360 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2592 chr2_188907322_188907436 . . .
chr2 188944032 188944237 206 188944124 22.19 12.68394 5.79655 8.44419 FTE2_peak_2593 chr2_188944032_188944237 . . .
chr2 189064486 189064757 272 189064557 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2594 chr2_189064486_189064757 . . .
chr2 189168374 189168514 141 189168446 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2595 chr2_189168374_189168514 GULP1 MIR561 .
chr2 189360743 189360919 177 189360771 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2596 chr2_189360743_189360919 GULP1 . .
chr2 189524500 189524631 132 189524546 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2597 chr2_189524500_189524631 . . .
chr2 189560758 189560884 127 189560837 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2598 chr2_189560758_189560884 . . .
chr2 189843485 189843764 280 189843675 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2599 chr2_189843485_189843764 COL3A1 MIR1245A;MIR1245B MIR3606
chr2 189866942 189867114 173 189866952 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2600 chr2_189866942_189867114 COL3A1 MIR1245A;MIR1245B;MIR3606 COL5A2
chr2 189951513 189951677 165 189951612 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2601 chr2_189951513_189951677 COL5A2 . .
chr2 189961549 189961795 247 189961731 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_2602 chr2_189961549_189961795 COL5A2 . .
chr2 189994776 189994908 133 189994852 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_2603 chr2_189994776_189994908 COL5A2 . MIR3129
chr2 190141280 190141404 125 190141367 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2604 chr2_190141280_190141404 . . .
chr2 190149777 190149891 115 190149793 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2605 chr2_190149777_190149891 . . .
chr2 190151072 190151297 226 190151126 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2606 chr2_190151072_190151297 . . .
chr2 190212430 190212548 119 190212522 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2607 chr2_190212430_190212548 . . .
chr2 190258293 190258479 187 190258394 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2608 chr2_190258293_190258479 . . .
chr2 190276787 190276945 159 190276839 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2609 chr2_190276787_190276945 . . WDR75
chr2 190477834 190478120 287 190477999 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2610 chr2_190477834_190478120 . . .
chr2 190798754 190799068 315 190798842 22.19 20.59033 10.23673 15.72055 FTE2_peak_2611 chr2_190798754_190799068 . . .
chr2 191472838 191472965 128 191472915 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2612 chr2_191472838_191472965 . . .
chr2 191501331 191501479 149 191501394 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2613 chr2_191501331_191501479 . . NAB1
chr2 191547077 191547254 178 191547152 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2614 chr2_191547077_191547254 NAB1 . .
chr2 191583519 191583849 331 191583612 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2615 chr2_191583519_191583849 . NAB1 .
chr2 191915011 191915196 186 191915098 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2616 chr2_191915011_191915196 STAT4 . .
chr2 192066984 192067193 210 192067090 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_2617 chr2_192066984_192067193 . . .
chr2 192067321 192067446 126 192067425 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2618 chr2_192067321_192067446 . . .
chr2 192067550 192067815 266 192067718 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2619 chr2_192067550_192067815 . . .
chr2 192129413 192129584 172 192129483 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2620 chr2_192129413_192129584 MYO1B . .
chr2 192251639 192251889 251 192251668 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2621 chr2_192251639_192251889 MYO1B . .
chr2 192447190 192447317 128 192447277 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2622 chr2_192447190_192447317 . . .
chr2 192500747 192501209 463 192500792 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2623 chr2_192500747_192501209 . . .
chr2 192521236 192521350 115 192521294 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2624 chr2_192521236_192521350 . . OBFC2A
chr2 192554782 192554959 178 192554863 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2625 chr2_192554782_192554959 . OBFC2A .
chr2 193132327 193132465 139 193132402 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2626 chr2_193132327_193132465 . . .
chr2 196183632 196183746 115 196183709 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2627 chr2_196183632_196183746 . . .
chr2 196523362 196523568 207 196523475 14.05 8.21631 4.90269 4.50214 FTE2_peak_2628 chr2_196523362_196523568 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 198017542 198017703 162 198017603 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2629 chr2_198017542_198017703 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 198123488 198123621 134 198123527 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2630 chr2_198123488_198123621 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 200025584 200025708 125 200025620 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2631 chr2_200025584_200025708 . . .
chr2 200137907 200138037 131 200137986 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2632 chr2_200137907_200138037 SATB2 . .
chr2 200168445 200168920 476 200168627 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2633 chr2_200168445_200168920 SATB2 . .
chr2 201245666 201245804 139 201245753 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_2634 chr2_201245666_201245804 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201270778 201270982 205 201270791 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_2635 chr2_201270778_201270982 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201479681 201480067 387 201479894 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2636 chr2_201479681_201480067 AOX1 . .
chr2 201480165 201480363 199 201480264 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_2637 chr2_201480165_201480363 AOX1 . .
chr2 201577843 201578060 218 201577992 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2638 chr2_201577843_201578060 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
chr2 201612410 201612585 176 201612485 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2639 chr2_201612410_201612585 AOX2P LOC100507140 .
chr2 201652177 201652368 192 201652273 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2640 chr2_201652177_201652368 AOX2P . BZW1
chr2 202016187 202016406 220 202016244 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2641 chr2_202016187_202016406 CFLAR;CFLAR‐AS1 . .
chr2 202397487 202397680 194 202397588 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_2642 chr2_202397487_202397680 ALS2CR11 . .
chr2 202519745 202519912 168 202519831 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2643 chr2_202519745_202519912 MPP4 TMEM237 .
chr2 202562687 202562827 141 202562766 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2644 chr2_202562687_202562827 MPP4 . ALS2
chr2 202663034 202663238 205 202663141 25.14 12.62006 5.22887 8.38547 FTE2_peak_2645 chr2_202663034_202663238 . ALS2 CDK15
chr2 202747212 202747403 192 202747312 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_2646 chr2_202747212_202747403 CDK15 . .
chr2 202774167 202774308 142 202774250 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2647 chr2_202774167_202774308 . CDK15 .
chr2 203000243 203000485 243 203000320 16.27 11.50455 6.50221 7.40541 FTE2_peak_2648 chr2_203000243_203000485 . . .
chr2 204548737 204548863 127 204548781 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2649 chr2_204548737_204548863 . . CD28
chr2 204549917 204550224 308 204550148 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2650 chr2_204549917_204550224 . . CD28
chr2 204672864 204672984 121 204672903 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2651 chr2_204672864_204672984 . . .
chr2 206186079 206186273 195 206186181 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_2652 chr2_206186079_206186273 PARD3B . .
chr2 206525369 206525518 150 206525431 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2653 chr2_206525369_206525518 . . NRP2
chr2 206596374 206596493 120 206596430 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2654 chr2_206596374_206596493 NRP2 . .
chr2 207076487 207076625 139 207076570 9.61 6.10647 4.73417 2.65208 FTE2_peak_2655 chr2_207076487_207076625 GPR1 . .
chr2 208103986 208104239 254 208104150 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2656 chr2_208103986_208104239 . . .
chr2 208259813 208259962 150 208259899 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2657 chr2_208259813_208259962 . . .
chr2 208264732 208264846 115 208264765 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2658 chr2_208264732_208264846 . . .
chr2 208288650 208288807 158 208288695 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2659 chr2_208288650_208288807 . . .
chr2 208378696 208378897 202 208378800 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_2660 chr2_208378696_208378897 . . CREB1
chr2 208421836 208421959 124 208421903 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2661 chr2_208421836_208421959 CREB1 . .
chr2 208481851 208482143 293 208482118 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2662 chr2_208481851_208482143 METTL21A CREB1 .
chr2 208548625 208549144 520 208548774 24.4 20.1265 9.40222 15.29926 FTE2_peak_2663 chr2_208548625_208549144 . . CCNYL1
chr2 208734481 208734613 133 208734570 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2664 chr2_208734481_208734613 PLEKHM3 . .
chr2 210233643 210233973 331 210233743 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_2665 chr2_210233643_210233973 . . .
chr2 210337463 210337712 250 210337555 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2666 chr2_210337463_210337712 MAP2 . .
chr2 210360825 210361002 178 210360899 10.35 7.17915 5.14317 3.58896 FTE2_peak_2667 chr2_210360825_210361002 MAP2 . .
chr2 212008964 212009089 126 212009007 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2668 chr2_212008964_212009089 . . .
chr2 213286728 213286913 186 213286892 18.49 13.81833 7.46685 9.48637 FTE2_peak_2669 chr2_213286728_213286913 ERBB4 . MIR548F2
chr2 213462511 213462661 151 213462565 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2670 chr2_213462511_213462661 . . .
chr2 213511442 213511672 231 213511534 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2671 chr2_213511442_213511672 . . .
chr2 213708700 213708844 145 213708772 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2672 chr2_213708700_213708844 . . .
chr2 213954268 213954382 115 213954275 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_2673 chr2_213954268_213954382 IKZF2 . .
chr2 213983985 213984183 199 213984065 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2674 chr2_213983985_213984183 IKZF2 . .
chr2 214081112 214081572 461 214081206 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2675 chr2_214081112_214081572 . . .
chr2 214103792 214103944 153 214103862 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_2676 chr2_214103792_214103944 . . .
chr2 214884013 214884282 270 214884120 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2677 chr2_214884013_214884282 SPAG16 . .
chr2 216221023 216221163 141 216221089 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2678 chr2_216221023_216221163 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216221264 216221577 314 216221356 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2679 chr2_216221264_216221577 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216221701 216221880 180 216221849 10.35 7.30401 5.22483 3.70722 FTE2_peak_2680 chr2_216221701_216221880 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216222106 216224396 2291 216222564 31.06 26.6287 10.68689 21.44486 FTE2_peak_2681 chr2_216222106_216224396 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224622 216224807 186 216224644 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2682 chr2_216224622_216224807 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224930 216225097 168 216225074 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_2683 chr2_216224930_216225097 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216225187 216225319 133 216225238 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2684 chr2_216225187_216225319 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216225424 216225603 180 216225577 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2685 chr2_216225424_216225603 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216226397 216226597 201 216226445 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2686 chr2_216226397_216226597 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216226781 216227243 463 216227072 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_2687 chr2_216226781_216227243 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216228188 216229420 1233 216229321 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2688 chr2_216228188_216229420 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216229777 216230124 348 216229842 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2689 chr2_216229777_216230124 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230340 216230724 385 216230560 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2690 chr2_216230340_216230724 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216231158 216231619 462 216231364 18.49 14.38257 7.81102 9.98454 FTE2_peak_2691 chr2_216231158_216231619 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232283 216232534 252 216232463 16.27 9.67355 5.42225 5.71795 FTE2_peak_2692 chr2_216232283_216232534 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232933 216233409 477 216233046 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2693 chr2_216232933_216233409 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216233760 216234052 293 216233939 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_2694 chr2_216233760_216234052 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216234325 216234663 339 216234576 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2695 chr2_216234325_216234663 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216234775 216234908 134 216234834 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2696 chr2_216234775_216234908 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216235522 216235758 237 216235690 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2697 chr2_216235522_216235758 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216236138 216236463 326 216236379 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2698 chr2_216236138_216236463 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216236732 216236865 134 216236806 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2699 chr2_216236732_216236865 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216237191 216238269 1079 216237513 17.75 15.18619 8.72044 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2700 chr2_216237191_216238269 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216238787 216239180 394 216238837 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2701 chr2_216238787_216239180 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216239303 216239585 283 216239532 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2702 chr2_216239303_216239585 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240131 216241181 1051 216241016 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2703 chr2_216240131_216241181 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241777 216242060 284 216241947 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_2704 chr2_216241777_216242060 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216242731 216242883 153 216242829 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2705 chr2_216242731_216242883 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243008 216243667 660 216243368 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2706 chr2_216243008_216243667 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243952 216244428 477 216244262 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2707 chr2_216243952_216244428 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216244617 216245197 581 216245129 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2708 chr2_216244617_216245197 FN1 . .
chr2 216245294 216245469 176 216245367 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2709 chr2_216245294_216245469 FN1 . .
chr2 216245671 216246056 386 216245919 22.19 21.4946 10.78427 16.5912 FTE2_peak_2710 chr2_216245671_216246056 FN1 . .
chr2 216246421 216246878 458 216246534 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_2711 chr2_216246421_216246878 FN1 . .
chr2 216247270 216247953 684 216247712 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2712 chr2_216247270_216247953 FN1 . .
chr2 216248129 216248645 517 216248293 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_2713 chr2_216248129_216248645 FN1 . .
chr2 216248880 216249279 400 216248988 13.31 10.38981 6.55148 6.39742 FTE2_peak_2714 chr2_216248880_216249279 FN1 . .
chr2 216249659 216250022 364 216249959 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_2715 chr2_216249659_216250022 FN1 . .
chr2 216251161 216251341 181 216251247 15.53 12.44179 7.44945 8.21177 FTE2_peak_2716 chr2_216251161_216251341 FN1 . .
chr2 216251948 216252844 897 216252157 18.49 15.7371 8.6481 11.2085 FTE2_peak_2717 chr2_216251948_216252844 FN1 . .
chr2 216253071 216253396 326 216253325 17.75 10.23848 5.6815 6.25778 FTE2_peak_2718 chr2_216253071_216253396 FN1 . .
chr2 216254130 216254272 143 216254225 11.83 6.84082 4.91672 3.2693 FTE2_peak_2719 chr2_216254130_216254272 FN1 . .
chr2 216254559 216255383 825 216254741 15.53 11.75273 7.01329 7.55465 FTE2_peak_2720 chr2_216254559_216255383 FN1 . .
chr2 216255517 216256147 631 216255768 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2721 chr2_216255517_216256147 FN1 . .
chr2 216256390 216256675 286 216256546 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2722 chr2_216256390_216256675 FN1 . .
chr2 216256837 216257264 428 216257202 16.27 11.69377 6.61681 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2723 chr2_216256837_216257264 FN1 . .
chr2 216257367 216257584 218 216257552 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2724 chr2_216257367_216257584 FN1 . .
chr2 216258198 216259181 984 216258680 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2725 chr2_216258198_216259181 FN1 . .
chr2 216259292 216259672 381 216259588 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2726 chr2_216259292_216259672 FN1 . .
chr2 216260700 216260824 125 216260770 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_2727 chr2_216260700_216260824 FN1 . .
chr2 216260921 216261832 912 216261483 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_2728 chr2_216260921_216261832 FN1 . .
chr2 216261987 216263008 1022 216262512 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2729 chr2_216261987_216263008 FN1 . .
chr2 216263175 216263882 708 216263648 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_2730 chr2_216263175_216263882 FN1 . .
chr2 216264089 216264591 503 216264172 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2731 chr2_216264089_216264591 FN1 . .
chr2 216264848 216265088 241 216265024 15.53 9.83323 5.82054 5.87401 FTE2_peak_2732 chr2_216264848_216265088 FN1 . .
chr2 216266408 216267552 1145 216267056 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2733 chr2_216266408_216267552 FN1 . .
chr2 216267658 216268892 1235 216268372 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2734 chr2_216267658_216268892 FN1 . .
chr2 216269734 216270379 646 216270186 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_2735 chr2_216269734_216270379 FN1 . .
chr2 216270546 216270765 220 216270609 14.79 11.43637 7.19071 7.33903 FTE2_peak_2736 chr2_216270546_216270765 FN1 . .
chr2 216270912 216271407 496 216271243 17.75 13.27663 7.51461 8.96299 FTE2_peak_2737 chr2_216270912_216271407 FN1 . .
chr2 216271554 216271720 167 216271669 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_2738 chr2_216271554_216271720 FN1 . .
chr2 216271838 216271972 135 216271859 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_2739 chr2_216271838_216271972 FN1 . .
chr2 216272110 216272830 721 216272545 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_2740 chr2_216272110_216272830 FN1 . .
chr2 216273283 216273475 193 216273379 19.97 15.76311 8.56169 11.23437 FTE2_peak_2741 chr2_216273283_216273475 FN1 . .
chr2 216273609 216274111 503 216274021 22.93 17.08626 8.42455 12.46534 FTE2_peak_2742 chr2_216273609_216274111 FN1 . .
chr2 216274867 216275135 269 216275114 19.23 12.10036 6.12971 7.89117 FTE2_peak_2743 chr2_216274867_216275135 FN1 . .
chr2 216275549 216276036 488 216275778 25.88 22.68953 10.7751 17.70236 FTE2_peak_2744 chr2_216275549_216276036 FN1 . .
chr2 216276148 216276283 136 216276187 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_2745 chr2_216276148_216276283 FN1 . .
chr2 216277301 216277418 118 216277356 16.27 10.02588 5.62537 6.05873 FTE2_peak_2746 chr2_216277301_216277418 FN1 . .
chr2 216278144 216278343 200 216278230 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_2747 chr2_216278144_216278343 FN1 . .
chr2 216278504 216279492 989 216278784 27.36 27.15565 12.52228 21.94138 FTE2_peak_2748 chr2_216278504_216279492 FN1 . .
chr2 216279623 216279860 238 216279807 14.05 11.04464 6.61158 6.98022 FTE2_peak_2749 chr2_216279623_216279860 FN1 . .
chr2 216279986 216280806 821 216280676 14.79 11.3216 7.11617 7.22804 FTE2_peak_2750 chr2_216279986_216280806 FN1 . .
chr2 216280934 216282431 1498 216281057 20.71 18.3261 9.73195 13.59515 FTE2_peak_2751 chr2_216280934_216282431 FN1 . .
chr2 216282519 216282919 401 216282628 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2752 chr2_216282519_216282919 FN1 . .
chr2 216283010 216284302 1293 216283362 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_2753 chr2_216283010_216284302 FN1 . .
chr2 216284524 216284678 155 216284591 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2754 chr2_216284524_216284678 FN1 . .
chr2 216284797 216285267 471 216285208 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_2755 chr2_216284797_216285267 FN1 . .
chr2 216285611 216285964 354 216285747 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_2756 chr2_216285611_216285964 FN1 . .
chr2 216286060 216286439 380 216286282 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2757 chr2_216286060_216286439 FN1 . .
chr2 216286541 216286698 158 216286596 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2758 chr2_216286541_216286698 FN1 . .
chr2 216286906 216287776 871 216287549 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_2759 chr2_216286906_216287776 FN1 . .
chr2 216287954 216288641 688 216288164 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2760 chr2_216287954_216288641 FN1 . .
chr2 216288947 216289923 977 216289572 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_2761 chr2_216288947_216289923 FN1 . .
chr2 216290171 216290542 372 216290239 31.06 26.6287 10.68689 21.44486 FTE2_peak_2762 chr2_216290171_216290542 FN1 . .
chr2 216290641 216290832 192 216290657 22.93 6.99767 3.41796 3.41655 FTE2_peak_2763 chr2_216290641_216290832 FN1 . .
chr2 216291205 216291398 194 216291312 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2764 chr2_216291205_216291398 FN1 . .
chr2 216291830 216292232 403 216292150 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2765 chr2_216291830_216292232 FN1 . .
chr2 216292357 216293036 680 216292672 22.19 19.76895 9.7421 14.95027 FTE2_peak_2766 chr2_216292357_216293036 FN1 . .
chr2 216293136 216293435 300 216293244 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_2767 chr2_216293136_216293435 FN1 . .
chr2 216293788 216293999 212 216293886 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_2768 chr2_216293788_216293999 FN1 . .
chr2 216294112 216296356 2245 216296104 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_2769 chr2_216294112_216296356 FN1 . .
chr2 216296503 216297926 1424 216297252 24.4 21.13836 9.99796 16.24935 FTE2_peak_2770 chr2_216296503_216297926 FN1 . .
chr2 216298810 216300190 1381 216300080 28.1 15.16215 5.8205 10.73293 FTE2_peak_2771 chr2_216298810_216300190 FN1 . .
chr2 216325519 216325697 179 216325586 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_2772 chr2_216325519_216325697 . FN1 .
chr2 216325816 216326005 190 216325930 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2773 chr2_216325816_216326005 . FN1 .
chr2 216364175 216364289 115 216364261 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2774 chr2_216364175_216364289 . . .
chr2 216370200 216370359 160 216370279 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2775 chr2_216370200_216370359 . . .
chr2 216393346 216393599 254 216393495 27.36 26.14571 11.91721 20.97803 FTE2_peak_2776 chr2_216393346_216393599 . . .
chr2 216400714 216400850 137 216400774 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2777 chr2_216400714_216400850 . . .
chr2 216401337 216401482 146 216401419 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2778 chr2_216401337_216401482 . . .
chr2 216444684 216444813 130 216444738 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2779 chr2_216444684_216444813 . . .
chr2 216545818 216546085 268 216545886 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2780 chr2_216545818_216546085 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216565704 216565942 239 216565795 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_2781 chr2_216565704_216565942 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216587805 216587928 124 216587880 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2782 chr2_216587805_216587928 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216638474 216638740 267 216638575 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2783 chr2_216638474_216638740 LOC646324 . .
chr2 217163563 217163811 249 217163654 15.53 12.62725 7.5671 8.39191 FTE2_peak_2784 chr2_217163563_217163811 04‐Mar . .
chr2 217400299 217400451 153 217400382 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2785 chr2_217400299_217400451 . . .
chr2 217639880 217640003 124 217639965 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2786 chr2_217639880_217640003 . . .
chr2 217950818 217950962 145 217950849 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2787 chr2_217950818_217950962 . . .
chr2 218088298 218088457 160 218088364 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2788 chr2_218088298_218088457 . . .
chr2 219596334 219596524 191 219596421 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_2789 chr2_219596334_219596524 TTLL4 STK36 .
chr2 219671089 219671353 265 219671176 19.97 16.57552 9.07294 11.97271 FTE2_peak_2790 chr2_219671089_219671353 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
chr2 219704233 219704354 122 219704314 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_2791 chr2_219704233_219704354 . CYP27A1;PRKAG3 WNT6
chr2 219990294 219990461 168 219990422 8.87 5.3583 4.52024 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2792 chr2_219990294_219990461 NHEJ1 . .
chr2 221008255 221008473 219 221008359 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2793 chr2_221008255_221008473 . . .
chr2 223313596 223313789 194 223313731 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2794 chr2_223313596_223313789 SGPP2 . .
chr2 223572492 223572744 253 223572680 16.27 10.40102 5.84429 6.40788 FTE2_peak_2795 chr2_223572492_223572744 MOGAT1 . .
chr2 223621710 223621955 246 223621875 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2796 chr2_223621710_223621955 . . .
chr2 224330597 224330827 231 224330687 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_2797 chr2_224330597_224330827 . . .
chr2 224414005 224414207 203 224414091 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2798 chr2_224414005_224414207 . . .
chr2 224451161 224451334 174 224451259 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2799 chr2_224451161_224451334 . . SCG2
chr2 224463971 224464311 341 224464179 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2800 chr2_224463971_224464311 SCG2 . .
chr2 224679855 224679969 115 224679955 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_2801 chr2_224679855_224679969 AP1S3 . .
chr2 224951287 224951511 225 224951423 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2802 chr2_224951287_224951511 . . .
chr2 225702474 225702588 115 225702527 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2803 chr2_225702474_225702588 DOCK10 . .
chr2 225956086 225956306 221 225956186 25.88 22.68953 10.7751 17.70236 FTE2_peak_2804 chr2_225956086_225956306 . . .
chr2 225968456 225968726 271 225968681 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2805 chr2_225968456_225968726 . . .
chr2 226979933 226980103 171 226979992 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2806 chr2_226979933_226980103 . . LOC646736
chr2 226983213 226983629 417 226983516 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_2807 chr2_226983213_226983629 . . LOC646736
chr2 227050458 227050706 249 227050525 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2808 chr2_227050458_227050706 . LOC646736 .
chr2 227076169 227076489 321 227076327 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2809 chr2_227076169_227076489 . . .
chr2 227290900 227291665 766 227291270 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_2810 chr2_227290900_227291665 . . .
chr2 227296073 227296320 248 227296212 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2811 chr2_227296073_227296320 . . .
chr2 227342723 227343045 323 227342968 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2812 chr2_227342723_227343045 . . .
chr2 227472272 227472405 134 227472316 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2813 chr2_227472272_227472405 . . .
chr2 227620702 227620865 164 227620775 10.35 7.26195 5.19732 3.66703 FTE2_peak_2814 chr2_227620702_227620865 IRS1 . .
chr2 227768038 227768152 115 227768147 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2815 chr2_227768038_227768152 RHBDD1 . .
chr2 228235782 228235950 169 228235862 16.27 13.0287 7.4359 8.73674 FTE2_peak_2816 chr2_228235782_228235950 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228243181 228243492 312 228243449 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_2817 chr2_228243181_228243492 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228253421 228253643 223 228253619 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2818 chr2_228253421_228253643 . TM4SF20 .
chr2 228312407 228312568 162 228312500 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2819 chr2_228312407_228312568 . . AGFG1
chr2 228324760 228325236 477 228324985 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_2820 chr2_228324760_228325236 . . AGFG1
chr2 228682892 228683616 725 228683098 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_2821 chr2_228682892_228683616 . CCL20 .
chr2 229409841 229409978 138 229409918 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2822 chr2_229409841_229409978 . . .
chr2 229523674 229523962 289 229523784 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_2823 chr2_229523674_229523962 . . .
chr2 229565521 229565658 138 229565620 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_2824 chr2_229565521_229565658 . . .
chr2 229596272 229596402 131 229596343 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2825 chr2_229596272_229596402 . . .
chr2 229739967 229740160 194 229739970 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2826 chr2_229739967_229740160 . . .
chr2 230475304 230475510 207 230475471 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2827 chr2_230475304_230475510 DNER . .
chr2 230475758 230475888 131 230475791 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2828 chr2_230475758_230475888 DNER . .
chr2 231623629 231623789 161 231623736 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2829 chr2_231623629_231623789 CAB39 . .
chr2 231658806 231659046 241 231658903 23.67 13.58947 6.16632 9.26357 FTE2_peak_2830 chr2_231658806_231659046 CAB39 . .
chr2 232026572 232026686 115 232026625 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2831 chr2_232026572_232026686 PSMD1 . .
chr2 232026839 232027012 174 232026931 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2832 chr2_232026839_232027012 PSMD1 . .
chr2 232878756 232878954 199 232878851 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_2833 chr2_232878756_232878954 DIS3L2 . .
chr2 234259538 234259685 148 234259582 14.05 9.34278 5.57041 5.44789 FTE2_peak_2834 chr2_234259538_234259685 . SAG DGKD
chr2 234395760 234396121 362 234395877 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_2835 chr2_234395760_234396121 USP40 DGKD .
chr2 234451213 234451469 257 234451358 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2836 chr2_234451213_234451469 USP40 . .
chr2 234883417 234883607 191 234883508 28.84 22.01862 9.36956 17.04964 FTE2_peak_2837 chr2_234883417_234883607 TRPM8 . .
chr2 235167004 235167118 115 235167107 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2838 chr2_235167004_235167118 . . .
chr2 235583422 235583608 187 235583529 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_2839 chr2_235583422_235583608 . . .
chr2 235588666 235589115 450 235589060 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2840 chr2_235588666_235589115 . . .
chr2 235889913 235890405 493 235890172 26.62 24.0329 11.12278 18.98103 FTE2_peak_2841 chr2_235889913_235890405 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235930448 235930702 255 235930591 19.97 13.37 7.09562 9.05098 FTE2_peak_2842 chr2_235930448_235930702 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 236080275 236080394 120 236080323 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2843 chr2_236080275_236080394 . . .
chr2 236177370 236177488 119 236177411 14.05 11.20915 6.71331 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2844 chr2_236177370_236177488 . . .
chr2 236179694 236179818 125 236179730 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2845 chr2_236179694_236179818 . . .
chr2 236526788 236526991 204 236526929 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2846 chr2_236526788_236526991 AGAP1 . .
chr2 237569716 237569830 115 237569752 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2847 chr2_237569716_237569830 . . .
chr2 237653026 237653205 180 237653095 25.14 24.38246 11.48445 19.29794 FTE2_peak_2848 chr2_237653026_237653205 . . .
chr2 237658045 237658179 135 237658129 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_2849 chr2_237658045_237658179 . . .
chr2 237678538 237678761 224 237678649 17.01 11.36787 6.09456 7.27308 FTE2_peak_2850 chr2_237678538_237678761 . . .
chr2 237780196 237780327 132 237780269 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2851 chr2_237780196_237780327 . . .
chr2 238000771 238000932 162 238000852 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2852 chr2_238000771_238000932 COPS8 . .
chr2 238006623 238006912 290 238006818 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2853 chr2_238006623_238006912 COPS8 . .
chr2 238087237 238087381 145 238087292 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2854 chr2_238087237_238087381 . . .
chr2 238110887 238111065 179 238110965 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2855 chr2_238110887_238111065 . . .
chr2 238131959 238132137 179 238132089 13.31 7.97574 5.03934 4.27299 FTE2_peak_2856 chr2_238131959_238132137 . . .
chr2 238171891 238172055 165 238171981 28.1 28.08604 12.59303 22.84935 FTE2_peak_2857 chr2_238171891_238172055 . . .
chr2 238190660 238190920 261 238190790 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2858 chr2_238190660_238190920 . . .
chr2 238298706 238298820 115 238298786 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2859 chr2_238298706_238298820 COL6A3 . .
chr2 238340164 238340322 159 238340264 13.31 9.58603 6.04252 5.63516 FTE2_peak_2860 chr2_238340164_238340322 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238368521 238368635 115 238368589 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2861 chr2_238368521_238368635 . . MLPH
chr2 238409452 238410068 617 238409825 28.1 19.31706 7.74003 14.52299 FTE2_peak_2862 chr2_238409452_238410068 MLPH . .
chr2 239593689 239593862 174 239593800 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2863 chr2_239593689_239593862 . . .
chr2 242908584 242908710 127 242908617 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2864 chr2_242908584_242908710 . . .
chr2 242974004 242974176 173 242974085 18.49 13.14704 7.06233 8.85234 FTE2_peak_2865 chr2_242974004_242974176 . . .
chr20 1396757 1396871 115 1396814 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2866 chr20_1396757_1396871 . FKBP1A;FKBP1A‐SDCBP2 NSFL1C
chr20 4116238 4116366 129 4116312 14.79 11.3216 7.11617 7.22804 FTE2_peak_2867 chr20_4116238_4116366 . . SMOX
chr20 4614420 4614647 228 4614574 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2868 chr20_4614420_4614647 . . .
chr20 5137461 5137671 211 5137585 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2869 chr20_5137461_5137671 CDS2 . .
chr20 8836249 8836363 115 8836260 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2870 chr20_8836249_8836363 PLCB1 . .
chr20 9032283 9032484 202 9032435 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2871 chr20_9032283_9032484 . . PLCB4
chr20 9287312 9287426 115 9287355 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2872 chr20_9287312_9287426 PLCB4 . .
chr20 10055280 10055399 120 10055337 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2873 chr20_10055280_10055399 LOC100131208 ANKRD5 .
chr20 10060694 10060891 198 10060804 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2874 chr20_10060694_10060891 LOC100131208 ANKRD5 .
chr20 10287685 10287987 303 10287862 44.37 52.02102 20.03195 45.95222 FTE2_peak_2875 chr20_10287685_10287987 SNAP25 . .
chr20 10290124 10290343 220 10290220 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2876 chr20_10290124_10290343 . SNAP25 .
chr20 10295067 10295224 158 10295117 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2877 chr20_10295067_10295224 . SNAP25 .
chr20 10331987 10332271 285 10332188 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_2878 chr20_10331987_10332271 . . .
chr20 10357095 10357209 115 10357132 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2879 chr20_10357095_10357209 . . MKKS
chr20 10559259 10559468 210 10559442 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2880 chr20_10559259_10559468 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10572712 10572869 158 10572805 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_2881 chr20_10572712_10572869 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10577505 10577697 193 10577667 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2882 chr20_10577505_10577697 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10585195 10585476 282 10585370 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2883 chr20_10585195_10585476 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10903709 10903929 221 10903767 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2884 chr20_10903709_10903929 . . .
chr20 11210591 11210797 207 11210695 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2885 chr20_11210591_11210797 . . .
chr20 11368059 11368407 349 11368216 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2886 chr20_11368059_11368407 . . .
chr20 11436164 11436435 272 11436245 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2887 chr20_11436164_11436435 . . .
chr20 11697306 11697454 149 11697419 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2888 chr20_11697306_11697454 . . .
chr20 11791090 11791222 133 11791172 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2889 chr20_11791090_11791222 . . .
chr20 11795030 11795197 168 11795139 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2890 chr20_11795030_11795197 . . .
chr20 17642950 17643168 219 17643096 16.27 12.62532 7.1868 8.39037 FTE2_peak_2891 chr20_17642950_17643168 RRBP1 . .
chr20 17824271 17824586 316 17824443 23.67 19.49927 9.45029 14.69783 FTE2_peak_2892 chr20_17824271_17824586 . . .
chr20 17893719 17893900 182 17893823 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2893 chr20_17893719_17893900 . . SNX5
chr20 19796275 19796411 137 19796362 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2894 chr20_19796275_19796411 . . .
chr20 19861035 19861189 155 19861182 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2895 chr20_19861035_19861189 . . RIN2
chr20 20501486 20501600 115 20501518 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2896 chr20_20501486_20501600 RALGAPA2 . .
chr20 21416915 21417169 255 21416973 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_2897 chr20_21416915_21417169 . . .
chr20 22756285 22756728 444 22756583 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_2898 chr20_22756285_22756728 . . .
chr20 22776622 22776783 162 22776704 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2899 chr20_22776622_22776783 . . .
chr20 22902723 22902840 118 22902786 14.05 8.54222 5.09349 4.68549 FTE2_peak_2900 chr20_22902723_22902840 . . .
chr20 23136844 23137045 202 23136958 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2901 chr20_23136844_23137045 . LOC200261 .
chr20 23426646 23426761 116 23426665 12.57 9.3146 6.21294 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2902 chr20_23426646_23426761 . CSTL1;NAPB CST11
chr20 23603699 23603868 170 23603766 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2903 chr20_23603699_23603868 . CST9 CST3
chr20 24631902 24632024 123 24631932 16.27 13.65336 7.82327 9.32611 FTE2_peak_2904 chr20_24631902_24632024 SYNDIG1 . .
chr20 24653523 24653752 230 24653616 19.97 16.29495 8.89587 11.74855 FTE2_peak_2905 chr20_24653523_24653752 . SYNDIG1 .
chr20 24981137 24981419 283 24981309 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2906 chr20_24981137_24981419 . C20orf3 ACSS1
chr20 25291679 25291854 176 25291807 21.45 11.76074 5.59348 7.56256 FTE2_peak_2907 chr20_25291679_25291854 ABHD12 PYGB .
chr20 26144667 26144809 143 26144719 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2908 chr20_26144667_26144809 . . LOC284801
chr20 30283975 30284260 286 30284158 27.36 26.04961 11.85991 20.88496 FTE2_peak_2909 chr20_30283975_30284260 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30292482 30292627 146 30292558 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2910 chr20_30292482_30292627 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30300415 30300812 398 30300562 26.62 16.40859 6.90586 11.84361 FTE2_peak_2911 chr20_30300415_30300812 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30301054 30301350 297 30301192 17.01 14.89846 8.20101 10.48197 FTE2_peak_2912 chr20_30301054_30301350 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 33510594 33510745 152 33510641 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2913 chr20_33510594_33510745 ACSS2 . GSS
chr20 33640647 33640779 133 33640687 17.01 10.59245 5.65445 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2914 chr20_33640647_33640779 TRPC4AP . .
chr20 33907806 33907938 133 33907884 17.01 13.5021 7.35378 9.17909 FTE2_peak_2915 chr20_33907806_33907938 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 33908248 33908504 257 33908432 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_2916 chr20_33908248_33908504 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 35923537 35923682 146 35923621 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_2917 chr20_35923537_35923682 MANBAL . .
chr20 36619102 36619223 122 36619130 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2918 chr20_36619102_36619223 TTI1 . .
chr20 36722822 36722993 172 36722906 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2919 chr20_36722822_36722993 . RPRD1B .
chr20 36738612 36738730 119 36738675 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_2920 chr20_36738612_36738730 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36746107 36746426 320 36746166 19.97 15.57294 8.44275 11.04951 FTE2_peak_2921 chr20_36746107_36746426 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36796520 36796636 117 36796549 23.67 14.67417 6.72445 10.26365 FTE2_peak_2922 chr20_36796520_36796636 . TGM2 .
chr20 36904353 36904519 167 36904455 33.28 23.51211 8.56982 18.47519 FTE2_peak_2923 chr20_36904353_36904519 . KIAA1755 BPI
chr20 37736416 37736556 141 37736527 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2924 chr20_37736416_37736556 . . .
chr20 38525738 38526056 319 38525848 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_2925 chr20_38525738_38526056 . . .
chr20 39118645 39118875 231 39118767 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_2926 chr20_39118645_39118875 . . .
chr20 39121914 39122288 375 39122104 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2927 chr20_39121914_39122288 . . .
chr20 39135309 39135446 138 39135349 21.45 9.46042 4.48933 5.56136 FTE2_peak_2928 chr20_39135309_39135446 . . .
chr20 39632010 39632124 115 39632089 11.09 6.97362 4.7165 3.39703 FTE2_peak_2929 chr20_39632010_39632124 . . TOP1
chr20 39806330 39806450 121 39806402 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2930 chr20_39806330_39806450 . PLCG1 ZHX3
chr20 39877348 39877600 253 39877412 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2931 chr20_39877348_39877600 ZHX3 . .
chr20 39958134 39958432 299 39958230 14.05 11.55355 6.92649 7.45249 FTE2_peak_2932 chr20_39958134_39958432 . ZHX3 LPIN3
chr20 40065403 40065596 194 40065483 18.49 13.29627 7.15174 8.98132 FTE2_peak_2933 chr20_40065403_40065596 CHD6 . .
chr20 40111543 40111829 287 40111554 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_2934 chr20_40111543_40111829 CHD6 . .
chr20 42381243 42381434 192 42381390 14.05 7.09457 4.26381 3.50932 FTE2_peak_2935 chr20_42381243_42381434 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42832952 42833103 152 42833028 11.09 7.51412 5.0567 3.84942 FTE2_peak_2936 chr20_42832952_42833103 C20orf111 JPH2 LOC100505783
chr20 43095873 43096085 213 43096043 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_2937 chr20_43095873_43096085 . . SERINC3;TTPAL
chr20 43123104 43123332 229 43123154 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_2938 chr20_43123104_43123332 TTPAL . SERINC3
chr20 43123998 43124290 293 43124074 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2939 chr20_43123998_43124290 . TTPAL SERINC3
chr20 43125690 43125804 115 43125743 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2940 chr20_43125690_43125804 SERINC3 TTPAL .
chr20 43201818 43202163 346 43201932 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2941 chr20_43201818_43202163 PKIG . .
chr20 43205680 43205817 138 43205771 22.93 18.32464 9.16694 13.59456 FTE2_peak_2942 chr20_43205680_43205817 PKIG . .
chr20 43299569 43299769 201 43299719 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2943 chr20_43299569_43299769 LOC79015 ADA .
chr20 43321637 43321847 211 43321733 28.84 29.54829 13.80617 24.266 FTE2_peak_2944 chr20_43321637_43321847 . LOC79015 WISP2
chr20 43349969 43350104 136 43350051 21.45 15.20299 7.45117 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2945 chr20_43349969_43350104 WISP2 . KCNK15
chr20 43641733 43641895 163 43641799 22.19 19.01716 9.29306 14.2296 FTE2_peak_2946 chr20_43641733_43641895 STK4 . .
chr20 43667451 43667673 223 43667545 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2947 chr20_43667451_43667673 STK4 . .
chr20 43987749 43987937 189 43987785 17.75 11.04602 6.15325 6.98141 FTE2_peak_2948 chr20_43987749_43987937 . SDC4 SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 45443656 45443839 184 45443738 11.83 7.87577 5.60867 4.1836 FTE2_peak_2949 chr20_45443656_45443839 . . .
chr20 45457269 45457466 198 45457308 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2950 chr20_45457269_45457466 . . .
chr20 45583086 45583366 281 45583287 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2951 chr20_45583086_45583366 EYA2 . .
chr20 45946006 45946250 245 45946205 19.23 13.84923 7.12255 9.516 FTE2_peak_2952 chr20_45946006_45946250 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45946721 45946887 167 45946791 17.75 12.95218 7.31238 8.66156 FTE2_peak_2953 chr20_45946721_45946887 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45947068 45947228 161 45947137 16.27 12.03961 6.82738 7.83248 FTE2_peak_2954 chr20_45947068_45947228 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45947893 45948082 190 45948040 11.09 6.84082 4.63337 3.2693 FTE2_peak_2955 chr20_45947893_45948082 LOC100131496;ZMYND8 . .
chr20 45987971 45988203 233 45988066 21.45 14.04609 6.80201 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2956 chr20_45987971_45988203 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 46196952 46197066 115 46197055 9.61 6.32774 4.8845 2.85801 FTE2_peak_2957 chr20_46196952_46197066 NCOA3 . .
chr20 47904626 47904778 153 47904755 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_2958 chr20_47904626_47904778 ZNFX1‐AS1 RD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;Z .
chr20 48127489 48127665 177 48127595 13.31 9.14175 5.76272 5.2632 FTE2_peak_2959 chr20_48127489_48127665 PTGIS KCNB1 .
chr20 48384877 48385024 148 48384930 19.23 16.64731 8.79671 12.04266 FTE2_peak_2960 chr20_48384877_48385024 . . .
chr20 49157512 49157866 355 49157658 19.23 17.24715 9.16332 12.61894 FTE2_peak_2961 chr20_49157512_49157866 PTPN1 . .
chr20 49982721 49982892 172 49982769 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_2962 chr20_49982721_49982892 . . NFATC2
chr20 50247995 50248117 123 50248021 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2963 chr20_50247995_50248117 ATP9A . .
chr20 50648441 50648580 140 50648522 13.31 10.28215 6.48322 6.29322 FTE2_peak_2964 chr20_50648441_50648580 . . .
chr20 52196098 52196313 216 52196220 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_2965 chr20_52196098_52196313 ZNF217 . .
chr20 52259802 52259916 115 52259866 9.61 6.36603 4.91049 2.89506 FTE2_peak_2966 chr20_52259802_52259916 . . .
chr20 52445277 52445643 367 52445329 11.09 8.36418 5.59477 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2967 chr20_52445277_52445643 . . .
chr20 52445790 52445937 148 52445806 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2968 chr20_52445790_52445937 . . .
chr20 52482892 52483156 265 52482959 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2969 chr20_52482892_52483156 . . SUMO1P1
chr20 52509703 52509831 129 52509727 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2970 chr20_52509703_52509831 . SUMO1P1 .
chr20 52523753 52523919 167 52523898 12.57 7.09019 4.77893 3.50544 FTE2_peak_2971 chr20_52523753_52523919 . . .
chr20 52557863 52558059 197 52557947 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2972 chr20_52557863_52558059 . . BCAS1
chr20 52749118 52749543 426 52749458 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2973 chr20_52749118_52749543 . . CYP24A1
chr20 52873690 52873918 229 52873804 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_2974 chr20_52873690_52873918 . . .
chr20 54797360 54797474 115 54797438 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2975 chr20_54797360_54797474 . . MC3R
chr20 55014932 55015112 181 55015002 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_2976 chr20_55014932_55015112 CASS4 . C20orf43
chr20 55363454 55363611 158 55363522 17.75 13.55967 7.69188 9.23538 FTE2_peak_2977 chr20_55363454_55363611 . . .
chr20 59761116 59761883 768 59761172 19.97 16.15845 8.8099 11.61512 FTE2_peak_2978 chr20_59761116_59761883 . . .
chr21 15906370 15906559 190 15906449 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2979 chr21_15906370_15906559 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 15921242 15921373 132 15921277 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2980 chr21_15921242_15921373 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 15940326 15940470 145 15940429 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2981 chr21_15940326_15940470 SAMSN1 . LOC388813
chr21 15964177 15964291 115 15964259 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2982 chr21_15964177_15964291 . SAMSN1 LOC388813
chr21 15975567 15975787 221 15975603 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2983 chr21_15975567_15975787 LOC388813 SAMSN1 .
chr21 16222853 16223022 170 16222914 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_2984 chr21_16222853_16223022 . . .
chr21 16651933 16652088 156 16651975 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2985 chr21_16651933_16652088 . . .
chr21 17496772 17497072 301 17496942 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_2986 chr21_17496772_17497072 LINC00478 . .
chr21 18826806 18827029 224 18826878 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_2987 chr21_18826806_18827029 . C21orf37 .
chr21 22572629 22572758 130 22572704 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_2988 chr21_22572629_22572758 NCAM2 . .
chr21 22984846 22984982 137 22984906 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_2989 chr21_22984846_22984982 . . .
chr21 23086799 23087012 214 23086913 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_2990 chr21_23086799_23087012 . . LINC00317
chr21 26742340 26742602 263 26742380 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_2991 chr21_26742340_26742602 . . LINC00158
chr21 27307451 27307565 115 27307501 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2992 chr21_27307451_27307565 APP . .
chr21 27572017 27572284 268 27572100 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2993 chr21_27572017_27572284 . APP .
chr21 27761019 27761218 200 27761107 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_2994 chr21_27761019_27761218 . . .
chr21 28149039 28149181 143 28149119 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_2995 chr21_28149039_28149181 . . .
chr21 28207651 28207962 312 28207895 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2996 chr21_28207651_28207962 . . ADAMTS1
chr21 28208084 28208254 171 28208187 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_2997 chr21_28208084_28208254 . . ADAMTS1
chr21 28616745 28616889 145 28616818 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_2998 chr21_28616745_28616889 . . .
chr21 28642082 28642220 139 28642146 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_2999 chr21_28642082_28642220 . . .
chr21 28795639 28795757 119 28795742 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3000 chr21_28795639_28795757 . . .
chr21 28853134 28853260 127 28853239 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3001 chr21_28853134_28853260 . . .
chr21 28877958 28878187 230 28878059 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3002 chr21_28877958_28878187 . . .
chr21 28928460 28928582 123 28928480 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3003 chr21_28928460_28928582 . . .
chr21 28942991 28943197 207 28943096 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3004 chr21_28942991_28943197 . . .
chr21 28944140 28944292 153 28944229 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3005 chr21_28944140_28944292 . . .
chr21 29065863 29066016 154 29065977 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3006 chr21_29065863_29066016 . . LINC00113
chr21 29602278 29602435 158 29602377 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3007 chr21_29602278_29602435 . . .
chr21 29666509 29666732 224 29666561 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3008 chr21_29666509_29666732 . . .
chr21 29705886 29706098 213 29706006 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3009 chr21_29705886_29706098 . . .
chr21 29748070 29748319 250 29748226 13.31 9.9222 6.25512 5.96094 FTE2_peak_3010 chr21_29748070_29748319 . . .
chr21 29794048 29794163 116 29794117 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3011 chr21_29794048_29794163 . . .
chr21 29816217 29816361 145 29816261 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3012 chr21_29816217_29816361 . . .
chr21 29817360 29817714 355 29817439 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3013 chr21_29817360_29817714 . . .
chr21 29910171 29910297 127 29910240 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3014 chr21_29910171_29910297 . . LINC00161
chr21 29911437 29911575 139 29911499 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3015 chr21_29911437_29911575 . . LINC00161
chr21 30009448 30009692 245 30009529 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3016 chr21_30009448_30009692 . . .
chr21 30517718 30517844 127 30517774 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3017 chr21_30517718_30517844 C21orf7 . .
chr21 30554674 30554804 131 30554716 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_3018 chr21_30554674_30554804 . C21orf7 LINC00189
chr21 30707518 30707632 115 30707566 14.05 11.55355 6.92649 7.45249 FTE2_peak_3019 chr21_30707518_30707632 BACH1 . .
chr21 30715034 30715275 242 30715108 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_3020 chr21_30715034_30715275 BACH1 . .
chr21 30873774 30874099 326 30874004 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3021 chr21_30873774_30874099 . . .
chr21 31029072 31029314 243 31029212 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3022 chr21_31029072_31029314 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
chr21 32654529 32654643 115 32654599 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3023 chr21_32654529_32654643 TIAM1 . .
chr21 33893356 33893497 142 33893430 15.53 9.00728 5.32464 5.13461 FTE2_peak_3024 chr21_33893356_33893497 . FAM176C .
chr21 35134060 35134230 171 35134148 15.53 8.17686 4.84051 4.46557 FTE2_peak_3025 chr21_35134060_35134230 ITSN1 . .
chr21 35135316 35135539 224 35135522 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_3026 chr21_35135316_35135539 ITSN1 . .
chr21 35898658 35898852 195 35898809 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3027 chr21_35898658_35898852 RCAN1 KCNE1 .
chr21 35917686 35917820 135 35917753 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3028 chr21_35917686_35917820 RCAN1 . .
chr21 36218154 36218289 136 36218233 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_3029 chr21_36218154_36218289 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36250836 36250957 122 36250888 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3030 chr21_36250836_36250957 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36254150 36254342 193 36254236 16.27 12.29904 6.98619 8.07263 FTE2_peak_3031 chr21_36254150_36254342 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36280692 36280825 134 36280740 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3032 chr21_36280692_36280825 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36457290 36457404 115 36457388 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3033 chr21_36457290_36457404 . . .
chr21 36570315 36570557 243 36570475 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3034 chr21_36570315_36570557 . . .
chr21 36590227 36590364 138 36590309 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3035 chr21_36590227_36590364 . . .
chr21 36604983 36605097 115 36605043 17.01 12.25217 6.60896 8.02693 FTE2_peak_3036 chr21_36604983_36605097 . . .
chr21 36697199 36697313 115 36697236 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3037 chr21_36697199_36697313 . . .
chr21 36947601 36947726 126 36947632 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3038 chr21_36947601_36947726 . . .
chr21 36950614 36950728 115 36950661 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3039 chr21_36950614_36950728 . . .
chr21 37007598 37007823 226 37007666 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3040 chr21_37007598_37007823 . . .
chr21 37013770 37013888 119 37013823 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3041 chr21_37013770_37013888 . . .
chr21 37015647 37015816 170 37015751 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3042 chr21_37015647_37015816 . . .
chr21 37018971 37019085 115 37019005 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3043 chr21_37018971_37019085 . . .
chr21 37152098 37152476 379 37152184 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3044 chr21_37152098_37152476 . . .
chr21 39221280 39221406 127 39221316 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_3045 chr21_39221280_39221406 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39227846 39228063 218 39227922 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3046 chr21_39227846_39228063 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39511950 39512093 144 39512028 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3047 chr21_39511950_39512093 DSCR8 DSCR4 .
chr21 39613033 39613164 132 39613095 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3048 chr21_39613033_39613164 . . KCNJ15
chr21 39649512 39649680 169 39649577 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3049 chr21_39649512_39649680 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39658714 39658925 212 39658841 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3050 chr21_39658714_39658925 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39661705 39662015 311 39661787 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3051 chr21_39661705_39662015 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39664201 39664727 527 39664518 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3052 chr21_39664201_39664727 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39695794 39695934 141 39695871 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3053 chr21_39695794_39695934 . KCNJ15 .
chr21 40127785 40127911 127 40127850 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_3054 chr21_40127785_40127911 LINC00114 . .
chr21 40128995 40129109 115 40129034 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3055 chr21_40128995_40129109 LINC00114 . .
chr21 40211559 40211839 281 40211729 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3056 chr21_40211559_40211839 . ETS2 .
chr21 40212017 40212173 157 40212107 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3057 chr21_40212017_40212173 . ETS2 .
chr21 40225385 40225532 148 40225446 22.19 21.39999 10.7269 16.50448 FTE2_peak_3058 chr21_40225385_40225532 . ETS2 .
chr21 45005978 45006177 200 45006072 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3059 chr21_45005978_45006177 HSF2BP . .
chr21 45059785 45059937 153 45059824 10.35 6.05339 4.40829 2.60071 FTE2_peak_3060 chr21_45059785_45059937 HSF2BP . RRP1B
chr22 21138167 21138351 185 21138263 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3061 chr22_21138167_21138351 PI4KA;SERPIND1 . .
chr22 21392181 21392357 177 21392217 14.05 9.62586 5.74147 5.67429 FTE2_peak_3062 chr22_21392181_21392357 . C16703;P2RX6;SLC7A4;THAP7‐ LOC400891;P2RX6P
chr22 22392259 22392560 302 22392446 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3063 chr22_22392259_22392560 . . .
chr22 24602824 24603003 180 24602924 28.1 23.05536 9.70083 18.03103 FTE2_peak_3064 chr22_24602824_24603003 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24603822 24604212 391 24604096 39.2 36.71734 13.39853 31.17324 FTE2_peak_3065 chr22_24603822_24604212 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 25079753 25079888 136 25079815 20.71 14.20995 7.23329 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3066 chr22_25079753_25079888 . POM121L10P .
chr22 25948363 25948702 340 25948613 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3067 chr22_25948363_25948702 . . ADRBK2
chr22 26156007 26156195 189 26156103 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3068 chr22_26156007_26156195 MYO18B . .
chr22 26946414 26946541 128 26946470 15.53 9.83323 5.82054 5.87401 FTE2_peak_3069 chr22_26946414_26946541 TPST2 . MIR548J
chr22 26981247 26981371 125 26981344 18.49 11.53451 6.11883 7.43494 FTE2_peak_3070 chr22_26981247_26981371 TPST2 MIR548J CRYBB1
chr22 27105664 27105793 130 27105739 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3071 chr22_27105664_27105793 . . .
chr22 27106028 27106188 161 27106119 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3072 chr22_27106028_27106188 . . .
chr22 27115091 27115270 180 27115193 25.14 21.16966 9.59425 16.27872 FTE2_peak_3073 chr22_27115091_27115270 . . .
chr22 27503893 27504124 232 27503978 15.53 12.56479 7.52747 8.33199 FTE2_peak_3074 chr22_27503893_27504124 . . .
chr22 27511867 27512151 285 27511998 27.36 28.26649 13.19208 23.02543 FTE2_peak_3075 chr22_27511867_27512151 . . .
chr22 27536226 27536347 122 27536235 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_3076 chr22_27536226_27536347 . . .
chr22 27619743 27619858 116 27619788 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3077 chr22_27619743_27619858 . . .
chr22 27857475 27857717 243 27857586 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_3078 chr22_27857475_27857717 . . .
chr22 28538387 28538682 296 28538537 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_3079 chr22_28538387_28538682 TTC28 . .
chr22 29108441 29108601 161 29108530 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3080 chr22_29108441_29108601 CHEK2 . HSCB
chr22 30022671 30022792 122 30022712 15.53 11.43616 6.81382 7.33903 FTE2_peak_3081 chr22_30022671_30022792 NF2 . .
chr22 30592269 30592557 289 30592467 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3082 chr22_30592269_30592557 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 31980172 31980291 120 31980251 11.83 7.4758 5.34026 3.8119 FTE2_peak_3083 chr22_31980172_31980291 SFI1 . .
chr22 31981534 31982080 547 31981740 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_3084 chr22_31981534_31982080 SFI1 . .
chr22 31982269 31982383 115 31982295 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3085 chr22_31982269_31982383 SFI1 . .
chr22 31998394 31998552 159 31998504 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3086 chr22_31998394_31998552 SFI1 . PISD
chr22 32416177 32416446 270 32416361 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3087 chr22_32416177_32416446 . . SLC5A1
chr22 32987656 32988018 363 32987866 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3088 chr22_32987656_32988018 SYN3 . .
chr22 36296865 36296992 128 36296949 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_3089 chr22_36296865_36296992 RBFOX2 . .
chr22 36973156 36973337 182 36973292 19.97 10.39851 5.41098 6.40582 FTE2_peak_3090 chr22_36973156_36973337 CACNG2 . .
chr22 37055939 37056120 182 37056120 15.53 5.31046 3.30607 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3091 chr22_37055939_37056120 CACNG2 . .
chr22 39918894 39919019 126 39918917 19.23 7.48435 3.81589 3.82042 FTE2_peak_3092 chr22_39918894_39919019 . ATF4;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 40357077 40357216 140 40357129 10.35 7.13841 5.11652 3.55148 FTE2_peak_3093 chr22_40357077_40357216 GRAP2 . .
chr22 40357445 40357567 123 40357535 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3094 chr22_40357445_40357567 GRAP2 . .
chr22 40573922 40574067 146 40573953 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3095 chr22_40573922_40574067 TNRC6B . .
chr22 40600323 40600622 300 40600461 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3096 chr22_40600323_40600622 TNRC6B . .
chr22 40894735 40894893 159 40894811 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3097 chr22_40894735_40894893 MKL1 . .
chr22 40895214 40895437 224 40895306 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3098 chr22_40895214_40895437 MKL1 . .
chr22 41107663 41107793 131 41107729 19.23 12.92087 6.58893 8.63056 FTE2_peak_3099 chr22_41107663_41107793 . MCHR1 .
chr22 41686796 41686910 115 41686873 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_3100 chr22_41686796_41686910 . RANGAP1 ZC3H7B
chr22 43011219 43011799 581 43011267 32.54 14.77552 5.14413 10.36224 FTE2_peak_3101 chr22_43011219_43011799 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
chr22 44317372 44317548 177 44317455 24.4 13.70067 5.95518 9.37282 FTE2_peak_3102 chr22_44317372_44317548 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
chr22 45874442 45874581 140 45874513 16.27 11.69377 6.61681 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3103 chr22_45874442_45874581 . . FBLN1
chr22 46077242 46077371 130 46077327 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3104 chr22_46077242_46077371 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46080435 46080625 191 46080534 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3105 chr22_46080435_46080625 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46084652 46084993 342 46084779 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3106 chr22_46084652_46084993 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46138924 46139141 218 46139077 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3107 chr22_46138924_46139141 ATXN10 . MIR4762
chr22 46200874 46201068 195 46201024 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3108 chr22_46200874_46201068 ATXN10 . .
chr3 4365022 4365205 184 4365132 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3109 chr3_4365022_4365205 . SETMAR .
chr3 4763117 4763464 348 4763359 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3110 chr3_4763117_4763464 ITPR1 . EGOT
chr3 4783432 4783577 146 4783488 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_3111 chr3_4783432_4783577 ITPR1 . EGOT
chr3 8361771 8361931 161 8361850 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3112 chr3_8361771_8361931 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8492610 8492782 173 8492616 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3113 chr3_8492610_8492782 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8532095 8532400 306 8532198 32.54 18.75374 6.70795 14.00317 FTE2_peak_3114 chr3_8532095_8532400 LOC100288428 . LMCD1
chr3 8887467 8887873 407 8887537 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3115 chr3_8887467_8887873 . . .
chr3 8890491 8890634 144 8890535 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3116 chr3_8890491_8890634 . . RAD18
chr3 8911363 8911820 458 8911656 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3117 chr3_8911363_8911820 . . RAD18
chr3 8978856 8978992 137 8978926 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3118 chr3_8978856_8978992 RAD18 . .
chr3 10018672 10018847 176 10018754 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_3119 chr3_10018672_10018847 TMEM111 PRRT3 LOC401052
chr3 11178655 11178769 115 11178736 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_3120 chr3_11178655_11178769 . . HRH1
chr3 11227293 11227551 259 11227469 13.31 10.1767 6.41637 6.19967 FTE2_peak_3121 chr3_11227293_11227551 HRH1 . .
chr3 11280582 11280710 129 11280669 14.79 11.04464 6.93643 6.98022 FTE2_peak_3122 chr3_11280582_11280710 HRH1 . .
chr3 11330473 11330593 121 11330548 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_3123 chr3_11330473_11330593 ATG7 HRH1 .
chr3 11500626 11500900 275 11500805 14.79 10.10382 6.32897 6.12882 FTE2_peak_3124 chr3_11500626_11500900 ATG7 . .
chr3 11571876 11572111 236 11571909 16.27 8.1827 4.59305 4.47005 FTE2_peak_3125 chr3_11571876_11572111 ATG7 . VGLL4
chr3 11642052 11642260 209 11642197 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3126 chr3_11642052_11642260 VGLL4 . .
chr3 12234936 12235204 269 12234965 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3127 chr3_12234936_12235204 . SYN2 .
chr3 12269255 12269383 129 12269310 13.31 10.38981 6.55148 6.39742 FTE2_peak_3128 chr3_12269255_12269383 . . .
chr3 12269473 12269736 264 12269576 23.67 22.71606 11.41118 17.72825 FTE2_peak_3129 chr3_12269473_12269736 . . .
chr3 14252717 14252884 168 14252772 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3130 chr3_14252717_14252884 . LSM3 .
chr3 15672625 15672770 146 15672708 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3131 chr3_15672625_15672770 BTD HACL1 .
chr3 15687641 15687883 243 15687812 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3132 chr3_15687641_15687883 . BTD ANKRD28
chr3 15689180 15689296 117 15689205 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3133 chr3_15689180_15689296 . BTD ANKRD28
chr3 15810357 15810777 421 15810612 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3134 chr3_15810357_15810777 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 15837450 15837679 230 15837537 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3135 chr3_15837450_15837679 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 16024416 16024533 118 16024475 17.01 13.27663 7.2182 8.96299 FTE2_peak_3136 chr3_16024416_16024533 . . .
chr3 16101692 16102071 380 16102003 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_3137 chr3_16101692_16102071 . . .
chr3 16126565 16126679 115 16126658 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3138 chr3_16126565_16126679 . . .
chr3 16131669 16131846 178 16131763 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3139 chr3_16131669_16131846 . . .
chr3 16145197 16145343 147 16145268 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3140 chr3_16145197_16145343 . . .
chr3 16285723 16285847 125 16285799 12.57 9.3146 6.21294 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3141 chr3_16285723_16285847 . GALNTL2 DPH3;OXNAD1
chr3 16490290 16490404 115 16490343 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3142 chr3_16490290_16490404 RFTN1 . .
chr3 16515988 16516109 122 16516033 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3143 chr3_16515988_16516109 RFTN1 . .
chr3 16525750 16526085 336 16525882 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3144 chr3_16525750_16526085 RFTN1 . .
chr3 16770417 16770639 223 16770514 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3145 chr3_16770417_16770639 . . .
chr3 16782979 16783136 158 16783043 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3146 chr3_16782979_16783136 . . .
chr3 17081309 17081452 144 17081380 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3147 chr3_17081309_17081452 PLCL2 . .
chr3 17680901 17681071 171 17681010 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_3148 chr3_17680901_17681071 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 17681227 17681504 278 17681423 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3149 chr3_17681227_17681504 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 19930911 19931025 115 19931013 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3150 chr3_19930911_19931025 EFHB . .
chr3 23097640 23097786 147 23097738 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3151 chr3_23097640_23097786 . . .
chr3 23496700 23496966 267 23496766 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3152 chr3_23496700_23496966 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23641775 23641986 212 23641851 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3153 chr3_23641775_23641986 MIR548AC UBE2E2 .
chr3 24188078 24188275 198 24188157 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3154 chr3_24188078_24188275 THRB . .
chr3 24262531 24262715 185 24262571 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3155 chr3_24262531_24262715 THRB . .
chr3 24296263 24296508 246 24296302 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3156 chr3_24296263_24296508 THRB . .
chr3 24719982 24720251 270 24720023 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3157 chr3_24719982_24720251 . . .
chr3 27353095 27353243 149 27353172 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3158 chr3_27353095_27353243 NEK10 . .
chr3 27565665 27565779 115 27565713 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3159 chr3_27565665_27565779 . . .
chr3 27575504 27575638 135 27575618 13.31 10.07338 6.35088 6.10528 FTE2_peak_3160 chr3_27575504_27575638 . . .
chr3 27585957 27586404 448 27586212 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_3161 chr3_27585957_27586404 . . .
chr3 27632144 27632280 137 27632177 11.09 8.31742 5.56516 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3162 chr3_27632144_27632280 . . .
chr3 29227623 29227920 298 29227794 17.75 12.74442 7.18351 8.49901 FTE2_peak_3163 chr3_29227623_29227920 . . .
chr3 29668890 29669045 156 29668958 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3164 chr3_29668890_29669045 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29735492 29735665 174 29735568 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_3165 chr3_29735492_29735665 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29736271 29736552 282 29736440 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_3166 chr3_29736271_29736552 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29737107 29737300 194 29737149 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3167 chr3_29737107_29737300 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29800061 29800561 501 29800278 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3168 chr3_29800061_29800561 RBMS3 . .
chr3 30333973 30334302 330 30334235 11.09 8.36418 5.59477 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3169 chr3_30333973_30334302 . . .
chr3 30389167 30389351 185 30389257 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3170 chr3_30389167_30389351 . . .
chr3 30389552 30389670 119 30389603 14.05 11.61307 6.96334 7.51003 FTE2_peak_3171 chr3_30389552_30389670 . . .
chr3 30412422 30412536 115 30412478 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3172 chr3_30412422_30412536 . . .
chr3 30462885 30463030 146 30462928 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3173 chr3_30462885_30463030 . . .
chr3 30534377 30534628 252 30534484 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3174 chr3_30534377_30534628 . . .
chr3 30553025 30553629 605 30553228 31.8 34.07041 15.32193 28.60574 FTE2_peak_3175 chr3_30553025_30553629 . . .
chr3 30620099 30620280 182 30620186 19.97 6.46191 3.49459 2.91999 FTE2_peak_3176 chr3_30620099_30620280 . . TGFBR2
chr3 30638867 30639160 294 30638919 18.49 15.7371 8.6481 11.2085 FTE2_peak_3177 chr3_30638867_30639160 . . TGFBR2
chr3 30701318 30701435 118 30701388 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3178 chr3_30701318_30701435 TGFBR2 . .
chr3 31045751 31045937 187 31045832 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3179 chr3_31045751_31045937 . . .
chr3 31207621 31207758 138 31207648 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3180 chr3_31207621_31207758 . . .
chr3 31212353 31212660 308 31212547 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3181 chr3_31212353_31212660 . . .
chr3 31212921 31213132 212 31213019 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3182 chr3_31212921_31213132 . . .
chr3 31316884 31317036 153 31316982 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3183 chr3_31316884_31317036 . . .
chr3 31403186 31403300 115 31403235 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_3184 chr3_31403186_31403300 . . .
chr3 32010636 32010784 149 32010734 17.01 13.16671 7.15227 8.8712 FTE2_peak_3185 chr3_32010636_32010784 OSBPL10 . ZNF860
chr3 32291066 32291204 139 32291109 28.84 21.42076 9.04304 16.52275 FTE2_peak_3186 chr3_32291066_32291204 CMTM8 . .
chr3 32511356 32511503 148 32511430 19.23 13.27788 6.79249 8.96391 FTE2_peak_3187 chr3_32511356_32511503 . CMTM7 CMTM6
chr3 33402166 33402281 116 33402217 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_3188 chr3_33402166_33402281 FBXL2 . UBP1
chr3 33458667 33458805 139 33458720 13.31 10.3357 6.51717 6.34543 FTE2_peak_3189 chr3_33458667_33458805 UBP1 FBXL2 .
chr3 34053602 34053797 196 34053732 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3190 chr3_34053602_34053797 . . .
chr3 34248419 34248778 360 34248713 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3191 chr3_34248419_34248778 . . .
chr3 36690292 36690484 193 36690387 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3192 chr3_36690292_36690484 . . .
chr3 36718874 36719176 303 36719085 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3193 chr3_36718874_36719176 . . .
chr3 36721038 36721167 130 36721040 10.35 6.97961 5.01261 3.39872 FTE2_peak_3194 chr3_36721038_36721167 . . .
chr3 37096076 37096214 139 37096171 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3195 chr3_37096076_37096214 LRRFIP2 MLH1 .
chr3 37247668 37247790 123 37247697 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3196 chr3_37247668_37247790 . LRRFIP2 .
chr3 37977774 37978102 329 37978014 18.49 15.39066 8.43293 10.87773 FTE2_peak_3197 chr3_37977774_37978102 CTDSPL . .
chr3 39208298 39208445 148 39208353 10.35 7.13841 5.11652 3.55148 FTE2_peak_3198 chr3_39208298_39208445 . CSRNP1;TTC21A XIRP1
chr3 40096550 40096752 203 40096584 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3199 chr3_40096550_40096752 MYRIP . .
chr3 40842070 40842251 182 40842183 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3200 chr3_40842070_40842251 . . .
chr3 40993280 40993467 188 40993359 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3201 chr3_40993280_40993467 . . .
chr3 41309543 41309813 271 41309726 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3202 chr3_41309543_41309813 ULK4 CTNNB1 .
chr3 41723101 41723264 164 41723183 31.06 34.07041 14.97647 28.60574 FTE2_peak_3203 chr3_41723101_41723264 ULK4 . .
chr3 41723373 41723487 115 41723390 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3204 chr3_41723373_41723487 ULK4 . .
chr3 41724549 41724694 146 41724595 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3205 chr3_41724549_41724694 ULK4 . .
chr3 42074330 42074450 121 42074413 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_3206 chr3_42074330_42074450 . . .
chr3 42078075 42078189 115 42078114 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3207 chr3_42078075_42078189 . . .
chr3 43749615 43749788 174 43749690 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_3208 chr3_43749615_43749788 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43750608 43750840 233 43750722 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3209 chr3_43750608_43750840 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43795321 43795511 191 43795426 19.23 16.86679 8.9307 12.25165 FTE2_peak_3210 chr3_43795321_43795511 . . .
chr3 43795804 43796026 223 43795983 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3211 chr3_43795804_43796026 . . .
chr3 43908237 43908487 251 43908377 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3212 chr3_43908237_43908487 . . .
chr3 45106523 45106699 177 45106601 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_3213 chr3_45106523_45106699 . CLEC3B CDCP1
chr3 45164614 45164839 226 45164712 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3214 chr3_45164614_45164839 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45165976 45166214 239 45166051 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3215 chr3_45165976_45166214 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45709539 45709864 326 45709760 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3216 chr3_45709539_45709864 LIMD1 . LOC644714;SACM1L
chr3 46140019 46140180 162 46140115 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3217 chr3_46140019_46140180 . . .
chr3 46155888 46156034 147 46155983 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3218 chr3_46155888_46156034 . . .
chr3 46558584 46558774 191 46558687 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3219 chr3_46558584_46558774 LRRC2 RTP3 .
chr3 51378035 51378236 202 51378142 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3220 chr3_51378035_51378236 DOCK3 . .
chr3 53272320 53272479 160 53272379 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_3221 chr3_53272320_53272479 TKT . .
chr3 54935269 54935541 273 54935452 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3222 chr3_54935269_54935541 CACNA2D3 . LRTM1
chr3 55194125 55194252 128 55194184 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3223 chr3_55194125_55194252 . . .
chr3 55194566 55194832 267 55194747 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3224 chr3_55194566_55194832 . . .
chr3 55196078 55196374 297 55196343 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3225 chr3_55196078_55196374 . . .
chr3 55201760 55201875 116 55201849 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3226 chr3_55201760_55201875 . . .
chr3 55203670 55204114 445 55203910 34.02 38.49421 16.35832 32.88226 FTE2_peak_3227 chr3_55203670_55204114 . . .
chr3 55225994 55226356 363 55226245 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3228 chr3_55225994_55226356 . . .
chr3 55364663 55364792 130 55364742 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3229 chr3_55364663_55364792 . . .
chr3 55375639 55375794 156 55375745 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3230 chr3_55375639_55375794 . . .
chr3 55497919 55498033 115 55497972 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3231 chr3_55497919_55498033 . . WNT5A
chr3 55499680 55499915 236 55499870 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3232 chr3_55499680_55499915 WNT5A . .
chr3 55501245 55501445 201 55501356 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3233 chr3_55501245_55501445 WNT5A . .
chr3 55502875 55503037 163 55502877 8.87 5.29201 4.47315 2.08519 FTE2_peak_3234 chr3_55502875_55503037 WNT5A . .
chr3 55660117 55660303 187 55660227 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3235 chr3_55660117_55660303 ERC2 . .
chr3 55784723 55784899 177 55784802 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3236 chr3_55784723_55784899 ERC2 . .
chr3 55919993 55920159 167 55920098 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3237 chr3_55919993_55920159 ERC2 . .
chr3 55925703 55925940 238 55925839 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_3238 chr3_55925703_55925940 ERC2 . .
chr3 56191748 56191974 227 56191912 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3239 chr3_56191748_56191974 ERC2 . .
chr3 57015214 57015329 116 57015264 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3240 chr3_57015214_57015329 ARHGEF3 . .
chr3 57903934 57904275 342 57904133 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3241 chr3_57903934_57904275 SLMAP . .
chr3 58033615 58034070 456 58033740 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3242 chr3_58033615_58034070 FLNB . .
chr3 58038228 58038415 188 58038373 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3243 chr3_58038228_58038415 FLNB . .
chr3 58040084 58040216 133 58040156 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3244 chr3_58040084_58040216 FLNB . .
chr3 58369822 58369952 131 58369920 14.05 10.19551 6.08869 6.21805 FTE2_peak_3245 chr3_58369822_58369952 PXK . .
chr3 58546649 58546899 251 58546748 25.14 22.68953 10.47869 17.70236 FTE2_peak_3246 chr3_58546649_58546899 . ACOX2 FAM107A
chr3 59412779 59413236 458 59413015 26.62 16.40859 6.90586 11.84361 FTE2_peak_3247 chr3_59412779_59413236 . . .
chr3 59545561 59545701 141 59545646 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3248 chr3_59545561_59545701 . . .
chr3 61557392 61557586 195 61557567 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3249 chr3_61557392_61557586 PTPRG . .
chr3 61560791 61560917 127 61560822 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3250 chr3_61560791_61560917 PTPRG . .
chr3 62155607 62156082 476 62156010 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3251 chr3_62155607_62156082 PTPRG . .
chr3 62590066 62590229 164 62590147 16.27 13.92131 7.98976 9.58234 FTE2_peak_3252 chr3_62590066_62590229 CADPS . .
chr3 62593423 62593579 157 62593500 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3253 chr3_62593423_62593579 CADPS . .
chr3 63641177 63641496 320 63641415 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3254 chr3_63641177_63641496 SNTN . .
chr3 63962321 63962531 211 63962412 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3255 chr3_63962321_63962531 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
chr3 64251811 64251926 116 64251868 17.01 12.69349 6.86989 8.45289 FTE2_peak_3256 chr3_64251811_64251926 . . .
chr3 64884803 64884946 144 64884842 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3257 chr3_64884803_64884946 ADAMTS9‐AS2;MIR548A2 . .
chr3 64963414 64963562 149 64963509 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3258 chr3_64963414_64963562 ADAMTS9‐AS2 MIR548A2 .
chr3 65561225 65561498 274 65561334 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3259 chr3_65561225_65561498 MAGI1 . .
chr3 65817529 65817670 142 65817628 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3260 chr3_65817529_65817670 MAGI1 . .
chr3 65941708 65941984 277 65941745 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_3261 chr3_65941708_65941984 MAGI1 . .
chr3 66101617 66101734 118 66101717 12.57 9.07002 6.0536 5.19539 FTE2_peak_3262 chr3_66101617_66101734 . . SLC25A26
chr3 66479260 66479400 141 66479349 14.05 11.61307 6.96334 7.51003 FTE2_peak_3263 chr3_66479260_66479400 LRIG1 . .
chr3 66644544 66644686 143 66644602 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_3264 chr3_66644544_66644686 . . .
chr3 66725931 66726069 139 66726014 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3265 chr3_66725931_66726069 . . .
chr3 66773082 66773330 249 66773173 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_3266 chr3_66773082_66773330 . . .
chr3 67512112 67512340 229 67512284 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3267 chr3_67512112_67512340 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67644852 67645048 197 67644906 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3268 chr3_67644852_67645048 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67660937 67661054 118 67661008 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_3269 chr3_67660937_67661054 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67697809 67698032 224 67697845 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3270 chr3_67697809_67698032 SUCLG2 . .
chr3 67769792 67769962 171 67769853 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_3271 chr3_67769792_67769962 . . .
chr3 69553509 69553667 159 69553580 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3272 chr3_69553509_69553667 . . .
chr3 69759669 69759919 251 69759780 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3273 chr3_69759669_69759919 . . MITF
chr3 69811137 69811312 176 69811238 26.62 11.25152 4.6039 7.16071 FTE2_peak_3274 chr3_69811137_69811312 MITF . .
chr3 70874091 70874229 139 70874144 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3275 chr3_70874091_70874229 . . .
chr3 70906032 70906149 118 70906127 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3276 chr3_70906032_70906149 . . .
chr3 70921049 70921366 318 70921264 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3277 chr3_70921049_70921366 . . .
chr3 71150253 71150380 128 71150299 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3278 chr3_71150253_71150380 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71151414 71151541 128 71151481 17.75 15.11312 8.67405 10.6865 FTE2_peak_3279 chr3_71151414_71151541 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71161046 71161216 171 71161144 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3280 chr3_71161046_71161216 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71300695 71300850 156 71300736 15.53 9.83323 5.82054 5.87401 FTE2_peak_3281 chr3_71300695_71300850 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71553594 71553972 379 71553829 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3282 chr3_71553594_71553972 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71586460 71586590 131 71586523 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3283 chr3_71586460_71586590 FOXP1 . MIR1284
chr3 72319281 72319440 160 72319342 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3284 chr3_72319281_72319440 . . .
chr3 72324049 72324192 144 72324104 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3285 chr3_72324049_72324192 . . .
chr3 73120375 73120649 275 73120424 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3286 chr3_73120375_73120649 . EBLN2;PPP4R2 .
chr3 73816075 73816213 139 73816129 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3287 chr3_73816075_73816213 . . .
chr3 78166173 78166328 156 78166282 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3288 chr3_78166173_78166328 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 79416339 79416476 138 79416401 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3289 chr3_79416339_79416476 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
chr3 81793718 81793892 175 81793780 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3290 chr3_81793718_81793892 GBE1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86879808 86880080 273 86879945 28.84 24.80315 10.95121 19.70116 FTE2_peak_3291 chr3_86879808_86880080 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86914791 86914930 140 86914857 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3292 chr3_86914791_86914930 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86986567 86987051 485 86986881 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3293 chr3_86986567_86987051 MIR4444‐1 . VGLL3
chr3 87033570 87033712 143 87033632 17.01 14.96927 8.24418 10.54834 FTE2_peak_3294 chr3_87033570_87033712 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87037537 87037660 124 87037608 19.97 11.16174 5.82594 7.08728 FTE2_peak_3295 chr3_87037537_87037660 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87045492 87045613 122 87045544 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3296 chr3_87045492_87045613 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 87255301 87255472 172 87255336 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3297 chr3_87255301_87255472 MIR4444‐1 . CHMP2B;MIR4795
chr3 87459358 87459540 183 87459433 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3298 chr3_87459358_87459540 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 93562859 93563066 208 93562999 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3299 chr3_93562859_93563066 MIR4444‐1 . PROS1
chr3 94124563 94124689 127 94124616 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3300 chr3_94124563_94124689 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 95008287 95008477 191 95008336 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3301 chr3_95008287_95008477 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98282597 98282713 117 98282674 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_3302 chr3_98282597_98282713 MIR4444‐1 . CPOX
chr3 98497718 98497910 193 98497809 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3303 chr3_98497718_98497910 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
chr3 98503930 98504073 144 98503994 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3304 chr3_98503930_98504073 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
chr3 98641802 98641916 115 98641842 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3305 chr3_98641802_98641916 MIR4444‐1 DCBLD2 .
chr3 98689990 98690187 198 98690090 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3306 chr3_98689990_98690187 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98691172 98691334 163 98691298 14.05 11.20915 6.71331 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3307 chr3_98691172_98691334 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98700031 98700166 136 98700092 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3308 chr3_98700031_98700166 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98848090 98848315 226 98848180 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3309 chr3_98848090_98848315 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99114304 99114661 358 99114501 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3310 chr3_99114304_99114661 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99132496 99132639 144 99132592 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3311 chr3_99132496_99132639 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99192152 99192322 171 99192297 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_3312 chr3_99192152_99192322 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99223166 99223428 263 99223343 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3313 chr3_99223166_99223428 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99262098 99262247 150 99262174 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3314 chr3_99262098_99262247 MIR4444‐1 . MIR548G
chr3 99357644 99357823 180 99357742 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3315 chr3_99357644_99357823 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99366138 99366345 208 99366329 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3316 chr3_99366138_99366345 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99378821 99378999 179 99378982 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3317 chr3_99378821_99378999 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99433831 99434008 178 99433911 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3318 chr3_99433831_99434008 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99435228 99435375 148 99435267 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3319 chr3_99435228_99435375 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99470535 99470669 135 99470598 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3320 chr3_99470535_99470669 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99484587 99484743 157 99484647 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3321 chr3_99484587_99484743 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99500665 99500845 181 99500741 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3322 chr3_99500665_99500845 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99501768 99502221 454 99501992 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3323 chr3_99501768_99502221 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99581171 99581344 174 99581280 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3324 chr3_99581171_99581344 orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR54 . .
chr3 99584304 99584446 143 99584353 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3325 chr3_99584304_99584446 orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR54 . .
chr3 99760355 99760499 145 99760395 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3326 chr3_99760355_99760499 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99766257 99766428 172 99766337 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3327 chr3_99766257_99766428 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99988651 99988798 148 99988653 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3328 chr3_99988651_99988798 MIR4444‐1;TBC1D23 . .
chr3 100215842 100216113 272 100215943 16.27 10.13591 5.6893 6.15987 FTE2_peak_3329 chr3_100215842_100216113 MIR4444‐1;TMEM45A . .
chr3 101647983 101648104 122 101648035 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3330 chr3_101647983_101648104 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 101659476 101659608 133 101659573 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3331 chr3_101659476_101659608 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 101893334 101893463 130 101893393 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_3332 chr3_101893334_101893463 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 101900256 101900374 119 101900327 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3333 chr3_101900256_101900374 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104078784 104078904 121 104078843 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3334 chr3_104078784_104078904 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104592373 104592528 156 104592471 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3335 chr3_104592373_104592528 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104860181 104860342 162 104860273 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3336 chr3_104860181_104860342 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104994004 104994123 120 104994066 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3337 chr3_104994004_104994123 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105317078 105317236 159 105317224 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3338 chr3_105317078_105317236 MIR4444‐1 ALCAM .
chr3 105663734 105663907 174 105663813 17.75 13.16671 7.44597 8.8712 FTE2_peak_3339 chr3_105663734_105663907 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106147541 106147705 165 106147600 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3340 chr3_106147541_106147705 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106279652 106279799 148 106279699 19.23 16.86679 8.9307 12.25165 FTE2_peak_3341 chr3_106279652_106279799 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106354288 106354572 285 106354390 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3342 chr3_106354288_106354572 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106430654 106430773 120 106430744 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3343 chr3_106430654_106430773 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447197 106447315 119 106447264 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3344 chr3_106447197_106447315 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447451 106447659 209 106447531 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3345 chr3_106447451_106447659 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106936086 106936367 282 106936292 32.54 35.5322 15.66739 30.02073 FTE2_peak_3346 chr3_106936086_106936367 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 106941901 106942063 163 106941987 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_3347 chr3_106941901_106942063 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 107123643 107123901 259 107123744 23.67 20.84761 10.26436 15.96804 FTE2_peak_3348 chr3_107123643_107123901 MIR4444‐1 CCDC54 .
chr3 110103487 110103673 187 110103572 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3349 chr3_110103487_110103673 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110132708 110132839 132 110132782 17.75 13.85523 7.87771 9.51757 FTE2_peak_3350 chr3_110132708_110132839 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110139047 110139289 243 110139144 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3351 chr3_110139047_110139289 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110245577 110245906 330 110245772 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3352 chr3_110245577_110245906 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110246207 110246341 135 110246301 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3353 chr3_110246207_110246341 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110295863 110296106 244 110295936 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3354 chr3_110295863_110296106 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110296621 110296739 119 110296702 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3355 chr3_110296621_110296739 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110318003 110318177 175 110318115 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3356 chr3_110318003_110318177 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110533162 110533327 166 110533234 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3357 chr3_110533162_110533327 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110799418 110799532 115 110799450 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3358 chr3_110799418_110799532 MIR4444‐1;PVRL3 PVRL3‐AS1 .
chr3 111454162 111454477 316 111454339 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_3359 chr3_111454162_111454477 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111521974 111522088 115 111521997 11.09 8.22538 5.50687 4.51008 FTE2_peak_3360 chr3_111521974_111522088 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111565791 111565905 115 111565854 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3361 chr3_111565791_111565905 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 PLCXD2 .
chr3 111623694 111623838 145 111623773 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_3362 chr3_111623694_111623838 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 . .
chr3 112096057 112096192 136 112096132 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3363 chr3_112096057_112096192 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112110192 112110538 347 112110292 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3364 chr3_112110192_112110538 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112323401 112323704 304 112323501 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3365 chr3_112323401_112323704 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 SLC35A5 .
chr3 112359914 112360155 242 112360018 25.14 20.48889 9.20576 15.62362 FTE2_peak_3366 chr3_112359914_112360155 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112366001 112366256 256 112366170 24.4 24.15303 11.81619 19.09723 FTE2_peak_3367 chr3_112366001_112366256 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112372529 112372716 188 112372630 15.53 12.56479 7.52747 8.33199 FTE2_peak_3368 chr3_112372529_112372716 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112390992 112391191 200 112391120 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3369 chr3_112390992_112391191 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112497514 112497764 251 112497724 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3370 chr3_112497514_112497764 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112817062 112817238 177 112817164 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3371 chr3_112817062_112817238 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112950442 112950683 242 112950538 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3372 chr3_112950442_112950683 BOC;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 113549498 113549797 300 113549569 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_3373 chr3_113549498_113549797 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
chr3 114214803 114215017 215 114214940 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3374 chr3_114214803_114215017 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114327243 114327411 169 114327320 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3375 chr3_114327243_114327411 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 115120819 115120947 129 115120910 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3376 chr3_115120819_115120947 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115121176 115121299 124 115121220 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3377 chr3_115121176_115121299 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115155679 115155839 161 115155763 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3378 chr3_115155679_115155839 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115507876 115508255 380 115508146 31.8 24.12153 9.57251 19.0679 FTE2_peak_3379 chr3_115507876_115508255 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
chr3 116755315 116755429 115 116755353 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3380 chr3_116755315_116755429 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119028810 119029365 556 119029185 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_3381 chr3_119028810_119029365 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119030314 119030525 212 119030428 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3382 chr3_119030314_119030525 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119030656 119030798 143 119030686 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3383 chr3_119030656_119030798 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120112059 120112226 168 120112148 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3384 chr3_120112059_120112226 MIR4444‐1 . FSTL1;MIR198
chr3 120188472 120188707 236 120188601 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3385 chr3_120188472_120188707 MIR4444‐1 FSTL1 .
chr3 123324162 123324289 128 123324206 22.19 12.68394 5.79655 8.44419 FTE2_peak_3386 chr3_123324162_123324289 MIR4444‐1;MYLK‐AS1 PTPLB MYLK
chr3 123407232 123407382 151 123407307 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3387 chr3_123407232_123407382 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123468636 123468754 119 123468701 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3388 chr3_123468636_123468754 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123469660 123469792 133 123469740 16.27 13.58807 7.78273 9.26329 FTE2_peak_3389 chr3_123469660_123469792 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123535618 123535732 115 123535634 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_3390 chr3_123535618_123535732 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123553582 123553748 167 123553669 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3391 chr3_123553582_123553748 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 124531729 124531854 126 124531827 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3392 chr3_124531729_124531854 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 124579600 124579928 329 124579652 14.05 10.78091 6.44869 6.72599 FTE2_peak_3393 chr3_124579600_124579928 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 124597739 124598249 511 124598041 19.23 17.32552 9.21131 12.69524 FTE2_peak_3394 chr3_124597739_124598249 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
chr3 124781951 124782249 299 124782103 25.14 15.45244 6.53609 10.93558 FTE2_peak_3395 chr3_124781951_124782249 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
chr3 124844656 124844876 221 124844721 14.79 10.88489 6.83288 6.82737 FTE2_peak_3396 chr3_124844656_124844876 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 126630337 126630513 177 126630405 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_3397 chr3_126630337_126630513 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127453658 127453866 209 127453708 13.31 9.72738 6.13184 5.77072 FTE2_peak_3398 chr3_127453658_127453866 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127608462 127608576 115 127608512 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3399 chr3_127608462_127608576 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127831273 127831426 154 127831349 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3400 chr3_127831273_127831426 MIR4444‐1;RUVBL1 . .
chr3 129204737 129204866 130 129204843 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3401 chr3_129204737_129204866 IFT122;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 130755153 130755305 153 130755262 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3402 chr3_130755153_130755305 MIR4444‐1;NEK11 ASTE1;ATP2C1 .
chr3 131622869 131623082 214 131622958 22.19 21.4946 10.78427 16.5912 FTE2_peak_3403 chr3_131622869_131623082 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131853586 131853700 115 131853651 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3404 chr3_131853586_131853700 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131950593 131950752 160 131950662 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3405 chr3_131950593_131950752 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 132262040 132262181 142 132262089 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3406 chr3_132262040_132262181 MIR4444‐1 DNAJC13 ACAD11;NPHP3‐ACAD11
chr3 133127350 133127464 115 133127436 11.83 8.36418 5.93691 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3407 chr3_133127350_133127464 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133127863 133128097 235 133127938 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3408 chr3_133127863_133128097 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133287654 133287771 118 133287666 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3409 chr3_133287654_133287771 MIR4444‐1 . CDV3
chr3 133310306 133310432 127 133310378 16.27 10.40102 5.84429 6.40788 FTE2_peak_3410 chr3_133310306_133310432 MIR4444‐1 CDV3 TOPBP1
chr3 133727711 133727921 211 133727759 17.75 12.49365 7.02866 8.26321 FTE2_peak_3411 chr3_133727711_133727921 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 . .
chr3 133812972 133813097 126 133813011 14.79 10.99088 6.90157 6.92851 FTE2_peak_3412 chr3_133812972_133813097 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 134045773 134046148 376 134045962 36.98 36.16661 14.55057 30.63536 FTE2_peak_3413 chr3_134045773_134046148 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046547 134046666 120 134046590 19.97 10.08017 5.24189 6.10878 FTE2_peak_3414 chr3_134046547_134046666 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134047065 134047190 126 134047150 21.45 18.25172 9.25253 13.52461 FTE2_peak_3415 chr3_134047065_134047190 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134146323 134146565 243 134146456 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3416 chr3_134146323_134146565 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
chr3 134179976 134180101 126 134180066 10.35 7.26195 5.19732 3.66703 FTE2_peak_3417 chr3_134179976_134180101 MIR4444‐1 MIR4788 ANAPC13;CEP63
chr3 135615565 135615716 152 135615665 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3418 chr3_135615565_135615716 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 136505533 136505697 165 136505593 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3419 chr3_136505533_136505697 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139021280 139021441 162 139021359 30.32 25.42371 10.44037 20.30395 FTE2_peak_3420 chr3_139021280_139021441 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141050362 141050480 119 141050390 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3421 chr3_141050362_141050480 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141050583 141050966 384 141050686 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3422 chr3_141050583_141050966 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141085480 141085759 280 141085542 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_3423 chr3_141085480_141085759 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086106 141086489 384 141086293 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_3424 chr3_141086106_141086489 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141088582 141088778 197 141088752 11.83 7.63125 5.44448 3.94975 FTE2_peak_3425 chr3_141088582_141088778 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141125999 141126208 210 141126094 21.45 17.04239 8.52512 12.42374 FTE2_peak_3426 chr3_141125999_141126208 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141201267 141201420 154 141201328 16.27 10.51841 5.91333 6.52181 FTE2_peak_3427 chr3_141201267_141201420 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
chr3 141994874 141995065 192 141994952 17.01 10.23848 5.4574 6.25778 FTE2_peak_3428 chr3_141994874_141995065 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 142958009 142958153 145 142958067 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3429 chr3_142958009_142958153 MIR4444‐1 . SLC9A9
chr3 143162669 143162881 213 143162779 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3430 chr3_143162669_143162881 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143244314 143244589 276 143244477 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3431 chr3_143244314_143244589 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143245157 143245276 120 143245199 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3432 chr3_143245157_143245276 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143327945 143328153 209 143328004 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3433 chr3_143327945_143328153 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143717111 143717375 265 143717335 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3434 chr3_143717111_143717375 MIR4444‐1 C3orf58 .
chr3 144734204 144734343 140 144734291 15.53 9.10814 5.38447 5.23063 FTE2_peak_3435 chr3_144734204_144734343 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 144961643 144961807 165 144961744 18.49 14.99578 8.18844 10.57323 FTE2_peak_3436 chr3_144961643_144961807 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 145881408 145881675 268 145881574 31.06 22.26151 8.42372 17.28838 FTE2_peak_3437 chr3_145881408_145881675 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
chr3 146026566 146026705 140 146026602 11.09 8.13526 5.44979 4.42466 FTE2_peak_3438 chr3_146026566_146026705 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 146172668 146172782 115 146172736 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3439 chr3_146172668_146172782 MIR4444‐1;PLSCR2 . .
chr3 146224543 146224688 146 146224617 14.79 7.62275 4.78509 3.94184 FTE2_peak_3440 chr3_146224543_146224688 MIR4444‐1 PLSCR2 PLSCR1
chr3 146521654 146521808 155 146521717 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3441 chr3_146521654_146521808 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 146612865 146613091 227 146612954 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3442 chr3_146612865_146613091 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 146831224 146831364 141 146831288 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3443 chr3_146831224_146831364 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148655266 148655456 191 148655362 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3444 chr3_148655266_148655456 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148723340 148723565 226 148723429 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3445 chr3_148723340_148723565 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148735011 148735289 279 148735183 21.45 15.9878 7.90375 11.45353 FTE2_peak_3446 chr3_148735011_148735289 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148897040 148897240 201 148897139 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3447 chr3_148897040_148897240 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
chr3 148943034 148943183 150 148943101 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3448 chr3_148943034_148943183 MIR4444‐1 CP .
chr3 148965294 148965586 293 148965350 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3449 chr3_148965294_148965586 MIR4444‐1 CP .
chr3 148995436 148995568 133 148995489 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3450 chr3_148995436_148995568 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149057870 149058020 151 149057962 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3451 chr3_149057870_149058020 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF18 TM4SF1
chr3 149089053 149089180 128 149089117 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3452 chr3_149089053_149089180 MIR4444‐1;TM4SF1 . .
chr3 149091597 149091800 204 149091617 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3453 chr3_149091597_149091800 MIR4444‐1;TM4SF1 . .
chr3 149104600 149104719 120 149104626 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3454 chr3_149104600_149104719 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149104845 149105011 167 149104957 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3455 chr3_149104845_149105011 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149119515 149119668 154 149119593 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3456 chr3_149119515_149119668 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149166417 149166548 132 149166467 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3457 chr3_149166417_149166548 MIR4444‐1 . TM4SF4
chr3 149501517 149501667 151 149501626 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3458 chr3_149501517_149501667 ANKUB1;MIR4444‐1 . RNF13
chr3 149723951 149724069 119 149724005 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3459 chr3_149723951_149724069 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149864982 149865175 194 149865066 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3460 chr3_149864982_149865175 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149865285 149865452 168 149865341 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3461 chr3_149865285_149865452 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149966311 149966585 275 149966421 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_3462 chr3_149966311_149966585 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150027469 150027666 198 150027564 23.67 16.06837 7.47432 11.53024 FTE2_peak_3463 chr3_150027469_150027666 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150066399 150066609 211 150066492 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3464 chr3_150066399_150066609 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150089708 150089860 153 150089748 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3465 chr3_150089708_150089860 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150167331 150167472 142 150167396 21.45 18.54595 9.43137 13.80044 FTE2_peak_3466 chr3_150167331_150167472 MIR4444‐1;TSC22D2 . .
chr3 151022912 151023230 319 151023145 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_3467 chr3_151022912_151023230 GPR87;MED12L;MIR4444‐1 P2RY14 P2RY13
chr3 151298613 151298743 131 151298644 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3468 chr3_151298613_151298743 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151582630 151582803 174 151582715 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_3469 chr3_151582630_151582803 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
chr3 151694117 151694336 220 151694196 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3470 chr3_151694117_151694336 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151743863 151744053 191 151743958 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_3471 chr3_151743863_151744053 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152046603 152046785 183 152046756 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3472 chr3_152046603_152046785 MBNL1;MIR4444‐1 . TMEM14E
chr3 152048969 152049097 129 152049054 22.19 10.22378 4.63724 6.24509 FTE2_peak_3473 chr3_152048969_152049097 MBNL1;MIR4444‐1 . TMEM14E
chr3 153068275 153068501 227 153068385 22.19 21.4946 10.78427 16.5912 FTE2_peak_3474 chr3_153068275_153068501 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153869820 153870011 192 153869930 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3475 chr3_153869820_153870011 ARHGEF26;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154688758 154688886 129 154688791 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3476 chr3_154688758_154688886 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154782875 154783012 138 154782959 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3477 chr3_154782875_154783012 MIR4444‐1 . MME
chr3 154788671 154788902 232 154788843 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3478 chr3_154788671_154788902 MIR4444‐1 . MME
chr3 154935535 154935701 167 154935649 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_3479 chr3_154935535_154935701 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154950435 154950654 220 154950557 19.23 17.56553 9.35833 12.92241 FTE2_peak_3480 chr3_154950435_154950654 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154951268 154951442 175 154951300 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3481 chr3_154951268_154951442 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 156255821 156255935 115 156255886 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3482 chr3_156255821_156255935 KCNAB1;MIR4444‐1 . SSR3
chr3 156269620 156269814 195 156269794 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3483 chr3_156269620_156269814 MIR4444‐1;SSR3 KCNAB1 .
chr3 156610541 156610728 188 156610694 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3484 chr3_156610541_156610728 LEKR1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 156846073 156846222 150 156846094 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3485 chr3_156846073_156846222 MIR4444‐1 LOC100498859;LOC339894 CCNL1
chr3 157029579 157029811 233 157029686 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3486 chr3_157029579_157029811 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157051330 157051451 122 157051389 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3487 chr3_157051330_157051451 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157077868 157078283 416 157077941 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3488 chr3_157077868_157078283 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157162305 157162432 128 157162365 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3489 chr3_157162305_157162432 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 PTX3 .
chr3 157245894 157246028 135 157245933 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3490 chr3_157245894_157246028 MIR4444‐1 VEPH1 C3orf55
chr3 157503767 157503881 115 157503796 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3491 chr3_157503767_157503881 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 157504042 157504274 233 157504150 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3492 chr3_157504042_157504274 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 157886108 157886267 160 157886162 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3493 chr3_157886108_157886267 MIR4444‐1;RSRC1 . .
chr3 158401537 158401716 180 158401629 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3494 chr3_158401537_158401716 GFM1;MIR4444‐1 LXN RARRES1
chr3 158443354 158443486 133 158443431 17.01 14.6903 8.07416 10.27871 FTE2_peak_3495 chr3_158443354_158443486 MIR4444‐1;RARRES1 . .
chr3 158487057 158487181 125 158487085 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3496 chr3_158487057_158487181 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158800317 158800808 492 158800425 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_3497 chr3_158800317_158800808 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 159175711 159176263 553 159175877 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3498 chr3_159175711_159176263 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159338759 159338874 116 159338828 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3499 chr3_159338759_159338874 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159451162 159451510 349 159451435 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3500 chr3_159451162_159451510 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159548818 159549005 188 159548964 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3501 chr3_159548818_159549005 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159646317 159646675 359 159646586 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3502 chr3_159646317_159646675 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160415944 160416164 221 160416068 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_3503 chr3_160415944_160416164 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
chr3 160881136 160881438 303 160881201 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3504 chr3_160881136_160881438 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160984482 160984760 279 160984592 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3505 chr3_160984482_160984760 MIR4444‐1 NMD3 .
chr3 161859066 161859288 223 161859203 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3506 chr3_161859066_161859288 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162013258 162013425 168 162013326 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3507 chr3_162013258_162013425 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162108922 162109036 115 162109017 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3508 chr3_162108922_162109036 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162155386 162155500 115 162155450 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3509 chr3_162155386_162155500 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162210181 162210295 115 162210261 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3510 chr3_162210181_162210295 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162210616 162210735 120 162210639 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3511 chr3_162210616_162210735 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162242941 162243093 153 162242994 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3512 chr3_162242941_162243093 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 164176871 164177014 144 164176942 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3513 chr3_164176871_164177014 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 165360942 165361082 141 165361038 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3514 chr3_165360942_165361082 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168519721 168519972 252 168519898 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3515 chr3_168519721_168519972 EGFEM1P;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168744762 168744901 140 168744858 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_3516 chr3_168744762_168744901 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168829982 168830238 257 168830091 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3517 chr3_168829982_168830238 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 169951363 169951477 115 169951412 16.27 11.989 6.79649 7.78302 FTE2_peak_3518 chr3_169951363_169951477 MIR4444‐1;PRKCI . .
chr3 170407413 170407602 190 170407592 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3519 chr3_170407413_170407602 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170444572 170444711 140 170444573 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3520 chr3_170444572_170444711 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170459235 170459349 115 170459337 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3521 chr3_170459235_170459349 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170463047 170463388 342 170463188 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3522 chr3_170463047_170463388 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170469277 170470265 989 170469517 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3523 chr3_170469277_170470265 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170520375 170520505 131 170520416 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3524 chr3_170520375_170520505 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170520598 170520726 129 170520696 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3525 chr3_170520598_170520726 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170627378 170627563 186 170627478 17.01 9.77535 5.20353 5.81805 FTE2_peak_3526 chr3_170627378_170627563 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
chr3 171594598 171594745 148 171594661 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3527 chr3_171594598_171594745 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
chr3 171694470 171694637 168 171694615 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3528 chr3_171694470_171694637 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171858109 171858277 169 171858172 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3529 chr3_171858109_171858277 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171939449 171939616 168 171939508 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3530 chr3_171939449_171939616 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 172024036 172024238 203 172024185 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3531 chr3_172024036_172024238 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 172566804 172567019 216 172566915 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3532 chr3_172566804_172567019 MIR4444‐1 ECT2 .
chr3 174251322 174251449 128 174251415 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3533 chr3_174251322_174251449 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 174667381 174667526 146 174667482 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3534 chr3_174667381_174667526 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 . .
chr3 177063523 177063686 164 177063608 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3535 chr3_177063523_177063686 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177196333 177196755 423 177196489 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_3536 chr3_177196333_177196755 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177552862 177553092 231 177553009 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3537 chr3_177552862_177553092 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177553918 177554054 137 177553983 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3538 chr3_177553918_177554054 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177623983 177624588 606 177624050 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3539 chr3_177623983_177624588 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177695672 177695899 228 177695795 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3540 chr3_177695672_177695899 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177837481 177837663 183 177837587 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_3541 chr3_177837481_177837663 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177888447 177888808 362 177888571 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3542 chr3_177888447_177888808 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178070544 178070726 183 178070641 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3543 chr3_178070544_178070726 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178100247 178100780 534 178100432 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3544 chr3_178100247_178100780 . MIR4444‐1 .
chr3 178745129 178745406 278 178745356 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_3545 chr3_178745129_178745406 ZMAT3 . .
chr3 182849603 182849789 187 182849710 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3546 chr3_182849603_182849789 LAMP3 . .
chr3 183201528 183201718 191 183201639 20.71 13.92924 7.07072 9.58975 FTE2_peak_3547 chr3_183201528_183201718 . LOC100505687 KLHL6
chr3 183483320 183483529 210 183483397 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_3548 chr3_183483320_183483529 YEATS2 . .
chr3 185374255 185374411 157 185374361 12.57 5.56724 3.84481 2.16292 FTE2_peak_3549 chr3_185374255_185374411 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185376261 185376537 277 185376310 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_3550 chr3_185376261_185376537 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185447011 185447427 417 185447315 17.01 14.6903 8.07416 10.27871 FTE2_peak_3551 chr3_185447011_185447427 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
chr3 186005602 186005738 137 186005666 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3552 chr3_186005602_186005738 DGKG . .
chr3 186507685 186508532 848 186508135 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3553 chr3_186507685_186508532 RFC4 1248;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA .
chr3 186508663 186508843 181 186508772 9.61 6.28986 4.85878 2.82158 FTE2_peak_3554 chr3_186508663_186508843 RFC4 1248;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA .
chr3 186979464 186979588 125 186979510 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3555 chr3_186979464_186979588 MASP1 . .
chr3 187485398 187485571 174 187485490 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3556 chr3_187485398_187485571 . BCL6 .
chr3 187672632 187672825 194 187672738 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3557 chr3_187672632_187672825 . . .
chr3 187673279 187673425 147 187673349 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3558 chr3_187673279_187673425 . . .
chr3 187938877 187939035 159 187938976 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3559 chr3_187938877_187939035 LPP . .
chr3 187983775 187984064 290 187983971 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3560 chr3_187983775_187984064 LPP . .
chr3 187984337 187984544 208 187984457 11.09 8.00354 5.36636 4.29872 FTE2_peak_3561 chr3_187984337_187984544 LPP . .
chr3 187990231 187990406 176 187990297 14.05 11.3216 6.7829 7.22804 FTE2_peak_3562 chr3_187990231_187990406 LPP . .
chr3 188004080 188004205 126 188004150 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3563 chr3_188004080_188004205 LPP . .
chr3 188066860 188067031 172 188066953 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3564 chr3_188066860_188067031 LPP . .
chr3 188149439 188149609 171 188149545 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3565 chr3_188149439_188149609 LPP . .
chr3 188186697 188186859 163 188186757 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3566 chr3_188186697_188186859 LPP . .
chr3 188312145 188312332 188 188312247 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3567 chr3_188312145_188312332 LPP . .
chr3 188345615 188345811 197 188345714 19.23 5.28566 2.88972 2.08058 FTE2_peak_3568 chr3_188345615_188345811 LPP . .
chr3 188391604 188391721 118 188391692 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3569 chr3_188391604_188391721 LPP . .
chr3 188513911 188514076 166 188514060 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3570 chr3_188513911_188514076 LPP . .
chr3 188514219 188514399 181 188514323 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3571 chr3_188514219_188514399 LPP . .
chr3 189042530 189042683 154 189042621 20.71 8.71601 4.34142 4.85423 FTE2_peak_3572 chr3_189042530_189042683 . TPRG1 .
chr3 189290029 189290143 115 189290079 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3573 chr3_189290029_189290143 . . .
chr3 189632753 189632888 136 189632791 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3574 chr3_189632753_189632888 . TP63 .
chr3 189721621 189721799 179 189721751 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3575 chr3_189721621_189721799 LEPREL1 . .
chr3 189903067 189903213 147 189903161 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3576 chr3_189903067_189903213 . . .
chr3 190063083 190063210 128 190063197 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3577 chr3_190063083_190063210 . CLDN1 .
chr3 190104348 190104465 118 190104411 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3578 chr3_190104348_190104465 . . CLDN16
chr3 190284376 190284546 171 190284461 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3579 chr3_190284376_190284546 IL1RAP . .
chr3 190427216 190427361 146 190427297 20.71 16.65969 8.70024 12.05363 FTE2_peak_3580 chr3_190427216_190427361 . . .
chr3 190784525 190784645 121 190784570 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3581 chr3_190784525_190784645 . . .
chr3 190956242 190956356 115 190956261 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3582 chr3_190956242_190956356 OSTN . UTS2D
chr3 194314175 194314358 184 194314303 19.97 16.22639 8.85268 11.68142 FTE2_peak_3583 chr3_194314175_194314358 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194319752 194319932 181 194319836 20.71 9.83901 4.878 5.87962 FTE2_peak_3584 chr3_194319752_194319932 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194651298 194651787 490 194651358 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3585 chr3_194651298_194651787 . . .
chr3 197036544 197036731 188 197036697 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3586 chr3_197036544_197036731 . DLG1;LOC100507086;MIR4797 .
chr3 197214892 197215025 134 197214981 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3587 chr3_197214892_197215025 . . BDH1
chr3 197217067 197217268 202 197217171 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3588 chr3_197217067_197217268 . . BDH1
chr4 2331828 2332142 315 2332042 31.06 17.83555 6.41213 13.11918 FTE2_peak_3589 chr4_2331828_2332142 ZFYVE28 . .
chr4 3921355 3921488 134 3921439 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3590 chr4_3921355_3921488 . . FAM86EP
chr4 4335157 4335312 156 4335227 20.71 17.93335 9.48737 13.21491 FTE2_peak_3591 chr4_4335157_4335312 . ZBTB49 .
chr4 4557835 4558030 196 4557862 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3592 chr4_4557835_4558030 LOC100507266 STX18 .
chr4 7024064 7024189 126 7024124 18.49 11.34376 6.01033 7.24993 FTE2_peak_3593 chr4_7024064_7024189 TBC1D14 . CDC96;LOC100129931;TADA2B
chr4 7651783 7651939 157 7651861 19.23 9.82446 4.92766 5.86583 FTE2_peak_3594 chr4_7651783_7651939 SORCS2 . .
chr4 7807320 7807456 137 7807413 16.27 10.80173 6.08094 6.74625 FTE2_peak_3595 chr4_7807320_7807456 AFAP1 AFAP1‐AS1 .
chr4 7844439 7844557 119 7844464 16.27 7.68518 4.32829 4.00002 FTE2_peak_3596 chr4_7844439_7844557 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7846480 7846686 207 7846633 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3597 chr4_7846480_7846686 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7892323 7892470 148 7892381 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3598 chr4_7892323_7892470 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7894079 7894271 193 7894220 17.75 13.16671 7.44597 8.8712 FTE2_peak_3599 chr4_7894079_7894271 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7894507 7894626 120 7894554 17.75 13.16671 7.44597 8.8712 FTE2_peak_3600 chr4_7894507_7894626 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7912793 7912928 136 7912892 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_3601 chr4_7912793_7912928 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7962571 7962787 217 7962676 22.93 16.31517 7.97258 11.76087 FTE2_peak_3602 chr4_7962571_7962787 . AFAP1 ABLIM2
chr4 10182050 10182199 150 10182108 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_3603 chr4_10182050_10182199 . . .
chr4 10206108 10206295 188 10206211 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3604 chr4_10206108_10206295 . . .
chr4 10283666 10283802 137 10283712 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3605 chr4_10283666_10283802 . . .
chr4 10607477 10607637 161 10607578 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_3606 chr4_10607477_10607637 CLNK . .
chr4 13350854 13350991 138 13350929 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3607 chr4_13350854_13350991 . HSP90AB2P RAB28
chr4 13561188 13561306 119 13561264 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3608 chr4_13561188_13561306 . LOC285547;LOC285548;NKX3‐ BOD1L
chr4 13893771 13893952 182 13893840 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3609 chr4_13893771_13893952 . . .
chr4 13894165 13894331 167 13894249 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3610 chr4_13894165_13894331 . . .
chr4 13908984 13909270 287 13909161 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_3611 chr4_13908984_13909270 . . .
chr4 13922677 13922908 232 13922766 14.79 9.66758 6.05011 5.71251 FTE2_peak_3612 chr4_13922677_13922908 . . .
chr4 13990090 13990477 388 13990199 18.49 7.28745 3.8977 3.69182 FTE2_peak_3613 chr4_13990090_13990477 . . .
chr4 14098250 14098461 212 14098335 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3614 chr4_14098250_14098461 . . LOC152742
chr4 14296355 14296509 155 14296428 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3615 chr4_14296355_14296509 . . .
chr4 14609299 14609416 118 14609346 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3616 chr4_14609299_14609416 . . .
chr4 15079736 15079867 132 15079776 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3617 chr4_15079736_15079867 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15235894 15236019 126 15235965 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_3618 chr4_15235894_15236019 . . .
chr4 15402655 15402788 134 15402747 13.31 7.65334 4.84322 3.97088 FTE2_peak_3619 chr4_15402655_15402788 C1QTNF7 . .
chr4 15453497 15454069 573 15453677 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3620 chr4_15453497_15454069 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
chr4 15691752 15692307 556 15692184 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3621 chr4_15691752_15692307 FAM200B . BST1
chr4 15719258 15719379 122 15719319 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3622 chr4_15719258_15719379 BST1 FAM200B .
chr4 15895761 15895875 115 15895838 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3623 chr4_15895761_15895875 . . .
chr4 16255314 16255428 115 16255363 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3624 chr4_16255314_16255428 FLJ39653 TAPT1 .
chr4 16271835 16271950 116 16271898 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3625 chr4_16271835_16271950 . FLJ39653 .
chr4 16585483 16585607 125 16585554 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3626 chr4_16585483_16585607 LDB2 . .
chr4 16629703 16629958 256 16629722 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3627 chr4_16629703_16629958 LDB2 . .
chr4 17143889 17144066 178 17143953 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_3628 chr4_17143889_17144066 . . .
chr4 17318344 17318482 139 17318433 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3629 chr4_17318344_17318482 . . .
chr4 19382810 19382984 175 19382893 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_3630 chr4_19382810_19382984 . . .
chr4 19691293 19691572 280 19691565 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3631 chr4_19691293_19691572 . . .
chr4 19947739 19947935 197 19947742 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3632 chr4_19947739_19947935 . . .
chr4 20195794 20195911 118 20195840 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3633 chr4_20195794_20195911 . . .
chr4 20196271 20196446 176 20196347 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3634 chr4_20196271_20196446 . . .
chr4 20522616 20522760 145 20522738 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3635 chr4_20522616_20522760 SLIT2 . MIR218‐1
chr4 21887076 21887253 178 21887114 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3636 chr4_21887076_21887253 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 22180791 22180905 115 22180837 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3637 chr4_22180791_22180905 . . .
chr4 24211965 24212265 301 24212176 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_3638 chr4_24211965_24212265 . . .
chr4 24780185 24780333 149 24780255 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3639 chr4_24780185_24780333 . . CCDC149;SOD3
chr4 25815361 25815493 133 25815386 11.83 8.00354 5.69453 4.29872 FTE2_peak_3640 chr4_25815361_25815493 SEL1L3 . .
chr4 25818714 25818997 284 25818768 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3641 chr4_25818714_25818997 SEL1L3 . .
chr4 26016907 26017115 209 26016968 19.23 16.86679 8.9307 12.25165 FTE2_peak_3642 chr4_26016907_26017115 . . .
chr4 26077977 26078091 115 26078039 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3643 chr4_26077977_26078091 . . .
chr4 26199073 26199224 152 26199181 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3644 chr4_26199073_26199224 . . .
chr4 26328437 26328634 198 26328521 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3645 chr4_26328437_26328634 RBPJ . .
chr4 26559848 26559969 122 26559897 14.79 11.61307 7.30548 7.51003 FTE2_peak_3646 chr4_26559848_26559969 . . TBC1D19
chr4 26621543 26621746 204 26621609 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3647 chr4_26621543_26621746 TBC1D19 . .
chr4 28289748 28289862 115 28289826 12.57 8.92915 5.96186 5.06121 FTE2_peak_3648 chr4_28289748_28289862 . . .
chr4 38101554 38101710 157 38101607 9.61 6.28986 4.85878 2.82158 FTE2_peak_3649 chr4_38101554_38101710 TBC1D1 . .
chr4 38833327 38833590 264 38833337 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3650 chr4_38833327_38833590 TLR6 TLR1 .
chr4 38950266 38950386 121 38950334 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_3651 chr4_38950266_38950386 . FAM114A1 TMEM156
chr4 39328404 39328570 167 39328462 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3652 chr4_39328404_39328570 RFC1 . .
chr4 40623791 40623964 174 40623876 8.87 5.29201 4.47315 2.08519 FTE2_peak_3653 chr4_40623791_40623964 RBM47 . .
chr4 41145475 41145627 153 41145528 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_3654 chr4_41145475_41145627 APBB2 . .
chr4 41721601 41721738 138 41721650 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3655 chr4_41721601_41721738 . LIMCH1 PHOX2B
chr4 43341559 43341728 170 43341627 16.27 13.45947 7.70289 9.13745 FTE2_peak_3656 chr4_43341559_43341728 . . .
chr4 47211980 47212111 132 47212030 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3657 chr4_47211980_47212111 GABRB1 . .
chr4 47527577 47527779 203 47527680 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3658 chr4_47527577_47527779 ATP10D . .
chr4 47626061 47626193 133 47626101 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3659 chr4_47626061_47626193 CORIN . .
chr4 47743318 47743537 220 47743381 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3660 chr4_47743318_47743537 CORIN . .
chr4 48130009 48130374 366 48130118 17.01 5.26629 3.00157 2.06155 FTE2_peak_3661 chr4_48130009_48130374 TXK . TEC
chr4 48700597 48700805 209 48700693 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3662 chr4_48700597_48700805 FRYL . .
chr4 53719579 53719715 137 53719666 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3663 chr4_53719579_53719715 . . RASL11B;SCFD2
chr4 53759146 53759264 119 53759213 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3664 chr4_53759146_53759264 SCFD2 RASL11B .
chr4 53964907 53965068 162 53964965 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3665 chr4_53964907_53965068 SCFD2 . .
chr4 53967737 53967863 127 53967753 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3666 chr4_53967737_53967863 SCFD2 . .
chr4 54600913 54601093 181 54600960 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3667 chr4_54600913_54601093 . . .
chr4 54630034 54630172 139 54630120 16.27 11.23131 6.33757 7.14106 FTE2_peak_3668 chr4_54630034_54630172 . . .
chr4 54939711 54939959 249 54939892 16.27 11.69377 6.61681 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3669 chr4_54939711_54939959 . CHIC2 GSX2
chr4 54948439 54948624 186 54948602 12.57 8.53045 5.70259 4.6747 FTE2_peak_3670 chr4_54948439_54948624 . CHIC2 GSX2
chr4 55031641 55031787 147 55031750 19.97 17.24715 9.49833 12.61894 FTE2_peak_3671 chr4_55031641_55031787 . . .
chr4 55364859 55365058 200 55364946 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3672 chr4_55364859_55365058 . . .
chr4 55409327 55409595 269 55409400 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3673 chr4_55409327_55409595 . . .
chr4 55434499 55434686 188 55434604 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3674 chr4_55434499_55434686 . . .
chr4 55825866 55826011 146 55825906 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3675 chr4_55825866_55826011 . . .
chr4 56041982 56042123 142 56042030 11.83 7.5528 5.39186 3.87385 FTE2_peak_3676 chr4_56041982_56042123 . . .
chr4 56050583 56050728 146 56050652 18.49 7.28745 3.8977 3.69182 FTE2_peak_3677 chr4_56050583_56050728 . . .
chr4 57623941 57624257 317 57624015 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_3678 chr4_57623941_57624257 . . .
chr4 57670743 57670857 115 57670844 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3679 chr4_57670743_57670857 . . SPINK2
chr4 57897066 57897192 127 57897125 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3680 chr4_57897066_57897192 POLR2B . IGFBP7
chr4 57911254 57911378 125 57911312 10.35 6.6093 4.7704 3.05672 FTE2_peak_3681 chr4_57911254_57911378 IGFBP7 POLR2B .
chr4 57914828 57914942 115 57914915 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3682 chr4_57914828_57914942 IGFBP7 POLR2B .
chr4 57947543 57947783 241 57947679 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3683 chr4_57947543_57947783 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
chr4 58003534 58003753 220 58003610 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3684 chr4_58003534_58003753 LOC255130 IGFBP7 .
chr4 62178255 62178475 221 62178365 28.1 18.36732 7.27563 13.63306 FTE2_peak_3685 chr4_62178255_62178475 . . .
chr4 62239740 62239854 115 62239816 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3686 chr4_62239740_62239854 . . .
chr4 62309634 62309819 186 62309737 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3687 chr4_62309634_62309819 . . .
chr4 66808851 66809010 160 66808905 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3688 chr4_66808851_66809010 . . .
chr4 67421034 67421252 219 67421175 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3689 chr4_67421034_67421252 . . .
chr4 70615624 70615738 115 70615692 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3690 chr4_70615624_70615738 SULT1B1 . .
chr4 71533612 71533726 115 71533653 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3691 chr4_71533612_71533726 . ENAM;IGJ UTP3
chr4 72132051 72132242 192 72132072 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3692 chr4_72132051_72132242 SLC4A4 . .
chr4 73243627 73243903 277 73243698 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_3693 chr4_73243627_73243903 ADAMTS3 . .
chr4 73645130 73645244 115 73645190 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_3694 chr4_73645130_73645244 . . .
chr4 73724234 73724366 133 73724281 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3695 chr4_73724234_73724366 . . .
chr4 73841115 73841362 248 73841152 17.01 12.74442 6.90016 8.49901 FTE2_peak_3696 chr4_73841115_73841362 . . .
chr4 74527330 74527721 392 74527427 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3697 chr4_74527330_74527721 . . .
chr4 74570361 74570567 207 74570473 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3698 chr4_74570361_74570567 . . .
chr4 74587237 74587354 118 74587342 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3699 chr4_74587237_74587354 . . IL8
chr4 74641986 74642348 363 74642176 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3700 chr4_74641986_74642348 . . .
chr4 74710202 74710353 152 74710257 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3701 chr4_74710202_74710353 . CXCL6 CXCL1;PF4V1
chr4 74722384 74722554 171 74722484 12.57 9.21524 6.14821 5.33438 FTE2_peak_3702 chr4_74722384_74722554 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
chr4 74725526 74725644 119 74725565 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3703 chr4_74725526_74725644 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
chr4 74757736 74757854 119 74757800 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3704 chr4_74757736_74757854 . CXCL1 .
chr4 74782731 74783172 442 74783073 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3705 chr4_74782731_74783172 . . .
chr4 74871251 74871400 150 74871291 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3706 chr4_74871251_74871400 . CXCL5;PF4;PPBP .
chr4 74988903 74989036 134 74988989 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_3707 chr4_74988903_74989036 . CXCL2 .
chr4 75096697 75097066 370 75096781 18.49 15.66647 8.60419 11.1393 FTE2_peak_3708 chr4_75096697_75097066 MTHFD2L . .
chr4 75149652 75150085 434 75150032 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3709 chr4_75149652_75150085 MTHFD2L . EPGN
chr4 75240161 75240630 470 75240418 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3710 chr4_75240161_75240630 EREG . .
chr4 75365785 75365997 213 75365929 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3711 chr4_75365785_75365997 AREG . .
chr4 75549913 75550156 244 75550053 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_3712 chr4_75549913_75550156 . . .
chr4 76270194 76270591 398 76270361 28.84 29.76678 13.94009 24.45722 FTE2_peak_3713 chr4_76270194_76270591 . . LOC441025
chr4 76468122 76468245 124 76468146 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3714 chr4_76468122_76468245 . RCHY1;THAP6 C4orf26
chr4 76765554 76765689 136 76765631 14.79 10.28879 6.44785 6.29946 FTE2_peak_3715 chr4_76765554_76765689 . . PPEF2
chr4 77579850 77579993 144 77579987 10.35 7.05819 5.06403 3.47518 FTE2_peak_3716 chr4_77579850_77579993 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77675020 77675159 140 77675120 15.53 12.69036 7.60715 8.44998 FTE2_peak_3717 chr4_77675020_77675159 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77689306 77689463 158 77689404 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3718 chr4_77689306_77689463 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77906133 77906316 184 77906182 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3719 chr4_77906133_77906316 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77929079 77929236 158 77929118 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3720 chr4_77929079_77929236 11‐Sep . .
chr4 78617056 78617179 124 78617086 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3721 chr4_78617056_78617179 . . CNOT6L
chr4 78783866 78783980 115 78783932 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3722 chr4_78783866_78783980 MRPL1 . .
chr4 78842871 78843072 202 78842919 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3723 chr4_78842871_78843072 MRPL1 . .
chr4 79214919 79215179 261 79215113 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_3724 chr4_79214919_79215179 FRAS1 . .
chr4 79481870 79482026 157 79481964 19.23 16.15845 8.49917 11.61512 FTE2_peak_3725 chr4_79481870_79482026 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 79482993 79483134 142 79483069 8.87 5.42605 4.56834 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3726 chr4_79482993_79483134 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 79567516 79567756 241 79567612 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3727 chr4_79567516_79567756 LOC100505702 . .
chr4 80933111 80933225 115 80933137 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3728 chr4_80933111_80933225 ANTXR2 . .
chr4 80938863 80938993 131 80938900 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3729 chr4_80938863_80938993 ANTXR2 . .
chr4 83343650 83343829 180 83343725 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3730 chr4_83343650_83343829 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 83344314 83345183 870 83344664 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3731 chr4_83344314_83345183 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 84128869 84129235 367 84129065 50.29 51.68969 17.09623 45.64072 FTE2_peak_3732 chr4_84128869_84129235 . . .
chr4 84152983 84153150 168 84153043 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3733 chr4_84152983_84153150 . . .
chr4 84176836 84176972 137 84176914 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3734 chr4_84176836_84176972 . . COQ2
chr4 84776249 84776638 390 84776436 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3735 chr4_84776249_84776638 . . .
chr4 85612647 85612823 177 85612752 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3736 chr4_85612647_85612823 WDFY3 . .
chr4 85799309 85799616 308 85799463 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_3737 chr4_85799309_85799616 WDFY3 . .
chr4 85859611 85859729 119 85859683 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3738 chr4_85859611_85859729 WDFY3 . WDFY3‐AS2
chr4 86704734 86705031 298 86704786 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3739 chr4_86704734_86705031 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86708393 86708625 233 86708480 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3740 chr4_86708393_86708625 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86728785 86728910 126 86728808 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3741 chr4_86728785_86728910 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86932280 86932613 334 86932374 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3742 chr4_86932280_86932613 . ARHGAP24 MAPK10
chr4 86957937 86958087 151 86958026 19.23 16.94138 8.97627 12.32428 FTE2_peak_3743 chr4_86957937_86958087 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87141394 87141577 184 87141507 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_3744 chr4_87141394_87141577 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87260271 87260431 161 87260379 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3745 chr4_87260271_87260431 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87842892 87843008 117 87842954 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3746 chr4_87842892_87843008 . C4orf36 AFF1;LOC100506746
chr4 87845995 87846271 277 87846024 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3747 chr4_87845995_87846271 LOC100506746 . AFF1
chr4 88727819 88728062 244 88727936 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3748 chr4_88727819_88728062 IBSP . MEPE
chr4 89455126 89455318 193 89455231 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3749 chr4_89455126_89455318 . HERC5;PIGY .
chr4 89533395 89533550 156 89533456 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3750 chr4_89533395_89533550 HERC3 . .
chr4 89724826 89724944 119 89724894 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3751 chr4_89724826_89724944 FAM13A . .
chr4 90050420 90050600 181 90050516 18.49 13.81833 7.46685 9.48637 FTE2_peak_3752 chr4_90050420_90050600 . TIGD2 .
chr4 90431171 90431353 183 90431181 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3753 chr4_90431171_90431353 . . .
chr4 95466489 95466607 119 95466525 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3754 chr4_95466489_95466607 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 97085927 97086109 183 97086022 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3755 chr4_97085927_97086109 . . .
chr4 99432153 99432267 115 99432247 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3756 chr4_99432153_99432267 TSPAN5 . .
chr4 99437378 99437497 120 99437402 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3757 chr4_99437378_99437497 TSPAN5 . .
chr4 100222154 100222305 152 100222259 14.79 10.88489 6.83288 6.82737 FTE2_peak_3758 chr4_100222154_100222305 LOC100507053 ADH1A ADH1B
chr4 100316173 100316287 115 100316189 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3759 chr4_100316173_100316287 . . ADH7
chr4 100901216 100901336 121 100901266 13.31 10.02249 6.31864 6.05575 FTE2_peak_3760 chr4_100901216_100901336 . H2AFZ;LOC256880 .
chr4 100929322 100929512 191 100929389 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3761 chr4_100929322_100929512 . . .
chr4 101906095 101906309 215 101906152 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3762 chr4_101906095_101906309 . . .
chr4 102278252 102278376 125 102278290 14.79 8.8907 5.56014 5.02352 FTE2_peak_3763 chr4_102278252_102278376 . FLJ20021;PPP3CA .
chr4 102898365 102898489 125 102898421 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3764 chr4_102898365_102898489 BANK1 . .
chr4 103737294 103737515 222 103737462 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3765 chr4_103737294_103737515 UBE2D3 . .
chr4 106201694 106201811 118 106201800 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3766 chr4_106201694_106201811 . TET2 .
chr4 107504787 107504995 209 107504876 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3767 chr4_107504787_107504995 . . .
chr4 108051362 108051507 146 108051406 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3768 chr4_108051362_108051507 . . .
chr4 108817319 108817595 277 108817485 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3769 chr4_108817319_108817595 SGMS2 . .
chr4 109193839 109193953 115 109193858 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3770 chr4_109193839_109193953 . . .
chr4 111029101 111029275 175 111029179 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3771 chr4_111029101_111029275 ELOVL6 . .
chr4 111462288 111462510 223 111462382 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3772 chr4_111462288_111462510 ENPEP . .
chr4 111775494 111775819 326 111775684 32.54 35.5322 15.66739 30.02073 FTE2_peak_3773 chr4_111775494_111775819 . . .
chr4 113034350 113034491 142 113034445 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3774 chr4_113034350_113034491 . . .
chr4 113135186 113135370 185 113135285 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3775 chr4_113135186_113135370 . C4orf32 AP1AR
chr4 114276875 114277126 252 114277035 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3776 chr4_114276875_114277126 ANK2 . .
chr4 114365630 114365902 273 114365707 16.27 13.45947 7.70289 9.13745 FTE2_peak_3777 chr4_114365630_114365902 . . CAMK2D
chr4 114366499 114366671 173 114366590 15.53 11.97365 7.15289 7.7681 FTE2_peak_3778 chr4_114366499_114366671 . . CAMK2D
chr4 114388834 114389009 176 114388917 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3779 chr4_114388834_114389009 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114389134 114389248 115 114389174 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3780 chr4_114389134_114389248 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114389727 114389841 115 114389746 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3781 chr4_114389727_114389841 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114558208 114558345 138 114558264 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_3782 chr4_114558208_114558345 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114706132 114706357 226 114706159 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3783 chr4_114706132_114706357 . CAMK2D .
chr4 114880329 114880653 325 114880580 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3784 chr4_114880329_114880653 ARSJ . .
chr4 114936611 114936849 239 114936795 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_3785 chr4_114936611_114936849 . . .
chr4 119200930 119201116 187 119200935 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3786 chr4_119200930_119201116 SNHG8 NDST3;SNORA24 PRSS12
chr4 119201270 119202362 1093 119201546 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3787 chr4_119201270_119202362 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 120024586 120024737 152 120024658 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3788 chr4_120024586_120024737 . . .
chr4 120034507 120034634 128 120034548 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3789 chr4_120034507_120034634 . . MYOZ2
chr4 120128262 120128437 176 120128349 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3790 chr4_120128262_120128437 . MYOZ2 USP53
chr4 120439170 120439313 144 120439219 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3791 chr4_120439170_120439313 PDE5A LOC645513 .
chr4 120651345 120651558 214 120651412 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3792 chr4_120651345_120651558 . . .
chr4 120656444 120656575 132 120656477 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3793 chr4_120656444_120656575 . . .
chr4 122589777 122589916 140 122589815 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3794 chr4_122589777_122589916 ANXA5 . .
chr4 122650012 122650217 206 122650116 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_3795 chr4_122650012_122650217 . . TMEM155
chr4 122706280 122706401 122 122706341 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3796 chr4_122706280_122706401 . PP12613;TMEM155 EXOSC9
chr4 122966729 122966893 165 122966783 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3797 chr4_122966729_122966893 . . .
chr4 123588074 123588279 206 123588241 14.05 9.07428 5.40925 5.19954 FTE2_peak_3798 chr4_123588074_123588279 . . .
chr4 123665575 123665690 116 123665687 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3799 chr4_123665575_123665690 BBS12 CETN4P .
chr4 123693481 123693699 219 123693549 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3800 chr4_123693481_123693699 . BBS12 .
chr4 123795486 123795699 214 123795609 20.71 18.90987 10.09633 14.15367 FTE2_peak_3801 chr4_123795486_123795699 FGF2 . NUDT6
chr4 123819656 123819897 242 123819754 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3802 chr4_123819656_123819897 NUDT6 FGF2 SPATA5
chr4 124041851 124041974 124 124041911 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3803 chr4_124041851_124041974 SPATA5 . .
chr4 124476651 124476775 125 124476722 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3804 chr4_124476651_124476775 . . .
chr4 124706702 124706957 256 124706883 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3805 chr4_124706702_124706957 LOC285419 . .
chr4 124707076 124707234 159 124707120 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3806 chr4_124707076_124707234 LOC285419 . .
chr4 124748195 124748331 137 124748222 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3807 chr4_124748195_124748331 LOC285419 . .
chr4 124753408 124754420 1013 124753618 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3808 chr4_124753408_124754420 LOC285419 . .
chr4 125000527 125000672 146 125000597 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3809 chr4_125000527_125000672 . . .
chr4 125811785 125811929 145 125811846 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3810 chr4_125811785_125811929 . . .
chr4 126289802 126289926 125 126289898 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3811 chr4_126289802_126289926 FAT4 . .
chr4 126310810 126311103 294 126310999 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3812 chr4_126310810_126311103 FAT4 . .
chr4 126625970 126626147 178 126626036 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3813 chr4_126625970_126626147 . . .
chr4 127771441 127771782 342 127771597 33.28 29.07822 11.42643 23.80425 FTE2_peak_3814 chr4_127771441_127771782 . . .
chr4 129146370 129146569 200 129146416 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3815 chr4_129146370_129146569 . LARP1B .
chr4 129190188 129190334 147 129190230 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3816 chr4_129190188_129190334 . . PGRMC2
chr4 129242630 129242784 155 129242675 12.57 8.53045 5.70259 4.6747 FTE2_peak_3817 chr4_129242630_129242784 . . .
chr4 129259887 129260159 273 129259976 34.02 38.49421 16.35832 32.88226 FTE2_peak_3818 chr4_129259887_129260159 . . .
chr4 129275825 129275955 131 129275886 19.97 14.91431 8.03355 10.49517 FTE2_peak_3819 chr4_129275825_129275955 . . .
chr4 129305568 129305683 116 129305587 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3820 chr4_129305568_129305683 . . .
chr4 129439419 129439537 119 129439518 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3821 chr4_129439419_129439537 . . .
chr4 131317066 131317358 293 131317263 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3822 chr4_131317066_131317358 . . .
chr4 138291471 138291636 166 138291568 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3823 chr4_138291471_138291636 . . .
chr4 138974914 138975106 193 138974925 15.53 7.63786 4.53507 3.95625 FTE2_peak_3824 chr4_138974914_138975106 LOC641365 . .
chr4 139157156 139157276 121 139157219 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3825 chr4_139157156_139157276 SLC7A11 . .
chr4 139428798 139428961 164 139428860 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_3826 chr4_139428798_139428961 . . .
chr4 139819178 139819356 179 139819271 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_3827 chr4_139819178_139819356 . . .
chr4 141859133 141859361 229 141859193 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_3828 chr4_141859133_141859361 RNF150 . .
chr4 141864692 141864894 203 141864740 11.83 8.27115 5.8744 4.55397 FTE2_peak_3829 chr4_141864692_141864894 RNF150 . .
chr4 141980427 141980595 169 141980511 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_3830 chr4_141980427_141980595 RNF150 . .
chr4 142274452 142274570 119 142274527 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_3831 chr4_142274452_142274570 . . .
chr4 143017138 143017278 141 143017185 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3832 chr4_143017138_143017278 INPP4B . .
chr4 143300402 143300793 392 143300685 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3833 chr4_143300402_143300793 INPP4B . .
chr4 143317542 143317656 115 143317568 9.61 6.14238 4.75858 2.68683 FTE2_peak_3834 chr4_143317542_143317656 INPP4B . .
chr4 143738663 143738906 244 143738784 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3835 chr4_143738663_143738906 INPP4B . .
chr4 144507267 144507426 160 144507378 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3836 chr4_144507267_144507426 FREM3 GUSBP5;SMARCA5 .
chr4 145277671 145277881 211 145277745 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3837 chr4_145277671_145277881 . . .
chr4 145622992 145623164 173 145623062 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3838 chr4_145622992_145623164 HHIP . .
chr4 146631164 146631368 205 146631232 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3839 chr4_146631164_146631368 C4orf51 . .
chr4 146656488 146656652 165 146656545 13.31 8.85287 5.58179 4.98791 FTE2_peak_3840 chr4_146656488_146656652 . C4orf51 ZNF827
chr4 146972981 146973167 187 146973060 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3841 chr4_146972981_146973167 . . .
chr4 147177015 147177339 325 147177119 19.23 15.51061 8.10743 10.98944 FTE2_peak_3842 chr4_147177015_147177339 SLC10A7 . .
chr4 147981780 147981901 122 147981839 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3843 chr4_147981780_147981901 . . .
chr4 148025035 148025149 115 148025077 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3844 chr4_148025035_148025149 . . .
chr4 148119691 148119870 180 148119757 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3845 chr4_148119691_148119870 . . .
chr4 148499357 148499574 218 148499426 11.09 8.22538 5.50687 4.51008 FTE2_peak_3846 chr4_148499357_148499574 . . .
chr4 148503666 148503826 161 148503748 17.75 15.11312 8.67405 10.6865 FTE2_peak_3847 chr4_148503666_148503826 . . .
chr4 148521057 148521199 143 148521142 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3848 chr4_148521057_148521199 . . TMEM184C
chr4 150928829 150928978 150 150928924 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3849 chr4_150928829_150928978 . . .
chr4 151040803 151040976 174 151040840 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3850 chr4_151040803_151040976 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151057845 151058003 159 151057926 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3851 chr4_151057845_151058003 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151146243 151146370 128 151146308 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3852 chr4_151146243_151146370 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151157423 151157543 121 151157460 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3853 chr4_151157423_151157543 DCLK2 . LRBA
chr4 151158553 151158755 203 151158647 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3854 chr4_151158553_151158755 DCLK2 . LRBA
chr4 151269367 151269507 141 151269403 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_3855 chr4_151269367_151269507 LRBA . .
chr4 154154998 154155127 130 154155024 10.35 6.27224 4.55052 2.80477 FTE2_peak_3856 chr4_154154998_154155127 TRIM2 . .
chr4 154925960 154926247 288 154926178 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3857 chr4_154925960_154926247 . . .
chr4 155482159 155482289 131 155482207 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3858 chr4_155482159_155482289 . PLRG1 FGA;FGB
chr4 155744081 155744263 183 155744174 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3859 chr4_155744081_155744263 RBM46 . .
chr4 155919018 155919184 167 155919085 9.61 6.17866 4.78324 2.7182 FTE2_peak_3860 chr4_155919018_155919184 . . .
chr4 157343943 157344062 120 157343983 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3861 chr4_157343943_157344062 . . .
chr4 157397568 157397737 170 157397667 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3862 chr4_157397568_157397737 . . .
chr4 157497078 157497265 188 157497184 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3863 chr4_157497078_157497265 . . .
chr4 157536196 157536338 143 157536276 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3864 chr4_157536196_157536338 . . .
chr4 157559694 157559813 120 157559750 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3865 chr4_157559694_157559813 . . .
chr4 157695522 157695675 154 157695568 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_3866 chr4_157695522_157695675 PDGFC . .
chr4 157699806 157699967 162 157699826 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3867 chr4_157699806_157699967 PDGFC . .
chr4 157700915 157701265 351 157701117 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3868 chr4_157700915_157701265 PDGFC . .
chr4 157751507 157751728 222 157751635 22.19 20.59033 10.23673 15.72055 FTE2_peak_3869 chr4_157751507_157751728 PDGFC . .
chr4 157852610 157852745 136 157852661 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3870 chr4_157852610_157852745 PDGFC . .
chr4 157870523 157870752 230 157870584 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3871 chr4_157870523_157870752 PDGFC . .
chr4 157934066 157934204 139 157934094 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3872 chr4_157934066_157934204 . . .
chr4 159042512 159042673 162 159042580 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3873 chr4_159042512_159042673 . . FAM198B
chr4 159235902 159236167 266 159235999 27.36 24.04416 10.67883 18.99176 FTE2_peak_3874 chr4_159235902_159236167 . . .
chr4 159292324 159292614 291 159292527 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_3875 chr4_159292324_159292614 . . .
chr4 159795225 159795511 287 159795278 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3876 chr4_159795225_159795511 FNIP2 . C4orf45
chr4 159991305 159991489 185 159991387 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3877 chr4_159991305_159991489 . . .
chr4 160150419 160150533 115 160150530 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3878 chr4_160150419_160150533 . . .
chr4 160356908 160357041 134 160356955 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_3879 chr4_160356908_160357041 . . .
chr4 168828169 168828309 141 168828201 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3880 chr4_168828169_168828309 . . .
chr4 169449357 169449471 115 169449433 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3881 chr4_169449357_169449471 PALLD . .
chr4 169472491 169472664 174 169472599 18.49 15.80842 8.69246 11.279 FTE2_peak_3882 chr4_169472491_169472664 PALLD . .
chr4 169479805 169479942 138 169479872 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3883 chr4_169479805_169479942 PALLD . .
chr4 169535575 169535707 133 169535653 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3884 chr4_169535575_169535707 PALLD . .
chr4 169536422 169536694 273 169536636 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3885 chr4_169536422_169536694 PALLD . .
chr4 169543530 169544001 472 169543692 22.19 16.5284 7.84643 11.92747 FTE2_peak_3886 chr4_169543530_169544001 PALLD . .
chr4 169555425 169555697 273 169555601 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_3887 chr4_169555425_169555697 PALLD . .
chr4 169555811 169555989 179 169555916 14.79 9.58448 5.99726 5.63381 FTE2_peak_3888 chr4_169555811_169555989 PALLD . .
chr4 169643679 169643859 181 169643775 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3889 chr4_169643679_169643859 PALLD . .
chr4 169644282 169644454 173 169644386 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3890 chr4_169644282_169644454 PALLD . .
chr4 169777529 169777780 252 169777735 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3891 chr4_169777529_169777780 PALLD . .
chr4 169801461 169801713 253 169801654 17.01 11.45097 6.14236 7.3535 FTE2_peak_3892 chr4_169801461_169801713 PALLD . .
chr4 169804222 169804336 115 169804274 15.53 11.13587 6.62538 7.06241 FTE2_peak_3893 chr4_169804222_169804336 PALLD . .
chr4 170068532 170068667 136 170068581 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3894 chr4_170068532_170068667 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170080898 170081097 200 170080935 19.97 16.15845 8.8099 11.61512 FTE2_peak_3895 chr4_170080898_170081097 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170085893 170086209 317 170085996 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3896 chr4_170085893_170086209 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170175112 170175446 335 170175204 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_3897 chr4_170175112_170175446 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170206034 170206169 136 170206118 18.49 15.19051 8.30888 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3898 chr4_170206034_170206169 . SH3RF1 .
chr4 170258729 170258918 190 170258821 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3899 chr4_170258729_170258918 . . .
chr4 171312564 171312856 293 171312812 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_3900 chr4_171312564_171312856 . . .
chr4 174267297 174267434 138 174267382 20.71 18.82388 10.04261 14.07183 FTE2_peak_3901 chr4_174267297_174267434 . GALNT7;HMGB2 SAP30
chr4 174410771 174411034 264 174410936 32.54 30.79161 12.85048 25.45322 FTE2_peak_3902 chr4_174410771_174411034 . . .
chr4 175590535 175590700 166 175590640 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_3903 chr4_175590535_175590700 GLRA3 . .
chr4 175590811 175590986 176 175590941 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3904 chr4_175590811_175590986 GLRA3 . .
chr4 175957119 175957287 169 175957181 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3905 chr4_175957119_175957287 . . .
chr4 176211481 176211711 231 176211630 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_3906 chr4_176211481_176211711 . . .
chr4 176334907 176335128 222 176335128 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_3907 chr4_176334907_176335128 . . .
chr4 176336623 176336753 131 176336705 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_3908 chr4_176336623_176336753 . . .
chr4 176391465 176391619 155 176391518 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3909 chr4_176391465_176391619 . . .
chr4 177191870 177192197 328 177192083 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3910 chr4_177191870_177192197 . ASB5 .
chr4 177223516 177223721 206 177223607 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_3911 chr4_177223516_177223721 . . SPCS3
chr4 177358016 177358130 115 177358038 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3912 chr4_177358016_177358130 . . .
chr4 177420816 177420934 119 177420903 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3913 chr4_177420816_177420934 . . .
chr4 177469874 177469988 115 177469919 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3914 chr4_177469874_177469988 . . .
chr4 177509155 177509320 166 177509264 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_3915 chr4_177509155_177509320 . . .
chr4 177760823 177760937 115 177760906 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3916 chr4_177760823_177760937 . . .
chr4 177824029 177824291 263 177824197 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_3917 chr4_177824029_177824291 . . .
chr4 182470308 182470559 252 182470479 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3918 chr4_182470308_182470559 . . .
chr4 182568122 182568278 157 182568186 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3919 chr4_182568122_182568278 . . .
chr4 182582288 182582510 223 182582448 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3920 chr4_182582288_182582510 . . .
chr4 182583517 182583775 259 182583599 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3921 chr4_182583517_182583775 . . .
chr4 182692161 182692471 311 182692336 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3922 chr4_182692161_182692471 . . .
chr4 182880338 182880523 186 182880412 22.93 12.68394 5.98143 8.44419 FTE2_peak_3923 chr4_182880338_182880523 . . .
chr4 183152422 183152566 145 183152512 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_3924 chr4_183152422_183152566 . . .
chr4 183161523 183161717 195 183161543 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3925 chr4_183161523_183161717 . . .
chr4 183850496 183850665 170 183850602 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3926 chr4_183850496_183850665 . DCTD .
chr4 185305225 185305452 228 185305368 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3927 chr4_185305225_185305452 . . IRF2
chr4 185734537 185734894 358 185734845 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3928 chr4_185734537_185734894 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
chr4 186279726 186279982 257 186279915 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3929 chr4_186279726_186279982 SNX25 . LRP2BP
chr4 186700845 186700967 123 186700918 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3930 chr4_186700845_186700967 SORBS2 . .
chr4 186835715 186836170 456 186835869 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_3931 chr4_186835715_186836170 SORBS2 . .
chr5 1608474 1608627 154 1608529 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3932 chr5_1608474_1608627 2287;LOC100133331;LOC7286 SDHAP3 .
chr5 6159186 6159383 198 6159293 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3933 chr5_6159186_6159383 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 8730183 8730576 394 8730356 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3934 chr5_8730183_8730576 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 8829416 8829889 474 8829490 20.71 18.57119 9.88484 13.82498 FTE2_peak_3935 chr5_8829416_8829889 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 8907365 8907615 251 8907444 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3936 chr5_8907365_8907615 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 9060298 9060412 115 9060390 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3937 chr5_9060298_9060412 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 MIR4636 .
chr5 9173859 9174063 205 9173942 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3938 chr5_9173859_9174063 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 10551476 10551603 128 10551538 23.67 19.92713 9.70691 15.10452 FTE2_peak_3939 chr5_10551476_10551603 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ANKRD33B
chr5 10692059 10692228 170 10692125 22.93 20.25266 10.35297 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3940 chr5_10692059_10692228 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 10885239 10885476 238 10885295 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3941 chr5_10885239_10885476 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14065106 14065275 170 14065186 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3942 chr5_14065106_14065275 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14110083 14110197 115 14110187 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3943 chr5_14110083_14110197 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14171163 14171391 229 14171246 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_3944 chr5_14171163_14171391 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14190800 14190927 128 14190870 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3945 chr5_14190800_14190927 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14208395 14208687 293 14208447 16.27 13.78594 7.90564 9.45575 FTE2_peak_3946 chr5_14208395_14208687 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14265654 14265971 318 14265879 32.54 34.22868 14.8834 28.75913 FTE2_peak_3947 chr5_14265654_14265971 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14268418 14268707 290 14268571 31.06 26.6287 10.68689 21.44486 FTE2_peak_3948 chr5_14268418_14268707 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 15757221 15757620 400 15757304 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_3949 chr5_15757221_15757620 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 15835118 15835269 152 15835232 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3950 chr5_15835118_15835269 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 16543399 16543614 216 16543456 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3951 chr5_16543399_16543614 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 16958086 16958229 144 16958180 14.05 11.61307 6.96334 7.51003 FTE2_peak_3952 chr5_16958086_16958229 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MYO10 .
chr5 17180996 17181209 214 17181102 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_3953 chr5_17180996_17181209 2287;LOC100133331;LOC2856 . .
chr5 17378534 17378648 115 17378561 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3954 chr5_17378534_17378648 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC401177
chr5 17449079 17449195 117 17449090 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3955 chr5_17449079_17449195 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 27241995 27242209 215 27242128 24.4 19.99034 9.32286 15.16621 FTE2_peak_3956 chr5_27241995_27242209 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 31365052 31365622 571 31365514 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_3957 chr5_31365052_31365622 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 31811402 31811589 188 31811505 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_3958 chr5_31811402_31811589 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 31988498 31988665 168 31988562 21.45 19.49544 10.01189 14.69494 FTE2_peak_3959 chr5_31988498_31988665 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 32028047 32028370 324 32028296 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3960 chr5_32028047_32028370 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 32600300 32600440 141 32600379 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_3961 chr5_32600300_32600440 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 32628490 32628869 380 32628830 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_3962 chr5_32628490_32628869 100132287;LOC100133331;OR SUB1 .
chr5 32692097 32692365 269 32692187 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3963 chr5_32692097_32692365 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NPR3
chr5 32692626 32692784 159 32692684 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_3964 chr5_32692626_32692784 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NPR3
chr5 32760139 32760279 141 32760173 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3965 chr5_32760139_32760279 0132287;LOC100133331;NPR3; . .
chr5 32768345 32768479 135 32768383 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3966 chr5_32768345_32768479 0132287;LOC100133331;NPR3; . .
chr5 32785751 32786011 261 32785956 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3967 chr5_32785751_32786011 0132287;LOC100133331;NPR3; . .
chr5 32811011 32811205 195 32811108 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3968 chr5_32811011_32811205 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NPR3 .
chr5 32852651 32852804 154 32852703 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_3969 chr5_32852651_32852804 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33110725 33110865 141 33110777 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_3970 chr5_33110725_33110865 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33312182 33312323 142 33312236 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_3971 chr5_33312182_33312323 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33321264 33321448 185 33321363 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3972 chr5_33321264_33321448 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33370300 33370414 115 33370376 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3973 chr5_33370300_33370414 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33401768 33401937 170 33401910 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_3974 chr5_33401768_33401937 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 33736764 33736906 143 33736848 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3975 chr5_33736764_33736906 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 33843771 33843926 156 33843845 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3976 chr5_33843771_33843926 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 34412985 34413123 139 34413059 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3977 chr5_34412985_34413123 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34487569 34487683 115 34487625 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_3978 chr5_34487569_34487683 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34534801 34535208 408 34535121 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3979 chr5_34534801_34535208 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34687461 34687724 264 34687573 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3980 chr5_34687461_34687724 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 34717209 34717369 161 34717271 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_3981 chr5_34717209_34717369 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 34717870 34718044 175 34717993 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3982 chr5_34717870_34718044 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 35119396 35119576 181 35119471 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3983 chr5_35119396_35119576 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35136538 35136673 136 35136591 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_3984 chr5_35136538_35136673 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35771441 35771805 365 35771682 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_3985 chr5_35771441_35771805 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 35919434 35919610 177 35919524 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_3986 chr5_35919434_35919610 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 35924162 35924307 146 35924252 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3987 chr5_35924162_35924307 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . UGT3A1
chr5 36657747 36657890 144 36657858 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_3988 chr5_36657747_36657890 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37717095 37717209 115 37717167 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3989 chr5_37717095_37717209 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37723116 37723278 163 37723199 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_3990 chr5_37723116_37723278 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37740268 37740395 128 37740295 11.83 7.146 5.11974 3.55857 FTE2_peak_3991 chr5_37740268_37740395 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37771944 37772203 260 37772055 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_3992 chr5_37771944_37772203 100132287;LOC100133331;OR WDR70 .
chr5 38433813 38433982 170 38433837 11.83 6.84082 4.91672 3.2693 FTE2_peak_3993 chr5_38433813_38433982 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 38464374 38464546 173 38464443 22.19 19.53662 9.60289 14.73425 FTE2_peak_3994 chr5_38464374_38464546 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LIFR
chr5 38509469 38509584 116 38509481 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_3995 chr5_38509469_38509584 OC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 38550133 38550248 116 38550185 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_3996 chr5_38550133_38550248 OC100132287;LOC100133331;O . MIR3650
chr5 38607579 38607711 133 38607631 25.14 8.87152 3.73491 5.00621 FTE2_peak_3997 chr5_38607579_38607711 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LIFR .
chr5 38854336 38854457 122 38854393 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_3998 chr5_38854336_38854457 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 39399763 39399893 131 39399806 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_3999 chr5_39399763_39399893 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 39519749 39519900 152 39519861 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4000 chr5_39519749_39519900 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39520240 39520439 200 39520383 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4001 chr5_39520240_39520439 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39760986 39761196 211 39761131 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4002 chr5_39760986_39761196 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40291499 40291655 157 40291585 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4003 chr5_40291499_40291655 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40552384 40552591 208 40552489 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4004 chr5_40552384_40552591 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40735341 40735469 129 40735392 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4005 chr5_40735341_40735469 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PRKAA1
chr5 40832035 40832154 120 40832126 11.09 8.36418 5.59477 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4006 chr5_40832035_40832154 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 LOC100506548 CARD6;SNORD72
chr5 40985197 40985385 189 40985277 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4007 chr5_40985197_40985385 100132287;LOC100133331;OR C7 HEATR7B2
chr5 41156966 41157110 145 41157033 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4008 chr5_41156966_41157110 C100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 41193868 41194169 302 41193914 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4009 chr5_41193868_41194169 C100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 41649842 41649956 115 41649877 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4010 chr5_41649842_41649956 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 41763306 41763491 186 41763373 19.97 17.64721 9.75236 12.99754 FTE2_peak_4011 chr5_41763306_41763491 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 43773671 43773932 262 43773825 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4012 chr5_43773671_43773932 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52104323 52104443 121 52104398 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4013 chr5_52104323_52104443 OC100132287;LOC100133331 PELO .
chr5 52140813 52141082 270 52140904 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4014 chr5_52140813_52141082 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52166261 52166468 208 52166272 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4015 chr5_52166261_52166468 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52315236 52315475 240 52315394 19.97 17.32552 9.54807 12.69524 FTE2_peak_4016 chr5_52315236_52315475 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52327636 52327784 149 52327717 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4017 chr5_52327636_52327784 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 52542046 52542200 155 52542107 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4018 chr5_52542046_52542200 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52549452 52549821 370 52549555 22.19 21.4946 10.78427 16.5912 FTE2_peak_4019 chr5_52549452_52549821 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52693738 52693857 120 52693801 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4020 chr5_52693738_52693857 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53320391 53320611 221 53320513 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_4021 chr5_53320391_53320611 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 53383396 53383526 131 53383442 17.01 12.25217 6.60896 8.02693 FTE2_peak_4022 chr5_53383396_53383526 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 53625585 53625726 142 53625660 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4023 chr5_53625585_53625726 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARL15 .
chr5 53625832 53626279 448 53625997 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_4024 chr5_53625832_53626279 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARL15 .
chr5 53959886 53960049 164 53959961 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4025 chr5_53959886_53960049 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53996999 53997395 397 53997168 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_4026 chr5_53996999_53997395 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54056990 54057250 261 54057148 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4027 chr5_54056990_54057250 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54133058 54133251 194 54133083 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4028 chr5_54133058_54133251 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55322684 55322846 163 55322759 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4029 chr5_55322684_55322846 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55419650 55419994 345 55419798 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4030 chr5_55419650_55419994 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 55574376 55574743 368 55574485 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4031 chr5_55574376_55574743 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55575908 55576119 212 55576006 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4032 chr5_55575908_55576119 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55917257 55917373 117 55917316 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_4033 chr5_55917257_55917373 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55921670 55921813 144 55921678 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4034 chr5_55921670_55921813 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56051124 56051253 130 56051175 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4035 chr5_56051124_56051253 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56059832 56060097 266 56059915 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4036 chr5_56059832_56060097 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56512696 56512810 115 56512745 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4037 chr5_56512696_56512810 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 56730120 56730323 204 56730124 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4038 chr5_56730120_56730323 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56731515 56731899 385 56731744 26.62 26.97037 12.90371 21.75902 FTE2_peak_4039 chr5_56731515_56731899 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56737979 56738106 128 56738043 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_4040 chr5_56737979_56738106 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56746876 56746990 115 56746921 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4041 chr5_56746876_56746990 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ACTBL2
chr5 57031539 57031797 259 57031685 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4042 chr5_57031539_57031797 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 57137669 57137853 185 57137688 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4043 chr5_57137669_57137853 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 58187002 58187350 349 58187262 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4044 chr5_58187002_58187350 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 58375868 58376163 296 58375925 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4045 chr5_58375868_58376163 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 58821868 58821987 120 58821945 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4046 chr5_58821868_58821987 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59125223 59125550 328 59125316 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4047 chr5_59125223_59125550 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59169076 59169198 123 59169114 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4048 chr5_59169076_59169198 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 64438551 64438758 208 64438607 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4049 chr5_64438551_64438758 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ADAMTS6
chr5 64486228 64486578 351 64486315 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4050 chr5_64486228_64486578 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 64494665 64494964 300 64494710 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4051 chr5_64494665_64494964 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 64581512 64581626 115 64581542 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4052 chr5_64581512_64581626 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 65157599 65158115 517 65157670 25.14 23.54535 10.98502 18.50279 FTE2_peak_4053 chr5_65157599_65158115 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 65181855 65182048 194 65181903 21.45 14.95762 7.31161 10.53751 FTE2_peak_4054 chr5_65181855_65182048 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67410614 67410740 127 67410710 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4055 chr5_67410614_67410740 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67629947 67630122 176 67630038 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4056 chr5_67629947_67630122 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67630211 67630392 182 67630344 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4057 chr5_67630211_67630392 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71362607 71362739 133 71362609 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4058 chr5_71362607_71362739 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71434847 71434996 150 71434935 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4059 chr5_71434847_71434996 132287;LOC100133331;MAP1B . .
chr5 71766805 71766964 160 71766889 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4060 chr5_71766805_71766964 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 71894441 71894830 390 71894670 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4061 chr5_71894441_71894830 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71896317 71896624 308 71896443 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4062 chr5_71896317_71896624 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72617643 72618115 473 72617734 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4063 chr5_72617643_72618115 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72666493 72666704 212 72666524 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4064 chr5_72666493_72666704 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72666897 72667021 125 72666958 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4065 chr5_72666897_72667021 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72836193 72836320 128 72836227 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4066 chr5_72836193_72836320 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ANKRA2;UTP15
chr5 72934538 72934822 285 72934605 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4067 chr5_72934538_72934822 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72969039 72969172 134 72969100 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4068 chr5_72969039_72969172 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73092649 73092781 133 73092689 17.01 14.96927 8.24418 10.54834 FTE2_peak_4069 chr5_73092649_73092781 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73234481 73234596 116 73234517 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4070 chr5_73234481_73234596 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73839315 73839508 194 73839413 19.23 16.79293 8.88558 12.18421 FTE2_peak_4071 chr5_73839315_73839508 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73891031 73891147 117 73891100 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4072 chr5_73891031_73891147 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73939220 73939340 121 73939304 20.71 10.23585 5.07472 6.25583 FTE2_peak_4073 chr5_73939220_73939340 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ENC1 .
chr5 74250204 74250379 176 74250265 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4074 chr5_74250204_74250379 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 74250812 74250983 172 74250893 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4075 chr5_74250812_74250983 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 74616886 74617009 124 74616908 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4076 chr5_74616886_74617009 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . HMGCR
chr5 74967494 74967635 142 74967571 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_4077 chr5_74967494_74967635 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . POC5
chr5 75985287 75985484 198 75985358 19.97 16.15845 8.8099 11.61512 FTE2_peak_4078 chr5_75985287_75985484 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 75997216 75997387 172 75997244 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4079 chr5_75997216_75997387 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 76126942 76127186 245 76127139 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4080 chr5_76126942_76127186 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . S100Z
chr5 76588335 76588473 139 76588418 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4081 chr5_76588335_76588473 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 76597384 76597558 175 76597446 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4082 chr5_76597384_76597558 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 77882363 77882477 115 77882422 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4083 chr5_77882363_77882477 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 78102526 78102640 115 78102576 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4084 chr5_78102526_78102640 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 81652678 81652917 240 81652737 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4085 chr5_81652678_81652917 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 81701505 81701732 228 81701705 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4086 chr5_81701505_81701732 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 81709697 81709813 117 81709725 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4087 chr5_81709697_81709813 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 82928838 82928969 132 82928919 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4088 chr5_82928838_82928969 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . HAPLN1
chr5 83220017 83220131 115 83220082 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4089 chr5_83220017_83220131 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . EDIL3
chr5 83221187 83221342 156 83221271 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4090 chr5_83221187_83221342 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . EDIL3
chr5 83545791 83545905 115 83545836 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4091 chr5_83545791_83545905 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 86706801 86707015 215 86706841 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4092 chr5_86706801_86707015 OC100132287;LOC100133331 RASA1 .
chr5 90279020 90279297 278 90279121 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_4093 chr5_90279020_90279297 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 90461905 90462021 117 90461940 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4094 chr5_90461905_90462021 100132287;LOC100133331;OR GPR98 .
chr5 90607668 90607823 156 90607752 20.71 18.65455 9.93688 13.90707 FTE2_peak_4095 chr5_90607668_90607823 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91313728 91313859 132 91313809 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4096 chr5_91313728_91313859 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91688922 91689045 124 91688976 15.53 9.83323 5.82054 5.87401 FTE2_peak_4097 chr5_91688922_91689045 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91887902 91888301 400 91888008 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_4098 chr5_91887902_91888301 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91888426 91888591 166 91888479 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4099 chr5_91888426_91888591 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92172812 92173056 245 92172965 12.57 9.3146 6.21294 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4100 chr5_92172812_92173056 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92414047 92414768 722 92414298 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_4101 chr5_92414047_92414768 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92525471 92525599 129 92525570 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4102 chr5_92525471_92525599 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92527968 92528130 163 92528048 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4103 chr5_92527968_92528130 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92695108 92695261 154 92695167 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4104 chr5_92695108_92695261 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92848487 92848738 252 92848666 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4105 chr5_92848487_92848738 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 92867999 92868151 153 92868077 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4106 chr5_92867999_92868151 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 93553669 93553789 121 93553777 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4107 chr5_93553669_93553789 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 93554120 93554336 217 93554228 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4108 chr5_93554120_93554336 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 95048231 95048420 190 95048306 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4109 chr5_95048231_95048420 100132287;LOC100133331;OR SPATA9 RHOBTB3
chr5 95095988 95096299 312 95096215 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4110 chr5_95095988_95096299 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 95236641 95236755 115 95236658 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4111 chr5_95236641_95236755 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 95237580 95237694 115 95237580 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4112 chr5_95237580_95237694 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 95477657 95477793 137 95477740 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4113 chr5_95477657_95477793 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95562955 95563198 244 95562966 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4114 chr5_95562955_95563198 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95590845 95591379 535 95591050 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4115 chr5_95590845_95591379 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95633712 95633983 272 95633798 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4116 chr5_95633712_95633983 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95657736 95657872 137 95657846 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4117 chr5_95657736_95657872 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 95962684 95963095 412 95962890 17.75 15.18619 8.72044 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4118 chr5_95962684_95963095 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97174044 97174185 142 97174142 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4119 chr5_97174044_97174185 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97584696 97584820 125 97584803 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_4120 chr5_97584696_97584820 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97643736 97644113 378 97644065 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4121 chr5_97643736_97644113 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97645625 97645858 234 97645744 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4122 chr5_97645625_97645858 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97685069 97685279 211 97685168 21.45 18.03761 9.1228 13.31701 FTE2_peak_4123 chr5_97685069_97685279 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97967448 97967601 154 97967525 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4124 chr5_97967448_97967601 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102051211 102051334 124 102051281 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4125 chr5_102051211_102051334 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102058764 102058918 155 102058904 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4126 chr5_102058764_102058918 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102786338 102786489 152 102786409 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4127 chr5_102786338_102786489 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102797003 102797130 128 102797083 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4128 chr5_102797003_102797130 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102841871 102842018 148 102841963 20.71 16.65969 8.70024 12.05363 FTE2_peak_4129 chr5_102841871_102842018 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102862235 102862349 115 102862316 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4130 chr5_102862235_102862349 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NUDT12
chr5 106724052 106724182 131 106724120 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_4131 chr5_106724052_106724182 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106724298 106724480 183 106724407 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_4132 chr5_106724298_106724480 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106805331 106805599 269 106805367 18.49 7.28745 3.8977 3.69182 FTE2_peak_4133 chr5_106805331_106805599 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106822334 106822495 162 106822391 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4134 chr5_106822334_106822495 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106891223 106891369 147 106891307 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4135 chr5_106891223_106891369 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 107991885 107992095 211 107991985 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4136 chr5_107991885_107992095 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 108992651 108992902 252 108992751 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_4137 chr5_108992651_108992902 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 109079565 109079730 166 109079714 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4138 chr5_109079565_109079730 32287;LOC100133331;MAN2A . .
chr5 109274942 109275167 226 109275107 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4139 chr5_109274942_109275167 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 109495063 109495202 140 109495157 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4140 chr5_109495063_109495202 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110236445 110236850 406 110236609 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_4141 chr5_110236445_110236850 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110918847 110919008 162 110918908 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4142 chr5_110918847_110919008 287;LOC100133331;LOC100505 . .
chr5 111078416 111078543 128 111078488 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4143 chr5_111078416_111078543 0132287;LOC100133331;NREP; LOC100505678 .
chr5 111319921 111320075 155 111319939 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4144 chr5_111319921_111320075 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NREP .
chr5 111333487 111333750 264 111333576 21.45 17.1684 8.60025 12.54359 FTE2_peak_4145 chr5_111333487_111333750 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NREP .
chr5 112115274 112115391 118 112115335 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_4146 chr5_112115274_112115391 OC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 114734573 114734772 200 114734685 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_4147 chr5_114734573_114734772 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 114791113 114791248 136 114791204 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4148 chr5_114791113_114791248 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 115284111 115284228 118 115284150 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4149 chr5_115284111_115284228 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . AQPEP
chr5 115827807 115827923 117 115827873 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4150 chr5_115827807_115827923 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 119543090 119543226 137 119543178 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4151 chr5_119543090_119543226 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119724028 119724316 289 119724194 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_4152 chr5_119724028_119724316 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119781782 119781982 201 119781884 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4153 chr5_119781782_119781982 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . PRR16
chr5 119940716 119940887 172 119940800 14.79 10.01366 6.27116 6.0503 FTE2_peak_4154 chr5_119940716_119940887 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119959702 119960107 406 119959779 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4155 chr5_119959702_119960107 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 121399764 121399878 115 121399848 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4156 chr5_121399764_121399878 0132287;LOC100133331;LOX;O . .
chr5 121425297 121425517 221 121425459 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4157 chr5_121425297_121425517 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LOX .
chr5 121429058 121429200 143 121429148 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4158 chr5_121429058_121429200 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LOX .
chr5 121456784 121456915 132 121456853 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4159 chr5_121456784_121456915 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ZNF474
chr5 121499345 121499808 464 121499623 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4160 chr5_121499345_121499808 287;LOC100133331;LOC100505 ZNF474 .
chr5 121516962 121517096 135 121516998 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4161 chr5_121516962_121517096 287;LOC100133331;LOC100505 ZNF474 .
chr5 123041490 123041726 237 123041619 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4162 chr5_123041490_123041726 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123043899 123044013 115 123043967 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4163 chr5_123043899_123044013 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123287352 123287575 224 123287454 17.01 11.20488 6.00114 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4164 chr5_123287352_123287575 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123997122 123997272 151 123997206 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_4165 chr5_123997122_123997272 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124647613 124647730 118 124647683 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_4166 chr5_124647613_124647730 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124744568 124744689 122 124744640 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4167 chr5_124744568_124744689 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820025 124820349 325 124820103 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4168 chr5_124820025_124820349 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820529 124820734 206 124820622 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4169 chr5_124820529_124820734 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820833 124821245 413 124821032 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4170 chr5_124820833_124821245 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 125720878 125721024 147 125720911 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4171 chr5_125720878_125721024 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 126274224 126274419 196 126274310 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4172 chr5_126274224_126274419 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126306325 126306457 133 126306431 12.57 5.78414 3.97428 2.36864 FTE2_peak_4173 chr5_126306325_126306457 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126423956 126424237 282 126424089 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4174 chr5_126423956_126424237 100132287;LOC100133331;OR C5orf63 .
chr5 127121455 127121685 231 127121530 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_4175 chr5_127121455_127121685 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 129659886 129660061 176 129659971 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4176 chr5_129659886_129660061 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 129850797 129850947 151 129850870 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4177 chr5_129850797_129850947 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 130873904 130874205 302 130873961 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_4178 chr5_130873904_130874205 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 131794346 131794481 136 131794436 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4179 chr5_131794346_131794481 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . IRF1
chr5 131794892 131795172 281 131794902 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_4180 chr5_131794892_131795172 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . IRF1
chr5 133364955 133365177 223 133365103 22.19 19.69083 9.69525 14.87519 FTE2_peak_4181 chr5_133364955_133365177 100132287;LOC100133331;OR VDAC1 .
chr5 133774959 133775133 175 133775033 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_4182 chr5_133774959_133775133 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CDKN2AIPNL .
chr5 135343054 135343215 162 135343152 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4183 chr5_135343054_135343215 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TGFBI
chr5 135394030 135394372 343 135394097 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4184 chr5_135394030_135394372 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135631739 135631855 117 135631773 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4185 chr5_135631739_135631855 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 136590040 136590170 131 136590122 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4186 chr5_136590040_136590170 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 136899421 136899543 123 136899509 14.79 10.88489 6.83288 6.82737 FTE2_peak_4187 chr5_136899421_136899543 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 137045827 137046067 241 137045979 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4188 chr5_137045827_137046067 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 138350684 138350811 128 138350763 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4189 chr5_138350684_138350811 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 139631171 139631381 211 139631218 22.19 18.32464 8.8836 13.59456 FTE2_peak_4190 chr5_139631171_139631381 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CYSTM1 .
chr5 139702318 139702570 253 139702500 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4191 chr5_139702318_139702570 100132287;LOC100133331;OR PFDN1 HBEGF
chr5 141433178 141433321 144 141433221 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4192 chr5_141433178_141433321 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 141722278 141722473 196 141722304 11.83 7.36291 5.26467 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4193 chr5_141722278_141722473 100132287;LOC100133331;OR SPRY4 .
chr5 141823467 141823590 124 141823566 12.57 9.26466 6.18041 5.37933 FTE2_peak_4194 chr5_141823467_141823590 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 141851978 141852212 235 141852107 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_4195 chr5_141851978_141852212 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 142105620 142105835 216 142105754 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_4196 chr5_142105620_142105835 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FGF1 .
chr5 142106056 142106199 144 142106131 11.09 8.22538 5.50687 4.51008 FTE2_peak_4197 chr5_142106056_142106199 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FGF1 .
chr5 142339959 142340105 147 142340068 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4198 chr5_142339959_142340105 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142382389 142382519 131 142382455 12.57 9.21524 6.14821 5.33438 FTE2_peak_4199 chr5_142382389_142382519 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142388623 142388906 284 142388852 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4200 chr5_142388623_142388906 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142413491 142413682 192 142413579 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4201 chr5_142413491_142413682 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142440858 142441003 146 142440942 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4202 chr5_142440858_142441003 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142623691 142623908 218 142623829 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4203 chr5_142623691_142623908 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARHGAP26 .
chr5 142792643 142792764 122 142792746 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4204 chr5_142792643_142792764 132287;LOC100133331;NR3C1 . .
chr5 143301185 143301465 281 143301212 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4205 chr5_143301185_143301465 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143302515 143302661 147 143302599 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4206 chr5_143302515_143302661 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143383929 143384054 126 143383969 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4207 chr5_143383929_143384054 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143569423 143569765 343 143569723 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4208 chr5_143569423_143569765 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 YIPF5 .
chr5 144662814 144662949 136 144662839 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4209 chr5_144662814_144662949 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 144730141 144730303 163 144730200 22.93 19.76895 10.05283 14.95027 FTE2_peak_4210 chr5_144730141_144730303 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 144741960 144742131 172 144742036 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4211 chr5_144741960_144742131 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 145305065 145305522 458 145305134 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4212 chr5_145305065_145305522 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3RF2
chr5 145326201 145326380 180 145326274 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4213 chr5_145326201_145326380 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 146111640 146111761 122 146111690 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4214 chr5_146111640_146111761 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 146557158 146557284 127 146557194 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4215 chr5_146557158_146557284 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 146910686 146910844 159 146910788 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4216 chr5_146910686_146910844 100132287;LOC100133331;OR DPYSL3 LOC153469
chr5 146993068 146993356 289 146993204 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_4217 chr5_146993068_146993356 00132287;LOC100133331;LOC . .
chr5 147272618 147272765 148 147272691 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4218 chr5_147272618_147272765 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 SCGB3A2 .
chr5 148237752 148237937 186 148237896 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4219 chr5_148237752_148237937 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ADRB2 .
chr5 148292727 148292841 115 148292782 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4220 chr5_148292727_148292841 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 148345399 148345686 288 148345466 23.67 20.22388 9.88588 15.3911 FTE2_peak_4221 chr5_148345399_148345686 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3TC2
chr5 148356604 148356771 168 148356640 17.75 13.85523 7.87771 9.51757 FTE2_peak_4222 chr5_148356604_148356771 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3TC2
chr5 148381758 148382011 254 148381929 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4223 chr5_148381758_148382011 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 148493431 148493545 115 148493458 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4224 chr5_148493431_148493545 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148514118 148514291 174 148514217 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4225 chr5_148514118_148514291 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148515010 148515265 256 148515120 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4226 chr5_148515010_148515265 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148551887 148552134 248 148552035 25.14 24.47985 11.54276 19.39074 FTE2_peak_4227 chr5_148551887_148552134 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 148552247 148552361 115 148552288 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4228 chr5_148552247_148552361 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 148553696 148553963 268 148553728 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_4229 chr5_148553696_148553963 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 148569741 148569901 161 148569812 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4230 chr5_148569741_148569901 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 148585633 148586009 377 148585722 24.4 23.94761 11.69112 18.89669 FTE2_peak_4231 chr5_148585633_148586009 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 148783637 148783918 282 148783741 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4232 chr5_148783637_148783918 100132287;LOC100133331;OR IL17B MIR143;MIR143HG;MIR145
chr5 148812913 148813418 506 148813023 18.49 14.99578 8.18844 10.57323 FTE2_peak_4233 chr5_148812913_148813418 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MIR143;MIR143HG;MIR145 .
chr5 149076709 149076823 115 149076725 11.09 8.13526 5.44979 4.42466 FTE2_peak_4234 chr5_149076709_149076823 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 149319266 149319488 223 149319338 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4235 chr5_149319266_149319488 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SLC26A2
chr5 149519057 149519212 156 149519124 16.27 10.06233 5.64652 6.09464 FTE2_peak_4236 chr5_149519057_149519212 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 CSF1R CDX1
chr5 149849382 149849533 152 149849494 15.53 9.17645 5.42512 5.29689 FTE2_peak_4237 chr5_149849382_149849533 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149849705 149849834 130 149849758 21.45 14.95762 7.31161 10.53751 FTE2_peak_4238 chr5_149849705_149849834 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149868159 149868337 179 149868258 17.01 8.46917 4.51364 4.61685 FTE2_peak_4239 chr5_149868159_149868337 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . NDST1
chr5 150017219 150017347 129 150017285 31.06 26.18003 10.44321 21.01156 FTE2_peak_4240 chr5_150017219_150017347 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MYOZ3
chr5 150472529 150472653 125 150472583 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_4241 chr5_150472529_150472653 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 150473152 150473490 339 150473282 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4242 chr5_150473152_150473490 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 151040576 151040835 260 151040660 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4243 chr5_151040576_151040835 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151061786 151062004 219 151061871 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4244 chr5_151061786_151062004 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151121309 151121582 274 151121574 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4245 chr5_151121309_151121582 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ATOX1;G3BP1
chr5 151124811 151124937 127 151124854 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4246 chr5_151124811_151124937 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . G3BP1
chr5 152536848 152536962 115 152536958 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4247 chr5_152536848_152536962 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 152539225 152539431 207 152539263 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4248 chr5_152539225_152539431 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 152602293 152602471 179 152602358 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4249 chr5_152602293_152602471 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 152602629 152602778 150 152602686 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4250 chr5_152602629_152602778 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 152860147 152860304 158 152860232 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_4251 chr5_152860147_152860304 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . GRIA1
chr5 153280449 153280837 389 153280793 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4252 chr5_153280449_153280837 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 153339296 153339462 167 153339391 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4253 chr5_153339296_153339462 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 153577848 153577991 144 153577945 11.83 7.5528 5.39186 3.87385 FTE2_peak_4254 chr5_153577848_153577991 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 153594145 153594279 135 153594227 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4255 chr5_153594145_153594279 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 153666923 153667078 156 153667066 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4256 chr5_153666923_153667078 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 156976332 156976472 141 156976379 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4257 chr5_156976332_156976472 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 157817653 157817767 115 157817709 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4258 chr5_157817653_157817767 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 157841975 157842120 146 157842068 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4259 chr5_157841975_157842120 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 158129194 158129359 166 158129287 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4260 chr5_158129194_158129359 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 158370168 158370283 116 158370267 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4261 chr5_158370168_158370283 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 158465988 158466170 183 158466021 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4262 chr5_158465988_158466170 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 159332475 159332935 461 159332672 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_4263 chr5_159332475_159332935 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ADRA1B
chr5 159510228 159510496 269 159510330 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4264 chr5_159510228_159510496 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 TTC1 .
chr5 159592266 159592390 125 159592291 15.53 7.90019 4.68281 4.20765 FTE2_peak_4265 chr5_159592266_159592390 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . FABP6
chr5 159890902 159891054 153 159890979 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4266 chr5_159890902_159891054 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . MIR146A;MIR3142
chr5 163187618 163187773 156 163187671 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4267 chr5_163187618_163187773 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 163273639 163273871 233 163273681 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4268 chr5_163273639_163273871 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 167741991 167742354 364 167742264 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4269 chr5_167741991_167742354 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 168777890 168778040 151 168777954 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4270 chr5_168777890_168778040 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169122926 169123158 233 169123052 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4271 chr5_169122926_169123158 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169215221 169215358 138 169215260 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4272 chr5_169215221_169215358 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169230166 169230304 139 169230194 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4273 chr5_169230166_169230304 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169559884 169560000 117 169559930 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4274 chr5_169559884_169560000 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FOXI1 .
chr5 171870560 171870674 115 171870662 12.57 7.21476 4.85761 3.62209 FTE2_peak_4275 chr5_171870560_171870674 2287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
chr5 172192819 172193366 548 172193281 22.93 11.05801 5.17593 6.9933 FTE2_peak_4276 chr5_172192819_172193366 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . DUSP1
chr5 172193476 172194392 917 172194148 31.06 15.99627 5.66693 11.46199 FTE2_peak_4277 chr5_172193476_172194392 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . DUSP1
chr5 172194515 172195045 531 172194558 21.45 7.73977 3.74111 4.05364 FTE2_peak_4278 chr5_172194515_172195045 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . DUSP1
chr5 172195227 172195586 360 172195475 24.4 11.09302 4.77175 7.02758 FTE2_peak_4279 chr5_172195227_172195586 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172196072 172196238 167 172196171 23.67 10.44332 4.68343 6.44936 FTE2_peak_4280 chr5_172196072_172196238 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172196721 172196865 145 172196793 26.62 12.70004 5.1997 8.45944 FTE2_peak_4281 chr5_172196721_172196865 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172196992 172197125 134 172197053 21.45 8.912 4.24362 5.04447 FTE2_peak_4282 chr5_172196992_172197125 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172296201 172296324 124 172296277 28.1 16.43038 6.37514 11.86506 FTE2_peak_4283 chr5_172296201_172296324 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172406918 172407058 141 172406997 21.45 14.71963 7.17719 10.30783 FTE2_peak_4284 chr5_172406918_172407058 100132287;LOC100133331;ORRGIC1;LOC100268168;RPL26L ATP6V0E1
chr5 172879022 172879528 507 172879310 27.36 21.89293 9.45432 16.92879 FTE2_peak_4285 chr5_172879022_172879528 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172882491 172882628 138 172882527 22.93 15.04807 7.25022 10.62321 FTE2_peak_4286 chr5_172882491_172882628 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172942672 172942814 143 172942739 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4287 chr5_172942672_172942814 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173043675 173043889 215 173043720 27.36 13.37804 5.28174 9.05896 FTE2_peak_4288 chr5_173043675_173043889 100132287;LOC100133331;OR BOD1 .
chr5 173251280 173251546 267 173251436 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_4289 chr5_173251280_173251546 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 175349296 175349539 244 175349383 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4290 chr5_175349296_175349539 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 176103422 176103541 120 176103449 17.01 9.61829 5.11849 5.66698 FTE2_peak_4291 chr5_176103422_176103541 100132287;LOC100133331;OR EIF4E1B;TSPAN17 .
chr5 178783715 178783848 134 178783757 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4292 chr5_178783715_178783848 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ADAMTS2 .
chr6 1286266 1286450 185 1286350 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4293 chr6_1286266_1286450 . . FOXQ1
chr6 1325935 1326050 116 1326012 15.53 12.32127 7.37303 8.0939 FTE2_peak_4294 chr6_1325935_1326050 . FOXQ1 .
chr6 1461542 1461721 180 1461634 14.79 9.50267 5.94533 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4295 chr6_1461542_1461721 . . .
chr6 1917854 1918058 205 1917947 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4296 chr6_1917854_1918058 GMDS . .
chr6 2427134 2427392 259 2427279 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_4297 chr6_2427134_2427392 . LOC100508120 .
chr6 3061929 3062096 168 3062028 18.49 11.49591 6.09682 7.39686 FTE2_peak_4298 chr6_3061929_3062096 . . RIPK1
chr6 3473487 3473620 134 3473531 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4299 chr6_3473487_3473620 . SLC22A23 .
chr6 3517662 3518053 392 3517749 25.88 24.77767 12.05285 19.67773 FTE2_peak_4300 chr6_3517662_3518053 . . .
chr6 3523219 3523372 154 3523281 14.05 11.15377 6.67906 7.07968 FTE2_peak_4301 chr6_3523219_3523372 . . .
chr6 3613019 3613208 190 3613116 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4302 chr6_3613019_3613208 . . .
chr6 3697961 3698085 125 3698001 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4303 chr6_3697961_3698085 . . PXDC1
chr6 3912225 3912407 183 3912339 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4304 chr6_3912225_3912407 . . .
chr6 4359002 4359138 137 4359095 19.23 12.10036 6.12971 7.89117 FTE2_peak_4305 chr6_4359002_4359138 . . .
chr6 4582804 4582918 115 4582807 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4306 chr6_4582804_4582918 . . .
chr6 4603714 4603840 127 4603739 10.35 7.30401 5.22483 3.70722 FTE2_peak_4307 chr6_4603714_4603840 . . .
chr6 4733481 4733595 115 4733499 11.83 7.71119 5.49813 4.02547 FTE2_peak_4308 chr6_4733481_4733595 CDYL . .
chr6 5094736 5094937 202 5094831 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4309 chr6_5094736_5094937 . PPP1R3G LYRM4
chr6 5126522 5126657 136 5126581 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_4310 chr6_5126522_5126657 LYRM4 . MIR3691
chr6 5190862 5191051 190 5190960 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4311 chr6_5190862_5191051 LYRM4 . .
chr6 7698389 7698503 115 7698440 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4312 chr6_7698389_7698503 . . BMP6
chr6 8085365 8085568 204 8085438 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4313 chr6_8085365_8085568 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED MUTED;MUTED‐TXNDC5 SCARNA27
chr6 9503643 9503847 205 9503651 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4314 chr6_9503643_9503847 . . .
chr6 9537672 9537932 261 9537876 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4315 chr6_9537672_9537932 . . .
chr6 9658245 9658459 215 9658407 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4316 chr6_9658245_9658459 . . .
chr6 9789682 9789796 115 9789733 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4317 chr6_9789682_9789796 . . .
chr6 11034175 11034338 164 11034237 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_4318 chr6_11034175_11034338 ELOVL2 . LOC100506409
chr6 11196825 11196980 156 11196876 15.53 11.91764 7.11747 7.71331 FTE2_peak_4319 chr6_11196825_11196980 NEDD9 . .
chr6 11207524 11207699 176 11207620 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4320 chr6_11207524_11207699 NEDD9 . .
chr6 11609573 11610176 604 11609804 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_4321 chr6_11609573_11610176 . TMEM170B .
chr6 11653410 11653660 251 11653579 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4322 chr6_11653410_11653660 . . .
chr6 11971488 11971606 119 11971555 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4323 chr6_11971488_11971606 . . .
chr6 12148732 12149051 320 12148830 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4324 chr6_12148732_12149051 HIVEP1 . .
chr6 12266163 12266354 192 12266231 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4325 chr6_12266163_12266354 . . EDN1
chr6 12266850 12267078 229 12267016 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4326 chr6_12266850_12267078 . . EDN1
chr6 12349031 12349270 240 12349172 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4327 chr6_12349031_12349270 . . .
chr6 12354707 12354964 258 12354870 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4328 chr6_12354707_12354964 . . .
chr6 12491244 12491476 233 12491346 16.27 13.65336 7.82327 9.32611 FTE2_peak_4329 chr6_12491244_12491476 . . .
chr6 12548843 12549059 217 12548951 20.71 13.92924 7.07072 9.58975 FTE2_peak_4330 chr6_12548843_12549059 . . .
chr6 14035680 14035814 135 14035779 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4331 chr6_14035680_14035814 . . .
chr6 14842270 14842571 302 14842393 19.23 15.6358 8.18286 11.11087 FTE2_peak_4332 chr6_14842270_14842571 . . .
chr6 15430565 15430699 135 15430666 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4333 chr6_15430565_15430699 JARID2 . .
chr6 15432054 15432212 159 15432096 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4334 chr6_15432054_15432212 JARID2 . .
chr6 15474546 15474762 217 15474693 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4335 chr6_15474546_15474762 JARID2 . .
chr6 15505119 15505233 115 15505162 19.97 11.79753 6.18148 7.59582 FTE2_peak_4336 chr6_15505119_15505233 JARID2 . DTNBP1
chr6 16339256 16339399 144 16339325 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_4337 chr6_16339256_16339399 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16741698 16741827 130 16741798 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4338 chr6_16741698_16741827 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16751598 16751853 256 16751710 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4339 chr6_16751598_16751853 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16766508 16766622 115 16766558 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4340 chr6_16766508_16766622 . ATXN1 .
chr6 16910318 16910435 118 16910419 13.31 8.65648 5.45936 4.79792 FTE2_peak_4341 chr6_16910318_16910435 . . .
chr6 17014137 17014316 180 17014246 12.57 6.68088 4.52255 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4342 chr6_17014137_17014316 . . .
chr6 18216853 18217026 174 18216918 16.27 13.71931 7.86424 9.39066 FTE2_peak_4343 chr6_18216853_18217026 KDM1B . DEK
chr6 18307379 18307550 172 18307461 14.05 9.26464 5.5234 5.37933 FTE2_peak_4344 chr6_18307379_18307550 . . .
chr6 18396112 18396277 166 18396209 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4345 chr6_18396112_18396277 RNF144B . .
chr6 20350614 20350792 179 20350689 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4346 chr6_20350614_20350792 . . .
chr6 21768582 21768745 164 21768649 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4347 chr6_21768582_21768745 LINC00340 . .
chr6 21946716 21946966 251 21946827 18.49 15.12501 8.26834 10.69806 FTE2_peak_4348 chr6_21946716_21946966 LINC00340 . .
chr6 22249310 22249518 209 22249457 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4349 chr6_22249310_22249518 . . .
chr6 22251693 22251841 149 22251783 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4350 chr6_22251693_22251841 . . .
chr6 22878171 22878331 161 22878276 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4351 chr6_22878171_22878331 . . .
chr6 25012893 25013183 291 25013095 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_4352 chr6_25012893_25013183 . . .
chr6 25173147 25173307 161 25173213 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4353 chr6_25173147_25173307 . . .
chr6 25174297 25174453 157 25174379 19.23 15.51061 8.10743 10.98944 FTE2_peak_4354 chr6_25174297_25174453 . . .
chr6 25971511 25971634 124 25971609 19.23 6.46191 3.37134 2.91999 FTE2_peak_4355 chr6_25971511_25971634 TRIM38 . .
chr6 26026836 26027162 327 26027076 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4356 chr6_26026836_26027162 HIST1H4B HIST1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4AIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3
chr6 26123293 26123531 239 26123455 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4357 chr6_26123293_26123531 . HFE;HIST1H1T;HIST1H4C HIST1H2AC;HIST1H2BC
chr6 26205314 26205726 413 26205502 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4358 chr6_26205314_26205726 . H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H3D;HI1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
chr6 26313264 26313460 197 26313373 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_4359 chr6_26313264_26313460 . HIST1H4H .
chr6 26575873 26576114 242 26576068 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4360 chr6_26575873_26576114 . HMGN4 ABT1
chr6 26577457 26577571 115 26577494 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4361 chr6_26577457_26577571 . . ABT1
chr6 27500606 27500746 141 27500679 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4362 chr6_27500606_27500746 . . .
chr6 27763580 27763743 164 27763677 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4363 chr6_27763580_27763743 . . 2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3H;H
chr6 29419356 29419548 193 29419464 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4364 chr6_29419356_29419548 . OR10C1;OR11A1 OR2H1
chr6 30581955 30582227 273 30581992 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_4365 chr6_30581955_30582227 PPP1R10 ABCF1;MIR877 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30582875 30584030 1156 30583568 34.02 36.71074 15.30543 31.16973 FTE2_peak_4366 chr6_30582875_30584030 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30584161 30584497 337 30584306 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_4367 chr6_30584161_30584497 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30584845 30585001 157 30584998 22.19 6.99767 3.31231 3.41655 FTE2_peak_4368 chr6_30584845_30585001 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
chr6 30663260 30663382 123 30663273 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_4369 chr6_30663260_30663382 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R18 MDC1;TUBB
chr6 30693067 30693278 212 30693170 17.75 11.20488 6.24757 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4370 chr6_30693067_30693278 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30693498 30693725 228 30693536 14.79 8.34414 5.22182 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4371 chr6_30693498_30693725 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30737437 30737690 254 30737523 22.93 20.85221 10.72662 15.97081 FTE2_peak_4372 chr6_30737437_30737690 . FLOT1;IER3 .
chr6 33807976 33808166 191 33808085 17.75 12.49365 7.02866 8.26321 FTE2_peak_4373 chr6_33807976_33808166 . . .
chr6 34328523 34328637 115 34328575 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4374 chr6_34328523_34328637 NUDT3;RPS10‐NUDT3 . .
chr6 34880597 34880752 156 34880711 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4375 chr6_34880597_34880752 ANKS1A TAF11 .
chr6 36318931 36319132 202 36319100 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4376 chr6_36318931_36319132 . C6orf222 ETV7
chr6 36575642 36576009 368 36575744 15.53 12.44179 7.44945 8.21177 FTE2_peak_4377 chr6_36575642_36576009 . SRSF3 MIR3925
chr6 37210344 37210526 183 37210441 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4378 chr6_37210344_37210526 TMEM217 . TBC1D22B
chr6 38230224 38230349 126 38230267 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4379 chr6_38230224_38230349 BTBD9 . .
chr6 38477551 38477753 203 38477697 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4380 chr6_38477551_38477753 BTBD9 . .
chr6 40747254 40747420 167 40747307 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4381 chr6_40747254_40747420 . . .
chr6 41665725 41665839 115 41665748 15.53 8.49946 5.02671 4.64644 FTE2_peak_4382 chr6_41665725_41665839 TFEB . .
chr6 41934763 41935013 251 41934930 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4383 chr6_41934763_41935013 CCND3 . .
chr6 41935126 41935328 203 41935217 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4384 chr6_41935126_41935328 CCND3 . .
chr6 42283874 42284046 173 42283953 22.93 19.76895 10.05283 14.95027 FTE2_peak_4385 chr6_42283874_42284046 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42306476 42306590 115 42306505 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4386 chr6_42306476_42306590 TRERF1 . .
chr6 43818961 43819183 223 43819047 22.19 6.99767 3.31231 3.41655 FTE2_peak_4387 chr6_43818961_43819183 . . .
chr6 43979854 43980141 288 43980038 19.23 16.0911 8.4583 11.55219 FTE2_peak_4388 chr6_43979854_43980141 . C6orf223 .
chr6 44630643 44630870 228 44630788 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4389 chr6_44630643_44630870 . . .
chr6 44635135 44635277 143 44635225 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_4390 chr6_44635135_44635277 . . .
chr6 44934633 44934749 117 44934717 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4391 chr6_44934633_44934749 SUPT3H . .
chr6 45043096 45043210 115 45043111 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4392 chr6_45043096_45043210 SUPT3H . .
chr6 45413629 45413853 225 45413716 35.5 34.80472 13.98387 29.32123 FTE2_peak_4393 chr6_45413629_45413853 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45488087 45488339 253 45488172 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4394 chr6_45488087_45488339 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45576935 45577049 115 45576965 14.05 10.38371 6.20414 6.39206 FTE2_peak_4395 chr6_45576935_45577049 . . .
chr6 45618612 45618909 298 45618870 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4396 chr6_45618612_45618909 . . .
chr6 45623722 45623836 115 45623768 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4397 chr6_45623722_45623836 . . .
chr6 45665420 45665644 225 45665554 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4398 chr6_45665420_45665644 . . .
chr6 47120996 47121179 184 47121079 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4399 chr6_47120996_47121179 . . .
chr6 47452593 47452707 115 47452649 14.05 10.24194 6.11715 6.26092 FTE2_peak_4400 chr6_47452593_47452707 CD2AP . .
chr6 48000068 48000203 136 48000141 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4401 chr6_48000068_48000203 PTCHD4 . .
chr6 48004021 48004270 250 48004088 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4402 chr6_48004021_48004270 PTCHD4 . .
chr6 48103546 48103684 139 48103608 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4403 chr6_48103546_48103684 . . .
chr6 48394468 48394675 208 48394563 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4404 chr6_48394468_48394675 . . .
chr6 48398068 48398223 156 48398132 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4405 chr6_48398068_48398223 . . .
chr6 50055055 50055301 247 50055154 36.98 39.89608 16.76688 34.25687 FTE2_peak_4406 chr6_50055055_50055301 . . .
chr6 50059501 50059631 131 50059579 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4407 chr6_50059501_50059631 . . .
chr6 52289020 52289145 126 52289061 16.27 10.88522 6.13059 6.82758 FTE2_peak_4408 chr6_52289020_52289145 EFHC1 PAQR8 .
chr6 52379370 52379485 116 52379404 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_4409 chr6_52379370_52379485 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
chr6 52387331 52387447 117 52387380 14.05 10.83265 6.48063 6.77627 FTE2_peak_4410 chr6_52387331_52387447 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
chr6 52403707 52404321 615 52404117 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4411 chr6_52403707_52404321 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52408564 52408819 256 52408728 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4412 chr6_52408564_52408819 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52409010 52409212 203 52409155 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4413 chr6_52409010_52409212 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52412416 52412648 233 52412510 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4414 chr6_52412416_52412648 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52413139 52413345 207 52413238 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4415 chr6_52413139_52413345 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52742144 52742259 116 52742231 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4416 chr6_52742144_52742259 . . GSTA3
chr6 52907000 52907239 240 52907112 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4417 chr6_52907000_52907239 ICK . FBXO9
chr6 53493724 53493922 199 53493838 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4418 chr6_53493724_53493922 . . KLHL31
chr6 55763220 55763423 204 55763344 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4419 chr6_55763220_55763423 . BMP5 .
chr6 55965989 55966167 179 55966072 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4420 chr6_55965989_55966167 COL21A1 . .
chr6 56200693 56200807 115 56200783 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4421 chr6_56200693_56200807 . . .
chr6 56580024 56580235 212 56580128 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4422 chr6_56580024_56580235 . . .
chr6 56592375 56592489 115 56592428 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4423 chr6_56592375_56592489 . . .
chr6 56623136 56623253 118 56623175 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4424 chr6_56623136_56623253 . . .
chr6 56733522 56733796 275 56733695 22.93 18.32464 9.16694 13.59456 FTE2_peak_4425 chr6_56733522_56733796 . . .
chr6 57122767 57123041 275 57122801 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4426 chr6_57122767_57123041 . . .
chr6 57297055 57297298 244 57297133 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_4427 chr6_57297055_57297298 PRIM2 . .
chr6 64514343 64514554 212 64514431 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4428 chr6_64514343_64514554 EYS . .
chr6 64516336 64516483 148 64516437 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4429 chr6_64516336_64516483 EYS . .
chr6 64607366 64607589 224 64607480 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4430 chr6_64607366_64607589 EYS . .
chr6 64614744 64615105 362 64614904 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4431 chr6_64614744_64615105 EYS . .
chr6 70403791 70403919 129 70403852 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4432 chr6_70403791_70403919 LMBRD1 . .
chr6 71959861 71960256 396 71959875 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_4433 chr6_71959861_71960256 . . .
chr6 72043579 72043716 138 72043607 16.27 5.94584 3.45397 2.50381 FTE2_peak_4434 chr6_72043579_72043716 . . .
chr6 72103909 72104201 293 72104004 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4435 chr6_72103909_72104201 . MIR30C2 LINC00472;MIR30A
chr6 72114471 72114764 294 72114561 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4436 chr6_72114471_72114764 . MIR30A;MIR30C2 LINC00472
chr6 72188580 72188766 187 72188679 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4437 chr6_72188580_72188766 . . .
chr6 72253870 72254058 189 72253969 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_4438 chr6_72253870_72254058 . . .
chr6 72970282 72970474 193 72970360 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4439 chr6_72970282_72970474 RIMS1 . .
chr6 73659974 73660159 186 73660053 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4440 chr6_73659974_73660159 KCNQ5 . MIR4282
chr6 74223392 74223524 133 74223420 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4441 chr6_74223392_74223524 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74224607 74224879 273 74224645 19.97 11.36709 5.93982 7.27293 FTE2_peak_4442 chr6_74224607_74224879 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74225365 74225584 220 74225476 17.01 11.32672 6.07093 7.23304 FTE2_peak_4443 chr6_74225365_74225584 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74225721 74225835 115 74225787 14.79 8.18486 5.12438 4.47211 FTE2_peak_4444 chr6_74225721_74225835 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74226287 74226444 158 74226386 14.79 7.32497 4.60843 3.72789 FTE2_peak_4445 chr6_74226287_74226444 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74229465 74229581 117 74229478 16.27 7.80519 4.39158 4.11529 FTE2_peak_4446 chr6_74229465_74229581 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74513282 74513466 185 74513356 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4447 chr6_74513282_74513466 CD109 . .
chr6 74779896 74780161 266 74779994 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4448 chr6_74779896_74780161 . . .
chr6 75316335 75316747 413 75316633 29.58 24.23245 10.19386 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4449 chr6_75316335_75316747 . . .
chr6 75381282 75381451 170 75381389 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4450 chr6_75381282_75381451 . . .
chr6 75445028 75445242 215 75445135 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4451 chr6_75445028_75445242 . . .
chr6 77743997 77744180 184 77744110 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4452 chr6_77743997_77744180 . . .
chr6 77802829 77802981 153 77802903 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4453 chr6_77802829_77802981 . . .
chr6 78002453 78002862 410 78002518 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4454 chr6_78002453_78002862 . . .
chr6 78166393 78166537 145 78166490 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4455 chr6_78166393_78166537 . . HTR1B
chr6 79308746 79308966 221 79308855 18.49 14.38257 7.81102 9.98454 FTE2_peak_4456 chr6_79308746_79308966 . . .
chr6 80885041 80885219 179 80885149 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4457 chr6_80885041_80885219 BCKDHB . .
chr6 80892131 80892313 183 80892237 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4458 chr6_80892131_80892313 BCKDHB . .
chr6 81134869 81135132 264 81135058 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4459 chr6_81134869_81135132 . . .
chr6 81257726 81257889 164 81257781 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4460 chr6_81257726_81257889 . . .
chr6 82323477 82323594 118 82323548 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_4461 chr6_82323477_82323594 . . .
chr6 82477011 82477176 166 82477096 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4462 chr6_82477011_82477176 . FAM46A .
chr6 82605227 82605531 305 82605309 30.32 27.29969 11.49399 22.08157 FTE2_peak_4463 chr6_82605227_82605531 . . .
chr6 82649282 82649476 195 82649361 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4464 chr6_82649282_82649476 . . .
chr6 82854886 82855014 129 82854945 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4465 chr6_82854886_82855014 . . IBTK
chr6 83106852 83106969 118 83106894 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4466 chr6_83106852_83106969 . TPBG .
chr6 83107638 83107923 286 83107839 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4467 chr6_83107638_83107923 . . .
chr6 83118635 83118926 292 83118738 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4468 chr6_83118635_83118926 . . .
chr6 83552579 83552832 254 83552685 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4469 chr6_83552579_83552832 . . .
chr6 83893413 83893530 118 83893440 14.05 8.54222 5.09349 4.68549 FTE2_peak_4470 chr6_83893413_83893530 PGM3 DOPEY1 ME1;RWDD2A
chr6 83981113 83981519 407 83981477 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4471 chr6_83981113_83981519 ME1 . .
chr6 85127012 85127235 224 85127124 31.8 15.15365 5.4667 10.72608 FTE2_peak_4472 chr6_85127012_85127235 . . .
chr6 85231836 85232046 211 85231950 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4473 chr6_85231836_85232046 . . .
chr6 85333863 85334054 192 85333960 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4474 chr6_85333863_85334054 . . .
chr6 85344989 85345202 214 85345055 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4475 chr6_85344989_85345202 . . .
chr6 85362136 85362357 222 85362245 32.54 35.5322 15.66739 30.02073 FTE2_peak_4476 chr6_85362136_85362357 . . .
chr6 85602493 85602661 169 85602576 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4477 chr6_85602493_85602661 . . .
chr6 86113480 86113795 316 86113562 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4478 chr6_86113480_86113795 . . .
chr6 86169379 86169648 270 86169459 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4479 chr6_86169379_86169648 NT5E . .
chr6 86174033 86174202 170 86174108 22.93 17.68321 8.78008 13.001 FTE2_peak_4480 chr6_86174033_86174202 NT5E . .
chr6 86174534 86174795 262 86174699 21.45 18.54595 9.43137 13.80044 FTE2_peak_4481 chr6_86174534_86174795 NT5E . .
chr6 86226018 86226135 118 86226078 17.01 11.79473 6.34134 7.5947 FTE2_peak_4482 chr6_86226018_86226135 SNX14 NT5E .
chr6 89077970 89078101 132 89078052 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4483 chr6_89077970_89078101 . . .
chr6 89578385 89578515 131 89578433 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4484 chr6_89578385_89578515 RNGTT . .
chr6 91113915 91114201 287 91114152 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4485 chr6_91113915_91114201 . . .
chr6 97242951 97243156 206 97242994 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4486 chr6_97242951_97243156 GPR63 . .
chr6 100650707 100650850 144 100650802 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4487 chr6_100650707_100650850 . . .
chr6 105086755 105086928 174 105086829 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4488 chr6_105086755_105086928 . . .
chr6 105775383 105775525 143 105775429 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4489 chr6_105775383_105775525 PREP . .
chr6 105822092 105822251 160 105822151 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4490 chr6_105822092_105822251 PREP . .
chr6 105880681 105880908 228 105880835 21.45 20.19263 10.4403 15.3615 FTE2_peak_4491 chr6_105880681_105880908 . PREP .
chr6 106056609 106056723 115 106056651 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4492 chr6_106056609_106056723 . . .
chr6 106410049 106410216 168 106410118 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4493 chr6_106410049_106410216 . . .
chr6 106643099 106643265 167 106643131 9.61 6.17866 4.78324 2.7182 FTE2_peak_4494 chr6_106643099_106643265 ATG5 . .
chr6 106699788 106699951 164 106699849 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4495 chr6_106699788_106699951 ATG5 . .
chr6 106727182 106727307 126 106727227 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4496 chr6_106727182_106727307 ATG5 . .
chr6 106975998 106976162 165 106976109 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_4497 chr6_106975998_106976162 AIM1 . .
chr6 107683312 107683431 120 107683374 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4498 chr6_107683312_107683431 PDSS2 . .
chr6 108019509 108019662 154 108019605 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4499 chr6_108019509_108019662 . . SCML4
chr6 108902479 108902658 180 108902627 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4500 chr6_108902479_108902658 FOXO3 . .
chr6 108902841 108902972 132 108902906 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4501 chr6_108902841_108902972 FOXO3 . .
chr6 108972041 108972295 255 108972213 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4502 chr6_108972041_108972295 FOXO3 . .
chr6 108973045 108973255 211 108973183 9.61 6.40474 4.93675 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4503 chr6_108973045_108973255 FOXO3 . .
chr6 109198479 109198593 115 109198516 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4504 chr6_109198479_109198593 ARMC2 . .
chr6 109217340 109217572 233 109217490 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4505 chr6_109217340_109217572 ARMC2 . .
chr6 110094468 110094699 232 110094590 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4506 chr6_110094468_110094699 FIG4 . .
chr6 110111642 110111774 133 110111693 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4507 chr6_110111642_110111774 FIG4 . .
chr6 111549857 111549981 125 111549883 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4508 chr6_111549857_111549981 . SLC16A10 .
chr6 111911461 111911575 115 111911510 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4509 chr6_111911461_111911575 TRAF3IP2;TRAF3IP2‐AS1 . .
chr6 111926250 111926427 178 111926291 14.05 10.57869 6.32406 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4510 chr6_111926250_111926427 TRAF3IP2 TRAF3IP2‐AS1 .
chr6 112043610 112043753 144 112043673 13.31 10.22916 6.44962 6.24989 FTE2_peak_4511 chr6_112043610_112043753 FYN . .
chr6 112145294 112145454 161 112145345 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4512 chr6_112145294_112145454 FYN . .
chr6 112215680 112215801 122 112215739 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4513 chr6_112215680_112215801 . FYN .
chr6 112294440 112294792 353 112294499 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4514 chr6_112294440_112294792 . . .
chr6 112359037 112359177 141 112359093 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4515 chr6_112359037_112359177 . . WISP3
chr6 112366224 112366379 156 112366297 14.05 11.3216 6.7829 7.22804 FTE2_peak_4516 chr6_112366224_112366379 . . TUBE1;WISP3
chr6 112525175 112525454 280 112525283 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_4517 chr6_112525175_112525454 LAMA4 . .
chr6 112526731 112526863 133 112526819 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4518 chr6_112526731_112526863 LAMA4 . .
chr6 112537932 112538080 149 112537992 18.49 15.66647 8.60419 11.1393 FTE2_peak_4519 chr6_112537932_112538080 LAMA4 . .
chr6 112543330 112543563 234 112543455 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4520 chr6_112543330_112543563 LAMA4 . .
chr6 113198736 113198855 120 113198811 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4521 chr6_113198736_113198855 . . .
chr6 113368463 113368745 283 113368695 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4522 chr6_113368463_113368745 . . .
chr6 113441549 113441683 135 113441612 17.01 13.22144 7.18508 8.91203 FTE2_peak_4523 chr6_113441549_113441683 . . .
chr6 113441807 113442026 220 113441931 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4524 chr6_113441807_113442026 . . .
chr6 113503999 113504137 139 113504055 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4525 chr6_113503999_113504137 . . .
chr6 113754748 113754941 194 113754868 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4526 chr6_113754748_113754941 . . .
chr6 113768536 113768711 176 113768640 9.61 6.28986 4.85878 2.82158 FTE2_peak_4527 chr6_113768536_113768711 . . .
chr6 113966092 113966419 328 113966166 19.97 6.46191 3.49459 2.91999 FTE2_peak_4528 chr6_113966092_113966419 . . .
chr6 113966871 113967147 277 113966924 20.71 17.34216 9.12063 12.71034 FTE2_peak_4529 chr6_113966871_113967147 . . .
chr6 114019321 114019468 148 114019389 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_4530 chr6_114019321_114019468 . . .
chr6 114134577 114134734 158 114134646 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4531 chr6_114134577_114134734 . . .
chr6 116719963 116720093 131 116720052 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4532 chr6_116719963_116720093 DSE . .
chr6 116832676 116832790 115 116832746 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4533 chr6_116832676_116832790 BET3L . FAM26D;FAM26E
chr6 116877381 116877495 115 116877405 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4534 chr6_116877381_116877495 FAM26D BET3L RWDD1
chr6 117762444 117762641 198 117762528 14.05 9.26464 5.5234 5.37933 FTE2_peak_4535 chr6_117762444_117762641 . ROS1 .
chr6 117763132 117763290 159 117763228 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4536 chr6_117763132_117763290 . ROS1 .
chr6 117769932 117770110 179 117770029 17.75 5.26629 3.12482 2.06155 FTE2_peak_4537 chr6_117769932_117770110 . ROS1 .
chr6 117819371 117819655 285 117819557 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4538 chr6_117819371_117819655 DCBLD1 . .
chr6 117857493 117857659 167 117857624 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4539 chr6_117857493_117857659 DCBLD1 . GOPC
chr6 118709521 118709811 291 118709699 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4540 chr6_118709521_118709811 . . .
chr6 119862275 119862491 217 119862328 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4541 chr6_119862275_119862491 . . .
chr6 121606277 121606442 166 121606343 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4542 chr6_121606277_121606442 C6orf170 . .
chr6 122012417 122012567 151 122012500 14.05 9.14959 5.45434 5.27074 FTE2_peak_4543 chr6_122012417_122012567 . . .
chr6 122013405 122013537 133 122013446 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_4544 chr6_122013405_122013537 . . .
chr6 122115833 122116078 246 122115942 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_4545 chr6_122115833_122116078 . . .
chr6 122144770 122144942 173 122144858 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4546 chr6_122144770_122144942 . . .
chr6 125009622 125009752 131 125009656 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4547 chr6_125009622_125009752 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125062643 125062767 125 125062718 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4548 chr6_125062643_125062767 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125280033 125280173 141 125280125 21.45 10.252 4.85595 6.26399 FTE2_peak_4549 chr6_125280033_125280173 STL . RNF217
chr6 125316694 125316818 125 125316745 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4550 chr6_125316694_125316818 RNF217 . .
chr6 125523009 125523156 148 125523026 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4551 chr6_125523009_125523156 TPD52L1 . .
chr6 125553685 125553879 195 125553773 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_4552 chr6_125553685_125553879 TPD52L1 . .
chr6 125557770 125557940 171 125557850 25.88 24.98113 12.17843 19.87476 FTE2_peak_4553 chr6_125557770_125557940 TPD52L1 . .
chr6 126509515 126509763 249 126509599 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4554 chr6_126509515_126509763 . . .
chr6 127423627 127423741 115 127423630 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4555 chr6_127423627_127423741 . . RSPO3
chr6 127468186 127468351 166 127468277 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4556 chr6_127468186_127468351 RSPO3 . .
chr6 128172510 128172630 121 128172576 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4557 chr6_128172510_128172630 THEMIS . .
chr6 128530098 128530212 115 128530176 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4558 chr6_128530098_128530212 PTPRK . .
chr6 128977378 128977581 204 128977517 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4559 chr6_128977378_128977581 . . .
chr6 129352472 129352618 147 129352540 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_4560 chr6_129352472_129352618 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129425476 129425640 165 129425551 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4561 chr6_129425476_129425640 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129508252 129508489 238 129508326 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4562 chr6_129508252_129508489 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129911894 129912068 175 129911955 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4563 chr6_129911894_129912068 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 129962666 129962913 248 129962772 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4564 chr6_129962666_129962913 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 130005250 130005432 183 130005294 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_4565 chr6_130005250_130005432 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 130070673 130070849 177 130070772 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4566 chr6_130070673_130070849 . . .
chr6 132076957 132077141 185 132077058 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4567 chr6_132076957_132077141 . ENPP3 .
chr6 132086073 132086392 320 132086290 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4568 chr6_132086073_132086392 . ENPP3 .
chr6 132259321 132259437 117 132259416 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4569 chr6_132259321_132259437 . . CTGF
chr6 132268311 132270965 2655 132269856 25.88 10.5157 4.48065 6.51913 FTE2_peak_4570 chr6_132268311_132270965 CTGF . .
chr6 132301325 132301499 175 132301402 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4571 chr6_132301325_132301499 . CTGF .
chr6 132474426 132474587 162 132474498 20.71 17.63233 9.30039 12.98782 FTE2_peak_4572 chr6_132474426_132474587 LOC100507254 . .
chr6 132510184 132510298 115 132510228 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_4573 chr6_132510184_132510298 . LOC100507254 .
chr6 132766418 132766681 264 132766654 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4574 chr6_132766418_132766681 . . STX7
chr6 133930907 133931197 291 133931017 34.76 31.52196 12.59097 26.15861 FTE2_peak_4575 chr6_133930907_133931197 . . .
chr6 133952658 133952962 305 133952859 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4576 chr6_133952658_133952962 . . .
chr6 133967584 133967815 232 133967744 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4577 chr6_133967584_133967815 . . .
chr6 134026238 134026388 151 134026336 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4578 chr6_134026238_134026388 . . .
chr6 134085157 134085552 396 134085265 17.75 14.48828 8.27768 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4579 chr6_134085157_134085552 . . .
chr6 134099696 134099831 136 134099739 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4580 chr6_134099696_134099831 . . .
chr6 134490114 134490259 146 134490188 14.79 8.54222 5.34375 4.68549 FTE2_peak_4581 chr6_134490114_134490259 . . SGK1
chr6 134617164 134617328 165 134617235 17.01 11.88365 6.39312 7.68011 FTE2_peak_4582 chr6_134617164_134617328 SGK1 . .
chr6 134742056 134742336 281 134742272 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_4583 chr6_134742056_134742336 . . LOC154092
chr6 134743761 134743964 204 134743874 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4584 chr6_134743761_134743964 . . LOC154092
chr6 134769107 134769350 244 134769291 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4585 chr6_134769107_134769350 LOC154092 . .
chr6 134858346 134858464 119 134858401 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4586 chr6_134858346_134858464 . . .
chr6 135230382 135230555 174 135230485 11.83 8.13526 5.78307 4.42466 FTE2_peak_4587 chr6_135230382_135230555 . . ALDH8A1
chr6 135809267 135809407 141 135809318 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4588 chr6_135809267_135809407 AHI1 . LINC00271
chr6 135889595 135889770 176 135889687 19.23 16.02436 8.41782 11.4891 FTE2_peak_4589 chr6_135889595_135889770 LINC00271 . .
chr6 136060395 136060526 132 136060476 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4590 chr6_136060395_136060526 . . .
chr6 136151766 136151893 128 136151859 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4591 chr6_136151766_136151893 . . PDE7B
chr6 136336240 136336464 225 136336348 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4592 chr6_136336240_136336464 PDE7B . .
chr6 136356942 136357131 190 136356997 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4593 chr6_136356942_136357131 PDE7B . .
chr6 137469917 137470129 213 137469949 17.01 10.23848 5.4574 6.25778 FTE2_peak_4594 chr6_137469917_137470129 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137482088 137482204 117 137482155 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4595 chr6_137482088_137482204 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137562733 137563187 455 137563131 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_4596 chr6_137562733_137563187 . IFNGR1 .
chr6 137958510 137958624 115 137958542 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4597 chr6_137958510_137958624 . . .
chr6 138050044 138050313 270 138050128 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4598 chr6_138050044_138050313 . . .
chr6 138051078 138051373 296 138051191 17.01 14.96927 8.24418 10.54834 FTE2_peak_4599 chr6_138051078_138051373 . . .
chr6 138053326 138053480 155 138053374 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4600 chr6_138053326_138053480 . . .
chr6 138085619 138085994 376 138085726 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4601 chr6_138085619_138085994 . . .
chr6 138194595 138194744 150 138194709 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4602 chr6_138194595_138194744 TNFAIP3 . .
chr6 138409450 138409725 276 138409644 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4603 chr6_138409450_138409725 PERP . .
chr6 139040130 139040328 199 139040300 14.79 11.43637 7.19071 7.33903 FTE2_peak_4604 chr6_139040130_139040328 . FLJ46906 LOC100507462
chr6 139691769 139692001 233 139691932 21.45 11.76074 5.59348 7.56256 FTE2_peak_4605 chr6_139691769_139692001 . . CITED2
chr6 139692245 139692703 459 139692324 20.71 10.71629 5.31776 6.66264 FTE2_peak_4606 chr6_139692245_139692703 . . CITED2
chr6 139692820 139693355 536 139692901 20.71 10.77514 5.3479 6.72076 FTE2_peak_4607 chr6_139692820_139693355 . . CITED2
chr6 139724377 139724541 165 139724444 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4608 chr6_139724377_139724541 . CITED2 .
chr6 139908746 139908948 203 139908834 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4609 chr6_139908746_139908948 . . .
chr6 139919336 139919554 219 139919412 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4610 chr6_139919336_139919554 . . .
chr6 140069903 140070060 158 140069988 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4611 chr6_140069903_140070060 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140074584 140074928 345 140074824 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4612 chr6_140074584_140074928 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140085854 140086068 215 140085933 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4613 chr6_140085854_140086068 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140247149 140247281 133 140247254 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4614 chr6_140247149_140247281 . . .
chr6 140299116 140299230 115 140299135 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4615 chr6_140299116_140299230 . . .
chr6 140364582 140364761 180 140364758 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4616 chr6_140364582_140364761 . . .
chr6 140364932 140365046 115 140365011 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4617 chr6_140364932_140365046 . . .
chr6 140372757 140372878 122 140372855 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4618 chr6_140372757_140372878 . . .
chr6 140374501 140374704 204 140374673 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4619 chr6_140374501_140374704 . . .
chr6 140383214 140383521 308 140383360 35.5 21.58403 7.29958 16.63125 FTE2_peak_4620 chr6_140383214_140383521 . . .
chr6 140392718 140392883 166 140392803 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4621 chr6_140392718_140392883 . . .
chr6 140701729 140701939 211 140701791 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4622 chr6_140701729_140701939 . . .
chr6 140722895 140723009 115 140722941 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4623 chr6_140722895_140723009 . . .
chr6 140807409 140807525 117 140807476 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4624 chr6_140807409_140807525 . . .
chr6 141301050 141301171 122 141301117 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4625 chr6_141301050_141301171 . . .
chr6 141773326 141773452 127 141773372 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4626 chr6_141773326_141773452 . . .
chr6 141804893 141805030 138 141804966 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4627 chr6_141804893_141805030 . . .
chr6 141908955 141909149 195 141909038 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4628 chr6_141908955_141909149 . . .
chr6 142682887 142683070 184 142682959 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4629 chr6_142682887_142683070 GPR126 . .
chr6 142734630 142734795 166 142734695 17.01 13.27663 7.2182 8.96299 FTE2_peak_4630 chr6_142734630_142734795 GPR126 . .
chr6 143050279 143050433 155 143050345 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4631 chr6_143050279_143050433 . . HIVEP2
chr6 143123488 143123645 158 143123580 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4632 chr6_143123488_143123645 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143125757 143125878 122 143125809 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4633 chr6_143125757_143125878 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143168180 143168337 158 143168243 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4634 chr6_143168180_143168337 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143206542 143206760 219 143206625 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4635 chr6_143206542_143206760 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143223837 143224133 297 143224030 15.53 5.31046 3.30607 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4636 chr6_143223837_143224133 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143718543 143718658 116 143718613 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4637 chr6_143718543_143718658 . . ADAT2
chr6 144127075 144127190 116 144127120 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4638 chr6_144127075_144127190 PHACTR2 . .
chr6 144615189 144615478 290 144615318 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4639 chr6_144615189_144615478 UTRN . .
chr6 145220329 145220510 182 145220386 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_4640 chr6_145220329_145220510 . . .
chr6 145631293 145631441 149 145631387 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4641 chr6_145631293_145631441 . . .
chr6 146020658 146020801 144 146020712 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4642 chr6_146020658_146020801 EPM2A . .
chr6 147062794 147062922 129 147062875 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4643 chr6_147062794_147062922 ADGB . .
chr6 147173078 147173237 160 147173143 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4644 chr6_147173078_147173237 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147491550 147491699 150 147491614 20.71 16.03132 8.3169 11.49443 FTE2_peak_4645 chr6_147491550_147491699 LOC729178 . .
chr6 148589004 148589216 213 148589144 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4646 chr6_148589004_148589216 . . .
chr6 148627933 148628091 159 148627949 11.83 7.67103 5.47117 3.98624 FTE2_peak_4647 chr6_148627933_148628091 . . .
chr6 148651299 148651416 118 148651340 15.53 10.897 6.47613 6.83899 FTE2_peak_4648 chr6_148651299_148651416 . . SASH1
chr6 148762638 148762910 273 148762876 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4649 chr6_148762638_148762910 SASH1 . .
chr6 148822445 148822624 180 148822529 14.79 10.05855 6.29994 6.09092 FTE2_peak_4650 chr6_148822445_148822624 SASH1 . .
chr6 148844107 148844374 268 148844339 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4651 chr6_148844107_148844374 SASH1 . .
chr6 149151836 149151950 115 149151842 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4652 chr6_149151836_149151950 UST . .
chr6 149178953 149179193 241 149179022 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_4653 chr6_149178953_149179193 UST . .
chr6 149206733 149206915 183 149206809 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4654 chr6_149206733_149206915 UST . .
chr6 149319233 149319373 141 149319299 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4655 chr6_149319233_149319373 UST . .
chr6 149347863 149348055 193 149348022 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4656 chr6_149347863_149348055 UST . .
chr6 149354212 149354440 229 149354298 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_4657 chr6_149354212_149354440 UST . .
chr6 149401837 149402003 167 149401973 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4658 chr6_149401837_149402003 . UST .
chr6 149448470 149448603 134 149448520 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4659 chr6_149448470_149448603 . . .
chr6 149450956 149451130 175 149451056 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4660 chr6_149450956_149451130 . . .
chr6 149554544 149554751 208 149554587 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4661 chr6_149554544_149554751 . . .
chr6 151255668 151255793 126 151255746 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4662 chr6_151255668_151255793 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151325862 151326033 172 151325943 22.93 19.76895 10.05283 14.95027 FTE2_peak_4663 chr6_151325862_151326033 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151362427 151362628 202 151362555 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4664 chr6_151362427_151362628 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151381394 151381508 115 151381416 11.09 8.27115 5.53586 4.55397 FTE2_peak_4665 chr6_151381394_151381508 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151406440 151406558 119 151406524 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4666 chr6_151406440_151406558 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 152616696 152616819 124 152616745 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4667 chr6_152616696_152616819 SYNE1 . .
chr6 154708634 154708868 235 154708724 26.62 16.40859 6.90586 11.84361 FTE2_peak_4668 chr6_154708634_154708868 . . CNKSR3
chr6 154754083 154754308 226 154754127 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4669 chr6_154754083_154754308 CNKSR3 . .
chr6 154809860 154810124 265 154810047 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4670 chr6_154809860_154810124 CNKSR3 . .
chr6 155424331 155424465 135 155424378 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4671 chr6_155424331_155424465 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155438445 155438667 223 155438555 20.71 8.71601 4.34142 4.85423 FTE2_peak_4672 chr6_155438445_155438667 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155448273 155448387 115 155448309 19.23 13.37 6.84536 9.05098 FTE2_peak_4673 chr6_155448273_155448387 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155492347 155492630 284 155492466 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4674 chr6_155492347_155492630 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155523075 155523314 240 155523203 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4675 chr6_155523075_155523314 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155594702 155594859 158 155594775 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4676 chr6_155594702_155594859 CLDN20;TFB1M TIAM2 .
chr6 155595434 155595548 115 155595496 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4677 chr6_155595434_155595548 CLDN20;TFB1M TIAM2 .
chr6 155850198 155850350 153 155850247 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4678 chr6_155850198_155850350 . . .
chr6 157470218 157470360 143 157470289 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_4679 chr6_157470218_157470360 ARID1B . .
chr6 158181992 158182161 170 158182070 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4680 chr6_158181992_158182161 . . .
chr6 158185603 158185967 365 158185864 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4681 chr6_158185603_158185967 . . .
chr6 160321355 160321595 241 160321485 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4682 chr6_160321355_160321595 . . MAS1
chr6 161459332 161459713 382 161459640 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4683 chr6_161459332_161459713 MAP3K4 . .
chr6 163385908 163386101 194 163385921 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4684 chr6_163385908_163386101 PACRG . .
chr6 163878772 163878886 115 163878842 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4685 chr6_163878772_163878886 QKI . .
chr6 166438705 166438903 199 166438843 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4686 chr6_166438705_166438903 . . .
chr6 167008972 167009114 143 167009032 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4687 chr6_167008972_167009114 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 167033601 167033764 164 167033704 11.09 8.00354 5.36636 4.29872 FTE2_peak_4688 chr6_167033601_167033764 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 168408304 168408510 207 168408414 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_4689 chr6_168408304_168408510 . . KIF25
chr6 169936997 169937173 177 169937078 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4690 chr6_169936997_169937173 WDR27 . .
chr6 170019094 170019242 149 170019181 15.53 11.28408 6.71828 7.19203 FTE2_peak_4691 chr6_170019094_170019242 WDR27 . .
chr7 101863 102008 146 101935 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_4692 chr7_101863_102008 . . .
chr7 2860341 2860483 143 2860432 17.01 13.61775 7.4235 9.29158 FTE2_peak_4693 chr7_2860341_2860483 GNA12 . .
chr7 2861561 2861746 186 2861645 17.75 6.60524 3.74979 3.05596 FTE2_peak_4694 chr7_2861561_2861746 GNA12 . .
chr7 3284093 3284215 123 3284180 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4695 chr7_3284093_3284215 . . .
chr7 3476432 3476585 154 3476568 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4696 chr7_3476432_3476585 SDK1 . .
chr7 5564817 5565481 665 5565390 25.14 13.01196 5.40061 8.72033 FTE2_peak_4697 chr7_5564817_5565481 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5565712 5565897 186 5565810 21.45 8.84966 4.21612 4.98481 FTE2_peak_4698 chr7_5565712_5565897 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5631289 5631403 115 5631362 31.06 10.50159 3.75242 6.50531 FTE2_peak_4699 chr7_5631289_5631403 . . FSCN1;RNF216
chr7 5731790 5731995 206 5731848 11.83 6.90667 4.96043 3.3315 FTE2_peak_4700 chr7_5731790_5731995 RNF216 . .
chr7 5734308 5734612 305 5734596 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4701 chr7_5734308_5734612 RNF216 . .
chr7 6483372 6483486 115 6483442 20.71 9.78787 4.85292 5.83042 FTE2_peak_4702 chr7_6483372_6483486 DAGLB;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . KDELR2
chr7 7162602 7162757 156 7162670 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4703 chr7_7162602_7162757 . LOC100131257 .
chr7 7478501 7478647 147 7478554 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4704 chr7_7478501_7478647 COL28A1 . .
chr7 7951058 7951294 237 7951142 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_4705 chr7_7951058_7951294 . . .
chr7 13959896 13960107 212 13959930 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4706 chr7_13959896_13960107 ETV1 . .
chr7 15170365 15170483 119 15170454 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_4707 chr7_15170365_15170483 . . .
chr7 15790828 15790967 140 15790898 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_4708 chr7_15790828_15790967 . . .
chr7 15791054 15791182 129 15791118 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4709 chr7_15791054_15791182 . . .
chr7 15961374 15961488 115 15961438 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4710 chr7_15961374_15961488 . . .
chr7 16067767 16067975 209 16067869 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4711 chr7_16067767_16067975 . . .
chr7 17080922 17081175 254 17081020 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4712 chr7_17080922_17081175 . . .
chr7 17279437 17279620 184 17279529 25.14 25.50804 12.16016 20.38406 FTE2_peak_4713 chr7_17279437_17279620 . . .
chr7 17409744 17409879 136 17409850 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4714 chr7_17409744_17409879 . AHR .
chr7 17411356 17411577 222 17411422 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4715 chr7_17411356_17411577 . AHR .
chr7 17411681 17411837 157 17411833 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4716 chr7_17411681_17411837 . AHR .
chr7 17448238 17448366 129 17448294 15.53 9.83323 5.82054 5.87401 FTE2_peak_4717 chr7_17448238_17448366 . . .
chr7 17561214 17561396 183 17561290 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_4718 chr7_17561214_17561396 . . .
chr7 17572540 17572745 206 17572631 11.83 8.36418 5.93691 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4719 chr7_17572540_17572745 . . .
chr7 17699917 17700038 122 17700002 12.57 9.07002 6.0536 5.19539 FTE2_peak_4720 chr7_17699917_17700038 . . .
chr7 17717111 17717306 196 17717266 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4721 chr7_17717111_17717306 . . .
chr7 17719890 17720004 115 17719940 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4722 chr7_17719890_17720004 . . .
chr7 17821701 17821824 124 17821718 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4723 chr7_17821701_17821824 . . SNX13
chr7 19288349 19288555 207 19288442 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4724 chr7_19288349_19288555 . . .
chr7 19324261 19324464 204 19324374 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4725 chr7_19324261_19324464 . . .
chr7 19444691 19444823 133 19444761 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4726 chr7_19444691_19444823 . . .
chr7 19600260 19600374 115 19600287 10.35 7.17915 5.14317 3.58896 FTE2_peak_4727 chr7_19600260_19600374 . . .
chr7 19997879 19998324 446 19998250 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4728 chr7_19997879_19998324 . . .
chr7 20073371 20073634 264 20073584 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4729 chr7_20073371_20073634 . . .
chr7 20204184 20204298 115 20204224 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4730 chr7_20204184_20204298 MACC1 . .
chr7 20259423 20259759 337 20259512 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4731 chr7_20259423_20259759 . MACC1 .
chr7 20260830 20261007 178 20260914 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4732 chr7_20260830_20261007 . MACC1 .
chr7 21656720 21656915 196 21656844 27.36 28.36098 13.24917 23.10523 FTE2_peak_4733 chr7_21656720_21656915 DNAH11 . .
chr7 21657466 21657743 278 21657633 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4734 chr7_21657466_21657743 DNAH11 . .
chr7 22176665 22176867 203 22176757 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4735 chr7_22176665_22176867 RAPGEF5 . .
chr7 22617113 22617468 356 22617227 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4736 chr7_22617113_22617468 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 22629501 22629724 224 22629662 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4737 chr7_22629501_22629724 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 22687110 22687286 177 22687144 11.83 8.27115 5.8744 4.55397 FTE2_peak_4738 chr7_22687110_22687286 . . .
chr7 22898229 22898347 119 22898295 17.75 11.00693 6.13011 6.94358 FTE2_peak_4739 chr7_22898229_22898347 . SNORD93 .
chr7 23020061 23020359 299 23020299 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4740 chr7_23020061_23020359 FAM126A . .
chr7 23374313 23374431 119 23374377 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4741 chr7_23374313_23374431 IGF2BP3 MALSU1 .
chr7 24740238 24740352 115 24740275 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4742 chr7_24740238_24740352 DFNA5 MPP6 .
chr7 24781661 24781885 225 24781764 17.01 15.11312 8.3319 10.6865 FTE2_peak_4743 chr7_24781661_24781885 DFNA5 . .
chr7 25887392 25887534 143 25887475 19.23 14.5237 7.51832 10.11654 FTE2_peak_4744 chr7_25887392_25887534 . . .
chr7 26223502 26223626 125 26223555 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4745 chr7_26223502_26223626 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26227787 26228020 234 26227871 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4746 chr7_26227787_26228020 . NFE2L3 CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 28076996 28077136 141 28077074 14.79 11.09894 6.97165 7.02758 FTE2_peak_4747 chr7_28076996_28077136 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28081175 28081383 209 28081266 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4748 chr7_28081175_28081383 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28123365 28123575 211 28123490 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4749 chr7_28123365_28123575 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28195651 28195772 122 28195715 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4750 chr7_28195651_28195772 JAZF1 . JAZF1‐AS1
chr7 28243250 28243429 180 28243351 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4751 chr7_28243250_28243429 JAZF1‐AS1 JAZF1 .
chr7 28895586 28895781 196 28895689 20.71 15.56252 8.03372 11.03946 FTE2_peak_4752 chr7_28895586_28895781 . . .
chr7 29028473 29028700 228 29028540 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_4753 chr7_29028473_29028700 LOC100506497 . CPVL
chr7 29325118 29325348 231 29325227 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4754 chr7_29325118_29325348 CHN2 . .
chr7 29528668 29528995 328 29528769 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4755 chr7_29528668_29528995 CHN2 . .
chr7 29662257 29662371 115 29662304 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4756 chr7_29662257_29662371 . . LOC646762
chr7 29762859 29763037 179 29762939 19.23 17.4047 9.2598 12.76497 FTE2_peak_4757 chr7_29762859_29763037 DPY19L2P3 . .
chr7 30560362 30560573 212 30560472 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4758 chr7_30560362_30560573 . GGCT LOC401320
chr7 30843816 30844155 340 30843947 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_4759 chr7_30843816_30844155 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
chr7 32155421 32155643 223 32155536 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4760 chr7_32155421_32155643 PDE1C . .
chr7 32626583 32626779 197 32626671 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4761 chr7_32626583_32626779 DPY19L1P1 AVL9 .
chr7 32627163 32627305 143 32627219 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4762 chr7_32627163_32627305 DPY19L1P1 AVL9 .
chr7 33457847 33458021 175 33457944 25.14 22.68953 10.47869 17.70236 FTE2_peak_4763 chr7_33457847_33458021 BBS9 . .
chr7 33717208 33717322 115 33717292 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_4764 chr7_33717208_33717322 . . .
chr7 33796589 33796799 211 33796774 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4765 chr7_33796589_33796799 . . .
chr7 33812836 33812980 145 33812875 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4766 chr7_33812836_33812980 . . .
chr7 33914052 33914173 122 33914096 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4767 chr7_33914052_33914173 . . .
chr7 34019372 34019927 556 34019636 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4768 chr7_34019372_34019927 BMPER . .
chr7 34021176 34021453 278 34021222 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4769 chr7_34021176_34021453 BMPER . .
chr7 34022040 34022168 129 34022139 14.05 11.49465 6.89002 7.39561 FTE2_peak_4770 chr7_34022040_34022168 BMPER . .
chr7 34027024 34027143 120 34027075 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4771 chr7_34027024_34027143 BMPER . .
chr7 34100879 34101046 168 34100966 20.71 17.34216 9.12063 12.71034 FTE2_peak_4772 chr7_34100879_34101046 BMPER . .
chr7 34147848 34148058 211 34147916 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4773 chr7_34147848_34148058 BMPER . .
chr7 34195067 34195189 123 34195105 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4774 chr7_34195067_34195189 BMPER . .
chr7 34300061 34300467 407 34300160 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4775 chr7_34300061_34300467 . . .
chr7 34354676 34354859 184 34354760 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_4776 chr7_34354676_34354859 . . .
chr7 35238107 35238221 115 35238143 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4777 chr7_35238107_35238221 . DPY19L2P1 TBX20
chr7 35791868 35792027 160 35791968 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4778 chr7_35791868_35792027 . . .
chr7 35880228 35880407 180 35880301 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4779 chr7_35880228_35880407 07‐Sep . .
chr7 36087833 36088052 220 36087854 11.83 6.52689 4.70922 2.98062 FTE2_peak_4780 chr7_36087833_36088052 . . .
chr7 36342897 36343164 268 36342984 16.27 10.02588 5.62537 6.05873 FTE2_peak_4781 chr7_36342897_36343164 . EEPD1 KIAA0895
chr7 36388019 36388150 132 36388073 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4782 chr7_36388019_36388150 KIAA0895 . .
chr7 36691063 36691183 121 36691121 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4783 chr7_36691063_36691183 AOAH . .
chr7 36698298 36698445 148 36698364 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4784 chr7_36698298_36698445 AOAH . .
chr7 36698742 36698875 134 36698814 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4785 chr7_36698742_36698875 AOAH . .
chr7 38784445 38784733 289 38784638 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4786 chr7_38784445_38784733 VPS41 . .
chr7 39629316 39629432 117 39629339 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4787 chr7_39629316_39629432 . YAE1D1 LOC646999
chr7 40259568 40259858 291 40259784 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4788 chr7_40259568_40259858 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40260059 40260186 128 40260170 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4789 chr7_40260059_40260186 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40261549 40261761 213 40261599 20.71 14.90849 7.64335 10.4914 FTE2_peak_4790 chr7_40261549_40261761 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40338258 40338399 142 40338351 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4791 chr7_40338258_40338399 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40848044 40848352 309 40848261 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4792 chr7_40848044_40848352 C7orf10 . .
chr7 41043327 41043441 115 41043398 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4793 chr7_41043327_41043441 . . .
chr7 41045416 41045538 123 41045478 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4794 chr7_41045416_41045538 . . .
chr7 41066940 41067520 581 41067115 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_4795 chr7_41066940_41067520 . . .
chr7 41137179 41137350 172 41137289 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_4796 chr7_41137179_41137350 . . .
chr7 41228526 41228761 236 41228615 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4797 chr7_41228526_41228761 . . .
chr7 41464575 41464689 115 41464657 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4798 chr7_41464575_41464689 . . .
chr7 41612734 41612874 141 41612805 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4799 chr7_41612734_41612874 . . .
chr7 41919691 41919918 228 41919804 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4800 chr7_41919691_41919918 . . .
chr7 41956086 41956548 463 41956201 21.45 15.45616 7.59616 10.93888 FTE2_peak_4801 chr7_41956086_41956548 . . .
chr7 42137522 42137665 144 42137581 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4802 chr7_42137522_42137665 GLI3 . .
chr7 43575444 43575757 314 43575595 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4803 chr7_43575444_43575757 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
chr7 43909562 43909717 156 43909631 19.23 13.37 6.84536 9.05098 FTE2_peak_4804 chr7_43909562_43909717 URGCP‐MRPS24 MRPS24 URGCP
chr7 44418533 44418668 136 44418637 14.05 9.226 5.50018 5.34492 FTE2_peak_4805 chr7_44418533_44418668 . . NUDCD3
chr7 46178734 46178852 119 46178841 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4806 chr7_46178734_46178852 . . .
chr7 46185046 46185303 258 46185200 28.84 26.50905 11.96074 21.33579 FTE2_peak_4807 chr7_46185046_46185303 . . .
chr7 46186666 46186929 264 46186732 11.09 8.41146 5.62469 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4808 chr7_46186666_46186929 . . .
chr7 46297835 46297961 127 46297865 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4809 chr7_46297835_46297961 . . .
chr7 46472455 46472577 123 46472533 14.79 11.61307 7.30548 7.51003 FTE2_peak_4810 chr7_46472455_46472577 . . .
chr7 46792395 46792833 439 46792571 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4811 chr7_46792395_46792833 . . .
chr7 46794069 46794252 184 46794171 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4812 chr7_46794069_46794252 . . .
chr7 46970074 46970212 139 46970118 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4813 chr7_46970074_46970212 . . .
chr7 46972594 46972708 115 46972669 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4814 chr7_46972594_46972708 . . .
chr7 47267480 47267705 226 47267626 17.75 14.6903 8.40572 10.27871 FTE2_peak_4815 chr7_47267480_47267705 . . .
chr7 47521811 47522072 262 47521966 30.32 25.56339 10.5175 20.43826 FTE2_peak_4816 chr7_47521811_47522072 TNS3 . .
chr7 47522234 47522516 283 47522315 19.97 13.05265 6.90745 8.76029 FTE2_peak_4817 chr7_47522234_47522516 TNS3 . .
chr7 47641066 47641242 177 47641153 10.35 7.17915 5.14317 3.58896 FTE2_peak_4818 chr7_47641066_47641242 . TNS3 .
chr7 47691252 47691434 183 47691296 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_4819 chr7_47691252_47691434 . . C7orf65
chr7 47823469 47823857 389 47823726 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4820 chr7_47823469_47823857 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 47834929 47835147 219 47835007 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4821 chr7_47834929_47835147 C7orf69;PKD1L1 LINC00525 .
chr7 47835288 47835474 187 47835351 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4822 chr7_47835288_47835474 C7orf69;PKD1L1 LINC00525 .
chr7 47981171 47981411 241 47981271 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_4823 chr7_47981171_47981411 PKD1L1 . HUS1
chr7 48338452 48338580 129 48338492 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4824 chr7_48338452_48338580 ABCA13 . .
chr7 48461021 48461144 124 48461109 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4825 chr7_48461021_48461144 ABCA13 . .
chr7 50570085 50570219 135 50570148 25.14 16.72667 7.17266 12.11867 FTE2_peak_4826 chr7_50570085_50570219 DDC . LOC100129427
chr7 50725143 50725261 119 50725204 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4827 chr7_50725143_50725261 GRB10 . .
chr7 51097688 51097898 211 51097787 14.79 11.15377 7.00723 7.07968 FTE2_peak_4828 chr7_51097688_51097898 COBL . .
chr7 51113474 51113622 149 51113529 18.49 13.81833 7.46685 9.48637 FTE2_peak_4829 chr7_51113474_51113622 COBL . .
chr7 55035120 55035247 128 55035199 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4830 chr7_55035120_55035247 . . .
chr7 55053046 55053175 130 55053082 12.57 9.36507 6.24582 5.46895 FTE2_peak_4831 chr7_55053046_55053175 . . .
chr7 55132809 55133003 195 55132947 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4832 chr7_55132809_55133003 EGFR . .
chr7 55133355 55133613 259 55133457 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4833 chr7_55133355_55133613 EGFR . .
chr7 55200622 55200811 190 55200732 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_4834 chr7_55200622_55200811 EGFR . .
chr7 55375982 55376212 231 55376073 20.71 18.3261 9.73195 13.59515 FTE2_peak_4835 chr7_55375982_55376212 . . .
chr7 55545903 55546046 144 55545936 15.53 10.66767 6.33346 6.61483 FTE2_peak_4836 chr7_55545903_55546046 VOPP1 . .
chr7 56045515 56045778 264 56045704 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4837 chr7_56045515_56045778 GBAS MRPS17 .
chr7 65720101 65720384 284 65720164 22.93 19.53662 9.90918 14.73425 FTE2_peak_4838 chr7_65720101_65720384 TPST1 . .
chr7 65732277 65732423 147 65732410 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4839 chr7_65732277_65732423 TPST1 . .
chr7 65791947 65792121 175 65791997 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4840 chr7_65791947_65792121 TPST1 . .
chr7 75164055 75164425 371 75164076 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_4841 chr7_75164055_75164425 HIP1 PMS2P3 .
chr7 75362111 75362400 290 75362142 17.01 11.70703 6.2904 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4842 chr7_75362111_75362400 HIP1 . .
chr7 75472329 75472443 115 75472368 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4843 chr7_75472329_75472443 . CCL24 .
chr7 77057462 77057641 180 77057573 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4844 chr7_77057462_77057641 . PION .
chr7 78721091 78721264 174 78721186 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4845 chr7_78721091_78721264 MAGI2 . .
chr7 78912585 78912872 288 78912693 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_4846 chr7_78912585_78912872 MAGI2 . .
chr7 79135964 79136138 175 79136056 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_4847 chr7_79135964_79136138 . . .
chr7 79321373 79321636 264 79321550 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_4848 chr7_79321373_79321636 . . .
chr7 79408277 79408677 401 79408451 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_4849 chr7_79408277_79408677 . MIR548M .
chr7 79613563 79613756 194 79613587 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4850 chr7_79613563_79613756 . . .
chr7 79777094 79777313 220 79777179 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4851 chr7_79777094_79777313 GNAI1 . .
chr7 80263951 80264078 128 80264019 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4852 chr7_80263951_80264078 CD36 . .
chr7 80370574 80370758 185 80370674 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4853 chr7_80370574_80370758 . . SEMA3C
chr7 80438507 80438673 167 80438604 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4854 chr7_80438507_80438673 SEMA3C . .
chr7 80512828 80513213 386 80512962 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4855 chr7_80512828_80513213 SEMA3C . .
chr7 80530157 80530399 243 80530328 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4856 chr7_80530157_80530399 SEMA3C . .
chr7 80914547 80914745 199 80914656 22.93 11.47405 5.37657 7.37617 FTE2_peak_4857 chr7_80914547_80914745 . . .
chr7 80928617 80928926 310 80928685 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4858 chr7_80928617_80928926 . . .
chr7 81092095 81092243 149 81092170 15.53 12.8186 7.68853 8.56786 FTE2_peak_4859 chr7_81092095_81092243 . . .
chr7 81233567 81233725 159 81233660 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4860 chr7_81233567_81233725 . . .
chr7 81267489 81267675 187 81267584 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4861 chr7_81267489_81267675 . . .
chr7 81314326 81314500 175 81314416 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4862 chr7_81314326_81314500 . . HGF
chr7 81665525 81665694 170 81665621 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4863 chr7_81665525_81665694 CACNA2D1 . .
chr7 81665949 81666093 145 81666021 16.27 13.33339 7.62467 9.0151 FTE2_peak_4864 chr7_81665949_81666093 CACNA2D1 . .
chr7 82172092 82172343 252 82172206 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_4865 chr7_82172092_82172343 . . .
chr7 82192290 82192629 340 82192511 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4866 chr7_82192290_82192629 . . .
chr7 83097626 83097753 128 83097657 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4867 chr7_83097626_83097753 SEMA3E . .
chr7 83690090 83690458 369 83690126 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4868 chr7_83690090_83690458 SEMA3A . .
chr7 83866959 83867113 155 83867057 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4869 chr7_83866959_83867113 . . .
chr7 84041686 84041830 145 84041716 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_4870 chr7_84041686_84041830 . . .
chr7 84042206 84042320 115 84042248 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_4871 chr7_84042206_84042320 . . .
chr7 84420334 84420468 135 84420424 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4872 chr7_84420334_84420468 . . .
chr7 84765307 84765551 245 84765445 28.84 29.76678 13.94009 24.45722 FTE2_peak_4873 chr7_84765307_84765551 . SEMA3D .
chr7 85402864 85403030 167 85402951 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4874 chr7_85402864_85403030 . . .
chr7 89808365 89808480 116 89808455 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4875 chr7_89808365_89808480 . STEAP1 .
chr7 90253557 90253761 205 90253660 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4876 chr7_90253557_90253761 . . .
chr7 90879230 90879395 166 90879312 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4877 chr7_90879230_90879395 . . FZD1
chr7 92262594 92262840 247 92262695 17.01 14.48828 7.95117 10.08312 FTE2_peak_4878 chr7_92262594_92262840 CDK6 . .
chr7 92381701 92382114 414 92382033 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4879 chr7_92381701_92382114 CDK6 . .
chr7 92420368 92420520 153 92420472 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4880 chr7_92420368_92420520 CDK6 . .
chr7 92956324 92956614 291 92956502 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_4881 chr7_92956324_92956614 CCDC132 . .
chr7 93198643 93198829 187 93198711 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4882 chr7_93198643_93198829 CALCR . .
chr7 93658227 93658374 148 93658297 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4883 chr7_93658227_93658374 . BET1 .
chr7 93759277 93759391 115 93759286 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4884 chr7_93759277_93759391 . . .
chr7 93812856 93813029 174 93812923 10.35 7.09809 5.09014 3.51235 FTE2_peak_4885 chr7_93812856_93813029 . . .
chr7 93926284 93926471 188 93926291 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4886 chr7_93926284_93926471 . . .
chr7 94003629 94003766 138 94003676 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4887 chr7_94003629_94003766 . . COL1A2
chr7 94024391 94024523 133 94024461 17.01 11.36787 6.09456 7.27308 FTE2_peak_4888 chr7_94024391_94024523 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94024612 94025107 496 94024694 20.71 16.65969 8.70024 12.05363 FTE2_peak_4889 chr7_94024612_94025107 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94025604 94025778 175 94025684 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4890 chr7_94025604_94025778 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94025908 94026428 521 94026017 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4891 chr7_94025908_94026428 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94027186 94027388 203 94027317 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4892 chr7_94027186_94027388 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94030170 94030284 115 94030246 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4893 chr7_94030170_94030284 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94031436 94031650 215 94031520 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4894 chr7_94031436_94031650 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94032432 94032697 266 94032455 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4895 chr7_94032432_94032697 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94034046 94034173 128 94034136 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4896 chr7_94034046_94034173 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94034938 94035184 247 94035008 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4897 chr7_94034938_94035184 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94035396 94035510 115 94035465 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_4898 chr7_94035396_94035510 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94035891 94036183 293 94036074 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4899 chr7_94035891_94036183 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94037868 94038029 162 94037952 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4900 chr7_94037868_94038029 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94042235 94042349 115 94042275 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4901 chr7_94042235_94042349 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94042637 94042828 192 94042697 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4902 chr7_94042637_94042828 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94043804 94043974 171 94043912 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_4903 chr7_94043804_94043974 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94044349 94044676 328 94044411 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4904 chr7_94044349_94044676 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94044838 94045015 178 94044941 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4905 chr7_94044838_94045015 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94046233 94046424 192 94046254 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_4906 chr7_94046233_94046424 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94051513 94051946 434 94051747 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4907 chr7_94051513_94051946 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94053365 94053588 224 94053549 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4908 chr7_94053365_94053588 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94054809 94054952 144 94054889 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4909 chr7_94054809_94054952 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94055510 94055624 115 94055518 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4910 chr7_94055510_94055624 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94059217 94059462 246 94059446 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4911 chr7_94059217_94059462 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94059949 94060119 171 94060015 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_4912 chr7_94059949_94060119 COL1A2 . .
chr7 94060609 94061939 1331 94061036 31.06 26.6287 10.68689 21.44486 FTE2_peak_4913 chr7_94060609_94061939 . COL1A2 .
chr7 97895114 97895279 166 97895222 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4914 chr7_97895114_97895279 . TECPR1 BAIAP2L1;BRI3
chr7 97915666 97915835 170 97915722 31.8 10.60047 3.87023 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4915 chr7_97915666_97915835 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 99632885 99633110 226 99632954 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4916 chr7_99632885_99633110 ZKSCAN1 . ZNF3;ZSCAN21
chr7 100762107 100762221 115 100762161 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4917 chr7_100762107_100762221 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100765394 100765560 167 100765468 20.71 14.02165 7.12409 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4918 chr7_100765394_100765560 . . SERPINE1
chr7 100770998 100771165 168 100771132 21.45 13.62748 6.57296 9.30086 FTE2_peak_4919 chr7_100770998_100771165 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100771421 100771628 208 100771482 22.19 11.19406 5.07912 7.11932 FTE2_peak_4920 chr7_100771421_100771628 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100772051 100772329 279 100772152 22.19 15.00302 7.00172 10.58022 FTE2_peak_4921 chr7_100772051_100772329 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100772497 100773792 1296 100772606 30.32 20.38453 7.83028 15.52146 FTE2_peak_4922 chr7_100772497_100773792 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
chr7 100774117 100777148 3032 100774408 30.32 16.93061 6.26422 12.31401 FTE2_peak_4923 chr7_100774117_100777148 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100777419 100779090 1672 100778456 36.24 16.87866 5.31963 12.26317 FTE2_peak_4924 chr7_100777419_100779090 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100779210 100783452 4243 100782951 64.34 67.05936 19.13322 60.48596 FTE2_peak_4925 chr7_100779210_100783452 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100783668 100783968 301 100783857 19.23 13.70208 7.03706 9.37417 FTE2_peak_4926 chr7_100783668_100783968 . SERPINE1 AP1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
chr7 102514675 102514789 115 102514748 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4927 chr7_102514675_102514789 FBXL13 . .
chr7 102516286 102516543 258 102516348 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4928 chr7_102516286_102516543 FBXL13 . .
chr7 103277605 103277831 227 103277719 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4929 chr7_103277605_103277831 RELN . .
chr7 103278018 103278151 134 103278117 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4930 chr7_103278018_103278151 RELN . .
chr7 104614543 104614711 169 104614643 17.75 13.16671 7.44597 8.8712 FTE2_peak_4931 chr7_104614543_104614711 . . LOC100216546
chr7 104838751 104838881 131 104838849 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4932 chr7_104838751_104838881 SRPK2 . .
chr7 105987171 105987429 259 105987359 22.93 15.04807 7.25022 10.62321 FTE2_peak_4933 chr7_105987171_105987429 . . .
chr7 106125382 106125498 117 106125436 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4934 chr7_106125382_106125498 . . .
chr7 106264371 106264526 156 106264464 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4935 chr7_106264371_106264526 . . .
chr7 106319894 106320042 149 106319956 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4936 chr7_106319894_106320042 . CCDC71L .
chr7 106358798 106359156 359 106358921 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_4937 chr7_106358798_106359156 . . .
chr7 106489437 106489566 130 106489498 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4938 chr7_106489437_106489566 . . PIK3CG
chr7 107235816 107236031 216 107235832 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4939 chr7_107235816_107236031 BCAP29 DUS4L .
chr7 107589755 107589882 128 107589813 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4940 chr7_107589755_107589882 LAMB1 DLD .
chr7 107636264 107636415 152 107636369 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4941 chr7_107636264_107636415 LAMB1 . LAMB4
chr7 107670584 107670797 214 107670650 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4942 chr7_107670584_107670797 LAMB4 LAMB1 .
chr7 107875466 107875697 232 107875647 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_4943 chr7_107875466_107875697 NRCAM . .
chr7 107886852 107886990 139 107886966 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4944 chr7_107886852_107886990 NRCAM . .
chr7 107949328 107949704 377 107949601 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4945 chr7_107949328_107949704 NRCAM . .
chr7 110778301 110778517 217 110778343 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4946 chr7_110778301_110778517 IMMP2L LRRN3 .
chr7 110838455 110838631 177 110838539 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4947 chr7_110838455_110838631 IMMP2L . .
chr7 111064858 111065059 202 111064909 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4948 chr7_111064858_111065059 IMMP2L . .
chr7 115817133 115817411 279 115817259 25.14 24.28599 11.42672 19.20444 FTE2_peak_4949 chr7_115817133_115817411 . . .
chr7 115851536 115851666 131 115851585 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_4950 chr7_115851536_115851666 TES . .
chr7 115858433 115858591 159 115858513 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_4951 chr7_115858433_115858591 TES . .
chr7 115957457 115957581 125 115957537 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4952 chr7_115957457_115957581 . . .
chr7 116066547 116066686 140 116066584 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_4953 chr7_116066547_116066686 . . .
chr7 116074983 116075262 280 116075168 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4954 chr7_116074983_116075262 . . .
chr7 116075425 116075610 186 116075535 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_4955 chr7_116075425_116075610 . . .
chr7 116105870 116106060 191 116106015 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4956 chr7_116105870_116106060 . . .
chr7 116417828 116418003 176 116417886 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4957 chr7_116417828_116418003 MET . .
chr7 116645080 116645271 192 116645164 27.36 21.89293 9.45432 16.92879 FTE2_peak_4958 chr7_116645080_116645271 ST7 . .
chr7 116764769 116764985 217 116764920 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4959 chr7_116764769_116764985 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
chr7 116772556 116772748 193 116772720 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_4960 chr7_116772556_116772748 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
chr7 117222583 117222765 183 117222691 29.58 26.04433 11.2226 20.8798 FTE2_peak_4961 chr7_117222583_117222765 CFTR . .
chr7 119661222 119661336 115 119661280 15.53 12.20312 7.29816 7.98048 FTE2_peak_4962 chr7_119661222_119661336 . . .
chr7 119693001 119693155 155 119693067 19.97 17.64721 9.75236 12.99754 FTE2_peak_4963 chr7_119693001_119693155 . . .
chr7 119693271 119693389 119 119693332 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_4964 chr7_119693271_119693389 . . .
chr7 120724529 120725133 605 120725042 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4965 chr7_120724529_120725133 C7orf58 . .
chr7 121170439 121170662 224 121170552 18.49 14.99578 8.18844 10.57323 FTE2_peak_4966 chr7_121170439_121170662 . . .
chr7 121184692 121185070 379 121184818 22.19 21.4946 10.78427 16.5912 FTE2_peak_4967 chr7_121184692_121185070 . . .
chr7 122830700 122830867 168 122830776 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4968 chr7_122830700_122830867 SLC13A1 . .
chr7 122911316 122911593 278 122911405 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_4969 chr7_122911316_122911593 . . .
chr7 123178363 123178560 198 123178471 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4970 chr7_123178363_123178560 . IQUB NDUFA5
chr7 123352876 123353030 155 123352952 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_4971 chr7_123352876_123353030 WASL . .
chr7 123367141 123367467 327 123367354 35.5 12.42869 4.05532 8.19906 FTE2_peak_4972 chr7_123367141_123367467 WASL . .
chr7 127416898 127417164 267 127417025 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_4973 chr7_127416898_127417164 SND1 . .
chr7 127432020 127432199 180 127432124 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_4974 chr7_127432020_127432199 SND1 . .
chr7 127697047 127697332 286 127697158 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_4975 chr7_127697047_127697332 SND1 LRRC4 MIR593
chr7 127855437 127855596 160 127855503 21.45 17.89784 9.03831 13.17997 FTE2_peak_4976 chr7_127855437_127855596 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 127857370 127857778 409 127857590 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_4977 chr7_127857370_127857778 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 129495128 129495275 148 129495187 18.49 15.19051 8.30888 10.74265 FTE2_peak_4978 chr7_129495128_129495275 UBE2H . .
chr7 129932653 129932788 136 129932727 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_4979 chr7_129932653_129932788 . CPA2 CPA4
chr7 129932971 129933087 117 129933045 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_4980 chr7_129932971_129933087 CPA4 CPA2 .
chr7 129996126 129996396 271 129996287 29.58 28.49963 12.6658 23.24178 FTE2_peak_4981 chr7_129996126_129996396 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130523546 130523667 122 130523585 14.79 11.20915 7.04317 7.11989 FTE2_peak_4982 chr7_130523546_130523667 . . .
chr7 130538431 130538595 165 130538499 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_4983 chr7_130538431_130538595 . . LOC646329;MIR29A;MIR29B1
chr7 130572009 130572366 358 130572287 27.36 21.89293 9.45432 16.92879 FTE2_peak_4984 chr7_130572009_130572366 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130575637 130575786 150 130575691 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_4985 chr7_130575637_130575786 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130588340 130588581 242 130588529 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_4986 chr7_130588340_130588581 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130596977 130597150 174 130597065 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4987 chr7_130596977_130597150 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130597894 130598194 301 130597982 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_4988 chr7_130597894_130598194 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130645182 130645416 235 130645244 16.27 12.19397 6.92179 7.97457 FTE2_peak_4989 chr7_130645182_130645416 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130724386 130724510 125 130724453 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4990 chr7_130724386_130724510 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130844987 130845101 115 130845099 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4991 chr7_130844987_130845101 MKLN1 . .
chr7 130873526 130873677 152 130873612 19.97 16.86679 9.2572 12.25165 FTE2_peak_4992 chr7_130873526_130873677 MKLN1 . .
chr7 131128429 131128551 123 131128535 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4993 chr7_131128429_131128551 MKLN1 . .
chr7 131750614 131750728 115 131750659 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_4994 chr7_131750614_131750728 . . .
chr7 133267612 133267869 258 133267725 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_4995 chr7_133267612_133267869 EXOC4 . .
chr7 133373793 133373975 183 133373896 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_4996 chr7_133373793_133373975 EXOC4 . .
chr7 134165587 134165701 115 134165681 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_4997 chr7_134165587_134165701 . AKR1B1 .
chr7 134304193 134304307 115 134304252 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_4998 chr7_134304193_134304307 . . BPGM
chr7 134478015 134478181 167 134478098 16.27 9.67355 5.42225 5.71795 FTE2_peak_4999 chr7_134478015_134478181 CALD1 . .
chr7 134508270 134508475 206 134508384 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5000 chr7_134508270_134508475 CALD1 . .
chr7 134659640 134659771 132 134659658 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5001 chr7_134659640_134659771 . CALD1 AGBL3
chr7 135446635 135447002 368 135446711 19.23 17.32552 9.21131 12.69524 FTE2_peak_5002 chr7_135446635_135447002 . FAM180A .
chr7 136607995 136608132 138 136608046 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5003 chr7_136607995_136608132 CHRM2;LOC349160 MIR490 .
chr7 136638222 136638442 221 136638331 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5004 chr7_136638222_136638442 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136641556 136641732 177 136641623 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5005 chr7_136641556_136641732 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136766178 136766322 145 136766246 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5006 chr7_136766178_136766322 LOC349160 . .
chr7 136766421 136766678 258 136766599 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5007 chr7_136766421_136766678 LOC349160 . .
chr7 137128411 137128591 181 137128520 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5008 chr7_137128411_137128591 DGKI . .
chr7 137223369 137223501 133 137223378 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5009 chr7_137223369_137223501 DGKI . .
chr7 137457412 137457731 320 137457588 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5010 chr7_137457412_137457731 DGKI . .
chr7 137625328 137625528 201 137625429 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5011 chr7_137625328_137625528 CREB3L2 . LOC100130880
chr7 138560809 138560954 146 138560906 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_5012 chr7_138560809_138560954 KIAA1549 . .
chr7 139366958 139367167 210 139367067 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5013 chr7_139366958_139367167 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139367569 139367771 203 139367676 22.19 10.22378 4.63724 6.24509 FTE2_peak_5014 chr7_139367569_139367771 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139423376 139423530 155 139423435 21.45 11.79668 5.61166 7.59501 FTE2_peak_5015 chr7_139423376_139423530 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139434371 139434602 232 139434499 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5016 chr7_139434371_139434602 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139471364 139471500 137 139471430 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_5017 chr7_139471364_139471500 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
chr7 139474317 139474479 163 139474370 17.01 11.36787 6.09456 7.27308 FTE2_peak_5018 chr7_139474317_139474479 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
chr7 139616348 139616555 208 139616447 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5019 chr7_139616348_139616555 TBXAS1 . .
chr7 141062470 141062596 127 141062596 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5020 chr7_141062470_141062596 LOC100507421 . .
chr7 141645192 141645446 255 141645219 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5021 chr7_141645192_141645446 CLEC5A OR9A4 TAS2R38
chr7 142133315 142133432 118 142133326 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5022 chr7_142133315_142133432 . . .
chr7 142170329 142170488 160 142170382 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5023 chr7_142170329_142170488 . . .
chr7 142191180 142191303 124 142191231 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5024 chr7_142191180_142191303 . . .
chr7 142247031 142247290 260 142247194 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5025 chr7_142247031_142247290 . . .
chr7 142937500 142937711 212 142937526 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5026 chr7_142937500_142937711 . TAS2R40 GSTK1
chr7 143154200 143154410 211 143154248 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5027 chr7_143154200_143154410 LOC285965 TAS2R60 TAS2R41
chr7 143632131 143632317 187 143632180 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5028 chr7_143632131_143632317 . . OR2F1;OR2F2
chr7 143676582 143676739 158 143676646 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5029 chr7_143676582_143676739 . OR2F1 OR6B1
chr7 147109864 147110085 222 147109999 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_5030 chr7_147109864_147110085 CNTNAP2;MIR548I4 . .
chr7 147110191 147110374 184 147110199 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5031 chr7_147110191_147110374 CNTNAP2;MIR548I4 . .
chr7 148427492 148427606 115 148427590 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5032 chr7_148427492_148427606 CUL1 . .
chr7 151842946 151843144 199 151843041 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5033 chr7_151842946_151843144 MLL3 GALNT11 .
chr7 152285570 152285695 126 152285629 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5034 chr7_152285570_152285695 . . .
chr7 157101755 157101975 221 157101891 21.45 15.50777 7.62584 10.98944 FTE2_peak_5035 chr7_157101755_157101975 . . DNAJB6
chr7 157102720 157102958 239 157102885 17.75 10.59245 5.88664 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5036 chr7_157102720_157102958 . . DNAJB6
chr7 158442128 158442270 143 158442201 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5037 chr7_158442128_158442270 NCAPG2 . .
chr8 1703984 1704105 122 1704025 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5038 chr8_1703984_1704105 . . CLN8
chr8 8144144 8144323 180 8144167 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5039 chr8_8144144_8144323 . . .
chr8 8468349 8468493 145 8468429 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_5040 chr8_8468349_8468493 . . .
chr8 8483555 8483678 124 8483601 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5041 chr8_8483555_8483678 . . .
chr8 8485098 8485286 189 8485207 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5042 chr8_8485098_8485286 . . .
chr8 8521947 8522294 348 8522160 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_5043 chr8_8521947_8522294 . . .
chr8 8790379 8790952 574 8790775 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_5044 chr8_8790379_8790952 . . .
chr8 8871645 8871773 129 8871718 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5045 chr8_8871645_8871773 ERI1 . .
chr8 8932349 8932714 366 8932460 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5046 chr8_8932349_8932714 . MIR4660 .
chr8 11367371 11367598 228 11367390 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_5047 chr8_11367371_11367598 BLK . .
chr8 11367728 11367926 199 11367877 11.09 7.4002 4.98479 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5048 chr8_11367728_11367926 BLK . .
chr8 11368463 11368621 159 11368530 19.23 15.32667 7.99685 10.81445 FTE2_peak_5049 chr8_11368463_11368621 BLK . .
chr8 11369028 11369144 117 11369099 12.57 7.75217 5.20007 4.06361 FTE2_peak_5050 chr8_11369028_11369144 BLK . .
chr8 11373428 11373677 250 11373497 23.67 18.82796 9.05147 14.07508 FTE2_peak_5051 chr8_11373428_11373677 BLK . .
chr8 12584174 12584374 201 12584279 26.62 25.80988 12.19577 20.64875 FTE2_peak_5052 chr8_12584174_12584374 LONRF1 . MIR3926‐1;MIR3926‐2
chr8 12937970 12938172 203 12938078 11.83 8.0909 5.75325 4.38321 FTE2_peak_5053 chr8_12937970_12938172 . . DLC1
chr8 12945266 12945423 158 12945378 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_5054 chr8_12945266_12945423 DLC1 . .
chr8 12972592 12972712 121 12972602 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5055 chr8_12972592_12972712 DLC1 . .
chr8 13114545 13114689 145 13114617 17.01 10.59245 5.65445 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5056 chr8_13114545_13114689 DLC1 . .
chr8 13124876 13125005 130 13124980 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5057 chr8_13124876_13125005 DLC1 . .
chr8 13210787 13211009 223 13210862 14.79 10.62855 6.667 6.57749 FTE2_peak_5058 chr8_13210787_13211009 DLC1 . .
chr8 13224244 13224590 347 13224442 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5059 chr8_13224244_13224590 DLC1 . .
chr8 13355149 13355263 115 13355169 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5060 chr8_13355149_13355263 DLC1 . .
chr8 15362996 15363194 199 15363165 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5061 chr8_15362996_15363194 . . .
chr8 17206396 17206826 431 17206433 11.83 6.23615 4.51853 2.77234 FTE2_peak_5062 chr8_17206396_17206826 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17220591 17220777 187 17220748 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5063 chr8_17220591_17220777 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17454302 17454416 115 17454330 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5064 chr8_17454302_17454416 PDGFRL SLC7A2 .
chr8 18416463 18416947 485 18416674 34.02 38.49421 16.35832 32.88226 FTE2_peak_5065 chr8_18416463_18416947 PSD3 . .
chr8 18523768 18524014 247 18523938 23.67 15.83488 7.34632 11.30532 FTE2_peak_5066 chr8_18523768_18524014 PSD3 . .
chr8 18524201 18524402 202 18524323 19.23 11.40193 5.74905 7.30588 FTE2_peak_5067 chr8_18524201_18524402 PSD3 . .
chr8 18783640 18783755 116 18783708 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5068 chr8_18783640_18783755 PSD3 . .
chr8 18836565 18836746 182 18836658 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5069 chr8_18836565_18836746 PSD3 . .
chr8 18985584 18985826 243 18985753 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5070 chr8_18985584_18985826 . . .
chr8 19028678 19028852 175 19028783 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5071 chr8_19028678_19028852 . . LOC100128993
chr8 19052143 19052292 150 19052181 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5072 chr8_19052143_19052292 LOC100128993 . .
chr8 19149147 19149414 268 19149209 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5073 chr8_19149147_19149414 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19156200 19156518 319 19156371 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_5074 chr8_19156200_19156518 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19334297 19334551 255 19334409 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5075 chr8_19334297_19334551 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19357930 19358051 122 19357980 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5076 chr8_19357930_19358051 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19484378 19484575 198 19484540 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5077 chr8_19484378_19484575 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19521220 19521350 131 19521280 16.27 12.73796 7.25625 8.495 FTE2_peak_5078 chr8_19521220_19521350 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19535728 19536186 459 19536038 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_5079 chr8_19535728_19536186 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19540169 19540323 155 19540253 15.53 9.10814 5.38447 5.23063 FTE2_peak_5080 chr8_19540169_19540323 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19544596 19544850 255 19544781 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5081 chr8_19544596_19544850 . CSGALNACT1 .
chr8 19576207 19576414 208 19576368 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5082 chr8_19576207_19576414 . . .
chr8 19963363 19963499 137 19963415 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5083 chr8_19963363_19963499 . . .
chr8 20080074 20080223 150 20080188 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5084 chr8_20080074_20080223 . ATP6V1B2 LZTS1
chr8 20236088 20236273 186 20236201 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5085 chr8_20236088_20236273 . . .
chr8 22193611 22193811 201 22193722 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5086 chr8_22193611_22193811 PIWIL2 . .
chr8 23213632 23213904 273 23213852 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5087 chr8_23213632_23213904 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23401873 23402092 220 23402038 13.31 9.44855 5.95577 5.55035 FTE2_peak_5088 chr8_23401873_23402092 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23602653 23602799 147 23602759 14.05 8.8907 5.29974 5.02352 FTE2_peak_5089 chr8_23602653_23602799 . . .
chr8 23608915 23609039 125 23608971 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5090 chr8_23608915_23609039 . . .
chr8 23747059 23747297 239 23747149 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5091 chr8_23747059_23747297 . . .
chr8 24062147 24062277 131 24062212 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5092 chr8_24062147_24062277 . . .
chr8 24062387 24062801 415 24062625 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_5093 chr8_24062387_24062801 . . .
chr8 24507936 24508126 191 24508043 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5094 chr8_24507936_24508126 . . .
chr8 25037110 25037418 309 25037287 15.53 9.31572 5.50827 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5095 chr8_25037110_25037418 . . DOCK5
chr8 25118893 25119071 179 25118962 18.49 5.85335 3.24808 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5096 chr8_25118893_25119071 DOCK5 . .
chr8 25177256 25177705 450 25177501 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5097 chr8_25177256_25177705 DOCK5 . .
chr8 25312233 25312347 115 25312267 18.49 11.01389 5.82441 6.95045 FTE2_peak_5098 chr8_25312233_25312347 KCTD9 GNRH1 CDCA2
chr8 25863773 25864019 247 25863978 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5099 chr8_25863773_25864019 EBF2 . .
chr8 25864761 25864954 194 25864850 25.88 23.54535 11.29575 18.50279 FTE2_peak_5100 chr8_25864761_25864954 EBF2 . .
chr8 26015181 26015358 178 26015293 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5101 chr8_26015181_26015358 . . .
chr8 26315409 26315632 224 26315481 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5102 chr8_26315409_26315632 . . .
chr8 26493385 26493576 192 26493493 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5103 chr8_26493385_26493576 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 26697530 26697674 145 26697594 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5104 chr8_26697530_26697674 ADRA1A . .
chr8 26842696 26842831 136 26842794 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5105 chr8_26842696_26842831 . . .
chr8 27257653 27257767 115 27257731 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5106 chr8_27257653_27257767 PTK2B . .
chr8 28747446 28747560 115 28747495 22.19 13.05732 5.98353 8.76479 FTE2_peak_5107 chr8_28747446_28747560 INTS9 . HMBOX1
chr8 29053160 29053297 138 29053221 15.53 12.62725 7.5671 8.39191 FTE2_peak_5108 chr8_29053160_29053297 KIF13B . .
chr8 29263111 29263352 242 29263324 11.83 7.5528 5.39186 3.87385 FTE2_peak_5109 chr8_29263111_29263352 . . .
chr8 29369166 29369283 118 29369176 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5110 chr8_29369166_29369283 . . .
chr8 29513396 29513510 115 29513469 13.31 10.44449 6.58615 6.44984 FTE2_peak_5111 chr8_29513396_29513510 . . .
chr8 29745252 29745366 115 29745291 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5112 chr8_29745252_29745366 . . .
chr8 29784227 29784415 189 29784338 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5113 chr8_29784227_29784415 LOC286135 . .
chr8 30273495 30273629 135 30273584 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5114 chr8_30273495_30273629 RBPMS . .
chr8 30933097 30933237 141 30933143 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5115 chr8_30933097_30933237 WRN . .
chr8 32127172 32127300 129 32127228 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5116 chr8_32127172_32127300 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32128948 32129114 167 32129033 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5117 chr8_32128948_32129114 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32130602 32130882 281 32130667 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5118 chr8_32130602_32130882 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32189111 32189252 142 32189160 19.23 14.36243 7.42313 9.96586 FTE2_peak_5119 chr8_32189111_32189252 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32189342 32189469 128 32189390 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5120 chr8_32189342_32189469 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32290550 32290819 270 32290767 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5121 chr8_32290550_32290819 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32546448 32546635 188 32546549 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_5122 chr8_32546448_32546635 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32623967 32624081 115 32624021 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5123 chr8_32623967_32624081 RNF5P1 NRG1 .
chr8 33057052 33057282 231 33057170 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5124 chr8_33057052_33057282 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33100702 33100853 152 33100807 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5125 chr8_33100702_33100853 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36745090 36745204 115 36745111 10.35 7.09809 5.09014 3.51235 FTE2_peak_5126 chr8_36745090_36745204 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37003698 37003935 238 37003928 14.05 6.17368 3.76281 2.71417 FTE2_peak_5127 chr8_37003698_37003935 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37390397 37390650 254 37390554 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5128 chr8_37390397_37390650 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37934064 37934197 134 37934115 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5129 chr8_37934064_37934197 RNF5P1 EIF4EBP1 ASH2L
chr8 38172049 38172177 129 38172127 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5130 chr8_38172049_38172177 RNF5P1;WHSC1L1 . .
chr8 38263091 38263210 120 38263125 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5131 chr8_38263091_38263210 LETM2;RNF5P1 WHSC1L1 FGFR1
chr8 38783440 38783668 229 38783540 14.05 11.20915 6.71331 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5132 chr8_38783440_38783668 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38795194 38795379 186 38795377 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5133 chr8_38795194_38795379 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38895613 38895948 336 38895837 13.31 10.49976 6.62119 6.50348 FTE2_peak_5134 chr8_38895613_38895948 ADAM9 . .
chr8 39018682 39018809 128 39018752 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5135 chr8_39018682_39018809 ADAM32 . .
chr8 40230979 40231093 115 40231030 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5136 chr8_40230979_40231093 . . .
chr8 40271136 40271524 389 40271326 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5137 chr8_40271136_40271524 . . .
chr8 40342092 40342281 190 40342148 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5138 chr8_40342092_40342281 . . .
chr8 40382008 40382185 178 40382115 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5139 chr8_40382008_40382185 . . ZMAT4
chr8 40930738 40930936 199 40930838 25.88 24.47985 11.86926 19.39074 FTE2_peak_5140 chr8_40930738_40930936 . . .
chr8 41009154 41009369 216 41009230 25.14 12.62006 5.22887 8.38547 FTE2_peak_5141 chr8_41009154_41009369 . . .
chr8 41059018 41059308 291 41059119 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5142 chr8_41059018_41059308 . . .
chr8 41569957 41570099 143 41570040 19.97 12.10036 6.35381 7.89117 FTE2_peak_5143 chr8_41569957_41570099 ANK1 . .
chr8 48344209 48344417 209 48344234 11.83 7.18136 5.14334 3.58896 FTE2_peak_5144 chr8_48344209_48344417 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48425106 48425258 153 48425139 12.57 8.12457 5.43975 4.41482 FTE2_peak_5145 chr8_48425106_48425258 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 49062441 49062733 293 49062656 17.75 12.11149 6.79433 7.90202 FTE2_peak_5146 chr8_49062441_49062733 . . .
chr8 49229289 49229412 124 49229352 14.79 10.01366 6.27116 6.0503 FTE2_peak_5147 chr8_49229289_49229412 . . .
chr8 49282716 49282936 221 49282885 14.79 10.10382 6.32897 6.12882 FTE2_peak_5148 chr8_49282716_49282936 . . .
chr8 49321150 49321343 194 49321194 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5149 chr8_49321150_49321343 . . .
chr8 49448664 49448843 180 49448736 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5150 chr8_49448664_49448843 . . .
chr8 49539785 49539939 155 49539872 17.01 10.23848 5.4574 6.25778 FTE2_peak_5151 chr8_49539785_49539939 . . .
chr8 49814922 49815089 168 49815001 11.83 8.36418 5.93691 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5152 chr8_49814922_49815089 . . SNAI2
chr8 49815483 49815847 365 49815680 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5153 chr8_49815483_49815847 . . SNAI2
chr8 49817300 49817414 115 49817385 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5154 chr8_49817300_49817414 . . SNAI2
chr8 49829307 49830046 740 49829642 23.67 18.5101 8.86443 13.76672 FTE2_peak_5155 chr8_49829307_49830046 . . SNAI2
chr8 50969097 50969298 202 50969226 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5156 chr8_50969097_50969298 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51052317 51052450 134 51052391 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5157 chr8_51052317_51052450 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51096252 51096369 118 51096316 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5158 chr8_51096252_51096369 SNTG1 . .
chr8 53030321 53030522 202 53030432 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5159 chr8_53030321_53030522 ST18 . .
chr8 54857643 54858279 637 54857718 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_5160 chr8_54857643_54858279 RGS20 . TCEA1
chr8 55249945 55250128 184 55250048 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5161 chr8_55249945_55250128 . . .
chr8 55542073 55542290 218 55542196 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5162 chr8_55542073_55542290 RP1 . .
chr8 57133050 57133270 221 57133086 14.79 11.67323 7.34455 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5163 chr8_57133050_57133270 . CHCHD7;PLAG1 .
chr8 57183333 57183483 151 57183422 19.97 17.09274 9.40039 12.47043 FTE2_peak_5164 chr8_57183333_57183483 . . SDR16C5
chr8 57423646 57423930 285 57423773 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5165 chr8_57423646_57423930 . . LOC100507632
chr8 57472123 57472337 215 57472251 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5166 chr8_57472123_57472337 LOC100507632 . .
chr8 57806442 57806646 205 57806480 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5167 chr8_57806442_57806646 . . .
chr8 58431630 58431847 218 58431739 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5168 chr8_58431630_58431847 . . .
chr8 59671956 59672147 192 59672047 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5169 chr8_59671956_59672147 . . .
chr8 59714113 59714281 169 59714198 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_5170 chr8_59714113_59714281 . . TOX
chr8 59742791 59743122 332 59742982 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5171 chr8_59742791_59743122 TOX . .
chr8 59773057 59773285 229 59773226 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5172 chr8_59773057_59773285 TOX . .
chr8 59792151 59792270 120 59792198 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5173 chr8_59792151_59792270 TOX . .
chr8 59794613 59794847 235 59794772 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5174 chr8_59794613_59794847 TOX . .
chr8 60190707 60190888 182 60190792 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5175 chr8_60190707_60190888 . . .
chr8 61863660 61863793 134 61863740 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5176 chr8_61863660_61863793 . . LOC100130298
chr8 61865459 61865674 216 61865618 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5177 chr8_61865459_61865674 . . LOC100130298
chr8 62507733 62507962 230 62507842 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_5178 chr8_62507733_62507962 ASPH . .
chr8 62517226 62517464 239 62517312 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5179 chr8_62517226_62517464 ASPH . .
chr8 62672684 62672996 313 62672849 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5180 chr8_62672684_62672996 . . .
chr8 64104693 64104818 126 64104767 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5181 chr8_64104693_64104818 YTHDF3 . .
chr8 65642250 65642527 278 65642381 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_5182 chr8_65642250_65642527 CYP7B1 . .
chr8 66643278 66643403 126 66643401 9.61 6.03577 4.6861 2.5834 FTE2_peak_5183 chr8_66643278_66643403 PDE7A MTFR1 .
chr8 67035887 67036117 231 67035955 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5184 chr8_67035887_67036117 . DNAJC5B TRIM55
chr8 67036321 67036466 146 67036422 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5185 chr8_67036321_67036466 . DNAJC5B TRIM55
chr8 67042071 67042302 232 67042109 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5186 chr8_67042071_67042302 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
chr8 67383636 67383791 156 67383707 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5187 chr8_67383636_67383791 . ADHFE1 C8orf46
chr8 67434972 67435099 128 67435056 14.05 9.92501 5.92336 5.96344 FTE2_peak_5188 chr8_67434972_67435099 . C8orf46 .
chr8 68417841 68418036 196 68417945 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5189 chr8_68417841_68418036 CPA6 . .
chr8 68418179 68418355 177 68418284 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5190 chr8_68418179_68418355 CPA6 . .
chr8 69169180 69169396 217 69169344 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5191 chr8_69169180_69169396 . PREX2 .
chr8 69537787 69537925 139 69537861 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5192 chr8_69537787_69537925 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69645977 69646227 251 69646135 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_5193 chr8_69645977_69646227 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69672128 69672248 121 69672193 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5194 chr8_69672128_69672248 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69833131 69833577 447 69833471 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5195 chr8_69833131_69833577 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69903507 69904027 521 69903655 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5196 chr8_69903507_69904027 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69904553 69904670 118 69904576 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5197 chr8_69904553_69904670 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69904938 69905103 166 69905032 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5198 chr8_69904938_69905103 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69946001 69946499 499 69946430 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5199 chr8_69946001_69946499 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 71522747 71522950 204 71522880 37.72 25.3441 8.52411 20.23074 FTE2_peak_5200 chr8_71522747_71522950 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
chr8 72474730 72474996 267 72474892 21.45 18.54595 9.43137 13.80044 FTE2_peak_5201 chr8_72474730_72474996 . . .
chr8 72906619 72906752 134 72906712 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5202 chr8_72906619_72906752 LOC100132891 . TRPA1
chr8 74258841 74259045 205 74258939 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5203 chr8_74258841_74259045 . RDH10 .
chr8 75090193 75090315 123 75090235 13.31 8.65648 5.45936 4.79792 FTE2_peak_5204 chr8_75090193_75090315 . . .
chr8 75664701 75664856 156 75664838 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5205 chr8_75664701_75664856 FLJ39080 . .
chr8 75673682 75673799 118 75673765 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5206 chr8_75673682_75673799 . FLJ39080 .
chr8 76771581 76771710 130 76771636 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5207 chr8_76771581_76771710 . . .
chr8 77336283 77336545 263 77336363 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_5208 chr8_77336283_77336545 . . .
chr8 77528849 77529085 237 77528924 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5209 chr8_77528849_77529085 LOC100192378 . .
chr8 79438009 79438234 226 79438080 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5210 chr8_79438009_79438234 PKIA . .
chr8 79933225 79933349 125 79933315 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5211 chr8_79933225_79933349 . . .
chr8 80268121 80268268 148 80268203 11.83 7.96052 5.66562 4.25871 FTE2_peak_5212 chr8_80268121_80268268 . . .
chr8 80350161 80350331 171 80350241 19.23 10.08017 5.05701 6.10878 FTE2_peak_5213 chr8_80350161_80350331 . . .
chr8 80706077 80706196 120 80706095 13.31 10.55562 6.65661 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5214 chr8_80706077_80706196 . HEY1 .
chr8 81938755 81938894 140 81938822 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5215 chr8_81938755_81938894 PAG1 . .
chr8 81962984 81963098 115 81963013 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5216 chr8_81962984_81963098 PAG1 . .
chr8 89952343 89952493 151 89952448 19.23 7.99138 4.04561 4.28737 FTE2_peak_5217 chr8_89952343_89952493 . . .
chr8 89954669 89954810 142 89954707 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5218 chr8_89954669_89954810 . . .
chr8 90624147 90624350 204 90624212 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5219 chr8_90624147_90624350 . . .
chr8 90809167 90809305 139 90809276 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5220 chr8_90809167_90809305 . RIPK2 .
chr8 90894994 90895171 178 90895097 14.05 11.3216 6.7829 7.22804 FTE2_peak_5221 chr8_90894994_90895171 . . OSGIN2
chr8 93061680 93061840 161 93061784 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5222 chr8_93061680_93061840 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 93063765 93063920 156 93063824 28.1 29.76678 13.59463 24.45722 FTE2_peak_5223 chr8_93063765_93063920 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 93581104 93581261 158 93581178 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5224 chr8_93581104_93581261 . . .
chr8 94682658 94682773 116 94682730 20.71 10.92847 5.42678 6.86854 FTE2_peak_5225 chr8_94682658_94682773 LINC00535 . .
chr8 94906456 94906643 188 94906557 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_5226 chr8_94906456_94906643 . . MIR378D2;PDP1
chr8 94948343 94948469 127 94948371 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5227 chr8_94948343_94948469 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
chr8 95113596 95113790 195 95113680 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5228 chr8_95113596_95113790 . . CDH17
chr8 95231901 95232114 214 95231976 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5229 chr8_95231901_95232114 . CDH17 GEM
chr8 96113867 96113981 115 96113912 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5230 chr8_96113867_96113981 . MIR3150A;MIR3150B .
chr8 96571947 96572299 353 96572160 23.67 22.89544 11.52187 17.88235 FTE2_peak_5231 chr8_96571947_96572299 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96660602 96660739 138 96660656 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_5232 chr8_96660602_96660739 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96805258 96805373 116 96805346 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5233 chr8_96805258_96805373 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96805743 96805935 193 96805750 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5234 chr8_96805743_96805935 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96814182 96814353 172 96814248 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5235 chr8_96814182_96814353 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 97111482 97111762 281 97111562 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5236 chr8_97111482_97111762 . . .
chr8 97116171 97116340 170 97116251 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5237 chr8_97116171_97116340 . . .
chr8 98081100 98081338 239 98081235 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5238 chr8_98081100_98081338 CPQ . .
chr8 98102344 98102741 398 98102490 27.36 17.38039 7.09074 12.74683 FTE2_peak_5239 chr8_98102344_98102741 CPQ . .
chr8 99159299 99159472 174 99159369 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_5240 chr8_99159299_99159472 POP1 HRSP12 .
chr8 99225821 99225935 115 99225887 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5241 chr8_99225821_99225935 NIPAL2 . .
chr8 99350421 99351001 581 99350578 29.58 31.18727 14.28555 25.82891 FTE2_peak_5242 chr8_99350421_99351001 . . .
chr8 99353251 99353366 116 99353277 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_5243 chr8_99353251_99353366 . . .
chr8 99371220 99371334 115 99371286 17.01 12.74442 6.90016 8.49901 FTE2_peak_5244 chr8_99371220_99371334 . . .
chr8 100031674 100031835 162 100031741 16.27 10.88522 6.13059 6.82758 FTE2_peak_5245 chr8_100031674_100031835 VPS13B . .
chr8 100476386 100476543 158 100476486 18.49 14.38257 7.81102 9.98454 FTE2_peak_5246 chr8_100476386_100476543 VPS13B . .
chr8 100787141 100787352 212 100787268 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5247 chr8_100787141_100787352 VPS13B . .
chr8 101679879 101680051 173 101679999 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5248 chr8_101679879_101680051 . SNX31 .
chr8 102064036 102064150 115 102064065 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5249 chr8_102064036_102064150 . . FLJ42969
chr8 102110818 102110954 137 102110911 17.75 14.55496 8.31992 10.14646 FTE2_peak_5250 chr8_102110818_102110954 . FLJ42969 .
chr8 102458425 102458575 151 102458500 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5251 chr8_102458425_102458575 . . .
chr8 104357077 104357254 178 104357145 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5252 chr8_104357077_104357254 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104360734 104360925 192 104360792 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5253 chr8_104360734_104360925 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104361049 104361282 234 104361256 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5254 chr8_104361049_104361282 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 105038277 105038477 201 105038325 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5255 chr8_105038277_105038477 RIMS2 . .
chr8 105373582 105373767 186 105373718 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5256 chr8_105373582_105373767 . TM7SF4 DPYS
chr8 105581140 105581262 123 105581155 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5257 chr8_105581140_105581262 LRP12 . .
chr8 105685560 105685782 223 105685633 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5258 chr8_105685560_105685782 . . .
chr8 105759045 105759390 346 105759234 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_5259 chr8_105759045_105759390 . . .
chr8 105903673 105903834 162 105903750 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5260 chr8_105903673_105903834 . . .
chr8 106082140 106082313 174 106082140 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5261 chr8_106082140_106082313 . . .
chr8 106522763 106523004 242 106522893 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5262 chr8_106522763_106523004 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106528398 106528512 115 106528405 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5263 chr8_106528398_106528512 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106530701 106530823 123 106530789 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5264 chr8_106530701_106530823 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106664069 106664184 116 106664135 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5265 chr8_106664069_106664184 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106668633 106668751 119 106668739 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5266 chr8_106668633_106668751 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 107023613 107023796 184 107023704 21.45 14.48861 7.04761 10.08312 FTE2_peak_5267 chr8_107023613_107023796 . . .
chr8 107072589 107072953 365 107072672 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5268 chr8_107072589_107072953 . . .
chr8 107901654 107901802 149 107901707 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5269 chr8_107901654_107901802 . . .
chr8 108117115 108117337 223 108117254 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5270 chr8_108117115_108117337 . . .
chr8 108128928 108129228 301 108129011 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5271 chr8_108128928_108129228 . . .
chr8 108235643 108235790 148 108235697 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_5272 chr8_108235643_108235790 . . ANGPT1
chr8 108456334 108456532 199 108456437 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5273 chr8_108456334_108456532 ANGPT1 . .
chr8 108509608 108509769 162 108509694 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5274 chr8_108509608_108509769 ANGPT1 . .
chr8 108510806 108510945 140 108510854 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5275 chr8_108510806_108510945 . ANGPT1 .
chr8 108540491 108540669 179 108540605 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5276 chr8_108540491_108540669 . . .
chr8 110054482 110054630 149 110054568 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5277 chr8_110054482_110054630 . . .
chr8 110141703 110141931 229 110141842 28.84 18.36732 7.46051 13.63306 FTE2_peak_5278 chr8_110141703_110141931 . TRHR .
chr8 110346316 110346527 212 110346366 28.1 10.54405 4.03641 6.54658 FTE2_peak_5279 chr8_110346316_110346527 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
chr8 116439794 116439935 142 116439859 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5280 chr8_116439794_116439935 TRPS1 . .
chr8 117335904 117336058 155 117335991 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5281 chr8_117335904_117336058 LINC00536 . .
chr8 117363666 117363935 270 117363776 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5282 chr8_117363666_117363935 . LINC00536 .
chr8 117700340 117700496 157 117700419 23.67 17.61898 8.34696 12.97491 FTE2_peak_5283 chr8_117700340_117700496 EIF3H . .
chr8 117879719 117879902 184 117879827 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5284 chr8_117879719_117879902 RAD21 . MIR3610;RAD21‐AS1
chr8 118662520 118662758 239 118662590 14.79 10.57869 6.63479 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5285 chr8_118662520_118662758 . . .
chr8 118682144 118682259 116 118682155 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5286 chr8_118682144_118682259 . . .
chr8 118860108 118860260 153 118860216 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5287 chr8_118860108_118860260 EXT1 . .
chr8 118893692 118893930 239 118893786 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5288 chr8_118893692_118893930 EXT1 . .
chr8 118922354 118922573 220 118922451 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5289 chr8_118922354_118922573 EXT1 . .
chr8 118967605 118967720 116 118967676 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5290 chr8_118967605_118967720 EXT1 . .
chr8 118990521 118990837 317 118990596 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5291 chr8_118990521_118990837 EXT1 . .
chr8 119030870 119031183 314 119030958 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5292 chr8_119030870_119031183 EXT1 . .
chr8 119047459 119047624 166 119047591 13.31 10.22916 6.44962 6.24989 FTE2_peak_5293 chr8_119047459_119047624 EXT1 . .
chr8 119345064 119345258 195 119345163 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5294 chr8_119345064_119345258 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119356380 119356500 121 119356424 10.35 7.38953 5.28072 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5295 chr8_119356380_119356500 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119358122 119358239 118 119358181 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5296 chr8_119358122_119358239 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119427851 119428161 311 119428022 26.62 21.65656 9.72656 16.70223 FTE2_peak_5297 chr8_119427851_119428161 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119451928 119452220 293 119452109 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5298 chr8_119451928_119452220 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119778991 119779299 309 119779202 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5299 chr8_119778991_119779299 . . .
chr8 119808879 119809146 268 119808927 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5300 chr8_119808879_119809146 . . .
chr8 119909436 119909610 175 119909565 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5301 chr8_119909436_119909610 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119917493 119917673 181 119917579 26.62 16.40859 6.90586 11.84361 FTE2_peak_5302 chr8_119917493_119917673 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119974242 119974363 122 119974287 12.57 8.97564 5.99213 5.10349 FTE2_peak_5303 chr8_119974242_119974363 . TNFRSF11B .
chr8 120586466 120586670 205 120586564 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5304 chr8_120586466_120586670 ENPP2 . .
chr8 120591229 120591407 179 120591319 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5305 chr8_120591229_120591407 ENPP2 . .
chr8 120598740 120598856 117 120598844 13.31 8.32191 5.252 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5306 chr8_120598740_120598856 ENPP2 . .
chr8 121013849 121014027 179 121013926 11.09 7.5528 5.08113 3.87385 FTE2_peak_5307 chr8_121013849_121014027 DEPTOR . .
chr8 121082181 121082341 161 121082249 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5308 chr8_121082181_121082341 . DEPTOR .
chr8 121094805 121095250 446 121094889 22.93 19.76895 10.05283 14.95027 FTE2_peak_5309 chr8_121094805_121095250 . . .
chr8 121792573 121792730 158 121792636 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5310 chr8_121792573_121792730 SNTB1 . .
chr8 121869760 121870042 283 121869854 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5311 chr8_121869760_121870042 . . .
chr8 122005576 122005784 209 122005687 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5312 chr8_122005576_122005784 . . .
chr8 122029687 122029802 116 122029753 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5313 chr8_122029687_122029802 . . .
chr8 122166671 122166855 185 122166754 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_5314 chr8_122166671_122166855 . . .
chr8 122175401 122175633 233 122175581 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5315 chr8_122175401_122175633 . . .
chr8 122176401 122176668 268 122176489 33.28 37.00692 16.01286 31.44368 FTE2_peak_5316 chr8_122176401_122176668 . . .
chr8 122419778 122420024 247 122419929 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5317 chr8_122419778_122420024 . . .
chr8 122824172 122824361 190 122824274 17.01 10.96809 5.86626 6.90653 FTE2_peak_5318 chr8_122824172_122824361 . . .
chr8 123122853 123123238 386 123123114 37.72 43.02803 18.08562 37.26374 FTE2_peak_5319 chr8_123122853_123123238 . . .
chr8 123147035 123147255 221 123147143 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_5320 chr8_123147035_123147255 . . .
chr8 123152653 123152831 179 123152728 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5321 chr8_123152653_123152831 . . .
chr8 123160335 123160515 181 123160431 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_5322 chr8_123160335_123160515 . . .
chr8 123179068 123179531 464 123179350 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5323 chr8_123179068_123179531 . . .
chr8 123199964 123200144 181 123200048 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5324 chr8_123199964_123200144 . . .
chr8 123331063 123331192 130 123331172 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5325 chr8_123331063_123331192 . . .
chr8 123446238 123446780 543 123446443 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5326 chr8_123446238_123446780 . . .
chr8 123614219 123614337 119 123614294 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5327 chr8_123614219_123614337 . . .
chr8 124070629 124070801 173 124070741 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5328 chr8_124070629_124070801 . DERL1 WDR67
chr8 124601631 124601751 121 124601731 14.05 11.67323 7.00058 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5329 chr8_124601631_124601751 . . .
chr8 124645168 124645541 374 124645355 35.5 39.99371 17.04924 34.34349 FTE2_peak_5330 chr8_124645168_124645541 . . KLHL38
chr8 124852161 124852499 339 124852388 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5331 chr8_124852161_124852499 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
chr8 125878668 125878992 325 125878769 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_5332 chr8_125878668_125878992 . . .
chr8 126245160 126245331 172 126245235 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5333 chr8_126245160_126245331 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126322037 126322171 135 126322114 8.87 5.4605 4.59278 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5334 chr8_126322037_126322171 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126537656 126537935 280 126537768 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5335 chr8_126537656_126537935 . . .
chr8 126557936 126558107 172 126558013 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5336 chr8_126557936_126558107 . . .
chr8 126692446 126692739 294 126692514 19.23 12.49858 6.35103 8.26744 FTE2_peak_5337 chr8_126692446_126692739 . . .
chr8 128234975 128235186 212 128235072 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_5338 chr8_128234975_128235186 . . .
chr8 128319965 128320236 272 128320138 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5339 chr8_128319965_128320236 . . .
chr8 128754093 128754296 204 128754185 19.97 10.4286 5.42709 6.43517 FTE2_peak_5340 chr8_128754093_128754296 . MYC .
chr8 128821849 128822036 188 128821936 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5341 chr8_128821849_128822036 PVT1 MIR1204 .
chr8 128843950 128844070 121 128844056 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5342 chr8_128843950_128844070 PVT1 . .
chr8 128844218 128844352 135 128844266 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5343 chr8_128844218_128844352 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911338 128911488 151 128911441 14.05 10.28879 6.14588 6.29946 FTE2_peak_5344 chr8_128911338_128911488 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911590 128911876 287 128911801 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5345 chr8_128911590_128911876 PVT1 . .
chr8 128920168 128920333 166 128920279 20.71 12.66569 6.3564 8.4295 FTE2_peak_5346 chr8_128920168_128920333 PVT1 . .
chr8 128930677 128931233 557 128931043 25.88 24.98113 12.17843 19.87476 FTE2_peak_5347 chr8_128930677_128931233 PVT1 . .
chr8 128981680 128981795 116 128981767 12.57 9.21524 6.14821 5.33438 FTE2_peak_5348 chr8_128981680_128981795 PVT1 MIR1205 .
chr8 129188919 129189449 531 129189273 33.28 33.1627 13.73919 27.74227 FTE2_peak_5349 chr8_129188919_129189449 . MIR1208 .
chr8 129195312 129195532 221 129195380 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_5350 chr8_129195312_129195532 . . .
chr8 129326836 129327125 290 129327041 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5351 chr8_129326836_129327125 . . .
chr8 129335669 129335805 137 129335752 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5352 chr8_129335669_129335805 . . .
chr8 129336695 129336875 181 129336806 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5353 chr8_129336695_129336875 . . .
chr8 129800153 129800280 128 129800237 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5354 chr8_129800153_129800280 . . .
chr8 129895589 129895805 217 129895694 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5355 chr8_129895589_129895805 . . .
chr8 129913011 129913189 179 129913062 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5356 chr8_129913011_129913189 . . .
chr8 130472136 130472259 124 130472189 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5357 chr8_130472136_130472259 . . .
chr8 130527971 130528085 115 130527995 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5358 chr8_130527971_130528085 . . .
chr8 130697896 130698150 255 130698046 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5359 chr8_130697896_130698150 . . .
chr8 130719975 130720186 212 130720074 22.93 21.57155 11.17641 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5360 chr8_130719975_130720186 . . .
chr8 130721413 130721587 175 130721450 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5361 chr8_130721413_130721587 . . .
chr8 130861123 130861264 142 130861203 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5362 chr8_130861123_130861264 FAM49B . .
chr8 130930324 130930489 166 130930439 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5363 chr8_130930324_130930489 FAM49B . .
chr8 131156850 131156968 119 131156913 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5364 chr8_131156850_131156968 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131157577 131157691 115 131157635 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5365 chr8_131157577_131157691 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131206203 131206437 235 131206331 19.23 17.16956 9.11583 12.54452 FTE2_peak_5366 chr8_131206203_131206437 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131206558 131206704 147 131206669 11.09 8.13526 5.44979 4.42466 FTE2_peak_5367 chr8_131206558_131206704 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131206933 131207150 218 131207021 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5368 chr8_131206933_131207150 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131218768 131218925 158 131218913 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5369 chr8_131218768_131218925 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131220695 131220818 124 131220712 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5370 chr8_131220695_131220818 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131245057 131245285 229 131245128 23.67 22.81498 11.47222 17.82324 FTE2_peak_5371 chr8_131245057_131245285 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131275000 131275346 347 131275064 17.01 14.62229 8.03274 10.21206 FTE2_peak_5372 chr8_131275000_131275346 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276053 131276278 226 131276205 11.09 8.36418 5.59477 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5373 chr8_131276053_131276278 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276926 131277126 201 131277115 17.75 5.26629 3.12482 2.06155 FTE2_peak_5374 chr8_131276926_131277126 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131291149 131291343 195 131291187 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5375 chr8_131291149_131291343 ASAP1 . ASAP1‐IT1
chr8 131457022 131457172 151 131457104 22.93 12.57969 5.92808 8.34655 FTE2_peak_5376 chr8_131457022_131457172 . ASAP1 .
chr8 131495635 131495893 259 131495719 17.01 12.74442 6.90016 8.49901 FTE2_peak_5377 chr8_131495635_131495893 . . .
chr8 131540709 131540893 185 131540784 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5378 chr8_131540709_131540893 . . .
chr8 131545681 131545825 145 131545774 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5379 chr8_131545681_131545825 . . .
chr8 131685174 131685371 198 131685210 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5380 chr8_131685174_131685371 . . .
chr8 132959008 132959200 193 132959107 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5381 chr8_132959008_132959200 EFR3A . .
chr8 133958223 133958454 232 133958301 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5382 chr8_133958223_133958454 TG . .
chr8 134045430 134045797 368 134045701 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5383 chr8_134045430_134045797 TG . SLA
chr8 134049162 134049325 164 134049228 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5384 chr8_134049162_134049325 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134062114 134062284 171 134062226 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5385 chr8_134062114_134062284 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134136956 134137089 134 134137028 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5386 chr8_134136956_134137089 TG SLA .
chr8 134151702 134151817 116 134151714 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5387 chr8_134151702_134151817 . TG .
chr8 134228769 134229064 296 134228861 16.27 10.76042 6.05642 6.70613 FTE2_peak_5388 chr8_134228769_134229064 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134243608 134243938 331 134243720 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_5389 chr8_134243608_134243938 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134315459 134315687 229 134315514 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5390 chr8_134315459_134315687 . NDRG1 .
chr8 134368500 134368614 115 134368526 14.05 8.8907 5.29974 5.02352 FTE2_peak_5391 chr8_134368500_134368614 . . .
chr8 135033665 135033781 117 135033750 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5392 chr8_135033665_135033781 . . .
chr8 141601643 141601798 156 141601746 16.27 11.01268 6.2066 6.94926 FTE2_peak_5393 chr8_141601643_141601798 EIF2C2 . .
chr8 142053501 142053678 178 142053598 17.75 8.72887 4.83844 4.86682 FTE2_peak_5394 chr8_142053501_142053678 . . .
chr9 2477903 2478043 141 2477959 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_5395 chr9_2477903_2478043 . . .
chr9 2809909 2810038 130 2809985 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5396 chr9_2809909_2810038 KIAA0020 . .
chr9 3434731 3434845 115 3434787 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5397 chr9_3434731_3434845 RFX3 . .
chr9 3863260 3863614 355 3863382 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5398 chr9_3863260_3863614 GLIS3 . .
chr9 3881058 3881232 175 3881124 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5399 chr9_3881058_3881232 GLIS3 . GLIS3‐AS1
chr9 3948962 3949156 195 3949067 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5400 chr9_3948962_3949156 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4099865 4100016 152 4099938 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5401 chr9_4099865_4100016 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4126634 4126753 120 4126650 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5402 chr9_4126634_4126753 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4137306 4137676 371 4137361 20.71 14.2141 7.2357 9.82357 FTE2_peak_5403 chr9_4137306_4137676 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4137910 4138114 205 4137953 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5404 chr9_4137910_4138114 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4225363 4225943 581 4225462 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5405 chr9_4225363_4225943 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4258364 4258577 214 4258452 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5406 chr9_4258364_4258577 GLIS3 . .
chr9 4833185 4833340 156 4833259 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5407 chr9_4833185_4833340 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
chr9 4837216 4837454 239 4837395 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5408 chr9_4837216_4837454 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
chr9 4837952 4838239 288 4837981 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_5409 chr9_4837952_4838239 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
chr9 5509654 5510167 514 5509782 20.71 18.57119 9.88484 13.82498 FTE2_peak_5410 chr9_5509654_5510167 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5510303 5510585 283 5510544 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5411 chr9_5510303_5510585 PDCD1LG2 . .
chr9 5622122 5622246 125 5622178 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5412 chr9_5622122_5622246 . . KIAA1432
chr9 5844753 5844933 181 5844911 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_5413 chr9_5844753_5844933 . ERMP1 .
chr9 6938588 6938780 193 6938702 24.4 24.23699 11.86733 19.15581 FTE2_peak_5414 chr9_6938588_6938780 KDM4C . .
chr9 12784506 12784778 273 12784705 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5415 chr9_12784506_12784778 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12814387 12814629 243 12814441 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5416 chr9_12814387_12814629 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12923798 12923982 185 12923932 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5417 chr9_12923798_12923982 . . .
chr9 13942735 13942933 199 13942825 16.27 7.66459 4.31747 3.98035 FTE2_peak_5418 chr9_13942735_13942933 C9orf146 . .
chr9 15735281 15735416 136 15735329 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5419 chr9_15735281_15735416 C9orf93 . .
chr9 15999826 15999955 130 15999886 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5420 chr9_15999826_15999955 . C9orf93 .
chr9 16030618 16030790 173 16030705 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_5421 chr9_16030618_16030790 . . .
chr9 16119878 16120109 232 16120027 17.75 15.18619 8.72044 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5422 chr9_16119878_16120109 . . .
chr9 16120260 16120415 156 16120331 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5423 chr9_16120260_16120415 . . .
chr9 16191751 16192002 252 16191923 28.1 18.36732 7.27563 13.63306 FTE2_peak_5424 chr9_16191751_16192002 . . .
chr9 16368501 16368632 132 16368574 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5425 chr9_16368501_16368632 . . .
chr9 16501266 16501413 148 16501328 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5426 chr9_16501266_16501413 BNC2 . .
chr9 16505213 16505392 180 16505319 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5427 chr9_16505213_16505392 BNC2 . .
chr9 16704480 16704620 141 16704552 12.57 9.16633 6.11635 5.28694 FTE2_peak_5428 chr9_16704480_16704620 BNC2 . .
chr9 16826054 16826180 127 16826119 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5429 chr9_16826054_16826180 BNC2 . .
chr9 18071599 18071855 257 18071779 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5430 chr9_18071599_18071855 . . .
chr9 18238802 18238958 157 18238936 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5431 chr9_18238802_18238958 . . .
chr9 18268514 18268650 137 18268537 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5432 chr9_18268514_18268650 . . .
chr9 18490679 18490923 245 18490825 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5433 chr9_18490679_18490923 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18491095 18491302 208 18491254 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5434 chr9_18491095_18491302 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18492594 18492802 209 18492688 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5435 chr9_18492594_18492802 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18543494 18543667 174 18543580 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5436 chr9_18543494_18543667 ADAMTSL1 . MIR3152
chr9 18658856 18659074 219 18658962 22.93 16.31975 7.97524 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5437 chr9_18658856_18659074 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18977011 18977138 128 18977068 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5438 chr9_18977011_18977138 FAM154A . .
chr9 19992598 19992901 304 19992852 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5439 chr9_19992598_19992901 . . .
chr9 19999564 19999697 134 19999643 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5440 chr9_19999564_19999697 . . .
chr9 20354089 20354279 191 20354251 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5441 chr9_20354089_20354279 MLLT3 . .
chr9 21506835 21507077 243 21506935 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5442 chr9_21506835_21507077 MIR31HG IFNE MIR31
chr9 21591661 21591846 186 21591747 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5443 chr9_21591661_21591846 . . .
chr9 21688850 21688999 150 21688905 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5444 chr9_21688850_21688999 . . .
chr9 22084726 22085048 323 22084837 17.75 8.44714 4.68724 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5445 chr9_22084726_22085048 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 22136928 22137042 115 22136978 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5446 chr9_22136928_22137042 . CDKN2B‐AS1 .
chr9 22211859 22211973 115 22211934 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5447 chr9_22211859_22211973 . . .
chr9 22342565 22342857 293 22342621 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5448 chr9_22342565_22342857 . . .
chr9 22396030 22396152 123 22396068 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5449 chr9_22396030_22396152 . . .
chr9 32395974 32396135 162 32396026 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5450 chr9_32395974_32396135 ACO1 . .
chr9 32705358 32705506 149 32705405 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5451 chr9_32705358_32705506 . . .
chr9 33181293 33181413 121 33181360 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5452 chr9_33181293_33181413 . B4GALT1 .
chr9 33946891 33947052 162 33946898 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_5453 chr9_33946891_33947052 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 34325877 34325991 115 34325916 12.57 7.02924 4.74054 3.44716 FTE2_peak_5454 chr9_34325877_34325991 KIF24 . NUDT2
chr9 35510959 35511184 226 35511002 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5455 chr9_35510959_35511184 RUSC2 ATP8B5P .
chr9 35518065 35518475 411 35518251 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5456 chr9_35518065_35518475 RUSC2 . .
chr9 35924316 35924484 169 35924394 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5457 chr9_35924316_35924484 . HRCT1;LOC158376 .
chr9 36029854 36030141 288 36029978 32.54 22.45657 8.38494 17.47837 FTE2_peak_5458 chr9_36029854_36030141 . . RECK
chr9 36102391 36102568 178 36102470 21.45 15.25735 7.48222 10.74663 FTE2_peak_5459 chr9_36102391_36102568 RECK . .
chr9 37291376 37291490 115 37291482 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5460 chr9_37291376_37291490 ZCCHC7 . .
chr9 38046661 38046917 257 38046804 23.67 13.58947 6.16632 9.26357 FTE2_peak_5461 chr9_38046661_38046917 SHB . .
chr9 38047035 38047174 140 38047087 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5462 chr9_38047035_38047174 SHB . .
chr9 71994576 71994707 132 71994645 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5463 chr9_71994576_71994707 FAM189A2 . .
chr9 72561682 72561925 244 72561836 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5464 chr9_72561682_72561925 . . .
chr9 72732700 72732949 250 72732796 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5465 chr9_72732700_72732949 MAMDC2 . .
chr9 73204610 73204724 115 73204622 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5466 chr9_73204610_73204724 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73539326 73539540 215 73539409 23.67 22.81498 11.47222 17.82324 FTE2_peak_5467 chr9_73539326_73539540 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73602948 73603154 207 73603042 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5468 chr9_73602948_73603154 TRPM3 . .
chr9 74224132 74224256 125 74224178 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5469 chr9_74224132_74224256 . . .
chr9 74544215 74544388 174 74544301 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5470 chr9_74544215_74544388 C9orf85 FAM108B1 .
chr9 75195501 75195653 153 75195568 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5471 chr9_75195501_75195653 TMC1 . .
chr9 75201748 75201921 174 75201842 20.71 17.34216 9.12063 12.71034 FTE2_peak_5472 chr9_75201748_75201921 TMC1 . .
chr9 75764532 75764721 190 75764588 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5473 chr9_75764532_75764721 . . ANXA1
chr9 75766785 75766956 172 75766857 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5474 chr9_75766785_75766956 ANXA1 . .
chr9 76228315 76228539 225 76228437 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5475 chr9_76228315_76228539 . . .
chr9 76395783 76396102 320 76395890 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5476 chr9_76395783_76396102 . . .
chr9 77375235 77375595 361 77375484 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5477 chr9_77375235_77375595 TRPM6 . .
chr9 79066311 79066437 127 79066417 14.05 10.99088 6.57834 6.92851 FTE2_peak_5478 chr9_79066311_79066437 GCNT1;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 79153296 79153410 115 79153384 17.01 11.20838 6.00314 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5479 chr9_79153296_79153410 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 79269632 79269817 186 79269724 17.01 15.18619 8.37647 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5480 chr9_79269632_79269817 MIR548H3;PRUNE2 . .
chr9 79450549 79450717 169 79450608 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5481 chr9_79450549_79450717 MIR548H3;PRUNE2 . .
chr9 79481860 79481987 128 79481922 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5482 chr9_79481860_79481987 MIR548H3;PRUNE2 . .
chr9 79773765 79773933 169 79773854 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5483 chr9_79773765_79773933 MIR548H3 . LOC100286938;VPS13A
chr9 80129872 80130107 236 80130002 25.88 19.6141 8.9613 14.80015 FTE2_peak_5484 chr9_80129872_80130107 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80327777 80327984 208 80327944 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5485 chr9_80327777_80327984 MIR548H3 . GNAQ
chr9 80367570 80367793 224 80367631 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5486 chr9_80367570_80367793 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80422344 80422590 247 80422439 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5487 chr9_80422344_80422590 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80541355 80541492 138 80541403 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5488 chr9_80541355_80541492 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81227052 81227235 184 81227154 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5489 chr9_81227052_81227235 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81481750 81481869 120 81481773 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5490 chr9_81481750_81481869 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81804685 81804804 120 81804735 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5491 chr9_81804685_81804804 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81835962 81836221 260 81836194 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5492 chr9_81835962_81836221 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 82225979 82226495 517 82226091 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_5493 chr9_82225979_82226495 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
chr9 82301398 82301512 115 82301413 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5494 chr9_82301398_82301512 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
chr9 82309652 82309782 131 82309696 16.27 13.99008 8.0325 9.64637 FTE2_peak_5495 chr9_82309652_82309782 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
chr9 83171701 83171838 138 83171767 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5496 chr9_83171701_83171838 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 83263254 83263383 130 83263381 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5497 chr9_83263254_83263383 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 83263726 83263915 190 83263869 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5498 chr9_83263726_83263915 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 83643523 83643692 170 83643601 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5499 chr9_83643523_83643692 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84046656 84046770 115 84046739 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5500 chr9_84046656_84046770 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84108067 84108277 211 84108228 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5501 chr9_84108067_84108277 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84114165 84114402 238 84114182 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_5502 chr9_84114165_84114402 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84174761 84175080 320 84174833 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5503 chr9_84174761_84175080 MIR548H3 . TLE1
chr9 84353016 84353310 295 84353182 19.23 17.64721 9.40839 12.99754 FTE2_peak_5504 chr9_84353016_84353310 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84402858 84403093 236 84402945 11.09 7.83402 5.25901 4.14318 FTE2_peak_5505 chr9_84402858_84403093 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84403250 84403433 184 84403345 21.45 19.16702 9.8106 14.37613 FTE2_peak_5506 chr9_84403250_84403433 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84404755 84404900 146 84404830 17.75 14.29208 8.15349 9.89952 FTE2_peak_5507 chr9_84404755_84404900 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84947074 84947218 145 84947143 17.01 13.85523 7.56698 9.51757 FTE2_peak_5508 chr9_84947074_84947218 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85914553 85914722 170 85914601 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5509 chr9_85914553_85914722 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86046954 86047084 131 86047018 14.05 8.41215 5.01708 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5510 chr9_86046954_86047084 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86047251 86047367 117 86047307 19.23 13.19086 6.74268 8.88208 FTE2_peak_5511 chr9_86047251_86047367 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86087172 86087486 315 86087399 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5512 chr9_86087172_86087486 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86500464 86500798 335 86500571 31.06 34.07041 14.97647 28.60574 FTE2_peak_5513 chr9_86500464_86500798 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86768891 86769283 393 86769130 15.53 9.31879 5.51011 5.42449 FTE2_peak_5514 chr9_86768891_86769283 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86785533 86785784 252 86785661 25.14 24.47985 11.54276 19.39074 FTE2_peak_5515 chr9_86785533_86785784 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86937745 86937974 230 86937888 14.05 9.66758 5.76676 5.71251 FTE2_peak_5516 chr9_86937745_86937974 MIR548H3;SLC28A3 . .
chr9 88151033 88151265 233 88151152 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5517 chr9_88151033_88151265 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
chr9 88358204 88358483 280 88358301 21.45 12.67163 6.06256 8.43541 FTE2_peak_5518 chr9_88358204_88358483 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
chr9 88936491 88936922 432 88936651 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5519 chr9_88936491_88936922 MIR548H3;ZCCHC6 . .
chr9 89021353 89021644 292 89021395 17.01 14.55496 7.99175 10.14646 FTE2_peak_5520 chr9_89021353_89021644 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89219754 89219948 195 89219844 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5521 chr9_89219754_89219948 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89381991 89382105 115 89382097 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5522 chr9_89381991_89382105 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89580715 89580834 120 89580732 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5523 chr9_89580715_89580834 MIR548H3 GAS1 .
chr9 89598451 89598819 369 89598635 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5524 chr9_89598451_89598819 MIR548H3 . LOC440173
chr9 89678375 89678527 153 89678459 10.35 7.34654 5.25263 3.74831 FTE2_peak_5525 chr9_89678375_89678527 MIR548H3 LOC440173 LOC494127
chr9 89678888 89679048 161 89678977 25.14 19.6141 8.71478 14.80015 FTE2_peak_5526 chr9_89678888_89679048 MIR548H3 LOC440173 LOC494127
chr9 89885656 89885813 158 89885755 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5527 chr9_89885656_89885813 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 89996386 89996500 115 89996418 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5528 chr9_89996386_89996500 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90812785 90812951 167 90812872 19.97 7.99138 4.19351 4.28737 FTE2_peak_5529 chr9_90812785_90812951 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90885926 90886167 242 90886001 21.45 6.40804 3.20666 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5530 chr9_90885926_90886167 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90934915 90935080 166 90934982 10.35 7.26195 5.19732 3.66703 FTE2_peak_5531 chr9_90934915_90935080 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91077147 91077353 207 91077285 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5532 chr9_91077147_91077353 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91079977 91080174 198 91080066 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5533 chr9_91079977_91080174 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91092250 91092703 454 91092562 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5534 chr9_91092250_91092703 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91441875 91442034 160 91441975 13.31 9.09943 5.73616 5.22244 FTE2_peak_5535 chr9_91441875_91442034 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91636208 91636334 127 91636291 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5536 chr9_91636208_91636334 MIR548H3;SHC3 C9orf47;S1PR3 .
chr9 91730660 91731244 585 91731143 21.45 20.26607 10.48549 15.40784 FTE2_peak_5537 chr9_91730660_91731244 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91753631 91753945 315 91753895 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5538 chr9_91753631_91753945 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91769608 91769746 139 91769654 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5539 chr9_91769608_91769746 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91889879 91890084 206 91889975 26.62 25.91216 12.25801 20.74934 FTE2_peak_5540 chr9_91889879_91890084 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 92171609 92171937 329 92171776 32.54 24.11226 9.20158 19.059 FTE2_peak_5541 chr9_92171609_92171937 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93755103 93755349 247 93755245 27.36 28.36098 13.24917 23.10523 FTE2_peak_5542 chr9_93755103_93755349 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93822835 93823010 176 93822924 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5543 chr9_93822835_93823010 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
chr9 93862388 93862547 160 93862452 17.01 13.27663 7.2182 8.96299 FTE2_peak_5544 chr9_93862388_93862547 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
chr9 94157408 94157666 259 94157489 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5545 chr9_94157408_94157666 MIR548H3 . NFIL3
chr9 94539659 94539998 340 94539929 15.53 11.6453 6.94552 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5546 chr9_94539659_94539998 MIR548H3;ROR2 . .
chr9 94649822 94649968 147 94649900 11.83 6.84082 4.91672 3.2693 FTE2_peak_5547 chr9_94649822_94649968 MIR548H3;ROR2 . .
chr9 94827237 94827360 124 94827273 14.79 10.33604 6.47827 6.34543 FTE2_peak_5548 chr9_94827237_94827360 MIR548H3;SPTLC1 . .
chr9 95007358 95007577 220 95007439 20.71 17.85704 9.43993 13.13965 FTE2_peak_5549 chr9_95007358_95007577 IARS;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 95300958 95301072 115 95301027 11.83 8.41146 5.96867 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5550 chr9_95300958_95301072 CENPP;MIR548H3 ECM2;MIR4670 .
chr9 97624248 97624465 218 97624351 13.31 5.46828 3.57793 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5551 chr9_97624248_97624465 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97676697 97676860 164 97676786 17.01 8.44714 4.50235 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5552 chr9_97676697_97676860 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97684656 97684780 125 97684666 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_5553 chr9_97684656_97684780 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97788264 97788379 116 97788303 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5554 chr9_97788264_97788379 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 98556512 98556881 370 98556724 25.88 25.59551 12.55825 20.4399 FTE2_peak_5555 chr9_98556512_98556881 . . LINC00476
chr9 98596797 98596923 127 98596849 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5556 chr9_98596797_98596923 LINC00476 . .
chr9 99102138 99102281 144 99102234 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5557 chr9_99102138_99102281 SLC35D2 . .
chr9 99318540 99318742 203 99318541 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5558 chr9_99318540_99318742 CDC14B . .
chr9 99374616 99374739 124 99374677 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5559 chr9_99374616_99374739 CDC14B . AAED1
chr9 100602860 100602974 115 100602905 17.01 13.27663 7.2182 8.96299 FTE2_peak_5560 chr9_100602860_100602974 . . FOXE1
chr9 100639198 100639330 133 100639238 19.97 15.51061 8.40383 10.98944 FTE2_peak_5561 chr9_100639198_100639330 . FOXE1 C9orf156
chr9 100985611 100985790 180 100985706 24.4 18.49382 8.46545 13.7555 FTE2_peak_5562 chr9_100985611_100985790 TBC1D2 . .
chr9 101086724 101086882 159 101086813 19.23 17.71365 9.4491 13.001 FTE2_peak_5563 chr9_101086724_101086882 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101093142 101093319 178 101093239 8.87 5.48854 4.61266 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5564 chr9_101093142_101093319 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101137431 101137696 266 101137620 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5565 chr9_101137431_101137696 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101265079 101265263 185 101265211 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5566 chr9_101265079_101265263 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101671091 101671218 128 101671150 16.27 8.73159 4.89231 4.86939 FTE2_peak_5567 chr9_101671091_101671218 . . .
chr9 102515098 102515331 234 102515297 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5568 chr9_102515098_102515331 . . .
chr9 102873470 102873854 385 102873752 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5569 chr9_102873470_102873854 INVS ERP44 .
chr9 106837341 106837470 130 106837415 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5570 chr9_106837341_106837470 . . SMC2
chr9 107669080 107669351 272 107669277 14.79 11.49465 7.22856 7.39561 FTE2_peak_5571 chr9_107669080_107669351 ABCA1 . .
chr9 107894915 107895185 271 107895029 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_5572 chr9_107894915_107895185 . . .
chr9 109480130 109480274 145 109480188 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5573 chr9_109480130_109480274 . . .
chr9 109561419 109561828 410 109561715 27.36 17.38039 7.09074 12.74683 FTE2_peak_5574 chr9_109561419_109561828 . . .
chr9 109609236 109609365 130 109609304 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5575 chr9_109609236_109609365 . . ZNF462
chr9 110005990 110006116 127 110006114 9.61 5.70279 4.45967 2.29054 FTE2_peak_5576 chr9_110005990_110006116 . . .
chr9 110037203 110037527 325 110037358 15.53 5.31046 3.30607 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5577 chr9_110037203_110037527 . . RAD23B
chr9 110103596 110103733 138 110103640 10.35 6.97961 5.01261 3.39872 FTE2_peak_5578 chr9_110103596_110103733 . RAD23B .
chr9 110469850 110470082 233 110469989 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5579 chr9_110469850_110470082 . . .
chr9 110501188 110501308 121 110501247 12.57 8.24258 5.51602 4.52694 FTE2_peak_5580 chr9_110501188_110501308 . . .
chr9 110811402 110811531 130 110811474 13.31 7.53305 4.77057 3.8596 FTE2_peak_5581 chr9_110811402_110811531 . . .
chr9 110811703 110811855 153 110811785 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5582 chr9_110811703_110811855 . . .
chr9 110819141 110819259 119 110819198 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5583 chr9_110819141_110819259 . . .
chr9 111149026 111149140 115 111149109 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5584 chr9_111149026_111149140 . . .
chr9 111149570 111149691 122 111149653 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5585 chr9_111149570_111149691 . . .
chr9 111207039 111207203 165 111207111 26.62 26.87939 12.8481 21.68682 FTE2_peak_5586 chr9_111207039_111207203 . . .
chr9 111236107 111236224 118 111236156 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5587 chr9_111236107_111236224 . . .
chr9 111241267 111241587 321 111241548 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5588 chr9_111241267_111241587 . . .
chr9 111434180 111434365 186 111434229 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5589 chr9_111434180_111434365 . . .
chr9 111798282 111798625 344 111798450 28.1 18.36732 7.27563 13.63306 FTE2_peak_5590 chr9_111798282_111798625 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
chr9 111827685 111827829 145 111827731 10.35 7.34654 5.25263 3.74831 FTE2_peak_5591 chr9_111827685_111827829 TMEM245 MIR32 .
chr9 111994782 111995056 275 111994991 12.57 6.6833 4.52406 3.12007 FTE2_peak_5592 chr9_111994782_111995056 EPB41L4B . .
chr9 112016511 112016633 123 112016535 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5593 chr9_112016511_112016633 EPB41L4B . .
chr9 112060462 112060634 173 112060555 18.49 13.29627 7.15174 8.98132 FTE2_peak_5594 chr9_112060462_112060634 EPB41L4B . .
chr9 112089656 112089770 115 112089714 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5595 chr9_112089656_112089770 . EPB41L4B .
chr9 112578841 112579047 207 112578900 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5596 chr9_112578841_112579047 PALM2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112748790 112749250 461 112749154 26.62 20.74566 9.20781 15.86734 FTE2_peak_5597 chr9_112748790_112749250 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112813457 112813574 118 112813471 13.31 7.18032 4.55932 3.58896 FTE2_peak_5598 chr9_112813457_112813574 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112878356 112878485 130 112878416 20.71 16.03132 8.3169 11.49443 FTE2_peak_5599 chr9_112878356_112878485 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112878882 112879004 123 112878952 19.97 14.36243 7.69452 9.96586 FTE2_peak_5600 chr9_112878882_112879004 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112903641 112903760 120 112903672 14.05 10.19551 6.08869 6.21805 FTE2_peak_5601 chr9_112903641_112903760 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112903899 112904029 131 112903903 11.83 5.86499 4.27754 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5602 chr9_112903899_112904029 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 113205860 113206419 560 113206026 31.8 34.07041 15.32193 28.60574 FTE2_peak_5603 chr9_113205860_113206419 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113207362 113207525 164 113207442 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5604 chr9_113207362_113207525 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113282483 113282623 141 113282555 14.79 10.93763 6.86705 6.87724 FTE2_peak_5605 chr9_113282483_113282623 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113318407 113318569 163 113318487 22.19 21.57155 10.83095 16.61939 FTE2_peak_5606 chr9_113318407_113318569 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113413397 113413538 142 113413439 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5607 chr9_113413397_113413538 . . MUSK
chr9 113559960 113560250 291 113560046 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5608 chr9_113559960_113560250 MUSK . .
chr9 113597828 113597975 148 113597899 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5609 chr9_113597828_113597975 . . .
chr9 113674006 113674185 180 113674103 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5610 chr9_113674006_113674185 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113704873 113705210 338 113705049 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5611 chr9_113704873_113705210 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113712706 113712852 147 113712795 18.49 12.18861 6.49616 7.97106 FTE2_peak_5612 chr9_113712706_113712852 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113732340 113732489 150 113732420 11.09 7.96052 5.33911 4.25871 FTE2_peak_5613 chr9_113732340_113732489 LPAR1 . .
chr9 114490972 114491278 307 114491101 32.54 27.847 11.17991 22.61575 FTE2_peak_5614 chr9_114490972_114491278 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114505692 114505806 115 114505733 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5615 chr9_114505692_114505806 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114687340 114687559 220 114687466 14.05 11.37869 6.81823 7.28282 FTE2_peak_5616 chr9_114687340_114687559 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114697922 114698078 157 114697991 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5617 chr9_114697922_114698078 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114723428 114723550 123 114723500 19.23 12.49858 6.35103 8.26744 FTE2_peak_5618 chr9_114723428_114723550 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114771943 114772208 266 114772135 12.57 9.41608 6.27905 5.51837 FTE2_peak_5619 chr9_114771943_114772208 MIR3134 . .
chr9 114774464 114774801 338 114774721 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5620 chr9_114774464_114774801 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114792383 114792629 247 114792472 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5621 chr9_114792383_114792629 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114799369 114800023 655 114799754 25.88 15.45244 6.72097 10.93558 FTE2_peak_5622 chr9_114799369_114800023 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114804007 114804520 514 114804162 29.58 28.80687 12.8494 23.54191 FTE2_peak_5623 chr9_114804007_114804520 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114808518 114808800 283 114808604 18.49 16.46857 9.10364 11.86927 FTE2_peak_5624 chr9_114808518_114808800 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114836831 114837102 272 114837020 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5625 chr9_114836831_114837102 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 116383855 116383969 115 116383931 21.45 6.40804 3.20666 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5626 chr9_116383855_116383969 . RGS3 .
chr9 117126564 117126742 179 117126657 22.19 16.31975 7.72873 11.76087 FTE2_peak_5627 chr9_117126564_117126742 AKNA . .
chr9 117449450 117449605 156 117449519 15.53 6.9063 4.13258 3.33144 FTE2_peak_5628 chr9_117449450_117449605 . LOC100505478 .
chr9 117453267 117453598 332 117453450 25.14 25.59551 12.21279 20.4399 FTE2_peak_5629 chr9_117453267_117453598 . LOC100505478 .
chr9 117614547 117614669 123 117614615 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5630 chr9_117614547_117614669 . . .
chr9 117618509 117618729 221 117618617 17.01 14.6903 8.07416 10.27871 FTE2_peak_5631 chr9_117618509_117618729 . . .
chr9 117657217 117657411 195 117657305 19.97 13.19086 6.98919 8.88208 FTE2_peak_5632 chr9_117657217_117657411 TNFSF8 . .
chr9 118403271 118403480 210 118403402 19.97 11.02825 5.75242 6.96452 FTE2_peak_5633 chr9_118403271_118403480 . . .
chr9 118412217 118412691 475 118412539 17.01 6.60524 3.60188 3.05596 FTE2_peak_5634 chr9_118412217_118412691 . . .
chr9 118413134 118413248 115 118413187 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5635 chr9_118413134_118413248 . . .
chr9 118430869 118430997 129 118430958 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5636 chr9_118430869_118430997 . . .
chr9 118434803 118435282 480 118435031 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5637 chr9_118434803_118435282 . . .
chr9 118435391 118435580 190 118435457 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5638 chr9_118435391_118435580 . . .
chr9 118456324 118456473 150 118456377 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5639 chr9_118456324_118456473 . . .
chr9 118479531 118479679 149 118479586 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5640 chr9_118479531_118479679 . . .
chr9 118480068 118480232 165 118480178 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5641 chr9_118480068_118480232 . . .
chr9 118706781 118707160 380 118707071 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5642 chr9_118706781_118707160 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118715011 118715235 225 118715165 19.23 16.86679 8.9307 12.25165 FTE2_peak_5643 chr9_118715011_118715235 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118755309 118755497 189 118755367 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5644 chr9_118755309_118755497 . . .
chr9 118758819 118759044 226 118758942 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5645 chr9_118758819_118759044 . . .
chr9 119051064 119051250 187 119051157 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5646 chr9_119051064_119051250 PAPPA . .
chr9 119306504 119306618 115 119306577 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5647 chr9_119306504_119306618 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
chr9 120497242 120497434 193 120497316 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5648 chr9_120497242_120497434 . TLR4 .
chr9 121405579 121405765 187 121405730 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5649 chr9_121405579_121405765 . . .
chr9 121766513 121766650 138 121766602 8.13 5.48854 4.2672 2.08579 FTE2_peak_5650 chr9_121766513_121766650 . . .
chr9 123156152 123156367 216 123156199 9.61 6.2524 4.83334 2.78775 FTE2_peak_5651 chr9_123156152_123156367 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 123156720 123156908 189 123156753 18.49 15.7371 8.6481 11.2085 FTE2_peak_5652 chr9_123156720_123156908 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 124084653 124084783 131 124084671 14.79 7.09457 4.47331 3.50932 FTE2_peak_5653 chr9_124084653_124084783 GSN . STOM
chr9 124160711 124160853 143 124160745 19.97 17.71365 9.79456 13.001 FTE2_peak_5654 chr9_124160711_124160853 . STOM .
chr9 125206813 125207024 212 125206924 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5655 chr9_125206813_125207024 . . .
chr9 125540335 125540449 115 125540369 12.57 9.46765 6.31264 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5656 chr9_125540335_125540449 . OR1L6 OR1K1;OR5C1
chr9 125825397 125825593 197 125825488 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5657 chr9_125825397_125825593 RABGAP1 GPR21 .
chr9 126526320 126526438 119 126526370 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5658 chr9_126526320_126526438 DENND1A . .
chr9 127071988 127072136 149 127072060 23.67 12.31929 5.54276 8.09245 FTE2_peak_5659 chr9_127071988_127072136 NEK6 . .
chr9 127420706 127420983 278 127420784 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5660 chr9_127420706_127420983 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127421152 127421276 125 127421206 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5661 chr9_127421152_127421276 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127421391 127421565 175 127421486 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5662 chr9_127421391_127421565 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127421689 127422282 594 127421765 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5663 chr9_127421689_127422282 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127998302 127998416 115 127998349 15.53 11.0873 6.59499 7.02214 FTE2_peak_5664 chr9_127998302_127998416 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 128411687 128411892 206 128411802 15.53 11.5398 6.87904 7.44005 FTE2_peak_5665 chr9_128411687_128411892 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 130099203 130099347 145 130099261 18.49 16.40563 9.06441 11.84198 FTE2_peak_5666 chr9_130099203_130099347 GARNL3 . .
chr9 130150660 130150907 248 130150814 20.71 18.08818 9.58371 13.36535 FTE2_peak_5667 chr9_130150660_130150907 GARNL3 . SLC2A8
chr9 130346124 130346238 115 130346223 14.79 9.14959 5.72234 5.27074 FTE2_peak_5668 chr9_130346124_130346238 . FAM129B STXBP1
chr9 134875632 134875746 115 134875669 14.05 10.10382 6.03257 6.12882 FTE2_peak_5669 chr9_134875632_134875746 MED27 . .
chr9 135522810 135523115 306 135523004 30.32 32.62196 14.63101 27.21811 FTE2_peak_5670 chr9_135522810_135523115 DDX31 . GTF3C4
chr9 135951417 135951535 119 135951483 18.49 14.99578 8.18844 10.57323 FTE2_peak_5671 chr9_135951417_135951535 . CEL;GTF3C5 CELP;RALGDS
chr9 137456596 137456829 234 137456643 13.31 9.53979 6.01332 5.58999 FTE2_peak_5672 chr9_137456596_137456829 . . .
chr9 137494300 137494440 141 137494393 28.84 18.36732 7.46051 13.63306 FTE2_peak_5673 chr9_137494300_137494440 . . .
chrGL000192.1 544801 545065 265 544908 20.71 18.97981 10.14003 14.19481 FTE2_peak_5674 chrGL000192.1_544801_545065 . . .
chrGL000195.1 30595 33080 2486 31995 100.58 79.60501 13.24347 72.41209 FTE2_peak_5675 chrGL000195.1_30595_33080 . . .
chrGL000205.1 85047 87060 2014 85305 79.13 59.28244 11.48005 52.9627 FTE2_peak_5676 chrGL000205.1_85047_87060 . . .
chrGL000205.1 87154 87903 750 87360 66.56 45.59601 9.84101 39.74639 FTE2_peak_5677 chrGL000205.1_87154_87903 . . .
chrGL000220.1 7389 7869 481 7715 86.53 30.83335 4.60664 25.49447 FTE2_peak_5678 chrGL000220.1_7389_7869 . . .
chrX 2270011 2270263 253 2270149 24.4 14.51252 6.3512 10.10557 FTE2_peak_5679 chrX_2270011_2270263 . . .
chrX 2767158 2767297 140 2767247 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5680 chrX_2767158_2767297 GYG2 . .
chrX 3102296 3102436 141 3102363 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5681 chrX_3102296_3102436 . . .
chrX 3434104 3434218 115 3434171 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5682 chrX_3434104_3434218 . . .
chrX 7249637 7249770 134 7249703 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5683 chrX_7249637_7249770 STS . .
chrX 7252644 7252902 259 7252717 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5684 chrX_7252644_7252902 STS . .
chrX 8817064 8817182 119 8817102 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5685 chrX_8817064_8817182 . . .
chrX 9971924 9972188 265 9972115 18.49 9.25272 4.87212 5.36966 FTE2_peak_5686 chrX_9971924_9972188 . . WWC3
chrX 12241938 12242091 154 12242033 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5687 chrX_12241938_12242091 FRMPD4 . .
chrX 12388733 12388865 133 12388832 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5688 chrX_12388733_12388865 FRMPD4 . .
chrX 12464950 12465064 115 12465017 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5689 chrX_12464950_12465064 FRMPD4 . .
chrX 12995497 12995802 306 12995645 17.01 12.11149 6.52633 7.90202 FTE2_peak_5690 chrX_12995497_12995802 . TMSB4X .
chrX 12995981 12996174 194 12996093 23.67 17.40049 8.22176 12.76117 FTE2_peak_5691 chrX_12995981_12996174 . TMSB4X .
chrX 13416605 13416821 217 13416730 14.79 6.17368 3.9477 2.71417 FTE2_peak_5692 chrX_13416605_13416821 . . .
chrX 13687437 13687564 128 13687505 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5693 chrX_13687437_13687564 . TCEANC RAB9A
chrX 15361217 15361336 120 15361260 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5694 chrX_15361217_15361336 . ASB11;PIGA FIGF;PIR‐FIGF
chrX 19728307 19728504 198 19728416 17.75 11.20838 6.24965 7.11989 FTE2_peak_5695 chrX_19728307_19728504 SH3KBP1 . .
chrX 45338515 45338715 201 45338625 24.4 18.49883 8.46827 13.7555 FTE2_peak_5696 chrX_45338515_45338715 . . .
chrX 45374847 45375006 160 45374933 17.75 13.85523 7.87771 9.51757 FTE2_peak_5697 chrX_45374847_45375006 . . .
chrX 45377065 45377379 315 45377284 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5698 chrX_45377065_45377379 . . .
chrX 45556995 45557163 169 45557037 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5699 chrX_45556995_45557163 . . .
chrX 45570695 45570881 187 45570714 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5700 chrX_45570695_45570881 . . .
chrX 45603918 45604108 191 45604017 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5701 chrX_45603918_45604108 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45617319 45617469 151 45617358 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5702 chrX_45617319_45617469 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45617649 45617979 331 45617876 17.01 15.24563 8.41272 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5703 chrX_45617649_45617979 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45618504 45618773 270 45618556 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5704 chrX_45618504_45618773 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45628688 45628868 181 45628782 12.57 9.5096 6.33996 5.56248 FTE2_peak_5705 chrX_45628688_45628868 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45629929 45630057 129 45629987 14.79 8.41215 5.2636 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5706 chrX_45629929_45630057 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45663169 45663363 195 45663216 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5707 chrX_45663169_45663363 . . .
chrX 46630307 46630460 154 46630393 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5708 chrX_46630307_46630460 . SLC9A7 .
chrX 47521892 47522012 121 47521981 17.01 12.5928 6.81014 8.35945 FTE2_peak_5709 chrX_47521892_47522012 . ELK1;LOC100133957;UXT .
chrX 48345715 48345871 157 48345760 12.57 7.40862 4.98061 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5710 chrX_48345715_48345871 . FTSJ1;SLC38A5 PORCN
chrX 53214045 53214283 239 53214075 12.57 8.53045 5.70259 4.6747 FTE2_peak_5711 chrX_53214045_53214283 . . KDM5C
chrX 53294987 53295202 216 53295098 16.27 14.04601 8.06726 9.66458 FTE2_peak_5712 chrX_53294987_53295202 IQSEC2 . .
chrX 94313960 94314093 134 94314002 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5713 chrX_94313960_94314093 MIR1256 . .
chrX 94318703 94318841 139 94318759 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5714 chrX_94318703_94318841 MIR1256 . .
chrX 99904505 99904619 115 99904566 9.61 6.43625 4.95812 2.89558 FTE2_peak_5715 chrX_99904505_99904619 MIR1256;SRPX2 TSPAN6 SYTL4
chrX 103580544 103580702 159 103580700 11.09 5.86499 4.03103 2.42626 FTE2_peak_5716 chrX_103580544_103580702 . . .
chrX 104727219 104727364 146 104727276 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5717 chrX_104727219_104727364 IL1RAPL2 . .
chrX 104950158 104950272 115 104950218 11.83 8.44993 5.9945 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5718 chrX_104950158_104950272 IL1RAPL2 . .
chrX 107552411 107552640 230 107552540 14.05 11.72217 7.03088 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5719 chrX_107552411_107552640 COL4A6 . .
chrX 109330319 109330526 208 109330414 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5720 chrX_109330319_109330526 TMEM164 MIR3978 .
chrX 111880472 111880696 225 111880560 15.53 12.87104 7.7218 8.58244 FTE2_peak_5721 chrX_111880472_111880696 LHFPL1 . .
chrX 115403896 115404010 115 115403985 10.35 7.42451 5.30358 3.76232 FTE2_peak_5722 chrX_115403896_115404010 . . .
chrX 119683903 119684129 227 119683982 17.75 15.24563 8.75818 10.74265 FTE2_peak_5723 chrX_119683903_119684129 CUL4B . .
chrX 119868463 119868599 137 119868493 16.27 10.25134 5.75662 6.26333 FTE2_peak_5724 chrX_119868463_119868599 . . .
chrX 135213243 135213477 235 135213399 14.79 11.72217 7.37634 7.52556 FTE2_peak_5725 chrX_135213243_135213477 . . FHL1
chrX 140006308 140006433 126 140006396 13.31 10.60107 6.68542 6.55065 FTE2_peak_5726 chrX_140006308_140006433 . . MIR320D2
chrX 140499811 140500481 671 140500180 27.36 25.95434 11.80315 20.79119 FTE2_peak_5727 chrX_140499811_140500481 . . .
chrX 140557026 140557373 348 140557231 31.06 28.5688 11.76538 23.30856 FTE2_peak_5728 chrX_140557026_140557373 . . .
chrX 149207344 149207529 186 149207440 11.09 8.44993 5.64904 4.59841 FTE2_peak_5729 chrX_149207344_149207529 . LOC100272228 .






































shared_peak overlap(%) overlap(nt) FTE1_peak FTE1_peak_pos FTE1_peak_length FTE2_peak FTE2_peak_pos FTE2_peak_length shared_peak_coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
FTE_peak_1 94.1667 113 FTE1_peak_1 chr1_1617698_1617853 156 FTE2_peak_1 chr1_1617691_1617810 156 chr1_1617691_1617853 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
FTE_peak_2 97.9592 144 FTE1_peak_2 chr1_7361189_7361335 147 FTE2_peak_3 chr1_7361096_7361332 147 chr1_7361096_7361335 CAMTA1 . .
FTE_peak_3 42.1348 75 FTE1_peak_6 chr1_8068290_8068498 209 FTE2_peak_5 chr1_8068187_8068364 209 chr1_8068187_8068498 . PARK7 ERRFI1
FTE_peak_4 96.8 121 FTE1_peak_11 chr1_8181013_8181137 125 FTE2_peak_13 chr1_8180851_8181133 125 chr1_8180851_8181137 . . .
FTE_peak_5 99.2556 400 FTE1_peak_14 chr1_8197768_8198203 436 FTE2_peak_15 chr1_8197804_8198206 436 chr1_8197768_8198206 . . .
FTE_peak_6 97.2495 495 FTE1_peak_17 chr1_8686243_8686863 621 FTE2_peak_18 chr1_8686369_8686877 621 chr1_8686243_8686877 RERE . .
FTE_peak_7 96 192 FTE1_peak_19 chr1_8918229_8918507 279 FTE2_peak_19 chr1_8918316_8918515 279 chr1_8918229_8918515 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
FTE_peak_8 100 142 FTE1_peak_22 chr1_10588461_10588720 260 FTE2_peak_20 chr1_10588516_10588657 260 chr1_10588461_10588720 PEX14 . .
FTE_peak_9 100 728 FTE1_peak_23 chr1_11968162_11969027 866 FTE2_peak_22 chr1_11968176_11968903 866 chr1_11968162_11969027 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
FTE_peak_10 91.8728 260 FTE1_peak_24 chr1_11969726_11970020 295 FTE2_peak_23 chr1_11969703_11969985 295 chr1_11969703_11970020 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
FTE_peak_11 85.6089 232 FTE1_peak_26 chr1_16702128_16702398 271 FTE2_peak_25 chr1_16702167_16702473 271 chr1_16702128_16702473 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
FTE_peak_12 99.5825 954 FTE1_peak_27 chr1_16839824_16840824 1001 FTE2_peak_26 chr1_16839871_16840828 1001 chr1_16839824_16840828 . CROCCP3 .
FTE_peak_13 100 256 FTE1_peak_28 chr1_17222592_17222847 256 FTE2_peak_28 chr1_17222588_17222860 256 chr1_17222588_17222860 . . CROCC
FTE_peak_14 100 705 FTE1_peak_29 chr1_17222956_17223660 705 FTE2_peak_29 chr1_17222953_17223665 705 chr1_17222953_17223665 . . CROCC
FTE_peak_15 100 186 FTE1_peak_30 chr1_17231872_17232144 273 FTE2_peak_30 chr1_17231920_17232105 273 chr1_17231872_17232144 . . CROCC
FTE_peak_16 100 269 FTE1_peak_31 chr1_17454933_17455205 273 FTE2_peak_31 chr1_17454935_17455203 273 chr1_17454933_17455205 . PADI2 .
FTE_peak_17 100 157 FTE1_peak_32 chr1_17495057_17495277 221 FTE2_peak_32 chr1_17495091_17495247 221 chr1_17495057_17495277 . . .
FTE_peak_18 92 115 FTE1_peak_34 chr1_18095445_18095569 125 FTE2_peak_33 chr1_18095455_18095615 125 chr1_18095445_18095615 ACTL8 . .
FTE_peak_19 100 268 FTE1_peak_36 chr1_18201172_18201439 268 FTE2_peak_34 chr1_18201097_18201500 268 chr1_18201097_18201500 . . .
FTE_peak_20 100 208 FTE1_peak_37 chr1_19336373_19336631 259 FTE2_peak_35 chr1_19336410_19336617 259 chr1_19336373_19336631 . . .
FTE_peak_21 100 292 FTE1_peak_39 chr1_20927987_20928278 292 FTE2_peak_39 chr1_20927971_20928322 292 chr1_20927971_20928322 CDA . .
FTE_peak_22 69.4268 109 FTE1_peak_40 chr1_20930782_20931012 231 FTE2_peak_40 chr1_20930904_20931060 231 chr1_20930782_20931060 CDA . PINK1
FTE_peak_23 100 194 FTE1_peak_41 chr1_21223454_21223647 194 FTE2_peak_41 chr1_21223413_21223655 194 chr1_21223413_21223655 EIF4G3 . .
FTE_peak_24 100 221 FTE1_peak_43 chr1_21650992_21651590 599 FTE2_peak_42 chr1_21651154_21651374 599 chr1_21650992_21651590 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_peak_25 66.4234 91 FTE1_peak_43 chr1_21650992_21651590 599 FTE2_peak_43 chr1_21651500_21651636 599 chr1_21650992_21651636 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_peak_26 77.439 254 FTE1_peak_44 chr1_21777698_21778025 328 FTE2_peak_44 chr1_21777772_21778131 328 chr1_21777698_21778131 NBPF3 . .
FTE_peak_27 97.2603 142 FTE1_peak_46 chr1_23426890_23427062 173 FTE2_peak_45 chr1_23426886_23427031 173 chr1_23426886_23427062 LUZP1 KDM1A .
FTE_peak_28 100 1544 FTE1_peak_48 chr1_23882700_23884421 1722 FTE2_peak_48 chr1_23882818_23884361 1722 chr1_23882700_23884421 . E2F2 ID3
FTE_peak_29 100 275 FTE1_peak_50 chr1_24592931_24593241 311 FTE2_peak_50 chr1_24592955_24593229 311 chr1_24592931_24593241 . . .
FTE_peak_30 100 130 FTE1_peak_51 chr1_25120137_25120523 387 FTE2_peak_52 chr1_25120191_25120320 387 chr1_25120137_25120523 CLIC4 . .
FTE_peak_31 75 189 FTE1_peak_55 chr1_27032097_27032469 373 FTE2_peak_54 chr1_27032281_27032532 373 chr1_27032097_27032532 ARID1A . .
FTE_peak_32 17.7885 37 FTE1_peak_62 chr1_28834583_28834790 208 FTE2_peak_55 chr1_28834754_28835482 208 chr1_28834583_28835482 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_peak_33 100 501 FTE1_peak_63 chr1_28834969_28835469 501 FTE2_peak_55 chr1_28834754_28835482 501 chr1_28834754_28835482 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_peak_34 100 575 FTE1_peak_65 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 FTE2_peak_56 chr1_28836438_28837012 1610 chr1_28836059_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_peak_35 100 479 FTE1_peak_65 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 FTE2_peak_57 chr1_28837116_28837594 1610 chr1_28836059_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_peak_36 100 745 FTE1_peak_68 chr1_28975067_28975836 770 FTE2_peak_58 chr1_28975092_28975836 770 chr1_28975067_28975836 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
FTE_peak_37 65.625 105 FTE1_peak_70 chr1_31870292_31870451 160 FTE2_peak_59 chr1_31870347_31870541 160 chr1_31870292_31870541 . FABP3 SERINC2
FTE_peak_38 83.7079 149 FTE1_peak_71 chr1_31873425_31873602 178 FTE2_peak_61 chr1_31873335_31873573 178 chr1_31873335_31873602 . FABP3 SERINC2
FTE_peak_39 100 119 FTE1_peak_72 chr1_31956333_31956513 181 FTE2_peak_62 chr1_31956382_31956500 181 chr1_31956333_31956513 . . OC149086;LOC284551
FTE_peak_40 52.8037 113 FTE1_peak_76 chr1_33899386_33899655 270 FTE2_peak_64 chr1_33899543_33899756 270 chr1_33899386_33899756 . . .
FTE_peak_41 92.8571 182 FTE1_peak_78 chr1_35513178_35513373 196 FTE2_peak_65 chr1_35513192_35513454 196 chr1_35513178_35513454 . ZMYM6 .
FTE_peak_42 100 176 FTE1_peak_80 chr1_36818164_36818399 236 FTE2_peak_66 chr1_36818198_36818373 236 chr1_36818164_36818399 STK40 FAM176B .
FTE_peak_43 78.4 98 FTE1_peak_82 chr1_36852214_36852338 125 FTE2_peak_67 chr1_36852165_36852311 125 chr1_36852165_36852338 . STK40 LSM10
FTE_peak_44 100 126 FTE1_peak_83 chr1_38000174_38000299 126 FTE2_peak_68 chr1_38000153_38000331 126 chr1_38000153_38000331 SNIP1 MEAF6 DNALI1
FTE_peak_45 94.4 118 FTE1_peak_87 chr1_40525265_40525389 125 FTE2_peak_73 chr1_40525272_40525457 125 chr1_40525265_40525457 CAP1 . PPT1
FTE_peak_46 86.1272 149 FTE1_peak_88 chr1_42095349_42095528 180 FTE2_peak_75 chr1_42095325_42095497 180 chr1_42095325_42095528 HIVEP3 . .
FTE_peak_47 94.186 162 FTE1_peak_90 chr1_42367856_42368027 172 FTE2_peak_76 chr1_42367813_42368017 172 chr1_42367813_42368027 HIVEP3 . .
FTE_peak_48 98.6425 218 FTE1_peak_91 chr1_42687999_42688219 221 FTE2_peak_79 chr1_42687984_42688216 221 chr1_42687984_42688219 FOXJ3 . .
FTE_peak_49 100 115 FTE1_peak_92 chr1_43406588_43406882 295 FTE2_peak_81 chr1_43406763_43406877 295 chr1_43406588_43406882 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
FTE_peak_50 79.0323 98 FTE1_peak_93 chr1_43406990_43407194 205 FTE2_peak_82 chr1_43407097_43407220 205 chr1_43406990_43407220 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
FTE_peak_51 51.938 67 FTE1_peak_94 chr1_43407571_43407699 129 FTE2_peak_83 chr1_43407633_43407779 129 chr1_43407571_43407779 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
FTE_peak_52 52.1036 161 FTE1_peak_95 chr1_43672597_43672905 309 FTE2_peak_84 chr1_43672393_43672757 309 chr1_43672393_43672905 WDR65 . .
FTE_peak_53 94.5813 192 FTE1_peak_98 chr1_44300744_44301029 286 FTE2_peak_86 chr1_44300838_44301040 286 chr1_44300744_44301040 ST3GAL3 . .
FTE_peak_54 100 668 FTE1_peak_100 chr1_45186876_45187646 771 FTE2_peak_90 chr1_45186907_45187574 771 chr1_45186876_45187646 C1orf228 . KIF2C
FTE_peak_55 100 1001 FTE1_peak_101 chr1_45195880_45196880 1001 FTE2_peak_91 chr1_45195877_45196956 1001 chr1_45195877_45196956 . C1orf228 KIF2C
FTE_peak_56 100 146 FTE1_peak_102 chr1_45284990_45285715 726 FTE2_peak_92 chr1_45285068_45285213 726 chr1_45284990_45285715 PTCH2 BD19;PLK3;TCTEX1 .
FTE_peak_57 100 378 FTE1_peak_102 chr1_45284990_45285715 726 FTE2_peak_93 chr1_45285301_45285678 726 chr1_45284990_45285715 PTCH2 BD19;PLK3;TCTEX1 .
FTE_peak_58 96.8421 184 FTE1_peak_103 chr1_45712530_45712740 211 FTE2_peak_94 chr1_45712557_45712746 211 chr1_45712530_45712746 . . .
FTE_peak_59 89.3939 118 FTE1_peak_104 chr1_46188604_46188785 182 FTE2_peak_96 chr1_46188668_46188799 182 chr1_46188604_46188799 IPP TMEM69 .
FTE_peak_60 100 145 FTE1_peak_105 chr1_48667729_48667873 145 FTE2_peak_98 chr1_48667728_48667892 145 chr1_48667728_48667892 . SKINTL SLC5A9
FTE_peak_61 100 217 FTE1_peak_107 chr1_52363388_52363690 303 FTE2_peak_100 chr1_52363388_52363604 303 chr1_52363388_52363690 . NRD1 RAB3B
FTE_peak_62 73.6842 126 FTE1_peak_108 chr1_52363911_52364081 171 FTE2_peak_101 chr1_52363956_52364173 171 chr1_52363911_52364173 . NRD1 RAB3B
FTE_peak_63 38.3562 56 FTE1_peak_111 chr1_53712219_53712542 324 FTE2_peak_102 chr1_53712487_53712632 324 chr1_53712219_53712632 LRP8 23;LOC100507564;M .
FTE_peak_64 100 207 FTE1_peak_112 chr1_54198726_54198960 235 FTE2_peak_103 chr1_54198733_54198939 235 chr1_54198726_54198960 GLIS1 . .
FTE_peak_65 100 130 FTE1_peak_114 chr1_55776920_55777049 130 FTE2_peak_104 chr1_55776895_55777054 130 chr1_55776895_55777054 . . .
FTE_peak_66 100 158 FTE1_peak_117 chr1_56184553_56184891 339 FTE2_peak_106 chr1_56184710_56184867 339 chr1_56184553_56184891 . . .
FTE_peak_67 100 155 FTE1_peak_118 chr1_57298077_57298236 160 FTE2_peak_107 chr1_57298077_57298231 160 chr1_57298077_57298236 . C1orf168 C8A
FTE_peak_68 95.5128 149 FTE1_peak_120 chr1_59221291_59221446 156 FTE2_peak_111 chr1_59221265_59221439 156 chr1_59221265_59221446 . . JUN;LOC100131060
FTE_peak_69 100 135 FTE1_peak_121 chr1_59228963_59229163 201 FTE2_peak_112 chr1_59228965_59229099 201 chr1_59228963_59229163 . . JUN;LOC100131060
FTE_peak_70 94.5274 190 FTE1_peak_123 chr1_59347312_59347512 201 FTE2_peak_114 chr1_59347323_59347575 201 chr1_59347312_59347575 LOC100131060 . .
FTE_peak_71 98.6486 146 FTE1_peak_127 chr1_59833554_59833701 148 FTE2_peak_116 chr1_59833556_59833716 148 chr1_59833554_59833716 FGGY . .
FTE_peak_72 41.0959 60 FTE1_peak_128 chr1_60144553_60144711 159 FTE2_peak_117 chr1_60144652_60144797 159 chr1_60144553_60144797 FGGY . .
FTE_peak_73 100 141 FTE1_peak_130 chr1_60637527_60637667 141 FTE2_peak_119 chr1_60637527_60637696 141 chr1_60637527_60637696 . . .
FTE_peak_74 100 145 FTE1_peak_131 chr1_61753271_61753721 451 FTE2_peak_121 chr1_61753444_61753588 451 chr1_61753271_61753721 NFIA . .
FTE_peak_75 88.8889 264 FTE1_peak_134 chr1_64386222_64386518 297 FTE2_peak_125 chr1_64386255_64386569 297 chr1_64386222_64386569 ROR1 . .
FTE_peak_76 92.4731 172 FTE1_peak_138 chr1_64689029_64689214 186 FTE2_peak_126 chr1_64689043_64689390 186 chr1_64689029_64689390 UBE2U . .
FTE_peak_77 96.0526 219 FTE1_peak_139 chr1_65363869_65364104 236 FTE2_peak_127 chr1_65363860_65364087 236 chr1_65363860_65364104 JAK1 . .
FTE_peak_78 83.9041 245 FTE1_peak_142 chr1_65891445_65891736 292 FTE2_peak_129 chr1_65891492_65891843 292 chr1_65891445_65891843 LEPR;LEPROT DNAJC6 .
FTE_peak_79 79.5455 140 FTE1_peak_145 chr1_66286708_66286911 204 FTE2_peak_130 chr1_66286772_66286947 204 chr1_66286708_66286947 PDE4B . .
FTE_peak_80 88.4058 183 FTE1_peak_146 chr1_67030042_67030248 207 FTE2_peak_131 chr1_67029976_67030224 207 chr1_67029976_67030248 SGIP1 . .
FTE_peak_81 99.4118 169 FTE1_peak_147 chr1_67526534_67526703 170 FTE2_peak_132 chr1_67526535_67526736 170 chr1_67526534_67526736 . SLC35D1 .
FTE_peak_82 100 270 FTE1_peak_148 chr1_68257837_68258179 343 FTE2_peak_135 chr1_68257856_68258125 343 chr1_68257837_68258179 GNG12 . .
FTE_peak_83 99.4012 166 FTE1_peak_150 chr1_68639901_68640067 167 FTE2_peak_137 chr1_68639880_68640066 167 chr1_68639880_68640067 LOC100289178;WLS . MIR1262
FTE_peak_84 100 211 FTE1_peak_154 chr1_71245260_71245470 211 FTE2_peak_139 chr1_71245179_71245542 211 chr1_71245179_71245542 . . .
FTE_peak_85 94.2149 228 FTE1_peak_155 chr1_71479805_71480046 242 FTE2_peak_140 chr1_71479788_71480032 242 chr1_71479788_71480046 PTGER3 . .
FTE_peak_86 96 216 FTE1_peak_157 chr1_72750469_72750693 225 FTE2_peak_143 chr1_72750478_72750710 225 chr1_72750469_72750710 . NEGR1 .
FTE_peak_87 79.1391 239 FTE1_peak_160 chr1_77464259_77464560 302 FTE2_peak_145 chr1_77464322_77464717 302 chr1_77464259_77464717 ST6GALNAC5 . .
FTE_peak_88 100 211 FTE1_peak_164 chr1_77980209_77980419 211 FTE2_peak_146 chr1_77980018_77980440 211 chr1_77980018_77980440 AK5 . .
FTE_peak_89 96 216 FTE1_peak_165 chr1_78297808_78298032 225 FTE2_peak_147 chr1_78297817_78298042 225 chr1_78297808_78298042 FAM73A . .
FTE_peak_90 63.7755 125 FTE1_peak_166 chr1_78298703_78298898 196 FTE2_peak_148 chr1_78298774_78299004 196 chr1_78298703_78299004 FAM73A . .
FTE_peak_91 95.6098 196 FTE1_peak_168 chr1_78469987_78470192 206 FTE2_peak_150 chr1_78469997_78470201 206 chr1_78469987_78470201 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
FTE_peak_92 85.6 214 FTE1_peak_170 chr1_78567306_78567555 250 FTE2_peak_152 chr1_78567342_78568019 250 chr1_78567306_78568019 GIPC2 . .
FTE_peak_93 90.3509 206 FTE1_peak_171 chr1_78567814_78568041 228 FTE2_peak_152 chr1_78567342_78568019 228 chr1_78567342_78568041 GIPC2 . .
FTE_peak_94 94.3548 117 FTE1_peak_174 chr1_79297487_79297670 184 FTE2_peak_154 chr1_79297554_79297677 184 chr1_79297487_79297677 . . .
FTE_peak_95 98.1818 216 FTE1_peak_175 chr1_79299104_79299325 222 FTE2_peak_155 chr1_79299110_79299329 222 chr1_79299104_79299329 . . .
FTE_peak_96 93.1034 108 FTE1_peak_177 chr1_82172823_82172992 170 FTE2_peak_158 chr1_82172885_82173000 170 chr1_82172823_82173000 . . .
FTE_peak_97 50.7576 67 FTE1_peak_178 chr1_84831310_84831441 132 FTE2_peak_159 chr1_84831083_84831376 132 chr1_84831083_84831441 UOX SAMD13 .
FTE_peak_98 100 140 FTE1_peak_179 chr1_85763566_85764148 583 FTE2_peak_162 chr1_85763645_85763784 583 chr1_85763566_85764148 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
FTE_peak_99 100 121 FTE1_peak_179 chr1_85763566_85764148 583 FTE2_peak_163 chr1_85763982_85764102 583 chr1_85763566_85764148 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
FTE_peak_100 71.1934 173 FTE1_peak_181 chr1_85786004_85786286 283 FTE2_peak_165 chr1_85786114_85786356 283 chr1_85786004_85786356 DDAH1 . .
FTE_peak_101 100 148 FTE1_peak_182 chr1_85794741_85794948 208 FTE2_peak_167 chr1_85794748_85794895 208 chr1_85794741_85794948 DDAH1 . .
FTE_peak_102 96.7273 266 FTE1_peak_187 chr1_85987792_85988180 389 FTE2_peak_170 chr1_85987915_85988189 389 chr1_85987792_85988189 DDAH1 . .
FTE_peak_103 97.5567 1118 FTE1_peak_190 chr1_86047386_86048531 1146 FTE2_peak_173 chr1_86047414_86048600 1146 chr1_86047386_86048600 CYR61 DDAH1 .
FTE_peak_104 100 2165 FTE1_peak_191 chr1_86048627_86050854 2228 FTE2_peak_174 chr1_86048690_86050854 2228 chr1_86048627_86050854 CYR61 DDAH1 .
FTE_peak_105 100 516 FTE1_peak_192 chr1_86072770_86073285 516 FTE2_peak_175 chr1_86072724_86073414 516 chr1_86072724_86073414 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
FTE_peak_106 100 307 FTE1_peak_196 chr1_90331673_90331979 307 FTE2_peak_178 chr1_90331646_90331988 307 chr1_90331646_90331988 LRRC8D . .
FTE_peak_107 100 145 FTE1_peak_199 chr1_92166014_92166158 145 FTE2_peak_182 chr1_92165994_92166209 145 chr1_92165994_92166209 TGFBR3 . .
FTE_peak_108 100 221 FTE1_peak_200 chr1_92366124_92366405 282 FTE2_peak_184 chr1_92366166_92366386 282 chr1_92366124_92366405 TGFBR3 . .
FTE_peak_109 70 84 FTE1_peak_206 chr1_94158930_94159121 192 FTE2_peak_186 chr1_94159038_94159157 192 chr1_94158930_94159157 . BCAR3 .
FTE_peak_110 100 197 FTE1_peak_209 chr1_94245197_94245393 197 FTE2_peak_187 chr1_94245143_94245587 197 chr1_94245143_94245587 . . .
FTE_peak_111 65.7258 163 FTE1_peak_211 chr1_94791274_94791675 402 FTE2_peak_189 chr1_94791189_94791436 402 chr1_94791189_94791675 . . .
FTE_peak_112 52.518 146 FTE1_peak_211 chr1_94791274_94791675 402 FTE2_peak_190 chr1_94791530_94791807 402 chr1_94791274_94791807 . . .
FTE_peak_113 100 144 FTE1_peak_213 chr1_95193438_95193703 266 FTE2_peak_192 chr1_95193523_95193666 266 chr1_95193438_95193703 . . .
FTE_peak_114 44.0678 52 FTE1_peak_214 chr1_95205318_95205478 161 FTE2_peak_193 chr1_95205427_95205544 161 chr1_95205318_95205544 . . .
FTE_peak_115 96.7213 177 FTE1_peak_215 chr1_95329573_95329755 183 FTE2_peak_195 chr1_95329565_95329749 183 chr1_95329565_95329755 SLC44A3 . .
FTE_peak_116 78.6127 136 FTE1_peak_217 chr1_96772378_96772550 173 FTE2_peak_197 chr1_96772415_96772588 173 chr1_96772378_96772588 . . .
FTE_peak_117 97.076 166 FTE1_peak_218 chr1_96775394_96775605 212 FTE2_peak_198 chr1_96775440_96775610 212 chr1_96775394_96775610 . . .
FTE_peak_118 100 215 FTE1_peak_219 chr1_96828172_96828483 312 FTE2_peak_200 chr1_96828174_96828388 312 chr1_96828172_96828483 . . .
FTE_peak_119 71.6129 111 FTE1_peak_220 chr1_96836475_96836629 155 FTE2_peak_201 chr1_96836519_96836685 155 chr1_96836475_96836685 . . .
FTE_peak_120 100 152 FTE1_peak_222 chr1_97025849_97026088 240 FTE2_peak_202 chr1_97025886_97026037 240 chr1_97025849_97026088 . . .
FTE_peak_121 100 252 FTE1_peak_223 chr1_98552302_98552597 296 FTE2_peak_205 chr1_98552342_98552593 296 chr1_98552302_98552597 . . .
FTE_peak_122 100 148 FTE1_peak_224 chr1_98789304_98789835 532 FTE2_peak_206 chr1_98789627_98789774 532 chr1_98789304_98789835 . . .
FTE_peak_123 100 255 FTE1_peak_226 chr1_98806127_98806381 255 FTE2_peak_207 chr1_98806099_98806450 255 chr1_98806099_98806450 . . .
FTE_peak_124 69.5925 222 FTE1_peak_228 chr1_101062610_101062928 319 FTE2_peak_211 chr1_101062707_101063134 319 chr1_101062610_101063134 . . LOC100128787
FTE_peak_125 100 131 FTE1_peak_230 chr1_101096843_101097026 184 FTE2_peak_212 chr1_101096849_101096979 184 chr1_101096843_101097026 LOC100128787 . .
FTE_peak_126 100 200 FTE1_peak_231 chr1_101640257_101640686 430 FTE2_peak_214 chr1_101640441_101640640 430 chr1_101640257_101640686 . . .
FTE_peak_127 92.6702 177 FTE1_peak_233 chr1_103345213_103345403 191 FTE2_peak_215 chr1_103345227_103345442 191 chr1_103345213_103345442 COL11A1 . .
FTE_peak_128 100 224 FTE1_peak_234 chr1_109045812_109046035 224 FTE2_peak_217 chr1_109045796_109046063 224 chr1_109045796_109046063 . . .
FTE_peak_129 33.758 53 FTE1_peak_237 chr1_109739979_109740135 157 FTE2_peak_218 chr1_109740083_109740260 157 chr1_109739979_109740260 KIAA1324 . SARS
FTE_peak_130 100 115 FTE1_peak_238 chr1_110138221_110138379 159 FTE2_peak_221 chr1_110138253_110138367 159 chr1_110138221_110138379 GNAI3 . MPD2;GNAT2;MIR197
FTE_peak_131 93.3775 141 FTE1_peak_240 chr1_110518490_110518673 184 FTE2_peak_222 chr1_110518480_110518630 184 chr1_110518480_110518673 . . AHCYL1
FTE_peak_132 100 207 FTE1_peak_242 chr1_111625157_111625387 231 FTE2_peak_224 chr1_111625166_111625372 231 chr1_111625157_111625387 . . .
FTE_peak_133 79.6117 246 FTE1_peak_244 chr1_112947062_112947396 335 FTE2_peak_226 chr1_112946999_112947307 335 chr1_112946999_112947396 CTTNBP2NL . .
FTE_peak_134 68.1081 126 FTE1_peak_245 chr1_113065266_113065511 246 FTE2_peak_227 chr1_113065386_113065570 246 chr1_113065266_113065570 . WNT2B ST7L
FTE_peak_135 87.2428 212 FTE1_peak_246 chr1_115711431_115711673 243 FTE2_peak_229 chr1_115711262_115711642 243 chr1_115711262_115711673 . . .
FTE_peak_136 100 274 FTE1_peak_247 chr1_115722033_115722567 535 FTE2_peak_230 chr1_115722079_115722352 535 chr1_115722033_115722567 . . .
FTE_peak_137 100 441 FTE1_peak_248 chr1_115968978_115969484 507 FTE2_peak_231 chr1_115968997_115969437 507 chr1_115968978_115969484 . . .
FTE_peak_138 86.3436 196 FTE1_peak_250 chr1_116088412_116088680 269 FTE2_peak_232 chr1_116088485_116088711 269 chr1_116088412_116088711 . . .
FTE_peak_139 64.1892 95 FTE1_peak_254 chr1_118364452_118364599 148 FTE2_peak_234 chr1_118364505_118364742 148 chr1_118364452_118364742 . . .
FTE_peak_140 96.988 161 FTE1_peak_255 chr1_119822209_119822374 166 FTE2_peak_236 chr1_119822098_119822369 166 chr1_119822098_119822374 . . .
FTE_peak_141 1.2422 2 FTE1_peak_256 chr1_144008080_144008240 161 FTE2_peak_239 chr1_144008239_144008441 161 chr1_144008080_144008441 FLJ39739;SRGAP2P2 . .
FTE_peak_142 100 167 FTE1_peak_257 chr1_144534125_144534384 260 FTE2_peak_242 chr1_144534186_144534352 260 chr1_144534125_144534384 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P LOC728875 .
FTE_peak_143 100 260 FTE1_peak_261 chr1_145083496_145083768 273 FTE2_peak_244 chr1_145083506_145083765 273 chr1_145083496_145083768 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P PDE4DIP SEC22B
FTE_peak_144 100 714 FTE1_peak_265 chr1_145114074_145115077 1004 FTE2_peak_245 chr1_145114169_145114882 1004 chr1_145114074_145115077 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL . .
FTE_peak_145 100 147 FTE1_peak_266 chr1_145292324_145292470 147 FTE2_peak_247 chr1_145292253_145292623 147 chr1_145292253_145292623 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P NOTCH2NL NBPF10
FTE_peak_146 100 515 FTE1_peak_267 chr1_145382738_145383336 599 FTE2_peak_248 chr1_145382785_145383299 599 chr1_145382738_145383336 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P NBPF10 HFE2
FTE_peak_147 100 163 FTE1_peak_268 chr1_145442468_145442630 163 FTE2_peak_251 chr1_145442467_145443184 163 chr1_145442467_145443184 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_peak_148 59.4708 427 FTE1_peak_269 chr1_145442758_145443648 891 FTE2_peak_251 chr1_145442467_145443184 891 chr1_145442467_145443648 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_peak_149 47.0149 63 FTE1_peak_269 chr1_145442758_145443648 891 FTE2_peak_252 chr1_145443586_145443719 891 chr1_145442758_145443719 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_peak_150 100 160 FTE1_peak_274 chr1_147806668_147806827 160 FTE2_peak_255 chr1_147806631_147806833 160 chr1_147806631_147806833 39;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P . .
FTE_peak_151 100 153 FTE1_peak_275 chr1_147994113_147994290 178 FTE2_peak_256 chr1_147994129_147994281 178 chr1_147994113_147994290 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL . NBPF14
FTE_peak_152 94.4444 221 FTE1_peak_276 chr1_148241461_148241717 257 FTE2_peak_257 chr1_148241448_148241681 257 chr1_148241448_148241717 5;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIAL . .
FTE_peak_153 95.2756 121 FTE1_peak_277 chr1_148604866_148604992 127 FTE2_peak_258 chr1_148604859_148604986 127 chr1_148604859_148604992 PF16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;P NBPF15 .
FTE_peak_154 95.119 799 FTE1_peak_278 chr1_149223309_149224148 840 FTE2_peak_259 chr1_149223208_149224107 840 chr1_149223208_149224148 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL . .
FTE_peak_155 100 117 FTE1_peak_282 chr1_150854219_150854392 174 FTE2_peak_263 chr1_150854272_150854388 174 chr1_150854219_150854392 . ARNT .
FTE_peak_156 100 115 FTE1_peak_284 chr1_152135401_152135607 207 FTE2_peak_264 chr1_152135473_152135587 207 chr1_152135401_152135607 . RPTN .
FTE_peak_157 100 347 FTE1_peak_287 chr1_156736887_156737299 413 FTE2_peak_267 chr1_156736944_156737290 413 chr1_156736887_156737299 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
FTE_peak_158 86.4 108 FTE1_peak_288 chr1_157980619_157980743 125 FTE2_peak_268 chr1_157980636_157980819 125 chr1_157980619_157980819 KIRREL . .
FTE_peak_159 100 115 FTE1_peak_289 chr1_157989406_157989612 207 FTE2_peak_269 chr1_157989488_157989602 207 chr1_157989406_157989612 KIRREL . .
FTE_peak_160 100 251 FTE1_peak_291 chr1_159010055_159010360 306 FTE2_peak_270 chr1_159010102_159010352 306 chr1_159010055_159010360 IFI16 . AIM2
FTE_peak_161 99.2366 260 FTE1_peak_292 chr1_159567976_159568270 295 FTE2_peak_272 chr1_159567974_159568235 295 chr1_159567974_159568270 . APCS .
FTE_peak_162 100 132 FTE1_peak_293 chr1_159721980_159722111 132 FTE2_peak_273 chr1_159721891_159722149 132 chr1_159721891_159722149 . . DUSP23
FTE_peak_163 80.5369 120 FTE1_peak_294 chr1_162508707_162508855 149 FTE2_peak_280 chr1_162508736_162508930 149 chr1_162508707_162508930 . UHMK1 UAP1
FTE_peak_164 100 161 FTE1_peak_296 chr1_162660752_162660959 208 FTE2_peak_282 chr1_162660784_162660944 208 chr1_162660752_162660959 DDR2 . .
FTE_peak_165 67.4157 180 FTE1_peak_297 chr1_162825911_162826298 388 FTE2_peak_284 chr1_162826119_162826385 388 chr1_162825911_162826385 C1orf110 . .
FTE_peak_166 100 219 FTE1_peak_298 chr1_162843503_162843721 219 FTE2_peak_285 chr1_162843362_162843748 219 chr1_162843362_162843748 . C1orf110 .
FTE_peak_167 81.2834 152 FTE1_peak_301 chr1_164676512_164676717 206 FTE2_peak_286 chr1_164676477_164676663 206 chr1_164676477_164676717 PBX1 . .
FTE_peak_168 95.7143 134 FTE1_peak_302 chr1_164695550_164695737 188 FTE2_peak_287 chr1_164695604_164695743 188 chr1_164695550_164695743 PBX1 . .
FTE_peak_169 93.7984 121 FTE1_peak_303 chr1_164717936_164718082 147 FTE2_peak_288 chr1_164717962_164718090 147 chr1_164717936_164718090 PBX1 . LOC100505795
FTE_peak_170 80.597 108 FTE1_peak_304 chr1_164736832_164737148 317 FTE2_peak_289 chr1_164736806_164736939 317 chr1_164736806_164737148 PBX1 . LOC100505795
FTE_peak_171 100 143 FTE1_peak_305 chr1_165868075_165868318 244 FTE2_peak_292 chr1_165868139_165868281 244 chr1_165868075_165868318 UCK2 . MIR3658
FTE peak 172 100 134 FTE1 peak 306 chr1 166913896 166914067 172 FTE2 peak 293 chr1 166913924 166914057 172 chr1 166913896 166914067 ILDR2 . .
FTE_peak_174 61.6667 74 FTE1_peak_311 chr1_168439014_168439194 181 FTE2_peak_295 chr1_168438968_168439087 181 chr1_168438968_168439194 . . .
FTE_peak_175 100 237 FTE1_peak_316 chr1_171096711_171096947 237 FTE2_peak_297 chr1_171096709_171096950 237 chr1_171096709_171096950 . FMO3;MIR1295A FMO6P
FTE_peak_176 97.7654 175 FTE1_peak_317 chr1_171763300_171763478 179 FTE2_peak_299 chr1_171763273_171763474 179 chr1_171763273_171763478 METTL13 . .
FTE_peak_177 7.0513 11 FTE1_peak_319 chr1_172291452_172291620 169 FTE2_peak_301 chr1_172291610_172291765 169 chr1_172291452_172291765 DNM3 . .
FTE_peak_178 56.383 106 FTE1_peak_323 chr1_172924562_172924749 188 FTE2_peak_307 chr1_172924644_172924840 188 chr1_172924562_172924840 . . .
FTE_peak_179 100 275 FTE1_peak_325 chr1_173238594_173238868 275 FTE2_peak_308 chr1_173238451_173239123 275 chr1_173238451_173239123 LOC100506023 . .
FTE_peak_180 17.6471 45 FTE1_peak_326 chr1_173832543_173832917 375 FTE2_peak_310 chr1_173832333_173832587 375 chr1_173832333_173832917 LOC100506046 DARS2 NORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SNORD79;SNORD80;SNORD81;ZBTB37
FTE_peak_181 100 337 FTE1_peak_329 chr1_178207923_178208259 337 FTE2_peak_313 chr1_178207894_178208280 337 chr1_178207894_178208280 RASAL2 . .
FTE_peak_182 97.1831 138 FTE1_peak_333 chr1_180120716_180120959 244 FTE2_peak_314 chr1_180120822_180120963 244 chr1_180120716_180120963 . . QSOX1
FTE_peak_183 100 160 FTE1_peak_335 chr1_182925453_182925612 160 FTE2_peak_319 chr1_182925445_182925662 160 chr1_182925445_182925662 . SHCBP1L .
FTE_peak_184 58.4795 100 FTE1_peak_336 chr1_182959726_182959896 171 FTE2_peak_320 chr1_182959650_182959825 171 chr1_182959650_182959896 . . .
FTE_peak_185 67.2414 78 FTE1_peak_338 chr1_183241541_183241717 177 FTE2_peak_321 chr1_183241640_183241755 177 chr1_183241541_183241755 NMNAT2 LAMC2 .
FTE_peak_186 97.5806 121 FTE1_peak_340 chr1_183601330_183601475 146 FTE2_peak_323 chr1_183601355_183601478 146 chr1_183601330_183601478 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
FTE_peak_187 89.2857 225 FTE1_peak_341 chr1_183811675_183811926 252 FTE2_peak_324 chr1_183811611_183811899 252 chr1_183811611_183811926 RGL1 . .
FTE_peak_188 100 148 FTE1_peak_342 chr1_184026078_184026570 493 FTE2_peak_327 chr1_184026156_184026303 493 chr1_184026078_184026570 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
FTE_peak_189 100 148 FTE1_peak_346 chr1_184836202_184836528 327 FTE2_peak_328 chr1_184836257_184836404 327 chr1_184836202_184836528 FAM129A . .
FTE_peak_190 75 168 FTE1_peak_347 chr1_185410776_185411045 270 FTE2_peak_329 chr1_185410878_185411101 270 chr1_185410776_185411101 . . .
FTE_peak_191 95.9184 188 FTE1_peak_349 chr1_185940874_185941069 196 FTE2_peak_330 chr1_185940850_185941061 196 chr1_185940850_185941069 HMCN1 . .
FTE_peak_192 96.1538 125 FTE1_peak_350 chr1_185942917_185943046 130 FTE2_peak_331 chr1_185942922_185943121 130 chr1_185942917_185943121 HMCN1 . .
FTE_peak_193 27.0677 36 FTE1_peak_352 chr1_186762207_186762399 193 FTE2_peak_332 chr1_186762364_186762496 193 chr1_186762207_186762496 . . .
FTE_peak_194 100 169 FTE1_peak_354 chr1_192454921_192455300 380 FTE2_peak_333 chr1_192454959_192455127 380 chr1_192454921_192455300 . . .
FTE_peak_195 97.479 116 FTE1_peak_355 chr1_192528715_192528897 183 FTE2_peak_334 chr1_192528712_192528830 183 chr1_192528712_192528897 . . RGS1
FTE_peak_196 100 125 FTE1_peak_356 chr1_192671436_192671608 173 FTE2_peak_335 chr1_192671447_192671571 173 chr1_192671436_192671608 . . .
FTE_peak_197 100 162 FTE1_peak_358 chr1_193305168_193305329 162 FTE2_peak_337 chr1_193305009_193305372 162 chr1_193305009_193305372 . . .
FTE_peak_198 94.6565 124 FTE1_peak_359 chr1_198227758_198227898 141 FTE2_peak_341 chr1_198227775_198227905 141 chr1_198227758_198227905 NEK7 . .
FTE_peak_199 81.5451 190 FTE1_peak_360 chr1_198462046_198462278 233 FTE2_peak_344 chr1_198462089_198462328 233 chr1_198462046_198462328 . . .
FTE_peak_200 100 186 FTE1_peak_362 chr1_198638242_198638508 267 FTE2_peak_345 chr1_198638322_198638507 267 chr1_198638242_198638508 PTPRC . .
FTE_peak_201 100 129 FTE1_peak_363 chr1_198745859_198746056 198 FTE2_peak_346 chr1_198745880_198746008 198 chr1_198745859_198746056 . PTPRC .
FTE_peak_202 74.7059 127 FTE1_peak_366 chr1_199092769_199092950 182 FTE2_peak_348 chr1_199092824_199092993 182 chr1_199092769_199092993 . . .
FTE_peak_203 100 174 FTE1_peak_367 chr1_199241917_199242090 174 FTE2_peak_349 chr1_199241869_199242105 174 chr1_199241869_199242105 . . .
FTE_peak_204 100 115 FTE1_peak_368 chr1_199711820_199712005 186 FTE2_peak_350 chr1_199711874_199711988 186 chr1_199711820_199712005 . . .
FTE_peak_205 100 164 FTE1_peak_369 chr1_200283634_200283797 164 FTE2_peak_351 chr1_200283618_200283801 164 chr1_200283618_200283801 . . C1orf98
FTE_peak_206 71.3287 102 FTE1_peak_370 chr1_200385144_200385306 163 FTE2_peak_354 chr1_200385103_200385245 163 chr1_200385103_200385306 . ZNF281 .
FTE_peak_207 100 264 FTE1_peak_372 chr1_201562553_201562854 302 FTE2_peak_355 chr1_201562561_201562824 302 chr1_201562553_201562854 . . .
FTE_peak_208 100 313 FTE1_peak_375 chr1_201720139_201720451 313 FTE2_peak_358 chr1_201720072_201720453 313 chr1_201720072_201720453 NAV1 . .
FTE_peak_209 100 141 FTE1_peak_380 chr1_202584800_202584940 141 FTE2_peak_363 chr1_202584795_202585000 141 chr1_202584795_202585000 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
FTE_peak_210 100 281 FTE1_peak_381 chr1_203527410_203527690 281 FTE2_peak_365 chr1_203527335_203527726 281 chr1_203527335_203527726 . . .
FTE_peak_211 83.4783 96 FTE1_peak_383 chr1_203858154_203858314 161 FTE2_peak_366 chr1_203858135_203858249 161 chr1_203858135_203858314 . SNRPE .
FTE_peak_212 100 199 FTE1_peak_384 chr1_203858567_203858794 228 FTE2_peak_367 chr1_203858580_203858778 228 chr1_203858567_203858794 . SNRPE .
FTE_peak_213 98.1752 269 FTE1_peak_385 chr1_204140866_204141139 274 FTE2_peak_369 chr1_204140871_204141247 274 chr1_204140866_204141247 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
FTE_peak_214 61.6541 82 FTE1_peak_388 chr1_204288736_204288868 133 FTE2_peak_370 chr1_204288787_204288947 133 chr1_204288736_204288947 PLEKHA6 . .
FTE_peak_215 40.8696 47 FTE1_peak_389 chr1_205267735_205267868 134 FTE2_peak_371 chr1_205267667_205267781 134 chr1_205267667_205267868 . TMCC2 NUAK2
FTE_peak_216 100 140 FTE1_peak_390 chr1_205858939_205859125 187 FTE2_peak_372 chr1_205858949_205859088 187 chr1_205858939_205859125 LOC284581 . SLC26A9
FTE_peak_217 100 155 FTE1_peak_392 chr1_208380946_208381100 155 FTE2_peak_379 chr1_208380878_208381117 155 chr1_208380878_208381117 PLXNA2 . .
FTE_peak_218 86.0377 228 FTE1_peak_393 chr1_208428352_208428616 265 FTE2_peak_380 chr1_208427960_208428579 265 chr1_208427960_208428616 . PLXNA2 .
FTE_peak_219 51.5625 66 FTE1_peak_396 chr1_210013313_210013440 128 FTE2_peak_381 chr1_210013375_210013513 128 chr1_210013313_210013513 DIEXF . .
FTE_peak_220 89.9281 125 FTE1_peak_397 chr1_210361701_210361850 150 FTE2_peak_382 chr1_210361687_210361825 150 chr1_210361687_210361850 . SYT14 .
FTE_peak_221 100 172 FTE1_peak_398 chr1_210412744_210413050 307 FTE2_peak_383 chr1_210412759_210412930 307 chr1_210412744_210413050 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
FTE_peak_222 100 965 FTE1_peak_399 chr1_210546397_210547656 1260 FTE2_peak_384 chr1_210546675_210547639 1260 chr1_210546397_210547656 HHAT . .
FTE_peak_223 88.172 164 FTE1_peak_400 chr1_210567065_210567250 186 FTE2_peak_385 chr1_210567087_210567297 186 chr1_210567065_210567297 HHAT . .
FTE_peak_224 100 500 FTE1_peak_401 chr1_210612385_210612884 500 FTE2_peak_386 chr1_210612338_210612984 500 chr1_210612338_210612984 HHAT . .
FTE_peak_225 73.0769 323 FTE1_peak_402 chr1_210771657_210772098 442 FTE2_peak_387 chr1_210771450_210771979 442 chr1_210771450_210772098 HHAT . .
FTE_peak_226 76.2238 109 FTE1_peak_406 chr1_212840896_212841038 143 FTE2_peak_389 chr1_212840930_212841072 143 chr1_212840896_212841072 . . BATF3
FTE_peak_227 100 144 FTE1_peak_408 chr1_214470506_214470649 144 FTE2_peak_390 chr1_214470493_214470658 144 chr1_214470493_214470658 SMYD2 . .
FTE_peak_228 99.1453 116 FTE1_peak_410 chr1_214577592_214577734 143 FTE2_peak_392 chr1_214577619_214577735 143 chr1_214577592_214577735 PTPN14 . .
FTE_peak_229 95.6522 132 FTE1_peak_415 chr1_214650391_214650543 153 FTE2_peak_393 chr1_214650412_214650549 153 chr1_214650391_214650549 PTPN14 . .
FTE_peak_230 100 229 FTE1_peak_416 chr1_215011714_215012021 308 FTE2_peak_396 chr1_215011781_215012009 308 chr1_215011714_215012021 . . .
FTE_peak_231 94.4444 340 FTE1_peak_417 chr1_215016177_215016621 445 FTE2_peak_397 chr1_215016157_215016516 445 chr1_215016157_215016621 . . .
FTE_peak_232 97.8903 232 FTE1_peak_418 chr1_215038314_215038563 250 FTE2_peak_399 chr1_215038332_215038568 250 chr1_215038314_215038568 . . .
FTE_peak_233 100 199 FTE1_peak_420 chr1_215130704_215130902 199 FTE2_peak_401 chr1_215130689_215131085 199 chr1_215130689_215131085 . . .
FTE_peak_234 2.6549 6 FTE1_peak_421 chr1_215131080_215131305 226 FTE2_peak_401 chr1_215130689_215131085 226 chr1_215130689_215131305 . . .
FTE_peak_235 11.3043 13 FTE1_peak_422 chr1_215131624_215131756 133 FTE2_peak_402 chr1_215131522_215131636 133 chr1_215131522_215131756 . . .
FTE_peak_236 100 427 FTE1_peak_424 chr1_215175645_215176071 427 FTE2_peak_404 chr1_215175640_215176137 427 chr1_215175640_215176137 . . KCNK2
FTE_peak_237 100 224 FTE1_peak_426 chr1_215649173_215649396 224 FTE2_peak_407 chr1_215649170_215649432 224 chr1_215649170_215649432 . . .
FTE_peak_238 100 260 FTE1_peak_427 chr1_215649589_215649848 260 FTE2_peak_408 chr1_215649585_215649860 260 chr1_215649585_215649860 . . .
FTE_peak_239 93.8931 123 FTE1_peak_428 chr1_215922898_215923028 131 FTE2_peak_409 chr1_215922801_215923020 131 chr1_215922801_215923028 USH2A . .
FTE_peak_240 90.411 198 FTE1_peak_432 chr1_218653682_218653900 219 FTE2_peak_410 chr1_218653532_218653879 219 chr1_218653532_218653900 . . .
FTE_peak_241 100 219 FTE1_peak_433 chr1_218669986_218670204 219 FTE2_peak_412 chr1_218669902_218670303 219 chr1_218669902_218670303 . . .
FTE_peak_242 100 181 FTE1_peak_434 chr1_218672009_218672189 181 FTE2_peak_414 chr1_218671747_218672200 181 chr1_218671747_218672200 . . .
FTE_peak_243 100 147 FTE1_peak_436 chr1_218847897_218848159 263 FTE2_peak_415 chr1_218847975_218848121 263 chr1_218847897_218848159 . . .
FTE_peak_244 100 550 FTE1_peak_437 chr1_218879270_218880130 861 FTE2_peak_417 chr1_218879288_218879837 861 chr1_218879270_218880130 . . .
FTE_peak_245 100 328 FTE1_peak_438 chr1_218996631_218996958 328 FTE2_peak_418 chr1_218996619_218996963 328 chr1_218996619_218996963 . . .
FTE_peak_246 93.7984 121 FTE1_peak_440 chr1_220174485_220174613 129 FTE2_peak_422 chr1_220174428_220174605 129 chr1_220174428_220174613 EPRS;RNU5F‐1 . .
FTE_peak_247 97.1831 138 FTE1_peak_441 chr1_221130684_221130862 179 FTE2_peak_423 chr1_221130725_221130866 179 chr1_221130684_221130866 . . .
FTE_peak_248 100 295 FTE1_peak_442 chr1_221271129_221271724 596 FTE2_peak_425 chr1_221271140_221271434 596 chr1_221271129_221271724 . . .
FTE_peak_249 100 141 FTE1_peak_443 chr1_221508619_221508759 141 FTE2_peak_427 chr1_221508607_221508774 141 chr1_221508607_221508774 C1orf140 . .
FTE_peak_250 98.2609 226 FTE1_peak_444 chr1_221613368_221613597 230 FTE2_peak_428 chr1_221613372_221613659 230 chr1_221613368_221613659 . . .
FTE_peak_251 100 438 FTE1_peak_445 chr1_221891867_221892310 444 FTE2_peak_429 chr1_221891871_221892308 444 chr1_221891867_221892310 DUSP10 . .
FTE_peak_252 90.1554 174 FTE1_peak_446 chr1_222042388_222042580 193 FTE2_peak_430 chr1_222042407_222042753 193 chr1_222042388_222042753 . . .
FTE_peak_253 94.5813 192 FTE1_peak_447 chr1_222065168_222065370 203 FTE2_peak_432 chr1_222065179_222065497 203 chr1_222065168_222065497 . . .
FTE_peak_254 65.9459 122 FTE1_peak_448 chr1_222131599_222131793 195 FTE2_peak_433 chr1_222131536_222131720 195 chr1_222131536_222131793 . . .
FTE_peak_255 77.1845 159 FTE1_peak_450 chr1_223403495_223403760 266 FTE2_peak_437 chr1_223403602_223403807 266 chr1_223403495_223403807 SUSD4 . .
FTE_peak_256 100 197 FTE1_peak_452 chr1_224075854_224076063 210 FTE2_peak_438 chr1_224075860_224076056 210 chr1_224075854_224076063 . . .
FTE_peak_257 91.8605 158 FTE1_peak_453 chr1_224235313_224235535 223 FTE2_peak_439 chr1_224235378_224235549 223 chr1_224235313_224235549 . . .
FTE_peak_258 100 125 FTE1_peak_455 chr1_224267907_224268031 125 FTE2_peak_440 chr1_224267900_224268040 125 chr1_224267900_224268040 . . .
FTE_peak_259 70.4225 100 FTE1_peak_456 chr1_224730597_224730738 142 FTE2_peak_441 chr1_224730639_224730800 142 chr1_224730597_224730800 . . .
FTE_peak_260 96.8354 153 FTE1_peak_457 chr1_224752880_224753044 165 FTE2_peak_442 chr1_224752892_224753049 165 chr1_224752880_224753049 . . .
FTE_peak_261 100 257 FTE1_peak_459 chr1_225887961_225888292 332 FTE2_peak_445 chr1_225888022_225888278 332 chr1_225887961_225888292 . . .
FTE_peak_262 90.4762 114 FTE1_peak_460 chr1_226285719_226285876 158 FTE2_peak_446 chr1_226285763_226285888 158 chr1_226285719_226285888 . H3F3A;H3F3AP4 .
FTE_peak_263 100 281 FTE1_peak_463 chr1_230240471_230240751 281 FTE2_peak_448 chr1_230240369_230240767 281 chr1_230240369_230240767 GALNT2 . .
FTE_peak_264 87.6812 121 FTE1_peak_466 chr1_231275809_231275983 175 FTE2_peak_450 chr1_231275792_231275929 175 chr1_231275792_231275983 . . TRIM67
FTE_peak_265 100 198 FTE1_peak_467 chr1_231276144_231276360 217 FTE2_peak_451 chr1_231276163_231276360 217 chr1_231276144_231276360 . . TRIM67
FTE_peak_266 100 286 FTE1_peak_468 chr1_231963141_231963426 286 FTE2_peak_454 chr1_231963119_231963687 286 chr1_231963119_231963687 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
FTE_peak_267 100 122 FTE1_peak_469 chr1_231964045_231964181 137 FTE2_peak_455 chr1_231964057_231964178 137 chr1_231964045_231964181 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
FTE_peak_268 96.5385 251 FTE1_peak_472 chr1_233248698_233248957 260 FTE2_peak_458 chr1_233248707_233249090 260 chr1_233248698_233249090 PCNXL2 . .
FTE_peak_269 100 154 FTE1_peak_476 chr1_234700415_234700736 322 FTE2_peak_459 chr1_234700559_234700712 322 chr1_234700415_234700736 . . .
FTE_peak_270 93.4426 114 FTE1_peak_478 chr1_235061798_235061951 154 FTE2_peak_461 chr1_235061790_235061911 154 chr1_235061790_235061951 . . .
FTE_peak_271 67.5127 133 FTE1_peak_481 chr1_237068557_237068811 255 FTE2_peak_465 chr1_237068493_237068689 255 chr1_237068493_237068811 . MTR .
FTE_peak_272 100 156 FTE1_peak_486 chr1_240194458_240194613 156 FTE2_peak_468 chr1_240194415_240194639 156 chr1_240194415_240194639 . RPS7P5 .
FTE_peak_273 100 125 FTE1_peak_488 chr1_240406265_240406513 249 FTE2_peak_470 chr1_240406290_240406414 249 chr1_240406265_240406513 FMN2 . .
FTE_peak_274 100 195 FTE1_peak_490 chr1_240514309_240514613 305 FTE2_peak_472 chr1_240514395_240514589 305 chr1_240514309_240514613 FMN2 . .
FTE_peak_275 89.8551 124 FTE1_peak_491 chr1_240549811_240549948 138 FTE2_peak_473 chr1_240549825_240549964 138 chr1_240549811_240549964 FMN2 . .
FTE_peak_276 100 161 FTE1_peak_492 chr1_240577071_240577476 406 FTE2_peak_474 chr1_240577173_240577333 406 chr1_240577071_240577476 FMN2 . .
FTE_peak_277 82.8358 111 FTE1_peak_493 chr1_240929085_240929241 157 FTE2_peak_475 chr1_240929131_240929264 157 chr1_240929085_240929264 . . RGS7
FTE_peak_278 100 149 FTE1_peak_494 chr1_240967858_240968066 209 FTE2_peak_476 chr1_240967860_240968008 209 chr1_240967858_240968066 RGS7 . .
FTE_peak_279 86.4407 153 FTE1_peak_495 chr1_240994584_240994760 177 FTE2_peak_478 chr1_240994481_240994736 177 chr1_240994481_240994760 RGS7 . .
FTE_peak_280 100 275 FTE1_peak_496 chr1_241646052_241646624 573 FTE2_peak_479 chr1_241646210_241646484 573 chr1_241646052_241646624 . . FH
FTE_peak_281 35.2941 48 FTE1_peak_497 chr1_241776058_241776230 173 FTE2_peak_480 chr1_241776183_241776318 173 chr1_241776058_241776318 OPN3 KMO CHML
FTE_peak_282 85.1711 224 FTE1_peak_501 chr1_243713627_243713889 263 FTE2_peak_483 chr1_243713666_243713963 263 chr1_243713627_243713963 AKT3 . .
FTE_peak_283 100 130 FTE1_peak_502 chr1_243759673_243759983 311 FTE2_peak_484 chr1_243759741_243759870 311 chr1_243759673_243759983 AKT3 . .
FTE_peak_284 100 291 FTE1_peak_503 chr1_243882160_243882580 421 FTE2_peak_486 chr1_243882235_243882525 421 chr1_243882160_243882580 AKT3 . .
FTE_peak_285 99.6599 293 FTE1_peak_505 chr1_244090151_244090524 374 FTE2_peak_488 chr1_244090150_244090443 374 chr1_244090150_244090524 LOC339529 . .
FTE_peak_286 100 274 FTE1_peak_506 chr1_244267651_244267924 274 FTE2_peak_489 chr1_244267582_244267942 274 chr1_244267582_244267942 . . .
FTE_peak_287 84.6154 110 FTE1_peak_508 chr1_246044443_246044572 130 FTE2_peak_492 chr1_246044333_246044552 130 chr1_246044333_246044572 SMYD3 . .
FTE_peak_288 100 125 FTE1_peak_510 chr1_246303075_246303199 125 FTE2_peak_493 chr1_246303067_246303309 125 chr1_246303067_246303309 SMYD3 . .
FTE_peak_289 100 138 FTE1_peak_511 chr1_246598956_246599170 215 FTE2_peak_494 chr1_246598994_246599131 215 chr1_246598956_246599170 SMYD3 . .
FTE_peak_290 83.5556 188 FTE1_peak_512 chr1_249115389_249115745 357 FTE2_peak_497 chr1_249115352_249115576 357 chr1_249115352_249115745 SH3BP5L . R3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
FTE_peak_291 73.913 85 FTE1_peak_517 chr10_3494510_3494645 136 FTE2_peak_498 chr10_3494480_3494594 136 chr10_3494480_3494645 . . .
FTE_peak_292 100 115 FTE1_peak_518 chr10_3510397_3510692 296 FTE2_peak_500 chr10_3510411_3510525 296 chr10_3510397_3510692 . . .
FTE_peak_293 16.4557 65 FTE1_peak_520 chr10_3817128_3817522 395 FTE2_peak_502 chr10_3817458_3817997 395 chr10_3817128_3817997 . . KLF6
FTE_peak_294 76.0532 343 FTE1_peak_521 chr10_3817655_3818105 451 FTE2_peak_502 chr10_3817458_3817997 451 chr10_3817458_3818105 . . KLF6
FTE_peak_295 100 200 FTE1_peak_523 chr10_3847491_3847710 220 FTE2_peak_504 chr10_3847493_3847692 220 chr10_3847491_3847710 . KLF6 .
FTE_peak_296 100 178 FTE1_peak_525 chr10_4285938_4286179 242 FTE2_peak_506 chr10_4285972_4286149 242 chr10_4285938_4286179 . . .
FTE_peak_297 100 174 FTE1_peak_526 chr10_4569938_4570111 174 FTE2_peak_508 chr10_4569930_4570210 174 chr10_4569930_4570210 . . .
FTE_peak_298 92.638 151 FTE1_peak_528 chr10_4746570_4746732 163 FTE2_peak_510 chr10_4746582_4746776 163 chr10_4746570_4746776 . LOC100216001 .
FTE_peak_299 88.3621 205 FTE1_peak_532 chr10_6791069_6791300 232 FTE2_peak_511 chr10_6790942_6791273 232 chr10_6790942_6791300 . . .
FTE_peak_300 84.5161 262 FTE1_peak_535 chr10_9054385_9054748 364 FTE2_peak_513 chr10_9054337_9054646 364 chr10_9054337_9054748 . . .
FTE_peak_301 20 23 FTE1_peak_536 chr10_9060180_9060448 269 FTE2_peak_514 chr10_9060426_9060540 269 chr10_9060180_9060540 . . .
FTE_peak_302 100 177 FTE1_peak_537 chr10_9331878_9332112 235 FTE2_peak_516 chr10_9331900_9332076 235 chr10_9331878_9332112 . . .
FTE_peak_303 98.1061 259 FTE1_peak_538 chr10_9804950_9805318 369 FTE2_peak_518 chr10_9804945_9805208 369 chr10_9804945_9805318 . . .
FTE_peak_304 100 127 FTE1_peak_539 chr10_10828117_10828243 127 FTE2_peak_521 chr10_10828073_10828596 127 chr10_10828073_10828596 SFTA1P . .
FTE_peak_305 87.7358 186 FTE1_peak_540 chr10_10828411_10828622 212 FTE2_peak_521 chr10_10828073_10828596 212 chr10_10828073_10828622 SFTA1P . .
FTE_peak_306 100 141 FTE1_peak_542 chr10_10866494_10866751 258 FTE2_peak_522 chr10_10866553_10866693 258 chr10_10866494_10866751 . SFTA1P .
FTE_peak_307 97.619 205 FTE1_peak_545 chr10_13908069_13908431 363 FTE2_peak_525 chr10_13908227_13908436 363 chr10_13908069_13908436 FRMD4A . .
FTE_peak_308 86.25 276 FTE1_peak_548 chr10_15242706_15243047 342 FTE2_peak_528 chr10_15242662_15242981 342 chr10_15242662_15243047 . . FAM171A1
FTE_peak_309 100 213 FTE1_peak_550 chr10_17101104_17101549 446 FTE2_peak_529 chr10_17101117_17101329 446 chr10_17101104_17101549 CUBN . .
FTE_peak_310 100 1014 FTE1_peak_552 chr10_17279908_17281032 1125 FTE2_peak_533 chr10_17279954_17280967 1125 chr10_17279908_17281032 . VIM .
FTE_peak_311 94.6602 195 FTE1_peak_553 chr10_17546849_17547054 206 FTE2_peak_535 chr10_17546860_17547131 206 chr10_17546849_17547131 . . .
FTE_peak_312 100 157 FTE1_peak_554 chr10_17554546_17554702 157 FTE2_peak_536 chr10_17554488_17554709 157 chr10_17554488_17554709 . . .
FTE_peak_313 76.3285 158 FTE1_peak_556 chr10_19207429_19207704 276 FTE2_peak_541 chr10_19207547_19207753 276 chr10_19207429_19207753 . . .
FTE_peak_314 100 153 FTE1_peak_557 chr10_21291170_21291322 153 FTE2_peak_543 chr10_21291150_21291347 153 chr10_21291150_21291347 NEBL . .
FTE_peak_315 100 127 FTE1_peak_558 chr10_21581745_21581871 127 FTE2_peak_544 chr10_21581740_21582040 127 chr10_21581740_21582040 . . .
FTE_peak_316 92.8814 274 FTE1_peak_560 chr10_22215867_22216161 295 FTE2_peak_545 chr10_22215888_22216186 295 chr10_22215867_22216186 DNAJC1 . .
FTE_peak_317 80.4348 185 FTE1_peak_561 chr10_22216549_22216778 230 FTE2_peak_546 chr10_22216388_22216733 230 chr10_22216388_22216778 DNAJC1 . .
FTE_peak_318 93.6893 193 FTE1_peak_562 chr10_22535897_22536160 264 FTE2_peak_547 chr10_22535968_22536173 264 chr10_22535897_22536173 . . LOC100130992
FTE_peak_319 97.3118 181 FTE1_peak_564 chr10_25147258_25147456 199 FTE2_peak_552 chr10_25147253_25147438 199 chr10_25147253_25147456 PRTFDC1 . .
FTE_peak_320 100 166 FTE1_peak_566 chr10_25186313_25186525 213 FTE2_peak_553 chr10_25186360_25186525 213 chr10_25186313_25186525 PRTFDC1 . .
FTE_peak_321 82.9268 136 FTE1_peak_567 chr10_28569780_28569972 193 FTE2_peak_556 chr10_28569752_28569915 193 chr10_28569752_28569972 MPP7 . .
FTE_peak_322 100 146 FTE1_peak_570 chr10_29425459_29425639 181 FTE2_peak_557 chr10_29425494_29425639 181 chr10_29425459_29425639 . . .
FTE_peak_323 75.9542 199 FTE1_peak_571 chr10_29429953_29430214 262 FTE2_peak_558 chr10_29430016_29430282 262 chr10_29429953_29430282 . . .
FTE_peak_324 15.9236 25 FTE1_peak_572 chr10_29546284_29546455 172 FTE2_peak_560 chr10_29546431_29546587 172 chr10_29546284_29546587 . . .
FTE_peak_325 100 295 FTE1_peak_573 chr10_29947967_29948261 295 FTE2_peak_561 chr10_29947939_29948368 295 chr10_29947939_29948368 SVIL . .
FTE_peak_326 100 199 FTE1_peak_575 chr10_30007918_30008263 346 FTE2_peak_562 chr10_30007975_30008173 346 chr10_30007918_30008263 SVIL . .
FTE_peak_327 100 347 FTE1_peak_577 chr10_30238315_30238800 486 FTE2_peak_565 chr10_30238358_30238704 486 chr10_30238315_30238800 . . .
FTE_peak_328 81.6 102 FTE1_peak_578 chr10_30246896_30247020 125 FTE2_peak_566 chr10_30246852_30246997 125 chr10_30246852_30247020 . . .
FTE_peak_329 98.155 266 FTE1_peak_579 chr10_30743658_30744031 374 FTE2_peak_567 chr10_30743766_30744036 374 chr10_30743658_30744036 MAP3K8 . .
FTE_peak_330 92.4242 122 FTE1_peak_582 chr10_31550666_31550943 278 FTE2_peak_569 chr10_31550656_31550787 278 chr10_31550656_31550943 . . .
FTE_peak_331 98.9529 189 FTE1_peak_583 chr10_32229848_32230038 191 FTE2_peak_570 chr10_32229840_32230036 191 chr10_32229840_32230038 . ARHGAP12 .
FTE_peak_332 100 209 FTE1_peak_585 chr10_33271289_33271600 312 FTE2_peak_572 chr10_33271366_33271574 312 chr10_33271289_33271600 . ITGB1 .
FTE_peak_333 78.75 126 FTE1_peak_586 chr10_33355957_33356116 160 FTE2_peak_574 chr10_33355915_33356082 160 chr10_33355915_33356116 . . .
FTE_peak_334 87.3418 207 FTE1_peak_589 chr10_33526815_33527186 372 FTE2_peak_575 chr10_33526980_33527216 372 chr10_33526815_33527216 NRP1 . .
FTE_peak_335 64.4444 87 FTE1_peak_590 chr10_33527762_33527896 135 FTE2_peak_576 chr10_33527671_33527848 135 chr10_33527671_33527896 NRP1 . .
FTE_peak_336 100 134 FTE1_peak_591 chr10_33553221_33553354 134 FTE2_peak_577 chr10_33553190_33553385 134 chr10_33553190_33553385 NRP1 . .
FTE_peak_337 100 116 FTE1_peak_594 chr10_34845562_34845749 188 FTE2_peak_581 chr10_34845599_34845714 188 chr10_34845562_34845749 PARD3 . .
FTE_peak_338 98.6755 149 FTE1_peak_596 chr10_35294870_35295148 279 FTE2_peak_582 chr10_35294868_35295018 279 chr10_35294868_35295148 . . CUL2
FTE_peak_339 96.9849 193 FTE1_peak_597 chr10_35347215_35347413 199 FTE2_peak_583 chr10_35347170_35347407 199 chr10_35347170_35347413 CUL2 . .
FTE_peak_340 100 116 FTE1_peak_599 chr10_36189463_36189597 135 FTE2_peak_586 chr10_36189481_36189596 135 chr10_36189463_36189597 . . .
FTE_peak_341 59.7222 86 FTE1_peak_600 chr10_36461057_36461211 155 FTE2_peak_588 chr10_36461126_36461269 155 chr10_36461057_36461269 . . .
FTE_peak_342 64.7303 156 FTE1_peak_602 chr10_36897166_36897406 241 FTE2_peak_591 chr10_36897251_36897587 241 chr10_36897166_36897587 . . .
FTE_peak_343 100 146 FTE1_peak_605 chr10_44353099_44353294 196 FTE2_peak_593 chr10_44353143_44353288 196 chr10_44353099_44353294 . C10orf136 LOC100506835
FTE_peak_344 100 164 FTE1_peak_607 chr10_44359484_44359647 164 FTE2_peak_594 chr10_44359480_44359673 164 chr10_44359480_44359673 LOC100506835 C10orf136 .
FTE_peak_345 81.4815 132 FTE1_peak_608 chr10_44384158_44384319 162 FTE2_peak_595 chr10_44384108_44384289 162 chr10_44384108_44384319 LOC100506835 . LOC283033
FTE peak 346 100 148 FTE1 peak 609 chr10 44426832 44427014 183 FTE2 peak 597 chr10 44426832 44426979 183 chr10 44426832 44427014 LOC283033 . .
FTE_peak_348 27.3504 32 FTE1_peak_613 chr10_47085595_47085765 171 FTE2_peak_601 chr10_47085510_47085626 171 chr10_47085510_47085765 1P1;BMS1P5;PPYR1;PTPN20A;PTP . LOC643650
FTE_peak_349 100 495 FTE1_peak_614 chr10_49814694_49815254 561 FTE2_peak_603 chr10_49814733_49815227 561 chr10_49814694_49815254 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
FTE_peak_350 97.8992 233 FTE1_peak_615 chr10_50760302_50760617 316 FTE2_peak_604 chr10_50760385_50760622 316 chr10_50760302_50760622 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
FTE_peak_351 100 158 FTE1_peak_617 chr10_52153646_52153803 158 FTE2_peak_605 chr10_52153604_52153819 158 chr10_52153604_52153819 SGMS1 . .
FTE_peak_352 100 174 FTE1_peak_618 chr10_52760001_52760201 201 FTE2_peak_607 chr10_52760003_52760176 201 chr10_52760001_52760201 PRKG1 . .
FTE_peak_353 100 184 FTE1_peak_619 chr10_54078958_54079141 184 FTE2_peak_610 chr10_54078893_54079149 184 chr10_54078893_54079149 . 1;LOC100506939;PR .
FTE_peak_354 77.9762 131 FTE1_peak_623 chr10_54301093_54301260 168 FTE2_peak_612 chr10_54301025_54301223 168 chr10_54301025_54301260 . . .
FTE_peak_355 100 180 FTE1_peak_625 chr10_59917235_59917414 180 FTE2_peak_613 chr10_59917222_59917432 180 chr10_59917222_59917432 . . .
FTE_peak_356 96.6887 146 FTE1_peak_627 chr10_60198229_60198394 166 FTE2_peak_614 chr10_60198224_60198374 166 chr10_60198224_60198394 . . .
FTE_peak_357 100 219 FTE1_peak_629 chr10_60400977_60401360 384 FTE2_peak_615 chr10_60401014_60401232 384 chr10_60400977_60401360 BICC1 . .
FTE_peak_358 100 129 FTE1_peak_630 chr10_60401616_60401744 129 FTE2_peak_616 chr10_60401554_60401780 129 chr10_60401554_60401780 BICC1 . .
FTE_peak_359 61.9632 101 FTE1_peak_632 chr10_62042705_62042867 163 FTE2_peak_620 chr10_62042767_62042943 163 chr10_62042705_62042943 ANK3 . .
FTE_peak_360 100 223 FTE1_peak_633 chr10_62144585_62144837 253 FTE2_peak_622 chr10_62144595_62144817 253 chr10_62144585_62144837 ANK3 . .
FTE_peak_361 70.4082 138 FTE1_peak_637 chr10_62674525_62674845 321 FTE2_peak_623 chr10_62674708_62674903 321 chr10_62674525_62674903 RHOBTB1 . .
FTE_peak_362 100 188 FTE1_peak_639 chr10_63388678_63388865 188 FTE2_peak_625 chr10_63388633_63388885 188 chr10_63388633_63388885 . . .
FTE_peak_363 100 198 FTE1_peak_640 chr10_63393494_63393787 294 FTE2_peak_626 chr10_63393523_63393720 294 chr10_63393494_63393787 . . C10orf107
FTE_peak_364 89.3023 192 FTE1_peak_641 chr10_63592703_63592980 278 FTE2_peak_627 chr10_63592680_63592894 278 chr10_63592680_63592980 . . .
FTE_peak_365 100 145 FTE1_peak_642 chr10_63597017_63597207 191 FTE2_peak_628 chr10_63597052_63597196 191 chr10_63597017_63597207 . . .
FTE_peak_366 88.5714 279 FTE1_peak_643 chr10_63810801_63811127 327 FTE2_peak_631 chr10_63810765_63811079 327 chr10_63810765_63811127 ARID5B . .
FTE_peak_367 79.5918 117 FTE1_peak_644 chr10_63853716_63853945 230 FTE2_peak_632 chr10_63853829_63853975 230 chr10_63853716_63853975 ARID5B . .
FTE_peak_368 90.2299 157 FTE1_peak_645 chr10_64083660_64083833 174 FTE2_peak_634 chr10_64083635_64083816 174 chr10_64083635_64083833 . . .
FTE_peak_369 100 160 FTE1_peak_646 chr10_64344108_64344342 235 FTE2_peak_636 chr10_64344156_64344315 235 chr10_64344108_64344342 ZNF365 . .
FTE_peak_370 90.9091 580 FTE1_peak_652 chr10_69865704_69866341 638 FTE2_peak_641 chr10_69865762_69866599 638 chr10_69865704_69866599 MYPN . .
FTE_peak_371 81.7518 112 FTE1_peak_653 chr10_69866488_69866624 137 FTE2_peak_641 chr10_69865762_69866599 137 chr10_69865762_69866624 MYPN . .
FTE_peak_372 97.3597 295 FTE1_peak_654 chr10_69895829_69896182 354 FTE2_peak_642 chr10_69895821_69896123 354 chr10_69895821_69896182 MYPN . .
FTE_peak_373 89.1156 131 FTE1_peak_655 chr10_69913581_69913727 147 FTE2_peak_644 chr10_69913546_69913711 147 chr10_69913546_69913727 MYPN . .
FTE_peak_374 94.47 205 FTE1_peak_656 chr10_70821138_70821419 282 FTE2_peak_646 chr10_70821215_70821431 282 chr10_70821138_70821431 . . SRGN
FTE_peak_375 100 195 FTE1_peak_657 chr10_70848691_70848885 195 FTE2_peak_647 chr10_70848608_70848902 195 chr10_70848608_70848902 SRGN . .
FTE_peak_376 94.2466 344 FTE1_peak_660 chr10_71463570_71463934 365 FTE2_peak_649 chr10_71463489_71463913 365 chr10_71463489_71463934 . . .
FTE_peak_377 43.9394 58 FTE1_peak_661 chr10_71598786_71598996 211 FTE2_peak_650 chr10_71598712_71598843 211 chr10_71598712_71598996 COL13A1 . .
FTE_peak_378 100 116 FTE1_peak_663 chr10_71951907_71952111 205 FTE2_peak_651 chr10_71951934_71952049 205 chr10_71951907_71952111 . SAR1A PPA1
FTE_peak_379 97.2513 743 FTE1_peak_665 chr10_74036064_74037028 965 FTE2_peak_652 chr10_74036043_74036806 965 chr10_74036043_74037028 . DDIT4 .
FTE_peak_380 95.0495 384 FTE1_peak_667 chr10_74523901_74524321 421 FTE2_peak_653 chr10_74523938_74524341 421 chr10_74523901_74524341 MCU . .
FTE_peak_381 100 132 FTE1_peak_668 chr10_75815791_75816011 221 FTE2_peak_657 chr10_75815854_75815985 221 chr10_75815791_75816011 VCL . .
FTE_peak_382 94.9527 301 FTE1_peak_671 chr10_77307175_77307491 317 FTE2_peak_659 chr10_77307098_77307475 317 chr10_77307098_77307491 . . .
FTE_peak_383 100 167 FTE1_peak_672 chr10_77879391_77879597 207 FTE2_peak_660 chr10_77879399_77879565 207 chr10_77879391_77879597 C10orf11 . .
FTE_peak_384 100 153 FTE1_peak_674 chr10_78142045_78142618 574 FTE2_peak_662 chr10_78142362_78142514 574 chr10_78142045_78142618 C10orf11 . .
FTE_peak_385 96 240 FTE1_peak_675 chr10_78318874_78319159 286 FTE2_peak_663 chr10_78318920_78319169 286 chr10_78318874_78319169 . C10orf11 .
FTE_peak_386 100 345 FTE1_peak_677 chr10_78343434_78343878 445 FTE2_peak_664 chr10_78343489_78343833 445 chr10_78343434_78343878 . C10orf11 .
FTE_peak_387 100 206 FTE1_peak_678 chr10_79176197_79176469 273 FTE2_peak_667 chr10_79176220_79176425 273 chr10_79176197_79176469 KCNMA1 . .
FTE_peak_388 97.0588 231 FTE1_peak_680 chr10_79284257_79284494 238 FTE2_peak_669 chr10_79284212_79284487 238 chr10_79284212_79284494 KCNMA1 . .
FTE_peak_389 100 147 FTE1_peak_688 chr10_86029576_86029827 252 FTE2_peak_670 chr10_86029649_86029795 252 chr10_86029576_86029827 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
FTE_peak_390 80.9917 98 FTE1_peak_693 chr10_91134051_91134175 125 FTE2_peak_680 chr10_91134028_91134148 125 chr10_91134028_91134175 . . IFIT1;IFIT1B
FTE_peak_391 100 214 FTE1_peak_694 chr10_91187459_91187672 214 FTE2_peak_681 chr10_91187445_91187697 214 chr10_91187445_91187697 . IFIT1;IFIT5 SLC16A12
FTE_peak_392 90.8497 139 FTE1_peak_696 chr10_91275427_91275579 153 FTE2_peak_682 chr10_91275441_91275640 153 chr10_91275427_91275640 SLC16A12 . .
FTE_peak_393 100 196 FTE1_peak_697 chr10_91313199_91313394 196 FTE2_peak_683 chr10_91313030_91313399 196 chr10_91313030_91313399 . SLC16A12 PANK1
FTE_peak_394 90.625 203 FTE1_peak_699 chr10_92362662_92362908 247 FTE2_peak_684 chr10_92362641_92362864 247 chr10_92362641_92362908 . . .
FTE_peak_395 100 232 FTE1_peak_700 chr10_92670912_92671143 232 FTE2_peak_685 chr10_92670735_92673249 232 chr10_92670735_92673249 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_396 100 794 FTE1_peak_701 chr10_92671256_92672049 794 FTE2_peak_685 chr10_92670735_92673249 794 chr10_92670735_92673249 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_397 100 425 FTE1_peak_702 chr10_92672161_92672585 425 FTE2_peak_685 chr10_92670735_92673249 425 chr10_92670735_92673249 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_398 62.4585 564 FTE1_peak_703 chr10_92672686_92673588 903 FTE2_peak_685 chr10_92670735_92673249 903 chr10_92670735_92673588 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_399 80 376 FTE1_peak_704 chr10_92673732_92674325 594 FTE2_peak_686 chr10_92673950_92674419 594 chr10_92673732_92674419 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_400 100 144 FTE1_peak_705 chr10_92674578_92674721 144 FTE2_peak_687 chr10_92674524_92674966 144 chr10_92674524_92674966 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_401 32.5056 144 FTE1_peak_706 chr10_92674823_92675278 456 FTE2_peak_687 chr10_92674524_92674966 456 chr10_92674524_92675278 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_402 99.2308 129 FTE1_peak_707 chr10_92675944_92676073 130 FTE2_peak_688 chr10_92675945_92676354 130 chr10_92675944_92676354 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_403 38.0488 156 FTE1_peak_708 chr10_92676199_92676910 712 FTE2_peak_688 chr10_92675945_92676354 712 chr10_92675945_92676910 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_404 16.7135 119 FTE1_peak_708 chr10_92676199_92676910 712 FTE2_peak_689 chr10_92676792_92677591 712 chr10_92676199_92677591 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_405 100 248 FTE1_peak_709 chr10_92677026_92677273 248 FTE2_peak_689 chr10_92676792_92677591 248 chr10_92676792_92677591 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_406 61.1111 88 FTE1_peak_710 chr10_92677504_92677647 144 FTE2_peak_689 chr10_92676792_92677591 144 chr10_92676792_92677647 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_407 78.169 111 FTE1_peak_711 chr10_92677757_92678169 413 FTE2_peak_690 chr10_92677726_92677867 413 chr10_92677726_92678169 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_408 16.4875 46 FTE1_peak_711 chr10_92677757_92678169 413 FTE2_peak_691 chr10_92678124_92678402 413 chr10_92677757_92678402 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_409 15.7658 35 FTE1_peak_712 chr10_92678890_92679111 222 FTE2_peak_692 chr10_92679077_92679953 222 chr10_92678890_92679953 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_410 100 521 FTE1_peak_713 chr10_92679259_92679779 521 FTE2_peak_692 chr10_92679077_92679953 521 chr10_92679077_92679953 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_411 60.9914 283 FTE1_peak_714 chr10_92680412_92681306 895 FTE2_peak_693 chr10_92680231_92680694 895 chr10_92680231_92681306 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_412 83.5796 509 FTE1_peak_714 chr10_92680412_92681306 895 FTE2_peak_694 chr10_92680798_92681406 895 chr10_92680412_92681406 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_peak_413 77.8523 116 FTE1_peak_715 chr10_92690382_92690586 205 FTE2_peak_696 chr10_92690349_92690497 205 chr10_92690349_92690586 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
FTE_peak_414 92.2849 622 FTE1_peak_716 chr10_92690692_92691434 743 FTE2_peak_697 chr10_92690640_92691313 743 chr10_92690640_92691434 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
FTE_peak_415 87.218 116 FTE1_peak_718 chr10_93376849_93376981 133 FTE2_peak_703 chr10_93376814_93376964 133 chr10_93376814_93376981 . LOC100188947 PPP1R3C
FTE_peak_416 61.8881 177 FTE1_peak_720 chr10_93412231_93412516 286 FTE2_peak_704 chr10_93412104_93412407 286 chr10_93412104_93412516 . PPP1R3C .
FTE_peak_417 80 92 FTE1_peak_721 chr10_93861568_93861700 133 FTE2_peak_705 chr10_93861609_93861723 133 chr10_93861568_93861723 CPEB3 . .
FTE_peak_418 100 125 FTE1_peak_722 chr10_94732042_94732166 125 FTE2_peak_706 chr10_94731888_94732178 125 chr10_94731888_94732178 EXOC6 . .
FTE_peak_419 100 149 FTE1_peak_725 chr10_95230926_95231158 233 FTE2_peak_708 chr10_95230984_95231132 233 chr10_95230926_95231158 MYOF . CEP55
FTE_peak_420 64.9215 124 FTE1_peak_726 chr10_95953257_95953465 209 FTE2_peak_709 chr10_95953342_95953532 209 chr10_95953257_95953532 PLCE1 . .
FTE_peak_421 100 170 FTE1_peak_727 chr10_96046789_96047030 242 FTE2_peak_710 chr10_96046859_96047028 242 chr10_96046789_96047030 LOC100128054;PLCE1 . .
FTE_peak_422 85 136 FTE1_peak_732 chr10_97068604_97068764 161 FTE2_peak_712 chr10_97068580_97068739 161 chr10_97068580_97068764 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
FTE_peak_423 100 190 FTE1_peak_741 hr10_104512392_10451258 190 FTE2_peak_715 chr10_104512389_104512585 190 chr10_104512389_104512585 C10orf26 SFXN2 .
FTE_peak_424 98.5816 278 FTE1_peak_742 hr10_104990992_10499127 282 FTE2_peak_716 chr10_104990980_104991269 282 chr10_104990980_104991273 . . LOC729020
FTE_peak_425 93.8406 259 FTE1_peak_743 hr10_105869742_10587002 285 FTE2_peak_718 chr10_105869768_105870043 285 chr10_105869742_105870043 . COL17A1 SFR1;WDR96
FTE_peak_426 79.1304 91 FTE1_peak_744 hr10_106059897_10606002 132 FTE2_peak_719 chr10_106059938_106060052 132 chr10_106059897_106060052 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
FTE_peak_427 85.9756 141 FTE1_peak_747 hr10_112159179_11215934 164 FTE2_peak_726 chr10_112159088_112159319 164 chr10_112159088_112159342 . . .
FTE_peak_428 93.8144 182 FTE1_peak_748 hr10_112174539_11217473 194 FTE2_peak_727 chr10_112174449_112174720 194 chr10_112174449_112174732 . . .
FTE_peak_429 77.2727 102 FTE1_peak_749 hr10_112672259_11267245 198 FTE2_peak_728 chr10_112672229_112672360 198 chr10_112672229_112672456 BBIP1 MIR4680;PDCD4 RPL13AP6;SHOC2
FTE_peak_430 99.2806 138 FTE1_peak_751 hr10_112794820_11279499 180 FTE2_peak_729 chr10_112794819_112794957 180 chr10_112794819_112794999 . SHOC2 .
FTE_peak_431 100 176 FTE1_peak_752 hr10_113987508_11398768 176 FTE2_peak_730 chr10_113987439_113987762 176 chr10_113987439_113987762 . . .
FTE_peak_432 95.7983 114 FTE1_peak_753 hr10_113988969_11398916 193 FTE2_peak_731 chr10_113988964_113989082 193 chr10_113988964_113989161 . . .
FTE_peak_433 100 243 FTE1_peak_755 hr10_114523772_11452426 489 FTE2_peak_732 chr10_114523963_114524205 489 chr10_114523772_114524260 VTI1A . .
FTE_peak_434 79.2135 141 FTE1_peak_758 hr10_115086025_11508628 264 FTE2_peak_734 chr10_115086148_115086325 264 chr10_115086025_115086325 . . .
FTE_peak_435 70.8861 112 FTE1_peak_760 hr10_116031619_11603178 166 FTE2_peak_736 chr10_116031573_116031730 166 chr10_116031573_116031784 VWA2 . AFAP1L2
FTE_peak_436 86.2637 157 FTE1_peak_761 hr10_116408203_11640839 188 FTE2_peak_737 chr10_116408234_116408415 188 chr10_116408203_116408415 ABLIM1 . .
FTE_peak_437 100 230 FTE1_peak_762 hr10_116585557_11658578 230 FTE2_peak_738 chr10_116585545_116585823 230 chr10_116585545_116585823 FAM160B1 . .
FTE_peak_438 87.4419 188 FTE1_peak_763 hr10_116616456_11661667 215 FTE2_peak_739 chr10_116616483_116616739 215 chr10_116616456_116616739 FAM160B1 . .
FTE_peak_439 90.942 251 FTE1_peak_765 hr10_116685624_11668589 276 FTE2_peak_740 chr10_116685594_116685874 276 chr10_116685594_116685899 . FAM160B1 TRUB1
FTE_peak_440 79.5775 113 FTE1_peak_768 hr10_117705699_11770584 142 FTE2_peak_741 chr10_117705728_117705875 142 chr10_117705699_117705875 ATRNL1 . .
FTE_peak_441 100 246 FTE1_peak_769 hr10_117706696_11770694 246 FTE2_peak_742 chr10_117706639_117706968 246 chr10_117706639_117706968 ATRNL1 . .
FTE_peak_442 100 153 FTE1_peak_770 hr10_120873412_12087360 196 FTE2_peak_746 chr10_120873431_120873583 196 chr10_120873412_120873607 FAM45A . SFXN4
FTE_peak_443 63.3987 97 FTE1_peak_775 hr10_121608984_12160913 153 FTE2_peak_750 chr10_121609040_121609212 153 chr10_121608984_121609212 MCMBP INPP5F .
FTE_peak_444 100 120 FTE1_peak_776 hr10_122175594_12217577 183 FTE2_peak_751 chr10_122175606_122175725 183 chr10_122175594_122175776 . . .
FTE_peak_445 94.1767 469 FTE1_peak_778 hr10_124228515_12422901 498 FTE2_peak_753 chr10_124228472_124228983 498 chr10_124228472_124229012 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
FTE_peak_446 100 248 FTE1_peak_781 hr10_126595186_12659551 328 FTE2_peak_754 chr10_126595245_126595492 328 chr10_126595186_126595513 . . .
FTE_peak_447 95.7806 454 FTE1_peak_785 hr10_127941535_12794200 474 FTE2_peak_756 chr10_127941455_127941988 474 chr10_127941455_127942008 ADAM12 . .
FTE_peak_448 100 178 FTE1_peak_786 hr10_128086695_12808687 178 FTE2_peak_757 chr10_128086565_128086873 178 chr10_128086565_128086873 . ADAM12 C10orf90
FTE_peak_449 100 145 FTE1_peak_787 hr10_128148740_12814888 145 FTE2_peak_758 chr10_128148704_128148911 145 chr10_128148704_128148911 C10orf90 . .
FTE_peak_450 100 159 FTE1_peak_790 chr11_3926707_3926933 227 FTE2_peak_760 chr11_3926758_3926916 227 chr11_3926707_3926933 STIM1 . .
FTE_peak_451 86.4865 224 FTE1_peak_792 chr11_5385501_5385788 288 FTE2_peak_761 chr11_5385466_5385724 288 chr11_5385466_5385788 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
FTE_peak_452 96.1783 151 FTE1_peak_793 chr11_5388957_5389187 231 FTE2_peak_762 chr11_5388951_5389107 231 chr11_5388951_5389187 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
FTE_peak_453 59.1304 68 FTE1_peak_794 chr11_6453186_6453310 125 FTE2_peak_763 chr11_6453139_6453253 125 chr11_6453139_6453310 HPX APBB1 TRIM3
FTE_peak_454 100 208 FTE1_peak_800 chr11_8740864_8741161 298 FTE2_peak_765 chr11_8740938_8741145 298 chr11_8740864_8741161 ST5 RPL27A .
FTE_peak_455 91.25 146 FTE1_peak_803 chr11_9241272_9241431 160 FTE2_peak_766 chr11_9241239_9241417 160 chr11_9241239_9241431 DENND5A . .
FTE_peak_456 100 282 FTE1_peak_804 chr11_9781251_9781532 282 FTE2_peak_767 chr11_9781245_9781614 282 chr11_9781245_9781614 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP7 SBF2
FTE_peak_457 100 188 FTE1_peak_805 chr11_9927087_9927274 188 FTE2_peak_769 chr11_9927057_9927377 188 chr11_9927057_9927377 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_458 71.393 287 FTE1_peak_806 chr11_9927592_9928335 744 FTE2_peak_770 chr11_9927477_9927878 744 chr11_9927477_9928335 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_459 100 319 FTE1_peak_806 chr11_9927592_9928335 744 FTE2_peak_771 chr11_9927994_9928312 744 chr11_9927592_9928335 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_460 100 123 FTE1_peak_807 chr11_9964957_9965114 158 FTE2_peak_772 chr11_9964976_9965098 158 chr11_9964957_9965114 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_461 94.2623 115 FTE1_peak_808 chr11_9965376_9965529 154 FTE2_peak_773 chr11_9965415_9965536 154 chr11_9965376_9965536 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_462 100 131 FTE1_peak_809 chr11_10139365_10139495 131 FTE2_peak_774 chr11_10139263_10139594 131 chr11_10139263_10139594 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_463 100 115 FTE1_peak_810 chr11_10139714_10139934 221 FTE2_peak_775 chr11_10139757_10139871 221 chr11_10139714_10139934 SBF2 . .
FTE_peak_464 100 159 FTE1_peak_812 chr11_10373399_10373627 229 FTE2_peak_776 chr11_10373420_10373578 229 chr11_10373399_10373627 . . .
FTE_peak_465 100 232 FTE1_peak_814 chr11_10681259_10681568 310 FTE2_peak_778 chr11_10681259_10681490 310 chr11_10681259_10681568 MRVI1 . .
FTE_peak_466 100 180 FTE1_peak_815 chr11_11770311_11770490 180 FTE2_peak_780 chr11_11770253_11770535 180 chr11_11770253_11770535 . . .
FTE_peak_467 100 238 FTE1_peak_816 chr11_12087797_12088140 344 FTE2_peak_781 chr11_12087846_12088083 344 chr11_12087797_12088140 . . .
FTE_peak_468 100 143 FTE1_peak_817 chr11_12108185_12108390 206 FTE2_peak_783 chr11_12108188_12108330 206 chr11_12108185_12108390 . . MICAL2
FTE_peak_469 80 100 FTE1_peak_819 chr11_12144828_12144952 125 FTE2_peak_784 chr11_12144853_12145133 125 chr11_12144828_12145133 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_470 100 255 FTE1_peak_820 chr11_12148116_12148434 319 FTE2_peak_785 chr11_12148145_12148399 319 chr11_12148116_12148434 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_471 100 206 FTE1_peak_821 chr11_12188674_12188879 206 FTE2_peak_786 chr11_12188651_12188918 206 chr11_12188651_12188918 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_472 88.6957 102 FTE1_peak_822 chr11_12204310_12205072 763 FTE2_peak_789 chr11_12204297_12204411 763 chr11_12204297_12205072 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_473 100 318 FTE1_peak_822 chr11_12204310_12205072 763 FTE2_peak_790 chr11_12204705_12205022 763 chr11_12204310_12205072 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_474 61.7021 116 FTE1_peak_823 chr11_12222154_12222693 540 FTE2_peak_791 chr11_12222082_12222269 540 chr11_12222082_12222693 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_475 100 278 FTE1_peak_823 chr11_12222154_12222693 540 FTE2_peak_792 chr11_12222393_12222670 540 chr11_12222154_12222693 MICAL2 . .
FTE_peak_476 70.3297 128 FTE1_peak_826 chr11_12791618_12791799 182 FTE2_peak_794 chr11_12791477_12791745 182 chr11_12791477_12791799 TEAD1 . .
FTE_peak_477 70.5128 110 FTE1_peak_827 chr11_12922150_12922305 156 FTE2_peak_796 chr11_12922196_12922557 156 chr11_12922150_12922557 TEAD1 . .
FTE_peak_478 87.5676 162 FTE1_peak_831 chr11_15687023_15687207 185 FTE2_peak_800 chr11_15687046_15687275 185 chr11_15687023_15687275 . . .
FTE_peak_479 91.9598 183 FTE1_peak_832 chr11_17192994_17193192 199 FTE2_peak_801 chr11_17192932_17193176 199 chr11_17192932_17193192 . PIK3C2A .
FTE_peak_480 100 148 FTE1_peak_834 chr11_18334611_18334847 237 FTE2_peak_802 chr11_18334697_18334844 237 chr11_18334611_18334847 HPS5 . GTF2H1
FTE_peak_481 100 238 FTE1_peak_835 chr11_18430141_18430901 761 FTE2_peak_803 chr11_18430200_18430437 761 chr11_18430141_18430901 . LDHA LDHC
FTE_peak_482 77.8351 151 FTE1_peak_835 chr11_18430141_18430901 761 FTE2_peak_804 chr11_18430751_18430944 761 chr11_18430141_18430944 . LDHA LDHC
FTE_peak_483 20.8955 28 FTE1_peak_836 chr11_19391803_19392258 456 FTE2_peak_806 chr11_19391697_19391830 456 chr11_19391697_19392258 NAV2 . .
FTE_peak_484 78.2407 169 FTE1_peak_836 chr11_19391803_19392258 456 FTE2_peak_807 chr11_19392090_19392305 456 chr11_19391803_19392305 NAV2 . .
FTE_peak_485 100 138 FTE1_peak_837 chr11_19441089_19441226 138 FTE2_peak_809 chr11_19441078_19441270 138 chr11_19441078_19441270 NAV2 . .
FTE_peak_486 76.0563 162 FTE1_peak_838 chr11_19617437_19617656 220 FTE2_peak_810 chr11_19617495_19617707 220 chr11_19617437_19617707 NAV2 MIR4486 .
FTE_peak_487 100 163 FTE1_peak_841 chr11_20057303_20057536 234 FTE2_peak_812 chr11_20057331_20057493 234 chr11_20057303_20057536 NAV2 . .
FTE_peak_488 76.5625 98 FTE1_peak_842 chr11_20132926_20133053 128 FTE2_peak_814 chr11_20132893_20133023 128 chr11_20132893_20133053 NAV2 . .
FTE_peak_489 89.6774 139 FTE1_peak_843 chr11_23919086_23919328 243 FTE2_peak_815 chr11_23919070_23919224 243 chr11_23919070_23919328 . . .
FTE_peak_490 85.7143 120 FTE1_peak_845 chr11_26209343_26209487 145 FTE2_peak_816 chr11_26209323_26209462 145 chr11_26209323_26209487 . . .
FTE_peak_491 81.3472 157 FTE1_peak_847 chr11_26968980_26969322 343 FTE2_peak_817 chr11_26968944_26969136 343 chr11_26968944_26969322 . . .
FTE_peak_492 72.6027 106 FTE1_peak_851 chr11_27948533_27948730 198 FTE2_peak_820 chr11_27948625_27948770 198 chr11_27948533_27948770 . . .
FTE_peak_493 100 233 FTE1_peak_852 chr11_27955831_27956093 263 FTE2_peak_821 chr11_27955853_27956085 263 chr11_27955831_27956093 . . .
FTE_peak_494 73.7089 157 FTE1_peak_853 chr11_27956392_27956604 213 FTE2_peak_822 chr11_27956232_27956548 213 chr11_27956232_27956604 . . .
FTE_peak_495 100 142 FTE1_peak_855 chr11_28406047_28406249 203 FTE2_peak_824 chr11_28406053_28406194 203 chr11_28406047_28406249 . . .
FTE_peak_496 67.4242 89 FTE1_peak_856 chr11_28779396_28779527 132 FTE2_peak_825 chr11_28779272_28779484 132 chr11_28779272_28779527 . . .
FTE_peak_497 100 115 FTE1_peak_859 chr11_28857842_28858202 361 FTE2_peak_826 chr11_28857975_28858089 361 chr11_28857842_28858202 . . .
FTE_peak_498 95.3704 206 FTE1_peak_860 chr11_29141666_29141881 216 FTE2_peak_829 chr11_29141656_29141871 216 chr11_29141656_29141881 . . .
FTE_peak_499 70.4348 81 FTE1_peak_861 chr11_29193242_29193381 140 FTE2_peak_830 chr11_29193301_29193415 140 chr11_29193242_29193415 . . .
FTE_peak_500 100 263 FTE1_peak_862 chr11_29195213_29195475 263 FTE2_peak_831 chr11_29195136_29195526 263 chr11_29195136_29195526 . . .
FTE_peak_501 98.4375 189 FTE1_peak_866 chr11_32055679_32056103 425 FTE2_peak_834 chr11_32055915_32056106 425 chr11_32055679_32056106 . . .
FTE_peak_502 72.7679 163 FTE1_peak_869 chr11_33712033_33712449 417 FTE2_peak_839 chr11_33711972_33712195 417 chr11_33711972_33712449 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
FTE_peak_503 100 122 FTE1_peak_871 chr11_33713839_33713996 158 FTE2_peak_841 chr11_33713871_33713992 158 chr11_33713839_33713996 . C11orf41 C11orf91;CD59
FTE_peak_504 100 318 FTE1_peak_872 chr11_33744805_33745157 353 FTE2_peak_843 chr11_33744811_33745128 353 chr11_33744805_33745157 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
FTE_peak_505 100 128 FTE1_peak_873 chr11_34364866_34364993 128 FTE2_peak_844 chr11_34364849_34364997 128 chr11_34364849_34364997 ABTB2 . .
FTE_peak_506 78.9617 289 FTE1_peak_874 chr11_34366667_34367040 374 FTE2_peak_845 chr11_34366590_34366955 374 chr11_34366590_34367040 ABTB2 . .
FTE_peak_507 100 244 FTE1_peak_875 chr11_34621161_34621404 244 FTE2_peak_846 chr11_34621149_34621429 244 chr11_34621149_34621429 . . EHF
FTE_peak_508 100 256 FTE1_peak_877 chr11_34676425_34676680 256 FTE2_peak_847 chr11_34676407_34676723 256 chr11_34676407_34676723 EHF . .
FTE_peak_509 84.7909 223 FTE1_peak_878 chr11_34771867_34772129 263 FTE2_peak_848 chr11_34771772_34772089 263 chr11_34771772_34772129 . . .
FTE_peak_510 100 184 FTE1_peak_880 chr11_35057519_35057838 320 FTE2_peak_849 chr11_35057603_35057786 320 chr11_35057519_35057838 . . .
FTE_peak_511 80.3419 94 FTE1_peak_883 chr11_35188225_35188442 218 FTE2_peak_851 chr11_35188349_35188465 218 chr11_35188225_35188465 CD44 . .
FTE_peak_512 96.124 248 FTE1_peak_884 chr11_35236197_35236454 258 FTE2_peak_852 chr11_35236117_35236444 258 chr11_35236117_35236454 CD44 . .
FTE_peak_513 100 181 FTE1_peak_885 chr11_35513087_35513300 214 FTE2_peak_854 chr11_35513115_35513295 214 chr11_35513087_35513300 PAMR1 . .
FTE_peak_514 100 204 FTE1_peak_887 chr11_35563707_35563910 204 FTE2_peak_855 chr11_35563651_35563953 204 chr11_35563651_35563953 . PAMR1 .
FTE_peak_515 72.5581 156 FTE1_peak_888 chr11_35601244_35601458 215 FTE2_peak_856 chr11_35601149_35601399 215 chr11_35601149_35601458 . . .
FTE_peak_516 96.3351 184 FTE1_peak_890 chr11_36491392_36491582 191 FTE2_peak_862 chr11_36491380_36491575 191 chr11_36491380_36491582 . PRR5L TRAF6
FTE_peak_517 100 271 FTE1_peak_891 chr11_44596231_44596501 271 FTE2_peak_864 chr11_44596202_44596506 271 chr11_44596202_44596506 CD82 . .
FTE_peak_518 88.1356 156 FTE1_peak_892 chr11_44863875_44864097 223 FTE2_peak_866 chr11_44863854_44864030 223 chr11_44863854_44864097 TSPAN18 . .
FTE_peak_519 85.0746 114 FTE1_peak_896 chr11_57546143_57546276 134 FTE2_peak_869 chr11_57546099_57546256 134 chr11_57546099_57546276 CTNND1;TMX2‐CTNND1 BTBD18 .
FTE peak 520 93.6 117 FTE1 peak 897 chr11 58086205 58086329 125 FTE2 peak 870 chr11 58086190 58086321 125 chr11 58086190 58086329 . . .
FTE_peak_522 87 174 FTE1_peak_907 chr11_61731604_61731834 231 FTE2_peak_873 chr11_61731578_61731777 231 chr11_61731578_61731834 BEST1;FTH1 . .
FTE_peak_523 100 822 FTE1_peak_908 chr11_62608525_62609346 822 FTE2_peak_875 chr11_62608479_62609347 822 chr11_62608479_62609347 . STX5;WDR74 ORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;SNORD30;SNORD31
FTE_peak_524 77.8443 130 FTE1_peak_911 chr11_64153883_64154049 167 FTE2_peak_876 chr11_64153920_64154167 167 chr11_64153883_64154167 . C88B;MIR1237;RPS .
FTE_peak_525 100 124 FTE1_peak_913 chr11_65190201_65190645 445 FTE2_peak_878 chr11_65190242_65190365 445 chr11_65190201_65190645 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_526 100 258 FTE1_peak_914 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 FTE2_peak_879 chr11_65191394_65191651 964 chr11_65191365_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_527 100 331 FTE1_peak_914 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 FTE2_peak_880 chr11_65191955_65192285 964 chr11_65191365_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_528 100 265 FTE1_peak_916 chr11_65193034_65193298 265 FTE2_peak_881 chr11_65192942_65193333 265 chr11_65192942_65193333 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_529 100 1150 FTE1_peak_917 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 FTE2_peak_882 chr11_65193720_65194869 1814 chr11_65193566_65195379 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_530 9.7233 123 FTE1_peak_917 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 FTE2_peak_883 chr11_65195257_65196521 1814 chr11_65193566_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_peak_531 80.8696 1023 FTE1_peak_918 chr11_65195499_65197004 1506 FTE2_peak_883 chr11_65195257_65196521 1506 chr11_65195257_65197004 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_peak_532 71.0145 98 FTE1_peak_919 chr11_65197191_65197410 220 FTE2_peak_884 chr11_65197313_65197450 220 chr11_65197191_65197450 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_peak_533 100 155 FTE1_peak_920 chr11_65197845_65197999 155 FTE2_peak_885 chr11_65197705_65198270 155 chr11_65197705_65198270 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_peak_534 86.6667 104 FTE1_peak_922 chr11_65202553_65203115 563 FTE2_peak_888 chr11_65202537_65202656 563 chr11_65202537_65203115 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_peak_535 100 1678 FTE1_peak_929 chr11_65266449_65268126 1678 FTE2_peak_890 chr11_65266428_65268136 1678 chr11_65266428_65268136 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_536 100 4079 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 FTE2_peak_891 chr11_65268252_65272330 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_537 100 439 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 FTE2_peak_892 chr11_65272458_65272896 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_538 100 270 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 FTE2_peak_893 chr11_65272999_65273268 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_539 100 368 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 FTE2_peak_894 chr11_65273365_65273732 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_540 98.7937 1638 FTE1_peak_930 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 FTE2_peak_895 chr11_65273836_65275493 7222 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_peak_541 89.3162 209 FTE1_peak_932 chr11_66703862_66704141 280 FTE2_peak_897 chr11_66703933_66704166 280 chr11_66703862_66704166 PC . .
FTE_peak_542 91.8367 180 FTE1_peak_933 chr11_66738312_66738507 196 FTE2_peak_898 chr11_66738328_66738556 196 chr11_66738312_66738556 . PC C11orf86
FTE_peak_543 96.5714 169 FTE1_peak_934 chr11_66801467_66801641 175 FTE2_peak_899 chr11_66801473_66801709 175 chr11_66801467_66801709 SYT12 . RHOD
FTE_peak_544 100 115 FTE1_peak_937 chr11_70998141_70998301 161 FTE2_peak_901 chr11_70998146_70998260 161 chr11_70998141_70998301 . . .
FTE_peak_545 100 163 FTE1_peak_938 chr11_71783433_71783595 163 FTE2_peak_903 chr11_71783429_71783605 163 chr11_71783429_71783605 NUMA1 MIR3165 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT
FTE_peak_546 92.5676 137 FTE1_peak_939 chr11_71852209_71852412 204 FTE2_peak_904 chr11_71852198_71852345 204 chr11_71852198_71852412 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
FTE_peak_547 97.8022 267 FTE1_peak_940 chr11_72686878_72687195 318 FTE2_peak_905 chr11_72686929_72687201 318 chr11_72686878_72687201 FCHSD2 . .
FTE_peak_548 96.7742 150 FTE1_peak_942 chr11_75677612_75677806 195 FTE2_peak_911 chr11_75677607_75677761 195 chr11_75677607_75677806 UVRAG . .
FTE_peak_549 91.1894 207 FTE1_peak_947 chr11_78512286_78512512 227 FTE2_peak_914 chr11_78512266_78512492 227 chr11_78512266_78512512 ODZ4 . .
FTE_peak_550 44 88 FTE1_peak_949 chr11_82763066_82763265 200 FTE2_peak_916 chr11_82762882_82763153 200 chr11_82762882_82763265 RAB30 SNORA70E LOC100506233
FTE_peak_551 88.8889 152 FTE1_peak_954 chr11_86013114_86013284 171 FTE2_peak_919 chr11_86013072_86013265 171 chr11_86013072_86013284 C11orf73 EED .
FTE_peak_552 100 185 FTE1_peak_957 chr11_86235256_86235497 242 FTE2_peak_920 chr11_86235286_86235470 242 chr11_86235256_86235497 ME3 . .
FTE_peak_553 71.978 131 FTE1_peak_958 chr11_86407143_86407324 182 FTE2_peak_921 chr11_86407194_86407452 182 chr11_86407143_86407452 . ME3 .
FTE_peak_554 100 151 FTE1_peak_959 chr11_86430926_86431146 221 FTE2_peak_923 chr11_86430965_86431115 221 chr11_86430926_86431146 . . .
FTE_peak_555 100 179 FTE1_peak_961 chr11_86454546_86454724 179 FTE2_peak_925 chr11_86454544_86454915 179 chr11_86454544_86454915 . . .
FTE_peak_556 40 98 FTE1_peak_962 chr11_86454818_86455062 245 FTE2_peak_925 chr11_86454544_86454915 245 chr11_86454544_86455062 . . .
FTE_peak_557 96.319 314 FTE1_peak_964 chr11_88213433_88213758 326 FTE2_peak_928 chr11_88213388_88213746 326 chr11_88213388_88213758 . . GRM5
FTE_peak_558 94.2105 179 FTE1_peak_969 chr11_92788123_92788312 190 FTE2_peak_930 chr11_92788134_92788341 190 chr11_92788123_92788341 . . .
FTE_peak_559 100 363 FTE1_peak_970 chr11_93461568_93461930 363 FTE2_peak_931 chr11_93461551_93462282 363 chr11_93461551_93462282 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 ORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNORD5;SNORD6;TAF1D
FTE_peak_560 64.3357 92 FTE1_peak_973 chr11_93642068_93642214 147 FTE2_peak_933 chr11_93642123_93642265 147 chr11_93642068_93642265 . . .
FTE_peak_561 100 159 FTE1_peak_974 chr11_93681459_93681617 159 FTE2_peak_934 chr11_93681457_93681629 159 chr11_93681457_93681629 . . .
FTE_peak_562 100 263 FTE1_peak_976 chr11_94527844_94528123 280 FTE2_peak_936 chr11_94527848_94528110 280 chr11_94527844_94528123 AMOTL1 . .
FTE_peak_563 92.2481 119 FTE1_peak_977 chr11_94666635_94666763 129 FTE2_peak_937 chr11_94666593_94666753 129 chr11_94666593_94666763 . . CWC15
FTE_peak_564 52.2388 70 FTE1_peak_978 chr11_95610582_95610775 194 FTE2_peak_939 chr11_95610518_95610651 194 chr11_95610518_95610775 MTMR2 . .
FTE_peak_565 62.6087 72 FTE1_peak_979 chr11_95889400_95889558 159 FTE2_peak_942 chr11_95889487_95889601 159 chr11_95889400_95889601 MAML2 . .
FTE_peak_566 95.6522 110 FTE1_peak_983 chr11_95921530_95921664 135 FTE2_peak_943 chr11_95921555_95921669 135 chr11_95921530_95921669 MAML2 . .
FTE_peak_567 91.4062 117 FTE1_peak_984 chr11_95996610_95996737 128 FTE2_peak_945 chr11_95996508_95996726 128 chr11_95996508_95996737 MAML2 . .
FTE_peak_568 95.7746 136 FTE1_peak_985 chr11_99196702_99196843 142 FTE2_peak_948 chr11_99196708_99196928 142 chr11_99196702_99196928 CNTN5 . .
FTE_peak_569 100 125 FTE1_peak_986 hr11_101734215_10173433 125 FTE2_peak_952 chr11_101734191_101734442 125 chr11_101734191_101734442 . . ANGPTL5
FTE_peak_570 100 134 FTE1_peak_988 hr11_102009386_10200975 369 FTE2_peak_953 chr11_102009556_102009689 369 chr11_102009386_102009754 YAP1 . .
FTE_peak_571 100 130 FTE1_peak_989 hr11_102049130_10204930 179 FTE2_peak_954 chr11_102049136_102049265 179 chr11_102049130_102049308 YAP1 . .
FTE_peak_572 100 155 FTE1_peak_990 hr11_102096732_10209698 256 FTE2_peak_955 chr11_102096772_102096926 256 chr11_102096732_102096987 YAP1 . .
FTE_peak_573 100 175 FTE1_peak_991 hr11_102194676_10219485 175 FTE2_peak_956 chr11_102194664_102194855 175 chr11_102194664_102194855 BIRC3 . BIRC2
FTE_peak_574 100 200 FTE1_peak_998 hr11_105115245_10511544 200 FTE2_peak_962 chr11_105115189_105115496 200 chr11_105115189_105115496 . . .
FTE_peak_575 100 173 FTE1_peak_1002 hr11_108303668_10830387 203 FTE2_peak_969 chr11_108303696_108303868 203 chr11_108303668_108303870 C11orf65 . .
FTE_peak_576 96.8468 215 FTE1_peak_1003 hr11_108430599_10843091 321 FTE2_peak_971 chr11_108430705_108430926 321 chr11_108430599_108430926 EXPH5 . .
FTE_peak_577 95.7447 225 FTE1_peak_1004 hr11_109418474_10941871 237 FTE2_peak_973 chr11_109418464_109418698 237 chr11_109418464_109418710 . . .
FTE_peak_578 93.3333 126 FTE1_peak_1005 hr11_111428619_11142875 135 FTE2_peak_975 chr11_111428505_111428744 135 chr11_111428505_111428753 LAYN C11orf88 .
FTE_peak_579 92.8177 168 FTE1_peak_1006 hr11_111565651_11156583 181 FTE2_peak_977 chr11_111565615_111565818 181 chr11_111565615_111565831 SIK2 . .
FTE_peak_580 100 344 FTE1_peak_1008 hr11_114005523_11400599 468 FTE2_peak_981 chr11_114005641_114005984 468 chr11_114005523_114005990 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_peak_581 82.5503 123 FTE1_peak_1009 hr11_114020843_11402099 149 FTE2_peak_982 chr11_114020800_114020965 149 chr11_114020800_114020991 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_peak_582 84.2795 193 FTE1_peak_1010 hr11_114025326_11402555 234 FTE2_peak_983 chr11_114025290_114025518 234 chr11_114025290_114025559 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_peak_583 100 115 FTE1_peak_1012 hr11_114033581_11403380 228 FTE2_peak_984 chr11_114033659_114033773 228 chr11_114033581_114033808 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_peak_584 42.5455 117 FTE1_peak_1013 hr11_114049852_11405012 275 FTE2_peak_985 chr11_114050010_114050309 275 chr11_114049852_114050309 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_peak_585 100 243 FTE1_peak_1015 hr11_114165835_11416607 243 FTE2_peak_986 chr11_114165615_114166082 243 chr11_114165615_114166082 . . NNMT
FTE_peak_586 100 115 FTE1_peak_1018 hr11_116680183_11668057 396 FTE2_peak_989 chr11_116680446_116680560 396 chr11_116680183_116680578 . APOA5;ZNF259 POA1;APOA4;APOC3
FTE_peak_587 100 133 FTE1_peak_1019 hr11_116855415_11685555 139 FTE2_peak_991 chr11_116855417_116855549 139 chr11_116855415_116855553 SIK3 . .
FTE_peak_588 98.6014 282 FTE1_peak_1020 hr11_116943260_11694354 286 FTE2_peak_992 chr11_116943246_116943541 286 chr11_116943246_116943545 SIK3 . .
FTE_peak_589 100 247 FTE1_peak_1023 hr11_120302852_12030309 247 FTE2_peak_994 chr11_120302779_120303106 247 chr11_120302779_120303106 ARHGEF12 . .
FTE_peak_590 78.1609 136 FTE1_peak_1024 hr11_121466598_12146681 217 FTE2_peak_995 chr11_121466560_121466733 217 chr11_121466560_121466814 SORL1 . .
FTE_peak_591 100 190 FTE1_peak_1025 hr11_121699943_12170013 190 FTE2_peak_996 chr11_121699919_121700153 190 chr11_121699919_121700153 . . .
FTE_peak_592 100 125 FTE1_peak_1027 hr11_121909374_12190949 125 FTE2_peak_997 chr11_121909263_121909532 125 chr11_121909263_121909532 . . .
FTE_peak_593 100 138 FTE1_peak_1028 hr11_121915986_12191612 138 FTE2_peak_998 chr11_121915940_121916191 138 chr11_121915940_121916191 . . .
FTE_peak_594 100 115 FTE1_peak_1032 hr11_122011334_12201151 184 FTE2_peak_1000 chr11_122011362_122011476 184 chr11_122011334_122011517 MIR100HG BLID MIR100;MIRLET7A2
FTE_peak_595 94.5355 173 FTE1_peak_1034 hr11_122032925_12203310 183 FTE2_peak_1002 chr11_122032887_122033097 183 chr11_122032887_122033107 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
FTE_peak_596 100 201 FTE1_peak_1035 hr11_122051125_12205157 450 FTE2_peak_1004 chr11_122051256_122051456 450 chr11_122051125_122051574 MIR100HG MIR100 .
FTE_peak_597 62.6087 72 FTE1_peak_1036 hr11_122060041_12206016 128 FTE2_peak_1005 chr11_122060097_122060211 128 chr11_122060041_122060211 MIR100HG . .
FTE_peak_598 100 324 FTE1_peak_1037 hr11_122067773_12206809 324 FTE2_peak_1006 chr11_122067771_122068148 324 chr11_122067771_122068148 MIR100HG . .
FTE_peak_599 100 274 FTE1_peak_1038 hr11_122078786_12207921 425 FTE2_peak_1007 chr11_122078853_122079126 425 chr11_122078786_122079210 . MIR100HG .
FTE_peak_600 100 120 FTE1_peak_1041 hr11_122619816_12262002 207 FTE2_peak_1009 chr11_122619826_122619945 207 chr11_122619816_122620022 UBASH3B . .
FTE_peak_601 48.2072 121 FTE1_peak_1043 hr11_123044046_12304429 251 FTE2_peak_1011 chr11_123044176_123044465 251 chr11_123044046_123044465 CLMP . .
FTE_peak_602 76.1702 179 FTE1_peak_1044 hr11_123045423_12304567 257 FTE2_peak_1012 chr11_123045501_123045735 257 chr11_123045423_123045735 CLMP . .
FTE_peak_603 96.7949 151 FTE1_peak_1046 hr11_124155567_12415573 172 FTE2_peak_1014 chr11_124155588_124155743 172 chr11_124155567_124155743 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
FTE_peak_604 100 167 FTE1_peak_1047 hr11_124155842_12415629 453 FTE2_peak_1015 chr11_124156089_124156255 453 chr11_124155842_124156294 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
FTE_peak_605 73.7226 101 FTE1_peak_1048 hr11_124167985_12416813 153 FTE2_peak_1016 chr11_124167949_124168085 153 chr11_124167949_124168137 . . OR8D1;OR8D2
FTE_peak_606 100 150 FTE1_peak_1050 hr11_126861990_12686213 150 FTE2_peak_1018 chr11_126861649_126862438 150 chr11_126861649_126862438 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
FTE_peak_607 100 133 FTE1_peak_1051 hr11_126862791_12686292 133 FTE2_peak_1019 chr11_126862745_126862961 133 chr11_126862745_126862961 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
FTE_peak_608 81.1847 233 FTE1_peak_1053 hr11_127896444_12789678 343 FTE2_peak_1020 chr11_127896554_127896840 343 chr11_127896444_127896840 . . .
FTE_peak_609 85.6 107 FTE1_peak_1054 hr11_127909208_12790933 125 FTE2_peak_1021 chr11_127909157_127909314 125 chr11_127909157_127909332 . . .
FTE_peak_610 100 422 FTE1_peak_1055 hr11_128077676_12807817 499 FTE2_peak_1022 chr11_128077724_128078145 499 chr11_128077676_128078174 . . .
FTE_peak_611 98.3516 179 FTE1_peak_1057 hr11_128290950_12829114 200 FTE2_peak_1025 chr11_128290947_128291128 200 chr11_128290947_128291149 . . .
FTE_peak_612 84.127 106 FTE1_peak_1059 hr11_128367087_12836721 126 FTE2_peak_1029 chr11_128367058_128367192 126 chr11_128367058_128367212 ETS1 . .
FTE_peak_613 89.781 123 FTE1_peak_1061 hr11_128584884_12858513 248 FTE2_peak_1030 chr11_128584870_128585006 248 chr11_128584870_128585131 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
FTE_peak_614 88.7719 253 FTE1_peak_1062 hr11_128585520_12858580 285 FTE2_peak_1031 chr11_128585552_128585867 285 chr11_128585520_128585867 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
FTE_peak_615 89.9225 116 FTE1_peak_1064 hr11_129973339_12997361 276 FTE2_peak_1032 chr11_129973499_129973627 276 chr11_129973339_129973627 APLP2 . .
FTE_peak_616 85.3556 204 FTE1_peak_1066 hr11_130516489_13051672 239 FTE2_peak_1034 chr11_130516451_130516692 239 chr11_130516451_130516727 . . .
FTE_peak_617 92.8889 209 FTE1_peak_1067 hr11_130642549_13064277 225 FTE2_peak_1035 chr11_130642506_130642757 225 chr11_130642506_130642773 . . .
FTE_peak_618 74.7368 142 FTE1_peak_1068 hr11_130717586_13071780 222 FTE2_peak_1036 chr11_130717666_130717855 222 chr11_130717586_130717855 . . SNX19
FTE_peak_619 92.0635 116 FTE1_peak_1070 hr11_130870474_13087059 126 FTE2_peak_1037 chr11_130870484_130870621 126 chr11_130870474_130870621 . . .
FTE_peak_620 39.8374 49 FTE1_peak_1071 hr11_131618905_13161915 251 FTE2_peak_1038 chr11_131618831_131618953 251 chr11_131618831_131619155 NTM . .
FTE_peak_621 100 127 FTE1_peak_1072 hr11_131630049_13163026 216 FTE2_peak_1040 chr11_131630126_131630252 216 chr11_131630049_131630264 NTM . .
FTE_peak_622 64.8069 151 FTE1_peak_1073 hr11_131924761_13192500 242 FTE2_peak_1043 chr11_131924679_131924911 242 chr11_131924679_131925002 NTM . .
FTE_peak_623 83.7989 300 FTE1_peak_1074 hr11_131934789_13193516 377 FTE2_peak_1044 chr11_131934866_131935223 377 chr11_131934789_131935223 NTM . .
FTE_peak_624 100 259 FTE1_peak_1075 hr11_131942133_13194239 259 FTE2_peak_1045 chr11_131942117_131942420 259 chr11_131942117_131942420 NTM . .
FTE_peak_625 89.2617 133 FTE1_peak_1076 hr11_132474407_13247463 232 FTE2_peak_1046 chr11_132474506_132474654 232 chr11_132474407_132474654 OPCML . .
FTE_peak_626 87.5706 155 FTE1_peak_1079 hr11_134819093_13481926 177 FTE2_peak_1047 chr11_134819037_134819247 177 chr11_134819037_134819269 . . .
FTE_peak_627 91.0615 163 FTE1_peak_1080 chr12_741600_741778 179 FTE2_peak_1049 chr12_741430_741762 179 chr12_741430_741778 NINJ2 . .
FTE_peak_628 100 123 FTE1_peak_1081 chr12_1459602_1459785 184 FTE2_peak_1050 chr12_1459610_1459732 184 chr12_1459602_1459785 ERC1 . .
FTE_peak_629 80.6452 125 FTE1_peak_1082 chr12_1583435_1583589 155 FTE2_peak_1051 chr12_1583465_1583637 155 chr12_1583435_1583637 ERC1 . LOC100292680
FTE_peak_630 100 235 FTE1_peak_1083 chr12_2374166_2374400 235 FTE2_peak_1054 chr12_2374162_2374497 235 chr12_2374162_2374497 CACNA1C . .
FTE_peak_631 89.9225 116 FTE1_peak_1085 chr12_5205400_5205578 179 FTE2_peak_1056 chr12_5205463_5205591 179 chr12_5205400_5205591 . . .
FTE_peak_632 100 132 FTE1_peak_1086 chr12_5211778_5211909 132 FTE2_peak_1057 chr12_5211754_5211973 132 chr12_5211754_5211973 . . .
FTE_peak_633 98.0861 205 FTE1_peak_1087 chr12_6647974_6648182 209 FTE2_peak_1059 chr12_6647895_6648178 209 chr12_6647895_6648182 . DH;NCAPD2;SCARN IFFO1;NOP2
FTE_peak_634 98.9071 181 FTE1_peak_1088 chr12_6961575_6961758 184 FTE2_peak_1060 chr12_6961573_6961755 184 chr12_6961573_6961758 USP5 3;GNB3;GPR162;LE SPSB2;TPI1
FTE_peak_635 97.6804 379 FTE1_peak_1089 chr12_7052976_7053512 537 FTE2_peak_1061 chr12_7052967_7053354 537 chr12_7052967_7053512 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
FTE_peak_636 86.4 108 FTE1_peak_1090 chr12_7586022_7586146 125 FTE2_peak_1062 chr12_7585947_7586129 125 chr12_7585947_7586146 CD163L1 . .
FTE_peak_637 97.2696 285 FTE1_peak_1091 chr12_8833835_8834127 293 FTE2_peak_1064 chr12_8833806_8834119 293 chr12_8833806_8834127 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
FTE_peak_638 14.9123 34 FTE1_peak_1092 chr12_9945565_9945812 248 FTE2_peak_1065 chr12_9945779_9946006 248 chr12_9945565_9946006 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_639 99.6894 321 FTE1_peak_1094 chr12_10787002_10787340 339 FTE2_peak_1067 chr12_10787020_10787341 339 chr12_10787002_10787341 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ST MAGOHB .
FTE_peak_640 40.678 48 FTE1_peak_1095 chr12_11916852_11917090 239 FTE2_peak_1068 chr12_11917043_11917160 239 chr12_11916852_11917160 V6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_641 90.4 113 FTE1_peak_1096 chr12_11950615_11950739 125 FTE2_peak_1069 chr12_11950627_11950877 125 chr12_11950615_11950877 V6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_642 98.6425 218 FTE1_peak_1097 chr12_11951855_11952105 251 FTE2_peak_1070 chr12_11951852_11952072 251 chr12_11951852_11952105 V6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_643 3.7634 7 FTE1_peak_1098 chr12_12972700_12972889 190 FTE2_peak_1071 chr12_12972883_12973068 190 chr12_12972700_12973068 X47;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 APOLD1 .
FTE_peak_644 100 146 FTE1_peak_1099 chr12_12976196_12976502 307 FTE2_peak_1072 chr12_12976352_12976497 307 chr12_12976196_12976502 X47;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_645 38.2114 47 FTE1_peak_1105 chr12_13376248_13376372 125 FTE2_peak_1075 chr12_13376326_13376448 125 chr12_13376248_13376448 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 EMP1 .
FTE_peak_646 98.8372 255 FTE1_peak_1107 chr12_14994800_14995057 258 FTE2_peak_1076 chr12_14994670_14995054 258 chr12_14994670_14995057 T4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124C12orf60;C12orf69 .
FTE_peak_647 100 289 FTE1_peak_1108 chr12_15782001_15782386 386 FTE2_peak_1077 chr12_15782089_15782377 386 chr12_15782001_15782386 S8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_648 100 184 FTE1_peak_1110 chr12_16131661_16131891 231 FTE2_peak_1081 chr12_16131671_16131854 231 chr12_16131661_16131891 RA;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_649 82.4176 225 FTE1_peak_1113 chr12_18324515_18324787 273 FTE2_peak_1086 chr12_18324563_18324844 273 chr12_18324515_18324844 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_650 100 133 FTE1_peak_1114 chr12_18473080_18473233 154 FTE2_peak_1087 chr12_18473094_18473226 154 chr12_18473080_18473233 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PIK3 . .
FTE_peak_651 100 388 FTE1_peak_1115 chr12_18536108_18536495 388 FTE2_peak_1088 chr12_18536059_18536523 388 chr12_18536059_18536523 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PIK3 . .
FTE_peak_652 92.1875 177 FTE1_peak_1116 chr12_18900988_18901181 194 FTE2_peak_1090 chr12_18900973_18901164 194 chr12_18900973_18901181 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
FTE_peak_653 99.3377 150 FTE1_peak_1117 chr12_19151934_19152115 182 FTE2_peak_1091 chr12_19151933_19152083 182 chr12_19151933_19152115 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_654 87.7193 150 FTE1_peak_1118 chr12_20661249_20661511 263 FTE2_peak_1092 chr12_20661362_20661532 263 chr12_20661249_20661532 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PD . .
FTE_peak_655 100 133 FTE1_peak_1120 chr12_22630208_22630396 189 FTE2_peak_1095 chr12_22630217_22630349 189 chr12_22630208_22630396 0528;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
FTE_peak_656 100 199 FTE1_peak_1121 chr12_24754005_24754203 199 FTE2_peak_1097 chr12_24754003_24754287 199 chr12_24754003_24754287 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LINC00477 .
FTE_peak_657 100 181 FTE1_peak_1123 chr12_26306351_26306531 181 FTE2_peak_1098 chr12_26306331_26306536 181 chr12_26306331_26306536 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 BHLHE41 .
FTE_peak_658 58.4 73 FTE1_peak_1124 chr12_26801647_26801771 125 FTE2_peak_1101 chr12_26801413_26801719 125 chr12_26801413_26801771 R2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_659 100 127 FTE1_peak_1126 chr12_27329920_27330046 127 FTE2_peak_1102 chr12_27329910_27330057 127 chr12_27329910_27330057 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_660 100 132 FTE1_peak_1127 chr12_27702807_27702938 132 FTE2_peak_1104 chr12_27702779_27703093 132 chr12_27702779_27703093 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPF . .
FTE_peak_661 100 188 FTE1_peak_1128 chr12_27726894_27727189 296 FTE2_peak_1105 chr12_27726996_27727183 296 chr12_27726894_27727189 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPF . .
FTE_peak_662 80.9816 132 FTE1_peak_1129 chr12_27780165_27780327 163 FTE2_peak_1107 chr12_27780196_27780416 163 chr12_27780165_27780416 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPF . .
FTE_peak_663 100 134 FTE1_peak_1131 chr12_28052356_28052489 134 FTE2_peak_1110 chr12_28052352_28052522 134 chr12_28052352_28052522 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_664 100 115 FTE1_peak_1133 chr12_28283744_28283883 140 FTE2_peak_1111 chr12_28283760_28283874 140 chr12_28283744_28283883 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_665 20.8861 33 FTE1_peak_1135 chr12_29894571_29894735 165 FTE2_peak_1112 chr12_29894703_29894860 165 chr12_29894571_29894860 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TM . .
FTE_peak_666 100 122 FTE1_peak_1138 chr12_30179559_30179712 154 FTE2_peak_1113 chr12_30179563_30179684 154 chr12_30179559_30179712 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_667 100 149 FTE1_peak_1140 chr12_31671679_31672036 358 FTE2_peak_1115 chr12_31671797_31671945 358 chr12_31671679_31672036 D5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
FTE_peak_668 100 137 FTE1_peak_1141 chr12_32268781_32268917 137 FTE2_peak_1117 chr12_32268746_32268928 137 chr12_32268746_32268928 D1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_669 100 547 FTE1_peak_1143 chr12_32686735_32687346 612 FTE2_peak_1118 chr12_32686773_32687319 612 chr12_32686735_32687346 D4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_670 98.75 237 FTE1_peak_1146 chr12_43150910_43151149 240 FTE2_peak_1120 chr12_43150913_43151190 240 chr12_43150910_43151190 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_671 84.4444 114 FTE1_peak_1147 chr12_43355315_43355449 135 FTE2_peak_1121 chr12_43355336_43355528 135 chr12_43355315_43355528 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_672 97.6331 165 FTE1_peak_1148 chr12_43679201_43679369 169 FTE2_peak_1122 chr12_43679205_43679379 169 chr12_43679201_43679379 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_673 100 115 FTE1_peak_1149 chr12_46613756_46613984 229 FTE2_peak_1125 chr12_46613787_46613901 229 chr12_46613756_46613984 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_674 100 1141 FTE1_peak_1150 chr12_46750989_46752129 1141 FTE2_peak_1126 chr12_46750858_46752183 1141 chr12_46750858_46752183 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_675 72.9927 100 FTE1_peak_1152 chr12_46753149_46753323 175 FTE2_peak_1127 chr12_46753112_46753248 175 chr12_46753112_46753323 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_676 40.7115 103 FTE1_peak_1154 chr12_46757695_46757947 253 FTE2_peak_1130 chr12_46757845_46758147 253 chr12_46757695_46758147 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_677 47.4026 73 FTE1_peak_1155 chr12_46758075_46758228 154 FTE2_peak_1130 chr12_46757845_46758147 154 chr12_46757845_46758228 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_678 25.1111 113 FTE1_peak_1158 chr12_46759746_46760539 794 FTE2_peak_1132 chr12_46759409_46759858 794 chr12_46759409_46760539 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_679 100 380 FTE1_peak_1158 chr12_46759746_46760539 794 FTE2_peak_1133 chr12_46760157_46760536 794 chr12_46759746_46760539 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_680 92.4107 207 FTE1_peak_1161 chr12_46763351_46763957 607 FTE2_peak_1134 chr12_46763751_46763974 607 chr12_46763351_46763974 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_681 100 115 FTE1_peak_1164 chr12_46824320_46824483 164 FTE2_peak_1136 chr12_46824338_46824452 164 chr12_46824320_46824483 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_682 100 164 FTE1_peak_1166 chr12_46888273_46888468 196 FTE2_peak_1137 chr12_46888280_46888443 196 chr12_46888273_46888468 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_683 87.2428 212 FTE1_peak_1167 chr12_47167843_47168109 267 FTE2_peak_1140 chr12_47167898_47168140 267 chr12_47167843_47168140 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_684 100 199 FTE1_peak_1170 chr12_47489602_47489861 260 FTE2_peak_1141 chr12_47489638_47489836 260 chr12_47489602_47489861 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMIGO2 .
FTE_peak_685 77.3913 89 FTE1_peak_1172 chr12_47672050_47672174 125 FTE2_peak_1143 chr12_47672024_47672138 125 chr12_47672024_47672174 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_686 94.9367 150 FTE1_peak_1174 chr12_49616443_49616600 158 FTE2_peak_1145 chr12_49616451_49616614 158 chr12_49616443_49616614 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_687 100 148 FTE1_peak_1175 chr12_49900981_49901236 256 FTE2_peak_1146 chr12_49901004_49901151 256 chr12_49900981_49901236 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SPA . .
FTE_peak_688 45.1128 60 FTE1_peak_1176 chr12_50580974_50581106 133 FTE2_peak_1147 chr12_50581047_50581206 133 chr12_50580974_50581206 A1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 CERS5 .
FTE_peak_689 100 187 FTE1_peak_1178 chr12_50784198_50784384 187 FTE2_peak_1148 chr12_50784153_50784414 187 chr12_50784153_50784414 186A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . LARP4
FTE_peak_690 98.0392 150 FTE1_peak_1179 chr12_50790422_50790574 153 FTE2_peak_1149 chr12_50790425_50790594 153 chr12_50790422_50790594 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 FAM186A LARP4
FTE_peak_691 100 184 FTE1_peak_1182 chr12_52081487_52081773 287 FTE2_peak_1150 chr12_52081503_52081686 287 chr12_52081487_52081773 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SC . .
FTE_peak_692 24.8889 56 FTE1_peak_1184 chr12_52674376_52674600 225 FTE2_peak_1152 chr12_52674179_52674431 225 chr12_52674179_52674600 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT81;KRT86
FTE_peak_693 100 115 FTE1_peak_1185 chr12_52674697_52675212 516 FTE2_peak_1153 chr12_52674909_52675023 516 chr12_52674697_52675212 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT81;KRT86
FTE peak 694 100 150 FTE1 peak 1187 chr12 53318997 53319200 204 FTE2 peak 1155 chr12 53319025 53319174 204 chr12 53318997 53319200 T8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . KRT18
FTE_peak_696 98.2143 165 FTE1_peak_1189 chr12_54164134_54164314 181 FTE2_peak_1157 chr12_54164150_54164317 181 chr12_54164134_54164317 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_697 88.0734 288 FTE1_peak_1190 chr12_54616362_54616850 489 FTE2_peak_1159 chr12_54616323_54616649 489 chr12_54616323_54616850 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
FTE_peak_698 98.0916 257 FTE1_peak_1195 chr12_58704585_58705040 456 FTE2_peak_1166 chr12_58704580_58704841 456 chr12_58704580_58705040 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_699 97.6351 289 FTE1_peak_1200 chr12_59435214_59435517 304 FTE2_peak_1169 chr12_59435207_59435502 304 chr12_59435207_59435517 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_700 85.3933 152 FTE1_peak_1201 chr12_60092549_60092734 186 FTE2_peak_1170 chr12_60092523_60092700 186 chr12_60092523_60092734 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC . .
FTE_peak_701 100 389 FTE1_peak_1204 chr12_63096249_63096637 389 FTE2_peak_1172 chr12_63096249_63096754 389 chr12_63096249_63096754 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPM . .
FTE_peak_702 95.5882 260 FTE1_peak_1206 chr12_64311836_64312140 305 FTE2_peak_1175 chr12_64311824_64312095 305 chr12_64311824_64312140 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRG . .
FTE_peak_703 100 204 FTE1_peak_1209 chr12_65824745_65824948 204 FTE2_peak_1178 chr12_65824550_65824995 204 chr12_65824550_65824995 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;MS . .
FTE_peak_704 100 127 FTE1_peak_1211 chr12_65926828_65926954 127 FTE2_peak_1180 chr12_65926686_65927064 127 chr12_65926686_65927064 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_705 53.0055 97 FTE1_peak_1213 chr12_65930748_65930964 217 FTE2_peak_1182 chr12_65930868_65931050 217 chr12_65930748_65931050 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_706 83.1418 217 FTE1_peak_1214 chr12_65959944_65960298 355 FTE2_peak_1185 chr12_65960082_65960342 355 chr12_65959944_65960342 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_707 100 187 FTE1_peak_1215 chr12_65997729_65997999 271 FTE2_peak_1186 chr12_65997777_65997963 271 chr12_65997729_65997999 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_708 100 320 FTE1_peak_1217 chr12_66025471_66025790 320 FTE2_peak_1188 chr12_66025460_66026042 320 chr12_66025460_66026042 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_709 43.2642 167 FTE1_peak_1219 chr12_66048712_66049255 544 FTE2_peak_1189 chr12_66048493_66048878 544 chr12_66048493_66049255 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_710 100 165 FTE1_peak_1219 chr12_66048712_66049255 544 FTE2_peak_1190 chr12_66049017_66049181 544 chr12_66048712_66049255 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_711 77.3109 92 FTE1_peak_1220 chr12_66049400_66049532 133 FTE2_peak_1191 chr12_66049441_66049559 133 chr12_66049400_66049559 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_712 87.2414 253 FTE1_peak_1221 chr12_66049888_66050177 290 FTE2_peak_1192 chr12_66049796_66050140 290 chr12_66049796_66050177 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_713 93.9103 293 FTE1_peak_1222 chr12_66050605_66050955 351 FTE2_peak_1193 chr12_66050663_66050974 351 chr12_66050605_66050974 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_714 100 137 FTE1_peak_1224 chr12_66273758_66274124 367 FTE2_peak_1196 chr12_66273780_66273916 367 chr12_66273758_66274124 GA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_715 89.6 112 FTE1_peak_1228 chr12_66393351_66393475 125 FTE2_peak_1197 chr12_66393364_66393506 125 chr12_66393351_66393506 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_716 100 135 FTE1_peak_1229 chr12_67040941_67041075 135 FTE2_peak_1200 chr12_67040918_67041098 135 chr12_67040918_67041098 P1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_717 100 119 FTE1_peak_1230 chr12_68099827_68100043 217 FTE2_peak_1201 chr12_68099861_68099979 217 chr12_68099827_68100043 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_718 81.5029 141 FTE1_peak_1232 chr12_68661704_68661876 173 FTE2_peak_1202 chr12_68661736_68661908 173 chr12_68661704_68661908 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 IL22 MDM1
FTE_peak_719 97.6852 211 FTE1_peak_1234 chr12_68891554_68891823 270 FTE2_peak_1203 chr12_68891549_68891764 270 chr12_68891549_68891823 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_720 80.1932 166 FTE1_peak_1236 chr12_69308855_69309061 207 FTE2_peak_1204 chr12_69308896_69309109 207 chr12_69308855_69309109 M;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_721 54.6053 83 FTE1_peak_1239 chr12_71040734_71040911 178 FTE2_peak_1208 chr12_71040665_71040816 178 chr12_71040665_71040911 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PT PTPRB .
FTE_peak_722 94.2623 115 FTE1_peak_1240 chr12_71247223_71247349 127 FTE2_peak_1210 chr12_71247216_71247337 127 chr12_71247216_71247349 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PT . .
FTE_peak_723 100 243 FTE1_peak_1241 chr12_71387944_71388200 257 FTE2_peak_1211 chr12_71387954_71388196 257 chr12_71387944_71388200 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_724 73.8462 96 FTE1_peak_1242 chr12_71950913_71951070 158 FTE2_peak_1213 chr12_71950879_71951008 158 chr12_71950879_71951070 R5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_725 66.9173 89 FTE1_peak_1247 chr12_76116544_76116676 133 FTE2_peak_1216 chr12_76116588_76116729 133 chr12_76116544_76116729 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_726 100 127 FTE1_peak_1248 chr12_76118803_76119134 332 FTE2_peak_1217 chr12_76118839_76118965 332 chr12_76118803_76119134 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_727 94.5274 190 FTE1_peak_1249 chr12_76371784_76371999 216 FTE2_peak_1218 chr12_76371810_76372010 216 chr12_76371784_76372010 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_728 100 134 FTE1_peak_1253 chr12_76671214_76671546 333 FTE2_peak_1219 chr12_76671330_76671463 333 chr12_76671214_76671546 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_729 100 121 FTE1_peak_1255 chr12_77113994_77114222 229 FTE2_peak_1220 chr12_77114057_77114177 229 chr12_77113994_77114222 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_730 100 221 FTE1_peak_1257 chr12_78684482_78684702 221 FTE2_peak_1223 chr12_78684472_78684793 221 chr12_78684472_78684793 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_731 92.3077 168 FTE1_peak_1259 chr12_79098031_79098212 182 FTE2_peak_1224 chr12_79098045_79098259 182 chr12_79098031_79098259 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_732 80.8765 203 FTE1_peak_1260 chr12_79813840_79814090 251 FTE2_peak_1225 chr12_79813888_79814181 251 chr12_79813840_79814181 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SY MIR1252 .
FTE_peak_733 93.0131 213 FTE1_peak_1263 chr12_79941111_79941339 229 FTE2_peak_1226 chr12_79941127_79941355 229 chr12_79941111_79941355 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_734 100 175 FTE1_peak_1266 chr12_80987695_80987869 175 FTE2_peak_1231 chr12_80987432_80987885 175 chr12_80987432_80987885 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PT . .
FTE_peak_735 100 141 FTE1_peak_1267 chr12_81021569_81021885 317 FTE2_peak_1232 chr12_81021570_81021710 317 chr12_81021569_81021885 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PT . .
FTE_peak_736 95.7364 247 FTE1_peak_1270 chr12_87106213_87106470 258 FTE2_peak_1233 chr12_87106194_87106459 258 chr12_87106194_87106470 T4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_737 68.0272 100 FTE1_peak_1271 chr12_87833938_87834084 147 FTE2_peak_1236 chr12_87833985_87834190 147 chr12_87833938_87834190 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_738 100 288 FTE1_peak_1272 chr12_88149830_88150117 288 FTE2_peak_1237 chr12_88149818_88150133 288 chr12_88149818_88150133 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . MKRN9P
FTE_peak_739 89.0244 219 FTE1_peak_1274 chr12_88207590_88207835 246 FTE2_peak_1238 chr12_88207617_88207911 246 chr12_88207590_88207911 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MKRN9P .
FTE_peak_740 100 195 FTE1_peak_1276 chr12_88702740_88702934 195 FTE2_peak_1240 chr12_88702724_88702938 195 chr12_88702724_88702938 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_741 100 284 FTE1_peak_1277 chr12_88719310_88719647 338 FTE2_peak_1241 chr12_88719319_88719602 338 chr12_88719310_88719647 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_742 94.7619 199 FTE1_peak_1279 chr12_88940640_88940947 308 FTE2_peak_1243 chr12_88940749_88940958 308 chr12_88940640_88940958 LG;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_743 100 129 FTE1_peak_1281 chr12_89844816_89845038 223 FTE2_peak_1244 chr12_89844869_89844997 223 chr12_89844816_89845038 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PO . .
FTE_peak_744 100 218 FTE1_peak_1283 chr12_90127434_90127972 539 FTE2_peak_1245 chr12_90127515_90127732 539 chr12_90127434_90127972 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC338758 .
FTE_peak_745 58.5227 103 FTE1_peak_1283 chr12_90127434_90127972 539 FTE2_peak_1246 chr12_90127870_90128045 539 chr12_90127434_90128045 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC338758 .
FTE_peak_746 92.3913 170 FTE1_peak_1285 chr12_90163008_90163191 184 FTE2_peak_1247 chr12_90163022_90163219 184 chr12_90163008_90163219 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_747 92.8571 143 FTE1_peak_1286 chr12_90288235_90288388 154 FTE2_peak_1248 chr12_90288209_90288377 154 chr12_90288209_90288388 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_748 100 115 FTE1_peak_1287 chr12_90341838_90342024 187 FTE2_peak_1249 chr12_90341848_90341962 187 chr12_90341838_90342024 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_749 91.4027 202 FTE1_peak_1288 chr12_90393701_90393921 221 FTE2_peak_1250 chr12_90393676_90393902 221 chr12_90393676_90393921 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_750 85.7143 120 FTE1_peak_1289 chr12_90647651_90647809 159 FTE2_peak_1251 chr12_90647631_90647770 159 chr12_90647631_90647809 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_751 100 180 FTE1_peak_1290 chr12_91290005_91290282 278 FTE2_peak_1252 chr12_91290053_91290232 278 chr12_91290005_91290282 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . C12orf37
FTE_peak_752 94.3038 149 FTE1_peak_1292 chr12_91527755_91527952 198 FTE2_peak_1253 chr12_91527804_91527961 198 chr12_91527755_91527961 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LUM DCN
FTE_peak_753 74.7967 184 FTE1_peak_1293 chr12_91534178_91534428 251 FTE2_peak_1254 chr12_91534116_91534361 251 chr12_91534116_91534428 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LUM DCN
FTE_peak_754 95.7143 268 FTE1_peak_1294 chr12_91576896_91577175 280 FTE2_peak_1255 chr12_91576840_91577163 280 chr12_91576840_91577175 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DCN .
FTE_peak_755 72.549 148 FTE1_peak_1295 chr12_92474325_92474611 287 FTE2_peak_1258 chr12_92474269_92474472 287 chr12_92474269_92474611 6021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
FTE_peak_756 62.0301 165 FTE1_peak_1296 chr12_93293137_93293465 329 FTE2_peak_1259 chr12_93293301_93293566 329 chr12_93293137_93293566 A1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_757 100 130 FTE1_peak_1299 chr12_94018902_94019031 130 FTE2_peak_1263 chr12_94018864_94019032 130 chr12_94018864_94019032 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_758 100 247 FTE1_peak_1300 chr12_94170616_94170903 288 FTE2_peak_1264 chr12_94170649_94170895 288 chr12_94170616_94170903 DD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_759 87.5648 169 FTE1_peak_1302 chr12_94179101_94179293 193 FTE2_peak_1265 chr12_94179073_94179269 193 chr12_94179073_94179293 DD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_760 85.5072 118 FTE1_peak_1303 chr12_94184677_94184831 155 FTE2_peak_1266 chr12_94184657_94184794 155 chr12_94184657_94184831 DD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_761 51.9481 80 FTE1_peak_1304 chr12_94203922_94204075 154 FTE2_peak_1267 chr12_94203848_94204001 154 chr12_94203848_94204075 DD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_762 74.9326 278 FTE1_peak_1307 chr12_94566807_94567177 371 FTE2_peak_1269 chr12_94566900_94567285 371 chr12_94566807_94567285 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PLX . .
FTE_peak_763 100 187 FTE1_peak_1308 chr12_95173374_95173560 187 FTE2_peak_1270 chr12_95173326_95173609 187 chr12_95173326_95173609 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_764 91.1932 321 FTE1_peak_1311 chr12_96031313_96031696 384 FTE2_peak_1273 chr12_96031376_96031727 384 chr12_96031313_96031727 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . NTN4
FTE_peak_765 38.6935 77 FTE1_peak_1313 chr12_96199911_96200132 222 FTE2_peak_1275 chr12_96199789_96199987 222 chr12_96199789_96200132 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 NTN4 .
FTE_peak_766 100 166 FTE1_peak_1314 chr12_98833951_98834188 238 FTE2_peak_1279 chr12_98833998_98834163 238 chr12_98833951_98834188 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . SLC9A7P1
FTE_peak_767 83.7398 103 FTE1_peak_1316 chr12_99012869_99013029 161 FTE2_peak_1280 chr12_99012927_99013049 161 chr12_99012869_99013049 IP;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124SLC25A3;SNORA53 APAF1
FTE_peak_768 94.7826 109 FTE1_peak_1317 hr12_100522013_10052214 131 FTE2_peak_1281 chr12_100522035_100522149 131 chr12_100522013_100522149 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;UHRF . GOLGA2P5
FTE_peak_769 73.5849 117 FTE1_peak_1318 hr12_101445973_10144617 204 FTE2_peak_1282 chr12_101446060_101446218 204 chr12_101445973_101446218 O4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
FTE_peak_770 88.2979 166 FTE1_peak_1319 hr12_102933712_10293389 188 FTE2_peak_1283 chr12_102933734_102933939 188 chr12_102933712_102933939 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_771 100 155 FTE1_peak_1320 hr12_102961043_10296129 252 FTE2_peak_1284 chr12_102961072_102961226 252 chr12_102961043_102961294 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_772 100 131 FTE1_peak_1323 hr12_104571874_10457200 131 FTE2_peak_1287 chr12_104571840_104572009 131 chr12_104571840_104572009 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_773 100 363 FTE1_peak_1325 hr12_104997303_10499769 390 FTE2_peak_1291 chr12_104997316_104997678 390 chr12_104997303_104997692 T11;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 MIR3922 .
FTE_peak_774 89.4366 254 FTE1_peak_1326 hr12_105065487_10506577 291 FTE2_peak_1292 chr12_105065524_105065807 291 chr12_105065487_105065807 T11;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_775 95.9459 142 FTE1_peak_1328 hr12_105369557_10536970 148 FTE2_peak_1293 chr12_105369522_105369698 148 chr12_105369522_105369704 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . C12orf45
FTE_peak_776 100 210 FTE1_peak_1329 hr12_105648001_10564832 328 FTE2_peak_1294 chr12_105648023_105648232 328 chr12_105648001_105648328 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 APPL2 .
FTE_peak_777 67.8161 118 FTE1_peak_1330 hr12_105650853_10565104 191 FTE2_peak_1295 chr12_105650926_105651099 191 chr12_105650853_105651099 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 APPL2 .
FTE_peak_778 98.2517 281 FTE1_peak_1331 hr12_105651219_10565154 327 FTE2_peak_1296 chr12_105651214_105651499 327 chr12_105651214_105651545 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 APPL2 .
FTE_peak_779 100 135 FTE1_peak_1332 hr12_105879094_10587934 255 FTE2_peak_1298 chr12_105879153_105879287 255 chr12_105879094_105879348 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_780 100 116 FTE1_peak_1334 hr12_106371538_10637173 193 FTE2_peak_1301 chr12_106371567_106371682 193 chr12_106371538_106371730 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_781 96.1165 198 FTE1_peak_1335 hr12_106381164_10638149 328 FTE2_peak_1302 chr12_106381294_106381499 328 chr12_106381164_106381499 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_782 95.7082 223 FTE1_peak_1336 hr12_106424312_10642454 233 FTE2_peak_1303 chr12_106424322_106424624 233 chr12_106424312_106424624 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_783 99.7596 415 FTE1_peak_1338 hr12_109116676_10911716 486 FTE2_peak_1307 chr12_109116747_109117162 486 chr12_109116676_109117162 O1C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_784 100 177 FTE1_peak_1339 hr12_109220467_10922101 549 FTE2_peak_1308 chr12_109220678_109220854 549 chr12_109220467_109221015 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SS . .
FTE_peak_785 100 139 FTE1_peak_1343 hr12_109901041_10990118 149 FTE2_peak_1310 chr12_109901041_109901179 149 chr12_109901041_109901189 D10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 MYO1H UBE3B
FTE_peak_786 99.2395 261 FTE1_peak_1346 hr12_110476822_11047718 367 FTE2_peak_1311 chr12_110476820_110477082 367 chr12_110476820_110477188 D13A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . C12orf76
FTE_peak_787 100 222 FTE1_peak_1351 hr12_113652661_11365299 339 FTE2_peak_1313 chr12_113652770_113652991 339 chr12_113652661_113652999 CD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 C12orf52;DDX54 TPCN1
FTE_peak_788 100 275 FTE1_peak_1352 hr12_115371283_11537160 326 FTE2_peak_1314 chr12_115371310_115371584 326 chr12_115371283_115371608 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_789 98 196 FTE1_peak_1353 hr12_115843057_11584326 213 FTE2_peak_1316 chr12_115843074_115843273 213 chr12_115843057_115843273 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_790 91.195 145 FTE1_peak_1354 hr12_116475852_11647605 202 FTE2_peak_1317 chr12_116475838_116475996 202 chr12_116475838_116476053 13L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_peak_791 53.6 67 FTE1_peak_1355 hr12_116581296_11658142 125 FTE2_peak_1318 chr12_116581354_116581484 125 chr12_116581296_116581484 13L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . MIR620
FTE_peak_792 97.861 183 FTE1_peak_1356 hr12_116590179_11659037 198 FTE2_peak_1319 chr12_116590175_116590361 198 chr12_116590175_116590376 13L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 MIR620 .
FTE_peak_793 100 170 FTE1_peak_1357 hr12_116819756_11681998 226 FTE2_peak_1320 chr12_116819812_116819981 226 chr12_116819756_116819981 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_794 100 172 FTE1_peak_1359 hr12_116844462_11684468 223 FTE2_peak_1321 chr12_116844462_116844633 223 chr12_116844462_116844684 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . MIR4472‐2
FTE_peak_795 100 135 FTE1_peak_1360 hr12_116872036_11687219 162 FTE2_peak_1322 chr12_116872040_116872174 162 chr12_116872036_116872197 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MIR4472‐2 .
FTE_peak_796 98.1982 218 FTE1_peak_1362 hr12_118490316_11849053 222 FTE2_peak_1324 chr12_118490320_118490560 222 chr12_118490316_118490560 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;W RFC5 VSIG10
FTE_peak_797 95.5556 215 FTE1_peak_1363 hr12_118874790_11887501 225 FTE2_peak_1327 chr12_118874761_118875004 225 chr12_118874761_118875014 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SUDS3 .
FTE_peak_798 98.3051 174 FTE1_peak_1364 hr12_120669152_12066932 178 FTE2_peak_1328 chr12_120669149_120669325 178 chr12_120669149_120669329 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P LOC100506649 .
FTE_peak_799 100 667 FTE1_peak_1365 hr12_120728917_12072978 873 FTE2_peak_1330 chr12_120729024_120729690 873 chr12_120728917_120729789 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PXN SIRT4
FTE_peak_800 100 500 FTE1_peak_1366 hr12_120730483_12073109 610 FTE2_peak_1331 chr12_120730548_120731047 610 chr12_120730483_120731092 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
FTE_peak_801 50 59 FTE1_peak_1368 hr12_122510635_12251075 125 FTE2_peak_1332 chr12_122510701_122510818 125 chr12_122510635_122510818 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 BCL7A MLXIP
FTE_peak_802 100 138 FTE1_peak_1369 hr12_122884496_12288463 138 FTE2_peak_1333 chr12_122884468_122884689 138 chr12_122884468_122884689 00507066;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 . .
FTE_peak_803 99.1803 242 FTE1_peak_1371 hr12_123163647_12316389 244 FTE2_peak_1334 chr12_123163625_123163888 244 chr12_123163625_123163890 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . HCAR2
FTE_peak_804 100 183 FTE1_peak_1374 hr12_125394274_12539449 224 FTE2_peak_1337 chr12_125394288_125394470 224 chr12_125394274_125394497 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . UBC
FTE_peak_805 94.5504 347 FTE1_peak_1375 hr12_125394683_12539583 1155 FTE2_peak_1338 chr12_125394663_125395029 1155 chr12_125394663_125395837 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . UBC
FTE_peak_806 99.0398 722 FTE1_peak_1375 hr12_125394683_12539583 1155 FTE2_peak_1339 chr12_125395116_125395844 1155 chr12_125394683_125395844 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . UBC
FTE_peak_807 14.8936 28 FTE1_peak_1378 hr12_127757621_12775784 228 FTE2_peak_1341 chr12_127757461_127757648 228 chr12_127757461_127757848 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
FTE_peak_808 100 202 FTE1_peak_1380 chr13_20994097_20994421 325 FTE2_peak_1343 chr13_20994201_20994402 325 chr13_20994097_20994421 CRYL1 . MIR4499
FTE_peak_809 82.963 112 FTE1_peak_1381 chr13_21568067_21568296 230 FTE2_peak_1344 chr13_21568044_21568178 230 chr13_21568044_21568296 LATS2 . .
FTE_peak_810 97.973 145 FTE1_peak_1383 chr13_21643815_21643962 148 FTE2_peak_1345 chr13_21643818_21643969 148 chr13_21643815_21643969 . LATS2 .
FTE_peak_811 100 116 FTE1_peak_1385 chr13_24001540_24001759 220 FTE2_peak_1348 chr13_24001600_24001715 220 chr13_24001540_24001759 SACS . .
FTE_peak_812 72.1519 114 FTE1_peak_1386 chr13_24075146_24075303 158 FTE2_peak_1349 chr13_24075190_24075374 158 chr13_24075146_24075374 . LINC00327 .
FTE_peak_813 92.9412 158 FTE1_peak_1393 chr13_31287397_31287580 184 FTE2_peak_1355 chr13_31287423_31287592 184 chr13_31287397_31287592 . . ALOX5AP
FTE_peak_814 100 166 FTE1_peak_1396 chr13_32324206_32324371 166 FTE2_peak_1357 chr13_32324202_32324391 166 chr13_32324202_32324391 RXFP2 . .
FTE_peak_815 100 146 FTE1_peak_1398 chr13_32330602_32330811 210 FTE2_peak_1358 chr13_32330633_32330778 210 chr13_32330602_32330811 RXFP2 . .
FTE_peak_816 100 140 FTE1_peak_1399 chr13_32339698_32339837 140 FTE2_peak_1359 chr13_32339558_32339845 140 chr13_32339558_32339845 RXFP2 . .
FTE_peak_817 87.6161 283 FTE1_peak_1400 chr13_32341345_32341667 323 FTE2_peak_1360 chr13_32341385_32341774 323 chr13_32341345_32341774 RXFP2 . .
FTE_peak_818 100 115 FTE1_peak_1401 chr13_32717082_32717279 198 FTE2_peak_1361 chr13_32717165_32717279 198 chr13_32717082_32717279 FRY . .
FTE_peak_819 65.4412 89 FTE1_peak_1403 chr13_33468957_33469092 136 FTE2_peak_1362 chr13_33468882_33469045 136 chr13_33468882_33469092 . . .
FTE_peak_820 84.3478 97 FTE1_peak_1404 chr13_33768908_33769127 220 FTE2_peak_1364 chr13_33768890_33769004 220 chr13_33768890_33769127 STARD13 . .
FTE_peak_821 90.0369 244 FTE1_peak_1405 chr13_33810225_33810495 271 FTE2_peak_1365 chr13_33810163_33810468 271 chr13_33810163_33810495 STARD13 . .
FTE_peak_822 100 158 FTE1_peak_1406 chr13_33854047_33854224 178 FTE2_peak_1366 chr13_33854056_33854213 178 chr13_33854047_33854224 STARD13 . .
FTE_peak_823 100 311 FTE1_peak_1408 chr13_38191354_38191664 311 FTE2_peak_1369 chr13_38191315_38191679 311 chr13_38191315_38191679 . POSTN TRPC4
FTE_peak_824 95.5224 256 FTE1_peak_1409 chr13_38276208_38276483 276 FTE2_peak_1370 chr13_38276228_38276495 276 chr13_38276208_38276495 TRPC4 . .
FTE_peak_825 27.7108 46 FTE1_peak_1410 chr13_38289816_38289981 166 FTE2_peak_1371 chr13_38289695_38289861 166 chr13_38289695_38289981 TRPC4 . .
FTE_peak_826 72.3577 89 FTE1_peak_1413 chr13_40351728_40351872 145 FTE2_peak_1372 chr13_40351784_40351906 145 chr13_40351728_40351906 COG6 . .
FTE_peak_827 99.5169 206 FTE1_peak_1415 chr13_40795540_40795785 246 FTE2_peak_1376 chr13_40795580_40795786 246 chr13_40795540_40795786 . LINC00548 .
FTE_peak_828 100 178 FTE1_peak_1417 chr13_41706911_41707107 197 FTE2_peak_1379 chr13_41706925_41707102 197 chr13_41706911_41707107 KBTBD6;TTL . .
FTE_peak_829 100 236 FTE1_peak_1419 chr13_41859066_41859337 272 FTE2_peak_1380 chr13_41859099_41859334 272 chr13_41859066_41859337 TTL MTRF1 NAA16
FTE_peak_830 91.2281 156 FTE1_peak_1420 chr13_42402000_42402176 177 FTE2_peak_1382 chr13_42401985_42402155 177 chr13_42401985_42402176 KIAA0564;TTL . .
FTE_peak_831 98.75 158 FTE1_peak_1422 chr13_43061148_43061307 160 FTE2_peak_1385 chr13_43061150_43061325 160 chr13_43061148_43061325 TTL . .
FTE_peak_832 95.6522 110 FTE1_peak_1423 chr13_43294641_43294834 194 FTE2_peak_1386 chr13_43294636_43294750 194 chr13_43294636_43294834 TTL . .
FTE_peak_833 100 125 FTE1_peak_1425 chr13_43407095_43407219 125 FTE2_peak_1388 chr13_43407019_43407243 125 chr13_43407019_43407243 TTL . .
FTE_peak_834 100 166 FTE1_peak_1427 chr13_43570692_43570969 278 FTE2_peak_1389 chr13_43570762_43570927 278 chr13_43570692_43570969 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
FTE_peak_835 85.0746 114 FTE1_peak_1428 chr13_43579776_43579909 134 FTE2_peak_1390 chr13_43579796_43579977 134 chr13_43579776_43579977 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
FTE_peak_836 84.5638 126 FTE1_peak_1429 chr13_44422479_44422627 149 FTE2_peak_1391 chr13_44422502_44422651 149 chr13_44422479_44422651 CCDC122;TTL . .
FTE_peak_837 100 257 FTE1_peak_1432 chr13_44887089_44887436 348 FTE2_peak_1392 chr13_44887127_44887383 348 chr13_44887089_44887436 TTL . .
FTE_peak_838 90.5063 143 FTE1_peak_1434 chr13_45288316_45288473 158 FTE2_peak_1394 chr13_45288331_45288509 158 chr13_45288316_45288509 TTL . .
FTE_peak_839 54.8246 125 FTE1_peak_1435 chr13_45294194_45294449 256 FTE2_peak_1395 chr13_45294325_45294552 256 chr13_45294194_45294552 TTL . .
FTE_peak_840 57.4468 108 FTE1_peak_1437 chr13_45496099_45496286 188 FTE2_peak_1396 chr13_45495947_45496206 188 chr13_45495947_45496286 TTL . NUFIP1
FTE_peak_841 100 132 FTE1_peak_1438 chr13_45763656_45763787 132 FTE2_peak_1397 chr13_45763604_45763848 132 chr13_45763604_45763848 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
FTE_peak_842 65.5556 118 FTE1_peak_1442 chr13_46075015_46075194 180 FTE2_peak_1398 chr13_46074898_46075132 180 chr13_46074898_46075194 COG3;TTL . .
FTE_peak_843 81.1475 99 FTE1_peak_1444 chr13_47317457_47317596 140 FTE2_peak_1399 chr13_47317498_47317619 140 chr13_47317457_47317619 LRCH1;TTL . ESD
FTE_peak_844 88.0952 111 FTE1_peak_1445 chr13_48058825_48058950 126 FTE2_peak_1402 chr13_48058807_48058935 126 chr13_48058807_48058950 TTL . .
FTE_peak_845 61.3793 89 FTE1_peak_1446 chr13_48282719_48282863 145 FTE2_peak_1404 chr13_48282663_48282807 145 chr13_48282663_48282863 TTL . .
FTE_peak_846 100 278 FTE1_peak_1448 chr13_50432437_50433020 584 FTE2_peak_1406 chr13_50432693_50432970 584 chr13_50432437_50433020 TTL . .
FTE_peak_847 58.0645 108 FTE1_peak_1450 chr13_51252660_51252845 186 FTE2_peak_1407 chr13_51252738_51252968 186 chr13_51252660_51252968 TTL . .
FTE_peak_848 54.1353 72 FTE1_peak_1452 chr13_52288825_52288957 133 FTE2_peak_1409 chr13_52288886_52289089 133 chr13_52288825_52289089 TTL;WDFY2 . .
FTE_peak_849 100 197 FTE1_peak_1456 chr13_67247607_67247803 197 FTE2_peak_1417 chr13_67247554_67247847 197 chr13_67247554_67247847 PCDH9;TTL . .
FTE_peak_850 92.9412 158 FTE1_peak_1457 chr13_67693858_67694027 170 FTE2_peak_1418 chr13_67693842_67694015 170 chr13_67693842_67694027 PCDH9;TTL . .
FTE_peak_851 100 198 FTE1_peak_1458 chr13_67944115_67944312 198 FTE2_peak_1419 chr13_67944078_67944342 198 chr13_67944078_67944342 TTL . .
FTE_peak_852 87 174 FTE1_peak_1459 chr13_74780509_74780759 251 FTE2_peak_1421 chr13_74780483_74780682 251 chr13_74780483_74780759 TTL . .
FTE_peak_853 100 127 FTE1_peak_1460 chr13_74792027_74792153 127 FTE2_peak_1422 chr13_74791914_74792175 127 chr13_74791914_74792175 TTL . .
FTE_peak_854 100 222 FTE1_peak_1461 chr13_74817703_74817977 275 FTE2_peak_1423 chr13_74817735_74817956 275 chr13_74817703_74817977 TTL . .
FTE_peak_855 100 197 FTE1_peak_1464 chr13_75399868_75400095 228 FTE2_peak_1425 chr13_75399891_75400087 228 chr13_75399868_75400095 TTL . .
FTE_peak_856 67.2414 78 FTE1_peak_1465 chr13_75709712_75709965 254 FTE2_peak_1427 chr13_75709888_75710003 254 chr13_75709712_75710003 TTL . .
FTE_peak_857 82.069 119 FTE1_peak_1466 chr13_75756216_75756360 145 FTE2_peak_1428 chr13_75756123_75756334 145 chr13_75756123_75756360 TTL . .
FTE_peak_858 60 75 FTE1_peak_1467 chr13_75901194_75901338 145 FTE2_peak_1429 chr13_75901144_75901268 145 chr13_75901144_75901338 TBC1D4;TTL . .
FTE_peak_859 100 192 FTE1_peak_1468 chr13_75933457_75933692 236 FTE2_peak_1430 chr13_75933477_75933668 236 chr13_75933457_75933692 TBC1D4;TTL . .
FTE_peak_860 100 465 FTE1_peak_1469 chr13_76195236_76195700 465 FTE2_peak_1431 chr13_76195233_76195757 465 chr13_76195233_76195757 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
FTE_peak_861 100 184 FTE1_peak_1473 chr13_80510802_80511154 353 FTE2_peak_1435 chr13_80510895_80511078 353 chr13_80510802_80511154 TTL . .
FTE_peak_862 100 130 FTE1_peak_1476 chr13_91338940_91339069 130 FTE2_peak_1439 chr13_91338823_91339069 130 chr13_91338823_91339069 TTL . .
FTE_peak_863 100 156 FTE1_peak_1478 chr13_94891378_94891733 356 FTE2_peak_1440 chr13_94891513_94891668 356 chr13_94891378_94891733 GPC6;TTL . .
FTE_peak_864 91.8605 158 FTE1_peak_1479 chr13_94901877_94902048 172 FTE2_peak_1441 chr13_94901891_94902064 172 chr13_94901877_94902064 GPC6;TTL . .
FTE_peak_865 95.9064 164 FTE1_peak_1480 chr13_95908426_95908598 173 FTE2_peak_1444 chr13_95908435_95908605 173 chr13_95908426_95908605 ABCC4;TTL . .
FTE_peak_866 100 115 FTE1_peak_1481 chr13_95923659_95923984 326 FTE2_peak_1445 chr13_95923734_95923848 326 chr13_95923659_95923984 ABCC4;TTL . .
FTE_peak_867 100 190 FTE1_peak_1482 chr13_96366601_96366960 360 FTE2_peak_1446 chr13_96366748_96366937 360 chr13_96366601_96366960 DNAJC3;TTL . .
FTE peak 868 100 115 FTE1 peak 1484 chr13 99201385 99201541 157 FTE2 peak 1454 chr13 99201402 99201516 157 chr13 99201385 99201541 STK24;TTL . .
FTE_peak_870 38.4615 50 FTE1_peak_1486 chr13_99880973_99881235 263 FTE2_peak_1456 chr13_99881186_99881315 263 chr13_99880973_99881315 MIR548AN;TTL;UBAC2 UBAC2‐AS1 GPR18
FTE_peak_871 97.5207 118 FTE1_peak_1487 hr13_100136780_10013691 134 FTE2_peak_1457 chr13_100136777_100136897 134 chr13_100136777_100136913 TTL . TM9SF2
FTE_peak_872 100 135 FTE1_peak_1489 hr13_101045094_10104522 135 FTE2_peak_1458 chr13_101045083_101045288 135 chr13_101045083_101045288 PCCA;TTL . .
FTE_peak_873 97.6 244 FTE1_peak_1491 hr13_101540044_10154029 250 FTE2_peak_1459 chr13_101540050_101540302 250 chr13_101540044_101540302 TTL . .
FTE_peak_874 100 200 FTE1_peak_1492 hr13_102102401_10210260 200 FTE2_peak_1461 chr13_102102317_102102990 200 chr13_102102317_102102990 TTL . ITGBL1
FTE_peak_875 100 207 FTE1_peak_1493 hr13_102102735_10210294 207 FTE2_peak_1461 chr13_102102317_102102990 207 chr13_102102317_102102990 TTL . ITGBL1
FTE_peak_876 74.8428 238 FTE1_peak_1494 hr13_102164996_10216531 319 FTE2_peak_1463 chr13_102164916_102165233 319 chr13_102164916_102165314 ITGBL1;TTL . .
FTE_peak_877 77.9343 166 FTE1_peak_1495 hr13_102301973_10230218 213 FTE2_peak_1465 chr13_102301869_102302138 213 chr13_102301869_102302185 ITGBL1;TTL . .
FTE_peak_878 97.2414 141 FTE1_peak_1496 hr13_102359061_10235924 186 FTE2_peak_1466 chr13_102359057_102359201 186 chr13_102359057_102359246 ITGBL1;TTL . FGF14
FTE_peak_879 100 242 FTE1_peak_1498 hr13_102938766_10293900 242 FTE2_peak_1467 chr13_102938761_102939037 242 chr13_102938761_102939037 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
FTE_peak_880 100 145 FTE1_peak_1501 hr13_106785405_10678554 145 FTE2_peak_1468 chr13_106785401_106785554 145 chr13_106785401_106785554 TTL . .
FTE_peak_881 100 141 FTE1_peak_1503 hr13_107031540_10703172 190 FTE2_peak_1470 chr13_107031553_107031693 190 chr13_107031540_107031729 TTL LINC00460 .
FTE_peak_882 76.5273 238 FTE1_peak_1504 hr13_109511954_10951226 311 FTE2_peak_1471 chr13_109512027_109512398 311 chr13_109511954_109512398 MYO16;TTL . .
FTE_peak_883 69.7464 385 FTE1_peak_1507 hr13_109895826_10989637 552 FTE2_peak_1472 chr13_109895643_109896210 552 chr13_109895643_109896377 TTL . .
FTE_peak_884 93.2432 207 FTE1_peak_1508 hr13_109909463_10990968 222 FTE2_peak_1473 chr13_109909231_109909669 222 chr13_109909231_109909684 TTL . .
FTE_peak_885 83.871 234 FTE1_peak_1509 hr13_109924507_10992478 279 FTE2_peak_1474 chr13_109924552_109925277 279 chr13_109924507_109925277 TTL . .
FTE_peak_886 54.3662 386 FTE1_peak_1510 hr13_109924892_10992560 710 FTE2_peak_1474 chr13_109924552_109925277 710 chr13_109924552_109925601 TTL . .
FTE_peak_887 20.9302 63 FTE1_peak_1511 hr13_109926041_10992634 301 FTE2_peak_1475 chr13_109925768_109926103 301 chr13_109925768_109926341 TTL . .
FTE_peak_888 49.5017 149 FTE1_peak_1511 hr13_109926041_10992634 301 FTE2_peak_1476 chr13_109926193_109926985 301 chr13_109926041_109926985 TTL . .
FTE_peak_889 100 384 FTE1_peak_1512 hr13_109926484_10992686 384 FTE2_peak_1476 chr13_109926193_109926985 384 chr13_109926193_109926985 TTL . .
FTE_peak_890 90.4348 104 FTE1_peak_1514 hr13_109989171_10998930 134 FTE2_peak_1479 chr13_109989201_109989315 134 chr13_109989171_109989315 TTL . .
FTE_peak_891 59.8425 76 FTE1_peak_1515 hr13_110034354_11003454 190 FTE2_peak_1480 chr13_110034303_110034429 190 chr13_110034303_110034543 TTL . .
FTE_peak_892 94.7674 163 FTE1_peak_1518 hr13_110351205_11035137 172 FTE2_peak_1481 chr13_110351214_110351388 172 chr13_110351205_110351388 TTL . .
FTE_peak_893 100 390 FTE1_peak_1519 hr13_110492706_11049309 390 FTE2_peak_1482 chr13_110492660_110493118 390 chr13_110492660_110493118 TTL . .
FTE_peak_894 100 116 FTE1_peak_1520 hr13_110658681_11065902 345 FTE2_peak_1484 chr13_110658703_110658818 345 chr13_110658681_110659025 TTL . .
FTE_peak_895 97.2527 177 FTE1_peak_1523 hr13_111043001_11104318 184 FTE2_peak_1489 chr13_111043008_111043189 184 chr13_111043001_111043189 COL4A2;TTL . .
FTE_peak_896 92.0705 209 FTE1_peak_1527 hr13_111055742_11105596 227 FTE2_peak_1490 chr13_111055760_111056319 227 chr13_111055742_111056319 COL4A2;TTL . .
FTE_peak_897 100 142 FTE1_peak_1531 hr13_114600232_11460047 242 FTE2_peak_1493 chr13_114600289_114600430 242 chr13_114600232_114600473 FLJ44054 . .
FTE_peak_898 92.029 127 FTE1_peak_1534 chr14_22764713_22764850 138 FTE2_peak_1496 chr14_22764724_22764887 138 chr14_22764713_22764887 . . .
FTE_peak_899 13.5922 28 FTE1_peak_1536 chr14_23083145_23083353 209 FTE2_peak_1497 chr14_23083326_23083531 209 chr14_23083145_23083531 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
FTE_peak_900 30.8642 50 FTE1_peak_1537 chr14_23083482_23083643 162 FTE2_peak_1497 chr14_23083326_23083531 162 chr14_23083326_23083643 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
FTE_peak_901 20 25 FTE1_peak_1538 chr14_23116077_23116201 125 FTE2_peak_1498 chr14_23115842_23116101 125 chr14_23115842_23116201 . . .
FTE_peak_902 100 273 FTE1_peak_1543 chr14_30663068_30663453 386 FTE2_peak_1501 chr14_30663090_30663362 386 chr14_30663068_30663453 . . .
FTE_peak_903 43.4783 50 FTE1_peak_1546 chr14_30665475_30665622 148 FTE2_peak_1502 chr14_30665410_30665524 148 chr14_30665410_30665622 . . .
FTE_peak_904 81.5261 203 FTE1_peak_1552 chr14_34459110_34459387 278 FTE2_peak_1505 chr14_34459064_34459312 278 chr14_34459064_34459387 . . .
FTE_peak_905 28.8136 34 FTE1_peak_1554 chr14_34972271_34972426 156 FTE2_peak_1507 chr14_34972187_34972304 156 chr14_34972187_34972426 . . EAPP
FTE_peak_906 43.2258 67 FTE1_peak_1556 chr14_35169416_35169576 161 FTE2_peak_1508 chr14_35169510_35169664 161 chr14_35169416_35169664 . . CFL2
FTE_peak_907 66.4706 113 FTE1_peak_1557 chr14_35250559_35250748 190 FTE2_peak_1509 chr14_35250502_35250671 190 chr14_35250502_35250748 BAZ1A . .
FTE_peak_908 85.4701 100 FTE1_peak_1560 chr14_37465879_37466021 143 FTE2_peak_1513 chr14_37465922_37466038 143 chr14_37465879_37466038 SLC25A21 . .
FTE_peak_909 100 160 FTE1_peak_1561 chr14_38148302_38148461 160 FTE2_peak_1514 chr14_38148294_38148511 160 chr14_38148294_38148511 . . .
FTE_peak_910 78.022 142 FTE1_peak_1562 chr14_38567705_38567886 182 FTE2_peak_1515 chr14_38567745_38567963 182 chr14_38567705_38567963 . . .
FTE_peak_911 93.1741 273 FTE1_peak_1563 chr14_38759815_38760107 293 FTE2_peak_1516 chr14_38759835_38760137 293 chr14_38759815_38760137 . . .
FTE_peak_912 98.5294 134 FTE1_peak_1565 chr14_50442090_50442284 195 FTE2_peak_1520 chr14_50442088_50442223 195 chr14_50442088_50442284 . . C14orf182
FTE_peak_913 100 155 FTE1_peak_1568 chr14_51230277_51230431 155 FTE2_peak_1522 chr14_51230198_51230483 155 chr14_51230198_51230483 NIN . .
FTE_peak_914 97.1831 207 FTE1_peak_1569 chr14_51428643_51428895 253 FTE2_peak_1524 chr14_51428637_51428849 253 chr14_51428637_51428895 . PYGL TRIM9
FTE_peak_915 85.5172 124 FTE1_peak_1570 chr14_51863002_51863146 145 FTE2_peak_1525 chr14_51863023_51863168 145 chr14_51863002_51863168 . . .
FTE_peak_916 100 141 FTE1_peak_1574 chr14_52021257_52021414 158 FTE2_peak_1527 chr14_52021264_52021404 158 chr14_52021257_52021414 FRMD6 . .
FTE_peak_917 99.2188 127 FTE1_peak_1577 chr14_52070993_52071120 128 FTE2_peak_1528 chr14_52070994_52071172 128 chr14_52070993_52071172 FRMD6 . .
FTE_peak_918 89.7436 105 FTE1_peak_1578 chr14_52294765_52294905 141 FTE2_peak_1529 chr14_52294801_52294917 141 chr14_52294765_52294917 . . .
FTE_peak_919 100 188 FTE1_peak_1579 chr14_52492081_52492268 188 FTE2_peak_1530 chr14_52491874_52492336 188 chr14_52491874_52492336 NID2 C14orf166 .
FTE_peak_920 100 210 FTE1_peak_1580 chr14_52543170_52543395 226 FTE2_peak_1531 chr14_52543180_52543389 226 chr14_52543170_52543395 . NID2 .
FTE_peak_921 48 72 FTE1_peak_1583 chr14_52836048_52836247 200 FTE2_peak_1534 chr14_52836176_52836325 200 chr14_52836048_52836325 . . .
FTE_peak_922 100 292 FTE1_peak_1584 chr14_52922452_52922743 292 FTE2_peak_1535 chr14_52922357_52922751 292 chr14_52922357_52922751 TXNDC16 . .
FTE_peak_923 92.8571 273 FTE1_peak_1585 chr14_52924737_52925032 296 FTE2_peak_1536 chr14_52924716_52925009 296 chr14_52924716_52925032 TXNDC16 . .
FTE_peak_924 100 331 FTE1_peak_1586 chr14_53301430_53301760 331 FTE2_peak_1537 chr14_53301379_53301797 331 chr14_53301379_53301797 . . FERMT2
FTE_peak_925 94.4206 220 FTE1_peak_1587 chr14_53498949_53499274 326 FTE2_peak_1538 chr14_53499055_53499287 326 chr14_53498949_53499287 . . DDHD1
FTE_peak_926 100 215 FTE1_peak_1588 chr14_54718763_54719017 255 FTE2_peak_1541 chr14_54718798_54719012 255 chr14_54718763_54719017 . . .
FTE_peak_927 100 125 FTE1_peak_1591 chr14_55402817_55403070 254 FTE2_peak_1543 chr14_55402894_55403018 254 chr14_55402817_55403070 . . WDHD1
FTE_peak_928 78.3133 130 FTE1_peak_1595 chr14_59205020_59205190 171 FTE2_peak_1545 chr14_59205061_59205226 171 chr14_59205020_59205226 . . .
FTE_peak_929 100 225 FTE1_peak_1597 chr14_59365385_59365724 340 FTE2_peak_1547 chr14_59365452_59365676 340 chr14_59365385_59365724 . . .
FTE_peak_930 88.3212 121 FTE1_peak_1598 chr14_59366124_59366260 137 FTE2_peak_1548 chr14_59366140_59366298 137 chr14_59366124_59366298 . . .
FTE_peak_931 94.1176 144 FTE1_peak_1602 chr14_59906074_59906248 175 FTE2_peak_1550 chr14_59906105_59906257 175 chr14_59906074_59906257 . . GPR135
FTE_peak_932 100 164 FTE1_peak_1603 chr14_60144561_60144828 268 FTE2_peak_1551 chr14_60144650_60144813 268 chr14_60144561_60144828 RTN1 . .
FTE_peak_933 100 141 FTE1_peak_1604 chr14_60561011_60561290 280 FTE2_peak_1552 chr14_60561127_60561267 280 chr14_60561011_60561290 C14orf135 . .
FTE_peak_934 100 225 FTE1_peak_1606 chr14_61645585_61645809 225 FTE2_peak_1553 chr14_61645564_61645858 225 chr14_61645564_61645858 . . .
FTE_peak_935 100 201 FTE1_peak_1608 chr14_61932931_61933131 201 FTE2_peak_1554 chr14_61932922_61933226 201 chr14_61932922_61933226 PRKCH . .
FTE_peak_936 94.7489 415 FTE1_peak_1609 chr14_61939024_61939461 438 FTE2_peak_1555 chr14_61938866_61939438 438 chr14_61938866_61939461 PRKCH . .
FTE_peak_937 100 257 FTE1_peak_1610 chr14_61943564_61943820 257 FTE2_peak_1556 chr14_61943519_61943832 257 chr14_61943519_61943832 PRKCH . .
FTE_peak_938 100 205 FTE1_peak_1611 chr14_62020477_62020768 292 FTE2_peak_1560 chr14_62020524_62020728 292 chr14_62020477_62020768 . PRKCH FLJ22447
FTE_peak_939 100 405 FTE1_peak_1613 chr14_62028226_62029012 787 FTE2_peak_1561 chr14_62028476_62028880 787 chr14_62028226_62029012 . PRKCH FLJ22447
FTE_peak_940 77.5362 107 FTE1_peak_1614 chr14_62031528_62031704 177 FTE2_peak_1562 chr14_62031497_62031634 177 chr14_62031497_62031704 . PRKCH FLJ22447
FTE_peak_941 62.0462 188 FTE1_peak_1616 chr14_62061141_62061443 303 FTE2_peak_1563 chr14_62061256_62061640 303 chr14_62061141_62061640 FLJ22447 . .
FTE_peak_942 73.4848 97 FTE1_peak_1617 chr14_62127363_62127494 132 FTE2_peak_1566 chr14_62127398_62127530 132 chr14_62127363_62127530 . FLJ22447 .
FTE_peak_943 75.2 94 FTE1_peak_1621 chr14_62201731_62201855 125 FTE2_peak_1571 chr14_62201762_62201909 125 chr14_62201731_62201909 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
FTE_peak_944 100 141 FTE1_peak_1629 chr14_62216212_62216520 309 FTE2_peak_1573 chr14_62216339_62216479 309 chr14_62216212_62216520 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
FTE_peak_945 100 218 FTE1_peak_1630 chr14_62216643_62217349 707 FTE2_peak_1574 chr14_62216752_62216969 707 chr14_62216643_62217349 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
FTE_peak_946 92.3636 254 FTE1_peak_1632 chr14_62401062_62401336 275 FTE2_peak_1575 chr14_62401083_62401358 275 chr14_62401062_62401358 . . .
FTE_peak_947 100 213 FTE1_peak_1633 chr14_62431847_62432059 213 FTE2_peak_1576 chr14_62431837_62432101 213 chr14_62431837_62432101 . . .
FTE_peak_948 26.5734 38 FTE1_peak_1636 chr14_64699289_64699431 143 FTE2_peak_1578 chr14_64699182_64699326 143 chr14_64699182_64699431 ESR2 SYNE2 .
FTE_peak_949 100 188 FTE1_peak_1637 chr14_65003393_65003580 188 FTE2_peak_1579 chr14_65003360_65003659 188 chr14_65003360_65003659 . ZBTB1 HSPA2;PPP1R36
FTE_peak_950 100 142 FTE1_peak_1642 chr14_65757702_65757843 142 FTE2_peak_1580 chr14_65757697_65757874 142 chr14_65757697_65757874 . . .
FTE_peak_951 94.7581 235 FTE1_peak_1644 chr14_67688389_67688655 267 FTE2_peak_1582 chr14_67688376_67688623 267 chr14_67688376_67688655 FAM71D . MPP5
FTE_peak_952 85.9756 141 FTE1_peak_1646 chr14_68613727_68613894 168 FTE2_peak_1583 chr14_68613704_68613867 168 chr14_68613704_68613894 RAD51B . .
FTE_peak_953 82.0312 105 FTE1_peak_1652 chr14_69149771_69149898 128 FTE2_peak_1586 chr14_69149722_69149875 128 chr14_69149722_69149898 . . .
FTE_peak_954 54.5082 133 FTE1_peak_1656 chr14_69253286_69253901 616 FTE2_peak_1588 chr14_69253769_69254012 616 chr14_69253286_69254012 . . ZFP36L1
FTE_peak_955 96.0591 195 FTE1_peak_1662 chr14_71839134_71839364 231 FTE2_peak_1593 chr14_71839170_71839372 231 chr14_71839134_71839372 . . SNORD56B
FTE_peak_956 100 217 FTE1_peak_1663 chr14_72181043_72181259 217 FTE2_peak_1596 chr14_72181016_72181284 217 chr14_72181016_72181284 SIPA1L1 . .
FTE_peak_957 99.3506 153 FTE1_peak_1665 chr14_73212380_73212553 174 FTE2_peak_1598 chr14_73212379_73212532 174 chr14_73212379_73212553 DPF3 . .
FTE_peak_958 84.9206 107 FTE1_peak_1666 chr14_73248500_73248640 141 FTE2_peak_1599 chr14_73248534_73248659 141 chr14_73248500_73248659 DPF3 . .
FTE_peak_959 89.899 267 FTE1_peak_1668 chr14_73429700_73429996 297 FTE2_peak_1600 chr14_73429730_73430088 297 chr14_73429700_73430088 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
FTE_peak_960 87.8261 101 FTE1_peak_1669 chr14_73930340_73930464 125 FTE2_peak_1602 chr14_73930364_73930478 125 chr14_73930340_73930478 . NUMB C14orf169;HEATR4
FTE_peak_961 100 300 FTE1_peak_1671 chr14_75038576_75039151 576 FTE2_peak_1603 chr14_75038614_75038913 576 chr14_75038576_75039151 LTBP2 . .
FTE_peak_962 100 154 FTE1_peak_1674 chr14_75649721_75649874 154 FTE2_peak_1604 chr14_75649714_75649932 154 chr14_75649714_75649932 . TMED10 .
FTE_peak_963 71.0938 91 FTE1_peak_1677 chr14_76114760_76114887 128 FTE2_peak_1605 chr14_76114797_76114970 128 chr14_76114760_76114970 . FLVCR2 C14orf1;TTLL5
FTE_peak_964 65.7143 92 FTE1_peak_1679 chr14_79433860_79433999 140 FTE2_peak_1608 chr14_79433794_79433951 140 chr14_79433794_79433999 NRXN3 . .
FTE_peak_965 83.4286 146 FTE1_peak_1681 chr14_79483310_79483484 175 FTE2_peak_1610 chr14_79483339_79483524 175 chr14_79483310_79483524 NRXN3 . .
FTE_peak_966 78.6207 114 FTE1_peak_1682 chr14_79523382_79523583 202 FTE2_peak_1611 chr14_79523351_79523495 202 chr14_79523351_79523583 NRXN3 . .
FTE_peak_967 100 171 FTE1_peak_1683 chr14_80062930_80063150 221 FTE2_peak_1613 chr14_80062978_80063148 221 chr14_80062930_80063150 NRXN3 . .
FTE_peak_968 100 293 FTE1_peak_1686 chr14_80855233_80855670 438 FTE2_peak_1614 chr14_80855353_80855645 438 chr14_80855233_80855670 LOC100628307 . .
FTE_peak_969 91.3846 297 FTE1_peak_1687 chr14_80892018_80892360 343 FTE2_peak_1615 chr14_80892064_80892388 343 chr14_80892018_80892388 LOC100628307 . .
FTE_peak_970 94.8276 165 FTE1_peak_1688 chr14_81397340_81397513 174 FTE2_peak_1616 chr14_81397259_81397504 174 chr14_81397259_81397513 CEP128 . TSHR
FTE_peak_971 81.5951 266 FTE1_peak_1689 chr14_81867206_81867558 353 FTE2_peak_1618 chr14_81867293_81867618 353 chr14_81867206_81867618 STON2 . .
FTE_peak_972 75.7576 125 FTE1_peak_1690 chr14_87262620_87262784 165 FTE2_peak_1620 chr14_87262660_87262861 165 chr14_87262620_87262861 . . .
FTE_peak_973 99.5816 238 FTE1_peak_1691 chr14_87265652_87266003 352 FTE2_peak_1621 chr14_87265766_87266004 352 chr14_87265652_87266004 . . .
FTE_peak_974 98.4043 185 FTE1_peak_1695 chr14_91575403_91575713 311 FTE2_peak_1624 chr14_91575400_91575587 311 chr14_91575400_91575713 . . 14orf159;SNORA11B
FTE_peak_975 97.4576 115 FTE1_peak_1697 chr14_93196396_93196526 131 FTE2_peak_1627 chr14_93196393_93196510 131 chr14_93196393_93196526 LGMN . .
FTE_peak_976 64.1791 86 FTE1_peak_1699 chr14_95076994_95077233 240 FTE2_peak_1630 chr14_95077148_95077281 240 chr14_95076994_95077281 . SERPINA5 ERPINA13;SERPINA3
FTE_peak_977 100 146 FTE1_peak_1700 chr14_95731889_95732128 240 FTE2_peak_1632 chr14_95731898_95732043 240 chr14_95731889_95732128 CLMN . .
FTE_peak_978 100 118 FTE1_peak_1701 chr14_96588942_96589084 143 FTE2_peak_1633 chr14_96588951_96589068 143 chr14_96588942_96589084 . C14orf132 .
FTE_peak_979 94.1606 129 FTE1_peak_1702 hr14_100288132_10028829 165 FTE2_peak_1634 chr14_100288168_100288304 165 chr14_100288132_100288304 EML1 . .
FTE_peak_980 100 442 FTE1_peak_1704 hr14_102746191_10274663 442 FTE2_peak_1637 chr14_102746184_102746797 442 chr14_102746184_102746797 MOK . .
FTE_peak_981 11.0759 35 FTE1_peak_1705 hr14_102746763_10274707 316 FTE2_peak_1637 chr14_102746184_102746797 316 chr14_102746184_102747078 MOK . .
FTE_peak_982 65.2174 255 FTE1_peak_1708 chr15_29904271_29904661 391 FTE2_peak_1639 chr15_29904407_29904800 391 chr15_29904271_29904800 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_983 47.8599 123 FTE1_peak_1709 chr15_30217113_30217383 271 FTE2_peak_1641 chr15_30216979_30217235 271 chr15_30216979_30217383 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_984 100 115 FTE1_peak_1710 chr15_30357392_30357696 305 FTE2_peak_1643 chr15_30357478_30357592 305 chr15_30357392_30357696 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_985 75.5102 111 FTE1_peak_1711 chr15_30373166_30373312 147 FTE2_peak_1644 chr15_30373113_30373276 147 chr15_30373113_30373312 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
FTE_peak_986 92.9961 239 FTE1_peak_1712 chr15_31316658_31316926 269 FTE2_peak_1646 chr15_31316688_31316944 269 chr15_31316658_31316944 X11L1;TRPM1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK . .
FTE_peak_987 71.5278 103 FTE1_peak_1713 chr15_32974902_32975058 157 FTE2_peak_1648 chr15_32974861_32975004 157 chr15_32974861_32975058 DDX11L1;SCG5 . .
FTE_peak_988 94.3299 183 FTE1_peak_1717 chr15_33016671_33016876 206 FTE2_peak_1649 chr15_33016660_33016853 206 chr15_33016660_33016876 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
FTE_peak_989 100 138 FTE1_peak_1718 chr15_33020806_33021057 252 FTE2_peak_1650 chr15_33020821_33020958 252 chr15_33020806_33021057 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
FTE_peak_990 100 138 FTE1_peak_1721 chr15_33026010_33026147 138 FTE2_peak_1652 chr15_33025864_33026149 138 chr15_33025864_33026149 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
FTE_peak_991 83.2 104 FTE1_peak_1724 chr15_33027955_33028079 125 FTE2_peak_1654 chr15_33027976_33028126 125 chr15_33027955_33028126 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_992 100 341 FTE1_peak_1725 chr15_33028299_33029078 780 FTE2_peak_1655 chr15_33028496_33028836 780 chr15_33028299_33029078 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_993 69.6262 149 FTE1_peak_1726 chr15_33029208_33030072 865 FTE2_peak_1656 chr15_33029143_33029356 865 chr15_33029143_33030072 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_994 87.6093 601 FTE1_peak_1726 chr15_33029208_33030072 865 FTE2_peak_1657 chr15_33029472_33030157 865 chr15_33029208_33030157 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_995 100 1473 FTE1_peak_1727 chr15_33030195_33032479 2285 FTE2_peak_1658 chr15_33030245_33031717 2285 chr15_33030195_33032479 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_996 100 115 FTE1_peak_1727 chr15_33030195_33032479 2285 FTE2_peak_1659 chr15_33031804_33031918 2285 chr15_33030195_33032479 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_997 96.7949 151 FTE1_peak_1727 chr15_33030195_33032479 2285 FTE2_peak_1660 chr15_33032329_33032484 2285 chr15_33030195_33032484 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_peak_998 100 508 FTE1_peak_1728 chr15_33065898_33066610 713 FTE2_peak_1662 chr15_33066103_33066610 713 chr15_33065898_33066610 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_999 99.5816 238 FTE1_peak_1729 chr15_33094621_33094859 239 FTE2_peak_1664 chr15_33094622_33094869 239 chr15_33094621_33094869 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1000 66.3677 148 FTE1_peak_1730 chr15_33116994_33117216 223 FTE2_peak_1665 chr15_33117069_33117438 223 chr15_33116994_33117438 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1001 94.3128 199 FTE1_peak_1731 chr15_33120768_33120978 211 FTE2_peak_1666 chr15_33120780_33121294 211 chr15_33120768_33121294 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1002 75 153 FTE1_peak_1732 chr15_33131053_33131256 204 FTE2_peak_1667 chr15_33131104_33131339 204 chr15_33131053_33131339 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1003 94.3343 333 FTE1_peak_1733 chr15_33142397_33142749 353 FTE2_peak_1668 chr15_33142283_33142729 353 chr15_33142283_33142749 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1004 100 210 FTE1_peak_1737 chr15_33162768_33162977 210 FTE2_peak_1670 chr15_33162669_33163173 210 chr15_33162669_33163173 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1005 100 174 FTE1_peak_1738 chr15_33212297_33212478 182 FTE2_peak_1671 chr15_33212298_33212471 182 chr15_33212297_33212478 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_peak_1006 75.4864 194 FTE1_peak_1742 chr15_36720370_36720680 311 FTE2_peak_1675 chr15_36720487_36720743 311 chr15_36720370_36720743 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1007 100 132 FTE1_peak_1743 chr15_36882391_36882522 132 FTE2_peak_1676 chr15_36882368_36882523 132 chr15_36882368_36882523 C15orf41;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1008 96.2687 129 FTE1_peak_1745 chr15_38065444_38065577 134 FTE2_peak_1678 chr15_38065449_38065689 134 chr15_38065444_38065689 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1009 100 255 FTE1_peak_1748 chr15_38828512_38828944 433 FTE2_peak_1681 chr15_38828643_38828897 433 chr15_38828512_38828944 DDX11L1;RASGRP1 . .
FTE_peak_1010 95.2632 181 FTE1_peak_1749 chr15_39006931_39007218 288 FTE2_peak_1682 chr15_39007038_39007227 288 chr15_39006931_39007227 DDX11L1 C15orf53 .
FTE_peak_1011 100 132 FTE1_peak_1750 chr15_39050285_39050416 132 FTE2_peak_1683 chr15_39050276_39050437 132 chr15_39050276_39050437 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1012 100 135 FTE1_peak_1751 chr15_39186481_39186887 407 FTE2_peak_1686 chr15_39186701_39186835 407 chr15_39186481_39186887 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1013 94.2857 132 FTE1_peak_1752 chr15_39187704_39187843 140 FTE2_peak_1687 chr15_39187614_39187835 140 chr15_39187614_39187843 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1014 90.9091 290 FTE1_peak_1753 chr15_39288276_39288655 380 FTE2_peak_1689 chr15_39288366_39288684 380 chr15_39288276_39288684 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1015 74.4444 134 FTE1_peak_1756 chr15_39425561_39425740 180 FTE2_peak_1692 chr15_39425434_39425694 180 chr15_39425434_39425740 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1016 100 138 FTE1_peak_1757 chr15_39481287_39481424 138 FTE2_peak_1693 chr15_39481203_39481437 138 chr15_39481203_39481437 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1017 71.4286 105 FTE1_peak_1759 chr15_39505703_39505892 190 FTE2_peak_1697 chr15_39505661_39505807 190 chr15_39505661_39505892 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1018 100 212 FTE1_peak_1762 chr15_39524728_39524995 268 FTE2_peak_1698 chr15_39524768_39524979 268 chr15_39524728_39524995 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
FTE_peak_1019 92.549 236 FTE1_peak_1763 chr15_39531804_39532058 255 FTE2_peak_1699 chr15_39531782_39532039 255 chr15_39531782_39532058 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
FTE_peak_1020 96.1749 176 FTE1_peak_1764 chr15_39535316_39535546 231 FTE2_peak_1700 chr15_39535309_39535491 231 chr15_39535309_39535546 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
FTE_peak_1021 63.2 79 FTE1_peak_1766 chr15_39559255_39559379 125 FTE2_peak_1702 chr15_39559301_39559437 125 chr15_39559255_39559437 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
FTE_peak_1022 100 146 FTE1_peak_1767 chr15_39576042_39576187 146 FTE2_peak_1705 chr15_39575914_39576312 146 chr15_39575914_39576312 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
FTE_peak_1023 32.7957 61 FTE1_peak_1768 chr15_39593043_39593228 186 FTE2_peak_1707 chr15_39592735_39593103 186 chr15_39592735_39593228 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1024 98.954 473 FTE1_peak_1770 chr15_39655108_39655585 478 FTE2_peak_1708 chr15_39655095_39655580 478 chr15_39655095_39655585 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1025 100 158 FTE1_peak_1772 chr15_39657399_39657682 284 FTE2_peak_1710 chr15_39657503_39657660 284 chr15_39657399_39657682 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1026 100 133 FTE1_peak_1773 chr15_39871782_39871914 133 FTE2_peak_1711 chr15_39871771_39872196 133 chr15_39871771_39872196 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_peak_1027 78.7097 122 FTE1_peak_1774 chr15_39872075_39872229 155 FTE2_peak_1711 chr15_39871771_39872196 155 chr15_39871771_39872229 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_peak_1028 98.818 418 FTE1_peak_1775 chr15_39873834_39874382 549 FTE2_peak_1712 chr15_39873965_39874387 549 chr15_39873834_39874387 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_peak_1029 100 152 FTE1_peak_1776 chr15_39874681_39874943 263 FTE2_peak_1713 chr15_39874715_39874866 263 chr15_39874681_39874943 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_peak_1030 93.5897 1241 FTE1_peak_1777 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 FTE2_peak_1714 chr15_39874987_39876312 17288 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_peak_1031 100 4913 FTE1_peak_1777 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 FTE2_peak_1715 chr15_39876409_39881321 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_peak_1032 100 10456 FTE1_peak_1777 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 FTE2_peak_1716 chr15_39881454_39891909 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_peak_1033 52.4138 76 FTE1_peak_1778 chr15_40169967_40170111 145 FTE2_peak_1718 chr15_40170036_40170186 145 chr15_40169967_40170186 DDX11L1;GPR176 . .
FTE_peak_1034 100 128 FTE1_peak_1781 chr15_42210101_42210295 195 FTE2_peak_1720 chr15_42210116_42210243 195 chr15_42210101_42210295 DDX11L1;EHD4 SPTBN5 .
FTE_peak_1035 100 136 FTE1_peak_1783 chr15_42577851_42578021 171 FTE2_peak_1722 chr15_42577881_42578016 171 chr15_42577851_42578021 DDX11L1;GANC TMEM87A .
FTE_peak_1036 100 188 FTE1_peak_1786 chr15_44394232_44394462 231 FTE2_peak_1727 chr15_44394249_44394436 231 chr15_44394232_44394462 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
FTE_peak_1037 67.8082 99 FTE1_peak_1788 chr15_47586014_47586191 178 FTE2_peak_1730 chr15_47586093_47586238 178 chr15_47586014_47586238 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
FTE_peak_1038 77.1429 189 FTE1_peak_1792 chr15_48785736_48785980 245 FTE2_peak_1732 chr15_48785677_48785924 245 chr15_48785677_48785980 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1039 100 133 FTE1_peak_1793 chr15_48858956_48859133 178 FTE2_peak_1734 chr15_48858972_48859104 178 chr15_48858956_48859133 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1040 100 147 FTE1_peak_1794 chr15_48874728_48874982 255 FTE2_peak_1735 chr15_48874826_48874972 255 chr15_48874728_48874982 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1041 100 232 FTE1_peak_1795 chr15_48884557_48884878 322 FTE2_peak_1736 chr15_48884640_48884871 322 chr15_48884557_48884878 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
FTE peak 1042 85.3556 204 FTE1 peak 1796 chr15 48973150 48973395 246 FTE2 peak 1738 chr15 48973115 48973353 246 chr15 48973115 48973395 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1044 92.9936 146 FTE1_peak_1798 chr15_49428162_49428405 244 FTE2_peak_1740 chr15_49428151_49428307 244 chr15_49428151_49428405 COPS2;DDX11L1 . ALK2;LOC100306975
FTE_peak_1045 100 139 FTE1_peak_1799 chr15_49574715_49574853 139 FTE2_peak_1741 chr15_49574688_49574973 139 chr15_49574688_49574973 DDX11L1;GALK2 . .
FTE_peak_1046 97.0238 163 FTE1_peak_1800 chr15_49785164_49785365 202 FTE2_peak_1742 chr15_49785203_49785370 202 chr15_49785164_49785370 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
FTE_peak_1047 100 120 FTE1_peak_1801 chr15_50139714_50139897 184 FTE2_peak_1745 chr15_50139757_50139876 184 chr15_50139714_50139897 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
FTE_peak_1048 85.259 214 FTE1_peak_1802 chr15_50140437_50140730 294 FTE2_peak_1746 chr15_50140517_50140767 294 chr15_50140437_50140767 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
FTE_peak_1049 100 175 FTE1_peak_1803 chr15_50148219_50148393 175 FTE2_peak_1747 chr15_50148188_50148426 175 chr15_50148188_50148426 DDX11L1 . ATP8B4
FTE_peak_1050 71.4286 110 FTE1_peak_1804 chr15_50156209_50156362 154 FTE2_peak_1748 chr15_50156253_50156406 154 chr15_50156209_50156406 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1051 100 170 FTE1_peak_1805 chr15_50342135_50342304 170 FTE2_peak_1749 chr15_50342130_50342335 170 chr15_50342130_50342335 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1052 100 141 FTE1_peak_1806 chr15_50429560_50429758 199 FTE2_peak_1750 chr15_50429585_50429725 199 chr15_50429560_50429758 DDX11L1 ATP8B4 .
FTE_peak_1053 100 160 FTE1_peak_1808 chr15_51515981_51516140 160 FTE2_peak_1752 chr15_51515932_51516150 160 chr15_51515932_51516150 CYP19A1;DDX11L1 . MIR4713
FTE_peak_1054 100 201 FTE1_peak_1812 chr15_52436241_52436481 241 FTE2_peak_1754 chr15_52436276_52436476 241 chr15_52436241_52436481 DDX11L1;GNB5 . .
FTE_peak_1055 100 151 FTE1_peak_1814 chr15_56200168_56200318 151 FTE2_peak_1756 chr15_56200027_56200323 151 chr15_56200027_56200323 DDX11L1;NEDD4 . .
FTE_peak_1056 100 126 FTE1_peak_1815 chr15_57051744_57051988 245 FTE2_peak_1758 chr15_57051769_57051894 245 chr15_57051744_57051988 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
FTE_peak_1057 89.6624 425 FTE1_peak_1818 chr15_58762010_58762483 474 FTE2_peak_1760 chr15_58761922_58762434 474 chr15_58761922_58762483 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
FTE_peak_1058 84.058 232 FTE1_peak_1819 chr15_58839626_58839906 281 FTE2_peak_1761 chr15_58839675_58839950 281 chr15_58839626_58839950 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
FTE_peak_1059 100 174 FTE1_peak_1821 chr15_58924970_58925237 268 FTE2_peak_1762 chr15_58925031_58925204 268 chr15_58924970_58925237 ADAM10;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1060 90.7143 127 FTE1_peak_1822 chr15_59587189_59587328 140 FTE2_peak_1765 chr15_59587202_59587341 140 chr15_59587189_59587341 DDX11L1;MYO1E . .
FTE_peak_1061 91.2698 115 FTE1_peak_1824 chr15_60388490_60388648 159 FTE2_peak_1766 chr15_60388479_60388604 159 chr15_60388479_60388648 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1062 85.3383 227 FTE1_peak_1827 chr15_60663576_60663841 266 FTE2_peak_1775 chr15_60663615_60663893 266 chr15_60663576_60663893 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1063 94.7735 272 FTE1_peak_1828 chr15_60671915_60672201 287 FTE2_peak_1777 chr15_60671885_60672186 287 chr15_60671885_60672201 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1064 100 130 FTE1_peak_1830 chr15_60683055_60683184 130 FTE2_peak_1779 chr15_60683049_60683220 130 chr15_60683049_60683220 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
FTE_peak_1065 89.7119 218 FTE1_peak_1831 chr15_60685077_60685482 406 FTE2_peak_1780 chr15_60685265_60685507 406 chr15_60685077_60685507 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
FTE_peak_1066 100 163 FTE1_peak_1832 chr15_60694636_60694798 163 FTE2_peak_1781 chr15_60694616_60694842 163 chr15_60694616_60694842 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
FTE_peak_1067 82.4675 127 FTE1_peak_1834 chr15_61675493_61675872 380 FTE2_peak_1783 chr15_61675746_61675899 380 chr15_61675493_61675899 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1068 67.6056 144 FTE1_peak_1835 chr15_61848283_61848495 213 FTE2_peak_1784 chr15_61848352_61848676 213 chr15_61848283_61848676 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1069 63.2812 81 FTE1_peak_1837 chr15_63143083_63143232 150 FTE2_peak_1787 chr15_63143152_63143279 150 chr15_63143083_63143279 DDX11L1 MIR190A;TLN2 .
FTE_peak_1070 100 203 FTE1_peak_1838 chr15_63187411_63187668 258 FTE2_peak_1788 chr15_63187429_63187631 258 chr15_63187411_63187668 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1071 100 115 FTE1_peak_1840 chr15_63365418_63365803 386 FTE2_peak_1789 chr15_63365671_63365785 386 chr15_63365418_63365803 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
FTE_peak_1072 85.7482 361 FTE1_peak_1842 chr15_63400170_63400590 421 FTE2_peak_1790 chr15_63400230_63400730 421 chr15_63400170_63400730 DDX11L1 . LACTB
FTE_peak_1073 100 130 FTE1_peak_1843 chr15_63428170_63428326 157 FTE2_peak_1791 chr15_63428186_63428315 157 chr15_63428170_63428326 DDX11L1;LACTB . RPS27L
FTE_peak_1074 82.5688 180 FTE1_peak_1844 chr15_63539445_63539662 218 FTE2_peak_1792 chr15_63539310_63539624 218 chr15_63539310_63539662 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
FTE_peak_1075 84.9057 180 FTE1_peak_1845 chr15_63583737_63583980 244 FTE2_peak_1793 chr15_63583801_63584012 244 chr15_63583737_63584012 APH1B;DDX11L1 RAB8B .
FTE_peak_1076 97.3174 653 FTE1_peak_1846 chr15_65588312_65589053 742 FTE2_peak_1794 chr15_65588294_65588964 742 chr15_65588294_65589053 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
FTE_peak_1077 96.7814 872 FTE1_peak_1847 chr15_65596945_65597852 908 FTE2_peak_1795 chr15_65596981_65597881 908 chr15_65596945_65597881 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
FTE_peak_1078 100 119 FTE1_peak_1848 chr15_66748626_66748767 142 FTE2_peak_1796 chr15_66748634_66748752 142 chr15_66748626_66748767 DDX11L1;MAP2K1 . .
FTE_peak_1079 96.2025 228 FTE1_peak_1849 chr15_67175732_67175968 237 FTE2_peak_1798 chr15_67175705_67175959 237 chr15_67175705_67175968 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1080 100 214 FTE1_peak_1850 chr15_67341185_67341398 214 FTE2_peak_1800 chr15_67341145_67341398 214 chr15_67341145_67341398 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
FTE_peak_1081 100 191 FTE1_peak_1851 chr15_67342272_67342562 291 FTE2_peak_1802 chr15_67342294_67342484 291 chr15_67342272_67342562 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
FTE_peak_1082 94.697 250 FTE1_peak_1853 chr15_67418130_67418393 264 FTE2_peak_1803 chr15_67418144_67418411 264 chr15_67418130_67418411 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
FTE_peak_1083 19.3548 24 FTE1_peak_1854 chr15_67470977_67471105 129 FTE2_peak_1804 chr15_67471082_67471205 129 chr15_67470977_67471205 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
FTE_peak_1084 93.5135 173 FTE1_peak_1855 chr15_67493596_67493818 223 FTE2_peak_1805 chr15_67493584_67493768 223 chr15_67493584_67493818 AAGAB;DDX11L1 SMAD3 .
FTE_peak_1085 100 140 FTE1_peak_1860 chr15_70146114_70146253 140 FTE2_peak_1806 chr15_70146044_70146290 140 chr15_70146044_70146290 DDX11L1 C15orf50 .
FTE_peak_1086 100 121 FTE1_peak_1864 chr15_71092472_71092650 179 FTE2_peak_1807 chr15_71092506_71092626 179 chr15_71092472_71092650 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1087 100 282 FTE1_peak_1865 chr15_71587781_71588370 590 FTE2_peak_1810 chr15_71587875_71588156 590 chr15_71587781_71588370 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
FTE_peak_1088 47.3934 100 FTE1_peak_1865 chr15_71587781_71588370 590 FTE2_peak_1811 chr15_71588271_71588481 590 chr15_71587781_71588481 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
FTE_peak_1089 88.7417 134 FTE1_peak_1870 chr15_77437217_77437367 151 FTE2_peak_1816 chr15_77437152_77437350 151 chr15_77437152_77437367 DDX11L1;PEAK1 . .
FTE_peak_1090 99.661 294 FTE1_peak_1871 chr15_78357735_78358032 298 FTE2_peak_1817 chr15_78357734_78358028 298 chr15_78357734_78358032 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
FTE_peak_1091 100 222 FTE1_peak_1873 chr15_79198254_79198903 650 FTE2_peak_1819 chr15_79198318_79198539 650 chr15_79198254_79198903 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
FTE_peak_1092 84.5588 230 FTE1_peak_1873 chr15_79198254_79198903 650 FTE2_peak_1820 chr15_79198674_79198945 650 chr15_79198254_79198945 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
FTE_peak_1093 100 145 FTE1_peak_1874 chr15_80768453_80768597 145 FTE2_peak_1822 chr15_80768439_80768601 145 chr15_80768439_80768601 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1094 85.4545 329 FTE1_peak_1876 chr15_80773220_80773607 388 FTE2_peak_1823 chr15_80773164_80773548 388 chr15_80773164_80773607 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1095 98.2301 333 FTE1_peak_1879 chr15_80841541_80841879 339 FTE2_peak_1825 chr15_80841529_80841873 339 chr15_80841529_80841879 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1096 100 134 FTE1_peak_1880 chr15_80842309_80842811 503 FTE2_peak_1826 chr15_80842486_80842619 503 chr15_80842309_80842811 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1097 100 117 FTE1_peak_1881 chr15_81221658_81221814 157 FTE2_peak_1829 chr15_81221666_81221782 157 chr15_81221658_81221814 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
FTE_peak_1098 100 350 FTE1_peak_1882 chr15_81630983_81631332 350 FTE2_peak_1830 chr15_81630968_81631441 350 chr15_81630968_81631441 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
FTE_peak_1099 100 194 FTE1_peak_1884 chr15_85861769_85862032 264 FTE2_peak_1832 chr15_85861822_85862015 264 chr15_85861769_85862032 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1100 94.1558 145 FTE1_peak_1886 chr15_87912550_87912709 160 FTE2_peak_1833 chr15_87912541_87912694 160 chr15_87912541_87912709 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1101 95.2 119 FTE1_peak_1888 chr15_88295941_88296065 125 FTE2_peak_1834 chr15_88295931_88296059 125 chr15_88295931_88296065 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1102 94.7761 127 FTE1_peak_1889 chr15_88320306_88320439 134 FTE2_peak_1835 chr15_88320313_88320489 134 chr15_88320306_88320489 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1103 97.449 191 FTE1_peak_1890 chr15_88360094_88360290 197 FTE2_peak_1836 chr15_88360100_88360295 197 chr15_88360094_88360295 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1104 86.9048 146 FTE1_peak_1891 chr15_89648545_89648748 204 FTE2_peak_1838 chr15_89648523_89648690 204 chr15_89648523_89648748 ABHD2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1105 48.9655 71 FTE1_peak_1892 chr15_91224974_91225118 145 FTE2_peak_1842 chr15_91224892_91225044 145 chr15_91224892_91225118 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1106 100 136 FTE1_peak_1894 chr15_93347290_93347521 232 FTE2_peak_1843 chr15_93347320_93347455 232 chr15_93347290_93347521 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
FTE_peak_1107 73.6 92 FTE1_peak_1896 chr15_96103223_96103347 125 FTE2_peak_1846 chr15_96103091_96103314 125 chr15_96103091_96103347 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1108 81.9355 127 FTE1_peak_1897 chr15_99457961_99458115 155 FTE2_peak_1849 chr15_99457989_99458145 155 chr15_99457961_99458145 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
FTE_peak_1109 80.3922 123 FTE1_peak_1900 hr15_100583478_10058364 166 FTE2_peak_1850 chr15_100583521_100583673 166 chr15_100583478_100583673 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1110 100 176 FTE1_peak_1903 hr15_101262226_10126240 176 FTE2_peak_1851 chr15_101262220_101262674 176 chr15_101262220_101262674 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_peak_1111 55.4688 71 FTE1_peak_1905 hr15_102215401_10221552 128 FTE2_peak_1853 chr15_102215318_102215471 128 chr15_102215318_102215528 DDX11L1;TARSL2 TM2D3 .
FTE_peak_1112 100 166 FTE1_peak_1906 chr16_2885819_2886012 194 FTE2_peak_1854 chr16_2885829_2885994 194 chr16_2885819_2886012 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
FTE_peak_1113 100 152 FTE1_peak_1908 chr16_11198876_11199148 273 FTE2_peak_1857 chr16_11198923_11199074 273 chr16_11198876_11199148 CLEC16A . .
FTE_peak_1114 100 156 FTE1_peak_1909 chr16_11422505_11422685 181 FTE2_peak_1858 chr16_11422513_11422668 181 chr16_11422505_11422685 . . RMI2
FTE_peak_1115 77.7542 367 FTE1_peak_1913 chr16_13203993_13204464 472 FTE2_peak_1862 chr16_13204098_13204642 472 chr16_13203993_13204642 SHISA9 . .
FTE_peak_1116 96.5969 369 FTE1_peak_1914 chr16_13401114_13401495 382 FTE2_peak_1863 chr16_13401127_13401566 382 chr16_13401114_13401566 . . .
FTE_peak_1117 100 194 FTE1_peak_1918 chr16_17612319_17612577 259 FTE2_peak_1864 chr16_17612341_17612534 259 chr16_17612319_17612577 179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MIR3 . .
FTE_peak_1118 89.8551 124 FTE1_peak_1919 chr16_17862287_17862438 152 FTE2_peak_1865 chr16_17862315_17862452 152 chr16_17862287_17862452 179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MIR3 . .
FTE_peak_1119 80 112 FTE1_peak_1920 chr16_17926713_17926852 140 FTE2_peak_1866 chr16_17926666_17926824 140 chr16_17926666_17926852 179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;MIR3 . .
FTE_peak_1120 100 207 FTE1_peak_1926 chr16_22408810_22409108 299 FTE2_peak_1867 chr16_22408821_22409027 299 chr16_22408810_22409108 . CDR2 RRN3P3
FTE_peak_1121 100 115 FTE1_peak_1930 chr16_24989129_24989279 151 FTE2_peak_1870 chr16_24989139_24989253 151 chr16_24989129_24989279 ARHGAP17 . .
FTE_peak_1122 100 176 FTE1_peak_1933 chr16_26999012_26999230 219 FTE2_peak_1871 chr16_26999016_26999191 219 chr16_26999012_26999230 . . .
FTE_peak_1123 90.9091 140 FTE1_peak_1935 chr16_27773833_27773986 154 FTE2_peak_1872 chr16_27773765_27773972 154 chr16_27773765_27773986 KIAA0556 . GSG1L
FTE_peak_1124 100 128 FTE1_peak_1936 chr16_28647951_28648078 128 FTE2_peak_1873 chr16_28647949_28648086 128 chr16_28647949_28648086 EIF3C;EIF3CL SULT1A1 .
FTE_peak_1125 27.381 69 FTE1_peak_1937 chr16_47766763_47767014 252 FTE2_peak_1876 chr16_47766440_47766831 252 chr16_47766440_47767014 . . .
FTE_peak_1126 39.2157 60 FTE1_peak_1943 chr16_53810089_53810241 153 FTE2_peak_1880 chr16_53810182_53810342 153 chr16_53810089_53810342 FTO . .
FTE_peak_1127 100 329 FTE1_peak_1945 chr16_54060956_54061284 329 FTE2_peak_1881 chr16_54060952_54061326 329 chr16_54060952_54061326 FTO . .
FTE_peak_1128 100 309 FTE1_peak_1948 chr16_54496337_54496645 309 FTE2_peak_1883 chr16_54496312_54496668 309 chr16_54496312_54496668 . . .
FTE_peak_1129 100 132 FTE1_peak_1950 chr16_56641288_56641419 132 FTE2_peak_1884 chr16_56641206_56641430 132 chr16_56641206_56641430 . MT3 MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
FTE_peak_1130 79.5652 183 FTE1_peak_1951 chr16_56643676_56643905 230 FTE2_peak_1885 chr16_56643723_56643956 230 chr16_56643676_56643956 . MT2A;MT3 MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
FTE_peak_1131 99.4186 171 FTE1_peak_1953 chr16_56998843_56999064 222 FTE2_peak_1886 chr16_56998894_56999065 222 chr16_56998843_56999065 CETP HERPUD1 .
FTE_peak_1132 76.6234 118 FTE1_peak_1954 chr16_57927971_57928151 181 FTE2_peak_1889 chr16_57927935_57928088 181 chr16_57927935_57928151 CNGB1 . .
FTE_peak_1133 100 116 FTE1_peak_1957 chr16_66652636_66652797 162 FTE2_peak_1892 chr16_66652660_66652775 162 chr16_66652636_66652797 CMTM4 CMTM3 .
FTE_peak_1134 100 310 FTE1_peak_1959 chr16_68098849_68099322 474 FTE2_peak_1894 chr16_68098949_68099258 474 chr16_68098849_68099322 DUS2L . NFATC3
FTE_peak_1135 81.6327 120 FTE1_peak_1963 chr16_70438326_70438472 147 FTE2_peak_1895 chr16_70438353_70438509 147 chr16_70438326_70438509 ST3GAL2 . .
FTE_peak_1136 63.6364 126 FTE1_peak_1965 chr16_70587648_70587845 198 FTE2_peak_1896 chr16_70587541_70587773 198 chr16_70587541_70587845 SF3B3 ORD111;SNORD11 IL34
FTE_peak_1137 95.2 119 FTE1_peak_1966 chr16_70607274_70607398 125 FTE2_peak_1897 chr16_70607164_70607392 125 chr16_70607164_70607398 SF3B3 . IL34
FTE_peak_1138 100 127 FTE1_peak_1967 chr16_70607508_70607649 142 FTE2_peak_1898 chr16_70607515_70607641 142 chr16_70607508_70607649 SF3B3 . IL34
FTE_peak_1139 100 233 FTE1_peak_1970 chr16_72911361_72911618 258 FTE2_peak_1901 chr16_72911372_72911604 258 chr16_72911361_72911618 ZFHX3 . .
FTE_peak_1140 100 258 FTE1_peak_1971 chr16_74970827_74971194 368 FTE2_peak_1903 chr16_74970908_74971165 368 chr16_74970827_74971194 WDR59 . .
FTE_peak_1141 97.4026 225 FTE1_peak_1972 chr16_75063893_75064123 231 FTE2_peak_1904 chr16_75063899_75064160 231 chr16_75063893_75064160 ZNRF1 . .
FTE_peak_1142 89.8396 168 FTE1_peak_1973 chr16_75339515_75339701 187 FTE2_peak_1905 chr16_75339467_75339682 187 chr16_75339467_75339701 CFDP1 . .
FTE_peak_1143 100 125 FTE1_peak_1975 chr16_77322025_77322379 355 FTE2_peak_1907 chr16_77322026_77322150 355 chr16_77322025_77322379 ADAMTS18 . .
FTE_peak_1144 100 138 FTE1_peak_1977 chr16_77630310_77630447 138 FTE2_peak_1908 chr16_77630310_77630463 138 chr16_77630310_77630463 . . .
FTE_peak_1145 100 225 FTE1_peak_1979 chr16_77911693_77911931 239 FTE2_peak_1909 chr16_77911705_77911929 239 chr16_77911693_77911931 VAT1L . .
FTE_peak_1146 100 155 FTE1_peak_1980 chr16_80208439_80208593 155 FTE2_peak_1911 chr16_80208337_80208605 155 chr16_80208337_80208605 . . .
FTE_peak_1147 96.2687 129 FTE1_peak_1981 chr16_80231695_80231939 245 FTE2_peak_1912 chr16_80231811_80231944 245 chr16_80231695_80231944 . . .
FTE_peak_1148 100 215 FTE1_peak_1986 chr16_83377717_83377931 215 FTE2_peak_1916 chr16_83377650_83377942 215 chr16_83377650_83377942 CDH13 . .
FTE_peak_1149 72.8477 110 FTE1_peak_1989 chr16_84873699_84873849 151 FTE2_peak_1918 chr16_84873597_84873808 151 chr16_84873597_84873849 CRISPLD2 . .
FTE_peak_1150 100 217 FTE1_peak_1991 chr16_86253863_86254079 217 FTE2_peak_1919 chr16_86253824_86254086 217 chr16_86253824_86254086 . . .
FTE_peak_1151 90.3846 188 FTE1_peak_1996 chr16_88340894_88341101 208 FTE2_peak_1923 chr16_88340914_88341162 208 chr16_88340894_88341162 . . .
FTE_peak_1152 100 128 FTE1_peak_1997 chr16_88365751_88365942 192 FTE2_peak_1924 chr16_88365753_88365880 192 chr16_88365751_88365942 . . .
FTE_peak_1153 100 236 FTE1_peak_1998 chr17_597502_597737 236 FTE2_peak_1925 chr17_597456_597745 236 chr17_597456_597745 VPS53 . .
FTE_peak_1154 78.7402 100 FTE1_peak_1999 chr17_831250_831380 131 FTE2_peak_1926 chr17_831223_831349 131 chr17_831223_831380 NXN . .
FTE_peak_1155 100 216 FTE1_peak_2000 chr17_836779_837008 230 FTE2_peak_1927 chr17_836782_836997 230 chr17_836779_837008 NXN . .
FTE_peak_1156 86.3309 120 FTE1_peak_2003 chr17_2858415_2858553 139 FTE2_peak_1929 chr17_2858373_2858534 139 chr17_2858373_2858553 RAP1GAP2 . .
FTE_peak_1157 83.0565 250 FTE1_peak_2005 chr17_5419578_5419878 301 FTE2_peak_1931 chr17_5419629_5420005 301 chr17_5419578_5420005 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
FTE_peak_1158 100 125 FTE1_peak_2007 chr17_6126703_6126827 125 FTE2_peak_1933 chr17_6126677_6126831 125 chr17_6126677_6126831 . . .
FTE_peak_1159 100 162 FTE1_peak_2009 chr17_6655936_6656097 162 FTE2_peak_1934 chr17_6655905_6656130 162 chr17_6655905_6656130 . . FBXO39;XAF1
FTE_peak_1160 94.2623 115 FTE1_peak_2011 chr17_7677495_7677629 135 FTE2_peak_1935 chr17_7677488_7677609 135 chr17_7677488_7677629 DNAH2 RPL29P2 .
FTE_peak_1161 91.4405 438 FTE1_peak_2012 chr17_8076420_8076898 479 FTE2_peak_1936 chr17_8076461_8076948 479 chr17_8076420_8076948 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
FTE_peak_1162 93.9394 124 FTE1_peak_2015 chr17_8761370_8761690 321 FTE2_peak_1937 chr17_8761567_8761698 321 chr17_8761370_8761698 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
FTE_peak_1163 92.3767 206 FTE1_peak_2016 chr17_8762496_8762841 346 FTE2_peak_1938 chr17_8762636_8762858 346 chr17_8762496_8762858 PIK3R6 . PIK3R5
FTE_peak_1164 87.0769 283 FTE1_peak_2018 chr17_13250289_13250719 431 FTE2_peak_1941 chr17_13250437_13250761 431 chr17_13250289_13250761 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
FTE_peak_1165 92.6941 203 FTE1_peak_2019 chr17_13324284_13324533 250 FTE2_peak_1943 chr17_13324331_13324549 250 chr17_13324284_13324549 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
FTE_peak_1166 96.8799 621 FTE1_peak_2021 chr17_14641315_14641955 641 FTE2_peak_1944 chr17_14641251_14641935 641 chr17_14641251_14641955 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
FTE_peak_1167 96.3542 185 FTE1_peak_2022 chr17_14648463_14648654 192 FTE2_peak_1945 chr17_14648452_14648647 192 chr17_14648452_14648654 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
FTE_peak_1168 100 134 FTE1_peak_2028 chr17_19230539_19230720 182 FTE2_peak_1952 chr17_19230564_19230697 182 chr17_19230539_19230720 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1;MIR1180
FTE_peak_1169 100 151 FTE1_peak_2030 chr17_25773641_25774009 369 FTE2_peak_1954 chr17_25773655_25773805 369 chr17_25773641_25774009 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
FTE_peak_1170 100 129 FTE1_peak_2031 chr17_26605421_26605549 129 FTE2_peak_1955 chr17_26605398_26605554 129 chr17_26605398_26605554 KRT18P55 . .
FTE_peak_1171 100 228 FTE1_peak_2033 chr17_27279309_27279536 228 FTE2_peak_1957 chr17_27279307_27279543 228 chr17_27279307_27279543 . PHF12 SEZ6
FTE_peak_1172 48.8 61 FTE1_peak_2034 chr17_28135454_28135578 125 FTE2_peak_1959 chr17_28135518_28135650 125 chr17_28135454_28135650 SSH2 . .
FTE_peak_1173 100 167 FTE1_peak_2035 chr17_29576127_29576322 196 FTE2_peak_1961 chr17_29576129_29576295 196 chr17_29576127_29576322 NF1 . .
FTE_peak_1174 96.4824 192 FTE1_peak_2036 chr17_29654909_29655107 199 FTE2_peak_1962 chr17_29654899_29655100 199 chr17_29654899_29655107 NF1 EVI2A;EVI2B .
FTE_peak_1175 100 256 FTE1_peak_2037 chr17_29954907_29955228 322 FTE2_peak_1963 chr17_29954923_29955178 322 chr17_29954907_29955228 . . .
FTE_peak_1176 78.5088 179 FTE1_peak_2039 chr17_31594211_31594472 262 FTE2_peak_1965 chr17_31594294_31594521 262 chr17_31594211_31594521 ASIC2 . .
FTE_peak_1177 73.5426 328 FTE1_peak_2040 chr17_32584311_32584909 599 FTE2_peak_1966 chr17_32584193_32584638 599 chr17_32584193_32584909 CCL2 . CCL11;CCL7
FTE_peak_1178 100 133 FTE1_peak_2042 chr17_32681746_32681951 206 FTE2_peak_1967 chr17_32681805_32681937 206 chr17_32681746_32681951 . . CCL1;CCL13
FTE_peak_1179 100 188 FTE1_peak_2044 chr17_33760281_33760746 466 FTE2_peak_1969 chr17_33760408_33760595 466 chr17_33760281_33760746 . SLFN12 SLFN13
FTE_peak_1180 96.7273 266 FTE1_peak_2047 chr17_36077213_36077491 279 FTE2_peak_1971 chr17_36077204_36077478 279 chr17_36077204_36077491 HNF1B . .
FTE_peak_1181 100 151 FTE1_peak_2053 chr17_38642771_38642921 151 FTE2_peak_1975 chr17_38642729_38642935 151 chr17_38642729_38642935 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
FTE_peak_1182 70.936 144 FTE1_peak_2057 chr17_39071579_39071793 215 FTE2_peak_1976 chr17_39071520_39071722 215 chr17_39071520_39071793 . . KRT23
FTE_peak_1183 100 156 FTE1_peak_2059 chr17_39113241_39113396 156 FTE2_peak_1977 chr17_39113183_39113401 156 chr17_39113183_39113401 . KRT23 KRT39;KRT40
FTE_peak_1184 100 150 FTE1_peak_2060 chr17_39205513_39205662 150 FTE2_peak_1978 chr17_39205486_39205698 150 chr17_39205486_39205698 . KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP1‐52‐2;KRTAP2‐4;LOC730755
FTE_peak_1185 96.8553 154 FTE1_peak_2061 chr17_39215629_39215815 187 FTE2_peak_1979 chr17_39215624_39215782 187 chr17_39215624_39215815 LOC730755 KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
FTE_peak_1186 94.8529 129 FTE1_peak_2062 chr17_39216660_39216795 136 FTE2_peak_1980 chr17_39216667_39216831 136 chr17_39216660_39216831 . 1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAKRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
FTE_peak_1187 100 152 FTE1_peak_2063 chr17_39222575_39222765 191 FTE2_peak_1981 chr17_39222609_39222760 191 chr17_39222575_39222765 . 2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTA KRTAP4‐7
FTE_peak_1188 100 118 FTE1_peak_2065 chr17_39560249_39560519 271 FTE2_peak_1982 chr17_39560253_39560370 271 chr17_39560249_39560519 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
FTE_peak_1189 82.6087 95 FTE1_peak_2068 chr17_41324257_41324388 132 FTE2_peak_1984 chr17_41324237_41324351 132 chr17_41324237_41324388 NBR1 NBR2 .
FTE_peak_1190 100 355 FTE1_peak_2069 chr17_41393273_41393627 355 FTE2_peak_1985 chr17_41393273_41393628 355 chr17_41393273_41393628 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
FTE_peak_1191 100 332 FTE1_peak_2070 chr17_41438348_41438777 430 FTE2_peak_1986 chr17_41438393_41438724 430 chr17_41438348_41438777 . . LOC100130581
FTE_peak_1192 98.2222 221 FTE1_peak_2071 chr17_41445229_41445453 225 FTE2_peak_1987 chr17_41445168_41445449 225 chr17_41445168_41445453 . . LOC100130581
FTE_peak_1193 97.5962 203 FTE1_peak_2072 chr17_41801432_41801647 216 FTE2_peak_1988 chr17_41801427_41801634 216 chr17_41801427_41801647 . . SOST
FTE_peak_1194 100 144 FTE1_peak_2073 chr17_41861467_41861828 362 FTE2_peak_1990 chr17_41861484_41861627 362 chr17_41861467_41861828 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
FTE_peak_1195 100 118 FTE1_peak_2074 chr17_41862308_41862448 141 FTE2_peak_1991 chr17_41862323_41862440 141 chr17_41862308_41862448 . 7orf105;DUSP3;SO MPP3
FTE_peak_1196 36.8794 52 FTE1_peak_2077 chr17_44150398_44150538 141 FTE2_peak_1992 chr17_44150487_44150657 141 chr17_44150398_44150657 KANSL1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1197 97.1631 137 FTE1_peak_2078 chr17_45343417_45343557 141 FTE2_peak_1994 chr17_45343421_45343570 141 chr17_45343417_45343570 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1198 97.4522 153 FTE1_peak_2080 chr17_45382986_45383142 157 FTE2_peak_1995 chr17_45382926_45383138 157 chr17_45382926_45383142 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . C17orf57
FTE_peak_1199 100 197 FTE1_peak_2082 chr17_47224272_47224529 258 FTE2_peak_1997 chr17_47224328_47224524 258 chr17_47224272_47224529 B4GALNT2;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1200 95.6522 396 FTE1_peak_2084 chr17_48260199_48260684 486 FTE2_peak_1999 chr17_48260181_48260594 486 chr17_48260181_48260684 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
FTE_peak_1201 100 225 FTE1_peak_2085 chr17_48260943_48261167 225 FTE2_peak_2000 chr17_48260940_48261210 225 chr17_48260940_48261210 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA COL1A1
FTE_peak_1202 84.7059 144 FTE1_peak_2087 chr17_48274133_48274331 199 FTE2_peak_2002 chr17_48274188_48274357 199 chr17_48274133_48274357 COL1A1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HILS1;SGCA .
FTE_peak_1203 72.4138 105 FTE1_peak_2090 chr17_53025760_53025904 145 FTE2_peak_2005 chr17_53025628_53025864 145 chr17_53025628_53025904 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L1 . COX11;STXBP4
FTE_peak_1204 100 134 FTE1_peak_2092 chr17_53511265_53511398 134 FTE2_peak_2006 chr17_53511254_53511409 134 chr17_53511254_53511409 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
FTE_peak_1205 98.2833 229 FTE1_peak_2093 chr17_54203765_54203997 233 FTE2_peak_2007 chr17_54203736_54203993 233 chr17_54203736_54203997 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ANKFN1
FTE_peak_1206 99.3976 165 FTE1_peak_2096 chr17_54263364_54263539 176 FTE2_peak_2009 chr17_54263363_54263528 176 chr17_54263363_54263539 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1207 100 183 FTE1_peak_2097 chr17_54263685_54264028 344 FTE2_peak_2010 chr17_54263812_54263994 344 chr17_54263685_54264028 ANKFN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1208 100 186 FTE1_peak_2099 chr17_56025966_56026515 550 FTE2_peak_2014 chr17_56026172_56026357 550 chr17_56025966_56026515 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . VEZF1
FTE_peak_1209 100 115 FTE1_peak_2100 chr17_56602682_56602828 147 FTE2_peak_2016 chr17_56602707_56602821 147 chr17_56602682_56602828 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
FTE_peak_1210 92.6952 368 FTE1_peak_2101 chr17_56708846_56709242 397 FTE2_peak_2017 chr17_56708773_56709213 397 chr17_56708773_56709242 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_peak_1211 56.4103 66 FTE1_peak_2102 chr17_56736219_56736749 531 FTE2_peak_2018 chr17_56736168_56736284 531 chr17_56736168_56736749 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_peak_1212 100 297 FTE1_peak_2102 chr17_56736219_56736749 531 FTE2_peak_2019 chr17_56736450_56736746 531 chr17_56736219_56736749 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_peak_1213 92.6893 355 FTE1_peak_2103 chr17_56756706_56757092 387 FTE2_peak_2020 chr17_56756678_56757060 387 chr17_56756678_56757092 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
FTE_peak_1214 91.7476 189 FTE1_peak_2110 chr17_57915254_57915618 365 FTE2_peak_2022 chr17_57915237_57915442 365 chr17_57915237_57915618 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
FTE_peak_1215 78.3582 105 FTE1_peak_2111 chr17_57915857_57916072 216 FTE2_peak_2023 chr17_57915968_57916101 216 chr17_57915857_57916101 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
FTE peak 1216 73.6462 204 FTE1 peak 2113 chr17 57917733 57918009 277 FTE2 peak 2024 chr17 57917608 57917936 277 chr17 57917608 57918009 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
FTE_peak_1218 100 298 FTE1_peak_2116 chr17_57919687_57921956 2270 FTE2_peak_2026 chr17_57919916_57920213 2270 chr17_57919687_57921956 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_peak_1219 90.8241 1554 FTE1_peak_2116 chr17_57919687_57921956 2270 FTE2_peak_2027 chr17_57920403_57922113 2270 chr17_57919687_57922113 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_peak_1220 13.4177 53 FTE1_peak_2117 chr17_57922061_57922455 395 FTE2_peak_2027 chr17_57920403_57922113 395 chr17_57920403_57922455 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_peak_1221 87.2928 158 FTE1_peak_2118 chr17_59403025_59403282 258 FTE2_peak_2030 chr17_59403125_59403305 258 chr17_59403025_59403305 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1222 100 193 FTE1_peak_2119 chr17_59415372_59415814 443 FTE2_peak_2031 chr17_59415449_59415641 443 chr17_59415372_59415814 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1223 64.9351 100 FTE1_peak_2121 chr17_59848681_59848834 154 FTE2_peak_2032 chr17_59848550_59848780 154 chr17_59848550_59848834 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1224 100 156 FTE1_peak_2125 chr17_60902154_60902515 362 FTE2_peak_2035 chr17_60902329_60902484 362 chr17_60902154_60902515 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
FTE_peak_1225 93.1034 162 FTE1_peak_2126 chr17_62193332_62193547 216 FTE2_peak_2037 chr17_62193320_62193493 216 chr17_62193320_62193547 ERN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . SNORD104
FTE_peak_1226 85.6742 305 FTE1_peak_2127 chr17_62224201_62224784 584 FTE2_peak_2038 chr17_62224150_62224505 584 chr17_62224150_62224784 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 1;SNORA76;SNORD TEX2
FTE_peak_1227 24.8677 94 FTE1_peak_2127 chr17_62224201_62224784 584 FTE2_peak_2039 chr17_62224691_62225068 584 chr17_62224201_62225068 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2 1;SNORA76;SNORD .
FTE_peak_1228 100 149 FTE1_peak_2129 chr17_63283242_63283390 149 FTE2_peak_2040 chr17_63283228_63283500 149 chr17_63283228_63283500 . . .
FTE_peak_1229 100 123 FTE1_peak_2133 chr17_64545568_64545867 300 FTE2_peak_2045 chr17_64545647_64545769 300 chr17_64545568_64545867 PRKCA . .
FTE_peak_1230 100 170 FTE1_peak_2134 chr17_64545970_64546139 170 FTE2_peak_2046 chr17_64545914_64546165 170 chr17_64545914_64546165 PRKCA . .
FTE_peak_1231 91.7197 144 FTE1_peak_2135 chr17_66380044_66380200 157 FTE2_peak_2047 chr17_66380057_66380258 157 chr17_66380044_66380258 ARSG . .
FTE_peak_1232 77.5641 121 FTE1_peak_2137 chr17_67171968_67172123 156 FTE2_peak_2049 chr17_67171910_67172088 156 chr17_67171910_67172123 ABCA10 . .
FTE_peak_1233 100 164 FTE1_peak_2138 chr17_67265745_67265908 164 FTE2_peak_2050 chr17_67265713_67265941 164 chr17_67265713_67265941 ABCA5 ABCA10 .
FTE_peak_1234 93.8547 168 FTE1_peak_2141 chr17_67754167_67754362 196 FTE2_peak_2052 chr17_67754156_67754334 196 chr17_67754156_67754362 . . .
FTE_peak_1235 78.1421 143 FTE1_peak_2142 chr17_67758234_67758455 222 FTE2_peak_2053 chr17_67758313_67758495 222 chr17_67758234_67758495 . . .
FTE_peak_1236 86.3636 209 FTE1_peak_2144 chr17_67874837_67875081 245 FTE2_peak_2054 chr17_67874804_67875045 245 chr17_67874804_67875081 . . .
FTE_peak_1237 97.2603 142 FTE1_peak_2145 chr17_67892909_67893092 184 FTE2_peak_2055 chr17_67892951_67893096 184 chr17_67892909_67893096 . . .
FTE_peak_1238 91.7981 291 FTE1_peak_2146 chr17_67964127_67964467 341 FTE2_peak_2056 chr17_67964177_67964493 341 chr17_67964127_67964493 . . .
FTE_peak_1239 75.5208 145 FTE1_peak_2148 chr17_68401652_68401959 308 FTE2_peak_2058 chr17_68401605_68401796 308 chr17_68401605_68401959 . . .
FTE_peak_1240 85.9788 325 FTE1_peak_2149 chr17_69405953_69406343 391 FTE2_peak_2059 chr17_69405900_69406277 391 chr17_69405900_69406343 . . .
FTE_peak_1241 92.8 116 FTE1_peak_2150 chr17_69409107_69409231 125 FTE2_peak_2060 chr17_69409088_69409222 125 chr17_69409088_69409231 . . .
FTE_peak_1242 84.8485 224 FTE1_peak_2151 chr17_69420300_69420589 290 FTE2_peak_2061 chr17_69420366_69420629 290 chr17_69420300_69420629 . . .
FTE_peak_1243 100 252 FTE1_peak_2152 chr17_69434945_69435196 252 FTE2_peak_2062 chr17_69434917_69435228 252 chr17_69434917_69435228 . . .
FTE_peak_1244 70.0855 82 FTE1_peak_2155 chr17_70461645_70461866 222 FTE2_peak_2067 chr17_70461785_70461901 222 chr17_70461645_70461901 LOC100499467 . .
FTE_peak_1245 98.0769 204 FTE1_peak_2158 chr17_70712360_70712673 314 FTE2_peak_2068 chr17_70712470_70712677 314 chr17_70712360_70712677 SLC39A11 . .
FTE_peak_1246 100 126 FTE1_peak_2161 chr17_74366852_74367100 249 FTE2_peak_2070 chr17_74366921_74367046 249 chr17_74366852_74367100 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
FTE_peak_1247 100 203 FTE1_peak_2163 chr17_74712916_74713191 276 FTE2_peak_2071 chr17_74712988_74713190 276 chr17_74712916_74713191 JMJD6 MXRA7 23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
FTE_peak_1248 100 242 FTE1_peak_2164 chr17_75120259_75120606 348 FTE2_peak_2073 chr17_75120274_75120515 348 chr17_75120259_75120606 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
FTE_peak_1249 100 218 FTE1_peak_2165 chr17_75121533_75121750 218 FTE2_peak_2074 chr17_75121484_75121854 218 chr17_75121484_75121854 SEC14L1 . .
FTE_peak_1250 7.2 9 FTE1_peak_2167 chr17_76330961_76331085 125 FTE2_peak_2075 chr17_76330734_76330969 125 chr17_76330734_76331085 . . SOCS3
FTE_peak_1251 100 275 FTE1_peak_2169 chr17_79474748_79475347 600 FTE2_peak_2076 chr17_79474906_79475180 600 chr17_79474748_79475347 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
FTE_peak_1252 100 183 FTE1_peak_2170 chr17_79475703_79476095 393 FTE2_peak_2077 chr17_79475773_79475955 393 chr17_79475703_79476095 . . ACTG1;FSCN2
FTE_peak_1253 100 151 FTE1_peak_2171 chr18_322677_322827 151 FTE2_peak_2079 chr18_322676_322851 151 chr18_322676_322851 COLEC12 . .
FTE_peak_1254 97.3333 219 FTE1_peak_2172 chr18_400552_400776 225 FTE2_peak_2081 chr18_400531_400770 225 chr18_400531_400776 COLEC12 . .
FTE_peak_1255 89.6373 173 FTE1_peak_2174 chr18_2988169_2988361 193 FTE2_peak_2083 chr18_2988189_2988526 193 chr18_2988169_2988526 LPIN2 . .
FTE_peak_1256 100 152 FTE1_peak_2175 chr18_3367732_3367883 152 FTE2_peak_2085 chr18_3367637_3368047 152 chr18_3367637_3368047 . . .
FTE_peak_1257 100 128 FTE1_peak_2176 chr18_3368252_3368379 128 FTE2_peak_2086 chr18_3368163_3368424 128 chr18_3368163_3368424 . . .
FTE_peak_1258 100 133 FTE1_peak_2178 chr18_3624278_3624483 206 FTE2_peak_2088 chr18_3624309_3624441 206 chr18_3624278_3624483 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
FTE_peak_1259 100 169 FTE1_peak_2179 chr18_3649975_3650197 223 FTE2_peak_2089 chr18_3650018_3650186 223 chr18_3649975_3650197 DLGAP1 . .
FTE_peak_1260 75.6219 152 FTE1_peak_2181 chr18_3817066_3817271 206 FTE2_peak_2090 chr18_3817017_3817217 206 chr18_3817017_3817271 DLGAP1 . .
FTE_peak_1261 100 193 FTE1_peak_2183 chr18_7627054_7627246 193 FTE2_peak_2091 chr18_7627019_7627258 193 chr18_7627019_7627258 PTPRM . .
FTE_peak_1262 100 126 FTE1_peak_2184 chr18_7922448_7922573 126 FTE2_peak_2092 chr18_7922444_7922577 126 chr18_7922444_7922577 PTPRM . .
FTE_peak_1263 100 193 FTE1_peak_2186 chr18_8125215_8125407 193 FTE2_peak_2093 chr18_8125187_8125447 193 chr18_8125187_8125447 PTPRM . .
FTE_peak_1264 72.6974 221 FTE1_peak_2187 chr18_8341739_8342073 335 FTE2_peak_2094 chr18_8341656_8341959 335 chr18_8341656_8342073 PTPRM . LOC100192426
FTE_peak_1265 84.5528 104 FTE1_peak_2188 chr18_8800718_8800896 179 FTE2_peak_2095 chr18_8800793_8800915 179 chr18_8800718_8800915 SOGA2 . .
FTE_peak_1266 100 269 FTE1_peak_2190 chr18_8946171_8946439 269 FTE2_peak_2096 chr18_8946148_8946449 269 chr18_8946148_8946449 . . .
FTE_peak_1267 71.1111 96 FTE1_peak_2194 chr18_9877050_9877184 135 FTE2_peak_2097 chr18_9876957_9877145 135 chr18_9876957_9877184 . RAB31 TXNDC2
FTE_peak_1268 94.2029 130 FTE1_peak_2195 chr18_11175382_11175519 138 FTE2_peak_2101 chr18_11175359_11175511 138 chr18_11175359_11175519 . PIEZO2 .
FTE_peak_1269 100 401 FTE1_peak_2196 chr18_11325142_11325542 401 FTE2_peak_2102 chr18_11325123_11325582 401 chr18_11325123_11325582 . . .
FTE_peak_1270 48.9796 96 FTE1_peak_2197 chr18_11500528_11500727 200 FTE2_peak_2104 chr18_11500428_11500623 200 chr18_11500428_11500727 . . .
FTE_peak_1271 100 184 FTE1_peak_2199 chr18_12730173_12730496 324 FTE2_peak_2106 chr18_12730283_12730466 324 chr18_12730173_12730496 . CEP76;PSMG2 .
FTE_peak_1272 98.3607 180 FTE1_peak_2200 chr18_12741461_12741643 183 FTE2_peak_2107 chr18_12741441_12741640 183 chr18_12741441_12741643 . PSMG2 .
FTE_peak_1273 64.1414 127 FTE1_peak_2201 chr18_12838099_12838296 198 FTE2_peak_2108 chr18_12838170_12838374 198 chr18_12838099_12838374 PTPN2 . .
FTE_peak_1274 48.7342 77 FTE1_peak_2203 chr18_14776914_14777071 158 FTE2_peak_2110 chr18_14776810_14776990 158 chr18_14776810_14777071 ANKRD30B . .
FTE_peak_1275 58.1967 71 FTE1_peak_2204 chr18_14839812_14840076 265 FTE2_peak_2111 chr18_14839761_14839882 265 chr18_14839761_14840076 ANKRD30B MIR3156‐2 .
FTE_peak_1276 100 221 FTE1_peak_2207 chr18_20047901_20048220 320 FTE2_peak_2114 chr18_20047947_20048167 320 chr18_20047901_20048220 . . .
FTE_peak_1277 90.2985 121 FTE1_peak_2208 chr18_20217827_20217998 172 FTE2_peak_2115 chr18_20217878_20218011 172 chr18_20217827_20218011 . . .
FTE_peak_1278 100 325 FTE1_peak_2210 chr18_20248006_20248330 325 FTE2_peak_2116 chr18_20248004_20248347 325 chr18_20248004_20248347 . . .
FTE_peak_1279 85.119 143 FTE1_peak_2211 chr18_20272244_20272411 168 FTE2_peak_2118 chr18_20272173_20272386 168 chr18_20272173_20272411 . . .
FTE_peak_1280 100 150 FTE1_peak_2214 chr18_20686652_20686801 150 FTE2_peak_2119 chr18_20686642_20686873 150 chr18_20686642_20686873 . . CABLES1
FTE_peak_1281 43.1818 57 FTE1_peak_2215 chr18_20811469_20811780 312 FTE2_peak_2120 chr18_20811394_20811525 312 chr18_20811394_20811780 CABLES1 . .
FTE_peak_1282 100 287 FTE1_peak_2218 chr18_21002748_21003161 414 FTE2_peak_2121 chr18_21002851_21003137 414 chr18_21002748_21003161 TMEM241 . RIOK3
FTE_peak_1283 81.8792 122 FTE1_peak_2219 chr18_23267191_23267339 149 FTE2_peak_2125 chr18_23267218_23267369 149 chr18_23267191_23267369 . . .
FTE_peak_1284 100 126 FTE1_peak_2221 chr18_25293739_25293972 234 FTE2_peak_2127 chr18_25293818_25293943 234 chr18_25293739_25293972 . . .
FTE_peak_1285 100 139 FTE1_peak_2224 chr18_26734674_26734812 139 FTE2_peak_2130 chr18_26734669_26735553 139 chr18_26734669_26735553 . . .
FTE_peak_1286 100 167 FTE1_peak_2225 chr18_26735078_26735244 167 FTE2_peak_2130 chr18_26734669_26735553 167 chr18_26734669_26735553 . . .
FTE_peak_1287 89.2405 141 FTE1_peak_2226 chr18_26745221_26745525 305 FTE2_peak_2132 chr18_26745385_26745542 305 chr18_26745221_26745542 . . .
FTE_peak_1288 100 142 FTE1_peak_2227 chr18_27231427_27231568 142 FTE2_peak_2133 chr18_27231397_27231571 142 chr18_27231397_27231571 . . .
FTE_peak_1289 91.9118 125 FTE1_peak_2228 chr18_32289244_32289380 137 FTE2_peak_2136 chr18_32289233_32289368 137 chr18_32289233_32289380 DTNA . .
FTE_peak_1290 78.3784 116 FTE1_peak_2231 chr18_39619006_39619154 149 FTE2_peak_2140 chr18_39619039_39619186 149 chr18_39619006_39619186 PIK3C3 . .
FTE_peak_1291 100 126 FTE1_peak_2232 chr18_41889375_41889500 126 FTE2_peak_2141 chr18_41889276_41889546 126 chr18_41889276_41889546 . . .
FTE_peak_1292 97.5124 196 FTE1_peak_2234 chr18_42749628_42749952 325 FTE2_peak_2143 chr18_42749623_42749823 325 chr18_42749623_42749952 . . .
FTE_peak_1293 100 169 FTE1_peak_2236 chr18_43373339_43373507 169 FTE2_peak_2144 chr18_43373307_43373567 169 chr18_43373307_43373567 . . .
FTE_peak_1294 93.6 234 FTE1_peak_2237 chr18_43531341_43531590 250 FTE2_peak_2146 chr18_43531357_43531676 250 chr18_43531341_43531676 EPG5 . .
FTE_peak_1295 65.4167 157 FTE1_peak_2238 chr18_43534372_43534611 240 FTE2_peak_2147 chr18_43534455_43534708 240 chr18_43534372_43534708 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
FTE_peak_1296 100 148 FTE1_peak_2239 chr18_43542551_43542698 148 FTE2_peak_2148 chr18_43542550_43542700 148 chr18_43542550_43542700 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
FTE_peak_1297 100 126 FTE1_peak_2240 chr18_43542936_43543061 126 FTE2_peak_2149 chr18_43542927_43543122 126 chr18_43542927_43543122 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
FTE_peak_1298 79.1209 144 FTE1_peak_2241 chr18_43573462_43573643 182 FTE2_peak_2150 chr18_43573500_43573685 182 chr18_43573462_43573685 PSTPIP2 EPG5 .
FTE_peak_1299 94.8207 238 FTE1_peak_2243 chr18_46014880_46015223 344 FTE2_peak_2153 chr18_46014986_46015236 344 chr18_46014880_46015236 . . .
FTE_peak_1300 100 135 FTE1_peak_2244 chr18_46149875_46150040 166 FTE2_peak_2154 chr18_46149882_46150016 166 chr18_46149875_46150040 CTIF . .
FTE_peak_1301 100 120 FTE1_peak_2245 chr18_46254874_46255161 288 FTE2_peak_2155 chr18_46255023_46255142 288 chr18_46254874_46255161 CTIF . .
FTE_peak_1302 89.547 257 FTE1_peak_2246 chr18_46468993_46469340 348 FTE2_peak_2156 chr18_46468963_46469249 348 chr18_46468963_46469340 SMAD7 . .
FTE_peak_1303 76.8868 163 FTE1_peak_2247 chr18_46579410_46579621 212 FTE2_peak_2157 chr18_46579325_46579572 212 chr18_46579325_46579621 DYM MIR4744 .
FTE_peak_1304 61.6883 95 FTE1_peak_2252 chr18_51684945_51685098 154 FTE2_peak_2158 chr18_51684816_51685039 154 chr18_51684816_51685098 MBD2 . .
FTE_peak_1305 80.1205 133 FTE1_peak_2254 chr18_52635601_52635767 167 FTE2_peak_2160 chr18_52635635_52635800 167 chr18_52635601_52635800 . CCDC68 .
FTE_peak_1306 100 175 FTE1_peak_2256 chr18_54558021_54558219 199 FTE2_peak_2165 chr18_54558033_54558207 199 chr18_54558021_54558219 WDR7 . .
FTE_peak_1307 100 115 FTE1_peak_2257 chr18_55455980_55456129 150 FTE2_peak_2167 chr18_55455989_55456103 150 chr18_55455980_55456129 ATP8B1 . .
FTE_peak_1308 100 221 FTE1_peak_2258 chr18_55480518_55480769 252 FTE2_peak_2168 chr18_55480525_55480745 252 chr18_55480518_55480769 . ATP8B1 .
FTE_peak_1309 100 120 FTE1_peak_2261 chr18_56029424_56029580 157 FTE2_peak_2169 chr18_56029445_56029564 157 chr18_56029424_56029580 NEDD4L . .
FTE_peak_1310 100 229 FTE1_peak_2263 chr18_56460711_56460939 229 FTE2_peak_2172 chr18_56460702_56460944 229 chr18_56460702_56460944 . . .
FTE_peak_1311 100 192 FTE1_peak_2264 chr18_57291044_57291235 192 FTE2_peak_2174 chr18_57290929_57291238 192 chr18_57290929_57291238 CCBE1 . .
FTE_peak_1312 100 348 FTE1_peak_2265 chr18_57411328_57411810 483 FTE2_peak_2175 chr18_57411461_57411808 483 chr18_57411328_57411810 . . .
FTE_peak_1313 100 196 FTE1_peak_2267 chr18_57447266_57447512 247 FTE2_peak_2176 chr18_57447300_57447495 247 chr18_57447266_57447512 . . .
FTE_peak_1314 91.63 208 FTE1_peak_2269 chr18_58651803_58652029 227 FTE2_peak_2180 chr18_58651759_58652010 227 chr18_58651759_58652029 . . .
FTE_peak_1315 100 137 FTE1_peak_2271 chr18_59501323_59501468 146 FTE2_peak_2183 chr18_59501332_59501468 146 chr18_59501323_59501468 RNF152 . .
FTE_peak_1316 100 219 FTE1_peak_2272 chr18_59519239_59519651 413 FTE2_peak_2184 chr18_59519240_59519458 413 chr18_59519239_59519651 RNF152 . .
FTE_peak_1317 84.8101 201 FTE1_peak_2273 chr18_59666194_59666430 237 FTE2_peak_2185 chr18_59666230_59666484 237 chr18_59666194_59666484 . . .
FTE_peak_1318 100 143 FTE1_peak_2277 chr18_61536705_61536847 143 FTE2_peak_2188 chr18_61536694_61536856 143 chr18_61536694_61536856 . . SERPINB2
FTE_peak_1319 93.0029 638 FTE1_peak_2279 chr18_64932906_64933591 686 FTE2_peak_2189 chr18_64932954_64933732 686 chr18_64932906_64933732 . . .
FTE_peak_1320 68.8034 161 FTE1_peak_2280 chr18_65093069_65093316 248 FTE2_peak_2190 chr18_65092996_65093229 248 chr18_65092996_65093316 . . .
FTE_peak_1321 100 166 FTE1_peak_2283 chr18_65450887_65451052 166 FTE2_peak_2192 chr18_65450696_65451095 166 chr18_65450696_65451095 LOC643542 . .
FTE_peak_1322 95.8678 232 FTE1_peak_2284 chr18_65532267_65532508 242 FTE2_peak_2193 chr18_65532277_65532568 242 chr18_65532267_65532568 LOC643542 . .
FTE_peak_1323 85.7868 169 FTE1_peak_2285 chr18_65845486_65845691 206 FTE2_peak_2194 chr18_65845458_65845654 206 chr18_65845458_65845691 . . .
FTE_peak_1324 100 119 FTE1_peak_2289 chr18_67821940_67822153 214 FTE2_peak_2196 chr18_67821990_67822108 214 chr18_67821940_67822153 RTTN . .
FTE_peak_1325 100 247 FTE1_peak_2290 chr18_68040240_68040577 338 FTE2_peak_2197 chr18_68040329_68040575 338 chr18_68040240_68040577 . . .
FTE_peak_1326 97.3054 325 FTE1_peak_2292 chr18_68089401_68089734 334 FTE2_peak_2198 chr18_68089410_68089759 334 chr18_68089401_68089759 . . .
FTE_peak_1327 95.8084 160 FTE1_peak_2294 chr18_71516043_71516209 167 FTE2_peak_2199 chr18_71516050_71516333 167 chr18_71516043_71516333 . . .
FTE_peak_1328 100 251 FTE1_peak_2298 chr18_71984078_71984345 268 FTE2_peak_2201 chr18_71984095_71984345 268 chr18_71984078_71984345 C18orf63 CYB5A .
FTE_peak_1329 50.9804 78 FTE1_peak_2300 chr18_73294486_73294655 170 FTE2_peak_2203 chr18_73294411_73294563 170 chr18_73294411_73294655 . . .
FTE_peak_1330 23.1343 31 FTE1_peak_2301 chr18_74171947_74172080 134 FTE2_peak_2204 chr18_74172050_74172203 134 chr18_74171947_74172203 ZNF516 . .
FTE_peak_1331 69.2308 81 FTE1_peak_2302 chr18_74777449_74777675 227 FTE2_peak_2206 chr18_74777413_74777529 227 chr18_74777413_74777675 MBP . .
FTE_peak_1332 87.9433 124 FTE1_peak_2303 chr18_74783860_74784037 178 FTE2_peak_2207 chr18_74783843_74783983 178 chr18_74783843_74784037 MBP . .
FTE_peak_1333 100 125 FTE1_peak_2305 chr19_4791513_4791702 190 FTE2_peak_2210 chr19_4791562_4791686 190 chr19_4791513_4791702 . MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG FEM1A;TICAM1
FTE_peak_1334 93.1034 135 FTE1_peak_2309 chr19_7463701_7463845 145 FTE2_peak_2213 chr19_7463711_7463874 145 chr19_7463701_7463874 ARHGEF18 . .
FTE_peak_1335 62.406 83 FTE1_peak_2312 chr19_16546460_16546592 133 FTE2_peak_2216 chr19_16546510_16546652 133 chr19_16546460_16546652 EPS15L1 . .
FTE_peak_1336 94.3548 117 FTE1_peak_2313 chr19_18156959_18157086 128 FTE2_peak_2217 chr19_18156952_18157075 128 chr19_18156952_18157086 . . IL12RB1
FTE_peak_1337 90.0709 127 FTE1_peak_2314 chr19_28804728_28804868 141 FTE2_peak_2218 chr19_28804742_28804886 141 chr19_28804728_28804886 . . .
FTE_peak_1338 76.7956 139 FTE1_peak_2316 chr19_31617827_31618007 181 FTE2_peak_2220 chr19_31617752_31617965 181 chr19_31617752_31618007 . . DKFZp566F0947
FTE_peak_1339 86.3014 126 FTE1_peak_2318 chr19_31645194_31645364 171 FTE2_peak_2221 chr19_31645174_31645319 171 chr19_31645174_31645364 . DKFZp566F0947 .
FTE_peak_1340 100 179 FTE1_peak_2319 chr19_32864693_32864871 179 FTE2_peak_2224 chr19_32864587_32864953 179 chr19_32864587_32864953 ZNF507 . LOC400684
FTE_peak_1341 100 170 FTE1_peak_2320 chr19_34709218_34709421 204 FTE2_peak_2225 chr19_34709239_34709408 204 chr19_34709218_34709421 LSM14A . .
FTE_peak_1342 100 192 FTE1_peak_2321 chr19_34765906_34766265 360 FTE2_peak_2226 chr19_34765988_34766179 360 chr19_34765906_34766265 KIAA0355 . .
FTE_peak_1343 97.9866 146 FTE1_peak_2322 chr19_35451349_35451497 149 FTE2_peak_2227 chr19_35451352_35451549 149 chr19_35451349_35451549 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
FTE_peak_1344 93.7888 151 FTE1_peak_2324 chr19_38490295_38490455 161 FTE2_peak_2229 chr19_38490272_38490445 161 chr19_38490272_38490455 SIPA1L3 . .
FTE_peak_1345 100 162 FTE1_peak_2325 chr19_38768608_38768996 389 FTE2_peak_2230 chr19_38768686_38768847 389 chr19_38768608_38768996 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
FTE_peak_1346 100 374 FTE1_peak_2329 chr19_43355477_43355850 374 FTE2_peak_2232 chr19_43355444_43355902 374 chr19_43355444_43355902 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
FTE_peak_1347 80.402 320 FTE1_peak_2330 chr19_43379109_43379506 398 FTE2_peak_2233 chr19_43379187_43379587 398 chr19_43379109_43379587 PSG1 PSG10P PSG6
FTE_peak_1348 43.7158 80 FTE1_peak_2332 chr19_43686006_43686188 183 FTE2_peak_2235 chr19_43686109_43686481 183 chr19_43686006_43686481 PSG5 . LOC284344;PSG4
FTE_peak_1349 80.7339 264 FTE1_peak_2333 chr19_43705107_43705701 595 FTE2_peak_2237 chr19_43705044_43705370 595 chr19_43705044_43705701 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
FTE_peak_1350 100 155 FTE1_peak_2333 chr19_43705107_43705701 595 FTE2_peak_2238 chr19_43705527_43705681 595 chr19_43705107_43705701 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
FTE_peak_1351 68.595 83 FTE1_peak_2334 chr19_43769175_43769420 246 FTE2_peak_2239 chr19_43769137_43769257 246 chr19_43769137_43769420 PSG9 LOC284344 .
FTE_peak_1352 52.3438 67 FTE1_peak_2334 chr19_43769175_43769420 246 FTE2_peak_2240 chr19_43769354_43769481 246 chr19_43769175_43769481 PSG9 LOC284344 .
FTE_peak_1353 95.8824 163 FTE1_peak_2336 chr19_45091332_45091533 202 FTE2_peak_2241 chr19_45091371_45091540 202 chr19_45091332_45091540 . . IGSF23
FTE_peak_1354 44.0678 78 FTE1_peak_2337 chr19_45106710_45106886 177 FTE2_peak_2243 chr19_45106586_45106787 177 chr19_45106586_45106886 . . IGSF23
FTE_peak_1355 80.9859 115 FTE1_peak_2338 chr19_45129328_45129530 203 FTE2_peak_2244 chr19_45129416_45129557 203 chr19_45129328_45129557 IGSF23 . MIR4531;PVR
FTE_peak_1356 100 170 FTE1_peak_2340 chr19_45946863_45947063 201 FTE2_peak_2245 chr19_45946878_45947047 201 chr19_45946863_45947063 . ERCC1 FOSB
FTE_peak_1357 92.8 116 FTE1_peak_2341 chr19_46696491_46696615 125 FTE2_peak_2246 chr19_46696431_46696606 125 chr19_46696431_46696615 . . DKFZp434J0226
FTE_peak_1358 86.8778 192 FTE1_peak_2346 chr19_47474132_47474390 259 FTE2_peak_2248 chr19_47474103_47474323 259 chr19_47474103_47474390 ARHGAP35 . .
FTE_peak_1359 93.6 117 FTE1_peak_2347 chr19_47680094_47680218 125 FTE2_peak_2249 chr19_47680102_47680228 125 chr19_47680094_47680228 SAE1 . .
FTE_peak_1360 22.9839 57 FTE1_peak_2349 chr19_49470484_49470731 248 FTE2_peak_2250 chr19_49470675_49471002 248 chr19_49470484_49471002 SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
FTE_peak_1361 96.0591 195 FTE1_peak_2350 chr19_52049966_52050168 203 FTE2_peak_2251 chr19_52049974_52050190 203 chr19_52049966_52050190 . SIGLEC6 ZNF175
FTE_peak_1362 68.0723 113 FTE1_peak_2352 chr19_52239396_52239561 166 FTE2_peak_2252 chr19_52239331_52239508 166 chr19_52239331_52239561 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
FTE_peak_1363 92.4837 283 FTE1_peak_2353 chr19_54505856_54506410 555 FTE2_peak_2253 chr19_54506128_54506433 555 chr19_54505856_54506433 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
FTE_peak_1364 100 121 FTE1_peak_2354 chr19_54523529_54523775 247 FTE2_peak_2254 chr19_54523548_54523668 247 chr19_54523529_54523775 . CACNG6 VSTM1
FTE_peak_1365 95.8042 137 FTE1_peak_2355 chr19_54618665_54618807 143 FTE2_peak_2255 chr19_54618671_54618917 143 chr19_54618665_54618917 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
FTE_peak_1366 97.973 145 FTE1_peak_2356 chr2_1635693_1635883 191 FTE2_peak_2256 chr2_1635690_1635837 191 chr2_1635690_1635883 PXDN . .
FTE_peak_1367 100 128 FTE1_peak_2358 chr2_8227384_8227511 128 FTE2_peak_2258 chr2_8227360_8227564 128 chr2_8227360_8227564 LINC00299 . .
FTE_peak_1368 89.0511 122 FTE1_peak_2359 chr2_8309662_8309798 137 FTE2_peak_2261 chr2_8309677_8309917 137 chr2_8309662_8309917 LINC00299 . .
FTE_peak_1369 55.6522 64 FTE1_peak_2360 chr2_8773974_8774177 204 FTE2_peak_2262 chr2_8774114_8774228 204 chr2_8773974_8774228 . . .
FTE_peak_1370 100 138 FTE1_peak_2361 chr2_9374979_9375116 138 FTE2_peak_2263 chr2_9374974_9375150 138 chr2_9374974_9375150 ASAP2 . .
FTE_peak_1371 93.0851 175 FTE1_peak_2363 chr2_9427890_9428170 281 FTE2_peak_2264 chr2_9427877_9428064 281 chr2_9427877_9428170 ASAP2 . .
FTE_peak_1372 100 115 FTE1_peak_2364 chr2_9806225_9806383 159 FTE2_peak_2266 chr2_9806237_9806351 159 chr2_9806225_9806383 . . .
FTE_peak_1373 100 154 FTE1_peak_2365 chr2_11076394_11076547 154 FTE2_peak_2267 chr2_11076315_11076605 154 chr2_11076315_11076605 . KCNF1 .
FTE_peak_1374 59.4891 163 FTE1_peak_2366 chr2_12674677_12674950 274 FTE2_peak_2270 chr2_12674788_12675325 274 chr2_12674677_12675325 . . .
FTE_peak_1375 92.459 282 FTE1_peak_2367 chr2_12675044_12675348 305 FTE2_peak_2270 chr2_12674788_12675325 305 chr2_12674788_12675348 . . .
FTE_peak_1376 100 158 FTE1_peak_2369 chr2_12997273_12997430 158 FTE2_peak_2272 chr2_12997261_12997508 158 chr2_12997261_12997508 . . .
FTE_peak_1377 100 222 FTE1_peak_2373 chr2_18480797_18481124 328 FTE2_peak_2276 chr2_18480811_18481032 328 chr2_18480797_18481124 . . .
FTE_peak_1378 87.7934 187 FTE1_peak_2374 chr2_18636530_18636742 213 FTE2_peak_2278 chr2_18636556_18636832 213 chr2_18636530_18636832 . . .
FTE_peak_1379 84.2491 230 FTE1_peak_2375 chr2_18807620_18807892 273 FTE2_peak_2279 chr2_18807486_18807849 273 chr2_18807486_18807892 . . .
FTE_peak_1380 97.6 122 FTE1_peak_2377 chr2_19106717_19106841 125 FTE2_peak_2280 chr2_19106720_19106900 125 chr2_19106717_19106900 . . .
FTE_peak_1381 91.2162 135 FTE1_peak_2379 chr2_19157563_19157824 262 FTE2_peak_2282 chr2_19157550_19157697 262 chr2_19157550_19157824 . . .
FTE_peak_1382 55.4054 82 FTE1_peak_2382 chr2_19320866_19321023 158 FTE2_peak_2284 chr2_19320942_19321089 158 chr2_19320866_19321089 . . .
FTE_peak_1383 64.1304 118 FTE1_peak_2383 chr2_19321181_19321364 184 FTE2_peak_2285 chr2_19321247_19321456 184 chr2_19321181_19321456 . . .
FTE_peak_1384 100 127 FTE1_peak_2385 chr2_19340574_19340817 244 FTE2_peak_2286 chr2_19340640_19340766 244 chr2_19340574_19340817 . . .
FTE_peak_1385 96.7742 150 FTE1_peak_2387 chr2_19741027_19741196 170 FTE2_peak_2287 chr2_19741047_19741201 170 chr2_19741027_19741201 . . .
FTE_peak_1386 75.8065 188 FTE1_peak_2389 chr2_19807886_19808168 283 FTE2_peak_2288 chr2_19807826_19808073 283 chr2_19807826_19808168 . . .
FTE_peak_1387 98.3333 118 FTE1_peak_2391 chr2_20267849_20268011 163 FTE2_peak_2290 chr2_20267894_20268013 163 chr2_20267849_20268013 . LAPTM4A .
FTE_peak_1388 100 125 FTE1_peak_2393 chr2_20694134_20694258 125 FTE2_peak_2291 chr2_20694130_20694283 125 chr2_20694130_20694283 . . .
FTE_peak_1389 87.574 444 FTE1_peak_2396 chr2_28021919_28022425 507 FTE2_peak_2294 chr2_28021982_28022506 507 chr2_28021919_28022506 RBKS MRPL33 .
FTE peak 1390 91.4062 117 FTE1 peak 2397 chr2 28178035 28178162 128 FTE2 peak 2295 chr2 28178046 28178197 128 chr2 28178035 28178197 BRE . .
FTE_peak_1392 100 169 FTE1_peak_2404 chr2_29591225_29591393 169 FTE2_peak_2299 chr2_29591183_29591475 169 chr2_29591183_29591475 ALK . .
FTE_peak_1393 100 225 FTE1_peak_2406 chr2_33089945_33090169 225 FTE2_peak_2302 chr2_33089945_33090174 225 chr2_33089945_33090174 LINC00486 . .
FTE_peak_1394 95.6522 242 FTE1_peak_2407 chr2_33090415_33090667 253 FTE2_peak_2303 chr2_33090426_33090723 253 chr2_33090415_33090723 LINC00486 . .
FTE_peak_1395 90.5325 153 FTE1_peak_2408 chr2_33336046_33336233 188 FTE2_peak_2305 chr2_33336030_33336198 188 chr2_33336030_33336233 LTBP1 . .
FTE_peak_1396 93.038 294 FTE1_peak_2411 chr2_33662287_33662602 316 FTE2_peak_2307 chr2_33662309_33662716 316 chr2_33662287_33662716 RASGRP3 . .
FTE_peak_1397 80.4469 144 FTE1_peak_2412 chr2_36566050_36566228 179 FTE2_peak_2308 chr2_36566085_36566368 179 chr2_36566050_36566368 . . RIM1;LOC100288911
FTE_peak_1398 100 215 FTE1_peak_2413 chr2_36599297_36599511 215 FTE2_peak_2310 chr2_36599206_36599575 215 chr2_36599206_36599575 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
FTE_peak_1399 91.2338 281 FTE1_peak_2415 chr2_36665854_36666161 308 FTE2_peak_2313 chr2_36665818_36666134 308 chr2_36665818_36666161 CRIM1 . .
FTE_peak_1400 96.3801 213 FTE1_peak_2419 chr2_36712756_36713148 393 FTE2_peak_2317 chr2_36712748_36712968 393 chr2_36712748_36713148 CRIM1 . .
FTE_peak_1401 88.0814 303 FTE1_peak_2420 chr2_36713829_36714172 344 FTE2_peak_2318 chr2_36713870_36714258 344 chr2_36713829_36714258 CRIM1 . .
FTE_peak_1402 100 140 FTE1_peak_2421 chr2_36729208_36729560 353 FTE2_peak_2321 chr2_36729304_36729443 353 chr2_36729208_36729560 CRIM1 . .
FTE_peak_1403 88.3333 106 FTE1_peak_2425 chr2_36788776_36789110 335 FTE2_peak_2326 chr2_36788762_36788881 335 chr2_36788762_36789110 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
FTE_peak_1404 100 115 FTE1_peak_2426 chr2_36790088_36790417 330 FTE2_peak_2327 chr2_36790230_36790344 330 chr2_36790088_36790417 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
FTE_peak_1405 77.2414 112 FTE1_peak_2427 chr2_36795778_36795922 145 FTE2_peak_2328 chr2_36795626_36795889 145 chr2_36795626_36795922 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
FTE_peak_1406 90.0285 316 FTE1_peak_2428 chr2_36882636_36883096 461 FTE2_peak_2329 chr2_36882601_36882951 461 chr2_36882601_36883096 . . .
FTE_peak_1407 93.6275 191 FTE1_peak_2429 chr2_37686650_37686853 204 FTE2_peak_2331 chr2_37686517_37686840 204 chr2_37686517_37686853 . . .
FTE_peak_1408 100 139 FTE1_peak_2430 chr2_37699321_37699459 139 FTE2_peak_2332 chr2_37699267_37699469 139 chr2_37699267_37699469 . . .
FTE_peak_1409 63.8298 150 FTE1_peak_2433 chr2_37938670_37938934 265 FTE2_peak_2338 chr2_37938585_37938819 265 chr2_37938585_37938934 . . .
FTE_peak_1410 100 142 FTE1_peak_2435 chr2_37995140_37995403 264 FTE2_peak_2339 chr2_37995260_37995401 264 chr2_37995140_37995403 . . .
FTE_peak_1411 94.5245 328 FTE1_peak_2436 chr2_37995708_37996054 347 FTE2_peak_2340 chr2_37995727_37996086 347 chr2_37995708_37996086 . . .
FTE_peak_1412 10 27 FTE1_peak_2438 chr2_38030076_38030354 279 FTE2_peak_2341 chr2_38030328_38030597 279 chr2_38030076_38030597 . . .
FTE_peak_1413 89.404 135 FTE1_peak_2441 chr2_38401774_38401924 151 FTE2_peak_2343 chr2_38401677_38401908 151 chr2_38401677_38401924 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
FTE_peak_1414 89.1986 256 FTE1_peak_2442 chr2_38403820_38404190 371 FTE2_peak_2344 chr2_38403935_38404221 371 chr2_38403820_38404221 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
FTE_peak_1415 25 35 FTE1_peak_2443 chr2_38405383_38405534 152 FTE2_peak_2345 chr2_38405500_38405639 152 chr2_38405383_38405639 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
FTE_peak_1416 97.7876 221 FTE1_peak_2446 chr2_39732031_39732285 255 FTE2_peak_2346 chr2_39732065_39732290 255 chr2_39732031_39732290 LOC728730 . .
FTE_peak_1417 54.1667 117 FTE1_peak_2448 chr2_40324785_40325075 291 FTE2_peak_2351 chr2_40324959_40325174 291 chr2_40324785_40325174 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
FTE_peak_1418 100 260 FTE1_peak_2449 chr2_40326239_40326558 320 FTE2_peak_2352 chr2_40326265_40326524 320 chr2_40326239_40326558 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
FTE_peak_1419 100 115 FTE1_peak_2450 chr2_40328465_40328649 185 FTE2_peak_2353 chr2_40328528_40328642 185 chr2_40328465_40328649 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
FTE_peak_1420 100 125 FTE1_peak_2454 chr2_40738931_40739055 125 FTE2_peak_2355 chr2_40738841_40739077 125 chr2_40738841_40739077 SLC8A1 . .
FTE_peak_1421 100 200 FTE1_peak_2458 chr2_42355869_42356352 484 FTE2_peak_2356 chr2_42356145_42356344 484 chr2_42355869_42356352 . . .
FTE_peak_1422 100 159 FTE1_peak_2461 chr2_43063279_43063454 176 FTE2_peak_2357 chr2_43063292_43063450 176 chr2_43063279_43063454 . . .
FTE_peak_1423 96.7033 176 FTE1_peak_2463 chr2_43682945_43683126 182 FTE2_peak_2359 chr2_43682951_43683147 182 chr2_43682945_43683147 THADA . .
FTE_peak_1424 86.9565 100 FTE1_peak_2464 chr2_43747243_43747371 129 FTE2_peak_2360 chr2_43747272_43747386 129 chr2_43747243_43747386 THADA . .
FTE_peak_1425 88.0282 125 FTE1_peak_2465 chr2_44347720_44347861 142 FTE2_peak_2361 chr2_44347737_44347940 142 chr2_44347720_44347940 . . .
FTE_peak_1426 95.5102 234 FTE1_peak_2466 chr2_45347069_45347327 259 FTE2_peak_2364 chr2_45347058_45347302 259 chr2_45347058_45347327 . . .
FTE_peak_1427 100 261 FTE1_peak_2467 chr2_45405096_45405356 261 FTE2_peak_2367 chr2_45404848_45405374 261 chr2_45404848_45405374 UNQ6975 . .
FTE_peak_1428 98.1707 161 FTE1_peak_2468 chr2_45581146_45581343 198 FTE2_peak_2368 chr2_45581143_45581306 198 chr2_45581143_45581343 . . .
FTE_peak_1429 100 125 FTE1_peak_2469 chr2_46173257_46173381 125 FTE2_peak_2369 chr2_46173224_46173430 125 chr2_46173224_46173430 PRKCE . .
FTE_peak_1430 100 163 FTE1_peak_2471 chr2_46294970_46295351 382 FTE2_peak_2370 chr2_46294982_46295144 382 chr2_46294970_46295351 PRKCE . .
FTE_peak_1431 100 132 FTE1_peak_2472 chr2_46299669_46299873 205 FTE2_peak_2371 chr2_46299710_46299841 205 chr2_46299669_46299873 PRKCE . .
FTE_peak_1432 100 115 FTE1_peak_2474 chr2_46553495_46553685 191 FTE2_peak_2374 chr2_46553540_46553654 191 chr2_46553495_46553685 EPAS1 . .
FTE_peak_1433 90.8537 149 FTE1_peak_2476 chr2_47078063_47078226 164 FTE2_peak_2376 chr2_47078026_47078211 164 chr2_47078026_47078226 LOC100134259 LOC388948 .
FTE_peak_1434 100 194 FTE1_peak_2477 chr2_47082414_47082607 194 FTE2_peak_2377 chr2_47082395_47082612 194 chr2_47082395_47082612 LOC100134259 . .
FTE_peak_1435 100 322 FTE1_peak_2480 chr2_47194260_47194634 375 FTE2_peak_2378 chr2_47194273_47194594 375 chr2_47194260_47194634 TTC7A MCFD2 .
FTE_peak_1436 100 166 FTE1_peak_2482 chr2_47426396_47426561 166 FTE2_peak_2380 chr2_47426266_47426563 166 chr2_47426266_47426563 . CALM2 .
FTE_peak_1437 100 115 FTE1_peak_2483 chr2_47884035_47884188 154 FTE2_peak_2382 chr2_47884058_47884172 154 chr2_47884035_47884188 . . .
FTE_peak_1438 100 157 FTE1_peak_2484 chr2_48571314_48571596 283 FTE2_peak_2383 chr2_48571314_48571470 283 chr2_48571314_48571596 FOXN2 . .
FTE_peak_1439 47.5904 79 FTE1_peak_2485 chr2_49080171_49080336 166 FTE2_peak_2384 chr2_49080060_49080249 166 chr2_49080060_49080336 . . .
FTE_peak_1440 100 134 FTE1_peak_2486 chr2_52222570_52222703 134 FTE2_peak_2386 chr2_52222509_52222749 134 chr2_52222509_52222749 . . .
FTE_peak_1441 86.0294 117 FTE1_peak_2489 chr2_54533734_54533869 136 FTE2_peak_2389 chr2_54533753_54533899 136 chr2_54533734_54533899 . ACYP2 C2orf73
FTE_peak_1442 100 116 FTE1_peak_2490 chr2_54698534_54698723 190 FTE2_peak_2390 chr2_54698550_54698665 190 chr2_54698534_54698723 SPTBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1443 74.4828 108 FTE1_peak_2491 chr2_54799486_54799630 145 FTE2_peak_2391 chr2_54799523_54799705 145 chr2_54799486_54799705 SPTBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1444 100 129 FTE1_peak_2492 chr2_54897148_54897276 129 FTE2_peak_2392 chr2_54897131_54897349 129 chr2_54897131_54897349 SPTBN1 . .
FTE_peak_1445 89.1429 156 FTE1_peak_2494 chr2_55320602_55320780 179 FTE2_peak_2394 chr2_55320625_55320799 179 chr2_55320602_55320799 . . .
FTE_peak_1446 100 134 FTE1_peak_2495 chr2_56006897_56007030 134 FTE2_peak_2398 chr2_56006892_56007044 134 chr2_56006892_56007044 . . .
FTE_peak_1447 100 146 FTE1_peak_2496 chr2_56089206_56089351 146 FTE2_peak_2400 chr2_56089141_56089419 146 chr2_56089141_56089419 . . EFEMP1
FTE_peak_1448 100 179 FTE1_peak_2498 chr2_56112977_56113155 179 FTE2_peak_2401 chr2_56112957_56113158 179 chr2_56112957_56113158 EFEMP1 . .
FTE_peak_1449 100 375 FTE1_peak_2499 chr2_56219546_56219952 407 FTE2_peak_2402 chr2_56219549_56219923 407 chr2_56219546_56219952 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
FTE_peak_1450 98.5714 138 FTE1_peak_2503 chr2_64439569_64439745 177 FTE2_peak_2404 chr2_64439567_64439706 177 chr2_64439567_64439745 . LINC00309 .
FTE_peak_1451 84.127 212 FTE1_peak_2508 chr2_65935312_65935567 256 FTE2_peak_2410 chr2_65935272_65935523 256 chr2_65935272_65935567 . . .
FTE_peak_1452 91.791 123 FTE1_peak_2509 chr2_66591675_66591808 134 FTE2_peak_2411 chr2_66591605_66591797 134 chr2_66591605_66591808 . MIR4778 .
FTE_peak_1453 100 118 FTE1_peak_2514 chr2_68144374_68144716 343 FTE2_peak_2415 chr2_68144481_68144598 343 chr2_68144374_68144716 . . .
FTE_peak_1454 100 121 FTE1_peak_2516 chr2_68563409_68563602 194 FTE2_peak_2417 chr2_68563474_68563594 194 chr2_68563409_68563602 . CNRIP1 PLEK
FTE_peak_1455 80.7692 126 FTE1_peak_2518 chr2_69199097_69199260 164 FTE2_peak_2419 chr2_69199135_69199290 164 chr2_69199097_69199290 . GKN2 GKN1
FTE_peak_1456 89.4737 204 FTE1_peak_2520 chr2_69423614_69423892 279 FTE2_peak_2420 chr2_69423590_69423817 279 chr2_69423590_69423892 ANTXR1 . .
FTE_peak_1457 94.0639 206 FTE1_peak_2521 chr2_69481027_69481372 346 FTE2_peak_2421 chr2_69481167_69481385 346 chr2_69481027_69481385 . ANTXR1 .
FTE_peak_1458 93.6508 118 FTE1_peak_2523 chr2_69809034_69809159 126 FTE2_peak_2422 chr2_69809042_69809200 126 chr2_69809034_69809200 AAK1 . .
FTE_peak_1459 95.6522 110 FTE1_peak_2524 chr2_71607859_71608080 222 FTE2_peak_2423 chr2_71607971_71608085 222 chr2_71607859_71608085 ZNF638 . .
FTE_peak_1460 66.25 106 FTE1_peak_2525 chr2_71698531_71698690 160 FTE2_peak_2424 chr2_71698444_71698636 160 chr2_71698444_71698690 DYSF . .
FTE_peak_1461 95.0617 154 FTE1_peak_2529 chr2_74166264_74166470 207 FTE2_peak_2426 chr2_74166256_74166417 207 chr2_74166256_74166470 DGUOK ACTG2 .
FTE_peak_1462 84.472 136 FTE1_peak_2530 chr2_74791421_74791581 161 FTE2_peak_2427 chr2_74791446_74791638 161 chr2_74791421_74791638 C2orf65 DOK1;LOXL3 .
FTE_peak_1463 92.6966 165 FTE1_peak_2533 chr2_84654414_84654646 233 FTE2_peak_2428 chr2_84654482_84654659 233 chr2_84654414_84654659 SUCLG1 . .
FTE_peak_1464 99.1935 123 FTE1_peak_2538 chr2_85726342_85726497 156 FTE2_peak_2431 chr2_85726341_85726464 156 chr2_85726341_85726497 . . .
FTE_peak_1465 100 135 FTE1_peak_2542 chr2_88315659_88316061 403 FTE2_peak_2435 chr2_88315926_88316060 403 chr2_88315659_88316061 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
FTE_peak_1466 87.0466 168 FTE1_peak_2546 chr2_100370717_100370909 193 FTE2_peak_2440 chr2_100370742_100370958 193 chr2_100370717_100370958 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1467 100 120 FTE1_peak_2548 chr2_100498500_100498681 182 FTE2_peak_2441 chr2_100498519_100498638 182 chr2_100498500_100498681 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1468 93.0818 148 FTE1_peak_2549 chr2_101358912_101359096 185 FTE2_peak_2442 chr2_101358901_101359059 185 chr2_101358901_101359096 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1469 85.3933 152 FTE1_peak_2550 chr2_101369146_101369323 178 FTE2_peak_2443 chr2_101369109_101369297 178 chr2_101369109_101369323 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1470 100 144 FTE1_peak_2552 chr2_101519354_101519561 208 FTE2_peak_2446 chr2_101519364_101519507 208 chr2_101519354_101519561 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
FTE_peak_1471 66.6667 94 FTE1_peak_2555 chr2_102844281_102844421 141 FTE2_peak_2457 chr2_102844230_102844374 141 chr2_102844230_102844421 IL1RL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1472 90.9091 130 FTE1_peak_2556 chr2_105514388_105514537 150 FTE2_peak_2458 chr2_105514375_105514517 150 chr2_105514375_105514537 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1473 25.9459 48 FTE1_peak_2557 chr2_105974597_105974781 185 FTE2_peak_2460 chr2_105974401_105974644 185 chr2_105974401_105974781 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49;TGFBRAP1 FHL2
FTE_peak_1474 100 212 FTE1_peak_2558 chr2_105991736_105991947 212 FTE2_peak_2461 chr2_105991568_105991949 212 chr2_105991568_105991949 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49 .
FTE_peak_1475 100 239 FTE1_peak_2559 chr2_105993128_105993481 354 FTE2_peak_2462 chr2_105993231_105993469 354 chr2_105993128_105993481 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1476 100 281 FTE1_peak_2560 chr2_106005323_106005782 460 FTE2_peak_2463 chr2_106005472_106005752 460 chr2_106005323_106005782 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1477 100 179 FTE1_peak_2561 chr2_106020560_106021021 462 FTE2_peak_2465 chr2_106020686_106020864 462 chr2_106020560_106021021 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1478 7.3394 24 FTE1_peak_2561 chr2_106020560_106021021 462 FTE2_peak_2466 chr2_106020998_106021324 462 chr2_106020560_106021324 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1479 100 233 FTE1_peak_2562 chr2_106021798_106022148 351 FTE2_peak_2467 chr2_106021811_106022043 351 chr2_106021798_106022148 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1480 100 427 FTE1_peak_2563 chr2_106072104_106072530 427 FTE2_peak_2468 chr2_106072042_106072627 427 chr2_106072042_106072627 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 FHL2 .
FTE_peak_1481 100 130 FTE1_peak_2564 chr2_106103597_106103827 231 FTE2_peak_2469 chr2_106103608_106103737 231 chr2_106103597_106103827 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1482 100 125 FTE1_peak_2565 chr2_106490367_106490491 125 FTE2_peak_2470 chr2_106490361_106490495 125 chr2_106490361_106490495 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NCK2 . .
FTE_peak_1483 98.6547 220 FTE1_peak_2566 chr2_106814445_106814690 246 FTE2_peak_2471 chr2_106814471_106814693 246 chr2_106814445_106814693 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 UXS1 .
FTE_peak_1484 97.037 131 FTE1_peak_2570 chr2_109211586_109211720 135 FTE2_peak_2474 chr2_109211350_109211716 135 chr2_109211350_109211720 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_peak_1485 100 165 FTE1_peak_2572 chr2_109941390_109941554 165 FTE2_peak_2476 chr2_109941339_109941637 165 chr2_109941339_109941637 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
FTE_peak_1486 86.1702 162 FTE1_peak_2576 chr2_118738605_118738820 216 FTE2_peak_2482 chr2_118738579_118738766 216 chr2_118738579_118738820 CCDC93 . .
FTE_peak_1487 82.0312 105 FTE1_peak_2577 chr2_118817794_118817921 128 FTE2_peak_2483 chr2_118817817_118817945 128 chr2_118817794_118817945 . . INSIG2
FTE_peak_1488 14.8352 27 FTE1_peak_2578 chr2_119425925_119426106 182 FTE2_peak_2484 chr2_119426080_119426494 182 chr2_119425925_119426494 . . .
FTE_peak_1489 59.0361 245 FTE1_peak_2579 chr2_119426250_119426712 463 FTE2_peak_2484 chr2_119426080_119426494 463 chr2_119426080_119426712 . . .
FTE_peak_1490 96.9838 418 FTE1_peak_2582 chr2_121507175_121507717 543 FTE2_peak_2490 chr2_121507300_121507730 543 chr2_121507175_121507730 . . .
FTE_peak_1491 100 183 FTE1_peak_2583 chr2_121832733_121832935 203 FTE2_peak_2491 chr2_121832753_121832935 203 chr2_121832733_121832935 . . .
FTE_peak_1492 100 118 FTE1_peak_2584 chr2_122229728_122229893 166 FTE2_peak_2492 chr2_122229768_122229885 166 chr2_122229728_122229893 CLASP1 . .
FTE_peak_1493 100 388 FTE1_peak_2585 chr2_122288446_122289021 576 FTE2_peak_2493 chr2_122288486_122288873 576 chr2_122288446_122289021 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
FTE_peak_1494 86.087 99 FTE1_peak_2586 chr2_133196359_133196548 190 FTE2_peak_2494 chr2_133196343_133196457 190 chr2_133196343_133196548 GPR39 . .
FTE_peak_1495 71.2389 161 FTE1_peak_2590 chr2_134548622_134549026 405 FTE2_peak_2495 chr2_134548866_134549091 405 chr2_134548622_134549091 . . .
FTE_peak_1496 100 476 FTE1_peak_2591 chr2_134575543_134576085 543 FTE2_peak_2497 chr2_134575603_134576078 543 chr2_134575543_134576085 . . .
FTE_peak_1497 15.8333 19 FTE1_peak_2592 chr2_135160074_135160243 170 FTE2_peak_2499 chr2_135160225_135160344 170 chr2_135160074_135160344 MGAT5 . .
FTE_peak_1498 75 144 FTE1_peak_2593 chr2_138714631_138714841 211 FTE2_peak_2501 chr2_138714698_138714889 211 chr2_138714631_138714889 . . HNMT
FTE_peak_1499 73.4104 127 FTE1_peak_2594 chr2_138721730_138721923 194 FTE2_peak_2502 chr2_138721684_138721856 194 chr2_138721684_138721923 HNMT . .
FTE_peak_1500 83.2 104 FTE1_peak_2595 chr2_143631045_143631169 125 FTE2_peak_2504 chr2_143631066_143631201 125 chr2_143631045_143631201 . . KYNU
FTE_peak_1501 100 231 FTE1_peak_2597 chr2_145764695_145765076 382 FTE2_peak_2510 chr2_145764825_145765055 382 chr2_145764695_145765076 DKFZp686O1327 . .
FTE_peak_1502 63.6364 98 FTE1_peak_2598 chr2_146410834_146410995 162 FTE2_peak_2512 chr2_146410778_146410931 162 chr2_146410778_146410995 . . .
FTE_peak_1503 54.9708 94 FTE1_peak_2602 chr2_147739675_147740344 670 FTE2_peak_2513 chr2_147739598_147739768 670 chr2_147739598_147740344 . . .
FTE_peak_1504 91.5254 378 FTE1_peak_2602 chr2_147739675_147740344 670 FTE2_peak_2514 chr2_147739967_147740379 670 chr2_147739675_147740379 . . .
FTE_peak_1505 100 257 FTE1_peak_2603 chr2_147748020_147748276 257 FTE2_peak_2515 chr2_147748018_147748338 257 chr2_147748018_147748338 . . .
FTE_peak_1506 97.5 195 FTE1_peak_2604 chr2_147784253_147784493 241 FTE2_peak_2516 chr2_147784299_147784498 241 chr2_147784253_147784498 . . .
FTE_peak_1507 77.0833 111 FTE1_peak_2606 chr2_150598282_150598427 146 FTE2_peak_2518 chr2_150598249_150598392 146 chr2_150598249_150598427 . . .
FTE_peak_1508 62.406 83 FTE1_peak_2607 chr2_150600610_150600818 209 FTE2_peak_2519 chr2_150600736_150600868 209 chr2_150600610_150600868 . . .
FTE_peak_1509 100 183 FTE1_peak_2610 chr2_150919873_150920147 275 FTE2_peak_2520 chr2_150919951_150920133 275 chr2_150919873_150920147 . . .
FTE_peak_1510 100 143 FTE1_peak_2611 chr2_151267412_151267711 300 FTE2_peak_2521 chr2_151267512_151267654 300 chr2_151267412_151267711 . . .
FTE_peak_1511 100 133 FTE1_peak_2612 chr2_151329113_151329354 242 FTE2_peak_2524 chr2_151329214_151329346 242 chr2_151329113_151329354 RND3 . .
FTE_peak_1512 89.9306 259 FTE1_peak_2619 chr2_153618768_153619055 288 FTE2_peak_2525 chr2_153618797_153619165 288 chr2_153618768_153619165 . ARL6IP6 .
FTE_peak_1513 56.3758 84 FTE1_peak_2620 chr2_157421685_157421839 155 FTE2_peak_2526 chr2_157421620_157421768 155 chr2_157421620_157421839 GPD2 . .
FTE_peak_1514 95.9016 234 FTE1_peak_2621 chr2_158030185_158030589 405 FTE2_peak_2529 chr2_158030356_158030599 405 chr2_158030185_158030599 . . .
FTE_peak_1515 82.8877 155 FTE1_peak_2622 chr2_159268850_159269052 203 FTE2_peak_2534 chr2_159268818_159269004 203 chr2_159268818_159269052 CCDC148 . .
FTE_peak_1516 98.1818 162 FTE1_peak_2624 chr2_159443062_159443226 165 FTE2_peak_2535 chr2_159443065_159443315 165 chr2_159443062_159443315 PKP4 . .
FTE_peak_1517 88.6364 117 FTE1_peak_2627 chr2_159992602_159992733 132 FTE2_peak_2536 chr2_159992617_159992856 132 chr2_159992602_159992856 TANC1 . .
FTE_peak_1518 83.5249 218 FTE1_peak_2628 chr2_160494479_160494739 261 FTE2_peak_2537 chr2_160494522_160494783 261 chr2_160494479_160494783 . BAZ2B .
FTE_peak_1519 50 64 FTE1_peak_2630 chr2_161236084_161236211 128 FTE2_peak_2541 chr2_161236148_161236288 128 chr2_161236084_161236288 RBMS1 . MIR4785
FTE_peak_1520 51.3043 59 FTE1_peak_2632 chr2_161726893_161727052 160 FTE2_peak_2543 chr2_161726994_161727108 160 chr2_161726893_161727108 . . .
FTE_peak_1521 89.8148 194 FTE1_peak_2633 chr2_161785456_161785722 267 FTE2_peak_2544 chr2_161785529_161785744 267 chr2_161785456_161785744 . . .
FTE_peak_1522 100 115 FTE1_peak_2635 chr2_161887117_161887354 238 FTE2_peak_2546 chr2_161887128_161887242 238 chr2_161887117_161887354 . . .
FTE_peak_1523 100 177 FTE1_peak_2636 chr2_162942180_162942356 177 FTE2_peak_2548 chr2_162942106_162942365 177 chr2_162942106_162942365 . DPP4 .
FTE_peak_1524 99.3789 160 FTE1_peak_2637 chr2_162949658_162949818 161 FTE2_peak_2549 chr2_162949659_162949901 161 chr2_162949658_162949901 . DPP4 .
FTE_peak_1525 100 131 FTE1_peak_2638 chr2_163053674_163053977 304 FTE2_peak_2550 chr2_163053733_163053863 304 chr2_163053674_163053977 FAP . .
FTE_peak_1526 80 128 FTE1_peak_2639 chr2_163089873_163090038 166 FTE2_peak_2551 chr2_163089841_163090000 166 chr2_163089841_163090038 FAP . .
FTE_peak_1527 100 142 FTE1_peak_2640 chr2_163099193_163099414 222 FTE2_peak_2552 chr2_163099211_163099352 222 chr2_163099193_163099414 FAP . IFIH1
FTE_peak_1528 79.6512 137 FTE1_peak_2641 chr2_163782984_163783348 365 FTE2_peak_2554 chr2_163783212_163783383 365 chr2_163782984_163783383 . . .
FTE_peak_1529 94.5455 156 FTE1_peak_2642 chr2_164066979_164067151 173 FTE2_peak_2555 chr2_164066970_164067134 173 chr2_164066970_164067151 . . .
FTE_peak_1530 98.3333 118 FTE1_peak_2643 chr2_164123518_164123688 171 FTE2_peak_2556 chr2_164123516_164123635 171 chr2_164123516_164123688 . . .
FTE_peak_1531 100 150 FTE1_peak_2644 chr2_164524191_164524340 150 FTE2_peak_2558 chr2_164524186_164524399 150 chr2_164524186_164524399 FIGN . .
FTE_peak_1532 90.2703 167 FTE1_peak_2648 chr2_169067704_169067888 185 FTE2_peak_2562 chr2_169067722_169067906 185 chr2_169067704_169067906 STK39 . .
FTE_peak_1533 65.8088 179 FTE1_peak_2650 chr2_170494260_170494531 272 FTE2_peak_2565 chr2_170494090_170494438 272 chr2_170494090_170494531 PPIG . C2orf77
FTE_peak_1534 74.0157 94 FTE1_peak_2651 chr2_170664859_170665090 232 FTE2_peak_2566 chr2_170664826_170664952 232 chr2_170664826_170665090 SSB . METTL5;UBR3
FTE_peak_1535 100 171 FTE1_peak_2652 chr2_170672476_170672646 171 FTE2_peak_2567 chr2_170672405_170672672 171 chr2_170672405_170672672 METTL5 SSB UBR3
FTE_peak_1536 96.5217 111 FTE1_peak_2653 chr2_171018807_171018960 154 FTE2_peak_2569 chr2_171018850_171018964 154 chr2_171018807_171018964 . . MYO3B
FTE_peak_1537 100 151 FTE1_peak_2654 chr2_172081825_172081975 151 FTE2_peak_2570 chr2_172081791_172081985 151 chr2_172081791_172081985 TLK1 . .
FTE_peak_1538 93.1818 164 FTE1_peak_2656 chr2_172543852_172544027 176 FTE2_peak_2571 chr2_172543799_172544015 176 chr2_172543799_172544027 DYNC1I2 . .
FTE_peak_1539 100 115 FTE1_peak_2657 chr2_172568612_172568914 303 FTE2_peak_2572 chr2_172568623_172568737 303 chr2_172568612_172568914 DYNC1I2 . .
FTE_peak_1540 100 175 FTE1_peak_2658 chr2_173073715_173073973 259 FTE2_peak_2573 chr2_173073745_173073919 259 chr2_173073715_173073973 . . .
FTE_peak_1541 99.5434 218 FTE1_peak_2659 chr2_173118001_173118263 263 FTE2_peak_2574 chr2_173118000_173118218 263 chr2_173118000_173118263 . . .
FTE_peak_1542 88.0282 125 FTE1_peak_2660 chr2_173520028_173520175 148 FTE2_peak_2575 chr2_173520011_173520152 148 chr2_173520011_173520175 . . .
FTE_peak_1543 95.5 191 FTE1_peak_2661 chr2_173557824_173558047 224 FTE2_peak_2576 chr2_173557857_173558056 224 chr2_173557824_173558056 . . LOC91149
FTE_peak_1544 55.5556 65 FTE1_peak_2662 chr2_173694149_173694276 128 FTE2_peak_2578 chr2_173694097_173694213 128 chr2_173694097_173694276 RAPGEF4 . .
FTE_peak_1545 100 156 FTE1_peak_2663 chr2_173974089_173974308 220 FTE2_peak_2580 chr2_173974128_173974283 220 chr2_173974089_173974308 ZAK . .
FTE_peak_1546 93.6047 161 FTE1_peak_2665 chr2_174024671_174024842 172 FTE2_peak_2581 chr2_174024635_174024831 172 chr2_174024635_174024842 ZAK . .
FTE_peak_1547 88.3408 197 FTE1_peak_2671 chr2_180904994_180905249 256 FTE2_peak_2585 chr2_180904968_180905190 256 chr2_180904968_180905249 . . .
FTE_peak_1548 97.931 284 FTE1_peak_2675 chr2_182656080_182656383 304 FTE2_peak_2587 chr2_182656074_182656363 304 chr2_182656074_182656383 . . .
FTE_peak_1549 98.2609 113 FTE1_peak_2676 chr2_183312685_183312856 172 FTE2_peak_2589 chr2_183312744_183312858 172 chr2_183312685_183312858 PDE1A . .
FTE_peak_1550 100 140 FTE1_peak_2678 chr2_185476032_185476171 140 FTE2_peak_2590 chr2_185476028_185476177 140 chr2_185476028_185476177 ZNF804A . .
FTE_peak_1551 100 171 FTE1_peak_2680 chr2_187321686_187321974 289 FTE2_peak_2591 chr2_187321787_187321957 289 chr2_187321686_187321974 . . ZC3H15
FTE_peak_1552 84.0659 153 FTE1_peak_2685 chr2_188944003_188944184 182 FTE2_peak_2593 chr2_188944032_188944237 182 chr2_188944003_188944237 . . .
FTE_peak_1553 100 217 FTE1_peak_2686 chr2_189064491_189064707 217 FTE2_peak_2594 chr2_189064486_189064757 217 chr2_189064486_189064757 . . .
FTE_peak_1554 100 132 FTE1_peak_2687 chr2_189524414_189524777 364 FTE2_peak_2597 chr2_189524500_189524631 364 chr2_189524414_189524777 . . .
FTE_peak_1555 37.7953 48 FTE1_peak_2688 chr2_189560837_189561009 173 FTE2_peak_2598 chr2_189560758_189560884 173 chr2_189560758_189561009 . . .
FTE_peak_1556 54.0881 86 FTE1_peak_2692 chr2_189843412_189843570 159 FTE2_peak_2599 chr2_189843485_189843764 159 chr2_189843412_189843764 COL3A1 MIR1245A;MIR1245 MIR3606
FTE_peak_1557 100 165 FTE1_peak_2693 chr2_189951503_189951715 213 FTE2_peak_2601 chr2_189951513_189951677 213 chr2_189951503_189951715 COL5A2 . .
FTE_peak_1558 82.5911 204 FTE1_peak_2694 chr2_189961592_189962116 525 FTE2_peak_2602 chr2_189961549_189961795 525 chr2_189961549_189962116 COL5A2 . .
FTE_peak_1559 51.8797 69 FTE1_peak_2695 chr2_189994840_189995000 161 FTE2_peak_2603 chr2_189994776_189994908 161 chr2_189994776_189995000 COL5A2 . MIR3129
FTE_peak_1560 89.0995 188 FTE1_peak_2696 chr2_190151049_190151259 211 FTE2_peak_2606 chr2_190151072_190151297 211 chr2_190151049_190151297 . . .
FTE_peak_1561 82.6087 152 FTE1_peak_2697 chr2_190258261_190258444 184 FTE2_peak_2608 chr2_190258293_190258479 184 chr2_190258261_190258479 . . .
FTE_peak_1562 100 159 FTE1_peak_2698 chr2_190276719_190276979 261 FTE2_peak_2609 chr2_190276787_190276945 261 chr2_190276719_190276979 . . WDR75
FTE_peak_1563 100 315 FTE1_peak_2700 chr2_190798720_190799121 402 FTE2_peak_2611 chr2_190798754_190799068 402 chr2_190798720_190799121 . . .
FTE peak 1564 92 253 FTE1 peak 2703 chr2 191583597 191583871 275 FTE2 peak 2615 chr2 191583519 191583849 275 chr2 191583519 191583871 . NAB1 .
FTE_peak_1566 12.381 26 FTE1_peak_2708 chr2_192067168_192067487 320 FTE2_peak_2617 chr2_192066984_192067193 320 chr2_192066984_192067487 . . .
FTE_peak_1567 100 126 FTE1_peak_2708 chr2_192067168_192067487 320 FTE2_peak_2618 chr2_192067321_192067446 320 chr2_192067168_192067487 . . .
FTE_peak_1568 69.7674 120 FTE1_peak_2709 chr2_192129465_192129748 284 FTE2_peak_2620 chr2_192129413_192129584 284 chr2_192129413_192129748 MYO1B . .
FTE_peak_1569 100 463 FTE1_peak_2712 chr2_192500601_192501209 609 FTE2_peak_2623 chr2_192500747_192501209 609 chr2_192500601_192501209 . . .
FTE_peak_1570 86.3309 120 FTE1_peak_2714 chr2_193132346_193132542 197 FTE2_peak_2626 chr2_193132327_193132465 197 chr2_193132327_193132542 . . .
FTE_peak_1571 100 207 FTE1_peak_2719 chr2_196523357_196523603 247 FTE2_peak_2628 chr2_196523362_196523568 247 chr2_196523357_196523603 SLC39A10 . .
FTE_peak_1572 80.8642 131 FTE1_peak_2726 chr2_198017472_198017672 201 FTE2_peak_2629 chr2_198017542_198017703 201 chr2_198017472_198017703 ANKRD44 . .
FTE_peak_1573 96.9231 126 FTE1_peak_2727 chr2_198123496_198123625 130 FTE2_peak_2630 chr2_198123488_198123621 130 chr2_198123488_198123625 ANKRD44 . .
FTE_peak_1574 75.2735 344 FTE1_peak_2728 chr2_200168332_200168788 457 FTE2_peak_2633 chr2_200168445_200168920 457 chr2_200168332_200168920 SATB2 . .
FTE_peak_1575 92.1951 189 FTE1_peak_2731 chr2_201270794_201271021 228 FTE2_peak_2635 chr2_201270778_201270982 228 chr2_201270778_201271021 SPATS2L . .
FTE_peak_1576 91.4573 182 FTE1_peak_2734 chr2_201480137_201480346 210 FTE2_peak_2637 chr2_201480165_201480363 210 chr2_201480137_201480363 AOX1 . .
FTE_peak_1577 78.0105 149 FTE1_peak_2736 chr2_201577912_201578102 191 FTE2_peak_2638 chr2_201577843_201578060 191 chr2_201577843_201578102 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
FTE_peak_1578 95.2 119 FTE1_peak_2738 chr2_201652250_201652374 125 FTE2_peak_2640 chr2_201652177_201652368 125 chr2_201652177_201652374 AOX2P . BZW1
FTE_peak_1579 100 220 FTE1_peak_2739 chr2_202016117_202016555 439 FTE2_peak_2641 chr2_202016187_202016406 439 chr2_202016117_202016555 CFLAR;CFLAR‐AS1 . .
FTE_peak_1580 90.7216 176 FTE1_peak_2740 chr2_202397505_202397737 233 FTE2_peak_2642 chr2_202397487_202397680 233 chr2_202397487_202397737 ALS2CR11 . .
FTE_peak_1581 22.695 32 FTE1_peak_2742 chr2_202562796_202563089 294 FTE2_peak_2644 chr2_202562687_202562827 294 chr2_202562687_202563089 MPP4 . ALS2
FTE_peak_1582 66.3415 136 FTE1_peak_2744 chr2_202663103_202663338 236 FTE2_peak_2645 chr2_202663034_202663238 236 chr2_202663034_202663338 . ALS2 CDK15
FTE_peak_1583 100 192 FTE1_peak_2746 chr2_202747192_202747410 219 FTE2_peak_2646 chr2_202747212_202747403 219 chr2_202747192_202747410 CDK15 . .
FTE_peak_1584 95.7746 136 FTE1_peak_2747 chr2_202774082_202774302 221 FTE2_peak_2647 chr2_202774167_202774308 221 chr2_202774082_202774308 . CDK15 .
FTE_peak_1585 83.8565 187 FTE1_peak_2748 chr2_203000207_203000429 223 FTE2_peak_2648 chr2_203000243_203000485 223 chr2_203000207_203000485 . . .
FTE_peak_1586 100 195 FTE1_peak_2753 chr2_206186074_206186278 205 FTE2_peak_2652 chr2_206186079_206186273 205 chr2_206186074_206186278 PARD3B . .
FTE_peak_1587 96.4029 134 FTE1_peak_2754 chr2_207076492_207076662 171 FTE2_peak_2655 chr2_207076487_207076625 171 chr2_207076487_207076662 GPR1 . .
FTE_peak_1588 87.3518 221 FTE1_peak_2755 chr2_208103954_208104206 253 FTE2_peak_2656 chr2_208103986_208104239 253 chr2_208103954_208104239 . . .
FTE_peak_1589 100 202 FTE1_peak_2758 chr2_208378623_208378970 348 FTE2_peak_2660 chr2_208378696_208378897 348 chr2_208378623_208378970 . . CREB1
FTE_peak_1590 42.7419 53 FTE1_peak_2759 chr2_208421709_208421888 180 FTE2_peak_2661 chr2_208421836_208421959 180 chr2_208421709_208421959 CREB1 . .
FTE_peak_1591 100 520 FTE1_peak_2760 chr2_208548593_208549179 587 FTE2_peak_2663 chr2_208548625_208549144 587 chr2_208548593_208549179 . . CCNYL1
FTE_peak_1592 68.8822 228 FTE1_peak_2762 chr2_210233529_210233870 342 FTE2_peak_2665 chr2_210233643_210233973 342 chr2_210233529_210233973 . . .
FTE_peak_1593 100 144 FTE1_peak_2765 chr2_213511512_213511655 144 FTE2_peak_2671 chr2_213511442_213511672 144 chr2_213511442_213511672 . . .
FTE_peak_1594 38.8235 66 FTE1_peak_2766 chr2_213984118_213984287 170 FTE2_peak_2674 chr2_213983985_213984183 170 chr2_213983985_213984287 IKZF2 . .
FTE_peak_1595 65.8635 164 FTE1_peak_2767 chr2_214081409_214081657 249 FTE2_peak_2675 chr2_214081112_214081572 249 chr2_214081112_214081657 . . .
FTE_peak_1596 81.9444 118 FTE1_peak_2768 chr2_214103766_214103909 144 FTE2_peak_2676 chr2_214103792_214103944 144 chr2_214103766_214103944 . . .
FTE_peak_1597 63.8298 90 FTE1_peak_2770 chr2_216221074_216221472 399 FTE2_peak_2678 chr2_216221023_216221163 399 chr2_216221023_216221472 . ATIC FN1
FTE_peak_1598 66.5605 209 FTE1_peak_2770 chr2_216221074_216221472 399 FTE2_peak_2679 chr2_216221264_216221577 399 chr2_216221074_216221577 . ATIC FN1
FTE_peak_1599 100 180 FTE1_peak_2771 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 FTE2_peak_2680 chr2_216221701_216221880 2697 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
FTE_peak_1600 99.9127 2289 FTE1_peak_2771 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 FTE2_peak_2681 chr2_216222106_216224396 2697 chr2_216221698_216224396 . ATIC FN1
FTE_peak_1601 79.1667 133 FTE1_peak_2772 chr2_216224825_216225062 238 FTE2_peak_2683 chr2_216224930_216225097 238 chr2_216224825_216225097 . ATIC FN1
FTE_peak_1602 98.3333 177 FTE1_peak_2773 chr2_216225427_216225607 181 FTE2_peak_2685 chr2_216225424_216225603 181 chr2_216225424_216225607 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1603 58.1395 75 FTE1_peak_2774 chr2_216226343_216226471 129 FTE2_peak_2686 chr2_216226397_216226597 129 chr2_216226343_216226597 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1604 91.7927 425 FTE1_peak_2775 chr2_216226718_216227205 488 FTE2_peak_2687 chr2_216226781_216227243 488 chr2_216226718_216227243 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1605 100 1233 FTE1_peak_2777 chr2_216228143_216230113 1971 FTE2_peak_2688 chr2_216228188_216229420 1971 chr2_216228143_216230113 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1606 96.8391 337 FTE1_peak_2777 chr2_216228143_216230113 1971 FTE2_peak_2689 chr2_216229777_216230124 1971 chr2_216228143_216230124 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1607 80.5195 310 FTE1_peak_2778 chr2_216230234_216230649 416 FTE2_peak_2690 chr2_216230340_216230724 416 chr2_216230234_216230724 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1608 100 462 FTE1_peak_2779 chr2_216230983_216231892 910 FTE2_peak_2691 chr2_216231158_216231619 910 chr2_216230983_216231892 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1609 83.4906 354 FTE1_peak_2781 chr2_216232863_216233286 424 FTE2_peak_2693 chr2_216232933_216233409 424 chr2_216232863_216233409 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1610 100 293 FTE1_peak_2783 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 FTE2_peak_2694 chr2_216233760_216234052 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1611 100 339 FTE1_peak_2783 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 FTE2_peak_2695 chr2_216234325_216234663 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1612 100 134 FTE1_peak_2783 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 FTE2_peak_2696 chr2_216234775_216234908 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1613 43.8819 104 FTE1_peak_2784 chr2_216235200_216235625 426 FTE2_peak_2697 chr2_216235522_216235758 426 chr2_216235200_216235758 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1614 98.4663 321 FTE1_peak_2785 chr2_216236143_216236780 638 FTE2_peak_2698 chr2_216236138_216236463 638 chr2_216236138_216236780 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1615 36.5672 49 FTE1_peak_2785 chr2_216236143_216236780 638 FTE2_peak_2699 chr2_216236732_216236865 638 chr2_216236143_216236865 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1616 100 655 FTE1_peak_2786 chr2_216237232_216237886 655 FTE2_peak_2700 chr2_216237191_216238269 655 chr2_216237191_216238269 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1617 63.807 238 FTE1_peak_2787 chr2_216238652_216239024 373 FTE2_peak_2701 chr2_216238787_216239180 373 chr2_216238652_216239180 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1618 98.2332 278 FTE1_peak_2788 chr2_216239199_216239580 382 FTE2_peak_2702 chr2_216239303_216239585 382 chr2_216239199_216239585 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1619 100 920 FTE1_peak_2789 chr2_216240135_216241054 920 FTE2_peak_2703 chr2_216240131_216241181 920 chr2_216240131_216241181 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1620 100 214 FTE1_peak_2791 chr2_216241820_216242033 214 FTE2_peak_2704 chr2_216241777_216242060 214 chr2_216241777_216242060 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1621 47.7124 73 FTE1_peak_2794 chr2_216242811_216243682 872 FTE2_peak_2705 chr2_216242731_216242883 872 chr2_216242731_216243682 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1622 100 660 FTE1_peak_2794 chr2_216242811_216243682 872 FTE2_peak_2706 chr2_216243008_216243667 872 chr2_216242811_216243682 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1623 46.1039 71 FTE1_peak_2795 chr2_216243869_216244022 154 FTE2_peak_2707 chr2_216243952_216244428 154 chr2_216243869_216244428 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1624 37.5262 179 FTE1_peak_2796 chr2_216244250_216245202 953 FTE2_peak_2707 chr2_216243952_216244428 953 chr2_216243952_216245202 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1625 100 581 FTE1_peak_2796 chr2_216244250_216245202 953 FTE2_peak_2708 chr2_216244617_216245197 953 chr2_216244250_216245202 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_peak_1626 96.0227 169 FTE1_peak_2797 chr2_216245301_216246036 736 FTE2_peak_2709 chr2_216245294_216245469 736 chr2_216245294_216246036 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1627 94.8187 366 FTE1_peak_2797 chr2_216245301_216246036 736 FTE2_peak_2710 chr2_216245671_216246056 736 chr2_216245301_216246056 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1628 76.0479 127 FTE1_peak_2798 chr2_216246381_216246547 167 FTE2_peak_2711 chr2_216246421_216246878 167 chr2_216246381_216246878 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1629 100 684 FTE1_peak_2799 chr2_216246964_216248743 1780 FTE2_peak_2712 chr2_216247270_216247953 1780 chr2_216246964_216248743 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1630 100 517 FTE1_peak_2799 chr2_216246964_216248743 1780 FTE2_peak_2713 chr2_216248129_216248645 1780 chr2_216246964_216248743 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1631 97.8892 371 FTE1_peak_2800 chr2_216248872_216249250 379 FTE2_peak_2714 chr2_216248880_216249279 379 chr2_216248872_216249279 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1632 100 181 FTE1_peak_2802 chr2_216249686_216249866 181 FTE2_peak_2715 chr2_216249659_216250022 181 chr2_216249659_216250022 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1633 100 181 FTE1_peak_2803 chr2_216251102_216251344 243 FTE2_peak_2716 chr2_216251161_216251341 243 chr2_216251102_216251344 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1634 47.5032 371 FTE1_peak_2804 chr2_216251538_216252318 781 FTE2_peak_2717 chr2_216251948_216252844 781 chr2_216251538_216252844 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1635 100 270 FTE1_peak_2805 chr2_216252433_216252702 270 FTE2_peak_2717 chr2_216251948_216252844 270 chr2_216251948_216252844 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1636 100 326 FTE1_peak_2806 chr2_216252965_216253427 463 FTE2_peak_2718 chr2_216253071_216253396 463 chr2_216252965_216253427 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1637 100 143 FTE1_peak_2808 chr2_216253837_216254433 597 FTE2_peak_2719 chr2_216254130_216254272 597 chr2_216253837_216254433 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1638 100 825 FTE1_peak_2809 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 FTE2_peak_2720 chr2_216254559_216255383 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1639 100 631 FTE1_peak_2809 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 FTE2_peak_2721 chr2_216255517_216256147 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1640 100 286 FTE1_peak_2809 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 FTE2_peak_2722 chr2_216256390_216256675 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1641 65.4362 195 FTE1_peak_2810 chr2_216257070_216257367 298 FTE2_peak_2723 chr2_216256837_216257264 298 chr2_216256837_216257367 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1642 0.4587 1 FTE1_peak_2810 chr2_216257070_216257367 298 FTE2_peak_2724 chr2_216257367_216257584 298 chr2_216257070_216257584 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1643 100 565 FTE1_peak_2811 chr2_216258283_216258847 565 FTE2_peak_2725 chr2_216258198_216259181 565 chr2_216258198_216259181 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1644 37.4732 175 FTE1_peak_2812 chr2_216259007_216259473 467 FTE2_peak_2725 chr2_216258198_216259181 467 chr2_216258198_216259473 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1645 47.769 182 FTE1_peak_2812 chr2_216259007_216259473 467 FTE2_peak_2726 chr2_216259292_216259672 467 chr2_216259007_216259672 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1646 30 45 FTE1_peak_2813 chr2_216259628_216259777 150 FTE2_peak_2726 chr2_216259292_216259672 150 chr2_216259292_216259777 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1647 77.6 97 FTE1_peak_2815 chr2_216260728_216261918 1191 FTE2_peak_2727 chr2_216260700_216260824 1191 chr2_216260700_216261918 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1648 100 912 FTE1_peak_2815 chr2_216260728_216261918 1191 FTE2_peak_2728 chr2_216260921_216261832 1191 chr2_216260728_216261918 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1649 91.1937 932 FTE1_peak_2816 chr2_216262077_216263872 1796 FTE2_peak_2729 chr2_216261987_216263008 1796 chr2_216261987_216263872 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1650 98.5876 698 FTE1_peak_2816 chr2_216262077_216263872 1796 FTE2_peak_2730 chr2_216263175_216263882 1796 chr2_216262077_216263882 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1651 91.974 424 FTE1_peak_2817 chr2_216264052_216264512 461 FTE2_peak_2731 chr2_216264089_216264591 461 chr2_216264052_216264591 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1652 100 947 FTE1_peak_2818 chr2_216266411_216267357 947 FTE2_peak_2733 chr2_216266408_216267552 947 chr2_216266408_216267552 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1653 14.1593 48 FTE1_peak_2819 chr2_216267505_216267843 339 FTE2_peak_2733 chr2_216266408_216267552 339 chr2_216266408_216267843 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1654 54.8673 186 FTE1_peak_2819 chr2_216267505_216267843 339 FTE2_peak_2734 chr2_216267658_216268892 339 chr2_216267505_216268892 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1655 80.9437 892 FTE1_peak_2820 chr2_216268001_216269102 1102 FTE2_peak_2734 chr2_216267658_216268892 1102 chr2_216267658_216269102 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1656 100 195 FTE1_peak_2822 chr2_216269801_216269995 195 FTE2_peak_2735 chr2_216269734_216270379 195 chr2_216269734_216270379 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1657 81.5884 226 FTE1_peak_2823 chr2_216270154_216270430 277 FTE2_peak_2735 chr2_216269734_216270379 277 chr2_216269734_216270430 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1658 56.3636 124 FTE1_peak_2824 chr2_216270642_216270920 279 FTE2_peak_2736 chr2_216270546_216270765 279 chr2_216270546_216270920 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1659 3.2258 9 FTE1_peak_2824 chr2_216270642_216270920 279 FTE2_peak_2737 chr2_216270912_216271407 279 chr2_216270642_216271407 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1660 65.9274 327 FTE1_peak_2825 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 FTE2_peak_2737 chr2_216270912_216271407 1546 chr2_216270912_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1661 100 167 FTE1_peak_2825 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 FTE2_peak_2738 chr2_216271554_216271720 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1662 100 135 FTE1_peak_2825 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 FTE2_peak_2739 chr2_216271838_216271972 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1663 71.706 517 FTE1_peak_2825 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 FTE2_peak_2740 chr2_216272110_216272830 1546 chr2_216271081_216272830 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1664 100 193 FTE1_peak_2826 chr2_216273009_216273505 497 FTE2_peak_2741 chr2_216273283_216273475 497 chr2_216273009_216273505 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1665 95.6262 481 FTE1_peak_2827 chr2_216273631_216274190 560 FTE2_peak_2742 chr2_216273609_216274111 560 chr2_216273609_216274190 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1666 98.513 265 FTE1_peak_2828 chr2_216274674_216275131 458 FTE2_peak_2743 chr2_216274867_216275135 458 chr2_216274674_216275135 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1667 97.541 476 FTE1_peak_2829 chr2_216275439_216276024 586 FTE2_peak_2744 chr2_216275549_216276036 586 chr2_216275439_216276036 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1668 7.3529 10 FTE1_peak_2830 chr2_216276274_216276481 208 FTE2_peak_2745 chr2_216276148_216276283 208 chr2_216276148_216276481 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1669 100 200 FTE1_peak_2832 chr2_216278078_216279546 1469 FTE2_peak_2747 chr2_216278144_216278343 1469 chr2_216278078_216279546 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1670 100 989 FTE1_peak_2832 chr2_216278078_216279546 1469 FTE2_peak_2748 chr2_216278504_216279492 1469 chr2_216278078_216279546 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1671 96.8354 153 FTE1_peak_2833 chr2_216279708_216279865 158 FTE2_peak_2749 chr2_216279623_216279860 158 chr2_216279623_216279865 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1672 100 380 FTE1_peak_2834 chr2_216280010_216280389 380 FTE2_peak_2750 chr2_216279986_216280806 380 chr2_216279986_216280806 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1673 25.944 213 FTE1_peak_2835 chr2_216280594_216281999 1406 FTE2_peak_2750 chr2_216279986_216280806 1406 chr2_216279986_216281999 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1674 75.8179 1066 FTE1_peak_2835 chr2_216280594_216281999 1406 FTE2_peak_2751 chr2_216280934_216282431 1406 chr2_216280594_216282431 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1675 100 222 FTE1_peak_2836 chr2_216282106_216282327 222 FTE2_peak_2751 chr2_216280934_216282431 222 chr2_216280934_216282431 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1676 65.2941 111 FTE1_peak_2837 chr2_216282460_216282629 170 FTE2_peak_2752 chr2_216282519_216282919 170 chr2_216282460_216282919 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1677 47.1322 189 FTE1_peak_2838 chr2_216282731_216283812 1082 FTE2_peak_2752 chr2_216282519_216282919 1082 chr2_216282519_216283812 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1678 74.2144 803 FTE1_peak_2838 chr2_216282731_216283812 1082 FTE2_peak_2753 chr2_216283010_216284302 1082 chr2_216282731_216284302 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1679 95.7447 360 FTE1_peak_2839 chr2_216283943_216284318 376 FTE2_peak_2753 chr2_216283010_216284302 376 chr2_216283010_216284318 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1680 100 155 FTE1_peak_2840 chr2_216284507_216284965 459 FTE2_peak_2754 chr2_216284524_216284678 459 chr2_216284507_216284965 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1681 36.8192 169 FTE1_peak_2840 chr2_216284507_216284965 459 FTE2_peak_2755 chr2_216284797_216285267 459 chr2_216284507_216285267 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1682 71.3333 107 FTE1_peak_2841 chr2_216285161_216285310 150 FTE2_peak_2755 chr2_216284797_216285267 150 chr2_216284797_216285310 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1683 97.4576 345 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 FTE2_peak_2756 chr2_216285611_216285964 3091 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1684 100 380 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 FTE2_peak_2757 chr2_216286060_216286439 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1685 100 158 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 FTE2_peak_2758 chr2_216286541_216286698 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1686 100 871 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 FTE2_peak_2759 chr2_216286906_216287776 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1687 100 688 FTE1_peak_2842 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 FTE2_peak_2760 chr2_216287954_216288641 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1688 100 977 FTE1_peak_2843 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 FTE2_peak_2761 chr2_216288947_216289923 1647 chr2_216288907_216290553 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1689 100 372 FTE1_peak_2843 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 FTE2_peak_2762 chr2_216290171_216290542 1647 chr2_216288907_216290553 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1690 87.5 168 FTE1_peak_2844 chr2_216290665_216290860 196 FTE2_peak_2763 chr2_216290641_216290832 196 chr2_216290641_216290860 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1691 100 194 FTE1_peak_2845 chr2_216291147_216291579 433 FTE2_peak_2764 chr2_216291205_216291398 433 chr2_216291147_216291579 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1692 98.7593 398 FTE1_peak_2846 chr2_216291784_216292227 444 FTE2_peak_2765 chr2_216291830_216292232 444 chr2_216291784_216292232 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1693 100 680 FTE1_peak_2847 chr2_216292353_216293137 785 FTE2_peak_2766 chr2_216292357_216293036 785 chr2_216292353_216293137 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1694 0.6667 2 FTE1_peak_2847 chr2_216292353_216293137 785 FTE2_peak_2767 chr2_216293136_216293435 785 chr2_216292353_216293435 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1695 94.5355 173 FTE1_peak_2848 chr2_216293263_216293445 183 FTE2_peak_2767 chr2_216293136_216293435 183 chr2_216293136_216293445 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1696 100 212 FTE1_peak_2849 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 FTE2_peak_2768 chr2_216293788_216293999 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1697 100 2245 FTE1_peak_2849 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 FTE2_peak_2769 chr2_216294112_216296356 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1698 21.3483 304 FTE1_peak_2849 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 FTE2_peak_2770 chr2_216296503_216297926 3062 chr2_216293745_216297926 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1699 89.2381 937 FTE1_peak_2850 chr2_216296990_216298039 1050 FTE2_peak_2770 chr2_216296503_216297926 1050 chr2_216296503_216298039 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1700 100 1381 FTE1_peak_2852 chr2_216298804_216300354 1551 FTE2_peak_2771 chr2_216298810_216300190 1551 chr2_216298804_216300354 FN1 . .
FTE_peak_1701 93.2961 167 FTE1_peak_2853 chr2_216325347_216325685 339 FTE2_peak_2772 chr2_216325519_216325697 339 chr2_216325347_216325697 . FN1 .
FTE_peak_1702 58.8889 106 FTE1_peak_2854 chr2_216325900_216326079 180 FTE2_peak_2773 chr2_216325816_216326005 180 chr2_216325816_216326079 . FN1 .
FTE_peak_1703 83.125 133 FTE1_peak_2855 chr2_216370227_216370416 190 FTE2_peak_2775 chr2_216370200_216370359 190 chr2_216370200_216370416 . . .
FTE_peak_1704 100 254 FTE1_peak_2856 chr2_216393309_216393599 291 FTE2_peak_2776 chr2_216393346_216393599 291 chr2_216393309_216393599 . . .
FTE_peak_1705 97.3154 145 FTE1_peak_2859 chr2_216545814_216545962 149 FTE2_peak_2780 chr2_216545818_216546085 149 chr2_216545814_216546085 LOC646324 . .
FTE_peak_1706 75.2101 179 FTE1_peak_2862 chr2_217163633_217163870 238 FTE2_peak_2784 chr2_217163563_217163811 238 chr2_217163563_217163870 04‐Mar . .
FTE_peak_1707 85.1562 109 FTE1_peak_2864 chr2_217400343_217400470 128 FTE2_peak_2785 chr2_217400299_217400451 128 chr2_217400299_217400470 . . .
FTE_peak_1708 70.9677 88 FTE1_peak_2865 chr2_217639916_217640042 127 FTE2_peak_2786 chr2_217639880_217640003 127 chr2_217639880_217640042 . . .
FTE_peak_1709 100 182 FTE1_peak_2868 chr2_219671157_219671338 182 FTE2_peak_2790 chr2_219671089_219671353 182 chr2_219671089_219671353 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
FTE_peak_1710 7.7381 13 FTE1_peak_2869 chr2_219990136_219990306 171 FTE2_peak_2792 chr2_219990294_219990461 171 chr2_219990136_219990461 NHEJ1 . .
FTE_peak_1711 74.375 119 FTE1_peak_2872 chr2_221008214_221008373 160 FTE2_peak_2793 chr2_221008255_221008473 160 chr2_221008214_221008473 . . .
FTE_peak_1712 100 253 FTE1_peak_2877 chr2_223572448_223572877 430 FTE2_peak_2795 chr2_223572492_223572744 430 chr2_223572448_223572877 MOGAT1 . .
FTE_peak_1713 100 138 FTE1_peak_2878 chr2_223621729_223621866 138 FTE2_peak_2796 chr2_223621710_223621955 138 chr2_223621710_223621955 . . .
FTE_peak_1714 89.6104 207 FTE1_peak_2881 chr2_224330555_224330803 249 FTE2_peak_2797 chr2_224330597_224330827 249 chr2_224330555_224330827 . . .
FTE_peak_1715 100 132 FTE1_peak_2882 chr2_224464145_224464276 132 FTE2_peak_2800 chr2_224463971_224464311 132 chr2_224463971_224464311 SCG2 . .
FTE_peak_1716 88 198 FTE1_peak_2883 chr2_224951314_224951595 282 FTE2_peak_2802 chr2_224951287_224951511 282 chr2_224951287_224951595 . . .
FTE_peak_1717 92.8934 183 FTE1_peak_2885 chr2_225956124_225956320 197 FTE2_peak_2804 chr2_225956086_225956306 197 chr2_225956086_225956320 . . .
FTE_peak_1718 100 125 FTE1_peak_2888 chr2_226979951_226980075 125 FTE2_peak_2806 chr2_226979933_226980103 125 chr2_226979933_226980103 . . LOC646736
FTE_peak_1719 74.7826 172 FTE1_peak_2889 chr2_226983458_226983687 230 FTE2_peak_2807 chr2_226983213_226983629 230 chr2_226983213_226983687 . . LOC646736
FTE_peak_1720 100 157 FTE1_peak_2890 chr2_227076251_227076407 157 FTE2_peak_2809 chr2_227076169_227076489 157 chr2_227076169_227076489 . . .
FTE_peak_1721 100 437 FTE1_peak_2891 chr2_227290983_227291419 437 FTE2_peak_2810 chr2_227290900_227291665 437 chr2_227290900_227291665 . . .
FTE_peak_1722 93.5484 232 FTE1_peak_2894 chr2_227296051_227296304 254 FTE2_peak_2811 chr2_227296073_227296320 254 chr2_227296051_227296320 . . .
FTE_peak_1723 100 323 FTE1_peak_2895 chr2_227342623_227343084 462 FTE2_peak_2812 chr2_227342723_227343045 462 chr2_227342623_227343084 . . .
FTE_peak_1724 90.4348 104 FTE1_peak_2900 chr2_227768017_227768141 125 FTE2_peak_2815 chr2_227768038_227768152 125 chr2_227768017_227768152 RHBDD1 . .
FTE_peak_1725 68.6391 116 FTE1_peak_2901 chr2_228235672_228235897 226 FTE2_peak_2816 chr2_228235782_228235950 226 chr2_228235672_228235950 TM4SF20 MFF .
FTE_peak_1726 100 143 FTE1_peak_2902 chr2_228243350_228243492 143 FTE2_peak_2817 chr2_228243181_228243492 143 chr2_228243181_228243492 TM4SF20 MFF .
FTE_peak_1727 84.3137 129 FTE1_peak_2903 chr2_228253515_228253667 153 FTE2_peak_2818 chr2_228253421_228253643 153 chr2_228253421_228253667 . TM4SF20 .
FTE_peak_1728 100 725 FTE1_peak_2905 chr2_228682715_228683771 1057 FTE2_peak_2821 chr2_228682892_228683616 1057 chr2_228682715_228683771 . CCL20 .
FTE_peak_1729 65.2174 90 FTE1_peak_2906 chr2_229409889_229410067 179 FTE2_peak_2822 chr2_229409841_229409978 179 chr2_229409841_229410067 . . .
FTE_peak_1730 96.5157 277 FTE1_peak_2907 chr2_229523664_229523950 287 FTE2_peak_2823 chr2_229523674_229523962 287 chr2_229523664_229523962 . . .
FTE_peak_1731 84.7826 117 FTE1_peak_2909 chr2_229565542_229565687 146 FTE2_peak_2824 chr2_229565521_229565658 146 chr2_229565521_229565687 . . .
FTE_peak_1732 100 207 FTE1_peak_2910 chr2_230475226_230475542 317 FTE2_peak_2827 chr2_230475304_230475510 317 chr2_230475226_230475542 DNER . .
FTE_peak_1733 100 131 FTE1_peak_2911 chr2_230475724_230475930 207 FTE2_peak_2828 chr2_230475758_230475888 207 chr2_230475724_230475930 DNER . .
FTE_peak_1734 94.4099 152 FTE1_peak_2912 chr2_231623638_231623818 181 FTE2_peak_2829 chr2_231623629_231623789 181 chr2_231623629_231623818 CAB39 . .
FTE_peak_1735 97.9253 236 FTE1_peak_2913 chr2_231658793_231659041 249 FTE2_peak_2830 chr2_231658806_231659046 249 chr2_231658793_231659046 CAB39 . .
FTE_peak_1736 100 174 FTE1_peak_2914 chr2_232026802_232027053 252 FTE2_peak_2832 chr2_232026839_232027012 252 chr2_232026802_232027053 PSMD1 . .
FTE_peak_1737 95.3125 183 FTE1_peak_2915 chr2_232878747_232878938 192 FTE2_peak_2833 chr2_232878756_232878954 192 chr2_232878747_232878954 DIS3L2 . .
FTE peak 1738 91.5698 315 FTE1 peak 2916 chr2 234395807 234396150 344 FTE2 peak 2835 chr2 234395760 234396121 344 chr2 234395760 234396150 USP40 DGKD .
FTE_peak_1740 100 191 FTE1_peak_2918 chr2_234883401_234883608 208 FTE2_peak_2837 chr2_234883417_234883607 208 chr2_234883401_234883608 TRPM8 . .
FTE_peak_1741 100 115 FTE1_peak_2920 chr2_235166935_235167126 192 FTE2_peak_2838 chr2_235167004_235167118 192 chr2_235166935_235167126 . . .
FTE_peak_1742 100 187 FTE1_peak_2922 chr2_235583384_235583759 376 FTE2_peak_2839 chr2_235583422_235583608 376 chr2_235583384_235583759 . . .
FTE_peak_1743 98.7768 323 FTE1_peak_2923 chr2_235588793_235589119 327 FTE2_peak_2840 chr2_235588666_235589115 327 chr2_235588666_235589119 . . .
FTE_peak_1744 91.7553 345 FTE1_peak_2926 chr2_235890061_235890436 376 FTE2_peak_2841 chr2_235889913_235890405 376 chr2_235889913_235890436 SH3BP4 . .
FTE_peak_1745 96.0784 245 FTE1_peak_2927 chr2_235930458_235930812 355 FTE2_peak_2842 chr2_235930448_235930702 355 chr2_235930448_235930812 SH3BP4 . .
FTE_peak_1746 95.8333 115 FTE1_peak_2930 chr2_236080280_236080448 169 FTE2_peak_2843 chr2_236080275_236080394 169 chr2_236080275_236080448 . . .
FTE_peak_1747 100 119 FTE1_peak_2931 chr2_236177324_236177522 199 FTE2_peak_2844 chr2_236177370_236177488 199 chr2_236177324_236177522 . . .
FTE_peak_1748 95.977 167 FTE1_peak_2932 chr2_236526781_236526954 174 FTE2_peak_2846 chr2_236526788_236526991 174 chr2_236526781_236526991 AGAP1 . .
FTE_peak_1749 100 180 FTE1_peak_2933 chr2_237652979_237653293 315 FTE2_peak_2848 chr2_237653026_237653205 315 chr2_237652979_237653293 . . .
FTE_peak_1750 100 224 FTE1_peak_2934 chr2_237678526_237678787 262 FTE2_peak_2850 chr2_237678538_237678761 262 chr2_237678526_237678787 . . .
FTE_peak_1751 95.2381 200 FTE1_peak_2936 chr2_238006613_238006822 210 FTE2_peak_2853 chr2_238006623_238006912 210 chr2_238006613_238006912 COPS8 . .
FTE_peak_1752 100 145 FTE1_peak_2937 chr2_238087200_238087445 246 FTE2_peak_2854 chr2_238087237_238087381 246 chr2_238087200_238087445 . . .
FTE_peak_1753 94.4134 169 FTE1_peak_2940 chr2_238131969_238132189 221 FTE2_peak_2856 chr2_238131959_238132137 221 chr2_238131959_238132189 . . .
FTE_peak_1754 100 165 FTE1_peak_2942 chr2_238171827_238172065 239 FTE2_peak_2857 chr2_238171891_238172055 239 chr2_238171827_238172065 . . .
FTE_peak_1755 100 159 FTE1_peak_2943 chr2_238340071_238340358 288 FTE2_peak_2860 chr2_238340164_238340322 288 chr2_238340071_238340358 . COL6A3 .
FTE_peak_1756 100 414 FTE1_peak_2944 chr2_238409555_238409968 414 FTE2_peak_2862 chr2_238409452_238410068 414 chr2_238409452_238410068 MLPH . .
FTE_peak_1757 89.9371 143 FTE1_peak_2946 chr2_242973988_242974146 159 FTE2_peak_2865 chr2_242974004_242974176 159 chr2_242973988_242974176 . . .
FTE_peak_1758 100 115 FTE1_peak_2947 chr20_1396697_1396880 184 FTE2_peak_2866 chr20_1396757_1396871 184 chr20_1396697_1396880 . BP1A;FKBP1A‐SDCB NSFL1C
FTE_peak_1759 100 129 FTE1_peak_2950 chr20_4116217_4116383 167 FTE2_peak_2867 chr20_4116238_4116366 167 chr20_4116217_4116383 . . SMOX
FTE_peak_1760 86.2559 182 FTE1_peak_2952 chr20_5137427_5137642 216 FTE2_peak_2869 chr20_5137461_5137671 216 chr20_5137427_5137671 CDS2 . .
FTE_peak_1761 100 120 FTE1_peak_2955 chr20_10055280_10055422 143 FTE2_peak_2873 chr20_10055280_10055399 143 chr20_10055280_10055422 LOC100131208 ANKRD5 .
FTE_peak_1762 90.3571 253 FTE1_peak_2956 chr20_10287735_10288014 280 FTE2_peak_2875 chr20_10287685_10287987 280 chr20_10287685_10288014 SNAP25 . .
FTE_peak_1763 100 126 FTE1_peak_2957 chr20_10332140_10332265 126 FTE2_peak_2878 chr20_10331987_10332271 126 chr20_10331987_10332271 . . .
FTE_peak_1764 100 158 FTE1_peak_2958 chr20_10572669_10573015 347 FTE2_peak_2881 chr20_10572712_10572869 347 chr20_10572669_10573015 C20orf94 . .
FTE_peak_1765 82.6923 129 FTE1_peak_2959 chr20_10577569_10577724 156 FTE2_peak_2882 chr20_10577505_10577697 156 chr20_10577505_10577724 C20orf94 . .
FTE_peak_1766 100 282 FTE1_peak_2960 chr20_10585095_10585486 392 FTE2_peak_2883 chr20_10585195_10585476 392 chr20_10585095_10585486 C20orf94 . .
FTE_peak_1767 100 145 FTE1_peak_2964 chr20_11210604_11210748 145 FTE2_peak_2885 chr20_11210591_11210797 145 chr20_11210591_11210797 . . .
FTE_peak_1768 88.8252 310 FTE1_peak_2965 chr20_11368013_11368368 356 FTE2_peak_2886 chr20_11368059_11368407 356 chr20_11368013_11368407 . . .
FTE_peak_1769 94.4 118 FTE1_peak_2967 chr20_11795080_11795204 125 FTE2_peak_2890 chr20_11795030_11795197 125 chr20_11795030_11795204 . . .
FTE_peak_1770 96.347 211 FTE1_peak_2968 chr20_17642958_17643229 272 FTE2_peak_2891 chr20_17642950_17643168 272 chr20_17642950_17643229 RRBP1 . .
FTE_peak_1771 95.2532 301 FTE1_peak_2969 chr20_17824286_17824657 372 FTE2_peak_2892 chr20_17824271_17824586 372 chr20_17824271_17824657 . . .
FTE_peak_1772 93.4307 128 FTE1_peak_2972 chr20_19796284_19796484 201 FTE2_peak_2894 chr20_19796275_19796411 201 chr20_19796275_19796484 . . .
FTE_peak_1773 14.8387 23 FTE1_peak_2973 chr20_19860876_19861057 182 FTE2_peak_2895 chr20_19861035_19861189 182 chr20_19860876_19861189 . . RIN2
FTE_peak_1774 100 313 FTE1_peak_2975 chr20_22756403_22756715 313 FTE2_peak_2898 chr20_22756285_22756728 313 chr20_22756285_22756728 . . .
FTE_peak_1775 93.2099 151 FTE1_peak_2976 chr20_22776633_22776807 175 FTE2_peak_2899 chr20_22776622_22776783 175 chr20_22776622_22776807 . . .
FTE_peak_1776 83.0508 98 FTE1_peak_2977 chr20_22902696_22902820 125 FTE2_peak_2900 chr20_22902723_22902840 125 chr20_22902696_22902840 . . .
FTE_peak_1777 63.4146 78 FTE1_peak_2981 chr20_24631947_24632120 174 FTE2_peak_2904 chr20_24631902_24632024 174 chr20_24631902_24632120 SYNDIG1 . .
FTE_peak_1778 100 230 FTE1_peak_2982 chr20_24653514_24653774 261 FTE2_peak_2905 chr20_24653523_24653752 261 chr20_24653514_24653774 . SYNDIG1 .
FTE_peak_1779 100 256 FTE1_peak_2983 chr20_24981149_24981404 256 FTE2_peak_2906 chr20_24981137_24981419 256 chr20_24981137_24981419 . C20orf3 ACSS1
FTE_peak_1780 95.7746 136 FTE1_peak_2984 chr20_25291719_25291860 142 FTE2_peak_2907 chr20_25291679_25291854 142 chr20_25291679_25291860 ABHD12 PYGB .
FTE_peak_1781 88 110 FTE1_peak_2985 chr20_26144652_26144776 125 FTE2_peak_2908 chr20_26144667_26144809 125 chr20_26144652_26144809 . . LOC284801
FTE_peak_1782 100 286 FTE1_peak_2988 chr20_30283962_30284304 343 FTE2_peak_2909 chr20_30283975_30284260 343 chr20_30283962_30284304 BCL2L1 . .
FTE_peak_1783 67.2 84 FTE1_peak_2989 chr20_30292441_30292565 125 FTE2_peak_2910 chr20_30292482_30292627 125 chr20_30292441_30292627 BCL2L1 . .
FTE_peak_1784 100 232 FTE1_peak_2990 chr20_30300420_30300651 232 FTE2_peak_2911 chr20_30300415_30300812 232 chr20_30300415_30300812 BCL2L1 . TPX2
FTE_peak_1785 91.1538 237 FTE1_peak_2991 chr20_30301031_30301290 260 FTE2_peak_2912 chr20_30301054_30301350 260 chr20_30301031_30301350 BCL2L1 . TPX2
FTE_peak_1786 92.4812 123 FTE1_peak_2996 chr20_33640588_33640769 182 FTE2_peak_2914 chr20_33640647_33640779 182 chr20_33640588_33640779 TRPC4AP . .
FTE_peak_1787 95.4887 127 FTE1_peak_2999 chr20_33907712_33907932 221 FTE2_peak_2915 chr20_33907806_33907938 221 chr20_33907712_33907938 UQCC FAM83C .
FTE_peak_1788 100 257 FTE1_peak_3000 chr20_33908204_33908592 389 FTE2_peak_2916 chr20_33908248_33908504 389 chr20_33908204_33908592 UQCC FAM83C .
FTE_peak_1789 100 122 FTE1_peak_3001 chr20_36619049_36619276 228 FTE2_peak_2918 chr20_36619102_36619223 228 chr20_36619049_36619276 TTI1 . .
FTE_peak_1790 99.2958 141 FTE1_peak_3002 chr20_36722821_36722962 142 FTE2_peak_2919 chr20_36722822_36722993 142 chr20_36722821_36722993 . RPRD1B .
FTE_peak_1791 42.8571 51 FTE1_peak_3003 chr20_36738437_36738662 226 FTE2_peak_2920 chr20_36738612_36738730 226 chr20_36738437_36738730 . RPRD1B TGM2
FTE_peak_1792 93.125 298 FTE1_peak_3004 chr20_36746072_36746404 333 FTE2_peak_2921 chr20_36746107_36746426 333 chr20_36746072_36746426 . RPRD1B TGM2
FTE_peak_1793 99.4012 166 FTE1_peak_3005 chr20_36904354_36904566 213 FTE2_peak_2923 chr20_36904353_36904519 213 chr20_36904353_36904566 . KIAA1755 BPI
FTE_peak_1794 96.3504 264 FTE1_peak_3006 chr20_38525793_38526066 274 FTE2_peak_2925 chr20_38525738_38526056 274 chr20_38525738_38526066 . . .
FTE_peak_1795 100 231 FTE1_peak_3007 chr20_39118637_39118913 277 FTE2_peak_2926 chr20_39118645_39118875 277 chr20_39118637_39118913 . . .
FTE_peak_1796 99.5536 223 FTE1_peak_3008 chr20_39121913_39122136 224 FTE2_peak_2927 chr20_39121914_39122288 224 chr20_39121913_39122288 . . .
FTE_peak_1797 100 121 FTE1_peak_3010 chr20_39806298_39806467 170 FTE2_peak_2930 chr20_39806330_39806450 170 chr20_39806298_39806467 . PLCG1 ZHX3
FTE_peak_1798 86.6221 259 FTE1_peak_3012 chr20_39958083_39958392 310 FTE2_peak_2932 chr20_39958134_39958432 310 chr20_39958083_39958432 . ZHX3 LPIN3
FTE_peak_1799 86.5979 168 FTE1_peak_3013 chr20_40065359_40065570 212 FTE2_peak_2933 chr20_40065403_40065596 212 chr20_40065359_40065596 CHD6 . .
FTE_peak_1800 43.9024 126 FTE1_peak_3014 chr20_40111350_40111668 319 FTE2_peak_2934 chr20_40111543_40111829 319 chr20_40111350_40111829 CHD6 . .
FTE_peak_1801 100 209 FTE1_peak_3018 chr20_43123122_43123330 209 FTE2_peak_2938 chr20_43123104_43123332 209 chr20_43123104_43123332 TTPAL . SERINC3
FTE_peak_1802 70.2206 191 FTE1_peak_3019 chr20_43201737_43202008 272 FTE2_peak_2941 chr20_43201818_43202163 272 chr20_43201737_43202163 PKIG . .
FTE_peak_1803 100 138 FTE1_peak_3020 chr20_43205542_43205957 416 FTE2_peak_2942 chr20_43205680_43205817 416 chr20_43205542_43205957 PKIG . .
FTE_peak_1804 100 177 FTE1_peak_3021 chr20_43321667_43321843 177 FTE2_peak_2944 chr20_43321637_43321847 177 chr20_43321637_43321847 . LOC79015 WISP2
FTE_peak_1805 4.4118 6 FTE1_peak_3022 chr20_43349821_43349974 154 FTE2_peak_2945 chr20_43349969_43350104 154 chr20_43349821_43350104 WISP2 . KCNK15
FTE_peak_1806 96.1326 174 FTE1_peak_3023 chr20_43667444_43667624 181 FTE2_peak_2947 chr20_43667451_43667673 181 chr20_43667444_43667673 STK4 . .
FTE_peak_1807 89.6104 138 FTE1_peak_3025 chr20_43987733_43987886 154 FTE2_peak_2948 chr20_43987749_43987937 154 chr20_43987733_43987937 . SDC4 ;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
FTE_peak_1808 100 150 FTE1_peak_3027 chr20_45583166_45583315 150 FTE2_peak_2951 chr20_45583086_45583366 150 chr20_45583086_45583366 EYA2 . .
FTE_peak_1809 69.3878 170 FTE1_peak_3029 chr20_45946081_45946462 382 FTE2_peak_2952 chr20_45946006_45946250 382 chr20_45946006_45946462 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
FTE_peak_1810 98.1366 158 FTE1_peak_3030 chr20_45947071_45947252 182 FTE2_peak_2954 chr20_45947068_45947228 182 chr20_45947068_45947252 LOC100131496;ZMYND8 . .
FTE_peak_1811 79.2627 172 FTE1_peak_3032 chr20_45988032_45988248 217 FTE2_peak_2956 chr20_45987971_45988203 217 chr20_45987971_45988248 . ZMYND8 .
FTE_peak_1812 93.9189 139 FTE1_peak_3034 chr20_48384886_48385278 393 FTE2_peak_2960 chr20_48384877_48385024 393 chr20_48384877_48385278 . . .
FTE_peak_1813 100 211 FTE1_peak_3035 chr20_49157526_49157736 211 FTE2_peak_2961 chr20_49157512_49157866 211 chr20_49157512_49157866 PTPN1 . .
FTE_peak_1814 72.2222 117 FTE1_peak_3038 chr20_49982676_49982837 162 FTE2_peak_2962 chr20_49982721_49982892 162 chr20_49982676_49982892 . . NFATC2
FTE_peak_1815 98.374 121 FTE1_peak_3039 chr20_50247997_50248195 199 FTE2_peak_2963 chr20_50247995_50248117 199 chr20_50247995_50248195 ATP9A . .
FTE_peak_1816 64.3411 83 FTE1_peak_3043 chr20_52509749_52510060 312 FTE2_peak_2970 chr20_52509703_52509831 312 chr20_52509703_52510060 . SUMO1P1 .
FTE_peak_1817 80 92 FTE1_peak_3044 chr20_54797383_54797507 125 FTE2_peak_2975 chr20_54797360_54797474 125 chr20_54797360_54797507 . . MC3R
FTE_peak_1818 100 158 FTE1_peak_3045 chr20_55363423_55363613 191 FTE2_peak_2977 chr20_55363454_55363611 191 chr20_55363423_55363613 . . .
FTE_peak_1819 91.2799 649 FTE1_peak_3048 chr20_59761054_59761764 711 FTE2_peak_2978 chr20_59761116_59761883 711 chr20_59761054_59761883 . . .
FTE_peak_1820 97.6 122 FTE1_peak_3051 chr21_15921252_15921376 125 FTE2_peak_2980 chr21_15921242_15921373 125 chr21_15921242_15921376 SAMSN1 . .
FTE_peak_1821 91.4894 129 FTE1_peak_3054 chr21_16651921_16652061 141 FTE2_peak_2985 chr21_16651933_16652088 141 chr21_16651921_16652088 . . .
FTE_peak_1822 100 231 FTE1_peak_3056 chr21_17496783_17497013 231 FTE2_peak_2986 chr21_17496772_17497072 231 chr21_17496772_17497072 LINC00478 . .
FTE_peak_1823 92.2481 119 FTE1_peak_3057 chr21_22572640_22572768 129 FTE2_peak_2988 chr21_22572629_22572758 129 chr21_22572629_22572768 NCAM2 . .
FTE_peak_1824 94.6108 158 FTE1_peak_3058 chr21_23086790_23086956 167 FTE2_peak_2990 chr21_23086799_23087012 167 chr21_23086790_23087012 . . LINC00317
FTE_peak_1825 27.8261 32 FTE1_peak_3061 chr21_27307255_27307482 228 FTE2_peak_2992 chr21_27307451_27307565 228 chr21_27307255_27307565 APP . .
FTE_peak_1826 100 200 FTE1_peak_3062 chr21_27761005_27761223 219 FTE2_peak_2994 chr21_27761019_27761218 219 chr21_27761005_27761223 . . .
FTE_peak_1827 100 143 FTE1_peak_3063 chr21_28149031_28149266 236 FTE2_peak_2995 chr21_28149039_28149181 236 chr21_28149031_28149266 . . .
FTE_peak_1828 13.75 22 FTE1_peak_3064 chr21_28208233_28208392 160 FTE2_peak_2997 chr21_28208084_28208254 160 chr21_28208084_28208392 . . ADAMTS1
FTE_peak_1829 100 178 FTE1_peak_3066 chr21_28877993_28878170 178 FTE2_peak_3002 chr21_28877958_28878187 178 chr21_28877958_28878187 . . .
FTE_peak_1830 100 154 FTE1_peak_3067 chr21_28943043_28943196 154 FTE2_peak_3004 chr21_28942991_28943197 154 chr21_28942991_28943197 . . .
FTE_peak_1831 100 153 FTE1_peak_3068 chr21_28944034_28944371 338 FTE2_peak_3005 chr21_28944140_28944292 338 chr21_28944034_28944371 . . .
FTE_peak_1832 100 158 FTE1_peak_3069 chr21_29602220_29602471 252 FTE2_peak_3007 chr21_29602278_29602435 252 chr21_29602220_29602471 . . .
FTE_peak_1833 100 196 FTE1_peak_3070 chr21_29705901_29706096 196 FTE2_peak_3009 chr21_29705886_29706098 196 chr21_29705886_29706098 . . .
FTE_peak_1834 63.0137 138 FTE1_peak_3071 chr21_29748182_29748400 219 FTE2_peak_3010 chr21_29748070_29748319 219 chr21_29748070_29748400 . . .
FTE_peak_1835 35.3383 47 FTE1_peak_3073 chr21_29817668_29817800 133 FTE2_peak_3013 chr21_29817360_29817714 133 chr21_29817360_29817800 . . .
FTE_peak_1836 98.3673 241 FTE1_peak_3077 chr21_30009452_30009703 252 FTE2_peak_3016 chr21_30009448_30009692 252 chr21_30009448_30009703 . . .
FTE_peak_1837 80.916 106 FTE1_peak_3080 chr21_30554646_30554779 134 FTE2_peak_3018 chr21_30554674_30554804 134 chr21_30554646_30554804 . C21orf7 LINC00189
FTE_peak_1838 100 138 FTE1_peak_3082 chr21_30715106_30715243 138 FTE2_peak_3020 chr21_30715034_30715275 138 chr21_30715034_30715275 BACH1 . .
FTE_peak_1839 100 241 FTE1_peak_3083 chr21_30873793_30874033 241 FTE2_peak_3021 chr21_30873774_30874099 241 chr21_30873774_30874099 . . .
FTE_peak_1840 92.1811 224 FTE1_peak_3084 chr21_31029091_31029370 280 FTE2_peak_3022 chr21_31029072_31029314 280 chr21_31029072_31029370 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
FTE_peak_1841 100 130 FTE1_peak_3087 chr21_33893363_33893492 130 FTE2_peak_3024 chr21_33893356_33893497 130 chr21_33893356_33893497 . FAM176C .
FTE_peak_1842 97.7679 219 FTE1_peak_3088 chr21_35135308_35135534 227 FTE2_peak_3026 chr21_35135316_35135539 227 chr21_35135308_35135539 ITSN1 . .
FTE_peak_1843 71.2821 139 FTE1_peak_3090 chr21_35898714_35898925 212 FTE2_peak_3027 chr21_35898658_35898852 212 chr21_35898658_35898925 RCAN1 KCNE1 .
FTE_peak_1844 97.0588 132 FTE1_peak_3093 chr21_36218158_36218300 143 FTE2_peak_3029 chr21_36218154_36218289 143 chr21_36218154_36218300 RUNX1 . .
FTE_peak_1845 93.3333 210 FTE1_peak_3095 chr21_36570300_36570524 225 FTE2_peak_3034 chr21_36570315_36570557 225 chr21_36570300_36570557 . . .
FTE_peak_1846 83.3333 115 FTE1_peak_3096 chr21_36590041_36590341 301 FTE2_peak_3035 chr21_36590227_36590364 301 chr21_36590041_36590364 . . .
FTE_peak_1847 99.359 155 FTE1_peak_3099 chr21_37015646_37015801 156 FTE2_peak_3042 chr21_37015647_37015816 156 chr21_37015646_37015816 . . .
FTE_peak_1848 94.9416 244 FTE1_peak_3100 chr21_37152085_37152341 257 FTE2_peak_3044 chr21_37152098_37152476 257 chr21_37152085_37152476 . . .
FTE_peak_1849 100 137 FTE1_peak_3105 chr21_39227926_39228062 137 FTE2_peak_3046 chr21_39227846_39228063 137 chr21_39227846_39228063 KCNJ6 . .
FTE_peak_1850 100 169 FTE1_peak_3106 chr21_39649471_39649708 238 FTE2_peak_3049 chr21_39649512_39649680 238 chr21_39649471_39649708 KCNJ15 . .
FTE_peak_1851 54.3408 169 FTE1_peak_3107 chr21_39661560_39661873 314 FTE2_peak_3051 chr21_39661705_39662015 314 chr21_39661560_39662015 KCNJ15 . .
FTE_peak_1852 50.3185 79 FTE1_peak_3110 chr21_40211866_40212095 230 FTE2_peak_3057 chr21_40212017_40212173 230 chr21_40211866_40212173 . ETS2 .
FTE_peak_1853 92.3077 120 FTE1_peak_3111 chr21_40225413_40225542 130 FTE2_peak_3058 chr21_40225385_40225532 130 chr21_40225385_40225542 . ETS2 .
FTE_peak_1854 100 158 FTE1_peak_3119 chr22_21138177_21138334 158 FTE2_peak_3061 chr22_21138167_21138351 158 chr22_21138167_21138351 PI4KA;SERPIND1 . .
FTE_peak_1855 58.1921 103 FTE1_peak_3120 chr22_21392089_21392283 195 FTE2_peak_3062 chr22_21392181_21392357 195 chr22_21392089_21392357 . 03;P2RX6;SLC7A4;TLOC400891;P2RX6P
FTE_peak_1856 100 180 FTE1_peak_3123 chr22_24602793_24603025 233 FTE2_peak_3064 chr22_24602824_24603003 233 chr22_24602793_24603025 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
FTE_peak_1857 100 391 FTE1_peak_3124 chr22_24603693_24604251 559 FTE2_peak_3065 chr22_24603822_24604212 559 chr22_24603693_24604251 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
FTE_peak_1858 100 136 FTE1_peak_3125 chr22_25079734_25079974 241 FTE2_peak_3066 chr22_25079753_25079888 241 chr22_25079734_25079974 . POM121L10P .
FTE_peak_1859 100 340 FTE1_peak_3126 chr22_25948342_25948712 371 FTE2_peak_3067 chr22_25948363_25948702 371 chr22_25948342_25948712 . . ADRBK2
FTE_peak_1860 88.8889 168 FTE1_peak_3127 chr22_26156028_26156224 197 FTE2_peak_3068 chr22_26156007_26156195 197 chr22_26156007_26156224 MYO18B . .
FTE_peak_1861 100 128 FTE1_peak_3128 chr22_26946414_26946552 139 FTE2_peak_3069 chr22_26946414_26946541 139 chr22_26946414_26946552 TPST2 . MIR548J
FTE_peak_1862 100 125 FTE1_peak_3129 chr22_26981234_26981378 145 FTE2_peak_3070 chr22_26981247_26981371 145 chr22_26981234_26981378 TPST2 MIR548J CRYBB1
FTE_peak_1863 100 161 FTE1_peak_3130 chr22_27105987_27106217 231 FTE2_peak_3072 chr22_27106028_27106188 231 chr22_27105987_27106217 . . .
FTE_peak_1864 100 159 FTE1_peak_3132 chr22_27115093_27115251 159 FTE2_peak_3073 chr22_27115091_27115270 159 chr22_27115091_27115270 . . .
FTE_peak_1865 99.4286 174 FTE1_peak_3134 chr22_27503892_27504066 175 FTE2_peak_3074 chr22_27503893_27504124 175 chr22_27503892_27504124 . . .
FTE_peak_1866 100 285 FTE1_peak_3136 chr22_27511762_27512160 399 FTE2_peak_3075 chr22_27511867_27512151 399 chr22_27511762_27512160 . . .
FTE_peak_1867 100 116 FTE1_peak_3139 chr22_27619663_27619860 198 FTE2_peak_3077 chr22_27619743_27619858 198 chr22_27619663_27619860 . . .
FTE_peak_1868 100 243 FTE1_peak_3140 chr22_27857471_27857736 266 FTE2_peak_3078 chr22_27857475_27857717 266 chr22_27857471_27857736 . . .
FTE_peak_1869 95.2703 282 FTE1_peak_3141 chr22_28538401_28538721 321 FTE2_peak_3079 chr22_28538387_28538682 321 chr22_28538387_28538721 TTC28 . .
FTE_peak_1870 71.4286 115 FTE1_peak_3142 chr22_29108390_29108555 166 FTE2_peak_3080 chr22_29108441_29108601 166 chr22_29108390_29108601 CHEK2 . HSCB
FTE_peak_1871 17.6471 51 FTE1_peak_3144 chr22_30592507_30592920 414 FTE2_peak_3082 chr22_30592269_30592557 414 chr22_30592269_30592920 . HORMAD2 .
FTE_peak_1872 100 125 FTE1_peak_3147 chr22_32416298_32416422 125 FTE2_peak_3087 chr22_32416177_32416446 125 chr22_32416177_32416446 . . SLC5A1
FTE_peak_1873 96.1538 175 FTE1_peak_3151 chr22_37055901_37056113 213 FTE2_peak_3091 chr22_37055939_37056120 213 chr22_37055901_37056120 CACNG2 . .
FTE_peak_1874 18.5714 26 FTE1_peak_3157 chr22_40357191_40357334 144 FTE2_peak_3093 chr22_40357077_40357216 144 chr22_40357077_40357334 GRAP2 . .
FTE_peak_1875 100 200 FTE1_peak_3158 chr22_40600350_40600549 200 FTE2_peak_3096 chr22_40600323_40600622 200 chr22_40600323_40600622 TNRC6B . .
FTE_peak_1876 91.9643 206 FTE1_peak_3159 chr22_40895232_40895543 312 FTE2_peak_3098 chr22_40895214_40895437 312 chr22_40895214_40895543 MKL1 . .
FTE_peak_1877 100 553 FTE1_peak_3160 chr22_43011247_43011799 553 FTE2_peak_3101 chr22_43011219_43011799 553 chr22_43011219_43011799 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
FTE_peak_1878 100 177 FTE1_peak_3161 chr22_44317287_44317669 383 FTE2_peak_3102 chr22_44317372_44317548 383 chr22_44317287_44317669 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
FTE_peak_1879 86.4286 121 FTE1_peak_3162 chr22_45874461_45874605 145 FTE2_peak_3103 chr22_45874442_45874581 145 chr22_45874442_45874605 . . FBLN1
FTE_peak_1880 100 272 FTE1_peak_3163 chr22_46084719_46084990 272 FTE2_peak_3106 chr22_46084652_46084993 272 chr22_46084652_46084993 ATXN10 . .
FTE_peak_1881 97.4359 152 FTE1_peak_3164 chr22_46200870_46201025 156 FTE2_peak_3108 chr22_46200874_46201068 156 chr22_46200870_46201068 ATXN10 . .
FTE_peak_1882 100 209 FTE1_peak_3165 chr3_4763233_4763441 209 FTE2_peak_3110 chr3_4763117_4763464 209 chr3_4763117_4763464 ITPR1 . EGOT
FTE_peak_1883 87.0504 121 FTE1_peak_3166 chr3_4783457_4783595 139 FTE2_peak_3111 chr3_4783432_4783577 139 chr3_4783432_4783595 ITPR1 . EGOT
FTE_peak_1884 100 161 FTE1_peak_3167 chr3_8361743_8361947 205 FTE2_peak_3112 chr3_8361771_8361931 205 chr3_8361743_8361947 LOC100288428 . .
FTE_peak_1885 94.5652 261 FTE1_peak_3171 chr3_8532080_8532355 276 FTE2_peak_3114 chr3_8532095_8532400 276 chr3_8532080_8532400 LOC100288428 . LMCD1
FTE_peak_1886 96.8 121 FTE1_peak_3174 chr3_8887463_8887587 125 FTE2_peak_3115 chr3_8887467_8887873 125 chr3_8887463_8887873 . . .
FTE_peak_1887 100 137 FTE1_peak_3178 chr3_8978788_8979032 245 FTE2_peak_3118 chr3_8978856_8978992 245 chr3_8978788_8979032 RAD18 . .
FTE_peak_1888 38.7597 50 FTE1_peak_3182 chr3_11280661_11280833 173 FTE2_peak_3122 chr3_11280582_11280710 173 chr3_11280582_11280833 HRH1 . .
FTE_peak_1889 47.1074 57 FTE1_peak_3183 chr3_11330537_11330666 130 FTE2_peak_3123 chr3_11330473_11330593 130 chr3_11330473_11330666 ATG7 HRH1 .
FTE_peak_1890 80.3109 155 FTE1_peak_3184 chr3_11571957_11572149 193 FTE2_peak_3125 chr3_11571876_11572111 193 chr3_11571876_11572149 ATG7 . VGLL4
FTE_peak_1891 76.5823 121 FTE1_peak_3185 chr3_11642015_11642172 158 FTE2_peak_3126 chr3_11642052_11642260 158 chr3_11642015_11642260 VGLL4 . .
FTE_peak_1892 100 269 FTE1_peak_3186 chr3_12234931_12235270 340 FTE2_peak_3127 chr3_12234936_12235204 340 chr3_12234931_12235270 . SYN2 .
FTE_peak_1893 25.5814 33 FTE1_peak_3187 chr3_12269351_12269661 311 FTE2_peak_3128 chr3_12269255_12269383 311 chr3_12269255_12269661 . . .
FTE_peak_1894 71.5909 189 FTE1_peak_3187 chr3_12269351_12269661 311 FTE2_peak_3129 chr3_12269473_12269736 311 chr3_12269351_12269736 . . .
FTE_peak_1895 100 168 FTE1_peak_3189 chr3_14252498_14252934 437 FTE2_peak_3130 chr3_14252717_14252884 437 chr3_14252498_14252934 . LSM3 .
FTE_peak_1896 83.5616 122 FTE1_peak_3190 chr3_15672580_15672746 167 FTE2_peak_3131 chr3_15672625_15672770 167 chr3_15672580_15672770 BTD HACL1 .
FTE_peak_1897 100 134 FTE1_peak_3191 chr3_15687742_15687875 134 FTE2_peak_3132 chr3_15687641_15687883 134 chr3_15687641_15687883 . BTD ANKRD28
FTE_peak_1898 100 316 FTE1_peak_3192 chr3_15810456_15810771 316 FTE2_peak_3134 chr3_15810357_15810777 316 chr3_15810357_15810777 ANKRD28 . .
FTE_peak_1899 80 268 FTE1_peak_3193 chr3_16101804_16102138 335 FTE2_peak_3137 chr3_16101692_16102071 335 chr3_16101692_16102138 . . .
FTE_peak_1900 86.9565 100 FTE1_peak_3194 chr3_16126376_16126664 289 FTE2_peak_3138 chr3_16126565_16126679 289 chr3_16126376_16126679 . . .
FTE_peak_1901 84.3537 124 FTE1_peak_3196 chr3_16145220_16145366 147 FTE2_peak_3140 chr3_16145197_16145343 147 chr3_16145197_16145366 . . .
FTE_peak_1902 91.9643 309 FTE1_peak_3199 chr3_16525777_16526210 434 FTE2_peak_3144 chr3_16525750_16526085 434 chr3_16525750_16526210 RFTN1 . .
FTE_peak_1903 100 139 FTE1_peak_3200 chr3_16770433_16770571 139 FTE2_peak_3145 chr3_16770417_16770639 139 chr3_16770417_16770639 . . .
FTE_peak_1904 100 125 FTE1_peak_3201 chr3_17081320_17081444 125 FTE2_peak_3147 chr3_17081309_17081452 125 chr3_17081309_17081452 PLCL2 . .
FTE_peak_1905 81.7647 139 FTE1_peak_3203 chr3_17680870_17681039 170 FTE2_peak_3148 chr3_17680901_17681071 170 chr3_17680870_17681071 TBC1D5 . .
FTE_peak_1906 98.9209 275 FTE1_peak_3204 chr3_17681230_17681516 287 FTE2_peak_3149 chr3_17681227_17681504 287 chr3_17681227_17681516 TBC1D5 . .
FTE_peak_1907 89.7778 202 FTE1_peak_3207 chr3_23496677_23496901 225 FTE2_peak_3152 chr3_23496700_23496966 225 chr3_23496677_23496966 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
FTE_peak_1908 100 125 FTE1_peak_3209 chr3_23641807_23641931 125 FTE2_peak_3153 chr3_23641775_23641986 125 chr3_23641775_23641986 MIR548AC UBE2E2 .
FTE_peak_1909 100 198 FTE1_peak_3211 chr3_24188044_24188276 233 FTE2_peak_3154 chr3_24188078_24188275 233 chr3_24188044_24188276 THRB . .
FTE_peak_1910 87.2951 213 FTE1_peak_3213 chr3_24296232_24296475 244 FTE2_peak_3156 chr3_24296263_24296508 244 chr3_24296232_24296508 THRB . .
FTE_peak_1911 100 270 FTE1_peak_3214 chr3_24719975_24720321 347 FTE2_peak_3157 chr3_24719982_24720251 347 chr3_24719975_24720321 . . .
FTE peak 1912 100 149 FTE1 peak 3216 chr3 27353040 27353301 262 FTE2 peak 3158 chr3 27353095 27353243 262 chr3 27353040 27353301 NEK10 . .
FTE_peak_1914 100 261 FTE1_peak_3219 chr3_27585996_27586256 261 FTE2_peak_3161 chr3_27585957_27586404 261 chr3_27585957_27586404 . . .
FTE_peak_1915 86.2416 257 FTE1_peak_3221 chr3_29227664_29228128 465 FTE2_peak_3163 chr3_29227623_29227920 465 chr3_29227623_29228128 . . .
FTE_peak_1916 100 174 FTE1_peak_3224 chr3_29735422_29735680 259 FTE2_peak_3165 chr3_29735492_29735665 259 chr3_29735422_29735680 RBMS3 . .
FTE_peak_1917 57.4468 162 FTE1_peak_3225 chr3_29736391_29736687 297 FTE2_peak_3166 chr3_29736271_29736552 297 chr3_29736271_29736687 RBMS3 . .
FTE_peak_1918 96.3918 187 FTE1_peak_3226 chr3_29737114_29737337 224 FTE2_peak_3167 chr3_29737107_29737300 224 chr3_29737107_29737337 RBMS3 . .
FTE_peak_1919 100 168 FTE1_peak_3227 chr3_29800248_29800415 168 FTE2_peak_3168 chr3_29800061_29800561 168 chr3_29800061_29800561 RBMS3 . .
FTE_peak_1920 100 185 FTE1_peak_3230 chr3_30389005_30389420 416 FTE2_peak_3170 chr3_30389167_30389351 416 chr3_30389005_30389420 . . .
FTE_peak_1921 100 146 FTE1_peak_3231 chr3_30462849_30463060 212 FTE2_peak_3173 chr3_30462885_30463030 212 chr3_30462849_30463060 . . .
FTE_peak_1922 100 187 FTE1_peak_3232 chr3_30534421_30534607 187 FTE2_peak_3174 chr3_30534377_30534628 187 chr3_30534377_30534628 . . .
FTE_peak_1923 98.4085 371 FTE1_peak_3234 chr3_30553019_30553395 377 FTE2_peak_3175 chr3_30553025_30553629 377 chr3_30553019_30553629 . . .
FTE_peak_1924 98.7342 234 FTE1_peak_3235 chr3_30638864_30639100 237 FTE2_peak_3177 chr3_30638867_30639160 237 chr3_30638864_30639160 . . TGFBR2
FTE_peak_1925 85.9649 147 FTE1_peak_3237 chr3_31045727_31045897 171 FTE2_peak_3179 chr3_31045751_31045937 171 chr3_31045727_31045937 . . .
FTE_peak_1926 88.2353 135 FTE1_peak_3240 chr3_31316902_31317059 158 FTE2_peak_3183 chr3_31316884_31317036 158 chr3_31316884_31317059 . . .
FTE_peak_1927 53.913 62 FTE1_peak_3241 chr3_31403239_31403367 129 FTE2_peak_3184 chr3_31403186_31403300 129 chr3_31403186_31403367 . . .
FTE_peak_1928 100 149 FTE1_peak_3242 chr3_32010575_32010791 217 FTE2_peak_3185 chr3_32010636_32010784 217 chr3_32010575_32010791 OSBPL10 . ZNF860
FTE_peak_1929 77.3438 99 FTE1_peak_3243 chr3_32511327_32511454 128 FTE2_peak_3187 chr3_32511356_32511503 128 chr3_32511327_32511503 . CMTM7 CMTM6
FTE_peak_1930 78.1421 143 FTE1_peak_3244 chr3_34053655_34053837 183 FTE2_peak_3190 chr3_34053602_34053797 183 chr3_34053602_34053837 . . .
FTE_peak_1931 100 145 FTE1_peak_3245 chr3_34248590_34248734 145 FTE2_peak_3191 chr3_34248419_34248778 145 chr3_34248419_34248778 . . .
FTE_peak_1932 100 303 FTE1_peak_3247 chr3_36718722_36719209 488 FTE2_peak_3193 chr3_36718874_36719176 488 chr3_36718722_36719209 . . .
FTE_peak_1933 100 123 FTE1_peak_3248 chr3_37247614_37247834 221 FTE2_peak_3196 chr3_37247668_37247790 221 chr3_37247614_37247834 . LRRFIP2 .
FTE_peak_1934 90.5775 298 FTE1_peak_3249 chr3_37977700_37978071 372 FTE2_peak_3197 chr3_37977774_37978102 372 chr3_37977700_37978102 CTDSPL . .
FTE_peak_1935 59.854 82 FTE1_peak_3252 chr3_40842015_40842151 137 FTE2_peak_3200 chr3_40842070_40842251 137 chr3_40842015_40842251 . . .
FTE_peak_1936 100 188 FTE1_peak_3253 chr3_40993271_40993506 236 FTE2_peak_3201 chr3_40993280_40993467 236 chr3_40993271_40993506 . . .
FTE_peak_1937 100 164 FTE1_peak_3255 chr3_41723048_41723310 263 FTE2_peak_3203 chr3_41723101_41723264 263 chr3_41723048_41723310 ULK4 . .
FTE_peak_1938 100 121 FTE1_peak_3257 chr3_42074305_42074462 158 FTE2_peak_3206 chr3_42074330_42074450 158 chr3_42074305_42074462 . . .
FTE_peak_1939 100 174 FTE1_peak_3258 chr3_43749605_43749807 203 FTE2_peak_3208 chr3_43749615_43749788 203 chr3_43749605_43749807 ABHD5 . .
FTE_peak_1940 100 159 FTE1_peak_3259 chr3_43750638_43750796 159 FTE2_peak_3209 chr3_43750608_43750840 159 chr3_43750608_43750840 ABHD5 . .
FTE_peak_1941 100 191 FTE1_peak_3260 chr3_43795259_43795633 375 FTE2_peak_3210 chr3_43795321_43795511 375 chr3_43795259_43795633 . . .
FTE_peak_1942 96.2185 229 FTE1_peak_3261 chr3_43908228_43908465 238 FTE2_peak_3212 chr3_43908237_43908487 238 chr3_43908228_43908487 . . .
FTE_peak_1943 93.2203 165 FTE1_peak_3264 chr3_45106535_45106876 342 FTE2_peak_3213 chr3_45106523_45106699 342 chr3_45106523_45106876 . CLEC3B CDCP1
FTE_peak_1944 80.7531 193 FTE1_peak_3265 chr3_45165839_45166168 330 FTE2_peak_3215 chr3_45165976_45166214 330 chr3_45165839_45166214 CDCP1 . .
FTE_peak_1945 100 125 FTE1_peak_3270 chr3_46140041_46140165 125 FTE2_peak_3217 chr3_46140019_46140180 125 chr3_46140019_46140180 . . .
FTE_peak_1946 81.6327 120 FTE1_peak_3271 chr3_46155915_46156061 147 FTE2_peak_3218 chr3_46155888_46156034 147 chr3_46155888_46156061 . . .
FTE_peak_1947 83.871 156 FTE1_peak_3274 chr3_51378005_51378190 186 FTE2_peak_3220 chr3_51378035_51378236 186 chr3_51378005_51378236 DOCK3 . .
FTE_peak_1948 95.8801 256 FTE1_peak_3277 chr3_55194577_55194879 303 FTE2_peak_3224 chr3_55194566_55194832 303 chr3_55194566_55194879 . . .
FTE_peak_1949 100 445 FTE1_peak_3279 chr3_55203649_55204147 499 FTE2_peak_3227 chr3_55203670_55204114 499 chr3_55203649_55204147 . . .
FTE_peak_1950 100 363 FTE1_peak_3280 chr3_55225978_55226451 474 FTE2_peak_3228 chr3_55225994_55226356 474 chr3_55225978_55226451 . . .
FTE_peak_1951 70.4 88 FTE1_peak_3281 chr3_55375707_55375831 125 FTE2_peak_3230 chr3_55375639_55375794 125 chr3_55375639_55375831 . . .
FTE_peak_1952 98.2857 172 FTE1_peak_3284 chr3_55501274_55501448 175 FTE2_peak_3233 chr3_55501245_55501445 175 chr3_55501245_55501448 WNT5A . .
FTE_peak_1953 100 177 FTE1_peak_3286 chr3_55784706_55784938 233 FTE2_peak_3236 chr3_55784723_55784899 233 chr3_55784706_55784938 ERC2 . .
FTE_peak_1954 91.018 152 FTE1_peak_3287 chr3_55919870_55920144 275 FTE2_peak_3237 chr3_55919993_55920159 275 chr3_55919870_55920159 ERC2 . .
FTE_peak_1955 65.5462 156 FTE1_peak_3288 chr3_55925785_55926024 240 FTE2_peak_3238 chr3_55925703_55925940 240 chr3_55925703_55926024 ERC2 . .
FTE_peak_1956 93.4853 287 FTE1_peak_3291 chr3_57903914_57904220 307 FTE2_peak_3241 chr3_57903934_57904275 307 chr3_57903914_57904275 SLMAP . .
FTE_peak_1957 91.5212 367 FTE1_peak_3293 chr3_58033581_58033981 401 FTE2_peak_3242 chr3_58033615_58034070 401 chr3_58033581_58034070 FLNB . .
FTE_peak_1958 100 131 FTE1_peak_3296 chr3_58369735_58369960 226 FTE2_peak_3245 chr3_58369822_58369952 226 chr3_58369735_58369960 PXK . .
FTE_peak_1959 75.2988 189 FTE1_peak_3297 chr3_58546568_58546837 270 FTE2_peak_3246 chr3_58546649_58546899 270 chr3_58546568_58546899 . ACOX2 FAM107A
FTE_peak_1960 88.2096 404 FTE1_peak_3298 chr3_59412833_59413337 505 FTE2_peak_3247 chr3_59412779_59413236 505 chr3_59412779_59413337 . . .
FTE_peak_1961 84.4156 130 FTE1_peak_3300 chr3_61557457_61557610 154 FTE2_peak_3249 chr3_61557392_61557586 154 chr3_61557392_61557610 PTPRG . .
FTE_peak_1962 82.8671 237 FTE1_peak_3303 chr3_63641260_63641545 286 FTE2_peak_3254 chr3_63641177_63641496 286 chr3_63641177_63641545 SNTN . .
FTE_peak_1963 100 211 FTE1_peak_3305 chr3_63962273_63962564 292 FTE2_peak_3255 chr3_63962321_63962531 292 chr3_63962273_63962564 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
FTE_peak_1964 81.3953 105 FTE1_peak_3308 chr3_64884842_64884970 129 FTE2_peak_3257 chr3_64884803_64884946 129 chr3_64884803_64884970 ADAMTS9‐AS2;MIR548A2 . .
FTE_peak_1965 100 142 FTE1_peak_3310 chr3_65817526_65817680 155 FTE2_peak_3260 chr3_65817529_65817670 155 chr3_65817526_65817680 MAGI1 . .
FTE_peak_1966 77.9661 92 FTE1_peak_3311 chr3_66101643_66101803 161 FTE2_peak_3262 chr3_66101617_66101734 161 chr3_66101617_66101803 . . SLC25A26
FTE_peak_1967 100 141 FTE1_peak_3312 chr3_66479249_66479431 183 FTE2_peak_3263 chr3_66479260_66479400 183 chr3_66479249_66479431 LRIG1 . .
FTE_peak_1968 96.5035 138 FTE1_peak_3313 chr3_66644522_66644681 160 FTE2_peak_3264 chr3_66644544_66644686 160 chr3_66644522_66644686 . . .
FTE_peak_1969 100 125 FTE1_peak_3314 chr3_67512124_67512248 125 FTE2_peak_3267 chr3_67512112_67512340 125 chr3_67512112_67512340 SUCLG2 . .
FTE_peak_1970 72.0339 85 FTE1_peak_3316 chr3_67660886_67661021 136 FTE2_peak_3269 chr3_67660937_67661054 136 chr3_67660886_67661054 SUCLG2 . .
FTE_peak_1971 95.9821 215 FTE1_peak_3317 chr3_67697818_67698201 384 FTE2_peak_3270 chr3_67697809_67698032 384 chr3_67697809_67698201 SUCLG2 . .
FTE_peak_1972 71.9298 123 FTE1_peak_3318 chr3_67769840_67770057 218 FTE2_peak_3271 chr3_67769792_67769962 218 chr3_67769792_67770057 . . .
FTE_peak_1973 100 159 FTE1_peak_3321 chr3_69553488_69553687 200 FTE2_peak_3272 chr3_69553509_69553667 200 chr3_69553488_69553687 . . .
FTE_peak_1974 94.8718 185 FTE1_peak_3322 chr3_69759659_69759853 195 FTE2_peak_3273 chr3_69759669_69759919 195 chr3_69759659_69759919 . . MITF
FTE_peak_1975 100 176 FTE1_peak_3323 chr3_69811125_69811314 190 FTE2_peak_3274 chr3_69811137_69811312 190 chr3_69811125_69811314 MITF . .
FTE_peak_1976 93.0769 121 FTE1_peak_3326 chr3_70874082_70874211 130 FTE2_peak_3275 chr3_70874091_70874229 130 chr3_70874082_70874229 . . .
FTE_peak_1977 100 159 FTE1_peak_3328 chr3_70921192_70921350 159 FTE2_peak_3277 chr3_70921049_70921366 159 chr3_70921049_70921366 . . .
FTE_peak_1978 100 128 FTE1_peak_3329 chr3_71151396_71151616 221 FTE2_peak_3279 chr3_71151414_71151541 221 chr3_71151396_71151616 FOXP1 . .
FTE_peak_1979 88.1266 334 FTE1_peak_3331 chr3_71553452_71553927 476 FTE2_peak_3282 chr3_71553594_71553972 476 chr3_71553452_71553972 FOXP1 . .
FTE_peak_1980 100 144 FTE1_peak_3334 chr3_72323999_72324200 202 FTE2_peak_3285 chr3_72324049_72324192 202 chr3_72323999_72324200 . . .
FTE_peak_1981 55.2 69 FTE1_peak_3335 chr3_73120319_73120443 125 FTE2_peak_3286 chr3_73120375_73120649 125 chr3_73120319_73120649 . EBLN2;PPP4R2 .
FTE_peak_1982 87.1795 238 FTE1_peak_3340 chr3_86879843_86880118 276 FTE2_peak_3291 chr3_86879808_86880080 276 chr3_86879808_86880118 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1983 100 251 FTE1_peak_3341 chr3_86986762_86987012 251 FTE2_peak_3293 chr3_86986567_86987051 251 chr3_86986567_86987051 MIR4444‐1 . VGLL3
FTE_peak_1984 58.1395 100 FTE1_peak_3343 chr3_87255373_87255579 207 FTE2_peak_3297 chr3_87255301_87255472 207 chr3_87255301_87255579 MIR4444‐1 . CHMP2B;MIR4795
FTE_peak_1985 92.3497 169 FTE1_peak_3344 chr3_87459249_87459526 278 FTE2_peak_3298 chr3_87459358_87459540 278 chr3_87459249_87459540 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1986 98.8095 166 FTE1_peak_3347 chr3_95008285_95008452 168 FTE2_peak_3301 chr3_95008287_95008477 168 chr3_95008285_95008477 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1987 90.4 113 FTE1_peak_3349 chr3_98503918_98504042 125 FTE2_peak_3304 chr3_98503930_98504073 125 chr3_98503918_98504073 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
FTE_peak_1988 95.9596 190 FTE1_peak_3350 chr3_98689998_98690228 231 FTE2_peak_3306 chr3_98689990_98690187 231 chr3_98689990_98690228 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1989 86.875 139 FTE1_peak_3351 chr3_98691151_98691310 160 FTE2_peak_3307 chr3_98691172_98691334 160 chr3_98691151_98691334 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1990 100 136 FTE1_peak_3352 chr3_98699870_98700185 316 FTE2_peak_3308 chr3_98700031_98700166 316 chr3_98699870_98700185 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1991 100 226 FTE1_peak_3353 chr3_98848088_98848332 245 FTE2_peak_3309 chr3_98848090_98848315 245 chr3_98848088_98848332 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1992 100 272 FTE1_peak_3354 chr3_99114309_99114580 272 FTE2_peak_3310 chr3_99114304_99114661 272 chr3_99114304_99114661 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1993 97.9167 141 FTE1_peak_3355 chr3_99132490_99132636 147 FTE2_peak_3311 chr3_99132496_99132639 147 chr3_99132490_99132639 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1994 89.2857 125 FTE1_peak_3356 chr3_99192198_99192337 140 FTE2_peak_3312 chr3_99192152_99192322 140 chr3_99192152_99192337 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1995 74.5247 196 FTE1_peak_3357 chr3_99223233_99223582 350 FTE2_peak_3313 chr3_99223166_99223428 350 chr3_99223166_99223582 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_1996 53.6313 96 FTE1_peak_3361 chr3_99378904_99379089 186 FTE2_peak_3317 chr3_99378821_99378999 186 chr3_99378821_99379089 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
FTE_peak_1997 100 224 FTE1_peak_3363 chr3_99501926_99502149 224 FTE2_peak_3323 chr3_99501768_99502221 224 chr3_99501768_99502221 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
FTE_peak_1998 84.4828 147 FTE1_peak_3365 chr3_99581125_99581317 193 FTE2_peak_3324 chr3_99581171_99581344 193 chr3_99581125_99581344 3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR548 . .
FTE_peak_1999 89.5105 128 FTE1_peak_3366 chr3_99584319_99584485 167 FTE2_peak_3325 chr3_99584304_99584446 167 chr3_99584304_99584485 3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR548 . .
FTE_peak_2000 84.3023 145 FTE1_peak_3367 chr3_99766284_99766496 213 FTE2_peak_3327 chr3_99766257_99766428 213 chr3_99766257_99766496 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2001 100 148 FTE1_peak_3368 chr3_99988400_99988809 410 FTE2_peak_3328 chr3_99988651_99988798 410 chr3_99988400_99988809 MIR4444‐1;TBC1D23 . .
FTE_peak_2002 100 132 FTE1_peak_3369 chr3_100215867_100215998 132 FTE2_peak_3329 chr3_100215842_100216113 132 chr3_100215842_100216113 MIR4444‐1;TMEM45A . .
FTE_peak_2003 100 122 FTE1_peak_3372 chr3_101647901_101648194 294 FTE2_peak_3330 chr3_101647983_101648104 294 chr3_101647901_101648194 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
FTE_peak_2004 87.9699 117 FTE1_peak_3373 chr3_101659492_101659634 143 FTE2_peak_3331 chr3_101659476_101659608 143 chr3_101659476_101659634 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
FTE_peak_2005 74.6914 121 FTE1_peak_3376 chr3_104860128_104860301 174 FTE2_peak_3336 chr3_104860181_104860342 174 chr3_104860128_104860342 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2006 90.8046 158 FTE1_peak_3380 chr3_105663670_105663891 222 FTE2_peak_3339 chr3_105663734_105663907 222 chr3_105663670_105663907 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2007 100 128 FTE1_peak_3381 chr3_106147546_106147673 128 FTE2_peak_3340 chr3_106147541_106147705 128 chr3_106147541_106147705 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2008 76.0563 108 FTE1_peak_3382 chr3_106279692_106279833 142 FTE2_peak_3341 chr3_106279652_106279799 142 chr3_106279652_106279833 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2009 100 213 FTE1_peak_3383 chr3_106354304_106354516 213 FTE2_peak_3342 chr3_106354288_106354572 213 chr3_106354288_106354572 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2010 100 119 FTE1_peak_3385 chr3_106447192_106447714 523 FTE2_peak_3344 chr3_106447197_106447315 523 chr3_106447192_106447714 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2011 100 209 FTE1_peak_3385 chr3_106447192_106447714 523 FTE2_peak_3345 chr3_106447451_106447659 523 chr3_106447192_106447714 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2012 100 198 FTE1_peak_3386 chr3_106936150_106936347 198 FTE2_peak_3346 chr3_106936086_106936367 198 chr3_106936086_106936367 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
FTE_peak_2013 100 163 FTE1_peak_3387 chr3_106941850_106942087 238 FTE2_peak_3347 chr3_106941901_106942063 238 chr3_106941850_106942087 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
FTE_peak_2014 100 259 FTE1_peak_3388 chr3_107123602_107123903 302 FTE2_peak_3348 chr3_107123643_107123901 302 chr3_107123602_107123903 MIR4444‐1 CCDC54 .
FTE_peak_2015 100 187 FTE1_peak_3389 chr3_110103426_110103744 319 FTE2_peak_3349 chr3_110103487_110103673 319 chr3_110103426_110103744 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2016 100 135 FTE1_peak_3390 chr3_110139087_110139221 135 FTE2_peak_3351 chr3_110139047_110139289 135 chr3_110139047_110139289 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2017 82.8571 145 FTE1_peak_3391 chr3_110318033_110318242 210 FTE2_peak_3356 chr3_110318003_110318177 210 chr3_110318003_110318242 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2018 46.988 78 FTE1_peak_3392 chr3_110533250_110533510 261 FTE2_peak_3357 chr3_110533162_110533327 261 chr3_110533162_110533510 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2019 39.1304 45 FTE1_peak_3393 chr3_110799488_110799623 136 FTE2_peak_3358 chr3_110799418_110799532 136 chr3_110799418_110799623 MIR4444‐1;PVRL3 PVRL3‐AS1 .
FTE_peak_2020 100 316 FTE1_peak_3396 chr3_111454139_111454514 376 FTE2_peak_3359 chr3_111454162_111454477 376 chr3_111454139_111454514 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
FTE_peak_2021 96.5217 111 FTE1_peak_3397 chr3_111565795_111565972 178 FTE2_peak_3361 chr3_111565791_111565905 178 chr3_111565791_111565972 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 PLCXD2 .
FTE_peak_2022 88.4058 122 FTE1_peak_3398 chr3_111623717_111623854 138 FTE2_peak_3362 chr3_111623694_111623838 138 chr3_111623694_111623854 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 . .
FTE_peak_2023 100 326 FTE1_peak_3400 chr3_112110208_112110533 326 FTE2_peak_3364 chr3_112110192_112110538 326 chr3_112110192_112110538 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
FTE_peak_2024 99.5868 241 FTE1_peak_3402 chr3_112359584_112360154 571 FTE2_peak_3366 chr3_112359914_112360155 571 chr3_112359584_112360155 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2025 87.7953 223 FTE1_peak_3403 chr3_112366034_112366287 254 FTE2_peak_3367 chr3_112366001_112366256 254 chr3_112366001_112366287 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
FTE_peak_2026 100 188 FTE1_peak_3404 chr3_112372526_112373108 583 FTE2_peak_3368 chr3_112372529_112372716 583 chr3_112372526_112373108 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
FTE_peak_2027 100 200 FTE1_peak_3405 chr3_112390891_112391196 306 FTE2_peak_3369 chr3_112390992_112391191 306 chr3_112390891_112391196 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2028 100 177 FTE1_peak_3406 chr3_112497560_112497736 177 FTE2_peak_3370 chr3_112497514_112497764 177 chr3_112497514_112497764 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2029 100 137 FTE1_peak_3407 chr3_112817066_112817202 137 FTE2_peak_3371 chr3_112817062_112817238 137 chr3_112817062_112817238 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2030 100 268 FTE1_peak_3408 chr3_113549516_113549783 268 FTE2_peak_3373 chr3_113549498_113549797 268 chr3_113549498_113549797 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
FTE_peak_2031 100 169 FTE1_peak_3410 chr3_114327163_114327438 276 FTE2_peak_3375 chr3_114327243_114327411 276 chr3_114327163_114327438 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
FTE_peak_2032 94.4737 359 FTE1_peak_3412 chr3_115507804_115508234 431 FTE2_peak_3379 chr3_115507876_115508255 431 chr3_115507804_115508255 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
FTE_peak_2033 29.5652 34 FTE1_peak_3413 chr3_116755180_116755348 169 FTE2_peak_3380 chr3_116755315_116755429 169 chr3_116755180_116755429 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2034 100 348 FTE1_peak_3415 chr3_119028945_119029292 348 FTE2_peak_3381 chr3_119028810_119029365 348 chr3_119028810_119029365 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2035 83.0189 176 FTE1_peak_3416 chr3_119030276_119030489 214 FTE2_peak_3382 chr3_119030314_119030525 214 chr3_119030276_119030525 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2036 99.2188 127 FTE1_peak_3419 chr3_123324163_123324320 158 FTE2_peak_3386 chr3_123324162_123324289 158 chr3_123324162_123324320 MIR4444‐1;MYLK‐AS1 PTPLB MYLK
FTE_peak_2037 66.9173 89 FTE1_peak_3420 chr3_123469704_123469848 145 FTE2_peak_3389 chr3_123469660_123469792 145 chr3_123469660_123469848 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
FTE_peak_2038 69.4611 116 FTE1_peak_3421 chr3_123553633_123553806 174 FTE2_peak_3391 chr3_123553582_123553748 174 chr3_123553582_123553806 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
FTE_peak_2039 67.319 344 FTE1_peak_3422 chr3_124597462_124598082 621 FTE2_peak_3394 chr3_124597739_124598249 621 chr3_124597462_124598249 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
FTE_peak_2040 92.6421 277 FTE1_peak_3423 chr3_124781926_124782227 302 FTE2_peak_3395 chr3_124781951_124782249 302 chr3_124781926_124782249 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
FTE_peak_2041 100 177 FTE1_peak_3426 chr3_126630257_126630572 316 FTE2_peak_3397 chr3_126630337_126630513 316 chr3_126630257_126630572 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2042 95.6938 200 FTE1_peak_3427 chr3_127453667_127454104 438 FTE2_peak_3398 chr3_127453658_127453866 438 chr3_127453658_127454104 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2043 100 115 FTE1_peak_3429 chr3_127608429_127608631 203 FTE2_peak_3399 chr3_127608462_127608576 203 chr3_127608429_127608631 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2044 60.8 76 FTE1_peak_3430 chr3_127831351_127831475 125 FTE2_peak_3400 chr3_127831273_127831426 125 chr3_127831273_127831475 MIR4444‐1;RUVBL1 . .
FTE_peak_2045 100 130 FTE1_peak_3432 chr3_129204653_129204891 239 FTE2_peak_3401 chr3_129204737_129204866 239 chr3_129204653_129204891 IFT122;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2046 95.0549 173 FTE1_peak_3436 chr3_131622860_131623041 182 FTE2_peak_3403 chr3_131622869_131623082 182 chr3_131622860_131623082 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2047 72.1739 83 FTE1_peak_3437 chr3_131853534_131853668 135 FTE2_peak_3404 chr3_131853586_131853700 135 chr3_131853534_131853700 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2048 100 160 FTE1_peak_3439 chr3_131950584_131950775 192 FTE2_peak_3405 chr3_131950593_131950752 192 chr3_131950584_131950775 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2049 91.3462 190 FTE1_peak_3440 chr3_133127908_133128115 208 FTE2_peak_3408 chr3_133127863_133128097 208 chr3_133127863_133128115 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
FTE_peak_2050 88.1356 104 FTE1_peak_3441 chr3_133287668_133287804 137 FTE2_peak_3409 chr3_133287654_133287771 137 chr3_133287654_133287804 MIR4444‐1 . CDV3
FTE_peak_2051 100 309 FTE1_peak_3444 chr3_134045776_134046084 309 FTE2_peak_3413 chr3_134045773_134046148 309 chr3_134045773_134046148 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_peak_2052 78.3333 94 FTE1_peak_3445 chr3_134046573_134046737 165 FTE2_peak_3414 chr3_134046547_134046666 165 chr3_134046547_134046737 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_peak_2053 100 126 FTE1_peak_3446 chr3_134047061_134047230 170 FTE2_peak_3415 chr3_134047065_134047190 170 chr3_134047061_134047230 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_peak_2054 100 243 FTE1_peak_3447 chr3_134146258_134146604 347 FTE2_peak_3416 chr3_134146323_134146565 347 chr3_134146258_134146604 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
FTE_peak_2055 100 152 FTE1_peak_3448 chr3_135615547_135615738 192 FTE2_peak_3418 chr3_135615565_135615716 192 chr3_135615547_135615738 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2056 100 162 FTE1_peak_3450 chr3_139021081_139021449 369 FTE2_peak_3420 chr3_139021280_139021441 369 chr3_139021081_139021449 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2057 89.6552 286 FTE1_peak_3455 chr3_141050681_141050999 319 FTE2_peak_3422 chr3_141050583_141050966 319 chr3_141050583_141050999 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_peak_2058 100 176 FTE1_peak_3457 chr3_141086219_141086394 176 FTE2_peak_3424 chr3_141086106_141086489 176 chr3_141086106_141086489 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_peak_2059 49.2386 97 FTE1_peak_3460 chr3_141088682_141089116 435 FTE2_peak_3425 chr3_141088582_141088778 435 chr3_141088582_141089116 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_peak_2060 100 154 FTE1_peak_3464 chr3_141201230_141201447 218 FTE2_peak_3427 chr3_141201267_141201420 218 chr3_141201230_141201447 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
FTE_peak_2061 98.1366 158 FTE1_peak_3465 chr3_141994908_141995068 161 FTE2_peak_3428 chr3_141994874_141995065 161 chr3_141994874_141995068 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2062 81.2207 173 FTE1_peak_3466 chr3_143162709_143162940 232 FTE2_peak_3430 chr3_143162669_143162881 232 chr3_143162669_143162940 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
FTE_peak_2063 100 276 FTE1_peak_3467 chr3_143244279_143244676 398 FTE2_peak_3431 chr3_143244314_143244589 398 chr3_143244279_143244676 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
FTE_peak_2064 100 209 FTE1_peak_3469 chr3_143327917_143328153 237 FTE2_peak_3433 chr3_143327945_143328153 237 chr3_143327917_143328153 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
FTE_peak_2065 100 140 FTE1_peak_3472 chr3_144734190_144734408 219 FTE2_peak_3435 chr3_144734204_144734343 219 chr3_144734190_144734408 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2066 96.6667 145 FTE1_peak_3473 chr3_144961638_144961787 150 FTE2_peak_3436 chr3_144961643_144961807 150 chr3_144961638_144961807 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2067 100 199 FTE1_peak_3475 chr3_145881471_145881669 199 FTE2_peak_3437 chr3_145881408_145881675 199 chr3_145881408_145881675 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
FTE_peak_2068 17.8082 26 FTE1_peak_3477 chr3_146224391_146224568 178 FTE2_peak_3440 chr3_146224543_146224688 178 chr3_146224391_146224688 MIR4444‐1 PLSCR2 PLSCR1
FTE_peak_2069 89.9225 116 FTE1_peak_3478 chr3_146521641_146521769 129 FTE2_peak_3441 chr3_146521654_146521808 129 chr3_146521641_146521808 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2070 100 227 FTE1_peak_3479 chr3_146612860_146613113 254 FTE2_peak_3442 chr3_146612865_146613091 254 chr3_146612860_146613113 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2071 75.1773 106 FTE1_peak_3481 chr3_148655351_148655491 141 FTE2_peak_3444 chr3_148655266_148655456 141 chr3_148655266_148655491 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2072 100 131 FTE1_peak_3482 chr3_148723353_148723483 131 FTE2_peak_3445 chr3_148723340_148723565 131 chr3_148723340_148723565 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
FTE_peak_2073 100 279 FTE1_peak_3483 chr3_148735004_148735358 355 FTE2_peak_3446 chr3_148735011_148735289 355 chr3_148735004_148735358 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
FTE_peak_2074 100 201 FTE1_peak_3485 chr3_148897024_148897247 224 FTE2_peak_3447 chr3_148897040_148897240 224 chr3_148897024_148897247 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
FTE_peak_2075 100 150 FTE1_peak_3487 chr3_148942988_148943194 207 FTE2_peak_3448 chr3_148943034_148943183 207 chr3_148942988_148943194 MIR4444‐1 CP .
FTE_peak_2076 60.7362 99 FTE1_peak_3488 chr3_148965230_148965392 163 FTE2_peak_3449 chr3_148965294_148965586 163 chr3_148965230_148965586 MIR4444‐1 CP .
FTE_peak_2077 97.6 122 FTE1_peak_3489 chr3_148995447_148995571 125 FTE2_peak_3450 chr3_148995436_148995568 125 chr3_148995436_148995571 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2078 100 151 FTE1_peak_3490 chr3_149057836_149058061 226 FTE2_peak_3451 chr3_149057870_149058020 226 chr3_149057836_149058061 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF18 TM4SF1
FTE_peak_2079 95.4545 147 FTE1_peak_3491 chr3_149119453_149119661 209 FTE2_peak_3456 chr3_149119515_149119668 209 chr3_149119453_149119668 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
FTE_peak_2080 34.375 44 FTE1_peak_3492 chr3_149166333_149166460 128 FTE2_peak_3457 chr3_149166417_149166548 128 chr3_149166333_149166548 MIR4444‐1 . TM4SF4
FTE_peak_2081 74.2268 144 FTE1_peak_3494 chr3_149865032_149865421 390 FTE2_peak_3460 chr3_149864982_149865175 390 chr3_149864982_149865421 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2082 81.5476 137 FTE1_peak_3494 chr3_149865032_149865421 390 FTE2_peak_3461 chr3_149865285_149865452 390 chr3_149865032_149865452 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2083 100 223 FTE1_peak_3495 chr3_149966329_149966551 223 FTE2_peak_3462 chr3_149966311_149966585 223 chr3_149966311_149966585 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2084 97.1014 134 FTE1_peak_3496 chr3_150027465_150027602 138 FTE2_peak_3463 chr3_150027469_150027666 138 chr3_150027465_150027666 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2085 100 153 FTE1_peak_3497 chr3_150089678_150089860 183 FTE2_peak_3465 chr3_150089708_150089860 183 chr3_150089678_150089860 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE peak 2086 81.6901 116 FTE1 peak 3498 chr3 150167357 150167508 152 FTE2 peak 3466 chr3 150167331 150167472 152 chr3 150167331 150167508 MIR4444‐1;TSC22D2 . .
FTE_peak_2088 100 174 FTE1_peak_3500 chr3_151582630_151582827 198 FTE2_peak_3469 chr3_151582630_151582803 198 chr3_151582630_151582827 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
FTE_peak_2089 100 188 FTE1_peak_3501 chr3_151694125_151694312 188 FTE2_peak_3470 chr3_151694117_151694336 188 chr3_151694117_151694336 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2090 100 227 FTE1_peak_3505 chr3_153068267_153068504 238 FTE2_peak_3474 chr3_153068275_153068501 238 chr3_153068267_153068504 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2091 62.5 145 FTE1_peak_3508 chr3_154788758_154788991 234 FTE2_peak_3478 chr3_154788671_154788902 234 chr3_154788671_154788991 MIR4444‐1 . MME
FTE_peak_2092 94.0639 206 FTE1_peak_3509 chr3_154950449_154950667 219 FTE2_peak_3480 chr3_154950435_154950654 219 chr3_154950435_154950667 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2093 93.5622 218 FTE1_peak_3512 chr3_157029492_157029796 305 FTE2_peak_3486 chr3_157029579_157029811 305 chr3_157029492_157029811 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
FTE_peak_2094 98.0769 408 FTE1_peak_3513 chr3_157077876_157078291 416 FTE2_peak_3488 chr3_157077868_157078283 416 chr3_157077868_157078291 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
FTE_peak_2095 100 196 FTE1_peak_3514 chr3_157504049_157504244 196 FTE2_peak_3492 chr3_157504042_157504274 196 chr3_157504042_157504274 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2096 62.4161 93 FTE1_peak_3515 chr3_158401481_158401629 149 FTE2_peak_3494 chr3_158401537_158401716 149 chr3_158401481_158401716 GFM1;MIR4444‐1 LXN RARRES1
FTE_peak_2097 95.5285 470 FTE1_peak_3517 chr3_158800176_158800786 611 FTE2_peak_3497 chr3_158800317_158800808 611 chr3_158800176_158800808 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2098 100 351 FTE1_peak_3519 chr3_159175776_159176126 351 FTE2_peak_3498 chr3_159175711_159176263 351 chr3_159175711_159176263 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
FTE_peak_2099 100 147 FTE1_peak_3521 chr3_159451329_159451475 147 FTE2_peak_3500 chr3_159451162_159451510 147 chr3_159451162_159451510 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
FTE_peak_2100 48.5246 148 FTE1_peak_3523 chr3_159646528_159646832 305 FTE2_peak_3502 chr3_159646317_159646675 305 chr3_159646317_159646832 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2101 93.6652 207 FTE1_peak_3526 chr3_160415907_160416150 244 FTE2_peak_3503 chr3_160415944_160416164 244 chr3_160415907_160416164 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
FTE_peak_2102 100 181 FTE1_peak_3527 chr3_160881205_160881385 181 FTE2_peak_3504 chr3_160881136_160881438 181 chr3_160881136_160881438 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2103 100 125 FTE1_peak_3528 chr3_160984518_160984642 125 FTE2_peak_3505 chr3_160984482_160984760 125 chr3_160984482_160984760 MIR4444‐1 NMD3 .
FTE_peak_2104 100 201 FTE1_peak_3529 chr3_161859069_161859269 201 FTE2_peak_3506 chr3_161859066_161859288 201 chr3_161859066_161859288 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2105 100 168 FTE1_peak_3530 chr3_162013237_162013495 259 FTE2_peak_3507 chr3_162013258_162013425 259 chr3_162013237_162013495 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2106 93.913 108 FTE1_peak_3531 chr3_162155369_162155493 125 FTE2_peak_3509 chr3_162155386_162155500 125 chr3_162155369_162155500 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2107 100 153 FTE1_peak_3532 chr3_162242896_162243101 206 FTE2_peak_3512 chr3_162242941_162243093 206 chr3_162242896_162243101 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2108 94.2029 195 FTE1_peak_3533 chr3_168519709_168519915 207 FTE2_peak_3515 chr3_168519721_168519972 207 chr3_168519709_168519972 EGFEM1P;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2109 87.5486 225 FTE1_peak_3534 chr3_168830014_168830323 310 FTE2_peak_3517 chr3_168829982_168830238 310 chr3_168829982_168830323 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2110 90 126 FTE1_peak_3538 chr3_170444476_170444697 222 FTE2_peak_3520 chr3_170444572_170444711 222 chr3_170444476_170444711 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2111 84.058 174 FTE1_peak_3539 chr3_170463215_170463421 207 FTE2_peak_3522 chr3_170463047_170463388 207 chr3_170463047_170463421 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2112 100 297 FTE1_peak_3540 chr3_170469429_170469725 297 FTE2_peak_3523 chr3_170469277_170470265 297 chr3_170469277_170470265 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2113 64.1221 84 FTE1_peak_3541 chr3_170520422_170520795 374 FTE2_peak_3524 chr3_170520375_170520505 374 chr3_170520375_170520795 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2114 100 129 FTE1_peak_3541 chr3_170520422_170520795 374 FTE2_peak_3525 chr3_170520598_170520726 374 chr3_170520422_170520795 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2115 100 186 FTE1_peak_3543 chr3_170627359_170627595 237 FTE2_peak_3526 chr3_170627378_170627563 237 chr3_170627359_170627595 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
FTE_peak_2116 89.1892 132 FTE1_peak_3545 chr3_171594614_171594810 197 FTE2_peak_3527 chr3_171594598_171594745 197 chr3_171594598_171594810 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
FTE_peak_2117 100 168 FTE1_peak_3549 chr3_171939441_171939633 193 FTE2_peak_3530 chr3_171939449_171939616 193 chr3_171939441_171939633 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2118 83.5616 122 FTE1_peak_3552 chr3_174667405_174667582 178 FTE2_peak_3534 chr3_174667381_174667526 178 chr3_174667381_174667582 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 . .
FTE_peak_2119 100 164 FTE1_peak_3554 chr3_177063504_177063721 218 FTE2_peak_3535 chr3_177063523_177063686 218 chr3_177063504_177063721 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2120 78.3699 250 FTE1_peak_3555 chr3_177196264_177196582 319 FTE2_peak_3536 chr3_177196333_177196755 319 chr3_177196264_177196755 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2121 100 137 FTE1_peak_3560 chr3_177553786_177554117 332 FTE2_peak_3538 chr3_177553918_177554054 332 chr3_177553786_177554117 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2122 95.5556 172 FTE1_peak_3561 chr3_177623975_177624154 180 FTE2_peak_3539 chr3_177623983_177624588 180 chr3_177623975_177624588 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2123 22.807 52 FTE1_peak_3563 chr3_177695336_177695723 388 FTE2_peak_3540 chr3_177695672_177695899 388 chr3_177695336_177695899 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2124 95.4545 168 FTE1_peak_3565 chr3_177837496_177837671 176 FTE2_peak_3541 chr3_177837481_177837663 176 chr3_177837481_177837671 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2125 100 192 FTE1_peak_3566 chr3_177888475_177888666 192 FTE2_peak_3542 chr3_177888447_177888808 192 chr3_177888447_177888808 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_peak_2126 92.278 478 FTE1_peak_3567 chr3_178100207_178100724 518 FTE2_peak_3544 chr3_178100247_178100780 518 chr3_178100207_178100780 . MIR4444‐1 .
FTE_peak_2127 92.3077 204 FTE1_peak_3568 chr3_178745112_178745332 221 FTE2_peak_3545 chr3_178745129_178745406 221 chr3_178745112_178745406 ZMAT3 . .
FTE_peak_2128 100 187 FTE1_peak_3571 chr3_182849598_182849818 221 FTE2_peak_3546 chr3_182849603_182849789 221 chr3_182849598_182849818 LAMP3 . .
FTE_peak_2129 100 191 FTE1_peak_3573 chr3_183201368_183201721 354 FTE2_peak_3547 chr3_183201528_183201718 354 chr3_183201368_183201721 . LOC100505687 KLHL6
FTE_peak_2130 92.8571 195 FTE1_peak_3574 chr3_183483291_183483514 224 FTE2_peak_3548 chr3_183483320_183483529 224 chr3_183483291_183483529 YEATS2 . .
FTE_peak_2131 20.8589 34 FTE1_peak_3576 chr3_185376132_185376294 163 FTE2_peak_3550 chr3_185376261_185376537 163 chr3_185376132_185376537 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
FTE_peak_2132 54.4715 134 FTE1_peak_3577 chr3_185376404_185376649 246 FTE2_peak_3550 chr3_185376261_185376537 246 chr3_185376261_185376649 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
FTE_peak_2133 97.1223 405 FTE1_peak_3578 chr3_185446746_185447415 670 FTE2_peak_3551 chr3_185447011_185447427 670 chr3_185446746_185447427 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
FTE_peak_2134 99.2656 811 FTE1_peak_3581 chr3_186507722_186508538 817 FTE2_peak_3553 chr3_186507685_186508532 817 chr3_186507685_186508538 RFC4 NORA4;SNORA63;S .
FTE_peak_2135 100 147 FTE1_peak_3583 chr3_187673200_187673431 232 FTE2_peak_3558 chr3_187673279_187673425 232 chr3_187673200_187673431 . . .
FTE_peak_2136 100 159 FTE1_peak_3584 chr3_187938822_187939056 235 FTE2_peak_3559 chr3_187938877_187939035 235 chr3_187938822_187939056 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2137 54.918 134 FTE1_peak_3585 chr3_187983931_187984174 244 FTE2_peak_3560 chr3_187983775_187984064 244 chr3_187983775_187984174 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2138 100 127 FTE1_peak_3586 chr3_187984342_187984468 127 FTE2_peak_3561 chr3_187984337_187984544 127 chr3_187984337_187984544 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2139 73.8095 93 FTE1_peak_3588 chr3_188004113_188004254 142 FTE2_peak_3563 chr3_188004080_188004205 142 chr3_188004080_188004254 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2140 82.4818 113 FTE1_peak_3590 chr3_188066836_188066972 137 FTE2_peak_3564 chr3_188066860_188067031 137 chr3_188066836_188067031 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2141 91.3295 158 FTE1_peak_3593 chr3_188312130_188312302 173 FTE2_peak_3567 chr3_188312145_188312332 173 chr3_188312130_188312332 LPP . .
FTE_peak_2142 100 136 FTE1_peak_3597 chr3_189632744_189632891 148 FTE2_peak_3574 chr3_189632753_189632888 148 chr3_189632744_189632891 . TP63 .
FTE_peak_2143 100 179 FTE1_peak_3598 chr3_189721586_189721903 318 FTE2_peak_3575 chr3_189721621_189721799 318 chr3_189721586_189721903 LEPREL1 . .
FTE_peak_2144 23.1293 34 FTE1_peak_3599 chr3_189903180_189903347 168 FTE2_peak_3576 chr3_189903067_189903213 168 chr3_189903067_189903347 . . .
FTE_peak_2145 39.8305 47 FTE1_peak_3600 chr3_190104270_190104394 125 FTE2_peak_3578 chr3_190104348_190104465 125 chr3_190104270_190104465 . . CLDN16
FTE_peak_2146 66.0819 113 FTE1_peak_3601 chr3_190284318_190284488 171 FTE2_peak_3579 chr3_190284376_190284546 171 chr3_190284318_190284546 IL1RAP . .
FTE_peak_2147 82.8767 121 FTE1_peak_3603 chr3_190427241_190427401 161 FTE2_peak_3580 chr3_190427216_190427361 161 chr3_190427216_190427401 . . .
FTE_peak_2148 50.4132 61 FTE1_peak_3605 chr3_190784585_190784709 125 FTE2_peak_3581 chr3_190784525_190784645 125 chr3_190784525_190784709 . . .
FTE_peak_2149 100 184 FTE1_peak_3611 chr3_194314153_194314394 242 FTE2_peak_3583 chr3_194314175_194314358 242 chr3_194314153_194314394 TMEM44 . .
FTE_peak_2150 49.7238 90 FTE1_peak_3612 chr3_194319651_194319841 191 FTE2_peak_3584 chr3_194319752_194319932 191 chr3_194319651_194319932 TMEM44 . .
FTE_peak_2151 92.5373 124 FTE1_peak_3614 chr3_197214756_197215015 260 FTE2_peak_3587 chr3_197214892_197215025 260 chr3_197214756_197215025 . . BDH1
FTE_peak_2152 77.707 122 FTE1_peak_3615 chr3_197217032_197217188 157 FTE2_peak_3588 chr3_197217067_197217268 157 chr3_197217032_197217268 . . BDH1
FTE_peak_2153 100 315 FTE1_peak_3616 chr4_2331752_2332308 557 FTE2_peak_3589 chr4_2331828_2332142 557 chr4_2331752_2332308 ZFYVE28 . .
FTE_peak_2154 77.5641 121 FTE1_peak_3617 chr4_4335192_4335350 159 FTE2_peak_3591 chr4_4335157_4335312 159 chr4_4335157_4335350 . ZBTB49 .
FTE_peak_2155 100 126 FTE1_peak_3621 chr4_7024029_7024214 186 FTE2_peak_3593 chr4_7024064_7024189 186 chr4_7024029_7024214 TBC1D14 . 6;LOC100129931;TADA2B
FTE_peak_2156 60.7407 82 FTE1_peak_3622 chr4_7651730_7651864 135 FTE2_peak_3594 chr4_7651783_7651939 135 chr4_7651730_7651939 SORCS2 . .
FTE_peak_2157 99.2701 136 FTE1_peak_3623 chr4_7807321_7807461 141 FTE2_peak_3595 chr4_7807320_7807456 141 chr4_7807320_7807461 AFAP1 AFAP1‐AS1 .
FTE_peak_2158 97.5845 202 FTE1_peak_3624 chr4_7846485_7846716 232 FTE2_peak_3597 chr4_7846480_7846686 232 chr4_7846480_7846716 AFAP1 . .
FTE_peak_2159 100 193 FTE1_peak_3626 chr4_7894054_7894297 244 FTE2_peak_3599 chr4_7894079_7894271 244 chr4_7894054_7894297 AFAP1 . .
FTE_peak_2160 100 188 FTE1_peak_3627 chr4_10206058_10206319 262 FTE2_peak_3604 chr4_10206108_10206295 262 chr4_10206058_10206319 . . .
FTE_peak_2161 86.9565 120 FTE1_peak_3628 chr4_13350836_13350973 138 FTE2_peak_3607 chr4_13350854_13350991 138 chr4_13350836_13350991 . HSP90AB2P RAB28
FTE_peak_2162 56.3025 67 FTE1_peak_3629 chr4_13561095_13561254 160 FTE2_peak_3608 chr4_13561188_13561306 160 chr4_13561095_13561306 . 5547;LOC285548;N BOD1L
FTE_peak_2163 100 182 FTE1_peak_3631 chr4_13893693_13893954 262 FTE2_peak_3609 chr4_13893771_13893952 262 chr4_13893693_13893954 . . .
FTE_peak_2164 100 167 FTE1_peak_3632 chr4_13894138_13894378 241 FTE2_peak_3610 chr4_13894165_13894331 241 chr4_13894138_13894378 . . .
FTE_peak_2165 93.2331 248 FTE1_peak_3633 chr4_13909023_13909288 266 FTE2_peak_3611 chr4_13908984_13909270 266 chr4_13908984_13909288 . . .
FTE_peak_2166 100 159 FTE1_peak_3634 chr4_13922746_13922904 159 FTE2_peak_3612 chr4_13922677_13922908 159 chr4_13922677_13922908 . . .
FTE_peak_2167 100 388 FTE1_peak_3635 chr4_13990032_13990485 454 FTE2_peak_3613 chr4_13990090_13990477 454 chr4_13990032_13990485 . . .
FTE_peak_2168 96.6981 205 FTE1_peak_3636 chr4_14098181_14098454 274 FTE2_peak_3614 chr4_14098250_14098461 274 chr4_14098181_14098461 . . LOC152742
FTE_peak_2169 97.4194 151 FTE1_peak_3639 chr4_14296312_14296505 194 FTE2_peak_3615 chr4_14296355_14296509 194 chr4_14296312_14296509 . . .
FTE_peak_2170 84.8485 112 FTE1_peak_3641 chr4_15079707_15079847 141 FTE2_peak_3617 chr4_15079736_15079867 141 chr4_15079707_15079867 . CPEB2 .
FTE_peak_2171 100 134 FTE1_peak_3643 chr4_15402654_15402792 139 FTE2_peak_3619 chr4_15402655_15402788 139 chr4_15402654_15402792 C1QTNF7 . .
FTE_peak_2172 100 294 FTE1_peak_3644 chr4_15453743_15454036 294 FTE2_peak_3620 chr4_15453497_15454069 294 chr4_15453497_15454069 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
FTE_peak_2173 100 127 FTE1_peak_3645 chr4_15691753_15691879 127 FTE2_peak_3621 chr4_15691752_15692307 127 chr4_15691752_15692307 FAM200B . BST1
FTE_peak_2174 97.9424 238 FTE1_peak_3646 chr4_15692070_15692312 243 FTE2_peak_3621 chr4_15691752_15692307 243 chr4_15691752_15692312 FAM200B . BST1
FTE_peak_2175 100 256 FTE1_peak_3650 chr4_16629698_16629975 278 FTE2_peak_3627 chr4_16629703_16629958 278 chr4_16629698_16629975 LDB2 . .
FTE_peak_2176 100 155 FTE1_peak_3653 chr4_17143890_17144044 155 FTE2_peak_3628 chr4_17143889_17144066 155 chr4_17143889_17144066 . . .
FTE_peak_2177 92.5714 162 FTE1_peak_3654 chr4_19382640_19382971 332 FTE2_peak_3630 chr4_19382810_19382984 332 chr4_19382640_19382984 . . .
FTE_peak_2178 84.2857 236 FTE1_peak_3656 chr4_19691195_19691528 334 FTE2_peak_3631 chr4_19691293_19691572 334 chr4_19691195_19691572 . . .
FTE_peak_2179 70.4 88 FTE1_peak_3657 chr4_19947848_19947972 125 FTE2_peak_3632 chr4_19947739_19947935 125 chr4_19947739_19947972 . . .
FTE_peak_2180 49.1525 58 FTE1_peak_3658 chr4_20195854_20195978 125 FTE2_peak_3633 chr4_20195794_20195911 125 chr4_20195794_20195978 . . .
FTE_peak_2181 100 133 FTE1_peak_3660 chr4_20522627_20522759 133 FTE2_peak_3635 chr4_20522616_20522760 133 chr4_20522616_20522760 SLIT2 . MIR218‐1
FTE_peak_2182 56.1798 100 FTE1_peak_3662 chr4_21886988_21887175 188 FTE2_peak_3636 chr4_21887076_21887253 188 chr4_21886988_21887253 KCNIP4 . .
FTE_peak_2183 100 115 FTE1_peak_3663 chr4_22180685_22180933 249 FTE2_peak_3637 chr4_22180791_22180905 249 chr4_22180685_22180933 . . .
FTE_peak_2184 100 211 FTE1_peak_3664 chr4_24212020_24212230 211 FTE2_peak_3638 chr4_24211965_24212265 211 chr4_24211965_24212265 . . .
FTE_peak_2185 85.7143 114 FTE1_peak_3665 chr4_25815341_25815474 134 FTE2_peak_3640 chr4_25815361_25815493 134 chr4_25815341_25815493 SEL1L3 . .
FTE_peak_2186 96.7105 147 FTE1_peak_3667 chr4_26199014_26199219 206 FTE2_peak_3644 chr4_26199073_26199224 206 chr4_26199014_26199224 . . .
FTE_peak_2187 100 198 FTE1_peak_3668 chr4_26328406_26328657 252 FTE2_peak_3645 chr4_26328437_26328634 252 chr4_26328406_26328657 RBPJ . .
FTE_peak_2188 68.7898 108 FTE1_peak_3670 chr4_38101603_38101779 177 FTE2_peak_3649 chr4_38101554_38101710 177 chr4_38101554_38101779 TBC1D1 . .
FTE_peak_2189 100 264 FTE1_peak_3671 chr4_38833304_38833599 296 FTE2_peak_3650 chr4_38833327_38833590 296 chr4_38833304_38833599 TLR6 TLR1 .
FTE_peak_2190 87.6033 106 FTE1_peak_3672 chr4_38950170_38950371 202 FTE2_peak_3651 chr4_38950266_38950386 202 chr4_38950170_38950386 . FAM114A1 TMEM156
FTE_peak_2191 96.5517 168 FTE1_peak_3674 chr4_40623797_40623970 174 FTE2_peak_3653 chr4_40623791_40623964 174 chr4_40623791_40623970 RBM47 . .
FTE_peak_2192 100 153 FTE1_peak_3675 chr4_41145464_41145690 227 FTE2_peak_3654 chr4_41145475_41145627 227 chr4_41145464_41145690 APBB2 . .
FTE_peak_2193 81.7647 139 FTE1_peak_3679 chr4_43341590_43341775 186 FTE2_peak_3656 chr4_43341559_43341728 186 chr4_43341559_43341775 . . .
FTE_peak_2194 100 203 FTE1_peak_3682 chr4_47527534_47527791 258 FTE2_peak_3658 chr4_47527577_47527779 258 chr4_47527534_47527791 ATP10D . .
FTE_peak_2195 87.9699 117 FTE1_peak_3684 chr4_47626039_47626177 139 FTE2_peak_3659 chr4_47626061_47626193 139 chr4_47626039_47626193 CORIN . .
FTE_peak_2196 90.8537 149 FTE1_peak_3685 chr4_47743303_47743466 164 FTE2_peak_3660 chr4_47743318_47743537 164 chr4_47743303_47743537 CORIN . .
FTE_peak_2197 75.1799 209 FTE1_peak_3686 chr4_48130166_48130443 278 FTE2_peak_3661 chr4_48130009_48130374 278 chr4_48130009_48130443 TXK . TEC
FTE_peak_2198 69.9454 128 FTE1_peak_3687 chr4_48700678_48700860 183 FTE2_peak_3662 chr4_48700597_48700805 183 chr4_48700597_48700860 FRYL . .
FTE_peak_2199 71.9697 95 FTE1_peak_3689 chr4_53964870_53965001 132 FTE2_peak_3665 chr4_53964907_53965068 132 chr4_53964870_53965068 SCFD2 . .
FTE_peak_2200 89.759 149 FTE1_peak_3695 chr4_54939694_54939859 166 FTE2_peak_3669 chr4_54939711_54939959 166 chr4_54939694_54939959 . CHIC2 GSX2
FTE_peak_2201 76.5823 121 FTE1_peak_3698 chr4_55409475_55409632 158 FTE2_peak_3673 chr4_55409327_55409595 158 chr4_55409327_55409632 . . .
FTE_peak_2202 100 175 FTE1_peak_3699 chr4_55434506_55434680 175 FTE2_peak_3674 chr4_55434499_55434686 175 chr4_55434499_55434686 . . .
FTE_peak_2203 97.8873 139 FTE1_peak_3700 chr4_56041985_56042149 165 FTE2_peak_3676 chr4_56041982_56042123 165 chr4_56041982_56042149 . . .
FTE_peak_2204 88.9764 226 FTE1_peak_3702 chr4_57624032_57624285 254 FTE2_peak_3678 chr4_57623941_57624257 254 chr4_57623941_57624285 . . .
FTE_peak_2205 100 125 FTE1_peak_3704 chr4_57911250_57911432 183 FTE2_peak_3681 chr4_57911254_57911378 183 chr4_57911250_57911432 IGFBP7 POLR2B .
FTE_peak_2206 100 241 FTE1_peak_3706 chr4_57947525_57947892 368 FTE2_peak_3683 chr4_57947543_57947783 368 chr4_57947525_57947892 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
FTE_peak_2207 100 221 FTE1_peak_3707 chr4_62178252_62178578 327 FTE2_peak_3685 chr4_62178255_62178475 327 chr4_62178252_62178578 . . .
FTE_peak_2208 100 115 FTE1_peak_3708 chr4_62239725_62239886 162 FTE2_peak_3686 chr4_62239740_62239854 162 chr4_62239725_62239886 . . .
FTE_peak_2209 100 150 FTE1_peak_3709 chr4_62309646_62309795 150 FTE2_peak_3687 chr4_62309634_62309819 150 chr4_62309634_62309819 . . .
FTE_peak_2210 100 144 FTE1_peak_3711 chr4_66808863_66809006 144 FTE2_peak_3688 chr4_66808851_66809010 144 chr4_66808851_66809010 . . .
FTE_peak_2211 84.2105 160 FTE1_peak_3712 chr4_67421093_67421282 190 FTE2_peak_3689 chr4_67421034_67421252 190 chr4_67421034_67421282 . . .
FTE_peak_2212 71.3043 82 FTE1_peak_3716 chr4_70615581_70615705 125 FTE2_peak_3690 chr4_70615624_70615738 125 chr4_70615581_70615738 SULT1B1 . .
FTE_peak_2213 100 162 FTE1_peak_3718 chr4_73243703_73243864 162 FTE2_peak_3693 chr4_73243627_73243903 162 chr4_73243627_73243903 ADAMTS3 . .
FTE_peak_2214 100 115 FTE1_peak_3719 chr4_73645068_73645297 230 FTE2_peak_3694 chr4_73645130_73645244 230 chr4_73645068_73645297 . . .
FTE_peak_2215 100 178 FTE1_peak_3721 chr4_73841156_73841333 178 FTE2_peak_3696 chr4_73841115_73841362 178 chr4_73841115_73841362 . . .
FTE_peak_2216 100 196 FTE1_peak_3722 chr4_74527424_74527619 196 FTE2_peak_3697 chr4_74527330_74527721 196 chr4_74527330_74527721 . . .
FTE_peak_2217 87.9227 182 FTE1_peak_3723 chr4_74570386_74570615 230 FTE2_peak_3698 chr4_74570361_74570567 230 chr4_74570361_74570615 . . .
FTE_peak_2218 100 285 FTE1_peak_3724 chr4_74642040_74642324 285 FTE2_peak_3700 chr4_74641986_74642348 285 chr4_74641986_74642348 . . .
FTE_peak_2219 83.2 104 FTE1_peak_3725 chr4_74722363_74722487 125 FTE2_peak_3702 chr4_74722384_74722554 125 chr4_74722363_74722554 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
FTE_peak_2220 75.6303 90 FTE1_peak_3726 chr4_74757765_74757940 176 FTE2_peak_3704 chr4_74757736_74757854 176 chr4_74757736_74757940 . CXCL1 .
FTE_peak_2221 90.3308 355 FTE1_peak_3727 chr4_74782818_74783210 393 FTE2_peak_3705 chr4_74782731_74783172 393 chr4_74782731_74783210 . . .
FTE_peak_2222 100 134 FTE1_peak_3730 chr4_74988864_74989043 180 FTE2_peak_3707 chr4_74988903_74989036 180 chr4_74988864_74989043 . CXCL2 .
FTE_peak_2223 100 253 FTE1_peak_3731 chr4_75149807_75150059 253 FTE2_peak_3709 chr4_75149652_75150085 253 chr4_75149652_75150085 MTHFD2L . EPGN
FTE_peak_2224 86.8085 408 FTE1_peak_3732 chr4_75240223_75240720 498 FTE2_peak_3710 chr4_75240161_75240630 498 chr4_75240161_75240720 EREG . .
FTE_peak_2225 100 213 FTE1_peak_3733 chr4_75365767_75366060 294 FTE2_peak_3711 chr4_75365785_75365997 294 chr4_75365767_75366060 AREG . .
FTE_peak_2226 78.0591 185 FTE1_peak_3735 chr4_75549972_75550208 237 FTE2_peak_3712 chr4_75549913_75550156 237 chr4_75549913_75550208 . . .
FTE_peak_2227 81.6583 325 FTE1_peak_3736 chr4_76270267_76270708 442 FTE2_peak_3713 chr4_76270194_76270591 442 chr4_76270194_76270708 . . LOC441025
FTE_peak_2228 65.4412 89 FTE1_peak_3737 chr4_76765375_76765642 268 FTE2_peak_3715 chr4_76765554_76765689 268 chr4_76765375_76765689 . . PPEF2
FTE_peak_2229 37.8571 53 FTE1_peak_3741 chr4_77675107_77675252 146 FTE2_peak_3717 chr4_77675020_77675159 146 chr4_77675020_77675252 SHROOM3 . .
FTE_peak_2230 87.5 161 FTE1_peak_3744 chr4_77906156_77906340 185 FTE2_peak_3719 chr4_77906133_77906316 185 chr4_77906133_77906340 11‐Sep . .
FTE_peak_2231 94.3038 149 FTE1_peak_3747 chr4_77928955_77929227 273 FTE2_peak_3720 chr4_77929079_77929236 273 chr4_77928955_77929236 11‐Sep . .
FTE_peak_2232 90.5797 125 FTE1_peak_3750 chr4_78842948_78843085 138 FTE2_peak_3723 chr4_78842871_78843072 138 chr4_78842871_78843085 MRPL1 . .
FTE_peak_2233 100 187 FTE1_peak_3751 chr4_79214988_79215174 187 FTE2_peak_3724 chr4_79214919_79215179 187 chr4_79214919_79215179 FRAS1 . .
FTE_peak_2234 100 157 FTE1_peak_3752 chr4_79481824_79482061 238 FTE2_peak_3725 chr4_79481870_79482026 238 chr4_79481824_79482061 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
FTE_peak_2235 100 131 FTE1_peak_3753 chr4_79567560_79567690 131 FTE2_peak_3727 chr4_79567516_79567756 131 chr4_79567516_79567756 LOC100505702 . .
FTE_peak_2236 100 269 FTE1_peak_3755 chr4_83344888_83345156 269 FTE2_peak_3731 chr4_83344314_83345183 269 chr4_83344314_83345183 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
FTE_peak_2237 100 308 FTE1_peak_3756 chr4_84128922_84129229 308 FTE2_peak_3732 chr4_84128869_84129235 308 chr4_84128869_84129235 . . .
FTE_peak_2238 100 168 FTE1_peak_3757 chr4_84152983_84153194 212 FTE2_peak_3733 chr4_84152983_84153150 212 chr4_84152983_84153194 . . .
FTE_peak_2239 100 150 FTE1_peak_3761 chr4_84776357_84776506 150 FTE2_peak_3735 chr4_84776249_84776638 150 chr4_84776249_84776638 . . .
FTE_peak_2240 100 151 FTE1_peak_3762 chr4_85612652_85612802 151 FTE2_peak_3736 chr4_85612647_85612823 151 chr4_85612647_85612823 WDFY3 . .
FTE_peak_2241 99.3031 285 FTE1_peak_3763 chr4_85799307_85799593 287 FTE2_peak_3737 chr4_85799309_85799616 287 chr4_85799307_85799616 WDFY3 . .
FTE_peak_2242 100 119 FTE1_peak_3765 chr4_85859603_85859732 130 FTE2_peak_3738 chr4_85859611_85859729 130 chr4_85859603_85859732 WDFY3 . WDFY3‐AS2
FTE_peak_2243 100 254 FTE1_peak_3766 chr4_86704734_86704987 254 FTE2_peak_3739 chr4_86704734_86705031 254 chr4_86704734_86705031 ARHGAP24 . .
FTE_peak_2244 82.5397 104 FTE1_peak_3767 chr4_86728729_86728888 160 FTE2_peak_3741 chr4_86728785_86728910 160 chr4_86728729_86728910 ARHGAP24 . .
FTE_peak_2245 93.7931 272 FTE1_peak_3769 chr4_86932262_86932551 290 FTE2_peak_3742 chr4_86932280_86932613 290 chr4_86932262_86932613 . ARHGAP24 MAPK10
FTE_peak_2246 91.2162 135 FTE1_peak_3771 chr4_86957924_86958071 148 FTE2_peak_3743 chr4_86957937_86958087 148 chr4_86957924_86958087 MAPK10 . .
FTE_peak_2247 20.8 26 FTE1_peak_3773 chr4_87260172_87260296 125 FTE2_peak_3745 chr4_87260271_87260431 125 chr4_87260172_87260431 MAPK10 . .
FTE_peak_2248 100 159 FTE1_peak_3776 chr4_88727853_88728011 159 FTE2_peak_3748 chr4_88727819_88728062 159 chr4_88727819_88728062 IBSP . MEPE
FTE_peak_2249 99.359 155 FTE1_peak_3780 chr4_89533396_89533615 220 FTE2_peak_3750 chr4_89533395_89533550 220 chr4_89533395_89533615 HERC3 . .
FTE_peak_2250 100 119 FTE1_peak_3783 chr4_89724785_89724979 195 FTE2_peak_3751 chr4_89724826_89724944 195 chr4_89724785_89724979 FAM13A . .
FTE_peak_2251 93.9394 124 FTE1_peak_3784 chr4_90050477_90050608 132 FTE2_peak_3752 chr4_90050420_90050600 132 chr4_90050420_90050608 . TIGD2 .
FTE_peak_2252 100 134 FTE1_peak_3789 chr4_97085937_97086070 134 FTE2_peak_3755 chr4_97085927_97086109 134 chr4_97085927_97086109 . . .
FTE_peak_2253 100 120 FTE1_peak_3790 chr4_99437330_99437506 177 FTE2_peak_3757 chr4_99437378_99437497 177 chr4_99437330_99437506 TSPAN5 . .
FTE_peak_2254 57.3913 66 FTE1_peak_3792 chr4_100316222_100316383 162 FTE2_peak_3759 chr4_100316173_100316287 162 chr4_100316173_100316383 . . ADH7
FTE_peak_2255 92.8 116 FTE1_peak_3793 chr4_101906194_101906318 125 FTE2_peak_3762 chr4_101906095_101906309 125 chr4_101906095_101906318 . . .
FTE_peak_2256 96 120 FTE1_peak_3795 chr4_102278257_102278488 232 FTE2_peak_3763 chr4_102278252_102278376 232 chr4_102278252_102278488 . FLJ20021;PPP3CA .
FTE_peak_2257 93.8628 260 FTE1_peak_3800 chr4_108817336_108817616 281 FTE2_peak_3769 chr4_108817319_108817595 281 chr4_108817319_108817616 SGMS2 . .
FTE_peak_2258 97.546 318 FTE1_peak_3802 chr4_111775502_111775868 367 FTE2_peak_3773 chr4_111775494_111775819 367 chr4_111775494_111775868 . . .
FTE_peak_2259 100 185 FTE1_peak_3803 chr4_113135124_113135371 248 FTE2_peak_3775 chr4_113135186_113135370 248 chr4_113135124_113135371 . C4orf32 AP1AR
FTE peak 2260 100 252 FTE1 peak 3804 chr4 114276845 114277237 393 FTE2 peak 3776 chr4 114276875 114277126 393 chr4 114276845 114277237 ANK2 . .
FTE_peak_2262 94.8864 167 FTE1_peak_3806 chr4_114388843_114389033 191 FTE2_peak_3779 chr4_114388834_114389009 191 chr4_114388834_114389033 CAMK2D . .
FTE_peak_2263 70.6294 101 FTE1_peak_3808 chr4_114706090_114706232 143 FTE2_peak_3783 chr4_114706132_114706357 143 chr4_114706090_114706357 . CAMK2D .
FTE_peak_2264 100 180 FTE1_peak_3809 chr4_114880441_114880620 180 FTE2_peak_3784 chr4_114880329_114880653 180 chr4_114880329_114880653 ARSJ . .
FTE_peak_2265 76.9874 184 FTE1_peak_3810 chr4_114936666_114936910 245 FTE2_peak_3785 chr4_114936611_114936849 245 chr4_114936611_114936910 . . .
FTE_peak_2266 100 231 FTE1_peak_3811 chr4_119201430_119201660 231 FTE2_peak_3787 chr4_119201270_119202362 231 chr4_119201270_119202362 PRSS12 ST3;SNHG8;SNORA .
FTE_peak_2267 41.9277 174 FTE1_peak_3812 chr4_119202189_119202603 415 FTE2_peak_3787 chr4_119201270_119202362 415 chr4_119201270_119202603 PRSS12 ST3;SNHG8;SNORA .
FTE_peak_2268 100 145 FTE1_peak_3814 chr4_120024590_120024734 145 FTE2_peak_3788 chr4_120024586_120024737 145 chr4_120024586_120024737 . . .
FTE_peak_2269 74.2188 95 FTE1_peak_3815 chr4_120034540_120034683 144 FTE2_peak_3789 chr4_120034507_120034634 144 chr4_120034507_120034683 . . MYOZ2
FTE_peak_2270 100 214 FTE1_peak_3816 chr4_120651332_120651563 232 FTE2_peak_3792 chr4_120651345_120651558 232 chr4_120651332_120651563 . . .
FTE_peak_2271 100 132 FTE1_peak_3817 chr4_120656439_120656677 239 FTE2_peak_3793 chr4_120656444_120656575 239 chr4_120656439_120656677 . . .
FTE_peak_2272 82.5243 170 FTE1_peak_3820 chr4_122650048_122650274 227 FTE2_peak_3795 chr4_122650012_122650217 227 chr4_122650012_122650274 . . TMEM155
FTE_peak_2273 79.5082 97 FTE1_peak_3821 chr4_122706213_122706376 164 FTE2_peak_3796 chr4_122706280_122706401 164 chr4_122706213_122706401 . PP12613;TMEM155 EXOSC9
FTE_peak_2274 93.2039 192 FTE1_peak_3823 chr4_123588088_123588336 249 FTE2_peak_3798 chr4_123588074_123588279 249 chr4_123588074_123588336 . . .
FTE_peak_2275 93.9252 201 FTE1_peak_3825 chr4_123795415_123795686 272 FTE2_peak_3801 chr4_123795486_123795699 272 chr4_123795415_123795699 FGF2 . NUDT6
FTE_peak_2276 100 209 FTE1_peak_3826 chr4_123819671_123819879 209 FTE2_peak_3802 chr4_123819656_123819897 209 chr4_123819656_123819897 NUDT6 FGF2 SPATA5
FTE_peak_2277 40.8 51 FTE1_peak_3828 chr4_124753334_124753458 125 FTE2_peak_3808 chr4_124753408_124754420 125 chr4_124753334_124754420 LOC285419 . .
FTE_peak_2278 100 233 FTE1_peak_3829 chr4_124753970_124754202 233 FTE2_peak_3808 chr4_124753408_124754420 233 chr4_124753408_124754420 LOC285419 . .
FTE_peak_2279 96.5753 141 FTE1_peak_3830 chr4_125000532_125000688 157 FTE2_peak_3809 chr4_125000527_125000672 157 chr4_125000527_125000688 . . .
FTE_peak_2280 100 145 FTE1_peak_3831 chr4_125811768_125811986 219 FTE2_peak_3810 chr4_125811785_125811929 219 chr4_125811768_125811986 . . .
FTE_peak_2281 100 132 FTE1_peak_3834 chr4_126626005_126626136 132 FTE2_peak_3813 chr4_126625970_126626147 132 chr4_126625970_126626147 . . .
FTE_peak_2282 95.3846 310 FTE1_peak_3837 chr4_127771426_127771750 325 FTE2_peak_3814 chr4_127771441_127771782 325 chr4_127771426_127771782 . . .
FTE_peak_2283 96.7742 150 FTE1_peak_3842 chr4_129242635_129242811 177 FTE2_peak_3817 chr4_129242630_129242784 177 chr4_129242630_129242811 . . .
FTE_peak_2284 100 210 FTE1_peak_3843 chr4_129259915_129260124 210 FTE2_peak_3818 chr4_129259887_129260159 210 chr4_129259887_129260159 . . .
FTE_peak_2285 100 131 FTE1_peak_3844 chr4_129275824_129275980 157 FTE2_peak_3819 chr4_129275825_129275955 157 chr4_129275824_129275980 . . .
FTE_peak_2286 82.9897 161 FTE1_peak_3847 chr4_131317198_131317391 194 FTE2_peak_3822 chr4_131317066_131317358 194 chr4_131317066_131317391 . . .
FTE_peak_2287 100 166 FTE1_peak_3849 chr4_138291457_138291665 209 FTE2_peak_3823 chr4_138291471_138291636 209 chr4_138291457_138291665 . . .
FTE_peak_2288 88.4146 145 FTE1_peak_3852 chr4_139428776_139428942 167 FTE2_peak_3826 chr4_139428798_139428961 167 chr4_139428776_139428961 . . .
FTE_peak_2289 100 146 FTE1_peak_3855 chr4_141864707_141864852 146 FTE2_peak_3829 chr4_141864692_141864894 146 chr4_141864692_141864894 RNF150 . .
FTE_peak_2290 92.3077 156 FTE1_peak_3857 chr4_141980440_141980628 189 FTE2_peak_3830 chr4_141980427_141980595 189 chr4_141980427_141980628 RNF150 . .
FTE_peak_2291 34.7518 49 FTE1_peak_3860 chr4_143017230_143017509 280 FTE2_peak_3832 chr4_143017138_143017278 280 chr4_143017138_143017509 INPP4B . .
FTE_peak_2292 99.1803 242 FTE1_peak_3861 chr4_143738636_143738904 269 FTE2_peak_3835 chr4_143738663_143738906 269 chr4_143738636_143738906 INPP4B . .
FTE_peak_2293 100 133 FTE1_peak_3862 chr4_144507268_144507400 133 FTE2_peak_3836 chr4_144507267_144507426 133 chr4_144507267_144507426 FREM3 GUSBP5;SMARCA5 .
FTE_peak_2294 81.5166 172 FTE1_peak_3863 chr4_145277600_145277842 243 FTE2_peak_3837 chr4_145277671_145277881 243 chr4_145277600_145277881 . . .
FTE_peak_2295 83.237 144 FTE1_peak_3864 chr4_145622937_145623135 199 FTE2_peak_3838 chr4_145622992_145623164 199 chr4_145622937_145623164 HHIP . .
FTE_peak_2296 100 187 FTE1_peak_3865 chr4_146972972_146973295 324 FTE2_peak_3841 chr4_146972981_146973167 324 chr4_146972972_146973295 . . .
FTE_peak_2297 100 325 FTE1_peak_3866 chr4_147176966_147177357 392 FTE2_peak_3842 chr4_147177015_147177339 392 chr4_147176966_147177357 SLC10A7 . .
FTE_peak_2298 92.623 113 FTE1_peak_3867 chr4_147981741_147981892 152 FTE2_peak_3843 chr4_147981780_147981901 152 chr4_147981741_147981901 . . .
FTE_peak_2299 100 138 FTE1_peak_3869 chr4_148119723_148119860 138 FTE2_peak_3845 chr4_148119691_148119870 138 chr4_148119691_148119870 . . .
FTE_peak_2300 100 218 FTE1_peak_3871 chr4_148499326_148499611 286 FTE2_peak_3846 chr4_148499357_148499574 286 chr4_148499326_148499611 . . .
FTE_peak_2301 78.6667 118 FTE1_peak_3872 chr4_150928861_150929012 152 FTE2_peak_3849 chr4_150928829_150928978 152 chr4_150928829_150929012 . . .
FTE_peak_2302 100 143 FTE1_peak_3873 chr4_151040809_151040951 143 FTE2_peak_3850 chr4_151040803_151040976 143 chr4_151040803_151040976 DCLK2 . .
FTE_peak_2303 6.8966 14 FTE1_peak_3875 chr4_151158742_151159085 344 FTE2_peak_3854 chr4_151158553_151158755 344 chr4_151158553_151159085 DCLK2 . LRBA
FTE_peak_2304 100 130 FTE1_peak_3877 chr4_154154943_154155144 202 FTE2_peak_3856 chr4_154154998_154155127 202 chr4_154154943_154155144 TRIM2 . .
FTE_peak_2305 96.9543 191 FTE1_peak_3880 chr4_154926057_154926253 197 FTE2_peak_3857 chr4_154925960_154926247 197 chr4_154925960_154926253 . . .
FTE_peak_2306 49.6183 65 FTE1_peak_3882 chr4_155482027_155482223 197 FTE2_peak_3858 chr4_155482159_155482289 197 chr4_155482027_155482289 . PLRG1 FGA;FGB
FTE_peak_2307 89.4118 152 FTE1_peak_3885 chr4_157397503_157397719 217 FTE2_peak_3862 chr4_157397568_157397737 217 chr4_157397503_157397737 . . .
FTE_peak_2308 100 188 FTE1_peak_3886 chr4_157497032_157497272 241 FTE2_peak_3863 chr4_157497078_157497265 241 chr4_157497032_157497272 . . .
FTE_peak_2309 72.5 87 FTE1_peak_3888 chr4_157559586_157559780 195 FTE2_peak_3865 chr4_157559694_157559813 195 chr4_157559586_157559813 . . .
FTE_peak_2310 91.0377 193 FTE1_peak_3890 chr4_157701073_157701284 212 FTE2_peak_3868 chr4_157700915_157701265 212 chr4_157700915_157701284 PDGFC . .
FTE_peak_2311 65.3153 145 FTE1_peak_3892 chr4_157751584_157751825 242 FTE2_peak_3869 chr4_157751507_157751728 242 chr4_157751507_157751825 PDGFC . .
FTE_peak_2312 100 153 FTE1_peak_3893 chr4_157870561_157870713 153 FTE2_peak_3871 chr4_157870523_157870752 153 chr4_157870523_157870752 PDGFC . .
FTE_peak_2313 88.4892 123 FTE1_peak_3897 chr4_157934082_157934241 160 FTE2_peak_3872 chr4_157934066_157934204 160 chr4_157934066_157934241 . . .
FTE_peak_2314 40.1316 61 FTE1_peak_3900 chr4_159042421_159042572 152 FTE2_peak_3873 chr4_159042512_159042673 152 chr4_159042421_159042673 . . FAM198B
FTE_peak_2315 100 266 FTE1_peak_3902 chr4_159235879_159236203 325 FTE2_peak_3874 chr4_159235902_159236167 325 chr4_159235879_159236203 . . .
FTE_peak_2316 92.1147 257 FTE1_peak_3903 chr4_159292358_159292636 279 FTE2_peak_3875 chr4_159292324_159292614 279 chr4_159292324_159292636 . . .
FTE_peak_2317 87.8261 101 FTE1_peak_3906 chr4_169449371_169449595 225 FTE2_peak_3881 chr4_169449357_169449471 225 chr4_169449357_169449595 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2318 94.8276 165 FTE1_peak_3907 chr4_169472500_169472675 176 FTE2_peak_3882 chr4_169472491_169472664 176 chr4_169472491_169472675 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2319 91.9414 251 FTE1_peak_3908 chr4_169536444_169536801 358 FTE2_peak_3885 chr4_169536422_169536694 358 chr4_169536422_169536801 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2320 100 472 FTE1_peak_3910 chr4_169543506_169544014 509 FTE2_peak_3886 chr4_169543530_169544001 509 chr4_169543506_169544014 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2321 58.6081 160 FTE1_peak_3912 chr4_169555538_169555879 342 FTE2_peak_3887 chr4_169555425_169555697 342 chr4_169555425_169555879 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2322 38.5475 69 FTE1_peak_3912 chr4_169555538_169555879 342 FTE2_peak_3888 chr4_169555811_169555989 342 chr4_169555538_169555989 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2323 100 173 FTE1_peak_3913 chr4_169644259_169644549 291 FTE2_peak_3890 chr4_169644282_169644454 291 chr4_169644259_169644549 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2324 85.4077 199 FTE1_peak_3915 chr4_169777582_169777814 233 FTE2_peak_3891 chr4_169777529_169777780 233 chr4_169777529_169777814 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2325 61.7391 71 FTE1_peak_3916 chr4_169804144_169804292 149 FTE2_peak_3893 chr4_169804222_169804336 149 chr4_169804144_169804336 PALLD . .
FTE_peak_2326 100 134 FTE1_peak_3917 chr4_170085939_170086072 134 FTE2_peak_3896 chr4_170085893_170086209 134 chr4_170085893_170086209 SH3RF1 . .
FTE_peak_2327 86.8657 291 FTE1_peak_3919 chr4_170175156_170175490 335 FTE2_peak_3897 chr4_170175112_170175446 335 chr4_170175112_170175490 SH3RF1 . .
FTE_peak_2328 100 136 FTE1_peak_3920 chr4_170206004_170206172 169 FTE2_peak_3898 chr4_170206034_170206169 169 chr4_170206004_170206172 . SH3RF1 .
FTE_peak_2329 79.4737 151 FTE1_peak_3921 chr4_170258768_170258973 206 FTE2_peak_3899 chr4_170258729_170258918 206 chr4_170258729_170258973 . . .
FTE_peak_2330 100 138 FTE1_peak_3926 chr4_174267251_174267451 201 FTE2_peak_3901 chr4_174267297_174267434 201 chr4_174267251_174267451 . GALNT7;HMGB2 SAP30
FTE_peak_2331 98.4848 260 FTE1_peak_3927 chr4_174410632_174411030 399 FTE2_peak_3902 chr4_174410771_174411034 399 chr4_174410632_174411034 . . .
FTE_peak_2332 100 166 FTE1_peak_3928 chr4_175590492_175590731 240 FTE2_peak_3903 chr4_175590535_175590700 240 chr4_175590492_175590731 GLRA3 . .
FTE_peak_2333 88.8 111 FTE1_peak_3929 chr4_176391451_176391575 125 FTE2_peak_3909 chr4_176391465_176391619 125 chr4_176391451_176391619 . . .
FTE_peak_2334 100 204 FTE1_peak_3930 chr4_177191947_177192150 204 FTE2_peak_3910 chr4_177191870_177192197 204 chr4_177191870_177192197 . ASB5 .
FTE_peak_2335 99.3827 161 FTE1_peak_3931 chr4_177223515_177223676 162 FTE2_peak_3911 chr4_177223516_177223721 162 chr4_177223515_177223721 . . SPCS3
FTE_peak_2336 100 115 FTE1_peak_3933 chr4_177469832_177469995 164 FTE2_peak_3914 chr4_177469874_177469988 164 chr4_177469832_177469995 . . .
FTE_peak_2337 100 166 FTE1_peak_3934 chr4_177509131_177509327 197 FTE2_peak_3915 chr4_177509155_177509320 197 chr4_177509131_177509327 . . .
FTE_peak_2338 96.1977 253 FTE1_peak_3936 chr4_177824039_177824336 298 FTE2_peak_3917 chr4_177824029_177824291 298 chr4_177824029_177824336 . . .
FTE_peak_2339 100 141 FTE1_peak_3938 chr4_182470415_182470555 141 FTE2_peak_3918 chr4_182470308_182470559 141 chr4_182470308_182470559 . . .
FTE_peak_2340 100 223 FTE1_peak_3939 chr4_182582273_182582572 300 FTE2_peak_3920 chr4_182582288_182582510 300 chr4_182582273_182582572 . . .
FTE_peak_2341 100 229 FTE1_peak_3940 chr4_182692207_182692435 229 FTE2_peak_3922 chr4_182692161_182692471 229 chr4_182692161_182692471 . . .
FTE_peak_2342 100 186 FTE1_peak_3942 chr4_182880309_182880543 235 FTE2_peak_3923 chr4_182880338_182880523 235 chr4_182880309_182880543 . . .
FTE_peak_2343 100 152 FTE1_peak_3944 chr4_183161528_183161679 152 FTE2_peak_3925 chr4_183161523_183161717 152 chr4_183161523_183161717 . . .
FTE_peak_2344 56.4706 96 FTE1_peak_3946 chr4_183850570_183850775 206 FTE2_peak_3926 chr4_183850496_183850665 206 chr4_183850496_183850775 . DCTD .
FTE_peak_2345 92.7536 192 FTE1_peak_3949 chr4_185305261_185305467 207 FTE2_peak_3927 chr4_185305225_185305452 207 chr4_185305225_185305467 . . IRF2
FTE_peak_2346 94.0063 298 FTE1_peak_3950 chr4_185734597_185734913 317 FTE2_peak_3928 chr4_185734537_185734894 317 chr4_185734537_185734913 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
FTE_peak_2347 100 430 FTE1_peak_3954 chr4_186835720_186836149 430 FTE2_peak_3931 chr4_186835715_186836170 430 chr4_186835715_186836170 SORBS2 . .
FTE_peak_2348 98.2558 169 FTE1_peak_3957 chr5_6159215_6159386 172 FTE2_peak_3933 chr5_6159186_6159383 172 chr5_6159186_6159386 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2349 94.0928 446 FTE1_peak_3958 chr5_8829444_8830022 579 FTE2_peak_3935 chr5_8829416_8829889 579 chr5_8829416_8830022 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2350 100 125 FTE1_peak_3959 chr5_8907451_8907575 125 FTE2_peak_3936 chr5_8907365_8907615 125 chr5_8907365_8907615 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2351 98.8764 176 FTE1_peak_3960 chr5_9173888_9174065 178 FTE2_peak_3938 chr5_9173859_9174063 178 chr5_9173859_9174065 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2352 100 128 FTE1_peak_3961 chr5_10551440_10551812 373 FTE2_peak_3939 chr5_10551476_10551603 373 chr5_10551440_10551812 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ANKRD33B
FTE_peak_2353 100 170 FTE1_peak_3962 chr5_10692049_10692248 200 FTE2_peak_3940 chr5_10692059_10692228 200 chr5_10692049_10692248 LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
FTE_peak_2354 100 199 FTE1_peak_3965 chr5_10885244_10885442 199 FTE2_peak_3941 chr5_10885239_10885476 199 chr5_10885239_10885476 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2355 100 170 FTE1_peak_3968 chr5_14065078_14065286 209 FTE2_peak_3942 chr5_14065106_14065275 209 chr5_14065078_14065286 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2356 54.1667 91 FTE1_peak_3970 chr5_14208318_14208485 168 FTE2_peak_3946 chr5_14208395_14208687 168 chr5_14208318_14208687 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2357 100 318 FTE1_peak_3971 chr5_14265620_14266021 402 FTE2_peak_3947 chr5_14265654_14265971 402 chr5_14265620_14266021 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2358 87.2414 253 FTE1_peak_3972 chr5_14268455_14268776 322 FTE2_peak_3948 chr5_14268418_14268707 322 chr5_14268418_14268776 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2359 100 141 FTE1_peak_3976 chr5_15835123_15835263 141 FTE2_peak_3950 chr5_15835118_15835269 141 chr5_15835118_15835269 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2360 73.1034 106 FTE1_peak_3977 chr5_16543360_16543504 145 FTE2_peak_3951 chr5_16543399_16543614 145 chr5_16543360_16543614 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2361 100 215 FTE1_peak_3981 chr5_27241944_27242254 311 FTE2_peak_3956 chr5_27241995_27242209 311 chr5_27241944_27242254 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2362 100 164 FTE1_peak_3982 chr5_31365097_31365260 164 FTE2_peak_3957 chr5_31365052_31365622 164 chr5_31365052_31365622 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2363 97.2414 141 FTE1_peak_3983 chr5_31365482_31365626 145 FTE2_peak_3957 chr5_31365052_31365622 145 chr5_31365052_31365626 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2364 99.4681 187 FTE1_peak_3985 chr5_31811403_31811597 195 FTE2_peak_3958 chr5_31811402_31811589 195 chr5_31811402_31811597 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2365 89.881 151 FTE1_peak_3986 chr5_31988515_31988734 220 FTE2_peak_3959 chr5_31988498_31988665 220 chr5_31988498_31988734 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2366 44.964 125 FTE1_peak_3987 chr5_32028246_32028523 278 FTE2_peak_3960 chr5_32028047_32028370 278 chr5_32028047_32028523 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2367 99.2806 138 FTE1_peak_3989 chr5_32692625_32692763 139 FTE2_peak_3964 chr5_32692626_32692784 139 chr5_32692625_32692784 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . NPR3
FTE_peak_2368 83.1461 148 FTE1_peak_3990 chr5_32810981_32811158 178 FTE2_peak_3968 chr5_32811011_32811205 178 chr5_32810981_32811205 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F NPR3 .
FTE_peak_2369 100 154 FTE1_peak_3991 chr5_32852487_32852824 338 FTE2_peak_3969 chr5_32852651_32852804 338 chr5_32852487_32852824 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2370 63.8298 90 FTE1_peak_3992 chr5_33110667_33110814 148 FTE2_peak_3970 chr5_33110725_33110865 148 chr5_33110667_33110865 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2371 100 185 FTE1_peak_3993 chr5_33321261_33321485 225 FTE2_peak_3972 chr5_33321264_33321448 225 chr5_33321261_33321485 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2372 100 139 FTE1_peak_3995 chr5_34412985_34413232 248 FTE2_peak_3977 chr5_34412985_34413123 248 chr5_34412985_34413232 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2373 100 144 FTE1_peak_3996 chr5_34534964_34535107 144 FTE2_peak_3979 chr5_34534801_34535208 144 chr5_34534801_34535208 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2374 98.2379 223 FTE1_peak_3998 chr5_34687457_34687683 227 FTE2_peak_3980 chr5_34687461_34687724 227 chr5_34687457_34687724 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2375 87.5776 141 FTE1_peak_3999 chr5_34717229_34717405 177 FTE2_peak_3981 chr5_34717209_34717369 177 chr5_34717209_34717405 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2376 77.1242 118 FTE1_peak_4000 chr5_35119459_35119611 153 FTE2_peak_3983 chr5_35119396_35119576 153 chr5_35119396_35119611 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2377 77.9412 106 FTE1_peak_4001 chr5_35136568_35136720 153 FTE2_peak_3984 chr5_35136538_35136673 153 chr5_35136538_35136720 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2378 100 283 FTE1_peak_4002 chr5_35771453_35771735 283 FTE2_peak_3985 chr5_35771441_35771805 283 chr5_35771441_35771805 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2379 100 177 FTE1_peak_4005 chr5_35919363_35919650 288 FTE2_peak_3986 chr5_35919434_35919610 288 chr5_35919363_35919650 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2380 68.0556 98 FTE1_peak_4009 chr5_36657793_36657974 182 FTE2_peak_3988 chr5_36657747_36657890 182 chr5_36657747_36657974 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2381 100 131 FTE1_peak_4011 chr5_37723129_37723259 131 FTE2_peak_3990 chr5_37723116_37723278 131 chr5_37723116_37723278 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2382 92.1875 118 FTE1_peak_4012 chr5_37740181_37740385 205 FTE2_peak_3991 chr5_37740268_37740395 205 chr5_37740181_37740395 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2383 100 260 FTE1_peak_4014 chr5_37771737_37772285 549 FTE2_peak_3992 chr5_37771944_37772203 549 chr5_37771737_37772285 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F WDR70 .
FTE_peak_2384 83.5938 107 FTE1_peak_4015 chr5_38433792_38433919 128 FTE2_peak_3993 chr5_38433813_38433982 128 chr5_38433792_38433982 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2385 98.8166 167 FTE1_peak_4016 chr5_38464380_38464548 169 FTE2_peak_3994 chr5_38464374_38464546 169 chr5_38464374_38464548 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . LIFR
FTE_peak_2386 62.6984 79 FTE1_peak_4019 chr5_39399716_39399841 126 FTE2_peak_3999 chr5_39399763_39399893 126 chr5_39399716_39399893 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2387 98.5782 208 FTE1_peak_4021 chr5_39760989_39761202 214 FTE2_peak_4002 chr5_39760986_39761196 214 chr5_39760986_39761202 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2388 84.1346 175 FTE1_peak_4023 chr5_40552417_40552642 226 FTE2_peak_4004 chr5_40552384_40552591 226 chr5_40552384_40552642 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2389 84.4961 109 FTE1_peak_4024 chr5_40735321_40735449 129 FTE2_peak_4005 chr5_40735341_40735469 129 chr5_40735321_40735469 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . PRKAA1
FTE_peak_2390 83.871 130 FTE1_peak_4025 chr5_40985172_40985326 155 FTE2_peak_4007 chr5_40985197_40985385 155 chr5_40985172_40985385 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F C7 HEATR7B2
FTE_peak_2391 100 247 FTE1_peak_4027 chr5_41193875_41194121 247 FTE2_peak_4009 chr5_41193868_41194169 247 chr5_41193868_41194169 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_peak_2392 99.4565 183 FTE1_peak_4030 chr5_41763305_41763488 184 FTE2_peak_4011 chr5_41763306_41763491 184 chr5_41763305_41763491 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2393 100 212 FTE1_peak_4037 chr5_52315259_52315470 212 FTE2_peak_4016 chr5_52315236_52315475 212 chr5_52315236_52315475 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2394 48 60 FTE1_peak_4038 chr5_52541981_52542105 125 FTE2_peak_4018 chr5_52542046_52542200 125 chr5_52541981_52542200 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2395 100 254 FTE1_peak_4039 chr5_52549467_52549720 254 FTE2_peak_4019 chr5_52549452_52549821 254 chr5_52549452_52549821 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2396 97.5845 202 FTE1_peak_4041 chr5_53320410_53320616 207 FTE2_peak_4021 chr5_53320391_53320611 207 chr5_53320391_53320616 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2397 85.4962 112 FTE1_peak_4042 chr5_53383362_53383507 146 FTE2_peak_4022 chr5_53383396_53383526 146 chr5_53383362_53383526 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2398 100 142 FTE1_peak_4043 chr5_53625564_53626128 565 FTE2_peak_4023 chr5_53625585_53625726 565 chr5_53625564_53626128 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F ARL15 .
FTE_peak_2399 66.2946 297 FTE1_peak_4043 chr5_53625564_53626128 565 FTE2_peak_4024 chr5_53625832_53626279 565 chr5_53625564_53626279 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F ARL15 .
FTE_peak_2400 96.6216 143 FTE1_peak_4045 chr5_53959881_53960028 148 FTE2_peak_4025 chr5_53959886_53960049 148 chr5_53959881_53960049 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2401 100 266 FTE1_peak_4046 chr5_53997062_53997327 266 FTE2_peak_4026 chr5_53996999_53997395 266 chr5_53996999_53997395 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2402 98.3333 236 FTE1_peak_4048 chr5_54056986_54057225 240 FTE2_peak_4027 chr5_54056990_54057250 240 chr5_54056986_54057250 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2403 100 149 FTE1_peak_4051 chr5_55419753_55419901 149 FTE2_peak_4030 chr5_55419650_55419994 149 chr5_55419650_55419994 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_peak_2404 100 200 FTE1_peak_4054 chr5_55574397_55574596 200 FTE2_peak_4031 chr5_55574376_55574743 200 chr5_55574376_55574743 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2405 88.6792 188 FTE1_peak_4055 chr5_55575807_55576095 289 FTE2_peak_4032 chr5_55575908_55576119 289 chr5_55575807_55576119 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2406 44.4444 64 FTE1_peak_4057 chr5_55921428_55921733 306 FTE2_peak_4034 chr5_55921670_55921813 306 chr5_55921428_55921813 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2407 100 193 FTE1_peak_4059 chr5_56059901_56060093 193 FTE2_peak_4036 chr5_56059832_56060097 193 chr5_56059832_56060097 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2408 92.987 358 FTE1_peak_4061 chr5_56731542_56732079 538 FTE2_peak_4039 chr5_56731515_56731899 538 chr5_56731515_56732079 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2409 63.4783 73 FTE1_peak_4062 chr5_56746918_56747119 202 FTE2_peak_4041 chr5_56746876_56746990 202 chr5_56746876_56747119 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ACTBL2
FTE_peak_2410 100 349 FTE1_peak_4064 chr5_58186996_58187438 443 FTE2_peak_4044 chr5_58187002_58187350 443 chr5_58186996_58187438 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2411 100 152 FTE1_peak_4065 chr5_58375894_58376045 152 FTE2_peak_4045 chr5_58375868_58376163 152 chr5_58375868_58376163 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2412 100 162 FTE1_peak_4066 chr5_59125251_59125412 162 FTE2_peak_4047 chr5_59125223_59125550 162 chr5_59125223_59125550 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2413 100 123 FTE1_peak_4067 chr5_59169013_59169202 190 FTE2_peak_4048 chr5_59169076_59169198 190 chr5_59169013_59169202 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2414 98.5755 346 FTE1_peak_4069 chr5_64486194_64486573 380 FTE2_peak_4050 chr5_64486228_64486578 380 chr5_64486194_64486578 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2415 100 207 FTE1_peak_4070 chr5_64494693_64494899 207 FTE2_peak_4051 chr5_64494665_64494964 207 chr5_64494665_64494964 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2416 98.2072 493 FTE1_peak_4073 chr5_65157623_65158124 502 FTE2_peak_4053 chr5_65157599_65158115 502 chr5_65157599_65158124 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2417 77.8351 151 FTE1_peak_4074 chr5_65181804_65182005 202 FTE2_peak_4054 chr5_65181855_65182048 202 chr5_65181804_65182048 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2418 79.5276 101 FTE1_peak_4077 chr5_67410640_67410818 179 FTE2_peak_4055 chr5_67410614_67410740 179 chr5_67410614_67410818 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2419 100 133 FTE1_peak_4079 chr5_71362598_71362804 207 FTE2_peak_4058 chr5_71362607_71362739 207 chr5_71362598_71362804 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2420 75.9124 104 FTE1_peak_4082 chr5_71766772_71766908 137 FTE2_peak_4060 chr5_71766805_71766964 137 chr5_71766772_71766964 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2421 100 308 FTE1_peak_4083 chr5_71896292_71896764 473 FTE2_peak_4062 chr5_71896317_71896624 473 chr5_71896292_71896764 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2422 98.951 283 FTE1_peak_4084 chr5_72617640_72617925 286 FTE2_peak_4063 chr5_72617643_72618115 286 chr5_72617640_72618115 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2423 86.4 108 FTE1_peak_4085 chr5_72666597_72666721 125 FTE2_peak_4064 chr5_72666493_72666704 125 chr5_72666493_72666721 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2424 100 285 FTE1_peak_4088 chr5_72934515_72934827 313 FTE2_peak_4067 chr5_72934538_72934822 313 chr5_72934515_72934827 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2425 84.2105 112 FTE1_peak_4090 chr5_73092594_73092760 167 FTE2_peak_4069 chr5_73092649_73092781 167 chr5_73092594_73092781 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2426 100 121 FTE1_peak_4092 chr5_73939196_73939360 165 FTE2_peak_4073 chr5_73939220_73939340 165 chr5_73939196_73939360 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F ENC1 .
FTE_peak_2427 85.9155 122 FTE1_peak_4093 chr5_74967468_74967615 148 FTE2_peak_4077 chr5_74967494_74967635 148 chr5_74967468_74967635 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . POC5
FTE_peak_2428 100 198 FTE1_peak_4095 chr5_75985274_75985534 261 FTE2_peak_4078 chr5_75985287_75985484 261 chr5_75985274_75985534 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . F2R;NCRUPAR
FTE_peak_2429 100 172 FTE1_peak_4096 chr5_75997164_75997414 251 FTE2_peak_4079 chr5_75997216_75997387 251 chr5_75997164_75997414 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . F2R;NCRUPAR
FTE_peak_2430 100 245 FTE1_peak_4099 chr5_76126938_76127218 281 FTE2_peak_4080 chr5_76126942_76127186 281 chr5_76126938_76127218 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . S100Z
FTE_peak_2431 100 175 FTE1_peak_4101 chr5_76597375_76597671 297 FTE2_peak_4082 chr5_76597384_76597558 297 chr5_76597375_76597671 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2432 100 115 FTE1_peak_4104 chr5_78102487_78102791 305 FTE2_peak_4084 chr5_78102526_78102640 305 chr5_78102487_78102791 LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2433 100 141 FTE1_peak_4106 chr5_81701566_81701706 141 FTE2_peak_4086 chr5_81701505_81701732 141 chr5_81701505_81701732 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE peak 2434 100 117 FTE1 peak 4108 chr5 81709652 81709823 172 FTE2 peak 4087 chr5 81709697 81709813 172 chr5 81709652 81709823 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2436 100 156 FTE1_peak_4111 chr5_83221163_83221430 268 FTE2_peak_4090 chr5_83221187_83221342 268 chr5_83221163_83221430 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . EDIL3
FTE_peak_2437 82.3256 177 FTE1_peak_4113 chr5_86706839_86707054 216 FTE2_peak_4092 chr5_86706801_86707015 216 chr5_86706801_86707054 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O RASA1 .
FTE_peak_2438 94.964 264 FTE1_peak_4114 chr5_90279034_90279336 303 FTE2_peak_4093 chr5_90279020_90279297 303 chr5_90279020_90279336 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2439 88.8889 104 FTE1_peak_4115 chr5_90461918_90462072 155 FTE2_peak_4094 chr5_90461905_90462021 155 chr5_90461905_90462072 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F GPR98 .
FTE_peak_2440 60.5634 86 FTE1_peak_4116 chr5_90607612_90607753 142 FTE2_peak_4095 chr5_90607668_90607823 142 chr5_90607612_90607823 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2441 92.4242 122 FTE1_peak_4117 chr5_91313716_91313849 134 FTE2_peak_4096 chr5_91313728_91313859 134 chr5_91313716_91313859 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2442 95.1613 118 FTE1_peak_4118 chr5_91688928_91689052 125 FTE2_peak_4097 chr5_91688922_91689045 125 chr5_91688922_91689052 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2443 85.8407 194 FTE1_peak_4119 chr5_91887870_91888095 226 FTE2_peak_4098 chr5_91887902_91888301 226 chr5_91887870_91888301 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2444 21.8593 87 FTE1_peak_4120 chr5_91888215_91888612 398 FTE2_peak_4098 chr5_91887902_91888301 398 chr5_91887902_91888612 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2445 100 166 FTE1_peak_4120 chr5_91888215_91888612 398 FTE2_peak_4099 chr5_91888426_91888591 398 chr5_91888215_91888612 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2446 91.8009 627 FTE1_peak_4121 chr5_92413991_92414673 683 FTE2_peak_4101 chr5_92414047_92414768 683 chr5_92413991_92414768 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2447 96.8992 125 FTE1_peak_4123 chr5_92525440_92525595 156 FTE2_peak_4102 chr5_92525471_92525599 156 chr5_92525440_92525599 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2448 97.546 159 FTE1_peak_4124 chr5_92527935_92528126 192 FTE2_peak_4103 chr5_92527968_92528130 192 chr5_92527935_92528130 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2449 97.7273 129 FTE1_peak_4125 chr5_92695133_92695264 132 FTE2_peak_4104 chr5_92695108_92695261 132 chr5_92695108_92695264 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2450 82.5397 208 FTE1_peak_4126 chr5_92848531_92848800 270 FTE2_peak_4105 chr5_92848487_92848738 270 chr5_92848487_92848800 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_peak_2451 76.0331 92 FTE1_peak_4127 chr5_93553636_93553760 125 FTE2_peak_4107 chr5_93553669_93553789 125 chr5_93553636_93553789 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2452 100 217 FTE1_peak_4128 chr5_93554035_93554400 366 FTE2_peak_4108 chr5_93554120_93554336 366 chr5_93554035_93554400 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2453 89.4737 170 FTE1_peak_4129 chr5_95048251_95048472 222 FTE2_peak_4109 chr5_95048231_95048420 222 chr5_95048231_95048472 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F SPATA9 RHOBTB3
FTE_peak_2454 100 205 FTE1_peak_4130 chr5_95096080_95096284 205 FTE2_peak_4110 chr5_95095988_95096299 205 chr5_95095988_95096299 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2455 66.4122 87 FTE1_peak_4135 chr5_95477707_95477837 131 FTE2_peak_4113 chr5_95477657_95477793 131 chr5_95477657_95477837 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2456 13.2743 30 FTE1_peak_4137 chr5_95562759_95562984 226 FTE2_peak_4114 chr5_95562955_95563198 226 chr5_95562759_95563198 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2457 90.4673 484 FTE1_peak_4138 chr5_95590761_95591328 568 FTE2_peak_4115 chr5_95590845_95591379 568 chr5_95590761_95591379 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2458 90.0901 200 FTE1_peak_4141 chr5_95633690_95633911 222 FTE2_peak_4116 chr5_95633712_95633983 222 chr5_95633690_95633983 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2459 100 223 FTE1_peak_4145 chr5_95962686_95962908 223 FTE2_peak_4118 chr5_95962684_95963095 223 chr5_95962684_95963095 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2460 96.4789 137 FTE1_peak_4147 chr5_97173985_97174180 196 FTE2_peak_4119 chr5_97174044_97174185 196 chr5_97173985_97174185 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2461 100 125 FTE1_peak_4148 chr5_97584630_97584838 209 FTE2_peak_4120 chr5_97584696_97584820 209 chr5_97584630_97584838 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2462 100 234 FTE1_peak_4149 chr5_97645584_97645879 296 FTE2_peak_4122 chr5_97645625_97645858 296 chr5_97645584_97645879 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2463 97.1564 205 FTE1_peak_4150 chr5_97685030_97685273 244 FTE2_peak_4123 chr5_97685069_97685279 244 chr5_97685030_97685279 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2464 60.9375 78 FTE1_peak_4152 chr5_102796919_102797080 162 FTE2_peak_4128 chr5_102797003_102797130 162 chr5_102796919_102797130 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2465 100 148 FTE1_peak_4154 chr5_102841724_102842056 333 FTE2_peak_4129 chr5_102841871_102842018 333 chr5_102841724_102842056 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2466 30.4348 35 FTE1_peak_4155 chr5_102861886_102862269 384 FTE2_peak_4130 chr5_102862235_102862349 384 chr5_102861886_102862349 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . NUDT12
FTE_peak_2467 99.2366 130 FTE1_peak_4156 chr5_106724041_106724181 141 FTE2_peak_4131 chr5_106724052_106724182 141 chr5_106724041_106724182 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2468 92.3497 169 FTE1_peak_4157 chr5_106724312_106724574 263 FTE2_peak_4132 chr5_106724298_106724480 263 chr5_106724298_106724574 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2469 80.4469 144 FTE1_peak_4158 chr5_106805296_106805474 179 FTE2_peak_4133 chr5_106805331_106805599 179 chr5_106805296_106805599 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2470 29.6 37 FTE1_peak_4159 chr5_106822246_106822370 125 FTE2_peak_4134 chr5_106822334_106822495 125 chr5_106822246_106822495 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2471 100 147 FTE1_peak_4161 chr5_106891195_106891375 181 FTE2_peak_4135 chr5_106891223_106891369 181 chr5_106891195_106891375 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2472 94.4444 238 FTE1_peak_4162 chr5_108992619_108992888 270 FTE2_peak_4137 chr5_108992651_108992902 270 chr5_108992619_108992902 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2473 90.5405 134 FTE1_peak_4163 chr5_109079597_109079744 148 FTE2_peak_4138 chr5_109079565_109079730 148 chr5_109079565_109079744 132287;LOC100133331;MAN2A1; . .
FTE_peak_2474 100 130 FTE1_peak_4164 chr5_109275020_109275149 130 FTE2_peak_4139 chr5_109274942_109275167 130 chr5_109274942_109275167 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2475 74.2857 104 FTE1_peak_4165 chr5_109495023_109495166 144 FTE2_peak_4140 chr5_109495063_109495202 144 chr5_109495023_109495202 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2476 100 331 FTE1_peak_4166 chr5_110236518_110236848 331 FTE2_peak_4141 chr5_110236445_110236850 331 chr5_110236445_110236850 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2477 100 125 FTE1_peak_4168 chr5_110918862_110918986 125 FTE2_peak_4142 chr5_110918847_110919008 125 chr5_110918847_110919008 2287;LOC100133331;LOC1005056 . .
FTE_peak_2478 100 128 FTE1_peak_4169 chr5_111078406_111078545 140 FTE2_peak_4143 chr5_111078416_111078543 140 chr5_111078406_111078545 00132287;LOC100133331;NREP;O LOC100505678 .
FTE_peak_2479 100 264 FTE1_peak_4171 chr5_111333482_111333779 298 FTE2_peak_4145 chr5_111333487_111333750 298 chr5_111333482_111333779 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F NREP .
FTE_peak_2480 96.875 124 FTE1_peak_4174 chr5_114791125_114791252 128 FTE2_peak_4148 chr5_114791113_114791248 128 chr5_114791113_114791252 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2481 94.0351 268 FTE1_peak_4178 chr5_119724049_119724333 285 FTE2_peak_4152 chr5_119724028_119724316 285 chr5_119724028_119724333 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2482 79.7619 134 FTE1_peak_4179 chr5_119781748_119781915 168 FTE2_peak_4153 chr5_119781782_119781982 168 chr5_119781748_119781982 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . PRR16
FTE_peak_2483 100 172 FTE1_peak_4180 chr5_119940596_119940911 316 FTE2_peak_4154 chr5_119940716_119940887 316 chr5_119940596_119940911 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2484 100 143 FTE1_peak_4182 chr5_119959706_119959848 143 FTE2_peak_4155 chr5_119959702_119960107 143 chr5_119959702_119960107 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2485 68.6957 79 FTE1_peak_4183 chr5_121399800_121399925 126 FTE2_peak_4156 chr5_121399764_121399878 126 chr5_121399764_121399925 00132287;LOC100133331;LOX;OR . .
FTE_peak_2486 84.9162 152 FTE1_peak_4184 chr5_121425366_121425544 179 FTE2_peak_4157 chr5_121425297_121425517 179 chr5_121425297_121425544 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F LOX .
FTE_peak_2487 100 228 FTE1_peak_4186 chr5_121499475_121499702 228 FTE2_peak_4160 chr5_121499345_121499808 228 chr5_121499345_121499808 2287;LOC100133331;LOC1005058 ZNF474 .
FTE_peak_2488 100 211 FTE1_peak_4189 chr5_123041505_123041715 211 FTE2_peak_4162 chr5_123041490_123041726 211 chr5_123041490_123041726 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2489 100 202 FTE1_peak_4190 chr5_123287359_123287560 202 FTE2_peak_4164 chr5_123287352_123287575 202 chr5_123287352_123287575 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2490 85.7143 120 FTE1_peak_4191 chr5_123997102_123997241 140 FTE2_peak_4165 chr5_123997122_123997272 140 chr5_123997102_123997272 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2491 100 240 FTE1_peak_4194 chr5_124820027_124820266 240 FTE2_peak_4168 chr5_124820025_124820349 240 chr5_124820025_124820349 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2492 26.2136 54 FTE1_peak_4195 chr5_124820681_124821113 433 FTE2_peak_4169 chr5_124820529_124820734 433 chr5_124820529_124821113 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2493 68.0387 281 FTE1_peak_4195 chr5_124820681_124821113 433 FTE2_peak_4170 chr5_124820833_124821245 433 chr5_124820681_124821245 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2494 96.5986 142 FTE1_peak_4198 chr5_125720883_125721077 195 FTE2_peak_4171 chr5_125720878_125721024 195 chr5_125720878_125721077 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_peak_2495 100 196 FTE1_peak_4200 chr5_126274163_126274425 263 FTE2_peak_4172 chr5_126274224_126274419 263 chr5_126274163_126274425 132287;LOC100133331;MARCH3; . .
FTE_peak_2496 76.9841 97 FTE1_peak_4201 chr5_126306296_126306421 126 FTE2_peak_4173 chr5_126306325_126306457 126 chr5_126306296_126306457 132287;LOC100133331;MARCH3; . .
FTE_peak_2497 87.8947 167 FTE1_peak_4205 chr5_127121519_127121708 190 FTE2_peak_4175 chr5_127121455_127121685 190 chr5_127121455_127121708 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2498 96.0265 145 FTE1_peak_4206 chr5_129850772_129850941 170 FTE2_peak_4177 chr5_129850797_129850947 170 chr5_129850772_129850947 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2499 100 302 FTE1_peak_4207 chr5_130873856_130874275 420 FTE2_peak_4178 chr5_130873904_130874205 420 chr5_130873856_130874275 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2500 66.9039 188 FTE1_peak_4211 chr5_131794985_131795385 401 FTE2_peak_4180 chr5_131794892_131795172 401 chr5_131794892_131795385 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . IRF1
FTE_peak_2501 100 223 FTE1_peak_4212 chr5_133364944_133365201 258 FTE2_peak_4181 chr5_133364955_133365177 258 chr5_133364944_133365201 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F VDAC1 .
FTE_peak_2502 73.1429 128 FTE1_peak_4213 chr5_133774879_133775086 208 FTE2_peak_4182 chr5_133774959_133775133 208 chr5_133774879_133775133 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F CDKN2AIPNL .
FTE_peak_2503 100 343 FTE1_peak_4217 chr5_135394027_135394420 394 FTE2_peak_4184 chr5_135394030_135394372 394 chr5_135394027_135394420 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . VTRNA2‐1
FTE_peak_2504 100 117 FTE1_peak_4218 chr5_135631737_135631884 148 FTE2_peak_4185 chr5_135631739_135631855 148 chr5_135631737_135631884 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2505 74.8031 95 FTE1_peak_4219 chr5_136590008_136590134 127 FTE2_peak_4186 chr5_136590040_136590170 127 chr5_136590008_136590170 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2506 89.4309 110 FTE1_peak_4220 chr5_136899434_136899590 157 FTE2_peak_4187 chr5_136899421_136899543 157 chr5_136899421_136899590 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2507 100 216 FTE1_peak_4221 chr5_137045849_137046064 216 FTE2_peak_4188 chr5_137045827_137046067 216 chr5_137045827_137046067 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2508 100 128 FTE1_peak_4223 chr5_138350676_138350836 161 FTE2_peak_4189 chr5_138350684_138350811 161 chr5_138350676_138350836 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_peak_2509 90.0474 190 FTE1_peak_4224 chr5_139631192_139631445 254 FTE2_peak_4190 chr5_139631171_139631381 254 chr5_139631171_139631445 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; CYSTM1 .
FTE_peak_2510 100 128 FTE1_peak_4227 chr5_141433179_141433306 128 FTE2_peak_4192 chr5_141433178_141433321 128 chr5_141433178_141433321 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2511 100 235 FTE1_peak_4229 chr5_141851812_141852235 424 FTE2_peak_4195 chr5_141851978_141852212 424 chr5_141851812_141852235 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2512 75.8621 154 FTE1_peak_4231 chr5_142105682_142105884 203 FTE2_peak_4196 chr5_142105620_142105835 203 chr5_142105620_142105884 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F FGF1 .
FTE_peak_2513 77.0833 111 FTE1_peak_4232 chr5_142106089_142106251 163 FTE2_peak_4197 chr5_142106056_142106199 163 chr5_142106056_142106251 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F FGF1 .
FTE_peak_2514 100 171 FTE1_peak_4233 chr5_142413508_142413678 171 FTE2_peak_4201 chr5_142413491_142413682 171 chr5_142413491_142413682 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2515 100 146 FTE1_peak_4234 chr5_142440769_142441014 246 FTE2_peak_4202 chr5_142440858_142441003 246 chr5_142440769_142441014 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_peak_2516 94.9541 207 FTE1_peak_4236 chr5_142623702_142623951 250 FTE2_peak_4203 chr5_142623691_142623908 250 chr5_142623691_142623951 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F ARHGAP26 .
FTE_peak_2517 93.2075 247 FTE1_peak_4237 chr5_143301167_143301431 265 FTE2_peak_4205 chr5_143301185_143301465 265 chr5_143301167_143301465 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2518 100 126 FTE1_peak_4239 chr5_143383893_143384082 190 FTE2_peak_4207 chr5_143383929_143384054 190 chr5_143383893_143384082 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2519 100 198 FTE1_peak_4241 chr5_143569545_143569742 198 FTE2_peak_4208 chr5_143569423_143569765 198 chr5_143569423_143569765 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O YIPF5 .
FTE_peak_2520 100 125 FTE1_peak_4244 chr5_144662817_144662941 125 FTE2_peak_4209 chr5_144662814_144662949 125 chr5_144662814_144662949 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2521 100 172 FTE1_peak_4245 chr5_144741946_144742181 236 FTE2_peak_4211 chr5_144741960_144742131 236 chr5_144741946_144742181 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2522 93.8462 122 FTE1_peak_4246 chr5_145305057_145305186 130 FTE2_peak_4212 chr5_145305065_145305522 130 chr5_145305057_145305522 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . SH3RF2
FTE_peak_2523 66.1111 119 FTE1_peak_4247 chr5_145325929_145326319 391 FTE2_peak_4213 chr5_145326201_145326380 391 chr5_145325929_145326380 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2524 100 122 FTE1_peak_4249 chr5_146111605_146111900 296 FTE2_peak_4214 chr5_146111640_146111761 296 chr5_146111605_146111900 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2525 98.6159 285 FTE1_peak_4250 chr5_146993072_146993368 297 FTE2_peak_4217 chr5_146993068_146993356 297 chr5_146993068_146993368 100132287;LOC100133331;LOC15 . .
FTE_peak_2526 100 194 FTE1_peak_4251 chr5_148345451_148345644 194 FTE2_peak_4221 chr5_148345399_148345686 194 chr5_148345399_148345686 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . SH3TC2
FTE_peak_2527 100 168 FTE1_peak_4252 chr5_148356531_148356779 249 FTE2_peak_4222 chr5_148356604_148356771 249 chr5_148356531_148356779 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . SH3TC2
FTE_peak_2528 94.4882 240 FTE1_peak_4253 chr5_148381772_148382043 272 FTE2_peak_4223 chr5_148381758_148382011 272 chr5_148381758_148382043 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
FTE_peak_2529 28.6957 33 FTE1_peak_4254 chr5_148493290_148493463 174 FTE2_peak_4224 chr5_148493431_148493545 174 chr5_148493290_148493545 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ABLIM3
FTE_peak_2530 100 125 FTE1_peak_4255 chr5_148514125_148514249 125 FTE2_peak_4225 chr5_148514118_148514291 125 chr5_148514118_148514291 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ABLIM3
FTE_peak_2531 100 256 FTE1_peak_4256 chr5_148515006_148515345 340 FTE2_peak_4226 chr5_148515010_148515265 340 chr5_148515006_148515345 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ABLIM3
FTE_peak_2532 98.3871 244 FTE1_peak_4257 chr5_148551891_148552182 292 FTE2_peak_4227 chr5_148551887_148552134 292 chr5_148551887_148552182 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2533 95.1493 255 FTE1_peak_4258 chr5_148553709_148554008 300 FTE2_peak_4229 chr5_148553696_148553963 300 chr5_148553696_148554008 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2534 100 161 FTE1_peak_4259 chr5_148569718_148570000 283 FTE2_peak_4230 chr5_148569741_148569901 283 chr5_148569718_148570000 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2535 100 232 FTE1_peak_4260 chr5_148585660_148585891 232 FTE2_peak_4231 chr5_148585633_148586009 232 chr5_148585633_148586009 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2536 98.9362 279 FTE1_peak_4261 chr5_148783631_148783915 285 FTE2_peak_4232 chr5_148783637_148783918 285 chr5_148783631_148783918 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F IL17B 143;MIR143HG;MIR145
FTE_peak_2537 100 506 FTE1_peak_4262 chr5_148812687_148813678 992 FTE2_peak_4233 chr5_148812913_148813418 992 chr5_148812687_148813678 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F143;MIR143HG;MIR .
FTE_peak_2538 73.9726 108 FTE1_peak_4267 chr5_149519019_149519164 146 FTE2_peak_4236 chr5_149519057_149519212 146 chr5_149519019_149519212 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O CSF1R CDX1
FTE_peak_2539 100 152 FTE1_peak_4268 chr5_149849202_149849787 586 FTE2_peak_4237 chr5_149849382_149849533 586 chr5_149849202_149849787 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F RPS14 .
FTE_peak_2540 63.8462 83 FTE1_peak_4268 chr5_149849202_149849787 586 FTE2_peak_4238 chr5_149849705_149849834 586 chr5_149849202_149849834 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F RPS14 .
FTE_peak_2541 100 179 FTE1_peak_4269 chr5_149868068_149868348 281 FTE2_peak_4239 chr5_149868159_149868337 281 chr5_149868068_149868348 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . NDST1
FTE_peak_2542 86.8217 112 FTE1_peak_4271 chr5_150017236_150017378 143 FTE2_peak_4240 chr5_150017219_150017347 143 chr5_150017219_150017378 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . MYOZ3
FTE_peak_2543 5.6 7 FTE1_peak_4273 chr5_150472388_150472535 148 FTE2_peak_4241 chr5_150472529_150472653 148 chr5_150472388_150472653 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F TNIP1 ANXA6
FTE_peak_2544 80.236 272 FTE1_peak_4274 chr5_150473024_150473423 400 FTE2_peak_4242 chr5_150473152_150473490 400 chr5_150473024_150473490 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F TNIP1 ANXA6
FTE_peak_2545 100 260 FTE1_peak_4275 chr5_151040363_151041036 674 FTE2_peak_4243 chr5_151040576_151040835 674 chr5_151040363_151041036 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2546 100 175 FTE1_peak_4280 chr5_151121348_151121522 175 FTE2_peak_4245 chr5_151121309_151121582 175 chr5_151121309_151121582 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ATOX1;G3BP1
FTE_peak_2547 63.4615 99 FTE1_peak_4282 chr5_152860090_152860245 156 FTE2_peak_4251 chr5_152860147_152860304 156 chr5_152860090_152860304 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . GRIA1
FTE_peak_2548 98.4576 383 FTE1_peak_4285 chr5_153280455_153280881 427 FTE2_peak_4252 chr5_153280449_153280837 427 chr5_153280449_153280881 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2549 100 125 FTE1_peak_4286 chr5_153339320_153339444 125 FTE2_peak_4253 chr5_153339296_153339462 125 chr5_153339296_153339462 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2550 95.5556 129 FTE1_peak_4287 chr5_153594151_153594289 139 FTE2_peak_4255 chr5_153594145_153594279 139 chr5_153594145_153594289 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_peak_2551 77.1084 128 FTE1_peak_4295 chr5_158129232_158129658 427 FTE2_peak_4260 chr5_158129194_158129359 427 chr5_158129194_158129658 LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
FTE_peak_2552 100 279 FTE1_peak_4298 chr5_159332549_159332827 279 FTE2_peak_4263 chr5_159332475_159332935 279 chr5_159332475_159332935 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ADRA1B
FTE_peak_2553 100 175 FTE1_peak_4299 chr5_159510255_159510429 175 FTE2_peak_4264 chr5_159510228_159510496 175 chr5_159510228_159510496 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O TTC1 .
FTE_peak_2554 94.4 118 FTE1_peak_4300 chr5_159592273_159592417 145 FTE2_peak_4265 chr5_159592266_159592390 145 chr5_159592266_159592417 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . FABP6
FTE_peak_2555 74.8031 95 FTE1_peak_4301 chr5_159890960_159891086 127 FTE2_peak_4266 chr5_159890902_159891054 127 chr5_159890902_159891086 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . MIR146A;MIR3142
FTE_peak_2556 100 156 FTE1_peak_4302 chr5_163187516_163187872 357 FTE2_peak_4267 chr5_163187618_163187773 357 chr5_163187516_163187872 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2557 100 233 FTE1_peak_4303 chr5_163273631_163273889 259 FTE2_peak_4268 chr5_163273639_163273871 259 chr5_163273631_163273889 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2558 100 203 FTE1_peak_4304 chr5_167742086_167742288 203 FTE2_peak_4269 chr5_167741991_167742354 203 chr5_167741991_167742354 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_peak_2559 100 151 FTE1_peak_4305 chr5_168777846_168778081 236 FTE2_peak_4270 chr5_168777890_168778040 236 chr5_168777846_168778081 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2560 100 136 FTE1_peak_4307 chr5_169123006_169123141 136 FTE2_peak_4271 chr5_169122926_169123158 136 chr5_169122926_169123158 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2561 89.2086 124 FTE1_peak_4308 chr5_169230077_169230289 213 FTE2_peak_4273 chr5_169230166_169230304 213 chr5_169230077_169230304 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2562 97.6277 535 FTE1_peak_4310 chr5_172192799_172193353 555 FTE2_peak_4276 chr5_172192819_172193366 555 chr5_172192799_172193366 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . DUSP1
FTE_peak_2563 100 917 FTE1_peak_4311 chr5_172193457_172194827 1371 FTE2_peak_4277 chr5_172193476_172194392 1371 chr5_172193457_172194827 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . DUSP1
FTE_peak_2564 58.9454 313 FTE1_peak_4311 chr5_172193457_172194827 1371 FTE2_peak_4278 chr5_172194515_172195045 1371 chr5_172193457_172195045 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . DUSP1
FTE_peak_2565 53.3632 119 FTE1_peak_4312 chr5_172194927_172195149 223 FTE2_peak_4278 chr5_172194515_172195045 223 chr5_172194515_172195149 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2566 100 280 FTE1_peak_4313 chr5_172195252_172195531 280 FTE2_peak_4279 chr5_172195227_172195586 280 chr5_172195227_172195586 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2567 47.6923 62 FTE1_peak_4314 chr5_172196004_172196133 130 FTE2_peak_4280 chr5_172196072_172196238 130 chr5_172196004_172196238 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2568 100 145 FTE1_peak_4315 chr5_172196620_172197048 429 FTE2_peak_4281 chr5_172196721_172196865 429 chr5_172196620_172197048 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2569 42.5373 57 FTE1_peak_4315 chr5_172196620_172197048 429 FTE2_peak_4282 chr5_172196992_172197125 429 chr5_172196620_172197125 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2570 93.5484 116 FTE1_peak_4317 chr5_172296190_172296316 127 FTE2_peak_4283 chr5_172296201_172296324 127 chr5_172296190_172296324 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
FTE_peak_2571 92.7022 470 FTE1_peak_4323 chr5_172879059_172879577 519 FTE2_peak_4285 chr5_172879022_172879528 519 chr5_172879022_172879577 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2572 94.9275 131 FTE1_peak_4325 chr5_172882498_172882641 144 FTE2_peak_4286 chr5_172882491_172882628 144 chr5_172882491_172882641 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2573 96 192 FTE1_peak_4326 chr5_173043667_173043866 200 FTE2_peak_4288 chr5_173043675_173043889 200 chr5_173043667_173043889 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F BOD1 .
FTE_peak_2574 100 145 FTE1_peak_4329 chr5_173251289_173251433 145 FTE2_peak_4289 chr5_173251280_173251546 145 chr5_173251280_173251546 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2575 100 244 FTE1_peak_4331 chr5_175349250_175349639 390 FTE2_peak_4290 chr5_175349296_175349539 390 chr5_175349250_175349639 C100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
FTE_peak_2576 78.4483 91 FTE1_peak_4334 chr6_1325960_1326115 156 FTE2_peak_4294 chr6_1325935_1326050 156 chr6_1325935_1326115 . FOXQ1 .
FTE_peak_2577 63.5802 103 FTE1_peak_4335 chr6_1461619_1461780 162 FTE2_peak_4295 chr6_1461542_1461721 162 chr6_1461542_1461780 . . .
FTE_peak_2578 100 244 FTE1_peak_4338 chr6_2427149_2427392 244 FTE2_peak_4297 chr6_2427134_2427392 244 chr6_2427134_2427392 . LOC100508120 .
FTE_peak_2579 100 168 FTE1_peak_4342 chr6_3061818_3062110 293 FTE2_peak_4298 chr6_3061929_3062096 293 chr6_3061818_3062110 . . RIPK1
FTE_peak_2580 96.2687 129 FTE1_peak_4344 chr6_3473492_3473650 159 FTE2_peak_4299 chr6_3473487_3473620 159 chr6_3473487_3473650 . SLC22A23 .
FTE_peak_2581 98.3051 232 FTE1_peak_4345 chr6_3517658_3517893 236 FTE2_peak_4300 chr6_3517662_3518053 236 chr6_3517658_3518053 . . .
FTE_peak_2582 100 154 FTE1_peak_4346 chr6_3523168_3523413 246 FTE2_peak_4301 chr6_3523219_3523372 246 chr6_3523168_3523413 . . .
FTE_peak_2583 96.8421 184 FTE1_peak_4347 chr6_3612950_3613202 253 FTE2_peak_4302 chr6_3613019_3613208 253 chr6_3612950_3613208 . . .
FTE_peak_2584 100 183 FTE1_peak_4348 chr6_3912171_3912452 282 FTE2_peak_4304 chr6_3912225_3912407 282 chr6_3912171_3912452 . . .
FTE_peak_2585 40.9449 52 FTE1_peak_4354 chr6_4603519_4603765 247 FTE2_peak_4307 chr6_4603714_4603840 247 chr6_4603519_4603840 . . .
FTE_peak_2586 100 115 FTE1_peak_4355 chr6_4733427_4733719 293 FTE2_peak_4308 chr6_4733481_4733595 293 chr6_4733427_4733719 CDYL . .
FTE_peak_2587 63.4921 80 FTE1_peak_4356 chr6_5126476_5126601 126 FTE2_peak_4310 chr6_5126522_5126657 126 chr6_5126476_5126657 LYRM4 . MIR3691
FTE_peak_2588 92.1053 175 FTE1_peak_4357 chr6_5190844_5191036 193 FTE2_peak_4311 chr6_5190862_5191051 193 chr6_5190844_5191051 LYRM4 . .
FTE_peak_2589 100 115 FTE1_peak_4359 chr6_7698308_7698615 308 FTE2_peak_4312 chr6_7698389_7698503 308 chr6_7698308_7698615 . . BMP6
FTE_peak_2590 100 204 FTE1_peak_4361 chr6_8085350_8085591 242 FTE2_peak_4313 chr6_8085365_8085568 242 chr6_8085350_8085591 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED UTED;MUTED‐TXND SCARNA27
FTE_peak_2591 83.5249 218 FTE1_peak_4364 chr6_9537715_9538011 297 FTE2_peak_4315 chr6_9537672_9537932 297 chr6_9537672_9538011 . . .
FTE_peak_2592 100 141 FTE1_peak_4366 chr6_11034194_11034334 141 FTE2_peak_4318 chr6_11034175_11034338 141 chr6_11034175_11034338 ELOVL2 . LOC100506409
FTE_peak_2593 85.2564 133 FTE1_peak_4367 chr6_11196800_11196957 158 FTE2_peak_4319 chr6_11196825_11196980 158 chr6_11196800_11196980 NEDD9 . .
FTE_peak_2594 76.4368 133 FTE1_peak_4368 chr6_11207483_11207656 174 FTE2_peak_4320 chr6_11207524_11207699 174 chr6_11207483_11207699 NEDD9 . .
FTE_peak_2595 98.0108 542 FTE1_peak_4369 chr6_11609562_11610114 553 FTE2_peak_4321 chr6_11609573_11610176 553 chr6_11609562_11610176 . TMEM170B .
FTE_peak_2596 89.243 224 FTE1_peak_4370 chr6_11653379_11653633 255 FTE2_peak_4322 chr6_11653410_11653660 255 chr6_11653379_11653660 . . .
FTE_peak_2597 100 125 FTE1_peak_4371 chr6_12148842_12148966 125 FTE2_peak_4324 chr6_12148732_12149051 125 chr6_12148732_12149051 HIVEP1 . .
FTE_peak_2598 95.3125 183 FTE1_peak_4372 chr6_12266172_12266365 194 FTE2_peak_4325 chr6_12266163_12266354 194 chr6_12266163_12266365 . . EDN1
FTE_peak_2599 100 258 FTE1_peak_4374 chr6_12354695_12354997 303 FTE2_peak_4328 chr6_12354707_12354964 303 chr6_12354695_12354997 . . .
FTE_peak_2600 100 161 FTE1_peak_4375 chr6_12491293_12491453 161 FTE2_peak_4329 chr6_12491244_12491476 161 chr6_12491244_12491476 . . .
FTE_peak_2601 100 161 FTE1_peak_4376 chr6_12548863_12549023 161 FTE2_peak_4330 chr6_12548843_12549059 161 chr6_12548843_12549059 . . .
FTE_peak_2602 97.6471 249 FTE1_peak_4380 chr6_14842264_14842518 255 FTE2_peak_4332 chr6_14842270_14842571 255 chr6_14842264_14842571 . . .
FTE_peak_2603 84.2767 134 FTE1_peak_4383 chr6_15431912_15432187 276 FTE2_peak_4334 chr6_15432054_15432212 276 chr6_15431912_15432212 JARID2 . .
FTE_peak_2604 100 185 FTE1_peak_4384 chr6_15474570_15474754 185 FTE2_peak_4335 chr6_15474546_15474762 185 chr6_15474546_15474762 JARID2 . .
FTE_peak_2605 100 115 FTE1_peak_4389 chr6_16766443_16766711 269 FTE2_peak_4340 chr6_16766508_16766622 269 chr6_16766443_16766711 . ATXN1 .
FTE_peak_2606 100 139 FTE1_peak_4390 chr6_18216868_18217006 139 FTE2_peak_4343 chr6_18216853_18217026 139 chr6_18216853_18217026 KDM1B . DEK
FTE_peak_2607 65.9218 118 FTE1_peak_4391 chr6_20350514_20350731 218 FTE2_peak_4346 chr6_20350614_20350792 218 chr6_20350514_20350792 . . .
FTE peak 2608 100 251 FTE1 peak 4392 chr6 21946705 21947024 320 FTE2 peak 4348 chr6 21946716 21946966 320 chr6 21946705 21947024 LINC00340 . .
FTE_peak_2610 98.6254 287 FTE1_peak_4398 chr6_25012897_25013222 326 FTE2_peak_4352 chr6_25012893_25013183 326 chr6_25012893_25013222 . . .
FTE_peak_2611 100 142 FTE1_peak_4399 chr6_25173161_25173302 142 FTE2_peak_4353 chr6_25173147_25173307 142 chr6_25173147_25173307 . . .
FTE_peak_2612 100 157 FTE1_peak_4400 chr6_25174255_25174509 255 FTE2_peak_4354 chr6_25174297_25174453 255 chr6_25174255_25174509 . . .
FTE_peak_2613 93.7198 194 FTE1_peak_4404 chr6_26205301_26205507 207 FTE2_peak_4358 chr6_26205314_26205726 207 chr6_26205301_26205726 . HIST1H2BF;HIST1HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
FTE_peak_2614 93.9698 187 FTE1_peak_4405 chr6_26575861_26576059 199 FTE2_peak_4360 chr6_26575873_26576114 199 chr6_26575861_26576114 . HMGN4 ABT1
FTE_peak_2615 100 115 FTE1_peak_4406 chr6_26577421_26577588 168 FTE2_peak_4361 chr6_26577457_26577571 168 chr6_26577421_26577588 . . ABT1
FTE_peak_2616 100 125 FTE1_peak_4411 chr6_29419401_29419525 125 FTE2_peak_4364 chr6_29419356_29419548 125 chr6_29419356_29419548 . OR10C1;OR11A1 OR2H1
FTE_peak_2617 98.9619 1144 FTE1_peak_4413 chr6_30582887_30584993 2107 FTE2_peak_4366 chr6_30582875_30584030 2107 chr6_30582875_30584993 PPP1R10 ABCF1 AT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_peak_2618 100 337 FTE1_peak_4413 chr6_30582887_30584993 2107 FTE2_peak_4367 chr6_30584161_30584497 2107 chr6_30582887_30584993 PPP1R10 ABCF1 AT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_peak_2619 94.9045 149 FTE1_peak_4413 chr6_30582887_30584993 2107 FTE2_peak_4368 chr6_30584845_30585001 2107 chr6_30582887_30585001 PPP1R10 ABCF1 AT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_peak_2620 100 123 FTE1_peak_4414 chr6_30663220_30663392 173 FTE2_peak_4369 chr6_30663260_30663382 173 chr6_30663220_30663392 . HX16;NRM;PPP1R1 MDC1;TUBB
FTE_peak_2621 100 125 FTE1_peak_4415 chr6_30693552_30693676 125 FTE2_peak_4371 chr6_30693498_30693725 125 chr6_30693498_30693725 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
FTE_peak_2622 94.4 118 FTE1_peak_4421 chr6_33807969_33808093 125 FTE2_peak_4373 chr6_33807976_33808166 125 chr6_33807969_33808166 . . .
FTE_peak_2623 100 142 FTE1_peak_4422 chr6_34880605_34880746 142 FTE2_peak_4375 chr6_34880597_34880752 142 chr6_34880597_34880752 ANKS1A TAF11 .
FTE_peak_2624 14.3885 20 FTE1_peak_4426 chr6_37210507_37210645 139 FTE2_peak_4378 chr6_37210344_37210526 139 chr6_37210344_37210645 TMEM217 . TBC1D22B
FTE_peak_2625 100 115 FTE1_peak_4428 chr6_41665676_41665845 170 FTE2_peak_4382 chr6_41665725_41665839 170 chr6_41665676_41665845 TFEB . .
FTE_peak_2626 54.9801 138 FTE1_peak_4429 chr6_41934876_41935271 396 FTE2_peak_4383 chr6_41934763_41935013 396 chr6_41934763_41935271 CCND3 . .
FTE_peak_2627 71.9212 146 FTE1_peak_4429 chr6_41934876_41935271 396 FTE2_peak_4384 chr6_41935126_41935328 396 chr6_41934876_41935328 CCND3 . .
FTE_peak_2628 100 173 FTE1_peak_4430 chr6_42283853_42284144 292 FTE2_peak_4385 chr6_42283874_42284046 292 chr6_42283853_42284144 TRERF1 . .
FTE_peak_2629 99.1304 114 FTE1_peak_4431 chr6_42306477_42306748 272 FTE2_peak_4386 chr6_42306476_42306590 272 chr6_42306476_42306748 TRERF1 . .
FTE_peak_2630 100 141 FTE1_peak_4432 chr6_43818974_43819114 141 FTE2_peak_4387 chr6_43818961_43819183 141 chr6_43818961_43819183 . . .
FTE_peak_2631 100 288 FTE1_peak_4434 chr6_43979830_43980148 319 FTE2_peak_4388 chr6_43979854_43980141 319 chr6_43979830_43980148 . C6orf223 .
FTE_peak_2632 100 225 FTE1_peak_4436 chr6_45413554_45413889 336 FTE2_peak_4393 chr6_45413629_45413853 336 chr6_45413554_45413889 RUNX2 . .
FTE_peak_2633 91.8239 146 FTE1_peak_4437 chr6_45488194_45488352 159 FTE2_peak_4394 chr6_45488087_45488339 159 chr6_45488087_45488352 RUNX2 . .
FTE_peak_2634 90.4348 104 FTE1_peak_4438 chr6_45576889_45577038 150 FTE2_peak_4395 chr6_45576935_45577049 150 chr6_45576889_45577049 . . .
FTE_peak_2635 100 115 FTE1_peak_4439 chr6_45623710_45623851 142 FTE2_peak_4397 chr6_45623722_45623836 142 chr6_45623710_45623851 . . .
FTE_peak_2636 66.6667 150 FTE1_peak_4440 chr6_45665495_45665776 282 FTE2_peak_4398 chr6_45665420_45665644 282 chr6_45665420_45665776 . . .
FTE_peak_2637 95.3642 144 FTE1_peak_4442 chr6_47120989_47121139 151 FTE2_peak_4399 chr6_47120996_47121179 151 chr6_47120989_47121179 . . .
FTE_peak_2638 98.75 158 FTE1_peak_4444 chr6_48394518_48394677 160 FTE2_peak_4404 chr6_48394468_48394675 160 chr6_48394468_48394677 . . .
FTE_peak_2639 91.0256 142 FTE1_peak_4445 chr6_48398047_48398209 163 FTE2_peak_4405 chr6_48398068_48398223 163 chr6_48398047_48398223 . . .
FTE_peak_2640 97.1545 239 FTE1_peak_4449 chr6_50055063_50055308 246 FTE2_peak_4406 chr6_50055055_50055301 246 chr6_50055055_50055308 . . .
FTE_peak_2641 100 131 FTE1_peak_4450 chr6_50059475_50059665 191 FTE2_peak_4407 chr6_50059501_50059631 191 chr6_50059475_50059665 . . .
FTE_peak_2642 69.8413 88 FTE1_peak_4451 chr6_52288978_52289107 130 FTE2_peak_4408 chr6_52289020_52289145 130 chr6_52288978_52289145 EFHC1 PAQR8 .
FTE_peak_2643 46.5517 54 FTE1_peak_4453 chr6_52379432_52379556 125 FTE2_peak_4409 chr6_52379370_52379485 125 chr6_52379370_52379556 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
FTE_peak_2644 100 355 FTE1_peak_4455 chr6_52403789_52404143 355 FTE2_peak_4411 chr6_52403707_52404321 355 chr6_52403707_52404321 TRAM2 . .
FTE_peak_2645 47.7011 83 FTE1_peak_4457 chr6_52408919_52409092 174 FTE2_peak_4413 chr6_52409010_52409212 174 chr6_52408919_52409212 TRAM2 . .
FTE_peak_2646 95.6897 111 FTE1_peak_4460 chr6_52742091_52742254 164 FTE2_peak_4416 chr6_52742144_52742259 164 chr6_52742091_52742259 . . GSTA3
FTE_peak_2647 93.5897 219 FTE1_peak_4462 chr6_52906985_52907218 234 FTE2_peak_4417 chr6_52907000_52907239 234 chr6_52906985_52907239 ICK . FBXO9
FTE_peak_2648 100 136 FTE1_peak_4464 chr6_53493734_53493869 136 FTE2_peak_4418 chr6_53493724_53493922 136 chr6_53493724_53493922 . . KLHL31
FTE_peak_2649 100 125 FTE1_peak_4467 chr6_55763246_55763370 125 FTE2_peak_4419 chr6_55763220_55763423 125 chr6_55763220_55763423 . BMP5 .
FTE_peak_2650 93.8547 168 FTE1_peak_4468 chr6_55965963_55966156 194 FTE2_peak_4420 chr6_55965989_55966167 194 chr6_55965963_55966167 COL21A1 . .
FTE_peak_2651 100 212 FTE1_peak_4469 chr6_56579848_56580246 399 FTE2_peak_4422 chr6_56580024_56580235 399 chr6_56579848_56580246 . . .
FTE_peak_2652 99.6364 274 FTE1_peak_4470 chr6_56733523_56733896 374 FTE2_peak_4425 chr6_56733522_56733796 374 chr6_56733522_56733896 . . .
FTE_peak_2653 55.6962 88 FTE1_peak_4471 chr6_57296985_57297142 158 FTE2_peak_4427 chr6_57297055_57297298 158 chr6_57296985_57297298 PRIM2 . .
FTE_peak_2654 95 152 FTE1_peak_4472 chr6_64514335_64514494 160 FTE2_peak_4428 chr6_64514343_64514554 160 chr6_64514335_64514554 EYS . .
FTE_peak_2655 100 148 FTE1_peak_4473 chr6_64516207_64516484 278 FTE2_peak_4429 chr6_64516336_64516483 278 chr6_64516207_64516484 EYS . .
FTE_peak_2656 73.2143 164 FTE1_peak_4474 chr6_64607426_64607661 236 FTE2_peak_4430 chr6_64607366_64607589 236 chr6_64607366_64607661 EYS . .
FTE_peak_2657 90.6752 282 FTE1_peak_4475 chr6_64614824_64615134 311 FTE2_peak_4431 chr6_64614744_64615105 311 chr6_64614744_64615134 EYS . .
FTE_peak_2658 100 129 FTE1_peak_4476 chr6_70403763_70403980 218 FTE2_peak_4432 chr6_70403791_70403919 218 chr6_70403763_70403980 LMBRD1 . .
FTE_peak_2659 93.1298 244 FTE1_peak_4478 chr6_72103891_72104152 262 FTE2_peak_4435 chr6_72103909_72104201 262 chr6_72103891_72104201 . MIR30C2 LINC00472;MIR30A
FTE_peak_2660 100 141 FTE1_peak_4479 chr6_72114471_72114611 141 FTE2_peak_4436 chr6_72114471_72114764 141 chr6_72114471_72114764 . MIR30A;MIR30C2 LINC00472
FTE_peak_2661 100 187 FTE1_peak_4480 chr6_72188533_72188932 400 FTE2_peak_4437 chr6_72188580_72188766 400 chr6_72188533_72188932 . . .
FTE_peak_2662 100 189 FTE1_peak_4481 chr6_72253807_72254105 299 FTE2_peak_4438 chr6_72253870_72254058 299 chr6_72253807_72254105 . . .
FTE_peak_2663 100 273 FTE1_peak_4483 chr6_74224443_74224971 529 FTE2_peak_4442 chr6_74224607_74224879 529 chr6_74224443_74224971 . MTO1 EEF1A1
FTE_peak_2664 100 220 FTE1_peak_4484 chr6_74225124_74225587 464 FTE2_peak_4443 chr6_74225365_74225584 464 chr6_74225124_74225587 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_peak_2665 53.0435 61 FTE1_peak_4485 chr6_74225775_74226024 250 FTE2_peak_4444 chr6_74225721_74225835 250 chr6_74225721_74226024 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_peak_2666 94.0541 174 FTE1_peak_4488 chr6_74513293_74513502 210 FTE2_peak_4447 chr6_74513282_74513466 210 chr6_74513282_74513502 CD109 . .
FTE_peak_2667 90.6015 241 FTE1_peak_4489 chr6_74779843_74780136 294 FTE2_peak_4448 chr6_74779896_74780161 294 chr6_74779843_74780161 . . .
FTE_peak_2668 100 233 FTE1_peak_4490 chr6_75316500_75316732 233 FTE2_peak_4449 chr6_75316335_75316747 233 chr6_75316335_75316747 . . .
FTE_peak_2669 95.9538 166 FTE1_peak_4494 chr6_77743990_77744162 173 FTE2_peak_4452 chr6_77743997_77744180 173 chr6_77743990_77744180 . . .
FTE_peak_2670 100 153 FTE1_peak_4495 chr6_77802803_77802987 185 FTE2_peak_4453 chr6_77802829_77802981 185 chr6_77802803_77802987 . . .
FTE_peak_2671 95.4751 211 FTE1_peak_4496 chr6_79308756_79308980 225 FTE2_peak_4456 chr6_79308746_79308966 225 chr6_79308746_79308980 . . .
FTE_peak_2672 87.1508 156 FTE1_peak_4497 chr6_80884991_80885196 206 FTE2_peak_4457 chr6_80885041_80885219 206 chr6_80884991_80885219 BCKDHB . .
FTE_peak_2673 100 141 FTE1_peak_4498 chr6_80892141_80892281 141 FTE2_peak_4458 chr6_80892131_80892313 141 chr6_80892131_80892313 BCKDHB . .
FTE_peak_2674 92.3729 109 FTE1_peak_4501 chr6_82323486_82323638 153 FTE2_peak_4461 chr6_82323477_82323594 153 chr6_82323477_82323638 . . .
FTE_peak_2675 100 166 FTE1_peak_4503 chr6_82476847_82477224 378 FTE2_peak_4462 chr6_82477011_82477176 378 chr6_82476847_82477224 . FAM46A .
FTE_peak_2676 90.4918 276 FTE1_peak_4504 chr6_82605256_82605650 395 FTE2_peak_4463 chr6_82605227_82605531 395 chr6_82605227_82605650 . . .
FTE_peak_2677 100 118 FTE1_peak_4507 chr6_83106815_83107010 196 FTE2_peak_4466 chr6_83106852_83106969 196 chr6_83106815_83107010 . TPBG .
FTE_peak_2678 100 292 FTE1_peak_4508 chr6_83118606_83119169 564 FTE2_peak_4468 chr6_83118635_83118926 564 chr6_83118606_83119169 . . .
FTE_peak_2679 100 190 FTE1_peak_4510 chr6_83552622_83552811 190 FTE2_peak_4469 chr6_83552579_83552832 190 chr6_83552579_83552832 . . .
FTE_peak_2680 100 244 FTE1_peak_4511 chr6_83981154_83981397 244 FTE2_peak_4471 chr6_83981113_83981519 244 chr6_83981113_83981519 ME1 . .
FTE_peak_2681 90.9677 141 FTE1_peak_4512 chr6_85127095_85127249 155 FTE2_peak_4472 chr6_85127012_85127235 155 chr6_85127012_85127249 . . .
FTE_peak_2682 76.3033 161 FTE1_peak_4513 chr6_85231886_85232135 250 FTE2_peak_4473 chr6_85231836_85232046 250 chr6_85231836_85232135 . . .
FTE_peak_2683 90.625 174 FTE1_peak_4514 chr6_85333881_85334079 199 FTE2_peak_4474 chr6_85333863_85334054 199 chr6_85333863_85334079 . . .
FTE_peak_2684 100 222 FTE1_peak_4515 chr6_85362108_85362413 306 FTE2_peak_4476 chr6_85362136_85362357 306 chr6_85362108_85362413 . . .
FTE_peak_2685 100 133 FTE1_peak_4516 chr6_85602499_85602631 133 FTE2_peak_4477 chr6_85602493_85602661 133 chr6_85602493_85602661 . . .
FTE_peak_2686 82.381 173 FTE1_peak_4517 chr6_86113443_86113652 210 FTE2_peak_4478 chr6_86113480_86113795 210 chr6_86113443_86113795 . . .
FTE_peak_2687 100 137 FTE1_peak_4518 chr6_86174038_86174174 137 FTE2_peak_4480 chr6_86174033_86174202 137 chr6_86174033_86174202 NT5E . .
FTE_peak_2688 93.5115 245 FTE1_peak_4519 chr6_86174512_86174778 267 FTE2_peak_4481 chr6_86174534_86174795 267 chr6_86174512_86174795 NT5E . .
FTE_peak_2689 100 132 FTE1_peak_4522 chr6_89077851_89078112 262 FTE2_peak_4483 chr6_89077970_89078101 262 chr6_89077851_89078112 . . .
FTE_peak_2690 100 144 FTE1_peak_4525 chr6_91113978_91114121 144 FTE2_peak_4485 chr6_91113915_91114201 144 chr6_91113915_91114201 . . .
FTE_peak_2691 99.3939 164 FTE1_peak_4526 chr6_97242993_97243157 165 FTE2_peak_4486 chr6_97242951_97243156 165 chr6_97242951_97243157 GPR63 . .
FTE_peak_2692 86.8056 125 FTE1_peak_4527 chr6_100650621_100650831 211 FTE2_peak_4487 chr6_100650707_100650850 211 chr6_100650621_100650850 . . .
FTE_peak_2693 67.5862 98 FTE1_peak_4530 chr6_105822045_105822189 145 FTE2_peak_4490 chr6_105822092_105822251 145 chr6_105822045_105822251 PREP . .
FTE_peak_2694 100 219 FTE1_peak_4531 chr6_105880690_105880908 219 FTE2_peak_4491 chr6_105880681_105880908 219 chr6_105880681_105880908 . PREP .
FTE_peak_2695 55.6522 64 FTE1_peak_4535 chr6_106056452_106056672 221 FTE2_peak_4492 chr6_106056609_106056723 221 chr6_106056452_106056723 . . .
FTE_peak_2696 96.9697 128 FTE1_peak_4537 chr6_106410089_106410220 132 FTE2_peak_4493 chr6_106410049_106410216 132 chr6_106410049_106410220 . . .
FTE_peak_2697 100 126 FTE1_peak_4540 chr6_106727158_106727317 160 FTE2_peak_4496 chr6_106727182_106727307 160 chr6_106727158_106727317 ATG5 . .
FTE_peak_2698 100 165 FTE1_peak_4541 chr6_106975957_106976222 266 FTE2_peak_4497 chr6_106975998_106976162 266 chr6_106975957_106976222 AIM1 . .
FTE_peak_2699 100 132 FTE1_peak_4543 chr6_108902755_108903098 344 FTE2_peak_4501 chr6_108902841_108902972 344 chr6_108902755_108903098 FOXO3 . .
FTE_peak_2700 97.6471 249 FTE1_peak_4544 chr6_108972047_108972371 325 FTE2_peak_4502 chr6_108972041_108972295 325 chr6_108972041_108972371 FOXO3 . .
FTE_peak_2701 36.5217 42 FTE1_peak_4545 chr6_109198552_109198725 174 FTE2_peak_4504 chr6_109198479_109198593 174 chr6_109198479_109198725 ARMC2 . .
FTE_peak_2702 51.2 64 FTE1_peak_4546 chr6_109217509_109217633 125 FTE2_peak_4505 chr6_109217340_109217572 125 chr6_109217340_109217633 ARMC2 . .
FTE_peak_2703 82.1622 152 FTE1_peak_4547 chr6_110094435_110094619 185 FTE2_peak_4506 chr6_110094468_110094699 185 chr6_110094435_110094699 FIG4 . .
FTE_peak_2704 100 133 FTE1_peak_4548 chr6_110111641_110111781 141 FTE2_peak_4507 chr6_110111642_110111774 141 chr6_110111641_110111781 FIG4 . .
FTE_peak_2705 96.6867 321 FTE1_peak_4554 chr6_112294429_112294760 332 FTE2_peak_4514 chr6_112294440_112294792 332 chr6_112294429_112294792 . . .
FTE_peak_2706 100 141 FTE1_peak_4555 chr6_112358983_112359211 229 FTE2_peak_4515 chr6_112359037_112359177 229 chr6_112358983_112359211 . . WISP3
FTE_peak_2707 81.1594 112 FTE1_peak_4556 chr6_112366198_112366335 138 FTE2_peak_4516 chr6_112366224_112366379 138 chr6_112366198_112366379 . . TUBE1;WISP3
FTE_peak_2708 92.8571 260 FTE1_peak_4557 chr6_112525108_112525434 327 FTE2_peak_4517 chr6_112525175_112525454 327 chr6_112525108_112525454 LAMA4 . .
FTE_peak_2709 97.8632 229 FTE1_peak_4558 chr6_112543335_112543582 248 FTE2_peak_4520 chr6_112543330_112543563 248 chr6_112543330_112543582 LAMA4 . .
FTE_peak_2710 100 125 FTE1_peak_4562 chr6_113368569_113368693 125 FTE2_peak_4522 chr6_113368463_113368745 125 chr6_113368463_113368745 . . .
FTE_peak_2711 100 135 FTE1_peak_4563 chr6_113441506_113442003 498 FTE2_peak_4523 chr6_113441549_113441683 498 chr6_113441506_113442003 . . .
FTE_peak_2712 89.5455 197 FTE1_peak_4563 chr6_113441506_113442003 498 FTE2_peak_4524 chr6_113441807_113442026 498 chr6_113441506_113442026 . . .
FTE_peak_2713 100 194 FTE1_peak_4567 chr6_113754688_113754943 256 FTE2_peak_4526 chr6_113754748_113754941 256 chr6_113754688_113754943 . . .
FTE_peak_2714 9.4118 16 FTE1_peak_4568 chr6_113768382_113768551 170 FTE2_peak_4527 chr6_113768536_113768711 170 chr6_113768382_113768711 . . .
FTE_peak_2715 100 220 FTE1_peak_4569 chr6_113966155_113966374 220 FTE2_peak_4528 chr6_113966092_113966419 220 chr6_113966092_113966419 . . .
FTE_peak_2716 95.0207 229 FTE1_peak_4570 chr6_113966859_113967099 241 FTE2_peak_4529 chr6_113966871_113967147 241 chr6_113966859_113967147 . . .
FTE_peak_2717 96.4789 137 FTE1_peak_4571 chr6_114019316_114019457 142 FTE2_peak_4530 chr6_114019321_114019468 142 chr6_114019316_114019468 . . .
FTE_peak_2718 100 131 FTE1_peak_4574 chr6_116719837_116720142 306 FTE2_peak_4532 chr6_116719963_116720093 306 chr6_116719837_116720142 DSE . .
FTE_peak_2719 84.8485 168 FTE1_peak_4576 chr6_117762414_117762611 198 FTE2_peak_4535 chr6_117762444_117762641 198 chr6_117762414_117762641 . ROS1 .
FTE_peak_2720 100 133 FTE1_peak_4577 chr6_117763143_117763275 133 FTE2_peak_4536 chr6_117763132_117763290 133 chr6_117763132_117763290 . ROS1 .
FTE_peak_2721 69.1667 166 FTE1_peak_4579 chr6_117819490_117819729 240 FTE2_peak_4538 chr6_117819371_117819655 240 chr6_117819371_117819729 DCBLD1 . .
FTE_peak_2722 100 163 FTE1_peak_4581 chr6_118709531_118709693 163 FTE2_peak_4540 chr6_118709521_118709811 163 chr6_118709521_118709811 . . .
FTE_peak_2723 100 149 FTE1_peak_4582 chr6_119862319_119862467 149 FTE2_peak_4541 chr6_119862275_119862491 149 chr6_119862275_119862491 . . .
FTE_peak_2724 66.2252 100 FTE1_peak_4585 chr6_122012342_122012516 175 FTE2_peak_4543 chr6_122012417_122012567 175 chr6_122012342_122012567 . . .
FTE_peak_2725 100 133 FTE1_peak_4586 chr6_122013378_122013554 177 FTE2_peak_4544 chr6_122013405_122013537 177 chr6_122013378_122013554 . . .
FTE_peak_2726 100 246 FTE1_peak_4587 chr6_122115823_122116092 270 FTE2_peak_4545 chr6_122115833_122116078 270 chr6_122115823_122116092 . . .
FTE_peak_2727 92.3977 158 FTE1_peak_4591 chr6_125557783_125557953 171 FTE2_peak_4553 chr6_125557770_125557940 171 chr6_125557770_125557953 TPD52L1 . .
FTE_peak_2728 92.8571 221 FTE1_peak_4594 chr6_126509498_126509735 238 FTE2_peak_4554 chr6_126509515_126509763 238 chr6_126509498_126509763 . . .
FTE_peak_2729 100 115 FTE1_peak_4595 chr6_127423470_127423770 301 FTE2_peak_4555 chr6_127423627_127423741 301 chr6_127423470_127423770 . . RSPO3
FTE_peak_2730 100 166 FTE1_peak_4596 chr6_127468144_127468415 272 FTE2_peak_4556 chr6_127468186_127468351 272 chr6_127468144_127468415 RSPO3 . .
FTE_peak_2731 100 121 FTE1_peak_4597 chr6_128172510_128172655 146 FTE2_peak_4557 chr6_128172510_128172630 146 chr6_128172510_128172655 THEMIS . .
FTE_peak_2732 88.4848 146 FTE1_peak_4599 chr6_129425431_129425621 191 FTE2_peak_4561 chr6_129425476_129425640 191 chr6_129425431_129425640 LAMA2 . .
FTE_peak_2733 100 169 FTE1_peak_4600 chr6_129508266_129508434 169 FTE2_peak_4562 chr6_129508252_129508489 169 chr6_129508252_129508489 LAMA2 . .
FTE_peak_2734 89.1429 156 FTE1_peak_4602 chr6_129911847_129912049 203 FTE2_peak_4563 chr6_129911894_129912068 203 chr6_129911847_129912068 ARHGAP18 . .
FTE_peak_2735 56.9231 148 FTE1_peak_4604 chr6_132086245_132086504 260 FTE2_peak_4568 chr6_132086073_132086392 260 chr6_132086073_132086504 . ENPP3 .
FTE_peak_2736 86.3248 101 FTE1_peak_4605 chr6_132259337_132259505 169 FTE2_peak_4569 chr6_132259321_132259437 169 chr6_132259321_132259505 . . CTGF
FTE_peak_2737 77.2563 856 FTE1_peak_4606 chr6_132268059_132269166 1108 FTE2_peak_4570 chr6_132268311_132270965 1108 chr6_132268059_132270965 CTGF . .
FTE_peak_2738 100 920 FTE1_peak_4607 chr6_132269314_132270233 920 FTE2_peak_4570 chr6_132268311_132270965 920 chr6_132268311_132270965 CTGF . .
FTE_peak_2739 65.1294 579 FTE1_peak_4608 chr6_132270387_132271275 889 FTE2_peak_4570 chr6_132268311_132270965 889 chr6_132268311_132271275 CTGF . .
FTE_peak_2740 97.1429 170 FTE1_peak_4609 chr6_132301287_132301494 208 FTE2_peak_4571 chr6_132301325_132301499 208 chr6_132301287_132301499 . CTGF .
FTE_peak_2741 100 162 FTE1_peak_4612 chr6_132474419_132474645 227 FTE2_peak_4572 chr6_132474426_132474587 227 chr6_132474419_132474645 LOC100507254 . .
FTE_peak_2742 100 138 FTE1_peak_4613 chr6_132766419_132766556 138 FTE2_peak_4574 chr6_132766418_132766681 138 chr6_132766418_132766681 . . STX7
FTE_peak_2743 100 291 FTE1_peak_4614 chr6_133930889_133931218 330 FTE2_peak_4575 chr6_133930907_133931197 330 chr6_133930889_133931218 . . .
FTE_peak_2744 100 237 FTE1_peak_4615 chr6_133952712_133952948 237 FTE2_peak_4576 chr6_133952658_133952962 237 chr6_133952658_133952962 . . .
FTE_peak_2745 94.8276 220 FTE1_peak_4616 chr6_133967596_133967838 243 FTE2_peak_4577 chr6_133967584_133967815 243 chr6_133967584_133967838 . . .
FTE_peak_2746 90.7143 127 FTE1_peak_4617 chr6_134085426_134085565 140 FTE2_peak_4579 chr6_134085157_134085552 140 chr6_134085157_134085565 . . .
FTE_peak_2747 92.3858 182 FTE1_peak_4622 chr6_134742041_134742237 197 FTE2_peak_4583 chr6_134742056_134742336 197 chr6_134742041_134742336 . . LOC154092
FTE_peak_2748 80.3922 164 FTE1_peak_4623 chr6_134743801_134744123 323 FTE2_peak_4584 chr6_134743761_134743964 323 chr6_134743761_134744123 . . LOC154092
FTE_peak_2749 81.6092 142 FTE1_peak_4625 chr6_135230209_135230523 315 FTE2_peak_4587 chr6_135230382_135230555 315 chr6_135230209_135230555 . . ALDH8A1
FTE_peak_2750 97.7273 172 FTE1_peak_4628 chr6_135889548_135889766 219 FTE2_peak_4589 chr6_135889595_135889770 219 chr6_135889548_135889770 LINC00271 . .
FTE_peak_2751 91.4798 204 FTE1_peak_4629 chr6_136336261_136336483 223 FTE2_peak_4592 chr6_136336240_136336464 223 chr6_136336240_136336483 PDE7B . .
FTE_peak_2752 84.507 180 FTE1_peak_4631 chr6_137469950_137470176 227 FTE2_peak_4594 chr6_137469917_137470129 227 chr6_137469917_137470176 IL22RA2 . .
FTE_peak_2753 71.7949 84 FTE1_peak_4633 chr6_137482121_137482257 137 FTE2_peak_4595 chr6_137482088_137482204 137 chr6_137482088_137482257 IL22RA2 . .
FTE_peak_2754 86.6667 156 FTE1_peak_4634 chr6_137563032_137563211 180 FTE2_peak_4596 chr6_137562733_137563187 180 chr6_137562733_137563211 . IFNGR1 .
FTE_peak_2755 100 215 FTE1_peak_4636 chr6_138051090_138051304 215 FTE2_peak_4599 chr6_138051078_138051373 215 chr6_138051078_138051373 . . .
FTE_peak_2756 100 305 FTE1_peak_4637 chr6_138085642_138085946 305 FTE2_peak_4601 chr6_138085619_138085994 305 chr6_138085619_138085994 . . .
FTE_peak_2757 71.2644 186 FTE1_peak_4640 chr6_138409540_138409800 261 FTE2_peak_4603 chr6_138409450_138409725 261 chr6_138409450_138409800 PERP . .
FTE_peak_2758 95.8606 440 FTE1_peak_4642 chr6_139692264_139693376 1113 FTE2_peak_4606 chr6_139692245_139692703 1113 chr6_139692245_139693376 . . CITED2
FTE_peak_2759 100 536 FTE1_peak_4642 chr6_139692264_139693376 1113 FTE2_peak_4607 chr6_139692820_139693355 1113 chr6_139692264_139693376 . . CITED2
FTE_peak_2760 93.9394 155 FTE1_peak_4643 chr6_139724218_139724531 314 FTE2_peak_4608 chr6_139724377_139724541 314 chr6_139724218_139724541 . CITED2 .
FTE_peak_2761 93.5961 190 FTE1_peak_4646 chr6_139908717_139908935 219 FTE2_peak_4609 chr6_139908746_139908948 219 chr6_139908717_139908948 . . .
FTE_peak_2762 78.169 111 FTE1_peak_4648 chr6_140069950_140070091 142 FTE2_peak_4611 chr6_140069903_140070060 142 chr6_140069903_140070091 . . LOC100132735
FTE_peak_2763 100 215 FTE1_peak_4649 chr6_140074586_140074800 215 FTE2_peak_4612 chr6_140074584_140074928 215 chr6_140074584_140074928 . . LOC100132735
FTE_peak_2764 100 308 FTE1_peak_4653 chr6_140383157_140383528 372 FTE2_peak_4620 chr6_140383214_140383521 372 chr6_140383157_140383528 . . .
FTE_peak_2765 100 127 FTE1_peak_4657 chr6_141773319_141773508 190 FTE2_peak_4626 chr6_141773326_141773452 190 chr6_141773319_141773508 . . .
FTE_peak_2766 87.8947 167 FTE1_peak_4658 chr6_141908983_141909172 190 FTE2_peak_4628 chr6_141908955_141909149 190 chr6_141908955_141909172 . . .
FTE_peak_2767 83.0601 152 FTE1_peak_4660 chr6_142682919_142683101 183 FTE2_peak_4629 chr6_142682887_142683070 183 chr6_142682887_142683101 GPR126 . .
FTE_peak_2768 97.5904 162 FTE1_peak_4662 chr6_142734634_142734812 179 FTE2_peak_4630 chr6_142734630_142734795 179 chr6_142734630_142734812 GPR126 . .
FTE_peak_2769 68.9873 109 FTE1_peak_4663 chr6_143168229_143168407 179 FTE2_peak_4634 chr6_143168180_143168337 179 chr6_143168180_143168407 HIVEP2 . .
FTE_peak_2770 81.7352 179 FTE1_peak_4665 chr6_143206582_143206888 307 FTE2_peak_4635 chr6_143206542_143206760 307 chr6_143206542_143206888 HIVEP2 . .
FTE_peak_2771 100 172 FTE1_peak_4666 chr6_143223927_143224098 172 FTE2_peak_4636 chr6_143223837_143224133 172 chr6_143223837_143224133 HIVEP2 . .
FTE_peak_2772 96.5517 112 FTE1_peak_4668 chr6_144127079_144127383 305 FTE2_peak_4638 chr6_144127075_144127190 305 chr6_144127075_144127383 PHACTR2 . .
FTE_peak_2773 100 173 FTE1_peak_4671 chr6_144615296_144615468 173 FTE2_peak_4639 chr6_144615189_144615478 173 chr6_144615189_144615478 UTRN . .
FTE_peak_2774 100 182 FTE1_peak_4675 chr6_145220287_145220609 323 FTE2_peak_4640 chr6_145220329_145220510 323 chr6_145220287_145220609 . . .
FTE_peak_2775 89.9329 134 FTE1_peak_4676 chr6_145631277_145631426 150 FTE2_peak_4641 chr6_145631293_145631441 150 chr6_145631277_145631441 . . .
FTE_peak_2776 100 150 FTE1_peak_4678 chr6_147491526_147491747 222 FTE2_peak_4645 chr6_147491550_147491699 222 chr6_147491526_147491747 LOC729178 . .
FTE_peak_2777 74.2138 118 FTE1_peak_4679 chr6_148627974_148628147 174 FTE2_peak_4647 chr6_148627933_148628091 174 chr6_148627933_148628147 . . .
FTE_peak_2778 100 241 FTE1_peak_4680 chr6_149178830_149179195 366 FTE2_peak_4653 chr6_149178953_149179193 366 chr6_149178830_149179195 UST . .
FTE_peak_2779 94.3231 216 FTE1_peak_4681 chr6_149354225_149354465 241 FTE2_peak_4657 chr6_149354212_149354440 241 chr6_149354212_149354465 UST . .
FTE_peak_2780 100 134 FTE1_peak_4682 chr6_149448466_149448620 155 FTE2_peak_4659 chr6_149448470_149448603 155 chr6_149448466_149448620 . . .
FTE_peak_2781 100 175 FTE1_peak_4683 chr6_149450954_149451143 190 FTE2_peak_4660 chr6_149450956_149451130 190 chr6_149450954_149451143 . . .
FTE peak 2782 79.6512 137 FTE1 peak 4684 chr6 151325800 151325998 199 FTE2 peak 4663 chr6 151325862 151326033 199 chr6 151325800 151326033 MTHFD1L . .
FTE_peak_2784 100 115 FTE1_peak_4686 chr6_151381361_151381533 173 FTE2_peak_4665 chr6_151381394_151381508 173 chr6_151381361_151381533 MTHFD1L . .
FTE_peak_2785 92.3404 217 FTE1_peak_4689 chr6_154708473_154708850 378 FTE2_peak_4668 chr6_154708634_154708868 378 chr6_154708473_154708868 . . CNKSR3
FTE_peak_2786 100 135 FTE1_peak_4690 chr6_155424269_155424516 248 FTE2_peak_4671 chr6_155424331_155424465 248 chr6_155424269_155424516 TIAM2 . .
FTE_peak_2787 100 223 FTE1_peak_4691 chr6_155438427_155438698 272 FTE2_peak_4672 chr6_155438445_155438667 272 chr6_155438427_155438698 TIAM2 . .
FTE_peak_2788 100 284 FTE1_peak_4692 chr6_155492338_155492745 408 FTE2_peak_4674 chr6_155492347_155492630 408 chr6_155492338_155492745 TIAM2 . .
FTE_peak_2789 99.3007 142 FTE1_peak_4695 chr6_157470219_157470403 185 FTE2_peak_4679 chr6_157470218_157470360 185 chr6_157470218_157470403 ARID1B . .
FTE_peak_2790 53.2468 82 FTE1_peak_4700 chr6_160321514_160321667 154 FTE2_peak_4682 chr6_160321355_160321595 154 chr6_160321355_160321667 . . MAS1
FTE_peak_2791 100 199 FTE1_peak_4702 chr6_166438664_166438928 265 FTE2_peak_4686 chr6_166438705_166438903 265 chr6_166438664_166438928 . . .
FTE_peak_2792 83.5366 137 FTE1_peak_4704 chr6_167033483_167033737 255 FTE2_peak_4688 chr6_167033601_167033764 255 chr6_167033483_167033764 RPS6KA2 . .
FTE_peak_2793 100 207 FTE1_peak_4705 chr6_168408285_168408672 388 FTE2_peak_4689 chr6_168408304_168408510 388 chr6_168408285_168408672 . . KIF25
FTE_peak_2794 100 146 FTE1_peak_4706 chr7_101802_102058 257 FTE2_peak_4692 chr7_101863_102008 257 chr7_101802_102058 . . .
FTE_peak_2795 100 143 FTE1_peak_4707 chr7_2860242_2860575 334 FTE2_peak_4693 chr7_2860341_2860483 334 chr7_2860242_2860575 GNA12 . .
FTE_peak_2796 100 186 FTE1_peak_4709 chr7_2861554_2861750 197 FTE2_peak_4694 chr7_2861561_2861746 197 chr7_2861554_2861750 GNA12 . .
FTE_peak_2797 52.5974 81 FTE1_peak_4710 chr7_3476505_3476672 168 FTE2_peak_4696 chr7_3476432_3476585 168 chr7_3476432_3476672 SDK1 . .
FTE_peak_2798 90.0631 571 FTE1_peak_4712 chr7_5564754_5565387 634 FTE2_peak_4697 chr7_5564817_5565481 634 chr7_5564754_5565481 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_peak_2799 72.4832 108 FTE1_peak_4713 chr7_5565671_5565819 149 FTE2_peak_4698 chr7_5565712_5565897 149 chr7_5565671_5565897 . FBXL18 ACTB
FTE_peak_2800 63.9344 195 FTE1_peak_4716 chr7_5734418_5734829 412 FTE2_peak_4701 chr7_5734308_5734612 412 chr7_5734308_5734829 RNF216 . .
FTE_peak_2801 100 115 FTE1_peak_4717 chr7_6483310_6483493 184 FTE2_peak_4702 chr7_6483372_6483486 184 chr7_6483310_6483493 DAGLB;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . KDELR2
FTE_peak_2802 100 237 FTE1_peak_4718 chr7_7951032_7951341 310 FTE2_peak_4705 chr7_7951058_7951294 310 chr7_7951032_7951341 . . .
FTE_peak_2803 100 119 FTE1_peak_4722 chr7_15170360_15170489 130 FTE2_peak_4707 chr7_15170365_15170483 130 chr7_15170360_15170489 . . .
FTE_peak_2804 100 140 FTE1_peak_4724 chr7_15790753_15791100 348 FTE2_peak_4708 chr7_15790828_15790967 348 chr7_15790753_15791100 . . .
FTE_peak_2805 36.4341 47 FTE1_peak_4724 chr7_15790753_15791100 348 FTE2_peak_4709 chr7_15791054_15791182 348 chr7_15790753_15791182 . . .
FTE_peak_2806 94.0299 189 FTE1_peak_4725 chr7_16067755_16067955 201 FTE2_peak_4711 chr7_16067767_16067975 201 chr7_16067755_16067975 . . .
FTE_peak_2807 100 158 FTE1_peak_4726 chr7_17080965_17081122 158 FTE2_peak_4712 chr7_17080922_17081175 158 chr7_17080922_17081175 . . .
FTE_peak_2808 100 184 FTE1_peak_4727 chr7_17279416_17279686 271 FTE2_peak_4713 chr7_17279437_17279620 271 chr7_17279416_17279686 . . .
FTE_peak_2809 100 222 FTE1_peak_4728 chr7_17411318_17411737 420 FTE2_peak_4715 chr7_17411356_17411577 420 chr7_17411318_17411737 . AHR .
FTE_peak_2810 36.3057 57 FTE1_peak_4728 chr7_17411318_17411737 420 FTE2_peak_4716 chr7_17411681_17411837 420 chr7_17411318_17411837 . AHR .
FTE_peak_2811 97.6744 126 FTE1_peak_4730 chr7_17448241_17448380 140 FTE2_peak_4717 chr7_17448238_17448366 140 chr7_17448238_17448380 . . .
FTE_peak_2812 100 132 FTE1_peak_4731 chr7_17561247_17561378 132 FTE2_peak_4718 chr7_17561214_17561396 132 chr7_17561214_17561396 . . .
FTE_peak_2813 67.7966 120 FTE1_peak_4732 chr7_17572626_17572802 177 FTE2_peak_4719 chr7_17572540_17572745 177 chr7_17572540_17572802 . . .
FTE_peak_2814 90.1639 110 FTE1_peak_4736 chr7_17699878_17700026 149 FTE2_peak_4720 chr7_17699917_17700038 149 chr7_17699878_17700038 . . .
FTE_peak_2815 94.8052 146 FTE1_peak_4738 chr7_17717103_17717256 154 FTE2_peak_4721 chr7_17717111_17717306 154 chr7_17717103_17717306 . . .
FTE_peak_2816 100 115 FTE1_peak_4739 chr7_17719686_17720092 407 FTE2_peak_4722 chr7_17719890_17720004 407 chr7_17719686_17720092 . . .
FTE_peak_2817 100 124 FTE1_peak_4740 chr7_17821475_17821825 351 FTE2_peak_4723 chr7_17821701_17821824 351 chr7_17821475_17821825 . . SNX13
FTE_peak_2818 100 204 FTE1_peak_4741 chr7_19324255_19324481 227 FTE2_peak_4725 chr7_19324261_19324464 227 chr7_19324255_19324481 . . .
FTE_peak_2819 90.4348 104 FTE1_peak_4743 chr7_19600239_19600363 125 FTE2_peak_4727 chr7_19600260_19600374 125 chr7_19600239_19600374 . . .
FTE_peak_2820 67.6737 224 FTE1_peak_4745 chr7_19998101_19998431 331 FTE2_peak_4728 chr7_19997879_19998324 331 chr7_19997879_19998431 . . .
FTE_peak_2821 100 264 FTE1_peak_4746 chr7_20073369_20073646 278 FTE2_peak_4729 chr7_20073371_20073634 278 chr7_20073369_20073646 . . .
FTE_peak_2822 96.2069 279 FTE1_peak_4747 chr7_20259481_20259770 290 FTE2_peak_4731 chr7_20259423_20259759 290 chr7_20259423_20259770 . MACC1 .
FTE_peak_2823 100 178 FTE1_peak_4748 chr7_20260828_20261040 213 FTE2_peak_4732 chr7_20260830_20261007 213 chr7_20260828_20261040 . MACC1 .
FTE_peak_2824 97.449 191 FTE1_peak_4750 chr7_21656626_21656910 285 FTE2_peak_4733 chr7_21656720_21656915 285 chr7_21656626_21656915 DNAH11 . .
FTE_peak_2825 88.4298 214 FTE1_peak_4751 chr7_21657530_21657771 242 FTE2_peak_4734 chr7_21657466_21657743 242 chr7_21657466_21657771 DNAH11 . .
FTE_peak_2826 99.7191 355 FTE1_peak_4753 chr7_22617114_22617525 412 FTE2_peak_4736 chr7_22617113_22617468 412 chr7_22617113_22617525 . LOC100506178 .
FTE_peak_2827 100 177 FTE1_peak_4754 chr7_22629503_22629679 177 FTE2_peak_4737 chr7_22629501_22629724 177 chr7_22629501_22629724 . LOC100506178 .
FTE_peak_2828 100 147 FTE1_peak_4755 chr7_22687137_22687283 147 FTE2_peak_4738 chr7_22687110_22687286 147 chr7_22687110_22687286 . . .
FTE_peak_2829 100 119 FTE1_peak_4757 chr7_22898193_22898431 239 FTE2_peak_4739 chr7_22898229_22898347 239 chr7_22898193_22898431 . SNORD93 .
FTE_peak_2830 74.7899 89 FTE1_peak_4758 chr7_23374343_23374478 136 FTE2_peak_4741 chr7_23374313_23374431 136 chr7_23374313_23374478 IGF2BP3 MALSU1 .
FTE_peak_2831 72.4138 147 FTE1_peak_4759 chr7_24781605_24781807 203 FTE2_peak_4743 chr7_24781661_24781885 203 chr7_24781605_24781885 DFNA5 . .
FTE_peak_2832 92.6471 126 FTE1_peak_4761 chr7_25887409_25887544 136 FTE2_peak_4744 chr7_25887392_25887534 136 chr7_25887392_25887544 . . .
FTE_peak_2833 20.8 26 FTE1_peak_4763 chr7_26223601_26223728 128 FTE2_peak_4745 chr7_26223502_26223626 128 chr7_26223502_26223728 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
FTE_peak_2834 82.7751 173 FTE1_peak_4768 chr7_28081211_28081477 267 FTE2_peak_4748 chr7_28081175_28081383 267 chr7_28081175_28081477 JAZF1 . .
FTE_peak_2835 98.1043 207 FTE1_peak_4769 chr7_28123346_28123571 226 FTE2_peak_4749 chr7_28123365_28123575 226 chr7_28123346_28123575 JAZF1 . .
FTE_peak_2836 92.7778 167 FTE1_peak_4772 chr7_28243138_28243416 279 FTE2_peak_4751 chr7_28243250_28243429 279 chr7_28243138_28243429 JAZF1‐AS1 JAZF1 .
FTE_peak_2837 81.1224 159 FTE1_peak_4773 chr7_28895519_28895744 226 FTE2_peak_4752 chr7_28895586_28895781 226 chr7_28895519_28895781 . . .
FTE_peak_2838 100 228 FTE1_peak_4774 chr7_29028472_29028726 255 FTE2_peak_4753 chr7_29028473_29028700 255 chr7_29028472_29028726 LOC100506497 . CPVL
FTE_peak_2839 100 198 FTE1_peak_4775 chr7_29325131_29325328 198 FTE2_peak_4754 chr7_29325118_29325348 198 chr7_29325118_29325348 CHN2 . .
FTE_peak_2840 100 286 FTE1_peak_4776 chr7_29528682_29528967 286 FTE2_peak_4755 chr7_29528668_29528995 286 chr7_29528668_29528995 CHN2 . .
FTE_peak_2841 100 151 FTE1_peak_4777 chr7_29762872_29763022 151 FTE2_peak_4757 chr7_29762859_29763037 151 chr7_29762859_29763037 DPY19L2P3 . .
FTE_peak_2842 87.9412 299 FTE1_peak_4778 chr7_30843731_30844114 384 FTE2_peak_4759 chr7_30843816_30844155 384 chr7_30843731_30844155 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
FTE_peak_2843 98.4615 192 FTE1_peak_4779 chr7_32155452_32155646 195 FTE2_peak_4760 chr7_32155421_32155643 195 chr7_32155421_32155646 PDE1C . .
FTE_peak_2844 96.2025 152 FTE1_peak_4781 chr7_33457870_33458027 158 FTE2_peak_4763 chr7_33457847_33458021 158 chr7_33457847_33458027 BBS9 . .
FTE_peak_2845 100 556 FTE1_peak_4783 chr7_34019350_34019942 593 FTE2_peak_4768 chr7_34019372_34019927 593 chr7_34019350_34019942 BMPER . .
FTE_peak_2846 100 168 FTE1_peak_4785 chr7_34100871_34101055 185 FTE2_peak_4772 chr7_34100879_34101046 185 chr7_34100871_34101055 BMPER . .
FTE_peak_2847 71.5447 88 FTE1_peak_4786 chr7_34195026_34195154 129 FTE2_peak_4774 chr7_34195067_34195189 129 chr7_34195026_34195189 BMPER . .
FTE_peak_2848 100 125 FTE1_peak_4788 chr7_34354727_34354851 125 FTE2_peak_4776 chr7_34354676_34354859 125 chr7_34354676_34354859 . . .
FTE_peak_2849 100 220 FTE1_peak_4789 chr7_36087820_36088105 286 FTE2_peak_4780 chr7_36087833_36088052 286 chr7_36087820_36088105 . . .
FTE_peak_2850 100 148 FTE1_peak_4791 chr7_36698260_36698557 298 FTE2_peak_4784 chr7_36698298_36698445 298 chr7_36698260_36698557 AOAH . .
FTE_peak_2851 80.8 101 FTE1_peak_4792 chr7_36698775_36698899 125 FTE2_peak_4785 chr7_36698742_36698875 125 chr7_36698742_36698899 AOAH . .
FTE_peak_2852 100 128 FTE1_peak_4794 chr7_38784523_38784650 128 FTE2_peak_4786 chr7_38784445_38784733 128 chr7_38784445_38784733 VPS41 . .
FTE_peak_2853 94.8718 111 FTE1_peak_4795 chr7_39629322_39629500 179 FTE2_peak_4787 chr7_39629316_39629432 179 chr7_39629316_39629500 . YAE1D1 LOC646999
FTE_peak_2854 100 195 FTE1_peak_4796 chr7_40261550_40261744 195 FTE2_peak_4790 chr7_40261549_40261761 195 chr7_40261549_40261761 C7orf10 . .
FTE_peak_2855 77.4648 110 FTE1_peak_4797 chr7_40338217_40338367 151 FTE2_peak_4791 chr7_40338258_40338399 151 chr7_40338217_40338399 C7orf10 . .
FTE_peak_2856 100 309 FTE1_peak_4800 chr7_40848032_40848392 361 FTE2_peak_4792 chr7_40848044_40848352 361 chr7_40848032_40848392 C7orf10 . .
FTE_peak_2857 100 115 FTE1_peak_4801 chr7_41043297_41043442 146 FTE2_peak_4793 chr7_41043327_41043441 146 chr7_41043297_41043442 . . .
FTE_peak_2858 90.5433 450 FTE1_peak_4802 chr7_41066893_41067389 497 FTE2_peak_4795 chr7_41066940_41067520 497 chr7_41066893_41067520 . . .
FTE_peak_2859 100 134 FTE1_peak_4803 chr7_41228552_41228685 134 FTE2_peak_4797 chr7_41228526_41228761 134 chr7_41228526_41228761 . . .
FTE_peak_2860 100 141 FTE1_peak_4805 chr7_41612734_41612882 149 FTE2_peak_4799 chr7_41612734_41612874 149 chr7_41612734_41612882 . . .
FTE_peak_2861 100 154 FTE1_peak_4807 chr7_41919745_41919898 154 FTE2_peak_4800 chr7_41919691_41919918 154 chr7_41919691_41919918 . . .
FTE_peak_2862 100 463 FTE1_peak_4808 chr7_41956064_41956570 507 FTE2_peak_4801 chr7_41956086_41956548 507 chr7_41956064_41956570 . . .
FTE_peak_2863 100 224 FTE1_peak_4812 chr7_43575484_43575707 224 FTE2_peak_4803 chr7_43575444_43575757 224 chr7_43575444_43575757 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
FTE_peak_2864 86.5385 135 FTE1_peak_4814 chr7_43909583_43909781 199 FTE2_peak_4804 chr7_43909562_43909717 199 chr7_43909562_43909781 URGCP‐MRPS24 MRPS24 URGCP
FTE_peak_2865 63.9706 87 FTE1_peak_4815 chr7_44418409_44418619 211 FTE2_peak_4805 chr7_44418533_44418668 211 chr7_44418409_44418668 . . NUDCD3
FTE_peak_2866 100 119 FTE1_peak_4818 chr7_46178685_46178864 180 FTE2_peak_4806 chr7_46178734_46178852 180 chr7_46178685_46178864 . . .
FTE_peak_2867 100 238 FTE1_peak_4819 chr7_46185058_46185295 238 FTE2_peak_4807 chr7_46185046_46185303 238 chr7_46185046_46185303 . . .
FTE_peak_2868 100 167 FTE1_peak_4820 chr7_46186678_46186844 167 FTE2_peak_4808 chr7_46186666_46186929 167 chr7_46186666_46186929 . . .
FTE_peak_2869 47.5806 177 FTE1_peak_4822 chr7_46792657_46793028 372 FTE2_peak_4811 chr7_46792395_46792833 372 chr7_46792395_46793028 . . .
FTE_peak_2870 100 139 FTE1_peak_4824 chr7_46970003_46970299 297 FTE2_peak_4813 chr7_46970074_46970212 297 chr7_46970003_46970299 . . .
FTE_peak_2871 100 115 FTE1_peak_4825 chr7_46972571_46972724 154 FTE2_peak_4814 chr7_46972594_46972708 154 chr7_46972571_46972724 . . .
FTE_peak_2872 97.3094 217 FTE1_peak_4827 chr7_47267489_47267711 223 FTE2_peak_4815 chr7_47267480_47267705 223 chr7_47267480_47267711 . . .
FTE_peak_2873 96.9466 254 FTE1_peak_4828 chr7_47521819_47522375 557 FTE2_peak_4816 chr7_47521811_47522072 557 chr7_47521811_47522375 TNS3 . .
FTE_peak_2874 50.1767 142 FTE1_peak_4828 chr7_47521819_47522375 557 FTE2_peak_4817 chr7_47522234_47522516 557 chr7_47521819_47522516 TNS3 . .
FTE_peak_2875 100 125 FTE1_peak_4832 chr7_47691272_47691396 125 FTE2_peak_4819 chr7_47691252_47691434 125 chr7_47691252_47691434 . . C7orf65
FTE_peak_2876 100 148 FTE1_peak_4833 chr7_47823674_47823821 148 FTE2_peak_4820 chr7_47823469_47823857 148 chr7_47823469_47823857 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
FTE_peak_2877 97.3262 182 FTE1_peak_4834 chr7_47835229_47835469 241 FTE2_peak_4822 chr7_47835288_47835474 241 chr7_47835229_47835474 C7orf69;PKD1L1 LINC00525 .
FTE_peak_2878 85.7143 120 FTE1_peak_4835 chr7_47981151_47981290 140 FTE2_peak_4823 chr7_47981171_47981411 140 chr7_47981151_47981411 PKD1L1 . HUS1
FTE_peak_2879 100 134 FTE1_peak_4837 chr7_50570085_50570218 134 FTE2_peak_4826 chr7_50570085_50570219 134 chr7_50570085_50570219 DDC . LOC100129427
FTE_peak_2880 95.7983 114 FTE1_peak_4838 chr7_50725116_50725256 141 FTE2_peak_4827 chr7_50725143_50725261 141 chr7_50725116_50725261 GRB10 . .
FTE_peak_2881 64.9289 137 FTE1_peak_4840 chr7_51097572_51097824 253 FTE2_peak_4828 chr7_51097688_51097898 253 chr7_51097572_51097898 COBL . .
FTE_peak_2882 100 149 FTE1_peak_4841 chr7_51113459_51113685 227 FTE2_peak_4829 chr7_51113474_51113622 227 chr7_51113459_51113685 COBL . .
FTE_peak_2883 47.1795 92 FTE1_peak_4844 chr7_55132912_55133151 240 FTE2_peak_4832 chr7_55132809_55133003 240 chr7_55132809_55133151 EGFR . .
FTE_peak_2884 100 259 FTE1_peak_4845 chr7_55133272_55133622 351 FTE2_peak_4833 chr7_55133355_55133613 351 chr7_55133272_55133622 EGFR . .
FTE_peak_2885 97.619 123 FTE1_peak_4846 chr7_55200619_55200744 126 FTE2_peak_4834 chr7_55200622_55200811 126 chr7_55200619_55200811 EGFR . .
FTE_peak_2886 93.5065 216 FTE1_peak_4847 chr7_55375773_55376197 425 FTE2_peak_4835 chr7_55375982_55376212 425 chr7_55375773_55376212 . . .
FTE_peak_2887 95.1389 137 FTE1_peak_4849 chr7_55545831_55546039 209 FTE2_peak_4836 chr7_55545903_55546046 209 chr7_55545831_55546046 VOPP1 . .
FTE_peak_2888 100 264 FTE1_peak_4851 chr7_56045436_56045911 476 FTE2_peak_4837 chr7_56045515_56045778 476 chr7_56045436_56045911 GBAS MRPS17 .
FTE_peak_2889 100 223 FTE1_peak_4852 chr7_65720114_65720336 223 FTE2_peak_4838 chr7_65720101_65720384 223 chr7_65720101_65720384 TPST1 . .
FTE_peak_2890 84.4595 125 FTE1_peak_4853 chr7_65791924_65792071 148 FTE2_peak_4840 chr7_65791947_65792121 148 chr7_65791924_65792121 TPST1 . .
FTE_peak_2891 81.0458 248 FTE1_peak_4854 chr7_75164178_75164483 306 FTE2_peak_4841 chr7_75164055_75164425 306 chr7_75164055_75164483 HIP1 PMS2P3 .
FTE_peak_2892 55.5172 161 FTE1_peak_4855 chr7_75362240_75362545 306 FTE2_peak_4842 chr7_75362111_75362400 306 chr7_75362111_75362545 HIP1 . .
FTE_peak_2893 100 288 FTE1_peak_4858 chr7_78912518_78912883 366 FTE2_peak_4846 chr7_78912585_78912872 366 chr7_78912518_78912883 MAGI2 . .
FTE_peak_2894 87.0968 135 FTE1_peak_4860 chr7_79135944_79136098 155 FTE2_peak_4847 chr7_79135964_79136138 155 chr7_79135944_79136138 . . .
FTE_peak_2895 98.2143 165 FTE1_peak_4861 chr7_79321472_79321639 168 FTE2_peak_4848 chr7_79321373_79321636 168 chr7_79321373_79321639 . . .
FTE_peak_2896 86.6485 318 FTE1_peak_4862 chr7_79408228_79408594 367 FTE2_peak_4849 chr7_79408277_79408677 367 chr7_79408228_79408677 . MIR548M .
FTE_peak_2897 100 194 FTE1_peak_4863 chr7_79613560_79613759 200 FTE2_peak_4850 chr7_79613563_79613756 200 chr7_79613560_79613759 . . .
FTE_peak_2898 86.0104 166 FTE1_peak_4864 chr7_79777067_79777259 193 FTE2_peak_4851 chr7_79777094_79777313 193 chr7_79777067_79777313 GNAI1 . .
FTE_peak_2899 89.0625 114 FTE1_peak_4867 chr7_80263925_80264064 140 FTE2_peak_4852 chr7_80263951_80264078 140 chr7_80263925_80264078 CD36 . .
FTE_peak_2900 83.7838 155 FTE1_peak_4868 chr7_80370604_80370806 203 FTE2_peak_4853 chr7_80370574_80370758 203 chr7_80370574_80370806 . . SEMA3C
FTE_peak_2901 89.3782 345 FTE1_peak_4869 chr7_80512869_80513280 412 FTE2_peak_4855 chr7_80512828_80513213 412 chr7_80512828_80513280 SEMA3C . .
FTE_peak_2902 92.5926 175 FTE1_peak_4873 chr7_80914571_80914759 189 FTE2_peak_4857 chr7_80914547_80914745 189 chr7_80914547_80914759 . . .
FTE_peak_2903 100 310 FTE1_peak_4874 chr7_80928460_80928930 471 FTE2_peak_4858 chr7_80928617_80928926 471 chr7_80928460_80928930 . . .
FTE_peak_2904 71.2 89 FTE1_peak_4875 chr7_81233637_81233761 125 FTE2_peak_4860 chr7_81233567_81233725 125 chr7_81233567_81233761 . . .
FTE_peak_2905 72.4138 105 FTE1_peak_4876 chr7_81665797_81666053 257 FTE2_peak_4864 chr7_81665949_81666093 257 chr7_81665797_81666093 CACNA2D1 . .
FTE_peak_2906 100 252 FTE1_peak_4878 chr7_82172069_82172343 275 FTE2_peak_4865 chr7_82172092_82172343 275 chr7_82172069_82172343 . . .
FTE_peak_2907 100 320 FTE1_peak_4879 chr7_82192293_82192612 320 FTE2_peak_4866 chr7_82192290_82192629 320 chr7_82192290_82192629 . . .
FTE_peak_2908 100 115 FTE1_peak_4880 chr7_84042206_84042340 135 FTE2_peak_4871 chr7_84042206_84042320 135 chr7_84042206_84042340 . . .
FTE_peak_2909 98.3673 241 FTE1_peak_4883 chr7_84765291_84765547 257 FTE2_peak_4873 chr7_84765307_84765551 257 chr7_84765291_84765551 . SEMA3D .
FTE_peak_2910 82.659 143 FTE1_peak_4885 chr7_90253527_90253699 173 FTE2_peak_4876 chr7_90253557_90253761 173 chr7_90253527_90253761 . . .
FTE_peak_2911 100 166 FTE1_peak_4886 chr7_90879177_90879412 236 FTE2_peak_4877 chr7_90879230_90879395 236 chr7_90879177_90879412 . . FZD1
FTE_peak_2912 77.1605 125 FTE1_peak_4887 chr7_92262557_92262718 162 FTE2_peak_4878 chr7_92262594_92262840 162 chr7_92262557_92262840 CDK6 . .
FTE_peak_2913 100 414 FTE1_peak_4888 chr7_92381646_92382211 566 FTE2_peak_4879 chr7_92381701_92382114 566 chr7_92381646_92382211 CDK6 . .
FTE_peak_2914 64.7059 99 FTE1_peak_4889 chr7_92420422_92420646 225 FTE2_peak_4880 chr7_92420368_92420520 225 chr7_92420368_92420646 CDK6 . .
FTE_peak_2915 100 229 FTE1_peak_4891 chr7_92956371_92956599 229 FTE2_peak_4881 chr7_92956324_92956614 229 chr7_92956324_92956614 CCDC132 . .
FTE_peak_2916 66.9565 77 FTE1_peak_4895 chr7_93759134_93759353 220 FTE2_peak_4884 chr7_93759277_93759391 220 chr7_93759134_93759391 . . .
FTE_peak_2917 98.2759 171 FTE1_peak_4896 chr7_93812859_93813096 238 FTE2_peak_4885 chr7_93812856_93813029 238 chr7_93812856_93813096 . . .
FTE_peak_2918 100 133 FTE1_peak_4900 chr7_94024360_94024749 390 FTE2_peak_4888 chr7_94024391_94024523 390 chr7_94024360_94024749 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2919 35.3846 138 FTE1_peak_4900 chr7_94024360_94024749 390 FTE2_peak_4889 chr7_94024612_94025107 390 chr7_94024360_94025107 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2920 66.8539 238 FTE1_peak_4901 chr7_94024870_94025225 356 FTE2_peak_4889 chr7_94024612_94025107 356 chr7_94024612_94025225 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2921 68 119 FTE1_peak_4902 chr7_94025371_94025722 352 FTE2_peak_4890 chr7_94025604_94025778 352 chr7_94025371_94025778 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2922 80.0926 346 FTE1_peak_4903 chr7_94025822_94026253 432 FTE2_peak_4891 chr7_94025908_94026428 432 chr7_94025822_94026428 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2923 36.5217 42 FTE1_peak_4905 chr7_94030007_94030211 205 FTE2_peak_4893 chr7_94030170_94030284 205 chr7_94030007_94030284 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2924 85.1163 183 FTE1_peak_4906 chr7_94031351_94031618 268 FTE2_peak_4894 chr7_94031436_94031650 268 chr7_94031351_94031650 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2925 7.7922 12 FTE1_peak_4907 chr7_94032290_94032443 154 FTE2_peak_4895 chr7_94032432_94032697 154 chr7_94032290_94032697 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2926 88.664 219 FTE1_peak_4908 chr7_94034821_94035156 336 FTE2_peak_4897 chr7_94034938_94035184 336 chr7_94034821_94035184 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2927 80.6202 208 FTE1_peak_4909 chr7_94035976_94036233 258 FTE2_peak_4899 chr7_94035891_94036183 258 chr7_94035891_94036233 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2928 27.7778 45 FTE1_peak_4910 chr7_94037985_94038390 406 FTE2_peak_4900 chr7_94037868_94038029 406 chr7_94037868_94038390 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2929 100 115 FTE1_peak_4911 chr7_94042234_94042379 146 FTE2_peak_4901 chr7_94042235_94042349 146 chr7_94042234_94042379 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2930 23.9766 41 FTE1_peak_4912 chr7_94043934_94044139 206 FTE2_peak_4903 chr7_94043804_94043974 206 chr7_94043804_94044139 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2931 99.4792 191 FTE1_peak_4914 chr7_94046234_94046574 341 FTE2_peak_4906 chr7_94046233_94046424 341 chr7_94046233_94046574 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2932 92 115 FTE1_peak_4922 chr7_94053355_94053479 125 FTE2_peak_4908 chr7_94053365_94053588 125 chr7_94053355_94053588 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2933 100 178 FTE1_peak_4926 chr7_94059259_94059436 178 FTE2_peak_4911 chr7_94059217_94059462 178 chr7_94059217_94059462 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2934 20.9877 34 FTE1_peak_4927 chr7_94059821_94059982 162 FTE2_peak_4912 chr7_94059949_94060119 162 chr7_94059821_94060119 COL1A2 . .
FTE_peak_2935 98.7228 1314 FTE1_peak_4928 chr7_94060584_94061922 1339 FTE2_peak_4913 chr7_94060609_94061939 1339 chr7_94060584_94061939 . COL1A2 .
FTE_peak_2936 92.1687 153 FTE1_peak_4932 chr7_97895127_97895378 252 FTE2_peak_4914 chr7_97895114_97895279 252 chr7_97895114_97895378 . TECPR1 BAIAP2L1;BRI3
FTE_peak_2937 100 192 FTE1_peak_4933 chr7_99632891_99633082 192 FTE2_peak_4916 chr7_99632885_99633110 192 chr7_99632885_99633110 ZKSCAN1 . ZNF3;ZSCAN21
FTE_peak_2938 100 167 FTE1_peak_4938 chr7_100765376_100765601 226 FTE2_peak_4918 chr7_100765394_100765560 226 chr7_100765376_100765601 . . SERPINE1
FTE_peak_2939 100 168 FTE1_peak_4939 chr7_100770839_100771346 508 FTE2_peak_4919 chr7_100770998_100771165 508 chr7_100770839_100771346 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
FTE_peak_2940 93.9068 262 FTE1_peak_4940 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 FTE2_peak_4921 chr7_100772051_100772329 6998 chr7_100772051_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_peak_2941 100 1296 FTE1_peak_4940 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 FTE2_peak_4922 chr7_100772497_100773792 6998 chr7_100772068_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_peak_2942 100 3032 FTE1_peak_4940 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 FTE2_peak_4923 chr7_100774117_100777148 6998 chr7_100772068_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_peak_2943 98.5048 1647 FTE1_peak_4940 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 FTE2_peak_4924 chr7_100777419_100779090 6998 chr7_100772068_100779090 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_peak_2944 99.7632 4213 FTE1_peak_4941 chr7_100779240_100783462 4223 FTE2_peak_4925 chr7_100779210_100783452 4223 chr7_100779210_100783462 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_peak_2945 57.551 141 FTE1_peak_4942 chr7_100783828_100784072 245 FTE2_peak_4926 chr7_100783668_100783968 245 chr7_100783668_100784072 . SERPINE1 S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
FTE_peak_2946 100 176 FTE1_peak_4944 chr7_102516293_102516468 176 FTE2_peak_4928 chr7_102516286_102516543 176 chr7_102516286_102516543 FBXL13 . .
FTE_peak_2947 100 180 FTE1_peak_4945 chr7_103277640_103277819 180 FTE2_peak_4929 chr7_103277605_103277831 180 chr7_103277605_103277831 RELN . .
FTE_peak_2948 95.858 162 FTE1_peak_4946 chr7_104614528_104614704 177 FTE2_peak_4931 chr7_104614543_104614711 177 chr7_104614528_104614711 . . LOC100216546
FTE_peak_2949 97.5 195 FTE1_peak_4949 chr7_105987166_105987365 200 FTE2_peak_4933 chr7_105987171_105987429 200 chr7_105987166_105987429 . . .
FTE_peak_2950 92.1986 130 FTE1_peak_4951 chr7_106264360_106264500 141 FTE2_peak_4935 chr7_106264371_106264526 141 chr7_106264360_106264526 . . .
FTE_peak_2951 100 359 FTE1_peak_4952 chr7_106358729_106359166 438 FTE2_peak_4937 chr7_106358798_106359156 438 chr7_106358729_106359166 . . .
FTE_peak_2952 85.4054 158 FTE1_peak_4953 chr7_107235874_107236058 185 FTE2_peak_4939 chr7_107235816_107236031 185 chr7_107235816_107236058 BCAP29 DUS4L .
FTE_peak_2953 96.5517 196 FTE1_peak_4954 chr7_107670577_107670779 203 FTE2_peak_4942 chr7_107670584_107670797 203 chr7_107670577_107670797 LAMB4 LAMB1 .
FTE_peak_2954 74.8201 104 FTE1_peak_4955 chr7_107886741_107886955 215 FTE2_peak_4944 chr7_107886852_107886990 215 chr7_107886741_107886990 NRCAM . .
FTE_peak_2955 100 334 FTE1_peak_4956 chr7_107949353_107949686 334 FTE2_peak_4945 chr7_107949328_107949704 334 chr7_107949328_107949704 NRCAM . .
FTE peak 2956 100 136 FTE1 peak 4957 chr7 110778321 110778456 136 FTE2 peak 4946 chr7 110778301 110778517 136 chr7 110778301 110778517 IMMP2L LRRN3 .
FTE_peak_2958 100 202 FTE1_peak_4959 chr7_111064823_111065073 251 FTE2_peak_4948 chr7_111064858_111065059 251 chr7_111064823_111065073 IMMP2L . .
FTE_peak_2959 100 279 FTE1_peak_4964 chr7_115817130_115817509 380 FTE2_peak_4949 chr7_115817133_115817411 380 chr7_115817130_115817509 . . .
FTE_peak_2960 65.4088 104 FTE1_peak_4965 chr7_115858184_115858536 353 FTE2_peak_4951 chr7_115858433_115858591 353 chr7_115858184_115858591 TES . .
FTE_peak_2961 98.5714 138 FTE1_peak_4967 chr7_116066544_116066684 141 FTE2_peak_4953 chr7_116066547_116066686 141 chr7_116066544_116066686 . . .
FTE_peak_2962 100 146 FTE1_peak_4968 chr7_116074988_116075133 146 FTE2_peak_4954 chr7_116074983_116075262 146 chr7_116074983_116075262 . . .
FTE_peak_2963 100 180 FTE1_peak_4971 chr7_116645084_116645263 180 FTE2_peak_4958 chr7_116645080_116645271 180 chr7_116645080_116645271 ST7 . .
FTE_peak_2964 97.4093 188 FTE1_peak_4972 chr7_116772561_116772823 263 FTE2_peak_4960 chr7_116772556_116772748 263 chr7_116772556_116772823 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
FTE_peak_2965 98.9071 181 FTE1_peak_4974 chr7_117222259_117222763 505 FTE2_peak_4961 chr7_117222583_117222765 505 chr7_117222259_117222765 CFTR . .
FTE_peak_2966 79.3548 123 FTE1_peak_4976 chr7_119693033_119693594 562 FTE2_peak_4963 chr7_119693001_119693155 562 chr7_119693001_119693594 . . .
FTE_peak_2967 100 119 FTE1_peak_4976 chr7_119693033_119693594 562 FTE2_peak_4964 chr7_119693271_119693389 562 chr7_119693033_119693594 . . .
FTE_peak_2968 100 605 FTE1_peak_4979 chr7_120724487_120725254 768 FTE2_peak_4965 chr7_120724529_120725133 768 chr7_120724487_120725254 C7orf58 . .
FTE_peak_2969 100 224 FTE1_peak_4980 chr7_121170396_121170689 294 FTE2_peak_4966 chr7_121170439_121170662 294 chr7_121170396_121170689 . . .
FTE_peak_2970 86.4362 325 FTE1_peak_4981 chr7_121184746_121185121 376 FTE2_peak_4967 chr7_121184692_121185070 376 chr7_121184692_121185121 . . .
FTE_peak_2971 82.6255 214 FTE1_peak_4982 chr7_122911271_122911529 259 FTE2_peak_4969 chr7_122911316_122911593 259 chr7_122911271_122911593 . . .
FTE_peak_2972 100 184 FTE1_peak_4983 chr7_123178371_123178554 184 FTE2_peak_4970 chr7_123178363_123178560 184 chr7_123178363_123178560 . IQUB NDUFA5
FTE_peak_2973 100 125 FTE1_peak_4985 chr7_123352890_123353014 125 FTE2_peak_4971 chr7_123352876_123353030 125 chr7_123352876_123353030 WASL . .
FTE_peak_2974 100 157 FTE1_peak_4986 chr7_123367141_123367297 157 FTE2_peak_4972 chr7_123367141_123367467 157 chr7_123367141_123367467 WASL . .
FTE_peak_2975 100 145 FTE1_peak_4987 chr7_127416938_127417082 145 FTE2_peak_4973 chr7_127416898_127417164 145 chr7_127416898_127417164 SND1 . .
FTE_peak_2976 100 163 FTE1_peak_4988 chr7_127697109_127697271 163 FTE2_peak_4975 chr7_127697047_127697332 163 chr7_127697047_127697332 SND1 LRRC4 MIR593
FTE_peak_2977 88.125 141 FTE1_peak_4989 chr7_127855456_127855641 186 FTE2_peak_4976 chr7_127855437_127855596 186 chr7_127855437_127855641 . MIR129‐1 LEP
FTE_peak_2978 99.2629 404 FTE1_peak_4990 chr7_127857375_127857781 407 FTE2_peak_4977 chr7_127857370_127857778 407 chr7_127857370_127857781 . MIR129‐1 LEP
FTE_peak_2979 100 148 FTE1_peak_4991 chr7_129495092_129495320 229 FTE2_peak_4978 chr7_129495128_129495275 229 chr7_129495092_129495320 UBE2H . .
FTE_peak_2980 100 136 FTE1_peak_4992 chr7_129932642_129932788 147 FTE2_peak_4979 chr7_129932653_129932788 147 chr7_129932642_129932788 . CPA2 CPA4
FTE_peak_2981 80.3419 94 FTE1_peak_4993 chr7_129932914_129933064 151 FTE2_peak_4980 chr7_129932971_129933087 151 chr7_129932914_129933087 CPA4 CPA2 .
FTE_peak_2982 100 196 FTE1_peak_4994 chr7_129996162_129996357 196 FTE2_peak_4981 chr7_129996126_129996396 196 chr7_129996126_129996396 CPA5 . CPA1
FTE_peak_2983 100 122 FTE1_peak_4996 chr7_130523545_130523700 156 FTE2_peak_4982 chr7_130523546_130523667 156 chr7_130523545_130523700 . . .
FTE_peak_2984 99.4413 356 FTE1_peak_4997 chr7_130571937_130572364 428 FTE2_peak_4984 chr7_130572009_130572366 428 chr7_130571937_130572366 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
FTE_peak_2985 96 144 FTE1_peak_4998 chr7_130575643_130575813 171 FTE2_peak_4985 chr7_130575637_130575786 171 chr7_130575637_130575813 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
FTE_peak_2986 50.9804 104 FTE1_peak_4999 chr7_130588478_130588681 204 FTE2_peak_4986 chr7_130588340_130588581 204 chr7_130588340_130588681 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
FTE_peak_2987 94.8718 148 FTE1_peak_5002 chr7_130597003_130597158 156 FTE2_peak_4987 chr7_130596977_130597150 156 chr7_130596977_130597158 LOC646329 . .
FTE_peak_2988 98.3389 296 FTE1_peak_5003 chr7_130597762_130598189 428 FTE2_peak_4988 chr7_130597894_130598194 428 chr7_130597762_130598194 LOC646329 . .
FTE_peak_2989 94.0426 221 FTE1_peak_5006 chr7_130645196_130645704 509 FTE2_peak_4989 chr7_130645182_130645416 509 chr7_130645182_130645704 FLJ43663 . .
FTE_peak_2990 100 152 FTE1_peak_5007 chr7_130873453_130873689 237 FTE2_peak_4992 chr7_130873526_130873677 237 chr7_130873453_130873689 MKLN1 . .
FTE_peak_2991 100 258 FTE1_peak_5012 chr7_133267611_133267882 272 FTE2_peak_4995 chr7_133267612_133267869 272 chr7_133267611_133267882 EXOC4 . .
FTE_peak_2992 100 282 FTE1_peak_5016 chr7_135446651_135446932 282 FTE2_peak_5002 chr7_135446635_135447002 282 chr7_135446635_135447002 . FAM180A .
FTE_peak_2993 93.6652 207 FTE1_peak_5018 chr7_136638236_136638458 223 FTE2_peak_5004 chr7_136638222_136638442 223 chr7_136638222_136638458 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
FTE_peak_2994 100 130 FTE1_peak_5020 chr7_136766527_136766656 130 FTE2_peak_5007 chr7_136766421_136766678 130 chr7_136766421_136766678 LOC349160 . .
FTE_peak_2995 56.7568 168 FTE1_peak_5025 chr7_137457564_137457859 296 FTE2_peak_5010 chr7_137457412_137457731 296 chr7_137457412_137457859 DGKI . .
FTE_peak_2996 64.3836 94 FTE1_peak_5030 chr7_138560598_138560902 305 FTE2_peak_5012 chr7_138560809_138560954 305 chr7_138560598_138560954 KIAA1549 . .
FTE_peak_2997 100 203 FTE1_peak_5031 chr7_139367522_139367773 252 FTE2_peak_5014 chr7_139367569_139367771 252 chr7_139367522_139367773 HIPK2 . .
FTE_peak_2998 65.9483 153 FTE1_peak_5033 chr7_139434139_139434523 385 FTE2_peak_5016 chr7_139434371_139434602 385 chr7_139434139_139434602 HIPK2 . .
FTE_peak_2999 96.3504 132 FTE1_peak_5034 chr7_139471369_139471535 167 FTE2_peak_5017 chr7_139471364_139471500 167 chr7_139471364_139471535 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
FTE_peak_3000 92.638 151 FTE1_peak_5035 chr7_139474239_139474467 229 FTE2_peak_5018 chr7_139474317_139474479 229 chr7_139474239_139474479 HIPK2 . TBXAS1
FTE_peak_3001 87.5 182 FTE1_peak_5037 chr7_139616307_139616529 223 FTE2_peak_5019 chr7_139616348_139616555 223 chr7_139616307_139616555 TBXAS1 . .
FTE_peak_3002 85.0394 108 FTE1_peak_5038 chr7_141062489_141062715 227 FTE2_peak_5020 chr7_141062470_141062596 227 chr7_141062470_141062715 LOC100507421 . .
FTE_peak_3003 80.7843 206 FTE1_peak_5039 chr7_141645241_141645514 274 FTE2_peak_5021 chr7_141645192_141645446 274 chr7_141645192_141645514 CLEC5A OR9A4 TAS2R38
FTE_peak_3004 100 160 FTE1_peak_5042 chr7_142170237_142170532 296 FTE2_peak_5023 chr7_142170329_142170488 296 chr7_142170237_142170532 . . .
FTE_peak_3005 99.3506 153 FTE1_peak_5043 chr7_143676587_143676740 154 FTE2_peak_5029 chr7_143676582_143676739 154 chr7_143676582_143676740 . OR2F1 OR6B1
FTE_peak_3006 93.3673 183 FTE1_peak_5044 chr7_147109903_147110098 196 FTE2_peak_5030 chr7_147109864_147110085 196 chr7_147109864_147110098 CNTNAP2;MIR548I4 . .
FTE_peak_3007 100 125 FTE1_peak_5047 chr7_151842987_151843111 125 FTE2_peak_5033 chr7_151842946_151843144 125 chr7_151842946_151843144 MLL3 GALNT11 .
FTE_peak_3008 100 221 FTE1_peak_5048 chr7_157101749_157102005 257 FTE2_peak_5035 chr7_157101755_157101975 257 chr7_157101749_157102005 . . DNAJB6
FTE_peak_3009 100 167 FTE1_peak_5049 chr7_157102789_157102955 167 FTE2_peak_5036 chr7_157102720_157102958 167 chr7_157102720_157102958 . . DNAJB6
FTE_peak_3010 73.7931 107 FTE1_peak_5053 chr8_8468307_8468455 149 FTE2_peak_5040 chr8_8468349_8468493 149 chr8_8468307_8468493 . . .
FTE_peak_3011 95.7672 181 FTE1_peak_5055 chr8_8485024_8485278 255 FTE2_peak_5042 chr8_8485098_8485286 255 chr8_8485024_8485286 . . .
FTE_peak_3012 100 278 FTE1_peak_5056 chr8_8521971_8522248 278 FTE2_peak_5043 chr8_8521947_8522294 278 chr8_8521947_8522294 . . .
FTE_peak_3013 100 526 FTE1_peak_5057 chr8_8790408_8790933 526 FTE2_peak_5044 chr8_8790379_8790952 526 chr8_8790379_8790952 . . .
FTE_peak_3014 100 366 FTE1_peak_5058 chr8_8932325_8932753 429 FTE2_peak_5046 chr8_8932349_8932714 429 chr8_8932325_8932753 . MIR4660 .
FTE_peak_3015 96.1832 126 FTE1_peak_5062 chr8_11368496_11368626 131 FTE2_peak_5049 chr8_11368463_11368621 131 chr8_11368463_11368626 BLK . .
FTE_peak_3016 99.6 249 FTE1_peak_5063 chr8_11373429_11373689 261 FTE2_peak_5051 chr8_11373428_11373677 261 chr8_11373428_11373689 BLK . .
FTE_peak_3017 91.5423 184 FTE1_peak_5065 chr8_12584134_12584357 224 FTE2_peak_5052 chr8_12584174_12584374 224 chr8_12584134_12584374 LONRF1 . MIR3926‐1;MIR3926‐2
FTE_peak_3018 98.0519 151 FTE1_peak_5067 chr8_12945263_12945416 154 FTE2_peak_5054 chr8_12945266_12945423 154 chr8_12945263_12945423 DLC1 . .
FTE_peak_3019 86.2069 125 FTE1_peak_5069 chr8_13114565_13114721 157 FTE2_peak_5056 chr8_13114545_13114689 157 chr8_13114545_13114721 DLC1 . .
FTE_peak_3020 100 130 FTE1_peak_5071 chr8_13124747_13125008 262 FTE2_peak_5057 chr8_13124876_13125005 262 chr8_13124747_13125008 DLC1 . .
FTE_peak_3021 96.4126 215 FTE1_peak_5072 chr8_13210753_13211001 249 FTE2_peak_5058 chr8_13210787_13211009 249 chr8_13210753_13211009 DLC1 . .
FTE_peak_3022 87.0317 302 FTE1_peak_5074 chr8_13224289_13224660 372 FTE2_peak_5059 chr8_13224244_13224590 372 chr8_13224244_13224660 DLC1 . .
FTE_peak_3023 91.6667 143 FTE1_peak_5076 chr8_15363052_15363207 156 FTE2_peak_5061 chr8_15362996_15363194 156 chr8_15362996_15363207 . . .
FTE_peak_3024 53.5088 183 FTE1_peak_5079 chr8_17206237_17206578 342 FTE2_peak_5062 chr8_17206396_17206826 342 chr8_17206237_17206826 MTMR7 . .
FTE_peak_3025 100 187 FTE1_peak_5080 chr8_17220577_17220862 286 FTE2_peak_5063 chr8_17220591_17220777 286 chr8_17220577_17220862 MTMR7 . .
FTE_peak_3026 100 302 FTE1_peak_5082 chr8_18416501_18416802 302 FTE2_peak_5065 chr8_18416463_18416947 302 chr8_18416463_18416947 PSD3 . .
FTE_peak_3027 100 159 FTE1_peak_5084 chr8_18523850_18524008 159 FTE2_peak_5066 chr8_18523768_18524014 159 chr8_18523768_18524014 PSD3 . .
FTE_peak_3028 100 175 FTE1_peak_5087 chr8_19028668_19028891 224 FTE2_peak_5071 chr8_19028678_19028852 224 chr8_19028668_19028891 . . LOC100128993
FTE_peak_3029 90.9774 242 FTE1_peak_5088 chr8_19149123_19149388 266 FTE2_peak_5073 chr8_19149147_19149414 266 chr8_19149123_19149414 . . SH2D4A
FTE_peak_3030 100 319 FTE1_peak_5089 chr8_19156195_19156528 334 FTE2_peak_5074 chr8_19156200_19156518 334 chr8_19156195_19156528 . . SH2D4A
FTE_peak_3031 97.7099 128 FTE1_peak_5091 chr8_19521197_19521347 151 FTE2_peak_5078 chr8_19521220_19521350 151 chr8_19521197_19521350 CSGALNACT1 . .
FTE_peak_3032 100 459 FTE1_peak_5093 chr8_19535543_19536262 720 FTE2_peak_5079 chr8_19535728_19536186 720 chr8_19535543_19536262 CSGALNACT1 . .
FTE_peak_3033 94.1176 240 FTE1_peak_5094 chr8_19544523_19544835 313 FTE2_peak_5081 chr8_19544596_19544850 313 chr8_19544523_19544850 . CSGALNACT1 .
FTE_peak_3034 100 179 FTE1_peak_5097 chr8_23213660_23213838 179 FTE2_peak_5087 chr8_23213632_23213904 179 chr8_23213632_23213904 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
FTE_peak_3035 82.3864 145 FTE1_peak_5098 chr8_23401948_23402123 176 FTE2_peak_5088 chr8_23401873_23402092 176 chr8_23401873_23402123 SLC25A37 . .
FTE_peak_3036 56.8182 75 FTE1_peak_5101 chr8_23602596_23602727 132 FTE2_peak_5089 chr8_23602653_23602799 132 chr8_23602596_23602799 . . .
FTE_peak_3037 100 125 FTE1_peak_5102 chr8_23608906_23609063 158 FTE2_peak_5090 chr8_23608915_23609039 158 chr8_23608906_23609063 . . .
FTE_peak_3038 100 131 FTE1_peak_5103 chr8_24062114_24062798 685 FTE2_peak_5092 chr8_24062147_24062277 685 chr8_24062114_24062798 . . .
FTE_peak_3039 99.2771 412 FTE1_peak_5103 chr8_24062114_24062798 685 FTE2_peak_5093 chr8_24062387_24062801 685 chr8_24062114_24062801 . . .
FTE_peak_3040 100 309 FTE1_peak_5106 chr8_25037103_25037420 318 FTE2_peak_5095 chr8_25037110_25037418 318 chr8_25037103_25037420 . . DOCK5
FTE_peak_3041 5.5866 10 FTE1_peak_5107 chr8_25119062_25119340 279 FTE2_peak_5096 chr8_25118893_25119071 279 chr8_25118893_25119340 DOCK5 . .
FTE_peak_3042 88.75 142 FTE1_peak_5108 chr8_25863878_25864037 160 FTE2_peak_5099 chr8_25863773_25864019 160 chr8_25863773_25864037 EBF2 . .
FTE_peak_3043 100 194 FTE1_peak_5109 chr8_25864707_25865002 296 FTE2_peak_5100 chr8_25864761_25864954 296 chr8_25864707_25865002 EBF2 . .
FTE_peak_3044 100 195 FTE1_peak_5110 chr8_26315436_26315630 195 FTE2_peak_5102 chr8_26315409_26315632 195 chr8_26315409_26315632 . . .
FTE_peak_3045 82.5175 118 FTE1_peak_5112 chr8_26697505_26697647 143 FTE2_peak_5104 chr8_26697530_26697674 143 chr8_26697505_26697674 ADRA1A . .
FTE_peak_3046 100 136 FTE1_peak_5113 chr8_26842672_26842865 194 FTE2_peak_5105 chr8_26842696_26842831 194 chr8_26842672_26842865 . . .
FTE_peak_3047 100 115 FTE1_peak_5117 chr8_28747441_28747566 126 FTE2_peak_5107 chr8_28747446_28747560 126 chr8_28747441_28747566 INTS9 . HMBOX1
FTE_peak_3048 100 138 FTE1_peak_5119 chr8_29053152_29053346 195 FTE2_peak_5108 chr8_29053160_29053297 195 chr8_29053152_29053346 KIF13B . .
FTE_peak_3049 41.7391 48 FTE1_peak_5123 chr8_29513114_29513443 330 FTE2_peak_5111 chr8_29513396_29513510 330 chr8_29513114_29513510 . . .
FTE_peak_3050 63.4783 73 FTE1_peak_5124 chr8_29745136_29745324 189 FTE2_peak_5112 chr8_29745252_29745366 189 chr8_29745136_29745366 . . .
FTE_peak_3051 100 141 FTE1_peak_5125 chr8_29784227_29784367 141 FTE2_peak_5113 chr8_29784227_29784415 141 chr8_29784227_29784415 LOC286135 . .
FTE_peak_3052 83.871 130 FTE1_peak_5129 chr8_32128923_32129077 155 FTE2_peak_5117 chr8_32128948_32129114 155 chr8_32128923_32129114 NRG1 . RNF5P1
FTE_peak_3053 100 223 FTE1_peak_5130 chr8_32130611_32130833 223 FTE2_peak_5118 chr8_32130602_32130882 223 chr8_32130602_32130882 NRG1 . RNF5P1
FTE_peak_3054 97.1831 138 FTE1_peak_5131 chr8_32189115_32189474 360 FTE2_peak_5119 chr8_32189111_32189252 360 chr8_32189111_32189474 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
FTE_peak_3055 100 128 FTE1_peak_5131 chr8_32189115_32189474 360 FTE2_peak_5120 chr8_32189342_32189469 360 chr8_32189115_32189474 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
FTE_peak_3056 100 115 FTE1_peak_5132 chr8_32623932_32624130 199 FTE2_peak_5123 chr8_32623967_32624081 199 chr8_32623932_32624130 RNF5P1 NRG1 .
FTE_peak_3057 100 155 FTE1_peak_5133 chr8_33057074_33057228 155 FTE2_peak_5124 chr8_33057052_33057282 155 chr8_33057052_33057282 RNF5P1 . .
FTE_peak_3058 100 238 FTE1_peak_5136 chr8_37003650_37004037 388 FTE2_peak_5127 chr8_37003698_37003935 388 chr8_37003650_37004037 RNF5P1 . .
FTE_peak_3059 100 147 FTE1_peak_5138 chr8_37390487_37390633 147 FTE2_peak_5128 chr8_37390397_37390650 147 chr8_37390397_37390650 RNF5P1 . .
FTE_peak_3060 73.913 85 FTE1_peak_5142 chr8_40231009_40231188 180 FTE2_peak_5136 chr8_40230979_40231093 180 chr8_40230979_40231188 . . .
FTE_peak_3061 93.8356 137 FTE1_peak_5143 chr8_40342083_40342228 146 FTE2_peak_5138 chr8_40342092_40342281 146 chr8_40342083_40342281 . . .
FTE_peak_3062 17.4699 29 FTE1_peak_5144 chr8_40381871_40382036 166 FTE2_peak_5139 chr8_40382008_40382185 166 chr8_40381871_40382185 . . ZMAT4
FTE_peak_3063 100 169 FTE1_peak_5145 chr8_40930743_40930911 169 FTE2_peak_5140 chr8_40930738_40930936 169 chr8_40930738_40930936 . . .
FTE_peak_3064 100 200 FTE1_peak_5146 chr8_41009160_41009359 200 FTE2_peak_5141 chr8_41009154_41009369 200 chr8_41009154_41009369 . . .
FTE_peak_3065 94.1606 258 FTE1_peak_5147 chr8_41059002_41059275 274 FTE2_peak_5142 chr8_41059018_41059308 274 chr8_41059002_41059308 . . .
FTE_peak_3066 100 209 FTE1_peak_5153 chr8_48344152_48344454 303 FTE2_peak_5144 chr8_48344209_48344417 303 chr8_48344152_48344454 KIAA0146 . .
FTE_peak_3067 100 153 FTE1_peak_5154 chr8_48425096_48425347 252 FTE2_peak_5145 chr8_48425106_48425258 252 chr8_48425096_48425347 KIAA0146 . .
FTE_peak_3068 100 293 FTE1_peak_5156 chr8_49062440_49062822 383 FTE2_peak_5146 chr8_49062441_49062733 383 chr8_49062440_49062822 . . .
FTE_peak_3069 75.5656 167 FTE1_peak_5158 chr8_49282635_49282882 248 FTE2_peak_5148 chr8_49282716_49282936 248 chr8_49282635_49282936 . . .
FTE_peak_3070 100 162 FTE1_peak_5159 chr8_49321152_49321313 162 FTE2_peak_5149 chr8_49321150_49321343 162 chr8_49321150_49321343 . . .
FTE_peak_3071 73.1544 109 FTE1_peak_5163 chr8_49448624_49448772 149 FTE2_peak_5150 chr8_49448664_49448843 149 chr8_49448624_49448843 . . .
FTE_peak_3072 84.8485 112 FTE1_peak_5165 chr8_49814902_49815033 132 FTE2_peak_5152 chr8_49814922_49815089 132 chr8_49814902_49815089 . . SNAI2
FTE_peak_3073 100 214 FTE1_peak_5166 chr8_49815506_49815719 214 FTE2_peak_5153 chr8_49815483_49815847 214 chr8_49815483_49815847 . . SNAI2
FTE_peak_3074 36.5217 42 FTE1_peak_5167 chr8_49817084_49817341 258 FTE2_peak_5154 chr8_49817300_49817414 258 chr8_49817084_49817414 . . SNAI2
FTE_peak_3075 100 411 FTE1_peak_5168 chr8_49829493_49829903 411 FTE2_peak_5155 chr8_49829307_49830046 411 chr8_49829307_49830046 . . SNAI2
FTE_peak_3076 81.6832 165 FTE1_peak_5170 chr8_50969041_50969261 221 FTE2_peak_5156 chr8_50969097_50969298 221 chr8_50969041_50969298 SNTG1 . .
FTE_peak_3077 87.3134 117 FTE1_peak_5172 chr8_51052275_51052433 159 FTE2_peak_5157 chr8_51052317_51052450 159 chr8_51052275_51052450 SNTG1 . .
FTE_peak_3078 69.4915 82 FTE1_peak_5173 chr8_51096133_51096333 201 FTE2_peak_5158 chr8_51096252_51096369 201 chr8_51096133_51096369 SNTG1 . .
FTE_peak_3079 95.2663 161 FTE1_peak_5174 chr8_53030313_53030481 169 FTE2_peak_5159 chr8_53030321_53030522 169 chr8_53030313_53030522 ST18 . .
FTE_peak_3080 93.6 234 FTE1_peak_5177 chr8_54857627_54857876 250 FTE2_peak_5160 chr8_54857643_54858279 250 chr8_54857627_54858279 RGS20 . TCEA1
FTE_peak_3081 100 125 FTE1_peak_5178 chr8_54858057_54858181 125 FTE2_peak_5160 chr8_54857643_54858279 125 chr8_54857643_54858279 RGS20 . TCEA1
FTE_peak_3082 97.2826 179 FTE1_peak_5181 chr8_55249950_55250168 219 FTE2_peak_5161 chr8_55249945_55250128 219 chr8_55249945_55250168 . . .
FTE_peak_3083 100 164 FTE1_peak_5182 chr8_55542114_55542277 164 FTE2_peak_5162 chr8_55542073_55542290 164 chr8_55542073_55542290 RP1 . .
FTE_peak_3084 98.6755 149 FTE1_peak_5183 chr8_57183335_57183511 177 FTE2_peak_5164 chr8_57183333_57183483 177 chr8_57183333_57183511 . . SDR16C5
FTE_peak_3085 100 205 FTE1_peak_5184 chr8_57806435_57806647 213 FTE2_peak_5167 chr8_57806442_57806646 213 chr8_57806435_57806647 . . .
FTE_peak_3086 86.5672 116 FTE1_peak_5185 chr8_58431732_58431865 134 FTE2_peak_5168 chr8_58431630_58431847 134 chr8_58431630_58431865 . . .
FTE_peak_3087 86.014 123 FTE1_peak_5186 chr8_59714093_59714235 143 FTE2_peak_5170 chr8_59714113_59714281 143 chr8_59714093_59714281 . . TOX
FTE_peak_3088 100 222 FTE1_peak_5187 chr8_59742876_59743097 222 FTE2_peak_5171 chr8_59742791_59743122 222 chr8_59742791_59743122 TOX . .
FTE_peak_3089 97.8022 178 FTE1_peak_5190 chr8_60190658_60190884 227 FTE2_peak_5175 chr8_60190707_60190888 227 chr8_60190658_60190888 . . .
FTE_peak_3090 100 134 FTE1_peak_5191 chr8_61863632_61863924 293 FTE2_peak_5176 chr8_61863660_61863793 293 chr8_61863632_61863924 . . LOC100130298
FTE_peak_3091 81.9905 173 FTE1_peak_5192 chr8_62507695_62507905 211 FTE2_peak_5178 chr8_62507733_62507962 211 chr8_62507695_62507962 ASPH . .
FTE_peak_3092 62.8931 100 FTE1_peak_5193 chr8_62517365_62517523 159 FTE2_peak_5179 chr8_62517226_62517464 159 chr8_62517226_62517523 ASPH . .
FTE_peak_3093 95.3947 290 FTE1_peak_5194 chr8_62672707_62673010 304 FTE2_peak_5180 chr8_62672684_62672996 304 chr8_62672684_62673010 . . .
FTE_peak_3094 93.5252 260 FTE1_peak_5197 chr8_65642219_65642509 291 FTE2_peak_5182 chr8_65642250_65642527 291 chr8_65642219_65642527 CYP7B1 . .
FTE_peak_3095 100 146 FTE1_peak_5198 chr8_67036276_67036474 199 FTE2_peak_5185 chr8_67036321_67036466 199 chr8_67036276_67036474 . DNAJC5B TRIM55
FTE_peak_3096 98.2759 228 FTE1_peak_5199 chr8_67042075_67042355 281 FTE2_peak_5186 chr8_67042071_67042302 281 chr8_67042071_67042355 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
FTE_peak_3097 94.898 186 FTE1_peak_5200 chr8_68417851_68418059 209 FTE2_peak_5189 chr8_68417841_68418036 209 chr8_68417841_68418059 CPA6 . .
FTE_peak_3098 97.6959 212 FTE1_peak_5201 chr8_69169185_69169545 361 FTE2_peak_5191 chr8_69169180_69169396 361 chr8_69169180_69169545 . PREX2 .
FTE_peak_3099 86.0558 216 FTE1_peak_5203 chr8_69646012_69646266 255 FTE2_peak_5193 chr8_69645977_69646227 255 chr8_69645977_69646266 C8orf34 . .
FTE_peak_3100 81.3187 296 FTE1_peak_5204 chr8_69833282_69833645 364 FTE2_peak_5195 chr8_69833131_69833577 364 chr8_69833131_69833645 LOC100505718 . .
FTE_peak_3101 100 186 FTE1_peak_5206 chr8_69903661_69903846 186 FTE2_peak_5196 chr8_69903507_69904027 186 chr8_69903507_69904027 LOC100505718 . .
FTE_peak_3102 98.5294 201 FTE1_peak_5209 chr8_71522680_71522947 268 FTE2_peak_5200 chr8_71522747_71522950 268 chr8_71522680_71522950 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
FTE_peak_3103 99.2509 265 FTE1_peak_5210 chr8_72474721_72474994 274 FTE2_peak_5201 chr8_72474730_72474996 274 chr8_72474721_72474996 . . .
FTE_peak_3104 83.5821 112 FTE1_peak_5211 chr8_72906641_72906777 137 FTE2_peak_5202 chr8_72906619_72906752 137 chr8_72906619_72906777 LOC100132891 . TRPA1
FTE_peak_3105 93.6585 192 FTE1_peak_5213 chr8_74258802_74259032 231 FTE2_peak_5203 chr8_74258841_74259045 231 chr8_74258802_74259045 . RDH10 .
FTE_peak_3106 100 123 FTE1_peak_5216 chr8_75090016_75090353 338 FTE2_peak_5204 chr8_75090193_75090315 338 chr8_75090016_75090353 . . .
FTE_peak_3107 100 130 FTE1_peak_5219 chr8_76771569_76771831 263 FTE2_peak_5207 chr8_76771581_76771710 263 chr8_76771569_76771831 . . .
FTE_peak_3108 91.7323 233 FTE1_peak_5220 chr8_77336313_77336566 254 FTE2_peak_5208 chr8_77336283_77336545 254 chr8_77336283_77336566 . . .
FTE_peak_3109 80.531 182 FTE1_peak_5223 chr8_79438053_79438414 362 FTE2_peak_5210 chr8_79438009_79438234 362 chr8_79438009_79438414 PKIA . .
FTE_peak_3110 19.5946 29 FTE1_peak_5224 chr8_80267979_80268149 171 FTE2_peak_5212 chr8_80268121_80268268 171 chr8_80267979_80268268 . . .
FTE_peak_3111 86.5497 148 FTE1_peak_5225 chr8_80350184_80350398 215 FTE2_peak_5213 chr8_80350161_80350331 215 chr8_80350161_80350398 . . .
FTE_peak_3112 96.4286 135 FTE1_peak_5226 chr8_81938703_81938889 187 FTE2_peak_5215 chr8_81938755_81938894 187 chr8_81938703_81938894 PAG1 . .
FTE_peak_3113 52.9801 80 FTE1_peak_5227 chr8_89952259_89952422 164 FTE2_peak_5217 chr8_89952343_89952493 164 chr8_89952259_89952493 . . .
FTE_peak_3114 100 178 FTE1_peak_5229 chr8_90894968_90895207 240 FTE2_peak_5221 chr8_90894994_90895171 240 chr8_90894968_90895207 . . OSGIN2
FTE_peak_3115 100 161 FTE1_peak_5230 chr8_93061601_93061862 262 FTE2_peak_5222 chr8_93061680_93061840 262 chr8_93061601_93061862 RUNX1T1 . .
FTE_peak_3116 99.3548 154 FTE1_peak_5231 chr8_93063767_93063921 155 FTE2_peak_5223 chr8_93063765_93063920 155 chr8_93063765_93063921 RUNX1T1 . .
FTE_peak_3117 100 116 FTE1_peak_5232 chr8_94682618_94682805 188 FTE2_peak_5225 chr8_94682658_94682773 188 chr8_94682618_94682805 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
FTE_peak_3118 100 127 FTE1_peak_5233 chr8_94948334_94948480 147 FTE2_peak_5227 chr8_94948343_94948469 147 chr8_94948334_94948480 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
FTE_peak_3119 100 151 FTE1_peak_5234 chr8_95231940_95232090 151 FTE2_peak_5229 chr8_95231901_95232114 151 chr8_95231901_95232114 . CDH17 GEM
FTE_peak_3120 98.2609 113 FTE1_peak_5235 chr8_96113869_96114045 177 FTE2_peak_5230 chr8_96113867_96113981 177 chr8_96113867_96114045 . MIR3150A;MIR3150 .
FTE_peak_3121 76.2178 266 FTE1_peak_5237 chr8_96572034_96572382 349 FTE2_peak_5231 chr8_96571947_96572299 349 chr8_96571947_96572382 LOC100616530 . .
FTE_peak_3122 67.3913 93 FTE1_peak_5238 chr8_96660523_96660694 172 FTE2_peak_5232 chr8_96660602_96660739 172 chr8_96660523_96660739 LOC100616530 . .
FTE_peak_3123 100 116 FTE1_peak_5239 chr8_96805208_96805452 245 FTE2_peak_5233 chr8_96805258_96805373 245 chr8_96805208_96805452 LOC100616530 . .
FTE_peak_3124 90.1961 230 FTE1_peak_5241 chr8_97111533_97111787 255 FTE2_peak_5236 chr8_97111482_97111762 255 chr8_97111482_97111787 . . .
FTE_peak_3125 97.6471 166 FTE1_peak_5242 chr8_97116144_97116336 193 FTE2_peak_5237 chr8_97116171_97116340 193 chr8_97116144_97116340 . . .
FTE_peak_3126 100 363 FTE1_peak_5244 chr8_98102373_98102735 363 FTE2_peak_5239 chr8_98102344_98102741 363 chr8_98102344_98102741 CPQ . .
FTE_peak_3127 100 440 FTE1_peak_5247 chr8_99350429_99350868 440 FTE2_peak_5242 chr8_99350421_99351001 440 chr8_99350421_99351001 . . .
FTE_peak_3128 100 158 FTE1_peak_5250 chr8_100476357_100476552 196 FTE2_peak_5246 chr8_100476386_100476543 196 chr8_100476357_100476552 VPS13B . .
FTE_peak_3129 100 125 FTE1_peak_5251 chr8_100787187_100787311 125 FTE2_peak_5247 chr8_100787141_100787352 125 chr8_100787141_100787352 VPS13B . .
FTE peak 3130 75 102 FTE1 peak 5253 chr8 101679845 101679980 136 FTE2 peak 5248 chr8 101679879 101680051 136 chr8 101679845 101680051 . SNX31 .
FTE_peak_3132 100 137 FTE1_peak_5256 chr8_102110776_102111033 258 FTE2_peak_5250 chr8_102110818_102110954 258 chr8_102110776_102111033 . FLJ42969 .
FTE_peak_3133 100 178 FTE1_peak_5259 chr8_104357069_104357306 238 FTE2_peak_5252 chr8_104357077_104357254 238 chr8_104357069_104357306 . FZD6 CTHRC1
FTE_peak_3134 100 183 FTE1_peak_5260 chr8_104360739_104360921 183 FTE2_peak_5253 chr8_104360734_104360925 183 chr8_104360734_104360925 . FZD6 CTHRC1
FTE_peak_3135 100 137 FTE1_peak_5261 chr8_104361130_104361266 137 FTE2_peak_5254 chr8_104361049_104361282 137 chr8_104361049_104361282 . FZD6 CTHRC1
FTE_peak_3136 95.9108 258 FTE1_peak_5262 chr8_105759034_105759302 269 FTE2_peak_5259 chr8_105759045_105759390 269 chr8_105759034_105759390 . . .
FTE_peak_3137 100 174 FTE1_peak_5263 chr8_106082112_106082430 319 FTE2_peak_5261 chr8_106082140_106082313 319 chr8_106082112_106082430 . . .
FTE_peak_3138 58.6777 142 FTE1_peak_5265 chr8_106522611_106522904 294 FTE2_peak_5262 chr8_106522763_106523004 294 chr8_106522611_106523004 ZFPM2 . .
FTE_peak_3139 97.4138 113 FTE1_peak_5266 chr8_106664072_106664312 241 FTE2_peak_5265 chr8_106664069_106664184 241 chr8_106664069_106664312 ZFPM2 . .
FTE_peak_3140 99.1597 118 FTE1_peak_5267 chr8_106668625_106668750 126 FTE2_peak_5266 chr8_106668633_106668751 126 chr8_106668625_106668751 ZFPM2 . .
FTE_peak_3141 92.3913 170 FTE1_peak_5270 chr8_107023627_107023838 212 FTE2_peak_5267 chr8_107023613_107023796 212 chr8_107023613_107023838 . . .
FTE_peak_3142 89.6861 200 FTE1_peak_5272 chr8_108117138_108117382 245 FTE2_peak_5270 chr8_108117115_108117337 245 chr8_108117115_108117382 . . .
FTE_peak_3143 73.7542 222 FTE1_peak_5273 chr8_108128801_108129149 349 FTE2_peak_5271 chr8_108128928_108129228 349 chr8_108128801_108129228 . . .
FTE_peak_3144 100 148 FTE1_peak_5274 chr8_108235611_108235916 306 FTE2_peak_5272 chr8_108235643_108235790 306 chr8_108235611_108235916 . . ANGPT1
FTE_peak_3145 88.4422 176 FTE1_peak_5275 chr8_108456307_108456509 203 FTE2_peak_5273 chr8_108456334_108456532 203 chr8_108456307_108456532 ANGPT1 . .
FTE_peak_3146 69.2857 97 FTE1_peak_5276 chr8_108510849_108511014 166 FTE2_peak_5275 chr8_108510806_108510945 166 chr8_108510806_108511014 . ANGPT1 .
FTE_peak_3147 69.8324 125 FTE1_peak_5277 chr8_108540434_108540615 182 FTE2_peak_5276 chr8_108540491_108540669 182 chr8_108540434_108540669 . . .
FTE_peak_3148 100 229 FTE1_peak_5278 chr8_110141672_110142000 329 FTE2_peak_5278 chr8_110141703_110141931 329 chr8_110141672_110142000 . TRHR .
FTE_peak_3149 99.005 199 FTE1_peak_5279 chr8_110346314_110346514 201 FTE2_peak_5279 chr8_110346316_110346527 201 chr8_110346314_110346527 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
FTE_peak_3150 50 71 FTE1_peak_5280 chr8_116439865_116440008 144 FTE2_peak_5280 chr8_116439794_116439935 144 chr8_116439794_116440008 TRPS1 . .
FTE_peak_3151 95.5556 258 FTE1_peak_5282 chr8_117363678_117363964 287 FTE2_peak_5282 chr8_117363666_117363935 287 chr8_117363666_117363964 . LINC00536 .
FTE_peak_3152 100 157 FTE1_peak_5283 chr8_117700138_117700533 396 FTE2_peak_5283 chr8_117700340_117700496 396 chr8_117700138_117700533 EIF3H . .
FTE_peak_3153 100 239 FTE1_peak_5284 chr8_118662505_118662829 325 FTE2_peak_5285 chr8_118662520_118662758 325 chr8_118662505_118662829 . . .
FTE_peak_3154 100 125 FTE1_peak_5285 chr8_118893796_118893920 125 FTE2_peak_5288 chr8_118893692_118893930 125 chr8_118893692_118893930 EXT1 . .
FTE_peak_3155 71.5517 83 FTE1_peak_5286 chr8_118967638_118967835 198 FTE2_peak_5290 chr8_118967605_118967720 198 chr8_118967605_118967835 EXT1 . .
FTE_peak_3156 100 317 FTE1_peak_5287 chr8_118990494_118990911 418 FTE2_peak_5291 chr8_118990521_118990837 418 chr8_118990494_118990911 EXT1 . .
FTE_peak_3157 100 246 FTE1_peak_5289 chr8_119030886_119031131 246 FTE2_peak_5292 chr8_119030870_119031183 246 chr8_119030870_119031183 EXT1 . .
FTE_peak_3158 47.9339 58 FTE1_peak_5290 chr8_119356313_119356437 125 FTE2_peak_5295 chr8_119356380_119356500 125 chr8_119356313_119356500 SAMD12 . .
FTE_peak_3159 94.3609 251 FTE1_peak_5291 chr8_119427836_119428101 266 FTE2_peak_5297 chr8_119427851_119428161 266 chr8_119427836_119428161 SAMD12 . .
FTE_peak_3160 100 309 FTE1_peak_5292 chr8_119778928_119779322 395 FTE2_peak_5299 chr8_119778991_119779299 395 chr8_119778928_119779322 . . .
FTE_peak_3161 66.1654 176 FTE1_peak_5293 chr8_119808789_119809054 266 FTE2_peak_5300 chr8_119808879_119809146 266 chr8_119808789_119809146 . . .
FTE_peak_3162 89.5028 162 FTE1_peak_5295 chr8_119917512_119917715 204 FTE2_peak_5302 chr8_119917493_119917673 204 chr8_119917493_119917715 . . TNFRSF11B
FTE_peak_3163 100 125 FTE1_peak_5297 chr8_120591237_120591361 125 FTE2_peak_5305 chr8_120591229_120591407 125 chr8_120591229_120591407 ENPP2 . .
FTE_peak_3164 100 446 FTE1_peak_5298 chr8_121094734_121095287 554 FTE2_peak_5309 chr8_121094805_121095250 554 chr8_121094734_121095287 . . .
FTE_peak_3165 100 283 FTE1_peak_5301 chr8_121869740_121870098 359 FTE2_peak_5311 chr8_121869760_121870042 359 chr8_121869740_121870098 . . .
FTE_peak_3166 82.2967 172 FTE1_peak_5302 chr8_122005537_122005747 211 FTE2_peak_5312 chr8_122005576_122005784 211 chr8_122005537_122005784 . . .
FTE_peak_3167 99.4012 166 FTE1_peak_5303 chr8_122166690_122166856 167 FTE2_peak_5314 chr8_122166671_122166855 167 chr8_122166671_122166856 . . .
FTE_peak_3168 96.6418 259 FTE1_peak_5304 chr8_122176326_122176659 334 FTE2_peak_5316 chr8_122176401_122176668 334 chr8_122176326_122176668 . . .
FTE_peak_3169 100 136 FTE1_peak_5306 chr8_122419876_122420011 136 FTE2_peak_5317 chr8_122419778_122420024 136 chr8_122419778_122420024 . . .
FTE_peak_3170 100 171 FTE1_peak_5307 chr8_122824189_122824359 171 FTE2_peak_5318 chr8_122824172_122824361 171 chr8_122824172_122824361 . . .
FTE_peak_3171 100 386 FTE1_peak_5309 chr8_123122832_123123332 501 FTE2_peak_5319 chr8_123122853_123123238 501 chr8_123122832_123123332 . . .
FTE_peak_3172 91.1628 196 FTE1_peak_5312 chr8_123147016_123147230 215 FTE2_peak_5320 chr8_123147035_123147255 215 chr8_123147016_123147255 . . .
FTE_peak_3173 80.6897 117 FTE1_peak_5313 chr8_123152715_123152859 145 FTE2_peak_5321 chr8_123152653_123152831 145 chr8_123152653_123152859 . . .
FTE_peak_3174 100 181 FTE1_peak_5314 chr8_123160315_123160554 240 FTE2_peak_5322 chr8_123160335_123160515 240 chr8_123160315_123160554 . . .
FTE_peak_3175 100 146 FTE1_peak_5315 chr8_123179115_123179260 146 FTE2_peak_5323 chr8_123179068_123179531 146 chr8_123179068_123179531 . . .
FTE_peak_3176 100 527 FTE1_peak_5316 chr8_123446247_123446773 527 FTE2_peak_5326 chr8_123446238_123446780 527 chr8_123446238_123446780 . . .
FTE_peak_3177 50.4202 60 FTE1_peak_5317 chr8_123614117_123614278 162 FTE2_peak_5327 chr8_123614219_123614337 162 chr8_123614117_123614337 . . .
FTE_peak_3178 65.896 114 FTE1_peak_5320 chr8_124070520_124070742 223 FTE2_peak_5328 chr8_124070629_124070801 223 chr8_124070520_124070801 . DERL1 WDR67
FTE_peak_3179 93.3884 113 FTE1_peak_5321 chr8_124601639_124601810 172 FTE2_peak_5329 chr8_124601631_124601751 172 chr8_124601631_124601810 . . .
FTE_peak_3180 100 374 FTE1_peak_5322 chr8_124645155_124645589 435 FTE2_peak_5330 chr8_124645168_124645541 435 chr8_124645155_124645589 . . KLHL38
FTE_peak_3181 58.4071 198 FTE1_peak_5323 chr8_124852302_124852662 361 FTE2_peak_5331 chr8_124852161_124852499 361 chr8_124852161_124852662 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
FTE_peak_3182 94.1538 306 FTE1_peak_5324 chr8_125878687_125879054 368 FTE2_peak_5332 chr8_125878668_125878992 368 chr8_125878668_125879054 . . .
FTE_peak_3183 82.5301 137 FTE1_peak_5326 chr8_126245131_126245296 166 FTE2_peak_5333 chr8_126245160_126245331 166 chr8_126245131_126245331 NSMCE2 . .
FTE_peak_3184 100 188 FTE1_peak_5328 chr8_126537662_126537849 188 FTE2_peak_5335 chr8_126537656_126537935 188 chr8_126537656_126537935 . . .
FTE_peak_3185 100 172 FTE1_peak_5329 chr8_126557932_126558113 182 FTE2_peak_5336 chr8_126557936_126558107 182 chr8_126557932_126558113 . . .
FTE_peak_3186 100 294 FTE1_peak_5331 chr8_126692412_126692748 337 FTE2_peak_5337 chr8_126692446_126692739 337 chr8_126692412_126692748 . . .
FTE_peak_3187 100 212 FTE1_peak_5332 chr8_128234867_128235210 344 FTE2_peak_5338 chr8_128234975_128235186 344 chr8_128234867_128235210 . . .
FTE_peak_3188 100 125 FTE1_peak_5334 chr8_128319995_128320119 125 FTE2_peak_5339 chr8_128319965_128320236 125 chr8_128319965_128320236 . . .
FTE_peak_3189 100 204 FTE1_peak_5336 chr8_128753914_128754357 444 FTE2_peak_5340 chr8_128754093_128754296 444 chr8_128753914_128754357 . MYC .
FTE_peak_3190 97.5207 118 FTE1_peak_5338 chr8_128843953_128844112 160 FTE2_peak_5342 chr8_128843950_128844070 160 chr8_128843950_128844112 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3191 73.3333 99 FTE1_peak_5339 chr8_128844254_128844425 172 FTE2_peak_5343 chr8_128844218_128844352 172 chr8_128844218_128844425 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3192 54.9669 83 FTE1_peak_5340 chr8_128911167_128911420 254 FTE2_peak_5344 chr8_128911338_128911488 254 chr8_128911167_128911488 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3193 96.7078 235 FTE1_peak_5341 chr8_128911642_128911884 243 FTE2_peak_5345 chr8_128911590_128911876 243 chr8_128911590_128911884 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3194 99.3976 165 FTE1_peak_5342 chr8_128920169_128920384 216 FTE2_peak_5346 chr8_128920168_128920333 216 chr8_128920168_128920384 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3195 100 513 FTE1_peak_5343 chr8_128930680_128931192 513 FTE2_peak_5347 chr8_128930677_128931233 513 chr8_128930677_128931233 PVT1 . .
FTE_peak_3196 100 531 FTE1_peak_5345 chr8_129188889_129189587 699 FTE2_peak_5349 chr8_129188919_129189449 699 chr8_129188889_129189587 . MIR1208 .
FTE_peak_3197 5.8824 13 FTE1_peak_5346 chr8_129195520_129195888 369 FTE2_peak_5350 chr8_129195312_129195532 369 chr8_129195312_129195888 . . .
FTE_peak_3198 100 200 FTE1_peak_5348 chr8_129326879_129327078 200 FTE2_peak_5351 chr8_129326836_129327125 200 chr8_129326836_129327125 . . .
FTE_peak_3199 95.8525 208 FTE1_peak_5349 chr8_129895553_129895796 244 FTE2_peak_5355 chr8_129895589_129895805 244 chr8_129895553_129895805 . . .
FTE_peak_3200 100 179 FTE1_peak_5350 chr8_129912860_129913244 385 FTE2_peak_5356 chr8_129913011_129913189 385 chr8_129912860_129913244 . . .
FTE_peak_3201 100 155 FTE1_peak_5351 chr8_130697916_130698070 155 FTE2_peak_5359 chr8_130697896_130698150 155 chr8_130697896_130698150 . . .
FTE_peak_3202 97.6415 207 FTE1_peak_5352 chr8_130719935_130720181 247 FTE2_peak_5360 chr8_130719975_130720186 247 chr8_130719935_130720186 . . .
FTE_peak_3203 97.1429 170 FTE1_peak_5353 chr8_130721374_130721582 209 FTE2_peak_5361 chr8_130721413_130721587 209 chr8_130721374_130721587 . . .
FTE_peak_3204 98.7952 164 FTE1_peak_5354 chr8_130930326_130930509 184 FTE2_peak_5363 chr8_130930324_130930489 184 chr8_130930324_130930509 FAM49B . .
FTE_peak_3205 100 235 FTE1_peak_5357 chr8_131206138_131206443 306 FTE2_peak_5366 chr8_131206203_131206437 306 chr8_131206138_131206443 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3206 92.517 136 FTE1_peak_5358 chr8_131206569_131206718 150 FTE2_peak_5367 chr8_131206558_131206704 150 chr8_131206558_131206718 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3207 30.4636 46 FTE1_peak_5359 chr8_131218663_131218813 151 FTE2_peak_5369 chr8_131218768_131218925 151 chr8_131218663_131218925 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3208 100 159 FTE1_peak_5360 chr8_131245110_131245268 159 FTE2_peak_5371 chr8_131245057_131245285 159 chr8_131245057_131245285 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3209 100 202 FTE1_peak_5361 chr8_131275012_131275213 202 FTE2_peak_5372 chr8_131275000_131275346 202 chr8_131275000_131275346 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3210 100 226 FTE1_peak_5362 chr8_131276049_131276404 356 FTE2_peak_5373 chr8_131276053_131276278 356 chr8_131276049_131276404 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3211 83.5821 168 FTE1_peak_5363 chr8_131276817_131277093 277 FTE2_peak_5374 chr8_131276926_131277126 277 chr8_131276817_131277126 ASAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3212 98.6301 144 FTE1_peak_5364 chr8_131457020_131457165 146 FTE2_peak_5376 chr8_131457022_131457172 146 chr8_131457020_131457172 . ASAP1 .
FTE_peak_3213 100 259 FTE1_peak_5365 chr8_131495630_131495932 303 FTE2_peak_5377 chr8_131495635_131495893 303 chr8_131495630_131495932 . . .
FTE_peak_3214 94.5946 175 FTE1_peak_5366 chr8_131540719_131540922 204 FTE2_peak_5378 chr8_131540709_131540893 204 chr8_131540709_131540922 . . .
FTE_peak_3215 100 145 FTE1_peak_5367 chr8_131545673_131545868 196 FTE2_peak_5379 chr8_131545681_131545825 196 chr8_131545673_131545868 . . .
FTE_peak_3216 62.963 85 FTE1_peak_5368 chr8_131685124_131685258 135 FTE2_peak_5380 chr8_131685174_131685371 135 chr8_131685124_131685371 . . .
FTE_peak_3217 92 207 FTE1_peak_5372 chr8_133958248_133958472 225 FTE2_peak_5382 chr8_133958223_133958454 225 chr8_133958223_133958472 TG . .
FTE_peak_3218 100 317 FTE1_peak_5373 chr8_134045468_134045784 317 FTE2_peak_5383 chr8_134045430_134045797 317 chr8_134045430_134045797 TG . SLA
FTE_peak_3219 100 164 FTE1_peak_5375 chr8_134048893_134049451 559 FTE2_peak_5384 chr8_134049162_134049325 559 chr8_134048893_134049451 SLA;TG . .
FTE_peak_3220 100 137 FTE1_peak_5376 chr8_134228814_134228950 137 FTE2_peak_5388 chr8_134228769_134229064 137 chr8_134228769_134229064 WISP1 . NDRG1
FTE_peak_3221 100 284 FTE1_peak_5377 chr8_134243622_134243905 284 FTE2_peak_5389 chr8_134243608_134243938 284 chr8_134243608_134243938 WISP1 . NDRG1
FTE_peak_3222 100 138 FTE1_peak_5378 chr8_134315510_134315647 138 FTE2_peak_5390 chr8_134315459_134315687 138 chr8_134315459_134315687 . NDRG1 .
FTE_peak_3223 93.1624 109 FTE1_peak_5380 chr8_135033673_135033894 222 FTE2_peak_5392 chr8_135033665_135033781 222 chr8_135033665_135033894 . . .
FTE_peak_3224 95.3947 145 FTE1_peak_5381 chr8_141601636_141601787 152 FTE2_peak_5393 chr8_141601643_141601798 152 chr8_141601636_141601798 EIF2C2 . .
FTE_peak_3225 100 178 FTE1_peak_5383 chr8_142053474_142053711 238 FTE2_peak_5394 chr8_142053501_142053678 238 chr8_142053474_142053711 . . .
FTE_peak_3226 100 141 FTE1_peak_5385 chr9_2477806_2478178 373 FTE2_peak_5395 chr9_2477903_2478043 373 chr9_2477806_2478178 . . .
FTE_peak_3227 46.3158 88 FTE1_peak_5387 chr9_3863158_3863347 190 FTE2_peak_5398 chr9_3863260_3863614 190 chr9_3863158_3863614 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3228 90.4 113 FTE1_peak_5388 chr9_3863502_3863626 125 FTE2_peak_5398 chr9_3863260_3863614 125 chr9_3863260_3863626 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3229 99.4709 188 FTE1_peak_5389 chr9_3948969_3949157 189 FTE2_peak_5400 chr9_3948962_3949156 189 chr9_3948962_3949157 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3230 85.1485 172 FTE1_peak_5391 chr9_4137276_4137477 202 FTE2_peak_5403 chr9_4137306_4137676 202 chr9_4137276_4137676 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3231 34.1463 70 FTE1_peak_5392 chr9_4138045_4138270 226 FTE2_peak_5404 chr9_4137910_4138114 226 chr9_4137910_4138270 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3232 100 193 FTE1_peak_5393 chr9_4225614_4225806 193 FTE2_peak_5405 chr9_4225363_4225943 193 chr9_4225363_4225943 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3233 100 214 FTE1_peak_5394 chr9_4258352_4258723 372 FTE2_peak_5406 chr9_4258364_4258577 372 chr9_4258352_4258723 GLIS3 . .
FTE_peak_3234 83.3333 130 FTE1_peak_5395 chr9_4833211_4833380 170 FTE2_peak_5407 chr9_4833185_4833340 170 chr9_4833185_4833380 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
FTE_peak_3235 87.069 303 FTE1_peak_5396 chr9_5509609_5509956 348 FTE2_peak_5410 chr9_5509654_5510167 348 chr9_5509609_5510167 . . PDCD1LG2
FTE_peak_3236 99.4819 192 FTE1_peak_5399 chr9_6938589_6938799 211 FTE2_peak_5414 chr9_6938588_6938780 211 chr9_6938588_6938799 KDM4C . .
FTE_peak_3237 100 194 FTE1_peak_5400 chr9_12784556_12784749 194 FTE2_peak_5415 chr9_12784506_12784778 194 chr9_12784506_12784778 LURAP1L . .
FTE_peak_3238 100 243 FTE1_peak_5401 chr9_12814381_12814741 361 FTE2_peak_5416 chr9_12814387_12814629 361 chr9_12814381_12814741 LURAP1L . .
FTE_peak_3239 100 199 FTE1_peak_5403 chr9_13942711_13942942 232 FTE2_peak_5418 chr9_13942735_13942933 232 chr9_13942711_13942942 C9orf146 . .
FTE_peak_3240 96.3235 131 FTE1_peak_5405 chr9_15735257_15735411 155 FTE2_peak_5419 chr9_15735281_15735416 155 chr9_15735257_15735416 C9orf93 . .
FTE_peak_3241 61.5385 80 FTE1_peak_5406 chr9_15999729_15999905 177 FTE2_peak_5420 chr9_15999826_15999955 177 chr9_15999729_15999955 . C9orf93 .
FTE_peak_3242 100 173 FTE1_peak_5407 chr9_16030526_16030794 269 FTE2_peak_5421 chr9_16030618_16030790 269 chr9_16030526_16030794 . . .
FTE_peak_3243 100 213 FTE1_peak_5408 chr9_16119884_16120096 213 FTE2_peak_5422 chr9_16119878_16120109 213 chr9_16119878_16120109 . . .
FTE_peak_3244 67.3077 105 FTE1_peak_5409 chr9_16120311_16120467 157 FTE2_peak_5423 chr9_16120260_16120415 157 chr9_16120260_16120467 . . .
FTE_peak_3245 85.2459 208 FTE1_peak_5410 chr9_16191715_16191958 244 FTE2_peak_5424 chr9_16191751_16192002 244 chr9_16191715_16192002 . . .
FTE_peak_3246 100 180 FTE1_peak_5412 chr9_16505120_16505454 335 FTE2_peak_5427 chr9_16505213_16505392 335 chr9_16505120_16505454 BNC2 . .
FTE_peak_3247 100 127 FTE1_peak_5413 chr9_16826050_16826276 227 FTE2_peak_5429 chr9_16826054_16826180 227 chr9_16826050_16826276 BNC2 . .
FTE_peak_3248 100 245 FTE1_peak_5414 chr9_18490591_18490932 342 FTE2_peak_5433 chr9_18490679_18490923 342 chr9_18490591_18490932 ADAMTSL1 . .
FTE_peak_3249 60.5769 126 FTE1_peak_5415 chr9_18491177_18491400 224 FTE2_peak_5434 chr9_18491095_18491302 224 chr9_18491095_18491400 ADAMTSL1 . .
FTE_peak_3250 14.9425 26 FTE1_peak_5416 chr9_18543642_18543818 177 FTE2_peak_5436 chr9_18543494_18543667 177 chr9_18543494_18543818 ADAMTSL1 . MIR3152
FTE_peak_3251 96.2963 182 FTE1_peak_5418 chr9_18658849_18659037 189 FTE2_peak_5437 chr9_18658856_18659074 189 chr9_18658849_18659074 ADAMTSL1 . .
FTE_peak_3252 100 182 FTE1_peak_5419 chr9_19992669_19992850 182 FTE2_peak_5439 chr9_19992598_19992901 182 chr9_19992598_19992901 . . .
FTE_peak_3253 100 134 FTE1_peak_5420 chr9_19999553_19999754 202 FTE2_peak_5440 chr9_19999564_19999697 202 chr9_19999553_19999754 . . .
FTE_peak_3254 97.5309 237 FTE1_peak_5421 chr9_21506819_21507071 253 FTE2_peak_5442 chr9_21506835_21507077 253 chr9_21506819_21507077 MIR31HG IFNE MIR31
FTE_peak_3255 100 147 FTE1_peak_5423 chr9_21591662_21591808 147 FTE2_peak_5443 chr9_21591661_21591846 147 chr9_21591661_21591846 . . .
FTE_peak_3256 100 291 FTE1_peak_5425 chr9_22084752_22085042 291 FTE2_peak_5445 chr9_22084726_22085048 291 chr9_22084726_22085048 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
FTE_peak_3257 100 115 FTE1_peak_5426 chr9_22211842_22212002 161 FTE2_peak_5447 chr9_22211859_22211973 161 chr9_22211842_22212002 . . .
FTE_peak_3258 100 151 FTE1_peak_5427 chr9_22342620_22342770 151 FTE2_peak_5448 chr9_22342565_22342857 151 chr9_22342565_22342857 . . .
FTE_peak_3259 91.0959 133 FTE1_peak_5429 chr9_32396003_32396148 146 FTE2_peak_5450 chr9_32395974_32396135 146 chr9_32395974_32396148 ACO1 . .
FTE_peak_3260 59.5041 72 FTE1_peak_5432 chr9_33181342_33181467 126 FTE2_peak_5452 chr9_33181293_33181413 126 chr9_33181293_33181467 . B4GALT1 .
FTE_peak_3261 98.7654 160 FTE1_peak_5434 chr9_33946893_33947100 208 FTE2_peak_5453 chr9_33946891_33947052 208 chr9_33946891_33947100 UBAP2 NORD121B;UBE2R SNORD121A
FTE_peak_3262 88.7538 292 FTE1_peak_5436 chr9_35518184_35518512 329 FTE2_peak_5456 chr9_35518065_35518475 329 chr9_35518065_35518512 RUSC2 . .
FTE_peak_3263 86.8056 250 FTE1_peak_5438 chr9_36029772_36030103 332 FTE2_peak_5458 chr9_36029854_36030141 332 chr9_36029772_36030141 . . RECK
FTE_peak_3264 100 178 FTE1_peak_5439 chr9_36102328_36102737 410 FTE2_peak_5459 chr9_36102391_36102568 410 chr9_36102328_36102737 RECK . .
FTE_peak_3265 96.1089 247 FTE1_peak_5443 chr9_38046627_38046907 281 FTE2_peak_5461 chr9_38046661_38046917 281 chr9_38046627_38046917 SHB . .
FTE_peak_3266 83.1325 138 FTE1_peak_5446 chr9_72561788_72561953 166 FTE2_peak_5464 chr9_72561682_72561925 166 chr9_72561682_72561953 . . .
FTE_peak_3267 89.6 224 FTE1_peak_5448 chr9_72732726_72733114 389 FTE2_peak_5465 chr9_72732700_72732949 389 chr9_72732700_72733114 MAMDC2 . .
FTE_peak_3268 100 210 FTE1_peak_5450 chr9_73539329_73539538 210 FTE2_peak_5467 chr9_73539326_73539540 210 chr9_73539326_73539540 TRPM3 . .
FTE_peak_3269 100 139 FTE1_peak_5451 chr9_73602979_73603117 139 FTE2_peak_5468 chr9_73602948_73603154 139 chr9_73602948_73603154 TRPM3 . .
FTE_peak_3270 100 125 FTE1_peak_5452 chr9_74224117_74224286 170 FTE2_peak_5469 chr9_74224132_74224256 170 chr9_74224117_74224286 . . .
FTE_peak_3271 88.3212 121 FTE1_peak_5457 chr9_75201801_75201937 137 FTE2_peak_5472 chr9_75201748_75201921 137 chr9_75201748_75201937 TMC1 . .
FTE_peak_3272 65.2632 124 FTE1_peak_5459 chr9_75764598_75764810 213 FTE2_peak_5473 chr9_75764532_75764721 213 chr9_75764532_75764810 . . ANXA1
FTE_peak_3273 84.375 108 FTE1_peak_5460 chr9_75766765_75766892 128 FTE2_peak_5474 chr9_75766785_75766956 128 chr9_75766765_75766956 ANXA1 . .
FTE_peak_3274 100 320 FTE1_peak_5462 chr9_76395752_76396136 385 FTE2_peak_5476 chr9_76395783_76396102 385 chr9_76395752_76396136 . . .
FTE_peak_3275 100 209 FTE1_peak_5465 chr9_77375377_77375585 209 FTE2_peak_5477 chr9_77375235_77375595 209 chr9_77375235_77375595 TRPM6 . .
FTE_peak_3276 90.5512 115 FTE1_peak_5466 chr9_79066271_79066425 155 FTE2_peak_5478 chr9_79066311_79066437 155 chr9_79066271_79066437 GCNT1;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3277 100 186 FTE1_peak_5467 chr9_79269554_79269866 313 FTE2_peak_5480 chr9_79269632_79269817 313 chr9_79269554_79269866 MIR548H3;PRUNE2 . .
FTE_peak_3278 100 177 FTE1_peak_5469 chr9_80129888_80130064 177 FTE2_peak_5484 chr9_80129872_80130107 177 chr9_80129872_80130107 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3279 100 208 FTE1_peak_5470 chr9_80327706_80328012 307 FTE2_peak_5485 chr9_80327777_80327984 307 chr9_80327706_80328012 MIR548H3 . GNAQ
FTE_peak_3280 100 149 FTE1_peak_5471 chr9_80422357_80422505 149 FTE2_peak_5487 chr9_80422344_80422590 149 chr9_80422344_80422590 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3281 96.6667 116 FTE1_peak_5472 chr9_81481678_81481865 188 FTE2_peak_5490 chr9_81481750_81481869 188 chr9_81481678_81481869 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3282 100 517 FTE1_peak_5473 chr9_82225961_82226535 575 FTE2_peak_5493 chr9_82225979_82226495 575 chr9_82225961_82226535 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
FTE_peak_3283 96.4706 164 FTE1_peak_5474 chr9_83643529_83643743 215 FTE2_peak_5499 chr9_83643523_83643692 215 chr9_83643523_83643743 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3284 91.0053 172 FTE1_peak_5475 chr9_84108106_84108294 189 FTE2_peak_5501 chr9_84108067_84108277 189 chr9_84108067_84108294 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3285 100 156 FTE1_peak_5477 chr9_84174786_84174941 156 FTE2_peak_5503 chr9_84174761_84175080 156 chr9_84174761_84175080 MIR548H3 . TLE1
FTE_peak_3286 100 203 FTE1_peak_5479 chr9_84353037_84353239 203 FTE2_peak_5504 chr9_84353016_84353310 203 chr9_84353016_84353310 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3287 18.6813 34 FTE1_peak_5480 chr9_84403060_84403241 182 FTE2_peak_5505 chr9_84402858_84403093 182 chr9_84402858_84403241 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3288 73.2877 107 FTE1_peak_5481 chr9_84404794_84405021 228 FTE2_peak_5507 chr9_84404755_84404900 228 chr9_84404755_84405021 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3289 100 145 FTE1_peak_5482 chr9_84947016_84947233 218 FTE2_peak_5508 chr9_84947074_84947218 218 chr9_84947016_84947233 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3290 85.8824 146 FTE1_peak_5484 chr9_85914500_85914698 199 FTE2_peak_5509 chr9_85914553_85914722 199 chr9_85914500_85914722 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3291 100 283 FTE1_peak_5486 chr9_86087195_86087477 283 FTE2_peak_5512 chr9_86087172_86087486 283 chr9_86087172_86087486 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3292 100 222 FTE1_peak_5487 chr9_86500493_86500714 222 FTE2_peak_5513 chr9_86500464_86500798 222 chr9_86500464_86500798 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3293 100 167 FTE1_peak_5489 chr9_86768912_86769078 167 FTE2_peak_5514 chr9_86768891_86769283 167 chr9_86768891_86769283 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3294 100 252 FTE1_peak_5490 chr9_86785520_86785951 432 FTE2_peak_5515 chr9_86785533_86785784 432 chr9_86785520_86785951 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3295 100 144 FTE1_peak_5491 chr9_86937822_86937965 144 FTE2_peak_5516 chr9_86937745_86937974 144 chr9_86937745_86937974 MIR548H3;SLC28A3 . .
FTE_peak_3296 91.4163 213 FTE1_peak_5492 chr9_88151053_88151293 241 FTE2_peak_5517 chr9_88151033_88151265 241 chr9_88151033_88151293 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
FTE_peak_3297 92.0949 233 FTE1_peak_5493 chr9_88358184_88358436 253 FTE2_peak_5518 chr9_88358204_88358483 253 chr9_88358184_88358483 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
FTE_peak_3298 91.129 226 FTE1_peak_5495 chr9_88936469_88936716 248 FTE2_peak_5519 chr9_88936491_88936922 248 chr9_88936469_88936922 MIR548H3;ZCCHC6 . .
FTE_peak_3299 100 115 FTE1_peak_5496 chr9_89381983_89382119 137 FTE2_peak_5522 chr9_89381991_89382105 137 chr9_89381983_89382119 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3300 100 168 FTE1_peak_5497 chr9_89598611_89598778 168 FTE2_peak_5524 chr9_89598451_89598819 168 chr9_89598451_89598819 MIR548H3 . LOC440173
FTE_peak_3301 100 161 FTE1_peak_5498 chr9_89678855_89679088 234 FTE2_peak_5526 chr9_89678888_89679048 234 chr9_89678855_89679088 MIR548H3 LOC440173 LOC494127
FTE_peak_3302 55.1181 70 FTE1_peak_5501 chr9_90812882_90813008 127 FTE2_peak_5529 chr9_90812785_90812951 127 chr9_90812785_90813008 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3303 98.7448 236 FTE1_peak_5502 chr9_90885923_90886161 239 FTE2_peak_5530 chr9_90885926_90886167 239 chr9_90885923_90886167 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3304 92.5676 137 FTE1_peak_5503 chr9_90934944_90935091 148 FTE2_peak_5531 chr9_90934915_90935080 148 chr9_90934915_90935091 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3305 94.0541 174 FTE1_peak_5504 chr9_91077180_91077364 185 FTE2_peak_5532 chr9_91077147_91077353 185 chr9_91077147_91077364 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
FTE peak 3306 92 4107 414 FTE1 peak 5505 chr9 91092216 91092663 448 FTE2 peak 5534 chr9 91092250 91092703 448 chr9 91092216 91092703 MIR548H3;SPIN1
FTE_peak_3308 100 416 FTE1_peak_5509 chr9_91730791_91731206 416 FTE2_peak_5537 chr9_91730660_91731244 416 chr9_91730660_91731244 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
FTE_peak_3309 72.0779 222 FTE1_peak_5510 chr9_91753724_91754031 308 FTE2_peak_5538 chr9_91753631_91753945 308 chr9_91753631_91754031 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
FTE_peak_3310 100 206 FTE1_peak_5512 chr9_91889860_91890119 260 FTE2_peak_5540 chr9_91889879_91890084 260 chr9_91889860_91890119 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3311 100 303 FTE1_peak_5513 chr9_92171610_92171912 303 FTE2_peak_5541 chr9_92171609_92171937 303 chr9_92171609_92171937 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3312 100 247 FTE1_peak_5514 chr9_93755089_93755358 270 FTE2_peak_5542 chr9_93755103_93755349 270 chr9_93755089_93755358 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3313 100 160 FTE1_peak_5515 chr9_93822848_93823007 160 FTE2_peak_5543 chr9_93822835_93823010 160 chr9_93822835_93823010 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
FTE_peak_3314 85 136 FTE1_peak_5516 chr9_93862353_93862523 171 FTE2_peak_5544 chr9_93862388_93862547 171 chr9_93862353_93862547 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
FTE_peak_3315 89.0909 196 FTE1_peak_5520 chr9_95007382_95007636 255 FTE2_peak_5549 chr9_95007358_95007577 255 chr9_95007358_95007636 IARS;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3316 83.2 104 FTE1_peak_5523 chr9_97684677_97684866 190 FTE2_peak_5553 chr9_97684656_97684780 190 chr9_97684656_97684866 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_peak_3317 77.7457 269 FTE1_peak_5524 chr9_98556435_98556780 346 FTE2_peak_5555 chr9_98556512_98556881 346 chr9_98556435_98556881 . . LINC00476
FTE_peak_3318 100 115 FTE1_peak_5525 chr9_100602825_100602985 161 FTE2_peak_5560 chr9_100602860_100602974 161 chr9_100602825_100602985 . . FOXE1
FTE_peak_3319 97.7444 130 FTE1_peak_5526 chr9_100639201_100639673 473 FTE2_peak_5561 chr9_100639198_100639330 473 chr9_100639198_100639673 . FOXE1 C9orf156
FTE_peak_3320 100 180 FTE1_peak_5527 chr9_100985577_100985813 237 FTE2_peak_5562 chr9_100985611_100985790 237 chr9_100985577_100985813 TBC1D2 . .
FTE_peak_3321 78.6164 125 FTE1_peak_5528 chr9_101086758_101086933 176 FTE2_peak_5563 chr9_101086724_101086882 176 chr9_101086724_101086933 GABBR2 . .
FTE_peak_3322 100 137 FTE1_peak_5530 chr9_101137533_101137669 137 FTE2_peak_5565 chr9_101137431_101137696 137 chr9_101137431_101137696 GABBR2 . .
FTE_peak_3323 100 135 FTE1_peak_5537 chr9_107895036_107895170 135 FTE2_peak_5572 chr9_107894915_107895185 135 chr9_107894915_107895185 . . .
FTE_peak_3324 95.189 277 FTE1_peak_5539 chr9_109561552_109561842 291 FTE2_peak_5574 chr9_109561419_109561828 291 chr9_109561419_109561842 . . .
FTE_peak_3325 100 325 FTE1_peak_5542 chr9_110037151_110037559 409 FTE2_peak_5577 chr9_110037203_110037527 409 chr9_110037151_110037559 . . RAD23B
FTE_peak_3326 100 165 FTE1_peak_5546 chr9_111207034_111207248 215 FTE2_peak_5586 chr9_111207039_111207203 215 chr9_111207034_111207248 . . .
FTE_peak_3327 100 185 FTE1_peak_5548 chr9_111241362_111241546 185 FTE2_peak_5588 chr9_111241267_111241587 185 chr9_111241267_111241587 . . .
FTE_peak_3328 100 344 FTE1_peak_5549 chr9_111798258_111798643 386 FTE2_peak_5590 chr9_111798282_111798625 386 chr9_111798258_111798643 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
FTE_peak_3329 46.1538 60 FTE1_peak_5550 chr9_111827615_111827744 130 FTE2_peak_5591 chr9_111827685_111827829 130 chr9_111827615_111827829 TMEM245 MIR32 .
FTE_peak_3330 90.5512 115 FTE1_peak_5552 chr9_112578829_112578955 127 FTE2_peak_5596 chr9_112578841_112579047 127 chr9_112578829_112579047 PALM2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_peak_3331 95.5614 366 FTE1_peak_5553 chr9_112748885_112749267 383 FTE2_peak_5597 chr9_112748790_112749250 383 chr9_112748790_112749267 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_peak_3332 82.3077 107 FTE1_peak_5555 chr9_112878307_112878462 156 FTE2_peak_5599 chr9_112878356_112878485 156 chr9_112878307_112878485 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_peak_3333 100 123 FTE1_peak_5556 chr9_112878806_112879064 259 FTE2_peak_5600 chr9_112878882_112879004 259 chr9_112878806_112879064 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_peak_3334 100 560 FTE1_peak_5557 chr9_113205851_113206448 598 FTE2_peak_5603 chr9_113205860_113206419 598 chr9_113205851_113206448 SVEP1 . .
FTE_peak_3335 100 141 FTE1_peak_5558 chr9_113282401_113282691 291 FTE2_peak_5605 chr9_113282483_113282623 291 chr9_113282401_113282691 SVEP1 . .
FTE_peak_3336 100 163 FTE1_peak_5559 chr9_113318385_113318627 243 FTE2_peak_5606 chr9_113318407_113318569 243 chr9_113318385_113318627 SVEP1 . .
FTE_peak_3337 94.1581 274 FTE1_peak_5561 chr9_113559927_113560233 307 FTE2_peak_5608 chr9_113559960_113560250 307 chr9_113559927_113560250 MUSK . .
FTE_peak_3338 100 148 FTE1_peak_5562 chr9_113597827_113598081 255 FTE2_peak_5609 chr9_113597828_113597975 255 chr9_113597827_113598081 . . .
FTE_peak_3339 96.6667 174 FTE1_peak_5563 chr9_113673964_113674179 216 FTE2_peak_5610 chr9_113674006_113674185 216 chr9_113673964_113674185 LPAR1 . .
FTE_peak_3340 100 181 FTE1_peak_5565 chr9_113704923_113705103 181 FTE2_peak_5611 chr9_113704873_113705210 181 chr9_113704873_113705210 LPAR1 . .
FTE_peak_3341 100 150 FTE1_peak_5566 chr9_113732315_113732582 268 FTE2_peak_5613 chr9_113732340_113732489 268 chr9_113732315_113732582 LPAR1 . .
FTE_peak_3342 100 277 FTE1_peak_5567 chr9_114490985_114491261 277 FTE2_peak_5614 chr9_114490972_114491278 277 chr9_114490972_114491278 C9orf84 . .
FTE_peak_3343 80 92 FTE1_peak_5568 chr9_114505659_114505783 125 FTE2_peak_5615 chr9_114505692_114505806 125 chr9_114505659_114505806 C9orf84 . .
FTE_peak_3344 63.9024 131 FTE1_peak_5569 chr9_114687429_114687633 205 FTE2_peak_5616 chr9_114687340_114687559 205 chr9_114687340_114687633 UGCG . MIR4668
FTE_peak_3345 100 165 FTE1_peak_5577 chr9_114774471_114774635 165 FTE2_peak_5620 chr9_114774464_114774801 165 chr9_114774464_114774801 MIR3134 . SUSD1
FTE_peak_3346 85.83 212 FTE1_peak_5578 chr9_114792271_114792594 324 FTE2_peak_5621 chr9_114792383_114792629 324 chr9_114792271_114792629 MIR3134 . SUSD1
FTE_peak_3347 85.3774 362 FTE1_peak_5579 chr9_114799662_114800085 424 FTE2_peak_5622 chr9_114799369_114800023 424 chr9_114799369_114800085 MIR3134 . SUSD1
FTE_peak_3348 99.4163 511 FTE1_peak_5580 chr9_114804010_114804675 666 FTE2_peak_5623 chr9_114804007_114804520 666 chr9_114804007_114804675 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
FTE_peak_3349 92.5 148 FTE1_peak_5581 chr9_114808506_114808665 160 FTE2_peak_5624 chr9_114808518_114808800 160 chr9_114808506_114808800 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
FTE_peak_3350 23.0769 30 FTE1_peak_5583 chr9_114836731_114836860 130 FTE2_peak_5625 chr9_114836831_114837102 130 chr9_114836731_114837102 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
FTE_peak_3351 82.6816 148 FTE1_peak_5586 chr9_117126517_117126711 195 FTE2_peak_5627 chr9_117126564_117126742 195 chr9_117126517_117126742 AKNA . .
FTE_peak_3352 98.494 327 FTE1_peak_5588 chr9_117453241_117453593 353 FTE2_peak_5629 chr9_117453267_117453598 353 chr9_117453241_117453598 . LOC100505478 .
FTE_peak_3353 73.3945 160 FTE1_peak_5589 chr9_117618570_117618787 218 FTE2_peak_5631 chr9_117618509_117618729 218 chr9_117618509_117618787 . . .
FTE_peak_3354 99.5238 209 FTE1_peak_5591 chr9_118403272_118403501 230 FTE2_peak_5633 chr9_118403271_118403480 230 chr9_118403271_118403501 . . .
FTE_peak_3355 31.3043 36 FTE1_peak_5592 chr9_118413213_118413432 220 FTE2_peak_5635 chr9_118413134_118413248 220 chr9_118413134_118413432 . . .
FTE_peak_3356 55.625 267 FTE1_peak_5593 chr9_118435016_118435590 575 FTE2_peak_5637 chr9_118434803_118435282 575 chr9_118434803_118435590 . . .
FTE_peak_3357 100 190 FTE1_peak_5593 chr9_118435016_118435590 575 FTE2_peak_5638 chr9_118435391_118435580 575 chr9_118435016_118435590 . . .
FTE_peak_3358 12 18 FTE1_peak_5594 chr9_118456456_118456675 220 FTE2_peak_5639 chr9_118456324_118456473 220 chr9_118456324_118456675 . . .
FTE_peak_3359 100 380 FTE1_peak_5596 chr9_118706756_118707341 586 FTE2_peak_5642 chr9_118706781_118707160 586 chr9_118706756_118707341 . LINC00474 .
FTE_peak_3360 83.1111 187 FTE1_peak_5597 chr9_118715049_118715389 341 FTE2_peak_5643 chr9_118715011_118715235 341 chr9_118715011_118715389 . LINC00474 .
FTE_peak_3361 93.2927 153 FTE1_peak_5598 chr9_118755298_118755461 164 FTE2_peak_5644 chr9_118755309_118755497 164 chr9_118755298_118755497 . . .
FTE_peak_3362 96.4602 218 FTE1_peak_5599 chr9_118758827_118759066 240 FTE2_peak_5645 chr9_118758819_118759044 240 chr9_118758819_118759066 . . .
FTE_peak_3363 100 189 FTE1_peak_5602 chr9_123156707_123156954 248 FTE2_peak_5652 chr9_123156720_123156908 248 chr9_123156707_123156954 CDK5RAP2 . .
FTE_peak_3364 100 131 FTE1_peak_5605 chr9_124084653_124084924 272 FTE2_peak_5653 chr9_124084653_124084783 272 chr9_124084653_124084924 GSN . STOM
FTE_peak_3365 88.1119 126 FTE1_peak_5606 chr9_124160728_124160873 146 FTE2_peak_5654 chr9_124160711_124160853 146 chr9_124160711_124160873 . STOM .
FTE_peak_3366 92.5134 173 FTE1_peak_5609 chr9_125206852_125207038 187 FTE2_peak_5655 chr9_125206813_125207024 187 chr9_125206813_125207038 . . .
FTE_peak_3367 78.4722 113 FTE1_peak_5611 chr9_125825481_125825624 144 FTE2_peak_5657 chr9_125825397_125825593 144 chr9_125825397_125825624 RABGAP1 GPR21 .
FTE_peak_3368 65.7718 98 FTE1_peak_5613 chr9_127072039_127072192 154 FTE2_peak_5659 chr9_127071988_127072136 154 chr9_127071988_127072192 NEK6 . .
FTE_peak_3369 94.2446 262 FTE1_peak_5615 chr9_127420722_127421548 827 FTE2_peak_5660 chr9_127420706_127420983 827 chr9_127420706_127421548 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
FTE_peak_3370 100 125 FTE1_peak_5615 chr9_127420722_127421548 827 FTE2_peak_5661 chr9_127421152_127421276 827 chr9_127420722_127421548 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
FTE_peak_3371 90.2857 158 FTE1_peak_5615 chr9_127420722_127421548 827 FTE2_peak_5662 chr9_127421391_127421565 827 chr9_127420722_127421565 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
FTE_peak_3372 100 274 FTE1_peak_5616 chr9_127421695_127421968 274 FTE2_peak_5663 chr9_127421689_127422282 274 chr9_127421689_127422282 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
FTE_peak_3373 94.5274 190 FTE1_peak_5617 chr9_128411703_128411903 201 FTE2_peak_5665 chr9_128411687_128411892 201 chr9_128411687_128411903 MAPKAP1 . .
FTE_peak_3374 100 145 FTE1_peak_5618 chr9_130099179_130099374 196 FTE2_peak_5666 chr9_130099203_130099347 196 chr9_130099179_130099374 GARNL3 . .
FTE_peak_3375 100 248 FTE1_peak_5619 chr9_130150649_130150928 280 FTE2_peak_5667 chr9_130150660_130150907 280 chr9_130150649_130150928 GARNL3 . SLC2A8
FTE_peak_3376 100 115 FTE1_peak_5622 chr9_130346112_130346263 152 FTE2_peak_5668 chr9_130346124_130346238 152 chr9_130346112_130346263 . FAM129B STXBP1
FTE_peak_3377 100 115 FTE1_peak_5630 chr9_134875623_134875761 139 FTE2_peak_5669 chr9_134875632_134875746 139 chr9_134875623_134875761 MED27 . .
FTE_peak_3378 95.539 257 FTE1_peak_5632 chr9_135522859_135523127 269 FTE2_peak_5670 chr9_135522810_135523115 269 chr9_135522810_135523127 DDX31 . GTF3C4
FTE_peak_3379 100 141 FTE1_peak_5633 chr9_137494204_137494489 286 FTE2_peak_5673 chr9_137494300_137494440 286 chr9_137494204_137494489 . . .
FTE_peak_3380 49.6 62 FTE1_peak_5643 chrX_2767236_2767360 125 FTE2_peak_5680 chrX_2767158_2767297 125 chrX_2767158_2767360 GYG2 . .
FTE_peak_3381 89.4737 153 FTE1_peak_5645 chrX_9972036_9972206 171 FTE2_peak_5686 chrX_9971924_9972188 171 chrX_9971924_9972206 . . WWC3
FTE_peak_3382 63.7255 195 FTE1_peak_5646 chrX_12995608_12996412 805 FTE2_peak_5690 chrX_12995497_12995802 805 chrX_12995497_12996412 . TMSB4X .
FTE_peak_3383 100 194 FTE1_peak_5646 chrX_12995608_12996412 805 FTE2_peak_5691 chrX_12995981_12996174 805 chrX_12995608_12996412 . TMSB4X .
FTE_peak_3384 99.5392 216 FTE1_peak_5647 chrX_13416606_13416827 222 FTE2_peak_5692 chrX_13416605_13416821 222 chrX_13416605_13416827 . . .
FTE_peak_3385 94.9495 188 FTE1_peak_5651 chrX_19728317_19728516 200 FTE2_peak_5695 chrX_19728307_19728504 200 chrX_19728307_19728516 SH3KBP1 . .
FTE_peak_3386 100 201 FTE1_peak_5657 chrX_45338465_45338723 259 FTE2_peak_5696 chrX_45338515_45338715 259 chrX_45338465_45338723 . . .
FTE_peak_3387 100 160 FTE1_peak_5659 chrX_45374827_45375068 242 FTE2_peak_5697 chrX_45374847_45375006 242 chrX_45374827_45375068 . . .
FTE_peak_3388 39.0728 59 FTE1_peak_5663 chrX_45617411_45617946 536 FTE2_peak_5702 chrX_45617319_45617469 536 chrX_45617319_45617946 . MIR221;MIR222 .
FTE_peak_3389 90.0302 298 FTE1_peak_5663 chrX_45617411_45617946 536 FTE2_peak_5703 chrX_45617649_45617979 536 chrX_45617411_45617979 . MIR221;MIR222 .
FTE_peak_3390 72.8205 142 FTE1_peak_5666 chrX_45663084_45663310 227 FTE2_peak_5707 chrX_45663169_45663363 227 chrX_45663084_45663363 . . .
FTE_peak_3391 79.3388 96 FTE1_peak_5670 chrX_47521840_47521987 148 FTE2_peak_5709 chrX_47521892_47522012 148 chrX_47521840_47522012 . K1;LOC100133957;U .
FTE_peak_3392 88.1356 156 FTE1_peak_5671 chrX_53294966_53295142 177 FTE2_peak_5712 chrX_53294987_53295202 177 chrX_53294966_53295202 IQSEC2 . .
FTE_peak_3393 42.6087 49 FTE1_peak_5674 chrX_99904571_99904700 130 FTE2_peak_5715 chrX_99904505_99904619 130 chrX_99904505_99904700 MIR1256;SRPX2 TSPAN6 SYTL4
FTE_peak_3394 100 139 FTE1_peak_5675 chrX_103580562_103580700 139 FTE2_peak_5716 chrX_103580544_103580702 139 chrX_103580544_103580702 . . .
FTE_peak_3395 87.6471 149 FTE1_peak_5678 chrX_111880548_111880717 170 FTE2_peak_5721 chrX_111880472_111880696 170 chrX_111880472_111880717 LHFPL1 . .
FTE_peak_3396 19.708 27 FTE1_peak_5680 chrX_119868573_119868848 276 FTE2_peak_5724 chrX_119868463_119868599 276 chrX_119868463_119868848 . . .
chr start end length abs_summit pileup ‐lg10(pvalue) fold_enrichment ‐lg10(qvalue) name coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
chr1 9948 10196 249 10041 38 39.7337 15.40331 34.25093 OSE1_peak_1 chr1_9948_10196 . . WASH7P
chr1 1200337 1200557 221 1200408 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2 chr1_1200337_1200557 UBE2J2 B3GALT6;FAM132A ACAP3;SCNN1D
chr1 1335244 1335414 171 1335337 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3 chr1_1335244_1335414 LOC148413 AURKAIP1;CCNL2 ANKRD65;MRPL20;TMEM88B
chr1 1617689 1617846 158 1617792 25 17.08726 7.31734 12.44549 OSE1_peak_4 chr1_1617689_1617846 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
chr1 2166078 2166197 120 2166147 13 10.17141 6.27334 6.13033 OSE1_peak_5 chr1_2166078_2166197 SKI C1orf86 .
chr1 2457633 2457811 179 2457720 29 31.30412 14.08342 26.03666 OSE1_peak_6 chr1_2457633_2457811 PANK4 PLCH2 5;LOC100133445;LOC115110;TNFRSF14
chr1 6052303 6052492 190 6052454 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_7 chr1_6052303_6052492 KCNAB2;NPHP4 . .
chr1 6575998 6576117 120 6576014 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_8 chr1_6575998_6576117 PLEKHG5 . NOL9
chr1 6663652 6663888 237 6663701 10 7.13696 4.95627 3.55408 OSE1_peak_9 chr1_6663652_6663888 . KLHL21;TAS1R1;ZBTB48 PHF13;THAP3
chr1 6673638 6673757 120 6673720 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_10 chr1_6673638_6673757 PHF13 KLHL21;ZBTB48 DNAJC11;THAP3
chr1 7361135 7361286 152 7361196 17 13.92667 7.60625 9.52773 OSE1_peak_11 chr1_7361135_7361286 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 7870529 7870669 141 7870613 13 10.34085 6.37842 6.28424 OSE1_peak_12 chr1_7870529_7870669 PER3 VAMP3 .
chr1 7953919 7954038 120 7953951 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_13 chr1_7953919_7954038 . . TNFRSF9
chr1 8065108 8065261 154 8065165 18 9.84905 5.0566 5.85362 OSE1_peak_14 chr1_8065108_8065261 . PARK7 ERRFI1
chr1 8107906 8108054 149 8107938 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_15 chr1_8107906_8108054 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8150443 8150752 310 8150536 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_16 chr1_8150443_8150752 . . .
chr1 8151135 8151263 129 8151173 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_17 chr1_8151135_8151263 . . .
chr1 8197838 8198225 388 8197902 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_18 chr1_8197838_8198225 . . .
chr1 8257992 8258139 148 8258056 18 15.35279 8.19865 10.82121 OSE1_peak_19 chr1_8257992_8258139 . . .
chr1 8262383 8262502 120 8262436 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_20 chr1_8262383_8262502 . . .
chr1 8272157 8272369 213 8272166 17 5.14472 2.94772 2.12321 OSE1_peak_21 chr1_8272157_8272369 . . .
chr1 8686491 8686837 347 8686647 36 39.63054 16.1797 34.15196 OSE1_peak_22 chr1_8686491_8686837 RERE . .
chr1 8707677 8707796 120 8707725 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_23 chr1_8707677_8707796 RERE . .
chr1 8918169 8918377 209 8918273 23 20.80305 9.96111 15.92379 OSE1_peak_24 chr1_8918169_8918377 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8919081 8919372 292 8919131 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_25 chr1_8919081_8919372 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8935972 8936101 130 8936021 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_26 chr1_8935972_8936101 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 9293500 9293687 188 9293611 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_27 chr1_9293500_9293687 . . H6PD
chr1 10588488 10588655 168 10588552 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_28 chr1_10588488_10588655 PEX14 . .
chr1 11796897 11797031 135 11796918 10 6.92692 4.82311 3.39374 OSE1_peak_29 chr1_11796897_11797031 AGTRAP C1orf187 .
chr1 11968166 11969312 1147 11968599 69 59.04243 13.76563 53.1918 OSE1_peak_30 chr1_11968166_11969312 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 11969491 11969983 493 11969864 34 36.04295 14.90571 30.64845 OSE1_peak_31 chr1_11969491_11969983 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 12135883 12136035 153 12135956 22 17.73306 8.4691 13.0432 OSE1_peak_32 chr1_12135883_12136035 TNFRSF8 . .
chr1 12289931 12290050 120 12290004 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_33 chr1_12289931_12290050 . TNFRSF1B VPS13D
chr1 12676298 12676417 120 12676314 11 8.22973 5.46722 4.45772 OSE1_peak_34 chr1_12676298_12676417 DHRS3 . AADACL4
chr1 12678480 12678606 127 12678582 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_35 chr1_12678480_12678606 . DHRS3 AADACL4
chr1 12679048 12679272 225 12679054 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_36 chr1_12679048_12679272 . DHRS3 AADACL4
chr1 15744061 15744340 280 15744145 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_37 chr1_15744061_15744340 EFHD2 FHAD1 CTRC
chr1 16114748 16114992 245 16114767 12 9.29598 5.9394 5.36156 OSE1_peak_38 chr1_16114748_16114992 . FBLIM1 UQCRHL
chr1 16402399 16402562 164 16402463 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_39 chr1_16402399_16402562 . CLCNKB;FAM131C .
chr1 16466158 16466279 122 16466166 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_40 chr1_16466158_16466279 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16470241 16470654 414 16470586 23 21.74747 10.52314 16.81707 OSE1_peak_41 chr1_16470241_16470654 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16471504 16472071 568 16471742 36 22.24904 7.27612 17.29992 OSE1_peak_42 chr1_16471504_16472071 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16472361 16472502 142 16472470 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_43 chr1_16472361_16472502 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16473577 16473746 170 16473689 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_44 chr1_16473577_16473746 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16481277 16481552 276 16481520 12 9.43112 6.02372 5.48656 OSE1_peak_45 chr1_16481277_16481552 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16500206 16500543 338 16500240 14 11.72739 7.01016 7.53198 OSE1_peak_46 chr1_16500206_16500543 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
chr1 16702058 16702344 287 16702234 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_47 chr1_16702058_16702344 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
chr1 16839906 16840825 920 16840573 82 85.55042 20.424 79.25757 OSE1_peak_48 chr1_16839906_16840825 . CROCCP3 .
chr1 17222689 17223380 692 17223064 99 118.35915 28.1436 111.35155 OSE1_peak_49 chr1_17222689_17223380 . . CROCC
chr1 17223504 17223759 256 17223653 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_50 chr1_17223504_17223759 . . CROCC
chr1 17231649 17232155 507 17231977 29 25.67897 10.8029 20.58682 OSE1_peak_51 chr1_17231649_17232155 . . CROCC
chr1 17455028 17455289 262 17455093 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_52 chr1_17455028_17455289 . PADI2 .
chr1 17494852 17494984 133 17494934 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_53 chr1_17494852_17494984 . . .
chr1 17495145 17495324 180 17495239 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_54 chr1_17495145_17495324 . . .
chr1 17516531 17516869 339 17516639 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_55 chr1_17516531_17516869 . . PADI1
chr1 17560350 17560469 120 17560375 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_56 chr1_17560350_17560469 PADI1 . PADI3
chr1 17896192 17896325 134 17896264 16 10.3813 5.74157 6.32092 OSE1_peak_57 chr1_17896192_17896325 ARHGEF10L . .
chr1 18193128 18193262 135 18193152 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_58 chr1_18193128_18193262 . . .
chr1 18201102 18201309 208 18201243 19 12.64371 6.35992 8.35155 OSE1_peak_59 chr1_18201102_18201309 . . .
chr1 19336418 19336624 207 19336532 20 13.40513 6.55028 9.03528 OSE1_peak_60 chr1_19336418_19336624 . . .
chr1 19812409 19812540 132 19812508 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_61 chr1_19812409_19812540 . CAPZB .
chr1 19978849 19978995 147 19978916 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_62 chr1_19978849_19978995 C1orf151‐NBL1;NBL1 MINOS1 HTR6;TMCO4
chr1 20821424 20821613 190 20821504 23 21.24088 10.22106 16.33907 OSE1_peak_63 chr1_20821424_20821613 . CAMK2N1 MUL1
chr1 20928003 20928222 220 20928180 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_64 chr1_20928003_20928222 CDA . .
chr1 20930815 20931007 193 20930860 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_65 chr1_20930815_20931007 CDA . PINK1
chr1 21187770 21187889 120 21187790 13 10.31222 6.36066 6.25697 OSE1_peak_66 chr1_21187770_21187889 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21223463 21223610 148 21223514 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_67 chr1_21223463_21223610 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21651224 21651577 354 21651515 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_68 chr1_21651224_21651577 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 22094872 22095005 134 22094913 17 13.99208 7.64584 9.59037 OSE1_peak_69 chr1_22094872_22095005 USP48 . .
chr1 22556170 22556333 164 22556233 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_70 chr1_22556170_22556333 . . .
chr1 23072650 23072873 224 23072759 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_71 chr1_23072650_23072873 EPHB2 MIR4684 .
chr1 23076962 23077095 134 23077048 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_72 chr1_23076962_23077095 EPHB2 . .
chr1 23160988 23161110 123 23161073 13 9.95387 6.1385 5.94168 OSE1_peak_73 chr1_23160988_23161110 EPHB2 . MIR4253
chr1 23345721 23345929 209 23345829 14 11.44192 6.83402 7.2675 OSE1_peak_74 chr1_23345721_23345929 . LOC729059 KDM1A;MIR3115
chr1 23426826 23427029 204 23426938 21 15.70796 7.58729 11.1585 OSE1_peak_75 chr1_23426826_23427029 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23523528 23523731 204 23523633 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_76 chr1_23523528_23523731 . HTR1D;LUZP1 .
chr1 23610516 23610638 123 23610623 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_77 chr1_23610516_23610638 . . HNRNPR
chr1 23695423 23695615 193 23695518 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_78 chr1_23695423_23695615 C1orf213;ZNF436 HNRNPR TCEA3
chr1 23882754 23882988 235 23882807 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_79 chr1_23882754_23882988 . E2F2 ID3
chr1 23883115 23884170 1056 23883842 26 22.03856 9.72261 17.09807 OSE1_peak_80 chr1_23883115_23884170 . E2F2 ID3
chr1 23884597 23884882 286 23884695 25 13.71312 5.6837 9.32577 OSE1_peak_81 chr1_23884597_23884882 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23885217 23885342 126 23885299 11 7.33513 4.9057 3.72481 OSE1_peak_82 chr1_23885217_23885342 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23912161 23912333 173 23912231 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_83 chr1_23912161_23912333 . ID3 .
chr1 24592938 24593195 258 24592991 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_84 chr1_24592938_24593195 . . .
chr1 24743529 24743707 179 24743627 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_85 chr1_24743529_24743707 NIPAL3 C1orf201 .
chr1 25072701 25072847 147 25072758 14 11.53547 6.89174 7.35167 OSE1_peak_86 chr1_25072701_25072847 CLIC4 . .
chr1 26324599 26324760 162 26324690 21 18.9632 9.49318 14.1944 OSE1_peak_87 chr1_26324599_26324760 PAFAH2 . EXTL1
chr1 26731811 26731937 127 26731862 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_88 chr1_26731811_26731937 . . DHDDS;LIN28A
chr1 27052376 27052495 120 27052410 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_89 chr1_27052376_27052495 ARID1A . .
chr1 27216633 27216863 231 27216783 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_90 chr1_27216633_27216863 GPN2 SFN GPATCH3;NR0B2
chr1 27866881 27867075 195 27866989 21 15.70796 7.58729 11.1585 OSE1_peak_91 chr1_27866881_27867075 AHDC1 . .
chr1 28832663 28833190 528 28833020 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_92 chr1_28832663_28833190 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28833294 28833491 198 28833380 29 21.28271 8.44308 16.37751 OSE1_peak_93 chr1_28833294_28833491 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28833718 28833838 121 28833748 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_94 chr1_28833718_28833838 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28834804 28834932 129 28834916 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_95 chr1_28834804_28834932 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28835718 28835900 183 28835833 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_96 chr1_28835718_28835900 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28836058 28837113 1056 28836403 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_97 chr1_28836058_28837113 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28837226 28837683 458 28837511 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_98 chr1_28837226_28837683 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28838651 28838999 349 28838792 11 6.99589 4.69404 3.4567 OSE1_peak_99 chr1_28838651_28838999 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28839145 28839416 272 28839264 17 13.04377 7.07497 8.71581 OSE1_peak_100 chr1_28839145_28839416 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28841550 28841952 403 28841654 17 13.99208 7.64584 9.59037 OSE1_peak_101 chr1_28841550_28841952 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28842047 28842489 443 28842195 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_102 chr1_28842047_28842489 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28905935 28906054 120 28906017 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_103 chr1_28905935_28906054 SNHG12 SNORD99;TRNAU1AP 42;SNORA16A;SNORA44;SNORA61;TAF12
chr1 28969459 28969631 173 28969534 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_104 chr1_28969459_28969631 TAF12 . GMEB1;RNU11
chr1 28975064 28975989 926 28975351 79 87.3828 22.51488 81.05426 OSE1_peak_105 chr1_28975064_28975989 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
chr1 28976188 28976307 120 28976293 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_106 chr1_28976188_28976307 . RNU11;TAF12 GMEB1
chr1 31229683 31229854 172 31229810 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_107 chr1_31229683_31229854 LAPTM5 MIR4420 .
chr1 31956324 31956649 326 31956432 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_108 chr1_31956324_31956649 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
chr1 31971648 31971855 208 31971791 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_109 chr1_31971648_31971855 LOC149086 . LOC284551
chr1 32155524 32155703 180 32155612 25 25.69622 12.20563 20.602 OSE1_peak_110 chr1_32155524_32155703 COL16A1 . .
chr1 32166770 32166906 137 32166865 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_111 chr1_32166770_32166906 COL16A1 . BAI2
chr1 32701796 32701922 127 32701830 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_112 chr1_32701796_32701922 MTMR9LP DCDC2B;EIF3I;IQCC;TMEM23 FAM167B;LCK
chr1 33168780 33169024 245 33168988 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_113 chr1_33168780_33169024 . RBBP4;SYNC .
chr1 33282856 33282990 135 33282926 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_114 chr1_33282856_33282990 YARS . S100PBP
chr1 33564956 33565137 182 33565054 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_115 chr1_33564956_33565137 ADC . .
chr1 33609441 33609617 177 33609537 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_116 chr1_33609441_33609617 . ADC TRIM62
chr1 33804207 33804372 166 33804296 10 5.9752 4.22191 2.67236 OSE1_peak_117 chr1_33804207_33804372 PHC2 MIR3605 .
chr1 33812529 33812744 216 33812704 10 6.52027 4.56551 3.05347 OSE1_peak_118 chr1_33812529_33812744 PHC2 MIR3605 .
chr1 33899393 33899748 356 33899542 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_119 chr1_33899393_33899748 . . .
chr1 35513080 35513324 245 35513178 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_120 chr1_35513080_35513324 . ZMYM6 .
chr1 35639978 35640168 191 35640072 10 6.18696 4.35506 2.82468 OSE1_peak_121 chr1_35639978_35640168 . . SFPQ
chr1 36714362 36714530 169 36714435 22 16.21896 7.6105 11.6323 OSE1_peak_122 chr1_36714362_36714530 THRAP3 . .
chr1 36816499 36816700 202 36816598 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_123 chr1_36816499_36816700 STK40 FAM176B;SH3D21 .
chr1 36840414 36840559 146 36840457 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_124 chr1_36840414_36840559 STK40 . LSM10
chr1 36852180 36852305 126 36852255 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_125 chr1_36852180_36852305 . STK40 LSM10
chr1 37944495 37944822 328 37944608 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_126 chr1_37944495_37944822 ZC3H12A LOC728431 MEAF6
chr1 38465413 38465606 194 38465491 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_127 chr1_38465413_38465606 FHL3 SF3A3 UTP11L
chr1 39620865 39620989 125 39620936 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_128 chr1_39620865_39620989 MACF1 . .
chr1 39659540 39659659 120 39659597 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_129 chr1_39659540_39659659 MACF1 . .
chr1 39679439 39679699 261 39679507 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_130 chr1_39679439_39679699 MACF1 . .
chr1 40626993 40627239 247 40627109 16 12.80515 7.18368 8.50819 OSE1_peak_131 chr1_40626993_40627239 RLF . .
chr1 42367859 42367978 120 42367942 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_132 chr1_42367859_42367978 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42688069 42688203 135 42688152 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_133 chr1_42688069_42688203 FOXJ3 . .
chr1 43402924 43403106 183 43403023 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_134 chr1_43402924_43403106 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43406806 43406928 123 43406844 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_135 chr1_43406806_43406928 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43672664 43672799 136 43672739 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_136 chr1_43672664_43672799 WDR65 . .
chr1 44300886 44301109 224 44301033 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_137 chr1_44300886_44301109 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 45186710 45187636 927 45187300 68 91.22747 30.17296 84.84859 OSE1_peak_138 chr1_45186710_45187636 C1orf228 . KIF2C
chr1 45195879 45196874 996 45196196 46 44.20111 14.66015 38.61366 OSE1_peak_139 chr1_45195879_45196874 . C1orf228 KIF2C
chr1 45273447 45273982 536 45273628 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_140 chr1_45273447_45273982 . ;RPS8;SNORD38A;SNORD38 BTBD19;PTCH2
chr1 45284914 45285705 792 45285591 36 32.52534 12.16079 27.22573 OSE1_peak_141 chr1_45284914_45285705 PTCH2 BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 .
chr1 45477902 45478148 247 45477940 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_142 chr1_45477902_45478148 UROD EIF2B3;HECTD3 ZSWIM5
chr1 45709696 45709844 149 45709813 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_143 chr1_45709696_45709844 . . .
chr1 45712548 45712721 174 45712607 17 10.72152 5.72393 6.62328 OSE1_peak_144 chr1_45712548_45712721 . . .
chr1 45738673 45738843 171 45738766 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_145 chr1_45738673_45738843 . . .
chr1 45987824 45987950 127 45987932 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_146 chr1_45987824_45987950 PRDX1 CCDC163P;MMACHC AKR1A1
chr1 46131349 46131468 120 46131356 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_147 chr1_46131349_46131468 GPBP1L1 RPS15AP10 IPP;TMEM69
chr1 46188619 46188806 188 46188746 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_148 chr1_46188619_46188806 IPP TMEM69 .
chr1 46337890 46338037 148 46337948 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_149 chr1_46337890_46338037 MAST2 . .
chr1 47022642 47022875 234 47022712 18 16.30979 8.77897 11.71834 OSE1_peak_150 chr1_47022642_47022875 LOC100507423 KNCN MKNK1
chr1 48194231 48194354 124 48194284 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_151 chr1_48194231_48194354 . . .
chr1 52156455 52156599 145 52156489 13 9.61907 5.93133 5.64223 OSE1_peak_152 chr1_52156455_52156599 OSBPL9 . .
chr1 53135560 53135685 126 53135603 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_153 chr1_53135560_53135685 . FAM159A SELRC1
chr1 53685622 53685741 120 53685695 14 11.22955 6.70303 7.07674 OSE1_peak_154 chr1_53685622_53685741 C1orf123 CPT2 LOC100507564;LRP8;MAGOH
chr1 53706133 53706349 217 53706271 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_155 chr1_53706133_53706349 LOC100507564 C1orf123;CPT2;MAGOH LRP8
chr1 54304217 54304352 136 54304324 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_156 chr1_54304217_54304352 TMEM48 . YIPF1
chr1 54411121 54411301 181 54411189 11 8.27858 5.49792 4.50392 OSE1_peak_157 chr1_54411121_54411301 HSPB11 . LRRC42
chr1 54518405 54518638 234 54518581 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_158 chr1_54518405_54518638 TMEM59 . MIR4781;TCEANC2
chr1 54519087 54519206 120 54519180 10 6.98874 4.8623 3.44977 OSE1_peak_159 chr1_54519087_54519206 TMEM59 . MIR4781;TCEANC2
chr1 55181234 55181359 126 55181321 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_160 chr1_55181234_55181359 HEATR8‐TTC4 HEATR8 TTC4
chr1 55680223 55680362 140 55680306 13 10.25543 6.32544 6.20514 OSE1_peak_161 chr1_55680223_55680362 USP24 . LOC100507634;MIR4422
chr1 55894817 55895183 367 55894914 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_162 chr1_55894817_55895183 . . .
chr1 56184710 56184865 156 56184765 14 8.01554 4.76994 4.26798 OSE1_peak_163 chr1_56184710_56184865 . . .
chr1 57298153 57298272 120 57298223 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_164 chr1_57298153_57298272 . C1orf168 C8A
chr1 59050320 59050482 163 59050382 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_165 chr1_59050320_59050482 . TACSTD2 .
chr1 59228830 59229125 296 59229043 24 21.15792 9.85008 16.26757 OSE1_peak_166 chr1_59228830_59229125 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59250763 59250968 206 59250882 15 12.21685 7.07243 7.95703 OSE1_peak_167 chr1_59250763_59250968 LOC100131060 JUN .
chr1 59314508 59314632 125 59314549 17 11.80123 6.34181 7.58804 OSE1_peak_168 chr1_59314508_59314632 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59374998 59375122 125 59375071 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_169 chr1_59374998_59375122 . LOC100131060 .
chr1 59762719 59762853 135 59762771 15 12.24817 7.09164 7.98723 OSE1_peak_170 chr1_59762719_59762853 FGGY . .
chr1 59833538 59833657 120 59833630 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_171 chr1_59833538_59833657 FGGY . .
chr1 59892995 59893149 155 59893059 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_172 chr1_59892995_59893149 FGGY . .
chr1 60598666 60598918 253 60598831 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_173 chr1_60598666_60598918 . . .
chr1 60637548 60637694 147 60637658 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_174 chr1_60637548_60637694 . . .
chr1 61037655 61037776 122 61037696 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_175 chr1_61037655_61037776 . . .
chr1 64386272 64386544 273 64386378 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_176 chr1_64386272_64386544 ROR1 . .
chr1 64472531 64472704 174 64472650 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_177 chr1_64472531_64472704 ROR1 . .
chr1 64553647 64553773 127 64553713 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_178 chr1_64553647_64553773 ROR1 . .
chr1 64598813 64598975 163 64598857 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_179 chr1_64598813_64598975 ROR1 . .
chr1 65363802 65364009 208 65363902 16 13.86866 7.8327 9.47614 OSE1_peak_180 chr1_65363802_65364009 JAK1 . .
chr1 65905058 65905188 131 65905096 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_181 chr1_65905058_65905188 LEPR DNAJC6;LEPROT .
chr1 66837066 66837201 136 66837139 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_182 chr1_66837066_66837201 PDE4B . .
chr1 66840564 66840783 220 66840730 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_183 chr1_66840564_66840783 . PDE4B .
chr1 66903846 66903989 144 66903916 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_184 chr1_66903846_66903989 . . .
chr1 67030054 67030217 164 67030115 25 20.49857 9.16039 15.63858 OSE1_peak_185 chr1_67030054_67030217 SGIP1 . .
chr1 67519711 67519982 272 67519953 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_186 chr1_67519711_67519982 SLC35D1 . .
chr1 67526526 67526685 160 67526599 27 24.05471 10.54821 19.02364 OSE1_peak_187 chr1_67526526_67526685 . SLC35D1 .
chr1 68150839 68150958 120 68150893 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_188 chr1_68150839_68150958 GADD45A . GNG12
chr1 68152682 68152935 254 68152890 11 7.76965 5.1781 4.07078 OSE1_peak_189 chr1_68152682_68152935 GADD45A . GNG12
chr1 68154431 68154620 190 68154585 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_190 chr1_68154431_68154620 . GADD45A GNG12
chr1 68179152 68179338 187 68179250 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_191 chr1_68179152_68179338 GNG12 GADD45A .
chr1 68189184 68189329 146 68189227 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_192 chr1_68189184_68189329 GNG12 . .
chr1 68213502 68213630 129 68213548 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_193 chr1_68213502_68213630 GNG12 . .
chr1 69958096 69958294 199 69958187 25 22.01215 10.02622 17.07353 OSE1_peak_194 chr1_69958096_69958294 . . .
chr1 72832240 72832409 170 72832322 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_195 chr1_72832240_72832409 . . .
chr1 76251948 76252222 275 76252017 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_196 chr1_76251948_76252222 RABGGTB ACADM SH4;SNORD45A;SNORD45B;SNORD45C
chr1 76261600 76261784 185 76261685 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_197 chr1_76261600_76261784 . TB;SNORD45A;SNORD45B;SN MSH4
chr1 76430114 76430233 120 76430214 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_198 chr1_76430114_76430233 . . .
chr1 78148299 78148552 254 78148388 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_199 chr1_78148299_78148552 ZZZ3 . USP33
chr1 78469921 78470229 309 78470124 38 41.02324 16.14574 35.51292 OSE1_peak_200 chr1_78469921_78470229 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
chr1 78567254 78567449 196 78567269 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_201 chr1_78567254_78567449 GIPC2 . .
chr1 78567738 78567963 226 78567851 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_202 chr1_78567738_78567963 GIPC2 . .
chr1 79297518 79297755 238 79297542 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_203 chr1_79297518_79297755 . . .
chr1 81348375 81348512 138 81348448 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_204 chr1_81348375_81348512 . . .
chr1 81348608 81348770 163 81348702 9 6.35679 4.62051 2.95865 OSE1_peak_205 chr1_81348608_81348770 . . .
chr1 81584408 81584589 182 81584502 27 25.65323 11.47537 20.56249 OSE1_peak_206 chr1_81584408_81584589 . . .
chr1 81640612 81640866 255 81640641 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_207 chr1_81640612_81640866 . . .
chr1 84425961 84426117 157 84426067 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_208 chr1_84425961_84426117 TTLL7 . .
chr1 84464681 84464801 121 84464753 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_209 chr1_84464681_84464801 TTLL7 . .
chr1 85763997 85764170 174 85764062 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_210 chr1_85763997_85764170 . BCL10;LOC646626 DDAH1
chr1 85786497 85786616 120 85786602 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_211 chr1_85786497_85786616 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85794764 85794885 122 85794789 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_212 chr1_85794764_85794885 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85939164 85939341 178 85939254 29 17.32664 6.55811 12.66032 OSE1_peak_213 chr1_85939164_85939341 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85941799 85941918 120 85941829 13 10.42771 6.43229 6.36069 OSE1_peak_214 chr1_85941799_85941918 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86042491 86042633 143 86042525 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_215 chr1_86042491_86042633 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86043669 86043994 326 86043851 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_216 chr1_86043669_86043994 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86046752 86048491 1740 86047435 31 31.3025 13.31535 26.03665 OSE1_peak_217 chr1_86046752_86048491 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86048816 86049295 480 86049177 24 21.70215 10.16925 16.77256 OSE1_peak_218 chr1_86048816_86049295 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86049405 86050497 1093 86049945 51 58.92689 20.53774 53.08057 OSE1_peak_219 chr1_86049405_86050497 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86072801 86073264 464 86072901 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_220 chr1_86072801_86073264 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
chr1 86147832 86148002 171 86147913 10 6.88626 4.79733 3.36349 OSE1_peak_221 chr1_86147832_86148002 ZNHIT6 . .
chr1 89457461 89457620 160 89457572 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_222 chr1_89457461_89457620 CCBL2;RBMXL1 . GBP3
chr1 90011240 90011365 126 90011280 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_223 chr1_90011240_90011365 LRRC8B . .
chr1 90071394 90071529 136 90071442 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_224 chr1_90071394_90071529 . LRRC8B FLJ27354;LRRC8C
chr1 90101839 90102086 248 90101903 14 11.567 6.9112 7.38198 OSE1_peak_225 chr1_90101839_90102086 LRRC8C FLJ27354 .
chr1 90137614 90137907 294 90137697 13 9.59422 5.91597 5.61916 OSE1_peak_226 chr1_90137614_90137907 LRRC8C . .
chr1 90331745 90331875 131 90331792 16 12.47719 6.98473 8.20011 OSE1_peak_227 chr1_90331745_90331875 LRRC8D . .
chr1 90909626 90909745 120 90909705 10 7.31362 5.06821 3.7086 OSE1_peak_228 chr1_90909626_90909745 . . .
chr1 92197478 92197604 127 92197561 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_229 chr1_92197478_92197604 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92366196 92366365 170 92366261 31 29.11925 12.0551 23.91591 OSE1_peak_230 chr1_92366196_92366365 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 93544634 93544856 223 93544753 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_231 chr1_93544634_93544856 MTF2 . .
chr1 94091066 94091192 127 94091116 16 11.73851 6.54015 7.54251 OSE1_peak_232 chr1_94091066_94091192 BCAR3 LOC100129046 .
chr1 94118980 94119104 125 94119052 15 11.21369 6.46001 7.06155 OSE1_peak_233 chr1_94118980_94119104 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94129913 94130124 212 94130007 15 9.0687 5.18905 5.17187 OSE1_peak_234 chr1_94129913_94130124 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94158950 94159153 204 94159059 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_235 chr1_94158950_94159153 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94167166 94167521 356 94167424 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_236 chr1_94167166_94167521 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94167741 94167880 140 94167825 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_237 chr1_94167741_94167880 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94311831 94311970 140 94311839 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_238 chr1_94311831_94311970 . . DNTTIP2;MIR760
chr1 94791309 94791670 362 94791588 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_239 chr1_94791309_94791670 . . .
chr1 95006669 95006788 120 95006688 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_240 chr1_95006669_95006788 F3 ABCD3 .
chr1 95067899 95068260 362 95068158 31 30.78997 13.01664 25.53951 OSE1_peak_241 chr1_95067899_95068260 . . .
chr1 95440479 95440688 210 95440629 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_242 chr1_95440479_95440688 . LOC729970 ALG14
chr1 95501251 95501414 164 95501337 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_243 chr1_95501251_95501414 ALG14 . .
chr1 96772510 96772629 120 96772529 14 8.01554 4.76994 4.26798 OSE1_peak_244 chr1_96772510_96772629 . . .
chr1 96775405 96775609 205 96775512 34 35.39312 14.52662 30.01487 OSE1_peak_245 chr1_96775405_96775609 . . .
chr1 96828232 96828541 310 96828338 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_246 chr1_96828232_96828541 . . .
chr1 96836580 96836699 120 96836622 21 9.29428 4.32634 5.36156 OSE1_peak_247 chr1_96836580_96836699 . . .
chr1 98403650 98403826 177 98403713 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_248 chr1_98403650_98403826 . DPYD .
chr1 98471033 98471166 134 98471088 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_249 chr1_98471033_98471166 MIR137HG . .
chr1 98552333 98552587 255 98552502 25 21.22648 9.57377 16.32615 OSE1_peak_250 chr1_98552333_98552587 . . .
chr1 98789571 98789691 121 98789621 22 14.93678 6.90997 10.45316 OSE1_peak_251 chr1_98789571_98789691 . . .
chr1 99368955 99369074 120 99369019 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_252 chr1_99368955_99369074 LPPR5 . .
chr1 101093090 101093240 151 101093189 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_253 chr1_101093090_101093240 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101616354 101616473 120 101616438 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_254 chr1_101616354_101616473 . . .
chr1 103106484 103106610 127 103106550 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_255 chr1_103106484_103106610 . . .
chr1 109128835 109128989 155 109128909 23 21.19616 10.19446 16.29955 OSE1_peak_256 chr1_109128835_109128989 FAM102B . .
chr1 109642784 109642910 127 109642861 19 12.42424 6.23836 8.14851 OSE1_peak_257 chr1_109642784_109642910 SCARNA2 TAF13;TMEM167B C1orf194;KIAA1324
chr1 110469622 110469923 302 110469823 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_258 chr1_110469622_110469923 CSF1 . .
chr1 111625615 111625734 120 111625651 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_259 chr1_111625615_111625734 . . .
chr1 112903243 112903452 210 112903287 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_260 chr1_112903243_112903452 . . .
chr1 112947116 112947313 198 112947157 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_261 chr1_112947116_112947313 CTTNBP2NL . .
chr1 113008472 113008629 158 113008568 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_262 chr1_113008472_113008629 . CTTNBP2NL;MIR4256 WNT2B
chr1 113086744 113086901 158 113086811 11 7.99349 5.31873 4.25522 OSE1_peak_263 chr1_113086744_113086901 ST7L WNT2B .
chr1 113498677 113498841 165 113498751 17 14.32893 7.85017 9.88086 OSE1_peak_264 chr1_113498677_113498841 SLC16A1 . .
chr1 113585024 113585160 137 113585120 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_265 chr1_113585024_113585160 . . .
chr1 115711275 115711592 318 115711517 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_266 chr1_115711275_115711592 . . .
chr1 115722079 115722282 204 115722186 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_267 chr1_115722079_115722282 . . .
chr1 115969111 115969317 207 115969310 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_268 chr1_115969111_115969317 . . .
chr1 115973509 115973670 162 115973555 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_269 chr1_115973509_115973670 . . .
chr1 116833068 116833192 125 116833111 13 10.34085 6.37842 6.28424 OSE1_peak_270 chr1_116833068_116833192 . . .
chr1 119822166 119822396 231 119822308 14 10.42761 6.2099 6.36069 OSE1_peak_271 chr1_119822166_119822396 . . .
chr1 144534093 144534430 338 144534207 26 25.20059 11.55902 20.12537 OSE1_peak_272 chr1_144534093_144534430 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B LOC728875 .
chr1 144540873 144541007 135 144540942 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_273 chr1_144540873_144541007 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B LOC728875 .
chr1 144891728 144892037 310 144892014 17 9.47152 5.03689 5.52359 OSE1_peak_274 chr1_144891728_144892037 C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 145015224 145015459 236 145015286 37 17.38859 5.33132 12.72118 OSE1_peak_275 chr1_145015224_145015459 C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . .
chr1 145074019 145074243 225 145074119 21 6.88121 3.32474 3.36207 OSE1_peak_276 chr1_145074019_145074243 C728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPI . SEC22B
chr1 145083581 145083828 248 145083636 38 18.78242 5.66647 14.02757 OSE1_peak_277 chr1_145083581_145083828 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145092581 145092931 351 145092653 31 14.26809 5.00597 9.82389 OSE1_peak_278 chr1_145092581_145092931 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145114585 145114824 240 145114714 98 64.02772 9.59851 58.09338 OSE1_peak_279 chr1_145114585_145114824 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP . .
chr1 145382698 145383291 594 145383042 37 38.32743 15.00835 32.87801 OSE1_peak_280 chr1_145382698_145383291 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NBPF10 HFE2
chr1 145438387 145438542 156 145438473 11 6.64954 4.4793 3.15884 OSE1_peak_281 chr1_145438387_145438542 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 POLR3GL
chr1 145438796 145438919 124 145438852 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_282 chr1_145438796_145438919 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 POLR3GL
chr1 145440336 145440455 120 145440410 17 10.33722 5.50922 6.28101 OSE1_peak_283 chr1_145440336_145440455 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 POLR3GL
chr1 145442826 145443311 486 145443180 24 16.72777 7.37506 12.10397 OSE1_peak_284 chr1_145442826_145443311 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 146556087 146556268 182 146556177 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_285 chr1_146556087_146556268 855;NBPF11;NBPF24;PDZK1P1 . .
chr1 147735727 147736041 315 147735873 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_286 chr1_147735727_147736041 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147806735 147806865 131 147806800 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_287 chr1_147806735_147806865 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
chr1 147994111 147994291 181 147994207 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_288 chr1_147994111_147994291 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . NBPF14
chr1 148241474 148241839 366 148241607 35 31.26665 11.83212 26.0009 OSE1_peak_289 chr1_148241474_148241839 PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIA . .
chr1 148604834 148605006 173 148604920 30 32.74286 14.55287 27.43486 OSE1_peak_290 chr1_148604834_148605006 F16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C NBPF15 .
chr1 149223277 149224153 877 149223911 75 74.39008 18.15402 68.29118 OSE1_peak_291 chr1_149223277_149224153 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . .
chr1 149294595 149294768 174 149294665 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_292 chr1_149294595_149294768 728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA LOC388692 .
chr1 149858899 149859136 238 149859134 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_293 chr1_149858899_149859136 HIST2H2AB;HIST2H2AC ST2H2BE;HIST2H4A;HIST2H4 BOLA1;SV2A
chr1 150207193 150207322 130 150207251 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_294 chr1_150207193_150207322 ANP32E . CA14
chr1 150549393 150549531 139 150549504 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_295 chr1_150549393_150549531 MCL1 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 .
chr1 150577298 150577462 165 150577366 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_296 chr1_150577298_150577462 . MCL1 ENSA
chr1 150854202 150854431 230 150854356 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_297 chr1_150854202_150854431 . ARNT .
chr1 151138374 151138527 154 151138460 16 13.2488 7.45389 8.89262 OSE1_peak_298 chr1_151138374_151138527 SMD1;SCNM1;TNFAIP8L2‐SCN SEMA6C;TNFAIP8L2 TMOD4;VPS72
chr1 151167901 151168020 120 151167955 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_299 chr1_151167901_151168020 . NM1;TMOD4;TNFAIP8L2‐SC PIP5K1A
chr1 151286814 151287000 187 151286845 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_300 chr1_151286814_151287000 PI4KB ZNF687 RFX5
chr1 151431522 151431641 120 151431598 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_301 chr1_151431522_151431641 POGZ . .
chr1 151467362 151467483 122 151467417 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_302 chr1_151467362_151467483 . . CGN
chr1 152020995 152021114 120 152021036 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_303 chr1_152020995_152021114 . S100A11 .
chr1 152022216 152022381 166 152022298 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_304 chr1_152022216_152022381 . S100A11 .
chr1 152135463 152135600 138 152135493 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_305 chr1_152135463_152135600 . RPTN .
chr1 153506433 153506569 137 153506495 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_306 chr1_153506433_153506569 . . 100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
chr1 153506702 153506821 120 153506719 8 5.24102 4.04396 2.19115 OSE1_peak_307 chr1_153506702_153506821 . . 100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
chr1 153581291 153581422 132 153581363 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_308 chr1_153581291_153581422 S100A16 . CHTOP;S100A1;S100A13;S100A14
chr1 153590083 153590239 157 153590155 15 12.31131 7.13037 8.04297 OSE1_peak_309 chr1_153590083_153590239 . S100A14;S100A16 CHTOP;S100A1;S100A13
chr1 153930987 153931272 286 153931173 21 20.08077 10.16513 15.24577 OSE1_peak_310 chr1_153930987_153931272 CRTC2 DENND4B CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC39A1
chr1 153935565 153935722 158 153935635 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_311 chr1_153935565_153935722 SLC39A1 CRTC2;DENND4B CREB3L4;JTB;NUP210L;RAB13;RPS27
chr1 153963174 153963469 296 153963271 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_312 chr1_153963174_153963469 RPS27 CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC39A1 NUP210L
chr1 154244184 154244303 120 154244248 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_313 chr1_154244184_154244303 . UBAP2L HAX1
chr1 154378604 154378746 143 154378650 12 8.81512 5.63943 4.95156 OSE1_peak_314 chr1_154378604_154378746 IL6R . .
chr1 154390860 154391049 190 154391018 11 7.7479 5.16444 4.04972 OSE1_peak_315 chr1_154390860_154391049 IL6R . .
chr1 154934152 154934582 431 154934268 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_316 chr1_154934152_154934582 PYGO2 PBXIP1;PMVK CKS1B;FLAD1;MIR4258;SHC1
chr1 154945411 154945736 326 154945515 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_317 chr1_154945411_154945736 SHC1 PBXIP1;PYGO2 CKS1B;FLAD1;LENEP;MIR4258;ZBTB7B
chr1 154990217 154990363 147 154990244 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_318 chr1_154990217_154990363 ZBTB7B FLAD1;LENEP DCST1;DCST2;LOC100505666
chr1 155112831 155112999 169 155112931 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_319 chr1_155112831_155112999 DPM3 EFNA1;SLC50A1 KRTCAP2
chr1 155214533 155214704 172 155214601 35 25.35808 8.8586 20.27664 OSE1_peak_320 chr1_155214533_155214704 GBA GBAP1 CLK2;FAM189B;SCAMP3
chr1 156056153 156056277 125 156056217 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_321 chr1_156056153_156056277 . LAMTOR2;MEX3A;RAB25 LMNA
chr1 156093481 156093673 193 156093640 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_322 chr1_156093481_156093673 LMNA . SEMA4A
chr1 156293737 156293872 136 156293777 9 6.43961 4.67344 3.01562 OSE1_peak_323 chr1_156293737_156293872 CCT3 C1orf85;VHLL C1orf182
chr1 156710880 156711178 299 156710924 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_324 chr1_156710880_156711178 MRPL24 ISG20L2;RRNAD1 HDGF;PRCC
chr1 156736979 156737306 328 156737026 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_325 chr1_156736979_156737306 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
chr1 159399264 159399536 273 159399351 17 13.48585 7.34016 9.11382 OSE1_peak_326 chr1_159399264_159399536 . . OR10J1
chr1 159568072 159568219 148 159568187 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_327 chr1_159568072_159568219 . APCS .
chr1 159721972 159722185 214 159722085 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_328 chr1_159721972_159722185 . . DUSP23
chr1 159894491 159894992 502 159894588 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_329 chr1_159894491_159894992 TAGLN2 CCDC19 IGSF9;SLAMF9
chr1 159966632 159966806 175 159966742 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_330 chr1_159966632_159966806 . LOC100505633 .
chr1 160231686 160231847 162 160231693 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_331 chr1_160231686_160231847 DCAF8 . COPA;PEX19
chr1 161135471 161135660 190 161135635 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_332 chr1_161135471_161135660 USP21 UFC1 ADAMTS4;B4GALT3;PPOX
chr1 162660813 162661010 198 162660857 17 9.47152 5.03689 5.52359 OSE1_peak_333 chr1_162660813_162661010 DDR2 . .
chr1 163134019 163134168 150 163134120 17 13.45544 7.32186 9.08428 OSE1_peak_334 chr1_163134019_163134168 RGS5 . .
chr1 164736738 164736897 160 164736845 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_335 chr1_164736738_164736897 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 165868104 165868295 192 165868202 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_336 chr1_165868104_165868295 UCK2 . MIR3658
chr1 166913854 166914037 184 166914004 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_337 chr1_166913854_166914037 ILDR2 . .
chr1 167789351 167789535 185 167789449 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_338 chr1_167789351_167789535 ADCY10 MPZL1 .
chr1 169645349 169645468 120 169645412 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_339 chr1_169645349_169645468 . . SELL
chr1 171763347 171763466 120 171763380 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_340 chr1_171763347_171763466 METTL13 . .
chr1 172224107 172224297 191 172224262 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_341 chr1_172224107_172224297 DNM3 . .
chr1 172291545 172291755 211 172291661 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_342 chr1_172291545_172291755 DNM3 . .
chr1 172325844 172326104 261 172325893 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_343 chr1_172325844_172326104 DNM3 . .
chr1 172715635 172715811 177 172715701 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_344 chr1_172715635_172715811 . . .
chr1 172828343 172828542 200 172828521 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_345 chr1_172828343_172828542 . . .
chr1 173119131 173119314 184 173119225 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_346 chr1_173119131_173119314 . . .
chr1 173830120 173830254 135 173830227 13 10.03437 6.18838 6.01237 OSE1_peak_347 chr1_173830120_173830254 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;S
chr1 173830746 173831078 333 173830875 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_348 chr1_173830746_173831078 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;S
chr1 173831274 173831572 299 173831295 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_349 chr1_173831274_173831572 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;S
chr1 173831795 173832151 357 173831970 20 18.02346 9.23255 13.31592 OSE1_peak_350 chr1_173831795_173832151 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;S
chr1 173835827 173835968 142 173835938 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_351 chr1_173835827_173835968 GAS5;SNORD76 ;SNORD47;SNORD77;SNORD SNORD74;SNORD75;ZBTB37
chr1 173836686 173836813 128 173836760 16 13.55125 7.6386 9.17661 OSE1_peak_352 chr1_173836686_173836813 GAS5;SNORD74 ;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD ZBTB37
chr1 173836981 173837154 174 173837006 8 5.20686 4.02182 2.1694 OSE1_peak_353 chr1_173836981_173837154 GAS5 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;S ZBTB37
chr1 173991657 173991838 182 173991721 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_354 chr1_173991657_173991838 . RC3H1 .
chr1 174758240 174758359 120 174758319 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_355 chr1_174758240_174758359 RABGAP1L . .
chr1 178208010 178208227 218 178208113 37 27.53553 9.35075 22.38026 OSE1_peak_356 chr1_178208010_178208227 RASAL2 . .
chr1 178579805 178579935 131 178579878 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_357 chr1_178579805_178579935 . . .
chr1 178653999 178654147 149 178654051 24 22.14267 10.42921 17.19825 OSE1_peak_358 chr1_178653999_178654147 . MIR4424 .
chr1 179051218 179051345 128 179051290 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_359 chr1_179051218_179051345 TOR3A FAM20B ABL2
chr1 179112571 179112714 144 179112666 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_360 chr1_179112571_179112714 ABL2 . .
chr1 179777120 179777563 444 179777448 31 32.52101 14.03085 27.22456 OSE1_peak_361 chr1_179777120_179777563 FAM163A . .
chr1 180100799 180100925 127 180100808 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_362 chr1_180100799_180100925 . CEP350 QSOX1
chr1 180120811 180120937 127 180120862 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_363 chr1_180120811_180120937 . . QSOX1
chr1 180687601 180687720 120 180687663 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_364 chr1_180687601_180687720 XPR1 . .
chr1 180761500 180761619 120 180761576 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_365 chr1_180761500_180761619 XPR1 . .
chr1 181128703 181128988 286 181128949 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_366 chr1_181128703_181128988 . . .
chr1 182360718 182360853 136 182360809 10 7.05156 4.90213 3.49874 OSE1_peak_367 chr1_182360718_182360853 GLUL . LINC00272;TEDDM1
chr1 183029735 183029946 212 183029787 12 6.34665 4.13395 2.95487 OSE1_peak_368 chr1_183029735_183029946 LAMC1 . .
chr1 183249169 183249292 124 183249256 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_369 chr1_183249169_183249292 NMNAT2 . .
chr1 183601293 183601513 221 183601406 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_370 chr1_183601293_183601513 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
chr1 183811731 183811859 129 183811778 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_371 chr1_183811731_183811859 RGL1 . .
chr1 184026217 184026378 162 184026281 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_372 chr1_184026217_184026378 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
chr1 184836252 184836470 219 184836345 43 41.2827 14.26989 35.76642 OSE1_peak_373 chr1_184836252_184836470 FAM129A . .
chr1 185410856 185411079 224 185410986 20 18.31794 9.41001 13.58376 OSE1_peak_374 chr1_185410856_185411079 . . .
chr1 185940877 185941081 205 185940964 30 24.54407 9.85788 19.49295 OSE1_peak_375 chr1_185940877_185941081 HMCN1 . .
chr1 186063418 186063537 120 186063441 12 7.09471 4.58019 3.51941 OSE1_peak_376 chr1_186063418_186063537 HMCN1;MIR548F1 . .
chr1 186157163 186157320 158 186157254 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_377 chr1_186157163_186157320 HMCN1;MIR548F1 . .
chr1 186762173 186762432 260 186762347 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_378 chr1_186762173_186762432 . . .
chr1 187087631 187087782 152 187087674 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_379 chr1_187087631_187087782 . . .
chr1 188458543 188458713 171 188458615 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_380 chr1_188458543_188458713 . . .
chr1 188676000 188676189 190 188676116 21 18.35691 9.13102 13.6205 OSE1_peak_381 chr1_188676000_188676189 . . .
chr1 190138201 190138320 120 190138261 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_382 chr1_190138201_190138320 FAM5C . .
chr1 190149110 190149229 120 190149210 10 7.35907 5.09699 3.74628 OSE1_peak_383 chr1_190149110_190149229 FAM5C . .
chr1 190992157 190992301 145 190992227 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_384 chr1_190992157_190992301 . . .
chr1 192074126 192074303 178 192074194 20 14.12283 6.94872 9.69577 OSE1_peak_385 chr1_192074126_192074303 . . .
chr1 192117370 192117626 257 192117480 20 18.62348 9.59442 13.87581 OSE1_peak_386 chr1_192117370_192117626 . . RGS18
chr1 192455027 192455196 170 192455108 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_387 chr1_192455027_192455196 . . .
chr1 192671428 192671631 204 192671521 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_388 chr1_192671428_192671631 . . .
chr1 192876814 192876954 141 192876871 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_389 chr1_192876814_192876954 . . .
chr1 193028467 193028599 133 193028520 14 11.025 6.57696 6.89429 OSE1_peak_390 chr1_193028467_193028599 TROVE2;UCHL5 . .
chr1 195863652 195863854 203 195863702 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_391 chr1_195863652_195863854 . . .
chr1 196150481 196150639 159 196150531 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_392 chr1_196150481_196150639 . . .
chr1 197143358 197143511 154 197143416 39 27.29595 8.74415 22.14995 OSE1_peak_393 chr1_197143358_197143511 ZBTB41 ASPM .
chr1 198092470 198092625 156 198092554 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_394 chr1_198092470_198092625 . . .
chr1 198462099 198462248 150 198462202 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_395 chr1_198462099_198462248 . . .
chr1 198638335 198638490 156 198638391 20 8.5589 4.12969 4.72097 OSE1_peak_396 chr1_198638335_198638490 PTPRC . .
chr1 198745873 198746040 168 198745936 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_397 chr1_198745873_198746040 . PTPRC .
chr1 198850454 198850630 177 198850523 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_398 chr1_198850454_198850630 LOC100131234 MIR181A1;MIR181B1 .
chr1 199711809 199711934 126 199711881 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_399 chr1_199711809_199711934 . . .
chr1 200045377 200045566 190 200045388 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_400 chr1_200045377_200045566 NR5A2 . .
chr1 200262978 200263114 137 200263079 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_401 chr1_200262978_200263114 . . .
chr1 200385172 200385299 128 200385219 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_402 chr1_200385172_200385299 . ZNF281 .
chr1 200398468 200398649 182 200398539 19 15.84798 8.21733 11.2932 OSE1_peak_403 chr1_200398468_200398649 . ZNF281 .
chr1 201161248 201161384 137 201161306 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_404 chr1_201161248_201161384 IGFN1 . .
chr1 201458463 201458624 162 201458509 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_405 chr1_201458463_201458624 CSRP1 PHLDA3 .
chr1 201521055 201521264 210 201521150 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_406 chr1_201521055_201521264 . . .
chr1 201562414 201562966 553 201562594 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_407 chr1_201562414_201562966 . . .
chr1 201682707 201682826 120 201682762 13 8.94415 5.51604 5.06974 OSE1_peak_408 chr1_201682707_201682826 NAV1 . .
chr1 201712498 201712666 169 201712609 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_409 chr1_201712498_201712666 NAV1 . .
chr1 201717924 201718049 126 201718005 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_410 chr1_201717924_201718049 NAV1 . .
chr1 201720181 201720345 165 201720244 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_411 chr1_201720181_201720345 NAV1 . .
chr1 201722344 201722490 147 201722400 11 6.97784 4.68281 3.44007 OSE1_peak_412 chr1_201722344_201722490 NAV1 . .
chr1 201723061 201723266 206 201723109 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_413 chr1_201723061_201723266 NAV1 . .
chr1 201854201 201854325 125 201854266 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_414 chr1_201854201_201854325 . IPO9 LMOD1;SHISA4
chr1 201952359 201952479 121 201952465 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_415 chr1_201952359_201952479 RNPEP TIMM17A ELF3
chr1 202250588 202250732 145 202250622 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_416 chr1_202250588_202250732 LGR6 . .
chr1 202252558 202252726 169 202252624 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_417 chr1_202252558_202252726 LGR6 . .
chr1 202584770 202584898 129 202584830 20 17.54231 8.94343 12.86861 OSE1_peak_418 chr1_202584770_202584898 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
chr1 203506113 203506377 265 203506172 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_419 chr1_203506113_203506377 . OPTC .
chr1 203527508 203527668 161 203527612 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_420 chr1_203527508_203527668 . . .
chr1 203858645 203858814 170 203858731 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_421 chr1_203858645_203858814 . SNRPE .
chr1 204140901 204141024 124 204140965 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_422 chr1_204140901_204141024 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
chr1 204167752 204167920 169 204167845 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_423 chr1_204167752_204167920 GOLT1A KISS1 PLEKHA6
chr1 205267695 205267854 160 205267775 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_424 chr1_205267695_205267854 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205270607 205270779 173 205270696 21 19.26167 9.6722 14.4707 OSE1_peak_425 chr1_205270607_205270779 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205717906 205718025 120 205717974 13 9.82247 6.05713 5.82989 OSE1_peak_426 chr1_205717906_205718025 NUCKS1 . RAB7L1
chr1 207180814 207181023 210 207180906 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_427 chr1_207180814_207181023 . . C1orf116
chr1 207378552 207378686 135 207378626 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_428 chr1_207378552_207378686 . . .
chr1 207484576 207484711 136 207484601 13 9.77085 6.02518 5.7817 OSE1_peak_429 chr1_207484576_207484711 . . CD55
chr1 208380952 208381109 158 208381033 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_430 chr1_208380952_208381109 PLXNA2 . .
chr1 208428390 208428553 164 208428404 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_431 chr1_208428390_208428553 . PLXNA2 .
chr1 209823133 209823252 120 209823181 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_432 chr1_209823133_209823252 LAMB3 MIR4260 G0S2
chr1 209830547 209830800 254 209830659 26 23.41377 10.5112 18.41027 OSE1_peak_433 chr1_209830547_209830800 . LAMB3 G0S2;HSD11B1
chr1 209848749 209849160 412 209848862 18 14.28849 7.55906 9.84404 OSE1_peak_434 chr1_209848749_209849160 G0S2 LAMB3 HSD11B1
chr1 209850314 209850441 128 209850398 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_435 chr1_209850314_209850441 . G0S2;LAMB3 HSD11B1
chr1 210013312 210013471 160 210013400 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_436 chr1_210013312_210013471 DIEXF . .
chr1 210412739 210412872 134 210412823 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_437 chr1_210412739_210412872 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
chr1 210546445 210547624 1180 210547020 46 48.43238 16.92455 42.75814 OSE1_peak_438 chr1_210546445_210547624 HHAT . .
chr1 211431777 211432005 229 211431850 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_439 chr1_211431777_211432005 . . RCOR3
chr1 211432395 211432516 122 211432467 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_440 chr1_211432395_211432516 . . RCOR3
chr1 211725074 211725224 151 211725166 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_441 chr1_211725074_211725224 . . SLC30A1
chr1 212687355 212687519 165 212687409 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_442 chr1_212687355_212687519 . . .
chr1 213374918 213375041 124 213374971 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_443 chr1_213374918_213375041 RPS6KC1 . .
chr1 214650401 214650570 170 214650480 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_444 chr1_214650401_214650570 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214719891 214720010 120 214719916 12 8.29263 5.3145 4.50633 OSE1_peak_445 chr1_214719891_214720010 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214722572 214722703 132 214722597 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_446 chr1_214722572_214722703 PTPN14 . .
chr1 215016221 215016416 196 215016299 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_447 chr1_215016221_215016416 . . .
chr1 215038364 215038544 181 215038454 22 19.86171 9.71909 15.04253 OSE1_peak_448 chr1_215038364_215038544 . . .
chr1 215164050 215164190 141 215164082 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_449 chr1_215164050_215164190 . . KCNK2
chr1 215175933 215176090 158 215176008 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_450 chr1_215175933_215176090 . . KCNK2
chr1 215649569 215649797 229 215649739 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_451 chr1_215649569_215649797 . . .
chr1 215680629 215680749 121 215680664 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_452 chr1_215680629_215680749 . . .
chr1 218383019 218383138 120 218383075 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_453 chr1_218383019_218383138 . . .
chr1 218482547 218482666 120 218482648 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_454 chr1_218482547_218482666 RRP15 . .
chr1 218518392 218518526 135 218518477 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_455 chr1_218518392_218518526 LOC728463 RRP15 TGFB2
chr1 218518706 218518861 156 218518769 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_456 chr1_218518706_218518861 LOC728463;TGFB2 RRP15 .
chr1 218543277 218543423 147 218543374 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_457 chr1_218543277_218543423 TGFB2 LOC728463 .
chr1 218550757 218550890 134 218550855 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_458 chr1_218550757_218550890 TGFB2 . .
chr1 218653663 218653855 193 218653760 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_459 chr1_218653663_218653855 . . .
chr1 218879268 218879787 520 218879375 28 18.1288 7.1361 13.40877 OSE1_peak_460 chr1_218879268_218879787 . . .
chr1 219262422 219262576 155 219262511 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_461 chr1_219262422_219262576 LOC643723 . .
chr1 219265609 219265730 122 219265630 11 7.03222 4.71665 3.48882 OSE1_peak_462 chr1_219265609_219265730 LOC643723 . .
chr1 219446006 219446125 120 219446014 9 6.13872 4.48096 2.80964 OSE1_peak_463 chr1_219446006_219446125 . . .
chr1 221271187 221271324 138 221271251 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_464 chr1_221271187_221271324 . . .
chr1 221613385 221613634 250 221613441 26 12.07192 4.82507 7.82525 OSE1_peak_465 chr1_221613385_221613634 . . .
chr1 221891975 221892130 156 221892042 18 15.10605 8.04966 10.60267 OSE1_peak_466 chr1_221891975_221892130 DUSP10 . .
chr1 221893426 221893561 136 221893469 13 10.00739 6.17166 5.9863 OSE1_peak_467 chr1_221893426_221893561 DUSP10 . .
chr1 221915700 221915858 159 221915768 15 12.21685 7.07243 7.95703 OSE1_peak_468 chr1_221915700_221915858 . DUSP10 .
chr1 221983882 221984062 181 221983961 15 11.08346 6.38108 6.93773 OSE1_peak_469 chr1_221983882_221984062 . . .
chr1 222042428 222042582 155 222042528 20 15.80116 7.91116 11.24725 OSE1_peak_470 chr1_222042428_222042582 . . .
chr1 222065172 222065324 153 222065290 15 11.56661 6.67469 7.38198 OSE1_peak_471 chr1_222065172_222065324 . . .
chr1 222131556 222131813 258 222131600 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_472 chr1_222131556_222131813 . . .
chr1 223168674 223168793 120 223168714 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_473 chr1_223168674_223168793 DISP1 . .
chr1 223894910 223895042 133 223895003 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_474 chr1_223894910_223895042 CAPN2 . .
chr1 224003837 224004001 165 224003937 9 5.98837 4.38464 2.68418 OSE1_peak_475 chr1_224003837_224004001 TP53BP2 . .
chr1 224235382 224235521 140 224235441 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_476 chr1_224235382_224235521 . . .
chr1 224752936 224753082 147 224752988 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_477 chr1_224752936_224753082 . . .
chr1 224820096 224820223 128 224820188 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_478 chr1_224820096_224820223 CNIH3 . .
chr1 225887981 225888278 298 225888082 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_479 chr1_225887981_225888278 . . .
chr1 226285708 226285854 147 226285809 28 22.80796 9.53143 17.83179 OSE1_peak_480 chr1_226285708_226285854 . H3F3A;H3F3AP4 .
chr1 226905285 226905404 120 226905311 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_481 chr1_226905285_226905404 ITPKB . .
chr1 226966363 226966614 252 226966538 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_482 chr1_226966363_226966614 . . .
chr1 227481023 227481185 163 227481074 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_483 chr1_227481023_227481185 CDC42BPA . .
chr1 227619743 227619872 130 227619828 14 11.41108 6.815 7.23776 OSE1_peak_484 chr1_227619743_227619872 . . .
chr1 228271810 228271976 167 228271874 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_485 chr1_228271810_228271976 ARF1 WNT3A C1orf35;MIR3620;MRPL55
chr1 228672908 228673112 205 228672993 17 14.71984 8.08793 10.24685 OSE1_peak_486 chr1_228672908_228673112 . ST3H2A;HIST3H2BB;MIR466 RNF187
chr1 228782500 228782619 120 228782597 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_487 chr1_228782500_228782619 DUSP5P;RHOU . .
chr1 229327969 229328110 142 229328026 22 21.32752 10.59718 16.42068 OSE1_peak_488 chr1_229327969_229328110 . . .
chr1 229345656 229345817 162 229345727 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_489 chr1_229345656_229345817 . . .
chr1 229755813 229755932 120 229755852 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_490 chr1_229755813_229755932 TAF5L . URB2
chr1 229764579 229764750 172 229764666 12 9.19058 5.87363 5.26555 OSE1_peak_491 chr1_229764579_229764750 URB2 TAF5L .
chr1 230240538 230240764 227 230240682 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_492 chr1_230240538_230240764 GALNT2 . .
chr1 231275906 231276036 131 231275998 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_493 chr1_231275906_231276036 . . TRIM67
chr1 231276141 231276277 137 231276221 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_494 chr1_231276141_231276277 . . TRIM67
chr1 231494955 231495078 124 231495008 14 10.6107 6.32217 6.52804 OSE1_peak_495 chr1_231494955_231495078 . C1orf124;EXOC8 EGLN1
chr1 231963155 231963344 190 231963250 39 32.70918 11.25744 27.40325 OSE1_peak_496 chr1_231963155_231963344 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 233248714 233248974 261 233248875 37 37.70607 14.65371 32.26963 OSE1_peak_497 chr1_233248714_233248974 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 234742546 234742695 150 234742625 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_498 chr1_234742546_234742695 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
chr1 234746571 234746701 131 234746645 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_499 chr1_234746571_234746701 . IRF2BP2 LINC00184
chr1 234859775 234859987 213 234859888 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_500 chr1_234859775_234859987 LOC100506810 . .
chr1 235098755 235098875 121 235098837 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_501 chr1_235098755_235098875 . . .
chr1 235099095 235099265 171 235099177 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_502 chr1_235099095_235099265 . . .
chr1 235133063 235133226 164 235133152 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_503 chr1_235133063_235133226 . . .
chr1 235147431 235147840 410 235147626 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_504 chr1_235147431_235147840 . . .
chr1 236074626 236074745 120 236074660 17 11.56998 6.20778 7.38327 OSE1_peak_505 chr1_236074626_236074745 . . .
chr1 236228262 236228405 144 236228342 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_506 chr1_236228262_236228405 NID1 . .
chr1 237068538 237068701 164 237068645 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_507 chr1_237068538_237068701 . MTR .
chr1 238572613 238573039 427 238572693 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_508 chr1_238572613_238573039 . . .
chr1 238844425 238844564 140 238844482 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_509 chr1_238844425_238844564 . . .
chr1 240078389 240078513 125 240078494 14 10.53148 6.27356 6.45321 OSE1_peak_510 chr1_240078389_240078513 . CHRM3 .
chr1 240406247 240406455 209 240406320 13 10.11615 6.23908 6.07751 OSE1_peak_511 chr1_240406247_240406455 FMN2 . .
chr1 240549872 240549991 120 240549914 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_512 chr1_240549872_240549991 FMN2 . .
chr1 240994606 240994740 135 240994673 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_513 chr1_240994606_240994740 RGS7 . .
chr1 240994845 240994964 120 240994905 18 11.26334 5.81529 7.10583 OSE1_peak_514 chr1_240994845_240994964 RGS7 . .
chr1 243428087 243428207 121 243428166 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_515 chr1_243428087_243428207 SDCCAG8 CEP170 .
chr1 243713623 243713744 122 243713718 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_516 chr1_243713623_243713744 AKT3 . .
chr1 244090280 244090541 262 244090468 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_517 chr1_244090280_244090541 LOC339529 . .
chr1 244267676 244268050 375 244267880 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_518 chr1_244267676_244268050 . . .
chr1 245027729 245027848 120 245027810 11 7.90253 5.26157 4.18096 OSE1_peak_519 chr1_245027729_245027848 HNRNPU COX20;HNRNPU‐AS1 .
chr1 245134160 245134328 169 245134227 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_520 chr1_245134160_245134328 EFCAB2 . .
chr1 245134498 245134618 121 245134569 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_521 chr1_245134498_245134618 EFCAB2 . .
chr1 249115452 249115632 181 249115487 14 7.13305 4.27064 3.55121 OSE1_peak_522 chr1_249115452_249115632 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
chr1 249132924 249133161 238 249133024 20 18.36089 9.43592 13.62354 OSE1_peak_523 chr1_249132924_249133161 ZNF672 MIR3124;SH3BP5L ZNF692
chr1 249168470 249168672 203 249168516 10 5.8508 4.14394 2.567 OSE1_peak_524 chr1_249168470_249168672 . ZNF672;ZNF692 .
chr10 234480 234599 120 234551 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_525 chr10_234480_234599 ZMYND11 . .
chr10 343152 343271 120 343218 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_526 chr10_343152_343271 DIP2C . .
chr10 3113680 3113876 197 3113794 20 17.94125 9.18307 13.23691 OSE1_peak_527 chr10_3113680_3113876 PFKP . .
chr10 3240040 3240170 131 3240066 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_528 chr10_3240040_3240170 . PITRM1 .
chr10 3791873 3791994 122 3791922 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_529 chr10_3791873_3791994 . . KLF6
chr10 3817469 3817681 213 3817522 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_530 chr10_3817469_3817681 . . KLF6
chr10 3817783 3818028 246 3817839 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_531 chr10_3817783_3818028 . . KLF6
chr10 3819107 3819254 148 3819161 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_532 chr10_3819107_3819254 KLF6 . .
chr10 3820107 3820226 120 3820206 11 6.69962 4.51025 3.20588 OSE1_peak_533 chr10_3820107_3820226 KLF6 . .
chr10 3825412 3825561 150 3825479 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_534 chr10_3825412_3825561 KLF6 . .
chr10 3826654 3826841 188 3826754 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_535 chr10_3826654_3826841 KLF6 . .
chr10 3828127 3828491 365 3828397 28 18.1288 7.1361 13.40877 OSE1_peak_536 chr10_3828127_3828491 . KLF6 .
chr10 3828602 3828734 133 3828701 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_537 chr10_3828602_3828734 . KLF6 .
chr10 4746603 4746727 125 4746641 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_538 chr10_4746603_4746727 . LOC100216001 .
chr10 4850460 4850606 147 4850543 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_539 chr10_4850460_4850606 . . AKR1E2
chr10 5476564 5476721 158 5476646 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_540 chr10_5476564_5476721 NET1 TUBAL3 .
chr10 5601891 5602010 120 5601980 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_541 chr10_5601891_5602010 . . .
chr10 6281337 6281456 120 6281389 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_542 chr10_6281337_6281456 . PFKFB3 .
chr10 8348111 8348296 186 8348210 13 7.63749 4.72835 3.94981 OSE1_peak_543 chr10_8348111_8348296 . . .
chr10 9657263 9657390 128 9657307 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_544 chr10_9657263_9657390 . . .
chr10 9804992 9805213 222 9805107 26 20.96106 9.11897 16.0764 OSE1_peak_545 chr10_9804992_9805213 . . .
chr10 10828417 10828642 226 10828483 24 21.19871 9.87391 16.29955 OSE1_peak_546 chr10_10828417_10828642 SFTA1P . .
chr10 13755104 13755271 168 13755170 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_547 chr10_13755104_13755271 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13908021 13908437 417 13908297 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_548 chr10_13908021_13908437 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13924043 13924380 338 13924130 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_549 chr10_13924043_13924380 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13966376 13966508 133 13966460 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_550 chr10_13966376_13966508 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14168800 14168921 122 14168807 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_551 chr10_14168800_14168921 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14227479 14227951 473 14227660 59 73.58061 24.90278 67.4949 OSE1_peak_552 chr10_14227479_14227951 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14439287 14439463 177 14439345 20 13.87586 6.81063 9.48195 OSE1_peak_553 chr10_14439287_14439463 . . .
chr10 15242734 15242977 244 15242876 25 19.49903 8.60318 14.69291 OSE1_peak_554 chr10_15242734_15242977 . . FAM171A1
chr10 15253773 15253892 120 15253807 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_555 chr10_15253773_15253892 FAM171A1 . .
chr10 16933963 16934166 204 16934013 22 19.36868 9.4262 14.57427 OSE1_peak_556 chr10_16933963_16934166 CUBN . .
chr10 17275914 17276035 122 17275984 16 12.13799 6.7799 7.88606 OSE1_peak_557 chr10_17275914_17276035 VIM . .
chr10 17277698 17277851 154 17277756 9 5.07725 3.80233 2.0637 OSE1_peak_558 chr10_17277698_17277851 VIM . .
chr10 17278212 17278345 134 17278292 15 10.7824 6.19928 6.67705 OSE1_peak_559 chr10_17278212_17278345 VIM . .
chr10 17280088 17280999 912 17280505 31 19.2201 6.99532 14.43161 OSE1_peak_560 chr10_17280088_17280999 . VIM .
chr10 17546848 17547058 211 17546913 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_561 chr10_17546848_17547058 . . .
chr10 18279489 18279608 120 18279593 12 8.44546 5.40936 4.63737 OSE1_peak_562 chr10_18279489_18279608 SLC39A12 . LOC100129213
chr10 18446999 18447188 190 18447106 22 16.21896 7.6105 11.6323 OSE1_peak_563 chr10_18446999_18447188 CACNB2 . .
chr10 19002253 19002421 169 19002311 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_564 chr10_19002253_19002421 . . .
chr10 19207650 19207928 279 19207677 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_565 chr10_19207650_19207928 . . .
chr10 21180390 21180515 126 21180468 21 15.16133 7.27961 10.65633 OSE1_peak_566 chr10_21180390_21180515 NEBL . .
chr10 21291053 21291296 244 21291186 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_567 chr10_21291053_21291296 NEBL . .
chr10 21581727 21581875 149 21581799 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_568 chr10_21581727_21581875 . . .
chr10 22216618 22216741 124 22216664 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_569 chr10_22216618_22216741 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22535899 22536236 338 22535973 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_570 chr10_22535899_22536236 . . LOC100130992
chr10 22539712 22539852 141 22539783 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_571 chr10_22539712_22539852 . . LOC100130992
chr10 22895291 22895410 120 22895396 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_572 chr10_22895291_22895410 PIP4K2A . .
chr10 23027643 23027784 142 23027697 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_573 chr10_23027643_23027784 . PIP4K2A .
chr10 23731878 23732050 173 23731951 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_574 chr10_23731878_23732050 . OTUD1 .
chr10 25052002 25052180 179 25052095 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_575 chr10_25052002_25052180 . . .
chr10 25186424 25186581 158 25186480 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_576 chr10_25186424_25186581 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25357310 25357506 197 25357403 13 9.9009 6.10569 5.90422 OSE1_peak_577 chr10_25357310_25357506 . . .
chr10 27443199 27443318 120 27443226 9 5.16201 3.85624 2.13144 OSE1_peak_578 chr10_27443199_27443318 YME1L1 . MASTL
chr10 28344026 28344174 149 28344103 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_579 chr10_28344026_28344174 MPP7 . .
chr10 28419351 28419557 207 28419443 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_580 chr10_28419351_28419557 MPP7 . .
chr10 28830129 28830248 120 28830181 13 10.03437 6.18838 6.01237 OSE1_peak_581 chr10_28830129_28830248 WAC LOC220906 .
chr10 29394625 29394773 149 29394694 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_582 chr10_29394625_29394773 . . .
chr10 29430779 29430951 173 29430870 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_583 chr10_29430779_29430951 . . .
chr10 29948000 29948204 205 29948086 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_584 chr10_29948000_29948204 SVIL . .
chr10 30024709 30024970 262 30024874 24 22.32463 10.53695 17.37473 OSE1_peak_585 chr10_30024709_30024970 SVIL . .
chr10 30093095 30093293 199 30093214 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_586 chr10_30093095_30093293 . . .
chr10 30138624 30138747 124 30138692 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_587 chr10_30138624_30138747 . . .
chr10 30235792 30236009 218 30235963 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_588 chr10_30235792_30236009 . . .
chr10 30238384 30238595 212 30238487 30 23.84737 9.48811 18.82551 OSE1_peak_589 chr10_30238384_30238595 . . .
chr10 30238722 30238952 231 30238765 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_590 chr10_30238722_30238952 . . .
chr10 30561066 30561185 120 30561125 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_591 chr10_30561066_30561185 . . .
chr10 31102849 31102978 130 31102930 16 9.7946 5.40593 5.80409 OSE1_peak_592 chr10_31102849_31102978 . . .
chr10 31423715 31423995 281 31423811 28 27.7502 12.35045 22.58634 OSE1_peak_593 chr10_31423715_31423995 . . .
chr10 33271408 33271527 120 33271433 22 6.24988 3.01113 2.87888 OSE1_peak_594 chr10_33271408_33271527 . ITGB1 .
chr10 33355921 33356154 234 33356005 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_595 chr10_33355921_33356154 . . .
chr10 33527057 33527176 120 33527118 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_596 chr10_33527057_33527176 NRP1 . .
chr10 33553212 33553437 226 33553352 14 8.70716 5.17315 4.85362 OSE1_peak_597 chr10_33553212_33553437 NRP1 . .
chr10 33566168 33566288 121 33566260 13 9.9009 6.10569 5.90422 OSE1_peak_598 chr10_33566168_33566288 NRP1 . .
chr10 34579669 34579794 126 34579732 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_599 chr10_34579669_34579794 PARD3 . .
chr10 34817320 34817439 120 34817349 12 6.93405 4.4834 3.39893 OSE1_peak_600 chr10_34817320_34817439 PARD3 . .
chr10 34988020 34988195 176 34988127 15 11.82403 6.83187 7.60984 OSE1_peak_601 chr10_34988020_34988195 PARD3 . .
chr10 35281056 35281246 191 35281158 16 12.9915 7.29705 8.67398 OSE1_peak_602 chr10_35281056_35281246 . . CUL2
chr10 35661554 35661715 162 35661611 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_603 chr10_35661554_35661715 CCNY . .
chr10 36461645 36461764 120 36461736 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_604 chr10_36461645_36461764 . . .
chr10 36823602 36823784 183 36823706 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_605 chr10_36823602_36823784 . . .
chr10 36897376 36897495 120 36897467 11 6.71645 4.52066 3.21144 OSE1_peak_606 chr10_36897376_36897495 . . .
chr10 37050361 37050480 120 37050400 13 10.08875 6.22208 6.0614 OSE1_peak_607 chr10_37050361_37050480 . . .
chr10 43103974 43104133 160 43104067 9 6.17736 4.5057 2.81536 OSE1_peak_608 chr10_43103974_43104133 ZNF33B . .
chr10 43892750 43892891 142 43892786 13 9.64406 5.94677 5.66486 OSE1_peak_609 chr10_43892750_43892891 HNRNPF FXYD4 .
chr10 44109275 44109395 121 44109330 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_610 chr10_44109275_44109395 ZNF485 . ZNF32;ZNF32‐AS3
chr10 45297444 45297775 332 45297669 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_611 chr10_45297444_45297775 . . TMEM72‐AS1
chr10 45477012 45477385 374 45477308 11 8.25409 5.48252 4.48044 OSE1_peak_612 chr10_45477012_45477385 RASSF4 C10orf10;TMEM72‐AS1 C10orf25;ZNF22
chr10 45477698 45477863 166 45477763 12 9.43112 6.02372 5.48656 OSE1_peak_613 chr10_45477698_45477863 RASSF4 C10orf10;TMEM72‐AS1 C10orf25;ZNF22
chr10 45731632 45731799 168 45731743 10 7.33628 5.08256 3.72481 OSE1_peak_614 chr10_45731632_45731799 . . .
chr10 46951282 46951427 146 46951322 9 6.13872 4.48096 2.80964 OSE1_peak_615 chr10_46951282_46951427 S1P1;BMS1P5;PTPN20A;PTPN FAM35B SYT15
chr10 47058362 47058714 353 47058496 26 11.04882 4.42158 6.91536 OSE1_peak_616 chr10_47058362_47058714 S1P1;BMS1P5;PTPN20A;PTPN . PPYR1
chr10 48326247 48326366 120 48326346 11 8.37797 5.56036 4.57776 OSE1_peak_617 chr10_48326247_48326366 M21B;FAM25B;FAM25C;FAM2 . ZNF488
chr10 49814700 49815303 604 49814934 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_618 chr10_49814700_49815303 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
chr10 50760367 50760494 128 50760453 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_619 chr10_50760367_50760494 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
chr10 52759960 52760174 215 52760056 22 17.73306 8.4691 13.0432 OSE1_peak_620 chr10_52759960_52760174 PRKG1 . .
chr10 54076658 54076915 258 54076847 12 8.3575 5.35475 4.55798 OSE1_peak_621 chr10_54076658_54076915 DKK1 LOC100506939;PRKG1 .
chr10 54079025 54079144 120 54079057 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_622 chr10_54079025_54079144 . DKK1;LOC100506939;PRKG1 .
chr10 54203205 54203459 255 54203206 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_623 chr10_54203205_54203459 . . .
chr10 55074772 55074910 139 55074846 14 11.11174 6.63041 6.96504 OSE1_peak_624 chr10_55074772_55074910 . . .
chr10 59917211 59917459 249 59917352 27 11.79111 4.58534 7.58289 OSE1_peak_625 chr10_59917211_59917459 . . .
chr10 60195157 60195302 146 60195263 19 13.85652 7.04645 9.46446 OSE1_peak_626 chr10_60195157_60195302 . . .
chr10 60401604 60401747 144 60401666 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_627 chr10_60401604_60401747 BICC1 . .
chr10 60422231 60422445 215 60422385 11 7.18088 4.80932 3.59314 OSE1_peak_628 chr10_60422231_60422445 BICC1 . .
chr10 61147995 61148197 203 61148038 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_629 chr10_61147995_61148197 . FAM13C .
chr10 63388673 63388984 312 63388761 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_630 chr10_63388673_63388984 . . .
chr10 63855451 63855662 212 63855548 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_631 chr10_63855451_63855662 ARID5B . .
chr10 63991242 63991462 221 63991303 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_632 chr10_63991242_63991462 RTKN2 . .
chr10 64324152 64324271 120 64324170 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_633 chr10_64324152_64324271 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64344124 64344259 136 64344180 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_634 chr10_64344124_64344259 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64755705 64755824 120 64755751 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_635 chr10_64755705_64755824 . . .
chr10 68440704 68441045 342 68440953 18 11.67161 6.04192 7.47754 OSE1_peak_636 chr10_68440704_68441045 CTNNA3 . .
chr10 69853769 69854016 248 69853973 15 11.85334 6.84979 7.63876 OSE1_peak_637 chr10_69853769_69854016 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69896038 69896221 184 69896142 17 14.86772 8.178 10.38932 OSE1_peak_638 chr10_69896038_69896221 MYPN . .
chr10 70821171 70821420 250 70821318 26 25.77954 11.90249 20.67958 OSE1_peak_639 chr10_70821171_70821420 . . SRGN
chr10 71599522 71599686 165 71599611 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_640 chr10_71599522_71599686 COL13A1 . .
chr10 71624360 71624554 195 71624540 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_641 chr10_71624360_71624554 COL13A1 . .
chr10 72995056 72995175 120 72995085 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_642 chr10_72995056_72995175 UNC5B LOC728978 .
chr10 74003853 74003972 120 74003928 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_643 chr10_74003853_74003972 . ANAPC16;ASCC1 DDIT4
chr10 74033615 74033813 199 74033658 17 14.32893 7.85017 9.88086 OSE1_peak_644 chr10_74033615_74033813 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74033944 74034602 659 74034271 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_645 chr10_74033944_74034602 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74035123 74035459 337 74035328 23 17.89566 8.27705 13.19463 OSE1_peak_646 chr10_74035123_74035459 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74035584 74037066 1483 74036340 32 26.16197 10.10025 21.05459 OSE1_peak_647 chr10_74035584_74037066 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74057044 74057225 182 74057145 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_648 chr10_74057044_74057225 . DDIT4 .
chr10 74080342 74080654 313 74080400 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_649 chr10_74080342_74080654 . . DNAJB12
chr10 74523934 74524311 378 74524115 38 28.64124 9.59682 23.45327 OSE1_peak_650 chr10_74523934_74524311 MCU . .
chr10 75639441 75639633 193 75639532 19 17.54604 9.24102 12.8716 OSE1_peak_651 chr10_75639441_75639633 . CAMK2G .
chr10 75647563 75647728 166 75647644 19 15.98764 8.30093 11.42611 OSE1_peak_652 chr10_75647563_75647728 . CAMK2G C10orf55;PLAU
chr10 75757887 75758008 122 75757950 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_653 chr10_75757887_75758008 VCL . .
chr10 76053893 76054012 120 76053945 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_654 chr10_76053893_76054012 ADK . .
chr10 76072509 76072628 120 76072586 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_655 chr10_76072509_76072628 ADK . .
chr10 76586336 76586484 149 76586426 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_656 chr10_76586336_76586484 KAT6B . .
chr10 76623376 76623530 155 76623490 11 8.22973 5.46722 4.45772 OSE1_peak_657 chr10_76623376_76623530 KAT6B . .
chr10 77307225 77307445 221 77307333 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_658 chr10_77307225_77307445 . . .
chr10 78142124 78142559 436 78142405 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_659 chr10_78142124_78142559 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78342401 78342520 120 78342431 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_660 chr10_78342401_78342520 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78343468 78343771 304 78343571 29 29.09825 12.77633 23.89567 OSE1_peak_661 chr10_78343468_78343771 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78923848 78923970 123 78923912 11 6.83632 4.59491 3.32016 OSE1_peak_662 chr10_78923848_78923970 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79152536 79152845 310 79152754 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_663 chr10_79152536_79152845 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79266288 79266489 202 79266386 22 20.20628 9.92468 15.36516 OSE1_peak_664 chr10_79266288_79266489 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 80015954 80016081 128 80016030 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_665 chr10_80015954_80016081 . LOC100132987 .
chr10 80685749 80685924 176 80685847 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_666 chr10_80685749_80685924 . . LOC283050
chr10 80732481 80732639 159 80732582 13 7.01974 4.36685 3.47826 OSE1_peak_667 chr10_80732481_80732639 LOC283050 . .
chr10 80733049 80733496 448 80733393 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_668 chr10_80733049_80733496 LOC283050 . .
chr10 81077515 81077651 137 81077604 23 20.63353 9.8608 15.76239 OSE1_peak_669 chr10_81077515_81077651 . ZMIZ1 PPIF
chr10 81173004 81173391 388 81173199 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_670 chr10_81173004_81173391 ZCCHC24 . .
chr10 82269543 82269693 151 82269657 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_671 chr10_82269543_82269693 TSPAN14 . SH2D4B
chr10 84048359 84048673 315 84048532 27 24.488 10.79747 19.43771 OSE1_peak_672 chr10_84048359_84048673 NRG3 . .
chr10 84626328 84626447 120 84626379 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_673 chr10_84626328_84626447 NRG3 . .
chr10 85899267 85899402 136 85899384 10 6.52027 4.56551 3.05347 OSE1_peak_674 chr10_85899267_85899402 GHITM . .
chr10 86029597 86029795 199 86029694 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_675 chr10_86029597_86029795 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
chr10 89420227 89420346 120 89420315 11 7.51584 5.01885 3.84225 OSE1_peak_676 chr10_89420227_89420346 PAPSS2 . .
chr10 89541442 89541561 120 89541485 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_677 chr10_89541442_89541561 ATAD1 . .
chr10 89622204 89622326 123 89622299 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_678 chr10_89622204_89622326 KLLN CFL1P1 PTEN
chr10 90260051 90260316 266 90260089 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_679 chr10_90260051_90260316 RNLS . .
chr10 90687058 90687226 169 90687151 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_680 chr10_90687058_90687226 . STAMBPL1 ACTA2
chr10 91312993 91313510 518 91313271 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_681 chr10_91312993_91313510 . SLC16A12 PANK1
chr10 91681347 91681466 120 91681419 9 6.10051 4.45648 2.7764 OSE1_peak_682 chr10_91681347_91681466 . . .
chr10 91909419 91909543 125 91909433 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_683 chr10_91909419_91909543 . . .
chr10 91939478 91939752 275 91939514 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_684 chr10_91939478_91939752 . . .
chr10 91987193 91987323 131 91987293 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_685 chr10_91987193_91987323 . . .
chr10 92166938 92167188 251 92167144 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_686 chr10_92166938_92167188 . . .
chr10 92176905 92177076 172 92177012 19 16.42274 8.56224 11.82611 OSE1_peak_687 chr10_92176905_92177076 . . .
chr10 92184001 92184153 153 92184080 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_688 chr10_92184001_92184153 . . .
chr10 92347153 92347272 120 92347216 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_689 chr10_92347153_92347272 . . .
chr10 92362740 92362868 129 92362804 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_690 chr10_92362740_92362868 . . .
chr10 92619307 92619429 123 92619352 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_691 chr10_92619307_92619429 . HTR7 RPP30
chr10 92670982 92671101 120 92671036 11 7.92509 5.27574 4.20246 OSE1_peak_692 chr10_92670982_92671101 . RPP30 ANKRD1
chr10 92681057 92681327 271 92681172 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_693 chr10_92681057_92681327 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 92690824 92691203 380 92691110 26 20.62582 8.93407 15.75516 OSE1_peak_694 chr10_92690824_92691203 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 93412285 93412511 227 93412430 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_695 chr10_93412285_93412511 . PPP1R3C .
chr10 94731988 94732198 211 94732086 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_696 chr10_94731988_94732198 EXOC6 . .
chr10 95172301 95172501 201 95172361 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_697 chr10_95172301_95172501 MYOF . .
chr10 95218624 95218767 144 95218678 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_698 chr10_95218624_95218767 MYOF . .
chr10 95230937 95231238 302 95231008 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_699 chr10_95230937_95231238 MYOF . CEP55
chr10 96157397 96157778 382 96157646 20 17.90046 9.15853 13.19894 OSE1_peak_700 chr10_96157397_96157778 . . TBC1D12
chr10 96989475 96989769 295 96989530 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_701 chr10_96989475_96989769 . C10orf129 PDLIM1
chr10 97006740 97006910 171 97006829 14 11.25939 6.72143 7.10249 OSE1_peak_702 chr10_97006740_97006910 PDLIM1 C10orf129 .
chr10 97068618 97068737 120 97068648 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_703 chr10_97068618_97068737 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
chr10 98346186 98346415 230 98346209 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_704 chr10_98346186_98346415 TM9SF3 . PIK3AP1
chr10 98574060 98574367 308 98574164 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_705 chr10_98574060_98574367 . . LCOR
chr10 98600775 98600912 138 98600850 15 12.73876 7.39282 8.44377 OSE1_peak_706 chr10_98600775_98600912 LCOR . .
chr10 99599910 99600099 190 99600044 15 12.73876 7.39282 8.44377 OSE1_peak_707 chr10_99599910_99600099 . . CRTAC1;GOLGA7B
chr10 101151831 101152012 182 101151884 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_708 chr10_101151831_101152012 CNNM1 . GOT1
chr10 101421193 101421349 157 101421248 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_709 chr10_101421193_101421349 ENTPD7 . .
chr10 101539188 101539311 124 101539200 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_710 chr10_101539188_101539311 . CUTC ABCC2
chr10 101726132 101726391 260 101726197 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_711 chr10_101726132_101726391 DNMBP DNMBP‐AS1 .
chr10 102820466 102820720 255 102820496 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_712 chr10_102820466_102820720 . PDZD7;SFXN3 KAZALD1;TLX1NB
chr10 103127477 103127600 124 103127530 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_713 chr10_103127477_103127600 BTRC . .
chr10 103574367 103574558 192 103574454 13 10.25543 6.32544 6.20514 OSE1_peak_714 chr10_103574367_103574558 MGEA5 . KCNIP2;LOC100289509
chr10 103576988 103577107 120 103577049 12 8.86347 5.66957 4.99799 OSE1_peak_715 chr10_103576988_103577107 MGEA5 . C10orf76;KCNIP2;LOC100289509
chr10 103892668 103892827 160 103892736 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_716 chr10_103892668_103892827 PPRC1 LDB1 NOLC1
chr10 104062411 104062530 120 104062447 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_717 chr10_104062411_104062530 GBF1 . .
chr10 104153992 104154111 120 104154072 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_718 chr10_104153992_104154111 . GBF1 CUEDC2;FBXL15;NFKB2;PSD
chr10 104522519 104522638 120 104522547 10 7.07274 4.91555 3.50134 OSE1_peak_719 chr10_104522519_104522638 C10orf26 SFXN2 .
chr10 104991104 104991223 120 104991137 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_720 chr10_104991104_104991223 . . LOC729020
chr10 105032827 105033059 233 105032878 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_721 chr10_105032827_105033059 . LOC729020 INA;PCGF6
chr10 105353395 105353548 154 105353449 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_722 chr10_105353395_105353548 . NEURL SH3PXD2A
chr10 106059908 106060080 173 106059965 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_723 chr10_106059908_106060080 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106069902 106070095 194 106070004 20 18.27521 9.38424 13.55044 OSE1_peak_724 chr10_106069902_106070095 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106096684 106096806 123 106096736 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_725 chr10_106096684_106096806 . ITPRIP CCDC147
chr10 106109442 106109621 180 106109521 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_726 chr10_106109442_106109621 . ITPRIP CCDC147
chr10 108158128 108158356 229 108158193 22 19.98936 9.79518 15.15692 OSE1_peak_727 chr10_108158128_108158356 . . .
chr10 109306140 109306259 120 109306180 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_728 chr10_109306140_109306259 . . .
chr10 109376619 109376751 133 109376707 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_729 chr10_109376619_109376751 . . .
chr10 109378309 109378428 120 109378366 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_730 chr10_109378309_109378428 . . .
chr10 110495262 110495444 183 110495434 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_731 chr10_110495262_110495444 . . .
chr10 110965822 110965973 152 110965894 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_732 chr10_110965822_110965973 . . .
chr10 111500454 111500576 123 111500491 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_733 chr10_111500454_111500576 . . .
chr10 112086595 112086744 150 112086677 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_734 chr10_112086595_112086744 . SMNDC1 .
chr10 112159150 112159314 165 112159207 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_735 chr10_112159150_112159314 . . .
chr10 112174362 112174716 355 112174633 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_736 chr10_112174362_112174716 . . .
chr10 112185958 112186119 162 112186007 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_737 chr10_112185958_112186119 . . .
chr10 112274283 112274425 143 112274349 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_738 chr10_112274283_112274425 . DUSP5 .
chr10 112282310 112282429 120 112282327 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_739 chr10_112282310_112282429 . DUSP5 .
chr10 113938268 113938387 120 113938379 10 5.83555 4.1344 2.55757 OSE1_peak_740 chr10_113938268_113938387 GPAM . .
chr10 113987448 113987682 235 113987563 25 16.30333 6.91956 11.7129 OSE1_peak_741 chr10_113987448_113987682 . . .
chr10 114523925 114524066 142 114523969 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_742 chr10_114523925_114524066 VTI1A . .
chr10 114715985 114716173 189 114716117 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_743 chr10_114715985_114716173 TCF7L2 . .
chr10 120261171 120261332 162 120261250 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_744 chr10_120261171_120261332 . . .
chr10 120782999 120783188 190 120783111 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_745 chr10_120782999_120783188 . . EIF3A;NANOS1
chr10 120966060 120966201 142 120966137 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_746 chr10_120966060_120966201 . PRDX3 GRK5
chr10 121013549 121013670 122 121013594 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_747 chr10_121013549_121013670 GRK5 . .
chr10 121356291 121356410 120 121356313 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_748 chr10_121356291_121356410 TIAL1 . .
chr10 122228950 122229123 174 122229031 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_749 chr10_122228950_122229123 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122237233 122237429 197 122237333 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_750 chr10_122237233_122237429 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122266268 122266466 199 122266387 13 9.4476 5.82546 5.50061 OSE1_peak_751 chr10_122266268_122266466 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122268051 122268228 178 122268147 11 7.2766 4.8691 3.67542 OSE1_peak_752 chr10_122268051_122268228 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 124023704 124023919 216 124023912 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_753 chr10_124023704_124023919 . TACC2 BTBD16
chr10 124228511 124228871 361 124228621 49 41.47346 12.30361 35.94705 OSE1_peak_754 chr10_124228511_124228871 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
chr10 126480349 126480468 120 126480435 12 8.93696 5.71539 5.06275 OSE1_peak_755 chr10_126480349_126480468 METTL10 . FAM175B
chr10 126595341 126595560 220 126595513 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_756 chr10_126595341_126595560 . . .
chr10 126664500 126664628 129 126664578 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_757 chr10_126664500_126664628 ZRANB1 . CTBP2
chr10 127368370 127368493 124 127368383 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_758 chr10_127368370_127368493 C10orf122 . FLJ37035;LOC283038
chr10 127702166 127702314 149 127702251 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_759 chr10_127702166_127702314 . FANK1 ADAM12
chr10 128148701 128148820 120 128148751 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_760 chr10_128148701_128148820 C10orf90 . .
chr10 128946443 128946566 124 128946520 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_761 chr10_128946443_128946566 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
chr10 129721297 129721461 165 129721383 11 8.27858 5.49792 4.50392 OSE1_peak_762 chr10_129721297_129721461 PTPRE . .
chr10 133793545 133793668 124 133793634 10 6.52027 4.56551 3.05347 OSE1_peak_763 chr10_133793545_133793668 BNIP3 PPP2R2D .
chr10 134349898 134350021 124 134349942 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_764 chr10_134349898_134350021 . . INPP5A
chr11 821190 821439 250 821192 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_765 chr11_821190_821439 PNPLA2 DD;RPLP2;SLC25A22;SNORA CD151;EFCAB4A;POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 835070 835311 242 835119 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_766 chr11_835070_835311 CD151 B4A;PIDD;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNO POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 1147981 1148168 188 1148079 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_767 chr11_1147981_1148168 . . .
chr11 1848540 1848705 166 1848618 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_768 chr11_1848540_1848705 . . LSP1;SYT8;TNNI2
chr11 2098783 2098932 150 2098874 14 7.70298 4.59102 4.00742 OSE1_peak_769 chr11_2098783_2098932 . . .
chr11 2421749 2421868 120 2421818 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_770 chr11_2421749_2421868 . CD81 TRPM5;TSSC4
chr11 2847258 2847412 155 2847356 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_771 chr11_2847258_2847412 KCNQ1 . .
chr11 3926579 3926910 332 3926817 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_772 chr11_3926579_3926910 STIM1 . .
chr11 5190332 5190467 136 5190435 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_773 chr11_5190332_5190467 . OR52A1 .
chr11 5385536 5385760 225 5385572 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_774 chr11_5385536_5385760 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 5386423 5386551 129 5386461 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_775 chr11_5386423_5386551 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 6342160 6342345 186 6342269 12 9.51408 6.07547 5.56118 OSE1_peak_776 chr11_6342160_6342345 . PRKCDBP .
chr11 6342714 6342852 139 6342749 12 9.3766 5.98971 5.43891 OSE1_peak_777 chr11_6342714_6342852 . PRKCDBP .
chr11 7888878 7888997 120 7888915 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_778 chr11_7888878_7888997 LOC283299 OR5E1P .
chr11 7999149 7999345 197 7999254 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_779 chr11_7999149_7999345 . NLRP10 EIF3F
chr11 8350527 8350667 141 8350595 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_780 chr11_8350527_8350667 . . .
chr11 8710117 8710251 135 8710214 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_781 chr11_8710117_8710251 RPL27A SNORA3;SNORA45;TRIM66 ST5
chr11 8710409 8710610 202 8710511 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_782 chr11_8710409_8710610 RPL27A SNORA3;SNORA45 ST5
chr11 8740911 8741099 189 8741081 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_783 chr11_8740911_8741099 ST5 RPL27A .
chr11 9385739 9386182 444 9386069 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_784 chr11_9385739_9386182 . . IPO7
chr11 9635168 9635331 164 9635227 12 8.81512 5.63943 4.95156 OSE1_peak_785 chr11_9635168_9635331 . WEE1 .
chr11 9781222 9781423 202 9781328 17 13.92667 7.60625 9.52773 OSE1_peak_786 chr11_9781222_9781423 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
chr11 9927613 9927935 323 9927800 29 19.12123 7.38217 14.34171 OSE1_peak_787 chr11_9927613_9927935 SBF2 . .
chr11 9928209 9928328 120 9928315 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_788 chr11_9928209_9928328 SBF2 . .
chr11 10283609 10283735 127 10283627 13 9.23543 5.69478 5.30896 OSE1_peak_789 chr11_10283609_10283735 SBF2 . .
chr11 10324009 10324134 126 10324086 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_790 chr11_10324009_10324134 . SBF2 ADM
chr11 10325284 10325704 421 10325618 12 9.34957 5.97284 5.41315 OSE1_peak_791 chr11_10325284_10325704 . SBF2 ADM
chr11 10326643 10326811 169 10326692 11 7.70474 5.13734 4.00837 OSE1_peak_792 chr11_10326643_10326811 ADM SBF2 .
chr11 10328897 10329022 126 10328982 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_793 chr11_10328897_10329022 ADM SBF2 .
chr11 10329518 10329826 309 10329592 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_794 chr11_10329518_10329826 . ADM;SBF2 .
chr11 10373542 10373667 126 10373573 12 6.48588 4.2161 3.02642 OSE1_peak_795 chr11_10373542_10373667 . . .
chr11 10376925 10377111 187 10377074 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_796 chr11_10376925_10377111 . . .
chr11 10512139 10512318 180 10512232 23 12.0014 5.24649 7.78137 OSE1_peak_797 chr11_10512139_10512318 AMPD3 . MIR4485;MTRNR2L8;RNF141
chr11 10614034 10614176 143 10614092 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_798 chr11_10614034_10614176 MRVI1;MRVI1‐AS1 LYVE1 .
chr11 10681291 10681418 128 10681311 14 8.34937 4.96337 4.55377 OSE1_peak_799 chr11_10681291_10681418 MRVI1 . .
chr11 11863419 11863561 143 11863481 17 12.5761 6.79669 8.28917 OSE1_peak_800 chr11_11863419_11863561 USP47 . .
chr11 12021004 12021123 120 12021089 13 8.73127 5.38601 4.87617 OSE1_peak_801 chr11_12021004_12021123 DKK3 . .
chr11 12066187 12066327 141 12066261 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_802 chr11_12066187_12066327 . . .
chr11 12087834 12088073 240 12087965 43 39.26126 13.21907 33.7889 OSE1_peak_803 chr11_12087834_12088073 . . .
chr11 12107409 12107564 156 12107455 9 5.36896 3.98817 2.27021 OSE1_peak_804 chr11_12107409_12107564 . . MICAL2
chr11 12137822 12137943 122 12137881 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_805 chr11_12137822_12137943 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12148177 12148321 145 12148308 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_806 chr11_12148177_12148321 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12170130 12170277 148 12170243 10 6.3411 4.45228 2.95024 OSE1_peak_807 chr11_12170130_12170277 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12189966 12190092 127 12190015 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_808 chr11_12189966_12190092 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204662 12204973 312 12204839 17 10.52635 5.61452 6.4483 OSE1_peak_809 chr11_12204662_12204973 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12223021 12223185 165 12223126 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_810 chr11_12223021_12223185 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12309088 12309265 178 12309194 19 15.67697 8.11517 11.13056 OSE1_peak_811 chr11_12309088_12309265 MICALCL MICAL2 .
chr11 12502406 12502525 120 12502429 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_812 chr11_12502406_12502525 PARVA . .
chr11 12840311 12840430 120 12840342 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_813 chr11_12840311_12840430 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12968893 12969110 218 12969033 10 6.78646 4.73407 3.2725 OSE1_peak_814 chr11_12968893_12969110 . TEAD1 .
chr11 13237469 13237635 167 13237542 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_815 chr11_13237469_13237635 . . .
chr11 13238137 13238283 147 13238193 14 10.6911 6.37154 6.59693 OSE1_peak_816 chr11_13238137_13238283 . . .
chr11 14396010 14396133 124 14396066 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_817 chr11_14396010_14396133 . RRAS2 .
chr11 14444013 14444296 284 14444122 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_818 chr11_14444013_14444296 . . .
chr11 14520465 14520584 120 14520537 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_819 chr11_14520465_14520584 COPB1 . PSMA1
chr11 14786864 14786983 120 14786941 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_820 chr11_14786864_14786983 PDE3B . .
chr11 15114483 15114602 120 15114545 12 9.45861 6.04087 5.511 OSE1_peak_821 chr11_15114483_15114602 . CALCB INSC
chr11 15687061 15687202 142 15687129 27 22.85042 9.86503 17.87099 OSE1_peak_822 chr11_15687061_15687202 . . .
chr11 17095079 17095403 325 17095365 12 8.83923 5.65446 4.97456 OSE1_peak_823 chr11_17095079_17095403 . OR7E14P PIK3C2A;RPS13
chr11 17193014 17193172 159 17193088 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_824 chr11_17193014_17193172 . PIK3C2A .
chr11 18068843 18068991 149 18068931 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_825 chr11_18068843_18068991 . TPH1 .
chr11 18416082 18416233 152 18416163 17 14.15841 7.74666 9.72853 OSE1_peak_826 chr11_18416082_18416233 LDHA GTF2H1 LDHC
chr11 18416454 18416573 120 18416468 12 8.55783 5.47921 4.72042 OSE1_peak_827 chr11_18416454_18416573 LDHA GTF2H1 LDHC
chr11 18422438 18422557 120 18422538 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_828 chr11_18422438_18422557 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18424178 18424345 168 18424284 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_829 chr11_18424178_18424345 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18425107 18425291 185 18425185 9 6.43961 4.67344 3.01562 OSE1_peak_830 chr11_18425107_18425291 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18427943 18428065 123 18427992 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_831 chr11_18427943_18428065 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18430357 18430983 627 18430885 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_832 chr11_18430357_18430983 . LDHA LDHC
chr11 19395739 19395858 120 19395780 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_833 chr11_19395739_19395858 NAV2 . .
chr11 19617470 19617847 378 19617532 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_834 chr11_19617470_19617847 NAV2 MIR4486 .
chr11 19619608 19619870 263 19619682 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_835 chr11_19619608_19619870 NAV2 MIR4486 .
chr11 19701788 19702063 276 19701897 14 11.567 6.9112 7.38198 OSE1_peak_836 chr11_19701788_19702063 NAV2 . .
chr11 19736729 19736917 189 19736826 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_837 chr11_19736729_19736917 NAV2 LOC100126784 .
chr11 20058209 20058351 143 20058256 12 8.14477 5.22292 4.38462 OSE1_peak_838 chr11_20058209_20058351 NAV2 . .
chr11 20133003 20133170 168 20133105 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_839 chr11_20133003_20133170 NAV2 . .
chr11 20633528 20633726 199 20633575 19 14.69594 7.53444 10.22497 OSE1_peak_840 chr11_20633528_20633726 SLC6A5 . .
chr11 22814151 22814306 156 22814224 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_841 chr11_22814151_22814306 GAS2 . SVIP
chr11 26050266 26050415 150 26050374 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_842 chr11_26050266_26050415 . . .
chr11 26842435 26842564 130 26842538 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_843 chr11_26842435_26842564 . . .
chr11 26969093 26969332 240 26969311 14 8.17964 4.86473 4.41417 OSE1_peak_844 chr11_26969093_26969332 . . .
chr11 27469190 27469362 173 27469292 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_845 chr11_27469190_27469362 LGR4 . .
chr11 27528283 27528423 141 27528322 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_846 chr11_27528283_27528423 BDNF‐AS1;LIN7C . .
chr11 27932311 27932433 123 27932377 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_847 chr11_27932311_27932433 . . .
chr11 28405832 28405953 122 28405891 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_848 chr11_28405832_28405953 . . .
chr11 28723754 28723943 190 28723833 11 7.2189 4.83305 3.6293 OSE1_peak_849 chr11_28723754_28723943 . . .
chr11 28809516 28809838 323 28809620 14 10.37642 6.17855 6.31767 OSE1_peak_850 chr11_28809516_28809838 . . .
chr11 28857424 28857558 135 28857518 14 10.58417 6.30588 6.50382 OSE1_peak_851 chr11_28857424_28857558 . . .
chr11 28857686 28858323 638 28858046 29 27.50988 11.8487 22.35745 OSE1_peak_852 chr11_28857686_28858323 . . .
chr11 29141652 29141822 171 29141722 22 15.94618 7.45926 11.38808 OSE1_peak_853 chr11_29141652_29141822 . . .
chr11 30344373 30344711 339 30344622 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_854 chr11_30344373_30344711 C11orf46 . .
chr11 30762616 30763101 486 30763015 27 22.85042 9.86503 17.87099 OSE1_peak_855 chr11_30762616_30763101 . . .
chr11 32055706 32056068 363 32055995 24 18.08991 8.10789 13.37694 OSE1_peak_856 chr11_32055706_32056068 . . .
chr11 32078121 32078269 149 32078214 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_857 chr11_32078121_32078269 . . .
chr11 32334561 32334762 202 32334647 23 19.23372 9.04133 14.4434 OSE1_peak_858 chr11_32334561_32334762 . . .
chr11 32442576 32442696 121 32442615 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_859 chr11_32442576_32442696 WT1 . WT1‐AS
chr11 33744922 33745057 136 33744947 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_860 chr11_33744922_33745057 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
chr11 34126767 34126916 150 34126842 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_861 chr11_34126767_34126916 . CAPRIN1 NAT10
chr11 34364895 34365018 124 34364957 25 17.08726 7.31734 12.44549 OSE1_peak_862 chr11_34364895_34365018 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34366445 34366873 429 34366757 40 37.67267 13.47547 32.23729 OSE1_peak_863 chr11_34366445_34366873 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34621223 34621446 224 34621392 22 9.08279 4.11025 5.18539 OSE1_peak_864 chr11_34621223_34621446 . . EHF
chr11 34675684 34675862 179 34675790 17 10.72152 5.72393 6.62328 OSE1_peak_865 chr11_34675684_34675862 EHF . .
chr11 34676371 34676699 329 34676592 30 15.31086 5.5399 10.78322 OSE1_peak_866 chr11_34676371_34676699 EHF . .
chr11 34771701 34772102 402 34772045 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_867 chr11_34771701_34772102 . . .
chr11 35187379 35187648 270 35187453 19 15.15454 7.80469 10.65016 OSE1_peak_868 chr11_35187379_35187648 CD44 . .
chr11 35188088 35188476 389 35188403 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_869 chr11_35188088_35188476 CD44 . .
chr11 35188599 35188758 160 35188651 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_870 chr11_35188599_35188758 CD44 . .
chr11 35651639 35651815 177 35651712 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_871 chr11_35651639_35651815 . FJX1 .
chr11 35684026 35684270 245 35684225 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_872 chr11_35684026_35684270 . . TRIM44
chr11 36034091 36034210 120 36034153 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_873 chr11_36034091_36034210 LDLRAD3 MIR3973 .
chr11 36112903 36113026 124 36112940 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_874 chr11_36112903_36113026 LDLRAD3 . .
chr11 36171358 36171509 152 36171449 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_875 chr11_36171358_36171509 LDLRAD3 . .
chr11 37526540 37526682 143 37526602 15 10.68546 6.14096 6.59181 OSE1_peak_876 chr11_37526540_37526682 . . .
chr11 37533010 37533213 204 37533062 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_877 chr11_37533010_37533213 . . .
chr11 37810025 37810330 306 37810252 22 10.04858 4.52299 6.02428 OSE1_peak_878 chr11_37810025_37810330 . . .
chr11 44323528 44323647 120 44323600 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_879 chr11_44323528_44323647 ALX4 . .
chr11 44590875 44591028 154 44590914 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_880 chr11_44590875_44591028 CD82 . .
chr11 45422603 45422798 196 45422638 10 7.03051 4.88878 3.48744 OSE1_peak_881 chr11_45422603_45422798 . . .
chr11 46258750 46258869 120 46258783 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_882 chr11_46258750_46258869 . . .
chr11 47237893 47238224 332 47237941 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_883 chr11_47237893_47238224 DDB2 PACSIN3 ACP2
chr11 47437613 47437732 120 47437625 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_884 chr11_47437613_47437732 SLC39A13 . PSMC3;RAPSN
chr11 47574045 47574287 243 47574085 10 6.94741 4.8361 3.41098 OSE1_peak_885 chr11_47574045_47574287 CELF1 . KBTBD4;NDUFS3;PTPMT1
chr11 47662180 47662303 124 47662244 13 9.98056 6.15504 5.96166 OSE1_peak_886 chr11_47662180_47662303 MTCH2 . AGBL2
chr11 47945871 47946145 275 47946050 14 11.66268 6.97024 7.46969 OSE1_peak_887 chr11_47945871_47946145 . . .
chr11 47968608 47968727 120 47968688 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_888 chr11_47968608_47968727 . . .
chr11 47968862 47969108 247 47968891 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_889 chr11_47968862_47969108 . . .
chr11 47995747 47995877 131 47995761 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_890 chr11_47995747_47995877 . . PTPRJ
chr11 56326947 56327066 120 56327007 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_891 chr11_56326947_56327066 OR8U8 OR5M11 OR5M10
chr11 57103360 57103487 128 57103432 16 13.97803 7.8996 9.57692 OSE1_peak_892 chr11_57103360_57103487 . SSRP1;TNKS1BP1 P2RX3
chr11 57192493 57192651 159 57192556 10 6.68922 4.67246 3.19557 OSE1_peak_893 chr11_57192493_57192651 SLC43A3 . .
chr11 58345015 58345258 244 58345158 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_894 chr11_58345015_58345258 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58345385 58345549 165 58345475 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_895 chr11_58345385_58345549 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58395533 58395705 173 58395642 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_896 chr11_58395533_58395705 . CNTF;ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF .
chr11 58910081 58910200 120 58910168 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_897 chr11_58910081_58910200 . FAM111B DTX4;FAM111A
chr11 59476076 59476226 151 59476144 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_898 chr11_59476076_59476226 . . OR10V1
chr11 61522171 61522407 237 61522200 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_899 chr11_61522171_61522407 C11orf9;DKFZP434K028 DAGLA .
chr11 61559843 61560057 215 61559989 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_900 chr11_61559843_61560057 C11orf10;MIR611 C11orf9 FADS1;FEN1;MIR1908
chr11 61730339 61732047 1709 61731692 37 42.70107 17.55795 37.14891 OSE1_peak_901 chr11_61730339_61732047 BEST1;FTH1 . .
chr11 61734974 61735143 170 61735080 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_902 chr11_61734974_61735143 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61739275 61739458 184 61739374 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_903 chr11_61739275_61739458 . BEST1;FTH1 .
chr11 62321608 62321736 129 62321632 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_904 chr11_62321608_62321736 . AHNAK EEF1G;MIR3654;TUT1
chr11 62324056 62324288 233 62324091 12 6.93405 4.4834 3.39893 OSE1_peak_905 chr11_62324056_62324288 . AHNAK EEF1G;MIR3654;TUT1
chr11 62359059 62359179 121 62359136 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_906 chr11_62359059_62359179 TUT1 EEF1G B3GAT3;EML3;MTA2;ROM1
chr11 62432670 62432871 202 62432772 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_907 chr11_62432670_62432871 C11orf48;METTL12 GANAB;INTS5 f83;HNRNPUL2‐BSCL2;LRRN4CL;SNORA57;UBXN
chr11 62608112 62609374 1263 62609012 101 152.20702 45.08676 142.71086 OSE1_peak_908 chr11_62608112_62609374 . STX5;WDR74 RD25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;
chr11 62618754 62619011 258 62618901 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_909 chr11_62618754_62619011 . STX5;WDR74 RD25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;
chr11 62623207 62623417 211 62623325 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_910 chr11_62623207_62623417 SNHG1 ORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29 SLC3A2
chr11 62912927 62913072 146 62913026 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_911 chr11_62912927_62913072 . SLC22A24 SLC22A25
chr11 64102636 64102755 120 64102716 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_912 chr11_64102636_64102755 . ESRRA;PRDX5;TRMT112 CCDC88B;RPS6KA4
chr11 64624165 64624380 216 64624278 26 24.603 11.20625 19.54716 OSE1_peak_913 chr11_64624165_64624380 EHD1 CDC42BPG .
chr11 64638215 64638384 170 64638296 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_914 chr11_64638215_64638384 EHD1 CDC42BPG ATG2A;MIR192;MIR194‐2
chr11 65058244 65058382 139 65058355 15 12.73876 7.39282 8.44377 OSE1_peak_915 chr11_65058244_65058382 POLA2 . CDC42EP2
chr11 65058663 65058851 189 65058771 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_916 chr11_65058663_65058851 POLA2 . CDC42EP2
chr11 65084373 65084582 210 65084561 9 6.19684 4.51817 2.83302 OSE1_peak_917 chr11_65084373_65084582 CDC42EP2 POLA2 DPF2
chr11 65138686 65138852 167 65138762 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_918 chr11_65138686_65138852 . DPF2;TIGD3 FRMD8;SLC25A45
chr11 65149256 65149435 180 65149364 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_919 chr11_65149256_65149435 SLC25A45 DPF2;TIGD3 FRMD8
chr11 65190141 65191028 888 65190255 27 26.20797 11.80138 21.09914 OSE1_peak_920 chr11_65190141_65191028 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65191388 65191594 207 65191495 20 16.65879 8.4163 12.03881 OSE1_peak_921 chr11_65191388_65191594 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65191978 65192171 194 65192059 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_922 chr11_65191978_65192171 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65192269 65192944 676 65192464 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_923 chr11_65192269_65192944 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65193108 65193689 582 65193526 15 11.56661 6.67469 7.38198 OSE1_peak_924 chr11_65193108_65193689 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65193833 65195099 1267 65194261 26 22.42444 9.94199 17.46701 OSE1_peak_925 chr11_65193833_65195099 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65195525 65195676 152 65195600 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_926 chr11_65195525_65195676 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65196224 65196587 364 65196490 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_927 chr11_65196224_65196587 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65196898 65197017 120 65196960 10 6.68922 4.67246 3.19557 OSE1_peak_928 chr11_65196898_65197017 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197596 65197744 149 65197630 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_929 chr11_65197596_65197744 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65208000 65208173 174 65208017 12 6.34665 4.13395 2.95487 OSE1_peak_930 chr11_65208000_65208173 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65208428 65208597 170 65208519 12 8.60355 5.50766 4.76406 OSE1_peak_931 chr11_65208428_65208597 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65247843 65248026 184 65247921 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_932 chr11_65247843_65248026 . . MALAT1
chr11 65266470 65270076 3607 65266884 35 31.26665 11.83212 26.0009 OSE1_peak_933 chr11_65266470_65270076 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65270379 65270997 619 65270485 23 15.01034 6.71586 10.52261 OSE1_peak_934 chr11_65270379_65270997 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65271194 65271971 778 65271717 31 16.15582 5.7186 11.57432 OSE1_peak_935 chr11_65271194_65271971 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65272144 65272304 161 65272253 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_936 chr11_65272144_65272304 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65272510 65272778 269 65272547 19 13.59694 6.89754 9.21981 OSE1_peak_937 chr11_65272510_65272778 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65273083 65273373 291 65273288 16 9.26229 5.10737 5.33307 OSE1_peak_938 chr11_65273083_65273373 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65273969 65275275 1307 65275148 40 39.46223 14.44522 33.98635 OSE1_peak_939 chr11_65273969_65275275 . MALAT1 SCYL1
chr11 65275373 65275615 243 65275527 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_940 chr11_65275373_65275615 . MALAT1 SCYL1
chr11 65341825 65341963 139 65341859 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_941 chr11_65341825_65341963 . M89B;LOC254100;LTBP3;SSS EHBP1L1;KCNK7;MAP3K11
chr11 65420374 65420654 281 65420511 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_942 chr11_65420374_65420654 . R4489;MIR4690;PCNXL3;SIP RELA
chr11 65619564 65619700 137 65619661 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_943 chr11_65619564_65619700 SNX32 . CFL1;CTSW;EFEMP2;MUS81
chr11 65670588 65670895 308 65670811 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_944 chr11_65670588_65670895 . CCDC85B;CTSW;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1
chr11 65683285 65683431 147 65683371 13 10.22727 6.30798 6.17779 OSE1_peak_945 chr11_65683285_65683431 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1;TSGA10IP
chr11 65683660 65683801 142 65683770 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_946 chr11_65683660_65683801 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1;TSGA10IP
chr11 65778699 65778826 128 65778785 15 12.47213 7.22908 8.19546 OSE1_peak_947 chr11_65778699_65778826 . BANF1;EIF1AD CATSPER1;CST6;GAL3ST3
chr11 65782936 65783295 360 65783034 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_948 chr11_65782936_65783295 . BANF1;CST6;EIF1AD CATSPER1;GAL3ST3
chr11 66104111 66104295 185 66104205 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_949 chr11_66104111_66104295 . CD248;RIN1 B3GNT1;BRMS1;SLC29A2
chr11 66703892 66704176 285 66704024 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_950 chr11_66703892_66704176 PC . .
chr11 67120818 67120976 159 67120886 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_951 chr11_67120818_67120976 LOC100130987;POLD4 . CLCF1
chr11 67122000 67122258 259 67122175 17 14.98076 8.24687 10.49629 OSE1_peak_952 chr11_67122000_67122258 LOC100130987 POLD4 CLCF1
chr11 67141108 67141239 132 67141166 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_953 chr11_67141108_67141239 CLCF1;LOC100130987 POLD4 PPP1CA;RAD9A
chr11 67141582 67141770 189 67141677 27 27.5245 12.58122 22.37089 OSE1_peak_954 chr11_67141582_67141770 CLCF1;LOC100130987 POLD4 PPP1CA;RAD9A;TBC1D10C
chr11 67777789 67777927 139 67777821 16 13.0231 7.31629 8.69784 OSE1_peak_955 chr11_67777789_67777927 ALDH3B1 UNC93B1 MIR4691;NDUFS8;TCIRG1
chr11 68227387 68227737 351 68227643 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_956 chr11_68227387_68227737 . LRP5 PPP6R3
chr11 69069117 69069478 362 69069191 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_957 chr11_69069117_69069478 . MYEOV .
chr11 69235367 69235529 163 69235433 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_958 chr11_69235367_69235529 . . .
chr11 69312111 69312295 185 69312183 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_959 chr11_69312111_69312295 . . .
chr11 69402618 69402773 156 69402719 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_960 chr11_69402618_69402773 . . .
chr11 69469793 69469912 120 69469887 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_961 chr11_69469793_69469912 . CCND1 ORAOV1
chr11 69470114 69470407 294 69470296 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_962 chr11_69470114_69470407 . CCND1 ORAOV1
chr11 70266269 70266445 177 70266370 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_963 chr11_70266269_70266445 CTTN . .
chr11 71010520 71010707 188 71010616 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_964 chr11_71010520_71010707 . . .
chr11 71011039 71011242 204 71011125 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_965 chr11_71011039_71011242 . . .
chr11 71822833 71823034 202 71823034 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_966 chr11_71822833_71823034 C11orf51 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT FOLR3
chr11 71851907 71852329 423 71852315 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_967 chr11_71851907_71852329 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
chr11 71856328 71856449 122 71856348 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_968 chr11_71856328_71856449 . FOLR3 .
chr11 72145580 72145787 208 72145722 32 22.18159 8.12038 17.23459 OSE1_peak_969 chr11_72145580_72145787 . CLPB .
chr11 72686973 72687128 156 72687049 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_970 chr11_72686973_72687128 FCHSD2 . .
chr11 73020257 73020397 141 73020350 12 6.62998 4.30159 3.14023 OSE1_peak_971 chr11_73020257_73020397 ARHGEF17 P2RY6 .
chr11 74383832 74383989 158 74383909 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_972 chr11_74383832_74383989 . POLD3 CHRDL2
chr11 75112074 75112299 226 75112241 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_973 chr11_75112074_75112299 RPS3 SNORD15A KLHL35;SNORD15B
chr11 77762683 77762811 129 77762753 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_974 chr11_77762683_77762811 NDUFC2‐KCTD14 KCTD14 NDUFC2;THRSP
chr11 79608449 79608637 189 79608557 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_975 chr11_79608449_79608637 . . .
chr11 82997303 82997489 187 82997489 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_976 chr11_82997303_82997489 CCDC90B . .
chr11 85526099 85526424 326 85526170 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_977 chr11_85526099_85526424 . SYTL2 .
chr11 85997161 85997306 146 85997219 13 9.82247 6.05713 5.82989 OSE1_peak_978 chr11_85997161_85997306 . EED C11orf73
chr11 86208584 86208725 142 86208653 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_979 chr11_86208584_86208725 ME3 . .
chr11 86235085 86235432 348 86235151 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_980 chr11_86235085_86235432 ME3 . .
chr11 86343997 86344197 201 86344087 13 7.16644 4.45194 3.58016 OSE1_peak_981 chr11_86343997_86344197 ME3 . .
chr11 86407130 86407281 152 86407229 30 15.31086 5.5399 10.78322 OSE1_peak_982 chr11_86407130_86407281 . ME3 .
chr11 86446447 86446566 120 86446520 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_983 chr11_86446447_86446566 . . .
chr11 86454902 86455082 181 86454945 12 7.6346 4.90872 3.94831 OSE1_peak_984 chr11_86454902_86455082 . . .
chr11 88254139 88254318 180 88254169 9 6.08156 4.44435 2.76106 OSE1_peak_985 chr11_88254139_88254318 GRM5 . .
chr11 92788152 92788278 127 92788244 22 17.40796 8.28222 12.7389 OSE1_peak_986 chr11_92788152_92788278 . . .
chr11 93462033 93462157 125 93462088 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_987 chr11_93462033_93462157 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 RA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SN
chr11 93463905 93464110 206 93464008 8 5.22389 4.03286 2.18424 OSE1_peak_988 chr11_93463905_93464110 . KIAA1731;SCARNA9;SNORA2SNORA18;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNORD
chr11 93469609 93469810 202 93469647 12 8.79113 5.62448 4.92961 OSE1_peak_989 chr11_93469609_93469810 TAF1D SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA C11orf54
chr11 93473742 93473861 120 93473820 12 8.24989 5.28801 4.4769 OSE1_peak_990 chr11_93473742_93473861 TAF1D SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA C11orf54
chr11 93474020 93474190 171 93474083 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_991 chr11_93474020_93474190 TAF1D SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA C11orf54
chr11 93641844 93641987 144 93641943 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_992 chr11_93641844_93641987 . . .
chr11 93908757 93908929 173 93908821 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_993 chr11_93908757_93908929 PANX1 . .
chr11 94465950 94466069 120 94466014 13 10.42771 6.43229 6.36069 OSE1_peak_994 chr11_94465950_94466069 . . .
chr11 95610463 95610615 153 95610538 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_995 chr11_95610463_95610615 MTMR2 . .
chr11 96058514 96058633 120 96058605 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_996 chr11_96058514_96058633 MAML2 . CCDC82;MIR1260B
chr11 97836870 97837082 213 97836983 17 13.42518 7.30366 9.05499 OSE1_peak_997 chr11_97836870_97837082 . . .
chr11 99196646 99196868 223 99196813 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_998 chr11_99196646_99196868 CNTN5 . .
chr11 100680979 100681186 208 100681101 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_999 chr11_100680979_100681186 ARHGAP42 . .
chr11 101317150 101317309 160 101317217 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_1000 chr11_101317150_101317309 . . TRPC6
chr11 101737481 101737713 233 101737621 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_1001 chr11_101737481_101737713 . . ANGPTL5
chr11 101881927 101882082 156 101882074 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_1002 chr11_101881927_101882082 . KIAA1377 .
chr11 102042571 102042744 174 102042674 18 14.6367 7.76735 10.1715 OSE1_peak_1003 chr11_102042571_102042744 YAP1 . .
chr11 102107687 102107856 170 102107739 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1004 chr11_102107687_102107856 . YAP1 .
chr11 102194724 102194844 121 102194820 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_1005 chr11_102194724_102194844 BIRC3 . BIRC2
chr11 102216681 102216927 247 102216784 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_1006 chr11_102216681_102216927 . BIRC3 BIRC2
chr11 102217464 102217794 331 102217547 15 12.50482 7.24915 8.22493 OSE1_peak_1007 chr11_102217464_102217794 . BIRC3 BIRC2
chr11 102317391 102317689 299 102317441 11 7.97056 5.30432 4.24556 OSE1_peak_1008 chr11_102317391_102317689 TMEM123 . .
chr11 102631217 102631344 128 102631245 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_1009 chr11_102631217_102631344 . . LOC100288077;MMP1;MMP10
chr11 103496102 103496300 199 103496192 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1010 chr11_103496102_103496300 . . .
chr11 106239473 106239599 127 106239567 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_1011 chr11_106239473_106239599 . . .
chr11 106914501 106914658 158 106914591 20 18.36089 9.43592 13.62354 OSE1_peak_1012 chr11_106914501_106914658 . GUCY1A2 .
chr11 108844139 108844330 192 108844323 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1013 chr11_108844139_108844330 . . .
chr11 110841894 110842156 263 110841931 16 12.19325 6.8132 7.93946 OSE1_peak_1014 chr11_110841894_110842156 . . .
chr11 111565677 111565805 129 111565723 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1015 chr11_111565677_111565805 SIK2 . .
chr11 112096770 112096915 146 112096841 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1016 chr11_112096770_112096915 . BCO2 C11orf34;PTS
chr11 112126281 112126424 144 112126408 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1017 chr11_112126281_112126424 C11orf34 PTS .
chr11 112192586 112192854 269 112192699 21 20.08077 10.16513 15.24577 OSE1_peak_1018 chr11_112192586_112192854 . . .
chr11 113323125 113323426 302 113323165 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_1019 chr11_113323125_113323426 DRD2 MIR4301 .
chr11 114005633 114005841 209 114005674 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1020 chr11_114005633_114005841 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114020859 114021061 203 114020952 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_1021 chr11_114020859_114021061 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114025286 114025536 251 114025441 27 23.63811 10.31021 18.62816 OSE1_peak_1022 chr11_114025286_114025536 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114030848 114031002 155 114030923 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_1023 chr11_114030848_114031002 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114033547 114033818 272 114033606 14 10.74535 6.40488 6.64296 OSE1_peak_1024 chr11_114033547_114033818 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114037753 114038179 427 114037981 13 10.06148 6.20519 6.03519 OSE1_peak_1025 chr11_114037753_114038179 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114049967 114050233 267 114050069 19 11.60991 5.79529 7.42106 OSE1_peak_1026 chr11_114049967_114050233 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114051089 114051388 300 114051326 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_1027 chr11_114051089_114051388 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114059493 114059615 123 114059583 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_1028 chr11_114059493_114059615 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114068699 114068863 165 114068804 22 15.94618 7.45926 11.38808 OSE1_peak_1029 chr11_114068699_114068863 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114165668 114166001 334 114165752 15 10.40415 5.9724 6.33799 OSE1_peak_1030 chr11_114165668_114166001 . . NNMT
chr11 114167543 114167690 148 114167633 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1031 chr11_114167543_114167690 NNMT . .
chr11 114172378 114172497 120 114172429 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1032 chr11_114172378_114172497 NNMT . .
chr11 114178398 114178517 120 114178442 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_1033 chr11_114178398_114178517 NNMT . .
chr11 116679745 116679883 139 116679824 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1034 chr11_116679745_116679883 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116680219 116680518 300 116680316 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1035 chr11_116680219_116680518 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116943307 116943504 198 116943354 26 12.07192 4.82507 7.82525 OSE1_peak_1036 chr11_116943307_116943504 SIK3 . .
chr11 117070051 117070283 233 117070125 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1037 chr11_117070051_117070283 LOC100652768;TAGLN PAFAH1B2;SIDT2 PCSK7
chr11 117070499 117070620 122 117070542 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1038 chr11_117070499_117070620 LOC100652768;TAGLN PAFAH1B2;SIDT2 PCSK7
chr11 118784618 118784819 202 118784730 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1039 chr11_118784618_118784819 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118790367 118790884 518 118790741 22 17.09475 8.10342 12.45058 OSE1_peak_1040 chr11_118790367_118790884 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118791510 118791685 176 118791593 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_1041 chr11_118791510_118791685 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118809125 118809290 166 118809281 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1042 chr11_118809125_118809290 . BCL9L;MIR4492 UPK2
chr11 120215232 120215401 170 120215304 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1043 chr11_120215232_120215401 ARHGEF12 POU2F3;TMEM136 .
chr11 120581230 120581370 141 120581289 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1044 chr11_120581230_120581370 GRIK4 . .
chr11 122007993 122008117 125 122008021 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_1045 chr11_122007993_122008117 MIR100HG BLID MIR100;MIRLET7A2
chr11 122027767 122027939 173 122027863 14 9.8202 5.83955 5.82808 OSE1_peak_1046 chr11_122027767_122027939 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122032932 122033126 195 122033013 23 20.46706 9.76248 15.60929 OSE1_peak_1047 chr11_122032932_122033126 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122051283 122051494 212 122051347 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1048 chr11_122051283_122051494 MIR100HG MIR100 .
chr11 122057335 122057565 231 122057385 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_1049 chr11_122057335_122057565 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122060088 122060243 156 122060129 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_1050 chr11_122060088_122060243 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122067920 122068131 212 122068026 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_1051 chr11_122067920_122068131 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122078970 122079139 170 122079062 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1052 chr11_122078970_122079139 . MIR100HG .
chr11 122292247 122292366 120 122292274 14 10.27545 6.1168 6.22115 OSE1_peak_1053 chr11_122292247_122292366 . . .
chr11 123044142 123044290 149 123044210 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_1054 chr11_123044142_123044290 CLMP . .
chr11 123324958 123325091 134 123325038 10 6.52027 4.56551 3.05347 OSE1_peak_1055 chr11_123324958_123325091 . . .
chr11 124146169 124146355 187 124146283 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1056 chr11_124146169_124146355 . OR8G1;OR8G5 .
chr11 124155616 124155755 140 124155667 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_1057 chr11_124155616_124155755 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124156073 124156245 173 124156135 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_1058 chr11_124156073_124156245 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 127896597 127896776 180 127896625 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_1059 chr11_127896597_127896776 . . .
chr11 127909692 127909823 132 127909716 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1060 chr11_127909692_127909823 . . .
chr11 128077793 128078136 344 128078073 29 20.36559 7.98411 15.51243 OSE1_peak_1061 chr11_128077793_128078136 . . .
chr11 128080172 128080297 126 128080217 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1062 chr11_128080172_128080297 . . .
chr11 128080618 128080796 179 128080682 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1063 chr11_128080618_128080796 . . .
chr11 128366738 128366949 212 128366821 20 17.31211 8.80555 12.64692 OSE1_peak_1064 chr11_128366738_128366949 ETS1 . .
chr11 128367113 128367249 137 128367176 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_1065 chr11_128367113_128367249 ETS1 . .
chr11 128563731 128564015 285 128563815 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_1066 chr11_128563731_128564015 FLI1;LOC100507392 . .
chr11 128579376 128579579 204 128579464 49 38.34325 10.93018 32.89265 OSE1_peak_1067 chr11_128579376_128579579 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128584807 128584964 158 128584888 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_1068 chr11_128584807_128584964 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128585673 128585802 130 128585738 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_1069 chr11_128585673_128585802 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 130397578 130397718 141 130397646 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1070 chr11_130397578_130397718 . . .
chr11 130507036 130507166 131 130507123 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1071 chr11_130507036_130507166 . . .
chr11 130516522 130516646 125 130516577 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_1072 chr11_130516522_130516646 . . .
chr11 130767185 130767436 252 130767375 18 11.06842 5.70824 6.9235 OSE1_peak_1073 chr11_130767185_130767436 SNX19 . .
chr11 131924802 131924930 129 131924884 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1074 chr11_131924802_131924930 NTM . .
chr11 131934904 131935219 316 131935001 20 16.76402 8.47877 12.13844 OSE1_peak_1075 chr11_131934904_131935219 NTM . .
chr11 131942115 131942320 206 131942210 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1076 chr11_131942115_131942320 NTM . .
chr11 132502571 132502760 190 132502649 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1077 chr11_132502571_132502760 OPCML . .
chr11 132555258 132555456 199 132555359 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_1078 chr11_132555258_132555456 OPCML . .
chr12 685482 685608 127 685548 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1079 chr12_685482_685608 NINJ2 B4GALNT3 .
chr12 1583441 1583604 164 1583528 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1080 chr12_1583441_1583604 ERC1 . LOC100292680
chr12 1628546 1628709 164 1628648 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_1081 chr12_1628546_1628709 . ERC1;LOC100292680 .
chr12 1838780 1838926 147 1838837 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1082 chr12_1838780_1838926 ADIPOR2 . .
chr12 3226324 3226558 235 3226408 13 9.98056 6.15504 5.96166 OSE1_peak_1083 chr12_3226324_3226558 TSPAN9 . .
chr12 3238547 3238715 169 3238648 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1084 chr12_3238547_3238715 TSPAN9 . .
chr12 4614686 4614805 120 4614707 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1085 chr12_4614686_4614805 C12orf4 . .
chr12 6485372 6485556 185 6485485 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_1086 chr12_6485372_6485556 SCNN1A . LTBR
chr12 6493385 6493589 205 6493394 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1087 chr12_6493385_6493589 LTBR SCNN1A .
chr12 6642560 6642763 204 6642708 10 7.42825 5.14078 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1088 chr12_6642560_6642763 . NCAPD2;SCARNA10 GAPDH;IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6644453 6644714 262 6644526 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_1089 chr12_6644453_6644714 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6645160 6645368 209 6645259 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1090 chr12_6645160_6645368 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6645765 6645938 174 6645840 13 10.06148 6.20519 6.03519 OSE1_peak_1091 chr12_6645765_6645938 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6647497 6647630 134 6647588 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1092 chr12_6647497_6647630 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6647752 6648508 757 6647988 23 20.38493 9.71406 15.53022 OSE1_peak_1093 chr12_6647752_6648508 . GAPDH;NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6657336 6657511 176 6657424 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1094 chr12_6657336_6657511 IFFO1 GAPDH;NCAPD2 CHD4;NOP2
chr12 6961562 6961870 309 6961684 55 53.14402 15.76042 47.39248 OSE1_peak_1095 chr12_6961562_6961870 USP5 DCA3;GNB3;GPR162;LEPREL SPSB2;TPI1
chr12 6980418 6980639 222 6980467 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_1096 chr12_6980418_6980639 SPSB2 CDCA3;GNB3;TPI1;USP5 DSTNP2;RPL13P5
chr12 6981167 6981286 120 6981212 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_1097 chr12_6981167_6981286 SPSB2 CDCA3;GNB3;TPI1;USP5 DSTNP2;RPL13P5
chr12 7037923 7038117 195 7038082 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1098 chr12_7037923_7038117 ATN1 ENO2;LRRC23 C12orf57;PTPN6
chr12 7052924 7053421 498 7053109 48 43.923 13.79036 38.34457 OSE1_peak_1099 chr12_7052924_7053421 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23 ;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7261266 7261468 203 7261349 14 11.19986 6.68472 7.04802 OSE1_peak_1100 chr12_7261266_7261468 C1RL;MATL2963 C1R CLSTN3;RBP5
chr12 8771655 8771919 265 8771882 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1101 chr12_8771655_8771919 . AICDA MFAP5
chr12 8833833 8834041 209 8833935 15 12.47213 7.22908 8.19546 OSE1_peak_1102 chr12_8833833_8834041 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
chr12 9945675 9945994 320 9945724 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1103 chr12_9945675_9945994 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 10787119 10787305 187 10787207 27 22.11688 9.4567 17.173 OSE1_peak_1104 chr12_10787119_10787305 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MAGOHB .
chr12 10869712 10869852 141 10869792 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1105 chr12_10869712_10869852 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 11951925 11952068 144 11951979 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_1106 chr12_11951925_11952068 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 12911375 12911551 177 12911447 11 7.37461 4.9304 3.76139 OSE1_peak_1107 chr12_12911375_12911551 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . MIR613
chr12 12911915 12912063 149 12911991 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1108 chr12_12911915_12912063 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . MIR613
chr12 12992825 12992985 161 12992904 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_1109 chr12_12992825_12992985 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DDX47 .
chr12 13025114 13025248 135 13025197 21 12.69137 5.95208 8.3983 OSE1_peak_1110 chr12_13025114_13025248 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
chr12 13044422 13044583 162 13044464 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_1111 chr12_13044422_13044583 A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13053768 13053891 124 13053822 13 10.06148 6.20519 6.03519 OSE1_peak_1112 chr12_13053768_13053891 A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13055102 13055317 216 13055209 17 6.47519 3.53973 3.01782 OSE1_peak_1113 chr12_13055102_13055317 A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13357885 13358007 123 13357917 14 11.567 6.9112 7.38198 OSE1_peak_1114 chr12_13357885_13358007 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 14922753 14922872 120 14922793 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_1115 chr12_14922753_14922872 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . H2AFJ;HIST4H4;WBP11
chr12 14923264 14923458 195 14923310 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1116 chr12_14923264_14923458 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . H2AFJ;HIST4H4;WBP11
chr12 14923937 14924070 134 14924046 11 7.76965 5.1781 4.07078 OSE1_peak_1117 chr12_14923937_14924070 H4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . H2AFJ;WBP11
chr12 14924352 14924513 162 14924369 9 5.86205 4.3037 2.57704 OSE1_peak_1118 chr12_14924352_14924513 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HIST4H4 H2AFJ;WBP11
chr12 14994817 14995002 186 14994893 23 21.24088 10.22106 16.33907 OSE1_peak_1119 chr12_14994817_14995002 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 C12orf60;C12orf69 .
chr12 18324573 18324723 151 18324649 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_1120 chr12_18324573_18324723 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 18473127 18473246 120 18473189 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_1121 chr12_18473127_18473246 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18536151 18536347 197 18536249 33 32.26468 13.11121 26.97227 OSE1_peak_1122 chr12_18536151_18536347 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 18901028 18901188 161 18901087 19 16.92395 8.86455 12.2924 OSE1_peak_1123 chr12_18901028_18901188 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
chr12 19682901 19683070 170 19682994 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_1124 chr12_19682901_19683070 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AEBP2 .
chr12 22630259 22630402 144 22630344 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_1125 chr12_22630259_22630402 28;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 24753897 24754212 316 24754075 21 20.08077 10.16513 15.24577 OSE1_peak_1126 chr12_24753897_24754212 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LINC00477 .
chr12 25854432 25854606 175 25854462 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1127 chr12_25854432_25854606 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 25982259 25982387 129 25982340 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_1128 chr12_25982259_25982387 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26278930 26279132 203 26279015 11 8.20551 5.452 4.43655 OSE1_peak_1129 chr12_26278930_26279132 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BHLHE41 .
chr12 26306343 26306524 182 26306458 18 13.58375 7.14123 9.20838 OSE1_peak_1130 chr12_26306343_26306524 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 BHLHE41 .
chr12 26427750 26427926 177 26427834 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1131 chr12_26427750_26427926 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26850272 26850416 145 26850350 23 12.0014 5.24649 7.78137 OSE1_peak_1132 chr12_26850272_26850416 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 26941744 26941863 120 26941855 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1133 chr12_26941744_26941863 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 27329857 27329991 135 27329919 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_1134 chr12_27329857_27329991 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 27345974 27346159 186 27346063 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1135 chr12_27345974_27346159 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 27702755 27702895 141 27702837 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_1136 chr12_27702755_27702895 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27727052 27727177 126 27727093 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_1137 chr12_27727052_27727177 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 27772358 27772511 154 27772418 15 11.45573 6.60713 7.28077 OSE1_peak_1138 chr12_27772358_27772511 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 28018525 28018660 136 28018567 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_1139 chr12_28018525_28018660 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 28052373 28052520 148 28052438 19 14.69594 7.53444 10.22497 OSE1_peak_1140 chr12_28052373_28052520 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 29035547 29035708 162 29035628 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_1141 chr12_29035547_29035708 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 29894624 29894769 146 29894701 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_1142 chr12_29894624_29894769 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 29949831 29950041 211 29949932 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1143 chr12_29949831_29950041 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TMTC1 .
chr12 30947537 30948134 598 30948091 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1144 chr12_30947537_30948134 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . LOC100287314
chr12 31671810 31671992 183 31671904 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_1145 chr12_31671810_31671992 5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 32589976 32590106 131 32590058 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_1146 chr12_32589976_32590106 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 33045067 33045226 160 33045130 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1147 chr12_33045067_33045226 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 34642455 34642574 120 34642554 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1148 chr12_34642455_34642574 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 39897278 39897439 162 39897367 26 25.09863 11.49869 20.02894 OSE1_peak_1149 chr12_39897278_39897439 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 40552455 40552664 210 40552484 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1150 chr12_40552455_40552664 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 43355252 43355419 168 43355330 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_1151 chr12_43355252_43355419 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46613794 46613975 182 46613876 28 19.32758 7.71797 14.53531 OSE1_peak_1152 chr12_46613794_46613975 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46751173 46751652 480 46751506 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_1153 chr12_46751173_46751652 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . SLC38A2
chr12 46751777 46752114 338 46752062 21 9.29428 4.32634 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1154 chr12_46751777_46752114 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46759532 46759753 222 46759704 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1155 chr12_46759532_46759753 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46760123 46760242 120 46760206 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1156 chr12_46760123_46760242 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46763970 46764170 201 46764057 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_1157 chr12_46763970_46764170 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46765723 46766117 395 46765823 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1158 chr12_46765723_46766117 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46766292 46766552 261 46766481 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_1159 chr12_46766292_46766552 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 46783151 46783279 129 46783245 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_1160 chr12_46783151_46783279 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46796450 46796570 121 46796488 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_1161 chr12_46796450_46796570 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46824307 46824614 308 46824404 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_1162 chr12_46824307_46824614 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46825627 46825850 224 46825774 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1163 chr12_46825627_46825850 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46886384 46886516 133 46886485 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_1164 chr12_46886384_46886516 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46888244 46888449 206 46888354 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1165 chr12_46888244_46888449 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 47353508 47353659 152 47353585 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1166 chr12_47353508_47353659 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 47474927 47475051 125 47475004 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1167 chr12_47474927_47475051 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47488638 47488819 182 47488731 34 27.77968 10.32509 22.6155 OSE1_peak_1168 chr12_47488638_47488819 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47489286 47489475 190 47489315 13 6.74015 4.20607 3.23378 OSE1_peak_1169 chr12_47489286_47489475 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47489690 47489880 191 47489809 21 16.29443 7.92213 11.7041 OSE1_peak_1170 chr12_47489690_47489880 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
chr12 48213981 48214259 279 48214206 13 9.77085 6.02518 5.7817 OSE1_peak_1171 chr12_48213981_48214259 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HDAC7 VDR
chr12 48214433 48214570 138 48214522 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1172 chr12_48214433_48214570 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HDAC7 VDR
chr12 48275581 48275775 195 48275668 27 21.10407 8.90389 16.21632 OSE1_peak_1173 chr12_48275581_48275775 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 49245933 49246073 141 49246007 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_1174 chr12_49245933_49246073 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CACNB3 RND1
chr12 49520469 49520698 230 49520680 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_1175 chr12_49520469_49520698 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49520819 49520956 138 49520915 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1176 chr12_49520819_49520956 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49521118 49521446 329 49521231 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_1177 chr12_49521118_49521446 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49524176 49524468 293 49524212 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1178 chr12_49524176_49524468 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T LMBR1L .
chr12 49524585 49524710 126 49524656 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_1179 chr12_49524585_49524710 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T LMBR1L .
chr12 49524879 49525038 160 49524993 15 12.18569 7.05333 7.93226 OSE1_peak_1180 chr12_49524879_49525038 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T LMBR1L .
chr12 49616462 49616620 159 49616540 29 26.78927 11.43363 21.65722 OSE1_peak_1181 chr12_49616462_49616620 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 49659122 49659322 201 49659252 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1182 chr12_49659122_49659322 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . PRPH
chr12 49659489 49659612 124 49659562 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_1183 chr12_49659489_49659612 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . PRPH
chr12 49660856 49661001 146 49660912 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1184 chr12_49660856_49661001 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . PRPH
chr12 49668248 49668400 153 49668302 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_1185 chr12_49668248_49668400 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TUBA1C PRPH
chr12 49758848 49759011 164 49758905 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1186 chr12_49758848_49759011 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C1QL4;DNAJC22 LOC100335030;SPATS2
chr12 50099360 50099575 216 50099464 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_1187 chr12_50099360_50099575 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 50135315 50135529 215 50135371 11 8.40317 5.57619 4.60054 OSE1_peak_1188 chr12_50135315_50135529 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 50579822 50579984 163 50579874 18 14.31945 7.57753 9.87166 OSE1_peak_1189 chr12_50579822_50579984 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
chr12 50580921 50581048 128 50580953 13 9.07645 5.59712 5.17929 OSE1_peak_1190 chr12_50580921_50581048 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
chr12 50586716 50586898 183 50586810 14 10.12747 6.02644 6.08839 OSE1_peak_1191 chr12_50586716_50586898 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
chr12 50641040 50641159 120 50641123 10 7.22429 5.01162 3.63367 OSE1_peak_1192 chr12_50641040_50641159 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR1293 .
chr12 50641464 50641671 208 50641637 10 7.38199 5.11151 3.76788 OSE1_peak_1193 chr12_50641464_50641671 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR1293 .
chr12 50651877 50652052 176 50651883 8 5.13968 3.97824 2.11826 OSE1_peak_1194 chr12_50651877_50652052 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR1293 .
chr12 50784196 50784315 120 50784243 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_1195 chr12_50784196_50784315 6A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . LARP4
chr12 51013128 51013248 121 51013243 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_1196 chr12_51013128_51013248 B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 51398259 51398421 163 51398371 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1197 chr12_51398259_51398421 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 52214275 52214435 161 52214388 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1198 chr12_52214275_52214435 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 SCN8A .
chr12 52279869 52280035 167 52279942 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_1199 chr12_52279869_52280035 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . ACVRL1;ANKRD33
chr12 52541311 52541430 120 52541368 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_1200 chr12_52541311_52541430 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT80
chr12 52588760 52588892 133 52588859 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1201 chr12_52588760_52588892 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KRT80 LOC283403;LOC283404
chr12 52597047 52597267 221 52597191 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1202 chr12_52597047_52597267 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KRT80 KRT7;LOC283403;LOC283404
chr12 52638303 52638422 120 52638370 12 9.3227 5.95608 5.38725 OSE1_peak_1203 chr12_52638303_52638422 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LOC283404 .
chr12 52674691 52674898 208 52674882 12 7.94161 5.09743 4.21867 OSE1_peak_1204 chr12_52674691_52674898 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52675141 52675268 128 52675235 15 10.8562 6.24375 6.7461 OSE1_peak_1205 chr12_52675141_52675268 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52888431 52888585 155 52888496 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_1206 chr12_52888431_52888585 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KRT6A;KRT6C KRT5
chr12 53229834 53230093 260 53229915 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1207 chr12_53229834_53230093 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KRT4;KRT79 KRT78
chr12 53289767 53290011 245 53289943 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1208 chr12_53289767_53290011 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT8
chr12 53611163 53611316 154 53611249 13 10.34085 6.37842 6.28424 OSE1_peak_1209 chr12_53611163_53611316 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ITGB7;ZNF740 .
chr12 53893576 53893740 165 53893674 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1210 chr12_53893576_53893740 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MAP3K12;PCBP2 ATF7;LOC100652999;NPFF;TARBP2
chr12 54121307 54121491 185 54121409 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_1211 chr12_54121307_54121491 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CALCOCO1 .
chr12 54616381 54616665 285 54616620 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1212 chr12_54616381_54616665 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
chr12 54652982 54653120 139 54653062 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_1213 chr12_54652982_54653120 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR3198‐2 HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10
chr12 54675449 54675578 130 54675500 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_1214 chr12_54675449_54675578 RNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR124 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54677145 54677443 299 54677390 14 10.85551 6.47262 6.74565 OSE1_peak_1215 chr12_54677145_54677443 RNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR124 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54681799 54681924 126 54681806 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_1216 chr12_54681799_54681924 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244CBX5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P1 NFE2
chr12 54682436 54682590 155 54682514 19 17.12579 8.98659 12.48072 OSE1_peak_1217 chr12_54682436_54682590 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244CBX5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P1 NFE2
chr12 56121970 56122106 137 56122065 10 7.33628 5.08256 3.72481 OSE1_peak_1218 chr12_56121970_56122106 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1C1S1;BLOC1S1‐RDH5;ITGA7;R GDF11;SARNP
chr12 56435850 56436007 158 56435938 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1219 chr12_56435850_56436007 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; IKZF4 .
chr12 56439564 56439687 124 56439602 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1220 chr12_56439564_56439687 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IKZF4;RPS26 .
chr12 56510405 56510541 137 56510469 24 14.31041 6.15181 9.86302 OSE1_peak_1221 chr12_56510405_56510541 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56510845 56510975 131 56510905 22 15.94618 7.45926 11.38808 OSE1_peak_1222 chr12_56510845_56510975 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56511600 56512002 403 56511898 28 27.11213 11.97543 21.97039 OSE1_peak_1223 chr12_56511600_56512002 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56552164 56552297 134 56552233 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1224 chr12_56552164_56552297 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ESYT1;MYL6B SMARCC2
chr12 56552522 56553054 533 56552807 18 15.46118 8.26421 10.92588 OSE1_peak_1225 chr12_56552522_56553054 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; ESYT1;MYL6B SMARCC2
chr12 56555631 56555750 120 56555655 11 7.49537 5.00602 3.82241 OSE1_peak_1226 chr12_56555631_56555750 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SM ESYT1;MYL6;MYL6B .
chr12 56557727 56557912 186 56557843 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1227 chr12_56557727_56557912 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SM ESYT1;MYL6;MYL6B .
chr12 56727486 56727611 126 56727593 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1228 chr12_56727486_56727611 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; CNPY2 APOF;IL23A;STAT2
chr12 56912473 56912682 210 56912564 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_1229 chr12_56912473_56912682 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . RBMS2
chr12 57488325 57488444 120 57488386 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1230 chr12_57488325_57488444 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; TMEM194A STAT6
chr12 57505947 57506106 160 57506026 16 13.65532 7.70222 9.2729 OSE1_peak_1231 chr12_57505947_57506106 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 NAB2;STAT6 LRP1
chr12 57521196 57521338 143 57521277 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1232 chr12_57521196_57521338 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 STAT6 LRP1
chr12 57914077 57914311 235 57914195 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_1233 chr12_57914077_57914311 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MARS DCTN2;KIF5A;MBD6
chr12 57941035 57941159 125 57941091 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_1234 chr12_57941035_57941159 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DCTN2;DDIT3;MBD6 KIF5A
chr12 58119916 58120035 120 58119969 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1235 chr12_58119916_58120035 0130776;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244 OS9 CDK4;MARCH9;TSPAN31
chr12 58704640 58704773 134 58704680 21 10.35968 4.80928 6.30164 OSE1_peak_1236 chr12_58704640_58704773 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 58924251 58924429 179 58924322 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_1237 chr12_58924251_58924429 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 59271259 59271378 120 59271319 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_1238 chr12_59271259_59271378 3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 59430904 59431078 175 59430978 23 20.14285 9.57162 15.30492 OSE1_peak_1239 chr12_59430904_59431078 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 59435281 59435413 133 59435339 20 13.40513 6.55028 9.03528 OSE1_peak_1240 chr12_59435281_59435413 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 60542747 60542883 137 60542845 13 10.31222 6.36066 6.25697 OSE1_peak_1241 chr12_60542747_60542883 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 61775572 61775694 123 61775664 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1242 chr12_61775572_61775694 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 63096326 63096495 170 63096400 19 15.44391 7.97635 10.90916 OSE1_peak_1243 chr12_63096326_63096495 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 63126019 63126165 147 63126101 15 11.65117 6.72627 7.45848 OSE1_peak_1244 chr12_63126019_63126165 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 64311859 64312049 191 64311927 34 26.73068 9.79396 21.60001 OSE1_peak_1245 chr12_64311859_64312049 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64312637 64312843 207 64312726 19 14.5783 7.4655 10.11538 OSE1_peak_1246 chr12_64312637_64312843 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64496190 64496401 212 64496291 24 23.08838 10.99113 18.09813 OSE1_peak_1247 chr12_64496190_64496401 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 64498203 64498387 185 64498305 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_1248 chr12_64498203_64498387 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 65019246 65019435 190 65019277 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1249 chr12_65019246_65019435 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;R MIR548C;MIR548Z .
chr12 65729337 65729466 130 65729428 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_1250 chr12_65729337_65729466 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;M . .
chr12 65955858 65955994 137 65955940 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_1251 chr12_65955858_65955994 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65960108 65960257 150 65960198 12 7.69057 4.94303 3.99585 OSE1_peak_1252 chr12_65960108_65960257 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 65997942 65998061 120 65998013 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1253 chr12_65997942_65998061 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66025851 66025985 135 66025920 15 8.23954 4.72004 4.46711 OSE1_peak_1254 chr12_66025851_66025985 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66048444 66048591 148 66048545 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_1255 chr12_66048444_66048591 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66050624 66050959 336 66050815 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_1256 chr12_66050624_66050959 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66172992 66173133 142 66173058 16 12.65395 7.09186 8.36153 OSE1_peak_1257 chr12_66172992_66173133 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;R . .
chr12 66218448 66218589 142 66218512 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1258 chr12_66218448_66218589 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 66227475 66227631 157 66227552 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_1259 chr12_66227475_66227631 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RPSAP52 .
chr12 66285248 66285440 193 66285287 13 8.62822 5.32326 4.78755 OSE1_peak_1260 chr12_66285248_66285440 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 66286140 66286390 251 66286338 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_1261 chr12_66286140_66286390 2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 66364459 66364578 120 66364535 11 8.0397 5.34778 4.29002 OSE1_peak_1262 chr12_66364459_66364578 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HMGA2 .
chr12 68099856 68100060 205 68099967 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_1263 chr12_68099856_68100060 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 68304289 68304462 174 68304345 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_1264 chr12_68304289_68304462 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 68661719 68661928 210 68661828 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1265 chr12_68661719_68661928 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IL22 MDM1
chr12 69239940 69240114 175 69239996 10 7.03051 4.88878 3.48744 OSE1_peak_1266 chr12_69239940_69240114 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MDM2 CPM
chr12 69291621 69291770 150 69291673 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1267 chr12_69291621_69291770 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 69446401 69446630 230 69446520 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1268 chr12_69446401_69446630 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 69783757 69783885 129 69783806 17 13.30547 7.23173 8.94795 OSE1_peak_1269 chr12_69783757_69783885 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;Y . .
chr12 69799402 69799541 140 69799456 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_1270 chr12_69799402_69799541 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 YEATS4 .
chr12 71247219 71247502 284 71247337 26 26.56482 12.37031 21.43783 OSE1_peak_1271 chr12_71247219_71247502 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 71387936 71388147 212 71388100 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1272 chr12_71387936_71388147 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76084571 76084716 146 76084680 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1273 chr12_76084571_76084716 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76116510 76116641 132 76116543 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_1274 chr12_76116510_76116641 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 76414179 76414298 120 76414218 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_1275 chr12_76414179_76414298 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
chr12 76421129 76421288 160 76421228 12 9.08748 5.80929 5.18935 OSE1_peak_1276 chr12_76421129_76421288 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . NAP1L1
chr12 78797054 78797186 133 78797139 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_1277 chr12_78797054_78797186 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 79813892 79814061 170 79814008 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1278 chr12_79813892_79814061 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MIR1252 .
chr12 79941174 79941297 124 79941225 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_1279 chr12_79941174_79941297 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80119920 80120048 129 80119992 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1280 chr12_80119920_80120048 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 80377475 80377632 158 80377541 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_1281 chr12_80377475_80377632 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 87106264 87106424 161 87106362 21 15.16133 7.27961 10.65633 OSE1_peak_1282 chr12_87106264_87106424 4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 87551678 87551875 198 87551766 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1283 chr12_87551678_87551875 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88203736 88203960 225 88203920 13 6.87773 4.28495 3.35863 OSE1_peak_1284 chr12_88203736_88203960 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MKRN9P .
chr12 88214729 88214870 142 88214810 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_1285 chr12_88214729_88214870 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88535953 88536094 142 88536029 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1286 chr12_88535953_88536094 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88641157 88641277 121 88641232 13 9.82247 6.05713 5.82989 OSE1_peak_1287 chr12_88641157_88641277 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88702673 88702894 222 88702774 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1288 chr12_88702673_88702894 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 88719330 88719691 362 88719530 23 22.98808 11.26674 18.00082 OSE1_peak_1289 chr12_88719330_88719691 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 89556531 89556882 352 89556571 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_1290 chr12_89556531_89556882 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 89844830 89845019 190 89844903 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_1291 chr12_89844830_89845019 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 90125486 90125605 120 90125571 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1292 chr12_90125486_90125605 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90127363 90127731 369 90127614 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_1293 chr12_90127363_90127731 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
chr12 90341854 90341973 120 90341911 18 14.93486 7.94651 10.45185 OSE1_peak_1294 chr12_90341854_90341973 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90485167 90485286 120 90485252 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_1295 chr12_90485167_90485286 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 90647616 90647795 180 90647717 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1296 chr12_90647616_90647795 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 91534205 91534324 120 91534265 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_1297 chr12_91534205_91534324 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
chr12 93293230 93293465 236 93293301 13 9.52037 5.87037 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1298 chr12_93293230_93293465 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 93323319 93323438 120 93323376 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1299 chr12_93323319_93323438 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 EEA1 .
chr12 94018903 94019043 141 94018961 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1300 chr12_94018903_94019043 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 94203908 94204027 120 94203982 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_1301 chr12_94203908_94204027 D;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 96031453 96031591 139 96031490 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_1302 chr12_96031453_96031591 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NTN4
chr12 96043180 96043421 242 96043364 17 13.73419 7.48988 9.34592 OSE1_peak_1303 chr12_96043180_96043421 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . NTN4
chr12 96311447 96311566 120 96311554 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1304 chr12_96311447_96311566 8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . AMDHD1
chr12 96429385 96429518 134 96429451 17 14.53938 7.9781 10.07746 OSE1_peak_1305 chr12_96429385_96429518 H;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 96840013 96840137 125 96840064 15 9.25127 5.29426 5.32293 OSE1_peak_1306 chr12_96840013_96840137 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 99148812 99148931 120 99148885 12 8.91233 5.70003 5.03919 OSE1_peak_1307 chr12_99148812_99148931 B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR APAF1 .
chr12 102224178 102224305 128 102224250 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1308 chr12_102224178_102224305 AB;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 102270283 102270487 205 102270368 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1309 chr12_102270283_102270487 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . DRAM1
chr12 102319279 102319444 166 102319368 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1310 chr12_102319279_102319444 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 DRAM1 .
chr12 103954426 103954597 172 103954530 25 21.22648 9.57377 16.32615 OSE1_peak_1311 chr12_103954426_103954597 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . STAB2
chr12 104198786 104199063 278 104198858 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1312 chr12_104198786_104199063 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 104199335 104199454 120 104199369 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_1313 chr12_104199335_104199454 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 104571411 104571584 174 104571471 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1314 chr12_104571411_104571584 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104571732 104571951 220 104571840 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_1315 chr12_104571732_104571951 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 104613443 104613634 192 104613542 31 23.46738 9.00595 18.46071 OSE1_peak_1316 chr12_104613443_104613634 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
chr12 104674787 104674971 185 104674920 13 8.46778 5.22585 4.65834 OSE1_peak_1317 chr12_104674787_104674971 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . EID3
chr12 104749605 104749803 199 104749788 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1318 chr12_104749605_104749803 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TXNRD1 .
chr12 105065526 105065780 255 105065617 32 20.18694 7.21392 15.34633 OSE1_peak_1319 chr12_105065526_105065780 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 105369520 105369666 147 105369603 22 19.0933 9.26335 14.31638 OSE1_peak_1320 chr12_105369520_105369666 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf45
chr12 105879159 105879378 220 105879260 17 14.50385 7.95649 10.04492 OSE1_peak_1321 chr12_105879159_105879378 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106381142 106381485 344 106381462 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1322 chr12_106381142_106381485 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 106424362 106424568 207 106424466 30 24.54407 9.85788 19.49295 OSE1_peak_1323 chr12_106424362_106424568 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 107167793 107167999 207 107167924 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_1324 chr12_107167793_107167999 7944;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M RFX4 RIC8B
chr12 107173924 107174113 190 107174022 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1325 chr12_107173924_107174113 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; LOC100287944;RFX4 .
chr12 107234158 107234331 174 107234242 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_1326 chr12_107234158_107234331 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 108700930 108701082 153 108701011 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_1327 chr12_108700930_108701082 R1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 109033427 109033546 120 109033483 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_1328 chr12_109033427_109033546 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SELPLG CORO1C
chr12 109220099 109220335 237 109220185 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_1329 chr12_109220099_109220335 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109220479 109220764 286 109220681 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1330 chr12_109220479_109220764 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109226914 109227058 145 109227013 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_1331 chr12_109226914_109227058 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109232248 109232394 147 109232296 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_1332 chr12_109232248_109232394 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109233222 109233352 131 109233309 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1333 chr12_109233222_109233352 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 109250372 109250648 277 109250378 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_1334 chr12_109250372_109250648 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . DAO
chr12 110547253 110547393 141 110547289 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_1335 chr12_110547253_110547393 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . IFT81
chr12 111165280 111165437 158 111165395 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1336 chr12_111165280_111165437 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
chr12 111180906 111181027 122 111180949 13 9.82247 6.05713 5.82989 OSE1_peak_1337 chr12_111180906_111181027 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PPP1CC .
chr12 111355464 111355583 120 111355538 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_1338 chr12_111355464_111355583 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; CCDC63 LOC100131138
chr12 111847259 111847527 269 111847488 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1339 chr12_111847259_111847527 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 111847830 111848014 185 111847903 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_1340 chr12_111847830_111848014 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . .
chr12 111876358 111876595 238 111876524 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1341 chr12_111876358_111876595 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S . ATXN2
chr12 112450469 112450645 177 112450556 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_1342 chr12_112450469_112450645 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TM . ERP29;NAA25
chr12 112500107 112500231 125 112500148 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1343 chr12_112500107_112500231 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 112846522 112846665 144 112846583 13 10.36964 6.39628 6.3113 OSE1_peak_1344 chr12_112846522_112846665 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 C12orf51 PTPN11
chr12 115094021 115094140 120 115094094 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_1345 chr12_115094021_115094140 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . TBX3
chr12 115115289 115115414 126 115115344 12 8.91233 5.70003 5.03919 OSE1_peak_1346 chr12_115115289_115115414 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 115121733 115121852 120 115121761 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_1347 chr12_115121733_115121852 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 115371174 115371643 470 115371305 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_1348 chr12_115371174_115371643 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 115593944 115594197 254 115594153 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_1349 chr12_115593944_115594197 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 115843086 115843232 147 115843155 22 16.21896 7.6105 11.6323 OSE1_peak_1350 chr12_115843086_115843232 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 116590255 116590390 136 116590276 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_1351 chr12_116590255_116590390 3L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR MIR620 .
chr12 116871967 116872247 281 116872180 25 17.08726 7.31734 12.44549 OSE1_peak_1352 chr12_116871967_116872247 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR4472‐2 .
chr12 117565942 117566241 300 117566163 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_1353 chr12_117565942_117566241 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 TESC FBXO21
chr12 118490301 118490539 239 118490445 36 32.52534 12.16079 27.22573 OSE1_peak_1354 chr12_118490301_118490539 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; RFC5 VSIG10
chr12 120242272 120242569 298 120242503 18 15.83468 8.4905 11.28012 OSE1_peak_1355 chr12_120242272_120242569 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 120633464 120633666 203 120633598 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1356 chr12_120633464_120633666 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN;RPLP0
chr12 120638261 120638482 222 120638460 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1357 chr12_120638261_120638482 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120638803 120638943 141 120638895 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1358 chr12_120638803_120638943 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120669147 120669346 200 120669230 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1359 chr12_120669147_120669346 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC100506649 .
chr12 120672729 120672977 249 120672772 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1360 chr12_120672729_120672977 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC100506649 .
chr12 120728489 120728659 171 120728585 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_1361 chr12_120728489_120728659 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120728868 120729713 846 120729391 90 104.18279 25.61067 97.54216 OSE1_peak_1362 chr12_120728868_120729713 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120730437 120731049 613 120730628 50 51.24136 16.76217 45.52198 OSE1_peak_1363 chr12_120730437_120731049 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
chr12 120884110 120884284 175 120884211 18 16.269 8.75419 11.68126 OSE1_peak_1364 chr12_120884110_120884284 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 COX6A1 DYNLL1;SRSF9
chr12 120895873 120895992 120 120895900 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1365 chr12_120895873_120895992 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 COX6A1;TRIAP1 DYNLL1;SRSF9
chr12 121474672 121474797 126 121474750 15 12.27965 7.11095 8.01741 OSE1_peak_1366 chr12_121474672_121474797 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; C12orf43 .
chr12 122222982 122223163 182 122223111 9 5.6228 4.15046 2.38394 OSE1_peak_1367 chr12_122222982_122223163 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; TMEM120B LOC338799;SETD1B
chr12 122240495 122240624 130 122240533 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_1368 chr12_122240495_122240624 799;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M RHOF;TMEM120B SETD1B
chr12 122884590 122884719 130 122884642 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_1369 chr12_122884590_122884719 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LOC100507066 .
chr12 123163653 123163928 276 123163767 28 26.21725 11.45374 21.10423 OSE1_peak_1370 chr12_123163653_123163928 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HCAR2
chr12 123237252 123237385 134 123237307 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_1371 chr12_123237252_123237385 R;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 HCAR1 CCDC62
chr12 123380720 123380916 197 123380814 12 8.79113 5.62448 4.92961 OSE1_peak_1372 chr12_123380720_123380916 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 VPS37B ABCB9
chr12 123383550 123383673 124 123383612 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_1373 chr12_123383550_123383673 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 VPS37B ABCB9
chr12 124656861 124657159 299 124657086 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1374 chr12_124656861_124657159 MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF66 . .
chr12 124657283 124657407 125 124657354 12 9.29598 5.9394 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1375 chr12_124657283_124657407 MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF66 . .
chr12 124865000 124865170 171 124865077 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1376 chr12_124865000_124865170 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 124866468 124866619 152 124866516 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1377 chr12_124866468_124866619 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 124907786 124907905 120 124907867 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_1378 chr12_124907786_124907905 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;N . .
chr12 125139681 125139860 180 125139743 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_1379 chr12_125139681_125139860 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 125389494 125389633 140 125389569 19 14.9985 7.71248 10.511 OSE1_peak_1380 chr12_125389494_125389633 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125393944 125396055 2112 125394875 31 33.7966 14.78564 28.45932 OSE1_peak_1381 chr12_125393944_125396055 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
chr12 125398200 125398603 404 125398498 17 14.9052 8.20083 10.42498 OSE1_peak_1382 chr12_125398200_125398603 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125398913 125399099 187 125398927 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1383 chr12_125398913_125399099 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125406292 125406420 129 125406326 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_1384 chr12_125406292_125406420 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 UBC DHX37
chr12 125408612 125408892 281 125408697 19 15.88265 8.23807 11.32725 OSE1_peak_1385 chr12_125408612_125408892 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 UBC DHX37
chr12 125424182 125424369 188 125424281 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_1386 chr12_125424182_125424369 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 UBC DHX37
chr12 125424538 125424657 120 125424557 14 10.66417 6.35499 6.57067 OSE1_peak_1387 chr12_125424538_125424657 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 UBC DHX37
chr12 126512485 126512713 229 126512551 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1388 chr12_126512485_126512713 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 126822250 126822400 151 126822343 17 11.34686 6.07931 7.17542 OSE1_peak_1389 chr12_126822250_126822400 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 126874808 126874974 167 126874887 10 6.88626 4.79733 3.36349 OSE1_peak_1390 chr12_126874808_126874974 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 126991547 126991666 120 126991617 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_1391 chr12_126991547_126991666 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127153129 127153399 271 127153285 42 41.60465 14.82971 36.07567 OSE1_peak_1392 chr12_127153129_127153399 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127153515 127153648 134 127153573 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1393 chr12_127153515_127153648 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 127757547 127757824 278 127757583 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1394 chr12_127757547_127757824 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 131363142 131363366 225 131363304 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1395 chr12_131363142_131363366 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 RAN .
chr12 132356833 132357005 173 132356948 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1396 chr12_132356833_132357005 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MMP17 ULK1
chr13 20925599 20925780 182 20925637 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1397 chr13_20925599_20925780 . . .
chr13 20993799 20994064 266 20993873 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_1398 chr13_20993799_20994064 CRYL1 . MIR4499
chr13 21388225 21388344 120 21388287 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1399 chr13_21388225_21388344 XPO4 . .
chr13 21643839 21643958 120 21643874 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_1400 chr13_21643839_21643958 . LATS2 .
chr13 22091004 22091132 129 22091078 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1401 chr13_22091004_22091132 EFHA1 . .
chr13 24132798 24132966 169 24132857 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_1402 chr13_24132798_24132966 . . TNFRSF19
chr13 24845122 24845241 120 24845198 21 9.29428 4.32634 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1403 chr13_24845122_24845241 SPATA13 . .
chr13 27543004 27543123 120 27543078 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_1404 chr13_27543004_27543123 . . .
chr13 27832320 27832439 120 27832348 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1405 chr13_27832320_27832439 . 1;RPL21P28;SNORA27;SNOR RASL11A
chr13 28179856 28179983 128 28179903 20 15.80116 7.91116 11.24725 OSE1_peak_1406 chr13_28179856_28179983 LNX2 . POLR1D
chr13 30914713 30914856 144 30914773 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_1407 chr13_30914713_30914856 LINC00426 . .
chr13 31191964 31192146 183 31192067 10 6.12048 4.31321 2.79418 OSE1_peak_1408 chr13_31191964_31192146 USPL1 . .
chr13 31287239 31287626 388 31287422 23 20.02416 9.50196 15.19146 OSE1_peak_1409 chr13_31287239_31287626 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31293101 31293357 257 31293306 14 10.17634 6.05626 6.13488 OSE1_peak_1410 chr13_31293101_31293357 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31314307 31314503 197 31314412 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1411 chr13_31314307_31314503 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31619226 31619364 139 31619261 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1412 chr13_31619226_31619364 . . .
chr13 31736496 31736632 137 31736554 22 17.40796 8.28222 12.7389 OSE1_peak_1413 chr13_31736496_31736632 . HSPH1 .
chr13 32330590 32330795 206 32330709 17 15.01886 8.27009 10.53101 OSE1_peak_1414 chr13_32330590_32330795 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32341508 32341627 120 32341518 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1415 chr13_32341508_32341627 RXFP2 . .
chr13 33859034 33859261 228 33859257 14 7.70298 4.59102 4.00742 OSE1_peak_1416 chr13_33859034_33859261 STARD13 . .
chr13 34600001 34600180 180 34600104 23 22.98808 11.26674 18.00082 OSE1_peak_1417 chr13_34600001_34600180 . . .
chr13 34651088 34651305 218 34651157 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_1418 chr13_34651088_34651305 . . .
chr13 36497637 36497784 148 36497704 11 8.15748 5.42181 4.39657 OSE1_peak_1419 chr13_36497637_36497784 DCLK1;MIR548F5 . .
chr13 41582634 41582770 137 41582696 18 11.67161 6.04192 7.47754 OSE1_peak_1420 chr13_41582634_41582770 ELF1;TTL . .
chr13 41623802 41623921 120 41623856 9 5.6228 4.15046 2.38394 OSE1_peak_1421 chr13_41623802_41623921 TTL . WBP4
chr13 41706866 41707115 250 41706985 32 34.06524 14.54749 28.72055 OSE1_peak_1422 chr13_41706866_41707115 KBTBD6;TTL . .
chr13 41768647 41768817 171 41768730 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_1423 chr13_41768647_41768817 KBTBD7;TTL . MTRF1
chr13 42170885 42171024 140 42170944 22 20.8905 10.33458 16.00728 OSE1_peak_1424 chr13_42170885_42171024 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42401977 42402347 371 42402093 18 15.38874 8.22039 10.85668 OSE1_peak_1425 chr13_42401977_42402347 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42708335 42708454 120 42708428 13 9.05415 5.58344 5.15956 OSE1_peak_1426 chr13_42708335_42708454 DGKH;TTL . .
chr13 43061135 43061291 157 43061187 39 23.36176 7.14826 18.35972 OSE1_peak_1427 chr13_43061135_43061291 TTL . .
chr13 43570730 43571040 311 43570837 22 20.8905 10.33458 16.00728 OSE1_peak_1428 chr13_43570730_43571040 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 43579788 43579907 120 43579844 13 8.58761 5.29857 4.7487 OSE1_peak_1429 chr13_43579788_43579907 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 44887132 44887304 173 44887217 23 17.89566 8.27705 13.19463 OSE1_peak_1430 chr13_44887132_44887304 TTL . .
chr13 45240869 45241066 198 45240987 10 7.13696 4.95627 3.55408 OSE1_peak_1431 chr13_45240869_45241066 TTL . .
chr13 45417559 45417708 150 45417672 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1432 chr13_45417559_45417708 TTL . .
chr13 45763710 45763897 188 45763810 22 19.81956 9.69399 15.00178 OSE1_peak_1433 chr13_45763710_45763897 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
chr13 45779760 45779895 136 45779821 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1434 chr13_45779760_45779895 GTF2F2;TTL KCTD4 .
chr13 45906486 45906733 248 45906659 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1435 chr13_45906486_45906733 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45908642 45908900 259 45908804 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_1436 chr13_45908642_45908900 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45914362 45914629 268 45914447 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1437 chr13_45914362_45914629 TPT1;TTL SNORA31 TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45915178 45915302 125 45915243 14 10.9396 6.52437 6.82532 OSE1_peak_1438 chr13_45915178_45915302 TPT1;TTL SNORA31 TPT1‐AS1
chr13 46929072 46929209 138 46929177 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1439 chr13_46929072_46929209 KIAA0226L;TTL . .
chr13 48058792 48058920 129 48058842 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1440 chr13_48058792_48058920 TTL . .
chr13 49323962 49324108 147 49324032 20 8.5589 4.12969 4.72097 OSE1_peak_1441 chr13_49323962_49324108 TTL . .
chr13 49597646 49597787 142 49597719 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_1442 chr13_49597646_49597787 FNDC3A;TTL . .
chr13 50159893 50160019 127 50159909 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_1443 chr13_50159893_50160019 TTL RCBTB1 .
chr13 50432688 50432951 264 50432835 46 41.36477 13.22749 35.84354 OSE1_peak_1444 chr13_50432688_50432951 TTL . .
chr13 50510345 50510487 143 50510395 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_1445 chr13_50510345_50510487 SPRYD7;TTL . .
chr13 51252635 51252886 252 51252777 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_1446 chr13_51252635_51252886 TTL . .
chr13 60351435 60351569 135 60351535 13 8.8793 5.47638 5.01368 OSE1_peak_1447 chr13_60351435_60351569 DIAPH3;TTL . .
chr13 65298026 65298168 143 65298100 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_1448 chr13_65298026_65298168 TTL . .
chr13 66267204 66267365 162 66267295 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1449 chr13_66267204_66267365 TTL . .
chr13 67247642 67247826 185 67247748 12 6.93405 4.4834 3.39893 OSE1_peak_1450 chr13_67247642_67247826 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67693847 67693967 121 67693929 16 12.83583 7.20233 8.53354 OSE1_peak_1451 chr13_67693847_67693967 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67873213 67873340 128 67873274 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1452 chr13_67873213_67873340 TTL . .
chr13 67944114 67944256 143 67944201 20 13.18053 6.42743 8.82929 OSE1_peak_1453 chr13_67944114_67944256 TTL . .
chr13 69379977 69380096 120 69380015 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1454 chr13_69379977_69380096 TTL . .
chr13 70139568 70139795 228 70139668 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1455 chr13_70139568_70139795 TTL . .
chr13 72865584 72865776 193 72865628 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_1456 chr13_72865584_72865776 TTL . .
chr13 74817813 74817932 120 74817884 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1457 chr13_74817813_74817932 TTL . .
chr13 75399924 75400135 212 75400031 28 29.71227 13.51428 24.49625 OSE1_peak_1458 chr13_75399924_75400135 TTL . .
chr13 75756211 75756345 135 75756258 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_1459 chr13_75756211_75756345 TTL . .
chr13 75901149 75901280 132 75901181 11 7.31553 4.89344 3.71009 OSE1_peak_1460 chr13_75901149_75901280 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 75933536 75933664 129 75933604 21 14.90145 7.13494 10.4214 OSE1_peak_1461 chr13_75933536_75933664 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 76195531 76195716 186 76195600 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_1462 chr13_76195531_76195716 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
chr13 77086948 77087093 146 77087014 27 17.15098 6.89002 12.50344 OSE1_peak_1463 chr13_77086948_77087093 TTL . .
chr13 77090243 77090443 201 77090362 18 15.28142 8.15552 10.7666 OSE1_peak_1464 chr13_77090243_77090443 TTL . .
chr13 80510596 80510891 296 80510865 12 8.58063 5.4934 4.74179 OSE1_peak_1465 chr13_80510596_80510891 TTL . .
chr13 81043863 81044024 162 81043977 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1466 chr13_81043863_81044024 TTL . .
chr13 81239165 81239284 120 81239252 18 12.10685 6.28694 7.85617 OSE1_peak_1467 chr13_81239165_81239284 TTL . .
chr13 83229115 83229259 145 83229142 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_1468 chr13_83229115_83229259 TTL . .
chr13 84766322 84766455 134 84766392 15 12.1547 7.03433 7.90199 OSE1_peak_1469 chr13_84766322_84766455 TTL . .
chr13 85004205 85004441 237 85004235 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1470 chr13_85004205_85004441 TTL . .
chr13 86071898 86072057 160 86071996 26 25.09863 11.49869 20.02894 OSE1_peak_1471 chr13_86071898_86072057 TTL . .
chr13 87613325 87613447 123 87613418 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1472 chr13_87613325_87613447 TTL . .
chr13 87741739 87741928 190 87741854 22 19.17111 9.3093 14.38631 OSE1_peak_1473 chr13_87741739_87741928 TTL . .
chr13 87776347 87776706 360 87776602 28 14.93249 5.7029 10.44963 OSE1_peak_1474 chr13_87776347_87776706 TTL . .
chr13 88666919 88667074 156 88666989 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1475 chr13_88666919_88667074 TTL . .
chr13 90110461 90110596 136 90110528 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1476 chr13_90110461_90110596 TTL . .
chr13 90379085 90379347 263 90379129 19 15.64323 8.09505 11.09738 OSE1_peak_1477 chr13_90379085_90379347 TTL . .
chr13 91338807 91339033 227 91338920 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1478 chr13_91338807_91339033 TTL . .
chr13 92876840 92877035 196 92876928 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_1479 chr13_92876840_92877035 GPC5;TTL . .
chr13 94791507 94791674 168 94791599 13 9.9009 6.10569 5.90422 OSE1_peak_1480 chr13_94791507_94791674 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 95740335 95740454 120 95740414 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_1481 chr13_95740335_95740454 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 95752360 95752479 120 95752439 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1482 chr13_95752360_95752479 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 96366753 96366946 194 96366852 32 28.543 11.38094 23.35886 OSE1_peak_1483 chr13_96366753_96366946 DNAJC3;TTL . .
chr13 97656898 97657049 152 97656975 12 5.95559 3.90563 2.6608 OSE1_peak_1484 chr13_97656898_97657049 TTL OXGR1 .
chr13 97961109 97961238 130 97961198 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1485 chr13_97961109_97961238 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 98599608 98599743 136 98599660 25 15.24123 6.39788 10.72738 OSE1_peak_1486 chr13_98599608_98599743 TTL . IPO5
chr13 99128801 99129075 275 99128991 24 21.19871 9.87392 16.29955 OSE1_peak_1487 chr13_99128801_99129075 STK24;TTL FARP1 .
chr13 99137153 99137447 295 99137264 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1488 chr13_99137153_99137447 STK24;TTL . .
chr13 99852629 99852826 198 99852708 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1489 chr13_99852629_99852826 TTL;UBAC2;UBAC2‐AS1 . MIR548AN
chr13 101910578 101910711 134 101910629 20 14.91618 7.39877 10.43391 OSE1_peak_1490 chr13_101910578_101910711 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 101961578 101961774 197 101961633 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1491 chr13_101961578_101961774 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 102301886 102302075 190 102301991 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1492 chr13_102301886_102302075 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102938822 102939076 255 102938901 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_1493 chr13_102938822_102939076 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
chr13 103940014 103940210 197 103940047 10 6.63206 4.63626 3.14151 OSE1_peak_1494 chr13_103940014_103940210 TTL . .
chr13 104793127 104793247 121 104793211 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1495 chr13_104793127_104793247 TTL . .
chr13 105223563 105223682 120 105223612 13 10.63622 6.56161 6.5531 OSE1_peak_1496 chr13_105223563_105223682 TTL . .
chr13 105606660 105606829 170 105606772 17 11.56998 6.20778 7.38327 OSE1_peak_1497 chr13_105606660_105606829 TTL . .
chr13 106567137 106567256 120 106567139 9 5.89766 4.32652 2.60999 OSE1_peak_1498 chr13_106567137_106567256 TTL . .
chr13 106803810 106803929 120 106803876 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_1499 chr13_106803810_106803929 TTL . .
chr13 107028892 107029043 152 107028940 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1500 chr13_107028892_107029043 LINC00460;TTL . .
chr13 107031563 107031734 172 107031652 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_1501 chr13_107031563_107031734 TTL LINC00460 .
chr13 107992460 107992589 130 107992508 18 15.79646 8.46732 11.24522 OSE1_peak_1502 chr13_107992460_107992589 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 108001430 108001581 152 108001442 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_1503 chr13_108001430_108001581 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 108111870 108111997 128 108111958 11 8.45403 5.60813 4.6452 OSE1_peak_1504 chr13_108111870_108111997 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 109624365 109624560 196 109624452 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_1505 chr13_109624365_109624560 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109808633 109808791 159 109808635 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1506 chr13_109808633_109808791 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109896095 109896285 191 109896154 21 13.94012 6.60954 9.54047 OSE1_peak_1507 chr13_109896095_109896285 TTL . .
chr13 109909487 109909660 174 109909580 28 12.54841 4.74911 8.26512 OSE1_peak_1508 chr13_109909487_109909660 TTL . .
chr13 109926979 109927110 132 109927041 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_1509 chr13_109926979_109927110 TTL . .
chr13 110034364 110034632 269 110034412 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1510 chr13_110034364_110034632 TTL . .
chr13 110037079 110037225 147 110037190 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_1511 chr13_110037079_110037225 TTL . .
chr13 110351190 110351375 186 110351280 29 21.28271 8.44308 16.37751 OSE1_peak_1512 chr13_110351190_110351375 TTL . .
chr13 110492931 110493127 197 110493064 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_1513 chr13_110492931_110493127 TTL . .
chr13 110658751 110658964 214 110658847 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1514 chr13_110658751_110658964 TTL . .
chr13 110664553 110664771 219 110664664 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_1515 chr13_110664553_110664771 TTL . .
chr13 110972683 110972833 151 110972797 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1516 chr13_110972683_110972833 COL4A2;TTL COL4A1 .
chr13 111000463 111000598 136 111000552 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_1517 chr13_111000463_111000598 COL4A2;TTL . .
chr13 111367557 111367754 198 111367659 25 25.69622 12.20563 20.602 OSE1_peak_1518 chr13_111367557_111367754 ING1;TTL CARS2 .
chr13 113377310 113377429 120 113377355 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1519 chr13_113377310_113377429 ATP11A . .
chr13 114065227 114065365 139 114065248 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1520 chr13_114065227_114065365 . . ADPRHL1
chr13 114147756 114147875 120 114147802 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_1521 chr13_114147756_114147875 TMCO3 DCUN1D2 .
chr13 114487958 114488194 237 114488103 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1522 chr13_114487958_114488194 FAM70B . .
chr13 114488338 114488489 152 114488374 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_1523 chr13_114488338_114488489 FAM70B . .
chr13 114489073 114489217 145 114489139 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1524 chr13_114489073_114489217 FAM70B . .
chr13 114489363 114489614 252 114489412 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_1525 chr13_114489363_114489614 FAM70B . .
chr13 114523816 114523935 120 114523829 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_1526 chr13_114523816_114523935 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114524384 114524503 120 114524444 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1527 chr13_114524384_114524503 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114600283 114600440 158 114600363 22 15.68203 7.31391 11.13493 OSE1_peak_1528 chr13_114600283_114600440 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114619304 114619461 158 114619398 14 11.47293 6.85316 7.29681 OSE1_peak_1529 chr13_114619304_114619461 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114830829 114830978 150 114830861 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1530 chr13_114830829_114830978 RASA3 . .
chr13 114880852 114881025 174 114880879 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1531 chr13_114880852_114881025 RASA3 . .
chr13 115000870 115000992 123 115000946 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1532 chr13_115000870_115000992 CDC16 . .
chr14 20470423 20470856 434 20470569 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1533 chr14_20470423_20470856 . OR4K15 OR4K14
chr14 20811461 20811607 147 20811529 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_1534 chr14_20811461_20811607 RPPH1 CCNB1IP1;SNORD126 PARP2;TEP1
chr14 20937776 20938011 236 20937815 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1535 chr14_20937776_20938011 PNP APEX1;OSGEP;TMEM55B .
chr14 20945841 20946006 166 20945936 19 15.50976 8.01553 10.96956 OSE1_peak_1536 chr14_20945841_20946006 PNP APEX1;OSGEP;TMEM55B .
chr14 21101167 21101302 136 21101222 14 11.25939 6.72143 7.10249 OSE1_peak_1537 chr14_21101167_21101302 . . OR6S1
chr14 21686424 21686576 153 21686468 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1538 chr14_21686424_21686576 HNRNPC LOC283624 .
chr14 22764684 22764826 143 22764779 11 7.51584 5.01885 3.84225 OSE1_peak_1539 chr14_22764684_22764826 . . .
chr14 23025256 23025452 197 23025328 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_1540 chr14_23025256_23025452 . . DAD1
chr14 23083279 23083433 155 23083359 9 6.15798 4.49329 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1541 chr14_23083279_23083433 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
chr14 23398802 23398936 135 23398842 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1542 chr14_23398802_23398936 . PRMT5;RBM23 HAUS4;MIR4707
chr14 23451865 23452172 308 23452067 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1543 chr14_23451865_23452172 . AJUBA;HAUS4;MIR4707 C14orf93
chr14 23531353 23531507 155 23531416 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1544 chr14_23531353_23531507 ACIN1 CDH24;PSMB11;PSMB5 .
chr14 23540510 23540689 180 23540614 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1545 chr14_23540510_23540689 ACIN1 CDH24;PSMB11 C14orf119
chr14 24630195 24630461 267 24630398 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1546 chr14_24630195_24630461 IRF9 158A;FITM1;PSME1;PSME2;R IPO4;REC8;TM9SF1
chr14 24685111 24685331 221 24685159 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1547 chr14_24685111_24685331 MDP1;NEDD8‐MDP1 CHMP4A;IPO4;TM9SF1;TSSK4 GMPR2;NEDD8;TINF2
chr14 24701731 24701885 155 24701874 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_1548 chr14_24701731_24701885 GMPR2 A;MDP1;NEDD8;NEDD8‐MDP TGM1;TINF2
chr14 25452009 25452169 161 25452119 14 10.6107 6.32217 6.52804 OSE1_peak_1549 chr14_25452009_25452169 STXBP6 . .
chr14 25476233 25476352 120 25476281 11 7.35482 4.91802 3.74301 OSE1_peak_1550 chr14_25476233_25476352 STXBP6 . .
chr14 26669451 26669635 185 26669525 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1551 chr14_26669451_26669635 . . .
chr14 27835866 27836044 179 27835947 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1552 chr14_27835866_27836044 . . .
chr14 28851017 28851185 169 28851080 19 15.64323 8.09505 11.09738 OSE1_peak_1553 chr14_28851017_28851185 . . .
chr14 28852206 28852386 181 28852259 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1554 chr14_28852206_28852386 . . .
chr14 29130251 29130370 120 29130274 12 9.43112 6.02372 5.48656 OSE1_peak_1555 chr14_29130251_29130370 . . .
chr14 29130646 29130819 174 29130762 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_1556 chr14_29130646_29130819 . . .
chr14 30054303 30054422 120 30054395 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1557 chr14_30054303_30054422 MIR548AI;PRKD1 . .
chr14 30663056 30663281 226 30663171 20 16.83496 8.52093 12.20465 OSE1_peak_1558 chr14_30663056_30663281 . . .
chr14 30692662 30692788 127 30692737 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_1559 chr14_30692662_30692788 . . .
chr14 31091374 31091715 342 31091459 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1560 chr14_31091374_31091715 SCFD1 G2E3 .
chr14 31435835 31436105 271 31435880 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_1561 chr14_31435835_31436105 STRN3 . .
chr14 31528910 31529038 129 31529000 13 10.06148 6.20519 6.03519 OSE1_peak_1562 chr14_31528910_31529038 AP4S1 . .
chr14 31699080 31699199 120 31699173 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1563 chr14_31699080_31699199 . HECTD1 .
chr14 32350161 32350320 160 32350272 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1564 chr14_32350161_32350320 . NUBPL .
chr14 32461335 32461540 206 32461491 13 9.35218 5.76665 5.4155 OSE1_peak_1565 chr14_32461335_32461540 . . .
chr14 32579359 32579480 122 32579446 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1566 chr14_32579359_32579480 ARHGAP5 . .
chr14 32699422 32699541 120 32699511 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_1567 chr14_32699422_32699541 . . .
chr14 32867640 32867774 135 32867719 15 12.43962 7.20912 8.16377 OSE1_peak_1568 chr14_32867640_32867774 AKAP6 . .
chr14 34116788 34116955 168 34116884 20 13.87586 6.81063 9.48195 OSE1_peak_1569 chr14_34116788_34116955 NPAS3 . .
chr14 35169447 35169566 120 35169489 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_1570 chr14_35169447_35169566 . . CFL2
chr14 35835287 35835509 223 35835462 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1571 chr14_35835287_35835509 . . .
chr14 35869091 35869408 318 35869265 18 16.30979 8.77897 11.71834 OSE1_peak_1572 chr14_35869091_35869408 . . NFKBIA
chr14 35869576 35869855 280 35869774 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_1573 chr14_35869576_35869855 . . NFKBIA
chr14 35869973 35870451 479 35870085 31 33.58661 14.66111 28.25769 OSE1_peak_1574 chr14_35869973_35870451 . . NFKBIA
chr14 38567709 38567963 255 38567768 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1575 chr14_38567709_38567963 . . .
chr14 38759876 38760080 205 38760019 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_1576 chr14_38759876_38760080 . . .
chr14 38809058 38809177 120 38809104 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1577 chr14_38809058_38809177 . . .
chr14 38812128 38812295 168 38812230 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_1578 chr14_38812128_38812295 . . .
chr14 38873401 38873549 149 38873487 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_1579 chr14_38873401_38873549 . . .
chr14 42610365 42610519 155 42610439 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1580 chr14_42610365_42610519 . . .
chr14 43463302 43463483 182 43463385 26 27.07512 12.67508 21.93348 OSE1_peak_1581 chr14_43463302_43463483 . . .
chr14 46523872 46524008 137 46523965 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_1582 chr14_46523872_46524008 . . .
chr14 50049105 50049294 190 50049279 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1583 chr14_50049105_50049294 RPS29 . LRR1
chr14 50100735 50100870 136 50100789 14 11.17033 6.66652 7.02052 OSE1_peak_1584 chr14_50100735_50100870 DNAAF2 LRR1;MGAT2;RPL36AL POLE2
chr14 50418185 50418309 125 50418211 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_1585 chr14_50418185_50418309 . . .
chr14 50449431 50449667 237 50449456 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_1586 chr14_50449431_50449667 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50465979 50466111 133 50466076 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1587 chr14_50465979_50466111 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50467564 50467856 293 50467625 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1588 chr14_50467564_50467856 C14orf182 . .
chr14 51428670 51428821 152 51428756 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_1589 chr14_51428670_51428821 . PYGL TRIM9
chr14 52014071 52014214 144 52014139 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_1590 chr14_52014071_52014214 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52021227 52021407 181 52021303 15 12.21685 7.07243 7.95703 OSE1_peak_1591 chr14_52021227_52021407 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52021871 52022028 158 52021949 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1592 chr14_52021871_52022028 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52304261 52304411 151 52304335 14 11.05376 6.59468 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1593 chr14_52304261_52304411 . . GNG2
chr14 52492096 52492323 228 52492214 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_1594 chr14_52492096_52492323 NID2 C14orf166 .
chr14 52924751 52924943 193 52924854 33 33.99757 14.11157 28.65337 OSE1_peak_1595 chr14_52924751_52924943 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 54309856 54310045 190 54309939 30 30.46051 13.2022 25.21434 OSE1_peak_1596 chr14_54309856_54310045 . . .
chr14 54778980 54779143 164 54779076 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_1597 chr14_54778980_54779143 . . .
chr14 55142779 55142947 169 55142851 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1598 chr14_55142779_55142947 SAMD4A . .
chr14 59213073 59213249 177 59213178 17 13.01532 7.05797 8.69734 OSE1_peak_1599 chr14_59213073_59213249 . . .
chr14 59365423 59365583 161 59365502 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_1600 chr14_59365423_59365583 . . .
chr14 59384819 59384970 152 59384910 8 5.07397 3.9356 2.06054 OSE1_peak_1601 chr14_59384819_59384970 . . .
chr14 59719200 59719319 120 59719298 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1602 chr14_59719200_59719319 DAAM1 . .
chr14 59777530 59777693 164 59777604 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1603 chr14_59777530_59777693 DAAM1 . .
chr14 60561086 60561236 151 60561170 25 12.41765 5.11295 8.143 OSE1_peak_1604 chr14_60561086_60561236 C14orf135 . .
chr14 60618633 60618755 123 60618673 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_1605 chr14_60618633_60618755 DHRS7 C14orf135 .
chr14 61645586 61645716 131 61645657 18 15.24601 8.13413 10.73196 OSE1_peak_1606 chr14_61645586_61645716 . . .
chr14 61650847 61651047 201 61650944 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1607 chr14_61650847_61651047 . . .
chr14 61932969 61933145 177 61933058 35 34.45286 13.59337 29.09769 OSE1_peak_1608 chr14_61932969_61933145 PRKCH . .
chr14 61939050 61939255 206 61939155 32 20.18694 7.21392 15.34633 OSE1_peak_1609 chr14_61939050_61939255 PRKCH . .
chr14 61943619 61943766 148 61943662 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_1610 chr14_61943619_61943766 PRKCH . .
chr14 62020585 62020791 207 62020712 21 15.70796 7.58729 11.1585 OSE1_peak_1611 chr14_62020585_62020791 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62028556 62029018 463 62028900 13 8.81531 5.43728 4.95158 OSE1_peak_1612 chr14_62028556_62029018 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62031498 62031660 163 62031544 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1613 chr14_62031498_62031660 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62061226 62061400 175 62061315 25 21.22648 9.57377 16.32615 OSE1_peak_1614 chr14_62061226_62061400 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62169745 62169892 148 62169824 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_1615 chr14_62169745_62169892 HIF1A . .
chr14 62173322 62173452 131 62173378 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1616 chr14_62173322_62173452 HIF1A . .
chr14 62175591 62175767 177 62175679 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_1617 chr14_62175591_62175767 HIF1A . .
chr14 62216846 62217060 215 62216943 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_1618 chr14_62216846_62217060 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 64029259 64029378 120 64029330 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1619 chr14_64029259_64029378 . PPP2R5E .
chr14 65174529 65174648 120 65174577 24 11.61096 4.9163 7.4217 OSE1_peak_1620 chr14_65174529_65174648 PLEKHG3 . .
chr14 65187779 65187898 120 65187794 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1621 chr14_65187779_65187898 PLEKHG3 . SPTB
chr14 65381207 65381326 120 65381284 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1622 chr14_65381207_65381326 CHURC1;CHURC1‐FNTB . GPX2
chr14 65705311 65705611 301 65705378 16 13.2488 7.45389 8.89262 OSE1_peak_1623 chr14_65705311_65705611 . . .
chr14 65709458 65709633 176 65709528 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1624 chr14_65709458_65709633 . . .
chr14 65757726 65757851 126 65757760 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_1625 chr14_65757726_65757851 . . .
chr14 66258595 66258899 305 66258818 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_1626 chr14_66258595_66258899 . . .
chr14 67441494 67441624 131 67441536 9 5.97003 4.37289 2.66737 OSE1_peak_1627 chr14_67441494_67441624 GPHN . .
chr14 67688394 67688661 268 67688473 26 23.24221 10.41184 18.24325 OSE1_peak_1628 chr14_67688394_67688661 FAM71D . MPP5
chr14 67826405 67826595 191 67826428 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_1629 chr14_67826405_67826595 ATP6V1D MPP5 EIF2S1;PLEK2
chr14 68860109 68860257 149 68860165 12 8.02178 5.14689 4.27309 OSE1_peak_1630 chr14_68860109_68860257 RAD51B . .
chr14 69014520 69014719 200 69014608 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1631 chr14_69014520_69014719 RAD51B . .
chr14 69014925 69015232 308 69015041 16 12.27708 6.86377 8.01523 OSE1_peak_1632 chr14_69014925_69015232 RAD51B . .
chr14 69044287 69044599 313 69044524 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1633 chr14_69044287_69044599 RAD51B . .
chr14 69149605 69149900 296 69149724 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1634 chr14_69149605_69149900 . . .
chr14 69154587 69154718 132 69154645 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_1635 chr14_69154587_69154718 . . .
chr14 69253099 69253506 408 69253408 16 5.16135 3.03801 2.13144 OSE1_peak_1636 chr14_69253099_69253506 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69253823 69254000 178 69253906 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_1637 chr14_69253823_69254000 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69254380 69254505 126 69254470 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1638 chr14_69254380_69254505 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69255101 69255433 333 69255145 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_1639 chr14_69255101_69255433 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69259528 69259824 297 69259738 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_1640 chr14_69259528_69259824 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69260696 69260938 243 69260834 15 11.45573 6.60713 7.28077 OSE1_peak_1641 chr14_69260696_69260938 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69261270 69261550 281 69261357 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_1642 chr14_69261270_69261550 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69408662 69408887 226 69408806 25 22.73222 10.44584 17.76182 OSE1_peak_1643 chr14_69408662_69408887 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69444220 69444370 151 69444328 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1644 chr14_69444220_69444370 ACTN1 . .
chr14 70183391 70183578 188 70183482 17 14.15841 7.74666 9.72853 OSE1_peak_1645 chr14_70183391_70183578 . KIAA0247 .
chr14 70237051 70237186 136 70237096 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1646 chr14_70237051_70237186 SRSF5 LOC100289511 SLC10A1
chr14 70465706 70465871 166 70465760 11 7.85777 5.23345 4.14186 OSE1_peak_1647 chr14_70465706_70465871 SMOC1 . .
chr14 71607943 71608518 576 71608400 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_1648 chr14_71607943_71608518 . PCNX .
chr14 71608983 71609239 257 71609059 13 8.66918 5.34818 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1649 chr14_71608983_71609239 . PCNX .
chr14 73075193 73075317 125 73075247 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_1650 chr14_73075193_73075317 . . .
chr14 73132165 73132325 161 73132270 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_1651 chr14_73132165_73132325 . . DPF3
chr14 73268044 73268345 302 73268265 11 6.71645 4.52066 3.21144 OSE1_peak_1652 chr14_73268044_73268345 DPF3 . .
chr14 73429639 73429758 120 73429709 13 10.28375 6.343 6.22914 OSE1_peak_1653 chr14_73429639_73429758 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
chr14 73493980 73494132 153 73494046 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1654 chr14_73493980_73494132 . ZFYVE1 .
chr14 73525112 73525256 145 73525155 12 8.67301 5.55089 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1655 chr14_73525112_73525256 RBM25 . .
chr14 74226791 74226917 127 74226824 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1656 chr14_74226791_74226917 C14orf43 MIR4505 .
chr14 74253057 74253181 125 74253180 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_1657 chr14_74253057_74253181 C14orf43 MIR4505 .
chr14 75038604 75039199 596 75038707 49 61.12514 22.78008 55.23922 OSE1_peak_1658 chr14_75038604_75039199 LTBP2 . .
chr14 75594114 75594296 183 75594228 11 8.30321 5.51339 4.51611 OSE1_peak_1659 chr14_75594114_75594296 . NEK9 TMED10
chr14 75998172 75998291 120 75998223 16 13.05486 7.33564 8.72647 OSE1_peak_1660 chr14_75998172_75998291 BATF . .
chr14 76114791 76114949 159 76114843 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_1661 chr14_76114791_76114949 . FLVCR2 C14orf1;TTLL5
chr14 76130227 76130346 120 76130310 13 9.74524 6.00933 5.75677 OSE1_peak_1662 chr14_76130227_76130346 TTLL5 C14orf1;FLVCR2 .
chr14 77385490 77385645 156 77385546 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_1663 chr14_77385490_77385645 . . .
chr14 77770163 77770282 120 77770189 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_1664 chr14_77770163_77770282 POMT2 . GSTZ1
chr14 77970139 77970270 132 77970204 13 10.63622 6.56161 6.5531 OSE1_peak_1665 chr14_77970139_77970270 . ISM2 SPTLC2
chr14 79517634 79517753 120 79517712 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_1666 chr14_79517634_79517753 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79523368 79523501 134 79523429 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1667 chr14_79523368_79523501 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80062870 80063101 232 80062938 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_1668 chr14_80062870_80063101 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80892093 80892406 314 80892236 24 14.31041 6.15181 9.86302 OSE1_peak_1669 chr14_80892093_80892406 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 81685793 81685978 186 81685899 20 18.10651 9.28257 13.39315 OSE1_peak_1670 chr14_81685793_81685978 GTF2A1 SNORA79 .
chr14 81687087 81687248 162 81687205 13 10.06148 6.20519 6.03519 OSE1_peak_1671 chr14_81687087_81687248 GTF2A1 SNORA79 .
chr14 81867329 81867448 120 81867391 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1672 chr14_81867329_81867448 STON2 . .
chr14 86033141 86033268 128 86033178 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_1673 chr14_86033141_86033268 FLRT2 . .
chr14 87265756 87265946 191 87265848 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1674 chr14_87265756_87265946 . . .
chr14 89079992 89080203 212 89080105 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1675 chr14_89079992_89080203 . ZC3H14 EML5
chr14 89345482 89345674 193 89345577 19 15.74491 8.15573 11.19472 OSE1_peak_1676 chr14_89345482_89345674 . TTC8 .
chr14 89892360 89892670 311 89892566 25 24.14339 11.27885 19.10798 OSE1_peak_1677 chr14_89892360_89892670 FOXN3 LOC400236 .
chr14 89973969 89974188 220 89974035 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1678 chr14_89973969_89974188 FOXN3 . .
chr14 90322493 90322726 234 90322546 20 12.15088 5.87637 7.89863 OSE1_peak_1679 chr14_90322493_90322726 EFCAB11 . .
chr14 90863184 90863408 225 90863368 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1680 chr14_90863184_90863408 CALM1 . .
chr14 93112252 93112385 134 93112319 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_1681 chr14_93112252_93112385 RIN3 . .
chr14 93196386 93196534 149 93196484 26 22.82528 10.17149 17.84707 OSE1_peak_1682 chr14_93196386_93196534 LGMN . .
chr14 93509857 93510097 241 93509936 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1683 chr14_93509857_93510097 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
chr14 93512360 93512619 260 93512539 17 15.25197 8.41219 10.73752 OSE1_peak_1684 chr14_93512360_93512619 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
chr14 94425927 94426046 120 94425944 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1685 chr14_94425927_94426046 ASB2 FAM181A .
chr14 95067282 95067463 182 95067381 33 28.78519 11.17478 23.59074 OSE1_peak_1686 chr14_95067282_95067463 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
chr14 95242315 95242434 120 95242326 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_1687 chr14_95242315_95242434 . GSC .
chr14 95731978 95732105 128 95732002 15 9.0687 5.18905 5.17187 OSE1_peak_1688 chr14_95731978_95732105 CLMN . .
chr14 96735468 96735642 175 96735528 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1689 chr14_96735468_96735642 . BDKRB1;BDKRB2 ATG2B
chr14 100095282 100095411 130 100095378 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_1690 chr14_100095282_100095411 . CCDC85C HHIPL1
chr14 100288137 100288346 210 100288235 34 30.01983 11.50345 24.78812 OSE1_peak_1691 chr14_100288137_100288346 EML1 . .
chr14 100497944 100498171 228 100498059 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_1692 chr14_100497944_100498171 . . .
chr14 100498376 100498539 164 100498513 17 5.76161 3.21672 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1693 chr14_100498376_100498539 . . .
chr14 102634427 102634678 252 102634494 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_1694 chr14_102634427_102634678 WDR20 HSP90AA1 .
chr14 102746350 102746642 293 102746424 37 29.48991 10.28087 24.27715 OSE1_peak_1695 chr14_102746350_102746642 MOK . .
chr14 102746994 102747181 188 102747083 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_1696 chr14_102746994_102747181 MOK . .
chr14 103576508 103576678 171 103576614 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1697 chr14_103576508_103576678 EXOC3L4 . TNFAIP2
chr14 103590098 103590217 120 103590126 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1698 chr14_103590098_103590217 . EXOC3L4 TNFAIP2
chr14 103665214 103665344 131 103665307 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_1699 chr14_103665214_103665344 . LOC100131366 .
chr14 103800093 103800346 254 103800271 14 11.66268 6.97024 7.46969 OSE1_peak_1700 chr14_103800093_103800346 . . EIF5;SNORA28
chr14 104095327 104095496 170 104095415 14 11.72739 7.01016 7.53198 OSE1_peak_1701 chr14_104095327_104095496 . . KLC1
chr14 105202781 105202938 158 105202894 17 11.80123 6.34181 7.58804 OSE1_peak_1702 chr14_105202781_105202938 ADSSL1 INF2 SIVA1
chr14 105439646 105439795 150 105439684 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_1703 chr14_105439646_105439795 AHNAK2 . C14orf79
chr14 105491255 105491381 127 105491340 14 10.40195 6.19419 6.33582 OSE1_peak_1704 chr14_105491255_105491381 . C14orf79;CDCA4 GPR132
chr14 105554629 105554781 153 105554689 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1705 chr14_105554629_105554781 . GPR132 .
chr15 22833226 22833426 201 22833271 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1706 chr15_22833226_22833426 R4509‐1;MIR4509‐2;MIR4509 . .
chr15 29613561 29613735 175 29613733 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_1707 chr15_29613561_29613735 DDX11L1;FAM189A1 . .
chr15 30217685 30217829 145 30217752 11 7.64083 5.09723 3.95232 OSE1_peak_1708 chr15_30217685_30217829 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30270965 30271102 138 30271040 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_1709 chr15_30270965_30271102 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30355362 30355485 124 30355473 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1710 chr15_30355362_30355485 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30357413 30357634 222 30357573 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_1711 chr15_30357413_30357634 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30373153 30373299 147 30373205 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1712 chr15_30373153_30373299 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
chr15 31195920 31196119 200 31196076 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_1713 chr15_31195920_31196119 11L1;FAN1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;UL . .
chr15 31727217 31727633 417 31727279 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_1714 chr15_31727217_31727633 DX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4 . .
chr15 31735166 31735310 145 31735268 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1715 chr15_31735166_31735310 DX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4 . .
chr15 33012227 33012489 263 33012474 13 9.16667 5.65251 5.25611 OSE1_peak_1716 chr15_33012227_33012489 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33013004 33013161 158 33013061 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_1717 chr15_33013004_33013161 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33028886 33029015 130 33028918 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_1718 chr15_33028886_33029015 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33066258 33066543 286 33066462 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1719 chr15_33066258_33066543 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33094646 33094899 254 33094661 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_1720 chr15_33094646_33094899 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33142246 33142708 463 33142476 27 24.93928 11.05878 19.87219 OSE1_peak_1721 chr15_33142246_33142708 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33447104 33447326 223 33447213 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1722 chr15_33447104_33447326 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 34341380 34341502 123 34341463 15 11.42834 6.59046 7.25437 OSE1_peak_1723 chr15_34341380_34341502 CHRM5;DDX11L1 AVEN .
chr15 35821395 35821559 165 35821414 8 5.38164 4.13505 2.28046 OSE1_peak_1724 chr15_35821395_35821559 ATPBD4;DDX11L1 . LOC100507466
chr15 36720643 36720851 209 36720684 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1725 chr15_36720643_36720851 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 38746292 38746425 134 38746399 10 6.84602 4.77182 3.32894 OSE1_peak_1726 chr15_38746292_38746425 DDX11L1;FAM98B . .
chr15 39007048 39007191 144 39007121 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_1727 chr15_39007048_39007191 DDX11L1 C15orf53 .
chr15 39178908 39179030 123 39178949 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1728 chr15_39178908_39179030 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39187676 39187795 120 39187739 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_1729 chr15_39187676_39187795 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39487657 39487776 120 39487681 11 7.70474 5.13734 4.00837 OSE1_peak_1730 chr15_39487657_39487776 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39488230 39488420 191 39488286 14 10.77269 6.42168 6.66756 OSE1_peak_1731 chr15_39488230_39488420 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39488586 39488814 229 39488608 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1732 chr15_39488586_39488814 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39531836 39532012 177 39531913 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_1733 chr15_39531836_39532012 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39540506 39540625 120 39540535 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1734 chr15_39540506_39540625 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39555326 39555532 207 39555396 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_1735 chr15_39555326_39555532 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39573428 39573578 151 39573533 22 15.94618 7.45926 11.38808 OSE1_peak_1736 chr15_39573428_39573578 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39655116 39655599 484 39655422 28 22.57567 9.40515 17.6084 OSE1_peak_1737 chr15_39655116_39655599 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39656101 39656220 120 39656134 17 10.72152 5.72393 6.62328 OSE1_peak_1738 chr15_39656101_39656220 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39871764 39871891 128 39871852 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_1739 chr15_39871764_39871891 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39872081 39872220 140 39872149 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_1740 chr15_39872081_39872220 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39873227 39873531 305 39873458 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1741 chr15_39873227_39873531 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39873732 39874117 386 39873921 20 15.80116 7.91116 11.24725 OSE1_peak_1742 chr15_39873732_39874117 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874246 39874529 284 39874353 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_1743 chr15_39874246_39874529 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874650 39874788 139 39874698 14 10.2505 6.10155 6.20068 OSE1_peak_1744 chr15_39874650_39874788 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39874929 39877712 2784 39876075 39 41.76451 16.15004 36.23021 OSE1_peak_1745 chr15_39874929_39877712 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39877813 39879206 1394 39878477 31 31.24452 13.28148 25.9837 OSE1_peak_1746 chr15_39877813_39879206 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39879337 39880871 1535 39880139 40 42.57889 16.19322 37.0331 OSE1_peak_1747 chr15_39879337_39880871 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39881409 39884410 3002 39884314 45 44.34028 15.11882 38.7477 OSE1_peak_1748 chr15_39881409_39884410 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39884554 39885402 849 39885254 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_1749 chr15_39884554_39885402 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39885510 39885721 212 39885616 20 16.35123 8.2343 11.75675 OSE1_peak_1750 chr15_39885510_39885721 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39886122 39887512 1391 39886585 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_1751 chr15_39886122_39887512 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39887920 39891746 3827 39890400 43 41.82717 14.55922 36.29177 OSE1_peak_1752 chr15_39887920_39891746 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 40298271 40298436 166 40298330 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1753 chr15_40298271_40298436 DDX11L1;EIF2AK4 . SRP14
chr15 40623994 40624465 472 40624318 12 9.08748 5.80929 5.18935 OSE1_peak_1754 chr15_40623994_40624465 C15orf52;DDX11L1 PLCB2 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 41099700 41099856 157 41099708 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1755 chr15_41099700_41099856 DDX11L1;ZFYVE19 DNAJC17 PPP1R14D
chr15 41324554 41324703 150 41324587 11 8.20551 5.452 4.43655 OSE1_peak_1756 chr15_41324554_41324703 DDX11L1;INO80 . .
chr15 41522832 41522987 156 41522950 9 5.79193 4.25878 2.51823 OSE1_peak_1757 chr15_41522832_41522987 DDX11L1;EXD1 . CHP
chr15 41588589 41588778 190 41588597 9 6.35679 4.62051 2.95865 OSE1_peak_1758 chr15_41588589_41588778 DDX11L1;OIP5‐AS1 CHP OIP5
chr15 43182789 43182910 122 43182834 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_1759 chr15_43182789_43182910 DDX11L1;TTBK2 . .
chr15 43757450 43757569 120 43757539 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_1760 chr15_43757450_43757569 DDX11L1;TP53BP1 . .
chr15 45019256 45019603 348 45019434 19 17.29116 9.08666 12.62716 OSE1_peak_1761 chr15_45019256_45019603 DDX11L1 B2M TRIM69
chr15 45492592 45492739 148 45492703 9 5.97003 4.37289 2.66737 OSE1_peak_1762 chr15_45492592_45492739 DDX11L1;SHF . .
chr15 45748919 45749079 161 45748995 25 22.01215 10.02622 17.07353 OSE1_peak_1763 chr15_45748919_45749079 DDX11L1 C15orf48;MIR147B SLC30A4
chr15 46418805 46419022 218 46418912 15 9.25127 5.29426 5.32293 OSE1_peak_1764 chr15_46418805_46419022 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 47758723 47758893 171 47758803 10 7.24643 5.02565 3.65444 OSE1_peak_1765 chr15_47758723_47758893 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 48859018 48859198 181 48859032 10 5.9752 4.22191 2.67236 OSE1_peak_1766 chr15_48859018_48859198 DDX11L1;FBN1 . .
chr15 48987258 48987569 312 48987420 29 19.12123 7.38217 14.34171 OSE1_peak_1767 chr15_48987258_48987569 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 49428156 49428371 216 49428298 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_1768 chr15_49428156_49428371 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
chr15 49785186 49785369 184 49785291 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_1769 chr15_49785186_49785369 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
chr15 50645523 50645642 120 50645599 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1770 chr15_50645523_50645642 DDX11L1;FLJ10038;GABPB1 . LOC100129387;MIR4712
chr15 51322971 51323094 124 51323033 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1771 chr15_51322971_51323094 DDX11L1 AP4E1 TNFAIP8L3
chr15 51369797 51369920 124 51369833 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_1772 chr15_51369797_51369920 DDX11L1;TNFAIP8L3 . .
chr15 52312109 52312228 120 52312199 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_1773 chr15_52312109_52312228 DDX11L1;MAPK6 . .
chr15 52345211 52345476 266 52345306 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1774 chr15_52345211_52345476 DDX11L1;MAPK6 . .
chr15 55513552 55513807 256 55513742 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1775 chr15_55513552_55513807 DDX11L1;RAB27A RSL24D1 .
chr15 56671058 56671177 120 56671090 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1776 chr15_56671058_56671177 DDX11L1;TEX9 . .
chr15 57051565 57051911 347 57051857 28 24.45067 10.44281 19.40269 OSE1_peak_1777 chr15_57051565_57051911 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 57178762 57178908 147 57178870 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_1778 chr15_57178762_57178908 DDX11L1;LOC145783 . .
chr15 57353107 57353286 180 57353263 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1779 chr15_57353107_57353286 DDX11L1;TCF12 . .
chr15 57648992 57649111 120 57649045 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_1780 chr15_57648992_57649111 DDX11L1 . CGNL1
chr15 57863343 57863495 153 57863386 22 19.6943 9.61946 14.8784 OSE1_peak_1781 chr15_57863343_57863495 DDX11L1 CGNL1 GCOM1;MYZAP
chr15 58471924 58472198 275 58472135 9 5.79193 4.25878 2.51823 OSE1_peak_1782 chr15_58471924_58472198 AQP9;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 58624430 58624597 168 58624524 23 19.86824 9.41063 15.0487 OSE1_peak_1783 chr15_58624430_58624597 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 58839395 58839855 461 58839765 17 14.29448 7.82925 9.84951 OSE1_peak_1784 chr15_58839395_58839855 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 60388485 60388648 164 60388569 21 19.48146 9.80426 14.67665 OSE1_peak_1785 chr15_60388485_60388648 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60635390 60635591 202 60635486 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_1786 chr15_60635390_60635591 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60638141 60638315 175 60638251 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_1787 chr15_60638141_60638315 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60663553 60663977 425 60663604 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_1788 chr15_60663553_60663977 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60671894 60672221 328 60671961 19 14.69594 7.53444 10.22497 OSE1_peak_1789 chr15_60671894_60672221 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60685111 60685393 283 60685302 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_1790 chr15_60685111_60685393 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60685801 60685946 146 60685887 14 7.85675 4.67877 4.14172 OSE1_peak_1791 chr15_60685801_60685946 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60688144 60688263 120 60688224 14 9.52974 5.6639 5.5708 OSE1_peak_1792 chr15_60688144_60688263 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60689029 60689148 120 60689057 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_1793 chr15_60689029_60689148 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60691041 60691271 231 60691219 12 7.90205 5.07305 4.18096 OSE1_peak_1794 chr15_60691041_60691271 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 60694452 60694631 180 60694599 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_1795 chr15_60694452_60694631 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 63031465 63031676 212 63031562 14 10.9396 6.52437 6.82532 OSE1_peak_1796 chr15_63031465_63031676 DDX11L1;TLN2 . .
chr15 63075949 63076068 120 63075977 10 7.03051 4.88878 3.48744 OSE1_peak_1797 chr15_63075949_63076068 DDX11L1;TLN2 . .
chr15 63142977 63143100 124 63143074 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1798 chr15_63142977_63143100 DDX11L1 MIR190A;TLN2 .
chr15 63187408 63187684 277 63187469 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_1799 chr15_63187408_63187684 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63188291 63188517 227 63188457 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1800 chr15_63188291_63188517 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63188676 63188845 170 63188753 11 7.59875 5.07083 3.91795 OSE1_peak_1801 chr15_63188676_63188845 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63220771 63220995 225 63220952 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1802 chr15_63220771_63220995 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63338207 63338900 694 63338569 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_1803 chr15_63338207_63338900 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63340220 63340346 127 63340282 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1804 chr15_63340220_63340346 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63340777 63340911 135 63340838 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1805 chr15_63340777_63340911 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63341112 63341404 293 63341304 17 13.30547 7.23173 8.94795 OSE1_peak_1806 chr15_63341112_63341404 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63341698 63341892 195 63341859 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_1807 chr15_63341698_63341892 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63342019 63342143 125 63342102 14 10.05497 5.98226 6.02926 OSE1_peak_1808 chr15_63342019_63342143 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63342740 63342863 124 63342749 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1809 chr15_63342740_63342863 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63343576 63343766 191 63343615 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_1810 chr15_63343576_63343766 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63344831 63344970 140 63344907 14 10.22567 6.08638 6.17645 OSE1_peak_1811 chr15_63344831_63344970 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63346716 63346835 120 63346783 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_1812 chr15_63346716_63346835 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63356358 63356477 120 63356414 13 9.52037 5.87037 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1813 chr15_63356358_63356477 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63361019 63361238 220 63361122 16 13.05486 7.33564 8.72647 OSE1_peak_1814 chr15_63361019_63361238 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63362228 63362375 148 63362303 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1815 chr15_63362228_63362375 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63363033 63363152 120 63363128 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1816 chr15_63363033_63363152 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63364565 63364885 321 63364633 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1817 chr15_63364565_63364885 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63365063 63365805 743 63365441 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_1818 chr15_63365063_63365805 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63365922 63366495 574 63366068 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_1819 chr15_63365922_63366495 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63389348 63389554 207 63389454 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1820 chr15_63389348_63389554 DDX11L1 TPM1 LACTB
chr15 63400259 63400699 441 63400347 28 18.1288 7.1361 13.40877 OSE1_peak_1821 chr15_63400259_63400699 DDX11L1 . LACTB
chr15 63427935 63428109 175 63428044 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_1822 chr15_63427935_63428109 DDX11L1;LACTB . RPS27L
chr15 63449628 63449777 150 63449676 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1823 chr15_63449628_63449777 DDX11L1;RPS27L LACTB .
chr15 63528669 63528801 133 63528727 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_1824 chr15_63528669_63528801 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
chr15 63539481 63539627 147 63539543 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_1825 chr15_63539481_63539627 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
chr15 63795539 63795683 145 63795606 18 15.00285 7.98745 10.51523 OSE1_peak_1826 chr15_63795539_63795683 DDX11L1 . USP3
chr15 63796131 63796250 120 63796200 12 8.49008 5.43709 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1827 chr15_63796131_63796250 DDX11L1 . USP3
chr15 63821226 63821345 120 63821275 16 12.11054 6.76337 7.85967 OSE1_peak_1828 chr15_63821226_63821345 DDX11L1;USP3 . .
chr15 64014183 64014310 128 64014221 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1829 chr15_64014183_64014310 DDX11L1;HERC1 . .
chr15 65133097 65133261 165 65133176 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1830 chr15_65133097_65133261 DDX11L1 PIF1 PLEKHO2
chr15 65588335 65589037 703 65588785 56 72.46236 25.82509 66.39159 OSE1_peak_1831 chr15_65588335_65589037 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
chr15 65596969 65597954 986 65597500 84 102.96149 27.93696 96.33924 OSE1_peak_1832 chr15_65596969_65597954 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
chr15 66161532 66161651 120 66161541 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1833 chr15_66161532_66161651 DDX11L1 . MEGF11;RAB11A
chr15 66679934 66680124 191 66680065 8 4.97804 3.87333 2.00175 OSE1_peak_1834 chr15_66679934_66680124 DDX11L1;MAP2K1 . .
chr15 66714972 66715172 201 66715015 9 5.91561 4.33802 2.62652 OSE1_peak_1835 chr15_66714972_66715172 DDX11L1;MAP2K1 . .
chr15 66790112 66790370 259 66790261 17 14.94287 8.22379 10.459 OSE1_peak_1836 chr15_66790112_66790370 DDX11L1;SNAPC5 MAP2K1 D16;SNORD18A;SNORD18B;SNORD18C;ZWILCH
chr15 67066830 67066963 134 67066863 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_1837 chr15_67066830_67066963 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67107734 67107934 201 67107832 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_1838 chr15_67107734_67107934 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67175679 67175961 283 67175760 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_1839 chr15_67175679_67175961 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67399473 67399603 131 67399535 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1840 chr15_67399473_67399603 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67402031 67402239 209 67402145 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_1841 chr15_67402031_67402239 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67417701 67417820 120 67417783 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1842 chr15_67417701_67417820 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67418239 67418367 129 67418334 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1843 chr15_67418239_67418367 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67442422 67442751 330 67442664 21 16.99241 8.32632 12.35706 OSE1_peak_1844 chr15_67442422_67442751 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67470942 67471224 283 67471178 15 8.3952 4.80694 4.59369 OSE1_peak_1845 chr15_67470942_67471224 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
chr15 67488433 67488575 143 67488539 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_1846 chr15_67488433_67488575 DDX11L1 SMAD3 AAGAB
chr15 68835717 68835836 120 68835731 12 8.91233 5.70003 5.03919 OSE1_peak_1847 chr15_68835717_68835836 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 69384588 69384756 169 69384639 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_1848 chr15_69384588_69384756 DDX11L1;LINC00277;MIR548H . .
chr15 69596545 69596747 203 69596656 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_1849 chr15_69596545_69596747 DDX11L1;PAQR5 . .
chr15 69748579 69748698 120 69748641 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1850 chr15_69748579_69748698 DDX11L1 KIF23;RPLP1 .
chr15 69749399 69749518 120 69749435 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_1851 chr15_69749399_69749518 DDX11L1 KIF23;RPLP1 .
chr15 70051411 70051574 164 70051499 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_1852 chr15_70051411_70051574 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70053275 70053520 246 70053437 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1853 chr15_70053275_70053520 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70722452 70722652 201 70722537 13 9.87462 6.08942 5.87855 OSE1_peak_1854 chr15_70722452_70722652 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70767413 70767641 229 70767601 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1855 chr15_70767413_70767641 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70778916 70779379 464 70779277 24 21.19871 9.87391 16.29955 OSE1_peak_1856 chr15_70778916_70779379 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70785235 70785406 172 70785326 17 14.22611 7.78774 9.78291 OSE1_peak_1857 chr15_70785235_70785406 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70787256 70787449 194 70787394 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_1858 chr15_70787256_70787449 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70888840 70889060 221 70888928 16 13.44884 7.57602 9.07796 OSE1_peak_1859 chr15_70888840_70889060 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 71095059 71095259 201 71095145 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1860 chr15_71095059_71095259 DDX11L1 . LARP6
chr15 71428466 71428618 153 71428516 10 6.90654 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_1861 chr15_71428466_71428618 DDX11L1 CT62 THSD4
chr15 71587971 71588248 278 71588137 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_1862 chr15_71587971_71588248 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71851615 71851738 124 71851691 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_1863 chr15_71851615_71851738 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 72040838 72041012 175 72040923 15 11.85334 6.84979 7.63876 OSE1_peak_1864 chr15_72040838_72041012 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 72520829 72521018 190 72520919 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_1865 chr15_72520829_72521018 DDX11L1;PKM2 . PARP6
chr15 74274971 74275107 137 74275090 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_1866 chr15_74274971_74275107 DDX11L1 . PML;STOML1
chr15 74283367 74283567 201 74283534 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_1867 chr15_74283367_74283567 DDX11L1;STOML1 . PML
chr15 74488614 74488763 150 74488670 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_1868 chr15_74488614_74488763 DDX11L1;STRA6 ISLR .
chr15 74907417 74907606 190 74907488 10 6.3411 4.45228 2.95024 OSE1_peak_1869 chr15_74907417_74907606 CLK3;DDX11L1 ARID3B EDC3
chr15 75660709 75660843 135 75660779 11 8.15748 5.42181 4.39657 OSE1_peak_1870 chr15_75660709_75660843 DDX11L1;MAN2C1 COMMD4;MIR631;NEIL1 SIN3A
chr15 75959191 75959310 120 75959265 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_1871 chr15_75959191_75959310 DDX11L1 IMP3;SNX33 CSPG4
chr15 78357637 78357888 252 78357803 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1872 chr15_78357637_78357888 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
chr15 79173114 79173294 181 79173205 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1873 chr15_79173114_79173294 DDX11L1;MORF4L1 . .
chr15 79198754 79198927 174 79198852 21 19.34891 9.72459 14.55459 OSE1_peak_1874 chr15_79198754_79198927 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 80841621 80841792 172 80841689 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_1875 chr15_80841621_80841792 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 81170685 81170822 138 81170791 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_1876 chr15_81170685_81170822 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
chr15 81605482 81605774 293 81605566 14 8.17964 4.86473 4.41417 OSE1_peak_1877 chr15_81605482_81605774 DDX11L1;STARD5 IL16 TMC3
chr15 81631012 81631385 374 81631123 24 11.61096 4.9163 7.4217 OSE1_peak_1878 chr15_81631012_81631385 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
chr15 84049015 84049134 120 84049027 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1879 chr15_84049015_84049134 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 84049387 84049687 301 84049607 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_1880 chr15_84049387_84049687 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 84517185 84517304 120 84517259 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_1881 chr15_84517185_84517304 ADAMTSL3;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 85949401 85949520 120 85949415 11 7.3945 4.94284 3.77984 OSE1_peak_1882 chr15_85949401_85949520 AKAP13;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 87912530 87912747 218 87912640 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_1883 chr15_87912530_87912747 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88114057 88114294 238 88114186 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_1884 chr15_88114057_88114294 DDX11L1 . LINC00052
chr15 88360197 88360394 198 88360306 17 13.30547 7.23173 8.94795 OSE1_peak_1885 chr15_88360197_88360394 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89181933 89182094 162 89181997 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1886 chr15_89181933_89182094 DDX11L1;ISG20 AEN;MIR3529;MIR7‐2 .
chr15 89459257 89459382 126 89459313 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_1887 chr15_89459257_89459382 DDX11L1 HAPLN3;MFGE8 .
chr15 90364592 90364747 156 90364689 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1888 chr15_90364592_90364747 DDX11L1 ANPEP AP3S2;C15orf38‐AP3S2
chr15 90543245 90543364 120 90543323 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1889 chr15_90543245_90543364 DDX11L1 . ZNF710
chr15 93347263 93347480 218 93347374 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_1890 chr15_93347263_93347480 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
chr15 93425156 93425291 136 93425182 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1891 chr15_93425156_93425291 DDX11L1 . CHD2;LOC100507217;MIR3175
chr15 96103279 96103444 166 96103322 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_1892 chr15_96103279_96103444 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96813899 96814065 167 96813981 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_1893 chr15_96813899_96814065 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96972201 96972386 186 96972239 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_1894 chr15_96972201_96972386 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 97103795 97103917 123 97103886 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1895 chr15_97103795_97103917 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 97630716 97630841 126 97630792 14 11.567 6.9112 7.38198 OSE1_peak_1896 chr15_97630716_97630841 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 99439626 99439745 120 99439739 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_1897 chr15_99439626_99439745 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99440226 99440359 134 99440265 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_1898 chr15_99440226_99440359 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99457770 99458169 400 99458060 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_1899 chr15_99457770_99458169 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99995288 99995407 120 99995315 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1900 chr15_99995288_99995407 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 100634500 100634619 120 100634554 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_1901 chr15_100634500_100634619 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101716716 101717120 405 101716798 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_1902 chr15_101716716_101717120 CHSY1;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101835582 101835701 120 101835605 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1903 chr15_101835582_101835701 DDX11L1 SELS;SNRPA1 LOC100507472;PCSK6
chr15 102192466 102192694 229 102192646 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_1904 chr15_102192466_102192694 DDX11L1;TM2D3 . TARSL2
chr16 1429074 1429252 179 1429149 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_1905 chr16_1429074_1429252 UNKL BAIAP3;C16orf42;GNPTG .
chr16 1831973 1832123 151 1832014 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1906 chr16_1831973_1832123 SPSB3 ME2;MAPK8IP3;MRPS34;NM HAGH;IGFALS;NUBP2
chr16 2011208 2011521 314 2011445 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_1907 chr16_2011208_2011521 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L ;RPS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;SY
chr16 2011753 2011963 211 2011869 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_1908 chr16_2011753_2011963 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L ;RPS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;SY
chr16 2013326 2013483 158 2013373 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_1909 chr16_2013326_2013483 RPS2 NDUFB10;RPL3L;SNORA10;SOXO1;RNF151;SNHG9;SNORA78;SYNGR3;TBL3
chr16 2034106 2034300 195 2034204 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1910 chr16_2034106_2034300 GFER RPL3L;RPS2;SNHG9;SNORA1 SYNGR3;ZNF598
chr16 2202054 2202219 166 2202128 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_1911 chr16_2202054_2202219 RAB26 MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1 CASKIN1;SNORD60;TRAF7
chr16 2202819 2203075 257 2202905 12 8.49008 5.43709 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1912 chr16_2202819_2203075 RAB26 MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1 CASKIN1;SNORD60;TRAF7
chr16 2205218 2205388 171 2205317 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_1913 chr16_2205218_2205388 . 0‐5;MIR4516;PKD1;RAB26;S CASKIN1;TRAF7
chr16 2498391 2498599 209 2498412 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1914 chr16_2498391_2498599 CCNF ABCA17P C16orf59;NTN3;TBC1D24
chr16 2509686 2509964 279 2509895 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1915 chr16_2509686_2509964 . CCNF C16orf59;NTN3;TBC1D24
chr16 2732205 2732324 120 2732265 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1916 chr16_2732205_2732324 . ERVK13‐1 KCTD5
chr16 2885839 2886132 294 2885953 26 25.6185 11.80681 20.52824 OSE1_peak_1917 chr16_2885839_2886132 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
chr16 2935470 2935667 198 2935566 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1918 chr16_2935470_2935667 FLYWCH2 PRSS22 FLYWCH1
chr16 3070584 3070703 120 3070653 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1919 chr16_3070584_3070703 TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3070803 3071102 300 3070851 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1920 chr16_3070803_3071102 TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3071776 3072270 495 3071892 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_1921 chr16_3071776_3072270 TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3072401 3072549 149 3072492 19 13.85652 7.04645 9.46446 OSE1_peak_1922 chr16_3072401_3072549 . N6;CLDN9;LINC00514;TNFRSCCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3073711 3074425 715 3073973 31 31.83652 13.62808 26.55455 OSE1_peak_1923 chr16_3073711_3074425 HCFC1R1;THOC6 N6;CLDN9;LINC00514;TNFRS CCDC64B;MMP25
chr16 3200683 3200810 128 3200724 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_1924 chr16_3200683_3200810 . ZNF213 .
chr16 3222035 3222154 120 3222135 12 8.76726 5.6096 4.90681 OSE1_peak_1925 chr16_3222035_3222154 . ZNF213 .
chr16 3415226 3415345 120 3415261 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_1926 chr16_3415226_3415345 . OR2C1 MTRNR2L4;ZNF434
chr16 3774831 3774997 167 3774948 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_1927 chr16_3774831_3774997 . TRAP1 CREBBP
chr16 8891633 8891829 197 8891671 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_1928 chr16_8891633_8891829 PMM2 ABAT;TMEM186 .
chr16 8972445 8972589 145 8972503 15 12.73876 7.39282 8.44377 OSE1_peak_1929 chr16_8972445_8972589 . CARHSP1;PMM2 USP7
chr16 9206280 9206408 129 9206292 10 6.23762 4.38699 2.86902 OSE1_peak_1930 chr16_9206280_9206408 C16orf72 . .
chr16 10965098 10965254 157 10965181 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_1931 chr16_10965098_10965254 . . CIITA
chr16 11295871 11296108 238 11296000 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_1932 chr16_11295871_11296108 . CLEC16A .
chr16 11591374 11591493 120 11591458 14 8.01554 4.76994 4.26798 OSE1_peak_1933 chr16_11591374_11591493 . . .
chr16 18801810 18802090 281 18801887 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_1934 chr16_18801810_18802090 . RPS15A ARL6IP1;SMG1
chr16 18812743 18812902 160 18812812 19 16.57349 8.65304 11.95772 OSE1_peak_1935 chr16_18812743_18812902 ARL6IP1 RPS15A SMG1
chr16 20876426 20876545 120 20876487 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_1936 chr16_20876426_20876545 DCUN1D3 LOC81691 .
chr16 20918188 20918381 194 20918374 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_1937 chr16_20918188_20918381 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
chr16 20921954 20922229 276 20922172 21 16.29443 7.92213 11.7041 OSE1_peak_1938 chr16_20921954_20922229 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
chr16 21531639 21531762 124 21531701 11 8.30321 5.51339 4.51611 OSE1_peak_1939 chr16_21531639_21531762 SLC7A5P2 LOC100271836 .
chr16 22278823 22278942 120 22278912 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1940 chr16_22278823_22278942 EEF2K . POLR3E
chr16 22309680 22309977 298 22309924 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_1941 chr16_22309680_22309977 POLR3E EEF2K .
chr16 22408779 22408991 213 22408831 22 16.79264 7.93217 12.16473 OSE1_peak_1942 chr16_22408779_22408991 . CDR2 RRN3P3
chr16 23079103 23079222 120 23079188 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_1943 chr16_23079103_23079222 USP31 . .
chr16 25005738 25005857 120 25005805 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1944 chr16_25005738_25005857 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 25017147 25017335 189 25017222 19 15.88265 8.23807 11.32725 OSE1_peak_1945 chr16_25017147_25017335 ARHGAP17 . LOC554206
chr16 27541516 27541652 137 27541603 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_1946 chr16_27541516_27541652 GTF3C1 . KIAA0556
chr16 28874885 28875010 126 28874919 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_1947 chr16_28874885_28875010 . ATXN2L;MIR4721;TUFM ATP2A1;LOC100289092;SH2B1
chr16 30083618 30083857 240 30083789 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_1948 chr16_30083618_30083857 24;LOC613038;SLX1A;SLX1A‐S ALDOA PPP4C;TBX6;YPEL3
chr16 30456941 30457110 170 30456994 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1949 chr16_30456941_30457110 SEPHS2 DCTPP1;ZNF771 ITGAL
chr16 30538199 30538387 189 30538300 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1950 chr16_30538199_30538387 . ITGAL;MIR4518;ZNF768 ZNF747;ZNF764
chr16 30960365 30960497 133 30960406 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1951 chr16_30960365_30960497 ORAI3 FBXL19;FBXL19‐AS1 SETD1A
chr16 31119720 31119975 256 31119883 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1952 chr16_31119720_31119975 BCKDK PRSS53;VKORC1;ZNF646 KAT8;PRSS8
chr16 31464158 31464383 226 31464210 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_1953 chr16_31464158_31464383 . COX6A2;ITGAD;ZNF843 ARMC5;TGFB1I1
chr16 46391970 46392284 315 46392045 182 22.21889 2.25451 17.27095 OSE1_peak_1954 chr16_46391970_46392284 . . .
chr16 47747142 47747342 201 47747237 20 17.50349 8.92015 12.83327 OSE1_peak_1955 chr16_47747142_47747342 . PHKB .
chr16 48161033 48161155 123 48161103 20 17.7793 9.08569 13.08741 OSE1_peak_1956 chr16_48161033_48161155 ABCC12 . .
chr16 48192296 48192457 162 48192381 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_1957 chr16_48192296_48192457 . ABCC12 ABCC11
chr16 49192623 49192742 120 49192638 10 7.33628 5.08256 3.72481 OSE1_peak_1958 chr16_49192623_49192742 . . .
chr16 50285335 50285459 125 50285397 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1959 chr16_50285335_50285459 . PAPD5 .
chr16 53088825 53089162 338 53088966 12 8.76726 5.6096 4.90681 OSE1_peak_1960 chr16_53088825_53089162 CHD9 . .
chr16 53552755 53552891 137 53552826 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_1961 chr16_53552755_53552891 . AKTIP;RBL2 .
chr16 54061131 54061272 142 54061191 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_1962 chr16_54061131_54061272 FTO . .
chr16 54407750 54408024 275 54407807 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_1963 chr16_54407750_54408024 . . .
chr16 55534038 55534212 175 55534110 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_1964 chr16_55534038_55534212 MMP2 . LPCAT2
chr16 55549186 55549305 120 55549256 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_1965 chr16_55549186_55549305 LPCAT2 MMP2 .
chr16 56640738 56641385 648 56641063 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_1966 chr16_56640738_56641385 . MT3 MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
chr16 56643278 56643556 279 56643497 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_1967 chr16_56643278_56643556 MT2A MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56643673 56644428 756 56644091 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_1968 chr16_56643673_56644428 . MT2A;MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56661439 56661685 247 56661447 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1969 chr16_56661439_56661685 . MT1E;MT1L;MT2A MT1A;MT1B;MT1DP;MT1JP;MT1M
chr16 56966554 56966693 140 56966600 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_1970 chr16_56966554_56966693 HERPUD1 SLC12A3 CETP
chr16 56979936 56980058 123 56980027 12 9.45861 6.04087 5.511 OSE1_peak_1971 chr16_56979936_56980058 . HERPUD1 CETP
chr16 56981968 56982108 141 56982003 10 7.2687 5.03976 3.66815 OSE1_peak_1972 chr16_56981968_56982108 . HERPUD1 CETP
chr16 56998865 56999043 179 56998967 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_1973 chr16_56998865_56999043 CETP HERPUD1 .
chr16 57661764 57661982 219 57661926 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1974 chr16_57661764_57661982 GPR56 . .
chr16 57927348 57927532 185 57927513 12 6.21202 4.05493 2.84724 OSE1_peak_1975 chr16_57927348_57927532 CNGB1 . .
chr16 57927945 57928119 175 57928014 28 22.80796 9.53143 17.83179 OSE1_peak_1976 chr16_57927945_57928119 CNGB1 . .
chr16 61705312 61705431 120 61705324 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_1977 chr16_61705312_61705431 CDH8 . .
chr16 64474019 64474236 218 64474033 11 7.51584 5.01885 3.84225 OSE1_peak_1978 chr16_64474019_64474236 . . .
chr16 64474507 64474667 161 64474609 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_1979 chr16_64474507_64474667 . . .
chr16 66442627 66442798 172 66442726 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_1980 chr16_66442627_66442798 LOC100505865 CDH5 BEAN1
chr16 66556237 66556388 152 66556294 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_1981 chr16_66556237_66556388 TK2 BEAN1 .
chr16 66907336 66907492 157 66907397 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1982 chr16_66907336_66907492 . CA7 PDP2
chr16 66908573 66908802 230 66908743 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_1983 chr16_66908573_66908802 . CA7 PDP2
chr16 66961212 66961384 173 66961250 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_1984 chr16_66961212_66961384 . CDH16;RRAD CES2;FAM96B
chr16 67005068 67005244 177 67005132 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_1985 chr16_67005068_67005244 CES3 CES2 CES4A
chr16 67555318 67555728 411 67555647 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_1986 chr16_67555318_67555728 . . FAM65A
chr16 67840480 67840831 352 67840601 22 20.4286 10.05765 15.57106 OSE1_peak_1987 chr16_67840480_67840831 RANBP10 . CENPT;TSNAXIP1
chr16 68098949 68099271 323 68099049 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1988 chr16_68098949_68099271 DUS2L . NFATC3
chr16 68271608 68271987 380 68271898 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_1989 chr16_68271608_68271987 . ESRP2;NFATC3 PLA2G15;SLC7A6
chr16 68344725 68344844 120 68344758 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_1990 chr16_68344725_68344844 SLC7A6OS SLC7A6 PRMT7
chr16 68482555 68482688 134 68482596 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1991 chr16_68482555_68482688 . SMPD3 .
chr16 70438335 70438466 132 70438410 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_1992 chr16_70438335_70438466 ST3GAL2 . .
chr16 70557860 70558003 144 70557915 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_1993 chr16_70557860_70558003 SF3B3 COG4 SNORD111;SNORD111B
chr16 70611317 70611631 315 70611352 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_1994 chr16_70611317_70611631 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70669625 70669892 268 70669723 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_1995 chr16_70669625_70669892 IL34 . MTSS1L
chr16 70728159 70728465 307 70728277 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_1996 chr16_70728159_70728465 VAC14 MTSS1L .
chr16 70749166 70749358 193 70749242 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_1997 chr16_70749166_70749358 VAC14 MTSS1L .
chr16 71460636 71460755 120 71460696 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_1998 chr16_71460636_71460755 . . ZNF23
chr16 72911352 72911584 233 72911491 27 26.003 11.68071 20.89889 OSE1_peak_1999 chr16_72911352_72911584 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 72961661 72961811 151 72961726 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2000 chr16_72961661_72961811 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 74777969 74778140 172 74778025 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_2001 chr16_74777969_74778140 FA2H . .
chr16 74970912 74971069 158 74971031 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_2002 chr16_74970912_74971069 WDR59 . .
chr16 75063889 75064061 173 75063984 41 32.36558 10.49326 27.0702 OSE1_peak_2003 chr16_75063889_75064061 ZNRF1 . .
chr16 75278851 75278983 133 75278887 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_2004 chr16_75278851_75278983 BCAR1 CTRB1 .
chr16 75279125 75279274 150 75279239 30 32.35701 14.32359 27.06181 OSE1_peak_2005 chr16_75279125_75279274 BCAR1 CTRB1 .
chr16 75385223 75385412 190 75385294 22 21.66015 10.79729 16.73244 OSE1_peak_2006 chr16_75385223_75385412 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75465044 75465217 174 75465112 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2007 chr16_75465044_75465217 CFDP1 . TMEM170A
chr16 76420675 76420986 312 76420889 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_2008 chr16_76420675_76420986 CNTNAP4 . .
chr16 77332544 77332808 265 77332616 20 18.14836 9.30778 13.42797 OSE1_peak_2009 chr16_77332544_77332808 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77630224 77630506 283 77630406 30 25.15806 10.18877 20.08358 OSE1_peak_2010 chr16_77630224_77630506 . . .
chr16 77814433 77814671 239 77814574 13 9.79659 6.04111 5.80542 OSE1_peak_2011 chr16_77814433_77814671 . . VAT1L
chr16 77911742 77911918 177 77911827 20 18.80336 9.70308 14.04107 OSE1_peak_2012 chr16_77911742_77911918 VAT1L . .
chr16 80633495 80633629 135 80633577 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2013 chr16_80633495_80633629 . . CDYL2
chr16 81327638 81327757 120 81327706 16 13.1835 7.41405 8.8318 OSE1_peak_2014 chr16_81327638_81327757 . BCMO1 GAN
chr16 81585241 81585374 134 81585344 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2015 chr16_81585241_81585374 CMIP . .
chr16 81935273 81935450 178 81935337 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2016 chr16_81935273_81935450 PLCG2 . .
chr16 82672145 82672265 121 82672225 20 8.5589 4.12969 4.72097 OSE1_peak_2017 chr16_82672145_82672265 CDH13 . .
chr16 82971026 82971173 148 82971089 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2018 chr16_82971026_82971173 CDH13 . .
chr16 84534798 84534931 134 84534821 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_2019 chr16_84534798_84534931 KIAA1609 . .
chr16 84721501 84721637 137 84721587 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2020 chr16_84721501_84721637 . KLHL36 USP10
chr16 84853542 84853741 200 84853654 16 13.55125 7.6386 9.17661 OSE1_peak_2021 chr16_84853542_84853741 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84857318 84857437 120 84857351 11 7.79151 5.19182 4.09173 OSE1_peak_2022 chr16_84857318_84857437 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84866120 84866362 243 84866288 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_2023 chr16_84866120_84866362 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84866483 84866779 297 84866565 12 9.51408 6.07547 5.56118 OSE1_peak_2024 chr16_84866483_84866779 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84873614 84873849 236 84873776 19 14.9985 7.71248 10.511 OSE1_peak_2025 chr16_84873614_84873849 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 86421224 86421411 188 86421368 10 7.00956 4.8755 3.46901 OSE1_peak_2026 chr16_86421224_86421411 . . .
chr16 86618793 86618915 123 86618862 15 12.60397 7.31003 8.31329 OSE1_peak_2027 chr16_86618793_86618915 . J30679;FOXC2;FOXL1;MTHF .
chr16 86698194 86698411 218 86698298 23 19.79127 9.36563 14.97394 OSE1_peak_2028 chr16_86698194_86698411 . . .
chr16 86958455 86958597 143 86958485 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2029 chr16_86958455_86958597 . . .
chr16 86962776 86963049 274 86962861 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2030 chr16_86962776_86963049 . . .
chr16 86965027 86965162 136 86965082 27 20.1809 8.41214 15.34121 OSE1_peak_2031 chr16_86965027_86965162 . . .
chr16 86985769 86986217 449 86985817 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2032 chr16_86985769_86986217 . . .
chr16 87417557 87417676 120 87417591 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2033 chr16_87417557_87417676 FBXO31 . MAP1LC3B;ZCCHC14
chr16 87526414 87526559 146 87526490 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2034 chr16_87526414_87526559 . ZCCHC14 .
chr16 87904432 87904551 120 87904506 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2035 chr16_87904432_87904551 . SLC7A5 CA5A
chr16 87984614 87984826 213 87984682 26 25.35539 11.65071 20.27497 OSE1_peak_2036 chr16_87984614_87984826 . CA5A BANP
chr16 88337901 88338338 438 88338213 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2037 chr16_88337901_88338338 . . .
chr16 88340465 88340683 219 88340580 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_2038 chr16_88340465_88340683 . . .
chr16 88340945 88341163 219 88341030 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_2039 chr16_88340945_88341163 . . .
chr16 88365635 88366077 443 88365767 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_2040 chr16_88365635_88366077 . . .
chr16 89368062 89368235 174 89368157 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_2041 chr16_89368062_89368235 ANKRD11 . LOC100287036
chr16 89386610 89386745 136 89386694 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_2042 chr16_89386610_89386745 ANKRD11 . LOC100287036
chr16 89628417 89628607 191 89628468 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_2043 chr16_89628417_89628607 RPL13 SNORD68;SPG7 CPNE7
chr16 89632004 89632132 129 89632080 10 6.92692 4.82311 3.39374 OSE1_peak_2044 chr16_89632004_89632132 RPL13 SNORD68;SPG7 CPNE7
chr16 89647751 89647895 145 89647835 20 13.18053 6.42743 8.82929 OSE1_peak_2045 chr16_89647751_89647895 CPNE7 RPL13;SNORD68;SPG7 .
chr16 89699690 89699831 142 89699747 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2046 chr16_89699690_89699831 DPEP1 . C16orf55;CHMP1A
chr16 89988925 89989127 203 89989017 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2047 chr16_89988925_89989127 TUBB3 MC1R;TCF25 DEF8
chr16 90098334 90098484 151 90098404 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2048 chr16_90098334_90098484 GAS8 C16orf3;DBNDD1 LOC100130015;PRDM7
chr17 597446 597670 225 597559 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2049 chr17_597446_597670 VPS53 . .
chr17 831181 831321 141 831282 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2050 chr17_831181_831321 NXN . .
chr17 836813 836986 174 836892 33 21.16664 7.43252 16.27534 OSE1_peak_2051 chr17_836813_836986 NXN . .
chr17 855207 855414 208 855310 22 21.66015 10.79729 16.73244 OSE1_peak_2052 chr17_855207_855414 NXN . .
chr17 1014417 1014709 293 1014694 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2053 chr17_1014417_1014709 ABR . .
chr17 1366599 1366718 120 1366612 13 7.3181 4.54042 3.71146 OSE1_peak_2054 chr17_1366599_1366718 . CRK MYO1C
chr17 1420689 1420852 164 1420769 12 9.29598 5.9394 5.36156 OSE1_peak_2055 chr17_1420689_1420852 LOC100306951 INPP5K;MYO1C PITPNA
chr17 1613996 1614390 395 1614076 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2056 chr17_1613996_1614390 . PRPF8;TLCD2 MIR22;MIR22HG;WDR81
chr17 2095936 2096056 121 2095947 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2057 chr17_2095936_2096056 SMG6 . .
chr17 2331540 2331670 131 2331600 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_2058 chr17_2331540_2331670 METTL16 LOC284009;MNT .
chr17 3796664 3796802 139 3796754 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2059 chr17_3796664_3796802 . CAMKK1 P2RX1
chr17 4263018 4263245 228 4263028 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_2060 chr17_4263018_4263245 UBE2G1 . .
chr17 4573020 4573139 120 4573124 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2061 chr17_4573020_4573139 . ALOX15 PELP1
chr17 4852675 4852799 125 4852726 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2062 chr17_4852675_4852799 . P1BA;PFN1;RNF167;SLC25A1 CAMTA2;ENO3;SPAG7
chr17 5419608 5419806 199 5419702 13 9.496 5.85532 5.54681 OSE1_peak_2063 chr17_5419608_5419806 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
chr17 6126663 6126782 120 6126732 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2064 chr17_6126663_6126782 . . .
chr17 6417319 6417438 120 6417377 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_2065 chr17_6417319_6417438 PITPNM3 . .
chr17 6656413 6656679 267 6656530 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2066 chr17_6656413_6656679 . . FBXO39;XAF1
chr17 7137692 7137989 298 7137822 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2067 chr17_7137692_7137989 DVL2 ACADVL;DLG4;MIR324 orf81;CLDN7;CTDNEP1;GABARAP;PHF23
chr17 7142942 7143094 153 7143020 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_2068 chr17_7142942_7143094 . ADVL;DLG4;DVL2;MIR324;PHC17orf81;CLDN7;CTDNEP1;GABARAP
chr17 7146210 7146369 160 7146306 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2069 chr17_7146210_7146369 . DLG4;DVL2;GABARAP;MIR32 C17orf81;CLDN7;CTDNEP1
chr17 7253813 7254139 327 7254039 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_2070 chr17_7253813_7254139 ACAP1 NEURL4 KCTD11;TMEM95
chr17 7255481 7255622 142 7255561 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2071 chr17_7255481_7255622 KCTD11 ACAP1;NEURL4 TMEM95;TNK1
chr17 7305339 7305466 128 7305417 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2072 chr17_7305339_7305466 C17orf61‐PLSCR3 PLSCR3;TNK1 C17orf61;C17orf74;NLGN2;SPEM1
chr17 7359262 7359408 147 7359339 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2073 chr17_7359262_7359408 CHRNB1 C17orf74;FGF11;TMEM102 POLR2A;SLC35G6;ZBTB4
chr17 7387617 7387895 279 7387819 29 29.56028 13.04875 24.34592 OSE1_peak_2074 chr17_7387617_7387895 POLR2A CHRNB1;SLC35G6;ZBTB4 .
chr17 7476057 7476400 344 7476058 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_2075 chr17_7476057_7476400 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1 TNFSF12;TNFSF12‐TNFSF13;T2;MPDU1;SNORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;SOX15
chr17 7481980 7482120 141 7482041 10 7.2911 5.05395 3.68875 OSE1_peak_2076 chr17_7481980_7482120 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1 A67;SNORD10;TNFSF12;TNF CD68;FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
chr17 7482494 7483237 744 7482777 26 26.91977 12.58226 21.78286 OSE1_peak_2077 chr17_7482494_7483237 CD68 RA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;TN FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
chr17 7487036 7487155 120 7487106 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_2078 chr17_7487036_7487155 MPDU1 NORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10 FXR2;SOX15
chr17 8076390 8076967 578 8076616 34 33.05923 13.18527 27.74197 OSE1_peak_2079 chr17_8076390_8076967 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 C17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
chr17 8090936 8091063 128 8091018 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2080 chr17_8090936_8091063 . 3676;MIR4521;TMEM107;VA AURKB;C17orf59
chr17 8129524 8129944 421 8129662 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2081 chr17_8129524_8129944 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
chr17 8130327 8130555 229 8130462 19 15.98764 8.30093 11.42611 OSE1_peak_2082 chr17_8130327_8130555 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
chr17 8280117 8280295 179 8280208 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2083 chr17_8280117_8280295 . KRBA2;LOC100128288 RNF222;RPL26
chr17 8286318 8286444 127 8286414 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_2084 chr17_8286318_8286444 RPL26 KRBA2;LOC100128288 RNF222
chr17 13316341 13316572 232 13316487 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2085 chr17_13316341_13316572 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13324272 13324470 199 13324362 35 23.16322 7.86973 18.17029 OSE1_peak_2086 chr17_13324272_13324470 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13492285 13492458 174 13492383 11 6.24027 4.22787 2.8693 OSE1_peak_2087 chr17_13492285_13492458 S3ST3A1;SNORA59A;SNORA59 . .
chr17 13972796 13973024 229 13972845 9 6.41872 4.6601 3.01141 OSE1_peak_2088 chr17_13972796_13973024 COX10;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 15867067 15867271 205 15867253 10 5.70117 4.05044 2.45359 OSE1_peak_2089 chr17_15867067_15867271 DORA2B;SNORA59A;SNORA59 . ZSWIM7
chr17 16053861 16054062 202 16053937 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2090 chr17_16053861_16054062 NCOR1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16118888 16119007 120 16118951 11 8.13367 5.40684 4.37386 OSE1_peak_2091 chr17_16118888_16119007 SNORA59A;SNORA59B NCOR1 PIGL
chr17 16189747 16189866 120 16189836 15 9.25127 5.29426 5.32293 OSE1_peak_2092 chr17_16189747_16189866 PIGL;SNORA59A;SNORA59B MIR1288 .
chr17 16284335 16284503 169 16284400 24 21.78867 10.2202 16.85739 OSE1_peak_2093 chr17_16284335_16284503 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;UBB CENPV .
chr17 16342334 16342471 138 16342409 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2094 chr17_16342334_16342471 7orf76‐AS1;SNORA59A;SNORA TRPV2 M211A;SNORD49A;SNORD49B;SNORD65
chr17 16344543 16344675 133 16344607 12 9.21671 5.88993 5.29064 OSE1_peak_2095 chr17_16344543_16344675 6‐AS1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B;SNORD49A;SNORD49B;TRPV FAM211A
chr17 17092640 17092759 120 17092752 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2096 chr17_17092640_17092759 MPRIP;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . FLCN;PLD6
chr17 17495027 17495153 127 17495077 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2097 chr17_17495027_17495153 SNORA59A;SNORA59B PEMT .
chr17 17615923 17616097 175 17616002 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2098 chr17_17615923_17616097 RAI1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 17739646 17739848 203 17739696 10 7.13696 4.95627 3.55408 OSE1_peak_2099 chr17_17739646_17739848 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;SREBF1 MIR33B;RAI1 TOM1L2
chr17 17839331 17839494 164 17839423 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2100 chr17_17839331_17839494 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;TOM1L . .
chr17 18966851 18967249 399 18967154 39 46.26467 18.77789 40.63327 OSE1_peak_2101 chr17_18966851_18967249 SNORA59A;SNORA59B GRAP .
chr17 19015196 19015325 130 19015287 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2102 chr17_19015196_19015325 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
chr17 19015552 19015692 141 19015635 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_2103 chr17_19015552_19015692 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
chr17 19215233 19215373 141 19215296 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2104 chr17_19215233_19215373 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1
chr17 19230250 19230404 155 19230345 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2105 chr17_19230250_19230404 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1;MIR1180
chr17 19411535 19411680 146 19411587 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2106 chr17_19411535_19411680 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SLC47A1
chr17 19552125 19552247 123 19552165 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2107 chr17_19552125_19552247 ALDH3A2 . SLC47A2
chr17 19656669 19656790 122 19656719 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_2108 chr17_19656669_19656790 . ALDH3A1 ULK2
chr17 21117490 21117748 259 21117640 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_2109 chr17_21117490_21117748 TMEM11 DHRS7B C17orf103
chr17 21191456 21191582 127 21191524 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2110 chr17_21191456_21191582 MAP2K3 . .
chr17 25572055 25572182 128 25572104 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2111 chr17_25572055_25572182 . . .
chr17 25621301 25621430 130 25621325 13 10.08875 6.22208 6.0614 OSE1_peak_2112 chr17_25621301_25621430 WSB1 MIR4522 .
chr17 25711472 25711656 185 25711560 13 10.11615 6.23908 6.07751 OSE1_peak_2113 chr17_25711472_25711656 . . .
chr17 25773587 25773826 240 25773714 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_2114 chr17_25773587_25773826 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
chr17 25861277 25861421 145 25861362 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_2115 chr17_25861277_25861421 KSR1 . .
chr17 25867857 25867988 132 25867937 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2116 chr17_25867857_25867988 KSR1 . .
chr17 25913290 25913411 122 25913308 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2117 chr17_25913290_25913411 KSR1 . .
chr17 26605413 26605579 167 26605515 26 22.42444 9.94199 17.46701 OSE1_peak_2118 chr17_26605413_26605579 KRT18P55 . .
chr17 27052958 27053109 152 27053047 11 7.99349 5.31873 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2119 chr17_27052958_27053109 TLCD1 3A;SNORD42A;SNORD42B;S C17orf63;NEK8;TRAF4
chr17 27253120 27253294 175 27253217 31 29.11925 12.0551 23.91591 OSE1_peak_2120 chr17_27253120_27253294 PHF12 DHRS13;FLOT2 SEZ6
chr17 27279311 27279540 230 27279453 31 21.14805 7.87431 16.25799 OSE1_peak_2121 chr17_27279311_27279540 . PHF12 SEZ6
chr17 27568064 27568195 132 27568122 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_2122 chr17_27568064_27568195 . . CRYBA1;NUFIP2
chr17 27580962 27581081 120 27581037 15 11.37393 6.55735 7.20152 OSE1_peak_2123 chr17_27580962_27581081 CRYBA1 . NUFIP2
chr17 27581652 27581814 163 27581750 9 5.47761 4.05759 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2124 chr17_27581652_27581814 . CRYBA1 NUFIP2
chr17 29654810 29655057 248 29654991 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2125 chr17_29654810_29655057 NF1 EVI2A;EVI2B .
chr17 29886309 29886442 134 29886377 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2126 chr17_29886309_29886442 . MIR4724;RAB11FIP4 MIR193A;MIR365B;MIR4725
chr17 29907815 29907934 120 29907845 14 8.70716 5.17315 4.85362 OSE1_peak_2127 chr17_29907815_29907934 . MIR193A;MIR365B;MIR4725 .
chr17 30677773 30677942 170 30677850 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_2128 chr17_30677773_30677942 ZNF207 C17orf75;MIR632;RHBDL3 .
chr17 33390324 33390551 228 33390531 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2129 chr17_33390324_33390551 RAD51L3‐RFFL;RFFL . .
chr17 34105274 34105413 140 34105324 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2130 chr17_34105274_34105413 MMP28 C17orf50;GAS2L2 .
chr17 37002289 37002467 179 37002446 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2131 chr17_37002289_37002467 . C17orf98;CWC25;MIR4727 LASP1;RPL23;SNORA21
chr17 37010440 37010559 120 37010451 10 6.80621 4.74659 3.29126 OSE1_peak_2132 chr17_37010440_37010559 . 8;CWC25;MIR4727;RPL23;S LASP1
chr17 37057186 37057509 324 37057441 17 14.43334 7.91362 9.9764 OSE1_peak_2133 chr17_37057186_37057509 LASP1 . LOC100505576
chr17 37309907 37310101 195 37310003 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2134 chr17_37309907_37310101 . PLXDC1 ARL5C;CACNB1
chr17 37641949 37642261 313 37642017 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_2135 chr17_37641949_37642261 CDK12 . .
chr17 37938810 37939002 193 37938928 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_2136 chr17_37938810_37939002 IKZF3 . .
chr17 37975703 37975840 138 37975779 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_2137 chr17_37975703_37975840 IKZF3 . .
chr17 38174488 38174766 279 38174558 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2138 chr17_38174488_38174766 . CSF3;PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
chr17 38177734 38177918 185 38177835 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2139 chr17_38177734_38177918 MED24 CSF3;PSMD3 SNORD124
chr17 38470961 38471129 169 38471056 18 15.7206 8.42132 11.1707 OSE1_peak_2140 chr17_38470961_38471129 RARA CDC6 .
chr17 38478803 38478981 179 38478919 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2141 chr17_38478803_38478981 RARA CDC6 .
chr17 38600867 38601203 337 38601014 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_2142 chr17_38600867_38601203 IGFBP4 TOP2A .
chr17 38602416 38602978 563 38602943 13 9.71975 5.99357 5.73575 OSE1_peak_2143 chr17_38602416_38602978 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38603476 38603795 320 38603577 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2144 chr17_38603476_38603795 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38605879 38606161 283 38606063 13 9.12136 5.62468 5.21574 OSE1_peak_2145 chr17_38605879_38606161 IGFBP4 . TNS4
chr17 38614590 38614766 177 38614705 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2146 chr17_38614590_38614766 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38615357 38615780 424 38615419 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2147 chr17_38615357_38615780 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38616361 38616520 160 38616463 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_2148 chr17_38616361_38616520 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38616893 38617175 283 38617069 18 15.21076 8.11285 10.70043 OSE1_peak_2149 chr17_38616893_38617175 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38617282 38617451 170 38617360 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2150 chr17_38617282_38617451 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38617834 38618113 280 38618025 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_2151 chr17_38617834_38618113 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38618248 38618495 248 38618308 17 10.72152 5.72393 6.62328 OSE1_peak_2152 chr17_38618248_38618495 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38618782 38618925 144 38618835 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2153 chr17_38618782_38618925 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38619028 38621537 2510 38619972 35 37.40167 15.29169 31.97615 OSE1_peak_2154 chr17_38619028_38621537 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38621721 38622574 854 38622112 23 21.84259 10.57999 16.91011 OSE1_peak_2155 chr17_38621721_38622574 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38623159 38623429 271 38623344 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_2156 chr17_38623159_38623429 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38626390 38626509 120 38626460 14 10.80016 6.43857 6.69442 OSE1_peak_2157 chr17_38626390_38626509 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38627045 38627473 429 38627175 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_2158 chr17_38627045_38627473 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38642460 38642612 153 38642539 20 7.69422 3.75283 3.99928 OSE1_peak_2159 chr17_38642460_38642612 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 38642810 38642948 139 38642831 12 6.77926 4.39061 3.26908 OSE1_peak_2160 chr17_38642810_38642948 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 38666599 38666751 153 38666634 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2161 chr17_38666599_38666751 . TNS4 .
chr17 38668479 38668608 130 38668584 14 9.59536 5.70349 5.62024 OSE1_peak_2162 chr17_38668479_38668608 . TNS4 .
chr17 38677789 38678057 269 38677930 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_2163 chr17_38677789_38678057 . TNS4 .
chr17 38678347 38678522 176 38678412 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2164 chr17_38678347_38678522 . TNS4 .
chr17 38697746 38697952 207 38697846 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2165 chr17_38697746_38697952 . . CCR7
chr17 38698492 38698614 123 38698542 15 11.9124 6.88592 7.69516 OSE1_peak_2166 chr17_38698492_38698614 . . CCR7
chr17 38699116 38699278 163 38699154 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_2167 chr17_38699116_38699278 . . CCR7
chr17 38705708 38705946 239 38705883 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_2168 chr17_38705708_38705946 . . CCR7
chr17 38708273 38708671 399 38708382 15 9.0687 5.18905 5.17187 OSE1_peak_2169 chr17_38708273_38708671 . . CCR7
chr17 39216593 39216735 143 39216630 14 10.42761 6.2099 6.36069 OSE1_peak_2170 chr17_39216593_39216735 . RTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2 KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39222527 39222774 248 39222599 24 20.79841 9.6406 15.92087 OSE1_peak_2171 chr17_39222527_39222774 . RTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTAP2‐4 KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39536481 39536607 127 39536503 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2172 chr17_39536481_39536607 KRT34 KRT33A;KRT33B KRT31;LOC100505782
chr17 39560320 39560490 171 39560373 25 21.61157 9.79477 16.69508 OSE1_peak_2173 chr17_39560320_39560490 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
chr17 39834716 39834864 149 39834822 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2174 chr17_39834716_39834864 . . EIF1
chr17 39847904 39848023 120 39848007 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2175 chr17_39847904_39848023 . EIF1 GAST
chr17 39848272 39848744 473 39848616 15 11.94215 6.90413 7.72425 OSE1_peak_2176 chr17_39848272_39848744 . EIF1 GAST
chr17 39848998 39849299 302 39849071 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2177 chr17_39848998_39849299 . EIF1 GAST;HAP1
chr17 39949624 39949798 175 39949737 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2178 chr17_39949624_39949798 . JUP FKBP10;LEPREL4
chr17 39968828 39968968 141 39968877 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2179 chr17_39968828_39968968 FKBP10 JUP;LEPREL4 KLHL10;NT5C3L
chr17 40067052 40067315 264 40067135 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_2180 chr17_40067052_40067315 ACLY . TTC25
chr17 40580206 40580328 123 40580299 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_2181 chr17_40580206_40580328 . PTRF .
chr17 40670411 40670684 274 40670662 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2182 chr17_40670411_40670684 ATP6V0A1 . NAGLU
chr17 40671948 40672069 122 40672015 13 9.2124 5.68062 5.28689 OSE1_peak_2183 chr17_40671948_40672069 ATP6V0A1 . NAGLU
chr17 40688732 40688855 124 40688813 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2184 chr17_40688732_40688855 NAGLU ATP6V0A1 COASY;HSD17B1
chr17 40728302 40728490 189 40728414 8 5.4361 4.17027 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2185 chr17_40728302_40728490 PSMC3IP COASY;HSD17B1;MLX FAM134C
chr17 41393228 41393672 445 41393369 78 85.88662 22.23344 79.58775 OSE1_peak_2186 chr17_41393228_41393672 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
chr17 41438253 41438817 565 41438658 41 41.41393 15.12406 35.88993 OSE1_peak_2187 chr17_41438253_41438817 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41445146 41445474 329 41445377 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_2188 chr17_41445146_41445474 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41476360 41476479 120 41476374 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2189 chr17_41476360_41476479 ARL4D LOC100130581 .
chr17 41801322 41801543 222 41801521 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_2190 chr17_41801322_41801543 . . SOST
chr17 41810373 41810492 120 41810437 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_2191 chr17_41810373_41810492 . . SOST
chr17 41861467 41861619 153 41861548 24 17.24835 7.6517 12.58864 OSE1_peak_2192 chr17_41861467_41861619 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 42186097 42186220 124 42186175 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2193 chr17_42186097_42186220 HDAC5 . .
chr17 43225239 43225500 262 43225428 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2194 chr17_43225239_43225500 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43225785 43226166 382 43225986 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2195 chr17_43225785_43226166 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43317515 43317655 141 43317568 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2196 chr17_43317515_43317655 FMNL1 . LOC100133991;MAP3K14;TEX34
chr17 43449428 43449616 189 43449500 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2197 chr17_43449428_43449616 . . ARHGAP27
chr17 44156390 44156509 120 44156430 11 8.22973 5.46722 4.45772 OSE1_peak_2198 chr17_44156390_44156509 KANSL1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45331206 45331325 120 45331270 12 8.7199 5.58009 4.86556 OSE1_peak_2199 chr17_45331206_45331325 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45343493 45343671 179 45343648 11 6.24027 4.22787 2.8693 OSE1_peak_2200 chr17_45343493_45343671 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45763837 45764036 200 45763857 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2201 chr17_45763837_45764036 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 KPNB1 TBKBP1
chr17 46102055 46102277 223 46102207 10 6.3411 4.45228 2.95024 OSE1_peak_2202 chr17_46102055_46102277 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . COPZ2;MIR152;NFE2L1
chr17 46102827 46103047 221 46102969 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_2203 chr17_46102827_46103047 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . COPZ2;MIR152;NFE2L1
chr17 46317144 46317263 120 46317196 13 8.42849 5.20206 4.62098 OSE1_peak_2204 chr17_46317144_46317263 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SKAP1 . .
chr17 46560883 46561002 120 46560987 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2205 chr17_46560883_46561002 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 46616613 46616749 137 46616713 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_2206 chr17_46616613_46616749 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB1 HOXB2;HOXB3
chr17 46621567 46621728 162 46621658 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2207 chr17_46621567_46621728 HOXB2;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB1 HOXB3
chr17 46632554 46632692 139 46632651 13 10.54583 6.50556 6.4667 OSE1_peak_2208 chr17_46632554_46632692 HOXB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB1;HOXB2 HOXB4;MIR10A
chr17 47093617 47093736 120 47093702 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2209 chr17_47093617_47093736 GF2BP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐ . .
chr17 47154594 47154713 120 47154634 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_2210 chr17_47154594_47154713 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 IGF2BP1 .
chr17 47269880 47270013 134 47269994 10 7.05156 4.90213 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2211 chr17_47269880_47270013 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 B4GALNT2 ABI3;GNGT2
chr17 47725019 47725138 120 47725054 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2212 chr17_47725019_47725138 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SPOP . .
chr17 48128453 48128730 278 48128613 24 23.49378 11.23323 18.48576 OSE1_peak_2213 chr17_48128453_48128730 C284080;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315 . ITGA3
chr17 48141994 48142307 314 48142238 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2214 chr17_48141994_48142307 ITGA3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 LOC284080 PDK2
chr17 48208997 48209116 120 48209042 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2215 chr17_48208997_48209116 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 PDK2;SAMD14 PPP1R9B
chr17 48287649 48287959 311 48287901 16 12.16556 6.79651 7.91259 OSE1_peak_2216 chr17_48287649_48287959 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COL1A1 .
chr17 48333304 48333472 169 48333391 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_2217 chr17_48333304_48333472 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . TMEM92
chr17 49199270 49199401 132 49199290 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2218 chr17_49199270_49199401 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 SPAG9 .
chr17 53025527 53026085 559 53025795 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2219 chr17_53025527_53026085 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L . COX11;STXBP4
chr17 53045936 53046112 177 53046012 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_2220 chr17_53045936_53046112 COX11;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TOM1L1 STXBP4
chr17 53511244 53511379 136 53511320 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_2221 chr17_53511244_53511379 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 54759199 54759343 145 54759263 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2222 chr17_54759199_54759343 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 56429683 56429839 157 56429774 12 9.08748 5.80929 5.18935 OSE1_peak_2223 chr17_56429683_56429839 100506779;MIR4315‐1;MIR43AP1;MIR142;MIR4736;SUPT RNF43
chr17 56602675 56602823 149 56602738 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2224 chr17_56602675_56602823 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
chr17 56708779 56709289 511 56709013 97 115.17745 27.58073 108.279 OSE1_peak_2225 chr17_56708779_56709289 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56736286 56736764 479 56736495 79 115.08811 37.55578 108.2058 OSE1_peak_2226 chr17_56736286_56736764 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56756625 56757112 488 56756927 41 42.02804 15.46531 36.48815 OSE1_peak_2227 chr17_56756625_56757112 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
chr17 56818505 56818669 165 56818582 11 8.15748 5.42181 4.39657 OSE1_peak_2228 chr17_56818505_56818669 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 RAD51C PPM1E
chr17 57774026 57774198 173 57774136 10 6.37625 4.47447 2.97689 OSE1_peak_2229 chr17_57774026_57774198 CLTC;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . PTRH2;VMP1
chr17 57831623 57831742 120 57831674 12 9.34957 5.97284 5.41315 OSE1_peak_2230 chr17_57831623_57831742 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57915252 57917213 1962 57916025 26 14.59359 5.9023 10.12929 OSE1_peak_2231 chr17_57915252_57917213 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57917313 57917481 169 57917399 19 15.50976 8.01553 10.96956 OSE1_peak_2232 chr17_57917313_57917481 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57917623 57918625 1003 57918468 27 24.488 10.79747 19.43771 OSE1_peak_2233 chr17_57917623_57918625 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57918841 57919274 434 57918937 22 18.67726 9.01852 13.92805 OSE1_peak_2234 chr17_57918841_57919274 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57919588 57922429 2842 57920855 79 104.69277 31.59653 98.04543 OSE1_peak_2235 chr17_57919588_57922429 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57922605 57922951 347 57922721 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_2236 chr17_57922605_57922951 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 58469785 58469904 120 58469852 16 11.66163 6.49422 7.46889 OSE1_peak_2237 chr17_58469785_58469904 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 USP32 C17orf64
chr17 60070674 60070850 177 60070739 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2238 chr17_60070674_60070850 MED13;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 60643219 60643476 258 60643331 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_2239 chr17_60643219_60643476 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TLK2 . .
chr17 60729830 60730050 221 60729933 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2240 chr17_60729830_60730050 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MRC2 . .
chr17 60868320 60868446 127 60868337 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2241 chr17_60868320_60868446 H10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MI . .
chr17 60869575 60869785 211 60869668 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_2242 chr17_60869575_60869785 H10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MI . .
chr17 60897286 60897414 129 60897359 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_2243 chr17_60897286_60897414 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548 10‐Mar .
chr17 60901937 60902095 159 60902031 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_2244 chr17_60901937_60902095 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548 10‐Mar .
chr17 60936649 60936887 239 60936712 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_2245 chr17_60936649_60936887 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548 . .
chr17 61044286 61044589 304 61044385 14 11.76003 7.03029 7.56384 OSE1_peak_2246 chr17_61044286_61044589 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548 . .
chr17 61044993 61045185 193 61045094 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2247 chr17_61044993_61045185 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548 . .
chr17 61904758 61904879 122 61904813 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2248 chr17_61904758_61904879 J3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;PSM DDX42 SMARCD2;TCAM1P
chr17 62224186 62224358 173 62224282 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_2249 chr17_62224186_62224358 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 ERN1;SNORA76;SNORD104 TEX2
chr17 62224544 62224837 294 62224649 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2250 chr17_62224544_62224837 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2 ERN1;SNORA76;SNORD104 .
chr17 62493604 62493851 248 62493748 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2251 chr17_62493604_62493851 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MILR1;POLG2 CEP95;DDX5;MIR3064;MIR5047
chr17 62502247 62502383 137 62502320 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_2252 chr17_62502247_62502383 DDX5;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR3064;MIR5047;POLG2 CEP95
chr17 62676097 62676330 234 62676226 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2253 chr17_62676097_62676330 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 SMURF2 .
chr17 62728883 62729007 125 62728979 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2254 chr17_62728883_62729007 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . LOC146880
chr17 63188615 63188782 168 63188669 24 19.68936 9.00242 14.87368 OSE1_peak_2255 chr17_63188615_63188782 RGS9 . .
chr17 63780134 63780258 125 63780170 16 11.66163 6.49422 7.46889 OSE1_peak_2256 chr17_63780134_63780258 CEP112 . .
chr17 64271851 64272102 252 64272051 17 12.81954 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2257 chr17_64271851_64272102 . . PRKCA
chr17 64456046 64456213 168 64456116 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_2258 chr17_64456046_64456213 PRKCA . .
chr17 65417999 65418254 256 65418049 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2259 chr17_65417999_65418254 PITPNC1 . .
chr17 65925128 65925247 120 65925245 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2260 chr17_65925128_65925247 BPTF . .
chr17 66380091 66380231 141 66380167 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_2261 chr17_66380091_66380231 ARSG . .
chr17 67171953 67172073 121 67172043 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_2262 chr17_67171953_67172073 ABCA10 . .
chr17 67754187 67754378 192 67754286 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_2263 chr17_67754187_67754378 . . .
chr17 67874872 67874991 120 67874914 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2264 chr17_67874872_67874991 . . .
chr17 68638611 68638730 120 68638702 9 6.31611 4.5945 2.93245 OSE1_peak_2265 chr17_68638611_68638730 . . .
chr17 69405914 69406265 352 69406084 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_2266 chr17_69405914_69406265 . . .
chr17 69434968 69435179 212 69435125 19 7.02908 3.57413 3.48738 OSE1_peak_2267 chr17_69434968_69435179 . . .
chr17 69789307 69789486 180 69789422 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_2268 chr17_69789307_69789486 . . .
chr17 70388291 70388418 128 70388382 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2269 chr17_70388291_70388418 . . LOC100499467
chr17 70418955 70419481 527 70419231 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2270 chr17_70418955_70419481 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70712410 70712594 185 70712495 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2271 chr17_70712410_70712594 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 71287632 71287751 120 71287694 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_2272 chr17_71287632_71287751 CDC42EP4 CPSF4L .
chr17 71289700 71289893 194 71289851 14 8.70716 5.17315 4.85362 OSE1_peak_2273 chr17_71289700_71289893 CDC42EP4 . .
chr17 72744765 72744887 123 72744847 14 11.19986 6.68472 7.04802 OSE1_peak_2274 chr17_72744765_72744887 MIR3615;SLC9A3R1 RAB37 NAT9;TMEM104
chr17 73106099 73106218 120 73106135 14 11.69494 6.99014 7.5004 OSE1_peak_2275 chr17_73106099_73106218 ARMC7 SLC16A5 HN1;NT5C
chr17 73689872 73690073 202 73689931 21 14.64984 6.99591 10.18213 OSE1_peak_2276 chr17_73689872_73690073 SAP30BP RECQL5 ITGB4
chr17 73696559 73696678 120 73696663 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_2277 chr17_73696559_73696678 SAP30BP . ITGB4
chr17 73696836 73696971 136 73696901 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_2278 chr17_73696836_73696971 SAP30BP . ITGB4
chr17 73772520 73772639 120 73772562 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_2279 chr17_73772520_73772639 H3F3B GALK1;ITGB4 MIR4738;UNK
chr17 73944924 73945043 120 73944962 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2280 chr17_73944924_73945043 ACOX1 FBF1 .
chr17 74044864 74045002 139 74044933 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2281 chr17_74044864_74045002 SRP68 EVPL GALR2
chr17 74366835 74367130 296 74366890 19 16.23841 8.45139 11.65117 OSE1_peak_2282 chr17_74366835_74367130 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74367716 74367869 154 74367797 11 7.70474 5.13734 4.00837 OSE1_peak_2283 chr17_74367716_74367869 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74542798 74543022 225 74542989 13 8.94415 5.51604 5.06974 OSE1_peak_2284 chr17_74542798_74543022 . CYGB;PRCD 246;SNORD1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNAC
chr17 74553665 74553877 213 74553764 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_2285 chr17_74553665_74553877 LOC100507246 CYGB;PRCD RD1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNAC2
chr17 74712186 74712305 120 74712243 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2286 chr17_74712186_74712305 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74712440 74712559 120 74712463 12 8.37933 5.3683 4.57846 OSE1_peak_2287 chr17_74712440_74712559 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74721930 74722148 219 74721992 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2288 chr17_74721930_74722148 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 75106215 75106400 186 75106362 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_2289 chr17_75106215_75106400 SEC14L1 LINC00338;SCARNA16 .
chr17 75120298 75120526 229 75120404 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2290 chr17_75120298_75120526 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
chr17 75121457 75121860 404 75121563 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_2291 chr17_75121457_75121860 SEC14L1 . .
chr17 75400934 75401256 323 75401007 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2292 chr17_75400934_75401256 09‐Sep MIR4316 .
chr17 75422353 75422489 137 75422388 14 11.22955 6.70303 7.07674 OSE1_peak_2293 chr17_75422353_75422489 09‐Sep MIR4316 .
chr17 76330786 76330918 133 76330816 14 10.66417 6.35499 6.57067 OSE1_peak_2294 chr17_76330786_76330918 . . SOCS3
chr17 76349143 76349346 204 76349247 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2295 chr17_76349143_76349346 . . PGS1;SOCS3
chr17 76353377 76353566 190 76353538 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2296 chr17_76353377_76353566 SOCS3 . PGS1
chr17 76356222 76356370 149 76356269 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2297 chr17_76356222_76356370 . SOCS3 PGS1
chr17 76386548 76386678 131 76386642 14 11.025 6.57696 6.89429 OSE1_peak_2298 chr17_76386548_76386678 PGS1 . .
chr17 77034784 77035073 290 77034888 16 12.056 6.73055 7.81022 OSE1_peak_2299 chr17_77034784_77035073 C1QTNF1 CANT1;LOC100507410 .
chr17 78010189 78010382 194 78010227 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2300 chr17_78010189_78010382 . TBC1D16 CCDC40
chr17 78830407 78830547 141 78830495 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_2301 chr17_78830407_78830547 RPTOR . .
chr17 78832991 78833163 173 78833013 9 6.37731 4.63363 2.97689 OSE1_peak_2302 chr17_78832991_78833163 RPTOR . .
chr17 78865840 78865978 139 78865843 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_2303 chr17_78865840_78865978 RPTOR . .
chr17 79008948 79009089 142 79009032 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2304 chr17_79008948_79009089 BAIAP2 FLJ90757 .
chr17 79014280 79014419 140 79014345 19 17.54604 9.24103 12.8716 OSE1_peak_2305 chr17_79014280_79014419 BAIAP2 FLJ90757 .
chr17 79024029 79024302 274 79024132 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_2306 chr17_79024029_79024302 BAIAP2 FLJ90757 .
chr17 79396729 79396942 214 79396768 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2307 chr17_79396729_79396942 BAHCC1 MIR4740 MIR3186
chr17 79474421 79477301 2881 79474917 24 23.44219 11.20239 18.43864 OSE1_peak_2308 chr17_79474421_79477301 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79481126 79481323 198 79481242 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2309 chr17_79481126_79481323 . ACTG1 C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79678898 79679039 142 79678917 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2310 chr17_79678898_79679039 . ARL16;HGS;MRPL12 SLC25A10
chr17 79818316 79818435 120 79818353 13 10.17141 6.27334 6.13033 OSE1_peak_2311 chr17_79818316_79818435 P4HB FAM195B;PPP1R27 ALYREF;ARHGDIA
chr17 79824122 79824267 146 79824169 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_2312 chr17_79824122_79824267 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79824679 79824874 196 79824733 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_2313 chr17_79824679_79824874 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79825081 79825508 428 79825418 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_2314 chr17_79825081_79825508 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79825668 79825807 140 79825714 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2315 chr17_79825668_79825807 ARHGDIA P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11
chr17 80174734 80174862 129 80174808 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2316 chr17_80174734_80174862 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
chr17 80175081 80175354 274 80175137 20 15.20007 7.56203 10.68986 OSE1_peak_2317 chr17_80175081_80175354 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
chr17 80175634 80175758 125 80175675 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_2318 chr17_80175634_80175758 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
chr17 80187461 80187610 150 80187523 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2319 chr17_80187461_80187610 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80188259 80188605 347 80188438 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2320 chr17_80188259_80188605 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80196365 80196600 236 80196430 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2321 chr17_80196365_80196600 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80199477 80199613 137 80199548 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2322 chr17_80199477_80199613 . CCDC57;SLC16A3 CSNK1D
chr17 80200044 80200400 357 80200284 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2323 chr17_80200044_80200400 . CCDC57;SLC16A3 CSNK1D
chr17 80200511 80201073 563 80200729 27 20.1809 8.41214 15.34121 OSE1_peak_2324 chr17_80200511_80201073 CSNK1D CCDC57;SLC16A3 .
chr17 80201424 80201571 148 80201518 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2325 chr17_80201424_80201571 CSNK1D SLC16A3 .
chr17 80202767 80202905 139 80202846 15 11.76585 6.7963 7.56586 OSE1_peak_2326 chr17_80202767_80202905 CSNK1D SLC16A3 .
chr17 80241059 80241242 184 80241165 10 7.00956 4.8755 3.46901 OSE1_peak_2327 chr17_80241059_80241242 . CSNK1D .
chr17 80253325 80253518 194 80253467 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_2328 chr17_80253325_80253518 . CSNK1D CD7;SECTM1
chr17 80255370 80255594 225 80255463 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_2329 chr17_80255370_80255594 . CSNK1D CD7;SECTM1
chr17 80477028 80477159 132 80477121 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2330 chr17_80477028_80477159 . . FOXK2
chr17 80488383 80488502 120 80488423 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2331 chr17_80488383_80488502 FOXK2 . .
chr18 322684 322814 131 322736 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_2332 chr18_322684_322814 COLEC12 . .
chr18 3247712 3247882 171 3247809 16 13.2488 7.45389 8.89262 OSE1_peak_2333 chr18_3247712_3247882 MYL12A MYOM1 MYL12B
chr18 3367661 3367858 198 3367775 28 24.86696 10.67843 19.8062 OSE1_peak_2334 chr18_3367661_3367858 . . .
chr18 3448460 3448601 142 3448525 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_2335 chr18_3448460_3448601 TGIF1 . .
chr18 3449314 3449492 179 3449422 16 10.3813 5.74157 6.32092 OSE1_peak_2336 chr18_3449314_3449492 TGIF1 . .
chr18 3594977 3595118 142 3595023 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_2337 chr18_3594977_3595118 DLGAP1;FLJ35776 . .
chr18 3605027 3605156 130 3605079 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_2338 chr18_3605027_3605156 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3624035 3624776 742 3624311 22 19.57079 9.54606 14.76224 OSE1_peak_2339 chr18_3624035_3624776 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3624871 3625051 181 3624980 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2340 chr18_3624871_3625051 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3650030 3650229 200 3650088 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2341 chr18_3650030_3650229 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 8747167 8747397 231 8747253 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_2342 chr18_8747167_8747397 SOGA2 . .
chr18 8800672 8800791 120 8800757 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_2343 chr18_8800672_8800791 SOGA2 . .
chr18 8946163 8946289 127 8946233 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2344 chr18_8946163_8946289 . . .
chr18 9135621 9135740 120 9135669 10 6.84602 4.77182 3.32894 OSE1_peak_2345 chr18_9135621_9135740 . NDUFV2 ANKRD12
chr18 9743531 9743731 201 9743714 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_2346 chr18_9743531_9743731 RAB31 . .
chr18 9779663 9779799 137 9779726 15 12.18569 7.05333 7.93226 OSE1_peak_2347 chr18_9779663_9779799 RAB31 . .
chr18 11925858 11926082 225 11925924 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_2348 chr18_11925858_11926082 . MPPE1 .
chr18 12838178 12838369 192 12838267 20 12.54533 6.08506 8.26405 OSE1_peak_2349 chr18_12838178_12838369 PTPN2 . .
chr18 12949999 12950173 175 12950073 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2350 chr18_12949999_12950173 SEH1L . .
chr18 14826640 14826759 120 14826715 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2351 chr18_14826640_14826759 ANKRD30B . MIR3156‐2
chr18 14971772 14972128 357 14971896 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_2352 chr18_14971772_14972128 . . .
chr18 18584852 18585033 182 18585006 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2353 chr18_18584852_18585033 ROCK1 . .
chr18 18744056 18744175 120 18744076 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_2354 chr18_18744056_18744175 . . .
chr18 19180571 19180690 120 19180600 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2355 chr18_19180571_19180690 ESCO1 . SNRPD1
chr18 19770496 19770680 185 19770602 19 7.02908 3.57413 3.48738 OSE1_peak_2356 chr18_19770496_19770680 GATA6 . .
chr18 20012712 20012901 190 20012815 12 8.33578 5.34126 4.54411 OSE1_peak_2357 chr18_20012712_20012901 . CTAGE1 .
chr18 20047982 20048206 225 20048106 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2358 chr18_20047982_20048206 . . .
chr18 20131328 20132049 722 20131387 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2359 chr18_20131328_20132049 . . .
chr18 20248082 20248281 200 20248156 19 11.42062 5.69419 7.2471 OSE1_peak_2360 chr18_20248082_20248281 . . .
chr18 20428560 20428679 120 20428617 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_2361 chr18_20428560_20428679 . . .
chr18 20864090 20864244 155 20864148 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2362 chr18_20864090_20864244 . CABLES1 TMEM241
chr18 24716249 24716368 120 24716282 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_2363 chr18_24716249_24716368 CHST9 . .
chr18 25423872 25424034 163 25423975 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_2364 chr18_25423872_25424034 . . .
chr18 25784246 25784399 154 25784329 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_2365 chr18_25784246_25784399 . CDH2 .
chr18 26734660 26734871 212 26734689 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_2366 chr18_26734660_26734871 . . .
chr18 26735148 26735764 617 26735365 15 12.43962 7.20912 8.16377 OSE1_peak_2367 chr18_26735148_26735764 . . .
chr18 26745367 26745486 120 26745406 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_2368 chr18_26745367_26745486 . . .
chr18 34319860 34320025 166 34319934 14 11.19986 6.68472 7.04802 OSE1_peak_2369 chr18_34319860_34320025 FHOD3 . .
chr18 38448206 38448346 141 38448240 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_2370 chr18_38448206_38448346 . . .
chr18 38457165 38457375 211 38457324 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2371 chr18_38457165_38457375 . . .
chr18 38694062 38694194 133 38694121 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_2372 chr18_38694062_38694194 . . .
chr18 39270862 39270990 129 39270960 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2373 chr18_39270862_39270990 . . .
chr18 40026231 40026373 143 40026303 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2374 chr18_40026231_40026373 LOC284260 . .
chr18 40224683 40224802 120 40224759 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_2375 chr18_40224683_40224802 LOC284260 . .
chr18 40740369 40740488 120 40740453 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_2376 chr18_40740369_40740488 . . .
chr18 40741672 40741822 151 40741694 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2377 chr18_40741672_40741822 . . .
chr18 42749745 42749887 143 42749797 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2378 chr18_42749745_42749887 . . .
chr18 43531358 43531759 402 43531471 25 21.89028 9.95564 16.95695 OSE1_peak_2379 chr18_43531358_43531759 EPG5 . .
chr18 44791747 44791960 214 44791879 11 7.55709 5.04471 3.87822 OSE1_peak_2380 chr18_44791747_44791960 . . .
chr18 45408374 45408493 120 45408397 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2381 chr18_45408374_45408493 SMAD2 . .
chr18 45409241 45409360 120 45409269 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2382 chr18_45409241_45409360 SMAD2 . .
chr18 45529375 45529524 150 45529471 19 17.41755 9.16319 12.74821 OSE1_peak_2383 chr18_45529375_45529524 . . ZBTB7C
chr18 45679964 45680123 160 45680056 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2384 chr18_45679964_45680123 . ZBTB7C .
chr18 46156394 46156543 150 46156469 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_2385 chr18_46156394_46156543 CTIF . .
chr18 46455841 46455972 132 46455895 20 17.08834 8.67186 12.4462 OSE1_peak_2386 chr18_46455841_46455972 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46468961 46469234 274 46469154 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_2387 chr18_46468961_46469234 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46474938 46475057 120 46474990 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2388 chr18_46474938_46475057 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46475703 46475842 140 46475754 18 14.73471 7.82617 10.26122 OSE1_peak_2389 chr18_46475703_46475842 SMAD7 . .
chr18 48557907 48558082 176 48557964 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2390 chr18_48557907_48558082 SMAD4 . .
chr18 51483917 51484043 127 51483973 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2391 chr18_51483917_51484043 . . .
chr18 51517709 51517868 160 51517794 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_2392 chr18_51517709_51517868 . . .
chr18 52635668 52635823 156 52635726 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_2393 chr18_52635668_52635823 . CCDC68 .
chr18 52777744 52777867 124 52777802 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_2394 chr18_52777744_52777867 . . .
chr18 52942926 52943131 206 52942958 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2395 chr18_52942926_52943131 TCF4 . .
chr18 53301824 53302026 203 53301930 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_2396 chr18_53301824_53302026 TCF4 . .
chr18 55288849 55288983 135 55288903 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2397 chr18_55288849_55288983 NARS . ATP8B1;LOC100505549
chr18 55404946 55405153 208 55405089 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2398 chr18_55404946_55405153 ATP8B1 . .
chr18 55451873 55451992 120 55451966 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2399 chr18_55451873_55451992 ATP8B1 . .
chr18 55480577 55480696 120 55480635 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2400 chr18_55480577_55480696 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 55891593 55891789 197 55891736 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_2401 chr18_55891593_55891789 NEDD4L . .
chr18 56524276 56524400 125 56524287 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_2402 chr18_56524276_56524400 . . ZNF532
chr18 57411442 57411647 206 57411545 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_2403 chr18_57411442_57411647 . . .
chr18 57899869 57900141 273 57899957 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_2404 chr18_57899869_57900141 . . .
chr18 58651790 58651923 134 58651863 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2405 chr18_58651790_58651923 . . .
chr18 59274207 59274359 153 59274220 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2406 chr18_59274207_59274359 . . .
chr18 59394844 59394988 145 59394894 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2407 chr18_59394844_59394988 . . .
chr18 59400880 59401023 144 59400921 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2408 chr18_59400880_59401023 . . .
chr18 59795536 59795674 139 59795594 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2409 chr18_59795536_59795674 PIGN . .
chr18 61034932 61035089 158 61035031 13 10.54583 6.50556 6.4667 OSE1_peak_2410 chr18_61034932_61035089 . KDSR VPS4B
chr18 61498435 61498606 172 61498553 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2411 chr18_61498435_61498606 . SERPINB7 .
chr18 61536686 61536839 154 61536783 25 15.24123 6.39788 10.72738 OSE1_peak_2412 chr18_61536686_61536839 . . SERPINB2
chr18 64932978 64933166 189 64933055 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_2413 chr18_64932978_64933166 . . .
chr18 65450855 65451064 210 65450920 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2414 chr18_65450855_65451064 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65845534 65845697 164 65845619 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2415 chr18_65845534_65845697 . . .
chr18 66508231 66508387 157 66508247 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2416 chr18_66508231_66508387 CCDC102B . .
chr18 67821952 67822114 163 67822051 33 21.16664 7.43252 16.27534 OSE1_peak_2417 chr18_67821952_67822114 RTTN . .
chr18 68040327 68040474 148 68040460 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_2418 chr18_68040327_68040474 . . .
chr18 68051555 68051703 149 68051637 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_2419 chr18_68051555_68051703 . . .
chr18 68089372 68089698 327 68089453 18 14.93486 7.94651 10.45185 OSE1_peak_2420 chr18_68089372_68089698 . . .
chr18 68704196 68704382 187 68704293 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2421 chr18_68704196_68704382 . . .
chr18 71336656 71336806 151 71336744 19 17.6329 9.29365 12.94683 OSE1_peak_2422 chr18_71336656_71336806 . . .
chr18 71516117 71516236 120 71516182 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_2423 chr18_71516117_71516236 . . .
chr18 71815559 71815796 238 71815687 25 24.29588 11.36952 19.25463 OSE1_peak_2424 chr18_71815559_71815796 TIMM21 FBXO15 .
chr18 71984127 71984309 183 71984222 27 14.07897 5.50625 9.66428 OSE1_peak_2425 chr18_71984127_71984309 C18orf63 CYB5A .
chr18 74774899 74775063 165 74774995 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2426 chr18_74774899_74775063 MBP . .
chr18 74777458 74777616 159 74777548 19 15.54291 8.03526 11.00057 OSE1_peak_2427 chr18_74777458_74777616 MBP . .
chr18 74783771 74784277 507 74783875 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2428 chr18_74783771_74784277 MBP . .
chr18 74820333 74820535 203 74820479 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_2429 chr18_74820333_74820535 MBP . .
chr18 74935801 74935922 122 74935882 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2430 chr18_74935801_74935922 . . GALR1
chr18 77551692 77551958 267 77551717 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2431 chr18_77551692_77551958 . . .
chr19 488975 489094 120 489045 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2432 chr19_488975_489094 . ODF3L2;SHC2 MADCAM1;TPGS1
chr19 683791 683979 189 683904 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2433 chr19_683791_683979 . FSTL3;RNF126 PALM;PRSS57
chr19 783188 783307 120 783241 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2434 chr19_783188_783307 . C19orf21 LPPR3;MIR4745;PTBP1
chr19 893507 893630 124 893592 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2435 chr19_893507_893630 . CFD;MED16 KISS1R;R3HDM4
chr19 1101388 1101519 132 1101470 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2436 chr19_1101388_1101519 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1101724 1102416 693 1101917 24 22.51004 10.64694 17.54426 OSE1_peak_2437 chr19_1101724_1102416 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1169036 1169298 263 1169106 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2438 chr19_1169036_1169298 SBNO2 . .
chr19 1183848 1184042 195 1183934 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2439 chr19_1183848_1184042 . SBNO2 STK11
chr19 1252480 1252774 295 1252700 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2440 chr19_1252480_1252774 MIDN ATP5D;C19orf26;STK11 C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1
chr19 1265342 1265579 238 1265548 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2441 chr19_1265342_1265579 . ATP5D;C19orf26;MIDN C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1;EFNA2
chr19 2028799 2028919 121 2028834 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2442 chr19_2028799_2028919 . BTBD2 MKNK2
chr19 2391535 2391678 144 2391619 15 12.84187 7.45615 8.5394 OSE1_peak_2443 chr19_2391535_2391678 TMPRSS9 . .
chr19 2476077 2476283 207 2476189 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_2444 chr19_2476077_2476283 GADD45B LMNB2 .
chr19 2478750 2479277 528 2479198 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2445 chr19_2478750_2479277 . GADD45B;LMNB2 .
chr19 2524916 2525071 156 2524970 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2446 chr19_2524916_2525071 GNG7 . .
chr19 2540783 2541040 258 2540873 22 19.98936 9.79518 15.15692 OSE1_peak_2447 chr19_2540783_2541040 GNG7 . .
chr19 2627345 2627600 256 2627569 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2448 chr19_2627345_2627600 GNG7 . .
chr19 3155182 3155311 130 3155201 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2449 chr19_3155182_3155311 GNA15 . S1PR4
chr19 3484380 3484513 134 3484469 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2450 chr19_3484380_3484513 . C19orf77;NFIC DOHH;FZR1
chr19 3579724 3579883 160 3579837 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2451 chr19_3579724_3579883 . HMG20B;MFSD12 C19orf29‐AS1;GIPC3;TBXA2R
chr19 3580231 3580402 172 3580302 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2452 chr19_3580231_3580402 . HMG20B;MFSD12 C19orf29‐AS1;GIPC3;TBXA2R
chr19 4374555 4374711 157 4374668 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2453 chr19_4374555_4374711 SH3GL1 MPND CHAF1A
chr19 4724030 4724253 224 4724135 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2454 chr19_4724030_4724253 . DPP9 .
chr19 4791512 4791767 256 4791679 23 22.98808 11.26674 18.00082 OSE1_peak_2455 chr19_4791512_4791767 FEM1A MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG TICAM1
chr19 4814695 4814817 123 4814786 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2456 chr19_4814695_4814817 . FEM1A PLIN3;TICAM1
chr19 4889504 4889623 120 4889505 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_2457 chr19_4889504_4889623 . PLIN3 ARRDC5;UHRF1
chr19 5173225 5173446 222 5173287 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2458 chr19_5173225_5173446 . KDM4B .
chr19 5309082 5309248 167 5309141 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2459 chr19_5309082_5309248 PTPRS . .
chr19 5314328 5314493 166 5314360 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2460 chr19_5314328_5314493 PTPRS . .
chr19 5680523 5680660 138 5680579 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2461 chr19_5680523_5680660 C19orf70 SAFB HSD11B1L;LONP1;RPL36
chr19 6030283 6030411 129 6030334 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_2462 chr19_6030283_6030411 RFX2 LOC100128568 .
chr19 6232766 6232888 123 6232802 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_2463 chr19_6232766_6232888 MLLT1 . .
chr19 6273785 6273928 144 6273891 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_2464 chr19_6273785_6273928 MLLT1 . .
chr19 6580510 6580655 146 6580599 13 9.87462 6.08942 5.87855 OSE1_peak_2465 chr19_6580510_6580655 . . CD70
chr19 6744525 6745129 605 6745022 24 23.33979 11.14121 18.33798 OSE1_peak_2466 chr19_6744525_6745129 TRIP10 C3;GPR108 SH2D3A;VAV1
chr19 8389042 8389187 146 8389096 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2467 chr19_8389042_8389187 KANK3 CD320;NDUFA7;RPS28 .
chr19 8420649 8420822 174 8420720 22 17.09475 8.10342 12.45058 OSE1_peak_2468 chr19_8420649_8420822 . KANK3 ANGPTL4;LOC100507567
chr19 8432202 8432326 125 8432293 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_2469 chr19_8432202_8432326 ANGPTL4 KANK3 LOC100507567;RAB11B
chr19 8634110 8634282 173 8634175 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2470 chr19_8634110_8634282 MYO1F . ADAMTS10
chr19 10458868 10459017 150 10458925 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_2471 chr19_10458868_10459017 . ICAM3;RAVER1 TYK2
chr19 10499477 10499769 293 10499684 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2472 chr19_10499477_10499769 . TYK2 CDC37;MIR1181;PDE4A
chr19 10538961 10539147 187 10539059 21 18.75624 9.36931 14.00379 OSE1_peak_2473 chr19_10538961_10539147 PDE4A CDC37;MIR1181 .
chr19 10613496 10613628 133 10613568 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2474 chr19_10613496_10613628 KEAP1 . S1PR5
chr19 11196317 11196503 187 11196322 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_2475 chr19_11196317_11196503 . SMARCA4 LDLR
chr19 11253775 11254185 411 11254119 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2476 chr19_11253775_11254185 . LDLR KANK2;SPC24
chr19 11289338 11289466 129 11289359 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2477 chr19_11289338_11289466 KANK2 SPC24 DOCK6
chr19 11434850 11435170 321 11435101 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_2478 chr19_11434850_11435170 RAB3D;TSPAN16 . CCDC159;TMEM205
chr19 11643042 11643161 120 11643146 9 6.46063 4.68686 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2479 chr19_11643042_11643161 . ECSIT;ZNF653 CNN1;ELOF1
chr19 11998859 11999043 185 11999008 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_2480 chr19_11998859_11999043 ZNF69 ZNF439 .
chr19 12901062 12901202 141 12901130 11 7.61973 5.084 3.9336 OSE1_peak_2481 chr19_12901062_12901202 . HOOK2 JUNB;PRDX2;RNASEH2A
chr19 12902268 12902411 144 12902323 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_2482 chr19_12902268_12902411 JUNB HOOK2 PRDX2;RNASEH2A
chr19 13030100 13030238 139 13030147 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2483 chr19_13030100_13030238 . GCDH;SYCE2 CALR;FARSA;RAD23A
chr19 13263797 13264065 269 13263849 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2484 chr19_13263797_13264065 IER2 NACC1;STX10 .
chr19 13265129 13265262 134 13265200 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_2485 chr19_13265129_13265262 IER2 NACC1;STX10 .
chr19 13275296 13275440 145 13275402 9 6.11956 4.46869 2.79351 OSE1_peak_2486 chr19_13275296_13275440 . IER2;NACC1;STX10 .
chr19 13944440 13944684 245 13944492 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2487 chr19_13944440_13944684 . ZSWIM4 OC284454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A
chr19 13948391 13948620 230 13948469 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2488 chr19_13948391_13948620 . 54;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A .
chr19 13950918 13951037 120 13950971 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_2489 chr19_13950918_13951037 . 54;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A .
chr19 13962393 13962521 129 13962450 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2490 chr19_13962393_13962521 . 54;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
chr19 13964352 13964501 150 13964431 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2491 chr19_13964352_13964501 . 54;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27AC19orf57;MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
chr19 16214178 16214321 144 16214222 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_2492 chr19_16214178_16214321 . TPM4 RAB8A
chr19 18156952 18157101 150 18157013 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2493 chr19_18156952_18157101 . . IL12RB1
chr19 18390733 18390874 142 18390780 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2494 chr19_18390733_18390874 JUND KIAA1683;LOC729966 LSM4;MIR3188
chr19 18433803 18434016 214 18433956 10 7.22429 5.01162 3.63367 OSE1_peak_2495 chr19_18433803_18434016 LSM4 . PGPEP1
chr19 18589834 18589954 121 18589895 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_2496 chr19_18589834_18589954 ELL . .
chr19 19431318 19431671 354 19431601 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2497 chr19_19431318_19431671 MAU2;SUGP1 . .
chr19 32864535 32864938 404 32864606 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_2498 chr19_32864535_32864938 ZNF507 . LOC400684
chr19 34709241 34709360 120 34709325 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2499 chr19_34709241_34709360 LSM14A . .
chr19 35451316 35451601 286 35451388 20 14.12283 6.94872 9.69577 OSE1_peak_2500 chr19_35451316_35451601 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
chr19 35491043 35491165 123 35491104 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2501 chr19_35491043_35491165 . . GRAMD1A
chr19 35497266 35497583 318 35497361 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_2502 chr19_35497266_35497583 GRAMD1A . SCN1B
chr19 35810098 35810296 199 35810209 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2503 chr19_35810098_35810296 . MAG CD22
chr19 36009354 36009600 247 36009391 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2504 chr19_36009354_36009600 . DMKN;KRTDAP APDHS;LOC100506469;SBSN;TMEM147
chr19 36238971 36239300 330 36239049 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_2505 chr19_36238971_36239300 LIN37 GFLR1;MLL4;PSENEN;U2AF1L ARHGAP33;C19orf55;HSPB6
chr19 38085465 38085633 169 38085562 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_2506 chr19_38085465_38085633 ZNF540;ZNF571 LOC100507433 .
chr19 38490300 38490489 190 38490411 21 17.82789 8.81708 13.12938 OSE1_peak_2507 chr19_38490300_38490489 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38494848 38494989 142 38494945 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2508 chr19_38494848_38494989 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38768699 38768818 120 38768811 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2509 chr19_38768699_38768818 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
chr19 39140280 39140407 128 39140362 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2510 chr19_39140280_39140407 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39141846 39142117 272 39141965 25 23.18116 10.70949 18.18771 OSE1_peak_2511 chr19_39141846_39142117 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39142224 39142443 220 39142278 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_2512 chr19_39142224_39142443 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39174122 39174241 120 39174213 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_2513 chr19_39174122_39174241 ACTN4 . .
chr19 40927216 40927388 173 40927253 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2514 chr19_40927216_40927388 . PRX BLVRB;SERTAD1;SERTAD3
chr19 41084753 41084921 169 41084814 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2515 chr19_41084753_41084921 SHKBP1 SPTBN4 LTBP4
chr19 41402894 41403020 127 41402933 9 5.79193 4.25878 2.51823 OSE1_peak_2516 chr19_41402894_41403020 CYP2G1P CYP2A7 CYP2B7P1
chr19 41446808 41446934 127 41446883 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2517 chr19_41446808_41446934 CYP2B7P1 . .
chr19 41729480 41729694 215 41729547 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2518 chr19_41729480_41729694 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41731535 41732190 656 41732128 23 20.88898 10.01204 16.00688 OSE1_peak_2519 chr19_41731535_41732190 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41732403 41732548 146 41732464 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_2520 chr19_41732403_41732548 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41769196 41769331 136 41769269 11 8.0397 5.34778 4.29002 OSE1_peak_2521 chr19_41769196_41769331 HNRNPUL1 AXL .
chr19 41827997 41828174 178 41828068 20 17.85987 9.13412 13.16071 OSE1_peak_2522 chr19_41827997_41828174 CCDC97 HNRNPUL1 TGFB1
chr19 41828910 41829042 133 41828978 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2523 chr19_41828910_41829042 CCDC97 HNRNPUL1 TGFB1
chr19 41829714 41829844 131 41829760 12 6.93405 4.4834 3.39893 OSE1_peak_2524 chr19_41829714_41829844 CCDC97 HNRNPUL1 TGFB1
chr19 42388319 42388479 161 42388379 22 17.73306 8.4691 13.0432 OSE1_peak_2525 chr19_42388319_42388479 ARHGEF1 CD79A;RPS19 .
chr19 42625792 42626088 297 42625867 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2526 chr19_42625792_42626088 POU2F2 . LOC100505622;MIR4323
chr19 42747104 42747223 120 42747131 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2527 chr19_42747104_42747223 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF526 ERF
chr19 42748941 42749095 155 42749035 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_2528 chr19_42748941_42749095 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF526 ERF
chr19 42806571 42806690 120 42806615 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2529 chr19_42806571_42806690 PAFAH1B3;PRR19 CIC MEGF8;TMEM145
chr19 43057633 43057793 161 43057700 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_2530 chr19_43057633_43057793 . CEACAM1 CEACAM8
chr19 43355165 43355390 226 43355269 33 24.96088 9.19867 19.89353 OSE1_peak_2531 chr19_43355165_43355390 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43355662 43355841 180 43355781 27 19.33375 7.97186 14.54097 OSE1_peak_2532 chr19_43355662_43355841 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43379134 43379257 124 43379156 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_2533 chr19_43379134_43379257 PSG1 PSG10P PSG6
chr19 43379405 43379528 124 43379463 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2534 chr19_43379405_43379528 PSG1 PSG10P PSG6
chr19 43436729 43436868 140 43436848 11 6.39266 4.32116 2.98898 OSE1_peak_2535 chr19_43436729_43436868 PSG7 PSG6 .
chr19 43525847 43525966 120 43525944 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2536 chr19_43525847_43525966 PSG11 . .
chr19 43705468 43705692 225 43705509 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2537 chr19_43705468_43705692 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
chr19 43769101 43769252 152 43769154 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_2538 chr19_43769101_43769252 PSG9 LOC284344 .
chr19 44455166 44455315 150 44455248 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_2539 chr19_44455166_44455315 . ZNF45 ZNF221
chr19 44507125 44507244 120 44507152 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2540 chr19_44507125_44507244 ZNF230 ZNF155 ZNF222
chr19 45256662 45256851 190 45256739 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2541 chr19_45256662_45256851 BCL3 . CBLC
chr19 45601570 45601722 153 45601689 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2542 chr19_45601570_45601722 PPP1R37 CLASRP;GEMIN7;ZNF296 .
chr19 45880328 45880531 204 45880427 18 11.67161 6.04192 7.47754 OSE1_peak_2543 chr19_45880328_45880531 . ERCC2;KLC3 CD3EAP;PPP1R13L
chr19 45932442 45932562 121 45932511 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2544 chr19_45932442_45932562 . CD3EAP;ERCC1;PPP1R13L .
chr19 45946851 45947124 274 45946922 28 18.1288 7.1361 13.40877 OSE1_peak_2545 chr19_45946851_45947124 . ERCC1 FOSB
chr19 45971207 45971372 166 45971284 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_2546 chr19_45971207_45971372 FOSB . RTN2
chr19 45988602 45988792 191 45988696 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2547 chr19_45988602_45988792 RTN2 FOSB PPM1N;VASP
chr19 46145481 46145847 367 46145649 29 19.12123 7.38217 14.34171 OSE1_peak_2548 chr19_46145481_46145847 EML2;LOC100287177 MIR330 GIPR
chr19 46273674 46273870 197 46273752 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2549 chr19_46273674_46273870 DMPK LOC388553;SIX5 DMWD;RSPH6A
chr19 46366213 46366358 146 46366278 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2550 chr19_46366213_46366358 SYMPK . FOXA3;IRF2BP1;MYPOP
chr19 46457211 46457365 155 46457263 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_2551 chr19_46457211_46457365 NOVA2 . .
chr19 46583891 46584175 285 46584063 35 36.16133 14.57108 30.76431 OSE1_peak_2552 chr19_46583891_46584175 . . .
chr19 46636063 46636182 120 46636162 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2553 chr19_46636063_46636182 . IGFL3 IGFL2
chr19 46696445 46696629 185 46696525 28 29.84256 13.5919 24.62122 OSE1_peak_2554 chr19_46696445_46696629 . . DKFZp434J0226
chr19 46854705 46854842 138 46854772 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2555 chr19_46854705_46854842 PPP5C HIF3A .
chr19 47289144 47289453 310 47289345 15 12.34313 7.1499 8.07229 OSE1_peak_2556 chr19_47289144_47289453 SLC1A5 FKRP .
chr19 47289762 47289891 130 47289786 14 11.19986 6.68472 7.04802 OSE1_peak_2557 chr19_47289762_47289891 SLC1A5 FKRP .
chr19 47354152 47354444 293 47354355 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2558 chr19_47354152_47354444 AP2S1 SNAR‐E .
chr19 47474190 47474493 304 47474271 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2559 chr19_47474190_47474493 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47731099 47731334 236 47731144 10 7.24643 5.02565 3.65444 OSE1_peak_2560 chr19_47731099_47731334 BBC3 MIR3190;MIR3191;SAE1 CCDC9
chr19 48246581 48247104 524 48246618 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2561 chr19_48246581_48247104 . EHD2 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
chr19 48825395 48825625 231 48825587 16 13.86866 7.8327 9.47614 OSE1_peak_2562 chr19_48825395_48825625 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN CCDC114 EMP3;TMEM143
chr19 48884932 48885051 120 48884987 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2563 chr19_48884932_48885051 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN SYNGR4;TMEM143 GRIN2D;KDELR1
chr19 49118022 49118156 135 49118112 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2564 chr19_49118022_49118156 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN FAM83E;SPACA4;SULT2B1 CA11;DBP;RPL18;SEC1;SPHK2
chr19 49122382 49122789 408 49122469 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2565 chr19_49122382_49122789 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAFAM83E;SPACA4;SULT2B1 CA11;DBP;SEC1
chr19 49298764 49298892 129 49298839 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2566 chr19_49298764_49298892 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5 . HSD17B14
chr19 49375633 49375874 242 49375697 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_2567 chr19_49375633_49375874 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
chr19 49376235 49376371 137 49376305 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2568 chr19_49376235_49376371 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
chr19 49378625 49378892 268 49378780 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_2569 chr19_49378625_49378892 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
chr19 49469282 49469529 248 49469388 21 17.97566 8.90455 13.26947 OSE1_peak_2570 chr19_49469282_49469529 SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;S BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49469726 49469845 120 49469739 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2571 chr19_49469726_49469845 SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;S BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49470177 49470316 140 49470255 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_2572 chr19_49470177_49470316 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49470639 49470946 308 49470879 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_2573 chr19_49470639_49470946 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49541942 49542114 173 49542037 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2574 chr19_49541942_49542114 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN;CGB2;LHB;RUVBL2;SNAR‐G CGB5;CGB7;CGB8;KCNA7;NTF4
chr19 49992562 49992703 142 49992603 17 11.56998 6.20778 7.38327 OSE1_peak_2575 chr19_49992562_49992703 AR‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SN ALDH16A1;FLT3LG 1;SNORD32A;SNORD33;SNORD34;SNORD35A;S
chr19 49996530 49996655 126 49996569 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_2576 chr19_49996530_49996655 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA;RPL13AP5;SNORD32A;SNO FCGRT;MIR150;RPS11;SNORD35B
chr19 49999636 49999823 188 49999676 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_2577 chr19_49999636_49999823 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5A;RPL13AP5;SNORD32A;SNO FCGRT;MIR150;SNORD35B
chr19 50003680 50003886 207 50003737 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2578 chr19_50003680_50003886 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNP5;RPS11;SNORD32A;SNORD FCGRT;MIR150;RCN3
chr19 50130260 50130379 120 50130330 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2579 chr19_50130260_50130379 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN PRR12 RRAS;SCAF1
chr19 50144738 50144865 128 50144823 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_2580 chr19_50144738_50144865 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN PRR12;RRAS BCL2L12;IRF3;SCAF1
chr19 51227744 51227906 163 51227845 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2581 chr19_51227744_51227906 CLEC11A SHANK1 .
chr19 51297830 51297954 125 51297883 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_2582 chr19_51297830_51297954 ACPT GPR32 K1;MGC45922;SNORD88A;SNORD88B;SNORD88
chr19 51308184 51308417 234 51308372 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_2583 chr19_51308184_51308417 . rf48;SNORD88A;SNORD88B; KLK1;KLK15;MGC45922
chr19 51429184 51429344 161 51429261 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2584 chr19_51429184_51429344 . KLK4;KLKP1 KLK5
chr19 52076345 52076481 137 52076434 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_2585 chr19_52076345_52076481 ZNF175 . FLJ30403
chr19 52229291 52229516 226 52229389 11 8.40317 5.57619 4.60054 OSE1_peak_2586 chr19_52229291_52229516 . HAS1;LINC00085 FPR1
chr19 52246622 52246790 169 52246661 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2587 chr19_52246622_52246790 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
chr19 52247209 52247342 134 52247244 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_2588 chr19_52247209_52247342 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
chr19 52300560 52300718 159 52300671 14 10.6107 6.32217 6.52804 OSE1_peak_2589 chr19_52300560_52300718 FPR3 FPR2 .
chr19 52303509 52303907 399 52303851 19 14.9985 7.71248 10.511 OSE1_peak_2590 chr19_52303509_52303907 FPR3 FPR2 .
chr19 52307385 52307525 141 52307425 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_2591 chr19_52307385_52307525 FPR3 . .
chr19 52632375 52632497 123 52632427 14 11.66268 6.97024 7.46969 OSE1_peak_2592 chr19_52632375_52632497 ZNF616 . ZNF836
chr19 54355914 54356033 120 54355937 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2593 chr19_54355914_54356033 . NLRP12 MYADM;PRKCG
chr19 54482982 54483101 120 54483040 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_2594 chr19_54482982_54483101 CACNG8 . CACNG6;MIR935
chr19 54491019 54491163 145 54491099 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2595 chr19_54491019_54491163 CACNG8 MIR935 CACNG6
chr19 54505692 54505942 251 54505865 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_2596 chr19_54505692_54505942 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54506311 54506453 143 54506319 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_2597 chr19_54506311_54506453 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54511514 54511711 198 54511543 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2598 chr19_54511514_54511711 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54523523 54523732 210 54523641 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_2599 chr19_54523523_54523732 . CACNG6 VSTM1
chr19 54618693 54618822 130 54618731 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_2600 chr19_54618693_54618822 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
chr19 54704878 54705034 157 54704945 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2601 chr19_54704878_54705034 RPS9 MBOAT7;TMC4;TSEN34 LILRB3
chr19 55910755 55910927 173 55910901 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2602 chr19_55910755_55910927 . 11;RPL28;TMEM190;TMEM2 SHISA7;UBE2S
chr19 56006760 56006879 120 56006847 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_2603 chr19_56006760_56006879 SSC5D NAT14;ZNF628 .
chr19 56146246 56146424 179 56146265 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_2604 chr19_56146246_56146424 . ZNF784;ZNF865 CCDC106;U2AF2;ZNF580;ZNF581
chr19 56652286 56652441 156 56652343 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_2605 chr19_56652286_56652441 . ZNF787 ZNF444
chr19 57789891 57790062 172 57789990 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2606 chr19_57789891_57790062 . ZNF805 ZNF460
chr19 57795076 57795239 164 57795174 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_2607 chr19_57795076_57795239 ZNF460 ZNF805 .
chr19 58427870 58428033 164 58427933 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2608 chr19_58427870_58428033 ZNF417 ZNF814 ZNF256;ZNF418
chr19 58897948 58898067 120 58897982 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2609 chr19_58897948_58898067 . ZNF497;ZNF837 LOC646862;MIR4754;RPS5;ZNF584
chr19 58986005 58986270 266 58986224 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2610 chr19_58986005_58986270 . ZNF324;ZNF324B SLC27A5;ZNF446
chr19 59066450 59066602 153 59066502 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_2611 chr19_59066450_59066602 CHMP2A TRIM28 OC100131691;MGC2752;MZF1;UBE2M
chr2 1597608 1597890 283 1597691 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2612 chr2_1597608_1597890 . . .
chr2 1657061 1657208 148 1657160 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2613 chr2_1657061_1657208 PXDN . .
chr2 1658871 1659031 161 1658879 11 5.55823 3.81595 2.32969 OSE1_peak_2614 chr2_1658871_1659031 PXDN . .
chr2 1674740 1674866 127 1674819 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2615 chr2_1674740_1674866 PXDN . .
chr2 3469607 3469782 176 3469663 16 9.7946 5.40593 5.80409 OSE1_peak_2616 chr2_3469607_3469782 TRAPPC12 . .
chr2 8773999 8774213 215 8774097 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_2617 chr2_8773999_8774213 . . .
chr2 8802507 8802626 120 8802510 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2618 chr2_8802507_8802626 . . ID2
chr2 9373198 9373335 138 9373256 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2619 chr2_9373198_9373335 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9374970 9375089 120 9375034 20 15.20007 7.56203 10.68986 OSE1_peak_2620 chr2_9374970_9375089 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9391750 9392040 291 9391820 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_2621 chr2_9391750_9392040 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9753567 9753687 121 9753587 18 13.66805 7.19092 9.2852 OSE1_peak_2622 chr2_9753567_9753687 YWHAQ . .
chr2 10545717 10545836 120 10545753 12 9.24298 5.90633 5.31592 OSE1_peak_2623 chr2_10545717_10545836 HPCAL1 . .
chr2 10801776 10801926 151 10801857 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2624 chr2_10801776_10801926 NOL10 . .
chr2 11970429 11970615 187 11970504 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_2625 chr2_11970429_11970615 . LPIN1 MIR4262
chr2 12959327 12959490 164 12959409 21 15.70796 7.58729 11.1585 OSE1_peak_2626 chr2_12959327_12959490 . . .
chr2 13091634 13091844 211 13091816 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_2627 chr2_13091634_13091844 . . LOC100506474
chr2 14212569 14212704 136 14212632 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_2628 chr2_14212569_14212704 . . .
chr2 14330118 14330280 163 14330212 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2629 chr2_14330118_14330280 . . .
chr2 15499929 15500048 120 15499993 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_2630 chr2_15499929_15500048 NBAS . .
chr2 15870719 15870847 129 15870788 19 15.98764 8.30093 11.42611 OSE1_peak_2631 chr2_15870719_15870847 . . .
chr2 17484440 17484591 152 17484509 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2632 chr2_17484440_17484591 . . .
chr2 18229255 18229393 139 18229339 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2633 chr2_18229255_18229393 . . .
chr2 18636539 18636707 169 18636631 20 14.91618 7.39877 10.43391 OSE1_peak_2634 chr2_18636539_18636707 . . .
chr2 18750442 18750575 134 18750489 12 8.86347 5.66957 4.99799 OSE1_peak_2635 chr2_18750442_18750575 NT5C1B;NT5C1B‐RDH14 RDH14 .
chr2 18807637 18807841 205 18807823 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2636 chr2_18807637_18807841 . . .
chr2 19172467 19172600 134 19172534 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_2637 chr2_19172467_19172600 . . .
chr2 19172826 19173010 185 19172974 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2638 chr2_19172826_19173010 . . .
chr2 19238005 19238223 219 19238020 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_2639 chr2_19238005_19238223 . . .
chr2 19238522 19238648 127 19238576 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2640 chr2_19238522_19238648 . . .
chr2 19320781 19321732 952 19320995 23 18.98477 8.89755 14.21561 OSE1_peak_2641 chr2_19320781_19321732 . . .
chr2 19340564 19340709 146 19340641 22 17.73306 8.4691 13.0432 OSE1_peak_2642 chr2_19340564_19340709 . . .
chr2 19741053 19741188 136 19741167 17 12.79204 6.92487 8.49544 OSE1_peak_2643 chr2_19741053_19741188 . . .
chr2 20111662 20111867 206 20111764 25 21.61157 9.79477 16.69508 OSE1_peak_2644 chr2_20111662_20111867 WDR35 FLJ12334;TTC32 .
chr2 20649315 20649927 613 20649729 18 14.60433 7.74794 10.1398 OSE1_peak_2645 chr2_20649315_20649927 . RHOB .
chr2 20794057 20794246 190 20794102 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_2646 chr2_20794057_20794246 . . HS1BP3
chr2 23604068 23604214 147 23604117 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_2647 chr2_23604068_23604214 . . KLHL29
chr2 24307062 24307196 135 24307149 14 11.72739 7.01016 7.53198 OSE1_peak_2648 chr2_24307062_24307196 TP53I3 FKBP1B;SF3B14 .
chr2 26220772 26220891 120 26220808 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2649 chr2_26220772_26220891 . KIF3C .
chr2 26232309 26232477 169 26232391 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2650 chr2_26232309_26232477 . KIF3C RAB10
chr2 26947100 26947347 248 26947268 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2651 chr2_26947100_26947347 KCNK3 . .
chr2 26980910 26981094 185 26981016 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2652 chr2_26980910_26981094 . KCNK3 C2orf18;CENPA
chr2 27214124 27214298 175 27214212 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_2653 chr2_27214124_27214298 MAPRE3 . .
chr2 27273602 27273952 351 27273854 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2654 chr2_27273602_27273952 . MAPRE3;TMEM214 AGBL5;EMILIN1;OST4
chr2 28021608 28021848 241 28021718 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2655 chr2_28021608_28021848 RBKS MRPL33 .
chr2 28022016 28022328 313 28022250 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_2656 chr2_28022016_28022328 RBKS MRPL33 .
chr2 28447653 28447779 127 28447750 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2657 chr2_28447653_28447779 BRE . .
chr2 28582295 28582442 148 28582338 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_2658 chr2_28582295_28582442 . BRE .
chr2 28615709 28615855 147 28615783 20 17.01512 8.6282 12.37784 OSE1_peak_2659 chr2_28615709_28615855 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28631852 28632002 151 28631902 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_2660 chr2_28631852_28632002 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28632701 28632837 137 28632802 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_2661 chr2_28632701_28632837 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28639282 28639401 120 28639359 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2662 chr2_28639282_28639401 . FOSL2 .
chr2 28639583 28639775 193 28639643 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2663 chr2_28639583_28639775 . FOSL2 .
chr2 28640360 28640514 155 28640414 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_2664 chr2_28640360_28640514 . FOSL2 .
chr2 28644921 28645207 287 28644993 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_2665 chr2_28644921_28645207 . FOSL2 .
chr2 29591085 29591409 325 29591328 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2666 chr2_29591085_29591409 ALK . .
chr2 29598909 29599051 143 29598952 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_2667 chr2_29598909_29599051 ALK . .
chr2 29685282 29685537 256 29685359 13 9.9009 6.10569 5.90422 OSE1_peak_2668 chr2_29685282_29685537 ALK . .
chr2 31606855 31606974 120 31606916 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2669 chr2_31606855_31606974 XDH . .
chr2 31607437 31607656 220 31607550 13 10.22727 6.30798 6.17779 OSE1_peak_2670 chr2_31607437_31607656 XDH . .
chr2 33662360 33662596 237 33662468 19 16.27492 8.47333 11.68677 OSE1_peak_2671 chr2_33662360_33662596 RASGRP3 . .
chr2 36566071 36566236 166 36566127 22 17.40796 8.28222 12.7389 OSE1_peak_2672 chr2_36566071_36566236 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
chr2 36607020 36607139 120 36607028 16 9.09545 5.01504 5.194 OSE1_peak_2673 chr2_36607020_36607139 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36697088 36697207 120 36697114 11 7.31553 4.89344 3.71009 OSE1_peak_2674 chr2_36697088_36697207 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36712695 36712814 120 36712807 13 7.63749 4.72835 3.94981 OSE1_peak_2675 chr2_36712695_36712814 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36713889 36714086 198 36713972 26 24.55469 11.17782 19.50296 OSE1_peak_2676 chr2_36713889_36714086 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36788749 36788871 123 36788792 16 8.93346 4.926 5.05971 OSE1_peak_2677 chr2_36788749_36788871 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 37603965 37604113 149 37604010 21 9.29428 4.32634 5.36156 OSE1_peak_2678 chr2_37603965_37604113 . QPCT .
chr2 37995777 37996025 249 37995885 25 22.42945 10.26887 17.46701 OSE1_peak_2679 chr2_37995777_37996025 . . .
chr2 38003762 38003927 166 38003827 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2680 chr2_38003762_38003927 . . .
chr2 38008126 38008386 261 38008291 12 8.18653 5.24876 4.42007 OSE1_peak_2681 chr2_38008126_38008386 . . .
chr2 38304323 38304537 215 38304514 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2682 chr2_38304323_38304537 . CYP1B1;FAM82A1 .
chr2 38373670 38373989 320 38373781 24 21.44715 10.01941 16.53667 OSE1_peak_2683 chr2_38373670_38373989 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38374150 38374487 338 38374213 15 11.32003 6.52458 7.15038 OSE1_peak_2684 chr2_38374150_38374487 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38375692 38375872 181 38375775 18 14.73471 7.82617 10.26122 OSE1_peak_2685 chr2_38375692_38375872 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38405740 38405859 120 38405798 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2686 chr2_38405740_38405859 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 39715646 39715787 142 39715728 14 10.8834 6.48978 6.77223 OSE1_peak_2687 chr2_39715646_39715787 LOC728730 . .
chr2 39750843 39750993 151 39750957 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_2688 chr2_39750843_39750993 LOC728730 . .
chr2 40259171 40259420 250 40259406 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2689 chr2_40259171_40259420 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40269235 40269478 244 40269324 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2690 chr2_40269235_40269478 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40611930 40612153 224 40612038 19 17.54604 9.24102 12.8716 OSE1_peak_2691 chr2_40611930_40612153 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40630812 40630961 150 40630861 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2692 chr2_40630812_40630961 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40662122 40662270 149 40662164 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2693 chr2_40662122_40662270 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 43063253 43063411 159 43063322 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_2694 chr2_43063253_43063411 . . .
chr2 43214348 43214501 154 43214434 19 12.42424 6.23836 8.14851 OSE1_peak_2695 chr2_43214348_43214501 . . .
chr2 43269056 43269271 216 43269095 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_2696 chr2_43269056_43269271 . . .
chr2 43682955 43683136 182 43683055 24 17.24835 7.6517 12.58864 OSE1_peak_2697 chr2_43682955_43683136 THADA . .
chr2 45252133 45252294 162 45252232 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_2698 chr2_45252133_45252294 . SIX2 .
chr2 45347084 45347209 126 45347162 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2699 chr2_45347084_45347209 . . .
chr2 45405113 45405278 166 45405211 31 21.14805 7.87431 16.25799 OSE1_peak_2700 chr2_45405113_45405278 UNQ6975 . .
chr2 45465396 45465556 161 45465472 10 6.86609 4.78454 3.34788 OSE1_peak_2701 chr2_45465396_45465556 UNQ6975 . .
chr2 45483074 45483218 145 45483168 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2702 chr2_45483074_45483218 . UNQ6975 .
chr2 45581152 45581297 146 45581241 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_2703 chr2_45581152_45581297 . . .
chr2 46163484 46163747 264 46163603 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2704 chr2_46163484_46163747 PRKCE . .
chr2 46173318 46173447 130 46173344 23 16.46439 7.48603 11.85713 OSE1_peak_2705 chr2_46173318_46173447 PRKCE . .
chr2 46235800 46235974 175 46235834 10 6.76681 4.72162 3.2583 OSE1_peak_2706 chr2_46235800_46235974 PRKCE . .
chr2 46294950 46295156 207 46295050 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_2707 chr2_46294950_46295156 PRKCE . .
chr2 46767959 46768078 120 46768048 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_2708 chr2_46767959_46768078 . ATP6V1E2 RHOQ
chr2 47082347 47082611 265 47082466 24 22.27882 10.5098 17.32941 OSE1_peak_2709 chr2_47082347_47082611 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47194388 47194550 163 47194445 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_2710 chr2_47194388_47194550 TTC7A MCFD2 .
chr2 47270637 47270933 297 47270859 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2711 chr2_47270637_47270933 TTC7A . .
chr2 47304018 47304155 138 47304038 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2712 chr2_47304018_47304155 . TTC7A C2orf61
chr2 47380752 47380880 129 47380813 13 10.57578 6.52413 6.49594 OSE1_peak_2713 chr2_47380752_47380880 C2orf61 . CALM2
chr2 47388034 47388184 151 47388140 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_2714 chr2_47388034_47388184 CALM2 C2orf61 .
chr2 47403295 47403566 272 47403448 13 9.03195 5.56983 5.13849 OSE1_peak_2715 chr2_47403295_47403566 CALM2 C2orf61 .
chr2 47426378 47426521 144 47426438 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_2716 chr2_47426378_47426521 . CALM2 .
chr2 47436138 47436348 211 47436300 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2717 chr2_47436138_47436348 . . .
chr2 47452658 47452833 176 47452724 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2718 chr2_47452658_47452833 . . .
chr2 47496926 47497158 233 47497012 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2719 chr2_47496926_47497158 . . .
chr2 47979650 47979769 120 47979697 18 15.68296 8.39851 11.1355 OSE1_peak_2720 chr2_47979650_47979769 . . .
chr2 48478168 48478353 186 48478243 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_2721 chr2_48478168_48478353 . . .
chr2 48571245 48571366 122 48571299 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_2722 chr2_48571245_48571366 FOXN2 . .
chr2 51180226 51180664 439 51180333 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_2723 chr2_51180226_51180664 NRXN1 . .
chr2 51735062 51735181 120 51735124 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_2724 chr2_51735062_51735181 . . .
chr2 51949536 51949689 154 51949627 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2725 chr2_51949536_51949689 . . .
chr2 53357104 53357260 157 53357142 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2726 chr2_53357104_53357260 . . .
chr2 54198477 54198635 159 54198592 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_2727 chr2_54198477_54198635 . PSME4 .
chr2 54760266 54760418 153 54760269 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_2728 chr2_54760266_54760418 SPTBN1 RPL23AP32 .
chr2 54783837 54784057 221 54783995 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2729 chr2_54783837_54784057 SPTBN1 RPL23AP32 .
chr2 54897019 54897200 182 54897115 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2730 chr2_54897019_54897200 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 55267593 55267712 120 55267661 12 7.72828 4.96617 4.03095 OSE1_peak_2731 chr2_55267593_55267712 RTN4 . .
chr2 55277455 55277672 218 55277535 15 11.16125 6.42821 7.01195 OSE1_peak_2732 chr2_55277455_55277672 RTN4 . .
chr2 55320594 55320756 163 55320662 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2733 chr2_55320594_55320756 . . .
chr2 55652649 55652808 160 55652704 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_2734 chr2_55652649_55652808 . CCDC88A .
chr2 56059259 56059411 153 56059340 19 16.49775 8.6074 11.88997 OSE1_peak_2735 chr2_56059259_56059411 . . .
chr2 56089586 56089717 132 56089635 19 12.42424 6.23836 8.14851 OSE1_peak_2736 chr2_56089586_56089717 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56112967 56113194 228 56113081 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_2737 chr2_56112967_56113194 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56115453 56115641 189 56115464 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2738 chr2_56115453_56115641 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56219644 56219873 230 56219746 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2739 chr2_56219644_56219873 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
chr2 56518518 56518637 120 56518592 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_2740 chr2_56518518_56518637 CCDC85A . .
chr2 56807479 56807598 120 56807558 15 10.93096 6.28887 6.81717 OSE1_peak_2741 chr2_56807479_56807598 . . .
chr2 61562699 61562840 142 61562741 14 10.9396 6.52437 6.82532 OSE1_peak_2742 chr2_61562699_61562840 USP34 . .
chr2 62805125 62805287 163 62805176 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_2743 chr2_62805125_62805287 . . .
chr2 63815952 63816239 288 63816017 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2744 chr2_63815952_63816239 MDH1 WDPCP .
chr2 64067871 64068266 396 64067986 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2745 chr2_64067871_64068266 UGP2 . .
chr2 64069037 64069342 306 64069295 14 11.22955 6.70303 7.07674 OSE1_peak_2746 chr2_64069037_64069342 UGP2 . .
chr2 64439555 64439674 120 64439612 15 8.55568 4.89709 4.71883 OSE1_peak_2747 chr2_64439555_64439674 . LINC00309 .
chr2 65460148 65460289 142 65460236 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2748 chr2_65460148_65460289 ACTR2 . .
chr2 65595224 65595414 191 65595331 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2749 chr2_65595224_65595414 SPRED2 . .
chr2 66591673 66591843 171 66591775 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2750 chr2_66591673_66591843 . MIR4778 .
chr2 66662445 66662706 262 66662547 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2751 chr2_66662445_66662706 MEIS1 MEIS1‐AS3 .
chr2 67068554 67068728 175 67068665 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2752 chr2_67068554_67068728 . . .
chr2 67330022 67330198 177 67330131 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_2753 chr2_67330022_67330198 . . LOC644838
chr2 67616532 67616669 138 67616610 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_2754 chr2_67616532_67616669 . . ETAA1
chr2 67621963 67622095 133 67622043 18 11.26334 5.81529 7.10583 OSE1_peak_2755 chr2_67621963_67622095 . . ETAA1
chr2 67788832 67789039 208 67788933 18 15.14079 8.07061 10.63657 OSE1_peak_2756 chr2_67788832_67789039 . . .
chr2 68144415 68144611 197 68144521 17 14.22611 7.78774 9.78291 OSE1_peak_2757 chr2_68144415_68144611 . . .
chr2 69404616 69404766 151 69404699 17 11.34686 6.07931 7.17542 OSE1_peak_2758 chr2_69404616_69404766 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69405465 69405638 174 69405560 23 19.52684 9.21144 14.72033 OSE1_peak_2759 chr2_69405465_69405638 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69481164 69481325 162 69481255 20 7.69422 3.75283 3.99928 OSE1_peak_2760 chr2_69481164_69481325 . ANTXR1 .
chr2 69809034 69809153 120 69809083 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_2761 chr2_69809034_69809153 AAK1 . .
chr2 69994423 69994542 120 69994444 9 6.11956 4.46869 2.79351 OSE1_peak_2762 chr2_69994423_69994542 ANXA4 . .
chr2 70123725 70123846 122 70123804 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2763 chr2_70123725_70123846 SNRNP27 GMCL1 MXD1
chr2 70224475 70224681 207 70224667 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_2764 chr2_70224475_70224681 PCBP1‐AS1 . .
chr2 70316128 70316269 142 70316222 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2765 chr2_70316128_70316269 PCBP1 PCBP1‐AS1 .
chr2 70370035 70370154 120 70370101 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_2766 chr2_70370035_70370154 . LOC100133985 C2orf42
chr2 70461780 70461899 120 70461853 10 7.24643 5.02565 3.65444 OSE1_peak_2767 chr2_70461780_70461899 TIA1 . PCYOX1
chr2 71698563 71698699 137 71698655 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_2768 chr2_71698563_71698699 DYSF . .
chr2 73298891 73299012 122 73298949 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2769 chr2_73298891_73299012 SFXN5 . RAB11FIP5
chr2 74699739 74699858 120 74699793 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2770 chr2_74699739_74699858 MRPL53 80B;INO80B‐WBP1;MOGS;W CCDC142;LBX2;LOC151534;TTC31
chr2 74942395 74942581 187 74942462 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_2771 chr2_74942395_74942581 . . .
chr2 75786237 75786373 137 75786286 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_2772 chr2_75786237_75786373 FAM176A . .
chr2 75859191 75859310 120 75859213 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2773 chr2_75859191_75859310 . . MRPL19
chr2 79944608 79944743 136 79944688 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2774 chr2_79944608_79944743 CTNNA2 . .
chr2 85132788 85132907 120 85132859 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2775 chr2_85132788_85132907 TMSB10 C2orf89 .
chr2 85133697 85134885 1189 85134569 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_2776 chr2_85133697_85134885 TMSB10 C2orf89 .
chr2 85334477 85334596 120 85334489 9 6.25596 4.55602 2.88305 OSE1_peak_2777 chr2_85334477_85334596 . . TCF7L1
chr2 85766296 85766425 130 85766373 13 9.74524 6.00933 5.75677 OSE1_peak_2778 chr2_85766296_85766425 MAT2A LOC100630918 GGCX
chr2 85999285 85999427 143 85999352 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2779 chr2_85999285_85999427 ATOH8 . .
chr2 85999588 85999781 194 85999637 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_2780 chr2_85999588_85999781 ATOH8 . .
chr2 88315526 88316085 560 88315997 25 22.42945 10.26887 17.46701 OSE1_peak_2781 chr2_88315526_88316085 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
chr2 88926840 88927011 172 88926915 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_2782 chr2_88926840_88927011 EIF2AK3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 91786604 91786764 161 91786692 24 6.26305 2.88696 2.89009 OSE1_peak_2783 chr2_91786604_91786764 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 95981837 95981956 120 95981889 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_2784 chr2_95981837_95981956 KCNIP3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 PROM2 .
chr2 97222650 97222769 120 97222671 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2785 chr2_97222650_97222769 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 ARID5A .
chr2 97525086 97525210 125 97525172 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_2786 chr2_97525086_97525210 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 ANKRD23;ANKRD39;CNNM3 FAM178B;SEMA4C
chr2 98279424 98279672 249 98279523 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2787 chr2_98279424_98279672 ACTR1B;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ COX5B LOC728537
chr2 98517338 98517594 257 98517434 26 25.56536 11.77526 20.47741 OSE1_peak_2788 chr2_98517338_98517594 IR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TMEM1 . .
chr2 99528278 99528410 133 99528358 21 10.35968 4.80928 6.30164 OSE1_peak_2789 chr2_99528278_99528410 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 99532383 99532510 128 99532428 11 8.32799 5.52896 4.53681 OSE1_peak_2790 chr2_99532383_99532510 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 100478050 100478178 129 100478076 15 10.90594 6.27376 6.79433 OSE1_peak_2791 chr2_100478050_100478178 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100495666 100495785 120 100495735 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_2792 chr2_100495666_100495785 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100498503 100498645 143 100498570 28 24.45067 10.44281 19.40269 OSE1_peak_2793 chr2_100498503_100498645 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100630408 100630527 120 100630437 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2794 chr2_100630408_100630527 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101358897 101359036 140 101358954 16 9.26229 5.10737 5.33307 OSE1_peak_2795 chr2_101358897_101359036 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101369188 101369324 137 101369243 19 13.34641 6.75479 8.98356 OSE1_peak_2796 chr2_101369188_101369324 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101435536 101435669 134 101435594 19 15.98764 8.30093 11.42611 OSE1_peak_2797 chr2_101435536_101435669 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . NPAS2
chr2 101519403 101519550 148 101519508 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_2798 chr2_101519403_101519550 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
chr2 101741522 101741733 212 101741627 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_2799 chr2_101741522_101741733 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TBC1D8 . .
chr2 101868785 101869072 288 101868868 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2800 chr2_101868785_101869072 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . C2orf29;RNF149;SNORD89
chr2 102132193 102132392 200 102132201 11 7.2189 4.83305 3.6293 OSE1_peak_2801 chr2_102132193_102132392 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102353436 102353571 136 102353500 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_2802 chr2_102353436_102353571 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 102375701 102375861 161 102375769 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_2803 chr2_102375701_102375861 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐ . .
chr2 102657986 102658151 166 102658017 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_2804 chr2_102657986_102658151 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 IL1R2 .
chr2 102744265 102744646 382 102744308 18 11.06842 5.70824 6.9235 OSE1_peak_2805 chr2_102744265_102744646 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1R1
chr2 102875035 102875190 156 102875186 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_2806 chr2_102875035_102875190 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 IL1RL2 .
chr2 102920859 102921074 216 102921022 10 6.86609 4.78454 3.34788 OSE1_peak_2807 chr2_102920859_102921074 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1RL1
chr2 106013435 106013611 177 106013520 17 13.73419 7.48988 9.34592 OSE1_peak_2808 chr2_106013435_106013611 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106020659 106020818 160 106020736 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2809 chr2_106020659_106020818 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106072232 106072434 203 106072326 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_2810 chr2_106072232_106072434 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 FHL2 .
chr2 106490440 106490660 221 106490516 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2811 chr2_106490440_106490660 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NCK2 . .
chr2 108914018 108914137 120 108914100 11 8.0397 5.34778 4.29002 OSE1_peak_2812 chr2_108914018_108914137 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SULT1C . SULT1C2P1
chr2 109029459 109029665 207 109029574 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_2813 chr2_109029459_109029665 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 SULT1C4 .
chr2 109201860 109201979 120 109201916 11 7.85777 5.23345 4.14186 OSE1_peak_2814 chr2_109201860_109201979 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109211525 109211685 161 109211607 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_2815 chr2_109211525_109211685 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109335902 109336021 120 109335959 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2816 chr2_109335902_109336021 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;RANBP . .
chr2 109941397 109941648 252 109941514 29 14.47954 5.36119 10.02098 OSE1_peak_2817 chr2_109941397_109941648 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 112382462 112382586 125 112382543 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_2818 chr2_112382462_112382586 RGPD5 . .
chr2 112463490 112463617 128 112463565 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2819 chr2_112463490_112463617 RGPD5 . .
chr2 113032795 113033106 312 113033029 16 13.28171 7.47397 8.92479 OSE1_peak_2820 chr2_113032795_113033106 RGPD5 ZC3H8 ZC3H6
chr2 113384350 113384472 123 113384370 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2821 chr2_113384350_113384472 . . FLJ42351;SLC20A1
chr2 113403523 113403702 180 113403593 11 6.76739 4.55219 3.25875 OSE1_peak_2822 chr2_113403523_113403702 SLC20A1 FLJ42351 .
chr2 114647185 114647396 212 114647285 18 14.96877 7.96693 10.48449 OSE1_peak_2823 chr2_114647185_114647396 . . ACTR3
chr2 114678833 114678952 120 114678900 15 11.18741 6.44407 7.03615 OSE1_peak_2824 chr2_114678833_114678952 ACTR3 . .
chr2 114711566 114711685 120 114711659 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_2825 chr2_114711566_114711685 ACTR3 . LOC100499194;LOC440900
chr2 117567777 117568041 265 117567933 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_2826 chr2_117567777_117568041 . . .
chr2 118738642 118738768 127 118738693 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_2827 chr2_118738642_118738768 CCDC93 . .
chr2 118881317 118881436 120 118881418 10 7.2687 5.03976 3.66815 OSE1_peak_2828 chr2_118881317_118881436 . INSIG2 .
chr2 120013641 120013851 211 120013746 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_2829 chr2_120013641_120013851 STEAP3 . .
chr2 120124328 120124461 134 120124394 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_2830 chr2_120124328_120124461 . C2orf76 DBI
chr2 120517578 120517795 218 120517641 12 8.46771 5.42319 4.65834 OSE1_peak_2831 chr2_120517578_120517795 PTPN4 . .
chr2 120892013 120892140 128 120892086 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2832 chr2_120892013_120892140 EPB41L5 . .
chr2 121125372 121125508 137 121125434 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_2833 chr2_121125372_121125508 . INHBB .
chr2 121227940 121228070 131 121227997 14 11.72739 7.01016 7.53198 OSE1_peak_2834 chr2_121227940_121228070 . LOC84931 .
chr2 121347824 121347961 138 121347912 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_2835 chr2_121347824_121347961 . . .
chr2 121672811 121672930 120 121672879 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2836 chr2_121672811_121672930 GLI2 . .
chr2 121832552 121832971 420 121832839 42 40.31004 14.13281 34.81092 OSE1_peak_2837 chr2_121832552_121832971 . . .
chr2 122288450 122289247 798 122288738 51 52.64752 17.09084 46.90656 OSE1_peak_2838 chr2_122288450_122289247 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
chr2 122391995 122392168 174 122392012 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_2839 chr2_122391995_122392168 CLASP1 . LOC254128
chr2 122994171 122994312 142 122994239 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_2840 chr2_122994171_122994312 . . .
chr2 125012423 125012556 134 125012496 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2841 chr2_125012423_125012556 CNTNAP5 . .
chr2 127415742 127415891 150 127415790 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2842 chr2_127415742_127415891 GYPC . .
chr2 127772493 127772669 177 127772584 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2843 chr2_127772493_127772669 . . .
chr2 127822540 127822736 197 127822623 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2844 chr2_127822540_127822736 BIN1 . .
chr2 134575892 134576138 247 134575942 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_2845 chr2_134575892_134576138 . . .
chr2 135155873 135156023 151 135155980 10 6.96802 4.84916 3.43043 OSE1_peak_2846 chr2_135155873_135156023 MGAT5 . .
chr2 136743190 136743354 165 136743270 11 8.08643 5.37715 4.3326 OSE1_peak_2847 chr2_136743190_136743354 DARS . .
chr2 138714719 138714838 120 138714793 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_2848 chr2_138714719_138714838 . . HNMT
chr2 141450818 141450937 120 141450877 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_2849 chr2_141450818_141450937 LRP1B . .
chr2 141813306 141813437 132 141813353 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_2850 chr2_141813306_141813437 LRP1B . .
chr2 142632248 142632367 120 142632277 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_2851 chr2_142632248_142632367 LRP1B . .
chr2 143514165 143514307 143 143514258 12 8.86347 5.66957 4.99799 OSE1_peak_2852 chr2_143514165_143514307 . . .
chr2 145764754 145765134 381 145764866 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2853 chr2_145764754_145765134 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 146410808 146410931 124 146410909 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_2854 chr2_146410808_146410931 . . .
chr2 146742205 146742386 182 146742280 19 17.54604 9.24102 12.8716 OSE1_peak_2855 chr2_146742205_146742386 . . .
chr2 146882435 146882562 128 146882482 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_2856 chr2_146882435_146882562 . . .
chr2 147740091 147740350 260 147740239 18 12.10685 6.28694 7.85617 OSE1_peak_2857 chr2_147740091_147740350 . . .
chr2 147747955 147748274 320 147748119 31 21.14805 7.87431 16.25799 OSE1_peak_2858 chr2_147747955_147748274 . . .
chr2 149539665 149539859 195 149539715 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2859 chr2_149539665_149539859 EPC2 . .
chr2 150990231 150990418 188 150990304 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2860 chr2_150990231_150990418 . . .
chr2 151047969 151048149 181 151048105 17 14.53938 7.9781 10.07746 OSE1_peak_2861 chr2_151047969_151048149 . . .
chr2 151267493 151267665 173 151267582 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_2862 chr2_151267493_151267665 . . .
chr2 151329221 151329403 183 151329298 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_2863 chr2_151329221_151329403 RND3 . .
chr2 151342442 151342698 257 151342531 12 8.91233 5.70003 5.03919 OSE1_peak_2864 chr2_151342442_151342698 RND3 . .
chr2 151344099 151344220 122 151344136 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_2865 chr2_151344099_151344220 RND3 . .
chr2 153510449 153510601 153 153510563 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2866 chr2_153510449_153510601 PRPF40A FMNL2 .
chr2 158030447 158030573 127 158030534 15 5.19836 3.14643 2.16343 OSE1_peak_2867 chr2_158030447_158030573 . . .
chr2 160471348 160471498 151 160471463 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_2868 chr2_160471348_160471498 BAZ2B . .
chr2 161064749 161064868 120 161064777 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2869 chr2_161064749_161064868 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161083914 161084138 225 161084023 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2870 chr2_161083914_161084138 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161084469 161084605 137 161084525 14 10.03102 5.96768 6.00963 OSE1_peak_2871 chr2_161084469_161084605 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161084928 161085404 477 161085155 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_2872 chr2_161084928_161085404 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161127283 161127452 170 161127385 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2873 chr2_161127283_161127452 . . RBMS1
chr2 161150866 161151040 175 161150934 23 18.53985 8.64232 13.79417 OSE1_peak_2874 chr2_161150866_161151040 RBMS1 . .
chr2 162272068 162272277 210 162272162 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2875 chr2_162272068_162272277 . PSMD14 TBR1
chr2 163089817 163089996 180 163089949 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_2876 chr2_163089817_163089996 FAP . .
chr2 163101078 163101231 154 163101153 21 14.90145 7.13494 10.4214 OSE1_peak_2877 chr2_163101078_163101231 . FAP IFIH1
chr2 163783144 163783298 155 163783239 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_2878 chr2_163783144_163783298 . . .
chr2 164066972 164067134 163 164067047 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_2879 chr2_164066972_164067134 . . .
chr2 164123433 164123608 176 164123530 18 15.24601 8.13413 10.73196 OSE1_peak_2880 chr2_164123433_164123608 . . .
chr2 164524187 164524320 134 164524275 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_2881 chr2_164524187_164524320 FIGN . .
chr2 165513691 165513810 120 165513774 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_2882 chr2_165513691_165513810 . . COBLL1
chr2 165518004 165518125 122 165518057 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_2883 chr2_165518004_165518125 . . COBLL1;SNORA70F
chr2 165755102 165755240 139 165755162 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_2884 chr2_165755102_165755240 SLC38A11 . .
chr2 165766001 165766120 120 165766088 11 7.51584 5.01885 3.84225 OSE1_peak_2885 chr2_165766001_165766120 SLC38A11 . .
chr2 167991287 167991422 136 167991353 11 8.30321 5.51339 4.51611 OSE1_peak_2886 chr2_167991287_167991422 XIRP2 . .
chr2 167997398 167997539 142 167997438 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_2887 chr2_167997398_167997539 XIRP2 . .
chr2 169868801 169868922 122 169868871 20 13.63677 6.67792 9.25482 OSE1_peak_2888 chr2_169868801_169868922 ABCB11 . .
chr2 171899150 171899269 120 171899204 13 9.87462 6.08942 5.87855 OSE1_peak_2889 chr2_171899150_171899269 TLK1 . .
chr2 172543885 172544038 154 172543946 27 24.39994 10.74668 19.35443 OSE1_peak_2890 chr2_172543885_172544038 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 173118006 173118214 209 173118093 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_2891 chr2_173118006_173118214 . . .
chr2 173164524 173164646 123 173164607 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_2892 chr2_173164524_173164646 . . .
chr2 173420485 173420608 124 173420561 14 10.8834 6.48978 6.77223 OSE1_peak_2893 chr2_173420485_173420608 . . PDK1
chr2 173647738 173647870 133 173647819 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_2894 chr2_173647738_173647870 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173648082 173648234 153 173648176 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2895 chr2_173648082_173648234 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173694152 173694332 181 173694251 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_2896 chr2_173694152_173694332 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173832928 173833047 120 173832989 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_2897 chr2_173832928_173833047 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173913691 173913819 129 173913764 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_2898 chr2_173913691_173913819 RAPGEF4 . ZAK
chr2 175643559 175643732 174 175643633 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2899 chr2_175643559_175643732 . CHRNA1 CHN1
chr2 175951100 175951219 120 175951131 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_2900 chr2_175951100_175951219 ATF2 . .
chr2 178076871 178077018 148 178076929 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2901 chr2_178076871_178077018 . . HNRNPA3;NFE2L2
chr2 178088943 178089135 193 178089045 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_2902 chr2_178088943_178089135 . HNRNPA3 NFE2L2
chr2 178089512 178089631 120 178089563 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2903 chr2_178089512_178089631 . HNRNPA3 NFE2L2
chr2 178128131 178128368 238 178128269 21 14.64984 6.99591 10.18213 OSE1_peak_2904 chr2_178128131_178128368 NFE2L2 MIR3128 LOC100130691
chr2 178774878 178775034 157 178774954 20 16.79941 8.4998 12.16982 OSE1_peak_2905 chr2_178774878_178775034 PDE11A . .
chr2 180905055 180905211 157 180905156 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_2906 chr2_180905055_180905211 . . .
chr2 181388767 181388966 200 181388794 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_2907 chr2_181388767_181388966 . . .
chr2 181490322 181490446 125 181490347 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_2908 chr2_181490322_181490446 . . .
chr2 181595833 181595989 157 181595911 25 19.18749 8.43221 14.40032 OSE1_peak_2909 chr2_181595833_181595989 . . .
chr2 181607648 181607767 120 181607716 19 12.64371 6.35992 8.35155 OSE1_peak_2910 chr2_181607648_181607767 . . .
chr2 182656075 182656292 218 182656178 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_2911 chr2_182656075_182656292 . . .
chr2 182931618 182931740 123 182931694 20 14.12283 6.94872 9.69577 OSE1_peak_2912 chr2_182931618_182931740 PPP1R1C . .
chr2 186298700 186298865 166 186298813 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_2913 chr2_186298700_186298865 . . .
chr2 186448295 186448477 183 186448374 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_2914 chr2_186448295_186448477 . . .
chr2 187321701 187321973 273 187321877 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2915 chr2_187321701_187321973 . . ZC3H15
chr2 188639396 188639536 141 188639510 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2916 chr2_188639396_188639536 . . .
chr2 189064560 189064679 120 189064623 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_2917 chr2_189064560_189064679 . . .
chr2 189735177 189735298 122 189735210 11 8.063 5.36242 4.31061 OSE1_peak_2918 chr2_189735177_189735298 . . .
chr2 189961592 189961822 231 189961731 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_2919 chr2_189961592_189961822 COL5A2 . .
chr2 190141216 190141368 153 190141285 22 18.97786 9.19527 14.20886 OSE1_peak_2920 chr2_190141216_190141368 . . .
chr2 190258281 190258466 186 190258365 24 20.04484 9.20554 15.21079 OSE1_peak_2921 chr2_190258281_190258466 . . .
chr2 190798782 190799053 272 190798806 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_2922 chr2_190798782_190799053 . . .
chr2 191184577 191184710 134 191184638 10 6.82607 4.75917 3.31002 OSE1_peak_2923 chr2_191184577_191184710 HIBCH . INPP1
chr2 191885025 191885156 132 191885090 15 11.29326 6.50832 7.12872 OSE1_peak_2924 chr2_191885025_191885156 . STAT1 STAT4
chr2 191915011 191915167 157 191915074 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_2925 chr2_191915011_191915167 STAT4 . .
chr2 192084216 192084372 157 192084269 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2926 chr2_192084216_192084372 . . MYO1B
chr2 192554152 192554341 190 192554227 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2927 chr2_192554152_192554341 . OBFC2A .
chr2 192557503 192557692 190 192557659 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2928 chr2_192557503_192557692 . OBFC2A .
chr2 192560271 192560458 188 192560318 10 7.45158 5.15555 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2929 chr2_192560271_192560458 . OBFC2A .
chr2 193132337 193132460 124 193132402 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2930 chr2_193132337_193132460 . . .
chr2 194382814 194382975 162 194382888 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_2931 chr2_194382814_194382975 . . .
chr2 194689281 194689461 181 194689390 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2932 chr2_194689281_194689461 . . .
chr2 194699025 194699160 136 194699072 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_2933 chr2_194699025_194699160 . . .
chr2 194711967 194712086 120 194712019 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_2934 chr2_194711967_194712086 . . .
chr2 196385434 196385823 390 196385696 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2935 chr2_196385434_196385823 . . .
chr2 196522711 196522830 120 196522740 10 7.2911 5.05395 3.68875 OSE1_peak_2936 chr2_196522711_196522830 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196523068 196523578 511 196523115 10 7.15861 4.96999 3.57373 OSE1_peak_2937 chr2_196523068_196523578 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196526182 196526349 168 196526272 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_2938 chr2_196526182_196526349 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 197104499 197104650 152 197104556 23 17.00924 7.78357 12.3725 OSE1_peak_2939 chr2_197104499_197104650 HECW2 . .
chr2 197158906 197159134 229 197159083 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_2940 chr2_197158906_197159134 HECW2 . .
chr2 197187739 197187891 153 197187799 23 22.38369 10.904 17.43046 OSE1_peak_2941 chr2_197187739_197187891 HECW2 . .
chr2 197200027 197200150 124 197200111 12 7.98151 5.12204 4.25413 OSE1_peak_2942 chr2_197200027_197200150 HECW2 . .
chr2 197264919 197265080 162 197265018 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2943 chr2_197264919_197265080 HECW2 . .
chr2 197472704 197472877 174 197472778 17 13.99208 7.64584 9.59037 OSE1_peak_2944 chr2_197472704_197472877 . HECW2 .
chr2 198299907 198300095 189 198300013 19 16.27492 8.47333 11.68677 OSE1_peak_2945 chr2_198299907_198300095 . SF3B1 COQ10B
chr2 200168452 200168748 297 200168496 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_2946 chr2_200168452_200168748 SATB2 . .
chr2 200323181 200323389 209 200323232 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_2947 chr2_200323181_200323389 SATB2 . FLJ32063
chr2 200603617 200603736 120 200603683 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_2948 chr2_200603617_200603736 . . FONG
chr2 201480119 201480238 120 201480215 12 8.29263 5.3145 4.50633 OSE1_peak_2949 chr2_201480119_201480238 AOX1 . .
chr2 201577842 201578091 250 201578051 17 11.13138 5.95605 6.98345 OSE1_peak_2950 chr2_201577842_201578091 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
chr2 201691983 201692153 171 201692071 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2951 chr2_201691983_201692153 . BZW1 CLK1
chr2 201723439 201723558 120 201723473 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_2952 chr2_201723439_201723558 CLK1 . PPIL3
chr2 202663078 202663220 143 202663182 14 8.17964 4.86473 4.41417 OSE1_peak_2953 chr2_202663078_202663220 . ALS2 CDK15
chr2 203380342 203380476 135 203380389 12 9.01161 5.76196 5.11852 OSE1_peak_2954 chr2_203380342_203380476 BMPR2 . .
chr2 204547773 204547914 142 204547875 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_2955 chr2_204547773_204547914 . . CD28
chr2 204668832 204669090 259 204669026 16 12.50631 7.00236 8.2261 OSE1_peak_2956 chr2_204668832_204669090 . . .
chr2 204676356 204676475 120 204676411 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_2957 chr2_204676356_204676475 . . .
chr2 205204941 205205098 158 205205009 18 15.46118 8.26421 10.92588 OSE1_peak_2958 chr2_205204941_205205098 . . .
chr2 208028871 208029089 219 208028897 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_2959 chr2_208028871_208029089 KLF7 . .
chr2 208031048 208031171 124 208031085 15 10.90594 6.27376 6.79433 OSE1_peak_2960 chr2_208031048_208031171 . KLF7 .
chr2 208031681 208031809 129 208031740 16 12.33361 6.8979 8.06487 OSE1_peak_2961 chr2_208031681_208031809 . KLF7 .
chr2 208103878 208104086 209 208104014 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_2962 chr2_208103878_208104086 . . .
chr2 208199460 208199683 224 208199596 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_2963 chr2_208199460_208199683 . . .
chr2 208288744 208288944 201 208288763 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_2964 chr2_208288744_208288944 . . .
chr2 208497570 208497797 228 208497683 16 13.51693 7.61763 9.14408 OSE1_peak_2965 chr2_208497570_208497797 . CREB1;METTL21A .
chr2 208548677 208549223 547 208548761 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_2966 chr2_208548677_208549223 . . CCNYL1
chr2 210233758 210233986 229 210233913 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_2967 chr2_210233758_210233986 . . .
chr2 213316735 213316875 141 213316835 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_2968 chr2_213316735_213316875 ERBB4 MIR548F2 .
chr2 213483574 213483696 123 213483643 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_2969 chr2_213483574_213483696 . . .
chr2 213708204 213708323 120 213708315 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_2970 chr2_213708204_213708323 . . .
chr2 214103775 214103925 151 214103858 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2971 chr2_214103775_214103925 . . .
chr2 214878753 214878872 120 214878786 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_2972 chr2_214878753_214878872 SPAG16 . .
chr2 216221268 216221436 169 216221327 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_2973 chr2_216221268_216221436 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216222116 216222368 253 216222301 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_2974 chr2_216222116_216222368 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216222493 216222835 343 216222589 28 24.45067 10.44281 19.40269 OSE1_peak_2975 chr2_216222493_216222835 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216223078 216223298 221 216223154 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_2976 chr2_216223078_216223298 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216223551 216223945 395 216223772 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_2977 chr2_216223551_216223945 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224154 216224514 361 216224199 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_2978 chr2_216224154_216224514 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216226327 216226460 134 216226399 17 11.34686 6.07931 7.17542 OSE1_peak_2979 chr2_216226327_216226460 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216227012 216227160 149 216227079 14 10.00718 5.95316 5.9863 OSE1_peak_2980 chr2_216227012_216227160 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230097 216230368 272 216230288 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_2981 chr2_216230097_216230368 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216231342 216231564 223 216231435 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_2982 chr2_216231342_216231564 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232098 216232238 141 216232180 14 10.10319 6.01164 6.07518 OSE1_peak_2983 chr2_216232098_216232238 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216234751 216234998 248 216234950 11 7.33513 4.9057 3.72481 OSE1_peak_2984 chr2_216234751_216234998 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216235128 216235247 120 216235144 11 7.31553 4.89344 3.71009 OSE1_peak_2985 chr2_216235128_216235247 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216235992 216236140 149 216236082 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_2986 chr2_216235992_216236140 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216236258 216236440 183 216236308 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_2987 chr2_216236258_216236440 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216237091 216237348 258 216237143 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_2988 chr2_216237091_216237348 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216237539 216237921 383 216237705 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_2989 chr2_216237539_216237921 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216238994 216239181 188 216239075 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_2990 chr2_216238994_216239181 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240180 216240740 561 216240295 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_2991 chr2_216240180_216240740 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240950 216241199 250 216241127 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_2992 chr2_216240950_216241199 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241475 216241621 147 216241551 12 9.11304 5.82524 5.20772 OSE1_peak_2993 chr2_216241475_216241621 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241800 216242316 517 216241899 12 9.11304 5.82524 5.20772 OSE1_peak_2994 chr2_216241800_216242316 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243456 216243657 202 216243518 17 13.99208 7.64584 9.59037 OSE1_peak_2995 chr2_216243456_216243657 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216244459 216244747 289 216244693 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_2996 chr2_216244459_216244747 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216244956 216245551 596 216245396 16 12.77462 7.16512 8.47813 OSE1_peak_2997 chr2_216244956_216245551 FN1 . .
chr2 216245792 216245985 194 216245855 12 8.46771 5.42319 4.65834 OSE1_peak_2998 chr2_216245792_216245985 FN1 . .
chr2 216246388 216246533 146 216246419 11 7.49537 5.00602 3.82241 OSE1_peak_2999 chr2_216246388_216246533 FN1 . .
chr2 216248589 216248745 157 216248694 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3000 chr2_216248589_216248745 FN1 . .
chr2 216249207 216249481 275 216249326 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_3001 chr2_216249207_216249481 FN1 . .
chr2 216250252 216250504 253 216250387 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3002 chr2_216250252_216250504 FN1 . .
chr2 216251277 216251522 246 216251470 15 11.34692 6.54093 7.17542 OSE1_peak_3003 chr2_216251277_216251522 FN1 . .
chr2 216251985 216252174 190 216252071 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3004 chr2_216251985_216252174 FN1 . .
chr2 216254000 216254245 246 216254203 15 11.08346 6.38108 6.93773 OSE1_peak_3005 chr2_216254000_216254245 FN1 . .
chr2 216254734 216255112 379 216254793 13 9.00985 5.55629 5.11751 OSE1_peak_3006 chr2_216254734_216255112 FN1 . .
chr2 216255334 216255534 201 216255450 16 12.16556 6.79651 7.91259 OSE1_peak_3007 chr2_216255334_216255534 FN1 . .
chr2 216255629 216256041 413 216255956 17 6.47519 3.53973 3.01782 OSE1_peak_3008 chr2_216255629_216256041 FN1 . .
chr2 216256509 216256746 238 216256637 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_3009 chr2_216256509_216256746 FN1 . .
chr2 216257362 216257499 138 216257415 22 15.68203 7.31391 11.13493 OSE1_peak_3010 chr2_216257362_216257499 FN1 . .
chr2 216259657 216260038 382 216259761 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3011 chr2_216259657_216260038 FN1 . .
chr2 216261442 216261708 267 216261507 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_3012 chr2_216261442_216261708 FN1 . .
chr2 216263697 216264019 323 216263774 15 10.42707 5.9861 6.36069 OSE1_peak_3013 chr2_216263697_216264019 FN1 . .
chr2 216264742 216265040 299 216264978 17 12.81954 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3014 chr2_216264742_216265040 FN1 . .
chr2 216265385 216265560 176 216265459 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_3015 chr2_216265385_216265560 FN1 . .
chr2 216267027 216267213 187 216267169 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_3016 chr2_216267027_216267213 FN1 . .
chr2 216267935 216268131 197 216267974 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_3017 chr2_216267935_216268131 FN1 . .
chr2 216268557 216269125 569 216268894 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3018 chr2_216268557_216269125 FN1 . .
chr2 216271233 216271473 241 216271307 22 15.94618 7.45926 11.38808 OSE1_peak_3019 chr2_216271233_216271473 FN1 . .
chr2 216272210 216272459 250 216272414 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3020 chr2_216272210_216272459 FN1 . .
chr2 216274847 216275274 428 216275083 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3021 chr2_216274847_216275274 FN1 . .
chr2 216275518 216275767 250 216275571 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3022 chr2_216275518_216275767 FN1 . .
chr2 216275960 216276534 575 216276271 16 13.38146 7.53487 9.01732 OSE1_peak_3023 chr2_216275960_216276534 FN1 . .
chr2 216277270 216277466 197 216277425 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3024 chr2_216277270_216277466 FN1 . .
chr2 216277968 216278343 376 216278084 16 13.1835 7.41405 8.8318 OSE1_peak_3025 chr2_216277968_216278343 FN1 . .
chr2 216279993 216280244 252 216280197 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_3026 chr2_216279993_216280244 FN1 . .
chr2 216280393 216280543 151 216280535 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3027 chr2_216280393_216280543 FN1 . .
chr2 216280783 216280953 171 216280847 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_3028 chr2_216280783_216280953 FN1 . .
chr2 216282318 216282675 358 216282602 17 13.48585 7.34016 9.11382 OSE1_peak_3029 chr2_216282318_216282675 FN1 . .
chr2 216282881 216283211 331 216283051 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_3030 chr2_216282881_216283211 FN1 . .
chr2 216283408 216283602 195 216283419 11 6.55123 4.41866 3.07986 OSE1_peak_3031 chr2_216283408_216283602 FN1 . .
chr2 216284860 216285704 845 216285237 29 21.28271 8.44308 16.37751 OSE1_peak_3032 chr2_216284860_216285704 FN1 . .
chr2 216286152 216286519 368 216286250 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3033 chr2_216286152_216286519 FN1 . .
chr2 216287209 216287547 339 216287498 14 10.66417 6.35499 6.57067 OSE1_peak_3034 chr2_216287209_216287547 FN1 . .
chr2 216287721 216287941 221 216287775 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3035 chr2_216287721_216287941 FN1 . .
chr2 216288369 216288611 243 216288481 22 19.57079 9.54606 14.76224 OSE1_peak_3036 chr2_216288369_216288611 FN1 . .
chr2 216289287 216289628 342 216289405 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_3037 chr2_216289287_216289628 FN1 . .
chr2 216290115 216290923 809 216290191 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_3038 chr2_216290115_216290923 FN1 . .
chr2 216292331 216292671 341 216292439 18 15.10605 8.04966 10.60267 OSE1_peak_3039 chr2_216292331_216292671 FN1 . .
chr2 216293630 216293786 157 216293738 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_3040 chr2_216293630_216293786 FN1 . .
chr2 216295017 216295261 245 216295043 15 11.65117 6.72627 7.45848 OSE1_peak_3041 chr2_216295017_216295261 FN1 . .
chr2 216295699 216296124 426 216295823 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3042 chr2_216295699_216296124 FN1 . .
chr2 216296687 216296926 240 216296735 10 6.44756 4.51953 3.01562 OSE1_peak_3043 chr2_216296687_216296926 FN1 . .
chr2 216297783 216298199 417 216297890 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3044 chr2_216297783_216298199 FN1 . .
chr2 216298520 216298669 150 216298613 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_3045 chr2_216298520_216298669 FN1 . .
chr2 216299097 216299740 644 216299716 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3046 chr2_216299097_216299740 FN1 . .
chr2 216299856 216300643 788 216299898 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3047 chr2_216299856_216300643 FN1 . .
chr2 216301857 216301981 125 216301870 10 6.37625 4.47447 2.97689 OSE1_peak_3048 chr2_216301857_216301981 . FN1 .
chr2 216325532 216325881 350 216325615 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3049 chr2_216325532_216325881 . FN1 .
chr2 216393307 216393508 202 216393416 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3050 chr2_216393307_216393508 . . .
chr2 216545824 216545979 156 216545918 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3051 chr2_216545824_216545979 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216558427 216558551 125 216558492 22 17.09475 8.10342 12.45058 OSE1_peak_3052 chr2_216558427_216558551 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216593312 216593521 210 216593411 16 13.51693 7.61763 9.14408 OSE1_peak_3053 chr2_216593312_216593521 LOC646324 . .
chr2 217052545 217052664 120 217052601 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3054 chr2_217052545_217052664 XRCC5 . PKI55
chr2 217082321 217082442 122 217082352 13 10.17141 6.27334 6.13033 OSE1_peak_3055 chr2_217082321_217082442 PKI55 XRCC5 .
chr2 217237521 217237917 397 217237607 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_3056 chr2_217237521_217237917 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217238200 217238346 147 217238279 28 23.66207 10.00143 18.65084 OSE1_peak_3057 chr2_217238200_217238346 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217930763 217930933 171 217930838 20 13.63677 6.67792 9.25482 OSE1_peak_3058 chr2_217930763_217930933 . . .
chr2 217970568 217970783 216 217970673 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_3059 chr2_217970568_217970783 . . .
chr2 218235186 218235381 196 218235270 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_3060 chr2_218235186_218235381 DIRC3 . .
chr2 218767523 218767692 170 218767617 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_3061 chr2_218767523_218767692 TNS1 . .
chr2 218799288 218799496 209 218799387 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3062 chr2_218799288_218799496 TNS1 . .
chr2 218799721 218799872 152 218799789 15 5.19836 3.14643 2.16343 OSE1_peak_3063 chr2_218799721_218799872 TNS1 . .
chr2 219271281 219271535 255 219271387 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_3064 chr2_219271281_219271535 . CTDSP1;MIR26B;SLC11A1 VIL1
chr2 219671085 219671336 252 219671284 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3065 chr2_219671085_219671336 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
chr2 219990047 219990273 227 219990195 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3066 chr2_219990047_219990273 NHEJ1 . .
chr2 222506235 222506532 298 222506485 18 11.67161 6.04192 7.47754 OSE1_peak_3067 chr2_222506235_222506532 . . .
chr2 224330572 224330712 141 224330632 25 19.82094 8.78123 15.00225 OSE1_peak_3068 chr2_224330572_224330712 . . .
chr2 224414029 224414258 230 224414111 16 12.27708 6.86377 8.01523 OSE1_peak_3069 chr2_224414029_224414258 . . .
chr2 225734413 225734532 120 225734426 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_3070 chr2_225734413_225734532 DOCK10 . .
chr2 225750247 225750424 178 225750335 9 5.97003 4.37289 2.66737 OSE1_peak_3071 chr2_225750247_225750424 DOCK10 . .
chr2 225956134 225956318 185 225956222 28 21.90711 9.04562 16.97331 OSE1_peak_3072 chr2_225956134_225956318 . . .
chr2 226193048 226193167 120 226193089 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3073 chr2_226193048_226193167 . . .
chr2 226979888 226980062 175 226980004 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_3074 chr2_226979888_226980062 . . LOC646736
chr2 226983403 226983644 242 226983482 20 6.28217 3.17362 2.90264 OSE1_peak_3075 chr2_226983403_226983644 . . LOC646736
chr2 227050668 227050853 186 227050742 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3076 chr2_227050668_227050853 . LOC646736 .
chr2 227291023 227291437 415 227291222 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_3077 chr2_227291023_227291437 . . .
chr2 227292612 227292854 243 227292676 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3078 chr2_227292612_227292854 . . .
chr2 227296043 227296196 154 227296150 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3079 chr2_227296043_227296196 . . .
chr2 227472203 227472350 148 227472252 19 12.64371 6.35992 8.35155 OSE1_peak_3080 chr2_227472203_227472350 . . .
chr2 227538105 227538263 159 227538173 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_3081 chr2_227538105_227538263 . . .
chr2 228242388 228242541 154 228242499 16 8.32947 4.59934 4.53821 OSE1_peak_3082 chr2_228242388_228242541 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228243355 228243480 126 228243386 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3083 chr2_228243355_228243480 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228252907 228253026 120 228252972 15 9.92226 5.68627 5.92376 OSE1_peak_3084 chr2_228252907_228253026 . TM4SF20 .
chr2 228520312 228520469 158 228520380 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_3085 chr2_228520312_228520469 . C2orf83 SLC19A3
chr2 228656116 228656235 120 228656175 16 12.62415 7.07378 8.3332 OSE1_peak_3086 chr2_228656116_228656235 . . CCL20
chr2 228681526 228681711 186 228681626 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3087 chr2_228681526_228681711 CCL20 . .
chr2 228682423 228683793 1371 228683414 39 38.67637 14.40387 33.21892 OSE1_peak_3088 chr2_228682423_228683793 . CCL20 .
chr2 229409859 229410017 159 229409900 12 8.18653 5.24876 4.42007 OSE1_peak_3089 chr2_229409859_229410017 . . .
chr2 229565512 229565663 152 229565576 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_3090 chr2_229565512_229565663 . . .
chr2 230148055 230148267 213 230148115 29 17.32664 6.55811 12.66032 OSE1_peak_3091 chr2_230148055_230148267 . PID1 .
chr2 230475205 230475343 139 230475308 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3092 chr2_230475205_230475343 DNER . .
chr2 230475761 230476418 658 230475858 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3093 chr2_230475761_230476418 DNER . .
chr2 230792406 230792537 132 230792454 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3094 chr2_230792406_230792537 FBXO36 TRIP12 .
chr2 231658732 231658987 256 231658895 23 18.53985 8.64232 13.79417 OSE1_peak_3095 chr2_231658732_231658987 CAB39 . .
chr2 232026826 232026967 142 232026855 15 11.73697 6.77866 7.54103 OSE1_peak_3096 chr2_232026826_232026967 PSMD1 . .
chr2 232318248 232318377 130 232318328 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_3097 chr2_232318248_232318377 . . NCL;SNORA75;SNORD20;SNORD82
chr2 232410253 232410431 179 232410360 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3098 chr2_232410253_232410431 . NMUR1 .
chr2 232571583 232571727 145 232571673 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3099 chr2_232571583_232571727 . . PDE6D;PTMA
chr2 234883336 234883572 237 234883515 30 20.12779 7.62824 15.29021 OSE1_peak_3100 chr2_234883336_234883572 TRPM8 . .
chr2 235578799 235578926 128 235578866 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_3101 chr2_235578799_235578926 . . .
chr2 235583363 235583580 218 235583468 19 7.84331 3.93304 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3102 chr2_235583363_235583580 . . .
chr2 235588777 235589111 335 235588854 19 14.9985 7.71248 10.511 OSE1_peak_3103 chr2_235588777_235589111 . . .
chr2 235732614 235732833 220 235732723 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_3104 chr2_235732614_235732833 . . .
chr2 235890100 235890370 271 235890259 35 38.90839 16.17586 33.4459 OSE1_peak_3105 chr2_235890100_235890370 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235930469 235930608 140 235930538 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_3106 chr2_235930469_235930608 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 238130897 238131016 120 238130961 16 9.09545 5.01504 5.194 OSE1_peak_3107 chr2_238130897_238131016 . . .
chr2 238341152 238341704 553 238341361 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3108 chr2_238341152_238341704 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238368280 238368436 157 238368370 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3109 chr2_238368280_238368436 . . MLPH
chr2 238409512 238409649 138 238409548 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_3110 chr2_238409512_238409649 MLPH . .
chr2 238612433 238612584 152 238612495 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3111 chr2_238612433_238612584 LRRFIP1 . .
chr2 239348182 239348320 139 239348239 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3112 chr2_239348182_239348320 ASB1 . .
chr2 239772897 239773100 204 239773063 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3113 chr2_239772897_239773100 TWIST2 . .
chr2 239870356 239870483 128 239870412 15 12.06267 6.97793 7.81639 OSE1_peak_3114 chr2_239870356_239870483 . FLJ43879 .
chr2 240366872 240366991 120 240366888 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3115 chr2_240366872_240366991 . . .
chr2 241505298 241505428 131 241505356 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_3116 chr2_241505298_241505428 . ANKMY1;DUSP28 CAPN10;RNPEPL1
chr2 241525771 241525890 120 241525802 10 7.45158 5.15555 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3117 chr2_241525771_241525890 . ANKMY1;DUSP28;RNPEPL1 CAPN10;GPR35
chr2 242254449 242254568 120 242254515 11 7.7479 5.16444 4.04972 OSE1_peak_3118 chr2_242254449_242254568 HDLBP . 02‐Sep
chr2 242974009 242974147 139 242974068 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_3119 chr2_242974009_242974147 . . .
chr20 305242 305361 120 305264 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_3120 chr20_305242_305361 . ZCCHC3 NRSN2;SOX12
chr20 1382888 1383007 120 1382931 14 10.55776 6.28968 6.47831 OSE1_peak_3121 chr20_1382888_1383007 . A;FKBP1A‐SDCBP2;LOC1005 .
chr20 1811049 1811338 290 1811111 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_3122 chr20_1811049_1811338 . . .
chr20 2633111 2633230 120 2633152 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3123 chr20_2633111_2633230 NOP56 TMC2 ;SNORA51;SNORD110;SNORD56;SNORD57;SNO
chr20 2957890 2958034 145 2957957 8 5.32815 4.10041 2.23663 OSE1_peak_3124 chr20_2957890_2958034 PTPRA . .
chr20 4116217 4116429 213 4116372 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_3125 chr20_4116217_4116429 . . SMOX
chr20 4487997 4488148 152 4488033 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_3126 chr20_4487997_4488148 . . .
chr20 4624682 4624893 212 4624717 10 7.35907 5.09699 3.74628 OSE1_peak_3127 chr20_4624682_4624893 . . .
chr20 4942563 4942724 162 4942637 22 17.09475 8.10342 12.45058 OSE1_peak_3128 chr20_4942563_4942724 SLC23A2 . .
chr20 5627871 5628004 134 5627908 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3129 chr20_5627871_5628004 . . .
chr20 7478692 7478814 123 7478728 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3130 chr20_7478692_7478814 . . .
chr20 7837570 7837740 171 7837644 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_3131 chr20_7837570_7837740 . . HAO1
chr20 8075630 8075811 182 8075771 10 6.52027 4.56551 3.05347 OSE1_peak_3132 chr20_8075630_8075811 . . .
chr20 9195416 9195541 126 9195520 14 10.74535 6.40488 6.64296 OSE1_peak_3133 chr20_9195416_9195541 PLCB4 . .
chr20 10137947 10138066 120 10137998 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3134 chr20_10137947_10138066 LOC100131208 . .
chr20 10287676 10287958 283 10287839 81 109.57227 33.18969 102.83427 OSE1_peak_3135 chr20_10287676_10287958 SNAP25 . .
chr20 10521931 10522063 133 10521991 20 12.75096 6.19505 8.45541 OSE1_peak_3136 chr20_10521931_10522063 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10572797 10572926 130 10572815 12 7.6346 4.90872 3.94831 OSE1_peak_3137 chr20_10572797_10572926 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10577570 10577717 148 10577672 22 14.70271 6.78506 10.23086 OSE1_peak_3138 chr20_10577570_10577717 C20orf94 . .
chr20 11210635 11210907 273 11210835 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_3139 chr20_11210635_11210907 . . .
chr20 11248236 11248355 120 11248313 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_3140 chr20_11248236_11248355 LOC339593 . .
chr20 11368087 11368206 120 11368123 20 7.69422 3.75283 3.99928 OSE1_peak_3141 chr20_11368087_11368206 . . .
chr20 12034151 12034270 120 12034201 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3142 chr20_12034151_12034270 . . .
chr20 12909834 12909993 160 12909928 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_3143 chr20_12909834_12909993 . . .
chr20 13765455 13765607 153 13765548 16 13.83261 7.81064 9.44254 OSE1_peak_3144 chr20_13765455_13765607 ESF1 . C20orf7
chr20 17728246 17728433 188 17728421 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_3145 chr20_17728246_17728433 . BANF2 .
chr20 17824277 17824672 396 17824464 24 17.80069 7.9499 13.10293 OSE1_peak_3146 chr20_17824277_17824672 . . .
chr20 17950029 17950186 158 17950113 17 12.36708 6.67316 8.09563 OSE1_peak_3147 chr20_17950029_17950186 C20orf72 SNORD17;SNX5 .
chr20 20501492 20501659 168 20501578 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_3148 chr20_20501492_20501659 RALGAPA2 . .
chr20 21283719 21283875 157 21283808 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_3149 chr20_21283719_21283875 . . XRN2
chr20 22756320 22756720 401 22756570 27 19.15469 7.88021 14.37109 OSE1_peak_3150 chr20_22756320_22756720 . . .
chr20 22776653 22776826 174 22776816 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_3151 chr20_22776653_22776826 . . .
chr20 23136802 23136921 120 23136842 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3152 chr20_23136802_23136921 . LOC200261 .
chr20 24981141 24981357 217 24981315 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3153 chr20_24981141_24981357 . C20orf3 ACSS1
chr20 25218506 25218675 170 25218604 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_3154 chr20_25218506_25218675 . ENTPD6 PYGB
chr20 25353329 25353448 120 25353415 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_3155 chr20_25353329_25353448 ABHD12 . .
chr20 25371620 25371823 204 25371707 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3156 chr20_25371620_25371823 . ABHD12 GINS1
chr20 30192124 30192243 120 30192171 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_3157 chr20_30192124_30192243 . . ID1;MIR3193
chr20 30193086 30193259 174 30193145 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_3158 chr20_30193086_30193259 ID1 . MIR3193
chr20 30193392 30193511 120 30193420 11 7.57787 5.05773 3.89815 OSE1_peak_3159 chr20_30193392_30193511 ID1 . MIR3193
chr20 30194523 30195416 894 30195151 34 30.01983 11.50345 24.78812 OSE1_peak_3160 chr20_30194523_30195416 MIR3193 ID1 .
chr20 30198569 30198793 225 30198649 11 5.81638 3.9707 2.54043 OSE1_peak_3161 chr20_30198569_30198793 . ID1;MIR3193 COX4I2
chr20 30283869 30284323 455 30284186 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_3162 chr20_30283869_30284323 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30300481 30300802 322 30300552 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_3163 chr20_30300481_30300802 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30945737 30945863 127 30945815 14 10.66417 6.35499 6.57067 OSE1_peak_3164 chr20_30945737_30945863 . KIF3B ASXL1
chr20 33640602 33640793 192 33640697 19 17.24948 9.06144 12.58962 OSE1_peak_3165 chr20_33640602_33640793 TRPC4AP . .
chr20 33872583 33872707 125 33872620 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3166 chr20_33872583_33872707 EIF6 MMP24 FAM83C;UQCC
chr20 33893549 33893703 155 33893643 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3167 chr20_33893549_33893703 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C;MMP24 .
chr20 33895872 33896005 134 33895947 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3168 chr20_33895872_33896005 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
chr20 33896339 33896466 128 33896405 17 13.48585 7.34016 9.11382 OSE1_peak_3169 chr20_33896339_33896466 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
chr20 33900241 33900414 174 33900263 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3170 chr20_33900241_33900414 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
chr20 33908306 33908519 214 33908354 17 9.00722 4.79047 5.11511 OSE1_peak_3171 chr20_33908306_33908519 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 34200249 34200386 138 34200286 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3172 chr20_34200249_34200386 . FER1L4 CPNE1;SPAG4
chr20 34328041 34328177 137 34328103 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3173 chr20_34328041_34328177 RBM39 . .
chr20 34330158 34330348 191 34330272 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3174 chr20_34330158_34330348 RBM39 . PHF20
chr20 34331019 34331213 195 34331104 10 7.20227 4.99766 3.61309 OSE1_peak_3175 chr20_34331019_34331213 . RBM39 PHF20
chr20 34770243 34770461 219 34770361 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3176 chr20_34770243_34770461 EPB41L1 . .
chr20 35178641 35178763 123 35178718 16 13.7611 7.76691 9.3725 OSE1_peak_3177 chr20_35178641_35178763 . DLGAP4;MYL9 TGIF2;TGIF2‐C20ORF24
chr20 35181713 35181898 186 35181885 10 7.42825 5.14078 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3178 chr20_35181713_35181898 . DLGAP4;MYL9 TGIF2;TGIF2‐C20ORF24
chr20 35807867 35808087 221 35807885 9 6.00681 4.39645 2.69561 OSE1_peak_3179 chr20_35807867_35808087 C20orf132;RPN2 . .
chr20 36619004 36619172 169 36619075 18 14.93486 7.94651 10.45185 OSE1_peak_3180 chr20_36619004_36619172 TTI1 . .
chr20 36746097 36746343 247 36746147 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3181 chr20_36746097_36746343 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36755613 36755754 142 36755731 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3182 chr20_36755613_36755754 . . TGM2
chr20 36763379 36763504 126 36763457 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_3183 chr20_36763379_36763504 TGM2 . .
chr20 36781133 36781358 226 36781229 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3184 chr20_36781133_36781358 TGM2 . .
chr20 36796477 36796924 448 36796558 33 19.40962 6.68616 14.60627 OSE1_peak_3185 chr20_36796477_36796924 . TGM2 .
chr20 36904353 36904547 195 36904445 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_3186 chr20_36904353_36904547 . KIAA1755 BPI
chr20 37063808 37064141 334 37064065 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_3187 chr20_37063808_37064141 LOC388796 1A;SNORA71B;SNORA71C;SN SNHG11;SNORA39;SNORA60
chr20 39118613 39118857 245 39118709 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_3188 chr20_39118613_39118857 . . .
chr20 39632398 39632703 306 39632464 15 11.70823 6.76111 7.51322 OSE1_peak_3189 chr20_39632398_39632703 . . TOP1
chr20 39957984 39958275 292 39958244 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3190 chr20_39957984_39958275 . ZHX3 LPIN3
chr20 40065446 40065582 137 40065551 21 15.99589 7.7511 11.43147 OSE1_peak_3191 chr20_40065446_40065582 CHD6 . .
chr20 40342801 40342944 144 40342840 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_3192 chr20_40342801_40342944 . . .
chr20 42381305 42381439 135 42381385 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_3193 chr20_42381305_42381439 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42647000 42647127 128 42647070 12 9.19058 5.87363 5.26555 OSE1_peak_3194 chr20_42647000_42647127 TOX2 . .
chr20 43205687 43205831 145 43205754 27 17.15098 6.89002 12.50344 OSE1_peak_3195 chr20_43205687_43205831 PKIG . .
chr20 43321676 43321866 191 43321772 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3196 chr20_43321676_43321866 . LOC79015 WISP2
chr20 43350039 43350220 182 43350144 20 17.94125 9.18307 13.23691 OSE1_peak_3197 chr20_43350039_43350220 WISP2 . KCNK15
chr20 43664956 43665156 201 43665004 13 9.496 5.85532 5.54681 OSE1_peak_3198 chr20_43664956_43665156 STK4 . .
chr20 43972840 43973064 225 43972995 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3199 chr20_43972840_43973064 SDC4 RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 43987362 43987966 605 43987631 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_3200 chr20_43987362_43987966 . SDC4 SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 44408069 44408279 211 44408133 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3201 chr20_44408069_44408279 WFDC3 . DNTTIP1
chr20 44562603 44562853 251 44562820 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3202 chr20_44562603_44562853 . PLTP PCIF1;ZNF335
chr20 44600093 44600212 120 44600180 12 9.11304 5.82524 5.20772 OSE1_peak_3203 chr20_44600093_44600212 ZNF335 PCIF1 .
chr20 45312721 45312890 170 45312787 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_3204 chr20_45312721_45312890 SLC13A3 . SLC2A10;TP53RK
chr20 45583181 45583300 120 45583239 13 9.79659 6.04111 5.80542 OSE1_peak_3205 chr20_45583181_45583300 EYA2 . .
chr20 45753471 45753727 257 45753569 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_3206 chr20_45753471_45753727 EYA2 . .
chr20 45762628 45762785 158 45762700 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3207 chr20_45762628_45762785 EYA2 . .
chr20 45946134 45946296 163 45946202 29 26.65031 11.35408 21.52169 OSE1_peak_3208 chr20_45946134_45946296 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45946773 45947045 273 45946890 17 10.33722 5.50922 6.28101 OSE1_peak_3209 chr20_45946773_45947045 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45984260 45984409 150 45984268 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3210 chr20_45984260_45984409 ZMYND8 . .
chr20 45988003 45988161 159 45988073 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_3211 chr20_45988003_45988161 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 46196920 46197060 141 46196985 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_3212 chr20_46196920_46197060 NCOA3 . .
chr20 47646401 47646542 142 47646509 11 8.08643 5.37715 4.3326 OSE1_peak_3213 chr20_47646401_47646542 ARFGEF2 . CSE1L
chr20 47835385 47835547 163 47835445 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3214 chr20_47835385_47835547 . . DDX27;ZNFX1
chr20 47898088 47898207 120 47898149 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3215 chr20_47898088_47898207 ZNFX1‐AS1 D12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C; .
chr20 47902253 47902428 176 47902316 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_3216 chr20_47902253_47902428 ZNFX1‐AS1 D12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C; .
chr20 48317138 48317272 135 48317168 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3217 chr20_48317138_48317272 B4GALT5 . .
chr20 48617496 48617683 188 48617600 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3218 chr20_48617496_48617683 . SNAI1 .
chr20 48811189 48811332 144 48811252 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3219 chr20_48811189_48811332 . CEBPB .
chr20 48909325 48909444 120 48909340 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3220 chr20_48909325_48909444 LOC284751 . .
chr20 49032260 49032488 229 49032346 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_3221 chr20_49032260_49032488 . . .
chr20 49157487 49157746 260 49157594 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_3222 chr20_49157487_49157746 PTPN1 . .
chr20 49327261 49327416 156 49327358 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_3223 chr20_49327261_49327416 . . PARD6B
chr20 50248029 50248317 289 50248102 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_3224 chr20_50248029_50248317 ATP9A . .
chr20 52273421 52273565 145 52273506 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_3225 chr20_52273421_52273565 . . .
chr20 52509926 52510143 218 52510027 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3226 chr20_52509926_52510143 . SUMO1P1 .
chr20 52873757 52873898 142 52873859 23 12.0014 5.24649 7.78137 OSE1_peak_3227 chr20_52873757_52873898 . . .
chr20 57393786 57393911 126 57393829 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_3228 chr20_57393786_57393911 . MIR296;MIR298 GNAS;GNAS‐AS1
chr20 59761530 59761750 221 59761554 15 8.55568 4.89709 4.71883 OSE1_peak_3229 chr20_59761530_59761750 . . .
chr20 61334888 61335007 120 61334976 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3230 chr20_61334888_61335007 . . NTSR1
chr20 61423579 61423766 188 61423649 13 10.17141 6.27334 6.13033 OSE1_peak_3231 chr20_61423579_61423766 . LOC100652730;NTSR1 C20orf20;COL9A3;OGFR
chr20 62317889 62318008 120 62317997 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3232 chr20_62317889_62318008 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B . ARFRP1;TNFRSF6B;ZGPAT
chr20 62330321 62330651 331 62330578 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3233 chr20_62330321_62330651 ARFRP1 EL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B;TNFRSF ZGPAT
chr20 62587747 62588057 311 62587958 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_3234 chr20_62587747_62588057 UCKL1;UCKL1‐AS1;ZNF512B DNAJC5;MIR1914;MIR647 PRPF6;SAMD10
chr21 15921349 15921473 125 15921446 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3235 chr21_15921349_15921473 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 17496764 17497053 290 17496905 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_3236 chr21_17496764_17497053 LINC00478 . .
chr21 26701592 26701769 178 26701662 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3237 chr21_26701592_26701769 . . .
chr21 27307351 27307541 191 27307458 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_3238 chr21_27307351_27307541 APP . .
chr21 27326201 27326411 211 27326318 10 7.20227 4.99766 3.61309 OSE1_peak_3239 chr21_27326201_27326411 APP . .
chr21 27539099 27539233 135 27539170 14 11.025 6.57696 6.89429 OSE1_peak_3240 chr21_27539099_27539233 APP . .
chr21 28149011 28149180 170 28149066 15 12.50482 7.24915 8.22493 OSE1_peak_3241 chr21_28149011_28149180 . . .
chr21 28642056 28642202 147 28642109 17 14.61099 8.02167 10.14608 OSE1_peak_3242 chr21_28642056_28642202 . . .
chr21 28944183 28944325 143 28944285 17 14.15841 7.74666 9.72853 OSE1_peak_3243 chr21_28944183_28944325 . . .
chr21 29021003 29021159 157 29021102 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3244 chr21_29021003_29021159 . . .
chr21 29602310 29602429 120 29602400 15 5.19836 3.14643 2.16343 OSE1_peak_3245 chr21_29602310_29602429 . . .
chr21 29910121 29910242 122 29910157 17 13.82974 7.54762 9.43991 OSE1_peak_3246 chr21_29910121_29910242 . . LINC00161
chr21 29987706 29987877 172 29987784 20 18.19042 9.33313 13.46963 OSE1_peak_3247 chr21_29987706_29987877 . . .
chr21 30009482 30009614 133 30009531 16 8.6231 4.75707 4.78325 OSE1_peak_3248 chr21_30009482_30009614 . . .
chr21 31029171 31029301 131 31029216 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_3249 chr21_31029171_31029301 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
chr21 32726976 32727124 149 32727055 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3250 chr21_32726976_32727124 TIAM1 . .
chr21 33835826 33836008 183 33835996 12 5.83333 3.83503 2.55544 OSE1_peak_3251 chr21_33835826_33836008 FAM176C . .
chr21 33893373 33893570 198 33893460 25 22.42945 10.26887 17.46701 OSE1_peak_3252 chr21_33893373_33893570 . FAM176C .
chr21 34144107 34144347 241 34144305 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_3253 chr21_34144107_34144347 GCFC1 GCFC1‐AS1 C21orf49;C21orf62
chr21 35055506 35055625 120 35055614 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3254 chr21_35055506_35055625 ITSN1 . .
chr21 35135895 35136026 132 35135962 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3255 chr21_35135895_35136026 ITSN1 . .
chr21 36208962 36209122 161 36209055 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3256 chr21_36208962_36209122 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36218165 36218292 128 36218253 15 12.03231 6.95933 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3257 chr21_36218165_36218292 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36337851 36337978 128 36337923 16 9.26229 5.10737 5.33307 OSE1_peak_3258 chr21_36337851_36337978 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36590051 36590254 204 36590218 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3259 chr21_36590051_36590254 . . .
chr21 36626784 36626926 143 36626838 19 16.57349 8.65304 11.95772 OSE1_peak_3260 chr21_36626784_36626926 . . .
chr21 36848134 36848253 120 36848179 15 8.3952 4.80694 4.59369 OSE1_peak_3261 chr21_36848134_36848253 . . .
chr21 37152162 37152297 136 37152192 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_3262 chr21_37152162_37152297 . . .
chr21 37722714 37722852 139 37722762 16 13.44884 7.57602 9.07796 OSE1_peak_3263 chr21_37722714_37722852 MORC3 . .
chr21 38256224 38256352 129 38256299 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3264 chr21_38256224_38256352 HLCS . .
chr21 39243312 39243434 123 39243400 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3265 chr21_39243312_39243434 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39511907 39512075 169 39512018 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_3266 chr21_39511907_39512075 DSCR8 DSCR4 .
chr21 39613057 39613307 251 39613109 13 8.98785 5.54281 5.09591 OSE1_peak_3267 chr21_39613057_39613307 . . KCNJ15
chr21 39649576 39649761 186 39649659 17 12.39284 6.68836 8.12084 OSE1_peak_3268 chr21_39649576_39649761 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39661725 39661851 127 39661787 13 9.37587 5.78124 5.43866 OSE1_peak_3269 chr21_39661725_39661851 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39812587 39812777 191 39812667 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3270 chr21_39812587_39812777 ERG . .
chr21 40141314 40141552 239 40141479 12 7.92179 5.08521 4.19999 OSE1_peak_3271 chr21_40141314_40141552 LINC00114 . .
chr21 40357078 40357220 143 40357156 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3272 chr21_40357078_40357220 . . .
chr21 44917572 44917691 120 44917607 14 10.53148 6.27356 6.45321 OSE1_peak_3273 chr21_44917572_44917691 . LINC00313 .
chr21 44917813 44918307 495 44918201 24 21.91991 10.29759 16.98547 OSE1_peak_3274 chr21_44917813_44918307 . LINC00313 .
chr21 45005864 45006102 239 45006019 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_3275 chr21_45005864_45006102 HSF2BP . .
chr21 45145840 45146001 162 45145930 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_3276 chr21_45145840_45146001 PDXK RRP1B .
chr21 46289891 46290035 145 46289946 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_3277 chr21_46289891_46290035 PTTG1IP . ITGB2
chr21 46300864 46300985 122 46300903 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_3278 chr21_46300864_46300985 . PTTG1IP ITGB2
chr21 46432382 46432649 268 46432491 19 17.20803 9.03635 12.54942 OSE1_peak_3279 chr21_46432382_46432649 . LINC00162;LINC00163 .
chr21 47394615 47394793 179 47394682 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_3280 chr21_47394615_47394793 . . COL6A1
chr21 47480668 47480787 120 47480762 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_3281 chr21_47480668_47480787 . . .
chr21 47542021 47542153 133 47542092 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3282 chr21_47542021_47542153 COL6A2 . FTCD
chr22 17652379 17652635 257 17652456 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3283 chr22_17652379_17652635 . CECR5;CECR5‐AS1 CECR1
chr22 18051021 18051143 123 18051079 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_3284 chr22_18051021_18051143 SLC25A18 CECR2 ATP6V1E1
chr22 18121500 18121692 193 18121657 12 9.19058 5.87363 5.26555 OSE1_peak_3285 chr22_18121500_18121692 BCL2L13 ATP6V1E1 .
chr22 20861847 20862004 158 20861920 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3286 chr22_20861847_20862004 MED15 KLHL22 .
chr22 20923393 20923512 120 20923433 16 9.26229 5.10737 5.33307 OSE1_peak_3287 chr22_20923393_20923512 MED15 . .
chr22 21259037 21259165 129 21259115 23 9.80462 4.28895 5.81266 OSE1_peak_3288 chr22_21259037_21259165 . SNAP29 CRKL
chr22 21392191 21392351 161 21392261 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_3289 chr22_21392191_21392351 . 16703;P2RX6;SLC7A4;THAP7 LOC400891;P2RX6P
chr22 21455769 21456090 322 21455873 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3290 chr22_21455769_21456090 . . BCRP2
chr22 21980035 21980185 151 21980097 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3291 chr22_21980035_21980185 . UBE2L3 DC116;MIR130B;MIR301B;SDF2L1;YDJC
chr22 23025797 23026061 265 23025885 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_3292 chr22_23025797_23026061 . . .
chr22 23046248 23046417 170 23046343 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_3293 chr22_23046248_23046417 . . .
chr22 24596808 24596927 120 24596838 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_3294 chr22_24596808_24596927 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24602847 24603021 175 24602956 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_3295 chr22_24602847_24603021 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24603996 24604209 214 24604101 35 28.95845 10.62009 23.75824 OSE1_peak_3296 chr22_24603996_24604209 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 25079764 25079926 163 25079838 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_3297 chr22_25079764_25079926 . POM121L10P .
chr22 26143687 26143806 120 26143790 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_3298 chr22_26143687_26143806 MYO18B ADRBK2 .
chr22 26155867 26156161 295 26156059 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_3299 chr22_26155867_26156161 MYO18B . .
chr22 27503945 27504078 134 27504010 10 6.78646 4.73407 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3300 chr22_27503945_27504078 . . .
chr22 27511797 27512139 343 27511885 27 22.11688 9.4567 17.173 OSE1_peak_3301 chr22_27511797_27512139 . . .
chr22 27525386 27525505 120 27525417 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_3302 chr22_27525386_27525505 . . .
chr22 27536251 27536525 275 27536312 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3303 chr22_27536251_27536525 . . .
chr22 27619729 27619958 230 27619823 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3304 chr22_27619729_27619958 . . .
chr22 27635054 27635342 289 27635318 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3305 chr22_27635054_27635342 . . .
chr22 27853014 27853202 189 27853110 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3306 chr22_27853014_27853202 . . .
chr22 28537722 28537850 129 28537827 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_3307 chr22_28537722_28537850 TTC28 . .
chr22 28538442 28538596 155 28538497 30 18.26653 6.77671 13.54204 OSE1_peak_3308 chr22_28538442_28538596 TTC28 . .
chr22 29666588 29666722 135 29666668 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3309 chr22_29666588_29666722 EWSR1 EMID1;RHBDD3 .
chr22 30018192 30018471 280 30018411 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_3310 chr22_30018192_30018471 NF2 . .
chr22 30217360 30217597 238 30217507 17 11.80123 6.34181 7.58804 OSE1_peak_3311 chr22_30217360_30217597 ASCC2 . .
chr22 30592703 30592822 120 30592767 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3312 chr22_30592703_30592822 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30601827 30601981 155 30601929 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_3313 chr22_30601827_30601981 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30603003 30603247 245 30603107 24 20.04484 9.20554 15.21079 OSE1_peak_3314 chr22_30603003_30603247 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30608624 30608780 157 30608701 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3315 chr22_30608624_30608780 . . LIF
chr22 30804834 30804986 153 30804883 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_3316 chr22_30804834_30804986 SEC14L2 RNF215 MTFP1
chr22 30818000 30818203 204 30818074 15 8.3952 4.80694 4.59369 OSE1_peak_3317 chr22_30818000_30818203 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 30820020 30820226 207 30820192 11 7.19984 4.82116 3.61173 OSE1_peak_3318 chr22_30820020_30820226 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 30820522 30820641 120 30820567 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_3319 chr22_30820522_30820641 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 31239358 31239524 167 31239420 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3320 chr22_31239358_31239524 OSBP2 . .
chr22 32416263 32416428 166 32416375 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3321 chr22_32416263_32416428 . . SLC5A1
chr22 36101535 36101699 165 36101676 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3322 chr22_36101535_36101699 . . APOL5
chr22 36675506 36675685 180 36675590 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3323 chr22_36675506_36675685 . APOL1 MYH9
chr22 36688751 36688870 120 36688798 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3324 chr22_36688751_36688870 MYH9 APOL1 .
chr22 36691739 36691977 239 36691907 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_3325 chr22_36691739_36691977 MYH9 APOL1 .
chr22 36724778 36724897 120 36724829 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3326 chr22_36724778_36724897 MYH9 . .
chr22 36727475 36727705 231 36727681 12 7.65318 4.9201 3.9646 OSE1_peak_3327 chr22_36727475_36727705 MYH9 . .
chr22 36728414 36728635 222 36728533 13 8.40897 5.19024 4.60628 OSE1_peak_3328 chr22_36728414_36728635 MYH9 . .
chr22 36742690 36742849 160 36742732 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_3329 chr22_36742690_36742849 MYH9 . .
chr22 36748701 36748820 120 36748744 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_3330 chr22_36748701_36748820 MYH9 . .
chr22 36764587 36765011 425 36764903 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_3331 chr22_36764587_36765011 MYH9 . .
chr22 36781957 36782344 388 36782073 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_3332 chr22_36781957_36782344 MYH9 . .
chr22 36864124 36864328 205 36864225 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_3333 chr22_36864124_36864328 TXN2 . FOXRED2
chr22 37055913 37056067 155 37055981 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_3334 chr22_37055913_37056067 CACNG2 . .
chr22 37700048 37700320 273 37700228 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_3335 chr22_37700048_37700320 CYTH4 . .
chr22 37702942 37703313 372 37703017 21 17.97566 8.90455 13.26947 OSE1_peak_3336 chr22_37702942_37703313 CYTH4 . .
chr22 37724979 37725371 393 37725271 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3337 chr22_37724979_37725371 . CYTH4 .
chr22 37850918 37851064 147 37850983 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_3338 chr22_37850918_37851064 . ELFN2 MFNG
chr22 37851195 37851314 120 37851257 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_3339 chr22_37851195_37851314 . ELFN2 MFNG
chr22 38071665 38071843 179 38071767 12 9.06206 5.79343 5.16678 OSE1_peak_3340 chr22_38071665_38071843 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38073498 38073617 120 38073545 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3341 chr22_38073498_38073617 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38076116 38076252 137 38076192 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3342 chr22_38076116_38076252 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38076424 38076544 121 38076442 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_3343 chr22_38076424_38076544 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38076710 38076897 188 38076734 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3344 chr22_38076710_38076897 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38172343 38172773 431 38172717 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3345 chr22_38172343_38172773 TRIOBP . H1F0
chr22 38178301 38178659 359 38178482 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3346 chr22_38178301_38178659 . TRIOBP GCAT;H1F0
chr22 38574015 38574326 312 38574072 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3347 chr22_38574015_38574326 PLA2G6 . MAFF
chr22 38614727 38614875 149 38614739 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_3348 chr22_38614727_38614875 . MAFF TMEM184B
chr22 38615102 38615221 120 38615189 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_3349 chr22_38615102_38615221 . MAFF TMEM184B
chr22 38709432 38709636 205 38709500 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_3350 chr22_38709432_38709636 CSNK1E . .
chr22 38901735 38901854 120 38901794 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3351 chr22_38901735_38901854 DDX17 KDELR3 DMC1
chr22 39572254 39572405 152 39572337 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3352 chr22_39572254_39572405 . CBX7 .
chr22 39916791 39917066 276 39916957 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_3353 chr22_39916791_39917066 ATF4 MGAT3;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39918601 39919140 540 39918884 28 26.21725 11.45374 21.10423 OSE1_peak_3354 chr22_39918601_39919140 ATF4 SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39919287 39919596 310 39919529 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3355 chr22_39919287_39919596 . ATF4;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 40895267 40895386 120 40895288 15 5.19836 3.14643 2.16343 OSE1_peak_3356 chr22_40895267_40895386 MKL1 . .
chr22 41701844 41701979 136 41701899 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3357 chr22_41701844_41701979 ZC3H7B RANGAP1 .
chr22 42475386 42475811 426 42475806 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3358 chr22_42475386_42475811 C22orf32;FAM109B NAGA LOC100132273;NDUFA6
chr22 43011200 43011887 688 43011369 36 24.17942 8.08834 19.14338 OSE1_peak_3359 chr22_43011200_43011887 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
chr22 43123570 43123811 242 43123624 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_3360 chr22_43123570_43123811 . A4GALT .
chr22 43144108 43144228 121 43144159 23 16.73256 7.63191 12.10756 OSE1_peak_3361 chr22_43144108_43144228 . A4GALT .
chr22 43253087 43253225 139 43253162 14 11.53547 6.89174 7.35167 OSE1_peak_3362 chr22_43253087_43253225 ARFGAP3 . PACSIN2
chr22 43259457 43259618 162 43259545 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3363 chr22_43259457_43259618 . ARFGAP3 PACSIN2
chr22 43592537 43592679 143 43592643 18 15.53435 8.3085 10.99228 OSE1_peak_3364 chr22_43592537_43592679 . TTLL12 SCUBE1
chr22 44317439 44317732 294 44317505 22 20.8905 10.33458 16.00728 OSE1_peak_3365 chr22_44317439_44317732 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
chr22 45501464 45501627 164 45501536 21 12.50197 5.85501 8.22242 OSE1_peak_3366 chr22_45501464_45501627 . . LOC100506714
chr22 45596988 45597218 231 45597042 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3367 chr22_45596988_45597218 KIAA0930 MIR1249;NUP50 .
chr22 46084727 46084891 165 46084824 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_3368 chr22_46084727_46084891 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46105310 46105444 135 46105344 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_3369 chr22_46105310_46105444 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46299580 46299735 156 46299667 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_3370 chr22_46299580_46299735 . . WNT7B
chr22 46364977 46365255 279 46365198 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_3371 chr22_46364977_46365255 WNT7B . .
chr22 47169831 47169994 164 47169923 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3372 chr22_47169831_47169994 TBC1D22A . .
chr22 47262294 47262893 600 47262832 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3373 chr22_47262294_47262893 TBC1D22A . .
chr22 50346071 50346265 195 50346165 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3374 chr22_50346071_50346265 . CRELD2 PIM3
chr22 50353754 50353873 120 50353813 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3375 chr22_50353754_50353873 . . PIM3
chr22 50364496 50364737 242 50364594 24 23.49378 11.23323 18.48576 OSE1_peak_3376 chr22_50364496_50364737 . PIM3 .
chr22 50731957 50732089 133 50732025 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3377 chr22_50731957_50732089 PLXNB2 MAPK11 FAM116B
chr22 50781433 50781610 178 50781506 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_3378 chr22_50781433_50781610 . FAM116B PPP6R2
chr22 50968810 50968954 145 50968868 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3379 chr22_50968810_50968954 ODF3B LMF2;NCAPH2;SCO2;TYMP KLHDC7B;SYCE3
chr3 4763254 4763456 203 4763278 10 6.10404 4.30287 2.77966 OSE1_peak_3380 chr3_4763254_4763456 ITPR1 . EGOT
chr3 5027434 5027754 321 5027652 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_3381 chr3_5027434_5027754 . BHLHE40 .
chr3 5028258 5028428 171 5028324 9 5.79193 4.25878 2.51823 OSE1_peak_3382 chr3_5028258_5028428 . BHLHE40 .
chr3 5228499 5228851 353 5228754 13 9.77085 6.02518 5.7817 OSE1_peak_3383 chr3_5228499_5228851 . ARL8B EDEM1
chr3 5228951 5229070 120 5229002 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_3384 chr3_5228951_5229070 . ARL8B EDEM1
chr3 7546623 7546750 128 7546704 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_3385 chr3_7546623_7546750 GRM7 . .
chr3 9438030 9438217 188 9438121 11 8.08643 5.37715 4.3326 OSE1_peak_3386 chr3_9438030_9438217 LOC440944 THUMPD3 SETD5
chr3 9438315 9438578 264 9438508 12 9.19058 5.87363 5.26555 OSE1_peak_3387 chr3_9438315_9438578 LOC440944 THUMPD3 SETD5
chr3 9690928 9691059 132 9691022 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_3388 chr3_9690928_9691059 . . MTMR14
chr3 10266655 10266791 137 10266719 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3389 chr3_10266655_10266791 IRAK2 . TATDN2
chr3 10560254 10560402 149 10560355 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3390 chr3_10560254_10560402 . ATP2B2 .
chr3 11227365 11227521 157 11227476 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3391 chr3_11227365_11227521 HRH1 . .
chr3 11609705 11609836 132 11609768 24 16.72777 7.37506 12.10397 OSE1_peak_3392 chr3_11609705_11609836 VGLL4 ATG7 .
chr3 11684244 11684558 315 11684455 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_3393 chr3_11684244_11684558 VGLL4 . .
chr3 12185727 12185846 120 12185796 12 9.21671 5.88993 5.29064 OSE1_peak_3394 chr3_12185727_12185846 SYN2 . TIMP4
chr3 12234885 12235017 133 12234933 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3395 chr3_12234885_12235017 . SYN2 .
chr3 14186111 14186230 120 14186143 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3396 chr3_14186111_14186230 . CHCHD4;TMEM43 XPC
chr3 14473862 14474025 164 14473903 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_3397 chr3_14473862_14474025 SLC6A6 . .
chr3 14514118 14514247 130 14514176 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_3398 chr3_14514118_14514247 SLC6A6 . GRIP2
chr3 15810576 15810710 135 15810654 22 16.79264 7.93217 12.16473 OSE1_peak_3399 chr3_15810576_15810710 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 15838751 15838870 120 15838780 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_3400 chr3_15838751_15838870 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 16102520 16102747 228 16102701 14 9.75174 5.79806 5.76308 OSE1_peak_3401 chr3_16102520_16102747 . . .
chr3 16171778 16171897 120 16171797 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_3402 chr3_16171778_16171897 . . .
chr3 16525809 16525928 120 16525870 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_3403 chr3_16525809_16525928 RFTN1 . .
chr3 17681354 17681479 126 17681467 13 9.37587 5.78124 5.43866 OSE1_peak_3404 chr3_17681354_17681479 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 18140520 18140681 162 18140611 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_3405 chr3_18140520_18140681 LOC339862 . .
chr3 19989124 19989243 120 19989230 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3406 chr3_19989124_19989243 RAB5A EFHB .
chr3 21759966 21760133 168 21760061 10 6.61319 4.62431 3.12475 OSE1_peak_3407 chr3_21759966_21760133 ZNF385D . .
chr3 22286706 22286887 182 22286787 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3408 chr3_22286706_22286887 . . .
chr3 23305445 23305598 154 23305504 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3409 chr3_23305445_23305598 UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23496690 23496864 175 23496787 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_3410 chr3_23496690_23496864 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23497426 23497579 154 23497511 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_3411 chr3_23497426_23497579 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23962575 23962925 351 23962854 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_3412 chr3_23962575_23962925 RPL15 NKIRAS1;UBE2E1 NR1D2
chr3 25636903 25637022 120 25636980 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_3413 chr3_25636903_25637022 RARB . TOP2B
chr3 27586135 27586256 122 27586204 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3414 chr3_27586135_27586256 . . .
chr3 29735418 29735679 262 29735584 34 29.73604 11.35105 24.51924 OSE1_peak_3415 chr3_29735418_29735679 RBMS3 . .
chr3 30269484 30269802 319 30269596 21 17.26166 8.48372 12.59827 OSE1_peak_3416 chr3_30269484_30269802 . . .
chr3 30333838 30333999 162 30333918 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_3417 chr3_30333838_30333999 . . .
chr3 30389137 30389289 153 30389229 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3418 chr3_30389137_30389289 . . .
chr3 30462894 30463036 143 30462974 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_3419 chr3_30462894_30463036 . . .
chr3 30552967 30553333 367 30553183 44 43.17501 14.89011 37.60946 OSE1_peak_3420 chr3_30552967_30553333 . . .
chr3 30631425 30631544 120 30631502 12 8.81512 5.63943 4.95156 OSE1_peak_3421 chr3_30631425_30631544 . . TGFBR2
chr3 31698796 31698915 120 31698862 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_3422 chr3_31698796_31698915 . STT3B OSBPL10
chr3 32147735 32147854 120 32147802 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_3423 chr3_32147735_32147854 . . GPD1L
chr3 32291016 32291160 145 32291077 15 11.18741 6.44407 7.03615 OSE1_peak_3424 chr3_32291016_32291160 CMTM8 . .
chr3 32511315 32511512 198 32511424 23 16.46439 7.48603 11.85713 OSE1_peak_3425 chr3_32511315_32511512 . CMTM7 CMTM6
chr3 33458719 33458893 175 33458817 13 10.00739 6.17166 5.9863 OSE1_peak_3426 chr3_33458719_33458893 UBP1 FBXL2 .
chr3 33905009 33905133 125 33905073 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3427 chr3_33905009_33905133 PDCD6IP . .
chr3 33936728 33936884 157 33936824 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3428 chr3_33936728_33936884 . PDCD6IP .
chr3 35970705 35970958 254 35970769 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_3429 chr3_35970705_35970958 . . .
chr3 36743331 36743454 124 36743437 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3430 chr3_36743331_36743454 . . DCLK3
chr3 37247851 37247970 120 37247941 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_3431 chr3_37247851_37247970 . . .
chr3 37977923 37978066 144 37977980 19 12.00503 6.00867 7.78389 OSE1_peak_3432 chr3_37977923_37978066 CTDSPL . .
chr3 39194278 39194583 306 39194470 19 15.67697 8.11517 11.13056 OSE1_peak_3433 chr3_39194278_39194583 CSRNP1 TTC21A .
chr3 39425271 39425410 140 39425305 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_3434 chr3_39425271_39425410 SLC25A38 . RPSA;SNORA6;SNORA62
chr3 39448497 39448677 181 39448600 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_3435 chr3_39448497_39448677 RPSA SLC25A38 SNORA6;SNORA62
chr3 39680949 39681068 120 39680969 11 8.40317 5.57619 4.60054 OSE1_peak_3436 chr3_39680949_39681068 . . .
chr3 40940710 40940851 142 40940803 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3437 chr3_40940710_40940851 . . .
chr3 40993293 40993419 127 40993320 17 15.09569 8.31692 10.59261 OSE1_peak_3438 chr3_40993293_40993419 . . .
chr3 41013164 41013433 270 41013258 25 11.29982 4.64637 7.13085 OSE1_peak_3439 chr3_41013164_41013433 . . .
chr3 41238369 41238488 120 41238471 8 5.38164 4.13505 2.28046 OSE1_peak_3440 chr3_41238369_41238488 . . CTNNB1
chr3 43750670 43750823 154 43750732 20 16.31779 8.21457 11.72603 OSE1_peak_3441 chr3_43750670_43750823 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43795191 43795436 246 43795334 14 10.27545 6.1168 6.22115 OSE1_peak_3442 chr3_43795191_43795436 . . .
chr3 43908138 43908388 251 43908355 11 7.68333 5.1239 3.98873 OSE1_peak_3443 chr3_43908138_43908388 . . .
chr3 43913930 43914057 128 43913966 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_3444 chr3_43913930_43914057 . . .
chr3 45106643 45106793 151 45106709 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_3445 chr3_45106643_45106793 . CLEC3B CDCP1
chr3 45126776 45126968 193 45126854 12 8.83923 5.65446 4.97456 OSE1_peak_3446 chr3_45126776_45126968 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45147407 45147583 177 45147496 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_3447 chr3_45147407_45147583 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45164520 45164659 140 45164611 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3448 chr3_45164520_45164659 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45586978 45587174 197 45587169 10 6.90654 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_3449 chr3_45586978_45587174 LARS2 . .
chr3 45709547 45709757 211 45709655 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3450 chr3_45709547_45709757 LIMD1 . LOC644714;SACM1L
chr3 46140049 46140181 133 46140137 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3451 chr3_46140049_46140181 . . .
chr3 46155909 46156047 139 46155974 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_3452 chr3_46155909_46156047 . . .
chr3 46734264 46734383 120 46734299 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3453 chr3_46734264_46734383 ALS2CL . PRSS46;PRSS50;TMIE
chr3 46988801 46988963 163 46988894 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3454 chr3_46988801_46988963 CCDC12 . .
chr3 48443793 48443929 137 48443856 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_3455 chr3_48443793_48443929 . FBXW12 CCDC51;PLXNB1
chr3 48633085 48633204 120 48633141 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3456 chr3_48633085_48633204 . COL7A1;MIR711 SLC26A6;TMEM89;UQCRC1
chr3 49044507 49044651 145 49044591 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_3457 chr3_49044507_49044651 P4HTM;WDR6 ARIH2 ;IMPDH2;MIR191;MIR425;NDUFAF3;QRICH1
chr3 49467313 49467567 255 49467363 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3458 chr3_49467313_49467567 . AMT;NICN1;RHOA;TCTA .
chr3 49756898 49757067 170 49756948 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3459 chr3_49756898_49757067 AMIGO3;RNF123 . GMPPB;IP6K1
chr3 50283720 50283839 120 50283773 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_3460 chr3_50283720_50283839 GNAI2 SLC38A3 SEMA3B
chr3 50329843 50330042 200 50329942 30 25.15806 10.18877 20.08358 OSE1_peak_3461 chr3_50329843_50330042 IFRD2 C3orf45;SEMA3B HYAL1;HYAL2;HYAL3;NAT6
chr3 50366134 50366279 146 50366210 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3462 chr3_50366134_50366279 . AL1;HYAL2;HYAL3;NAT6;TUS61D2;NPRL2;RASSF1;TMEM115;ZMYND10
chr3 50388395 50388639 245 50388465 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3463 chr3_50388395_50388639 CYB561D2;NPRL2 YAL2;RASSF1;TUSC2;ZMYND CACNA2D2;TMEM115
chr3 52007767 52008024 258 52007821 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3464 chr3_52007767_52008024 ABHD14B GPR62;PARP3;PCBP4 BHD14A;ABHD14A‐ACY1;ACY1;RPL29
chr3 52080690 52080827 138 52080770 17 14.71984 8.08793 10.24685 OSE1_peak_3465 chr3_52080690_52080827 . . C3orf74;DUSP7;POC1A
chr3 52448671 52448838 168 52448742 9 5.98837 4.38464 2.68418 OSE1_peak_3466 chr3_52448671_52448838 PHF7 BAP1;DNAH1 SEMA3G
chr3 52704763 52705154 392 52705075 15 12.77293 7.41381 8.47687 OSE1_peak_3467 chr3_52704763_52705154 PBRM1 . D1;GNL3;SNORD19;SNORD19B;SNORD69
chr3 55194094 55194278 185 55194172 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_3468 chr3_55194094_55194278 . . .
chr3 55194590 55194836 247 55194784 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_3469 chr3_55194590_55194836 . . .
chr3 55203201 55203355 155 55203280 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3470 chr3_55203201_55203355 . . .
chr3 55203757 55204044 288 55203941 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_3471 chr3_55203757_55204044 . . .
chr3 55226197 55226373 177 55226295 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_3472 chr3_55226197_55226373 . . .
chr3 55501308 55501439 132 55501343 10 6.86609 4.78454 3.34788 OSE1_peak_3473 chr3_55501308_55501439 WNT5A . .
chr3 55925711 55925942 232 55925894 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_3474 chr3_55925711_55925942 ERC2 . .
chr3 56166393 56166524 132 56166444 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3475 chr3_56166393_56166524 ERC2 . .
chr3 57015124 57015297 174 57015199 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3476 chr3_57015124_57015297 ARHGEF3 . .
chr3 57582931 57583050 120 57583007 14 10.15185 6.04132 6.11172 OSE1_peak_3477 chr3_57582931_57583050 ARF4 . FAM116A
chr3 57944858 57945110 253 57945044 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3478 chr3_57944858_57945110 . SLMAP .
chr3 57960609 57960743 135 57960692 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_3479 chr3_57960609_57960743 . . .
chr3 57991380 57991505 126 57991480 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3480 chr3_57991380_57991505 . . FLNB
chr3 58033461 58033801 341 58033755 28 26.12203 11.39857 21.01508 OSE1_peak_3481 chr3_58033461_58033801 FLNB . .
chr3 58147657 58147863 207 58147740 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_3482 chr3_58147657_58147863 FLNB . .
chr3 58246665 58246785 121 58246747 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3483 chr3_58246665_58246785 ABHD6 . .
chr3 58320948 58321115 168 58321041 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3484 chr3_58320948_58321115 PXK RPP14 .
chr3 58369600 58369731 132 58369651 13 9.14396 5.63856 5.23451 OSE1_peak_3485 chr3_58369600_58369731 PXK . .
chr3 58546657 58546790 134 58546762 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_3486 chr3_58546657_58546790 . ACOX2 FAM107A
chr3 58550593 58550935 343 58550704 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3487 chr3_58550593_58550935 FAM107A ACOX2 .
chr3 59412785 59413256 472 59413164 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_3488 chr3_59412785_59413256 . . .
chr3 62593194 62593621 428 62593300 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_3489 chr3_62593194_62593621 CADPS . .
chr3 63710810 63711028 219 63710863 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_3490 chr3_63710810_63711028 . . .
chr3 63795459 63795584 126 63795530 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_3491 chr3_63795459_63795584 . . C3orf49;THOC7
chr3 63962379 63962512 134 63962448 19 13.10435 6.61783 8.75963 OSE1_peak_3492 chr3_63962379_63962512 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
chr3 64992076 64992203 128 64992150 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3493 chr3_64992076_64992203 ADAMTS9‐AS2 . .
chr3 65561210 65561380 171 65561307 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_3494 chr3_65561210_65561380 MAGI1 . .
chr3 67769913 67770054 142 67769999 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_3495 chr3_67769913_67770054 . . .
chr3 69080891 69081010 120 69080973 15 11.76585 6.7963 7.56586 OSE1_peak_3496 chr3_69080891_69081010 TMF1 C3orf64 MIR3136;UBA3
chr3 69231057 69231176 120 69231078 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_3497 chr3_69231057_69231176 FRMD4B . .
chr3 69811153 69811346 194 69811237 24 16.9843 7.51084 12.34904 OSE1_peak_3498 chr3_69811153_69811346 MITF . .
chr3 70921207 70921333 127 70921222 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3499 chr3_70921207_70921333 . . .
chr3 71150017 71150227 211 71150115 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3500 chr3_71150017_71150227 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71161054 71161192 139 71161108 26 22.03856 9.72261 17.09807 OSE1_peak_3501 chr3_71161054_71161192 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71545253 71545460 208 71545415 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_3502 chr3_71545253_71545460 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71546059 71546208 150 71546141 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_3503 chr3_71546059_71546208 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71553715 71553894 180 71553810 23 16.46439 7.48603 11.85713 OSE1_peak_3504 chr3_71553715_71553894 FOXP1 . .
chr3 72173305 72173453 149 72173359 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_3505 chr3_72173305_72173453 . . LOC201617
chr3 74581768 74582004 237 74581818 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_3506 chr3_74581768_74582004 . CNTN3 .
chr3 79346499 79346644 146 79346570 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3507 chr3_79346499_79346644 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
chr3 86879841 86880046 206 86879916 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3508 chr3_86879841_86880046 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86999166 86999285 120 86999190 9 6.27589 4.56877 2.89642 OSE1_peak_3509 chr3_86999166_86999285 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87037535 87037715 181 87037618 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_3510 chr3_87037535_87037715 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87044840 87045034 195 87044938 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3511 chr3_87044840_87045034 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 87045458 87045585 128 87045540 18 14.07552 7.43223 9.66132 OSE1_peak_3512 chr3_87045458_87045585 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 89007013 89007135 123 89007049 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3513 chr3_89007013_89007135 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 89007362 89007547 186 89007470 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_3514 chr3_89007362_89007547 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94160132 94160267 136 94160205 22 16.79264 7.93217 12.16473 OSE1_peak_3515 chr3_94160132_94160267 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94335886 94336070 185 94335957 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3516 chr3_94335886_94336070 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94606029 94606169 141 94606114 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3517 chr3_94606029_94606169 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94647982 94648139 158 94648087 18 16.269 8.75419 11.68126 OSE1_peak_3518 chr3_94647982_94648139 MIR4444‐1 . LOC255025
chr3 94835461 94835678 218 94835493 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_3519 chr3_94835461_94835678 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 96202132 96202268 137 96202192 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_3520 chr3_96202132_96202268 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98282598 98282740 143 98282666 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_3521 chr3_98282598_98282740 MIR4444‐1 . CPOX
chr3 98690007 98690231 225 98690137 28 26.21725 11.45374 21.10423 OSE1_peak_3522 chr3_98690007_98690231 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98690332 98690461 130 98690390 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3523 chr3_98690332_98690461 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98699938 98700214 277 98700096 18 14.4763 7.67127 10.01798 OSE1_peak_3524 chr3_98699938_98700214 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99114355 99114487 133 99114434 25 18.03375 7.81127 13.32512 OSE1_peak_3525 chr3_99114355_99114487 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99262079 99262257 179 99262151 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_3526 chr3_99262079_99262257 MIR4444‐1 . MIR548G
chr3 99751258 99751419 162 99751343 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3527 chr3_99751258_99751419 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 101609260 101609431 172 101609322 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3528 chr3_101609260_101609431 MIR4444‐1 NFKBIZ .
chr3 101659491 101659692 202 101659587 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_3529 chr3_101659491_101659692 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 104676576 104676743 168 104676676 9 6.15798 4.49329 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3530 chr3_104676576_104676743 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106437538 106437659 122 106437620 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_3531 chr3_106437538_106437659 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447248 106447371 124 106447314 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3532 chr3_106447248_106447371 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447644 106447763 120 106447715 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_3533 chr3_106447644_106447763 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106936111 106936353 243 106936263 28 21.58769 8.87597 16.67333 OSE1_peak_3534 chr3_106936111_106936353 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 110103505 110103686 182 110103615 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_3535 chr3_110103505_110103686 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110139087 110139223 137 110139149 25 16.30333 6.91956 11.7129 OSE1_peak_3536 chr3_110139087_110139223 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110245716 110245924 209 110245782 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_3537 chr3_110245716_110245924 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110295879 110296055 177 110295947 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_3538 chr3_110295879_110296055 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110533171 110533347 177 110533252 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3539 chr3_110533171_110533347 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 111393031 111393150 120 111393142 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_3540 chr3_111393031_111393150 MIR4444‐1 CD96 PLCXD2
chr3 111454213 111454516 304 111454431 35 31.26665 11.83212 26.0009 OSE1_peak_3541 chr3_111454213_111454516 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111565792 111565924 133 111565838 18 10.8792 5.60505 6.76872 OSE1_peak_3542 chr3_111565792_111565924 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 PLCXD2 .
chr3 112095985 112096173 189 112096071 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3543 chr3_112095985_112096173 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112359771 112360074 304 112359901 39 29.75791 9.84289 24.53877 OSE1_peak_3544 chr3_112359771_112360074 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112366041 112366237 197 112366150 32 22.99109 8.50512 18.00276 OSE1_peak_3545 chr3_112366041_112366237 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112815450 112815606 157 112815528 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_3546 chr3_112815450_112815606 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112817001 112817162 162 112817060 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3547 chr3_112817001_112817162 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 113549586 113549727 142 113549598 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3548 chr3_113549586_113549727 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
chr3 114269032 114269206 175 114269114 23 20.38493 9.71406 15.53022 OSE1_peak_3549 chr3_114269032_114269206 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114327236 114327355 120 114327300 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_3550 chr3_114327236_114327355 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114967176 114967364 189 114967273 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3551 chr3_114967176_114967364 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115508120 115508244 125 115508187 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_3552 chr3_115508120_115508244 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
chr3 116755328 116755447 120 116755343 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_3553 chr3_116755328_116755447 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119028973 119029272 300 119029172 17 13.51639 7.35854 9.14366 OSE1_peak_3554 chr3_119028973_119029272 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120112125 120112244 120 120112197 11 8.15748 5.42181 4.39657 OSE1_peak_3555 chr3_120112125_120112244 MIR4444‐1 . FSTL1;MIR198
chr3 120112515 120112634 120 120112603 10 7.15861 4.96999 3.57373 OSE1_peak_3556 chr3_120112515_120112634 MIR4444‐1 . FSTL1;MIR198
chr3 122651117 122651489 373 122651291 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_3557 chr3_122651117_122651489 MIR4444‐1;SEMA5B . .
chr3 124597485 124597936 452 124597866 19 14.69594 7.53444 10.22497 OSE1_peak_3558 chr3_124597485_124597936 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
chr3 124781884 124782238 355 124782056 24 22.98959 10.93223 18.00139 OSE1_peak_3559 chr3_124781884_124782238 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
chr3 124782568 124782731 164 124782635 11 7.72627 5.15086 4.02905 OSE1_peak_3560 chr3_124782568_124782731 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
chr3 124826855 124827005 151 124826893 15 11.45573 6.60713 7.28077 OSE1_peak_3561 chr3_124826855_124827005 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 124829594 124829727 134 124829641 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_3562 chr3_124829594_124829727 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 124844778 124844900 123 124844806 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3563 chr3_124844778_124844900 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 124858799 124859003 205 124858948 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_3564 chr3_124858799_124859003 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 125070928 125071059 132 125071005 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3565 chr3_125070928_125071059 MIR4444‐1;ZNF148 . .
chr3 125979938 125980153 216 125979987 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3566 chr3_125979938_125980153 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 126627692 126627820 129 126627725 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3567 chr3_126627692_126627820 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 126630280 126630555 276 126630348 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3568 chr3_126630280_126630555 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127770984 127771103 120 127771013 9 6.41872 4.6601 3.01141 OSE1_peak_3569 chr3_127770984_127771103 MIR4444‐1 . RUVBL1;SEC61A1
chr3 128320909 128321036 128 128320940 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3570 chr3_128320909_128321036 MIR4444‐1 C3orf27 RPN1
chr3 128902992 128903117 126 128903018 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3571 chr3_128902992_128903117 MIR4444‐1 CNBP;ISY1;ISY1‐RAB43 .
chr3 128943922 128944041 120 128944016 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3572 chr3_128943922_128944041 MIR4444‐1 . COPG1
chr3 129315185 129315455 271 129315366 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_3573 chr3_129315185_129315455 MIR4444‐1;PLXND1 . .
chr3 129345216 129345335 120 129345274 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_3574 chr3_129345216_129345335 MIR4444‐1 PLXND1 TMCC1
chr3 130682814 130682989 176 130682886 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_3575 chr3_130682814_130682989 ATP2C1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131622804 131622987 184 131622871 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_3576 chr3_131622804_131622987 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131950586 131950705 120 131950637 11 6.39266 4.32116 2.98898 OSE1_peak_3577 chr3_131950586_131950705 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 133127846 133127965 120 133127903 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3578 chr3_133127846_133127965 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133920084 133920203 120 133920145 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_3579 chr3_133920084_133920203 MIR4444‐1;RYK . .
chr3 134032330 134032449 120 134032405 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3580 chr3_134032330_134032449 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 134034256 134034514 259 134034479 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_3581 chr3_134034256_134034514 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 134045797 134046026 230 134045929 30 26.92146 11.163 21.7844 OSE1_peak_3582 chr3_134045797_134046026 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046546 134046853 308 134046591 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_3583 chr3_134046546_134046853 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046992 134047243 252 134047170 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_3584 chr3_134046992_134047243 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134076856 134076989 134 134076934 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_3585 chr3_134076856_134076989 AMOTL2;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 134146184 134146644 461 134146452 24 14.31041 6.15181 9.86302 OSE1_peak_3586 chr3_134146184_134146644 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
chr3 135615600 135615789 190 135615701 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3587 chr3_135615600_135615789 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 138634053 138634259 207 138634146 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3588 chr3_138634053_138634259 MIR4444‐1 . FOXL2
chr3 139021182 139021486 305 139021354 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_3589 chr3_139021182_139021486 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139491508 139491688 181 139491600 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_3590 chr3_139491508_139491688 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 140348773 140348932 160 140348863 13 10.08875 6.22208 6.0614 OSE1_peak_3591 chr3_140348773_140348932 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141050677 141050797 121 141050793 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_3592 chr3_141050677_141050797 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141085241 141085363 123 141085253 16 11.48593 6.38952 7.30937 OSE1_peak_3593 chr3_141085241_141085363 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086194 141086655 462 141086279 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_3594 chr3_141086194_141086655 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141087054 141087275 222 141087239 15 10.15803 5.82582 6.11751 OSE1_peak_3595 chr3_141087054_141087275 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141087658 141087794 137 141087726 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_3596 chr3_141087658_141087794 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141088582 141088872 291 141088601 13 8.21798 5.07495 4.44687 OSE1_peak_3597 chr3_141088582_141088872 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141131821 141131944 124 141131902 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3598 chr3_141131821_141131944 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141201260 141201446 187 141201366 23 16.20426 7.34563 11.61828 OSE1_peak_3599 chr3_141201260_141201446 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
chr3 141994933 141995144 212 141995035 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_3600 chr3_141994933_141995144 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 143021681 143021874 194 143021873 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_3601 chr3_143021681_143021874 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143162771 143162942 172 143162803 17 11.13138 5.95605 6.98345 OSE1_peak_3602 chr3_143162771_143162942 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 145733218 145733340 123 145733255 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3603 chr3_145733218_145733340 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 145764933 145765083 151 145765040 17 13.45544 7.32186 9.08428 OSE1_peak_3604 chr3_145764933_145765083 MIR4444‐1 . PLOD2
chr3 145785782 145785935 154 145785833 15 12.24817 7.09164 7.98723 OSE1_peak_3605 chr3_145785782_145785935 MIR4444‐1 . PLOD2
chr3 145833953 145834072 120 145834020 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_3606 chr3_145833953_145834072 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145849803 145850009 207 145849990 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3607 chr3_145849803_145850009 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145881517 145881643 127 145881584 25 18.88572 8.2679 14.11905 OSE1_peak_3608 chr3_145881517_145881643 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
chr3 148640647 148640781 135 148640678 10 6.92692 4.82311 3.39374 OSE1_peak_3609 chr3_148640647_148640781 MIR4444‐1 CPA3 .
chr3 148735085 148735266 182 148735177 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3610 chr3_148735085_148735266 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148869897 148870025 129 148869964 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_3611 chr3_148869897_148870025 HPS3;MIR4444‐1 . CP
chr3 148898018 148898141 124 148898062 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_3612 chr3_148898018_148898141 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
chr3 149865037 149865210 174 149865108 23 18.53985 8.64232 13.79417 OSE1_peak_3613 chr3_149865037_149865210 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149966400 149966548 149 149966447 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3614 chr3_149966400_149966548 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150167365 150167493 129 150167418 17 10.33722 5.50922 6.28101 OSE1_peak_3615 chr3_150167365_150167493 MIR4444‐1;TSC22D2 . .
chr3 151022975 151023153 179 151023035 20 15.80116 7.91116 11.24725 OSE1_peak_3616 chr3_151022975_151023153 GPR87;MED12L;MIR4444‐1 P2RY14 P2RY13
chr3 151298505 151298646 142 151298579 13 10.03437 6.18838 6.01237 OSE1_peak_3617 chr3_151298505_151298646 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151582655 151582928 274 151582738 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_3618 chr3_151582655_151582928 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
chr3 151893436 151893555 120 151893458 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_3619 chr3_151893436_151893555 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152314465 152314619 155 152314549 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_3620 chr3_152314465_152314619 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152776193 152776365 173 152776299 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3621 chr3_152776193_152776365 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152974346 152974469 124 152974430 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3622 chr3_152974346_152974469 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153068314 153068526 213 153068359 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_3623 chr3_153068314_153068526 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153869892 153870089 198 153869944 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_3624 chr3_153869892_153870089 ARHGEF26;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154788740 154788862 123 154788818 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_3625 chr3_154788740_154788862 MIR4444‐1 . MME
chr3 154950467 154950608 142 154950524 27 19.06633 7.83517 14.29024 OSE1_peak_3626 chr3_154950467_154950608 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154951169 154951293 125 154951246 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3627 chr3_154951169_154951293 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 156254478 156254615 138 156254579 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3628 chr3_156254478_156254615 KCNAB1;MIR4444‐1 . SSR3
chr3 156534959 156535241 283 156535146 16 12.77462 7.16512 8.47813 OSE1_peak_3629 chr3_156534959_156535241 MIR4444‐1 LOC730091;PA2G4P4 LEKR1
chr3 156610682 156610821 140 156610749 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_3630 chr3_156610682_156610821 LEKR1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 157077886 157078238 353 157077980 24 21.19871 9.87392 16.29955 OSE1_peak_3631 chr3_157077886_157078238 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 158510688 158510844 157 158510763 21 18.75624 9.36931 14.00379 OSE1_peak_3632 chr3_158510688_158510844 MIR4444‐1 . MFSD1
chr3 159590289 159590423 135 159590332 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3633 chr3_159590289_159590423 QCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP . .
chr3 159646606 159646785 180 159646697 24 17.52033 7.79795 12.8491 OSE1_peak_3634 chr3_159646606_159646785 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160384086 160384211 126 160384132 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_3635 chr3_160384086_160384211 MIR4444‐1 . ARL14
chr3 160415940 160416157 218 160416005 25 13.71312 5.6837 9.32577 OSE1_peak_3636 chr3_160415940_160416157 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
chr3 160867413 160867581 169 160867519 32 32.8557 13.8373 27.54125 OSE1_peak_3637 chr3_160867413_160867581 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160881182 160881334 153 160881256 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_3638 chr3_160881182_160881334 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162155409 162155552 144 162155442 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3639 chr3_162155409_162155552 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 166002912 166003057 146 166002987 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3640 chr3_166002912_166003057 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168744742 168744888 147 168744806 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_3641 chr3_168744742_168744888 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168829985 168830345 361 168830097 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_3642 chr3_168829985_168830345 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 169490073 169490223 151 169490142 22 14.25394 6.54831 9.81048 OSE1_peak_3643 chr3_169490073_169490223 MIR4444‐1 ARPM1;TERC LRRC34;MYNN
chr3 169897407 169897544 138 169897479 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3644 chr3_169897407_169897544 MIR4444‐1;PHC3 . .
chr3 169984274 169984393 120 169984351 13 10.54583 6.50556 6.4667 OSE1_peak_3645 chr3_169984274_169984393 MIR4444‐1;PRKCI . .
chr3 170469416 170469544 129 170469496 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3646 chr3_170469416_170469544 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170583250 170583601 352 170583331 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_3647 chr3_170583250_170583601 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
chr3 170583762 170583905 144 170583828 17 14.32893 7.85017 9.88086 OSE1_peak_3648 chr3_170583762_170583905 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
chr3 170627320 170627673 354 170627405 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_3649 chr3_170627320_170627673 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
chr3 171101448 171101608 161 171101543 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_3650 chr3_171101448_171101608 MIR4444‐1;TNIK . .
chr3 171529517 171529636 120 171529563 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3651 chr3_171529517_171529636 MIR4444‐1 PLD1 .
chr3 171529891 171530081 191 171530069 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_3652 chr3_171529891_171530081 MIR4444‐1 PLD1 .
chr3 171543375 171543499 125 171543426 17 13.5779 7.3956 9.20271 OSE1_peak_3653 chr3_171543375_171543499 MIR4444‐1 PLD1 TMEM212
chr3 171592860 171593043 184 171592899 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_3654 chr3_171592860_171593043 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
chr3 171685820 171685982 163 171685880 13 9.56948 5.90069 5.59492 OSE1_peak_3655 chr3_171685820_171685982 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171856699 171856954 256 171856858 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_3656 chr3_171856699_171856954 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171870706 171870942 237 171870909 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3657 chr3_171870706_171870942 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 172323924 172324075 152 172323988 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_3658 chr3_172323924_172324075 MIR4444‐1 . NCEH1
chr3 173455111 173455336 226 173455224 13 9.39966 5.79591 5.46152 OSE1_peak_3659 chr3_173455111_173455336 MIR4444‐1;NLGN1 . .
chr3 174517493 174517627 135 174517567 12 9.19058 5.87363 5.26555 OSE1_peak_3660 chr3_174517493_174517627 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 176735091 176735211 121 176735187 13 10.54583 6.50556 6.4667 OSE1_peak_3661 chr3_176735091_176735211 MIR4444‐1 . TBL1XR1
chr3 177055868 177055995 128 177055968 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_3662 chr3_177055868_177055995 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177063587 177063714 128 177063631 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_3663 chr3_177063587_177063714 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177186313 177186432 120 177186331 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_3664 chr3_177186313_177186432 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177196313 177196546 234 177196416 29 22.71045 9.18204 17.74035 OSE1_peak_3665 chr3_177196313_177196546 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177445375 177445512 138 177445411 9 6.35679 4.62051 2.95865 OSE1_peak_3666 chr3_177445375_177445512 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177652122 177652241 120 177652157 11 7.90253 5.26157 4.18096 OSE1_peak_3667 chr3_177652122_177652241 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177695614 177695861 248 177695775 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3668 chr3_177695614_177695861 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177837583 177837709 127 177837637 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_3669 chr3_177837583_177837709 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177888519 177888754 236 177888609 24 21.19871 9.87392 16.29955 OSE1_peak_3670 chr3_177888519_177888754 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178100057 178100176 120 178100146 10 6.76681 4.72162 3.2583 OSE1_peak_3671 chr3_178100057_178100176 . MIR4444‐1 .
chr3 182849660 182849855 196 182849754 29 21.28271 8.44308 16.37751 OSE1_peak_3672 chr3_182849660_182849855 LAMP3 . .
chr3 183088675 183089054 380 183088742 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_3673 chr3_183088675_183089054 MCF2L2 . .
chr3 183382839 183382992 154 183382899 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_3674 chr3_183382839_183382992 KLHL24 . .
chr3 183483310 183483482 173 183483363 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_3675 chr3_183483310_183483482 YEATS2 . .
chr3 183892347 183892519 173 183892401 18 15.31702 8.17703 10.78597 OSE1_peak_3676 chr3_183892347_183892519 . DVL3;EIF2B5 ABCF3;AP2M1
chr3 184052341 184052484 144 184052405 12 8.93696 5.71539 5.06275 OSE1_peak_3677 chr3_184052341_184052484 EIF4G1 PSMD2;SNORD66 CLCN2;FAM131A;POLR2H
chr3 185447270 185447390 121 185447325 19 15.64323 8.09505 11.09738 OSE1_peak_3678 chr3_185447270_185447390 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
chr3 186506677 186506810 134 186506706 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3679 chr3_186506677_186506810 EIF4A2 SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA8 RFC4
chr3 186507871 186508748 878 186507931 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_3680 chr3_186507871_186508748 RFC4 248;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNOR .
chr3 187938775 187938894 120 187938809 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3681 chr3_187938775_187938894 LPP . .
chr3 187983958 187984103 146 187984039 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3682 chr3_187983958_187984103 LPP . .
chr3 187990430 187990618 189 187990521 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3683 chr3_187990430_187990618 LPP . .
chr3 188066582 188066965 384 188066633 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_3684 chr3_188066582_188066965 LPP . .
chr3 188149394 188149629 236 188149513 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_3685 chr3_188149394_188149629 LPP . .
chr3 188665865 188666065 201 188665903 15 11.56661 6.67469 7.38198 OSE1_peak_3686 chr3_188665865_188666065 . . .
chr3 189042604 189042776 173 189042673 25 18.30934 7.95777 13.57597 OSE1_peak_3687 chr3_189042604_189042776 . TPRG1 .
chr3 189382167 189382286 120 189382255 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3688 chr3_189382167_189382286 TP63 . .
chr3 190104282 190104401 120 190104328 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_3689 chr3_190104282_190104401 . . CLDN16
chr3 190284361 190284503 143 190284409 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3690 chr3_190284361_190284503 IL1RAP . .
chr3 190304205 190304413 209 190304218 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3691 chr3_190304205_190304413 IL1RAP . .
chr3 191993535 191993883 349 191993612 23 22.98808 11.26674 18.00082 OSE1_peak_3692 chr3_191993535_191993883 FGF12 . .
chr3 192569687 192569851 165 192569734 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_3693 chr3_192569687_192569851 MB21D2 . .
chr3 192617376 192617583 208 192617492 14 9.66181 5.74364 5.68247 OSE1_peak_3694 chr3_192617376_192617583 MB21D2 . .
chr3 194314182 194314374 193 194314291 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_3695 chr3_194314182_194314374 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194823348 194823605 258 194823525 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_3696 chr3_194823348_194823605 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 194838741 194838933 193 194838833 27 24.93928 11.05879 19.87219 OSE1_peak_3697 chr3_194838741_194838933 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 194839043 194839246 204 194839143 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_3698 chr3_194839043_194839246 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 195524861 195524989 129 195524934 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_3699 chr3_195524861_195524989 MUC4 . .
chr3 195973927 195974074 148 195974009 20 7.69422 3.75283 3.99928 OSE1_peak_3700 chr3_195973927_195974074 PCYT1A OSTalpha .
chr3 196593689 196593923 235 196593882 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_3701 chr3_196593689_196593923 . . SENP5
chr3 196758381 196758589 209 196758538 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_3702 chr3_196758381_196758589 . MFI2;MFI2‐AS1 DLG1
chr3 197214809 197215004 196 197214917 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3703 chr3_197214809_197215004 . . BDH1
chr3 197518121 197518262 142 197518167 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3704 chr3_197518121_197518262 LRCH3 FYTTD1 .
chr3 197522200 197522344 145 197522299 12 9.01161 5.76196 5.11852 OSE1_peak_3705 chr3_197522200_197522344 LRCH3 FYTTD1 .
chr3 197678365 197678504 140 197678443 12 8.86347 5.66957 4.99799 OSE1_peak_3706 chr3_197678365_197678504 IQCG;RPL35A . LMLN
chr3 197678657 197678783 127 197678743 14 11.17033 6.66652 7.02052 OSE1_peak_3707 chr3_197678657_197678783 IQCG;RPL35A . LMLN
chr4 758887 759006 120 758920 10 7.2687 5.03976 3.66815 OSE1_peak_3708 chr4_758887_759006 PCGF3 . CPLX1;LOC100129917
chr4 1076377 1076513 137 1076466 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_3709 chr4_1076377_1076513 RNF212 . .
chr4 1317540 1317809 270 1317601 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_3710 chr4_1317540_1317809 MAEA . KIAA1530
chr4 2331806 2332273 468 2332001 37 41.88048 17.07452 36.34414 OSE1_peak_3711 chr4_2331806_2332273 ZFYVE28 . .
chr4 2845321 2845456 136 2845401 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_3712 chr4_2845321_2845456 . SH3BP2 ADD1
chr4 6472100 6472293 194 6472197 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_3713 chr4_6472100_6472293 PPP2R2C . .
chr4 7651753 7651975 223 7651808 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_3714 chr4_7651753_7651975 SORCS2 . .
chr4 7845408 7845547 140 7845466 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_3715 chr4_7845408_7845547 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7846528 7846662 135 7846565 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_3716 chr4_7846528_7846662 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7893947 7894083 137 7894005 12 9.3227 5.95608 5.38725 OSE1_peak_3717 chr4_7893947_7894083 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7971866 7972007 142 7971915 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_3718 chr4_7971866_7972007 ABLIM2 . .
chr4 10119046 10119351 306 10119148 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_3719 chr4_10119046_10119351 . WDR1 .
chr4 10347837 10347956 120 10347907 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_3720 chr4_10347837_10347956 . . .
chr4 10373863 10373989 127 10373922 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3721 chr4_10373863_10373989 . . .
chr4 10607475 10607651 177 10607575 20 18.98727 9.81423 14.21772 OSE1_peak_3722 chr4_10607475_10607651 CLNK . .
chr4 13629329 13629581 253 13629500 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_3723 chr4_13629329_13629581 . BOD1L .
chr4 13894161 13894302 142 13894227 20 14.37818 7.09253 9.92583 OSE1_peak_3724 chr4_13894161_13894302 . . .
chr4 15079726 15079882 157 15079844 22 18.42245 8.86935 13.68058 OSE1_peak_3725 chr4_15079726_15079882 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15080463 15080613 151 15080535 20 12.96259 6.3091 8.64549 OSE1_peak_3726 chr4_15080463_15080613 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15402598 15402852 255 15402776 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_3727 chr4_15402598_15402852 C1QTNF7 . .
chr4 15453754 15453928 175 15453833 21 18.35691 9.13102 13.6205 OSE1_peak_3728 chr4_15453754_15453928 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
chr4 15667556 15667771 216 15667630 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_3729 chr4_15667556_15667771 . FBXL5 FAM200B
chr4 15692079 15692266 188 15692158 19 12.21147 6.12136 7.95583 OSE1_peak_3730 chr4_15692079_15692266 . FAM200B BST1
chr4 15756887 15757211 325 15757131 27 24.93928 11.05878 19.87219 OSE1_peak_3731 chr4_15756887_15757211 . BST1 CD38
chr4 16239348 16239474 127 16239435 13 10.11615 6.23908 6.07751 OSE1_peak_3732 chr4_16239348_16239474 FLJ39653 TAPT1 .
chr4 20532620 20533125 506 20532996 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_3733 chr4_20532620_20533125 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
chr4 20533549 20533753 205 20533647 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3734 chr4_20533549_20533753 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
chr4 20533852 20535603 1752 20534086 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_3735 chr4_20533852_20535603 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
chr4 21770930 21771287 358 21771089 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_3736 chr4_21770930_21771287 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 21804219 21804338 120 21804231 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3737 chr4_21804219_21804338 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 24584958 24585080 123 24585051 14 11.76003 7.03029 7.56384 OSE1_peak_3738 chr4_24584958_24585080 DHX15 . .
chr4 26328440 26328665 226 26328557 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_3739 chr4_26328440_26328665 RBPJ . .
chr4 26585611 26585810 200 26585725 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_3740 chr4_26585611_26585810 TBC1D19 . .
chr4 30210483 30210714 232 30210582 11 8.08643 5.37715 4.3326 OSE1_peak_3741 chr4_30210483_30210714 . . .
chr4 30747571 30747690 120 30747595 10 6.98874 4.8623 3.44977 OSE1_peak_3742 chr4_30747571_30747690 PCDH7 . .
chr4 31090666 31090819 154 31090757 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_3743 chr4_31090666_31090819 PCDH7 . .
chr4 34182961 34183122 162 34182971 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_3744 chr4_34182961_34183122 . . .
chr4 34183330 34183449 120 34183348 15 8.3952 4.80694 4.59369 OSE1_peak_3745 chr4_34183330_34183449 . . .
chr4 37603237 37603367 131 37603321 16 12.92877 7.25886 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3746 chr4_37603237_37603367 RELL1 C4orf19 .
chr4 38101919 38102063 145 38102018 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_3747 chr4_38101919_38102063 TBC1D1 . .
chr4 38268419 38268538 120 38268466 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_3748 chr4_38268419_38268538 . . .
chr4 38310663 38310809 147 38310728 21 18.59424 9.27251 13.84699 OSE1_peak_3749 chr4_38310663_38310809 . . .
chr4 39037813 39037932 120 39037836 12 8.0624 5.17199 4.31061 OSE1_peak_3750 chr4_39037813_39037932 . TMEM156 KLHL5
chr4 39529039 39529171 133 39529149 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3751 chr4_39529039_39529171 UGDH . C4orf34
chr4 39786021 39786140 120 39786089 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3752 chr4_39786021_39786140 . UBE2K .
chr4 40057295 40057642 348 40057583 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3753 chr4_40057295_40057642 LOC344967 . N4BP2
chr4 40057913 40058093 181 40057981 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3754 chr4_40057913_40058093 LOC344967 . N4BP2
chr4 42103743 42103887 145 42103832 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3755 chr4_42103743_42103887 . SLC30A9 BEND4
chr4 46508993 46509168 176 46509093 24 19.3468 8.80806 14.5528 OSE1_peak_3756 chr4_46508993_46509168 . . .
chr4 47073948 47074108 161 47074020 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_3757 chr4_47073948_47074108 GABRB1 . .
chr4 47527590 47527709 120 47527643 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3758 chr4_47527590_47527709 ATP10D . .
chr4 48130103 48130420 318 48130187 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_3759 chr4_48130103_48130420 TXK . TEC
chr4 48833396 48833534 139 48833436 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_3760 chr4_48833396_48833534 OCIAD1 . .
chr4 53578667 53578836 170 53578758 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_3761 chr4_53578667_53578836 DANCR . MIR4449;SNORA26
chr4 53689396 53689617 222 53689563 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3762 chr4_53689396_53689617 . LOC152578 .
chr4 53704496 53704623 128 53704501 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_3763 chr4_53704496_53704623 . LOC152578 RASL11B
chr4 53964831 53965039 209 53964967 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_3764 chr4_53964831_53965039 SCFD2 . .
chr4 54766522 54766767 246 54766709 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_3765 chr4_54766522_54766767 . . .
chr4 56050216 56050338 123 56050243 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3766 chr4_56050216_56050338 . . .
chr4 56050501 56050631 131 56050583 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3767 chr4_56050501_56050631 . . .
chr4 56413446 56413606 161 56413515 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_3768 chr4_56413446_56413606 . CLOCK PDCL2
chr4 56469201 56469374 174 56469269 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3769 chr4_56469201_56469374 NMU PDCL2 .
chr4 57538000 57538175 176 57538091 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_3770 chr4_57538000_57538175 HOPX . .
chr4 57670756 57670917 162 57670836 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_3771 chr4_57670756_57670917 . . SPINK2
chr4 57889354 57889502 149 57889429 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_3772 chr4_57889354_57889502 POLR2B . IGFBP7
chr4 57947574 57947730 157 57947684 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_3773 chr4_57947574_57947730 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
chr4 62178314 62178507 194 62178480 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3774 chr4_62178314_62178507 . . .
chr4 62239732 62239908 177 62239811 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_3775 chr4_62239732_62239908 . . .
chr4 62309668 62309844 177 62309757 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3776 chr4_62309668_62309844 . . .
chr4 65402394 65402581 188 65402479 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3777 chr4_65402394_65402581 . . .
chr4 66376757 66376977 221 66376874 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3778 chr4_66376757_66376977 EPHA5 . .
chr4 68751625 68751744 120 68751663 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3779 chr4_68751625_68751744 . TMPRSS11D TMPRSS11A
chr4 73645084 73645290 207 73645164 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3780 chr4_73645084_73645290 . . .
chr4 73841156 73841298 143 73841204 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_3781 chr4_73841156_73841298 . . .
chr4 74606121 74606250 130 74606211 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_3782 chr4_74606121_74606250 IL8 . .
chr4 74607548 74607667 120 74607562 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3783 chr4_74607548_74607667 IL8 . .
chr4 74609973 74610359 387 74610281 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3784 chr4_74609973_74610359 . IL8 .
chr4 74642058 74642242 185 74642143 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3785 chr4_74642058_74642242 . . .
chr4 74722380 74722527 148 74722486 14 10.91143 6.50703 6.79941 OSE1_peak_3786 chr4_74722380_74722527 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
chr4 74735494 74735751 258 74735499 11 7.61973 5.084 3.9336 OSE1_peak_3787 chr4_74735494_74735751 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
chr4 74735885 74736178 294 74736089 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_3788 chr4_74735885_74736178 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
chr4 74736561 74737012 452 74736651 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_3789 chr4_74736561_74737012 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
chr4 74737144 74737944 801 74737327 21 19.39286 9.75101 14.59218 OSE1_peak_3790 chr4_74737144_74737944 . CXCL1;PF4V1 .
chr4 74738046 74738194 149 74738124 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3791 chr4_74738046_74738194 . CXCL1;PF4V1 .
chr4 74974944 74975077 134 74975010 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_3792 chr4_74974944_74975077 . CXCL2 .
chr4 75096645 75096872 228 75096761 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_3793 chr4_75096645_75096872 MTHFD2L . .
chr4 75240299 75240515 217 75240425 42 35.80577 11.82973 30.41551 OSE1_peak_3794 chr4_75240299_75240515 EREG . .
chr4 75260600 75260768 169 75260689 21 14.90145 7.13494 10.4214 OSE1_peak_3795 chr4_75260600_75260768 . EREG .
chr4 75550034 75550205 172 75550034 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_3796 chr4_75550034_75550205 . . .
chr4 75557941 75558075 135 75558011 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_3797 chr4_75557941_75558075 . . .
chr4 76563224 76563344 121 76563290 12 9.3227 5.95608 5.38725 OSE1_peak_3798 chr4_76563224_76563344 . CDKL2 G3BP2
chr4 76654748 76654904 157 76654802 9 5.87981 4.31508 2.59353 OSE1_peak_3799 chr4_76654748_76654904 USO1 . .
chr4 76765399 76765545 147 76765477 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3800 chr4_76765399_76765545 . . PPEF2
chr4 77135309 77135428 120 77135387 10 7.05156 4.90213 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3801 chr4_77135309_77135428 FAM47E SCARB2 .
chr4 77645259 77645406 148 77645302 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_3802 chr4_77645259_77645406 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77703217 77703364 148 77703263 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3803 chr4_77703217_77703364 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77929105 77929224 120 77929192 16 10.59072 5.86291 6.5088 OSE1_peak_3804 chr4_77929105_77929224 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77966989 77967108 120 77967024 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_3805 chr4_77966989_77967108 . 11‐Sep CCNI
chr4 77971958 77972149 192 77972033 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_3806 chr4_77971958_77972149 CCNI 11‐Sep .
chr4 77997273 77997414 142 77997353 15 11.85334 6.84979 7.63876 OSE1_peak_3807 chr4_77997273_77997414 . CCNI .
chr4 78079299 78079567 269 78079361 10 7.13696 4.95627 3.55408 OSE1_peak_3808 chr4_78079299_78079567 CCNG2 . .
chr4 78617052 78617171 120 78617105 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_3809 chr4_78617052_78617171 . . CNOT6L
chr4 78742630 78742775 146 78742670 12 9.3766 5.98971 5.43891 OSE1_peak_3810 chr4_78742630_78742775 . CNOT6L .
chr4 79479556 79479872 317 79479789 19 12.00503 6.00867 7.78389 OSE1_peak_3811 chr4_79479556_79479872 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 79481865 79481997 133 79481958 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_3812 chr4_79481865_79481997 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 81230445 81230596 152 81230518 11 6.39266 4.32116 2.98898 OSE1_peak_3813 chr4_81230445_81230596 . FGF5 C4orf22
chr4 82129088 82129303 216 82129186 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_3814 chr4_82129088_82129303 . PRKG2 .
chr4 83344562 83344703 142 83344603 15 11.82403 6.83187 7.60984 OSE1_peak_3815 chr4_83344562_83344703 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 83345127 83345297 171 83345222 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_3816 chr4_83345127_83345297 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 83931675 83931855 181 83931779 11 7.97056 5.30432 4.24556 OSE1_peak_3817 chr4_83931675_83931855 LIN54 . COPS4
chr4 84128882 84129160 279 84129037 56 36.28106 8.61411 30.8831 OSE1_peak_3818 chr4_84128882_84129160 . . .
chr4 84188808 84188935 128 84188828 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3819 chr4_84188808_84188935 COQ2 . HPSE
chr4 86405638 86405757 120 86405674 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_3820 chr4_86405638_86405757 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 87591996 87592129 134 87592044 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_3821 chr4_87591996_87592129 PTPN13 . .
chr4 87815741 87815871 131 87815774 13 10.57578 6.52413 6.49594 OSE1_peak_3822 chr4_87815741_87815871 . C4orf36 .
chr4 87849217 87849370 154 87849276 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_3823 chr4_87849217_87849370 LOC100506746 . AFF1
chr4 89533385 89533528 144 89533447 26 19.6823 8.42179 14.8677 OSE1_peak_3824 chr4_89533385_89533528 HERC3 . .
chr4 90032696 90033061 366 90032774 18 15.64552 8.37583 11.09949 OSE1_peak_3825 chr4_90032696_90033061 . . TIGD2
chr4 92750762 92750981 220 92750828 26 25.09863 11.49869 20.02894 OSE1_peak_3826 chr4_92750762_92750981 . . .
chr4 92758778 92759004 227 92758896 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_3827 chr4_92758778_92759004 . . .
chr4 93155605 93155766 162 93155676 28 13.6623 5.18249 9.27952 OSE1_peak_3828 chr4_93155605_93155766 . . .
chr4 93677869 93677991 123 93677945 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_3829 chr4_93677869_93677991 GRID2 . .
chr4 93891244 93891379 136 93891311 23 12.0014 5.24649 7.78137 OSE1_peak_3830 chr4_93891244_93891379 GRID2 . .
chr4 95570715 95570839 125 95570792 14 9.66181 5.74364 5.68247 OSE1_peak_3831 chr4_95570715_95570839 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 96188327 96188457 131 96188418 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3832 chr4_96188327_96188457 UNC5C . .
chr4 99404512 99404631 120 99404573 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3833 chr4_99404512_99404631 TSPAN5 . .
chr4 99990555 99990682 128 99990632 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_3834 chr4_99990555_99990682 . METAP1 ADH5;LOC100507053
chr4 106983743 106983954 212 106983828 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_3835 chr4_106983743_106983954 TBCK . .
chr4 109193855 109194032 178 109193926 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3836 chr4_109193855_109194032 . . .
chr4 109542153 109542332 180 109542220 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_3837 chr4_109542153_109542332 RPL34 LOC285456 OSTC
chr4 111775536 111775740 205 111775627 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_3838 chr4_111775536_111775740 . . .
chr4 111985531 111985774 244 111985589 16 9.61157 5.30261 5.63553 OSE1_peak_3839 chr4_111985531_111985774 . . .
chr4 113135159 113135434 276 113135255 19 17.6329 9.29365 12.94683 OSE1_peak_3840 chr4_113135159_113135434 . C4orf32 AP1AR
chr4 114706069 114706282 214 114706173 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3841 chr4_114706069_114706282 . CAMK2D .
chr4 114936663 114936782 120 114936693 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_3842 chr4_114936663_114936782 . . .
chr4 118246154 118246602 449 118246500 19 17.1668 9.0114 12.51688 OSE1_peak_3843 chr4_118246154_118246602 . . .
chr4 118321415 118321571 157 118321467 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_3844 chr4_118321415_118321571 . . .
chr4 119155548 119155668 121 119155658 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3845 chr4_119155548_119155668 NDST3 . .
chr4 119200398 119200570 173 119200506 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_3846 chr4_119200398_119200570 SNHG8;SNORA24 NDST3 PRSS12
chr4 119200819 119200947 129 119200888 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_3847 chr4_119200819_119200947 SNHG8 NDST3;SNORA24 PRSS12
chr4 119201396 119201652 257 119201475 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3848 chr4_119201396_119201652 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 120651252 120651545 294 120651451 15 11.65117 6.72627 7.45848 OSE1_peak_3849 chr4_120651252_120651545 . . .
chr4 120656356 120656559 204 120656453 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_3850 chr4_120656356_120656559 . . .
chr4 122193885 122194059 175 122193960 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_3851 chr4_122193885_122194059 . . .
chr4 122611982 122612157 176 122612031 11 7.35482 4.91802 3.74301 OSE1_peak_3852 chr4_122611982_122612157 ANXA5 . .
chr4 122632667 122632981 315 122632874 12 8.46771 5.42319 4.65834 OSE1_peak_3853 chr4_122632667_122632981 . ANXA5 .
chr4 122650038 122650157 120 122650072 16 9.61157 5.30261 5.63553 OSE1_peak_3854 chr4_122650038_122650157 . . TMEM155
chr4 122706191 122706381 191 122706349 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3855 chr4_122706191_122706381 . PP12613;TMEM155 EXOSC9
chr4 122707753 122707971 219 122707913 13 8.81531 5.43728 4.95158 OSE1_peak_3856 chr4_122707753_122707971 . PP12613;TMEM155 CCNA2;EXOSC9
chr4 123686128 123686297 170 123686202 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3857 chr4_123686128_123686297 . BBS12 .
chr4 123686561 123686772 212 123686676 11 7.41448 4.95535 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3858 chr4_123686561_123686772 . BBS12 .
chr4 123699159 123699283 125 123699184 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3859 chr4_123699159_123699283 . . .
chr4 123748896 123749022 127 123748944 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_3860 chr4_123748896_123749022 FGF2 . .
chr4 124339653 124339859 207 124339831 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3861 chr4_124339653_124339859 . SPRY1 .
chr4 124476775 124476894 120 124476883 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3862 chr4_124476775_124476894 . . .
chr4 124753942 124754221 280 124754006 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_3863 chr4_124753942_124754221 LOC285419 . .
chr4 125000572 125000693 122 125000652 13 9.12136 5.62468 5.21574 OSE1_peak_3864 chr4_125000572_125000693 . . .
chr4 125354924 125355416 493 125355002 16 11.81636 6.58673 7.60258 OSE1_peak_3865 chr4_125354924_125355416 . . .
chr4 125633044 125633163 120 125633124 14 10.6911 6.37154 6.59693 OSE1_peak_3866 chr4_125633044_125633163 ANKRD50 . .
chr4 126626009 126626128 120 126626075 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_3867 chr4_126626009_126626128 . . .
chr4 126650905 126651086 182 126650910 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_3868 chr4_126650905_126651086 . . .
chr4 126656408 126656561 154 126656492 17 13.92667 7.60625 9.52773 OSE1_peak_3869 chr4_126656408_126656561 . . .
chr4 127771493 127771779 287 127771558 38 35.23866 12.90477 29.86302 OSE1_peak_3870 chr4_127771493_127771779 . . .
chr4 129084717 129084843 127 129084807 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3871 chr4_129084717_129084843 LARP1B . .
chr4 129243595 129243715 121 129243642 17 12.81954 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_3872 chr4_129243595_129243715 . . .
chr4 129271081 129271200 120 129271126 14 10.22567 6.08638 6.17645 OSE1_peak_3873 chr4_129271081_129271200 . . .
chr4 129307981 129308102 122 129308083 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_3874 chr4_129307981_129308102 . . .
chr4 129474129 129474339 211 129474200 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_3875 chr4_129474129_129474339 . . .
chr4 134786860 134787011 152 134786997 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_3876 chr4_134786860_134787011 . . .
chr4 138977217 138977336 120 138977253 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3877 chr4_138977217_138977336 LOC641365 . .
chr4 140785824 140785958 135 140785887 15 12.18569 7.05333 7.93226 OSE1_peak_3878 chr4_140785824_140785958 MAML3 . .
chr4 141011482 141011670 189 141011580 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3879 chr4_141011482_141011670 MAML3 . .
chr4 141648029 141648209 181 141648133 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_3880 chr4_141648029_141648209 TBC1D9 . .
chr4 142407594 142407713 120 142407699 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3881 chr4_142407594_142407713 . . .
chr4 143012473 143012656 184 143012559 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_3882 chr4_143012473_143012656 INPP4B . .
chr4 143738721 143738961 241 143738863 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_3883 chr4_143738721_143738961 INPP4B . .
chr4 145277626 145277834 209 145277707 20 15.76998 7.89294 11.21937 OSE1_peak_3884 chr4_145277626_145277834 . . .
chr4 147177101 147177348 248 147177131 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_3885 chr4_147177101_147177348 SLC10A7 . .
chr4 148293245 148293418 174 148293314 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3886 chr4_148293245_148293418 . . .
chr4 148467620 148467748 129 148467678 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_3887 chr4_148467620_148467748 . EDNRA .
chr4 150702506 150702684 179 150702603 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_3888 chr4_150702506_150702684 . . .
chr4 152027219 152027346 128 152027305 11 8.45403 5.60813 4.6452 OSE1_peak_3889 chr4_152027219_152027346 . RPS3A;SNORD73A SH3D19
chr4 152027566 152027737 172 152027640 12 9.54206 6.09292 5.58264 OSE1_peak_3890 chr4_152027566_152027737 . RPS3A;SNORD73A SH3D19
chr4 154155050 154155223 174 154155144 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3891 chr4_154155050_154155223 TRIM2 . .
chr4 154582690 154582881 192 154582785 22 18.42245 8.86935 13.68058 OSE1_peak_3892 chr4_154582690_154582881 . KIAA0922 TLR2
chr4 155926871 155927079 209 155926905 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_3893 chr4_155926871_155927079 . . .
chr4 156100479 156100598 120 156100537 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_3894 chr4_156100479_156100598 . . NPY2R
chr4 157701052 157701319 268 157701135 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_3895 chr4_157701052_157701319 PDGFC . .
chr4 157751522 157751729 208 157751680 18 15.42487 8.24224 10.89223 OSE1_peak_3896 chr4_157751522_157751729 PDGFC . .
chr4 157870552 157870697 146 157870639 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_3897 chr4_157870552_157870697 PDGFC . .
chr4 158192434 158192565 132 158192501 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_3898 chr4_158192434_158192565 GRIA2 . .
chr4 159042128 159042389 262 159042218 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3899 chr4_159042128_159042389 . . FAM198B
chr4 159203499 159203703 205 159203547 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3900 chr4_159203499_159203703 . TMEM144 .
chr4 159235896 159236144 249 159236051 39 36.36952 13.1468 30.96451 OSE1_peak_3901 chr4_159235896_159236144 . . .
chr4 159292405 159292590 186 159292503 17 14.4685 7.93499 10.01083 OSE1_peak_3902 chr4_159292405_159292590 . . .
chr4 159795218 159795490 273 159795275 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_3903 chr4_159795218_159795490 FNIP2 . C4orf45
chr4 162857858 162858103 246 162857888 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_3904 chr4_162857858_162858103 FSTL5 . .
chr4 165125782 165125909 128 165125819 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_3905 chr4_165125782_165125909 01‐Mar ANP32C .
chr4 165494046 165494252 207 165494136 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3906 chr4_165494046_165494252 . . .
chr4 167068095 167068248 154 167068140 25 15.24123 6.39788 10.72738 OSE1_peak_3907 chr4_167068095_167068248 . . .
chr4 167239960 167240136 177 167240061 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3908 chr4_167239960_167240136 . . .
chr4 167356638 167356915 278 167356839 19 13.59694 6.89754 9.21981 OSE1_peak_3909 chr4_167356638_167356915 . . .
chr4 168828115 168828234 120 168828170 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_3910 chr4_168828115_168828234 . . .
chr4 169472513 169472648 136 169472578 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_3911 chr4_169472513_169472648 PALLD . .
chr4 169543556 169543696 141 169543663 15 6.90138 3.99743 3.37467 OSE1_peak_3912 chr4_169543556_169543696 PALLD . .
chr4 169555571 169555876 306 169555637 17 9.97577 5.31005 5.95731 OSE1_peak_3913 chr4_169555571_169555876 PALLD . .
chr4 169638041 169638160 120 169638116 14 9.05227 5.37772 5.15801 OSE1_peak_3914 chr4_169638041_169638160 PALLD . .
chr4 169644237 169644372 136 169644280 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_3915 chr4_169644237_169644372 PALLD . .
chr4 170175208 170175359 152 170175278 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_3916 chr4_170175208_170175359 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170190262 170190381 120 170190364 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_3917 chr4_170190262_170190381 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170258775 170258929 155 170258878 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3918 chr4_170258775_170258929 . . .
chr4 175603081 175603237 157 175603167 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_3919 chr4_175603081_175603237 GLRA3 . .
chr4 177711220 177711352 133 177711286 12 9.48627 6.05812 5.53749 OSE1_peak_3920 chr4_177711220_177711352 VEGFC . .
chr4 178517311 178517471 161 178517362 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_3921 chr4_178517311_178517471 . . .
chr4 182470341 182470503 163 182470460 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_3922 chr4_182470341_182470503 . . .
chr4 182582330 182582496 167 182582429 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_3923 chr4_182582330_182582496 . . .
chr4 182873836 182874035 200 182873936 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_3924 chr4_182873836_182874035 . . .
chr4 182878361 182878504 144 182878428 14 10.05497 5.98226 6.02926 OSE1_peak_3925 chr4_182878361_182878504 . . .
chr4 184020034 184020153 120 184020085 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3926 chr4_184020034_184020153 WWC2‐AS2 . WWC2
chr4 184111276 184111395 120 184111371 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_3927 chr4_184111276_184111395 WWC2 . .
chr4 185321841 185321969 129 185321920 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3928 chr4_185321841_185321969 IRF2 . .
chr4 185734674 185734796 123 185734748 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_3929 chr4_185734674_185734796 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
chr4 186280445 186280564 120 186280516 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_3930 chr4_186280445_186280564 SNX25 . LRP2BP
chr4 186482373 186482501 129 186482398 11 7.79151 5.19182 4.09173 OSE1_peak_3931 chr4_186482373_186482501 . PDLIM3 SORBS2
chr4 186495108 186495313 206 186495250 9 6.37731 4.63363 2.97689 OSE1_peak_3932 chr4_186495108_186495313 . . SORBS2
chr4 186835696 186836110 415 186835792 26 24.12956 10.92831 19.09467 OSE1_peak_3933 chr4_186835696_186836110 SORBS2 . .
chr4 187527091 187527302 212 187527243 11 8.47969 5.62424 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3934 chr4_187527091_187527302 FAT1 . .
chr4 187543400 187543552 153 187543486 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_3935 chr4_187543400_187543552 FAT1 . .
chr4 187544220 187544456 237 187544312 19 16.46015 8.58476 11.85353 OSE1_peak_3936 chr4_187544220_187544456 FAT1 . .
chr4 187546214 187546333 120 187546240 11 7.7479 5.16444 4.04972 OSE1_peak_3937 chr4_187546214_187546333 FAT1 . .
chr5 657869 657988 120 657961 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_3938 chr5_657869_657988 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CEP72 TPPP
chr5 957178 957409 232 957182 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_3939 chr5_957178_957409 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 957593 957791 199 957686 25 25.48919 12.08175 20.40355 OSE1_peak_3940 chr5_957593_957791 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 1555546 1555802 257 1555718 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3941 chr5_1555546_1555802 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SDHAP3
chr5 1608453 1608626 174 1608522 24 24.33366 11.73618 19.28871 OSE1_peak_3942 chr5_1608453_1608626 2287;LOC100133331;LOC7286 SDHAP3 .
chr5 10551366 10551624 259 10551516 27 14.07897 5.50625 9.66428 OSE1_peak_3943 chr5_10551366_10551624 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ANKRD33B
chr5 10720102 10720234 133 10720158 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_3944 chr5_10720102_10720234 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 12295867 12296005 139 12295906 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_3945 chr5_12295867_12296005 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 13567251 13567387 137 13567295 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3946 chr5_13567251_13567387 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 14265670 14265912 243 14265821 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_3947 chr5_14265670_14265912 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 14268452 14269010 559 14268537 22 18.53074 8.93267 13.78687 OSE1_peak_3948 chr5_14268452_14269010 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 15366903 15367037 135 15366949 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_3949 chr5_15366903_15367037 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 16462032 16462162 131 16462086 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_3950 chr5_16462032_16462162 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . FAM134B
chr5 16784595 16784771 177 16784703 11 7.79151 5.19182 4.09173 OSE1_peak_3951 chr5_16784595_16784771 132287;LOC100133331;MYO1 . .
chr5 17130518 17130674 157 17130614 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_3952 chr5_17130518_17130674 2287;LOC100133331;LOC2856 . .
chr5 22560369 22560499 131 22560446 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_3953 chr5_22560369_22560499 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 27241997 27242201 205 27242082 31 21.14805 7.87431 16.25799 OSE1_peak_3954 chr5_27241997_27242201 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 27612411 27612595 185 27612496 17 14.9052 8.20083 10.42498 OSE1_peak_3955 chr5_27612411_27612595 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 29262869 29263088 220 29263077 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_3956 chr5_29262869_29263088 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 30099865 30100164 300 30100087 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3957 chr5_30099865_30100164 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 30505808 30505927 120 30505863 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_3958 chr5_30505808_30505927 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 32045102 32045258 157 32045200 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_3959 chr5_32045102_32045258 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 32311764 32311895 132 32311848 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_3960 chr5_32311764_32311895 32287;LOC100133331;MTMR1 . .
chr5 33370318 33370521 204 33370400 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_3961 chr5_33370318_33370521 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34534750 34535162 413 34535060 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_3962 chr5_34534750_34535162 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 34687480 34687629 150 34687558 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_3963 chr5_34687480_34687629 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35047044 35047166 123 35047159 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3964 chr5_35047044_35047166 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . PRLR
chr5 35119419 35119556 138 35119492 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_3965 chr5_35119419_35119556 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35771476 35771770 295 35771662 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_3966 chr5_35771476_35771770 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 35858074 35858222 149 35858190 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_3967 chr5_35858074_35858222 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 36363303 36363439 137 36363372 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3968 chr5_36363303_36363439 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 36373664 36373785 122 36373718 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_3969 chr5_36373664_36373785 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 37350733 37350852 120 37350748 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_3970 chr5_37350733_37350852 32287;LOC100133331;NUP15 . WDR70
chr5 37668813 37668963 151 37668875 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_3971 chr5_37668813_37668963 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37723027 37723158 132 37723128 16 11.89521 6.63399 7.67839 OSE1_peak_3972 chr5_37723027_37723158 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 37814846 37814979 134 37814930 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_3973 chr5_37814846_37814979 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 38468437 38468585 149 38468510 17 11.80123 6.34181 7.58804 OSE1_peak_3974 chr5_38468437_38468585 100132287;LOC100133331;OR EGFLAM LIFR
chr5 38607559 38607804 246 38607627 28 26.21725 11.45374 21.10423 OSE1_peak_3975 chr5_38607559_38607804 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LIFR .
chr5 38808434 38808568 135 38808492 18 16.47528 8.87954 11.86789 OSE1_peak_3976 chr5_38808434_38808568 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39360694 39360886 193 39360868 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_3977 chr5_39360694_39360886 C100132287;LOC100133331;O . DAB2
chr5 39424899 39425149 251 39425089 12 8.02178 5.14689 4.27309 OSE1_peak_3978 chr5_39424899_39425149 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 39520325 39520550 226 39520515 11 8.0397 5.34778 4.29002 OSE1_peak_3979 chr5_39520325_39520550 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40552390 40552574 185 40552493 20 18.36089 9.43592 13.62354 OSE1_peak_3980 chr5_40552390_40552574 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 40755861 40756110 250 40756047 12 9.06206 5.79343 5.16678 OSE1_peak_3981 chr5_40755861_40756110 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PRKAA1
chr5 40834816 40834935 120 40834867 14 11.22955 6.70303 7.07674 OSE1_peak_3982 chr5_40834816_40834935 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 LOC100506548;SNORD72 CARD6
chr5 41009500 41009619 120 41009576 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_3983 chr5_41009500_41009619 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 C7 .
chr5 41904404 41904633 230 41904449 13 9.79659 6.04111 5.80542 OSE1_peak_3984 chr5_41904404_41904633 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . FBXO4
chr5 42718869 42718988 120 42718886 14 8.01554 4.76994 4.26798 OSE1_peak_3985 chr5_42718869_42718988 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 42992250 42992686 437 42992505 19 15.15454 7.80469 10.65016 OSE1_peak_3986 chr5_42992250_42992686 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC648987
chr5 43064916 43065146 231 43065105 10 7.33628 5.08256 3.72481 OSE1_peak_3987 chr5_43064916_43065146 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ANXA2R;LOC153684 LOC100132356
chr5 43773689 43773808 120 43773753 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_3988 chr5_43773689_43773808 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 50840277 50840510 234 50840441 15 12.18569 7.05333 7.93226 OSE1_peak_3989 chr5_50840277_50840510 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52542030 52542163 134 52542136 14 10.42761 6.2099 6.36069 OSE1_peak_3990 chr5_52542030_52542163 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52549218 52549667 450 52549318 17 13.01532 7.05797 8.69734 OSE1_peak_3991 chr5_52549218_52549667 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52686831 52686963 133 52686900 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_3992 chr5_52686831_52686963 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52702584 52702754 171 52702674 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_3993 chr5_52702584_52702754 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52774280 52774399 120 52774330 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_3994 chr5_52774280_52774399 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . FST
chr5 53320413 53320599 187 53320527 22 19.94661 9.76969 15.12583 OSE1_peak_3995 chr5_53320413_53320599 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 53959881 53960045 165 53959962 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_3996 chr5_53959881_53960045 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53997025 53997222 198 53997120 24 22.51004 10.64694 17.54426 OSE1_peak_3997 chr5_53997025_53997222 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 54040262 54040409 148 54040315 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_3998 chr5_54040262_54040409 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55419736 55419886 151 55419806 24 15.11383 6.54666 10.61023 OSE1_peak_3999 chr5_55419736_55419886 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 55575932 55576126 195 55576010 22 17.40796 8.28222 12.7389 OSE1_peak_4000 chr5_55575932_55576126 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 55933359 55933485 127 55933426 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4001 chr5_55933359_55933485 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56052965 56053101 137 56053027 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_4002 chr5_56052965_56053101 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 56731641 56731902 262 56731746 31 21.14805 7.87431 16.25799 OSE1_peak_4003 chr5_56731641_56731902 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 57031679 57031830 152 57031757 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4004 chr5_57031679_57031830 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 57749256 57749407 152 57749315 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4005 chr5_57749256_57749407 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . PLK2
chr5 57754639 57754758 120 57754693 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_4006 chr5_57754639_57754758 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 57755823 57755957 135 57755878 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4007 chr5_57755823_57755957 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 58186961 58187115 155 58187048 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_4008 chr5_58186961_58187115 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 58187274 58187408 135 58187321 14 10.82776 6.45555 6.71879 OSE1_peak_4009 chr5_58187274_58187408 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 58375903 58376043 141 58375994 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_4010 chr5_58375903_58376043 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 58502113 58502244 132 58502207 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_4011 chr5_58502113_58502244 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 58936334 58936513 180 58936338 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4012 chr5_58936334_58936513 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59088989 59089113 125 59089014 20 13.63677 6.67792 9.25482 OSE1_peak_4013 chr5_59088989_59089113 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59398253 59398372 120 59398262 9 6.35679 4.62051 2.95865 OSE1_peak_4014 chr5_59398253_59398372 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 59837968 59838139 172 59838087 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4015 chr5_59837968_59838139 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 60347259 60347381 123 60347332 15 10.61382 6.09794 6.5311 OSE1_peak_4016 chr5_60347259_60347381 32287;LOC100133331;NDUFA . .
chr5 60597701 60597831 131 60597775 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_4017 chr5_60597701_60597831 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 62252567 62252689 123 62252604 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4018 chr5_62252567_62252689 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 64331946 64332365 420 64332215 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4019 chr5_64331946_64332365 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CWC27 .
chr5 64332865 64332984 120 64332890 13 9.61907 5.93133 5.64223 OSE1_peak_4020 chr5_64332865_64332984 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CWC27 .
chr5 64334283 64334402 120 64334368 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4021 chr5_64334283_64334402 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CWC27 .
chr5 64486354 64486570 217 64486472 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4022 chr5_64486354_64486570 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 64486769 64486894 126 64486835 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_4023 chr5_64486769_64486894 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 64493959 64494281 323 64494189 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4024 chr5_64493959_64494281 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 64494591 64494880 290 64494809 19 13.85652 7.04645 9.46446 OSE1_peak_4025 chr5_64494591_64494880 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 64732524 64732727 204 64732708 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_4026 chr5_64732524_64732727 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 65024210 65024338 129 65024288 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4027 chr5_65024210_65024338 0132287;LOC100133331;NLN; SGTB .
chr5 65107039 65107181 143 65107109 13 10.45698 6.45045 6.38667 OSE1_peak_4028 chr5_65107039_65107181 0132287;LOC100133331;NLN; . .
chr5 65157634 65158151 518 65157686 31 16.15582 5.7186 11.57432 OSE1_peak_4029 chr5_65157634_65158151 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 65181803 65181998 196 65181893 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_4030 chr5_65181803_65181998 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 65738929 65739072 144 65738987 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4031 chr5_65738929_65739072 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 67629945 67630158 214 67630050 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4032 chr5_67629945_67630158 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 68463549 68463742 194 68463734 11 6.09367 4.13852 2.77099 OSE1_peak_4033 chr5_68463549_68463742 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . CENPH
chr5 71362586 71362707 122 71362643 21 8.37907 3.93154 4.57846 OSE1_peak_4034 chr5_71362586_71362707 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71530213 71530366 154 71530279 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4035 chr5_71530213_71530366 32287;LOC100133331;MRPS2 MAP1B .
chr5 71893781 71893975 195 71893782 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4036 chr5_71893781_71893975 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71894530 71894765 236 71894619 17 10.72152 5.72393 6.62328 OSE1_peak_4037 chr5_71894530_71894765 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 71896351 71896512 162 71896427 25 17.08726 7.31734 12.44549 OSE1_peak_4038 chr5_71896351_71896512 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72389909 72390064 156 72389989 15 12.47213 7.22908 8.19546 OSE1_peak_4039 chr5_72389909_72390064 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FCHO2 TMEM171
chr5 72484024 72484152 129 72484092 12 9.48627 6.05812 5.53749 OSE1_peak_4040 chr5_72484024_72484152 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TMEM174 .
chr5 72608431 72608550 120 72608524 12 8.81512 5.63943 4.95156 OSE1_peak_4041 chr5_72608431_72608550 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72617717 72617856 140 72617766 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4042 chr5_72617717_72617856 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72666521 72666774 254 72666693 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4043 chr5_72666521_72666774 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73112943 73113079 137 73113020 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_4044 chr5_73112943_73113079 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73875099 73875218 120 73875154 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_4045 chr5_73875099_73875218 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 75997202 75997352 151 75997273 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4046 chr5_75997202_75997352 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 76101850 76102135 286 76101936 22 18.42245 8.86935 13.68058 OSE1_peak_4047 chr5_76101850_76102135 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . F2RL1
chr5 76126882 76127199 318 76127079 23 21.98711 10.66643 17.05157 OSE1_peak_4048 chr5_76126882_76127199 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . S100Z
chr5 80263403 80263690 288 80263490 29 25.67897 10.8029 20.58682 OSE1_peak_4049 chr5_80263403_80263690 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 80718623 80718826 204 80718733 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4050 chr5_80718623_80718826 OC100133331;OR4F16;OR4F29 ACOT12 .
chr5 81444026 81444145 120 81444042 11 6.55123 4.41866 3.07986 OSE1_peak_4051 chr5_81444026_81444145 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 81653050 81653270 221 81653166 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4052 chr5_81653050_81653270 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 81702095 81702393 299 81702214 23 20.63353 9.8608 15.76239 OSE1_peak_4053 chr5_81702095_81702393 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 82458758 82458877 120 82458814 13 10.51604 6.48708 6.43909 OSE1_peak_4054 chr5_82458758_82458877 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 82769738 82770006 269 82769971 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4055 chr5_82769738_82770006 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 82872892 82873056 165 82872953 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4056 chr5_82872892_82873056 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 83122904 83123064 161 83122971 14 10.45339 6.22569 6.38347 OSE1_peak_4057 chr5_83122904_83123064 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 83221185 83221369 185 83221264 26 19.98705 8.58589 15.15611 OSE1_peak_4058 chr5_83221185_83221369 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . EDIL3
chr5 83260194 83260325 132 83260276 15 11.56661 6.67469 7.38198 OSE1_peak_4059 chr5_83260194_83260325 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 83545797 83545928 132 83545863 15 12.63738 7.33055 8.34618 OSE1_peak_4060 chr5_83545797_83545928 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 83593482 83593601 120 83593543 12 9.11304 5.82524 5.20772 OSE1_peak_4061 chr5_83593482_83593601 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 83668223 83668359 137 83668282 15 11.13521 6.41242 6.98691 OSE1_peak_4062 chr5_83668223_83668359 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 88507802 88507921 120 88507857 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4063 chr5_88507802_88507921 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 90279057 90279229 173 90279167 38 31.51348 10.976 26.23723 OSE1_peak_4064 chr5_90279057_90279229 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 90607664 90607828 165 90607744 20 13.87586 6.81063 9.48195 OSE1_peak_4065 chr5_90607664_90607828 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 90678995 90679149 155 90679087 20 17.1252 8.69386 12.48072 OSE1_peak_4066 chr5_90678995_90679149 132062;LOC100132287;LOC10 . .
chr5 91887874 91888085 212 91887981 29 30.2886 13.47988 25.04876 OSE1_peak_4067 chr5_91887874_91888085 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 91888303 91888573 271 91888507 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4068 chr5_91888303_91888573 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92414045 92414408 364 92414136 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_4069 chr5_92414045_92414408 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 92916098 92916235 138 92916147 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_4070 chr5_92916098_92916235 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . NR2F1
chr5 95048164 95048370 207 95048281 23 9.80462 4.28895 5.81266 OSE1_peak_4071 chr5_95048164_95048370 100132287;LOC100133331;OR SPATA9 RHOBTB3
chr5 95051583 95051702 120 95051674 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_4072 chr5_95051583_95051702 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . RHOBTB3
chr5 95271202 95271435 234 95271279 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_4073 chr5_95271202_95271435 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 95403838 95403982 145 95403884 19 10.38542 5.15462 6.32498 OSE1_peak_4074 chr5_95403838_95403982 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . MIR583
chr5 95845806 95845928 123 95845891 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_4075 chr5_95845806_95845928 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 96143603 96143727 125 96143636 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_4076 chr5_96143603_96143727 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 97174000 97174168 169 97174082 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_4077 chr5_97174000_97174168 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97644507 97644664 158 97644622 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_4078 chr5_97644507_97644664 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97645563 97645857 295 97645744 34 26.84319 9.85026 21.70875 OSE1_peak_4079 chr5_97645563_97645857 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97685113 97685267 155 97685173 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_4080 chr5_97685113_97685267 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 97750756 97750876 121 97750818 13 9.98056 6.15504 5.96166 OSE1_peak_4081 chr5_97750756_97750876 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 100003102 100003408 307 100003304 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4082 chr5_100003102_100003408 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 100027406 100027579 174 100027523 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4083 chr5_100027406_100027579 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102796970 102797167 198 102797049 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4084 chr5_102796970_102797167 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 102841848 102841967 120 102841945 23 9.80462 4.28895 5.81266 OSE1_peak_4085 chr5_102841848_102841967 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 103156147 103156267 121 103156247 12 9.43112 6.02372 5.48656 OSE1_peak_4086 chr5_103156147_103156267 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 105506976 105507129 154 105507065 11 7.68333 5.1239 3.98873 OSE1_peak_4087 chr5_105506976_105507129 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 106805357 106805491 135 106805385 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_4088 chr5_106805357_106805491 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106822369 106822492 124 106822428 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4089 chr5_106822369_106822492 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106878267 106878410 144 106878316 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4090 chr5_106878267_106878410 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 106893124 106893254 131 106893228 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4091 chr5_106893124_106893254 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 108084276 108084429 154 108084350 10 6.67007 4.66033 3.17753 OSE1_peak_4092 chr5_108084276_108084429 OC100132287;LOC100133331; HP07349 .
chr5 108992668 108992885 218 108992740 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4093 chr5_108992668_108992885 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 109079605 109079734 130 109079667 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_4094 chr5_109079605_109079734 32287;LOC100133331;MAN2A . .
chr5 110236599 110236772 174 110236632 17 10.15379 5.4078 6.11332 OSE1_peak_4095 chr5_110236599_110236772 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110252117 110252272 156 110252155 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4096 chr5_110252117_110252272 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 110730443 110730580 138 110730487 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4097 chr5_110730443_110730580 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 111072467 111072602 136 111072534 13 9.4476 5.82546 5.50061 OSE1_peak_4098 chr5_111072467_111072602 ;LOC100133331;LOC10050567 . .
chr5 111093052 111093177 126 111093133 15 11.45573 6.60713 7.28077 OSE1_peak_4099 chr5_111093052_111093177 132287;LOC100133331;NREP LOC100505678 .
chr5 111267008 111267167 160 111267116 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_4100 chr5_111267008_111267167 132287;LOC100133331;NREP . .
chr5 111333443 111333756 314 111333579 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4101 chr5_111333443_111333756 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NREP .
chr5 111496515 111496703 189 111496621 13 10.28375 6.343 6.22914 OSE1_peak_4102 chr5_111496515_111496703 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133 . EPB41L4A;SNORA13
chr5 112115257 112115401 145 112115307 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_4103 chr5_112115257_112115401 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 112648824 112649013 190 112648916 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_4104 chr5_112648824_112649013 0132287;LOC100133331;MCC; . .
chr5 112825137 112825273 137 112825202 18 15.28142 8.15552 10.7666 OSE1_peak_4105 chr5_112825137_112825273 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MCC YTHDC2
chr5 114917961 114918098 138 114918001 11 7.90253 5.26157 4.18096 OSE1_peak_4106 chr5_114917961_114918098 OC100133331;OR4F16;OR4F2 . .
chr5 114938242 114938378 137 114938315 14 11.567 6.9112 7.38198 OSE1_peak_4107 chr5_114938242_114938378 87;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR TICAM2 TMED7
chr5 114993287 114993406 120 114993402 10 6.3411 4.45228 2.95024 OSE1_peak_4108 chr5_114993287_114993406 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 118660079 118660221 143 118660134 13 10.00739 6.17166 5.9863 OSE1_peak_4109 chr5_118660079_118660221 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 119474804 119475000 197 119474916 24 14.31041 6.15181 9.86302 OSE1_peak_4110 chr5_119474804_119475000 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119724166 119724306 141 119724276 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_4111 chr5_119724166_119724306 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119749440 119749573 134 119749481 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4112 chr5_119749440_119749573 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119781800 119781927 128 119781910 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4113 chr5_119781800_119781927 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . PRR16
chr5 120587786 120587921 136 120587881 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_4114 chr5_120587786_120587921 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 121312854 121313003 150 121312911 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4115 chr5_121312854_121313003 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 123043987 123044109 123 123044058 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4116 chr5_123043987_123044109 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 123964813 123965028 216 123964932 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_4117 chr5_123964813_123965028 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ZNF608
chr5 124078084 124078305 222 124078270 11 6.24027 4.22787 2.8693 OSE1_peak_4118 chr5_124078084_124078305 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124160610 124160836 227 124160723 25 22.86482 10.52356 17.88386 OSE1_peak_4119 chr5_124160610_124160836 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124737406 124737545 140 124737444 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4120 chr5_124737406_124737545 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124819994 124820244 251 124820094 20 17.54231 8.94343 12.86861 OSE1_peak_4121 chr5_124819994_124820244 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 124820813 124821047 235 124820862 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_4122 chr5_124820813_124821047 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 126220338 126220544 207 126220401 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4123 chr5_126220338_126220544 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126300712 126301062 351 126300819 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_4124 chr5_126300712_126301062 32287;LOC100133331;MARCH . .
chr5 126539640 126539771 132 126539705 21 16.29443 7.92213 11.7041 OSE1_peak_4125 chr5_126539640_126539771 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 126542123 126542266 144 126542202 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4126 chr5_126542123_126542266 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 126694103 126694298 196 126694215 21 16.92644 8.28788 12.29278 OSE1_peak_4127 chr5_126694103_126694298 32287;LOC100133331;MEGF1 . .
chr5 127914850 127915081 232 127914978 22 20.20628 9.92468 15.36516 OSE1_peak_4128 chr5_127914850_127915081 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 129659872 129660003 132 129659948 18 15.07148 8.02882 10.57614 OSE1_peak_4129 chr5_129659872_129660003 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 130556822 130556954 133 130556878 12 7.88241 5.06095 4.16197 OSE1_peak_4130 chr5_130556822_130556954 100132287;LOC100133331;OR LYRM7 .
chr5 130873869 130874018 150 130873932 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4131 chr5_130873869_130874018 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
chr5 131430464 131430623 160 131430521 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4132 chr5_131430464_131430623 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CSF2 .
chr5 133365047 133365166 120 133365096 21 13.50071 6.37482 9.12834 OSE1_peak_4133 chr5_133365047_133365166 100132287;LOC100133331;OR VDAC1 .
chr5 133747581 133747700 120 133747644 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4134 chr5_133747581_133747700 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133 UBE2B .
chr5 133774916 133775073 158 133774999 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4135 chr5_133774916_133775073 100132287;LOC100133331;OR CDKN2AIPNL .
chr5 133861774 133861913 140 133861826 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4136 chr5_133861774_133861913 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 133997544 133997663 120 133997552 9 6.19684 4.51817 2.83302 OSE1_peak_4137 chr5_133997544_133997663 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 SAR1B .
chr5 135356816 135356935 120 135356875 13 9.00985 5.55629 5.11751 OSE1_peak_4138 chr5_135356816_135356935 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TGFBI
chr5 135367415 135367563 149 135367432 9 5.72324 4.21478 2.47354 OSE1_peak_4139 chr5_135367415_135367563 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 135374403 135374522 120 135374481 13 9.496 5.85532 5.54681 OSE1_peak_4140 chr5_135374403_135374522 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 135393988 135394107 120 135394081 17 12.04116 6.48174 7.79551 OSE1_peak_4141 chr5_135393988_135394107 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135394305 135394654 350 135394478 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_4142 chr5_135394305_135394654 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135991270 135991389 120 135991292 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4143 chr5_135991270_135991389 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 136526168 136526348 181 136526231 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4144 chr5_136526168_136526348 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 137169306 137169453 148 137169394 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_4145 chr5_137169306_137169453 100132287;LOC100133331;OR NPY6R .
chr5 137673815 137674037 223 137674007 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4146 chr5_137673815_137674037 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 CDC25C KDM3B
chr5 138393909 138394075 167 138393993 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4147 chr5_138393909_138394075 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 138670632 138670757 126 138670675 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4148 chr5_138670632_138670757 100132287;LOC100133331;OR MATR3 PAIP2
chr5 139631120 139631434 315 139631319 24 24.33366 11.73618 19.28871 OSE1_peak_4149 chr5_139631120_139631434 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CYSTM1 .
chr5 139703148 139703267 120 139703166 10 6.90654 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_4150 chr5_139703148_139703267 100132287;LOC100133331;OR PFDN1 HBEGF
chr5 140053014 140053133 120 140053059 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_4151 chr5_140053014_140053133 OC100132287;LOC100133331IR3655;NDUFA2;TMCO6;WD HARS;HARS2;ZMAT2
chr5 141851931 141852104 174 141851969 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4152 chr5_141851931_141852104 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 142206533 142206858 326 142206573 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4153 chr5_142206533_142206858 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142440929 142441050 122 142440991 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_4154 chr5_142440929_142441050 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142528456 142528575 120 142528525 15 10.56655 6.06959 6.48702 OSE1_peak_4155 chr5_142528456_142528575 2;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 142623700 142623942 243 142623857 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_4156 chr5_142623700_142623942 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARHGAP26 .
chr5 143383938 143384093 156 143384026 26 22.03856 9.72261 17.09807 OSE1_peak_4157 chr5_143383938_143384093 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143407744 143407874 131 143407827 13 10.11615 6.23908 6.07751 OSE1_peak_4158 chr5_143407744_143407874 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143408037 143408156 120 143408100 11 7.92509 5.27574 4.20246 OSE1_peak_4159 chr5_143408037_143408156 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 143567429 143567557 129 143567519 15 9.0687 5.18905 5.17187 OSE1_peak_4160 chr5_143567429_143567557 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 YIPF5 .
chr5 144741952 144742095 144 144741999 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_4161 chr5_144741952_144742095 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 146993072 146993205 134 146993108 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_4162 chr5_146993072_146993205 00132287;LOC100133331;LOC . .
chr5 147293458 147293577 120 147293548 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4163 chr5_147293458_147293577 100132287;LOC100133331;OR C5orf46 .
chr5 147391375 147391494 120 147391411 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_4164 chr5_147391375_147391494 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 148292703 148292850 148 148292759 20 14.91618 7.39877 10.43391 OSE1_peak_4165 chr5_148292703_148292850 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 148345568 148345709 142 148345669 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_4166 chr5_148345568_148345709 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . SH3TC2
chr5 148381750 148381991 242 148381863 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4167 chr5_148381750_148381991 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 148514070 148514192 123 148514099 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_4168 chr5_148514070_148514192 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148514998 148515262 265 148515100 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_4169 chr5_148514998_148515262 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ABLIM3
chr5 148552598 148552717 120 148552637 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4170 chr5_148552598_148552717 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148553716 148553891 176 148553825 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_4171 chr5_148553716_148553891 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148569751 148569926 176 148569862 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4172 chr5_148569751_148569926 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148583494 148583633 140 148583523 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4173 chr5_148583494_148583633 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148585663 148585983 321 148585767 25 21.45574 9.70516 16.54516 OSE1_peak_4174 chr5_148585663_148585983 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148606843 148607092 250 148607054 13 9.2124 5.68062 5.28689 OSE1_peak_4175 chr5_148606843_148607092 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 148832022 148832268 247 148832110 14 10.74535 6.40488 6.64296 OSE1_peak_4176 chr5_148832022_148832268 100132287;LOC100133331;ORMIR143;MIR143HG;MIR145 .
chr5 148869831 148869952 122 148869897 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_4177 chr5_148869831_148869952 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . CSNK1A1
chr5 149318605 149318815 211 149318748 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4178 chr5_149318605_149318815 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SLC26A2
chr5 149319423 149319554 132 149319479 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_4179 chr5_149319423_149319554 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SLC26A2
chr5 149444978 149445100 123 149445041 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4180 chr5_149444978_149445100 OC100132287;LOC100133331 HMGXB3 .
chr5 149696839 149696980 142 149696943 11 5.68506 3.89179 2.44257 OSE1_peak_4181 chr5_149696839_149696980 100132287;LOC100133331;OR ARSI;CAMK2A .
chr5 149849688 149849818 131 149849744 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4182 chr5_149849688_149849818 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149852953 149853089 137 149853022 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_4183 chr5_149852953_149853089 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149853808 149853927 120 149853878 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4184 chr5_149853808_149853927 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 149857054 149857179 126 149857162 11 8.13367 5.40684 4.37386 OSE1_peak_4185 chr5_149857054_149857179 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RPS14 .
chr5 150017153 150017484 332 150017304 28 28.48392 12.78416 23.3017 OSE1_peak_4186 chr5_150017153_150017484 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MYOZ3
chr5 150022195 150022340 146 150022286 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4187 chr5_150022195_150022340 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MYOZ3
chr5 150418443 150418562 120 150418539 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_4188 chr5_150418443_150418562 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F GPX3 .
chr5 150459505 150459638 134 150459596 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4189 chr5_150459505_150459638 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . ANXA6
chr5 150472913 150473366 454 150473264 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4190 chr5_150472913_150473366 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 150474643 150474970 328 150474684 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4191 chr5_150474643_150474970 100132287;LOC100133331;OR TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 151040253 151040889 637 151040481 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_4192 chr5_151040253_151040889 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151063647 151063768 122 151063744 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4193 chr5_151063647_151063768 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 151124849 151124990 142 151124881 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4194 chr5_151124849_151124990 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . G3BP1
chr5 151151463 151151609 147 151151488 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4195 chr5_151151463_151151609 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 ATOX1 .
chr5 153280685 153280835 151 153280718 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4196 chr5_153280685_153280835 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 153594154 153594279 126 153594221 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4197 chr5_153594154_153594279 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 153844824 153844988 165 153844926 14 11.11174 6.63041 6.96504 OSE1_peak_4198 chr5_153844824_153844988 100132287;LOC100133331;OR FLJ38109;SAP30L HAND1
chr5 158584065 158584184 120 158584111 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4199 chr5_158584065_158584184 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . RNF145
chr5 158612015 158612181 167 158612087 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_4200 chr5_158612015_158612181 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 159332594 159332782 189 159332708 28 27.64136 12.28632 22.4807 OSE1_peak_4201 chr5_159332594_159332782 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . ADRA1B
chr5 163439466 163439596 131 163439510 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_4202 chr5_163439466_163439596 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 163631684 163631820 137 163631748 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_4203 chr5_163631684_163631820 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 167061494 167061747 254 167061671 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4204 chr5_167061494_167061747 132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2 . .
chr5 167070310 167070440 131 167070374 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4205 chr5_167070310_167070440 132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2 . .
chr5 168777750 168777938 189 168777854 27 24.93928 11.05879 19.87219 OSE1_peak_4206 chr5_168777750_168777938 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169123173 169123361 189 169123271 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4207 chr5_169123173_169123361 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169230601 169230720 120 169230675 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4208 chr5_169230601_169230720 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 169879163 169879295 133 169879205 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4209 chr5_169879163_169879295 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 171530412 171530538 127 171530443 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4210 chr5_171530412_171530538 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 171728518 171728680 163 171728660 8 5.47294 4.19409 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4211 chr5_171728518_171728680 100132287;LOC100133331;OR UBTD2 .
chr5 172192726 172197641 4916 172194046 41 23.56977 6.87802 18.56103 OSE1_peak_4212 chr5_172192726_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172197745 172198173 429 172197814 19 15.50976 8.01553 10.96956 OSE1_peak_4213 chr5_172197745_172198173 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 172199300 172199626 327 172199515 43 48.46577 18.26204 42.78805 OSE1_peak_4214 chr5_172199300_172199626 100132287;LOC100133331;OR DUSP1 .
chr5 172199960 172200222 263 172199996 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4215 chr5_172199960_172200222 100132287;LOC100133331;OR DUSP1 .
chr5 172285772 172285910 139 172285806 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4216 chr5_172285772_172285910 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172286080 172286300 221 172286253 13 9.12136 5.62468 5.21574 OSE1_peak_4217 chr5_172286080_172286300 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172295577 172295854 278 172295786 22 14.70271 6.78506 10.23086 OSE1_peak_4218 chr5_172295577_172295854 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172296172 172296371 200 172296263 30 22.36819 8.72451 17.41516 OSE1_peak_4219 chr5_172296172_172296371 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172313857 172314120 264 172314056 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4220 chr5_172313857_172314120 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172325346 172325477 132 172325434 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_4221 chr5_172325346_172325477 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172327986 172328305 320 172328100 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_4222 chr5_172327986_172328305 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172330100 172330262 163 172330156 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4223 chr5_172330100_172330262 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172347254 172347513 260 172347368 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_4224 chr5_172347254_172347513 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
chr5 172356960 172357079 120 172357057 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_4225 chr5_172356960_172357079 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172357982 172358117 136 172358046 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_4226 chr5_172357982_172358117 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172358286 172358423 138 172358358 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_4227 chr5_172358286_172358423 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172359323 172359487 165 172359410 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_4228 chr5_172359323_172359487 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172370806 172370974 169 172370882 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4229 chr5_172370806_172370974 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172756094 172756213 120 172756184 12 8.51255 5.45106 4.68235 OSE1_peak_4230 chr5_172756094_172756213 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 172879156 172879381 226 172879289 28 14.93249 5.7029 10.44963 OSE1_peak_4231 chr5_172879156_172879381 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172882403 172882607 205 172882515 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_4232 chr5_172882403_172882607 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173043668 173043912 245 173043773 17 14.64708 8.04363 10.18016 OSE1_peak_4233 chr5_173043668_173043912 100132287;LOC100133331;OR BOD1 .
chr5 173193506 173193764 259 173193683 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_4234 chr5_173193506_173193764 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 173281562 173281780 219 173281673 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_4235 chr5_173281562_173281780 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 175236991 175237163 173 175237091 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4236 chr5_175236991_175237163 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 176074014 176074133 120 176074076 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4237 chr5_176074014_176074133 100132287;LOC100133331;OR EIF4E1B;MIR4281;SNCB TSPAN17
chr5 176972612 176972757 146 176972726 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4238 chr5_176972612_176972757 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 DDX41 .
chr5 178692230 178692349 120 178692304 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4239 chr5_178692230_178692349 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 179039978 179040147 170 179040125 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_4240 chr5_179039978_179040147 100132287;LOC100133331;OR RUFY1 C5orf60;HNRNPH1
chr5 179043130 179043256 127 179043244 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4241 chr5_179043130_179043256 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 RUFY1 C5orf60
chr5 179050090 179050333 244 179050271 13 9.03195 5.56983 5.13849 OSE1_peak_4242 chr5_179050090_179050333 ;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 RUFY1 C5orf60
chr5 179246033 179246152 120 179246039 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4243 chr5_179246033_179246152 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 LTC4S;MGAT4B;MIR1229 C5orf45
chr5 179248555 179248674 120 179248630 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_4244 chr5_179248555_179248674 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 LTC4S;MGAT4B;MIR1229 C5orf45
chr5 179266341 179266469 129 179266420 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_4245 chr5_179266341_179266469 LOC100132287;LOC10013333 SQSTM1 TBC1D9B
chr5 179757929 179758048 120 179758014 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4246 chr5_179757929_179758048 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 179770170 179770369 200 179770311 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4247 chr5_179770170_179770369 OC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
chr5 180615388 180615521 134 180615476 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_4248 chr5_180615388_180615521 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TRIM7
chr5 180615762 180615895 134 180615839 10 6.82607 4.75917 3.31002 OSE1_peak_4249 chr5_180615762_180615895 100132287;LOC100133331;OR . TRIM7
chr5 180688145 180688606 462 180688525 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_4250 chr5_180688145_180688606 100132287;LOC100133331;ORSNORD95;SNORD96A;TRIM4 .
chr6 2543213 2543333 121 2543280 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4251 chr6_2543213_2543333 . . .
chr6 3592789 3592986 198 3592868 21 8.37907 3.93154 4.57846 OSE1_peak_4252 chr6_3592789_3592986 . . .
chr6 3612969 3613231 263 3612982 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4253 chr6_3612969_3613231 . . .
chr6 3826291 3826444 154 3826348 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4254 chr6_3826291_3826444 . . FAM50B
chr6 4352288 4352486 199 4352332 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4255 chr6_4352288_4352486 . . .
chr6 4358983 4359226 244 4359142 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_4256 chr6_4358983_4359226 . . .
chr6 5082916 5083040 125 5082953 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4257 chr6_5082916_5083040 . . LYRM4;PPP1R3G
chr6 5125536 5125700 165 5125573 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4258 chr6_5125536_5125700 LYRM4 . MIR3691
chr6 7992908 7993036 129 7992978 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4259 chr6_7992908_7993036 MUTED‐TXNDC5 PIP5K1P1 EEF1E1‐MUTED;MUTED
chr6 8085355 8085551 197 8085449 31 26.35393 10.51744 21.23384 OSE1_peak_4260 chr6_8085355_8085551 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED MUTED;MUTED‐TXNDC5 SCARNA27
chr6 8173598 8173717 120 8173661 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4261 chr6_8173598_8173717 . . .
chr6 10405709 10405887 179 10405793 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_4262 chr6_10405709_10405887 TFAP2A . LINC00518;LOC100130275
chr6 11609794 11609932 139 11609879 22 16.79264 7.93217 12.16473 OSE1_peak_4263 chr6_11609794_11609932 . TMEM170B .
chr6 12491291 12491449 159 12491383 25 18.59317 8.10987 13.84622 OSE1_peak_4264 chr6_12491291_12491449 . . .
chr6 12606041 12606228 188 12606132 15 11.73697 6.77866 7.54103 OSE1_peak_4265 chr6_12606041_12606228 . . .
chr6 14503025 14503151 127 14503128 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4266 chr6_14503025_14503151 . . .
chr6 14744144 14744407 264 14744180 14 10.9396 6.52437 6.82532 OSE1_peak_4267 chr6_14744144_14744407 . . .
chr6 15285129 15285274 146 15285158 14 10.50533 6.25752 6.42879 OSE1_peak_4268 chr6_15285129_15285274 JARID2 . .
chr6 16129488 16129607 120 16129549 12 8.74352 5.59481 4.88797 OSE1_peak_4269 chr6_16129488_16129607 MYLIP . MIR4639
chr6 16215703 16215971 269 16215888 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4270 chr6_16215703_16215971 . . GMPR
chr6 16910457 16910576 120 16910510 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_4271 chr6_16910457_16910576 . . .
chr6 17907928 17908201 274 17908120 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4272 chr6_17907928_17908201 KIF13A . .
chr6 18122778 18122913 136 18122836 14 10.91143 6.50703 6.79941 OSE1_peak_4273 chr6_18122778_18122913 NHLRC1 . TPMT
chr6 18491736 18491860 125 18491832 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4274 chr6_18491736_18491860 . RNF144B .
chr6 19466096 19466324 229 19466195 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_4275 chr6_19466096_19466324 . . .
chr6 19472546 19472673 128 19472628 14 8.70716 5.17315 4.85362 OSE1_peak_4276 chr6_19472546_19472673 . . .
chr6 19805032 19805151 120 19805105 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_4277 chr6_19805032_19805151 . . .
chr6 20780281 20780400 120 20780350 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4278 chr6_20780281_20780400 CDKAL1 . .
chr6 21931971 21932148 178 21932050 20 19.06034 9.85839 14.28445 OSE1_peak_4279 chr6_21931971_21932148 LINC00340 . .
chr6 21938788 21938949 162 21938840 10 6.88626 4.79733 3.36349 OSE1_peak_4280 chr6_21938788_21938949 LINC00340 . .
chr6 24708649 24708779 131 24708727 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4281 chr6_24708649_24708779 C6orf62 ACOT13 .
chr6 25012927 25013138 212 25012998 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4282 chr6_25012927_25013138 . . .
chr6 25173266 25173388 123 25173371 12 8.44546 5.40936 4.63737 OSE1_peak_4283 chr6_25173266_25173388 . . .
chr6 25174239 25174368 130 25174291 17 13.54707 7.37702 9.17387 OSE1_peak_4284 chr6_25174239_25174368 . . .
chr6 25883441 25883626 186 25883555 17 14.71984 8.08793 10.24685 OSE1_peak_4285 chr6_25883441_25883626 . SLC17A3 SLC17A2
chr6 25971529 25971689 161 25971610 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4286 chr6_25971529_25971689 TRIM38 . .
chr6 26026629 26026806 178 26026689 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_4287 chr6_26026629_26026806 . IST1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4T1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C;HIST1
chr6 26031677 26031942 266 26031739 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_4288 chr6_26031677_26031942 HIST1H3B H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4A;HIST1H1C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3C
chr6 26055272 26056045 774 26055810 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_4289 chr6_26055272_26056045 HIST1H1C IST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H .
chr6 26104639 26104795 157 26104689 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4290 chr6_26104639_26104795 . HFE;HIST1H4C HIST1H1T;HIST1H2AC;HIST1H2BC
chr6 26123396 26123643 248 26123526 23 10.82105 4.71964 6.71254 OSE1_peak_4291 chr6_26123396_26123643 . HFE;HIST1H1T;HIST1H4C HIST1H2AC;HIST1H2BC
chr6 26124349 26124613 265 26124532 15 12.37512 7.16953 8.10347 OSE1_peak_4292 chr6_26124349_26124613 HIST1H2AC ;HIST1H1T;HIST1H2BC;HIST1 .
chr6 26158285 26158488 204 26158376 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4293 chr6_26158285_26158488 HIST1H2BD HIST1H1E HIST1H2BE
chr6 26189138 26189421 284 26189226 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4294 chr6_26189138_26189421 HIST1H4D HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE T1H2AE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HIST
chr6 26204815 26205107 293 26205031 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_4295 chr6_26204815_26205107 HIST1H4E IST1H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1HT1H1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
chr6 26205279 26205723 445 26205526 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_4296 chr6_26205279_26205723 . H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H3D;HT1H1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
chr6 26217594 26217713 120 26217624 12 9.34957 5.97284 5.41315 OSE1_peak_4297 chr6_26217594_26217713 HIST1H2AE 2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HST1H1D;HIST1H3E;HIST1H4F;HIST1H4G
chr6 26284905 26285186 282 26285108 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4298 chr6_26284905_26285186 . HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G HIST1H4H
chr6 26285473 26285664 192 26285604 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4299 chr6_26285473_26285664 HIST1H4H HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G .
chr6 26553672 26553814 143 26553762 15 9.0687 5.18905 5.17187 OSE1_peak_4300 chr6_26553672_26553814 . HCG11;HMGN4 .
chr6 26569085 26569232 148 26569175 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_4301 chr6_26569085_26569232 . HMGN4 ABT1
chr6 26577315 26577484 170 26577386 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_4302 chr6_26577315_26577484 . . ABT1
chr6 27099785 27099932 148 27099883 17 13.01532 7.05797 8.69734 OSE1_peak_4303 chr6_27099785_27099932 . . ST1H2AH;HIST1H2BJ;HIST1H2BK;HIST1H4I;MIR3
chr6 27247945 27248166 222 27248057 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4304 chr6_27247945_27248166 . PRSS16 POM121L2
chr6 27500524 27500882 359 27500600 22 11.17143 5.02788 7.02057 OSE1_peak_4305 chr6_27500524_27500882 . . .
chr6 27513455 27513574 120 27513518 20 14.37818 7.09253 9.92583 OSE1_peak_4306 chr6_27513455_27513574 . . .
chr6 27763539 27763706 168 27763600 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_4307 chr6_27763539_27763706 . . T1H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3H;HIST
chr6 27776542 27776742 201 27776671 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_4308 chr6_27776542_27776742 . HIST1H2AI;HIST1H2BL AK;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H3H;HIST1H4J
chr6 27792307 27792664 358 27792563 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_4309 chr6_27792307_27792664 . 2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM; HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H4K
chr6 27805176 27805478 303 27805451 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_4310 chr6_27805176_27805478 . IST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST11H1B;HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H2BN
chr6 27834310 27834501 192 27834389 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_4311 chr6_27834310_27834501 . T1H2AK;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H2T1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1
chr6 27835214 27835341 128 27835303 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4312 chr6_27835214_27835341 HIST1H1B T1H2AK;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1H4L
chr6 27839269 27839484 216 27839388 11 8.18143 5.43686 4.41529 OSE1_peak_4313 chr6_27839269_27839484 . HIST1H1B;HIST1H2AL AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1H4L
chr6 27840993 27841293 301 27841106 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4314 chr6_27840993_27841293 HIST1H4L IST1H1B;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H HIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3J
chr6 27870632 27870757 126 27870741 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_4315 chr6_27870632_27870757 . 2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3J;H OR2B2
chr6 28186372 28186601 230 28186537 12 8.76726 5.6096 4.90681 OSE1_peak_4316 chr6_28186372_28186601 TOB2P1 . ZKSCAN4;ZNF193
chr6 28611217 28611394 178 28611315 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4317 chr6_28611217_28611394 . . .
chr6 28763680 28763825 146 28763754 15 12.67099 7.35119 8.37825 OSE1_peak_4318 chr6_28763680_28763825 . . .
chr6 28863291 28863424 134 28863354 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4319 chr6_28863291_28863424 . . TRIM27
chr6 28953382 28953533 152 28953465 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_4320 chr6_28953382_28953533 . . ZNF311
chr6 30457237 30457397 161 30457328 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4321 chr6_30457237_30457397 HLA‐E . .
chr6 30577651 30577818 168 30577715 12 9.3766 5.98971 5.43891 OSE1_peak_4322 chr6_30577651_30577818 PPP1R10 ABCF1;MIR877 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30582479 30582716 238 30582574 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4323 chr6_30582479_30582716 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30583321 30584404 1084 30583561 44 44.34484 15.51946 38.75189 OSE1_peak_4324 chr6_30583321_30584404 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30584703 30585051 349 30584989 26 23.07343 10.31435 18.08351 OSE1_peak_4325 chr6_30584703_30585051 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
chr6 30650098 30650262 165 30650159 12 8.58063 5.4934 4.74179 OSE1_peak_4326 chr6_30650098_30650262 PPP1R18 C6orf136;DHX16 MDC1;NRM
chr6 30650939 30651139 201 30651026 15 11.70823 6.76111 7.51322 OSE1_peak_4327 chr6_30650939_30651139 PPP1R18 C6orf136;DHX16 MDC1;NRM
chr6 30663208 30663418 211 30663320 20 18.19042 9.33313 13.46963 OSE1_peak_4328 chr6_30663208_30663418 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R18 MDC1;TUBB
chr6 30688477 30688777 301 30688573 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4329 chr6_30688477_30688777 TUBB MDC1;NRM FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30688913 30689152 240 30689078 15 12.34313 7.1499 8.07229 OSE1_peak_4330 chr6_30688913_30689152 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30690096 30690493 398 30690423 12 8.86347 5.66957 4.99799 OSE1_peak_4331 chr6_30690096_30690493 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30692553 30692725 173 30692623 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4332 chr6_30692553_30692725 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30693885 30694100 216 30693959 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4333 chr6_30693885_30694100 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30709790 30710358 569 30710247 24 16.07764 7.0359 11.50815 OSE1_peak_4334 chr6_30709790_30710358 FLOT1 MDC1;TUBB IER3
chr6 30710540 30711136 597 30710746 44 47.65226 17.35307 41.99609 OSE1_peak_4335 chr6_30710540_30711136 IER3 FLOT1;MDC1;TUBB .
chr6 30711882 30712001 120 30711989 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_4336 chr6_30711882_30712001 IER3 FLOT1;MDC1;TUBB .
chr6 30736985 30737217 233 30737168 14 8.70716 5.17315 4.85362 OSE1_peak_4337 chr6_30736985_30737217 . FLOT1;IER3 .
chr6 31620213 31620443 231 31620243 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4338 chr6_31620213_31620443 APOM;BAG6 PRRC2A;SNORA38 orf47;CSNK2B;GPANK1;LY6G5B;LY6G5C
chr6 31697825 31698369 545 31697928 20 17.98225 9.20775 13.27552 OSE1_peak_4339 chr6_31697825_31698369 CLIC1;DDAH2 25;LY6G6C;LY6G6D;LY6G6E; MSH5;MSH5‐SAPCD1
chr6 31802192 31802311 120 31802288 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_4340 chr6_31802192_31802311 . SPA1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;LSMrf48;NEU1;SLC44A4;SNORD48;SNORD52
chr6 31802641 31803115 475 31802733 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4341 chr6_31802641_31803115 C6orf48;SNORD48 SPA1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;LSM NEU1;SLC44A4;SNORD52
chr6 31807860 31808004 145 31807968 9 5.97003 4.37289 2.66737 OSE1_peak_4342 chr6_31807860_31808004 . A1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;SNORD NEU1;SLC44A4
chr6 31808419 31808538 120 31808466 12 9.34957 5.97284 5.41315 OSE1_peak_4343 chr6_31808419_31808538 . A1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;SNORD NEU1;SLC44A4
chr6 32082545 32082869 325 32082830 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_4344 chr6_32082545_32082869 . TNXB ATF6B;FKBPL
chr6 32939916 32940056 141 32940006 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4345 chr6_32939916_32940056 BRD2 HLA‐DMA .
chr6 32940277 32940561 285 32940385 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4346 chr6_32940277_32940561 BRD2 HLA‐DMA .
chr6 32949823 32950123 301 32950005 20 14.37818 7.09253 9.92583 OSE1_peak_4347 chr6_32949823_32950123 . BRD2;HLA‐DMA HLA‐DOA
chr6 33662572 33662729 158 33662671 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4348 chr6_33662572_33662729 ITPR3 . IP6K3;MNF1
chr6 33749235 33749373 139 33749291 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4349 chr6_33749235_33749373 LEMD2 . MLN
chr6 34195785 34195926 142 34195833 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4350 chr6_34195785_34195926 . . C6orf1;HMGA1
chr6 34203942 34204169 228 34203960 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4351 chr6_34203942_34204169 . . C6orf1;HMGA1
chr6 34210916 34211097 182 34211013 11 8.45403 5.60813 4.6452 OSE1_peak_4352 chr6_34210916_34211097 HMGA1 . C6orf1
chr6 34383332 34383451 120 34383384 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4353 chr6_34383332_34383451 RPS10‐NUDT3 NUDT3 RPS10
chr6 35337949 35338110 162 35338040 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4354 chr6_35337949_35338110 PPARD . .
chr6 35359194 35359489 296 35359246 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4355 chr6_35359194_35359489 PPARD . .
chr6 35436130 35436333 204 35436274 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4356 chr6_35436130_35436333 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35437752 35437903 152 35437839 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4357 chr6_35437752_35437903 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35439447 35439589 143 35439510 14 11.59871 6.93077 7.41013 OSE1_peak_4358 chr6_35439447_35439589 . FANCE;RPL10A TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35536548 35536667 120 35536662 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_4359 chr6_35536548_35536667 . . FKBP5
chr6 35569714 35569984 271 35569826 21 14.64984 6.99591 10.18213 OSE1_peak_4360 chr6_35569714_35569984 FKBP5 . .
chr6 35674326 35674552 227 35674409 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_4361 chr6_35674326_35674552 FKBP5 . LOC285847
chr6 36318657 36318776 120 36318726 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4362 chr6_36318657_36318776 . C6orf222 ETV7
chr6 36553422 36553591 170 36553497 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4363 chr6_36553422_36553591 . . SRSF3
chr6 36562084 36562288 205 36562179 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4364 chr6_36562084_36562288 SRSF3 . MIR3925
chr6 36562470 36562592 123 36562509 15 11.26662 6.49214 7.10634 OSE1_peak_4365 chr6_36562470_36562592 SRSF3 . MIR3925
chr6 36563425 36563548 124 36563438 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_4366 chr6_36563425_36563548 SRSF3 . MIR3925
chr6 36574041 36574160 120 36574114 15 11.13521 6.41242 6.98691 OSE1_peak_4367 chr6_36574041_36574160 . SRSF3 MIR3925
chr6 36737769 36738006 238 36737852 19 17.79015 9.38895 13.09326 OSE1_peak_4368 chr6_36737769_36738006 CPNE5 . .
chr6 37139566 37139756 191 37139718 14 8.34937 4.96337 4.55377 OSE1_peak_4369 chr6_37139566_37139756 PIM1 . .
chr6 39384693 39384814 122 39384747 16 12.86666 7.22107 8.56206 OSE1_peak_4370 chr6_39384693_39384814 KIF6 . .
chr6 41254430 41254631 202 41254513 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4371 chr6_41254430_41254631 TREM1 . .
chr6 41934852 41935030 179 41934943 14 11.66268 6.97024 7.46969 OSE1_peak_4372 chr6_41934852_41935030 CCND3 . .
chr6 41983938 41984057 120 41983984 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4373 chr6_41983938_41984057 CCND3 . .
chr6 42068366 42068576 211 42068386 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_4374 chr6_42068366_42068576 . TAF8 C6orf132
chr6 43088713 43088853 141 43088818 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_4375 chr6_43088713_43088853 PTK7 . .
chr6 43149761 43149925 165 43149815 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4376 chr6_43149761_43149925 CUL9 PTK7;SRF .
chr6 43806565 43806687 123 43806607 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4377 chr6_43806565_43806687 . . .
chr6 44002289 44002408 120 44002318 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4378 chr6_44002289_44002408 . C6orf223 .
chr6 44026344 44026603 260 44026443 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_4379 chr6_44026344_44026603 . . .
chr6 44205052 44205259 208 44205148 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_4380 chr6_44205052_44205259 . SLC29A1 HSP90AB1;MIR4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2
chr6 44214789 44215032 244 44214855 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4381 chr6_44214789_44215032 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 MIR4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TMEM151B
chr6 44218960 44219079 120 44219041 11 8.45403 5.60813 4.6452 OSE1_peak_4382 chr6_44218960_44219079 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TCTE1;TMEM151B
chr6 44220231 44220397 167 44220297 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_4383 chr6_44220231_44220397 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TCTE1;TMEM151B
chr6 44635016 44635150 135 44635101 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4384 chr6_44635016_44635150 . . .
chr6 45389412 45389584 173 45389438 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_4385 chr6_45389412_45389584 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45406607 45406727 121 45406694 14 10.07903 5.99692 6.0524 OSE1_peak_4386 chr6_45406607_45406727 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45413644 45413856 213 45413725 34 30.01983 11.50345 24.78812 OSE1_peak_4387 chr6_45413644_45413856 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45576044 45576252 209 45576156 25 19.82094 8.78123 15.00225 OSE1_peak_4388 chr6_45576044_45576252 . . .
chr6 45576865 45577019 155 45576920 16 9.7946 5.40593 5.80409 OSE1_peak_4389 chr6_45576865_45577019 . . .
chr6 45624282 45624576 295 45624471 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_4390 chr6_45624282_45624576 . . .
chr6 45633459 45633610 152 45633540 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4391 chr6_45633459_45633610 . . .
chr6 45665442 45665566 125 45665538 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_4392 chr6_45665442_45665566 . . .
chr6 46652667 46652803 137 46652742 16 13.55125 7.6386 9.17661 OSE1_peak_4393 chr6_46652667_46652803 . SLC25A27 PLA2G7;TDRD6
chr6 47103531 47103660 130 47103612 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_4394 chr6_47103531_47103660 . . .
chr6 48000031 48000229 199 48000128 24 20.41417 9.41805 15.55805 OSE1_peak_4395 chr6_48000031_48000229 PTCHD4 . .
chr6 48394528 48394670 143 48394559 12 8.24989 5.28801 4.4769 OSE1_peak_4396 chr6_48394528_48394670 . . .
chr6 50055077 50055251 175 50055166 20 12.75096 6.19505 8.45541 OSE1_peak_4397 chr6_50055077_50055251 . . .
chr6 50059499 50059621 123 50059553 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4398 chr6_50059499_50059621 . . .
chr6 52403873 52404001 129 52403962 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4399 chr6_52403873_52404001 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52408439 52408685 247 52408591 18 12.33562 6.41705 8.06532 OSE1_peak_4400 chr6_52408439_52408685 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52431655 52431869 215 52431771 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4401 chr6_52431655_52431869 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52860610 52860808 199 52860704 34 30.01983 11.50345 24.78812 OSE1_peak_4402 chr6_52860610_52860808 . GSTA4 ICK
chr6 53538048 53538217 170 53538207 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4403 chr6_53538048_53538217 . KLHL31 .
chr6 53599404 53599554 151 53599462 32 27.5631 10.84611 22.40313 OSE1_peak_4404 chr6_53599404_53599554 . . .
chr6 53849056 53849187 132 53849142 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4405 chr6_53849056_53849187 . . .
chr6 55747532 55747681 150 55747573 11 7.55709 5.04471 3.87822 OSE1_peak_4406 chr6_55747532_55747681 . BMP5 .
chr6 55763197 55763369 173 55763274 22 20.42859 10.05765 15.57106 OSE1_peak_4407 chr6_55763197_55763369 . BMP5 .
chr6 55966067 55966189 123 55966091 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_4408 chr6_55966067_55966189 COL21A1 . .
chr6 56229907 56230080 174 56230007 16 13.1835 7.41405 8.8318 OSE1_peak_4409 chr6_56229907_56230080 . . .
chr6 56733533 56733825 293 56733599 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4410 chr6_56733533_56733825 . . .
chr6 57178670 57178821 152 57178743 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4411 chr6_57178670_57178821 . . PRIM2
chr6 58776771 58776998 228 58776874 223 19.91789 1.97634 15.09789 OSE1_peak_4412 chr6_58776771_58776998 . . .
chr6 64516325 64516484 160 64516419 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_4413 chr6_64516325_64516484 EYS . .
chr6 64607330 64607476 147 64607379 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4414 chr6_64607330_64607476 EYS . .
chr6 65447398 65447522 125 65447451 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_4415 chr6_65447398_65447522 EYS . .
chr6 65600595 65600768 174 65600661 28 27.21603 12.03634 22.07168 OSE1_peak_4416 chr6_65600595_65600768 EYS . .
chr6 67445159 67445278 120 67445221 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_4417 chr6_67445159_67445278 . . .
chr6 68950785 68950927 143 68950839 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4418 chr6_68950785_68950927 . . .
chr6 69733085 69733216 132 69733113 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4419 chr6_69733085_69733216 BAI3 . .
chr6 71521710 71521930 221 71521776 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_4420 chr6_71521710_71521930 SMAP1 . .
chr6 71997964 71998151 188 71998032 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_4421 chr6_71997964_71998151 . . OGFRL1
chr6 72005006 72005141 136 72005073 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_4422 chr6_72005006_72005141 OGFRL1 . .
chr6 72103967 72104148 182 72104044 24 20.04484 9.20554 15.21079 OSE1_peak_4423 chr6_72103967_72104148 . MIR30C2 LINC00472;MIR30A
chr6 72253878 72254089 212 72253994 39 32.70918 11.25744 27.40325 OSE1_peak_4424 chr6_72253878_72254089 . . .
chr6 74223584 74224602 1019 74224052 22 21.66015 10.79729 16.73244 OSE1_peak_4425 chr6_74223584_74224602 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74224736 74225565 830 74225056 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_4426 chr6_74224736_74225565 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74225769 74226307 539 74225875 19 17.12579 8.98659 12.48072 OSE1_peak_4427 chr6_74225769_74226307 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74226632 74227310 679 74226816 24 22.98959 10.93223 18.00139 OSE1_peak_4428 chr6_74226632_74227310 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74229189 74229412 224 74229381 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4429 chr6_74229189_74229412 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74230211 74230826 616 74230707 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_4430 chr6_74230211_74230826 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74290375 74290654 280 74290506 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_4431 chr6_74290375_74290654 . . SLC17A5
chr6 74513237 74513502 266 74513368 25 12.41765 5.11295 8.143 OSE1_peak_4432 chr6_74513237_74513502 CD109 . .
chr6 75316560 75316725 166 75316628 32 24.57987 9.28739 19.52564 OSE1_peak_4433 chr6_75316560_75316725 . . .
chr6 76234137 76234256 120 76234190 15 12.77293 7.41381 8.47687 OSE1_peak_4434 chr6_76234137_76234256 . . .
chr6 77743932 77744109 178 77744014 19 17.12579 8.98659 12.48072 OSE1_peak_4435 chr6_77743932_77744109 . . .
chr6 79308809 79308974 166 79308860 10 5.94369 4.20214 2.65216 OSE1_peak_4436 chr6_79308809_79308974 . . .
chr6 79787792 79787990 199 79787844 13 8.92244 5.50276 5.04896 OSE1_peak_4437 chr6_79787792_79787990 PHIP . .
chr6 80087509 80087756 248 80087674 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_4438 chr6_80087509_80087756 . . .
chr6 80885013 80885210 198 80885116 25 25.69622 12.20563 20.602 OSE1_peak_4439 chr6_80885013_80885210 BCKDHB . .
chr6 81351343 81351462 120 81351404 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4440 chr6_81351343_81351462 . . .
chr6 82605262 82605386 125 82605312 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4441 chr6_82605262_82605386 . . .
chr6 82723725 82723881 157 82723835 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4442 chr6_82723725_82723881 . . .
chr6 83073944 83074200 257 83074137 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4443 chr6_83073944_83074200 TPBG . .
chr6 83106861 83106980 120 83106895 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_4444 chr6_83106861_83106980 . TPBG .
chr6 83118667 83118838 172 83118748 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4445 chr6_83118667_83118838 . . .
chr6 83552586 83552764 179 83552680 27 14.07897 5.50625 9.66428 OSE1_peak_4446 chr6_83552586_83552764 . . .
chr6 83981257 83981545 289 83981451 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_4447 chr6_83981257_83981545 ME1 . .
chr6 84777368 84777542 175 84777436 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_4448 chr6_84777368_84777542 MRAP2 . .
chr6 85127072 85127272 201 85127162 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_4449 chr6_85127072_85127272 . . .
chr6 85362202 85362353 152 85362267 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4450 chr6_85362202_85362353 . . .
chr6 85472359 85472525 167 85472461 13 8.79417 5.42437 4.93146 OSE1_peak_4451 chr6_85472359_85472525 TBX18 . .
chr6 86113299 86113723 425 86113552 19 16.02296 8.32209 11.45809 OSE1_peak_4452 chr6_86113299_86113723 . . .
chr6 86173998 86174248 251 86174167 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4453 chr6_86173998_86174248 NT5E . .
chr6 86174404 86174870 467 86174691 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4454 chr6_86174404_86174870 NT5E . .
chr6 86386726 86386956 231 86386936 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_4455 chr6_86386726_86386956 SNHG5 . SNORD50A;SNORD50B
chr6 86388333 86388471 139 86388394 17 13.99208 7.64584 9.59037 OSE1_peak_4456 chr6_86388333_86388471 SNHG5 SNORD50A;SNORD50B .
chr6 89745338 89745467 130 89745375 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_4457 chr6_89745338_89745467 . . .
chr6 89795982 89796101 120 89796021 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_4458 chr6_89795982_89796101 . PNRC1 SRSF12
chr6 90807947 90808098 152 90808025 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4459 chr6_90807947_90808098 BACH2 . .
chr6 91183380 91183534 155 91183480 16 13.55125 7.6386 9.17661 OSE1_peak_4460 chr6_91183380_91183534 . . .
chr6 99460976 99461167 192 99461082 11 7.79151 5.19182 4.09173 OSE1_peak_4461 chr6_99460976_99461167 . . .
chr6 100464273 100464392 120 100464335 14 11.2894 6.73994 7.12642 OSE1_peak_4462 chr6_100464273_100464392 LOC728012 MCHR2 .
chr6 102254268 102254617 350 102254540 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_4463 chr6_102254268_102254617 GRIK2 . .
chr6 103486329 103486448 120 103486348 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4464 chr6_103486329_103486448 . . .
chr6 105086759 105086885 127 105086851 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_4465 chr6_105086759_105086885 . . .
chr6 106047765 106047984 220 106047846 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_4466 chr6_106047765_106047984 . . .
chr6 106442209 106442336 128 106442313 13 9.79659 6.04111 5.80542 OSE1_peak_4467 chr6_106442209_106442336 . . .
chr6 106607452 106607646 195 106607551 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4468 chr6_106607452_106607646 . . ATG5
chr6 107683218 107683441 224 107683323 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_4469 chr6_107683218_107683441 PDSS2 . .
chr6 109010721 109010840 120 109010749 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_4470 chr6_109010721_109010840 . FOXO3 .
chr6 109696525 109696747 223 109696546 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4471 chr6_109696525_109696747 CD164 . PPIL6
chr6 109833198 109833368 171 109833316 15 12.0021 6.94083 7.7815 OSE1_peak_4472 chr6_109833198_109833368 AKD1 ZBTB24 .
chr6 110418143 110418262 120 110418199 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_4473 chr6_110418143_110418262 . . WASF1
chr6 112260985 112261104 120 112261055 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_4474 chr6_112260985_112261104 . . .
chr6 112294304 112294488 185 112294380 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4475 chr6_112294304_112294488 . . .
chr6 112294589 112294737 149 112294671 14 10.2505 6.10155 6.20068 OSE1_peak_4476 chr6_112294589_112294737 . . .
chr6 112543412 112543553 142 112543472 16 13.51693 7.61763 9.14408 OSE1_peak_4477 chr6_112543412_112543553 LAMA4 . .
chr6 113004385 113004661 277 113004464 13 10.00739 6.17166 5.9863 OSE1_peak_4478 chr6_113004385_113004661 . . .
chr6 113127466 113127673 208 113127640 12 8.44546 5.40936 4.63737 OSE1_peak_4479 chr6_113127466_113127673 . . .
chr6 113198720 113198846 127 113198812 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_4480 chr6_113198720_113198846 . . .
chr6 113441871 113442081 211 113441964 25 19.82094 8.78123 15.00225 OSE1_peak_4481 chr6_113441871_113442081 . . .
chr6 113966108 113966369 262 113966254 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_4482 chr6_113966108_113966369 . . .
chr6 113966773 113967011 239 113966829 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_4483 chr6_113966773_113967011 . . .
chr6 114019284 114019427 144 114019362 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4484 chr6_114019284_114019427 . . .
chr6 114316931 114317056 126 114316976 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4485 chr6_114316931_114317056 . HDAC2 .
chr6 114338466 114338612 147 114338557 12 9.16459 5.85741 5.25437 OSE1_peak_4486 chr6_114338466_114338612 . . .
chr6 116768832 116768951 120 116768838 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4487 chr6_116768832_116768951 . DSE FAM26F
chr6 117762256 117762530 275 117762430 15 10.8069 6.21403 6.69995 OSE1_peak_4488 chr6_117762256_117762530 . ROS1 .
chr6 117819526 117819737 212 117819562 12 7.94161 5.09743 4.21867 OSE1_peak_4489 chr6_117819526_117819737 DCBLD1 . .
chr6 118709515 118709639 125 118709575 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4490 chr6_118709515_118709639 . . .
chr6 118851519 118851647 129 118851535 10 6.12048 4.31321 2.79418 OSE1_peak_4491 chr6_118851519_118851647 CEP85L BRD7P3 PLN
chr6 119065429 119065557 129 119065481 18 15.46118 8.26421 10.92588 OSE1_peak_4492 chr6_119065429_119065557 . . .
chr6 119862348 119862571 224 119862478 13 9.84848 6.07323 5.85311 OSE1_peak_4493 chr6_119862348_119862571 . . .
chr6 122012290 122012442 153 122012432 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4494 chr6_122012290_122012442 . . .
chr6 122013402 122013568 167 122013481 26 22.82528 10.17149 17.84707 OSE1_peak_4495 chr6_122013402_122013568 . . .
chr6 123412257 123412425 169 123412341 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4496 chr6_123412257_123412425 . CLVS2 .
chr6 124222655 124222797 143 124222736 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4497 chr6_124222655_124222797 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124524699 124524877 179 124524788 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_4498 chr6_124524699_124524877 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124997305 124997424 120 124997389 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4499 chr6_124997305_124997424 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125064290 125064435 146 125064371 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4500 chr6_125064290_125064435 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 126501956 126502075 120 126502026 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_4501 chr6_126501956_126502075 . . .
chr6 126509522 126509701 180 126509601 33 32.818 13.42852 27.50457 OSE1_peak_4502 chr6_126509522_126509701 . . .
chr6 127423513 127423771 259 127423591 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4503 chr6_127423513_127423771 . . RSPO3
chr6 127468170 127468365 196 127468259 26 25.51248 11.74387 20.42621 OSE1_peak_4504 chr6_127468170_127468365 RSPO3 . .
chr6 127903987 127904120 134 127904017 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4505 chr6_127903987_127904120 C6orf58 . .
chr6 128530145 128530268 124 128530241 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4506 chr6_128530145_128530268 PTPRK . .
chr6 129504936 129505104 169 129505016 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_4507 chr6_129504936_129505104 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129508266 129508390 125 129508353 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4508 chr6_129508266_129508390 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129652782 129652937 156 129652934 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_4509 chr6_129652782_129652937 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129911859 129912032 174 129911944 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4510 chr6_129911859_129912032 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 132268013 132270459 2447 132268969 33 30.25491 11.97897 25.01596 OSE1_peak_4511 chr6_132268013_132270459 CTGF . .
chr6 132270593 132271055 463 132270909 20 16.41855 8.27406 11.82201 OSE1_peak_4512 chr6_132270593_132271055 CTGF . .
chr6 132271227 132271511 285 132271395 19 15.06052 7.7491 10.5717 OSE1_peak_4513 chr6_132271227_132271511 CTGF . .
chr6 132272548 132272775 228 132272612 20 13.87586 6.81063 9.48195 OSE1_peak_4514 chr6_132272548_132272775 . CTGF .
chr6 132474381 132474544 164 132474478 22 20.70288 10.222 15.83043 OSE1_peak_4515 chr6_132474381_132474544 LOC100507254 . .
chr6 133141689 133142216 528 133141769 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4516 chr6_133141689_133142216 . 18B1;SNORA33;SNORD100; .
chr6 133240740 133240912 173 133240817 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_4517 chr6_133240740_133240912 . . .
chr6 133253223 133253347 125 133253261 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4518 chr6_133253223_133253347 . . .
chr6 133662606 133662813 208 133662647 10 6.94741 4.8361 3.41098 OSE1_peak_4519 chr6_133662606_133662813 EYA4 . .
chr6 133930864 133931116 253 133931036 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_4520 chr6_133930864_133931116 . . .
chr6 134136022 134136199 178 134136104 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4521 chr6_134136022_134136199 . . MGC34034
chr6 134273536 134273702 167 134273584 15 12.12386 7.01543 7.87236 OSE1_peak_4522 chr6_134273536_134273702 TBPL1 . .
chr6 134274170 134274413 244 134274237 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4523 chr6_134274170_134274413 TBPL1 . .
chr6 134304656 134304849 194 134304751 23 15.01034 6.71586 10.52261 OSE1_peak_4524 chr6_134304656_134304849 TBPL1 . SLC2A12
chr6 134489801 134489969 169 134489908 15 10.9561 6.30405 6.84155 OSE1_peak_4525 chr6_134489801_134489969 . . SGK1
chr6 134490084 134490204 121 134490133 14 10.03102 5.96768 6.00963 OSE1_peak_4526 chr6_134490084_134490204 . . SGK1
chr6 134491645 134491796 152 134491739 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4527 chr6_134491645_134491796 SGK1 . .
chr6 134492382 134492507 126 134492414 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4528 chr6_134492382_134492507 SGK1 . .
chr6 134492847 134492981 135 134492917 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_4529 chr6_134492847_134492981 SGK1 . .
chr6 134495277 134495470 194 134495387 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4530 chr6_134495277_134495470 SGK1 . .
chr6 134495856 134495985 130 134495904 14 10.2505 6.10155 6.20068 OSE1_peak_4531 chr6_134495856_134495985 SGK1 . .
chr6 134499054 134499195 142 134499167 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_4532 chr6_134499054_134499195 SGK1 . .
chr6 135003901 135004034 134 135003950 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4533 chr6_135003901_135004034 . . .
chr6 135613021 135613156 136 135613082 17 13.30547 7.23173 8.94795 OSE1_peak_4534 chr6_135613021_135613156 AHI1 . .
chr6 136571778 136571970 193 136571804 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4535 chr6_136571778_136571970 . FAM54A BCLAF1
chr6 136931557 136931705 149 136931607 18 9.84905 5.0566 5.85362 OSE1_peak_4536 chr6_136931557_136931705 MAP3K5 . .
chr6 137469943 137470165 223 137470073 29 28.70816 12.54712 23.51957 OSE1_peak_4537 chr6_137469943_137470165 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137476980 137477099 120 137477062 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_4538 chr6_137476980_137477099 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137482070 137482200 131 137482155 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_4539 chr6_137482070_137482200 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137539913 137540043 131 137540016 9 5.30847 3.94957 2.22157 OSE1_peak_4540 chr6_137539913_137540043 IFNGR1 . .
chr6 137563066 137563193 128 137563159 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4541 chr6_137563066_137563193 . IFNGR1 .
chr6 137968986 137969105 120 137969067 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4542 chr6_137968986_137969105 . . .
chr6 138049987 138050111 125 138050050 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_4543 chr6_138049987_138050111 . . .
chr6 138203947 138204069 123 138204003 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4544 chr6_138203947_138204069 TNFAIP3 . .
chr6 138205417 138205583 167 138205483 9 5.02197 3.76722 2.02539 OSE1_peak_4545 chr6_138205417_138205583 . TNFAIP3 .
chr6 138409494 138409613 120 138409524 12 7.43527 4.78688 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4546 chr6_138409494_138409613 . . PERP
chr6 139274705 139274963 259 139274853 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_4547 chr6_139274705_139274963 REPS1 . .
chr6 139294914 139295033 120 139295002 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4548 chr6_139294914_139295033 REPS1 . .
chr6 139695675 139695798 124 139695699 14 9.4009 5.58635 5.46266 OSE1_peak_4549 chr6_139695675_139695798 CITED2 . .
chr6 139841750 139841878 129 139841855 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_4550 chr6_139841750_139841878 . . .
chr6 140064856 140064985 130 140064930 19 15.64323 8.09505 11.09738 OSE1_peak_4551 chr6_140064856_140064985 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140383212 140383535 324 140383459 27 19.15469 7.88021 14.37109 OSE1_peak_4552 chr6_140383212_140383535 . . .
chr6 140392447 140392592 146 140392536 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_4553 chr6_140392447_140392592 . . .
chr6 140495764 140495903 140 140495824 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4554 chr6_140495764_140495903 . . .
chr6 141908998 141909144 147 141909054 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_4555 chr6_141908998_141909144 . . .
chr6 143261725 143261856 132 143261801 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4556 chr6_143261725_143261856 HIVEP2 . LOC100507489
chr6 143718619 143718860 242 143718687 16 13.34804 7.51446 8.98486 OSE1_peak_4557 chr6_143718619_143718860 . . ADAT2
chr6 144385090 144385294 205 144385273 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_4558 chr6_144385090_144385294 PLAGL1 . .
chr6 147491551 147491689 139 147491627 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4559 chr6_147491551_147491689 LOC729178 . .
chr6 149354163 149354458 296 149354336 18 16.43356 8.85418 11.83659 OSE1_peak_4560 chr6_149354163_149354458 UST . .
chr6 149450933 149451156 224 149451066 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_4561 chr6_149450933_149451156 . . .
chr6 150217115 150217348 234 150217244 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_4562 chr6_150217115_150217348 LOC100652739;RAET1E . RAET1G
chr6 151325835 151325988 154 151325919 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_4563 chr6_151325835_151325988 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151362147 151362522 376 151362222 16 13.97803 7.8996 9.57692 OSE1_peak_4564 chr6_151362147_151362522 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151367040 151367176 137 151367115 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_4565 chr6_151367040_151367176 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151390305 151390473 169 151390389 23 17.29494 7.94139 12.63017 OSE1_peak_4566 chr6_151390305_151390473 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 152279563 152279730 168 152279671 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_4567 chr6_152279563_152279730 ESR1 . .
chr6 153491781 153491900 120 153491842 12 8.20755 5.26178 4.43655 OSE1_peak_4568 chr6_153491781_153491900 . . .
chr6 154708545 154708796 252 154708743 11 7.19984 4.82116 3.61173 OSE1_peak_4569 chr6_154708545_154708796 . . CNKSR3
chr6 155424300 155424494 195 155424472 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_4570 chr6_155424300_155424494 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155438463 155438733 271 155438629 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4571 chr6_155438463_155438733 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155492460 155492586 127 155492573 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4572 chr6_155492460_155492586 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155662399 155662569 171 155662561 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4573 chr6_155662399_155662569 . TFB1M .
chr6 155814802 155814944 143 155814896 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_4574 chr6_155814802_155814944 . . .
chr6 155850151 155850272 122 155850224 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_4575 chr6_155850151_155850272 . . .
chr6 157339042 157339172 131 157339121 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4576 chr6_157339042_157339172 ARID1B . .
chr6 157342426 157342545 120 157342482 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4577 chr6_157342426_157342545 ARID1B . .
chr6 157469880 157470023 144 157470014 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4578 chr6_157469880_157470023 ARID1B . .
chr6 157470237 157470374 138 157470329 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_4579 chr6_157470237_157470374 ARID1B . .
chr6 157695596 157695715 120 157695620 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4580 chr6_157695596_157695715 . . TMEM242
chr6 158447079 158447198 120 158447145 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4581 chr6_158447079_158447198 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158461537 158461675 139 158461605 21 15.42998 7.43027 10.89547 OSE1_peak_4582 chr6_158461537_158461675 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158481985 158482335 351 158482065 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4583 chr6_158481985_158482335 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 160137838 160137978 141 160137919 17 13.30547 7.23173 8.94795 OSE1_peak_4584 chr6_160137838_160137978 . SOD2 WTAP
chr6 160560557 160560693 137 160560611 21 15.99589 7.7511 11.43147 OSE1_peak_4585 chr6_160560557_160560693 SLC22A1 . .
chr6 160669711 160669899 189 160669800 19 17.24948 9.06144 12.58962 OSE1_peak_4586 chr6_160669711_160669899 SLC22A2 . .
chr6 160807999 160808212 214 160808174 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_4587 chr6_160807999_160808212 SLC22A3 . .
chr6 161459561 161459711 151 161459640 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4588 chr6_161459561_161459711 MAP3K4 . .
chr6 163647981 163648174 194 163648056 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4589 chr6_163647981_163648174 PACRG . .
chr6 163834511 163834729 219 163834553 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4590 chr6_163834511_163834729 CAHM . QKI
chr6 163879035 163879198 164 163879088 20 8.5589 4.12969 4.72097 OSE1_peak_4591 chr6_163879035_163879198 QKI . .
chr6 165984794 165984958 165 165984867 12 8.29263 5.3145 4.50633 OSE1_peak_4592 chr6_165984794_165984958 PDE10A . .
chr6 166104520 166104641 122 166104564 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_4593 chr6_166104520_166104641 . PDE10A .
chr6 166795516 166795653 138 166795562 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4594 chr6_166795516_166795653 BRP44L . RPS6KA2
chr6 166796126 166796253 128 166796217 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4595 chr6_166796126_166796253 BRP44L . RPS6KA2
chr6 167033556 167033724 169 167033660 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4596 chr6_167033556_167033724 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 168408331 168408517 187 168408409 31 30.67883 12.95207 25.42945 OSE1_peak_4597 chr6_168408331_168408517 . . KIF25
chr7 10011 10177 167 10117 32 35.66117 15.49176 30.27304 OSE1_peak_4598 chr7_10011_10177 . . .
chr7 101893 102028 136 101959 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4599 chr7_101893_102028 . . .
chr7 582996 583115 120 583109 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_4600 chr7_582996_583115 . FLJ44511;PDGFA PRKAR1B
chr7 1498680 1498939 260 1498745 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4601 chr7_1498680_1498939 MICALL2 . INTS1
chr7 1576799 1576940 142 1576887 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_4602 chr7_1576799_1576940 MAFK . TMEM184A
chr7 2556631 2556785 155 2556686 9 6.15798 4.49329 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4603 chr7_2556631_2556785 LFNG . BRAT1;MIR4648
chr7 2561967 2562086 120 2562071 9 6.15798 4.49329 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4604 chr7_2561967_2562086 LFNG . BRAT1;MIR4648
chr7 2563972 2564091 120 2564027 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4605 chr7_2563972_2564091 LFNG . BRAT1;MIR4648
chr7 2569401 2569549 149 2569442 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4606 chr7_2569401_2569549 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
chr7 2570117 2570251 135 2570143 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4607 chr7_2570117_2570251 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
chr7 2729774 2730043 270 2729847 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4608 chr7_2729774_2730043 AMZ1 TTYH3 .
chr7 2861159 2861358 200 2861345 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4609 chr7_2861159_2861358 GNA12 . .
chr7 2903448 2903640 193 2903538 16 13.55125 7.6386 9.17661 OSE1_peak_4610 chr7_2903448_2903640 . GNA12 .
chr7 2913826 2914120 295 2913953 35 31.26665 11.83212 26.0009 OSE1_peak_4611 chr7_2913826_2914120 . GNA12 .
chr7 4814649 4814768 120 4814665 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4612 chr7_4814649_4814768 . FOXK1 KIAA0415;MIR4656;RADIL
chr7 5563611 5563739 129 5563653 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4613 chr7_5563611_5563739 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5564060 5564395 336 5564125 22 21.66015 10.79729 16.73244 OSE1_peak_4614 chr7_5564060_5564395 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5564596 5564816 221 5564774 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_4615 chr7_5564596_5564816 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5564942 5565596 655 5565014 18 16.30979 8.77897 11.71834 OSE1_peak_4616 chr7_5564942_5565596 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5565747 5566152 406 5566048 20 14.37818 7.09253 9.92583 OSE1_peak_4617 chr7_5565747_5566152 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5566347 5566595 249 5566433 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4618 chr7_5566347_5566595 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5567006 5567127 122 5567025 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4619 chr7_5567006_5567127 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5567249 5567407 159 5567301 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4620 chr7_5567249_5567407 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5568324 5568553 230 5568437 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4621 chr7_5568324_5568553 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5631179 5631629 451 5631390 47 42.63942 13.50893 37.09148 OSE1_peak_4622 chr7_5631179_5631629 . . FSCN1;RNF216
chr7 5732421 5732548 128 5732481 14 8.52509 5.06609 4.69341 OSE1_peak_4623 chr7_5732421_5732548 RNF216 . .
chr7 5814568 5814724 157 5814647 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_4624 chr7_5814568_5814724 RNF216 . .
chr7 6769470 6769674 205 6769557 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4625 chr7_6769470_6769674 RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 ZNF12 PMS2CL
chr7 7162377 7162505 129 7162437 10 7.2911 5.05395 3.68875 OSE1_peak_4626 chr7_7162377_7162505 . LOC100131257 .
chr7 7809272 7809406 135 7809329 14 11.17033 6.66652 7.02052 OSE1_peak_4627 chr7_7809272_7809406 LOC729852 . .
chr7 11825944 11826075 132 11826030 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4628 chr7_11825944_11826075 THSD7A . .
chr7 13889804 13889923 120 13889820 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4629 chr7_13889804_13889923 . . .
chr7 13960008 13960138 131 13960039 17 9.97577 5.31005 5.95731 OSE1_peak_4630 chr7_13960008_13960138 ETV1 . .
chr7 16091670 16091843 174 16091778 14 11.19986 6.68472 7.04802 OSE1_peak_4631 chr7_16091670_16091843 . . .
chr7 17081002 17081142 141 17081074 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_4632 chr7_17081002_17081142 . . .
chr7 17139279 17139416 138 17139372 17 13.33519 7.24958 8.97567 OSE1_peak_4633 chr7_17139279_17139416 . . .
chr7 17279453 17279693 241 17279554 26 14.59359 5.9023 10.12929 OSE1_peak_4634 chr7_17279453_17279693 . . .
chr7 17448224 17448382 159 17448296 29 27.50988 11.8487 22.35745 OSE1_peak_4635 chr7_17448224_17448382 . . .
chr7 17586321 17586440 120 17586332 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_4636 chr7_17586321_17586440 . . .
chr7 17597313 17597432 120 17597420 13 7.475 4.63248 3.80259 OSE1_peak_4637 chr7_17597313_17597432 . . .
chr7 19049325 19049645 321 19049423 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4638 chr7_19049325_19049645 . HDAC9 .
chr7 19324310 19324454 145 19324385 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_4639 chr7_19324310_19324454 . . .
chr7 19445279 19445434 156 19445377 18 14.13571 7.46803 9.70628 OSE1_peak_4640 chr7_19445279_19445434 . . .
chr7 19600165 19600345 181 19600255 19 15.67697 8.11517 11.13056 OSE1_peak_4641 chr7_19600165_19600345 . . .
chr7 19998019 19998335 317 19998233 26 18.11313 7.59877 13.39616 OSE1_peak_4642 chr7_19998019_19998335 . . .
chr7 20204130 20204277 148 20204191 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_4643 chr7_20204130_20204277 MACC1 . .
chr7 20259467 20259793 327 20259550 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_4644 chr7_20259467_20259793 . MACC1 .
chr7 20260844 20260987 144 20260905 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_4645 chr7_20260844_20260987 . MACC1 .
chr7 22617214 22617405 192 22617326 12 5.37956 3.57643 2.28046 OSE1_peak_4646 chr7_22617214_22617405 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 23226629 23226769 141 23226694 16 13.69039 7.72366 9.30678 OSE1_peak_4647 chr7_23226629_23226769 NUPL2 KLHL7 .
chr7 23373637 23373758 122 23373733 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4648 chr7_23373637_23373758 IGF2BP3 MALSU1 .
chr7 23397046 23397205 160 23397110 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4649 chr7_23397046_23397205 IGF2BP3 . .
chr7 23753567 23753815 249 23753723 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4650 chr7_23753567_23753815 STK31 C7orf46 .
chr7 26226111 26226328 218 26226116 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4651 chr7_26226111_26226328 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26227475 26227774 300 26227719 13 9.12136 5.62468 5.21574 OSE1_peak_4652 chr7_26227475_26227774 . NFE2L3 CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26234305 26234429 125 26234357 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4653 chr7_26234305_26234429 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
chr7 26240279 26240441 163 26240368 18 13.92726 7.34421 9.52823 OSE1_peak_4654 chr7_26240279_26240441 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
chr7 27150425 27150659 235 27150581 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4655 chr7_27150425_27150659 HOXA3 HOTAIRM1;HOXA1;HOXA2 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA4
chr7 27154694 27155054 361 27154722 12 8.55783 5.47921 4.72042 OSE1_peak_4656 chr7_27154694_27155054 HOXA3 HOTAIRM1;HOXA1;HOXA2 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA4;HOXA5
chr7 27183120 27183273 154 27183220 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4657 chr7_27183120_27183273 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA5 HOXA3;HOXA4 OXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR196B
chr7 27205129 27205275 147 27205199 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4658 chr7_27205129_27205275 HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA9 OXA‐AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXOXA10;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;MIR196B
chr7 27206854 27206987 134 27206895 16 12.89764 7.23992 8.58851 OSE1_peak_4659 chr7_27206854_27206987 HOXA10‐HOXA9 AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;10;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;HOXA13;MIR196B
chr7 27212547 27212666 120 27212588 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_4660 chr7_27212547_27212666 HOXA10;HOXA10‐HOXA9 HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXAHOTTIP;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;HOXA13
chr7 28123353 28123513 161 28123441 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4661 chr7_28123353_28123513 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28895548 28895715 168 28895636 29 24.0983 9.92674 19.0654 OSE1_peak_4662 chr7_28895548_28895715 . . .
chr7 29325128 29325261 134 29325183 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_4663 chr7_29325128_29325261 CHN2 . .
chr7 30208984 30209157 174 30209054 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4664 chr7_30208984_30209157 . C7orf41 .
chr7 30843865 30844023 159 30843959 26 20.5165 8.87409 15.64921 OSE1_peak_4665 chr7_30843865_30844023 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
chr7 33914041 33914176 136 33914147 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_4666 chr7_33914041_33914176 . . .
chr7 34019393 34019818 426 34019540 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4667 chr7_34019393_34019818 BMPER . .
chr7 34026898 34027115 218 34026958 17 11.34686 6.07931 7.17542 OSE1_peak_4668 chr7_34026898_34027115 BMPER . .
chr7 34147762 34148026 265 34147874 12 9.01161 5.76196 5.11852 OSE1_peak_4669 chr7_34147762_34148026 BMPER . .
chr7 34562927 34563121 195 34563013 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4670 chr7_34562927_34563121 AAA1 . .
chr7 34712222 34712341 120 34712318 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4671 chr7_34712222_34712341 AAA1;NPSR1 . .
chr7 36155603 36155770 168 36155714 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4672 chr7_36155603_36155770 . . .
chr7 36698219 36698399 181 36698284 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4673 chr7_36698219_36698399 AOAH . .
chr7 39653259 39653413 155 39653338 12 8.0624 5.17199 4.31061 OSE1_peak_4674 chr7_39653259_39653413 . LOC646999 RALA
chr7 40261557 40261722 166 40261639 21 16.86101 8.24979 12.23029 OSE1_peak_4675 chr7_40261557_40261722 C7orf10 . .
chr7 41068674 41068979 306 41068873 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4676 chr7_41068674_41068979 . . .
chr7 41229568 41229771 204 41229657 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4677 chr7_41229568_41229771 . . .
chr7 41919794 41919942 149 41919851 22 16.50092 7.76801 11.8921 OSE1_peak_4678 chr7_41919794_41919942 . . .
chr7 41956053 41956558 506 41956478 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_4679 chr7_41956053_41956558 . . .
chr7 42109729 42109910 182 42109819 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_4680 chr7_42109729_42109910 GLI3 . .
chr7 42711466 42711585 120 42711517 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_4681 chr7_42711466_42711585 . . .
chr7 43575531 43575674 144 43575574 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_4682 chr7_43575531_43575674 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
chr7 43733739 43733942 204 43733844 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_4683 chr7_43733739_43733942 C7orf44 . .
chr7 44104654 44104773 120 44104699 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_4684 chr7_44104654_44104773 PGAM2 DBNL;FLJ35390;RASA4P POLM
chr7 44223318 44223437 120 44223346 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_4685 chr7_44223318_44223437 GCK . YKT6
chr7 44418526 44418659 134 44418532 17 5.14472 2.94772 2.12321 OSE1_peak_4686 chr7_44418526_44418659 . . NUDCD3
chr7 45937986 45938105 120 45938069 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4687 chr7_45937986_45938105 . IGFBP1 IGFBP3
chr7 46185049 46185358 310 46185180 20 17.16224 8.71597 12.51235 OSE1_peak_4688 chr7_46185049_46185358 . . .
chr7 46472471 46472612 142 46472571 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_4689 chr7_46472471_46472612 . . .
chr7 46792493 46792769 277 46792586 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_4690 chr7_46792493_46792769 . . .
chr7 47521926 47522097 172 47521988 20 15.20007 7.56203 10.68986 OSE1_peak_4691 chr7_47521926_47522097 TNS3 . .
chr7 47522548 47522808 261 47522711 18 16.39207 8.82897 11.79662 OSE1_peak_4692 chr7_47522548_47522808 TNS3 . .
chr7 47640964 47641153 190 47641059 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4693 chr7_47640964_47641153 . TNS3 .
chr7 47691194 47691355 162 47691295 20 13.18053 6.42743 8.82929 OSE1_peak_4694 chr7_47691194_47691355 . . C7orf65
chr7 47826411 47826573 163 47826481 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_4695 chr7_47826411_47826573 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 48128074 48128193 120 48128144 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_4696 chr7_48128074_48128193 . C7orf57 UPP1
chr7 48136113 48136401 289 48136158 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_4697 chr7_48136113_48136401 UPP1 . .
chr7 48290052 48290272 221 48290167 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_4698 chr7_48290052_48290272 ABCA13 . .
chr7 50570174 50570343 170 50570244 17 12.81953 6.94123 8.51761 OSE1_peak_4699 chr7_50570174_50570343 DDC . LOC100129427
chr7 50894551 50894700 150 50894634 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4700 chr7_50894551_50894700 . . .
chr7 51097737 51097856 120 51097771 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4701 chr7_51097737_51097856 COBL . .
chr7 51113442 51113602 161 51113534 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_4702 chr7_51113442_51113602 COBL . .
chr7 51191494 51191620 127 51191545 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4703 chr7_51191494_51191620 COBL . .
chr7 55029175 55029294 120 55029233 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4704 chr7_55029175_55029294 . . .
chr7 55053041 55053202 162 55053099 12 6.93405 4.4834 3.39893 OSE1_peak_4705 chr7_55053041_55053202 . . .
chr7 55133395 55133660 266 55133513 25 23.55521 10.9302 18.54663 OSE1_peak_4706 chr7_55133395_55133660 EGFR . .
chr7 55272053 55272172 120 55272085 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4707 chr7_55272053_55272172 EGFR . .
chr7 55545807 55546040 234 55545935 18 15.17569 8.09167 10.66792 OSE1_peak_4708 chr7_55545807_55546040 VOPP1 . .
chr7 65715857 65716022 166 65715982 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_4709 chr7_65715857_65716022 TPST1 . .
chr7 65720076 65720302 227 65720158 21 17.82789 8.81708 13.12938 OSE1_peak_4710 chr7_65720076_65720302 TPST1 . .
chr7 65746745 65746971 227 65746798 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_4711 chr7_65746745_65746971 TPST1 . .
chr7 72149158 72149278 121 72149170 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4712 chr7_72149158_72149278 MIR4650‐1;MIR4650‐2;TYW1B . .
chr7 73129907 73130153 247 73130106 14 11.72739 7.01016 7.53198 OSE1_peak_4713 chr7_73129907_73130153 LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
chr7 73132401 73132645 245 73132543 26 19.6823 8.42179 14.8677 OSE1_peak_4714 chr7_73132401_73132645 LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
chr7 73309168 73309518 351 73309446 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4715 chr7_73309168_73309518 P1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SP WBSCR28 .
chr7 73694055 73694189 135 73694100 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4716 chr7_73694055_73694189 P1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SP RFC2 CLIP2
chr7 73892536 73892763 228 73892647 23 13.39645 5.90573 9.02723 OSE1_peak_4717 chr7_73892536_73892763 TF2IRD1;LOC100093631;PMS2 . .
chr7 74117131 74117250 120 74117194 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4718 chr7_74117131_74117250 F2IP1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2 . .
chr7 75831084 75831203 120 75831148 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_4719 chr7_75831084_75831203 . . SRRM3
chr7 77057437 77057608 172 77057481 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4720 chr7_77057437_77057608 . PION .
chr7 78912657 78912801 145 78912724 21 14.90145 7.13494 10.4214 OSE1_peak_4721 chr7_78912657_78912801 MAGI2 . .
chr7 79135942 79136064 123 79136024 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4722 chr7_79135942_79136064 . . .
chr7 79408451 79408570 120 79408526 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_4723 chr7_79408451_79408570 . MIR548M .
chr7 79777060 79777198 139 79777110 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_4724 chr7_79777060_79777198 GNAI1 . .
chr7 79917911 79918031 121 79917950 13 9.95387 6.1385 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4725 chr7_79917911_79918031 . . .
chr7 79953406 79953597 192 79953434 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_4726 chr7_79953406_79953597 . . .
chr7 80137929 80138050 122 80137982 12 9.45861 6.04087 5.511 OSE1_peak_4727 chr7_80137929_80138050 GNAT3 . .
chr7 80370570 80370694 125 80370681 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_4728 chr7_80370570_80370694 . . SEMA3C
chr7 80512911 80513072 162 80513000 19 14.4053 7.36444 9.9495 OSE1_peak_4729 chr7_80512911_80513072 SEMA3C . .
chr7 80570836 80570988 153 80570849 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4730 chr7_80570836_80570988 . SEMA3C .
chr7 80740783 80740997 215 80740879 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_4731 chr7_80740783_80740997 . . .
chr7 81233450 81233779 330 81233685 27 19.15469 7.88021 14.37109 OSE1_peak_4732 chr7_81233450_81233779 . . .
chr7 81238488 81238607 120 81238531 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_4733 chr7_81238488_81238607 . . .
chr7 82172023 82172380 358 82172271 29 28.01603 12.14257 22.84507 OSE1_peak_4734 chr7_82172023_82172380 . . .
chr7 82192355 82192595 241 82192527 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_4735 chr7_82192355_82192595 . . .
chr7 83097773 83098026 254 83097850 22 18.42245 8.86935 13.68058 OSE1_peak_4736 chr7_83097773_83098026 SEMA3E . .
chr7 83654656 83654830 175 83654714 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_4737 chr7_83654656_83654830 SEMA3A . .
chr7 83690153 83690325 173 83690284 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_4738 chr7_83690153_83690325 SEMA3A . .
chr7 83825638 83825757 120 83825718 15 11.73697 6.77866 7.54103 OSE1_peak_4739 chr7_83825638_83825757 . SEMA3A .
chr7 84041631 84041856 226 84041795 23 18.21197 8.45574 13.4891 OSE1_peak_4740 chr7_84041631_84041856 . . .
chr7 84042204 84042346 143 84042280 22 18.0709 8.66461 13.35909 OSE1_peak_4741 chr7_84042204_84042346 . . .
chr7 84765328 84765474 147 84765428 27 14.07897 5.50625 9.66428 OSE1_peak_4742 chr7_84765328_84765474 . SEMA3D .
chr7 86782267 86782386 120 86782302 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_4743 chr7_86782267_86782386 DMTF1 . .
chr7 87814181 87814300 120 87814223 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4744 chr7_87814181_87814300 ADAM22 . SRI
chr7 89808353 89808510 158 89808437 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4745 chr7_89808353_89808510 . STEAP1 .
chr7 90525082 90525201 120 90525175 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_4746 chr7_90525082_90525201 CDK14 . .
chr7 90879180 90879411 232 90879296 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_4747 chr7_90879180_90879411 . . FZD1
chr7 92461378 92461589 212 92461532 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4748 chr7_92461378_92461589 CDK6 . .
chr7 92464937 92465057 121 92464964 11 7.94777 5.29 4.22385 OSE1_peak_4749 chr7_92464937_92465057 CDK6 . .
chr7 92956388 92956603 216 92956493 50 57.39588 20.14279 51.5777 OSE1_peak_4750 chr7_92956388_92956603 CCDC132 . .
chr7 93520132 93520278 147 93520228 14 11.50411 6.8724 7.32718 OSE1_peak_4751 chr7_93520132_93520278 . TFPI2 GNGT1
chr7 93550882 93551037 156 93550998 11 7.97056 5.30432 4.24556 OSE1_peak_4752 chr7_93550882_93551037 GNG11 GNGT1 .
chr7 93658271 93658390 120 93658337 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_4753 chr7_93658271_93658390 . BET1 .
chr7 93694004 93694166 163 93694160 13 5.36573 3.44501 2.26732 OSE1_peak_4754 chr7_93694004_93694166 . . .
chr7 93812913 93813091 179 93812979 27 21.65465 9.20276 16.73025 OSE1_peak_4755 chr7_93812913_93813091 . . .
chr7 93846344 93846479 136 93846408 22 17.09475 8.10342 12.45058 OSE1_peak_4756 chr7_93846344_93846479 . . .
chr7 96339267 96339386 120 96339322 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4757 chr7_96339267_96339386 . SHFM1 .
chr7 97913881 97914205 325 97913943 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_4758 chr7_97913881_97914205 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 97915499 97915863 365 97915613 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4759 chr7_97915499_97915863 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 98475737 98475882 146 98475823 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4760 chr7_98475737_98475882 . TMEM130 MIR3609;TRRAP
chr7 98700969 98701178 210 98701070 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_4761 chr7_98700969_98701178 SMURF1 . .
chr7 98722275 98722406 132 98722360 14 9.72911 5.78436 5.74098 OSE1_peak_4762 chr7_98722275_98722406 SMURF1 . .
chr7 99499780 99499946 167 99499846 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4763 chr7_99499780_99499946 TRIM4 OR2AE1 GJC3
chr7 100026339 100026502 164 100026446 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4764 chr7_100026339_100026502 MEPCE PILRA;ZCWPW1 C7orf61;PPP1R35
chr7 100737636 100737822 187 100737705 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_4765 chr7_100737636_100737822 . TRIM56 .
chr7 100738268 100738400 133 100738332 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4766 chr7_100738268_100738400 . TRIM56 .
chr7 100755566 100755847 282 100755656 25 22.42945 10.26887 17.46701 OSE1_peak_4767 chr7_100755566_100755847 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100760731 100760989 259 100760924 15 5.19836 3.14643 2.16343 OSE1_peak_4768 chr7_100760731_100760989 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100761088 100761251 164 100761118 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_4769 chr7_100761088_100761251 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100765408 100765557 150 100765481 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4770 chr7_100765408_100765557 . . SERPINE1
chr7 100769751 100771710 1960 100771183 31 30.84591 13.04917 25.59451 OSE1_peak_4771 chr7_100769751_100771710 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100772076 100773753 1678 100773269 30 29.83196 12.8338 24.61066 OSE1_peak_4772 chr7_100772076_100773753 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
chr7 100774016 100774839 824 100774173 39 36.36952 13.1468 30.96451 OSE1_peak_4773 chr7_100774016_100774839 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
chr7 100774948 100775429 482 100775074 25 18.59317 8.10987 13.84622 OSE1_peak_4774 chr7_100774948_100775429 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
chr7 100775623 100777316 1694 100776627 34 34.17738 13.82348 28.82819 OSE1_peak_4775 chr7_100775623_100777316 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100777419 100783496 6078 100782893 66 85.18027 27.8081 78.90002 OSE1_peak_4776 chr7_100777419_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100783629 100784090 462 100783737 26 25.09863 11.49869 20.02894 OSE1_peak_4777 chr7_100783629_100784090 . SERPINE1 AP1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
chr7 102516297 102516500 204 102516395 21 8.37907 3.93154 4.57846 OSE1_peak_4778 chr7_102516297_102516500 FBXL13 . .
chr7 102632267 102632402 136 102632326 16 13.1835 7.41405 8.8318 OSE1_peak_4779 chr7_102632267_102632402 FBXL13 . .
chr7 103277708 103277828 121 103277732 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4780 chr7_103277708_103277828 RELN . .
chr7 103556508 103556634 127 103556538 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4781 chr7_103556508_103556634 RELN . .
chr7 104653463 104653665 203 104653563 16 11.03313 6.12164 6.89976 OSE1_peak_4782 chr7_104653463_104653665 LOC100216545 LOC100216546 MLL5
chr7 104866251 104866370 120 104866334 11 7.25728 4.85703 3.66096 OSE1_peak_4783 chr7_104866251_104866370 SRPK2 . .
chr7 105416590 105416764 175 105416606 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_4784 chr7_105416590_105416764 ATXN7L1 . .
chr7 105470922 105471041 120 105470953 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_4785 chr7_105470922_105471041 ATXN7L1 . .
chr7 105987179 105987394 216 105987281 38 35.23866 12.90477 29.86302 OSE1_peak_4786 chr7_105987179_105987394 . . .
chr7 106358738 106359006 269 106358842 33 32.818 13.42852 27.50457 OSE1_peak_4787 chr7_106358738_106359006 . . .
chr7 107235845 107235964 120 107235912 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_4788 chr7_107235845_107235964 BCAP29 DUS4L .
chr7 107593398 107593519 122 107593446 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_4789 chr7_107593398_107593519 LAMB1 . .
chr7 107939796 107939934 139 107939906 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_4790 chr7_107939796_107939934 NRCAM . .
chr7 107949461 107949690 230 107949597 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_4791 chr7_107949461_107949690 NRCAM . .
chr7 108061492 108061611 120 108061531 14 10.77269 6.42168 6.66756 OSE1_peak_4792 chr7_108061492_108061611 NRCAM . .
chr7 108094861 108094987 127 108094966 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_4793 chr7_108094861_108094987 NRCAM . PNPLA8
chr7 112328231 112328358 128 112328287 15 11.48326 6.62389 7.30675 OSE1_peak_4794 chr7_112328231_112328358 . . .
chr7 112570862 112570984 123 112570924 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4795 chr7_112570862_112570984 C7orf60 . .
chr7 112626289 112626575 287 112626481 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_4796 chr7_112626289_112626575 . . .
chr7 112635360 112635587 228 112635516 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4797 chr7_112635360_112635587 . . .
chr7 112907745 112907864 120 112907854 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4798 chr7_112907745_112907864 . . .
chr7 113201701 113201855 155 113201705 10 6.70847 4.68465 3.20799 OSE1_peak_4799 chr7_113201701_113201855 . . .
chr7 113436775 113436961 187 113436859 25 23.79617 11.07282 18.77534 OSE1_peak_4800 chr7_113436775_113436961 . . .
chr7 115817169 115817361 193 115817271 26 14.59359 5.9023 10.12929 OSE1_peak_4801 chr7_115817169_115817361 . . .
chr7 115956508 115956627 120 115956552 13 8.35086 5.15511 4.55377 OSE1_peak_4802 chr7_115956508_115956627 . . .
chr7 115957545 115957664 120 115957576 12 7.92179 5.08521 4.19999 OSE1_peak_4803 chr7_115957545_115957664 . . .
chr7 115995003 115995208 206 115995021 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4804 chr7_115995003_115995208 . . .
chr7 116412655 116412778 124 116412740 15 11.34692 6.54093 7.17542 OSE1_peak_4805 chr7_116412655_116412778 MET . .
chr7 117285622 117285750 129 117285697 15 11.85334 6.84979 7.63876 OSE1_peak_4806 chr7_117285622_117285750 CFTR . .
chr7 117951609 117951788 180 117951682 19 17.29116 9.08666 12.62716 OSE1_peak_4807 chr7_117951609_117951788 . . .
chr7 119693026 119693277 252 119693115 22 16.50092 7.76801 11.8921 OSE1_peak_4808 chr7_119693026_119693277 . . .
chr7 120929083 120929238 156 120929158 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_4809 chr7_120929083_120929238 C7orf58 . .
chr7 121184770 121185240 471 121185073 26 23.6765 10.66383 18.65853 OSE1_peak_4810 chr7_121184770_121185240 . . .
chr7 122665211 122665409 199 122665296 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4811 chr7_122665211_122665409 . TAS2R16 .
chr7 122681366 122681485 120 122681436 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_4812 chr7_122681366_122681485 . . .
chr7 122911334 122911521 188 122911417 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4813 chr7_122911334_122911521 . . .
chr7 123367165 123367487 323 123367397 21 16.92644 8.28788 12.29278 OSE1_peak_4814 chr7_123367165_123367487 WASL . .
chr7 123728785 123728923 139 123728846 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4815 chr7_123728785_123728923 . . .
chr7 127293465 127293631 167 127293526 12 8.27121 5.30122 4.49719 OSE1_peak_4816 chr7_127293465_127293631 SND1 . .
chr7 127526328 127526599 272 127526419 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4817 chr7_127526328_127526599 SND1 . .
chr7 127857547 127857808 262 127857663 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4818 chr7_127857547_127857808 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 128469645 128469848 204 128469740 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_4819 chr7_128469645_128469848 . CCDC136 FLNC
chr7 128472627 128472746 120 128472671 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4820 chr7_128472627_128472746 FLNC CCDC136 .
chr7 129517257 129517377 121 129517271 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_4821 chr7_129517257_129517377 UBE2H . .
chr7 129598635 129598754 120 129598698 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_4822 chr7_129598635_129598754 . UBE2H .
chr7 129784528 129785017 490 129784719 24 20.79841 9.6406 15.92087 OSE1_peak_4823 chr7_129784528_129785017 . KLHDC10 TMEM209
chr7 129996139 129996402 264 129996265 25 19.39406 8.54542 14.59218 OSE1_peak_4824 chr7_129996139_129996402 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130003401 130003660 260 130003475 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4825 chr7_130003401_130003660 CPA5 . CEP41;CPA1
chr7 130005901 130006036 136 130005971 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_4826 chr7_130005901_130006036 CPA5 . CEP41;CPA1
chr7 130013235 130013410 176 130013333 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_4827 chr7_130013235_130013410 . CPA5 CEP41;CPA1
chr7 130523428 130523806 379 130523530 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_4828 chr7_130523428_130523806 . . .
chr7 130571964 130572482 519 130572120 36 20.57162 6.61214 15.70219 OSE1_peak_4829 chr7_130571964_130572482 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130596180 130596333 154 130596237 13 8.54734 5.27411 4.71119 OSE1_peak_4830 chr7_130596180_130596333 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130597839 130598075 237 130598014 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_4831 chr7_130597839_130598075 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130598338 130598457 120 130598436 11 6.942 4.66052 3.40667 OSE1_peak_4832 chr7_130598338_130598457 . LOC646329 .
chr7 130645254 130645446 193 130645360 21 17.61101 8.68904 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4833 chr7_130645254_130645446 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130873528 130873690 163 130873620 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4834 chr7_130873528_130873690 MKLN1 . .
chr7 132233548 132233669 122 132233612 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4835 chr7_132233548_132233669 PLXNA4 . .
chr7 134451889 134452018 130 134451965 13 10.63622 6.56161 6.5531 OSE1_peak_4836 chr7_134451889_134452018 . . CALD1
chr7 135541551 135541679 129 135541603 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_4837 chr7_135541551_135541679 . . .
chr7 136641519 136641705 187 136641620 24 21.91991 10.29759 16.98547 OSE1_peak_4838 chr7_136641519_136641705 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136647802 136647921 120 136647867 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_4839 chr7_136647802_136647921 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 137224268 137224415 148 137224347 13 7.98065 4.93252 4.25351 OSE1_peak_4840 chr7_137224268_137224415 DGKI . .
chr7 138145575 138145712 138 138145651 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4841 chr7_138145575_138145712 TRIM24 . .
chr7 139026136 139026357 222 139026275 10 6.96802 4.84916 3.43043 OSE1_peak_4842 chr7_139026136_139026357 C7orf55;LUC7L2 . .
chr7 139367453 139367682 230 139367590 18 11.88566 6.162 7.66899 OSE1_peak_4843 chr7_139367453_139367682 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139429076 139429202 127 139429144 18 13.95666 7.36164 9.55646 OSE1_peak_4844 chr7_139429076_139429202 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139432041 139432219 179 139432154 20 14.91618 7.39877 10.43391 OSE1_peak_4845 chr7_139432041_139432219 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139759113 139759328 216 139759223 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_4846 chr7_139759113_139759328 PARP12 . JHDM1D
chr7 139759427 139759648 222 139759531 16 6.604 3.71626 3.11665 OSE1_peak_4847 chr7_139759427_139759648 PARP12 . JHDM1D
chr7 141439471 141439590 120 141439524 13 10.22727 6.30798 6.17779 OSE1_peak_4848 chr7_141439471_141439590 SSBP1 FLJ40852;WEE2 TAS2R3
chr7 143082395 143082798 404 143082578 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_4849 chr7_143082395_143082798 ZYX FAM131B EPHA1;LOC285965
chr7 143716682 143716801 120 143716730 18 12.10685 6.28694 7.85617 OSE1_peak_4850 chr7_143716682_143716801 . OR6B1 .
chr7 143728755 143728899 145 143728797 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4851 chr7_143728755_143728899 . OR6B1 OR2A5
chr7 147267604 147267774 171 147267672 17 6.47519 3.53973 3.01782 OSE1_peak_4852 chr7_147267604_147267774 CNTNAP2 MIR548I4 .
chr7 148554066 148554305 240 148554231 13 7.63749 4.72835 3.94981 OSE1_peak_4853 chr7_148554066_148554305 EZH2 . .
chr7 148684148 148684283 136 148684205 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4854 chr7_148684148_148684283 . . PDIA4
chr7 148823265 148823387 123 148823327 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4855 chr7_148823265_148823387 ZNF425 . ZNF398
chr7 149416196 149416374 179 149416258 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_4856 chr7_149416196_149416374 KRBA1 . .
chr7 149473402 149473521 120 149473458 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_4857 chr7_149473402_149473521 SSPO ZNF467 .
chr7 150097257 150097626 370 150097413 8 5.52084 4.22503 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4858 chr7_150097257_150097626 . REPIN1;ZNF775 LOC728743
chr7 150571675 150571812 138 150571758 13 9.9009 6.10569 5.90422 OSE1_peak_4859 chr7_150571675_150571812 . ABP1 .
chr7 150725761 150725944 184 150725871 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4860 chr7_150725761_150725944 ABCB8 ATG9B;NOS3 ASIC3;CDK5;SLC4A2
chr7 150756205 150756361 157 150756282 12 9.40378 6.00667 5.46294 OSE1_peak_4861 chr7_150756205_150756361 SLC4A2 ABCB8;ASIC3;CDK5 AGAP3;FASTK;TMUB1
chr7 151189038 151189157 120 151189138 16 9.43423 5.20316 5.48905 OSE1_peak_4862 chr7_151189038_151189157 RHEB . .
chr7 151384801 151384926 126 151384878 14 10.3257 6.14752 6.27005 OSE1_peak_4863 chr7_151384801_151384926 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 151406182 151406634 453 151406530 14 11.66268 6.97024 7.46969 OSE1_peak_4864 chr7_151406182_151406634 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 151406914 151407065 152 151406950 11 8.37797 5.56036 4.57776 OSE1_peak_4865 chr7_151406914_151407065 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 157197760 157197913 154 157197849 24 24.33366 11.73618 19.28871 OSE1_peak_4866 chr7_157197760_157197913 DNAJB6 . .
chr7 158442169 158442316 148 158442212 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_4867 chr7_158442169_158442316 NCAPG2 . .
chr7 158611291 158611417 127 158611375 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_4868 chr7_158611291_158611417 ESYT2 . .
chr8 8485038 8485260 223 8485142 22 6.83978 3.22685 3.32359 OSE1_peak_4869 chr8_8485038_8485260 . . .
chr8 8880691 8880823 133 8880741 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4870 chr8_8880691_8880823 ERI1 . MIR4660
chr8 8932404 8932759 356 8932477 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4871 chr8_8932404_8932759 . MIR4660 .
chr8 11323401 11323620 220 11323427 11 8.15748 5.42181 4.39657 OSE1_peak_4872 chr8_11323401_11323620 FAM167A C8orf12 BLK
chr8 11331081 11331283 203 11331169 9 6.13872 4.48096 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4873 chr8_11331081_11331283 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11331615 11331827 213 11331709 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4874 chr8_11331615_11331827 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11332556 11332865 310 11332645 16 12.92877 7.25886 8.61519 OSE1_peak_4875 chr8_11332556_11332865 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11338068 11338283 216 11338165 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_4876 chr8_11338068_11338283 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11373420 11373723 304 11373589 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_4877 chr8_11373420_11373723 BLK . .
chr8 11620032 11620156 125 11620119 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_4878 chr8_11620032_11620156 . GATA4 NEIL2
chr8 13124789 13125010 222 13124958 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_4879 chr8_13124789_13125010 DLC1 . .
chr8 13224333 13224540 208 13224443 30 20.12779 7.62824 15.29021 OSE1_peak_4880 chr8_13224333_13224540 DLC1 . .
chr8 16574580 16574704 125 16574683 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_4881 chr8_16574580_16574704 . . .
chr8 16575490 16575649 160 16575572 16 11.71278 6.52477 7.51769 OSE1_peak_4882 chr8_16575490_16575649 . . .
chr8 16635286 16635405 120 16635320 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_4883 chr8_16635286_16635405 . . .
chr8 16635591 16635923 333 16635824 22 18.42245 8.86935 13.68058 OSE1_peak_4884 chr8_16635591_16635923 . . .
chr8 16636880 16637050 171 16636982 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4885 chr8_16636880_16637050 . . .
chr8 16683547 16683687 141 16683640 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4886 chr8_16683547_16683687 . . .
chr8 16689706 16689856 151 16689756 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_4887 chr8_16689706_16689856 . . .
chr8 17220701 17220820 120 17220737 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_4888 chr8_17220701_17220820 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17321012 17321131 120 17321039 12 9.01161 5.76196 5.11852 OSE1_peak_4889 chr8_17321012_17321131 . . .
chr8 17324589 17324823 235 17324664 22 16.79264 7.93217 12.16473 OSE1_peak_4890 chr8_17324589_17324823 . . SLC7A2
chr8 17352629 17352762 134 17352714 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4891 chr8_17352629_17352762 . . SLC7A2
chr8 17354001 17354120 120 17354002 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_4892 chr8_17354001_17354120 . . SLC7A2
chr8 18416539 18416712 174 18416630 22 19.57079 9.54606 14.76224 OSE1_peak_4893 chr8_18416539_18416712 PSD3 . .
chr8 18523650 18524399 750 18524261 19 16.92395 8.86455 12.2924 OSE1_peak_4894 chr8_18523650_18524399 PSD3 . .
chr8 18577700 18577835 136 18577742 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_4895 chr8_18577700_18577835 PSD3 . .
chr8 18925194 18925320 127 18925237 15 12.34313 7.1499 8.07229 OSE1_peak_4896 chr8_18925194_18925320 . . .
chr8 19149165 19149329 165 19149233 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4897 chr8_19149165_19149329 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19156309 19156520 212 19156444 24 19.68936 9.00242 14.87368 OSE1_peak_4898 chr8_19156309_19156520 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19521191 19521379 189 19521275 35 27.9933 10.13169 22.82373 OSE1_peak_4899 chr8_19521191_19521379 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19522341 19522618 278 19522430 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4900 chr8_19522341_19522618 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19535886 19536173 288 19536033 29 24.901 10.36822 19.83957 OSE1_peak_4901 chr8_19535886_19536173 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19540186 19540345 160 19540276 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_4902 chr8_19540186_19540345 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19544589 19544800 212 19544656 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4903 chr8_19544589_19544800 . CSGALNACT1 .
chr8 22250014 22250179 166 22250078 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_4904 chr8_22250014_22250179 SLC39A14 . .
chr8 22250361 22250606 246 22250403 12 9.34957 5.97284 5.41315 OSE1_peak_4905 chr8_22250361_22250606 SLC39A14 . .
chr8 22454965 22455311 347 22455074 22 19.57079 9.54606 14.76224 OSE1_peak_4906 chr8_22454965_22455311 PDLIM2 SORBS3 BIN3;C8orf58;KIAA1967
chr8 22455610 22455860 251 22455767 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_4907 chr8_22455610_22455860 . PDLIM2;SORBS3 BIN3;C8orf58;KIAA1967
chr8 22573321 22573546 226 22573429 30 31.06107 13.55597 25.80407 OSE1_peak_4908 chr8_22573321_22573546 PEBP4 EGR3 .
chr8 22925381 22925500 120 22925421 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_4909 chr8_22925381_22925500 TNFRSF10B . LOC254896;LOC286059
chr8 23021384 23021560 177 23021399 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_4910 chr8_23021384_23021560 TNFRSF10D . TNFRSF10A
chr8 23145557 23145704 148 23145592 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4911 chr8_23145557_23145704 R3HCC1 CHMP7 LOXL2
chr8 23154563 23154702 140 23154608 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_4912 chr8_23154563_23154702 LOXL2 R3HCC1 .
chr8 23202966 23203130 165 23203031 12 5.52492 3.65867 2.30259 OSE1_peak_4913 chr8_23202966_23203130 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23210630 23210815 186 23210724 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_4914 chr8_23210630_23210815 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23214828 23214989 162 23214906 16 12.59448 7.05579 8.30428 OSE1_peak_4915 chr8_23214828_23214989 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23396685 23396804 120 23396783 12 8.79113 5.62448 4.92961 OSE1_peak_4916 chr8_23396685_23396804 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23398037 23398156 120 23398134 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_4917 chr8_23398037_23398156 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23577808 23578108 301 23578002 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_4918 chr8_23577808_23578108 . NKX2‐6 .
chr8 23608764 23609058 295 23608980 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_4919 chr8_23608764_23609058 . . .
chr8 24062663 24062786 124 24062701 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_4920 chr8_24062663_24062786 . . .
chr8 25110030 25110187 158 25110103 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_4921 chr8_25110030_25110187 DOCK5 . .
chr8 25203030 25203203 174 25203139 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4922 chr8_25203030_25203203 DOCK5 . .
chr8 26264569 26264700 132 26264679 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_4923 chr8_26264569_26264700 BNIP3L . .
chr8 26315366 26315496 131 26315471 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_4924 chr8_26315366_26315496 . . .
chr8 26467006 26467158 153 26467011 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_4925 chr8_26467006_26467158 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 26469157 26469295 139 26469216 16 7.53503 4.18323 3.85819 OSE1_peak_4926 chr8_26469157_26469295 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 26499340 26499560 221 26499474 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_4927 chr8_26499340_26499560 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 28747784 28747927 144 28747849 20 16.45243 8.29409 11.84602 OSE1_peak_4928 chr8_28747784_28747927 HMBOX1 INTS9 .
chr8 29207949 29208069 121 29208005 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4929 chr8_29207949_29208069 DUSP4 . .
chr8 29513138 29513266 129 29513169 15 9.25127 5.29426 5.32293 OSE1_peak_4930 chr8_29513138_29513266 . . .
chr8 29540242 29540499 258 29540407 29 23.97592 9.8601 18.94821 OSE1_peak_4931 chr8_29540242_29540499 . . .
chr8 29745133 29745293 161 29745218 25 18.88572 8.2679 14.11905 OSE1_peak_4932 chr8_29745133_29745293 . . .
chr8 29970582 29970848 267 29970744 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_4933 chr8_29970582_29970848 LEPROTL1;MIR548O2 TMEM66 MBOAT4
chr8 29991482 29991601 120 29991566 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_4934 chr8_29991482_29991601 LEPROTL1;MBOAT4;MIR548O2 . DCTN6
chr8 30112600 30112729 130 30112694 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_4935 chr8_30112600_30112729 . MIR548O2 .
chr8 30320825 30320995 171 30320919 16 13.79676 7.78871 9.40762 OSE1_peak_4936 chr8_30320825_30320995 RBPMS . .
chr8 30959804 30959940 137 30959867 14 10.82776 6.45555 6.71879 OSE1_peak_4937 chr8_30959804_30959940 WRN . .
chr8 32130620 32130739 120 32130697 21 13.50071 6.37482 9.12834 OSE1_peak_4938 chr8_32130620_32130739 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32539949 32540115 167 32539965 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4939 chr8_32539949_32540115 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33057113 33057243 131 33057199 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4940 chr8_33057113_33057243 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33371022 33371327 306 33371258 21 17.61101 8.68905 12.92538 OSE1_peak_4941 chr8_33371022_33371327 RNF5P1 MAK16;TTI2 .
chr8 34940784 34940931 148 34940864 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_4942 chr8_34940784_34940931 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36737739 36737910 172 36737743 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_4943 chr8_36737739_36737910 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36738344 36738548 205 36738505 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4944 chr8_36738344_36738548 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36745142 36745359 218 36745257 16 8.77609 4.84006 4.91527 OSE1_peak_4945 chr8_36745142_36745359 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36763393 36763532 140 36763462 18 11.26334 5.81529 7.10583 OSE1_peak_4946 chr8_36763393_36763532 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37003837 37004097 261 37003922 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_4947 chr8_37003837_37004097 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37557749 37557868 120 37557836 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4948 chr8_37557749_37557868 RNF5P1 ZNF703 .
chr8 37984663 37984813 151 37984696 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_4949 chr8_37984663_37984813 ASH2L;RNF5P1 . STAR
chr8 38648688 38648846 159 38648784 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_4950 chr8_38648688_38648846 TACC1 . .
chr8 38783448 38783630 183 38783540 20 17.54231 8.94343 12.86861 OSE1_peak_4951 chr8_38783448_38783630 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38793275 38793458 184 38793434 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_4952 chr8_38793275_38793458 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38795002 38795305 304 38795072 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_4953 chr8_38795002_38795305 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 40030470 40030663 194 40030551 22 20.42859 10.05765 15.57106 OSE1_peak_4954 chr8_40030470_40030663 . C8orf4 .
chr8 40207607 40207904 298 40207699 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_4955 chr8_40207607_40207904 . . .
chr8 40230901 40231060 160 40230965 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_4956 chr8_40230901_40231060 . . .
chr8 40930789 40930913 125 40930837 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4957 chr8_40930789_40930913 . . .
chr8 41009155 41009277 123 41009219 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_4958 chr8_41009155_41009277 . . .
chr8 41712422 41712543 122 41712467 21 11.62183 5.41359 7.4302 OSE1_peak_4959 chr8_41712422_41712543 ANK1 . .
chr8 42158059 42158182 124 42158110 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_4960 chr8_42158059_42158182 IKBKB . .
chr8 42349981 42350116 136 42350073 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_4961 chr8_42349981_42350116 SLC20A2 . .
chr8 48266243 48266425 183 48266326 24 18.08991 8.10789 13.37694 OSE1_peak_4962 chr8_48266243_48266425 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48393540 48393696 157 48393653 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_4963 chr8_48393540_48393696 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48425056 48425250 195 48425144 21 17.33036 8.52401 12.66397 OSE1_peak_4964 chr8_48425056_48425250 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48647417 48647536 120 48647473 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_4965 chr8_48647417_48647536 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
chr8 48647941 48648139 199 48648058 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_4966 chr8_48647941_48648139 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
chr8 49277217 49277336 120 49277290 17 14.43334 7.91362 9.9764 OSE1_peak_4967 chr8_49277217_49277336 . . .
chr8 49321133 49321287 155 49321207 17 8.30855 4.4293 4.5186 OSE1_peak_4968 chr8_49321133_49321287 . . .
chr8 49483288 49483422 135 49483328 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_4969 chr8_49483288_49483422 . . .
chr8 49504201 49504661 461 49504463 21 20.1768 10.22302 15.33766 OSE1_peak_4970 chr8_49504201_49504661 . . .
chr8 49541256 49541402 147 49541332 19 13.59694 6.89754 9.21981 OSE1_peak_4971 chr8_49541256_49541402 . . .
chr8 49815326 49815659 334 49815570 12 8.74352 5.59481 4.88797 OSE1_peak_4972 chr8_49815326_49815659 . . SNAI2
chr8 49829532 49829913 382 49829697 14 9.91287 5.89581 5.91589 OSE1_peak_4973 chr8_49829532_49829913 . . SNAI2
chr8 50969044 50969214 171 50969135 17 10.92307 5.83768 6.80956 OSE1_peak_4974 chr8_50969044_50969214 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51046488 51046667 180 51046652 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_4975 chr8_51046488_51046667 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51052316 51052441 126 51052379 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_4976 chr8_51052316_51052441 SNTG1 . .
chr8 55181627 55181797 171 55181693 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_4977 chr8_55181627_55181797 . . .
chr8 55249903 55250112 210 55250015 25 22.01215 10.02622 17.07353 OSE1_peak_4978 chr8_55249903_55250112 . . .
chr8 56984405 56984524 120 56984428 11 7.70474 5.13734 4.00837 OSE1_peak_4979 chr8_56984405_56984524 RPS20 . SNORD54
chr8 58431670 58431806 137 58431764 19 13.10435 6.61783 8.75963 OSE1_peak_4980 chr8_58431670_58431806 . . .
chr8 58653498 58653636 139 58653557 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_4981 chr8_58653498_58653636 . . .
chr8 59572483 59572682 200 59572494 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_4982 chr8_59572483_59572682 . NSMAF .
chr8 59768906 59769045 140 59768978 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4983 chr8_59768906_59769045 TOX . .
chr8 61564657 61564794 138 61564717 13 10.54583 6.50556 6.4667 OSE1_peak_4984 chr8_61564657_61564794 . RAB2A CHD7
chr8 62672723 62673015 293 62672775 10 6.65101 4.64826 3.15956 OSE1_peak_4985 chr8_62672723_62673015 . . .
chr8 62673221 62673538 318 62673428 15 11.73697 6.77866 7.54103 OSE1_peak_4986 chr8_62673221_62673538 . . .
chr8 62923847 62924004 158 62923933 12 8.37933 5.3683 4.57846 OSE1_peak_4987 chr8_62923847_62924004 . . .
chr8 67042103 67042252 150 67042159 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_4988 chr8_67042103_67042252 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
chr8 67375863 67376036 174 67375876 13 9.25856 5.70901 5.32986 OSE1_peak_4989 chr8_67375863_67376036 ADHFE1 . C8orf46
chr8 67383684 67383841 158 67383749 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_4990 chr8_67383684_67383841 . ADHFE1 C8orf46
chr8 67434088 67434207 120 67434119 15 9.44023 5.40383 5.49358 OSE1_peak_4991 chr8_67434088_67434207 . C8orf46 .
chr8 69537749 69537951 203 69537841 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_4992 chr8_69537749_69537951 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69578831 69578961 131 69578892 14 11.44192 6.83402 7.2675 OSE1_peak_4993 chr8_69578831_69578961 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69765700 69765854 155 69765774 11 7.85777 5.23345 4.14186 OSE1_peak_4994 chr8_69765700_69765854 . . .
chr8 69833383 69833593 211 69833498 21 16.60434 8.10088 11.98597 OSE1_peak_4995 chr8_69833383_69833593 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69837470 69837651 182 69837539 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_4996 chr8_69837470_69837651 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 71522779 71522953 175 71522861 37 36.53485 13.99243 31.12737 OSE1_peak_4997 chr8_71522779_71522953 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
chr8 72741840 72741977 138 72741892 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_4998 chr8_72741840_72741977 . . LOC100132891;MSC
chr8 72745268 72745415 148 72745343 16 11.97508 6.68192 7.75622 OSE1_peak_4999 chr8_72745268_72745415 . . LOC100132891;MSC
chr8 72868261 72868380 120 72868266 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_5000 chr8_72868261_72868380 LOC100132891 . .
chr8 73019774 73019899 126 73019840 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_5001 chr8_73019774_73019899 . . .
chr8 75317385 75317539 155 75317439 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5002 chr8_75317385_75317539 . . .
chr8 76615067 76615245 179 76615177 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_5003 chr8_76615067_76615245 . . .
chr8 76771617 76771742 126 76771697 22 18.78878 9.084 14.02757 OSE1_peak_5004 chr8_76771617_76771742 . . .
chr8 77336348 77336469 122 77336424 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_5005 chr8_77336348_77336469 . . .
chr8 77710690 77710809 120 77710801 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5006 chr8_77710690_77710809 ZFHX4 . .
chr8 80350189 80350408 220 80350235 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_5007 chr8_80350189_80350408 . . .
chr8 80997523 80997646 124 80997562 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_5008 chr8_80997523_80997646 TPD52 . .
chr8 81400111 81400297 187 81400247 10 7.22429 5.01162 3.63367 OSE1_peak_5009 chr8_81400111_81400297 ZBTB10 . .
chr8 81938788 81938918 131 81938804 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5010 chr8_81938788_81938918 PAG1 . .
chr8 83151344 83151510 167 83151434 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_5011 chr8_83151344_83151510 . . .
chr8 87015081 87015208 128 87015118 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5012 chr8_87015081_87015208 . . .
chr8 89310833 89311030 198 89310916 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_5013 chr8_89310833_89311030 MMP16 . .
chr8 89952247 89952431 185 89952359 28 27.21603 12.03634 22.07168 OSE1_peak_5014 chr8_89952247_89952431 . . .
chr8 90486107 90486301 195 90486224 20 10.7627 5.16752 6.65804 OSE1_peak_5015 chr8_90486107_90486301 . . .
chr8 93063742 93063910 169 93063849 41 42.66543 15.82232 37.11647 OSE1_peak_5016 chr8_93063742_93063910 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 94682641 94682820 180 94682719 33 32.818 13.42852 27.50457 OSE1_peak_5017 chr8_94682641_94682820 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
chr8 94948127 94948252 126 94948182 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_5018 chr8_94948127_94948252 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
chr8 94949397 94949518 122 94949484 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5019 chr8_94949397_94949518 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
chr8 95071673 95071827 155 95071763 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_5020 chr8_95071673_95071827 . . .
chr8 95231939 95232179 241 95232020 12 7.26164 4.68126 3.66224 OSE1_peak_5021 chr8_95231939_95232179 . CDH17 GEM
chr8 96281657 96281820 164 96281708 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5022 chr8_96281657_96281820 LOC100616530 C8orf37 .
chr8 96705422 96705587 166 96705511 13 9.98056 6.15504 5.96166 OSE1_peak_5023 chr8_96705422_96705587 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96805238 96805411 174 96805325 21 18.35691 9.13102 13.6205 OSE1_peak_5024 chr8_96805238_96805411 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 97116217 97116353 137 97116305 19 14.69594 7.53444 10.22497 OSE1_peak_5025 chr8_97116217_97116353 . . .
chr8 98102365 98102595 231 98102446 17 15.21257 8.38817 10.70159 OSE1_peak_5026 chr8_98102365_98102595 CPQ . .
chr8 98993455 98993621 167 98993540 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_5027 chr8_98993455_98993621 MATN2 . .
chr8 99159280 99159454 175 99159370 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_5028 chr8_99159280_99159454 POP1 HRSP12 .
chr8 99316769 99316888 120 99316796 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5029 chr8_99316769_99316888 . NIPAL2 .
chr8 99353229 99353348 120 99353271 12 8.9866 5.74635 5.0948 OSE1_peak_5030 chr8_99353229_99353348 . . .
chr8 101270883 101271008 126 101270954 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_5031 chr8_101270883_101271008 RNF19A SPAG1 .
chr8 101734149 101734282 134 101734187 14 10.91143 6.50703 6.79941 OSE1_peak_5032 chr8_101734149_101734282 PABPC1 . .
chr8 102218040 102218161 122 102218089 12 8.93696 5.71539 5.06275 OSE1_peak_5033 chr8_102218040_102218161 . ZNF706 .
chr8 103573638 103573824 187 103573745 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_5034 chr8_103573638_103573824 . ODF1 .
chr8 103669670 103669794 125 103669703 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_5035 chr8_103669670_103669794 . KLF10 .
chr8 103801232 103801372 141 103801310 19 15.44391 7.97635 10.90916 OSE1_peak_5036 chr8_103801232_103801372 . . .
chr8 103819191 103819310 120 103819239 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5037 chr8_103819191_103819310 . . AZIN1
chr8 103819445 103819704 260 103819650 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_5038 chr8_103819445_103819704 . . AZIN1
chr8 103875521 103875640 120 103875613 10 7.09403 4.92905 3.51941 OSE1_peak_5039 chr8_103875521_103875640 AZIN1 . .
chr8 104220233 104220384 152 104220276 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_5040 chr8_104220233_104220384 BAALC . .
chr8 104357123 104357266 144 104357196 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_5041 chr8_104357123_104357266 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 105038192 105038399 208 105038322 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_5042 chr8_105038192_105038399 RIMS2 . .
chr8 105372075 105372207 133 105372183 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5043 chr8_105372075_105372207 . TM7SF4 DPYS
chr8 105759062 105759247 186 105759133 23 22.98808 11.26674 18.00082 OSE1_peak_5044 chr8_105759062_105759247 . . .
chr8 105898165 105898472 308 105898270 11 8.35291 5.54462 4.55377 OSE1_peak_5045 chr8_105898165_105898472 . . .
chr8 106695493 106695656 164 106695561 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_5046 chr8_106695493_106695656 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 107072155 107072369 215 107072264 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_5047 chr8_107072155_107072369 . . .
chr8 107072643 107073021 379 107072728 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_5048 chr8_107072643_107073021 . . .
chr8 108117192 108117316 125 108117261 18 12.81785 6.69413 8.51761 OSE1_peak_5049 chr8_108117192_108117316 . . .
chr8 108510837 108510974 138 108510918 19 12.00503 6.00867 7.78389 OSE1_peak_5050 chr8_108510837_108510974 . ANGPT1 .
chr8 110141679 110141921 243 110141834 44 42.98727 14.79015 37.42318 OSE1_peak_5051 chr8_110141679_110141921 . TRHR .
chr8 110346333 110346479 147 110346400 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_5052 chr8_110346333_110346479 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
chr8 111663873 111664067 195 111664044 12 8.96171 5.73083 5.07496 OSE1_peak_5053 chr8_111663873_111664067 . . .
chr8 111684493 111684612 120 111684592 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_5054 chr8_111684493_111684612 . . .
chr8 113744229 113744365 137 113744282 23 17.19867 7.88808 12.54048 OSE1_peak_5055 chr8_113744229_113744365 CSMD3 . .
chr8 117363720 117363848 129 117363760 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5056 chr8_117363720_117363848 . LINC00536 .
chr8 117700357 117700513 157 117700420 21 13.15289 6.19159 8.80226 OSE1_peak_5057 chr8_117700357_117700513 EIF3H . .
chr8 118682047 118682202 156 118682086 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_5058 chr8_118682047_118682202 . . .
chr8 118893849 118894013 165 118893949 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_5059 chr8_118893849_118894013 EXT1 . .
chr8 119090853 119090999 147 119090944 15 8.89213 5.08794 5.02208 OSE1_peak_5060 chr8_119090853_119090999 EXT1 . .
chr8 119123989 119124224 236 119124208 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5061 chr8_119123989_119124224 EXT1 . .
chr8 119504206 119504421 216 119504361 12 8.81512 5.63943 4.95156 OSE1_peak_5062 chr8_119504206_119504421 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119808862 119809019 158 119808923 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5063 chr8_119808862_119809019 . . .
chr8 119917482 119917605 124 119917578 14 5.26284 3.27906 2.21004 OSE1_peak_5064 chr8_119917482_119917605 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119974261 119974392 132 119974353 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_5065 chr8_119974261_119974392 . TNFRSF11B .
chr8 120063774 120063968 195 120063852 19 8.79399 4.37207 4.93141 OSE1_peak_5066 chr8_120063774_120063968 . . COLEC10
chr8 121094726 121094984 259 121094896 38 43.96885 17.86823 38.38789 OSE1_peak_5067 chr8_121094726_121094984 . . .
chr8 121869678 121869984 307 121869928 18 16.10806 8.65643 11.5381 OSE1_peak_5068 chr8_121869678_121869984 . . .
chr8 122166707 122166840 134 122166774 17 14.22611 7.78774 9.78291 OSE1_peak_5069 chr8_122166707_122166840 . . .
chr8 122176367 122176575 209 122176463 28 22.80796 9.53143 17.83179 OSE1_peak_5070 chr8_122176367_122176575 . . .
chr8 122685799 122685923 125 122685890 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_5071 chr8_122685799_122685923 . HAS2‐AS1 .
chr8 122709749 122709885 137 122709808 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_5072 chr8_122709749_122709885 . . .
chr8 123012010 123012358 349 123012242 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5073 chr8_123012010_123012358 . . .
chr8 123123067 123123318 252 123123265 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_5074 chr8_123123067_123123318 . . .
chr8 123147021 123147155 135 123147071 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_5075 chr8_123147021_123147155 . . .
chr8 123160330 123160538 209 123160424 30 22.36819 8.72451 17.41516 OSE1_peak_5076 chr8_123160330_123160538 . . .
chr8 123199841 123200053 213 123199938 15 11.59466 6.6918 7.40772 OSE1_peak_5077 chr8_123199841_123200053 . . .
chr8 123446293 123446694 402 123446405 20 16.79941 8.4998 12.16982 OSE1_peak_5078 chr8_123446293_123446694 . . .
chr8 124374749 124374882 134 124374776 10 6.76681 4.72162 3.2583 OSE1_peak_5079 chr8_124374749_124374882 ATAD2 . .
chr8 124529661 124529806 146 124529724 19 14.12574 7.20193 9.69648 OSE1_peak_5080 chr8_124529661_124529806 FBXO32 . .
chr8 124552610 124552776 167 124552690 13 9.59422 5.91597 5.61916 OSE1_peak_5081 chr8_124552610_124552776 FBXO32 . .
chr8 124645139 124645430 292 124645243 32 24.57987 9.28739 19.52564 OSE1_peak_5082 chr8_124645139_124645430 . . KLHL38
chr8 124852304 124852520 217 124852409 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_5083 chr8_124852304_124852520 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
chr8 125259827 125259982 156 125259915 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_5084 chr8_125259827_125259982 . . .
chr8 125878661 125878989 329 125878837 23 21.24088 10.22106 16.33907 OSE1_peak_5085 chr8_125878661_125878989 . . .
chr8 126245171 126245362 192 126245268 32 31.47117 13.03357 26.19727 OSE1_peak_5086 chr8_126245171_126245362 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126464351 126464470 120 126464388 19 11.05731 5.5022 6.91663 OSE1_peak_5087 chr8_126464351_126464470 . TRIB1 .
chr8 126525430 126525561 132 126525476 17 13.33519 7.24958 8.97567 OSE1_peak_5088 chr8_126525430_126525561 . . .
chr8 126557624 126557880 257 126557876 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_5089 chr8_126557624_126557880 . . .
chr8 128234984 128235112 129 128235075 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_5090 chr8_128234984_128235112 . . .
chr8 128748323 128748624 302 128748534 21 18.75624 9.36931 14.00379 OSE1_peak_5091 chr8_128748323_128748624 MYC . .
chr8 128749322 128749551 230 128749369 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5092 chr8_128749322_128749551 MYC . .
chr8 128752374 128752501 128 128752394 13 10.22727 6.30798 6.17779 OSE1_peak_5093 chr8_128752374_128752501 MYC . .
chr8 128754319 128754844 526 128754399 18 8.04184 4.15347 4.29095 OSE1_peak_5094 chr8_128754319_128754844 . MYC .
chr8 128820283 128820406 124 128820324 14 9.84321 5.85352 5.84838 OSE1_peak_5095 chr8_128820283_128820406 PVT1 MIR1204 .
chr8 128822461 128822580 120 128822513 20 13.40513 6.55028 9.03528 OSE1_peak_5096 chr8_128822461_128822580 PVT1 MIR1204 .
chr8 128866379 128866660 282 128866520 20 14.64244 7.24241 10.17573 OSE1_peak_5097 chr8_128866379_128866660 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911674 128911828 155 128911748 21 14.64984 6.99591 10.18213 OSE1_peak_5098 chr8_128911674_128911828 PVT1 . .
chr8 128919698 128919818 121 128919738 14 9.70658 5.77072 5.72305 OSE1_peak_5099 chr8_128919698_128919818 PVT1 . .
chr8 128920168 128920326 159 128920280 17 13.01532 7.05797 8.69734 OSE1_peak_5100 chr8_128920168_128920326 PVT1 . .
chr8 128929857 128930106 250 128929929 23 19.60161 9.25497 14.78956 OSE1_peak_5101 chr8_128929857_128930106 PVT1 . .
chr8 128930710 128930945 236 128930828 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_5102 chr8_128930710_128930945 PVT1 . .
chr8 128944057 128944456 400 128944124 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5103 chr8_128944057_128944456 PVT1 . MIR1205
chr8 129188914 129189328 415 129189103 41 38.98626 13.80414 33.51896 OSE1_peak_5104 chr8_129188914_129189328 . MIR1208 .
chr8 129913035 129913246 212 129913133 30 22.36819 8.72451 17.41516 OSE1_peak_5105 chr8_129913035_129913246 . . .
chr8 130472148 130472322 175 130472227 12 9.13875 5.84128 5.22967 OSE1_peak_5106 chr8_130472148_130472322 . . .
chr8 130527941 130528092 152 130528025 21 16.92644 8.28788 12.29278 OSE1_peak_5107 chr8_130527941_130528092 . . .
chr8 130930359 130930523 165 130930409 23 17.89566 8.27705 13.19463 OSE1_peak_5108 chr8_130930359_130930523 FAM49B . .
chr8 131012336 131012455 120 131012411 9 5.57369 4.11904 2.34445 OSE1_peak_5109 chr8_131012336_131012455 FAM49B . .
chr8 131206183 131206416 234 131206269 26 19.09948 8.1117 14.32217 OSE1_peak_5110 chr8_131206183_131206416 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131275960 131276283 324 131276038 20 16.12005 8.0981 11.54655 OSE1_peak_5111 chr8_131275960_131276283 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131277035 131277169 135 131277069 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_5112 chr8_131277035_131277169 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131457043 131457184 142 131457114 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_5113 chr8_131457043_131457184 . ASAP1 .
chr8 131495671 131495982 312 131495876 24 19.68936 9.00242 14.87368 OSE1_peak_5114 chr8_131495671_131495982 . . .
chr8 131503450 131503602 153 131503509 12 8.79113 5.62448 4.92961 OSE1_peak_5115 chr8_131503450_131503602 . . .
chr8 131540682 131540857 176 131540745 20 17.46484 8.89699 12.7949 OSE1_peak_5116 chr8_131540682_131540857 . . .
chr8 131545733 131545852 120 131545765 9 5.91561 4.33802 2.62652 OSE1_peak_5117 chr8_131545733_131545852 . . .
chr8 131918923 131919075 153 131918963 15 5.92067 3.49766 2.63062 OSE1_peak_5118 chr8_131918923_131919075 ADCY8 . .
chr8 132929059 132929188 130 132929146 12 7.6161 4.89739 3.9308 OSE1_peak_5119 chr8_132929059_132929188 EFR3A . .
chr8 134049162 134049431 270 134049225 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_5120 chr8_134049162_134049431 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134228785 134228975 191 134228874 19 15.98764 8.30093 11.42611 OSE1_peak_5121 chr8_134228785_134228975 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134243695 134243817 123 134243717 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_5122 chr8_134243695_134243817 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134587842 134588025 184 134587925 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_5123 chr8_134587842_134588025 . ST3GAL1 .
chr8 134702025 134702184 160 134702084 21 19.0052 9.51834 14.23539 OSE1_peak_5124 chr8_134702025_134702184 . . .
chr8 141599118 141599271 154 141599266 12 6.58139 4.27271 3.09619 OSE1_peak_5125 chr8_141599118_141599271 EIF2C2 . .
chr8 141734277 141734396 120 141734341 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_5126 chr8_141734277_141734396 PTK2 . .
chr8 142053438 142053681 244 142053586 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_5127 chr8_142053438_142053681 . . .
chr8 144897955 144898203 249 144898019 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_5128 chr8_144897955_144898203 . MIR937;SCRIB NRBP2;PUF60
chr8 145010748 145011018 271 145010773 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_5129 chr8_145010748_145011018 PLEC . MIR661
chr8 145045186 145045326 141 145045244 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5130 chr8_145045186_145045326 PLEC MIR661 GRINA;PARP10
chr8 146176198 146176365 168 146176303 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_5131 chr8_146176198_146176365 ZNF16 . ZNF252
chr9 2570624 2570826 203 2570736 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5132 chr9_2570624_2570826 FLJ35024 . .
chr9 3915173 3915292 120 3915253 14 10.8834 6.48978 6.77223 OSE1_peak_5133 chr9_3915173_3915292 GLIS3 GLIS3‐AS1 .
chr9 3917051 3917299 249 3917110 17 14.02502 7.6658 9.61981 OSE1_peak_5134 chr9_3917051_3917299 GLIS3 GLIS3‐AS1 .
chr9 4904782 4905103 322 4905041 21 14.40603 6.8622 9.94967 OSE1_peak_5135 chr9_4904782_4905103 . . .
chr9 5493321 5493440 120 5493428 11 8.25409 5.48252 4.48044 OSE1_peak_5136 chr9_5493321_5493440 . CD274 PDCD1LG2
chr9 5500699 5500824 126 5500757 13 9.09885 5.61087 5.1971 OSE1_peak_5137 chr9_5500699_5500824 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5509808 5510212 405 5509840 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_5138 chr9_5509808_5510212 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5510581 5510704 124 5510615 15 11.13521 6.41242 6.98691 OSE1_peak_5139 chr9_5510581_5510704 PDCD1LG2 . .
chr9 5844863 5845196 334 5845132 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_5140 chr9_5844863_5845196 . ERMP1 .
chr9 6383818 6383937 120 6383852 10 7.11543 4.94262 3.53402 OSE1_peak_5141 chr9_6383818_6383937 . . UHRF2
chr9 12784574 12784709 136 12784689 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5142 chr9_12784574_12784709 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12814453 12814572 120 12814552 11 6.39266 4.32116 2.98898 OSE1_peak_5143 chr9_12814453_12814572 LURAP1L . .
chr9 13268554 13268685 132 13268636 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_5144 chr9_13268554_13268685 . MPDZ .
chr9 14277309 14277500 192 14277395 15 11.48326 6.62389 7.30675 OSE1_peak_5145 chr9_14277309_14277500 NFIB . .
chr9 14320338 14320483 146 14320399 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_5146 chr9_14320338_14320483 NFIB . .
chr9 16023658 16023811 154 16023768 15 10.49638 6.02755 6.4203 OSE1_peak_5147 chr9_16023658_16023811 . . .
chr9 16030600 16030771 172 16030674 24 14.31041 6.15181 9.86302 OSE1_peak_5148 chr9_16030600_16030771 . . .
chr9 16032203 16032343 141 16032248 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_5149 chr9_16032203_16032343 . . .
chr9 16119933 16120086 154 16120040 23 21.24088 10.22106 16.33907 OSE1_peak_5150 chr9_16119933_16120086 . . .
chr9 16120244 16120420 177 16120335 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_5151 chr9_16120244_16120420 . . .
chr9 16191798 16192156 359 16191862 20 15.4948 7.73266 10.95512 OSE1_peak_5152 chr9_16191798_16192156 . . .
chr9 16628062 16628266 205 16628080 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_5153 chr9_16628062_16628266 BNC2 . .
chr9 16705174 16705524 351 16705281 19 15.31391 7.89913 10.78322 OSE1_peak_5154 chr9_16705174_16705524 BNC2 . .
chr9 16871799 16872039 241 16871952 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_5155 chr9_16871799_16872039 . BNC2 .
chr9 18490619 18490862 244 18490792 28 18.1288 7.1361 13.40877 OSE1_peak_5156 chr9_18490619_18490862 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18596943 18597168 226 18597101 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_5157 chr9_18596943_18597168 ADAMTSL1 MIR3152 .
chr9 18658911 18659036 126 18658986 22 15.42604 7.17412 10.89263 OSE1_peak_5158 chr9_18658911_18659036 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 19184395 19184516 122 19184463 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_5159 chr9_19184395_19184516 . . .
chr9 19374680 19375078 399 19374919 12 7.96151 5.1097 4.2374 OSE1_peak_5160 chr9_19374680_19375078 . DENND4C RPS6
chr9 19999471 19999715 245 19999492 13 9.42357 5.81065 5.47943 OSE1_peak_5161 chr9_19999471_19999715 . . .
chr9 20205185 20205323 139 20205276 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5162 chr9_20205185_20205323 . . .
chr9 21506902 21507100 199 21507006 28 11.56093 4.38262 7.37666 OSE1_peak_5163 chr9_21506902_21507100 MIR31HG IFNE MIR31
chr9 21591609 21591825 217 21591767 15 11.73697 6.77866 7.54103 OSE1_peak_5164 chr9_21591609_21591825 . . .
chr9 21685065 21685193 129 21685129 18 9.10507 4.67537 5.20046 OSE1_peak_5165 chr9_21685065_21685193 . . .
chr9 21919679 21919878 200 21919767 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5166 chr9_21919679_21919878 . . .
chr9 22038000 22038119 120 22038035 15 9.63597 5.51803 5.65736 OSE1_peak_5167 chr9_22038000_22038119 CDKN2B‐AS1 CDKN2B .
chr9 22084536 22084789 254 22084711 13 10.19927 6.29061 6.15221 OSE1_peak_5168 chr9_22084536_22084789 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 22084889 22085040 152 22084932 18 15.91175 8.53726 11.35521 OSE1_peak_5169 chr9_22084889_22085040 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 26892457 26892673 217 26892651 10 5.8508 4.14394 2.567 OSE1_peak_5170 chr9_26892457_26892673 C9orf82 . PLAA
chr9 31137256 31137434 179 31137389 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_5171 chr9_31137256_31137434 . . .
chr9 32395982 32396140 159 32396055 17 13.39505 7.28554 9.02723 OSE1_peak_5172 chr9_32395982_32396140 ACO1 . .
chr9 32552530 32552693 164 32552616 14 10.8834 6.48978 6.77223 OSE1_peak_5173 chr9_32552530_32552693 LOC100129250;TOPORS DDX58 NDUFB6
chr9 33166963 33167099 137 33167003 11 7.53642 5.03174 3.85887 OSE1_peak_5174 chr9_33166963_33167099 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33172422 33172577 156 33172491 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5175 chr9_33172422_33172577 . B4GALT1 .
chr9 33329280 33329509 230 33329444 18 12.10685 6.28694 7.85617 OSE1_peak_5176 chr9_33329280_33329509 NFX1 . .
chr9 33506672 33506803 132 33506704 15 11.51091 6.64074 7.32758 OSE1_peak_5177 chr9_33506672_33506803 SUGT1P1 . ANKRD18B
chr9 33836313 33836479 167 33836410 21 15.07375 7.23074 10.57614 OSE1_peak_5178 chr9_33836313_33836479 UBE2R2 . .
chr9 33942940 33943078 139 33943006 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5179 chr9_33942940_33943078 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 33946922 33947087 166 33946997 30 20.12779 7.62824 15.29021 OSE1_peak_5180 chr9_33946922_33947087 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 33947289 33947446 158 33947383 14 8.896 5.28484 5.02379 OSE1_peak_5181 chr9_33947289_33947446 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 34253030 34253267 238 34253096 14 10.99639 6.55934 6.86634 OSE1_peak_5182 chr9_34253030_34253267 KIF24 UBAP1 .
chr9 34645940 34646086 147 34645987 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_5183 chr9_34645940_34646086 . ARID3C;DCTN3;SIGMAR1 CCL27;GALT;IL11RA
chr9 35110322 35110485 164 35110431 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5184 chr9_35110322_35110485 FAM214B PIGO;STOML2 .
chr9 35511247 35511374 128 35511270 19 12.87028 6.48631 8.56431 OSE1_peak_5185 chr9_35511247_35511374 RUSC2 ATP8B5P .
chr9 35518185 35518408 224 35518244 25 20.85581 9.36252 15.97415 OSE1_peak_5186 chr9_35518185_35518408 RUSC2 . .
chr9 35681314 35681448 135 35681402 19 11.29732 5.62872 7.12872 OSE1_peak_5187 chr9_35681314_35681448 . C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107;RMR TLN1;TPM2
chr9 35688657 35688846 190 35688766 14 11.77853 7.04171 7.5705 OSE1_peak_5188 chr9_35688657_35688846 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35689160 35689299 140 35689236 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5189 chr9_35689160_35689299 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35689799 35689972 174 35689907 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5190 chr9_35689799_35689972 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35728060 35728183 124 35728129 25 20.85581 9.36252 15.97415 OSE1_peak_5191 chr9_35728060_35728183 TLN1 . CREB3;GBA2;MSMP;RGP1
chr9 35908601 35908782 182 35908728 11 7.83557 5.2195 4.12706 OSE1_peak_5192 chr9_35908601_35908782 . HRCT1 LOC158376
chr9 36029947 36030070 124 36029985 19 16.34847 8.51755 11.75437 OSE1_peak_5193 chr9_36029947_36030070 . . RECK
chr9 36040638 36040761 124 36040740 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_5194 chr9_36040638_36040761 RECK . .
chr9 36102380 36102619 240 36102553 17 12.5496 6.781 8.26512 OSE1_peak_5195 chr9_36102380_36102619 RECK . .
chr9 36151958 36152096 139 36152002 15 11.59466 6.6918 7.40772 OSE1_peak_5196 chr9_36151958_36152096 GLIPR2 RECK CCIN
chr9 36585289 36585443 155 36585395 14 10.71816 6.38816 6.62102 OSE1_peak_5197 chr9_36585289_36585443 MELK . .
chr9 37785179 37785306 128 37785283 12 9.11304 5.82524 5.20772 OSE1_peak_5198 chr9_37785179_37785306 . EXOSC3;RG9MTD3 DCAF10
chr9 37908739 37908909 171 37908820 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5199 chr9_37908739_37908909 . MCART1 SHB
chr9 37945033 37945241 209 37945054 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_5200 chr9_37945033_37945241 SHB . .
chr9 37954118 37954279 162 37954231 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5201 chr9_37954118_37954279 SHB . .
chr9 38046621 38046885 265 38046712 26 24.45873 11.1214 19.41022 OSE1_peak_5202 chr9_38046621_38046885 SHB . .
chr9 38047101 38047220 120 38047147 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5203 chr9_38047101_38047220 SHB . .
chr9 38047870 38048161 292 38047895 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_5204 chr9_38047870_38048161 SHB . .
chr9 38681850 38682011 162 38681930 23 17.00924 7.78357 12.3725 OSE1_peak_5205 chr9_38681850_38682011 . . .
chr9 38682833 38682982 150 38682901 30 24.54407 9.85788 19.49295 OSE1_peak_5206 chr9_38682833_38682982 . . .
chr9 39030681 39030814 134 39030754 24 12.84885 5.46509 8.54503 OSE1_peak_5207 chr9_39030681_39030814 . . .
chr9 72561739 72561908 170 72561827 14 9.52974 5.6639 5.5708 OSE1_peak_5208 chr9_72561739_72561908 . . .
chr9 72591290 72591447 158 72591376 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5209 chr9_72591290_72591447 . . .
chr9 73028035 73028202 168 73028198 10 6.12048 4.31321 2.79418 OSE1_peak_5210 chr9_73028035_73028202 KLF9 . .
chr9 73034827 73034979 153 73034894 14 10.37642 6.17855 6.31767 OSE1_peak_5211 chr9_73034827_73034979 . KLF9 .
chr9 73216040 73216302 263 73216283 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_5212 chr9_73216040_73216302 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73539322 73539544 223 73539397 20 9.56692 4.59068 5.59282 OSE1_peak_5213 chr9_73539322_73539544 TRPM3 . .
chr9 74224095 74224293 199 74224180 18 14.19643 7.50418 9.75376 OSE1_peak_5214 chr9_74224095_74224293 . . .
chr9 74980029 74980155 127 74980048 16 13.44884 7.57602 9.07796 OSE1_peak_5215 chr9_74980029_74980155 ZFAND5 . .
chr9 75058377 75058516 140 75058454 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_5216 chr9_75058377_75058516 . . .
chr9 75764398 75764526 129 75764463 12 7.09471 4.58019 3.51941 OSE1_peak_5217 chr9_75764398_75764526 . . ANXA1
chr9 76395808 76396058 251 76395865 17 11.56998 6.20778 7.38327 OSE1_peak_5218 chr9_76395808_76396058 . . .
chr9 77375390 77375536 147 77375461 30 20.12779 7.62824 15.29021 OSE1_peak_5219 chr9_77375390_77375536 TRPM6 . .
chr9 78870959 78871078 120 78871002 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_5220 chr9_78870959_78871078 MIR548H3;PCSK5 . .
chr9 79066252 79066405 154 79066332 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_5221 chr9_79066252_79066405 GCNT1;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80129913 80130032 120 80129992 18 13.61173 7.15772 9.2312 OSE1_peak_5222 chr9_80129913_80130032 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80422369 80422511 143 80422375 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_5223 chr9_80422369_80422511 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80463875 80463998 124 80463985 11 6.88881 4.62749 3.36349 OSE1_peak_5224 chr9_80463875_80463998 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80849633 80849752 120 80849666 13 10.34085 6.37842 6.28424 OSE1_peak_5225 chr9_80849633_80849752 MIR548H3 . CEP78
chr9 81154865 81154986 122 81154935 14 10.351 6.163 6.2939 OSE1_peak_5226 chr9_81154865_81154986 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81481698 81481843 146 81481778 12 8.93696 5.71539 5.06275 OSE1_peak_5227 chr9_81481698_81481843 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81804508 81804827 320 81804730 29 27.02459 11.56872 21.88523 OSE1_peak_5228 chr9_81804508_81804827 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81836138 81836275 138 81836196 13 9.56948 5.90069 5.59492 OSE1_peak_5229 chr9_81836138_81836275 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 82226864 82227008 145 82226933 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_5230 chr9_82226864_82227008 MIR548H3;TLE4 . .
chr9 83643507 83643626 120 83643617 11 7.16199 4.79753 3.57677 OSE1_peak_5231 chr9_83643507_83643626 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84107944 84108258 315 84108215 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_5232 chr9_84107944_84108258 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84150549 84150728 180 84150642 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5233 chr9_84150549_84150728 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84177799 84177922 124 84177819 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_5234 chr9_84177799_84177922 MIR548H3 . TLE1
chr9 85497213 85497367 155 85497294 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_5235 chr9_85497213_85497367 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85497807 85497967 161 85497887 18 14.83408 7.88588 10.3562 OSE1_peak_5236 chr9_85497807_85497967 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86047239 86047484 246 86047422 17 12.2904 6.62799 8.02519 OSE1_peak_5237 chr9_86047239_86047484 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86500527 86500685 159 86500593 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_5238 chr9_86500527_86500685 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86549612 86549738 127 86549678 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5239 chr9_86549612_86549738 MIR548H3 KIF27 C9orf64
chr9 86586272 86586391 120 86586359 12 8.79113 5.62448 4.92961 OSE1_peak_5240 chr9_86586272_86586391 HNRNPK;MIR548H3 C9orf64;MIR7‐1 RMI1
chr9 86594553 86594869 317 86594752 14 10.96792 6.54181 6.85278 OSE1_peak_5241 chr9_86594553_86594869 HNRNPK;MIR548H3 C9orf64;MIR7‐1 RMI1
chr9 86785702 86785842 141 86785777 13 10.14371 6.25616 6.10389 OSE1_peak_5242 chr9_86785702_86785842 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 88151023 88151208 186 88151101 16 10.17909 5.62515 6.13635 OSE1_peak_5243 chr9_88151023_88151208 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
chr9 88357679 88357798 120 88357768 11 7.66202 5.11053 3.96821 OSE1_peak_5244 chr9_88357679_88357798 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
chr9 88358237 88358439 203 88358351 30 27.83205 11.67838 22.6659 OSE1_peak_5245 chr9_88358237_88358439 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
chr9 90328506 90328640 135 90328601 14 11.34991 6.77726 7.17786 OSE1_peak_5246 chr9_90328506_90328640 MIR548H3 DAPK1 CTSL1
chr9 90691780 90691938 159 90691840 15 12.31131 7.13037 8.04297 OSE1_peak_5247 chr9_90691780_90691938 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90812771 90812905 135 90812851 20 12.21513 5.91016 7.95583 OSE1_peak_5248 chr9_90812771_90812905 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 90885943 90886166 224 90886051 14 6.06214 3.69108 2.74426 OSE1_peak_5249 chr9_90885943_90886166 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91433969 91434180 212 91434075 18 14.60433 7.74794 10.1398 OSE1_peak_5250 chr9_91433969_91434180 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91441899 91442038 140 91441951 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_5251 chr9_91441899_91442038 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91730758 91731329 572 91730935 31 26.35393 10.51744 21.23384 OSE1_peak_5252 chr9_91730758_91731329 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91752985 91753149 165 91753082 18 13.07242 6.84184 8.74155 OSE1_peak_5253 chr9_91752985_91753149 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91753580 91753933 354 91753829 24 16.47838 7.24411 11.87087 OSE1_peak_5254 chr9_91753580_91753933 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91769638 91769821 184 91769680 13 8.75215 5.39873 4.89234 OSE1_peak_5255 chr9_91769638_91769821 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 92171591 92171913 323 92171668 24 24.33366 11.73618 19.28871 OSE1_peak_5256 chr9_92171591_92171913 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93755102 93755366 265 93755178 19 13.59694 6.89754 9.21981 OSE1_peak_5257 chr9_93755102_93755366 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93822848 93822976 129 93822924 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5258 chr9_93822848_93822976 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
chr9 93862358 93862522 165 93862420 28 26.21725 11.45374 21.10423 OSE1_peak_5259 chr9_93862358_93862522 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
chr9 93893951 93894131 181 93894030 31 27.30237 11.03606 22.15522 OSE1_peak_5260 chr9_93893951_93894131 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93913375 93913630 256 93913552 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_5261 chr9_93913375_93913630 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93959564 93959805 242 93959631 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_5262 chr9_93959564_93959805 MIR548H3 . AUH
chr9 94914124 94914255 132 94914193 16 11.26722 6.25977 7.10634 OSE1_peak_5263 chr9_94914124_94914255 LINC00475;MIR548H3 LOC100128076 .
chr9 95432614 95432733 120 95432618 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_5264 chr9_95432614_95432733 MIR548H3 IPPK .
chr9 97623287 97623537 251 97623502 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_5265 chr9_97623287_97623537 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97629754 97629942 189 97629880 11 6.71645 4.52066 3.21144 OSE1_peak_5266 chr9_97629754_97629942 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97676772 97676891 120 97676810 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5267 chr9_97676772_97676891 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97788205 97788352 148 97788273 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5268 chr9_97788205_97788352 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 98556637 98556777 141 98556689 18 13.89797 7.32685 9.50054 OSE1_peak_5269 chr9_98556637_98556777 . . LINC00476
chr9 100397012 100397187 176 100397107 10 5.92804 4.19233 2.63788 OSE1_peak_5270 chr9_100397012_100397187 NCBP1 TSTD2 .
chr9 100607693 100607812 120 100607725 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_5271 chr9_100607693_100607812 . . FOXE1
chr9 100639177 100639657 481 100639254 17 11.34686 6.07931 7.17542 OSE1_peak_5272 chr9_100639177_100639657 . FOXE1 C9orf156
chr9 100684323 100684515 193 100684489 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_5273 chr9_100684323_100684515 C9orf156 . HEMGN
chr9 100985625 100985783 159 100985684 24 16.47838 7.24411 11.87087 OSE1_peak_5274 chr9_100985625_100985783 TBC1D2 . .
chr9 101086776 101086952 177 101086854 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_5275 chr9_101086776_101086952 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101119299 101119553 255 101119475 18 12.0323 6.24473 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5276 chr9_101119299_101119553 GABBR2 . .
chr9 103191922 103192041 120 103192000 15 10.98135 6.31931 6.85379 OSE1_peak_5277 chr9_103191922_103192041 MSANTD3 . MSANTD3‐TMEFF1
chr9 103192234 103192357 124 103192336 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_5278 chr9_103192234_103192357 MSANTD3 . MSANTD3‐TMEFF1
chr9 103349837 103349995 159 103349920 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_5279 chr9_103349837_103349995 MURC MSANTD3‐TMEFF1;TMEFF1 .
chr9 106564391 106564510 120 106564477 14 11.05376 6.59468 6.91663 OSE1_peak_5280 chr9_106564391_106564510 . . .
chr9 106566758 106567020 263 106566799 21 10.35968 4.80928 6.30164 OSE1_peak_5281 chr9_106566758_106567020 . . .
chr9 107688620 107688757 138 107688737 11 8.01653 5.33322 4.26811 OSE1_peak_5282 chr9_107688620_107688757 ABCA1 . .
chr9 107826296 107826490 195 107826404 12 9.03677 5.77765 5.14259 OSE1_peak_5283 chr9_107826296_107826490 . . .
chr9 109561679 109561828 150 109561776 18 12.57244 6.55266 8.28556 OSE1_peak_5284 chr9_109561679_109561828 . . .
chr9 109625226 109625348 123 109625292 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_5285 chr9_109625226_109625348 . . MIR548Q;ZNF462
chr9 109655007 109655328 322 109655230 23 19.23372 9.04133 14.4434 OSE1_peak_5286 chr9_109655007_109655328 MIR548Q;ZNF462 . .
chr9 110500823 110500980 158 110500918 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5287 chr9_110500823_110500980 . . .
chr9 110501152 110501309 158 110501232 16 13.11885 7.37463 8.77353 OSE1_peak_5288 chr9_110501152_110501309 . . .
chr9 110811441 110811568 128 110811538 10 4.99658 3.61537 2.00636 OSE1_peak_5289 chr9_110811441_110811568 . . .
chr9 111241012 111241131 120 111241094 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_5290 chr9_111241012_111241131 . . .
chr9 111539299 111539418 120 111539337 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_5291 chr9_111539299_111539418 . . .
chr9 111547394 111547575 182 111547482 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_5292 chr9_111547394_111547575 . . .
chr9 111798357 111798595 239 111798445 33 33.81396 14.00472 28.4756 OSE1_peak_5293 chr9_111798357_111798595 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
chr9 112748799 112749305 507 112749186 20 14.12283 6.94872 9.69577 OSE1_peak_5294 chr9_112748799_112749305 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112791788 112792025 238 112791911 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5295 chr9_112791788_112792025 PALM2‐AKAP2 . AKAP2
chr9 112794269 112794390 122 112794303 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5296 chr9_112794269_112794390 PALM2‐AKAP2 . AKAP2
chr9 112813323 112813466 144 112813396 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_5297 chr9_112813323_112813466 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112878306 112878440 135 112878394 21 19.26167 9.6722 14.4707 OSE1_peak_5298 chr9_112878306_112878440 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 113205778 113206123 346 113205974 27 19.15469 7.88021 14.37109 OSE1_peak_5299 chr9_113205778_113206123 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113559976 113560107 132 113560036 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_5300 chr9_113559976_113560107 MUSK . .
chr9 113597764 113597987 224 113597876 21 7.58228 3.60277 3.90236 OSE1_peak_5301 chr9_113597764_113597987 . . .
chr9 113674009 113674133 125 113674075 23 18.88014 8.83732 14.11434 OSE1_peak_5302 chr9_113674009_113674133 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113675003 113675144 142 113675082 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_5303 chr9_113675003_113675144 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113732357 113732490 134 113732420 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_5304 chr9_113732357_113732490 LPAR1 . .
chr9 114490959 114491135 177 114491034 25 17.08726 7.31734 12.44549 OSE1_peak_5305 chr9_114490959_114491135 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114660648 114660801 154 114660722 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5306 chr9_114660648_114660801 UGCG . .
chr9 114673856 114673975 120 114673927 11 8.13367 5.40684 4.37386 OSE1_peak_5307 chr9_114673856_114673975 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114692659 114692786 128 114692733 16 13.21607 7.43392 8.86166 OSE1_peak_5308 chr9_114692659_114692786 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114699209 114699593 385 114699289 16 13.15109 7.39429 8.80226 OSE1_peak_5309 chr9_114699209_114699593 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114700159 114700425 267 114700234 12 8.0016 5.13444 4.25522 OSE1_peak_5310 chr9_114700159_114700425 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114702190 114702310 121 114702262 13 9.56948 5.90069 5.59492 OSE1_peak_5311 chr9_114702190_114702310 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114703254 114703481 228 114703372 16 12.16556 6.79651 7.91259 OSE1_peak_5312 chr9_114703254_114703481 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114719867 114720024 158 114719933 17 13.70264 7.47083 9.31645 OSE1_peak_5313 chr9_114719867_114720024 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114720353 114720495 143 114720381 12 8.42331 5.3956 4.61647 OSE1_peak_5314 chr9_114720353_114720495 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114720942 114721116 175 114721084 14 9.95982 5.92435 5.94168 OSE1_peak_5315 chr9_114720942_114721116 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114721324 114721443 120 114721393 11 7.45473 4.98056 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5316 chr9_114721324_114721443 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114799668 114799907 240 114799788 35 30.97429 11.67536 25.71776 OSE1_peak_5317 chr9_114799668_114799907 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114804023 114804464 442 114804148 38 38.42199 14.65832 32.97078 OSE1_peak_5318 chr9_114804023_114804464 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114812366 114812485 120 114812428 15 11.85334 6.84979 7.63876 OSE1_peak_5319 chr9_114812366_114812485 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 117126592 117126715 124 117126661 18 11.4643 5.92644 7.28848 OSE1_peak_5320 chr9_117126592_117126715 AKNA . .
chr9 117453306 117453642 337 117453535 17 10.52635 5.61452 6.4483 OSE1_peak_5321 chr9_117453306_117453642 . LOC100505478 .
chr9 117670644 117670763 120 117670668 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5322 chr9_117670644_117670763 TNFSF8 . .
chr9 117769034 117769227 194 117769141 15 12.09319 6.99663 7.84384 OSE1_peak_5323 chr9_117769034_117769227 . . TNC
chr9 117821304 117821423 120 117821392 10 6.3411 4.45228 2.95024 OSE1_peak_5324 chr9_117821304_117821423 TNC . .
chr9 118024871 118025028 158 118024927 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_5325 chr9_118024871_118025028 01‐Dec . .
chr9 118412079 118412868 790 118412639 24 21.4053 9.99486 16.49663 OSE1_peak_5326 chr9_118412079_118412868 . . .
chr9 118413120 118413338 219 118413238 24 21.57381 10.09377 16.65998 OSE1_peak_5327 chr9_118413120_118413338 . . .
chr9 118479901 118480068 168 118479922 10 6.00698 4.24186 2.69561 OSE1_peak_5328 chr9_118479901_118480068 . . .
chr9 118701622 118701951 330 118701766 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_5329 chr9_118701622_118701951 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118705911 118706030 120 118705950 13 7.72093 4.77779 4.02447 OSE1_peak_5330 chr9_118705911_118706030 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118706703 118707007 305 118706890 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_5331 chr9_118706703_118707007 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118715134 118715253 120 118715144 14 7.04444 4.22154 3.49603 OSE1_peak_5332 chr9_118715134_118715253 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118758808 118759001 194 118758911 22 16.12704 7.55941 11.54655 OSE1_peak_5333 chr9_118758808_118759001 . . .
chr9 118863987 118864117 131 118864049 16 8.67362 4.78441 4.8229 OSE1_peak_5334 chr9_118863987_118864117 . . .
chr9 118914445 118914589 145 118914512 20 17.35002 8.82824 12.68342 OSE1_peak_5335 chr9_118914445_118914589 . . PAPPA
chr9 118914800 118914957 158 118914895 13 9.79659 6.04111 5.80542 OSE1_peak_5336 chr9_118914800_118914957 . . PAPPA
chr9 118915380 118915556 177 118915454 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_5337 chr9_118915380_118915556 . . PAPPA
chr9 118917336 118917473 138 118917385 12 9.26941 5.92282 5.33972 OSE1_peak_5338 chr9_118917336_118917473 PAPPA . .
chr9 118917589 118917765 177 118917668 10 7.18038 4.98379 3.59292 OSE1_peak_5339 chr9_118917589_118917765 PAPPA . .
chr9 118918710 118918986 277 118918785 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5340 chr9_118918710_118918986 PAPPA . .
chr9 118938023 118938142 120 118938061 13 10.31222 6.36066 6.25697 OSE1_peak_5341 chr9_118938023_118938142 PAPPA . .
chr9 118939167 118939474 308 118939357 15 7.84614 4.50298 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5342 chr9_118939167_118939474 PAPPA . .
chr9 118943628 118943778 151 118943723 10 6.84602 4.77182 3.32894 OSE1_peak_5343 chr9_118943628_118943778 PAPPA . .
chr9 118970238 118970429 192 118970276 10 6.17022 4.34452 2.80964 OSE1_peak_5344 chr9_118970238_118970429 PAPPA . .
chr9 118982916 118983095 180 118983013 10 7.33628 5.08256 3.72481 OSE1_peak_5345 chr9_118982916_118983095 PAPPA . .
chr9 119051099 119051252 154 119051178 17 13.63998 7.43302 9.25777 OSE1_peak_5346 chr9_119051099_119051252 PAPPA . .
chr9 119078111 119078230 120 119078170 18 13.33681 6.99621 8.97567 OSE1_peak_5347 chr9_119078111_119078230 PAPPA . .
chr9 119098602 119098899 298 119098819 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_5348 chr9_119098602_119098899 PAPPA . .
chr9 119127512 119127806 295 119127714 11 7.41448 4.95535 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5349 chr9_119127512_119127806 PAPPA . .
chr9 119130297 119130461 165 119130389 13 7.80591 4.82828 4.09908 OSE1_peak_5350 chr9_119130297_119130461 PAPPA . .
chr9 119155392 119155580 189 119155543 9 6.33639 4.60747 2.95024 OSE1_peak_5351 chr9_119155392_119155580 PAPPA . .
chr9 119159704 119159823 120 119159758 14 11.08268 6.61249 6.93718 OSE1_peak_5352 chr9_119159704_119159823 PAPPA . ASTN2
chr9 119164665 119164812 148 119164737 13 10.39859 6.41424 6.33464 OSE1_peak_5353 chr9_119164665_119164812 . PAPPA ASTN2
chr9 119165921 119166219 299 119165991 16 13.62044 7.6809 9.23949 OSE1_peak_5354 chr9_119165921_119166219 . PAPPA ASTN2
chr9 119311517 119311754 238 119311631 22 9.08279 4.11025 5.18539 OSE1_peak_5355 chr9_119311517_119311754 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
chr9 120525721 120525865 145 120525762 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5356 chr9_120525721_120525865 . . .
chr9 121326139 121326269 131 121326225 13 9.18948 5.66653 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5357 chr9_121326139_121326269 . . .
chr9 123156158 123156277 120 123156239 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_5358 chr9_123156158_123156277 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 123156414 123156568 155 123156471 15 10.04962 5.76155 6.02428 OSE1_peak_5359 chr9_123156414_123156568 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 126472771 126472898 128 126472838 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_5360 chr9_126472771_126472898 DENND1A . .
chr9 126817115 126817343 229 126817204 11 7.06888 4.73948 3.49874 OSE1_peak_5361 chr9_126817115_126817343 . LHX2 .
chr9 127022146 127022414 269 127022185 11 5.77209 3.94404 2.50777 OSE1_peak_5362 chr9_127022146_127022414 NEK6 . .
chr9 127028745 127028871 127 127028836 13 9.09885 5.61087 5.1971 OSE1_peak_5363 chr9_127028745_127028871 NEK6 . .
chr9 127029533 127029957 425 127029748 23 15.08492 6.75446 10.58273 OSE1_peak_5364 chr9_127029533_127029957 NEK6 . .
chr9 127048654 127048962 309 127048760 21 20.35064 10.32784 15.49765 OSE1_peak_5365 chr9_127048654_127048962 NEK6 . .
chr9 127072043 127072227 185 127072136 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_5366 chr9_127072043_127072227 NEK6 . .
chr9 127421693 127421939 247 127421772 15 10.90594 6.27376 6.79433 OSE1_peak_5367 chr9_127421693_127421939 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127459956 127460079 124 127460043 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_5368 chr9_127459956_127460079 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 MIR181A2;MIR181B2 .
chr9 127460538 127460742 205 127460681 16 12.02891 6.71426 7.78903 OSE1_peak_5369 chr9_127460538_127460742 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 MIR181A2;MIR181B2 .
chr9 127998075 127998247 173 127998148 13 7.4221 4.60138 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5370 chr9_127998075_127998247 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 128315590 128315709 120 128315658 15 10.26857 5.89155 6.21458 OSE1_peak_5371 chr9_128315590_128315709 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 128411601 128411835 235 128411787 13 7.3181 4.54042 3.71146 OSE1_peak_5372 chr9_128411601_128411835 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 129623617 129623753 137 129623649 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_5373 chr9_129623617_129623753 ZBTB34 ZBTB43 .
chr9 130150630 130150865 236 130150862 15 6.78576 3.93716 3.2725 OSE1_peak_5374 chr9_130150630_130150865 GARNL3 . SLC2A8
chr9 130207433 130207574 142 130207574 10 5.41974 3.87555 2.30259 OSE1_peak_5375 chr9_130207433_130207574 ZNF79 . LRSAM1;RPL12;SNORA65
chr9 130208506 130208656 151 130208552 16 9.98365 5.51337 5.96337 OSE1_peak_5376 chr9_130208506_130208656 . ZNF79 LRSAM1;RPL12;SNORA65
chr9 130210820 130211064 245 130211010 12 8.69639 5.56546 4.84479 OSE1_peak_5377 chr9_130210820_130211064 RPL12;SNORA65 ZNF79 LRSAM1
chr9 130213527 130213673 147 130213629 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_5378 chr9_130213527_130213673 RPL12 SNORA65;ZNF79 LRSAM1
chr9 130335707 130335832 126 130335753 22 14.10976 6.47303 9.68458 OSE1_peak_5379 chr9_130335707_130335832 FAM129B . .
chr9 130336005 130336157 153 130336063 17 7.31147 3.93487 3.7075 OSE1_peak_5380 chr9_130336005_130336157 FAM129B . .
chr9 130341126 130341282 157 130341222 15 11.79487 6.81404 7.5839 OSE1_peak_5381 chr9_130341126_130341282 FAM129B . .
chr9 130346111 130346236 126 130346204 16 10.80783 5.98948 6.69995 OSE1_peak_5382 chr9_130346111_130346236 . FAM129B STXBP1
chr9 130346441 130346628 188 130346457 14 9.29591 5.52333 5.36156 OSE1_peak_5383 chr9_130346441_130346628 . FAM129B STXBP1
chr9 130681922 130682072 151 130681984 14 9.09209 5.40145 5.19095 OSE1_peak_5384 chr9_130681922_130682072 . ST6GALNAC4;ST6GALNAC6 DPM2;FAM102A;PIP5KL1
chr9 130966337 130966501 165 130966420 16 14.11042 7.9806 9.68458 OSE1_peak_5385 chr9_130966337_130966501 CIZ1;DNM1 . .
chr9 131314818 131314939 122 131314896 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_5386 chr9_131314818_131314939 SPTAN1 GLE1 .
chr9 131636894 131637018 125 131636969 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_5387 chr9_131636894_131637018 CCBL1 . LRRC8A
chr9 131673944 131674151 208 131673994 17 13.10103 7.10922 8.75753 OSE1_peak_5388 chr9_131673944_131674151 LRRC8A CCBL1 PHYHD1
chr9 131937337 131937456 120 131937398 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5389 chr9_131937337_131937456 . PPP2R4 IER5L
chr9 132245535 132245664 130 132245600 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5390 chr9_132245535_132245664 . . LOC100506190
chr9 132250337 132250569 233 132250504 13 10.39859 6.41424 6.33464 OSE1_peak_5391 chr9_132250337_132250569 . . LOC100506190
chr9 132251439 132251600 162 132251548 15 10.73373 6.16998 6.63174 OSE1_peak_5392 chr9_132251439_132251600 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132269168 132269336 169 132269233 16 13.65532 7.70222 9.2729 OSE1_peak_5393 chr9_132269168_132269336 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132505452 132505575 124 132505499 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_5394 chr9_132505452_132505575 PTGES PRRX2 .
chr9 132597431 132597560 130 132597512 9 6.43961 4.67344 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5395 chr9_132597431_132597560 C9orf78 TOR1A;TOR1B USP20
chr9 133736309 133736590 282 133736389 23 20.80305 9.96111 15.92379 OSE1_peak_5396 chr9_133736309_133736590 ABL1 . .
chr9 135522817 135523034 218 135522927 24 18.28791 8.21675 13.55515 OSE1_peak_5397 chr9_135522817_135523034 DDX31 . GTF3C4
chr9 135820039 135820190 152 135820075 13 10.22727 6.30798 6.17779 OSE1_peak_5398 chr9_135820039_135820190 . TSC1 .
chr9 135951415 135951582 168 135951575 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5399 chr9_135951415_135951582 . CEL;GTF3C5 CELP;RALGDS
chr9 136009097 136009243 147 136009171 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_5400 chr9_136009097_136009243 RALGDS . GBGT1
chr9 136832287 136832543 257 136832325 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_5401 chr9_136832287_136832543 VAV2 . .
chr9 136860338 136860491 154 136860445 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5402 chr9_136860338_136860491 . VAV2 .
chr9 137494251 137494728 478 137494381 26 23.24221 10.41184 18.24325 OSE1_peak_5403 chr9_137494251_137494728 . . .
chr9 137536587 137536706 120 137536688 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5404 chr9_137536587_137536706 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137739421 137739540 120 137739463 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5405 chr9_137739421_137739540 . COL5A1 ;MIR3689C;MIR3689D1;MIR3689D2;MIR3689E
chr9 139440700 139440854 155 139440782 19 9.92346 4.92144 5.92376 OSE1_peak_5406 chr9_139440700_139440854 MIR4674 MIR4673;NOTCH1 .
chr9 139622559 139622722 164 139622646 18 16.54104 8.9195 11.92604 OSE1_peak_5407 chr9_139622559_139622722 SNHG7 FAM69B;SNORA17;SNORA43 LCN10;LCN6;LCN8;LOC100128593
chr9 139796073 139796210 138 139796118 16 11.51072 6.40427 7.32758 OSE1_peak_5408 chr9_139796073_139796210 TRAF2 MIR4479 .
chr9 140025838 140025980 143 140025866 12 9.55793 6.10281 5.58485 OSE1_peak_5409 chr9_140025838_140025980 . DPP7;MAN1B1 GRIN1
chr9 140138562 140138874 313 140138813 16 13.90491 7.85487 9.50636 OSE1_peak_5410 chr9_140138562_140138874 FAM166A DOR1;RNF208;RNF224;SLC34C9orf173;COBRA1;LOC100129722
chr9 140172084 140172293 210 140172146 13 9.92732 6.12205 5.92446 OSE1_peak_5411 chr9_140172084_140172293 C9orf167 3;COBRA1;FAM166A;LOC10 EXD3;NRARP
hrGL000192 544592 545086 495 544971 39 46.26467 18.77789 40.63327 OSE1_peak_5412 chrGL000192.1_544592_545086 . . .
hrGL000195 30584 33004 2421 30846 107 79.55138 11.88307 73.37267 OSE1_peak_5413 chrGL000195.1_30584_33004 . . .
hrGL000195 66552 66696 145 66630 33 13.46106 4.49936 9.08989 OSE1_peak_5414 chrGL000195.1_66552_66696 . . .
hrGL000205 84803 86924 2122 85288 86 58.68483 10.04663 52.84275 OSE1_peak_5415 chrGL000205.1_84803_86924 . . .
hrGL000205 87132 87787 656 87427 70 44.33776 8.71275 38.7477 OSE1_peak_5416 chrGL000205.1_87132_87787 . . .
hrGL000220 7347 8102 756 7741 94 58.42889 8.87669 52.59228 OSE1_peak_5417 chrGL000220.1_7347_8102 . . .
hrGL000220 117809 118081 273 117898 173 20.13476 2.19897 15.2971 OSE1_peak_5418 chrGL000220.1_117809_118081 . . .
hrGL000220 118278 118486 209 118396 84 14.81009 2.64057 10.33502 OSE1_peak_5419 chrGL000220.1_118278_118486 . . .
hrGL000220 118786 119009 224 118956 74 9.71626 2.22004 5.73271 OSE1_peak_5420 chrGL000220.1_118786_119009 . . .
hrGL000220 119311 119458 148 119364 114 11.38279 2.01153 7.21011 OSE1_peak_5421 chrGL000220.1_119311_119458 . . .
hrGL000220 120147 120495 349 120348 140 20.7748 2.46631 15.90094 OSE1_peak_5422 chrGL000220.1_120147_120495 . . .
hrGL000220 129061 129206 146 129186 126 7.8417 1.69236 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5423 chrGL000220.1_129061_129206 . . .
hrGL000220 135309 135454 146 135311 138 5.07912 1.46381 2.06557 OSE1_peak_5424 chrGL000220.1_135309_135454 . . .
hrGL000220 143080 143289 210 143261 120 9.70284 1.85183 5.71939 OSE1_peak_5425 chrGL000220.1_143080_143289 . . .
hrGL000220 144889 145073 185 144931 127 6.00739 1.55733 2.69602 OSE1_peak_5426 chrGL000220.1_144889_145073 . . .
chrMT 84 348 265 197 180 7.60686 1.53472 3.92604 OSE1_peak_5427 chrMT_84_348 . . .
chrMT 16006 16418 413 16113 238 20.24847 1.94241 15.40339 OSE1_peak_5428 chrMT_16006_16418 . . .
chrX 1512623 1512742 120 1512731 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5429 chrX_1512623_1512742 . . .
chrX 3733032 3733230 199 3733114 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_5430 chrX_3733032_3733230 . . LOC389906
chrX 9296004 9296149 146 9296006 16 5.82477 3.34308 2.54826 OSE1_peak_5431 chrX_9296004_9296149 . . .
chrX 9310756 9310880 125 9310783 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5432 chrX_9310756_9310880 . . .
chrX 9431140 9431280 141 9431168 13 9.66916 5.96229 5.68636 OSE1_peak_5433 chrX_9431140_9431280 . . TBL1X
chrX 9534232 9534397 166 9534312 11 7.49537 5.00602 3.82241 OSE1_peak_5434 chrX_9534232_9534397 TBL1X . .
chrX 9797584 9797703 120 9797664 18 10.40042 5.34728 6.33464 OSE1_peak_5435 chrX_9797584_9797703 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9828237 9828504 268 9828439 19 7.84331 3.93304 4.13193 OSE1_peak_5436 chrX_9828237_9828504 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9834207 9834459 253 9834443 16 7.9172 4.38142 4.19556 OSE1_peak_5437 chrX_9834207_9834459 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9971939 9972260 322 9972095 23 19.98493 9.47896 15.15514 OSE1_peak_5438 chrX_9971939_9972260 . . WWC3
chrX 10602818 10602949 132 10602893 16 13.51693 7.61763 9.14408 OSE1_peak_5439 chrX_10602818_10602949 MID1 . .
chrX 10940343 10940464 122 10940392 15 12.93142 7.51116 8.61519 OSE1_peak_5440 chrX_10940343_10940464 . . .
chrX 12993229 12993349 121 12993294 15 11.82403 6.83187 7.60984 OSE1_peak_5441 chrX_12993229_12993349 TMSB4X . .
chrX 12995467 12996324 858 12996099 26 16.18828 6.64395 11.60353 OSE1_peak_5442 chrX_12995467_12996324 . TMSB4X .
chrX 13352796 13352915 120 13352841 12 9.29598 5.9394 5.36156 OSE1_peak_5443 chrX_13352796_13352915 . ATXN3L;LOC100093698 LOC100133123
chrX 13416198 13416333 136 13416230 16 11.76435 6.55561 7.56482 OSE1_peak_5444 chrX_13416198_13416333 . . .
chrX 13505992 13506170 179 13506082 19 17.76504 9.37372 13.07435 OSE1_peak_5445 chrX_13505992_13506170 . . .
chrX 16789702 16790009 308 16789887 64 65.54747 18.29334 59.58407 OSE1_peak_5446 chrX_16789702_16790009 . SYAP1 TXLNG
chrX 16856437 16856582 146 16856456 13 6.2701 3.9401 2.89237 OSE1_peak_5447 chrX_16856437_16856582 TXLNG . RBBP7
chrX 16874385 16874571 187 16874482 15 11.2401 6.47604 7.08381 OSE1_peak_5448 chrX_16874385_16874571 RBBP7 TXLNG .
chrX 18692983 18693105 123 18693038 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5449 chrX_18692983_18693105 . CDKL5;RS1 PPEF1
chrX 19728315 19728557 243 19728493 16 10.11321 5.58739 6.07518 OSE1_peak_5450 chrX_19728315_19728557 SH3KBP1 . .
chrX 24151781 24151977 197 24151924 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5451 chrX_24151781_24151977 . . ZFX
chrX 24167006 24167285 280 24167017 12 9.48627 6.05812 5.53749 OSE1_peak_5452 chrX_24167006_24167285 . . ZFX
chrX 29680898 29681032 135 29680964 17 11.06116 5.91606 6.91663 OSE1_peak_5453 chrX_29680898_29681032 IL1RAPL1 . .
chrX 31239290 31239536 247 31239344 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_5454 chrX_31239290_31239536 DMD . .
chrX 40504249 40504390 142 40504317 12 8.64974 5.53641 4.80477 OSE1_peak_5455 chrX_40504249_40504390 CXorf38 LOC347411 MED14
chrX 40653371 40653491 121 40653416 12 8.88784 5.68476 5.01894 OSE1_peak_5456 chrX_40653371_40653491 . . .
chrX 40881988 40882219 232 40882104 11 7.99349 5.31873 4.25522 OSE1_peak_5457 chrX_40881988_40882219 . . .
chrX 41210059 41210761 703 41210701 15 12.40728 7.18927 8.13295 OSE1_peak_5458 chrX_41210059_41210761 . DDX3X .
chrX 41241087 41241283 197 41241233 14 8.29215 4.93005 4.50616 OSE1_peak_5459 chrX_41241087_41241283 . . .
chrX 41386350 41386541 192 41386428 17 14.36356 7.87121 9.91294 OSE1_peak_5460 chrX_41386350_41386541 CASK . .
chrX 45338507 45338711 205 45338613 20 14.0396 6.90207 9.62645 OSE1_peak_5461 chrX_45338507_45338711 . . .
chrX 45366350 45366489 140 45366446 22 12.50001 5.65966 8.22057 OSE1_peak_5462 chrX_45366350_45366489 . . .
chrX 45374795 45375052 258 45374965 16 12.30528 6.88079 8.03743 OSE1_peak_5463 chrX_45374795_45375052 . . .
chrX 45629265 45629440 176 45629338 15 9.18972 5.25872 5.26518 OSE1_peak_5464 chrX_45629265_45629440 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 46597235 46597498 264 46597263 13 10.48643 6.46872 6.41387 OSE1_peak_5465 chrX_46597235_46597498 SLC9A7 . .
chrX 47521892 47522042 151 47521974 17 14.53938 7.9781 10.07746 OSE1_peak_5466 chrX_47521892_47522042 . ELK1;LOC100133957;UXT .
chrX 48345916 48346060 145 48345962 17 15.31407 8.45005 10.78322 OSE1_peak_5467 chrX_48345916_48346060 . FTSJ1;SLC38A5 PORCN
chrX 49023584 49023770 187 49023667 14 10.20095 6.07128 6.15221 OSE1_peak_5468 chrX_49023584_49023770 MAGIX . PLP2;PRICKLE3;SYP
chrX 52964255 52964374 120 52964358 11 8.10998 5.39195 4.35123 OSE1_peak_5469 chrX_52964255_52964374 FAM156A;FAM156B . .
chrX 53254346 53254610 265 53254525 14 9.50804 5.65083 5.55557 OSE1_peak_5470 chrX_53254346_53254610 KDM5C . IQSEC2
chrX 71488570 71488827 258 71488621 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_5471 chrX_71488570_71488827 . ERCC6L;PIN4 RPS4X
chrX 73071289 73071411 123 73071335 15 9.83894 5.63716 5.84431 OSE1_peak_5472 chrX_73071289_73071411 XIST TSIX .
chrX 73640944 73641063 120 73640972 9 6.47255 4.69447 3.01562 OSE1_peak_5473 chrX_73640944_73641063 . . SLC16A2
chrX 77384872 77385037 166 77384937 11 7.88009 5.24747 4.15986 OSE1_peak_5474 chrX_77384872_77385037 MIR1256 PGK1 TAF9B
chrX 81404710 81404829 120 81404755 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5475 chrX_81404710_81404829 MIR1256 . .
chrX 100521099 100521256 158 100521182 9 6.35679 4.62051 2.95865 OSE1_peak_5476 chrX_100521099_100521256 MIR1256 DRP2 TAF7L
chrX 106920342 106920493 152 106920450 19 16.46015 8.58476 11.85353 OSE1_peak_5477 chrX_106920342_106920493 . PRPS1 .
chrX 106985452 106985571 120 106985519 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5478 chrX_106985452_106985571 TSC22D3 . .
chrX 107552479 107552598 120 107552560 13 8.16214 5.04135 4.39853 OSE1_peak_5479 chrX_107552479_107552598 COL4A6 . .
chrX 111880539 111880690 152 111880649 18 7.1484 3.73638 3.56458 OSE1_peak_5480 chrX_111880539_111880690 LHFPL1 . .
chrX 115159183 115159302 120 115159205 12 7.80468 5.01311 4.09908 OSE1_peak_5481 chrX_115159183_115159302 . . .
chrX 115403714 115403896 183 115403784 19 13.02547 6.5734 8.69784 OSE1_peak_5482 chrX_115403714_115403896 . . .
chrX 119683932 119684058 127 119684003 17 11.80123 6.34181 7.58804 OSE1_peak_5483 chrX_119683932_119684058 CUL4B . .
chrX 121713610 121713729 120 121713649 10 6.90653 4.81018 3.37467 OSE1_peak_5484 chrX_121713610_121713729 FAM45B . .
chrX 128542898 128543044 147 128542944 13 10.65341 6.57226 6.56055 OSE1_peak_5485 chrX_128542898_128543044 FAM45B . .
chrX 139262921 139263063 143 139262979 18 14.50809 7.69029 10.04669 OSE1_peak_5486 chrX_139262921_139263063 . . .
chrX 140500224 140500343 120 140500234 11 8.49424 5.63337 4.6647 OSE1_peak_5487 chrX_140500224_140500343 . . .
chrX 141799807 141799944 138 141799861 17 9.52547 5.06585 5.56665 OSE1_peak_5488 chrX_141799807_141799944 . . .
chrX 149369326 149369483 158 149369443 10 7.46481 5.16392 3.79457 OSE1_peak_5489 chrX_149369326_149369483 . . MIR2114
chrX 149371186 149371372 187 149371299 13 8.96595 5.52939 5.07496 OSE1_peak_5490 chrX_149371186_149371372 . . MIR2114
chrX 153308526 153308650 125 153308562 8 5.04165 3.91462 2.04083 OSE1_peak_5491 chrX_153308526_153308650 MECP2 IRAK1;MIR718 .






















































chr start end length abs_summit pileup ‐lg10(pvalue) fold_enrichment ‐lg10(qvalue) name coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
chr1 9947 10201 255 10052 46 34.3599 10.03371 29.32057 OSE2_peak_1 chr1_9947_10201 . . WASH7P
chr1 901593 901768 176 901681 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2 chr1_901593_901768 . KLHL17;NOC2L;SAMD11 C1orf170;PLEKHN1
chr1 999696 999853 158 999782 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3 chr1_999696_999853 . AGRN C1orf159;RNF223
chr1 1014878 1015065 188 1015019 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_4 chr1_1014878_1015065 . AGRN;RNF223 C1orf159
chr1 1200279 1200505 227 1200413 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_5 chr1_1200279_1200505 UBE2J2 B3GALT6;FAM132A ACAP3;SCNN1D
chr1 1243658 1243777 120 1243755 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6 chr1_1243658_1243777 . ACAP3;SCNN1D CPSF3L;DVL1;GLTPD1;PUSL1;TAS1R3
chr1 1266747 1266882 136 1266854 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7 chr1_1266747_1266882 TAS1R3 ACAP3;CPSF3L;GLTPD1;PUSL1 DVL1;MXRA8
chr1 1280388 1280533 146 1280435 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8 chr1_1280388_1280533 DVL1 CPSF3L;GLTPD1;TAS1R3 AURKAIP1;MXRA8
chr1 1550923 1551134 212 1551065 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9 chr1_1550923_1551134 MIB2 C1orf233 CDK11B;MMP23A;MMP23B
chr1 1617700 1617843 144 1617804 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_10 chr1_1617700_1617843 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
chr1 2139824 2139960 137 2139877 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_11 chr1_2139824_2139960 C1orf86 PRKCZ SKI
chr1 2162271 2162516 246 2162455 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_12 chr1_2162271_2162516 SKI C1orf86 .
chr1 2166047 2166292 246 2166120 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_13 chr1_2166047_2166292 SKI C1orf86 .
chr1 2187159 2187278 120 2187201 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_14 chr1_2187159_2187278 SKI . .
chr1 2222229 2222406 178 2222315 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_15 chr1_2222229_2222406 SKI . .
chr1 2457524 2457826 303 2457670 37 33.82676 12.50618 28.80292 OSE2_peak_16 chr1_2457524_2457826 PANK4 PLCH2 S5;LOC100133445;LOC115110;TNFRSF14
chr1 3713166 3713346 181 3713239 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_17 chr1_3713166_3713346 . CCDC27;LOC388588;LRRC47 CEP104
chr1 6663147 6663488 342 6663238 33 28.47318 11.00699 23.63421 OSE2_peak_18 chr1_6663147_6663488 . KLHL21;TAS1R1;ZBTB48 PHF13;THAP3
chr1 6844537 6844658 122 6844574 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_19 chr1_6844537_6844658 . . CAMTA1
chr1 7358481 7358600 120 7358571 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_20 chr1_7358481_7358600 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 7360275 7360415 141 7360311 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_21 chr1_7360275_7360415 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 7361055 7361306 252 7361249 26 18.58614 7.84284 14.19907 OSE2_peak_22 chr1_7361055_7361306 CAMTA1 . .
chr1 8086671 8086880 210 8086787 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_23 chr1_8086671_8086880 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8087018 8087220 203 8087160 16 6.48451 3.65799 3.2491 OSE2_peak_24 chr1_8087018_8087220 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8088024 8088253 230 8088051 17 9.61425 5.11364 5.91666 OSE2_peak_25 chr1_8088024_8088253 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8116104 8116247 144 8116201 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_26 chr1_8116104_8116247 . ERRFI1 .
chr1 8138408 8138536 129 8138459 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_27 chr1_8138408_8138536 . . .
chr1 8144050 8144177 128 8144091 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_28 chr1_8144050_8144177 . . .
chr1 8150346 8150703 358 8150602 24 15.07703 6.52831 10.91571 OSE2_peak_29 chr1_8150346_8150703 . . .
chr1 8197782 8198201 420 8197895 49 43.58866 13.28672 38.3185 OSE2_peak_30 chr1_8197782_8198201 . . .
chr1 8257848 8258317 470 8257990 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_31 chr1_8257848_8258317 . . .
chr1 8262278 8262510 233 8262347 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_32 chr1_8262278_8262510 . . .
chr1 8271940 8272401 462 8272149 24 5.66406 2.69122 2.62206 OSE2_peak_33 chr1_8271940_8272401 . . .
chr1 8403684 8403834 151 8403768 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_34 chr1_8403684_8403834 SLC45A1 . RERE
chr1 8676977 8677146 170 8677073 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_35 chr1_8676977_8677146 RERE . .
chr1 8686512 8686856 345 8686691 71 75.70171 20.3269 69.89919 OSE2_peak_36 chr1_8686512_8686856 RERE . .
chr1 8916176 8916324 149 8916276 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_37 chr1_8916176_8916324 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8916809 8916972 164 8916868 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_38 chr1_8916809_8916972 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8917552 8917692 141 8917635 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_39 chr1_8917552_8917692 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8918085 8918562 478 8918329 34 26.90475 9.88113 22.11677 OSE2_peak_40 chr1_8918085_8918562 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8918919 8919469 551 8919393 22 15.63731 7.28941 11.42916 OSE2_peak_41 chr1_8918919_8919469 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8919737 8919985 249 8919854 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_42 chr1_8919737_8919985 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8926805 8926953 149 8926843 12 6.4225 4.17865 3.19943 OSE2_peak_43 chr1_8926805_8926953 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8927127 8927247 121 8927139 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_44 chr1_8927127_8927247 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8928821 8929011 191 8928995 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_45 chr1_8928821_8929011 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8929330 8929504 175 8929427 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_46 chr1_8929330_8929504 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8934034 8934268 235 8934188 19 11.77689 5.88509 7.86622 OSE2_peak_47 chr1_8934034_8934268 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8934568 8934920 353 8934671 25 17.96911 7.77708 13.61591 OSE2_peak_48 chr1_8934568_8934920 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8935333 8935465 133 8935423 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_49 chr1_8935333_8935465 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8935586 8935894 309 8935796 19 8.87053 4.40835 5.26704 OSE2_peak_50 chr1_8935586_8935894 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8936338 8936541 204 8936529 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_51 chr1_8936338_8936541 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8936672 8937154 483 8937107 19 10.66708 5.29912 6.87029 OSE2_peak_52 chr1_8936672_8937154 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8937954 8938076 123 8937993 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_53 chr1_8937954_8938076 ENO1 . ENO1‐AS1
chr1 8950253 8950493 241 8950317 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_54 chr1_8950253_8950493 . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1 .
chr1 9224010 9224298 289 9224126 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_55 chr1_9224010_9224298 . MIR34A .
chr1 9241339 9241534 196 9241379 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_56 chr1_9241339_9241534 . MIR34A .
chr1 9256370 9256608 239 9256543 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_57 chr1_9256370_9256608 . . .
chr1 9293546 9293814 269 9293652 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_58 chr1_9293546_9293814 . . H6PD
chr1 9335592 9335762 171 9335693 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_59 chr1_9335592_9335762 . H6PD SPSB1
chr1 9391015 9391138 124 9391117 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_60 chr1_9391015_9391138 SPSB1 . .
chr1 9462050 9462233 184 9462117 23 16.44478 7.47541 12.18126 OSE2_peak_61 chr1_9462050_9462233 . . .
chr1 9473486 9473652 167 9473499 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_62 chr1_9473486_9473652 . . .
chr1 9719525 9719657 133 9719581 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_63 chr1_9719525_9719657 PIK3CD C1orf200 .
chr1 10532365 10532716 352 10532598 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_64 chr1_10532365_10532716 DFFA APITD1;APITD1‐CORT;CORT PEX14
chr1 11968077 11969460 1384 11968584 106 72.87166 10.47939 67.11562 OSE2_peak_65 chr1_11968077_11969460 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 11969570 11970028 459 11969826 48 45.85295 14.75436 40.54383 OSE2_peak_66 chr1_11969570_11970028 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
chr1 12135871 12136066 196 12135979 37 27.38303 9.28021 22.58382 OSE2_peak_67 chr1_12135871_12136066 TNFRSF8 . .
chr1 12244377 12244576 200 12244480 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_68 chr1_12244377_12244576 TNFRSF1B . MIR4632
chr1 12497057 12497247 191 12497149 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_69 chr1_12497057_12497247 VPS13D . .
chr1 12656068 12656247 180 12656145 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_70 chr1_12656068_12656247 DHRS3 . .
chr1 12679054 12679306 253 12679059 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_71 chr1_12679054_12679306 . DHRS3 AADACL4
chr1 15679052 15679171 120 15679099 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_72 chr1_15679052_15679171 FHAD1 . .
chr1 15756377 15756496 120 15756468 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_73 chr1_15756377_15756496 EFHD2 . CELA2A;CTRC
chr1 16123546 16123665 120 16123584 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_74 chr1_16123546_16123665 . FBLIM1 UQCRHL
chr1 16126968 16127280 313 16127145 20 12.11127 5.85559 8.169 OSE2_peak_75 chr1_16126968_16127280 . FBLIM1 UQCRHL
chr1 16127378 16127547 170 16127447 18 10.27702 5.28164 6.50657 OSE2_peak_76 chr1_16127378_16127547 . FBLIM1 UQCRHL
chr1 16275483 16275709 227 16275642 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_77 chr1_16275483_16275709 ZBTB17 SPEN .
chr1 16279013 16279209 197 16279181 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_78 chr1_16279013_16279209 ZBTB17 SPEN .
chr1 16279359 16279511 153 16279426 15 8.64856 4.94953 5.06411 OSE2_peak_79 chr1_16279359_16279511 ZBTB17 SPEN .
chr1 16402721 16402870 150 16402799 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_80 chr1_16402721_16402870 . CLCNKB;FAM131C .
chr1 16465344 16465677 334 16465621 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_81 chr1_16465344_16465677 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16470431 16471001 571 16470510 28 21.37032 8.76133 16.83304 OSE2_peak_82 chr1_16470431_16471001 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16471253 16472014 762 16471719 40 19.06776 5.5053 14.65159 OSE2_peak_83 chr1_16471253_16472014 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16472151 16472506 356 16472400 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_84 chr1_16472151_16472506 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16473390 16473899 510 16473665 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_85 chr1_16473390_16473899 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16477940 16478059 120 16477946 12 6.17844 4.03529 2.99943 OSE2_peak_86 chr1_16477940_16478059 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16481316 16481546 231 16481356 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_87 chr1_16481316_16481546 EPHA2 . .
chr1 16499733 16499891 159 16499756 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_88 chr1_16499733_16499891 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
chr1 16500180 16500322 143 16500257 26 20.44636 8.83569 15.95494 OSE2_peak_89 chr1_16500180_16500322 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
chr1 16502361 16502688 328 16502467 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_90 chr1_16502361_16502688 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
chr1 16505214 16505433 220 16505316 12 6.4225 4.17865 3.19943 OSE2_peak_91 chr1_16505214_16505433 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
chr1 16702121 16702355 235 16702222 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_92 chr1_16702121_16702355 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
chr1 16839167 16839286 120 16839249 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_93 chr1_16839167_16839286 . CROCCP3 .
chr1 16839537 16840839 1303 16840571 120 113.4534 18.54033 107.02282 OSE2_peak_94 chr1_16839537_16840839 . CROCCP3 .
chr1 17004741 17004860 120 17004826 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_95 chr1_17004741_17004860 MIR3675 MST1P2 ESPNP
chr1 17222673 17223405 733 17223058 139 150.25914 24.97653 143.29189 OSE2_peak_96 chr1_17222673_17223405 . . CROCC
chr1 17223508 17223955 448 17223602 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_97 chr1_17223508_17223955 . . CROCC
chr1 17231637 17232195 559 17231966 46 36.99914 11.17647 31.88518 OSE2_peak_98 chr1_17231637_17232195 . . CROCC
chr1 17310801 17310953 153 17310900 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_99 chr1_17310801_17310953 . CROCC;MFAP2 ATP13A2
chr1 17454566 17454703 138 17454652 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_100 chr1_17454566_17454703 . PADI2 .
chr1 17454886 17455203 318 17455116 52 37.8368 9.98018 32.70057 OSE2_peak_101 chr1_17454886_17455203 . PADI2 .
chr1 17494611 17495365 755 17495184 35 17.17299 5.51613 12.86737 OSE2_peak_102 chr1_17494611_17495365 . . .
chr1 17515829 17515950 122 17515847 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_103 chr1_17515829_17515950 . . PADI1
chr1 17560314 17560461 148 17560392 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_104 chr1_17560314_17560461 PADI1 . PADI3
chr1 18092182 18092301 120 18092235 20 12.98882 6.3233 8.97727 OSE2_peak_105 chr1_18092182_18092301 ACTL8 . .
chr1 18193126 18193276 151 18193183 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_106 chr1_18193126_18193276 . . .
chr1 18201224 18201364 141 18201273 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_107 chr1_18201224_18201364 . . .
chr1 19284318 19284618 301 19284406 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_108 chr1_19284318_19284618 . IFFO2 .
chr1 19336445 19336707 263 19336538 30 16.67027 6.09101 12.39717 OSE2_peak_109 chr1_19336445_19336707 . . .
chr1 19763049 19763236 188 19763078 17 6.81325 3.6973 3.49797 OSE2_peak_110 chr1_19763049_19763236 CAPZB . .
chr1 19835647 19835893 247 19835656 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_111 chr1_19835647_19835893 . CAPZB .
chr1 19978891 19979013 123 19978975 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_112 chr1_19978891_19979013 C1orf151‐NBL1;NBL1 MINOS1 HTR6;TMCO4
chr1 19986108 19986356 249 19986206 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_113 chr1_19986108_19986356 . C1orf151‐NBL1;MINOS1;NBL1 HTR6;TMCO4
chr1 20126733 20126876 144 20126810 23 16.9335 7.74194 12.64898 OSE2_peak_114 chr1_20126733_20126876 . TMCO4 RNF186
chr1 20914706 20914825 120 20914757 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_115 chr1_20914706_20914825 . . CDA
chr1 20928005 20928248 244 20928066 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_116 chr1_20928005_20928248 CDA . .
chr1 20930760 20931067 308 20930851 25 18.06693 7.82885 13.70669 OSE2_peak_117 chr1_20930760_20931067 CDA . PINK1
chr1 21059952 21060071 120 21060008 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_118 chr1_21059952_21060071 . KIF17;SH2D5 HP1BP3
chr1 21112680 21112821 142 21112748 17 10.04642 5.34877 6.30995 OSE2_peak_119 chr1_21112680_21112821 HP1BP3 . EIF4G3
chr1 21223460 21223640 181 21223543 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_120 chr1_21223460_21223640 EIF4G3 . .
chr1 21588451 21588599 149 21588536 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_121 chr1_21588451_21588599 ECE1 . .
chr1 21651182 21651391 210 21651255 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_122 chr1_21651182_21651391 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 21651502 21651631 130 21651554 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_123 chr1_21651502_21651631 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
chr1 21672371 21672747 377 21672414 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_124 chr1_21672371_21672747 . ECE1 .
chr1 21879326 21879545 220 21879355 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_125 chr1_21879326_21879545 ALPL . .
chr1 21913589 21913711 123 21913651 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_126 chr1_21913589_21913711 . ALPL RAP1GAP
chr1 22011555 22011678 124 22011639 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_127 chr1_22011555_22011678 USP48 RAP1GAP .
chr1 22091003 22091272 270 22091185 28 15.21983 5.82453 11.04027 OSE2_peak_128 chr1_22091003_22091272 USP48 . .
chr1 22109943 22110169 227 22110003 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_129 chr1_22109943_22110169 . USP48 LDLRAD2
chr1 22257672 22257808 137 22257736 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_130 chr1_22257672_22257808 HSPG2 . .
chr1 22267013 22267181 169 22267110 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_131 chr1_22267013_22267181 . HSPG2 .
chr1 22556170 22556331 162 22556230 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_132 chr1_22556170_22556331 . . .
chr1 23066490 23066667 178 23066491 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_133 chr1_23066490_23066667 EPHB2 MIR4684 .
chr1 23074020 23074265 246 23074070 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_134 chr1_23074020_23074265 EPHB2 MIR4684 .
chr1 23158913 23159032 120 23158941 20 8.96701 4.31352 5.35567 OSE2_peak_135 chr1_23158913_23159032 EPHB2 . .
chr1 23345781 23345927 147 23345859 19 12.60536 6.33862 8.62175 OSE2_peak_136 chr1_23345781_23345927 . LOC729059 KDM1A;MIR3115
chr1 23399410 23399571 162 23399464 12 6.39742 4.16386 3.18497 OSE2_peak_137 chr1_23399410_23399571 KDM1A MIR3115 LUZP1
chr1 23426872 23427021 150 23426972 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_138 chr1_23426872_23427021 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23430030 23430213 184 23430166 14 6.9042 4.14425 3.58014 OSE2_peak_139 chr1_23430030_23430213 LUZP1 KDM1A .
chr1 23523572 23523725 154 23523656 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_140 chr1_23523572_23523725 . HTR1D;LUZP1 .
chr1 23802358 23802631 274 23802412 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_141 chr1_23802358_23802631 ASAP3 . .
chr1 23882088 23882354 267 23882283 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_142 chr1_23882088_23882354 . E2F2 ID3
chr1 23882455 23884443 1989 23883873 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_143 chr1_23882455_23884443 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23885050 23885357 308 23885167 19 11.16652 5.55962 7.31048 OSE2_peak_144 chr1_23885050_23885357 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23885643 23885769 127 23885708 23 15.45801 6.9491 11.26003 OSE2_peak_145 chr1_23885643_23885769 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23885913 23886043 131 23885954 20 12.39207 6.00361 8.43548 OSE2_peak_146 chr1_23885913_23886043 ID3 E2F2 .
chr1 23888665 23888910 246 23888880 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_147 chr1_23888665_23888910 . ID3 .
chr1 23912162 23912390 229 23912242 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_148 chr1_23912162_23912390 . ID3 .
chr1 24117563 24117747 185 24117630 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_149 chr1_24117563_24117747 LYPLA2 LOC100506963;PITHD1;TCEB3 GALE;HMGCL
chr1 24192022 24192227 206 24192118 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_150 chr1_24192022_24192227 FUCA1 . CNR2
chr1 24592923 24593102 180 24593007 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_151 chr1_24592923_24593102 . . .
chr1 24620910 24621039 130 24620976 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_152 chr1_24620910_24621039 . . GRHL3
chr1 25005049 25005213 165 25005175 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_153 chr1_25005049_25005213 . SRRM1 .
chr1 25010332 25010487 156 25010410 19 11.60175 5.79092 7.70597 OSE2_peak_154 chr1_25010332_25010487 . SRRM1 .
chr1 25071882 25072015 134 25071937 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_155 chr1_25071882_25072015 CLIC4 . .
chr1 25175091 25175210 120 25175169 18 11.37611 5.87757 7.50273 OSE2_peak_156 chr1_25175091_25175210 . CLIC4 .
chr1 25566188 25566355 168 25566276 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_157 chr1_25566188_25566355 . SYF2 C1orf63
chr1 25566612 25566731 120 25566708 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_158 chr1_25566612_25566731 . SYF2 C1orf63
chr1 25572459 25572608 150 25572530 15 8.80031 5.03562 5.20073 OSE2_peak_159 chr1_25572459_25572608 C1orf63 SYF2 RHD
chr1 25572905 25573130 226 25572976 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_160 chr1_25572905_25573130 C1orf63 SYF2 RHD
chr1 25687583 25687769 187 25687727 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_161 chr1_25687583_25687769 TMEM50A . RHCE
chr1 26218740 26218921 182 26218857 26 17.8853 7.4825 13.53945 OSE2_peak_162 chr1_26218740_26218921 STMN1 PAQR7 MIR3917
chr1 26324617 26324782 166 26324704 30 23.26059 9.18161 18.63065 OSE2_peak_163 chr1_26324617_26324782 PAFAH2 . EXTL1
chr1 26496300 26496424 125 26496344 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_164 chr1_26496300_26496424 ZNF593 FAM110D CATSPER4;CNKSR1
chr1 26552319 26552438 120 26552369 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_165 chr1_26552319_26552438 . CATSPER4 CEP85
chr1 26611186 26611744 559 26611500 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_166 chr1_26611186_26611744 UBXN11 CEP85;SH3BGRL3 .
chr1 26797933 26798162 230 26798109 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_167 chr1_26797933_26798162 . DHDDS HMGN2
chr1 26947167 26947363 197 26947257 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_168 chr1_26947167_26947363 . . .
chr1 27070688 27070823 136 27070773 20 12.91149 6.28149 8.90733 OSE2_peak_169 chr1_27070688_27070823 ARID1A . .
chr1 27288519 27288681 163 27288572 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_170 chr1_27288519_27288681 . C1orf172;NUDC .
chr1 27337626 27337772 147 27337681 22 15.77843 7.36683 11.56435 OSE2_peak_171 chr1_27337626_27337772 FAM46B TRNP1 .
chr1 27438656 27438849 194 27438663 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_172 chr1_27438656_27438849 SLC9A1 . .
chr1 27481576 27481720 145 27481645 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_173 chr1_27481576_27481720 . SLC9A1 .
chr1 27866862 27867102 241 27866986 31 19.74629 7.22949 15.29282 OSE2_peak_174 chr1_27866862_27867102 AHDC1 . .
chr1 28832554 28833596 1043 28833395 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_175 chr1_28832554_28833596 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28833981 28834237 257 28834098 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_176 chr1_28833981_28834237 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28834805 28834989 185 28834878 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_177 chr1_28834805_28834989 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28835087 28835475 389 28835381 34 21.08139 7.18919 16.55505 OSE2_peak_178 chr1_28835087_28835475 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28835712 28837105 1394 28836683 46 38.22263 11.73148 33.0776 OSE2_peak_179 chr1_28835712_28837105 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28837255 28837772 518 28837336 31 21.9587 8.26087 17.3838 OSE2_peak_180 chr1_28837255_28837772 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
chr1 28838103 28838531 429 28838367 18 9.74951 5.00485 6.04592 OSE2_peak_181 chr1_28838103_28838531 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28840535 28840687 153 28840570 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_182 chr1_28840535_28840687 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28840926 28841094 169 28840982 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_183 chr1_28840926_28841094 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28841504 28841840 337 28841699 23 15.50048 6.97141 11.30138 OSE2_peak_184 chr1_28841504_28841840 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28841959 28842083 125 28842032 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_185 chr1_28841959_28842083 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28842275 28842516 242 28842514 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_186 chr1_28842275_28842516 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28842623 28842822 200 28842626 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_187 chr1_28842623_28842822 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
chr1 28904732 28904862 131 28904758 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_188 chr1_28904732_28904862 TRNAU1AP . 12;SNORA16A;SNORA44;SNORA61;SNORD99;TAF
chr1 28907059 28907180 122 28907102 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_189 chr1_28907059_28907180 SNHG12 ORA44;SNORA61;SNORD99;TRNAU RAB42;SNORA16A;TAF12
chr1 28908282 28908456 175 28908386 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_190 chr1_28908282_28908456 SNHG12 A;SNORA44;SNORA61;SNORD99;T RAB42;TAF12
chr1 28921272 28921391 120 28921345 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_191 chr1_28921272_28921391 . NORA16A;SNORA44;SNORA61;SNO TAF12
chr1 28928388 28928507 120 28928489 14 7.38947 4.41382 3.98392 OSE2_peak_192 chr1_28928388_28928507 . NORA16A;SNORA44;SNORA61;SNO TAF12
chr1 28969370 28969602 233 28969442 20 12.46403 6.04179 8.50219 OSE2_peak_193 chr1_28969370_28969602 TAF12 . GMEB1;RNU11
chr1 28975040 28976206 1167 28975362 120 133.96724 25.83147 127.25712 OSE2_peak_194 chr1_28975040_28976206 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
chr1 29211510 29211633 124 29211575 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_195 chr1_29211510_29211633 . OPRD1 EPB41
chr1 29339782 29339901 120 29339821 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_196 chr1_29339782_29339901 EPB41 . .
chr1 29565869 29566017 149 29565960 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_197 chr1_29565869_29566017 PTPRU MECR .
chr1 31191641 31191870 230 31191780 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_198 chr1_31191641_31191870 LOC100129196;MATN1 . LAPTM5;MIR4420
chr1 31296947 31297091 145 31297000 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_199 chr1_31296947_31297091 . . .
chr1 31396627 31396746 120 31396661 15 8.61872 4.93266 5.03669 OSE2_peak_200 chr1_31396627_31396746 . SDC3 PUM1;SNORD103A;SNORD103B
chr1 31480377 31480496 120 31480435 19 7.64945 3.84615 4.19967 OSE2_peak_201 chr1_31480377_31480496 PUM1 PRO0611 .
chr1 31584185 31584360 176 31584270 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_202 chr1_31584185_31584360 . . .
chr1 31870016 31870170 155 31870104 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_203 chr1_31870016_31870170 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31870309 31870431 123 31870375 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_204 chr1_31870309_31870431 . FABP3 SERINC2
chr1 31886422 31886541 120 31886508 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_205 chr1_31886422_31886541 SERINC2 . .
chr1 31956337 31956598 262 31956427 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_206 chr1_31956337_31956598 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
chr1 31970529 31970736 208 31970703 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_207 chr1_31970529_31970736 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
chr1 32015453 32015629 177 32015548 21 14.47508 6.89997 10.34336 OSE2_peak_208 chr1_32015453_32015629 . LOC284551 TINAGL1
chr1 32039605 32039869 265 32039641 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_209 chr1_32039605_32039869 . . TINAGL1
chr1 32155533 32155703 171 32155636 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_210 chr1_32155533_32155703 COL16A1 . .
chr1 32166764 32166912 149 32166809 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_211 chr1_32166764_32166912 COL16A1 . BAI2
chr1 32531939 32532402 464 32532021 23 15.33187 6.88302 11.13881 OSE2_peak_212 chr1_32531939_32532402 . KHDRBS1 TMEM39B
chr1 32599108 32599334 227 32599244 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_213 chr1_32599108_32599334 KPNA6 . .
chr1 32617127 32617368 242 32617331 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_214 chr1_32617127_32617368 KPNA6 . TXLNA
chr1 33169202 33169474 273 33169294 29 17.09418 6.45527 12.79289 OSE2_peak_215 chr1_33169202_33169474 . RBBP4;SYNC .
chr1 33564933 33565086 154 33565026 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_216 chr1_33564933_33565086 ADC . .
chr1 33629357 33629555 199 33629453 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_217 chr1_33629357_33629555 TRIM62 . .
chr1 33786599 33786791 193 33786709 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_218 chr1_33786599_33786791 . ZNF362 MIR3605;PHC2
chr1 33793508 33793720 213 33793651 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_219 chr1_33793508_33793720 PHC2 ZNF362 MIR3605
chr1 33793841 33794076 236 33794035 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_220 chr1_33793841_33794076 PHC2 ZNF362 MIR3605
chr1 33804506 33804760 255 33804566 27 17.76678 7.18725 13.42974 OSE2_peak_221 chr1_33804506_33804760 PHC2 MIR3605 .
chr1 33812597 33812952 356 33812745 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_222 chr1_33812597_33812952 PHC2 MIR3605 .
chr1 33899363 33899723 361 33899598 46 43.30474 14.1994 38.04155 OSE2_peak_223 chr1_33899363_33899723 . . .
chr1 33924302 33924485 184 33924414 28 20.7752 8.45092 16.25837 OSE2_peak_224 chr1_33924302_33924485 . . ZSCAN20
chr1 35542141 35542321 181 35542211 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_225 chr1_35542141_35542321 . . ZMYM1
chr1 35656237 35656385 149 35656313 14 7.14052 4.27479 3.77751 OSE2_peak_226 chr1_35656237_35656385 SFPQ . .
chr1 36622050 36622318 269 36622290 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_227 chr1_36622050_36622318 MAP7D1 TRAPPC3 .
chr1 36714302 36714531 230 36714435 28 16.17713 6.24009 11.931 OSE2_peak_228 chr1_36714302_36714531 THRAP3 . .
chr1 36816400 36816738 339 36816599 23 15.54316 6.99387 11.33911 OSE2_peak_229 chr1_36816400_36816738 STK40 FAM176B;SH3D21 .
chr1 36818631 36818755 125 36818694 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_230 chr1_36818631_36818755 STK40 FAM176B .
chr1 36839524 36839655 132 36839577 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_231 chr1_36839524_36839655 STK40 . LSM10
chr1 36840369 36840555 187 36840371 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_232 chr1_36840369_36840555 STK40 . LSM10
chr1 36852191 36852340 150 36852319 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_233 chr1_36852191_36852340 . STK40 LSM10
chr1 37940504 37940683 180 37940543 19 11.46482 5.71773 7.58749 OSE2_peak_234 chr1_37940504_37940683 ZC3H12A LOC728431 MEAF6
chr1 37945458 37945578 121 37945513 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_235 chr1_37945458_37945578 ZC3H12A LOC728431 MEAF6
chr1 38000148 38000391 244 38000151 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_236 chr1_38000148_38000391 SNIP1 MEAF6 DNALI1
chr1 39201309 39201484 176 39201422 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_237 chr1_39201309_39201484 . . .
chr1 39201659 39201787 129 39201719 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_238 chr1_39201659_39201787 . . .
chr1 39427107 39427384 278 39427311 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_239 chr1_39427107_39427384 . RHBDL2 AKIRIN1
chr1 39428285 39428405 121 39428326 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_240 chr1_39428285_39428405 . RHBDL2 AKIRIN1
chr1 39620854 39620981 128 39620906 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_241 chr1_39620854_39620981 MACF1 . .
chr1 39651621 39651758 138 39651724 18 10.24651 5.26546 6.47719 OSE2_peak_242 chr1_39651621_39651758 MACF1 . .
chr1 39872267 39872507 241 39872444 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_243 chr1_39872267_39872507 MACF1 . KIAA0754
chr1 39919176 39919295 120 39919213 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_244 chr1_39919176_39919295 MACF1 . .
chr1 40042372 40042491 120 40042425 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_245 chr1_40042372_40042491 PABPC4 PPIEL;SNORA55 .
chr1 40400005 40400390 386 40400280 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_246 chr1_40400005_40400390 . . MFSD2A
chr1 40525208 40525536 329 40525285 39 18.26246 5.37103 13.89383 OSE2_peak_247 chr1_40525208_40525536 CAP1 . PPT1
chr1 40707547 40707791 245 40707576 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_248 chr1_40707547_40707791 . RLF TMCO2;ZMPSTE24
chr1 40723792 40723953 162 40723871 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_249 chr1_40723792_40723953 ZMPSTE24 RLF;TMCO2 .
chr1 41341507 41341627 121 41341561 21 8.87393 4.14272 5.2692 OSE2_peak_250 chr1_41341507_41341627 . CITED4 .
chr1 41343499 41343700 202 41343655 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_251 chr1_41343499_41343700 . CITED4 .
chr1 41962160 41962279 120 41962191 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_252 chr1_41962160_41962279 . EDN2 HIVEP3
chr1 42095314 42095613 300 42095358 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_253 chr1_42095314_42095613 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42278068 42278187 120 42278110 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_254 chr1_42278068_42278187 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42367824 42368025 202 42367923 34 24.65375 8.78468 19.96241 OSE2_peak_255 chr1_42367824_42368025 HIVEP3 . .
chr1 42688006 42688183 178 42688092 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_256 chr1_42688006_42688183 FOXJ3 . .
chr1 42800968 42801111 144 42801046 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_257 chr1_42800968_42801111 FOXJ3 . .
chr1 43211277 43211405 129 43211339 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_258 chr1_43211277_43211405 . CLDN19 C1orf50;LEPRE1
chr1 43390091 43390353 263 43390303 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_259 chr1_43390091_43390353 . . SLC2A1
chr1 43402826 43403129 304 43403042 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_260 chr1_43402826_43403129 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43406582 43407338 757 43406843 34 24.1475 8.54756 19.47633 OSE2_peak_261 chr1_43406582_43407338 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
chr1 43672472 43673116 645 43672691 37 24.75449 8.11236 20.05518 OSE2_peak_262 chr1_43672472_43673116 WDR65 . .
chr1 43938591 43938744 154 43938652 18 11.26806 5.81789 7.40456 OSE2_peak_263 chr1_43938591_43938744 . HYI;SZT2 .
chr1 44154561 44154695 135 44154652 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_264 chr1_44154561_44154695 KDM4A . LOC100132774;ST3GAL3
chr1 44266936 44267058 123 44267009 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_265 chr1_44266936_44267058 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44300736 44301117 382 44300954 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_266 chr1_44300736_44301117 ST3GAL3 . .
chr1 44457152 44457336 185 44457174 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_267 chr1_44457152_44457336 CCDC24 ATP6V0B;B4GALT2;DPH2;IPO13 SLC6A9
chr1 44793639 44793796 158 44793744 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_268 chr1_44793639_44793796 ERI3 . .
chr1 44997826 44997949 124 44997942 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_269 chr1_44997826_44997949 RNF220 . .
chr1 45097071 45097252 182 45097165 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_270 chr1_45097071_45097252 RNF220 . TMEM53
chr1 45186694 45187608 915 45187450 101 116.4579 26.33153 109.98127 OSE2_peak_271 chr1_45186694_45187608 C1orf228 . KIF2C
chr1 45195736 45197090 1355 45196443 78 55.77404 10.60778 50.28392 OSE2_peak_272 chr1_45195736_45197090 . C1orf228 KIF2C
chr1 45242990 45243135 146 45243071 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_273 chr1_45242990_45243135 RPS8 KIF2C;SNORD46;SNORD55 T4;PLK3;SNORD38A;SNORD38B;TCTEX1D4
chr1 45246575 45246694 120 45246583 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_274 chr1_45246575_45246694 . 8;SNORD38A;SNORD38B;SNORD46 BEST4;BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4
chr1 45273544 45274049 506 45273822 43 27.19468 7.84977 22.39944 OSE2_peak_275 chr1_45273544_45274049 . LK3;RPS8;SNORD38A;SNORD38B;T BTBD19;PTCH2
chr1 45274261 45274436 176 45274317 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_276 chr1_45274261_45274436 BTBD19 BEST4;PLK3;RPS8;TCTEX1D4 PTCH2
chr1 45275935 45276080 146 45275985 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_277 chr1_45275935_45276080 BTBD19 BEST4;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 PTCH2
chr1 45284918 45285909 992 45285498 53 43.94278 12.19977 38.66787 OSE2_peak_278 chr1_45284918_45285909 PTCH2 BTBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D4 .
chr1 45712585 45712720 136 45712680 24 12.65996 5.37939 8.67252 OSE2_peak_279 chr1_45712585_45712720 . . .
chr1 45965765 45965921 157 45965839 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_280 chr1_45965765_45965921 MMACHC CCDC163P;TESK2 PRDX1
chr1 45986723 45986870 148 45986789 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_281 chr1_45986723_45986870 PRDX1 CCDC163P;MMACHC;TESK2 AKR1A1
chr1 46064095 46064245 151 46064186 15 8.00227 4.58868 4.51007 OSE2_peak_282 chr1_46064095_46064245 NASP AKR1A1 CCDC17;GPBP1L1
chr1 46152571 46152833 263 46152769 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_283 chr1_46152571_46152833 . GPBP1L1 IPP;TMEM69
chr1 46188673 46188801 129 46188714 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_284 chr1_46188673_46188801 IPP TMEM69 .
chr1 46337844 46338238 395 46338002 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_285 chr1_46337844_46338238 MAST2 . .
chr1 46815387 46815506 120 46815429 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_286 chr1_46815387_46815506 NSUN4 . .
chr1 47191548 47191673 126 47191583 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_287 chr1_47191548_47191673 . KIAA0494 .
chr1 47902983 47903103 121 47903037 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_288 chr1_47902983_47903103 FOXD2 FOXE3;MGC12982 .
chr1 51528948 51529095 148 51529045 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_289 chr1_51528948_51529095 . . .
chr1 52127044 52127163 120 52127077 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_290 chr1_52127044_52127163 OSBPL9 . .
chr1 52156399 52156633 235 52156466 23 15.41576 6.92694 11.21849 OSE2_peak_291 chr1_52156399_52156633 OSBPL9 . .
chr1 52344928 52345057 130 52344961 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_292 chr1_52344928_52345057 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52363404 52363631 228 52363495 38 25.935 8.39185 21.18679 OSE2_peak_293 chr1_52363404_52363631 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52363974 52364232 259 52364067 15 6.15511 3.61475 2.97787 OSE2_peak_294 chr1_52363974_52364232 . NRD1 RAB3B
chr1 52436268 52436387 120 52436351 18 11.63539 6.02169 7.73924 OSE2_peak_295 chr1_52436268_52436387 RAB3B . .
chr1 53135582 53135712 131 53135641 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_296 chr1_53135582_53135712 . FAM159A SELRC1
chr1 53299311 53299447 137 53299362 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_297 chr1_53299311_53299447 . ZYG11B ZYG11A
chr1 53611984 53612231 248 53612074 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_298 chr1_53611984_53612231 . SLC1A7 .
chr1 54150942 54151082 141 54150998 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_299 chr1_54150942_54151082 GLIS1 . .
chr1 54198787 54198982 196 54198882 35 17.17299 5.51613 12.86737 OSE2_peak_300 chr1_54198787_54198982 GLIS1 . .
chr1 54304219 54304381 163 54304302 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_301 chr1_54304219_54304381 TMEM48 . YIPF1
chr1 55776370 55776494 125 55776451 22 15.05221 6.97192 10.8912 OSE2_peak_302 chr1_55776370_55776494 . . .
chr1 55776623 55776820 198 55776720 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_303 chr1_55776623_55776820 . . .
chr1 55776942 55777098 157 55777022 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_304 chr1_55776942_55777098 . . .
chr1 55894793 55894985 193 55894889 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_305 chr1_55894793_55894985 . . .
chr1 55909333 55909590 258 55909432 20 12.53671 6.08047 8.56197 OSE2_peak_306 chr1_55909333_55909590 . . .
chr1 56184521 56184845 325 56184745 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_307 chr1_56184521_56184845 . . .
chr1 57298134 57298253 120 57298188 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_308 chr1_57298134_57298253 . C1orf168 C8A
chr1 57538435 57538577 143 57538542 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_309 chr1_57538435_57538577 DAB1 . .
chr1 58899164 58899341 178 58899229 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_310 chr1_58899164_58899341 . . .
chr1 59176858 59177062 205 59176941 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_311 chr1_59176858_59177062 . MYSM1 .
chr1 59193251 59193411 161 59193321 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_312 chr1_59193251_59193411 . MYSM1 .
chr1 59228840 59229165 326 59229046 40 32.59732 10.89511 27.61081 OSE2_peak_313 chr1_59228840_59229165 . . JUN;LOC100131060
chr1 59246598 59246731 134 59246655 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_314 chr1_59246598_59246731 JUN . LOC100131060
chr1 59280853 59281030 178 59280943 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_315 chr1_59280853_59281030 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59281482 59281644 163 59281504 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_316 chr1_59281482_59281644 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59347285 59347547 263 59347470 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_317 chr1_59347285_59347547 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59349089 59349275 187 59349125 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_318 chr1_59349089_59349275 LOC100131060 . .
chr1 59374990 59375113 124 59375069 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_319 chr1_59374990_59375113 . LOC100131060 .
chr1 60144684 60144820 137 60144759 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_320 chr1_60144684_60144820 FGGY . .
chr1 60196338 60196487 150 60196418 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_321 chr1_60196338_60196487 FGGY . MIR4711
chr1 60598756 60598882 127 60598838 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_322 chr1_60598756_60598882 . . .
chr1 60637514 60637676 163 60637606 27 17.43797 7.02774 13.11403 OSE2_peak_323 chr1_60637514_60637676 . . .
chr1 61037683 61037807 125 61037719 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_324 chr1_61037683_61037807 . . .
chr1 61039504 61039633 130 61039556 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_325 chr1_61039504_61039633 . . .
chr1 61803676 61803795 120 61803750 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_326 chr1_61803676_61803795 NFIA . .
chr1 62190674 62190869 196 62190764 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_327 chr1_62190674_62190869 TM2D1 . INADL
chr1 63928961 63929183 223 63929119 20 12.35637 5.9847 8.40275 OSE2_peak_328 chr1_63928961_63929183 ITGB3BP ALG6 .
chr1 63951048 63951173 126 63951129 17 10.97873 5.86923 7.14259 OSE2_peak_329 chr1_63951048_63951173 ITGB3BP . .
chr1 64287435 64287590 156 64287509 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_330 chr1_64287435_64287590 ROR1 . .
chr1 64386287 64386515 229 64386397 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_331 chr1_64386287_64386515 ROR1 . .
chr1 64505075 64505250 176 64505231 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_332 chr1_64505075_64505250 ROR1 . .
chr1 64637388 64637716 329 64637601 30 22.47622 8.77925 17.87654 OSE2_peak_333 chr1_64637388_64637716 ROR1 . .
chr1 64786292 64786451 160 64786358 16 9.56587 5.27692 5.87519 OSE2_peak_334 chr1_64786292_64786451 . . .
chr1 64809612 64809754 143 64809657 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_335 chr1_64809612_64809754 . . .
chr1 65064053 65064241 189 65064143 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_336 chr1_65064053_65064241 CACHD1 MIR4794 .
chr1 65363788 65364146 359 65363886 17 10.83136 5.78582 7.01256 OSE2_peak_337 chr1_65363788_65364146 JAK1 . .
chr1 65730321 65730443 123 65730397 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_338 chr1_65730321_65730443 DNAJC6 . .
chr1 65809154 65809314 161 65809172 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_339 chr1_65809154_65809314 DNAJC6 . .
chr1 65891516 65891714 199 65891603 22 12.0483 5.44074 8.11389 OSE2_peak_340 chr1_65891516_65891714 LEPR;LEPROT DNAJC6 .
chr1 67030061 67030282 222 67030125 37 26.33776 8.80488 21.5766 OSE2_peak_341 chr1_67030061_67030282 SGIP1 . .
chr1 67519684 67519844 161 67519767 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_342 chr1_67519684_67519844 SLC35D1 . .
chr1 67526491 67526728 238 67526626 36 25.77564 8.7985 21.03804 OSE2_peak_343 chr1_67526491_67526728 . SLC35D1 .
chr1 68150826 68151035 210 68150927 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_344 chr1_68150826_68151035 GADD45A . GNG12
chr1 68152346 68152505 160 68152402 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_345 chr1_68152346_68152505 GADD45A . GNG12
chr1 68154276 68154805 530 68154369 24 17.35197 7.70729 13.03034 OSE2_peak_346 chr1_68154276_68154805 . GADD45A GNG12
chr1 68213502 68213680 179 68213582 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_347 chr1_68213502_68213680 GNG12 . .
chr1 68215992 68216128 137 68216057 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_348 chr1_68215992_68216128 GNG12 . .
chr1 68355655 68355832 178 68355747 26 17.1899 7.13293 12.88373 OSE2_peak_349 chr1_68355655_68355832 LOC100289178 . .
chr1 68578762 68578896 135 68578798 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_350 chr1_68578762_68578896 LOC100289178;WLS . .
chr1 68639917 68640061 145 68639962 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_351 chr1_68639917_68640061 LOC100289178;WLS . MIR1262
chr1 69241425 69241565 141 69241517 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_352 chr1_69241425_69241565 . . .
chr1 69958113 69958308 196 69958204 39 30.79062 10.32609 25.86686 OSE2_peak_353 chr1_69958113_69958308 . . .
chr1 72748703 72748924 222 72748810 20 11.11782 5.34494 7.26322 OSE2_peak_354 chr1_72748703_72748924 . NEGR1 .
chr1 72750368 72750683 316 72750588 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_355 chr1_72750368_72750683 . NEGR1 .
chr1 72832239 72832364 126 72832307 20 11.48581 5.53168 7.60814 OSE2_peak_356 chr1_72832239_72832364 . . .
chr1 73101455 73101574 120 73101504 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_357 chr1_73101455_73101574 . . .
chr1 77878205 77878372 168 77878287 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_358 chr1_77878205_77878372 AK5 . .
chr1 78148306 78148435 130 78148366 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_359 chr1_78148306_78148435 ZZZ3 . USP33
chr1 78353787 78353906 120 78353847 19 11.16652 5.55962 7.31048 OSE2_peak_360 chr1_78353787_78353906 . FAM73A NEXN
chr1 78426878 78427038 161 78426949 15 7.97593 4.57418 4.48498 OSE2_peak_361 chr1_78426878_78427038 FUBP1 NEXN .
chr1 78436618 78436753 136 78436722 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_362 chr1_78436618_78436753 FUBP1 NEXN .
chr1 78445046 78445165 120 78445117 19 10.88097 5.41002 7.05913 OSE2_peak_363 chr1_78445046_78445165 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
chr1 78469902 78470308 407 78470131 57 55.74621 16.27289 50.25677 OSE2_peak_364 chr1_78469902_78470308 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
chr1 78471355 78471485 131 78471416 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_365 chr1_78471355_78471485 DNAJB4 FUBP1 .
chr1 78475317 78475477 161 78475339 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_366 chr1_78475317_78475477 DNAJB4 . .
chr1 78484424 78484563 140 78484458 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_367 chr1_78484424_78484563 . DNAJB4 GIPC2
chr1 78567328 78567505 178 78567422 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_368 chr1_78567328_78567505 GIPC2 . .
chr1 78567855 78568015 161 78567920 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_369 chr1_78567855_78568015 GIPC2 . .
chr1 78744628 78744786 159 78744700 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_370 chr1_78744628_78744786 MGC27382 . .
chr1 78836680 78836807 128 78836723 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_371 chr1_78836680_78836807 . MGC27382 .
chr1 79180974 79181139 166 79180989 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_372 chr1_79180974_79181139 . . .
chr1 79297488 79297723 236 79297594 36 26.83064 9.28666 22.05247 OSE2_peak_373 chr1_79297488_79297723 . . .
chr1 79299214 79299421 208 79299383 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_374 chr1_79299214_79299421 . . .
chr1 79788954 79789216 263 79789009 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_375 chr1_79788954_79789216 . . .
chr1 80841521 80841645 125 80841587 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_376 chr1_80841521_80841645 . . .
chr1 81584373 81584588 216 81584517 26 17.93048 7.50549 13.57766 OSE2_peak_377 chr1_81584373_81584588 . . .
chr1 81640521 81640672 152 81640608 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_378 chr1_81640521_81640672 . . .
chr1 82169016 82169181 166 82169071 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_379 chr1_82169016_82169181 . . .
chr1 82169443 82169836 394 82169753 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_380 chr1_82169443_82169836 . . .
chr1 82172848 82173000 153 82172899 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_381 chr1_82172848_82173000 . . .
chr1 84622057 84622183 127 84622156 19 12.36942 6.20814 8.41551 OSE2_peak_382 chr1_84622057_84622183 PRKACB . .
chr1 84831205 84831514 310 84831294 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_383 chr1_84831205_84831514 UOX SAMD13 .
chr1 85261969 85262141 173 85262035 12 6.34773 4.13458 3.1435 OSE2_peak_384 chr1_85261969_85262141 . . LPAR3
chr1 85335557 85335711 155 85335615 37 25.84328 8.58502 21.09964 OSE2_peak_385 chr1_85335557_85335711 LPAR3 . .
chr1 85800787 85800907 121 85800858 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_386 chr1_85800787_85800907 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85809549 85809669 121 85809616 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_387 chr1_85809549_85809669 DDAH1 . .
chr1 85993006 85993149 144 85993104 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_388 chr1_85993006_85993149 DDAH1 . .
chr1 86019847 86019984 138 86019896 14 5.825 3.56696 2.70255 OSE2_peak_389 chr1_86019847_86019984 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86025849 86025968 120 86025850 13 5.31707 3.41902 2.3334 OSE2_peak_390 chr1_86025849_86025968 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86042242 86042508 267 86042352 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_391 chr1_86042242_86042508 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86043597 86044058 462 86043950 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_392 chr1_86043597_86044058 DDAH1 . CYR61
chr1 86045807 86045937 131 86045895 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_393 chr1_86045807_86045937 . DDAH1 CYR61
chr1 86046170 86046364 195 86046272 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_394 chr1_86046170_86046364 . DDAH1 CYR61
chr1 86046781 86048356 1576 86047446 42 36.51273 12.17768 31.41244 OSE2_peak_395 chr1_86046781_86048356 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86048650 86050625 1976 86050090 88 93.88103 21.73523 87.764 OSE2_peak_396 chr1_86048650_86050625 CYR61 DDAH1 .
chr1 86072801 86073293 493 86072933 47 37.51539 11.12195 32.38824 OSE2_peak_397 chr1_86072801_86073293 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
chr1 86094808 86094938 131 86094873 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_398 chr1_86094808_86094938 . . ZNHIT6
chr1 86315995 86316125 131 86316093 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_399 chr1_86315995_86316125 COL24A1 . .
chr1 87311917 87312041 125 87311996 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_400 chr1_87311917_87312041 . . 15‐Sep
chr1 88421852 88422116 265 88422031 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_401 chr1_88421852_88422116 . . .
chr1 89357077 89357309 233 89357196 22 15.68409 7.31503 11.47498 OSE2_peak_402 chr1_89357077_89357309 GTF2B . .
chr1 89449397 89449536 140 89449508 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_403 chr1_89449397_89449536 CCBL2;RBMXL1 . GBP3
chr1 90011256 90011418 163 90011363 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_404 chr1_90011256_90011418 LRRC8B . .
chr1 90071323 90071491 169 90071406 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_405 chr1_90071323_90071491 . LRRC8B FLJ27354;LRRC8C
chr1 90101847 90102107 261 90101992 19 12.72639 6.40594 8.73514 OSE2_peak_406 chr1_90101847_90102107 LRRC8C FLJ27354 .
chr1 90331703 90331956 254 90331814 30 22.20862 8.64397 17.62789 OSE2_peak_407 chr1_90331703_90331956 LRRC8D . .
chr1 91439735 91439854 120 91439819 16 9.40696 5.18792 5.72939 OSE2_peak_408 chr1_91439735_91439854 ZNF644 . .
chr1 92197564 92197728 165 92197663 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_409 chr1_92197564_92197728 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 92366195 92366383 189 92366314 41 28.92244 8.9663 24.06275 OSE2_peak_410 chr1_92366195_92366383 TGFBR3 . .
chr1 93033828 93033947 120 93033832 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_411 chr1_93033828_93033947 EVI5 . .
chr1 93049746 93049928 183 93049863 18 7.70385 3.99336 4.24406 OSE2_peak_412 chr1_93049746_93049928 EVI5 . .
chr1 93297704 93297905 202 93297819 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_413 chr1_93297704_93297905 RPL5 . FAM69A;SNORA66;SNORD21
chr1 93803531 93803675 145 93803580 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_414 chr1_93803531_93803675 LOC100131564 . DR1
chr1 94130444 94130563 120 94130491 21 11.16443 5.19061 7.30857 OSE2_peak_415 chr1_94130444_94130563 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94135407 94135529 123 94135450 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_416 chr1_94135407_94135529 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94146062 94146181 120 94146127 19 10.60722 5.26827 6.81227 OSE2_peak_417 chr1_94146062_94146181 BCAR3 . .
chr1 94158968 94159125 158 94159030 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_418 chr1_94158968_94159125 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94167009 94167464 456 94167191 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_419 chr1_94167009_94167464 . BCAR3 .
chr1 94219385 94219515 131 94219458 19 11.29747 5.6288 7.42934 OSE2_peak_420 chr1_94219385_94219515 . . .
chr1 94219968 94220245 278 94220169 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_421 chr1_94219968_94220245 . . .
chr1 94245434 94245565 132 94245497 24 14.59895 6.29223 10.4616 OSE2_peak_422 chr1_94245434_94245565 . . .
chr1 94275951 94276239 289 94276156 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_423 chr1_94275951_94276239 . . .
chr1 94791516 94791675 160 94791607 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_424 chr1_94791516_94791675 . . .
chr1 95067989 95068268 280 95068187 41 34.40651 11.46387 29.36665 OSE2_peak_425 chr1_95067989_95068268 . . .
chr1 95068511 95068683 173 95068653 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_426 chr1_95068511_95068683 . . .
chr1 95193607 95193730 124 95193673 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_427 chr1_95193607_95193730 . . .
chr1 95205248 95205501 254 95205405 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_428 chr1_95205248_95205501 . . .
chr1 95501299 95501420 122 95501364 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_429 chr1_95501299_95501420 ALG14 . .
chr1 96775413 96775619 207 96775533 40 34.06136 11.61127 29.03171 OSE2_peak_430 chr1_96775413_96775619 . . .
chr1 96828232 96828404 173 96828305 36 15.91135 4.9682 11.69006 OSE2_peak_431 chr1_96828232_96828404 . . .
chr1 96836515 96836673 159 96836595 35 11.9944 3.87536 8.06902 OSE2_peak_432 chr1_96836515_96836673 . . .
chr1 96854713 96854869 157 96854832 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_433 chr1_96854713_96854869 . . .
chr1 98372562 98372683 122 98372623 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_434 chr1_98372562_98372683 DPYD . .
chr1 98403626 98403802 177 98403709 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_435 chr1_98403626_98403802 . DPYD .
chr1 98518619 98518795 177 98518684 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_436 chr1_98518619_98518795 . MIR137;MIR137HG;MIR2682 .
chr1 98552375 98552594 220 98552492 46 38.36388 11.79657 33.21744 OSE2_peak_437 chr1_98552375_98552594 . . .
chr1 98789028 98789147 120 98789083 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_438 chr1_98789028_98789147 . . .
chr1 98789513 98789659 147 98789583 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_439 chr1_98789513_98789659 . . .
chr1 98793138 98793273 136 98793241 21 11.50924 5.35829 7.63111 OSE2_peak_440 chr1_98793138_98793273 . . .
chr1 101062671 101062970 300 101062760 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_441 chr1_101062671_101062970 . . LOC100128787
chr1 101092946 101093183 238 101093080 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_442 chr1_101092946_101093183 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101096831 101097011 181 101096914 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_443 chr1_101096831_101097011 LOC100128787 . .
chr1 101602873 101602992 120 101602917 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_444 chr1_101602873_101602992 . . .
chr1 101616346 101616585 240 101616375 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_445 chr1_101616346_101616585 . . .
chr1 101640462 101640735 274 101640564 35 13.44937 4.30189 9.39595 OSE2_peak_446 chr1_101640462_101640735 . . .
chr1 101666125 101666361 237 101666213 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_447 chr1_101666125_101666361 . . .
chr1 101702537 101702660 124 101702598 16 10.03587 5.54316 6.30044 OSE2_peak_448 chr1_101702537_101702660 S1PR1 . .
chr1 103345307 103345436 130 103345374 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_449 chr1_103345307_103345436 COL11A1 . .
chr1 108559173 108559298 126 108559243 31 10.75554 3.8239 6.93967 OSE2_peak_450 chr1_108559173_108559298 . . .
chr1 109128835 109129027 193 109128914 25 17.54111 7.55236 13.21229 OSE2_peak_451 chr1_109128835_109129027 FAM102B . .
chr1 109642749 109642881 133 109642821 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_452 chr1_109642749_109642881 SCARNA2 TAF13;TMEM167B C1orf194;KIAA1324
chr1 109705071 109705244 174 109705164 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_453 chr1_109705071_109705244 KIAA1324 . .
chr1 109740254 109740402 149 109740301 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_454 chr1_109740254_109740402 KIAA1324 . SARS
chr1 109913480 109913723 244 109913636 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_455 chr1_109913480_109913723 SORT1 . PSMA5
chr1 110263829 110264026 198 110263864 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_456 chr1_110263829_110264026 . GSTM1;GSTM5 EPS8L3;GSTM3
chr1 110470508 110470627 120 110470530 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_457 chr1_110470508_110470627 CSF1 . .
chr1 111625201 111625331 131 111625267 36 24.79723 8.3591 20.09636 OSE2_peak_458 chr1_111625201_111625331 . . .
chr1 111626428 111626594 167 111626490 19 10.81914 5.37787 7.0011 OSE2_peak_459 chr1_111626428_111626594 . . .
chr1 112135452 112135617 166 112135571 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_460 chr1_112135452_112135617 . ADORA3 LOC100129269;RAP1A
chr1 112947032 112947222 191 112947150 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_461 chr1_112947032_112947222 CTTNBP2NL . .
chr1 113086770 113086905 136 113086852 24 17.30322 7.68111 12.98257 OSE2_peak_462 chr1_113086770_113086905 ST7L WNT2B .
chr1 113498655 113498815 161 113498753 19 11.99316 6.00221 8.06797 OSE2_peak_463 chr1_113498655_113498815 SLC16A1 . .
chr1 113499085 113499216 132 113499188 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_464 chr1_113499085_113499216 . SLC16A1 .
chr1 113584930 113585251 322 113585197 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_465 chr1_113584930_113585251 . . .
chr1 113991674 113991793 120 113991771 13 6.58835 4.11956 3.31135 OSE2_peak_466 chr1_113991674_113991793 MAGI3 . .
chr1 114347463 114347629 167 114347537 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_467 chr1_114347463_114347629 RSBN1 . PTPN22
chr1 114863318 114863448 131 114863374 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_468 chr1_114863318_114863448 . . .
chr1 115711366 115711621 256 115711432 30 10.11396 3.7044 6.36543 OSE2_peak_469 chr1_115711366_115711621 . . .
chr1 115722022 115722537 516 115722154 25 17.04328 7.29475 12.74377 OSE2_peak_470 chr1_115722022_115722537 . . .
chr1 116088496 116088766 271 116088518 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_471 chr1_116088496_116088766 . . .
chr1 116833052 116833208 157 116833130 25 18.83462 8.2402 14.43461 OSE2_peak_472 chr1_116833052_116833208 . . .
chr1 117098722 117098851 130 117098778 17 10.61668 5.66507 6.82143 OSE2_peak_473 chr1_117098722_117098851 CD58 . IGSF3
chr1 117113033 117113165 133 117113092 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_474 chr1_117113033_117113165 CD58 . IGSF3
chr1 119822153 119822349 197 119822267 17 9.5256 5.06592 5.84209 OSE2_peak_475 chr1_119822153_119822349 . . .
chr1 120630714 120630849 136 120630780 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_476 chr1_120630714_120630849 . NOTCH2 .
chr1 120691963 120692221 259 120692143 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_477 chr1_120691963_120692221 . . .
chr1 121315786 121315905 120 121315822 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_478 chr1_121315786_121315905 . EMBP1 .
chr1 144534095 144534559 465 144534182 56 52.62647 15.14686 47.19293 OSE2_peak_479 chr1_144534095_144534559 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP LOC728875 .
chr1 144540905 144541046 142 144540970 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_480 chr1_144540905_144541046 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP LOC728875 .
chr1 144891894 144892014 121 144891990 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_481 chr1_144891894_144892014 LOC728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 144893179 144893298 120 144893253 21 10.22132 4.74515 6.45276 OSE2_peak_482 chr1_144893179_144893298 LOC728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 144914696 144914896 201 144914736 20 5.87234 3.0136 2.73003 OSE2_peak_483 chr1_144914696_144914896 LOC728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 145015095 145015340 246 145015193 36 10.81891 3.48538 7.00102 OSE2_peak_484 chr1_145015095_145015340 LOC728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 145073915 145074152 238 145074127 34 7.30349 2.69777 3.92203 OSE2_peak_485 chr1_145073915_145074152 LOC728855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4 . SEC22B
chr1 145083601 145083788 188 145083637 51 19.0799 4.4787 14.6636 OSE2_peak_486 chr1_145083601_145083788 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145090142 145090385 244 145090206 33 5.48415 2.29485 2.4743 OSE2_peak_487 chr1_145090142_145090385 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145092587 145092866 280 145092666 45 16.41894 4.28852 12.15754 OSE2_peak_488 chr1_145092587_145092866 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP PDE4DIP SEC22B
chr1 145114610 145114831 222 145114724 120 59.87767 6.79776 54.32292 OSE2_peak_489 chr1_145114610_145114831 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 145116358 145116521 164 145116461 38 6.94574 2.47826 3.61646 OSE2_peak_490 chr1_145116358_145116521 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 145159972 145160235 264 145160021 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_491 chr1_145159972_145160235 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP . .
chr1 145382760 145383295 536 145382891 55 51.31162 14.88112 45.90093 OSE2_peak_492 chr1_145382760_145383295 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP NBPF10 HFE2
chr1 145438419 145438614 196 145438509 28 18.17811 7.15957 13.81354 OSE2_peak_493 chr1_145438419_145438614 ;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL HFE2 POLR3GL
chr1 145442745 145443336 592 145443130 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_494 chr1_145442745_145443336 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145443496 145443636 141 145443576 25 12.40746 5.10859 8.44974 OSE2_peak_495 chr1_145443496_145443636 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145443815 145443969 155 145443925 21 12.58626 5.89813 8.60307 OSE2_peak_496 chr1_145443815_145443969 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
chr1 145455961 145456081 121 145456005 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_497 chr1_145455961_145456081 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP TXNIP ANKRD34A;LIX1L;POLR3GL
chr1 146556114 146556235 122 146556188 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_498 chr1_146556114_146556235728855;NBPF11;NBPF24;PDZK1P1;PP . .
chr1 146752946 146753088 143 146753042 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_499 chr1_146752946_146753088 OC728855;NBPF11;NBPF24;PDZK1P1 . .
chr1 147735774 147735945 172 147735893 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_500 chr1_147735774_147735945 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP . .
chr1 147806519 147806911 393 147806611 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_501 chr1_147806519_147806911 739;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP . .
chr1 147994121 147994287 167 147994200 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_502 chr1_147994121_147994287 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4 . NBPF14
chr1 148241425 148242051 627 148241615 59 49.51252 12.80899 44.13681 OSE2_peak_503 chr1_148241425_148242051 55;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 148604846 148605008 163 148604931 44 43.0245 14.80995 37.76505 OSE2_peak_504 chr1_148604846_148605008 BPF16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PP NBPF15 .
chr1 149223331 149224178 848 149223874 101 82.19793 13.69612 76.27857 OSE2_peak_505 chr1_149223331_149224178 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4 . .
chr1 149298546 149298674 129 149298578 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_506 chr1_149298546_149298674 LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4 LOC388692 .
chr1 149680182 149680301 120 149680229 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_507 chr1_149680182_149680301 HIST2H2BF FAM91A2 .
chr1 149857425 149857573 149 149857487 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_508 chr1_149857425_149857573 HIST2H2BE HIST2H4A;HIST2H4B BOLA1;HIST2H2AB;HIST2H2AC;SV2A
chr1 149858961 149859106 146 149859065 14 6.59261 3.97434 3.31266 OSE2_peak_509 chr1_149858961_149859106 HIST2H2AB 2H2AC;HIST2H2BE;HIST2H4A;HIST BOLA1;SV2A
chr1 150039568 150039749 182 150039657 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_510 chr1_150039568_150039749 VPS45 . .
chr1 150206503 150206635 133 150206543 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_511 chr1_150206503_150206635 ANP32E . CA14
chr1 150206957 150207168 212 150207036 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_512 chr1_150206957_150207168 ANP32E . CA14
chr1 150208353 150208488 136 150208444 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_513 chr1_150208353_150208488 ANP32E . APH1A;CA14
chr1 150534374 150534497 124 150534379 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_514 chr1_150534374_150534497 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150540620 150540857 238 150540669 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_515 chr1_150540620_150540857 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150541219 150541400 182 150541219 14 5.31673 3.30627 2.3334 OSE2_peak_516 chr1_150541219_150541400 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150542597 150542826 230 150542779 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_517 chr1_150542597_150542826 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150543269 150543401 133 150543293 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_518 chr1_150543269_150543401 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150544490 150544630 141 150544553 19 10.45994 5.19268 6.67472 OSE2_peak_519 chr1_150544490_150544630 . ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 MCL1
chr1 150548499 150548696 198 150548527 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_520 chr1_150548499_150548696 MCL1 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 .
chr1 150549220 150549339 120 150549290 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_521 chr1_150549220_150549339 MCL1 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 .
chr1 150551935 150552086 152 150552037 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_522 chr1_150551935_150552086 MCL1 ADAMTSL4;MIR4257 .
chr1 150552329 150552523 195 150552363 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_523 chr1_150552329_150552523 . ADAMTSL4;MCL1;MIR4257 .
chr1 150577380 150577504 125 150577421 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_524 chr1_150577380_150577504 . MCL1 ENSA
chr1 150584080 150584199 120 150584162 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_525 chr1_150584080_150584199 . . ENSA
chr1 150586119 150586254 136 150586146 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_526 chr1_150586119_150586254 . . ENSA
chr1 150853526 150853768 243 150853627 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_527 chr1_150853526_150853768 . ARNT .
chr1 150854185 150854433 249 150854367 30 24.80883 10 20.10743 OSE2_peak_528 chr1_150854185_150854433 . ARNT .
chr1 150949548 150949691 144 150949648 14 8.1947 4.87346 4.67209 OSE2_peak_529 chr1_150949548_150949691 . CERS2;SETDB1 ANXA9;FAM63A
chr1 150949949 150950208 260 150950038 19 12.93283 6.52137 8.92841 OSE2_peak_530 chr1_150949949_150950208 . CERS2;SETDB1 ANXA9;FAM63A
chr1 151138366 151138579 214 151138371 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_531 chr1_151138366_151138579 LYSMD1;SCNM1;TNFAIP8L2‐SCNM1 SEMA6C;TNFAIP8L2 TMOD4;VPS72
chr1 151167858 151168067 210 151167942 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_532 chr1_151167858_151168067 . ;SCNM1;TMOD4;TNFAIP8L2‐SCNM PIP5K1A
chr1 151172597 151172741 145 151172672 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_533 chr1_151172597_151172741 PIP5K1A M1;TMOD4;TNFAIP8L2‐SCNM1;VP .
chr1 151228040 151228305 266 151228138 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_534 chr1_151228040_151228305 PSMD4 PIP5K1A ZNF687
chr1 151467351 151467492 142 151467419 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_535 chr1_151467351_151467492 . . CGN
chr1 151519587 151519717 131 151519663 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_536 chr1_151519587_151519717 TUFT1 CGN;MIR554 .
chr1 152022225 152022417 193 152022331 25 18.46864 8.04298 14.08417 OSE2_peak_537 chr1_152022225_152022417 . S100A11 .
chr1 152135433 152135612 180 152135473 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_538 chr1_152135433_152135612 . RPTN .
chr1 152155427 152155564 138 152155533 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_539 chr1_152155427_152155564 . RPTN HRNR
chr1 153348038 153348190 153 153348091 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_540 chr1_153348038_153348190 S100A12 PGLYRP4;S100A9 S100A8
chr1 153505102 153505245 144 153505151 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_541 chr1_153505102_153505245 . . 100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
chr1 153505374 153505525 152 153505457 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_542 chr1_153505374_153505525 . . 100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
chr1 153506182 153506774 593 153506423 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_543 chr1_153506182_153506774 . . 100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
chr1 153507243 153507421 179 153507315 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_544 chr1_153507243_153507421 S100A6 . S100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5
chr1 153508818 153508990 173 153508890 18 10.68771 5.50137 6.88691 OSE2_peak_545 chr1_153508818_153508990 . S100A6 S100A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5
chr1 153553902 153554033 132 153553923 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_546 chr1_153553902_153554033 . S100A2 S100A16
chr1 153581359 153581568 210 153581472 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_547 chr1_153581359_153581568 S100A16 . CHTOP;S100A1;S100A13;S100A14
chr1 153620035 153620202 168 153620197 12 4.81539 3.26288 2.00714 OSE2_peak_548 chr1_153620035_153620202 . CHTOP;S100A1;S100A13 ILF2;SNAPIN
chr1 153930900 153931291 392 153931214 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_549 chr1_153930900_153931291 CRTC2 DENND4B CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC39A1
chr1 153963337 153963484 148 153963380 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_550 chr1_153963337_153963484 RPS27 CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC39A1 NUP210L
chr1 153966067 153966339 273 153966170 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_551 chr1_153966067_153966339 NUP210L CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;RPS27;SLC39A .
chr1 154378532 154378860 329 154378646 24 16.87588 7.45332 12.59303 OSE2_peak_552 chr1_154378532_154378860 IL6R . .
chr1 154390857 154391004 148 154390941 21 13.76577 6.51598 9.69515 OSE2_peak_553 chr1_154390857_154391004 IL6R . .
chr1 154392073 154392277 205 154392198 26 18.93126 8.02315 14.52061 OSE2_peak_554 chr1_154392073_154392277 IL6R . .
chr1 154404177 154404404 228 154404294 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_555 chr1_154404177_154404404 IL6R . .
chr1 154934255 154934417 163 154934333 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_556 chr1_154934255_154934417 PYGO2 PBXIP1;PMVK CKS1B;FLAD1;MIR4258;SHC1
chr1 154944309 154944514 206 154944418 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_557 chr1_154944309_154944514 SHC1 PBXIP1;PYGO2 CKS1B;FLAD1;LENEP;MIR4258
chr1 154945406 154945617 212 154945507 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_558 chr1_154945406_154945617 SHC1 PBXIP1;PYGO2 CKS1B;FLAD1;LENEP;MIR4258;ZBTB7B
chr1 155107975 155108126 152 155108058 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_559 chr1_155107975_155108126 . EFNA1 DPM3;SLC50A1
chr1 155196713 155196832 120 155196763 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_560 chr1_155196713_155196832 GBAP1 MTX1;THBS3 FAM189B;GBA;SCAMP3
chr1 155213749 155213936 188 155213837 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_561 chr1_155213749_155213936 GBA GBAP1 CLK2;FAM189B;SCAMP3
chr1 155214536 155214744 209 155214628 59 49.51252 12.80899 44.13681 OSE2_peak_562 chr1_155214536_155214744 GBA GBAP1 CLK2;FAM189B;SCAMP3
chr1 155232137 155232293 157 155232200 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_563 chr1_155232137_155232293 SCAMP3 FAM189B;GBA CLK2;HCN3;PKLR
chr1 155372587 155372707 121 155372676 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_564 chr1_155372587_155372707 ASH1L . .
chr1 155533027 155533187 161 155533094 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_565 chr1_155533027_155533187 LOC645676 ASH1L .
chr1 155733306 155733470 165 155733403 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_566 chr1_155733306_155733470 GON4L DAP3;MSTO2P .
chr1 155940121 155940262 142 155940225 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_567 chr1_155940121_155940262 ARHGEF2 RXFP4 .
chr1 156010714 156010843 130 156010805 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_568 chr1_156010714_156010843 UBQLN4 SSR2 LAMTOR2;RAB25
chr1 156056142 156056366 225 156056312 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_569 chr1_156056142_156056366 . LAMTOR2;MEX3A;RAB25 LMNA
chr1 156096306 156096435 130 156096404 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_570 chr1_156096306_156096435 LMNA . SEMA4A
chr1 156096790 156096947 158 156096879 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_571 chr1_156096790_156096947 LMNA . SEMA4A
chr1 156114047 156114342 296 156114258 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_572 chr1_156114047_156114342 . LMNA SEMA4A
chr1 156182904 156183052 149 156182906 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_573 chr1_156182904_156183052 PMF1;PMF1‐BGLAP SLC25A44 BGLAP
chr1 156471103 156471324 222 156471295 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_574 chr1_156471103_156471324 . MEF2D IQGAP3
chr1 156736988 156737496 509 156737251 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_575 chr1_156736988_156737496 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
chr1 157401743 157401916 174 157401820 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_576 chr1_157401743_157401916 . . .
chr1 157938464 157938629 166 157938574 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_577 chr1_157938464_157938629 . . KIRREL
chr1 157989424 157989596 173 157989501 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_578 chr1_157989424_157989596 KIRREL . .
chr1 158007205 158007352 148 158007290 24 17.35197 7.70729 13.03034 OSE2_peak_579 chr1_158007205_158007352 KIRREL . .
chr1 158527398 158527517 120 158527495 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_580 chr1_158527398_158527517 . OR6Y1 OR10X1;OR6P1
chr1 159061968 159062108 141 159062049 24 15.58313 6.78281 11.37703 OSE2_peak_581 chr1_159061968_159062108 . AIM2 .
chr1 159399272 159399513 242 159399379 19 11.102 5.52567 7.24751 OSE2_peak_582 chr1_159399272_159399513 . . OR10J1
chr1 159438989 159439247 259 159439039 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_583 chr1_159438989_159439247 . OR10J1 .
chr1 159568020 159568255 236 159568119 29 17.81621 6.77765 13.47693 OSE2_peak_584 chr1_159568020_159568255 . APCS .
chr1 159721993 159722298 306 159722068 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_585 chr1_159721993_159722298 . . DUSP23
chr1 159787483 159787626 144 159787580 22 10.03976 4.51913 6.30374 OSE2_peak_586 chr1_159787483_159787626 . FCRL6 C1orf204;SLAMF8
chr1 159849966 159850085 120 159850041 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_587 chr1_159849966_159850085 CCDC19 C1orf204;VSIG8 .
chr1 159886212 159886334 123 159886298 19 12.36942 6.20814 8.41551 OSE2_peak_588 chr1_159886212_159886334 . CCDC19 IGSF9;TAGLN2
chr1 159886943 159887287 345 159887173 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_589 chr1_159886943_159887287 . CCDC19 IGSF9;TAGLN2
chr1 159894457 159895306 850 159894523 28 22.83137 9.54419 18.21588 OSE2_peak_590 chr1_159894457_159895306 TAGLN2 CCDC19 IGSF9;SLAMF9
chr1 159966558 159966680 123 159966592 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_591 chr1_159966558_159966680 . LOC100505633 .
chr1 160094582 160094871 290 160094642 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_592 chr1_160094582_160094871 ATP1A2 IGSF8 ATP1A4
chr1 160175942 160176112 171 160176038 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_593 chr1_160175942_160176112 PEA15 ATP1A4;CASQ1 DCAF8
chr1 160256771 160256921 151 160256889 18 11.02273 5.68325 7.18013 OSE2_peak_594 chr1_160256771_160256921 . DCAF8;PEX19 COPA
chr1 161500880 161501002 123 161500937 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_595 chr1_161500880_161501002 . FCGR2A;HSPA6 FCGR3A
chr1 161509960 161510083 124 161510068 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_596 chr1_161509960_161510083 . FCGR2A;HSPA6 FCGR3A
chr1 161706244 161706387 144 161706297 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_597 chr1_161706244_161706387 . FCRLA;FCRLB ATF6;DUSP12
chr1 162272817 162272996 180 162272910 21 13.30168 6.26969 9.27046 OSE2_peak_598 chr1_162272817_162272996 NOS1AP . .
chr1 162660834 162660973 140 162660920 27 13.00389 5.06185 8.99211 OSE2_peak_599 chr1_162660834_162660973 DDR2 . .
chr1 162816749 162816881 133 162816810 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_600 chr1_162816749_162816881 . . C1orf110
chr1 162863210 162863375 166 162863286 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_601 chr1_162863210_162863375 . C1orf110 .
chr1 163046931 163047109 179 163047004 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_602 chr1_163046931_163047109 . RGS4 .
chr1 164620876 164621179 304 164620918 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_603 chr1_164620876_164621179 PBX1 . .
chr1 164717919 164718174 256 164718094 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_604 chr1_164717919_164718174 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 164736705 164736946 242 164736848 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_605 chr1_164736705_164736946 PBX1 . LOC100505795
chr1 165451569 165451708 140 165451632 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_606 chr1_165451569_165451708 LOC400794 . .
chr1 165600157 165600290 134 165600216 18 9.80594 5.03417 6.09655 OSE2_peak_607 chr1_165600157_165600290 MGST3 . .
chr1 165665282 165665431 150 165665353 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_608 chr1_165665282_165665431 ALDH9A1 . LOC440700;TMCO1
chr1 165742648 165742787 140 165742719 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_609 chr1_165742648_165742787 . TMCO1 .
chr1 165812835 165812973 139 165812906 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_610 chr1_165812835_165812973 UCK2 . .
chr1 165868073 165868321 249 165868244 48 32.24281 8.74179 27.27106 OSE2_peak_611 chr1_165868073_165868321 UCK2 . MIR3658
chr1 166913831 166914006 176 166913936 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_612 chr1_166913831_166914006 ILDR2 . .
chr1 167658427 167658546 120 167658434 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_613 chr1_167658427_167658546 RCSD1 . .
chr1 167684002 167684198 197 167684118 19 11.92031 5.96266 7.99706 OSE2_peak_614 chr1_167684002_167684198 . RCSD1 MPZL1
chr1 167684630 167684787 158 167684670 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_615 chr1_167684630_167684787 . RCSD1 MPZL1
chr1 167789298 167789582 285 167789350 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_616 chr1_167789298_167789582 ADCY10 MPZL1 .
chr1 168196146 168196298 153 168196228 20 12.72168 6.17934 8.73086 OSE2_peak_617 chr1_168196146_168196298 SFT2D2 TIPRL ANKRD36BP1
chr1 169645216 169645526 311 169645301 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_618 chr1_169645216_169645526 . . SELL
chr1 169764102 169764391 290 169764159 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_619 chr1_169764102_169764391 . METTL18 C1orf112
chr1 170500293 170500534 242 170500517 12 6.17844 4.03529 2.99943 OSE2_peak_620 chr1_170500293_170500534 . . GORAB
chr1 170592395 170592586 192 170592549 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_621 chr1_170592395_170592586 . . .
chr1 170633490 170633685 196 170633571 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_622 chr1_170633490_170633685 PRRX1 . .
chr1 172224157 172224331 175 172224267 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_623 chr1_172224157_172224331 DNM3 . .
chr1 172291513 172292018 506 172291703 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_624 chr1_172291513_172292018 DNM3 . .
chr1 172502475 172502633 159 172502572 16 8.51139 4.69682 4.94245 OSE2_peak_625 chr1_172502475_172502633 C1orf9 . .
chr1 172608059 172608184 126 172608118 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_626 chr1_172608059_172608184 . C1orf9 FASLG
chr1 172715563 172715819 257 172715651 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_627 chr1_172715563_172715819 . . .
chr1 172828440 172828605 166 172828528 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_628 chr1_172828440_172828605 . . .
chr1 172903567 172903686 120 172903572 16 6.30885 3.57301 3.10946 OSE2_peak_629 chr1_172903567_172903686 . . .
chr1 173238680 173238808 129 173238745 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_630 chr1_173238680_173238808 LOC100506023 . .
chr1 173830885 173831029 145 173830917 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_631 chr1_173830885_173831029 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SN
chr1 173831214 173831880 667 173831369 24 16.69227 7.35636 12.41802 OSE2_peak_632 chr1_173831214_173831880 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SN
chr1 173832007 173832267 261 173832167 22 15.3171 7.11495 11.1243 OSE2_peak_633 chr1_173832007_173832267 . DARS2 RD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SN
chr1 173832410 173832943 534 173832465 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_634 chr1_173832410_173832943 LOC100506046 DARS2 ORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78;SNORD79;
chr1 173835477 173835724 248 173835632 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_635 chr1_173835477_173835724 GAS5;SNORD77 NORD44;SNORD47;SNORD78;SNORSNORD74;SNORD75;SNORD76;ZBTB37
chr1 173836084 173836268 185 173836158 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_636 chr1_173836084_173836268 GAS5 47;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77; SNORD74;ZBTB37
chr1 173836501 173837186 686 173837098 26 19.60615 8.38099 15.16084 OSE2_peak_637 chr1_173836501_173837186 GAS5;SNORD74 47;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77; ZBTB37
chr1 173991307 173991453 147 173991398 19 12.64547 6.3609 8.65933 OSE2_peak_638 chr1_173991307_173991453 . RC3H1 .
chr1 174166872 174167086 215 174166914 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_639 chr1_174166872_174167086 RABGAP1L . .
chr1 174367554 174367682 129 174367583 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_640 chr1_174367554_174367682 RABGAP1L . .
chr1 174758283 174758406 124 174758358 18 11.37611 5.87757 7.50273 OSE2_peak_641 chr1_174758283_174758406 RABGAP1L . .
chr1 174960688 174960907 220 174960796 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_642 chr1_174960688_174960907 RABGAP1L . CACYBP;MRPS14
chr1 178208027 178208359 333 178208109 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_643 chr1_178208027_178208359 RASAL2 . .
chr1 178577617 178577736 120 178577721 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_644 chr1_178577617_178577736 . . .
chr1 178653993 178654162 170 178654067 36 29.3516 10.51137 24.47541 OSE2_peak_645 chr1_178653993_178654162 . MIR4424 .
chr1 179701633 179701832 200 179701727 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_646 chr1_179701633_179701832 . . FAM163A
chr1 179777179 179777562 384 179777452 38 33.10615 11.78248 28.10917 OSE2_peak_647 chr1_179777179_179777562 FAM163A . .
chr1 180137586 180137793 208 180137785 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_648 chr1_180137586_180137793 QSOX1 . FLJ23867
chr1 180456081 180456200 120 180456144 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_649 chr1_180456081_180456200 ACBD6 . .
chr1 180510019 180510161 143 180510108 22 15.5908 7.26397 11.38439 OSE2_peak_650 chr1_180510019_180510161 . . .
chr1 180992221 180992405 185 180992320 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_651 chr1_180992221_180992405 . STX6 MR1
chr1 181057747 181057927 181 181057843 27 18.41443 7.5067 14.03231 OSE2_peak_652 chr1_181057747_181057927 IER5 MR1 .
chr1 181081719 181081913 195 181081811 32 27.58996 10.86063 22.78071 OSE2_peak_653 chr1_181081719_181081913 . IER5 .
chr1 182809455 182809578 124 182809497 15 8.2734 4.73889 4.74178 OSE2_peak_654 chr1_182809455_182809578 DHX9 NPL .
chr1 182925452 182925638 187 182925547 24 16.55699 7.28528 12.28769 OSE2_peak_655 chr1_182925452_182925638 . SHCBP1L .
chr1 182959588 182959778 191 182959693 24 5.66406 2.69122 2.62206 OSE2_peak_656 chr1_182959588_182959778 . . .
chr1 183029835 183029986 152 183029873 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_657 chr1_183029835_183029986 LAMC1 . .
chr1 183132608 183132973 366 183132672 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_658 chr1_183132608_183132973 . LAMC1 LAMC2
chr1 183166752 183166871 120 183166768 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_659 chr1_183166752_183166871 LAMC2 . .
chr1 183249112 183249262 151 183249191 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_660 chr1_183249112_183249262 NMNAT2 . .
chr1 183484291 183484415 125 183484360 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_661 chr1_183484291_183484415 SMG7 . .
chr1 183601330 183601593 264 183601419 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_662 chr1_183601330_183601593 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
chr1 183811639 183811888 250 183811792 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_663 chr1_183811639_183811888 RGL1 . .
chr1 183865696 183865889 194 183865809 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_664 chr1_183865696_183865889 RGL1 . .
chr1 184026150 184026269 120 184026229 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_665 chr1_184026150_184026269 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
chr1 184091071 184091190 120 184091144 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_666 chr1_184091071_184091190 . . .
chr1 184836238 184836515 278 184836363 49 29.71166 7.66129 24.82608 OSE2_peak_667 chr1_184836238_184836515 FAM129A . .
chr1 185344847 185344996 150 185344944 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_668 chr1_185344847_185344996 . . .
chr1 185410814 185411131 318 185410954 34 28.74751 10.8271 23.89984 OSE2_peak_669 chr1_185410814_185411131 . . .
chr1 185940880 185941107 228 185940967 36 23.03354 7.6 18.4098 OSE2_peak_670 chr1_185940880_185941107 HMCN1 . .
chr1 185942882 185943101 220 185942985 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_671 chr1_185942882_185943101 HMCN1 . .
chr1 186156788 186156923 136 186156876 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_672 chr1_186156788_186156923 HMCN1;MIR548F1 . .
chr1 186412043 186412278 236 186412148 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_673 chr1_186412043_186412278 MIR548F1 C1orf27 PDC
chr1 186762153 186762442 290 186762237 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_674 chr1_186762153_186762442 . . .
chr1 187011334 187011515 182 187011426 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_675 chr1_187011334_187011515 . . .
chr1 188446795 188446922 128 188446846 14 8.28611 4.92654 4.75358 OSE2_peak_676 chr1_188446795_188446922 . . .
chr1 188676034 188676218 185 188676110 27 18.7317 7.66571 14.33754 OSE2_peak_677 chr1_188676034_188676218 . . .
chr1 189576294 189576482 189 189576330 13 5.31707 3.41902 2.3334 OSE2_peak_678 chr1_189576294_189576482 . . .
chr1 190137428 190137550 123 190137515 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_679 chr1_190137428_190137550 FAM5C . .
chr1 190992143 190992299 157 190992219 27 20.76395 8.72131 16.25132 OSE2_peak_680 chr1_190992143_190992299 . . .
chr1 191901778 191901960 183 191901921 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_681 chr1_191901778_191901960 . . .
chr1 192074163 192074329 167 192074277 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_682 chr1_192074163_192074329 . . .
chr1 192117381 192117658 278 192117572 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_683 chr1_192117381_192117658 . . RGS18
chr1 192455030 192455167 138 192455109 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_684 chr1_192455030_192455167 . . .
chr1 192528674 192528869 196 192528788 28 16.51849 6.39211 12.25108 OSE2_peak_685 chr1_192528674_192528869 . . RGS1
chr1 192670038 192670218 181 192670137 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_686 chr1_192670038_192670218 . . .
chr1 192671477 192671603 127 192671528 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_687 chr1_192671477_192671603 . . .
chr1 192775120 192775269 150 192775174 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_688 chr1_192775120_192775269 . . RGS2
chr1 192778120 192778262 143 192778218 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_689 chr1_192778120_192778262 RGS2 . .
chr1 193080806 193080967 162 193080911 27 15.60273 6.1717 11.39511 OSE2_peak_690 chr1_193080806_193080967 . GLRX2;TROVE2 CDC73;MIR1278
chr1 193240257 193240376 120 193240270 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_691 chr1_193240257_193240376 . CDC73 .
chr1 193291552 193291675 124 193291606 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_692 chr1_193291552_193291675 . . .
chr1 194014597 194014856 260 194014650 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_693 chr1_194014597_194014856 . . .
chr1 196373523 196373665 143 196373599 19 11.29747 5.6288 7.42934 OSE2_peak_694 chr1_196373523_196373665 KCNT2 . .
chr1 197143339 197143534 196 197143439 52 26.79663 6.33334 22.02427 OSE2_peak_695 chr1_197143339_197143534 ZBTB41 ASPM .
chr1 197987718 197987936 219 197987876 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_696 chr1_197987718_197987936 . . .
chr1 198239579 198239726 148 198239642 16 9.07238 5.00232 5.43526 OSE2_peak_697 chr1_198239579_198239726 NEK7 . .
chr1 198412618 198412764 147 198412693 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_698 chr1_198412618_198412764 . . .
chr1 198462099 198462232 134 198462173 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_699 chr1_198462099_198462232 . . .
chr1 198497629 198497771 143 198497691 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_700 chr1_198497629_198497771 ATP6V1G3 . .
chr1 198638300 198638594 295 198638355 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_701 chr1_198638300_198638594 PTPRC . .
chr1 198745918 198746038 121 198745974 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_702 chr1_198745918_198746038 . PTPRC .
chr1 198850475 198850625 151 198850528 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_703 chr1_198850475_198850625 LOC100131234 MIR181A1;MIR181B1 .
chr1 198904767 198904892 126 198904883 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_704 chr1_198904767_198904892 LOC100131234 . .
chr1 199092742 199092971 230 199092912 31 23.69181 9.11955 19.0409 OSE2_peak_705 chr1_199092742_199092971 . . .
chr1 199241797 199242119 323 199242033 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_706 chr1_199241797_199242119 . . .
chr1 199711789 199711940 152 199711852 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_707 chr1_199711789_199711940 . . .
chr1 199753256 199753532 277 199753459 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_708 chr1_199753256_199753532 . . .
chr1 199907457 199907582 126 199907571 12 6.57625 4.26966 3.31135 OSE2_peak_709 chr1_199907457_199907582 . . .
chr1 200045422 200045664 243 200045551 37 33.82676 12.50618 28.80292 OSE2_peak_710 chr1_200045422_200045664 NR5A2 . .
chr1 200321368 200321529 162 200321440 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_711 chr1_200321368_200321529 C1orf98 . .
chr1 200385157 200385308 152 200385255 20 13.14598 6.40861 9.12351 OSE2_peak_712 chr1_200385157_200385308 . ZNF281 .
chr1 200398412 200398623 212 200398511 26 17.97587 7.52862 13.62232 OSE2_peak_713 chr1_200398412_200398623 . ZNF281 .
chr1 200709352 200709596 245 200709440 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_714 chr1_200709352_200709596 CAMSAP2 . .
chr1 201425797 201425943 147 201425869 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_715 chr1_201425797_201425943 . . CSRP1;PHLDA3
chr1 201430986 201431260 275 201431174 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_716 chr1_201430986_201431260 . . CSRP1;PHLDA3
chr1 201458471 201458642 172 201458590 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_717 chr1_201458471_201458642 CSRP1 PHLDA3 .
chr1 201474664 201474788 125 201474704 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_718 chr1_201474664_201474788 CSRP1 . RPS10P7
chr1 201521066 201521299 234 201521181 19 11.92031 5.96266 7.99706 OSE2_peak_719 chr1_201521066_201521299 . . .
chr1 201682732 201682922 191 201682820 28 19.16762 7.63899 14.74781 OSE2_peak_720 chr1_201682732_201682922 NAV1 . .
chr1 201709746 201709935 190 201709817 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_721 chr1_201709746_201709935 NAV1 . .
chr1 201714349 201714574 226 201714500 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_722 chr1_201714349_201714574 NAV1 . .
chr1 201720184 201720365 182 201720252 33 18.71133 6.40238 14.31908 OSE2_peak_723 chr1_201720184_201720365 NAV1 . .
chr1 201760946 201761112 167 201761024 26 18.0673 7.57531 13.70688 OSE2_peak_724 chr1_201760946_201761112 NAV1 . MIR1231
chr1 201795616 201795779 164 201795715 26 16.94165 7.01011 12.65702 OSE2_peak_725 chr1_201795616_201795779 NAV1 MIR1231 IPO9
chr1 201872253 201872414 162 201872314 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_726 chr1_201872253_201872414 LMOD1 IPO9;SHISA4 .
chr1 202252613 202252732 120 202252658 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_727 chr1_202252613_202252732 LGR6 . .
chr1 202558421 202558603 183 202558507 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_728 chr1_202558421_202558603 . PPP1R12B SYT2
chr1 202584776 202584924 149 202584848 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_729 chr1_202584776_202584924 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
chr1 202927910 202928029 120 202927925 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_730 chr1_202927910_202928029 . ADIPOR1 CYB5R1;LOC401980
chr1 203506016 203506344 329 203506195 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_731 chr1_203506016_203506344 . OPTC .
chr1 203527479 203527710 232 203527616 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_732 chr1_203527479_203527710 . . .
chr1 203671643 203671772 130 203671727 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_733 chr1_203671643_203671772 ATP2B4 . LINC00260;SNORA77
chr1 203858593 203858861 269 203858745 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_734 chr1_203858593_203858861 . SNRPE .
chr1 204026924 204027060 137 204027008 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_735 chr1_204026924_204027060 . LINC00303 SOX13
chr1 204140904 204141206 303 204141016 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_736 chr1_204140904_204141206 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
chr1 204263660 204263798 139 204263738 21 14.30227 6.8056 10.19112 OSE2_peak_737 chr1_204263660_204263798 PLEKHA6 . .
chr1 204288763 204288910 148 204288842 27 21.34146 9.03226 16.80475 OSE2_peak_738 chr1_204288763_204288910 PLEKHA6 . .
chr1 205253003 205253210 208 205253183 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_739 chr1_205253003_205253210 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205266989 205267114 126 205267035 18 10.40056 5.34736 6.62353 OSE2_peak_740 chr1_205266989_205267114 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205267635 205267822 188 205267710 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_741 chr1_205267635_205267822 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 205270584 205270800 217 205270701 25 18.16577 7.8813 13.80157 OSE2_peak_742 chr1_205270584_205270800 . TMCC2 NUAK2
chr1 206908888 206909017 130 206908919 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_743 chr1_206908888_206909017 . MAPKAPK2 .
chr1 207064085 207064440 356 207064264 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_744 chr1_207064085_207064440 . IL20 FAIM3;IL24
chr1 207066053 207066207 155 207066155 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_745 chr1_207066053_207066207 . IL20 FAIM3;IL24
chr1 207069166 207069285 120 207069166 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_746 chr1_207069166_207069285 . IL20 FAIM3;IL24
chr1 207078813 207078935 123 207078887 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_747 chr1_207078813_207078935 FAIM3 IL24 PIGR
chr1 207180790 207181051 262 207180876 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_748 chr1_207180790_207181051 . . C1orf116
chr1 207199843 207199962 120 207199875 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_749 chr1_207199843_207199962 C1orf116 . PFKFB2;YOD1
chr1 207417577 207417712 136 207417641 24 16.55699 7.28528 12.28769 OSE2_peak_750 chr1_207417577_207417712 . . .
chr1 207484570 207484787 218 207484726 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_751 chr1_207484570_207484787 . . CD55
chr1 207989434 207989591 158 207989522 15 8.73908 5.00082 5.14405 OSE2_peak_752 chr1_207989434_207989591 . CD46;MIR29B2;MIR29C LOC148696
chr1 207992459 207992605 147 207992563 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_753 chr1_207992459_207992605 LOC148696 CD46;MIR29B2;MIR29C .
chr1 207997321 207997457 137 207997398 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_754 chr1_207997321_207997457 . CD46;LOC148696;MIR29B2;MIR29C .
chr1 208111266 208111481 216 208111382 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_755 chr1_208111266_208111481 . CD34 .
chr1 208380875 208381107 233 208380993 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_756 chr1_208380875_208381107 PLXNA2 . .
chr1 209578561 209578693 133 209578658 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_757 chr1_209578561_209578693 . . MIR205;MIR205HG
chr1 209775604 209775810 207 209775606 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_758 chr1_209775604_209775810 CAMK1G . LAMB3;MIR4260
chr1 209830520 209830728 209 209830636 26 17.02368 7.05058 12.72624 OSE2_peak_759 chr1_209830520_209830728 . LAMB3 G0S2;HSD11B1
chr1 209850296 209850518 223 209850400 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_760 chr1_209850296_209850518 . G0S2;LAMB3 HSD11B1
chr1 210013326 210013465 140 210013361 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_761 chr1_210013326_210013465 DIEXF . .
chr1 210361647 210361831 185 210361754 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_762 chr1_210361647_210361831 . SYT14 .
chr1 210412696 210412923 228 210412901 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_763 chr1_210412696_210412923 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
chr1 210546300 210547624 1325 210547153 75 62.84138 13.55869 57.24284 OSE2_peak_764 chr1_210546300_210547624 HHAT . .
chr1 211431812 211431977 166 211431916 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_765 chr1_211431812_211431977 . . RCOR3
chr1 211432321 211432497 177 211432399 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_766 chr1_211432321_211432497 . . RCOR3
chr1 211553351 211553506 156 211553454 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_767 chr1_211553351_211553506 . TRAF5 LINC00467
chr1 211725008 211725253 246 211725171 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_768 chr1_211725008_211725253 . . SLC30A1
chr1 211948681 211948817 137 211948755 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_769 chr1_211948681_211948817 LPGAT1 . .
chr1 212091341 212091501 161 212091411 39 30.18174 10.03963 25.27911 OSE2_peak_770 chr1_212091341_212091501 . . INTS7
chr1 212769613 212769739 127 212769667 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_771 chr1_212769613_212769739 ATF3 . FAM71A
chr1 213374886 213375014 129 213374932 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_772 chr1_213374886_213375014 RPS6KC1 . .
chr1 214560671 214560833 163 214560768 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_773 chr1_214560671_214560833 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214567968 214568272 305 214568192 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_774 chr1_214567968_214568272 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214618832 214618951 120 214618883 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_775 chr1_214618832_214618951 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214650316 214650541 226 214650435 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_776 chr1_214650316_214650541 PTPN14 . .
chr1 214740266 214740403 138 214740304 14 6.74573 4.05752 3.43839 OSE2_peak_777 chr1_214740266_214740403 . PTPN14 .
chr1 214755332 214755541 210 214755443 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_778 chr1_214755332_214755541 . . CENPF
chr1 215016231 215016397 167 215016288 33 20.12337 6.98379 15.65057 OSE2_peak_779 chr1_215016231_215016397 . . .
chr1 215038184 215038543 360 215038428 31 23.92031 9.23591 19.261 OSE2_peak_780 chr1_215038184_215038543 . . .
chr1 215164064 215164198 135 215164161 19 10.17503 5.04782 6.40921 OSE2_peak_781 chr1_215164064_215164198 . . KCNK2
chr1 215175920 215176052 133 215175946 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_782 chr1_215175920_215176052 . . KCNK2
chr1 215622491 215622611 121 215622535 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_783 chr1_215622491_215622611 . . .
chr1 215649180 215649386 207 215649258 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_784 chr1_215649180_215649386 . . .
chr1 215649534 215649858 325 215649646 28 18.42718 7.27873 14.04328 OSE2_peak_785 chr1_215649534_215649858 . . .
chr1 216622047 216622207 161 216622122 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_786 chr1_216622047_216622207 . USH2A .
chr1 218518735 218518864 130 218518805 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_787 chr1_218518735_218518864 LOC728463;TGFB2 RRP15 .
chr1 218519723 218519943 221 218519738 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_788 chr1_218519723_218519943 TGFB2 LOC728463;RRP15 .
chr1 218521668 218521939 272 218521721 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_789 chr1_218521668_218521939 TGFB2 LOC728463;RRP15 .
chr1 218550722 218550908 187 218550835 29 17.09418 6.45527 12.79289 OSE2_peak_790 chr1_218550722_218550908 TGFB2 . .
chr1 218653641 218653859 219 218653767 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_791 chr1_218653641_218653859 . . .
chr1 218669851 218670213 363 218669953 27 18.36992 7.48453 13.98928 OSE2_peak_792 chr1_218669851_218670213 . . .
chr1 218834144 218834304 161 218834230 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_793 chr1_218834144_218834304 . . .
chr1 218847974 218848096 123 218848048 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_794 chr1_218847974_218848096 . . .
chr1 218879285 218879808 524 218879732 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_795 chr1_218879285_218879808 . . .
chr1 218996789 218996913 125 218996864 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_796 chr1_218996789_218996913 . . .
chr1 219047714 219047959 246 219047809 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_797 chr1_219047714_219047959 . . .
chr1 219347468 219347614 147 219347503 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_798 chr1_219347468_219347614 LYPLAL1 LOC643723 .
chr1 220174449 220174579 131 220174521 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_799 chr1_220174449_220174579 EPRS;RNU5F‐1 . .
chr1 221130516 221130851 336 221130766 18 9.72148 4.99032 6.01986 OSE2_peak_800 chr1_221130516_221130851 . . .
chr1 221209250 221209451 202 221209354 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_801 chr1_221209250_221209451 . . .
chr1 221262723 221262887 165 221262828 16 8.81282 4.86007 5.21266 OSE2_peak_802 chr1_221262723_221262887 . . .
chr1 221271064 221271471 408 221271183 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_803 chr1_221271064_221271471 . . .
chr1 221602764 221602916 153 221602852 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_804 chr1_221602764_221602916 . . .
chr1 221613410 221613607 198 221613517 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_805 chr1_221613410_221613607 . . .
chr1 221891703 221892178 476 221891989 46 30.19605 8.38498 25.29213 OSE2_peak_806 chr1_221891703_221892178 DUSP10 . .
chr1 221983936 221984070 135 221984018 19 10.88097 5.41002 7.05913 OSE2_peak_807 chr1_221983936_221984070 . . .
chr1 222013418 222013537 120 222013430 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_808 chr1_222013418_222013537 . . .
chr1 222042366 222042575 210 222042461 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_809 chr1_222042366_222042575 . . .
chr1 222065182 222065403 222 222065280 28 20.31187 8.21285 15.83025 OSE2_peak_810 chr1_222065182_222065403 . . .
chr1 222131591 222131769 179 222131652 25 16.86868 7.20537 12.5872 OSE2_peak_811 chr1_222131591_222131769 . . .
chr1 222170389 222170584 196 222170499 16 8.81282 4.86007 5.21266 OSE2_peak_812 chr1_222170389_222170584 . . .
chr1 222991075 222991196 122 222991133 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_813 chr1_222991075_222991196 DISP1 . .
chr1 223167895 223168080 186 223167927 20 9.18597 4.41372 5.5424 OSE2_peak_814 chr1_223167895_223168080 DISP1 . .
chr1 223168652 223168774 123 223168706 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_815 chr1_223168652_223168774 DISP1 . .
chr1 223403418 223403631 214 223403608 19 8.0286 4.01691 4.53251 OSE2_peak_816 chr1_223403418_223403631 SUSD4 . .
chr1 223576002 223576300 299 223576005 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_817 chr1_223576002_223576300 . C1orf65 .
chr1 223889376 223889499 124 223889382 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_818 chr1_223889376_223889499 CAPN2 . .
chr1 223889900 223890026 127 223889952 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_819 chr1_223889900_223890026 CAPN2 . .
chr1 223894880 223895131 252 223894964 32 19.92829 7.10079 15.46161 OSE2_peak_820 chr1_223894880_223895131 CAPN2 . .
chr1 223895534 223895661 128 223895592 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_821 chr1_223895534_223895661 CAPN2 . .
chr1 223903142 223903316 175 223903228 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_822 chr1_223903142_223903316 CAPN2 . .
chr1 224075931 224076088 158 224075985 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_823 chr1_224075931_224076088 . . .
chr1 224235344 224235489 146 224235420 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_824 chr1_224235344_224235489 . . .
chr1 224267848 224268092 245 224267950 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_825 chr1_224267848_224268092 . . .
chr1 224336991 224337110 120 224337078 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_826 chr1_224336991_224337110 FBXO28 . .
chr1 224544613 224544769 157 224544688 18 10.52658 5.41473 6.73378 OSE2_peak_827 chr1_224544613_224544769 CNIH4 NVL WDR26
chr1 224565174 224565372 199 224565333 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_828 chr1_224565174_224565372 . CNIH4 MIR4742;WDR26
chr1 224686455 224686599 145 224686548 18 9.92039 5.09384 6.1905 OSE2_peak_829 chr1_224686455_224686599 . . .
chr1 224688136 224688267 132 224688190 16 8.75677 4.82955 5.1609 OSE2_peak_830 chr1_224688136_224688267 . . .
chr1 224752933 224753123 191 224752987 46 37.66848 11.47815 32.53843 OSE2_peak_831 chr1_224752933_224753123 . . .
chr1 225441561 225441857 297 225441693 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_832 chr1_225441561_225441857 DNAH14 . .
chr1 225888009 225888284 276 225888108 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_833 chr1_225888009_225888284 . . .
chr1 226311414 226311613 200 226311511 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_834 chr1_226311414_226311613 . . ACBD3
chr1 226812414 226812558 145 226812543 12 4.98463 3.35598 2.09541 OSE2_peak_835 chr1_226812414_226812558 . C1orf95 ITPKB
chr1 226953306 226953425 120 226953339 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_836 chr1_226953306_226953425 . ITPKB .
chr1 226966343 226966617 275 226966541 49 38.55716 11.02089 33.40571 OSE2_peak_837 chr1_226966343_226966617 . . .
chr1 227545193 227545316 124 227545220 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_838 chr1_227545193_227545316 . . .
chr1 227617440 227617612 173 227617559 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_839 chr1_227617440_227617612 . . .
chr1 227619688 227619907 220 227619779 23 16.68571 7.60634 12.41175 OSE2_peak_840 chr1_227619688_227619907 . . .
chr1 227730382 227730511 130 227730451 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_841 chr1_227730382_227730511 . . ZNF678
chr1 228595044 228595163 120 228595085 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_842 chr1_228595044_228595163 . OBSCN;TRIM11 HIST3H3;TRIM17
chr1 228672865 228673022 158 228672923 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_843 chr1_228672865_228673022 . HIST3H2A;HIST3H2BB;MIR4666A RNF187
chr1 228771336 228771477 142 228771400 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_844 chr1_228771336_228771477 . . DUSP5P;RHOU
chr1 229099895 229100027 133 229099942 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_845 chr1_229099895_229100027 . . .
chr1 229327945 229328113 169 229328014 37 33.28025 12.21452 28.27371 OSE2_peak_846 chr1_229327945_229328113 . . .
chr1 230226085 230226242 158 230226193 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_847 chr1_230226085_230226242 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230240453 230240784 332 230240666 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_848 chr1_230240453_230240784 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230240949 230241095 147 230241065 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_849 chr1_230240949_230241095 GALNT2 . .
chr1 230241753 230241887 135 230241792 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_850 chr1_230241753_230241887 GALNT2 . .
chr1 231275833 231275952 120 231275912 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_851 chr1_231275833_231275952 . . TRIM67
chr1 231963170 231963347 178 231963263 56 45.89768 12.16854 40.58573 OSE2_peak_852 chr1_231963170_231963347 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 231963472 231963655 184 231963571 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_853 chr1_231963472_231963655 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 231963876 231964242 367 231964159 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_854 chr1_231963876_231964242 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
chr1 233248744 233248975 232 233248870 66 64.02493 16.81639 58.41056 OSE2_peak_855 chr1_233248744_233248975 PCNXL2 . .
chr1 234700355 234700716 362 234700603 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_856 chr1_234700355_234700716 . . .
chr1 234735468 234735637 170 234735625 15 8.32938 4.77013 4.7805 OSE2_peak_857 chr1_234735468_234735637 . . IRF2BP2;LINC00184
chr1 234742176 234742295 120 234742205 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_858 chr1_234742176_234742295 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
chr1 234742494 234742615 122 234742549 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_859 chr1_234742494_234742615 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
chr1 234742912 234743196 285 234742994 15 8.76961 5.01816 5.17309 OSE2_peak_860 chr1_234742912_234743196 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
chr1 234743718 234744016 299 234743836 18 11.12673 5.74018 7.27152 OSE2_peak_861 chr1_234743718_234744016 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
chr1 234747439 234747599 161 234747551 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_862 chr1_234747439_234747599 . IRF2BP2 LINC00184
chr1 234819986 234820189 204 234820159 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_863 chr1_234819986_234820189 . . .
chr1 234859643 234859943 301 234859848 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_864 chr1_234859643_234859943 LOC100506810 . .
chr1 234908237 234908510 274 234908337 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_865 chr1_234908237_234908510 . . .
chr1 235093201 235093366 166 235093270 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_866 chr1_235093201_235093366 . . .
chr1 235097719 235098064 346 235097798 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_867 chr1_235097719_235098064 . . .
chr1 235099046 235099212 167 235099150 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_868 chr1_235099046_235099212 . . .
chr1 235110782 235111040 259 235110960 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_869 chr1_235110782_235111040 . . .
chr1 235116508 235116664 157 235116588 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_870 chr1_235116508_235116664 . . .
chr1 235133015 235133201 187 235133122 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_871 chr1_235133015_235133201 . . .
chr1 235147560 235147799 240 235147592 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_872 chr1_235147560_235147799 . . .
chr1 236147264 236147437 174 236147317 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_873 chr1_236147264_236147437 NID1 . .
chr1 238572607 238572884 278 238572740 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_874 chr1_238572607_238572884 . . .
chr1 238651777 238651931 155 238651847 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_875 chr1_238651777_238651931 . LOC339535 .
chr1 238770320 238770459 140 238770403 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_876 chr1_238770320_238770459 . . .
chr1 238844433 238844606 174 238844500 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_877 chr1_238844433_238844606 . . .
chr1 238844881 238845051 171 238844963 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_878 chr1_238844881_238845051 . . .
chr1 240194468 240194644 177 240194537 29 20.62982 8.11504 16.12443 OSE2_peak_879 chr1_240194468_240194644 . RPS7P5 .
chr1 240476313 240476489 177 240476427 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_880 chr1_240476313_240476489 FMN2 . .
chr1 240869404 240869639 236 240869466 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_881 chr1_240869404_240869639 . . .
chr1 240929089 240929208 120 240929099 15 6.15511 3.61475 2.97787 OSE2_peak_882 chr1_240929089_240929208 . . RGS7
chr1 240994578 240994918 341 240994669 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_883 chr1_240994578_240994918 RGS7 . .
chr1 241646148 241646395 248 241646262 32 20.73144 7.45541 16.22267 OSE2_peak_884 chr1_241646148_241646395 . . FH
chr1 241852321 241852465 145 241852420 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_885 chr1_241852321_241852465 WDR64 . .
chr1 243759734 243759985 252 243759845 37 16.68399 5.10248 12.41018 OSE2_peak_886 chr1_243759734_243759985 AKT3 . .
chr1 243882371 243882516 146 243882425 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_887 chr1_243882371_243882516 AKT3 . .
chr1 243908830 243908972 143 243908932 17 9.04719 4.81148 5.4147 OSE2_peak_888 chr1_243908830_243908972 AKT3 . .
chr1 244090310 244090534 225 244090340 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_889 chr1_244090310_244090534 LOC339529 . .
chr1 244267701 244267877 177 244267790 16 8.75677 4.82955 5.1609 OSE2_peak_890 chr1_244267701_244267877 . . .
chr1 244327431 244327564 134 244327493 20 11.97491 5.78429 8.05036 OSE2_peak_891 chr1_244327431_244327564 . . .
chr1 244483041 244483195 155 244483099 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_892 chr1_244483041_244483195 . . .
chr1 245249852 245249986 135 245249887 16 10.03587 5.54316 6.30044 OSE2_peak_893 chr1_245249852_245249986 EFCAB2 . .
chr1 245255229 245255365 137 245255247 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_894 chr1_245255229_245255365 EFCAB2 . .
chr1 245986419 245986702 284 245986505 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_895 chr1_245986419_245986702 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246037988 246038211 224 246038103 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_896 chr1_246037988_246038211 SMYD3 . .
chr1 246869435 246869579 145 246869507 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_897 chr1_246869435_246869579 . . SCCPDH
chr1 247276578 247276699 122 247276596 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_898 chr1_247276578_247276699 . C1orf229;ZNF669 ZNF124
chr1 247905602 247905755 154 247905641 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_899 chr1_247905602_247905755 . OR6F1 OR1C1
chr1 249115279 249115639 361 249115613 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_900 chr1_249115279_249115639 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
chr1 249132922 249133156 235 249133018 35 30.10201 11.21312 25.20248 OSE2_peak_901 chr1_249132922_249133156 ZNF672 MIR3124;SH3BP5L ZNF692
chr1 249168084 249168223 140 249168163 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_902 chr1_249168084_249168223 . ZNF672;ZNF692 .
chr10 228512 228631 120 228621 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_903 chr10_228512_228631 ZMYND11 . .
chr10 234574 234828 255 234793 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_904 chr10_234574_234828 ZMYND11 . .
chr10 312927 313327 401 313034 21 13.30168 6.26969 9.27046 OSE2_peak_905 chr10_312927_313327 . ZMYND11 DIP2C
chr10 375856 375986 131 375918 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_906 chr10_375856_375986 DIP2C . .
chr10 960390 960509 120 960442 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_907 chr10_960390_960509 . LARP4B .
chr10 1047766 1047885 120 1047808 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_908 chr10_1047766_1047885 GTPBP4 . IDI2;IDI2‐AS1
chr10 3110702 3110917 216 3110741 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_909 chr10_3110702_3110917 PFKP . .
chr10 3113576 3113885 310 3113822 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_910 chr10_3113576_3113885 PFKP . .
chr10 3137645 3137845 201 3137733 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_911 chr10_3137645_3137845 PFKP . .
chr10 3183822 3184022 201 3183934 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_912 chr10_3183822_3184022 LOC100507034;PITRM1 PFKP .
chr10 3270085 3270364 280 3270138 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_913 chr10_3270085_3270364 . . .
chr10 3797224 3797404 181 3797334 33 19.75387 6.82875 15.29986 OSE2_peak_914 chr10_3797224_3797404 . . KLF6
chr10 3816748 3816938 191 3816851 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_915 chr10_3816748_3816938 . . KLF6
chr10 3817119 3817847 729 3817578 30 18.77441 7.00357 14.37589 OSE2_peak_916 chr10_3817119_3817847 . . KLF6
chr10 3821164 3821299 136 3821249 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_917 chr10_3821164_3821299 KLF6 . .
chr10 3823250 3823423 174 3823340 18 9.3159 4.78209 5.65041 OSE2_peak_918 chr10_3823250_3823423 KLF6 . .
chr10 3823713 3823860 148 3823788 19 10.28749 5.10478 6.51697 OSE2_peak_919 chr10_3823713_3823860 KLF6 . .
chr10 3825372 3825792 421 3825488 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_920 chr10_3825372_3825792 KLF6 . .
chr10 3826088 3826207 120 3826181 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_921 chr10_3826088_3826207 KLF6 . .
chr10 3827782 3827952 171 3827894 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_922 chr10_3827782_3827952 . KLF6 .
chr10 3828215 3828478 264 3828366 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_923 chr10_3828215_3828478 . KLF6 .
chr10 3828609 3828808 200 3828695 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_924 chr10_3828609_3828808 . KLF6 .
chr10 3853472 3853659 188 3853651 13 5.91364 3.74226 2.76686 OSE2_peak_925 chr10_3853472_3853659 . KLF6 .
chr10 4284873 4285028 156 4284974 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_926 chr10_4284873_4285028 . . .
chr10 4396220 4396376 157 4396308 14 7.21383 4.31557 3.84219 OSE2_peak_927 chr10_4396220_4396376 . . .
chr10 4414899 4415045 147 4414961 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_928 chr10_4414899_4415045 . . .
chr10 4569904 4570142 239 4570038 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_929 chr10_4569904_4570142 . . .
chr10 4746551 4746724 174 4746647 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_930 chr10_4746551_4746724 . LOC100216001 .
chr10 4850464 4850660 197 4850545 34 23.66065 8.32291 19.01018 OSE2_peak_931 chr10_4850464_4850660 . . AKR1E2
chr10 5120385 5120587 203 5120481 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_932 chr10_5120385_5120587 AKR1C3 . .
chr10 5333848 5333984 137 5333916 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_933 chr10_5333848_5333984 . . .
chr10 5593773 5593948 176 5593835 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_934 chr10_5593773_5593948 . CALML3 .
chr10 5903777 5903937 161 5903861 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_935 chr10_5903777_5903937 ANKRD16 . FBXO18
chr10 6199534 6199702 169 6199593 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_936 chr10_6199534_6199702 PFKFB3 MIR3155A;MIR3155B .
chr10 6244840 6245056 217 6244892 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_937 chr10_6244840_6245056 PFKFB3 . .
chr10 6281309 6281487 179 6281395 25 17.13183 7.34027 12.82844 OSE2_peak_938 chr10_6281309_6281487 . PFKFB3 .
chr10 6791135 6791287 153 6791228 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_939 chr10_6791135_6791287 . . .
chr10 7839559 7839723 165 7839620 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_940 chr10_7839559_7839723 ATP5C1 KIN TAF3
chr10 8348134 8348322 189 8348248 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_941 chr10_8348134_8348322 . . .
chr10 8408297 8408416 120 8408374 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_942 chr10_8408297_8408416 . . .
chr10 9657259 9657463 205 9657349 30 11.52732 4.16255 7.64788 OSE2_peak_943 chr10_9657259_9657463 . . .
chr10 9804965 9805225 261 9805067 43 29.72272 8.83721 24.83628 OSE2_peak_944 chr10_9804965_9805225 . . .
chr10 10827719 10827904 186 10827795 30 24.10216 9.62261 19.43282 OSE2_peak_945 chr10_10827719_10827904 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10828128 10828289 162 10828175 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_946 chr10_10828128_10828289 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10828410 10828616 207 10828481 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_947 chr10_10828410_10828616 SFTA1P . .
chr10 10868228 10868442 215 10868289 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_948 chr10_10868228_10868442 . . .
chr10 11727365 11727484 120 11727396 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_949 chr10_11727365_11727484 . . .
chr10 12762464 12762633 170 12762540 29 16.75149 6.30531 12.47405 OSE2_peak_950 chr10_12762464_12762633 CAMK1D . .
chr10 13908092 13908499 408 13908280 37 24.75449 8.11236 20.05518 OSE2_peak_951 chr10_13908092_13908499 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13924078 13924531 454 13924193 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_952 chr10_13924078_13924531 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13936241 13936451 211 13936304 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_953 chr10_13936241_13936451 FRMD4A . .
chr10 13966378 13966504 127 13966422 25 15.96357 6.75048 11.74042 OSE2_peak_954 chr10_13966378_13966504 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14168795 14169023 229 14168923 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_955 chr10_14168795_14169023 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14174401 14174520 120 14174468 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_956 chr10_14174401_14174520 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14227481 14228147 667 14227650 77 84.53875 22.02081 78.5789 OSE2_peak_957 chr10_14227481_14228147 FRMD4A . .
chr10 14439233 14439405 173 14439320 33 20.50493 7.14602 16.01037 OSE2_peak_958 chr10_14439233_14439405 . . .
chr10 14695923 14696042 120 14695992 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_959 chr10_14695923_14696042 FAM107B . .
chr10 15085783 15085929 147 15085853 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_960 chr10_15085783_15085929 OLAH . .
chr10 15242737 15242993 257 15242891 44 32.33696 9.6829 27.36292 OSE2_peak_961 chr10_15242737_15242993 . . FAM171A1
chr10 16933952 16934193 242 16934078 34 14.40075 4.69965 10.27564 OSE2_peak_962 chr10_16933952_16934193 CUBN . .
chr10 17257404 17257690 287 17257416 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_963 chr10_17257404_17257690 . TRDMT1 VIM
chr10 17270349 17270578 230 17270465 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_964 chr10_17270349_17270578 VIM TRDMT1 .
chr10 17271313 17271432 120 17271360 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_965 chr10_17271313_17271432 VIM TRDMT1 .
chr10 17273755 17274011 257 17273810 23 10.57955 4.61539 6.78541 OSE2_peak_966 chr10_17273755_17274011 VIM TRDMT1 .
chr10 17274233 17274443 211 17274262 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_967 chr10_17274233_17274443 VIM . .
chr10 17275072 17275414 343 17275120 17 9.21158 4.89831 5.55625 OSE2_peak_968 chr10_17275072_17275414 VIM . .
chr10 17275589 17275744 156 17275593 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_969 chr10_17275589_17275744 VIM . .
chr10 17276520 17276639 120 17276610 14 6.59261 3.97434 3.31266 OSE2_peak_970 chr10_17276520_17276639 VIM . .
chr10 17278244 17278659 416 17278460 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_971 chr10_17278244_17278659 VIM . .
chr10 17279893 17281173 1281 17280142 38 27.40924 9.03659 22.60803 OSE2_peak_972 chr10_17279893_17281173 . VIM .
chr10 17546810 17547036 227 17546953 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_973 chr10_17546810_17547036 . . .
chr10 17569638 17569781 144 17569700 35 19.20549 6.25801 14.78154 OSE2_peak_974 chr10_17569638_17569781 . . .
chr10 18279474 18279599 126 18279549 17 9.61425 5.11364 5.91666 OSE2_peak_975 chr10_18279474_18279599 SLC39A12 . LOC100129213
chr10 18447000 18447158 159 18447075 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_976 chr10_18447000_18447158 CACNB2 . .
chr10 19027789 19027908 120 19027873 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_977 chr10_19027789_19027908 . . .
chr10 19207582 19207762 181 19207621 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_978 chr10_19207582_19207762 . . .
chr10 19306260 19306389 130 19306342 22 15.68409 7.31503 11.47498 OSE2_peak_979 chr10_19306260_19306389 . . .
chr10 20008409 20008555 147 20008488 17 10.68741 5.70476 6.88691 OSE2_peak_980 chr10_20008409_20008555 . . .
chr10 20019604 20019723 120 20019689 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_981 chr10_20019604_20019723 . . .
chr10 21290988 21291312 325 21291235 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_982 chr10_21290988_21291312 NEBL . .
chr10 21581725 21581930 206 21581826 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_983 chr10_21581725_21581930 . . .
chr10 22215970 22216089 120 22216068 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_984 chr10_22215970_22216089 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22216597 22216728 132 22216688 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_985 chr10_22216597_22216728 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22251530 22251649 120 22251642 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_986 chr10_22251530_22251649 DNAJC1 . .
chr10 22535901 22536105 205 22535997 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_987 chr10_22535901_22536105 . . LOC100130992
chr10 22971254 22971375 122 22971278 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_988 chr10_22971254_22971375 PIP4K2A . .
chr10 23106041 23106247 207 23106057 17 6.99492 3.78319 3.6619 OSE2_peak_989 chr10_23106041_23106247 . . .
chr10 23114136 23114255 120 23114195 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_990 chr10_23114136_23114255 . . .
chr10 23640931 23641050 120 23641027 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_991 chr10_23640931_23641050 . C10orf67 .
chr10 23801472 23801631 160 23801561 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_992 chr10_23801472_23801631 . . .
chr10 24733419 24733541 123 24733494 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_993 chr10_24733419_24733541 KIAA1217 . .
chr10 25103917 25104092 176 25104018 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_994 chr10_25103917_25104092 . . .
chr10 25162279 25162418 140 25162310 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_995 chr10_25162279_25162418 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25186394 25186573 180 25186486 30 20.00569 7.5707 15.53553 OSE2_peak_996 chr10_25186394_25186573 PRTFDC1 . .
chr10 25357275 25357441 167 25357334 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_997 chr10_25357275_25357441 . . .
chr10 27389974 27390220 247 27390129 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_998 chr10_27389974_27390220 . ANKRD26 YME1L1
chr10 28343185 28343569 385 28343466 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_999 chr10_28343185_28343569 MPP7 . .
chr10 28344058 28344185 128 28344118 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_1000 chr10_28344058_28344185 MPP7 . .
chr10 28377022 28377187 166 28377109 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_1001 chr10_28377022_28377187 MPP7 . .
chr10 29425443 29425609 167 29425518 16 6.30885 3.57301 3.10946 OSE2_peak_1002 chr10_29425443_29425609 . . .
chr10 29430796 29430962 167 29430878 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1003 chr10_29430796_29430962 . . .
chr10 29480577 29480865 289 29480794 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_1004 chr10_29480577_29480865 . . .
chr10 29947965 29948222 258 29948118 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_1005 chr10_29947965_29948222 SVIL . .
chr10 29948359 29948624 266 29948461 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_1006 chr10_29948359_29948624 SVIL . .
chr10 29956776 29956895 120 29956816 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_1007 chr10_29956776_29956895 SVIL . .
chr10 30024708 30025231 524 30025172 24 16.42373 7.21556 12.16132 OSE2_peak_1008 chr10_30024708_30025231 SVIL . .
chr10 30073345 30073598 254 30073430 26 5.83147 2.64433 2.70898 OSE2_peak_1009 chr10_30073345_30073598 . . .
chr10 30092603 30092731 129 30092671 29 16.09928 6.02537 11.86418 OSE2_peak_1010 chr10_30092603_30092731 . . .
chr10 30092985 30093105 121 30093023 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_1011 chr10_30092985_30093105 . . .
chr10 30138572 30138784 213 30138632 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_1012 chr10_30138572_30138784 . . .
chr10 30235814 30236008 195 30235953 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1013 chr10_30235814_30236008 . . .
chr10 30236187 30236408 222 30236215 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_1014 chr10_30236187_30236408 . . .
chr10 30238372 30238950 579 30238478 47 32.96315 9.23077 27.96899 OSE2_peak_1015 chr10_30238372_30238950 . . .
chr10 30246838 30246957 120 30246892 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1016 chr10_30246838_30246957 . . .
chr10 30743596 30743755 160 30743714 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1017 chr10_30743596_30743755 MAP3K8 . .
chr10 30971477 30971636 160 30971533 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_1018 chr10_30971477_30971636 . . .
chr10 31102832 31102973 142 31102892 32 19.54687 6.93584 15.10366 OSE2_peak_1019 chr10_31102832_31102973 . . .
chr10 31423741 31423955 215 31423821 30 22.97428 9.03374 18.35541 OSE2_peak_1020 chr10_31423741_31423955 . . .
chr10 31431094 31431271 178 31431189 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1021 chr10_31431094_31431271 . . .
chr10 32049387 32049543 157 32049464 22 15.82601 7.393 11.61077 OSE2_peak_1022 chr10_32049387_32049543 . . .
chr10 32229834 32230021 188 32229943 28 8.87176 3.46541 5.26724 OSE2_peak_1023 chr10_32229834_32230021 . ARHGAP12 .
chr10 32528815 32528990 176 32528914 22 15.00889 6.94864 10.84954 OSE2_peak_1024 chr10_32528815_32528990 . . EPC1
chr10 32735194 32735333 140 32735259 19 11.19902 5.57676 7.3423 OSE2_peak_1025 chr10_32735194_32735333 CCDC7 . .
chr10 33271462 33271585 124 33271468 31 10.75554 3.8239 6.93967 OSE2_peak_1026 chr10_33271462_33271585 . ITGB1 .
chr10 33272260 33272438 179 33272367 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_1027 chr10_33272260_33272438 . ITGB1 .
chr10 33294150 33294303 154 33294198 14 6.04703 3.68312 2.88305 OSE2_peak_1028 chr10_33294150_33294303 . . .
chr10 33294504 33294762 259 33294573 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1029 chr10_33294504_33294762 . . .
chr10 33355894 33356162 269 33356065 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1030 chr10_33355894_33356162 . . .
chr10 33404936 33405055 120 33404996 16 8.898 4.90658 5.29223 OSE2_peak_1031 chr10_33404936_33405055 . . .
chr10 33482579 33482735 157 33482663 16 9.13174 5.03508 5.49082 OSE2_peak_1032 chr10_33482579_33482735 NRP1 . .
chr10 33526896 33527159 264 33527064 23 14.23781 6.32192 10.13425 OSE2_peak_1033 chr10_33526896_33527159 NRP1 . .
chr10 33553212 33553440 229 33553402 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_1034 chr10_33553212_33553440 NRP1 . .
chr10 33566056 33566319 264 33566162 20 13.02779 6.34441 9.01509 OSE2_peak_1035 chr10_33566056_33566319 NRP1 . .
chr10 33666585 33666935 351 33666680 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_1036 chr10_33666585_33666935 . . .
chr10 33831726 33831921 196 33831817 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_1037 chr10_33831726_33831921 . . .
chr10 34817290 34817444 155 34817357 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_1038 chr10_34817290_34817444 PARD3 . .
chr10 34888011 34888130 120 34888114 11 5.62732 3.85722 2.59428 OSE2_peak_1039 chr10_34888011_34888130 PARD3 . .
chr10 34988021 34988189 169 34988105 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1040 chr10_34988021_34988189 PARD3 . .
chr10 35005951 35006164 214 35006089 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_1041 chr10_35005951_35006164 PARD3 . .
chr10 35281099 35281285 187 35281175 33 26.37478 9.90798 21.61231 OSE2_peak_1042 chr10_35281099_35281285 . . CUL2
chr10 35294914 35295068 155 35295008 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_1043 chr10_35294914_35295068 . . CUL2
chr10 35347230 35347369 140 35347328 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1044 chr10_35347230_35347369 CUL2 . .
chr10 35710532 35710651 120 35710621 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1045 chr10_35710532_35710651 CCNY . .
chr10 36079106 36079225 120 36079119 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1046 chr10_36079106_36079225 . . .
chr10 36199287 36199433 147 36199341 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_1047 chr10_36199287_36199433 . . .
chr10 36461111 36461292 182 36461149 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_1048 chr10_36461111_36461292 . . .
chr10 36461611 36461771 161 36461681 33 20.12337 6.98379 15.65057 OSE2_peak_1049 chr10_36461611_36461771 . . .
chr10 36823630 36823834 205 36823705 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_1050 chr10_36823630_36823834 . . .
chr10 43048304 43048427 124 43048353 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_1051 chr10_43048304_43048427 . ZNF37BP .
chr10 44109257 44109385 129 44109309 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_1052 chr10_44109257_44109385 ZNF485 . ZNF32;ZNF32‐AS3
chr10 45065038 45065370 333 45065140 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1053 chr10_45065038_45065370 . . .
chr10 45248401 45248559 159 45248485 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1054 chr10_45248401_45248559 . . .
chr10 45476950 45477148 199 45477043 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_1055 chr10_45476950_45477148 RASSF4 C10orf10;TMEM72‐AS1 C10orf25;ZNF22
chr10 45477300 45477443 144 45477410 17 10.79506 5.76534 6.97762 OSE2_peak_1056 chr10_45477300_45477443 RASSF4 C10orf10;TMEM72‐AS1 C10orf25;ZNF22
chr10 45477615 45477851 237 45477692 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1057 chr10_45477615_45477851 RASSF4 C10orf10;TMEM72‐AS1 C10orf25;ZNF22
chr10 46909392 46909511 120 46909460 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1058 chr10_46909392_46909511 1P1;BMS1P5;FAM35B;PTPN20A;PTP . .
chr10 46959756 46959878 123 46959804 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1059 chr10_46959756_46959878 S1P1;BMS1P5;PTPN20A;PTPN20B;SY FAM35B .
chr10 47058221 47058909 689 47058512 38 13.98696 4.1983 9.89984 OSE2_peak_1060 chr10_47058221_47058909 BMS1P1;BMS1P5;PTPN20A;PTPN20B . PPYR1
chr10 47391563 47391682 120 47391578 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1061 chr10_47391563_47391682 S1P5;FAM25B;FAM25C;FAM25G;FAM . .
chr10 49814663 49815237 575 49815128 61 51.95844 13.23596 46.53537 OSE2_peak_1062 chr10_49814663_49815237 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
chr10 50385613 50385754 142 50385696 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_1063 chr10_50385613_50385754 C10orf128;FAM21B LOC100506733 .
chr10 50758527 50758666 140 50758554 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_1064 chr10_50758527_50758666 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
chr10 50760309 50760533 225 50760401 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1065 chr10_50760309_50760533 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
chr10 52153666 52153813 148 52153785 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1066 chr10_52153666_52153813 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52155157 52155287 131 52155202 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_1067 chr10_52155157_52155287 SGMS1 . .
chr10 52759998 52760189 192 52760080 30 20.00569 7.5707 15.53553 OSE2_peak_1068 chr10_52759998_52760189 PRKG1 . .
chr10 54078509 54078717 209 54078565 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_1069 chr10_54078509_54078717 . DKK1;LOC100506939;PRKG1 .
chr10 54078982 54079184 203 54079053 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_1070 chr10_54078982_54079184 . DKK1;LOC100506939;PRKG1 .
chr10 54111743 54111867 125 54111799 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1071 chr10_54111743_54111867 . . .
chr10 54299799 54299945 147 54299906 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_1072 chr10_54299799_54299945 . . .
chr10 54301094 54301303 210 54301138 27 17.0419 6.83805 12.7426 OSE2_peak_1073 chr10_54301094_54301303 . . .
chr10 54643784 54643917 134 54643847 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_1074 chr10_54643784_54643917 . . .
chr10 57436756 57436875 120 57436789 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1075 chr10_57436756_57436875 . . .
chr10 59463700 59463986 287 59463764 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_1076 chr10_59463700_59463986 . . .
chr10 59712720 59712839 120 59712805 18 10.65516 5.48382 6.85859 OSE2_peak_1077 chr10_59712720_59712839 . . .
chr10 59917240 59917462 223 59917305 34 12.75749 4.18239 8.76341 OSE2_peak_1078 chr10_59917240_59917462 . . .
chr10 60000380 60000503 124 60000407 21 13.11635 6.17248 9.09438 OSE2_peak_1079 chr10_60000380_60000503 IPMK . CISD1
chr10 60195018 60195333 316 60195278 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_1080 chr10_60195018_60195333 . . .
chr10 60198050 60198351 302 60198251 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_1081 chr10_60198050_60198351 . . .
chr10 60228473 60228616 144 60228530 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1082 chr10_60228473_60228616 . . .
chr10 60400951 60401285 335 60401202 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_1083 chr10_60400951_60401285 BICC1 . .
chr10 60420660 60420833 174 60420809 16 5.97628 3.41438 2.82022 OSE2_peak_1084 chr10_60420660_60420833 BICC1 . .
chr10 60422266 60422385 120 60422281 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1085 chr10_60422266_60422385 BICC1 . .
chr10 61147983 61148156 174 61148020 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_1086 chr10_61147983_61148156 . FAM13C .
chr10 62042681 62042803 123 62042735 19 11.77689 5.88509 7.86622 OSE2_peak_1087 chr10_62042681_62042803 ANK3 . .
chr10 62144537 62144751 215 62144625 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1088 chr10_62144537_62144751 ANK3 . .
chr10 62206724 62206884 161 62206805 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_1089 chr10_62206724_62206884 ANK3 . .
chr10 62587671 62587814 144 62587748 18 11.48597 5.93848 7.60814 OSE2_peak_1090 chr10_62587671_62587814 . . .
chr10 62723234 62723355 122 62723289 12 5.88183 3.863 2.73734 OSE2_peak_1091 chr10_62723234_62723355 RHOBTB1 . .
chr10 62738643 62738873 231 62738779 39 29.03385 9.51189 24.17206 OSE2_peak_1092 chr10_62738643_62738873 RHOBTB1 . .
chr10 63224740 63224907 168 63224836 17 11.01613 5.89046 7.17401 OSE2_peak_1093 chr10_63224740_63224907 . TMEM26 .
chr10 63265259 63265378 120 63265361 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_1094 chr10_63265259_63265378 . . .
chr10 63388592 63388879 288 63388763 28 18.01538 7.08226 13.65833 OSE2_peak_1095 chr10_63388592_63388879 . . .
chr10 63393571 63393754 184 63393637 12 5.97076 3.91442 2.8155 OSE2_peak_1096 chr10_63393571_63393754 . . C10orf107
chr10 63592795 63592939 145 63592898 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1097 chr10_63592795_63592939 . . .
chr10 63597019 63597186 168 63597082 24 12.65996 5.37939 8.67252 OSE2_peak_1098 chr10_63597019_63597186 . . .
chr10 63810823 63811098 276 63810878 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_1099 chr10_63810823_63811098 ARID5B . .
chr10 63853817 63853991 175 63853851 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_1100 chr10_63853817_63853991 ARID5B . .
chr10 63855523 63855720 198 63855576 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_1101 chr10_63855523_63855720 ARID5B . .
chr10 63991242 63991438 197 63991296 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_1102 chr10_63991242_63991438 RTKN2 . .
chr10 64344118 64344260 143 64344175 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_1103 chr10_64344118_64344260 ZNF365 . .
chr10 64646144 64646263 120 64646209 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1104 chr10_64646144_64646263 . . .
chr10 64873904 64874045 142 64873946 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1105 chr10_64873904_64874045 . . NRBF2
chr10 65136765 65136962 198 65136860 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_1106 chr10_65136765_65136962 JMJD1C MIR1296 .
chr10 65389291 65389416 126 65389371 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_1107 chr10_65389291_65389416 . REEP3 .
chr10 65467208 65467327 120 65467284 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1108 chr10_65467208_65467327 . . .
chr10 68438477 68438598 122 68438532 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_1109 chr10_68438477_68438598 CTNNA3 . .
chr10 68440714 68440891 178 68440817 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1110 chr10_68440714_68440891 CTNNA3 . .
chr10 68507327 68507457 131 68507423 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_1111 chr10_68507327_68507457 CTNNA3 . .
chr10 69126276 69126448 173 69126370 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1112 chr10_69126276_69126448 CTNNA3 . .
chr10 69853711 69854063 353 69853937 29 21.92238 8.77058 17.3491 OSE2_peak_1113 chr10_69853711_69854063 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69854296 69854603 308 69854517 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1114 chr10_69854296_69854603 . HERC4 MYPN
chr10 69896068 69896254 187 69896181 23 16.54036 7.52724 12.2725 OSE2_peak_1115 chr10_69896068_69896254 MYPN . .
chr10 70107883 70108019 137 70107939 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_1116 chr10_70107883_70108019 RUFY2 HNRNPH3;PBLD .
chr10 70821162 70821445 284 70821360 25 18.16577 7.8813 13.80157 OSE2_peak_1117 chr10_70821162_70821445 . . SRGN
chr10 70849387 70849511 125 70849404 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1118 chr10_70849387_70849511 SRGN . .
chr10 71078196 71078315 120 71078249 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1119 chr10_71078196_71078315 HK1 . .
chr10 71142729 71142919 191 71142823 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1120 chr10_71142729_71142919 HK1 . TACR2
chr10 71463598 71463894 297 71463660 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_1121 chr10_71463598_71463894 . . .
chr10 71599452 71599633 182 71599543 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1122 chr10_71599452_71599633 COL13A1 . .
chr10 71951827 71952046 220 71951939 33 22.16715 7.87805 17.58672 OSE2_peak_1123 chr10_71951827_71952046 . SAR1A PPA1
chr10 72124009 72124131 123 72124093 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1124 chr10_72124009_72124131 LRRC20 . .
chr10 72338252 72338642 391 72338330 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_1125 chr10_72338252_72338642 . KIAA1274 PRF1
chr10 73519180 73519349 170 73519249 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1126 chr10_73519180_73519349 C10orf54;CDH23 C10orf105 .
chr10 73526524 73526702 179 73526630 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_1127 chr10_73526524_73526702 C10orf54;CDH23 C10orf105 .
chr10 73787989 73788193 205 73788123 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_1128 chr10_73787989_73788193 . CHST3 .
chr10 73857652 73857841 190 73857757 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1129 chr10_73857652_73857841 ASCC1 SPOCK2 .
chr10 73975631 73975791 161 73975748 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_1130 chr10_73975631_73975791 ANAPC16;ASCC1 . .
chr10 73975953 73976072 120 73976006 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_1131 chr10_73975953_73976072 ANAPC16;ASCC1 . .
chr10 74008578 74008995 418 74008715 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_1132 chr10_74008578_74008995 . ANAPC16 DDIT4
chr10 74033599 74034678 1080 74033716 36 30.44611 11.06738 25.53221 OSE2_peak_1133 chr10_74033599_74034678 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74034974 74035116 143 74034998 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1134 chr10_74034974_74035116 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74035274 74037122 1849 74036312 72 64.4171 14.9946 58.7924 OSE2_peak_1135 chr10_74035274_74037122 DDIT4 . .
chr10 74057329 74057448 120 74057405 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1136 chr10_74057329_74057448 . DDIT4 .
chr10 74079758 74079997 240 74079900 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1137 chr10_74079758_74079997 . . DNAJB12
chr10 74080509 74080628 120 74080558 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_1138 chr10_74080509_74080628 . . DNAJB12
chr10 74263021 74263140 120 74263114 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_1139 chr10_74263021_74263140 MICU1 . .
chr10 74523975 74524308 334 74524144 41 16.07717 4.52125 11.84461 OSE2_peak_1140 chr10_74523975_74524308 MCU . .
chr10 74757216 74757376 161 74757357 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_1141 chr10_74757216_74757376 . . P4HA1
chr10 74775482 74775617 136 74775555 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_1142 chr10_74775482_74775617 P4HA1 . .
chr10 74856487 74856639 153 74856566 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_1143 chr10_74856487_74856639 P4HA1 . NUDT13
chr10 74870111 74870281 171 74870188 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1144 chr10_74870111_74870281 NUDT13 P4HA1 ECD
chr10 75012184 75012335 152 75012184 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_1145 chr10_75012184_75012335 C10orf103;MRPS16 DNAJC9;FAM149B1 TTC18
chr10 75255200 75255418 219 75255330 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_1146 chr10_75255200_75255418 PPP3CB . USP54
chr10 75571467 75571644 178 75571551 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1147 chr10_75571467_75571644 NDST2 CHCHD1;KIAA0913;LOC100507331 CAMK2G
chr10 75639414 75639661 248 75639570 16 10.001 5.52326 6.26646 OSE2_peak_1148 chr10_75639414_75639661 . CAMK2G .
chr10 75647465 75647762 298 75647663 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1149 chr10_75647465_75647762 . CAMK2G C10orf55;PLAU
chr10 75669078 75669214 137 75669186 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_1150 chr10_75669078_75669214 . . C10orf55;PLAU
chr10 75757917 75758068 152 75757971 18 11.86606 6.15096 7.94659 OSE2_peak_1151 chr10_75757917_75758068 VCL . .
chr10 75758997 75759130 134 75759077 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1152 chr10_75758997_75759130 VCL . .
chr10 75781255 75781396 142 75781368 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1153 chr10_75781255_75781396 VCL . .
chr10 76026126 76026297 172 76026207 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_1154 chr10_76026126_76026297 ADK . .
chr10 76586370 76586490 121 76586465 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1155 chr10_76586370_76586490 KAT6B . .
chr10 76623432 76623592 161 76623514 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_1156 chr10_76623432_76623592 KAT6B . .
chr10 76951990 76952237 248 76952184 25 12.6709 5.22199 8.68288 OSE2_peak_1157 chr10_76951990_76952237 . SAMD8 VDAC2
chr10 76988903 76989022 120 76988975 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_1158 chr10_76988903_76989022 VDAC2 . COMTD1
chr10 77054758 77054883 126 77054822 22 13.73239 6.27784 9.6621 OSE2_peak_1159 chr10_77054758_77054883 . . ZNF503‐AS1
chr10 77291659 77291851 193 77291702 17 9.82642 5.22856 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1160 chr10_77291659_77291851 . . .
chr10 77307208 77307466 259 77307323 37 21.46052 6.77935 16.91168 OSE2_peak_1161 chr10_77307208_77307466 . . .
chr10 77840336 77840460 125 77840391 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_1162 chr10_77840336_77840460 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78011705 78012000 296 78011931 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_1163 chr10_78011705_78012000 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78066717 78066976 260 78066904 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1164 chr10_78066717_78066976 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78142353 78142528 176 78142469 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_1165 chr10_78142353_78142528 C10orf11 . .
chr10 78318891 78319209 319 78319102 42 27.76201 8.26923 22.94948 OSE2_peak_1166 chr10_78318891_78319209 . C10orf11 .
chr10 78343468 78343886 419 78343538 33 28.39991 10.96774 23.56186 OSE2_peak_1167 chr10_78343468_78343886 . C10orf11 .
chr10 79007073 79007403 331 79007131 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_1168 chr10_79007073_79007403 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79110593 79110748 156 79110650 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_1169 chr10_79110593_79110748 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79151309 79151545 237 79151487 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1170 chr10_79151309_79151545 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79152500 79152910 411 79152736 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_1171 chr10_79152500_79152910 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79176151 79176416 266 79176242 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_1172 chr10_79176151_79176416 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79266345 79266585 241 79266446 20 12.68431 6.15931 8.69435 OSE2_peak_1173 chr10_79266345_79266585 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79291338 79291506 169 79291438 20 8.551 4.12616 4.98076 OSE2_peak_1174 chr10_79291338_79291506 KCNMA1 . .
chr10 79709103 79709222 120 79709193 13 6.73225 4.20155 3.42516 OSE2_peak_1175 chr10_79709103_79709222 . DLG5;LOC100128292 POLR3A
chr10 80516617 80516789 173 80516722 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_1176 chr10_80516617_80516789 . . .
chr10 80732440 80732690 251 80732591 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_1177 chr10_80732440_80732690 LOC283050 . .
chr10 80732885 80733475 591 80733078 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1178 chr10_80732885_80733475 LOC283050 . .
chr10 80734177 80734317 141 80734230 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1179 chr10_80734177_80734317 LOC283050 . .
chr10 80737773 80738001 229 80737886 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_1180 chr10_80737773_80738001 LOC283050 . .
chr10 80919449 80919568 120 80919553 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_1181 chr10_80919449_80919568 ZMIZ1 . .
chr10 80944016 80944188 173 80944106 13 7.11413 4.42154 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1182 chr10_80944016_80944188 ZMIZ1 . .
chr10 81058976 81059515 540 81059241 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1183 chr10_81058976_81059515 ZMIZ1 . .
chr10 81077510 81077766 257 81077587 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_1184 chr10_81077510_81077766 . ZMIZ1 PPIF
chr10 81173168 81173482 315 81173233 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_1185 chr10_81173168_81173482 ZCCHC24 . .
chr10 81905776 81905895 120 81905831 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_1186 chr10_81905776_81905895 . PLAC9 ANXA11
chr10 81967028 81967171 144 81967132 14 7.62531 4.54691 4.17707 OSE2_peak_1187 chr10_81967028_81967171 . ANXA11 LOC439990
chr10 82232112 82232272 161 82232174 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1188 chr10_82232112_82232272 TSPAN14 . .
chr10 82269570 82269746 177 82269684 15 8.58906 4.91591 5.00789 OSE2_peak_1189 chr10_82269570_82269746 TSPAN14 . SH2D4B
chr10 84005695 84005814 120 84005767 28 15.84734 6.09513 11.6311 OSE2_peak_1190 chr10_84005695_84005814 NRG3 . .
chr10 84026370 84026489 120 84026441 19 10.94337 5.44257 7.11235 OSE2_peak_1191 chr10_84026370_84026489 NRG3 . .
chr10 84027128 84027295 168 84027184 17 9.21158 4.89831 5.55625 OSE2_peak_1192 chr10_84027128_84027295 NRG3 . .
chr10 84048284 84048662 379 84048547 41 33.11128 10.84239 28.11325 OSE2_peak_1193 chr10_84048284_84048662 NRG3 . .
chr10 86029722 86030020 299 86029919 17 9.79564 5.21183 6.08687 OSE2_peak_1194 chr10_86029722_86030020 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
chr10 86056361 86056522 162 86056436 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1195 chr10_86056361_86056522 . LOC170425 .
chr10 88160360 88160496 137 88160365 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_1196 chr10_88160360_88160496 . . .
chr10 88280467 88280603 137 88280573 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1197 chr10_88280467_88280603 WAPAL . .
chr10 88281689 88281808 120 88281777 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1198 chr10_88281689_88281808 . WAPAL .
chr10 88698949 88699080 132 88699050 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1199 chr10_88698949_88699080 MMRN2 BMPR1A C10orf116;SNCG
chr10 88730787 88730906 120 88730865 15 8.4432 4.83384 4.8793 OSE2_peak_1200 chr10_88730787_88730906 AGAP11 C10orf116;MMRN2;SNCG .
chr10 88731224 88731347 124 88731308 17 10.01449 5.33126 6.27931 OSE2_peak_1201 chr10_88731224_88731347 AGAP11 C10orf116;MMRN2;SNCG .
chr10 88854424 88854619 196 88854529 12 5.56531 3.68162 2.53826 OSE2_peak_1202 chr10_88854424_88854619 GLUD1 . FAM35A
chr10 89692078 89692294 217 89692274 13 5.77534 3.66644 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1203 chr10_89692078_89692294 PTEN . .
chr10 89918056 89918179 124 89918129 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1204 chr10_89918056_89918179 . . .
chr10 91039239 91039426 188 91039312 19 10.60722 5.26827 6.81227 OSE2_peak_1205 chr10_91039239_91039426 . LIPA IFIT2
chr10 91187533 91187743 211 91187693 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_1206 chr10_91187533_91187743 . IFIT1;IFIT5 SLC16A12
chr10 91241568 91241687 120 91241629 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_1207 chr10_91241568_91241687 SLC16A12 . .
chr10 91313122 91313656 535 91313322 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_1208 chr10_91313122_91313656 . SLC16A12 PANK1
chr10 91939498 91939635 138 91939584 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_1209 chr10_91939498_91939635 . . .
chr10 91987077 91987311 235 91987166 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_1210 chr10_91987077_91987311 . . .
chr10 92173098 92173287 190 92173177 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1211 chr10_92173098_92173287 . . .
chr10 92176907 92177079 173 92177000 25 17.68162 7.62581 13.34703 OSE2_peak_1212 chr10_92176907_92177079 . . .
chr10 92178786 92178908 123 92178807 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1213 chr10_92178786_92178908 . . .
chr10 92362731 92362894 164 92362815 32 21.59435 7.84731 17.03928 OSE2_peak_1214 chr10_92362731_92362894 . . .
chr10 92671157 92671738 582 92671582 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1215 chr10_92671157_92671738 . RPP30 ANKRD1
chr10 92676732 92676856 125 92676821 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1216 chr10_92676732_92676856 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92680810 92681275 466 92681125 46 26.86527 7.20162 22.07968 OSE2_peak_1217 chr10_92680810_92681275 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
chr10 92690597 92691228 632 92691064 42 29.99048 9.17978 25.09508 OSE2_peak_1218 chr10_92690597_92691228 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
chr10 93376840 93376966 127 93376916 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_1219 chr10_93376840_93376966 . LOC100188947 PPP1R3C
chr10 93861598 93861778 181 93861668 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_1220 chr10_93861598_93861778 CPEB3 . .
chr10 94352386 94352508 123 94352426 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_1221 chr10_94352386_94352508 . IDE KIF11
chr10 94459482 94459638 157 94459569 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_1222 chr10_94459482_94459638 . HHEX .
chr10 94652253 94652423 171 94652322 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1223 chr10_94652253_94652423 EXOC6 . .
chr10 94732028 94732149 122 94732119 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_1224 chr10_94732028_94732149 EXOC6 . .
chr10 95143575 95143768 194 95143714 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1225 chr10_95143575_95143768 MYOF . .
chr10 95196793 95196915 123 95196873 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_1226 chr10_95196793_95196915 MYOF . .
chr10 95218688 95218819 132 95218716 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1227 chr10_95218688_95218819 MYOF . .
chr10 95230867 95231103 237 95231024 32 21.15493 7.64634 16.62608 OSE2_peak_1228 chr10_95230867_95231103 MYOF . CEP55
chr10 95241821 95242005 185 95241847 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1229 chr10_95241821_95242005 MYOF . CEP55
chr10 95754751 95754870 120 95754802 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_1230 chr10_95754751_95754870 PLCE1 . .
chr10 95766472 95766630 159 95766529 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1231 chr10_95766472_95766630 PLCE1 . .
chr10 96140837 96141004 168 96140932 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_1232 chr10_96140837_96141004 . NOC3L TBC1D12
chr10 96157230 96157792 563 96157673 30 23.49487 9.30343 18.85737 OSE2_peak_1233 chr10_96157230_96157792 . . TBC1D12
chr10 96989507 96989654 148 96989583 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_1234 chr10_96989507_96989654 . C10orf129 PDLIM1
chr10 97006724 97006843 120 97006793 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_1235 chr10_97006724_97006843 PDLIM1 C10orf129 .
chr10 97068580 97068764 185 97068674 44 40.60756 13.54992 35.40586 OSE2_peak_1236 chr10_97068580_97068764 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
chr10 98574165 98574336 172 98574256 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_1237 chr10_98574165_98574336 . . LCOR
chr10 98610670 98610808 139 98610755 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_1238 chr10_98610670_98610808 LCOR . .
chr10 99194003 99194338 336 99194143 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_1239 chr10_99194003_99194338 . PGAM1 EXOSC1;MMS19;ZDHHC16
chr10 99408850 99409026 177 99408962 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1240 chr10_99408850_99409026 PI4K2A MORN4 AVPI1
chr10 99599947 99600120 174 99600039 27 21.34146 9.03226 16.80475 OSE2_peak_1241 chr10_99599947_99600120 . . CRTAC1;GOLGA7B
chr10 100174790 100174961 172 100174846 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1242 chr10_100174790_100174961 PYROXD2 MIR1287 HPS1;MIR4685
chr10 100220726 100220881 156 100220787 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_1243 chr10_100220726_100220881 HPSE2 HPS1;MIR4685 .
chr10 101155942 101156093 152 101156017 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1244 chr10_101155942_101156093 . CNNM1 GOT1
chr10 101380994 101381152 159 101381084 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_1245 chr10_101380994_101381152 . SLC25A28 .
chr10 101421234 101421369 136 101421310 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1246 chr10_101421234_101421369 ENTPD7 . .
chr10 101726300 101726443 144 101726324 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_1247 chr10_101726300_101726443 DNMBP DNMBP‐AS1 .
chr10 101726613 101726932 320 101726701 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_1248 chr10_101726613_101726932 DNMBP DNMBP‐AS1 .
chr10 102775277 102775432 156 102775343 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_1249 chr10_102775277_102775432 PDZD7 C10orf2;LZTS2;MRPL43;SEMA4G SFXN3
chr10 102792420 102792578 159 102792529 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1250 chr10_102792420_102792578 SFXN3 LZTS2;PDZD7 KAZALD1
chr10 102792708 102792956 249 102792789 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1251 chr10_102792708_102792956 SFXN3 LZTS2;PDZD7 KAZALD1
chr10 103454032 103454163 132 103454085 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_1252 chr10_103454032_103454163 FBXW4 . .
chr10 103572180 103572299 120 103572229 19 11.77689 5.88509 7.86622 OSE2_peak_1253 chr10_103572180_103572299 MGEA5 NPM3 KCNIP2;LOC100289509
chr10 103815284 103815406 123 103815355 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1254 chr10_103815284_103815406 C10orf76 . HPS6
chr10 104060368 104060528 161 104060397 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1255 chr10_104060368_104060528 GBF1 . .
chr10 104062506 104062755 250 104062625 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_1256 chr10_104062506_104062755 GBF1 . .
chr10 104154011 104154244 234 104154137 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_1257 chr10_104154011_104154244 NFKB2 GBF1 CUEDC2;FBXL15;PSD
chr10 104364250 104364369 120 104364332 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_1258 chr10_104364250_104364369 SUFU . .
chr10 104387781 104387967 187 104387900 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1259 chr10_104387781_104387967 SUFU . TRIM8
chr10 104405273 104405591 319 104405350 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1260 chr10_104405273_104405591 TRIM8 SUFU ARL3
chr10 104536853 104536977 125 104536910 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1261 chr10_104536853_104536977 C10orf26 . .
chr10 104542554 104542727 174 104542647 28 18.42718 7.27873 14.04328 OSE2_peak_1262 chr10_104542554_104542727 C10orf26 . .
chr10 104991036 104991230 195 104991116 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_1263 chr10_104991036_104991230 . . LOC729020
chr10 105032864 105033059 196 105032990 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_1264 chr10_105032864_105033059 . LOC729020 INA;PCGF6
chr10 105264195 105264438 244 105264333 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_1265 chr10_105264195_105264438 NEURL CALHM3 .
chr10 105517593 105517798 206 105517760 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1266 chr10_105517593_105517798 SH3PXD2A LOC100505839 .
chr10 105518182 105518327 146 105518294 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1267 chr10_105518182_105518327 SH3PXD2A LOC100505839 .
chr10 106017047 106017185 139 106017131 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1268 chr10_106017047_106017185 GSTO1 WDR96 GSTO2;MIR4482‐1
chr10 106060014 106060176 163 106060106 22 14.96579 6.92552 10.80726 OSE2_peak_1269 chr10_106060014_106060176 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106060647 106060834 188 106060755 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_1270 chr10_106060647_106060834 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106069799 106070110 312 106069932 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1271 chr10_106069799_106070110 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
chr10 106089121 106089240 120 106089220 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_1272 chr10_106089121_106089240 ITPRIP GSTO2 CCDC147
chr10 106092702 106092848 147 106092747 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1273 chr10_106092702_106092848 ITPRIP . CCDC147
chr10 107345626 107345815 190 107345737 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1274 chr10_107345626_107345815 . . .
chr10 108158120 108158286 167 108158168 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_1275 chr10_108158120_108158286 . . .
chr10 108318067 108318280 214 108318253 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1276 chr10_108318067_108318280 . . SORCS1
chr10 109306069 109306343 275 109306240 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1277 chr10_109306069_109306343 . . .
chr10 109375159 109375316 158 109375242 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1278 chr10_109375159_109375316 . . .
chr10 109376610 109376775 166 109376705 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_1279 chr10_109376610_109376775 . . .
chr10 109378418 109378565 148 109378486 18 11.05721 5.7021 7.21321 OSE2_peak_1280 chr10_109378418_109378565 . . .
chr10 109731860 109732041 182 109731899 20 13.10637 6.38707 9.08462 OSE2_peak_1281 chr10_109731860_109732041 . . .
chr10 110184227 110184360 134 110184243 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_1282 chr10_110184227_110184360 . . .
chr10 110495139 110495565 427 110495472 24 11.85286 5.02114 7.93372 OSE2_peak_1283 chr10_110495139_110495565 . . .
chr10 110549741 110549904 164 110549834 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_1284 chr10_110549741_110549904 . . .
chr10 110561998 110562136 139 110562054 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1285 chr10_110561998_110562136 . . .
chr10 110943217 110943412 196 110943296 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1286 chr10_110943217_110943412 . . .
chr10 110965727 110966112 386 110965974 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_1287 chr10_110965727_110966112 . . .
chr10 111042411 111042547 137 111042479 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_1288 chr10_111042411_111042547 . . .
chr10 111500414 111500569 156 111500478 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_1289 chr10_111500414_111500569 . . .
chr10 111836675 111836964 290 111836876 20 8.96701 4.31352 5.35567 OSE2_peak_1290 chr10_111836675_111836964 ADD3 . .
chr10 112086554 112086726 173 112086642 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1291 chr10_112086554_112086726 . SMNDC1 .
chr10 112174372 112174774 403 112174695 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_1292 chr10_112174372_112174774 . . .
chr10 112185868 112186233 366 112185937 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1293 chr10_112185868_112186233 . . .
chr10 112288902 112289027 126 112288953 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_1294 chr10_112288902_112289027 . DUSP5 .
chr10 112296044 112296359 316 112296157 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_1295 chr10_112296044_112296359 . DUSP5 .
chr10 113945404 113945523 120 113945466 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1296 chr10_113945404_113945523 . GPAM .
chr10 113976872 113977002 131 113976923 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_1297 chr10_113976872_113977002 . . .
chr10 113978838 113978993 156 113978893 13 6.24836 3.92794 3.05813 OSE2_peak_1298 chr10_113978838_113978993 . . .
chr10 113986750 113986947 198 113986832 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_1299 chr10_113986750_113986947 . . .
chr10 113987349 113987628 280 113987522 62 43.90723 9.99166 38.63355 OSE2_peak_1300 chr10_113987349_113987628 . . .
chr10 114410465 114410609 145 114410583 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1301 chr10_114410465_114410609 VTI1A MIR4295 .
chr10 114523963 114524195 233 114524057 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_1302 chr10_114523963_114524195 VTI1A . .
chr10 114679514 114679636 123 114679625 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1303 chr10_114679514_114679636 . . .
chr10 115614301 115614453 153 115614387 19 12.25438 6.14489 8.30267 OSE2_peak_1304 chr10_115614301_115614453 NHLRC2 DCLRE1A .
chr10 115654926 115655072 147 115654990 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1305 chr10_115654926_115655072 NHLRC2 . .
chr10 116616801 116617122 322 116617088 18 9.80594 5.03417 6.09655 OSE2_peak_1306 chr10_116616801_116617122 FAM160B1 . .
chr10 117706659 117706913 255 117706724 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_1307 chr10_117706659_117706913 ATRNL1 . .
chr10 118530751 118530886 136 118530829 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1308 chr10_118530751_118530886 . HSPA12A .
chr10 118648172 118648295 124 118648196 20 12.87313 6.26079 8.86982 OSE2_peak_1309 chr10_118648172_118648295 KIAA1598 ENO4 .
chr10 119123677 119123799 123 119123737 26 17.1899 7.13293 12.88373 OSE2_peak_1310 chr10_119123677_119123799 PDZD8 . .
chr10 119214019 119214233 215 119214197 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1311 chr10_119214019_119214233 . . EMX2OS
chr10 119221320 119221573 254 119221387 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_1312 chr10_119221320_119221573 . . EMX2OS
chr10 120790328 120790461 134 120790352 17 10.79506 5.76534 6.97762 OSE2_peak_1313 chr10_120790328_120790461 NANOS1 . EIF3A;SNORA19
chr10 121013536 121013655 120 121013622 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1314 chr10_121013536_121013655 GRK5 . .
chr10 121065671 121065807 137 121065720 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1315 chr10_121065671_121065807 GRK5 . .
chr10 121075218 121075421 204 121075267 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1316 chr10_121075218_121075421 GRK5 . .
chr10 121302956 121303163 208 121303129 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1317 chr10_121302956_121303163 . RGS10 TIAL1
chr10 121439716 121439878 163 121439768 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_1318 chr10_121439716_121439878 . BAG3 .
chr10 121485014 121485327 314 121485032 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1319 chr10_121485014_121485327 . . INPP5F
chr10 121562988 121563149 162 121563075 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1320 chr10_121562988_121563149 INPP5F . MCMBP
chr10 121567711 121567830 120 121567727 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1321 chr10_121567711_121567830 INPP5F . MCMBP
chr10 121651946 121652071 126 121652006 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1322 chr10_121651946_121652071 . MCMBP SEC23IP
chr10 122175615 122175738 124 122175692 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_1323 chr10_122175615_122175738 . . .
chr10 122220453 122220581 129 122220532 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_1324 chr10_122220453_122220581 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122228999 122229125 127 122229052 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1325 chr10_122228999_122229125 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122237222 122237573 352 122237407 22 15.09577 6.99536 10.92952 OSE2_peak_1326 chr10_122237222_122237573 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122268038 122268170 133 122268103 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1327 chr10_122268038_122268170 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122270844 122270967 124 122270891 24 15.00173 6.49085 10.84292 OSE2_peak_1328 chr10_122270844_122270967 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 122345990 122346114 125 122346034 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_1329 chr10_122345990_122346114 PPAPDC1A . .
chr10 123443688 123443920 233 123443863 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_1330 chr10_123443688_123443920 . . .
chr10 124228488 124229044 557 124228604 55 39.67314 9.99061 34.49169 OSE2_peak_1331 chr10_124228488_124229044 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
chr10 124246412 124246554 143 124246531 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1332 chr10_124246412_124246554 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
chr10 124269892 124270081 190 124270071 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_1333 chr10_124269892_124270081 HTRA1 . .
chr10 124384024 124384260 237 124384220 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_1334 chr10_124384024_124384260 DMBT1 . .
chr10 125607281 125607412 132 125607335 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1335 chr10_125607281_125607412 CPXM2 . .
chr10 126847325 126847479 155 126847430 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1336 chr10_126847325_126847479 CTBP2 . .
chr10 127584936 127585075 140 127585027 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1337 chr10_127584936_127585075 . DHX32 FANK1
chr10 127932442 127932586 145 127932510 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_1338 chr10_127932442_127932586 ADAM12 . .
chr10 127936127 127936489 363 127936165 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_1339 chr10_127936127_127936489 ADAM12 . .
chr10 127941545 127941668 124 127941584 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1340 chr10_127941545_127941668 ADAM12 . .
chr10 128072890 128073069 180 128073017 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_1341 chr10_128072890_128073069 ADAM12 . .
chr10 128086291 128086684 394 128086391 22 9.81901 4.42308 6.1093 OSE2_peak_1342 chr10_128086291_128086684 . ADAM12 C10orf90
chr10 128147207 128147326 120 128147283 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1343 chr10_128147207_128147326 C10orf90 . .
chr10 128148657 128148865 209 128148808 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1344 chr10_128148657_128148865 C10orf90 . .
chr10 128771410 128771554 145 128771506 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1345 chr10_128771410_128771554 DOCK1 . .
chr10 128946450 128946582 133 128946510 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_1346 chr10_128946450_128946582 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
chr10 128946790 128946921 132 128946847 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1347 chr10_128946790_128946921 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
chr10 129721358 129721477 120 129721401 12 6.3725 4.14917 3.16331 OSE2_peak_1348 chr10_129721358_129721477 PTPRE . .
chr10 131908048 131908167 120 131908132 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_1349 chr10_131908048_131908167 LOC387723 CTAGE7P GLRX3
chr10 133761544 133761673 130 133761622 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1350 chr10_133761544_133761673 PPP2R2D . BNIP3
chr10 133794723 133794842 120 133794758 15 8.80031 5.03562 5.20073 OSE2_peak_1351 chr10_133794723_133794842 BNIP3 PPP2R2D .
chr10 134133748 134134039 292 134133982 13 7.14079 4.43703 3.77751 OSE2_peak_1352 chr10_134133748_134134039 . STK32C LRRC27
chr10 135072753 135073000 248 135072913 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_1353 chr10_135072753_135073000 . MIR202;UTF1;VENTX ADAM8;TUBGCP2
chr11 450218 450415 198 450244 33 10.72406 3.66006 6.91179 OSE2_peak_1354 chr11_450218_450415 PTDSS2 ANO9 .
chr11 564950 565441 492 565241 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1355 chr11_564950_565441 . C11orf35;HRAS;LRRC56;RASSF7 LOC143666;MIR210;MIR210HG;PHRF1
chr11 695975 696266 292 696014 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_1356 chr11_695975_696266 TMEM80 DEAF1 EPS8L2
chr11 808402 808573 172 808443 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1357 chr11_808402_808573 . CEND1;NS3BP;PIDD;SLC25A22 D151;EFCAB4A;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNORA52
chr11 821300 821485 186 821398 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1358 chr11_821300_821485 PNPLA2 PIDD;RPLP2;SLC25A22;SNORA52 CD151;EFCAB4A;POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 831936 832066 131 831995 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1359 chr11_831936_832066 EFCAB4A PIDD;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNORA52 CD151;POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 833251 833389 139 833276 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1360 chr11_833251_833389 CD151 CAB4A;PIDD;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNORA POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 835065 835358 294 835230 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1361 chr11_835065_835358 CD151 CAB4A;PIDD;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNORA POLR2L;TSPAN4
chr11 841756 841964 209 841875 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1362 chr11_841756_841964 POLR2L 51;EFCAB4A;PNPLA2;RPLP2;SNOR CHID1;TSPAN4
chr11 842468 842614 147 842568 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1363 chr11_842468_842614 POLR2L CD151;EFCAB4A;PNPLA2;RPLP2 CHID1;TSPAN4
chr11 844026 844153 128 844110 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_1364 chr11_844026_844153 TSPAN4 CD151;EFCAB4A;PNPLA2;POLR2L CHID1
chr11 1146352 1146513 162 1146453 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1365 chr11_1146352_1146513 . . .
chr11 1847675 1847851 177 1847756 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1366 chr11_1847675_1847851 . . LSP1;SYT8;TNNI2
chr11 1848533 1848788 256 1848635 29 23.01676 9.34426 18.39528 OSE2_peak_1367 chr11_1848533_1848788 . . LSP1;SYT8;TNNI2
chr11 1850439 1850614 176 1850558 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_1368 chr11_1850439_1850614 . . LSP1;SYT8;TNNI2
chr11 1884855 1885048 194 1884944 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_1369 chr11_1884855_1885048 LSP1 MIR4298;SYT8;TNNI2 .
chr11 1965506 1965637 132 1965569 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_1370 chr11_1965506_1965637 . TNNT3 MRPL23
chr11 2114394 2114538 145 2114468 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1371 chr11_2114394_2114538 . . .
chr11 2118937 2119191 255 2118996 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1372 chr11_2118937_2119191 . . .
chr11 2158722 2158873 152 2158810 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_1373 chr11_2158722_2158873 IGF2;INS‐IGF2 MIR483 IGF2‐AS1;INS;TH
chr11 2421773 2422023 251 2421936 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_1374 chr11_2421773_2422023 . CD81 TRPM5;TSSC4
chr11 2555095 2555214 120 2555151 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_1375 chr11_2555095_2555214 KCNQ1 . .
chr11 2972597 2972764 168 2972668 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1376 chr11_2972597_2972764 NAP1L4 PHLDA2;SLC22A18 SNORA54
chr11 3926664 3926949 286 3926840 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_1377 chr11_3926664_3926949 STIM1 . .
chr11 5301919 5302039 121 5302008 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1378 chr11_5301919_5302039 . HBE1;HBG2 OR51B4
chr11 5385561 5385743 183 5385658 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_1379 chr11_5385561_5385743 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
chr11 6341666 6341814 149 6341740 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1380 chr11_6341666_6341814 PRKCDBP . .
chr11 7949250 7949417 168 7949332 18 11.86606 6.15096 7.94659 OSE2_peak_1381 chr11_7949250_7949417 OR10A6 LOC283299 OR10A3
chr11 7999020 7999348 329 7999104 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_1382 chr11_7999020_7999348 . NLRP10 EIF3F
chr11 8709459 8709678 220 8709490 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_1383 chr11_8709459_8709678 RPL27A SNORA3;SNORA45;TRIM66 ST5
chr11 8710215 8710637 423 8710463 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_1384 chr11_8710215_8710637 RPL27A SNORA3;SNORA45;TRIM66 ST5
chr11 8740876 8741119 244 8740992 21 14.51889 6.92397 10.38649 OSE2_peak_1385 chr11_8740876_8741119 ST5 RPL27A .
chr11 8793072 8793197 126 8793122 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_1386 chr11_8793072_8793197 ST5 . .
chr11 9241207 9241332 126 9241278 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_1387 chr11_9241207_9241332 DENND5A . .
chr11 9385800 9386251 452 9385908 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1388 chr11_9385800_9386251 . . IPO7
chr11 9531593 9531750 158 9531653 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1389 chr11_9531593_9531750 ZNF143 . .
chr11 9587883 9588002 120 9587967 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_1390 chr11_9587883_9588002 . . WEE1
chr11 9634789 9634965 177 9634878 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1391 chr11_9634789_9634965 . WEE1 .
chr11 9781231 9781406 176 9781304 25 17.40268 7.48032 13.08023 OSE2_peak_1392 chr11_9781231_9781406 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
chr11 9927618 9927937 320 9927737 57 37.66732 8.8871 32.53785 OSE2_peak_1393 chr11_9927618_9927937 SBF2 . .
chr11 10139244 10139369 126 10139299 17 9.40945 5.00366 5.73167 OSE2_peak_1394 chr11_10139244_10139369 SBF2 . .
chr11 10324641 10324825 185 10324746 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_1395 chr11_10324641_10324825 . SBF2 ADM
chr11 10325356 10325768 413 10325682 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1396 chr11_10325356_10325768 . SBF2 ADM
chr11 10326567 10326840 274 10326645 31 24.15328 9.35529 19.48203 OSE2_peak_1397 chr11_10326567_10326840 ADM SBF2 .
chr11 10329119 10330066 948 10329633 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_1398 chr11_10329119_10330066 . ADM;SBF2 .
chr11 10332136 10332289 154 10332225 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1399 chr11_10332136_10332289 . ADM;SBF2 .
chr11 10350509 10350647 139 10350566 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_1400 chr11_10350509_10350647 . ADM .
chr11 10376791 10377080 290 10376890 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_1401 chr11_10376791_10377080 . . .
chr11 10681279 10681429 151 10681313 33 20.89926 7.31597 16.37929 OSE2_peak_1402 chr11_10681279_10681429 MRVI1 . .
chr11 11863414 11863560 147 11863473 14 6.22144 3.77534 3.03311 OSE2_peak_1403 chr11_11863414_11863560 USP47 . .
chr11 12087812 12088075 264 12087951 57 44.01473 11.15385 38.73852 OSE2_peak_1404 chr11_12087812_12088075 . . .
chr11 12106868 12107020 153 12106926 14 6.48635 3.91699 3.25078 OSE2_peak_1405 chr11_12106868_12107020 . . MICAL2
chr11 12108603 12108740 138 12108706 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_1406 chr11_12108603_12108740 . . MICAL2
chr11 12108923 12109174 252 12109002 20 10.51786 5.0468 6.72913 OSE2_peak_1407 chr11_12108923_12109174 . . MICAL2
chr11 12109357 12109538 182 12109445 26 13.22986 5.30507 9.20106 OSE2_peak_1408 chr11_12109357_12109538 . . MICAL2
chr11 12148208 12148344 137 12148300 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_1409 chr11_12148208_12148344 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12185410 12185689 280 12185511 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1410 chr11_12185410_12185689 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12188692 12188937 246 12188760 28 17.2389 6.71951 12.92675 OSE2_peak_1411 chr11_12188692_12188937 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12189082 12189228 147 12189141 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1412 chr11_12189082_12189228 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12189742 12190039 298 12189815 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_1413 chr11_12189742_12190039 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204384 12204535 152 12204482 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1414 chr11_12204384_12204535 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12204662 12204991 330 12204758 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_1415 chr11_12204662_12204991 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12222050 12222247 198 12222169 26 12.96317 5.19231 8.9554 OSE2_peak_1416 chr11_12222050_12222247 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12222505 12222647 143 12222542 26 15.02828 6.09988 10.86794 OSE2_peak_1417 chr11_12222505_12222647 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12245601 12245893 293 12245859 13 6.6597 4.16015 3.35983 OSE2_peak_1418 chr11_12245601_12245893 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12255174 12255293 120 12255245 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1419 chr11_12255174_12255293 MICAL2 . .
chr11 12290630 12290751 122 12290691 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1420 chr11_12290630_12290751 . MICAL2 MICALCL
chr11 12306875 12307023 149 12306945 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_1421 chr11_12306875_12307023 . MICAL2 MICALCL
chr11 12309101 12309312 212 12309202 34 26.36321 9.61122 21.60163 OSE2_peak_1422 chr11_12309101_12309312 MICALCL MICAL2 .
chr11 12309610 12309838 229 12309807 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_1423 chr11_12309610_12309838 MICALCL MICAL2 .
chr11 12651267 12651411 145 12651296 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1424 chr11_12651267_12651411 . . .
chr11 12791468 12791834 367 12791734 23 16.39739 7.44977 12.13615 OSE2_peak_1425 chr11_12791468_12791834 TEAD1 . .
chr11 12922113 12922320 208 12922223 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1426 chr11_12922113_12922320 TEAD1 . .
chr11 13147978 13148290 313 13148209 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1427 chr11_13147978_13148290 . . .
chr11 13238200 13238371 172 13238273 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_1428 chr11_13238200_13238371 . . .
chr11 13354449 13354578 130 13354495 18 11.59771 6.00067 7.70268 OSE2_peak_1429 chr11_13354449_13354578 ARNTL . .
chr11 14443992 14444310 319 14444065 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_1430 chr11_14443992_14444310 . . .
chr11 15687055 15687291 237 15687157 30 19.16953 7.18293 14.74844 OSE2_peak_1431 chr11_15687055_15687291 . . .
chr11 15815031 15815192 162 15815083 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_1432 chr11_15815031_15815192 . . .
chr11 15886920 15887095 176 15887063 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_1433 chr11_15886920_15887095 . . .
chr11 16023499 16023678 180 16023601 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_1434 chr11_16023499_16023678 SOX6 . .
chr11 16759997 16760279 283 16760086 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_1435 chr11_16759997_16760279 C11orf58 . .
chr11 17193033 17193162 130 17193105 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1436 chr11_17193033_17193162 . PIK3C2A .
chr11 18287576 18287758 183 18287674 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1437 chr11_18287576_18287758 . SAA2;SAA2‐SAA4;SAA4 HPS5;SAA1
chr11 18416110 18416296 187 18416142 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_1438 chr11_18416110_18416296 LDHA GTF2H1 LDHC
chr11 18419337 18419655 319 18419419 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1439 chr11_18419337_18419655 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18423338 18423499 162 18423431 15 8.8935 5.08872 5.28814 OSE2_peak_1440 chr11_18423338_18423499 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18424925 18425155 231 18424989 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1441 chr11_18424925_18425155 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 18429510 18431484 1975 18430159 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1442 chr11_18429510_18431484 LDHA . LDHC
chr11 19392086 19392230 145 19392162 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_1443 chr11_19392086_19392230 NAV2 . .
chr11 19395789 19395978 190 19395924 24 11.35752 4.80769 7.48468 OSE2_peak_1444 chr11_19395789_19395978 NAV2 . .
chr11 19441053 19441172 120 19441138 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1445 chr11_19441053_19441172 NAV2 . .
chr11 19617503 19617643 141 19617549 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1446 chr11_19617503_19617643 NAV2 MIR4486 .
chr11 19653261 19653390 130 19653319 18 10.88661 5.60908 7.06438 OSE2_peak_1447 chr11_19653261_19653390 NAV2 . .
chr11 19701797 19701995 199 19701890 23 16.88338 7.71443 12.60036 OSE2_peak_1448 chr11_19701797_19701995 NAV2 . .
chr11 19940997 19941129 133 19941057 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1449 chr11_19940997_19941129 NAV2 . .
chr11 20057359 20057677 319 20057524 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_1450 chr11_20057359_20057677 NAV2 . .
chr11 20119002 20119170 169 20119061 30 18.77441 7.00357 14.37589 OSE2_peak_1451 chr11_20119002_20119170 NAV2 . .
chr11 20132914 20133067 154 20133006 21 14.97091 7.1735 10.81227 OSE2_peak_1452 chr11_20132914_20133067 NAV2 . .
chr11 20633429 20633714 286 20633587 43 34.79839 11.0436 29.74603 OSE2_peak_1453 chr11_20633429_20633714 SLC6A5 . .
chr11 23227167 23227294 128 23227220 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_1454 chr11_23227167_23227294 . . .
chr11 23254567 23254692 126 23254651 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1455 chr11_23254567_23254692 . . .
chr11 23720972 23721091 120 23721047 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1456 chr11_23720972_23721091 . . .
chr11 23924776 23924957 182 23924867 17 9.6741 5.14595 5.97359 OSE2_peak_1457 chr11_23924776_23924957 . . .
chr11 26050215 26050466 252 26050306 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1458 chr11_26050215_26050466 . . .
chr11 26209278 26209490 213 26209377 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_1459 chr11_26209278_26209490 . . .
chr11 26842444 26842576 133 26842495 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_1460 chr11_26842444_26842576 . . .
chr11 26969165 26969304 140 26969245 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_1461 chr11_26969165_26969304 . . .
chr11 27469217 27469402 186 27469291 23 16.44478 7.47541 12.18126 OSE2_peak_1462 chr11_27469217_27469402 LGR4 . .
chr11 27490148 27490281 134 27490233 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_1463 chr11_27490148_27490281 LGR4 . LIN7C
chr11 27719696 27719818 123 27719727 18 10.52658 5.41473 6.73378 OSE2_peak_1464 chr11_27719696_27719818 BDNF;BDNF‐AS1 . .
chr11 27931840 27932095 256 27931910 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_1465 chr11_27931840_27932095 . . .
chr11 27948465 27948638 174 27948525 27 12.75692 4.96269 8.76313 OSE2_peak_1466 chr11_27948465_27948638 . . .
chr11 27948755 27949009 255 27948931 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_1467 chr11_27948755_27949009 . . .
chr11 27955852 27956048 197 27955987 30 11.52732 4.16255 7.64788 OSE2_peak_1468 chr11_27955852_27956048 . . .
chr11 28107118 28107250 133 28107154 13 6.68375 4.17386 3.38157 OSE2_peak_1469 chr11_28107118_28107250 KIF18A MIR610 METTL15
chr11 28406068 28406196 129 28406110 28 14.92092 5.69804 10.76882 OSE2_peak_1470 chr11_28406068_28406196 . . .
chr11 28723349 28723599 251 28723421 17 8.88737 4.72768 5.28247 OSE2_peak_1471 chr11_28723349_28723599 . . .
chr11 28778673 28778813 141 28778727 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_1472 chr11_28778673_28778813 . . .
chr11 28779398 28779534 137 28779447 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_1473 chr11_28779398_28779534 . . .
chr11 28809573 28809718 146 28809648 25 16.95557 7.24978 12.67055 OSE2_peak_1474 chr11_28809573_28809718 . . .
chr11 28845166 28845353 188 28845267 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1475 chr11_28845166_28845353 . . .
chr11 28855264 28855483 220 28855375 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_1476 chr11_28855264_28855483 . . .
chr11 28857237 28858250 1014 28857329 28 20.46407 8.2907 15.97078 OSE2_peak_1477 chr11_28857237_28858250 . . .
chr11 29141700 29141853 154 29141775 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_1478 chr11_29141700_29141853 . . .
chr11 29322017 29322232 216 29322130 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_1479 chr11_29322017_29322232 . . .
chr11 29339747 29339954 208 29339927 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1480 chr11_29339747_29339954 . . .
chr11 30762770 30763082 313 30763014 32 21.15493 7.64634 16.62608 OSE2_peak_1481 chr11_30762770_30763082 . . .
chr11 30810904 30811111 208 30811030 25 17.58771 7.57669 13.25656 OSE2_peak_1482 chr11_30810904_30811111 . . .
chr11 32055592 32055887 296 32055782 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_1483 chr11_32055592_32055887 . . .
chr11 32055986 32056117 132 32056052 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1484 chr11_32055986_32056117 . . .
chr11 32078126 32078266 141 32078201 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1485 chr11_32078126_32078266 . . .
chr11 32334551 32334726 176 32334654 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_1486 chr11_32334551_32334726 . . .
chr11 32421922 32422060 139 32422005 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1487 chr11_32421922_32422060 WT1 . .
chr11 32457282 32457482 201 32457381 15 9.05252 5.17976 5.41962 OSE2_peak_1488 chr11_32457282_32457482 WT1‐AS WT1 .
chr11 33138338 33138468 131 33138446 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1489 chr11_33138338_33138468 CSTF3 . .
chr11 33279888 33280012 125 33279924 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_1490 chr11_33279888_33280012 HIPK3 . .
chr11 33657840 33658005 166 33657948 20 12.79701 6.2198 8.80164 OSE2_peak_1491 chr11_33657840_33658005 C11orf41 . .
chr11 33743138 33743379 242 33743163 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1492 chr11_33743138_33743379 CD59 C11orf91 FBXO3
chr11 33934481 33934613 133 33934551 19 11.88417 5.94307 7.96412 OSE2_peak_1493 chr11_33934481_33934613 . LMO2 .
chr11 34272848 34272967 120 34272922 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_1494 chr11_34272848_34272967 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34364898 34365034 137 34364941 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1495 chr11_34364898_34365034 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34366477 34367103 627 34366750 58 48.30025 12.59551 42.94545 OSE2_peak_1496 chr11_34366477_34367103 ABTB2 . .
chr11 34676429 34676706 278 34676540 39 22.845 6.95334 18.22925 OSE2_peak_1497 chr11_34676429_34676706 EHF . .
chr11 34771622 34771787 166 34771686 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_1498 chr11_34771622_34771787 . . .
chr11 34771940 34772185 246 34772025 39 26.81711 8.53933 22.04013 OSE2_peak_1499 chr11_34771940_34772185 . . .
chr11 35165865 35166246 382 35166185 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1500 chr11_35165865_35166246 CD44 . .
chr11 35187366 35187507 142 35187444 19 10.60722 5.26827 6.81227 OSE2_peak_1501 chr11_35187366_35187507 CD44 . .
chr11 35188212 35188507 296 35188366 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_1502 chr11_35188212_35188507 CD44 . .
chr11 35651591 35651760 170 35651661 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_1503 chr11_35651591_35651760 . FJX1 .
chr11 35722051 35722181 131 35722114 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1504 chr11_35722051_35722181 TRIM44 . .
chr11 36034136 36034263 128 36034212 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1505 chr11_36034136_36034263 LDLRAD3 MIR3973 .
chr11 36171346 36171495 150 36171431 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_1506 chr11_36171346_36171495 LDLRAD3 . .
chr11 36318894 36319034 141 36318980 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_1507 chr11_36318894_36319034 PRR5L COMMD9 .
chr11 36442386 36442511 126 36442431 26 19.13405 8.12996 14.71469 OSE2_peak_1508 chr11_36442386_36442511 PRR5L . .
chr11 36477095 36477556 462 36477385 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1509 chr11_36477095_36477556 PRR5L . TRAF6
chr11 36796189 36796410 222 36796275 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1510 chr11_36796189_36796410 . . .
chr11 37013436 37013555 120 37013462 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1511 chr11_37013436_37013555 . . .
chr11 37430780 37430940 161 37430872 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1512 chr11_37430780_37430940 . . .
chr11 37526604 37526734 131 37526679 24 14.88999 6.43544 10.73841 OSE2_peak_1513 chr11_37526604_37526734 . . .
chr11 37532928 37533188 261 37533087 33 20.50493 7.14602 16.01037 OSE2_peak_1514 chr11_37532928_37533188 . . .
chr11 40350855 40351018 164 40350926 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1515 chr11_40350855_40351018 . . .
chr11 41829780 41829916 137 41829826 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1516 chr11_41829780_41829916 . . .
chr11 43965838 43965977 140 43965889 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_1517 chr11_43965838_43965977 . ALKBH3;C11orf96;LOC100507300 .
chr11 44265313 44265457 145 44265378 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_1518 chr11_44265313_44265457 EXT2 . ALX4
chr11 44266490 44266625 136 44266514 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1519 chr11_44266490_44266625 EXT2 . ALX4
chr11 44323516 44323715 200 44323613 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_1520 chr11_44323516_44323715 ALX4 . .
chr11 44590779 44590923 145 44590864 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_1521 chr11_44590779_44590923 CD82 . .
chr11 44787625 44787836 212 44787663 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1522 chr11_44787625_44787836 TSPAN18 . .
chr11 45473456 45473590 135 45473485 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1523 chr11_45473456_45473590 . . .
chr11 45479245 45479373 129 45479325 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_1524 chr11_45479245_45479373 . . .
chr11 46316056 46316186 131 46316111 18 10.95431 5.64592 7.12302 OSE2_peak_1525 chr11_46316056_46316186 CREB3L1 . .
chr11 46316285 46316554 270 46316331 18 11.02273 5.68325 7.18013 OSE2_peak_1526 chr11_46316285_46316554 CREB3L1 . .
chr11 46320740 46321239 500 46321129 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_1527 chr11_46320740_46321239 CREB3L1 . .
chr11 46575864 46576011 148 46575910 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1528 chr11_46575864_46576011 AMBRA1 . .
chr11 47237245 47237381 137 47237337 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_1529 chr11_47237245_47237381 DDB2 PACSIN3 ACP2
chr11 47237802 47237952 151 47237872 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1530 chr11_47237802_47237952 DDB2 PACSIN3 ACP2
chr11 47238071 47238224 154 47238124 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1531 chr11_47238071_47238224 DDB2 . ACP2
chr11 47242297 47242416 120 47242383 18 11.19701 5.77878 7.34047 OSE2_peak_1532 chr11_47242297_47242416 DDB2 . ACP2;NR1H3
chr11 47435627 47435746 120 47435728 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1533 chr11_47435627_47435746 SLC39A13 . PSMC3;RAPSN
chr11 47438169 47438288 120 47438228 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1534 chr11_47438169_47438288 . SLC39A13 PSMC3;RAPSN
chr11 47439064 47439211 148 47439129 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1535 chr11_47439064_47439211 . SLC39A13 PSMC3;RAPSN
chr11 47439806 47439951 146 47439889 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1536 chr11_47439806_47439951 . SLC39A13 PSMC3;RAPSN
chr11 47663826 47663990 165 47663923 12 5.7309 3.77618 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1537 chr11_47663826_47663990 MTCH2 . AGBL2
chr11 47790068 47790331 264 47790231 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1538 chr11_47790068_47790331 . FNBP4 NUP160
chr11 47945821 47945981 161 47945865 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_1539 chr11_47945821_47945981 . . .
chr11 47968835 47969188 354 47968837 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_1540 chr11_47968835_47969188 . . .
chr11 47995693 47995853 161 47995786 30 24.10216 9.62261 19.43282 OSE2_peak_1541 chr11_47995693_47995853 . . PTPRJ
chr11 48026971 48027189 219 48026977 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1542 chr11_48026971_48027189 PTPRJ . .
chr11 49158172 49158291 120 49158253 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1543 chr11_49158172_49158291 . . FOLH1
chr11 57083179 57083361 183 57083246 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_1544 chr11_57083179_57083361 TNKS1BP1 . P2RX3;SSRP1
chr11 57192378 57192771 394 57192461 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_1545 chr11_57192378_57192771 SLC43A3 . .
chr11 57202327 57202459 133 57202362 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_1546 chr11_57202327_57202459 . SLC43A3 RTN4RL2
chr11 57415807 57415939 133 57415902 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1547 chr11_57415807_57415939 YPEL4 MIR130A CLP1;ZDHHC5
chr11 57416769 57417044 276 57416998 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_1548 chr11_57416769_57417044 YPEL4 MIR130A CLP1;ZDHHC5
chr11 58086219 58086372 154 58086306 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1549 chr11_58086219_58086372 . . .
chr11 58344996 58345306 311 58345214 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1550 chr11_58344996_58345306 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58345984 58346103 120 58346063 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1551 chr11_58345984_58346103 . LPXN ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
chr11 58913190 58913309 120 58913258 15 7.89772 4.53123 4.41416 OSE2_peak_1552 chr11_58913190_58913309 FAM111A FAM111B DTX4
chr11 59333556 59333835 280 59333780 16 9.79607 5.40676 6.0869 OSE2_peak_1553 chr11_59333556_59333835 . . MIR3162;OSBP
chr11 59474366 59474592 227 59474449 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_1554 chr11_59474366_59474592 . . OR10V1
chr11 61496385 61496504 120 61496437 20 13.94186 6.84744 9.86076 OSE2_peak_1555 chr11_61496385_61496504 DAGLA . C11orf9;DKFZP434K028
chr11 61523912 61524131 220 61524014 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1556 chr11_61523912_61524131 C11orf9;DKFZP434K028 DAGLA .
chr11 61582976 61583437 462 61583033 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_1557 chr11_61582976_61583437 FADS1 orf10;C11orf9;FEN1;MIR1908;MIR FADS2
chr11 61730222 61732072 1851 61731365 54 51.90191 15.52749 46.48323 OSE2_peak_1558 chr11_61730222_61732072 BEST1;FTH1 . .
chr11 61732566 61732797 232 61732668 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_1559 chr11_61732566_61732797 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61732983 61733273 291 61733007 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1560 chr11_61732983_61733273 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61733392 61733686 295 61733459 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1561 chr11_61733392_61733686 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61733944 61734093 150 61733945 21 5.00455 2.62893 2.09541 OSE2_peak_1562 chr11_61733944_61734093 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61734293 61734478 186 61734403 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1563 chr11_61734293_61734478 FTH1 BEST1 .
chr11 61737462 61737593 132 61737520 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1564 chr11_61737462_61737593 . BEST1;FTH1 .
chr11 61739312 61739472 161 61739411 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_1565 chr11_61739312_61739472 . BEST1;FTH1 .
chr11 61739923 61740113 191 61740033 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1566 chr11_61739923_61740113 . BEST1;FTH1 .
chr11 61780107 61780269 163 61780165 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_1567 chr11_61780107_61780269 . . .
chr11 61793555 61793731 177 61793656 12 5.70981 3.7641 2.65881 OSE2_peak_1568 chr11_61793555_61793731 . . .
chr11 62310443 62311113 671 62310836 23 15.0851 6.75456 10.92359 OSE2_peak_1569 chr11_62310443_62311113 AHNAK . EEF1G;MIR3654
chr11 62321483 62321725 243 62321533 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_1570 chr11_62321483_62321725 . AHNAK EEF1G;MIR3654;TUT1
chr11 62432679 62432878 200 62432789 32 24.07418 9.03458 19.40906 OSE2_peak_1571 chr11_62432679_62432878 C11orf48;METTL12 GANAB;INTS5 rf83;HNRNPUL2‐BSCL2;LRRN4CL;SNORA57;UBXN
chr11 62433924 62434058 135 62433959 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1572 chr11_62433924_62434058 C11orf48;METTL12 GANAB;INTS5;SNORA57 C11orf83;HNRNPUL2‐BSCL2;LRRN4CL;UBXN1
chr11 62572782 62573048 267 62572906 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_1573 chr11_62572782_62573048 NXF1 TAF6L;TMEM179B;TMEM223 STX5;WDR74
chr11 62607991 62609334 1344 62608978 133 180.8456 40.61903 171.65047 OSE2_peak_1574 chr11_62607991_62609334 . STX5;WDR74 ORD25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;S
chr11 62618633 62619313 681 62618921 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1575 chr11_62618633_62619313 . STX5;WDR74 ORD25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;S
chr11 62623092 62623346 255 62623275 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1576 chr11_62623092_62623346 SNHG1;SNORD25 RD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;SNORD3 SLC3A2
chr11 62657726 62658103 378 62658082 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1577 chr11_62657726_62658103 . SLC3A2 CHRM1
chr11 63376029 63376203 175 63376147 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1578 chr11_63376029_63376203 PLA2G16 . ATL3
chr11 63395772 63395948 177 63395843 14 7.41511 4.42822 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1579 chr11_63395772_63395948 . PLA2G16 ATL3
chr11 63862047 63862179 133 63862160 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1580 chr11_63862047_63862179 MACROD1 . FLRT1
chr11 64009279 64009426 148 64009316 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1581 chr11_64009279_64009426 FKBP2 AJC4;FERMT3;NUDT22;TRPT1;VEG BAD;PLCB3;PPP1R14B
chr11 64036588 64036843 256 64036773 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_1582 chr11_64036588_64036843 PLCB3 FKBP2;PPP1R14B;VEGFB BAD;GPR137;KCNK4
chr11 64085657 64085786 130 64085694 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1583 chr11_64085657_64085786 PRDX5 orf20;ESRRA;GPR137;KCNK4;TRMT CCDC88B
chr11 64085970 64086131 162 64086052 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1584 chr11_64085970_64086131 PRDX5 orf20;ESRRA;GPR137;KCNK4;TRMT CCDC88B
chr11 64102775 64102899 125 64102809 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1585 chr11_64102775_64102899 . ESRRA;PRDX5;TRMT112 CCDC88B;RPS6KA4
chr11 64153889 64154025 137 64153933 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1586 chr11_64153889_64154025 . CCDC88B;MIR1237;RPS6KA4 .
chr11 64624185 64624413 229 64624295 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_1587 chr11_64624185_64624413 EHD1 CDC42BPG .
chr11 64638189 64638528 340 64638290 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_1588 chr11_64638189_64638528 EHD1 CDC42BPG ATG2A;MIR192;MIR194‐2
chr11 64879274 64879638 365 64879426 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1589 chr11_64879274_64879638 TM7SF2 11orf2;CDCA5;LOC100130348;ZFP FAU;MRPL49;SYVN1;ZNHIT2
chr11 64894249 64894379 131 64894287 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1590 chr11_64894249_64894379 MRPL49 C11orf2;FAU;TM7SF2;ZNHIT2 SYVN1
chr11 65138654 65138843 190 65138737 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1591 chr11_65138654_65138843 . DPF2;TIGD3 FRMD8;SLC25A45
chr11 65149573 65149701 129 65149607 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1592 chr11_65149573_65149701 SLC25A45 DPF2;TIGD3 FRMD8
chr11 65190100 65192179 2080 65190287 55 51.31162 14.88112 45.90093 OSE2_peak_1593 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65192320 65192487 168 65192371 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_1594 chr11_65192320_65192487 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65192619 65193938 1320 65193820 41 25.24198 7.49296 20.52292 OSE2_peak_1595 chr11_65192619_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
chr11 65194062 65195413 1352 65194217 42 29.99048 9.17978 25.09508 OSE2_peak_1596 chr11_65194062_65195413 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65195579 65196424 846 65195639 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_1597 chr11_65195579_65196424 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65196634 65197093 460 65196944 31 24.03623 9.29522 19.37226 OSE2_peak_1598 chr11_65196634_65197093 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197224 65197354 131 65197240 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1599 chr11_65197224_65197354 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65197600 65197754 155 65197689 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1600 chr11_65197600_65197754 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65198000 65198122 123 65198067 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_1601 chr11_65198000_65198122 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65198437 65198556 120 65198484 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1602 chr11_65198437_65198556 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65205900 65206065 166 65205994 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_1603 chr11_65205900_65206065 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65206636 65206863 228 65206672 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1604 chr11_65206636_65206863 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65210785 65210910 126 65210818 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_1605 chr11_65210785_65210910 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
chr11 65238316 65238519 204 65238421 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_1606 chr11_65238316_65238519 . MIR612 MALAT1
chr11 65239609 65239728 120 65239638 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1607 chr11_65239609_65239728 . MIR612 MALAT1
chr11 65244096 65244379 284 65244179 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1608 chr11_65244096_65244379 . . MALAT1
chr11 65265490 65265619 130 65265604 18 8.86283 4.55406 5.26095 OSE2_peak_1609 chr11_65265490_65265619 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65266454 65269159 2706 65266779 55 44.70764 11.95506 39.41679 OSE2_peak_1610 chr11_65266454_65269159 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65269266 65269710 445 65269384 24 14.1124 6.05636 10.01585 OSE2_peak_1611 chr11_65269266_65269710 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65269811 65270215 405 65270141 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_1612 chr11_65269811_65270215 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65270312 65270797 486 65270589 30 14.92468 5.38884 10.77162 OSE2_peak_1613 chr11_65270312_65270797 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65270937 65272938 2002 65272586 35 22.4582 7.56637 17.85874 OSE2_peak_1614 chr11_65270937_65272938 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65273448 65275659 2212 65274596 56 44.11818 11.44821 38.83839 OSE2_peak_1615 chr11_65273448_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
chr11 65341820 65342044 225 65341930 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_1616 chr11_65341820_65342044 . FAM89B;LOC254100;LTBP3;SSSCA1 EHBP1L1;KCNK7;MAP3K11
chr11 65343059 65343200 142 65343092 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1617 chr11_65343059_65343200 . FAM89B;LOC254100;LTBP3;SSSCA1 EHBP1L1;KCNK7;MAP3K11
chr11 65479554 65479768 215 65479627 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1618 chr11_65479554_65479768 KAT5 . RNASEH2C
chr11 65480211 65480489 279 65480312 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1619 chr11_65480211_65480489 KAT5 . RNASEH2C
chr11 65487942 65488355 414 65488068 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_1620 chr11_65487942_65488355 RNASEH2C KAT5 .
chr11 65626454 65626658 205 65626553 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_1621 chr11_65626454_65626658 . CFL1;SNX32 CTSW;EFEMP2;FIBP;MUS81
chr11 65656853 65657053 201 65656945 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_1622 chr11_65656853_65657053 . CTSW;EFEMP2;FIBP;MUS81 C11orf68;CCDC85B;DRAP1;FOSL1
chr11 65657776 65657939 164 65657831 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_1623 chr11_65657776_65657939 CCDC85B CTSW;EFEMP2;FIBP;MUS81 C11orf68;DRAP1;FOSL1
chr11 65658583 65658807 225 65658689 15 8.19054 4.69281 4.66836 OSE2_peak_1624 chr11_65658583_65658807 CCDC85B CTSW;EFEMP2;FIBP;MUS81 C11orf68;DRAP1;FOSL1
chr11 65659312 65659452 141 65659374 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_1625 chr11_65659312_65659452 . CDC85B;CTSW;EFEMP2;FIBP;MUS8 C11orf68;DRAP1;FOSL1
chr11 65670589 65670983 395 65670654 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_1626 chr11_65670589_65670983 . CCDC85B;CTSW;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1
chr11 65682240 65682428 189 65682321 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1627 chr11_65682240_65682428 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1
chr11 65683131 65683880 750 65683399 37 32.71893 11.91813 27.73045 OSE2_peak_1628 chr11_65683131_65683880 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1;TSGA10IP
chr11 65686767 65686921 155 65686823 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1629 chr11_65686767_65686921 DRAP1 C11orf68;CCDC85B;FOSL1 TSGA10IP
chr11 65782734 65783236 503 65783062 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_1630 chr11_65782734_65783236 . BANF1;CST6;EIF1AD CATSPER1;GAL3ST3
chr11 65910306 65910425 120 65910396 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_1631 chr11_65910306_65910425 PACS1 . .
chr11 66024728 66024924 197 66024733 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1632 chr11_66024728_66024924 KLC2 PACS1 CNIH2;RAB1B;YIF1A
chr11 66035206 66035368 163 66035300 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1633 chr11_66035206_66035368 KLC2 PACS1 CNIH2;RAB1B;TMEM151A;YIF1A
chr11 66098124 66098256 133 66098219 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1634 chr11_66098124_66098256 . CD248 B3GNT1;BRMS1;RIN1
chr11 66104054 66104295 242 66104237 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_1635 chr11_66104054_66104295 . CD248;RIN1 B3GNT1;BRMS1;SLC29A2
chr11 66115477 66115596 120 66115545 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_1636 chr11_66115477_66115596 . B3GNT1;BRMS1;RIN1 SLC29A2
chr11 66423042 66423230 189 66423193 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1637 chr11_66423042_66423230 RBM4 RBM14;RBM14‐RBM4 RBM4B;SPTBN2
chr11 66445532 66445670 139 66445579 14 8.1947 4.87346 4.67209 OSE2_peak_1638 chr11_66445532_66445670 . RBM4;RBM4B SPTBN2
chr11 66703872 66704161 290 66704056 41 38.50477 13.54839 33.35399 OSE2_peak_1639 chr11_66703872_66704161 PC . .
chr11 66738394 66738516 123 66738435 23 9.71922 4.25373 6.01777 OSE2_peak_1640 chr11_66738394_66738516 . PC C11orf86
chr11 66801530 66801766 237 66801592 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_1641 chr11_66801530_66801766 SYT12 . RHOD
chr11 67141403 67141989 587 67141734 37 31.80391 11.44216 26.84741 OSE2_peak_1642 chr11_67141403_67141989 CLCF1;LOC100130987 POLD4 PPP1CA;RAD9A;TBC1D10C
chr11 67778095 67778214 120 67778214 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_1643 chr11_67778095_67778214 ALDH3B1 UNC93B1 MIR4691;NDUFS8;TCIRG1
chr11 67778406 67778692 287 67778504 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_1644 chr11_67778406_67778692 ALDH3B1 UNC93B1 MIR4691;NDUFS8;TCIRG1
chr11 67781722 67781859 138 67781820 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_1645 chr11_67781722_67781859 ALDH3B1 UNC93B1 MIR4691;NDUFS8;TCIRG1
chr11 67806721 67806961 241 67806865 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1646 chr11_67806721_67806961 TCIRG1 ALDH3B1;MIR4691;NDUFS8 CHKA
chr11 68227415 68227738 324 68227632 45 44.37837 15.13906 39.09496 OSE2_peak_1647 chr11_68227415_68227738 . LRP5 PPP6R3
chr11 68239501 68239800 300 68239699 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_1648 chr11_68239501_68239800 PPP6R3 LRP5 .
chr11 68856778 68856951 174 68856843 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_1649 chr11_68856778_68856951 TPCN2 . .
chr11 68890307 68890496 190 68890407 10 4.88663 3.54839 2.05592 OSE2_peak_1650 chr11_68890307_68890496 . . .
chr11 69064557 69065003 447 69064646 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_1651 chr11_69064557_69065003 MYEOV . .
chr11 69069093 69069393 301 69069247 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_1652 chr11_69069093_69069393 . MYEOV .
chr11 69166034 69166153 120 69166094 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1653 chr11_69166034_69166153 . . .
chr11 69235243 69235613 371 69235418 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1654 chr11_69235243_69235613 . . .
chr11 69264546 69264691 146 69264621 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_1655 chr11_69264546_69264691 . . .
chr11 69312158 69312325 168 69312248 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_1656 chr11_69312158_69312325 . . .
chr11 69382841 69382974 134 69382886 19 12.4864 6.2727 8.51288 OSE2_peak_1657 chr11_69382841_69382974 . . .
chr11 69402572 69402739 168 69402653 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_1658 chr11_69402572_69402739 . . .
chr11 70248581 70248770 190 70248696 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_1659 chr11_70248581_70248770 CTTN PPFIA1 .
chr11 70266221 70266490 270 70266301 13 7.22175 4.48416 3.84908 OSE2_peak_1660 chr11_70266221_70266490 CTTN . .
chr11 70270311 70270476 166 70270366 21 14.78698 7.07156 10.6401 OSE2_peak_1661 chr11_70270311_70270476 CTTN . .
chr11 71010312 71010761 450 71010665 40 35.75689 12.46999 30.67692 OSE2_peak_1662 chr11_71010312_71010761 . . .
chr11 71719392 71719511 120 71719499 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1663 chr11_71719392_71719511 NUMA1 IL18BP;RNF121 .
chr11 71783523 71783657 135 71783574 30 14.92468 5.38884 10.77162 OSE2_peak_1664 chr11_71783523_71783657 NUMA1 MIR3165 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT
chr11 71822802 71823016 215 71822991 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_1665 chr11_71822802_71823016 C11orf51 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT FOLR3
chr11 71851429 71851548 120 71851517 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_1666 chr11_71851429_71851548 . C11orf51;FOLR3;LRTOMT .
chr11 71852121 71852386 266 71852318 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_1667 chr11_71852121_71852386 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
chr11 71852553 71852905 353 71852613 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_1668 chr11_71852553_71852905 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
chr11 72145561 72145783 223 72145714 50 30.6778 7.81452 25.75889 OSE2_peak_1669 chr11_72145561_72145783 CLPB . .
chr11 72281099 72281272 174 72281208 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1670 chr11_72281099_72281272 . . PDE2A
chr11 72686973 72687157 185 72687040 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_1671 chr11_72686973_72687157 FCHSD2 . .
chr11 72906368 72906506 139 72906457 21 13.53021 6.39046 9.47352 OSE2_peak_1672 chr11_72906368_72906506 . . P2RY2
chr11 73000292 73000411 120 73000398 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_1673 chr11_73000292_73000411 P2RY6 . ARHGEF17
chr11 73087772 73088042 271 73088018 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1674 chr11_73087772_73088042 RELT ARHGEF17 FAM168A
chr11 73088250 73088557 308 73088306 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_1675 chr11_73088250_73088557 RELT ARHGEF17 FAM168A
chr11 73309380 73309525 146 73309472 14 8.25545 4.90872 4.72637 OSE2_peak_1676 chr11_73309380_73309525 . FAM168A .
chr11 75273543 75273715 173 75273639 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_1677 chr11_75273543_75273715 SERPINH1 . MAP6
chr11 75275190 75275459 270 75275219 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1678 chr11_75275190_75275459 SERPINH1 . MAP6
chr11 75315034 75315153 120 75315142 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_1679 chr11_75315034_75315153 MAP6 . .
chr11 75718772 75719006 235 75718845 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1680 chr11_75718772_75719006 UVRAG . .
chr11 76401996 76402125 130 76402072 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1681 chr11_76401996_76402125 GUCY2E LRRC32 .
chr11 76481685 76481881 197 76481839 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1682 chr11_76481685_76481881 . . TSKU
chr11 77118856 77119012 157 77118919 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_1683 chr11_77118856_77119012 PAK1 . .
chr11 77416817 77416946 130 77416879 24 9.84239 4.18502 6.12083 OSE2_peak_1684 chr11_77416817_77416946 RSF1 . .
chr11 78512259 78512464 206 78512377 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1685 chr11_78512259_78512464 ODZ4 . .
chr11 79115871 79115990 120 79115950 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1686 chr11_79115871_79115990 ODZ4 MIR708 .
chr11 82784170 82784297 128 82784209 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1687 chr11_82784170_82784297 LOC100506233 RAB30 .
chr11 82790662 82790785 124 82790683 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_1688 chr11_82790662_82790785 . LOC100506233;RAB30 .
chr11 82870481 82870755 275 82870505 19 11.03809 5.49212 7.19522 OSE2_peak_1689 chr11_82870481_82870755 PCF11 . .
chr11 82997359 82997509 151 82997458 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_1690 chr11_82997359_82997509 CCDC90B . .
chr11 85360410 85360530 121 85360517 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1691 chr11_85360410_85360530 TMEM126A DLG2;TMEM126B CREBZF
chr11 85544729 85544848 120 85544757 14 7.18927 4.30189 3.81914 OSE2_peak_1692 chr11_85544729_85544848 . SYTL2 CCDC83
chr11 85601225 85601378 154 85601343 15 8.86225 5.07089 5.2604 OSE2_peak_1693 chr11_85601225_85601378 CCDC83 . .
chr11 85774965 85775102 138 85775028 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_1694 chr11_85774965_85775102 PICALM . .
chr11 85862715 85862849 135 85862816 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_1695 chr11_85862715_85862849 . . .
chr11 86013102 86013259 158 86013164 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_1696 chr11_86013102_86013259 C11orf73 EED .
chr11 86235219 86235434 216 86235297 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_1697 chr11_86235219_86235434 ME3 . .
chr11 86343955 86344262 308 86344041 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_1698 chr11_86343955_86344262 ME3 . .
chr11 86430929 86431092 164 86431020 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1699 chr11_86430929_86431092 . . .
chr11 86454616 86454912 297 86454850 20 11.08802 5.32995 7.23562 OSE2_peak_1700 chr11_86454616_86454912 . . .
chr11 88288335 88288548 214 88288499 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1701 chr11_88288335_88288548 GRM5 . .
chr11 89073827 89073946 120 89073937 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1702 chr11_89073827_89073946 NOX4 . .
chr11 89113749 89113969 221 89113826 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1703 chr11_89113749_89113969 NOX4 . .
chr11 90480242 90480369 128 90480344 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_1704 chr11_90480242_90480369 . . .
chr11 90837554 90837692 139 90837647 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_1705 chr11_90837554_90837692 . . .
chr11 91029934 91030069 136 91029980 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_1706 chr11_91029934_91030069 . . .
chr11 91715284 91715414 131 91715355 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_1707 chr11_91715284_91715414 . . .
chr11 92788152 92788276 125 92788232 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_1708 chr11_92788152_92788276 . . .
chr11 92818382 92818559 178 92818458 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_1709 chr11_92818382_92818559 . . .
chr11 93324593 93324787 195 93324682 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1710 chr11_93324593_93324787 . . .
chr11 93461255 93461651 397 93461580 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_1711 chr11_93461255_93461651 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 RA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNO
chr11 93461839 93461977 139 93461889 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_1712 chr11_93461839_93461977 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 RA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNO
chr11 93462143 93462303 161 93462225 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_1713 chr11_93462143_93462303 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 RA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNO
chr11 93464648 93464767 120 93464741 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_1714 chr11_93464648_93464767 SNORD6 A1731;SCARNA9;SNORA25;SNORA4;SNORA1;SNORA18;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNORD5;
chr11 93469442 93469561 120 93469489 14 7.4668 4.4573 4.03705 OSE2_peak_1715 chr11_93469442_93469561 TAF1D A1;SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;S C11orf54
chr11 93473552 93474009 458 93473930 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_1716 chr11_93473552_93474009 TAF1D A1;SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;S C11orf54
chr11 93474158 93474539 382 93474430 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_1717 chr11_93474158_93474539 TAF1D A1;SNORA18;SNORA25;SNORA32;S C11orf54
chr11 93908729 93908852 124 93908779 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_1718 chr11_93908729_93908852 PANX1 . .
chr11 94182685 94182854 170 94182772 18 11.63539 6.02169 7.73924 OSE2_peak_1719 chr11_94182685_94182854 MRE11A . .
chr11 94270684 94270902 219 94270875 14 7.98778 4.75396 4.49605 OSE2_peak_1720 chr11_94270684_94270902 . LOC643037 FUT4;PIWIL4
chr11 95239190 95239371 182 95239258 18 11.94477 6.1953 8.02089 OSE2_peak_1721 chr11_95239190_95239371 . . .
chr11 95318470 95318589 120 95318553 17 10.58162 5.64543 6.78718 OSE2_peak_1722 chr11_95318470_95318589 . . .
chr11 95610442 95610660 219 95610610 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_1723 chr11_95610442_95610660 MTMR2 . .
chr11 95657528 95657848 321 95657612 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1724 chr11_95657528_95657848 . MTMR2 .
chr11 95658095 95658422 328 95658165 16 8.898 4.90658 5.29223 OSE2_peak_1725 chr11_95658095_95658422 . MTMR2 .
chr11 95747483 95747639 157 95747510 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_1726 chr11_95747483_95747639 MAML2 . .
chr11 95921520 95921650 131 95921594 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_1727 chr11_95921520_95921650 MAML2 . .
chr11 96045136 96045259 124 96045182 18 9.3421 4.79543 5.6668 OSE2_peak_1728 chr11_96045136_96045259 MAML2 . MIR1260B
chr11 97485719 97485840 122 97485797 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1729 chr11_97485719_97485840 . . .
chr11 97836858 97837093 236 97836932 23 14.68925 6.55078 10.54857 OSE2_peak_1730 chr11_97836858_97837093 . . .
chr11 99196673 99196841 169 99196760 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_1731 chr11_99196673_99196841 CNTN5 . .
chr11 100449964 100450107 144 100450017 21 13.26425 6.25 9.23358 OSE2_peak_1732 chr11_100449964_100450107 . . .
chr11 100545044 100545246 203 100545198 30 24.16466 9.65574 19.4926 OSE2_peak_1733 chr11_100545044_100545246 . . ARHGAP42
chr11 100681036 100681241 206 100681137 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_1734 chr11_100681036_100681241 ARHGAP42 . .
chr11 101317087 101317289 203 101317170 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1735 chr11_101317087_101317289 . . TRPC6
chr11 102009568 102009687 120 102009606 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_1736 chr11_102009568_102009687 YAP1 . .
chr11 102049083 102049326 244 102049247 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_1737 chr11_102049083_102049326 YAP1 . .
chr11 102107723 102107882 160 102107819 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_1738 chr11_102107723_102107882 . YAP1 .
chr11 102194695 102194879 185 102194809 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_1739 chr11_102194695_102194879 BIRC3 . BIRC2
chr11 102216961 102217153 193 102216974 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1740 chr11_102216961_102217153 . BIRC3 BIRC2
chr11 102217385 102217646 262 102217525 24 17.54965 7.81379 13.22078 OSE2_peak_1741 chr11_102217385_102217646 . BIRC3 BIRC2
chr11 102631212 102631331 120 102631291 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_1742 chr11_102631212_102631331 . . LOC100288077;MMP1;MMP10
chr11 103266528 103266647 120 103266558 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1743 chr11_103266528_103266647 DYNC2H1 . .
chr11 103495865 103496367 503 103496228 23 13.84465 6.12574 9.76756 OSE2_peak_1744 chr11_103495865_103496367 . . .
chr11 105022963 105023176 214 105023101 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_1745 chr11_105022963_105023176 . CARD18 .
chr11 105115285 105115404 120 105115331 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_1746 chr11_105115285_105115404 . . .
chr11 106259974 106260141 168 106260081 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_1747 chr11_106259974_106260141 . . .
chr11 106911990 106912211 222 106912179 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_1748 chr11_106911990_106912211 . GUCY1A2 .
chr11 106914509 106914633 125 106914566 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_1749 chr11_106914509_106914633 . GUCY1A2 .
chr11 107436425 107436545 121 107436478 17 9.5256 5.06592 5.84209 OSE2_peak_1750 chr11_107436425_107436545 ALKBH8 . ELMOD1;LOC643923
chr11 107711418 107711653 236 107711480 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1751 chr11_107711418_107711653 SLC35F2 . .
chr11 108005296 108005421 126 108005325 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_1752 chr11_108005296_108005421 ACAT1 CUL5 NPAT
chr11 109418555 109418674 120 109418574 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_1753 chr11_109418555_109418674 . . .
chr11 109996413 109996533 121 109996500 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_1754 chr11_109996413_109996533 ZC3H12C . .
chr11 110065301 110065447 147 110065356 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1755 chr11_110065301_110065447 . ZC3H12C .
chr11 110066997 110067218 222 110067095 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1756 chr11_110066997_110067218 . ZC3H12C .
chr11 110229178 110229384 207 110229235 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_1757 chr11_110229178_110229384 . . .
chr11 110343733 110343857 125 110343814 20 12.72168 6.17934 8.73086 OSE2_peak_1758 chr11_110343733_110343857 . FDX1 .
chr11 110843422 110843554 133 110843445 18 7.70385 3.99336 4.24406 OSE2_peak_1759 chr11_110843422_110843554 . . .
chr11 111412328 111412527 200 111412474 22 15.22785 7.06663 11.04799 OSE2_peak_1760 chr11_111412328_111412527 LAYN BTG4;C11orf88;MIR34B;MIR34C .
chr11 111565684 111565952 269 111565793 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_1761 chr11_111565684_111565952 SIK2 . .
chr11 112084691 112084814 124 112084739 19 11.95664 5.98237 8.03248 OSE2_peak_1762 chr11_112084691_112084814 BCO2 . PTS
chr11 112097758 112097877 120 112097772 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1763 chr11_112097758_112097877 PTS BCO2 C11orf34
chr11 112192536 112192874 339 112192717 33 27.68906 10.59017 22.87753 OSE2_peak_1764 chr11_112192536_112192874 . . .
chr11 113952485 113952637 153 113952566 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1765 chr11_113952485_113952637 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114005709 114005862 154 114005757 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1766 chr11_114005709_114005862 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114020827 114021074 248 114020933 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_1767 chr11_114020827_114021074 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114025317 114025516 200 114025433 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_1768 chr11_114025317_114025516 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114030846 114031140 295 114030954 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_1769 chr11_114030846_114031140 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114033572 114033832 261 114033671 32 25.22824 9.61657 20.51123 OSE2_peak_1770 chr11_114033572_114033832 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114037785 114037966 182 114037814 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_1771 chr11_114037785_114037966 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114042232 114042384 153 114042312 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_1772 chr11_114042232_114042384 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114049935 114050288 354 114050155 36 20.42996 6.55784 15.93897 OSE2_peak_1773 chr11_114049935_114050288 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114051868 114051987 120 114051893 14 6.30126 3.81782 3.10305 OSE2_peak_1774 chr11_114051868_114051987 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114068599 114068857 259 114068779 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_1775 chr11_114068599_114068857 ZBTB16 . .
chr11 114162195 114162319 125 114162304 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_1776 chr11_114162195_114162319 . . NNMT
chr11 114165650 114166067 418 114165982 33 22.62124 8.08511 18.01663 OSE2_peak_1777 chr11_114165650_114166067 . . NNMT
chr11 114166988 114167350 363 114167055 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_1778 chr11_114166988_114167350 NNMT . .
chr11 114167489 114167750 262 114167553 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1779 chr11_114167489_114167750 NNMT . .
chr11 114168818 114169125 308 114169100 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1780 chr11_114168818_114169125 NNMT . .
chr11 114172512 114172695 184 114172584 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_1781 chr11_114172512_114172695 NNMT . .
chr11 114178432 114178572 141 114178465 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_1782 chr11_114178432_114178572 NNMT . .
chr11 114187756 114188044 289 114187928 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1783 chr11_114187756_114188044 . NNMT .
chr11 114229551 114229724 174 114229598 11 5.38358 3.71215 2.38775 OSE2_peak_1784 chr11_114229551_114229724 . . .
chr11 114237758 114237882 125 114237807 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_1785 chr11_114237758_114237882 . . C11orf71
chr11 116663867 116664064 198 116663981 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_1786 chr11_116663867_116664064 . APOA5;BUD13;ZNF259 APOA4
chr11 116679638 116679858 221 116679792 34 21.47549 7.3562 16.92576 OSE2_peak_1787 chr11_116679638_116679858 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116680243 116680556 314 116680403 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_1788 chr11_116680243_116680556 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
chr11 116722487 116722606 120 116722543 29 15.48732 5.76923 11.28874 OSE2_peak_1789 chr11_116722487_116722606 SIK3 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3 .
chr11 116855397 116855540 144 116855478 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_1790 chr11_116855397_116855540 SIK3 . .
chr11 116943335 116943468 134 116943379 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_1791 chr11_116943335_116943468 SIK3 . .
chr11 117021914 117022059 146 117021929 12 5.4066 3.59168 2.40851 OSE2_peak_1792 chr11_117021914_117022059 PAFAH1B2 . SIDT2
chr11 117087695 117087946 252 117087813 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_1793 chr11_117087695_117087946 PCSK7 LOC100652768;SIDT2;TAGLN RNF214
chr11 117145459 117145578 120 117145527 14 7.02085 4.20851 3.6776 OSE2_peak_1794 chr11_117145459_117145578 RNF214 . BACE1;BACE1‐AS
chr11 118494155 118494277 123 118494237 17 9.76502 5.1952 6.06066 OSE2_peak_1795 chr11_118494155_118494277 PHLDB1 ARCN1 .
chr11 118766254 118766392 139 118766260 12 6.20219 4.04918 3.01435 OSE2_peak_1796 chr11_118766254_118766392 CXCR5 . BCL9L;MIR4492
chr11 118788703 118789101 399 118789001 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_1797 chr11_118788703_118789101 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118790353 118790908 556 118790795 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_1798 chr11_118790353_118790908 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118791532 118791981 450 118791638 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1799 chr11_118791532_118791981 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 118792975 118793206 232 118793092 22 15.05221 6.97192 10.8912 OSE2_peak_1800 chr11_118792975_118793206 . BCL9L;CXCR5;MIR4492 .
chr11 119465523 119465652 130 119465590 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_1801 chr11_119465523_119465652 . . .
chr11 120215165 120215371 207 120215271 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1802 chr11_120215165_120215371 ARHGEF12 POU2F3;TMEM136 .
chr11 120271585 120271736 152 120271657 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_1803 chr11_120271585_120271736 ARHGEF12 . .
chr11 121335374 121335585 212 121335527 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_1804 chr11_121335374_121335585 SORL1 . .
chr11 121466455 121466793 339 121466632 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_1805 chr11_121466455_121466793 SORL1 . .
chr11 121752567 121752785 219 121752668 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1806 chr11_121752567_121752785 . . .
chr11 121836077 121836259 183 121836162 22 14.92292 6.90255 10.77063 OSE2_peak_1807 chr11_121836077_121836259 . . .
chr11 121981305 121981460 156 121981406 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_1808 chr11_121981305_121981460 MIR100HG MIR125B1 BLID
chr11 122027673 122028055 383 122027867 15 7.24401 4.17812 3.87057 OSE2_peak_1809 chr11_122027673_122028055 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122031174 122031300 127 122031222 17 9.40945 5.00366 5.73167 OSE2_peak_1810 chr11_122031174_122031300 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122031790 122031947 158 122031878 20 12.18044 5.89191 8.2329 OSE2_peak_1811 chr11_122031790_122031947 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122032950 122033130 181 122033040 33 25.12628 9.28028 20.41791 OSE2_peak_1812 chr11_122032950_122033130 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
chr11 122057303 122057513 211 122057357 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_1813 chr11_122057303_122057513 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122067808 122068117 310 122067872 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_1814 chr11_122067808_122068117 MIR100HG . .
chr11 122078985 122079157 173 122079051 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_1815 chr11_122078985_122079157 . MIR100HG .
chr11 122215188 122215359 172 122215287 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_1816 chr11_122215188_122215359 . . .
chr11 122293494 122293665 172 122293508 15 5.64687 3.36283 2.60854 OSE2_peak_1817 chr11_122293494_122293665 . . .
chr11 122513301 122513425 125 122513352 27 13.78966 5.38462 9.71526 OSE2_peak_1818 chr11_122513301_122513425 . . UBASH3B
chr11 122595317 122595516 200 122595427 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_1819 chr11_122595317_122595516 UBASH3B . .
chr11 122926322 122926648 327 122926576 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1820 chr11_122926322_122926648 . . CLMP;HSPA8
chr11 122927070 122927228 159 122927154 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_1821 chr11_122927070_122927228 . . CLMP;HSPA8
chr11 122932495 122932802 308 122932587 20 11.94123 5.76673 8.01759 OSE2_peak_1822 chr11_122932495_122932802 HSPA8 . CLMP
chr11 123044105 123044224 120 123044189 17 6.99492 3.78319 3.6619 OSE2_peak_1823 chr11_123044105_123044224 CLMP . .
chr11 123045362 123045668 307 123045525 37 29.11328 10.09791 24.24293 OSE2_peak_1824 chr11_123045362_123045668 CLMP . .
chr11 123324989 123325223 235 123325105 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_1825 chr11_123324989_123325223 . . .
chr11 123345559 123345703 145 123345614 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_1826 chr11_123345559_123345703 . . .
chr11 123472084 123472203 120 123472143 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1827 chr11_123472084_123472203 GRAMD1B . SCN3B
chr11 124050167 124050328 162 124050238 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_1828 chr11_124050167_124050328 . . .
chr11 124146117 124146390 274 124146283 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_1829 chr11_124146117_124146390 . OR8G1;OR8G5 .
chr11 124155602 124155788 187 124155680 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_1830 chr11_124155602_124155788 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124156067 124156295 229 124156145 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_1831 chr11_124156067_124156295 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
chr11 124640143 124640282 140 124640220 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1832 chr11_124640143_124640282 MSANTD2 ESAM;NRGN;VSIG2 .
chr11 124670699 124670982 284 124670749 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1833 chr11_124670699_124670982 . MSANTD2 .
chr11 124770368 124770653 286 124770586 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_1834 chr11_124770368_124770653 . ROBO3;ROBO4 HEPACAM;HEPN1
chr11 124805022 124805167 146 124805114 15 8.86225 5.07089 5.2604 OSE2_peak_1835 chr11_124805022_124805167 HEPACAM HEPN1 CCDC15
chr11 124939851 124939980 130 124939919 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1836 chr11_124939851_124939980 SLC37A2 CCDC15 TMEM218
chr11 124953052 124953181 130 124953110 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_1837 chr11_124953052_124953181 SLC37A2 . TMEM218
chr11 125773150 125773269 120 125773215 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_1838 chr11_125773150_125773269 . HYLS1;PUS3 DDX25
chr11 126861975 126862094 120 126862031 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_1839 chr11_126861975_126862094 KIRREL3 MIR3167 KIRREL3‐AS3
chr11 127161736 127161886 151 127161833 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1840 chr11_127161736_127161886 . . .
chr11 127896607 127896802 196 127896690 35 17.17299 5.51613 12.86737 OSE2_peak_1841 chr11_127896607_127896802 . . .
chr11 128077796 128078179 384 128078064 65 48.29895 10.84775 42.94545 OSE2_peak_1842 chr11_128077796_128078179 . . .
chr11 128080618 128080805 188 128080691 31 22.00761 8.28451 17.43223 OSE2_peak_1843 chr11_128080618_128080805 . . .
chr11 128206145 128206341 197 128206255 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_1844 chr11_128206145_128206341 . . .
chr11 128278100 128278278 179 128278114 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1845 chr11_128278100_128278278 . . .
chr11 128351180 128351414 235 128351405 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_1846 chr11_128351180_128351414 ETS1 . .
chr11 128358613 128358759 147 128358710 17 6.63794 3.61522 3.33906 OSE2_peak_1847 chr11_128358613_128358759 ETS1 . .
chr11 128366725 128367013 289 128366850 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_1848 chr11_128366725_128367013 ETS1 . .
chr11 128379416 128379583 168 128379485 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_1849 chr11_128379416_128379583 ETS1 . .
chr11 128392075 128392219 145 128392145 21 12.12342 5.66319 8.18018 OSE2_peak_1850 chr11_128392075_128392219 ETS1 . .
chr11 128563846 128564010 165 128563901 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1851 chr11_128563846_128564010 FLI1;LOC100507392 . .
chr11 128579369 128579587 219 128579472 75 52.52449 10.20495 47.09406 OSE2_peak_1852 chr11_128579369_128579587 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128584878 128585027 150 128584938 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_1853 chr11_128584878_128585027 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 128585523 128585823 301 128585676 34 14.40075 4.69965 10.27564 OSE2_peak_1854 chr11_128585523_128585823 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
chr11 129866521 129866666 146 129866657 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_1855 chr11_129866521_129866666 PRDM10 . LINC00167
chr11 129873364 129873590 227 129873545 17 10.20866 5.43807 6.44027 OSE2_peak_1856 chr11_129873364_129873590 LINC00167 PRDM10 .
chr11 129973380 129973551 172 129973468 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1857 chr11_129973380_129973551 APLP2 . .
chr11 130194166 130194310 145 130194257 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_1858 chr11_130194166_130194310 . ZBTB44 .
chr11 130350259 130350458 200 130350362 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_1859 chr11_130350259_130350458 . ADAMTS15 .
chr11 130364756 130364890 135 130364793 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_1860 chr11_130364756_130364890 . ADAMTS15 .
chr11 130507106 130507230 125 130507159 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1861 chr11_130507106_130507230 . . .
chr11 130516518 130516669 152 130516581 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_1862 chr11_130516518_130516669 . . .
chr11 130547471 130547614 144 130547565 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_1863 chr11_130547471_130547614 . . .
chr11 130642473 130642720 248 130642637 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1864 chr11_130642473_130642720 . . .
chr11 130668324 130668513 190 130668492 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_1865 chr11_130668324_130668513 . . .
chr11 130767126 130767504 379 130767336 54 34.62474 8.42742 29.57806 OSE2_peak_1866 chr11_130767126_130767504 SNX19 . .
chr11 130870482 130870617 136 130870527 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_1867 chr11_130870482_130870617 . . .
chr11 131624523 131624645 123 131624611 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1868 chr11_131624523_131624645 NTM . .
chr11 131924765 131924974 210 131924855 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_1869 chr11_131924765_131924974 NTM . .
chr11 131934848 131935296 449 131934939 27 18.5945 7.59675 14.20601 OSE2_peak_1870 chr11_131934848_131935296 NTM . .
chr11 131941703 131941887 185 131941790 21 14.83256 7.09678 10.68261 OSE2_peak_1871 chr11_131941703_131941887 NTM . .
chr11 131942175 131942417 243 131942260 27 18.7317 7.66571 14.33754 OSE2_peak_1872 chr11_131942175_131942417 NTM . .
chr11 132502101 132502229 129 132502172 19 11.49879 5.73585 7.62069 OSE2_peak_1873 chr11_132502101_132502229 OPCML . .
chr11 132502602 132502722 121 132502699 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1874 chr11_132502602_132502722 OPCML . .
chr11 132555303 132555476 174 132555383 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_1875 chr11_132555303_132555476 OPCML . .
chr12 95418 95618 201 95505 30 25.18319 10.20241 20.46843 OSE2_peak_1876 chr12_95418_95618 . LOC100288778 .
chr12 516005 516185 181 516070 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_1877 chr12_516005_516185 CCDC77 KDM5A .
chr12 861293 861623 331 861559 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_1878 chr12_861293_861623 . . WNK1
chr12 1573033 1573243 211 1573212 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_1879 chr12_1573033_1573243 ERC1 . .
chr12 1583437 1583573 137 1583507 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_1880 chr12_1583437_1583573 ERC1 . LOC100292680
chr12 1628485 1628692 208 1628588 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_1881 chr12_1628485_1628692 . ERC1;LOC100292680 .
chr12 1869607 1869730 124 1869644 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_1882 chr12_1869607_1869730 ADIPOR2 . .
chr12 3238508 3238714 207 3238610 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_1883 chr12_3238508_3238714 TSPAN9 . .
chr12 3279736 3279861 126 3279805 29 13.85451 5.1167 9.77668 OSE2_peak_1884 chr12_3279736_3279861 TSPAN9 . .
chr12 3409125 3409295 171 3409204 12 5.79487 3.81291 2.67872 OSE2_peak_1885 chr12_3409125_3409295 . TSPAN9 .
chr12 3409585 3409855 271 3409790 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1886 chr12_3409585_3409855 . TSPAN9 .
chr12 6225936 6226092 157 6226001 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_1887 chr12_6225936_6226092 VWF . .
chr12 6277020 6277149 130 6277057 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1888 chr12_6277020_6277149 . . .
chr12 6289797 6289935 139 6289873 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_1889 chr12_6289797_6289935 . . CD9
chr12 6428522 6428641 120 6428595 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1890 chr12_6428522_6428641 PLEKHG6 . SCNN1A;TNFRSF1A
chr12 6430100 6430249 150 6430183 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1891 chr12_6430100_6430249 PLEKHG6 . SCNN1A;TNFRSF1A
chr12 6432078 6432385 308 6432169 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1892 chr12_6432078_6432385 PLEKHG6 . SCNN1A;TNFRSF1A
chr12 6433604 6433807 204 6433705 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1893 chr12_6433604_6433807 PLEKHG6 . SCNN1A;TNFRSF1A
chr12 6440279 6440476 198 6440388 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_1894 chr12_6440279_6440476 TNFRSF1A PLEKHG6 SCNN1A
chr12 6442890 6443032 143 6443007 13 5.14781 3.32916 2.20068 OSE2_peak_1895 chr12_6442890_6443032 TNFRSF1A PLEKHG6 SCNN1A
chr12 6444897 6445050 154 6444992 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1896 chr12_6444897_6445050 TNFRSF1A PLEKHG6 SCNN1A
chr12 6454604 6454757 154 6454641 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_1897 chr12_6454604_6454757 . PLEKHG6;TNFRSF1A SCNN1A
chr12 6485372 6485615 244 6485497 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_1898 chr12_6485372_6485615 SCNN1A . LTBR
chr12 6642787 6642974 188 6642872 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_1899 chr12_6642787_6642974 . NCAPD2;SCARNA10 GAPDH;IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6643628 6643857 230 6643714 35 29.52611 10.91257 24.64635 OSE2_peak_1900 chr12_6643628_6643857 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6644454 6644602 149 6644555 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_1901 chr12_6644454_6644602 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6645734 6645992 259 6645925 21 14.13321 6.71378 10.03509 OSE2_peak_1902 chr12_6645734_6645992 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6647515 6648509 995 6648012 48 43.15232 13.41499 37.8912 OSE2_peak_1903 chr12_6647515_6648509 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
chr12 6862298 6862417 120 6862362 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_1904 chr12_6862298_6862417 MLF2 COPS7A LAG3;PTMS
chr12 6961485 6961839 355 6961660 84 74.04934 15.16432 68.2701 OSE2_peak_1905 chr12_6961485_6961839 USP5 CDCA3;GNB3;GPR162;LEPREL2 SPSB2;TPI1
chr12 6980319 6980490 172 6980407 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_1906 chr12_6980319_6980490 SPSB2 CDCA3;GNB3;TPI1;USP5 DSTNP2;RPL13P5
chr12 6982052 6982200 149 6982116 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_1907 chr12_6982052_6982200 SPSB2 CDCA3;GNB3;TPI1;USP5 DSTNP2;RPL13P5
chr12 7046787 7046966 180 7046893 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1908 chr12_7046787_7046966 ATN1 ENO2;LRRC23 57;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7047264 7047548 285 7047333 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_1909 chr12_7047264_7047548 ATN1 ENO2;LRRC23 57;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7047695 7047814 120 7047740 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_1910 chr12_7047695_7047814 ATN1 ENO2;LRRC23 57;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7052926 7053523 598 7053117 64 49.77346 11.59625 44.39391 OSE2_peak_1911 chr12_7052926_7053523 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23 1;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
chr12 7061752 7061883 132 7061809 17 11.01613 5.89046 7.17401 OSE2_peak_1912 chr12_7061752_7061883 PTPN6 ATN1;C12orf57;ENO2 ;LPCAT3;MIR141;MIR200C;PHB2;SCARNA12
chr12 7665381 7665525 145 7665450 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_1913 chr12_7665381_7665525 . CD163 .
chr12 8198368 8198514 147 8198482 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_1914 chr12_8198368_8198514 FOXJ2 . C3AR1
chr12 8833821 8834085 265 8833992 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1915 chr12_8833821_8834085 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
chr12 9901857 9901997 141 9901923 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_1916 chr12_9901857_9901997 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CLECL1 CD69
chr12 9945692 9945822 131 9945765 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1917 chr12_9945692_9945822 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 10180391 10180510 120 10180451 20 12.79701 6.2198 8.80164 OSE2_peak_1918 chr12_10180391_10180510 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CLEC12B;CLEC1B CLEC9A
chr12 10185093 10185224 132 10185127 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_1919 chr12_10185093_10185224 EC9A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 CLEC12B .
chr12 10337248 10337450 203 10337265 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_1920 chr12_10337248_10337450 orf59;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 OLR1 GABARAPL1
chr12 10787103 10787314 212 10787210 52 42.06095 11.68214 36.82539 OSE2_peak_1921 chr12_10787103_10787314 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;STY MAGOHB .
chr12 11324132 11324292 161 11324204 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_1922 chr12_11324132_11324292 61;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . TAS2R42
chr12 11872874 11873037 164 11872958 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_1923 chr12_11872874_11873037 TV6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 11951929 11952100 172 11951991 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_1924 chr12_11951929_11952100 TV6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 12420031 12420175 145 12420060 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_1925 chr12_12420031_12420175 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LRP6 .
chr12 12735893 12736123 231 12735996 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1926 chr12_12735893_12736123 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DUSP16 CREBL2
chr12 12869477 12869662 186 12869492 13 5.89359 3.73124 2.74882 OSE2_peak_1927 chr12_12869477_12869662 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 GPR19 APOLD1;CDKN1B
chr12 12911505 12912074 570 12911994 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_1928 chr12_12911505_12912074 OLD1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . MIR613
chr12 12912365 12912484 120 12912452 13 6.11966 3.85619 2.94748 OSE2_peak_1929 chr12_12912365_12912484 OLD1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . MIR613
chr12 12961152 12961415 264 12961396 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_1930 chr12_12961152_12961415 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 APOLD1 DDX47
chr12 12973082 12973201 120 12973131 25 14.42081 6.009 10.29566 OSE2_peak_1931 chr12_12973082_12973201 X47;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 APOLD1 .
chr12 12992863 12993203 341 12993149 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_1932 chr12_12992863_12993203 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DDX47 .
chr12 13023469 13023798 330 13023513 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_1933 chr12_13023469_13023798 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
chr12 13025118 13025266 149 13025191 23 9.3257 4.09336 5.65986 OSE2_peak_1934 chr12_13025118_13025266 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
chr12 13025617 13025819 203 13025641 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_1935 chr12_13025617_13025819 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
chr12 13036227 13036422 196 13036308 23 16.11835 7.29951 11.88278 OSE2_peak_1936 chr12_13036227_13036422 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 RPL13AP20 GPRC5A
chr12 13036611 13036792 182 13036691 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_1937 chr12_13036611_13036792 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 RPL13AP20 GPRC5A
chr12 13055308 13055516 209 13055324 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_1938 chr12_13055308_13055516 RC5A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPL13AP20 MIR614
chr12 13251219 13251476 258 13251332 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_1939 chr12_13251219_13251476 SG1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KIAA1467 .
chr12 13254426 13254570 145 13254467 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_1940 chr12_13254426_13254570 SG1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 KIAA1467 .
chr12 13288775 13288972 198 13288853 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_1941 chr12_13288775_13288972 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 14626697 14626897 201 14626856 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_1942 chr12_14626697_14626897 F7IP;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . PLBD1
chr12 14922793 14923110 318 14923071 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_1943 chr12_14922793_14923110 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . H2AFJ;HIST4H4;WBP11
chr12 14923321 14923880 560 14923609 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_1944 chr12_14923321_14923880 T4H4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . H2AFJ;WBP11
chr12 14928765 14928952 188 14928878 14 6.95051 4.16972 3.62093 OSE2_peak_1945 chr12_14928765_14928952 2AFJ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HIST4H4 C12orf60;C12orf69;WBP11
chr12 14994877 14995011 135 14994977 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_1946 chr12_14994877_14995011 RT4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C12orf60;C12orf69 .
chr12 15683486 15683605 120 15683546 25 11.20579 4.60821 7.34896 OSE2_peak_1947 chr12_15683486_15683605 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PTP . .
chr12 15782142 15782380 239 15782321 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_1948 chr12_15782142_15782380 PS8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 18082011 18082192 182 18082136 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_1949 chr12_18082011_18082192 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 18324554 18324772 219 18324653 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_1950 chr12_18324554_18324772 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 18429047 18429166 120 18429067 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_1951 chr12_18429047_18429166 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PIK3C . .
chr12 18473085 18473281 197 18473240 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_1952 chr12_18473085_18473281 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PIK3C . .
chr12 18536143 18536462 320 18536260 59 55.64093 15.48914 50.15477 OSE2_peak_1953 chr12_18536143_18536462 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PIK3C . .
chr12 18900965 18901124 160 18901037 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_1954 chr12_18900965_18901124 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
chr12 19151947 19152131 185 19152026 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_1955 chr12_19151947_19152131 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 19404253 19404411 159 19404391 11 5.0173 3.49693 2.10053 OSE2_peak_1956 chr12_19404253_19404411 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PLEK . .
chr12 19897820 19897947 128 19897876 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_1957 chr12_19897820_19897947 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 19931372 19931513 142 19931428 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_1958 chr12_19931372_19931513 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 20645382 20645523 142 20645454 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_1959 chr12_20645382_20645523 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PDE . .
chr12 21662048 21662238 191 21662072 11 5.09548 3.54257 2.1737 OSE2_peak_1960 chr12_21662048_21662238 LT1B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RECQL C12orf39;GYS2
chr12 24753902 24754215 314 24754129 27 21.34146 9.03226 16.80475 OSE2_peak_1961 chr12_24753902_24754215 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LINC00477 .
chr12 25099923 25100191 269 25100150 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1962 chr12_25099923_25100191 AT1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 25854447 25854633 187 25854492 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_1963 chr12_25854447_25854633 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 25982225 25982489 265 25982374 30 24.16466 9.65574 19.4926 OSE2_peak_1964 chr12_25982225_25982489 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 26392354 26392486 133 26392415 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_1965 chr12_26392354_26392486 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SSPN .
chr12 26427697 26427880 184 26427783 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_1966 chr12_26427697_26427880 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 26801622 26801780 159 26801711 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_1967 chr12_26801622_26801780 PR2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26849614 26849893 280 26849677 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_1968 chr12_26849614_26849893 PR2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26850261 26850441 181 26850334 32 11.41023 3.9434 7.53595 OSE2_peak_1969 chr12_26850261_26850441 PR2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26943148 26943277 130 26943180 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_1970 chr12_26943148_26943277 PR2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 26986034 26986155 122 26986112 26 18.68351 7.89352 14.2917 OSE2_peak_1971 chr12_26986034_26986155 PR2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 27329849 27329981 133 27329942 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_1972 chr12_27329849_27329981 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 27630017 27630325 309 27630117 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_1973 chr12_27630017_27630325 orf70;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 27702835 27702981 147 27702855 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_1974 chr12_27702835_27702981 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPFI . .
chr12 27726857 27727199 343 27727096 37 29.11328 10.09791 24.24293 OSE2_peak_1975 chr12_27726857_27727199 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPFI . .
chr12 27772339 27772493 155 27772409 20 12.21528 5.91024 8.26719 OSE2_peak_1976 chr12_27772339_27772493 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPFI . .
chr12 27780159 27780298 140 27780206 20 9.18597 4.41372 5.5424 OSE2_peak_1977 chr12_27780159_27780298 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPFI . .
chr12 28018467 28018632 166 28018553 27 18.7317 7.66571 14.33754 OSE2_peak_1978 chr12_28018467_28018632 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 28052424 28052559 136 28052505 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_1979 chr12_28052424_28052559 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 28134912 28135176 265 28135129 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_1980 chr12_28134912_28135176 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PTHLH .
chr12 28137276 28137521 246 28137349 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_1981 chr12_28137276_28137521 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PTHLH .
chr12 28210927 28211129 203 28211034 17 10.58162 5.64543 6.78718 OSE2_peak_1982 chr12_28210927_28211129 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 28689142 28689323 182 28689168 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_1983 chr12_28689142_28689323 DC91;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 29035488 29035720 233 29035604 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_1984 chr12_29035488_29035720 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 29894595 29894803 209 29894667 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_1985 chr12_29894595_29894803 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TMT . .
chr12 29896933 29897078 146 29897032 26 17.75102 7.41437 13.4143 OSE2_peak_1986 chr12_29896933_29897078 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TMT . .
chr12 29949778 29950010 233 29949960 23 15.41576 6.92694 11.21849 OSE2_peak_1987 chr12_29949778_29950010 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TMTC1 .
chr12 30179565 30179799 235 30179641 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_1988 chr12_30179565_30179799 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 30228648 30228780 133 30228686 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1989 chr12_30228648_30228780 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 30908002 30908175 174 30908028 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_1990 chr12_30908002_30908175 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CAPRIN2 .
chr12 30947938 30948382 445 30948115 26 20.44636 8.83569 15.95494 OSE2_peak_1991 chr12_30947938_30948382 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . LOC100287314
chr12 30948482 30948671 190 30948590 23 16.30337 7.399 12.04622 OSE2_peak_1992 chr12_30948482_30948671 0287314;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 30948970 30949311 342 30949234 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_1993 chr12_30948970_30949311 0287314;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
chr12 31671783 31672001 219 31671897 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_1994 chr12_31671783_31672001 ND5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 31899780 31899931 152 31899830 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1995 chr12_31899780_31899931 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMN1 .
chr12 31902073 31902445 373 31902260 40 33.98845 11.57504 28.96194 OSE2_peak_1996 chr12_31902073_31902445 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMN1 .
chr12 32287624 32287802 179 32287716 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_1997 chr12_32287624_32287802 CD1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 32589875 32590274 400 32590093 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_1998 chr12_32589875_32590274 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 32686850 32687048 199 32687017 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_1999 chr12_32686850_32687048 GD4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 32830774 32830963 190 32830959 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2000 chr12_32830774_32830963 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . DNM1L
chr12 33070311 33070527 217 33070338 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_2001 chr12_33070311_33070527 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PKP2 .
chr12 38710506 38710673 168 38710614 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2002 chr12_38710506_38710673 G10B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 39897281 39897464 184 39897380 29 21.86766 8.74233 17.29742 OSE2_peak_2003 chr12_39897281_39897464 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 39999895 40000084 190 39999972 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2004 chr12_39999895_40000084 CD2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf40
chr12 40404613 40404819 207 40404781 14 7.93022 4.72089 4.44146 OSE2_peak_2005 chr12_40404613_40404819 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC2 . .
chr12 41879171 41879336 166 41879225 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_2006 chr12_41879171_41879336 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PDZR . .
chr12 43184614 43184838 225 43184707 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_2007 chr12_43184614_43184838 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 43355269 43355547 279 43355358 48 23.41384 5.85535 18.77806 OSE2_peak_2008 chr12_43355269_43355547 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 43375400 43375531 132 43375429 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2009 chr12_43375400_43375531 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 43679181 43679372 192 43679262 43 31.06846 9.39326 26.13665 OSE2_peak_2010 chr12_43679181_43679372 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 45833950 45834072 123 45833974 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_2011 chr12_45833950_45834072 NO6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 46121770 46121959 190 46121850 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2012 chr12_46121770_46121959 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC400027 ARID2
chr12 46613771 46613943 173 46613833 29 14.10784 5.21501 10.01159 OSE2_peak_2013 chr12_46613771_46613943 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46750485 46750611 127 46750583 16 8.53812 4.7112 4.96831 OSE2_peak_2014 chr12_46750485_46750611 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . SLC38A2
chr12 46750740 46752133 1394 46751546 40 27.54313 8.61726 22.73738 OSE2_peak_2015 chr12_46750740_46752133 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46752573 46752714 142 46752673 14 6.79045 4.08193 3.47734 OSE2_peak_2016 chr12_46752573_46752714 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46755567 46755713 147 46755611 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_2017 chr12_46755567_46755713 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46756691 46756941 251 46756748 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2018 chr12_46756691_46756941 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46757081 46757250 170 46757159 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_2019 chr12_46757081_46757250 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46758975 46759282 308 46759030 21 12.58626 5.89813 8.60307 OSE2_peak_2020 chr12_46758975_46759282 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46759453 46759703 251 46759516 22 13.58627 6.20298 9.52532 OSE2_peak_2021 chr12_46759453_46759703 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46762071 46762285 215 46762186 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_2022 chr12_46762071_46762285 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46763379 46764130 752 46763756 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_2023 chr12_46763379_46764130 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46765849 46766208 360 46765934 23 15.58606 7.01647 11.37977 OSE2_peak_2024 chr12_46765849_46766208 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46766372 46766587 216 46766444 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_2025 chr12_46766372_46766587 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SLC3 . .
chr12 46778790 46778993 204 46778896 39 30.18174 10.03963 25.27911 OSE2_peak_2026 chr12_46778790_46778993 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46783091 46783278 188 46783191 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2027 chr12_46783091_46783278 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC38A2 .
chr12 46825647 46825848 202 46825687 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_2028 chr12_46825647_46825848 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 46888297 46888457 161 46888373 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_2029 chr12_46888297_46888457 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 46949355 46949474 120 46949390 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2030 chr12_46949355_46949474 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 47353508 47353776 269 47353568 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_2031 chr12_47353508_47353776 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 47474444 47474761 318 47474611 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_2032 chr12_47474444_47474761 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47488568 47488876 309 47488699 53 38.38865 9.96117 33.24114 OSE2_peak_2033 chr12_47488568_47488876 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47489688 47489882 195 47489822 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_2034 chr12_47489688_47489882 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMIGO2 .
chr12 47665049 47665261 213 47665233 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2035 chr12_47665049_47665261 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 48214024 48214274 251 48214132 19 11.7415 5.86601 7.83175 OSE2_peak_2036 chr12_48214024_48214274 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 HDAC7 VDR
chr12 48214434 48214558 125 48214539 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2037 chr12_48214434_48214558 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 HDAC7 VDR
chr12 48275638 48275797 160 48275707 29 16.75149 6.30531 12.47405 OSE2_peak_2038 chr12_48275638_48275797MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;VD . .
chr12 49245913 49246079 167 49245981 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_2039 chr12_49245913_49246079 X23;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CACNB3 RND1
chr12 49411204 49411342 139 49411298 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2040 chr12_49411204_49411342 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PRKA DDN MLL2
chr12 49443581 49443700 120 49443601 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2041 chr12_49443581_49443700 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ML . RHEBL1
chr12 49520450 49520978 529 49520887 36 25.77564 8.7985 21.03804 OSE2_peak_2042 chr12_49520450_49520978 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49521094 49521498 405 49521185 31 23.52328 9.03418 18.88416 OSE2_peak_2043 chr12_49521094_49521498 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LMBR1L TUBA1B
chr12 49524783 49524902 120 49524838 16 9.43839 5.20548 5.75878 OSE2_peak_2044 chr12_49524783_49524902 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA LMBR1L .
chr12 49525007 49525187 181 49525125 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_2045 chr12_49525007_49525187 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA LMBR1L .
chr12 49525392 49525679 288 49525450 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_2046 chr12_49525392_49525679 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LMBR1L;TUBA1B .
chr12 49577471 49577591 121 49577536 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_2047 chr12_49577471_49577591 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TUBA1A
chr12 49578271 49578390 120 49578282 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2048 chr12_49578271_49578390 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TUBA1A
chr12 49616449 49616637 189 49616534 41 32.72322 10.6599 27.7346 OSE2_peak_2049 chr12_49616449_49616637 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 49639684 49639885 202 49639787 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_2050 chr12_49639684_49639885 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TUBA1C
chr12 49658835 49659125 291 49658903 21 14.97091 7.1735 10.81227 OSE2_peak_2051 chr12_49658835_49659125 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA . PRPH
chr12 49659224 49659815 592 49659557 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2052 chr12_49659224_49659815 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA . PRPH
chr12 49660192 49660476 285 49660403 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2053 chr12_49660192_49660476 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA . PRPH
chr12 49660690 49660829 140 49660744 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2054 chr12_49660690_49660829 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA . PRPH
chr12 49662087 49662222 136 49662194 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2055 chr12_49662087_49662222 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TUBA . PRPH
chr12 49759457 49759612 156 49759556 20 12.04276 5.81972 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2056 chr12_49759457_49759612 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 C1QL4;DNAJC22 LOC100335030;SPATS2
chr12 49883369 49883611 243 49883443 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_2057 chr12_49883369_49883611 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SPAT . .
chr12 49901046 49901237 192 49901148 27 15.94266 6.3258 11.71988 OSE2_peak_2058 chr12_49901046_49901237 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SPAT . .
chr12 50221237 50221404 168 50221254 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_2059 chr12_50221237_50221404 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCKA . BCDIN3D;LOC100286844
chr12 50579838 50580067 230 50579955 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_2060 chr12_50579838_50580067 MA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CERS5 .
chr12 50580953 50581083 131 50581025 23 14.53602 6.47268 10.40345 OSE2_peak_2061 chr12_50580953_50581083 MA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CERS5 .
chr12 50595731 50595850 120 50595784 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_2062 chr12_50595731_50595850 MA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 50615906 50616098 193 50615986 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2063 chr12_50615906_50616098 MA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . MIR1293
chr12 50641186 50641326 141 50641236 16 9.79607 5.40676 6.0869 OSE2_peak_2064 chr12_50641186_50641326 MA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR1293 .
chr12 50940344 50940503 160 50940440 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2065 chr12_50940344_50940503 P2B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 51013069 51013226 158 51013186 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2066 chr12_51013069_51013226 P2B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 51512659 51512778 120 51512696 21 12.75883 5.98682 8.76451 OSE2_peak_2067 chr12_51512659_51512778 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TFC . .
chr12 52081535 52081757 223 52081639 32 20.32287 7.27378 15.84041 OSE2_peak_2068 chr12_52081535_52081757 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SCN . .
chr12 52279835 52280004 170 52279915 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_2069 chr12_52279835_52280004 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . ACVRL1;ANKRD33
chr12 52540322 52540550 229 52540522 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2070 chr12_52540322_52540550 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT80
chr12 52541249 52541420 172 52541340 25 18.06693 7.82885 13.70669 OSE2_peak_2071 chr12_52541249_52541420 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT80
chr12 52580143 52580411 269 52580167 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2072 chr12_52580143_52580411 T80;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . LOC283403;LOC283404
chr12 52588816 52589093 278 52588907 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_2073 chr12_52588816_52589093 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT80 LOC283403;LOC283404
chr12 52597043 52597333 291 52597126 35 24.71222 8.5607 20.01793 OSE2_peak_2074 chr12_52597043_52597333 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT80 KRT7;LOC283403;LOC283404
chr12 52609391 52609617 227 52609503 23 15.04466 6.73361 10.884 OSE2_peak_2075 chr12_52609391_52609617 83404;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 KRT80;LOC283403 KRT7
chr12 52638195 52638354 160 52638328 12 6.39742 4.16386 3.18497 OSE2_peak_2076 chr12_52638195_52638354 RT7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC283404 .
chr12 52645068 52645280 213 52645277 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_2077 chr12_52645068_52645280 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT7;LOC283404 .
chr12 52674230 52674431 202 52674232 26 5.09311 2.42553 2.17236 OSE2_peak_2078 chr12_52674230_52674431 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52674696 52674978 283 52674911 25 16.08182 6.8091 11.84903 OSE2_peak_2079 chr12_52674696_52674978 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . KRT81;KRT86
chr12 52836524 52836664 141 52836630 15 6.33837 3.70732 3.13523 OSE2_peak_2080 chr12_52836524_52836664 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT75 KRT6B;KRT6C
chr12 52890222 52890537 316 52890420 24 16.42373 7.21556 12.16132 OSE2_peak_2081 chr12_52890222_52890537 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT6A;KRT6C KRT5
chr12 53229698 53230212 515 53229907 32 27.58996 10.86063 22.78071 OSE2_peak_2082 chr12_53229698_53230212 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT4;KRT79 KRT78
chr12 53231193 53231314 122 53231263 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_2083 chr12_53231193_53231314 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT4;KRT79 KRT78
chr12 53293288 53293407 120 53293296 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2084 chr12_53293288_53293407 RT8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 53301891 53302029 139 53301927 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_2085 chr12_53301891_53302029 RT8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 53302367 53302504 138 53302415 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2086 chr12_53302367_53302504 RT8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 53317835 53318001 167 53317942 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_2087 chr12_53317835_53318001 RT8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT18
chr12 53343450 53343726 277 53343677 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_2088 chr12_53343450_53343726 8;KRT8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
chr12 53374623 53374749 127 53374708 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_2089 chr12_53374623_53374749 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 KRT18 EIF4B
chr12 53442273 53442446 174 53442386 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_2090 chr12_53442273_53442446 35;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ EIF4B SPRYD3
chr12 53493064 53493210 147 53493099 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_2091 chr12_53493064_53493210 FBP6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 SPRYD3 SOAT2
chr12 53598598 53598717 120 53598650 16 9.34463 5.15316 5.66892 OSE2_peak_2092 chr12_53598598_53598717 GB7;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CSAD;ZNF740 RARG
chr12 53611141 53611404 264 53611217 23 16.73471 7.63308 12.45833 OSE2_peak_2093 chr12_53611141_53611404 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RAR ITGB7;ZNF740 .
chr12 53845740 53845861 122 53845791 22 14.67032 6.76785 10.53018 OSE2_peak_2094 chr12_53845740_53845861 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 AMHR2;PRR13 MAP3K12;PCBP2
chr12 53895256 53895408 153 53895345 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_2095 chr12_53895256_53895408 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TARB MAP3K12;PCBP2 ATF7;LOC100652999;NPFF
chr12 54089025 54089219 195 54089188 13 7.03507 4.37572 3.69105 OSE2_peak_2096 chr12_54089025_54089219 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 ATP5G2 CALCOCO1
chr12 54121283 54121458 176 54121387 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_2097 chr12_54121283_54121458 COCO1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 54164202 54164335 134 54164262 32 19.54687 6.93584 15.10366 OSE2_peak_2098 chr12_54164202_54164335 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 54389412 54389624 213 54389461 13 7.41651 4.5981 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2099 chr12_54389412_54389624 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 OTAIR;HOXC10;HOXC11;MIR196AHOXC4;HOXC5;HOXC6;HOXC8;HOXC9
chr12 54616402 54616706 305 54616604 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_2100 chr12_54616402_54616706 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
chr12 54652971 54653096 126 54653072 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_2101 chr12_54652971_54653096 BX5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR3198‐2 HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10
chr12 54656106 54656429 324 54656213 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2102 chr12_54656106_54656429 BX5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10;NFE2
chr12 54671857 54671993 137 54671889 27 14.06786 5.50155 9.97337 OSE2_peak_2103 chr12_54671857_54671993 BX5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10;NFE2
chr12 54673348 54673527 180 54673415 18 10.03701 5.15493 6.30139 OSE2_peak_2104 chr12_54673348_54673527 BX5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10;NFE2
chr12 54675689 54675859 171 54675749 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_2105 chr12_54675689_54675859 HNRNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54676303 54676452 150 54676349 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_2106 chr12_54676303_54676452 HNRNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54676606 54676892 287 54676783 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_2107 chr12_54676606_54676892 HNRNPA1P10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 CBX5 NFE2
chr12 54678984 54679135 152 54679080 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2108 chr12_54678984_54679135 NPA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 CBX5;HNRNPA1P10 NFE2
chr12 54682518 54682760 243 54682623 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2109 chr12_54682518_54682760 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CBX5;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10 NFE2
chr12 54753000 54753146 147 54753071 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_2110 chr12_54753000_54753146 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 COPZ1;MIR148B GPR84;ZNF385A
chr12 54805188 54805426 239 54805296 42 37.87357 12.86209 32.73468 OSE2_peak_2111 chr12_54805188_54805426 GA5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 ZNF385A .
chr12 56109700 56109844 145 56109785 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2112 chr12_56109700_56109844 OC1S1‐RDH5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 ITGA7 CD63;GDF11;RDH5
chr12 56114992 56115116 125 56115040 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2113 chr12_56114992_56115116 RDH5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 BLOC1S1;ITGA7 CD63;GDF11
chr12 56117135 56117257 123 56117227 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2114 chr12_56117135_56117257 RDH5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 BLOC1S1;ITGA7 CD63;GDF11;SARNP
chr12 56211846 56211965 120 56211878 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2115 chr12_56211846_56211965 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ORM SARNP DNAJC14;MMP19;TMEM198B
chr12 56241570 56241761 192 56241669 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_2116 chr12_56241570_56241761 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3NAJC14;MMP19;ORMDL2;TMEM19 .
chr12 56241893 56242068 176 56241975 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_2117 chr12_56241893_56242068 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3NAJC14;MMP19;ORMDL2;TMEM19 .
chr12 56435777 56436037 261 56436031 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2118 chr12_56435777_56436037 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPS IKZF4 .
chr12 56438678 56438797 120 56438725 15 8.32938 4.77013 4.7805 OSE2_peak_2119 chr12_56438678_56438797 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 IKZF4;RPS26 .
chr12 56453919 56454038 120 56453969 15 8.109 4.64761 4.60866 OSE2_peak_2120 chr12_56453919_56454038 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 IKZF4;RPS26 ERBB3
chr12 56510475 56510605 131 56510494 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2121 chr12_56510475_56510605 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56510808 56510965 158 56510904 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_2122 chr12_56510808_56510965 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56511594 56511977 384 56511724 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_2123 chr12_56511594_56511977 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
chr12 56555915 56556457 543 56556184 16 9.10198 5.01865 5.46199 OSE2_peak_2124 chr12_56555915_56556457 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SMAR ESYT1;MYL6;MYL6B .
chr12 56556681 56556809 129 56556726 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2125 chr12_56556681_56556809 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SMAR ESYT1;MYL6;MYL6B .
chr12 56557062 56557468 407 56557082 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_2126 chr12_56557062_56557468 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SMAR ESYT1;MYL6;MYL6B .
chr12 56590900 56591019 120 56590957 16 9.69627 5.35034 5.99522 OSE2_peak_2127 chr12_56590900_56591019 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SMARCC2 OBFC2B;RNF41
chr12 56912485 56912667 183 56912595 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_2128 chr12_56912485_56912667 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . RBMS2
chr12 56964018 56964208 191 56964120 17 10.07852 5.36639 6.34113 OSE2_peak_2129 chr12_56964018_56964208 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RBM . BAZ2A
chr12 57054590 57054722 133 57054706 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2130 chr12_57054590_57054722 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TP5B;BAZ2A;SNORD59A;SNORD59 PTGES3
chr12 57480061 57480362 302 57480191 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2131 chr12_57480061_57480362 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TMEM194A NAB2;STAT6
chr12 57505039 57505174 136 57505144 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2132 chr12_57505039_57505174 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;STA NAB2 LRP1
chr12 57505955 57506110 156 57506031 25 18.72861 8.18287 14.33617 OSE2_peak_2133 chr12_57505955_57506110 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 NAB2;STAT6 LRP1
chr12 57523769 57523899 131 57523828 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2134 chr12_57523769_57523899 RP1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 STAT6 .
chr12 57624071 57624234 164 57624081 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2135 chr12_57624071_57624234 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SHM LRP1;NXPH4 NDUFA4L2;R3HDM2;STAC3
chr12 57625787 57625925 139 57625846 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_2136 chr12_57625787_57625925 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SHM LRP1;NXPH4 NDUFA4L2;R3HDM2;STAC3
chr12 57629005 57629187 183 57629119 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2137 chr12_57629005_57629187 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NDUF LRP1;NXPH4;SHMT2 R3HDM2;STAC3
chr12 57914201 57914328 128 57914281 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_2138 chr12_57914201_57914328 DIT3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MARS DCTN2;KIF5A;MBD6
chr12 58704611 58704781 171 58704680 44 22.39032 6.04241 17.80144 OSE2_peak_2139 chr12_58704611_58704781 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 58951103 58951226 124 58951119 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2140 chr12_58951103_58951226 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 59271238 59271357 120 59271285 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_2141 chr12_59271238_59271357 IG3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 59430853 59431085 233 59430964 26 17.5313 7.30353 13.20286 OSE2_peak_2142 chr12_59430853_59431085 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 59435224 59435485 262 59435273 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_2143 chr12_59435224_59435485 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 60045432 60045630 199 60045546 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2144 chr12_60045432_60045630 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 60446387 60446506 120 60446457 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2145 chr12_60446387_60446506 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 62662833 62662957 125 62662881 17 9.6741 5.14595 5.97359 OSE2_peak_2146 chr12_62662833_62662957 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;USP . .
chr12 62996549 62996924 376 62996680 16 9.16167 5.05161 5.51953 OSE2_peak_2147 chr12_62996549_62996924 orf61;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 MON2 MIRLET7I
chr12 62998233 62998462 230 62998385 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_2148 chr12_62998233_62998462 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 C12orf61;MIRLET7I;MON2 .
chr12 63096322 63096615 294 63096382 20 11.70983 5.64676 7.81006 OSE2_peak_2149 chr12_63096322_63096615 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPM . .
chr12 63125895 63126202 308 63125967 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2150 chr12_63125895_63126202 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPM . .
chr12 64311733 64312141 409 64311937 46 30.95113 8.66991 26.02471 OSE2_peak_2151 chr12_64311733_64312141 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64312468 64312827 360 64312733 32 22.33338 8.1918 17.74806 OSE2_peak_2152 chr12_64312468_64312827 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64430209 64430328 120 64430304 14 7.2883 4.35713 3.90721 OSE2_peak_2153 chr12_64430209_64430328 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64482801 64482921 121 64482876 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2154 chr12_64482801_64482921 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64495032 64495216 185 64495111 26 18.25278 7.67046 13.88491 OSE2_peak_2155 chr12_64495032_64495216 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64495405 64495525 121 64495472 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2156 chr12_64495405_64495525 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64495907 64496158 252 64496100 15 8.24563 4.72343 4.71728 OSE2_peak_2157 chr12_64495907_64496158 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64498198 64498372 175 64498281 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2158 chr12_64498198_64498372 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SRGA . .
chr12 64845436 64845743 308 64845512 21 14.92452 7.14774 10.77162 OSE2_peak_2159 chr12_64845436_64845743 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 XPOT TBK1
chr12 64874048 64874205 158 64874132 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_2160 chr12_64874048_64874205 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TBK . .
chr12 65019261 65019536 276 65019462 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_2161 chr12_65019261_65019536 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RASS MIR548C;MIR548Z .
chr12 65734876 65735016 141 65734936 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2162 chr12_65734876_65735016 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;MSR . .
chr12 65919842 65919985 144 65919920 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_2163 chr12_65919842_65919985 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 65926730 65926993 264 65926944 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_2164 chr12_65926730_65926993 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 65955869 65956010 142 65955946 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_2165 chr12_65955869_65956010 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 65960072 65960412 341 65960166 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_2166 chr12_65960072_65960412 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 65997758 65997921 164 65997848 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_2167 chr12_65997758_65997921 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66003129 66003248 120 66003214 19 9.82258 4.87117 6.11285 OSE2_peak_2168 chr12_66003129_66003248 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66025653 66025777 125 66025736 27 7.22144 3.01417 3.84908 OSE2_peak_2169 chr12_66025653_66025777 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66026029 66026286 258 66026103 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_2170 chr12_66026029_66026286 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66042993 66043201 209 66043060 18 10.88661 5.60908 7.06438 OSE2_peak_2171 chr12_66042993_66043201 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66043329 66043544 216 66043441 14 7.26335 4.34319 3.88635 OSE2_peak_2172 chr12_66043329_66043544 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66047570 66047716 147 66047621 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2173 chr12_66047570_66047716 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66048482 66048638 157 66048587 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_2174 chr12_66048482_66048638 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66049655 66049913 259 66049732 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2175 chr12_66049655_66049913 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66050386 66050942 557 66050788 37 24.75449 8.11236 20.05518 OSE2_peak_2176 chr12_66050386_66050942 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66064624 66064841 218 66064649 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_2177 chr12_66064624_66064841 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66089484 66089631 148 66089522 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_2178 chr12_66089484_66089631 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 66172980 66173203 224 66173092 21 13.33929 6.2895 9.30498 OSE2_peak_2179 chr12_66172980_66173203 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPSA . .
chr12 66217623 66218031 409 66217806 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_2180 chr12_66217623_66218031 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPSA . HMGA2
chr12 66218451 66218927 477 66218504 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2181 chr12_66218451_66218927 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;R . .
chr12 66220940 66221059 120 66220956 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2182 chr12_66220940_66221059MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPSAP52 .
chr12 66221560 66221776 217 66221747 16 8.27666 4.57119 4.74474 OSE2_peak_2183 chr12_66221560_66221776MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPSAP52 .
chr12 66231818 66231968 151 66231901 21 12.31824 5.76155 8.36569 OSE2_peak_2184 chr12_66231818_66231968MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPSAP52 .
chr12 66235704 66235909 206 66235776 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2185 chr12_66235704_66235909MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPSAP52 .
chr12 66238829 66239000 172 66238932 18 7.90506 4.08834 4.4201 OSE2_peak_2186 chr12_66238829_66239000MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 RPSAP52 .
chr12 66263716 66263837 122 66263779 20 11.05835 5.31504 7.21424 OSE2_peak_2187 chr12_66263716_66263837MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 66286375 66286557 183 66286451 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_2188 chr12_66286375_66286557MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 66342277 66342436 160 66342375 20 12.00875 5.80195 8.08322 OSE2_peak_2189 chr12_66342277_66342436MGA2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 67040969 67041088 120 67041026 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2190 chr12_67040969_67041088 RIP1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 67662756 67662956 201 67662849 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_2191 chr12_67662756_67662956 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . CAND1
chr12 68099794 68100048 255 68099948 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_2192 chr12_68099794_68100048 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 68661752 68661903 152 68661825 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2193 chr12_68661752_68661903 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 IL22 MDM1
chr12 68673287 68673408 122 68673354 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2194 chr12_68673287_68673408 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 IL22 MDM1
chr12 69181296 69181431 136 69181392 31 9.50313 3.44476 5.82068 OSE2_peak_2195 chr12_69181296_69181431 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC35E3 MDM2
chr12 69291633 69291787 155 69291685 28 21.25962 8.70321 16.72906 OSE2_peak_2196 chr12_69291633_69291787 PM;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 69836779 69836908 130 69836799 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_2197 chr12_69836779_69836908 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . FRS2
chr12 70083035 70083174 140 70083112 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_2198 chr12_70083035_70083174 ST3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 70402053 70402209 157 70402099 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_2199 chr12_70402053_70402209 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 70446815 70447081 267 70446974 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_2200 chr12_70446815_70447081 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 71247156 71247435 280 71247305 39 35.73954 12.81187 30.65969 OSE2_peak_2201 chr12_71247156_71247435 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PTP . .
chr12 71387957 71388120 164 71388027 33 21.30715 7.4942 16.77471 OSE2_peak_2202 chr12_71387957_71388120 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 71950851 71951026 176 71950924 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2203 chr12_71950851_71951026 GR5;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 75709437 75709567 131 75709528 19 10.88097 5.41002 7.05913 OSE2_peak_2204 chr12_75709437_75709567 APS2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . GLIPR1L1
chr12 75905277 75905396 120 75905346 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_2205 chr12_75905277_75905396 RR1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 GLIPR1 .
chr12 76084498 76084706 209 76084644 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_2206 chr12_76084498_76084706 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76099976 76100198 223 76100092 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2207 chr12_76099976_76100198 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76118768 76118900 133 76118847 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_2208 chr12_76118768_76118900 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76286668 76286796 129 76286730 21 13.64709 6.45261 9.57955 OSE2_peak_2209 chr12_76286668_76286796 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76328431 76328593 163 76328489 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2210 chr12_76328431_76328593 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76371822 76371960 139 76371856 31 8.42284 3.13402 4.86335 OSE2_peak_2211 chr12_76371822_76371960 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 76414166 76414329 164 76414259 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_2212 chr12_76414166_76414329 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
chr12 76418315 76418714 400 76418667 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2213 chr12_76418315_76418714 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
chr12 76419573 76419828 256 76419604 24 6.56399 2.98742 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2214 chr12_76419573_76419828 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PHLD . NAP1L1
chr12 76420742 76420861 120 76420766 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2215 chr12_76420742_76420861 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PHLD . NAP1L1
chr12 76425290 76425418 129 76425370 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_2216 chr12_76425290_76425418 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PHLD . NAP1L1
chr12 76426430 76426575 146 76426479 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2217 chr12_76426430_76426575 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PHLDA1 NAP1L1
chr12 76431162 76431281 120 76431239 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_2218 chr12_76431162_76431281 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PHLDA1 NAP1L1
chr12 76441171 76441290 120 76441235 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2219 chr12_76441171_76441290 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NAP PHLDA1 .
chr12 77113971 77114132 162 77114054 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_2220 chr12_77113971_77114132 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 78588357 78588506 150 78588423 27 7.22144 3.01417 3.84908 OSE2_peak_2221 chr12_78588357_78588506 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NAV . .
chr12 78797057 78797289 233 78797177 31 25.19729 9.89906 20.48225 OSE2_peak_2222 chr12_78797057_78797289 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 78797617 78797738 122 78797675 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_2223 chr12_78797617_78797738 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 79813904 79814061 158 79813970 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_2224 chr12_79813904_79814061 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SYT MIR1252 .
chr12 79940418 79940658 241 79940530 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_2225 chr12_79940418_79940658 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 79940822 79940950 129 79940839 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2226 chr12_79940822_79940950 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 79941146 79941390 245 79941255 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_2227 chr12_79941146_79941390 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 80119895 80120030 136 80119972 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_2228 chr12_80119895_80120030 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 80238675 80238849 175 80238705 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2229 chr12_80238675_80238849 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPP1R . .
chr12 80377461 80377673 213 80377568 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_2230 chr12_80377461_80377673 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 81021581 81021888 308 81021823 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2231 chr12_81021581_81021888 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PTP . .
chr12 82971767 82971886 120 82971798 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2232 chr12_82971767_82971886 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 85151973 85152092 120 85152022 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2233 chr12_85151973_85152092 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 85410293 85410513 221 85410378 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_2234 chr12_85410293_85410513 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TSPA . LRRIQ1
chr12 85799721 85799876 156 85799800 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_2235 chr12_85799721_85799876 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 85858981 85859109 129 85859063 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2236 chr12_85858981_85859109 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 87106212 87106402 191 87106333 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_2237 chr12_87106212_87106402 AT4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 88149861 88150092 232 88149998 25 17.13183 7.34027 12.82844 OSE2_peak_2238 chr12_88149861_88150092 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . MKRN9P
chr12 88172876 88173024 149 88172950 25 6.16755 2.79887 2.98971 OSE2_peak_2239 chr12_88172876_88173024 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . MKRN9P
chr12 88203797 88203977 181 88203833 16 6.48451 3.65799 3.2491 OSE2_peak_2240 chr12_88203797_88203977 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MKRN9P .
chr12 88207553 88207817 265 88207663 30 20.00569 7.5707 15.53553 OSE2_peak_2241 chr12_88207553_88207817 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MKRN9P .
chr12 88214674 88214930 257 88214828 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_2242 chr12_88214674_88214930 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 88535964 88536092 129 88536023 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_2243 chr12_88535964_88536092 0;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
chr12 88641094 88641314 221 88641199 28 21.31483 8.73217 16.78095 OSE2_peak_2244 chr12_88641094_88641314 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 88702694 88702891 198 88702712 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_2245 chr12_88702694_88702891 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 88719187 88719619 433 88719530 35 31.29611 11.84796 26.35486 OSE2_peak_2246 chr12_88719187_88719619 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 88785504 88785646 143 88785594 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2247 chr12_88785504_88785646 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 89746347 89746516 170 89746415 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2248 chr12_89746347_89746516 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DUSP6 .
chr12 89746621 89746905 285 89746797 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2249 chr12_89746621_89746905 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DUSP6 .
chr12 89764733 89764852 120 89764789 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_2250 chr12_89764733_89764852 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DUSP6 .
chr12 89808767 89808915 149 89808853 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2251 chr12_89808767_89808915 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . POC1B
chr12 89844843 89845026 184 89844939 48 36.7983 10.5436 31.68887 OSE2_peak_2252 chr12_89844843_89845026 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;POC . .
chr12 89898871 89898993 123 89898921 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_2253 chr12_89898871_89898993 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;POC . GALNT4;POC1B‐GALNT4
chr12 90127431 90127774 344 90127610 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_2254 chr12_90127431_90127774 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LOC338758 .
chr12 90163020 90163299 280 90163121 32 24.63766 9.3165 19.94798 OSE2_peak_2255 chr12_90163020_90163299 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 90647587 90647829 243 90647744 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_2256 chr12_90647587_90647829 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 90814956 90815102 147 90815032 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2257 chr12_90814956_90815102 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 91290109 91290237 129 91290188 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_2258 chr12_91290109_91290237 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . C12orf37
chr12 91380972 91381160 189 91381057 25 19.21516 8.44733 14.79087 OSE2_peak_2259 chr12_91380972_91381160 PYC;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 91492359 91492490 132 91492411 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_2260 chr12_91492359_91492490 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . LUM
chr12 91534216 91534352 137 91534268 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_2261 chr12_91534216_91534352 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 LUM DCN
chr12 92428613 92428827 215 92428808 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_2262 chr12_92428613_92428827 56021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 92453922 92454051 130 92454009 17 10.27479 5.47463 6.50457 OSE2_peak_2263 chr12_92453922_92454051 56021;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 92538620 92538758 139 92538679 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2264 chr12_92538620_92538758 TG1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC256021 .
chr12 92539491 92539633 143 92539598 20 12.87313 6.26079 8.86982 OSE2_peak_2265 chr12_92539491_92539633 TG1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC256021 .
chr12 92987717 92987954 238 92987836 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2266 chr12_92987717_92987954 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 93293236 93293463 228 93293332 21 13.3771 6.30944 9.3421 OSE2_peak_2267 chr12_93293236_93293463 EA1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 93484071 93484255 185 93484151 30 8.91209 3.33711 5.30615 OSE2_peak_2268 chr12_93484071_93484255 43339;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 93516445 93516566 122 93516517 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_2269 chr12_93516445_93516566 43339;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 93861379 93861523 145 93861488 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_2270 chr12_93861379_93861523 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;MRP UBE2N .
chr12 94179086 94179225 140 94179172 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_2271 chr12_94179086_94179225 ADD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 94184651 94184778 128 94184721 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_2272 chr12_94184651_94184778 ADD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 94407667 94407921 255 94407862 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2273 chr12_94407667_94407921 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 94566934 94567093 160 94567037 27 15.27467 6.02492 11.09335 OSE2_peak_2274 chr12_94566934_94567093 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PLXN . .
chr12 95034397 95034546 150 95034496 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_2275 chr12_95034397_95034546 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TMC . .
chr12 95595214 95595337 124 95595253 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_2276 chr12_95595214_95595337 GD6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . VEZT
chr12 95874931 95875051 121 95874944 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2277 chr12_95874931_95875051 TAP2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 96018408 96018585 178 96018525 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_2278 chr12_96018408_96018585 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 96043306 96043425 120 96043388 14 7.09228 4.24803 3.73956 OSE2_peak_2279 chr12_96043306_96043425 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . NTN4
chr12 96199825 96199978 154 96199915 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_2280 chr12_96199825_96199978 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 NTN4 .
chr12 96429403 96429548 146 96429489 23 15.54316 6.99387 11.33911 OSE2_peak_2281 chr12_96429403_96429548 A4H;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 96589336 96589471 136 96589428 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_2282 chr12_96589336_96589471 LK3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 96592741 96592921 181 96592826 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2283 chr12_96592741_96592921 LK3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 96820216 96820392 177 96820317 16 7.51746 4.17421 4.08304 OSE2_peak_2284 chr12_96820216_96820392 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CDK17 .
chr12 96820913 96821149 237 96821056 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_2285 chr12_96820913_96821149 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CDK17 .
chr12 96842698 96842897 200 96842823 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2286 chr12_96842698_96842897 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 98833940 98834116 177 98834056 27 17.43797 7.02774 13.11403 OSE2_peak_2287 chr12_98833940_98834116 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . SLC9A7P1
chr12 98858040 98858221 182 98858114 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2288 chr12_98858040_98858221 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC9A7P1 LOC643770
chr12 98868779 98869073 295 98868865 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_2289 chr12_98868779_98869073 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC9A7P1 LOC643770
chr12 98897267 98897498 232 98897342 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_2290 chr12_98897267_98897498 43770;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . LOC100128191;TMPO
chr12 99005809 99006027 219 99005986 14 7.16483 4.28829 3.79696 OSE2_peak_2291 chr12_99005809_99006027 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC25A3;SNORA53 IKBIP
chr12 102270447 102270638 192 102270534 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_2292 chr12_102270447_102270638 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . DRAM1
chr12 102270928 102271047 120 102271006 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2293 chr12_102270928_102271047 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . DRAM1
chr12 102319265 102319466 202 102319381 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2294 chr12_102319265_102319466 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 DRAM1 .
chr12 103954403 103954653 251 103954448 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_2295 chr12_103954403_103954653 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . STAB2
chr12 104198776 104198895 120 104198877 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_2296 chr12_104198776_104198895R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NT5D . .
chr12 104571644 104572054 411 104571726 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_2297 chr12_104571644_104572054 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 104575557 104576212 656 104576096 26 18.78186 7.94487 14.38287 OSE2_peak_2298 chr12_104575557_104576212 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 104620519 104620656 138 104620586 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_2299 chr12_104620519_104620656R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR . .
chr12 104680222 104680399 178 104680309 17 6.81325 3.6973 3.49797 OSE2_peak_2300 chr12_104680222_104680399R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR . EID3
chr12 104681213 104681488 276 104681370 25 16.99932 7.27219 12.70365 OSE2_peak_2301 chr12_104681213_104681488R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR . EID3
chr12 104681702 104681821 120 104681759 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_2302 chr12_104681702_104681821R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR . EID3
chr12 104704443 104704605 163 104704562 14 6.5498 3.9512 3.30316 OSE2_peak_2303 chr12_104704443_104704605R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR EID3 .
chr12 104712448 104712637 190 104712552 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2304 chr12_104712448_104712637R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR EID3 .
chr12 104713228 104713347 120 104713324 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2305 chr12_104713228_104713347R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR EID3 .
chr12 104722847 104723017 171 104722949 17 9.88846 5.26235 6.16098 OSE2_peak_2306 chr12_104722847_104723017R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR EID3 .
chr12 104725567 104725769 203 104725675 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_2307 chr12_104725567_104725769R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR EID3 .
chr12 104733290 104733685 396 104733627 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2308 chr12_104733290_104733685R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TXNR . .
chr12 104748080 104748203 124 104748144 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2309 chr12_104748080_104748203 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TXNRD1 .
chr12 104749316 104749812 497 104749791 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_2310 chr12_104749316_104749812 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TXNRD1 .
chr12 104752214 104752576 363 104752402 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2311 chr12_104752214_104752576 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TXNRD1 .
chr12 104997360 104997699 340 104997439 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_2312 chr12_104997360_104997699ST11;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 MIR3922 .
chr12 105065488 105065759 272 105065632 49 22.08008 5.38244 17.50216 OSE2_peak_2313 chr12_105065488_105065759ST11;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 105324512 105324643 132 105324570 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_2314 chr12_105324512_105324643 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC41A2 .
chr12 105369488 105369659 172 105369593 23 14.65068 6.53108 10.51188 OSE2_peak_2315 chr12_105369488_105369659 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . C12orf45
chr12 105501873 105502052 180 105501949 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2316 chr12_105501873_105502052A1033;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 ALDH1L2 .
chr12 105856690 105856878 189 105856770 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2317 chr12_105856690_105856878 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 105879153 105879462 310 105879270 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_2318 chr12_105879153_105879462 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 105879725 105879888 164 105879858 12 6.34773 4.13458 3.1435 OSE2_peak_2319 chr12_105879725_105879888 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 106328251 106328374 124 106328349 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2320 chr12_106328251_106328374 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 106381180 106381436 257 106381331 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2321 chr12_106381180_106381436 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 106424369 106424545 177 106424441 42 30.16256 9.25255 25.26088 OSE2_peak_2322 chr12_106424369_106424545 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 106533370 106533510 141 106533396 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_2323 chr12_106533370_106533510R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NUA . .
chr12 106809104 106809223 120 106809139 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2324 chr12_106809104_106809223R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;POLR . .
chr12 107167859 107167998 140 107167906 17 10.58162 5.64543 6.78718 OSE2_peak_2325 chr12_107167859_1071679980287944;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR RFX4 RIC8B
chr12 108956439 108956596 158 108956532 22 13.80648 6.31594 9.73172 OSE2_peak_2326 chr12_108956439_108956596 CU;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SART3 TMEM119
chr12 109022287 109022412 126 109022353 22 15.22785 7.06663 11.04799 OSE2_peak_2327 chr12_109022287_109022412R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SELP . CORO1C
chr12 109084448 109084574 127 109084547 16 8.64635 4.76964 5.06346 OSE2_peak_2328 chr12_109084448_109084574RO1C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 109085565 109085770 206 109085670 23 14.2745 6.34038 10.17036 OSE2_peak_2329 chr12_109085565_109085770RO1C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 109116747 109116895 149 109116850 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2330 chr12_109116747_109116895RO1C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 109117021 109117274 254 109117123 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_2331 chr12_109117021_109117274RO1C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 109127910 109128123 214 109127926 13 6.90636 4.30142 3.5815 OSE2_peak_2332 chr12_109127910_109128123 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CORO1C .
chr12 109220571 109220830 260 109220761 42 16.79442 4.6289 12.51612 OSE2_peak_2333 chr12_109220571_109220830 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . .
chr12 109226758 109226958 201 109226926 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_2334 chr12_109226758_109226958 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . .
chr12 109231713 109231863 151 109231814 15 5.97907 3.52668 2.82187 OSE2_peak_2335 chr12_109231713_109231863 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . .
chr12 109232226 109232391 166 109232306 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_2336 chr12_109232226_109232391 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . .
chr12 109233210 109233398 189 109233316 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2337 chr12_109233210_109233398 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . .
chr12 109248170 109248468 299 109248207 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2338 chr12_109248170_109248468 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . DAO
chr12 109250278 109250497 220 109250371 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_2339 chr12_109250278_109250497 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . DAO
chr12 109250646 109250765 120 109250710 14 7.14052 4.27479 3.77751 OSE2_peak_2340 chr12_109250646_109250765 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SSH . DAO
chr12 109899082 109899201 120 109899180 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_2341 chr12_109899082_109899201TD10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 MYO1H UBE3B
chr12 109901059 109901225 167 109901126 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_2342 chr12_109901059_109901225TD10;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 MYO1H UBE3B
chr12 110546983 110547402 420 110547301 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_2343 chr12_110546983_110547402 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . IFT81
chr12 110707425 110707583 159 110707509 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_2344 chr12_110707425_110707583 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . ATP2A2
chr12 110750482 110750770 289 110750686 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_2345 chr12_110750482_110750770P2A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 110750931 110751172 242 110751111 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_2346 chr12_110750931_110751172P2A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 110776638 110776818 181 110776714 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2347 chr12_110776638_110776818P2A2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
chr12 110907077 110907196 120 110907116 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2348 chr12_110907077_110907196M216A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 ARPC3;GPN3 VPS29
chr12 110927942 110928071 130 110928015 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2349 chr12_110927942_110928071M216A;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 GPN3 RAD9B;VPS29
chr12 110983201 110983378 178 110983308 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_2350 chr12_110983201_110983378 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPT RAD9B .
chr12 110984552 110984671 120 110984600 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_2351 chr12_110984552_110984671 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PPT RAD9B .
chr12 111355466 111355601 136 111355512 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_2352 chr12_111355466_111355601 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;MY CCDC63 LOC100131138
chr12 111847802 111848126 325 111847858 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_2353 chr12_111847802_111848126 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SH2 . .
chr12 111873499 111873760 262 111873543 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_2354 chr12_111873499_111873760 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SH2 . ATXN2
chr12 111875611 111875803 193 111875702 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2355 chr12_111875611_111875803 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SH2 . ATXN2
chr12 111876179 111876298 120 111876270 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2356 chr12_111876179_111876298 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SH2 . ATXN2
chr12 111876440 111876592 153 111876547 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2357 chr12_111876440_111876592 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SH2 . ATXN2
chr12 112016194 112016393 200 112016292 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2358 chr12_112016194_112016393 XN2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 112840614 112840758 145 112840666 14 8.25545 4.90872 4.72637 OSE2_peak_2359 chr12_112840614_112840758 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 C12orf51 PTPN11;RPL6
chr12 112846570 112846771 202 112846700 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_2360 chr12_112846570_112846771 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RP C12orf51 PTPN11
chr12 112847174 112847320 147 112847229 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_2361 chr12_112847174_112847320 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RP C12orf51 PTPN11
chr12 113623383 113623671 289 113623450 18 11.63539 6.02169 7.73924 OSE2_peak_2362 chr12_113623383_113623671 orf52;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 CCDC42B;DDX54 IQCD
chr12 113652824 113652965 142 113652882 21 5.00455 2.62893 2.09541 OSE2_peak_2363 chr12_113652824_113652965QCD;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C12orf52;DDX54 TPCN1
chr12 115094000 115094248 249 115094094 42 31.80198 9.96342 26.8462 OSE2_peak_2364 chr12_115094000_115094248 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TBX3
chr12 115106067 115106191 125 115106136 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_2365 chr12_115106067_115106191 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TBX3
chr12 115106374 115106556 183 115106389 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2366 chr12_115106374_115106556 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TBX3
chr12 115107495 115107614 120 115107572 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_2367 chr12_115107495_115107614 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . TBX3
chr12 115121453 115121678 226 115121474 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_2368 chr12_115121453_115121678 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TBX . .
chr12 115122881 115123104 224 115123029 13 6.90636 4.30142 3.5815 OSE2_peak_2369 chr12_115122881_115123104 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TBX3 .
chr12 115214308 115214450 143 115214354 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2370 chr12_115214308_115214450 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 115371271 115371668 398 115371474 28 21.53852 8.84999 16.98589 OSE2_peak_2371 chr12_115371271_115371668 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 115570070 115570320 251 115570170 31 22.25532 8.40476 17.67396 OSE2_peak_2372 chr12_115570070_115570320 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 115593961 115594201 241 115594161 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_2373 chr12_115593961_115594201 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 115979622 115979768 147 115979698 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_2374 chr12_115979622_115979768 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 116035238 116035392 155 116035317 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_2375 chr12_116035238_116035392 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 116590178 116590378 201 116590293 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_2376 chr12_116590178_116590378D13L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 MIR620 .
chr12 116819814 116819981 168 116819890 51 35.37806 9.277 30.31057 OSE2_peak_2377 chr12_116819814_116819981 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 116864334 116864457 124 116864417 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_2378 chr12_116864334_116864457 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . MIR4472‐2
chr12 116872077 116872272 196 116872191 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_2379 chr12_116872077_116872272 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 MIR4472‐2 .
chr12 117564116 117564495 380 117564313 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2380 chr12_117564116_117564495 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TESC FBXO21
chr12 117565829 117566212 384 117565991 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_2381 chr12_117565829_117566212 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 TESC FBXO21
chr12 118470689 118470828 140 118470724 10 4.99236 3.61279 2.09541 OSE2_peak_2382 chr12_118470689_118470828 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;WS RFC5 .
chr12 118490242 118490554 313 118490444 46 34.3599 10.03371 29.32057 OSE2_peak_2383 chr12_118490242_118490554 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;WS RFC5 VSIG10
chr12 118588987 118589115 129 118589017 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2384 chr12_118588987_118589115 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;TAO PEBP1 .
chr12 119617280 119617655 376 119617545 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_2385 chr12_119617280_119617655 PB8;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 SRRM4 .
chr12 120130950 120131069 120 120131019 11 5.6503 3.87097 2.60854 OSE2_peak_2386 chr12_120130950_120131069CIT;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ PRKAB1 MIR1178
chr12 120633348 120633786 439 120633404 19 11.46482 5.71773 7.58749 OSE2_peak_2387 chr12_120633348_120633786 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN;RPLP0
chr12 120637146 120637356 211 120637252 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_2388 chr12_120637146_120637356 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120638117 120638243 127 120638151 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_2389 chr12_120638117_120638243 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120638388 120638507 120 120638491 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2390 chr12_120638388_120638507 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120638737 120638957 221 120638853 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2391 chr12_120638737_120638957 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RPL GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
chr12 120668769 120669351 583 120669267 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_2392 chr12_120668769_120669351MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PX LOC100506649;RPLP0 .
chr12 120672519 120672877 359 120672670 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2393 chr12_120672519_120672877MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PX LOC100506649 .
chr12 120714660 120714816 157 120714757 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_2394 chr12_120714660_120714816 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120728766 120729882 1117 120729221 119 132.45068 25.61798 125.7511 OSE2_peak_2395 chr12_120728766_120729882 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PXN SIRT4
chr12 120730326 120731102 777 120730767 78 66.52886 14.0939 60.8694 OSE2_peak_2396 chr12_120730326_120731102 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
chr12 122221816 122222080 265 122222039 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2397 chr12_122221816_122222080 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RHO TMEM120B LOC338799;SETD1B
chr12 122222206 122222546 341 122222472 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_2398 chr12_122222206_122222546 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RHO TMEM120B LOC338799;SETD1B
chr12 122224269 122224715 447 122224612 30 20.44896 7.78072 15.95584 OSE2_peak_2399 chr12_122224269_122224715 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RHO TMEM120B LOC338799;SETD1B
chr12 122239430 122239580 151 122239479 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2400 chr12_122239430_122239580 38799;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 RHOF;TMEM120B SETD1B
chr12 122240450 122240580 131 122240477 20 8.75549 4.21776 5.15989 OSE2_peak_2401 chr12_122240450_122240580 38799;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 RHOF;TMEM120B SETD1B
chr12 122528832 122529011 180 122528936 14 6.00921 3.66324 2.84801 OSE2_peak_2402 chr12_122528832_122529011 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;MLX BCL7A .
chr12 122884566 122884705 140 122884601 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_2403 chr12_122884566_122884705LIP1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC100507066 .
chr12 122885042 122885307 266 122885200 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_2404 chr12_122885042_122885307LIP1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC100507066 .
chr12 123163654 123163909 256 123163785 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_2405 chr12_123163654_123163909 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . HCAR2
chr12 123237276 123237441 166 123237338 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_2406 chr12_123237276_123237441ENR;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 HCAR1 CCDC62
chr12 123380458 123380835 378 123380630 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_2407 chr12_123380458_123380835R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;VPS3 . ABCB9
chr12 123383526 123383707 182 123383603 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_2408 chr12_123383526_123383707 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 VPS37B ABCB9
chr12 123431378 123431635 258 123431568 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_2409 chr12_123431378_123431635 CB9;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . OGFOD2
chr12 123579278 123579493 216 123579465 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_2410 chr12_123579278_123579493 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PITPN LOC100507091 .
chr12 123849781 123850094 314 123850061 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2411 chr12_123849781_123850094 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SBNO1 SETD8
chr12 124656877 124657074 198 124657050 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_2412 chr12_124656877_1246570744‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF664‐F . .
chr12 124657178 124657462 285 124657363 27 21.10661 8.90526 16.57996 OSE2_peak_2413 chr12_124657178_1246574624‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF664‐F . .
chr12 124717913 124718269 357 124718129 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2414 chr12_124717913_1247182694‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZNF664‐F . .
chr12 124807007 124807174 168 124807074 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2415 chr12_124807007_124807174 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 FAM101A;ZNF664‐FAM101A NCOR2
chr12 124808441 124808598 158 124808557 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_2416 chr12_124808441_124808598 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 FAM101A;ZNF664‐FAM101A NCOR2
chr12 124853643 124853791 149 124853737 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2417 chr12_124853643_124853791 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124853951 124854306 356 124854212 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_2418 chr12_124853951_124854306 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124866438 124866652 215 124866547 21 14.21728 6.75938 10.11421 OSE2_peak_2419 chr12_124866438_124866652 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124869864 124870026 163 124869956 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2420 chr12_124869864_124870026 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124880150 124880312 163 124880253 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2421 chr12_124880150_124880312 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124907811 124907964 154 124907845 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2422 chr12_124907811_124907964 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124938095 124938300 206 124938208 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2423 chr12_124938095_124938300 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 124994202 124994555 354 124994437 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2424 chr12_124994202_124994555 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 125004771 125004890 120 125004845 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_2425 chr12_125004771_125004890 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;NCO . .
chr12 125140272 125140395 124 125140287 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2426 chr12_125140272_125140395 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125165988 125166197 210 125166126 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_2427 chr12_125165988_125166197 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125205306 125205598 293 125205502 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2428 chr12_125205306_125205598 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125230923 125231081 159 125231039 12 6.4225 4.17865 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2429 chr12_125230923_125231081 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 125232167 125232298 132 125232184 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_2430 chr12_125232167_125232298 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . SCARB1
chr12 125394057 125396174 2118 125395597 57 60.57875 18.70968 55.01557 OSE2_peak_2431 chr12_125394057_125396174 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . UBC
chr12 125398173 125399488 1316 125399081 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2432 chr12_125398173_125399488MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;UB . .
chr12 125400864 125401453 590 125401369 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2433 chr12_125400864_125401453 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 125401579 125401853 275 125401793 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2434 chr12_125401579_125401853 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 125406228 125406407 180 125406329 34 21.47549 7.3562 16.92576 OSE2_peak_2435 chr12_125406228_125406407 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 125408730 125408993 264 125408748 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_2436 chr12_125408730_125408993 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 125424015 125424134 120 125424072 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2437 chr12_125424015_125424134 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 125424492 125424760 269 125424576 22 14.46567 6.65956 10.33418 OSE2_peak_2438 chr12_125424492_125424760 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 UBC DHX37
chr12 126467755 126467945 191 126467764 15 6.33837 3.70732 3.13523 OSE2_peak_2439 chr12_126467755_126467945 00084;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
chr12 126512489 126512807 319 126512560 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_2440 chr12_126512489_126512807 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 126540111 126540393 283 126540348 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_2441 chr12_126540111_126540393 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 126874114 126874260 147 126874174 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_2442 chr12_126874114_126874260 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127153168 127153518 351 127153273 63 56.33901 14.45898 50.84324 OSE2_peak_2443 chr12_127153168_127153518 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127611076 127611198 123 127611148 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2444 chr12_127611076_127611198 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127650149 127650279 131 127650205 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2445 chr12_127650149_127650279 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127754808 127754934 127 127754878 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2446 chr12_127754808_127754934 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127757546 127758032 487 127757578 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_2447 chr12_127757546_127758032 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127768667 127768837 171 127768724 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2448 chr12_127768667_127768837 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127769209 127769448 240 127769436 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2449 chr12_127769209_127769448 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 127769727 127769877 151 127769778 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_2450 chr12_127769727_127769877 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 . .
chr12 129308606 129308725 120 129308637 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2451 chr12_129308606_129308725 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 SLC15A4 GLT1D1
chr12 131358066 131358265 200 131358166 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2452 chr12_131358066_131358265MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;RA . .
chr12 132452012 132452131 120 132452051 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2453 chr12_132452012_132452131 400;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PUS1 .
chr12 133263970 133264185 216 133264072 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2454 chr12_133263970_133264185 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 POLE PGAM5;PXMP2
chr12 133337000 133337164 165 133337053 26 13.50512 5.42283 9.44995 OSE2_peak_2455 chr12_133337000_133337164KLE2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . GOLGA3
chr12 133337410 133337580 171 133337517 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2456 chr12_133337410_133337580KLE2;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . GOLGA3
chr12 133338883 133339046 164 133338977 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2457 chr12_133338883_133339046 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 ANKLE2 GOLGA3
chr12 133404566 133404827 262 133404580 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2458 chr12_133404566_133404827LGA3;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . CHFR
chr12 133443044 133443290 247 133443211 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2459 chr12_133443044_133443290HFR;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
chr12 133485730 133485863 134 133485788 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2460 chr12_133485730_133485863 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3 CHFR ZNF605
chr13 20925600 20925730 131 20925640 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_2461 chr13_20925600_20925730 . . .
chr13 21100300 21100475 176 21100383 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2462 chr13_21100300_21100475 . CRYL1 .
chr13 21388139 21388332 194 21388315 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_2463 chr13_21388139_21388332 XPO4 . .
chr13 21635543 21635734 192 21635595 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_2464 chr13_21635543_21635734 LATS2 . .
chr13 21654080 21654255 176 21654096 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2465 chr13_21654080_21654255 . LATS2 .
chr13 24074964 24075207 244 24075105 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_2466 chr13_24074964_24075207 . LINC00327 .
chr13 24323585 24323801 217 24323751 15 8.80031 5.03562 5.20073 OSE2_peak_2467 chr13_24323585_24323801 MIPEP . .
chr13 24441320 24441439 120 24441409 13 7.3042 4.53229 3.92213 OSE2_peak_2468 chr13_24441320_24441439 MIPEP . C1QTNF9B;C1QTNF9B‐AS1
chr13 24442856 24442975 120 24442913 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_2469 chr13_24442856_24442975 MIPEP . C1QTNF9B;C1QTNF9B‐AS1
chr13 24492450 24492604 155 24492513 35 22.4582 7.56637 17.85874 OSE2_peak_2470 chr13_24492450_24492604 . C1QTNF9B;C1QTNF9B‐AS1;MIPEP .
chr13 26037643 26037837 195 26037780 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_2471 chr13_26037643_26037837 ATP8A2 . .
chr13 27557167 27557343 177 27557241 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2472 chr13_27557167_27557343 . . .
chr13 27628437 27628630 194 27628560 18 11.94477 6.1953 8.02089 OSE2_peak_2473 chr13_27628437_27628630 . . USP12
chr13 27757284 27757426 143 27757370 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_2474 chr13_27757284_27757426 . USP12 .
chr13 28179828 28180036 209 28179899 29 19.00347 7.32648 14.58942 OSE2_peak_2475 chr13_28179828_28180036 LNX2 . POLR1D
chr13 29327322 29327554 233 29327532 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2476 chr13_29327322_29327554 . . .
chr13 30499073 30499202 130 30499162 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_2477 chr13_30499073_30499202 . . LOC440131
chr13 30565454 30565727 274 30565655 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_2478 chr13_30565454_30565727 . . .
chr13 30716733 30717133 401 30716882 22 14.96579 6.92552 10.80726 OSE2_peak_2479 chr13_30716733_30717133 . . .
chr13 30881080 30881263 184 30881123 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_2480 chr13_30881080_30881263 KATNAL1 . .
chr13 30914724 30914962 239 30914937 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_2481 chr13_30914724_30914962 LINC00426 . .
chr13 31151589 31151738 150 31151622 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2482 chr13_31151589_31151738 . . .
chr13 31191662 31192078 417 31191835 23 14.1287 6.26718 10.03176 OSE2_peak_2483 chr13_31191662_31192078 USPL1 . .
chr13 31287267 31287588 322 31287360 26 17.14807 7.11216 12.84436 OSE2_peak_2484 chr13_31287267_31287588 . . ALOX5AP
chr13 31293246 31293384 139 31293359 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2485 chr13_31293246_31293384 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31317545 31317940 396 31317642 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_2486 chr13_31317545_31317940 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31318558 31318783 226 31318686 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_2487 chr13_31318558_31318783 ALOX5AP . .
chr13 31403390 31403566 177 31403497 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2488 chr13_31403390_31403566 . . .
chr13 31439556 31439707 152 31439599 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_2489 chr13_31439556_31439707 . . TEX26‐AS1
chr13 31470002 31470288 287 31470181 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2490 chr13_31470002_31470288 TEX26‐AS1 . C13orf33
chr13 31736464 31736639 176 31736549 33 22.16715 7.87805 17.58672 OSE2_peak_2491 chr13_31736464_31736639 . HSPH1 .
chr13 32330094 32330220 127 32330129 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2492 chr13_32330094_32330220 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32330601 32330859 259 32330742 35 30.70294 11.53068 25.78268 OSE2_peak_2493 chr13_32330601_32330859 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32341502 32341642 141 32341548 27 13.51988 5.27255 9.46343 OSE2_peak_2494 chr13_32341502_32341642 RXFP2 . .
chr13 32556776 32556943 168 32556879 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_2495 chr13_32556776_32556943 . EEF1DP3 .
chr13 33810244 33810394 151 33810323 30 8.91209 3.33711 5.30615 OSE2_peak_2496 chr13_33810244_33810394 STARD13 . .
chr13 33823318 33823474 157 33823392 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2497 chr13_33823318_33823474 STARD13 . .
chr13 33825339 33825459 121 33825403 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2498 chr13_33825339_33825459 STARD13 . .
chr13 33854044 33854437 394 33854122 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_2499 chr13_33854044_33854437 STARD13 . .
chr13 34216947 34217082 136 34216967 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_2500 chr13_34216947_34217082 STARD13 . .
chr13 34325408 34325527 120 34325444 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_2501 chr13_34325408_34325527 . . .
chr13 34492715 34492952 238 34492884 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2502 chr13_34492715_34492952 RFC3 . .
chr13 34600036 34600212 177 34600134 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2503 chr13_34600036_34600212 . . .
chr13 34931515 34931661 147 34931620 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_2504 chr13_34931515_34931661 . . .
chr13 34933221 34933355 135 34933317 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_2505 chr13_34933221_34933355 . . .
chr13 34965350 34965552 203 34965395 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2506 chr13_34965350_34965552 . . .
chr13 35713833 35713983 151 35713902 17 10.97873 5.86923 7.14259 OSE2_peak_2507 chr13_35713833_35713983 NBEA . .
chr13 36412678 36412811 134 36412730 30 20.44896 7.78072 15.95584 OSE2_peak_2508 chr13_36412678_36412811 DCLK1;MIR548F5 . .
chr13 36466408 36466527 120 36466451 19 11.81247 5.90429 7.90094 OSE2_peak_2509 chr13_36466408_36466527 DCLK1;MIR548F5 . .
chr13 36497510 36497715 206 36497615 23 16.49244 7.50124 12.22635 OSE2_peak_2510 chr13_36497510_36497715 DCLK1;MIR548F5 . .
chr13 37633159 37633321 163 37633306 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2511 chr13_37633159_37633321 FAM48A . .
chr13 38191361 38191591 231 38191528 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_2512 chr13_38191361_38191591 . POSTN TRPC4
chr13 38289690 38289931 242 38289861 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_2513 chr13_38289690_38289931 TRPC4 . .
chr13 38754370 38754546 177 38754466 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2514 chr13_38754370_38754546 . . .
chr13 40139809 40140015 207 40139900 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_2515 chr13_40139809_40140015 LHFP . .
chr13 40687909 40688034 126 40687977 17 9.23944 4.91309 5.58332 OSE2_peak_2516 chr13_40687909_40688034 . . .
chr13 40795618 40795819 202 40795634 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_2517 chr13_40795618_40795819 . LINC00548 .
chr13 40846687 40846806 120 40846721 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_2518 chr13_40846687_40846806 . . .
chr13 41078302 41078428 127 41078360 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_2519 chr13_41078302_41078428 TTL . .
chr13 41239042 41239221 180 41239122 16 9.66339 5.33179 5.96339 OSE2_peak_2520 chr13_41239042_41239221 FOXO1;TTL . .
chr13 41635624 41635759 136 41635699 19 10.28749 5.10478 6.51697 OSE2_peak_2521 chr13_41635624_41635759 TTL;WBP4 . .
chr13 41706819 41707123 305 41707010 71 78.88741 21.89852 73.02683 OSE2_peak_2522 chr13_41706819_41707123 KBTBD6;TTL . .
chr13 41768621 41768817 197 41768742 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_2523 chr13_41768621_41768817 KBTBD7;TTL . MTRF1
chr13 41859021 41859295 275 41859245 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_2524 chr13_41859021_41859295 TTL MTRF1 NAA16
chr13 42031378 42031497 120 42031445 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2525 chr13_42031378_42031497 TTL OR7E37P RGCC
chr13 42170891 42171038 148 42170936 24 17.49982 7.78689 13.17183 OSE2_peak_2526 chr13_42170891_42171038 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42376842 42377003 162 42376961 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_2527 chr13_42376842_42377003 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42402004 42402172 169 42402104 27 20.0059 8.3203 15.53553 OSE2_peak_2528 chr13_42402004_42402172 KIAA0564;TTL . .
chr13 42708306 42708450 145 42708374 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_2529 chr13_42708306_42708450 DGKH;TTL . .
chr13 43061094 43061317 224 43061204 42 15.21566 4.21134 11.03669 OSE2_peak_2530 chr13_43061094_43061317 TTL . .
chr13 43127922 43128050 129 43128008 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2531 chr13_43127922_43128050 TTL . TNFSF11
chr13 43294574 43294733 160 43294637 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_2532 chr13_43294574_43294733 TTL . .
chr13 43406959 43407152 194 43406968 15 5.64687 3.36283 2.60854 OSE2_peak_2533 chr13_43406959_43407152 TTL . .
chr13 43570664 43570942 279 43570842 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_2534 chr13_43570664_43570942 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 43579761 43579908 148 43579825 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_2535 chr13_43579761_43579908 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
chr13 43819602 43819823 222 43819740 33 26.31247 9.87617 21.5522 OSE2_peak_2536 chr13_43819602_43819823 ENOX1;TTL . .
chr13 44440126 44440250 125 44440230 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_2537 chr13_44440126_44440250 CCDC122;TTL . LACC1
chr13 44452709 44452864 156 44452826 14 6.00921 3.66324 2.84801 OSE2_peak_2538 chr13_44452709_44452864 CCDC122;TTL . LACC1
chr13 44453044 44453304 261 44453129 27 20.82028 8.75144 16.30293 OSE2_peak_2539 chr13_44453044_44453304 CCDC122;TTL . LACC1
chr13 44805831 44805950 120 44805897 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_2540 chr13_44805831_44805950 TTL . .
chr13 44887082 44887270 189 44887176 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_2541 chr13_44887082_44887270 TTL . .
chr13 45496091 45496222 132 45496145 29 14.36822 5.31717 10.2465 OSE2_peak_2542 chr13_45496091_45496222 TTL . NUFIP1
chr13 45763606 45763945 340 45763698 25 17.26627 7.40963 12.95342 OSE2_peak_2543 chr13_45763606_45763945 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
chr13 45816314 45816433 120 45816375 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_2544 chr13_45816314_45816433 GTF2F2;TTL . .
chr13 45906334 45906565 232 45906451 40 19.06776 5.5053 14.65159 OSE2_peak_2545 chr13_45906334_45906565 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45908504 45909058 555 45908990 20 12.91149 6.28149 8.90733 OSE2_peak_2546 chr13_45908504_45909058 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 45910132 45910327 196 45910201 15 8.08211 4.63274 4.58312 OSE2_peak_2547 chr13_45910132_45910327 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
chr13 46075039 46075170 132 46075147 19 7.83586 3.92968 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2548 chr13_46075039_46075170 COG3;TTL . .
chr13 46929008 46929432 425 46929241 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2549 chr13_46929008_46929432 KIAA0226L;TTL . .
chr13 47659575 47659701 127 47659652 12 6.34773 4.13458 3.1435 OSE2_peak_2550 chr13_47659575_47659701 TTL . .
chr13 47971989 47972111 123 47972058 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2551 chr13_47971989_47972111 TTL . .
chr13 48058799 48058966 168 48058881 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_2552 chr13_48058799_48058966 TTL . .
chr13 49357495 49357700 206 49357636 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2553 chr13_49357495_49357700 TTL . .
chr13 49634642 49634820 179 49634715 18 11.78827 6.10726 7.87724 OSE2_peak_2554 chr13_49634642_49634820 FNDC3A;TTL . .
chr13 49888130 49888318 189 49888222 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2555 chr13_49888130_49888318 CAB39L;TTL CDADC1 .
chr13 50385583 50385742 160 50385659 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_2556 chr13_50385583_50385742 TTL KPNA3 .
chr13 50432412 50432984 573 50432882 65 61.97281 16.24984 56.39046 OSE2_peak_2557 chr13_50432412_50432984 TTL . .
chr13 50529866 50530004 139 50529926 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2558 chr13_50529866_50530004 TTL SPRYD7 DLEU2
chr13 51191683 51191873 191 51191766 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_2559 chr13_51191683_51191873 TTL . .
chr13 51252658 51252976 319 51252738 35 27.43795 9.85591 22.63505 OSE2_peak_2560 chr13_51252658_51252976 TTL . .
chr13 51253607 51253744 138 51253713 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_2561 chr13_51253607_51253744 TTL . .
chr13 52026577 52026934 358 52026729 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_2562 chr13_52026577_52026934 INTS6;TTL . .
chr13 52027077 52027196 120 52027133 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2563 chr13_52027077_52027196 INTS6;TTL . .
chr13 52377914 52378048 135 52377967 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_2564 chr13_52377914_52378048 DHRS12;TTL . LINC00282
chr13 52922348 52922484 137 52922440 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_2565 chr13_52922348_52922484 TTL . THSD1
chr13 53002599 53002722 124 53002653 18 11.9053 6.17305 7.9846 OSE2_peak_2566 chr13_53002599_53002722 TTL;VPS36 THSD1 CKAP2
chr13 53024712 53024861 150 53024806 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2567 chr13_53024712_53024861 TTL;VPS36 . CKAP2
chr13 53030278 53030398 121 53030292 13 6.40365 4.0151 3.18689 OSE2_peak_2568 chr13_53030278_53030398 CKAP2;TTL VPS36 .
chr13 57655089 57655208 120 57655098 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2569 chr13_57655089_57655208 TTL . .
chr13 60351414 60351709 296 60351615 35 25.73627 9.03567 21.00136 OSE2_peak_2570 chr13_60351414_60351709 DIAPH3;TTL . .
chr13 62868528 62868702 175 62868631 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_2571 chr13_62868528_62868702 TTL . .
chr13 65297989 65298108 120 65298038 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_2572 chr13_65297989_65298108 TTL . .
chr13 66254234 66254353 120 66254279 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2573 chr13_66254234_66254353 TTL . .
chr13 66482289 66482512 224 66482430 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2574 chr13_66482289_66482512 TTL . .
chr13 66487495 66487628 134 66487568 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_2575 chr13_66487495_66487628 TTL . .
chr13 66487956 66488119 164 66488016 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2576 chr13_66487956_66488119 TTL . .
chr13 66517985 66518109 125 66518038 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2577 chr13_66517985_66518109 TTL . .
chr13 66999897 67000314 418 66999981 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_2578 chr13_66999897_67000314 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67247566 67247876 311 67247764 26 15.02828 6.09988 10.86794 OSE2_peak_2579 chr13_67247566_67247876 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67379915 67380068 154 67379991 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_2580 chr13_67379915_67380068 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67622607 67622739 133 67622644 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_2581 chr13_67622607_67622739 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67693807 67693996 190 67693880 23 15.45801 6.9491 11.26003 OSE2_peak_2582 chr13_67693807_67693996 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67804360 67804479 120 67804387 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_2583 chr13_67804360_67804479 PCDH9;TTL . .
chr13 67944101 67944304 204 67944202 43 29.24599 8.6453 24.37111 OSE2_peak_2584 chr13_67944101_67944304 TTL . .
chr13 69949947 69950068 122 69949990 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2585 chr13_69949947_69950068 TTL . .
chr13 70139567 70139801 235 70139684 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_2586 chr13_70139567_70139801 TTL . .
chr13 70601466 70601585 120 70601526 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2587 chr13_70601466_70601585 KLHL1;TTL . .
chr13 70617864 70618012 149 70618010 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_2588 chr13_70617864_70618012 KLHL1;TTL . .
chr13 72865550 72865688 139 72865593 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2589 chr13_72865550_72865688 TTL . .
chr13 73348336 73348456 121 73348366 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2590 chr13_73348336_73348456 DIS3;TTL BORA PIBF1
chr13 74780542 74780783 242 74780601 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2591 chr13_74780542_74780783 TTL . .
chr13 74817689 74818160 472 74817861 34 23.66065 8.32291 19.01018 OSE2_peak_2592 chr13_74817689_74818160 TTL . .
chr13 75399621 75400063 443 75399957 19 12.84953 6.4747 8.84679 OSE2_peak_2593 chr13_75399621_75400063 TTL . .
chr13 75709474 75709671 198 75709567 23 14.1287 6.26718 10.03176 OSE2_peak_2594 chr13_75709474_75709671 TTL . .
chr13 75709826 75709992 167 75709938 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2595 chr13_75709826_75709992 TTL . .
chr13 75756158 75756363 206 75756258 32 24.63766 9.3165 19.94798 OSE2_peak_2596 chr13_75756158_75756363 TTL . .
chr13 75825167 75825325 159 75825224 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2597 chr13_75825167_75825325 TTL CTAGE11P .
chr13 75933479 75933696 218 75933567 39 26.81711 8.53933 22.04013 OSE2_peak_2598 chr13_75933479_75933696 TBC1D4;TTL . .
chr13 76195514 76195731 218 76195686 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2599 chr13_76195514_76195731 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
chr13 76291011 76291164 154 76291078 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2600 chr13_76291011_76291164 LMO7;TTL . .
chr13 77453738 77453925 188 77453799 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2601 chr13_77453738_77453925 TTL . KCTD12
chr13 77565971 77566251 281 77566230 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_2602 chr13_77565971_77566251 CLN5;TTL . FBXL3
chr13 77901179 77901313 135 77901229 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2603 chr13_77901179_77901313 TTL MYCBP2 .
chr13 77903697 77903899 203 77903880 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_2604 chr13_77903697_77903899 TTL MYCBP2 .
chr13 80510562 80511057 496 80510932 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_2605 chr13_80510562_80511057 TTL . .
chr13 80563508 80563633 126 80563555 17 9.82642 5.22856 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2606 chr13_80563508_80563633 TTL . .
chr13 80614764 80615140 377 80614932 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_2607 chr13_80614764_80615140 TTL . .
chr13 80658607 80658763 157 80658670 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_2608 chr13_80658607_80658763 TTL . .
chr13 80912813 80912971 159 80912957 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_2609 chr13_80912813_80912971 SPRY2;TTL . .
chr13 81239174 81239299 126 81239240 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_2610 chr13_81239174_81239299 TTL . .
chr13 81445694 81445813 120 81445754 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2611 chr13_81445694_81445813 TTL . .
chr13 84974975 84975154 180 84975059 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2612 chr13_84974975_84975154 TTL . .
chr13 85852028 85852163 136 85852076 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_2613 chr13_85852028_85852163 TTL . .
chr13 86071887 86072070 184 86071960 53 52.07736 15.99377 46.65322 OSE2_peak_2614 chr13_86071887_86072070 TTL . .
chr13 87613313 87613447 135 87613364 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2615 chr13_87613313_87613447 TTL . .
chr13 87741774 87741915 142 87741847 31 22.97824 8.76081 18.35802 OSE2_peak_2616 chr13_87741774_87741915 TTL . .
chr13 87776338 87776672 335 87776525 44 25.01285 6.89516 20.30648 OSE2_peak_2617 chr13_87776338_87776672 TTL . .
chr13 88606391 88606678 288 88606573 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_2618 chr13_88606391_88606678 TTL . .
chr13 88651745 88651906 162 88651828 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_2619 chr13_88651745_88651906 TTL . .
chr13 88684344 88684674 331 88684490 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2620 chr13_88684344_88684674 TTL . .
chr13 90379094 90379242 149 90379198 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_2621 chr13_90379094_90379242 TTL . .
chr13 91338783 91339095 313 91338873 29 21.86766 8.74233 17.29742 OSE2_peak_2622 chr13_91338783_91339095 TTL . .
chr13 92876884 92877003 120 92876961 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_2623 chr13_92876884_92877003 GPC5;TTL . .
chr13 93309886 93310045 160 93309946 17 9.61425 5.11364 5.91666 OSE2_peak_2624 chr13_93309886_93310045 GPC5;TTL . .
chr13 93803569 93803692 124 93803665 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_2625 chr13_93803569_93803692 TTL . .
chr13 94379840 94379961 122 94379892 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_2626 chr13_94379840_94379961 GPC6;TTL . .
chr13 95372514 95372633 120 95372542 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2627 chr13_95372514_95372633 TTL SOX21 .
chr13 95672608 95672753 146 95672686 19 8.43454 4.20354 4.87113 OSE2_peak_2628 chr13_95672608_95672753 ABCC4;TTL . .
chr13 96366792 96366919 128 96366881 32 21.15493 7.64634 16.62608 OSE2_peak_2629 chr13_96366792_96366919 DNAJC3;TTL . .
chr13 96794214 96794338 125 96794279 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_2630 chr13_96794214_96794338 HS6ST3;TTL . .
chr13 97635140 97635367 228 97635175 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2631 chr13_97635140_97635367 TTL . OXGR1
chr13 97654911 97655137 227 97655025 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_2632 chr13_97654911_97655137 TTL OXGR1 .
chr13 97961061 97961205 145 97961109 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_2633 chr13_97961061_97961205 MBNL2;TTL . .
chr13 98598464 98598597 134 98598548 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2634 chr13_98598464_98598597 TTL . IPO5
chr13 99128830 99129032 203 99128940 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_2635 chr13_99128830_99129032 STK24;TTL FARP1 .
chr13 99137046 99137370 325 99137297 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_2636 chr13_99137046_99137370 STK24;TTL . .
chr13 99201415 99201551 137 99201469 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_2637 chr13_99201415_99201551 STK24;TTL . .
chr13 99630671 99630852 182 99630756 30 21.10089 8.09511 16.57439 OSE2_peak_2638 chr13_99630671_99630852 DOCK9;TTL . .
chr13 99698605 99698762 158 99698687 15 7.94973 4.55977 4.45986 OSE2_peak_2639 chr13_99698605_99698762 DOCK9;TTL . .
chr13 100773074 100773193 120 100773102 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2640 chr13_100773074_100773193 PCCA;TTL . .
chr13 100867250 100867369 120 100867293 14 7.70658 4.59307 4.24619 OSE2_peak_2641 chr13_100867250_100867369 PCCA;TTL . .
chr13 101540117 101540236 120 101540201 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2642 chr13_101540117_101540236 TTL . .
chr13 101910540 101910662 123 101910618 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_2643 chr13_101910540_101910662 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 101961547 101961822 276 101961624 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_2644 chr13_101961547_101961822 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 102051038 102051192 155 102051136 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_2645 chr13_102051038_102051192 NALCN;TTL . .
chr13 102102796 102102915 120 102102870 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_2646 chr13_102102796_102102915 TTL . ITGBL1
chr13 102301967 102302105 139 102302049 33 20.50493 7.14602 16.01037 OSE2_peak_2647 chr13_102301967_102302105 ITGBL1;TTL . .
chr13 102359073 102359259 187 102359112 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_2648 chr13_102359073_102359259 ITGBL1;TTL . FGF14
chr13 102647593 102647800 208 102647692 21 14.65179 6.99699 10.51189 OSE2_peak_2649 chr13_102647593_102647800 FGF14;TTL MIR2681 .
chr13 102673247 102673548 302 102673282 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_2650 chr13_102673247_102673548 FGF14;TTL . MIR4705
chr13 102938708 102939030 323 102938934 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_2651 chr13_102938708_102939030 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
chr13 103303862 103304051 190 103303960 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_2652 chr13_103303862_103304051 TPP2;TTL . .
chr13 103498121 103498264 144 103498184 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_2653 chr13_103498121_103498264 BIVM‐ERCC5;ERCC5;TTL BIVM .
chr13 103940054 103940196 143 103940156 12 5.60605 3.70482 2.57499 OSE2_peak_2654 chr13_103940054_103940196 TTL . .
chr13 104359624 104359797 174 104359730 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2655 chr13_104359624_104359797 TTL . .
chr13 104967880 104968256 377 104968198 20 12.98882 6.3233 8.97727 OSE2_peak_2656 chr13_104967880_104968256 TTL . .
chr13 105061235 105061354 120 105061276 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_2657 chr13_105061235_105061354 TTL . .
chr13 105223479 105223652 174 105223589 21 15.0645 7.22559 10.90327 OSE2_peak_2658 chr13_105223479_105223652 TTL . .
chr13 105522038 105522164 127 105522128 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_2659 chr13_105522038_105522164 TTL . .
chr13 105606702 105606861 160 105606774 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_2660 chr13_105606702_105606861 TTL . .
chr13 106572717 106572901 185 106572806 32 26.50122 10.27869 21.73346 OSE2_peak_2661 chr13_106572717_106572901 TTL . .
chr13 107028896 107029047 152 107028947 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2662 chr13_107028896_107029047 LINC00460;TTL . .
chr13 107031550 107031699 150 107031611 33 22.16715 7.87805 17.58672 OSE2_peak_2663 chr13_107031550_107031699 TTL LINC00460 .
chr13 107092893 107093024 132 107092985 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2664 chr13_107092893_107093024 TTL . .
chr13 107095133 107095290 158 107095204 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2665 chr13_107095133_107095290 TTL . .
chr13 108001406 108001553 148 108001472 43 24.10076 6.74194 19.43171 OSE2_peak_2666 chr13_108001406_108001553 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 108103483 108103612 130 108103570 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_2667 chr13_108103483_108103612 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 108128548 108128720 173 108128651 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_2668 chr13_108128548_108128720 FAM155A;TTL . .
chr13 108870743 108870863 121 108870747 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2669 chr13_108870743_108870863 ABHD13;TTL LIG4 .
chr13 109616688 109616989 302 109616910 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_2670 chr13_109616688_109616989 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109624220 109624562 343 109624469 30 23.08795 9.09231 18.46383 OSE2_peak_2671 chr13_109624220_109624562 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109806660 109806932 273 109806701 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_2672 chr13_109806660_109806932 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109807173 109807332 160 109807283 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_2673 chr13_109807173_109807332 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109808025 109808353 329 109808248 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_2674 chr13_109808025_109808353 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109808679 109808814 136 109808750 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_2675 chr13_109808679_109808814 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109809036 109809233 198 109809181 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2676 chr13_109809036_109809233 MYO16;TTL . .
chr13 109896072 109896280 209 109896163 32 18.13848 6.34616 13.77686 OSE2_peak_2677 chr13_109896072_109896280 TTL . .
chr13 109909472 109909694 223 109909612 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2678 chr13_109909472_109909694 TTL . .
chr13 109926668 109926793 126 109926694 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_2679 chr13_109926668_109926793 TTL . .
chr13 109926923 109927108 186 109927061 24 11.85286 5.02114 7.93372 OSE2_peak_2680 chr13_109926923_109927108 TTL . .
chr13 110042267 110042482 216 110042386 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2681 chr13_110042267_110042482 TTL . .
chr13 110351196 110351338 143 110351286 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_2682 chr13_110351196_110351338 TTL . .
chr13 110492696 110492825 130 110492750 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_2683 chr13_110492696_110492825 TTL . .
chr13 110658864 110659114 251 110659023 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2684 chr13_110658864_110659114 TTL . .
chr13 110664622 110664765 144 110664651 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_2685 chr13_110664622_110664765 TTL . .
chr13 110723037 110723278 242 110723217 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_2686 chr13_110723037_110723278 TTL . .
chr13 110778973 110779200 228 110779132 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2687 chr13_110778973_110779200 TTL . COL4A1
chr13 111367564 111367770 207 111367654 34 30.04841 11.51885 25.1496 OSE2_peak_2688 chr13_111367564_111367770 ING1;TTL CARS2 .
chr13 111726439 111726606 168 111726504 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2689 chr13_111726439_111726606 TTL . .
chr13 113377317 113377448 132 113377411 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2690 chr13_113377317_113377448 ATP11A . .
chr13 113862813 113862934 122 113862884 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_2691 chr13_113862813_113862934 PCID2 . CUL4A
chr13 114065167 114065377 211 114065372 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_2692 chr13_114065167_114065377 . . ADPRHL1
chr13 114147737 114147910 174 114147794 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2693 chr13_114147737_114147910 TMCO3 DCUN1D2 .
chr13 114488044 114488443 400 114488212 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_2694 chr13_114488044_114488443 FAM70B . .
chr13 114489124 114489697 574 114489541 52 44.9463 12.94345 39.6514 OSE2_peak_2695 chr13_114489124_114489697 FAM70B . .
chr13 114523820 114524020 201 114523996 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2696 chr13_114523820_114524020 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114524447 114524583 137 114524500 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2697 chr13_114524447_114524583 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114524727 114525080 354 114525016 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2698 chr13_114524727_114525080 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114536579 114536700 122 114536625 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_2699 chr13_114536579_114536700 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
chr13 114600157 114600463 307 114600349 36 22.62747 7.43129 18.02239 OSE2_peak_2700 chr13_114600157_114600463 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114619249 114619458 210 114619359 30 24.5469 9.85939 19.86594 OSE2_peak_2701 chr13_114619249_114619458 FLJ44054 . .
chr13 114830910 114831043 134 114830946 18 11.82705 6.12903 7.91163 OSE2_peak_2702 chr13_114830910_114831043 RASA3 . .
chr13 114831142 114831261 120 114831148 11 5.76741 3.94123 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2703 chr13_114831142_114831261 RASA3 . .
chr13 114880690 114881020 331 114880886 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2704 chr13_114880690_114881020 RASA3 . .
chr13 114897136 114897424 289 114897360 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2705 chr13_114897136_114897424 RASA3 . .
chr14 20291975 20292103 129 20292023 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_2706 chr14_20291975_20292103 . . OR4N2
chr14 20470347 20470707 361 20470625 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2707 chr14_20470347_20470707 . OR4K15 OR4K14
chr14 20811253 20811617 365 20811504 25 13.81701 5.73086 9.74015 OSE2_peak_2708 chr14_20811253_20811617 RPPH1 CCNB1IP1;SNORD126 PARP2;TEP1
chr14 20945876 20946060 185 20945974 26 17.57484 7.32543 13.24534 OSE2_peak_2709 chr14_20945876_20946060 PNP APEX1;OSGEP;TMEM55B .
chr14 21667827 21668028 202 21667919 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_2710 chr14_21667827_21668028 . . HNRNPC;LOC283624
chr14 21670727 21670880 154 21670781 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2711 chr14_21670727_21670880 LOC283624 . HNRNPC
chr14 21852164 21852388 225 21852196 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2712 chr14_21852164_21852388 SUPT16H . CHD8;SNORD8;SNORD9
chr14 22136698 22136817 120 22136774 14 7.70658 4.59307 4.24619 OSE2_peak_2713 chr14_22136698_22136817 . OR4E2 .
chr14 22759397 22759543 147 22759438 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_2714 chr14_22759397_22759543 . . .
chr14 22764738 22764913 176 22764820 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2715 chr14_22764738_22764913 . . .
chr14 22896846 22896996 151 22896903 15 8.21801 4.70807 4.69472 OSE2_peak_2716 chr14_22896846_22896996 . . .
chr14 23025280 23025401 122 23025324 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2717 chr14_23025280_23025401 . . DAD1
chr14 23083190 23083562 373 23083263 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_2718 chr14_23083190_23083562 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
chr14 23158605 23158737 133 23158673 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_2719 chr14_23158605_23158737 . . .
chr14 23292143 23292274 132 23292230 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2720 chr14_23292143_23292274 . SLC7A7 MMP14;MRPL52
chr14 23387966 23388085 120 23388040 13 7.16762 4.45263 3.79897 OSE2_peak_2721 chr14_23387966_23388085 RBM23 . HAUS4;PRMT5
chr14 23438943 23439062 120 23438990 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_2722 chr14_23438943_23439062 . HAUS4;MIR4707 AJUBA;C14orf93
chr14 23445872 23446090 219 23445915 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2723 chr14_23445872_23446090 AJUBA HAUS4;MIR4707 C14orf93
chr14 23446965 23447137 173 23447027 19 11.84823 5.92362 7.92965 OSE2_peak_2724 chr14_23446965_23447137 AJUBA HAUS4;MIR4707 C14orf93
chr14 23451893 23452205 313 23452128 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_2725 chr14_23451893_23452205 . AJUBA;HAUS4;MIR4707 C14orf93
chr14 23531366 23531495 130 23531414 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2726 chr14_23531366_23531495 ACIN1 CDH24;PSMB11;PSMB5 .
chr14 23679283 23679505 223 23679302 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_2727 chr14_23679283_23679505 . SLC7A8 .
chr14 23787474 23787718 245 23787673 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2728 chr14_23787474_23787718 BCL2L2‐PABPN1 BCL2L2;PPP1R3E PABPN1;SLC22A17
chr14 23790402 23790630 229 23790553 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_2729 chr14_23790402_23790630 BCL2L2‐PABPN1;PABPN1 BCL2L2;PPP1R3E SLC22A17
chr14 24685141 24685353 213 24685300 16 8.67374 4.78448 5.0888 OSE2_peak_2730 chr14_24685141_24685353 MDP1;NEDD8‐MDP1 CHMP4A;IPO4;TM9SF1;TSSK4 GMPR2;NEDD8;TINF2
chr14 24835159 24835335 177 24835176 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2731 chr14_24835159_24835335 . RIPK3 NFATC4
chr14 24953070 24953220 151 24953163 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_2732 chr14_24953070_24953220 . . CMA1
chr14 25451973 25452092 120 25452050 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2733 chr14_25451973_25452092 STXBP6 . .
chr14 26668947 26669193 247 26668999 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_2734 chr14_26668947_26669193 . . .
chr14 27835850 27836084 235 27835988 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_2735 chr14_27835850_27836084 . . .
chr14 28851035 28851175 141 28851100 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_2736 chr14_28851035_28851175 . . .
chr14 28852186 28852380 195 28852260 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_2737 chr14_28852186_28852380 . . .
chr14 29041016 29041135 120 29041048 15 8.109 4.64761 4.60866 OSE2_peak_2738 chr14_29041016_29041135 . . .
chr14 29130764 29130896 133 29130824 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_2739 chr14_29130764_29130896 . . .
chr14 30242529 30242648 120 30242565 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2740 chr14_30242529_30242648 PRKD1 . .
chr14 30662929 30663355 427 30663241 44 38.29278 12.3949 33.14726 OSE2_peak_2741 chr14_30662929_30663355 . . .
chr14 30664011 30664130 120 30664072 25 12.40746 5.10859 8.44974 OSE2_peak_2742 chr14_30664011_30664130 . . .
chr14 30665494 30665625 132 30665553 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_2743 chr14_30665494_30665625 . . .
chr14 30692612 30692915 304 30692710 32 24.07418 9.03458 19.40906 OSE2_peak_2744 chr14_30692612_30692915 . . .
chr14 30736474 30736661 188 30736556 30 19.57961 7.37172 15.13491 OSE2_peak_2745 chr14_30736474_30736661 . . .
chr14 31091404 31091598 195 31091492 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2746 chr14_31091404_31091598 SCFD1 G2E3 .
chr14 31435794 31436136 343 31435858 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_2747 chr14_31435794_31436136 STRN3 . .
chr14 31528811 31528992 182 31528920 24 17.25473 7.65512 12.94202 OSE2_peak_2748 chr14_31528811_31528992 AP4S1 . .
chr14 31677135 31677387 253 31677302 19 12.29252 6.16583 8.34009 OSE2_peak_2749 chr14_31677135_31677387 . HECTD1 .
chr14 31698992 31699111 120 31699081 17 6.99492 3.78319 3.6619 OSE2_peak_2750 chr14_31698992_31699111 . HECTD1 .
chr14 32030667 32030831 165 32030714 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_2751 chr14_32030667_32030831 NUBPL . .
chr14 32461312 32461431 120 32461347 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2752 chr14_32461312_32461431 . . .
chr14 32867632 32867760 129 32867707 17 10.54676 5.62593 6.7536 OSE2_peak_2753 chr14_32867632_32867760 AKAP6 . .
chr14 33081055 33081184 130 33081123 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_2754 chr14_33081055_33081184 AKAP6 . .
chr14 34025701 34025831 131 34025772 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_2755 chr14_34025701_34025831 NPAS3 . .
chr14 34086465 34086588 124 34086526 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_2756 chr14_34086465_34086588 NPAS3 . .
chr14 34116809 34116961 153 34116890 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_2757 chr14_34116809_34116961 NPAS3 . .
chr14 34512997 34513230 234 34513198 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2758 chr14_34512997_34513230 . . .
chr14 34529008 34529203 196 34529194 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_2759 chr14_34529008_34529203 . . .
chr14 34529558 34529804 247 34529650 24 18.01073 8.06452 13.6552 OSE2_peak_2760 chr14_34529558_34529804 . . .
chr14 34930115 34930239 125 34930194 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_2761 chr14_34930115_34930239 SPTSSA . .
chr14 35017057 35017201 145 35017102 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2762 chr14_35017057_35017201 . EAPP SNX6
chr14 35169428 35169578 151 35169528 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_2763 chr14_35169428_35169578 . . CFL2
chr14 35250542 35250753 212 35250649 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_2764 chr14_35250542_35250753 BAZ1A . .
chr14 35835042 35835225 184 35835120 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_2765 chr14_35835042_35835225 . . .
chr14 35869077 35869355 279 35869244 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_2766 chr14_35869077_35869355 . . NFKBIA
chr14 35869528 35870587 1060 35870237 29 22.42743 9.03328 17.83558 OSE2_peak_2767 chr14_35869528_35870587 . . NFKBIA
chr14 35870720 35870850 131 35870735 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_2768 chr14_35870720_35870850 NFKBIA . .
chr14 35871905 35872355 451 35872263 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2769 chr14_35871905_35872355 NFKBIA . .
chr14 35872982 35873122 141 35873019 17 10.07852 5.36639 6.34113 OSE2_peak_2770 chr14_35872982_35873122 NFKBIA . .
chr14 35873829 35873996 168 35873879 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_2771 chr14_35873829_35873996 NFKBIA . .
chr14 36707937 36708153 217 36707975 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2772 chr14_36707937_36708153 . . .
chr14 38567801 38567925 125 38567845 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2773 chr14_38567801_38567925 . . .
chr14 38679354 38679527 174 38679428 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_2774 chr14_38679354_38679527 SSTR1 . .
chr14 38759857 38760089 233 38759998 44 32.15617 9.60674 27.18744 OSE2_peak_2775 chr14_38759857_38760089 . . .
chr14 38873367 38873542 176 38873431 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_2776 chr14_38873367_38873542 . . .
chr14 38873938 38874058 121 38873993 22 13.33692 6.0762 9.30285 OSE2_peak_2777 chr14_38873938_38874058 . . .
chr14 42600084 42600203 120 42600177 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2778 chr14_42600084_42600203 . . .
chr14 42610293 42610685 393 42610497 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_2779 chr14_42610293_42610685 . . .
chr14 42662432 42662581 150 42662530 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_2780 chr14_42662432_42662581 . . .
chr14 42684195 42684383 189 42684308 14 7.98778 4.75396 4.49605 OSE2_peak_2781 chr14_42684195_42684383 . . .
chr14 43463222 43463466 245 43463297 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_2782 chr14_43463222_43463466 . . .
chr14 43750502 43750621 120 43750545 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2783 chr14_43750502_43750621 . . .
chr14 46523877 46524006 130 46523946 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_2784 chr14_46523877_46524006 . . .
chr14 48155056 48155219 164 48155121 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_2785 chr14_48155056_48155219 . MDGA2 .
chr14 49084880 49085000 121 49084923 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2786 chr14_49084880_49085000 . . .
chr14 50049517 50049640 124 50049577 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_2787 chr14_50049517_50049640 RPS29 . LRR1
chr14 50100583 50100889 307 50100723 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_2788 chr14_50100583_50100889 DNAAF2 LRR1;MGAT2;RPL36AL POLE2
chr14 50329134 50329330 197 50329233 27 19.01185 7.80746 14.59748 OSE2_peak_2789 chr14_50329134_50329330 . NEMF .
chr14 50362853 50362989 137 50362910 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2790 chr14_50362853_50362989 ARF6 . .
chr14 50427437 50427614 178 50427572 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2791 chr14_50427437_50427614 . . C14orf182
chr14 50449281 50449479 199 50449439 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2792 chr14_50449281_50449479 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50449604 50449730 127 50449686 16 8.898 4.90658 5.29223 OSE2_peak_2793 chr14_50449604_50449730 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50465860 50466077 218 50465971 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2794 chr14_50465860_50466077 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50467416 50467891 476 50467825 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2795 chr14_50467416_50467891 C14orf182 . .
chr14 50527573 50527729 157 50527648 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_2796 chr14_50527573_50527729 . . C14orf183
chr14 50528537 50528697 161 50528595 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_2797 chr14_50528537_50528697 . . C14orf183
chr14 50811136 50811283 148 50811211 23 15.29024 6.86127 11.10531 OSE2_peak_2798 chr14_50811136_50811283 CDKL1 ATP5S .
chr14 51144319 51144531 213 51144397 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_2799 chr14_51144319_51144531 . SAV1 .
chr14 51428613 51428874 262 51428780 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_2800 chr14_51428613_51428874 . PYGL TRIM9
chr14 51771734 51771892 159 51771821 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_2801 chr14_51771734_51771892 . . LOC283553
chr14 51862957 51863139 183 51863059 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_2802 chr14_51862957_51863139 . . .
chr14 51909341 51909461 121 51909383 20 12.53671 6.08047 8.56197 OSE2_peak_2803 chr14_51909341_51909461 . . .
chr14 52021188 52021557 370 52021268 25 18.06693 7.82885 13.70669 OSE2_peak_2804 chr14_52021188_52021557 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52021723 52021842 120 52021729 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2805 chr14_52021723_52021842 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52022182 52022324 143 52022266 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_2806 chr14_52022182_52022324 FRMD6 . .
chr14 52116459 52116732 274 52116558 18 10.88661 5.60908 7.06438 OSE2_peak_2807 chr14_52116459_52116732 FRMD6;FRMD6‐AS1 . .
chr14 52294673 52295007 335 52294901 26 19.23704 8.18443 14.81238 OSE2_peak_2808 chr14_52294673_52295007 . . .
chr14 52492018 52492312 295 52492236 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_2809 chr14_52492018_52492312 NID2 C14orf166 .
chr14 52543284 52543409 126 52543353 21 12.79382 6.00489 8.79872 OSE2_peak_2810 chr14_52543284_52543409 . NID2 .
chr14 52547544 52547671 128 52547625 18 10.52658 5.41473 6.73378 OSE2_peak_2811 chr14_52547544_52547671 . NID2 .
chr14 52821890 52822140 251 52822081 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_2812 chr14_52821890_52822140 . PTGER2 .
chr14 52924746 52924955 210 52924845 40 34.06136 11.61127 29.03171 OSE2_peak_2813 chr14_52924746_52924955 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 52925097 52925253 157 52925203 18 10.68771 5.50137 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2814 chr14_52925097_52925253 TXNDC16 . .
chr14 53170015 53170135 121 53170090 13 6.49501 4.06666 3.25871 OSE2_peak_2815 chr14_53170015_53170135 . ERO1L PSMC6;STYX
chr14 54309851 54310056 206 54309948 45 41.02269 13.40491 35.81152 OSE2_peak_2816 chr14_54309851_54310056 . . .
chr14 54393955 54394262 308 54394148 18 11.94477 6.1953 8.02089 OSE2_peak_2817 chr14_54393955_54394262 . . BMP4
chr14 54718749 54718900 152 54718890 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_2818 chr14_54718749_54718900 . . .
chr14 54778998 54779130 133 54779064 31 18.60168 6.72567 14.21257 OSE2_peak_2819 chr14_54778998_54779130 . . .
chr14 55104894 55105024 131 55104999 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2820 chr14_55104894_55105024 SAMD4A . .
chr14 55119075 55119194 120 55119103 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_2821 chr14_55119075_55119194 SAMD4A . .
chr14 55239599 55239863 265 55239815 15 8.64856 4.94953 5.06411 OSE2_peak_2822 chr14_55239599_55239863 SAMD4A . .
chr14 55240034 55240203 170 55240179 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2823 chr14_55240034_55240203 SAMD4A . .
chr14 56024114 56024370 257 56024205 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_2824 chr14_56024114_56024370 . . KTN1;KTN1‐AS1
chr14 56072638 56072770 133 56072726 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_2825 chr14_56072638_56072770 KTN1 KTN1‐AS1 .
chr14 56188135 56188388 254 56188222 23 11.0516 4.8203 7.20826 OSE2_peak_2826 chr14_56188135_56188388 . . .
chr14 56800451 56800624 174 56800536 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_2827 chr14_56800451_56800624 . . .
chr14 56845392 56845596 205 56845448 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_2828 chr14_56845392_56845596 . . .
chr14 59213063 59213262 200 59213155 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_2829 chr14_59213063_59213262 . . .
chr14 59214105 59214262 158 59214195 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_2830 chr14_59214105_59214262 . . .
chr14 59216036 59216155 120 59216110 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_2831 chr14_59216036_59216155 . . .
chr14 59365468 59365668 201 59365565 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_2832 chr14_59365468_59365668 . . .
chr14 59366109 59366298 190 59366211 32 11.41023 3.9434 7.53595 OSE2_peak_2833 chr14_59366109_59366298 . . .
chr14 59744985 59745104 120 59745006 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2834 chr14_59744985_59745104 DAAM1 . .
chr14 59777452 59777691 240 59777595 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_2835 chr14_59777452_59777691 DAAM1 . .
chr14 59948988 59949134 147 59949077 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_2836 chr14_59948988_59949134 C14orf149 GPR135 C14orf38;JKAMP
chr14 59949586 59949784 199 59949754 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_2837 chr14_59949586_59949784 C14orf149 GPR135 C14orf38;JKAMP
chr14 60561029 60561253 225 60561196 33 8.53072 3.05437 4.96126 OSE2_peak_2838 chr14_60561029_60561253 C14orf135 . .
chr14 61645570 61645731 162 61645614 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_2839 chr14_61645570_61645731 . . .
chr14 61650912 61651106 195 61650976 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_2840 chr14_61650912_61651106 . . .
chr14 61932954 61933165 212 61933031 34 24.55088 8.73621 19.86985 OSE2_peak_2841 chr14_61932954_61933165 PRKCH . .
chr14 61939050 61939190 141 61939187 24 4.89809 2.44845 2.06734 OSE2_peak_2842 chr14_61939050_61939190 PRKCH . .
chr14 61943676 61943828 153 61943735 22 10.03976 4.51913 6.30374 OSE2_peak_2843 chr14_61943676_61943828 PRKCH . .
chr14 61992167 61992418 252 61992193 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_2844 chr14_61992167_61992418 PRKCH . .
chr14 61995348 61995954 607 61995615 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_2845 chr14_61995348_61995954 PRKCH . .
chr14 62020279 62020404 126 62020291 18 9.63817 4.94724 5.94001 OSE2_peak_2846 chr14_62020279_62020404 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62020501 62020812 312 62020697 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_2847 chr14_62020501_62020812 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62028239 62028362 124 62028299 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2848 chr14_62028239_62028362 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62028917 62029036 120 62028965 18 9.61065 4.93304 5.91328 OSE2_peak_2849 chr14_62028917_62029036 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62029450 62029725 276 62029674 27 8.27201 3.34591 4.74087 OSE2_peak_2850 chr14_62029450_62029725 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62036629 62036748 120 62036660 19 9.51379 4.71874 5.83059 OSE2_peak_2851 chr14_62036629_62036748 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62037073 62037237 165 62037157 28 15.84734 6.09513 11.6311 OSE2_peak_2852 chr14_62037073_62037237 . PRKCH FLJ22447
chr14 62061202 62061590 389 62061330 27 17.0419 6.83805 12.7426 OSE2_peak_2853 chr14_62061202_62061590 FLJ22447 . .
chr14 62162997 62163128 132 62163093 22 13.44282 6.12989 9.38977 OSE2_peak_2854 chr14_62162997_62163128 HIF1A . .
chr14 62163781 62163996 216 62163885 25 15.61781 6.58053 11.41007 OSE2_peak_2855 chr14_62163781_62163996 HIF1A . .
chr14 62172352 62172516 165 62172435 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_2856 chr14_62172352_62172516 HIF1A . .
chr14 62173574 62173786 213 62173599 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_2857 chr14_62173574_62173786 HIF1A . .
chr14 62191629 62191931 303 62191832 15 7.97593 4.57418 4.48498 OSE2_peak_2858 chr14_62191629_62191931 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62196212 62196402 191 62196310 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_2859 chr14_62196212_62196402 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2
chr14 62202008 62202312 305 62202287 14 6.42379 3.88336 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2860 chr14_62202008_62202312 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62206444 62206610 167 62206533 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2861 chr14_62206444_62206610 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62207587 62207826 240 62207815 14 7.2883 4.35713 3.90721 OSE2_peak_2862 chr14_62207587_62207826 HIF1A . HIF1A‐AS2;SNAPC1
chr14 62213999 62214316 318 62214239 17 9.32382 4.95796 5.65806 OSE2_peak_2863 chr14_62213999_62214316 HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 . SNAPC1
chr14 62216654 62216877 224 62216763 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2864 chr14_62216654_62216877 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 62216999 62217812 814 62217401 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_2865 chr14_62216999_62217812 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
chr14 64549663 64549844 182 64549807 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2866 chr14_64549663_64549844 SYNE2 . .
chr14 64699165 64699464 300 64699274 24 6.56399 2.98742 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2867 chr14_64699165_64699464 ESR2 SYNE2 .
chr14 65003325 65003473 149 65003412 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_2868 chr14_65003325_65003473 . ZBTB1 HSPA2;PPP1R36
chr14 65023305 65023518 214 65023356 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_2869 chr14_65023305_65023518 PPP1R36 HSPA2;ZBTB1 .
chr14 65225475 65225659 185 65225523 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_2870 chr14_65225475_65225659 SPTB PLEKHG3 .
chr14 65705288 65705550 263 65705389 28 21.37032 8.76133 16.83304 OSE2_peak_2871 chr14_65705288_65705550 . . .
chr14 65705886 65706035 150 65705919 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2872 chr14_65705886_65706035 . . .
chr14 65718004 65718127 124 65718104 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2873 chr14_65718004_65718127 . . .
chr14 65725337 65725553 217 65725413 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_2874 chr14_65725337_65725553 . . .
chr14 66258564 66258879 316 66258788 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_2875 chr14_66258564_66258879 . . .
chr14 67654659 67654812 154 67654740 16 8.0518 4.4521 4.55469 OSE2_peak_2876 chr14_67654659_67654812 . GPHN FAM71D
chr14 67688389 67688617 229 67688507 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_2877 chr14_67688389_67688617 FAM71D . MPP5
chr14 69014271 69014457 187 69014355 19 10.81914 5.37787 7.0011 OSE2_peak_2878 chr14_69014271_69014457 RAD51B . .
chr14 69014570 69014822 253 69014611 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2879 chr14_69014570_69014822 RAD51B . .
chr14 69014985 69015132 148 69015077 20 11.94123 5.76673 8.01759 OSE2_peak_2880 chr14_69014985_69015132 RAD51B . .
chr14 69015327 69016021 695 69015938 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_2881 chr14_69015327_69016021 RAD51B . .
chr14 69044218 69044337 120 69044303 18 10.27702 5.28164 6.50657 OSE2_peak_2882 chr14_69044218_69044337 RAD51B . .
chr14 69149691 69149865 175 69149774 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_2883 chr14_69149691_69149865 . . .
chr14 69154482 69154807 326 69154750 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_2884 chr14_69154482_69154807 . . .
chr14 69162073 69162244 172 69162102 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_2885 chr14_69162073_69162244 . . .
chr14 69245701 69245825 125 69245746 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_2886 chr14_69245701_69245825 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69246885 69247076 192 69246966 17 9.49635 5.05021 5.81507 OSE2_peak_2887 chr14_69246885_69247076 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69252449 69252571 123 69252499 19 10.88097 5.41002 7.05913 OSE2_peak_2888 chr14_69252449_69252571 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69252699 69252941 243 69252853 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_2889 chr14_69252699_69252941 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69253216 69253353 138 69253282 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_2890 chr14_69253216_69253353 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69253472 69253994 523 69253781 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_2891 chr14_69253472_69253994 . . ZFP36L1
chr14 69255184 69255413 230 69255385 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_2892 chr14_69255184_69255413 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69256390 69256523 134 69256488 17 9.58455 5.09763 5.89359 OSE2_peak_2893 chr14_69256390_69256523 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69257199 69257438 240 69257275 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_2894 chr14_69257199_69257438 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69258896 69259015 120 69258986 15 8.21801 4.70807 4.69472 OSE2_peak_2895 chr14_69258896_69259015 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69259382 69259501 120 69259417 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2896 chr14_69259382_69259501 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69259684 69259833 150 69259743 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_2897 chr14_69259684_69259833 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69261294 69261562 269 69261321 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_2898 chr14_69261294_69261562 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69261702 69261916 215 69261810 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_2899 chr14_69261702_69261916 ZFP36L1 . .
chr14 69351667 69351796 130 69351714 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_2900 chr14_69351667_69351796 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69406892 69407203 312 69407175 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_2901 chr14_69406892_69407203 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69408664 69408876 213 69408779 43 36.68518 11.93774 31.57873 OSE2_peak_2902 chr14_69408664_69408876 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69444085 69444243 159 69444104 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_2903 chr14_69444085_69444243 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69444692 69444823 132 69444804 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2904 chr14_69444692_69444823 ACTN1 . .
chr14 69472570 69472689 120 69472602 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_2905 chr14_69472570_69472689 . ACTN1 .
chr14 70186243 70186408 166 70186346 26 19.76864 8.46814 15.31435 OSE2_peak_2906 chr14_70186243_70186408 . KIAA0247 .
chr14 70236909 70237032 124 70236962 18 10.24651 5.26546 6.47719 OSE2_peak_2907 chr14_70236909_70237032 SRSF5 LOC100289511 SLC10A1
chr14 70238967 70239086 120 70239006 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_2908 chr14_70238967_70239086 . LOC100289511;SRSF5 SLC10A1
chr14 70241334 70241453 120 70241428 16 8.92668 4.92228 5.31808 OSE2_peak_2909 chr14_70241334_70241453 . LOC100289511;SRSF5 SLC10A1
chr14 70354820 70355026 207 70354978 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2910 chr14_70354820_70355026 SMOC1 . .
chr14 70368347 70368466 120 70368383 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_2911 chr14_70368347_70368466 SMOC1 . .
chr14 70465894 70466190 297 70466096 26 18.78186 7.94487 14.38287 OSE2_peak_2912 chr14_70465894_70466190 SMOC1 . .
chr14 71249020 71249146 127 71249080 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2913 chr14_71249020_71249146 MAP3K9 . .
chr14 71323963 71324134 172 71324058 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_2914 chr14_71323963_71324134 . . .
chr14 71488549 71488712 164 71488665 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_2915 chr14_71488549_71488712 PCNX . .
chr14 71608575 71609524 950 71608800 24 14.85307 6.41719 10.70259 OSE2_peak_2916 chr14_71608575_71609524 . PCNX .
chr14 71609693 71609854 162 71609745 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_2917 chr14_71609693_71609854 . PCNX .
chr14 71786499 71786618 120 71786587 14 7.9017 4.70452 4.41749 OSE2_peak_2918 chr14_71786499_71786618 . . .
chr14 71839073 71839339 267 71839252 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_2919 chr14_71839073_71839339 . . SNORD56B
chr14 72047969 72048089 121 72048054 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_2920 chr14_72047969_72048089 SIPA1L1 . .
chr14 73075191 73075310 120 73075238 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_2921 chr14_73075191_73075310 . . .
chr14 73132184 73132314 131 73132246 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_2922 chr14_73132184_73132314 . . DPF3
chr14 73429660 73429929 270 73429880 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_2923 chr14_73429660_73429929 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
chr14 73431974 73432130 157 73432072 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_2924 chr14_73431974_73432130 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
chr14 73525118 73525318 201 73525139 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_2925 chr14_73525118_73525318 RBM25 . .
chr14 73930294 73930451 158 73930342 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_2926 chr14_73930294_73930451 . NUMB C14orf169;HEATR4
chr14 74226566 74226930 365 74226762 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_2927 chr14_74226566_74226930 C14orf43 MIR4505 .
chr14 74251468 74251628 161 74251569 15 8.109 4.64761 4.60866 OSE2_peak_2928 chr14_74251468_74251628 C14orf43 MIR4505 .
chr14 74262791 74262953 163 74262837 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2929 chr14_74262791_74262953 . C14orf43 .
chr14 74529268 74529396 129 74529301 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_2930 chr14_74529268_74529396 ALDH6A1;C14orf45 . LIN52
chr14 74769544 74769669 126 74769634 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_2931 chr14_74769544_74769669 ABCD4 . .
chr14 75038187 75038353 167 75038247 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_2932 chr14_75038187_75038353 LTBP2 . .
chr14 75038556 75039102 547 75038727 52 52.76073 16.7387 47.32542 OSE2_peak_2933 chr14_75038556_75039102 LTBP2 . .
chr14 75084916 75085062 147 75084975 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_2934 chr14_75084916_75085062 . LTBP2 .
chr14 75085295 75085455 161 75085365 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_2935 chr14_75085295_75085455 . LTBP2 .
chr14 75087368 75087536 169 75087460 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_2936 chr14_75087368_75087536 . LTBP2 .
chr14 75122391 75122565 175 75122453 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2937 chr14_75122391_75122565 . . KIAA0317
chr14 75447967 75448086 120 75448026 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_2938 chr14_75447967_75448086 . PGF EIF2B2
chr14 75688861 75688997 137 75688972 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_2939 chr14_75688861_75688997 . . .
chr14 76002069 76002411 343 76002334 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_2940 chr14_76002069_76002411 BATF . .
chr14 76345582 76345722 141 76345655 20 11.61294 5.59686 7.71708 OSE2_peak_2941 chr14_76345582_76345722 TTLL5 . .
chr14 77385295 77385666 372 77385547 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_2942 chr14_77385295_77385666 . . .
chr14 77420938 77421080 143 77421047 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2943 chr14_77420938_77421080 . . .
chr14 77509729 77509970 242 77509890 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_2944 chr14_77509729_77509970 . IRF2BPL .
chr14 77923843 77924102 260 77923938 21 13.53021 6.39046 9.47352 OSE2_peak_2945 chr14_77923843_77924102 C14orf133 . AHSA1;ISM2
chr14 79483347 79483466 120 79483433 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_2946 chr14_79483347_79483466 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79511742 79511919 178 79511849 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_2947 chr14_79511742_79511919 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79517641 79517796 156 79517759 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2948 chr14_79517641_79517796 NRXN3 . .
chr14 79523368 79523609 242 79523414 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_2949 chr14_79523368_79523609 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80062333 80062452 120 80062375 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_2950 chr14_80062333_80062452 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80062899 80063113 215 80063008 40 29.58476 9.5 24.7041 OSE2_peak_2951 chr14_80062899_80063113 NRXN3 . .
chr14 80562038 80562214 177 80562140 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_2952 chr14_80562038_80562214 . . .
chr14 80855364 80855567 204 80855466 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_2953 chr14_80855364_80855567 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 80892110 80892531 422 80892329 44 18.25832 4.84419 13.89035 OSE2_peak_2954 chr14_80892110_80892531 LOC100628307 . .
chr14 81686899 81687229 331 81686975 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_2955 chr14_81686899_81687229 GTF2A1 SNORA79 .
chr14 81867328 81867531 204 81867422 30 25.18319 10.20241 20.46843 OSE2_peak_2956 chr14_81867328_81867531 STON2 . .
chr14 87262591 87262712 122 87262646 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_2957 chr14_87262591_87262712 . . .
chr14 87265756 87265900 145 87265818 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_2958 chr14_87265756_87265900 . . .
chr14 89404191 89404330 140 89404252 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2959 chr14_89404191_89404330 . . .
chr14 89467089 89467316 228 89467142 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_2960 chr14_89467089_89467316 . . .
chr14 89506917 89507150 234 89507082 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_2961 chr14_89506917_89507150 . . .
chr14 89892277 89892667 391 89892522 24 16.7836 7.40452 12.50569 OSE2_peak_2962 chr14_89892277_89892667 FOXN3 LOC400236 .
chr14 89973982 89974103 122 89974049 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_2963 chr14_89973982_89974103 FOXN3 . .
chr14 90007550 90007670 121 90007613 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_2964 chr14_90007550_90007670 FOXN3 . .
chr14 90085111 90085262 152 90085162 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_2965 chr14_90085111_90085262 FOXN3 . .
chr14 90378940 90379136 197 90379047 26 18.29971 7.69462 13.92285 OSE2_peak_2966 chr14_90378940_90379136 EFCAB11 . .
chr14 91601622 91601741 120 91601680 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_2967 chr14_91601622_91601741 C14orf159 SNORA11B .
chr14 91709993 91710129 137 91710028 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2968 chr14_91709993_91710129 GPR68 C14orf159 CCDC88C
chr14 92446618 92446767 150 92446670 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_2969 chr14_92446618_92446767 TRIP11 . .
chr14 93052648 93052805 158 93052727 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2970 chr14_93052648_93052805 RIN3 . .
chr14 93091658 93091830 173 93091720 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_2971 chr14_93091658_93091830 RIN3 . .
chr14 93111992 93112480 489 93112336 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_2972 chr14_93111992_93112480 RIN3 . .
chr14 93196396 93196557 162 93196492 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_2973 chr14_93196396_93196557 LGMN . .
chr14 93509767 93510144 378 93509966 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_2974 chr14_93509767_93510144 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
chr14 93512453 93512603 151 93512543 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_2975 chr14_93512453_93512603 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
chr14 93799602 93799784 183 93799702 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_2976 chr14_93799602_93799784 UNC79 BTBD7 COX8C
chr14 94425845 94426135 291 94425944 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_2977 chr14_94425845_94426135 ASB2 FAM181A .
chr14 94494933 94495142 210 94495051 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2978 chr14_94494933_94495142 OTUB2 LINC00521 DDX24
chr14 94948239 94948367 129 94948317 18 11.05721 5.7021 7.21321 OSE2_peak_2979 chr14_94948239_94948367 . SERPINA11;SERPINA9 SERPINA12
chr14 95067288 95067496 209 95067399 46 39.84092 12.48951 34.65411 OSE2_peak_2980 chr14_95067288_95067496 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
chr14 95076552 95076694 143 95076608 24 17.49982 7.78689 13.17183 OSE2_peak_2981 chr14_95076552_95076694 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
chr14 95076898 95077031 134 95076979 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2982 chr14_95076898_95077031 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
chr14 95077146 95077265 120 95077198 17 10.90461 5.82723 7.08192 OSE2_peak_2983 chr14_95077146_95077265 . SERPINA5 SERPINA13;SERPINA3
chr14 95731902 95732031 130 95731974 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_2984 chr14_95731902_95732031 CLMN . .
chr14 100046311 100046491 181 100046421 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_2985 chr14_100046311_100046491 CCDC85C . .
chr14 100212386 100212627 242 100212468 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_2986 chr14_100212386_100212627 . CYP46A1 .
chr14 100222744 100222951 208 100222840 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_2987 chr14_100222744_100222951 . CYP46A1 .
chr14 100288093 100288353 261 100288240 46 34.3599 10.03371 29.32057 OSE2_peak_2988 chr14_100288093_100288353 EML1 . .
chr14 100497947 100498105 159 100498042 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_2989 chr14_100497947_100498105 . . .
chr14 100498284 100498531 248 100498518 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_2990 chr14_100498284_100498531 . . .
chr14 100883098 100883246 149 100883227 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_2991 chr14_100883098_100883246 WDR25 . .
chr14 100905617 100905779 163 100905736 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2992 chr14_100905617_100905779 WDR25 . .
chr14 101292480 101292619 140 101292574 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_2993 chr14_101292480_101292619 MEG3 MIR2392 MIR770
chr14 101337891 101338053 163 101337934 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_2994 chr14_101337891_101338053 . MEG3;MIR493;MIR770 MIR136;MIR337;MIR431;MIR432;MIR433;MIR665
chr14 102431347 102431489 143 102431348 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_2995 chr14_102431347_102431489 DYNC1H1 . .
chr14 102746282 102746586 305 102746444 42 25.30499 7.33393 20.58446 OSE2_peak_2996 chr14_102746282_102746586 MOK . .
chr14 103576559 103576733 175 103576648 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_2997 chr14_103576559_103576733 EXOC3L4 . TNFAIP2
chr14 103589870 103589997 128 103589920 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_2998 chr14_103589870_103589997 . EXOC3L4 TNFAIP2
chr14 103660745 103660878 134 103660777 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_2999 chr14_103660745_103660878 . LOC100131366 .
chr14 103798905 103799080 176 103798995 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_3000 chr14_103798905_103799080 . . EIF5;SNORA28
chr14 104094704 104094823 120 104094720 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3001 chr14_104094704_104094823 . . KLC1
chr14 105202711 105202932 222 105202889 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_3002 chr14_105202711_105202932 ADSSL1 INF2 SIVA1
chr14 105488102 105488268 167 105488182 16 9.07238 5.00232 5.43526 OSE2_peak_3003 chr14_105488102_105488268 . C14orf79;CDCA4 GPR132
chr14 105491246 105491542 297 105491328 20 12.18044 5.89191 8.2329 OSE2_peak_3004 chr14_105491246_105491542 . C14orf79;CDCA4 GPR132
chr15 22344588 22344737 150 22344630 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3005 chr15_22344588_22344737 DDX11L1;LOC727924 . OR4M2
chr15 23086592 23086783 192 23086756 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3006 chr15_23086592_23086783 L1;MIR4509‐1;MIR4509‐2;MIR4509‐3 . LOC283683
chr15 26327357 26327484 128 26327417 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3007 chr15_26327357_26327484 X11L1;MIR4509‐1;MIR4509‐2;MIR450 LOC100128714 .
chr15 29031735 29031902 168 29031798 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_3008 chr15_29031735_29031902 DDX11L1 WHAMMP2 LOC100289656;LOC646278
chr15 29904270 29904570 301 29904466 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_3009 chr15_29904270_29904570 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30356861 30356980 120 30356942 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3010 chr15_30356861_30356980 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30357396 30357621 226 30357591 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_3011 chr15_30357396_30357621 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 30373138 30373269 132 30373220 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_3012 chr15_30373138_30373269 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
chr15 31058804 31058939 136 31058875 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3013 chr15_31058804_31058939 L1;LOC100288637;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;U . .
chr15 31316707 31316894 188 31316782 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3014 chr15_31316707_31316894 DX11L1;TRPM1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4 . .
chr15 31701175 31701322 148 31701288 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_3015 chr15_31701175_31701322 DDX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4P3 . .
chr15 31702765 31702949 185 31702877 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_3016 chr15_31702765_31702949 DDX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4P3 . .
chr15 31727209 31727669 461 31727303 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_3017 chr15_31727209_31727669 DDX11L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;ULK4P3 . .
chr15 32934025 32934150 126 32934063 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3018 chr15_32934025_32934150 DDX11L1;SCG5 ARHGAP11A .
chr15 33010317 33010700 384 33010440 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_3019 chr15_33010317_33010700 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33012140 33012442 303 33012173 16 8.2512 4.55764 4.72265 OSE2_peak_3020 chr15_33012140_33012442 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
chr15 33025303 33025547 245 33025457 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_3021 chr15_33025303_33025547 DDX11L1;GREM1 . .
chr15 33026956 33027095 140 33027022 20 13.1858 6.4303 9.16265 OSE2_peak_3022 chr15_33026956_33027095 DDX11L1 GREM1 .
chr15 33028953 33029077 125 33029008 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_3023 chr15_33028953_33029077 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33029826 33030276 451 33030200 20 13.85396 6.79843 9.77619 OSE2_peak_3024 chr15_33029826_33030276 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33030915 33031042 128 33030951 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3025 chr15_33030915_33031042 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
chr15 33066085 33066616 532 33066374 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_3026 chr15_33066085_33066616 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33094635 33094876 242 33094704 44 20.17055 5.37736 15.69499 OSE2_peak_3027 chr15_33094635_33094876 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33117511 33117701 191 33117601 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_3028 chr15_33117511_33117701 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33120830 33120958 129 33120878 23 13.70625 6.05739 9.63671 OSE2_peak_3029 chr15_33120830_33120958 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33121098 33121285 188 33121144 15 7.00083 4.04955 3.6656 OSE2_peak_3030 chr15_33121098_33121285 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33142323 33142795 473 33142495 50 44.03363 13.16576 38.75611 OSE2_peak_3031 chr15_33142323_33142795 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33143565 33143695 131 33143641 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3032 chr15_33143565_33143695 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33162760 33163022 263 33162915 21 12.12342 5.66319 8.18018 OSE2_peak_3033 chr15_33162760_33163022 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
chr15 33447061 33447401 341 33447176 29 19.431 7.52973 14.99038 OSE2_peak_3034 chr15_33447061_33447401 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 33535265 33535384 120 33535317 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3035 chr15_33535265_33535384 DDX11L1;TMCO5B . .
chr15 34339862 34340026 165 34339893 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_3036 chr15_34339862_34340026 CHRM5;DDX11L1 AVEN .
chr15 34414901 34415020 120 34414979 18 10.78639 5.5547 6.96951 OSE2_peak_3037 chr15_34414901_34415020 DDX11L1 C15orf24;PGBD4 C15orf29
chr15 34920946 34921068 123 34921041 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3038 chr15_34920946_34921068 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 34974995 34975171 177 34975093 24 17.11079 7.57818 12.80913 OSE2_peak_3039 chr15_34974995_34975171 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 35102701 35102854 154 35102750 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3040 chr15_35102701_35102854 DDX11L1 ACTC1 .
chr15 35103192 35103311 120 35103301 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3041 chr15_35103192_35103311 DDX11L1 ACTC1 .
chr15 35147679 35147799 121 35147774 17 10.30813 5.49309 6.53511 OSE2_peak_3042 chr15_35147679_35147799 DDX11L1 . AQR
chr15 35585703 35585873 171 35585762 16 8.53812 4.7112 4.96831 OSE2_peak_3043 chr15_35585703_35585873 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 37123914 37124052 139 37124029 15 6.33837 3.70732 3.13523 OSE2_peak_3044 chr15_37123914_37124052 DDX11L1 C15orf41;CSNK1A1P1 .
chr15 37392877 37392996 120 37392917 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3045 chr15_37392877_37392996 DDX11L1;MEIS2 . .
chr15 38065359 38065615 257 38065534 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3046 chr15_38065359_38065615 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39187678 39187895 218 39187795 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_3047 chr15_39187678_39187895 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39425528 39425715 188 39425604 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_3048 chr15_39425528_39425715 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39481277 39481436 160 39481320 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_3049 chr15_39481277_39481436 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39484031 39484183 153 39484126 17 9.29556 4.94291 5.63055 OSE2_peak_3050 chr15_39484031_39484183 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39488323 39488525 203 39488415 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_3051 chr15_39488323_39488525 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39489128 39489248 121 39489193 17 9.6741 5.14595 5.97359 OSE2_peak_3052 chr15_39489128_39489248 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39531812 39532024 213 39531931 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3053 chr15_39531812_39532024 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39534567 39534827 261 39534764 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3054 chr15_39534567_39534827 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
chr15 39555220 39555545 326 39555404 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_3055 chr15_39555220_39555545 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39576039 39576176 138 39576079 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_3056 chr15_39576039_39576176 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
chr15 39579793 39579912 120 39579873 21 12.58626 5.89813 8.60307 OSE2_peak_3057 chr15_39579793_39579912 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39655139 39655667 529 39655241 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3058 chr15_39655139_39655667 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39656049 39656326 278 39656140 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_3059 chr15_39656049_39656326 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 39871760 39872369 610 39871871 31 18.97019 6.88562 14.55833 OSE2_peak_3060 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
chr15 39873287 39873458 172 39873346 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_3061 chr15_39873287_39873458 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39873615 39874696 1082 39873904 33 24.09416 8.77718 19.4268 OSE2_peak_3062 chr15_39873615_39874696 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39875082 39879677 4596 39878286 45 38.60966 12.22378 33.45398 OSE2_peak_3063 chr15_39875082_39879677 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39879793 39887493 7701 39880082 52 32.6351 8.12097 27.64713 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39887965 39891815 3851 39889885 59 47.63287 12.05074 42.29055 OSE2_peak_3065 chr15_39887965_39891815 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
chr15 39891932 39892233 302 39892045 23 14.53602 6.47268 10.40345 OSE2_peak_3066 chr15_39891932_39892233 DDX11L1;FSIP1 THBS1 .
chr15 40169851 40170122 272 40170037 33 21.30715 7.4942 16.77471 OSE2_peak_3067 chr15_40169851_40170122 DDX11L1;GPR176 . .
chr15 40189155 40189275 121 40189216 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_3068 chr15_40189155_40189275 DDX11L1;GPR176 . .
chr15 40622789 40623093 305 40623008 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_3069 chr15_40622789_40623093 DDX11L1 PLCB2 C15orf52;DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40623700 40624313 614 40623819 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_3070 chr15_40623700_40624313 C15orf52;DDX11L1 PLCB2 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40624635 40624913 279 40624747 29 23.01676 9.34426 18.39528 OSE2_peak_3071 chr15_40624635_40624913 C15orf52;DDX11L1 PLCB2 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40629996 40630210 215 40630169 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3072 chr15_40629996_40630210 C15orf52;DDX11L1 PLCB2 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40631032 40631805 774 40631692 27 20.70792 8.69139 16.201 OSE2_peak_3073 chr15_40631032_40631805 C15orf52;DDX11L1 . DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40634643 40634795 153 40634740 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_3074 chr15_40634643_40634795 DDX11L1 C15orf52 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 40636003 40636122 120 40636057 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_3075 chr15_40636003_40636122 DDX11L1 C15orf52 DISP2;PHGR1
chr15 41275179 41275336 158 41275256 24 11.12132 4.70763 7.26646 OSE2_peak_3076 chr15_41275179_41275336 DDX11L1;INO80 CHAC1 .
chr15 41454008 41454127 120 41454112 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_3077 chr15_41454008_41454127 DDX11L1 . EXD1
chr15 42187160 42187323 164 42187261 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_3078 chr15_42187160_42187323 DDX11L1 MIR4310;SPTBN5 EHD4
chr15 42210124 42210450 327 42210224 26 18.29971 7.69462 13.92285 OSE2_peak_3079 chr15_42210124_42210450 DDX11L1;EHD4 SPTBN5 .
chr15 42222749 42222948 200 42222766 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_3080 chr15_42222749_42222948 DDX11L1;EHD4 . .
chr15 42349628 42349754 127 42349665 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3081 chr15_42349628_42349754 DDX11L1 PLA2G4E PLA2G4D
chr15 42509091 42509211 121 42509146 14 8.22498 4.89103 4.70126 OSE2_peak_3082 chr15_42509091_42509211 DDX11L1;TMEM87A MIR627;VPS39 .
chr15 42641473 42641644 172 42641559 19 11.39738 5.68182 7.52343 OSE2_peak_3083 chr15_42641473_42641644 DDX11L1;GANC . CAPN3
chr15 42661298 42661449 152 42661380 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3084 chr15_42661298_42661449 CAPN3;DDX11L1 GANC .
chr15 43182789 43183028 240 43182833 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_3085 chr15_43182789_43183028 DDX11L1;TTBK2 . .
chr15 44394335 44394493 159 44394409 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_3086 chr15_44394335_44394493 DDX11L1;FRMD5 . .
chr15 44832039 44832184 146 44832120 18 11.74972 6.08564 7.83939 OSE2_peak_3087 chr15_44832039_44832184 DDX11L1;EIF3J CTDSPL2;LOC645212 SPG11
chr15 45019271 45019617 347 45019428 32 26.77216 10.42221 22.00033 OSE2_peak_3088 chr15_45019271_45019617 DDX11L1 B2M TRIM69
chr15 45492575 45492777 203 45492666 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_3089 chr15_45492575_45492777 DDX11L1;SHF . .
chr15 45493388 45493507 120 45493488 16 9.16167 5.05161 5.51953 OSE2_peak_3090 chr15_45493388_45493507 DDX11L1 SHF .
chr15 47758770 47758924 155 47758876 14 7.98778 4.75396 4.49605 OSE2_peak_3091 chr15_47758770_47758924 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
chr15 48987313 48987540 228 48987428 35 17.17299 5.51613 12.86737 OSE2_peak_3092 chr15_48987313_48987540 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 49428164 49428376 213 49428262 26 14.08328 5.67478 9.98764 OSE2_peak_3093 chr15_49428164_49428376 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
chr15 49785065 49785326 262 49785242 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3094 chr15_49785065_49785326 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
chr15 50156256 50156413 158 50156333 31 17.24138 6.15385 12.92889 OSE2_peak_3095 chr15_50156256_50156413 ATP8B4;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 50429550 50429723 174 50429650 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_3096 chr15_50429550_50429723 DDX11L1 ATP8B4 .
chr15 50645464 50645680 217 50645564 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3097 chr15_50645464_50645680 DDX11L1;FLJ10038;GABPB1 . LOC100129387;MIR4712
chr15 51424987 51425213 227 51425104 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_3098 chr15_51424987_51425213 DDX11L1 TNFAIP8L3 .
chr15 52345161 52345513 353 52345251 27 19.44721 8.03019 15.00591 OSE2_peak_3099 chr15_52345161_52345513 DDX11L1;MAPK6 . .
chr15 52860183 52860302 120 52860211 16 9.50177 5.24096 5.81983 OSE2_peak_3100 chr15_52860183_52860302 ARPP19;DDX11L1 . FAM214A
chr15 55513500 55513657 158 55513582 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_3101 chr15_55513500_55513657 DDX11L1;RAB27A RSL24D1 .
chr15 56200116 56200270 155 56200178 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_3102 chr15_56200116_56200270 DDX11L1;NEDD4 . .
chr15 56332831 56332962 132 56332900 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_3103 chr15_56332831_56332962 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 56634951 56635070 120 56635007 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3104 chr15_56634951_56635070 DDX11L1 . TEX9
chr15 57051121 57051434 314 57051202 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_3105 chr15_57051121_57051434 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 57051740 57051950 211 57051853 42 32.38825 10.22528 27.41182 OSE2_peak_3106 chr15_57051740_57051950 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
chr15 57210817 57210938 122 57210910 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3107 chr15_57210817_57210938 DDX11L1;TCF12 LOC145783 .
chr15 57353119 57353289 171 57353256 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_3108 chr15_57353119_57353289 DDX11L1;TCF12 . .
chr15 57844004 57844202 199 57844118 16 8.61909 4.7549 5.03675 OSE2_peak_3109 chr15_57844004_57844202 DDX11L1 CGNL1 .
chr15 57863303 57863516 214 57863420 25 17.40268 7.48032 13.08023 OSE2_peak_3110 chr15_57863303_57863516 DDX11L1 CGNL1 GCOM1;MYZAP
chr15 58471690 58471831 142 58471774 28 21.88303 9.03279 17.31151 OSE2_peak_3111 chr15_58471690_58471831 AQP9;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 58624427 58624613 187 58624556 32 23.01998 8.51902 18.39708 OSE2_peak_3112 chr15_58624427_58624613 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 58762102 58762405 304 58762316 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_3113 chr15_58762102_58762405 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58839561 58839903 343 58839655 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_3114 chr15_58839561_58839903 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
chr15 58925033 58925159 127 58925110 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3115 chr15_58925033_58925159 ADAM10;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 59588402 59588665 264 59588580 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_3116 chr15_59588402_59588665 DDX11L1;MYO1E . .
chr15 60388497 60388794 298 60388574 20 13.26609 6.47412 9.23514 OSE2_peak_3117 chr15_60388497_60388794 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60638013 60638234 222 60638020 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3118 chr15_60638013_60638234 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
chr15 60639868 60640118 251 60640089 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_3119 chr15_60639868_60640118 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60663471 60664143 673 60663660 41 25.24198 7.49296 20.52292 OSE2_peak_3120 chr15_60663471_60664143 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60666463 60666582 120 60666561 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3121 chr15_60666463_60666582 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60670369 60670488 120 60670462 14 7.02085 4.20851 3.6776 OSE2_peak_3122 chr15_60670369_60670488 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60671808 60672288 481 60671850 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_3123 chr15_60671808_60672288 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 60684875 60685027 153 60684954 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_3124 chr15_60684875_60685027 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60685226 60685579 354 60685301 37 25.36598 8.37587 20.64349 OSE2_peak_3125 chr15_60685226_60685579 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60686824 60687034 211 60686826 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3126 chr15_60686824_60687034 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60687804 60687939 136 60687860 17 8.68103 4.62037 5.09528 OSE2_peak_3127 chr15_60687804_60687939 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60689103 60689227 125 60689129 19 8.0286 4.01691 4.53251 OSE2_peak_3128 chr15_60689103_60689227 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60689382 60689529 148 60689415 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_3129 chr15_60689382_60689529 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
chr15 60691001 60691378 378 60691267 21 12.35121 5.77827 8.39789 OSE2_peak_3130 chr15_60691001_60691378 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 60694605 60694796 192 60694697 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_3131 chr15_60694605_60694796 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
chr15 61342347 61342471 125 61342398 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_3132 chr15_61342347_61342471 DDX11L1;RORA . .
chr15 63187390 63187727 338 63187469 57 37.66732 8.8871 32.53785 OSE2_peak_3133 chr15_63187390_63187727 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63188266 63188604 339 63188438 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3134 chr15_63188266_63188604 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63189115 63189475 361 63189386 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3135 chr15_63189115_63189475 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63220771 63220934 164 63220860 31 23.52328 9.03418 18.88416 OSE2_peak_3136 chr15_63220771_63220934 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63221061 63221259 199 63221149 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3137 chr15_63221061_63221259 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 63335367 63335600 234 63335548 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_3138 chr15_63335367_63335600 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63338055 63338230 176 63338136 23 15.71606 7.08515 11.50484 OSE2_peak_3139 chr15_63338055_63338230 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63338697 63338953 257 63338902 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3140 chr15_63338697_63338953 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63339490 63339611 122 63339508 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_3141 chr15_63339490_63339611 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63340373 63340530 158 63340426 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3142 chr15_63340373_63340530 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63341196 63341529 334 63341482 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_3143 chr15_63341196_63341529 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63341650 63341844 195 63341726 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_3144 chr15_63341650_63341844 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63341977 63342111 135 63342018 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_3145 chr15_63341977_63342111 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63342789 63343045 257 63342842 21 12.18779 5.6956 8.24014 OSE2_peak_3146 chr15_63342789_63343045 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63343436 63343799 364 63343484 19 10.31591 5.11923 6.54281 OSE2_peak_3147 chr15_63343436_63343799 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63344828 63345280 453 63344970 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_3148 chr15_63344828_63345280 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63345461 63345615 155 63345557 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_3149 chr15_63345461_63345615 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63346631 63346809 179 63346730 14 6.00921 3.66324 2.84801 OSE2_peak_3150 chr15_63346631_63346809 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63346925 63347052 128 63347019 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3151 chr15_63346925_63347052 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63348310 63348512 203 63348447 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3152 chr15_63348310_63348512 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63348986 63349105 120 63349046 15 8.02874 4.60327 4.53251 OSE2_peak_3153 chr15_63348986_63349105 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63349624 63349831 208 63349754 20 12.75925 6.1995 8.76472 OSE2_peak_3154 chr15_63349624_63349831 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63358573 63358726 154 63358613 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_3155 chr15_63358573_63358726 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63358981 63359137 157 63359038 15 7.71982 4.43407 4.25915 OSE2_peak_3156 chr15_63358981_63359137 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63359310 63359493 184 63359415 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3157 chr15_63359310_63359493 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63360436 63360561 126 63360462 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_3158 chr15_63360436_63360561 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63361876 63362073 198 63361946 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3159 chr15_63361876_63362073 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
chr15 63364295 63364449 155 63364386 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3160 chr15_63364295_63364449 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63364879 63365154 276 63365105 18 10.88661 5.60908 7.06438 OSE2_peak_3161 chr15_63364879_63365154 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63365268 63366278 1011 63365864 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_3162 chr15_63365268_63366278 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63366411 63366632 222 63366445 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_3163 chr15_63366411_63366632 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63366783 63366902 120 63366834 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_3164 chr15_63366783_63366902 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
chr15 63389313 63389554 242 63389406 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_3165 chr15_63389313_63389554 DDX11L1 TPM1 LACTB
chr15 63400223 63400932 710 63400331 45 20.96767 5.49686 16.44487 OSE2_peak_3166 chr15_63400223_63400932 DDX11L1 . LACTB
chr15 63539498 63539617 120 63539561 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3167 chr15_63539498_63539617 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
chr15 63542562 63542700 139 63542649 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_3168 chr15_63542562_63542700 DDX11L1;RAB8B . APH1B
chr15 63795584 63795826 243 63795684 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_3169 chr15_63795584_63795826 DDX11L1 . USP3
chr15 63796426 63796556 131 63796485 18 10.72044 5.51904 6.90859 OSE2_peak_3170 chr15_63796426_63796556 DDX11L1 . USP3
chr15 65189652 65189771 120 65189704 13 7.06127 4.39089 3.71363 OSE2_peak_3171 chr15_65189652_65189771 DDX11L1 PLEKHO2 ANKDD1A
chr15 65322267 65322443 177 65322335 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_3172 chr15_65322267_65322443 DDX11L1 MTFMT OSTBETA;RASL12
chr15 65443776 65443895 120 65443843 18 11.52301 5.95906 7.6444 OSE2_peak_3173 chr15_65443776_65443895 CLPX;DDX11L1 PDCD7 .
chr15 65588330 65589183 854 65588755 89 73.72559 13.79033 67.95297 OSE2_peak_3174 chr15_65588330_65589183 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
chr15 65596990 65598124 1135 65597469 130 182.2869 43.11342 172.79073 OSE2_peak_3175 chr15_65596990_65598124 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
chr15 66161386 66161652 267 66161545 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3176 chr15_66161386_66161652 DDX11L1 . MEGF11;RAB11A
chr15 66790178 66790402 225 66790248 27 21.10661 8.90526 16.57996 OSE2_peak_3177 chr15_66790178_66790402 DDX11L1 MAP2K1;SNAPC5 RD16;SNORD18A;SNORD18B;SNORD18C;ZWILCH
chr15 66796537 66796780 244 66796620 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_3178 chr15_66796537_66796780 DDX11L1;RPL4 PC5;SNORD16;SNORD18A;SNORD1 ZWILCH
chr15 66994526 66994701 176 66994592 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_3179 chr15_66994526_66994701 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67022797 67022963 167 67022906 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_3180 chr15_67022797_67022963 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67044153 67044272 120 67044170 15 7.69491 4.42053 4.23827 OSE2_peak_3181 chr15_67044153_67044272 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67058099 67058562 464 67058264 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3182 chr15_67058099_67058562 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67066811 67066963 153 67066880 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_3183 chr15_67066811_67066963 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
chr15 67175325 67175522 198 67175425 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3184 chr15_67175325_67175522 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67289718 67289839 122 67289747 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_3185 chr15_67289718_67289839 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67316825 67317018 194 67316904 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3186 chr15_67316825_67317018 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 67341231 67341367 137 67341276 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_3187 chr15_67341231_67341367 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67342156 67342581 426 67342160 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_3188 chr15_67342156_67342581 DDX11L1 . SMAD3
chr15 67383633 67383761 129 67383691 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_3189 chr15_67383633_67383761 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67399414 67399586 173 67399507 30 21.89559 8.48703 17.32278 OSE2_peak_3190 chr15_67399414_67399586 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67400764 67400979 216 67400880 13 6.44909 4.04071 3.21748 OSE2_peak_3191 chr15_67400764_67400979 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67402076 67402233 158 67402150 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_3192 chr15_67402076_67402233 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67418158 67418604 447 67418312 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_3193 chr15_67418158_67418604 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67420382 67420568 187 67420490 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_3194 chr15_67420382_67420568 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67437149 67437283 135 67437179 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_3195 chr15_67437149_67437283 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67439427 67439595 169 67439510 23 14.57407 6.49203 10.43703 OSE2_peak_3196 chr15_67439427_67439595 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67442387 67442764 378 67442596 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3197 chr15_67442387_67442764 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
chr15 67470883 67471256 374 67471193 27 14.06786 5.50155 9.97337 OSE2_peak_3198 chr15_67470883_67471256 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
chr15 67493548 67493744 197 67493654 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3199 chr15_67493548_67493744 AAGAB;DDX11L1 SMAD3 .
chr15 68291311 68291430 120 68291405 20 8.96701 4.31352 5.35567 OSE2_peak_3200 chr15_68291311_68291430 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 68835666 68835793 128 68835716 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_3201 chr15_68835666_68835793 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 69384599 69384750 152 69384668 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_3202 chr15_69384599_69384750 DDX11L1;LINC00277;MIR548H4 . .
chr15 69748504 69748718 215 69748664 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3203 chr15_69748504_69748718 DDX11L1 KIF23;RPLP1 .
chr15 70051457 70051643 187 70051513 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3204 chr15_70051457_70051643 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70053294 70053478 185 70053375 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3205 chr15_70053294_70053478 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70145961 70146230 270 70146152 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_3206 chr15_70145961_70146230 DDX11L1 C15orf50 .
chr15 70393979 70394126 148 70394051 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3207 chr15_70393979_70394126 DDX11L1 MIR629;TLE3 .
chr15 70722517 70722749 233 70722614 33 26.81967 10.13652 22.04236 OSE2_peak_3208 chr15_70722517_70722749 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70767438 70767636 199 70767540 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_3209 chr15_70767438_70767636 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70779138 70779319 182 70779232 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_3210 chr15_70779138_70779319 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 70785038 70785422 385 70785327 18 10.95431 5.64592 7.12302 OSE2_peak_3211 chr15_70785038_70785422 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 71054861 71055032 172 71054905 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_3212 chr15_71054861_71055032 DDX11L1;UACA . .
chr15 71095323 71095481 159 71095414 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_3213 chr15_71095323_71095481 DDX11L1 . LARP6
chr15 71119494 71119674 181 71119598 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3214 chr15_71119494_71119674 DDX11L1 . LARP6
chr15 71587391 71587545 155 71587439 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_3215 chr15_71587391_71587545 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 71587837 71588523 687 71588099 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_3216 chr15_71587837_71588523 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 72040715 72040942 228 72040724 13 6.58835 4.11956 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3217 chr15_72040715_72040942 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
chr15 72490295 72490638 344 72490562 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3218 chr15_72490295_72490638 DDX11L1 GRAMD2 PKM2
chr15 72520909 72521221 313 72520985 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3219 chr15_72520909_72521221 DDX11L1;PKM2 . PARP6
chr15 72522233 72522398 166 72522293 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3220 chr15_72522233_72522398 DDX11L1;PKM2 . PARP6
chr15 72523401 72523533 133 72523470 22 14.34533 6.59623 10.22762 OSE2_peak_3221 chr15_72523401_72523533 DDX11L1;PKM2 . PARP6
chr15 73371195 73371326 132 73371285 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_3222 chr15_73371195_73371326 DDX11L1;NEO1 . .
chr15 74471870 74472005 136 74471947 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_3223 chr15_74471870_74472005 DDX11L1;STRA6 ISLR .
chr15 74610146 74610397 252 74610332 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3224 chr15_74610146_74610397 CCDC33;DDX11L1 . CYP11A1
chr15 74823764 74823943 180 74823925 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_3225 chr15_74823764_74823943 DDX11L1 . ARID3B
chr15 74838613 74838785 173 74838722 25 18.316 7.96132 13.93599 OSE2_peak_3226 chr15_74838613_74838785 ARID3B;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 75335404 75335523 120 75335469 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_3227 chr15_75335404_75335523 DDX11L1;PPCDC SCAMP5 .
chr15 75809047 75809172 126 75809072 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3228 chr15_75809047_75809172 DDX11L1;PTPN9 . .
chr15 75953858 75954054 197 75953943 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_3229 chr15_75953858_75954054 DDX11L1 IMP3;SNX33 CSPG4
chr15 75959247 75959491 245 75959306 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3230 chr15_75959247_75959491 DDX11L1 IMP3;SNX33 CSPG4
chr15 76258236 76258355 120 76258320 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3231 chr15_76258236_76258355 DDX11L1;NRG4 . .
chr15 77437015 77437251 237 77437094 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3232 chr15_77437015_77437251 DDX11L1;PEAK1 . .
chr15 77746526 77746671 146 77746581 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3233 chr15_77746526_77746671 DDX11L1;HMG20A . .
chr15 78161756 78161875 120 78161797 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3234 chr15_78161756_78161875 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 78357678 78358022 345 78357783 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_3235 chr15_78357678_78358022 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
chr15 78367775 78367983 209 78367920 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3236 chr15_78367775_78367983 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . CIB2;SH2D7
chr15 79049591 79049717 127 79049609 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3237 chr15_79049591_79049717 DDX11L1 LOC646938 ADAMTS7
chr15 79198226 79198594 369 79198374 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3238 chr15_79198226_79198594 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 79198705 79198957 253 79198854 32 26.10549 10.07067 21.35452 OSE2_peak_3239 chr15_79198705_79198957 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
chr15 80263539 80263662 124 80263573 19 12.84953 6.4747 8.84679 OSE2_peak_3240 chr15_80263539_80263662 BCL2A1;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 80448330 80448458 129 80448424 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3241 chr15_80448330_80448458 DDX11L1;FAH ZFAND6 .
chr15 80842567 80842838 272 80842636 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_3242 chr15_80842567_80842838 ARNT2;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 81170695 81170863 169 81170762 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3243 chr15_81170695_81170863 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
chr15 81605527 81605774 248 81605556 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3244 chr15_81605527_81605774 DDX11L1;STARD5 IL16 TMC3
chr15 81630971 81631398 428 81631086 50 22.87072 5.49009 18.25483 OSE2_peak_3245 chr15_81630971_81631398 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
chr15 82239868 82239992 125 82239941 25 17.92058 7.75145 13.56793 OSE2_peak_3246 chr15_82239868_82239992 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 82422136 82422450 315 82422244 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3247 chr15_82422136_82422450 DDX11L1 . EFTUD1
chr15 83636928 83637049 122 83636965 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_3248 chr15_83636928_83637049 DDX11L1 HOMER2 C15orf40;FAM103A1
chr15 83954973 83955158 186 83955046 25 13.81701 5.73086 9.74015 OSE2_peak_3249 chr15_83954973_83955158 DDX11L1 BNC1 .
chr15 84034284 84034475 192 84034352 33 20.89926 7.31597 16.37929 OSE2_peak_3250 chr15_84034284_84034475 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 84049446 84049631 186 84049535 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_3251 chr15_84049446_84049631 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 85590600 85590756 157 85590642 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_3252 chr15_85590600_85590756 DDX11L1;PDE8A . .
chr15 86151743 86151866 124 86151794 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3253 chr15_86151743_86151866 AKAP13;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 87912547 87912704 158 87912630 27 17.0419 6.83805 12.7426 OSE2_peak_3254 chr15_87912547_87912704 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 88114052 88114322 271 88114216 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_3255 chr15_88114052_88114322 DDX11L1 . LINC00052
chr15 88360144 88360335 192 88360162 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_3256 chr15_88360144_88360335 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 89164929 89165052 124 89164961 16 9.07238 5.00232 5.43526 OSE2_peak_3257 chr15_89164929_89165052 AEN;DDX11L1 MIR1179;MIR3529;MIR7‐2 ISG20
chr15 89165479 89165626 148 89165539 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3258 chr15_89165479_89165626 AEN;DDX11L1 MIR1179;MIR3529;MIR7‐2 ISG20
chr15 89181955 89182156 202 89182135 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3259 chr15_89181955_89182156 DDX11L1;ISG20 AEN;MIR3529;MIR7‐2 .
chr15 90041591 90041730 140 90041665 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3260 chr15_90041591_90041730 DDX11L1 RHCG LOC283761
chr15 90044348 90044467 120 90044440 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3261 chr15_90044348_90044467 DDX11L1 RHCG LOC283761
chr15 90206628 90206785 158 90206699 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3262 chr15_90206628_90206785 DDX11L1 KIF7 PEX11A;PLIN1;WDR93
chr15 90364583 90364725 143 90364646 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3263 chr15_90364583_90364725 DDX11L1 ANPEP AP3S2;C15orf38‐AP3S2
chr15 90366770 90366918 149 90366863 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3264 chr15_90366770_90366918 DDX11L1 ANPEP AP3S2;C15orf38‐AP3S2
chr15 90641276 90641450 175 90641394 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_3265 chr15_90641276_90641450 DDX11L1;IDH2 ZNF710 .
chr15 90708790 90708915 126 90708809 11 4.82925 3.38782 2.01368 OSE2_peak_3266 chr15_90708790_90708915 DDX11L1 . SEMA4B
chr15 90957272 90957408 137 90957275 16 6.66692 3.7471 3.36584 OSE2_peak_3267 chr15_90957272_90957408 DDX11L1;IQGAP1 . .
chr15 90958085 90958249 165 90958088 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_3268 chr15_90958085_90958249 DDX11L1;IQGAP1 . .
chr15 91413760 91413935 176 91413900 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_3269 chr15_91413760_91413935 DDX11L1;FURIN . FES
chr15 92060975 92061100 126 92061026 20 13.98621 6.8722 9.89926 OSE2_peak_3270 chr15_92060975_92061100 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 92486394 92486517 124 92486426 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3271 chr15_92486394_92486517 DDX11L1;SLCO3A1 . .
chr15 93345285 93345459 175 93345354 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3272 chr15_93345285_93345459 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
chr15 93347074 93347661 588 93347374 43 41.68015 14.48084 36.45245 OSE2_peak_3273 chr15_93347074_93347661 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
chr15 93425456 93425575 120 93425509 22 13.88126 6.35452 9.80167 OSE2_peak_3274 chr15_93425456_93425575 DDX11L1 . CHD2;LOC100507217;MIR3175
chr15 93447410 93447532 123 93447519 16 8.07632 4.46503 4.5778 OSE2_peak_3275 chr15_93447410_93447532 CHD2;DDX11L1 LOC100507217 MIR3175
chr15 93449823 93449952 130 93449890 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3276 chr15_93449823_93449952 CHD2;DDX11L1 LOC100507217;MIR3175 .
chr15 93465180 93465299 120 93465235 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3277 chr15_93465180_93465299 CHD2;DDX11L1 LOC100507217;MIR3175 .
chr15 94856102 94856452 351 94856294 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_3278 chr15_94856102_94856452 DDX11L1;MCTP2 . .
chr15 95790343 95790489 147 95790438 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_3279 chr15_95790343_95790489 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96103133 96103338 206 96103204 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_3280 chr15_96103133_96103338 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96813887 96814056 170 96813998 27 15.60273 6.1717 11.39511 OSE2_peak_3281 chr15_96813887_96814056 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 96872696 96872833 138 96872748 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3282 chr15_96872696_96872833 DDX11L1;NR2F2 . MIR1469
chr15 97103898 97104036 139 97103977 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_3283 chr15_97103898_97104036 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 99232632 99232785 154 99232743 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_3284 chr15_99232632_99232785 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99270905 99271082 178 99271017 23 14.23781 6.32192 10.13425 OSE2_peak_3285 chr15_99270905_99271082 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99416897 99417016 120 99416905 14 6.67947 4.02145 3.37813 OSE2_peak_3286 chr15_99416897_99417016 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99440128 99440426 299 99440207 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_3287 chr15_99440128_99440426 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99457951 99458145 195 99458015 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3288 chr15_99457951_99458145 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
chr15 99664040 99664408 369 99664318 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_3289 chr15_99664040_99664408 DDX11L1;SYNM . TTC23
chr15 99791313 99791438 126 99791361 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_3290 chr15_99791313_99791438 DDX11L1 TTC23 LRRC28
chr15 99995362 99995490 129 99995411 26 18.11334 7.59888 13.75251 OSE2_peak_3291 chr15_99995362_99995490 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 100076789 100077238 450 100077078 30 20.9107 8.00272 16.38885 OSE2_peak_3292 chr15_100076789_100077238 DDX11L1 . MEF2A
chr15 100106031 100106252 222 100106036 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_3293 chr15_100106031_100106252 DDX11L1;MEF2A . .
chr15 100600889 100601038 150 100600972 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_3294 chr15_100600889_100601038 ADAMTS17;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101262159 101262378 220 101262227 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_3295 chr15_101262159_101262378 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101404046 101404193 148 101404126 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3296 chr15_101404046_101404193 DDX11L1 . ALDH1A3
chr15 101668289 101668520 232 101668377 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_3297 chr15_101668289_101668520 DDX11L1 . .
chr15 101708506 101708703 198 101708596 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_3298 chr15_101708506_101708703 DDX11L1 . CHSY1
chr15 101716787 101717224 438 101716925 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_3299 chr15_101716787_101717224 CHSY1;DDX11L1 . .
chr15 102215306 102215524 219 102215385 24 16.37975 7.19261 12.11891 OSE2_peak_3300 chr15_102215306_102215524 DDX11L1;TARSL2 TM2D3 .
chr15 102264541 102264660 120 102264588 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3301 chr15_102264541_102264660 DDX11L1;TARSL2 . .
chr16 126297 126435 139 126363 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_3302 chr16_126297_126435 . POLR3K;RHBDF1;SNRNP25 MPG;NPRL3
chr16 126833 127133 301 126886 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3303 chr16_126833_127133 MPG POLR3K;RHBDF1;SNRNP25 NPRL3
chr16 451494 451635 142 451607 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3304 chr16_451494_451635 . LOC100134368;NME4;TMEM8A DECR2;RAB11FIP3
chr16 451977 452163 187 452068 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3305 chr16_451977_452163 DECR2 LOC100134368;NME4;TMEM8A RAB11FIP3
chr16 577478 577605 128 577529 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3306 chr16_577478_577605 . LINC00235;RAB11FIP3 MIR3176;SOLH
chr16 578761 578921 161 578912 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_3307 chr16_578761_578921 SOLH LINC00235;RAB11FIP3 MIR3176
chr16 686496 686643 148 686548 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3308 chr16_686496_686643 . C16orf13;RAB40C;WFIKKN1 FAM195A;WDR90
chr16 698273 698392 120 698355 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_3309 chr16_698273_698392 FAM195A C16orf13;RAB40C;WFIKKN1 RHBDL1;RHOT2;WDR90
chr16 731766 731992 227 731784 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3310 chr16_731766_731992 JMJD8;STUB1 RHBDL1;RHOT2;WDR90 FBXL16;WDR24
chr16 732225 732433 209 732314 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3311 chr16_732225_732433 JMJD8;STUB1 RHBDL1;RHOT2;WDR90 FBXL16;WDR24
chr16 777296 777510 215 777471 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3312 chr16_777296_777510 HAGHL CCDC78;FAM173A;FBXL16;METRN NARFL
chr16 1052936 1053061 126 1052992 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_3313 chr16_1052936_1053061 . LMF1;SOX8 .
chr16 1429057 1429237 181 1429168 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_3314 chr16_1429057_1429237 UNKL BAIAP3;C16orf42;GNPTG .
chr16 2010989 2011507 519 2011216 25 19.10489 8.3871 14.68742 OSE2_peak_3315 chr16_2010989_2011507 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L 1;RPS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;SYN
chr16 2011761 2011985 225 2011869 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3316 chr16_2011761_2011985 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L 1;RPS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;SYN
chr16 2203183 2203309 127 2203236 19 11.63642 5.80951 7.74003 OSE2_peak_3317 chr16_2203183_2203309 RAB26 MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1 CASKIN1;SNORD60;TRAF7
chr16 2203601 2203750 150 2203688 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3318 chr16_2203601_2203750 RAB26 MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1 CASKIN1;SNORD60;TRAF7
chr16 2204567 2204686 120 2204657 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_3319 chr16_2204567_2204686 . MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1;RAB26 CASKIN1;SNORD60;TRAF7
chr16 2204826 2205091 266 2205007 20 8.75549 4.21776 5.15989 OSE2_peak_3320 chr16_2204826_2205091 SNORD60 MIR3180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1;RAB26 CASKIN1;TRAF7
chr16 2205250 2205412 163 2205332 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_3321 chr16_2205250_2205412 . 180‐5;MIR4516;PKD1;RAB26;SNO CASKIN1;TRAF7
chr16 2275922 2276049 128 2276009 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3322 chr16_2275922_2276049 E4F1 C16orf79;CASKIN1;MLST8;PGP DNASE1L2;ECI1;RNPS1
chr16 2498355 2498548 194 2498464 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_3323 chr16_2498355_2498548 CCNF ABCA17P C16orf59;NTN3;TBC1D24
chr16 2570275 2570487 213 2570388 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3324 chr16_2570275_2570487 AMDHD2 ATP6V0C;TBC1D24 CEMP1;MIR3178;PDPK1
chr16 2885837 2886053 217 2885922 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_3325 chr16_2885837_2886053 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
chr16 2918206 2918451 246 2918262 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3326 chr16_2918206_2918451 . PRSS22;PRSS30P FLYWCH2
chr16 3030685 3030809 125 3030735 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3327 chr16_3030685_3030809 . LYWCH1;KREMEN2;PAQR4;PKMYT LINC00514
chr16 3070723 3071013 291 3070939 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_3328 chr16_3070723_3071013 TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3071684 3071917 234 3071875 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_3329 chr16_3071684_3071917 TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3072147 3072702 556 3072274 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3330 chr16_3072147_3072702 HCFC1R1;TNFRSF12A CLDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514 CCDC64B;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3073354 3073604 251 3073438 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_3331 chr16_3073354_3073604 HCFC1R1 LDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514;TNFRSF12 CCDC64B;MMP25;THOC6
chr16 3073748 3074401 654 3074174 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_3332 chr16_3073748_3074401 HCFC1R1;THOC6 LDN6;CLDN9;LINC00514;TNFRSF12 CCDC64B;MMP25
chr16 3202997 3203227 231 3203151 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3333 chr16_3202997_3203227 . ZNF213 .
chr16 3221957 3222100 144 3222062 17 10.07852 5.36639 6.34113 OSE2_peak_3334 chr16_3221957_3222100 . ZNF213 .
chr16 3907489 3907617 129 3907554 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_3335 chr16_3907489_3907617 CREBBP . .
chr16 4063465 4063634 170 4063550 25 18.21558 7.9078 13.84897 OSE2_peak_3336 chr16_4063465_4063634 ADCY9 . .
chr16 4321653 4321982 330 4321927 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_3337 chr16_4321653_4321982 TFAP4 LOC100507501;SRL .
chr16 4421768 4421952 185 4421805 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3338 chr16_4421768_4421952 CORO7;CORO7‐PAM16;VASN PAM16 .
chr16 4422251 4422390 140 4422342 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3339 chr16_4422251_4422390 CORO7;CORO7‐PAM16;VASN PAM16 .
chr16 4423813 4424101 289 4423883 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_3340 chr16_4423813_4424101 CORO7;CORO7‐PAM16;VASN PAM16 .
chr16 4526346 4526591 246 4526409 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3341 chr16_4526346_4526591 HMOX2 DNAJA3;NMRAL1 .
chr16 4539302 4539473 172 4539371 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_3342 chr16_4539302_4539473 HMOX2 NMRAL1 C16orf5
chr16 4588719 4588873 155 4588800 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3343 chr16_4588719_4588873 C16orf5 HMOX2 C16orf96
chr16 4909298 4909567 270 4909332 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_3344 chr16_4909298_4909567 UBN1 GLYR1 PPL
chr16 8956905 8957029 125 8956958 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3345 chr16_8956905_8957029 CARHSP1 PMM2 USP7
chr16 8961585 8961732 148 8961662 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_3346 chr16_8961585_8961732 CARHSP1 PMM2 USP7
chr16 8972479 8972700 222 8972593 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_3347 chr16_8972479_8972700 . CARHSP1;PMM2 USP7
chr16 9184899 9185027 129 9185006 16 9.31372 5.13595 5.64826 OSE2_peak_3348 chr16_9184899_9185027 . . C16orf72
chr16 9185467 9185596 130 9185519 24 16.60185 7.30882 12.3317 OSE2_peak_3349 chr16_9185467_9185596 C16orf72 . .
chr16 9187170 9187289 120 9187211 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_3350 chr16_9187170_9187289 C16orf72 . .
chr16 9204499 9204618 120 9204595 18 9.61065 4.93304 5.91328 OSE2_peak_3351 chr16_9204499_9204618 C16orf72 . .
chr16 10965054 10965224 171 10965167 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3352 chr16_10965054_10965224 . . CIITA
chr16 11085667 11085830 164 11085739 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3353 chr16_11085667_11085830 CLEC16A . .
chr16 11295721 11295942 222 11295737 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_3354 chr16_11295721_11295942 . CLEC16A .
chr16 11591350 11591516 167 11591452 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_3355 chr16_11591350_11591516 . . .
chr16 11734022 11734555 534 11734502 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3356 chr16_11734022_11734555 . . SNN
chr16 12009848 12009978 131 12009901 18 12.02443 6.24028 8.09866 OSE2_peak_3357 chr16_12009848_12009978 GSPT1 . .
chr16 12186482 12186656 175 12186611 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_3358 chr16_12186482_12186656 SNX29 . .
chr16 14030749 14030882 134 14030794 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3359 chr16_14030749_14030882 ERCC4 . .
chr16 14051414 14051542 129 14051484 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3360 chr16_14051414_14051542 . ERCC4 .
chr16 14395222 14395360 139 14395263 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3361 chr16_14395222_14395360 . . MIR193B;MIR365A
chr16 16090739 16090873 135 16090826 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_3362 chr16_16090739_16090873 MIR3179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;M . .
chr16 16092232 16092351 120 16092283 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3363 chr16_16092232_16092351 MIR3179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;M . .
chr16 16135927 16136094 168 16136015 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3364 chr16_16135927_16136094 MIR3179‐2;MIR3179‐3;MIR3180‐1;M . .
chr16 18801808 18801945 138 18801842 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_3365 chr16_18801808_18801945 . RPS15A ARL6IP1;SMG1
chr16 18802069 18802195 127 18802100 17 9.49635 5.05021 5.81507 OSE2_peak_3366 chr16_18802069_18802195 . RPS15A ARL6IP1;SMG1
chr16 18812777 18812953 177 18812859 24 16.7836 7.40452 12.50569 OSE2_peak_3367 chr16_18812777_18812953 ARL6IP1 RPS15A SMG1
chr16 18878567 18878768 202 18878596 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3368 chr16_18878567_18878768 SMG1 . .
chr16 20915889 20916028 140 20915964 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_3369 chr16_20915889_20916028 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
chr16 20921969 20922298 330 20922147 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_3370 chr16_20921969_20922298 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
chr16 21178954 21179104 151 21179017 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3371 chr16_21178954_21179104 TMEM159 DNAH3 ZP2
chr16 21181204 21181325 122 21181267 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3372 chr16_21181204_21181325 TMEM159 DNAH3 ZP2
chr16 22037821 22037967 147 22037904 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3373 chr16_22037821_22037967 C16orf52 PDZD9 .
chr16 22309789 22310033 245 22309893 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_3374 chr16_22309789_22310033 POLR3E EEF2K .
chr16 22408803 22409051 249 22408914 29 18.59256 7.13392 14.20431 OSE2_peak_3375 chr16_22408803_22409051 . CDR2 RRN3P3
chr16 23884536 23884655 120 23884580 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3376 chr16_23884536_23884655 PRKCB . .
chr16 24657678 24657871 194 24657796 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_3377 chr16_24657678_24657871 . . .
chr16 24680918 24681112 195 24681037 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3378 chr16_24680918_24681112 . . .
chr16 24712467 24712753 287 24712646 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3379 chr16_24712467_24712753 . . TNRC6A
chr16 24862434 24862553 120 24862504 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_3380 chr16_24862434_24862553 SLC5A11 TNRC6A .
chr16 24998143 24998274 132 24998208 20 11.64509 5.6134 7.7486 OSE2_peak_3381 chr16_24998143_24998274 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 25005670 25006006 337 25005805 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3382 chr16_25005670_25006006 ARHGAP17 . .
chr16 25269633 25269763 131 25269644 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_3383 chr16_25269633_25269763 . AQP8;ZKSCAN2 .
chr16 27252983 27253258 276 27253029 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3384 chr16_27252983_27253258 NSMCE1 JMJD5 FLJ21408
chr16 27773834 27774102 269 27773912 21 13.76577 6.51598 9.69515 OSE2_peak_3385 chr16_27773834_27774102 KIAA0556 . GSG1L
chr16 28199943 28200066 124 28199983 18 10.85303 5.59083 7.03291 OSE2_peak_3386 chr16_28199943_28200066 XPO6 . .
chr16 28647968 28648092 125 28648027 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_3387 chr16_28647968_28648092 EIF3C;EIF3CL SULT1A1 .
chr16 28833715 28833841 127 28833813 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3388 chr16_28833715_28833841 . . ATXN2L;MIR4721;TUFM
chr16 28874906 28875073 168 28874991 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3389 chr16_28874906_28875073 . ATXN2L;MIR4721;TUFM ATP2A1;LOC100289092;SH2B1
chr16 29818747 29818898 152 29818801 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_3390 chr16_29818747_29818898 24;LOC613038;MAZ;SLX1A;SLX1A‐SU KIF22;ZG16 C16orf53;MVP;PRRT2
chr16 29819420 29819571 152 29819487 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3391 chr16_29819420_29819571 24;LOC613038;MAZ;SLX1A;SLX1A‐SU KIF22;ZG16 C16orf53;MVP;PRRT2
chr16 29828012 29828184 173 29828093 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3392 chr16_29828012_29828184 OC606724;LOC613038;SLX1A;SLX1A‐ KIF22;MAZ;PRRT2 MVP
chr16 30084021 30084421 401 30084071 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3393 chr16_30084021_30084421 06724;LOC613038;SLX1A;SLX1A‐SULT ALDOA PPP4C;TBX6;YPEL3
chr16 30084713 30084859 147 30084780 20 12.11127 5.85559 8.169 OSE2_peak_3394 chr16_30084713_30084859 06724;LOC613038;SLX1A;SLX1A‐SULT ALDOA PPP4C;TBX6;YPEL3
chr16 30103173 30103320 148 30103267 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_3395 chr16_30103173_30103320 24;LOC613038;SLX1A;SLX1A‐SULT1A ALDOA;PPP4C GDPD3;MAPK3;YPEL3
chr16 30457210 30457477 268 30457282 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3396 chr16_30457210_30457477 SEPHS2 DCTPP1;ZNF771 ITGAL
chr16 30725189 30725436 248 30725401 15 8.64856 4.94953 5.06411 OSE2_peak_3397 chr16_30725189_30725436 SRCAP LOC730183;SNORA30 LOC100862671
chr16 30786892 30787086 195 30786990 21 14.56294 6.94814 10.42642 OSE2_peak_3398 chr16_30786892_30787086 RNF40 C16orf93;PHKG2 ZNF629
chr16 30886468 30886804 337 30886636 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_3399 chr16_30886468_30886804 MIR4519 . BCL7C;CTF1;MIR762
chr16 30913879 30913998 120 30913927 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3400 chr16_30913879_30913998 CTF1 BCL7C;MIR4519;MIR762 FBXL19;FBXL19‐AS1
chr16 30961331 30961506 176 30961435 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_3401 chr16_30961331_30961506 ORAI3 FBXL19;FBXL19‐AS1 SETD1A
chr16 31005860 31006079 220 31005942 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_3402 chr16_31005860_31006079 STX1B HSD3B7;SETD1A .
chr16 31129823 31129957 135 31129922 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_3403 chr16_31129823_31129957 KAT8 BCKDK;PRSS53;VKORC1 PRSS36;PRSS8
chr16 31149849 31150020 172 31149976 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_3404 chr16_31149849_31150020 . BCKDK;KAT8;PRSS8 PRSS36
chr16 31191483 31191623 141 31191506 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_3405 chr16_31191483_31191623 FUS . PYCARD
chr16 31454361 31454535 175 31454399 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3406 chr16_31454361_31454535 . COX6A2;ITGAD;ZNF843 ARMC5;TGFB1I1
chr16 46864125 46864252 128 46864192 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_3407 chr16_46864125_46864252 C16orf87 . .
chr16 47386912 47387035 124 47386942 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3408 chr16_47386912_47387035 ITFG1 . .
chr16 47747141 47747464 324 47747209 30 22.97428 9.03374 18.35541 OSE2_peak_3409 chr16_47747141_47747464 . PHKB .
chr16 47766468 47766815 348 47766571 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_3410 chr16_47766468_47766815 . . .
chr16 48161063 48161182 120 48161124 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_3411 chr16_48161063_48161182 ABCC12 . .
chr16 48351677 48351821 145 48351718 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_3412 chr16_48351677_48351821 LONP2;MIR548AE2 . .
chr16 50186590 50186738 149 50186666 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_3413 chr16_50186590_50186738 . . PAPD5
chr16 50230817 50230952 136 50230906 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_3414 chr16_50230817_50230952 PAPD5 . .
chr16 50285241 50285543 303 50285364 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3415 chr16_50285241_50285543 . PAPD5 .
chr16 51442250 51442399 150 51442329 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3416 chr16_51442250_51442399 . . .
chr16 53086042 53086198 157 53086103 20 12.98882 6.3233 8.97727 OSE2_peak_3417 chr16_53086042_53086198 . . CHD9
chr16 53086470 53086721 252 53086553 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_3418 chr16_53086470_53086721 . . CHD9
chr16 53088816 53089107 292 53088882 23 15.71606 7.08515 11.50484 OSE2_peak_3419 chr16_53088816_53089107 CHD9 . .
chr16 53204456 53204577 122 53204505 21 14.97091 7.1735 10.81227 OSE2_peak_3420 chr16_53204456_53204577 CHD9 . .
chr16 53552725 53552928 204 53552811 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_3421 chr16_53552725_53552928 . AKTIP;RBL2 .
chr16 53802473 53802825 353 53802646 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3422 chr16_53802473_53802825 FTO . .
chr16 54061016 54061289 274 54061236 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_3423 chr16_54061016_54061289 FTO . .
chr16 54407765 54407936 172 54407854 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3424 chr16_54407765_54407936 . . .
chr16 55506206 55506549 344 55506461 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3425 chr16_55506206_55506549 . . MMP2
chr16 55534032 55534186 155 55534050 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3426 chr16_55534032_55534186 MMP2 . LPCAT2
chr16 56511063 56511182 120 56511097 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_3427 chr16_56511063_56511182 OGFOD1 NUDT21 BBS2
chr16 56640738 56641556 819 56641177 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_3428 chr16_56640738_56641556 . MT3 MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
chr16 56643398 56644165 768 56643738 37 27.93653 9.53765 23.11481 OSE2_peak_3429 chr16_56643398_56644165 MT2A MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56644264 56644391 128 56644316 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_3430 chr16_56644264_56644391 . MT2A;MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
chr16 56660295 56660425 131 56660342 11 5.4267 3.73771 2.42154 OSE2_peak_3431 chr16_56660295_56660425 MT1E MT1L;MT2A MT1A;MT1B;MT1DP;MT1JP;MT1M
chr16 56661372 56661599 228 56661489 42 32.38825 10.22528 27.41182 OSE2_peak_3432 chr16_56661372_56661599 . MT1E;MT1L;MT2A MT1A;MT1B;MT1DP;MT1JP;MT1M
chr16 56882056 56882178 123 56882133 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_3433 chr16_56882056_56882178 . NUP93 MIR138‐2;SLC12A3
chr16 56966843 56967042 200 56966869 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3434 chr16_56966843_56967042 HERPUD1 SLC12A3 CETP
chr16 56969069 56969244 176 56969109 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_3435 chr16_56969069_56969244 HERPUD1 SLC12A3 CETP
chr16 56971002 56971124 123 56971049 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3436 chr16_56971002_56971124 HERPUD1 SLC12A3 CETP
chr16 56972412 56972595 184 56972458 15 8.19054 4.69281 4.66836 OSE2_peak_3437 chr16_56972412_56972595 HERPUD1 SLC12A3 CETP
chr16 56980895 56981086 192 56980995 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_3438 chr16_56980895_56981086 . HERPUD1 CETP
chr16 56998843 56999083 241 56998972 43 31.06846 9.39326 26.13665 OSE2_peak_3439 chr16_56998843_56999083 CETP HERPUD1 .
chr16 57002578 57002697 120 57002634 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3440 chr16_57002578_57002697 CETP HERPUD1 .
chr16 57073131 57073290 160 57073225 21 14.87841 7.12217 10.7274 OSE2_peak_3441 chr16_57073131_57073290 NLRC5 . .
chr16 57227577 57227751 175 57227588 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3442 chr16_57227577_57227751 RSPRY1 FAM192A .
chr16 57625456 57625585 130 57625488 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_3443 chr16_57625456_57625585 . GPR114 GPR56
chr16 57835374 57835513 140 57835404 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3444 chr16_57835374_57835513 KIFC3 . .
chr16 57842010 57842199 190 57842089 28 16.17713 6.24009 11.931 OSE2_peak_3445 chr16_57842010_57842199 . KIFC3 .
chr16 57848612 57848731 120 57848681 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3446 chr16_57848612_57848731 . KIFC3 .
chr16 57927772 57928188 417 57928074 27 15.94266 6.3258 11.71988 OSE2_peak_3447 chr16_57927772_57928188 CNGB1 . .
chr16 60563129 60563248 120 60563194 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3448 chr16_60563129_60563248 . . .
chr16 64195375 64195494 120 64195430 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_3449 chr16_64195375_64195494 . . .
chr16 66442677 66442796 120 66442707 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_3450 chr16_66442677_66442796 LOC100505865 CDH5 BEAN1
chr16 66442929 66443052 124 66442989 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3451 chr16_66442929_66443052 LOC100505865 CDH5 BEAN1
chr16 66556234 66556378 145 66556281 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_3452 chr16_66556234_66556378 TK2 BEAN1 .
chr16 66586445 66586622 178 66586582 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_3453 chr16_66586445_66586622 CKLF;CKLF‐CMTM1 TK2 CMTM1;CMTM2
chr16 66637899 66638051 153 66637989 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3454 chr16_66637899_66638051 CMTM3 CKLF‐CMTM1;CMTM1;CMTM2 CMTM4
chr16 66652638 66652869 232 66652714 26 14.08328 5.67478 9.98764 OSE2_peak_3455 chr16_66652638_66652869 CMTM4 CMTM3 .
chr16 66690665 66690785 121 66690695 23 11.0516 4.8203 7.20826 OSE2_peak_3456 chr16_66690665_66690785 CMTM4 . .
chr16 66907354 66907537 184 66907440 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3457 chr16_66907354_66907537 . CA7 PDP2
chr16 66908668 66908913 246 66908773 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3458 chr16_66908668_66908913 . CA7 PDP2
chr16 66909018 66909183 166 66909136 13 7.1946 4.46834 3.82372 OSE2_peak_3459 chr16_66909018_66909183 . CA7 PDP2
chr16 66931237 66931356 120 66931290 18 11.48597 5.93848 7.60814 OSE2_peak_3460 chr16_66931237_66931356 . PDP2 CDH16;RRAD
chr16 67005079 67005289 211 67005133 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3461 chr16_67005079_67005289 CES3 CES2 CES4A
chr16 67118015 67118134 120 67118101 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_3462 chr16_67118015_67118134 CBFB . C16orf70
chr16 67275102 67275287 186 67275214 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3463 chr16_67275102_67275287 FHOD1 LRRC29;TMEM208 SLC9A5
chr16 67555523 67555728 206 67555599 33 25.76494 9.59881 21.02842 OSE2_peak_3464 chr16_67555523_67555728 . . FAM65A
chr16 67563820 67563995 176 67563915 17 9.76502 5.1952 6.06066 OSE2_peak_3465 chr16_67563820_67563995 FAM65A . .
chr16 67840492 67840814 323 67840625 42 34.97261 11.42658 29.91573 OSE2_peak_3466 chr16_67840492_67840814 RANBP10 . CENPT;TSNAXIP1
chr16 68002316 68002467 152 68002375 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3467 chr16_68002316_68002467 SLC12A4 LCAT DPEP2;DPEP3
chr16 68098905 68099338 434 68099062 43 36.1753 11.69231 31.08541 OSE2_peak_3468 chr16_68098905_68099338 DUS2L . NFATC3
chr16 68271783 68271962 180 68271884 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_3469 chr16_68271783_68271962 . ESRP2;NFATC3 PLA2G15;SLC7A6
chr16 68298898 68299086 189 68298968 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3470 chr16_68298898_68299086 SLC7A6 ESRP2;PLA2G15 .
chr16 68299245 68299364 120 68299286 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_3471 chr16_68299245_68299364 SLC7A6 ESRP2;PLA2G15 .
chr16 68482521 68482852 332 68482612 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_3472 chr16_68482521_68482852 . SMPD3 .
chr16 68824184 68824400 217 68824284 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_3473 chr16_68824184_68824400 CDH1 . .
chr16 68826957 68827091 135 68827051 18 11.86606 6.15096 7.94659 OSE2_peak_3474 chr16_68826957_68827091 CDH1 . .
chr16 68857402 68857538 137 68857486 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_3475 chr16_68857402_68857538 CDH1 . TMCO7
chr16 69107329 69107509 181 69107404 30 18.77441 7.00357 14.37589 OSE2_peak_3476 chr16_69107329_69107509 TMCO7 . .
chr16 69164638 69164771 134 69164688 12 6.20219 4.04918 3.01435 OSE2_peak_3477 chr16_69164638_69164771 CHTF8 HAS3 CIRH1A
chr16 69251514 69251641 128 69251583 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_3478 chr16_69251514_69251641 SNTB2 . .
chr16 69599470 69599589 120 69599539 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_3479 chr16_69599470_69599589 . . MIR1538;NFAT5
chr16 70285745 70285931 187 70285862 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_3480 chr16_70285745_70285931 EXOSC6 LOC729513 AARS
chr16 70438311 70438576 266 70438423 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3481 chr16_70438311_70438576 ST3GAL2 . .
chr16 70462045 70462168 124 70462111 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_3482 chr16_70462045_70462168 ST3GAL2 . FUK
chr16 70473153 70473378 226 70473245 33 28.54686 11.04651 23.70473 OSE2_peak_3483 chr16_70473153_70473378 . ST3GAL2 FUK
chr16 70557639 70557908 270 70557847 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3484 chr16_70557639_70557908 SF3B3 COG4 SNORD111;SNORD111B
chr16 70607517 70607638 122 70607563 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_3485 chr16_70607517_70607638 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70611241 70611532 292 70611415 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_3486 chr16_70611241_70611532 SF3B3 . IL34
chr16 70669260 70669468 209 70669356 17 9.5256 5.06592 5.84209 OSE2_peak_3487 chr16_70669260_70669468 IL34 . MTSS1L
chr16 70728153 70728341 189 70728234 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3488 chr16_70728153_70728341 VAC14 MTSS1L .
chr16 70839795 70839954 160 70839877 20 12.18044 5.89191 8.2329 OSE2_peak_3489 chr16_70839795_70839954 . VAC14 HYDIN
chr16 71460524 71460805 282 71460655 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_3490 chr16_71460524_71460805 . . ZNF23
chr16 71508810 71509037 228 71508860 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_3491 chr16_71508810_71509037 ZNF19 ZNF23 .
chr16 72911419 72911588 170 72911497 25 17.22124 7.38637 12.91101 OSE2_peak_3492 chr16_72911419_72911588 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 72961655 72961886 232 72961746 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_3493 chr16_72961655_72961886 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 73054342 73054464 123 73054418 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_3494 chr16_73054342_73054464 ZFHX3 . .
chr16 74483176 74483299 124 74483228 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_3495 chr16_74483176_74483299 GLG1 CLEC18B .
chr16 74970885 74971072 188 74970972 36 22.62747 7.43129 18.02239 OSE2_peak_3496 chr16_74970885_74971072 WDR59 . .
chr16 75063889 75064057 169 75063987 43 24.44002 6.85808 19.76135 OSE2_peak_3497 chr16_75063889_75064057 ZNRF1 . .
chr16 75279054 75279298 245 75279211 62 67.89497 20.32259 62.21611 OSE2_peak_3498 chr16_75279054_75279298 BCAR1 CTRB1 .
chr16 75353813 75353932 120 75353869 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3499 chr16_75353813_75353932 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75385248 75385415 168 75385320 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_3500 chr16_75385248_75385415 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75385839 75385979 141 75385915 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_3501 chr16_75385839_75385979 CFDP1 . .
chr16 75659442 75659603 162 75659469 12 5.92604 3.88854 2.7782 OSE2_peak_3502 chr16_75659442_75659603 . ADAT1 KARS;TERF2IP
chr16 76093149 76093317 169 76093241 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3503 chr16_76093149_76093317 . . .
chr16 76420748 76420877 130 76420836 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_3504 chr16_76420748_76420877 CNTNAP4 . .
chr16 76814578 76814730 153 76814647 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3505 chr16_76814578_76814730 . . .
chr16 77321996 77322264 269 77322099 23 11.0516 4.8203 7.20826 OSE2_peak_3506 chr16_77321996_77322264 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77332594 77332866 273 77332801 24 17.15851 7.60365 12.85439 OSE2_peak_3507 chr16_77332594_77332866 ADAMTS18 . .
chr16 77583938 77584109 172 77584042 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_3508 chr16_77583938_77584109 . . .
chr16 77630152 77630485 334 77630382 43 31.06846 9.39326 26.13665 OSE2_peak_3509 chr16_77630152_77630485 . . .
chr16 77911695 77911899 205 77911774 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_3510 chr16_77911695_77911899 VAT1L . .
chr16 80061020 80061166 147 80061059 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3511 chr16_80061020_80061166 . . .
chr16 80574720 80574864 145 80574810 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_3512 chr16_80574720_80574864 DYNLRB2 . .
chr16 81026958 81027084 127 81026990 14 5.47924 3.38882 2.46939 OSE2_peak_3513 chr16_81026958_81027084 CMC2 . CENPN
chr16 81214661 81214853 193 81214666 12 5.97076 3.91442 2.8155 OSE2_peak_3514 chr16_81214661_81214853 PKD1L2 . .
chr16 81327593 81327751 159 81327690 21 13.92693 6.60243 9.84606 OSE2_peak_3515 chr16_81327593_81327751 . BCMO1 GAN
chr16 81534641 81534764 124 81534681 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_3516 chr16_81534641_81534764 CMIP . .
chr16 81601984 81602104 121 81602076 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_3517 chr16_81601984_81602104 CMIP . .
chr16 81634009 81634210 202 81634147 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3518 chr16_81634009_81634210 CMIP . .
chr16 81659768 81659950 183 81659856 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3519 chr16_81659768_81659950 CMIP . .
chr16 82687666 82687787 122 82687723 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_3520 chr16_82687666_82687787 CDH13 . .
chr16 82970985 82971145 161 82971074 35 27.43795 9.85591 22.63505 OSE2_peak_3521 chr16_82970985_82971145 CDH13 . .
chr16 83986864 83987090 227 83986921 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_3522 chr16_83986864_83987090 OSGIN1 . NECAB2
chr16 84534748 84534944 197 84534858 27 19.69738 8.15951 15.24521 OSE2_peak_3523 chr16_84534748_84534944 KIAA1609 . .
chr16 84853627 84853746 120 84853706 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_3524 chr16_84853627_84853746 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84863004 84863123 120 84863022 14 7.51905 4.48678 4.0839 OSE2_peak_3525 chr16_84863004_84863123 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84866168 84866354 187 84866283 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3526 chr16_84866168_84866354 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84873643 84873850 208 84873760 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_3527 chr16_84873643_84873850 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 84884947 84885378 432 84885040 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3528 chr16_84884947_84885378 CRISPLD2 . .
chr16 85548438 85548673 236 85548615 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_3529 chr16_85548438_85548673 . . .
chr16 85548803 85548930 128 85548908 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3530 chr16_85548803_85548930 . . .
chr16 85922478 85922658 181 85922576 20 14.03081 6.89715 9.94283 OSE2_peak_3531 chr16_85922478_85922658 . . IRF8
chr16 86389231 86389350 120 86389292 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3532 chr16_86389231_86389350 . LOC732275 .
chr16 86396741 86396902 162 86396767 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_3533 chr16_86396741_86396902 . LOC732275 .
chr16 86413147 86413315 169 86413238 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3534 chr16_86413147_86413315 . . .
chr16 86421187 86421552 366 86421455 18 11.26806 5.81789 7.40456 OSE2_peak_3535 chr16_86421187_86421552 . . .
chr16 86426322 86426526 205 86426482 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_3536 chr16_86426322_86426526 . . .
chr16 86618371 86618582 212 86618423 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_3537 chr16_86618371_86618582 . FLJ30679;FOXC2;FOXL1;MTHFSD .
chr16 86619015 86619237 223 86619126 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_3538 chr16_86619015_86619237 . FLJ30679;FOXC2;FOXL1 .
chr16 86698156 86698407 252 86698282 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_3539 chr16_86698156_86698407 . . .
chr16 86806245 86806545 301 86806364 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_3540 chr16_86806245_86806545 . . .
chr16 86857566 86857848 283 86857756 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3541 chr16_86857566_86857848 . . .
chr16 86870556 86870717 162 86870606 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3542 chr16_86870556_86870717 . . .
chr16 86959080 86959337 258 86959219 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_3543 chr16_86959080_86959337 . . .
chr16 86962905 86963027 123 86962920 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3544 chr16_86962905_86963027 . . .
chr16 86985942 86986260 319 86986202 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3545 chr16_86985942_86986260 . . .
chr16 87491425 87491594 170 87491502 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_3546 chr16_87491425_87491594 ZCCHC14 . .
chr16 87498936 87499227 292 87499154 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3547 chr16_87498936_87499227 ZCCHC14 . .
chr16 87526430 87526594 165 87526512 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3548 chr16_87526430_87526594 . ZCCHC14 .
chr16 87887358 87887603 246 87887396 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3549 chr16_87887358_87887603 SLC7A5 . .
chr16 87900762 87900887 126 87900843 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3550 chr16_87900762_87900887 SLC7A5 . CA5A
chr16 87904381 87904569 189 87904498 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_3551 chr16_87904381_87904569 . SLC7A5 CA5A
chr16 87904940 87905185 246 87905013 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3552 chr16_87904940_87905185 . SLC7A5 CA5A
chr16 87984585 87984777 193 87984664 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_3553 chr16_87984585_87984777 . CA5A BANP
chr16 87997439 87997708 270 87997448 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3554 chr16_87997439_87997708 BANP CA5A .
chr16 88337674 88337862 189 88337845 17 9.21158 4.89831 5.55625 OSE2_peak_3555 chr16_88337674_88337862 . . .
chr16 88365230 88365349 120 88365240 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3556 chr16_88365230_88365349 . . .
chr16 88365616 88366096 481 88365770 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3557 chr16_88365616_88366096 . . .
chr16 88366491 88366699 209 88366642 13 7.22175 4.48416 3.84908 OSE2_peak_3558 chr16_88366491_88366699 . . .
chr16 88367182 88367324 143 88367265 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3559 chr16_88367182_88367324 . . .
chr16 88367512 88367687 176 88367576 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_3560 chr16_88367512_88367687 . . .
chr16 88521601 88521739 139 88521696 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3561 chr16_88521601_88521739 ZFPM1 ZNF469 .
chr16 88821585 88821735 151 88821649 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3562 chr16_88821585_88821735 PIEZO1 . .
chr16 89282913 89283036 124 89282945 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_3563 chr16_89282913_89283036 . CDH15;SLC22A31 ZNF778
chr16 89382392 89382818 427 89382669 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3564 chr16_89382392_89382818 ANKRD11 . LOC100287036
chr16 89386393 89387073 681 89386648 34 25.18085 9.03533 20.46843 OSE2_peak_3565 chr16_89386393_89387073 ANKRD11 . LOC100287036
chr16 89628404 89628643 240 89628426 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_3566 chr16_89628404_89628643 RPL13 SNORD68;SPG7 CPNE7
chr16 89631028 89631259 232 89631141 19 11.84823 5.92362 7.92965 OSE2_peak_3567 chr16_89631028_89631259 RPL13 SNORD68;SPG7 CPNE7
chr16 89647559 89647943 385 89647854 28 14.92092 5.69804 10.76882 OSE2_peak_3568 chr16_89647559_89647943 CPNE7 RPL13;SNORD68;SPG7 .
chr16 89700182 89700301 120 89700221 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3569 chr16_89700182_89700301 DPEP1 . C16orf55;CHMP1A
chr16 89708502 89708624 123 89708614 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3570 chr16_89708502_89708624 . DPEP1 C16orf55;CHMP1A
chr16 89939183 89939302 120 89939270 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3571 chr16_89939183_89939302 . SPIRE2 TCF25
chr16 89988928 89989047 120 89988992 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_3572 chr16_89988928_89989047 TUBB3 MC1R;TCF25 DEF8
chr17 595271 595641 371 595554 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3573 chr17_595271_595641 VPS53 . .
chr17 597461 597736 276 597683 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_3574 chr17_597461_597736 VPS53 . .
chr17 830792 830911 120 830860 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3575 chr17_830792_830911 NXN . .
chr17 831216 831463 248 831300 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_3576 chr17_831216_831463 NXN . .
chr17 836782 836984 203 836890 44 22.39032 6.04241 17.80144 OSE2_peak_3577 chr17_836782_836984 NXN . .
chr17 855212 855377 166 855264 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3578 chr17_855212_855377 NXN . .
chr17 1014344 1014696 353 1014651 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_3579 chr17_1014344_1014696 ABR . .
chr17 1018464 1018642 179 1018533 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_3580 chr17_1018464_1018642 ABR . .
chr17 1316707 1316906 200 1316791 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3581 chr17_1316707_1316906 . YWHAE CRK
chr17 1366544 1366674 131 1366593 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_3582 chr17_1366544_1366674 . CRK MYO1C
chr17 1480472 1480616 145 1480506 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3583 chr17_1480472_1480616 SLC43A2 PITPNA .
chr17 1587163 1587387 225 1587314 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3584 chr17_1587163_1587387 PRPF8 . MIR22;MIR22HG;TLCD2
chr17 1613994 1614133 140 1614042 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3585 chr17_1613994_1614133 . PRPF8;TLCD2 MIR22;MIR22HG;WDR81
chr17 1614264 1614724 461 1614367 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3586 chr17_1614264_1614724 . PRPF8;TLCD2 MIR22;MIR22HG;WDR81
chr17 1618312 1618433 122 1618349 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_3587 chr17_1618312_1618433 MIR22HG MIR22;TLCD2 SERPINF2;WDR81
chr17 1619977 1620144 168 1619984 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_3588 chr17_1619977_1620144 WDR81 MIR22;MIR22HG;TLCD2 SERPINF2
chr17 1945318 1945437 120 1945414 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3589 chr17_1945318_1945437 DPH1;OVCA2 RTN4RL1 HIC1;MIR132;MIR212;SMG6
chr17 1975009 1975212 204 1975096 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3590 chr17_1975009_1975212 SMG6 DPH1;HIC1;MIR132;MIR212;OVCA2 .
chr17 2025027 2025146 120 2025102 14 7.21383 4.31557 3.84219 OSE2_peak_3591 chr17_2025027_2025146 SMG6 . .
chr17 2095868 2096069 202 2095952 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_3592 chr17_2095868_2096069 SMG6 . .
chr17 2118478 2118636 159 2118535 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_3593 chr17_2118478_2118636 SMG6 . .
chr17 2591075 2591210 136 2591121 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_3594 chr17_2591075_2591210 . PAFAH1B1 KIAA0664
chr17 2863656 2863803 148 2863735 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3595 chr17_2863656_2863803 RAP1GAP2 . .
chr17 3705797 3706023 227 3705817 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_3596 chr17_3705797_3706023 . ITGAE C17orf85
chr17 3706347 3706491 145 3706390 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_3597 chr17_3706347_3706491 . ITGAE C17orf85
chr17 3749535 3749654 120 3749598 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3598 chr17_3749535_3749654 C17orf85 . CAMKK1
chr17 3905688 3905852 165 3905761 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3599 chr17_3905688_3905852 . . ZZEF1
chr17 4848211 4848414 204 4848282 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_3600 chr17_4848211_4848414 RNF167 GP1BA;SLC25A11 CAMTA2;ENO3;PFN1;SPAG7
chr17 4849823 4849942 120 4849873 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3601 chr17_4849823_4849942 PFN1 GP1BA;RNF167;SLC25A11 CAMTA2;ENO3;SPAG7
chr17 4870895 4871054 160 4870992 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3602 chr17_4870895_4871054 SPAG7 ENO3;PFN1;RNF167;SLC25A11 CAMTA2;INCA1
chr17 4871472 4871597 126 4871577 16 9.66339 5.33179 5.96339 OSE2_peak_3603 chr17_4871472_4871597 CAMTA2 NO3;PFN1;RNF167;SLC25A11;SPAG INCA1;KIF1C
chr17 5419592 5419939 348 5419693 20 12.35637 5.9847 8.40275 OSE2_peak_3604 chr17_5419592_5419939 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
chr17 5906686 5906885 200 5906766 22 16.11733 7.55402 11.88213 OSE2_peak_3605 chr17_5906686_5906885 . . .
chr17 6126712 6126983 272 6126773 23 16.78399 7.66001 12.50588 OSE2_peak_3606 chr17_6126712_6126983 . . .
chr17 6410185 6410310 126 6410236 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_3607 chr17_6410185_6410310 PITPNM3 . .
chr17 6495496 6495735 240 6495623 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_3608 chr17_6495496_6495735 KIAA0753 . .
chr17 6656374 6656757 384 6656604 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_3609 chr17_6656374_6656757 . . FBXO39;XAF1
chr17 6918677 6918808 132 6918757 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3610 chr17_6918677_6918808 C17orf49;RNASEK‐C17ORF49 ALOX12;LOC100506713;RNASEK IR195;MIR497;MIR497HG;SLC16A11;SLC16A13
chr17 6963761 6963914 154 6963854 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3611 chr17_6963761_6963914 . SLC16A11;SLC16A13 CLEC10A
chr17 7137514 7138063 550 7137981 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_3612 chr17_7137514_7138063 DVL2 ACADVL;DLG4;MIR324 7orf81;CLDN7;CTDNEP1;GABARAP;PHF23
chr17 7212255 7212410 156 7212361 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_3613 chr17_7212255_7212410 EIF5A SLC2A4;YBX2 ACAP1;GPS2;NEURL4
chr17 7359308 7359466 159 7359353 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3614 chr17_7359308_7359466 CHRNB1 C17orf74;FGF11;TMEM102 POLR2A;SLC35G6;ZBTB4
chr17 7381637 7381816 180 7381729 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3615 chr17_7381637_7381816 ZBTB4 CHRNB1 POLR2A;SLC35G6
chr17 7387656 7387911 256 7387774 54 53.98067 16.56102 48.52301 OSE2_peak_3616 chr17_7387656_7387911 POLR2A CHRNB1;SLC35G6;ZBTB4 .
chr17 7476186 7476474 289 7476394 21 14.30227 6.8056 10.19112 OSE2_peak_3617 chr17_7476186_7476474 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1 P3;TNFSF12;TNFSF12‐TNFSF13;TNF2;MPDU1;SNORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;SOX15
chr17 7479335 7479543 209 7479428 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3618 chr17_7479335_7479543 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1 ORA48;TNFSF12;TNFSF12‐TNFSF138;FXR2;MPDU1;SNORA67;SNORD10;SOX15
chr17 7479670 7479933 264 7479915 16 7.25927 4.04255 3.88283 OSE2_peak_3619 chr17_7479670_7479933 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1 ORA48;TNFSF12;TNFSF12‐TNFSF138;FXR2;MPDU1;SNORA67;SNORD10;SOX15
chr17 7482440 7483077 638 7482801 27 21.52113 9.12991 16.96861 OSE2_peak_3620 chr17_7482440_7483077 CD68 NORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;TNFS FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
chr17 7483207 7483428 222 7483359 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_3621 chr17_7483207_7483428 CD68 NORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;TNFS FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
chr17 7487221 7487531 311 7487391 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3622 chr17_7487221_7487531 MPDU1 ;SNORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;TN FXR2;SHBG;SOX15
chr17 7677436 7677737 302 7677521 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_3623 chr17_7677436_7677737 DNAH2 RPL29P2 .
chr17 7740158 7740310 153 7740272 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3624 chr17_7740158_7740310 . DNAH2 CYB5D1;KDM6B;LSMD1;TMEM88
chr17 7826172 7826336 165 7826283 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3625 chr17_7826172_7826336 KCNAB3 CHD3;LOC284023;SCARNA21 CNTROB;TRAPPC1
chr17 7959610 7959782 173 7959690 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_3626 chr17_7959610_7959782 . ALOX15B ALOX12B
chr17 8023569 8023731 163 8023644 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3627 chr17_8023569_8023731 . ALOXE3 HES7;PER1
chr17 8029074 8029193 120 8029132 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3628 chr17_8029074_8029193 . ALOXE3;HES7 PER1
chr17 8042863 8042991 129 8042957 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_3629 chr17_8042863_8042991 . ALOXE3;HES7 PER1;VAMP2
chr17 8076380 8077027 648 8076613 47 39.57088 12.04756 34.39249 OSE2_peak_3630 chr17_8076380_8077027 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 C17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
chr17 8090395 8090737 343 8090491 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3631 chr17_8090395_8090737 MIR3676 MIR4521;TMEM107;VAMP2 AURKB;C17orf59
chr17 8124024 8124349 326 8124275 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_3632 chr17_8124024_8124349 LINC00324 AURKB CTC1;PFAS
chr17 8129383 8129953 571 8129577 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3633 chr17_8129383_8129953 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
chr17 8130336 8130569 234 8130478 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_3634 chr17_8130336_8130569 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
chr17 8279839 8279958 120 8279914 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_3635 chr17_8279839_8279958 . KRBA2;LOC100128288 RNF222;RPL26
chr17 12517007 12517127 121 12517126 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_3636 chr17_12517007_12517127 FLJ34690 . .
chr17 12522035 12522155 121 12522080 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_3637 chr17_12522035_12522155 FLJ34690 . .
chr17 13112524 13112672 149 13112587 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_3638 chr17_13112524_13112672 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13249380 13249845 466 13249782 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_3639 chr17_13249380_13249845 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13250494 13250629 136 13250531 19 8.43454 4.20354 4.87113 OSE2_peak_3640 chr17_13250494_13250629 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13297721 13297990 270 13297789 19 12.14122 6.08292 8.19763 OSE2_peak_3641 chr17_13297721_13297990 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13324267 13324547 281 13324380 48 25.86466 6.57951 21.11939 OSE2_peak_3642 chr17_13324267_13324547 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13465506 13465825 320 13465677 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_3643 chr17_13465506_13465825 HS3ST3A1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 13972799 13973005 207 13972846 14 8.22498 4.89103 4.70126 OSE2_peak_3644 chr17_13972799_13973005 COX10;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 14641661 14641903 243 14641724 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_3645 chr17_14641661_14641903 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 15160878 15161002 125 15160954 15 8.58906 4.91591 5.00789 OSE2_peak_3646 chr17_15160878_15161002 PMP22;SNORA59A;SNORA59B MIR4731 .
chr17 15301719 15301869 151 15301821 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3647 chr17_15301719_15301869 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 15931528 15931647 120 15931558 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_3648 chr17_15931528_15931647 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;TTC19 ZSWIM7 NCOR1
chr17 16284343 16284503 161 16284429 28 19.96503 8.03676 15.49765 OSE2_peak_3649 chr17_16284343_16284503 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;UBB CENPV .
chr17 16287564 16287723 160 16287712 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_3650 chr17_16287564_16287723 SNORA59A;SNORA59B UBB .
chr17 16342943 16343154 212 16343038 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3651 chr17_16342943_16343154 C17orf76‐AS1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B SNORD49B;TRPV2 FAM211A;SNORD49A;SNORD65
chr17 16343478 16343604 127 16343557 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_3652 chr17_16343478_16343604 C17orf76‐AS1;SNORA59A;SNORA59B SNORD49A;SNORD49B;TRPV2 FAM211A;SNORD65
chr17 16345984 16346201 218 16345990 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3653 chr17_16345984_16346201 rf76‐AS1;FAM211A;SNORA59A;SNORORD49A;SNORD49B;SNORD65;TRP .
chr17 16347172 16347429 258 16347345 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3654 chr17_16347172_16347429 rf76‐AS1;FAM211A;SNORA59A;SNORORD49A;SNORD49B;SNORD65;TRP .
chr17 16808176 16808297 122 16808240 26 6.68685 2.90652 3.38456 OSE2_peak_3655 chr17_16808176_16808297 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16914425 16914589 165 16914499 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_3656 chr17_16914425_16914589 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16946432 16946648 217 16946571 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3657 chr17_16946432_16946648 MPRIP;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 16997923 16998042 120 16997975 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_3658 chr17_16997923_16998042 MPRIP;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 17054952 17055118 167 17055007 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3659 chr17_17054952_17055118 MPRIP;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 17311905 17312034 130 17311933 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_3660 chr17_17311905_17312034 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SMCR9
chr17 17315273 17315529 257 17315436 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_3661 chr17_17315273_17315529 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SMCR9
chr17 17319971 17320121 151 17320061 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_3662 chr17_17319971_17320121 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SMCR9
chr17 17495025 17495175 151 17495095 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3663 chr17_17495025_17495175 SNORA59A;SNORA59B PEMT .
chr17 17739640 17739876 237 17739811 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_3664 chr17_17739640_17739876 SNORA59A;SNORA59B;SREBF1 MIR33B;RAI1 TOM1L2
chr17 18865545 18865968 424 18865629 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3665 chr17_18865545_18865968 SLC5A10;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . FAM83G
chr17 18908213 18908360 148 18908285 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_3666 chr17_18908213_18908360 SLC5A10;SNORA59A;SNORA59B FAM83G GRAP
chr17 18966873 18967260 388 18967157 58 62.76303 19.41749 57.16724 OSE2_peak_3667 chr17_18966873_18967260 SNORA59A;SNORA59B GRAP .
chr17 19015220 19015374 155 19015291 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_3668 chr17_19015220_19015374 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
chr17 19015551 19015705 155 19015634 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_3669 chr17_19015551_19015705 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
chr17 19047796 19047930 135 19047871 30 25.18319 10.20241 20.46843 OSE2_peak_3670 chr17_19047796_19047930 GRAPL;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 19215228 19215468 241 19215400 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_3671 chr17_19215228_19215468 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1
chr17 19230525 19230692 168 19230632 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_3672 chr17_19230525_19230692 EPN2;SNORA59A;SNORA59B . B9D1;MIR1180
chr17 19352032 19352291 260 19352225 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3673 chr17_19352032_19352291 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
chr17 19411382 19411643 262 19411552 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3674 chr17_19411382_19411643 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SLC47A1
chr17 21117463 21117783 321 21117530 49 38.55716 11.02089 33.40571 OSE2_peak_3675 chr17_21117463_21117783 TMEM11 DHRS7B C17orf103
chr17 21189597 21189902 306 21189793 17 9.82642 5.22856 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3676 chr17_21189597_21189902 MAP2K3 . .
chr17 21191116 21191438 323 21191322 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_3677 chr17_21191116_21191438 MAP2K3 . .
chr17 21453313 21453673 361 21453556 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3678 chr17_21453313_21453673 C17orf51 . .
chr17 25572048 25572179 132 25572131 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3679 chr17_25572048_25572179 . . .
chr17 25773640 25774190 551 25773735 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_3680 chr17_25773640_25774190 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
chr17 25867429 25867930 502 25867473 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_3681 chr17_25867429_25867930 KSR1 . .
chr17 26605382 26605717 336 26605485 39 23.32993 7.13615 18.69635 OSE2_peak_3682 chr17_26605382_26605717 KRT18P55 . .
chr17 26606810 26606952 143 26606883 18 11.52301 5.95906 7.6444 OSE2_peak_3683 chr17_26606810_26606952 KRT18P55 . .
chr17 27052879 27052998 120 27052963 18 11.41252 5.89773 7.53795 OSE2_peak_3684 chr17_27052879_27052998 TLCD1 PL23A;SNORD42A;SNORD42B;SNO C17orf63;NEK8;TRAF4
chr17 27055525 27055670 146 27055606 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_3685 chr17_27055525_27055670 . 3A;SNORD42A;SNORD42B;SNORD4 C17orf63;NEK8;TRAF4
chr17 27080935 27081092 158 27080979 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_3686 chr17_27080935_27081092 . NEK8;RPL23A;TLCD1;TRAF4 C17orf63
chr17 27136233 27136425 193 27136343 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_3687 chr17_27136233_27136425 C17orf63 . .
chr17 27138383 27138502 120 27138476 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3688 chr17_27138383_27138502 C17orf63 . .
chr17 27253114 27253325 212 27253233 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_3689 chr17_27253114_27253325 PHF12 DHRS13;FLOT2 SEZ6
chr17 27279190 27279541 352 27279404 58 42.97543 10.52583 37.71754 OSE2_peak_3690 chr17_27279190_27279541 . PHF12 SEZ6
chr17 27460201 27460488 288 27460288 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3691 chr17_27460201_27460488 MYO18A . .
chr17 27568017 27568171 155 27568123 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_3692 chr17_27568017_27568171 . . CRYBA1;NUFIP2
chr17 28089085 28089228 144 28089168 14 8.25545 4.90872 4.72637 OSE2_peak_3693 chr17_28089085_28089228 SSH2 . .
chr17 28135479 28135608 130 28135548 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_3694 chr17_28135479_28135608 SSH2 . .
chr17 28804357 28804570 214 28804434 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3695 chr17_28804357_28804570 GOSR1 CPD .
chr17 29907329 29907461 133 29907387 17 8.55579 4.55575 4.9841 OSE2_peak_3696 chr17_29907329_29907461 . MIR193A;MIR365B;MIR4725 .
chr17 29955095 29955225 131 29955185 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3697 chr17_29955095_29955225 . . .
chr17 30533124 30533257 134 30533205 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3698 chr17_30533124_30533257 RHOT1 . .
chr17 33390682 33390815 134 33390718 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3699 chr17_33390682_33390815 RAD51L3‐RFFL;RFFL . .
chr17 33571574 33571713 140 33571644 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_3700 chr17_33571574_33571713 SLFN5 . .
chr17 33571911 33572212 302 33572124 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_3701 chr17_33571911_33572212 SLFN5 . .
chr17 33885468 33885596 129 33885521 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3702 chr17_33885468_33885596 . SLFN14 AP2B1;PEX12;SNORD7
chr17 34005923 34006079 157 34006016 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3703 chr17_34005923_34006079 AP2B1 . .
chr17 34105267 34105478 212 34105340 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_3704 chr17_34105267_34105478 MMP28 C17orf50;GAS2L2 .
chr17 34842225 34842344 120 34842293 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3705 chr17_34842225_34842344 . . MYO19;ZNHIT3
chr17 34957918 34958051 134 34958025 14 7.98778 4.75396 4.49605 OSE2_peak_3706 chr17_34957918_34958051 MRM1 DHRS11;GGNBP2 .
chr17 35969393 35969587 195 35969488 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_3707 chr17_35969393_35969587 SYNRG . DDX52
chr17 36077295 36077427 133 36077342 30 16.0541 5.83746 11.8276 OSE2_peak_3708 chr17_36077295_36077427 HNF1B . .
chr17 36621463 36621675 213 36621527 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_3709 chr17_36621463_36621675 ARHGAP23 . .
chr17 36843642 36843808 167 36843740 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3710 chr17_36843642_36843808 . C17orf96 MIR4734;MLLT6
chr17 36843967 36844091 125 36844041 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3711 chr17_36843967_36844091 . C17orf96 MIR4734;MLLT6
chr17 36907980 36908199 220 36908082 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3712 chr17_36907980_36908199 . CISD3;MLLT6;PCGF2 PIP4K2B;PSMB3
chr17 37010268 37010388 121 37010339 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_3713 chr17_37010268_37010388 . rf98;CWC25;MIR4727;RPL23;SNO LASP1
chr17 37023886 37024114 229 37024062 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3714 chr17_37023886_37024114 . C17orf98;RPL23;SNORA21 LASP1
chr17 37057226 37057514 289 37057378 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_3715 chr17_37057226_37057514 LASP1 . LOC100505576
chr17 37309922 37310058 137 37309963 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_3716 chr17_37309922_37310058 . PLXDC1 ARL5C;CACNB1
chr17 37310677 37310859 183 37310740 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_3717 chr17_37310677_37310859 . PLXDC1 ARL5C;CACNB1
chr17 37607381 37607681 301 37607448 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3718 chr17_37607381_37607681 MED1 . CDK12
chr17 37617488 37617654 167 37617546 30 23.55419 9.33439 18.90835 OSE2_peak_3719 chr17_37617488_37617654 . MED1 CDK12
chr17 37918838 37918957 120 37918849 12 5.52501 3.65872 2.50644 OSE2_peak_3720 chr17_37918838_37918957 . GRB7 IKZF3
chr17 37938809 37939033 225 37938914 44 25.01285 6.89516 20.30648 OSE2_peak_3721 chr17_37938809_37939033 IKZF3 . .
chr17 38085589 38085729 141 38085655 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3722 chr17_38085589_38085729 . GSDMB;ORMDL3 LRRC3C
chr17 38085930 38086190 261 38086126 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_3723 chr17_38085930_38086190 . GSDMB;ORMDL3 LRRC3C
chr17 38172284 38172403 120 38172323 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3724 chr17_38172284_38172403 CSF3 PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
chr17 38173822 38174056 235 38173939 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3725 chr17_38173822_38174056 CSF3 PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
chr17 38174289 38174794 506 38174732 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3726 chr17_38174289_38174794 . CSF3;PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
chr17 38174939 38175302 364 38175256 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3727 chr17_38174939_38175302 . CSF3;PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
chr17 38175438 38175566 129 38175483 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3728 chr17_38175438_38175566 MED24 CSF3;PSMD3 SNORD124
chr17 38221576 38221711 136 38221613 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3729 chr17_38221576_38221711 THRA MED24 NR1D1
chr17 38287908 38288029 122 38288004 14 8.10495 4.82152 4.60517 OSE2_peak_3730 chr17_38287908_38288029 MSL1 . CASC3
chr17 38402217 38402380 164 38402304 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_3731 chr17_38402217_38402380 WIPF2 . .
chr17 38470929 38471141 213 38471047 34 28.60707 10.75356 23.76198 OSE2_peak_3732 chr17_38470929_38471141 RARA CDC6 .
chr17 38497694 38497840 147 38497783 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3733 chr17_38497694_38497840 RARA . GJD3
chr17 38501348 38501488 141 38501425 19 12.72639 6.40594 8.73514 OSE2_peak_3734 chr17_38501348_38501488 RARA . GJD3
chr17 38600030 38600195 166 38600087 14 7.62531 4.54691 4.17707 OSE2_peak_3735 chr17_38600030_38600195 IGFBP4 TOP2A .
chr17 38600791 38601143 353 38601057 20 13.30657 6.49626 9.27295 OSE2_peak_3736 chr17_38600791_38601143 IGFBP4 TOP2A .
chr17 38601264 38602249 986 38601987 26 19.55257 8.35233 15.10913 OSE2_peak_3737 chr17_38601264_38602249 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38602416 38602536 121 38602428 14 7.67934 4.57758 4.22402 OSE2_peak_3738 chr17_38602416_38602536 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38602695 38603096 402 38602861 23 15.80384 7.13169 11.58894 OSE2_peak_3739 chr17_38602695_38603096 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38603453 38603767 315 38603724 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_3740 chr17_38603453_38603767 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
chr17 38604924 38605135 212 38605004 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_3741 chr17_38604924_38605135 IGFBP4 . TNS4
chr17 38605998 38606245 248 38606036 15 7.54803 4.341 4.11178 OSE2_peak_3742 chr17_38605998_38606245 IGFBP4 . TNS4
chr17 38613323 38613574 252 38613484 19 10.5775 5.25297 6.78369 OSE2_peak_3743 chr17_38613323_38613574 IGFBP4 . TNS4
chr17 38614010 38614685 676 38614162 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_3744 chr17_38614010_38614685 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38615180 38615593 414 38615442 38 25.935 8.39185 21.18679 OSE2_peak_3745 chr17_38615180_38615593 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38616285 38616731 447 38616453 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_3746 chr17_38616285_38616731 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38616924 38618146 1223 38617280 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_3747 chr17_38616924_38618146 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38618252 38621572 3321 38620094 41 25.24198 7.49296 20.52292 OSE2_peak_3748 chr17_38618252_38621572 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38621723 38622887 1165 38622235 27 20.11084 8.37532 15.63883 OSE2_peak_3749 chr17_38621723_38622887 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38623163 38623426 264 38623340 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_3750 chr17_38623163_38623426 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38626262 38626469 208 38626335 16 9.01364 4.97 5.38644 OSE2_peak_3751 chr17_38626262_38626469 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38627200 38627339 140 38627264 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_3752 chr17_38627200_38627339 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38627480 38627801 322 38627699 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_3753 chr17_38627480_38627801 . IGFBP4 TNS4
chr17 38642135 38643004 870 38642811 29 17.44884 6.61253 13.12341 OSE2_peak_3754 chr17_38642135_38643004 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 38643103 38643298 196 38643194 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_3755 chr17_38643103_38643298 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
chr17 38654370 38654525 156 38654451 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_3756 chr17_38654370_38654525 TNS4 . .
chr17 38666618 38666839 222 38666676 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_3757 chr17_38666618_38666839 . TNS4 .
chr17 38668381 38668564 184 38668413 14 6.30126 3.81782 3.10305 OSE2_peak_3758 chr17_38668381_38668564 . TNS4 .
chr17 38673065 38673215 151 38673153 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_3759 chr17_38673065_38673215 . TNS4 .
chr17 38677786 38678100 315 38677984 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_3760 chr17_38677786_38678100 . TNS4 .
chr17 38698998 38699278 281 38699165 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_3761 chr17_38698998_38699278 . . CCR7
chr17 38705737 38705907 171 38705843 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3762 chr17_38705737_38705907 . . CCR7
chr17 38706753 38706951 199 38706924 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3763 chr17_38706753_38706951 . . CCR7
chr17 38707336 38707739 404 38707618 21 9.07662 4.23077 5.43902 OSE2_peak_3764 chr17_38707336_38707739 . . CCR7
chr17 38708220 38708877 658 38708477 38 24.1839 7.66288 19.51159 OSE2_peak_3765 chr17_38708220_38708877 . . CCR7
chr17 39216662 39216793 132 39216758 21 13.15306 6.19168 9.13042 OSE2_peak_3766 chr17_39216662_39216793 . ;KRTAP1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;LO KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39222560 39222774 215 39222667 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_3767 chr17_39222560_39222774 . ;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTAP2‐4;LO KRTAP4‐7
chr17 39560327 39560524 198 39560423 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_3768 chr17_39560327_39560524 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
chr17 39678087 39678214 128 39678160 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_3769 chr17_39678087_39678214 . KRT13;KRT15 KRT19;LOC147093
chr17 39687087 39687313 227 39687282 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3770 chr17_39687087_39687313 . KRT13;KRT15;KRT19 LOC147093
chr17 39845566 39845844 279 39845652 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_3771 chr17_39845566_39845844 EIF1 . GAST
chr17 39845960 39846272 313 39845984 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_3772 chr17_39845960_39846272 EIF1 . GAST
chr17 39846487 39846886 400 39846522 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_3773 chr17_39846487_39846886 EIF1 . GAST
chr17 39848163 39849514 1352 39848908 30 23.26059 9.18161 18.63065 OSE2_peak_3774 chr17_39848163_39849514 . EIF1 GAST;HAP1
chr17 40016174 40016373 200 40016198 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_3775 chr17_40016174_40016373 KLHL11 KLHL10;NT5C3L ACLY
chr17 40067108 40067373 266 40067225 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_3776 chr17_40067108_40067373 ACLY . TTC25
chr17 40074348 40074499 152 40074444 17 10.27479 5.47463 6.50457 OSE2_peak_3777 chr17_40074348_40074499 ACLY . TTC25
chr17 40169452 40169571 120 40169471 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_3778 chr17_40169452_40169571 DNAJC7 . NKIRAS2;ZNF385C
chr17 40407095 40407225 131 40407144 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_3779 chr17_40407095_40407225 STAT5B . .
chr17 40539747 40539930 184 40539831 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3780 chr17_40539747_40539930 STAT3 . PTRF
chr17 40561812 40561966 155 40561959 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_3781 chr17_40561812_40561966 PTRF STAT3 .
chr17 40933998 40934165 168 40934041 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3782 chr17_40933998_40934165 WNK4 LOC100190938;RAMP2;VPS25 BECN1;CCDC56;CNTD1
chr17 40985316 40985441 126 40985375 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_3783 chr17_40985316_40985441 PSME3 BECN1;CNTD1 AOC2;AOC3
chr17 41149060 41149179 120 41149086 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3784 chr17_41149060_41149179 . AARSD1;RUNDC1 IFI35;RND2;RPL27;VAT1
chr17 41324089 41324210 122 41324178 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3785 chr17_41324089_41324210 NBR1 NBR2 .
chr17 41393220 41393714 495 41393367 130 137.02628 23.3709 130.28062 OSE2_peak_3786 chr17_41393220_41393714 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
chr17 41438189 41438802 614 41438577 67 59.45927 14.51686 53.91142 OSE2_peak_3787 chr17_41438189_41438802 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41445179 41445550 372 41445362 39 31.4252 10.62937 26.47663 OSE2_peak_3788 chr17_41445179_41445550 . . LOC100130581
chr17 41657040 41657191 152 41657107 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_3789 chr17_41657040_41657191 . . .
chr17 41778697 41778816 120 41778745 16 9.37571 5.17048 5.69913 OSE2_peak_3790 chr17_41778697_41778816 . . .
chr17 41801379 41801550 172 41801459 23 16.44478 7.47541 12.18126 OSE2_peak_3791 chr17_41801379_41801550 . . SOST
chr17 41810384 41810521 138 41810462 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_3792 chr17_41810384_41810521 . . SOST
chr17 41861457 41861610 154 41861564 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_3793 chr17_41861457_41861610 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 41862337 41862474 138 41862385 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_3794 chr17_41862337_41862474 . C17orf105;DUSP3;SOST MPP3
chr17 42302067 42302192 126 42302079 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3795 chr17_42302067_42302192 . ATXN7L3;UBTF SLC4A1
chr17 43210502 43210621 120 43210516 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_3796 chr17_43210502_43210621 ACBD4 NMT1;PLCD3 HEXIM1;HEXIM2
chr17 43225176 43225371 196 43225262 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3797 chr17_43225176_43225371 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43225796 43226197 402 43226105 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_3798 chr17_43225796_43226197 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43226328 43226474 147 43226371 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_3799 chr17_43226328_43226474 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43226861 43226990 130 43226926 17 10.54676 5.62593 6.7536 OSE2_peak_3800 chr17_43226861_43226990 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43236738 43236952 215 43236749 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_3801 chr17_43236738_43236952 . ACBD4;HEXIM1;PLCD3 HEXIM2
chr17 43238786 43238991 206 43238872 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_3802 chr17_43238786_43238991 HEXIM2 ACBD4;HEXIM1;PLCD3 .
chr17 43248658 43248800 143 43248735 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3803 chr17_43248658_43248800 . ACBD4;HEXIM1;HEXIM2 .
chr17 43306444 43306598 155 43306514 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_3804 chr17_43306444_43306598 FMNL1 . LOC100133991;TEX34
chr17 43449038 43449288 251 43449105 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_3805 chr17_43449038_43449288 . . ARHGAP27
chr17 43449463 43449603 141 43449543 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_3806 chr17_43449463_43449603 . . ARHGAP27
chr17 44842220 44842339 120 44842271 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3807 chr17_44842220_44842339 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;WNT3 NSF .
chr17 45021074 45021417 344 45021182 16 9.53373 5.25887 5.84954 OSE2_peak_3808 chr17_45021074_45021417 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 GOSR2 .
chr17 45144765 45144945 181 45144835 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_3809 chr17_45144765_45144945 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45307500 45307620 121 45307553 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_3810 chr17_45307500_45307620 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MYL4 ITGB3
chr17 45343471 45343861 391 45343578 28 15.84734 6.09513 11.6311 OSE2_peak_3811 chr17_45343471_45343861 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 45382976 45383095 120 45382999 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_3812 chr17_45382976_45383095 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . C17orf57
chr17 45796415 45796585 171 45796474 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_3813 chr17_45796415_45796585 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TBKBP1 TBX21
chr17 45796956 45797125 170 45797022 21 14.78698 7.07156 10.6401 OSE2_peak_3814 chr17_45796956_45797125 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TBKBP1 TBX21
chr17 46103007 46103180 174 46103076 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_3815 chr17_46103007_46103180 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . COPZ2;MIR152;NFE2L1
chr17 46125311 46125486 176 46125422 23 15.45801 6.9491 11.26003 OSE2_peak_3816 chr17_46125311_46125486 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COPZ2;MIR152 CBX1;NFE2L1
chr17 46560859 46561015 157 46560973 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_3817 chr17_46560859_46561015 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 46562405 46562586 182 46562508 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3818 chr17_46562405_46562586 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 46619659 46619778 120 46619711 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_3819 chr17_46619659_46619778 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB1 HOXB2;HOXB3
chr17 46632618 46632757 140 46632671 21 14.92452 7.14774 10.77162 OSE2_peak_3820 chr17_46632618_46632757 HOXB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB1;HOXB2 HOXB4;MIR10A
chr17 46687831 46687950 120 46687920 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_3821 chr17_46687831_46687950 HOXB7;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB‐AS3;HOXB5;HOXB6 HOXB8;HOXB9;MIR196A1
chr17 46715398 46715519 122 46715439 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_3822 chr17_46715398_46715519 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 HOXB7;HOXB8;HOXB9;MIR196A1 .
chr17 47178495 47178735 241 47178608 21 14.60724 6.97248 10.46979 OSE2_peak_3823 chr17_47178495_47178735 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 48105235 48105359 125 48105309 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3824 chr17_48105235_48105359 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ITGA3;LOC284080
chr17 48105864 48106016 153 48105948 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3825 chr17_48105864_48106016 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ITGA3;LOC284080
chr17 48128284 48128725 442 48128542 33 27.55144 10.51775 22.7454 OSE2_peak_3826 chr17_48128284_48128725 LOC284080;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ITGA3
chr17 48139248 48139502 255 48139447 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_3827 chr17_48139248_48139502 ITGA3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 LOC284080 .
chr17 48141808 48142486 679 48142169 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_3828 chr17_48141808_48142486 ITGA3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 LOC284080 PDK2
chr17 48229021 48229171 151 48229069 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3829 chr17_48229021_48229171 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 PPP1R9B;SAMD14 HILS1;SGCA
chr17 48287376 48287496 121 48287458 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_3830 chr17_48287376_48287496 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COL1A1 .
chr17 48287707 48288153 447 48288013 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3831 chr17_48287707_48288153 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COL1A1 .
chr17 48458185 48458325 141 48458232 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3832 chr17_48458185_48458325 EME1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MRPL27;XYLT2 LRRC59
chr17 48716307 48716560 254 48716494 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_3833 chr17_48716307_48716560 ABCC3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 CACNA1G .
chr17 48777085 48777228 144 48777168 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_3834 chr17_48777085_48777228 ANKRD40;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 ABCC3 LUC7L3
chr17 49009268 49009400 133 49009326 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_3835 chr17_49009268_49009400 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 49134539 49134720 182 49134696 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_3836 chr17_49134539_49134720 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SPAG9 . .
chr17 53025637 53026111 475 53025748 24 18.22334 8.18119 13.85648 OSE2_peak_3837 chr17_53025637_53026111 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L1 . COX11;STXBP4
chr17 53509714 53509895 182 53509791 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_3838 chr17_53509714_53509895 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 53510816 53510943 128 53510851 20 13.55421 6.63232 9.49715 OSE2_peak_3839 chr17_53510816_53510943 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 53511252 53511406 155 53511347 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_3840 chr17_53511252_53511406 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
chr17 53530138 53530353 216 53530182 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3841 chr17_53530138_53530353 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54203743 54203939 197 54203878 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3842 chr17_54203743_54203939 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . ANKFN1
chr17 54833481 54833790 310 54833671 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3843 chr17_54833481_54833790 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54833943 54834135 193 54833949 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3844 chr17_54833943_54834135 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 54864491 54864693 203 54864587 32 22.52556 8.2827 17.92346 OSE2_peak_3845 chr17_54864491_54864693 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . C17orf67
chr17 54991519 54991678 160 54991610 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_3846 chr17_54991519_54991678 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR3614;MTVR2;TRIM25 COIL
chr17 55970368 55970697 330 55970593 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_3847 chr17_55970368_55970697 CUEDC1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 56025918 56026064 147 56026064 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3848 chr17_56025918_56026064 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . VEZF1
chr17 56026260 56026443 184 56026275 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_3849 chr17_56026260_56026443 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . VEZF1
chr17 56429604 56429723 120 56429612 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3850 chr17_56429604_56429723 OC100506779;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐BZRAP1;MIR142;MIR4736;SUPT4H RNF43
chr17 56602637 56602962 326 56602744 34 29.69808 11.33072 24.81355 OSE2_peak_3851 chr17_56602637_56602962 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
chr17 56708759 56709268 510 56709003 111 109.99296 19.98123 103.63918 OSE2_peak_3852 chr17_56708759_56709268 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56736056 56736748 693 56736486 95 121.17869 31.59457 114.63483 OSE2_peak_3853 chr17_56736056_56736748 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
chr17 56756637 56757078 442 56756906 61 51.95844 13.23596 46.53537 OSE2_peak_3854 chr17_56756637_56757078 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
chr17 57294154 57294321 168 57294254 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_3855 chr17_57294154_57294321 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 PRR11;SMG8 GDPD1
chr17 57696090 57696243 154 57696185 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_3856 chr17_57696090_57696243 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 DHX40 CLTC
chr17 57696832 57697215 384 57697012 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3857 chr17_57696832_57697215 CLTC;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 DHX40 .
chr17 57831959 57832172 214 57832153 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_3858 chr17_57831959_57832172 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57833615 57833785 171 57833706 14 7.51905 4.48678 4.0839 OSE2_peak_3859 chr17_57833615_57833785 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57833893 57834159 267 57834051 17 10.11079 5.38413 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3860 chr17_57833893_57834159 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57860170 57860527 358 57860285 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_3861 chr17_57860170_57860527 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57861322 57861441 120 57861404 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3862 chr17_57861322_57861441 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57863507 57863677 171 57863595 17 6.99492 3.78319 3.6619 OSE2_peak_3863 chr17_57863507_57863677 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57863873 57864005 133 57863967 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3864 chr17_57863873_57864005 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . .
chr17 57914885 57915021 137 57914908 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3865 chr17_57914885_57915021 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57915275 57917284 2010 57915472 48 36.60008 10.46068 31.49679 OSE2_peak_3866 chr17_57915275_57917284 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
chr17 57917390 57919251 1862 57918554 50 44.8553 13.55245 39.56184 OSE2_peak_3867 chr17_57917390_57919251 MIR21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . TUBD1
chr17 57919573 57922461 2889 57920952 123 155.78465 33.94814 148.69333 OSE2_peak_3868 chr17_57919573_57922461 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 57933170 57933300 131 57933227 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_3869 chr17_57933170_57933300 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
chr17 59415447 59415682 236 59415517 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_3870 chr17_59415447_59415682 BCAS3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59848645 59848778 134 59848747 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_3871 chr17_59848645_59848778 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 59887512 59887735 224 59887651 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_3872 chr17_59887512_59887735 BRIP1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
chr17 60729614 60730024 411 60729907 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_3873 chr17_60729614_60730024 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MRC2 . .
chr17 60868393 60868512 120 60868409 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_3874 chr17_60868393_60868512 RCH10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR54 . .
chr17 60869452 60869749 298 60869673 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_3875 chr17_60869452_60869749 RCH10;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR54 . .
chr17 60896806 60896931 126 60896841 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_3876 chr17_60896806_60896931 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 60897060 60897288 229 60897202 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_3877 chr17_60897060_60897288 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 60901922 60902126 205 60902016 22 13.73239 6.27784 9.6621 OSE2_peak_3878 chr17_60901922_60902126 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W 10‐Mar .
chr17 61044473 61044663 191 61044524 18 11.98448 6.21771 8.05969 OSE2_peak_3879 chr17_61044473_61044663 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W . .
chr17 61044900 61045048 149 61044960 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3880 chr17_61044900_61045048 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W . .
chr17 61085297 61085508 212 61085393 22 14.83784 6.85706 10.68759 OSE2_peak_3881 chr17_61085297_61085508 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR548W . TANC2
chr17 61298578 61298743 166 61298631 17 10.79506 5.76534 6.97762 OSE2_peak_3882 chr17_61298578_61298743 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TANC2 MIR548W .
chr17 61334325 61334471 147 61334419 15 7.52396 4.32802 4.0886 OSE2_peak_3883 chr17_61334325_61334471 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TANC2 . .
chr17 61509136 61509315 180 61509182 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3884 chr17_61509136_61509315 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TANC2 CYB561
chr17 61919997 61920126 130 61920055 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_3885 chr17_61919997_61920126 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SMARCD2 DDX42;FTSJ3;PSMC5 CSH2;TCAM1P
chr17 62193327 62193452 126 62193402 29 14.91148 5.53398 10.75972 OSE2_peak_3886 chr17_62193327_62193452 ERN1;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . SNORD104
chr17 62223145 62223615 471 62223343 30 8.91209 3.33711 5.30615 OSE2_peak_3887 chr17_62223145_62223615 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SNORD104 ERN1 SNORA76;TEX2
chr17 62224176 62224656 481 62224468 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_3888 chr17_62224176_62224656 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 ERN1;SNORA76;SNORD104 TEX2
chr17 62365020 62365175 156 62365078 15 8.24563 4.72343 4.71728 OSE2_peak_3889 chr17_62365020_62365175 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 TEX2 .
chr17 62493243 62493778 536 62493300 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_3890 chr17_62493243_62493778 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MILR1;POLG2 CEP95;DDX5;MIR3064;MIR5047
chr17 62499322 62499492 171 62499432 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_3891 chr17_62499322_62499492 DDX5;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR3064;MIR5047;POLG2 CEP95
chr17 62500577 62500750 174 62500734 12 5.92604 3.88854 2.7782 OSE2_peak_3892 chr17_62500577_62500750 DDX5;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR3064;MIR5047;POLG2 CEP95
chr17 62503162 62503301 140 62503210 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_3893 chr17_62503162_62503301 CEP95;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 DDX5;MIR3064;MIR5047;POLG2 .
chr17 62605744 62605926 183 62605839 14 7.26335 4.34319 3.88635 OSE2_peak_3894 chr17_62605744_62605926 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SMURF2 . .
chr17 62675570 62675689 120 62675631 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_3895 chr17_62675570_62675689 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 SMURF2 .
chr17 62678734 62679000 267 62678923 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_3896 chr17_62678734_62679000 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 SMURF2 .
chr17 62720505 62720633 129 62720562 17 11.01613 5.89046 7.17401 OSE2_peak_3897 chr17_62720505_62720633 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . LOC146880
chr17 63188344 63188487 144 63188384 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_3898 chr17_63188344_63188487 RGS9 . .
chr17 63188612 63188804 193 63188713 44 32.15617 9.60674 27.18744 OSE2_peak_3899 chr17_63188612_63188804 RGS9 . .
chr17 63781415 63781546 132 63781455 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_3900 chr17_63781415_63781546 CEP112 . .
chr17 64271879 64272054 176 64271959 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_3901 chr17_64271879_64272054 . . PRKCA
chr17 64351159 64351315 157 64351226 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3902 chr17_64351159_64351315 PRKCA . .
chr17 64456116 64456274 159 64456170 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_3903 chr17_64456116_64456274 PRKCA . .
chr17 64462992 64463305 314 64463047 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_3904 chr17_64462992_64463305 PRKCA . .
chr17 64948278 64948412 135 64948321 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_3905 chr17_64948278_64948412 . . CACNG4
chr17 65091480 65091621 142 65091596 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_3906 chr17_65091480_65091621 HELZ . .
chr17 65362556 65362721 166 65362645 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_3907 chr17_65362556_65362721 PSMD12 . PITPNC1
chr17 65418044 65418314 271 65418231 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_3908 chr17_65418044_65418314 PITPNC1 . .
chr17 65487269 65487492 224 65487367 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3909 chr17_65487269_65487492 PITPNC1 . .
chr17 66039814 66039935 122 66039877 14 8.10495 4.82152 4.60517 OSE2_peak_3910 chr17_66039814_66039935 KPNA2 . .
chr17 66350455 66350670 216 66350571 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_3911 chr17_66350455_66350670 ARSG . .
chr17 66380071 66380210 140 66380123 25 16.73986 7.13976 12.46306 OSE2_peak_3912 chr17_66380071_66380210 ARSG . .
chr17 66452156 66452326 171 66452181 12 5.66797 3.74016 2.62505 OSE2_peak_3913 chr17_66452156_66452326 WIPI1 . .
chr17 67171953 67172132 180 67172042 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_3914 chr17_67171953_67172132 ABCA10 . .
chr17 67754168 67754417 250 67754244 39 31.4252 10.62937 26.47663 OSE2_peak_3915 chr17_67754168_67754417 . . .
chr17 67758363 67758482 120 67758374 25 6.16755 2.79887 2.98971 OSE2_peak_3916 chr17_67758363_67758482 . . .
chr17 69405898 69406224 327 69405973 35 24.71222 8.5607 20.01793 OSE2_peak_3917 chr17_69405898_69406224 . . .
chr17 69434832 69435208 377 69435124 36 12.64728 3.983 8.66079 OSE2_peak_3918 chr17_69434832_69435208 . . .
chr17 69629787 69629947 161 69629878 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3919 chr17_69629787_69629947 . . .
chr17 69789271 69789413 143 69789338 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_3920 chr17_69789271_69789413 . . .
chr17 69897143 69897262 120 69897216 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_3921 chr17_69897143_69897262 . . .
chr17 70122704 70122894 191 70122817 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_3922 chr17_70122704_70122894 . SOX9 .
chr17 70293607 70293750 144 70293698 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_3923 chr17_70293607_70293750 . . .
chr17 70335226 70335418 193 70335317 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_3924 chr17_70335226_70335418 . . .
chr17 70387176 70387295 120 70387264 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_3925 chr17_70387176_70387295 . . LOC100499467
chr17 70419066 70419330 265 70419173 30 23.55419 9.33439 18.90835 OSE2_peak_3926 chr17_70419066_70419330 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70461741 70461906 166 70461827 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_3927 chr17_70461741_70461906 LOC100499467 . .
chr17 70712375 70712574 200 70712472 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_3928 chr17_70712375_70712574 SLC39A11 . .
chr17 71288403 71288579 177 71288497 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_3929 chr17_71288403_71288579 CDC42EP4 . .
chr17 71289698 71289917 220 71289831 30 19.16953 7.18293 14.74844 OSE2_peak_3930 chr17_71289698_71289917 CDC42EP4 . .
chr17 72206713 72207300 588 72206772 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_3931 chr17_72206713_72207300 MGC16275 RPL38 TTYH2
chr17 72984890 72985025 136 72984968 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3932 chr17_72984890_72985025 CDR2L C17orf28 ICT1
chr17 73092485 73092674 190 73092600 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3933 chr17_73092485_73092674 SLC16A5 . ARMC7
chr17 73257931 73258059 129 73257957 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_3934 chr17_73257931_73258059 GGA3;MRPS7 NUP85 LOC100287042;MIF4GD;SLC25A19
chr17 73267399 73267527 129 73267447 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3935 chr17_73267399_73267527 LOC100287042 GGA3;MIF4GD;MRPS7 SLC25A19
chr17 73687528 73687733 206 73687620 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_3936 chr17_73687528_73687733 SAP30BP RECQL5 ITGB4
chr17 73689610 73689998 389 73689949 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_3937 chr17_73689610_73689998 SAP30BP RECQL5 ITGB4
chr17 73696526 73696683 158 73696549 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_3938 chr17_73696526_73696683 SAP30BP . ITGB4
chr17 73772128 73772329 202 73772227 17 10.30813 5.49309 6.53511 OSE2_peak_3939 chr17_73772128_73772329 . GALK1;ITGB4 H3F3B;MIR4738;UNK
chr17 73773761 73773890 130 73773829 18 10.92037 5.62744 7.08992 OSE2_peak_3940 chr17_73773761_73773890 H3F3B GALK1;ITGB4 MIR4738;UNK
chr17 73775651 73775824 174 73775821 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_3941 chr17_73775651_73775824 H3F3B GALK1;ITGB4 MIR4738;UNK
chr17 73780689 73780890 202 73780773 37 29.11328 10.09791 24.24293 OSE2_peak_3942 chr17_73780689_73780890 . GALK1;H3F3B;ITGB4;MIR4738 UNK
chr17 73781206 73781462 257 73781282 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3943 chr17_73781206_73781462 UNK GALK1;H3F3B;ITGB4;MIR4738 .
chr17 74068450 74068664 215 74068477 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3944 chr17_74068450_74068664 SRP68 . EXOC7;GALR2;ZACN
chr17 74077080 74077230 151 74077129 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_3945 chr17_74077080_74077230 EXOC7;ZACN GALR2;SRP68 .
chr17 74349994 74350177 184 74350102 19 8.22803 4.10811 4.70337 OSE2_peak_3946 chr17_74349994_74350177 PRPSAP1 . .
chr17 74366849 74367255 407 74366983 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_3947 chr17_74366849_74367255 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74367578 74367714 137 74367674 13 6.56482 4.10621 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3948 chr17_74367578_74367714 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74379712 74379914 203 74379839 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_3949 chr17_74379712_74379914 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
chr17 74380733 74380895 163 74380827 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3950 chr17_74380733_74380895 SPHK1 . UBE2O
chr17 74511597 74511809 213 74511701 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_3951 chr17_74511597_74511809 . RHBDF2 CYGB;PRCD
chr17 74519367 74519503 137 74519432 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_3952 chr17_74519367_74519503 . RHBDF2 CYGB;PRCD
chr17 74542912 74543264 353 74543020 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_3953 chr17_74542912_74543264 . CYGB;PRCD 246;SNORD1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNAC2
chr17 74553618 74553906 289 74553825 20 13.30657 6.49626 9.27295 OSE2_peak_3954 chr17_74553618_74553906 LOC100507246 CYGB;PRCD ORD1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNAC2
chr17 74562730 74562861 132 74562799 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_3955 chr17_74562730_74562861 ST6GALNAC2 00507246;PRCD;SNORD1A;SNORD1 .
chr17 74712138 74712543 406 74712456 21 13.11635 6.17248 9.09438 OSE2_peak_3956 chr17_74712138_74712543 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74712757 74712887 131 74712834 19 11.102 5.52567 7.24751 OSE2_peak_3957 chr17_74712757_74712887 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74713047 74713190 144 74713101 20 12.07693 5.8376 8.13837 OSE2_peak_3958 chr17_74713047_74713190 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 74728660 74728780 121 74728724 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_3959 chr17_74728660_74728780 METTL23 JMJD6;MXRA7 MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
chr17 75106269 75106457 189 75106371 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_3960 chr17_75106269_75106457 SEC14L1 LINC00338;SCARNA16 .
chr17 75118701 75118838 138 75118765 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_3961 chr17_75118701_75118838 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
chr17 75120307 75120538 232 75120423 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_3962 chr17_75120307_75120538 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
chr17 75121446 75121751 306 75121542 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_3963 chr17_75121446_75121751 SEC14L1 . .
chr17 75251376 75251684 309 75251461 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_3964 chr17_75251376_75251684 . . 09‐Sep
chr17 75282675 75282810 136 75282740 22 14.42536 6.63831 10.29969 OSE2_peak_3965 chr17_75282675_75282810 09‐Sep . .
chr17 75315651 75315773 123 75315750 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_3966 chr17_75315651_75315773 09‐Sep . .
chr17 75351176 75351391 216 75351203 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_3967 chr17_75351176_75351391 09‐Sep . .
chr17 75359966 75360089 124 75360009 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_3968 chr17_75359966_75360089 09‐Sep . .
chr17 75400944 75401222 279 75401125 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_3969 chr17_75400944_75401222 09‐Sep MIR4316 .
chr17 75481322 75481461 140 75481431 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3970 chr17_75481322_75481461 09‐Sep . .
chr17 76325546 76325750 205 76325648 38 22.38976 6.95775 17.80132 OSE2_peak_3971 chr17_76325546_76325750 . . SOCS3
chr17 76330737 76330961 225 76330817 21 13.49164 6.37001 9.43713 OSE2_peak_3972 chr17_76330737_76330961 . . SOCS3
chr17 76349122 76349308 187 76349201 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_3973 chr17_76349122_76349308 . . PGS1;SOCS3
chr17 76352493 76352689 197 76352625 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_3974 chr17_76352493_76352689 . . PGS1;SOCS3
chr17 76353326 76353662 337 76353538 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3975 chr17_76353326_76353662 SOCS3 . PGS1
chr17 76353842 76354026 185 76353916 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_3976 chr17_76353842_76354026 SOCS3 . PGS1
chr17 76371555 76371675 121 76371565 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_3977 chr17_76371555_76371675 . SOCS3 PGS1
chr17 76380253 76380372 120 76380261 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_3978 chr17_76380253_76380372 PGS1 SOCS3 .
chr17 76588493 76588893 401 76588544 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_3979 chr17_76588493_76588893 . DNAH17 .
chr17 76677897 76678075 179 76678010 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_3980 chr17_76677897_76678075 CYTH1 . .
chr17 76858270 76858397 128 76858367 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_3981 chr17_76858270_76858397 TIMP2 USP36 LOC100653515
chr17 76879351 76879525 175 76879432 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_3982 chr17_76879351_76879525 TIMP2 . LOC100653515
chr17 77032770 77032922 153 77032862 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_3983 chr17_77032770_77032922 C1QTNF1 CANT1;LOC100507410 .
chr17 77034804 77034956 153 77034879 25 16.32306 6.92945 12.06565 OSE2_peak_3984 chr17_77034804_77034956 C1QTNF1 CANT1;LOC100507410 .
chr17 77071020 77071193 174 77071103 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_3985 chr17_77071020_77071193 ENGASE C1QTNF1 RBFOX3
chr17 78228737 78228886 150 78228842 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_3986 chr17_78228737_78228886 . SLC26A11 RNF213
chr17 78235443 78235728 286 78235685 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_3987 chr17_78235443_78235728 RNF213 SLC26A11 .
chr17 78235851 78236069 219 78235909 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_3988 chr17_78235851_78236069 RNF213 SLC26A11 .
chr17 78765742 78766005 264 78765946 16 7.25927 4.04255 3.88283 OSE2_peak_3989 chr17_78765742_78766005 RPTOR . .
chr17 78830405 78830531 127 78830441 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_3990 chr17_78830405_78830531 RPTOR . .
chr17 78865240 78865596 357 78865517 27 17.0419 6.83805 12.7426 OSE2_peak_3991 chr17_78865240_78865596 RPTOR . .
chr17 78866290 78866409 120 78866306 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_3992 chr17_78866290_78866409 RPTOR . .
chr17 78929501 78929620 120 78929534 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_3993 chr17_78929501_78929620 RPTOR . .
chr17 79018416 79019055 640 79018738 19 12.60536 6.33862 8.62175 OSE2_peak_3994 chr17_79018416_79019055 BAIAP2 FLJ90757 .
chr17 79367776 79367895 120 79367880 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_3995 chr17_79367776_79367895 . . BAHCC1;MIR4740
chr17 79396727 79396862 136 79396789 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_3996 chr17_79396727_79396862 BAHCC1 MIR4740 MIR3186
chr17 79474532 79477087 2556 79476697 39 35.40006 12.63298 30.33247 OSE2_peak_3997 chr17_79474532_79477087 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79478449 79478856 408 79478783 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_3998 chr17_79478449_79478856 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79479256 79479542 287 79479312 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_3999 chr17_79479256_79479542 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79480455 79481015 561 79480795 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_4000 chr17_79480455_79481015 . ACTG1 C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79482316 79482572 257 79482363 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4001 chr17_79482316_79482572 . ACTG1 C17orf70;FSCN2
chr17 79521607 79521749 143 79521648 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_4002 chr17_79521607_79521749 . C17orf70;FSCN2 NPLOC4
chr17 79528038 79528206 169 79528137 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4003 chr17_79528038_79528206 NPLOC4 C17orf70;FSCN2 .
chr17 79543694 79543922 229 79543737 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_4004 chr17_79543694_79543922 NPLOC4 C17orf70 .
chr17 79678867 79679018 152 79678955 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4005 chr17_79678867_79679018 . ARL16;HGS;MRPL12 SLC25A10
chr17 79818227 79818395 169 79818292 15 8.67856 4.96651 5.09294 OSE2_peak_4006 chr17_79818227_79818395 P4HB FAM195B;PPP1R27 ALYREF;ARHGDIA
chr17 79823766 79823924 159 79823858 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4007 chr17_79823766_79823924 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79824158 79824324 167 79824250 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_4008 chr17_79824158_79824324 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79824528 79824882 355 79824778 25 17.58771 7.57669 13.25656 OSE2_peak_4009 chr17_79824528_79824882 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
chr17 79825103 79826325 1223 79825307 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_4010 chr17_79825103_79826325 ARHGDIA P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11
chr17 79826707 79827166 460 79826779 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4011 chr17_79826707_79827166 ARHGDIA P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11
chr17 79938973 79939094 122 79938995 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4012 chr17_79938973_79939094 ASPSCR1 NOTUM .
chr17 80174910 80175201 292 80175099 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_4013 chr17_80174910_80175201 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
chr17 80175433 80175755 323 80175642 40 19.06776 5.5053 14.65159 OSE2_peak_4014 chr17_80175433_80175755 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
chr17 80186857 80187049 193 80186897 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4015 chr17_80186857_80187049 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80187636 80187818 183 80187749 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4016 chr17_80187636_80187818 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80188391 80188527 137 80188457 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_4017 chr17_80188391_80188527 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80192951 80193073 123 80193003 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4018 chr17_80192951_80193073 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
chr17 80199013 80199166 154 80199069 14 8.1947 4.87346 4.67209 OSE2_peak_4019 chr17_80199013_80199166 . CCDC57;SLC16A3 CSNK1D
chr17 80199318 80199895 578 80199615 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_4020 chr17_80199318_80199895 . CCDC57;SLC16A3 CSNK1D
chr17 80200119 80201398 1280 80200545 34 12.75749 4.18239 8.76341 OSE2_peak_4021 chr17_80200119_80201398 CSNK1D CCDC57;SLC16A3 .
chr17 80202116 80202569 454 80202193 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_4022 chr17_80202116_80202569 CSNK1D SLC16A3 .
chr17 80202824 80203015 192 80202896 21 13.3771 6.30944 9.3421 OSE2_peak_4023 chr17_80202824_80203015 CSNK1D SLC16A3 .
chr17 80245685 80245837 153 80245777 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_4024 chr17_80245685_80245837 . CSNK1D CD7
chr17 80255175 80255585 411 80255386 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_4025 chr17_80255175_80255585 . CSNK1D CD7;SECTM1
chr17 80255832 80256325 494 80256209 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4026 chr17_80255832_80256325 . CSNK1D CD7;SECTM1
chr17 80415821 80415992 172 80415981 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4027 chr17_80415821_80415992 . C17orf62;HEXDC NARF
chr17 80452530 80452671 142 80452593 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4028 chr17_80452530_80452671 . NARF FOXK2
chr17 81006023 81006167 145 81006052 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4029 chr17_81006023_81006167 B3GNTL1 . .
chr18 10055 10251 197 10141 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_4030 chr18_10055_10251 . . .
chr18 322687 322853 167 322771 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_4031 chr18_322687_322853 COLEC12 . .
chr18 400626 400757 132 400681 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_4032 chr18_400626_400757 COLEC12 . .
chr18 703047 703166 120 703112 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4033 chr18_703047_703166 ENOSF1 TYMS YES1
chr18 711955 712093 139 712035 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4034 chr18_711955_712093 ENOSF1 . YES1
chr18 844604 844734 131 844658 17 10.27479 5.47463 6.50457 OSE2_peak_4035 chr18_844604_844734 . . .
chr18 987702 987934 233 987820 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_4036 chr18_987702_987934 . . .
chr18 2638565 2638689 125 2638610 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4037 chr18_2638565_2638689 . NDC80 CBX3P2;SMCHD1
chr18 3104314 3104454 141 3104368 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_4038 chr18_3104314_3104454 MYOM1 . .
chr18 3247713 3247883 171 3247772 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_4039 chr18_3247713_3247883 MYL12A MYOM1 MYL12B
chr18 3250237 3250517 281 3250431 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_4040 chr18_3250237_3250517 MYL12A . MYL12B
chr18 3250723 3250966 244 3250754 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_4041 chr18_3250723_3250966 MYL12A . MYL12B
chr18 3261724 3261865 142 3261815 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_4042 chr18_3261724_3261865 . MYL12A MYL12B
chr18 3305331 3305503 173 3305411 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_4043 chr18_3305331_3305503 . MYL12B .
chr18 3367666 3367862 197 3367769 30 20.00569 7.5707 15.53553 OSE2_peak_4044 chr18_3367666_3367862 . . .
chr18 3368117 3368324 208 3368299 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4045 chr18_3368117_3368324 . . .
chr18 3448405 3448745 341 3448660 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_4046 chr18_3448405_3448745 TGIF1 . .
chr18 3449140 3449292 153 3449231 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_4047 chr18_3449140_3449292 TGIF1 . .
chr18 3453643 3453821 179 3453719 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_4048 chr18_3453643_3453821 TGIF1 . .
chr18 3463431 3463637 207 3463524 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_4049 chr18_3463431_3463637 . TGIF1 .
chr18 3604781 3604979 199 3604793 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_4050 chr18_3604781_3604979 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3623987 3624146 160 3624058 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4051 chr18_3623987_3624146 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3624246 3625065 820 3624839 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_4052 chr18_3624246_3625065 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
chr18 3649952 3650368 417 3650086 40 32.59732 10.89511 27.61081 OSE2_peak_4053 chr18_3649952_3650368 DLGAP1 . .
chr18 5510617 5510743 127 5510681 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4054 chr18_5510617_5510743 EPB41L3 . .
chr18 7922343 7922466 124 7922379 16 8.51139 4.69682 4.94245 OSE2_peak_4055 chr18_7922343_7922466 PTPRM . .
chr18 8125142 8125346 205 8125154 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4056 chr18_8125142_8125346 PTPRM . .
chr18 8730512 8730664 153 8730597 31 16.62123 5.90291 12.35065 OSE2_peak_4057 chr18_8730512_8730664 SOGA2 . .
chr18 9597101 9597280 180 9597190 17 9.79564 5.21183 6.08687 OSE2_peak_4058 chr18_9597101_9597280 PPP4R1 . .
chr18 9743630 9743826 197 9743728 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_4059 chr18_9743630_9743826 RAB31 . .
chr18 9828376 9828495 120 9828455 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_4060 chr18_9828376_9828495 RAB31 . .
chr18 11325196 11325522 327 11325375 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_4061 chr18_11325196_11325522 . . .
chr18 11850053 11850195 143 11850129 12 5.66797 3.74016 2.62505 OSE2_peak_4062 chr18_11850053_11850195 GNAL . CHMP1B
chr18 11908566 11908817 252 11908621 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4063 chr18_11908566_11908817 MPPE1 GNAL .
chr18 12308774 12308893 120 12308805 15 8.38598 4.80177 4.8297 OSE2_peak_4064 chr18_12308774_12308893 TUBB6 . AFG3L2
chr18 12518460 12518638 179 12518469 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4065 chr18_12518460_12518638 SPIRE1 . .
chr18 12838191 12838399 209 12838255 21 8.67752 4.05825 5.09239 OSE2_peak_4066 chr18_12838191_12838399 PTPN2 . .
chr18 13671563 13671706 144 13671651 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4067 chr18_13671563_13671706 FAM210A C18orf1 .
chr18 14470182 14470359 178 14470257 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4068 chr18_14470182_14470359 . . CXADRP3
chr18 14971766 14972029 264 14971881 28 21.31483 8.73217 16.78095 OSE2_peak_4069 chr18_14971766_14972029 . . .
chr18 18660525 18660682 158 18660600 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4070 chr18_18660525_18660682 ROCK1 . .
chr18 18666199 18666318 120 18666213 12 6.47312 4.20855 3.23865 OSE2_peak_4071 chr18_18666199_18666318 ROCK1 . .
chr18 19180592 19180797 206 19180698 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4072 chr18_19180592_19180797 ESCO1 . SNRPD1
chr18 19612493 19612645 153 19612551 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4073 chr18_19612493_19612645 . . .
chr18 19770924 19771124 201 19770992 23 11.55584 5.04425 7.67161 OSE2_peak_4074 chr18_19770924_19771124 GATA6 . .
chr18 19971668 19971831 164 19971759 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_4075 chr18_19971668_19971831 . . CTAGE1
chr18 20046387 20046569 183 20046492 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_4076 chr18_20046387_20046569 . . .
chr18 20047966 20048229 264 20048077 28 20.67048 8.39683 16.16445 OSE2_peak_4077 chr18_20047966_20048229 . . .
chr18 20131784 20131907 124 20131889 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4078 chr18_20131784_20131907 . . .
chr18 20182656 20182795 140 20182710 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_4079 chr18_20182656_20182795 . . .
chr18 20248059 20248292 234 20248152 40 24.15445 7.26679 19.48311 OSE2_peak_4080 chr18_20248059_20248292 . . .
chr18 20428317 20428436 120 20428431 14 7.26335 4.34319 3.88635 OSE2_peak_4081 chr18_20428317_20428436 . . .
chr18 20888033 20888152 120 20888110 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_4082 chr18_20888033_20888152 TMEM241 . .
chr18 20898044 20898251 208 20898214 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4083 chr18_20898044_20898251 TMEM241 . .
chr18 20959982 20960101 120 20960031 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4084 chr18_20959982_20960101 TMEM241 . .
chr18 21003037 21003279 243 21003115 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_4085 chr18_21003037_21003279 TMEM241 . RIOK3
chr18 21143975 21144094 120 21144028 14 8.10495 4.82152 4.60517 OSE2_peak_4086 chr18_21143975_21144094 NPC1 . .
chr18 23889375 23889498 124 23889395 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4087 chr18_23889375_23889498 TAF4B . .
chr18 24394623 24394761 139 24394672 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4088 chr18_24394623_24394761 . . .
chr18 24716196 24716385 190 24716284 28 22.48276 9.35484 17.88263 OSE2_peak_4089 chr18_24716196_24716385 CHST9 . .
chr18 26734640 26734839 200 26734736 30 11.52732 4.16255 7.64788 OSE2_peak_4090 chr18_26734640_26734839 . . .
chr18 26735037 26735735 699 26735408 21 14.25966 6.78241 10.15587 OSE2_peak_4091 chr18_26735037_26735735 . . .
chr18 26745364 26745518 155 26745466 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_4092 chr18_26745364_26745518 . . .
chr18 29522954 29523073 120 29523041 14 8.28611 4.92654 4.75358 OSE2_peak_4093 chr18_29522954_29523073 TRAPPC8 . .
chr18 29665310 29665443 134 29665390 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_4094 chr18_29665310_29665443 . RNF125 RNF138
chr18 29897307 29897496 190 29897390 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_4095 chr18_29897307_29897496 FAM59A . .
chr18 30501542 30501694 153 30501616 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_4096 chr18_30501542_30501694 . . C18orf34
chr18 33016145 33016332 188 33016245 28 20.5153 8.31698 16.02045 OSE2_peak_4097 chr18_33016145_33016332 . . .
chr18 33038906 33039083 178 33038988 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_4098 chr18_33038906_33039083 . . INO80C
chr18 33952981 33953287 307 33953195 39 20.55164 6.12903 16.04876 OSE2_peak_4099 chr18_33952981_33953287 FHOD3 . .
chr18 37027834 37027953 120 37027935 15 8.73908 5.00082 5.14405 OSE2_peak_4100 chr18_37027834_37027953 LOC647946 . .
chr18 37204930 37205140 211 37204992 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_4101 chr18_37204930_37205140 LOC647946 . .
chr18 37531455 37531649 195 37531547 16 8.15056 4.50425 4.64301 OSE2_peak_4102 chr18_37531455_37531649 . . .
chr18 38448203 38448432 230 38448364 29 17.09418 6.45527 12.79289 OSE2_peak_4103 chr18_38448203_38448432 . . .
chr18 38457154 38457398 245 38457246 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_4104 chr18_38457154_38457398 . . .
chr18 38694076 38694217 142 38694163 37 14.86799 4.54088 10.71715 OSE2_peak_4105 chr18_38694076_38694217 . . .
chr18 39270863 39271074 212 39270897 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4106 chr18_39270863_39271074 . . .
chr18 39994733 39994852 120 39994819 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_4107 chr18_39994733_39994852 LOC284260 . .
chr18 40026211 40026564 354 40026318 32 24.69546 9.34566 20.0024 OSE2_peak_4108 chr18_40026211_40026564 LOC284260 . .
chr18 40741633 40741801 169 40741689 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_4109 chr18_40741633_40741801 . . .
chr18 43336032 43336152 121 43336117 18 7.90506 4.08834 4.4201 OSE2_peak_4110 chr18_43336032_43336152 . SLC14A1 .
chr18 43354312 43354478 167 43354422 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_4111 chr18_43354312_43354478 . SLC14A1 .
chr18 43373370 43373506 137 43373452 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_4112 chr18_43373370_43373506 . . .
chr18 43382826 43383020 195 43382943 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_4113 chr18_43382826_43383020 . . SIGLEC15
chr18 43531361 43531708 348 43531474 41 32.91606 10.75037 27.92322 OSE2_peak_4114 chr18_43531361_43531708 EPG5 . .
chr18 43542551 43542751 201 43542642 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_4115 chr18_43542551_43542751 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43542908 43543110 203 43543009 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4116 chr18_43542908_43543110 EPG5 . PSTPIP2
chr18 43753521 43753722 202 43753604 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4117 chr18_43753521_43753722 . . C18orf25
chr18 43753985 43754117 133 43753998 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4118 chr18_43753985_43754117 C18orf25 . .
chr18 43858589 43858718 130 43858679 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_4119 chr18_43858589_43858718 . C18orf25 .
chr18 44869771 44869913 143 44869825 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_4120 chr18_44869771_44869913 . . .
chr18 45408207 45408414 208 45408287 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4121 chr18_45408207_45408414 SMAD2 . .
chr18 45529340 45529677 338 45529518 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4122 chr18_45529340_45529677 . . ZBTB7C
chr18 45679967 45680125 159 45680085 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4123 chr18_45679967_45680125 . ZBTB7C .
chr18 45856909 45857039 131 45856960 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4124 chr18_45856909_45857039 . . .
chr18 45982342 45982500 159 45982424 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_4125 chr18_45982342_45982500 . . .
chr18 46072187 46072306 120 46072246 22 14.38525 6.6172 10.2632 OSE2_peak_4126 chr18_46072187_46072306 CTIF . .
chr18 46149893 46150105 213 46149960 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_4127 chr18_46149893_46150105 CTIF . .
chr18 46254886 46255142 257 46255083 34 19.2842 6.45631 14.85879 OSE2_peak_4128 chr18_46254886_46255142 CTIF . .
chr18 46428489 46428711 223 46428558 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_4129 chr18_46428489_46428711 . . SMAD7
chr18 46455832 46455980 149 46455880 30 22.36843 8.72464 17.78273 OSE2_peak_4130 chr18_46455832_46455980 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46468785 46469300 516 46469163 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_4131 chr18_46468785_46469300 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46472997 46473130 134 46473086 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_4132 chr18_46472997_46473130 SMAD7 . .
chr18 46478105 46478252 148 46478186 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_4133 chr18_46478105_46478252 . SMAD7 .
chr18 46482647 46482808 162 46482748 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4134 chr18_46482647_46482808 . SMAD7 .
chr18 46524618 46524791 174 46524703 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_4135 chr18_46524618_46524791 . . .
chr18 46525078 46525202 125 46525137 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4136 chr18_46525078_46525202 . . .
chr18 46776032 46776192 161 46776085 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4137 chr18_46776032_46776192 DYM . .
chr18 47013867 47014371 505 47013950 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_4138 chr18_47013867_47014371 RPL17‐C18ORF32 C18orf32;DYM;MIR1539 PL17;SNORD58A;SNORD58B;SNORD58C
chr18 47217568 47217965 398 47217627 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4139 chr18_47217568_47217965 . . .
chr18 51322595 51322740 146 51322654 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4140 chr18_51322595_51322740 . . .
chr18 51517716 51518392 677 51517789 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4141 chr18_51517716_51518392 . . .
chr18 51675421 51675621 201 51675451 20 8.551 4.12616 4.98076 OSE2_peak_4142 chr18_51675421_51675621 . . MBD2
chr18 52409888 52410015 128 52409956 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_4143 chr18_52409888_52410015 . . .
chr18 52443591 52443807 217 52443718 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_4144 chr18_52443591_52443807 . . .
chr18 52635667 52635786 120 52635722 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_4145 chr18_52635667_52635786 . CCDC68 .
chr18 52764861 52765035 175 52764885 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4146 chr18_52764861_52765035 . . .
chr18 53167545 53167775 231 53167669 21 13.49164 6.37001 9.43713 OSE2_peak_4147 chr18_53167545_53167775 TCF4 MIR4529 .
chr18 53301867 53302039 173 53301972 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_4148 chr18_53301867_53302039 TCF4 . .
chr18 53421260 53421409 150 53421298 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4149 chr18_53421260_53421409 . . .
chr18 54611180 54611310 131 54611230 12 6.57625 4.26966 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4150 chr18_54611180_54611310 WDR7 . .
chr18 55297467 55297635 169 55297543 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_4151 chr18_55297467_55297635 LOC100505549 NARS ATP8B1
chr18 55474330 55474495 166 55474332 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4152 chr18_55474330_55474495 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 55474962 55475200 239 55475121 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4153 chr18_55474962_55475200 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 55480515 55480762 248 55480610 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_4154 chr18_55480515_55480762 . ATP8B1 .
chr18 55872675 55872814 140 55872756 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_4155 chr18_55872675_55872814 NEDD4L . .
chr18 56246545 56246751 207 56246724 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4156 chr18_56246545_56246751 ALPK2 . .
chr18 56246951 56247129 179 56247084 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4157 chr18_56246951_56247129 ALPK2 . .
chr18 56523950 56524105 156 56524077 14 5.64851 3.47561 2.60854 OSE2_peak_4158 chr18_56523950_56524105 . . ZNF532
chr18 57382939 57383157 219 57382985 15 8.64856 4.94953 5.06411 OSE2_peak_4159 chr18_57382939_57383157 . CCBE1 .
chr18 57411458 57411798 341 57411551 36 26.29289 9.03599 21.53457 OSE2_peak_4160 chr18_57411458_57411798 . . .
chr18 57415847 57416056 210 57415909 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_4161 chr18_57415847_57416056 . . .
chr18 57436475 57436617 143 57436550 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_4162 chr18_57436475_57436617 . . .
chr18 57447289 57447497 209 57447414 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_4163 chr18_57447289_57447497 . . .
chr18 57482270 57482488 219 57482322 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_4164 chr18_57482270_57482488 . . .
chr18 57622138 57622308 171 57622198 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_4165 chr18_57622138_57622308 . . .
chr18 57899775 57900114 340 57899966 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_4166 chr18_57899775_57900114 . . .
chr18 58560198 58560392 195 58560298 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_4167 chr18_58560198_58560392 . . .
chr18 58651758 58652052 295 58651911 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_4168 chr18_58651758_58652052 . . .
chr18 59274273 59274433 161 59274333 18 9.8629 5.06383 6.13633 OSE2_peak_4169 chr18_59274273_59274433 . . .
chr18 59400742 59400918 177 59400843 15 8.92492 5.10667 5.31808 OSE2_peak_4170 chr18_59400742_59400918 . . .
chr18 59666220 59666379 160 59666288 22 10.2678 4.61945 6.49795 OSE2_peak_4171 chr18_59666220_59666379 . . .
chr18 59997090 59997209 120 59997095 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_4172 chr18_59997090_59997209 TNFRSF11A KIAA1468 .
chr18 61033628 61033816 189 61033714 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_4173 chr18_61033628_61033816 KDSR . VPS4B
chr18 61499852 61500036 185 61499926 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4174 chr18_61499852_61500036 . SERPINB7 .
chr18 61536711 61536911 201 61536761 24 12.65996 5.37939 8.67252 OSE2_peak_4175 chr18_61536711_61536911 . . SERPINB2
chr18 61637122 61637311 190 61637146 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_4176 chr18_61637122_61637311 SERPINB8 HMSD .
chr18 64899743 64899894 152 64899822 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_4177 chr18_64899743_64899894 . . .
chr18 64932912 64933427 516 64933009 43 24.10076 6.74194 19.43171 OSE2_peak_4178 chr18_64932912_64933427 . . .
chr18 65220742 65220885 144 65220830 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4179 chr18_65220742_65220885 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65450870 65451071 202 65450928 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4180 chr18_65450870_65451071 LOC643542 . .
chr18 65845473 65845672 200 65845568 23 14.96437 6.69211 10.80726 OSE2_peak_4181 chr18_65845473_65845672 . . .
chr18 65930311 65930462 152 65930372 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_4182 chr18_65930311_65930462 . . .
chr18 67821928 67822086 159 67821994 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_4183 chr18_67821928_67822086 RTTN . .
chr18 67873062 67873181 120 67873175 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4184 chr18_67873062_67873181 . RTTN .
chr18 68040338 68040524 187 68040416 22 15.27235 7.0907 11.0919 OSE2_peak_4185 chr18_68040338_68040524 . . .
chr18 68051463 68051776 314 68051581 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_4186 chr18_68051463_68051776 . . .
chr18 68086842 68087025 184 68087003 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_4187 chr18_68086842_68087025 . . .
chr18 68089394 68089744 351 68089677 19 11.23168 5.594 7.37454 OSE2_peak_4188 chr18_68089394_68089744 . . .
chr18 68704084 68704309 226 68704222 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_4189 chr18_68704084_68704309 . . .
chr18 70124380 70124519 140 70124427 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4190 chr18_70124380_70124519 . . .
chr18 70785491 70785639 149 70785595 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_4191 chr18_70785491_70785639 . . .
chr18 70951138 70951284 147 70951209 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_4192 chr18_70951138_70951284 . LOC400655 .
chr18 71336663 71336836 174 71336750 26 20.27259 8.74084 15.79145 OSE2_peak_4193 chr18_71336663_71336836 . . .
chr18 71452596 71452802 207 71452689 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_4194 chr18_71452596_71452802 . . .
chr18 71516070 71516196 127 71516131 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_4195 chr18_71516070_71516196 . . .
chr18 71815572 71815842 271 71815702 37 31.80391 11.44216 26.84741 OSE2_peak_4196 chr18_71815572_71815842 TIMM21 FBXO15 .
chr18 71984081 71984337 257 71984238 46 24.10932 6.31096 19.43944 OSE2_peak_4197 chr18_71984081_71984337 C18orf63 CYB5A .
chr18 72443244 72443537 294 72443319 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_4198 chr18_72443244_72443537 ZNF407 . .
chr18 73120968 73121116 149 73121049 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_4199 chr18_73120968_73121116 . . C18orf62
chr18 74171904 74172146 243 74172068 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_4200 chr18_74171904_74172146 ZNF516 . .
chr18 74774819 74775063 245 74774913 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4201 chr18_74774819_74775063 MBP . .
chr18 74777460 74777653 194 74777544 36 28.39773 10.03856 23.56046 OSE2_peak_4202 chr18_74777460_74777653 MBP . .
chr18 74779884 74780142 259 74779973 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_4203 chr18_74779884_74780142 MBP . .
chr18 74783725 74784154 430 74783827 23 16.49244 7.50124 12.22635 OSE2_peak_4204 chr18_74783725_74784154 MBP . .
chr18 74840097 74840258 162 74840147 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_4205 chr18_74840097_74840258 MBP . .
chr18 74843174 74843332 159 74843185 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4206 chr18_74843174_74843332 MBP . .
chr18 76916826 76916982 157 76916901 21 14.65179 6.99699 10.51189 OSE2_peak_4207 chr18_76916826_76916982 ATP9B . .
chr18 77139090 77139239 150 77139157 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4208 chr18_77139090_77139239 . ATP9B NFATC1
chr18 77439367 77439558 192 77439425 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4209 chr18_77439367_77439558 . . CTDP1
chr18 77480404 77480602 199 77480516 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4210 chr18_77480404_77480602 CTDP1 . .
chr18 77551582 77551965 384 77551706 37 21.46052 6.77935 16.91168 OSE2_peak_4211 chr18_77551582_77551965 . . .
chr18 77725467 77725687 221 77725632 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_4212 chr18_77725467_77725687 HSBP1L1 PQLC1 TXNL4A
chr18 77749134 77749291 158 77749219 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4213 chr18_77749134_77749291 . HSBP1L1;TXNL4A .
chr19 488985 489104 120 489056 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4214 chr19_488985_489104 . ODF3L2;SHC2 MADCAM1;TPGS1
chr19 588127 588290 164 588228 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4215 chr19_588127_588290 . BSG HCN2;POLRMT
chr19 677284 677475 192 677364 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_4216 chr19_677284_677475 FSTL3 RNF126 PRSS57
chr19 677716 678019 304 677771 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_4217 chr19_677716_678019 FSTL3 RNF126 PRSS57
chr19 683813 684038 226 683927 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_4218 chr19_683813_684038 . FSTL3;RNF126 PALM;PRSS57
chr19 684518 684699 182 684609 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4219 chr19_684518_684699 . FSTL3;RNF126 PALM;PRSS57
chr19 893481 893733 253 893591 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_4220 chr19_893481_893733 . CFD;MED16 KISS1R;R3HDM4
chr19 1021506 1021832 327 1021610 26 20.21532 8.70968 15.73843 OSE2_peak_4221 chr19_1021506_1021832 . C19orf6;GRIN3B;WDR18 ABCA7;CNN2
chr19 1027992 1028122 131 1028063 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4222 chr19_1027992_1028122 CNN2 C19orf6;GRIN3B ABCA7
chr19 1039588 1040063 476 1039713 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_4223 chr19_1039588_1040063 . C19orf6;CNN2;GRIN3B ABCA7;HMHA1
chr19 1099570 1099765 196 1099628 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_4224 chr19_1099570_1099765 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1101424 1101640 217 1101479 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_4225 chr19_1101424_1101640 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1101790 1102131 342 1101865 46 34.3599 10.03371 29.32057 OSE2_peak_4226 chr19_1101790_1102131 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1102442 1102781 340 1102605 29 15.78855 5.89452 11.57398 OSE2_peak_4227 chr19_1102442_1102781 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
chr19 1155171 1155336 166 1155171 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_4228 chr19_1155171_1155336 SBNO2 . .
chr19 1177315 1177489 175 1177380 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_4229 chr19_1177315_1177489 . SBNO2 STK11
chr19 1249825 1249983 159 1249907 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4230 chr19_1249825_1249983 MIDN ATP5D;C19orf26;STK11 C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1
chr19 1252325 1252785 461 1252704 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4231 chr19_1252325_1252785 MIDN ATP5D;C19orf26;STK11 C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1
chr19 1259031 1259213 183 1259145 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4232 chr19_1259031_1259213 MIDN ATP5D;C19orf26 C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1;EFNA2
chr19 1265303 1265634 332 1265361 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_4233 chr19_1265303_1265634 . ATP5D;C19orf26;MIDN C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1;EFNA2
chr19 1265883 1266040 158 1265925 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_4234 chr19_1265883_1266040 . ATP5D;C19orf26;MIDN C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1;EFNA2
chr19 1438325 1438523 199 1438490 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4235 chr19_1438325_1438523 RPS15 DAZAP1 APC2
chr19 1591518 1591722 205 1591535 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4236 chr19_1591518_1591722 MBD3 MEX3D TCF3;UQCR11
chr19 1747037 1747200 164 1747106 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4237 chr19_1747037_1747200 . . ONECUT3
chr19 1963194 1963319 126 1963304 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4238 chr19_1963194_1963319 CSNK1G2 CSNK1G2‐AS1 BTBD2
chr19 2028754 2028944 191 2028836 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4239 chr19_2028754_2028944 . BTBD2 MKNK2
chr19 2475557 2475790 234 2475704 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4240 chr19_2475557_2475790 . LMNB2 GADD45B
chr19 2476051 2476386 336 2476198 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_4241 chr19_2476051_2476386 GADD45B LMNB2 .
chr19 2478019 2478219 201 2478077 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4242 chr19_2478019_2478219 GADD45B LMNB2 .
chr19 2478403 2478611 209 2478501 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_4243 chr19_2478403_2478611 . GADD45B;LMNB2 .
chr19 2478820 2479295 476 2479024 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4244 chr19_2478820_2479295 . GADD45B;LMNB2 .
chr19 2491720 2491855 136 2491803 16 6.85653 3.84067 3.53439 OSE2_peak_4245 chr19_2491720_2491855 . GADD45B GNG7
chr19 2524919 2525065 147 2525002 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_4246 chr19_2524919_2525065 GNG7 . .
chr19 2529594 2529761 168 2529672 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_4247 chr19_2529594_2529761 GNG7 . .
chr19 2540669 2541107 439 2540872 42 37.21932 12.53068 32.10048 OSE2_peak_4248 chr19_2540669_2541107 GNG7 . .
chr19 2541295 2541496 202 2541472 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4249 chr19_2541295_2541496 GNG7 . .
chr19 2579144 2579315 172 2579160 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_4250 chr19_2579144_2579315 GNG7 . .
chr19 2618799 2618982 184 2618825 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4251 chr19_2618799_2618982 GNG7 . .
chr19 2627495 2627867 373 2627575 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_4252 chr19_2627495_2627867 GNG7 . .
chr19 3155184 3155331 148 3155224 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4253 chr19_3155184_3155331 GNA15 . S1PR4
chr19 3185677 3185890 214 3185817 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4254 chr19_3185677_3185890 NCLN GNA15;S1PR4 .
chr19 3580245 3580541 297 3580309 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_4255 chr19_3580245_3580541 . HMG20B;MFSD12 C19orf29‐AS1;GIPC3;TBXA2R
chr19 3670891 3671143 253 3670940 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_4256 chr19_3670891_3671143 PIP5K1C . .
chr19 3971652 3971804 153 3971702 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4257 chr19_3971652_3971804 . DAPK3;ITGB1BP3;MIR637 EEF2;SNORD37
chr19 3975138 3975427 290 3975241 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4258 chr19_3975138_3975427 . DAPK3;MIR637 EEF2;SNORD37
chr19 3983539 3983890 352 3983771 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4259 chr19_3983539_3983890 EEF2 DAPK3;MIR637;SNORD37 PIAS4
chr19 3984743 3984919 177 3984856 13 7.3042 4.53229 3.92213 OSE2_peak_4260 chr19_3984743_3984919 EEF2 DAPK3;MIR637;SNORD37 PIAS4
chr19 4145830 4145967 138 4145895 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_4261 chr19_4145830_4145967 . MAP2K2 CREB3L3;SIRT6
chr19 4182177 4182555 379 4182442 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_4262 chr19_4182177_4182555 SIRT6 CREB3L3 ANKRD24
chr19 4374624 4374869 246 4374692 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_4263 chr19_4374624_4374869 SH3GL1 MPND CHAF1A
chr19 4379467 4379598 132 4379508 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4264 chr19_4379467_4379598 SH3GL1 MPND CHAF1A
chr19 4671499 4671618 120 4671512 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4265 chr19_4671499_4671618 . C19orf10;TNFAIP8L1 DPP9;LOC100131094
chr19 4694344 4694485 142 4694385 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_4266 chr19_4694344_4694485 DPP9 C19orf10;LOC100131094 .
chr19 4723933 4724277 345 4724128 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_4267 chr19_4723933_4724277 . DPP9 .
chr19 4791411 4791730 320 4791612 57 61.30123 19.08838 55.72566 OSE2_peak_4268 chr19_4791411_4791730 FEM1A MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG TICAM1
chr19 4812831 4813269 439 4812947 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4269 chr19_4812831_4813269 . FEM1A PLIN3;TICAM1
chr19 4815497 4815625 129 4815510 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4270 chr19_4815497_4815625 . FEM1A PLIN3;TICAM1
chr19 4889581 4889760 180 4889669 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4271 chr19_4889581_4889760 . PLIN3 ARRDC5;UHRF1
chr19 5173018 5173522 505 5173300 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_4272 chr19_5173018_5173522 . KDM4B .
chr19 5309057 5309333 277 5309142 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_4273 chr19_5309057_5309333 PTPRS . .
chr19 5315319 5315478 160 5315434 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_4274 chr19_5315319_5315478 PTPRS . .
chr19 5680305 5680724 420 5680698 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4275 chr19_5680305_5680724 C19orf70 SAFB HSD11B1L;LONP1;RPL36
chr19 5690968 5691087 120 5691023 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4276 chr19_5690968_5691087 RPL36 C19orf70;HSD11B1L;SAFB CATSPERD;LONP1
chr19 6030288 6030432 145 6030339 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_4277 chr19_6030288_6030432 RFX2 LOC100128568 .
chr19 6061301 6061441 141 6061353 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_4278 chr19_6061301_6061441 RFX2 . .
chr19 6273756 6274162 407 6273855 28 20.7752 8.45092 16.25837 OSE2_peak_4279 chr19_6273756_6274162 MLLT1 . .
chr19 6578890 6579140 251 6579035 33 12.07767 4.06289 8.13872 OSE2_peak_4280 chr19_6578890_6579140 . . CD70
chr19 6580338 6580468 131 6580414 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_4281 chr19_6580338_6580468 . . CD70
chr19 6613811 6613935 125 6613897 18 10.78639 5.5547 6.96951 OSE2_peak_4282 chr19_6613811_6613935 . CD70 .
chr19 6669923 6670155 233 6669982 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4283 chr19_6669923_6670155 TNFSF14 . C3
chr19 6678733 6678925 193 6678837 15 8.8935 5.08872 5.28814 OSE2_peak_4284 chr19_6678733_6678925 C3 TNFSF14 .
chr19 6720235 6720365 131 6720291 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4285 chr19_6720235_6720365 C3 . GPR108;TRIP10
chr19 6720724 6720859 136 6720783 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_4286 chr19_6720724_6720859 . C3 GPR108;TRIP10
chr19 6744358 6744612 255 6744441 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_4287 chr19_6744358_6744612 TRIP10 C3;GPR108 SH2D3A;VAV1
chr19 6744993 6745165 173 6745112 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4288 chr19_6744993_6745165 TRIP10 C3;GPR108 SH2D3A;VAV1
chr19 7580674 7580795 122 7580733 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4289 chr19_7580674_7580795 . C19orf45;PEX11G MCOLN1;PNPLA6;ZNF358
chr19 7600251 7600576 326 7600328 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4290 chr19_7600251_7600576 PNPLA6 C19orf45;MCOLN1;ZNF358 .
chr19 8386224 8386400 177 8386286 21 14.09151 6.69121 9.99545 OSE2_peak_4291 chr19_8386224_8386400 NDUFA7;RPS28 CD320 KANK3
chr19 8420654 8420832 179 8420764 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_4292 chr19_8420654_8420832 . KANK3 ANGPTL4;LOC100507567
chr19 8634080 8634305 226 8634158 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4293 chr19_8634080_8634305 MYO1F . ADAMTS10
chr19 10381568 10381703 136 10381644 23 15.75984 7.10834 11.54594 OSE2_peak_4294 chr19_10381568_10381703 ICAM1 MRPL4 ICAM4;ICAM5
chr19 10424099 10424218 120 10424132 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4295 chr19_10424099_10424218 FDX1L ICAM1;ICAM4;ICAM5;ZGLP1 ICAM3;RAVER1
chr19 10500115 10500279 165 10500172 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_4296 chr19_10500115_10500279 . TYK2 CDC37;MIR1181;PDE4A
chr19 10527153 10527293 141 10527183 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4297 chr19_10527153_10527293 . CDC37;MIR1181 PDE4A
chr19 10535076 10535226 151 10535192 18 11.74972 6.08564 7.83939 OSE2_peak_4298 chr19_10535076_10535226 PDE4A CDC37;MIR1181 .
chr19 10538968 10539143 176 10539029 39 31.4252 10.62937 26.47663 OSE2_peak_4299 chr19_10538968_10539143 PDE4A CDC37;MIR1181 .
chr19 10613231 10613714 484 10613478 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4300 chr19_10613231_10613714 KEAP1 . S1PR5
chr19 11201347 11201529 183 11201369 11 5.19571 3.60133 2.23114 OSE2_peak_4301 chr19_11201347_11201529 LDLR SMARCA4 .
chr19 11205818 11205939 122 11205842 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_4302 chr19_11205818_11205939 LDLR . .
chr19 11253395 11253590 196 11253480 21 15.01757 7.19945 10.85808 OSE2_peak_4303 chr19_11253395_11253590 . LDLR KANK2;SPC24
chr19 11253732 11254190 459 11253982 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_4304 chr19_11253732_11254190 . LDLR KANK2;SPC24
chr19 11289236 11289709 474 11289323 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_4305 chr19_11289236_11289709 KANK2 SPC24 DOCK6
chr19 11434833 11435193 361 11434985 41 25.24198 7.49296 20.52292 OSE2_peak_4306 chr19_11434833_11435193 RAB3D;TSPAN16 . CCDC159;TMEM205
chr19 11642958 11643214 257 11642987 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4307 chr19_11642958_11643214 . ECSIT;ZNF653 CNN1;ELOF1
chr19 11708306 11708543 238 11708352 18 11.67328 6.04285 7.7741 OSE2_peak_4308 chr19_11708306_11708543 ZNF627 ACP5 .
chr19 11998651 11999006 356 11998890 21 15.01757 7.19945 10.85808 OSE2_peak_4309 chr19_11998651_11999006 ZNF69 ZNF439 .
chr19 12807544 12807948 405 12807855 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4310 chr19_12807544_12807948 . PS;FBXW9;MAN2B1;WDR83;WDR8 SNORD41;TNPO2
chr19 12902262 12902381 120 12902285 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4311 chr19_12902262_12902381 JUNB HOOK2 PRDX2;RNASEH2A
chr19 13052059 13052338 280 13052105 15 7.94973 4.55977 4.45986 OSE2_peak_4312 chr19_13052059_13052338 CALR FARSA;SYCE2 DAND5;GADD45GIP1;RAD23A
chr19 13055492 13055687 196 13055557 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_4313 chr19_13055492_13055687 . CALR;FARSA;SYCE2 DAND5;GADD45GIP1;RAD23A
chr19 13056456 13056656 201 13056628 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4314 chr19_13056456_13056656 RAD23A CALR;FARSA;SYCE2 DAND5;GADD45GIP1
chr19 13064032 13064157 126 13064101 20 13.6812 6.7025 9.61217 OSE2_peak_4315 chr19_13064032_13064157 RAD23A CALR;FARSA DAND5;GADD45GIP1
chr19 13106873 13107091 219 13106932 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_4316 chr19_13106873_13107091 NFIX DAND5 .
chr19 13166760 13166998 239 13166828 13 6.78129 4.22961 3.46844 OSE2_peak_4317 chr19_13166760_13166998 NFIX . .
chr19 13265136 13265286 151 13265208 24 17.49982 7.78689 13.17183 OSE2_peak_4318 chr19_13265136_13265286 IER2 NACC1;STX10 .
chr19 13266307 13266477 171 13266397 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4319 chr19_13266307_13266477 . IER2;NACC1;STX10 .
chr19 13907688 13908003 316 13907956 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_4320 chr19_13907688_13908003 ZSWIM4 C19orf53;MRI1 .
chr19 13942998 13943125 128 13943035 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_4321 chr19_13942998_13943125 ZSWIM4 . LOC284454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A
chr19 13944154 13944330 177 13944259 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4322 chr19_13944154_13944330 . ZSWIM4 LOC284454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A
chr19 13944637 13944892 256 13944817 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_4323 chr19_13944637_13944892 . ZSWIM4 LOC284454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A
chr19 13949828 13950025 198 13949964 30 10.11396 3.7044 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4324 chr19_13949828_13950025 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS .
chr19 13950644 13950815 172 13950780 12 6.06173 3.96724 2.89647 OSE2_peak_4325 chr19_13950644_13950815 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS .
chr19 13950932 13951097 166 13951040 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_4326 chr19_13950932_13951097 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS .
chr19 13951273 13951622 350 13951404 18 11.30387 5.83765 7.43446 OSE2_peak_4327 chr19_13951273_13951622 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS .
chr19 13952229 13952379 151 13952353 20 12.91149 6.28149 8.90733 OSE2_peak_4328 chr19_13952229_13952379 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS .
chr19 13962019 13962151 133 13962106 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4329 chr19_13962019_13962151 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZS MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
chr19 13964172 13964538 367 13964399 35 31.25096 11.82369 26.31441 OSE2_peak_4330 chr19_13964172_13964538 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZSC19orf57;MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
chr19 13972650 13972844 195 13972732 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4331 chr19_13972650_13972844 . 4454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A;ZSC19orf57;MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
chr19 14545596 14545876 281 14545658 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4332 chr19_14545596_14545876 PKN1 CD97;DDX39A .
chr19 14583248 14583367 120 14583352 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4333 chr19_14583248_14583367 PTGER1 PKN1 GIPC1
chr19 14613646 14613765 120 14613721 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_4334 chr19_14613646_14613765 . GIPC1;PTGER1 DNAJB1;MIR639;TECR
chr19 15490490 15490690 201 15490526 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4335 chr19_15490490_15490690 AKAP8 . AKAP8L
chr19 15530207 15530326 120 15530264 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_4336 chr19_15530207_15530326 . AKAP8L WIZ
chr19 16188447 16188660 214 16188549 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4337 chr19_16188447_16188660 TPM4 . .
chr19 16190213 16190370 158 16190260 23 8.77517 3.87426 5.17863 OSE2_peak_4338 chr19_16190213_16190370 TPM4 . .
chr19 16214558 16214760 203 16214584 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4339 chr19_16214558_16214760 . TPM4 RAB8A
chr19 16358867 16358986 120 16358912 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4340 chr19_16358867_16358986 . AP1M1 .
chr19 16449479 16449648 170 16449500 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_4341 chr19_16449479_16449648 . KLF2 EPS15L1
chr19 16449782 16450060 279 16449866 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_4342 chr19_16449782_16450060 . KLF2 EPS15L1
chr19 16607036 16607239 204 16607131 32 25.22824 9.61657 20.51123 OSE2_peak_4343 chr19_16607036_16607239 C19orf44 CALR3;EPS15L1 CHERP
chr19 16773282 16773437 156 16773348 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_4344 chr19_16773282_16773437 TMEM38A C19orf42 .
chr19 17218776 17219029 254 17218962 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4345 chr19_17218776_17219029 MYO9B . .
chr19 17459691 17459834 144 17459762 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4346 chr19_17459691_17459834 . ANO8;DDA1;GTPBP3 PLVAP
chr19 17610475 17610705 231 17610622 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4347 chr19_17610475_17610705 SLC27A1 . FAM129C;PGLS
chr19 17618807 17618947 141 17618843 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4348 chr19_17618807_17618947 . SLC27A1 FAM129C;PGLS
chr19 17619090 17619287 198 17619180 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_4349 chr19_17619090_17619287 . SLC27A1 FAM129C;PGLS
chr19 17970463 17970606 144 17970500 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_4350 chr19_17970463_17970606 . JAK3 RPL18A;SLC5A5;SNORA68
chr19 17975994 17976155 162 17976081 18 11.26806 5.81789 7.40456 OSE2_peak_4351 chr19_17975994_17976155 . JAK3;RPL18A;SNORA68 SLC5A5
chr19 18131043 18131293 251 18131247 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_4352 chr19_18131043_18131293 . ARRDC2;KCNN1 .
chr19 18132116 18132503 388 18132410 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4353 chr19_18132116_18132503 . ARRDC2;KCNN1 .
chr19 18156909 18157168 260 18157028 33 24.09416 8.77718 19.4268 OSE2_peak_4354 chr19_18156909_18157168 . . IL12RB1
chr19 18168882 18169023 142 18168966 14 8.01681 4.77067 4.52178 OSE2_peak_4355 chr19_18168882_18169023 . . IL12RB1
chr19 18371895 18372034 140 18371984 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4356 chr19_18371895_18372034 KIAA1683 LOC729966;PDE4C JUND;MIR3188
chr19 18415378 18415515 138 18415427 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4357 chr19_18415378_18415515 . JUND;MIR3188 LSM4
chr19 18589696 18590110 415 18589893 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_4358 chr19_18589696_18590110 ELL . .
chr19 18590657 18590826 170 18590747 17 10.37536 5.5304 6.60038 OSE2_peak_4359 chr19_18590657_18590826 ELL . .
chr19 18590971 18591097 127 18591030 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4360 chr19_18590971_18591097 ELL . .
chr19 18682395 18682514 120 18682470 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4361 chr19_18682395_18682514 . FKBP8;KXD1 C19orf60;CRLF1;UBA52
chr19 18788958 18789077 120 18789009 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_4362 chr19_18788958_18789077 . KLHL26 CRTC1
chr19 19083349 19083559 211 19083548 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4363 chr19_19083349_19083559 . . SUGP2
chr19 19431273 19431712 440 19431576 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_4364 chr19_19431273_19431712 MAU2;SUGP1 . .
chr19 28284496 28284673 178 28284595 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_4365 chr19_28284496_28284673 LOC148189 . .
chr19 28911857 28912025 169 28911962 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4366 chr19_28911857_28912025 . . .
chr19 31617775 31617899 125 31617839 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_4367 chr19_31617775_31617899 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31618149 31618273 125 31618211 18 10.98843 5.66452 7.1517 OSE2_peak_4368 chr19_31618149_31618273 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31618556 31618808 253 31618747 16 9.50177 5.24096 5.81983 OSE2_peak_4369 chr19_31618556_31618808 . . DKFZp566F0947
chr19 31645040 31645372 333 31645264 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4370 chr19_31645040_31645372 . DKFZp566F0947 .
chr19 32864501 32864765 265 32864755 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_4371 chr19_32864501_32864765 ZNF507 . LOC400684
chr19 33546156 33546317 162 33546262 14 8.10495 4.82152 4.60517 OSE2_peak_4372 chr19_33546156_33546317 RHPN2 . GPATCH1
chr19 33866575 33866837 263 33866765 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4373 chr19_33866575_33866837 CEBPG . PEPD
chr19 33867039 33867158 120 33867083 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4374 chr19_33867039_33867158 CEBPG . PEPD
chr19 34709174 34709442 269 34709343 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_4375 chr19_34709174_34709442 LSM14A . .
chr19 34919149 34919283 135 34919259 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4376 chr19_34919149_34919283 UBA2 GPI;PDCD2L .
chr19 34998256 34998377 122 34998365 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4377 chr19_34998256_34998377 . WTIP .
chr19 35451184 35451641 458 35451410 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_4378 chr19_35451184_35451641 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
chr19 35497285 35497508 224 35497356 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_4379 chr19_35497285_35497508 GRAMD1A . SCN1B
chr19 35780504 35780623 120 35780525 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4380 chr19_35780504_35780623 . HAMP;LSR;USF2 MAG
chr19 35809983 35810261 279 35810070 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_4381 chr19_35809983_35810261 . MAG CD22
chr19 36009361 36009534 174 36009417 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_4382 chr19_36009361_36009534 . DMKN;KRTDAP APDHS;LOC100506469;SBSN;TMEM147
chr19 36422240 36422399 160 36422341 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_4383 chr19_36422240_36422399 . HCST;TYROBP LRFN3
chr19 37406864 37407243 380 37406904 16 9.34463 5.15316 5.66892 OSE2_peak_4384 chr19_37406864_37407243 ZNF568;ZNF829 ZNF345 .
chr19 37701236 37701355 120 37701309 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4385 chr19_37701236_37701355 ZNF585B . ZNF383
chr19 38423162 38423281 120 38423222 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4386 chr19_38423162_38423281 SIPA1L3 WDR87 .
chr19 38490286 38490441 156 38490356 32 23.74818 8.87348 19.09212 OSE2_peak_4387 chr19_38490286_38490441 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38494917 38495163 247 38495004 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_4388 chr19_38494917_38495163 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38495334 38495509 176 38495421 18 10.85303 5.59083 7.03291 OSE2_peak_4389 chr19_38495334_38495509 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38530519 38530722 204 38530666 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4390 chr19_38530519_38530722 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38530877 38531001 125 38530924 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_4391 chr19_38530877_38531001 SIPA1L3 . .
chr19 38768687 38768865 179 38768782 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_4392 chr19_38768687_38768865 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
chr19 38791626 38791825 200 38791679 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4393 chr19_38791626_38791825 . SPINT2 C19orf33;KCNK6;YIF1B
chr19 39141788 39142042 255 39141950 24 15.99342 6.99249 11.76807 OSE2_peak_4394 chr19_39141788_39142042 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39149500 39149678 179 39149650 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_4395 chr19_39149500_39149678 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39150274 39150498 225 39150386 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_4396 chr19_39150274_39150498 ACTN4 EIF3K .
chr19 39329496 39329659 164 39329550 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4397 chr19_39329496_39329659 HNRNPL ECH1;LGALS4 RINL
chr19 39569871 39570012 142 39569916 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_4398 chr19_39569871_39570012 . . PAPL
chr19 39892988 39893274 287 39893075 11 5.2161 3.61331 2.24412 OSE2_peak_4399 chr19_39892988_39893274 . MED29;PAF1;SAMD4B MIR4530;PLEKHG2;ZFP36
chr19 39894178 39894316 139 39894261 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4400 chr19_39894178_39894316 . MED29;PAF1;SAMD4B MIR4530;PLEKHG2;RPS16;ZFP36
chr19 39897500 39897757 258 39897571 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_4401 chr19_39897500_39897757 ZFP36 MED29;PAF1;SAMD4B MIR4530;PLEKHG2;RPS16
chr19 39900016 39900247 232 39900086 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4402 chr19_39900016_39900247 ZFP36 MED29;PAF1;SAMD4B MIR4530;PLEKHG2;RPS16
chr19 40315058 40315264 207 40315159 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4403 chr19_40315058_40315264 . . DYRK1B;FBL
chr19 40792153 40792272 120 40792193 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_4404 chr19_40792153_40792272 . AKT2;MIR641 .
chr19 40969529 40969755 227 40969689 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_4405 chr19_40969529_40969755 BLVRB SERTAD3 SPTBN4
chr19 41091762 41091892 131 41091781 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4406 chr19_41091762_41091892 SHKBP1 SPTBN4 LTBP4
chr19 41221601 41221837 237 41221794 28 19.77186 7.93948 15.31591 OSE2_peak_4407 chr19_41221601_41221837 ADCK4 NUMBL C19orf54;ITPKC
chr19 41222069 41222239 171 41222237 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4408 chr19_41222069_41222239 ADCK4 NUMBL C19orf54;ITPKC
chr19 41403109 41403398 290 41403357 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4409 chr19_41403109_41403398 CYP2G1P CYP2A7 CYP2B7P1
chr19 41448352 41448542 191 41448442 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4410 chr19_41448352_41448542 CYP2B7P1 . .
chr19 41729516 41729980 465 41729603 39 29.59671 9.76864 24.71547 OSE2_peak_4411 chr19_41729516_41729980 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41731612 41731835 224 41731734 38 31.4453 10.94212 26.49655 OSE2_peak_4412 chr19_41731612_41731835 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41731986 41732303 318 41732049 28 20.31187 8.21285 15.83025 OSE2_peak_4413 chr19_41731986_41732303 AXL CYP2S1 .
chr19 41750709 41750868 160 41750811 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4414 chr19_41750709_41750868 AXL . HNRNPUL1
chr19 41757471 41757660 190 41757568 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4415 chr19_41757471_41757660 AXL . HNRNPUL1
chr19 41768403 41768640 238 41768438 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_4416 chr19_41768403_41768640 HNRNPUL1 AXL .
chr19 41827878 41828107 230 41827960 15 8.21801 4.70807 4.69472 OSE2_peak_4417 chr19_41827878_41828107 CCDC97 HNRNPUL1 TGFB1
chr19 41831215 41831398 184 41831240 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_4418 chr19_41831215_41831398 . CCDC97;HNRNPUL1 B9D2;TGFB1
chr19 42376459 42376723 265 42376657 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4419 chr19_42376459_42376723 . DMRTC2;LYPD4;RPS19 ARHGEF1;CD79A
chr19 42377434 42377612 179 42377531 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_4420 chr19_42377434_42377612 . DMRTC2;LYPD4;RPS19 ARHGEF1;CD79A
chr19 42388317 42388504 188 42388369 28 18.42718 7.27873 14.04328 OSE2_peak_4421 chr19_42388317_42388504 ARHGEF1 CD79A;RPS19 .
chr19 42579587 42579714 128 42579653 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_4422 chr19_42579587_42579714 . GRIK5 POU2F2;ZNF574
chr19 42721747 42721874 128 42721787 17 10.20866 5.43807 6.44027 OSE2_peak_4423 chr19_42721747_42721874 DEDD2 . ERF;GSK3A;ZNF526
chr19 42747026 42747342 317 42747124 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_4424 chr19_42747026_42747342 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF526 ERF
chr19 42748893 42749096 204 42749013 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4425 chr19_42748893_42749096 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF526 ERF
chr19 42773804 42773923 120 42773869 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4426 chr19_42773804_42773923 . ERF;GSK3A CIC;PAFAH1B3
chr19 43057635 43057785 151 43057700 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4427 chr19_43057635_43057785 . CEACAM1 CEACAM8
chr19 43354987 43355517 531 43355251 42 25.68752 7.47484 20.96065 OSE2_peak_4428 chr19_43354987_43355517 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43355637 43355800 164 43355726 27 12.51684 4.86734 8.54282 OSE2_peak_4429 chr19_43355637_43355800 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
chr19 43526416 43526611 196 43526514 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_4430 chr19_43526416_43526611 PSG11 . .
chr19 43705164 43705344 181 43705260 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4431 chr19_43705164_43705344 PSG4 PSG5 LOC284344
chr19 44150126 44150257 132 44150211 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4432 chr19_44150126_44150257 PLAUR CADM4;ZNF428 .
chr19 44174170 44174293 124 44174211 17 9.49635 5.05021 5.81507 OSE2_peak_4433 chr19_44174170_44174293 PLAUR . .
chr19 44285406 44285582 177 44285455 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_4434 chr19_44285406_44285582 KCNN4 SMG9 LYPD5
chr19 44555960 44556086 127 44556013 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_4435 chr19_44555960_44556086 . ZNF222 ZNF223;ZNF284
chr19 44980885 44981004 120 44980966 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_4436 chr19_44980885_44981004 ZNF180 ZNF229 CEACAM20
chr19 45061805 45061924 120 45061830 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4437 chr19_45061805_45061924 . CEACAM20;CEACAM22P .
chr19 45091358 45091483 126 45091464 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4438 chr19_45091358_45091483 . . IGSF23
chr19 45106636 45106891 256 45106688 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_4439 chr19_45106636_45106891 . . IGSF23
chr19 45129309 45129519 211 45129414 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4440 chr19_45129309_45129519 IGSF23 . MIR4531;PVR
chr19 45245222 45245462 241 45245356 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4441 chr19_45245222_45245462 . . BCL3
chr19 45251486 45251606 121 45251540 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4442 chr19_45251486_45251606 . . BCL3;CBLC
chr19 45256618 45256851 234 45256720 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4443 chr19_45256618_45256851 BCL3 . CBLC
chr19 45277622 45277773 152 45277721 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_4444 chr19_45277622_45277773 . BCL3 CBLC
chr19 45352263 45352382 120 45352306 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_4445 chr19_45352263_45352382 PVRL2 BCAM .
chr19 45880308 45880433 126 45880372 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_4446 chr19_45880308_45880433 . ERCC2;KLC3 CD3EAP;PPP1R13L
chr19 45927577 45927741 165 45927693 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_4447 chr19_45927577_45927741 . CD3EAP;ERCC1;PPP1R13L .
chr19 45946815 45947028 214 45946913 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_4448 chr19_45946815_45947028 . ERCC1 FOSB
chr19 45959174 45959527 354 45959232 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_4449 chr19_45959174_45959527 . . FOSB;RTN2
chr19 46009568 46009687 120 46009670 13 6.98314 4.3457 3.651 OSE2_peak_4450 chr19_46009568_46009687 . PPM1N;RTN2 OPA3;VASP
chr19 46144724 46145319 596 46144820 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_4451 chr19_46144724_46145319 EML2;LOC100287177 MIR330 GIPR
chr19 46145477 46145893 417 46145776 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4452 chr19_46145477_46145893 EML2;LOC100287177 MIR330 GIPR
chr19 46146326 46146542 217 46146488 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_4453 chr19_46146326_46146542 EML2 LOC100287177;MIR330 GIPR
chr19 46272267 46272512 246 46272363 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4454 chr19_46272267_46272512 SIX5 LOC388553 DMPK;DMWD;RSPH6A
chr19 46273152 46273385 234 46273297 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4455 chr19_46273152_46273385 DMPK LOC388553;SIX5 DMWD;RSPH6A
chr19 46273730 46273860 131 46273818 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4456 chr19_46273730_46273860 DMPK LOC388553;SIX5 DMWD;RSPH6A
chr19 46274089 46274321 233 46274302 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4457 chr19_46274089_46274321 DMPK LOC388553;SIX5 DMWD;RSPH6A
chr19 46475771 46475890 120 46475801 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4458 chr19_46475771_46475890 NOVA2 . CCDC61
chr19 46583905 46584142 238 46584026 31 23.52328 9.03418 18.88416 OSE2_peak_4459 chr19_46583905_46584142 . . .
chr19 46635191 46635689 499 46635540 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_4460 chr19_46635191_46635689 . IGFL3 IGFL2
chr19 46635799 46635975 177 46635833 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_4461 chr19_46635799_46635975 . IGFL3 IGFL2
chr19 46636073 46636483 411 46636148 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4462 chr19_46636073_46636483 . IGFL3 IGFL2
chr19 46696258 46696561 304 46696508 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4463 chr19_46696258_46696561 . . DKFZp434J0226
chr19 46959556 46959675 120 46959593 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_4464 chr19_46959556_46959675 . . LOC100506012;PNMAL1
chr19 47289838 47289957 120 47289879 22 15.22785 7.06663 11.04799 OSE2_peak_4465 chr19_47289838_47289957 SLC1A5 FKRP .
chr19 47354205 47354405 201 47354315 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_4466 chr19_47354205_47354405 . AP2S1;SNAR‐E .
chr19 47466419 47466940 522 47466513 26 19.66002 8.40984 15.21087 OSE2_peak_4467 chr19_47466419_47466940 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47474129 47474390 262 47474278 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4468 chr19_47474129_47474390 ARHGAP35 . .
chr19 47731071 47731337 267 47731298 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_4469 chr19_47731071_47731337 BBC3 MIR3190;MIR3191;SAE1 CCDC9
chr19 47818717 47818836 120 47818817 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4470 chr19_47818717_47818836 C5AR1 . GPR77
chr19 48085658 48085805 148 48085755 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_4471 chr19_48085658_48085805 . ZNF541 GLTSCR1
chr19 48102331 48102511 181 48102410 29 17.44884 6.61253 13.12341 OSE2_peak_4472 chr19_48102331_48102511 . . GLTSCR1
chr19 48166933 48167143 211 48167082 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4473 chr19_48166933_48167143 GLTSCR1 . .
chr19 48167482 48167663 182 48167562 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4474 chr19_48167482_48167663 GLTSCR1 . .
chr19 48222418 48222548 131 48222511 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_4475 chr19_48222418_48222548 EHD2 GLTSCR1 GLTSCR2
chr19 48226422 48226541 120 48226478 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_4476 chr19_48226422_48226541 EHD2 GLTSCR1 GLTSCR2
chr19 48232898 48233064 167 48232992 17 10.54676 5.62593 6.7536 OSE2_peak_4477 chr19_48232898_48233064 EHD2 GLTSCR1 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
chr19 48246571 48247094 524 48246882 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_4478 chr19_48246571_48247094 . EHD2 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
chr19 48247635 48247820 186 48247702 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4479 chr19_48247635_48247820 . EHD2 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
chr19 48248176 48248464 289 48248197 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4480 chr19_48248176_48248464 . EHD2 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
chr19 48825454 48825594 141 48825527 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_4481 chr19_48825454_48825594 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ CCDC114 EMP3;TMEM143
chr19 48922654 48922785 132 48922714 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4482 chr19_48922654_48922785 R‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN KDELR1 GRWD1
chr19 49013857 49013976 120 49013943 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_4483 chr19_49013857_49013976 ‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN CYTH2 .
chr19 49057227 49057382 156 49057279 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4484 chr19_49057227_49057382 AR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐A6;S . .
chr19 49118018 49118255 238 49118118 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_4485 chr19_49118018_49118255 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ FAM83E;SPACA4;SULT2B1 CA11;DBP;RPL18;SEC1;SPHK2
chr19 49122306 49122672 367 49122597 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4486 chr19_49122306_49122672 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ FAM83E;SPACA4;SULT2B1 CA11;DBP;SEC1
chr19 49148146 49148397 252 49148243 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_4487 chr19_49148146_49148397 AR‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;S DBP;RPL18;SPHK2 NTN5
chr19 49378110 49378413 304 49378367 20 12.50028 6.06107 8.52639 OSE2_peak_4488 chr19_49378110_49378413 R‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;S PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
chr19 49378652 49378886 235 49378813 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_4489 chr19_49378652_49378886 R‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;S PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
chr19 49465386 49465683 298 49465677 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4490 chr19_49465386_49465683 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ BAX;DHDH FTL;GYS1
chr19 49467014 49467224 211 49467212 11 5.58177 3.83 2.55322 OSE2_peak_4491 chr19_49467014_49467224 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ BAX;DHDH FTL;GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49468003 49468180 178 49468109 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4492 chr19_49468003_49468180 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ BAX;DHDH FTL;GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49468508 49468641 134 49468586 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4493 chr19_49468508_49468641 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49469250 49469888 639 49469507 29 18.59256 7.13392 14.20431 OSE2_peak_4494 chr19_49469250_49469888 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49470084 49470353 270 49470198 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_4495 chr19_49470084_49470353 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49470476 49471327 852 49470535 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_4496 chr19_49470476_49471327 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
chr19 49541841 49542177 337 49542087 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_4497 chr19_49541841_49542177 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐B1;CGB2;LHB;RUVBL2;SNAR‐G1;S CGB5;CGB7;CGB8;KCNA7;NTF4
chr19 49553745 49553873 129 49553844 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4498 chr19_49553745_49553873 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐GB1;CGB2;CGB5;CGB8;SNAR‐G1;SN CGB7;KCNA7;NTF4
chr19 49991195 49991409 215 49991405 14 5.825 3.56696 2.70255 OSE2_peak_4499 chr19_49991195_49991409 SNAR‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐ ALDH16A1;FLT3LG 11;SNORD32A;SNORD33;SNORD34;SNORD35A;SN
chr19 49991580 49991836 257 49991614 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4500 chr19_49991580_49991836 SNAR‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐ ALDH16A1;FLT3LG 11;SNORD32A;SNORD33;SNORD34;SNORD35A;SN
chr19 49992554 49992713 160 49992558 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4501 chr19_49992554_49992713 SNAR‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐ ALDH16A1;FLT3LG 11;SNORD32A;SNORD33;SNORD34;SNORD35A;SN
chr19 49995935 49996588 654 49996302 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_4502 chr19_49995935_49996588 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐3A;RPL13AP5;SNORD32A;SNORD3 FCGRT;MIR150;RPS11;SNORD35B
chr19 49996890 49997027 138 49996984 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_4503 chr19_49996890_49997027 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐3A;RPL13AP5;SNORD32A;SNORD3 FCGRT;MIR150;RPS11;SNORD35B
chr19 50003676 50003933 258 50003859 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4504 chr19_50003676_50003933 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐3AP5;RPS11;SNORD32A;SNORD33; FCGRT;MIR150;RCN3
chr19 50117337 50117657 321 50117385 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_4505 chr19_50117337_50117657 ‐A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SN PRRG2 RRAS;SCAF1
chr19 50137071 50137203 133 50137153 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4506 chr19_50137071_50137203 4;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNAR‐ PRR12 IRF3;RRAS;SCAF1
chr19 50401103 50401223 121 50401151 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4507 chr19_50401103_50401223 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA AKT1S1;MIR4750;TBC1D17 NUP62
chr19 50861995 50862114 120 50862028 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4508 chr19_50861995_50862114 NAPSA KCNC3;NAPSB NR1H2;POLD1
chr19 50899273 50899418 146 50899327 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_4509 chr19_50899273_50899418 POLD1 NR1H2 SPIB
chr19 51014384 51014617 234 51014572 16 6.85653 3.84067 3.53439 OSE2_peak_4510 chr19_51014384_51014617 . C19orf63;JOSD2 ASPDH;LRRC4B
chr19 52049900 52050188 289 52050095 35 9.62885 3.23404 5.93123 OSE2_peak_4511 chr19_52049900_52050188 . SIGLEC6 ZNF175
chr19 52070144 52070263 120 52070187 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_4512 chr19_52070144_52070263 . . FLJ30403;ZNF175
chr19 52096911 52097030 120 52096918 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_4513 chr19_52096911_52097030 FLJ30403 ZNF175 SIGLEC5
chr19 52215962 52216113 152 52216049 13 6.68375 4.17386 3.38157 OSE2_peak_4514 chr19_52215962_52216113 . C00085;MIR125A;MIR99B;MIRLET HAS1
chr19 52216339 52216480 142 52216458 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_4515 chr19_52216339_52216480 HAS1 C00085;MIR125A;MIR99B;MIRLET .
chr19 52217922 52218057 136 52218001 15 8.61872 4.93266 5.03669 OSE2_peak_4516 chr19_52217922_52218057 HAS1 C00085;MIR125A;MIR99B;MIRLET .
chr19 52223344 52223541 198 52223444 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4517 chr19_52223344_52223541 HAS1 C00085;MIR125A;MIR99B;MIRLET FPR1
chr19 52228980 52229111 132 52229061 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_4518 chr19_52228980_52229111 . HAS1;LINC00085 FPR1
chr19 52229718 52229841 124 52229787 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4519 chr19_52229718_52229841 . HAS1;LINC00085 FPR1
chr19 52239414 52239644 231 52239525 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_4520 chr19_52239414_52239644 . HAS1 FPR1;FPR2
chr19 52302177 52302342 166 52302255 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_4521 chr19_52302177_52302342 FPR3 FPR2 .
chr19 52302538 52302706 169 52302611 19 11.13418 5.54259 7.27874 OSE2_peak_4522 chr19_52302538_52302706 FPR3 FPR2 .
chr19 52303544 52303918 375 52303861 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_4523 chr19_52303544_52303918 FPR3 FPR2 .
chr19 52307879 52308062 184 52307973 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4524 chr19_52307879_52308062 FPR3 . .
chr19 52310176 52310580 405 52310517 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4525 chr19_52310176_52310580 FPR3 . .
chr19 52313032 52313314 283 52313249 27 19.05931 7.83159 14.64388 OSE2_peak_4526 chr19_52313032_52313314 FPR3 . .
chr19 53225771 53225890 120 53225824 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4527 chr19_53225771_53225890 ZNF611 . .
chr19 54024024 54024159 136 54024131 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4528 chr19_54024024_54024159 . ZNF813 ZNF331
chr19 54344252 54344381 130 54344325 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_4529 chr19_54344252_54344381 . NLRP12 MYADM
chr19 54380643 54380839 197 54380704 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_4530 chr19_54380643_54380839 . MYADM PRKCG
chr19 54482761 54483072 312 54482857 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4531 chr19_54482761_54483072 CACNG8 . CACNG6;MIR935
chr19 54490390 54490601 212 54490573 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4532 chr19_54490390_54490601 CACNG8 MIR935 CACNG6
chr19 54505871 54506106 236 54505988 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_4533 chr19_54505871_54506106 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
chr19 54523487 54523802 316 54523618 40 34.13461 11.64773 29.10427 OSE2_peak_4534 chr19_54523487_54523802 . CACNG6 VSTM1
chr19 54618685 54618842 158 54618760 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_4535 chr19_54618685_54618842 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
chr19 54676507 54676631 125 54676586 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4536 chr19_54676507_54676631 TMC4 CNOT3;LENG1 MBOAT7;RPS9;TSEN34
chr19 54686348 54686479 132 54686401 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4537 chr19_54686348_54686479 MBOAT7 CNOT3;LENG1;TMC4 RPS9;TSEN34
chr19 54704667 54705058 392 54704991 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_4538 chr19_54704667_54705058 RPS9 MBOAT7;TMC4;TSEN34 LILRB3
chr19 55629063 55629222 160 55629218 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_4539 chr19_55629063_55629222 . EPS8L1;PPP1R12C TNNT1
chr19 55727887 55728058 172 55727997 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4540 chr19_55727887_55728058 . PTPRH PPP6R1;TMEM86B
chr19 55841332 55841463 132 55841383 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_4541 chr19_55841332_55841463 . BRSK1;TMEM150B COX6B2;FAM71E2;SUV420H2
chr19 55881638 55881799 162 55881752 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4542 chr19_55881638_55881799 IL11 COX6B2;FAM71E2;SUV420H2 RPL28;TMEM190;TMEM238
chr19 55910426 55910635 210 55910608 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4543 chr19_55910426_55910635 . IL11;RPL28;TMEM190;TMEM238 SHISA7;UBE2S
chr19 56152771 56153020 250 56152941 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4544 chr19_56152771_56153020 ZNF580 ZNF784;ZNF865 CCDC106;U2AF2;ZNF581
chr19 56154312 56154434 123 56154402 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_4545 chr19_56154312_56154434 ZNF580 ZNF784;ZNF865 CCDC106;U2AF2;ZNF581
chr19 56652288 56652426 139 56652342 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_4546 chr19_56652288_56652426 . ZNF787 ZNF444
chr19 56829454 56829616 163 56829552 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_4547 chr19_56829454_56829616 . . .
chr19 57790776 57790973 198 57790938 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4548 chr19_57790776_57790973 . ZNF805 ZNF460
chr19 58325341 58325634 294 58325375 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4549 chr19_58325341_58325634 ZNF552 . FKBP1AP1;ZNF587B
chr19 58816967 58817119 153 58817060 18 11.74972 6.08564 7.83939 OSE2_peak_4550 chr19_58816967_58817119 . ZNF8 ZSCAN22
chr19 58838156 58838384 229 58838339 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_4551 chr19_58838156_58838384 . . A1BG;A1BG‐AS1;ZNF497;ZSCAN22
chr19 58873703 58873875 173 58873732 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4552 chr19_58873703_58873875 ZNF497 A1BG;A1BG‐AS1;ZSCAN22 MIR4754;RPS5;ZNF837
chr19 58919387 58919506 120 58919465 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4553 chr19_58919387_58919506 . LOC646862;MIR4754;RPS5;ZNF837 ZNF132;ZNF584
chr19 58987708 58988055 348 58987817 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_4554 chr19_58987708_58988055 ZNF446 ZNF324;ZNF324B SLC27A5
chr19 59031175 59031371 197 59031285 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4555 chr19_59031175_59031371 . SLC27A5;ZBTB45 TRIM28
chr19 59066402 59066685 284 59066465 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_4556 chr19_59066402_59066685 CHMP2A TRIM28 OC100131691;MGC2752;MZF1;UBE2M
chr2 1591928 1592047 120 1592011 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4557 chr2_1591928_1592047 . . .
chr2 1597537 1597882 346 1597558 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4558 chr2_1597537_1597882 . . .
chr2 1609564 1609683 120 1609635 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4559 chr2_1609564_1609683 . . PXDN
chr2 1635654 1635884 231 1635816 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4560 chr2_1635654_1635884 PXDN . .
chr2 1657065 1657204 140 1657118 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_4561 chr2_1657065_1657204 PXDN . .
chr2 1657848 1658012 165 1657935 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_4562 chr2_1657848_1658012 PXDN . .
chr2 1733926 1734108 183 1734005 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4563 chr2_1733926_1734108 PXDN . .
chr2 3469598 3469838 241 3469746 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_4564 chr2_3469598_3469838 TRAPPC12 . .
chr2 3473955 3474152 198 3474119 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4565 chr2_3473955_3474152 TRAPPC12 . ADI1
chr2 3521468 3521592 125 3521565 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4566 chr2_3521468_3521592 ADI1 . .
chr2 3629044 3629163 120 3629087 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4567 chr2_3629044_3629163 . LOC100506054;RNASEH1;RPS7 COLEC11
chr2 8227374 8227530 157 8227433 22 15.82601 7.393 11.61077 OSE2_peak_4568 chr2_8227374_8227530 LINC00299 . .
chr2 8683936 8684099 164 8684012 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4569 chr2_8683936_8684099 . . .
chr2 8774094 8774213 120 8774119 12 6.20219 4.04918 3.01435 OSE2_peak_4570 chr2_8774094_8774213 . . .
chr2 8802729 8802848 120 8802755 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4571 chr2_8802729_8802848 . . ID2
chr2 8962106 8962225 120 8962196 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_4572 chr2_8962106_8962225 KIDINS220 . .
chr2 9144256 9144392 137 9144311 19 12.60536 6.33862 8.62175 OSE2_peak_4573 chr2_9144256_9144392 . MBOAT2 .
chr2 9346486 9346605 120 9346536 15 8.64856 4.94953 5.06411 OSE2_peak_4574 chr2_9346486_9346605 . . ASAP2
chr2 9373098 9373315 218 9373247 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4575 chr2_9373098_9373315 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9374574 9374743 170 9374702 13 5.31707 3.41902 2.3334 OSE2_peak_4576 chr2_9374574_9374743 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9374922 9375099 178 9375033 32 21.59435 7.84731 17.03928 OSE2_peak_4577 chr2_9374922_9375099 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9375227 9375364 138 9375289 23 11.29947 4.92973 7.43038 OSE2_peak_4578 chr2_9375227_9375364 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9391763 9391992 230 9391846 30 18.77441 7.00357 14.37589 OSE2_peak_4579 chr2_9391763_9391992 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9427925 9428191 267 9428172 20 8.551 4.12616 4.98076 OSE2_peak_4580 chr2_9427925_9428191 ASAP2 . .
chr2 9563045 9563234 190 9563120 18 10.00765 5.13952 6.27292 OSE2_peak_4581 chr2_9563045_9563234 ITGB1BP1 ASAP2 CPSF3
chr2 9753570 9753690 121 9753604 22 12.79524 5.805 8.80006 OSE2_peak_4582 chr2_9753570_9753690 YWHAQ . .
chr2 9796421 9796540 120 9796452 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_4583 chr2_9796421_9796540 . YWHAQ .
chr2 9843622 9843867 246 9843650 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_4584 chr2_9843622_9843867 . . .
chr2 10262099 10262234 136 10262135 16 9.10198 5.01865 5.46199 OSE2_peak_4585 chr2_10262099_10262234 . . C2orf48;RRM2
chr2 10264044 10264289 246 10264190 31 23.80551 9.17736 19.14749 OSE2_peak_4586 chr2_10264044_10264289 RRM2 . C2orf48
chr2 10423480 10423609 130 10423551 17 9.07427 4.82574 5.43702 OSE2_peak_4587 chr2_10423480_10423609 . . HPCAL1
chr2 10430118 10430250 133 10430147 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4588 chr2_10430118_10430250 . . HPCAL1
chr2 10437996 10438234 239 10438191 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4589 chr2_10437996_10438234 . . HPCAL1
chr2 10633888 10634029 142 10633958 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_4590 chr2_10633888_10634029 . . .
chr2 11076316 11076594 279 11076369 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4591 chr2_11076316_11076594 . KCNF1 .
chr2 11356460 11356622 163 11356547 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_4592 chr2_11356460_11356622 ROCK2 . .
chr2 11606359 11606478 120 11606391 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_4593 chr2_11606359_11606478 . E2F6 .
chr2 11694307 11694474 168 11694415 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4594 chr2_11694307_11694474 GREB1 MIR4429 .
chr2 11970472 11970620 149 11970557 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_4595 chr2_11970472_11970620 . LPIN1 MIR4262
chr2 12228319 12228465 147 12228428 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4596 chr2_12228319_12228465 . . .
chr2 12424810 12425036 227 12424954 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_4597 chr2_12424810_12425036 . . .
chr2 12443464 12443791 328 12443709 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_4598 chr2_12443464_12443791 . . .
chr2 12553340 12553523 184 12553405 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4599 chr2_12553340_12553523 . . .
chr2 12596643 12596784 142 12596754 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4600 chr2_12596643_12596784 . . .
chr2 12647558 12647716 159 12647647 24 6.56399 2.98742 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4601 chr2_12647558_12647716 . . .
chr2 12959355 12959489 135 12959440 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_4602 chr2_12959355_12959489 . . .
chr2 12959855 12960075 221 12960001 17 6.81325 3.6973 3.49797 OSE2_peak_4603 chr2_12959855_12960075 . . .
chr2 12997287 12997674 388 12997351 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_4604 chr2_12997287_12997674 . . .
chr2 13091624 13091840 217 13091721 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_4605 chr2_13091624_13091840 . . LOC100506474
chr2 13961453 13961603 151 13961538 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4606 chr2_13961453_13961603 . . .
chr2 14212564 14212706 143 14212610 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4607 chr2_14212564_14212706 . . .
chr2 14330136 14330329 194 14330245 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_4608 chr2_14330136_14330329 . . .
chr2 15499924 15500093 170 15500023 28 20.72271 8.42379 16.21515 OSE2_peak_4609 chr2_15499924_15500093 NBAS . .
chr2 15500253 15500452 200 15500269 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4610 chr2_15500253_15500452 NBAS . .
chr2 15870715 15870852 138 15870781 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_4611 chr2_15870715_15870852 . . .
chr2 15874013 15874132 120 15874083 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_4612 chr2_15874013_15874132 . . .
chr2 17802648 17802767 120 17802707 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4613 chr2_17802648_17802767 VSNL1 . .
chr2 18158591 18158760 170 18158679 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_4614 chr2_18158591_18158760 . . .
chr2 18229312 18229482 171 18229382 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_4615 chr2_18229312_18229482 . . .
chr2 18480841 18481025 185 18480919 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_4616 chr2_18480841_18481025 . . .
chr2 18621460 18621619 160 18621528 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_4617 chr2_18621460_18621619 . . .
chr2 18636539 18636818 280 18636740 29 17.81621 6.77765 13.47693 OSE2_peak_4618 chr2_18636539_18636818 . . .
chr2 18807693 18807825 133 18807758 24 14.35218 6.17204 10.23116 OSE2_peak_4619 chr2_18807693_18807825 . . .
chr2 19141667 19141914 248 19141845 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_4620 chr2_19141667_19141914 . . .
chr2 19172516 19173148 633 19173120 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_4621 chr2_19172516_19173148 . . .
chr2 19238368 19238694 327 19238559 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_4622 chr2_19238368_19238694 . . .
chr2 19320867 19321147 281 19320937 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_4623 chr2_19320867_19321147 . . .
chr2 19340598 19340717 120 19340653 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_4624 chr2_19340598_19340717 . . .
chr2 19546864 19547071 208 19547022 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4625 chr2_19546864_19547071 . . MIR4757;OSR1
chr2 19741015 19741188 174 19741108 30 20.63136 7.86802 16.1259 OSE2_peak_4626 chr2_19741015_19741188 . . .
chr2 19743565 19743796 232 19743600 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_4627 chr2_19743565_19743796 . . .
chr2 19849639 19849819 181 19849733 31 21.02161 7.81491 16.49664 OSE2_peak_4628 chr2_19849639_19849819 . . .
chr2 20001270 20001428 159 20001372 20 12.21528 5.91024 8.26719 OSE2_peak_4629 chr2_20001270_20001428 . . .
chr2 20111464 20111877 414 20111789 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_4630 chr2_20111464_20111877 WDR35 FLJ12334;TTC32 .
chr2 20624679 20624816 138 20624752 24 16.55699 7.28528 12.28769 OSE2_peak_4631 chr2_20624679_20624816 . . RHOB
chr2 20649306 20649512 207 20649452 15 7.69491 4.42053 4.23827 OSE2_peak_4632 chr2_20649306_20649512 . RHOB .
chr2 20649680 20649966 287 20649903 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_4633 chr2_20649680_20649966 . RHOB .
chr2 20694170 20694292 123 20694211 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_4634 chr2_20694170_20694292 . . .
chr2 20714749 20714906 158 20714796 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_4635 chr2_20714749_20714906 . . .
chr2 23874272 23874391 120 23874290 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4636 chr2_23874272_23874391 KLHL29 . .
chr2 24238519 24238811 293 24238722 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4637 chr2_24238519_24238811 MFSD2B UBXN2A C2orf44
chr2 24239283 24239430 148 24239384 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_4638 chr2_24239283_24239430 MFSD2B UBXN2A C2orf44
chr2 24307841 24308098 258 24307895 14 8.10495 4.82152 4.60517 OSE2_peak_4639 chr2_24307841_24308098 TP53I3 FKBP1B;SF3B14 .
chr2 25193530 25193650 121 25193598 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_4640 chr2_25193530_25193650 DNAJC27 . DNAJC27‐AS1
chr2 26108889 26109010 122 26108945 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4641 chr2_26108889_26109010 . ASXL2 .
chr2 26256223 26256353 131 26256270 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_4642 chr2_26256223_26256353 . . RAB10
chr2 26565847 26566041 195 26565937 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_4643 chr2_26565847_26566041 GPR113 . EPT1
chr2 26947221 26947374 154 26947289 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_4644 chr2_26947221_26947374 KCNK3 . .
chr2 27211987 27212172 186 27212056 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_4645 chr2_27211987_27212172 MAPRE3 . .
chr2 27214107 27214322 216 27214226 34 26.78246 9.81985 22.0104 OSE2_peak_4646 chr2_27214107_27214322 MAPRE3 . .
chr2 27273602 27273878 277 27273732 36 28.58335 10.12969 23.73928 OSE2_peak_4647 chr2_27273602_27273878 . MAPRE3;TMEM214 AGBL5;EMILIN1;OST4
chr2 27274035 27274201 167 27274085 26 17.66253 7.36963 13.32876 OSE2_peak_4648 chr2_27274035_27274201 . MAPRE3;TMEM214 AGBL5;EMILIN1;OST4
chr2 27304159 27304295 137 27304256 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_4649 chr2_27304159_27304295 EMILIN1 AGBL5;OST4 CGREF1;KHK
chr2 27939439 27939582 144 27939544 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_4650 chr2_27939439_27939582 . SLC4A1AP .
chr2 28021826 28022424 599 28022256 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_4651 chr2_28021826_28022424 RBKS MRPL33 .
chr2 28183258 28183396 139 28183315 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_4652 chr2_28183258_28183396 BRE . .
chr2 28275627 28275800 174 28275696 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_4653 chr2_28275627_28275800 BRE . .
chr2 28305017 28305198 182 28305102 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_4654 chr2_28305017_28305198 BRE . .
chr2 28447539 28447782 244 28447751 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_4655 chr2_28447539_28447782 BRE . .
chr2 28582231 28582670 440 28582384 36 32.55566 12.17707 27.5737 OSE2_peak_4656 chr2_28582231_28582670 . BRE .
chr2 28613832 28613954 123 28613910 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4657 chr2_28613832_28613954 . . FOSL2
chr2 28614618 28614955 338 28614736 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_4658 chr2_28614618_28614955 . . FOSL2
chr2 28618843 28619142 300 28618928 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_4659 chr2_28618843_28619142 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28628915 28629038 124 28629003 17 10.04642 5.34877 6.30995 OSE2_peak_4660 chr2_28628915_28629038 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28629178 28629355 178 28629240 15 8.53022 4.88275 4.96079 OSE2_peak_4661 chr2_28629178_28629355 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28631828 28632345 518 28632101 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_4662 chr2_28631828_28632345 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28636586 28636705 120 28636646 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_4663 chr2_28636586_28636705 FOSL2 . .
chr2 28645586 28645936 351 28645751 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4664 chr2_28645586_28645936 . FOSL2 .
chr2 29346609 29346789 181 29346697 27 18.96462 7.78347 14.55352 OSE2_peak_4665 chr2_29346609_29346789 CLIP4 . .
chr2 29591181 29591357 177 29591271 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_4666 chr2_29591181_29591357 ALK . .
chr2 29598897 29599030 134 29598979 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4667 chr2_29598897_29599030 ALK . .
chr2 29685266 29685433 168 29685370 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_4668 chr2_29685266_29685433 ALK . .
chr2 29751992 29752158 167 29752067 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4669 chr2_29751992_29752158 ALK . .
chr2 30329519 30329714 196 30329619 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4670 chr2_30329519_30329714 . . .
chr2 31510630 31510806 177 31510727 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_4671 chr2_31510630_31510806 . EHD3 .
chr2 31542054 31542181 128 31542164 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4672 chr2_31542054_31542181 . . XDH
chr2 31560082 31560268 187 31560201 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4673 chr2_31560082_31560268 XDH . .
chr2 31607784 31607955 172 31607839 24 17.59975 7.84087 13.26838 OSE2_peak_4674 chr2_31607784_31607955 XDH . .
chr2 33295373 33295503 131 33295438 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_4675 chr2_33295373_33295503 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33336038 33336176 139 33336151 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4676 chr2_33336038_33336176 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33444906 33445136 231 33445003 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_4677 chr2_33444906_33445136 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33461611 33461744 134 33461695 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_4678 chr2_33461611_33461744 LTBP1 . .
chr2 33662407 33662765 359 33662558 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_4679 chr2_33662407_33662765 RASGRP3 . .
chr2 36566053 36566212 160 36566133 37 26.85057 9.0363 22.0664 OSE2_peak_4680 chr2_36566053_36566212 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
chr2 36606917 36607084 168 36607024 24 11.12132 4.70763 7.26646 OSE2_peak_4681 chr2_36606917_36607084 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
chr2 36695907 36696119 213 36696061 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4682 chr2_36695907_36696119 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36712757 36712905 149 36712827 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_4683 chr2_36712757_36712905 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36713880 36714050 171 36713950 39 23.32993 7.13615 18.69635 OSE2_peak_4684 chr2_36713880_36714050 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36716671 36716828 158 36716711 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4685 chr2_36716671_36716828 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36729240 36729373 134 36729282 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4686 chr2_36729240_36729373 CRIM1 . .
chr2 36773950 36774135 186 36774105 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_4687 chr2_36773950_36774135 CRIM1 . FEZ2
chr2 36790171 36790305 135 36790200 19 9.53895 4.73108 5.85473 OSE2_peak_4688 chr2_36790171_36790305 FEZ2 CRIM1 .
chr2 37603982 37604114 133 37604027 30 11.52732 4.16255 7.64788 OSE2_peak_4689 chr2_37603982_37604114 . QPCT .
chr2 37789294 37789690 397 37789470 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_4690 chr2_37789294_37789690 . . .
chr2 37798177 37798343 167 37798288 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_4691 chr2_37798177_37798343 . . .
chr2 37817233 37817558 326 37817363 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4692 chr2_37817233_37817558 . . .
chr2 37869027 37869169 143 37869069 18 10.49484 5.39773 6.70864 OSE2_peak_4693 chr2_37869027_37869169 . . CDC42EP3
chr2 37897567 37897725 159 37897653 16 8.45834 4.66831 4.89405 OSE2_peak_4694 chr2_37897567_37897725 CDC42EP3 . .
chr2 37899156 37899275 120 37899186 16 7.78938 4.31472 4.32561 OSE2_peak_4695 chr2_37899156_37899275 CDC42EP3 . .
chr2 37938495 37938830 336 37938657 25 15.10516 6.33252 10.9389 OSE2_peak_4696 chr2_37938495_37938830 . . .
chr2 37995749 37996103 355 37996028 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_4697 chr2_37995749_37996103 . . .
chr2 38003857 38004066 210 38003948 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_4698 chr2_38003857_38004066 . . .
chr2 38304139 38304556 418 38304242 23 16.9335 7.74194 12.64898 OSE2_peak_4699 chr2_38304139_38304556 . CYP1B1;FAM82A1 .
chr2 38373598 38374477 880 38373814 21 12.68932 5.95103 8.69897 OSE2_peak_4700 chr2_38373598_38374477 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38375697 38375915 219 38375813 29 21.17988 8.39099 16.6507 OSE2_peak_4701 chr2_38375697_38375915 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38401775 38401921 147 38401867 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_4702 chr2_38401775_38401921 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38404941 38405146 206 38405108 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4703 chr2_38404941_38405146 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38405259 38405704 446 38405492 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_4704 chr2_38405259_38405704 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38406118 38406470 353 38406354 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4705 chr2_38406118_38406470 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
chr2 38975301 38975420 120 38975365 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_4706 chr2_38975301_38975420 SRSF7 GALM GEMIN6
chr2 39049160 39049284 125 39049214 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4707 chr2_39049160_39049284 DHX57 . .
chr2 39646943 39647169 227 39647112 13 7.03507 4.37572 3.69105 OSE2_peak_4708 chr2_39646943_39647169 MAP4K3 . LOC728730
chr2 39750925 39751111 187 39751005 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_4709 chr2_39750925_39751111 LOC728730 . .
chr2 39775066 39775237 172 39775139 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_4710 chr2_39775066_39775237 LOC728730 . .
chr2 39795981 39796101 121 39796090 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4711 chr2_39795981_39796101 LOC728730 . .
chr2 39858976 39859095 120 39859016 29 9.48589 3.58491 5.80505 OSE2_peak_4712 chr2_39858976_39859095 . . .
chr2 39869507 39869703 197 39869621 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4713 chr2_39869507_39869703 . . TMEM178
chr2 40260197 40260361 165 40260267 36 20.42996 6.55784 15.93897 OSE2_peak_4714 chr2_40260197_40260361 LOC100128590 . .
chr2 40324957 40325076 120 40325059 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_4715 chr2_40324957_40325076 LOC100128590 . SLC8A1
chr2 40611973 40612093 121 40612026 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_4716 chr2_40611973_40612093 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40628689 40628808 120 40628740 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4717 chr2_40628689_40628808 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40629201 40629324 124 40629253 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_4718 chr2_40629201_40629324 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 40662142 40662332 191 40662248 27 18.7317 7.66571 14.33754 OSE2_peak_4719 chr2_40662142_40662332 SLC8A1 . .
chr2 42087331 42087560 230 42087475 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_4720 chr2_42087331_42087560 . . LOC388942
chr2 42193611 42193744 134 42193682 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4721 chr2_42193611_42193744 . C2orf91 .
chr2 42345340 42345507 168 42345435 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_4722 chr2_42345340_42345507 . . .
chr2 42352350 42352469 120 42352443 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_4723 chr2_42352350_42352469 . . .
chr2 43063249 43063408 160 43063320 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_4724 chr2_43063249_43063408 . . .
chr2 43181640 43181846 207 43181785 13 7.1946 4.46834 3.82372 OSE2_peak_4725 chr2_43181640_43181846 . . .
chr2 43214346 43214521 176 43214438 29 16.09928 6.02537 11.86418 OSE2_peak_4726 chr2_43214346_43214521 . . .
chr2 43269110 43269331 222 43269222 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_4727 chr2_43269110_43269331 . . .
chr2 43303101 43303268 168 43303155 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_4728 chr2_43303101_43303268 . . .
chr2 43313402 43313562 161 43313464 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_4729 chr2_43313402_43313562 . . .
chr2 43451079 43451232 154 43451163 18 10.24651 5.26546 6.47719 OSE2_peak_4730 chr2_43451079_43451232 ZFP36L2 . LOC100129726;THADA
chr2 43653667 43653802 136 43653753 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_4731 chr2_43653667_43653802 THADA . .
chr2 43666558 43666699 142 43666623 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4732 chr2_43666558_43666699 THADA . .
chr2 43682518 43682720 203 43682630 21 9.7258 4.51892 6.02333 OSE2_peak_4733 chr2_43682518_43682720 THADA . .
chr2 43747282 43747466 185 43747399 16 8.84107 4.87547 5.2399 OSE2_peak_4734 chr2_43747282_43747466 THADA . .
chr2 43767288 43767437 150 43767399 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_4735 chr2_43767288_43767437 THADA . .
chr2 44347687 44347814 128 44347748 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_4736 chr2_44347687_44347814 . . .
chr2 44755848 44756015 168 44755924 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_4737 chr2_44755848_44756015 CAMKMT . MIR548AD
chr2 45252117 45252248 132 45252169 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4738 chr2_45252117_45252248 . SIX2 .
chr2 45347069 45347253 185 45347162 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_4739 chr2_45347069_45347253 . . .
chr2 45355753 45356037 285 45355865 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_4740 chr2_45355753_45356037 . . .
chr2 45405092 45405306 215 45405236 47 20.52456 5.16714 16.02954 OSE2_peak_4741 chr2_45405092_45405306 UNQ6975 . .
chr2 45581188 45581326 139 45581269 20 13.55421 6.63232 9.49715 OSE2_peak_4742 chr2_45581188_45581326 . . .
chr2 46173272 46173452 181 46173362 38 24.1839 7.66288 19.51159 OSE2_peak_4743 chr2_46173272_46173452 PRKCE . .
chr2 46219258 46219634 377 46219530 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_4744 chr2_46219258_46219634 PRKCE . .
chr2 46294959 46295148 190 46295044 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_4745 chr2_46294959_46295148 PRKCE . .
chr2 46553486 46553778 293 46553541 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_4746 chr2_46553486_46553778 EPAS1 . .
chr2 46820212 46820331 120 46820258 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_4747 chr2_46820212_46820331 PIGF RHOQ CRIPT
chr2 47029394 47029562 169 47029454 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4748 chr2_47029394_47029562 . . LOC100134259;LOC388948
chr2 47039896 47040181 286 47040110 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4749 chr2_47039896_47040181 . . LOC100134259;LOC388948
chr2 47082319 47082671 353 47082468 40 34.35641 11.75849 29.31969 OSE2_peak_4750 chr2_47082319_47082671 LOC100134259 . .
chr2 47100877 47100996 120 47100921 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4751 chr2_47100877_47100996 . LOC100134259 MCFD2
chr2 47109294 47109422 129 47109394 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_4752 chr2_47109294_47109422 . LOC100134259 MCFD2
chr2 47194281 47194599 319 47194441 42 33.62906 10.79261 28.61164 OSE2_peak_4753 chr2_47194281_47194599 TTC7A MCFD2 .
chr2 47261364 47261522 159 47261438 28 19.77186 7.93948 15.31591 OSE2_peak_4754 chr2_47261364_47261522 TTC7A . .
chr2 47270764 47270917 154 47270881 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_4755 chr2_47270764_47270917 TTC7A . .
chr2 47298679 47298923 245 47298808 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_4756 chr2_47298679_47298923 TTC7A . C2orf61
chr2 47304078 47304285 208 47304257 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_4757 chr2_47304078_47304285 . TTC7A C2orf61
chr2 47304448 47304598 151 47304483 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_4758 chr2_47304448_47304598 . TTC7A C2orf61
chr2 47419041 47419272 232 47419104 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_4759 chr2_47419041_47419272 . CALM2 .
chr2 47426409 47426554 146 47426466 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_4760 chr2_47426409_47426554 . CALM2 .
chr2 47452634 47452796 163 47452708 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_4761 chr2_47452634_47452796 . . .
chr2 47496905 47497130 226 47497080 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_4762 chr2_47496905_47497130 . . .
chr2 48338482 48338639 158 48338569 19 12.56548 6.31649 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4763 chr2_48338482_48338639 . . .
chr2 48478263 48478392 130 48478316 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_4764 chr2_48478263_48478392 . . .
chr2 51180072 51180467 396 51180365 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_4765 chr2_51180072_51180467 NRXN1 . .
chr2 51330513 51330654 142 51330598 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_4766 chr2_51330513_51330654 . . .
chr2 51445353 51445485 133 51445370 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_4767 chr2_51445353_51445485 . . .
chr2 52146661 52146807 147 52146745 25 17.13183 7.34027 12.82844 OSE2_peak_4768 chr2_52146661_52146807 . . .
chr2 52223155 52223287 133 52223244 20 13.26609 6.47412 9.23514 OSE2_peak_4769 chr2_52223155_52223287 . . .
chr2 53358689 53358827 139 53358760 34 14.40075 4.69965 10.27564 OSE2_peak_4770 chr2_53358689_53358827 . . .
chr2 54436006 54436279 274 54436119 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4771 chr2_54436006_54436279 ACYP2 . .
chr2 54489296 54489415 120 54489387 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_4772 chr2_54489296_54489415 ACYP2 TSPYL6 .
chr2 54706594 54706888 295 54706801 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_4773 chr2_54706594_54706888 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54783861 54784058 198 54783987 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4774 chr2_54783861_54784058 SPTBN1 RPL23AP32 .
chr2 54787702 54787920 219 54787727 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4775 chr2_54787702_54787920 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 54897077 54897239 163 54897169 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_4776 chr2_54897077_54897239 SPTBN1 . .
chr2 55277353 55277695 343 55277633 23 14.53602 6.47268 10.40345 OSE2_peak_4777 chr2_55277353_55277695 RTN4 . .
chr2 55320627 55320776 150 55320731 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4778 chr2_55320627_55320776 . . .
chr2 55462210 55462366 157 55462314 15 8.67856 4.96651 5.09294 OSE2_peak_4779 chr2_55462210_55462366 RPS27A C2orf63;MIR4426 MTIF2
chr2 55652616 55652772 157 55652707 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_4780 chr2_55652616_55652772 . CCDC88A .
chr2 55988922 55989041 120 55988975 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_4781 chr2_55988922_55989041 . . .
chr2 56006722 56006889 168 56006784 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_4782 chr2_56006722_56006889 . . .
chr2 56066387 56066522 136 56066452 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_4783 chr2_56066387_56066522 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56089474 56089685 212 56089542 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_4784 chr2_56089474_56089685 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56089972 56090116 145 56090050 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_4785 chr2_56089972_56090116 . . EFEMP1
chr2 56112964 56113172 209 56113041 33 23.5834 8.53369 18.93584 OSE2_peak_4786 chr2_56112964_56113172 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56115294 56115530 237 56115497 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4787 chr2_56115294_56115530 EFEMP1 . .
chr2 56219634 56219905 272 56219768 50 30.6778 7.81452 25.75889 OSE2_peak_4788 chr2_56219634_56219905 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
chr2 56769379 56769498 120 56769454 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4789 chr2_56769379_56769498 . . .
chr2 56807499 56807660 162 56807576 21 12.41761 5.81202 8.4569 OSE2_peak_4790 chr2_56807499_56807660 . . .
chr2 57208843 57208964 122 57208877 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_4791 chr2_57208843_57208964 . . .
chr2 57407319 57407743 425 57407656 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_4792 chr2_57407319_57407743 . . .
chr2 58384947 58385066 120 58384969 15 8.38598 4.80177 4.8297 OSE2_peak_4793 chr2_58384947_58385066 VRK2 . FANCL
chr2 61986182 61986359 178 61986318 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4794 chr2_61986182_61986359 . . .
chr2 62805285 62805404 120 62805336 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4795 chr2_62805285_62805404 . . .
chr2 63074384 63074510 127 63074413 14 8.28611 4.92654 4.75358 OSE2_peak_4796 chr2_63074384_63074510 EHBP1 . .
chr2 63815895 63816244 350 63815969 22 15.54455 7.2387 11.34033 OSE2_peak_4797 chr2_63815895_63816244 MDH1 WDPCP .
chr2 64067750 64067936 187 64067862 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4798 chr2_64067750_64067936 . . UGP2
chr2 64068477 64068636 160 64068565 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4799 chr2_64068477_64068636 UGP2 . .
chr2 64068995 64069505 511 64069232 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4800 chr2_64068995_64069505 UGP2 . .
chr2 64439575 64439701 127 64439656 23 10.57955 4.61539 6.78541 OSE2_peak_4801 chr2_64439575_64439701 . LINC00309 .
chr2 64500683 64500896 214 64500795 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_4802 chr2_64500683_64500896 . . .
chr2 65006530 65006701 172 65006641 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4803 chr2_65006530_65006701 . . .
chr2 65058525 65058683 159 65058595 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4804 chr2_65058525_65058683 . . .
chr2 65501582 65501703 122 65501636 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4805 chr2_65501582_65501703 . ACTR2 .
chr2 65526582 65526701 120 65526680 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4806 chr2_65526582_65526701 . ACTR2 SPRED2
chr2 65657225 65657416 192 65657252 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_4807 chr2_65657225_65657416 SPRED2 . .
chr2 65804256 65804517 262 65804348 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_4808 chr2_65804256_65804517 . . .
chr2 66662649 66662853 205 66662719 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4809 chr2_66662649_66662853 MEIS1 MEIS1‐AS3 .
chr2 66722011 66722190 180 66722132 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_4810 chr2_66722011_66722190 MEIS1 . .
chr2 67067724 67067902 179 67067745 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_4811 chr2_67067724_67067902 . . .
chr2 67487895 67488029 135 67488004 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_4812 chr2_67487895_67488029 . . .
chr2 67788690 67789054 365 67788857 26 18.58614 7.84284 14.19907 OSE2_peak_4813 chr2_67788690_67789054 . . .
chr2 68099095 68099319 225 68099256 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4814 chr2_68099095_68099319 . . .
chr2 68144453 68144726 274 68144530 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_4815 chr2_68144453_68144726 . . .
chr2 68144927 68145192 266 68145041 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_4816 chr2_68144927_68145192 . . .
chr2 68418081 68418223 143 68418124 14 7.44088 4.44271 4.01202 OSE2_peak_4817 chr2_68418081_68418223 PPP3R1 PNO1 .
chr2 69145684 69145831 148 69145774 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4818 chr2_69145684_69145831 . . GKN2
chr2 69198948 69199229 282 69199185 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_4819 chr2_69198948_69199229 . GKN2 GKN1
chr2 69258032 69258153 122 69258057 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_4820 chr2_69258032_69258153 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69404616 69404786 171 69404694 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_4821 chr2_69404616_69404786 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69405475 69405631 157 69405559 28 18.769 7.44394 14.37197 OSE2_peak_4822 chr2_69405475_69405631 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69458045 69458218 174 69458155 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4823 chr2_69458045_69458218 ANTXR1 . .
chr2 69481130 69481522 393 69481431 28 13.81266 5.24263 9.73659 OSE2_peak_4824 chr2_69481130_69481522 . ANTXR1 .
chr2 69534104 69534328 225 69534178 20 12.53671 6.08047 8.56197 OSE2_peak_4825 chr2_69534104_69534328 . . GFPT1
chr2 69534661 69534780 120 69534707 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_4826 chr2_69534661_69534780 . . GFPT1
chr2 69809040 69809171 132 69809072 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_4827 chr2_69809040_69809171 AAK1 . .
chr2 70120999 70121213 215 70121032 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4828 chr2_70120999_70121213 SNRNP27 GMCL1 MXD1
chr2 70173780 70173936 157 70173848 23 16.30337 7.399 12.04622 OSE2_peak_4829 chr2_70173780_70173936 . MXD1 ASPRV1;PCBP1‐AS1
chr2 70316069 70316189 121 70316092 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4830 chr2_70316069_70316189 PCBP1 PCBP1‐AS1 .
chr2 70351352 70351549 198 70351396 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4831 chr2_70351352_70351549 LOC100133985 . C2orf42
chr2 70363187 70363362 176 70363262 15 7.35872 4.2393 3.97042 OSE2_peak_4832 chr2_70363187_70363362 . LOC100133985 C2orf42
chr2 70417708 70417847 140 70417799 23 14.728 6.57061 10.58379 OSE2_peak_4833 chr2_70417708_70417847 C2orf42 . TIA1
chr2 71204856 71205056 201 71205021 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4834 chr2_71204856_71205056 . ATP6V1B1 ANKRD53;TEX261
chr2 71698529 71698839 311 71698611 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_4835 chr2_71698529_71698839 DYSF . .
chr2 72595021 72595206 186 72595116 26 19.28893 8.21194 14.8633 OSE2_peak_4836 chr2_72595021_72595206 EXOC6B . .
chr2 73297926 73298050 125 73297970 17 10.83136 5.78582 7.01256 OSE2_peak_4837 chr2_73297926_73298050 SFXN5 . RAB11FIP5
chr2 73316976 73317114 139 73317059 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_4838 chr2_73316976_73317114 RAB11FIP5 SFXN5 .
chr2 73338832 73338968 137 73338919 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_4839 chr2_73338832_73338968 RAB11FIP5 . .
chr2 73461391 73461637 247 73461499 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4840 chr2_73461391_73461637 CCT7 NOTO;PRADC1;SMYD5 FBXO41
chr2 74166264 74166383 120 74166314 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_4841 chr2_74166264_74166383 DGUOK ACTG2 .
chr2 74687135 74687262 128 74687176 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4842 chr2_74687135_74687262 INO80B‐WBP1;WBP1 INO80B;RTKN CCDC142;MOGS;MRPL53;TTC31
chr2 74699748 74699932 185 74699817 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4843 chr2_74699748_74699932 MRPL53 NO80B;INO80B‐WBP1;MOGS;WBP CCDC142;LBX2;LOC151534;TTC31
chr2 74731603 74731744 142 74731715 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4844 chr2_74731603_74731744 LOC151534 CCDC142;LBX2;TTC31 AUP1;DQX1;HTRA2;LOXL3;PCGF1;TLX2
chr2 75072781 75072930 150 75072846 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_4845 chr2_75072781_75072930 HK2 . .
chr2 75762210 75762407 198 75762281 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4846 chr2_75762210_75762407 FAM176A . .
chr2 75786282 75786418 137 75786351 19 11.77689 5.88509 7.86622 OSE2_peak_4847 chr2_75786282_75786418 FAM176A . .
chr2 75804708 75804827 120 75804776 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4848 chr2_75804708_75804827 . FAM176A .
chr2 75823141 75823270 130 75823244 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_4849 chr2_75823141_75823270 . FAM176A .
chr2 79944605 79944729 125 79944704 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4850 chr2_79944605_79944729 CTNNA2 . .
chr2 82439131 82439286 156 82439141 12 5.97076 3.91442 2.8155 OSE2_peak_4851 chr2_82439131_82439286 . . .
chr2 84654469 84654589 121 84654498 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_4852 chr2_84654469_84654589 SUCLG1 . .
chr2 85133652 85134891 1240 85134683 43 36.1753 11.69231 31.08541 OSE2_peak_4853 chr2_85133652_85134891 TMSB10 C2orf89 .
chr2 85135024 85135161 138 85135078 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_4854 chr2_85135024_85135161 . C2orf89;TMSB10 .
chr2 85146387 85146557 171 85146487 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4855 chr2_85146387_85146557 . TMSB10 .
chr2 85147119 85147386 268 85147167 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_4856 chr2_85147119_85147386 . TMSB10 .
chr2 85173486 85173669 184 85173602 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_4857 chr2_85173486_85173669 . . KCMF1
chr2 85190978 85191149 172 85191036 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_4858 chr2_85190978_85191149 . . KCMF1
chr2 85269354 85269586 233 85269525 16 8.45834 4.66831 4.89405 OSE2_peak_4859 chr2_85269354_85269586 KCMF1 . .
chr2 85515620 85515787 168 85515703 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4860 chr2_85515620_85515787 TCF7L1 . TGOLN2
chr2 85647913 85648246 334 85647988 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_4861 chr2_85647913_85648246 . CAPG;ELMOD3 SH2D6
chr2 85766251 85766431 181 85766352 21 13.68645 6.4736 9.61722 OSE2_peak_4862 chr2_85766251_85766431 MAT2A LOC100630918 GGCX
chr2 85767271 85767474 204 85767364 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_4863 chr2_85767271_85767474 MAT2A LOC100630918 GGCX
chr2 85770214 85770511 298 85770315 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_4864 chr2_85770214_85770511 MAT2A LOC100630918 GGCX
chr2 85773414 85773756 343 85773478 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4865 chr2_85773414_85773756 GGCX LOC100630918;MAT2A .
chr2 85775313 85775451 139 85775393 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_4866 chr2_85775313_85775451 GGCX LOC100630918;MAT2A VAMP8
chr2 85812920 85813050 131 85812942 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_4867 chr2_85812920_85813050 VAMP5 GGCX;VAMP8 C2orf68;RNF181;TMEM150A;USP39
chr2 85932785 85932907 123 85932821 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_4868 chr2_85932785_85932907 . GNLY .
chr2 85969159 85969511 353 85969222 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_4869 chr2_85969159_85969511 . . ATOH8
chr2 85969787 85969931 145 85969869 29 20.82665 8.21326 16.308 OSE2_peak_4870 chr2_85969787_85969931 . . ATOH8
chr2 85999115 85999855 741 85999584 31 22.97824 8.76081 18.35802 OSE2_peak_4871 chr2_85999115_85999855 ATOH8 . .
chr2 88315473 88316120 648 88316004 57 53.00808 14.97283 47.56779 OSE2_peak_4872 chr2_88315473_88316120 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
chr2 88337596 88337824 229 88337769 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_4873 chr2_88337596_88337824 KRCC1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . SMYD1
chr2 95981746 95981980 235 95981868 42 39.81653 13.87097 34.63199 OSE2_peak_4874 chr2_95981746_95981980 KCNIP3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 PROM2 .
chr2 96353769 96353916 148 96353843 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_4875 chr2_96353769_96353916 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 96577364 96577558 195 96577482 11 5.6503 3.87097 2.60854 OSE2_peak_4876 chr2_96577364_96577558 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 96767890 96768013 124 96767998 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4877 chr2_96767890_96768013 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . ADRA2B;ASTL
chr2 96842941 96843087 147 96843034 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4878 chr2_96842941_96843087 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . STARD7
chr2 97222781 97222951 171 97222842 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4879 chr2_97222781_97222951 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 ARID5A .
chr2 97331338 97331531 194 97331370 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4880 chr2_97331338_97331531 FER1L5;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 KANSL3 .
chr2 97525161 97525280 120 97525201 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4881 chr2_97525161_97525280 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 ANKRD23;ANKRD39;CNNM3 FAM178B;SEMA4C
chr2 98279479 98279615 137 98279554 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_4882 chr2_98279479_98279615 ACTR1B;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 COX5B LOC728537
chr2 98517350 98517645 296 98517436 26 19.08296 8.10299 14.66638 OSE2_peak_4883 chr2_98517350_98517645 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TMEM131 . .
chr2 99526198 99526317 120 99526242 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_4884 chr2_99526198_99526317 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 99528385 99528623 239 99528547 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_4885 chr2_99528385_99528623 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 99532676 99532803 128 99532775 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4886 chr2_99532676_99532803 C2orf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100478032 100478210 179 100478123 30 21.34326 8.21364 16.80643 OSE2_peak_4887 chr2_100478032_100478210 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100484402 100484525 124 100484424 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_4888 chr2_100484402_100484525 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100495715 100495905 191 100495723 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4889 chr2_100495715_100495905 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100496596 100496840 245 100496778 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_4890 chr2_100496596_100496840 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 100498461 100498652 192 100498572 61 55.50373 14.74343 50.02045 OSE2_peak_4891 chr2_100498461_100498652 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101358910 101359033 124 101358953 23 10.57955 4.61539 6.78541 OSE2_peak_4892 chr2_101358910_101359033 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101368727 101368899 173 101368736 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4893 chr2_101368727_101368899 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101369133 101369379 247 101369278 33 21.30715 7.4942 16.77471 OSE2_peak_4894 chr2_101369133_101369379 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 101519367 101519545 179 101519444 23 15.89253 7.17884 11.67207 OSE2_peak_4895 chr2_101519367_101519545 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
chr2 101737196 101737409 214 101737247 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_4896 chr2_101737196_101737409 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TBC1D8 . .
chr2 102058810 102059038 229 102058990 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_4897 chr2_102058810_102059038 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;RFX8 . .
chr2 102091482 102091694 213 102091508 24 6.56399 2.98742 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4898 chr2_102091482_102091694 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 RFX8 .
chr2 102134447 102134604 158 102134495 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_4899 chr2_102134447_102134604 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102353397 102353596 200 102353482 22 15.05221 6.97192 10.8912 OSE2_peak_4900 chr2_102353397_102353596 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102375760 102375879 120 102375807 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_4901 chr2_102375760_102375879 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102380362 102380549 188 102380362 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_4902 chr2_102380362_102380549 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102419685 102419893 209 102419748 22 14.96579 6.92552 10.80726 OSE2_peak_4903 chr2_102419685_102419893 MAP4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102680285 102680445 161 102680329 16 9.16167 5.05161 5.51953 OSE2_peak_4904 chr2_102680285_102680445 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102844199 102844470 272 102844241 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_4905 chr2_102844199_102844470 IL1RL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 102920894 102921013 120 102921000 12 5.90388 3.87573 2.75758 OSE2_peak_4906 chr2_102920894_102921013 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1RL1
chr2 105856469 105856641 173 105856498 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4907 chr2_105856469_105856641 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . GPR45;TGFBRAP1
chr2 105974122 105974253 132 105974168 24 13.55709 5.79269 9.49848 OSE2_peak_4908 chr2_105974122_105974253 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49;TGFBRAP1 FHL2
chr2 105989104 105989299 196 105989136 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_4909 chr2_105989104_105989299 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 C2orf49 .
chr2 106007410 106007652 243 106007524 35 22.4582 7.56637 17.85874 OSE2_peak_4910 chr2_106007410_106007652 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106012959 106013179 221 106012988 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_4911 chr2_106012959_106013179 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106013442 106014198 757 106013840 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_4912 chr2_106013442_106014198 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106020565 106020820 256 106020727 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_4913 chr2_106020565_106020820 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106021853 106022003 151 106021932 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4914 chr2_106021853_106022003 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106593854 106593994 141 106593942 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4915 chr2_106593854_106593994 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 106764055 106764236 182 106764069 12 5.88183 3.863 2.73734 OSE2_peak_4916 chr2_106764055_106764236 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;UXS1 . .
chr2 106814390 106814659 270 106814450 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_4917 chr2_106814390_106814659 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 UXS1 .
chr2 108592458 108592713 256 108592625 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4918 chr2_108592458_108592713 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . SLC5A7
chr2 109029464 109029684 221 109029613 48 34.55146 9.62772 29.50842 OSE2_peak_4919 chr2_109029464_109029684 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 SULT1C4 .
chr2 109150239 109150358 120 109150269 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_4920 chr2_109150239_109150358 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 GCC2 LIMS1
chr2 109211450 109211718 269 109211616 26 15.02828 6.09988 10.86794 OSE2_peak_4921 chr2_109211450_109211718 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 109941451 109941604 154 109941510 23 5.17695 2.58357 2.21417 OSE2_peak_4922 chr2_109941451_109941604 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
chr2 110316212 110316382 171 110316288 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_4923 chr2_110316212_110316382 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SEPT10 . .
chr2 110367308 110367438 131 110367352 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_4924 chr2_110367308_110367438 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SEPT10 . SOWAHC
chr2 110460386 110460549 164 110460435 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_4925 chr2_110460386_110460549 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
chr2 110858826 110859073 248 110859015 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_4926 chr2_110858826_110859073 70;LOC440894;LOC440895;MALL;MIR . NPHP1
chr2 112463548 112463686 139 112463633 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_4927 chr2_112463548_112463686 RGPD5 . .
chr2 113032966 113033150 185 113033048 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_4928 chr2_113032966_113033150 RGPD5 ZC3H8 ZC3H6
chr2 113059043 113059220 178 113059111 35 26.27973 9.29348 21.52261 OSE2_peak_4929 chr2_113059043_113059220 RGPD5;ZC3H6 . .
chr2 113380248 113380377 130 113380283 18 10.78639 5.5547 6.96951 OSE2_peak_4930 chr2_113380248_113380377 . . FLJ42351;SLC20A1
chr2 113384987 113385162 176 113385094 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_4931 chr2_113384987_113385162 . . FLJ42351;SLC20A1
chr2 113413843 113413981 139 113413918 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_4932 chr2_113413843_113413981 SLC20A1 FLJ42351 .
chr2 113551830 113551957 128 113551898 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_4933 chr2_113551830_113551957 . CKAP2L;IL1A .
chr2 113805179 113805298 120 113805195 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_4934 chr2_113805179_113805298 IL36B . IL1F10;IL36RN
chr2 113998481 113998624 144 113998562 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_4935 chr2_113998481_113998624 LOC654433;PAX8 . .
chr2 113998733 113998958 226 113998844 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_4936 chr2_113998733_113998958 LOC654433;PAX8 . .
chr2 114041682 114041894 213 114041797 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_4937 chr2_114041682_114041894 . LOC654433;PAX8 .
chr2 114652166 114652312 147 114652228 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_4938 chr2_114652166_114652312 ACTR3 . .
chr2 117464113 117464288 176 117464197 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_4939 chr2_117464113_117464288 . . .
chr2 117567748 117567966 219 117567852 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_4940 chr2_117567748_117567966 . . .
chr2 118738624 118738835 212 118738720 39 25.60474 8.03383 20.87912 OSE2_peak_4941 chr2_118738624_118738835 CCDC93 . .
chr2 118817850 118817987 138 118817890 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_4942 chr2_118817850_118817987 . . INSIG2
chr2 119426377 119426577 201 119426483 31 14.70424 5.16568 10.56258 OSE2_peak_4943 chr2_119426377_119426577 . . .
chr2 119461933 119462052 120 119461980 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4944 chr2_119461933_119462052 . . .
chr2 120013452 120013830 379 120013741 25 17.58771 7.57669 13.25656 OSE2_peak_4945 chr2_120013452_120013830 STEAP3 . .
chr2 120980793 120980935 143 120980854 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4946 chr2_120980793_120980935 TMEM185B . RALB
chr2 120996728 120996905 178 120996797 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_4947 chr2_120996728_120996905 . TMEM185B RALB
chr2 121303977 121304139 163 121304070 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_4948 chr2_121303977_121304139 . . .
chr2 121317234 121317507 274 121317284 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_4949 chr2_121317234_121317507 . . .
chr2 121672359 121672597 239 121672561 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_4950 chr2_121672359_121672597 GLI2 . .
chr2 121672720 121672990 271 121672818 19 11.7415 5.86601 7.83175 OSE2_peak_4951 chr2_121672720_121672990 GLI2 . .
chr2 121832386 121833020 635 121832832 61 59.31131 16.47553 53.76838 OSE2_peak_4952 chr2_121832386_121833020 . . .
chr2 122259830 122260075 246 122259912 29 14.10784 5.21501 10.01159 OSE2_peak_4953 chr2_122259830_122260075 CLASP1 . RNU4ATAC
chr2 122288448 122289229 782 122288677 64 58.49585 15.06098 52.96357 OSE2_peak_4954 chr2_122288448_122289229 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
chr2 122994147 122994319 173 122994230 37 14.86799 4.54088 10.71715 OSE2_peak_4955 chr2_122994147_122994319 . . .
chr2 123391950 123392135 186 123392066 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_4956 chr2_123391950_123392135 . . .
chr2 123563053 123563267 215 123563076 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_4957 chr2_123563053_123563267 . . .
chr2 127413672 127413809 138 127413726 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_4958 chr2_127413672_127413809 GYPC . .
chr2 127807694 127807908 215 127807862 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_4959 chr2_127807694_127807908 BIN1 . .
chr2 127822348 127822667 320 127822393 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_4960 chr2_127822348_127822667 BIN1 . .
chr2 127907120 127907258 139 127907181 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_4961 chr2_127907120_127907258 . . .
chr2 127984269 127984482 214 127984387 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_4962 chr2_127984269_127984482 . CYP27C1 .
chr2 128171528 128171652 125 128171616 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_4963 chr2_128171528_128171652 . . MIR4783;PROC
chr2 131094650 131094973 324 131094801 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_4964 chr2_131094650_131094973 . . CCDC115;IMP4;PTPN18
chr2 133173811 133173998 188 133173890 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_4965 chr2_133173811_133173998 . . GPR39
chr2 134575893 134576057 165 134575956 23 11.55584 5.04425 7.67161 OSE2_peak_4966 chr2_134575893_134576057 . . .
chr2 134895395 134895597 203 134895491 16 6.48451 3.65799 3.2491 OSE2_peak_4967 chr2_134895395_134895597 . MIR3679 .
chr2 135155977 135156102 126 135156096 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_4968 chr2_135155977_135156102 MGAT5 . .
chr2 135166471 135166606 136 135166513 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_4969 chr2_135166471_135166606 MGAT5 . .
chr2 135844027 135844146 120 135844117 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_4970 chr2_135844027_135844146 RAB3GAP1 . .
chr2 136742863 136743051 189 136742874 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_4971 chr2_136742863_136743051 DARS . .
chr2 138010702 138010855 154 138010764 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_4972 chr2_138010702_138010855 THSD7B . .
chr2 138686532 138686678 147 138686619 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_4973 chr2_138686532_138686678 . . .
chr2 138714701 138714857 157 138714744 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_4974 chr2_138714701_138714857 . . HNMT
chr2 138871548 138871769 222 138871679 24 17.45027 7.76017 13.12458 OSE2_peak_4975 chr2_138871548_138871769 . . .
chr2 139122110 139122357 248 139122302 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_4976 chr2_139122110_139122357 . . .
chr2 141284239 141284415 177 141284299 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_4977 chr2_141284239_141284415 LRP1B . .
chr2 141415301 141415497 197 141415401 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_4978 chr2_141415301_141415497 LRP1B . .
chr2 141748100 141748219 120 141748148 27 8.27201 3.34591 4.74087 OSE2_peak_4979 chr2_141748100_141748219 LRP1B . .
chr2 141813277 141813444 168 141813341 33 24.09416 8.77718 19.4268 OSE2_peak_4980 chr2_141813277_141813444 LRP1B . .
chr2 142150017 142150244 228 142150210 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_4981 chr2_142150017_142150244 LRP1B . .
chr2 142314995 142315187 193 142315084 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_4982 chr2_142314995_142315187 LRP1B . .
chr2 145764735 145765183 449 145764977 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_4983 chr2_145764735_145765183 DKFZp686O1327 . .
chr2 146450861 146451012 152 146450935 23 16.54036 7.52724 12.2725 OSE2_peak_4984 chr2_146450861_146451012 . . .
chr2 146742218 146742363 146 146742253 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_4985 chr2_146742218_146742363 . . .
chr2 147075601 147075766 166 147075670 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_4986 chr2_147075601_147075766 . . .
chr2 147392314 147392597 284 147392355 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_4987 chr2_147392314_147392597 . . .
chr2 147739622 147739758 137 147739709 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_4988 chr2_147739622_147739758 . . .
chr2 147739926 147740243 318 147740148 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_4989 chr2_147739926_147740243 . . .
chr2 147748095 147748278 184 147748127 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_4990 chr2_147748095_147748278 . . .
chr2 147784295 147784446 152 147784406 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_4991 chr2_147784295_147784446 . . .
chr2 149148936 149149300 365 149149008 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_4992 chr2_149148936_149149300 MBD5 . .
chr2 150267695 150267814 120 150267757 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_4993 chr2_150267695_150267814 LYPD6 . .
chr2 150505141 150505374 234 150505298 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_4994 chr2_150505141_150505374 . . .
chr2 150590660 150590779 120 150590702 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_4995 chr2_150590660_150590779 . . .
chr2 150598194 150598313 120 150598286 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_4996 chr2_150598194_150598313 . . .
chr2 150717236 150717356 121 150717314 15 8.8935 5.08872 5.28814 OSE2_peak_4997 chr2_150717236_150717356 . . .
chr2 150919855 150920219 365 150919949 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_4998 chr2_150919855_150920219 . . .
chr2 150990167 150990450 284 150990252 17 10.61668 5.66507 6.82143 OSE2_peak_4999 chr2_150990167_150990450 . . .
chr2 151047983 151048121 139 151048038 22 15.18359 7.04271 11.00562 OSE2_peak_5000 chr2_151047983_151048121 . . .
chr2 151267402 151267521 120 151267454 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_5001 chr2_151267402_151267521 . . .
chr2 151322862 151323046 185 151323029 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5002 chr2_151322862_151323046 . . RND3
chr2 151323451 151323577 127 151323489 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_5003 chr2_151323451_151323577 . . RND3
chr2 151329031 151329200 170 151329087 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_5004 chr2_151329031_151329200 RND3 . .
chr2 151344063 151344220 158 151344146 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5005 chr2_151344063_151344220 RND3 . .
chr2 151443393 151443516 124 151443433 28 17.2389 6.71951 12.92675 OSE2_peak_5006 chr2_151443393_151443516 . . .
chr2 151768569 151768723 155 151768681 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5007 chr2_151768569_151768723 . . .
chr2 152911249 152911368 120 152911320 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5008 chr2_152911249_152911368 CACNB4 . .
chr2 153057132 153057323 192 153057237 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_5009 chr2_153057132_153057323 . STAM2 .
chr2 153203768 153203920 153 153203816 23 15.84807 7.15519 11.63149 OSE2_peak_5010 chr2_153203768_153203920 FMNL2 . .
chr2 153322699 153322846 148 153322761 19 11.84823 5.92362 7.92965 OSE2_peak_5011 chr2_153322699_153322846 FMNL2 . .
chr2 153370338 153370463 126 153370365 24 14.96432 6.47227 10.80726 OSE2_peak_5012 chr2_153370338_153370463 FMNL2 . .
chr2 157333367 157333514 148 157333417 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5013 chr2_157333367_157333514 GPD2 . .
chr2 158030392 158030545 154 158030504 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_5014 chr2_158030392_158030545 . . .
chr2 158039329 158039659 331 158039592 22 13.33692 6.0762 9.30285 OSE2_peak_5015 chr2_158039329_158039659 . . .
chr2 159443062 159443275 214 159443228 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5016 chr2_159443062_159443275 PKP4 . .
chr2 159850625 159850744 120 159850695 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5017 chr2_159850625_159850744 TANC1 . .
chr2 160494486 160494742 257 160494569 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5018 chr2_160494486_160494742 . BAZ2B .
chr2 160568893 160569040 148 160568989 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_5019 chr2_160568893_160569040 07‐Mar . .
chr2 160896145 160896322 178 160896241 27 19.79919 8.21241 15.33764 OSE2_peak_5020 chr2_160896145_160896322 PLA2R1 . .
chr2 161083889 161084283 395 161084149 25 16.24194 6.88886 11.99506 OSE2_peak_5021 chr2_161083889_161084283 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161084642 161084858 217 161084744 22 13.58627 6.20298 9.52532 OSE2_peak_5022 chr2_161084642_161084858 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161085201 161085357 157 161085289 31 10.75554 3.8239 6.93967 OSE2_peak_5023 chr2_161085201_161085357 . ITGB6 .
chr2 161150850 161151017 168 161150956 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_5024 chr2_161150850_161151017 RBMS1 . .
chr2 161224525 161224823 299 161224704 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_5025 chr2_161224525_161224823 RBMS1 . .
chr2 161233202 161233321 120 161233251 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_5026 chr2_161233202_161233321 RBMS1 . .
chr2 161244899 161245018 120 161245003 12 5.58563 3.69318 2.55648 OSE2_peak_5027 chr2_161244899_161245018 RBMS1 . MIR4785
chr2 162017433 162017640 208 162017469 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_5028 chr2_162017433_162017640 TANK . .
chr2 162169938 162170069 132 162169977 19 12.29252 6.16583 8.34009 OSE2_peak_5029 chr2_162169938_162170069 PSMD14 . .
chr2 162847329 162847521 193 162847431 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_5030 chr2_162847329_162847521 . SLC4A10 DPP4
chr2 162941808 162942010 203 162941926 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_5031 chr2_162941808_162942010 . DPP4 .
chr2 162949534 162949857 324 162949769 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_5032 chr2_162949534_162949857 . DPP4 .
chr2 162970387 162970506 120 162970450 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_5033 chr2_162970387_162970506 . . GCG
chr2 162970945 162971065 121 162971018 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_5034 chr2_162970945_162971065 . . GCG
chr2 163053699 163053902 204 163053795 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_5035 chr2_163053699_163053902 FAP . .
chr2 163101035 163101281 247 163101140 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_5036 chr2_163101035_163101281 . FAP IFIH1
chr2 163783146 163783369 224 163783250 34 26.90475 9.88113 22.11677 OSE2_peak_5037 chr2_163783146_163783369 . . .
chr2 164028738 164028938 201 164028837 29 23.01676 9.34426 18.39528 OSE2_peak_5038 chr2_164028738_164028938 . . .
chr2 164066957 164067167 211 164067052 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_5039 chr2_164066957_164067167 . . .
chr2 164123451 164123687 237 164123585 24 16.51235 7.26189 12.24588 OSE2_peak_5040 chr2_164123451_164123687 . . .
chr2 164198004 164198165 162 164198088 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_5041 chr2_164198004_164198165 . . .
chr2 164524127 164524295 169 164524245 29 20.82665 8.21326 16.308 OSE2_peak_5042 chr2_164524127_164524295 FIGN . .
chr2 165399152 165399352 201 165399186 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5043 chr2_165399152_165399352 GRB14 . .
chr2 165482162 165482343 182 165482321 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_5044 chr2_165482162_165482343 . GRB14 .
chr2 165517960 165518189 230 165518032 29 24.00019 9.8733 19.33727 OSE2_peak_5045 chr2_165517960_165518189 . . COBLL1;SNORA70F
chr2 167267772 167268033 262 167267828 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_5046 chr2_167267772_167268033 SCN7A . .
chr2 167593824 167593957 134 167593874 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5047 chr2_167593824_167593957 . . .
chr2 167991310 167991497 188 167991406 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_5048 chr2_167991310_167991497 XIRP2 . .
chr2 168360746 168360867 122 168360828 18 11.48597 5.93848 7.60814 OSE2_peak_5049 chr2_168360746_168360867 . . .
chr2 169067683 169067846 164 169067774 21 12.72399 5.96887 8.73293 OSE2_peak_5050 chr2_169067683_169067846 STK39 . .
chr2 170672459 170672673 215 170672485 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5051 chr2_170672459_170672673 METTL5 SSB UBR3
chr2 170736554 170736768 215 170736568 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5052 chr2_170736554_170736768 UBR3 . .
chr2 172259430 172259580 151 172259575 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5053 chr2_172259430_172259580 METTL8 . .
chr2 172290366 172290516 151 172290439 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_5054 chr2_172290366_172290516 METTL8 . DCAF17
chr2 172543870 172544023 154 172543928 30 20.86366 7.97995 16.34468 OSE2_peak_5055 chr2_172543870_172544023 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 172569858 172570029 172 172569929 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_5056 chr2_172569858_172570029 DYNC1I2 . .
chr2 172623567 172623694 128 172623627 18 10.52658 5.41473 6.73378 OSE2_peak_5057 chr2_172623567_172623694 . DYNC1I2 SLC25A12
chr2 172962220 172962468 249 172962268 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_5058 chr2_172962220_172962468 . DLX1;METAP1D DLX2
chr2 172963513 172963903 391 172963552 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_5059 chr2_172963513_172963903 . DLX1;METAP1D DLX2
chr2 173117996 173118214 219 173118112 51 31.65233 7.96774 26.69954 OSE2_peak_5060 chr2_173117996_173118214 . . .
chr2 173647755 173648308 554 173648079 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_5061 chr2_173647755_173648308 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173694100 173694251 152 173694147 18 10.92037 5.62744 7.08992 OSE2_peak_5062 chr2_173694100_173694251 RAPGEF4 . .
chr2 173913716 173913862 147 173913758 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_5063 chr2_173913716_173913862 RAPGEF4 . ZAK
chr2 173974106 173974276 171 173974187 39 26.81711 8.53933 22.04013 OSE2_peak_5064 chr2_173974106_173974276 ZAK . .
chr2 174024684 174024805 122 174024735 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_5065 chr2_174024684_174024805 ZAK . .
chr2 174826529 174826682 154 174826621 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5066 chr2_174826529_174826682 SP3 . .
chr2 174830571 174830743 173 174830625 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_5067 chr2_174830571_174830743 . SP3 .
chr2 175128838 175129005 168 175128926 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5068 chr2_175128838_175129005 . OLA1 .
chr2 175643246 175643365 120 175643311 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5069 chr2_175643246_175643365 . CHRNA1 CHN1
chr2 175962126 175962245 120 175962171 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_5070 chr2_175962126_175962245 ATF2 . .
chr2 176970929 176971194 266 176971098 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_5071 chr2_176970929_176971194 . EVX2;HOXD12;HOXD13 XD‐AS2;HOXD10;HOXD11;HOXD8;HOXD9
chr2 176971678 176971816 139 176971744 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5072 chr2_176971678_176971816 . EVX2;HOXD12;HOXD13 XD‐AS2;HOXD10;HOXD11;HOXD8;HOXD9
chr2 176971976 176972207 232 176972038 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_5073 chr2_176971976_176972207 HOXD11 EVX2;HOXD12;HOXD13 HOXD‐AS2;HOXD10;HOXD8;HOXD9
chr2 177001021 177001140 120 177001071 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_5074 chr2_177001021_177001140 HOXD‐AS2 HOXD10;HOXD11;HOXD8;HOXD9 HOXD3;HOXD4;MIR10B
chr2 177477551 177477698 148 177477655 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_5075 chr2_177477551_177477698 . MIR1246 LOC375295
chr2 178088716 178088992 277 178088792 19 11.95664 5.98237 8.03248 OSE2_peak_5076 chr2_178088716_178088992 . HNRNPA3 NFE2L2
chr2 178128171 178128352 182 178128303 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_5077 chr2_178128171_178128352 NFE2L2 MIR3128 LOC100130691
chr2 178128565 178128708 144 178128599 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_5078 chr2_178128565_178128708 NFE2L2 MIR3128 LOC100130691
chr2 178262282 178262586 305 178262309 17 8.63059 4.59431 5.04806 OSE2_peak_5079 chr2_178262282_178262586 AGPS LOC100130691 .
chr2 178774899 178775033 135 178774956 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5080 chr2_178774899_178775033 PDE11A . .
chr2 179163616 179163754 139 179163673 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5081 chr2_179163616_179163754 OSBPL6 . .
chr2 179971430 179971879 450 179971500 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_5082 chr2_179971430_179971879 SESTD1 . .
chr2 180094525 180094681 157 180094581 20 13.98621 6.8722 9.89926 OSE2_peak_5083 chr2_180094525_180094681 SESTD1 . .
chr2 180905043 180905229 187 180905118 31 20.58034 7.60951 16.07601 OSE2_peak_5084 chr2_180905043_180905229 . . .
chr2 181388792 181388947 156 181388855 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_5085 chr2_181388792_181388947 . . .
chr2 181490342 181490471 130 181490429 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_5086 chr2_181490342_181490471 . . .
chr2 181595848 181596041 194 181595898 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_5087 chr2_181595848_181596041 . . .
chr2 181607656 181607789 134 181607740 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_5088 chr2_181607656_181607789 . . .
chr2 181844771 181844947 177 181844853 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5089 chr2_181844771_181844947 . . UBE2E3
chr2 181971731 181971866 136 181971799 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_5090 chr2_181971731_181971866 . . .
chr2 182656062 182656344 283 182656153 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_5091 chr2_182656062_182656344 . . .
chr2 182931594 182931752 159 182931666 32 19.92829 7.10079 15.46161 OSE2_peak_5092 chr2_182931594_182931752 PPP1R1C . .
chr2 183369402 183369565 164 183369494 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_5093 chr2_183369402_183369565 PDE1A . .
chr2 183481633 183481754 122 183481697 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_5094 chr2_183481633_183481754 . . .
chr2 183580651 183580783 133 183580713 14 7.2883 4.35713 3.90721 OSE2_peak_5095 chr2_183580651_183580783 . . DNAJC10
chr2 185419707 185419848 142 185419758 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5096 chr2_185419707_185419848 . . .
chr2 186236962 186237085 124 186237040 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5097 chr2_186236962_186237085 . . .
chr2 186298674 186298846 173 186298754 16 9.46999 5.22316 5.78956 OSE2_peak_5098 chr2_186298674_186298846 . . .
chr2 186448244 186448511 268 186448400 38 35.10911 12.83529 30.04846 OSE2_peak_5099 chr2_186448244_186448511 . . .
chr2 187321758 187321936 179 187321873 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_5100 chr2_187321758_187321936 . . ZC3H15
chr2 188435966 188436143 178 188436024 13 6.44909 4.04071 3.21748 OSE2_peak_5101 chr2_188435966_188436143 . TFPI .
chr2 188639396 188639541 146 188639448 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_5102 chr2_188639396_188639541 . . .
chr2 188944051 188944179 129 188944101 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_5103 chr2_188944051_188944179 . . .
chr2 189064491 189064707 217 189064606 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_5104 chr2_189064491_189064707 . . .
chr2 189637922 189638041 120 189637937 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_5105 chr2_189637922_189638041 DIRC1 . .
chr2 189951481 189951648 168 189951548 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5106 chr2_189951481_189951648 COL5A2 . .
chr2 189961655 189961790 136 189961742 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_5107 chr2_189961655_189961790 COL5A2 . .
chr2 190138642 190138761 120 190138688 17 9.58455 5.09763 5.89359 OSE2_peak_5108 chr2_190138642_190138761 . . .
chr2 190141202 190141372 171 190141291 26 17.48795 7.28176 13.1612 OSE2_peak_5109 chr2_190141202_190141372 . . .
chr2 190258320 190258439 120 190258330 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5110 chr2_190258320_190258439 . . .
chr2 190276776 190276904 129 190276877 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5111 chr2_190276776_190276904 . . WDR75
chr2 190798745 190798897 153 190798830 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_5112 chr2_190798745_190798897 . . .
chr2 191096378 191096513 136 191096475 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5113 chr2_191096378_191096513 HIBCH C2orf88 .
chr2 191471896 191472142 247 191471973 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5114 chr2_191471896_191472142 . . .
chr2 191813515 191813789 275 191813592 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_5115 chr2_191813515_191813789 GLS . STAT1
chr2 191824925 191825153 229 191824979 18 10.65516 5.48382 6.85859 OSE2_peak_5116 chr2_191824925_191825153 GLS . STAT1
chr2 192034258 192034387 130 192034323 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_5117 chr2_192034258_192034387 . STAT4 .
chr2 192058829 192059056 228 192058899 14 6.88122 4.13163 3.55757 OSE2_peak_5118 chr2_192058829_192059056 . . .
chr2 192066949 192067488 540 192067045 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_5119 chr2_192066949_192067488 . . .
chr2 192084220 192084396 177 192084286 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5120 chr2_192084220_192084396 . . MYO1B
chr2 192542861 192543144 284 192543117 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5121 chr2_192542861_192543144 OBFC2A . .
chr2 192544341 192545330 990 192544981 30 21.34326 8.21364 16.80643 OSE2_peak_5122 chr2_192544341_192545330 OBFC2A . .
chr2 192555937 192556452 516 192556341 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5123 chr2_192555937_192556452 . OBFC2A .
chr2 192556863 192557052 190 192556968 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_5124 chr2_192556863_192557052 . OBFC2A .
chr2 192557186 192557320 135 192557224 21 13.45327 6.34969 9.39951 OSE2_peak_5125 chr2_192557186_192557320 . OBFC2A .
chr2 192557426 192557552 127 192557481 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5126 chr2_192557426_192557552 . OBFC2A .
chr2 193132311 193132445 135 193132387 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_5127 chr2_193132311_193132445 . . .
chr2 193144359 193144478 120 193144380 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_5128 chr2_193144359_193144478 . . .
chr2 194641700 194641886 187 194641798 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5129 chr2_194641700_194641886 . . .
chr2 194689228 194689447 220 194689381 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5130 chr2_194689228_194689447 . . .
chr2 194699273 194699415 143 194699333 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_5131 chr2_194699273_194699415 . . .
chr2 196385255 196385871 617 196385769 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_5132 chr2_196385255_196385871 . . .
chr2 196478719 196478892 174 196478785 17 9.07427 4.82574 5.43702 OSE2_peak_5133 chr2_196478719_196478892 . . .
chr2 196522419 196522544 126 196522477 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5134 chr2_196522419_196522544 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196522879 196523607 729 196523438 20 13.94186 6.84744 9.86076 OSE2_peak_5135 chr2_196522879_196523607 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196525295 196525489 195 196525412 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_5136 chr2_196525295_196525489 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 196526245 196526446 202 196526428 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5137 chr2_196526245_196526446 SLC39A10 . .
chr2 197036080 197036227 148 197036172 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_5138 chr2_197036080_197036227 STK17B . HECW2
chr2 197104492 197104624 133 197104568 35 23.3129 7.93504 18.68172 OSE2_peak_5139 chr2_197104492_197104624 HECW2 . .
chr2 197187722 197187911 190 197187827 29 23.19978 9.44178 18.57108 OSE2_peak_5140 chr2_197187722_197187911 HECW2 . .
chr2 197472711 197472918 208 197472810 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_5141 chr2_197472711_197472918 . HECW2 .
chr2 197525143 197525400 258 197525238 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5142 chr2_197525143_197525400 CCDC150 . .
chr2 197986674 197986892 219 197986860 18 12.02443 6.24028 8.09866 OSE2_peak_5143 chr2_197986674_197986892 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 198025659 198025873 215 198025840 12 6.55023 4.25422 3.30316 OSE2_peak_5144 chr2_198025659_198025873 ANKRD44 . .
chr2 198299804 198300096 293 198299917 27 19.44721 8.03019 15.00591 OSE2_peak_5145 chr2_198299804_198300096 . SF3B1 COQ10B
chr2 198318480 198318716 237 198318523 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_5146 chr2_198318480_198318716 COQ10B SF3B1 .
chr2 198364666 198364845 180 198364806 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5147 chr2_198364666_198364845 HSPD1;HSPE1;HSPE1‐MOB4 COQ10B MOB4
chr2 198780710 198780923 214 198780817 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5148 chr2_198780710_198780923 PLCL1 . .
chr2 200168408 200168921 514 200168615 42 34.97261 11.42658 29.91573 OSE2_peak_5149 chr2_200168408_200168921 SATB2 . .
chr2 200234861 200235155 295 200235003 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_5150 chr2_200234861_200235155 SATB2 . .
chr2 200323902 200324090 189 200324007 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_5151 chr2_200323902_200324090 SATB2 . FLJ32063
chr2 200603637 200603775 139 200603680 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5152 chr2_200603637_200603775 . . FONG
chr2 201167759 201167917 159 201167826 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_5153 chr2_201167759_201167917 . . SPATS2L
chr2 201185212 201185355 144 201185268 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5154 chr2_201185212_201185355 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201262509 201262654 146 201262585 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_5155 chr2_201262509_201262654 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201270775 201270965 191 201270869 39 20.55164 6.12903 16.04876 OSE2_peak_5156 chr2_201270775_201270965 SPATS2L . .
chr2 201479918 201480254 337 201480163 21 12.9713 6.09685 8.96328 OSE2_peak_5157 chr2_201479918_201480254 AOX1 . .
chr2 201489457 201489692 236 201489536 36 26.29289 9.03599 21.53457 OSE2_peak_5158 chr2_201489457_201489692 AOX1 . .
chr2 201577915 201578070 156 201577965 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_5159 chr2_201577915_201578070 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
chr2 202123099 202123227 129 202123154 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5160 chr2_202123099_202123227 CASP8 CASP10 ALS2CR12
chr2 202271178 202271401 224 202271276 16 9.16167 5.05161 5.51953 OSE2_peak_5161 chr2_202271178_202271401 TRAK2 . .
chr2 202316130 202316359 230 202316249 20 12.64712 6.13941 8.66079 OSE2_peak_5162 chr2_202316130_202316359 TRAK2 . STRADB
chr2 202663041 202663225 185 202663147 29 15.19512 5.64916 11.01675 OSE2_peak_5163 chr2_202663041_202663225 . ALS2 CDK15
chr2 202719279 202719566 288 202719394 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5164 chr2_202719279_202719566 CDK15 . .
chr2 202747247 202747388 142 202747297 21 12.9713 6.09685 8.96328 OSE2_peak_5165 chr2_202747247_202747388 CDK15 . .
chr2 203000238 203000463 226 203000452 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_5166 chr2_203000238_203000463 . . .
chr2 203428035 203428156 122 203428116 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_5167 chr2_203428035_203428156 BMPR2 . .
chr2 204547487 204547828 342 204547574 21 12.05961 5.63115 8.12167 OSE2_peak_5168 chr2_204547487_204547828 . . CD28
chr2 204624361 204624670 310 204624568 33 21.72947 7.68133 17.16845 OSE2_peak_5169 chr2_204624361_204624670 . CD28 .
chr2 204668787 204669150 364 204668934 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_5170 chr2_204668787_204669150 . . .
chr2 204671701 204671872 172 204671716 15 7.59651 4.36719 4.15471 OSE2_peak_5171 chr2_204671701_204671872 . . .
chr2 205204941 205205116 176 205205010 42 37.87357 12.86209 32.73468 OSE2_peak_5172 chr2_205204941_205205116 . . .
chr2 205529706 205529844 139 205529779 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_5173 chr2_205529706_205529844 PARD3B . .
chr2 205614034 205614303 270 205614047 12 6.52436 4.23889 3.28142 OSE2_peak_5174 chr2_205614034_205614303 PARD3B . .
chr2 206236998 206237150 153 206237055 25 19.10489 8.3871 14.68742 OSE2_peak_5175 chr2_206236998_206237150 PARD3B . .
chr2 206949427 206949622 196 206949596 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5176 chr2_206949427_206949622 INO80D . .
chr2 207386487 207386606 120 207386583 18 12.02443 6.24028 8.09866 OSE2_peak_5177 chr2_207386487_207386606 ADAM23 . .
chr2 207939373 207939564 192 207939446 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_5178 chr2_207939373_207939564 . . KLF7
chr2 208030312 208030445 134 208030410 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5179 chr2_208030312_208030445 KLF7 . .
chr2 208031034 208031261 228 208031247 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_5180 chr2_208031034_208031261 . KLF7 .
chr2 208031476 208031595 120 208031486 15 7.35872 4.2393 3.97042 OSE2_peak_5181 chr2_208031476_208031595 . KLF7 .
chr2 208103951 208104086 136 208104000 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5182 chr2_208103951_208104086 . . .
chr2 208105820 208106154 335 208105843 20 11.45439 5.51562 7.57737 OSE2_peak_5183 chr2_208105820_208106154 . . .
chr2 208113688 208113969 282 208113865 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_5184 chr2_208113688_208113969 . . .
chr2 208122928 208123055 128 208123008 21 13.88632 6.58061 9.8063 OSE2_peak_5185 chr2_208122928_208123055 . . .
chr2 208199374 208199511 138 208199448 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_5186 chr2_208199374_208199511 . . .
chr2 208288554 208288882 329 208288830 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_5187 chr2_208288554_208288882 . . .
chr2 208378708 208378879 172 208378777 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_5188 chr2_208378708_208378879 . . CREB1
chr2 208421735 208421946 212 208421852 18 9.4481 4.84954 5.7684 OSE2_peak_5189 chr2_208421735_208421946 CREB1 . .
chr2 208497593 208497964 372 208497684 24 17.45027 7.76017 13.12458 OSE2_peak_5190 chr2_208497593_208497964 . CREB1;METTL21A .
chr2 208548616 208549248 633 208548748 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_5191 chr2_208548616_208549248 . . CCNYL1
chr2 209233957 209234087 131 209234042 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5192 chr2_209233957_209234087 . PIKFYVE .
chr2 210233655 210233954 300 210233865 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_5193 chr2_210233655_210233954 . . .
chr2 210248082 210248223 142 210248167 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5194 chr2_210248082_210248223 . . .
chr2 210360722 210360845 124 210360777 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5195 chr2_210360722_210360845 MAP2 . .
chr2 210441988 210442109 122 210442069 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5196 chr2_210441988_210442109 MAP2 . .
chr2 211418189 211418359 171 211418240 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5197 chr2_211418189_211418359 CPS1 . .
chr2 211820458 211820614 157 211820527 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5198 chr2_211820458_211820614 . . .
chr2 212008930 212009099 170 212009028 26 18.1596 7.62259 13.7957 OSE2_peak_5199 chr2_212008930_212009099 . . .
chr2 212273267 212273483 217 212273383 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_5200 chr2_212273267_212273483 ERBB4 . .
chr2 212897583 212897894 312 212897661 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_5201 chr2_212897583_212897894 ERBB4 . .
chr2 213286748 213286927 180 213286796 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_5202 chr2_213286748_213286927 ERBB4 . MIR548F2
chr2 213316714 213316944 231 213316862 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5203 chr2_213316714_213316944 ERBB4 MIR548F2 .
chr2 213462523 213462661 139 213462568 17 10.83136 5.78582 7.01256 OSE2_peak_5204 chr2_213462523_213462661 . . .
chr2 213511484 213511652 169 213511512 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_5205 chr2_213511484_213511652 . . .
chr2 213984089 213984238 150 213984163 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5206 chr2_213984089_213984238 IKZF2 . .
chr2 214017001 214017151 151 214017077 18 10.62277 5.46639 6.8272 OSE2_peak_5207 chr2_214017001_214017151 . IKZF2 .
chr2 214103507 214103630 124 214103540 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_5208 chr2_214103507_214103630 . . .
chr2 214103791 214103960 170 214103866 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_5209 chr2_214103791_214103960 . . .
chr2 216096020 216096168 149 216096088 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_5210 chr2_216096020_216096168 . . .
chr2 216221125 216221652 528 216221557 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_5211 chr2_216221125_216221652 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216221755 216221913 159 216221835 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_5212 chr2_216221755_216221913 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216222190 216222883 694 216222624 30 20.9107 8.00272 16.38885 OSE2_peak_5213 chr2_216222190_216222883 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216223014 216224126 1113 216223676 44 38.13862 12.31989 32.99526 OSE2_peak_5214 chr2_216223014_216224126 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224253 216224832 580 216224436 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5215 chr2_216224253_216224832 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216224995 216225161 167 216225061 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5216 chr2_216224995_216225161 . ATIC FN1
chr2 216225350 216225595 246 216225419 21 12.68932 5.95103 8.69897 OSE2_peak_5217 chr2_216225350_216225595 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216227358 216227503 146 216227444 16 8.32794 4.59852 4.77979 OSE2_peak_5218 chr2_216227358_216227503 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216227811 216228002 192 216227926 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_5219 chr2_216227811_216228002 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216228188 216228403 216 216228303 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_5220 chr2_216228188_216228403 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216228679 216229137 459 216228772 24 6.56399 2.98742 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5221 chr2_216228679_216229137 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216229259 216229431 173 216229329 24 15.19123 6.58533 11.01311 OSE2_peak_5222 chr2_216229259_216229431 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216229615 216229995 381 216229655 21 12.45104 5.82904 8.48965 OSE2_peak_5223 chr2_216229615_216229995 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230218 216230455 238 216230423 17 9.10147 4.84008 5.46183 OSE2_peak_5224 chr2_216230218_216230455 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216230747 216231196 450 216231083 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_5225 chr2_216230747_216231196 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232034 216232460 427 216232345 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_5226 chr2_216232034_216232460 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216232883 216233067 185 216232972 17 9.23944 4.91309 5.58332 OSE2_peak_5227 chr2_216232883_216233067 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216234368 216234628 261 216234401 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5228 chr2_216234368_216234628 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216234726 216234910 185 216234793 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_5229 chr2_216234726_216234910 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216235145 216235527 383 216235260 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_5230 chr2_216235145_216235527 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216237298 216237919 622 216237811 23 15.89253 7.17884 11.67207 OSE2_peak_5231 chr2_216237298_216237919 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216238050 216238182 133 216238073 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5232 chr2_216238050_216238182 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216238725 216238846 122 216238793 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_5233 chr2_216238725_216238846 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240558 216240677 120 216240632 14 7.59853 4.53172 4.15619 OSE2_peak_5234 chr2_216240558_216240677 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216240820 216241125 306 216240923 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_5235 chr2_216240820_216241125 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216241316 216242610 1295 216242522 27 19.69738 8.15951 15.24521 OSE2_peak_5236 chr2_216241316_216242610 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243043 216243269 227 216243147 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_5237 chr2_216243043_216243269 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216243565 216243720 156 216243617 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5238 chr2_216243565_216243720 FN1 ATIC .
chr2 216244506 216245316 811 216244830 30 23.08795 9.09231 18.46383 OSE2_peak_5239 chr2_216244506_216245316 FN1 . .
chr2 216245940 216246076 137 216246068 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5240 chr2_216245940_216246076 FN1 . .
chr2 216246459 216246726 268 216246529 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_5241 chr2_216246459_216246726 FN1 . .
chr2 216247115 216247716 602 216247618 19 8.87053 4.40835 5.26704 OSE2_peak_5242 chr2_216247115_216247716 FN1 . .
chr2 216248160 216248539 380 216248255 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_5243 chr2_216248160_216248539 FN1 . .
chr2 216249634 216250041 408 216250000 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_5244 chr2_216249634_216250041 FN1 . .
chr2 216251639 216251991 353 216251710 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5245 chr2_216251639_216251991 FN1 . .
chr2 216252261 216252425 165 216252358 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_5246 chr2_216252261_216252425 FN1 . .
chr2 216252554 216253022 469 216252641 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_5247 chr2_216252554_216253022 FN1 . .
chr2 216253391 216253744 354 216253625 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_5248 chr2_216253391_216253744 FN1 . .
chr2 216253859 216254050 192 216254033 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5249 chr2_216253859_216254050 FN1 . .
chr2 216254634 216255019 386 216254915 34 25.9 9.38338 21.15446 OSE2_peak_5250 chr2_216254634_216255019 FN1 . .
chr2 216255549 216255723 175 216255650 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5251 chr2_216255549_216255723 FN1 . .
chr2 216256615 216256881 267 216256845 16 6.85653 3.84067 3.53439 OSE2_peak_5252 chr2_216256615_216256881 FN1 . .
chr2 216258466 216258768 303 216258670 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_5253 chr2_216258466_216258768 FN1 . .
chr2 216259016 216259210 195 216259100 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_5254 chr2_216259016_216259210 FN1 . .
chr2 216259564 216259961 398 216259835 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_5255 chr2_216259564_216259961 FN1 . .
chr2 216260336 216260532 197 216260469 20 10.88298 5.2273 7.06109 OSE2_peak_5256 chr2_216260336_216260532 FN1 . .
chr2 216260896 216261108 213 216261020 28 18.26046 7.19885 13.89247 OSE2_peak_5257 chr2_216260896_216261108 FN1 . .
chr2 216261379 216261983 605 216261869 24 14.0787 6.04018 9.98388 OSE2_peak_5258 chr2_216261379_216261983 FN1 . .
chr2 216262751 216263140 390 216262802 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_5259 chr2_216262751_216263140 FN1 . .
chr2 216263303 216263705 403 216263619 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5260 chr2_216263303_216263705 FN1 . .
chr2 216263848 216264066 219 216263943 17 8.50646 4.5304 4.93776 OSE2_peak_5261 chr2_216263848_216264066 FN1 . .
chr2 216266218 216266507 290 216266469 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_5262 chr2_216266218_216266507 FN1 . .
chr2 216266745 216267273 529 216266870 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_5263 chr2_216266745_216267273 FN1 . .
chr2 216267753 216267941 189 216267866 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_5264 chr2_216267753_216267941 FN1 . .
chr2 216268062 216268277 216 216268165 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5265 chr2_216268062_216268277 FN1 . .
chr2 216268457 216269161 705 216268956 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_5266 chr2_216268457_216269161 FN1 . .
chr2 216269834 216270125 292 216269938 18 10.15586 5.21752 6.39251 OSE2_peak_5267 chr2_216269834_216270125 FN1 . .
chr2 216270495 216270910 416 216270728 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_5268 chr2_216270495_216270910 FN1 . .
chr2 216271230 216271444 215 216271438 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_5269 chr2_216271230_216271444 FN1 . .
chr2 216271613 216272326 714 216271817 19 11.88417 5.94307 7.96412 OSE2_peak_5270 chr2_216271613_216272326 FN1 . .
chr2 216272464 216272760 297 216272711 18 11.33989 5.85754 7.46752 OSE2_peak_5271 chr2_216272464_216272760 FN1 . .
chr2 216273731 216273875 145 216273862 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_5272 chr2_216273731_216273875 FN1 . .
chr2 216274009 216274482 474 216274111 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_5273 chr2_216274009_216274482 FN1 . .
chr2 216275054 216276420 1367 216275775 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_5274 chr2_216275054_216276420 FN1 . .
chr2 216276663 216277350 688 216276903 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5275 chr2_216276663_216277350 FN1 . .
chr2 216277501 216278330 830 216277895 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5276 chr2_216277501_216278330 FN1 . .
chr2 216278770 216278992 223 216278836 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_5277 chr2_216278770_216278992 FN1 . .
chr2 216279215 216279439 225 216279332 28 16.51849 6.39211 12.25108 OSE2_peak_5278 chr2_216279215_216279439 FN1 . .
chr2 216280326 216280448 123 216280350 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_5279 chr2_216280326_216280448 FN1 . .
chr2 216280860 216281245 386 216281038 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_5280 chr2_216280860_216281245 FN1 . .
chr2 216281396 216281789 394 216281602 18 10.40056 5.34736 6.62353 OSE2_peak_5281 chr2_216281396_216281789 FN1 . .
chr2 216281896 216282033 138 216281918 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_5282 chr2_216281896_216282033 FN1 . .
chr2 216283416 216283567 152 216283520 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_5283 chr2_216283416_216283567 FN1 . .
chr2 216284087 216284222 136 216284196 14 6.79045 4.08193 3.47734 OSE2_peak_5284 chr2_216284087_216284222 FN1 . .
chr2 216284544 216284808 265 216284641 23 14.68925 6.55078 10.54857 OSE2_peak_5285 chr2_216284544_216284808 FN1 . .
chr2 216284955 216285257 303 216285124 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_5286 chr2_216284955_216285257 FN1 . .
chr2 216285469 216285800 332 216285529 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_5287 chr2_216285469_216285800 FN1 . .
chr2 216285949 216286164 216 216286045 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_5288 chr2_216285949_216286164 FN1 . .
chr2 216286312 216286691 380 216286552 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5289 chr2_216286312_216286691 FN1 . .
chr2 216287111 216288572 1462 216287953 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5290 chr2_216287111_216288572 FN1 . .
chr2 216289344 216290523 1180 216289725 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_5291 chr2_216289344_216290523 FN1 . .
chr2 216291170 216291437 268 216291346 19 11.43102 5.69972 7.55591 OSE2_peak_5292 chr2_216291170_216291437 FN1 . .
chr2 216291888 216292701 814 216292391 25 17.44859 7.50418 13.12341 OSE2_peak_5293 chr2_216291888_216292701 FN1 . .
chr2 216293431 216293890 460 216293645 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_5294 chr2_216293431_216293890 FN1 . .
chr2 216294866 216295307 442 216294995 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_5295 chr2_216294866_216295307 FN1 . .
chr2 216295490 216296749 1260 216295997 23 15.58606 7.01647 11.37977 OSE2_peak_5296 chr2_216295490_216296749 FN1 . .
chr2 216296859 216298326 1468 216297894 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_5297 chr2_216296859_216298326 FN1 . .
chr2 216298663 216299322 660 216298915 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_5298 chr2_216298663_216299322 FN1 . .
chr2 216299430 216299724 295 216299529 27 18.68575 7.64258 14.29382 OSE2_peak_5299 chr2_216299430_216299724 FN1 . .
chr2 216299868 216300802 935 216300437 26 17.79557 7.43694 13.45828 OSE2_peak_5300 chr2_216299868_216300802 FN1 . .
chr2 216325475 216325636 162 216325535 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5301 chr2_216325475_216325636 . FN1 .
chr2 216326655 216326820 166 216326717 17 8.58061 4.56853 4.99995 OSE2_peak_5302 chr2_216326655_216326820 . FN1 .
chr2 216370231 216370428 198 216370380 14 7.09228 4.24803 3.73956 OSE2_peak_5303 chr2_216370231_216370428 . . .
chr2 216393376 216393578 203 216393480 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5304 chr2_216393376_216393578 . . .
chr2 216394133 216394272 140 216394189 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_5305 chr2_216394133_216394272 . . .
chr2 216592506 216592625 120 216592548 15 8.86225 5.07089 5.2604 OSE2_peak_5306 chr2_216592506_216592625 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216593319 216593617 299 216593358 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_5307 chr2_216593319_216593617 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216658529 216658715 187 216658694 19 8.43454 4.20354 4.87113 OSE2_peak_5308 chr2_216658529_216658715 LOC646324 . .
chr2 216765065 216765227 163 216765146 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_5309 chr2_216765065_216765227 . . .
chr2 217163628 217163827 200 217163724 24 17.49982 7.78689 13.17183 OSE2_peak_5310 chr2_217163628_217163827 04‐Mar . .
chr2 217180753 217180939 187 217180778 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5311 chr2_217180753_217180939 04‐Mar . .
chr2 217237519 217237690 172 217237594 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_5312 chr2_217237519_217237690 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217238203 217238352 150 217238288 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_5313 chr2_217238203_217238352 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217238813 217238932 120 217238893 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5314 chr2_217238813_217238932 . 04‐Mar .
chr2 217277080 217277211 132 217277137 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_5315 chr2_217277080_217277211 SMARCAL1 . .
chr2 217369168 217369341 174 217369271 19 12.84953 6.4747 8.84679 OSE2_peak_5316 chr2_217369168_217369341 . RPL37A;SMARCAL1 .
chr2 217369544 217369759 216 217369673 15 9.15025 5.23596 5.50882 OSE2_peak_5317 chr2_217369544_217369759 . RPL37A;SMARCAL1 .
chr2 217370254 217370404 151 217370298 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5318 chr2_217370254_217370404 . RPL37A;SMARCAL1 .
chr2 217400222 217400495 274 217400317 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_5319 chr2_217400222_217400495 . . .
chr2 217639924 217640058 135 217639962 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_5320 chr2_217639924_217640058 . . .
chr2 217930708 217931013 306 217930919 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_5321 chr2_217930708_217931013 . . .
chr2 217970566 217970867 302 217970763 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5322 chr2_217970566_217970867 . . .
chr2 217971025 217971314 290 217971259 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_5323 chr2_217971025_217971314 . . .
chr2 218027491 218027615 125 218027507 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5324 chr2_218027491_218027615 . . .
chr2 218088218 218088371 154 218088261 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5325 chr2_218088218_218088371 . . .
chr2 218181628 218181785 158 218181722 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_5326 chr2_218181628_218181785 DIRC3 . .
chr2 218234760 218234881 122 218234768 13 6.38112 4.00241 3.17145 OSE2_peak_5327 chr2_218234760_218234881 DIRC3 . .
chr2 218235191 218235386 196 218235228 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5328 chr2_218235191_218235386 DIRC3 . .
chr2 218767476 218767709 234 218767526 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_5329 chr2_218767476_218767709 TNS1 . .
chr2 218800210 218800596 387 218800273 24 5.66406 2.69122 2.62206 OSE2_peak_5330 chr2_218800210_218800596 TNS1 . .
chr2 218903939 218904096 158 218904043 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_5331 chr2_218903939_218904096 RUFY4 . CXCR2P1
chr2 219263765 219263894 130 219263824 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_5332 chr2_219263765_219263894 CTDSP1 SLC11A1 MIR26B;VIL1
chr2 219671114 219671287 174 219671214 21 14.83256 7.09678 10.68261 OSE2_peak_5333 chr2_219671114_219671287 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
chr2 219990080 219990308 229 219990165 30 18.02535 6.67044 13.6671 OSE2_peak_5334 chr2_219990080_219990308 NHEJ1 . .
chr2 220042372 220042510 139 220042409 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_5335 chr2_220042372_220042510 . CNPPD1;NHEJ1;SLC23A3 FAM134A;ZFAND2B
chr2 220227421 220227616 196 220227519 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_5336 chr2_220227421_220227616 . RESP18 DNPEP
chr2 220362908 220363027 120 220362941 18 11.26806 5.81789 7.40456 OSE2_peak_5337 chr2_220362908_220363027 . SPEG ASIC4;GMPPA
chr2 220363349 220363666 318 220363593 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5338 chr2_220363349_220363666 GMPPA SPEG ASIC4
chr2 220510114 220510234 121 220510177 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5339 chr2_220510114_220510234 . SLC4A3;STK11IP .
chr2 220553364 220553543 180 220553460 19 10.72748 5.33034 6.91512 OSE2_peak_5340 chr2_220553364_220553543 . . .
chr2 221008190 221008355 166 221008308 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_5341 chr2_221008190_221008355 . . .
chr2 221089925 221090102 178 221090034 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_5342 chr2_221089925_221090102 . . .
chr2 221370090 221370303 214 221370251 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5343 chr2_221370090_221370303 . . .
chr2 222506149 222506503 355 222506475 19 8.22803 4.10811 4.70337 OSE2_peak_5344 chr2_222506149_222506503 . . .
chr2 222687232 222687425 194 222687287 23 9.3257 4.09336 5.65986 OSE2_peak_5345 chr2_222687232_222687425 . . .
chr2 223621820 223621953 134 223621879 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_5346 chr2_223621820_223621953 . . .
chr2 224330581 224330713 133 224330634 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_5347 chr2_224330581_224330713 . . .
chr2 224464093 224464277 185 224464190 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_5348 chr2_224464093_224464277 SCG2 . .
chr2 224609438 224609576 139 224609539 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_5349 chr2_224609438_224609576 . . AP1S3
chr2 224625499 224625719 221 224625689 18 9.42142 4.8359 5.7426 OSE2_peak_5350 chr2_224625499_224625719 AP1S3 . .
chr2 224644578 224644734 157 224644666 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_5351 chr2_224644578_224644734 AP1S3 . .
chr2 224662004 224662136 133 224662043 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_5352 chr2_224662004_224662136 AP1S3 . .
chr2 224725784 224725992 209 224725842 15 8.80031 5.03562 5.20073 OSE2_peak_5353 chr2_224725784_224725992 . AP1S3 WDFY1
chr2 224726092 224726301 210 224726270 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_5354 chr2_224726092_224726301 . AP1S3 WDFY1
chr2 224806813 224807034 222 224806911 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5355 chr2_224806813_224807034 WDFY1 . MRPL44
chr2 224809940 224810206 267 224810005 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5356 chr2_224809940_224810206 WDFY1 . MRPL44;SERPINE2
chr2 225702278 225702460 183 225702367 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_5357 chr2_225702278_225702460 DOCK10 . .
chr2 225891081 225891203 123 225891110 18 10.65516 5.48382 6.85859 OSE2_peak_5358 chr2_225891081_225891203 DOCK10 MIR4439 .
chr2 225956159 225956311 153 225956266 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_5359 chr2_225956159_225956311 . . .
chr2 225965181 225965434 254 225965231 13 6.31422 3.96482 3.11439 OSE2_peak_5360 chr2_225965181_225965434 . . .
chr2 225968542 225968680 139 225968584 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5361 chr2_225968542_225968680 . . .
chr2 226944455 226944632 178 226944536 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_5362 chr2_226944455_226944632 . . .
chr2 226979922 226980044 123 226980008 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_5363 chr2_226979922_226980044 . . LOC646736
chr2 226983504 226983697 194 226983591 34 14.40075 4.69965 10.27564 OSE2_peak_5364 chr2_226983504_226983697 . . LOC646736
chr2 227050650 227050875 226 227050706 21 13.41509 6.3295 9.36483 OSE2_peak_5365 chr2_227050650_227050875 . LOC646736 .
chr2 227052404 227052523 120 227052474 16 8.898 4.90658 5.29223 OSE2_peak_5366 chr2_227052404_227052523 . LOC646736 .
chr2 227291030 227291393 364 227291253 47 32.46859 9.03866 27.49061 OSE2_peak_5367 chr2_227291030_227291393 . . .
chr2 227292051 227292211 161 227292124 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5368 chr2_227292051_227292211 . . .
chr2 227292608 227292893 286 227292763 24 15.66367 6.82373 11.45516 OSE2_peak_5369 chr2_227292608_227292893 . . .
chr2 227296034 227296258 225 227296194 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5370 chr2_227296034_227296258 . . .
chr2 227443665 227443821 157 227443815 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_5371 chr2_227443665_227443821 . . .
chr2 227472188 227472362 175 227472271 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_5372 chr2_227472188_227472362 . . .
chr2 227538065 227538304 240 227538126 27 8.27201 3.34591 4.74087 OSE2_peak_5373 chr2_227538065_227538304 . . .
chr2 227594658 227594795 138 227594766 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5374 chr2_227594658_227594795 . . IRS1
chr2 227625109 227625452 344 227625288 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_5375 chr2_227625109_227625452 IRS1 . .
chr2 227656599 227656734 136 227656666 16 8.61909 4.7549 5.03675 OSE2_peak_5376 chr2_227656599_227656734 IRS1 . .
chr2 228231745 228231942 198 228231853 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5377 chr2_228231745_228231942 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228243334 228243662 329 228243443 32 17.81261 6.21408 13.47479 OSE2_peak_5378 chr2_228243334_228243662 TM4SF20 MFF .
chr2 228253501 228253747 247 228253702 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_5379 chr2_228253501_228253747 . TM4SF20 .
chr2 228324885 228325058 174 228324963 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_5380 chr2_228324885_228325058 . . AGFG1
chr2 228681442 228681980 539 228681795 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_5381 chr2_228681442_228681980 CCL20 . .
chr2 228682393 228682724 332 228682598 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_5382 chr2_228682393_228682724 . CCL20 .
chr2 228682904 228683877 974 228683064 52 41.18406 11.31461 35.96597 OSE2_peak_5383 chr2_228682904_228683877 . CCL20 .
chr2 228727455 228727651 197 228727552 26 14.08328 5.67478 9.98764 OSE2_peak_5384 chr2_228727455_228727651 . . WDR69
chr2 229565512 229565660 149 229565588 31 17.24138 6.15385 12.92889 OSE2_peak_5385 chr2_229565512_229565660 . . .
chr2 229740013 229740185 173 229740071 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_5386 chr2_229740013_229740185 . . .
chr2 230147974 230148269 296 230148180 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_5387 chr2_230147974_230148269 . PID1 .
chr2 230273248 230273404 157 230273336 14 6.57115 3.96274 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5388 chr2_230273248_230273404 DNER . .
chr2 230475129 230475453 325 230475347 29 9.48589 3.58491 5.80505 OSE2_peak_5389 chr2_230475129_230475453 DNER . .
chr2 230475551 230475928 378 230475831 42 29.99048 9.17978 25.09508 OSE2_peak_5390 chr2_230475551_230475928 DNER . .
chr2 230593212 230593387 176 230593282 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_5391 chr2_230593212_230593387 . DNER .
chr2 231035359 231035478 120 231035407 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5392 chr2_231035359_231035478 SP110 . .
chr2 231087713 231087855 143 231087818 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5393 chr2_231087713_231087855 SP110 . SP140
chr2 231281201 231281324 124 231281285 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_5394 chr2_231281201_231281324 SP100 SP140L .
chr2 231549609 231549737 129 231549670 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_5395 chr2_231549609_231549737 . . CAB39;LOC151475
chr2 231658867 231659045 179 231658965 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_5396 chr2_231658867_231659045 CAB39 . .
chr2 232026743 232027015 273 232026942 17 9.79564 5.21183 6.08687 OSE2_peak_5397 chr2_232026743_232027015 PSMD1 . .
chr2 232076976 232077309 334 232077067 16 9.76261 5.38782 6.05866 OSE2_peak_5398 chr2_232076976_232077309 ARMC9 . .
chr2 232317366 232317541 176 232317426 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5399 chr2_232317366_232317541 . . NCL;SNORA75;SNORD20;SNORD82
chr2 232318310 232318568 259 232318545 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5400 chr2_232318310_232318568 . . NCL;SNORA75;SNORD20;SNORD82
chr2 232539910 232540072 163 232540008 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_5401 chr2_232539910_232540072 . . .
chr2 232542728 232542847 120 232542838 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_5402 chr2_232542728_232542847 . . .
chr2 232878631 232878980 350 232878723 31 17.24138 6.15385 12.92889 OSE2_peak_5403 chr2_232878631_232878980 DIS3L2 . .
chr2 234259543 234259688 146 234259635 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_5404 chr2_234259543_234259688 . SAG DGKD
chr2 234322278 234322446 169 234322339 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_5405 chr2_234322278_234322446 DGKD . .
chr2 234322803 234322922 120 234322860 19 11.19902 5.57676 7.3423 OSE2_peak_5406 chr2_234322803_234322922 DGKD . .
chr2 234395360 234395599 240 234395402 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5407 chr2_234395360_234395599 USP40 DGKD .
chr2 234395849 234396052 204 234395961 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_5408 chr2_234395849_234396052 USP40 DGKD .
chr2 234466990 234467118 129 234467060 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_5409 chr2_234466990_234467118 USP40 . .
chr2 234673052 234673219 168 234673084 16 9.37571 5.17048 5.69913 OSE2_peak_5410 chr2_234673052_234673219 T1A3;UGT1A4;UGT1A5;UGT1A6;UGT DNAJB3;LOC100286922 .
chr2 234883304 234883618 315 234883539 60 33.94091 7.28931 28.91609 OSE2_peak_5411 chr2_234883304_234883618 TRPM8 . .
chr2 234891193 234891322 130 234891238 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_5412 chr2_234891193_234891322 TRPM8 . .
chr2 235055261 235055380 120 235055287 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5413 chr2_235055261_235055380 . . .
chr2 235112110 235112229 120 235112172 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5414 chr2_235112110_235112229 . . .
chr2 235112376 235112547 172 235112535 11 5.0173 3.49693 2.10053 OSE2_peak_5415 chr2_235112376_235112547 . . .
chr2 235578799 235578957 159 235578853 26 19.13405 8.12996 14.71469 OSE2_peak_5416 chr2_235578799_235578957 . . .
chr2 235583490 235583744 255 235583549 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5417 chr2_235583490_235583744 . . .
chr2 235588791 235589063 273 235588872 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5418 chr2_235588791_235589063 . . .
chr2 235732555 235732748 194 235732646 32 24.63766 9.3165 19.94798 OSE2_peak_5419 chr2_235732555_235732748 . . .
chr2 235789212 235789427 216 235789313 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5420 chr2_235789212_235789427 . . .
chr2 235858440 235858580 141 235858493 18 7.14141 3.7332 3.77768 OSE2_peak_5421 chr2_235858440_235858580 . . SH3BP4
chr2 235889933 235890354 422 235890218 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_5422 chr2_235889933_235890354 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235930476 235930706 231 235930551 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_5423 chr2_235930476_235930706 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235932907 235933113 207 235933015 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_5424 chr2_235932907_235933113 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 235959787 235959913 127 235959868 22 15.73113 7.34084 11.51782 OSE2_peak_5425 chr2_235959787_235959913 SH3BP4 . .
chr2 236200668 236200787 120 236200698 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5426 chr2_236200668_236200787 . . .
chr2 236611646 236611831 186 236611692 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5427 chr2_236611646_236611831 AGAP1 . .
chr2 238006612 238006773 162 238006698 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_5428 chr2_238006612_238006773 COPS8 . .
chr2 238065226 238065371 146 238065309 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5429 chr2_238065226_238065371 . . .
chr2 238110610 238110972 363 238110870 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_5430 chr2_238110610_238110972 . . .
chr2 238131948 238132114 167 238132050 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_5431 chr2_238131948_238132114 . . .
chr2 238171952 238172178 227 238172010 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_5432 chr2_238171952_238172178 . . .
chr2 238188956 238189252 297 238189069 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5433 chr2_238188956_238189252 . . .
chr2 238190562 238190910 349 238190821 20 12.00875 5.80195 8.08322 OSE2_peak_5434 chr2_238190562_238190910 . . .
chr2 238340146 238340415 270 238340304 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_5435 chr2_238340146_238340415 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238340826 238340995 170 238340893 16 9.04293 4.98611 5.41064 OSE2_peak_5436 chr2_238340826_238340995 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238341150 238341465 316 238341367 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5437 chr2_238341150_238341465 . COL6A3 .
chr2 238409426 238410008 583 238409677 40 22.72147 6.73876 18.11491 OSE2_peak_5438 chr2_238409426_238410008 MLPH . .
chr2 238499052 238499196 145 238499085 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5439 chr2_238499052_238499196 RAB17 PRLH .
chr2 238577193 238577324 132 238577268 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5440 chr2_238577193_238577324 LRRFIP1 . .
chr2 238612467 238612586 120 238612543 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5441 chr2_238612467_238612586 LRRFIP1 . .
chr2 239025915 239026040 126 239025993 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5442 chr2_239025915_239026040 ESPNL SCLY;UBE2F‐SCLY KLHL30
chr2 239285864 239286061 198 239285910 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5443 chr2_239285864_239286061 TRAF3IP1 . .
chr2 239342684 239342847 164 239342775 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_5444 chr2_239342684_239342847 ASB1 . .
chr2 239348084 239348247 164 239348154 30 20.9107 8.00272 16.38885 OSE2_peak_5445 chr2_239348084_239348247 ASB1 . .
chr2 239776122 239776308 187 239776190 17 9.76502 5.1952 6.06066 OSE2_peak_5446 chr2_239776122_239776308 TWIST2 . .
chr2 241525809 241525942 134 241525888 16 10.10625 5.58341 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5447 chr2_241525809_241525942 . ANKMY1;DUSP28;RNPEPL1 CAPN10;GPR35
chr2 242210566 242210689 124 242210599 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_5448 chr2_242210566_242210689 HDLBP . .
chr2 242254435 242254554 120 242254457 16 8.95552 4.93808 5.34578 OSE2_peak_5449 chr2_242254435_242254554 HDLBP . 02‐Sep
chr2 242292803 242292922 120 242292903 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_5450 chr2_242292803_242292922 02‐Sep . FARP2
chr2 242448049 242448392 344 242448144 17 10.61668 5.66507 6.82143 OSE2_peak_5451 chr2_242448049_242448392 . FARP2;STK25 .
chr2 242486292 242486443 152 242486386 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_5452 chr2_242486292_242486443 BOK‐AS1 . BOK
chr2 242486638 242486786 149 242486734 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_5453 chr2_242486638_242486786 BOK‐AS1 . BOK
chr2 242605239 242605449 211 242605339 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5454 chr2_242605239_242605449 ATG4B THAP4 DTYMK
chr2 242680457 242680760 304 242680676 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5455 chr2_242680457_242680760 D2HGDH ING5 .
chr2 242733046 242733172 127 242733112 18 11.82705 6.12903 7.91163 OSE2_peak_5456 chr2_242733046_242733172 GAL3ST2 D2HGDH NEU4
chr2 242973993 242974150 158 242974085 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5457 chr2_242973993_242974150 . . .
chr20 305175 305416 242 305328 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_5458 chr20_305175_305416 . ZCCHC3 NRSN2;SOX12
chr20 534544 534663 120 534548 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5459 chr20_534544_534663 . CSNK2A1 .
chr20 810874 811057 184 810941 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_5460 chr20_810874_811057 . . FAM110A
chr20 1304920 1305039 120 1304935 14 6.5498 3.9512 3.30316 OSE2_peak_5461 chr20_1304920_1305039 FKBP1A‐SDCBP2;SDCBP2 SNPH LOC100507495
chr20 1325715 1325854 140 1325810 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_5462 chr20_1325715_1325854 FKBP1A‐SDCBP2;LOC100507495 SDCBP2 FKBP1A
chr20 1396746 1396867 122 1396786 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_5463 chr20_1396746_1396867 . FKBP1A;FKBP1A‐SDCBP2 NSFL1C
chr20 1793814 1794123 310 1794054 16 8.95552 4.93808 5.34578 OSE2_peak_5464 chr20_1793814_1794123 . . .
chr20 1864580 1864736 157 1864631 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5465 chr20_1864580_1864736 . . SIRPA
chr20 2082631 2082761 131 2082705 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_5466 chr20_2082631_2082761 STK35 . .
chr20 2220753 2220872 120 2220800 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5467 chr20_2220753_2220872 . . .
chr20 2431027 2431188 162 2431169 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_5468 chr20_2431027_2431188 . TGM6 SNORD119;SNRPB
chr20 3026380 3026637 258 3026434 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_5469 chr20_3026380_3026637 GNRH2 PTPRA MRPS26;OXT
chr20 3191588 3191741 154 3191672 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5470 chr20_3191588_3191741 ITPA DDRGK1 SLC4A11
chr20 3786597 3786778 182 3786597 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5471 chr20_3786597_3786778 CDC25B CENPB;SPEF1 AP5S1
chr20 3827581 3827719 139 3827664 19 13.01713 6.56871 9.005 OSE2_peak_5472 chr20_3827581_3827719 MAVS AP5S1 .
chr20 3909324 3909490 167 3909432 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_5473 chr20_3909324_3909490 . MIR103A2;MIR103B2;PANK2 RNF24
chr20 3975820 3975950 131 3975922 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5474 chr20_3975820_3975950 RNF24 . .
chr20 4045354 4045511 158 4045425 16 8.84107 4.87547 5.2399 OSE2_peak_5475 chr20_4045354_4045511 . . .
chr20 4057373 4057528 156 4057444 23 14.92451 6.67155 10.77162 OSE2_peak_5476 chr20_4057373_4057528 . . .
chr20 4494438 4494586 149 4494502 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_5477 chr20_4494438_4494586 . . .
chr20 5843945 5844162 218 5844044 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_5478 chr20_5843945_5844162 C20orf196 . .
chr20 7837453 7837697 245 7837590 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5479 chr20_7837453_7837697 . . HAO1
chr20 9159699 9159818 120 9159761 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5480 chr20_9159699_9159818 PLCB4 . .
chr20 9180942 9181162 221 9180995 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_5481 chr20_9180942_9181162 PLCB4 . .
chr20 9195407 9195658 252 9195546 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5482 chr20_9195407_9195658 PLCB4 . .
chr20 10287242 10287430 189 10287359 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5483 chr20_10287242_10287430 SNAP25 . .
chr20 10287685 10287969 285 10287847 84 93.42695 23.2007 87.32101 OSE2_peak_5484 chr20_10287685_10287969 SNAP25 . .
chr20 10303169 10303288 120 10303188 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5485 chr20_10303169_10303288 . SNAP25 .
chr20 10357033 10357162 130 10357100 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5486 chr20_10357033_10357162 . . MKKS
chr20 10521901 10522117 217 10522053 32 17.49616 6.08738 13.16908 OSE2_peak_5487 chr20_10521901_10522117 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10546349 10546500 152 10546457 19 10.91209 5.42625 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5488 chr20_10546349_10546500 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10559720 10559873 154 10559816 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5489 chr20_10559720_10559873 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10560893 10561051 159 10560977 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5490 chr20_10560893_10561051 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10577587 10577713 127 10577652 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_5491 chr20_10577587_10577713 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10585182 10585416 235 10585304 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_5492 chr20_10585182_10585416 C20orf94 . .
chr20 10653256 10653502 247 10653400 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_5493 chr20_10653256_10653502 JAG1 . .
chr20 10742500 10742660 161 10742570 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_5494 chr20_10742500_10742660 . . .
chr20 10900415 10900555 141 10900475 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5495 chr20_10900415_10900555 . . .
chr20 10982610 10982800 191 10982709 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_5496 chr20_10982610_10982800 . . .
chr20 11121148 11121379 232 11121335 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_5497 chr20_11121148_11121379 . . .
chr20 11210584 11210810 227 11210769 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_5498 chr20_11210584_11210810 . . .
chr20 11248259 11248379 121 11248319 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_5499 chr20_11248259_11248379 LOC339593 . .
chr20 11367955 11368289 335 11368110 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_5500 chr20_11367955_11368289 . . .
chr20 11523863 11523982 120 11523934 15 7.84625 4.50304 4.36735 OSE2_peak_5501 chr20_11523863_11523982 . . .
chr20 12033976 12034240 265 12034148 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5502 chr20_12033976_12034240 . . .
chr20 12909791 12909998 208 12909893 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_5503 chr20_12909791_12909998 . . .
chr20 13703429 13703548 120 13703515 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5504 chr20_13703429_13703548 ESF1 . .
chr20 14387927 14388050 124 14387957 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5505 chr20_14387927_14388050 MACROD2 . .
chr20 17593107 17593341 235 17593222 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5506 chr20_17593107_17593341 . DSTN RRBP1
chr20 17636536 17636655 120 17636567 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_5507 chr20_17636536_17636655 RRBP1 . .
chr20 17824305 17824617 313 17824417 38 19.69034 5.97581 15.23961 OSE2_peak_5508 chr20_17824305_17824617 . . .
chr20 17949833 17950049 217 17949944 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_5509 chr20_17949833_17950049 C20orf72 SNORD17;SNX5 .
chr20 18269152 18269346 195 18269271 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5510 chr20_18269152_18269346 ZNF133 . .
chr20 19860847 19861098 252 19861002 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_5511 chr20_19860847_19861098 . . RIN2
chr20 19869952 19870189 238 19870134 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_5512 chr20_19869952_19870189 RIN2 . .
chr20 19973833 19974078 246 19973904 24 16.92237 7.47796 12.63871 OSE2_peak_5513 chr20_19973833_19974078 RIN2 . NAA20
chr20 20501504 20501675 172 20501588 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5514 chr20_20501504_20501675 RALGAPA2 . .
chr20 21343012 21343139 128 21343073 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_5515 chr20_21343012_21343139 XRN2 . .
chr20 22410856 22410975 120 22410918 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5516 chr20_22410856_22410975 . LOC284788 .
chr20 22756533 22756706 174 22756621 33 22.62124 8.08511 18.01663 OSE2_peak_5517 chr20_22756533_22756706 . . .
chr20 22776630 22776816 187 22776710 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_5518 chr20_22776630_22776816 . . .
chr20 22902743 22902868 126 22902769 30 8.91209 3.33711 5.30615 OSE2_peak_5519 chr20_22902743_22902868 . . .
chr20 23128627 23129103 477 23128857 31 18.2452 6.57298 13.87768 OSE2_peak_5520 chr20_23128627_23129103 . LOC200261 .
chr20 23212590 23212769 180 23212679 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_5521 chr20_23212590_23212769 . . .
chr20 23674087 23674222 136 23674201 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_5522 chr20_23674087_23674222 . CST4 .
chr20 24981122 24981354 233 24981236 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5523 chr20_24981122_24981354 . C20orf3 ACSS1
chr20 25290012 25290259 248 25290096 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_5524 chr20_25290012_25290259 ABHD12 PYGB .
chr20 25353297 25353545 249 25353362 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5525 chr20_25353297_25353545 ABHD12 . .
chr20 25718938 25719079 142 25718969 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_5526 chr20_25718938_25719079 . . FAM182B
chr20 25720420 25720610 191 25720536 38 29.05366 9.78864 24.18922 OSE2_peak_5527 chr20_25720420_25720610 . . FAM182B
chr20 26144687 26144823 137 26144742 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_5528 chr20_26144687_26144823 . . LOC284801
chr20 26196809 26196995 187 26196918 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5529 chr20_26196809_26196995 . LOC284801;MIR663A .
chr20 30147675 30147866 192 30147764 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_5530 chr20_30147675_30147866 HM13 PSIMCT‐1 .
chr20 30148640 30148790 151 30148717 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5531 chr20_30148640_30148790 HM13 PSIMCT‐1 .
chr20 30160694 30160815 122 30160742 23 16.44478 7.47541 12.18126 OSE2_peak_5532 chr20_30160694_30160815 . HM13;PSIMCT‐1 .
chr20 30190827 30191206 380 30190845 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5533 chr20_30190827_30191206 . . ID1;MIR3193
chr20 30192370 30192938 569 30192871 22 14.42536 6.63831 10.29969 OSE2_peak_5534 chr20_30192370_30192938 . . ID1;MIR3193
chr20 30193050 30193248 199 30193135 28 20.88097 8.50571 16.3616 OSE2_peak_5535 chr20_30193050_30193248 ID1 . MIR3193
chr20 30194599 30195408 810 30195072 36 28.27535 9.97871 23.43987 OSE2_peak_5536 chr20_30194599_30195408 MIR3193 ID1 .
chr20 30283842 30284253 412 30284130 34 23.66065 8.32291 19.01018 OSE2_peak_5537 chr20_30283842_30284253 BCL2L1 . .
chr20 30300307 30300595 289 30300550 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_5538 chr20_30300307_30300595 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30301037 30301378 342 30301277 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5539 chr20_30301037_30301378 BCL2L1 . TPX2
chr20 30931451 30931570 120 30931476 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_5540 chr20_30931451_30931570 . KIF3B ASXL1
chr20 30946150 30946284 135 30946262 14 7.16483 4.28829 3.79696 OSE2_peak_5541 chr20_30946150_30946284 ASXL1 KIF3B .
chr20 31411846 31411965 120 31411942 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_5542 chr20_31411846_31411965 MAPRE1 DNMT3B .
chr20 31960213 31960388 176 31960327 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5543 chr20_31960213_31960388 CDK5RAP1 . .
chr20 32392216 32392335 120 32392300 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_5544 chr20_32392216_32392335 . ZNF341 CHMP4B
chr20 32497334 32497619 286 32497507 22 15.22785 7.06663 11.04799 OSE2_peak_5545 chr20_32497334_32497619 . . .
chr20 32675395 32675514 120 32675480 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5546 chr20_32675395_32675514 . RALY EIF2S2
chr20 32676009 32676139 131 32676059 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5547 chr20_32676009_32676139 EIF2S2 RALY .
chr20 33301292 33301439 148 33301390 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5548 chr20_33301292_33301439 . TP53INP2 NCOA6
chr20 33640495 33640752 258 33640689 21 14.51889 6.92397 10.38649 OSE2_peak_5549 chr20_33640495_33640752 TRPC4AP . .
chr20 33803223 33803400 178 33803330 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_5550 chr20_33803223_33803400 . . MMP24
chr20 33865752 33865904 153 33865843 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_5551 chr20_33865752_33865904 . MMP24 EIF6;FAM83C;UQCC
chr20 33893613 33894034 422 33893713 26 17.79557 7.43694 13.45828 OSE2_peak_5552 chr20_33893613_33894034 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C;MMP24 .
chr20 33900206 33900401 196 33900284 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_5553 chr20_33900206_33900401 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
chr20 33907635 33907904 270 33907866 21 8.87393 4.14272 5.2692 OSE2_peak_5554 chr20_33907635_33907904 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 33908314 33908523 210 33908447 32 16.31573 5.62837 12.05848 OSE2_peak_5555 chr20_33908314_33908523 UQCC FAM83C .
chr20 34203667 34203828 162 34203763 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5556 chr20_34203667_34203828 SPAG4 FER1L4 CPNE1
chr20 34204005 34204136 132 34204081 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_5557 chr20_34204005_34204136 SPAG4 FER1L4 CPNE1
chr20 34289752 34289905 154 34289821 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_5558 chr20_34289752_34289905 . NFS1;ROMO1 RBM39
chr20 34330036 34330338 303 34330219 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_5559 chr20_34330036_34330338 RBM39 . PHF20
chr20 34330827 34330996 170 34330894 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_5560 chr20_34330827_34330996 . RBM39 PHF20
chr20 35178839 35178971 133 35178899 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5561 chr20_35178839_35178971 . DLGAP4;MYL9 TGIF2;TGIF2‐C20ORF24
chr20 35179285 35179581 297 35179519 24 14.21433 6.1054 10.11152 OSE2_peak_5562 chr20_35179285_35179581 . DLGAP4;MYL9 TGIF2;TGIF2‐C20ORF24
chr20 35673910 35674067 158 35673955 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5563 chr20_35673910_35674067 RBL1 . .
chr20 36034474 36034660 187 36034611 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5564 chr20_36034474_36034660 . SRC .
chr20 36738346 36738675 330 36738504 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_5565 chr20_36738346_36738675 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36746174 36746577 404 36746207 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_5566 chr20_36746174_36746577 . RPRD1B TGM2
chr20 36755514 36755701 188 36755603 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_5567 chr20_36755514_36755701 . . TGM2
chr20 36762944 36763422 479 36763261 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_5568 chr20_36762944_36763422 TGM2 . .
chr20 36780948 36781307 360 36781184 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_5569 chr20_36780948_36781307 TGM2 . .
chr20 36793581 36793784 204 36793691 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5570 chr20_36793581_36793784 TGM2 . .
chr20 36796470 36796896 427 36796569 48 23.41384 5.85535 18.77806 OSE2_peak_5571 chr20_36796470_36796896 . TGM2 .
chr20 36904369 36904540 172 36904437 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_5572 chr20_36904369_36904540 . KIAA1755 BPI
chr20 37063757 37064233 477 37064016 28 20.7752 8.45092 16.25837 OSE2_peak_5573 chr20_37063757_37064233 LOC388796 A71A;SNORA71B;SNORA71C;SNOR SNHG11;SNORA39;SNORA60
chr20 39118634 39118917 284 39118749 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_5574 chr20_39118634_39118917 . . .
chr20 39122312 39122477 166 39122416 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_5575 chr20_39122312_39122477 . . .
chr20 39135338 39135475 138 39135387 24 11.60122 4.9121 7.70584 OSE2_peak_5576 chr20_39135338_39135475 . . .
chr20 39632425 39632608 184 39632496 17 9.76502 5.1952 6.06066 OSE2_peak_5577 chr20_39632425_39632608 . . TOP1
chr20 39860845 39861010 166 39860989 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5578 chr20_39860845_39861010 ZHX3 . .
chr20 39938570 39938748 179 39938671 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_5579 chr20_39938570_39938748 . ZHX3 .
chr20 39957861 39958251 391 39958179 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_5580 chr20_39957861_39958251 . ZHX3 LPIN3
chr20 40065403 40065575 173 40065467 33 23.0929 8.30334 18.4676 OSE2_peak_5581 chr20_40065403_40065575 CHD6 . .
chr20 42086722 42086885 164 42086831 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5582 chr20_42086722_42086885 SRSF6 . .
chr20 42170044 42170168 125 42170120 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5583 chr20_42170044_42170168 L3MBTL1 . SGK2
chr20 42380066 42380364 299 42380136 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5584 chr20_42380066_42380364 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42381266 42381451 186 42381370 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_5585 chr20_42381266_42381451 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42384701 42384820 120 42384751 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5586 chr20_42384701_42384820 . GTSF1L .
chr20 42473682 42473878 197 42473738 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_5587 chr20_42473682_42473878 . . .
chr20 42543777 42544111 335 42543916 20 12.28548 5.94724 8.33334 OSE2_peak_5588 chr20_42543777_42544111 TOX2 . .
chr20 42646894 42647082 189 42647041 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_5589 chr20_42646894_42647082 TOX2 . .
chr20 42832906 42833071 166 42832966 24 15.19123 6.58533 11.01311 OSE2_peak_5590 chr20_42832906_42833071 C20orf111 JPH2 LOC100505783
chr20 42908085 42908209 125 42908145 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_5591 chr20_42908085_42908209 GDAP1L1 . FITM2
chr20 43105714 43105833 120 43105786 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5592 chr20_43105714_43105833 TTPAL . SERINC3
chr20 43123062 43123250 189 43123109 16 6.66692 3.7471 3.36584 OSE2_peak_5593 chr20_43123062_43123250 TTPAL . SERINC3
chr20 43123740 43124146 407 43124130 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_5594 chr20_43123740_43124146 . TTPAL SERINC3
chr20 43187329 43187448 120 43187393 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5595 chr20_43187329_43187448 PKIG . .
chr20 43201734 43202010 277 43201980 19 10.88097 5.41002 7.05913 OSE2_peak_5596 chr20_43201734_43202010 PKIG . .
chr20 43205690 43205883 194 43205779 35 22.4582 7.56637 17.85874 OSE2_peak_5597 chr20_43205690_43205883 PKIG . .
chr20 43321647 43321857 211 43321754 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_5598 chr20_43321647_43321857 . LOC79015 WISP2
chr20 43349390 43349874 485 43349787 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_5599 chr20_43349390_43349874 WISP2 . KCNK15
chr20 43350010 43350253 244 43350178 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_5600 chr20_43350010_43350253 WISP2 . KCNK15
chr20 43641459 43641657 199 43641612 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_5601 chr20_43641459_43641657 STK4 . .
chr20 43664889 43665085 197 43664999 19 11.43102 5.69972 7.55591 OSE2_peak_5602 chr20_43664889_43665085 STK4 . .
chr20 43689936 43690179 244 43690085 21 13.15306 6.19168 9.13042 OSE2_peak_5603 chr20_43689936_43690179 STK4 . .
chr20 43966497 43966676 180 43966568 35 22.05156 7.3946 17.47391 OSE2_peak_5604 chr20_43966497_43966676 SDC4 MATN4;RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2
chr20 43972881 43973165 285 43972982 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_5605 chr20_43972881_43973165 SDC4 RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 43973773 43973892 120 43973820 13 7.11413 4.42154 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5606 chr20_43973773_43973892 SDC4 RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 43987331 43987901 571 43987757 38 27.93674 9.2741 23.11481 OSE2_peak_5607 chr20_43987331_43987901 . SDC4 SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
chr20 44044709 44044917 209 44044812 15 7.97593 4.57418 4.48498 OSE2_peak_5608 chr20_44044709_44044917 PIGT DBNDD2;SYS1‐DBNDD2 .
chr20 44408027 44408389 363 44408145 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_5609 chr20_44408027_44408389 WFDC3 . DNTTIP1
chr20 44410436 44410583 148 44410510 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_5610 chr20_44410436_44410583 WFDC3 . DNTTIP1
chr20 44421379 44421500 122 44421426 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5611 chr20_44421379_44421500 DNTTIP1 WFDC3 UBE2C
chr20 44519798 44519976 179 44519822 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_5612 chr20_44519798_44519976 CTSA;NEURL2 SPATA25;ZSWIM1;ZSWIM3 PLTP
chr20 44562633 44562792 160 44562690 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5613 chr20_44562633_44562792 . PLTP PCIF1;ZNF335
chr20 45035504 45035730 227 45035538 14 8.28611 4.92654 4.75358 OSE2_peak_5614 chr20_45035504_45035730 . ELMO2 .
chr20 45456931 45457494 564 45457386 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5615 chr20_45456931_45457494 . . .
chr20 45753476 45753754 279 45753574 39 16.33119 4.77988 12.07331 OSE2_peak_5616 chr20_45753476_45753754 EYA2 . .
chr20 45755371 45755521 151 45755436 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_5617 chr20_45755371_45755521 EYA2 . .
chr20 45946115 45946292 178 45946213 30 20.53979 7.82413 16.04135 OSE2_peak_5618 chr20_45946115_45946292 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45946639 45946913 275 45946832 24 11.35752 4.80769 7.48468 OSE2_peak_5619 chr20_45946639_45946913 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
chr20 45947975 45948386 412 45948308 23 13.27213 5.84541 9.24106 OSE2_peak_5620 chr20_45947975_45948386 LOC100131496;ZMYND8 . .
chr20 45963005 45963211 207 45963109 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5621 chr20_45963005_45963211 ZMYND8 LOC100131496 .
chr20 45963960 45964079 120 45964048 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_5622 chr20_45963960_45964079 ZMYND8 LOC100131496 .
chr20 45984189 45984315 127 45984249 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_5623 chr20_45984189_45984315 ZMYND8 . .
chr20 45986204 45986487 284 45986383 23 14.02102 6.21338 9.93326 OSE2_peak_5624 chr20_45986204_45986487 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 45987083 45987246 164 45987128 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_5625 chr20_45987083_45987246 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 45987998 45988325 328 45988105 48 23.41384 5.85535 18.77806 OSE2_peak_5626 chr20_45987998_45988325 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 45988945 45989189 245 45988981 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_5627 chr20_45988945_45989189 . ZMYND8 .
chr20 46093162 46093298 137 46093268 21 13.22701 6.23044 9.1985 OSE2_peak_5628 chr20_46093162_46093298 . . .
chr20 46158014 46158257 244 46158129 11 5.0173 3.49693 2.10053 OSE2_peak_5629 chr20_46158014_46158257 NCOA3 . .
chr20 46196953 46197096 144 46197023 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_5630 chr20_46196953_46197096 NCOA3 . .
chr20 47895134 47895404 271 47895198 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5631 chr20_47895134_47895404 ZNFX1‐AS1 ZNFX1 SNORD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C
chr20 47896387 47896516 130 47896454 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_5632 chr20_47896387_47896516 ZNFX1‐AS1 SNORD12C;ZNFX1 SNORD12;SNORD12B
chr20 47897270 47897459 190 47897454 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_5633 chr20_47897270_47897459 SNORD12;ZNFX1‐AS1 SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNFX1 .
chr20 47898570 47898713 144 47898606 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_5634 chr20_47898570_47898713 ZNFX1‐AS1 ORD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNF .
chr20 47899787 47899940 154 47899842 16 8.59196 4.74024 5.01054 OSE2_peak_5635 chr20_47899787_47899940 ZNFX1‐AS1 ORD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNF .
chr20 47900171 47900290 120 47900213 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5636 chr20_47900171_47900290 ZNFX1‐AS1 ORD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNF .
chr20 47904503 47904635 133 47904549 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5637 chr20_47904503_47904635 ZNFX1‐AS1 ORD12;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNF .
chr20 47906719 47906867 149 47906792 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_5638 chr20_47906719_47906867 . 2;SNORD12B;SNORD12C;ZNFX1;ZN .
chr20 48178997 48179116 120 48179035 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5639 chr20_48178997_48179116 PTGIS . .
chr20 48200170 48200320 151 48200242 16 9.31372 5.13595 5.64826 OSE2_peak_5640 chr20_48200170_48200320 . PTGIS .
chr20 48384935 48385180 246 48385004 38 17.46778 5.23675 13.14124 OSE2_peak_5641 chr20_48384935_48385180 . . .
chr20 48391949 48392160 212 48392003 26 6.68685 2.90652 3.38456 OSE2_peak_5642 chr20_48391949_48392160 . . .
chr20 48599537 48599666 130 48599569 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_5643 chr20_48599537_48599666 SNAI1 RNF114 .
chr20 48646544 48646757 214 48646645 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5644 chr20_48646544_48646757 . . .
chr20 48753864 48754020 157 48753878 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_5645 chr20_48753864_48754020 TMEM189;TMEM189‐UBE2V1 UBE2V1 .
chr20 48781971 48782148 178 48782038 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_5646 chr20_48781971_48782148 . TMEM189;TMEM189‐UBE2V1 CEBPB
chr20 48807344 48807571 228 48807408 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_5647 chr20_48807344_48807571 CEBPB . .
chr20 48809209 48809355 147 48809238 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5648 chr20_48809209_48809355 CEBPB . .
chr20 48811592 48811797 206 48811743 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_5649 chr20_48811592_48811797 . CEBPB .
chr20 48838157 48838283 127 48838198 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_5650 chr20_48838157_48838283 . CEBPB .
chr20 48909281 48909413 133 48909285 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5651 chr20_48909281_48909413 LOC284751 . .
chr20 48925451 48925604 154 48925514 14 7.59853 4.53172 4.15619 OSE2_peak_5652 chr20_48925451_48925604 LOC284751 . .
chr20 48965923 48966046 124 48965963 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_5653 chr20_48965923_48966046 . . .
chr20 49031976 49032153 178 49032127 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5654 chr20_49031976_49032153 . . .
chr20 49032250 49032534 285 49032353 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_5655 chr20_49032250_49032534 . . .
chr20 49039738 49039935 198 49039893 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5656 chr20_49039738_49039935 . . .
chr20 49157392 49157749 358 49157699 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_5657 chr20_49157392_49157749 PTPN1 . .
chr20 49327171 49327369 199 49327211 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_5658 chr20_49327171_49327369 . . PARD6B
chr20 49461390 49461513 124 49461501 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_5659 chr20_49461390_49461513 BCAS4 . .
chr20 49548108 49548342 235 49548142 19 11.06997 5.50884 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5660 chr20_49548108_49548342 . ADNP DPM1;MOCS3
chr20 49596903 49597050 148 49596968 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_5661 chr20_49596903_49597050 . DPM1;MOCS3 KCNG1
chr20 49952093 49952375 283 49952209 23 15.37371 6.90491 11.17819 OSE2_peak_5662 chr20_49952093_49952375 . . .
chr20 50248002 50248190 189 50248086 35 23.3129 7.93504 18.68172 OSE2_peak_5663 chr20_50248002_50248190 ATP9A . .
chr20 50601616 50601747 132 50601686 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5664 chr20_50601616_50601747 . . .
chr20 52482932 52483051 120 52482977 22 8.81223 3.99817 5.21244 OSE2_peak_5665 chr20_52482932_52483051 . . SUMO1P1
chr20 52509722 52510099 378 52509815 27 18.7317 7.66571 14.33754 OSE2_peak_5666 chr20_52509722_52510099 . SUMO1P1 .
chr20 52749301 52749506 206 52749415 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5667 chr20_52749301_52749506 . . CYP24A1
chr20 52961492 52961611 120 52961560 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5668 chr20_52961492_52961611 . . .
chr20 54943437 54943583 147 54943507 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5669 chr20_54943437_54943583 FAM210B . AURKA;CSTF1
chr20 56273473 56273606 134 56273494 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5670 chr20_56273473_56273606 PMEPA1 . .
chr20 56285623 56285792 170 56285730 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_5671 chr20_56285623_56285792 PMEPA1 . .
chr20 57205216 57205345 130 57205295 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5672 chr20_57205216_57205345 . LOC149773 STX16;STX16‐NPEPL1
chr20 60011379 60011505 127 60011451 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_5673 chr20_60011379_60011505 CDH4 . .
chr20 60876977 60877149 173 60877055 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5674 chr20_60876977_60877149 . OSBPL2 ADRM1;LAMA5
chr20 60956895 60957041 147 60957040 11 5.2161 3.61331 2.24412 OSE2_peak_5675 chr20_60956895_60957041 . LAMA5 C20orf151;CABLES2;RPS21
chr20 61423324 61423494 171 61423338 14 7.67934 4.57758 4.22402 OSE2_peak_5676 chr20_61423324_61423494 . LOC100652730;NTSR1 C20orf20;COL9A3;OGFR
chr20 61423684 61423813 130 61423704 16 9.43839 5.20548 5.75878 OSE2_peak_5677 chr20_61423684_61423813 . LOC100652730;NTSR1 C20orf20;COL9A3;OGFR
chr20 62314028 62314158 131 62314072 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5678 chr20_62314028_62314158 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B STMN3 ARFRP1;TNFRSF6B;ZGPAT
chr20 62317460 62317682 223 62317471 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5679 chr20_62317460_62317682 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B . ARFRP1;TNFRSF6B;ZGPAT
chr20 62317951 62318205 255 62318041 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_5680 chr20_62317951_62318205 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B . ARFRP1;TNFRSF6B;ZGPAT
chr20 62330103 62330718 616 62330561 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_5681 chr20_62330103_62330718 ARFRP1 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B;TNFRSF6B ZGPAT
chr20 62504833 62504988 156 62504943 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_5682 chr20_62504833_62504988 TPD52L2 ABHD16B DNAJC5;LOC100505815
chr20 62587748 62588187 440 62587954 33 27.01516 10.23772 22.22512 OSE2_peak_5683 chr20_62587748_62588187 UCKL1;UCKL1‐AS1;ZNF512B DNAJC5;MIR1914;MIR647 PRPF6;SAMD10
chr20 62588573 62588756 184 62588681 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_5684 chr20_62588573_62588756 ZNF512B C5;MIR1914;MIR647;UCKL1;UCKL PRPF6;SAMD10
chr20 62694327 62694573 247 62694425 36 29.88823 10.78221 24.99842 OSE2_peak_5685 chr20_62694327_62694573 TCEA2 LINC00176;PRPF6;SOX18 C20orf201;OPRL1;RGS19
chr21 10473474 10473593 120 10473566 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5686 chr21_10473474_10473593 . . .
chr21 15906344 15906504 161 15906406 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_5687 chr21_15906344_15906504 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 15921173 15921427 255 15921284 33 23.5834 8.53369 18.93584 OSE2_peak_5688 chr21_15921173_15921427 SAMSN1 . .
chr21 15940388 15940518 131 15940433 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_5689 chr21_15940388_15940518 SAMSN1 . LOC388813
chr21 16084574 16084746 173 16084632 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_5690 chr21_16084574_16084746 . . .
chr21 16273955 16274074 120 16274027 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_5691 chr21_16273955_16274074 . . .
chr21 17161602 17161773 172 17161666 20 11.74242 5.66359 7.83248 OSE2_peak_5692 chr21_17161602_17161773 USP25 . .
chr21 17496735 17497012 278 17496862 35 27.43795 9.85591 22.63505 OSE2_peak_5693 chr21_17496735_17497012 LINC00478 . .
chr21 18694964 18695099 136 18694991 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5694 chr21_18694964_18695099 . . .
chr21 18791270 18791470 201 18791353 50 30.6778 7.81452 25.75889 OSE2_peak_5695 chr21_18791270_18791470 . . C21orf37
chr21 18826898 18827019 122 18826942 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5696 chr21_18826898_18827019 . C21orf37 .
chr21 23086788 23086938 151 23086860 31 18.2452 6.57298 13.87768 OSE2_peak_5697 chr21_23086788_23086938 . . LINC00317
chr21 23088098 23088219 122 23088163 18 11.41252 5.89773 7.53795 OSE2_peak_5698 chr21_23088098_23088219 . . LINC00317
chr21 26703730 26703921 192 26703874 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_5699 chr21_26703730_26703921 . . .
chr21 27326947 27327076 130 27327022 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_5700 chr21_27326947_27327076 APP . .
chr21 27336376 27336504 129 27336448 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_5701 chr21_27336376_27336504 APP . .
chr21 27761091 27761340 250 27761154 22 16.06807 7.5267 11.83595 OSE2_peak_5702 chr21_27761091_27761340 . . .
chr21 28207583 28207724 142 28207692 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5703 chr21_28207583_28207724 . . ADAMTS1
chr21 28207865 28208023 159 28207947 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_5704 chr21_28207865_28208023 . . ADAMTS1
chr21 28591555 28591707 153 28591650 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_5705 chr21_28591555_28591707 . . .
chr21 28642083 28642223 141 28642145 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_5706 chr21_28642083_28642223 . . .
chr21 28881617 28881736 120 28881733 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5707 chr21_28881617_28881736 . . .
chr21 28891717 28891961 245 28891782 27 13.51988 5.27255 9.46343 OSE2_peak_5708 chr21_28891717_28891961 . . .
chr21 28941707 28941920 214 28941790 18 9.42142 4.8359 5.7426 OSE2_peak_5709 chr21_28941707_28941920 . . .
chr21 28944131 28944308 178 28944229 31 24.27149 9.41614 19.59721 OSE2_peak_5710 chr21_28944131_28944308 . . .
chr21 29020976 29021194 219 29021040 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5711 chr21_29020976_29021194 . . .
chr21 29587652 29587791 140 29587688 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5712 chr21_29587652_29587791 . . .
chr21 29602284 29602409 126 29602377 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_5713 chr21_29602284_29602409 . . .
chr21 29602839 29603006 168 29602850 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5714 chr21_29602839_29603006 . . .
chr21 29666502 29666679 178 29666577 20 12.21528 5.91024 8.26719 OSE2_peak_5715 chr21_29666502_29666679 . . .
chr21 29799708 29799880 173 29799758 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_5716 chr21_29799708_29799880 . . .
chr21 29910082 29910267 186 29910107 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5717 chr21_29910082_29910267 . . LINC00161
chr21 29911467 29911727 261 29911503 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_5718 chr21_29911467_29911727 LINC00161 . .
chr21 29987667 29987820 154 29987738 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_5719 chr21_29987667_29987820 . . .
chr21 30009459 30009604 146 30009537 29 14.36822 5.31717 10.2465 OSE2_peak_5720 chr21_30009459_30009604 . . .
chr21 30374319 30374486 168 30374413 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5721 chr21_30374319_30374486 . LTN1 RWDD2B;USP16
chr21 30517640 30517795 156 30517722 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_5722 chr21_30517640_30517795 C21orf7 . .
chr21 30554611 30554759 149 30554657 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_5723 chr21_30554611_30554759 . C21orf7 LINC00189
chr21 30590159 30590387 229 30590235 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5724 chr21_30590159_30590387 LINC00189 . .
chr21 30610609 30610743 135 30610706 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_5725 chr21_30610609_30610743 LINC00189 . .
chr21 30707461 30707635 175 30707550 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_5726 chr21_30707461_30707635 BACH1 . .
chr21 30715026 30715261 236 30715123 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_5727 chr21_30715026_30715261 BACH1 . .
chr21 30720720 30720839 120 30720787 15 8.16322 4.67764 4.65384 OSE2_peak_5728 chr21_30720720_30720839 BACH1 . .
chr21 31029185 31029345 161 31029246 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_5729 chr21_31029185_31029345 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
chr21 33814914 33815151 238 33815014 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_5730 chr21_33814914_33815151 FAM176C . .
chr21 34144213 34144357 145 34144317 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5731 chr21_34144213_34144357 . GCFC1;GCFC1‐AS1 C21orf49;C21orf62
chr21 34408847 34408976 130 34408925 18 11.78827 6.10726 7.87724 OSE2_peak_5732 chr21_34408847_34408976 . OLIG2 .
chr21 34573703 34573828 126 34573729 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_5733 chr21_34573703_34573828 . . IFNAR2
chr21 34575278 34575505 228 34575387 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5734 chr21_34575278_34575505 . . IFNAR2
chr21 34961123 34961260 138 34961191 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_5735 chr21_34961123_34961260 . DONSON;SON CRYZL1
chr21 35016805 35016929 125 35016860 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5736 chr21_35016805_35016929 ITSN1 CRYZL1 .
chr21 35027985 35028248 264 35028149 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_5737 chr21_35027985_35028248 ITSN1 CRYZL1 .
chr21 35349128 35349258 131 35349199 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5738 chr21_35349128_35349258 . LOC100506334 .
chr21 35586595 35586714 120 35586649 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5739 chr21_35586595_35586714 . LINC00310 .
chr21 36179789 36179995 207 36179960 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5740 chr21_36179789_36179995 RUNX1 LOC100506385 .
chr21 36180367 36180598 232 36180584 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5741 chr21_36180367_36180598 RUNX1 LOC100506385 .
chr21 36208276 36208520 245 36208341 21 9.50218 4.41861 5.81983 OSE2_peak_5742 chr21_36208276_36208520 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36208937 36209310 374 36209048 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_5743 chr21_36208937_36209310 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36218135 36218361 227 36218239 27 20.11084 8.37532 15.63883 OSE2_peak_5744 chr21_36218135_36218361 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36260476 36260996 521 36260677 19 8.87053 4.40835 5.26704 OSE2_peak_5745 chr21_36260476_36260996 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36337888 36338014 127 36337961 30 16.67027 6.09101 12.39717 OSE2_peak_5746 chr21_36337888_36338014 RUNX1 . .
chr21 36419736 36419968 233 36419853 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_5747 chr21_36419736_36419968 RUNX1 RUNX1‐IT1 .
chr21 36457340 36457475 136 36457407 16 8.84107 4.87547 5.2399 OSE2_peak_5748 chr21_36457340_36457475 . . .
chr21 36590136 36590265 130 36590194 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_5749 chr21_36590136_36590265 . . .
chr21 36848137 36848310 174 36848218 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_5750 chr21_36848137_36848310 . . .
chr21 37015608 37015862 255 37015704 14 7.38947 4.41382 3.98392 OSE2_peak_5751 chr21_37015608_37015862 . . .
chr21 37582548 37582669 122 37582638 15 7.82071 4.48907 4.35381 OSE2_peak_5752 chr21_37582548_37582669 DOPEY2 . .
chr21 37722805 37722980 176 37722913 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_5753 chr21_37722805_37722980 MORC3 . .
chr21 37802694 37803052 359 37802749 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_5754 chr21_37802694_37803052 . CHAF1B CLDN14
chr21 38256130 38256281 152 38256186 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_5755 chr21_38256130_38256281 HLCS . .
chr21 39043304 39043486 183 39043377 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_5756 chr21_39043304_39043486 KCNJ6 . .
chr21 39450664 39450837 174 39450740 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_5757 chr21_39450664_39450837 DSCR4 . .
chr21 39511922 39512074 153 39511993 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_5758 chr21_39511922_39512074 DSCR8 DSCR4 .
chr21 39613039 39613195 157 39613082 24 15.38498 6.68261 11.18938 OSE2_peak_5759 chr21_39613039_39613195 . . KCNJ15
chr21 39617588 39617740 153 39617687 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_5760 chr21_39617588_39617740 . . KCNJ15
chr21 39649527 39649713 187 39649600 19 10.00994 4.96473 6.27516 OSE2_peak_5761 chr21_39649527_39649713 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39661742 39661975 234 39661879 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_5762 chr21_39661742_39661975 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39664415 39664591 177 39664507 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5763 chr21_39664415_39664591 KCNJ15 . .
chr21 39678497 39678620 124 39678569 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5764 chr21_39678497_39678620 . KCNJ15 .
chr21 40141005 40141219 215 40141068 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5765 chr21_40141005_40141219 LINC00114 . .
chr21 40225374 40225844 471 40225454 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_5766 chr21_40225374_40225844 . ETS2 .
chr21 40357060 40357237 178 40357158 40 27.86457 8.75281 23.04564 OSE2_peak_5767 chr21_40357060_40357237 . . .
chr21 40393167 40393353 187 40393263 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5768 chr21_40393167_40393353 . . .
chr21 40685844 40685963 120 40685908 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_5769 chr21_40685844_40685963 BRWD1‐IT2 BRWD1 HMGN1
chr21 40693915 40694130 216 40693952 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5770 chr21_40693915_40694130 . BRWD1;BRWD1‐IT2 HMGN1
chr21 43298654 43298880 227 43298796 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5771 chr21_43298654_43298880 PRDM15 . C2CD2
chr21 43378282 43378511 230 43378434 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5772 chr21_43378282_43378511 . C2CD2 ZNF295
chr21 44511822 44512050 229 44511960 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5773 chr21_44511822_44512050 . CBS U2AF1
chr21 44914557 44914846 290 44914654 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5774 chr21_44914557_44914846 . LINC00313 .
chr21 44917764 44918248 485 44918133 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_5775 chr21_44917764_44918248 . LINC00313 .
chr21 44937799 44938044 246 44937968 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_5776 chr21_44937799_44938044 . . HSF2BP
chr21 45005954 45006132 179 45006044 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_5777 chr21_45005954_45006132 HSF2BP . .
chr21 45145578 45146026 449 45145934 47 41.08129 12.75525 35.86637 OSE2_peak_5778 chr21_45145578_45146026 PDXK RRP1B .
chr21 45426339 45426572 234 45426455 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_5779 chr21_45426339_45426572 . AGPAT3 TRAPPC10
chr21 46290015 46290134 120 46290059 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5780 chr21_46290015_46290134 PTTG1IP . ITGB2
chr21 46290388 46290610 223 46290505 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_5781 chr21_46290388_46290610 PTTG1IP . ITGB2
chr21 46432382 46432701 320 46432484 43 40.38764 13.79994 35.18849 OSE2_peak_5782 chr21_46432382_46432701 . LINC00162;LINC00163 .
chr21 46556870 46557012 143 46556939 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5783 chr21_46556870_46557012 ADARB1 . .
chr21 46847839 46848003 165 46847896 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5784 chr21_46847839_46848003 COL18A1 COL18A1‐AS1 .
chr21 46975630 46975763 134 46975700 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5785 chr21_46975630_46975763 . SLC19A1 .
chr21 46975877 46976140 264 46975947 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_5786 chr21_46975877_46976140 . SLC19A1 .
chr21 47038392 47038551 160 47038498 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5787 chr21_47038392_47038551 . . .
chr21 47238324 47238537 214 47238435 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_5788 chr21_47238324_47238537 . . LOC100129027
chr21 47394669 47394837 169 47394745 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_5789 chr21_47394669_47394837 . . COL6A1
chr21 47469366 47469674 309 47469578 25 18.11622 7.85499 13.75513 OSE2_peak_5790 chr21_47469366_47469674 . . .
chr21 47473306 47473497 192 47473411 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_5791 chr21_47473306_47473497 . . .
chr21 47608432 47608563 132 47608512 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_5792 chr21_47608432_47608563 LSS C21orf56 .
chr22 17652646 17653052 407 17652705 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5793 chr22_17652646_17653052 . CECR5;CECR5‐AS1 CECR1
chr22 18521313 18521490 178 18521423 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5794 chr22_18521313_18521490 . FLJ41941;MICAL3 .
chr22 19275549 19275718 170 19275623 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_5795 chr22_19275549_19275718 CLTCL1 . .
chr22 19868800 19868944 145 19868861 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_5796 chr22_19868800_19868944 TXNRD2 C22orf29;GNB1L .
chr22 19879454 19879602 149 19879544 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_5797 chr22_19879454_19879602 TXNRD2 . .
chr22 20861800 20862000 201 20861860 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_5798 chr22_20861800_20862000 MED15 KLHL22 .
chr22 20863746 20863865 120 20863752 15 5.48994 3.28649 2.47851 OSE2_peak_5799 chr22_20863746_20863865 MED15 KLHL22 .
chr22 20869268 20869425 158 20869281 16 6.48451 3.65799 3.2491 OSE2_peak_5800 chr22_20869268_20869425 MED15 KLHL22 .
chr22 21259043 21259188 146 21259114 29 8.33451 3.22946 4.78421 OSE2_peak_5801 chr22_21259043_21259188 . SNAP29 CRKL
chr22 21392114 21392317 204 21392211 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_5802 chr22_21392114_21392317 . GC16703;P2RX6;SLC7A4;THAP7‐A LOC400891;P2RX6P
chr22 21910478 21910604 127 21910507 20 8.551 4.12616 4.98076 OSE2_peak_5803 chr22_21910478_21910604 UBE2L3 RIMBP3B;RIMBP3C .
chr22 22219240 22219396 157 22219346 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_5804 chr22_22219240_22219396 MAPK1 . .
chr22 23046066 23046354 289 23046266 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_5805 chr22_23046066_23046354 . . .
chr22 23063336 23063455 120 23063421 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5806 chr22_23063336_23063455 . . .
chr22 24059373 24059543 171 24059473 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5807 chr22_24059373_24059543 GUSBP11 RGL4 ZNF70
chr22 24312714 24312882 169 24312829 15 5.97907 3.52668 2.82187 OSE2_peak_5808 chr22_24312714_24312882 DDTL;GSTT2 GSTT2B DDT;GSTTP1
chr22 24596675 24596922 248 24596821 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_5809 chr22_24596675_24596922 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24602796 24603007 212 24602899 51 43.71215 12.69923 38.43925 OSE2_peak_5810 chr22_24602796_24603007 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24603874 24604246 373 24604155 42 27.32372 8.09713 22.52645 OSE2_peak_5811 chr22_24603874_24604246 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
chr22 24640128 24640510 383 24640386 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_5812 chr22_24640128_24640510 GGT5 . POM121L9P;SPECC1L
chr22 24951676 24951969 294 24951771 17 9.91972 5.27941 6.18994 OSE2_peak_5813 chr22_24951676_24951969 SNRPD3 C22orf13;UPB1 FAM211B;GGT1
chr22 25079734 25079878 145 25079812 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_5814 chr22_25079734_25079878 . POM121L10P .
chr22 25366095 25366225 131 25366143 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5815 chr22_25366095_25366225 . . .
chr22 25796891 25797145 255 25797081 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5816 chr22_25796891_25797145 . LRP5L .
chr22 25939813 25939942 130 25939863 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5817 chr22_25939813_25939942 . . ADRBK2
chr22 25948457 25948621 165 25948571 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5818 chr22_25948457_25948621 . . ADRBK2
chr22 26143606 26143733 128 26143633 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_5819 chr22_26143606_26143733 MYO18B ADRBK2 .
chr22 27503767 27504035 269 27503857 19 12.21646 6.12409 8.26792 OSE2_peak_5820 chr22_27503767_27504035 . . .
chr22 27509218 27509526 309 27509319 37 24.45878 7.98673 19.77935 OSE2_peak_5821 chr22_27509218_27509526 . . .
chr22 27511752 27512173 422 27511953 55 48.69676 13.6761 43.3363 OSE2_peak_5822 chr22_27511752_27512173 . . .
chr22 27525348 27525557 210 27525449 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_5823 chr22_27525348_27525557 . . .
chr22 27531741 27531897 157 27531801 26 18.1596 7.62259 13.7957 OSE2_peak_5824 chr22_27531741_27531897 . . .
chr22 27536237 27536454 218 27536350 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_5825 chr22_27536237_27536454 . . .
chr22 27619591 27619840 250 27619655 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5826 chr22_27619591_27619840 . . .
chr22 27635197 27635351 155 27635285 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_5827 chr22_27635197_27635351 . . .
chr22 27648298 27648456 159 27648374 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_5828 chr22_27648298_27648456 . . .
chr22 27816737 27816860 124 27816810 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_5829 chr22_27816737_27816860 . . .
chr22 27856874 27857225 352 27857124 19 10.81914 5.37787 7.0011 OSE2_peak_5830 chr22_27856874_27857225 . . .
chr22 27857408 27857796 389 27857658 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_5831 chr22_27857408_27857796 . . .
chr22 27871116 27871305 190 27871201 16 8.07632 4.46503 4.5778 OSE2_peak_5832 chr22_27871116_27871305 . . .
chr22 28537768 28537905 138 28537851 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_5833 chr22_28537768_28537905 TTC28 . .
chr22 28538336 28538634 299 28538490 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_5834 chr22_28538336_28538634 TTC28 . .
chr22 28679275 28679394 120 28679302 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_5835 chr22_28679275_28679394 TTC28 . .
chr22 29070105 29070335 231 29070249 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_5836 chr22_29070105_29070335 TTC28 . CHEK2
chr22 29108447 29108612 166 29108524 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_5837 chr22_29108447_29108612 CHEK2 . HSCB
chr22 29188889 29189051 163 29188988 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5838 chr22_29188889_29189051 . CCDC117 XBP1
chr22 29189196 29189356 161 29189284 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_5839 chr22_29189196_29189356 . CCDC117 XBP1
chr22 29189867 29190153 287 29190040 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5840 chr22_29189867_29190153 . CCDC117 XBP1
chr22 29193418 29193537 120 29193527 15 8.109 4.64761 4.60866 OSE2_peak_5841 chr22_29193418_29193537 XBP1 CCDC117 .
chr22 29740388 29740508 121 29740389 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5842 chr22_29740388_29740508 AP1B1 MIR3653;RASL10A;SNORD125 .
chr22 30018215 30018406 192 30018298 28 16.17713 6.24009 11.931 OSE2_peak_5843 chr22_30018215_30018406 NF2 . .
chr22 30095863 30096004 142 30095929 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_5844 chr22_30095863_30096004 . NF2 CABP7
chr22 30217375 30217571 197 30217468 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_5845 chr22_30217375_30217571 ASCC2 . .
chr22 30592572 30592823 252 30592622 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_5846 chr22_30592572_30592823 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30601475 30601762 288 30601536 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5847 chr22_30601475_30601762 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30601868 30602192 325 30602083 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_5848 chr22_30601868_30602192 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30603050 30603523 474 30603144 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_5849 chr22_30603050_30603523 . HORMAD2 .
chr22 30608661 30608876 216 30608776 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_5850 chr22_30608661_30608876 . . LIF
chr22 30684540 30684678 139 30684626 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_5851 chr22_30684540_30684678 GATSL3 OSM TBC1D10A
chr22 30804835 30805041 207 30804949 15 8.67856 4.96651 5.09294 OSE2_peak_5852 chr22_30804835_30805041 SEC14L2 RNF215 MTFP1
chr22 30817102 30817258 157 30817200 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5853 chr22_30817102_30817258 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 30820080 30820450 371 30820156 26 17.57484 7.32543 13.24534 OSE2_peak_5854 chr22_30820080_30820450 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 30821089 30821224 136 30821107 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_5855 chr22_30821089_30821224 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
chr22 30987045 30987189 145 30987122 17 10.07852 5.36639 6.34113 OSE2_peak_5856 chr22_30987045_30987189 PES1 GAL3ST1 TCN2
chr22 32870218 32870443 226 32870370 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_5857 chr22_32870218_32870443 . BPIFC FBXO7
chr22 35587553 35587682 130 35587632 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5858 chr22_35587553_35587682 . . .
chr22 35697517 35697660 144 35697608 30 10.11396 3.7044 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5859 chr22_35697517_35697660 TOM1 HMGXB4 .
chr22 35708969 35709178 210 35709002 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5860 chr22_35708969_35709178 TOM1 HMGXB4 MIR3909
chr22 35709336 35709526 191 35709449 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5861 chr22_35709336_35709526 TOM1 HMGXB4 MIR3909
chr22 35709629 35709835 207 35709734 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_5862 chr22_35709629_35709835 TOM1 HMGXB4 MIR3909
chr22 35985253 35985884 632 35985338 34 28.88944 10.90164 24.03481 OSE2_peak_5863 chr22_35985253_35985884 . . MB
chr22 36023673 36024016 344 36023910 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_5864 chr22_36023673_36024016 . MB APOL6
chr22 36026008 36026234 227 36026119 35 29.52611 10.91257 24.64635 OSE2_peak_5865 chr22_36026008_36026234 . MB APOL6
chr22 36101055 36101198 144 36101123 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5866 chr22_36101055_36101198 . . APOL5
chr22 36673945 36674083 139 36674024 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_5867 chr22_36673945_36674083 . APOL1 MYH9
chr22 36675795 36675988 194 36675933 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_5868 chr22_36675795_36675988 . APOL1 MYH9
chr22 36682508 36682640 133 36682605 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5869 chr22_36682508_36682640 MYH9 APOL1 .
chr22 36691213 36691387 175 36691309 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5870 chr22_36691213_36691387 MYH9 APOL1 .
chr22 36698443 36698664 222 36698649 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5871 chr22_36698443_36698664 MYH9 . .
chr22 36725490 36725621 132 36725554 30 11.52732 4.16255 7.64788 OSE2_peak_5872 chr22_36725490_36725621 MYH9 . .
chr22 36725746 36725955 210 36725792 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5873 chr22_36725746_36725955 MYH9 . .
chr22 36726094 36726281 188 36726239 16 7.76617 4.30265 4.30367 OSE2_peak_5874 chr22_36726094_36726281 MYH9 . .
chr22 36728413 36728546 134 36728492 18 9.18654 4.71649 5.54291 OSE2_peak_5875 chr22_36728413_36728546 MYH9 . .
chr22 36733145 36733284 140 36733227 13 6.3587 3.9898 3.15391 OSE2_peak_5876 chr22_36733145_36733284 MYH9 . .
chr22 36753099 36753310 212 36753162 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5877 chr22_36753099_36753310 MYH9 . .
chr22 36763993 36764143 151 36764077 20 12.68431 6.15931 8.69435 OSE2_peak_5878 chr22_36763993_36764143 MYH9 . .
chr22 36766125 36766329 205 36766188 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_5879 chr22_36766125_36766329 MYH9 . .
chr22 36774112 36774231 120 36774135 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_5880 chr22_36774112_36774231 MYH9 . .
chr22 36777782 36777901 120 36777794 14 7.04454 4.2216 3.69933 OSE2_peak_5881 chr22_36777782_36777901 MYH9 . .
chr22 36793639 36793760 122 36793675 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_5882 chr22_36793639_36793760 . MYH9 .
chr22 36794732 36794920 189 36794814 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_5883 chr22_36794732_36794920 . MYH9 .
chr22 36801856 36801994 139 36801914 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_5884 chr22_36801856_36801994 . MYH9 .
chr22 36861101 36861276 176 36861202 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_5885 chr22_36861101_36861276 . . FOXRED2;TXN2
chr22 36864033 36864380 348 36864214 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_5886 chr22_36864033_36864380 TXN2 . FOXRED2
chr22 37626135 37626254 120 37626190 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_5887 chr22_37626135_37626254 RAC2 SSTR3 .
chr22 37651684 37651904 221 37651708 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5888 chr22_37651684_37651904 . RAC2 CYTH4
chr22 37700037 37700371 335 37700221 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_5889 chr22_37700037_37700371 CYTH4 . .
chr22 37700791 37700946 156 37700856 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5890 chr22_37700791_37700946 CYTH4 . .
chr22 37702967 37703471 505 37703065 30 19.16953 7.18293 14.74844 OSE2_peak_5891 chr22_37702967_37703471 CYTH4 . .
chr22 37828172 37828299 128 37828223 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_5892 chr22_37828172_37828299 . ELFN2 .
chr22 37828447 37828584 138 37828522 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_5893 chr22_37828447_37828584 . ELFN2 .
chr22 37850905 37851121 217 37851025 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_5894 chr22_37850905_37851121 . ELFN2 MFNG
chr22 37851218 37851648 431 37851324 31 21.02161 7.81491 16.49664 OSE2_peak_5895 chr22_37851218_37851648 . ELFN2 MFNG
chr22 37908226 37908403 178 37908303 13 7.14079 4.43703 3.77751 OSE2_peak_5896 chr22_37908226_37908403 CARD10 MFNG .
chr22 37957059 37957211 153 37957144 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_5897 chr22_37957059_37957211 CDC42EP1 . LGALS2
chr22 37957742 37957965 224 37957908 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5898 chr22_37957742_37957965 CDC42EP1 . LGALS2
chr22 37965570 37965971 402 37965675 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5899 chr22_37965570_37965971 . CDC42EP1 LGALS2
chr22 37966352 37966823 472 37966405 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_5900 chr22_37966352_37966823 LGALS2 CDC42EP1 .
chr22 37967185 37967425 241 37967368 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5901 chr22_37967185_37967425 LGALS2 CDC42EP1 .
chr22 38072530 38072782 253 38072615 14 7.95892 4.73737 4.46835 OSE2_peak_5902 chr22_38072530_38072782 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38074255 38074417 163 38074274 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_5903 chr22_38074255_38074417 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38075357 38075531 175 38075454 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5904 chr22_38075357_38075531 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38075679 38075865 187 38075775 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_5905 chr22_38075679_38075865 LGALS1 PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38076000 38076571 572 38076491 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_5906 chr22_38076000_38076571 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38076824 38077082 259 38076993 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5907 chr22_38076824_38077082 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP1 NOL12;TRIOBP
chr22 38148632 38148751 120 38148743 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_5908 chr22_38148632_38148751 TRIOBP . .
chr22 38173015 38173329 315 38173128 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_5909 chr22_38173015_38173329 . TRIOBP H1F0
chr22 38174305 38174444 140 38174405 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5910 chr22_38174305_38174444 . TRIOBP GCAT;H1F0
chr22 38178327 38178601 275 38178489 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_5911 chr22_38178327_38178601 . TRIOBP GCAT;H1F0
chr22 38329720 38330118 399 38329969 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5912 chr22_38329720_38330118 MICALL1 . C22orf23;POLR2F
chr22 38568928 38569049 122 38569016 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_5913 chr22_38568928_38569049 PLA2G6 . MAFF
chr22 38574014 38574300 287 38574228 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_5914 chr22_38574014_38574300 PLA2G6 . MAFF
chr22 38635238 38635469 232 38635440 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5915 chr22_38635238_38635469 TMEM184B MAFF .
chr22 38636659 38636778 120 38636730 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_5916 chr22_38636659_38636778 TMEM184B MAFF .
chr22 38709419 38709641 223 38709514 20 13.30657 6.49626 9.27295 OSE2_peak_5917 chr22_38709419_38709641 CSNK1E . .
chr22 39160413 39160621 209 39160540 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5918 chr22_39160413_39160621 . SUN2 DNAL4
chr22 39380928 39381054 127 39380993 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_5919 chr22_39380928_39381054 APOBEC3A;APOBEC3B . APOBEC3C
chr22 39570940 39571174 235 39571059 22 14.46567 6.65956 10.33418 OSE2_peak_5920 chr22_39570940_39571174 . CBX7 .
chr22 39572246 39572369 124 39572331 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_5921 chr22_39572246_39572369 . CBX7 .
chr22 39608721 39608966 246 39608921 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5922 chr22_39608721_39608966 . . PDGFB
chr22 39673350 39673493 144 39673445 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5923 chr22_39673350_39673493 . . .
chr22 39704776 39704926 151 39704869 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_5924 chr22_39704776_39704926 . . 86;RPL3;SNORD43;SNORD83A;SNORD83B
chr22 39707132 39707348 217 39707167 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_5925 chr22_39707132_39707348 . . 86;RPL3;SNORD43;SNORD83A;SNORD83B
chr22 39708261 39708380 120 39708296 15 7.69491 4.42053 4.23827 OSE2_peak_5926 chr22_39708261_39708380 . . 86;RPL3;SNORD43;SNORD83A;SNORD83B
chr22 39710999 39711291 293 39711053 16 8.15056 4.50425 4.64301 OSE2_peak_5927 chr22_39710999_39711291 RPL3;SNORD83A SNORD83B RNU86;SNORD43
chr22 39713333 39713463 131 39713395 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_5928 chr22_39713333_39713463 RPL3 RNU86;SNORD83A;SNORD83B SNORD43
chr22 39715273 39715689 417 39715602 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_5929 chr22_39715273_39715689 RPL3 U86;SNORD43;SNORD83A;SNORD .
chr22 39916516 39916698 183 39916685 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_5930 chr22_39916516_39916698 ATF4 MGAT3;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39916860 39916979 120 39916925 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_5931 chr22_39916860_39916979 ATF4 MGAT3;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39917852 39918156 305 39918090 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_5932 chr22_39917852_39918156 ATF4 MGAT3;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39918572 39919149 578 39918654 28 22.48276 9.35484 17.88263 OSE2_peak_5933 chr22_39918572_39919149 ATF4 SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39919300 39919868 569 39919569 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_5934 chr22_39919300_39919868 . ATF4;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39921106 39921290 185 39921201 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5935 chr22_39921106_39921290 . ATF4;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
chr22 39928730 39928849 120 39928757 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_5936 chr22_39928730_39928849 RPS19BP1 ATF4;SMCR7L .
chr22 40357528 40357663 136 40357598 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_5937 chr22_40357528_40357663 GRAP2 . .
chr22 40894481 40894807 327 40894592 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_5938 chr22_40894481_40894807 MKL1 . .
chr22 40895997 40896212 216 40896062 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5939 chr22_40895997_40896212 MKL1 . .
chr22 40991063 40991194 132 40991102 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_5940 chr22_40991063_40991194 MKL1 . .
chr22 41348074 41348247 174 41348158 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5941 chr22_41348074_41348247 RBX1 XPNPEP3 .
chr22 41686822 41686993 172 41686886 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_5942 chr22_41686822_41686993 . RANGAP1 ZC3H7B
chr22 41701825 41701985 161 41701912 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_5943 chr22_41701825_41701985 ZC3H7B RANGAP1 .
chr22 41809537 41809662 126 41809617 23 15.89253 7.17884 11.67207 OSE2_peak_5944 chr22_41809537_41809662 . TEF TOB2
chr22 41842709 41843242 534 41842857 18 11.74972 6.08564 7.83939 OSE2_peak_5945 chr22_41842709_41843242 TOB2 . ACO2;PHF5A
chr22 41844111 41844446 336 41844399 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_5946 chr22_41844111_41844446 . TOB2 ACO2;PHF5A
chr22 42016808 42017004 197 42016888 18 11.86606 6.15096 7.94659 OSE2_peak_5947 chr22_42016808_42017004 PPPDE2 . XRCC6
chr22 42068141 42068271 131 42068196 18 10.85303 5.59083 7.03291 OSE2_peak_5948 chr22_42068141_42068271 . XRCC6 C22orf46;MEI1;NHP2L1
chr22 42475517 42475642 126 42475559 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_5949 chr22_42475517_42475642 . FAM109B;NAGA C22orf32;LOC100132273;NDUFA6
chr22 42486998 42487129 132 42487078 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_5950 chr22_42486998_42487129 LOC100132273 C22orf32;FAM109B;NAGA;NDUFA6 .
chr22 42679801 42679938 138 42679878 13 7.3042 4.53229 3.92213 OSE2_peak_5951 chr22_42679801_42679938 . LOC388906 .
chr22 43011210 43011912 703 43011401 73 43.09786 7.96601 37.83781 OSE2_peak_5952 chr22_43011210_43011912 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
chr22 43123502 43123848 347 43123771 34 20.6997 7.0296 16.19301 OSE2_peak_5953 chr22_43123502_43123848 . A4GALT .
chr22 43165851 43166088 238 43166088 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5954 chr22_43165851_43166088 . . ARFGAP3
chr22 43387841 43387970 130 43387888 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5955 chr22_43387841_43387970 PACSIN2 . .
chr22 43523040 43523179 140 43523094 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_5956 chr22_43523040_43523179 BIK . MCAT;TSPO
chr22 43592364 43592618 255 43592583 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_5957 chr22_43592364_43592618 . TTLL12 SCUBE1
chr22 44317345 44317678 334 44317419 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_5958 chr22_44317345_44317678 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
chr22 45460511 45460647 137 45460573 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_5959 chr22_45460511_45460647 . . .
chr22 45596827 45597390 564 45596998 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_5960 chr22_45596827_45597390 KIAA0930;MIR1249 NUP50 .
chr22 45914587 45914829 243 45914686 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_5961 chr22_45914587_45914829 FBLN1 . .
chr22 45940272 45940392 121 45940353 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5962 chr22_45940272_45940392 FBLN1 . .
chr22 46075736 46075864 129 46075845 17 6.63794 3.61522 3.33906 OSE2_peak_5963 chr22_46075736_46075864 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46078143 46078290 148 46078204 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_5964 chr22_46078143_46078290 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46084727 46084886 160 46084803 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_5965 chr22_46084727_46084886 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46200958 46201114 157 46201028 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_5966 chr22_46200958_46201114 ATXN10 . .
chr22 46299566 46299761 196 46299625 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_5967 chr22_46299566_46299761 . . WNT7B
chr22 46364884 46365208 325 46365116 30 17.66975 6.51549 13.33539 OSE2_peak_5968 chr22_46364884_46365208 WNT7B . .
chr22 46398782 46398901 120 46398863 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_5969 chr22_46398782_46398901 . WNT7B LOC730668
chr22 46403049 46403169 121 46403142 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_5970 chr22_46403049_46403169 LOC730668 . .
chr22 46464869 46465088 220 46464970 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_5971 chr22_46464869_46465088 . 22orf26;LOC100271722;LOC15038 MIR3619;MIRLET7BHG
chr22 46465803 46466099 297 46466033 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_5972 chr22_46465803_46466099 . 22orf26;LOC100271722;LOC15038 MIR3619;MIRLET7BHG
chr22 46480759 46480878 120 46480837 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_5973 chr22_46480759_46480878 . LOC150381 ;MIR4763;MIRLET7A3;MIRLET7B;MIRLET7BHG
chr22 46692499 46692622 124 46692543 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_5974 chr22_46692499_46692622 CN5H6.4 TTC38 GTSE1
chr22 47150342 47150493 152 47150384 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_5975 chr22_47150342_47150493 . CERK TBC1D22A
chr22 47688380 47688499 120 47688436 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_5976 chr22_47688380_47688499 . . .
chr22 50353771 50353979 209 50353885 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_5977 chr22_50353771_50353979 . . PIM3
chr3 4458760 4458944 185 4458857 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_5978 chr3_4458760_4458944 SUMF1 . .
chr3 5020337 5020552 216 5020453 21 14.00878 6.64653 9.92112 OSE2_peak_5979 chr3_5020337_5020552 . . BHLHE40
chr3 5022468 5022588 121 5022477 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_5980 chr3_5022468_5022588 BHLHE40 . .
chr3 5023427 5023893 467 5023812 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_5981 chr3_5023427_5023893 BHLHE40 . .
chr3 5024083 5024227 145 5024111 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_5982 chr3_5024083_5024227 BHLHE40 . .
chr3 5024432 5024600 169 5024549 15 8.67856 4.96651 5.09294 OSE2_peak_5983 chr3_5024432_5024600 BHLHE40 . .
chr3 5025497 5025697 201 5025686 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5984 chr3_5025497_5025697 BHLHE40 . .
chr3 5027050 5027924 875 5027480 27 20.27029 8.45922 15.78926 OSE2_peak_5985 chr3_5027050_5027924 . BHLHE40 .
chr3 5202864 5203018 155 5202925 22 13.84378 6.33517 9.76673 OSE2_peak_5986 chr3_5202864_5203018 ARL8B . EDEM1
chr3 5203950 5204148 199 5204039 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_5987 chr3_5203950_5204148 ARL8B . EDEM1
chr3 5228769 5229025 257 5228813 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_5988 chr3_5228769_5229025 . ARL8B EDEM1
chr3 5842771 5842890 120 5842839 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5989 chr3_5842771_5842890 . . .
chr3 8361774 8361932 159 8361858 32 18.47428 6.48397 14.08938 OSE2_peak_5990 chr3_8361774_8361932 LOC100288428 . .
chr3 8602041 8602294 254 8602062 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_5991 chr3_8602041_8602294 LMCD1 . LINC00312
chr3 8671137 8671338 202 8671208 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_5992 chr3_8671137_8671338 C3orf32 . .
chr3 8929739 8929858 120 8929767 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_5993 chr3_8929739_8929858 RAD18 . .
chr3 9538729 9538954 226 9538804 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_5994 chr3_9538729_9538954 . SETD5 LHFPL4
chr3 9938681 9938848 168 9938732 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_5995 chr3_9938681_9938848 . CIDEC;JAGN1 IL17RC;IL17RE
chr3 9988072 9988200 129 9988171 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_5996 chr3_9988072_9988200 PRRT3 CRELD1;IL17RC;IL17RE TMEM111
chr3 10057103 10057315 213 10057271 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_5997 chr3_10057103_10057315 . LOC401052;TMEM111 CIDECP;FANCD2
chr3 10065334 10065587 254 10065541 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_5998 chr3_10065334_10065587 CIDECP LOC401052 FANCD2
chr3 10233232 10233482 251 10233341 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_5999 chr3_10233232_10233482 IRAK2 . .
chr3 10234293 10234515 223 10234367 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_6000 chr3_10234293_10234515 IRAK2 . .
chr3 10266663 10266805 143 10266691 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_6001 chr3_10266663_10266805 IRAK2 . TATDN2
chr3 10560295 10560557 263 10560353 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_6002 chr3_10560295_10560557 . ATP2B2 .
chr3 11243284 11243501 218 11243346 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_6003 chr3_11243284_11243501 HRH1 . .
chr3 11280396 11280731 336 11280619 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6004 chr3_11280396_11280731 HRH1 . .
chr3 11331170 11331310 141 11331215 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_6005 chr3_11331170_11331310 ATG7 HRH1 .
chr3 11434026 11434145 120 11434042 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_6006 chr3_11434026_11434145 ATG7 . .
chr3 11571887 11572022 136 11571994 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_6007 chr3_11571887_11572022 ATG7 . VGLL4
chr3 11609702 11609866 165 11609817 34 19.2842 6.45631 14.85879 OSE2_peak_6008 chr3_11609702_11609866 VGLL4 ATG7 .
chr3 11642019 11642183 165 11642108 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_6009 chr3_11642019_11642183 VGLL4 . .
chr3 11642512 11642720 209 11642515 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_6010 chr3_11642512_11642720 VGLL4 . .
chr3 11684179 11684342 164 11684215 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6011 chr3_11684179_11684342 VGLL4 . .
chr3 12185657 12185778 122 12185735 17 10.65195 5.68484 6.85578 OSE2_peak_6012 chr3_12185657_12185778 SYN2 . TIMP4
chr3 12234925 12235109 185 12235002 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6013 chr3_12234925_12235109 . SYN2 .
chr3 12235797 12235991 195 12235908 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_6014 chr3_12235797_12235991 . SYN2 .
chr3 12269505 12269648 144 12269605 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_6015 chr3_12269505_12269648 . . .
chr3 14186048 14186338 291 14186130 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6016 chr3_14186048_14186338 . CHCHD4;TMEM43 XPC
chr3 14473760 14473995 236 14473898 43 34.1503 10.7455 29.11907 OSE2_peak_6017 chr3_14473760_14473995 SLC6A6 . .
chr3 14476353 14476508 156 14476453 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6018 chr3_14476353_14476508 SLC6A6 . .
chr3 14693030 14693296 267 14693239 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_6019 chr3_14693030_14693296 C3orf19 . C3orf20
chr3 14988468 14988605 138 14988534 17 11.01613 5.89046 7.17401 OSE2_peak_6020 chr3_14988468_14988605 FGD5‐AS1 FGD5 NR2C2
chr3 15139953 15140102 150 15140005 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_6021 chr3_15139953_15140102 ZFYVE20 . .
chr3 15687733 15687856 124 15687763 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_6022 chr3_15687733_15687856 . BTD ANKRD28
chr3 15688971 15689368 398 15689274 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6023 chr3_15688971_15689368 . BTD ANKRD28
chr3 15810446 15810749 304 15810652 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_6024 chr3_15810446_15810749 ANKRD28 . .
chr3 16101875 16102020 146 16101952 34 20.32974 6.87694 15.84668 OSE2_peak_6025 chr3_16101875_16102020 . . .
chr3 16131697 16131843 147 16131779 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_6026 chr3_16131697_16131843 . . .
chr3 16469014 16469133 120 16469060 18 9.4481 4.84954 5.7684 OSE2_peak_6027 chr3_16469014_16469133 RFTN1 . .
chr3 16739492 16739620 129 16739593 18 11.74972 6.08564 7.83939 OSE2_peak_6028 chr3_16739492_16739620 . . .
chr3 17081336 17081521 186 17081440 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_6029 chr3_17081336_17081521 PLCL2 . .
chr3 17680894 17681013 120 17680940 18 10.33848 5.3143 6.56506 OSE2_peak_6030 chr3_17680894_17681013 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 17681180 17681595 416 17681402 23 14.84535 6.6308 10.69497 OSE2_peak_6031 chr3_17681180_17681595 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 17720047 17720193 147 17720138 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_6032 chr3_17720047_17720193 TBC1D5 . .
chr3 18140579 18140704 126 18140650 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_6033 chr3_18140579_18140704 LOC339862 . .
chr3 19988966 19989404 439 19989316 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_6034 chr3_19988966_19989404 RAB5A EFHB .
chr3 20096170 20096367 198 20096281 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_6035 chr3_20096170_20096367 KAT2B . .
chr3 21662903 21663077 175 21663056 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_6036 chr3_21662903_21663077 ZNF385D . .
chr3 22286692 22286884 193 22286749 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_6037 chr3_22286692_22286884 . . .
chr3 22304709 22304830 122 22304770 18 11.12673 5.74018 7.27152 OSE2_peak_6038 chr3_22304709_22304830 . . .
chr3 22755517 22755687 171 22755631 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_6039 chr3_22755517_22755687 . . .
chr3 23305802 23305956 155 23305853 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6040 chr3_23305802_23305956 UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23496698 23496950 253 23496784 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6041 chr3_23496698_23496950 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
chr3 23782068 23782260 193 23782141 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6042 chr3_23782068_23782260 . . .
chr3 23918958 23919102 145 23919020 16 9.07238 5.00232 5.43526 OSE2_peak_6043 chr3_23918958_23919102 UBE2E1 . NKIRAS1
chr3 23959042 23959255 214 23959121 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_6044 chr3_23959042_23959255 RPL15 NKIRAS1;UBE2E1 NR1D2
chr3 24188107 24188226 120 24188181 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_6045 chr3_24188107_24188226 THRB . .
chr3 24262567 24262698 132 24262594 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_6046 chr3_24262567_24262698 THRB . .
chr3 24279679 24279962 284 24279854 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_6047 chr3_24279679_24279962 THRB . .
chr3 24720022 24720239 218 24720166 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_6048 chr3_24720022_24720239 . . .
chr3 26330641 26330760 120 26330702 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6049 chr3_26330641_26330760 . . .
chr3 27585928 27586260 333 27586139 37 24.75449 8.11236 20.05518 OSE2_peak_6050 chr3_27585928_27586260 . . .
chr3 27594322 27594447 126 27594415 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6051 chr3_27594322_27594447 . . .
chr3 29212870 29213055 186 29212957 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6052 chr3_29212870_29213055 . . .
chr3 29227691 29227913 223 29227809 27 19.85048 8.23912 15.38798 OSE2_peak_6053 chr3_29227691_29227913 . . .
chr3 29735440 29735672 233 29735581 30 17.66975 6.51549 13.33539 OSE2_peak_6054 chr3_29735440_29735672 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29736340 29736517 178 29736435 31 17.24138 6.15385 12.92889 OSE2_peak_6055 chr3_29736340_29736517 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29737127 29737255 129 29737216 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_6056 chr3_29737127_29737255 RBMS3 . .
chr3 29800309 29800474 166 29800395 26 14.38729 5.80974 10.26383 OSE2_peak_6057 chr3_29800309_29800474 RBMS3 . .
chr3 30244958 30245088 131 30245040 21 13.11635 6.17248 9.09438 OSE2_peak_6058 chr3_30244958_30245088 . . .
chr3 30269460 30269713 254 30269591 32 23.01998 8.51902 18.39708 OSE2_peak_6059 chr3_30269460_30269713 . . .
chr3 30333811 30334303 493 30333911 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_6060 chr3_30333811_30334303 . . .
chr3 30389153 30389322 170 30389237 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_6061 chr3_30389153_30389322 . . .
chr3 30462865 30463081 217 30462942 30 20.9107 8.00272 16.38885 OSE2_peak_6062 chr3_30462865_30463081 . . .
chr3 30538277 30538397 121 30538325 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_6063 chr3_30538277_30538397 . . .
chr3 30552996 30553395 400 30553164 58 38.69648 9.04033 33.53834 OSE2_peak_6064 chr3_30552996_30553395 . . .
chr3 30644527 30644710 184 30644602 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6065 chr3_30644527_30644710 . . TGFBR2
chr3 30654941 30655065 125 30654968 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6066 chr3_30654941_30655065 TGFBR2 . .
chr3 30762556 30762703 148 30762623 11 5.19571 3.60133 2.23114 OSE2_peak_6067 chr3_30762556_30762703 . TGFBR2 GADL1
chr3 31118298 31118448 151 31118357 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_6068 chr3_31118298_31118448 . . .
chr3 32016001 32016135 135 32016048 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6069 chr3_32016001_32016135 OSBPL10 . ZNF860
chr3 32268400 32268587 188 32268483 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6070 chr3_32268400_32268587 . . CMTM8
chr3 32291055 32291185 131 32291125 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_6071 chr3_32291055_32291185 CMTM8 . .
chr3 32511317 32511484 168 32511403 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_6072 chr3_32511317_32511484 . CMTM7 CMTM6
chr3 33402176 33402295 120 33402239 19 11.03809 5.49212 7.19522 OSE2_peak_6073 chr3_33402176_33402295 FBXL2 . UBP1
chr3 33458695 33458866 172 33458810 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_6074 chr3_33458695_33458866 UBP1 FBXL2 .
chr3 33936710 33937017 308 33936812 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6075 chr3_33936710_33937017 . PDCD6IP .
chr3 34053600 34053808 209 34053701 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6076 chr3_34053600_34053808 . . .
chr3 36743325 36743518 194 36743405 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_6077 chr3_36743325_36743518 . . DCLK3
chr3 37247700 37247906 207 37247796 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6078 chr3_37247700_37247906 . LRRFIP2 .
chr3 37977929 37978050 122 37978000 30 16.67027 6.09101 12.39717 OSE2_peak_6079 chr3_37977929_37978050 CTDSPL . .
chr3 38675657 38675886 230 38675736 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_6080 chr3_38675657_38675886 SCN5A . .
chr3 39093375 39093517 143 39093429 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6081 chr3_39093375_39093517 WDR48 . .
chr3 39188477 39188900 424 39188766 24 15.86831 6.92824 11.65147 OSE2_peak_6082 chr3_39188477_39188900 CSRNP1 TTC21A .
chr3 39194072 39194703 632 39194638 27 19.1549 7.88032 14.73532 OSE2_peak_6083 chr3_39194072_39194703 CSRNP1 TTC21A .
chr3 39449366 39449531 166 39449460 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6084 chr3_39449366_39449531 RPSA SLC25A38 SNORA6;SNORA62
chr3 39456611 39456730 120 39456620 16 7.25927 4.04255 3.88283 OSE2_peak_6085 chr3_39456611_39456730 . RPSA;SLC25A38;SNORA6;SNORA62 .
chr3 39680943 39681065 123 39681008 17 10.94156 5.84815 7.11074 OSE2_peak_6086 chr3_39680943_39681065 . . .
chr3 40505871 40506185 315 40506083 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6087 chr3_40505871_40506185 . ENTPD3‐AS1;RPL14 ZNF619
chr3 40993298 40993471 174 40993384 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_6088 chr3_40993298_40993471 . . .
chr3 41013157 41013396 240 41013238 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_6089 chr3_41013157_41013396 . . .
chr3 42074282 42074490 209 42074371 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_6090 chr3_42074282_42074490 . . .
chr3 42695194 42695352 159 42695257 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_6091 chr3_42695194_42695352 ZBTB47 NKTR .
chr3 42709180 42709329 150 42709272 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6092 chr3_42709180_42709329 . NKTR;ZBTB47 HHATL;KBTBD5
chr3 42709520 42709736 217 42709655 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6093 chr3_42709520_42709736 . NKTR;ZBTB47 HHATL;KBTBD5
chr3 42872625 42872744 120 42872659 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_6094 chr3_42872625_42872744 CCBP2 HIGD1A .
chr3 43184325 43184492 168 43184477 13 7.22175 4.48416 3.84908 OSE2_peak_6095 chr3_43184325_43184492 . . .
chr3 43222806 43222976 171 43222868 13 7.41651 4.5981 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6096 chr3_43222806_43222976 . . .
chr3 43750613 43750845 233 43750741 42 34.69492 11.29389 29.64542 OSE2_peak_6097 chr3_43750613_43750845 ABHD5 . .
chr3 43795226 43795606 381 43795440 25 16.7826 7.1615 12.50484 OSE2_peak_6098 chr3_43795226_43795606 . . .
chr3 43908122 43908279 158 43908212 12 5.83811 3.83779 2.71451 OSE2_peak_6099 chr3_43908122_43908279 . . .
chr3 45136973 45137092 120 45136992 15 8.00227 4.58868 4.51007 OSE2_peak_6100 chr3_45136973_45137092 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45147439 45147599 161 45147475 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_6101 chr3_45147439_45147599 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45175461 45175592 132 45175507 20 11.42311 5.49966 7.54831 OSE2_peak_6102 chr3_45175461_45175592 CDCP1 . .
chr3 45677193 45677356 164 45677259 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_6103 chr3_45677193_45677356 LIMD1 . .
chr3 45718816 45718945 130 45718869 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_6104 chr3_45718816_45718945 LIMD1 . LOC644714;SACM1L
chr3 46130781 46130907 127 46130827 19 12.4864 6.2727 8.51288 OSE2_peak_6105 chr3_46130781_46130907 . . .
chr3 46155899 46156027 129 46155921 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_6106 chr3_46155899_46156027 . . .
chr3 46436853 46437102 250 46437054 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6107 chr3_46436853_46437102 . CCR5 CCRL2
chr3 46468291 46468410 120 46468306 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_6108 chr3_46468291_46468410 . CCRL2 LTF
chr3 46524558 46524685 128 46524624 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_6109 chr3_46524558_46524685 . LTF RTP3
chr3 46531491 46531684 194 46531597 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_6110 chr3_46531491_46531684 . LTF LRRC2;RTP3
chr3 46537589 46537889 301 46537868 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_6111 chr3_46537589_46537889 . . LRRC2;RTP3
chr3 46558648 46559112 465 46558798 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6112 chr3_46558648_46559112 LRRC2 RTP3 .
chr3 46600324 46600745 422 46600411 22 13.51422 6.16622 9.45879 OSE2_peak_6113 chr3_46600324_46600745 LRRC2 . TDGF1
chr3 46734622 46734875 254 46734709 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6114 chr3_46734622_46734875 ALS2CL . PRSS46;PRSS50;TMIE
chr3 48025594 48025749 156 48025640 15 7.89772 4.53123 4.41416 OSE2_peak_6115 chr3_48025594_48025749 MAP4 . .
chr3 48601553 48601689 137 48601646 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_6116 chr3_48601553_48601689 COL7A1 PFKFB4;UCN2 MIR711
chr3 48633093 48633586 494 48633131 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6117 chr3_48633093_48633586 . COL7A1;MIR711 SLC26A6;TMEM89;UQCRC1
chr3 49058433 49058653 221 49058485 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6118 chr3_49058433_49058653 DALRD3;NDUFAF3 MIR191;MIR425;P4HTM;WDR6 IMPDH2;QRICH1
chr3 49058774 49058960 187 49058899 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_6119 chr3_49058774_49058960 NDUFAF3 LRD3;MIR191;MIR425;P4HTM;WD IMPDH2;QRICH1
chr3 49066605 49066812 208 49066784 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6120 chr3_49066605_49066812 IMPDH2 ;MIR191;MIR425;NDUFAF3;P4HTM QRICH1
chr3 49254238 49254357 120 49254329 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6121 chr3_49254238_49254357 CCDC36 LOC646498 .
chr3 49467146 49467377 232 49467293 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_6122 chr3_49467146_49467377 . AMT;NICN1;RHOA;TCTA .
chr3 49756881 49757084 204 49756986 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_6123 chr3_49756881_49757084 AMIGO3;RNF123 . GMPPB;IP6K1
chr3 50288549 50288668 120 50288604 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6124 chr3_50288549_50288668 GNAI2 . C3orf45;SEMA3B
chr3 50329746 50330117 372 50329946 55 44.70764 11.95506 39.41679 OSE2_peak_6125 chr3_50329746_50330117 IFRD2 C3orf45;SEMA3B HYAL1;HYAL2;HYAL3;NAT6
chr3 50373146 50373313 168 50373260 16 8.898 4.90658 5.29223 OSE2_peak_6126 chr3_50373146_50373313 RASSF1 HYAL1;HYAL2;TUSC2 A2D2;CYB561D2;NPRL2;TMEM115;ZMYND10
chr3 50388060 50388184 125 50388127 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6127 chr3_50388060_50388184 NPRL2 HYAL2;RASSF1;TUSC2;ZMYND10 CACNA2D2;CYB561D2;TMEM115
chr3 50397032 50397186 155 50397096 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_6128 chr3_50397032_50397186 . 1D2;NPRL2;RASSF1;TMEM115;ZM CACNA2D2
chr3 50607982 50608101 120 50608014 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6129 chr3_50607982_50608101 C3orf18;HEMK1 . .
chr3 51423117 51423261 145 51423163 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6130 chr3_51423117_51423261 MANF DOCK3 RBM15B;VPRBP
chr3 52001998 52002120 123 52002064 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_6131 chr3_52001998_52002120 . GPR62;PARP3;PCBP4;RRP9 14A;ABHD14A‐ACY1;ABHD14B;ACY1;RPL29
chr3 52007749 52007959 211 52007905 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6132 chr3_52007749_52007959 ABHD14B GPR62;PARP3;PCBP4 ABHD14A;ABHD14A‐ACY1;ACY1;RPL29
chr3 52016812 52016996 185 52016895 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6133 chr3_52016812_52016996 ABHD14A‐ACY1 ABHD14A;ABHD14B;GPR62;PCBP4 ACY1;RPL29
chr3 52080277 52080896 620 52080796 36 27.97404 9.83217 23.14676 OSE2_peak_6134 chr3_52080277_52080896 . . C3orf74;DUSP7;POC1A
chr3 52124135 52124270 136 52124215 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_6135 chr3_52124135_52124270 POC1A C3orf74 .
chr3 52334750 52334875 126 52334822 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_6136 chr3_52334750_52334875 . GLYCTK;MIR135A1;WDR82 DNAH1
chr3 52704959 52705134 176 52705033 25 19.10489 8.3871 14.68742 OSE2_peak_6137 chr3_52704959_52705134 PBRM1 . 8D1;GNL3;SNORD19;SNORD19B;SNORD69
chr3 53149510 53149644 135 53149551 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6138 chr3_53149510_53149644 RFT1 . .
chr3 53304037 53304156 120 53304088 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_6139 chr3_53304037_53304156 . TKT DCP1A
chr3 55194618 55194821 204 55194712 27 21.10661 8.90526 16.57996 OSE2_peak_6140 chr3_55194618_55194821 . . .
chr3 55202361 55202782 422 55202672 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6141 chr3_55202361_55202782 . . .
chr3 55203665 55204010 346 55203914 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6142 chr3_55203665_55204010 . . .
chr3 55204449 55204717 269 55204664 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6143 chr3_55204449_55204717 . . .
chr3 55450559 55450756 198 55450593 12 5.79487 3.81291 2.67872 OSE2_peak_6144 chr3_55450559_55450756 . . .
chr3 55498188 55498418 231 55498249 14 7.51905 4.48678 4.0839 OSE2_peak_6145 chr3_55498188_55498418 . . WNT5A
chr3 55784663 55784815 153 55784747 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_6146 chr3_55784663_55784815 ERC2 . .
chr3 55925787 55925949 163 55925882 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_6147 chr3_55925787_55925949 ERC2 . .
chr3 56166348 56166467 120 56166430 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6148 chr3_56166348_56166467 ERC2 . .
chr3 56717413 56717532 120 56717469 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_6149 chr3_56717413_56717532 . FAM208A .
chr3 57014958 57015297 340 57015187 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6150 chr3_57014958_57015297 ARHGEF3 . .
chr3 57263362 57263496 135 57263402 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6151 chr3_57263362_57263496 APPL1 HESX1 .
chr3 57436590 57436719 130 57436666 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6152 chr3_57436590_57436719 DNAH12 . .
chr3 57541725 57541939 215 57541743 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6153 chr3_57541725_57541939 . DNAH12 ARF4;PDE12
chr3 57582909 57583071 163 57582986 19 10.91209 5.42625 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6154 chr3_57582909_57583071 ARF4 . FAM116A
chr3 57742672 57742849 178 57742840 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6155 chr3_57742672_57742849 . . SLMAP
chr3 57960592 57960723 132 57960685 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_6156 chr3_57960592_57960723 . . .
chr3 58033677 58033987 311 58033724 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_6157 chr3_58033677_58033987 FLNB . .
chr3 58038281 58038409 129 58038371 23 5.17695 2.58357 2.21417 OSE2_peak_6158 chr3_58038281_58038409 FLNB . .
chr3 58147497 58147731 235 58147554 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6159 chr3_58147497_58147731 FLNB . .
chr3 58320642 58320816 175 58320731 19 11.49879 5.73585 7.62069 OSE2_peak_6160 chr3_58320642_58320816 PXK RPP14 .
chr3 58320969 58321136 168 58321063 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6161 chr3_58320969_58321136 PXK RPP14 .
chr3 58369790 58369929 140 58369843 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_6162 chr3_58369790_58369929 PXK . .
chr3 58546616 58546859 244 58546707 36 27.39045 9.55163 22.59025 OSE2_peak_6163 chr3_58546616_58546859 . ACOX2 FAM107A
chr3 58550598 58550772 175 58550682 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_6164 chr3_58550598_58550772 FAM107A ACOX2 .
chr3 59412769 59413238 470 59413149 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_6165 chr3_59412769_59413238 . . .
chr3 59545622 59545745 124 59545686 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_6166 chr3_59545622_59545745 . . .
chr3 61546337 61546698 362 61546592 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6167 chr3_61546337_61546698 . . PTPRG
chr3 61616222 61616471 250 61616365 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_6168 chr3_61616222_61616471 PTPRG . .
chr3 61912552 61912805 254 61912759 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_6169 chr3_61912552_61912805 PTPRG . .
chr3 62572191 62572310 120 62572287 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_6170 chr3_62572191_62572310 CADPS . .
chr3 62573531 62573658 128 62573597 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_6171 chr3_62573531_62573658 CADPS . .
chr3 62593308 62593552 245 62593350 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_6172 chr3_62593308_62593552 CADPS . .
chr3 63710841 63711037 197 63710901 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_6173 chr3_63710841_63711037 . . .
chr3 63777802 63777927 126 63777848 23 16.78399 7.66001 12.50588 OSE2_peak_6174 chr3_63777802_63777927 . . C3orf49
chr3 63926129 63926267 139 63926193 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_6175 chr3_63926129_63926267 ATXN7 . .
chr3 63962371 63962559 189 63962465 48 37.40616 10.80047 32.28214 OSE2_peak_6176 chr3_63962371_63962559 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
chr3 64149553 64149682 130 64149641 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_6177 chr3_64149553_64149682 PRICKLE2 . .
chr3 64176931 64177067 137 64176981 24 14.49232 6.24015 10.36058 OSE2_peak_6178 chr3_64176931_64177067 PRICKLE2 . .
chr3 64252219 64252390 172 64252301 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_6179 chr3_64252219_64252390 . . .
chr3 64277076 64277195 120 64277083 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_6180 chr3_64277076_64277195 . . .
chr3 64884743 64884947 205 64884853 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6181 chr3_64884743_64884947 ADAMTS9‐AS2;MIR548A2 . .
chr3 65016685 65016985 301 65016876 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6182 chr3_65016685_65016985 . ADAMTS9‐AS2 .
chr3 65949507 65949698 192 65949597 16 9.76261 5.38782 6.05866 OSE2_peak_6183 chr3_65949507_65949698 MAGI1 . .
chr3 65949880 65950037 158 65949946 10 4.80443 3.49849 2.00009 OSE2_peak_6184 chr3_65949880_65950037 MAGI1 . .
chr3 65982498 65982667 170 65982567 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_6185 chr3_65982498_65982667 MAGI1 . .
chr3 66523040 66523160 121 66523109 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_6186 chr3_66523040_66523160 LRIG1 . .
chr3 66725956 66726078 123 66726006 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6187 chr3_66725956_66726078 . . .
chr3 67769811 67770060 250 67769961 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_6188 chr3_67769811_67770060 . . .
chr3 69080940 69081068 129 69080979 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6189 chr3_69080940_69081068 TMF1 C3orf64 MIR3136;UBA3
chr3 69292215 69292354 140 69292316 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6190 chr3_69292215_69292354 FRMD4B . .
chr3 69811187 69811337 151 69811272 36 21.48105 6.9673 16.92917 OSE2_peak_6191 chr3_69811187_69811337 MITF . .
chr3 70921197 70921356 160 70921258 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_6192 chr3_70921197_70921356 . . .
chr3 71099456 71099599 144 71099532 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_6193 chr3_71099456_71099599 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71151399 71151659 261 71151474 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_6194 chr3_71151399_71151659 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71152769 71152894 126 71152794 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_6195 chr3_71152769_71152894 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71161041 71161161 121 71161069 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_6196 chr3_71161041_71161161 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71202743 71202880 138 71202792 11 5.60447 3.84356 2.57394 OSE2_peak_6197 chr3_71202743_71202880 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71462483 71462602 120 71462551 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6198 chr3_71462483_71462602 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71545968 71546134 167 71546064 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_6199 chr3_71545968_71546134 FOXP1 . .
chr3 71560357 71560540 184 71560434 29 15.78855 5.89452 11.57398 OSE2_peak_6200 chr3_71560357_71560540 FOXP1 . .
chr3 72319299 72319418 120 72319406 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_6201 chr3_72319299_72319418 . . .
chr3 73835697 73835933 237 73835740 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_6202 chr3_73835697_73835933 . . .
chr3 74581729 74581999 271 74581896 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6203 chr3_74581729_74581999 . CNTN3 .
chr3 74987438 74987611 174 74987522 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6204 chr3_74987438_74987611 . . .
chr3 75482100 75482272 173 75482175 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_6205 chr3_75482100_75482272 FAM86DP;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 79346410 79346590 181 79346502 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6206 chr3_79346410_79346590 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
chr3 79921785 79921904 120 79921860 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_6207 chr3_79921785_79921904 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 81792563 81792717 155 81792667 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6208 chr3_81792563_81792717 GBE1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86843483 86843632 150 86843597 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_6209 chr3_86843483_86843632 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86879822 86880066 245 86879896 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_6210 chr3_86879822_86880066 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 86972211 86972360 150 86972288 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_6211 chr3_86972211_86972360 MIR4444‐1 . VGLL3
chr3 87000201 87000345 145 87000236 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6212 chr3_87000201_87000345 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87033581 87033700 120 87033696 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6213 chr3_87033581_87033700 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87038509 87038648 140 87038624 14 6.42379 3.88336 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6214 chr3_87038509_87038648 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87040186 87040305 120 87040244 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_6215 chr3_87040186_87040305 MIR4444‐1;VGLL3 . .
chr3 87044778 87045005 228 87044885 33 24.19888 8.82755 19.52633 OSE2_peak_6216 chr3_87044778_87045005 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 87045491 87045669 179 87045578 23 14.16491 6.28532 10.06427 OSE2_peak_6217 chr3_87045491_87045669 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
chr3 87255386 87255540 155 87255466 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_6218 chr3_87255386_87255540 MIR4444‐1 . CHMP2B;MIR4795
chr3 87382717 87382851 135 87382773 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_6219 chr3_87382717_87382851 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 87459277 87459541 265 87459469 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_6220 chr3_87459277_87459541 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 88107898 88108054 157 88108022 16 8.37972 4.62618 4.82407 OSE2_peak_6221 chr3_88107898_88108054 CGGBP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 89006905 89007139 235 89007058 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_6222 chr3_89006905_89007139 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 89071002 89071143 142 89071094 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6223 chr3_89071002_89071143 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94132687 94132806 120 94132687 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6224 chr3_94132687_94132806 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94160125 94160281 157 94160188 38 26.4095 8.59629 21.64354 OSE2_peak_6225 chr3_94160125_94160281 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94606052 94606173 122 94606076 17 9.82642 5.22856 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6226 chr3_94606052_94606173 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 94647927 94648126 200 94648018 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_6227 chr3_94647927_94648126 MIR4444‐1 . LOC255025
chr3 96202153 96202324 172 96202253 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6228 chr3_96202153_96202324 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 96817531 96817650 120 96817646 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6229 chr3_96817531_96817650 EPHA6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 97483307 97483486 180 97483415 20 13.63863 6.67894 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6230 chr3_97483307_97483486 MIR4444‐1 EPHA6 ARL6
chr3 98282591 98282710 120 98282646 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6231 chr3_98282591_98282710 MIR4444‐1 . CPOX
chr3 98451069 98451476 408 98451154 21 13.84593 6.55892 9.76846 OSE2_peak_6232 chr3_98451069_98451476 MIR4444‐1 . ST3GAL6
chr3 98497721 98497905 185 98497768 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_6233 chr3_98497721_98497905 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
chr3 98503823 98504094 272 98503980 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6234 chr3_98503823_98504094 MIR4444‐1;ST3GAL6 . DCBLD2
chr3 98641777 98641907 131 98641828 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_6235 chr3_98641777_98641907 MIR4444‐1 DCBLD2 .
chr3 98681575 98681728 154 98681660 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_6236 chr3_98681575_98681728 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98690021 98690304 284 98690127 36 27.91455 9.80338 23.0948 OSE2_peak_6237 chr3_98690021_98690304 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98699990 98700225 236 98700074 22 13.73239 6.27784 9.6621 OSE2_peak_6238 chr3_98699990_98700225 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 98848050 98848290 241 98848153 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_6239 chr3_98848050_98848290 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99114350 99114512 163 99114439 44 30.28848 8.84178 25.3784 OSE2_peak_6240 chr3_99114350_99114512 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99262085 99262258 174 99262160 34 25.18085 9.03533 20.46843 OSE2_peak_6241 chr3_99262085_99262258 MIR4444‐1 . MIR548G
chr3 99500675 99500833 159 99500800 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6242 chr3_99500675_99500833 COL8A1;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99620151 99620305 155 99620205 20 11.80807 5.69756 7.89689 OSE2_peak_6243 chr3_99620151_99620305 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1;MIR548G . .
chr3 99760368 99760530 163 99760437 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_6244 chr3_99760368_99760530 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99766296 99766500 205 99766441 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_6245 chr3_99766296_99766500 C3orf26;FILIP1L;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 99988615 99988771 157 99988690 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_6246 chr3_99988615_99988771 MIR4444‐1;TBC1D23 . .
chr3 100901685 100901828 144 100901748 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_6247 chr3_100901685_100901828 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 101232034 101232215 182 101232098 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6248 chr3_101232034_101232215 MIR4444‐1;SENP7 . FAM172BP
chr3 101568340 101568459 120 101568458 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6249 chr3_101568340_101568459 MIR4444‐1;NFKBIZ FAM55C .
chr3 101569364 101569514 151 101569467 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_6250 chr3_101569364_101569514 MIR4444‐1;NFKBIZ FAM55C .
chr3 101572805 101573070 266 101572903 16 8.75677 4.82955 5.1609 OSE2_peak_6251 chr3_101572805_101573070 MIR4444‐1;NFKBIZ FAM55C .
chr3 101647691 101647977 287 101647751 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_6252 chr3_101647691_101647977 MIR4444‐1 . LOC152225
chr3 101659491 101659824 334 101659574 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_6253 chr3_101659491_101659824 LOC152225;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 101882258 101882435 178 101882347 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_6254 chr3_101882258_101882435 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 103439333 103439525 193 103439423 15 9.18322 5.25497 5.5407 OSE2_peak_6255 chr3_103439333_103439525 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104454638 104454830 193 104454711 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_6256 chr3_104454638_104454830 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 104860092 104860329 238 104860147 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_6257 chr3_104860092_104860329 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 105511206 105511412 207 105511301 33 13.6634 4.56537 9.59476 OSE2_peak_6258 chr3_105511206_105511412 CBLB;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106147412 106147720 309 106147451 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_6259 chr3_106147412_106147720 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106407429 106407552 124 106407476 28 13.30507 5.04117 9.27172 OSE2_peak_6260 chr3_106407429_106407552 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106447458 106447672 215 106447614 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_6261 chr3_106447458_106447672 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106484230 106484373 144 106484275 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_6262 chr3_106484230_106484373 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 106936127 106936404 278 106936288 57 44.63935 11.39607 39.35233 OSE2_peak_6263 chr3_106936127_106936404 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
chr3 108665568 108665721 154 108665680 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_6264 chr3_108665568_108665721 GUCA1C;MIR4444‐1 . MORC1
chr3 109485676 109485842 167 109485761 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_6265 chr3_109485676_109485842 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110103496 110103731 236 110103615 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_6266 chr3_110103496_110103731 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110139095 110139224 130 110139144 29 13.85451 5.1167 9.77668 OSE2_peak_6267 chr3_110139095_110139224 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110246285 110246432 148 110246373 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_6268 chr3_110246285_110246432 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 110533210 110533339 130 110533248 15 7.26674 4.19022 3.8896 OSE2_peak_6269 chr3_110533210_110533339 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 111301045 111301198 154 111301117 17 6.81325 3.6973 3.49797 OSE2_peak_6270 chr3_111301045_111301198 CD96;MIR4444‐1 . ZBED2
chr3 111395173 111395292 120 111395237 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6271 chr3_111395173_111395292 MIR4444‐1;PLCXD2 CD96 .
chr3 111454235 111454493 259 111454392 39 31.81916 10.82005 26.8624 OSE2_peak_6272 chr3_111454235_111454493 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111521622 111521743 122 111521730 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_6273 chr3_111521622_111521743 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
chr3 111623599 111623891 293 111623794 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_6274 chr3_111623599_111623891 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2 . .
chr3 111697873 111698019 147 111697931 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6275 chr3_111697873_111698019 ABHD10;MIR4444‐1 PHLDB2 TAGLN3
chr3 112110175 112110412 238 112110333 27 13.00389 5.06185 8.99211 OSE2_peak_6276 chr3_112110175_112110412 MIR4444‐1 CD200 .
chr3 112280175 112280378 204 112280259 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_6277 chr3_112280175_112280378 ATG3;MIR4444‐1 . SLC35A5
chr3 112359493 112360115 623 112359945 43 19.38289 5.25786 14.94783 OSE2_peak_6278 chr3_112359493_112360115 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112366036 112366255 220 112366149 38 20.59848 6.29567 16.09366 OSE2_peak_6279 chr3_112366036_112366255 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
chr3 112390762 112390939 178 112390876 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_6280 chr3_112390762_112390939 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112391092 112391218 127 112391176 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_6281 chr3_112391092_112391218 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 112520637 112520770 134 112520709 26 14.38729 5.80974 10.26383 OSE2_peak_6282 chr3_112520637_112520770 MIR4444‐1 . CD200R1L
chr3 112950420 112950684 265 112950469 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_6283 chr3_112950420_112950684 BOC;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 113549601 113549734 134 113549641 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_6284 chr3_113549601_113549734 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
chr3 114039188 114039371 184 114039262 17 10.54676 5.62593 6.7536 OSE2_peak_6285 chr3_114039188_114039371 MIR4444‐1 MIR568;TIGIT ZBTB20
chr3 114269037 114269201 165 114269138 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_6286 chr3_114269037_114269201 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114327220 114327410 191 114327330 26 14.70206 5.95128 10.56043 OSE2_peak_6287 chr3_114327220_114327410 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
chr3 114967183 114967359 177 114967267 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_6288 chr3_114967183_114967359 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115155629 115155830 202 115155724 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_6289 chr3_115155629_115155830 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 115507826 115508000 175 115507985 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_6290 chr3_115507826_115508000 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
chr3 115508102 115508256 155 115508161 35 25.73627 9.03567 21.00136 OSE2_peak_6291 chr3_115508102_115508256 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
chr3 115748043 115748231 189 115748119 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6292 chr3_115748043_115748231 LSAMP;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119028773 119029266 494 119029154 37 29.86906 10.4668 24.98008 OSE2_peak_6293 chr3_119028773_119029266 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119030289 119030715 427 119030442 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_6294 chr3_119030289_119030715 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119030856 119031108 253 119030884 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_6295 chr3_119030856_119031108 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119041908 119042169 262 119042024 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_6296 chr3_119041908_119042169 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 119150349 119150468 120 119150373 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_6297 chr3_119150349_119150468 MIR4444‐1;TMEM39A ARHGAP31 .
chr3 119711796 119711915 120 119711829 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_6298 chr3_119711796_119711915 GSK3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120111514 120111722 209 120111557 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_6299 chr3_120111514_120111722 MIR4444‐1 . FSTL1;MIR198
chr3 120111871 120112114 244 120111886 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6300 chr3_120111871_120112114 MIR4444‐1 . FSTL1;MIR198
chr3 120154471 120154678 208 120154525 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_6301 chr3_120154471_120154678 FSTL1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120168077 120168289 213 120168270 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_6302 chr3_120168077_120168289 FSTL1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120168414 120168692 279 120168496 22 8.81223 3.99817 5.21244 OSE2_peak_6303 chr3_120168414_120168692 FSTL1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120321632 120321764 133 120321681 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_6304 chr3_120321632_120321764 MIR4444‐1 NDUFB4 HGD
chr3 120341831 120342002 172 120341927 19 11.99316 6.00221 8.06797 OSE2_peak_6305 chr3_120341831_120342002 MIR4444‐1 NDUFB4 HGD
chr3 120373826 120373957 132 120373942 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_6306 chr3_120373826_120373957 HGD;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 120594921 120595101 181 120595023 25 18.57178 8.09836 14.18494 OSE2_peak_6307 chr3_120594921_120595101 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 121392010 121392211 202 121392153 13 7.06127 4.39089 3.71363 OSE2_peak_6308 chr3_121392010_121392211 GOLGB1;MIR4444‐1 HCLS1 .
chr3 122651147 122651446 300 122651337 26 19.66002 8.40984 15.21087 OSE2_peak_6309 chr3_122651147_122651446 MIR4444‐1;SEMA5B . .
chr3 122798350 122798510 161 122798430 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_6310 chr3_122798350_122798510 MIR4444‐1;PDIA5 . .
chr3 123468666 123468815 150 123468677 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6311 chr3_123468666_123468815 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123510818 123510943 126 123510838 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_6312 chr3_123510818_123510943 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123535610 123535788 179 123535722 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_6313 chr3_123535610_123535788 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123536258 123536377 120 123536343 14 6.44454 3.89451 3.21673 OSE2_peak_6314 chr3_123536258_123536377 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123552340 123552459 120 123552424 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_6315 chr3_123552340_123552459 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123553602 123553741 140 123553646 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_6316 chr3_123553602_123553741 MIR4444‐1;MYLK . .
chr3 123982226 123982349 124 123982265 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_6317 chr3_123982226_123982349 KALRN;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 124597471 124598146 676 124598038 36 20.54247 6.60094 16.04137 OSE2_peak_6318 chr3_124597471_124598146 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
chr3 124781977 124782238 262 124782091 27 20.21687 8.43106 15.7386 OSE2_peak_6319 chr3_124781977_124782238 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
chr3 124829598 124829747 150 124829674 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_6320 chr3_124829598_124829747 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 124844428 124844900 473 124844800 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_6321 chr3_124844428_124844900 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
chr3 126630280 126630544 265 126630338 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6322 chr3_126630280_126630544 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 126630728 126630863 136 126630822 15 8.98834 5.14296 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6323 chr3_126630728_126630863 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 126721082 126721257 176 126721149 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_6324 chr3_126721082_126721257 MIR4444‐1;PLXNA1 . .
chr3 127453691 127453810 120 127453729 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_6325 chr3_127453691_127453810 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127467118 127467316 199 127467206 30 25.18319 10.20241 20.46843 OSE2_peak_6326 chr3_127467118_127467316 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 127522667 127522786 120 127522671 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_6327 chr3_127522667_127522786 MGLL;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 128135738 128135857 120 128135804 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6328 chr3_128135738_128135857 MIR4444‐1 EEFSEC .
chr3 128206099 128206251 153 128206204 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6329 chr3_128206099_128206251 GATA2;MIR4444‐1 DNAJB8;DNAJB8‐AS1 LOC90246
chr3 128208031 128208150 120 128208085 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6330 chr3_128208031_128208150 GATA2;MIR4444‐1 DNAJB8;DNAJB8‐AS1 LOC90246
chr3 128881551 128881687 137 128881573 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_6331 chr3_128881551_128881687 MIR4444‐1 ISY1;ISY1‐RAB43 CNBP
chr3 128902970 128903248 279 128902971 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6332 chr3_128902970_128903248 MIR4444‐1 CNBP;ISY1;ISY1‐RAB43 .
chr3 128943928 128944047 120 128943967 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6333 chr3_128943928_128944047 MIR4444‐1 . COPG1
chr3 129033116 129033301 186 129033258 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_6334 chr3_129033116_129033301 MIR4444‐1 C3orf37 H1FX;H1FX‐AS1
chr3 129204668 129204902 235 129204798 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6335 chr3_129204668_129204902 IFT122;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 129330913 129331202 290 129331140 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_6336 chr3_129330913_129331202 MIR4444‐1 PLXND1 .
chr3 129344955 129345420 466 129344964 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_6337 chr3_129344955_129345420 MIR4444‐1 PLXND1 TMCC1
chr3 130682838 130683006 169 130682931 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_6338 chr3_130682838_130683006 ATP2C1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 130829053 130829210 158 130829156 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6339 chr3_130829053_130829210 MIR4444‐1;NEK11 . .
chr3 130935846 130936000 155 130935931 31 22.97824 8.76081 18.35802 OSE2_peak_6340 chr3_130935846_130936000 MIR4444‐1;NEK11 . .
chr3 130936239 130936378 140 130936299 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_6341 chr3_130936239_130936378 MIR4444‐1;NEK11 . .
chr3 131622844 131623035 192 131622949 35 29.73926 11.02337 24.85272 OSE2_peak_6342 chr3_131622844_131623035 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 131950491 131950755 265 131950663 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6343 chr3_131950491_131950755 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 132164847 132164978 132 132164957 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6344 chr3_132164847_132164978 DNAJC13;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 132379495 132379625 131 132379596 13 6.47198 4.05364 3.23838 OSE2_peak_6345 chr3_132379495_132379625 MIR4444‐1;NPHP3‐ACAD11;UBA5 ACAD11 NPHP3
chr3 133127878 133128096 219 133128026 22 15.87386 7.41936 11.65623 OSE2_peak_6346 chr3_133127878_133128096 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133131832 133131974 143 133131888 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6347 chr3_133131832_133131974 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
chr3 133662480 133662727 248 133662596 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_6348 chr3_133662480_133662727 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 C3orf36 .
chr3 133662871 133663096 226 133662940 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6349 chr3_133662871_133663096 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 C3orf36 .
chr3 133663717 133663893 177 133663814 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6350 chr3_133663717_133663893 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 C3orf36 .
chr3 133727662 133727873 212 133727768 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6351 chr3_133727662_133727873 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 . .
chr3 133728618 133728764 147 133728720 30 5.49083 2.38945 2.47851 OSE2_peak_6352 chr3_133728618_133728764 MIR4444‐1;SLCO2A1 . .
chr3 133961596 133961736 141 133961688 16 8.92668 4.92228 5.31808 OSE2_peak_6353 chr3_133961596_133961736 MIR4444‐1;RYK . .
chr3 134045794 134046108 315 134045929 58 51.66428 14.03004 46.24943 OSE2_peak_6354 chr3_134045794_134046108 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046546 134046731 186 134046649 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_6355 chr3_134046546_134046731 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134046992 134047232 241 134047149 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_6356 chr3_134046992_134047232 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
chr3 134090407 134090597 191 134090582 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6357 chr3_134090407_134090597 AMOTL2;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 134146202 134146590 389 134146316 38 30.77725 10.61301 25.85474 OSE2_peak_6358 chr3_134146202_134146590 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
chr3 135615588 135615724 137 135615656 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_6359 chr3_135615588_135615724 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 136183235 136183361 127 136183247 14 8.01681 4.77067 4.52178 OSE2_peak_6360 chr3_136183235_136183361 MIR4444‐1;STAG1 . .
chr3 136469936 136470120 185 136470013 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_6361 chr3_136469936_136470120 MIR4444‐1;STAG1 . .
chr3 136472037 136472174 138 136472079 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_6362 chr3_136472037_136472174 MIR4444‐1 STAG1 .
chr3 137906919 137907116 198 137907103 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_6363 chr3_137906919_137907116 ARMC8;MIR4444‐1 DBR1 .
chr3 138328185 138328493 309 138328422 21 14.65179 6.99699 10.51189 OSE2_peak_6364 chr3_138328185_138328493 FAIM;MIR4444‐1 CEP70 .
chr3 138580857 138580976 120 138580950 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6365 chr3_138580857_138580976 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139021281 139021494 214 139021383 37 22.80976 7.30769 18.19687 OSE2_peak_6366 chr3_139021281_139021494 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139029308 139029510 203 139029353 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_6367 chr3_139029308_139029510 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139483877 139484038 162 139483985 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_6368 chr3_139483877_139484038 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 139491515 139491702 188 139491612 29 21.86766 8.74233 17.29742 OSE2_peak_6369 chr3_139491515_139491702 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 140995022 140995150 129 140995044 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6370 chr3_140995022_140995150 ACPL2;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141050675 141050976 302 141050758 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_6371 chr3_141050675_141050976 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141079890 141080113 224 141080057 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6372 chr3_141079890_141080113 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141085244 141085486 243 141085374 22 12.69777 5.75682 8.70738 OSE2_peak_6373 chr3_141085244_141085486 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086061 141086665 605 141086595 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_6374 chr3_141086061_141086665 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141086971 141087504 534 141087123 37 26.33776 8.80488 21.5766 OSE2_peak_6375 chr3_141086971_141087504 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141088325 141088814 490 141088515 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_6376 chr3_141088325_141088814 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141124049 141124377 329 141124149 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_6377 chr3_141124049_141124377 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
chr3 141169172 141169352 181 141169245 18 10.30768 5.29792 6.53502 OSE2_peak_6378 chr3_141169172_141169352 MIR4444‐1 ZBTB38 .
chr3 141201247 141201411 165 141201324 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_6379 chr3_141201247_141201411 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
chr3 141399969 141400089 121 141399996 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_6380 chr3_141399969_141400089 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141807415 141807577 163 141807518 17 9.88846 5.26235 6.16098 OSE2_peak_6381 chr3_141807415_141807577 MIR4444‐1;TFDP2 . .
chr3 141937691 141937818 128 141937723 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_6382 chr3_141937691_141937818 GK5;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141944293 141944429 137 141944351 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_6383 chr3_141944293_141944429 GK5;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 141994845 141995184 340 141994954 37 13.31157 4.09065 9.27775 OSE2_peak_6384 chr3_141994845_141995184 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 142297647 142297943 297 142297714 13 7.11413 4.42154 3.75789 OSE2_peak_6385 chr3_142297647_142297943 ATR;MIR4444‐1 . PLS1
chr3 142305627 142305801 175 142305706 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_6386 chr3_142305627_142305801 MIR4444‐1 ATR PLS1
chr3 143021675 143022021 347 143021920 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6387 chr3_143021675_143022021 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143162771 143162890 120 143162804 27 15.27467 6.02492 11.09335 OSE2_peak_6388 chr3_143162771_143162890 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143245109 143245231 123 143245117 16 8.27666 4.57119 4.74474 OSE2_peak_6389 chr3_143245109_143245231 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
chr3 143620022 143620223 202 143620162 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6390 chr3_143620022_143620223 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 145775446 145775565 120 145775508 15 7.74485 4.4477 4.28312 OSE2_peak_6391 chr3_145775446_145775565 MIR4444‐1 . PLOD2
chr3 145781845 145781964 120 145781950 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6392 chr3_145781845_145781964 MIR4444‐1 . PLOD2
chr3 145797698 145797836 139 145797725 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_6393 chr3_145797698_145797836 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145812782 145812931 150 145812839 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_6394 chr3_145812782_145812931 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145824140 145824287 148 145824252 14 5.825 3.56696 2.70255 OSE2_peak_6395 chr3_145824140_145824287 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145826709 145826879 171 145826729 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6396 chr3_145826709_145826879 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145830978 145831104 127 145831024 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_6397 chr3_145830978_145831104 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145862830 145863017 188 145863004 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_6398 chr3_145862830_145863017 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145871572 145872147 576 145871946 20 12.18044 5.89191 8.2329 OSE2_peak_6399 chr3_145871572_145872147 MIR4444‐1;PLOD2 . .
chr3 145881495 145881670 176 145881575 38 24.1839 7.66288 19.51159 OSE2_peak_6400 chr3_145881495_145881670 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
chr3 146224338 146224649 312 146224411 20 8.551 4.12616 4.98076 OSE2_peak_6401 chr3_146224338_146224649 MIR4444‐1 PLSCR2 PLSCR1
chr3 148735075 148735237 163 148735167 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_6402 chr3_148735075_148735237 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
chr3 148798609 148798738 130 148798650 23 16.07271 7.27505 11.84028 OSE2_peak_6403 chr3_148798609_148798738 HLTF;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148847547 148847694 148 148847592 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_6404 chr3_148847547_148847694 HPS3;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 148869687 148869958 272 148869868 35 26.27973 9.29348 21.52261 OSE2_peak_6405 chr3_148869687_148869958 HPS3;MIR4444‐1 . CP
chr3 148897934 148898174 241 148898102 21 14.21728 6.75938 10.11421 OSE2_peak_6406 chr3_148897934_148898174 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
chr3 148943002 148943181 180 148943078 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_6407 chr3_148943002_148943181 MIR4444‐1 CP .
chr3 149016100 149016248 149 149016195 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6408 chr3_149016100_149016248 MIR4444‐1 . TM4SF18
chr3 149057849 149057995 147 149057936 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_6409 chr3_149057849_149057995 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF18 TM4SF1
chr3 149085004 149085214 211 149085030 14 6.9042 4.14425 3.58014 OSE2_peak_6410 chr3_149085004_149085214 MIR4444‐1 . TM4SF1
chr3 149091618 149091778 161 149091711 28 18.46929 7.29898 14.08478 OSE2_peak_6411 chr3_149091618_149091778 MIR4444‐1;TM4SF1 . .
chr3 149104775 149105050 276 149104966 20 12.32083 5.96591 8.36792 OSE2_peak_6412 chr3_149104775_149105050 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149119535 149119669 135 149119576 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_6413 chr3_149119535_149119669 MIR4444‐1 TM4SF1 .
chr3 149293468 149293620 153 149293550 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_6414 chr3_149293468_149293620 MIR4444‐1;WWTR1 . .
chr3 149330821 149330991 171 149330959 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_6415 chr3_149330821_149330991 MIR4444‐1;WWTR1 . .
chr3 149339046 149339198 153 149339087 16 6.30885 3.57301 3.10946 OSE2_peak_6416 chr3_149339046_149339198 MIR4444‐1;WWTR1 . .
chr3 149865055 149865238 184 149865141 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_6417 chr3_149865055_149865238 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 149966340 149966596 257 149966500 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_6418 chr3_149966340_149966596 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 150027474 150027658 185 150027563 25 17.49474 7.52819 13.16777 OSE2_peak_6419 chr3_150027474_150027658 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151023041 151023184 144 151023110 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_6420 chr3_151023041_151023184 GPR87;MED12L;MIR4444‐1 P2RY14 P2RY13
chr3 151163162 151163338 177 151163240 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_6421 chr3_151163162_151163338 IGSF10;MIR4444‐1 MED12L .
chr3 151298505 151298725 221 151298580 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_6422 chr3_151298505_151298725 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151443895 151444030 136 151444008 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6423 chr3_151443895_151444030 MIR4444‐1;MIR548H2 . AADACL2
chr3 151582641 151582805 165 151582703 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_6424 chr3_151582641_151582805 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
chr3 151743833 151744007 175 151743944 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_6425 chr3_151743833_151744007 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151839142 151839273 132 151839223 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_6426 chr3_151839142_151839273 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 151976361 151976550 190 151976445 24 11.12132 4.70763 7.26646 OSE2_peak_6427 chr3_151976361_151976550 MIR4444‐1 . LOC401093;MBNL1
chr3 152124328 152124463 136 152124428 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_6428 chr3_152124328_152124463 MBNL1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 152187977 152188155 179 152188087 12 6.57625 4.26966 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6429 chr3_152187977_152188155 MIR4444‐1 MBNL1 .
chr3 152881171 152881327 157 152881273 20 11.51738 5.54783 7.63912 OSE2_peak_6430 chr3_152881171_152881327 MIR4444‐1;RAP2B . .
chr3 152974331 152974479 149 152974413 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6431 chr3_152974331_152974479 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153068300 153068428 129 153068394 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_6432 chr3_153068300_153068428 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153317516 153317783 268 153317697 21 14.43152 6.87613 10.30561 OSE2_peak_6433 chr3_153317516_153317783 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 153869892 153870117 226 153870005 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_6434 chr3_153869892_153870117 ARHGEF26;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154513476 154513683 208 154513580 24 17.25473 7.65512 12.94202 OSE2_peak_6435 chr3_154513476_154513683 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154788835 154788966 132 154788887 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_6436 chr3_154788835_154788966 MIR4444‐1 . MME
chr3 154801952 154802088 137 154802032 16 9.46999 5.22316 5.78956 OSE2_peak_6437 chr3_154801952_154802088 MIR4444‐1;MME . .
chr3 154950513 154950644 132 154950539 22 9.0017 4.07649 5.37487 OSE2_peak_6438 chr3_154950513_154950644 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 154951045 154951453 409 154951264 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_6439 chr3_154951045_154951453 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 155134666 155134787 122 155134725 24 11.85286 5.02114 7.93372 OSE2_peak_6440 chr3_155134666_155134787 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 155765547 155765666 120 155765625 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6441 chr3_155765547_155765666 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 155929473 155929634 162 155929533 18 11.33989 5.85754 7.46752 OSE2_peak_6442 chr3_155929473_155929634 KCNAB1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 156253727 156253894 168 156253793 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6443 chr3_156253727_156253894 KCNAB1;MIR4444‐1 . SSR3
chr3 156269762 156269890 129 156269835 25 11.66491 4.79612 7.76818 OSE2_peak_6444 chr3_156269762_156269890 MIR4444‐1;SSR3 KCNAB1 .
chr3 156501920 156502128 209 156502016 25 11.432 4.70029 7.5568 OSE2_peak_6445 chr3_156501920_156502128 LOC730091;MIR4444‐1 . PA2G4P4
chr3 156534771 156534980 210 156534873 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6446 chr3_156534771_156534980 LOC730091;MIR4444‐1 PA2G4P4 LEKR1
chr3 156535095 156535269 175 156535118 15 8.02874 4.60327 4.53251 OSE2_peak_6447 chr3_156535095_156535269 MIR4444‐1 LOC730091;PA2G4P4 LEKR1
chr3 156815928 156816047 120 156816018 15 8.76961 5.01816 5.17309 OSE2_peak_6448 chr3_156815928_156816047 OC100498859;LOC339894;MIR4444‐ . .
chr3 156846089 156846256 168 156846198 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_6449 chr3_156846089_156846256 MIR4444‐1 LOC100498859;LOC339894 CCNL1
chr3 156877735 156877959 225 156877892 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_6450 chr3_156877735_156877959 CCNL1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 157029554 157029775 222 157029684 26 17.02368 7.05058 12.72624 OSE2_peak_6451 chr3_157029554_157029775 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157066145 157066318 174 157066241 30 24.7428 9.96448 20.04807 OSE2_peak_6452 chr3_157066145_157066318 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157077630 157077804 175 157077765 16 8.72895 4.81443 5.13731 OSE2_peak_6453 chr3_157077630_157077804 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157077903 157078226 324 157078032 48 42.3306 13.02098 37.08964 OSE2_peak_6454 chr3_157077903_157078226 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
chr3 157154630 157154771 142 157154634 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6455 chr3_157154630_157154771 MIR4444‐1;PTX3;VEPH1 . .
chr3 158443338 158443571 234 158443405 28 14.63121 5.57692 10.49291 OSE2_peak_6456 chr3_158443338_158443571 MIR4444‐1;RARRES1 . .
chr3 158510699 158510835 137 158510755 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_6457 chr3_158510699_158510835 MIR4444‐1 . MFSD1
chr3 158526606 158526831 226 158526664 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6458 chr3_158526606_158526831 MFSD1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158755074 158755223 150 158755116 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6459 chr3_158755074_158755223 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158800174 158800586 413 158800419 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_6460 chr3_158800174_158800586 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158909297 158909591 295 158909543 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_6461 chr3_158909297_158909591 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 158918058 158918177 120 158918103 14 8.1947 4.87346 4.67209 OSE2_peak_6462 chr3_158918058_158918177 IQCJ;IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 159175807 159175928 122 159175898 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6463 chr3_159175807_159175928 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159338776 159338933 158 159338868 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_6464 chr3_159338776_159338933 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159451286 159451449 164 159451384 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6465 chr3_159451286_159451449 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159483141 159483305 165 159483197 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_6466 chr3_159483141_159483305 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159542072 159542275 204 159542174 23 15.50048 6.97141 11.30138 OSE2_peak_6467 chr3_159542072_159542275 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159584261 159584453 193 159584438 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_6468 chr3_159584261_159584453 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159590297 159590418 122 159590320 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6469 chr3_159590297_159590418 IQCJ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SCHIP1 . .
chr3 159953289 159953432 144 159953389 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6470 chr3_159953289_159953432 MIR4444‐1 C3orf80 IFT80
chr3 160284007 160284206 200 160284089 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_6471 chr3_160284007_160284206 MIR4444‐1 KPNA4 .
chr3 160384042 160384230 189 160384125 30 20.9107 8.00272 16.38885 OSE2_peak_6472 chr3_160384042_160384230 MIR4444‐1 . ARL14
chr3 160415986 160416108 123 160416022 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_6473 chr3_160415986_160416108 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
chr3 160753552 160753769 218 160753553 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6474 chr3_160753552_160753769 MIR4444‐1;PPM1L . .
chr3 160867369 160867557 189 160867464 33 26.00538 9.72013 21.25575 OSE2_peak_6475 chr3_160867369_160867557 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160881162 160881351 190 160881241 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_6476 chr3_160881162_160881351 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 160984739 160984879 141 160984782 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_6477 chr3_160984739_160984879 MIR4444‐1 NMD3 .
chr3 162155346 162155501 156 162155419 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_6478 chr3_162155346_162155501 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 162177685 162177829 145 162177737 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6479 chr3_162177685_162177829 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 164168166 164168355 190 164168174 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_6480 chr3_164168166_164168355 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 164176892 164177220 329 164177050 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6481 chr3_164176892_164177220 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 165161311 165161430 120 165161362 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6482 chr3_165161311_165161430 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 166002887 166003076 190 166002996 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_6483 chr3_166002887_166003076 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 167742456 167742594 139 167742552 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_6484 chr3_167742456_167742594 GOLIM4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 167789754 167789873 120 167789847 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_6485 chr3_167789754_167789873 GOLIM4;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 167813517 167813747 231 167813593 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6486 chr3_167813517_167813747 MIR4444‐1 GOLIM4 .
chr3 168596708 168596893 186 168596733 13 5.14781 3.32916 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6487 chr3_168596708_168596893 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168744786 168744944 159 168744862 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6488 chr3_168744786_168744944 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168829996 168830260 265 168830096 41 22.3059 6.43549 17.72148 OSE2_peak_6489 chr3_168829996_168830260 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168830397 168830531 135 168830490 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_6490 chr3_168830397_168830531 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 168864172 168864300 129 168864250 20 8.35315 4.03846 4.80247 OSE2_peak_6491 chr3_168864172_168864300 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 169476956 169477331 376 169477172 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6492 chr3_169476956_169477331 MIR4444‐1 . ARPM1;MYNN;TERC
chr3 169490033 169490204 172 169490128 35 20.54589 6.77899 16.04452 OSE2_peak_6493 chr3_169490033_169490204 MIR4444‐1 ARPM1;TERC LRRC34;MYNN
chr3 169951371 169951590 220 169951514 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_6494 chr3_169951371_169951590 MIR4444‐1;PRKCI . .
chr3 170074290 170074449 160 170074382 29 22.95642 9.31221 18.33881 OSE2_peak_6495 chr3_170074290_170074449 MIR4444‐1 . SKIL
chr3 170075484 170075645 162 170075565 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6496 chr3_170075484_170075645 MIR4444‐1;SKIL . .
chr3 170469470 170469622 153 170469546 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_6497 chr3_170469470_170469622 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 170583489 170583796 308 170583694 17 10.20866 5.43807 6.44027 OSE2_peak_6498 chr3_170583489_170583796 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
chr3 170585149 170585347 199 170585247 19 11.36391 5.66403 7.4908 OSE2_peak_6499 chr3_170585149_170585347 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
chr3 170627344 170627597 254 170627453 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_6500 chr3_170627344_170627597 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
chr3 170910181 170910334 154 170910206 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6501 chr3_170910181_170910334 MIR4444‐1;TNIK . .
chr3 171004739 171004899 161 171004825 21 14.05004 6.6688 9.9613 OSE2_peak_6502 chr3_171004739_171004899 MIR4444‐1;TNIK . .
chr3 171069560 171069712 153 171069610 20 11.70983 5.64676 7.81006 OSE2_peak_6503 chr3_171069560_171069712 MIR4444‐1;TNIK . .
chr3 171097479 171097598 120 171097554 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_6504 chr3_171097479_171097598 MIR4444‐1;TNIK . .
chr3 171529826 171529974 149 171529899 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6505 chr3_171529826_171529974 MIR4444‐1 PLD1 .
chr3 171593943 171594078 136 171593999 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_6506 chr3_171593943_171594078 MIR4444‐1 TMEM212 .
chr3 171685111 171685260 150 171685192 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_6507 chr3_171685111_171685260 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171685829 171686039 211 171685907 17 9.70425 5.16227 6.00293 OSE2_peak_6508 chr3_171685829_171686039 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171847792 171848027 236 171847895 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_6509 chr3_171847792_171848027 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171848311 171848454 144 171848360 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_6510 chr3_171848311_171848454 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171858607 171858779 173 171858689 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_6511 chr3_171858607_171858779 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171886544 171886733 190 171886624 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_6512 chr3_171886544_171886733 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 171919172 171919338 167 171919283 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6513 chr3_171919172_171919338 FNDC3B;MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 172121479 172121598 120 172121515 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6514 chr3_172121479_172121598 MIR4444‐1 FNDC3B .
chr3 172123616 172123778 163 172123623 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6515 chr3_172123616_172123778 MIR4444‐1 FNDC3B .
chr3 172428882 172429034 153 172428961 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_6516 chr3_172428882_172429034 MIR4444‐1;NCEH1 . .
chr3 174159484 174159628 145 174159539 17 10.58162 5.64543 6.78718 OSE2_peak_6517 chr3_174159484_174159628 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 174667350 174667554 205 174667505 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6518 chr3_174667350_174667554 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 . .
chr3 175104551 175104734 184 175104664 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_6519 chr3_175104551_175104734 MIR4444‐1;NAALADL2 MIR4789 .
chr3 176705666 176705878 213 176705790 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_6520 chr3_176705666_176705878 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177056598 177056717 120 177056671 16 9.53373 5.25887 5.84954 OSE2_peak_6521 chr3_177056598_177056717 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177075883 177076051 169 177075893 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6522 chr3_177075883_177076051 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177196194 177196618 425 177196446 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_6523 chr3_177196194_177196618 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177552931 177553079 149 177552991 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_6524 chr3_177552931_177553079 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177652077 177652255 179 177652171 19 12.06679 6.0423 8.12846 OSE2_peak_6525 chr3_177652077_177652255 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177695322 177695976 655 177695633 25 17.68162 7.62581 13.34703 OSE2_peak_6526 chr3_177695322_177695976 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177837456 177837696 241 177837614 24 17.30322 7.68111 12.98257 OSE2_peak_6527 chr3_177837456_177837696 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 177888500 177888717 218 177888600 48 42.3306 13.02098 37.08964 OSE2_peak_6528 chr3_177888500_177888717 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178022621 178022819 199 178022690 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_6529 chr3_178022621_178022819 MIR4444‐1 . .
chr3 178100315 178100599 285 178100557 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6530 chr3_178100315_178100599 . MIR4444‐1 .
chr3 178782413 178782532 120 178782448 12 6.47312 4.20855 3.23865 OSE2_peak_6531 chr3_178782413_178782532 ZMAT3 . .
chr3 180293849 180293968 120 180293936 11 5.67343 3.88482 2.62928 OSE2_peak_6532 chr3_180293849_180293968 . . TTC14
chr3 182849644 182849825 182 182849760 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_6533 chr3_182849644_182849825 LAMP3 . .
chr3 183088680 183089337 658 183088775 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_6534 chr3_183088680_183089337 MCF2L2 . .
chr3 183172936 183173267 332 183172995 15 8.92492 5.10667 5.31808 OSE2_peak_6535 chr3_183172936_183173267 LOC100505687 MCF2L2 .
chr3 183354345 183354464 120 183354415 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6536 chr3_183354345_183354464 KLHL24 . .
chr3 183483276 183483480 205 183483392 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_6537 chr3_183483276_183483480 YEATS2 . .
chr3 183892345 183892484 140 183892416 22 14.71188 6.78993 10.56986 OSE2_peak_6538 chr3_183892345_183892484 . DVL3;EIF2B5 ABCF3;AP2M1
chr3 184051875 184052027 153 184051922 15 8.24563 4.72343 4.71728 OSE2_peak_6539 chr3_184051875_184052027 EIF4G1 PSMD2;SNORD66 CLCN2;FAM131A;POLR2H
chr3 184052277 184052534 258 184052375 18 11.19701 5.77878 7.34047 OSE2_peak_6540 chr3_184052277_184052534 EIF4G1 PSMD2;SNORD66 CLCN2;FAM131A;POLR2H
chr3 185374227 185374429 203 185374297 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_6541 chr3_185374227_185374429 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185375883 185376064 182 185376022 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_6542 chr3_185375883_185376064 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185376193 185376620 428 185376381 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_6543 chr3_185376193_185376620 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185376925 185377044 120 185377008 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_6544 chr3_185376925_185377044 IGF2BP2 SENP2 .
chr3 185447268 185447409 142 185447299 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6545 chr3_185447268_185447409 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
chr3 185450625 185450864 240 185450768 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_6546 chr3_185450625_185450864 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
chr3 185531465 185531611 147 185531559 15 8.24563 4.72343 4.71728 OSE2_peak_6547 chr3_185531465_185531611 IGF2BP2 . .
chr3 185653268 185653393 126 185653285 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_6548 chr3_185653268_185653393 TRA2B . LOC344887
chr3 185654971 185655185 215 185655080 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6549 chr3_185654971_185655185 TRA2B . LOC344887
chr3 186501139 186501655 517 186501398 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_6550 chr3_186501139_186501655 EIF4A2 . 8;RFC4;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA81;SNORD2
chr3 186501836 186502026 191 186501936 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_6551 chr3_186501836_186502026 EIF4A2 . 8;RFC4;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA81;SNORD2
chr3 186502146 186502539 394 186502357 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6552 chr3_186502146_186502539 EIF4A2 . 8;RFC4;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA81;SNORD2
chr3 186502637 186502782 146 186502743 19 10.84998 5.3939 7.03014 OSE2_peak_6553 chr3_186502637_186502782 EIF4A2;SNORD2 . R1248;RFC4;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA81
chr3 186507828 186508480 653 186508375 40 24.28076 7.31456 19.60431 OSE2_peak_6554 chr3_186507828_186508480 RFC4 R1248;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA8 .
chr3 186508626 186509065 440 186508681 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6555 chr3_186508626_186509065 RFC4 R1248;SNORA4;SNORA63;SNORA8 .
chr3 186981931 186982067 137 186981997 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6556 chr3_186981931_186982067 MASP1 . .
chr3 187462196 187462329 134 187462305 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6557 chr3_187462196_187462329 BCL6 LOC100131635 .
chr3 187463828 187463950 123 187463898 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_6558 chr3_187463828_187463950 . BCL6;LOC100131635 .
chr3 187475904 187476053 150 187475937 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_6559 chr3_187475904_187476053 . BCL6;LOC100131635 .
chr3 187871341 187871576 236 187871468 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_6560 chr3_187871341_187871576 LPP‐AS2 . FLJ42393;LPP
chr3 187904995 187905136 142 187905036 17 10.11079 5.38413 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6561 chr3_187904995_187905136 LPP FLJ42393 .
chr3 187914464 187914670 207 187914492 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_6562 chr3_187914464_187914670 LPP FLJ42393 .
chr3 187985855 187985999 145 187985967 15 6.22753 3.65121 3.0378 OSE2_peak_6563 chr3_187985855_187985999 LPP . .
chr3 187990375 187990630 256 187990562 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_6564 chr3_187990375_187990630 LPP . .
chr3 188014941 188015067 127 188015003 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_6565 chr3_188014941_188015067 LPP . .
chr3 188066881 188067000 120 188066918 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_6566 chr3_188066881_188067000 LPP . .
chr3 188149458 188149635 178 188149519 28 16.51849 6.39211 12.25108 OSE2_peak_6567 chr3_188149458_188149635 LPP . .
chr3 188345646 188345793 148 188345708 28 13.81266 5.24263 9.73659 OSE2_peak_6568 chr3_188345646_188345793 LPP . .
chr3 188349496 188349633 138 188349549 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_6569 chr3_188349496_188349633 LPP . .
chr3 188560525 188560652 128 188560589 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6570 chr3_188560525_188560652 LPP . .
chr3 188665856 188665992 137 188665934 20 12.21528 5.91024 8.26719 OSE2_peak_6571 chr3_188665856_188665992 . . .
chr3 189042527 189042740 214 189042630 44 29.81415 8.65385 24.9256 OSE2_peak_6572 chr3_189042527_189042740 . TPRG1 .
chr3 189382164 189382288 125 189382271 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_6573 chr3_189382164_189382288 TP63 . .
chr3 189721617 189721791 175 189721682 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6574 chr3_189721617_189721791 LEPREL1 . .
chr3 189793237 189793376 140 189793342 13 6.40365 4.0151 3.18689 OSE2_peak_6575 chr3_189793237_189793376 LEPREL1 . .
chr3 190057104 190057223 120 190057139 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6576 chr3_190057104_190057223 . CLDN1 .
chr3 190063125 190063248 124 190063202 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_6577 chr3_190063125_190063248 . CLDN1 .
chr3 190142581 190142749 169 190142722 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6578 chr3_190142581_190142749 . CLDN16 TMEM207
chr3 190284348 190284663 316 190284424 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_6579 chr3_190284348_190284663 IL1RAP . .
chr3 191993516 191993767 252 191993650 37 33.82676 12.50618 28.80292 OSE2_peak_6580 chr3_191993516_191993767 FGF12 . .
chr3 192569753 192569884 132 192569821 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6581 chr3_192569753_192569884 MB21D2 . .
chr3 194157275 194157410 136 194157372 14 7.95892 4.73737 4.46835 OSE2_peak_6582 chr3_194157275_194157410 ATP13A3 . .
chr3 194293225 194293366 142 194293298 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_6583 chr3_194293225_194293366 . . TMEM44
chr3 194314201 194314352 152 194314304 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6584 chr3_194314201_194314352 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194319613 194319778 166 194319667 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_6585 chr3_194319613_194319778 TMEM44 . .
chr3 194361024 194361294 271 194361220 36 11.34085 3.62371 7.46841 OSE2_peak_6586 chr3_194361024_194361294 . TMEM44 LSG1
chr3 194393265 194393385 121 194393308 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_6587 chr3_194393265_194393385 . LSG1 FAM43A
chr3 194406567 194406718 152 194406637 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_6588 chr3_194406567_194406718 FAM43A LSG1 LOC100507391
chr3 194651474 194651593 120 194651545 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_6589 chr3_194651474_194651593 . . .
chr3 194751462 194751820 359 194751561 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_6590 chr3_194751462_194751820 . . .
chr3 194823089 194823324 236 194823170 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_6591 chr3_194823089_194823324 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 194838761 194838937 177 194838856 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_6592 chr3_194838761_194838937 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 194839948 194840113 166 194840050 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_6593 chr3_194839948_194840113 XXYLT1 . .
chr3 194980340 194980713 374 194980388 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_6594 chr3_194980340_194980713 XXYLT1 . ACAP2
chr3 195622987 195623167 181 195623033 14 7.9017 4.70452 4.41749 OSE2_peak_6595 chr3_195622987_195623167 TNK2 . .
chr3 195863162 195863334 173 195863235 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_6596 chr3_195863162_195863334 . . LOC401109
chr3 196014221 196014375 155 196014291 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6597 chr3_196014221_196014375 PCYT1A . TCTEX1D2;TM4SF19‐TCTEX1D2
chr3 196505656 196505865 210 196505799 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_6598 chr3_196505656_196505865 PAK2 . .
chr3 196758382 196758623 242 196758559 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_6599 chr3_196758382_196758623 . MFI2;MFI2‐AS1 DLG1
chr3 197214756 197215223 468 197214995 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_6600 chr3_197214756_197215223 . . BDH1
chr3 197445916 197446080 165 197446026 17 10.90461 5.82723 7.08192 OSE2_peak_6601 chr3_197445916_197446080 KIAA0226 . .
chr3 197684207 197684367 161 197684319 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_6602 chr3_197684207_197684367 IQCG RPL35A LMLN
chr3 197684661 197684795 135 197684727 19 11.26449 5.61134 7.40349 OSE2_peak_6603 chr3_197684661_197684795 IQCG RPL35A LMLN
chr3 197781939 197782129 191 197782117 12 5.75211 3.78834 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6604 chr3_197781939_197782129 . LMLN ANKRD18DP
chr4 720416 720559 144 720468 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6605 chr4_720416_720559 PCGF3 . .
chr4 757864 758011 148 757915 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6606 chr4_757864_758011 PCGF3 . CPLX1;LOC100129917
chr4 759172 759380 209 759276 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_6607 chr4_759172_759380 PCGF3 . CPLX1;LOC100129917
chr4 1004350 1004475 126 1004431 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6608 chr4_1004350_1004475 . IDUA;SLC26A1 FGFRL1
chr4 1037896 1038037 142 1038014 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6609 chr4_1037896_1038037 . FGFRL1 RNF212
chr4 1076361 1076520 160 1076368 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_6610 chr4_1076361_1076520 RNF212 . .
chr4 2331775 2332624 850 2331963 35 29.38582 10.83994 24.50841 OSE2_peak_6611 chr4_2331775_2332624 ZFYVE28 . .
chr4 2434882 2435034 153 2434960 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_6612 chr4_2434882_2435034 LOC402160 ZFYVE28 .
chr4 2664383 2664612 230 2664459 22 15.22785 7.06663 11.04799 OSE2_peak_6613 chr4_2664383_2664612 FAM193A . .
chr4 2938587 2938814 228 2938740 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6614 chr4_2938587_2938814 NOP14‐AS1 ADD1;MFSD10 GRK4;NOP14
chr4 3043574 3043785 212 3043726 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6615 chr4_3043574_3043785 . GRK4 HTT‐AS1
chr4 4311035 4311186 152 4311180 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_6616 chr4_4311035_4311186 ZBTB49 LYAR .
chr4 5640111 5640315 205 5640219 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6617 chr4_5640111_5640315 EVC2 . .
chr4 5714278 5714459 182 5714358 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_6618 chr4_5714278_5714459 EVC EVC2 .
chr4 5749219 5749374 156 5749319 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6619 chr4_5749219_5749374 EVC . .
chr4 7024011 7024224 214 7024093 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_6620 chr4_7024011_7024224 TBC1D14 . CCDC96;LOC100129931;TADA2B
chr4 7069645 7069766 122 7069754 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_6621 chr4_7069645_7069766 GRPEL1 CCDC96;LOC100129931;TADA2B FLJ36777
chr4 7651611 7651946 336 7651860 42 39.81653 13.87097 34.63199 OSE2_peak_6622 chr4_7651611_7651946 SORCS2 . .
chr4 7807360 7807525 166 7807409 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_6623 chr4_7807360_7807525 AFAP1 AFAP1‐AS1 .
chr4 7844437 7844626 190 7844518 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_6624 chr4_7844437_7844626 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7846499 7846621 123 7846554 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_6625 chr4_7846499_7846621 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7863142 7863261 120 7863223 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6626 chr4_7863142_7863261 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7893802 7894193 392 7894080 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6627 chr4_7893802_7894193 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7912765 7912959 195 7912814 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6628 chr4_7912765_7912959 AFAP1 . .
chr4 7958100 7958234 135 7958187 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_6629 chr4_7958100_7958234 . AFAP1 ABLIM2
chr4 7962280 7962820 541 7962613 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_6630 chr4_7962280_7962820 . AFAP1 ABLIM2
chr4 7962950 7963069 120 7963028 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_6631 chr4_7962950_7963069 . AFAP1 ABLIM2
chr4 8160725 8160927 203 8160830 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_6632 chr4_8160725_8160927 . ABLIM2 .
chr4 8338281 8338437 157 8338386 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6633 chr4_8338281_8338437 . HTRA3 ACOX3
chr4 10095536 10095721 186 10095616 18 11.67328 6.04285 7.7741 OSE2_peak_6634 chr4_10095536_10095721 WDR1 MIR3138 .
chr4 10118744 10119662 919 10119171 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_6635 chr4_10118744_10119662 . WDR1 .
chr4 10181887 10182218 332 10182117 39 31.29613 10.5673 26.35486 OSE2_peak_6636 chr4_10181887_10182218 . . .
chr4 10185680 10185800 121 10185737 17 8.50646 4.5304 4.93776 OSE2_peak_6637 chr4_10185680_10185800 . . .
chr4 10338148 10338391 244 10338305 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_6638 chr4_10338148_10338391 . . .
chr4 10607482 10607663 182 10607588 29 23.83217 9.78205 19.17402 OSE2_peak_6639 chr4_10607482_10607663 CLNK . .
chr4 10613402 10613594 193 10613544 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_6640 chr4_10613402_10613594 CLNK . .
chr4 13629316 13629566 251 13629414 30 24.67714 9.9292 19.98545 OSE2_peak_6641 chr4_13629316_13629566 BOD1L . .
chr4 13893772 13893927 156 13893863 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_6642 chr4_13893772_13893927 . . .
chr4 13894159 13894339 181 13894231 31 19.35145 7.05337 14.91678 OSE2_peak_6643 chr4_13894159_13894339 . . .
chr4 13922789 13922936 148 13922835 34 12.75749 4.18239 8.76341 OSE2_peak_6644 chr4_13922789_13922936 . . .
chr4 13990075 13990320 246 13990167 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_6645 chr4_13990075_13990320 . . .
chr4 14080113 14080232 120 14080151 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_6646 chr4_14080113_14080232 . . .
chr4 15003308 15003705 398 15003503 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6647 chr4_15003308_15003705 LOC441009 . CPEB2
chr4 15004047 15004470 424 15004165 25 18.06693 7.82885 13.70669 OSE2_peak_6648 chr4_15004047_15004470 CPEB2 LOC441009 .
chr4 15026171 15026334 164 15026185 14 7.23852 4.32933 3.8652 OSE2_peak_6649 chr4_15026171_15026334 CPEB2 LOC441009 .
chr4 15079715 15079945 231 15079883 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_6650 chr4_15079715_15079945 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15080383 15080576 194 15080487 26 13.50512 5.42283 9.44995 OSE2_peak_6651 chr4_15080383_15080576 . CPEB2 .
chr4 15402623 15402747 125 15402716 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_6652 chr4_15402623_15402747 C1QTNF7 . .
chr4 15453762 15453961 200 15453861 29 21.28294 8.4432 16.7516 OSE2_peak_6653 chr4_15453762_15453961 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
chr4 15454079 15454224 146 15454117 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_6654 chr4_15454079_15454224 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
chr4 15697004 15697137 134 15697051 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_6655 chr4_15697004_15697137 . FAM200B BST1
chr4 15756846 15757204 359 15757103 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_6656 chr4_15756846_15757204 . BST1 CD38
chr4 15758066 15758225 160 15758153 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6657 chr4_15758066_15758225 . BST1 CD38
chr4 15895704 15895943 240 15895858 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6658 chr4_15895704_15895943 . . .
chr4 15923032 15923161 130 15923118 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6659 chr4_15923032_15923161 . . FGFBP1
chr4 17513650 17513886 237 17513808 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6660 chr4_17513650_17513886 QDPR . CLRN2
chr4 18022148 18022447 300 18022368 27 21.67719 9.21508 17.11774 OSE2_peak_6661 chr4_18022148_18022447 LCORL . .
chr4 18608513 18608682 170 18608637 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6662 chr4_18608513_18608682 . . .
chr4 19382786 19383013 228 19382898 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6663 chr4_19382786_19383013 . . .
chr4 20522630 20522778 149 20522681 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_6664 chr4_20522630_20522778 SLIT2 . MIR218‐1
chr4 20531649 20531784 136 20531744 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6665 chr4_20531649_20531784 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
chr4 20532515 20535586 3072 20534223 41 34.47766 11.49856 29.43632 OSE2_peak_6666 chr4_20532515_20535586 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
chr4 21770970 21771308 339 21771121 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_6667 chr4_21770970_21771308 KCNIP4 . .
chr4 22172180 22172340 161 22172232 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_6668 chr4_22172180_22172340 . . .
chr4 22180815 22180994 180 22180933 17 10.20866 5.43807 6.44027 OSE2_peak_6669 chr4_22180815_22180994 . . .
chr4 25863208 25863330 123 25863286 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6670 chr4_25863208_25863330 SEL1L3 . .
chr4 25915812 25915934 123 25915868 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_6671 chr4_25915812_25915934 C4orf52 . .
chr4 26328429 26328647 219 26328562 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6672 chr4_26328429_26328647 RBPJ . .
chr4 26585547 26585746 200 26585613 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6673 chr4_26585547_26585746 TBC1D19 . .
chr4 28289338 28289470 133 28289415 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_6674 chr4_28289338_28289470 . . .
chr4 29060017 29060136 120 29060075 14 8.28611 4.92654 4.75358 OSE2_peak_6675 chr4_29060017_29060136 . . .
chr4 29310759 29310890 132 29310830 21 13.45327 6.34969 9.39951 OSE2_peak_6676 chr4_29310759_29310890 . . .
chr4 30210415 30210631 217 30210524 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_6677 chr4_30210415_30210631 . . .
chr4 31090654 31090844 191 31090757 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_6678 chr4_31090654_31090844 PCDH7 . .
chr4 32485509 32485631 123 32485535 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6679 chr4_32485509_32485631 . . .
chr4 34183301 34183425 125 34183343 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_6680 chr4_34183301_34183425 . . .
chr4 34183560 34183829 270 34183719 27 7.22144 3.01417 3.84908 OSE2_peak_6681 chr4_34183560_34183829 . . .
chr4 35773959 35774137 179 35774035 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_6682 chr4_35773959_35774137 . . .
chr4 37564406 37564595 190 37564539 15 9.05252 5.17976 5.41962 OSE2_peak_6683 chr4_37564406_37564595 C4orf19 . RELL1
chr4 37603123 37603318 196 37603206 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_6684 chr4_37603123_37603318 RELL1 C4orf19 .
chr4 38101548 38101731 184 38101684 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6685 chr4_38101548_38101731 TBC1D1 . .
chr4 39037805 39038006 202 39037890 32 23.58841 8.79506 18.94075 OSE2_peak_6686 chr4_39037805_39038006 . TMEM156 KLHL5
chr4 39256949 39257181 233 39257064 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_6687 chr4_39256949_39257181 WDR19 . .
chr4 39321441 39321564 124 39321508 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6688 chr4_39321441_39321564 RFC1 . .
chr4 39355670 39355801 132 39355749 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_6689 chr4_39355670_39355801 RFC1 . .
chr4 39503782 39503954 173 39503829 18 11.59771 6.00067 7.70268 OSE2_peak_6690 chr4_39503782_39503954 UGDH LIAS;LOC401127 .
chr4 39529028 39529171 144 39529119 18 10.78639 5.5547 6.96951 OSE2_peak_6691 chr4_39529028_39529171 UGDH . C4orf34
chr4 39549773 39549892 120 39549857 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_6692 chr4_39549773_39549892 . UGDH C4orf34
chr4 39786428 39786603 176 39786501 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_6693 chr4_39786428_39786603 . UBE2K .
chr4 40057410 40057543 134 40057473 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_6694 chr4_40057410_40057543 LOC344967 . N4BP2
chr4 40057881 40058069 189 40057987 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6695 chr4_40057881_40058069 LOC344967 . N4BP2
chr4 40182067 40182216 150 40182145 28 20.6185 8.37005 16.11348 OSE2_peak_6696 chr4_40182067_40182216 . N4BP2 RHOH
chr4 40317101 40317241 141 40317216 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6697 chr4_40317101_40317241 . . CHRNA9
chr4 40493938 40494077 140 40494012 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6698 chr4_40493938_40494077 RBM47 . MIR4802
chr4 40994819 40994977 159 40994968 16 6.30885 3.57301 3.10946 OSE2_peak_6699 chr4_40994819_40994977 APBB2 . .
chr4 41145137 41145355 219 41145316 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_6700 chr4_41145137_41145355 APBB2 . .
chr4 41721496 41721697 202 41721600 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_6701 chr4_41721496_41721697 . LIMCH1 PHOX2B
chr4 41992497 41992699 203 41992600 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_6702 chr4_41992497_41992699 SLC30A9 DCAF4L1;TMEM33 .
chr4 42103621 42103980 360 42103882 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_6703 chr4_42103621_42103980 . SLC30A9 BEND4
chr4 42342722 42342877 156 42342818 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_6704 chr4_42342722_42342877 . . .
chr4 43340187 43340306 120 43340251 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_6705 chr4_43340187_43340306 . . .
chr4 43341593 43341752 160 43341664 24 17.01609 7.52774 12.71871 OSE2_peak_6706 chr4_43341593_43341752 . . .
chr4 46509014 46509156 143 46509067 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_6707 chr4_46509014_46509156 . . .
chr4 47527598 47527737 140 47527685 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6708 chr4_47527598_47527737 ATP10D . .
chr4 48130001 48130271 271 48130113 32 19.92829 7.10079 15.46161 OSE2_peak_6709 chr4_48130001_48130271 TXK . TEC
chr4 48343051 48343181 131 48343119 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_6710 chr4_48343051_48343181 . . SLAIN2
chr4 48668057 48668176 120 48668104 17 11.05375 5.91184 7.21022 OSE2_peak_6711 chr4_48668057_48668176 FRYL . .
chr4 48712653 48712906 254 48712713 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6712 chr4_48712653_48712906 FRYL . .
chr4 53455112 53455233 122 53455178 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_6713 chr4_53455112_53455233 . . USP46
chr4 53689481 53689640 160 53689565 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_6714 chr4_53689481_53689640 . LOC152578 .
chr4 53964863 53965007 145 53964954 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6715 chr4_53964863_53965007 SCFD2 . .
chr4 54569333 54569452 120 54569409 15 8.50106 4.86634 4.93242 OSE2_peak_6716 chr4_54569333_54569452 . . .
chr4 54630151 54630349 199 54630287 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_6717 chr4_54630151_54630349 . . .
chr4 54804150 54804270 121 54804194 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6718 chr4_54804150_54804270 . . .
chr4 54931006 54931194 189 54931097 40 21.42358 6.28226 16.87768 OSE2_peak_6719 chr4_54931006_54931194 . CHIC2 .
chr4 54948410 54948590 181 54948510 17 6.81325 3.6973 3.49797 OSE2_peak_6720 chr4_54948410_54948590 . CHIC2 GSX2
chr4 55796442 55796585 144 55796519 22 9.60516 4.33102 5.9079 OSE2_peak_6721 chr4_55796442_55796585 . . .
chr4 55802503 55802622 120 55802573 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_6722 chr4_55802503_55802622 . . .
chr4 56042068 56042361 294 56042118 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6723 chr4_56042068_56042361 . . .
chr4 56050253 56050675 423 56050564 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_6724 chr4_56050253_56050675 . . .
chr4 57507617 57507771 155 57507759 11 5.25724 3.63753 2.28063 OSE2_peak_6725 chr4_57507617_57507771 . . HOPX
chr4 57508097 57508307 211 57508250 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6726 chr4_57508097_57508307 . . HOPX
chr4 57538149 57538269 121 57538227 18 11.30387 5.83765 7.43446 OSE2_peak_6727 chr4_57538149_57538269 HOPX . .
chr4 57670752 57670939 188 57670830 34 30.04841 11.51885 25.1496 OSE2_peak_6728 chr4_57670752_57670939 . . SPINK2
chr4 57887635 57887822 188 57887706 13 6.22663 3.9158 3.03692 OSE2_peak_6729 chr4_57887635_57887822 POLR2B . IGFBP7
chr4 57889364 57889516 153 57889502 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_6730 chr4_57889364_57889516 POLR2B . IGFBP7
chr4 57947577 57947721 145 57947655 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_6731 chr4_57947577_57947721 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
chr4 59335090 59335213 124 59335106 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_6732 chr4_59335090_59335213 . . .
chr4 62178245 62178527 283 62178473 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_6733 chr4_62178245_62178527 . . .
chr4 62239684 62239882 199 62239778 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_6734 chr4_62239684_62239882 . . .
chr4 62309686 62309819 134 62309751 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_6735 chr4_62309686_62309819 . . .
chr4 66378639 66378898 260 66378748 38 31.86106 11.14957 26.90279 OSE2_peak_6736 chr4_66378639_66378898 EPHA5 . .
chr4 66379032 66379220 189 66379127 20 12.50028 6.06107 8.52639 OSE2_peak_6737 chr4_66379032_66379220 EPHA5 . .
chr4 66536522 66536641 120 66536586 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_6738 chr4_66536522_66536641 LOC100144602 EPHA5 .
chr4 66685106 66685225 120 66685124 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6739 chr4_66685106_66685225 . . .
chr4 67322429 67322563 135 67322481 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6740 chr4_67322429_67322563 . . .
chr4 67431076 67431307 232 67431122 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_6741 chr4_67431076_67431307 . . .
chr4 67441149 67441337 189 67441270 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_6742 chr4_67441149_67441337 . . .
chr4 68751606 68751725 120 68751663 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6743 chr4_68751606_68751725 . TMPRSS11D TMPRSS11A
chr4 68752053 68752247 195 68752139 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6744 chr4_68752053_68752247 . TMPRSS11D TMPRSS11A
chr4 69138131 69138342 212 69138290 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_6745 chr4_69138131_69138342 . TMPRSS11B .
chr4 69234608 69234737 130 69234715 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6746 chr4_69234608_69234737 . YTHDC1 .
chr4 70362887 70363045 159 70362982 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6747 chr4_70362887_70363045 . UGT2B4 .
chr4 70615607 70615730 124 70615698 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6748 chr4_70615607_70615730 SULT1B1 . .
chr4 71422711 71422870 160 71422768 17 10.68741 5.70476 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6749 chr4_71422711_71422870 . AMTN .
chr4 71554423 71554694 272 71554601 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6750 chr4_71554423_71554694 UTP3 IGJ RUFY3
chr4 71992634 71992821 188 71992726 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_6751 chr4_71992634_71992821 . . .
chr4 73497174 73497338 165 73497206 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_6752 chr4_73497174_73497338 . . .
chr4 73645037 73645289 253 73645217 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6753 chr4_73645037_73645289 . . .
chr4 73724190 73724493 304 73724291 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_6754 chr4_73724190_73724493 . . .
chr4 74527439 74527748 310 74527551 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_6755 chr4_74527439_74527748 . . .
chr4 74607559 74608076 518 74607963 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_6756 chr4_74607559_74608076 IL8 . .
chr4 74608324 74608770 447 74608597 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_6757 chr4_74608324_74608770 IL8 . .
chr4 74609547 74609850 304 74609812 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_6758 chr4_74609547_74609850 . IL8 .
chr4 74609950 74610126 177 74610031 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_6759 chr4_74609950_74610126 . IL8 .
chr4 74702729 74702860 132 74702773 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_6760 chr4_74702729_74702860 CXCL6 . PF4V1
chr4 74703651 74703849 199 74703695 16 8.95552 4.93808 5.34578 OSE2_peak_6761 chr4_74703651_74703849 CXCL6 . PF4V1
chr4 74710090 74710373 284 74710197 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6762 chr4_74710090_74710373 . CXCL6 CXCL1;PF4V1
chr4 74722425 74722544 120 74722447 19 11.88417 5.94307 7.96412 OSE2_peak_6763 chr4_74722425_74722544 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
chr4 74735768 74736365 598 74736127 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_6764 chr4_74735768_74736365 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
chr4 74737016 74738237 1222 74737326 35 29.73926 11.02337 24.85272 OSE2_peak_6765 chr4_74737016_74738237 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
chr4 74783011 74783171 161 74783068 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_6766 chr4_74783011_74783171 . . .
chr4 74963650 74963769 120 74963721 16 9.76261 5.38782 6.05866 OSE2_peak_6767 chr4_74963650_74963769 CXCL2 . .
chr4 74975425 74975595 171 74975506 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_6768 chr4_74975425_74975595 . CXCL2 .
chr4 75096610 75096848 239 75096779 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_6769 chr4_75096610_75096848 MTHFD2L . .
chr4 75133864 75134169 306 75134109 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_6770 chr4_75133864_75134169 MTHFD2L . .
chr4 75149773 75150099 327 75149877 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_6771 chr4_75149773_75150099 MTHFD2L . EPGN
chr4 75240273 75240559 287 75240429 69 54.72701 12.16835 49.25439 OSE2_peak_6772 chr4_75240273_75240559 EREG . .
chr4 75274434 75274556 123 75274510 16 9.01364 4.97 5.38644 OSE2_peak_6773 chr4_75274434_75274556 . EREG .
chr4 75411376 75411502 127 75411401 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_6774 chr4_75411376_75411502 AREG . .
chr4 75411773 75412061 289 75411873 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_6775 chr4_75411773_75412061 AREG . .
chr4 75550043 75550211 169 75550121 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6776 chr4_75550043_75550211 . . .
chr4 75556751 75556870 120 75556795 26 14.70206 5.95128 10.56043 OSE2_peak_6777 chr4_75556751_75556870 . . .
chr4 76270284 76270531 248 76270349 32 19.17786 6.77838 14.75618 OSE2_peak_6778 chr4_76270284_76270531 . . LOC441025
chr4 76437836 76437955 120 76437900 12 5.07233 3.40455 2.15282 OSE2_peak_6779 chr4_76437836_76437955 RCHY1 . THAP6
chr4 77456849 77457078 230 77457010 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_6780 chr4_77456849_77457078 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77666968 77667087 120 77667073 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_6781 chr4_77666968_77667087 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77703079 77703367 289 77703263 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6782 chr4_77703079_77703367 SHROOM3 . .
chr4 77929032 77929248 217 77929132 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_6783 chr4_77929032_77929248 11‐Sep . .
chr4 77997254 77997634 381 77997441 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6784 chr4_77997254_77997634 . CCNI .
chr4 78078043 78078305 263 78078149 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_6785 chr4_78078043_78078305 . . CCNG2
chr4 78079288 78079455 168 78079340 21 14.43152 6.87613 10.30561 OSE2_peak_6786 chr4_78079288_78079455 CCNG2 . .
chr4 78093608 78093811 204 78093758 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_6787 chr4_78093608_78093811 . CCNG2 .
chr4 78459450 78459576 127 78459494 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_6788 chr4_78459450_78459576 CXCL13 . .
chr4 78617044 78617171 128 78617075 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_6789 chr4_78617044_78617171 . . CNOT6L
chr4 79215096 79215228 133 79215118 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_6790 chr4_79215096_79215228 FRAS1 . .
chr4 79298724 79298843 120 79298742 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6791 chr4_79298724_79298843 FRAS1 . .
chr4 79479593 79479906 314 79479689 23 9.71922 4.25373 6.01777 OSE2_peak_6792 chr4_79479593_79479906 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 79481854 79482048 195 79481966 39 26.81711 8.53933 22.04013 OSE2_peak_6793 chr4_79481854_79482048 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
chr4 80938770 80939006 237 80938925 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6794 chr4_80938770_80939006 ANTXR2 . .
chr4 80994044 80994177 134 80994105 18 10.65516 5.48382 6.85859 OSE2_peak_6795 chr4_80994044_80994177 ANTXR2 . .
chr4 82085915 82086036 122 82086003 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_6796 chr4_82085915_82086036 PRKG2 . .
chr4 82129103 82129290 188 82129184 41 25.24198 7.49296 20.52292 OSE2_peak_6797 chr4_82129103_82129290 . PRKG2 .
chr4 82178294 82178416 123 82178346 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_6798 chr4_82178294_82178416 . . .
chr4 83295437 83295611 175 83295479 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_6799 chr4_83295437_83295611 . HNRNPD .
chr4 83344588 83345228 641 83345111 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_6800 chr4_83344588_83345228 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
chr4 83351923 83352128 206 83351953 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_6801 chr4_83351923_83352128 ENOPH1 HNRPDL .
chr4 83789917 83790100 184 83790032 17 10.14324 5.40199 6.38179 OSE2_peak_6802 chr4_83789917_83790100 SEC31A . LOC100499177
chr4 83811702 83811916 215 83811869 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6803 chr4_83811702_83811916 SEC31A . LOC100499177;THAP9
chr4 84049870 84050051 182 84049947 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6804 chr4_84049870_84050051 . PLAC8 .
chr4 84128905 84129218 314 84129045 111 74.01897 10.06147 68.24103 OSE2_peak_6805 chr4_84128905_84129218 . . .
chr4 84152972 84153128 157 84153037 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_6806 chr4_84152972_84153128 . . .
chr4 84188746 84188940 195 84188833 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_6807 chr4_84188746_84188940 COQ2 . HPSE
chr4 84469691 84469911 221 84469800 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_6808 chr4_84469691_84469911 AGPAT9 . .
chr4 84776357 84776536 180 84776435 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_6809 chr4_84776357_84776536 . . .
chr4 85907167 85907357 191 85907266 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6810 chr4_85907167_85907357 WDFY3‐AS2 WDFY3 .
chr4 85954442 85954573 132 85954520 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_6811 chr4_85954442_85954573 . WDFY3‐AS2 .
chr4 86700374 86700675 302 86700581 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_6812 chr4_86700374_86700675 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86704787 86705035 249 86704993 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_6813 chr4_86704787_86705035 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86728846 86728980 135 86728883 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_6814 chr4_86728846_86728980 ARHGAP24 . .
chr4 86932286 86932674 389 86932371 27 8.27201 3.34591 4.74087 OSE2_peak_6815 chr4_86932286_86932674 . ARHGAP24 MAPK10
chr4 86953728 86954230 503 86953833 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_6816 chr4_86953728_86954230 MAPK10 ARHGAP24 .
chr4 87260213 87260414 202 87260306 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6817 chr4_87260213_87260414 MAPK10 . .
chr4 87849286 87849447 162 87849287 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6818 chr4_87849286_87849447 LOC100506746 . AFF1
chr4 87927857 87928037 181 87927944 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6819 chr4_87927857_87928037 AFF1 . .
chr4 87938853 87938976 124 87938915 16 9.34463 5.15316 5.66892 OSE2_peak_6820 chr4_87938853_87938976 AFF1 . .
chr4 88156369 88156488 120 88156400 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_6821 chr4_88156369_88156488 . KLHL8 .
chr4 88740539 88740697 159 88740608 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_6822 chr4_88740539_88740697 . IBSP MEPE
chr4 89027458 89027655 198 89027629 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_6823 chr4_89027458_89027655 ABCG2 PKD2 .
chr4 89533387 89533600 214 89533483 40 27.07372 8.42162 22.28258 OSE2_peak_6824 chr4_89533387_89533600 HERC3 . .
chr4 89724790 89724980 191 89724906 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_6825 chr4_89724790_89724980 FAM13A . .
chr4 89885681 89886028 348 89885747 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_6826 chr4_89885681_89886028 FAM13A . .
chr4 90032695 90033047 353 90032864 27 20.27029 8.45922 15.78926 OSE2_peak_6827 chr4_90032695_90033047 . . TIGD2
chr4 90050451 90050609 159 90050530 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6828 chr4_90050451_90050609 . TIGD2 .
chr4 90414023 90414281 259 90414096 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6829 chr4_90414023_90414281 . . .
chr4 90721088 90721212 125 90721155 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6830 chr4_90721088_90721212 SNCA . .
chr4 90721491 90721724 234 90721500 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_6831 chr4_90721491_90721724 SNCA . .
chr4 91239059 91239184 126 91239117 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_6832 chr4_91239059_91239184 FAM190A . .
chr4 92750767 92750986 220 92750867 53 52.07736 15.99377 46.65322 OSE2_peak_6833 chr4_92750767_92750986 . . .
chr4 92758804 92759010 207 92758892 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_6834 chr4_92758804_92759010 . . .
chr4 93155530 93155805 276 93155709 40 19.06776 5.5053 14.65159 OSE2_peak_6835 chr4_93155530_93155805 . . .
chr4 93891213 93891352 140 93891278 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_6836 chr4_93891213_93891352 GRID2 . .
chr4 94306074 94306242 169 94306149 29 20.82665 8.21326 16.308 OSE2_peak_6837 chr4_94306074_94306242 GRID2 . .
chr4 95228458 95228649 192 95228568 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6838 chr4_95228458_95228649 HPGDS SMARCAD1 .
chr4 95341248 95341377 130 95341296 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_6839 chr4_95341248_95341377 . . .
chr4 95469848 95470038 191 95470005 15 8.47205 4.85003 4.90719 OSE2_peak_6840 chr4_95469848_95470038 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 95570571 95570860 290 95570771 23 13.87962 6.14307 9.80031 OSE2_peak_6841 chr4_95570571_95570860 PDLIM5 . .
chr4 96170419 96170553 135 96170501 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6842 chr4_96170419_96170553 UNC5C . .
chr4 97657451 97657659 209 97657630 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6843 chr4_97657451_97657659 . . .
chr4 99575282 99575457 176 99575330 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_6844 chr4_99575282_99575457 TSPAN5 . .
chr4 99981505 99981695 191 99981586 17 8.80911 4.68686 5.20944 OSE2_peak_6845 chr4_99981505_99981695 METAP1 . ADH5;LOC100507053
chr4 100871245 100871427 183 100871364 16 9.37571 5.17048 5.69913 OSE2_peak_6846 chr4_100871245_100871427 H2AFZ DNAJB14 LOC256880
chr4 103249389 103249513 125 103249435 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_6847 chr4_103249389_103249513 SLC39A8 . .
chr4 103423421 103423633 213 103423555 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_6848 chr4_103423421_103423633 NFKB1 . .
chr4 103731489 103731779 291 103731748 19 12.25438 6.14489 8.30267 OSE2_peak_6849 chr4_103731489_103731779 UBE2D3 . .
chr4 105982523 105982692 170 105982560 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_6850 chr4_105982523_105982692 . . .
chr4 107208601 107208762 162 107208684 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_6851 chr4_107208601_107208762 TBCK . AIMP1
chr4 107237302 107237436 135 107237371 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6852 chr4_107237302_107237436 AIMP1;TBCK . .
chr4 107504762 107504881 120 107504829 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_6853 chr4_107504762_107504881 . . .
chr4 107505856 107506006 151 107505906 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_6854 chr4_107505856_107506006 . . .
chr4 108817349 108817559 211 108817523 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6855 chr4_108817349_108817559 SGMS2 . .
chr4 109193824 109194029 206 109193914 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_6856 chr4_109193824_109194029 . . .
chr4 109347193 109347422 230 109347364 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6857 chr4_109347193_109347422 . . .
chr4 111775494 111775826 333 111775590 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_6858 chr4_111775494_111775826 . . .
chr4 111985515 111985675 161 111985598 30 16.99284 6.22622 12.69746 OSE2_peak_6859 chr4_111985515_111985675 . . .
chr4 112386086 112386205 120 112386128 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6860 chr4_112386086_112386205 . . .
chr4 113135128 113135323 196 113135220 35 31.25096 11.82369 26.31441 OSE2_peak_6861 chr4_113135128_113135323 . C4orf32 AP1AR
chr4 113191789 113191971 183 113191892 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6862 chr4_113191789_113191971 . AP1AR ALPK1;TIFA
chr4 114276913 114277112 200 114277023 23 11.0516 4.8203 7.20826 OSE2_peak_6863 chr4_114276913_114277112 ANK2 . .
chr4 114365787 114365993 207 114365832 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_6864 chr4_114365787_114365993 . . CAMK2D
chr4 114389473 114389634 162 114389495 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_6865 chr4_114389473_114389634 CAMK2D . .
chr4 114706037 114706334 298 114706109 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6866 chr4_114706037_114706334 . CAMK2D .
chr4 114936586 114936890 305 114936772 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_6867 chr4_114936586_114936890 . . .
chr4 115304753 115304881 129 115304809 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_6868 chr4_115304753_115304881 . . .
chr4 118246186 118246350 165 118246273 19 12.52583 6.29452 8.55144 OSE2_peak_6869 chr4_118246186_118246350 . . .
chr4 118246495 118246708 214 118246595 25 18.62377 8.12634 14.23436 OSE2_peak_6870 chr4_118246495_118246708 . . .
chr4 119199938 119200174 237 119200092 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_6871 chr4_119199938_119200174 SNHG8 NDST3 PRSS12;SNORA24
chr4 119200800 119200948 149 119200861 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_6872 chr4_119200800_119200948 SNHG8 NDST3;SNORA24 PRSS12
chr4 119201557 119202313 757 119202246 30 17.66975 6.51549 13.33539 OSE2_peak_6873 chr4_119201557_119202313 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 119203558 119203695 138 119203619 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_6874 chr4_119203558_119203695 PRSS12 NDST3;SNHG8;SNORA24 .
chr4 119320467 119320625 159 119320530 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_6875 chr4_119320467_119320625 . . .
chr4 119811233 119811352 120 119811309 21 14.25966 6.78241 10.15587 OSE2_peak_6876 chr4_119811233_119811352 SYNPO2 . .
chr4 120651311 120651526 216 120651420 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_6877 chr4_120651311_120651526 . . .
chr4 120656343 120656643 301 120656549 28 21.31483 8.73217 16.78095 OSE2_peak_6878 chr4_120656343_120656643 . . .
chr4 122077126 122077337 212 122077227 26 19.13405 8.12996 14.71469 OSE2_peak_6879 chr4_122077126_122077337 TNIP3 . .
chr4 122611990 122612167 178 122612093 14 6.97384 4.18257 3.6425 OSE2_peak_6880 chr4_122611990_122612167 ANXA5 . .
chr4 122612926 122613052 127 122613017 16 9.13174 5.03508 5.49082 OSE2_peak_6881 chr4_122612926_122613052 ANXA5 . .
chr4 122617865 122618059 195 122617974 12 6.55023 4.25422 3.30316 OSE2_peak_6882 chr4_122617865_122618059 ANXA5 . .
chr4 122632930 122633107 178 122633021 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_6883 chr4_122632930_122633107 . ANXA5 .
chr4 122649934 122650163 230 122650065 25 12.6709 5.22199 8.68288 OSE2_peak_6884 chr4_122649934_122650163 . . TMEM155
chr4 122934068 122934187 120 122934130 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_6885 chr4_122934068_122934187 . . .
chr4 122966704 122966932 229 122966790 29 7.34438 2.93815 3.9563 OSE2_peak_6886 chr4_122966704_122966932 . . .
chr4 123217725 123217844 120 123217788 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_6887 chr4_123217725_123217844 KIAA1109 . .
chr4 123391463 123391632 170 123391546 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_6888 chr4_123391463_123391632 . IL2 .
chr4 123588123 123588325 203 123588236 35 17.17299 5.51613 12.86737 OSE2_peak_6889 chr4_123588123_123588325 . . .
chr4 123686049 123686318 270 123686222 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_6890 chr4_123686049_123686318 . BBS12 .
chr4 123686765 123686906 142 123686837 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_6891 chr4_123686765_123686906 . BBS12 .
chr4 123699184 123699442 259 123699210 19 10.03716 4.97838 6.3015 OSE2_peak_6892 chr4_123699184_123699442 . . .
chr4 123748887 123749047 161 123748951 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6893 chr4_123748887_123749047 FGF2 . .
chr4 123764516 123764706 191 123764644 16 8.75677 4.82955 5.1609 OSE2_peak_6894 chr4_123764516_123764706 FGF2 . .
chr4 123795473 123795678 206 123795584 39 26.50425 8.40708 21.73537 OSE2_peak_6895 chr4_123795473_123795678 FGF2 . NUDT6
chr4 123799511 123799666 156 123799596 18 10.06651 5.17044 6.32984 OSE2_peak_6896 chr4_123799511_123799666 FGF2 . NUDT6
chr4 123819654 123819801 148 123819733 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_6897 chr4_123819654_123819801 NUDT6 FGF2 SPATA5
chr4 124041759 124042001 243 124041905 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6898 chr4_124041759_124042001 SPATA5 . .
chr4 124753597 124754260 664 124753692 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_6899 chr4_124753597_124754260 LOC285419 . .
chr4 125000542 125000710 169 125000595 18 10.03701 5.15493 6.30139 OSE2_peak_6900 chr4_125000542_125000710 . . .
chr4 125125043 125125164 122 125125143 12 5.85991 3.85035 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6901 chr4_125125043_125125164 . . .
chr4 125235214 125235336 123 125235238 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6902 chr4_125235214_125235336 . . .
chr4 125350539 125350678 140 125350588 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_6903 chr4_125350539_125350678 . . .
chr4 125350775 125351009 235 125350811 20 11.42311 5.49966 7.54831 OSE2_peak_6904 chr4_125350775_125351009 . . .
chr4 125353961 125354093 133 125353989 17 6.63794 3.61522 3.33906 OSE2_peak_6905 chr4_125353961_125354093 . . .
chr4 125355109 125355701 593 125355214 22 13.47844 6.148 9.42435 OSE2_peak_6906 chr4_125355109_125355701 . . .
chr4 125370366 125370492 127 125370458 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_6907 chr4_125370366_125370492 . . .
chr4 126188189 126188333 145 126188249 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_6908 chr4_126188189_126188333 . . .
chr4 126441502 126441691 190 126441610 29 18.59256 7.13392 14.20431 OSE2_peak_6909 chr4_126441502_126441691 . FAT4;MIR2054 .
chr4 126441925 126442185 261 126441984 15 7.89772 4.53123 4.41416 OSE2_peak_6910 chr4_126441925_126442185 . FAT4;MIR2054 .
chr4 126650994 126651203 210 126651113 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_6911 chr4_126650994_126651203 . . .
chr4 127188970 127189181 212 127189134 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_6912 chr4_127188970_127189181 . . .
chr4 127771490 127771780 291 127771597 41 29.60466 9.25754 24.72295 OSE2_peak_6913 chr4_127771490_127771780 . . .
chr4 129243569 129243688 120 129243636 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_6914 chr4_129243569_129243688 . . .
chr4 129259915 129260067 153 129259997 28 18.55403 7.33982 14.16812 OSE2_peak_6915 chr4_129259915_129260067 . . .
chr4 129271076 129271251 176 129271166 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_6916 chr4_129271076_129271251 . . .
chr4 129308255 129308376 122 129308302 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_6917 chr4_129308255_129308376 . . .
chr4 131399651 131399889 239 131399744 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_6918 chr4_131399651_131399889 . . .
chr4 132531766 132531936 171 132531877 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_6919 chr4_132531766_132531936 . . .
chr4 133254949 133255102 154 133255038 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_6920 chr4_133254949_133255102 . . .
chr4 134786853 134787103 251 134786916 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_6921 chr4_134786853_134787103 . . .
chr4 137000212 137000410 199 137000311 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6922 chr4_137000212_137000410 . . .
chr4 140129634 140129790 157 140129700 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_6923 chr4_140129634_140129790 . . .
chr4 140521246 140521381 136 140521289 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6924 chr4_140521246_140521381 . . .
chr4 140868066 140868188 123 140868115 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_6925 chr4_140868066_140868188 MAML3 . .
chr4 141011392 141011605 214 141011516 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_6926 chr4_141011392_141011605 MAML3 . .
chr4 141075317 141075441 125 141075364 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_6927 chr4_141075317_141075441 . MAML3 .
chr4 141289053 141289186 134 141289151 16 9.72935 5.36902 6.02642 OSE2_peak_6928 chr4_141289053_141289186 LOC100129858;SCOC . CLGN
chr4 141648022 141648178 157 141648092 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_6929 chr4_141648022_141648178 TBC1D9 . .
chr4 141865491 141865713 223 141865609 20 12.87313 6.26079 8.86982 OSE2_peak_6930 chr4_141865491_141865713 RNF150 . .
chr4 142076888 142077020 133 142076963 24 16.69227 7.35636 12.41802 OSE2_peak_6931 chr4_142076888_142077020 . RNF150 .
chr4 143012419 143012606 188 143012504 31 20.58034 7.60951 16.07601 OSE2_peak_6932 chr4_143012419_143012606 INPP4B . .
chr4 143300630 143300756 127 143300738 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6933 chr4_143300630_143300756 INPP4B . .
chr4 143329189 143329531 343 143329449 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_6934 chr4_143329189_143329531 INPP4B . .
chr4 143738660 143738848 189 143738773 30 17.3258 6.36757 13.00438 OSE2_peak_6935 chr4_143738660_143738848 INPP4B . .
chr4 143739224 143739540 317 143739316 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6936 chr4_143739224_143739540 INPP4B . .
chr4 145390496 145390615 120 145390549 15 7.84625 4.50304 4.36735 OSE2_peak_6937 chr4_145390496_145390615 . . .
chr4 145499826 145500058 233 145499907 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6938 chr4_145499826_145500058 . . .
chr4 146656130 146656276 147 146656203 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_6939 chr4_146656130_146656276 . C4orf51 ZNF827
chr4 146729539 146729659 121 146729584 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_6940 chr4_146729539_146729659 ZNF827 . .
chr4 146859967 146860114 148 146860024 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6941 chr4_146859967_146860114 . ZNF827 .
chr4 147177047 147177348 302 147177076 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_6942 chr4_147177047_147177348 SLC10A7 . .
chr4 148017933 148018052 120 148017971 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_6943 chr4_148017933_148018052 . . .
chr4 148499431 148499596 166 148499529 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_6944 chr4_148499431_148499596 . . .
chr4 148652692 148652895 204 148652882 13 7.14079 4.43703 3.77751 OSE2_peak_6945 chr4_148652692_148652895 . . ARHGAP10
chr4 148752980 148753152 173 148753086 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_6946 chr4_148752980_148753152 ARHGAP10 . .
chr4 149261139 149261273 135 149261226 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_6947 chr4_149261139_149261273 NR3C2 . .
chr4 151032545 151032671 127 151032645 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_6948 chr4_151032545_151032671 DCLK2 . .
chr4 151057607 151057769 163 151057701 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_6949 chr4_151057607_151057769 DCLK2 . .
chr4 152246122 152246241 120 152246152 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6950 chr4_152246122_152246241 . . .
chr4 152337306 152337431 126 152337382 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_6951 chr4_152337306_152337431 FAM160A1 . .
chr4 153701102 153701221 120 153701143 14 7.38947 4.41382 3.98392 OSE2_peak_6952 chr4_153701102_153701221 ARFIP1 TIGD4 .
chr4 153771593 153771712 120 153771661 18 10.46326 5.38083 6.67786 OSE2_peak_6953 chr4_153771593_153771712 ARFIP1 . .
chr4 154154968 154155087 120 154154989 15 7.31251 4.21461 3.92735 OSE2_peak_6954 chr4_154154968_154155087 TRIM2 . .
chr4 155482137 155482293 157 155482219 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_6955 chr4_155482137_155482293 . PLRG1 FGA;FGB
chr4 155919737 155919871 135 155919795 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_6956 chr4_155919737_155919871 . . .
chr4 157695051 157695299 249 157695101 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_6957 chr4_157695051_157695299 PDGFC . .
chr4 157699810 157700400 591 157700003 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_6958 chr4_157699810_157700400 PDGFC . .
chr4 157700949 157701400 452 157701147 40 21.42358 6.28226 16.87768 OSE2_peak_6959 chr4_157700949_157701400 PDGFC . .
chr4 157751603 157751815 213 157751720 30 23.37714 9.24212 18.74288 OSE2_peak_6960 chr4_157751603_157751815 PDGFC . .
chr4 157870546 157870787 242 157870645 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_6961 chr4_157870546_157870787 PDGFC . .
chr4 157895583 157895825 243 157895619 20 8.75549 4.21776 5.15989 OSE2_peak_6962 chr4_157895583_157895825 . PDGFC .
chr4 157898720 157898890 171 157898775 25 15.46831 6.50771 11.27027 OSE2_peak_6963 chr4_157898720_157898890 . PDGFC .
chr4 157920361 157920512 152 157920461 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_6964 chr4_157920361_157920512 . PDGFC .
chr4 158192384 158192592 209 158192503 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_6965 chr4_158192384_158192592 GRIA2 . .
chr4 159235890 159236140 251 159236037 45 33.25338 9.82023 28.25026 OSE2_peak_6966 chr4_159235890_159236140 . . .
chr4 159292372 159292624 253 159292527 35 29.59679 10.94926 24.71547 OSE2_peak_6967 chr4_159292372_159292624 . . .
chr4 159795251 159795387 137 159795354 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_6968 chr4_159795251_159795387 FNIP2 . C4orf45
chr4 161235756 161235879 124 161235831 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_6969 chr4_161235756_161235879 . . .
chr4 162688331 162688519 189 162688491 15 6.15511 3.61475 2.97787 OSE2_peak_6970 chr4_162688331_162688519 FSTL5 . .
chr4 162857934 162858302 369 162858032 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_6971 chr4_162857934_162858302 FSTL5 . .
chr4 165125707 165125921 215 165125815 44 25.01285 6.89516 20.30648 OSE2_peak_6972 chr4_165125707_165125921 01‐Mar ANP32C .
chr4 165494125 165494295 171 165494198 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_6973 chr4_165494125_165494295 . . .
chr4 166501474 166501633 160 166501585 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_6974 chr4_166501474_166501633 . . .
chr4 167068094 167068319 226 167068123 22 8.62815 3.9228 5.04574 OSE2_peak_6975 chr4_167068094_167068319 . . .
chr4 167356650 167356869 220 167356757 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_6976 chr4_167356650_167356869 . . .
chr4 167390529 167390680 152 167390633 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_6977 chr4_167390529_167390680 . . .
chr4 168828108 168828282 175 168828174 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_6978 chr4_168828108_168828282 . . .
chr4 169139925 169140074 150 169139998 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_6979 chr4_169139925_169140074 DDX60 . .
chr4 169226371 169226577 207 169226464 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_6980 chr4_169226371_169226577 DDX60 . .
chr4 169472516 169472653 138 169472566 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_6981 chr4_169472516_169472653 PALLD . .
chr4 169552357 169552477 121 169552397 17 8.4091 4.48055 4.85251 OSE2_peak_6982 chr4_169552357_169552477 PALLD . .
chr4 169555565 169555885 321 169555781 32 16.88969 5.84888 12.60649 OSE2_peak_6983 chr4_169555565_169555885 PALLD . .
chr4 169644226 169644402 177 169644304 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_6984 chr4_169644226_169644402 PALLD . .
chr4 169652293 169652413 121 169652380 17 8.50646 4.5304 4.93776 OSE2_peak_6985 chr4_169652293_169652413 PALLD . .
chr4 169711244 169711383 140 169711342 25 18.78147 8.21144 14.38274 OSE2_peak_6986 chr4_169711244_169711383 PALLD . .
chr4 169718413 169718675 263 169718565 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_6987 chr4_169718413_169718675 PALLD . .
chr4 169804178 169804309 132 169804221 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_6988 chr4_169804178_169804309 PALLD . .
chr4 169899208 169899339 132 169899254 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_6989 chr4_169899208_169899339 . . CBR4
chr4 170146593 170146856 264 170146804 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_6990 chr4_170146593_170146856 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170192150 170192269 120 170192203 16 9.31372 5.13595 5.64826 OSE2_peak_6991 chr4_170192150_170192269 SH3RF1 . .
chr4 170193590 170193709 120 170193617 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_6992 chr4_170193590_170193709 . SH3RF1 .
chr4 173191589 173191730 142 173191637 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_6993 chr4_173191589_173191730 GALNTL6 . .
chr4 173213486 173213627 142 173213509 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_6994 chr4_173213486_173213627 GALNTL6 . .
chr4 174103824 174104111 288 174103870 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_6995 chr4_174103824_174104111 GALNT7 . .
chr4 174291497 174291620 124 174291585 20 8.75549 4.21776 5.15989 OSE2_peak_6996 chr4_174291497_174291620 . . SAP30;SCRG1
chr4 174410772 174410968 197 174410903 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_6997 chr4_174410772_174410968 . . .
chr4 175181431 175181616 186 175181506 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_6998 chr4_175181431_175181616 FBXO8 . CEP44
chr4 177117243 177117553 311 177117512 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_6999 chr4_177117243_177117553 . SPATA4;WDR17 ASB5
chr4 177357960 177358113 154 177358058 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7000 chr4_177357960_177358113 . . .
chr4 177509114 177509247 134 177509196 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7001 chr4_177509114_177509247 . . .
chr4 177804803 177804938 136 177804870 28 14.35022 5.46085 10.22928 OSE2_peak_7002 chr4_177804803_177804938 . . .
chr4 177824132 177824334 203 177824262 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_7003 chr4_177824132_177824334 . . .
chr4 177842027 177842189 163 177842132 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7004 chr4_177842027_177842189 . . .
chr4 177927130 177927282 153 177927185 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7005 chr4_177927130_177927282 . . .
chr4 178041781 178041996 216 178041895 16 9.40696 5.18792 5.72939 OSE2_peak_7006 chr4_178041781_178041996 . . .
chr4 178405768 178405958 191 178405931 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7007 chr4_178405768_178405958 . . .
chr4 178406078 178406199 122 178406124 18 10.52658 5.41473 6.73378 OSE2_peak_7008 chr4_178406078_178406199 . . .
chr4 181617107 181617316 210 181617221 21 14.65179 6.99699 10.51189 OSE2_peak_7009 chr4_181617107_181617316 . . .
chr4 182470365 182470571 207 182470516 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_7010 chr4_182470365_182470571 . . .
chr4 182582390 182582535 146 182582487 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_7011 chr4_182582390_182582535 . . .
chr4 182583630 182583759 130 182583674 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7012 chr4_182583630_182583759 . . .
chr4 182880327 182880541 215 182880445 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7013 chr4_182880327_182880541 . . .
chr4 183110789 183110965 177 183110864 19 11.99316 6.00221 8.06797 OSE2_peak_7014 chr4_183110789_183110965 . MIR1305 .
chr4 183164133 183164254 122 183164185 17 9.58455 5.09763 5.89359 OSE2_peak_7015 chr4_183164133_183164254 . . .
chr4 183896942 183897074 133 183897004 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_7016 chr4_183896942_183897074 . . .
chr4 184270100 184270260 161 184270184 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_7017 chr4_184270100_184270260 . CLDN22;CLDN24;WWC2 .
chr4 184595454 184595573 120 184595567 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_7018 chr4_184595454_184595573 TRAPPC11 RWDD4 .
chr4 185276431 185276555 125 185276492 33 19.04843 6.53846 14.63338 OSE2_peak_7019 chr4_185276431_185276555 . LOC728175 .
chr4 185734676 185734842 167 185734754 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7020 chr4_185734676_185734842 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
chr4 186481738 186481947 210 186481916 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_7021 chr4_186481738_186481947 . PDLIM3 SORBS2
chr4 186482147 186482268 122 186482211 23 16.11835 7.29951 11.88278 OSE2_peak_7022 chr4_186482147_186482268 . PDLIM3 SORBS2
chr4 186703725 186703844 120 186703801 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7023 chr4_186703725_186703844 SORBS2 . .
chr4 186835618 186836062 445 186835808 49 44.42809 13.68876 39.14396 OSE2_peak_7024 chr4_186835618_186836062 SORBS2 . .
chr4 187171048 187171171 124 187171091 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_7025 chr4_187171048_187171171 KLKB1 . F11
chr4 187543367 187543571 205 187543455 30 19.16953 7.18293 14.74844 OSE2_peak_7026 chr4_187543367_187543571 FAT1 . .
chr4 187544189 187544631 443 187544446 24 16.60185 7.30882 12.3317 OSE2_peak_7027 chr4_187544189_187544631 FAT1 . .
chr4 187692041 187692250 210 187692114 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_7028 chr4_187692041_187692250 . . .
chr4 191043992 191044185 194 191044080 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7029 chr4_191043992_191044185 . . .
chr5 10391 10559 169 10499 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_7030 chr5_10391_10559 . . .
chr5 11567 11827 261 11620 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_7031 chr5_11567_11827 . . .
chr5 168616 168740 125 168662 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7032 chr5_168616_168740 PLEKHG4B . LRRC14B
chr5 310840 310959 120 310904 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_7033 chr5_310840_310959 AHRR;PDCD6 . 100132062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331
chr5 957151 957448 298 957187 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_7034 chr5_957151_957448 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 957582 957941 360 957698 17 10.90461 5.82723 7.08192 OSE2_peak_7035 chr5_957582_957941 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 959088 959225 138 959162 29 16.42007 6.16216 12.15797 OSE2_peak_7036 chr5_959088_959225 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . LOC100506688
chr5 1293772 1294197 426 1294093 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_7037 chr5_1293772_1294197 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . CLPTM1L;MIR4457
chr5 1327475 1327694 220 1327533 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7038 chr5_1327475_1327694 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O MIR4457 .
chr5 1555646 1555765 120 1555722 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7039 chr5_1555646_1555765 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SDHAP3
chr5 1608467 1608622 156 1608531 24 18.30786 8.22775 13.92801 OSE2_peak_7040 chr5_1608467_1608622 132287;LOC100133331;LOC728613; SDHAP3 .
chr5 8829456 8829797 342 8829546 39 32.22362 11.01769 27.25386 OSE2_peak_7041 chr5_8829456_8829797 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 8907412 8907540 129 8907504 18 10.33848 5.3143 6.56506 OSE2_peak_7042 chr5_8907412_8907540 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 9014262 9014409 148 9014317 25 14.12953 5.87396 10.03176 OSE2_peak_7043 chr5_9014262_9014409 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SEMA5A
chr5 9173919 9174075 157 9173993 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7044 chr5_9173919_9174075 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 9348858 9348998 141 9348942 28 15.21983 5.82453 11.04027 OSE2_peak_7045 chr5_9348858_9348998 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 9653987 9654106 120 9654077 16 10.03587 5.54316 6.30044 OSE2_peak_7046 chr5_9653987_9654106 132287;LOC100133331;LOC285692; TAS2R1 .
chr5 10018840 10018984 145 10018882 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_7047 chr5_10018840_10018984 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 10551452 10551713 262 10551558 43 17.52154 4.73655 13.1933 OSE2_peak_7048 chr5_10551452_10551713 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ANKRD33B
chr5 10885211 10885458 248 10885274 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_7049 chr5_10885211_10885458 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 12910751 12911218 468 12911072 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_7050 chr5_12910751_12911218 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 13567236 13567410 175 13567319 32 26.63596 10.34995 21.86599 OSE2_peak_7051 chr5_13567236_13567410 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 14190537 14190723 187 14190620 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7052 chr5_14190537_14190723 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 14265691 14265958 268 14265844 40 31.3205 10.29062 26.37827 OSE2_peak_7053 chr5_14265691_14265958 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 14268283 14268764 482 14268579 48 41.62026 12.68566 36.39466 OSE2_peak_7054 chr5_14268283_14268764 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 14472691 14472831 141 14472775 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7055 chr5_14472691_14472831 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 15008742 15008886 145 15008845 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_7056 chr5_15008742_15008886 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 15366884 15367004 121 15366894 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7057 chr5_15366884_15367004 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 15620293 15620412 120 15620369 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_7058 chr5_15620293_15620412 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 15943750 15943895 146 15943836 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_7059 chr5_15943750_15943895 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FBXL7 .
chr5 16461997 16462122 126 16462072 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_7060 chr5_16461997_16462122 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . FAM134B
chr5 16785386 16785506 121 16785491 14 7.49285 4.47199 4.0594 OSE2_peak_7061 chr5_16785386_16785506 00132287;LOC100133331;MYO10;OR . .
chr5 17013311 17013444 134 17013374 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_7062 chr5_17013311_17013444 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 17127971 17128181 211 17128150 16 8.95552 4.93808 5.34578 OSE2_peak_7063 chr5_17127971_17128181 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . LOC285696
chr5 17238731 17238869 139 17238755 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_7064 chr5_17238731_17238869 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR LOC285696 .
chr5 17258637 17258959 323 17258823 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7065 chr5_17258637_17258959 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 17381423 17381543 121 17381492 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_7066 chr5_17381423_17381543 132287;LOC100133331;LOC401177; . .
chr5 21153380 21153504 125 21153447 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_7067 chr5_21153380_21153504 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 23405550 23405671 122 23405618 18 11.9053 6.17305 7.9846 OSE2_peak_7068 chr5_23405550_23405671 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 23466780 23466934 155 23466823 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7069 chr5_23466780_23466934 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 27242002 27242212 211 27242119 48 28.75407 7.50807 23.90505 OSE2_peak_7070 chr5_27242002_27242212 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 27619331 27619466 136 27619405 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7071 chr5_27619331_27619466 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 27702435 27702597 163 27702520 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_7072 chr5_27702435_27702597 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 28157408 28157586 179 28157576 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_7073 chr5_28157408_28157586 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 30099834 30100171 338 30100063 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_7074 chr5_30099834_30100171 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 30105179 30105345 167 30105316 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_7075 chr5_30105179_30105345 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 30279489 30279608 120 30279569 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_7076 chr5_30279489_30279608 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 30368320 30368453 134 30368346 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_7077 chr5_30368320_30368453 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 31811390 31811629 240 31811480 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_7078 chr5_31811390_31811629 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 31988464 31988635 172 31988488 18 10.00765 5.13952 6.27292 OSE2_peak_7079 chr5_31988464_31988635 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 32201352 32201482 131 32201451 27 15.60273 6.1717 11.39511 OSE2_peak_7080 chr5_32201352_32201482 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 GOLPH3 MTMR12
chr5 32768239 32768474 236 32768349 29 21.33483 8.46954 16.79893 OSE2_peak_7081 chr5_32768239_32768474 100132287;LOC100133331;NPR3;OR . .
chr5 33050102 33050414 313 33050315 27 16.92616 6.78312 12.64249 OSE2_peak_7082 chr5_33050102_33050414 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 33370324 33370505 182 33370440 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7083 chr5_33370324_33370505 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 33843872 33844002 131 33843902 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7084 chr5_33843872_33844002 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 33850237 33850405 169 33850314 23 15.58606 7.01647 11.37977 OSE2_peak_7085 chr5_33850237_33850405 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 34534963 34535158 196 34535080 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_7086 chr5_34534963_34535158 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 34685610 34685736 127 34685645 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_7087 chr5_34685610_34685736 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 34687480 34687711 232 34687555 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_7088 chr5_34687480_34687711 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 34812192 34812344 153 34812263 11 5.13523 3.56584 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7089 chr5_34812192_34812344 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . TTC23L
chr5 35119409 35119542 134 35119473 30 18.3933 6.83295 14.01156 OSE2_peak_7090 chr5_35119409_35119542 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 35771479 35771757 279 35771554 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7091 chr5_35771479_35771757 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 35858019 35858221 203 35858172 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7092 chr5_35858019_35858221 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 35919385 35919506 122 35919488 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_7093 chr5_35919385_35919506 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 35924250 35924398 149 35924362 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7094 chr5_35924250_35924398 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . UGT3A1
chr5 36502825 36503026 202 36502936 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_7095 chr5_36502825_36503026 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 36575502 36575625 124 36575606 17 8.63059 4.59431 5.04806 OSE2_peak_7096 chr5_36575502_36575625 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 36641193 36641312 120 36641282 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_7097 chr5_36641193_36641312 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 37723036 37723223 188 37723146 23 14.16491 6.28532 10.06427 OSE2_peak_7098 chr5_37723036_37723223 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 37771937 37772104 168 37772008 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_7099 chr5_37771937_37772104 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 WDR70 .
chr5 37814867 37815025 159 37814934 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7100 chr5_37814867_37815025 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 38468378 38468594 217 38468505 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_7101 chr5_38468378_38468594 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 EGFLAM LIFR
chr5 38550148 38550336 189 38550197 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7102 chr5_38550148_38550336 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . MIR3650
chr5 38556194 38556313 120 38556244 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_7103 chr5_38556194_38556313 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . MIR3650
chr5 38607545 38607791 247 38607623 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_7104 chr5_38607545_38607791 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 LIFR .
chr5 38807809 38807949 141 38807870 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7105 chr5_38807809_38807949 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 38808434 38808564 131 38808506 19 12.97486 6.54496 8.96657 OSE2_peak_7106 chr5_38808434_38808564 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 39399739 39399865 127 39399807 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_7107 chr5_39399739_39399865 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 39518039 39518180 142 39518108 26 19.3411 8.23964 14.90734 OSE2_peak_7108 chr5_39518039_39518180 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 39520079 39520253 175 39520153 21 14.17513 6.7365 10.07426 OSE2_peak_7109 chr5_39520079_39520253 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 39761006 39761369 364 39761094 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_7110 chr5_39761006_39761369 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 40291508 40291637 130 40291558 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7111 chr5_40291508_40291637 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 40552399 40552609 211 40552528 28 21.88303 9.03279 17.31151 OSE2_peak_7112 chr5_40552399_40552609 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 40678689 40678823 135 40678719 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_7113 chr5_40678689_40678823 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PTGER4
chr5 40735367 40735524 158 40735454 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_7114 chr5_40735367_40735524 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . PRKAA1
chr5 40755693 40755812 120 40755749 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7115 chr5_40755693_40755812 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . PRKAA1
chr5 40832752 40832925 174 40832871 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_7116 chr5_40832752_40832925 2287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR4F2 LOC100506548 CARD6
chr5 40834762 40834940 179 40834866 16 9.53373 5.25887 5.84954 OSE2_peak_7117 chr5_40834762_40834940 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O LOC100506548;SNORD72 CARD6
chr5 40985164 40985328 165 40985257 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_7118 chr5_40985164_40985328 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 C7 HEATR7B2
chr5 40991008 40991228 221 40991120 15 8.3576 4.7859 4.80621 OSE2_peak_7119 chr5_40991008_40991228 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 C7 HEATR7B2
chr5 41414842 41414975 134 41414889 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_7120 chr5_41414842_41414975 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 41527226 41527358 133 41527304 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_7121 chr5_41527226_41527358 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 PLCXD3 .
chr5 42716028 42716158 131 42716077 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_7122 chr5_42716028_42716158 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 42718849 42719015 167 42718947 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_7123 chr5_42718849_42719015 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 42992266 42992697 432 42992565 31 22.25532 8.40476 17.67396 OSE2_peak_7124 chr5_42992266_42992697 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . LOC648987
chr5 43067046 43067240 195 43067189 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_7125 chr5_43067046_43067240 32287;LOC100132356;LOC10013333 ANXA2R;LOC153684 .
chr5 43484177 43484411 235 43484316 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_7126 chr5_43484177_43484411 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 C5orf28 C5orf34
chr5 50840266 50840546 281 50840448 27 20.32399 8.48756 15.8413 OSE2_peak_7127 chr5_50840266_50840546 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 52160794 52160997 204 52160909 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_7128 chr5_52160794_52160997 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52315178 52315458 281 52315393 31 22.7671 8.65604 18.15485 OSE2_peak_7129 chr5_52315178_52315458 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 52549219 52549685 467 52549584 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_7130 chr5_52549219_52549685 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 52656783 52656910 128 52656853 24 14.52771 6.25741 10.3953 OSE2_peak_7131 chr5_52656783_52656910 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 52686815 52686968 154 52686904 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_7132 chr5_52686815_52686968 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 52702524 52702722 199 52702688 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_7133 chr5_52702524_52702722 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 53320434 53320590 157 53320521 28 20.72271 8.42379 16.21515 OSE2_peak_7134 chr5_53320434_53320590 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53358836 53359107 272 53358849 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_7135 chr5_53358836_53359107 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53383347 53383539 193 53383459 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7136 chr5_53383347_53383539 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 53606468 53606603 136 53606572 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_7137 chr5_53606468_53606603 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ARL15 .
chr5 53625941 53626072 132 53626014 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_7138 chr5_53625941_53626072 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ARL15 .
chr5 53959876 53960055 180 53959969 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7139 chr5_53959876_53960055 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 53997040 53997411 372 53997076 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7140 chr5_53997040_53997411 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 54040267 54040415 149 54040361 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_7141 chr5_54040267_54040415 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 54056456 54056618 163 54056519 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_7142 chr5_54056456_54056618 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 54348349 54348488 140 54348431 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7143 chr5_54348349_54348488 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 GZMK .
chr5 55419666 55419892 227 55419770 39 22.49231 6.82226 17.8918 OSE2_peak_7144 chr5_55419666_55419892 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 55575928 55576092 165 55575980 40 31.3205 10.29062 26.37827 OSE2_peak_7145 chr5_55575928_55576092 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 55643078 55643404 327 55643197 18 11.82705 6.12903 7.91163 OSE2_peak_7146 chr5_55643078_55643404 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 55921524 55921725 202 55921609 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_7147 chr5_55921524_55921725 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 56572841 56572960 120 56572913 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7148 chr5_56572841_56572960 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 GPBP1 .
chr5 56612693 56612820 128 56612739 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7149 chr5_56612693_56612820 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 56731572 56731929 358 56731744 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_7150 chr5_56731572_56731929 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 56764698 56764909 212 56764826 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_7151 chr5_56764698_56764909 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ACTBL2
chr5 56799502 56799687 186 56799637 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7152 chr5_56799502_56799687 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ACTBL2 .
chr5 57031591 57031777 187 57031690 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_7153 chr5_57031591_57031777 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 57484188 57484427 240 57484326 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7154 chr5_57484188_57484427 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 57748651 57748791 141 57748741 16 6.30885 3.57301 3.10946 OSE2_peak_7155 chr5_57748651_57748791 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PLK2
chr5 57749214 57749567 354 57749481 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_7156 chr5_57749214_57749567 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PLK2
chr5 57752152 57752397 246 57752293 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7157 chr5_57752152_57752397 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 57753123 57753290 168 57753206 17 9.43827 5.01908 5.75878 OSE2_peak_7158 chr5_57753123_57753290 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 57754959 57755125 167 57755046 23 15.71606 7.08515 11.50484 OSE2_peak_7159 chr5_57754959_57755125 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 57755809 57755967 159 57755888 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_7160 chr5_57755809_57755967 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 58423709 58423896 188 58423829 14 6.38256 3.86127 3.1728 OSE2_peak_7161 chr5_58423709_58423896 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 58821849 58822013 165 58821903 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_7162 chr5_58821849_58822013 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 59088989 59089164 176 59089063 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_7163 chr5_59088989_59089164 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 59388620 59388806 187 59388738 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_7164 chr5_59388620_59388806 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 60597669 60597821 153 60597772 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_7165 chr5_60597669_60597821 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 62252544 62252686 143 62252612 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7166 chr5_62252544_62252686 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 64328112 64328314 203 64328210 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_7167 chr5_64328112_64328314 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CWC27 .
chr5 64331920 64332236 317 64332022 22 13.62255 6.22153 9.56101 OSE2_peak_7168 chr5_64331920_64332236 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CWC27 .
chr5 64332412 64332814 403 64332492 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_7169 chr5_64332412_64332814 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CWC27 .
chr5 64333321 64333572 252 64333513 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7170 chr5_64333321_64333572 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CWC27 .
chr5 64454238 64454422 185 64454333 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_7171 chr5_64454238_64454422 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64485069 64485191 123 64485106 18 6.79712 3.5778 3.48378 OSE2_peak_7172 chr5_64485069_64485191 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64486269 64486484 216 64486359 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7173 chr5_64486269_64486484 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64494551 64494916 366 64494629 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_7174 chr5_64494551_64494916 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64495342 64495557 216 64495444 18 9.26382 4.75563 5.60728 OSE2_peak_7175 chr5_64495342_64495557 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64558443 64558619 177 64558501 16 7.8127 4.32686 4.34679 OSE2_peak_7176 chr5_64558443_64558619 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64623512 64623668 157 64623532 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_7177 chr5_64623512_64623668 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 64776454 64776641 188 64776597 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7178 chr5_64776454_64776641 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 65107008 65107243 236 65107082 35 30.77992 11.57165 25.85715 OSE2_peak_7179 chr5_65107008_65107243 100132287;LOC100133331;NLN;OR4 . .
chr5 65157615 65157759 145 65157686 42 16.79442 4.6289 12.51612 OSE2_peak_7180 chr5_65157615_65157759 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 65157878 65158021 144 65157944 33 12.07767 4.06289 8.13872 OSE2_peak_7181 chr5_65157878_65158021 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 65181767 65182018 252 65181862 51 43.71215 12.69923 38.43925 OSE2_peak_7182 chr5_65181767_65182018 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 65222200 65222376 177 65222316 15 7.89772 4.53123 4.41416 OSE2_peak_7183 chr5_65222200_65222376 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ERBB2IP;LOC100303749
chr5 65738943 65739075 133 65738965 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7184 chr5_65738943_65739075 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 65739209 65739339 131 65739265 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_7185 chr5_65739209_65739339 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 66502977 66503098 122 66503037 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_7186 chr5_66502977_66503098 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CD180 .
chr5 66811727 66811846 120 66811730 12 6.32311 4.1201 3.12208 OSE2_peak_7187 chr5_66811727_66811846 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 67342400 67342561 162 67342423 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_7188 chr5_67342400_67342561 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 67629888 67630567 680 67630048 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7189 chr5_67629888_67630567 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 71896327 71896570 244 71896458 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_7190 chr5_71896327_71896570 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72213492 72213611 120 72213551 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_7191 chr5_72213492_72213611 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TNPO1 .
chr5 72214785 72215006 222 72214819 13 6.40365 4.0151 3.18689 OSE2_peak_7192 chr5_72214785_72215006 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TNPO1 .
chr5 72362365 72362486 122 72362424 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_7193 chr5_72362365_72362486 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 72389917 72390039 123 72389987 15 8.76961 5.01816 5.17309 OSE2_peak_7194 chr5_72389917_72390039 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FCHO2 TMEM171
chr5 72592708 72592877 170 72592784 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_7195 chr5_72592708_72592877 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72607768 72607896 129 72607850 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_7196 chr5_72607768_72607896 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72608082 72608213 132 72608195 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7197 chr5_72608082_72608213 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72608357 72608476 120 72608387 17 10.14324 5.40199 6.38179 OSE2_peak_7198 chr5_72608357_72608476 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72617677 72617895 219 72617745 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_7199 chr5_72617677_72617895 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72634290 72634455 166 72634393 17 10.30813 5.49309 6.53511 OSE2_peak_7200 chr5_72634290_72634455 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72661289 72661690 402 72661431 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_7201 chr5_72661289_72661690 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72666506 72666723 218 72666591 36 29.82002 10.7476 24.93143 OSE2_peak_7202 chr5_72666506_72666723 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72667256 72667415 160 72667270 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_7203 chr5_72667256_72667415 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72670313 72670752 440 72670627 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_7204 chr5_72670313_72670752 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 72741087 72741232 146 72741170 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7205 chr5_72741087_72741232 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . FOXD1
chr5 72744390 72744526 137 72744423 17 9.73456 5.17868 6.03125 OSE2_peak_7206 chr5_72744390_72744526 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FOXD1 .
chr5 72861296 72861415 120 72861360 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_7207 chr5_72861296_72861415 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . UTP15
chr5 72934567 72934743 177 72934675 35 26.84632 9.56644 22.06286 OSE2_peak_7208 chr5_72934567_72934743 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 73092610 73092745 136 73092692 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7209 chr5_73092610_73092745 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 73622917 73623056 140 73622976 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_7210 chr5_73622917_73623056 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 73934078 73934275 198 73934136 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7211 chr5_73934078_73934275 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73937023 73937253 231 73937055 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7212 chr5_73937023_73937253 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 73939165 73939341 177 73939309 23 11.29947 4.92973 7.43038 OSE2_peak_7213 chr5_73939165_73939341 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ENC1 .
chr5 73961700 73961819 120 73961766 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7214 chr5_73961700_73961819 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ENC1 HEXB
chr5 75985329 75985493 165 75985384 32 21.15493 7.64634 16.62608 OSE2_peak_7215 chr5_75985329_75985493 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 75997172 75997365 194 75997262 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_7216 chr5_75997172_75997365 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . F2R;NCRUPAR
chr5 76097325 76097448 124 76097371 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7217 chr5_76097325_76097448 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . F2RL1
chr5 76100248 76100395 148 76100314 17 7.37892 3.96752 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7218 chr5_76100248_76100395 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . F2RL1
chr5 76101889 76102110 222 76102000 23 14.57407 6.49203 10.43703 OSE2_peak_7219 chr5_76101889_76102110 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . F2RL1
chr5 76126828 76127231 404 76126912 29 22.89639 9.28037 18.27955 OSE2_peak_7220 chr5_76126828_76127231 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . S100Z
chr5 77005638 77005831 194 77005727 11 5.74369 3.92697 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7221 chr5_77005638_77005831 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 77825342 77825549 208 77825532 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_7222 chr5_77825342_77825549 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 77826494 77826718 225 77826544 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7223 chr5_77826494_77826718 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 77934326 77934506 181 77934423 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7224 chr5_77934326_77934506 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 78137751 78137894 144 78137776 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7225 chr5_78137751_78137894 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 79995755 79995874 120 79995784 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7226 chr5_79995755_79995874 100132287;LOC100133331;MSH3;OR . .
chr5 80263402 80263561 160 80263468 36 20.54247 6.60094 16.04137 OSE2_peak_7227 chr5_80263402_80263561 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 80551678 80551820 143 80551749 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7228 chr5_80551678_80551820 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 RASGRF2 .
chr5 80718711 80718852 142 80718792 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7229 chr5_80718711_80718852 7;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR4F29;OR ACOT12 .
chr5 81652651 81653024 374 81652891 19 11.88417 5.94307 7.96412 OSE2_peak_7230 chr5_81652651_81653024 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 81683230 81683371 142 81683332 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7231 chr5_81683230_81683371 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 81702138 81702292 155 81702221 23 15.00442 6.71279 10.84536 OSE2_peak_7232 chr5_81702138_81702292 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 81709668 81709798 131 81709761 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_7233 chr5_81709668_81709798 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 82863513 82863691 179 82863540 12 5.81643 3.82531 2.69662 OSE2_peak_7234 chr5_82863513_82863691 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 82863973 82864225 253 82864130 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_7235 chr5_82863973_82864225 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 82872884 82873012 129 82872930 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_7236 chr5_82872884_82873012 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 83123102 83123226 125 83123170 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_7237 chr5_83123102_83123226 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 83221175 83221450 276 83221282 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7238 chr5_83221175_83221450 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . EDIL3
chr5 83545807 83545984 178 83545867 22 15.73113 7.34084 11.51782 OSE2_peak_7239 chr5_83545807_83545984 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 83583944 83584079 136 83583997 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7240 chr5_83583944_83584079 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 83668262 83668384 123 83668311 18 10.06651 5.17044 6.32984 OSE2_peak_7241 chr5_83668262_83668384 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 83678181 83678356 176 83678272 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_7242 chr5_83678181_83678356 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 84115050 84115169 120 84115128 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7243 chr5_84115050_84115169 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 86417142 86417348 207 86417258 20 8.96701 4.31352 5.35567 OSE2_peak_7244 chr5_86417142_86417348 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 MIR4280 .
chr5 86447433 86447727 295 86447539 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7245 chr5_86447433_86447727 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 86563233 86563493 261 86563417 21 13.92693 6.60243 9.84606 OSE2_peak_7246 chr5_86563233_86563493 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . RASA1
chr5 86697073 86697267 195 86697158 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_7247 chr5_86697073_86697267 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR RASA1 .
chr5 86706832 86707010 179 86706896 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7248 chr5_86706832_86707010 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR RASA1 .
chr5 89226666 89226786 121 89226686 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7249 chr5_89226666_89226786 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 89779075 89779278 204 89779258 14 7.26335 4.34319 3.88635 OSE2_peak_7250 chr5_89779075_89779278 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O MBLAC2 .
chr5 90279019 90279327 309 90279145 65 46.09784 10.11291 40.78361 OSE2_peak_7251 chr5_90279019_90279327 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 90503108 90503321 214 90503176 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7252 chr5_90503108_90503321 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 90576562 90576687 126 90576602 24 10.66997 4.51951 6.87305 OSE2_peak_7253 chr5_90576562_90576687 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 90607693 90607815 123 90607728 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_7254 chr5_90607693_90607815 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 90610245 90610448 204 90610344 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_7255 chr5_90610245_90610448 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 90678997 90679171 175 90679099 24 16.03553 7.01418 11.80947 OSE2_peak_7256 chr5_90678997_90679171 00132062;LOC100132287;LOC10013 . .
chr5 91688845 91688979 135 91688916 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_7257 chr5_91688845_91688979 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 91887844 91888102 259 91887984 54 55.09897 17.13115 49.62296 OSE2_peak_7258 chr5_91887844_91888102 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 92414028 92414577 550 92414308 43 21.54494 5.90813 16.99169 OSE2_peak_7259 chr5_92414028_92414577 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 92527928 92528052 125 92527996 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7260 chr5_92527928_92528052 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 92797616 92797750 135 92797671 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_7261 chr5_92797616_92797750 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 92916317 92916593 277 92916387 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_7262 chr5_92916317_92916593 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . NR2F1
chr5 92917564 92917918 355 92917758 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_7263 chr5_92917564_92917918 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FLJ42709 NR2F1
chr5 92918964 92919121 158 92919036 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_7264 chr5_92918964_92919121 00132287;LOC100133331;NR2F1;OR FLJ42709 .
chr5 92923104 92923284 181 92923219 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7265 chr5_92923104_92923284 00132287;LOC100133331;NR2F1;OR FLJ42709 .
chr5 95194978 95195102 125 95195059 19 8.0286 4.01691 4.53251 OSE2_peak_7266 chr5_95194978_95195102 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . ELL2
chr5 95219229 95219547 319 95219516 14 8.01681 4.77067 4.52178 OSE2_peak_7267 chr5_95219229_95219547 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 C5orf27 ELL2
chr5 95367634 95367762 129 95367733 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7268 chr5_95367634_95367762 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 95403869 95404347 479 95404052 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7269 chr5_95403869_95404347 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MIR583
chr5 95590850 95590969 120 95590950 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7270 chr5_95590850_95590969 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 95845794 95845957 164 95845884 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_7271 chr5_95845794_95845957 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 95962733 95962967 235 95962829 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7272 chr5_95962733_95962967 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 95998393 95998573 181 95998440 16 9.37571 5.17048 5.69913 OSE2_peak_7273 chr5_95998393_95998573 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 96869995 96870140 146 96870085 33 22.16715 7.87805 17.58672 OSE2_peak_7274 chr5_96869995_96870140 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97174012 97174188 177 97174105 29 22.14402 8.88543 17.56532 OSE2_peak_7275 chr5_97174012_97174188 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97175265 97175498 234 97175330 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7276 chr5_97175265_97175498 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97445937 97446336 400 97445998 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_7277 chr5_97445937_97446336 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97584665 97584858 194 97584756 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_7278 chr5_97584665_97584858 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97645687 97645837 151 97645767 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7279 chr5_97645687_97645837 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97685099 97685245 147 97685150 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_7280 chr5_97685099_97685245 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 97750743 97750895 153 97750837 16 9.34463 5.15316 5.66892 OSE2_peak_7281 chr5_97750743_97750895 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 98105179 98105424 246 98105249 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_7282 chr5_98105179_98105424 LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F . .
chr5 98264563 98264694 132 98264612 20 12.75925 6.1995 8.76472 OSE2_peak_7283 chr5_98264563_98264694 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CHD1 LOC100289230
chr5 98265162 98265322 161 98265223 16 8.84107 4.87547 5.2399 OSE2_peak_7284 chr5_98265162_98265322 32287;LOC100133331;LOC10028923 CHD1 .
chr5 100027403 100027522 120 100027443 18 11.82705 6.12903 7.91163 OSE2_peak_7285 chr5_100027403_100027522 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 102796816 102797100 285 102797033 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7286 chr5_102796816_102797100 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 105260196 105260357 162 105260275 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_7287 chr5_105260196_105260357 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 105506940 105507103 164 105507035 23 15.54316 6.99387 11.33911 OSE2_peak_7288 chr5_105506940_105507103 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 106667150 106667270 121 106667210 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_7289 chr5_106667150_106667270 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 106724302 106724507 206 106724403 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_7290 chr5_106724302_106724507 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 106805341 106805524 184 106805411 39 25.60474 8.03383 20.87912 OSE2_peak_7291 chr5_106805341_106805524 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 106822327 106822462 136 106822394 28 17.2389 6.71951 12.92675 OSE2_peak_7292 chr5_106822327_106822462 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 106891190 106891406 217 106891295 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_7293 chr5_106891190_106891406 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 106900880 106901016 137 106900922 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_7294 chr5_106900880_106901016 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 107717942 107718234 293 107718004 19 12.97486 6.54496 8.96657 OSE2_peak_7295 chr5_107717942_107718234 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FBXL17 .
chr5 108441273 108441439 167 108441338 15 7.94973 4.55977 4.45986 OSE2_peak_7296 chr5_108441273_108441439 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 108992664 108992829 166 108992732 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_7297 chr5_108992664_108992829 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 109159463 109159582 120 109159503 17 9.88846 5.26235 6.16098 OSE2_peak_7298 chr5_109159463_109159582 0132287;LOC100133331;MAN2A1;O . .
chr5 109274896 109275031 136 109275001 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7299 chr5_109274896_109275031 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 109441468 109441589 122 109441523 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_7300 chr5_109441468_109441589 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 110121182 110121301 120 110121188 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_7301 chr5_110121182_110121301 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 SLC25A46 .
chr5 110236529 110236825 297 110236610 34 12.75749 4.18239 8.76341 OSE2_peak_7302 chr5_110236529_110236825 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 110730488 110730646 159 110730529 23 15.84807 7.15519 11.63149 OSE2_peak_7303 chr5_110730488_110730646 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 111093044 111093171 128 111093095 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_7304 chr5_111093044_111093171 100132287;LOC100133331;NREP;OR LOC100505678 .
chr5 111333488 111333721 234 111333586 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_7305 chr5_111333488_111333721 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 NREP .
chr5 111335056 111335175 120 111335094 18 9.8629 5.06383 6.13633 OSE2_peak_7306 chr5_111335056_111335175 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 NREP .
chr5 111496494 111496623 130 111496537 14 8.01681 4.77067 4.52178 OSE2_peak_7307 chr5_111496494_11149662332062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . EPB41L4A;SNORA13
chr5 111500473 111500705 233 111500533 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7308 chr5_111500473_111500705 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O EPB41L4A‐AS1;SNORA13 .
chr5 112115284 112115420 137 112115319 24 15.66367 6.82373 11.45516 OSE2_peak_7309 chr5_112115284_112115420 ;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 112447574 112447716 143 112447658 16 10.001 5.52326 6.26646 OSE2_peak_7310 chr5_112447574_112447716 100132287;LOC100133331;MCC;OR4 . .
chr5 112825135 112825315 181 112825216 26 18.88121 7.99688 14.47157 OSE2_peak_7311 chr5_112825135_112825315 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 MCC YTHDC2
chr5 113512153 113512325 173 113512232 22 14.18763 6.51364 10.08652 OSE2_peak_7312 chr5_113512153_113512325 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 114598742 114598908 167 114598811 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7313 chr5_114598742_114598908 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 PGGT1B CCDC112
chr5 114603453 114603612 160 114603518 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7314 chr5_114603453_114603612 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O PGGT1B .
chr5 114791113 114791266 154 114791186 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_7315 chr5_114791113_114791266 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 114962032 114962183 152 114962103 20 12.32083 5.96591 8.36792 OSE2_peak_7316 chr5_114962032_114962183 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1TICAM2;TMED7;TMED7‐TICAM2 .
chr5 115209146 115209287 142 115209239 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7317 chr5_115209146_115209287 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 115276965 115277106 142 115277052 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7318 chr5_115276965_115277106 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 AP3S1 AQPEP
chr5 115313807 115313962 156 115313870 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_7319 chr5_115313807_11531396262;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 119474884 119475023 140 119474966 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_7320 chr5_119474884_119475023 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119724021 119724301 281 119724185 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_7321 chr5_119724021_119724301 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119749421 119749745 325 119749506 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_7322 chr5_119749421_119749745 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 119781781 119781910 130 119781881 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7323 chr5_119781781_119781910 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . PRR16
chr5 119935362 119935528 167 119935474 16 6.48451 3.65799 3.2491 OSE2_peak_7324 chr5_119935362_119935528 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 119940634 119940846 213 119940706 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7325 chr5_119940634_119940846 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 119951702 119951894 193 119951767 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7326 chr5_119951702_119951894 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 119984991 119985130 140 119985094 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7327 chr5_119984991_119985130 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 120587780 120587931 152 120587833 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_7328 chr5_120587780_120587931 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 121305026 121305180 155 121305094 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_7329 chr5_121305026_121305180 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 121312800 121312958 159 121312889 24 15.66367 6.82373 11.45516 OSE2_peak_7330 chr5_121312800_121312958 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 121400076 121400197 122 121400120 14 7.98778 4.75396 4.49605 OSE2_peak_7331 chr5_121400076_121400197 100132287;LOC100133331;LOX;OR4 . .
chr5 121456789 121456959 171 121456886 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7332 chr5_121456789_121456959 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ZNF474
chr5 122372155 122372342 188 122372244 19 12.7672 6.42869 8.77241 OSE2_peak_7333 chr5_122372155_122372342 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; SNX24 .
chr5 122848039 122848201 163 122848052 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_7334 chr5_122848039_122848201062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 123041507 123041636 130 123041573 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_7335 chr5_123041507_123041636 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 123997097 123997250 154 123997189 35 26.33532 9.32007 21.57473 OSE2_peak_7336 chr5_123997097_123997250 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 124077087 124077226 140 124077118 12 5.68884 3.75209 2.64 OSE2_peak_7337 chr5_124077087_124077226 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 124160600 124160818 219 124160669 41 31.85314 10.25707 26.89502 OSE2_peak_7338 chr5_124160600_124160818 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124175394 124175521 128 124175474 20 12.42796 6.02264 8.46699 OSE2_peak_7339 chr5_124175394_124175521 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124819985 124820301 317 124820117 45 41.02269 13.40491 35.81152 OSE2_peak_7340 chr5_124819985_124820301 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124820515 124820711 197 124820629 29 17.44884 6.61253 13.12341 OSE2_peak_7341 chr5_124820515_124820711 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 124820897 124821084 188 124821006 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_7342 chr5_124820897_124821084 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 125690123 125690278 156 125690178 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_7343 chr5_125690123_125690278 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . GRAMD3
chr5 125788865 125789029 165 125788949 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_7344 chr5_125788865_125789029 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 125917650 125917771 122 125917721 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7345 chr5_125917650_125917771062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . PHAX
chr5 126112251 126112370 120 126112289 19 12.33086 6.18691 8.37764 OSE2_peak_7346 chr5_126112251_126112370 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 126220350 126220522 173 126220376 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7347 chr5_126220350_126220522 0132287;LOC100133331;MARCH3;O . .
chr5 126300666 126300991 326 126300895 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_7348 chr5_126300666_126300991 0132287;LOC100133331;MARCH3;O . .
chr5 126337587 126337932 346 126337746 24 14.35218 6.17204 10.23116 OSE2_peak_7349 chr5_126337587_126337932 0132287;LOC100133331;MARCH3;O . .
chr5 126539612 126539767 156 126539700 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_7350 chr5_126539612_126539767 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 126542064 126542220 157 126542118 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_7351 chr5_126542064_126542220 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 126694080 126694242 163 126694150 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_7352 chr5_126694080_12669424200132287;LOC100133331;MEGF10;O . .
chr5 126694659 126694832 174 126694733 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_7353 chr5_126694659_12669483200132287;LOC100133331;MEGF10;O . .
chr5 127033985 127034251 267 127033994 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_7354 chr5_127033985_127034251 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 127270505 127270692 188 127270614 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_7355 chr5_127270505_127270692 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 127914787 127915179 393 127914998 19 11.84823 5.92362 7.92965 OSE2_peak_7356 chr5_127914787_127915179 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 128110395 128110556 162 128110480 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7357 chr5_128110395_128110556 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 128835365 128835523 159 128835438 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_7358 chr5_128835365_128835523 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 129659857 129660105 249 129659935 27 19.54654 8.08142 15.10366 OSE2_peak_7359 chr5_129659857_129660105 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 129850813 129850944 132 129850847 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_7360 chr5_129850813_129850944 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 130606637 130606766 130 130606670 29 18.19715 6.95122 13.83105 OSE2_peak_7361 chr5_130606637_130606766 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 130664368 130664510 143 130664454 14 8.04602 4.7875 4.5491 OSE2_peak_7362 chr5_130664368_130664510 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 130873859 130874035 177 130873931 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_7363 chr5_130873859_130874035 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 131700147 131700359 213 131700219 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7364 chr5_131700147_131700359 132287;LOC100133331;LOC553103; SLC22A4 MIR3936;SLC22A5
chr5 131762350 131762469 120 131762363 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_7365 chr5_131762350_131762469 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 131794839 131795076 238 131795018 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_7366 chr5_131794839_131795076 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . IRF1
chr5 131845904 131846077 174 131845981 26 18.1596 7.62259 13.7957 OSE2_peak_7367 chr5_131845904_131846077 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 IRF1 .
chr5 132576339 132576467 129 132576398 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7368 chr5_132576339_132576467 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 133364916 133365200 285 133365117 49 32.65802 8.69168 27.66978 OSE2_peak_7369 chr5_133364916_133365200 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 VDAC1 .
chr5 133861760 133862005 246 133861849 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7370 chr5_133861760_133862005 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 134178033 134178258 226 134178068 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_7371 chr5_134178033_134178258 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 DDX46 C5orf24
chr5 134577896 134578059 164 134578009 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_7372 chr5_134577896_134578059 132287;LOC100133331;LOC340073; . .
chr5 135341697 135341931 235 135341741 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7373 chr5_135341697_135341931 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . TGFBI
chr5 135342172 135342303 132 135342204 16 9.34463 5.15316 5.66892 OSE2_peak_7374 chr5_135342172_135342303 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . TGFBI
chr5 135352702 135352821 120 135352781 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_7375 chr5_135352702_135352821 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . TGFBI
chr5 135365907 135366026 120 135365946 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_7376 chr5_135365907_135366026100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 135372969 135373232 264 135372985 16 8.59196 4.74024 5.01054 OSE2_peak_7377 chr5_135372969_135373232100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 135374433 135374732 300 135374535 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_7378 chr5_135374433_135374732100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 135389291 135389588 298 135389501 34 27.72859 10.2989 22.91672 OSE2_peak_7379 chr5_135389291_135389588100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135402447 135402726 280 135402617 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_7380 chr5_135402447_135402726 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TGFBI VTRNA2‐1
chr5 135403016 135403365 350 135403300 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_7381 chr5_135403016_135403365 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TGFBI VTRNA2‐1
chr5 136806250 136806493 244 136806446 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_7382 chr5_136806250_136806493 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 136899374 136899563 190 136899452 25 18.52007 8.07058 14.13451 OSE2_peak_7383 chr5_136899374_136899563 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 137872050 137872169 120 137872074 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7384 chr5_137872050_137872169 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . HSPA9;SNORD63
chr5 137880584 137880736 153 137880680 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_7385 chr5_137880584_137880736 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ETF1 HSPA9;SNORD63
chr5 138623495 138623621 127 138623533 16 9.40696 5.18792 5.72939 OSE2_peak_7386 chr5_138623495_138623621 00132287;LOC100133331;MATR3;OR SNHG4;SNORA74A .
chr5 138862142 138862274 133 138862178 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_7387 chr5_138862142_138862274 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR ECSCR .
chr5 138980296 138980428 133 138980361 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_7388 chr5_138980296_138980428 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 139039933 139040067 135 139039966 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7389 chr5_139039933_139040067 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 139040946 139041072 127 139040990 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7390 chr5_139040946_139041072 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 139631038 139631419 382 139631308 45 44.37837 15.13906 39.09496 OSE2_peak_7391 chr5_139631038_139631419 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O CYSTM1 .
chr5 139678021 139678145 125 139678092 23 14.09265 6.24915 9.9965 OSE2_peak_7392 chr5_139678021_139678145 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 139702989 139703171 183 139703052 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_7393 chr5_139702989_139703171 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 PFDN1 HBEGF
chr5 140098266 140098604 339 140098502 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7394 chr5_140098266_140098604 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR HARS;HARS2;VTRNA1‐1;ZMAT2 VTRNA1‐3
chr5 140105784 140105968 185 140105857 25 7.1176 3.10692 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7395 chr5_140105784_140105968 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;ORHARS2;VTRNA1‐1;VTRNA1‐2;ZMAT .
chr5 140700597 140700789 193 140700604 11 5.74369 3.92697 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7396 chr5_140700597_140700789 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 SLC25A2;TAF7 CDHGA1;PCDHGA2;PCDHGA3;PCDHGB1
chr5 140888730 140888849 120 140888798 20 13.98621 6.8722 9.89926 OSE2_peak_7397 chr5_140888730_140888849 GA3;PCDHGA4;PCDHGA5;PCDHGA6; . DIAPH1
chr5 141061038 141061246 209 141061156 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_7398 chr5_141061038_141061246 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 141322261 141322380 120 141322324 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7399 chr5_141322261_141322380 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 KIAA0141 PCDH12;RNF14
chr5 141581186 141581320 135 141581240 15 8.67856 4.96651 5.09294 OSE2_peak_7400 chr5_141581186_141581320 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 141581575 141581701 127 141581601 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7401 chr5_141581575_141581701 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 141595569 141595782 214 141595685 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_7402 chr5_141595569_141595782 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 141851942 141852223 282 141852048 31 22.97824 8.76081 18.35802 OSE2_peak_7403 chr5_141851942_141852223 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 142051477 142051600 124 142051539 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_7404 chr5_142051477_142051600 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
chr5 142105634 142105880 247 142105718 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7405 chr5_142105634_142105880 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FGF1 .
chr5 142206489 142207124 636 142206605 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_7406 chr5_142206489_142207124 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142339930 142340084 155 142340028 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_7407 chr5_142339930_142340084 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142388812 142388955 144 142388909 19 12.44719 6.25103 8.48593 OSE2_peak_7408 chr5_142388812_142388955 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142528422 142528643 222 142528509 21 11.9025 5.55261 7.98235 OSE2_peak_7409 chr5_142528422_142528643 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142580406 142580525 120 142580478 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_7410 chr5_142580406_142580525 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
chr5 142721470 142721663 194 142721564 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_7411 chr5_142721470_142721663 00132287;LOC100133331;NR3C1;OR . .
chr5 143383935 143384127 193 143384030 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_7412 chr5_143383935_143384127 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 143567463 143567638 176 143567528 21 9.95721 4.6239 6.22404 OSE2_peak_7413 chr5_143567463_143567638 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O YIPF5 .
chr5 144741948 144742123 176 144742034 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_7414 chr5_144741948_144742123 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 144858621 144858762 142 144858712 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_7415 chr5_144858621_144858762 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 145305081 145305336 256 145305264 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_7416 chr5_145305081_145305336 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SH3RF2
chr5 145325878 145326056 179 145325975 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7417 chr5_145325878_145326056 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 145326228 145326373 146 145326318 23 15.04466 6.73361 10.884 OSE2_peak_7418 chr5_145326228_145326373 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 146111584 146111735 152 146111693 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7419 chr5_146111584_146111735 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 146557189 146557308 120 146557264 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7420 chr5_146557189_146557308 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 146945234 146945492 259 146945296 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_7421 chr5_146945234_146945492 132287;LOC100133331;LOC153469; . JAKMIP2
chr5 146992840 146993288 449 146993136 31 23.24762 8.89539 18.61777 OSE2_peak_7422 chr5_146992840_146993288 C100132287;LOC100133331;LOC153 . .
chr5 147277857 147277976 120 147277940 17 9.32382 4.95796 5.65806 OSE2_peak_7423 chr5_147277857_147277976 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O SCGB3A2 .
chr5 147281225 147281344 120 147281296 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7424 chr5_147281225_147281344 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O SCGB3A2 .
chr5 147391357 147391493 137 147391419 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_7425 chr5_147391357_147391493 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 148292711 148292846 136 148292738 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7426 chr5_148292711_148292846 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 148345375 148345718 344 148345439 34 21.47549 7.3562 16.92576 OSE2_peak_7427 chr5_148345375_148345718 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . SH3TC2
chr5 148381795 148382054 260 148381952 35 27.43795 9.85591 22.63505 OSE2_peak_7428 chr5_148381795_148382054 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 148514048 148514224 177 148514140 26 18.11334 7.59888 13.75251 OSE2_peak_7429 chr5_148514048_148514224 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ABLIM3
chr5 148551937 148552070 134 148552031 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7430 chr5_148551937_148552070 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 148553716 148553849 134 148553789 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_7431 chr5_148553716_148553849 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 148569725 148569900 176 148569789 37 21.46052 6.77935 16.91168 OSE2_peak_7432 chr5_148569725_148569900 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 148585617 148586088 472 148585789 35 25.52499 8.93651 20.80035 OSE2_peak_7433 chr5_148585617_148586088 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 148831971 148832297 327 148832077 21 13.60793 6.43176 9.5465 OSE2_peak_7434 chr5_148831971_148832297 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 MIR143;MIR143HG;MIR145 .
chr5 148865744 148865967 224 148865794 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_7435 chr5_148865744_148865967 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . CSNK1A1
chr5 148868097 148868341 245 148868261 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_7436 chr5_148868097_148868341 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . CSNK1A1
chr5 148870895 148871014 120 148871002 15 7.50002 4.31512 4.06634 OSE2_peak_7437 chr5_148870895_148871014 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . CSNK1A1
chr5 148918884 148919078 195 148918978 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7438 chr5_148918884_148919078 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 149178572 149178809 238 149178594 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7439 chr5_149178572_149178809 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR4 . .
chr5 149237230 149237466 237 149237279 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_7440 chr5_149237230_149237466 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 PPARGC1B PDE6A
chr5 149267216 149267492 277 149267301 31 21.48062 8.03171 16.92906 OSE2_peak_7441 chr5_149267216_149267492 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 149318552 149318829 278 149318701 45 37.166 11.54558 32.04951 OSE2_peak_7442 chr5_149318552_149318829 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . SLC26A2
chr5 149319421 149319875 455 149319787 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_7443 chr5_149319421_149319875 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . SLC26A2
chr5 149429873 149430061 189 149430003 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7444 chr5_149429873_149430061 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . CSF1R
chr5 149444938 149445218 281 149444995 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7445 chr5_149444938_149445218 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR HMGXB3 .
chr5 149518361 149518485 125 149518416 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_7446 chr5_149518361_149518485 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O CSF1R CDX1
chr5 149822888 149823188 301 149823174 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7447 chr5_149822888_149823188 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . RPS14
chr5 149849692 149849893 202 149849786 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7448 chr5_149849692_149849893 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 RPS14 .
chr5 149852776 149853089 314 149853001 30 22.97428 9.03374 18.35541 OSE2_peak_7449 chr5_149852776_149853089 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 RPS14 .
chr5 149896881 149897154 274 149896982 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_7450 chr5_149896881_149897154 00132287;LOC100133331;NDST1;OR . .
chr5 149946691 149947062 372 149947017 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_7451 chr5_149946691_149947062 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 NDST1 .
chr5 150017056 150017472 417 150017302 32 26.04073 10.03682 21.29068 OSE2_peak_7452 chr5_150017056_150017472 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . MYOZ3
chr5 150020443 150020562 120 150020528 16 8.92668 4.92228 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7453 chr5_150020443_150020562 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . MYOZ3
chr5 150022204 150022323 120 150022272 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_7454 chr5_150022204_150022323 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . MYOZ3
chr5 150115454 150115573 120 150115470 13 6.40365 4.0151 3.18689 OSE2_peak_7455 chr5_150115454_15011557362;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 150159855 150160047 193 150159949 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_7456 chr5_150159855_150160047 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O DCTN4 .
chr5 150462746 150463119 374 150463021 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7457 chr5_150462746_150463119100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . ANXA6
chr5 150465197 150465448 252 150465235 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_7458 chr5_150465197_150465448100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . ANXA6
chr5 150472283 150472580 298 150472492 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7459 chr5_150472283_150472580 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 150473160 150473865 706 150473325 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_7460 chr5_150473160_150473865 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TNIP1 ANXA6
chr5 151040288 151040769 482 151040362 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7461 chr5_151040288_151040769 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151040886 151041025 140 151040951 14 6.00921 3.66324 2.84801 OSE2_peak_7462 chr5_151040886_151041025 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151042269 151042388 120 151042322 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_7463 chr5_151042269_151042388 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151063875 151064068 194 151063987 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_7464 chr5_151063875_151064068 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151064754 151065045 292 151064929 24 16.55699 7.28528 12.28769 OSE2_peak_7465 chr5_151064754_151065045 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151065495 151065721 227 151065539 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_7466 chr5_151065495_151065721 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 151119979 151120138 160 151120060 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_7467 chr5_151119979_151120138 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ATOX1
chr5 151124897 151125016 120 151124924 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7468 chr5_151124897_151125016 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . G3BP1
chr5 151183846 151183965 120 151183921 17 9.79564 5.21183 6.08687 OSE2_peak_7469 chr5_151183846_151183965 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . GLRA1
chr5 153280693 153280858 166 153280776 33 25.41259 9.42241 20.68987 OSE2_peak_7470 chr5_153280693_153280858 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 153577791 153577983 193 153577902 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_7471 chr5_153577791_153577983062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 153739892 153740078 187 153739978 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_7472 chr5_153739892_153740078062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . FLJ38109
chr5 153844828 153844993 166 153844882 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_7473 chr5_153844828_153844993 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 FLJ38109;SAP30L HAND1
chr5 157001350 157001516 167 157001410 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_7474 chr5_157001350_157001516 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 157030509 157030652 144 157030575 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7475 chr5_157030509_157030652 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ADAM19 SOX30
chr5 157811996 157812241 246 157812033 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7476 chr5_157811996_157812241 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 158611859 158612088 230 158611957 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7477 chr5_158611859_158612088 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 158667515 158667634 120 158667599 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7478 chr5_158667515_158667634 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . UBLCP1
chr5 159206111 159206258 148 159206175 24 17.01609 7.52774 12.71871 OSE2_peak_7479 chr5_159206111_159206258 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 159311064 159311202 139 159311091 12 5.83811 3.83779 2.71451 OSE2_peak_7480 chr5_159311064_159311202 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 159329892 159330219 328 159330134 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_7481 chr5_159329892_159330219 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ADRA1B
chr5 159332547 159332914 368 159332718 38 32.14484 11.29229 27.18005 OSE2_peak_7482 chr5_159332547_159332914 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . ADRA1B
chr5 159510277 159510405 129 159510314 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_7483 chr5_159510277_159510405 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR TTC1 .
chr5 159890945 159891126 182 159891029 23 10.81177 4.71562 6.99389 OSE2_peak_7484 chr5_159890945_159891126 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . MIR146A;MIR3142
chr5 162864116 162864263 148 162864259 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_7485 chr5_162864116_162864263 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . CCNG1;HMMR;NUDCD2
chr5 162998976 162999177 202 162999113 19 12.14122 6.08292 8.19763 OSE2_peak_7486 chr5_162998976_162999177 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 163187582 163187770 189 163187666 29 10.84189 4.02827 7.02223 OSE2_peak_7487 chr5_163187582_163187770 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 163288717 163288945 229 163288885 18 11.30387 5.83765 7.43446 OSE2_peak_7488 chr5_163288717_163288945 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 163365714 163365859 146 163365801 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_7489 chr5_163365714_163365859 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 167061496 167061784 289 167061669 38 30.90847 10.67724 25.98246 OSE2_peak_7490 chr5_167061496_167061784 100132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2;OR . .
chr5 167070327 167070497 171 167070406 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7491 chr5_167070327_167070497 100132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2;OR . .
chr5 167126572 167126742 171 167126653 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_7492 chr5_167126572_167126742 100132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2;OR . .
chr5 167170822 167170941 120 167170866 20 13.1858 6.4303 9.16265 OSE2_peak_7493 chr5_167170822_167170941 100132287;LOC100133331;ODZ2;OR . .
chr5 167744897 167745045 149 167744952 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_7494 chr5_167744897_167745045 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 168052096 168052338 243 168052279 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7495 chr5_168052096_168052338 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 168588196 168588318 123 168588252 18 10.85303 5.59083 7.03291 OSE2_peak_7496 chr5_168588196_168588318 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 168777714 168778143 430 168777899 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7497 chr5_168777714_168778143 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 169003275 169003504 230 169003361 22 5.50682 2.74843 2.49052 OSE2_peak_7498 chr5_169003275_169003504 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . CCDC99
chr5 169123330 169123541 212 169123535 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7499 chr5_169123330_16912354162;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169213428 169213548 121 169213496 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_7500 chr5_169213428_16921354862;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169215220 169215470 251 169215257 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7501 chr5_169215220_16921547062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169230210 169230482 273 169230293 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_7502 chr5_169230210_16923048262;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169230640 169230773 134 169230687 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_7503 chr5_169230640_16923077362;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 169380286 169380425 140 169380372 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_7504 chr5_169380286_169380425 132062;LOC100132287;LOC1001333 . .
chr5 169894125 169894269 145 169894171 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7505 chr5_169894125_169894269 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 170024109 170024302 194 170024155 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_7506 chr5_170024109_170024302 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 170582533 170582685 153 170582600 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7507 chr5_170582533_170582685 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;OR . .
chr5 171022717 171022854 138 171022753 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7508 chr5_171022717_171022854 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 171023647 171023772 126 171023708 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7509 chr5_171023647_171023772 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 171412142 171412288 147 171412247 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_7510 chr5_171412142_171412288 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O . .
chr5 171530402 171530718 317 171530493 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_7511 chr5_171530402_171530718 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 171538404 171538553 150 171538445 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_7512 chr5_171538404_171538553 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 172192297 172197475 5179 172193955 58 43.35729 10.66604 38.09367 OSE2_peak_7513 chr5_172192297_172197475 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172197798 172198236 439 172198140 27 18.45914 7.52901 14.07497 OSE2_peak_7514 chr5_172197798_172198236 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172199338 172199610 273 172199505 53 50.56636 15.24518 45.17137 OSE2_peak_7515 chr5_172199338_172199610 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 DUSP1 .
chr5 172204594 172204769 176 172204689 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_7516 chr5_172204594_172204769 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 DUSP1 .
chr5 172286167 172286370 204 172286269 23 14.61228 6.5115 10.47454 OSE2_peak_7517 chr5_172286167_172286370 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172295482 172295867 386 172295719 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7518 chr5_172295482_172295867 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172296036 172296539 504 172296262 45 29.18623 8.20658 24.31341 OSE2_peak_7519 chr5_172296036_172296539 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172297157 172297669 513 172297622 19 10.5775 5.25297 6.78369 OSE2_peak_7520 chr5_172297157_172297669 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172314005 172314129 125 172314080 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7521 chr5_172314005_172314129 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172327941 172328269 329 172328153 34 23.66065 8.32291 19.01018 OSE2_peak_7522 chr5_172327941_172328269 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172329780 172330150 371 172330095 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_7523 chr5_172329780_172330150 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172337974 172338348 375 172338158 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7524 chr5_172337974_172338348 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172347263 172347520 258 172347428 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_7525 chr5_172347263_172347520 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 172358287 172358525 239 172358370 32 24.52287 9.25871 19.842 OSE2_peak_7526 chr5_172358287_172358525 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172371052 172371343 292 172371226 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_7527 chr5_172371052_172371343 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172381580 172381783 204 172381645 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7528 chr5_172381580_172381783 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 ERGIC1 ATP6V0E1;LOC100268168;RPL26L1
chr5 172385258 172385387 130 172385308 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7529 chr5_172385258_172385387 32287;LOC100133331;LOC10026816 ERGIC1 ATP6V0E1;RPL26L1
chr5 172571322 172571606 285 172571434 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_7530 chr5_172571322_172571606 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR CREBRF .
chr5 172741386 172741534 149 172741421 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7531 chr5_172741386_172741534 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . STC2
chr5 172754209 172754470 262 172754411 14 7.2883 4.35713 3.90721 OSE2_peak_7532 chr5_172754209_172754470 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 172755264 172755434 171 172755356 14 7.16483 4.28829 3.79696 OSE2_peak_7533 chr5_172755264_172755434 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 172756016 172756311 296 172756119 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_7534 chr5_172756016_172756311 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O . .
chr5 172879139 172879567 429 172879294 48 23.41384 5.85535 18.77806 OSE2_peak_7535 chr5_172879139_172879567 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 172881522 172881659 138 172881631 31 5.27668 2.30303 2.2998 OSE2_peak_7536 chr5_172881522_172881659 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 172882378 172882551 174 172882440 32 16.88969 5.84888 12.60649 OSE2_peak_7537 chr5_172882378_172882551 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 172883955 172884080 126 172883999 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_7538 chr5_172883955_172884080 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 172885905 172886066 162 172886020 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_7539 chr5_172885905_172886066 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 173043680 173043856 177 173043755 26 19.49928 8.32387 15.05754 OSE2_peak_7540 chr5_173043680_173043856 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 BOD1 .
chr5 173141778 173141957 180 173141870 23 11.55584 5.04425 7.67161 OSE2_peak_7541 chr5_173141778_173141957 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 173193549 173193757 209 173193689 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_7542 chr5_173193549_173193757 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 173236102 173236223 122 173236125 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_7543 chr5_173236102_173236223 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 173281282 173281807 526 173281636 33 27.14716 10.30632 22.35473 OSE2_peak_7544 chr5_173281282_173281807 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
chr5 175788655 175788792 138 175788767 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7545 chr5_175788655_175788792 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O C5orf25 ARL10;HIGD2A;NOP16
chr5 176778415 176778648 234 176778615 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7546 chr5_176778415_176778648 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . RGS14
chr5 176875049 176875169 121 176875154 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_7547 chr5_176875049_176875169 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O GRK6;LOC340037 DBN1
chr5 176882798 176882923 126 176882860 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_7548 chr5_176882798_176882923 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O GRK6;LOC340037 DBN1;PDLIM7
chr5 176903639 176903841 203 176903757 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_7549 chr5_176903639_176903841 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 DBN1;LOC340037;PRR7 DOK3;PDLIM7
chr5 176911909 176912055 147 176911955 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7550 chr5_176911909_176912055 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O DBN1;PRR7 DDX41;DOK3
chr5 176922445 176922564 120 176922528 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_7551 chr5_176922445_176922564 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O DBN1 DDX41;DOK3;FAM193B
chr5 176923663 176923915 253 176923859 16 9.07238 5.00232 5.43526 OSE2_peak_7552 chr5_176923663_176923915 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O DBN1 DDX41;DOK3;FAM193B
chr5 177631482 177631621 140 177631549 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7553 chr5_177631482_177631621 062;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O GMCL1P1 AGXT2L2
chr5 178069471 178069662 192 178069565 27 17.0419 6.83805 12.7426 OSE2_peak_7554 chr5_178069471_178069662 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 CLK4 .
chr5 179139311 179139430 120 179139350 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7555 chr5_179139311_179139430 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . MAML1
chr5 179742382 179742513 132 179742480 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7556 chr5_179742382_179742513 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR MAPK9 .
chr5 179757980 179758149 170 179758095 25 5.35692 2.54639 2.36498 OSE2_peak_7557 chr5_179757980_179758149 2;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;OR . .
chr5 180615760 180615922 163 180615857 20 12.83497 6.24023 8.83588 OSE2_peak_7558 chr5_180615760_180615922 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . TRIM7
chr5 180634796 180635049 254 180635031 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7559 chr5_180634796_180635049 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TRIM7 GNB2L1;MIR4638;TRIM41
chr5 180645204 180645342 139 180645263 24 17.01609 7.52774 12.71871 OSE2_peak_7560 chr5_180645204_180645342 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TRIM7 2L1;MIR4638;SNORD95;SNORD96A;TRIM41
chr5 180648959 180649078 120 180649029 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_7561 chr5_180648959_180649078 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 TRIM7 2L1;MIR4638;SNORD95;SNORD96A;TRIM41
chr5 180650466 180650592 127 180650530 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_7562 chr5_180650466_180650592 00132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16;O MIR4638;TRIM7 GNB2L1;SNORD95;SNORD96A
chr5 180663012 180663131 120 180663084 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_7563 chr5_180663012_180663131 OC100132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 MIR4638;TRIM41 GNB2L1;SNORD95;SNORD96A;TRIM52
chr5 180668337 180668510 174 180668454 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7564 chr5_180668337_180668510 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O MIR4638;TRIM41 SNORD95;SNORD96A;TRIM52
chr5 180669678 180669806 129 180669737 19 11.95664 5.98237 8.03248 OSE2_peak_7565 chr5_180669678_180669806 62;LOC100132287;LOC100133331;O MIR4638;SNORD96A;TRIM41 SNORD95;TRIM52
chr6 1917968 1918153 186 1918065 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_7566 chr6_1917968_1918153 GMDS . .
chr6 2157955 2158097 143 2157986 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_7567 chr6_2157955_2158097 GMDS . .
chr6 2718974 2719135 162 2719051 19 11.63642 5.80951 7.74003 OSE2_peak_7568 chr6_2718974_2719135 MYLK4 . .
chr6 2841525 2841693 169 2841661 12 6.10801 3.99418 2.93616 OSE2_peak_7569 chr6_2841525_2841693 SERPINB1 . MGC39372;MIR4645
chr6 2853985 2854261 277 2854115 30 22.5305 8.80682 17.92839 OSE2_peak_7570 chr6_2853985_2854261 . SERPINB1 MGC39372;MIR4645
chr6 2902859 2902978 120 2902944 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7571 chr6_2902859_2902978 SERPINB9 MGC39372 .
chr6 3002225 3002380 156 3002267 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_7572 chr6_3002225_3002380 NQO2 DKFZP686I15217;SERPINB6 HTATSF1P2
chr6 3061965 3062127 163 3062060 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_7573 chr6_3061965_3062127 . . RIPK1
chr6 3517641 3517788 148 3517726 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7574 chr6_3517641_3517788 . . .
chr6 3592722 3592939 218 3592837 28 8.87176 3.46541 5.26724 OSE2_peak_7575 chr6_3592722_3592939 . . .
chr6 3748893 3749093 201 3749003 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7576 chr6_3748893_3749093 PXDC1 . .
chr6 3749730 3750002 273 3749883 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7577 chr6_3749730_3750002 PXDC1 . .
chr6 3826141 3826439 299 3826352 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_7578 chr6_3826141_3826439 . . FAM50B
chr6 3912227 3912401 175 3912306 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_7579 chr6_3912227_3912401 . . .
chr6 4352241 4352434 194 4352310 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7580 chr6_4352241_4352434 . . .
chr6 4355498 4355716 219 4355601 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7581 chr6_4355498_4355716 . . .
chr6 4358979 4359219 241 4359147 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_7582 chr6_4358979_4359219 . . .
chr6 4581788 4581907 120 4581862 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7583 chr6_4581788_4581907 . . .
chr6 4582791 4582980 190 4582870 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7584 chr6_4582791_4582980 . . .
chr6 4607767 4608010 244 4607858 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7585 chr6_4607767_4608010 . . .
chr6 4929359 4929478 120 4929399 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_7586 chr6_4929359_4929478 CDYL . .
chr6 7261501 7261675 175 7261573 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7587 chr6_7261501_7261675 . RREB1 SSR1
chr6 7587774 7587995 222 7587920 15 8.19054 4.69281 4.66836 OSE2_peak_7588 chr6_7587774_7587995 . DSP SNRNP48
chr6 7698514 7698755 242 7698546 21 9.7258 4.51892 6.02333 OSE2_peak_7589 chr6_7698514_7698755 . . BMP6
chr6 8085189 8085546 358 8085435 46 39.84092 12.48951 34.65411 OSE2_peak_7590 chr6_8085189_8085546 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED MUTED;MUTED‐TXNDC5 SCARNA27
chr6 8180665 8180784 120 8180724 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7591 chr6_8180665_8180784 . . .
chr6 9537797 9537918 122 9537882 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_7592 chr6_9537797_9537918 . . .
chr6 9789675 9789809 135 9789742 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7593 chr6_9789675_9789809 . . .
chr6 10403999 10404305 307 10404108 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_7594 chr6_10403999_10404305 TFAP2A . LINC00518;LOC100130275
chr6 10734999 10735155 157 10735108 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_7595 chr6_10734999_10735155 . PAK1IP1;TMEM14C MAK;TMEM14B
chr6 11144133 11144303 171 11144211 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_7596 chr6_11144133_11144303 . C6orf228 .
chr6 11207513 11207667 155 11207572 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_7597 chr6_11207513_11207667 NEDD9 . .
chr6 11609676 11609938 263 11609831 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_7598 chr6_11609676_11609938 . TMEM170B .
chr6 11650568 11650696 129 11650620 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7599 chr6_11650568_11650696 . . .
chr6 11653380 11653728 349 11653647 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_7600 chr6_11653380_11653728 . . .
chr6 12266196 12266397 202 12266299 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_7601 chr6_12266196_12266397 . . EDN1
chr6 12348884 12349165 282 12349074 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_7602 chr6_12348884_12349165 . . .
chr6 12354711 12354982 272 12354921 25 15.50545 6.52576 11.30402 OSE2_peak_7603 chr6_12354711_12354982 . . .
chr6 12484058 12484208 151 12484129 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_7604 chr6_12484058_12484208 . . .
chr6 12491265 12491470 206 12491342 49 29.71166 7.66129 24.82608 OSE2_peak_7605 chr6_12491265_12491470 . . .
chr6 13355693 13355909 217 13355873 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_7606 chr6_13355693_13355909 . TBC1D7 GFOD1
chr6 13408053 13408198 146 13408098 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_7607 chr6_13408053_13408198 GFOD1 . .
chr6 13575010 13575195 186 13575052 11 5.62732 3.85722 2.59428 OSE2_peak_7608 chr6_13575010_13575195 SIRT5 . .
chr6 13591157 13591292 136 13591216 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7609 chr6_13591157_13591292 SIRT5 . NOL7
chr6 14271289 14271424 136 14271392 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_7610 chr6_14271289_14271424 . . .
chr6 14286468 14286590 123 14286514 17 10.34165 5.51169 6.56777 OSE2_peak_7611 chr6_14286468_14286590 . . .
chr6 14666176 14666349 174 14666250 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_7612 chr6_14666176_14666349 . . .
chr6 14735178 14735299 122 14735227 17 8.70641 4.63352 5.11763 OSE2_peak_7613 chr6_14735178_14735299 . . .
chr6 14842174 14842507 334 14842355 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_7614 chr6_14842174_14842507 . . .
chr6 15285183 15285335 153 15285236 14 7.09228 4.24803 3.73956 OSE2_peak_7615 chr6_15285183_15285335 JARID2 . .
chr6 15432019 15432158 140 15432070 30 19.57961 7.37172 15.13491 OSE2_peak_7616 chr6_15432019_15432158 JARID2 . .
chr6 15474624 15474745 122 15474670 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_7617 chr6_15474624_15474745 JARID2 . .
chr6 16129437 16129597 161 16129520 14 7.41511 4.42822 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7618 chr6_16129437_16129597 MYLIP . MIR4639
chr6 16215608 16215738 131 16215632 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_7619 chr6_16215608_16215738 . . GMPR
chr6 16215887 16216008 122 16215954 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_7620 chr6_16215887_16216008 . . GMPR
chr6 16726490 16726650 161 16726601 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_7621 chr6_16726490_16726650 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16727105 16727257 153 16727153 18 10.30768 5.29792 6.53502 OSE2_peak_7622 chr6_16727105_16727257 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16741388 16741569 182 16741472 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_7623 chr6_16741388_16741569 ATXN1 . .
chr6 16763118 16763337 220 16763281 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_7624 chr6_16763118_16763337 . ATXN1 .
chr6 16766490 16766631 142 16766527 16 8.07632 4.46503 4.5778 OSE2_peak_7625 chr6_16766490_16766631 . ATXN1 .
chr6 16910253 16910595 343 16910436 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7626 chr6_16910253_16910595 . . .
chr6 17908019 17908224 206 17908113 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7627 chr6_17908019_17908224 KIF13A . .
chr6 17986891 17987052 162 17987042 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7628 chr6_17986891_17987052 KIF13A . .
chr6 18405965 18406105 141 18406037 13 7.3042 4.53229 3.92213 OSE2_peak_7629 chr6_18405965_18406105 RNF144B . .
chr6 18432520 18432640 121 18432624 14 6.63583 3.99776 3.33745 OSE2_peak_7630 chr6_18432520_18432640 RNF144B . .
chr6 19413662 19413825 164 19413753 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_7631 chr6_19413662_19413825 . . .
chr6 19466066 19466272 207 19466154 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_7632 chr6_19466066_19466272 . . .
chr6 19698191 19698361 171 19698258 24 17.90624 8.00742 13.55385 OSE2_peak_7633 chr6_19698191_19698361 . . .
chr6 19805176 19805305 130 19805251 17 10.20866 5.43807 6.44027 OSE2_peak_7634 chr6_19805176_19805305 . . .
chr6 20543346 20543465 120 20543417 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_7635 chr6_20543346_20543465 CDKAL1 . .
chr6 21916834 21916953 120 21916942 14 7.70658 4.59307 4.24619 OSE2_peak_7636 chr6_21916834_21916953 LINC00340 . .
chr6 21932023 21932143 121 21932080 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_7637 chr6_21932023_21932143 LINC00340 . .
chr6 22881320 22881619 300 22881402 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_7638 chr6_22881320_22881619 . . .
chr6 24720567 24720733 167 24720656 22 12.69777 5.75682 8.70738 OSE2_peak_7639 chr6_24720567_24720733 . ACOT13;C6orf62 .
chr6 24743876 24744063 188 24744048 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_7640 chr6_24743876_24744063 . C6orf62 .
chr6 25006740 25006924 185 25006819 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7641 chr6_25006740_25006924 . . .
chr6 25011258 25011425 168 25011345 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_7642 chr6_25011258_25011425 . . .
chr6 25012922 25013157 236 25013098 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_7643 chr6_25012922_25013157 . . .
chr6 25173179 25173389 211 25173283 23 15.16655 6.79684 10.99015 OSE2_peak_7644 chr6_25173179_25173389 . . .
chr6 25174238 25174430 193 25174335 26 17.93048 7.50549 13.57766 OSE2_peak_7645 chr6_25174238_25174430 . . .
chr6 25971516 25971696 181 25971595 42 29.99048 9.17978 25.09508 OSE2_peak_7646 chr6_25971516_25971696 TRIM38 . .
chr6 26021045 26021172 128 26021119 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7647 chr6_26021045_26021172 HIST1H3A HIST1H1A ST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C;HIST1H4A;HIST1H
chr6 26026821 26027146 326 26026929 22 15.77843 7.36683 11.56435 OSE2_peak_7648 chr6_26026821_26027146 HIST1H4B HIST1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4A C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C
chr6 26027353 26027586 234 26027481 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7649 chr6_26027353_26027586 HIST1H4B HIST1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4A C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C
chr6 26031490 26031858 369 26031586 29 9.48589 3.58491 5.80505 OSE2_peak_7650 chr6_26031490_26031858 HIST1H3B T1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4A;HIST1T1H1C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3C
chr6 26032138 26032336 199 26032263 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7651 chr6_26032138_26032336 HIST1H3B T1H1A;HIST1H3A;HIST1H4A;HIST1T1H1C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3C
chr6 26055281 26056075 795 26055752 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_7652 chr6_26055281_26056075 HIST1H1C B;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C .
chr6 26056423 26056674 252 26056644 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7653 chr6_26056423_26056674 HIST1H1C B;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIST1H3C .
chr6 26104072 26104337 266 26104264 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_7654 chr6_26104072_26104337 HIST1H4C HFE HIST1H1T;HIST1H2AC;HIST1H2BC
chr6 26123224 26123774 551 26123289 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_7655 chr6_26123224_26123774 HIST1H2BC HFE;HIST1H1T;HIST1H4C HIST1H2AC
chr6 26156550 26156780 231 26156592 18 10.18593 5.2334 6.419 OSE2_peak_7656 chr6_26156550_26156780 HIST1H1E . HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE
chr6 26157521 26157692 172 26157669 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7657 chr6_26157521_26157692 . HIST1H1E HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE
chr6 26158361 26158500 140 26158393 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7658 chr6_26158361_26158500 HIST1H2BD HIST1H1E HIST1H2BE
chr6 26188878 26189015 138 26188986 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_7659 chr6_26188878_26189015 HIST1H4D HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE T1H2AE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HIST1
chr6 26189149 26189330 182 26189220 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_7660 chr6_26189149_26189330 HIST1H4D HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE T1H2AE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HIST1
chr6 26198411 26198638 228 26198553 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7661 chr6_26198411_26198638 HIST1H3D HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE;HIST1H4DST1H2AE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E;HIST1
chr6 26199372 26199536 165 26199422 13 6.07763 3.83285 2.90824 OSE2_peak_7662 chr6_26199372_26199536 HIST1H2AD;HIST1H3D HIST1H2BD;HIST1H2BE;HIST1H4DAE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E;HIST1H4E
chr6 26204839 26205557 719 26205483 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7663 chr6_26204839_26205557 HIST1H4E D;HIST1H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H3DT1H1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
chr6 26216627 26216818 192 26216775 13 5.49406 3.51387 2.47851 OSE2_peak_7664 chr6_26216627_26216818 HIST1H2BG D;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H3D;HIST1H4DST1H1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H3E;HIST1H4F
chr6 26217336 26217504 169 26217393 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_7665 chr6_26217336_26217504 HIST1H2AE 1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HISTST1H1D;HIST1H3E;HIST1H4F;HIST1H4G
chr6 26285248 26285619 372 26285517 23 15.41576 6.92694 11.21849 OSE2_peak_7666 chr6_26285248_26285619 HIST1H4H HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G .
chr6 26296226 26296532 307 26296384 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_7667 chr6_26296226_26296532 . HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G;HIST1H4H .
chr6 26296768 26297025 258 26296999 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_7668 chr6_26296768_26297025 . HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G;HIST1H4H .
chr6 26327821 26327962 142 26327850 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_7669 chr6_26327821_26327962 . . .
chr6 26521498 26521624 127 26521540 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7670 chr6_26521498_26521624 . BTN1A1 HCG11;HMGN4
chr6 26555634 26555776 143 26555696 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7671 chr6_26555634_26555776 . HCG11;HMGN4 .
chr6 26569090 26569219 130 26569160 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7672 chr6_26569090_26569219 . HMGN4 ABT1
chr6 26595100 26595229 130 26595163 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7673 chr6_26595100_26595229 . . ABT1
chr6 27099779 27099984 206 27099896 20 11.54909 5.56408 7.66577 OSE2_peak_7674 chr6_27099779_27099984 . . ST1H2AH;HIST1H2BJ;HIST1H2BK;HIST1H4I;MIR31
chr6 27101446 27101617 172 27101525 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_7675 chr6_27101446_27101617 . HIST1H2AG;HIST1H2BJ ST1H2AH;HIST1H2BK;HIST1H4I;MIR3143
chr6 27114903 27115147 245 27114926 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7676 chr6_27114903_27115147 HIST1H2AH 1H2AG;HIST1H2BJ;HIST1H2BK;HIST MIR3143
chr6 27500622 27500839 218 27500628 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7677 chr6_27500622_27500839 . . .
chr6 27640034 27640333 300 27640095 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_7678 chr6_27640034_27640333 . . LOC100507173
chr6 27656078 27656222 145 27656138 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7679 chr6_27656078_27656222 . . LOC100507173
chr6 27763579 27763744 166 27763662 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_7680 chr6_27763579_27763744 . . T1H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3H;HIST1
chr6 27774986 27775166 181 27775078 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_7681 chr6_27774986_27775166 . . AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3H;HIST1H4J;H
chr6 27776555 27776695 141 27776637 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_7682 chr6_27776555_27776695 . HIST1H2AI;HIST1H2BL AK;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H3H;HIST1H4J;H
chr6 27792247 27792693 447 27792457 34 30.04841 11.51885 25.1496 OSE2_peak_7683 chr6_27792247_27792693 HIST1H4J HIST1H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H4K
chr6 27798628 27798793 166 27798745 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7684 chr6_27798628_27798793 . 1H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H4K
chr6 27805317 27805458 142 27805387 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_7685 chr6_27805317_27805458 . ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3HT1H1B;HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H2BN
chr6 27833455 27834166 712 27833605 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_7686 chr6_27833455_27834166 HIST1H2AL HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2BN T1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1H
chr6 27839255 27839429 175 27839332 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_7687 chr6_27839255_27839429 . HIST1H1B;HIST1H2AL AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1H4L
chr6 27839619 27839738 120 27839675 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_7688 chr6_27839619_27839738 HIST1H3I HIST1H1B;HIST1H2AL T1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3J;HIST1H4L
chr6 27840961 27841299 339 27841027 21 14.51889 6.92397 10.38649 OSE2_peak_7689 chr6_27840961_27841299 HIST1H4L HIST1H1B;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H3I HIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3J
chr6 27861755 27862016 262 27861944 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_7690 chr6_27861755_27862016 . L;HIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3 OR2B2
chr6 28457563 28457709 147 28457636 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_7691 chr6_28457563_28457709 . . GPX6
chr6 28726044 28726239 196 28726146 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7692 chr6_28726044_28726239 . . .
chr6 28763654 28763824 171 28763763 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_7693 chr6_28763654_28763824 . . .
chr6 28831367 28831549 183 28831454 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_7694 chr6_28831367_28831549 LOC401242 . .
chr6 28908808 28908967 160 28908917 20 13.55421 6.63232 9.49715 OSE2_peak_7695 chr6_28908808_28908967 . TRIM27 .
chr6 28918778 28918967 190 28918852 18 11.94477 6.1953 8.02089 OSE2_peak_7696 chr6_28918778_28918967 . TRIM27 .
chr6 29892619 29892797 179 29892681 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_7697 chr6_29892619_29892797 HCG4B . HLA‐A
chr6 30028993 30029113 121 30029049 15 8.47205 4.85003 4.90719 OSE2_peak_7698 chr6_30028993_30029113 ZNRD1 ZNRD1‐AS1 PPP1R11;RNF39
chr6 30495843 30496019 177 30495924 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_7699 chr6_30495843_30496019 . . GNL1;PRR3
chr6 30566415 30566594 180 30566545 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7700 chr6_30566415_30566594 . ABCF1;MIR877 ATAT1;MRPS18B;PPP1R10
chr6 30566927 30567052 126 30566953 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7701 chr6_30566927_30567052 . ABCF1;MIR877 ATAT1;MRPS18B;PPP1R10
chr6 30582417 30582560 144 30582492 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_7702 chr6_30582417_30582560 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30582923 30583139 217 30583029 31 17.90006 6.42706 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7703 chr6_30582923_30583139 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
chr6 30583265 30585090 1826 30583555 68 62.79648 15.58859 57.20047 OSE2_peak_7704 chr6_30583265_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
chr6 30650059 30650344 286 30650105 21 13.45327 6.34969 9.39951 OSE2_peak_7705 chr6_30650059_30650344 PPP1R18 C6orf136;DHX16 MDC1;NRM
chr6 30650631 30650869 239 30650717 24 16.51235 7.26189 12.24588 OSE2_peak_7706 chr6_30650631_30650869 PPP1R18 C6orf136;DHX16 MDC1;NRM
chr6 30663191 30663391 201 30663278 31 24.94337 9.7655 20.23939 OSE2_peak_7707 chr6_30663191_30663391 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R18 MDC1;TUBB
chr6 30688143 30688276 134 30688204 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7708 chr6_30688143_30688276 TUBB MDC1;NRM FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30688413 30688787 375 30688707 15 8.47205 4.85003 4.90719 OSE2_peak_7709 chr6_30688413_30688787 TUBB MDC1;NRM FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30688888 30689102 215 30689044 25 18.36661 7.98836 13.98607 OSE2_peak_7710 chr6_30688888_30689102 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30689274 30689422 149 30689367 23 16.21036 7.34891 11.96358 OSE2_peak_7711 chr6_30689274_30689422 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30690382 30690507 126 30690445 15 8.4432 4.83384 4.8793 OSE2_peak_7712 chr6_30690382_30690507 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30693818 30694047 230 30693908 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7713 chr6_30693818_30694047 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
chr6 30709674 30710395 722 30710280 42 20.70923 5.77385 16.20183 OSE2_peak_7714 chr6_30709674_30710395 FLOT1 MDC1;TUBB IER3
chr6 30710492 30711410 919 30710724 62 58.65829 15.81242 53.12489 OSE2_peak_7715 chr6_30710492_30711410 IER3 FLOT1;MDC1;TUBB .
chr6 30736936 30737225 290 30737207 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_7716 chr6_30736936_30737225 . FLOT1;IER3 .
chr6 30737518 30737648 131 30737592 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_7717 chr6_30737518_30737648 . FLOT1;IER3 .
chr6 30749703 30749903 201 30749803 31 20.79884 7.71085 16.28174 OSE2_peak_7718 chr6_30749703_30749903 . . .
chr6 30882163 30882282 120 30882270 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_7719 chr6_30882163_30882282 VARS2 DDR1;GTF2H4;MIR4640 DPCR1;SFTA2
chr6 31171785 31171904 120 31171809 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_7720 chr6_31171785_31171904 . HCG27;PSORS1C3 .
chr6 31507634 31507753 120 31507723 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_7721 chr6_31507634_31507753 ATP6V1G2‐DDX39B;DDX39B MCCD1;MICB;SNORD117 ATP6V1G2;NFKBIL1;SNORD84
chr6 31620295 31620647 353 31620606 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_7722 chr6_31620295_31620647 APOM;BAG6 PRRC2A;SNORA38 6orf47;CSNK2B;GPANK1;LY6G5B;LY6G5C
chr6 31620819 31620949 131 31620922 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7723 chr6_31620819_31620949 APOM BAG6;PRRC2A;SNORA38 6orf47;CSNK2B;GPANK1;LY6G5B;LY6G5C
chr6 31697717 31698070 354 31697969 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_7724 chr6_31697717_31698070 DDAH2 orf25;LY6G6C;LY6G6D;LY6G6E;LY6 CLIC1;MSH5;MSH5‐SAPCD1
chr6 31789582 31789707 126 31789659 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_7725 chr6_31789582_31789707 . HSPA1A;HSPA1L;LSM2;VARS C6orf48;HSPA1B;SNORD48;SNORD52
chr6 31802642 31803261 620 31802723 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7726 chr6_31802642_31803261 C6orf48;SNORD48 HSPA1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;LSM2 NEU1;SLC44A4;SNORD52
chr6 31807981 31808162 182 31808013 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_7727 chr6_31807981_31808162 . SPA1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;SNORD48 NEU1;SLC44A4
chr6 31878086 31878274 189 31878157 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7728 chr6_31878086_31878274 C2 EHMT2;ZBTB12 .
chr6 31879164 31879292 129 31879235 18 7.14141 3.7332 3.77768 OSE2_peak_7729 chr6_31879164_31879292 C2 EHMT2;ZBTB12 .
chr6 32049119 32049528 410 32049218 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_7730 chr6_32049119_32049528 TNXB . .
chr6 32054515 32054701 187 32054617 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_7731 chr6_32054515_32054701 TNXB . ATF6B
chr6 32939908 32940141 234 32940002 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7732 chr6_32939908_32940141 BRD2 HLA‐DMA .
chr6 33021033 33021203 171 33021118 18 12.02443 6.24028 8.09866 OSE2_peak_7733 chr6_33021033_33021203 . . HLA‐DPA1;HLA‐DPB1
chr6 33239893 33240035 143 33239964 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7734 chr6_33239893_33240035 RPS18 HCG25;VPS52 B3GALT4;PFDN6;RGL2;TAPBP;WDR46
chr6 33245032 33245243 212 33245042 15 6.33837 3.70732 3.13523 OSE2_peak_7735 chr6_33245032_33245243 B3GALT4 HCG25;RPS18;VPS52 PFDN6;RGL2;TAPBP;WDR46
chr6 33267025 33267190 166 33267188 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_7736 chr6_33267025_33267190 RGL2 3GALT4;PFDN6;RPS18;VPS52;WDR DAXX;TAPBP;ZBTB22
chr6 33282159 33282354 196 33282243 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_7737 chr6_33282159_33282354 TAPBP;ZBTB22 PFDN6;RGL2;WDR46 DAXX
chr6 33384719 33385057 339 33384966 20 13.85396 6.79843 9.77619 OSE2_peak_7738 chr6_33384719_33385057 CUTA KIFC1;PHF1 SYNGAP1
chr6 33557786 33557984 199 33557805 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7739 chr6_33557786_33557984 LINC00336 BAK1;GGNBP1 .
chr6 33713923 33714042 120 33713985 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_7740 chr6_33713923_33714042 IP6K3 . LEMD2
chr6 33729994 33730130 137 33730075 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_7741 chr6_33729994_33730130 . IP6K3 LEMD2
chr6 33749240 33749480 241 33749327 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_7742 chr6_33749240_33749480 LEMD2 . MLN
chr6 33754998 33755352 355 33755321 16 8.86946 4.89098 5.26704 OSE2_peak_7743 chr6_33754998_33755352 LEMD2 . MLN
chr6 34204481 34204632 152 34204542 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7744 chr6_34204481_34204632 HMGA1 . C6orf1
chr6 34210880 34211078 199 34211008 20 13.98621 6.8722 9.89926 OSE2_peak_7745 chr6_34210880_34211078 HMGA1 . C6orf1
chr6 34211854 34212107 254 34211968 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_7746 chr6_34211854_34212107 HMGA1 . C6orf1
chr6 34739587 34739717 131 34739674 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_7747 chr6_34739587_34739717 SNRPC . UHRF1BP1
chr6 34880570 34880834 265 34880672 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_7748 chr6_34880570_34880834 ANKS1A TAF11 .
chr6 35338039 35338442 404 35338122 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_7749 chr6_35338039_35338442 PPARD . .
chr6 35436155 35436318 164 35436203 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7750 chr6_35436155_35436318 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35437675 35437955 281 35437847 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_7751 chr6_35437675_35437955 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35440088 35440348 261 35440320 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7752 chr6_35440088_35440348 . FANCE;RPL10A TEAD3;TULP1
chr6 35569769 35569893 125 35569808 26 12.70459 5.08424 8.71398 OSE2_peak_7753 chr6_35569769_35569893 FKBP5 . .
chr6 35674330 35674511 182 35674400 23 11.29947 4.92973 7.43038 OSE2_peak_7754 chr6_35674330_35674511 FKBP5 . LOC285847
chr6 35997330 35997479 150 35997379 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_7755 chr6_35997330_35997479 MAPK14 SLC26A8 .
chr6 36095413 36095560 148 36095511 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_7756 chr6_36095413_36095560 . MAPK14 MAPK13
chr6 36319021 36319320 300 36319113 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_7757 chr6_36319021_36319320 . C6orf222 ETV7
chr6 36337402 36337585 184 36337489 21 13.56897 6.41105 9.50821 OSE2_peak_7758 chr6_36337402_36337585 ETV7 . PXT1
chr6 36553425 36553581 157 36553500 21 14.56294 6.94814 10.42642 OSE2_peak_7759 chr6_36553425_36553581 . . SRSF3
chr6 36562087 36562226 140 36562179 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_7760 chr6_36562087_36562226 SRSF3 . MIR3925
chr6 36562441 36562645 205 36562558 19 11.03809 5.49212 7.19522 OSE2_peak_7761 chr6_36562441_36562645 SRSF3 . MIR3925
chr6 36576891 36577058 168 36576977 14 7.38947 4.41382 3.98392 OSE2_peak_7762 chr6_36576891_36577058 . SRSF3 MIR3925
chr6 36646541 36646713 173 36646604 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_7763 chr6_36646541_36646713 CDKN1A . .
chr6 36650310 36650460 151 36650368 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7764 chr6_36650310_36650460 CDKN1A . .
chr6 36655414 36655783 370 36655503 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7765 chr6_36655414_36655783 . CDKN1A .
chr6 36723543 36723689 147 36723652 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7766 chr6_36723543_36723689 CPNE5 . .
chr6 36737710 36737919 210 36737805 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7767 chr6_36737710_36737919 CPNE5 . .
chr6 36919720 36919839 120 36919806 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_7768 chr6_36919720_36919839 PI16 C6orf89 MTCH1
chr6 37098583 37098766 184 37098665 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_7769 chr6_37098583_37098766 . . .
chr6 37139209 37139338 130 37139228 12 5.97076 3.91442 2.8155 OSE2_peak_7770 chr6_37139209_37139338 PIM1 . .
chr6 37139637 37139831 195 37139748 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_7771 chr6_37139637_37139831 PIM1 . .
chr6 37207940 37208090 151 37208018 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7772 chr6_37207940_37208090 TMEM217 . TBC1D22B
chr6 37467439 37467584 146 37467514 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_7773 chr6_37467439_37467584 CCDC167 FTSJD2 .
chr6 37804065 37804198 134 37804138 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7774 chr6_37804065_37804198 ZFAND3 . .
chr6 37850569 37850688 120 37850644 15 8.4432 4.83384 4.8793 OSE2_peak_7775 chr6_37850569_37850688 ZFAND3 . .
chr6 39850442 39850590 149 39850516 31 19.74629 7.22949 15.29282 OSE2_peak_7776 chr6_39850442_39850590 DAAM2 . MOCS1
chr6 40747243 40747369 127 40747324 22 14.50619 6.68094 10.37418 OSE2_peak_7777 chr6_40747243_40747369 . . .
chr6 40904607 40904920 314 40904835 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_7778 chr6_40904607_40904920 . . .
chr6 41907141 41907346 206 41907247 19 12.56548 6.31649 8.58342 OSE2_peak_7779 chr6_41907141_41907346 CCND3 BYSL;MED20 .
chr6 41934850 41935195 346 41934949 19 12.89106 6.49795 8.88741 OSE2_peak_7780 chr6_41934850_41935195 CCND3 . .
chr6 42013531 42013905 375 42013616 34 22.74 7.90726 18.12806 OSE2_peak_7781 chr6_42013531_42013905 CCND3 . TAF8
chr6 42165896 42166051 156 42165990 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_7782 chr6_42165896_42166051 . GUCA1A;GUCA1B MRPS10;TRERF1
chr6 42283895 42284144 250 42283983 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_7783 chr6_42283895_42284144 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42284293 42284447 155 42284294 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_7784 chr6_42284293_42284447 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42306507 42306695 189 42306577 24 12.65996 5.37939 8.67252 OSE2_peak_7785 chr6_42306507_42306695 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42375099 42375220 122 42375164 18 11.63539 6.02169 7.73924 OSE2_peak_7786 chr6_42375099_42375220 TRERF1 . .
chr6 42531791 42532008 218 42531924 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7787 chr6_42531791_42532008 UBR2 . .
chr6 42858104 42858467 364 42858306 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_7788 chr6_42858104_42858467 C6orf226 KIAA0240;RPL7L1 PTCRA
chr6 42946133 42946285 153 42946185 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_7789 chr6_42946133_42946285 PEX6 GNMT PPP2R5D
chr6 42946823 42946954 132 42946890 20 13.85396 6.79843 9.77619 OSE2_peak_7790 chr6_42946823_42946954 PEX6 GNMT PPP2R5D
chr6 43148793 43149088 296 43149048 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_7791 chr6_43148793_43149088 SRF PTK7 CUL9
chr6 43424685 43424804 120 43424786 14 7.73398 4.60867 4.27256 OSE2_peak_7792 chr6_43424685_43424804 . ABCC10;DLK2 TJAP1
chr6 43818943 43819179 237 43819032 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_7793 chr6_43818943_43819179 . . .
chr6 43964106 43964231 126 43964194 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7794 chr6_43964106_43964231 . . C6orf223
chr6 43979969 43980158 190 43980050 46 36.99914 11.17647 31.88518 OSE2_peak_7795 chr6_43979969_43980158 . C6orf223 .
chr6 44002941 44003145 205 44003054 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7796 chr6_44002941_44003145 . C6orf223 .
chr6 44020240 44020371 132 44020285 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7797 chr6_44020240_44020371 . . .
chr6 44026818 44027017 200 44026854 16 6.66692 3.7471 3.36584 OSE2_peak_7798 chr6_44026818_44027017 . . .
chr6 44032386 44032548 163 44032499 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7799 chr6_44032386_44032548 . . .
chr6 44205709 44205894 186 44205796 23 16.58854 7.55342 12.31861 OSE2_peak_7800 chr6_44205709_44205894 . SLC29A1 HSP90AB1;MIR4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2
chr6 44214683 44215112 430 44214946 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_7801 chr6_44214683_44215112 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 MIR4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TMEM151B
chr6 44215374 44215627 254 44215446 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_7802 chr6_44215374_44215627 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 MIR4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TMEM151B
chr6 44630707 44630848 142 44630783 20 12.87313 6.26079 8.86982 OSE2_peak_7803 chr6_44630707_44630848 . . .
chr6 44667690 44667853 164 44667793 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7804 chr6_44667690_44667853 . . .
chr6 45043085 45043224 140 45043161 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_7805 chr6_45043085_45043224 SUPT3H . .
chr6 45084522 45084643 122 45084605 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_7806 chr6_45084522_45084643 SUPT3H . .
chr6 45344959 45345183 225 45344988 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7807 chr6_45344959_45345183 RUNX2;SUPT3H . .
chr6 45406159 45406283 125 45406242 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_7808 chr6_45406159_45406283 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45406580 45406764 185 45406672 24 15.50333 6.74237 11.30402 OSE2_peak_7809 chr6_45406580_45406764 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45413507 45413827 321 45413737 55 35.63132 8.58065 30.55581 OSE2_peak_7810 chr6_45413507_45413827 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45446322 45446442 121 45446353 19 11.29747 5.6288 7.42934 OSE2_peak_7811 chr6_45446322_45446442 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45511379 45511504 126 45511448 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7812 chr6_45511379_45511504 RUNX2 . .
chr6 45521629 45521812 184 45521712 20 12.32083 5.96591 8.36792 OSE2_peak_7813 chr6_45521629_45521812 . RUNX2 .
chr6 45558095 45558214 120 45558176 18 10.85303 5.59083 7.03291 OSE2_peak_7814 chr6_45558095_45558214 . . .
chr6 45575963 45576322 360 45576184 37 24.9048 8.17667 20.20167 OSE2_peak_7815 chr6_45575963_45576322 . . .
chr6 45576669 45577107 439 45576995 29 14.91148 5.53398 10.75972 OSE2_peak_7816 chr6_45576669_45577107 . . .
chr6 45624236 45624477 242 45624427 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7817 chr6_45624236_45624477 . . .
chr6 45624803 45624985 183 45624883 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_7818 chr6_45624803_45624985 . . .
chr6 45665435 45665606 172 45665535 31 19.74629 7.22949 15.29282 OSE2_peak_7819 chr6_45665435_45665606 . . .
chr6 45678355 45678482 128 45678429 19 10.28749 5.10478 6.51697 OSE2_peak_7820 chr6_45678355_45678482 . . .
chr6 45798350 45798483 134 45798381 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_7821 chr6_45798350_45798483 . . .
chr6 46652668 46652787 120 46652714 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_7822 chr6_46652668_46652787 . SLC25A27 PLA2G7;TDRD6
chr6 47103540 47103693 154 47103616 15 8.53022 4.88275 4.96079 OSE2_peak_7823 chr6_47103540_47103693 . . .
chr6 47136054 47136265 212 47136200 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7824 chr6_47136054_47136265 . . .
chr6 47445345 47445464 120 47445372 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_7825 chr6_47445345_47445464 . . CD2AP
chr6 47451795 47451922 128 47451886 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_7826 chr6_47451795_47451922 CD2AP . .
chr6 47452490 47452659 170 47452583 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_7827 chr6_47452490_47452659 CD2AP . .
chr6 48000016 48000238 223 48000158 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_7828 chr6_48000016_48000238 PTCHD4 . .
chr6 48103227 48103555 329 48103482 14 7.87334 4.68827 4.39034 OSE2_peak_7829 chr6_48103227_48103555 . . .
chr6 48394510 48394682 173 48394620 30 22.15585 8.61741 17.57671 OSE2_peak_7830 chr6_48394510_48394682 . . .
chr6 48534913 48535114 202 48535019 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7831 chr6_48534913_48535114 . . .
chr6 50055050 50055247 198 50055134 28 14.07751 5.34952 9.98273 OSE2_peak_7832 chr6_50055050_50055247 . . .
chr6 52226329 52226448 120 52226382 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_7833 chr6_52226329_52226448 . . PAQR8
chr6 52255255 52255413 159 52255357 16 9.22199 5.08501 5.56617 OSE2_peak_7834 chr6_52255255_52255413 PAQR8 . EFHC1
chr6 52387335 52387472 138 52387358 16 5.66646 3.26923 2.62422 OSE2_peak_7835 chr6_52387335_52387472 TRAM2 EFHC1 .
chr6 52397349 52397502 154 52397419 18 10.03701 5.15493 6.30139 OSE2_peak_7836 chr6_52397349_52397502 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52403912 52404061 150 52404031 21 9.07662 4.23077 5.43902 OSE2_peak_7837 chr6_52403912_52404061 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52408445 52408676 232 52408606 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_7838 chr6_52408445_52408676 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52411821 52412036 216 52411852 12 5.85991 3.85035 2.73003 OSE2_peak_7839 chr6_52411821_52412036 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52431679 52431857 179 52431778 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_7840 chr6_52431679_52431857 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52432129 52432279 151 52432267 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_7841 chr6_52432129_52432279 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52441200 52441381 182 52441317 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7842 chr6_52441200_52441381 TRAM2 . .
chr6 52461385 52461516 132 52461434 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_7843 chr6_52461385_52461516 . TRAM2 .
chr6 52589432 52589554 123 52589463 15 8.73908 5.00082 5.14405 OSE2_peak_7844 chr6_52589432_52589554 . . GSTA2;GSTA7P
chr6 52742071 52742296 226 52742253 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_7845 chr6_52742071_52742296 . . GSTA3
chr6 52860339 52860486 148 52860399 19 10.28749 5.10478 6.51697 OSE2_peak_7846 chr6_52860339_52860486 . GSTA4 ICK
chr6 52860625 52860842 218 52860729 47 35.47552 10.24719 30.40263 OSE2_peak_7847 chr6_52860625_52860842 . GSTA4 ICK
chr6 52907039 52907179 141 52907090 22 12.73012 5.77279 8.73651 OSE2_peak_7848 chr6_52907039_52907179 ICK . FBXO9
chr6 53224333 53224560 228 53224476 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_7849 chr6_53224333_53224560 . ELOVL5;RPS16P5 .
chr6 53329722 53329863 142 53329773 16 8.86946 4.89098 5.26704 OSE2_peak_7850 chr6_53329722_53329863 . . .
chr6 53599357 53599532 176 53599435 45 33.25338 9.82023 28.25026 OSE2_peak_7851 chr6_53599357_53599532 . . .
chr6 55687736 55687873 138 55687784 18 11.48597 5.93848 7.60814 OSE2_peak_7852 chr6_55687736_55687873 BMP5 . .
chr6 55869339 55869506 168 55869431 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7853 chr6_55869339_55869506 . . .
chr6 55966028 55966162 135 55966128 12 4.81539 3.26288 2.00714 OSE2_peak_7854 chr6_55966028_55966162 COL21A1 . .
chr6 55975778 55975994 217 55975855 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_7855 chr6_55975778_55975994 COL21A1 . .
chr6 56229868 56230132 265 56230014 29 22.31319 8.97355 17.72827 OSE2_peak_7856 chr6_56229868_56230132 . . .
chr6 56600787 56600931 145 56600821 13 6.47198 4.05364 3.23838 OSE2_peak_7857 chr6_56600787_56600931 . . .
chr6 56733533 56733764 232 56733646 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_7858 chr6_56733533_56733764 . . .
chr6 56803504 56803683 180 56803587 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_7859 chr6_56803504_56803683 . . BEND6
chr6 64450690 64450922 233 64450785 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7860 chr6_64450690_64450922 EYS PHF3 .
chr6 64514361 64514500 140 64514407 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_7861 chr6_64514361_64514500 EYS . .
chr6 64516307 64516509 203 64516419 44 32.15617 9.60674 27.18744 OSE2_peak_7862 chr6_64516307_64516509 EYS . .
chr6 64607394 64607576 183 64607464 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_7863 chr6_64607394_64607576 EYS . .
chr6 64614822 64614960 139 64614905 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_7864 chr6_64614822_64614960 EYS . .
chr6 65600553 65600778 226 65600661 48 44.01102 13.83358 38.73504 OSE2_peak_7865 chr6_65600553_65600778 EYS . .
chr6 66831751 66831910 160 66831865 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_7866 chr6_66831751_66831910 . . .
chr6 67445155 67445275 121 67445184 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7867 chr6_67445155_67445275 . . .
chr6 68390592 68390733 142 68390598 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_7868 chr6_68390592_68390733 . . .
chr6 68591166 68591297 132 68591234 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7869 chr6_68591166_68591297 . . .
chr6 68624393 68624583 191 68624501 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7870 chr6_68624393_68624583 . . .
chr6 68626416 68626665 250 68626467 14 7.18927 4.30189 3.81914 OSE2_peak_7871 chr6_68626416_68626665 . . .
chr6 68947963 68948168 206 68948134 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_7872 chr6_68947963_68948168 . . .
chr6 69733094 69733265 172 69733152 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_7873 chr6_69733094_69733265 BAI3 . .
chr6 71021940 71022092 153 71022026 27 20.21687 8.43106 15.7386 OSE2_peak_7874 chr6_71021940_71022092 . COL9A1 .
chr6 71959833 71960069 237 71960000 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_7875 chr6_71959833_71960069 . . .
chr6 72114516 72114653 138 72114555 28 8.87176 3.46541 5.26724 OSE2_peak_7876 chr6_72114516_72114653 . MIR30A;MIR30C2 LINC00472
chr6 72188612 72188806 195 72188682 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7877 chr6_72188612_72188806 . . .
chr6 72253228 72253380 153 72253301 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_7878 chr6_72253228_72253380 . . .
chr6 72253843 72254056 214 72253951 48 42.3306 13.02098 37.08964 OSE2_peak_7879 chr6_72253843_72254056 . . .
chr6 73263751 73264077 327 73263995 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_7880 chr6_73263751_73264077 . . .
chr6 73536891 73537022 132 73536958 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_7881 chr6_73536891_73537022 KCNQ5 . .
chr6 74223416 74223805 390 74223721 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_7882 chr6_74223416_74223805 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74223910 74225175 1266 74224256 31 23.52328 9.03418 18.88416 OSE2_peak_7883 chr6_74223910_74225175 . MTO1 EEF1A1
chr6 74225366 74225711 346 74225455 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_7884 chr6_74225366_74225711 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74226042 74227271 1230 74226841 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_7885 chr6_74226042_74227271 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74229235 74229404 170 74229297 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7886 chr6_74229235_74229404 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74229830 74230068 239 74229973 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7887 chr6_74229830_74230068 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74230168 74230856 689 74230451 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7888 chr6_74230168_74230856 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
chr6 74513320 74513464 145 74513402 34 11.35322 3.76771 7.48063 OSE2_peak_7889 chr6_74513320_74513464 CD109 . .
chr6 74779876 74780028 153 74779954 17 8.96672 4.76921 5.35567 OSE2_peak_7890 chr6_74779876_74780028 . . .
chr6 75079260 75079476 217 75079308 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_7891 chr6_75079260_75079476 . . .
chr6 75316469 75316735 267 75316623 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_7892 chr6_75316469_75316735 . . .
chr6 75542541 75542660 120 75542611 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7893 chr6_75542541_75542660 . . .
chr6 76311692 76311818 127 76311746 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7894 chr6_76311692_76311818 SENP6 . .
chr6 77743986 77744119 134 77744066 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_7895 chr6_77743986_77744119 . . .
chr6 78002677 78002827 151 78002752 28 17.2389 6.71951 12.92675 OSE2_peak_7896 chr6_78002677_78002827 . . .
chr6 79308775 79308919 145 79308833 21 11.99636 5.59947 8.07093 OSE2_peak_7897 chr6_79308775_79308919 . . .
chr6 80838318 80838609 292 80838569 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_7898 chr6_80838318_80838609 BCKDHB . .
chr6 80884949 80885242 294 80885052 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_7899 chr6_80884949_80885242 BCKDHB . .
chr6 81348659 81348778 120 81348684 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_7900 chr6_81348659_81348778 . . .
chr6 82605250 82605425 176 82605313 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_7901 chr6_82605250_82605425 . . .
chr6 82724867 82725030 164 82725019 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7902 chr6_82724867_82725030 . . .
chr6 83073463 83073582 120 83073536 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7903 chr6_83073463_83073582 TPBG . .
chr6 83106824 83107010 187 83106936 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_7904 chr6_83106824_83107010 . TPBG .
chr6 83107820 83107985 166 83107914 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_7905 chr6_83107820_83107985 . . .
chr6 83108101 83108233 133 83108164 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_7906 chr6_83108101_83108233 . . .
chr6 83118632 83118924 293 83118767 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_7907 chr6_83118632_83118924 . . .
chr6 83528585 83528730 146 83528638 21 14.83256 7.09678 10.68261 OSE2_peak_7908 chr6_83528585_83528730 . . .
chr6 83552585 83552820 236 83552696 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_7909 chr6_83552585_83552820 . . .
chr6 83897997 83898116 120 83898083 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_7910 chr6_83897997_83898116 PGM3 DOPEY1 ME1;RWDD2A
chr6 83981233 83981483 251 83981366 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_7911 chr6_83981233_83981483 ME1 . .
chr6 85126998 85127288 291 85127151 45 38.60966 12.22378 33.45398 OSE2_peak_7912 chr6_85126998_85127288 . . .
chr6 85285105 85285224 120 85285174 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_7913 chr6_85285105_85285224 . . .
chr6 85333813 85334102 290 85334033 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_7914 chr6_85333813_85334102 . . .
chr6 85362150 85362371 222 85362257 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_7915 chr6_85362150_85362371 . . .
chr6 85602548 85602705 158 85602624 18 10.62277 5.46639 6.8272 OSE2_peak_7916 chr6_85602548_85602705 . . .
chr6 85607980 85608101 122 85608068 19 10.45994 5.19268 6.67472 OSE2_peak_7917 chr6_85607980_85608101 . . .
chr6 85841894 85842013 120 85841957 14 8.1646 4.85602 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7918 chr6_85841894_85842013 . . .
chr6 86113456 86113643 188 86113534 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_7919 chr6_86113456_86113643 . . .
chr6 86162070 86162204 135 86162183 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_7920 chr6_86162070_86162204 NT5E . .
chr6 86169376 86169495 120 86169443 24 11.60122 4.9121 7.70584 OSE2_peak_7921 chr6_86169376_86169495 NT5E . .
chr6 86173953 86174197 245 86174111 33 24.62677 9.03497 19.93855 OSE2_peak_7922 chr6_86173953_86174197 NT5E . .
chr6 86174369 86174782 414 86174646 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_7923 chr6_86174369_86174782 NT5E . .
chr6 86174889 86175026 138 86174979 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7924 chr6_86174889_86175026 NT5E . .
chr6 86182541 86182785 245 86182621 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_7925 chr6_86182541_86182785 NT5E . .
chr6 86226039 86226173 135 86226098 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_7926 chr6_86226039_86226173 SNX14 NT5E .
chr6 86385090 86385316 227 86385198 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_7927 chr6_86385090_86385316 . . SNHG5;SNORD50A;SNORD50B
chr6 86387287 86387552 266 86387361 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_7928 chr6_86387287_86387552 SNHG5;SNORD50B SNORD50A .
chr6 86388265 86388477 213 86388411 33 26.31247 9.87617 21.5522 OSE2_peak_7929 chr6_86388265_86388477 SNHG5 SNORD50A;SNORD50B .
chr6 88410718 88410837 120 88410731 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_7930 chr6_88410718_88410837 AKIRIN2;AKIRIN2‐AS1 . .
chr6 88432995 88433201 207 88433056 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7931 chr6_88432995_88433201 . AKIRIN2;AKIRIN2‐AS1 .
chr6 88441694 88441823 130 88441744 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_7932 chr6_88441694_88441823 . AKIRIN2 .
chr6 88617458 88617579 122 88617513 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_7933 chr6_88617458_88617579 . . .
chr6 89796167 89796364 198 89796263 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_7934 chr6_89796167_89796364 . PNRC1 SRSF12
chr6 90529594 90529721 128 90529676 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_7935 chr6_90529594_90529721 . MDN1 CASP8AP2
chr6 90807934 90808093 160 90808018 31 23.52328 9.03418 18.88416 OSE2_peak_7936 chr6_90807934_90808093 BACH2 . .
chr6 91078781 91078946 166 91078894 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_7937 chr6_91078781_91078946 . . .
chr6 99968870 99969060 191 99968956 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_7938 chr6_99968870_99969060 LOC100130890 USP45 CCNC
chr6 100650672 100650835 164 100650758 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_7939 chr6_100650672_100650835 . . .
chr6 100731269 100731397 129 100731307 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_7940 chr6_100731269_100731397 . . .
chr6 101907620 101907739 120 101907660 15 8.92492 5.10667 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7941 chr6_101907620_101907739 GRIK2 . .
chr6 102171186 102171317 132 102171287 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_7942 chr6_102171186_102171317 GRIK2 . .
chr6 102209264 102209523 260 102209347 17 11.05375 5.91184 7.21022 OSE2_peak_7943 chr6_102209264_102209523 GRIK2 . .
chr6 102251206 102251333 128 102251242 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_7944 chr6_102251206_102251333 GRIK2 . .
chr6 102254237 102254601 365 102254292 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7945 chr6_102254237_102254601 GRIK2 . .
chr6 104340840 104341253 414 104340879 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7946 chr6_104340840_104341253 . . .
chr6 104566314 104566439 126 104566380 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_7947 chr6_104566314_104566439 . . .
chr6 104610284 104610437 154 104610327 21 14.6966 7.02167 10.55576 OSE2_peak_7948 chr6_104610284_104610437 . . .
chr6 105237814 105237937 124 105237882 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7949 chr6_105237814_105237937 HACE1 . .
chr6 105657746 105657898 153 105657820 19 12.14122 6.08292 8.19763 OSE2_peak_7950 chr6_105657746_105657898 . POPDC3 .
chr6 105822043 105822213 171 105822124 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_7951 chr6_105822043_105822213 PREP . .
chr6 105832318 105832443 126 105832340 12 6.4225 4.17865 3.19943 OSE2_peak_7952 chr6_105832318_105832443 PREP . .
chr6 105880674 105880802 129 105880755 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7953 chr6_105880674_105880802 . PREP .
chr6 106047760 106047957 198 106047902 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_7954 chr6_106047760_106047957 . . .
chr6 106049137 106049526 390 106049475 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_7955 chr6_106049137_106049526 . . .
chr6 106056762 106057182 421 106057071 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_7956 chr6_106056762_106057182 . . .
chr6 106211501 106211730 230 106211562 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_7957 chr6_106211501_106211730 . . .
chr6 106258373 106258653 281 106258458 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7958 chr6_106258373_106258653 . . .
chr6 106535784 106535913 130 106535842 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7959 chr6_106535784_106535913 PRDM1 . .
chr6 106611790 106611922 133 106611828 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_7960 chr6_106611790_106611922 . . ATG5
chr6 106699954 106700115 162 106699998 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_7961 chr6_106699954_106700115 ATG5 . .
chr6 106701236 106701395 160 106701343 38 22.38976 6.95775 17.80132 OSE2_peak_7962 chr6_106701236_106701395 ATG5 . .
chr6 107625956 107626156 201 107626051 31 25.99268 10.32258 21.24316 OSE2_peak_7963 chr6_107625956_107626156 PDSS2 . .
chr6 108019481 108019651 171 108019594 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_7964 chr6_108019481_108019651 . . SCML4
chr6 109010607 109010825 219 109010747 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7965 chr6_109010607_109010825 . FOXO3 .
chr6 109813059 109813184 126 109813125 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_7966 chr6_109813059_109813184 . ZBTB24 AKD1
chr6 111195945 111196226 282 111196036 34 28.60707 10.75356 23.76198 OSE2_peak_7967 chr6_111195945_111196226 AMD1 . .
chr6 111926022 111926180 159 111926090 20 11.14774 5.36002 7.29224 OSE2_peak_7968 chr6_111926022_111926180 TRAF3IP2 TRAF3IP2‐AS1 .
chr6 112072421 112072592 172 112072485 12 4.98463 3.35598 2.09541 OSE2_peak_7969 chr6_112072421_112072592 FYN . .
chr6 112165633 112165767 135 112165744 11 5.6503 3.87097 2.60854 OSE2_peak_7970 chr6_112165633_112165767 FYN . .
chr6 112294427 112294706 280 112294519 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_7971 chr6_112294427_112294706 . . .
chr6 112543402 112543523 122 112543430 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_7972 chr6_112543402_112543523 LAMA4 . .
chr6 113127544 113127683 140 113127577 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_7973 chr6_113127544_113127683 . . .
chr6 113441520 113442063 544 113441965 48 37.40616 10.80047 32.28214 OSE2_peak_7974 chr6_113441520_113442063 . . .
chr6 113442325 113442453 129 113442393 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_7975 chr6_113442325_113442453 . . .
chr6 113443448 113443567 120 113443507 17 8.4091 4.48055 4.85251 OSE2_peak_7976 chr6_113443448_113443567 . . .
chr6 113673372 113673515 144 113673452 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_7977 chr6_113673372_113673515 . . .
chr6 113673668 113673793 126 113673756 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_7978 chr6_113673668_113673793 . . .
chr6 113966099 113966369 271 113966210 43 24.10076 6.74194 19.43171 OSE2_peak_7979 chr6_113966099_113966369 . . .
chr6 113966896 113967104 209 113967007 30 23.49487 9.30343 18.85737 OSE2_peak_7980 chr6_113966896_113967104 . . .
chr6 114019285 114019556 272 114019356 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_7981 chr6_114019285_114019556 . . .
chr6 116768996 116769156 161 116769113 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_7982 chr6_116768996_116769156 . DSE FAM26F
chr6 117762208 117762707 500 117762462 23 14.05676 6.23121 9.96263 OSE2_peak_7983 chr6_117762208_117762707 . ROS1 .
chr6 117769917 117770115 199 117770052 31 16.92674 6.02577 12.64291 OSE2_peak_7984 chr6_117769917_117770115 . ROS1 .
chr6 117819380 117819745 366 117819519 17 8.9137 4.74144 5.30754 OSE2_peak_7985 chr6_117819380_117819745 DCBLD1 . .
chr6 118709524 118709823 300 118709611 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_7986 chr6_118709524_118709823 . . .
chr6 119468633 119468755 123 119468705 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_7987 chr6_119468633_119468755 FAM184A . .
chr6 122013365 122013557 193 122013429 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_7988 chr6_122013365_122013557 . . .
chr6 122102190 122102347 158 122102258 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_7989 chr6_122102190_122102347 . . .
chr6 122115790 122116053 264 122116043 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_7990 chr6_122115790_122116053 . . .
chr6 123017353 123017503 151 123017482 12 6.47312 4.20855 3.23865 OSE2_peak_7991 chr6_123017353_123017503 PKIB . .
chr6 123412247 123412389 143 123412288 25 16.69732 7.11816 12.42129 OSE2_peak_7992 chr6_123412247_123412389 . CLVS2 .
chr6 123412525 123412669 145 123412568 17 10.44334 5.56822 6.65941 OSE2_peak_7993 chr6_123412525_123412669 . CLVS2 .
chr6 124222660 124222909 250 124222783 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_7994 chr6_124222660_124222909 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124524682 124524877 196 124524746 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_7995 chr6_124524682_124524877 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124525099 124525277 179 124525171 16 8.92668 4.92228 5.31808 OSE2_peak_7996 chr6_124525099_124525277 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124544879 124545003 125 124544960 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_7997 chr6_124544879_124545003 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124882194 124882315 122 124882283 13 7.33202 4.54856 3.94478 OSE2_peak_7998 chr6_124882194_124882315 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 124997290 124997579 290 124997403 32 19.54687 6.93584 15.10366 OSE2_peak_7999 chr6_124997290_124997579 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125064046 125064446 401 125064349 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_8000 chr6_125064046_125064446 NKAIN2 . .
chr6 125204223 125204408 186 125204385 19 7.64945 3.84615 4.19967 OSE2_peak_8001 chr6_125204223_125204408 . . STL
chr6 125855177 125855315 139 125855282 18 11.71139 6.06417 7.81134 OSE2_peak_8002 chr6_125855177_125855315 . . .
chr6 126266638 126266817 180 126266700 19 10.31591 5.11923 6.54281 OSE2_peak_8003 chr6_126266638_126266817 . NCOA7 HINT3
chr6 126341992 126342113 122 126342038 21 13.60793 6.43176 9.5465 OSE2_peak_8004 chr6_126341992_126342113 TRMT11 . .
chr6 126501887 126502025 139 126501949 38 24.1839 7.66288 19.51159 OSE2_peak_8005 chr6_126501887_126502025 . . .
chr6 126509449 126509718 270 126509612 28 19.91641 8.01222 15.45073 OSE2_peak_8006 chr6_126509449_126509718 . . .
chr6 127423503 127423821 319 127423693 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_8007 chr6_127423503_127423821 . . RSPO3
chr6 127468156 127468335 180 127468224 32 25.65912 9.83838 20.93268 OSE2_peak_8008 chr6_127468156_127468335 RSPO3 . .
chr6 128785230 128785365 136 128785271 21 13.88632 6.58061 9.8063 OSE2_peak_8009 chr6_128785230_128785365 PTPRK . .
chr6 128953408 128953527 120 128953463 13 6.88106 4.28687 3.55757 OSE2_peak_8010 chr6_128953408_128953527 . . .
chr6 129504919 129505089 171 129505009 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_8011 chr6_129504919_129505089 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129508226 129508391 166 129508327 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_8012 chr6_129508226_129508391 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129651664 129651783 120 129651687 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_8013 chr6_129651664_129651783 LAMA2 . .
chr6 129911819 129912032 214 129911883 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8014 chr6_129911819_129912032 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 129939224 129939352 129 129939297 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_8015 chr6_129939224_129939352 ARHGAP18 . .
chr6 130211454 130211581 128 130211498 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8016 chr6_130211454_130211581 . TMEM244 .
chr6 130803808 130803928 121 130803906 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8017 chr6_130803808_130803928 . . .
chr6 130923542 130923742 201 130923632 22 10.50354 4.72433 6.71665 OSE2_peak_8018 chr6_130923542_130923742 . . .
chr6 132267873 132269175 1303 132268954 50 39.08219 10.97396 33.91345 OSE2_peak_8019 chr6_132267873_132269175 . . CTGF
chr6 132269281 132271732 2452 132270896 44 37.31439 11.92303 32.19411 OSE2_peak_8020 chr6_132269281_132271732 CTGF . .
chr6 132272356 132272736 381 132272651 32 20.73144 7.45541 16.22267 OSE2_peak_8021 chr6_132272356_132272736 CTGF . .
chr6 132301305 132301441 137 132301408 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_8022 chr6_132301305_132301441 . CTGF .
chr6 132474391 132474571 181 132474492 28 21.65214 8.91009 17.09604 OSE2_peak_8023 chr6_132474391_132474571 LOC100507254 . .
chr6 132766364 132766499 136 132766424 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_8024 chr6_132766364_132766499 . . STX7
chr6 133137437 133137556 120 133137463 18 10.33848 5.3143 6.56506 OSE2_peak_8025 chr6_133137437_133137556 RPS12 SLC18B1;SNORD101 SNORA33;SNORD100
chr6 133139219 133140068 850 133139653 21 13.49164 6.37001 9.43713 OSE2_peak_8026 chr6_133139219_133140068 . SLC18B1;SNORA33;SNORD100;SNO .
chr6 133140801 133140942 142 133140869 18 11.56025 5.97979 7.67573 OSE2_peak_8027 chr6_133140801_133140942 . SLC18B1;SNORA33;SNORD100;SNO .
chr6 133141163 133141794 632 133141432 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8028 chr6_133141163_133141794 . SLC18B1;SNORA33;SNORD100;SNO .
chr6 133420761 133420917 157 133420813 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_8029 chr6_133420761_133420917 LINC00326 . .
chr6 133569807 133569956 150 133569904 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8030 chr6_133569807_133569956 EYA4 . .
chr6 133662682 133662879 198 133662796 33 20.76635 7.25843 16.25132 OSE2_peak_8031 chr6_133662682_133662879 EYA4 . .
chr6 133930849 133931374 526 133931117 36 18.00073 5.66936 13.64597 OSE2_peak_8032 chr6_133930849_133931374 . . .
chr6 133952713 133952832 120 133952775 20 7.79619 3.79639 4.33036 OSE2_peak_8033 chr6_133952713_133952832 . . .
chr6 133967587 133967756 170 133967669 18 8.79058 4.51815 5.1914 OSE2_peak_8034 chr6_133967587_133967756 . . .
chr6 134125651 134125770 120 134125695 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_8035 chr6_134125651_134125770 . . MGC34034
chr6 134136039 134136200 162 134136107 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_8036 chr6_134136039_134136200 . . MGC34034
chr6 134273592 134273716 125 134273660 25 18.0179 7.80288 13.66065 OSE2_peak_8037 chr6_134273592_134273716 TBPL1 . .
chr6 134430720 134430922 203 134430813 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_8038 chr6_134430720_134430922 . . HMGA1P7
chr6 134489189 134489417 229 134489308 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8039 chr6_134489189_134489417 . . SGK1
chr6 134489750 134490307 558 134489851 28 19.25833 7.68373 14.83316 OSE2_peak_8040 chr6_134489750_134490307 . . SGK1
chr6 134490450 134490569 120 134490453 14 5.64851 3.47561 2.60854 OSE2_peak_8041 chr6_134490450_134490569 SGK1 . .
chr6 134490968 134491292 325 134491040 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8042 chr6_134490968_134491292 SGK1 . .
chr6 134492407 134492551 145 134492480 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_8043 chr6_134492407_134492551 SGK1 . .
chr6 134492827 134493095 269 134492882 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_8044 chr6_134492827_134493095 SGK1 . .
chr6 134494909 134495059 151 134494915 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_8045 chr6_134494909_134495059 SGK1 . .
chr6 134495323 134495622 300 134495520 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8046 chr6_134495323_134495622 SGK1 . .
chr6 134495876 134496002 127 134495947 19 11.16652 5.55962 7.31048 OSE2_peak_8047 chr6_134495876_134496002 SGK1 . .
chr6 134496809 134496968 160 134496883 25 16.95557 7.24978 12.67055 OSE2_peak_8048 chr6_134496809_134496968 SGK1 . .
chr6 134609800 134610098 299 134609995 23 15.20758 6.81818 11.02874 OSE2_peak_8049 chr6_134609800_134610098 SGK1 . .
chr6 134743719 134743850 132 134743766 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_8050 chr6_134743719_134743850 . . LOC154092
chr6 134743978 134744133 156 134744076 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_8051 chr6_134743978_134744133 . . LOC154092
chr6 134871974 134872114 141 134872024 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_8052 chr6_134871974_134872114 . . .
chr6 134911370 134911531 162 134911447 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_8053 chr6_134911370_134911531 . . .
chr6 134997758 134998080 323 134997992 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_8054 chr6_134997758_134998080 . . .
chr6 135387497 135387673 177 135387594 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8055 chr6_135387497_135387673 . HBS1L .
chr6 135612999 135613170 172 135613102 22 13.73239 6.27784 9.6621 OSE2_peak_8056 chr6_135612999_135613170 AHI1 . .
chr6 135856242 135856385 144 135856315 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_8057 chr6_135856242_135856385 LINC00271 . .
chr6 135889568 135889773 206 135889685 30 20.44896 7.78072 15.95584 OSE2_peak_8058 chr6_135889568_135889773 LINC00271 . .
chr6 136043459 136043671 213 136043508 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8059 chr6_136043459_136043671 . . .
chr6 136060637 136060789 153 136060711 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_8060 chr6_136060637_136060789 . . .
chr6 136201213 136201362 150 136201272 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_8061 chr6_136201213_136201362 PDE7B . .
chr6 136336302 136336431 130 136336405 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8062 chr6_136336302_136336431 PDE7B . .
chr6 136571722 136572016 295 136571982 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_8063 chr6_136571722_136572016 . FAM54A BCLAF1
chr6 136611299 136611429 131 136611372 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8064 chr6_136611299_136611429 . BCLAF1 .
chr6 136914817 136914936 120 136914881 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_8065 chr6_136914817_136914936 MAP3K5 . .
chr6 137109418 137109617 200 137109530 29 17.44884 6.61253 13.12341 OSE2_peak_8066 chr6_137109418_137109617 MAP3K5 . .
chr6 137469927 137470164 238 137470025 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_8067 chr6_137469927_137470164 IL22RA2 . .
chr6 137539737 137539941 205 137539815 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8068 chr6_137539737_137539941 IFNGR1 . .
chr6 137562833 137563195 363 137563127 19 11.39738 5.68182 7.52343 OSE2_peak_8069 chr6_137562833_137563195 . IFNGR1 .
chr6 138053224 138053415 192 138053382 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8070 chr6_138053224_138053415 . . .
chr6 138094994 138095191 198 138095074 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_8071 chr6_138094994_138095191 . . .
chr6 138153443 138153644 202 138153468 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_8072 chr6_138153443_138153644 . . .
chr6 138228555 138228697 143 138228656 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8073 chr6_138228555_138228697 . TNFAIP3 .
chr6 138293805 138293962 158 138293852 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8074 chr6_138293805_138293962 . . .
chr6 138409496 138409615 120 138409524 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_8075 chr6_138409496_138409615 . . PERP
chr6 138609948 138610122 175 138610011 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8076 chr6_138609948_138610122 KIAA1244 . .
chr6 138731536 138731720 185 138731615 27 19.3 7.95455 14.87065 OSE2_peak_8077 chr6_138731536_138731720 HEBP2 . MIR3145;NHSL1
chr6 138876861 138877003 143 138876896 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_8078 chr6_138876861_138877003 NHSL1 . .
chr6 139691382 139691509 128 139691443 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_8079 chr6_139691382_139691509 . . CITED2
chr6 139692004 139692353 350 139692206 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_8080 chr6_139692004_139692353 . . CITED2
chr6 139692474 139692743 270 139692558 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8081 chr6_139692474_139692743 . . CITED2
chr6 139693114 139693248 135 139693172 31 10.75554 3.8239 6.93967 OSE2_peak_8082 chr6_139693114_139693248 . . CITED2
chr6 139693970 139694089 120 139694056 16 7.72005 4.27871 4.2593 OSE2_peak_8083 chr6_139693970_139694089 CITED2 . .
chr6 139695644 139695763 120 139695706 23 13.5365 5.97406 9.47978 OSE2_peak_8084 chr6_139695644_139695763 CITED2 . .
chr6 139861466 139861650 185 139861573 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_8085 chr6_139861466_139861650 . . .
chr6 139904848 139904997 150 139904958 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8086 chr6_139904848_139904997 . . .
chr6 139908703 139908941 239 139908833 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_8087 chr6_139908703_139908941 . . .
chr6 140064855 140065009 155 140064932 36 28.58335 10.12969 23.73928 OSE2_peak_8088 chr6_140064855_140065009 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140069925 140070091 167 140070005 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8089 chr6_140069925_140070091 . . LOC100132735
chr6 140383235 140383531 297 140383359 63 62.03463 17.007 56.44968 OSE2_peak_8090 chr6_140383235_140383531 . . .
chr6 140392456 140393087 632 140392507 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8091 chr6_140392456_140393087 . . .
chr6 140495670 140496078 409 140495857 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_8092 chr6_140495670_140496078 . . .
chr6 141168169 141168310 142 141168251 23 14.42293 6.41531 10.29766 OSE2_peak_8093 chr6_141168169_141168310 . . .
chr6 141301068 141301213 146 141301161 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8094 chr6_141301068_141301213 . . .
chr6 141908979 141909133 155 141909076 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8095 chr6_141908979_141909133 . . .
chr6 142644632 142644776 145 142644710 18 10.15586 5.21752 6.39251 OSE2_peak_8096 chr6_142644632_142644776 GPR126 . .
chr6 143014426 143014545 120 143014450 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_8097 chr6_143014426_143014545 . . .
chr6 143167220 143167345 126 143167258 25 10.56437 4.35242 6.77074 OSE2_peak_8098 chr6_143167220_143167345 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143206546 143206784 239 143206665 20 9.18597 4.41372 5.5424 OSE2_peak_8099 chr6_143206546_143206784 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143223953 143224074 122 143223991 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_8100 chr6_143223953_143224074 HIVEP2 . .
chr6 143261746 143261899 154 143261803 18 11.19701 5.77878 7.34047 OSE2_peak_8101 chr6_143261746_143261899 HIVEP2 . LOC100507489
chr6 143380911 143381081 171 143381025 16 6.85653 3.84067 3.53439 OSE2_peak_8102 chr6_143380911_143381081 . LOC100507489 AIG1
chr6 143381463 143381600 138 143381492 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8103 chr6_143381463_143381600 . LOC100507489 AIG1
chr6 144102167 144102328 162 144102226 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8104 chr6_144102167_144102328 PHACTR2 . .
chr6 144127129 144127399 271 144127237 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8105 chr6_144127129_144127399 PHACTR2 . .
chr6 144471281 144471411 131 144471298 12 5.70981 3.7641 2.65881 OSE2_peak_8106 chr6_144471281_144471411 . . STX11
chr6 144737010 144737306 297 144737175 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_8107 chr6_144737010_144737306 UTRN . .
chr6 144864603 144864732 130 144864699 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8108 chr6_144864603_144864732 UTRN . .
chr6 145219281 145219494 214 145219345 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8109 chr6_145219281_145219494 . . .
chr6 145220349 145220573 225 145220467 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8110 chr6_145220349_145220573 . . .
chr6 145275073 145275295 223 145275232 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_8111 chr6_145275073_145275295 . . .
chr6 146026716 146026939 224 146026832 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_8112 chr6_146026716_146026939 EPM2A . LOC100507557
chr6 146077410 146077583 174 146077540 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_8113 chr6_146077410_146077583 LOC100507557 EPM2A .
chr6 147173091 147173452 362 147173155 21 14.87841 7.12217 10.7274 OSE2_peak_8114 chr6_147173091_147173452 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147226478 147226747 270 147226669 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8115 chr6_147226478_147226747 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147235962 147236138 177 147236060 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8116 chr6_147235962_147236138 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147312089 147312225 137 147312174 16 9.04293 4.98611 5.41064 OSE2_peak_8117 chr6_147312089_147312225 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147312375 147312654 280 147312605 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8118 chr6_147312375_147312654 LOC729178 . .
chr6 147491552 147491734 183 147491628 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8119 chr6_147491552_147491734 LOC729178 . .
chr6 148728407 148728526 120 148728476 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8120 chr6_148728407_148728526 SASH1 . .
chr6 148759835 148759989 155 148759912 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_8121 chr6_148759835_148759989 SASH1 . .
chr6 149178971 149179090 120 149179047 17 6.46865 3.53671 3.23569 OSE2_peak_8122 chr6_149178971_149179090 UST . .
chr6 149353870 149354008 139 149353956 19 12.89106 6.49795 8.88741 OSE2_peak_8123 chr6_149353870_149354008 UST . .
chr6 149354168 149354504 337 149354394 35 31.09217 11.73846 26.15974 OSE2_peak_8124 chr6_149354168_149354504 UST . .
chr6 149448481 149448609 129 149448549 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_8125 chr6_149448481_149448609 . . .
chr6 149450950 149451121 172 149451037 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8126 chr6_149450950_149451121 . . .
chr6 149999097 149999237 141 149999191 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8127 chr6_149999097_149999237 LATS1 KATNA1 .
chr6 150032123 150032357 235 150032151 13 6.58835 4.11956 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8128 chr6_150032123_150032357 LATS1 . NUP43
chr6 150168908 150169062 155 150169004 23 15.45801 6.9491 11.26003 OSE2_peak_8129 chr6_150168908_150169062 LRP11 . LOC100652739
chr6 151178854 151178973 120 151178927 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8130 chr6_151178854_151178973 . PLEKHG1 MTHFD1L
chr6 151325874 151326050 177 151325952 42 23.19837 6.58871 18.56969 OSE2_peak_8131 chr6_151325874_151326050 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151359965 151360121 157 151360006 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8132 chr6_151359965_151360121 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151362171 151362707 537 151362583 33 28.32705 10.92878 23.49097 OSE2_peak_8133 chr6_151362171_151362707 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151365742 151365987 246 151365936 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_8134 chr6_151365742_151365987 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151366524 151366645 122 151366562 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_8135 chr6_151366524_151366645 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151381353 151381489 137 151381448 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_8136 chr6_151381353_151381489 MTHFD1L . .
chr6 151712983 151713104 122 151713031 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8137 chr6_151712983_151713104 . ZBTB2 RMND1
chr6 151767352 151767596 245 151767392 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8138 chr6_151767352_151767596 RMND1 . C6orf211
chr6 152283697 152283883 187 152283779 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8139 chr6_152283697_152283883 ESR1 . .
chr6 152416433 152416600 168 152416496 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_8140 chr6_152416433_152416600 ESR1 . SYNE1
chr6 152812369 152812499 131 152812441 21 14.43152 6.87613 10.30561 OSE2_peak_8141 chr6_152812369_152812499 SYNE1 . .
chr6 154477232 154477394 163 154477280 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8142 chr6_154477232_154477394 IPCEF1;OPRM1 . .
chr6 154708648 154708875 228 154708731 30 21.74226 8.41068 17.17879 OSE2_peak_8143 chr6_154708648_154708875 . . CNKSR3
chr6 155042692 155042901 210 155042795 26 18.93126 8.02315 14.52061 OSE2_peak_8144 chr6_155042692_155042901 . . SCAF8
chr6 155076504 155076623 120 155076568 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_8145 chr6_155076504_155076623 SCAF8 . .
chr6 155384301 155384521 221 155384319 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_8146 chr6_155384301_155384521 . . TIAM2
chr6 155424211 155424563 353 155424444 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_8147 chr6_155424211_155424563 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155438446 155438716 271 155438533 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_8148 chr6_155438446_155438716 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155448388 155448563 176 155448437 21 14.78698 7.07156 10.6401 OSE2_peak_8149 chr6_155448388_155448563 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155492396 155492715 320 155492515 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_8150 chr6_155492396_155492715 TIAM2 . .
chr6 155662385 155662555 171 155662480 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8151 chr6_155662385_155662555 . TFB1M .
chr6 156171820 156171944 125 156171888 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_8152 chr6_156171820_156171944 . . .
chr6 157005855 157005974 120 157005909 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8153 chr6_157005855_157005974 . . .
chr6 157008211 157008344 134 157008230 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8154 chr6_157008211_157008344 . . .
chr6 157342426 157342610 185 157342483 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8155 chr6_157342426_157342610 ARID1B . .
chr6 157470097 157470431 335 157470345 31 23.13913 8.84107 18.51342 OSE2_peak_8156 chr6_157470097_157470431 ARID1B . .
chr6 157744521 157744659 139 157744611 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_8157 chr6_157744521_157744659 TMEM242 . .
chr6 158425113 158425242 130 158425151 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8158 chr6_158425113_158425242 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158447399 158447756 358 158447676 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8159 chr6_158447399_158447756 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158461260 158461381 122 158461345 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8160 chr6_158461260_158461381 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158461537 158461665 129 158461609 25 13.81701 5.73086 9.74015 OSE2_peak_8161 chr6_158461537_158461665 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158481943 158482215 273 158482082 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8162 chr6_158481943_158482215 SYNJ2 . .
chr6 158578053 158578172 120 158578114 17 10.14324 5.40199 6.38179 OSE2_peak_8163 chr6_158578053_158578172 SERAC1 . GTF2H5
chr6 159125489 159125814 326 159125698 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_8164 chr6_159125489_159125814 SYTL3 . .
chr6 159141590 159141719 130 159141646 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_8165 chr6_159141590_159141719 SYTL3 . .
chr6 160015762 160015961 200 160015924 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8166 chr6_160015762_160015961 . . .
chr6 160307549 160307713 165 160307603 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8167 chr6_160307549_160307713 . . MAS1
chr6 160374450 160374569 120 160374487 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8168 chr6_160374450_160374569 . . IGF2R
chr6 160390500 160390673 174 160390565 17 11.01613 5.89046 7.17401 OSE2_peak_8169 chr6_160390500_160390673 IGF2R . .
chr6 160560544 160560686 143 160560612 27 16.29525 6.48781 12.03835 OSE2_peak_8170 chr6_160560544_160560686 SLC22A1 . .
chr6 161412369 161412624 256 161412471 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_8171 chr6_161412369_161412624 . . MAP3K4
chr6 161459628 161459835 208 161459791 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8172 chr6_161459628_161459835 MAP3K4 . .
chr6 163647994 163648113 120 163648040 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_8173 chr6_163647994_163648113 PACRG . .
chr6 166104547 166104774 228 166104692 22 15.49856 7.2136 11.29975 OSE2_peak_8174 chr6_166104547_166104774 . PDE10A .
chr6 166795440 166796321 882 166795691 30 17.90548 6.61798 13.55326 OSE2_peak_8175 chr6_166795440_166796321 BRP44L . RPS6KA2
chr6 166796864 166797044 181 166796953 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_8176 chr6_166796864_166797044 . BRP44L RPS6KA2
chr6 167033571 167033784 214 167033666 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_8177 chr6_167033571_167033784 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 167037855 167038073 219 167037893 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_8178 chr6_167037855_167038073 RPS6KA2 . .
chr6 167373563 167373722 160 167373614 17 10.86788 5.80645 7.04618 OSE2_peak_8179 chr6_167373563_167373722 . RNASET2 .
chr6 168230080 168230199 120 168230108 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8180 chr6_168230080_168230199 MLLT4 MLLT4‐AS1 .
chr6 168408307 168408652 346 168408418 50 45.71244 13.96254 40.40672 OSE2_peak_8181 chr6_168408307_168408652 . . KIF25
chr6 168433210 168433384 175 168433253 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8182 chr6_168433210_168433384 KIF25 . FRMD1
chr6 168436362 168436736 375 168436590 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_8183 chr6_168436362_168436736 KIF25 . FRMD1
chr6 170123580 170123699 120 170123667 13 7.38817 4.58147 3.98316 OSE2_peak_8184 chr6_170123580_170123699 PHF10 C6orf120;WDR27 C6orf70;TCTE3
chr6 170714403 170714528 126 170714477 20 8.96701 4.31352 5.35567 OSE2_peak_8185 chr6_170714403_170714528 . FAM120B .
chr7 10011 10171 161 10081 28 22.83137 9.54419 18.21588 OSE2_peak_8186 chr7_10011_10171 . . .
chr7 101866 102061 196 101963 32 27.58996 10.86063 22.78071 OSE2_peak_8187 chr7_101866_102061 . . .
chr7 582633 582777 145 582715 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_8188 chr7_582633_582777 . FLJ44511;PDGFA PRKAR1B
chr7 582896 583102 207 583063 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_8189 chr7_582896_583102 . FLJ44511;PDGFA PRKAR1B
chr7 1573711 1573905 195 1573866 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_8190 chr7_1573711_1573905 MAFK INTS1 TMEM184A
chr7 1577723 1577862 140 1577809 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8191 chr7_1577723_1577862 MAFK . PSMG3;TMEM184A
chr7 2563695 2564001 307 2563740 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8192 chr7_2563695_2564001 LFNG . BRAT1;MIR4648
chr7 2569449 2569632 184 2569556 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_8193 chr7_2569449_2569632 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
chr7 2570141 2570286 146 2570141 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8194 chr7_2570141_2570286 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
chr7 2672463 2672877 415 2672531 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8195 chr7_2672463_2672877 TTYH3 IQCE .
chr7 2729550 2729669 120 2729645 16 9.93187 5.48387 6.20019 OSE2_peak_8196 chr7_2729550_2729669 AMZ1 TTYH3 .
chr7 2729801 2730019 219 2729936 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8197 chr7_2729801_2730019 AMZ1 TTYH3 .
chr7 2860049 2860503 455 2860285 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_8198 chr7_2860049_2860503 GNA12 . .
chr7 2861608 2861763 156 2861679 29 17.44884 6.61253 13.12341 OSE2_peak_8199 chr7_2861608_2861763 GNA12 . .
chr7 2903368 2903573 206 2903465 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_8200 chr7_2903368_2903573 . GNA12 .
chr7 2913748 2914240 493 2913932 74 78.75546 20.53315 72.89548 OSE2_peak_8201 chr7_2913748_2914240 . GNA12 .
chr7 3067874 3068132 259 3067902 19 12.72639 6.40594 8.73514 OSE2_peak_8202 chr7_3067874_3068132 CARD11 . .
chr7 3477136 3477268 133 3477157 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_8203 chr7_3477136_3477268 SDK1 . .
chr7 4681683 4681843 161 4681709 11 5.58177 3.83 2.55322 OSE2_peak_8204 chr7_4681683_4681843 . . .
chr7 5100158 5100277 120 5100186 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8205 chr7_5100158_5100277 RBAK;RBAK‐LOC389458 . LOC389458
chr7 5376776 5376917 142 5376803 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8206 chr7_5376776_5376917 TNRC18 . .
chr7 5465122 5465315 194 5465189 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_8207 chr7_5465122_5465315 . TNRC18 .
chr7 5466088 5466415 328 5466204 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8208 chr7_5466088_5466415 . TNRC18 .
chr7 5466882 5467085 204 5466990 13 7.1946 4.46834 3.82372 OSE2_peak_8209 chr7_5466882_5467085 . TNRC18 .
chr7 5563562 5563804 243 5563704 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_8210 chr7_5563562_5563804 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5564477 5565288 812 5564775 31 24.09461 9.32516 19.4268 OSE2_peak_8211 chr7_5564477_5565288 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5565427 5566229 803 5565898 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_8212 chr7_5565427_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
chr7 5566331 5566770 440 5566612 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_8213 chr7_5566331_5566770 . FBXL18 ACTB
chr7 5567026 5567393 368 5567244 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8214 chr7_5567026_5567393 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5568108 5568659 552 5568433 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_8215 chr7_5568108_5568659 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5568991 5569214 224 5569091 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8216 chr7_5568991_5569214 ACTB FBXL18 .
chr7 5597582 5597720 139 5597678 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8217 chr7_5597582_5597720 . ACTB .
chr7 5631292 5631496 205 5631363 42 34.97261 11.42658 29.91573 OSE2_peak_8218 chr7_5631292_5631496 . . FSCN1;RNF216
chr7 5631659 5631835 177 5631741 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8219 chr7_5631659_5631835 . . FSCN1;RNF216
chr7 5632360 5632536 177 5632503 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8220 chr7_5632360_5632536 FSCN1 . RNF216
chr7 5649260 5649394 135 5649335 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8221 chr7_5649260_5649394 . FSCN1 RNF216
chr7 5735596 5735778 183 5735711 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_8222 chr7_5735596_5735778 RNF216 . .
chr7 6280533 6280652 120 6280613 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_8223 chr7_6280533_6280652 CYTH3;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . .
chr7 6322512 6322665 154 6322594 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8224 chr7_6322512_6322665 RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 CYTH3 .
chr7 6388662 6388787 126 6388734 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8225 chr7_6388662_6388787 RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 FAM220A RAC1
chr7 6483273 6483462 190 6483364 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_8226 chr7_6483273_6483462 DAGLB;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . KDELR2
chr7 6484088 6484251 164 6484182 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_8227 chr7_6484088_6484251 DAGLB;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . KDELR2
chr7 6522386 6522523 138 6522469 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_8228 chr7_6522386_6522523 KDELR2;RSPH10B;RSPH10B2 . GRID2IP
chr7 7216847 7216966 120 7216940 21 13.07983 6.1534 9.05838 OSE2_peak_8229 chr7_7216847_7216966 . . C1GALT1
chr7 7604012 7604266 255 7604120 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8230 chr7_7604012_7604266 . COL28A1 MIOS
chr7 7951034 7951238 205 7951120 18 11.23244 5.79827 7.375 OSE2_peak_8231 chr7_7951034_7951238 . . .
chr7 11755819 11755938 120 11755897 19 12.06679 6.0423 8.12846 OSE2_peak_8232 chr7_11755819_11755938 THSD7A . .
chr7 12202236 12202553 318 12202472 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_8233 chr7_12202236_12202553 . . .
chr7 12700055 12700301 247 12700129 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_8234 chr7_12700055_12700301 . SCIN ARL4A
chr7 12749809 12749928 120 12749850 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_8235 chr7_12749809_12749928 . ARL4A .
chr7 12755921 12756119 199 12756024 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8236 chr7_12755921_12756119 . ARL4A .
chr7 13818752 13818871 120 13818807 17 10.47762 5.58732 6.69179 OSE2_peak_8237 chr7_13818752_13818871 . . .
chr7 14421058 14421177 120 14421071 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8238 chr7_14421058_14421177 DGKB . .
chr7 14881600 14881719 120 14881637 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_8239 chr7_14881600_14881719 . DGKB .
chr7 15170323 15170580 258 15170459 33 23.5834 8.53369 18.93584 OSE2_peak_8240 chr7_15170323_15170580 . . .
chr7 15466052 15466243 192 15466080 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8241 chr7_15466052_15466243 AGMO . .
chr7 17080939 17081113 175 17080998 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8242 chr7_17080939_17081113 . . .
chr7 17139216 17139448 233 17139285 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_8243 chr7_17139216_17139448 . . .
chr7 17279444 17279663 220 17279549 42 20.70923 5.77385 16.20183 OSE2_peak_8244 chr7_17279444_17279663 . . .
chr7 17411371 17411526 156 17411476 34 25.18085 9.03533 20.46843 OSE2_peak_8245 chr7_17411371_17411526 . AHR .
chr7 17445395 17445624 230 17445562 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_8246 chr7_17445395_17445624 . . .
chr7 17448260 17448388 129 17448307 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_8247 chr7_17448260_17448388 . . .
chr7 17564079 17564198 120 17564131 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_8248 chr7_17564079_17564198 . . .
chr7 17564411 17564533 123 17564490 18 7.90506 4.08834 4.4201 OSE2_peak_8249 chr7_17564411_17564533 . . .
chr7 17572761 17572938 178 17572840 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8250 chr7_17572761_17572938 . . .
chr7 17586335 17586467 133 17586439 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8251 chr7_17586335_17586467 . . .
chr7 17597326 17597445 120 17597329 17 7.18334 3.87316 3.81372 OSE2_peak_8252 chr7_17597326_17597445 . . .
chr7 17640017 17640226 210 17640055 17 9.21158 4.89831 5.55625 OSE2_peak_8253 chr7_17640017_17640226 . . .
chr7 17813010 17813129 120 17813081 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_8254 chr7_17813010_17813129 . . SNX13
chr7 17821531 17821787 257 17821694 21 9.7258 4.51892 6.02333 OSE2_peak_8255 chr7_17821531_17821787 . . SNX13
chr7 19049530 19049707 178 19049648 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8256 chr7_19049530_19049707 . HDAC9 .
chr7 19153688 19153849 162 19153749 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_8257 chr7_19153688_19153849 . . TWIST1
chr7 19324296 19324449 154 19324367 33 25.76494 9.59881 21.02842 OSE2_peak_8258 chr7_19324296_19324449 . . .
chr7 19444823 19444944 122 19444887 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_8259 chr7_19444823_19444944 . . .
chr7 19998032 19998365 334 19998239 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_8260 chr7_19998032_19998365 . . .
chr7 20259370 20259816 447 20259704 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_8261 chr7_20259370_20259816 . MACC1 .
chr7 20260693 20261109 417 20260899 41 32.46969 10.54161 27.49061 OSE2_peak_8262 chr7_20260693_20261109 . MACC1 .
chr7 20281166 20281330 165 20281223 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_8263 chr7_20281166_20281330 . MACC1 .
chr7 20391537 20391678 142 20391653 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_8264 chr7_20391537_20391678 ITGB8 . .
chr7 22123029 22123195 167 22123121 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8265 chr7_22123029_22123195 . . .
chr7 22604564 22604715 152 22604638 16 8.10095 4.47803 4.60172 OSE2_peak_8266 chr7_22604564_22604715 LOC100506178 . .
chr7 22617224 22617451 228 22617409 20 7.45243 3.6505 4.02333 OSE2_peak_8267 chr7_22617224_22617451 . LOC100506178 .
chr7 22821126 22821247 122 22821205 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_8268 chr7_22821126_22821247 . . .
chr7 22898268 22898392 125 22898284 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_8269 chr7_22898268_22898392 . SNORD93 .
chr7 23312891 23313052 162 23312978 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8270 chr7_23312891_23313052 GPNMB . MALSU1
chr7 23374344 23374670 327 23374438 22 11.26163 5.06961 7.40103 OSE2_peak_8271 chr7_23374344_23374670 IGF2BP3 MALSU1 .
chr7 23396500 23396704 205 23396687 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_8272 chr7_23396500_23396704 IGF2BP3 . .
chr7 23396963 23397213 251 23397021 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_8273 chr7_23396963_23397213 IGF2BP3 . .
chr7 23435559 23435733 175 23435648 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8274 chr7_23435559_23435733 IGF2BP3 . .
chr7 23753547 23753766 220 23753632 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8275 chr7_23753547_23753766 STK31 C7orf46 .
chr7 23767650 23767839 190 23767737 15 9.11747 5.21709 5.47713 OSE2_peak_8276 chr7_23767650_23767839 STK31 C7orf46 .
chr7 23904776 23904921 146 23904872 25 16.86868 7.20537 12.5872 OSE2_peak_8277 chr7_23904776_23904921 . . .
chr7 24619533 24619657 125 24619647 14 8.22498 4.89103 4.70126 OSE2_peak_8278 chr7_24619533_24619657 MPP6 . .
chr7 24740146 24740282 137 24740190 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8279 chr7_24740146_24740282 DFNA5 MPP6 .
chr7 24826591 24826849 259 24826794 14 5.64851 3.47561 2.60854 OSE2_peak_8280 chr7_24826591_24826849 . DFNA5 OSBPL3
chr7 25889635 25889763 129 25889708 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8281 chr7_25889635_25889763 . . .
chr7 26222413 26223078 666 26222703 20 5.36375 2.81979 2.36978 OSE2_peak_8282 chr7_26222413_26223078 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26223182 26223332 151 26223267 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8283 chr7_26223182_26223332 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26226351 26226803 453 26226692 19 10.97479 5.45899 7.1389 OSE2_peak_8284 chr7_26226351_26226803 NFE2L3 . CBX3;HNRNPA2B1
chr7 26232158 26232356 199 26232195 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8285 chr7_26232158_26232356 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
chr7 26239664 26239889 226 26239695 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_8286 chr7_26239664_26239889 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
chr7 26240136 26240373 238 26240255 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8287 chr7_26240136_26240373 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
chr7 27086931 27087109 179 27086996 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8288 chr7_27086931_27087109 . . .
chr7 27136387 27136654 268 27136568 14 7.59853 4.53172 4.15619 OSE2_peak_8289 chr7_27136387_27136654 HOTAIRM1 HOXA1 HOXA2;HOXA3
chr7 27154563 27155204 642 27154676 22 14.34533 6.59623 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8290 chr7_27154563_27155204 HOXA3 HOTAIRM1;HOXA1;HOXA2 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6
chr7 27163670 27164074 405 27164006 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_8291 chr7_27163670_27164074 HOXA3 HOTAIRM1;HOXA1;HOXA2 OXA‐AS3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7
chr7 27166503 27166622 120 27166569 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_8292 chr7_27166503_27166622 HOXA3 HOTAIRM1;HOXA2 OXA‐AS3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7
chr7 27175734 27176031 298 27175830 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_8293 chr7_27175734_27176031 . HOXA3;HOXA4 ;HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9
chr7 27177754 27177882 129 27177828 18 9.77766 5.01947 6.07307 OSE2_peak_8294 chr7_27177754_27177882 . HOXA3;HOXA4 ;HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9
chr7 27179769 27179911 143 27179876 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_8295 chr7_27179769_27179911 . HOXA3;HOXA4 A10‐HOXA9;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR1
chr7 27183123 27183342 220 27183226 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_8296 chr7_27183123_27183342 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA5 HOXA3;HOXA4 OXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR196B
chr7 27187809 27187952 144 27187841 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_8297 chr7_27187809_27187952 HOXA‐AS3 HOXA3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6 10;HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR196B
chr7 27190730 27190871 142 27190783 24 14.85307 6.41719 10.70259 OSE2_peak_8298 chr7_27190730_27190871 HOXA‐AS3 HOXA3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6 OXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA11;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR196B
chr7 27201641 27201760 120 27201662 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8299 chr7_27201641_27201760 . HOXA‐AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7A10‐HOXA9;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;HOXA9;MIR196
chr7 27203572 27203731 160 27203587 13 6.9574 4.33084 3.62698 OSE2_peak_8300 chr7_27203572_27203731 HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA9 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7HOXA10;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;MIR196B
chr7 27205172 27205387 216 27205287 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8301 chr7_27205172_27205387 HOXA10‐HOXA9 XA‐AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOHOXA10;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;MIR196B
chr7 27212470 27212638 169 27212596 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_8302 chr7_27212470_27212638 HOXA10;HOXA10‐HOXA9 S3;HOXA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9;MHOTTIP;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;HOXA13
chr7 27957515 27957660 146 27957623 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_8303 chr7_27957515_27957660 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28123337 28123541 205 28123429 34 26.84346 9.8504 22.06286 OSE2_peak_8304 chr7_28123337_28123541 JAZF1 . .
chr7 28243238 28243426 189 28243238 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8305 chr7_28243238_28243426 JAZF1‐AS1 JAZF1 .
chr7 28387094 28387213 120 28387158 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8306 chr7_28387094_28387213 CREB5 . .
chr7 28895561 28895709 149 28895638 32 19.92829 7.10079 15.46161 OSE2_peak_8307 chr7_28895561_28895709 . . .
chr7 29325093 29325257 165 29325175 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_8308 chr7_29325093_29325257 CHN2 . .
chr7 29528745 29528927 183 29528860 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_8309 chr7_29528745_29528927 CHN2 . .
chr7 30209375 30209494 120 30209390 13 6.80602 4.24378 3.49186 OSE2_peak_8310 chr7_30209375_30209494 . C7orf41 .
chr7 30264456 30264598 143 30264500 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_8311 chr7_30264456_30264598 . . .
chr7 30560388 30560595 208 30560502 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8312 chr7_30560388_30560595 . GGCT LOC401320
chr7 30843867 30844039 173 30843947 47 38.17515 11.41427 33.03046 OSE2_peak_8313 chr7_30843867_30844039 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
chr7 32202760 32202901 142 32202809 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_8314 chr7_32202760_32202901 PDE1C . .
chr7 32547149 32547378 230 32547276 21 13.49164 6.37001 9.43713 OSE2_peak_8315 chr7_32547149_32547378 AVL9 LSM5 .
chr7 32626578 32626720 143 32626678 12 6.27431 4.09144 3.08168 OSE2_peak_8316 chr7_32626578_32626720 DPY19L1P1 AVL9 .
chr7 33235009 33235143 135 33235103 23 15.54316 6.99387 11.33911 OSE2_peak_8317 chr7_33235009_33235143 BBS9 . .
chr7 33893790 33894149 360 33894048 19 12.68581 6.38334 8.69562 OSE2_peak_8318 chr7_33893790_33894149 . . .
chr7 33913995 33914151 157 33914068 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8319 chr7_33913995_33914151 . . .
chr7 34019353 34019785 433 34019685 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8320 chr7_34019353_34019785 BMPER . .
chr7 34020104 34020287 184 34020208 19 10.97479 5.45899 7.1389 OSE2_peak_8321 chr7_34020104_34020287 BMPER . .
chr7 34026467 34026709 243 34026558 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_8322 chr7_34026467_34026709 BMPER . .
chr7 34097779 34097946 168 34097846 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_8323 chr7_34097779_34097946 BMPER . .
chr7 34195022 34195164 143 34195080 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_8324 chr7_34195022_34195164 BMPER . .
chr7 34316813 34316941 129 34316846 19 9.10098 4.51843 5.46158 OSE2_peak_8325 chr7_34316813_34316941 . . .
chr7 34978847 34978970 124 34978900 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_8326 chr7_34978847_34978970 DPY19L1 . .
chr7 35776490 35776630 141 35776534 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_8327 chr7_35776490_35776630 . . .
chr7 36155465 36155709 245 36155495 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8328 chr7_36155465_36155709 . . .
chr7 36247438 36247571 134 36247528 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8329 chr7_36247438_36247571 EEPD1 . .
chr7 36343083 36343202 120 36343156 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8330 chr7_36343083_36343202 . EEPD1 KIAA0895
chr7 36622368 36622671 304 36622414 23 16.30337 7.399 12.04622 OSE2_peak_8331 chr7_36622368_36622671 AOAH . .
chr7 36698230 36698416 187 36698311 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_8332 chr7_36698230_36698416 AOAH . .
chr7 39629441 39629708 268 39629481 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8333 chr7_39629441_39629708 . YAE1D1 LOC646999
chr7 39653283 39653418 136 39653365 22 13.55016 6.18455 9.49331 OSE2_peak_8334 chr7_39653283_39653418 . LOC646999 RALA
chr7 39661697 39661998 302 39661796 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8335 chr7_39661697_39661998 . LOC646999 RALA
chr7 39748720 39748943 224 39748828 17 9.61425 5.11364 5.91666 OSE2_peak_8336 chr7_39748720_39748943 . RALA LINC00265
chr7 40261533 40261852 320 40261620 49 41.86063 12.4803 36.63077 OSE2_peak_8337 chr7_40261533_40261852 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40469460 40469601 142 40469519 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8338 chr7_40469460_40469601 C7orf10 . .
chr7 40477240 40477443 204 40477353 17 7.79345 4.17073 4.32803 OSE2_peak_8339 chr7_40477240_40477443 C7orf10 . .
chr7 41046400 41046591 192 41046489 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_8340 chr7_41046400_41046591 . . .
chr7 41066965 41067394 430 41067168 39 28.49166 9.2683 23.65184 OSE2_peak_8341 chr7_41066965_41067394 . . .
chr7 41228541 41228709 169 41228608 27 19.44721 8.03019 15.00591 OSE2_peak_8342 chr7_41228541_41228709 . . .
chr7 41229560 41229749 190 41229633 33 25.18303 9.30836 20.46843 OSE2_peak_8343 chr7_41229560_41229749 . . .
chr7 41612719 41612843 125 41612780 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_8344 chr7_41612719_41612843 . . .
chr7 41740670 41740866 197 41740749 15 7.50002 4.31512 4.06634 OSE2_peak_8345 chr7_41740670_41740866 INHBA;LOC285954 . .
chr7 41909359 41909533 175 41909444 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8346 chr7_41909359_41909533 . . .
chr7 41919808 41919978 171 41919866 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_8347 chr7_41919808_41919978 . . .
chr7 41955972 41956430 459 41956209 35 26.27973 9.29348 21.52261 OSE2_peak_8348 chr7_41955972_41956430 . . .
chr7 42109380 42109544 165 42109443 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8349 chr7_42109380_42109544 GLI3 . .
chr7 42109733 42109931 199 42109826 29 19.87641 7.74457 15.41196 OSE2_peak_8350 chr7_42109733_42109931 GLI3 . .
chr7 43575486 43575697 212 43575586 41 30.13698 9.48871 25.23677 OSE2_peak_8351 chr7_43575486_43575697 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
chr7 43687539 43687697 159 43687676 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_8352 chr7_43687539_43687697 C7orf44 STK17A .
chr7 43909496 43909671 176 43909605 27 8.27201 3.34591 4.74087 OSE2_peak_8353 chr7_43909496_43909671 URGCP‐MRPS24 MRPS24 URGCP
chr7 43910088 43910207 120 43910129 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_8354 chr7_43910088_43910207 URGCP‐MRPS24 MRPS24 URGCP
chr7 44104635 44104765 131 44104714 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_8355 chr7_44104635_44104765 PGAM2 DBNL;FLJ35390;RASA4P POLM
chr7 44106600 44106750 151 44106711 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8356 chr7_44106600_44106750 . DBNL;FLJ35390;PGAM2;RASA4P POLM
chr7 44418477 44418629 153 44418512 24 4.89809 2.44845 2.06734 OSE2_peak_8357 chr7_44418477_44418629 . . NUDCD3
chr7 44426255 44426459 205 44426365 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8358 chr7_44426255_44426459 NUDCD3 . .
chr7 44775118 44775237 120 44775197 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_8359 chr7_44775118_44775237 . OGDH ZMIZ2
chr7 44836637 44837009 373 44836727 20 13.3882 6.54099 9.35178 OSE2_peak_8360 chr7_44836637_44837009 PPIA ZMIZ2 H2AFV
chr7 44841686 44841834 149 44841770 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_8361 chr7_44841686_44841834 PPIA . H2AFV
chr7 44844706 44844835 130 44844774 26 7.68712 3.22642 4.23151 OSE2_peak_8362 chr7_44844706_44844835 . PPIA H2AFV
chr7 44925372 44925619 248 44925551 12 5.77343 3.80059 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8363 chr7_44925372_44925619 . MIR4657;PURB .
chr7 45118067 45118186 120 45118129 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8364 chr7_45118067_45118186 . CCM2 CAD;SNORA5A;SNORA5B;SNORA5C;TBRG4
chr7 45118880 45119090 211 45119059 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8365 chr7_45118880_45119090 . CCM2 CAD;SNORA5A;SNORA5B;SNORA5C;TBRG4
chr7 46185042 46185332 291 46185206 36 23.73987 7.89888 19.08394 OSE2_peak_8366 chr7_46185042_46185332 . . .
chr7 46186637 46186827 191 46186730 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_8367 chr7_46186637_46186827 . . .
chr7 46472364 46472483 120 46472450 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_8368 chr7_46472364_46472483 . . .
chr7 46792543 46792817 275 46792634 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_8369 chr7_46792543_46792817 . . .
chr7 46972651 46972791 141 46972681 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_8370 chr7_46972651_46972791 . . .
chr7 47192911 47193030 120 47192927 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_8371 chr7_47192911_47193030 . . .
chr7 47490931 47491054 124 47490973 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_8372 chr7_47490931_47491054 TNS3 . .
chr7 47493293 47493508 216 47493401 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_8373 chr7_47493293_47493508 TNS3 . .
chr7 47522488 47522770 283 47522746 18 11.86606 6.15096 7.94659 OSE2_peak_8374 chr7_47522488_47522770 TNS3 . .
chr7 47641010 47641303 294 47641212 21 14.17513 6.7365 10.07426 OSE2_peak_8375 chr7_47641010_47641303 . TNS3 .
chr7 47641409 47641702 294 47641641 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_8376 chr7_47641409_47641702 . TNS3 .
chr7 47797500 47797679 180 47797568 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8377 chr7_47797500_47797679 . . LINC00525;PKD1L1
chr7 47823491 47823807 317 47823547 20 11.84112 5.7147 7.92273 OSE2_peak_8378 chr7_47823491_47823807 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 47824050 47824171 122 47824085 19 10.34446 5.13375 6.57049 OSE2_peak_8379 chr7_47824050_47824171 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 47826430 47826574 145 47826493 25 13.2244 5.4646 9.19629 OSE2_peak_8380 chr7_47826430_47826574 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
chr7 47981191 47981319 129 47981221 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_8381 chr7_47981191_47981319 PKD1L1 . HUS1
chr7 48124560 48124757 198 48124678 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_8382 chr7_48124560_48124757 . C7orf57 UPP1
chr7 48290070 48290328 259 48290159 45 33.25338 9.82023 28.25026 OSE2_peak_8383 chr7_48290070_48290328 ABCA13 . .
chr7 50569907 50570313 407 50570145 38 13.98696 4.1983 9.89984 OSE2_peak_8384 chr7_50569907_50570313 DDC . LOC100129427
chr7 50603234 50603355 122 50603330 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8385 chr7_50603234_50603355 DDC;LOC100129427 . .
chr7 50678390 50678519 130 50678428 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_8386 chr7_50678390_50678519 GRB10 . .
chr7 50725157 50725276 120 50725206 26 18.6347 7.8681 14.24374 OSE2_peak_8387 chr7_50725157_50725276 GRB10 . .
chr7 50905772 50906004 233 50905850 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_8388 chr7_50905772_50906004 . . .
chr7 51113474 51113623 150 51113578 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_8389 chr7_51113474_51113623 COBL . .
chr7 51191503 51191625 123 51191580 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8390 chr7_51191503_51191625 COBL . .
chr7 54827089 54827208 120 54827167 14 6.97384 4.18257 3.6425 OSE2_peak_8391 chr7_54827089_54827208 . SEC61G .
chr7 55053175 55053711 537 55053272 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_8392 chr7_55053175_55053711 . . .
chr7 55063766 55064088 323 55063868 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_8393 chr7_55063766_55064088 . . EGFR
chr7 55123363 55123508 146 55123399 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8394 chr7_55123363_55123508 EGFR . .
chr7 55133100 55133658 559 55133562 45 33.25338 9.82023 28.25026 OSE2_peak_8395 chr7_55133100_55133658 EGFR . .
chr7 55200648 55200808 161 55200733 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_8396 chr7_55200648_55200808 EGFR . .
chr7 55201341 55201635 295 55201549 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_8397 chr7_55201341_55201635 EGFR . .
chr7 55375983 55376227 245 55376095 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_8398 chr7_55375983_55376227 . . .
chr7 55545816 55546016 201 55545887 24 17.49982 7.78689 13.17183 OSE2_peak_8399 chr7_55545816_55546016 VOPP1 . .
chr7 56032661 56032839 179 56032729 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8400 chr7_56032661_56032839 GBAS MRPS17;ZNF713 .
chr7 65516016 65516234 219 65516216 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8401 chr7_65516016_65516234 . . ASL
chr7 65540963 65541082 120 65541014 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8402 chr7_65540963_65541082 ASL . .
chr7 65564716 65564899 184 65564881 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8403 chr7_65564716_65564899 . ASL CRCP
chr7 65579659 65579924 266 65579721 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8404 chr7_65579659_65579924 CRCP ASL .
chr7 65720070 65720310 241 65720237 28 18.85626 7.48642 14.44703 OSE2_peak_8405 chr7_65720070_65720310 TPST1 . .
chr7 65732420 65732539 120 65732501 18 10.59054 5.44906 6.79583 OSE2_peak_8406 chr7_65732420_65732539 TPST1 . .
chr7 65746816 65746992 177 65746931 18 7.70385 3.99336 4.24406 OSE2_peak_8407 chr7_65746816_65746992 TPST1 . .
chr7 65791855 65792057 203 65791946 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_8408 chr7_65791855_65792057 TPST1 . .
chr7 66768034 66768235 202 66768171 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8409 chr7_66768034_66768235 MIR4650‐1;MIR4650‐2;STAG3L4 PMS2P4 .
chr7 73129731 73130110 380 73130041 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8410 chr7_73129731_73130110 P1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE8P; MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
chr7 73132389 73132880 492 73132479 34 19.97088 6.73077 15.5032 OSE2_peak_8411 chr7_73132389_73132880 P1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE8P; MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
chr7 73309121 73309550 430 73309456 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_8412 chr7_73309121_73309550 F2IP1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE WBSCR28 .
chr7 73694092 73694213 122 73694111 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_8413 chr7_73694092_73694213 F2IP1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SPDYE RFC2 CLIP2
chr7 73758160 73758418 259 73758317 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_8414 chr7_73758160_73758418 GTF2IP1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;SP . .
chr7 73894519 73894638 120 73894534 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_8415 chr7_73894519_73894638 ;GTF2IRD1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;S . .
chr7 73896993 73897186 194 73897107 21 12.35121 5.77827 8.39789 OSE2_peak_8416 chr7_73896993_73897186 ;GTF2IRD1;LOC100093631;PMS2L2;S . .
chr7 75194623 75194820 198 75194725 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_8417 chr7_75194623_75194820 HIP1 . .
chr7 75362148 75362335 188 75362253 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_8418 chr7_75362148_75362335 HIP1 . .
chr7 75362487 75362630 144 75362577 24 10.45414 4.43097 6.66901 OSE2_peak_8419 chr7_75362487_75362630 HIP1 . .
chr7 75409014 75409214 201 75409083 12 6.32311 4.1201 3.12208 OSE2_peak_8420 chr7_75409014_75409214 CCL26 . .
chr7 75544346 75544583 238 75544539 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_8421 chr7_75544346_75544583 MIR4651;POR RHBDD2 SNORA14A
chr7 75580831 75580950 120 75580934 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8422 chr7_75580831_75580950 POR SNORA14A .
chr7 75934296 75934470 175 75934354 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8423 chr7_75934296_75934470 . HSPB1;SRRM3 YWHAG
chr7 76009028 76009342 315 76009269 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_8424 chr7_76009028_76009342 . YWHAG SRCRB4D;ZP3
chr7 76050366 76050615 250 76050550 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8425 chr7_76050366_76050615 ZP3 SRCRB4D .
chr7 78912638 78912793 156 78912721 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_8426 chr7_78912638_78912793 MAGI2 . .
chr7 79135923 79136105 183 79136037 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_8427 chr7_79135923_79136105 . . .
chr7 79321472 79321654 183 79321569 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_8428 chr7_79321472_79321654 . . .
chr7 79339466 79339612 147 79339521 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_8429 chr7_79339466_79339612 . . .
chr7 79408214 79408647 434 79408310 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_8430 chr7_79408214_79408647 . MIR548M .
chr7 79953461 79953612 152 79953519 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_8431 chr7_79953461_79953612 . . .
chr7 80263992 80264123 132 80264031 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_8432 chr7_80263992_80264123 CD36 . .
chr7 80370625 80370744 120 80370646 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_8433 chr7_80370625_80370744 . . SEMA3C
chr7 80570843 80571001 159 80570929 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_8434 chr7_80570843_80571001 . SEMA3C .
chr7 80571661 80572013 353 80571909 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_8435 chr7_80571661_80572013 . SEMA3C .
chr7 80740768 80740963 196 80740864 35 26.27973 9.29348 21.52261 OSE2_peak_8436 chr7_80740768_80740963 . . .
chr7 80790769 80790903 135 80790851 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8437 chr7_80790769_80790903 . . .
chr7 80914549 80914693 145 80914627 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_8438 chr7_80914549_80914693 . . .
chr7 81233565 81233689 125 81233656 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8439 chr7_81233565_81233689 . . .
chr7 81813106 81813242 137 81813135 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8440 chr7_81813106_81813242 CACNA2D1 . .
chr7 82172155 82172368 214 82172265 41 33.77987 11.16084 28.75771 OSE2_peak_8441 chr7_82172155_82172368 . . .
chr7 82192312 82192595 284 82192497 30 24.16466 9.65574 19.4926 OSE2_peak_8442 chr7_82192312_82192595 . . .
chr7 82434864 82434992 129 82434925 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8443 chr7_82434864_82434992 PCLO . .
chr7 82778211 82778357 147 82778303 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_8444 chr7_82778211_82778357 PCLO . .
chr7 83098459 83098590 132 83098551 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_8445 chr7_83098459_83098590 SEMA3E . .
chr7 83690139 83690280 142 83690238 19 8.64855 4.30351 5.06411 OSE2_peak_8446 chr7_83690139_83690280 SEMA3A . .
chr7 83865836 83866003 168 83865903 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8447 chr7_83865836_83866003 . . .
chr7 83866883 83867027 145 83866930 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8448 chr7_83866883_83867027 . . .
chr7 84041585 84041825 241 84041735 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_8449 chr7_84041585_84041825 . . .
chr7 84042133 84042342 210 84042276 30 20.44896 7.78072 15.95584 OSE2_peak_8450 chr7_84042133_84042342 . . .
chr7 84765327 84765551 225 84765432 48 23.41384 5.85535 18.77806 OSE2_peak_8451 chr7_84765327_84765551 . SEMA3D .
chr7 90253532 90253690 159 90253575 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8452 chr7_90253532_90253690 . . .
chr7 90879241 90879426 186 90879315 34 30.04841 11.51885 25.1496 OSE2_peak_8453 chr7_90879241_90879426 . . FZD1
chr7 91763995 91764122 128 91764087 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8454 chr7_91763995_91764122 CYP51A1 AKAP9 LRRD1
chr7 92219449 92219568 120 92219467 17 10.40926 5.54925 6.62854 OSE2_peak_8455 chr7_92219449_92219568 FAM133B;LOC728066 . CDK6
chr7 92327613 92327839 227 92327706 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_8456 chr7_92327613_92327839 CDK6 . .
chr7 92376531 92376650 120 92376590 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_8457 chr7_92376531_92376650 CDK6 . .
chr7 92380357 92380478 122 92380414 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_8458 chr7_92380357_92380478 CDK6 . .
chr7 92381722 92382091 370 92382025 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8459 chr7_92381722_92382091 CDK6 . .
chr7 92461443 92461575 133 92461504 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8460 chr7_92461443_92461575 CDK6 . .
chr7 92470629 92470814 186 92470729 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8461 chr7_92470629_92470814 . CDK6 .
chr7 92861599 92861737 139 92861650 19 12.52583 6.29452 8.55144 OSE2_peak_8462 chr7_92861599_92861737 CCDC132 HEPACAM2 .
chr7 92956392 92956604 213 92956493 54 50.00444 14.61539 44.61827 OSE2_peak_8463 chr7_92956392_92956604 CCDC132 . .
chr7 93198602 93198759 158 93198720 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8464 chr7_93198602_93198759 CALCR . .
chr7 93520138 93520268 131 93520224 18 11.71139 6.06417 7.81134 OSE2_peak_8465 chr7_93520138_93520268 . TFPI2 GNGT1
chr7 93551025 93551169 145 93551068 19 12.06679 6.0423 8.12846 OSE2_peak_8466 chr7_93551025_93551169 GNG11 GNGT1 .
chr7 93551272 93551397 126 93551331 16 9.13174 5.03508 5.49082 OSE2_peak_8467 chr7_93551272_93551397 GNG11 GNGT1 .
chr7 93686206 93686513 308 93686415 36 15.91135 4.9682 11.69006 OSE2_peak_8468 chr7_93686206_93686513 . . .
chr7 93812909 93813054 146 93812956 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8469 chr7_93812909_93813054 . . .
chr7 93846266 93846460 195 93846372 33 15.55319 5.20968 11.34745 OSE2_peak_8470 chr7_93846266_93846460 . . .
chr7 94069188 94069376 189 94069332 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8471 chr7_94069188_94069376 . COL1A2 .
chr7 94326708 94326889 182 94326805 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_8472 chr7_94326708_94326889 . PEG10 .
chr7 95848812 95849093 282 95848848 16 8.86946 4.89098 5.26704 OSE2_peak_8473 chr7_95848812_95849093 MIR591;SLC25A13 . .
chr7 95933033 95933224 192 95933118 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8474 chr7_95933033_95933224 SLC25A13 . .
chr7 96017717 96017966 250 96017922 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8475 chr7_96017717_96017966 . . .
chr7 96339219 96339365 147 96339308 19 10.40194 5.16304 6.62353 OSE2_peak_8476 chr7_96339219_96339365 . SHFM1 .
chr7 97913862 97914185 324 97913953 30 25.18319 10.20241 20.46843 OSE2_peak_8477 chr7_97913862_97914185 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 97914388 97914522 135 97914486 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8478 chr7_97914388_97914522 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 97915267 97915851 585 97915697 44 20.17055 5.37736 15.69499 OSE2_peak_8479 chr7_97915267_97915851 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
chr7 98638229 98638510 282 98638238 11 5.60447 3.84356 2.57394 OSE2_peak_8480 chr7_98638229_98638510 SMURF1 TRRAP .
chr7 98798779 98798956 178 98798891 23 16.9335 7.74194 12.64898 OSE2_peak_8481 chr7_98798779_98798956 KPNA7 . .
chr7 98871744 98872028 285 98871850 28 8.87176 3.46541 5.26724 OSE2_peak_8482 chr7_98871744_98872028 MYH16 . .
chr7 99102220 99102377 158 99102294 24 17.01609 7.52774 12.71871 OSE2_peak_8483 chr7_99102220_99102377 ZKSCAN5 ZNF394;ZNF789 .
chr7 99388820 99388969 150 99388887 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_8484 chr7_99388820_99388969 . CYP3A4 .
chr7 99503599 99503850 252 99503753 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8485 chr7_99503599_99503850 TRIM4 OR2AE1 GJC3
chr7 99942396 99942542 147 99942489 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8486 chr7_99942396_99942542 PILRB PMS2P1;SPDYE3 PILRA
chr7 100026158 100026559 402 100026480 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8487 chr7_100026158_100026559 MEPCE;ZCWPW1 PILRA C7orf61;PPP1R35
chr7 100026998 100027200 203 100027042 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8488 chr7_100026998_100027200 MEPCE PILRA;ZCWPW1 C7orf61;PPP1R35
chr7 100303073 100303244 172 100303184 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_8489 chr7_100303073_100303244 . GIGYF1;GNB2 EPO;POP7;ZAN
chr7 100323257 100323534 278 100323514 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8490 chr7_100323257_100323534 . EPO;POP7 ZAN
chr7 100464859 100465138 280 100464907 23 17.03461 7.79754 12.73701 OSE2_peak_8491 chr7_100464859_100465138 TRIP6 SLC12A9 ACHE;SRRT;UFSP1
chr7 100738320 100738516 197 100738347 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8492 chr7_100738320_100738516 . TRIM56 .
chr7 100743408 100743587 180 100743449 38 23.38558 7.34391 18.75072 OSE2_peak_8493 chr7_100743408_100743587 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100744601 100744854 254 100744663 19 11.102 5.52567 7.24751 OSE2_peak_8494 chr7_100744601_100744854 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100755610 100755926 317 100755707 28 18.01538 7.08226 13.65833 OSE2_peak_8495 chr7_100755610_100755926 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100760989 100761316 328 100761105 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_8496 chr7_100760989_100761316 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
chr7 100765381 100765621 241 100765495 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8497 chr7_100765381_100765621 . . SERPINE1
chr7 100768647 100768902 256 100768873 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_8498 chr7_100768647_100768902 . . AP1S1;SERPINE1
chr7 100769356 100771783 2428 100770998 43 31.06846 9.39326 26.13665 OSE2_peak_8499 chr7_100769356_100771783 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
chr7 100771956 100775273 3318 100774398 52 45.73634 13.30251 40.43006 OSE2_peak_8500 chr7_100771956_100775273 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
chr7 100775382 100783483 8102 100782929 101 123.66798 29.72394 117.09194 OSE2_peak_8501 chr7_100775382_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
chr7 100783603 100784103 501 100783731 32 25.84846 9.93661 21.10379 OSE2_peak_8502 chr7_100783603_100784103 . SERPINE1 AP1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
chr7 101361061 101361214 154 101361161 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8503 chr7_101361061_101361214 . . .
chr7 101707168 101707374 207 101707277 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_8504 chr7_101707168_101707374 CUX1 . .
chr7 101864319 101864567 249 101864388 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8505 chr7_101864319_101864567 CUX1 . .
chr7 102454630 102454751 122 102454660 16 9.16167 5.05161 5.51953 OSE2_peak_8506 chr7_102454630_102454751 FBXL13 FAM185A .
chr7 102516006 102516135 130 102516065 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_8507 chr7_102516006_102516135 FBXL13 . .
chr7 102516292 102516451 160 102516376 32 7.13637 2.73799 3.7742 OSE2_peak_8508 chr7_102516292_102516451 FBXL13 . .
chr7 102753775 102754089 315 102753829 19 12.4082 6.22951 8.44974 OSE2_peak_8509 chr7_102753775_102754089 NAPEPLD ARMC10 RPL19P12
chr7 104652814 104653273 460 104653210 21 11.7487 5.47622 7.83862 OSE2_peak_8510 chr7_104652814_104653273 LOC100216545 LOC100216546 MLL5
chr7 104653511 104653813 303 104653603 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_8511 chr7_104653511_104653813 LOC100216545 LOC100216546 MLL5
chr7 105155454 105155589 136 105155505 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8512 chr7_105155454_105155589 PUS7 . RINT1
chr7 105172544 105172991 448 105172927 18 10.55848 5.43184 6.76492 OSE2_peak_8513 chr7_105172544_105172991 RINT1 PUS7 .
chr7 105470910 105471244 335 105470991 30 22.4222 8.75186 17.83166 OSE2_peak_8514 chr7_105470910_105471244 ATXN7L1 . .
chr7 105987163 105987398 236 105987265 58 48.30025 12.59551 42.94545 OSE2_peak_8515 chr7_105987163_105987398 . . .
chr7 106065551 106065670 120 106065639 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8516 chr7_106065551_106065670 . . .
chr7 106358616 106358959 344 106358833 53 42.35069 11.52809 37.10621 OSE2_peak_8517 chr7_106358616_106358959 . . .
chr7 107235867 107236176 310 107236103 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_8518 chr7_107235867_107236176 BCAP29 DUS4L .
chr7 107589768 107589912 145 107589878 23 12.67724 5.56098 8.68765 OSE2_peak_8519 chr7_107589768_107589912 LAMB1 DLD .
chr7 107949368 107949711 344 107949550 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_8520 chr7_107949368_107949711 NRCAM . .
chr7 108357387 108357529 143 108357446 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8521 chr7_108357387_108357529 . . .
chr7 110027001 110027221 221 110027127 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8522 chr7_110027001_110027221 . . .
chr7 110753787 110754046 260 110753819 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_8523 chr7_110753787_110754046 IMMP2L;LRRN3 . .
chr7 111641215 111641422 208 111641402 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8524 chr7_111641215_111641422 DOCK4 . .
chr7 111720790 111720935 146 111720888 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_8525 chr7_111720790_111720935 DOCK4 . .
chr7 112090910 112091107 198 112090991 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_8526 chr7_112090910_112091107 IFRD1 . C7orf53
chr7 112635414 112635587 174 112635442 19 9.84901 4.88432 6.12518 OSE2_peak_8527 chr7_112635414_112635587 . . .
chr7 113436774 113437015 242 113436914 22 15.40733 7.16394 11.21043 OSE2_peak_8528 chr7_113436774_113437015 . . .
chr7 115737542 115737717 176 115737621 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8529 chr7_115737542_115737717 . . .
chr7 115817119 115817334 216 115817214 31 20.15559 7.41464 15.68118 OSE2_peak_8530 chr7_115817119_115817334 . . .
chr7 115851475 115851726 252 115851562 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_8531 chr7_115851475_115851726 TES . .
chr7 115858438 115858576 139 115858544 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8532 chr7_115858438_115858576 TES . .
chr7 115994967 115995161 195 115995071 28 18.42718 7.27873 14.04328 OSE2_peak_8533 chr7_115994967_115995161 . . .
chr7 116139156 116139412 257 116139349 17 10.68741 5.70476 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8534 chr7_116139156_116139412 . . CAV1;CAV2
chr7 116152342 116152461 120 116152445 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8535 chr7_116152342_116152461 . CAV2 CAV1
chr7 116441224 116441431 208 116441390 16 7.65163 4.2433 4.20173 OSE2_peak_8536 chr7_116441224_116441431 . MET .
chr7 116639650 116639807 158 116639707 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8537 chr7_116639650_116639807 ST7 . .
chr7 116645082 116645279 198 116645164 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_8538 chr7_116645082_116645279 ST7 . .
chr7 116764833 116765002 170 116764935 26 14.38729 5.80974 10.26383 OSE2_peak_8539 chr7_116764833_116765002 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
chr7 116772471 116772609 139 116772533 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_8540 chr7_116772471_116772609 ST7;ST7‐AS2 . .
chr7 116833787 116833925 139 116833833 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_8541 chr7_116833787_116833925 ST7;ST7‐OT3 . .
chr7 117451321 117451475 155 117451400 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_8542 chr7_117451321_117451475 CTTNBP2 . .
chr7 117951606 117951836 231 117951753 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8543 chr7_117951606_117951836 . . .
chr7 119692953 119693265 313 119693143 31 19.35145 7.05337 14.91678 OSE2_peak_8544 chr7_119692953_119693265 . . .
chr7 119984460 119984600 141 119984579 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8545 chr7_119984460_119984600 KCND2 . .
chr7 120724708 120725081 374 120724949 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8546 chr7_120724708_120725081 C7orf58 . .
chr7 121170414 121170729 316 121170499 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8547 chr7_121170414_121170729 . . .
chr7 121184802 121185135 334 121185045 36 29.02635 10.34889 24.16556 OSE2_peak_8548 chr7_121184802_121185135 . . .
chr7 122911362 122911588 227 122911478 24 16.20597 7.10227 11.95945 OSE2_peak_8549 chr7_122911362_122911588 . . .
chr7 123178449 123178590 142 123178504 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_8550 chr7_123178449_123178590 . IQUB NDUFA5
chr7 123352723 123352924 202 123352822 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_8551 chr7_123352723_123352924 WASL . .
chr7 123367060 123367517 458 123367287 36 26.83064 9.28666 22.05247 OSE2_peak_8552 chr7_123367060_123367517 WASL . .
chr7 123389036 123389169 134 123389084 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8553 chr7_123389036_123389169 WASL . .
chr7 123728722 123728901 180 123728826 28 22.83137 9.54419 18.21588 OSE2_peak_8554 chr7_123728722_123728901 . . .
chr7 124102331 124102503 173 124102434 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_8555 chr7_124102331_124102503 . . .
chr7 124206678 124206798 121 124206694 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8556 chr7_124206678_124206798 . . .
chr7 124360331 124360515 185 124360448 32 23.53561 8.76923 18.89089 OSE2_peak_8557 chr7_124360331_124360515 . . GPR37
chr7 124423475 124423599 125 124423508 26 15.3667 6.2561 11.17159 OSE2_peak_8558 chr7_124423475_124423599 LOC154872 GPR37 .
chr7 124490948 124491092 145 124491030 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_8559 chr7_124490948_124491092 POT1 . .
chr7 124632972 124633091 120 124633047 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_8560 chr7_124632972_124633091 . . .
chr7 125294833 125294954 122 125294870 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8561 chr7_125294833_125294954 . . .
chr7 127855470 127855620 151 127855558 30 22.4222 8.75186 17.83166 OSE2_peak_8562 chr7_127855470_127855620 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 127857252 127857741 490 127857645 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_8563 chr7_127857252_127857741 . MIR129‐1 LEP
chr7 128473399 128473523 125 128473449 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8564 chr7_128473399_128473523 FLNC CCDC136 ATP6V1F
chr7 128699573 128699703 131 128699633 18 11.33989 5.85754 7.46752 OSE2_peak_8565 chr7_128699573_128699703 . TNPO3;TPI1P2 .
chr7 129114940 129115063 124 129115044 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8566 chr7_129114940_129115063 FAM40B . LOC100287482
chr7 129471315 129471549 235 129471342 16 8.20064 4.53079 4.67784 OSE2_peak_8567 chr7_129471315_129471549 UBE2H . .
chr7 129784365 129784796 432 129784717 34 25.18085 9.03533 20.46843 OSE2_peak_8568 chr7_129784365_129784796 . KLHDC10 TMEM209
chr7 129916437 129916581 145 129916530 12 5.34876 3.55908 2.35687 OSE2_peak_8569 chr7_129916437_129916581 CPA2 . CPA4
chr7 129996101 129996412 312 129996295 45 33.25338 9.82023 28.25026 OSE2_peak_8570 chr7_129996101_129996412 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130003419 130003592 174 130003513 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_8571 chr7_130003419_130003592 CPA5 . CPA1
chr7 130009337 130009505 169 130009454 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_8572 chr7_130009337_130009505 . CPA5 CEP41;CPA1
chr7 130013246 130013423 178 130013314 24 13.24699 5.64804 9.21673 OSE2_peak_8573 chr7_130013246_130013423 . CPA5 CEP41;CPA1
chr7 130523469 130523764 296 130523667 26 19.13405 8.12996 14.71469 OSE2_peak_8574 chr7_130523469_130523764 . . .
chr7 130554378 130554499 122 130554440 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8575 chr7_130554378_130554499 . . LOC646329;MIR29A;MIR29B1
chr7 130571023 130571148 126 130571053 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8576 chr7_130571023_130571148 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130571895 130572336 442 130572129 47 20.52456 5.16714 16.02954 OSE2_peak_8577 chr7_130571895_130572336 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130575695 130575861 167 130575781 28 16.51849 6.39211 12.25108 OSE2_peak_8578 chr7_130575695_130575861 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130586213 130586424 212 130586236 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8579 chr7_130586213_130586424 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130588444 130588669 226 130588538 28 18.01538 7.08226 13.65833 OSE2_peak_8580 chr7_130588444_130588669 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
chr7 130597963 130598123 161 130598022 31 22.45735 8.5035 17.85869 OSE2_peak_8581 chr7_130597963_130598123 LOC646329 . .
chr7 130598281 130598434 154 130598378 18 9.63817 4.94724 5.94001 OSE2_peak_8582 chr7_130598281_130598434 . LOC646329 .
chr7 130642368 130642501 134 130642484 16 7.05381 3.93903 3.70683 OSE2_peak_8583 chr7_130642368_130642501 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130645146 130645433 288 130645208 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_8584 chr7_130645146_130645433 FLJ43663 . .
chr7 130873510 130873683 174 130873618 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8585 chr7_130873510_130873683 MKLN1 . .
chr7 130916552 130916681 130 130916590 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_8586 chr7_130916552_130916681 MKLN1 . .
chr7 131055276 131055434 159 131055330 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_8587 chr7_131055276_131055434 MKLN1 . .
chr7 132116125 132116348 224 132116183 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_8588 chr7_132116125_132116348 PLXNA4 . .
chr7 132233493 132233678 186 132233605 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_8589 chr7_132233493_132233678 PLXNA4 . .
chr7 133267539 133267834 296 133267729 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_8590 chr7_133267539_133267834 EXOC4 . .
chr7 133390498 133390633 136 133390598 19 11.03809 5.49212 7.19522 OSE2_peak_8591 chr7_133390498_133390633 EXOC4 . .
chr7 134049592 134049749 158 134049729 11 5.2161 3.61331 2.24412 OSE2_peak_8592 chr7_134049592_134049749 . . .
chr7 134120002 134120168 167 134120115 20 10.40938 4.99374 6.62854 OSE2_peak_8593 chr7_134120002_134120168 . . AKR1B1
chr7 134157786 134157910 125 134157812 15 9.02033 5.16129 5.39104 OSE2_peak_8594 chr7_134157786_134157910 . AKR1B1 .
chr7 134165666 134165888 223 134165675 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8595 chr7_134165666_134165888 . AKR1B1 .
chr7 134354725 134354890 166 134354879 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_8596 chr7_134354725_134354890 BPGM . .
chr7 134571469 134571763 295 134571679 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_8597 chr7_134571469_134571763 CALD1 . .
chr7 134585435 134585599 165 134585525 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_8598 chr7_134585435_134585599 CALD1 . .
chr7 134626382 134626715 334 134626663 21 14.83256 7.09678 10.68261 OSE2_peak_8599 chr7_134626382_134626715 CALD1 . .
chr7 135284443 135284646 204 135284471 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8600 chr7_135284443_135284646 NUP205 . .
chr7 135348372 135348564 193 135348525 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8601 chr7_135348372_135348564 C7orf73 NUP205 SLC13A4
chr7 135442899 135443057 159 135442958 16 8.86946 4.89098 5.26704 OSE2_peak_8602 chr7_135442899_135443057 . FAM180A;SLC13A4 .
chr7 135541536 135541720 185 135541632 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_8603 chr7_135541536_135541720 . . .
chr7 136608009 136608196 188 136608106 16 10.03587 5.54316 6.30044 OSE2_peak_8604 chr7_136608009_136608196 CHRM2;LOC349160 MIR490 .
chr7 136638230 136638400 171 136638303 25 15.80826 6.67387 11.59326 OSE2_peak_8605 chr7_136638230_136638400 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136641509 136641697 189 136641517 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8606 chr7_136641509_136641697 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136642225 136642438 214 136642329 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8607 chr7_136642225_136642438 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
chr7 136795476 136795595 120 136795554 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_8608 chr7_136795476_136795595 LOC349160 . .
chr7 137224320 137224510 191 137224442 23 12.09616 5.29002 8.15611 OSE2_peak_8609 chr7_137224320_137224510 DGKI . .
chr7 137352401 137352630 230 137352466 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_8610 chr7_137352401_137352630 DGKI . .
chr7 137385924 137386043 120 137386010 14 7.76153 4.62437 4.2991 OSE2_peak_8611 chr7_137385924_137386043 DGKI . .
chr7 137457624 137457798 175 137457683 15 6.33837 3.70732 3.13523 OSE2_peak_8612 chr7_137457624_137457798 DGKI . .
chr7 137663301 137663474 174 137663356 18 7.32241 3.81607 3.93584 OSE2_peak_8613 chr7_137663301_137663474 CREB3L2 LOC100130880 .
chr7 138145523 138145642 120 138145604 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8614 chr7_138145523_138145642 TRIM24 . .
chr7 138146121 138146278 158 138146202 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8615 chr7_138146121_138146278 TRIM24 . .
chr7 138702650 138702772 123 138702737 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8616 chr7_138702650_138702772 . . ZC3HAV1;ZC3HAV1L
chr7 139025509 139025663 155 139025559 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_8617 chr7_139025509_139025663 LUC7L2 . C7orf55
chr7 139025969 139026317 349 139026218 23 16.02731 7.25076 11.80145 OSE2_peak_8618 chr7_139025969_139026317 C7orf55;LUC7L2 . .
chr7 139364969 139365178 210 139365080 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8619 chr7_139364969_139365178 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139365475 139365944 470 139365708 36 20.54247 6.60094 16.04137 OSE2_peak_8620 chr7_139365475_139365944 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139367368 139367689 322 139367570 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_8621 chr7_139367368_139367689 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139431980 139432248 269 139432133 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_8622 chr7_139431980_139432248 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139434381 139434500 120 139434431 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8623 chr7_139434381_139434500 HIPK2 . .
chr7 139616317 139616473 157 139616413 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_8624 chr7_139616317_139616473 TBXAS1 . .
chr7 139759179 139759298 120 139759190 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8625 chr7_139759179_139759298 PARP12 . JHDM1D
chr7 139759588 139759812 225 139759623 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8626 chr7_139759588_139759812 PARP12 . JHDM1D
chr7 140714733 140714853 121 140714738 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_8627 chr7_140714733_140714853 MRPS33 . .
chr7 140745075 140745194 120 140745133 12 5.56531 3.68162 2.53826 OSE2_peak_8628 chr7_140745075_140745194 . . LOC100507421
chr7 141373993 141374156 164 141374112 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8629 chr7_141373993_141374156 KIAA1147 AGK FLJ40852
chr7 142154455 142154782 328 142154505 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_8630 chr7_142154455_142154782 . . .
chr7 142190885 142191240 356 142190923 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_8631 chr7_142190885_142191240 . . .
chr7 143082306 143082627 322 143082425 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8632 chr7_143082306_143082627 ZYX FAM131B EPHA1;LOC285965
chr7 143083039 143083184 146 143083147 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_8633 chr7_143083039_143083184 ZYX FAM131B EPHA1;LOC285965
chr7 143088844 143089149 306 143089062 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8634 chr7_143088844_143089149 EPHA1 FAM131B;ZYX LOC285965
chr7 143628897 143629016 120 143628938 16 9.6307 5.31337 5.93261 OSE2_peak_8635 chr7_143628897_143629016 . FAM115A OR2F1;OR2F2
chr7 143728781 143729069 289 143728976 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8636 chr7_143728781_143729069 . OR6B1 OR2A5
chr7 147206302 147206421 120 147206356 18 10.18593 5.2334 6.419 OSE2_peak_8637 chr7_147206302_147206421 CNTNAP2;MIR548I4 . .
chr7 148554127 148554300 174 148554223 33 21.30715 7.4942 16.77471 OSE2_peak_8638 chr7_148554127_148554300 EZH2 . .
chr7 148660437 148660556 120 148660466 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8639 chr7_148660437_148660556 . . .
chr7 148684156 148684408 253 148684266 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8640 chr7_148684156_148684408 . . PDIA4
chr7 148822645 148822787 143 148822706 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8641 chr7_148822645_148822787 ZNF425 . ZNF398
chr7 148892344 148892547 204 148892373 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8642 chr7_148892344_148892547 . ZNF398 ZNF282
chr7 150076465 150076592 128 150076520 12 6.49866 4.22367 3.26144 OSE2_peak_8643 chr7_150076465_150076592 ZNF775 REPIN1 LOC728743
chr7 150097274 150097414 141 150097308 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8644 chr7_150097274_150097414 . REPIN1;ZNF775 LOC728743
chr7 150102383 150102502 120 150102466 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8645 chr7_150102383_150102502 . ZNF775 LOC285972;LOC728743
chr7 150571560 150571777 218 150571679 22 15.05221 6.97192 10.8912 OSE2_peak_8646 chr7_150571560_150571777 . ABP1 .
chr7 150736535 150736764 230 150736606 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8647 chr7_150736535_150736764 ABCB8 ATG9B;NOS3 ASIC3;CDK5;SLC4A2
chr7 151177065 151177194 130 151177181 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_8648 chr7_151177065_151177194 RHEB . .
chr7 151384806 151385006 201 151384901 24 15.99342 6.99249 11.76807 OSE2_peak_8649 chr7_151384806_151385006 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 151405976 151407000 1025 151406571 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_8650 chr7_151405976_151407000 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 151451317 151451465 149 151451370 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_8651 chr7_151451317_151451465 PRKAG2 . .
chr7 151902439 151902561 123 151902479 19 12.7672 6.42869 8.77241 OSE2_peak_8652 chr7_151902439_151902561 MLL3 . .
chr7 151979263 151979419 157 151979318 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8653 chr7_151979263_151979419 MLL3 . .
chr7 152285510 152285681 172 152285605 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8654 chr7_152285510_152285681 . . .
chr7 153613925 153614072 148 153613983 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8655 chr7_153613925_153614072 DPP6 . .
chr7 154997411 154997530 120 154997496 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8656 chr7_154997411_154997530 . . .
chr7 155446684 155446818 135 155446713 14 7.41511 4.42822 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8657 chr7_155446684_155446818 RBM33 . .
chr7 155449532 155449663 132 155449558 13 7.1946 4.46834 3.82372 OSE2_peak_8658 chr7_155449532_155449663 RBM33 . .
chr7 157101700 157101987 288 157101803 29 21.86766 8.74233 17.29742 OSE2_peak_8659 chr7_157101700_157101987 . . DNAJB6
chr7 157102295 157102504 210 157102333 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_8660 chr7_157102295_157102504 . . DNAJB6
chr7 157102822 157102942 121 157102840 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_8661 chr7_157102822_157102942 . . DNAJB6
chr7 157131266 157131436 171 157131416 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_8662 chr7_157131266_157131436 DNAJB6 . .
chr7 157197754 157197951 198 157197855 45 38.60966 12.22378 33.45398 OSE2_peak_8663 chr7_157197754_157197951 DNAJB6 . .
chr7 158441903 158442332 430 158442190 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_8664 chr7_158441903_158442332 NCAPG2 . .
chr7 158469027 158469315 289 158469122 15 8.32938 4.77013 4.7805 OSE2_peak_8665 chr7_158469027_158469315 NCAPG2 . .
chr7 158611183 158611439 257 158611345 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_8666 chr7_158611183_158611439 ESYT2 . .
chr8 1949358 1949541 184 1949412 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8667 chr8_1949358_1949541 KBTBD11 . .
chr8 8153782 8153902 121 8153858 20 9.18597 4.41372 5.5424 OSE2_peak_8668 chr8_8153782_8153902 . . SGK223
chr8 8191463 8191585 123 8191508 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8669 chr8_8191463_8191585 SGK223 . .
chr8 8243830 8243949 120 8243865 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8670 chr8_8243830_8243949 . SGK223 .
chr8 8310265 8310507 243 8310309 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8671 chr8_8310265_8310507 . . .
chr8 8468858 8469181 324 8468941 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8672 chr8_8468858_8469181 . . .
chr8 8485076 8485275 200 8485162 39 13.23069 3.91753 9.20183 OSE2_peak_8673 chr8_8485076_8485275 . . .
chr8 8521993 8522207 215 8522031 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_8674 chr8_8521993_8522207 . . .
chr8 8852652 8852825 174 8852731 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_8675 chr8_8852652_8852825 . . ERI1
chr8 8932292 8932844 553 8932379 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_8676 chr8_8932292_8932844 . MIR4660 .
chr8 8945487 8945612 126 8945547 21 13.11635 6.17248 9.09438 OSE2_peak_8677 chr8_8945487_8945612 . . .
chr8 10659327 10659476 150 10659428 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_8678 chr8_10659327_10659476 PINX1 . MIR1322
chr8 11323506 11323625 120 11323590 16 9.66339 5.33179 5.96339 OSE2_peak_8679 chr8_11323506_11323625 FAM167A C8orf12 BLK
chr8 11325519 11325645 127 11325582 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8680 chr8_11325519_11325645 . C8orf12;FAM167A BLK
chr8 11331024 11331394 371 11331214 18 11.41252 5.89773 7.53795 OSE2_peak_8681 chr8_11331024_11331394 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11331505 11331737 233 11331703 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8682 chr8_11331505_11331737 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11332180 11332462 283 11332388 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8683 chr8_11332180_11332462 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11337662 11337916 255 11337771 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_8684 chr8_11337662_11337916 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11338037 11338343 307 11338190 25 17.13183 7.34027 12.82844 OSE2_peak_8685 chr8_11338037_11338343 . FAM167A BLK
chr8 11368369 11368604 236 11368548 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8686 chr8_11368369_11368604 BLK . .
chr8 11373422 11373597 176 11373498 24 14.01169 6.0081 9.92396 OSE2_peak_8687 chr8_11373422_11373597 BLK . .
chr8 11619997 11620154 158 11620106 26 16.08353 6.59383 11.84903 OSE2_peak_8688 chr8_11619997_11620154 . GATA4 NEIL2
chr8 11720099 11720279 181 11720131 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_8689 chr8_11720099_11720279 CTSB FDFT1 .
chr8 11722036 11722161 126 11722081 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8690 chr8_11722036_11722161 CTSB FDFT1 .
chr8 12584154 12584334 181 12584252 38 22.38976 6.95775 17.80132 OSE2_peak_8691 chr8_12584154_12584334 LONRF1 . MIR3926‐1;MIR3926‐2
chr8 12611677 12611811 135 12611716 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8692 chr8_12611677_12611811 LONRF1 MIR3926‐1;MIR3926‐2 LOC340357
chr8 13124778 13125002 225 13124887 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_8693 chr8_13124778_13125002 DLC1 . .
chr8 13210802 13210960 159 13210867 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_8694 chr8_13210802_13210960 DLC1 . .
chr8 13215027 13215196 170 13215103 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_8695 chr8_13215027_13215196 DLC1 . .
chr8 13224356 13224586 231 13224455 43 24.10076 6.74194 19.43171 OSE2_peak_8696 chr8_13224356_13224586 DLC1 . .
chr8 13271924 13272043 120 13271966 20 13.85396 6.79843 9.77619 OSE2_peak_8697 chr8_13271924_13272043 DLC1 . .
chr8 16553550 16553699 150 16553570 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_8698 chr8_16553550_16553699 . . .
chr8 16574503 16574734 232 16574605 31 21.02161 7.81491 16.49664 OSE2_peak_8699 chr8_16574503_16574734 . . .
chr8 16574877 16575548 672 16575442 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8700 chr8_16574877_16575548 . . .
chr8 16607516 16607729 214 16607613 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_8701 chr8_16607516_16607729 . . .
chr8 16635540 16635743 204 16635544 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8702 chr8_16635540_16635743 . . .
chr8 16690496 16690615 120 16690549 13 7.24907 4.50009 3.87487 OSE2_peak_8703 chr8_16690496_16690615 . . .
chr8 16884340 16884573 234 16884420 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_8704 chr8_16884340_16884573 . FGF20 EFHA2
chr8 17013340 17013485 146 17013430 13 6.88106 4.28687 3.55757 OSE2_peak_8705 chr8_17013340_17013485 . . ZDHHC2
chr8 17196291 17196416 126 17196361 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8706 chr8_17196291_17196416 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17206385 17206623 239 17206539 30 14.40512 5.18943 10.27999 OSE2_peak_8707 chr8_17206385_17206623 MTMR7 . .
chr8 17324619 17324770 152 17324678 24 12.94818 5.51044 8.94108 OSE2_peak_8708 chr8_17324619_17324770 . . SLC7A2
chr8 17352610 17352784 175 17352673 26 17.70667 7.39193 13.37044 OSE2_peak_8709 chr8_17352610_17352784 . . SLC7A2
chr8 17353851 17354067 217 17353959 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8710 chr8_17353851_17354067 . . SLC7A2
chr8 17366371 17366507 137 17366445 15 9.05252 5.17976 5.41962 OSE2_peak_8711 chr8_17366371_17366507 SLC7A2 . .
chr8 17384283 17384472 190 17384380 11 5.62732 3.85722 2.59428 OSE2_peak_8712 chr8_17384283_17384472 SLC7A2 . .
chr8 17623953 17624092 140 17624028 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_8713 chr8_17623953_17624092 MTUS1 . .
chr8 17942406 17942596 191 17942508 18 10.06651 5.17044 6.32984 OSE2_peak_8714 chr8_17942406_17942596 ASAH1 . .
chr8 18416523 18416805 283 18416661 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_8715 chr8_18416523_18416805 PSD3 . .
chr8 18523704 18523988 285 18523886 40 35.51472 12.34549 30.44105 OSE2_peak_8716 chr8_18523704_18523988 PSD3 . .
chr8 18524214 18524418 205 18524318 18 11.26806 5.81789 7.40456 OSE2_peak_8717 chr8_18524214_18524418 PSD3 . .
chr8 18985766 18985970 205 18985876 18 7.14141 3.7332 3.77768 OSE2_peak_8718 chr8_18985766_18985970 . . .
chr8 19057157 19057339 183 19057330 12 5.94834 3.90144 2.79916 OSE2_peak_8719 chr8_19057157_19057339 LOC100128993 . .
chr8 19067072 19067301 230 19067198 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8720 chr8_19067072_19067301 LOC100128993 . .
chr8 19149092 19149384 293 19149330 26 16.46388 6.77675 12.19844 OSE2_peak_8721 chr8_19149092_19149384 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19156172 19156461 290 19156392 27 16.66134 6.65832 12.38852 OSE2_peak_8722 chr8_19156172_19156461 . . SH2D4A
chr8 19334062 19334504 443 19334252 15 8.05536 4.61796 4.5577 OSE2_peak_8723 chr8_19334062_19334504 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19341468 19341664 197 19341552 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8724 chr8_19341468_19341664 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19500205 19500382 178 19500287 18 9.72148 4.99032 6.01986 OSE2_peak_8725 chr8_19500205_19500382 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19521192 19521370 179 19521277 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_8726 chr8_19521192_19521370 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19521703 19521826 124 19521765 17 8.96672 4.76921 5.35567 OSE2_peak_8727 chr8_19521703_19521826 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19522034 19522543 510 19522442 29 12.46599 4.59678 8.50225 OSE2_peak_8728 chr8_19522034_19522543 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19523023 19523344 322 19523066 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_8729 chr8_19523023_19523344 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19525729 19525848 120 19525844 13 5.56715 3.5533 2.54 OSE2_peak_8730 chr8_19525729_19525848 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19535537 19536092 556 19535652 26 15.26384 6.2084 11.08366 OSE2_peak_8731 chr8_19535537_19536092 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19540154 19540312 159 19540223 22 11.81489 5.32927 7.90187 OSE2_peak_8732 chr8_19540154_19540312 CSGALNACT1 . .
chr8 19544538 19544800 263 19544610 27 15.27467 6.02492 11.09335 OSE2_peak_8733 chr8_19544538_19544800 . CSGALNACT1 .
chr8 19963274 19963505 232 19963387 32 26.50122 10.27869 21.73346 OSE2_peak_8734 chr8_19963274_19963505 . . .
chr8 19979844 19979998 155 19979903 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8735 chr8_19979844_19979998 . . SLC18A1
chr8 21875131 21875327 197 21875209 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8736 chr8_21875131_21875327 . XPO7 FGF17;NPM2
chr8 22036278 22036551 274 22036522 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8737 chr8_22036278_22036551 BMP1 LGI3;SFTPC .
chr8 22250008 22250264 257 22250148 28 19.30398 7.7063 14.87065 OSE2_peak_8738 chr8_22250008_22250264 SLC39A14 . .
chr8 22250597 22250731 135 22250687 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_8739 chr8_22250597_22250731 SLC39A14 . .
chr8 22455001 22455348 348 22455082 25 17.13183 7.34027 12.82844 OSE2_peak_8740 chr8_22455001_22455348 PDLIM2 SORBS3 BIN3;C8orf58;KIAA1967
chr8 22455883 22456256 374 22455886 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_8741 chr8_22455883_22456256 . PDLIM2;SORBS3 BIN3;C8orf58;KIAA1967
chr8 22462098 22462270 173 22462163 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8742 chr8_22462098_22462270 KIAA1967 C8orf58;PDLIM2;SORBS3 BIN3
chr8 22573230 22573624 395 22573423 36 30.58909 11.14105 25.67295 OSE2_peak_8743 chr8_22573230_22573624 PEBP4 EGR3 .
chr8 22900164 22900283 120 22900251 15 8.8935 5.08872 5.28814 OSE2_peak_8744 chr8_22900164_22900283 TNFRSF10B RHOBTB2 LOC286059
chr8 23021390 23021594 205 23021486 22 15.45282 7.18868 11.25516 OSE2_peak_8745 chr8_23021390_23021594 TNFRSF10D . TNFRSF10A
chr8 23145376 23145766 391 23145679 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_8746 chr8_23145376_23145766 R3HCC1 CHMP7 LOXL2
chr8 23154684 23154897 214 23154790 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8747 chr8_23154684_23154897 LOXL2 R3HCC1 .
chr8 23212656 23212840 185 23212739 21 12.86431 6.04134 8.86129 OSE2_peak_8748 chr8_23212656_23212840 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23213650 23213834 185 23213748 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_8749 chr8_23213650_23213834 LOC100507156;LOXL2 . .
chr8 23330009 23330192 184 23330097 17 10.75897 5.745 6.94255 OSE2_peak_8750 chr8_23330009_23330192 . ENTPD4 .
chr8 23398826 23398979 154 23398860 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_8751 chr8_23398826_23398979 SLC25A37 . .
chr8 23577705 23578146 442 23577930 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_8752 chr8_23577705_23578146 . NKX2‐6 .
chr8 23578308 23578442 135 23578356 25 18.06693 7.82885 13.70669 OSE2_peak_8753 chr8_23578308_23578442 . NKX2‐6 .
chr8 23608820 23609063 244 23608965 42 33.62906 10.79261 28.61164 OSE2_peak_8754 chr8_23608820_23609063 . . .
chr8 23647327 23647453 127 23647373 19 10.66708 5.29912 6.87029 OSE2_peak_8755 chr8_23647327_23647453 . . .
chr8 23708376 23708495 120 23708458 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8756 chr8_23708376_23708495 STC1 . .
chr8 23711212 23711353 142 23711312 17 8.48196 4.51784 4.91426 OSE2_peak_8757 chr8_23711212_23711353 STC1 . .
chr8 23712208 23712343 136 23712247 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8758 chr8_23712208_23712343 STC1 . .
chr8 24062519 24062800 282 24062692 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_8759 chr8_24062519_24062800 . . .
chr8 24151483 24151632 150 24151553 18 11.02273 5.68325 7.18013 OSE2_peak_8760 chr8_24151483_24151632 ADAM28 . .
chr8 25118924 25119105 182 25119008 21 8.67752 4.05825 5.09239 OSE2_peak_8761 chr8_25118924_25119105 DOCK5 . .
chr8 26209767 26209886 120 26209817 21 10.70308 4.97027 6.8915 OSE2_peak_8762 chr8_26209767_26209886 PPP2R2A . .
chr8 26243106 26243256 151 26243176 15 7.82071 4.48907 4.35381 OSE2_peak_8763 chr8_26243106_26243256 BNIP3L PPP2R2A .
chr8 26308709 26309073 365 26308984 26 12.21016 4.88107 8.2623 OSE2_peak_8764 chr8_26308709_26309073 . . .
chr8 26315405 26315575 171 26315520 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_8765 chr8_26315405_26315575 . . .
chr8 26486144 26486457 314 26486377 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_8766 chr8_26486144_26486457 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 26493396 26493515 120 26493426 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_8767 chr8_26493396_26493515 DPYSL2 . .
chr8 27157406 27157525 120 27157430 15 8.24563 4.72343 4.71728 OSE2_peak_8768 chr8_27157406_27157525 TRIM35 . PTK2B
chr8 27190820 27191097 278 27191025 20 12.50028 6.06107 8.52639 OSE2_peak_8769 chr8_27190820_27191097 PTK2B TRIM35 .
chr8 27191778 27191919 142 27191861 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8770 chr8_27191778_27191919 PTK2B TRIM35 .
chr8 28571408 28571579 172 28571458 13 6.38112 4.00241 3.17145 OSE2_peak_8771 chr8_28571408_28571579 EXTL3 . .
chr8 28747469 28747929 461 28747812 32 19.79973 7.04495 15.33764 OSE2_peak_8772 chr8_28747469_28747929 HMBOX1;INTS9 . .
chr8 28860536 28860656 121 28860603 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8773 chr8_28860536_28860656 HMBOX1 . .
chr8 29208046 29208189 144 29208111 16 8.45834 4.66831 4.89405 OSE2_peak_8774 chr8_29208046_29208189 DUSP4 . .
chr8 29414020 29414209 190 29414090 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_8775 chr8_29414020_29414209 . . .
chr8 29492697 29492941 245 29492847 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_8776 chr8_29492697_29492941 . . .
chr8 29513138 29513302 165 29513230 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_8777 chr8_29513138_29513302 . . .
chr8 29513503 29513732 230 29513664 20 12.25029 5.92868 8.29889 OSE2_peak_8778 chr8_29513503_29513732 . . .
chr8 29513864 29514004 141 29513889 14 7.70658 4.59307 4.24619 OSE2_peak_8779 chr8_29513864_29514004 . . .
chr8 29540238 29540487 250 29540354 45 25.93442 7.04839 21.18679 OSE2_peak_8780 chr8_29540238_29540487 . . .
chr8 29628063 29628182 120 29628135 18 10.68771 5.50137 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8781 chr8_29628063_29628182 . C8orf75 .
chr8 29745117 29745335 219 29745227 46 33.98697 9.87832 28.96153 OSE2_peak_8782 chr8_29745117_29745335 . . .
chr8 29894699 29894862 164 29894801 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_8783 chr8_29894699_29894862 . . MIR548O2;TMEM66
chr8 29970592 29970868 277 29970770 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_8784 chr8_29970592_29970868 LEPROTL1;MIR548O2 TMEM66 MBOAT4
chr8 30112605 30112848 244 30112703 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_8785 chr8_30112605_30112848 . MIR548O2 .
chr8 30185426 30185545 120 30185494 18 10.62277 5.46639 6.8272 OSE2_peak_8786 chr8_30185426_30185545 . . .
chr8 30186983 30187216 234 30187172 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8787 chr8_30186983_30187216 . . .
chr8 30747982 30748125 144 30748062 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_8788 chr8_30747982_30748125 . . .
chr8 30959728 30959931 204 30959875 18 10.92037 5.62744 7.08992 OSE2_peak_8789 chr8_30959728_30959931 WRN . .
chr8 30963967 30964088 122 30964042 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_8790 chr8_30963967_30964088 WRN . .
chr8 31013092 31013217 126 31013170 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_8791 chr8_31013092_31013217 WRN . .
chr8 31691179 31691302 124 31691195 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_8792 chr8_31691179_31691302 NRG1 . .
chr8 32130623 32130742 120 32130668 23 10.13636 4.42719 6.37536 OSE2_peak_8793 chr8_32130623_32130742 NRG1 . RNF5P1
chr8 32188868 32188987 120 32188900 12 5.70981 3.7641 2.65881 OSE2_peak_8794 chr8_32188868_32188987 NRG1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 32776148 32776287 140 32776205 14 7.93022 4.72089 4.44146 OSE2_peak_8795 chr8_32776148_32776287 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33265837 33266053 217 33265990 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_8796 chr8_33265837_33266053 FUT10;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 33342334 33342613 280 33342567 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8797 chr8_33342334_33342613 RNF5P1 FUT10 MAK16;TTI2
chr8 33371013 33371295 283 33371104 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_8798 chr8_33371013_33371295 RNF5P1 MAK16;TTI2 .
chr8 33391282 33391401 120 33391345 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_8799 chr8_33391282_33391401 RNF5P1 TTI2 RNF122
chr8 34695914 34696041 128 34695977 21 13.96775 6.62441 9.88502 OSE2_peak_8800 chr8_34695914_34696041 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36737796 36738000 205 36737872 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_8801 chr8_36737796_36738000 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36763391 36763564 174 36763496 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_8802 chr8_36763391_36763564 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 36918872 36918991 120 36918962 14 7.33862 4.38529 3.95062 OSE2_peak_8803 chr8_36918872_36918991 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37003862 37004025 164 37003962 31 21.9587 8.26087 17.3838 OSE2_peak_8804 chr8_37003862_37004025 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37401422 37401616 195 37401534 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_8805 chr8_37401422_37401616 RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37620112 37620263 152 37620173 18 11.16178 5.75941 7.30593 OSE2_peak_8806 chr8_37620112_37620263 PROSC;RNF5P1 ERLIN2;LOC728024 .
chr8 37729189 37729423 235 37729272 20 11.26878 5.4212 7.40456 OSE2_peak_8807 chr8_37729189_37729423 RAB11FIP1;RNF5P1 BRF2;GPR124 .
chr8 37756843 37756990 148 37756893 15 9.05252 5.17976 5.41962 OSE2_peak_8808 chr8_37756843_37756990 RAB11FIP1;RNF5P1 . .
chr8 37984621 37984758 138 37984674 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8809 chr8_37984621_37984758 ASH2L;RNF5P1 . STAR
chr8 38089052 38089180 129 38089102 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_8810 chr8_38089052_38089180 DDHD2;RNF5P1 BAG4 .
chr8 38206813 38206967 155 38206932 12 6.55023 4.25422 3.30316 OSE2_peak_8811 chr8_38206813_38206967 RNF5P1;WHSC1L1 . .
chr8 38517715 38517908 194 38517822 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_8812 chr8_38517715_38517908 . . .
chr8 38649204 38649334 131 38649268 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_8813 chr8_38649204_38649334 TACC1 . .
chr8 38783419 38783712 294 38783494 22 14.54691 6.70246 10.41239 OSE2_peak_8814 chr8_38783419_38783712 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38795071 38795366 296 38795290 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_8815 chr8_38795071_38795366 PLEKHA2 . .
chr8 38856473 38856592 120 38856504 21 11.24908 5.23154 7.38957 OSE2_peak_8816 chr8_38856473_38856592 ADAM9 HTRA4;PLEKHA2;TM2D2 .
chr8 38857495 38857638 144 38857607 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_8817 chr8_38857495_38857638 ADAM9 HTRA4;PLEKHA2;TM2D2 .
chr8 38858720 38859014 295 38858896 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_8818 chr8_38858720_38859014 ADAM9 HTRA4;PLEKHA2;TM2D2 .
chr8 38895753 38895992 240 38895818 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8819 chr8_38895753_38895992 ADAM9 . .
chr8 38932955 38933112 158 38933043 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8820 chr8_38932955_38933112 ADAM9 . .
chr8 38961131 38961288 158 38961196 17 9.5256 5.06592 5.84209 OSE2_peak_8821 chr8_38961131_38961288 ADAM9 . ADAM32
chr8 40030460 40030628 169 40030556 27 20.21687 8.43106 15.7386 OSE2_peak_8822 chr8_40030460_40030628 . C8orf4 .
chr8 40342128 40342436 309 40342204 17 10.79506 5.76534 6.97762 OSE2_peak_8823 chr8_40342128_40342436 . . .
chr8 40381914 40382054 141 40381962 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_8824 chr8_40381914_40382054 . . ZMAT4
chr8 40929694 40929866 173 40929767 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8825 chr8_40929694_40929866 . . .
chr8 40930739 40930918 180 40930837 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_8826 chr8_40930739_40930918 . . .
chr8 41009143 41009336 194 41009245 32 21.15493 7.64634 16.62608 OSE2_peak_8827 chr8_41009143_41009336 . . .
chr8 41569913 41570157 245 41569975 20 12.61013 6.11963 8.62446 OSE2_peak_8828 chr8_41569913_41570157 ANK1 . .
chr8 41649715 41649841 127 41649789 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8829 chr8_41649715_41649841 ANK1 . .
chr8 41675251 41675379 129 41675353 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8830 chr8_41675251_41675379 ANK1 . .
chr8 41712477 41712606 130 41712536 26 13.50512 5.42283 9.44995 OSE2_peak_8831 chr8_41712477_41712606 ANK1 . .
chr8 42052399 42052536 138 42052444 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8832 chr8_42052399_42052536 PLAT AP3M2 .
chr8 42129090 42129226 137 42129108 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_8833 chr8_42129090_42129226 IKBKB . .
chr8 42552856 42553042 187 42552858 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8834 chr8_42552856_42553042 CHRNB3 . .
chr8 42575761 42575898 138 42575873 18 11.78827 6.10726 7.87724 OSE2_peak_8835 chr8_42575761_42575898 CHRNB3 . .
chr8 43084853 43084996 144 43084914 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8836 chr8_43084853_43084996 . HGSNAT .
chr8 48266274 48266427 154 48266310 25 12.94304 5.34054 8.93684 OSE2_peak_8837 chr8_48266274_48266427 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48282069 48282217 149 48282175 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_8838 chr8_48282069_48282217 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48393020 48393157 138 48393088 18 10.30768 5.29792 6.53502 OSE2_peak_8839 chr8_48393020_48393157 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48425002 48425324 323 48425165 40 31.94573 10.58424 26.98426 OSE2_peak_8840 chr8_48425002_48425324 KIAA0146 . .
chr8 48647323 48647579 257 48647559 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_8841 chr8_48647323_48647579 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
chr8 48647743 48647965 223 48647856 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_8842 chr8_48647743_48647965 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
chr8 48648076 48648266 191 48648123 26 14.08328 5.67478 9.98764 OSE2_peak_8843 chr8_48648076_48648266 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
chr8 48772165 48772284 120 48772209 17 10.97873 5.86923 7.14259 OSE2_peak_8844 chr8_48772165_48772284 PRKDC . .
chr8 49062523 49062751 229 49062642 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_8845 chr8_49062523_49062751 . . .
chr8 49063679 49064149 471 49063968 38 29.76763 10.12572 24.87995 OSE2_peak_8846 chr8_49063679_49064149 . . .
chr8 49230859 49231041 183 49230958 21 11.84059 5.5218 7.92248 OSE2_peak_8847 chr8_49230859_49231041 . . .
chr8 49277130 49277256 127 49277203 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_8848 chr8_49277130_49277256 . . .
chr8 49281022 49281141 120 49281044 14 6.40313 3.87228 3.18685 OSE2_peak_8849 chr8_49281022_49281141 . . .
chr8 49282628 49282889 262 49282700 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_8850 chr8_49282628_49282889 . . .
chr8 49293589 49293766 178 49293615 13 6.44909 4.04071 3.21748 OSE2_peak_8851 chr8_49293589_49293766 . . .
chr8 49321017 49321327 311 49321228 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_8852 chr8_49321017_49321327 . . .
chr8 49343305 49343425 121 49343346 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8853 chr8_49343305_49343425 . . .
chr8 49384364 49384733 370 49384674 18 11.82705 6.12903 7.91163 OSE2_peak_8854 chr8_49384364_49384733 . . .
chr8 49502604 49502912 309 49502641 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8855 chr8_49502604_49502912 . . .
chr8 49504149 49504559 411 49504285 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_8856 chr8_49504149_49504559 . . .
chr8 49811944 49812063 120 49812000 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_8857 chr8_49811944_49812063 . . SNAI2
chr8 49815563 49815727 165 49815658 18 10.88661 5.60908 7.06438 OSE2_peak_8858 chr8_49815563_49815727 . . SNAI2
chr8 49829520 49829876 357 49829670 28 19.21288 7.66129 14.78873 OSE2_peak_8859 chr8_49829520_49829876 . . SNAI2
chr8 50969044 50969213 170 50969110 19 8.0286 4.01691 4.53251 OSE2_peak_8860 chr8_50969044_50969213 SNTG1 . .
chr8 50969486 50969733 248 50969624 35 19.63592 6.42254 15.18774 OSE2_peak_8861 chr8_50969486_50969733 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51052279 51052400 122 51052361 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_8862 chr8_51052279_51052400 SNTG1 . .
chr8 51140283 51140482 200 51140461 13 7.36001 4.56496 3.97116 OSE2_peak_8863 chr8_51140283_51140482 SNTG1 . .
chr8 53059448 53059683 236 53059603 28 15.52844 5.95676 11.32631 OSE2_peak_8864 chr8_53059448_53059683 ST18 . .
chr8 53061690 53062015 326 53061951 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8865 chr8_53061690_53062015 ST18 . .
chr8 54798174 54798439 266 54798277 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_8866 chr8_54798174_54798439 RGS20 . .
chr8 54857932 54858257 326 54858044 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_8867 chr8_54857932_54858257 RGS20 . TCEA1
chr8 55122253 55122402 150 55122327 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8868 chr8_55122253_55122402 . . .
chr8 55181566 55181782 217 55181681 23 15.54316 6.99387 11.33911 OSE2_peak_8869 chr8_55181566_55181782 . . .
chr8 55223458 55223608 151 55223542 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8870 chr8_55223458_55223608 . . .
chr8 55225074 55225210 137 55225147 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_8871 chr8_55225074_55225210 . . .
chr8 55249997 55250133 137 55250064 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8872 chr8_55249997_55250133 . . .
chr8 55288173 55288402 230 55288269 19 12.80824 6.45161 8.81166 OSE2_peak_8873 chr8_55288173_55288402 . . .
chr8 55361104 55361272 169 55361106 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8874 chr8_55361104_55361272 . . SOX17
chr8 55542078 55542236 159 55542179 27 9.51343 3.75972 5.83024 OSE2_peak_8875 chr8_55542078_55542236 RP1 . .
chr8 57911789 57911908 120 57911858 14 7.36398 4.39951 3.97461 OSE2_peak_8876 chr8_57911789_57911908 . IMPAD1 .
chr8 58333936 58334058 123 58334008 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_8877 chr8_58333936_58334058 . . .
chr8 58476933 58477120 188 58477026 23 17.03461 7.79754 12.73701 OSE2_peak_8878 chr8_58476933_58477120 . . .
chr8 59108504 59108721 218 59108644 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8879 chr8_59108504_59108721 . . .
chr8 59572408 59572625 218 59572470 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_8880 chr8_59572408_59572625 . NSMAF .
chr8 59714033 59714263 231 59714130 26 18.34687 7.71893 13.96654 OSE2_peak_8881 chr8_59714033_59714263 . . TOX
chr8 59763609 59763774 166 59763708 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8882 chr8_59763609_59763774 TOX . .
chr8 59768910 59769134 225 59768976 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_8883 chr8_59768910_59769134 TOX . .
chr8 60190734 60190871 138 60190815 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_8884 chr8_60190734_60190871 . . .
chr8 61865525 61865646 122 61865568 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8885 chr8_61865525_61865646 . . LOC100130298
chr8 62672786 62673086 301 62673055 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_8886 chr8_62672786_62673086 . . .
chr8 62673350 62673470 121 62673358 13 6.47198 4.05364 3.23838 OSE2_peak_8887 chr8_62673350_62673470 . . .
chr8 62923859 62924015 157 62923918 18 10.36945 5.33078 6.59487 OSE2_peak_8888 chr8_62923859_62924015 . . .
chr8 67036357 67036501 145 67036427 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8889 chr8_67036357_67036501 . DNAJC5B TRIM55
chr8 67042109 67042315 207 67042237 33 23.0929 8.30334 18.4676 OSE2_peak_8890 chr8_67042109_67042315 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
chr8 67368440 67368605 166 67368539 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8891 chr8_67368440_67368605 ADHFE1 LOC100505676;RRS1 .
chr8 67429762 67429898 137 67429850 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8892 chr8_67429762_67429898 C8orf46 . .
chr8 67433956 67434127 172 67434042 25 14.45378 6.02439 10.3258 OSE2_peak_8893 chr8_67433956_67434127 . C8orf46 .
chr8 67446047 67446232 186 67446158 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8894 chr8_67446047_67446232 . C8orf46 MYBL1
chr8 67579320 67579627 308 67579592 17 9.1288 4.85451 5.48826 OSE2_peak_8895 chr8_67579320_67579627 VCPIP1 . C8orf44;C8orf44‐SGK3
chr8 67832909 67833154 246 67832943 18 10.81962 5.57271 7.00124 OSE2_peak_8896 chr8_67832909_67833154 C8orf45 . SNHG6;SNORD87;TCF24
chr8 68417867 68417987 121 68417906 25 10.56437 4.35242 6.77074 OSE2_peak_8897 chr8_68417867_68417987 CPA6 . .
chr8 69537692 69537945 254 69537878 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_8898 chr8_69537692_69537945 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69672133 69672260 128 69672178 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_8899 chr8_69672133_69672260 C8orf34 . .
chr8 69833359 69833589 231 69833419 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8900 chr8_69833359_69833589 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 69837517 69837698 182 69837592 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8901 chr8_69837517_69837698 LOC100505718 . .
chr8 71227824 71228091 268 71228036 28 19.12256 7.61681 14.7047 OSE2_peak_8902 chr8_71227824_71228091 NCOA2 . .
chr8 71471390 71471665 276 71471495 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_8903 chr8_71471390_71471665 . . TRAM1
chr8 71522636 71522957 322 71522855 34 24.1475 8.54756 19.47633 OSE2_peak_8904 chr8_71522636_71522957 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
chr8 72474817 72475046 230 72474850 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_8905 chr8_72474817_72475046 . . .
chr8 72741823 72742044 222 72741885 24 15.70422 6.84438 11.49317 OSE2_peak_8906 chr8_72741823_72742044 . . LOC100132891;MSC
chr8 74258804 74258966 163 74258873 24 15.30696 6.64336 11.11443 OSE2_peak_8907 chr8_74258804_74258966 . RDH10 .
chr8 75667469 75667588 120 75667517 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_8908 chr8_75667469_75667588 FLJ39080 . .
chr8 76030611 76030825 215 76030722 36 29.61735 10.64507 24.73528 OSE2_peak_8909 chr8_76030611_76030825 . . .
chr8 76032249 76032413 165 76032311 25 17.49474 7.52819 13.16777 OSE2_peak_8910 chr8_76032249_76032413 . . .
chr8 76037830 76037953 124 76037926 23 13.3047 5.86118 9.27146 OSE2_peak_8911 chr8_76037830_76037953 . . .
chr8 76615010 76615240 231 76615145 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_8912 chr8_76615010_76615240 . . .
chr8 76771485 76771870 386 76771671 36 26.83064 9.28666 22.05247 OSE2_peak_8913 chr8_76771485_76771870 . . .
chr8 77336327 77336478 152 77336377 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8914 chr8_77336327_77336478 . . .
chr8 77529026 77529303 278 77529209 13 5.67936 3.61413 2.63128 OSE2_peak_8915 chr8_77529026_77529303 LOC100192378 . .
chr8 78109441 78109648 208 78109601 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8916 chr8_78109441_78109648 . . .
chr8 79632829 79632984 156 79632906 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8917 chr8_79632829_79632984 . ZC2HC1A IL7
chr8 79933263 79933399 137 79933305 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_8918 chr8_79933263_79933399 . . .
chr8 80346123 80346319 197 80346216 19 11.92031 5.96266 7.99706 OSE2_peak_8919 chr8_80346123_80346319 . . .
chr8 80350132 80350397 266 80350282 36 20.54247 6.60094 16.04137 OSE2_peak_8920 chr8_80350132_80350397 . . .
chr8 80705964 80706146 183 80706057 17 7.58212 4.06659 4.14065 OSE2_peak_8921 chr8_80705964_80706146 . HEY1 .
chr8 81400178 81400372 195 81400266 18 11.71139 6.06417 7.81134 OSE2_peak_8922 chr8_81400178_81400372 ZBTB10 . .
chr8 81938746 81938953 208 81938836 29 21.86766 8.74233 17.29742 OSE2_peak_8923 chr8_81938746_81938953 PAG1 . .
chr8 82199034 82199219 186 82199124 10 5.00451 3.62021 2.09541 OSE2_peak_8924 chr8_82199034_82199219 . FABP5 .
chr8 82217195 82217314 120 82217274 16 9.86357 5.44505 6.13649 OSE2_peak_8925 chr8_82217195_82217314 . FABP5 .
chr8 82659559 82659761 203 82659610 13 7.41651 4.5981 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8926 chr8_82659559_82659761 CHMP4C ZFAND1 .
chr8 83151303 83151431 129 83151354 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_8927 chr8_83151303_83151431 . . .
chr8 85430645 85430776 132 85430725 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_8928 chr8_85430645_85430776 RALYL . .
chr8 85574115 85574234 120 85574152 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_8929 chr8_85574115_85574234 RALYL . .
chr8 87015085 87015245 161 87015197 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_8930 chr8_87015085_87015245 . . .
chr8 87383225 87383364 140 87383322 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_8931 chr8_87383225_87383364 WWP1 . .
chr8 89252283 89252478 196 89252380 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_8932 chr8_89252283_89252478 MMP16 . .
chr8 89952243 89952462 220 89952380 32 23.01998 8.51902 18.39708 OSE2_peak_8933 chr8_89952243_89952462 . . .
chr8 89954575 89954713 139 89954683 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8934 chr8_89954575_89954713 . . .
chr8 90157904 90158055 152 90157915 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_8935 chr8_90157904_90158055 . . .
chr8 90208805 90208924 120 90208832 17 9.98274 5.31386 6.24857 OSE2_peak_8936 chr8_90208805_90208924 . . .
chr8 90270941 90271180 240 90271102 19 11.53294 5.75409 7.65203 OSE2_peak_8937 chr8_90270941_90271180 . . .
chr8 90996591 90996768 178 90996621 16 9.59819 5.29508 5.90308 OSE2_peak_8938 chr8_90996591_90996768 NBN . DECR1
chr8 92129840 92129967 128 92129953 12 6.27431 4.09144 3.08168 OSE2_peak_8939 chr8_92129840_92129967 LRRC69 . .
chr8 93063763 93063932 170 93063845 50 43.24474 12.80053 37.98183 OSE2_peak_8940 chr8_93063763_93063932 RUNX1T1 . .
chr8 94682671 94682828 158 94682721 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_8941 chr8_94682671_94682828 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
chr8 94850152 94850368 217 94850359 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_8942 chr8_94850152_94850368 . TMEM67 .
chr8 94886300 94886422 123 94886367 29 16.42007 6.16216 12.15797 OSE2_peak_8943 chr8_94886300_94886422 . . .
chr8 94892573 94892783 211 94892674 39 31.95278 10.88514 26.99111 OSE2_peak_8944 chr8_94892573_94892783 . . .
chr8 94906475 94906616 142 94906545 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_8945 chr8_94906475_94906616 . . MIR378D2;PDP1
chr8 94948116 94948472 357 94948379 33 28.81291 11.18974 23.95933 OSE2_peak_8946 chr8_94948116_94948472 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
chr8 95071694 95071824 131 95071775 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_8947 chr8_95071694_95071824 . . .
chr8 95078111 95078234 124 95078155 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_8948 chr8_95078111_95078234 . . .
chr8 95231848 95232167 320 95232058 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_8949 chr8_95231848_95232167 . CDH17 GEM
chr8 95232820 95232971 152 95232877 27 19.69738 8.15951 15.24521 OSE2_peak_8950 chr8_95232820_95232971 . CDH17 GEM
chr8 96281749 96282143 395 96281978 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_8951 chr8_96281749_96282143 LOC100616530 C8orf37 .
chr8 96572217 96572345 129 96572298 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_8952 chr8_96572217_96572345 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96714655 96714791 137 96714746 16 7.74305 4.29065 4.28154 OSE2_peak_8953 chr8_96714655_96714791 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 96805239 96805411 173 96805322 30 22.4222 8.75186 17.83166 OSE2_peak_8954 chr8_96805239_96805411 LOC100616530 . .
chr8 97111503 97111637 135 97111578 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_8955 chr8_97111503_97111637 . . .
chr8 97116144 97116266 123 97116230 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8956 chr8_97116144_97116266 . . .
chr8 97803313 97803440 128 97803371 20 13.8104 6.7742 9.73451 OSE2_peak_8957 chr8_97803313_97803440 CPQ . .
chr8 97918225 97918370 146 97918281 23 11.82122 5.16421 7.90733 OSE2_peak_8958 chr8_97918225_97918370 CPQ . .
chr8 98102398 98102828 431 98102479 30 24.87524 10.03578 20.17323 OSE2_peak_8959 chr8_98102398_98102828 CPQ . .
chr8 98993420 98993615 196 98993510 30 21.89559 8.48703 17.32278 OSE2_peak_8960 chr8_98993420_98993615 MATN2 . .
chr8 99350485 99350605 121 99350514 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8961 chr8_99350485_99350605 . . .
chr8 99353213 99353357 145 99353269 24 17.20649 7.6293 12.89995 OSE2_peak_8962 chr8_99353213_99353357 . . .
chr8 99493811 99493978 168 99493903 16 10.07095 5.56321 6.334 OSE2_peak_8963 chr8_99493811_99493978 STK3 . .
chr8 100046483 100046686 204 100046551 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_8964 chr8_100046483_100046686 VPS13B . .
chr8 100511055 100511174 120 100511102 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_8965 chr8_100511055_100511174 VPS13B . .
chr8 101270954 101271074 121 101271005 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_8966 chr8_101270954_101271074 RNF19A SPAG1 .
chr8 101679833 101679973 141 101679910 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_8967 chr8_101679833_101679973 . SNX31 .
chr8 101732097 101732232 136 101732130 13 6.9318 4.31608 3.60556 OSE2_peak_8968 chr8_101732097_101732232 PABPC1 . .
chr8 101734062 101734349 288 101734121 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_8969 chr8_101734062_101734349 PABPC1 . .
chr8 101898337 101898554 218 101898392 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_8970 chr8_101898337_101898554 . . .
chr8 101927967 101928221 255 101928041 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_8971 chr8_101927967_101928221 . . YWHAZ
chr8 101953986 101954113 128 101954033 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_8972 chr8_101953986_101954113 YWHAZ . .
chr8 101956775 101956894 120 101956811 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8973 chr8_101956775_101956894 YWHAZ . .
chr8 101962177 101962302 126 101962221 16 9.89762 5.46439 6.16822 OSE2_peak_8974 chr8_101962177_101962302 YWHAZ . .
chr8 102110824 102111029 206 102110915 43 27.19468 7.84977 22.39944 OSE2_peak_8975 chr8_102110824_102111029 . FLJ42969 .
chr8 102218047 102218226 180 102218141 20 13.14598 6.40861 9.12351 OSE2_peak_8976 chr8_102218047_102218226 . ZNF706 .
chr8 102218366 102218493 128 102218468 14 7.51905 4.48678 4.0839 OSE2_peak_8977 chr8_102218366_102218493 . ZNF706 .
chr8 102911544 102911687 144 102911639 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_8978 chr8_102911544_102911687 NCALD . .
chr8 103325513 103325634 122 103325528 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_8979 chr8_103325513_103325634 UBR5 . .
chr8 103549185 103549330 146 103549259 21 14.21728 6.75938 10.11421 OSE2_peak_8980 chr8_103549185_103549330 . . ODF1
chr8 103669641 103669894 254 103669733 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_8981 chr8_103669641_103669894 . KLF10 .
chr8 103801239 103801868 630 103801320 30 21.59097 8.33569 17.03727 OSE2_peak_8982 chr8_103801239_103801868 . . .
chr8 103819445 103819847 403 103819656 25 19.41487 8.55686 14.97594 OSE2_peak_8983 chr8_103819445_103819847 . . AZIN1
chr8 104357065 104357250 186 104357147 24 15.74496 6.86516 11.53138 OSE2_peak_8984 chr8_104357065_104357250 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104360671 104360908 238 104360822 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_8985 chr8_104360671_104360908 . FZD6 CTHRC1
chr8 104384434 104384619 186 104384448 16 8.61909 4.7549 5.03675 OSE2_peak_8986 chr8_104384434_104384619 CTHRC1 . SLC25A32
chr8 105038214 105038370 157 105038310 26 19.3411 8.23964 14.90734 OSE2_peak_8987 chr8_105038214_105038370 RIMS2 . .
chr8 105759041 105759307 267 105759129 41 39.02089 13.82262 33.8532 OSE2_peak_8988 chr8_105759041_105759307 . . .
chr8 106082055 106082302 248 106082130 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_8989 chr8_106082055_106082302 . . .
chr8 106647666 106647807 142 106647733 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_8990 chr8_106647666_106647807 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 106695480 106695675 196 106695541 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_8991 chr8_106695480_106695675 ZFPM2 . .
chr8 107072765 107072991 227 107072837 25 13.41736 5.55056 9.36483 OSE2_peak_8992 chr8_107072765_107072991 . . .
chr8 107871435 107871555 121 107871491 18 10.75333 5.53681 6.93779 OSE2_peak_8993 chr8_107871435_107871555 . . .
chr8 108117195 108117360 166 108117261 19 9.34046 4.63415 5.66521 OSE2_peak_8994 chr8_108117195_108117360 . . .
chr8 108235670 108235800 131 108235741 30 18.77441 7.00357 14.37589 OSE2_peak_8995 chr8_108235670_108235800 . . ANGPT1
chr8 108456365 108456495 131 108456430 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_8996 chr8_108456365_108456495 ANGPT1 . .
chr8 108510760 108510946 187 108510892 23 10.35453 4.51933 6.58031 OSE2_peak_8997 chr8_108510760_108510946 . ANGPT1 .
chr8 110141701 110141916 216 110141817 58 42.97543 10.52583 37.71754 OSE2_peak_8998 chr8_110141701_110141916 . TRHR .
chr8 110346291 110346435 145 110346370 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_8999 chr8_110346291_110346435 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
chr8 113744237 113744358 122 113744271 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9000 chr8_113744237_113744358 CSMD3 . .
chr8 114229066 114229220 155 114229167 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9001 chr8_114229066_114229220 CSMD3 . .
chr8 114752450 114752702 253 114752651 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9002 chr8_114752450_114752702 . . .
chr8 116113296 116113451 156 116113353 14 7.2883 4.35713 3.90721 OSE2_peak_9003 chr8_116113296_116113451 . . .
chr8 116439812 116439985 174 116439920 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9004 chr8_116439812_116439985 TRPS1 . .
chr8 116463566 116463863 298 116463779 29 21.92238 8.77058 17.3491 OSE2_peak_9005 chr8_116463566_116463863 TRPS1 . .
chr8 116634017 116634136 120 116634124 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9006 chr8_116634017_116634136 TRPS1 . .
chr8 117004073 117004198 126 117004138 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9007 chr8_117004073_117004198 LINC00536 . .
chr8 117049264 117049565 302 117049533 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9008 chr8_117049264_117049565 LINC00536 . .
chr8 117070562 117070694 133 117070640 27 14.95777 5.88496 10.80121 OSE2_peak_9009 chr8_117070562_117070694 LINC00536 . .
chr8 117363220 117363388 169 117363315 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_9010 chr8_117363220_117363388 . LINC00536 .
chr8 117363721 117363913 193 117363814 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_9011 chr8_117363721_117363913 . LINC00536 .
chr8 117470803 117470969 167 117470901 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_9012 chr8_117470803_117470969 . . .
chr8 117529911 117530045 135 117530002 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9013 chr8_117529911_117530045 . . .
chr8 117539992 117540111 120 117540090 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9014 chr8_117539992_117540111 . . .
chr8 117700333 117700520 188 117700451 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_9015 chr8_117700333_117700520 EIF3H . .
chr8 118411182 118411332 151 118411233 35 22.73676 7.6854 18.12556 OSE2_peak_9016 chr8_118411182_118411332 . . .
chr8 118512471 118512590 120 118512519 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_9017 chr8_118512471_118512590 . . MED30
chr8 118615015 118615179 165 118615126 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9018 chr8_118615015_118615179 . . .
chr8 118681783 118682206 424 118682165 34 16.35704 5.36291 12.09696 OSE2_peak_9019 chr8_118681783_118682206 . . .
chr8 118893886 118894007 122 118893986 18 9.97843 5.1242 6.24465 OSE2_peak_9020 chr8_118893886_118894007 EXT1 . .
chr8 118990580 118990838 259 118990623 22 11.53307 5.1962 7.65203 OSE2_peak_9021 chr8_118990580_118990838 EXT1 . .
chr8 119030919 119031050 132 119030979 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_9022 chr8_119030919_119031050 EXT1 . .
chr8 119356346 119356471 126 119356391 24 5.66406 2.69122 2.62206 OSE2_peak_9023 chr8_119356346_119356471 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119427859 119428115 257 119428054 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9024 chr8_119427859_119428115 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119452056 119452188 133 119452143 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9025 chr8_119452056_119452188 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119504213 119504415 203 119504302 18 11.02273 5.68325 7.18013 OSE2_peak_9026 chr8_119504213_119504415 SAMD12 . .
chr8 119779130 119779300 171 119779237 28 18.30188 7.21866 13.92496 OSE2_peak_9027 chr8_119779130_119779300 . . .
chr8 119808856 119808979 124 119808924 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_9028 chr8_119808856_119808979 . . .
chr8 119856030 119856162 133 119856095 27 15.60273 6.1717 11.39511 OSE2_peak_9029 chr8_119856030_119856162 . . .
chr8 119917512 119917711 200 119917605 30 15.28706 5.53052 11.10244 OSE2_peak_9030 chr8_119917512_119917711 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119922780 119922910 131 119922841 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9031 chr8_119922780_119922910 . . TNFRSF11B
chr8 119974262 119974381 120 119974337 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_9032 chr8_119974262_119974381 . TNFRSF11B .
chr8 120845756 120845875 120 120845846 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_9033 chr8_120845756_120845875 . TAF2 DSCC1
chr8 121094791 121095057 267 121094899 39 35.65398 12.76668 30.57759 OSE2_peak_9034 chr8_121094791_121095057 . . .
chr8 121798042 121798187 146 121798091 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9035 chr8_121798042_121798187 SNTB1 . .
chr8 121869721 121870012 292 121869830 30 23.55419 9.33439 18.90835 OSE2_peak_9036 chr8_121869721_121870012 . . .
chr8 122005579 122005729 151 122005685 29 9.48589 3.58491 5.80505 OSE2_peak_9037 chr8_122005579_122005729 . . .
chr8 122166651 122166837 187 122166721 29 22.14402 8.88543 17.56532 OSE2_peak_9038 chr8_122166651_122166837 . . .
chr8 122176366 122176639 274 122176514 42 29.99048 9.17978 25.09508 OSE2_peak_9039 chr8_122176366_122176639 . . .
chr8 122612438 122612559 122 122612499 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9040 chr8_122612438_122612559 . . HAS2
chr8 122708423 122708573 151 122708488 21 12.58626 5.89813 8.60307 OSE2_peak_9041 chr8_122708423_122708573 . . .
chr8 122709732 122709906 175 122709803 29 16.97866 6.4045 12.68741 OSE2_peak_9042 chr8_122709732_122709906 . . .
chr8 122819750 122819872 123 122819800 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9043 chr8_122819750_122819872 . . .
chr8 122824199 122824320 122 122824267 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9044 chr8_122824199_122824320 . . .
chr8 122834990 122835166 177 122835080 26 19.93382 8.55713 15.46702 OSE2_peak_9045 chr8_122834990_122835166 . . .
chr8 123012033 123012262 230 123012170 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9046 chr8_123012033_123012262 . . .
chr8 123123020 123123253 234 123123103 34 25.18085 9.03533 20.46843 OSE2_peak_9047 chr8_123123020_123123253 . . .
chr8 123147039 123147172 134 123147151 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_9048 chr8_123147039_123147172 . . .
chr8 123160083 123160230 148 123160164 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_9049 chr8_123160083_123160230 . . .
chr8 123160337 123160540 204 123160438 49 29.71166 7.66129 24.82608 OSE2_peak_9050 chr8_123160337_123160540 . . .
chr8 123331087 123331212 126 123331166 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9051 chr8_123331087_123331212 . . .
chr8 123446283 123446653 371 123446418 42 36.43605 12.13968 31.33817 OSE2_peak_9052 chr8_123446283_123446653 . . .
chr8 123614146 123614344 199 123614292 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_9053 chr8_123614146_123614344 . . .
chr8 123901413 123901535 123 123901428 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9054 chr8_123901413_123901535 ZHX2 . .
chr8 124001183 124001302 120 124001229 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9055 chr8_124001183_124001302 . ZHX2 DERL1
chr8 124161360 124161537 178 124161457 25 17.54111 7.55236 13.21229 OSE2_peak_9056 chr8_124161360_124161537 WDR67 . .
chr8 124169286 124169482 197 124169391 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9057 chr8_124169286_124169482 . WDR67 FAM83A
chr8 124179652 124180073 422 124179969 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_9058 chr8_124179652_124180073 . WDR67 FAM83A
chr8 124598299 124598440 142 124598338 13 6.42631 4.02786 3.19985 OSE2_peak_9059 chr8_124598299_124598440 . . .
chr8 124645195 124645481 287 124645312 32 19.17786 6.77838 14.75618 OSE2_peak_9060 chr8_124645195_124645481 . . KLHL38
chr8 124683915 124684065 151 124684014 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_9061 chr8_124683915_124684065 . KLHL38 ANXA13
chr8 124692813 124692938 126 124692864 18 8.11383 4.18794 4.61239 OSE2_peak_9062 chr8_124692813_124692938 . KLHL38 ANXA13
chr8 124852295 124852497 203 124852394 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9063 chr8_124852295_124852497 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
chr8 125212367 125212563 197 125212477 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_9064 chr8_125212367_125212563 . . .
chr8 125655855 125655975 121 125655880 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_9065 chr8_125655855_125655975 MTSS1 . .
chr8 125878756 125879019 264 125878916 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_9066 chr8_125878756_125879019 . . .
chr8 126082558 126082694 137 126082632 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_9067 chr8_126082558_126082694 KIAA0196 . NSMCE2
chr8 126175280 126175401 122 126175383 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9068 chr8_126175280_126175401 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126245124 126245373 250 126245248 40 32.59732 10.89511 27.61081 OSE2_peak_9069 chr8_126245124_126245373 NSMCE2 . .
chr8 126537681 126537809 129 126537735 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9070 chr8_126537681_126537809 . . .
chr8 126557757 126557890 134 126557869 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9071 chr8_126557757_126557890 . . .
chr8 126649765 126649921 157 126649863 27 21.28225 9.00017 16.75107 OSE2_peak_9072 chr8_126649765_126649921 . . .
chr8 126692409 126692727 319 126692511 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_9073 chr8_126692409_126692727 . . .
chr8 127446151 127446454 304 127446269 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9074 chr8_127446151_127446454 . . .
chr8 127466680 127466905 226 127466722 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9075 chr8_127466680_127466905 . . .
chr8 127513253 127513374 122 127513311 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9076 chr8_127513253_127513374 . . .
chr8 127641010 127641232 223 127641177 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_9077 chr8_127641010_127641232 . . .
chr8 128227624 128227750 127 128227704 26 11.30246 4.51982 7.43329 OSE2_peak_9078 chr8_128227624_128227750 . . .
chr8 128234958 128235148 191 128235059 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_9079 chr8_128234958_128235148 . . .
chr8 128747769 128747895 127 128747854 13 7.3042 4.53229 3.92213 OSE2_peak_9080 chr8_128747769_128747895 . . MYC
chr8 128748331 128748588 258 128748509 28 21.31483 8.73217 16.78095 OSE2_peak_9081 chr8_128748331_128748588 MYC . .
chr8 128748742 128748887 146 128748825 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9082 chr8_128748742_128748887 MYC . .
chr8 128751722 128751932 211 128751818 20 13.26609 6.47412 9.23514 OSE2_peak_9083 chr8_128751722_128751932 MYC . .
chr8 128753747 128754040 294 128753802 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9084 chr8_128753747_128754040 . MYC .
chr8 128754181 128754700 520 128754361 26 10.29666 4.1371 6.52428 OSE2_peak_9085 chr8_128754181_128754700 . MYC .
chr8 128820320 128820439 120 128820354 16 8.02739 4.43925 4.53225 OSE2_peak_9086 chr8_128820320_128820439 PVT1 MIR1204 .
chr8 128864357 128864703 347 128864467 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9087 chr8_128864357_128864703 PVT1 . .
chr8 128865954 128866073 120 128866029 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_9088 chr8_128865954_128866073 PVT1 . .
chr8 128866350 128866522 173 128866375 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_9089 chr8_128866350_128866522 PVT1 . .
chr8 128866636 128866816 181 128866721 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9090 chr8_128866636_128866816 PVT1 . .
chr8 128866950 128867130 181 128867044 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_9091 chr8_128866950_128867130 PVT1 . .
chr8 128911659 128911830 172 128911762 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_9092 chr8_128911659_128911830 PVT1 . .
chr8 128919638 128919857 220 128919686 18 9.47489 4.86326 5.79438 OSE2_peak_9093 chr8_128919638_128919857 PVT1 . .
chr8 128920213 128920348 136 128920325 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9094 chr8_128920213_128920348 PVT1 . .
chr8 128920476 128920622 147 128920530 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9095 chr8_128920476_128920622 PVT1 . .
chr8 128929875 128930091 217 128929974 31 22.00761 8.28451 17.43223 OSE2_peak_9096 chr8_128929875_128930091 PVT1 . .
chr8 128930307 128930562 256 128930357 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9097 chr8_128930307_128930562 PVT1 . .
chr8 128930687 128931260 574 128931019 33 17.85856 6.06573 13.51318 OSE2_peak_9098 chr8_128930687_128931260 PVT1 . .
chr8 128943996 128944308 313 128944130 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9099 chr8_128943996_128944308 PVT1 . MIR1205
chr8 128981749 128981868 120 128981787 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_9100 chr8_128981749_128981868 PVT1 MIR1205 .
chr8 129140150 129140339 190 129140239 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_9101 chr8_129140150_129140339 . PVT1 MIR1208
chr8 129188846 129189358 513 129189196 52 38.95445 10.41365 33.79 OSE2_peak_9102 chr8_129188846_129189358 . MIR1208 .
chr8 129270938 129271076 139 129271009 23 15.20758 6.81818 11.02874 OSE2_peak_9103 chr8_129270938_129271076 . . .
chr8 129552832 129553001 170 129552947 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9104 chr8_129552832_129553001 . . .
chr8 129913061 129913183 123 129913137 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9105 chr8_129913061_129913183 . . .
chr8 130719985 130720114 130 130720022 31 10.75554 3.8239 6.93967 OSE2_peak_9106 chr8_130719985_130720114 . . .
chr8 130721375 130721590 216 130721485 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_9107 chr8_130721375_130721590 . . .
chr8 130930382 130930622 241 130930452 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_9108 chr8_130930382_130930622 FAM49B . .
chr8 131206054 131206692 639 131206311 36 21.48105 6.9673 16.92917 OSE2_peak_9109 chr8_131206054_131206692 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131206899 131207154 256 131207051 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_9110 chr8_131206899_131207154 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131219265 131219445 181 131219328 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_9111 chr8_131219265_131219445 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131245105 131245309 205 131245230 22 13.02758 5.92061 9.01509 OSE2_peak_9112 chr8_131245105_131245309 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131275012 131275273 262 131275068 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_9113 chr8_131275012_131275273 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276161 131276370 210 131276194 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9114 chr8_131276161_131276370 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131276494 131276795 302 131276750 17 9.46724 5.0346 5.78719 OSE2_peak_9115 chr8_131276494_131276795 ASAP1 . .
chr8 131457012 131457215 204 131457126 36 26.29289 9.03599 21.53457 OSE2_peak_9116 chr8_131457012_131457215 . ASAP1 .
chr8 131495607 131495979 373 131495718 30 16.35752 5.96154 12.09701 OSE2_peak_9117 chr8_131495607_131495979 . . .
chr8 131537103 131537234 132 131537137 12 4.81539 3.26288 2.00714 OSE2_peak_9118 chr8_131537103_131537234 . . .
chr8 131540698 131540922 225 131540806 35 28.57295 10.42365 23.73009 OSE2_peak_9119 chr8_131540698_131540922 . . .
chr8 131545694 131545852 159 131545773 29 22.25652 8.94398 17.67497 OSE2_peak_9120 chr8_131545694_131545852 . . .
chr8 131617004 131617297 294 131617285 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_9121 chr8_131617004_131617297 . . .
chr8 131916860 131917027 168 131916966 19 4.8428 2.68551 2.02547 OSE2_peak_9122 chr8_131916860_131917027 ADCY8 . .
chr8 132869150 132869283 134 132869226 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_9123 chr8_132869150_132869283 . . .
chr8 132916465 132916616 152 132916506 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_9124 chr8_132916465_132916616 EFR3A . .
chr8 132959046 132959204 159 132959139 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_9125 chr8_132959046_132959204 EFR3A . .
chr8 134045312 134045454 143 134045374 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_9126 chr8_134045312_134045454 TG . SLA
chr8 134045646 134045777 132 134045702 19 5.80718 3.06452 2.68931 OSE2_peak_9127 chr8_134045646_134045777 TG . SLA
chr8 134049146 134049294 149 134049210 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9128 chr8_134049146_134049294 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134062911 134063157 247 134063071 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9129 chr8_134062911_134063157 SLA;TG . .
chr8 134228781 134228979 199 134228868 38 31.5826 11.0104 26.63193 OSE2_peak_9130 chr8_134228781_134228979 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134230195 134230441 247 134230282 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_9131 chr8_134230195_134230441 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134243631 134243902 272 134243756 40 21.42358 6.28226 16.87768 OSE2_peak_9132 chr8_134243631_134243902 WISP1 . NDRG1
chr8 134315272 134315640 369 134315541 23 16.73471 7.63308 12.45833 OSE2_peak_9133 chr8_134315272_134315640 . NDRG1 .
chr8 134582889 134583238 350 134582953 18 9.80594 5.03417 6.09655 OSE2_peak_9134 chr8_134582889_134583238 ST3GAL1 . .
chr8 134587800 134588095 296 134588027 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9135 chr8_134587800_134588095 . ST3GAL1 .
chr8 135033661 135033806 146 135033731 38 22.38976 6.95775 17.80132 OSE2_peak_9136 chr8_135033661_135033806 . . .
chr8 135697678 135697845 168 135697788 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9137 chr8_135697678_135697845 ZFAT . .
chr8 135904828 135905043 216 135904931 26 19.66002 8.40984 15.21087 OSE2_peak_9138 chr8_135904828_135905043 . . .
chr8 141601596 141601782 187 141601710 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9139 chr8_141601596_141601782 EIF2C2 . .
chr8 141665819 141665938 120 141665847 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9140 chr8_141665819_141665938 . EIF2C2 PTK2
chr8 141769910 141770031 122 141769980 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_9141 chr8_141769910_141770031 PTK2 . .
chr8 142012400 142012561 162 142012508 22 9.0017 4.07649 5.37487 OSE2_peak_9142 chr8_142012400_142012561 . PTK2 .
chr8 142020474 142020669 196 142020524 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9143 chr8_142020474_142020669 . PTK2 .
chr8 142027810 142028070 261 142027980 17 9.6741 5.14595 5.97359 OSE2_peak_9144 chr8_142027810_142028070 . PTK2 .
chr8 142029022 142029174 153 142029133 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_9145 chr8_142029022_142029174 . PTK2 .
chr8 142053433 142053709 277 142053609 61 52.9947 13.6659 47.55537 OSE2_peak_9146 chr8_142053433_142053709 . . .
chr8 142086180 142086366 187 142086361 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9147 chr8_142086180_142086366 . . .
chr8 142129867 142130021 155 142129904 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9148 chr8_142129867_142130021 . . DENND3
chr8 142141163 142141285 123 142141226 25 12.6709 5.22199 8.68288 OSE2_peak_9149 chr8_142141163_142141285 DENND3 . .
chr8 143751322 143751453 132 143751399 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9150 chr8_143751322_143751453 JRK . PSCA
chr8 143807821 143808091 271 143807924 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_9151 chr8_143807821_143808091 LOC100288181 LY6K C8orf55;LYPD2;SLURP1
chr8 144074811 144074962 152 144074879 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_9152 chr8_144074811_144074962 LOC100133669 . LY6E
chr8 144679455 144679610 156 144679524 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9153 chr8_144679455_144679610 EEF1D C8orf73;NAPRT1 PYCRL;TIGD5;TSTA3
chr8 144897967 144898286 320 144898198 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9154 chr8_144897967_144898286 . MIR937;SCRIB NRBP2;PUF60
chr8 145001369 145001517 149 145001421 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9155 chr8_145001369_145001517 PLEC . MIR661
chr8 145010754 145011171 418 145010964 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_9156 chr8_145010754_145011171 PLEC . MIR661
chr8 145011984 145012208 225 145012137 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9157 chr8_145011984_145012208 PLEC . MIR661
chr8 145017736 145017859 124 145017766 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_9158 chr8_145017736_145017859 PLEC . MIR661
chr8 145150500 145150627 128 145150568 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9159 chr8_145150500_145150627 CYC1 EXOSC4;GPAA1 KIAA1875;MAF1;SHARPIN
chr8 146055353 146055502 150 146055440 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9160 chr8_146055353_146055502 ZNF7 ZNF517 COMMD5
chr8 146061824 146061943 120 146061862 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9161 chr8_146061824_146061943 ZNF7 ZNF517 COMMD5
chr9 755777 756144 368 755887 28 21.82485 9.0018 17.25675 OSE2_peak_9162 chr9_755777_756144 . KANK1 .
chr9 2016414 2016561 148 2016472 17 10.65195 5.68484 6.85578 OSE2_peak_9163 chr9_2016414_2016561 SMARCA2 . .
chr9 2570644 2570950 307 2570857 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9164 chr9_2570644_2570950 FLJ35024 . .
chr9 3917035 3917311 277 3917131 21 13.60793 6.43176 9.5465 OSE2_peak_9165 chr9_3917035_3917311 GLIS3 GLIS3‐AS1 .
chr9 4375593 4375716 124 4375623 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_9166 chr9_4375593_4375716 . . .
chr9 4833253 4833376 124 4833316 22 14.62897 6.74591 10.49094 OSE2_peak_9167 chr9_4833253_4833376 RCL1 . MIR101‐2
chr9 4904836 4905198 363 4904928 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9168 chr9_4904836_4905198 . . .
chr9 5007896 5008049 154 5007965 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9169 chr9_5007896_5008049 JAK2 . .
chr9 5389292 5389465 174 5389406 22 9.0017 4.07649 5.37487 OSE2_peak_9170 chr9_5389292_5389465 C9orf46 . .
chr9 5437339 5437478 140 5437428 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9171 chr9_5437339_5437478 C9orf46 . CD274
chr9 5493193 5493322 130 5493263 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9172 chr9_5493193_5493322 . CD274 PDCD1LG2
chr9 5500638 5501063 426 5500748 34 26.18757 9.52449 21.43476 OSE2_peak_9173 chr9_5500638_5501063 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5509775 5510484 710 5509844 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9174 chr9_5509775_5510484 . . PDCD1LG2
chr9 5675200 5675327 128 5675238 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9175 chr9_5675200_5675327 KIAA1432 . .
chr9 5844928 5845228 301 5845158 35 20.90546 6.92308 16.3852 OSE2_peak_9176 chr9_5844928_5845228 . ERMP1 .
chr9 6566359 6566690 332 6566588 25 16.28241 6.90909 12.02704 OSE2_peak_9177 chr9_6566359_6566690 GLDC . .
chr9 6566842 6567167 326 6567129 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9178 chr9_6566842_6567167 GLDC . .
chr9 12784601 12784727 127 12784694 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_9179 chr9_12784601_12784727 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12814382 12814861 480 12814450 25 15.14082 6.34962 10.97057 OSE2_peak_9180 chr9_12814382_12814861 LURAP1L . .
chr9 12859861 12860022 162 12859947 15 6.72854 3.90746 3.42233 OSE2_peak_9181 chr9_12859861_12860022 . . .
chr9 13268588 13268738 151 13268677 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_9182 chr9_13268588_13268738 . MPDZ .
chr9 13750208 13750377 170 13750259 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9183 chr9_13750208_13750377 . . .
chr9 14245961 14246099 139 14246039 28 16.17713 6.24009 11.931 OSE2_peak_9184 chr9_14245961_14246099 NFIB . .
chr9 14251886 14252018 133 14251944 21 13.15306 6.19168 9.13042 OSE2_peak_9185 chr9_14251886_14252018 NFIB . .
chr9 14277286 14277418 133 14277351 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_9186 chr9_14277286_14277418 NFIB . .
chr9 14320341 14320539 199 14320453 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_9187 chr9_14320341_14320539 NFIB . .
chr9 14416040 14416205 166 14416152 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9188 chr9_14416040_14416205 . NFIB .
chr9 15159381 15159523 143 15159439 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_9189 chr9_15159381_15159523 . . TTC39B
chr9 15401386 15401557 172 15401413 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9190 chr9_15401386_15401557 . . SNAPC3
chr9 15422611 15422795 185 15422762 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_9191 chr9_15422611_15422795 SNAPC3 . .
chr9 15552207 15552354 148 15552258 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_9192 chr9_15552207_15552354 . . C9orf93
chr9 15999793 15999937 145 15999822 28 16.51849 6.39211 12.25108 OSE2_peak_9193 chr9_15999793_15999937 . C9orf93 .
chr9 16030562 16030862 301 16030722 45 36.48638 11.23394 31.38628 OSE2_peak_9194 chr9_16030562_16030862 . . .
chr9 16058291 16058425 135 16058324 19 11.70629 5.84705 7.80667 OSE2_peak_9195 chr9_16058291_16058425 . . .
chr9 16063033 16063152 120 16063062 22 9.81901 4.42308 6.1093 OSE2_peak_9196 chr9_16063033_16063152 . . .
chr9 16119864 16120426 563 16119949 30 24.22751 9.6891 19.55474 OSE2_peak_9197 chr9_16119864_16120426 . . .
chr9 16191766 16192013 248 16191891 43 35.4727 11.3587 30.40263 OSE2_peak_9198 chr9_16191766_16192013 . . .
chr9 16335771 16335941 171 16335862 20 13.51236 6.60924 9.45706 OSE2_peak_9199 chr9_16335771_16335941 . . .
chr9 16413539 16413659 121 16413613 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_9200 chr9_16413539_16413659 BNC2 . .
chr9 16505242 16505378 137 16505298 21 8.36326 3.92488 4.80782 OSE2_peak_9201 chr9_16505242_16505378 BNC2 . .
chr9 16704199 16704352 154 16704265 17 9.6441 5.12975 5.94559 OSE2_peak_9202 chr9_16704199_16704352 BNC2 . .
chr9 16705195 16705785 591 16705521 32 25.04808 9.52454 20.34076 OSE2_peak_9203 chr9_16705195_16705785 BNC2 . .
chr9 16725990 16726123 134 16726088 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9204 chr9_16725990_16726123 BNC2 . .
chr9 16868148 16868303 156 16868218 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_9205 chr9_16868148_16868303 BNC2 . .
chr9 16871898 16872038 141 16871941 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9206 chr9_16871898_16872038 . BNC2 .
chr9 16911715 16912120 406 16912027 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_9207 chr9_16911715_16912120 . . .
chr9 16912573 16912880 308 16912773 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_9208 chr9_16912573_16912880 . . .
chr9 16912993 16913138 146 16913095 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9209 chr9_16912993_16913138 . . .
chr9 16913243 16913419 177 16913351 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9210 chr9_16913243_16913419 . . .
chr9 18238332 18238609 278 18238383 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_9211 chr9_18238332_18238609 . . .
chr9 18238860 18239024 165 18238933 23 13.63792 6.02378 9.57304 OSE2_peak_9212 chr9_18238860_18239024 . . .
chr9 18490624 18490999 376 18490798 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_9213 chr9_18490624_18490999 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18491136 18491287 152 18491199 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_9214 chr9_18491136_18491287 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 18543642 18543795 154 18543699 24 12.38172 5.25443 8.42553 OSE2_peak_9215 chr9_18543642_18543795 ADAMTSL1 . MIR3152
chr9 18597062 18597203 142 18597131 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_9216 chr9_18597062_18597203 ADAMTSL1 MIR3152 .
chr9 18658863 18659036 174 18658940 30 17.3258 6.36757 13.00438 OSE2_peak_9217 chr9_18658863_18659036 ADAMTSL1 . .
chr9 19161857 19162022 166 19161915 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9218 chr9_19161857_19162022 . . .
chr9 19374958 19375192 235 19375024 16 8.10095 4.47803 4.60172 OSE2_peak_9219 chr9_19374958_19375192 . DENND4C RPS6
chr9 19378243 19378448 206 19378343 24 15.50333 6.74237 11.30402 OSE2_peak_9220 chr9_19378243_19378448 RPS6 DENND4C .
chr9 19380126 19380291 166 19380207 24 16.29243 7.14716 12.03686 OSE2_peak_9221 chr9_19380126_19380291 RPS6 DENND4C ACER2
chr9 19999599 19999887 289 19999715 21 15.0645 7.22559 10.90327 OSE2_peak_9222 chr9_19999599_19999887 . . .
chr9 20612125 20612250 126 20612210 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_9223 chr9_20612125_20612250 MLLT3 . .
chr9 20872618 20872830 213 20872710 21 12.15553 5.67935 8.20867 OSE2_peak_9224 chr9_20872618_20872830 KIAA1797 . .
chr9 21332398 21332517 120 21332495 16 9.01364 4.97 5.38644 OSE2_peak_9225 chr9_21332398_21332517 KLHL9 IFNA5 IFNA6
chr9 21560186 21560305 120 21560234 18 10.33848 5.3143 6.56506 OSE2_peak_9226 chr9_21560186_21560305 . MIR31HG .
chr9 21578991 21579185 195 21579002 13 5.77534 3.66644 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9227 chr9_21578991_21579185 . MIR31HG .
chr9 21591564 21591847 284 21591750 21 13.45327 6.34969 9.39951 OSE2_peak_9228 chr9_21591564_21591847 . . .
chr9 21685035 21685237 203 21685141 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_9229 chr9_21685035_21685237 . . .
chr9 21688874 21689024 151 21688942 20 11.23832 5.40577 7.38076 OSE2_peak_9230 chr9_21688874_21689024 . . .
chr9 21778641 21778760 120 21778671 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_9231 chr9_21778641_21778760 . . MTAP
chr9 21812793 21812914 122 21812839 13 6.29215 3.95245 3.09512 OSE2_peak_9232 chr9_21812793_21812914 MTAP . .
chr9 21919661 21919891 231 21919716 22 13.06135 5.9375 9.04056 OSE2_peak_9233 chr9_21919661_21919891 . . .
chr9 22055183 22055339 157 22055268 24 8.92715 3.83065 5.31808 OSE2_peak_9234 chr9_22055183_22055339 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 22084942 22085062 121 22085023 20 13.55421 6.63232 9.49715 OSE2_peak_9235 chr9_22084942_22085062 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
chr9 22338296 22338433 138 22338372 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_9236 chr9_22338296_22338433 . . .
chr9 26261788 26262203 416 26262072 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_9237 chr9_26261788_26262203 . . .
chr9 27154979 27155132 154 27155031 17 9.15626 4.86902 5.5146 OSE2_peak_9238 chr9_27154979_27155132 TEK . .
chr9 27184605 27184817 213 27184664 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_9239 chr9_27184605_27184817 TEK . .
chr9 27194613 27194732 120 27194668 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_9240 chr9_27194613_27194732 TEK . .
chr9 29806827 29806946 120 29806873 15 8.8935 5.08872 5.28814 OSE2_peak_9241 chr9_29806827_29806946 . . .
chr9 30723837 30723964 128 30723877 16 9.31372 5.13595 5.64826 OSE2_peak_9242 chr9_30723837_30723964 . . .
chr9 31137254 31137399 146 31137309 26 14.38729 5.80974 10.26383 OSE2_peak_9243 chr9_31137254_31137399 . . .
chr9 31185824 31185998 175 31185893 23 15.12573 6.77563 10.9574 OSE2_peak_9244 chr9_31185824_31185998 . . .
chr9 31262088 31262215 128 31262174 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9245 chr9_31262088_31262215 . . .
chr9 32395956 32396145 190 32396055 28 19.77186 7.93948 15.31591 OSE2_peak_9246 chr9_32395956_32396145 ACO1 . .
chr9 32698764 32698894 131 32698802 12 6.44773 4.19355 3.21673 OSE2_peak_9247 chr9_32698764_32698894 . . .
chr9 33101570 33101791 222 33101624 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_9248 chr9_33101570_33101791 . SMU1 B4GALT1
chr9 33131934 33132053 120 33131994 13 7.27655 4.51613 3.89612 OSE2_peak_9249 chr9_33131934_33132053 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33159033 33159274 242 33159063 18 9.03493 4.6401 5.4031 OSE2_peak_9250 chr9_33159033_33159274 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33160965 33161100 136 33161028 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_9251 chr9_33160965_33161100 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33166576 33166749 174 33166686 13 6.38112 4.00241 3.17145 OSE2_peak_9252 chr9_33166576_33166749 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33167001 33167167 167 33167079 12 5.70981 3.7641 2.65881 OSE2_peak_9253 chr9_33167001_33167167 B4GALT1 . .
chr9 33506694 33506844 151 33506770 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_9254 chr9_33506694_33506844 SUGT1P1 . ANKRD18B
chr9 33779849 33780026 178 33779920 29 22.89639 9.28037 18.27955 OSE2_peak_9255 chr9_33779849_33780026 PRSS3 . .
chr9 33836350 33836493 144 33836393 34 25.73046 9.3007 20.99694 OSE2_peak_9256 chr9_33836350_33836493 UBE2R2 . .
chr9 33946912 33947099 188 33946993 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_9257 chr9_33946912_33947099 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 33947313 33947472 160 33947377 21 10.97078 5.09756 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9258 chr9_33947313_33947472 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
chr9 33996464 33996615 152 33996498 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9259 chr9_33996464_33996615 UBAP2 . .
chr9 34325792 34325952 161 34325865 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9260 chr9_34325792_34325952 KIF24 . NUDT2
chr9 34652135 34652266 132 34652188 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_9261 chr9_34652135_34652266 IL11RA ARID3C;GALT;SIGMAR1 CCL27
chr9 34992653 34992772 120 34992752 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_9262 chr9_34992653_34992772 DNAJB5 KIAA1045 .
chr9 35162135 35162327 193 35162234 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_9263 chr9_35162135_35162327 UNC13B . .
chr9 35464657 35464811 155 35464739 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9264 chr9_35464657_35464811 ATP8B5P . RUSC2
chr9 35490525 35490658 134 35490628 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9265 chr9_35490525_35490658 RUSC2 ATP8B5P .
chr9 35511322 35511455 134 35511341 18 7.50977 3.9027 4.07539 OSE2_peak_9266 chr9_35511322_35511455 RUSC2 ATP8B5P .
chr9 35518219 35518547 329 35518319 49 39.86461 11.58537 34.67708 OSE2_peak_9267 chr9_35518219_35518547 RUSC2 . .
chr9 35519452 35519629 178 35519549 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9268 chr9_35519452_35519629 RUSC2 . .
chr9 35681366 35681654 289 35681537 29 20.3411 7.97203 15.85103 OSE2_peak_9269 chr9_35681366_35681654 . C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107;RMRP TLN1;TPM2
chr9 35688311 35688439 129 35688396 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_9270 chr9_35688311_35688439 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35688827 35689110 284 35688878 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9271 chr9_35688827_35689110 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35689783 35689933 151 35689872 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9272 chr9_35689783_35689933 TPM2 C9orf100;CA9;CCDC107 TLN1
chr9 35695317 35695477 161 35695401 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_9273 chr9_35695317_35695477 . CA9;TPM2 TLN1
chr9 35728015 35728169 155 35728128 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_9274 chr9_35728015_35728169 TLN1 . CREB3;GBA2;MSMP;RGP1
chr9 35757411 35757593 183 35757512 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9275 chr9_35757411_35757593 . CREB3;GBA2;MSMP;RGP1;TLN1 .
chr9 35907717 35907898 182 35907867 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_9276 chr9_35907717_35907898 . HRCT1 LOC158376
chr9 36029830 36030123 294 36029966 42 26.21337 7.67136 21.45824 OSE2_peak_9277 chr9_36029830_36030123 . . RECK
chr9 36102493 36102619 127 36102549 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9278 chr9_36102493_36102619 RECK . .
chr9 36151978 36152193 216 36152050 24 16.20597 7.10227 11.95945 OSE2_peak_9279 chr9_36151978_36152193 GLIPR2 RECK CCIN
chr9 36258450 36258585 136 36258520 15 8.95654 5.12475 5.34625 OSE2_peak_9280 chr9_36258450_36258585 GNE . .
chr9 36585156 36585475 320 36585274 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_9281 chr9_36585156_36585475 MELK . .
chr9 37290938 37291099 162 37291015 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_9282 chr9_37290938_37291099 ZCCHC7 . .
chr9 37785066 37785313 248 37785238 20 13.42935 6.56358 9.37651 OSE2_peak_9283 chr9_37785066_37785313 EXOSC3 RG9MTD3 DCAF10
chr9 37908669 37909028 360 37908856 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_9284 chr9_37908669_37909028 . MCART1 SHB
chr9 37909298 37909506 209 37909443 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9285 chr9_37909298_37909506 . MCART1 SHB
chr9 37913736 37913967 232 37913865 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_9286 chr9_37913736_37913967 . MCART1 SHB
chr9 37943567 37943697 131 37943624 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9287 chr9_37943567_37943697 SHB . .
chr9 37944107 37944226 120 37944116 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_9288 chr9_37944107_37944226 SHB . .
chr9 37954113 37954370 258 37954225 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_9289 chr9_37954113_37954370 SHB . .
chr9 37964513 37964640 128 37964543 19 12.7672 6.42869 8.77241 OSE2_peak_9290 chr9_37964513_37964640 SHB . .
chr9 37968270 37968394 125 37968322 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9291 chr9_37968270_37968394 SHB . .
chr9 37994710 37994872 163 37994826 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9292 chr9_37994710_37994872 SHB . .
chr9 38008436 38008578 143 38008487 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_9293 chr9_38008436_38008578 SHB . .
chr9 38026043 38026231 189 38026120 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9294 chr9_38026043_38026231 SHB . .
chr9 38026483 38026612 130 38026540 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9295 chr9_38026483_38026612 SHB . .
chr9 38046576 38047155 580 38046747 48 43.83617 13.74779 38.56275 OSE2_peak_9296 chr9_38046576_38047155 SHB . .
chr9 38047820 38048062 243 38047875 20 6.39361 3.21774 3.18215 OSE2_peak_9297 chr9_38047820_38048062 SHB . .
chr9 38069660 38069816 157 38069725 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9298 chr9_38069660_38069816 . SHB .
chr9 38519354 38519483 130 38519416 17 10.79506 5.76534 6.97762 OSE2_peak_9299 chr9_38519354_38519483 . . .
chr9 38682843 38682973 131 38682924 26 13.78941 5.54595 9.71526 OSE2_peak_9300 chr9_38682843_38682973 . . .
chr9 38713443 38713683 241 38713513 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_9301 chr9_38713443_38713683 . . .
chr9 39030676 39030820 145 39030754 40 19.06776 5.5053 14.65159 OSE2_peak_9302 chr9_39030676_39030820 . . .
chr9 47212283 47212431 149 47212385 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9303 chr9_47212283_47212431 AM75A5;FAM75A7;FOXD4L2;FOXD4 . .
chr9 66458367 66458537 171 66458450 27 12.83846 4.99531 8.83599 OSE2_peak_9304 chr9_66458367_66458537 KRD20A3;FOXD4L2;FOXD4L4;LOC286 . .
chr9 69148567 69148686 120 69148642 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9305 chr9_69148567_69148686 FOXD4L2;FOXD4L4 PGM5P2 LOC440896
chr9 69150941 69151064 124 69151010 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_9306 chr9_69150941_69151064 FOXD4L2;FOXD4L4 PGM5P2 LOC440896
chr9 70645892 70646035 144 70645936 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9307 chr9_70645892_70646035 CBWD3 . .
chr9 71394527 71394657 131 71394620 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9308 chr9_71394527_71394657 PIP5K1B . FAM122A
chr9 72169912 72170127 216 72170031 34 20.32974 6.87694 15.84668 OSE2_peak_9309 chr9_72169912_72170127 APBA1 . .
chr9 72476016 72476143 128 72476118 20 9.8921 4.74435 6.16317 OSE2_peak_9310 chr9_72476016_72476143 C9orf135 . .
chr9 73025123 73025376 254 73025157 14 5.47924 3.38882 2.46939 OSE2_peak_9311 chr9_73025123_73025376 KLF9 . .
chr9 73028717 73028836 120 73028747 16 8.2512 4.55764 4.72265 OSE2_peak_9312 chr9_73028717_73028836 KLF9 . .
chr9 73034389 73034615 227 73034437 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_9313 chr9_73034389_73034615 . KLF9 .
chr9 73034886 73035066 181 73035041 22 9.0661 4.10329 5.42944 OSE2_peak_9314 chr9_73034886_73035066 . KLF9 .
chr9 73095779 73095916 138 73095820 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9315 chr9_73095779_73095916 . . .
chr9 73216032 73216252 221 73216114 27 17.43797 7.02774 13.11403 OSE2_peak_9316 chr9_73216032_73216252 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73539339 73539458 120 73539369 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_9317 chr9_73539339_73539458 TRPM3 . .
chr9 73602960 73603099 140 73603009 16 9.72935 5.36902 6.02642 OSE2_peak_9318 chr9_73602960_73603099 TRPM3 . .
chr9 74224122 74224291 170 74224204 32 27.58996 10.86063 22.78071 OSE2_peak_9319 chr9_74224122_74224291 . . .
chr9 74295597 74295873 277 74295756 23 15.24881 6.83966 11.06866 OSE2_peak_9320 chr9_74295597_74295873 . . TMEM2
chr9 74980518 74980734 217 74980598 15 8.80031 5.03562 5.20073 OSE2_peak_9321 chr9_74980518_74980734 . ZFAND5 .
chr9 74998825 74998952 128 74998892 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_9322 chr9_74998825_74998952 . ZFAND5 .
chr9 75077419 75077601 183 75077546 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9323 chr9_75077419_75077601 . . .
chr9 75886161 75886285 125 75886182 22 6.46309 3.08834 3.2307 OSE2_peak_9324 chr9_75886161_75886285 . . .
chr9 76395851 76396134 284 76396052 25 15.32127 6.43648 11.12843 OSE2_peak_9325 chr9_76395851_76396134 . . .
chr9 77375324 77375546 223 77375452 35 15.15017 4.83392 10.97923 OSE2_peak_9326 chr9_77375324_77375546 TRPM6 . .
chr9 77723556 77723683 128 77723579 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9327 chr9_77723556_77723683 OSTF1 C9orf95 .
chr9 77783906 77784068 163 77783989 16 8.51139 4.69682 4.94245 OSE2_peak_9328 chr9_77783906_77784068 . OSTF1 .
chr9 77784623 77784742 120 77784706 19 10.11952 5.01982 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9329 chr9_77784623_77784742 . OSTF1 .
chr9 77854249 77854377 129 77854350 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9330 chr9_77854249_77854377 . . .
chr9 79153295 79153431 137 79153360 25 15.88558 6.71196 11.66555 OSE2_peak_9331 chr9_79153295_79153431 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 79773791 79773961 171 79773856 28 16.87214 6.55173 12.58953 OSE2_peak_9332 chr9_79773791_79773961 MIR548H3 . LOC100286938;VPS13A
chr9 80129933 80130089 157 80129983 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_9333 chr9_80129933_80130089 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80323262 80323416 155 80323314 15 7.45247 4.28955 4.02333 OSE2_peak_9334 chr9_80323262_80323416 MIR548H3 . GNAQ
chr9 80422347 80422579 233 80422405 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9335 chr9_80422347_80422579 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 80463815 80464026 212 80463862 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_9336 chr9_80463815_80464026 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81174364 81174534 171 81174417 16 7.69714 4.26684 4.23827 OSE2_peak_9337 chr9_81174364_81174534 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81227050 81227177 128 81227125 31 17.90006 6.42706 13.55326 OSE2_peak_9338 chr9_81227050_81227177 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81481628 81481891 264 81481781 33 27.21367 10.34097 22.41806 OSE2_peak_9339 chr9_81481628_81481891 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81486563 81486732 170 81486620 27 19.20304 7.90491 14.77921 OSE2_peak_9340 chr9_81486563_81486732 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81601442 81601641 200 81601466 14 6.32145 3.82859 3.12135 OSE2_peak_9341 chr9_81601442_81601641 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81804629 81804829 201 81804722 31 21.9587 8.26087 17.3838 OSE2_peak_9342 chr9_81804629_81804829 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 81836089 81836350 262 81836235 23 15.37371 6.90491 11.17819 OSE2_peak_9343 chr9_81836089_81836350 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 82424937 82425086 150 82424986 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9344 chr9_82424937_82425086 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 83643523 83643850 328 83643739 23 14.84535 6.6308 10.69497 OSE2_peak_9345 chr9_83643523_83643850 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84114060 84114263 204 84114085 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_9346 chr9_84114060_84114263 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84150500 84150761 262 84150659 35 25.73627 9.03567 21.00136 OSE2_peak_9347 chr9_84150500_84150761 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84174769 84174916 148 84174841 34 21.74548 7.47191 17.17879 OSE2_peak_9348 chr9_84174769_84174916 MIR548H3 . TLE1
chr9 84402886 84403237 352 84402953 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_9349 chr9_84402886_84403237 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84947071 84947327 257 84947131 19 8.0286 4.01691 4.53251 OSE2_peak_9350 chr9_84947071_84947327 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 84969218 84969468 251 84969277 20 11.9077 5.74928 7.98487 OSE2_peak_9351 chr9_84969218_84969468 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85130247 85130394 148 85130362 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9352 chr9_85130247_85130394 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85497157 85497343 187 85497251 20 14.0561 6.91131 9.9621 OSE2_peak_9353 chr9_85497157_85497343 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85497748 85497987 240 85497895 40 33.98845 11.57504 28.96194 OSE2_peak_9354 chr9_85497748_85497987 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 85835601 85835720 120 85835615 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9355 chr9_85835601_85835720 MIR548H3 . FRMD3
chr9 85914582 85914704 123 85914656 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9356 chr9_85914582_85914704 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86047250 86047377 128 86047283 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9357 chr9_86047250_86047377 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86087276 86087487 212 86087318 23 11.73172 5.1236 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9358 chr9_86087276_86087487 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86088664 86088793 130 86088723 22 10.99995 4.94904 7.16243 OSE2_peak_9359 chr9_86088664_86088793 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86322510 86322691 182 86322586 22 14.22677 6.53409 10.12336 OSE2_peak_9360 chr9_86322510_86322691 MIR548H3;UBQLN1 . .
chr9 86500349 86500702 354 86500610 48 43.15232 13.41499 37.8912 OSE2_peak_9361 chr9_86500349_86500702 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86549611 86549827 217 86549709 32 19.17786 6.77838 14.75618 OSE2_peak_9362 chr9_86549611_86549827 MIR548H3 KIF27 C9orf64
chr9 86785593 86785819 227 86785669 14 7.67934 4.57758 4.22402 OSE2_peak_9363 chr9_86785593_86785819 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86807369 86807488 120 86807427 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9364 chr9_86807369_86807488 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 86986698 86986831 134 86986748 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_9365 chr9_86986698_86986831 MIR548H3 SLC28A3 .
chr9 88151032 88151274 243 88151136 32 19.92829 7.10079 15.46161 OSE2_peak_9366 chr9_88151032_88151274 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
chr9 88358209 88358452 244 88358325 50 44.8553 13.55245 39.56184 OSE2_peak_9367 chr9_88358209_88358452 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
chr9 89678920 89679092 173 89678996 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9368 chr9_89678920_89679092 MIR548H3 LOC440173 LOC494127
chr9 90328228 90328354 127 90328323 12 6.17844 4.03529 2.99943 OSE2_peak_9369 chr9_90328228_90328354 MIR548H3 DAPK1 CTSL1
chr9 90885838 90886166 329 90886061 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_9370 chr9_90885838_90886166 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91092289 91092631 343 91092381 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9371 chr9_91092289_91092631 MIR548H3;SPIN1 . .
chr9 91390010 91390145 136 91390036 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9372 chr9_91390010_91390145 MIR548H3 MIR4289 .
chr9 91392920 91393039 120 91392980 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9373 chr9_91392920_91393039 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91433892 91434016 125 91433968 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_9374 chr9_91433892_91434016 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91441875 91442108 234 91441950 24 14.92708 6.45381 10.77162 OSE2_peak_9375 chr9_91441875_91442108 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91520492 91520655 164 91520581 15 6.52933 3.80476 3.28401 OSE2_peak_9376 chr9_91520492_91520655 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 91730736 91731178 443 91730951 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_9377 chr9_91730736_91731178 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91753831 91754017 187 91753886 30 15.19521 5.4944 11.01675 OSE2_peak_9378 chr9_91753831_91754017 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91754455 91754578 124 91754533 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_9379 chr9_91754455_91754578 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91769017 91769150 134 91769058 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_9380 chr9_91769017_91769150 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91769660 91770007 348 91769824 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_9381 chr9_91769660_91770007 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
chr9 91793766 91793912 147 91793816 14 7.38947 4.41382 3.98392 OSE2_peak_9382 chr9_91793766_91793912 MIR548H3 SHC3 .
chr9 91889888 91890097 210 91889979 32 21.59435 7.84731 17.03928 OSE2_peak_9383 chr9_91889888_91890097 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 92003257 92003452 196 92003358 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9384 chr9_92003257_92003452 MIR548H3;SEMA4D SECISBP2 .
chr9 92171565 92171952 388 92171671 34 30.04841 11.51885 25.1496 OSE2_peak_9385 chr9_92171565_92171952 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93687834 93688010 177 93688002 13 6.51815 4.07976 3.27603 OSE2_peak_9386 chr9_93687834_93688010 MIR548H3 SYK .
chr9 93755120 93755375 256 93755260 41 16.07717 4.52125 11.84461 OSE2_peak_9387 chr9_93755120_93755375 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93822846 93823004 159 93822903 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_9388 chr9_93822846_93823004 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
chr9 93862364 93862684 321 93862454 43 24.10076 6.74194 19.43171 OSE2_peak_9389 chr9_93862364_93862684 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
chr9 93893200 93893321 122 93893254 24 14.56326 6.27477 10.42642 OSE2_peak_9390 chr9_93893200_93893321 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93893516 93893653 138 93893624 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9391 chr9_93893516_93893653 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93893941 93894163 223 93894053 48 38.03482 11.07016 32.89365 OSE2_peak_9392 chr9_93893941_93894163 MIR548H3 . .
chr9 93955950 93956070 121 93956051 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_9393 chr9_93955950_93956070 MIR548H3 . AUH
chr9 93959537 93959675 139 93959631 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_9394 chr9_93959537_93959675 MIR548H3 . AUH
chr9 93976845 93976964 120 93976933 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9395 chr9_93976845_93976964 AUH;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 94157434 94157564 131 94157509 34 12.75749 4.18239 8.76341 OSE2_peak_9396 chr9_94157434_94157564 MIR548H3 . NFIL3
chr9 94181649 94181811 163 94181706 17 8.73191 4.64674 5.13731 OSE2_peak_9397 chr9_94181649_94181811 MIR548H3;NFIL3 . .
chr9 94186868 94187002 135 94186942 21 14.21728 6.75938 10.11421 OSE2_peak_9398 chr9_94186868_94187002 MIR548H3 NFIL3 .
chr9 94741482 94741629 148 94741587 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9399 chr9_94741482_94741629 MIR548H3 ROR2 .
chr9 94909642 94909774 133 94909669 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9400 chr9_94909642_94909774 LINC00475;MIR548H3 LOC100128076 .
chr9 94914133 94914259 127 94914181 22 12.4126 5.61697 8.45201 OSE2_peak_9401 chr9_94914133_94914259 LINC00475;MIR548H3 LOC100128076 .
chr9 95007436 95007597 162 95007495 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_9402 chr9_95007436_95007597 IARS;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 96897669 96897852 184 96897778 23 12.98477 5.70714 8.97493 OSE2_peak_9403 chr9_96897669_96897852 MIR548H3 PTPDC1 .
chr9 96902001 96902120 120 96902095 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_9404 chr9_96902001_96902120 MIR548H3 PTPDC1 .
chr9 96942852 96943002 151 96942896 15 7.67013 4.40708 4.21933 OSE2_peak_9405 chr9_96942852_96943002 LOC158257;MIR548H3 MIRLET7A1;MIRLET7D;MIRLET7F1 .
chr9 97022334 97022453 120 97022413 14 8.0754 4.80445 4.5771 OSE2_peak_9406 chr9_97022334_97022453 MIR548H3;ZNF169 . .
chr9 97675280 97675492 213 97675441 25 12.15226 5 8.20808 OSE2_peak_9407 chr9_97675280_97675492 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97676656 97676867 212 97676768 29 14.45663 5.35211 10.3258 OSE2_peak_9408 chr9_97676656_97676867 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97683358 97683528 171 97683528 24 4.89809 2.44845 2.06734 OSE2_peak_9409 chr9_97683358_97683528 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97683721 97683882 162 97683815 19 8.43454 4.20354 4.87113 OSE2_peak_9410 chr9_97683721_97683882 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97684008 97684252 245 97684206 20 9.648 4.62877 5.94827 OSE2_peak_9411 chr9_97684008_97684252 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97684591 97685059 469 97684778 40 27.54313 8.61726 22.73738 OSE2_peak_9412 chr9_97684591_97685059 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
chr9 97822307 97822430 124 97822347 15 8.02874 4.60327 4.53251 OSE2_peak_9413 chr9_97822307_97822430 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . MIR23B;MIR24‐1;MIR27B;MIR3074
chr9 98556633 98556835 203 98556689 26 16.86032 6.97011 12.57902 OSE2_peak_9414 chr9_98556633_98556835 . . LINC00476
chr9 99517481 99517600 120 99517567 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9415 chr9_99517481_99517600 . LOC441455 ZNF510
chr9 99615898 99616041 144 99615959 16 9.96633 5.50349 6.23281 OSE2_peak_9416 chr9_99615898_99616041 ZNF782 . LOC100132781
chr9 99647168 99647301 134 99647243 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_9417 chr9_99647168_99647301 . LOC100132781 LOC441454
chr9 100639211 100639509 299 100639330 27 11.00495 4.29032 7.16454 OSE2_peak_9418 chr9_100639211_100639509 . FOXE1 C9orf156
chr9 100684357 100684481 125 100684388 17 10.17586 5.41997 6.40921 OSE2_peak_9419 chr9_100684357_100684481 C9orf156 . HEMGN
chr9 100798101 100798361 261 100798250 32 27.54879 10.83838 22.74285 OSE2_peak_9420 chr9_100798101_100798361 . ANP32B NANS
chr9 100956460 100956579 120 100956525 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9421 chr9_100956460_100956579 . CORO2A TBC1D2
chr9 100985619 100985798 180 100985704 33 18.38394 6.27185 14.00317 OSE2_peak_9422 chr9_100985619_100985798 TBC1D2 . .
chr9 101086762 101086963 202 101086812 27 17.85073 7.22826 13.50874 OSE2_peak_9423 chr9_101086762_101086963 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101119423 101119579 157 101119497 28 18.01538 7.08226 13.65833 OSE2_peak_9424 chr9_101119423_101119579 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101136073 101136225 153 101136120 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9425 chr9_101136073_101136225 GABBR2 . .
chr9 101500905 101501102 198 101501093 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9426 chr9_101500905_101501102 ANKS6 GABBR2 .
chr9 101792401 101792539 139 101792420 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_9427 chr9_101792401_101792539 COL15A1 . .
chr9 102845265 102845453 189 102845349 21 10.44532 4.84919 6.6603 OSE2_peak_9428 chr9_102845265_102845453 ERP44 . INVS
chr9 102861316 102861466 151 102861359 24 12.56614 5.33708 8.58342 OSE2_peak_9429 chr9_102861316_102861466 ERP44 . INVS
chr9 102873618 102873834 217 102873742 23 15.16655 6.79684 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9430 chr9_102873618_102873834 INVS ERP44 .
chr9 106837300 106837424 125 106837381 21 12.93546 6.07823 8.93089 OSE2_peak_9431 chr9_106837300_106837424 . . SMC2
chr9 106838701 106838836 136 106838765 23 13.98544 6.19565 9.89871 OSE2_peak_9432 chr9_106838701_106838836 . . SMC2
chr9 107039289 107039449 161 107039382 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9433 chr9_107039289_107039449 . . .
chr9 107592110 107592444 335 107592382 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9434 chr9_107592110_107592444 ABCA1 . .
chr9 107628191 107628311 121 107628246 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_9435 chr9_107628191_107628311 ABCA1 . .
chr9 107669136 107669340 205 107669235 25 13.81701 5.73086 9.74015 OSE2_peak_9436 chr9_107669136_107669340 ABCA1 . .
chr9 107776677 107776813 137 107776753 18 10.12593 5.20173 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9437 chr9_107776677_107776813 . . .
chr9 107815537 107815657 121 107815581 22 14.50619 6.68094 10.37418 OSE2_peak_9438 chr9_107815537_107815657 . . .
chr9 107826403 107826580 178 107826511 17 10.37536 5.5304 6.60038 OSE2_peak_9439 chr9_107826403_107826580 . . .
chr9 107833548 107833711 164 107833604 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_9440 chr9_107833548_107833711 . . .
chr9 107889519 107889655 137 107889616 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9441 chr9_107889519_107889655 . . .
chr9 107894970 107895149 180 107895064 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_9442 chr9_107894970_107895149 . . .
chr9 107950184 107950317 134 107950294 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_9443 chr9_107950184_107950317 . . .
chr9 109561585 109561820 236 109561694 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_9444 chr9_109561585_109561820 . . .
chr9 109625215 109625408 194 109625290 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9445 chr9_109625215_109625408 ZNF462 . MIR548Q
chr9 109654996 109655415 420 109655163 26 15.71814 6.42053 11.50514 OSE2_peak_9446 chr9_109654996_109655415 MIR548Q;ZNF462 . .
chr9 109679222 109679463 242 109679428 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_9447 chr9_109679222_109679463 MIR548Q;ZNF462 . .
chr9 110242815 110242942 128 110242899 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_9448 chr9_110242815_110242942 . . KLF4
chr9 110310644 110310846 203 110310797 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_9449 chr9_110310644_110310846 . . .
chr9 110469747 110469962 216 110469852 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_9450 chr9_110469747_110469962 . . .
chr9 110517657 110517782 126 110517757 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_9451 chr9_110517657_110517782 . . .
chr9 110819005 110819177 173 110819151 25 8.24469 3.49117 4.7169 OSE2_peak_9452 chr9_110819005_110819177 . . .
chr9 111207010 111207166 157 111207070 30 23.49487 9.30343 18.85737 OSE2_peak_9453 chr9_111207010_111207166 . . .
chr9 111239829 111239951 123 111239925 29 8.33451 3.22946 4.78421 OSE2_peak_9454 chr9_111239829_111239951 . . .
chr9 111240878 111241034 157 111240930 17 9.35223 4.9731 5.67629 OSE2_peak_9455 chr9_111240878_111241034 . . .
chr9 111547360 111547560 201 111547444 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_9456 chr9_111547360_111547560 . . .
chr9 111798329 111798683 355 111798448 46 41.19856 13.14589 35.98022 OSE2_peak_9457 chr9_111798329_111798683 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
chr9 112089635 112089787 153 112089668 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9458 chr9_112089635_112089787 . EPB41L4B .
chr9 112269777 112269936 160 112269832 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9459 chr9_112269777_112269936 . PTPN3 .
chr9 112578867 112579074 208 112578965 26 17.27411 7.17483 12.95367 OSE2_peak_9460 chr9_112578867_112579074 PALM2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112749116 112749276 161 112749184 25 13.51553 5.59457 9.45932 OSE2_peak_9461 chr9_112749116_112749276 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112791766 112792043 278 112791820 22 12.96048 5.88711 8.95299 OSE2_peak_9462 chr9_112791766_112792043 PALM2‐AKAP2 . AKAP2
chr9 112832102 112832233 132 112832201 23 12.38128 5.42212 8.42553 OSE2_peak_9463 chr9_112832102_112832233 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112878276 112878696 421 112878444 28 16.06595 6.19101 11.83392 OSE2_peak_9464 chr9_112878276_112878696 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 112887368 112887597 230 112887522 16 7.93089 4.38859 4.44146 OSE2_peak_9465 chr9_112887368_112887597 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
chr9 113132714 113132877 164 113132774 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_9466 chr9_113132714_113132877 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113205861 113206139 279 113206014 46 32.9141 9.43975 27.9214 OSE2_peak_9467 chr9_113205861_113206139 SVEP1 . .
chr9 113510910 113511062 153 113510973 14 7.06835 4.23477 3.71686 OSE2_peak_9468 chr9_113510910_113511062 MUSK . .
chr9 113559994 113560253 260 113560129 28 10.17044 3.89399 6.40619 OSE2_peak_9469 chr9_113559994_113560253 MUSK . .
chr9 113610020 113610257 238 113610193 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9470 chr9_113610020_113610257 . . LPAR1
chr9 113673996 113674174 179 113674103 32 14.76178 5.05645 10.61547 OSE2_peak_9471 chr9_113673996_113674174 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113674470 113674595 126 113674559 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_9472 chr9_113674470_113674595 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113704932 113705131 200 113705097 19 11.60175 5.79092 7.70597 OSE2_peak_9473 chr9_113704932_113705131 LPAR1 . .
chr9 113731902 113732021 120 113731998 15 7.57221 4.35405 4.13214 OSE2_peak_9474 chr9_113731902_113732021 LPAR1 . .
chr9 114393691 114393810 120 114393735 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_9475 chr9_114393691_114393810 DNAJC25;DNAJC25‐GNG10 LRRC37A5P .
chr9 114490910 114491176 267 114491070 34 21.47549 7.3562 16.92576 OSE2_peak_9476 chr9_114490910_114491176 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114516093 114516256 164 114516122 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9477 chr9_114516093_114516256 C9orf84 . .
chr9 114587973 114588103 131 114588032 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9478 chr9_114587973_114588103 . . .
chr9 114659746 114659964 219 114659861 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9479 chr9_114659746_114659964 UGCG . .
chr9 114660642 114660893 252 114660827 21 10.11605 4.69663 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9480 chr9_114660642_114660893 UGCG . .
chr9 114661034 114661197 164 114661062 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9481 chr9_114661034_114661197 UGCG . .
chr9 114669197 114669352 156 114669306 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9482 chr9_114669197_114669352 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114674806 114674925 120 114674919 14 5.64851 3.47561 2.60854 OSE2_peak_9483 chr9_114674806_114674925 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114688896 114689270 375 114688997 29 22.37016 9.00332 17.78425 OSE2_peak_9484 chr9_114688896_114689270 UGCG . MIR4668
chr9 114694290 114694421 132 114694335 19 12.14122 6.08292 8.19763 OSE2_peak_9485 chr9_114694290_114694421 MIR4668;UGCG . .
chr9 114694616 114694793 178 114694730 14 7.65225 4.56219 4.20173 OSE2_peak_9486 chr9_114694616_114694793 UGCG MIR4668 .
chr9 114697973 114698233 261 114698035 15 8.2734 4.73889 4.74178 OSE2_peak_9487 chr9_114697973_114698233 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114698891 114699031 141 114698948 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9488 chr9_114698891_114699031 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114699176 114700591 1416 114699745 24 16.82962 7.42884 12.55087 OSE2_peak_9489 chr9_114699176_114700591 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114700821 114700986 166 114700868 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9490 chr9_114700821_114700986 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114701115 114701238 124 114701147 17 8.01344 4.28035 4.51898 OSE2_peak_9491 chr9_114701115_114701238 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114702030 114702305 276 114702203 16 8.95552 4.93808 5.34578 OSE2_peak_9492 chr9_114702030_114702305 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114702940 114703153 214 114703059 20 12.21528 5.91024 8.26719 OSE2_peak_9493 chr9_114702940_114703153 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114703294 114703413 120 114703358 15 7.50002 4.31512 4.06634 OSE2_peak_9494 chr9_114703294_114703413 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114720408 114721006 599 114720955 21 13.11635 6.17248 9.09438 OSE2_peak_9495 chr9_114720408_114721006 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114723338 114723458 121 114723416 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9496 chr9_114723338_114723458 . MIR4668;UGCG .
chr9 114792385 114792613 229 114792503 39 14.6732 4.30595 10.53279 OSE2_peak_9497 chr9_114792385_114792613 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114799672 114799857 186 114799758 45 32.35683 9.44865 27.3819 OSE2_peak_9498 chr9_114799672_114799857 MIR3134 . SUSD1
chr9 114803998 114804490 493 114804141 60 55.92232 15.26809 50.43126 OSE2_peak_9499 chr9_114803998_114804490 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114808558 114808703 146 114808636 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_9500 chr9_114808558_114808703 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114812280 114812421 142 114812315 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9501 chr9_114812280_114812421 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114812913 114813032 120 114812972 14 7.21383 4.31557 3.84219 OSE2_peak_9502 chr9_114812913_114813032 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114835500 114835711 212 114835671 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_9503 chr9_114835500_114835711 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114835941 114836274 334 114836193 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9504 chr9_114835941_114836274 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114836791 114836919 129 114836846 20 9.4128 4.51869 5.73409 OSE2_peak_9505 chr9_114836791_114836919 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
chr9 114996061 114996208 148 114996149 26 13.50512 5.42283 9.44995 OSE2_peak_9506 chr9_114996061_114996208 MIR3134;PTBP3 . .
chr9 115003928 115004072 145 115003971 18 9.55598 4.90489 5.86584 OSE2_peak_9507 chr9_115003928_115004072 MIR3134;PTBP3 . .
chr9 116341319 116341439 121 116341358 25 9.60387 3.98387 5.90683 OSE2_peak_9508 chr9_116341319_116341439 RGS3 . .
chr9 117041377 117041546 170 117041464 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9509 chr9_117041377_117041546 COL27A1 . .
chr9 117126544 117126719 176 117126629 37 18.83995 5.82258 14.43844 OSE2_peak_9510 chr9_117126544_117126719 AKNA . .
chr9 117128678 117128833 156 117128724 16 8.70128 4.79941 5.11271 OSE2_peak_9511 chr9_117128678_117128833 AKNA . .
chr9 117453288 117453570 283 117453473 32 16.98842 5.88733 12.69351 OSE2_peak_9512 chr9_117453288_117453570 . LOC100505478 .
chr9 117566888 117567068 181 117566988 31 18.2452 6.57298 13.87768 OSE2_peak_9513 chr9_117566888_117567068 TNFSF15 . .
chr9 117663348 117663467 120 117663411 14 7.70658 4.59307 4.24619 OSE2_peak_9514 chr9_117663348_117663467 TNFSF8 . .
chr9 117769038 117769223 186 117769122 27 20.21687 8.43106 15.7386 OSE2_peak_9515 chr9_117769038_117769223 . . TNC
chr9 117878291 117878456 166 117878388 34 18.74117 6.24413 14.34428 OSE2_peak_9516 chr9_117878291_117878456 TNC . 01‐Dec
chr9 117962990 117963109 120 117963050 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_9517 chr9_117962990_117963109 01‐Dec . .
chr9 118013141 118013286 146 118013220 24 12.11286 5.13514 8.16973 OSE2_peak_9518 chr9_118013141_118013286 01‐Dec . .
chr9 118028229 118028388 160 118028301 25 14.79059 6.18273 10.64225 OSE2_peak_9519 chr9_118028229_118028388 01‐Dec . .
chr9 118358343 118358662 320 118358398 19 10.20296 5.06194 6.43501 OSE2_peak_9520 chr9_118358343_118358662 . . .
chr9 118359278 118359447 170 118359359 19 9.58957 4.75595 5.89652 OSE2_peak_9521 chr9_118359278_118359447 . . .
chr9 118359770 118360138 369 118360023 27 17.80867 7.2077 13.47107 OSE2_peak_9522 chr9_118359770_118360138 . . .
chr9 118378101 118378329 229 118378267 22 10.91479 4.91011 7.08475 OSE2_peak_9523 chr9_118378101_118378329 . . .
chr9 118403281 118403545 265 118403370 37 14.86799 4.54088 10.71715 OSE2_peak_9524 chr9_118403281_118403545 . . .
chr9 118406770 118406889 120 118406853 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_9525 chr9_118406770_118406889 . . .
chr9 118412207 118412980 774 118412296 32 22.05081 8.05913 17.47391 OSE2_peak_9526 chr9_118412207_118412980 . . .
chr9 118413163 118413431 269 118413283 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9527 chr9_118413163_118413431 . . .
chr9 118430954 118431090 137 118431005 20 7.6793 3.74648 4.22402 OSE2_peak_9528 chr9_118430954_118431090 . . .
chr9 118434248 118434378 131 118434321 21 5.00455 2.62893 2.09541 OSE2_peak_9529 chr9_118434248_118434378 . . .
chr9 118435372 118435543 172 118435448 19 7.83586 3.92968 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9530 chr9_118435372_118435543 . . .
chr9 118435714 118436186 473 118435928 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9531 chr9_118435714_118436186 . . .
chr9 118701440 118701904 465 118701856 31 9.50313 3.44476 5.82068 OSE2_peak_9532 chr9_118701440_118701904 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118705906 118706074 169 118706005 24 13.06639 5.56467 9.04552 OSE2_peak_9533 chr9_118705906_118706074 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118706171 118706313 143 118706220 22 11.34201 5.10693 7.46954 OSE2_peak_9534 chr9_118706171_118706313 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118706692 118707150 459 118706865 40 24.28076 7.31456 19.60431 OSE2_peak_9535 chr9_118706692_118707150 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118715099 118715236 138 118715128 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_9536 chr9_118715099_118715236 . LINC00474 .
chr9 118758844 118759146 303 118758964 51 35.37806 9.277 30.31057 OSE2_peak_9537 chr9_118758844_118759146 . . .
chr9 118863941 118864185 245 118864049 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9538 chr9_118863941_118864185 . . .
chr9 118914369 118914772 404 118914533 21 12.48461 5.84616 8.51128 OSE2_peak_9539 chr9_118914369_118914772 . . PAPPA
chr9 118916120 118916406 287 118916299 29 22.42743 9.03328 17.83558 OSE2_peak_9540 chr9_118916120_118916406 PAPPA . .
chr9 118917473 118917756 284 118917549 21 14.6966 7.02167 10.55576 OSE2_peak_9541 chr9_118917473_118917756 PAPPA . .
chr9 118919679 118920251 573 118919745 16 9.19175 5.06826 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9542 chr9_118919679_118920251 PAPPA . .
chr9 118923959 118924149 191 118924045 19 7.01504 3.56808 3.67221 OSE2_peak_9543 chr9_118923959_118924149 PAPPA . .
chr9 118925455 118925577 123 118925535 18 10.62277 5.46639 6.8272 OSE2_peak_9544 chr9_118925455_118925577 PAPPA . .
chr9 118929986 118930148 163 118930078 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_9545 chr9_118929986_118930148 PAPPA . .
chr9 118936120 118936297 178 118936204 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9546 chr9_118936120_118936297 PAPPA . .
chr9 118937860 118938305 446 118937946 19 12.56548 6.31649 8.58342 OSE2_peak_9547 chr9_118937860_118938305 PAPPA . .
chr9 118941256 118941416 161 118941343 15 7.62093 4.3804 4.1753 OSE2_peak_9548 chr9_118941256_118941416 PAPPA . .
chr9 118943876 118944006 131 118943988 14 7.51905 4.48678 4.0839 OSE2_peak_9549 chr9_118943876_118944006 PAPPA . .
chr9 118944549 118944668 120 118944647 15 5.97907 3.52668 2.82187 OSE2_peak_9550 chr9_118944549_118944668 PAPPA . .
chr9 118948694 118948914 221 118948742 13 6.7567 4.21553 3.44475 OSE2_peak_9551 chr9_118948694_118948914 PAPPA . .
chr9 118963033 118963152 120 118963095 21 10.19689 4.73386 6.42905 OSE2_peak_9552 chr9_118963033_118963152 PAPPA . .
chr9 118977562 118977793 232 118977681 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9553 chr9_118977562_118977793 PAPPA . .
chr9 118983208 118983558 351 118983457 17 10.27479 5.47463 6.50457 OSE2_peak_9554 chr9_118983208_118983558 PAPPA . .
chr9 118983833 118983952 120 118983876 16 8.43201 4.65418 4.8695 OSE2_peak_9555 chr9_118983833_118983952 PAPPA . .
chr9 118984056 118984175 120 118984117 14 6.20171 3.76486 3.01435 OSE2_peak_9556 chr9_118984056_118984175 PAPPA . .
chr9 118985041 118985191 151 118985144 13 6.70793 4.18766 3.40452 OSE2_peak_9557 chr9_118985041_118985191 PAPPA . .
chr9 118985307 118985462 156 118985388 15 8.2734 4.73889 4.74178 OSE2_peak_9558 chr9_118985307_118985462 PAPPA . .
chr9 118988917 118989082 166 118989017 16 8.64635 4.76964 5.06346 OSE2_peak_9559 chr9_118988917_118989082 PAPPA . .
chr9 119000241 119000456 216 119000405 17 8.96672 4.76921 5.35567 OSE2_peak_9560 chr9_119000241_119000456 PAPPA . .
chr9 119009710 119009869 160 119009805 17 8.99342 4.78322 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9561 chr9_119009710_119009869 PAPPA . .
chr9 119013805 119013958 154 119013878 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_9562 chr9_119013805_119013958 PAPPA . .
chr9 119021120 119021275 156 119021166 12 5.92604 3.88854 2.7782 OSE2_peak_9563 chr9_119021120_119021275 PAPPA . .
chr9 119026965 119027120 156 119026970 12 5.54511 3.67013 2.52009 OSE2_peak_9564 chr9_119026965_119027120 PAPPA . .
chr9 119027748 119028021 274 119027817 22 13.40736 6.11189 9.3616 OSE2_peak_9565 chr9_119027748_119028021 PAPPA . .
chr9 119046738 119046909 172 119046890 23 6.02685 2.86793 2.86416 OSE2_peak_9566 chr9_119046738_119046909 PAPPA . .
chr9 119050972 119051214 243 119051132 22 14.10993 6.47312 10.01343 OSE2_peak_9567 chr9_119050972_119051214 PAPPA . .
chr9 119054542 119054827 286 119054576 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9568 chr9_119054542_119054827 PAPPA . .
chr9 119065505 119065626 122 119065602 14 7.23852 4.32933 3.8652 OSE2_peak_9569 chr9_119065505_119065626 PAPPA . .
chr9 119113314 119113567 254 119113374 15 8.50106 4.86634 4.93242 OSE2_peak_9570 chr9_119113314_119113567 PAPPA . .
chr9 119142805 119142941 137 119142808 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9571 chr9_119142805_119142941 PAPPA . .
chr9 119157617 119157776 160 119157659 15 8.50106 4.86634 4.93242 OSE2_peak_9572 chr9_119157617_119157776 PAPPA . ASTN2
chr9 119160733 119161060 328 119160925 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9573 chr9_119160733_119161060 PAPPA . ASTN2
chr9 119164113 119164275 163 119164174 23 15.98215 7.22663 11.75698 OSE2_peak_9574 chr9_119164113_119164275 PAPPA . ASTN2
chr9 119164752 119164989 238 119164947 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9575 chr9_119164752_119164989 . PAPPA ASTN2
chr9 119166089 119166227 139 119166168 17 10.72309 5.72481 6.91095 OSE2_peak_9576 chr9_119166089_119166227 . PAPPA ASTN2
chr9 119166721 119166917 197 119166764 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9577 chr9_119166721_119166917 . PAPPA ASTN2
chr9 119311363 119311530 168 119311454 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9578 chr9_119311363_119311530 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
chr9 119311655 119311866 212 119311772 38 25.935 8.39185 21.18679 OSE2_peak_9579 chr9_119311655_119311866 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
chr9 120434780 120435050 271 120434805 28 6.00641 2.6052 2.84791 OSE2_peak_9580 chr9_120434780_120435050 . . .
chr9 120525713 120525876 164 120525780 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9581 chr9_120525713_120525876 . . .
chr9 123156155 123156818 664 123156244 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_9582 chr9_123156155_123156818 CDK5RAP2 . .
chr9 123605131 123605273 143 123605191 19 11.33061 5.64636 7.45858 OSE2_peak_9583 chr9_123605131_123605273 PSMD5 . LOC253039;PHF19
chr9 124160757 124160904 148 124160811 22 12.10781 5.46934 8.16574 OSE2_peak_9584 chr9_124160757_124160904 . STOM .
chr9 124320269 124320471 203 124320384 15 8.55956 4.89928 4.98709 OSE2_peak_9585 chr9_124320269_124320471 . . DAB2IP
chr9 124320630 124320759 130 124320670 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9586 chr9_124320630_124320759 . . DAB2IP
chr9 124664991 124665328 338 124665073 22 14.30561 6.57539 10.19421 OSE2_peak_9587 chr9_124664991_124665328 TTLL11 . .
chr9 125066280 125066440 161 125066368 31 16.13113 5.70892 11.89028 OSE2_peak_9588 chr9_125066280_125066440 MRRF . .
chr9 125206741 125206923 183 125206810 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9589 chr9_125206741_125206923 . . .
chr9 125753835 125754048 214 125753919 20 12.98882 6.3233 8.97727 OSE2_peak_9590 chr9_125753835_125754048 RABGAP1 . .
chr9 125769827 125769957 131 125769908 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9591 chr9_125769827_125769957 RABGAP1 . GPR21
chr9 126472735 126472893 159 126472834 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_9592 chr9_126472735_126472893 DENND1A . .
chr9 126817177 126817340 164 126817250 28 13.64028 5.17371 9.57304 OSE2_peak_9593 chr9_126817177_126817340 . LHX2 .
chr9 126841424 126841726 303 126841643 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_9594 chr9_126841424_126841726 . . .
chr9 126906299 126906439 141 126906405 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9595 chr9_126906299_126906439 . . .
chr9 127021953 127022367 415 127022041 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_9596 chr9_127021953_127022367 NEK6 . .
chr9 127023938 127024371 434 127024038 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9597 chr9_127023938_127024371 NEK6 . .
chr9 127029556 127029966 411 127029881 27 14.35494 5.62368 10.23341 OSE2_peak_9598 chr9_127029556_127029966 NEK6 . .
chr9 127045246 127045507 262 127045451 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9599 chr9_127045246_127045507 NEK6 . .
chr9 127048328 127049085 758 127048683 36 32.55566 12.17707 27.5737 OSE2_peak_9600 chr9_127048328_127049085 NEK6 . .
chr9 127059927 127060139 213 127059997 30 13.21779 4.75 9.1906 OSE2_peak_9601 chr9_127059927_127060139 NEK6 . .
chr9 127071981 127072267 287 127072139 40 24.28076 7.31456 19.60431 OSE2_peak_9602 chr9_127071981_127072267 NEK6 . .
chr9 127420705 127421123 419 127420743 26 12.05168 4.8169 8.1139 OSE2_peak_9603 chr9_127420705_127421123 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127421672 127421991 320 127421765 29 20.19958 7.9024 15.72373 OSE2_peak_9604 chr9_127421672_127421991 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
chr9 127624901 127625070 170 127624951 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9605 chr9_127624901_127625070 . RPL35;WDR38 ARPC5L;GOLGA1
chr9 127997279 127997434 156 127997336 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_9606 chr9_127997279_127997434 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 127997802 127998052 251 127997848 19 11.13418 5.54259 7.27874 OSE2_peak_9607 chr9_127997802_127998052 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 127998230 127998443 214 127998382 23 14.23781 6.32192 10.13425 OSE2_peak_9608 chr9_127998230_127998443 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 128002843 128003016 174 128002953 20 10.14568 4.86586 6.38258 OSE2_peak_9609 chr9_128002843_128003016 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
chr9 128411692 128411891 200 128411793 38 25.47605 8.19691 20.75174 OSE2_peak_9610 chr9_128411692_128411891 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 128422263 128422447 185 128422318 15 6.93659 4.01585 3.60732 OSE2_peak_9611 chr9_128422263_128422447 MAPKAP1 . .
chr9 128511760 128511880 121 128511818 21 14.3882 6.85246 10.26383 OSE2_peak_9612 chr9_128511760_128511880 PBX3 . .
chr9 129811488 129811658 171 129811576 23 17.03461 7.79754 12.73701 OSE2_peak_9613 chr9_129811488_129811658 RALGPS1 . .
chr9 130208800 130208945 146 130208856 17 8.24272 4.39589 4.71565 OSE2_peak_9614 chr9_130208800_130208945 . ZNF79 LRSAM1;RPL12;SNORA65
chr9 130210031 130210220 190 130210106 15 8.05536 4.61796 4.5577 OSE2_peak_9615 chr9_130210031_130210220 RPL12 ZNF79 LRSAM1;SNORA65
chr9 130211072 130211302 231 130211222 15 8.109 4.64761 4.60866 OSE2_peak_9616 chr9_130211072_130211302 RPL12 SNORA65;ZNF79 LRSAM1
chr9 130213627 130213751 125 130213700 21 15.09111 7.24042 10.92522 OSE2_peak_9617 chr9_130213627_130213751 RPL12 SNORA65;ZNF79 LRSAM1
chr9 130281493 130281794 302 130281608 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9618 chr9_130281493_130281794 FAM129B LRSAM1 .
chr9 130330325 130330473 149 130330404 18 11.44914 5.91803 7.57223 OSE2_peak_9619 chr9_130330325_130330473 FAM129B . .
chr9 130335655 130335804 150 130335729 31 12.22632 4.29682 8.27698 OSE2_peak_9620 chr9_130335655_130335804 FAM129B . .
chr9 130346096 130346257 162 130346205 18 8.55604 4.40244 4.9841 OSE2_peak_9621 chr9_130346096_130346257 . FAM129B STXBP1
chr9 130730376 130730502 127 130730446 22 14.14868 6.49332 10.04856 OSE2_peak_9622 chr9_130730376_130730502 FAM102A DPM2 .
chr9 130861581 130861743 163 130861691 13 7.41651 4.5981 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9623 chr9_130861581_130861743 SLC25A25 . LOC100289019;LOC389791;PTGES2
chr9 131311832 131311951 120 131311849 23 8.26709 3.67742 4.73628 OSE2_peak_9624 chr9_131311832_131311951 . GLE1 SPTAN1
chr9 131397744 131397873 130 131397803 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9625 chr9_131397744_131397873 WDR34 SPTAN1 .
chr9 131673676 131673891 216 131673826 13 5.87364 3.72028 2.73003 OSE2_peak_9626 chr9_131673676_131673891 LRRC8A CCBL1 PHYHD1
chr9 131754685 131754804 120 131754754 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_9627 chr9_131754685_131754804 NUP188 . SH3GLB2
chr9 131937331 131937480 150 131937388 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9628 chr9_131937331_131937480 . PPP2R4 IER5L
chr9 132096384 132096514 131 132096449 22 10.74743 4.83407 6.9341 OSE2_peak_9629 chr9_132096384_132096514 . C9orf106 .
chr9 132245503 132245766 264 132245647 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9630 chr9_132245503_132245766 . . LOC100506190
chr9 132250386 132250560 175 132250471 19 12.7672 6.42869 8.77241 OSE2_peak_9631 chr9_132250386_132250560 . . LOC100506190
chr9 132250943 132251611 669 132251149 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_9632 chr9_132250943_132251611 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132259892 132260508 617 132260230 26 8.87134 3.62544 5.26717 OSE2_peak_9633 chr9_132259892_132260508 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132261054 132261173 120 132261110 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9634 chr9_132261054_132261173 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132266672 132266791 120 132266761 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9635 chr9_132266672_132266791 LOC100506190 . .
chr9 132778929 132779149 221 132779048 15 8.13604 4.66258 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9636 chr9_132778929_132779149 FNBP1 . .
chr9 132945382 132945592 211 132945541 15 7.15416 4.13044 3.78668 OSE2_peak_9637 chr9_132945382_132945592 NCS1 . .
chr9 133587296 133587431 136 133587386 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9638 chr9_133587296_133587431 . EXOSC2;PRDM12 ABL1
chr9 133589686 133589863 178 133589792 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9639 chr9_133589686_133589863 ABL1 EXOSC2 .
chr9 133736170 133736572 403 133736377 24 16.12033 7.05795 11.88287 OSE2_peak_9640 chr9_133736170_133736572 ABL1 . .
chr9 133771702 133771821 120 133771754 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9641 chr9_133771702_133771821 . ABL1;QRFP FIBCD1
chr9 134131754 134131897 144 134131814 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9642 chr9_134131754_134131897 . NUP214 FAM78A
chr9 134966297 134966455 159 134966347 31 18.84597 6.83146 14.43861 OSE2_peak_9643 chr9_134966297_134966455 . MED27 .
chr9 135135134 135135364 231 135135190 11 5.58177 3.83 2.55322 OSE2_peak_9644 chr9_135135134_135135364 . NTNG2 SETX
chr9 135522850 135523063 214 135522969 39 26.81711 8.53933 22.04013 OSE2_peak_9645 chr9_135522850_135523063 DDX31 . GTF3C4
chr9 135951389 135951536 148 135951459 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9646 chr9_135951389_135951536 . CEL;GTF3C5 CELP;RALGDS
chr9 136010543 136010665 123 136010656 22 7.62434 3.52419 4.17678 OSE2_peak_9647 chr9_136010543_136010665 RALGDS . GBGT1
chr9 136856452 136856658 207 136856577 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9648 chr9_136856452_136856658 VAV2 . .
chr9 137348355 137348489 135 137348391 15 7.38199 4.25175 3.9777 OSE2_peak_9649 chr9_137348355_137348489 . RXRA .
chr9 137456631 137456871 241 137456668 16 7.4735 4.15167 4.04089 OSE2_peak_9650 chr9_137456631_137456871 . . .
chr9 137494275 137494806 532 137494427 45 37.166 11.54558 32.04951 OSE2_peak_9651 chr9_137494275_137494806 . . .
chr9 137516801 137516942 142 137516837 15 5.75479 3.41573 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9652 chr9_137516801_137516942 . . COL5A1
chr9 137536616 137536739 124 137536673 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9653 chr9_137536616_137536739 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137562086 137562244 159 137562175 32 12.93847 4.4311 8.93314 OSE2_peak_9654 chr9_137562086_137562244 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137568065 137568252 188 137568201 13 6.80602 4.24378 3.49186 OSE2_peak_9655 chr9_137568065_137568252 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137577683 137577868 186 137577834 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9656 chr9_137577683_137577868 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137618441 137618601 161 137618535 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9657 chr9_137618441_137618601 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137680253 137680376 124 137680325 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9658 chr9_137680253_137680376 COL5A1 . .
chr9 137739357 137739538 182 137739401 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9659 chr9_137739357_137739538 . COL5A1 B;MIR3689C;MIR3689D1;MIR3689D2;MIR3689E;M
chr9 138392472 138392619 148 138392575 18 11.09188 5.72108 7.23756 OSE2_peak_9660 chr9_138392472_138392619 MRPS2 C9orf116;LOC100506599;PPP1R26 LCN1
chr9 138435458 138435638 181 138435530 17 9.55501 5.08173 5.86584 OSE2_peak_9661 chr9_138435458_138435638 . LCN1 OBP2A;PAEP
chr9 138494430 138494562 133 138494511 13 7.00903 4.36066 3.66982 OSE2_peak_9662 chr9_138494430_138494562 . LOC100130954 GLT6D1
chr9 138730149 138730269 121 138730184 17 11.05375 5.91184 7.21022 OSE2_peak_9663 chr9_138730149_138730269 CAMSAP1 . .
chr9 139440689 139440843 155 139440782 31 13.98319 4.90323 9.89865 OSE2_peak_9664 chr9_139440689_139440843 MIR4674 MIR4673;NOTCH1 .
chr9 139621153 139621272 120 139621205 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9665 chr9_139621153_139621272 SNHG7;SNORA17 FAM69B;SNORA43 LCN10;LCN6;LCN8;LOC100128593
chr9 139839398 139839517 120 139839461 12 5.16219 3.45455 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9666 chr9_139839398_139839517 . FBXW5;TRAF2 C8G;LCN12
chr9 140135687 140135864 178 140135763 28 22.83137 9.54419 18.21588 OSE2_peak_9667 chr9_140135687_140135864 TUBB4B f169;NDOR1;RNF208;RNF224;SLC3orf173;COBRA1;FAM166A;LOC100129722
chr9 140138252 140138812 561 140138700 28 22.83137 9.54419 18.21588 OSE2_peak_9668 chr9_140138252_140138812 FAM166A ;NDOR1;RNF208;RNF224;SLC34A3 C9orf173;COBRA1;LOC100129722
chr9 140172143 140172319 177 140172252 17 7.11976 3.8427 3.75789 OSE2_peak_9669 chr9_140172143_140172319 C9orf167 f173;COBRA1;FAM166A;LOC10012 EXD3;NRARP
chr9 140376930 140377049 120 140376974 15 8.70874 4.98361 5.11763 OSE2_peak_9670 chr9_140376930_140377049 PNPLA7 NELF .
chrGL000192.1 544734 545069 336 544962 47 47.11389 15.79728 41.78167 OSE2_peak_9671 chrGL000192.1_544734_545069 . . .
chrGL000195.1 30502 32965 2464 30803 167 115.7197 11.17256 109.25089 OSE2_peak_9672 chrGL000195.1_30502_32965 . . .
chrGL000195.1 66503 66719 217 66649 42 11.52285 3.32384 7.6444 OSE2_peak_9673 chrGL000195.1_66503_66719 . . .
chrGL000195.1 76834 77210 377 76994 36 7.17748 2.5941 3.80871 OSE2_peak_9674 chrGL000195.1_76834_77210 . . .
chrGL000205.1 84915 86957 2043 86574 147 91.5499 9.36086 85.47304 OSE2_peak_9675 chrGL000205.1_84915_86957 . . .
chrGL000205.1 87159 87784 626 87434 113 65.36696 8.20455 59.72614 OSE2_peak_9676 chrGL000205.1_87159_87784 . . .
chrGL000220.1 7208 7934 727 7714 140 92.26899 10.14773 86.17903 OSE2_peak_9677 chrGL000220.1_7208_7934 . . .
chrGL000220.1 99507 99730 224 99586 17 5.74933 3.21127 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9678 chrGL000220.1_99507_99730 . . .
chrGL000220.1 117857 118057 201 117941 210 7.85526 1.49645 4.37635 OSE2_peak_9679 chrGL000220.1_117857_118057 . . .
chrGL000220.1 118351 118474 124 118403 124 14.71922 2.18592 10.57719 OSE2_peak_9680 chrGL000220.1_118351_118474 . . .
chrGL000220.1 120152 120396 245 120180 182 9.73626 1.64087 6.03295 OSE2_peak_9681 chrGL000220.1_120152_120396 . . .
chrX 192833 192993 161 192917 21 6.9996 3.37097 3.66443 OSE2_peak_9682 chrX_192833_192993 . . .
chrX 1501378 1501678 301 1501598 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9683 chrX_1501378_1501678 . . .
chrX 1501973 1502359 387 1502269 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9684 chrX_1501973_1502359 . . .
chrX 2767192 2767390 199 2767285 23 9.78704 4.28169 6.07865 OSE2_peak_9685 chrX_2767192_2767390 GYG2 . .
chrX 3190013 3190158 146 3190112 31 18.2452 6.57298 13.87768 OSE2_peak_9686 chrX_3190013_3190158 CXorf28 . .
chrX 3203814 3203933 120 3203882 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_9687 chrX_3203814_3203933 . CXorf28 MXRA5
chrX 3434092 3434268 177 3434196 28 11.72823 4.44355 7.82225 OSE2_peak_9688 chrX_3434092_3434268 . . .
chrX 3733124 3733243 120 3733138 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9689 chrX_3733124_3733243 . . LOC389906
chrX 3733646 3733857 212 3733806 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9690 chrX_3733646_3733857 . . LOC389906
chrX 3734361 3734480 120 3734427 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9691 chrX_3734361_3734480 . . LOC389906
chrX 7028940 7029060 121 7028992 16 8.9845 4.95399 5.36674 OSE2_peak_9692 chrX_7028940_7029060 HDHD1 . .
chrX 9121454 9121582 129 9121501 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9693 chrX_9121454_9121582 . . .
chrX 9309680 9309976 297 9309902 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9694 chrX_9309680_9309976 . . .
chrX 9431149 9431303 155 9431226 20 9.33629 4.48315 5.66269 OSE2_peak_9695 chrX_9431149_9431303 . . TBL1X
chrX 9434280 9434481 202 9434441 17 10.51209 5.60656 6.72338 OSE2_peak_9696 chrX_9434280_9434481 TBL1X . .
chrX 9533771 9533914 144 9533816 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_9697 chrX_9533771_9533914 TBL1X . .
chrX 9713779 9714152 374 9714120 23 7.03995 3.22262 3.69517 OSE2_peak_9698 chrX_9713779_9714152 GPR143 TBL1X .
chrX 9797630 9797792 163 9797738 25 11.28047 4.6385 7.41266 OSE2_peak_9699 chrX_9797630_9797792 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9828283 9828492 210 9828411 37 16.68399 5.10248 12.41018 OSE2_peak_9700 chrX_9828283_9828492 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9834113 9834403 291 9834276 24 10.45414 4.43097 6.66901 OSE2_peak_9701 chrX_9834113_9834403 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9875762 9875898 137 9875834 28 17.61965 6.89612 13.28648 OSE2_peak_9702 chrX_9875762_9875898 SHROOM2 . .
chrX 9971719 9972263 545 9972088 40 35.19746 12.1833 30.13521 OSE2_peak_9703 chrX_9971719_9972263 . . WWC3
chrX 10919224 10919378 155 10919286 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9704 chrX_10919224_10919378 . . .
chrX 10940351 10940470 120 10940370 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9705 chrX_10940351_10940470 . . .
chrX 12241907 12242054 148 12241990 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9706 chrX_12241907_12242054 FRMPD4 . .
chrX 12974454 12974625 172 12974580 14 6.83561 4.10663 3.51576 OSE2_peak_9707 chrX_12974454_12974625 . TLR8‐AS1 TMSB4X
chrX 12993253 12993706 454 12993611 19 11.00637 5.47551 7.16454 OSE2_peak_9708 chrX_12993253_12993706 TMSB4X . .
chrX 12995553 12996670 1118 12996165 30 21.39237 8.23776 16.84798 OSE2_peak_9709 chrX_12995553_12996670 . TMSB4X .
chrX 13039571 13039690 120 13039656 18 5.2412 2.91129 2.26595 OSE2_peak_9710 chrX_13039571_13039690 . . FAM9C
chrX 13352777 13352896 120 13352832 13 7.16762 4.45263 3.79897 OSE2_peak_9711 chrX_13352777_13352896 . ATXN3L;LOC100093698 LOC100133123
chrX 13416436 13416889 454 13416527 29 18.59256 7.13392 14.20431 OSE2_peak_9712 chrX_13416436_13416889 . . .
chrX 13446181 13446356 176 13446215 16 7.25927 4.04255 3.88283 OSE2_peak_9713 chrX_13446181_13446356 . . .
chrX 14048077 14048196 120 14048127 16 9.82972 5.42584 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9714 chrX_14048077_14048196 . GEMIN8 .
chrX 15872387 15872535 149 15872424 14 7.81711 4.6561 4.35058 OSE2_peak_9715 chrX_15872387_15872535 AP1S2 . .
chrX 16178972 16179101 130 16179022 18 11.67328 6.04285 7.7741 OSE2_peak_9716 chrX_16178972_16179101 . GRPR .
chrX 16684704 16684823 120 16684770 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9717 chrX_16684704_16684823 CTPS2 S100G .
chrX 16789502 16790016 515 16789902 87 77.87891 15.69954 72.03514 OSE2_peak_9718 chrX_16789502_16790016 . SYAP1 TXLNG
chrX 17431415 17431571 157 17431467 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9719 chrX_17431415_17431571 NHS . MIR4768
chrX 19597796 19597945 150 19597872 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_9720 chrX_19597796_19597945 SH3KBP1 . .
chrX 19728299 19728496 198 19728343 21 12.82898 6.02306 8.83009 OSE2_peak_9721 chrX_19728299_19728496 SH3KBP1 . .
chrX 20534172 20534327 156 20534266 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9722 chrX_20534172_20534327 . . .
chrX 20848218 20848354 137 20848288 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_9723 chrX_20848218_20848354 . . .
chrX 21006323 21006503 181 21006411 32 27.58996 10.86063 22.78071 OSE2_peak_9724 chrX_21006323_21006503 . . .
chrX 22302840 22302959 120 22302924 14 8.13469 4.83871 4.62873 OSE2_peak_9725 chrX_22302840_22302959 . ZNF645 .
chrX 23799775 23799894 120 23799811 14 7.5454 4.50166 4.10933 OSE2_peak_9726 chrX_23799775_23799894 . . SAT1
chrX 23805065 23805184 120 23805114 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9727 chrX_23805065_23805184 . SAT1 .
chrX 24098092 24098304 213 24098136 13 6.83089 4.25805 3.51473 OSE2_peak_9728 chrX_24098092_24098304 . EIF2S3 .
chrX 24166831 24167041 211 24166935 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9729 chrX_24166831_24167041 . . ZFX
chrX 24888381 24888506 126 24888450 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9730 chrX_24888381_24888506 POLA1 . .
chrX 26806526 26806687 162 26806685 16 5.14995 3.03286 2.20068 OSE2_peak_9731 chrX_26806526_26806687 . . .
chrX 29680011 29680461 451 29680386 21 11.53874 5.37275 7.65558 OSE2_peak_9732 chrX_29680011_29680461 IL1RAPL1 . .
chrX 29680863 29681323 461 29680969 27 15.16783 5.97753 10.99015 OSE2_peak_9733 chrX_29680863_29681323 IL1RAPL1 . .
chrX 30586347 30586466 120 30586402 22 16.14527 7.56953 11.90043 OSE2_peak_9734 chrX_30586347_30586466 CXorf21 . .
chrX 30720217 30720341 125 30720274 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9735 chrX_30720217_30720341 GK . .
chrX 31239328 31239569 242 31239421 27 18.28148 7.44056 13.90479 OSE2_peak_9736 chrX_31239328_31239569 DMD . .
chrX 34903172 34903323 152 34903213 18 6.37139 3.38967 3.16316 OSE2_peak_9737 chrX_34903172_34903323 . . .
chrX 36113755 36113892 138 36113792 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9738 chrX_36113755_36113892 CXorf59 . .
chrX 39595719 39595864 146 39595776 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9739 chrX_39595719_39595864 . . .
chrX 39667887 39668079 193 39667982 16 6.42522 3.62921 3.19943 OSE2_peak_9740 chrX_39667887_39668079 . . .
chrX 39767519 39767799 281 39767740 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9741 chrX_39767519_39767799 . . .
chrX 40768414 40768550 137 40768486 24 17.30322 7.68111 12.98257 OSE2_peak_9742 chrX_40768414_40768550 . . .
chrX 40881974 40882156 183 40882039 15 8.61872 4.93266 5.03669 OSE2_peak_9743 chrX_40881974_40882156 . . .
chrX 41005886 41006005 120 41005961 19 8.87053 4.40835 5.26704 OSE2_peak_9744 chrX_41005886_41006005 USP9X . .
chrX 41159535 41159654 120 41159621 14 7.84515 4.67213 4.36661 OSE2_peak_9745 chrX_41159535_41159654 . . .
chrX 41182997 41183193 197 41183114 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9746 chrX_41182997_41183193 . . DDX3X
chrX 41193667 41193977 311 41193906 18 11.52301 5.95906 7.6444 OSE2_peak_9747 chrX_41193667_41193977 DDX3X . .
chrX 41209991 41210145 155 41210097 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_9748 chrX_41209991_41210145 . DDX3X .
chrX 41210331 41210493 163 41210412 20 13.47074 6.58633 9.41682 OSE2_peak_9749 chrX_41210331_41210493 . DDX3X .
chrX 41211111 41211234 124 41211212 14 5.10984 3.20225 2.17937 OSE2_peak_9750 chrX_41211111_41211234 . DDX3X .
chrX 41386387 41386508 122 41386436 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_9751 chrX_41386387_41386508 CASK . .
chrX 43562686 43562938 253 43562850 26 18.1596 7.62259 13.7957 OSE2_peak_9752 chrX_43562686_43562938 MAOA . .
chrX 44732158 44732277 120 44732238 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9753 chrX_44732158_44732277 . DUSP21 KDM6A
chrX 45338511 45338681 171 45338582 38 30.26376 10.36364 25.35425 OSE2_peak_9754 chrX_45338511_45338681 . . .
chrX 45374810 45375260 451 45374979 23 14.34838 6.37762 10.22762 OSE2_peak_9755 chrX_45374810_45375260 . . .
chrX 45557221 45557353 133 45557263 20 10.9701 5.27081 7.13519 OSE2_peak_9756 chrX_45557221_45557353 . . .
chrX 45571468 45571625 158 45571532 21 11.62798 5.41661 7.73204 OSE2_peak_9757 chrX_45571468_45571625 . . .
chrX 45602312 45602516 205 45602408 15 7.87192 4.51709 4.3895 OSE2_peak_9758 chrX_45602312_45602516 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45602822 45603149 328 45603016 24 16.82962 7.42884 12.55087 OSE2_peak_9759 chrX_45602822_45603149 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45603283 45603406 124 45603382 13 6.58835 4.11956 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9760 chrX_45603283_45603406 . . MIR221;MIR222
chrX 45617756 45617944 189 45617855 30 16.99284 6.22622 12.69746 OSE2_peak_9761 chrX_45617756_45617944 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45629883 45630679 797 45630590 24 13.87926 5.94493 9.79998 OSE2_peak_9762 chrX_45629883_45630679 . MIR221;MIR222 .
chrX 45647886 45648053 168 45647983 17 9.26743 4.92796 5.60814 OSE2_peak_9763 chrX_45647886_45648053 . . .
chrX 46277353 46277472 120 46277459 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9764 chrX_46277353_46277472 . . ZNF673
chrX 47375701 47375884 184 47375789 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9765 chrX_47375701_47375884 . . .
chrX 48323673 48323816 144 48323714 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9766 chrX_48323673_48323816 SLC38A5 . FTSJ1
chrX 48345729 48346163 435 48345956 26 20.53818 8.88597 16.03977 OSE2_peak_9767 chrX_48345729_48346163 . FTSJ1;SLC38A5 PORCN
chrX 48432977 48433161 185 48433055 15 8.41451 4.81775 4.85507 OSE2_peak_9768 chrX_48432977_48433161 RBM3 TBC1D25 WDR13
chrX 48449803 48449970 168 48449890 16 8.17554 4.51748 4.65384 OSE2_peak_9769 chrX_48449803_48449970 . RBM3;TBC1D25 WDR13
chrX 49046857 49046997 141 49046908 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9770 chrX_49046857_49046997 SYP MAGIX;PLP2;PRICKLE3 CACNA1F
chrX 52963823 52964000 178 52963962 19 11.67127 5.82822 7.77234 OSE2_peak_9771 chrX_52963823_52964000 FAM156A;FAM156B . .
chrX 53254309 53254512 204 53254464 17 9.85736 5.2454 6.13089 OSE2_peak_9772 chrX_53254309_53254512 KDM5C . IQSEC2
chrX 54208711 54208849 139 54208783 16 9.28298 5.11886 5.62128 OSE2_peak_9773 chrX_54208711_54208849 FAM120C . WNK3
chrX 55793595 55793717 123 55793645 17 11.07508 5.92398 7.22275 OSE2_peak_9774 chrX_55793595_55793717 . RRAGB .
chrX 64897597 64897717 121 64897639 14 7.31339 4.37117 3.92735 OSE2_peak_9775 chrX_64897597_64897717 MSN . .
chrX 66839107 66839245 139 66839162 12 6.20219 4.04918 3.01435 OSE2_peak_9776 chrX_66839107_66839245 AR . .
chrX 67383203 67383358 156 67383271 19 12.02988 6.02219 8.10238 OSE2_peak_9777 chrX_67383203_67383358 OPHN1 . .
chrX 69658325 69658463 139 69658407 12 6.34773 4.13458 3.1435 OSE2_peak_9778 chrX_69658325_69658463 . GDPD2;KIF4A DLG3
chrX 71489774 71490004 231 71489838 18 9.2898 4.76883 5.62508 OSE2_peak_9779 chrX_71489774_71490004 . PIN4 RPS4X
chrX 71496919 71497042 124 71496951 22 13.76935 6.29683 9.69612 OSE2_peak_9780 chrX_71496919_71497042 RPS4X PIN4 CITED1
chrX 73071045 73071476 432 73071157 21 5.90411 2.95406 2.75758 OSE2_peak_9781 chrX_73071045_73071476 XIST TSIX .
chrX 77358973 77359119 147 77359042 17 10.90461 5.82723 7.08192 OSE2_peak_9782 chrX_77358973_77359119 MIR1256 . PGK1;TAF9B
chrX 96932565 96932747 183 96932684 12 6.59102 4.27843 3.31135 OSE2_peak_9783 chrX_96932565_96932747 MIR1256 . .
chrX 100249521 100249660 140 100249571 26 14.28479 5.76405 10.17391 OSE2_peak_9784 chrX_100249521_100249660 MIR1256 ARL13A TRMT2B
chrX 100428590 100428709 120 100428641 19 12.36942 6.20814 8.41551 OSE2_peak_9785 chrX_100428590_100428709 MIR1256 CENPI .
chrX 102407340 102407509 170 102407365 20 10.68393 5.12854 6.88469 OSE2_peak_9786 chrX_102407340_102407509 MIR1256 . .
chrX 103580386 103580638 253 103580620 14 7.57189 4.51664 4.13201 OSE2_peak_9787 chrX_103580386_103580638 . . .
chrX 104726978 104727274 297 104727184 26 17.66253 7.36963 13.32876 OSE2_peak_9788 chrX_104726978_104727274 IL1RAPL2 . .
chrX 105087835 105087954 120 105087881 11 5.78087 3.94932 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9789 chrX_105087835_105087954 NRK . .
chrX 106955710 106955829 120 106955764 12 6.34773 4.13458 3.1435 OSE2_peak_9790 chrX_106955710_106955829 . . TSC22D3
chrX 107552419 107552621 203 107552564 36 25.77564 8.7985 21.03804 OSE2_peak_9791 chrX_107552419_107552621 COL4A6 . .
chrX 109461928 109462061 134 109462004 18 10.43183 5.36404 6.64832 OSE2_peak_9792 chrX_109461928_109462061 AMMECR1 . SNORD96B
chrX 111880492 111880692 201 111880577 24 7.63403 3.35689 4.18487 OSE2_peak_9793 chrX_111880492_111880692 LHFPL1 . .
chrX 112569399 112569550 152 112569434 13 7.43258 4.60754 4.00432 OSE2_peak_9794 chrX_112569399_112569550 . . .
chrX 113742243 113742367 125 113742317 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9795 chrX_113742243_113742367 . . .
chrX 114739664 114739787 124 114739775 20 11.58094 5.58042 7.68622 OSE2_peak_9796 chrX_114739664_114739787 . . .
chrX 115403696 115403818 123 115403763 18 8.33065 4.29251 4.7805 OSE2_peak_9797 chrX_115403696_115403818 . . .
chrX 118897265 118897391 127 118897312 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9798 chrX_118897265_118897391 . SOWAHD RPL39;SNORA69
chrX 119806302 119806425 124 119806341 21 13.18994 6.211 9.16495 OSE2_peak_9799 chrX_119806302_119806425 . . .
chrX 122212806 122212925 120 122212884 16 10.12627 5.59487 6.36543 OSE2_peak_9800 chrX_122212806_122212925 FAM45B . .
chrX 133671477 133671644 168 133671560 19 8.57635 4.26966 4.99577 OSE2_peak_9801 chrX_133671477_133671644 . . ;MIR424;MIR450A1;MIR450A2;MIR450B;MIR503
chrX 134082844 134082998 155 134082926 18 12.04708 6.25309 8.11268 OSE2_peak_9802 chrX_134082844_134082998 . . .
chrX 138188438 138188614 177 138188512 14 8.30349 4.93665 4.7556 OSE2_peak_9803 chrX_138188438_138188614 FGF13 . .
chrX 138821383 138821556 174 138821466 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9804 chrX_138821383_138821556 ATP11C . .
chrX 138886420 138886539 120 138886442 11 5.76741 3.94123 2.66573 OSE2_peak_9805 chrX_138886420_138886539 ATP11C . .
chrX 140314899 140315020 122 140314921 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9806 chrX_140314899_140315020 . . SPANXC
chrX 141799764 141799925 162 141799841 38 25.78033 8.32584 21.03809 OSE2_peak_9807 chrX_141799764_141799925 . . .
chrX 142720918 142721050 133 142720976 19 10.69721 5.31469 6.88691 OSE2_peak_9808 chrX_142720918_142721050 SLITRK4 . .
chrX 151139272 151139403 132 151139351 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9809 chrX_151139272_151139403 GABRE MIR452 .
chrX 153575646 153575807 162 153575749 23 17.21776 7.89864 12.90784 OSE2_peak_9810 chrX_153575646_153575807 . TKTL1 FLNA
chrX 153576018 153576209 192 153576053 15 9.20193 5.26576 5.54681 OSE2_peak_9811 chrX_153576018_153576209 . TKTL1 FLNA
chrX 153599396 153599561 166 153599479 18 7.83717 4.05618 4.36193 OSE2_peak_9812 chrX_153599396_153599561 FLNA . EMD;RPL10;SNORA70
chrX 153627410 153627582 173 153627472 18 9.83436 5.04895 6.11288 OSE2_peak_9813 chrX_153627410_153627582 RPL10 EMD;FLNA ATP6AP1;DNASE1L1;SNORA70;TAZ
chrX 153629401 153629627 227 153629514 24 10.52538 4.4601 6.73284 OSE2_peak_9814 chrX_153629401_153629627 DNASE1L1;RPL10 EMD;FLNA;SNORA70 ATP6AP1;TAZ
chrX 153629752 153629890 139 153629814 19 13.04111 6.5822 9.02287 OSE2_peak_9815 chrX_153629752_153629890 DNASE1L1;RPL10 EMD;FLNA;SNORA70 ATP6AP1;TAZ
chrX 153961050 153961169 120 153961102 19 11.92031 5.96266 7.99706 OSE2_peak_9816 chrX_153961050_153961169 GAB3 . DKC1
chrX 154293697 154293831 135 154293731 14 6.61416 3.98602 3.31684 OSE2_peak_9817 chrX_154293697_154293831 H2AFB3;MIR1184‐1;MIR1184‐2;MIR FUNDC2 BRCC3




















































































shared_peak overlap(%) overlap(nt) OSE1_peak OSE1_peak_pos OSE1_peak_length OSE2_peak OSE2_peak_pos OSE2_peak_length shared_peak_coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
OSE_peak_1 100 249 OSE1_peak_1 chr1_9948_10196 249 OSE2_peak_1 chr1_9947_10201 249 chr1_9947_10201 . . WASH7P
OSE_peak_2 76.4706 169 OSE1_peak_2 chr1_1200337_1200557 221 OSE2_peak_5 chr1_1200279_1200505 221 chr1_1200279_1200557 UBE2J2 B3GALT6;FAM132A ACAP3;SCNN1D
OSE_peak_3 100 144 OSE1_peak_4 chr1_1617689_1617846 158 OSE2_peak_10 chr1_1617700_1617843 158 chr1_1617689_1617846 DK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E . CDK11A
OSE_peak_4 100 120 OSE1_peak_5 chr1_2166078_2166197 120 OSE2_peak_13 chr1_2166047_2166292 120 chr1_2166047_2166292 SKI C1orf86 .
OSE_peak_5 100 179 OSE1_peak_6 chr1_2457633_2457811 179 OSE2_peak_16 chr1_2457524_2457826 179 chr1_2457524_2457826 PANK4 PLCH2 LOC100133445;LOC115110;TNFRSF14
OSE_peak_6 100 152 OSE1_peak_11 chr1_7361135_7361286 152 OSE2_peak_22 chr1_7361055_7361306 152 chr1_7361055_7361306 CAMTA1 . .
OSE_peak_7 84.1935 261 OSE1_peak_16 chr1_8150443_8150752 310 OSE2_peak_29 chr1_8150346_8150703 310 chr1_8150346_8150752 . . .
OSE_peak_8 93.8144 364 OSE1_peak_18 chr1_8197838_8198225 388 OSE2_peak_30 chr1_8197782_8198201 388 chr1_8197782_8198225 . . .
OSE_peak_9 100 148 OSE1_peak_19 chr1_8257992_8258139 148 OSE2_peak_31 chr1_8257848_8258317 148 chr1_8257848_8258317 . . .
OSE_peak_10 100 120 OSE1_peak_20 chr1_8262383_8262502 120 OSE2_peak_32 chr1_8262278_8262510 120 chr1_8262278_8262510 . . .
OSE_peak_11 100 213 OSE1_peak_21 chr1_8272157_8272369 213 OSE2_peak_33 chr1_8271940_8272401 213 chr1_8271940_8272401 . . .
OSE_peak_12 94.4928 326 OSE1_peak_22 chr1_8686491_8686837 347 OSE2_peak_36 chr1_8686512_8686856 347 chr1_8686491_8686856 RERE . .
OSE_peak_13 100 209 OSE1_peak_24 chr1_8918169_8918377 209 OSE2_peak_40 chr1_8918085_8918562 209 chr1_8918085_8918562 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
OSE_peak_14 100 292 OSE1_peak_25 chr1_8919081_8919372 292 OSE2_peak_41 chr1_8918919_8919469 292 chr1_8918919_8919469 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
OSE_peak_15 75.5319 142 OSE1_peak_27 chr1_9293500_9293687 188 OSE2_peak_58 chr1_9293546_9293814 188 chr1_9293500_9293814 . . H6PD
OSE_peak_16 100 1147 OSE1_peak_30 chr1_11968166_11969312 1147 OSE2_peak_65 chr1_11968077_11969460 1147 chr1_11968077_11969460 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
OSE_peak_17 90.1961 414 OSE1_peak_31 chr1_11969491_11969983 493 OSE2_peak_66 chr1_11969570_11970028 493 chr1_11969491_11970028 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
OSE_peak_18 100 153 OSE1_peak_32 chr1_12135883_12136035 153 OSE2_peak_67 chr1_12135871_12136066 153 chr1_12135871_12136066 TNFRSF8 . .
OSE_peak_19 97.3333 219 OSE1_peak_36 chr1_12679048_12679272 225 OSE2_peak_71 chr1_12679054_12679306 225 chr1_12679048_12679306 . DHRS3 AADACL4
OSE_peak_20 54.1063 224 OSE1_peak_41 chr1_16470241_16470654 414 OSE2_peak_82 chr1_16470431_16471001 414 chr1_16470241_16471001 EPHA2 . .
OSE_peak_21 89.9648 511 OSE1_peak_42 chr1_16471504_16472071 568 OSE2_peak_83 chr1_16471253_16472014 568 chr1_16471253_16472071 EPHA2 . .
OSE_peak_22 100 142 OSE1_peak_43 chr1_16472361_16472502 142 OSE2_peak_84 chr1_16472151_16472506 142 chr1_16472151_16472506 EPHA2 . .
OSE_peak_23 100 170 OSE1_peak_44 chr1_16473577_16473746 170 OSE2_peak_85 chr1_16473390_16473899 170 chr1_16473390_16473899 EPHA2 . .
OSE_peak_24 100 231 OSE1_peak_45 chr1_16481277_16481552 276 OSE2_peak_87 chr1_16481316_16481546 276 chr1_16481277_16481552 EPHA2 . .
OSE_peak_25 81.8182 117 OSE1_peak_46 chr1_16500206_16500543 338 OSE2_peak_89 chr1_16500180_16500322 338 chr1_16500180_16500543 . EPHA2 ARHGEF19
OSE_peak_26 95.3191 224 OSE1_peak_47 chr1_16702058_16702344 287 OSE2_peak_92 chr1_16702121_16702355 287 chr1_16702058_16702355 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
OSE_peak_27 100 920 OSE1_peak_48 chr1_16839906_16840825 920 OSE2_peak_94 chr1_16839537_16840839 920 chr1_16839537_16840839 . CROCCP3 .
OSE_peak_28 100 692 OSE1_peak_49 chr1_17222689_17223380 692 OSE2_peak_96 chr1_17222673_17223405 692 chr1_17222673_17223405 . . CROCC
OSE_peak_29 98.4375 252 OSE1_peak_50 chr1_17223504_17223759 256 OSE2_peak_97 chr1_17223508_17223955 256 chr1_17223504_17223955 . . CROCC
OSE_peak_30 100 507 OSE1_peak_51 chr1_17231649_17232155 507 OSE2_peak_98 chr1_17231637_17232195 507 chr1_17231637_17232195 . . CROCC
OSE_peak_31 67.1756 176 OSE1_peak_52 chr1_17455028_17455289 262 OSE2_peak_101 chr1_17454886_17455203 262 chr1_17454886_17455289 . PADI2 .
OSE_peak_32 100 133 OSE1_peak_53 chr1_17494852_17494984 133 OSE2_peak_102 chr1_17494611_17495365 133 chr1_17494611_17495365 . . .
OSE_peak_33 100 180 OSE1_peak_54 chr1_17495145_17495324 180 OSE2_peak_102 chr1_17494611_17495365 180 chr1_17494611_17495365 . . .
OSE_peak_34 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_56 chr1_17560350_17560469 120 OSE2_peak_104 chr1_17560314_17560461 120 chr1_17560314_17560469 PADI1 . PADI3
OSE_peak_35 100 135 OSE1_peak_58 chr1_18193128_18193262 135 OSE2_peak_106 chr1_18193126_18193276 135 chr1_18193126_18193276 . . .
OSE_peak_36 60.9929 86 OSE1_peak_59 chr1_18201102_18201309 208 OSE2_peak_107 chr1_18201224_18201364 208 chr1_18201102_18201364 . . .
OSE_peak_37 86.9565 180 OSE1_peak_60 chr1_19336418_19336624 207 OSE2_peak_109 chr1_19336445_19336707 207 chr1_19336418_19336707 . . .
OSE_peak_38 85.3659 105 OSE1_peak_62 chr1_19978849_19978995 147 OSE2_peak_112 chr1_19978891_19979013 147 chr1_19978849_19979013 C1orf151‐NBL1;NBL1 MINOS1 HTR6;TMCO4
OSE_peak_39 99.0909 218 OSE1_peak_64 chr1_20928003_20928222 220 OSE2_peak_116 chr1_20928005_20928248 220 chr1_20928003_20928248 CDA . .
OSE_peak_40 100 193 OSE1_peak_65 chr1_20930815_20931007 193 OSE2_peak_117 chr1_20930760_20931067 193 chr1_20930760_20931067 CDA . PINK1
OSE_peak_41 100 148 OSE1_peak_67 chr1_21223463_21223610 148 OSE2_peak_120 chr1_21223460_21223640 148 chr1_21223460_21223640 EIF4G3 . .
OSE_peak_42 80 168 OSE1_peak_68 chr1_21651224_21651577 354 OSE2_peak_122 chr1_21651182_21651391 354 chr1_21651182_21651577 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
OSE_peak_43 58.4615 76 OSE1_peak_68 chr1_21651224_21651577 354 OSE2_peak_123 chr1_21651502_21651631 354 chr1_21651224_21651631 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
OSE_peak_44 100 162 OSE1_peak_70 chr1_22556170_22556333 164 OSE2_peak_132 chr1_22556170_22556331 164 chr1_22556170_22556333 . . .
OSE_peak_45 100 147 OSE1_peak_74 chr1_23345721_23345929 209 OSE2_peak_136 chr1_23345781_23345927 209 chr1_23345721_23345929 . LOC729059 KDM1A;MIR3115
OSE_peak_46 100 150 OSE1_peak_75 chr1_23426826_23427029 204 OSE2_peak_138 chr1_23426872_23427021 204 chr1_23426826_23427029 LUZP1 KDM1A .
OSE_peak_47 100 154 OSE1_peak_76 chr1_23523528_23523731 204 OSE2_peak_140 chr1_23523572_23523725 204 chr1_23523528_23523731 . HTR1D;LUZP1 .
OSE_peak_48 100 235 OSE1_peak_79 chr1_23882754_23882988 235 OSE2_peak_143 chr1_23882455_23884443 235 chr1_23882455_23884443 ID3 E2F2 .
OSE_peak_49 100 1056 OSE1_peak_80 chr1_23883115_23884170 1056 OSE2_peak_143 chr1_23882455_23884443 1056 chr1_23882455_23884443 ID3 E2F2 .
OSE_peak_50 100 126 OSE1_peak_82 chr1_23885217_23885342 126 OSE2_peak_144 chr1_23885050_23885357 126 chr1_23885050_23885357 ID3 E2F2 .
OSE_peak_51 99.422 172 OSE1_peak_83 chr1_23912161_23912333 173 OSE2_peak_148 chr1_23912162_23912390 173 chr1_23912161_23912390 . ID3 .
OSE_peak_52 91.6667 165 OSE1_peak_84 chr1_24592938_24593195 258 OSE2_peak_151 chr1_24592923_24593102 258 chr1_24592923_24593195 . . .
OSE_peak_53 88.8889 144 OSE1_peak_87 chr1_26324599_26324760 162 OSE2_peak_163 chr1_26324617_26324782 162 chr1_26324599_26324782 PAFAH2 . EXTL1
OSE_peak_54 100 195 OSE1_peak_91 chr1_27866881_27867075 195 OSE2_peak_174 chr1_27866862_27867102 195 chr1_27866862_27867102 AHDC1 . .
OSE_peak_55 100 528 OSE1_peak_92 chr1_28832663_28833190 528 OSE2_peak_175 chr1_28832554_28833596 528 chr1_28832554_28833596 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_56 100 198 OSE1_peak_93 chr1_28833294_28833491 198 OSE2_peak_175 chr1_28832554_28833596 198 chr1_28832554_28833596 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_57 99.2248 128 OSE1_peak_95 chr1_28834804_28834932 129 OSE2_peak_177 chr1_28834805_28834989 129 chr1_28834804_28834989 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_58 100 183 OSE1_peak_96 chr1_28835718_28835900 183 OSE2_peak_179 chr1_28835712_28837105 183 chr1_28835712_28837105 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_59 99.2424 1048 OSE1_peak_97 chr1_28836058_28837113 1056 OSE2_peak_179 chr1_28835712_28837105 1056 chr1_28835712_28837113 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_60 93.6681 429 OSE1_peak_98 chr1_28837226_28837683 458 OSE2_peak_180 chr1_28837255_28837772 458 chr1_28837226_28837772 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
OSE_peak_61 86.3501 291 OSE1_peak_101 chr1_28841550_28841952 403 OSE2_peak_184 chr1_28841504_28841840 403 chr1_28841504_28841952 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
OSE_peak_62 29.6 37 OSE1_peak_102 chr1_28842047_28842489 443 OSE2_peak_185 chr1_28841959_28842083 443 chr1_28841959_28842489 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
OSE_peak_63 88.843 215 OSE1_peak_102 chr1_28842047_28842489 443 OSE2_peak_186 chr1_28842275_28842516 443 chr1_28842047_28842516 RCC1 PHACTR4;SNHG3 .
OSE_peak_64 83.237 144 OSE1_peak_104 chr1_28969459_28969631 173 OSE2_peak_193 chr1_28969370_28969602 173 chr1_28969370_28969631 TAF12 . GMEB1;RNU11
OSE_peak_65 100 926 OSE1_peak_105 chr1_28975064_28975989 926 OSE2_peak_194 chr1_28975040_28976206 926 chr1_28975040_28976206 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
OSE_peak_66 15.8333 19 OSE1_peak_106 chr1_28976188_28976307 120 OSE2_peak_194 chr1_28975040_28976206 120 chr1_28975040_28976307 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
OSE_peak_67 100 262 OSE1_peak_108 chr1_31956324_31956649 326 OSE2_peak_206 chr1_31956337_31956598 326 chr1_31956324_31956649 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
OSE_peak_68 100 171 OSE1_peak_110 chr1_32155524_32155703 180 OSE2_peak_210 chr1_32155533_32155703 180 chr1_32155524_32155703 COL16A1 . .
OSE_peak_69 100 137 OSE1_peak_111 chr1_32166770_32166906 137 OSE2_peak_211 chr1_32166764_32166912 137 chr1_32166764_32166912 COL16A1 . BAI2
OSE_peak_70 85.0649 131 OSE1_peak_115 chr1_33564956_33565137 182 OSE2_peak_216 chr1_33564933_33565086 182 chr1_33564933_33565137 ADC . .
OSE_peak_71 68.5185 148 OSE1_peak_118 chr1_33812529_33812744 216 OSE2_peak_222 chr1_33812597_33812952 216 chr1_33812529_33812952 PHC2 MIR3605 .
OSE_peak_72 92.9775 331 OSE1_peak_119 chr1_33899393_33899748 356 OSE2_peak_223 chr1_33899363_33899723 356 chr1_33899363_33899748 . . .
OSE_peak_73 100 169 OSE1_peak_122 chr1_36714362_36714530 169 OSE2_peak_228 chr1_36714302_36714531 169 chr1_36714302_36714531 THRAP3 . .
OSE_peak_74 100 202 OSE1_peak_123 chr1_36816499_36816700 202 OSE2_peak_229 chr1_36816400_36816738 202 chr1_36816400_36816738 STK40 FAM176B;SH3D21 .
OSE_peak_75 97.2603 142 OSE1_peak_124 chr1_36840414_36840559 146 OSE2_peak_232 chr1_36840369_36840555 146 chr1_36840369_36840559 STK40 . LSM10
OSE_peak_76 91.2698 115 OSE1_peak_125 chr1_36852180_36852305 126 OSE2_peak_233 chr1_36852191_36852340 126 chr1_36852180_36852340 . STK40 LSM10
OSE_peak_77 93.6 117 OSE1_peak_128 chr1_39620865_39620989 125 OSE2_peak_241 chr1_39620854_39620981 125 chr1_39620854_39620989 MACF1 . .
OSE_peak_78 100 120 OSE1_peak_132 chr1_42367859_42367978 120 OSE2_peak_255 chr1_42367824_42368025 120 chr1_42367824_42368025 HIVEP3 . .
OSE_peak_79 85.1852 115 OSE1_peak_133 chr1_42688069_42688203 135 OSE2_peak_256 chr1_42688006_42688183 135 chr1_42688006_42688203 FOXJ3 . .
OSE_peak_80 100 183 OSE1_peak_134 chr1_43402924_43403106 183 OSE2_peak_260 chr1_43402826_43403129 183 chr1_43402826_43403129 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
OSE_peak_81 100 123 OSE1_peak_135 chr1_43406806_43406928 123 OSE2_peak_261 chr1_43406582_43407338 123 chr1_43406582_43407338 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
OSE_peak_82 100 136 OSE1_peak_136 chr1_43672664_43672799 136 OSE2_peak_262 chr1_43672472_43673116 136 chr1_43672472_43673116 WDR65 . .
OSE_peak_83 100 224 OSE1_peak_137 chr1_44300886_44301109 224 OSE2_peak_266 chr1_44300736_44301117 224 chr1_44300736_44301117 ST3GAL3 . .
OSE_peak_84 98.2514 899 OSE1_peak_138 chr1_45186710_45187636 927 OSE2_peak_271 chr1_45186694_45187608 927 chr1_45186694_45187636 C1orf228 . KIF2C
OSE_peak_85 100 996 OSE1_peak_139 chr1_45195879_45196874 996 OSE2_peak_272 chr1_45195736_45197090 996 chr1_45195736_45197090 . C1orf228 KIF2C
OSE_peak_86 86.7589 439 OSE1_peak_140 chr1_45273447_45273982 536 OSE2_peak_275 chr1_45273544_45274049 536 chr1_45273447_45274049 . S8;SNORD38A;SNORD BTBD19;PTCH2
OSE_peak_87 99.4949 788 OSE1_peak_141 chr1_45284914_45285705 792 OSE2_peak_278 chr1_45284918_45285909 792 chr1_45284914_45285909 PTCH2 TBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D .
OSE_peak_88 100 136 OSE1_peak_144 chr1_45712548_45712721 174 OSE2_peak_279 chr1_45712585_45712720 174 chr1_45712548_45712721 . . .
OSE_peak_89 100 129 OSE1_peak_148 chr1_46188619_46188806 188 OSE2_peak_284 chr1_46188673_46188801 188 chr1_46188619_46188806 IPP TMEM69 .
OSE_peak_90 100 148 OSE1_peak_149 chr1_46337890_46338037 148 OSE2_peak_285 chr1_46337844_46338238 148 chr1_46337844_46338238 MAST2 . .
OSE_peak_91 100 145 OSE1_peak_152 chr1_52156455_52156599 145 OSE2_peak_291 chr1_52156399_52156633 145 chr1_52156399_52156633 OSBPL9 . .
OSE_peak_92 82.5397 104 OSE1_peak_153 chr1_53135560_53135685 126 OSE2_peak_296 chr1_53135582_53135712 126 chr1_53135560_53135712 . FAM159A SELRC1
OSE_peak_93 98.5294 134 OSE1_peak_156 chr1_54304217_54304352 136 OSE2_peak_301 chr1_54304219_54304381 136 chr1_54304217_54304381 TMEM48 . YIPF1
OSE_peak_94 87.5648 169 OSE1_peak_162 chr1_55894817_55895183 367 OSE2_peak_305 chr1_55894793_55894985 367 chr1_55894793_55895183 . . .
OSE_peak_95 87.1795 136 OSE1_peak_163 chr1_56184710_56184865 156 OSE2_peak_307 chr1_56184521_56184845 156 chr1_56184521_56184865 . . .
OSE_peak_96 84.1667 101 OSE1_peak_164 chr1_57298153_57298272 120 OSE2_peak_308 chr1_57298134_57298253 120 chr1_57298134_57298272 . C1orf168 C8A
OSE_peak_97 96.6216 286 OSE1_peak_166 chr1_59228830_59229125 296 OSE2_peak_313 chr1_59228840_59229165 296 chr1_59228830_59229165 . . JUN;LOC100131060
OSE_peak_98 93.5484 116 OSE1_peak_169 chr1_59374998_59375122 125 OSE2_peak_319 chr1_59374990_59375113 125 chr1_59374990_59375122 . LOC100131060 .
OSE_peak_99 100 127 OSE1_peak_173 chr1_60598666_60598918 253 OSE2_peak_322 chr1_60598756_60598882 253 chr1_60598666_60598918 . . .
OSE_peak_100 87.7551 129 OSE1_peak_174 chr1_60637548_60637694 147 OSE2_peak_323 chr1_60637514_60637676 147 chr1_60637514_60637694 . . .
OSE_peak_101 77.0492 94 OSE1_peak_175 chr1_61037655_61037776 122 OSE2_peak_324 chr1_61037683_61037807 122 chr1_61037655_61037807 . . .
OSE_peak_102 100 229 OSE1_peak_176 chr1_64386272_64386544 273 OSE2_peak_331 chr1_64386287_64386515 273 chr1_64386272_64386544 ROR1 . .
OSE_peak_103 100 208 OSE1_peak_180 chr1_65363802_65364009 208 OSE2_peak_337 chr1_65363788_65364146 208 chr1_65363788_65364146 JAK1 . .
OSE_peak_104 95.7317 157 OSE1_peak_185 chr1_67030054_67030217 164 OSE2_peak_341 chr1_67030061_67030282 164 chr1_67030054_67030282 SGIP1 . .
OSE_peak_105 83.2298 134 OSE1_peak_186 chr1_67519711_67519982 272 OSE2_peak_342 chr1_67519684_67519844 272 chr1_67519684_67519982 SLC35D1 . .
OSE_peak_106 100 160 OSE1_peak_187 chr1_67526526_67526685 160 OSE2_peak_343 chr1_67526491_67526728 160 chr1_67526491_67526728 . SLC35D1 .
OSE_peak_107 100 120 OSE1_peak_188 chr1_68150839_68150958 120 OSE2_peak_344 chr1_68150826_68151035 120 chr1_68150826_68151035 GADD45A . GNG12
OSE_peak_108 100 190 OSE1_peak_190 chr1_68154431_68154620 190 OSE2_peak_346 chr1_68154276_68154805 190 chr1_68154276_68154805 . GADD45A GNG12
OSE_peak_109 100 129 OSE1_peak_193 chr1_68213502_68213630 129 OSE2_peak_347 chr1_68213502_68213680 129 chr1_68213502_68213680 GNG12 . .
OSE_peak_110 92.8571 182 OSE1_peak_194 chr1_69958096_69958294 199 OSE2_peak_353 chr1_69958113_69958308 199 chr1_69958096_69958308 . . .
OSE_peak_111 99.2063 125 OSE1_peak_195 chr1_72832240_72832409 170 OSE2_peak_356 chr1_72832239_72832364 170 chr1_72832239_72832409 . . .
OSE_peak_112 100 130 OSE1_peak_199 chr1_78148299_78148552 254 OSE2_peak_359 chr1_78148306_78148435 254 chr1_78148299_78148552 ZZZ3 . USP33
OSE_peak_113 100 309 OSE1_peak_200 chr1_78469921_78470229 309 OSE2_peak_364 chr1_78469902_78470308 309 chr1_78469902_78470308 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
OSE_peak_114 68.5393 122 OSE1_peak_201 chr1_78567254_78567449 196 OSE2_peak_368 chr1_78567328_78567505 196 chr1_78567254_78567505 GIPC2 . .
OSE_peak_115 67.7019 109 OSE1_peak_202 chr1_78567738_78567963 226 OSE2_peak_369 chr1_78567855_78568015 226 chr1_78567738_78568015 GIPC2 . .
OSE_peak_116 87.2881 206 OSE1_peak_203 chr1_79297518_79297755 238 OSE2_peak_373 chr1_79297488_79297723 238 chr1_79297488_79297755 . . .
OSE_peak_117 99.4505 181 OSE1_peak_206 chr1_81584408_81584589 182 OSE2_peak_377 chr1_81584373_81584588 182 chr1_81584373_81584589 . . .
OSE_peak_118 40.1316 61 OSE1_peak_207 chr1_81640612_81640866 255 OSE2_peak_378 chr1_81640521_81640672 255 chr1_81640521_81640866 . . .
OSE_peak_119 12.5874 18 OSE1_peak_215 chr1_86042491_86042633 143 OSE2_peak_391 chr1_86042242_86042508 143 chr1_86042242_86042633 DDAH1 . CYR61
OSE_peak_120 100 326 OSE1_peak_216 chr1_86043669_86043994 326 OSE2_peak_392 chr1_86043597_86044058 326 chr1_86043597_86044058 DDAH1 . CYR61
OSE_peak_121 100 1576 OSE1_peak_217 chr1_86046752_86048491 1740 OSE2_peak_395 chr1_86046781_86048356 1740 chr1_86046752_86048491 CYR61 DDAH1 .
OSE_peak_122 100 480 OSE1_peak_218 chr1_86048816_86049295 480 OSE2_peak_396 chr1_86048650_86050625 480 chr1_86048650_86050625 CYR61 DDAH1 .
OSE_peak_123 100 1093 OSE1_peak_219 chr1_86049405_86050497 1093 OSE2_peak_396 chr1_86048650_86050625 1093 chr1_86048650_86050625 CYR61 DDAH1 .
OSE_peak_124 100 464 OSE1_peak_220 chr1_86072801_86073264 464 OSE2_peak_397 chr1_86072801_86073293 464 chr1_86072801_86073293 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
OSE_peak_125 87.3016 110 OSE1_peak_223 chr1_90011240_90011365 126 OSE2_peak_404 chr1_90011256_90011418 126 chr1_90011240_90011418 LRRC8B . .
OSE_peak_126 72.0588 98 OSE1_peak_224 chr1_90071394_90071529 136 OSE2_peak_405 chr1_90071323_90071491 136 chr1_90071323_90071529 . LRRC8B FLJ27354;LRRC8C
OSE_peak_127 96.7742 240 OSE1_peak_225 chr1_90101839_90102086 248 OSE2_peak_406 chr1_90101847_90102107 248 chr1_90101839_90102107 LRRC8C FLJ27354 .
OSE_peak_128 100 131 OSE1_peak_227 chr1_90331745_90331875 131 OSE2_peak_407 chr1_90331703_90331956 131 chr1_90331703_90331956 LRRC8D . .
OSE_peak_129 32.2835 41 OSE1_peak_229 chr1_92197478_92197604 127 OSE2_peak_409 chr1_92197564_92197728 127 chr1_92197478_92197728 TGFBR3 . .
OSE_peak_130 100 170 OSE1_peak_230 chr1_92366196_92366365 170 OSE2_peak_410 chr1_92366195_92366383 170 chr1_92366195_92366383 TGFBR3 . .
OSE_peak_131 100 158 OSE1_peak_235 chr1_94158950_94159153 204 OSE2_peak_418 chr1_94158968_94159125 204 chr1_94158950_94159153 . BCAR3 .
OSE_peak_132 83.9888 299 OSE1_peak_236 chr1_94167166_94167521 356 OSE2_peak_419 chr1_94167009_94167464 356 chr1_94167009_94167521 . BCAR3 .
OSE_peak_133 96.875 155 OSE1_peak_239 chr1_94791309_94791670 362 OSE2_peak_424 chr1_94791516_94791675 362 chr1_94791309_94791675 . . .
OSE_peak_134 97.1429 272 OSE1_peak_241 chr1_95067899_95068260 362 OSE2_peak_425 chr1_95067989_95068268 362 chr1_95067899_95068268 . . .
OSE_peak_135 95.082 116 OSE1_peak_243 chr1_95501251_95501414 164 OSE2_peak_429 chr1_95501299_95501420 164 chr1_95501251_95501420 ALG14 . .
OSE_peak_136 96.0976 197 OSE1_peak_245 chr1_96775405_96775609 205 OSE2_peak_430 chr1_96775413_96775619 205 chr1_96775405_96775619 . . .
OSE_peak_137 100 173 OSE1_peak_246 chr1_96828232_96828541 310 OSE2_peak_431 chr1_96828232_96828404 310 chr1_96828232_96828541 . . .
OSE_peak_138 78.3333 94 OSE1_peak_247 chr1_96836580_96836699 120 OSE2_peak_432 chr1_96836515_96836673 120 chr1_96836515_96836699 . . .
OSE_peak_139 86.4407 153 OSE1_peak_248 chr1_98403650_98403826 177 OSE2_peak_435 chr1_98403626_98403802 177 chr1_98403626_98403826 . DPYD .
OSE_peak_140 96.8182 213 OSE1_peak_250 chr1_98552333_98552587 255 OSE2_peak_437 chr1_98552375_98552594 255 chr1_98552333_98552594 . . .
OSE_peak_141 73.5537 89 OSE1_peak_251 chr1_98789571_98789691 121 OSE2_peak_439 chr1_98789513_98789659 121 chr1_98789513_98789691 . . .
OSE_peak_142 62.2517 94 OSE1_peak_253 chr1_101093090_101093240 151 OSE2_peak_442 chr1_101092946_101093183 151 chr1_101092946_101093240 LOC100128787 . .
OSE_peak_143 100 120 OSE1_peak_254 chr1_101616354_101616473 120 OSE2_peak_445 chr1_101616346_101616585 120 chr1_101616346_101616585 . . .
OSE_peak_144 100 155 OSE1_peak_256 chr1_109128835_109128989 155 OSE2_peak_451 chr1_109128835_109129027 155 chr1_109128835_109129027 FAM102B . .
OSE_peak_145 77.1654 98 OSE1_peak_257 chr1_109642784_109642910 127 OSE2_peak_452 chr1_109642749_109642881 127 chr1_109642749_109642910 SCARNA2 TAF13;TMEM167B C1orf194;KIAA1324
OSE_peak_146 56.0209 107 OSE1_peak_261 chr1_112947116_112947313 198 OSE2_peak_461 chr1_112947032_112947222 198 chr1_112947032_112947313 CTTNBP2NL . .
OSE_peak_147 97.0588 132 OSE1_peak_263 chr1_113086744_113086901 158 OSE2_peak_462 chr1_113086770_113086905 158 chr1_113086744_113086905 ST7L WNT2B .
OSE_peak_148 86.3354 139 OSE1_peak_264 chr1_113498677_113498841 165 OSE2_peak_463 chr1_113498655_113498815 165 chr1_113498655_113498841 SLC16A1 . .
OSE_peak_149 100 137 OSE1_peak_265 chr1_113585024_113585160 137 OSE2_peak_465 chr1_113584930_113585251 137 chr1_113584930_113585251 . . .
OSE_peak_150 88.6719 227 OSE1_peak_266 chr1_115711275_115711592 318 OSE2_peak_469 chr1_115711366_115711621 318 chr1_115711275_115711621 . . .
OSE_peak_151 100 204 OSE1_peak_267 chr1_115722079_115722282 204 OSE2_peak_470 chr1_115722022_115722537 204 chr1_115722022_115722537 . . .
OSE_peak_152 100 125 OSE1_peak_270 chr1_116833068_116833192 125 OSE2_peak_472 chr1_116833052_116833208 125 chr1_116833052_116833208 . . .
OSE_peak_153 93.401 184 OSE1_peak_271 chr1_119822166_119822396 231 OSE2_peak_475 chr1_119822153_119822349 231 chr1_119822153_119822396 . . .
OSE_peak_154 99.4083 336 OSE1_peak_272 chr1_144534093_144534430 338 OSE2_peak_479 chr1_144534095_144534559 338 chr1_144534093_144534559OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA LOC728875 .
OSE_peak_155 76.2963 103 OSE1_peak_273 chr1_144540873_144541007 135 OSE2_peak_480 chr1_144540905_144541046 135 chr1_144540873_144541046OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA LOC728875 .
OSE_peak_156 100 121 OSE1_peak_274 chr1_144891728_144892037 310 OSE2_peak_481 chr1_144891894_144892014 310 chr1_144891728_144892037 8855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A; . .
OSE_peak_157 49.5763 117 OSE1_peak_275 chr1_145015224_145015459 236 OSE2_peak_484 chr1_145015095_145015340 236 chr1_145015095_145015459 8855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A; . .
OSE_peak_158 59.5556 134 OSE1_peak_276 chr1_145074019_145074243 225 OSE2_peak_485 chr1_145073915_145074152 225 chr1_145073915_145074243 8855;PDE4DIP;PPIAL4A; . SEC22B
OSE_peak_159 100 188 OSE1_peak_277 chr1_145083581_145083828 248 OSE2_peak_486 chr1_145083601_145083788 248 chr1_145083581_145083828OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA PDE4DIP SEC22B
OSE_peak_160 100 280 OSE1_peak_278 chr1_145092581_145092931 351 OSE2_peak_488 chr1_145092587_145092866 351 chr1_145092581_145092931OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA PDE4DIP SEC22B
OSE_peak_161 96.8468 215 OSE1_peak_279 chr1_145114585_145114824 240 OSE2_peak_489 chr1_145114610_145114831 240 chr1_145114585_145114831 8855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B; . .
OSE_peak_162 99.2537 532 OSE1_peak_280 chr1_145382698_145383291 594 OSE2_peak_492 chr1_145382760_145383295 594 chr1_145382698_145383295OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA NBPF10 HFE2
OSE_peak_163 79.4872 124 OSE1_peak_281 chr1_145438387_145438542 156 OSE2_peak_493 chr1_145438419_145438614 156 chr1_145438387_145438614 28855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B HFE2 POLR3GL
OSE_peak_164 100 486 OSE1_peak_284 chr1_145442826_145443311 486 OSE2_peak_494 chr1_145442745_145443336 486 chr1_145442745_145443336OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
OSE_peak_165 100 122 OSE1_peak_285 chr1_146556087_146556268 182 OSE2_peak_498 chr1_146556114_146556235 182 chr1_146556087_146556268 ;NBPF11;NBPF24;PDZK . .
OSE_peak_166 100 172 OSE1_peak_286 chr1_147735727_147736041 315 OSE2_peak_500 chr1_147735774_147735945 315 chr1_147735727_147736041OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA . .
OSE_peak_167 100 131 OSE1_peak_287 chr1_147806735_147806865 131 OSE2_peak_501 chr1_147806519_147806911 131 chr1_147806519_147806911OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIA . .
OSE_peak_168 100 167 OSE1_peak_288 chr1_147994111_147994291 181 OSE2_peak_502 chr1_147994121_147994287 181 chr1_147994111_147994291 8855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P . NBPF14
OSE_peak_169 100 366 OSE1_peak_289 chr1_148241474_148241839 366 OSE2_peak_503 chr1_148241425_148242051 366 chr1_148241425_148242051 AL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;P . .
OSE_peak_170 98.773 161 OSE1_peak_290 chr1_148604834_148605006 173 OSE2_peak_504 chr1_148604846_148605008 173 chr1_148604834_148605008 PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL NBPF15 .
OSE_peak_171 97.0519 823 OSE1_peak_291 chr1_149223277_149224153 877 OSE2_peak_505 chr1_149223331_149224178 877 chr1_149223277_149224178 8855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;P . .
OSE_peak_172 100 146 OSE1_peak_293 chr1_149858899_149859136 238 OSE2_peak_509 chr1_149858961_149859106 238 chr1_149858899_149859136 HIST2H2AB;HIST2H2ACH2BE;HIST2H4A;HIST BOLA1;SV2A
OSE_peak_173 66.4 83 OSE1_peak_296 chr1_150577298_150577462 165 OSE2_peak_524 chr1_150577380_150577504 165 chr1_150577298_150577504 . MCL1 ENSA
OSE_peak_174 100 230 OSE1_peak_297 chr1_150854202_150854431 230 OSE2_peak_528 chr1_150854185_150854433 230 chr1_150854185_150854433 . ARNT .
OSE_peak_175 100 154 OSE1_peak_298 chr1_151138374_151138527 154 OSE2_peak_531 chr1_151138366_151138579 154 chr1_151138366_151138579 D1;SCNM1;TNFAIP8L2‐SSEMA6C;TNFAIP8L2 TMOD4;VPS72
OSE_peak_176 100 120 OSE1_peak_299 chr1_151167901_151168020 120 OSE2_peak_532 chr1_151167858_151168067 120 chr1_151167858_151168067 . 1;TMOD4;TNFAIP8L2 PIP5K1A
OSE_peak_177 100 122 OSE1_peak_302 chr1_151467362_151467483 122 OSE2_peak_535 chr1_151467351_151467492 122 chr1_151467351_151467492 . . CGN
OSE_peak_178 94.5783 157 OSE1_peak_304 chr1_152022216_152022381 166 OSE2_peak_537 chr1_152022225_152022417 166 chr1_152022216_152022417 . S100A11 .
OSE_peak_179 100 138 OSE1_peak_305 chr1_152135463_152135600 138 OSE2_peak_538 chr1_152135433_152135612 138 chr1_152135433_152135612 . RPTN .
OSE_peak_180 100 137 OSE1_peak_306 chr1_153506433_153506569 137 OSE2_peak_543 chr1_153506182_153506774 137 chr1_153506182_153506774 . . 0A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
OSE_peak_181 60.8333 73 OSE1_peak_307 chr1_153506702_153506821 120 OSE2_peak_543 chr1_153506182_153506774 120 chr1_153506182_153506821 . . 0A2;S100A3;S100A4;S100A5;S100A6
OSE_peak_182 48.4848 64 OSE1_peak_308 chr1_153581291_153581422 132 OSE2_peak_547 chr1_153581359_153581568 132 chr1_153581291_153581568 S100A16 . HTOP;S100A1;S100A13;S100A14
OSE_peak_183 100 286 OSE1_peak_310 chr1_153930987_153931272 286 OSE2_peak_549 chr1_153930900_153931291 286 chr1_153930900_153931291 CRTC2 DENND4B CREB3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC39A1
OSE_peak_184 89.8649 133 OSE1_peak_312 chr1_153963174_153963469 296 OSE2_peak_550 chr1_153963337_153963484 296 chr1_153963174_153963484 RPS27 B3L4;JTB;RAB13;SLC3 NUP210L
OSE_peak_185 100 143 OSE1_peak_314 chr1_154378604_154378746 143 OSE2_peak_552 chr1_154378532_154378860 143 chr1_154378532_154378860 IL6R . .
OSE_peak_186 97.973 145 OSE1_peak_315 chr1_154390860_154391049 190 OSE2_peak_553 chr1_154390857_154391004 190 chr1_154390857_154391049 IL6R . .
OSE_peak_187 100 163 OSE1_peak_316 chr1_154934152_154934582 431 OSE2_peak_556 chr1_154934255_154934417 431 chr1_154934152_154934582 PYGO2 PBXIP1;PMVK CKS1B;FLAD1;MIR4258;SHC1
OSE_peak_188 97.6415 207 OSE1_peak_317 chr1_154945411_154945736 326 OSE2_peak_558 chr1_154945406_154945617 326 chr1_154945406_154945736 SHC1 PBXIP1;PYGO2 S1B;FLAD1;LENEP;MIR4258;ZBTB7B
OSE_peak_189 98.2558 169 OSE1_peak_320 chr1_155214533_155214704 172 OSE2_peak_562 chr1_155214536_155214744 172 chr1_155214533_155214744 GBA GBAP1 CLK2;FAM189B;SCAMP3
OSE_peak_190 100 125 OSE1_peak_321 chr1_156056153_156056277 125 OSE2_peak_569 chr1_156056142_156056366 125 chr1_156056142_156056366 . MTOR2;MEX3A;RAB LMNA
OSE_peak_191 97.2561 319 OSE1_peak_325 chr1_156736979_156737306 328 OSE2_peak_575 chr1_156736988_156737496 328 chr1_156736979_156737496 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
OSE_peak_192 100 242 OSE1_peak_326 chr1_159399264_159399536 273 OSE2_peak_582 chr1_159399272_159399513 273 chr1_159399264_159399536 . . OR10J1
OSE_peak_193 100 148 OSE1_peak_327 chr1_159568072_159568219 148 OSE2_peak_584 chr1_159568020_159568255 148 chr1_159568020_159568255 . APCS .
OSE_peak_194 90.1869 193 OSE1_peak_328 chr1_159721972_159722185 214 OSE2_peak_585 chr1_159721993_159722298 214 chr1_159721972_159722298 . . DUSP23
OSE_peak_195 100 502 OSE1_peak_329 chr1_159894491_159894992 502 OSE2_peak_590 chr1_159894457_159895306 502 chr1_159894457_159895306 TAGLN2 CCDC19 IGSF9;SLAMF9
OSE_peak_196 39.8374 49 OSE1_peak_330 chr1_159966632_159966806 175 OSE2_peak_591 chr1_159966558_159966680 175 chr1_159966558_159966806 . LOC100505633 .
OSE_peak_197 100 140 OSE1_peak_333 chr1_162660813_162661010 198 OSE2_peak_599 chr1_162660834_162660973 198 chr1_162660813_162661010 DDR2 . .
OSE_peak_198 100 160 OSE1_peak_335 chr1_164736738_164736897 160 OSE2_peak_605 chr1_164736705_164736946 160 chr1_164736705_164736946 PBX1 . LOC100505795
OSE_peak_199 100 192 OSE1_peak_336 chr1_165868104_165868295 192 OSE2_peak_611 chr1_165868073_165868321 192 chr1_165868073_165868321 UCK2 . MIR3658
OSE_peak_200 86.9318 153 OSE1_peak_337 chr1_166913854_166914037 184 OSE2_peak_612 chr1_166913831_166914006 184 chr1_166913831_166914037 ILDR2 . .
OSE_peak_201 100 185 OSE1_peak_338 chr1_167789351_167789535 185 OSE2_peak_616 chr1_167789298_167789582 185 chr1_167789298_167789582 ADCY10 MPZL1 .
OSE_peak_202 100 120 OSE1_peak_339 chr1_169645349_169645468 120 OSE2_peak_618 chr1_169645216_169645526 120 chr1_169645216_169645526 . . SELL
OSE_peak_203 80.5714 141 OSE1_peak_341 chr1_172224107_172224297 191 OSE2_peak_623 chr1_172224157_172224331 191 chr1_172224107_172224331 DNM3 . .
OSE_peak_204 100 211 OSE1_peak_342 chr1_172291545_172291755 211 OSE2_peak_624 chr1_172291513_172292018 211 chr1_172291513_172292018 DNM3 . .
OSE_peak_205 100 177 OSE1_peak_344 chr1_172715635_172715811 177 OSE2_peak_627 chr1_172715563_172715819 177 chr1_172715563_172715819 . . .
OSE_peak_206 62.0482 103 OSE1_peak_345 chr1_172828343_172828542 200 OSE2_peak_628 chr1_172828440_172828605 200 chr1_172828343_172828605 . . .
OSE_peak_207 100 145 OSE1_peak_348 chr1_173830746_173831078 333 OSE2_peak_631 chr1_173830885_173831029 333 chr1_173830746_173831078 . DARS2 4;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78
OSE_peak_208 100 299 OSE1_peak_349 chr1_173831274_173831572 299 OSE2_peak_632 chr1_173831214_173831880 299 chr1_173831214_173831880 . DARS2 4;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78
OSE_peak_209 24.0896 86 OSE1_peak_350 chr1_173831795_173832151 357 OSE2_peak_632 chr1_173831214_173831880 357 chr1_173831214_173832151 . DARS2 4;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78
OSE_peak_210 55.5556 145 OSE1_peak_350 chr1_173831795_173832151 357 OSE2_peak_633 chr1_173832007_173832267 357 chr1_173831795_173832267 . DARS2 4;SNORD75;SNORD76;SNORD77;SNORD78
OSE_peak_211 100 128 OSE1_peak_352 chr1_173836686_173836813 128 OSE2_peak_637 chr1_173836501_173837186 128 chr1_173836501_173837186 GAS5;SNORD74 ORD75;SNORD76;SNO ZBTB37
OSE_peak_212 100 174 OSE1_peak_353 chr1_173836981_173837154 174 OSE2_peak_637 chr1_173836501_173837186 174 chr1_173836501_173837186 GAS5;SNORD74 ORD75;SNORD76;SNO ZBTB37
OSE_peak_213 64.1667 77 OSE1_peak_355 chr1_174758240_174758359 120 OSE2_peak_641 chr1_174758283_174758406 120 chr1_174758240_174758406 RABGAP1L . .
OSE_peak_214 92.2018 201 OSE1_peak_356 chr1_178208010_178208227 218 OSE2_peak_643 chr1_178208027_178208359 218 chr1_178208010_178208359 RASAL2 . .
OSE_peak_215 100 149 OSE1_peak_358 chr1_178653999_178654147 149 OSE2_peak_645 chr1_178653993_178654162 149 chr1_178653993_178654162 . MIR4424 .
OSE_peak_216 100 384 OSE1_peak_361 chr1_179777120_179777563 444 OSE2_peak_647 chr1_179777179_179777562 444 chr1_179777120_179777563 FAM163A . .
OSE_peak_217 73.6842 112 OSE1_peak_368 chr1_183029735_183029946 212 OSE2_peak_657 chr1_183029835_183029986 212 chr1_183029735_183029986 LAMC1 . .
OSE_peak_218 75.8065 94 OSE1_peak_369 chr1_183249169_183249292 124 OSE2_peak_660 chr1_183249112_183249262 124 chr1_183249112_183249292 NMNAT2 . .
OSE_peak_219 83.2579 184 OSE1_peak_370 chr1_183601293_183601513 221 OSE2_peak_662 chr1_183601330_183601593 221 chr1_183601293_183601593 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
OSE_peak_220 100 129 OSE1_peak_371 chr1_183811731_183811859 129 OSE2_peak_663 chr1_183811639_183811888 129 chr1_183811639_183811888 RGL1 . .
OSE_peak_221 44.1667 53 OSE1_peak_372 chr1_184026217_184026378 162 OSE2_peak_665 chr1_184026150_184026269 162 chr1_184026150_184026378 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
OSE_peak_222 100 219 OSE1_peak_373 chr1_184836252_184836470 219 OSE2_peak_667 chr1_184836238_184836515 219 chr1_184836238_184836515 FAM129A . .
OSE_peak_223 100 224 OSE1_peak_374 chr1_185410856_185411079 224 OSE2_peak_669 chr1_185410814_185411131 224 chr1_185410814_185411131 . . .
OSE_peak_224 98.5366 202 OSE1_peak_375 chr1_185940877_185941081 205 OSE2_peak_670 chr1_185940880_185941107 205 chr1_185940877_185941107 HMCN1 . .
OSE_peak_225 100 260 OSE1_peak_378 chr1_186762173_186762432 260 OSE2_peak_674 chr1_186762153_186762442 260 chr1_186762153_186762442 . . .
OSE_peak_226 84.3243 156 OSE1_peak_381 chr1_188676000_188676189 190 OSE2_peak_677 chr1_188676034_188676218 190 chr1_188676000_188676218 . . .
OSE_peak_227 98.6207 143 OSE1_peak_384 chr1_190992157_190992301 145 OSE2_peak_680 chr1_190992143_190992299 145 chr1_190992143_190992301 . . .
OSE_peak_228 84.4311 141 OSE1_peak_385 chr1_192074126_192074303 178 OSE2_peak_682 chr1_192074163_192074329 178 chr1_192074126_192074329 . . .
OSE_peak_229 95.7198 246 OSE1_peak_386 chr1_192117370_192117626 257 OSE2_peak_683 chr1_192117381_192117658 257 chr1_192117370_192117658 . . RGS18
OSE_peak_230 100 138 OSE1_peak_387 chr1_192455027_192455196 170 OSE2_peak_684 chr1_192455030_192455167 170 chr1_192455027_192455196 . . .
OSE_peak_231 100 127 OSE1_peak_388 chr1_192671428_192671631 204 OSE2_peak_687 chr1_192671477_192671603 204 chr1_192671428_192671631 . . .
OSE_peak_232 100 154 OSE1_peak_393 chr1_197143358_197143511 154 OSE2_peak_695 chr1_197143339_197143534 154 chr1_197143339_197143534 ZBTB41 ASPM .
OSE_peak_233 100 134 OSE1_peak_395 chr1_198462099_198462248 150 OSE2_peak_699 chr1_198462099_198462232 150 chr1_198462099_198462248 . . .
OSE_peak_234 100 156 OSE1_peak_396 chr1_198638335_198638490 156 OSE2_peak_701 chr1_198638300_198638594 156 chr1_198638300_198638594 PTPRC . .
OSE_peak_235 100 121 OSE1_peak_397 chr1_198745873_198746040 168 OSE2_peak_702 chr1_198745918_198746038 168 chr1_198745873_198746040 . PTPRC .
OSE_peak_236 100 151 OSE1_peak_398 chr1_198850454_198850630 177 OSE2_peak_703 chr1_198850475_198850625 177 chr1_198850454_198850630 LOC100131234 MIR181A1;MIR181B1 .
OSE_peak_237 100 126 OSE1_peak_399 chr1_199711809_199711934 126 OSE2_peak_707 chr1_199711789_199711940 126 chr1_199711789_199711940 . . .
OSE_peak_238 76.3158 145 OSE1_peak_400 chr1_200045377_200045566 190 OSE2_peak_710 chr1_200045422_200045664 190 chr1_200045377_200045664 NR5A2 . .
OSE_peak_239 100 128 OSE1_peak_402 chr1_200385172_200385299 128 OSE2_peak_712 chr1_200385157_200385308 128 chr1_200385157_200385308 . ZNF281 .
OSE_peak_240 85.7143 156 OSE1_peak_403 chr1_200398468_200398649 182 OSE2_peak_713 chr1_200398412_200398623 182 chr1_200398412_200398649 . ZNF281 .
OSE_peak_241 95.0617 154 OSE1_peak_405 chr1_201458463_201458624 162 OSE2_peak_717 chr1_201458471_201458642 162 chr1_201458463_201458642 CSRP1 PHLDA3 .
OSE_peak_242 94.7619 199 OSE1_peak_406 chr1_201521055_201521264 210 OSE2_peak_719 chr1_201521066_201521299 210 chr1_201521055_201521299 . . .
OSE_peak_243 79.1667 95 OSE1_peak_408 chr1_201682707_201682826 120 OSE2_peak_720 chr1_201682732_201682922 120 chr1_201682707_201682922 NAV1 . .
OSE_peak_244 98.1818 162 OSE1_peak_411 chr1_201720181_201720345 165 OSE2_peak_723 chr1_201720184_201720365 165 chr1_201720181_201720365 NAV1 . .
OSE_peak_245 95 114 OSE1_peak_417 chr1_202252558_202252726 169 OSE2_peak_727 chr1_202252613_202252732 169 chr1_202252558_202252732 LGR6 . .
OSE_peak_246 95.3488 123 OSE1_peak_418 chr1_202584770_202584898 129 OSE2_peak_729 chr1_202584776_202584924 129 chr1_202584770_202584924 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
OSE_peak_247 87.5472 232 OSE1_peak_419 chr1_203506113_203506377 265 OSE2_peak_731 chr1_203506016_203506344 265 chr1_203506016_203506377 . OPTC .
OSE_peak_248 100 161 OSE1_peak_420 chr1_203527508_203527668 161 OSE2_peak_732 chr1_203527479_203527710 161 chr1_203527479_203527710 . . .
OSE_peak_249 100 170 OSE1_peak_421 chr1_203858645_203858814 170 OSE2_peak_734 chr1_203858593_203858861 170 chr1_203858593_203858861 . SNRPE .
OSE_peak_250 97.5806 121 OSE1_peak_422 chr1_204140901_204141024 124 OSE2_peak_736 chr1_204140904_204141206 124 chr1_204140901_204141206 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
OSE_peak_251 80 128 OSE1_peak_424 chr1_205267695_205267854 160 OSE2_peak_741 chr1_205267635_205267822 160 chr1_205267635_205267854 . TMCC2 NUAK2
OSE_peak_252 100 173 OSE1_peak_425 chr1_205270607_205270779 173 OSE2_peak_742 chr1_205270584_205270800 173 chr1_205270584_205270800 . TMCC2 NUAK2
OSE_peak_253 100 210 OSE1_peak_427 chr1_207180814_207181023 210 OSE2_peak_748 chr1_207180790_207181051 210 chr1_207180790_207181051 . . C1orf116
OSE_peak_254 100 136 OSE1_peak_429 chr1_207484576_207484711 136 OSE2_peak_751 chr1_207484570_207484787 136 chr1_207484570_207484787 . . CD55
OSE_peak_255 98.7342 156 OSE1_peak_430 chr1_208380952_208381109 158 OSE2_peak_756 chr1_208380875_208381107 158 chr1_208380875_208381109 PLXNA2 . .
OSE_peak_256 87.0813 182 OSE1_peak_433 chr1_209830547_209830800 254 OSE2_peak_759 chr1_209830520_209830728 254 chr1_209830520_209830800 . LAMB3 G0S2;HSD11B1
OSE_peak_257 100 128 OSE1_peak_435 chr1_209850314_209850441 128 OSE2_peak_760 chr1_209850296_209850518 128 chr1_209850296_209850518 . G0S2;LAMB3 HSD11B1
OSE_peak_258 100 140 OSE1_peak_436 chr1_210013312_210013471 160 OSE2_peak_761 chr1_210013326_210013465 160 chr1_210013312_210013471 DIEXF . .
OSE_peak_259 100 134 OSE1_peak_437 chr1_210412739_210412872 134 OSE2_peak_763 chr1_210412696_210412923 134 chr1_210412696_210412923 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
OSE_peak_260 100 1180 OSE1_peak_438 chr1_210546445_210547624 1180 OSE2_peak_764 chr1_210546300_210547624 1180 chr1_210546300_210547624 HHAT . .
OSE_peak_261 100 166 OSE1_peak_439 chr1_211431777_211432005 229 OSE2_peak_765 chr1_211431812_211431977 229 chr1_211431777_211432005 . . RCOR3
OSE_peak_262 84.4262 103 OSE1_peak_440 chr1_211432395_211432516 122 OSE2_peak_766 chr1_211432321_211432497 122 chr1_211432321_211432516 . . RCOR3
OSE_peak_263 100 151 OSE1_peak_441 chr1_211725074_211725224 151 OSE2_peak_768 chr1_211725008_211725253 151 chr1_211725008_211725253 . . SLC30A1
OSE_peak_264 78.2258 97 OSE1_peak_443 chr1_213374918_213375041 124 OSE2_peak_772 chr1_213374886_213375014 124 chr1_213374886_213375041 RPS6KC1 . .
OSE_peak_265 82.9412 141 OSE1_peak_444 chr1_214650401_214650570 170 OSE2_peak_776 chr1_214650316_214650541 170 chr1_214650316_214650570 PTPN14 . .
OSE_peak_266 100 167 OSE1_peak_447 chr1_215016221_215016416 196 OSE2_peak_779 chr1_215016231_215016397 196 chr1_215016221_215016416 . . .
OSE_peak_267 99.4475 180 OSE1_peak_448 chr1_215038364_215038544 181 OSE2_peak_780 chr1_215038184_215038543 181 chr1_215038184_215038544 . . .
OSE_peak_268 94.0741 127 OSE1_peak_449 chr1_215164050_215164190 141 OSE2_peak_781 chr1_215164064_215164198 141 chr1_215164050_215164198 . . KCNK2
OSE_peak_269 90.2256 120 OSE1_peak_450 chr1_215175933_215176090 158 OSE2_peak_782 chr1_215175920_215176052 158 chr1_215175920_215176090 . . KCNK2
OSE_peak_270 100 229 OSE1_peak_451 chr1_215649569_215649797 229 OSE2_peak_785 chr1_215649534_215649858 229 chr1_215649534_215649858 . . .
OSE_peak_271 97.6923 127 OSE1_peak_456 chr1_218518706_218518861 156 OSE2_peak_787 chr1_218518735_218518864 156 chr1_218518706_218518864 LOC728463;TGFB2 RRP15 .
OSE_peak_272 100 134 OSE1_peak_458 chr1_218550757_218550890 134 OSE2_peak_790 chr1_218550722_218550908 134 chr1_218550722_218550908 TGFB2 . .
OSE_peak_273 100 193 OSE1_peak_459 chr1_218653663_218653855 193 OSE2_peak_791 chr1_218653641_218653859 193 chr1_218653641_218653859 . . .
OSE_peak_274 96.7308 503 OSE1_peak_460 chr1_218879268_218879787 520 OSE2_peak_795 chr1_218879285_218879808 520 chr1_218879268_218879808 . . .
OSE_peak_275 100 138 OSE1_peak_464 chr1_221271187_221271324 138 OSE2_peak_803 chr1_221271064_221271471 138 chr1_221271064_221271471 . . .
OSE_peak_276 100 198 OSE1_peak_465 chr1_221613385_221613634 250 OSE2_peak_805 chr1_221613410_221613607 250 chr1_221613385_221613634 . . .
OSE_peak_277 100 156 OSE1_peak_466 chr1_221891975_221892130 156 OSE2_peak_806 chr1_221891703_221892178 156 chr1_221891703_221892178 DUSP10 . .
OSE_peak_278 94.0741 127 OSE1_peak_469 chr1_221983882_221984062 181 OSE2_peak_807 chr1_221983936_221984070 181 chr1_221983882_221984070 . . .
OSE_peak_279 95.4839 148 OSE1_peak_470 chr1_222042428_222042582 155 OSE2_peak_809 chr1_222042366_222042575 155 chr1_222042366_222042582 . . .
OSE_peak_280 93.4641 143 OSE1_peak_471 chr1_222065172_222065324 153 OSE2_peak_810 chr1_222065182_222065403 153 chr1_222065172_222065403 . . .
OSE_peak_281 100 179 OSE1_peak_472 chr1_222131556_222131813 258 OSE2_peak_811 chr1_222131591_222131769 258 chr1_222131556_222131813 . . .
OSE_peak_282 84.1667 101 OSE1_peak_473 chr1_223168674_223168793 120 OSE2_peak_815 chr1_223168652_223168774 120 chr1_223168652_223168793 DISP1 . .
OSE_peak_283 100 133 OSE1_peak_474 chr1_223894910_223895042 133 OSE2_peak_820 chr1_223894880_223895131 133 chr1_223894880_223895131 CAPN2 . .
OSE_peak_284 77.1429 108 OSE1_peak_476 chr1_224235382_224235521 140 OSE2_peak_824 chr1_224235344_224235489 140 chr1_224235344_224235521 . . .
OSE_peak_285 100 147 OSE1_peak_477 chr1_224752936_224753082 147 OSE2_peak_831 chr1_224752933_224753123 147 chr1_224752933_224753123 . . .
OSE_peak_286 97.8261 270 OSE1_peak_479 chr1_225887981_225888278 298 OSE2_peak_833 chr1_225888009_225888284 298 chr1_225887981_225888284 . . .
OSE_peak_287 100 252 OSE1_peak_482 chr1_226966363_226966614 252 OSE2_peak_837 chr1_226966343_226966617 252 chr1_226966343_226966617 . . .
OSE_peak_288 100 130 OSE1_peak_484 chr1_227619743_227619872 130 OSE2_peak_840 chr1_227619688_227619907 130 chr1_227619688_227619907 . . .
OSE_peak_289 72.7848 115 OSE1_peak_486 chr1_228672908_228673112 205 OSE2_peak_843 chr1_228672865_228673022 205 chr1_228672865_228673112 . H2A;HIST3H2BB;MIR RNF187
OSE_peak_290 100 142 OSE1_peak_488 chr1_229327969_229328110 142 OSE2_peak_846 chr1_229327945_229328113 142 chr1_229327945_229328113 . . .
OSE_peak_291 100 227 OSE1_peak_492 chr1_230240538_230240764 227 OSE2_peak_848 chr1_230240453_230240784 227 chr1_230240453_230240784 GALNT2 . .
OSE_peak_292 39.1667 47 OSE1_peak_493 chr1_231275906_231276036 131 OSE2_peak_851 chr1_231275833_231275952 131 chr1_231275833_231276036 . . TRIM67
OSE_peak_293 98.3146 175 OSE1_peak_496 chr1_231963155_231963344 190 OSE2_peak_852 chr1_231963170_231963347 190 chr1_231963155_231963347 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
OSE_peak_294 99.569 231 OSE1_peak_497 chr1_233248714_233248974 261 OSE2_peak_855 chr1_233248744_233248975 261 chr1_233248714_233248975 PCNXL2 . .
OSE_peak_295 57.377 70 OSE1_peak_498 chr1_234742546_234742695 150 OSE2_peak_859 chr1_234742494_234742615 150 chr1_234742494_234742695 IRF2BP2 . LINC00184
OSE_peak_296 79.3427 169 OSE1_peak_500 chr1_234859775_234859987 213 OSE2_peak_864 chr1_234859643_234859943 213 chr1_234859643_234859987 LOC100506810 . .
OSE_peak_297 70.6587 118 OSE1_peak_502 chr1_235099095_235099265 171 OSE2_peak_868 chr1_235099046_235099212 171 chr1_235099046_235099265 . . .
OSE_peak_298 84.7561 139 OSE1_peak_503 chr1_235133063_235133226 164 OSE2_peak_871 chr1_235133015_235133201 164 chr1_235133015_235133226 . . .
OSE_peak_299 100 240 OSE1_peak_504 chr1_235147431_235147840 410 OSE2_peak_872 chr1_235147560_235147799 410 chr1_235147431_235147840 . . .
OSE_peak_300 97.8417 272 OSE1_peak_508 chr1_238572613_238573039 427 OSE2_peak_874 chr1_238572607_238572884 427 chr1_238572607_238573039 . . .
OSE_peak_301 94.2857 132 OSE1_peak_509 chr1_238844425_238844564 140 OSE2_peak_877 chr1_238844433_238844606 140 chr1_238844425_238844606 . . .
OSE_peak_302 100 135 OSE1_peak_513 chr1_240994606_240994740 135 OSE2_peak_883 chr1_240994578_240994918 135 chr1_240994578_240994918 RGS7 . .
OSE_peak_303 61.6667 74 OSE1_peak_514 chr1_240994845_240994964 120 OSE2_peak_883 chr1_240994578_240994918 120 chr1_240994578_240994964 RGS7 . .
OSE_peak_304 100 225 OSE1_peak_517 chr1_244090280_244090541 262 OSE2_peak_889 chr1_244090310_244090534 262 chr1_244090280_244090541 LOC339529 . .
OSE_peak_305 100 177 OSE1_peak_518 chr1_244267676_244268050 375 OSE2_peak_890 chr1_244267701_244267877 375 chr1_244267676_244268050 . . .
OSE_peak_306 100 181 OSE1_peak_522 chr1_249115452_249115632 181 OSE2_peak_900 chr1_249115279_249115639 181 chr1_249115279_249115639 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
OSE_peak_307 99.1489 233 OSE1_peak_523 chr1_249132924_249133161 238 OSE2_peak_901 chr1_249132922_249133156 238 chr1_249132922_249133161 ZNF672 MIR3124;SH3BP5L ZNF692
OSE_peak_308 21.6667 26 OSE1_peak_525 chr10_234480_234599 120 OSE2_peak_904 chr10_234574_234828 120 chr10_234480_234828 ZMYND11 . .
OSE_peak_309 100 197 OSE1_peak_527 chr10_3113680_3113876 197 OSE2_peak_910 chr10_3113576_3113885 197 chr10_3113576_3113885 PFKP . .
OSE_peak_310 100 213 OSE1_peak_530 chr10_3817469_3817681 213 OSE2_peak_916 chr10_3817119_3817847 213 chr10_3817119_3817847 . . KLF6
OSE_peak_311 26.4228 65 OSE1_peak_531 chr10_3817783_3818028 246 OSE2_peak_916 chr10_3817119_3817847 246 chr10_3817119_3818028 . . KLF6
OSE_peak_312 100 150 OSE1_peak_534 chr10_3825412_3825561 150 OSE2_peak_920 chr10_3825372_3825792 150 chr10_3825372_3825792 KLF6 . .
OSE_peak_313 100 264 OSE1_peak_536 chr10_3828127_3828491 365 OSE2_peak_923 chr10_3828215_3828478 365 chr10_3828127_3828491 . KLF6 .
OSE_peak_314 94.7368 126 OSE1_peak_537 chr10_3828602_3828734 133 OSE2_peak_924 chr10_3828609_3828808 133 chr10_3828602_3828808 . KLF6 .
OSE_peak_315 97.6 122 OSE1_peak_538 chr10_4746603_4746727 125 OSE2_peak_930 chr10_4746551_4746724 125 chr10_4746551_4746727 . LOC100216001 .
OSE_peak_316 97.2789 143 OSE1_peak_539 chr10_4850460_4850606 147 OSE2_peak_931 chr10_4850464_4850660 147 chr10_4850460_4850660 . . AKR1E2
OSE_peak_317 100 120 OSE1_peak_542 chr10_6281337_6281456 120 OSE2_peak_938 chr10_6281309_6281487 120 chr10_6281309_6281487 . PFKFB3 .
OSE_peak_318 87.6344 163 OSE1_peak_543 chr10_8348111_8348296 186 OSE2_peak_941 chr10_8348134_8348322 186 chr10_8348111_8348322 . . .
OSE_peak_319 100 128 OSE1_peak_544 chr10_9657263_9657390 128 OSE2_peak_943 chr10_9657259_9657463 128 chr10_9657259_9657463 . . .
OSE_peak_320 100 222 OSE1_peak_545 chr10_9804992_9805213 222 OSE2_peak_944 chr10_9804965_9805225 222 chr10_9804965_9805225 . . .
OSE_peak_321 96.6184 200 OSE1_peak_546 chr10_10828417_10828642 226 OSE2_peak_947 chr10_10828410_10828616 226 chr10_10828410_10828642 SFTA1P . .
OSE_peak_322 84.8039 346 OSE1_peak_548 chr10_13908021_13908437 417 OSE2_peak_951 chr10_13908092_13908499 417 chr10_13908021_13908499 FRMD4A . .
OSE_peak_323 89.645 303 OSE1_peak_549 chr10_13924043_13924380 338 OSE2_peak_952 chr10_13924078_13924531 338 chr10_13924043_13924531 FRMD4A . .
OSE_peak_324 100 127 OSE1_peak_550 chr10_13966376_13966508 133 OSE2_peak_954 chr10_13966378_13966504 133 chr10_13966376_13966508 FRMD4A . .
OSE_peak_325 100 122 OSE1_peak_551 chr10_14168800_14168921 122 OSE2_peak_955 chr10_14168795_14169023 122 chr10_14168795_14169023 FRMD4A . .
OSE_peak_326 99.5772 471 OSE1_peak_552 chr10_14227479_14227951 473 OSE2_peak_957 chr10_14227481_14228147 473 chr10_14227479_14228147 FRMD4A . .
OSE_peak_327 68.7861 119 OSE1_peak_553 chr10_14439287_14439463 177 OSE2_peak_958 chr10_14439233_14439405 177 chr10_14439233_14439463 . . .
OSE_peak_328 98.7705 241 OSE1_peak_554 chr10_15242734_15242977 244 OSE2_peak_961 chr10_15242737_15242993 244 chr10_15242734_15242993 . . FAM171A1
OSE_peak_329 100 204 OSE1_peak_556 chr10_16933963_16934166 204 OSE2_peak_962 chr10_16933952_16934193 204 chr10_16933952_16934193 CUBN . .
OSE_peak_330 76.1194 102 OSE1_peak_559 chr10_17278212_17278345 134 OSE2_peak_971 chr10_17278244_17278659 134 chr10_17278212_17278659 VIM . .
OSE_peak_331 100 912 OSE1_peak_560 chr10_17280088_17280999 912 OSE2_peak_972 chr10_17279893_17281173 912 chr10_17279893_17281173 . VIM .
OSE_peak_332 89.5735 189 OSE1_peak_561 chr10_17546848_17547058 211 OSE2_peak_973 chr10_17546810_17547036 211 chr10_17546810_17547058 . . .
OSE_peak_333 92.5 111 OSE1_peak_562 chr10_18279489_18279608 120 OSE2_peak_975 chr10_18279474_18279599 120 chr10_18279474_18279608 SLC39A12 . LOC100129213
OSE_peak_334 100 159 OSE1_peak_563 chr10_18446999_18447188 190 OSE2_peak_976 chr10_18447000_18447158 190 chr10_18446999_18447188 CACNB2 . .
OSE_peak_335 62.4309 113 OSE1_peak_565 chr10_19207650_19207928 279 OSE2_peak_978 chr10_19207582_19207762 279 chr10_19207582_19207928 . . .
OSE_peak_336 100 244 OSE1_peak_567 chr10_21291053_21291296 244 OSE2_peak_982 chr10_21290988_21291312 244 chr10_21290988_21291312 NEBL . .
OSE_peak_337 100 149 OSE1_peak_568 chr10_21581727_21581875 149 OSE2_peak_983 chr10_21581725_21581930 149 chr10_21581725_21581930 . . .
OSE_peak_338 89.5161 111 OSE1_peak_569 chr10_22216618_22216741 124 OSE2_peak_985 chr10_22216597_22216728 124 chr10_22216597_22216741 DNAJC1 . .
OSE_peak_339 100 205 OSE1_peak_570 chr10_22535899_22536236 338 OSE2_peak_987 chr10_22535901_22536105 338 chr10_22535899_22536236 . . LOC100130992
OSE_peak_340 94.9367 150 OSE1_peak_576 chr10_25186424_25186581 158 OSE2_peak_996 chr10_25186394_25186573 158 chr10_25186394_25186581 PRTFDC1 . .
OSE_peak_341 79.0419 132 OSE1_peak_577 chr10_25357310_25357506 197 OSE2_peak_997 chr10_25357275_25357441 197 chr10_25357275_25357506 . . .
OSE_peak_342 91.4062 117 OSE1_peak_579 chr10_28344026_28344174 149 OSE2_peak_1000 chr10_28344058_28344185 149 chr10_28344026_28344185 MPP7 . .
OSE_peak_343 93.4132 156 OSE1_peak_583 chr10_29430779_29430951 173 OSE2_peak_1003 chr10_29430796_29430962 173 chr10_29430779_29430962 . . .
OSE_peak_344 100 205 OSE1_peak_584 chr10_29948000_29948204 205 OSE2_peak_1005 chr10_29947965_29948222 205 chr10_29947965_29948222 SVIL . .
OSE_peak_345 100 262 OSE1_peak_585 chr10_30024709_30024970 262 OSE2_peak_1008 chr10_30024708_30025231 262 chr10_30024708_30025231 SVIL . .
OSE_peak_346 9.0909 11 OSE1_peak_586 chr10_30093095_30093293 199 OSE2_peak_1011 chr10_30092985_30093105 199 chr10_30092985_30093293 . . .
OSE_peak_347 100 124 OSE1_peak_587 chr10_30138624_30138747 124 OSE2_peak_1012 chr10_30138572_30138784 124 chr10_30138572_30138784 . . .
OSE_peak_348 100 195 OSE1_peak_588 chr10_30235792_30236009 218 OSE2_peak_1013 chr10_30235814_30236008 218 chr10_30235792_30236009 . . .
OSE_peak_349 100 212 OSE1_peak_589 chr10_30238384_30238595 212 OSE2_peak_1015 chr10_30238372_30238950 212 chr10_30238372_30238950 . . .
OSE_peak_350 99.1342 229 OSE1_peak_590 chr10_30238722_30238952 231 OSE2_peak_1015 chr10_30238372_30238950 231 chr10_30238372_30238952 . . .
OSE_peak_351 96.1538 125 OSE1_peak_592 chr10_31102849_31102978 130 OSE2_peak_1019 chr10_31102832_31102973 130 chr10_31102832_31102978 . . .
OSE_peak_352 100 215 OSE1_peak_593 chr10_31423715_31423995 281 OSE2_peak_1020 chr10_31423741_31423955 281 chr10_31423715_31423995 . . .
OSE_peak_353 55 66 OSE1_peak_594 chr10_33271408_33271527 120 OSE2_peak_1026 chr10_33271462_33271585 120 chr10_33271408_33271585 . ITGB1 .
OSE_peak_354 100 234 OSE1_peak_595 chr10_33355921_33356154 234 OSE2_peak_1030 chr10_33355894_33356162 234 chr10_33355894_33356162 . . .
OSE_peak_355 85.8333 103 OSE1_peak_596 chr10_33527057_33527176 120 OSE2_peak_1033 chr10_33526896_33527159 120 chr10_33526896_33527176 NRP1 . .
OSE_peak_356 100 226 OSE1_peak_597 chr10_33553212_33553437 226 OSE2_peak_1034 chr10_33553212_33553440 226 chr10_33553212_33553440 NRP1 . .
OSE_peak_357 100 121 OSE1_peak_598 chr10_33566168_33566288 121 OSE2_peak_1035 chr10_33566056_33566319 121 chr10_33566056_33566319 NRP1 . .
OSE_peak_358 100 120 OSE1_peak_600 chr10_34817320_34817439 120 OSE2_peak_1038 chr10_34817290_34817444 120 chr10_34817290_34817444 PARD3 . .
OSE_peak_359 100 169 OSE1_peak_601 chr10_34988020_34988195 176 OSE2_peak_1040 chr10_34988021_34988189 176 chr10_34988020_34988195 PARD3 . .
OSE_peak_360 79.1444 148 OSE1_peak_602 chr10_35281056_35281246 191 OSE2_peak_1042 chr10_35281099_35281285 191 chr10_35281056_35281285 . . CUL2
OSE_peak_361 100 120 OSE1_peak_604 chr10_36461645_36461764 120 OSE2_peak_1049 chr10_36461611_36461771 120 chr10_36461611_36461771 . . .
OSE_peak_362 84.6995 155 OSE1_peak_605 chr10_36823602_36823784 183 OSE2_peak_1050 chr10_36823630_36823834 183 chr10_36823602_36823834 . . .
OSE_peak_363 91.7355 111 OSE1_peak_610 chr10_44109275_44109395 121 OSE2_peak_1052 chr10_44109257_44109385 121 chr10_44109257_44109395 ZNF485 . ZNF32;ZNF32‐AS3
OSE_peak_364 68.8442 137 OSE1_peak_612 chr10_45477012_45477385 374 OSE2_peak_1055 chr10_45476950_45477148 374 chr10_45476950_45477385 RASSF4 10orf10;TMEM72‐AS C10orf25;ZNF22
OSE_peak_365 59.7222 86 OSE1_peak_612 chr10_45477012_45477385 374 OSE2_peak_1056 chr10_45477300_45477443 374 chr10_45477012_45477443 RASSF4 10orf10;TMEM72‐AS C10orf25;ZNF22
OSE_peak_366 92.7711 154 OSE1_peak_613 chr10_45477698_45477863 166 OSE2_peak_1057 chr10_45477615_45477851 166 chr10_45477615_45477863 RASSF4 10orf10;TMEM72‐AS C10orf25;ZNF22
OSE_peak_367 100 353 OSE1_peak_616 chr10_47058362_47058714 353 OSE2_peak_1060 chr10_47058221_47058909 353 chr10_47058221_47058909 P1;BMS1P5;PTPN20A;PT . PPYR1
OSE_peak_368 93.5652 538 OSE1_peak_618 chr10_49814700_49815303 604 OSE2_peak_1062 chr10_49814663_49815237 604 chr10_49814663_49815303 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
OSE_peak_369 100 128 OSE1_peak_619 chr10_50760367_50760494 128 OSE2_peak_1065 chr10_50760309_50760533 128 chr10_50760309_50760533 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
OSE_peak_370 92.1875 177 OSE1_peak_620 chr10_52759960_52760174 215 OSE2_peak_1068 chr10_52759998_52760189 215 chr10_52759960_52760189 PRKG1 . .
OSE_peak_371 100 120 OSE1_peak_622 chr10_54079025_54079144 120 OSE2_peak_1070 chr10_54078982_54079184 120 chr10_54078982_54079184 . 1;LOC100506939;PR .
OSE_peak_372 98.6547 220 OSE1_peak_625 chr10_59917211_59917459 249 OSE2_peak_1078 chr10_59917240_59917462 249 chr10_59917211_59917462 . . .
OSE_peak_373 100 146 OSE1_peak_626 chr10_60195157_60195302 146 OSE2_peak_1080 chr10_60195018_60195333 146 chr10_60195018_60195333 . . .
OSE_peak_374 100 120 OSE1_peak_628 chr10_60422231_60422445 215 OSE2_peak_1085 chr10_60422266_60422385 215 chr10_60422231_60422445 BICC1 . .
OSE_peak_375 93.1034 162 OSE1_peak_629 chr10_61147995_61148197 203 OSE2_peak_1086 chr10_61147983_61148156 203 chr10_61147983_61148197 . FAM13C .
OSE_peak_376 71.875 207 OSE1_peak_630 chr10_63388673_63388984 312 OSE2_peak_1095 chr10_63388592_63388879 312 chr10_63388592_63388984 . . .
OSE_peak_377 70.7071 140 OSE1_peak_631 chr10_63855451_63855662 212 OSE2_peak_1101 chr10_63855523_63855720 212 chr10_63855451_63855720 ARID5B . .
OSE_peak_378 100 197 OSE1_peak_632 chr10_63991242_63991462 221 OSE2_peak_1102 chr10_63991242_63991438 221 chr10_63991242_63991462 RTKN2 . .
OSE_peak_379 100 136 OSE1_peak_634 chr10_64344124_64344259 136 OSE2_peak_1103 chr10_64344118_64344260 136 chr10_64344118_64344260 ZNF365 . .
OSE_peak_380 100 178 OSE1_peak_636 chr10_68440704_68441045 342 OSE2_peak_1110 chr10_68440714_68440891 342 chr10_68440704_68441045 CTNNA3 . .
OSE_peak_381 100 248 OSE1_peak_637 chr10_69853769_69854016 248 OSE2_peak_1113 chr10_69853711_69854063 248 chr10_69853711_69854063 . HERC4 MYPN
OSE_peak_382 83.6957 154 OSE1_peak_638 chr10_69896038_69896221 184 OSE2_peak_1115 chr10_69896068_69896254 184 chr10_69896038_69896254 MYPN . .
OSE_peak_383 100 250 OSE1_peak_639 chr10_70821171_70821420 250 OSE2_peak_1117 chr10_70821162_70821445 250 chr10_70821162_70821445 . . SRGN
OSE_peak_384 67.8788 112 OSE1_peak_640 chr10_71599522_71599686 165 OSE2_peak_1122 chr10_71599452_71599633 165 chr10_71599452_71599686 COL13A1 . .
OSE_peak_385 100 199 OSE1_peak_644 chr10_74033615_74033813 199 OSE2_peak_1133 chr10_74033599_74034678 199 chr10_74033599_74034678 DDIT4 . .
OSE_peak_386 100 659 OSE1_peak_645 chr10_74033944_74034602 659 OSE2_peak_1133 chr10_74033599_74034678 659 chr10_74033599_74034678 DDIT4 . .
OSE_peak_387 55.1929 186 OSE1_peak_646 chr10_74035123_74035459 337 OSE2_peak_1135 chr10_74035274_74037122 337 chr10_74035123_74037122 DDIT4 . .
OSE_peak_388 100 1483 OSE1_peak_647 chr10_74035584_74037066 1483 OSE2_peak_1135 chr10_74035274_74037122 1483 chr10_74035274_74037122 DDIT4 . .
OSE_peak_389 100 120 OSE1_peak_649 chr10_74080342_74080654 313 OSE2_peak_1138 chr10_74080509_74080628 313 chr10_74080342_74080654 . . DNAJB12
OSE_peak_390 100 334 OSE1_peak_650 chr10_74523934_74524311 378 OSE2_peak_1140 chr10_74523975_74524308 378 chr10_74523934_74524311 MCU . .
OSE_peak_391 100 193 OSE1_peak_651 chr10_75639441_75639633 193 OSE2_peak_1148 chr10_75639414_75639661 193 chr10_75639414_75639661 . CAMK2G .
OSE_peak_392 100 166 OSE1_peak_652 chr10_75647563_75647728 166 OSE2_peak_1149 chr10_75647465_75647762 166 chr10_75647465_75647762 . CAMK2G C10orf55;PLAU
OSE_peak_393 75.4098 92 OSE1_peak_653 chr10_75757887_75758008 122 OSE2_peak_1151 chr10_75757917_75758068 122 chr10_75757887_75758068 VCL . .
OSE_peak_394 95.0413 115 OSE1_peak_656 chr10_76586336_76586484 149 OSE2_peak_1155 chr10_76586370_76586490 149 chr10_76586336_76586490 KAT6B . .
OSE_peak_395 63.871 99 OSE1_peak_657 chr10_76623376_76623530 155 OSE2_peak_1156 chr10_76623432_76623592 155 chr10_76623376_76623592 KAT6B . .
OSE_peak_396 100 221 OSE1_peak_658 chr10_77307225_77307445 221 OSE2_peak_1161 chr10_77307208_77307466 221 chr10_77307208_77307466 . . .
OSE_peak_397 100 176 OSE1_peak_659 chr10_78142124_78142559 436 OSE2_peak_1165 chr10_78142353_78142528 436 chr10_78142124_78142559 C10orf11 . .
OSE_peak_398 100 304 OSE1_peak_661 chr10_78343468_78343771 304 OSE2_peak_1167 chr10_78343468_78343886 304 chr10_78343468_78343886 . C10orf11 .
OSE_peak_399 100 310 OSE1_peak_663 chr10_79152536_79152845 310 OSE2_peak_1171 chr10_79152500_79152910 310 chr10_79152500_79152910 KCNMA1 . .
OSE_peak_400 71.7822 145 OSE1_peak_664 chr10_79266288_79266489 202 OSE2_peak_1173 chr10_79266345_79266585 202 chr10_79266288_79266585 KCNMA1 . .
OSE_peak_401 100 159 OSE1_peak_667 chr10_80732481_80732639 159 OSE2_peak_1177 chr10_80732440_80732690 159 chr10_80732440_80732690 LOC283050 . .
OSE_peak_402 95.3125 427 OSE1_peak_668 chr10_80733049_80733496 448 OSE2_peak_1178 chr10_80732885_80733475 448 chr10_80732885_80733496 LOC283050 . .
OSE_peak_403 100 137 OSE1_peak_669 chr10_81077515_81077651 137 OSE2_peak_1184 chr10_81077510_81077766 137 chr10_81077510_81077766 . ZMIZ1 PPIF
OSE_peak_404 71.1111 224 OSE1_peak_670 chr10_81173004_81173391 388 OSE2_peak_1185 chr10_81173168_81173482 388 chr10_81173004_81173482 ZCCHC24 . .
OSE_peak_405 82.1192 124 OSE1_peak_671 chr10_82269543_82269693 151 OSE2_peak_1189 chr10_82269570_82269746 151 chr10_82269543_82269746 TSPAN14 . SH2D4B
OSE_peak_406 96.5079 304 OSE1_peak_672 chr10_84048359_84048673 315 OSE2_peak_1193 chr10_84048284_84048662 315 chr10_84048284_84048673 NRG3 . .
OSE_peak_407 37.1859 74 OSE1_peak_675 chr10_86029597_86029795 199 OSE2_peak_1194 chr10_86029722_86030020 199 chr10_86029597_86030020 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
OSE_peak_408 75.0965 389 OSE1_peak_681 chr10_91312993_91313510 518 OSE2_peak_1208 chr10_91313122_91313656 518 chr10_91312993_91313656 . SLC16A12 PANK1
OSE_peak_409 100 138 OSE1_peak_684 chr10_91939478_91939752 275 OSE2_peak_1209 chr10_91939498_91939635 275 chr10_91939478_91939752 . . .
OSE_peak_410 90.8397 119 OSE1_peak_685 chr10_91987193_91987323 131 OSE2_peak_1210 chr10_91987077_91987311 131 chr10_91987077_91987323 . . .
OSE_peak_411 98.8372 170 OSE1_peak_687 chr10_92176905_92177076 172 OSE2_peak_1212 chr10_92176907_92177079 172 chr10_92176905_92177079 . . .
OSE_peak_412 100 129 OSE1_peak_690 chr10_92362740_92362868 129 OSE2_peak_1214 chr10_92362731_92362894 129 chr10_92362731_92362894 . . .
OSE_peak_413 80.8118 219 OSE1_peak_693 chr10_92681057_92681327 271 OSE2_peak_1217 chr10_92680810_92681275 271 chr10_92680810_92681327 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
OSE_peak_414 100 380 OSE1_peak_694 chr10_92690824_92691203 380 OSE2_peak_1218 chr10_92690597_92691228 380 chr10_92690597_92691228 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
OSE_peak_415 100 122 OSE1_peak_696 chr10_94731988_94732198 211 OSE2_peak_1224 chr10_94732028_94732149 211 chr10_94731988_94732198 EXOC6 . .
OSE_peak_416 60.6061 80 OSE1_peak_698 chr10_95218624_95218767 144 OSE2_peak_1227 chr10_95218688_95218819 144 chr10_95218624_95218819 MYOF . .
OSE_peak_417 70.4641 167 OSE1_peak_699 chr10_95230937_95231238 302 OSE2_peak_1228 chr10_95230867_95231103 302 chr10_95230867_95231238 MYOF . CEP55
OSE_peak_418 100 382 OSE1_peak_700 chr10_96157397_96157778 382 OSE2_peak_1233 chr10_96157230_96157792 382 chr10_96157230_96157792 . . TBC1D12
OSE_peak_419 100 148 OSE1_peak_701 chr10_96989475_96989769 295 OSE2_peak_1234 chr10_96989507_96989654 295 chr10_96989475_96989769 . C10orf129 PDLIM1
OSE_peak_420 86.6667 104 OSE1_peak_702 chr10_97006740_97006910 171 OSE2_peak_1235 chr10_97006724_97006843 171 chr10_97006724_97006910 PDLIM1 C10orf129 .
OSE_peak_421 100 120 OSE1_peak_703 chr10_97068618_97068737 120 OSE2_peak_1236 chr10_97068580_97068764 120 chr10_97068580_97068764 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
OSE_peak_422 100 172 OSE1_peak_705 chr10_98574060_98574367 308 OSE2_peak_1237 chr10_98574165_98574336 308 chr10_98574060_98574367 . . LCOR
OSE_peak_423 87.931 153 OSE1_peak_707 chr10_99599910_99600099 190 OSE2_peak_1241 chr10_99599947_99600120 190 chr10_99599910_99600120 . . CRTAC1;GOLGA7B
OSE_peak_424 85.2941 116 OSE1_peak_709 chr10_101421193_101421349 157 OSE2_peak_1246 chr10_101421234_101421369 157 chr10_101421193_101421369 ENTPD7 . .
OSE_peak_425 63.8889 92 OSE1_peak_711 chr10_101726132_101726391 260 OSE2_peak_1247 chr10_101726300_101726443 260 chr10_101726132_101726443 DNMBP DNMBP‐AS1 .
OSE_peak_426 20.8333 25 OSE1_peak_717 chr10_104062411_104062530 120 OSE2_peak_1256 chr10_104062506_104062755 120 chr10_104062411_104062755 GBF1 . .
OSE_peak_427 84.1667 101 OSE1_peak_718 chr10_104153992_104154111 120 OSE2_peak_1257 chr10_104154011_104154244 120 chr10_104153992_104154244 NFKB2 GBF1 CUEDC2;FBXL15;PSD
OSE_peak_428 100 120 OSE1_peak_720 chr10_104991104_104991223 120 OSE2_peak_1263 chr10_104991036_104991230 120 chr10_104991036_104991230 . . LOC729020
OSE_peak_429 100 196 OSE1_peak_721 chr10_105032827_105033059 233 OSE2_peak_1264 chr10_105032864_105033059 233 chr10_105032827_105033059 . LOC729020 INA;PCGF6
OSE_peak_430 41.1043 67 OSE1_peak_723 chr10_106059908_106060080 173 OSE2_peak_1269 chr10_106060014_106060176 173 chr10_106059908_106060176 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
OSE_peak_431 100 194 OSE1_peak_724 chr10_106069902_106070095 194 OSE2_peak_1271 chr10_106069799_106070110 194 chr10_106069799_106070110 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
OSE_peak_432 95.2096 159 OSE1_peak_727 chr10_108158128_108158356 229 OSE2_peak_1275 chr10_108158120_108158286 229 chr10_108158120_108158356 . . .
OSE_peak_433 100 120 OSE1_peak_728 chr10_109306140_109306259 120 OSE2_peak_1277 chr10_109306069_109306343 120 chr10_109306069_109306343 . . .
OSE_peak_434 100 133 OSE1_peak_729 chr10_109376619_109376751 133 OSE2_peak_1279 chr10_109376610_109376775 133 chr10_109376610_109376775 . . .
OSE_peak_435 9.1667 11 OSE1_peak_730 chr10_109378309_109378428 120 OSE2_peak_1280 chr10_109378418_109378565 120 chr10_109378309_109378565 . . .
OSE_peak_436 100 183 OSE1_peak_731 chr10_110495262_110495444 183 OSE2_peak_1283 chr10_110495139_110495565 183 chr10_110495139_110495565 . . .
OSE_peak_437 100 152 OSE1_peak_732 chr10_110965822_110965973 152 OSE2_peak_1287 chr10_110965727_110966112 152 chr10_110965727_110966112 . . .
OSE_peak_438 94.3089 116 OSE1_peak_733 chr10_111500454_111500576 123 OSE2_peak_1289 chr10_111500414_111500569 123 chr10_111500414_111500576 . . .
OSE_peak_439 88 132 OSE1_peak_734 chr10_112086595_112086744 150 OSE2_peak_1291 chr10_112086554_112086726 150 chr10_112086554_112086744 . SMNDC1 .
OSE_peak_440 97.1831 345 OSE1_peak_736 chr10_112174362_112174716 355 OSE2_peak_1292 chr10_112174372_112174774 355 chr10_112174362_112174774 . . .
OSE_peak_441 100 162 OSE1_peak_737 chr10_112185958_112186119 162 OSE2_peak_1293 chr10_112185868_112186233 162 chr10_112185868_112186233 . . .
OSE_peak_442 77.0213 181 OSE1_peak_741 chr10_113987448_113987682 235 OSE2_peak_1300 chr10_113987349_113987628 235 chr10_113987349_113987682 . . .
OSE_peak_443 73.2394 104 OSE1_peak_742 chr10_114523925_114524066 142 OSE2_peak_1302 chr10_114523963_114524195 142 chr10_114523925_114524195 VTI1A . .
OSE_peak_444 89.1667 107 OSE1_peak_747 chr10_121013549_121013670 122 OSE2_peak_1314 chr10_121013536_121013655 122 chr10_121013536_121013670 GRK5 . .
OSE_peak_445 98.4252 125 OSE1_peak_749 chr10_122228950_122229123 174 OSE2_peak_1325 chr10_122228999_122229125 174 chr10_122228950_122229125 PPAPDC1A . .
OSE_peak_446 100 197 OSE1_peak_750 chr10_122237233_122237429 197 OSE2_peak_1326 chr10_122237222_122237573 197 chr10_122237222_122237573 PPAPDC1A . .
OSE_peak_447 90.2256 120 OSE1_peak_752 chr10_122268051_122268228 178 OSE2_peak_1327 chr10_122268038_122268170 178 chr10_122268038_122268228 PPAPDC1A . .
OSE_peak_448 100 361 OSE1_peak_754 chr10_124228511_124228871 361 OSE2_peak_1331 chr10_124228488_124229044 361 chr10_124228488_124229044 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
OSE_peak_449 100 120 OSE1_peak_760 chr10_128148701_128148820 120 OSE2_peak_1344 chr10_128148657_128148865 120 chr10_128148657_128148865 C10orf90 . .
OSE_peak_450 94.3548 117 OSE1_peak_761 chr10_128946443_128946566 124 OSE2_peak_1346 chr10_128946450_128946582 124 chr10_128946443_128946582 DOCK1;FAM196A . .
OSE_peak_451 86.6667 104 OSE1_peak_762 chr10_129721297_129721461 165 OSE2_peak_1348 chr10_129721358_129721477 165 chr10_129721297_129721477 PTPRE . .
OSE_peak_452 75.2688 140 OSE1_peak_765 chr11_821190_821439 250 OSE2_peak_1358 chr11_821300_821485 250 chr11_821190_821485 PNPLA2 RPLP2;SLC25A22;SNOCD151;EFCAB4A;POLR2L;TSPAN4
OSE_peak_453 100 242 OSE1_peak_766 chr11_835070_835311 242 OSE2_peak_1361 chr11_835065_835358 242 chr11_835065_835358 CD151 PIDD;PNPLA2;RPLP2 POLR2L;TSPAN4
OSE_peak_454 100 166 OSE1_peak_768 chr11_1848540_1848705 166 OSE2_peak_1367 chr11_1848533_1848788 166 chr11_1848533_1848788 . . LSP1;SYT8;TNNI2
OSE_peak_455 80 96 OSE1_peak_770 chr11_2421749_2421868 120 OSE2_peak_1374 chr11_2421773_2422023 120 chr11_2421749_2422023 . CD81 TRPM5;TSSC4
OSE_peak_456 86.3636 247 OSE1_peak_772 chr11_3926579_3926910 332 OSE2_peak_1377 chr11_3926664_3926949 332 chr11_3926579_3926949 STIM1 . .
OSE_peak_457 100 183 OSE1_peak_774 chr11_5385536_5385760 225 OSE2_peak_1379 chr11_5385561_5385743 225 chr11_5385536_5385760 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
OSE_peak_458 100 197 OSE1_peak_779 chr11_7999149_7999345 197 OSE2_peak_1382 chr11_7999020_7999348 197 chr11_7999020_7999348 . NLRP10 EIF3F
OSE_peak_459 27.4074 37 OSE1_peak_781 chr11_8710117_8710251 135 OSE2_peak_1384 chr11_8710215_8710637 135 chr11_8710117_8710637 RPL27A ORA3;SNORA45;TRIM ST5
OSE_peak_460 100 202 OSE1_peak_782 chr11_8710409_8710610 202 OSE2_peak_1384 chr11_8710215_8710637 202 chr11_8710215_8710637 RPL27A ORA3;SNORA45;TRIM ST5
OSE_peak_461 100 189 OSE1_peak_783 chr11_8740911_8741099 189 OSE2_peak_1385 chr11_8740876_8741119 189 chr11_8740876_8741119 ST5 RPL27A .
OSE_peak_462 86.2613 383 OSE1_peak_784 chr11_9385739_9386182 444 OSE2_peak_1388 chr11_9385800_9386251 444 chr11_9385739_9386251 . . IPO7
OSE_peak_463 100 176 OSE1_peak_786 chr11_9781222_9781423 202 OSE2_peak_1392 chr11_9781231_9781406 202 chr11_9781222_9781423 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
OSE_peak_464 99.375 318 OSE1_peak_787 chr11_9927613_9927935 323 OSE2_peak_1393 chr11_9927618_9927937 323 chr11_9927613_9927937 SBF2 . .
OSE_peak_465 84.5036 349 OSE1_peak_791 chr11_10325284_10325704 421 OSE2_peak_1396 chr11_10325356_10325768 421 chr11_10325284_10325768 . SBF2 ADM
OSE_peak_466 100 169 OSE1_peak_792 chr11_10326643_10326811 169 OSE2_peak_1397 chr11_10326567_10326840 169 chr11_10326567_10326840 ADM SBF2 .
OSE_peak_467 100 309 OSE1_peak_794 chr11_10329518_10329826 309 OSE2_peak_1398 chr11_10329119_10330066 309 chr11_10329119_10330066 . ADM;SBF2 .
OSE_peak_468 83.4225 156 OSE1_peak_796 chr11_10376925_10377111 187 OSE2_peak_1401 chr11_10376791_10377080 187 chr11_10376791_10377111 . . .
OSE_peak_469 100 128 OSE1_peak_799 chr11_10681291_10681418 128 OSE2_peak_1402 chr11_10681279_10681429 128 chr11_10681279_10681429 MRVI1 . .
OSE_peak_470 99.3007 142 OSE1_peak_800 chr11_11863419_11863561 143 OSE2_peak_1403 chr11_11863414_11863560 143 chr11_11863414_11863561 USP47 . .
OSE_peak_471 100 240 OSE1_peak_803 chr11_12087834_12088073 240 OSE2_peak_1404 chr11_12087812_12088075 240 chr11_12087812_12088075 . . .
OSE_peak_472 83.2117 114 OSE1_peak_806 chr11_12148177_12148321 145 OSE2_peak_1409 chr11_12148208_12148344 145 chr11_12148177_12148344 MICAL2 . .
OSE_peak_473 58.2677 74 OSE1_peak_808 chr11_12189966_12190092 127 OSE2_peak_1413 chr11_12189742_12190039 127 chr11_12189742_12190092 MICAL2 . .
OSE_peak_474 100 312 OSE1_peak_809 chr11_12204662_12204973 312 OSE2_peak_1415 chr11_12204662_12204991 312 chr11_12204662_12204991 MICAL2 . .
OSE_peak_475 92.6966 165 OSE1_peak_811 chr11_12309088_12309265 178 OSE2_peak_1422 chr11_12309101_12309312 178 chr11_12309088_12309312 MICALCL MICAL2 .
OSE_peak_476 57.1429 84 OSE1_peak_816 chr11_13238137_13238283 147 OSE2_peak_1428 chr11_13238200_13238371 147 chr11_13238137_13238371 . . .
OSE_peak_477 100 284 OSE1_peak_818 chr11_14444013_14444296 284 OSE2_peak_1430 chr11_14443992_14444310 284 chr11_14443992_14444310 . . .
OSE_peak_478 100 142 OSE1_peak_822 chr11_15687061_15687202 142 OSE2_peak_1431 chr11_15687055_15687291 142 chr11_15687055_15687291 . . .
OSE_peak_479 100 130 OSE1_peak_824 chr11_17193014_17193172 159 OSE2_peak_1436 chr11_17193033_17193162 159 chr11_17193014_17193172 . PIK3C2A .
OSE_peak_480 81.5789 124 OSE1_peak_826 chr11_18416082_18416233 152 OSE2_peak_1438 chr11_18416110_18416296 152 chr11_18416082_18416296 LDHA GTF2H1 LDHC
OSE_peak_481 26.4865 49 OSE1_peak_830 chr11_18425107_18425291 185 OSE2_peak_1441 chr11_18424925_18425155 185 chr11_18424925_18425291 LDHA . LDHC
OSE_peak_482 100 627 OSE1_peak_832 chr11_18430357_18430983 627 OSE2_peak_1442 chr11_18429510_18431484 627 chr11_18429510_18431484 LDHA . LDHC
OSE_peak_483 58.3333 70 OSE1_peak_833 chr11_19395739_19395858 120 OSE2_peak_1444 chr11_19395789_19395978 120 chr11_19395739_19395978 NAV2 . .
OSE_peak_484 100 141 OSE1_peak_834 chr11_19617470_19617847 378 OSE2_peak_1446 chr11_19617503_19617643 378 chr11_19617470_19617847 NAV2 MIR4486 .
OSE_peak_485 100 199 OSE1_peak_836 chr11_19701788_19702063 276 OSE2_peak_1448 chr11_19701797_19701995 276 chr11_19701788_19702063 NAV2 . .
OSE_peak_486 42.2078 65 OSE1_peak_839 chr11_20133003_20133170 168 OSE2_peak_1452 chr11_20132914_20133067 168 chr11_20132914_20133170 NAV2 . .
OSE_peak_487 93.9698 187 OSE1_peak_840 chr11_20633528_20633726 199 OSE2_peak_1453 chr11_20633429_20633714 199 chr11_20633429_20633726 SLC6A5 . .
OSE_peak_488 100 150 OSE1_peak_842 chr11_26050266_26050415 150 OSE2_peak_1458 chr11_26050215_26050466 150 chr11_26050215_26050466 . . .
OSE_peak_489 93.0769 121 OSE1_peak_843 chr11_26842435_26842564 130 OSE2_peak_1460 chr11_26842444_26842576 130 chr11_26842435_26842576 . . .
OSE_peak_490 100 140 OSE1_peak_844 chr11_26969093_26969332 240 OSE2_peak_1461 chr11_26969165_26969304 240 chr11_26969093_26969332 . . .
OSE_peak_491 84.3931 146 OSE1_peak_845 chr11_27469190_27469362 173 OSE2_peak_1462 chr11_27469217_27469402 173 chr11_27469190_27469402 LGR4 . .
OSE_peak_492 100 146 OSE1_peak_850 chr11_28809516_28809838 323 OSE2_peak_1474 chr11_28809573_28809718 323 chr11_28809516_28809838 . . .
OSE_peak_493 100 135 OSE1_peak_851 chr11_28857424_28857558 135 OSE2_peak_1477 chr11_28857237_28858250 135 chr11_28857237_28858250 . . .
OSE_peak_494 88.558 565 OSE1_peak_852 chr11_28857686_28858323 638 OSE2_peak_1477 chr11_28857237_28858250 638 chr11_28857237_28858323 . . .
OSE_peak_495 79.8701 123 OSE1_peak_853 chr11_29141652_29141822 171 OSE2_peak_1478 chr11_29141700_29141853 171 chr11_29141652_29141853 . . .
OSE_peak_496 100 313 OSE1_peak_855 chr11_30762616_30763101 486 OSE2_peak_1481 chr11_30762770_30763082 486 chr11_30762616_30763101 . . .
OSE_peak_497 61.4865 182 OSE1_peak_856 chr11_32055706_32056068 363 OSE2_peak_1483 chr11_32055592_32055887 363 chr11_32055592_32056068 . . .
OSE_peak_498 62.8788 83 OSE1_peak_856 chr11_32055706_32056068 363 OSE2_peak_1484 chr11_32055986_32056117 363 chr11_32055706_32056117 . . .
OSE_peak_499 100 141 OSE1_peak_857 chr11_32078121_32078269 149 OSE2_peak_1485 chr11_32078126_32078266 149 chr11_32078121_32078269 . . .
OSE_peak_500 94.3182 166 OSE1_peak_858 chr11_32334561_32334762 202 OSE2_peak_1486 chr11_32334551_32334726 202 chr11_32334551_32334762 . . .
OSE_peak_501 97.5806 121 OSE1_peak_862 chr11_34364895_34365018 124 OSE2_peak_1495 chr11_34364898_34365034 124 chr11_34364895_34365034 ABTB2 . .
OSE_peak_502 92.5408 397 OSE1_peak_863 chr11_34366445_34366873 429 OSE2_peak_1496 chr11_34366477_34367103 429 chr11_34366445_34367103 ABTB2 . .
OSE_peak_503 97.482 271 OSE1_peak_866 chr11_34676371_34676699 329 OSE2_peak_1497 chr11_34676429_34676706 329 chr11_34676371_34676706 EHF . .
OSE_peak_504 52.4096 87 OSE1_peak_867 chr11_34771701_34772102 402 OSE2_peak_1498 chr11_34771622_34771787 402 chr11_34771622_34772102 . . .
OSE_peak_505 66.2602 163 OSE1_peak_867 chr11_34771701_34772102 402 OSE2_peak_1499 chr11_34771940_34772185 402 chr11_34771701_34772185 . . .
OSE_peak_506 90.8451 129 OSE1_peak_868 chr11_35187379_35187648 270 OSE2_peak_1501 chr11_35187366_35187507 270 chr11_35187366_35187648 CD44 . .
OSE_peak_507 89.527 265 OSE1_peak_869 chr11_35188088_35188476 389 OSE2_peak_1502 chr11_35188212_35188507 389 chr11_35188088_35188507 CD44 . .
OSE_peak_508 71.7647 122 OSE1_peak_871 chr11_35651639_35651815 177 OSE2_peak_1503 chr11_35651591_35651760 177 chr11_35651591_35651815 . FJX1 .
OSE_peak_509 62.5 75 OSE1_peak_873 chr11_36034091_36034210 120 OSE2_peak_1505 chr11_36034136_36034263 120 chr11_36034091_36034263 LDLRAD3 MIR3973 .
OSE_peak_510 92 138 OSE1_peak_875 chr11_36171358_36171509 152 OSE2_peak_1506 chr11_36171346_36171495 152 chr11_36171346_36171509 LDLRAD3 . .
OSE_peak_511 60.3053 79 OSE1_peak_876 chr11_37526540_37526682 143 OSE2_peak_1513 chr11_37526604_37526734 143 chr11_37526540_37526734 . . .
OSE_peak_512 87.7451 179 OSE1_peak_877 chr11_37533010_37533213 204 OSE2_peak_1514 chr11_37532928_37533188 204 chr11_37532928_37533213 . . .
OSE_peak_513 100 120 OSE1_peak_879 chr11_44323528_44323647 120 OSE2_peak_1520 chr11_44323516_44323715 120 chr11_44323516_44323715 ALX4 . .
OSE_peak_514 33.7931 49 OSE1_peak_880 chr11_44590875_44591028 154 OSE2_peak_1521 chr11_44590779_44590923 154 chr11_44590779_44591028 CD82 . .
OSE_peak_515 39.7351 60 OSE1_peak_883 chr11_47237893_47238224 332 OSE2_peak_1530 chr11_47237802_47237952 332 chr11_47237802_47238224 DDB2 PACSIN3 ACP2
OSE_peak_516 100 154 OSE1_peak_883 chr11_47237893_47238224 332 OSE2_peak_1531 chr11_47238071_47238224 332 chr11_47237893_47238224 DDB2 PACSIN3 ACP2
OSE_peak_517 68.9441 111 OSE1_peak_887 chr11_47945871_47946145 275 OSE2_peak_1539 chr11_47945821_47945981 275 chr11_47945821_47946145 . . .
OSE_peak_518 100 247 OSE1_peak_889 chr11_47968862_47969108 247 OSE2_peak_1540 chr11_47968835_47969188 247 chr11_47968835_47969188 . . .
OSE_peak_519 81.6794 107 OSE1_peak_890 chr11_47995747_47995877 131 OSE2_peak_1541 chr11_47995693_47995853 131 chr11_47995693_47995877 . . PTPRJ
OSE_peak_520 100 159 OSE1_peak_893 chr11_57192493_57192651 159 OSE2_peak_1545 chr11_57192378_57192771 159 chr11_57192378_57192771 SLC43A3 . .
OSE_peak_521 100 244 OSE1_peak_894 chr11_58345015_58345258 244 OSE2_peak_1550 chr11_58344996_58345306 244 chr11_58344996_58345306 LPXN . ZFP91;ZFP91‐CNTF
OSE_peak_522 100 1709 OSE1_peak_901 chr11_61730339_61732047 1709 OSE2_peak_1558 chr11_61730222_61732072 1709 chr11_61730222_61732072 BEST1;FTH1 . .
OSE_peak_523 91.3043 147 OSE1_peak_903 chr11_61739275_61739458 184 OSE2_peak_1565 chr11_61739312_61739472 184 chr11_61739275_61739472 . BEST1;FTH1 .
OSE_peak_524 91.4729 118 OSE1_peak_904 chr11_62321608_62321736 129 OSE2_peak_1570 chr11_62321483_62321725 129 chr11_62321483_62321736 . AHNAK EEF1G;MIR3654;TUT1
OSE_peak_525 96.5 193 OSE1_peak_907 chr11_62432670_62432871 202 OSE2_peak_1571 chr11_62432679_62432878 202 chr11_62432670_62432878 C11orf48;METTL12 GANAB;INTS5 3;HNRNPUL2‐BSCL2;LRRN4CL;SNORA57;UB
OSE_peak_526 96.8329 1223 OSE1_peak_908 chr11_62608112_62609374 1263 OSE2_peak_1574 chr11_62607991_62609334 1263 chr11_62607991_62609374 . STX5;WDR74 25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD2
OSE_peak_527 100 258 OSE1_peak_909 chr11_62618754_62619011 258 OSE2_peak_1575 chr11_62618633_62619313 258 chr11_62618633_62619313 . STX5;WDR74 25;SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD2
OSE_peak_528 66.3507 140 OSE1_peak_910 chr11_62623207_62623417 211 OSE2_peak_1576 chr11_62623092_62623346 211 chr11_62623092_62623417 SNHG1;SNORD25 NORD28;SNORD29;S SLC3A2
OSE_peak_529 90.7407 196 OSE1_peak_913 chr11_64624165_64624380 216 OSE2_peak_1587 chr11_64624185_64624413 216 chr11_64624165_64624413 EHD1 CDC42BPG .
OSE_peak_530 100 170 OSE1_peak_914 chr11_64638215_64638384 170 OSE2_peak_1588 chr11_64638189_64638528 170 chr11_64638189_64638528 EHD1 CDC42BPG ATG2A;MIR192;MIR194‐2
OSE_peak_531 94.6108 158 OSE1_peak_918 chr11_65138686_65138852 167 OSE2_peak_1591 chr11_65138654_65138843 167 chr11_65138654_65138852 . DPF2;TIGD3 FRMD8;SLC25A45
OSE_peak_532 100 888 OSE1_peak_920 chr11_65190141_65191028 888 OSE2_peak_1593 chr11_65190100_65192179 888 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_533 100 207 OSE1_peak_921 chr11_65191388_65191594 207 OSE2_peak_1593 chr11_65190100_65192179 207 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_534 100 194 OSE1_peak_922 chr11_65191978_65192171 194 OSE2_peak_1593 chr11_65190100_65192179 194 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_535 100 168 OSE1_peak_923 chr11_65192269_65192944 676 OSE2_peak_1594 chr11_65192320_65192487 676 chr11_65192269_65192944 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_536 48.2249 326 OSE1_peak_923 chr11_65192269_65192944 676 OSE2_peak_1595 chr11_65192619_65193938 676 chr11_65192269_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_537 100 582 OSE1_peak_924 chr11_65193108_65193689 582 OSE2_peak_1595 chr11_65192619_65193938 582 chr11_65192619_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_538 8.3662 106 OSE1_peak_925 chr11_65193833_65195099 1267 OSE2_peak_1595 chr11_65192619_65193938 1267 chr11_65192619_65195099 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_539 81.9258 1038 OSE1_peak_925 chr11_65193833_65195099 1267 OSE2_peak_1596 chr11_65194062_65195413 1267 chr11_65193833_65195413 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
OSE_peak_540 64.4737 98 OSE1_peak_926 chr11_65195525_65195676 152 OSE2_peak_1597 chr11_65195579_65196424 152 chr11_65195525_65196424 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
OSE_peak_541 55.2198 201 OSE1_peak_927 chr11_65196224_65196587 364 OSE2_peak_1597 chr11_65195579_65196424 364 chr11_65195579_65196587 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
OSE_peak_542 100 120 OSE1_peak_928 chr11_65196898_65197017 120 OSE2_peak_1598 chr11_65196634_65197093 120 chr11_65196634_65197093 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
OSE_peak_543 97.3154 145 OSE1_peak_929 chr11_65197596_65197744 149 OSE2_peak_1600 chr11_65197600_65197754 149 chr11_65197596_65197754 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
OSE_peak_544 99.4087 2690 OSE1_peak_933 chr11_65266470_65270076 3607 OSE2_peak_1610 chr11_65266454_65269159 3607 chr11_65266454_65270076 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_545 100 445 OSE1_peak_933 chr11_65266470_65270076 3607 OSE2_peak_1611 chr11_65269266_65269710 3607 chr11_65266470_65270076 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_546 65.679 266 OSE1_peak_933 chr11_65266470_65270076 3607 OSE2_peak_1612 chr11_65269811_65270215 3607 chr11_65266470_65270215 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_547 86.214 419 OSE1_peak_934 chr11_65270379_65270997 619 OSE2_peak_1613 chr11_65270312_65270797 619 chr11_65270312_65270997 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_548 9.8546 61 OSE1_peak_934 chr11_65270379_65270997 619 OSE2_peak_1614 chr11_65270937_65272938 619 chr11_65270379_65272938 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_549 100 778 OSE1_peak_935 chr11_65271194_65271971 778 OSE2_peak_1614 chr11_65270937_65272938 778 chr11_65270937_65272938 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_550 100 161 OSE1_peak_936 chr11_65272144_65272304 161 OSE2_peak_1614 chr11_65270937_65272938 161 chr11_65270937_65272938 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_551 100 269 OSE1_peak_937 chr11_65272510_65272778 269 OSE2_peak_1614 chr11_65270937_65272938 269 chr11_65270937_65272938 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_552 100 1307 OSE1_peak_939 chr11_65273969_65275275 1307 OSE2_peak_1615 chr11_65273448_65275659 1307 chr11_65273448_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_553 100 243 OSE1_peak_940 chr11_65275373_65275615 243 OSE2_peak_1615 chr11_65273448_65275659 243 chr11_65273448_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
OSE_peak_554 100 139 OSE1_peak_941 chr11_65341825_65341963 139 OSE2_peak_1616 chr11_65341820_65342044 139 chr11_65341820_65342044 . B;LOC254100;LTBP3; EHBP1L1;KCNK7;MAP3K11
OSE_peak_555 99.6753 307 OSE1_peak_944 chr11_65670588_65670895 308 OSE2_peak_1626 chr11_65670589_65670983 308 chr11_65670588_65670983 . DC85B;CTSW;FIBP;FO C11orf68;DRAP1
OSE_peak_556 100 147 OSE1_peak_945 chr11_65683285_65683431 147 OSE2_peak_1628 chr11_65683131_65683880 147 chr11_65683131_65683880 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1;TSGA10IP
OSE_peak_557 100 142 OSE1_peak_946 chr11_65683660_65683801 142 OSE2_peak_1628 chr11_65683131_65683880 142 chr11_65683131_65683880 . CCDC85B;FIBP;FOSL1 C11orf68;DRAP1;TSGA10IP
OSE_peak_558 83.6111 301 OSE1_peak_948 chr11_65782936_65783295 360 OSE2_peak_1630 chr11_65782734_65783236 360 chr11_65782734_65783295 . BANF1;CST6;EIF1AD CATSPER1;GAL3ST3
OSE_peak_559 100 185 OSE1_peak_949 chr11_66104111_66104295 185 OSE2_peak_1635 chr11_66104054_66104295 185 chr11_66104054_66104295 . CD248;RIN1 B3GNT1;BRMS1;SLC29A2
OSE_peak_560 94.7368 270 OSE1_peak_950 chr11_66703892_66704176 285 OSE2_peak_1639 chr11_66703872_66704161 285 chr11_66703872_66704176 PC . .
OSE_peak_561 100 189 OSE1_peak_954 chr11_67141582_67141770 189 OSE2_peak_1642 chr11_67141403_67141989 189 chr11_67141403_67141989 CLCF1;LOC100130987 POLD4 PPP1CA;RAD9A;TBC1D10C
OSE_peak_562 99.6914 323 OSE1_peak_956 chr11_68227387_68227737 351 OSE2_peak_1647 chr11_68227415_68227738 351 chr11_68227387_68227738 . LRP5 PPP6R3
OSE_peak_563 92.0266 277 OSE1_peak_957 chr11_69069117_69069478 362 OSE2_peak_1652 chr11_69069093_69069393 362 chr11_69069093_69069478 . MYEOV .
OSE_peak_564 100 163 OSE1_peak_958 chr11_69235367_69235529 163 OSE2_peak_1654 chr11_69235243_69235613 163 chr11_69235243_69235613 . . .
OSE_peak_565 82.1429 138 OSE1_peak_959 chr11_69312111_69312295 185 OSE2_peak_1656 chr11_69312158_69312325 185 chr11_69312111_69312325 . . .
OSE_peak_566 78.2051 122 OSE1_peak_960 chr11_69402618_69402773 156 OSE2_peak_1658 chr11_69402572_69402739 156 chr11_69402572_69402773 . . .
OSE_peak_567 100 177 OSE1_peak_963 chr11_70266269_70266445 177 OSE2_peak_1660 chr11_70266221_70266490 177 chr11_70266221_70266490 CTTN . .
OSE_peak_568 100 188 OSE1_peak_964 chr11_71010520_71010707 188 OSE2_peak_1662 chr11_71010312_71010761 188 chr11_71010312_71010761 . . .
OSE_peak_569 91.0891 184 OSE1_peak_966 chr11_71822833_71823034 202 OSE2_peak_1665 chr11_71822802_71823016 202 chr11_71822802_71823034 C11orf51 LAMTOR1;LRTOMT FOLR3
OSE_peak_570 78.5714 209 OSE1_peak_967 chr11_71851907_71852329 423 OSE2_peak_1667 chr11_71852121_71852386 423 chr11_71851907_71852386 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
OSE_peak_571 98.0769 204 OSE1_peak_969 chr11_72145580_72145787 208 OSE2_peak_1669 chr11_72145561_72145783 208 chr11_72145561_72145787 CLPB . .
OSE_peak_572 100 156 OSE1_peak_970 chr11_72686973_72687128 156 OSE2_peak_1671 chr11_72686973_72687157 156 chr11_72686973_72687157 FCHSD2 . .
OSE_peak_573 86.755 131 OSE1_peak_976 chr11_82997303_82997489 187 OSE2_peak_1690 chr11_82997359_82997509 187 chr11_82997303_82997509 CCDC90B . .
OSE_peak_574 99.0741 214 OSE1_peak_980 chr11_86235085_86235432 348 OSE2_peak_1697 chr11_86235219_86235434 348 chr11_86235085_86235434 ME3 . .
OSE_peak_575 100 201 OSE1_peak_981 chr11_86343997_86344197 201 OSE2_peak_1698 chr11_86343955_86344262 201 chr11_86343955_86344262 ME3 . .
OSE_peak_576 6.0773 11 OSE1_peak_984 chr11_86454902_86455082 181 OSE2_peak_1700 chr11_86454616_86454912 181 chr11_86454616_86455082 . . .
OSE_peak_577 100 125 OSE1_peak_986 chr11_92788152_92788278 127 OSE2_peak_1708 chr11_92788152_92788276 127 chr11_92788152_92788278 . . .
OSE_peak_578 12 15 OSE1_peak_987 chr11_93462033_93462157 125 OSE2_peak_1713 chr11_93462143_93462303 125 chr11_93462033_93462303 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 18;SNORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;
OSE_peak_579 100 120 OSE1_peak_990 chr11_93473742_93473861 120 OSE2_peak_1716 chr11_93473552_93474009 120 chr11_93473552_93474009 TAF1D RA18;SNORA25;SNO C11orf54
OSE_peak_580 19.2982 33 OSE1_peak_991 chr11_93474020_93474190 171 OSE2_peak_1717 chr11_93474158_93474539 171 chr11_93474020_93474539 TAF1D RA18;SNORA25;SNO C11orf54
OSE_peak_581 77.4194 96 OSE1_peak_993 chr11_93908757_93908929 173 OSE2_peak_1718 chr11_93908729_93908852 173 chr11_93908729_93908929 PANX1 . .
OSE_peak_582 100 153 OSE1_peak_995 chr11_95610463_95610615 153 OSE2_peak_1723 chr11_95610442_95610660 153 chr11_95610442_95610660 MTMR2 . .
OSE_peak_583 100 213 OSE1_peak_997 chr11_97836870_97837082 213 OSE2_peak_1730 chr11_97836858_97837093 213 chr11_97836858_97837093 . . .
OSE_peak_584 100 169 OSE1_peak_998 chr11_99196646_99196868 223 OSE2_peak_1731 chr11_99196673_99196841 223 chr11_99196646_99196868 CNTN5 . .
OSE_peak_585 73.301 151 OSE1_peak_999 chr11_100680979_100681186 208 OSE2_peak_1734 chr11_100681036_100681241 208 chr11_100680979_100681241 ARHGAP42 . .
OSE_peak_586 87.5 140 OSE1_peak_1000 chr11_101317150_101317309 160 OSE2_peak_1735 chr11_101317087_101317289 160 chr11_101317087_101317309 . . TRPC6
OSE_peak_587 83.75 134 OSE1_peak_1004 chr11_102107687_102107856 170 OSE2_peak_1738 chr11_102107723_102107882 170 chr11_102107687_102107882 . YAP1 .
OSE_peak_588 100 121 OSE1_peak_1005 chr11_102194724_102194844 121 OSE2_peak_1739 chr11_102194695_102194879 121 chr11_102194695_102194879 BIRC3 . BIRC2
OSE_peak_589 69.8473 183 OSE1_peak_1007 chr11_102217464_102217794 331 OSE2_peak_1741 chr11_102217385_102217646 331 chr11_102217385_102217794 . BIRC3 BIRC2
OSE_peak_590 95.8333 115 OSE1_peak_1009 chr11_102631217_102631344 128 OSE2_peak_1742 chr11_102631212_102631331 128 chr11_102631212_102631344 . . LOC100288077;MMP1;MMP10
OSE_peak_591 100 199 OSE1_peak_1010 chr11_103496102_103496300 199 OSE2_peak_1744 chr11_103495865_103496367 199 chr11_103495865_103496367 . . .
OSE_peak_592 100 125 OSE1_peak_1012 chr11_106914501_106914658 158 OSE2_peak_1749 chr11_106914509_106914633 158 chr11_106914501_106914658 . GUCY1A2 .
OSE_peak_593 94.5736 122 OSE1_peak_1015 chr11_111565677_111565805 129 OSE2_peak_1761 chr11_111565684_111565952 129 chr11_111565677_111565952 SIK2 . .
OSE_peak_594 100 269 OSE1_peak_1018 chr11_112192586_112192854 269 OSE2_peak_1764 chr11_112192536_112192874 269 chr11_112192536_112192874 . . .
OSE_peak_595 86.3636 133 OSE1_peak_1020 chr11_114005633_114005841 209 OSE2_peak_1766 chr11_114005709_114005862 209 chr11_114005633_114005862 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_596 100 203 OSE1_peak_1021 chr11_114020859_114021061 203 OSE2_peak_1767 chr11_114020827_114021074 203 chr11_114020827_114021074 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_597 100 200 OSE1_peak_1022 chr11_114025286_114025536 251 OSE2_peak_1768 chr11_114025317_114025516 251 chr11_114025286_114025536 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_598 100 155 OSE1_peak_1023 chr11_114030848_114031002 155 OSE2_peak_1769 chr11_114030846_114031140 155 chr11_114030846_114031140 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_599 94.636 247 OSE1_peak_1024 chr11_114033547_114033818 272 OSE2_peak_1770 chr11_114033572_114033832 272 chr11_114033547_114033832 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_600 100 182 OSE1_peak_1025 chr11_114037753_114038179 427 OSE2_peak_1771 chr11_114037785_114037966 427 chr11_114037753_114038179 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_601 100 267 OSE1_peak_1026 chr11_114049967_114050233 267 OSE2_peak_1773 chr11_114049935_114050288 267 chr11_114049935_114050288 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_602 96.3636 159 OSE1_peak_1029 chr11_114068699_114068863 165 OSE2_peak_1775 chr11_114068599_114068857 165 chr11_114068599_114068863 ZBTB16 . .
OSE_peak_603 100 334 OSE1_peak_1030 chr11_114165668_114166001 334 OSE2_peak_1777 chr11_114165650_114166067 334 chr11_114165650_114166067 . . NNMT
OSE_peak_604 100 148 OSE1_peak_1031 chr11_114167543_114167690 148 OSE2_peak_1779 chr11_114167489_114167750 148 chr11_114167489_114167750 NNMT . .
OSE_peak_605 71.6667 86 OSE1_peak_1033 chr11_114178398_114178517 120 OSE2_peak_1782 chr11_114178432_114178572 120 chr11_114178398_114178572 NNMT . .
OSE_peak_606 82.0144 114 OSE1_peak_1034 chr11_116679745_116679883 139 OSE2_peak_1787 chr11_116679638_116679858 139 chr11_116679638_116679883 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
OSE_peak_607 92 276 OSE1_peak_1035 chr11_116680219_116680518 300 OSE2_peak_1788 chr11_116680243_116680556 300 chr11_116680219_116680556 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
OSE_peak_608 100 134 OSE1_peak_1036 chr11_116943307_116943504 198 OSE2_peak_1791 chr11_116943335_116943468 198 chr11_116943307_116943504 SIK3 . .
OSE_peak_609 100 518 OSE1_peak_1040 chr11_118790367_118790884 518 OSE2_peak_1798 chr11_118790353_118790908 518 chr11_118790353_118790908 . CL9L;CXCR5;MIR449 .
OSE_peak_610 87.5 154 OSE1_peak_1041 chr11_118791510_118791685 176 OSE2_peak_1799 chr11_118791532_118791981 176 chr11_118791510_118791981 . CL9L;CXCR5;MIR449 .
OSE_peak_611 82.3529 140 OSE1_peak_1043 chr11_120215232_120215401 170 OSE2_peak_1802 chr11_120215165_120215371 170 chr11_120215165_120215401 ARHGEF12 POU2F3;TMEM136 .
OSE_peak_612 100 173 OSE1_peak_1046 chr11_122027767_122027939 173 OSE2_peak_1809 chr11_122027673_122028055 173 chr11_122027673_122028055 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
OSE_peak_613 97.7901 177 OSE1_peak_1047 chr11_122032932_122033126 195 OSE2_peak_1812 chr11_122032950_122033130 195 chr11_122032932_122033130 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
OSE_peak_614 84.8341 179 OSE1_peak_1049 chr11_122057335_122057565 231 OSE2_peak_1813 chr11_122057303_122057513 231 chr11_122057303_122057565 MIR100HG . .
OSE_peak_615 93.3962 198 OSE1_peak_1051 chr11_122067920_122068131 212 OSE2_peak_1814 chr11_122067808_122068117 212 chr11_122067808_122068131 MIR100HG . .
OSE_peak_616 91.1765 155 OSE1_peak_1052 chr11_122078970_122079139 170 OSE2_peak_1815 chr11_122078985_122079157 170 chr11_122078970_122079157 . MIR100HG .
OSE_peak_617 69.1667 83 OSE1_peak_1054 chr11_123044142_123044290 149 OSE2_peak_1823 chr11_123044105_123044224 149 chr11_123044105_123044290 CLMP . .
OSE_peak_618 76.8657 103 OSE1_peak_1055 chr11_123324958_123325091 134 OSE2_peak_1825 chr11_123324989_123325223 134 chr11_123324958_123325223 . . .
OSE_peak_619 100 187 OSE1_peak_1056 chr11_124146169_124146355 187 OSE2_peak_1829 chr11_124146117_124146390 187 chr11_124146117_124146390 . OR8G1;OR8G5 .
OSE_peak_620 100 140 OSE1_peak_1057 chr11_124155616_124155755 140 OSE2_peak_1830 chr11_124155602_124155788 140 chr11_124155602_124155788 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
OSE_peak_621 100 173 OSE1_peak_1058 chr11_124156073_124156245 173 OSE2_peak_1831 chr11_124156067_124156295 173 chr11_124156067_124156295 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
OSE_peak_622 94.4444 170 OSE1_peak_1059 chr11_127896597_127896776 180 OSE2_peak_1841 chr11_127896607_127896802 180 chr11_127896597_127896802 . . .
OSE_peak_623 99.1279 341 OSE1_peak_1061 chr11_128077793_128078136 344 OSE2_peak_1842 chr11_128077796_128078179 344 chr11_128077793_128078179 . . .
OSE_peak_624 100 179 OSE1_peak_1063 chr11_128080618_128080796 179 OSE2_peak_1843 chr11_128080618_128080805 179 chr11_128080618_128080805 . . .
OSE_peak_625 100 212 OSE1_peak_1064 chr11_128366738_128366949 212 OSE2_peak_1848 chr11_128366725_128367013 212 chr11_128366725_128367013 ETS1 . .
OSE_peak_626 100 165 OSE1_peak_1066 chr11_128563731_128564015 285 OSE2_peak_1851 chr11_128563846_128564010 285 chr11_128563731_128564015 FLI1;LOC100507392 . .
OSE_peak_627 100 204 OSE1_peak_1067 chr11_128579376_128579579 204 OSE2_peak_1852 chr11_128579369_128579587 204 chr11_128579369_128579587 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
OSE_peak_628 58 87 OSE1_peak_1068 chr11_128584807_128584964 158 OSE2_peak_1853 chr11_128584878_128585027 158 chr11_128584807_128585027 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
OSE_peak_629 100 130 OSE1_peak_1069 chr11_128585673_128585802 130 OSE2_peak_1854 chr11_128585523_128585823 130 chr11_128585523_128585823 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
OSE_peak_630 48.8 61 OSE1_peak_1071 chr11_130507036_130507166 131 OSE2_peak_1861 chr11_130507106_130507230 131 chr11_130507036_130507230 . . .
OSE_peak_631 100 125 OSE1_peak_1072 chr11_130516522_130516646 125 OSE2_peak_1862 chr11_130516518_130516669 125 chr11_130516518_130516669 . . .
OSE_peak_632 100 252 OSE1_peak_1073 chr11_130767185_130767436 252 OSE2_peak_1866 chr11_130767126_130767504 252 chr11_130767126_130767504 SNX19 . .
OSE_peak_633 100 129 OSE1_peak_1074 chr11_131924802_131924930 129 OSE2_peak_1869 chr11_131924765_131924974 129 chr11_131924765_131924974 NTM . .
OSE_peak_634 100 316 OSE1_peak_1075 chr11_131934904_131935219 316 OSE2_peak_1870 chr11_131934848_131935296 316 chr11_131934848_131935296 NTM . .
OSE_peak_635 70.8738 146 OSE1_peak_1076 chr11_131942115_131942320 206 OSE2_peak_1872 chr11_131942175_131942417 206 chr11_131942115_131942417 NTM . .
OSE_peak_636 100 121 OSE1_peak_1077 chr11_132502571_132502760 190 OSE2_peak_1874 chr11_132502602_132502722 190 chr11_132502571_132502760 OPCML . .
OSE_peak_637 88.5057 154 OSE1_peak_1078 chr11_132555258_132555456 199 OSE2_peak_1875 chr11_132555303_132555476 199 chr11_132555258_132555476 OPCML . .
OSE_peak_638 97.0803 133 OSE1_peak_1080 chr12_1583441_1583604 164 OSE2_peak_1880 chr12_1583437_1583573 164 chr12_1583437_1583604 ERC1 . LOC100292680
OSE_peak_639 89.6341 147 OSE1_peak_1081 chr12_1628546_1628709 164 OSE2_peak_1881 chr12_1628485_1628692 164 chr12_1628485_1628709 . ERC1;LOC100292680 .
OSE_peak_640 99.4083 168 OSE1_peak_1084 chr12_3238547_3238715 169 OSE2_peak_1883 chr12_3238508_3238714 169 chr12_3238508_3238715 TSPAN9 . .
OSE_peak_641 100 185 OSE1_peak_1086 chr12_6485372_6485556 185 OSE2_peak_1898 chr12_6485372_6485615 185 chr12_6485372_6485615 SCNN1A . LTBR
OSE_peak_642 100 149 OSE1_peak_1089 chr12_6644453_6644714 262 OSE2_peak_1901 chr12_6644454_6644602 262 chr12_6644453_6644714 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
OSE_peak_643 100 174 OSE1_peak_1091 chr12_6645765_6645938 174 OSE2_peak_1902 chr12_6645734_6645992 174 chr12_6645734_6645992 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
OSE_peak_644 86.5672 116 OSE1_peak_1092 chr12_6647497_6647630 134 OSE2_peak_1903 chr12_6647515_6648509 134 chr12_6647497_6648509 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
OSE_peak_645 100 757 OSE1_peak_1093 chr12_6647752_6648508 757 OSE2_peak_1903 chr12_6647515_6648509 757 chr12_6647515_6648509 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
OSE_peak_646 89.9676 278 OSE1_peak_1095 chr12_6961562_6961870 309 OSE2_peak_1905 chr12_6961485_6961839 309 chr12_6961485_6961870 USP5 A3;GNB3;GPR162;LEP SPSB2;TPI1
OSE_peak_647 42.4419 73 OSE1_peak_1096 chr12_6980418_6980639 222 OSE2_peak_1906 chr12_6980319_6980490 222 chr12_6980319_6980639 SPSB2 DCA3;GNB3;TPI1;USP DSTNP2;RPL13P5
OSE_peak_648 99.5984 496 OSE1_peak_1099 chr12_7052924_7053421 498 OSE2_peak_1911 chr12_7052926_7053523 498 chr12_7052924_7053523 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC23IR141;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
OSE_peak_649 100 209 OSE1_peak_1102 chr12_8833833_8834041 209 OSE2_peak_1915 chr12_8833821_8834085 209 chr12_8833821_8834085 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
OSE_peak_650 100 131 OSE1_peak_1103 chr12_9945675_9945994 320 OSE2_peak_1917 chr12_9945692_9945822 320 chr12_9945675_9945994 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_651 100 187 OSE1_peak_1104 chr12_10787119_10787305 187 OSE2_peak_1921 chr12_10787103_10787314 187 chr12_10787103_10787314 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MAGOHB .
OSE_peak_652 97.2222 140 OSE1_peak_1106 chr12_11951925_11952068 144 OSE2_peak_1924 chr12_11951929_11952100 144 chr12_11951925_11952100 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_653 26.5537 47 OSE1_peak_1107 chr12_12911375_12911551 177 OSE2_peak_1928 chr12_12911505_12912074 177 chr12_12911375_12912074 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . MIR613
OSE_peak_654 100 149 OSE1_peak_1108 chr12_12911915_12912063 149 OSE2_peak_1928 chr12_12911505_12912074 149 chr12_12911505_12912074 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . MIR613
OSE_peak_655 76.3975 123 OSE1_peak_1109 chr12_12992825_12992985 161 OSE2_peak_1932 chr12_12992863_12993203 161 chr12_12992825_12993203 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 DDX47 .
OSE_peak_656 97.037 131 OSE1_peak_1110 chr12_13025114_13025248 135 OSE2_peak_1934 chr12_13025118_13025266 135 chr12_13025114_13025266 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . GPRC5A;RPL13AP20
OSE_peak_657 4.7847 10 OSE1_peak_1113 chr12_13055102_13055317 216 OSE2_peak_1938 chr12_13055308_13055516 216 chr12_13055102_13055516 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M RPL13AP20 MIR614
OSE_peak_658 66.6667 80 OSE1_peak_1115 chr12_14922753_14922872 120 OSE2_peak_1943 chr12_14922793_14923110 120 chr12_14922753_14923110 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . H2AFJ;HIST4H4;WBP11
OSE_peak_659 70.7692 138 OSE1_peak_1116 chr12_14923264_14923458 195 OSE2_peak_1944 chr12_14923321_14923880 195 chr12_14923264_14923880 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . H2AFJ;WBP11
OSE_peak_660 93.3333 126 OSE1_peak_1119 chr12_14994817_14995002 186 OSE2_peak_1946 chr12_14994877_14995011 186 chr12_14994817_14995011 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M C12orf60;C12orf69 .
OSE_peak_661 100 151 OSE1_peak_1120 chr12_18324573_18324723 151 OSE2_peak_1950 chr12_18324554_18324772 151 chr12_18324554_18324772 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_662 100 120 OSE1_peak_1121 chr12_18473127_18473246 120 OSE2_peak_1952 chr12_18473085_18473281 120 chr12_18473085_18473281 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_663 100 197 OSE1_peak_1122 chr12_18536151_18536347 197 OSE2_peak_1953 chr12_18536143_18536462 197 chr12_18536143_18536462 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_664 60.625 97 OSE1_peak_1123 chr12_18901028_18901188 161 OSE2_peak_1954 chr12_18900965_18901124 161 chr12_18900965_18901188 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
OSE_peak_665 99.0446 311 OSE1_peak_1126 chr12_24753897_24754212 316 OSE2_peak_1961 chr12_24753902_24754215 316 chr12_24753897_24754215 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LINC00477 .
OSE_peak_666 91.4286 160 OSE1_peak_1127 chr12_25854432_25854606 175 OSE2_peak_1963 chr12_25854447_25854633 175 chr12_25854432_25854633 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_667 100 129 OSE1_peak_1128 chr12_25982259_25982387 129 OSE2_peak_1964 chr12_25982225_25982489 129 chr12_25982225_25982489 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_668 74.0113 131 OSE1_peak_1131 chr12_26427750_26427926 177 OSE2_peak_1966 chr12_26427697_26427880 177 chr12_26427697_26427926 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_669 100 145 OSE1_peak_1132 chr12_26850272_26850416 145 OSE2_peak_1969 chr12_26850261_26850441 145 chr12_26850261_26850441 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_670 93.985 125 OSE1_peak_1134 chr12_27329857_27329991 135 OSE2_peak_1972 chr12_27329849_27329981 135 chr12_27329849_27329991 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_671 43.2624 61 OSE1_peak_1136 chr12_27702755_27702895 141 OSE2_peak_1974 chr12_27702835_27702981 141 chr12_27702755_27702981 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_672 100 126 OSE1_peak_1137 chr12_27727052_27727177 126 OSE2_peak_1975 chr12_27726857_27727199 126 chr12_27726857_27727199 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_673 88.3117 136 OSE1_peak_1138 chr12_27772358_27772511 154 OSE2_peak_1976 chr12_27772339_27772493 154 chr12_27772339_27772511 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_674 79.4118 108 OSE1_peak_1139 chr12_28018525_28018660 136 OSE2_peak_1978 chr12_28018467_28018632 136 chr12_28018467_28018660 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_675 71.3235 97 OSE1_peak_1140 chr12_28052373_28052520 148 OSE2_peak_1979 chr12_28052424_28052559 148 chr12_28052373_28052559 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_676 100 162 OSE1_peak_1141 chr12_29035547_29035708 162 OSE2_peak_1984 chr12_29035488_29035720 162 chr12_29035488_29035720 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_677 100 146 OSE1_peak_1142 chr12_29894624_29894769 146 OSE2_peak_1985 chr12_29894595_29894803 146 chr12_29894595_29894803 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_678 85.3081 180 OSE1_peak_1143 chr12_29949831_29950041 211 OSE2_peak_1987 chr12_29949778_29950010 211 chr12_29949778_29950041 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 TMTC1 .
OSE_peak_679 44.2697 197 OSE1_peak_1144 chr12_30947537_30948134 598 OSE2_peak_1991 chr12_30947938_30948382 598 chr12_30947537_30948382 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . LOC100287314
OSE_peak_680 100 183 OSE1_peak_1145 chr12_31671810_31671992 183 OSE2_peak_1994 chr12_31671783_31672001 183 chr12_31671783_31672001 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2; . .
OSE_peak_681 100 131 OSE1_peak_1146 chr12_32589976_32590106 131 OSE2_peak_1998 chr12_32589875_32590274 131 chr12_32589875_32590274 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_682 98.1481 159 OSE1_peak_1149 chr12_39897278_39897439 162 OSE2_peak_2003 chr12_39897281_39897464 162 chr12_39897278_39897464 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_683 89.881 151 OSE1_peak_1151 chr12_43355252_43355419 168 OSE2_peak_2008 chr12_43355269_43355547 168 chr12_43355252_43355547 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_684 86.7052 150 OSE1_peak_1152 chr12_46613794_46613975 182 OSE2_peak_2013 chr12_46613771_46613943 182 chr12_46613771_46613975 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_685 100 480 OSE1_peak_1153 chr12_46751173_46751652 480 OSE2_peak_2015 chr12_46750740_46752133 480 chr12_46750740_46752133 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_686 100 338 OSE1_peak_1154 chr12_46751777_46752114 338 OSE2_peak_2015 chr12_46750740_46752133 338 chr12_46750740_46752133 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_687 77.4775 172 OSE1_peak_1155 chr12_46759532_46759753 222 OSE2_peak_2021 chr12_46759453_46759703 222 chr12_46759453_46759753 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_688 80.0995 161 OSE1_peak_1157 chr12_46763970_46764170 201 OSE2_peak_2023 chr12_46763379_46764130 201 chr12_46763379_46764170 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_689 74.7222 269 OSE1_peak_1158 chr12_46765723_46766117 395 OSE2_peak_2024 chr12_46765849_46766208 395 chr12_46765723_46766208 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_690 83.7963 181 OSE1_peak_1159 chr12_46766292_46766552 261 OSE2_peak_2025 chr12_46766372_46766587 261 chr12_46766292_46766587 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_691 99.2248 128 OSE1_peak_1160 chr12_46783151_46783279 129 OSE2_peak_2027 chr12_46783091_46783278 129 chr12_46783091_46783279 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 SLC38A2 .
OSE_peak_692 100 202 OSE1_peak_1163 chr12_46825627_46825850 224 OSE2_peak_2028 chr12_46825647_46825848 224 chr12_46825627_46825850 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_693 95.0311 153 OSE1_peak_1165 chr12_46888244_46888449 206 OSE2_peak_2029 chr12_46888297_46888457 206 chr12_46888244_46888457 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_694 100 152 OSE1_peak_1166 chr12_47353508_47353659 152 OSE2_peak_2031 chr12_47353508_47353776 152 chr12_47353508_47353776 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_695 100 182 OSE1_peak_1168 chr12_47488638_47488819 182 OSE2_peak_2033 chr12_47488568_47488876 182 chr12_47488568_47488876 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 AMIGO2 .
OSE_peak_696 100 191 OSE1_peak_1170 chr12_47489690_47489880 191 OSE2_peak_2034 chr12_47489688_47489882 191 chr12_47489688_47489882 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 AMIGO2 .
OSE_peak_697 94.0239 236 OSE1_peak_1171 chr12_48213981_48214259 279 OSE2_peak_2036 chr12_48214024_48214274 279 chr12_48213981_48214274 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 HDAC7 VDR
OSE_peak_698 100 125 OSE1_peak_1172 chr12_48214433_48214570 138 OSE2_peak_2037 chr12_48214434_48214558 138 chr12_48214433_48214570 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 HDAC7 VDR
OSE_peak_699 86.25 138 OSE1_peak_1173 chr12_48275581_48275775 195 OSE2_peak_2038 chr12_48275638_48275797 195 chr12_48275581_48275797 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
OSE_peak_700 100 141 OSE1_peak_1174 chr12_49245933_49246073 141 OSE2_peak_2039 chr12_49245913_49246079 141 chr12_49245913_49246079 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M CACNB3 RND1
OSE_peak_701 100 230 OSE1_peak_1175 chr12_49520469_49520698 230 OSE2_peak_2042 chr12_49520450_49520978 230 chr12_49520450_49520978 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LMBR1L TUBA1B
OSE_peak_702 100 138 OSE1_peak_1176 chr12_49520819_49520956 138 OSE2_peak_2042 chr12_49520450_49520978 138 chr12_49520450_49520978 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LMBR1L TUBA1B
OSE_peak_703 100 329 OSE1_peak_1177 chr12_49521118_49521446 329 OSE2_peak_2043 chr12_49521094_49521498 329 chr12_49521094_49521498 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LMBR1L TUBA1B
OSE_peak_704 20 24 OSE1_peak_1180 chr12_49524879_49525038 160 OSE2_peak_2044 chr12_49524783_49524902 160 chr12_49524783_49525038 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ LMBR1L .
OSE_peak_705 20 32 OSE1_peak_1180 chr12_49524879_49525038 160 OSE2_peak_2045 chr12_49525007_49525187 160 chr12_49524879_49525187 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ LMBR1L .
OSE_peak_706 100 159 OSE1_peak_1181 chr12_49616462_49616620 159 OSE2_peak_2049 chr12_49616449_49616637 159 chr12_49616449_49616637 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_707 1.99 4 OSE1_peak_1182 chr12_49659122_49659322 201 OSE2_peak_2051 chr12_49658835_49659125 201 chr12_49658835_49659322 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . PRPH
OSE_peak_708 49.2537 99 OSE1_peak_1182 chr12_49659122_49659322 201 OSE2_peak_2052 chr12_49659224_49659815 201 chr12_49659122_49659815 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . PRPH
OSE_peak_709 100 124 OSE1_peak_1183 chr12_49659489_49659612 124 OSE2_peak_2052 chr12_49659224_49659815 124 chr12_49659224_49659815 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . PRPH
OSE_peak_710 90.184 147 OSE1_peak_1189 chr12_50579822_50579984 163 OSE2_peak_2060 chr12_50579838_50580067 163 chr12_50579822_50580067 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M CERS5 .
OSE_peak_711 75 96 OSE1_peak_1190 chr12_50580921_50581048 128 OSE2_peak_2061 chr12_50580953_50581083 128 chr12_50580921_50581083 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M CERS5 .
OSE_peak_712 81.8182 99 OSE1_peak_1196 chr12_51013128_51013248 121 OSE2_peak_2066 chr12_51013069_51013226 121 chr12_51013069_51013248 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_713 81.4371 136 OSE1_peak_1199 chr12_52279869_52280035 167 OSE2_peak_2069 chr12_52279835_52280004 167 chr12_52279835_52280035 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . ACVRL1;ANKRD33
OSE_peak_714 91.6667 110 OSE1_peak_1200 chr12_52541311_52541430 120 OSE2_peak_2071 chr12_52541249_52541420 120 chr12_52541249_52541430 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . KRT80
OSE_peak_715 57.8947 77 OSE1_peak_1201 chr12_52588760_52588892 133 OSE2_peak_2073 chr12_52588816_52589093 133 chr12_52588760_52589093 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 KRT80 LOC283403;LOC283404
OSE_peak_716 100 221 OSE1_peak_1202 chr12_52597047_52597267 221 OSE2_peak_2074 chr12_52597043_52597333 221 chr12_52597043_52597333 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 KRT80 KRT7;LOC283403;LOC283404
OSE_peak_717 43.3333 52 OSE1_peak_1203 chr12_52638303_52638422 120 OSE2_peak_2076 chr12_52638195_52638354 120 chr12_52638195_52638422 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M LOC283404 .
OSE_peak_718 97.5962 203 OSE1_peak_1204 chr12_52674691_52674898 208 OSE2_peak_2079 chr12_52674696_52674978 208 chr12_52674691_52674978 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . KRT81;KRT86
OSE_peak_719 100 260 OSE1_peak_1207 chr12_53229834_53230093 260 OSE2_peak_2082 chr12_53229698_53230212 260 chr12_53229698_53230212 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 KRT4;KRT79 KRT78
OSE_peak_720 100 154 OSE1_peak_1209 chr12_53611163_53611316 154 OSE2_peak_2093 chr12_53611141_53611404 154 chr12_53611141_53611404 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 ITGB7;ZNF740 .
OSE_peak_721 86.3636 152 OSE1_peak_1211 chr12_54121307_54121491 185 OSE2_peak_2097 chr12_54121283_54121458 185 chr12_54121283_54121491 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 . .
OSE_peak_722 92.6316 264 OSE1_peak_1212 chr12_54616381_54616665 285 OSE2_peak_2100 chr12_54616402_54616706 285 chr12_54616381_54616706 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
OSE_peak_723 91.2698 115 OSE1_peak_1213 chr12_54652982_54653120 139 OSE2_peak_2101 chr12_54652971_54653096 139 chr12_54652971_54653120 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M MIR3198‐2 HNRNPA1;HNRNPA1P10
OSE_peak_724 47.0968 73 OSE1_peak_1217 chr12_54682436_54682590 155 OSE2_peak_2109 chr12_54682518_54682760 155 chr12_54682436_54682760 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1;HNRNPA1;HNRNPA NFE2
OSE_peak_725 100 158 OSE1_peak_1219 chr12_56435850_56436007 158 OSE2_peak_2118 chr12_56435777_56436037 158 chr12_56435777_56436037 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IKZF4 .
OSE_peak_726 51.145 67 OSE1_peak_1221 chr12_56510405_56510541 137 OSE2_peak_2121 chr12_56510475_56510605 137 chr12_56510405_56510605 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
OSE_peak_727 92.3664 121 OSE1_peak_1222 chr12_56510845_56510975 131 OSE2_peak_2122 chr12_56510808_56510965 131 chr12_56510808_56510975 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
OSE_peak_728 98.4375 378 OSE1_peak_1223 chr12_56511600_56512002 403 OSE2_peak_2123 chr12_56511594_56511977 403 chr12_56511594_56512002 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 ERBB3;PA2G4 ESYT1;ZC3H10
OSE_peak_729 100 183 OSE1_peak_1229 chr12_56912473_56912682 210 OSE2_peak_2128 chr12_56912485_56912667 210 chr12_56912473_56912682 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . RBMS2
OSE_peak_730 97.4359 152 OSE1_peak_1231 chr12_57505947_57506106 160 OSE2_peak_2133 chr12_57505955_57506110 160 chr12_57505947_57506110 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 NAB2;STAT6 LRP1
OSE_peak_731 86.7188 111 OSE1_peak_1233 chr12_57914077_57914311 235 OSE2_peak_2138 chr12_57914201_57914328 235 chr12_57914077_57914328 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M MARS DCTN2;KIF5A;MBD6
OSE_peak_732 100 134 OSE1_peak_1236 chr12_58704640_58704773 134 OSE2_peak_2139 chr12_58704611_58704781 134 chr12_58704611_58704781 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_733 82.5 99 OSE1_peak_1238 chr12_59271259_59271378 120 OSE2_peak_2141 chr12_59271238_59271357 120 chr12_59271238_59271378 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_734 100 175 OSE1_peak_1239 chr12_59430904_59431078 175 OSE2_peak_2142 chr12_59430853_59431085 175 chr12_59430853_59431085 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_735 100 133 OSE1_peak_1240 chr12_59435281_59435413 133 OSE2_peak_2143 chr12_59435224_59435485 133 chr12_59435224_59435485 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_736 100 170 OSE1_peak_1243 chr12_63096326_63096495 170 OSE2_peak_2149 chr12_63096322_63096615 170 chr12_63096322_63096615 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_737 100 147 OSE1_peak_1244 chr12_63126019_63126165 147 OSE2_peak_2150 chr12_63125895_63126202 147 chr12_63125895_63126202 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_738 100 191 OSE1_peak_1245 chr12_64311859_64312049 191 OSE2_peak_2151 chr12_64311733_64312141 191 chr12_64311733_64312141 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_739 92.2705 191 OSE1_peak_1246 chr12_64312637_64312843 207 OSE2_peak_2152 chr12_64312468_64312827 207 chr12_64312468_64312843 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_740 97.1429 170 OSE1_peak_1248 chr12_64498203_64498387 185 OSE2_peak_2158 chr12_64498198_64498372 185 chr12_64498198_64498387 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_741 92.1053 175 OSE1_peak_1249 chr12_65019246_65019435 190 OSE2_peak_2161 chr12_65019261_65019536 190 chr12_65019246_65019536 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐MIR548C;MIR548Z .
OSE_peak_742 91.9708 126 OSE1_peak_1251 chr12_65955858_65955994 137 OSE2_peak_2165 chr12_65955869_65956010 137 chr12_65955858_65956010 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_743 100 150 OSE1_peak_1252 chr12_65960108_65960257 150 OSE2_peak_2166 chr12_65960072_65960412 150 chr12_65960072_65960412 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_744 74.3243 110 OSE1_peak_1255 chr12_66048444_66048591 148 OSE2_peak_2174 chr12_66048482_66048638 148 chr12_66048444_66048638 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_745 94.9405 319 OSE1_peak_1256 chr12_66050624_66050959 336 OSE2_peak_2176 chr12_66050386_66050942 336 chr12_66050386_66050959 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_746 100 142 OSE1_peak_1257 chr12_66172992_66173133 142 OSE2_peak_2179 chr12_66172980_66173203 142 chr12_66172980_66173203 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_747 97.8873 139 OSE1_peak_1258 chr12_66218448_66218589 142 OSE2_peak_2181 chr12_66218451_66218927 142 chr12_66218448_66218927 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
OSE_peak_748 8.7432 16 OSE1_peak_1261 chr12_66286140_66286390 251 OSE2_peak_2188 chr12_66286375_66286557 251 chr12_66286140_66286557 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_749 94.1463 193 OSE1_peak_1263 chr12_68099856_68100060 205 OSE2_peak_2192 chr12_68099794_68100048 205 chr12_68099794_68100060 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_750 100 152 OSE1_peak_1265 chr12_68661719_68661928 210 OSE2_peak_2193 chr12_68661752_68661903 210 chr12_68661719_68661928 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 IL22 MDM1
OSE_peak_751 92 138 OSE1_peak_1267 chr12_69291621_69291770 150 OSE2_peak_2196 chr12_69291633_69291787 150 chr12_69291621_69291787 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MI . .
OSE_peak_752 77.5 217 OSE1_peak_1271 chr12_71247219_71247502 284 OSE2_peak_2201 chr12_71247156_71247435 284 chr12_71247156_71247502 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_753 100 164 OSE1_peak_1272 chr12_71387936_71388147 212 OSE2_peak_2202 chr12_71387957_71388120 212 chr12_71387936_71388147 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_754 93.1507 136 OSE1_peak_1273 chr12_76084571_76084716 146 OSE2_peak_2206 chr12_76084498_76084706 146 chr12_76084498_76084716 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_755 100 120 OSE1_peak_1275 chr12_76414179_76414298 120 OSE2_peak_2212 chr12_76414166_76414329 120 chr12_76414166_76414329 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . NAP1L1;PHLDA1
OSE_peak_756 97.7444 130 OSE1_peak_1277 chr12_78797054_78797186 133 OSE2_peak_2222 chr12_78797057_78797289 133 chr12_78797054_78797289 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_757 100 158 OSE1_peak_1278 chr12_79813892_79814061 170 OSE2_peak_2224 chr12_79813904_79814061 170 chr12_79813892_79814061 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR1252 .
OSE_peak_758 100 124 OSE1_peak_1279 chr12_79941174_79941297 124 OSE2_peak_2227 chr12_79941146_79941390 124 chr12_79941146_79941390 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_759 86.0465 111 OSE1_peak_1280 chr12_80119920_80120048 129 OSE2_peak_2228 chr12_80119895_80120030 129 chr12_80119895_80120048 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_760 100 158 OSE1_peak_1281 chr12_80377475_80377632 158 OSE2_peak_2230 chr12_80377461_80377673 158 chr12_80377461_80377673 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_761 86.3354 139 OSE1_peak_1282 chr12_87106264_87106424 161 OSE2_peak_2237 chr12_87106212_87106402 161 chr12_87106212_87106424 MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_762 90.6077 164 OSE1_peak_1284 chr12_88203736_88203960 225 OSE2_peak_2240 chr12_88203797_88203977 225 chr12_88203736_88203977 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MKRN9P .
OSE_peak_763 100 142 OSE1_peak_1285 chr12_88214729_88214870 142 OSE2_peak_2242 chr12_88214674_88214930 142 chr12_88214674_88214930 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_764 100 129 OSE1_peak_1286 chr12_88535953_88536094 142 OSE2_peak_2243 chr12_88535964_88536092 142 chr12_88535953_88536094 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_765 100 121 OSE1_peak_1287 chr12_88641157_88641277 121 OSE2_peak_2244 chr12_88641094_88641314 121 chr12_88641094_88641314 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_766 100 198 OSE1_peak_1288 chr12_88702673_88702894 222 OSE2_peak_2245 chr12_88702694_88702891 222 chr12_88702673_88702894 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_767 80.1105 290 OSE1_peak_1289 chr12_88719330_88719691 362 OSE2_peak_2246 chr12_88719187_88719619 362 chr12_88719187_88719691 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_768 96.1957 177 OSE1_peak_1291 chr12_89844830_89845019 190 OSE2_peak_2252 chr12_89844843_89845026 190 chr12_89844830_89845026 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_769 87.5 301 OSE1_peak_1293 chr12_90127363_90127731 369 OSE2_peak_2254 chr12_90127431_90127774 369 chr12_90127363_90127774 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LOC338758 .
OSE_peak_770 100 180 OSE1_peak_1296 chr12_90647616_90647795 180 OSE2_peak_2256 chr12_90647587_90647829 180 chr12_90647587_90647829 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_771 90.8333 109 OSE1_peak_1297 chr12_91534205_91534324 120 OSE2_peak_2261 chr12_91534216_91534352 120 chr12_91534205_91534352 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 LUM DCN
OSE_peak_772 100 228 OSE1_peak_1298 chr12_93293230_93293465 236 OSE2_peak_2267 chr12_93293236_93293463 236 chr12_93293230_93293465 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_773 96.6667 116 OSE1_peak_1303 chr12_96043180_96043421 242 OSE2_peak_2279 chr12_96043306_96043425 242 chr12_96043180_96043425 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . NTN4
OSE_peak_774 86.5672 116 OSE1_peak_1305 chr12_96429385_96429518 134 OSE2_peak_2281 chr12_96429403_96429548 134 chr12_96429385_96429548 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_775 21.3542 41 OSE1_peak_1309 chr12_102270283_102270487 205 OSE2_peak_2292 chr12_102270447_102270638 205 chr12_102270283_102270638 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . DRAM1
OSE_peak_776 100 166 OSE1_peak_1310 chr12_102319279_102319444 166 OSE2_peak_2294 chr12_102319265_102319466 166 chr12_102319265_102319466 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 DRAM1 .
OSE_peak_777 100 172 OSE1_peak_1311 chr12_103954426_103954597 172 OSE2_peak_2295 chr12_103954403_103954653 172 chr12_103954403_103954653 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . STAB2
OSE_peak_778 91.6667 110 OSE1_peak_1312 chr12_104198786_104199063 278 OSE2_peak_2296 chr12_104198776_104198895 278 chr12_104198776_104199063 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . .
OSE_peak_779 100 220 OSE1_peak_1315 chr12_104571732_104571951 220 OSE2_peak_2297 chr12_104571644_104572054 220 chr12_104571644_104572054 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_780 100 199 OSE1_peak_1318 chr12_104749605_104749803 199 OSE2_peak_2310 chr12_104749316_104749812 199 chr12_104749316_104749812 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 TXNRD1 .
OSE_peak_781 91.7647 234 OSE1_peak_1319 chr12_105065526_105065780 255 OSE2_peak_2313 chr12_105065488_105065759 255 chr12_105065488_105065780MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M . .
OSE_peak_782 95.2381 140 OSE1_peak_1320 chr12_105369520_105369666 147 OSE2_peak_2315 chr12_105369488_105369659 147 chr12_105369488_105369666 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . C12orf45
OSE_peak_783 100 220 OSE1_peak_1321 chr12_105879159_105879378 220 OSE2_peak_2318 chr12_105879153_105879462 220 chr12_105879153_105879462 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_784 100 257 OSE1_peak_1322 chr12_106381142_106381485 344 OSE2_peak_2321 chr12_106381180_106381436 344 chr12_106381142_106381485 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_785 100 177 OSE1_peak_1323 chr12_106424362_106424568 207 OSE2_peak_2322 chr12_106424369_106424545 207 chr12_106424362_106424568 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_786 100 140 OSE1_peak_1324 chr12_107167793_107167999 207 OSE2_peak_2325 chr12_107167859_107167998 207 chr12_107167793_10716799944;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244 RFX4 RIC8B
OSE_peak_787 74.6154 194 OSE1_peak_1330 chr12_109220479_109220764 286 OSE2_peak_2333 chr12_109220571_109220830 286 chr12_109220479_1092208304‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_788 31.0345 45 OSE1_peak_1331 chr12_109226914_109227058 145 OSE2_peak_2334 chr12_109226758_109226958 145 chr12_109226758_1092270584‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_789 97.9592 144 OSE1_peak_1332 chr12_109232248_109232394 147 OSE2_peak_2336 chr12_109232226_109232391 147 chr12_109232226_1092323944‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_790 100 131 OSE1_peak_1333 chr12_109233222_109233352 131 OSE2_peak_2337 chr12_109233210_109233398 131 chr12_109233210_1092333984‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_791 57.2727 126 OSE1_peak_1334 chr12_109250372_109250648 277 OSE2_peak_2339 chr12_109250278_109250497 277 chr12_109250278_1092506484‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . DAO
OSE_peak_792 2.5 3 OSE1_peak_1334 chr12_109250372_109250648 277 OSE2_peak_2340 chr12_109250646_109250765 277 chr12_109250372_1092507654‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . DAO
OSE_peak_793 100 141 OSE1_peak_1335 chr12_110547253_110547393 141 OSE2_peak_2343 chr12_110546983_110547402 141 chr12_110546983_110547402 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . IFT81
OSE_peak_794 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_1338 chr12_111355464_111355583 120 OSE2_peak_2352 chr12_111355466_111355601 120 chr12_111355464_1113556014‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CCDC63 LOC100131138
OSE_peak_795 100 185 OSE1_peak_1340 chr12_111847830_111848014 185 OSE2_peak_2353 chr12_111847802_111848126 185 chr12_111847802_111848126 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_796 100 153 OSE1_peak_1341 chr12_111876358_111876595 238 OSE2_peak_2357 chr12_111876440_111876592 238 chr12_111876358_111876595 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . ATXN2
OSE_peak_797 66.6667 96 OSE1_peak_1344 chr12_112846522_112846665 144 OSE2_peak_2360 chr12_112846570_112846771 144 chr12_112846522_1128467714‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 C12orf51 PTPN11
OSE_peak_798 100 120 OSE1_peak_1345 chr12_115094021_115094140 120 OSE2_peak_2364 chr12_115094000_115094248 120 chr12_115094000_115094248 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . TBX3
OSE_peak_799 93.7186 373 OSE1_peak_1348 chr12_115371174_115371643 470 OSE2_peak_2371 chr12_115371271_115371668 470 chr12_115371174_115371668 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_800 98.3402 237 OSE1_peak_1349 chr12_115593944_115594197 254 OSE2_peak_2373 chr12_115593961_115594201 254 chr12_115593944_115594201 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_801 91.1765 124 OSE1_peak_1351 chr12_116590255_116590390 136 OSE2_peak_2376 chr12_116590178_116590378 136 chr12_116590178_116590390MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M MIR620 .
OSE_peak_802 87.2449 171 OSE1_peak_1352 chr12_116871967_116872247 281 OSE2_peak_2379 chr12_116872077_116872272 281 chr12_116871967_116872272 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR4472‐2 .
OSE_peak_803 90.3333 271 OSE1_peak_1353 chr12_117565942_117566241 300 OSE2_peak_2381 chr12_117565829_117566212 300 chr12_117565829_117566241 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 TESC FBXO21
OSE_peak_804 100 239 OSE1_peak_1354 chr12_118490301_118490539 239 OSE2_peak_2383 chr12_118490242_118490554 239 chr12_118490242_118490554 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 RFC5 VSIG10
OSE_peak_805 100 203 OSE1_peak_1356 chr12_120633464_120633666 203 OSE2_peak_2387 chr12_120633348_120633786 203 chr12_120633348_120633786 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN;RPLP0
OSE_peak_806 79.1667 95 OSE1_peak_1357 chr12_120638261_120638482 222 OSE2_peak_2390 chr12_120638388_120638507 222 chr12_120638261_120638507 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
OSE_peak_807 100 141 OSE1_peak_1358 chr12_120638803_120638943 141 OSE2_peak_2391 chr12_120638737_120638957 141 chr12_120638737_120638957 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 GCN1L1 LOC100506649;PXN
OSE_peak_808 100 200 OSE1_peak_1359 chr12_120669147_120669346 200 OSE2_peak_2392 chr12_120668769_120669351 200 chr12_120668769_120669351 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124LOC100506649;RPLP .
OSE_peak_809 59.8394 149 OSE1_peak_1360 chr12_120672729_120672977 249 OSE2_peak_2393 chr12_120672519_120672877 249 chr12_120672519_120672977 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 LOC100506649 .
OSE_peak_810 100 846 OSE1_peak_1362 chr12_120728868_120729713 846 OSE2_peak_2395 chr12_120728766_120729882 846 chr12_120728766_120729882 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 PXN SIRT4
OSE_peak_811 100 613 OSE1_peak_1363 chr12_120730437_120731049 613 OSE2_peak_2396 chr12_120730326_120731102 613 chr12_120730326_120731102 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
OSE_peak_812 66.1538 86 OSE1_peak_1368 chr12_122240495_122240624 130 OSE2_peak_2401 chr12_122240450_122240580 130 chr12_122240450_122240624 ;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2 RHOF;TMEM120B SETD1B
OSE_peak_813 89.2308 116 OSE1_peak_1369 chr12_122884590_122884719 130 OSE2_peak_2403 chr12_122884566_122884705 130 chr12_122884566_122884719 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M LOC100507066 .
OSE_peak_814 100 256 OSE1_peak_1370 chr12_123163653_123163928 276 OSE2_peak_2405 chr12_123163654_123163909 276 chr12_123163653_123163928 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . HCAR2
OSE_peak_815 82.0896 110 OSE1_peak_1371 chr12_123237252_123237385 134 OSE2_peak_2406 chr12_123237276_123237441 134 chr12_123237252_123237441 R1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;M HCAR1 CCDC62
OSE_peak_816 58.8832 116 OSE1_peak_1372 chr12_123380720_123380916 197 OSE2_peak_2407 chr12_123380458_123380835 197 chr12_123380458_123380916 1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐ . ABCB9
OSE_peak_817 100 124 OSE1_peak_1373 chr12_123383550_123383673 124 OSE2_peak_2408 chr12_123383526_123383707 124 chr12_123383526_123383707 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 VPS37B ABCB9
OSE_peak_818 100 198 OSE1_peak_1374 chr12_124656861_124657159 299 OSE2_peak_2412 chr12_124656877_124657074 299 chr12_124656861_124657159R1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZN . .
OSE_peak_819 100 125 OSE1_peak_1375 chr12_124657283_124657407 125 OSE2_peak_2413 chr12_124657178_124657462 125 chr12_124657178_124657462R1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;ZN . .
OSE_peak_820 100 152 OSE1_peak_1377 chr12_124866468_124866619 152 OSE2_peak_2419 chr12_124866438_124866652 152 chr12_124866438_124866652 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_821 79.1667 95 OSE1_peak_1378 chr12_124907786_124907905 120 OSE2_peak_2422 chr12_124907811_124907964 120 chr12_124907786_124907964 ‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
OSE_peak_822 94.6496 1999 OSE1_peak_1381 chr12_125393944_125396055 2112 OSE2_peak_2431 chr12_125394057_125396174 2112 chr12_125393944_125396174 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . UBC
OSE_peak_823 100 404 OSE1_peak_1382 chr12_125398200_125398603 404 OSE2_peak_2432 chr12_125398173_125399488 404 chr12_125398173_125399488 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
OSE_peak_824 100 187 OSE1_peak_1383 chr12_125398913_125399099 187 OSE2_peak_2432 chr12_125398173_125399488 187 chr12_125398173_125399488 4‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR124 . .
OSE_peak_825 89.9225 116 OSE1_peak_1384 chr12_125406292_125406420 129 OSE2_peak_2435 chr12_125406228_125406407 129 chr12_125406228_125406420 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 UBC DHX37
OSE_peak_826 61.7424 163 OSE1_peak_1385 chr12_125408612_125408892 281 OSE2_peak_2436 chr12_125408730_125408993 281 chr12_125408612_125408993 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 UBC DHX37
OSE_peak_827 100 120 OSE1_peak_1387 chr12_125424538_125424657 120 OSE2_peak_2438 chr12_125424492_125424760 120 chr12_125424492_125424760 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 UBC DHX37
OSE_peak_828 98.2533 225 OSE1_peak_1388 chr12_126512485_126512713 229 OSE2_peak_2440 chr12_126512489_126512807 229 chr12_126512485_126512807 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_829 85.6089 232 OSE1_peak_1392 chr12_127153129_127153399 271 OSE2_peak_2443 chr12_127153168_127153518 271 chr12_127153129_127153518 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_830 2.9851 4 OSE1_peak_1393 chr12_127153515_127153648 134 OSE2_peak_2443 chr12_127153168_127153518 134 chr12_127153168_127153648 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_831 100 278 OSE1_peak_1394 chr12_127757547_127757824 278 OSE2_peak_2447 chr12_127757546_127758032 278 chr12_127757546_127758032 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
OSE_peak_832 100 131 OSE1_peak_1397 chr13_20925599_20925780 182 OSE2_peak_2461 chr13_20925600_20925730 182 chr13_20925599_20925780 . . .
OSE_peak_833 90 108 OSE1_peak_1399 chr13_21388225_21388344 120 OSE2_peak_2463 chr13_21388139_21388332 120 chr13_21388139_21388344 XPO4 . .
OSE_peak_834 100 128 OSE1_peak_1406 chr13_28179856_28179983 128 OSE2_peak_2475 chr13_28179828_28180036 128 chr13_28179828_28180036 LNX2 . POLR1D
OSE_peak_835 92.3611 133 OSE1_peak_1407 chr13_30914713_30914856 144 OSE2_peak_2481 chr13_30914724_30914962 144 chr13_30914713_30914962 LINC00426 . .
OSE_peak_836 62.8415 115 OSE1_peak_1408 chr13_31191964_31192146 183 OSE2_peak_2483 chr13_31191662_31192078 183 chr13_31191662_31192146 USPL1 . .
OSE_peak_837 100 322 OSE1_peak_1409 chr13_31287239_31287626 388 OSE2_peak_2484 chr13_31287267_31287588 388 chr13_31287239_31287626 ALOX5AP . .
OSE_peak_838 80.5755 112 OSE1_peak_1410 chr13_31293101_31293357 257 OSE2_peak_2485 chr13_31293246_31293384 257 chr13_31293101_31293384 ALOX5AP . .
OSE_peak_839 100 137 OSE1_peak_1413 chr13_31736496_31736632 137 OSE2_peak_2491 chr13_31736464_31736639 137 chr13_31736464_31736639 . HSPH1 .
OSE_peak_840 94.6602 195 OSE1_peak_1414 chr13_32330590_32330795 206 OSE2_peak_2493 chr13_32330601_32330859 206 chr13_32330590_32330859 RXFP2 . .
OSE_peak_841 100 120 OSE1_peak_1415 chr13_32341508_32341627 120 OSE2_peak_2494 chr13_32341502_32341642 120 chr13_32341502_32341642 RXFP2 . .
OSE_peak_842 81.9209 145 OSE1_peak_1417 chr13_34600001_34600180 180 OSE2_peak_2503 chr13_34600036_34600212 180 chr13_34600001_34600212 . . .
OSE_peak_843 53.3784 79 OSE1_peak_1419 chr13_36497637_36497784 148 OSE2_peak_2510 chr13_36497510_36497715 148 chr13_36497510_36497784 DCLK1;MIR548F5 . .
OSE_peak_844 100 250 OSE1_peak_1422 chr13_41706866_41707115 250 OSE2_peak_2522 chr13_41706819_41707123 250 chr13_41706819_41707123 KBTBD6;TTL . .
OSE_peak_845 100 171 OSE1_peak_1423 chr13_41768647_41768817 171 OSE2_peak_2523 chr13_41768621_41768817 171 chr13_41768621_41768817 KBTBD7;TTL . MTRF1
OSE_peak_846 95.7143 134 OSE1_peak_1424 chr13_42170885_42171024 140 OSE2_peak_2526 chr13_42170891_42171038 140 chr13_42170885_42171038 KIAA0564;TTL . .
OSE_peak_847 100 169 OSE1_peak_1425 chr13_42401977_42402347 371 OSE2_peak_2528 chr13_42402004_42402172 371 chr13_42401977_42402347 KIAA0564;TTL . .
OSE_peak_848 96.6667 116 OSE1_peak_1426 chr13_42708335_42708454 120 OSE2_peak_2529 chr13_42708306_42708450 120 chr13_42708306_42708454 DGKH;TTL . .
OSE_peak_849 100 157 OSE1_peak_1427 chr13_43061135_43061291 157 OSE2_peak_2530 chr13_43061094_43061317 157 chr13_43061094_43061317 TTL . .
OSE_peak_850 76.3441 213 OSE1_peak_1428 chr13_43570730_43571040 311 OSE2_peak_2534 chr13_43570664_43570942 311 chr13_43570664_43571040 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
OSE_peak_851 100 120 OSE1_peak_1429 chr13_43579788_43579907 120 OSE2_peak_2535 chr13_43579761_43579908 120 chr13_43579761_43579908 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
OSE_peak_852 80.3468 139 OSE1_peak_1430 chr13_44887132_44887304 173 OSE2_peak_2541 chr13_44887082_44887270 173 chr13_44887082_44887304 TTL . .
OSE_peak_853 100 188 OSE1_peak_1433 chr13_45763710_45763897 188 OSE2_peak_2543 chr13_45763606_45763945 188 chr13_45763606_45763945 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
OSE_peak_854 34.4828 80 OSE1_peak_1435 chr13_45906486_45906733 248 OSE2_peak_2545 chr13_45906334_45906565 248 chr13_45906334_45906733 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
OSE_peak_855 100 259 OSE1_peak_1436 chr13_45908642_45908900 259 OSE2_peak_2546 chr13_45908504_45909058 259 chr13_45908504_45909058 TTL . SNORA31;TPT1;TPT1‐AS1
OSE_peak_856 100 138 OSE1_peak_1439 chr13_46929072_46929209 138 OSE2_peak_2549 chr13_46929008_46929432 138 chr13_46929008_46929432 KIAA0226L;TTL . .
OSE_peak_857 94.5736 122 OSE1_peak_1440 chr13_48058792_48058920 129 OSE2_peak_2552 chr13_48058799_48058966 129 chr13_48058792_48058966 TTL . .
OSE_peak_858 100 264 OSE1_peak_1444 chr13_50432688_50432951 264 OSE2_peak_2557 chr13_50432412_50432984 264 chr13_50432412_50432984 TTL . .
OSE_peak_859 90.873 229 OSE1_peak_1446 chr13_51252635_51252886 252 OSE2_peak_2560 chr13_51252658_51252976 252 chr13_51252635_51252976 TTL . .
OSE_peak_860 100 135 OSE1_peak_1447 chr13_60351435_60351569 135 OSE2_peak_2570 chr13_60351414_60351709 135 chr13_60351414_60351709 DIAPH3;TTL . .
OSE_peak_861 69.1667 83 OSE1_peak_1448 chr13_65298026_65298168 143 OSE2_peak_2572 chr13_65297989_65298108 143 chr13_65297989_65298168 TTL . .
OSE_peak_862 100 185 OSE1_peak_1450 chr13_67247642_67247826 185 OSE2_peak_2579 chr13_67247566_67247876 185 chr13_67247566_67247876 PCDH9;TTL . .
OSE_peak_863 100 121 OSE1_peak_1451 chr13_67693847_67693967 121 OSE2_peak_2582 chr13_67693807_67693996 121 chr13_67693807_67693996 PCDH9;TTL . .
OSE_peak_864 100 143 OSE1_peak_1453 chr13_67944114_67944256 143 OSE2_peak_2584 chr13_67944101_67944304 143 chr13_67944101_67944304 TTL . .
OSE_peak_865 100 228 OSE1_peak_1455 chr13_70139568_70139795 228 OSE2_peak_2586 chr13_70139567_70139801 228 chr13_70139567_70139801 TTL . .
OSE_peak_866 75.5396 105 OSE1_peak_1456 chr13_72865584_72865776 193 OSE2_peak_2589 chr13_72865550_72865688 193 chr13_72865550_72865776 TTL . .
OSE_peak_867 100 120 OSE1_peak_1457 chr13_74817813_74817932 120 OSE2_peak_2592 chr13_74817689_74818160 120 chr13_74817689_74818160 TTL . .
OSE_peak_868 66.0377 140 OSE1_peak_1458 chr13_75399924_75400135 212 OSE2_peak_2593 chr13_75399621_75400063 212 chr13_75399621_75400135 TTL . .
OSE_peak_869 100 135 OSE1_peak_1459 chr13_75756211_75756345 135 OSE2_peak_2596 chr13_75756158_75756363 135 chr13_75756158_75756363 TTL . .
OSE_peak_870 100 129 OSE1_peak_1461 chr13_75933536_75933664 129 OSE2_peak_2598 chr13_75933479_75933696 129 chr13_75933479_75933696 TBC1D4;TTL . .
OSE_peak_871 100 186 OSE1_peak_1462 chr13_76195531_76195716 186 OSE2_peak_2599 chr13_76195514_76195731 186 chr13_76195514_76195731 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
OSE_peak_872 100 296 OSE1_peak_1465 chr13_80510596_80510891 296 OSE2_peak_2605 chr13_80510562_80511057 296 chr13_80510562_80511057 TTL . .
OSE_peak_873 92.5 111 OSE1_peak_1467 chr13_81239165_81239284 120 OSE2_peak_2610 chr13_81239174_81239299 120 chr13_81239165_81239299 TTL . .
OSE_peak_874 100 160 OSE1_peak_1471 chr13_86071898_86072057 160 OSE2_peak_2614 chr13_86071887_86072070 160 chr13_86071887_86072070 TTL . .
OSE_peak_875 100 123 OSE1_peak_1472 chr13_87613325_87613447 123 OSE2_peak_2615 chr13_87613313_87613447 123 chr13_87613313_87613447 TTL . .
OSE_peak_876 100 142 OSE1_peak_1473 chr13_87741739_87741928 190 OSE2_peak_2616 chr13_87741774_87741915 190 chr13_87741739_87741928 TTL . .
OSE_peak_877 97.3134 326 OSE1_peak_1474 chr13_87776347_87776706 360 OSE2_peak_2617 chr13_87776338_87776672 360 chr13_87776338_87776706 TTL . .
OSE_peak_878 100 149 OSE1_peak_1477 chr13_90379085_90379347 263 OSE2_peak_2621 chr13_90379094_90379242 263 chr13_90379085_90379347 TTL . .
OSE_peak_879 100 227 OSE1_peak_1478 chr13_91338807_91339033 227 OSE2_peak_2622 chr13_91338783_91339095 227 chr13_91338783_91339095 TTL . .
OSE_peak_880 100 120 OSE1_peak_1479 chr13_92876840_92877035 196 OSE2_peak_2623 chr13_92876884_92877003 196 chr13_92876840_92877035 GPC5;TTL . .
OSE_peak_881 100 128 OSE1_peak_1483 chr13_96366753_96366946 194 OSE2_peak_2629 chr13_96366792_96366919 194 chr13_96366753_96366946 DNAJC3;TTL . .
OSE_peak_882 74.6154 97 OSE1_peak_1485 chr13_97961109_97961238 130 OSE2_peak_2633 chr13_97961061_97961205 130 chr13_97961061_97961238 MBNL2;TTL . .
OSE_peak_883 100 203 OSE1_peak_1487 chr13_99128801_99129075 275 OSE2_peak_2635 chr13_99128830_99129032 275 chr13_99128801_99129075 STK24;TTL FARP1 .
OSE_peak_884 73.8983 218 OSE1_peak_1488 chr13_99137153_99137447 295 OSE2_peak_2636 chr13_99137046_99137370 295 chr13_99137046_99137447 STK24;TTL . .
OSE_peak_885 69.1057 85 OSE1_peak_1490 chr13_101910578_101910711 134 OSE2_peak_2643 chr13_101910540_101910662 134 chr13_101910540_101910711 NALCN;TTL . .
OSE_peak_886 100 197 OSE1_peak_1491 chr13_101961578_101961774 197 OSE2_peak_2644 chr13_101961547_101961822 197 chr13_101961547_101961822 NALCN;TTL . .
OSE_peak_887 78.4173 109 OSE1_peak_1492 chr13_102301886_102302075 190 OSE2_peak_2647 chr13_102301967_102302105 190 chr13_102301886_102302105 ITGBL1;TTL . .
OSE_peak_888 81.9608 209 OSE1_peak_1493 chr13_102938822_102939076 255 OSE2_peak_2651 chr13_102938708_102939030 255 chr13_102938708_102939076 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
OSE_peak_889 100 143 OSE1_peak_1494 chr13_103940014_103940210 197 OSE2_peak_2654 chr13_103940054_103940196 197 chr13_103940014_103940210 TTL . .
OSE_peak_890 75 90 OSE1_peak_1496 chr13_105223563_105223682 120 OSE2_peak_2658 chr13_105223479_105223652 120 chr13_105223479_105223682 TTL . .
OSE_peak_891 80 128 OSE1_peak_1497 chr13_105606660_105606829 170 OSE2_peak_2660 chr13_105606702_105606861 170 chr13_105606660_105606861 TTL . .
OSE_peak_892 97.3684 148 OSE1_peak_1500 chr13_107028892_107029043 152 OSE2_peak_2662 chr13_107028896_107029047 152 chr13_107028892_107029047 LINC00460;TTL . .
OSE_peak_893 91.3333 137 OSE1_peak_1501 chr13_107031563_107031734 172 OSE2_peak_2663 chr13_107031550_107031699 172 chr13_107031550_107031734 TTL LINC00460 .
OSE_peak_894 83.7838 124 OSE1_peak_1503 chr13_108001430_108001581 152 OSE2_peak_2666 chr13_108001406_108001553 152 chr13_108001406_108001581 FAM155A;TTL . .
OSE_peak_895 100 196 OSE1_peak_1505 chr13_109624365_109624560 196 OSE2_peak_2671 chr13_109624220_109624562 196 chr13_109624220_109624562 MYO16;TTL . .
OSE_peak_896 83.0882 113 OSE1_peak_1506 chr13_109808633_109808791 159 OSE2_peak_2675 chr13_109808679_109808814 159 chr13_109808633_109808814 MYO16;TTL . .
OSE_peak_897 97.3822 186 OSE1_peak_1507 chr13_109896095_109896285 191 OSE2_peak_2677 chr13_109896072_109896280 191 chr13_109896072_109896285 TTL . .
OSE_peak_898 100 174 OSE1_peak_1508 chr13_109909487_109909660 174 OSE2_peak_2678 chr13_109909472_109909694 174 chr13_109909472_109909694 TTL . .
OSE_peak_899 98.4848 130 OSE1_peak_1509 chr13_109926979_109927110 132 OSE2_peak_2680 chr13_109926923_109927108 132 chr13_109926923_109927110 TTL . .
OSE_peak_900 100 143 OSE1_peak_1512 chr13_110351190_110351375 186 OSE2_peak_2682 chr13_110351196_110351338 186 chr13_110351190_110351375 TTL . .
OSE_peak_901 47.1963 101 OSE1_peak_1514 chr13_110658751_110658964 214 OSE2_peak_2684 chr13_110658864_110659114 214 chr13_110658751_110659114 TTL . .
OSE_peak_902 100 144 OSE1_peak_1515 chr13_110664553_110664771 219 OSE2_peak_2685 chr13_110664622_110664765 219 chr13_110664553_110664771 TTL . .
OSE_peak_903 96.4646 191 OSE1_peak_1518 chr13_111367557_111367754 198 OSE2_peak_2688 chr13_111367564_111367770 198 chr13_111367557_111367770 ING1;TTL CARS2 .
OSE_peak_904 94.1667 113 OSE1_peak_1519 chr13_113377310_113377429 120 OSE2_peak_2690 chr13_113377317_113377448 120 chr13_113377310_113377448 ATP11A . .
OSE_peak_905 100 139 OSE1_peak_1520 chr13_114065227_114065365 139 OSE2_peak_2692 chr13_114065167_114065377 139 chr13_114065167_114065377 . . ADPRHL1
OSE_peak_906 100 120 OSE1_peak_1521 chr13_114147756_114147875 120 OSE2_peak_2693 chr13_114147737_114147910 120 chr13_114147737_114147910 TMCO3 DCUN1D2 .
OSE_peak_907 63.7131 151 OSE1_peak_1522 chr13_114487958_114488194 237 OSE2_peak_2694 chr13_114488044_114488443 237 chr13_114487958_114488443 FAM70B . .
OSE_peak_908 69.7368 106 OSE1_peak_1523 chr13_114488338_114488489 152 OSE2_peak_2694 chr13_114488044_114488443 152 chr13_114488044_114488489 FAM70B . .
OSE_peak_909 64.8276 94 OSE1_peak_1524 chr13_114489073_114489217 145 OSE2_peak_2695 chr13_114489124_114489697 145 chr13_114489073_114489697 FAM70B . .
OSE_peak_910 100 252 OSE1_peak_1525 chr13_114489363_114489614 252 OSE2_peak_2695 chr13_114489124_114489697 252 chr13_114489124_114489697 FAM70B . .
OSE_peak_911 96.6667 116 OSE1_peak_1526 chr13_114523816_114523935 120 OSE2_peak_2696 chr13_114523820_114524020 120 chr13_114523816_114524020 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
OSE_peak_912 47.5 57 OSE1_peak_1527 chr13_114524384_114524503 120 OSE2_peak_2697 chr13_114524447_114524583 120 chr13_114524384_114524583 GAS6 FAM70B FLJ41484
OSE_peak_913 100 158 OSE1_peak_1528 chr13_114600283_114600440 158 OSE2_peak_2700 chr13_114600157_114600463 158 chr13_114600157_114600463 FLJ44054 . .
OSE_peak_914 98.1013 155 OSE1_peak_1529 chr13_114619304_114619461 158 OSE2_peak_2701 chr13_114619249_114619458 158 chr13_114619249_114619461 FLJ44054 . .
OSE_peak_915 51.4925 69 OSE1_peak_1530 chr13_114830829_114830978 150 OSE2_peak_2702 chr13_114830910_114831043 150 chr13_114830829_114831043 RASA3 . .
OSE_peak_916 97.1264 169 OSE1_peak_1531 chr13_114880852_114881025 174 OSE2_peak_2704 chr13_114880690_114881020 174 chr13_114880690_114881025 RASA3 . .
OSE_peak_917 78.9474 285 OSE1_peak_1533 chr14_20470423_20470856 434 OSE2_peak_2707 chr14_20470347_20470707 434 chr14_20470347_20470856 . OR4K15 OR4K14
OSE_peak_918 100 147 OSE1_peak_1534 chr14_20811461_20811607 147 OSE2_peak_2708 chr14_20811253_20811617 147 chr14_20811253_20811617 RPPH1 CCNB1IP1;SNORD126 PARP2;TEP1
OSE_peak_919 78.9157 131 OSE1_peak_1536 chr14_20945841_20946006 166 OSE2_peak_2709 chr14_20945876_20946060 166 chr14_20945841_20946060 PNP PEX1;OSGEP;TMEM5 .
OSE_peak_920 62.2378 89 OSE1_peak_1539 chr14_22764684_22764826 143 OSE2_peak_2715 chr14_22764738_22764913 143 chr14_22764684_22764913 . . .
OSE_peak_921 100 122 OSE1_peak_1540 chr14_23025256_23025452 197 OSE2_peak_2717 chr14_23025280_23025401 197 chr14_23025256_23025452 . . DAD1
OSE_peak_922 100 155 OSE1_peak_1541 chr14_23083279_23083433 155 OSE2_peak_2718 chr14_23083190_23083562 155 chr14_23083190_23083562 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
OSE_peak_923 90.9091 280 OSE1_peak_1543 chr14_23451865_23452172 308 OSE2_peak_2725 chr14_23451893_23452205 308 chr14_23451865_23452205 . JUBA;HAUS4;MIR470 C14orf93
OSE_peak_924 100 130 OSE1_peak_1544 chr14_23531353_23531507 155 OSE2_peak_2726 chr14_23531366_23531495 155 chr14_23531353_23531507 ACIN1 DH24;PSMB11;PSMB .
OSE_peak_925 89.6714 191 OSE1_peak_1547 chr14_24685111_24685331 221 OSE2_peak_2730 chr14_24685141_24685353 221 chr14_24685111_24685353 MDP1;NEDD8‐MDP1 P4A;IPO4;TM9SF1;T GMPR2;NEDD8;TINF2
OSE_peak_926 70 84 OSE1_peak_1549 chr14_25452009_25452169 161 OSE2_peak_2733 chr14_25451973_25452092 161 chr14_25451973_25452169 STXBP6 . .
OSE_peak_927 100 179 OSE1_peak_1552 chr14_27835866_27836044 179 OSE2_peak_2735 chr14_27835850_27836084 179 chr14_27835850_27836084 . . .
OSE_peak_928 100 141 OSE1_peak_1553 chr14_28851017_28851185 169 OSE2_peak_2736 chr14_28851035_28851175 169 chr14_28851017_28851185 . . .
OSE_peak_929 96.6851 175 OSE1_peak_1554 chr14_28852206_28852386 181 OSE2_peak_2737 chr14_28852186_28852380 181 chr14_28852186_28852386 . . .
OSE_peak_930 42.1053 56 OSE1_peak_1556 chr14_29130646_29130819 174 OSE2_peak_2739 chr14_29130764_29130896 174 chr14_29130646_29130896 . . .
OSE_peak_931 100 226 OSE1_peak_1558 chr14_30663056_30663281 226 OSE2_peak_2741 chr14_30662929_30663355 226 chr14_30662929_30663355 . . .
OSE_peak_932 100 127 OSE1_peak_1559 chr14_30692662_30692788 127 OSE2_peak_2744 chr14_30692612_30692915 127 chr14_30692612_30692915 . . .
OSE_peak_933 100 195 OSE1_peak_1560 chr14_31091374_31091715 342 OSE2_peak_2746 chr14_31091404_31091598 342 chr14_31091374_31091715 SCFD1 G2E3 .
OSE_peak_934 100 271 OSE1_peak_1561 chr14_31435835_31436105 271 OSE2_peak_2747 chr14_31435794_31436136 271 chr14_31435794_31436136 STRN3 . .
OSE_peak_935 64.3411 83 OSE1_peak_1562 chr14_31528910_31529038 129 OSE2_peak_2748 chr14_31528811_31528992 129 chr14_31528811_31529038 AP4S1 . .
OSE_peak_936 26.6667 32 OSE1_peak_1563 chr14_31699080_31699199 120 OSE2_peak_2750 chr14_31698992_31699111 120 chr14_31698992_31699199 . HECTD1 .
OSE_peak_937 80.8333 97 OSE1_peak_1565 chr14_32461335_32461540 206 OSE2_peak_2752 chr14_32461312_32461431 206 chr14_32461312_32461540 . . .
OSE_peak_938 93.7984 121 OSE1_peak_1568 chr14_32867640_32867774 135 OSE2_peak_2753 chr14_32867632_32867760 135 chr14_32867632_32867774 AKAP6 . .
OSE_peak_939 96.0784 147 OSE1_peak_1569 chr14_34116788_34116955 168 OSE2_peak_2757 chr14_34116809_34116961 168 chr14_34116788_34116961 NPAS3 . .
OSE_peak_940 100 120 OSE1_peak_1570 chr14_35169447_35169566 120 OSE2_peak_2763 chr14_35169428_35169578 120 chr14_35169428_35169578 . . CFL2
OSE_peak_941 94.9821 265 OSE1_peak_1572 chr14_35869091_35869408 318 OSE2_peak_2766 chr14_35869077_35869355 318 chr14_35869077_35869408 . . NFKBIA
OSE_peak_942 100 280 OSE1_peak_1573 chr14_35869576_35869855 280 OSE2_peak_2767 chr14_35869528_35870587 280 chr14_35869528_35870587 . . NFKBIA
OSE_peak_943 100 479 OSE1_peak_1574 chr14_35869973_35870451 479 OSE2_peak_2767 chr14_35869528_35870587 479 chr14_35869528_35870587 . . NFKBIA
OSE_peak_944 100 125 OSE1_peak_1575 chr14_38567709_38567963 255 OSE2_peak_2773 chr14_38567801_38567925 255 chr14_38567709_38567963 . . .
OSE_peak_945 100 205 OSE1_peak_1576 chr14_38759876_38760080 205 OSE2_peak_2775 chr14_38759857_38760089 205 chr14_38759857_38760089 . . .
OSE_peak_946 95.302 142 OSE1_peak_1579 chr14_38873401_38873549 149 OSE2_peak_2776 chr14_38873367_38873542 149 chr14_38873367_38873549 . . .
OSE_peak_947 100 155 OSE1_peak_1580 chr14_42610365_42610519 155 OSE2_peak_2779 chr14_42610293_42610685 155 chr14_42610293_42610685 . . .
OSE_peak_948 90.6593 165 OSE1_peak_1581 chr14_43463302_43463483 182 OSE2_peak_2782 chr14_43463222_43463466 182 chr14_43463222_43463483 . . .
OSE_peak_949 100 130 OSE1_peak_1582 chr14_46523872_46524008 137 OSE2_peak_2784 chr14_46523877_46524006 137 chr14_46523872_46524008 . . .
OSE_peak_950 100 136 OSE1_peak_1584 chr14_50100735_50100870 136 OSE2_peak_2788 chr14_50100583_50100889 136 chr14_50100583_50100889 DNAAF2 RR1;MGAT2;RPL36A POLE2
OSE_peak_951 24.6231 49 OSE1_peak_1586 chr14_50449431_50449667 237 OSE2_peak_2792 chr14_50449281_50449479 237 chr14_50449281_50449667 C14orf182 . .
OSE_peak_952 50.3937 64 OSE1_peak_1586 chr14_50449431_50449667 237 OSE2_peak_2793 chr14_50449604_50449730 237 chr14_50449431_50449730 C14orf182 . .
OSE_peak_953 74.4361 99 OSE1_peak_1587 chr14_50465979_50466111 133 OSE2_peak_2794 chr14_50465860_50466077 133 chr14_50465860_50466111 C14orf182 . .
OSE_peak_954 100 293 OSE1_peak_1588 chr14_50467564_50467856 293 OSE2_peak_2795 chr14_50467416_50467891 293 chr14_50467416_50467891 C14orf182 . .
OSE_peak_955 100 152 OSE1_peak_1589 chr14_51428670_51428821 152 OSE2_peak_2800 chr14_51428613_51428874 152 chr14_51428613_51428874 . PYGL TRIM9
OSE_peak_956 100 181 OSE1_peak_1591 chr14_52021227_52021407 181 OSE2_peak_2804 chr14_52021188_52021557 181 chr14_52021188_52021557 FRMD6 . .
OSE_peak_957 95.1754 217 OSE1_peak_1594 chr14_52492096_52492323 228 OSE2_peak_2809 chr14_52492018_52492312 228 chr14_52492018_52492323 NID2 C14orf166 .
OSE_peak_958 100 193 OSE1_peak_1595 chr14_52924751_52924943 193 OSE2_peak_2813 chr14_52924746_52924955 193 chr14_52924746_52924955 TXNDC16 . .
OSE_peak_959 100 190 OSE1_peak_1596 chr14_54309856_54310045 190 OSE2_peak_2816 chr14_54309851_54310056 190 chr14_54309851_54310056 . . .
OSE_peak_960 100 133 OSE1_peak_1597 chr14_54778980_54779143 164 OSE2_peak_2819 chr14_54778998_54779130 164 chr14_54778980_54779143 . . .
OSE_peak_961 100 177 OSE1_peak_1599 chr14_59213073_59213249 177 OSE2_peak_2829 chr14_59213063_59213262 177 chr14_59213063_59213262 . . .
OSE_peak_962 72.0497 116 OSE1_peak_1600 chr14_59365423_59365583 161 OSE2_peak_2832 chr14_59365468_59365668 161 chr14_59365423_59365668 . . .
OSE_peak_963 98.7805 162 OSE1_peak_1603 chr14_59777530_59777693 164 OSE2_peak_2835 chr14_59777452_59777691 164 chr14_59777452_59777693 DAAM1 . .
OSE_peak_964 100 151 OSE1_peak_1604 chr14_60561086_60561236 151 OSE2_peak_2838 chr14_60561029_60561253 151 chr14_60561029_60561253 C14orf135 . .
OSE_peak_965 100 131 OSE1_peak_1606 chr14_61645586_61645716 131 OSE2_peak_2839 chr14_61645570_61645731 131 chr14_61645570_61645731 . . .
OSE_peak_966 69.7436 136 OSE1_peak_1607 chr14_61650847_61651047 201 OSE2_peak_2840 chr14_61650912_61651106 201 chr14_61650847_61651106 . . .
OSE_peak_967 100 177 OSE1_peak_1608 chr14_61932969_61933145 177 OSE2_peak_2841 chr14_61932954_61933165 177 chr14_61932954_61933165 PRKCH . .
OSE_peak_968 100 141 OSE1_peak_1609 chr14_61939050_61939255 206 OSE2_peak_2842 chr14_61939050_61939190 206 chr14_61939050_61939255 PRKCH . .
OSE_peak_969 61.4865 91 OSE1_peak_1610 chr14_61943619_61943766 148 OSE2_peak_2843 chr14_61943676_61943828 148 chr14_61943619_61943828 PRKCH . .
OSE_peak_970 100 207 OSE1_peak_1611 chr14_62020585_62020791 207 OSE2_peak_2847 chr14_62020501_62020812 207 chr14_62020501_62020812 . PRKCH FLJ22447
OSE_peak_971 85 102 OSE1_peak_1612 chr14_62028556_62029018 463 OSE2_peak_2849 chr14_62028917_62029036 463 chr14_62028556_62029036 . PRKCH FLJ22447
OSE_peak_972 100 175 OSE1_peak_1614 chr14_62061226_62061400 175 OSE2_peak_2853 chr14_62061202_62061590 175 chr14_62061202_62061590 FLJ22447 . .
OSE_peak_973 14.8837 32 OSE1_peak_1618 chr14_62216846_62217060 215 OSE2_peak_2864 chr14_62216654_62216877 215 chr14_62216654_62217060 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
OSE_peak_974 28.8372 62 OSE1_peak_1618 chr14_62216846_62217060 215 OSE2_peak_2865 chr14_62216999_62217812 215 chr14_62216846_62217812 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
OSE_peak_975 91.2548 240 OSE1_peak_1623 chr14_65705311_65705611 301 OSE2_peak_2871 chr14_65705288_65705550 301 chr14_65705288_65705611 . . .
OSE_peak_976 93.4426 285 OSE1_peak_1626 chr14_66258595_66258899 305 OSE2_peak_2875 chr14_66258564_66258879 305 chr14_66258564_66258899 . . .
OSE_peak_977 97.8166 224 OSE1_peak_1628 chr14_67688394_67688661 268 OSE2_peak_2877 chr14_67688389_67688617 268 chr14_67688389_67688661 FAM71D . MPP5
OSE_peak_978 75 150 OSE1_peak_1631 chr14_69014520_69014719 200 OSE2_peak_2879 chr14_69014570_69014822 200 chr14_69014520_69014822 RAD51B . .
OSE_peak_979 100 148 OSE1_peak_1632 chr14_69014925_69015232 308 OSE2_peak_2880 chr14_69014985_69015132 308 chr14_69014925_69015232 RAD51B . .
OSE_peak_980 42.5 51 OSE1_peak_1633 chr14_69044287_69044599 313 OSE2_peak_2882 chr14_69044218_69044337 313 chr14_69044218_69044599 RAD51B . .
OSE_peak_981 100 175 OSE1_peak_1634 chr14_69149605_69149900 296 OSE2_peak_2883 chr14_69149691_69149865 296 chr14_69149605_69149900 . . .
OSE_peak_982 100 132 OSE1_peak_1635 chr14_69154587_69154718 132 OSE2_peak_2884 chr14_69154482_69154807 132 chr14_69154482_69154807 . . .
OSE_peak_983 100 138 OSE1_peak_1636 chr14_69253099_69253506 408 OSE2_peak_2890 chr14_69253216_69253353 408 chr14_69253099_69253506 . . ZFP36L1
OSE_peak_984 8.5784 35 OSE1_peak_1636 chr14_69253099_69253506 408 OSE2_peak_2891 chr14_69253472_69253994 408 chr14_69253099_69253994 . . ZFP36L1
OSE_peak_985 96.6292 172 OSE1_peak_1637 chr14_69253823_69254000 178 OSE2_peak_2891 chr14_69253472_69253994 178 chr14_69253472_69254000 . . ZFP36L1
OSE_peak_986 100 230 OSE1_peak_1639 chr14_69255101_69255433 333 OSE2_peak_2892 chr14_69255184_69255413 333 chr14_69255101_69255433 ZFP36L1 . .
OSE_peak_987 94 141 OSE1_peak_1640 chr14_69259528_69259824 297 OSE2_peak_2897 chr14_69259684_69259833 297 chr14_69259528_69259833 ZFP36L1 . .
OSE_peak_988 95.539 257 OSE1_peak_1642 chr14_69261270_69261550 281 OSE2_peak_2898 chr14_69261294_69261562 281 chr14_69261270_69261562 ZFP36L1 . .
OSE_peak_989 100 213 OSE1_peak_1643 chr14_69408662_69408887 226 OSE2_peak_2902 chr14_69408664_69408876 226 chr14_69408662_69408887 ACTN1 . .
OSE_peak_990 15.894 24 OSE1_peak_1644 chr14_69444220_69444370 151 OSE2_peak_2903 chr14_69444085_69444243 151 chr14_69444085_69444370 ACTN1 . .
OSE_peak_991 100 257 OSE1_peak_1649 chr14_71608983_71609239 257 OSE2_peak_2916 chr14_71608575_71609524 257 chr14_71608575_71609524 . PCNX .
OSE_peak_992 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_1650 chr14_73075193_73075317 125 OSE2_peak_2921 chr14_73075191_73075310 125 chr14_73075191_73075317 . . .
OSE_peak_993 100 131 OSE1_peak_1651 chr14_73132165_73132325 161 OSE2_peak_2922 chr14_73132184_73132314 161 chr14_73132165_73132325 . . DPF3
OSE_peak_994 82.5 99 OSE1_peak_1653 chr14_73429639_73429758 120 OSE2_peak_2923 chr14_73429660_73429929 120 chr14_73429639_73429929 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
OSE_peak_995 95.8621 139 OSE1_peak_1655 chr14_73525112_73525256 145 OSE2_peak_2925 chr14_73525118_73525318 145 chr14_73525112_73525318 RBM25 . .
OSE_peak_996 100 127 OSE1_peak_1656 chr14_74226791_74226917 127 OSE2_peak_2927 chr14_74226566_74226930 127 chr14_74226566_74226930 C14orf43 MIR4505 .
OSE_peak_997 91.2249 499 OSE1_peak_1658 chr14_75038604_75039199 596 OSE2_peak_2933 chr14_75038556_75039102 596 chr14_75038556_75039199 LTBP2 . .
OSE_peak_998 100 156 OSE1_peak_1663 chr14_77385490_77385645 156 OSE2_peak_2942 chr14_77385295_77385666 156 chr14_77385295_77385666 . . .
OSE_peak_999 94.1667 113 OSE1_peak_1666 chr14_79517634_79517753 120 OSE2_peak_2948 chr14_79517641_79517796 120 chr14_79517634_79517796 NRXN3 . .
OSE_peak_1000 100 134 OSE1_peak_1667 chr14_79523368_79523501 134 OSE2_peak_2949 chr14_79523368_79523609 134 chr14_79523368_79523609 NRXN3 . .
OSE_peak_1001 94.4186 203 OSE1_peak_1668 chr14_80062870_80063101 232 OSE2_peak_2951 chr14_80062899_80063113 232 chr14_80062870_80063113 NRXN3 . .
OSE_peak_1002 94.586 297 OSE1_peak_1669 chr14_80892093_80892406 314 OSE2_peak_2954 chr14_80892110_80892531 314 chr14_80892093_80892531 LOC100628307 . .
OSE_peak_1003 88.2716 143 OSE1_peak_1671 chr14_81687087_81687248 162 OSE2_peak_2955 chr14_81686899_81687229 162 chr14_81686899_81687248 GTF2A1 SNORA79 .
OSE_peak_1004 100 120 OSE1_peak_1672 chr14_81867329_81867448 120 OSE2_peak_2956 chr14_81867328_81867531 120 chr14_81867328_81867531 STON2 . .
OSE_peak_1005 100 145 OSE1_peak_1674 chr14_87265756_87265946 191 OSE2_peak_2958 chr14_87265756_87265900 191 chr14_87265756_87265946 . . .
OSE_peak_1006 99.0354 308 OSE1_peak_1677 chr14_89892360_89892670 311 OSE2_peak_2962 chr14_89892277_89892667 311 chr14_89892277_89892670 FOXN3 LOC400236 .
OSE_peak_1007 100 122 OSE1_peak_1678 chr14_89973969_89974188 220 OSE2_peak_2963 chr14_89973982_89974103 220 chr14_89973969_89974188 FOXN3 . .
OSE_peak_1008 100 134 OSE1_peak_1681 chr14_93112252_93112385 134 OSE2_peak_2972 chr14_93111992_93112480 134 chr14_93111992_93112480 RIN3 . .
OSE_peak_1009 93.2886 139 OSE1_peak_1682 chr14_93196386_93196534 149 OSE2_peak_2973 chr14_93196396_93196557 149 chr14_93196386_93196557 LGMN . .
OSE_peak_1010 100 241 OSE1_peak_1683 chr14_93509857_93510097 241 OSE2_peak_2974 chr14_93509767_93510144 241 chr14_93509767_93510144 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
OSE_peak_1011 100 151 OSE1_peak_1684 chr14_93512360_93512619 260 OSE2_peak_2975 chr14_93512453_93512603 260 chr14_93512360_93512619 ITPK1 . ITPK1‐AS1
OSE_peak_1012 100 120 OSE1_peak_1685 chr14_94425927_94426046 120 OSE2_peak_2977 chr14_94425845_94426135 120 chr14_94425845_94426135 ASB2 FAM181A .
OSE_peak_1013 96.7033 176 OSE1_peak_1686 chr14_95067282_95067463 182 OSE2_peak_2980 chr14_95067288_95067496 182 chr14_95067282_95067496 . SERPINA5 SERPINA3
OSE_peak_1014 42.1875 54 OSE1_peak_1688 chr14_95731978_95732105 128 OSE2_peak_2984 chr14_95731902_95732031 128 chr14_95731902_95732105 CLMN . .
OSE_peak_1015 100 210 OSE1_peak_1691 chr14_100288137_100288346 210 OSE2_peak_2988 chr14_100288093_100288353 210 chr14_100288093_100288353 EML1 . .
OSE_peak_1016 100 159 OSE1_peak_1692 chr14_100497944_100498171 228 OSE2_peak_2989 chr14_100497947_100498105 228 chr14_100497944_100498171 . . .
OSE_peak_1017 95.122 156 OSE1_peak_1693 chr14_100498376_100498539 164 OSE2_peak_2990 chr14_100498284_100498531 164 chr14_100498284_100498539 . . .
OSE_peak_1018 80.8874 237 OSE1_peak_1695 chr14_102746350_102746642 293 OSE2_peak_2996 chr14_102746282_102746586 293 chr14_102746282_102746642 MOK . .
OSE_peak_1019 70.1754 120 OSE1_peak_1697 chr14_103576508_103576678 171 OSE2_peak_2997 chr14_103576559_103576733 171 chr14_103576508_103576733 EXOC3L4 . TNFAIP2
OSE_peak_1020 96.2025 152 OSE1_peak_1702 chr14_105202781_105202938 158 OSE2_peak_3002 chr14_105202711_105202932 158 chr14_105202711_105202938 ADSSL1 INF2 SIVA1
OSE_peak_1021 100 127 OSE1_peak_1704 chr14_105491255_105491381 127 OSE2_peak_3004 chr14_105491246_105491542 127 chr14_105491246_105491542 . C14orf79;CDCA4 GPR132
OSE_peak_1022 94.1441 209 OSE1_peak_1711 chr15_30357413_30357634 222 OSE2_peak_3011 chr15_30357396_30357621 222 chr15_30357396_30357634 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1023 88.6364 117 OSE1_peak_1712 chr15_30373153_30373299 147 OSE2_peak_3012 chr15_30373138_30373269 147 chr15_30373138_30373299 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
OSE_peak_1024 100 417 OSE1_peak_1714 chr15_31727217_31727633 417 OSE2_peak_3017 chr15_31727209_31727669 417 chr15_31727209_31727669 1L1;ULK4P1;ULK4P2;UL . .
OSE_peak_1025 82.1293 216 OSE1_peak_1716 chr15_33012227_33012489 263 OSE2_peak_3020 chr15_33012140_33012442 263 chr15_33012140_33012489 DDX11L1;GREM1 SCG5 .
OSE_peak_1026 50.4 63 OSE1_peak_1718 chr15_33028886_33029015 130 OSE2_peak_3023 chr15_33028953_33029077 130 chr15_33028886_33029077 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
OSE_peak_1027 100 286 OSE1_peak_1719 chr15_33066258_33066543 286 OSE2_peak_3026 chr15_33066085_33066616 286 chr15_33066085_33066616 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
OSE_peak_1028 95.4545 231 OSE1_peak_1720 chr15_33094646_33094899 254 OSE2_peak_3027 chr15_33094635_33094876 254 chr15_33094635_33094899 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
OSE_peak_1029 83.3693 386 OSE1_peak_1721 chr15_33142246_33142708 463 OSE2_peak_3031 chr15_33142323_33142795 463 chr15_33142246_33142795 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
OSE_peak_1030 100 223 OSE1_peak_1722 chr15_33447104_33447326 223 OSE2_peak_3034 chr15_33447061_33447401 223 chr15_33447061_33447401 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1031 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_1729 chr15_39187676_39187795 120 OSE2_peak_3047 chr15_39187678_39187895 120 chr15_39187676_39187895 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1032 51.3089 98 OSE1_peak_1731 chr15_39488230_39488420 191 OSE2_peak_3051 chr15_39488323_39488525 191 chr15_39488230_39488525 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1033 100 177 OSE1_peak_1733 chr15_39531836_39532012 177 OSE2_peak_3053 chr15_39531812_39532024 177 chr15_39531812_39532024 DDX11L1 . C15orf54
OSE_peak_1034 100 207 OSE1_peak_1735 chr15_39555326_39555532 207 OSE2_peak_3055 chr15_39555220_39555545 207 chr15_39555220_39555545 DDX11L1 C15orf54 .
OSE_peak_1035 95.2479 461 OSE1_peak_1737 chr15_39655116_39655599 484 OSE2_peak_3058 chr15_39655139_39655667 484 chr15_39655116_39655667 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1036 100 120 OSE1_peak_1738 chr15_39656101_39656220 120 OSE2_peak_3059 chr15_39656049_39656326 120 chr15_39656049_39656326 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1037 100 128 OSE1_peak_1739 chr15_39871764_39871891 128 OSE2_peak_3060 chr15_39871760_39872369 128 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
OSE_peak_1038 100 140 OSE1_peak_1740 chr15_39872081_39872220 140 OSE2_peak_3060 chr15_39871760_39872369 140 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
OSE_peak_1039 100 172 OSE1_peak_1741 chr15_39873227_39873531 305 OSE2_peak_3061 chr15_39873287_39873458 305 chr15_39873227_39873531 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1040 100 386 OSE1_peak_1742 chr15_39873732_39874117 386 OSE2_peak_3062 chr15_39873615_39874696 386 chr15_39873615_39874696 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1041 100 284 OSE1_peak_1743 chr15_39874246_39874529 284 OSE2_peak_3062 chr15_39873615_39874696 284 chr15_39873615_39874696 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1042 33.8129 47 OSE1_peak_1744 chr15_39874650_39874788 139 OSE2_peak_3062 chr15_39873615_39874696 139 chr15_39873615_39874788 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1043 94.5043 2631 OSE1_peak_1745 chr15_39874929_39877712 2784 OSE2_peak_3063 chr15_39875082_39879677 2784 chr15_39874929_39879677 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1044 100 1394 OSE1_peak_1746 chr15_39877813_39879206 1394 OSE2_peak_3063 chr15_39875082_39879677 1394 chr15_39875082_39879677 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1045 22.215 341 OSE1_peak_1747 chr15_39879337_39880871 1535 OSE2_peak_3063 chr15_39875082_39879677 1535 chr15_39875082_39880871 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1046 70.2932 1079 OSE1_peak_1747 chr15_39879337_39880871 1535 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 1535 chr15_39879337_39887493 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1047 100 3002 OSE1_peak_1748 chr15_39881409_39884410 3002 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 3002 chr15_39879793_39887493 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1048 100 849 OSE1_peak_1749 chr15_39884554_39885402 849 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 849 chr15_39879793_39887493 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1049 100 212 OSE1_peak_1750 chr15_39885510_39885721 212 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 212 chr15_39879793_39887493 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1050 98.6341 1372 OSE1_peak_1751 chr15_39886122_39887512 1391 OSE2_peak_3064 chr15_39879793_39887493 1391 chr15_39879793_39887512 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1051 98.8241 3782 OSE1_peak_1752 chr15_39887920_39891746 3827 OSE2_peak_3065 chr15_39887965_39891815 3827 chr15_39887920_39891815 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
OSE_peak_1052 67.7966 320 OSE1_peak_1754 chr15_40623994_40624465 472 OSE2_peak_3070 chr15_40623700_40624313 472 chr15_40623700_40624465 C15orf52;DDX11L1 PLCB2 DISP2;PHGR1
OSE_peak_1053 100 122 OSE1_peak_1759 chr15_43182789_43182910 122 OSE2_peak_3085 chr15_43182789_43183028 122 chr15_43182789_43183028 DDX11L1;TTBK2 . .
OSE_peak_1054 95.9654 333 OSE1_peak_1761 chr15_45019256_45019603 348 OSE2_peak_3088 chr15_45019271_45019617 348 chr15_45019256_45019617 DDX11L1 B2M TRIM69
OSE_peak_1055 100 148 OSE1_peak_1762 chr15_45492592_45492739 148 OSE2_peak_3089 chr15_45492575_45492777 148 chr15_45492575_45492777 DDX11L1;SHF . .
OSE_peak_1056 80 124 OSE1_peak_1765 chr15_47758723_47758893 171 OSE2_peak_3091 chr15_47758770_47758924 171 chr15_47758723_47758924 DDX11L1;SEMA6D . .
OSE_peak_1057 100 228 OSE1_peak_1767 chr15_48987258_48987569 312 OSE2_peak_3092 chr15_48987313_48987540 312 chr15_48987258_48987569 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1058 97.6526 208 OSE1_peak_1768 chr15_49428156_49428371 216 OSE2_peak_3093 chr15_49428164_49428376 216 chr15_49428156_49428376 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
OSE_peak_1059 76.6304 141 OSE1_peak_1769 chr15_49785186_49785369 184 OSE2_peak_3094 chr15_49785065_49785326 184 chr15_49785065_49785369 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
OSE_peak_1060 100 120 OSE1_peak_1770 chr15_50645523_50645642 120 OSE2_peak_3097 chr15_50645464_50645680 120 chr15_50645464_50645680 DX11L1;FLJ10038;GABP . LOC100129387;MIR4712
OSE_peak_1061 100 266 OSE1_peak_1774 chr15_52345211_52345476 266 OSE2_peak_3099 chr15_52345161_52345513 266 chr15_52345161_52345513 DDX11L1;MAPK6 . .
OSE_peak_1062 67.0886 106 OSE1_peak_1775 chr15_55513552_55513807 256 OSE2_peak_3101 chr15_55513500_55513657 256 chr15_55513500_55513807 DDX11L1;RAB27A RSL24D1 .
OSE_peak_1063 81.5166 172 OSE1_peak_1777 chr15_57051565_57051911 347 OSE2_peak_3106 chr15_57051740_57051950 347 chr15_57051565_57051950 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
OSE_peak_1064 98.2456 168 OSE1_peak_1779 chr15_57353107_57353286 180 OSE2_peak_3108 chr15_57353119_57353289 180 chr15_57353107_57353289 DDX11L1;TCF12 . .
OSE_peak_1065 100 153 OSE1_peak_1781 chr15_57863343_57863495 153 OSE2_peak_3110 chr15_57863303_57863516 153 chr15_57863303_57863516 DDX11L1 CGNL1 GCOM1;MYZAP
OSE_peak_1066 100 168 OSE1_peak_1783 chr15_58624430_58624597 168 OSE2_peak_3112 chr15_58624427_58624613 168 chr15_58624427_58624613 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1067 86.0058 295 OSE1_peak_1784 chr15_58839395_58839855 461 OSE2_peak_3114 chr15_58839561_58839903 461 chr15_58839395_58839903 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
OSE_peak_1068 92.6829 152 OSE1_peak_1785 chr15_60388485_60388648 164 OSE2_peak_3117 chr15_60388497_60388794 164 chr15_60388485_60388794 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1069 53.7143 94 OSE1_peak_1787 chr15_60638141_60638315 175 OSE2_peak_3118 chr15_60638013_60638234 175 chr15_60638013_60638315 DDX11L1 . ANXA2
OSE_peak_1070 100 425 OSE1_peak_1788 chr15_60663553_60663977 425 OSE2_peak_3120 chr15_60663471_60664143 425 chr15_60663471_60664143 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1071 100 328 OSE1_peak_1789 chr15_60671894_60672221 328 OSE2_peak_3123 chr15_60671808_60672288 328 chr15_60671808_60672288 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1072 59.364 168 OSE1_peak_1790 chr15_60685111_60685393 283 OSE2_peak_3125 chr15_60685226_60685579 283 chr15_60685111_60685579 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
OSE_peak_1073 38.3333 46 OSE1_peak_1793 chr15_60689029_60689148 120 OSE2_peak_3128 chr15_60689103_60689227 120 chr15_60689029_60689227 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
OSE_peak_1074 100 231 OSE1_peak_1794 chr15_60691041_60691271 231 OSE2_peak_3130 chr15_60691001_60691378 231 chr15_60691001_60691378 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
OSE_peak_1075 15 27 OSE1_peak_1795 chr15_60694452_60694631 180 OSE2_peak_3131 chr15_60694605_60694796 180 chr15_60694452_60694796 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
OSE_peak_1076 100 277 OSE1_peak_1799 chr15_63187408_63187684 277 OSE2_peak_3133 chr15_63187390_63187727 277 chr15_63187390_63187727 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1077 100 227 OSE1_peak_1800 chr15_63188291_63188517 227 OSE2_peak_3134 chr15_63188266_63188604 227 chr15_63188266_63188604 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1078 100 164 OSE1_peak_1802 chr15_63220771_63220995 225 OSE2_peak_3136 chr15_63220771_63220934 225 chr15_63220771_63220995 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1079 13.6364 24 OSE1_peak_1803 chr15_63338207_63338900 694 OSE2_peak_3139 chr15_63338055_63338230 694 chr15_63338055_63338900 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1080 79.3774 204 OSE1_peak_1803 chr15_63338207_63338900 694 OSE2_peak_3140 chr15_63338697_63338953 694 chr15_63338207_63338953 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1081 71.3311 209 OSE1_peak_1806 chr15_63341112_63341404 293 OSE2_peak_3143 chr15_63341196_63341529 293 chr15_63341112_63341529 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1082 75.3846 147 OSE1_peak_1807 chr15_63341698_63341892 195 OSE2_peak_3144 chr15_63341650_63341844 195 chr15_63341650_63341892 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1083 74.4 93 OSE1_peak_1808 chr15_63342019_63342143 125 OSE2_peak_3145 chr15_63341977_63342111 125 chr15_63341977_63342143 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1084 60.4839 75 OSE1_peak_1809 chr15_63342740_63342863 124 OSE2_peak_3146 chr15_63342789_63343045 124 chr15_63342740_63343045 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1085 100 191 OSE1_peak_1810 chr15_63343576_63343766 191 OSE2_peak_3147 chr15_63343436_63343799 191 chr15_63343436_63343799 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1086 100 140 OSE1_peak_1811 chr15_63344831_63344970 140 OSE2_peak_3148 chr15_63344828_63345280 140 chr15_63344828_63345280 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1087 78.3333 94 OSE1_peak_1812 chr15_63346716_63346835 120 OSE2_peak_3150 chr15_63346631_63346809 120 chr15_63346631_63346835 DDX11L1;TPM1 . .
OSE_peak_1088 2.5362 7 OSE1_peak_1817 chr15_63364565_63364885 321 OSE2_peak_3161 chr15_63364879_63365154 321 chr15_63364565_63365154 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
OSE_peak_1089 33.3333 92 OSE1_peak_1818 chr15_63365063_63365805 743 OSE2_peak_3161 chr15_63364879_63365154 743 chr15_63364879_63365805 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
OSE_peak_1090 72.4092 538 OSE1_peak_1818 chr15_63365063_63365805 743 OSE2_peak_3162 chr15_63365268_63366278 743 chr15_63365063_63366278 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
OSE_peak_1091 62.1951 357 OSE1_peak_1819 chr15_63365922_63366495 574 OSE2_peak_3162 chr15_63365268_63366278 574 chr15_63365268_63366495 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
OSE_peak_1092 38.2883 85 OSE1_peak_1819 chr15_63365922_63366495 574 OSE2_peak_3163 chr15_63366411_63366632 574 chr15_63365922_63366632 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
OSE_peak_1093 100 207 OSE1_peak_1820 chr15_63389348_63389554 207 OSE2_peak_3165 chr15_63389313_63389554 207 chr15_63389313_63389554 DDX11L1 TPM1 LACTB
OSE_peak_1094 100 441 OSE1_peak_1821 chr15_63400259_63400699 441 OSE2_peak_3166 chr15_63400223_63400932 441 chr15_63400223_63400932 DDX11L1 . LACTB
OSE_peak_1095 100 120 OSE1_peak_1825 chr15_63539481_63539627 147 OSE2_peak_3167 chr15_63539498_63539617 147 chr15_63539481_63539627 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
OSE_peak_1096 68.9655 100 OSE1_peak_1826 chr15_63795539_63795683 145 OSE2_peak_3169 chr15_63795584_63795826 145 chr15_63795539_63795826 DDX11L1 . USP3
OSE_peak_1097 100 703 OSE1_peak_1831 chr15_65588335_65589037 703 OSE2_peak_3174 chr15_65588330_65589183 703 chr15_65588330_65589183 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
OSE_peak_1098 97.8702 965 OSE1_peak_1832 chr15_65596969_65597954 986 OSE2_peak_3175 chr15_65596990_65598124 986 chr15_65596969_65598124 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
OSE_peak_1099 100 120 OSE1_peak_1833 chr15_66161532_66161651 120 OSE2_peak_3176 chr15_66161386_66161652 120 chr15_66161386_66161652 DDX11L1 . MEGF11;RAB11A
OSE_peak_1100 85.7778 193 OSE1_peak_1836 chr15_66790112_66790370 259 OSE2_peak_3177 chr15_66790178_66790402 259 chr15_66790112_66790402 DDX11L1;SNAPC5 MAP2K1 16;SNORD18A;SNORD18B;SNORD18C;ZWILC
OSE_peak_1101 100 134 OSE1_peak_1837 chr15_67066830_67066963 134 OSE2_peak_3183 chr15_67066811_67066963 134 chr15_67066811_67066963 DDX11L1;SMAD6 . .
OSE_peak_1102 87.0229 114 OSE1_peak_1840 chr15_67399473_67399603 131 OSE2_peak_3190 chr15_67399414_67399586 131 chr15_67399414_67399603 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
OSE_peak_1103 100 158 OSE1_peak_1841 chr15_67402031_67402239 209 OSE2_peak_3192 chr15_67402076_67402233 209 chr15_67402031_67402239 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
OSE_peak_1104 100 129 OSE1_peak_1843 chr15_67418239_67418367 129 OSE2_peak_3193 chr15_67418158_67418604 129 chr15_67418158_67418604 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
OSE_peak_1105 100 330 OSE1_peak_1844 chr15_67442422_67442751 330 OSE2_peak_3197 chr15_67442387_67442764 330 chr15_67442387_67442764 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
OSE_peak_1106 100 283 OSE1_peak_1845 chr15_67470942_67471224 283 OSE2_peak_3198 chr15_67470883_67471256 283 chr15_67470883_67471256 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
OSE_peak_1107 64.1667 77 OSE1_peak_1847 chr15_68835717_68835836 120 OSE2_peak_3201 chr15_68835666_68835793 120 chr15_68835666_68835836 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1108 100 152 OSE1_peak_1848 chr15_69384588_69384756 169 OSE2_peak_3202 chr15_69384599_69384750 169 chr15_69384588_69384756 11L1;LINC00277;MIR54 . .
OSE_peak_1109 100 120 OSE1_peak_1850 chr15_69748579_69748698 120 OSE2_peak_3203 chr15_69748504_69748718 120 chr15_69748504_69748718 DDX11L1 KIF23;RPLP1 .
OSE_peak_1110 71.9512 118 OSE1_peak_1852 chr15_70051411_70051574 164 OSE2_peak_3204 chr15_70051457_70051643 164 chr15_70051411_70051643 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1111 100 185 OSE1_peak_1853 chr15_70053275_70053520 246 OSE2_peak_3205 chr15_70053294_70053478 246 chr15_70053275_70053520 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1112 67.6617 136 OSE1_peak_1854 chr15_70722452_70722652 201 OSE2_peak_3208 chr15_70722517_70722749 201 chr15_70722452_70722749 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1113 100 199 OSE1_peak_1855 chr15_70767413_70767641 229 OSE2_peak_3209 chr15_70767438_70767636 229 chr15_70767413_70767641 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1114 100 182 OSE1_peak_1856 chr15_70778916_70779379 464 OSE2_peak_3210 chr15_70779138_70779319 464 chr15_70778916_70779379 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1115 100 172 OSE1_peak_1857 chr15_70785235_70785406 172 OSE2_peak_3211 chr15_70785038_70785422 172 chr15_70785038_70785422 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1116 100 278 OSE1_peak_1862 chr15_71587971_71588248 278 OSE2_peak_3216 chr15_71587837_71588523 278 chr15_71587837_71588523 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
OSE_peak_1117 60 105 OSE1_peak_1864 chr15_72040838_72041012 175 OSE2_peak_3217 chr15_72040715_72040942 175 chr15_72040715_72041012 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
OSE_peak_1118 57.8947 110 OSE1_peak_1865 chr15_72520829_72521018 190 OSE2_peak_3219 chr15_72520909_72521221 190 chr15_72520829_72521221 DDX11L1;PKM2 . PARP6
OSE_peak_1119 53.3333 64 OSE1_peak_1871 chr15_75959191_75959310 120 OSE2_peak_3230 chr15_75959247_75959491 120 chr15_75959191_75959491 DDX11L1 IMP3;SNX33 CSPG4
OSE_peak_1120 83.7302 211 OSE1_peak_1872 chr15_78357637_78357888 252 OSE2_peak_3235 chr15_78357678_78358022 252 chr15_78357637_78358022 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
OSE_peak_1121 100 174 OSE1_peak_1874 chr15_79198754_79198927 174 OSE2_peak_3239 chr15_79198705_79198957 174 chr15_79198705_79198957 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
OSE_peak_1122 92.7536 128 OSE1_peak_1876 chr15_81170685_81170822 138 OSE2_peak_3243 chr15_81170695_81170863 138 chr15_81170685_81170863 DDX11L1;KIAA1199 . .
OSE_peak_1123 100 248 OSE1_peak_1877 chr15_81605482_81605774 293 OSE2_peak_3244 chr15_81605527_81605774 293 chr15_81605482_81605774 DDX11L1;STARD5 IL16 TMC3
OSE_peak_1124 100 374 OSE1_peak_1878 chr15_81631012_81631385 374 OSE2_peak_3245 chr15_81630971_81631398 374 chr15_81630971_81631398 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
OSE_peak_1125 100 186 OSE1_peak_1880 chr15_84049387_84049687 301 OSE2_peak_3251 chr15_84049446_84049631 301 chr15_84049387_84049687 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1126 100 158 OSE1_peak_1883 chr15_87912530_87912747 218 OSE2_peak_3254 chr15_87912547_87912704 218 chr15_87912530_87912747 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1127 100 238 OSE1_peak_1884 chr15_88114057_88114294 238 OSE2_peak_3255 chr15_88114052_88114322 238 chr15_88114052_88114322 DDX11L1 . LINC00052
OSE_peak_1128 72.3958 139 OSE1_peak_1885 chr15_88360197_88360394 198 OSE2_peak_3256 chr15_88360144_88360335 198 chr15_88360144_88360394 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1129 86.4198 140 OSE1_peak_1886 chr15_89181933_89182094 162 OSE2_peak_3259 chr15_89181955_89182156 162 chr15_89181933_89182156 DDX11L1;ISG20 AEN;MIR3529;MIR7‐ .
OSE_peak_1130 93.7063 134 OSE1_peak_1888 chr15_90364592_90364747 156 OSE2_peak_3263 chr15_90364583_90364725 156 chr15_90364583_90364747 DDX11L1 ANPEP AP3S2;C15orf38‐AP3S2
OSE_peak_1131 100 218 OSE1_peak_1890 chr15_93347263_93347480 218 OSE2_peak_3273 chr15_93347074_93347661 218 chr15_93347074_93347661 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
OSE_peak_1132 36.1446 60 OSE1_peak_1892 chr15_96103279_96103444 166 OSE2_peak_3280 chr15_96103133_96103338 166 chr15_96103133_96103444 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1133 94.6108 158 OSE1_peak_1893 chr15_96813899_96814065 167 OSE2_peak_3281 chr15_96813887_96814056 167 chr15_96813887_96814065 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1134 16.2602 20 OSE1_peak_1895 chr15_97103795_97103917 123 OSE2_peak_3283 chr15_97103898_97104036 123 chr15_97103795_97104036 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1135 100 134 OSE1_peak_1898 chr15_99440226_99440359 134 OSE2_peak_3287 chr15_99440128_99440426 134 chr15_99440128_99440426 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
OSE_peak_1136 100 195 OSE1_peak_1899 chr15_99457770_99458169 400 OSE2_peak_3288 chr15_99457951_99458145 400 chr15_99457770_99458169 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
OSE_peak_1137 38.3333 46 OSE1_peak_1900 chr15_99995288_99995407 120 OSE2_peak_3291 chr15_99995362_99995490 120 chr15_99995288_99995490 DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1138 82.4691 334 OSE1_peak_1902 chr15_101716716_101717120 405 OSE2_peak_3299 chr15_101716787_101717224 405 chr15_101716716_101717224 CHSY1;DDX11L1 . .
OSE_peak_1139 91.6201 164 OSE1_peak_1905 chr16_1429074_1429252 179 OSE2_peak_3314 chr16_1429057_1429237 179 chr16_1429057_1429252 UNKL AIAP3;C16orf42;GNP .
OSE_peak_1140 95.5414 300 OSE1_peak_1907 chr16_2011208_2011521 314 OSE2_peak_3315 chr16_2010989_2011507 314 chr16_2010989_2011521 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L PS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;S
OSE_peak_1141 96.2085 203 OSE1_peak_1908 chr16_2011753_2011963 211 OSE2_peak_3316 chr16_2011761_2011985 211 chr16_2011753_2011985 NDUFB10 MSRB1;RPL3L PS2;SNHG9;SNORA10;SNORA64;SNORA78;S
OSE_peak_1142 85.2761 139 OSE1_peak_1913 chr16_2205218_2205388 171 OSE2_peak_3321 chr16_2205250_2205412 171 chr16_2205218_2205412 . MIR4516;PKD1;RAB2 CASKIN1;TRAF7
OSE_peak_1143 81.4433 158 OSE1_peak_1914 chr16_2498391_2498599 209 OSE2_peak_3323 chr16_2498355_2498548 209 chr16_2498355_2498599 CCNF ABCA17P C16orf59;NTN3;TBC1D24
OSE_peak_1144 99.0783 215 OSE1_peak_1917 chr16_2885839_2886132 294 OSE2_peak_3325 chr16_2885837_2886053 294 chr16_2885837_2886132 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
OSE_peak_1145 72.5086 211 OSE1_peak_1920 chr16_3070803_3071102 300 OSE2_peak_3328 chr16_3070723_3071013 300 chr16_3070723_3071102 TNFRSF12A DN6;CLDN9;LINC005CDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
OSE_peak_1146 60.6838 142 OSE1_peak_1921 chr16_3071776_3072270 495 OSE2_peak_3329 chr16_3071684_3071917 495 chr16_3071684_3072270 TNFRSF12A DN6;CLDN9;LINC005CDC64B;HCFC1R1;MMP25;THOC6
OSE_peak_1147 25.0505 124 OSE1_peak_1921 chr16_3071776_3072270 495 OSE2_peak_3330 chr16_3072147_3072702 495 chr16_3071776_3072702 HCFC1R1;TNFRSF12A DN6;CLDN9;LINC005 CCDC64B;MMP25;THOC6
OSE_peak_1148 100 149 OSE1_peak_1922 chr16_3072401_3072549 149 OSE2_peak_3330 chr16_3072147_3072702 149 chr16_3072147_3072702 HCFC1R1;TNFRSF12A DN6;CLDN9;LINC005 CCDC64B;MMP25;THOC6
OSE_peak_1149 100 654 OSE1_peak_1923 chr16_3073711_3074425 715 OSE2_peak_3332 chr16_3073748_3074401 715 chr16_3073711_3074425 HCFC1R1;THOC6 LDN9;LINC00514;TN CCDC64B;MMP25
OSE_peak_1150 55 66 OSE1_peak_1925 chr16_3222035_3222154 120 OSE2_peak_3334 chr16_3221957_3222100 120 chr16_3221957_3222154 . ZNF213 .
OSE_peak_1151 76.5517 111 OSE1_peak_1929 chr16_8972445_8972589 145 OSE2_peak_3347 chr16_8972479_8972700 145 chr16_8972445_8972700 . CARHSP1;PMM2 USP7
OSE_peak_1152 80.8917 127 OSE1_peak_1931 chr16_10965098_10965254 157 OSE2_peak_3352 chr16_10965054_10965224 157 chr16_10965054_10965254 . . CIITA
OSE_peak_1153 32.4324 72 OSE1_peak_1932 chr16_11295871_11296108 238 OSE2_peak_3354 chr16_11295721_11295942 238 chr16_11295721_11296108 . CLEC16A .
OSE_peak_1154 100 120 OSE1_peak_1933 chr16_11591374_11591493 120 OSE2_peak_3355 chr16_11591350_11591516 120 chr16_11591350_11591516 . . .
OSE_peak_1155 98.5507 136 OSE1_peak_1934 chr16_18801810_18802090 281 OSE2_peak_3365 chr16_18801808_18801945 281 chr16_18801808_18802090 . RPS15A ARL6IP1;SMG1
OSE_peak_1156 17.3228 22 OSE1_peak_1934 chr16_18801810_18802090 281 OSE2_peak_3366 chr16_18802069_18802195 281 chr16_18801810_18802195 . RPS15A ARL6IP1;SMG1
OSE_peak_1157 78.75 126 OSE1_peak_1935 chr16_18812743_18812902 160 OSE2_peak_3367 chr16_18812777_18812953 160 chr16_18812743_18812953 ARL6IP1 RPS15A SMG1
OSE_peak_1158 94.5652 261 OSE1_peak_1938 chr16_20921954_20922229 276 OSE2_peak_3370 chr16_20921969_20922298 276 chr16_20921954_20922298 LYRM1 DCUN1D3 DNAH3
OSE_peak_1159 77.1429 189 OSE1_peak_1941 chr16_22309680_22309977 298 OSE2_peak_3374 chr16_22309789_22310033 298 chr16_22309680_22310033 POLR3E EEF2K .
OSE_peak_1160 88.7324 189 OSE1_peak_1942 chr16_22408779_22408991 213 OSE2_peak_3375 chr16_22408803_22409051 213 chr16_22408779_22409051 . CDR2 RRN3P3
OSE_peak_1161 100 120 OSE1_peak_1944 chr16_25005738_25005857 120 OSE2_peak_3382 chr16_25005670_25006006 120 chr16_25005670_25006006 ARHGAP17 . .
OSE_peak_1162 83.3333 105 OSE1_peak_1947 chr16_28874885_28875010 126 OSE2_peak_3389 chr16_28874906_28875073 126 chr16_28874885_28875073 . TXN2L;MIR4721;TUFATP2A1;LOC100289092;SH2B1
OSE_peak_1163 100 201 OSE1_peak_1955 chr16_47747142_47747342 201 OSE2_peak_3409 chr16_47747141_47747464 201 chr16_47747141_47747464 . PHKB .
OSE_peak_1164 77.5 93 OSE1_peak_1956 chr16_48161033_48161155 123 OSE2_peak_3411 chr16_48161063_48161182 123 chr16_48161033_48161182 ABCC12 . .
OSE_peak_1165 100 125 OSE1_peak_1959 chr16_50285335_50285459 125 OSE2_peak_3415 chr16_50285241_50285543 125 chr16_50285241_50285543 . PAPD5 .
OSE_peak_1166 96.9178 283 OSE1_peak_1960 chr16_53088825_53089162 338 OSE2_peak_3419 chr16_53088816_53089107 338 chr16_53088816_53089162 CHD9 . .
OSE_peak_1167 100 137 OSE1_peak_1961 chr16_53552755_53552891 137 OSE2_peak_3421 chr16_53552725_53552928 137 chr16_53552725_53552928 . AKTIP;RBL2 .
OSE_peak_1168 100 142 OSE1_peak_1962 chr16_54061131_54061272 142 OSE2_peak_3423 chr16_54061016_54061289 142 chr16_54061016_54061289 FTO . .
OSE_peak_1169 100 172 OSE1_peak_1963 chr16_54407750_54408024 275 OSE2_peak_3424 chr16_54407765_54407936 275 chr16_54407750_54408024 . . .
OSE_peak_1170 96.129 149 OSE1_peak_1964 chr16_55534038_55534212 175 OSE2_peak_3426 chr16_55534032_55534186 175 chr16_55534032_55534212 MMP2 . LPCAT2
OSE_peak_1171 100 648 OSE1_peak_1966 chr16_56640738_56641385 648 OSE2_peak_3428 chr16_56640738_56641556 648 chr16_56640738_56641556 . MT3 MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
OSE_peak_1172 56.9892 159 OSE1_peak_1967 chr16_56643278_56643556 279 OSE2_peak_3429 chr16_56643398_56644165 279 chr16_56643278_56644165 MT2A MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
OSE_peak_1173 65.2116 493 OSE1_peak_1968 chr16_56643673_56644428 756 OSE2_peak_3429 chr16_56643398_56644165 756 chr16_56643398_56644428 MT2A MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
OSE_peak_1174 100 128 OSE1_peak_1968 chr16_56643673_56644428 756 OSE2_peak_3430 chr16_56644264_56644391 756 chr16_56643673_56644428 . MT2A;MT3 MT1A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
OSE_peak_1175 70.614 161 OSE1_peak_1969 chr16_56661439_56661685 247 OSE2_peak_3432 chr16_56661372_56661599 247 chr16_56661372_56661685 . MT1E;MT1L;MT2A T1A;MT1B;MT1DP;MT1JP;MT1M
OSE_peak_1176 100 179 OSE1_peak_1973 chr16_56998865_56999043 179 OSE2_peak_3439 chr16_56998843_56999083 179 chr16_56998843_56999083 CETP HERPUD1 .
OSE_peak_1177 100 175 OSE1_peak_1976 chr16_57927945_57928119 175 OSE2_peak_3447 chr16_57927772_57928188 175 chr16_57927772_57928188 CNGB1 . .
OSE_peak_1178 100 120 OSE1_peak_1980 chr16_66442627_66442798 172 OSE2_peak_3450 chr16_66442677_66442796 172 chr16_66442627_66442798 LOC100505865 CDH5 BEAN1
OSE_peak_1179 97.931 142 OSE1_peak_1981 chr16_66556237_66556388 152 OSE2_peak_3452 chr16_66556234_66556378 152 chr16_66556234_66556388 TK2 BEAN1 .
OSE_peak_1180 88.535 139 OSE1_peak_1982 chr16_66907336_66907492 157 OSE2_peak_3457 chr16_66907354_66907537 157 chr16_66907336_66907537 . CA7 PDP2
OSE_peak_1181 58.6957 135 OSE1_peak_1983 chr16_66908573_66908802 230 OSE2_peak_3458 chr16_66908668_66908913 230 chr16_66908573_66908913 . CA7 PDP2
OSE_peak_1182 93.7853 166 OSE1_peak_1985 chr16_67005068_67005244 177 OSE2_peak_3461 chr16_67005079_67005289 177 chr16_67005068_67005289 CES3 CES2 CES4A
OSE_peak_1183 100 206 OSE1_peak_1986 chr16_67555318_67555728 411 OSE2_peak_3464 chr16_67555523_67555728 411 chr16_67555318_67555728 . . FAM65A
OSE_peak_1184 100 323 OSE1_peak_1987 chr16_67840480_67840831 352 OSE2_peak_3466 chr16_67840492_67840814 352 chr16_67840480_67840831 RANBP10 . CENPT;TSNAXIP1
OSE_peak_1185 100 323 OSE1_peak_1988 chr16_68098949_68099271 323 OSE2_peak_3468 chr16_68098905_68099338 323 chr16_68098905_68099338 DUS2L . NFATC3
OSE_peak_1186 100 180 OSE1_peak_1989 chr16_68271608_68271987 380 OSE2_peak_3469 chr16_68271783_68271962 380 chr16_68271608_68271987 . ESRP2;NFATC3 PLA2G15;SLC7A6
OSE_peak_1187 100 134 OSE1_peak_1991 chr16_68482555_68482688 134 OSE2_peak_3472 chr16_68482521_68482852 134 chr16_68482521_68482852 . SMPD3 .
OSE_peak_1188 100 132 OSE1_peak_1992 chr16_70438335_70438466 132 OSE2_peak_3481 chr16_70438311_70438576 132 chr16_70438311_70438576 ST3GAL2 . .
OSE_peak_1189 34.0278 49 OSE1_peak_1993 chr16_70557860_70558003 144 OSE2_peak_3484 chr16_70557639_70557908 144 chr16_70557639_70558003 SF3B3 COG4 SNORD111;SNORD111B
OSE_peak_1190 73.9726 216 OSE1_peak_1994 chr16_70611317_70611631 315 OSE2_peak_3486 chr16_70611241_70611532 315 chr16_70611241_70611631 SF3B3 . IL34
OSE_peak_1191 96.8254 183 OSE1_peak_1996 chr16_70728159_70728465 307 OSE2_peak_3488 chr16_70728153_70728341 307 chr16_70728153_70728465 VAC14 MTSS1L .
OSE_peak_1192 100 120 OSE1_peak_1998 chr16_71460636_71460755 120 OSE2_peak_3490 chr16_71460524_71460805 120 chr16_71460524_71460805 . . ZNF23
OSE_peak_1193 97.6471 166 OSE1_peak_1999 chr16_72911352_72911584 233 OSE2_peak_3492 chr16_72911419_72911588 233 chr16_72911352_72911588 ZFHX3 . .
OSE_peak_1194 100 151 OSE1_peak_2000 chr16_72961661_72961811 151 OSE2_peak_3493 chr16_72961655_72961886 151 chr16_72961655_72961886 ZFHX3 . .
OSE_peak_1195 100 158 OSE1_peak_2002 chr16_74970912_74971069 158 OSE2_peak_3496 chr16_74970885_74971072 158 chr16_74970885_74971072 WDR59 . .
OSE_peak_1196 100 169 OSE1_peak_2003 chr16_75063889_75064061 173 OSE2_peak_3497 chr16_75063889_75064057 173 chr16_75063889_75064061 ZNRF1 . .
OSE_peak_1197 100 150 OSE1_peak_2005 chr16_75279125_75279274 150 OSE2_peak_3498 chr16_75279054_75279298 150 chr16_75279054_75279298 BCAR1 CTRB1 .
OSE_peak_1198 98.2143 165 OSE1_peak_2006 chr16_75385223_75385412 190 OSE2_peak_3500 chr16_75385248_75385415 190 chr16_75385223_75385415 CFDP1 . .
OSE_peak_1199 100 130 OSE1_peak_2008 chr16_76420675_76420986 312 OSE2_peak_3504 chr16_76420748_76420877 312 chr16_76420675_76420986 CNTNAP4 . .
OSE_peak_1200 81.1321 215 OSE1_peak_2009 chr16_77332544_77332808 265 OSE2_peak_3507 chr16_77332594_77332866 265 chr16_77332544_77332866 ADAMTS18 . .
OSE_peak_1201 92.5795 262 OSE1_peak_2010 chr16_77630224_77630506 283 OSE2_peak_3509 chr16_77630152_77630485 283 chr16_77630152_77630506 . . .
OSE_peak_1202 89.2655 158 OSE1_peak_2012 chr16_77911742_77911918 177 OSE2_peak_3510 chr16_77911695_77911899 177 chr16_77911695_77911918 VAT1L . .
OSE_peak_1203 95 114 OSE1_peak_2014 chr16_81327638_81327757 120 OSE2_peak_3515 chr16_81327593_81327751 120 chr16_81327593_81327757 . BCMO1 GAN
OSE_peak_1204 81.0811 120 OSE1_peak_2018 chr16_82971026_82971173 148 OSE2_peak_3521 chr16_82970985_82971145 148 chr16_82970985_82971173 CDH13 . .
OSE_peak_1205 100 134 OSE1_peak_2019 chr16_84534798_84534931 134 OSE2_peak_3523 chr16_84534748_84534944 134 chr16_84534748_84534944 KIAA1609 . .
OSE_peak_1206 95.8333 115 OSE1_peak_2021 chr16_84853542_84853741 200 OSE2_peak_3524 chr16_84853627_84853746 200 chr16_84853542_84853746 CRISPLD2 . .
OSE_peak_1207 100 187 OSE1_peak_2023 chr16_84866120_84866362 243 OSE2_peak_3526 chr16_84866168_84866354 243 chr16_84866120_84866362 CRISPLD2 . .
OSE_peak_1208 99.5192 207 OSE1_peak_2025 chr16_84873614_84873849 236 OSE2_peak_3527 chr16_84873643_84873850 236 chr16_84873614_84873850 CRISPLD2 . .
OSE_peak_1209 100 188 OSE1_peak_2026 chr16_86421224_86421411 188 OSE2_peak_3535 chr16_86421187_86421552 188 chr16_86421187_86421552 . . .
OSE_peak_1210 98.1651 214 OSE1_peak_2028 chr16_86698194_86698411 218 OSE2_peak_3539 chr16_86698156_86698407 218 chr16_86698156_86698411 . . .
OSE_peak_1211 100 123 OSE1_peak_2030 chr16_86962776_86963049 274 OSE2_peak_3544 chr16_86962905_86963027 274 chr16_86962776_86963049 . . .
OSE_peak_1212 86.5204 276 OSE1_peak_2032 chr16_86985769_86986217 449 OSE2_peak_3545 chr16_86985942_86986260 449 chr16_86985769_86986260 . . .
OSE_peak_1213 89.0411 130 OSE1_peak_2034 chr16_87526414_87526559 146 OSE2_peak_3548 chr16_87526430_87526594 146 chr16_87526414_87526594 . ZCCHC14 .
OSE_peak_1214 100 120 OSE1_peak_2035 chr16_87904432_87904551 120 OSE2_peak_3551 chr16_87904381_87904569 120 chr16_87904381_87904569 . SLC7A5 CA5A
OSE_peak_1215 84.9741 164 OSE1_peak_2036 chr16_87984614_87984826 213 OSE2_peak_3553 chr16_87984585_87984777 213 chr16_87984585_87984826 . CA5A BANP
OSE_peak_1216 100 443 OSE1_peak_2040 chr16_88365635_88366077 443 OSE2_peak_3557 chr16_88365616_88366096 443 chr16_88365616_88366096 . . .
OSE_peak_1217 100 136 OSE1_peak_2042 chr16_89386610_89386745 136 OSE2_peak_3565 chr16_89386393_89387073 136 chr16_89386393_89387073 ANKRD11 . LOC100287036
OSE_peak_1218 100 191 OSE1_peak_2043 chr16_89628417_89628607 191 OSE2_peak_3566 chr16_89628404_89628643 191 chr16_89628404_89628643 RPL13 SNORD68;SPG7 CPNE7
OSE_peak_1219 100 145 OSE1_peak_2045 chr16_89647751_89647895 145 OSE2_peak_3568 chr16_89647559_89647943 145 chr16_89647559_89647943 CPNE7 RPL13;SNORD68;SPG .
OSE_peak_1220 100 120 OSE1_peak_2047 chr16_89988925_89989127 203 OSE2_peak_3572 chr16_89988928_89989047 203 chr16_89988925_89989127 TUBB3 MC1R;TCF25 DEF8
OSE_peak_1221 93.3333 210 OSE1_peak_2049 chr17_597446_597670 225 OSE2_peak_3574 chr17_597461_597736 225 chr17_597446_597736 VPS53 . .
OSE_peak_1222 75.1773 106 OSE1_peak_2050 chr17_831181_831321 141 OSE2_peak_3576 chr17_831216_831463 141 chr17_831181_831463 NXN . .
OSE_peak_1223 98.8506 172 OSE1_peak_2051 chr17_836813_836986 174 OSE2_peak_3577 chr17_836782_836984 174 chr17_836782_836986 NXN . .
OSE_peak_1224 100 166 OSE1_peak_2052 chr17_855207_855414 208 OSE2_peak_3578 chr17_855212_855377 208 chr17_855207_855414 NXN . .
OSE_peak_1225 95.5631 280 OSE1_peak_2053 chr17_1014417_1014709 293 OSE2_peak_3579 chr17_1014344_1014696 293 chr17_1014344_1014709 ABR . .
OSE_peak_1226 63.3333 76 OSE1_peak_2054 chr17_1366599_1366718 120 OSE2_peak_3582 chr17_1366544_1366674 120 chr17_1366544_1366718 . CRK MYO1C
OSE_peak_1227 98.5714 138 OSE1_peak_2056 chr17_1613996_1614390 395 OSE2_peak_3585 chr17_1613994_1614133 395 chr17_1613994_1614390 . PRPF8;TLCD2 MIR22;MIR22HG;WDR81
OSE_peak_1228 32.1519 127 OSE1_peak_2056 chr17_1613996_1614390 395 OSE2_peak_3586 chr17_1614264_1614724 395 chr17_1613996_1614724 . PRPF8;TLCD2 MIR22;MIR22HG;WDR81
OSE_peak_1229 100 121 OSE1_peak_2057 chr17_2095936_2096056 121 OSE2_peak_3592 chr17_2095868_2096069 121 chr17_2095868_2096069 SMG6 . .
OSE_peak_1230 100 199 OSE1_peak_2063 chr17_5419608_5419806 199 OSE2_peak_3604 chr17_5419592_5419939 199 chr17_5419592_5419939 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
OSE_peak_1231 59.1667 71 OSE1_peak_2064 chr17_6126663_6126782 120 OSE2_peak_3606 chr17_6126712_6126983 120 chr17_6126663_6126983 . . .
OSE_peak_1232 100 267 OSE1_peak_2066 chr17_6656413_6656679 267 OSE2_peak_3609 chr17_6656374_6656757 267 chr17_6656374_6656757 . . FBXO39;XAF1
OSE_peak_1233 100 298 OSE1_peak_2067 chr17_7137692_7137989 298 OSE2_peak_3612 chr17_7137514_7138063 298 chr17_7137514_7138063 DVL2 ACADVL;DLG4;MIR32f81;CLDN7;CTDNEP1;GABARAP;PHF23
OSE_peak_1234 68.7075 101 OSE1_peak_2073 chr17_7359262_7359408 147 OSE2_peak_3614 chr17_7359308_7359466 147 chr17_7359262_7359466 CHRNB1 7orf74;FGF11;TMEM POLR2A;SLC35G6;ZBTB4
OSE_peak_1235 93.75 240 OSE1_peak_2074 chr17_7387617_7387895 279 OSE2_peak_3616 chr17_7387656_7387911 279 chr17_7387617_7387911 POLR2A HRNB1;SLC35G6;ZBT .
OSE_peak_1236 74.3945 215 OSE1_peak_2075 chr17_7476057_7476400 344 OSE2_peak_3617 chr17_7476186_7476474 344 chr17_7476057_7476474 EIF4A1;SENP3‐EIF4A1SF12;TNFSF12‐TNFSFMPDU1;SNORA48;SNORA67;SNORD10;SOX1
OSE_peak_1237 91.5361 584 OSE1_peak_2077 chr17_7482494_7483237 744 OSE2_peak_3620 chr17_7482440_7483077 744 chr17_7482440_7483237 CD68 8;SNORA67;SNORD1 FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
OSE_peak_1238 13.964 31 OSE1_peak_2077 chr17_7482494_7483237 744 OSE2_peak_3621 chr17_7483207_7483428 744 chr17_7482494_7483428 CD68 8;SNORA67;SNORD1 FXR2;MPDU1;SOX15
OSE_peak_1239 100 578 OSE1_peak_2079 chr17_8076390_8076967 578 OSE2_peak_3630 chr17_8076380_8077027 578 chr17_8076380_8077027 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 C17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
OSE_peak_1240 100 421 OSE1_peak_2081 chr17_8129524_8129944 421 OSE2_peak_3633 chr17_8129383_8129953 421 chr17_8129383_8129953 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
OSE_peak_1241 96.0699 220 OSE1_peak_2082 chr17_8130327_8130555 229 OSE2_peak_3634 chr17_8130336_8130569 229 chr17_8130327_8130569 CTC1 AURKB;LINC00324 PFAS
OSE_peak_1242 100 199 OSE1_peak_2086 chr17_13324272_13324470 199 OSE2_peak_3642 chr17_13324267_13324547 199 chr17_13324267_13324547 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
OSE_peak_1243 100 207 OSE1_peak_2088 chr17_13972796_13973024 229 OSE2_peak_3644 chr17_13972799_13973005 229 chr17_13972796_13973024 X10;SNORA59A;SNORA5 . .
OSE_peak_1244 100 161 OSE1_peak_2093 chr17_16284335_16284503 169 OSE2_peak_3649 chr17_16284343_16284503 169 chr17_16284335_16284503 NORA59A;SNORA59B;UB CENPV .
OSE_peak_1245 100 127 OSE1_peak_2097 chr17_17495027_17495153 127 OSE2_peak_3663 chr17_17495025_17495175 127 chr17_17495025_17495175 SNORA59A;SNORA59B PEMT .
OSE_peak_1246 100 203 OSE1_peak_2099 chr17_17739646_17739848 203 OSE2_peak_3664 chr17_17739640_17739876 203 chr17_17739640_17739876 ORA59A;SNORA59B;SRE MIR33B;RAI1 TOM1L2
OSE_peak_1247 97.1649 377 OSE1_peak_2101 chr17_18966851_18967249 399 OSE2_peak_3667 chr17_18966873_18967260 399 chr17_18966851_18967260 SNORA59A;SNORA59B GRAP .
OSE_peak_1248 81.5385 106 OSE1_peak_2102 chr17_19015196_19015325 130 OSE2_peak_3668 chr17_19015220_19015374 130 chr17_19015196_19015374 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
OSE_peak_1249 100 141 OSE1_peak_2103 chr17_19015552_19015692 141 OSE2_peak_3669 chr17_19015551_19015705 141 chr17_19015551_19015705 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . GRAPL
OSE_peak_1250 100 141 OSE1_peak_2104 chr17_19215233_19215373 141 OSE2_peak_3671 chr17_19215228_19215468 141 chr17_19215228_19215468 N2;SNORA59A;SNORA5 . B9D1
OSE_peak_1251 74.6575 109 OSE1_peak_2106 chr17_19411535_19411680 146 OSE2_peak_3674 chr17_19411382_19411643 146 chr17_19411382_19411680 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . SLC47A1
OSE_peak_1252 100 259 OSE1_peak_2109 chr17_21117490_21117748 259 OSE2_peak_3675 chr17_21117463_21117783 259 chr17_21117463_21117783 TMEM11 DHRS7B C17orf103
OSE_peak_1253 97.6562 125 OSE1_peak_2111 chr17_25572055_25572182 128 OSE2_peak_3679 chr17_25572048_25572179 128 chr17_25572048_25572182 . . .
OSE_peak_1254 77.9167 187 OSE1_peak_2114 chr17_25773587_25773826 240 OSE2_peak_3680 chr17_25773640_25774190 240 chr17_25773587_25774190 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
OSE_peak_1255 56.0606 74 OSE1_peak_2116 chr17_25867857_25867988 132 OSE2_peak_3681 chr17_25867429_25867930 132 chr17_25867429_25867988 KSR1 . .
OSE_peak_1256 100 167 OSE1_peak_2118 chr17_26605413_26605579 167 OSE2_peak_3682 chr17_26605382_26605717 167 chr17_26605382_26605717 KRT18P55 . .
OSE_peak_1257 34.1667 41 OSE1_peak_2119 chr17_27052958_27053109 152 OSE2_peak_3684 chr17_27052879_27052998 152 chr17_27052879_27053109 TLCD1 SNORD42A;SNORD42 C17orf63;NEK8;TRAF4
OSE_peak_1258 100 175 OSE1_peak_2120 chr17_27253120_27253294 175 OSE2_peak_3689 chr17_27253114_27253325 175 chr17_27253114_27253325 PHF12 DHRS13;FLOT2 SEZ6
OSE_peak_1259 100 230 OSE1_peak_2121 chr17_27279311_27279540 230 OSE2_peak_3690 chr17_27279190_27279541 230 chr17_27279190_27279541 . PHF12 SEZ6
OSE_peak_1260 81.8182 108 OSE1_peak_2122 chr17_27568064_27568195 132 OSE2_peak_3692 chr17_27568017_27568171 132 chr17_27568017_27568195 . . CRYBA1;NUFIP2
OSE_peak_1261 100 140 OSE1_peak_2130 chr17_34105274_34105413 140 OSE2_peak_3704 chr17_34105267_34105478 140 chr17_34105267_34105478 MMP28 C17orf50;GAS2L2 .
OSE_peak_1262 98.2699 284 OSE1_peak_2133 chr17_37057186_37057509 324 OSE2_peak_3715 chr17_37057226_37057514 324 chr17_37057186_37057514 LASP1 . LOC100505576
OSE_peak_1263 100 137 OSE1_peak_2134 chr17_37309907_37310101 195 OSE2_peak_3716 chr17_37309922_37310058 195 chr17_37309907_37310101 . PLXDC1 ARL5C;CACNB1
OSE_peak_1264 100 193 OSE1_peak_2136 chr17_37938810_37939002 193 OSE2_peak_3721 chr17_37938809_37939033 193 chr17_37938809_37939033 IKZF3 . .
OSE_peak_1265 100 279 OSE1_peak_2138 chr17_38174488_38174766 279 OSE2_peak_3726 chr17_38174289_38174794 279 chr17_38174289_38174794 . CSF3;PSMD3 MED24;SNORD124
OSE_peak_1266 100 169 OSE1_peak_2140 chr17_38470961_38471129 169 OSE2_peak_3732 chr17_38470929_38471141 169 chr17_38470929_38471141 RARA CDC6 .
OSE_peak_1267 82.1958 277 OSE1_peak_2142 chr17_38600867_38601203 337 OSE2_peak_3736 chr17_38600791_38601143 337 chr17_38600791_38601203 IGFBP4 TOP2A .
OSE_peak_1268 100 121 OSE1_peak_2143 chr17_38602416_38602978 563 OSE2_peak_3738 chr17_38602416_38602536 563 chr17_38602416_38602978 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
OSE_peak_1269 70.6468 284 OSE1_peak_2143 chr17_38602416_38602978 563 OSE2_peak_3739 chr17_38602695_38603096 563 chr17_38602416_38603096 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
OSE_peak_1270 92.6984 292 OSE1_peak_2144 chr17_38603476_38603795 320 OSE2_peak_3740 chr17_38603453_38603767 320 chr17_38603453_38603795 IGFBP4 TOP2A TNS4
OSE_peak_1271 66.129 164 OSE1_peak_2145 chr17_38605879_38606161 283 OSE2_peak_3742 chr17_38605998_38606245 283 chr17_38605879_38606245 IGFBP4 . TNS4
OSE_peak_1272 54.2373 96 OSE1_peak_2146 chr17_38614590_38614766 177 OSE2_peak_3744 chr17_38614010_38614685 177 chr17_38614010_38614766 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1273 57.2464 237 OSE1_peak_2147 chr17_38615357_38615780 424 OSE2_peak_3745 chr17_38615180_38615593 424 chr17_38615180_38615780 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1274 100 160 OSE1_peak_2148 chr17_38616361_38616520 160 OSE2_peak_3746 chr17_38616285_38616731 160 chr17_38616285_38616731 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1275 89.0459 252 OSE1_peak_2149 chr17_38616893_38617175 283 OSE2_peak_3747 chr17_38616924_38618146 283 chr17_38616893_38618146 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1276 100 170 OSE1_peak_2150 chr17_38617282_38617451 170 OSE2_peak_3747 chr17_38616924_38618146 170 chr17_38616924_38618146 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1277 100 280 OSE1_peak_2151 chr17_38617834_38618113 280 OSE2_peak_3747 chr17_38616924_38618146 280 chr17_38616924_38618146 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1278 98.3871 244 OSE1_peak_2152 chr17_38618248_38618495 248 OSE2_peak_3748 chr17_38618252_38621572 248 chr17_38618248_38621572 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1279 100 144 OSE1_peak_2153 chr17_38618782_38618925 144 OSE2_peak_3748 chr17_38618252_38621572 144 chr17_38618252_38621572 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1280 100 2510 OSE1_peak_2154 chr17_38619028_38621537 2510 OSE2_peak_3748 chr17_38618252_38621572 2510 chr17_38618252_38621572 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1281 99.7658 852 OSE1_peak_2155 chr17_38621721_38622574 854 OSE2_peak_3749 chr17_38621723_38622887 854 chr17_38621721_38622887 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1282 100 264 OSE1_peak_2156 chr17_38623159_38623429 271 OSE2_peak_3750 chr17_38623163_38623426 271 chr17_38623159_38623429 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1283 66.6667 80 OSE1_peak_2157 chr17_38626390_38626509 120 OSE2_peak_3751 chr17_38626262_38626469 120 chr17_38626262_38626509 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1284 100 140 OSE1_peak_2158 chr17_38627045_38627473 429 OSE2_peak_3752 chr17_38627200_38627339 429 chr17_38627045_38627473 . IGFBP4 TNS4
OSE_peak_1285 100 153 OSE1_peak_2159 chr17_38642460_38642612 153 OSE2_peak_3754 chr17_38642135_38643004 153 chr17_38642135_38643004 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
OSE_peak_1286 100 139 OSE1_peak_2160 chr17_38642810_38642948 139 OSE2_peak_3754 chr17_38642135_38643004 139 chr17_38642135_38643004 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
OSE_peak_1287 87.5817 134 OSE1_peak_2161 chr17_38666599_38666751 153 OSE2_peak_3757 chr17_38666618_38666839 153 chr17_38666599_38666839 . TNS4 .
OSE_peak_1288 66.1538 86 OSE1_peak_2162 chr17_38668479_38668608 130 OSE2_peak_3758 chr17_38668381_38668564 130 chr17_38668381_38668608 . TNS4 .
OSE_peak_1289 100 269 OSE1_peak_2163 chr17_38677789_38678057 269 OSE2_peak_3760 chr17_38677786_38678100 269 chr17_38677786_38678100 . TNS4 .
OSE_peak_1290 100 163 OSE1_peak_2167 chr17_38699116_38699278 163 OSE2_peak_3761 chr17_38698998_38699278 163 chr17_38698998_38699278 . . CCR7
OSE_peak_1291 100 171 OSE1_peak_2168 chr17_38705708_38705946 239 OSE2_peak_3762 chr17_38705737_38705907 239 chr17_38705708_38705946 . . CCR7
OSE_peak_1292 100 399 OSE1_peak_2169 chr17_38708273_38708671 399 OSE2_peak_3765 chr17_38708220_38708877 399 chr17_38708220_38708877 . . CCR7
OSE_peak_1293 56.0606 74 OSE1_peak_2170 chr17_39216593_39216735 143 OSE2_peak_3766 chr17_39216662_39216793 143 chr17_39216593_39216793 . P1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTA KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
OSE_peak_1294 100 215 OSE1_peak_2171 chr17_39222527_39222774 248 OSE2_peak_3767 chr17_39222560_39222774 248 chr17_39222527_39222774 . P2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTA KRTAP4‐7
OSE_peak_1295 95.9064 164 OSE1_peak_2173 chr17_39560320_39560490 171 OSE2_peak_3768 chr17_39560327_39560524 171 chr17_39560320_39560524 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
OSE_peak_1296 100 473 OSE1_peak_2176 chr17_39848272_39848744 473 OSE2_peak_3774 chr17_39848163_39849514 473 chr17_39848163_39849514 . EIF1 GAST;HAP1
OSE_peak_1297 100 302 OSE1_peak_2177 chr17_39848998_39849299 302 OSE2_peak_3774 chr17_39848163_39849514 302 chr17_39848163_39849514 . EIF1 GAST;HAP1
OSE_peak_1298 78.7879 208 OSE1_peak_2180 chr17_40067052_40067315 264 OSE2_peak_3776 chr17_40067108_40067373 264 chr17_40067052_40067373 ACLY . TTC25
OSE_peak_1299 100 445 OSE1_peak_2186 chr17_41393228_41393672 445 OSE2_peak_3786 chr17_41393220_41393714 445 chr17_41393220_41393714 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
OSE_peak_1300 97.3451 550 OSE1_peak_2187 chr17_41438253_41438817 565 OSE2_peak_3787 chr17_41438189_41438802 565 chr17_41438189_41438817 . . LOC100130581
OSE_peak_1301 89.9696 296 OSE1_peak_2188 chr17_41445146_41445474 329 OSE2_peak_3788 chr17_41445179_41445550 329 chr17_41445146_41445550 . . LOC100130581
OSE_peak_1302 95.9302 165 OSE1_peak_2190 chr17_41801322_41801543 222 OSE2_peak_3791 chr17_41801379_41801550 222 chr17_41801322_41801550 . . SOST
OSE_peak_1303 90.8333 109 OSE1_peak_2191 chr17_41810373_41810492 120 OSE2_peak_3792 chr17_41810384_41810521 120 chr17_41810373_41810521 . . SOST
OSE_peak_1304 94.1176 144 OSE1_peak_2192 chr17_41861467_41861619 153 OSE2_peak_3793 chr17_41861457_41861610 153 chr17_41861457_41861619 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
OSE_peak_1305 67.8571 133 OSE1_peak_2194 chr17_43225239_43225500 262 OSE2_peak_3797 chr17_43225176_43225371 262 chr17_43225176_43225500 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
OSE_peak_1306 97.1204 371 OSE1_peak_2195 chr17_43225785_43226166 382 OSE2_peak_3798 chr17_43225796_43226197 382 chr17_43225785_43226197 HEXIM1 ACBD4;PLCD3 HEXIM2
OSE_peak_1307 100 141 OSE1_peak_2197 chr17_43449428_43449616 189 OSE2_peak_3806 chr17_43449463_43449603 189 chr17_43449428_43449616 . . ARHGAP27
OSE_peak_1308 100 179 OSE1_peak_2200 chr17_45343493_45343671 179 OSE2_peak_3811 chr17_45343471_45343861 179 chr17_45343471_45343861 GB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR431 . .
OSE_peak_1309 23.5632 41 OSE1_peak_2203 chr17_46102827_46103047 221 OSE2_peak_3815 chr17_46103007_46103180 221 chr17_46102827_46103180 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . COPZ2;MIR152;NFE2L1
OSE_peak_1310 100 120 OSE1_peak_2205 chr17_46560883_46561002 120 OSE2_peak_3817 chr17_46560859_46561015 120 chr17_46560859_46561015 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
OSE_peak_1311 53.9568 75 OSE1_peak_2208 chr17_46632554_46632692 139 OSE2_peak_3820 chr17_46632618_46632757 139 chr17_46632554_46632757 XB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR431 HOXB1;HOXB2 HOXB4;MIR10A
OSE_peak_1312 98.2014 273 OSE1_peak_2213 chr17_48128453_48128730 278 OSE2_peak_3826 chr17_48128284_48128725 278 chr17_48128284_48128730 84080;MIR4315‐1;MIR4 . ITGA3
OSE_peak_1313 100 314 OSE1_peak_2214 chr17_48141994_48142307 314 OSE2_peak_3828 chr17_48141808_48142486 314 chr17_48141808_48142486 A3;MIR4315‐1;MIR431 LOC284080 PDK2
OSE_peak_1314 81.3505 253 OSE1_peak_2216 chr17_48287649_48287959 311 OSE2_peak_3831 chr17_48287707_48288153 311 chr17_48287649_48288153 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 COL1A1 .
OSE_peak_1315 94.5263 449 OSE1_peak_2219 chr17_53025527_53026085 559 OSE2_peak_3837 chr17_53025637_53026111 559 chr17_53025527_53026111 4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM . COX11;STXBP4
OSE_peak_1316 94.1176 128 OSE1_peak_2221 chr17_53511244_53511379 136 OSE2_peak_3840 chr17_53511252_53511406 136 chr17_53511244_53511406 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
OSE_peak_1317 34.1667 41 OSE1_peak_2223 chr17_56429683_56429839 157 OSE2_peak_3850 chr17_56429604_56429723 157 chr17_56429604_56429839 506779;MIR4315‐1;MIR;MIR142;MIR4736;S RNF43
OSE_peak_1318 100 149 OSE1_peak_2224 chr17_56602675_56602823 149 OSE2_peak_3851 chr17_56602637_56602962 149 chr17_56602637_56602962 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEP MTMR4 C17orf47
OSE_peak_1319 96.0784 490 OSE1_peak_2225 chr17_56708779_56709289 511 OSE2_peak_3852 chr17_56708759_56709268 511 chr17_56708759_56709289 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX . .
OSE_peak_1320 96.6597 463 OSE1_peak_2226 chr17_56736286_56736764 479 OSE2_peak_3853 chr17_56736056_56736748 479 chr17_56736056_56736764 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX . .
OSE_peak_1321 100 442 OSE1_peak_2227 chr17_56756625_56757112 488 OSE2_peak_3854 chr17_56756637_56757078 488 chr17_56756625_56757112 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX . RAD51C
OSE_peak_1322 98.8277 1939 OSE1_peak_2231 chr17_57915252_57917213 1962 OSE2_peak_3866 chr17_57915275_57917284 1962 chr17_57915252_57917284 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . MIR21;TUBD1
OSE_peak_1323 54.4379 92 OSE1_peak_2232 chr17_57917313_57917481 169 OSE2_peak_3867 chr17_57917390_57919251 169 chr17_57917313_57919251 ;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . TUBD1
OSE_peak_1324 100 1003 OSE1_peak_2233 chr17_57917623_57918625 1003 OSE2_peak_3867 chr17_57917390_57919251 1003 chr17_57917390_57919251 ;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . TUBD1
OSE_peak_1325 94.7005 411 OSE1_peak_2234 chr17_57918841_57919274 434 OSE2_peak_3867 chr17_57917390_57919251 434 chr17_57917390_57919274 ;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . TUBD1
OSE_peak_1326 100 2842 OSE1_peak_2235 chr17_57919588_57922429 2842 OSE2_peak_3868 chr17_57919573_57922461 2842 chr17_57919573_57922461 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
OSE_peak_1327 88.2353 195 OSE1_peak_2240 chr17_60729830_60730050 221 OSE2_peak_3873 chr17_60729614_60730024 221 chr17_60729614_60730050 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MR . .
OSE_peak_1328 45 54 OSE1_peak_2241 chr17_60868320_60868446 127 OSE2_peak_3874 chr17_60868393_60868512 127 chr17_60868320_60868512 ;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
OSE_peak_1329 82.9384 175 OSE1_peak_2242 chr17_60869575_60869785 211 OSE2_peak_3875 chr17_60869452_60869749 211 chr17_60869452_60869785 ;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
OSE_peak_1330 2.3256 3 OSE1_peak_2243 chr17_60897286_60897414 129 OSE2_peak_3877 chr17_60897060_60897288 129 chr17_60897060_60897414 4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR5 10‐Mar .
OSE_peak_1331 100 159 OSE1_peak_2244 chr17_60901937_60902095 159 OSE2_peak_3878 chr17_60901922_60902126 159 chr17_60901922_60902126 4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR5 10‐Mar .
OSE_peak_1332 61.2565 117 OSE1_peak_2246 chr17_61044286_61044589 304 OSE2_peak_3879 chr17_61044473_61044663 304 chr17_61044286_61044663 4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR5 . .
OSE_peak_1333 37.5839 56 OSE1_peak_2247 chr17_61044993_61045185 193 OSE2_peak_3880 chr17_61044900_61045048 193 chr17_61044900_61045185 4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;MIR5 . .
OSE_peak_1334 100 173 OSE1_peak_2249 chr17_62224186_62224358 173 OSE2_peak_3888 chr17_62224176_62224656 173 chr17_62224176_62224656 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2N1;SNORA76;SNORD TEX2
OSE_peak_1335 38.4354 113 OSE1_peak_2250 chr17_62224544_62224837 294 OSE2_peak_3888 chr17_62224176_62224656 294 chr17_62224176_62224837 R4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEN1;SNORA76;SNORD .
OSE_peak_1336 70.5645 175 OSE1_peak_2251 chr17_62493604_62493851 248 OSE2_peak_3890 chr17_62493243_62493778 248 chr17_62493243_62493851 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MILR1;POLG2 CEP95;DDX5;MIR3064;MIR5047
OSE_peak_1337 100 168 OSE1_peak_2255 chr17_63188615_63188782 168 OSE2_peak_3899 chr17_63188612_63188804 168 chr17_63188612_63188804 RGS9 . .
OSE_peak_1338 100 176 OSE1_peak_2257 chr17_64271851_64272102 252 OSE2_peak_3901 chr17_64271879_64272054 252 chr17_64271851_64272102 . . PRKCA
OSE_peak_1339 61.6352 98 OSE1_peak_2258 chr17_64456046_64456213 168 OSE2_peak_3903 chr17_64456116_64456274 168 chr17_64456046_64456274 PRKCA . .
OSE_peak_1340 82.4219 211 OSE1_peak_2259 chr17_65417999_65418254 256 OSE2_peak_3908 chr17_65418044_65418314 256 chr17_65417999_65418314 PITPNC1 . .
OSE_peak_1341 85.7143 120 OSE1_peak_2261 chr17_66380091_66380231 141 OSE2_peak_3912 chr17_66380071_66380210 141 chr17_66380071_66380231 ARSG . .
OSE_peak_1342 100 121 OSE1_peak_2262 chr17_67171953_67172073 121 OSE2_peak_3914 chr17_67171953_67172132 121 chr17_67171953_67172132 ABCA10 . .
OSE_peak_1343 100 192 OSE1_peak_2263 chr17_67754187_67754378 192 OSE2_peak_3915 chr17_67754168_67754417 192 chr17_67754168_67754417 . . .
OSE_peak_1344 95.107 311 OSE1_peak_2266 chr17_69405914_69406265 352 OSE2_peak_3917 chr17_69405898_69406224 352 chr17_69405898_69406265 . . .
OSE_peak_1345 100 212 OSE1_peak_2267 chr17_69434968_69435179 212 OSE2_peak_3918 chr17_69434832_69435208 212 chr17_69434832_69435208 . . .
OSE_peak_1346 74.8252 107 OSE1_peak_2268 chr17_69789307_69789486 180 OSE2_peak_3920 chr17_69789271_69789413 180 chr17_69789271_69789486 . . .
OSE_peak_1347 100 265 OSE1_peak_2270 chr17_70418955_70419481 527 OSE2_peak_3926 chr17_70419066_70419330 527 chr17_70418955_70419481 LOC100499467 . .
OSE_peak_1348 89.1892 165 OSE1_peak_2271 chr17_70712410_70712594 185 OSE2_peak_3928 chr17_70712375_70712574 185 chr17_70712375_70712594 SLC39A11 . .
OSE_peak_1349 100 194 OSE1_peak_2273 chr17_71289700_71289893 194 OSE2_peak_3930 chr17_71289698_71289917 194 chr17_71289698_71289917 CDC42EP4 . .
OSE_peak_1350 62.8713 127 OSE1_peak_2276 chr17_73689872_73690073 202 OSE2_peak_3937 chr17_73689610_73689998 202 chr17_73689610_73690073 SAP30BP RECQL5 ITGB4
OSE_peak_1351 100 120 OSE1_peak_2277 chr17_73696559_73696678 120 OSE2_peak_3938 chr17_73696526_73696683 120 chr17_73696526_73696683 SAP30BP . ITGB4
OSE_peak_1352 95.2703 282 OSE1_peak_2282 chr17_74366835_74367130 296 OSE2_peak_3947 chr17_74366849_74367255 296 chr17_74366835_74367255 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
OSE_peak_1353 49.3333 111 OSE1_peak_2284 chr17_74542798_74543022 225 OSE2_peak_3953 chr17_74542912_74543264 225 chr17_74542798_74543264 . CYGB;PRCD 6;SNORD1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNA
OSE_peak_1354 100 213 OSE1_peak_2285 chr17_74553665_74553877 213 OSE2_peak_3954 chr17_74553618_74553906 213 chr17_74553618_74553906 LOC100507246 CYGB;PRCD D1A;SNORD1B;SNORD1C;ST6GALNAC2
OSE_peak_1355 100 120 OSE1_peak_2286 chr17_74712186_74712305 120 OSE2_peak_3956 chr17_74712138_74712543 120 chr17_74712138_74712543 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
OSE_peak_1356 86.6667 104 OSE1_peak_2287 chr17_74712440_74712559 120 OSE2_peak_3956 chr17_74712138_74712543 120 chr17_74712138_74712559 JMJD6 MXRA7 METTL23;MFSD11;MIR636;SRSF2
OSE_peak_1357 70.9677 132 OSE1_peak_2289 chr17_75106215_75106400 186 OSE2_peak_3960 chr17_75106269_75106457 186 chr17_75106215_75106457 SEC14L1 INC00338;SCARNA1 .
OSE_peak_1358 96.0699 220 OSE1_peak_2290 chr17_75120298_75120526 229 OSE2_peak_3962 chr17_75120307_75120538 229 chr17_75120298_75120538 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
OSE_peak_1359 96.4052 295 OSE1_peak_2291 chr17_75121457_75121860 404 OSE2_peak_3963 chr17_75121446_75121751 404 chr17_75121446_75121860 SEC14L1 . .
OSE_peak_1360 100 279 OSE1_peak_2292 chr17_75400934_75401256 323 OSE2_peak_3969 chr17_75400944_75401222 323 chr17_75400934_75401256 09‐Sep MIR4316 .
OSE_peak_1361 100 133 OSE1_peak_2294 chr17_76330786_76330918 133 OSE2_peak_3972 chr17_76330737_76330961 133 chr17_76330737_76330961 . . SOCS3
OSE_peak_1362 88.7701 166 OSE1_peak_2295 chr17_76349143_76349346 204 OSE2_peak_3973 chr17_76349122_76349308 204 chr17_76349122_76349346 . . PGS1;SOCS3
OSE_peak_1363 100 190 OSE1_peak_2296 chr17_76353377_76353566 190 OSE2_peak_3975 chr17_76353326_76353662 190 chr17_76353326_76353662 SOCS3 . PGS1
OSE_peak_1364 100 153 OSE1_peak_2299 chr17_77034784_77035073 290 OSE2_peak_3984 chr17_77034804_77034956 290 chr17_77034784_77035073 C1QTNF1 ANT1;LOC10050741 .
OSE_peak_1365 98.4252 125 OSE1_peak_2301 chr17_78830407_78830547 141 OSE2_peak_3990 chr17_78830405_78830531 141 chr17_78830405_78830547 RPTOR . .
OSE_peak_1366 98.5294 134 OSE1_peak_2307 chr17_79396729_79396942 214 OSE2_peak_3996 chr17_79396727_79396862 214 chr17_79396727_79396942 BAHCC1 MIR4740 MIR3186
OSE_peak_1367 100 2556 OSE1_peak_2308 chr17_79474421_79477301 2881 OSE2_peak_3997 chr17_79474532_79477087 2881 chr17_79474421_79477301 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
OSE_peak_1368 85.2113 121 OSE1_peak_2310 chr17_79678898_79679039 142 OSE2_peak_4005 chr17_79678867_79679018 142 chr17_79678867_79679039 . ARL16;HGS;MRPL12 SLC25A10
OSE_peak_1369 66.6667 80 OSE1_peak_2311 chr17_79818316_79818435 120 OSE2_peak_4006 chr17_79818227_79818395 120 chr17_79818227_79818435 P4HB FAM195B;PPP1R27 ALYREF;ARHGDIA
OSE_peak_1370 75.3425 110 OSE1_peak_2312 chr17_79824122_79824267 146 OSE2_peak_4008 chr17_79824158_79824324 146 chr17_79824122_79824324 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
OSE_peak_1371 100 196 OSE1_peak_2313 chr17_79824679_79824874 196 OSE2_peak_4009 chr17_79824528_79824882 196 chr17_79824528_79824882 . P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11;ARHGDIA
OSE_peak_1372 94.8598 406 OSE1_peak_2314 chr17_79825081_79825508 428 OSE2_peak_4010 chr17_79825103_79826325 428 chr17_79825081_79826325 ARHGDIA P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11
OSE_peak_1373 100 140 OSE1_peak_2315 chr17_79825668_79825807 140 OSE2_peak_4010 chr17_79825103_79826325 140 chr17_79825103_79826325 ARHGDIA P4HB ALYREF;ANAPC11
OSE_peak_1374 44.1606 121 OSE1_peak_2317 chr17_80175081_80175354 274 OSE2_peak_4013 chr17_80174910_80175201 274 chr17_80174910_80175354 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
OSE_peak_1375 97.6 122 OSE1_peak_2318 chr17_80175634_80175758 125 OSE2_peak_4014 chr17_80175433_80175755 125 chr17_80175433_80175758 . CCDC57 CSNK1D;SLC16A3
OSE_peak_1376 100 137 OSE1_peak_2320 chr17_80188259_80188605 347 OSE2_peak_4017 chr17_80188391_80188527 347 chr17_80188259_80188605 SLC16A3 CCDC57 CSNK1D
OSE_peak_1377 100 137 OSE1_peak_2322 chr17_80199477_80199613 137 OSE2_peak_4020 chr17_80199318_80199895 137 chr17_80199318_80199895 . CCDC57;SLC16A3 CSNK1D
OSE_peak_1378 78.9916 282 OSE1_peak_2323 chr17_80200044_80200400 357 OSE2_peak_4021 chr17_80200119_80201398 357 chr17_80200044_80201398 CSNK1D CCDC57;SLC16A3 .
OSE_peak_1379 100 563 OSE1_peak_2324 chr17_80200511_80201073 563 OSE2_peak_4021 chr17_80200119_80201398 563 chr17_80200119_80201398 CSNK1D CCDC57;SLC16A3 .
OSE_peak_1380 58.9928 82 OSE1_peak_2326 chr17_80202767_80202905 139 OSE2_peak_4023 chr17_80202824_80203015 139 chr17_80202767_80203015 CSNK1D SLC16A3 .
OSE_peak_1381 96 216 OSE1_peak_2329 chr17_80255370_80255594 225 OSE2_peak_4025 chr17_80255175_80255585 225 chr17_80255175_80255594 . CSNK1D CD7;SECTM1
OSE_peak_1382 97.7099 128 OSE1_peak_2332 chr18_322684_322814 131 OSE2_peak_4031 chr18_322687_322853 131 chr18_322684_322853 COLEC12 . .
OSE_peak_1383 99.4152 170 OSE1_peak_2333 chr18_3247712_3247882 171 OSE2_peak_4039 chr18_3247713_3247883 171 chr18_3247712_3247883 MYL12A MYOM1 MYL12B
OSE_peak_1384 97.9695 193 OSE1_peak_2334 chr18_3367661_3367858 198 OSE2_peak_4044 chr18_3367666_3367862 198 chr18_3367661_3367862 . . .
OSE_peak_1385 100 142 OSE1_peak_2335 chr18_3448460_3448601 142 OSE2_peak_4046 chr18_3448405_3448745 142 chr18_3448405_3448745 TGIF1 . .
OSE_peak_1386 70 112 OSE1_peak_2339 chr18_3624035_3624776 742 OSE2_peak_4051 chr18_3623987_3624146 742 chr18_3623987_3624776 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
OSE_peak_1387 71.5633 531 OSE1_peak_2339 chr18_3624035_3624776 742 OSE2_peak_4052 chr18_3624246_3625065 742 chr18_3624035_3625065 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
OSE_peak_1388 100 181 OSE1_peak_2340 chr18_3624871_3625051 181 OSE2_peak_4052 chr18_3624246_3625065 181 chr18_3624246_3625065 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
OSE_peak_1389 100 200 OSE1_peak_2341 chr18_3650030_3650229 200 OSE2_peak_4053 chr18_3649952_3650368 200 chr18_3649952_3650368 DLGAP1 . .
OSE_peak_1390 51.7766 102 OSE1_peak_2346 chr18_9743531_9743731 201 OSE2_peak_4059 chr18_9743630_9743826 201 chr18_9743531_9743826 RAB31 . .
OSE_peak_1391 93.2292 179 OSE1_peak_2349 chr18_12838178_12838369 192 OSE2_peak_4066 chr18_12838191_12838399 192 chr18_12838178_12838399 PTPN2 . .
OSE_peak_1392 97.7273 258 OSE1_peak_2352 chr18_14971772_14972128 357 OSE2_peak_4069 chr18_14971766_14972029 357 chr18_14971766_14972128 . . .
OSE_peak_1393 82.5 99 OSE1_peak_2355 chr18_19180571_19180690 120 OSE2_peak_4072 chr18_19180592_19180797 120 chr18_19180571_19180797 ESCO1 . SNRPD1
OSE_peak_1394 100 225 OSE1_peak_2358 chr18_20047982_20048206 225 OSE2_peak_4077 chr18_20047966_20048229 225 chr18_20047966_20048229 . . .
OSE_peak_1395 100 124 OSE1_peak_2359 chr18_20131328_20132049 722 OSE2_peak_4078 chr18_20131784_20131907 722 chr18_20131328_20132049 . . .
OSE_peak_1396 100 200 OSE1_peak_2360 chr18_20248082_20248281 200 OSE2_peak_4080 chr18_20248059_20248292 200 chr18_20248059_20248292 . . .
OSE_peak_1397 100 120 OSE1_peak_2363 chr18_24716249_24716368 120 OSE2_peak_4089 chr18_24716196_24716385 120 chr18_24716196_24716385 CHST9 . .
OSE_peak_1398 90 180 OSE1_peak_2366 chr18_26734660_26734871 212 OSE2_peak_4090 chr18_26734640_26734839 212 chr18_26734640_26734871 . . .
OSE_peak_1399 95.2998 588 OSE1_peak_2367 chr18_26735148_26735764 617 OSE2_peak_4091 chr18_26735037_26735735 617 chr18_26735037_26735764 . . .
OSE_peak_1400 100 120 OSE1_peak_2368 chr18_26745367_26745486 120 OSE2_peak_4092 chr18_26745364_26745518 120 chr18_26745364_26745518 . . .
OSE_peak_1401 100 141 OSE1_peak_2370 chr18_38448206_38448346 141 OSE2_peak_4103 chr18_38448203_38448432 141 chr18_38448203_38448432 . . .
OSE_peak_1402 100 211 OSE1_peak_2371 chr18_38457165_38457375 211 OSE2_peak_4104 chr18_38457154_38457398 211 chr18_38457154_38457398 . . .
OSE_peak_1403 89.4737 119 OSE1_peak_2372 chr18_38694062_38694194 133 OSE2_peak_4105 chr18_38694076_38694217 133 chr18_38694062_38694217 . . .
OSE_peak_1404 99.2248 128 OSE1_peak_2373 chr18_39270862_39270990 129 OSE2_peak_4106 chr18_39270863_39271074 129 chr18_39270862_39271074 . . .
OSE_peak_1405 100 143 OSE1_peak_2374 chr18_40026231_40026373 143 OSE2_peak_4108 chr18_40026211_40026564 143 chr18_40026211_40026564 LOC284260 . .
OSE_peak_1406 86.0927 130 OSE1_peak_2377 chr18_40741672_40741822 151 OSE2_peak_4109 chr18_40741633_40741801 151 chr18_40741633_40741822 . . .
OSE_peak_1407 100 348 OSE1_peak_2379 chr18_43531358_43531759 402 OSE2_peak_4114 chr18_43531361_43531708 402 chr18_43531358_43531759 EPG5 . .
OSE_peak_1408 34.1667 41 OSE1_peak_2381 chr18_45408374_45408493 120 OSE2_peak_4121 chr18_45408207_45408414 120 chr18_45408207_45408493 SMAD2 . .
OSE_peak_1409 100 150 OSE1_peak_2383 chr18_45529375_45529524 150 OSE2_peak_4122 chr18_45529340_45529677 150 chr18_45529340_45529677 . . ZBTB7C
OSE_peak_1410 98.7421 157 OSE1_peak_2384 chr18_45679964_45680123 160 OSE2_peak_4123 chr18_45679967_45680125 160 chr18_45679964_45680125 . ZBTB7C .
OSE_peak_1411 100 132 OSE1_peak_2386 chr18_46455841_46455972 132 OSE2_peak_4130 chr18_46455832_46455980 132 chr18_46455832_46455980 SMAD7 . .
OSE_peak_1412 100 274 OSE1_peak_2387 chr18_46468961_46469234 274 OSE2_peak_4131 chr18_46468785_46469300 274 chr18_46468785_46469300 SMAD7 . .
OSE_peak_1413 95.625 153 OSE1_peak_2392 chr18_51517709_51517868 160 OSE2_peak_4141 chr18_51517716_51518392 160 chr18_51517709_51518392 . . .
OSE_peak_1414 99.1667 119 OSE1_peak_2393 chr18_52635668_52635823 156 OSE2_peak_4145 chr18_52635667_52635786 156 chr18_52635667_52635823 . CCDC68 .
OSE_peak_1415 92.4855 160 OSE1_peak_2396 chr18_53301824_53302026 203 OSE2_peak_4148 chr18_53301867_53302039 203 chr18_53301824_53302039 TCF4 . .
OSE_peak_1416 100 120 OSE1_peak_2400 chr18_55480577_55480696 120 OSE2_peak_4154 chr18_55480515_55480762 120 chr18_55480515_55480762 . ATP8B1 .
OSE_peak_1417 92.233 190 OSE1_peak_2403 chr18_57411442_57411647 206 OSE2_peak_4160 chr18_57411458_57411798 206 chr18_57411442_57411798 . . .
OSE_peak_1418 90.1099 246 OSE1_peak_2404 chr18_57899869_57900141 273 OSE2_peak_4166 chr18_57899775_57900114 273 chr18_57899775_57900141 . . .
OSE_peak_1419 100 134 OSE1_peak_2405 chr18_58651790_58651923 134 OSE2_peak_4168 chr18_58651758_58652052 134 chr18_58651758_58652052 . . .
OSE_peak_1420 56.8627 87 OSE1_peak_2406 chr18_59274207_59274359 153 OSE2_peak_4169 chr18_59274273_59274433 153 chr18_59274207_59274433 . . .
OSE_peak_1421 27.0833 39 OSE1_peak_2408 chr18_59400880_59401023 144 OSE2_peak_4170 chr18_59400742_59400918 144 chr18_59400742_59401023 . . .
OSE_peak_1422 83.7662 129 OSE1_peak_2412 chr18_61536686_61536839 154 OSE2_peak_4175 chr18_61536711_61536911 154 chr18_61536686_61536911 . . SERPINB2
OSE_peak_1423 100 189 OSE1_peak_2413 chr18_64932978_64933166 189 OSE2_peak_4178 chr18_64932912_64933427 189 chr18_64932912_64933427 . . .
OSE_peak_1424 96.5347 195 OSE1_peak_2414 chr18_65450855_65451064 210 OSE2_peak_4180 chr18_65450870_65451071 210 chr18_65450855_65451071 LOC643542 . .
OSE_peak_1425 84.7561 139 OSE1_peak_2415 chr18_65845534_65845697 164 OSE2_peak_4181 chr18_65845473_65845672 164 chr18_65845473_65845697 . . .
OSE_peak_1426 84.9057 135 OSE1_peak_2417 chr18_67821952_67822114 163 OSE2_peak_4183 chr18_67821928_67822086 163 chr18_67821928_67822114 RTTN . .
OSE_peak_1427 92.5676 137 OSE1_peak_2418 chr18_68040327_68040474 148 OSE2_peak_4185 chr18_68040338_68040524 148 chr18_68040327_68040524 . . .
OSE_peak_1428 100 149 OSE1_peak_2419 chr18_68051555_68051703 149 OSE2_peak_4186 chr18_68051463_68051776 149 chr18_68051463_68051776 . . .
OSE_peak_1429 93.2722 305 OSE1_peak_2420 chr18_68089372_68089698 327 OSE2_peak_4188 chr18_68089394_68089744 327 chr18_68089372_68089744 . . .
OSE_peak_1430 60.9626 114 OSE1_peak_2421 chr18_68704196_68704382 187 OSE2_peak_4189 chr18_68704084_68704309 187 chr18_68704084_68704382 . . .
OSE_peak_1431 95.3642 144 OSE1_peak_2422 chr18_71336656_71336806 151 OSE2_peak_4193 chr18_71336663_71336836 151 chr18_71336656_71336836 . . .
OSE_peak_1432 66.6667 80 OSE1_peak_2423 chr18_71516117_71516236 120 OSE2_peak_4195 chr18_71516070_71516196 120 chr18_71516070_71516236 . . .
OSE_peak_1433 94.5378 225 OSE1_peak_2424 chr18_71815559_71815796 238 OSE2_peak_4196 chr18_71815572_71815842 238 chr18_71815559_71815842 TIMM21 FBXO15 .
OSE_peak_1434 100 183 OSE1_peak_2425 chr18_71984127_71984309 183 OSE2_peak_4197 chr18_71984081_71984337 183 chr18_71984081_71984337 C18orf63 CYB5A .
OSE_peak_1435 100 165 OSE1_peak_2426 chr18_74774899_74775063 165 OSE2_peak_4201 chr18_74774819_74775063 165 chr18_74774819_74775063 MBP . .
OSE_peak_1436 98.7421 157 OSE1_peak_2427 chr18_74777458_74777616 159 OSE2_peak_4202 chr18_74777460_74777653 159 chr18_74777458_74777653 MBP . .
OSE_peak_1437 89.3023 384 OSE1_peak_2428 chr18_74783771_74784277 507 OSE2_peak_4204 chr18_74783725_74784154 507 chr18_74783725_74784277 MBP . .
OSE_peak_1438 100 267 OSE1_peak_2431 chr18_77551692_77551958 267 OSE2_peak_4211 chr18_77551582_77551965 267 chr18_77551582_77551965 . . .
OSE_peak_1439 91.6667 110 OSE1_peak_2432 chr19_488975_489094 120 OSE2_peak_4214 chr19_488985_489104 120 chr19_488975_489104 . ODF3L2;SHC2 MADCAM1;TPGS1
OSE_peak_1440 88.3598 167 OSE1_peak_2433 chr19_683791_683979 189 OSE2_peak_4218 chr19_683813_684038 189 chr19_683791_684038 . FSTL3;RNF126 PALM;PRSS57
OSE_peak_1441 100 124 OSE1_peak_2435 chr19_893507_893630 124 OSE2_peak_4220 chr19_893481_893733 124 chr19_893481_893733 . CFD;MED16 KISS1R;R3HDM4
OSE_peak_1442 72.7273 96 OSE1_peak_2436 chr19_1101388_1101519 132 OSE2_peak_4225 chr19_1101424_1101640 132 chr19_1101388_1101640 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
OSE_peak_1443 100 342 OSE1_peak_2437 chr19_1101724_1102416 693 OSE2_peak_4226 chr19_1101790_1102131 693 chr19_1101724_1102416 . HMHA1;POLR2E GPX4;SBNO2
OSE_peak_1444 100 295 OSE1_peak_2440 chr19_1252480_1252774 295 OSE2_peak_4231 chr19_1252325_1252785 295 chr19_1252325_1252785 MIDN TP5D;C19orf26;STK1 C19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1
OSE_peak_1445 100 238 OSE1_peak_2441 chr19_1265342_1265579 238 OSE2_peak_4233 chr19_1265303_1265634 238 chr19_1265303_1265634 . TP5D;C19orf26;MID19orf24;CIRBP;CIRBP‐AS1;EFNA2
OSE_peak_1446 100 121 OSE1_peak_2442 chr19_2028799_2028919 121 OSE2_peak_4239 chr19_2028754_2028944 121 chr19_2028754_2028944 . BTBD2 MKNK2
OSE_peak_1447 100 207 OSE1_peak_2444 chr19_2476077_2476283 207 OSE2_peak_4241 chr19_2476051_2476386 207 chr19_2476051_2476386 GADD45B LMNB2 .
OSE_peak_1448 96.2185 458 OSE1_peak_2445 chr19_2478750_2479277 528 OSE2_peak_4244 chr19_2478820_2479295 528 chr19_2478750_2479295 . GADD45B;LMNB2 .
OSE_peak_1449 100 147 OSE1_peak_2446 chr19_2524916_2525071 156 OSE2_peak_4246 chr19_2524919_2525065 156 chr19_2524916_2525071 GNG7 . .
OSE_peak_1450 100 258 OSE1_peak_2447 chr19_2540783_2541040 258 OSE2_peak_4248 chr19_2540669_2541107 258 chr19_2540669_2541107 GNG7 . .
OSE_peak_1451 41.4062 106 OSE1_peak_2448 chr19_2627345_2627600 256 OSE2_peak_4252 chr19_2627495_2627867 256 chr19_2627345_2627867 GNG7 . .
OSE_peak_1452 98.4615 128 OSE1_peak_2449 chr19_3155182_3155311 130 OSE2_peak_4253 chr19_3155184_3155331 130 chr19_3155182_3155331 GNA15 . S1PR4
OSE_peak_1453 91.8605 158 OSE1_peak_2452 chr19_3580231_3580402 172 OSE2_peak_4255 chr19_3580245_3580541 172 chr19_3580231_3580541 . HMG20B;MFSD12 C19orf29‐AS1;GIPC3;TBXA2R
OSE_peak_1454 56.051 88 OSE1_peak_2453 chr19_4374555_4374711 157 OSE2_peak_4263 chr19_4374624_4374869 157 chr19_4374555_4374869 SH3GL1 MPND CHAF1A
OSE_peak_1455 100 224 OSE1_peak_2454 chr19_4724030_4724253 224 OSE2_peak_4267 chr19_4723933_4724277 224 chr19_4723933_4724277 . DPP9 .
OSE_peak_1456 85.5469 219 OSE1_peak_2455 chr19_4791512_4791767 256 OSE2_peak_4268 chr19_4791411_4791730 256 chr19_4791411_4791767 FEM1A MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG TICAM1
OSE_peak_1457 35.8333 43 OSE1_peak_2457 chr19_4889504_4889623 120 OSE2_peak_4271 chr19_4889581_4889760 120 chr19_4889504_4889760 . PLIN3 ARRDC5;UHRF1
OSE_peak_1458 100 222 OSE1_peak_2458 chr19_5173225_5173446 222 OSE2_peak_4272 chr19_5173018_5173522 222 chr19_5173018_5173522 . KDM4B .
OSE_peak_1459 100 167 OSE1_peak_2459 chr19_5309082_5309248 167 OSE2_peak_4273 chr19_5309057_5309333 167 chr19_5309057_5309333 PTPRS . .
OSE_peak_1460 100 138 OSE1_peak_2461 chr19_5680523_5680660 138 OSE2_peak_4275 chr19_5680305_5680724 138 chr19_5680305_5680724 C19orf70 SAFB HSD11B1L;LONP1;RPL36
OSE_peak_1461 96.124 124 OSE1_peak_2462 chr19_6030283_6030411 129 OSE2_peak_4277 chr19_6030288_6030432 129 chr19_6030283_6030432 RFX2 LOC100128568 .
OSE_peak_1462 100 144 OSE1_peak_2464 chr19_6273785_6273928 144 OSE2_peak_4279 chr19_6273756_6274162 144 chr19_6273756_6274162 MLLT1 . .
OSE_peak_1463 34.5098 88 OSE1_peak_2466 chr19_6744525_6745129 605 OSE2_peak_4287 chr19_6744358_6744612 605 chr19_6744358_6745129 TRIP10 C3;GPR108 SH2D3A;VAV1
OSE_peak_1464 79.1908 137 OSE1_peak_2466 chr19_6744525_6745129 605 OSE2_peak_4288 chr19_6744993_6745165 605 chr19_6744525_6745165 TRIP10 C3;GPR108 SH2D3A;VAV1
OSE_peak_1465 97.1264 169 OSE1_peak_2468 chr19_8420649_8420822 174 OSE2_peak_4292 chr19_8420654_8420832 174 chr19_8420649_8420832 . KANK3 ANGPTL4;LOC100507567
OSE_peak_1466 100 173 OSE1_peak_2470 chr19_8634110_8634282 173 OSE2_peak_4293 chr19_8634080_8634305 173 chr19_8634080_8634305 MYO1F . ADAMTS10
OSE_peak_1467 100 176 OSE1_peak_2473 chr19_10538961_10539147 187 OSE2_peak_4299 chr19_10538968_10539143 187 chr19_10538961_10539147 PDE4A CDC37;MIR1181 .
OSE_peak_1468 100 133 OSE1_peak_2474 chr19_10613496_10613628 133 OSE2_peak_4300 chr19_10613231_10613714 133 chr19_10613231_10613714 KEAP1 . S1PR5
OSE_peak_1469 100 411 OSE1_peak_2476 chr19_11253775_11254185 411 OSE2_peak_4304 chr19_11253732_11254190 411 chr19_11253732_11254190 . LDLR KANK2;SPC24
OSE_peak_1470 100 129 OSE1_peak_2477 chr19_11289338_11289466 129 OSE2_peak_4305 chr19_11289236_11289709 129 chr19_11289236_11289709 KANK2 SPC24 DOCK6
OSE_peak_1471 100 321 OSE1_peak_2478 chr19_11434850_11435170 321 OSE2_peak_4306 chr19_11434833_11435193 321 chr19_11434833_11435193 RAB3D;TSPAN16 . CCDC159;TMEM205
OSE_peak_1472 100 120 OSE1_peak_2479 chr19_11643042_11643161 120 OSE2_peak_4307 chr19_11642958_11643214 120 chr19_11642958_11643214 . ECSIT;ZNF653 CNN1;ELOF1
OSE_peak_1473 80 148 OSE1_peak_2480 chr19_11998859_11999043 185 OSE2_peak_4309 chr19_11998651_11999006 185 chr19_11998651_11999043 ZNF69 ZNF439 .
OSE_peak_1474 95 114 OSE1_peak_2482 chr19_12902268_12902411 144 OSE2_peak_4311 chr19_12902262_12902381 144 chr19_12902262_12902411 JUNB HOOK2 PRDX2;RNASEH2A
OSE_peak_1475 94.7761 127 OSE1_peak_2485 chr19_13265129_13265262 134 OSE2_peak_4318 chr19_13265136_13265286 134 chr19_13265129_13265286 IER2 NACC1;STX10 .
OSE_peak_1476 19.5918 48 OSE1_peak_2487 chr19_13944440_13944684 245 OSE2_peak_4323 chr19_13944637_13944892 245 chr19_13944440_13944892 . ZSWIM4 C284454;MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR27A
OSE_peak_1477 88.3333 106 OSE1_peak_2489 chr19_13950918_13951037 120 OSE2_peak_4326 chr19_13950932_13951097 120 chr19_13950918_13951097 . MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR .
OSE_peak_1478 100 150 OSE1_peak_2491 chr19_13964352_13964501 150 OSE2_peak_4330 chr19_13964172_13964538 150 chr19_13964172_13964538 . MIR23A;MIR24‐2;MIR9orf57;MIR181C;MIR181D;NANOS3
OSE_peak_1479 100 150 OSE1_peak_2493 chr19_18156952_18157101 150 OSE2_peak_4354 chr19_18156909_18157168 150 chr19_18156909_18157168 . . IL12RB1
OSE_peak_1480 100 121 OSE1_peak_2496 chr19_18589834_18589954 121 OSE2_peak_4358 chr19_18589696_18590110 121 chr19_18589696_18590110 ELL . .
OSE_peak_1481 100 354 OSE1_peak_2497 chr19_19431318_19431671 354 OSE2_peak_4364 chr19_19431273_19431712 354 chr19_19431273_19431712 MAU2;SUGP1 . .
OSE_peak_1482 87.1698 231 OSE1_peak_2498 chr19_32864535_32864938 404 OSE2_peak_4371 chr19_32864501_32864765 404 chr19_32864501_32864938 ZNF507 . LOC400684
OSE_peak_1483 100 120 OSE1_peak_2499 chr19_34709241_34709360 120 OSE2_peak_4375 chr19_34709174_34709442 120 chr19_34709174_34709442 LSM14A . .
OSE_peak_1484 100 286 OSE1_peak_2500 chr19_35451316_35451601 286 OSE2_peak_4378 chr19_35451184_35451641 286 chr19_35451184_35451641 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
OSE_peak_1485 100 224 OSE1_peak_2502 chr19_35497266_35497583 318 OSE2_peak_4379 chr19_35497285_35497508 318 chr19_35497266_35497583 GRAMD1A . SCN1B
OSE_peak_1486 82.4121 164 OSE1_peak_2503 chr19_35810098_35810296 199 OSE2_peak_4381 chr19_35809983_35810261 199 chr19_35809983_35810296 . MAG CD22
OSE_peak_1487 100 174 OSE1_peak_2504 chr19_36009354_36009600 247 OSE2_peak_4382 chr19_36009361_36009534 247 chr19_36009354_36009600 . DMKN;KRTDAP DHS;LOC100506469;SBSN;TMEM147
OSE_peak_1488 91.0256 142 OSE1_peak_2507 chr19_38490300_38490489 190 OSE2_peak_4387 chr19_38490286_38490441 190 chr19_38490286_38490489 SIPA1L3 . .
OSE_peak_1489 51.4085 73 OSE1_peak_2508 chr19_38494848_38494989 142 OSE2_peak_4388 chr19_38494917_38495163 142 chr19_38494848_38495163 SIPA1L3 . .
OSE_peak_1490 100 120 OSE1_peak_2509 chr19_38768699_38768818 120 OSE2_peak_4392 chr19_38768687_38768865 120 chr19_38768687_38768865 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
OSE_peak_1491 77.2549 197 OSE1_peak_2511 chr19_39141846_39142117 272 OSE2_peak_4394 chr19_39141788_39142042 272 chr19_39141788_39142117 ACTN4 EIF3K .
OSE_peak_1492 83.2558 179 OSE1_peak_2518 chr19_41729480_41729694 215 OSE2_peak_4411 chr19_41729516_41729980 215 chr19_41729480_41729980 AXL CYP2S1 .
OSE_peak_1493 100 224 OSE1_peak_2519 chr19_41731535_41732190 656 OSE2_peak_4412 chr19_41731612_41731835 656 chr19_41731535_41732190 AXL CYP2S1 .
OSE_peak_1494 64.4654 205 OSE1_peak_2519 chr19_41731535_41732190 656 OSE2_peak_4413 chr19_41731986_41732303 656 chr19_41731535_41732303 AXL CYP2S1 .
OSE_peak_1495 62.3596 111 OSE1_peak_2522 chr19_41827997_41828174 178 OSE2_peak_4417 chr19_41827878_41828107 178 chr19_41827878_41828174 CCDC97 HNRNPUL1 TGFB1
OSE_peak_1496 100 161 OSE1_peak_2525 chr19_42388319_42388479 161 OSE2_peak_4421 chr19_42388317_42388504 161 chr19_42388317_42388504 ARHGEF1 CD79A;RPS19 .
OSE_peak_1497 100 120 OSE1_peak_2527 chr19_42747104_42747223 120 OSE2_peak_4424 chr19_42747026_42747342 120 chr19_42747026_42747342 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF52 ERF
OSE_peak_1498 100 155 OSE1_peak_2528 chr19_42748941_42749095 155 OSE2_peak_4425 chr19_42748893_42749096 155 chr19_42748893_42749096 . DEDD2;GSK3A;ZNF52 ERF
OSE_peak_1499 100 151 OSE1_peak_2530 chr19_43057633_43057793 161 OSE2_peak_4427 chr19_43057635_43057785 161 chr19_43057633_43057793 . CEACAM1 CEACAM8
OSE_peak_1500 100 226 OSE1_peak_2531 chr19_43355165_43355390 226 OSE2_peak_4428 chr19_43354987_43355517 226 chr19_43354987_43355517 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
OSE_peak_1501 84.7561 139 OSE1_peak_2532 chr19_43355662_43355841 180 OSE2_peak_4429 chr19_43355637_43355800 180 chr19_43355637_43355841 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
OSE_peak_1502 100 190 OSE1_peak_2541 chr19_45256662_45256851 190 OSE2_peak_4443 chr19_45256618_45256851 190 chr19_45256618_45256851 BCL3 . CBLC
OSE_peak_1503 84.127 106 OSE1_peak_2543 chr19_45880328_45880531 204 OSE2_peak_4446 chr19_45880308_45880433 204 chr19_45880308_45880531 . ERCC2;KLC3 CD3EAP;PPP1R13L
OSE_peak_1504 83.1776 178 OSE1_peak_2545 chr19_45946851_45947124 274 OSE2_peak_4448 chr19_45946815_45947028 274 chr19_45946815_45947124 . ERCC1 FOSB
OSE_peak_1505 100 367 OSE1_peak_2548 chr19_46145481_46145847 367 OSE2_peak_4452 chr19_46145477_46145893 367 chr19_46145477_46145893 EML2;LOC100287177 MIR330 GIPR
OSE_peak_1506 100 131 OSE1_peak_2549 chr19_46273674_46273870 197 OSE2_peak_4456 chr19_46273730_46273860 197 chr19_46273674_46273870 DMPK LOC388553;SIX5 DMWD;RSPH6A
OSE_peak_1507 100 238 OSE1_peak_2552 chr19_46583891_46584175 285 OSE2_peak_4459 chr19_46583905_46584142 285 chr19_46583891_46584175 . . .
OSE_peak_1508 91.6667 110 OSE1_peak_2553 chr19_46636063_46636182 120 OSE2_peak_4462 chr19_46636073_46636483 120 chr19_46636063_46636483 . IGFL3 IGFL2
OSE_peak_1509 63.2432 117 OSE1_peak_2554 chr19_46696445_46696629 185 OSE2_peak_4463 chr19_46696258_46696561 185 chr19_46696258_46696629 . . DKFZp434J0226
OSE_peak_1510 45 54 OSE1_peak_2557 chr19_47289762_47289891 130 OSE2_peak_4465 chr19_47289838_47289957 130 chr19_47289762_47289957 SLC1A5 FKRP .
OSE_peak_1511 100 201 OSE1_peak_2558 chr19_47354152_47354444 293 OSE2_peak_4466 chr19_47354205_47354405 293 chr19_47354152_47354444 AP2S1 SNAR‐E .
OSE_peak_1512 76.7176 201 OSE1_peak_2559 chr19_47474190_47474493 304 OSE2_peak_4468 chr19_47474129_47474390 304 chr19_47474129_47474493 ARHGAP35 . .
OSE_peak_1513 100 236 OSE1_peak_2560 chr19_47731099_47731334 236 OSE2_peak_4469 chr19_47731071_47731337 236 chr19_47731071_47731337 BBC3 IR3190;MIR3191;SA CCDC9
OSE_peak_1514 98.0916 514 OSE1_peak_2561 chr19_48246581_48247104 524 OSE2_peak_4478 chr19_48246571_48247094 524 chr19_48246571_48247104 . EHD2 GLTSCR2;SNORD23
OSE_peak_1515 100 141 OSE1_peak_2562 chr19_48825395_48825625 231 OSE2_peak_4481 chr19_48825454_48825594 231 chr19_48825395_48825625 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5; CCDC114 EMP3;TMEM143
OSE_peak_1516 100 135 OSE1_peak_2564 chr19_49118022_49118156 135 OSE2_peak_4485 chr19_49118018_49118255 135 chr19_49118018_49118255 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;M83E;SPACA4;SULT2CA11;DBP;RPL18;SEC1;SPHK2
OSE_peak_1517 79.2916 291 OSE1_peak_2565 chr19_49122382_49122789 408 OSE2_peak_4486 chr19_49122306_49122672 408 chr19_49122306_49122789 ‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;M83E;SPACA4;SULT2 CA11;DBP;SEC1
OSE_peak_1518 100 235 OSE1_peak_2569 chr19_49378625_49378892 268 OSE2_peak_4489 chr19_49378652_49378886 268 chr19_49378625_49378892 ;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNA PLEKHA4 NUCB1;TULP2
OSE_peak_1519 100 248 OSE1_peak_2570 chr19_49469282_49469529 248 OSE2_peak_4494 chr19_49469250_49469888 248 chr19_49469250_49469888 AR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
OSE_peak_1520 100 120 OSE1_peak_2571 chr19_49469726_49469845 120 OSE2_peak_4494 chr19_49469250_49469888 120 chr19_49469250_49469888 AR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
OSE_peak_1521 100 140 OSE1_peak_2572 chr19_49470177_49470316 140 OSE2_peak_4495 chr19_49470084_49470353 140 chr19_49470084_49470353 AR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A BAX;DHDH GYS1;RUVBL2
OSE_peak_1522 100 308 OSE1_peak_2573 chr19_49470639_49470946 308 OSE2_peak_4496 chr19_49470476_49471327 308 chr19_49470476_49471327 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5; BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
OSE_peak_1523 100 173 OSE1_peak_2574 chr19_49541942_49542114 173 OSE2_peak_4497 chr19_49541841_49542177 173 chr19_49541841_49542177 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;B2;LHB;RUVBL2;SNACGB5;CGB7;CGB8;KCNA7;NTF4
OSE_peak_1524 100 142 OSE1_peak_2575 chr19_49992562_49992703 142 OSE2_peak_4501 chr19_49992554_49992713 142 chr19_49992554_49992713 A14;SNAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4; ALDH16A1;FLT3LGSNORD32A;SNORD33;SNORD34;SNORD35A
OSE_peak_1525 46.8254 59 OSE1_peak_2576 chr19_49996530_49996655 126 OSE2_peak_4502 chr19_49995935_49996588 126 chr19_49995935_49996655 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;L13AP5;SNORD32A;SCGRT;MIR150;RPS11;SNORD35B
OSE_peak_1526 100 207 OSE1_peak_2578 chr19_50003680_50003886 207 OSE2_peak_4504 chr19_50003676_50003933 207 chr19_50003676_50003933 R‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;PS11;SNORD32A;SNO FCGRT;MIR150;RCN3
OSE_peak_1527 97.0667 364 OSE1_peak_2590 chr19_52303509_52303907 399 OSE2_peak_4523 chr19_52303544_52303918 399 chr19_52303509_52303918 FPR3 FPR2 .
OSE_peak_1528 75.8333 91 OSE1_peak_2594 chr19_54482982_54483101 120 OSE2_peak_4531 chr19_54482761_54483072 120 chr19_54482761_54483101 CACNG8 . CACNG6;MIR935
OSE_peak_1529 30.5085 72 OSE1_peak_2596 chr19_54505692_54505942 251 OSE2_peak_4533 chr19_54505871_54506106 251 chr19_54505692_54506106 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
OSE_peak_1530 100 210 OSE1_peak_2599 chr19_54523523_54523732 210 OSE2_peak_4534 chr19_54523487_54523802 210 chr19_54523487_54523802 . CACNG6 VSTM1
OSE_peak_1531 100 130 OSE1_peak_2600 chr19_54618693_54618822 130 OSE2_peak_4535 chr19_54618685_54618842 130 chr19_54618685_54618842 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
OSE_peak_1532 100 157 OSE1_peak_2601 chr19_54704878_54705034 157 OSE2_peak_4538 chr19_54704667_54705058 157 chr19_54704667_54705058 RPS9 BOAT7;TMC4;TSEN3 LILRB3
OSE_peak_1533 100 139 OSE1_peak_2605 chr19_56652286_56652441 156 OSE2_peak_4546 chr19_56652288_56652426 156 chr19_56652286_56652441 . ZNF787 ZNF444
OSE_peak_1534 100 153 OSE1_peak_2611 chr19_59066450_59066602 153 OSE2_peak_4556 chr19_59066402_59066685 153 chr19_59066402_59066685 CHMP2A TRIM28 100131691;MGC2752;MZF1;UBE2M
OSE_peak_1535 97.1731 275 OSE1_peak_2612 chr2_1597608_1597890 283 OSE2_peak_4558 chr2_1597537_1597882 283 chr2_1597537_1597890 . . .
OSE_peak_1536 100 140 OSE1_peak_2613 chr2_1657061_1657208 148 OSE2_peak_4561 chr2_1657065_1657204 148 chr2_1657061_1657208 PXDN . .
OSE_peak_1537 100 176 OSE1_peak_2616 chr2_3469607_3469782 176 OSE2_peak_4564 chr2_3469598_3469838 176 chr2_3469598_3469838 TRAPPC12 . .
OSE_peak_1538 100 120 OSE1_peak_2617 chr2_8773999_8774213 215 OSE2_peak_4570 chr2_8774094_8774213 215 chr2_8773999_8774213 . . .
OSE_peak_1539 85.5072 118 OSE1_peak_2619 chr2_9373198_9373335 138 OSE2_peak_4575 chr2_9373098_9373315 138 chr2_9373098_9373335 ASAP2 . .
OSE_peak_1540 100 120 OSE1_peak_2620 chr2_9374970_9375089 120 OSE2_peak_4577 chr2_9374922_9375099 120 chr2_9374922_9375099 ASAP2 . .
OSE_peak_1541 100 230 OSE1_peak_2621 chr2_9391750_9392040 291 OSE2_peak_4579 chr2_9391763_9391992 291 chr2_9391750_9392040 ASAP2 . .
OSE_peak_1542 97.5207 118 OSE1_peak_2622 chr2_9753567_9753687 121 OSE2_peak_4582 chr2_9753570_9753690 121 chr2_9753567_9753690 YWHAQ . .
OSE_peak_1543 96.6443 144 OSE1_peak_2625 chr2_11970429_11970615 187 OSE2_peak_4595 chr2_11970472_11970620 187 chr2_11970429_11970620 . LPIN1 MIR4262
OSE_peak_1544 100 135 OSE1_peak_2626 chr2_12959327_12959490 164 OSE2_peak_4602 chr2_12959355_12959489 164 chr2_12959327_12959490 . . .
OSE_peak_1545 98.1043 207 OSE1_peak_2627 chr2_13091634_13091844 211 OSE2_peak_4605 chr2_13091624_13091840 211 chr2_13091624_13091844 . . LOC100506474
OSE_peak_1546 100 136 OSE1_peak_2628 chr2_14212569_14212704 136 OSE2_peak_4607 chr2_14212564_14212706 136 chr2_14212564_14212706 . . .
OSE_peak_1547 88.9571 145 OSE1_peak_2629 chr2_14330118_14330280 163 OSE2_peak_4608 chr2_14330136_14330329 163 chr2_14330118_14330329 . . .
OSE_peak_1548 100 120 OSE1_peak_2630 chr2_15499929_15500048 120 OSE2_peak_4609 chr2_15499924_15500093 120 chr2_15499924_15500093 NBAS . .
OSE_peak_1549 100 129 OSE1_peak_2631 chr2_15870719_15870847 129 OSE2_peak_4611 chr2_15870715_15870852 129 chr2_15870715_15870852 . . .
OSE_peak_1550 58.9928 82 OSE1_peak_2633 chr2_18229255_18229393 139 OSE2_peak_4615 chr2_18229312_18229482 139 chr2_18229255_18229482 . . .
OSE_peak_1551 100 169 OSE1_peak_2634 chr2_18636539_18636707 169 OSE2_peak_4618 chr2_18636539_18636818 169 chr2_18636539_18636818 . . .
OSE_peak_1552 100 133 OSE1_peak_2636 chr2_18807637_18807841 205 OSE2_peak_4619 chr2_18807693_18807825 205 chr2_18807637_18807841 . . .
OSE_peak_1553 63.4328 85 OSE1_peak_2637 chr2_19172467_19172600 134 OSE2_peak_4621 chr2_19172516_19173148 134 chr2_19172467_19173148 . . .
OSE_peak_1554 100 185 OSE1_peak_2638 chr2_19172826_19173010 185 OSE2_peak_4621 chr2_19172516_19173148 185 chr2_19172516_19173148 . . .
OSE_peak_1555 100 127 OSE1_peak_2640 chr2_19238522_19238648 127 OSE2_peak_4622 chr2_19238368_19238694 127 chr2_19238368_19238694 . . .
OSE_peak_1556 100 281 OSE1_peak_2641 chr2_19320781_19321732 952 OSE2_peak_4623 chr2_19320867_19321147 952 chr2_19320781_19321732 . . .
OSE_peak_1557 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_2642 chr2_19340564_19340709 146 OSE2_peak_4624 chr2_19340598_19340717 146 chr2_19340564_19340717 . . .
OSE_peak_1558 100 136 OSE1_peak_2643 chr2_19741053_19741188 136 OSE2_peak_4626 chr2_19741015_19741188 136 chr2_19741015_19741188 . . .
OSE_peak_1559 100 206 OSE1_peak_2644 chr2_20111662_20111867 206 OSE2_peak_4630 chr2_20111464_20111877 206 chr2_20111464_20111877 WDR35 FLJ12334;TTC32 .
OSE_peak_1560 95.6522 198 OSE1_peak_2645 chr2_20649315_20649927 613 OSE2_peak_4632 chr2_20649306_20649512 613 chr2_20649306_20649927 . RHOB .
OSE_peak_1561 86.4111 248 OSE1_peak_2645 chr2_20649315_20649927 613 OSE2_peak_4633 chr2_20649680_20649966 613 chr2_20649315_20649966 . RHOB .
OSE_peak_1562 82.4675 127 OSE1_peak_2651 chr2_26947100_26947347 248 OSE2_peak_4644 chr2_26947221_26947374 248 chr2_26947100_26947374 KCNK3 . .
OSE_peak_1563 100 175 OSE1_peak_2653 chr2_27214124_27214298 175 OSE2_peak_4646 chr2_27214107_27214322 175 chr2_27214107_27214322 MAPRE3 . .
OSE_peak_1564 100 277 OSE1_peak_2654 chr2_27273602_27273952 351 OSE2_peak_4647 chr2_27273602_27273878 351 chr2_27273602_27273952 . MAPRE3;TMEM214 AGBL5;EMILIN1;OST4
OSE_peak_1565 9.5436 23 OSE1_peak_2655 chr2_28021608_28021848 241 OSE2_peak_4651 chr2_28021826_28022424 241 chr2_28021608_28022424 RBKS MRPL33 .
OSE_peak_1566 100 313 OSE1_peak_2656 chr2_28022016_28022328 313 OSE2_peak_4651 chr2_28021826_28022424 313 chr2_28021826_28022424 RBKS MRPL33 .
OSE_peak_1567 100 127 OSE1_peak_2657 chr2_28447653_28447779 127 OSE2_peak_4655 chr2_28447539_28447782 127 chr2_28447539_28447782 BRE . .
OSE_peak_1568 100 148 OSE1_peak_2658 chr2_28582295_28582442 148 OSE2_peak_4656 chr2_28582231_28582670 148 chr2_28582231_28582670 . BRE .
OSE_peak_1569 100 151 OSE1_peak_2660 chr2_28631852_28632002 151 OSE2_peak_4662 chr2_28631828_28632345 151 chr2_28631828_28632345 FOSL2 . .
OSE_peak_1570 100 177 OSE1_peak_2666 chr2_29591085_29591409 325 OSE2_peak_4666 chr2_29591181_29591357 325 chr2_29591085_29591409 ALK . .
OSE_peak_1571 91.0448 122 OSE1_peak_2667 chr2_29598909_29599051 143 OSE2_peak_4667 chr2_29598897_29599030 143 chr2_29598897_29599051 ALK . .
OSE_peak_1572 90.4762 152 OSE1_peak_2668 chr2_29685282_29685537 256 OSE2_peak_4668 chr2_29685266_29685433 256 chr2_29685266_29685537 ALK . .
OSE_peak_1573 80.1688 190 OSE1_peak_2671 chr2_33662360_33662596 237 OSE2_peak_4679 chr2_33662407_33662765 237 chr2_33662360_33662765 RASGRP3 . .
OSE_peak_1574 88.75 142 OSE1_peak_2672 chr2_36566071_36566236 166 OSE2_peak_4680 chr2_36566053_36566212 166 chr2_36566053_36566236 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
OSE_peak_1575 54.1667 65 OSE1_peak_2673 chr2_36607020_36607139 120 OSE2_peak_4681 chr2_36606917_36607084 120 chr2_36606917_36607139 CRIM1 LOC100288911 .
OSE_peak_1576 48.3333 58 OSE1_peak_2675 chr2_36712695_36712814 120 OSE2_peak_4683 chr2_36712757_36712905 120 chr2_36712695_36712905 CRIM1 . .
OSE_peak_1577 94.7368 162 OSE1_peak_2676 chr2_36713889_36714086 198 OSE2_peak_4684 chr2_36713880_36714050 198 chr2_36713880_36714086 CRIM1 . .
OSE_peak_1578 99.2481 132 OSE1_peak_2678 chr2_37603965_37604113 149 OSE2_peak_4689 chr2_37603982_37604114 149 chr2_37603965_37604114 . QPCT .
OSE_peak_1579 100 249 OSE1_peak_2679 chr2_37995777_37996025 249 OSE2_peak_4697 chr2_37995749_37996103 249 chr2_37995749_37996103 . . .
OSE_peak_1580 42.7711 71 OSE1_peak_2680 chr2_38003762_38003927 166 OSE2_peak_4698 chr2_38003857_38004066 166 chr2_38003762_38004066 . . .
OSE_peak_1581 100 215 OSE1_peak_2682 chr2_38304323_38304537 215 OSE2_peak_4699 chr2_38304139_38304556 215 chr2_38304139_38304556 . CYP1B1;FAM82A1 .
OSE_peak_1582 100 320 OSE1_peak_2683 chr2_38373670_38373989 320 OSE2_peak_4700 chr2_38373598_38374477 320 chr2_38373598_38374477 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
OSE_peak_1583 97.0414 328 OSE1_peak_2684 chr2_38374150_38374487 338 OSE2_peak_4700 chr2_38373598_38374477 338 chr2_38373598_38374487 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
OSE_peak_1584 97.2376 176 OSE1_peak_2685 chr2_38375692_38375872 181 OSE2_peak_4701 chr2_38375697_38375915 181 chr2_38375692_38375915 CYP1B1‐AS1 . .
OSE_peak_1585 45.6954 69 OSE1_peak_2688 chr2_39750843_39750993 151 OSE2_peak_4709 chr2_39750925_39751111 151 chr2_39750843_39751111 LOC728730 . .
OSE_peak_1586 100 121 OSE1_peak_2691 chr2_40611930_40612153 224 OSE2_peak_4716 chr2_40611973_40612093 224 chr2_40611930_40612153 SLC8A1 . .
OSE_peak_1587 86.5772 129 OSE1_peak_2693 chr2_40662122_40662270 149 OSE2_peak_4719 chr2_40662142_40662332 149 chr2_40662122_40662332 SLC8A1 . .
OSE_peak_1588 98.1132 156 OSE1_peak_2694 chr2_43063253_43063411 159 OSE2_peak_4724 chr2_43063249_43063408 159 chr2_43063249_43063411 . . .
OSE_peak_1589 100 154 OSE1_peak_2695 chr2_43214348_43214501 154 OSE2_peak_4726 chr2_43214346_43214521 154 chr2_43214346_43214521 . . .
OSE_peak_1590 75 162 OSE1_peak_2696 chr2_43269056_43269271 216 OSE2_peak_4727 chr2_43269110_43269331 216 chr2_43269056_43269331 . . .
OSE_peak_1591 87.8788 116 OSE1_peak_2698 chr2_45252133_45252294 162 OSE2_peak_4738 chr2_45252117_45252248 162 chr2_45252117_45252294 . SIX2 .
OSE_peak_1592 100 126 OSE1_peak_2699 chr2_45347084_45347209 126 OSE2_peak_4739 chr2_45347069_45347253 126 chr2_45347069_45347253 . . .
OSE_peak_1593 100 166 OSE1_peak_2700 chr2_45405113_45405278 166 OSE2_peak_4741 chr2_45405092_45405306 166 chr2_45405092_45405306 UNQ6975 . .
OSE_peak_1594 79.1367 110 OSE1_peak_2703 chr2_45581152_45581297 146 OSE2_peak_4742 chr2_45581188_45581326 146 chr2_45581152_45581326 . . .
OSE_peak_1595 100 130 OSE1_peak_2705 chr2_46173318_46173447 130 OSE2_peak_4743 chr2_46173272_46173452 130 chr2_46173272_46173452 PRKCE . .
OSE_peak_1596 100 190 OSE1_peak_2707 chr2_46294950_46295156 207 OSE2_peak_4745 chr2_46294959_46295148 207 chr2_46294950_46295156 PRKCE . .
OSE_peak_1597 100 265 OSE1_peak_2709 chr2_47082347_47082611 265 OSE2_peak_4750 chr2_47082319_47082671 265 chr2_47082319_47082671 LOC100134259 . .
OSE_peak_1598 100 163 OSE1_peak_2710 chr2_47194388_47194550 163 OSE2_peak_4753 chr2_47194281_47194599 163 chr2_47194281_47194599 TTC7A MCFD2 .
OSE_peak_1599 100 154 OSE1_peak_2711 chr2_47270637_47270933 297 OSE2_peak_4755 chr2_47270764_47270917 297 chr2_47270637_47270933 TTC7A . .
OSE_peak_1600 56.5217 78 OSE1_peak_2712 chr2_47304018_47304155 138 OSE2_peak_4757 chr2_47304078_47304285 138 chr2_47304018_47304285 . TTC7A C2orf61
OSE_peak_1601 78.4722 113 OSE1_peak_2716 chr2_47426378_47426521 144 OSE2_peak_4760 chr2_47426409_47426554 144 chr2_47426378_47426554 . CALM2 .
OSE_peak_1602 85.2761 139 OSE1_peak_2718 chr2_47452658_47452833 176 OSE2_peak_4761 chr2_47452634_47452796 176 chr2_47452634_47452833 . . .
OSE_peak_1603 90.708 205 OSE1_peak_2719 chr2_47496926_47497158 233 OSE2_peak_4762 chr2_47496905_47497130 233 chr2_47496905_47497158 . . .
OSE_peak_1604 70 91 OSE1_peak_2721 chr2_48478168_48478353 186 OSE2_peak_4764 chr2_48478263_48478392 186 chr2_48478168_48478392 . . .
OSE_peak_1605 61.1111 242 OSE1_peak_2723 chr2_51180226_51180664 439 OSE2_peak_4765 chr2_51180072_51180467 439 chr2_51180072_51180664 NRXN1 . .
OSE_peak_1606 99.4949 197 OSE1_peak_2729 chr2_54783837_54784057 221 OSE2_peak_4774 chr2_54783861_54784058 221 chr2_54783837_54784058 SPTBN1 RPL23AP32 .
OSE_peak_1607 76.0736 124 OSE1_peak_2730 chr2_54897019_54897200 182 OSE2_peak_4776 chr2_54897077_54897239 182 chr2_54897019_54897239 SPTBN1 . .
OSE_peak_1608 100 218 OSE1_peak_2732 chr2_55277455_55277672 218 OSE2_peak_4777 chr2_55277353_55277695 218 chr2_55277353_55277695 RTN4 . .
OSE_peak_1609 86.6667 130 OSE1_peak_2733 chr2_55320594_55320756 163 OSE2_peak_4778 chr2_55320627_55320776 163 chr2_55320594_55320776 . . .
OSE_peak_1610 78.9809 124 OSE1_peak_2734 chr2_55652649_55652808 160 OSE2_peak_4780 chr2_55652616_55652772 160 chr2_55652616_55652808 . CCDC88A .
OSE_peak_1611 75.7576 100 OSE1_peak_2736 chr2_56089586_56089717 132 OSE2_peak_4784 chr2_56089474_56089685 132 chr2_56089474_56089717 . . EFEMP1
OSE_peak_1612 98.5646 206 OSE1_peak_2737 chr2_56112967_56113194 228 OSE2_peak_4786 chr2_56112964_56113172 228 chr2_56112964_56113194 EFEMP1 . .
OSE_peak_1613 41.2698 78 OSE1_peak_2738 chr2_56115453_56115641 189 OSE2_peak_4787 chr2_56115294_56115530 189 chr2_56115294_56115641 EFEMP1 . .
OSE_peak_1614 100 230 OSE1_peak_2739 chr2_56219644_56219873 230 OSE2_peak_4788 chr2_56219634_56219905 230 chr2_56219634_56219905 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
OSE_peak_1615 83.3333 100 OSE1_peak_2741 chr2_56807479_56807598 120 OSE2_peak_4790 chr2_56807499_56807660 120 chr2_56807479_56807660 . . .
OSE_peak_1616 2.5 3 OSE1_peak_2743 chr2_62805125_62805287 163 OSE2_peak_4795 chr2_62805285_62805404 163 chr2_62805125_62805404 . . .
OSE_peak_1617 100 288 OSE1_peak_2744 chr2_63815952_63816239 288 OSE2_peak_4797 chr2_63815895_63816244 288 chr2_63815895_63816244 MDH1 WDPCP .
OSE_peak_1618 35.2941 66 OSE1_peak_2745 chr2_64067871_64068266 396 OSE2_peak_4798 chr2_64067750_64067936 396 chr2_64067750_64068266 UGP2 . .
OSE_peak_1619 100 306 OSE1_peak_2746 chr2_64069037_64069342 306 OSE2_peak_4800 chr2_64068995_64069505 306 chr2_64068995_64069505 UGP2 . .
OSE_peak_1620 83.3333 100 OSE1_peak_2747 chr2_64439555_64439674 120 OSE2_peak_4801 chr2_64439575_64439701 120 chr2_64439555_64439701 . LINC00309 .
OSE_peak_1621 28.2927 58 OSE1_peak_2751 chr2_66662445_66662706 262 OSE2_peak_4809 chr2_66662649_66662853 262 chr2_66662445_66662853 MEIS1 MEIS1‐AS3 .
OSE_peak_1622 100 208 OSE1_peak_2756 chr2_67788832_67789039 208 OSE2_peak_4813 chr2_67788690_67789054 208 chr2_67788690_67789054 . . .
OSE_peak_1623 80.7107 159 OSE1_peak_2757 chr2_68144415_68144611 197 OSE2_peak_4815 chr2_68144453_68144726 197 chr2_68144415_68144726 . . .
OSE_peak_1624 100 151 OSE1_peak_2758 chr2_69404616_69404766 151 OSE2_peak_4821 chr2_69404616_69404786 151 chr2_69404616_69404786 ANTXR1 . .
OSE_peak_1625 100 157 OSE1_peak_2759 chr2_69405465_69405638 174 OSE2_peak_4822 chr2_69405475_69405631 174 chr2_69405465_69405638 ANTXR1 . .
OSE_peak_1626 100 162 OSE1_peak_2760 chr2_69481164_69481325 162 OSE2_peak_4824 chr2_69481130_69481522 162 chr2_69481130_69481522 . ANTXR1 .
OSE_peak_1627 95 114 OSE1_peak_2761 chr2_69809034_69809153 120 OSE2_peak_4827 chr2_69809040_69809171 120 chr2_69809034_69809171 AAK1 . .
OSE_peak_1628 51.2397 62 OSE1_peak_2765 chr2_70316128_70316269 142 OSE2_peak_4830 chr2_70316069_70316189 142 chr2_70316069_70316269 PCBP1 PCBP1‐AS1 .
OSE_peak_1629 100 137 OSE1_peak_2768 chr2_71698563_71698699 137 OSE2_peak_4835 chr2_71698529_71698839 137 chr2_71698529_71698839 DYSF . .
OSE_peak_1630 92.5 111 OSE1_peak_2770 chr2_74699739_74699858 120 OSE2_peak_4843 chr2_74699748_74699932 120 chr2_74699739_74699932 MRPL53 INO80B‐WBP1;MOGCDC142;LBX2;LOC151534;TTC31
OSE_peak_1631 67.1533 92 OSE1_peak_2772 chr2_75786237_75786373 137 OSE2_peak_4847 chr2_75786282_75786418 137 chr2_75786237_75786418 FAM176A . .
OSE_peak_1632 97.6 122 OSE1_peak_2774 chr2_79944608_79944743 136 OSE2_peak_4850 chr2_79944605_79944729 136 chr2_79944605_79944743 CTNNA2 . .
OSE_peak_1633 100 1189 OSE1_peak_2776 chr2_85133697_85134885 1189 OSE2_peak_4853 chr2_85133652_85134891 1189 chr2_85133652_85134891 TMSB10 C2orf89 .
OSE_peak_1634 100 130 OSE1_peak_2778 chr2_85766296_85766425 130 OSE2_peak_4862 chr2_85766251_85766431 130 chr2_85766251_85766431 MAT2A LOC100630918 GGCX
OSE_peak_1635 100 143 OSE1_peak_2779 chr2_85999285_85999427 143 OSE2_peak_4871 chr2_85999115_85999855 143 chr2_85999115_85999855 ATOH8 . .
OSE_peak_1636 100 194 OSE1_peak_2780 chr2_85999588_85999781 194 OSE2_peak_4871 chr2_85999115_85999855 194 chr2_85999115_85999855 ATOH8 . .
OSE_peak_1637 100 560 OSE1_peak_2781 chr2_88315526_88316085 560 OSE2_peak_4872 chr2_88315473_88316120 560 chr2_88315473_88316120 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
OSE_peak_1638 100 120 OSE1_peak_2784 chr2_95981837_95981956 120 OSE2_peak_4874 chr2_95981746_95981980 120 chr2_95981746_95981980 NIP3;MIR4435‐1;MIR443 PROM2 .
OSE_peak_1639 41.6667 50 OSE1_peak_2786 chr2_97525086_97525210 125 OSE2_peak_4881 chr2_97525161_97525280 125 chr2_97525086_97525280 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2KRD23;ANKRD39;CNN FAM178B;SEMA4C
OSE_peak_1640 100 137 OSE1_peak_2787 chr2_98279424_98279672 249 OSE2_peak_4882 chr2_98279479_98279615 249 chr2_98279424_98279672 R1B;MIR4435‐1;MIR443 COX5B LOC728537
OSE_peak_1641 95.3307 245 OSE1_peak_2788 chr2_98517338_98517594 257 OSE2_peak_4883 chr2_98517350_98517645 257 chr2_98517338_98517645 435‐1;MIR4435‐2;TMEM . .
OSE_peak_1642 19.5489 26 OSE1_peak_2789 chr2_99528278_99528410 133 OSE2_peak_4885 chr2_99528385_99528623 133 chr2_99528278_99528623 rf55;MIR4435‐1;MIR443 . .
OSE_peak_1643 100 129 OSE1_peak_2791 chr2_100478050_100478178 129 OSE2_peak_4887 chr2_100478032_100478210 129 chr2_100478032_100478210 F3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435 . .
OSE_peak_1644 59.1667 71 OSE1_peak_2792 chr2_100495666_100495785 120 OSE2_peak_4889 chr2_100495715_100495905 120 chr2_100495666_100495905 F3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435 . .
OSE_peak_1645 100 143 OSE1_peak_2793 chr2_100498503_100498645 143 OSE2_peak_4891 chr2_100498461_100498652 143 chr2_100498461_100498652 F3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435 . .
OSE_peak_1646 100 124 OSE1_peak_2795 chr2_101358897_101359036 140 OSE2_peak_4892 chr2_101358910_101359033 140 chr2_101358897_101359036 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
OSE_peak_1647 100 137 OSE1_peak_2796 chr2_101369188_101369324 137 OSE2_peak_4894 chr2_101369133_101369379 137 chr2_101369133_101369379 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
OSE_peak_1648 96.6216 143 OSE1_peak_2798 chr2_101519403_101519550 148 OSE2_peak_4895 chr2_101519367_101519545 148 chr2_101519367_101519550 R4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPA . .
OSE_peak_1649 100 136 OSE1_peak_2802 chr2_102353436_102353571 136 OSE2_peak_4900 chr2_102353397_102353596 136 chr2_102353397_102353596 P4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR44 . .
OSE_peak_1650 85 102 OSE1_peak_2803 chr2_102375701_102375861 161 OSE2_peak_4901 chr2_102375760_102375879 161 chr2_102375701_102375879 P4K4;MIR4435‐1;MIR44 . .
OSE_peak_1651 100 120 OSE1_peak_2807 chr2_102920859_102921074 216 OSE2_peak_4906 chr2_102920894_102921013 216 chr2_102920859_102921074 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . IL1RL1
OSE_peak_1652 96.0452 170 OSE1_peak_2808 chr2_106013435_106013611 177 OSE2_peak_4912 chr2_106013442_106014198 177 chr2_106013435_106014198 L2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435 . .
OSE_peak_1653 100 160 OSE1_peak_2809 chr2_106020659_106020818 160 OSE2_peak_4913 chr2_106020565_106020820 160 chr2_106020565_106020820 L2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435 . .
OSE_peak_1654 97.5845 202 OSE1_peak_2813 chr2_109029459_109029665 207 OSE2_peak_4919 chr2_109029464_109029684 207 chr2_109029459_109029684 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 SULT1C4 .
OSE_peak_1655 100 161 OSE1_peak_2815 chr2_109211525_109211685 161 OSE2_peak_4921 chr2_109211450_109211718 161 chr2_109211450_109211718MS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR443 . .
OSE_peak_1656 100 154 OSE1_peak_2817 chr2_109941397_109941648 252 OSE2_peak_4922 chr2_109941451_109941604 252 chr2_109941397_109941648 4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3 MIR4266 .
OSE_peak_1657 54.6875 70 OSE1_peak_2819 chr2_112463490_112463617 128 OSE2_peak_4927 chr2_112463548_112463686 128 chr2_112463490_112463686 RGPD5 . .
OSE_peak_1658 76.2162 141 OSE1_peak_2820 chr2_113032795_113033106 312 OSE2_peak_4928 chr2_113032966_113033150 312 chr2_113032795_113033150 RGPD5 ZC3H8 ZC3H6
OSE_peak_1659 86.758 190 OSE1_peak_2826 chr2_117567777_117568041 265 OSE2_peak_4940 chr2_117567748_117567966 265 chr2_117567748_117568041 . . .
OSE_peak_1660 100 127 OSE1_peak_2827 chr2_118738642_118738768 127 OSE2_peak_4941 chr2_118738624_118738835 127 chr2_118738624_118738835 CCDC93 . .
OSE_peak_1661 90.0474 190 OSE1_peak_2829 chr2_120013641_120013851 211 OSE2_peak_4945 chr2_120013452_120013830 211 chr2_120013452_120013851 STEAP3 . .
OSE_peak_1662 100 120 OSE1_peak_2836 chr2_121672811_121672930 120 OSE2_peak_4951 chr2_121672720_121672990 120 chr2_121672720_121672990 GLI2 . .
OSE_peak_1663 100 420 OSE1_peak_2837 chr2_121832552_121832971 420 OSE2_peak_4952 chr2_121832386_121833020 420 chr2_121832386_121833020 . . .
OSE_peak_1664 99.7442 780 OSE1_peak_2838 chr2_122288450_122289247 798 OSE2_peak_4954 chr2_122288448_122289229 798 chr2_122288448_122289247 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
OSE_peak_1665 100 142 OSE1_peak_2840 chr2_122994171_122994312 142 OSE2_peak_4955 chr2_122994147_122994319 142 chr2_122994147_122994319 . . .
OSE_peak_1666 64.9746 128 OSE1_peak_2844 chr2_127822540_127822736 197 OSE2_peak_4960 chr2_127822348_127822667 197 chr2_127822348_127822736 BIN1 . .
OSE_peak_1667 100 165 OSE1_peak_2845 chr2_134575892_134576138 247 OSE2_peak_4966 chr2_134575893_134576057 247 chr2_134575892_134576138 . . .
OSE_peak_1668 37.3016 47 OSE1_peak_2846 chr2_135155873_135156023 151 OSE2_peak_4968 chr2_135155977_135156102 151 chr2_135155873_135156102 MGAT5 . .
OSE_peak_1669 100 120 OSE1_peak_2848 chr2_138714719_138714838 120 OSE2_peak_4974 chr2_138714701_138714857 120 chr2_138714701_138714857 . . HNMT
OSE_peak_1670 100 132 OSE1_peak_2850 chr2_141813306_141813437 132 OSE2_peak_4980 chr2_141813277_141813444 132 chr2_141813277_141813444 LRP1B . .
OSE_peak_1671 100 381 OSE1_peak_2853 chr2_145764754_145765134 381 OSE2_peak_4983 chr2_145764735_145765183 381 chr2_145764735_145765183 DKFZp686O1327 . .
OSE_peak_1672 100 146 OSE1_peak_2855 chr2_146742205_146742386 182 OSE2_peak_4985 chr2_146742218_146742363 182 chr2_146742205_146742386 . . .
OSE_peak_1673 58.8462 153 OSE1_peak_2857 chr2_147740091_147740350 260 OSE2_peak_4989 chr2_147739926_147740243 260 chr2_147739926_147740350 . . .
OSE_peak_1674 97.8261 180 OSE1_peak_2858 chr2_147747955_147748274 320 OSE2_peak_4990 chr2_147748095_147748278 320 chr2_147747955_147748278 . . .
OSE_peak_1675 100 188 OSE1_peak_2860 chr2_150990231_150990418 188 OSE2_peak_4999 chr2_150990167_150990450 188 chr2_150990167_150990450 . . .
OSE_peak_1676 100 139 OSE1_peak_2861 chr2_151047969_151048149 181 OSE2_peak_5000 chr2_151047983_151048121 181 chr2_151047969_151048149 . . .
OSE_peak_1677 24.1667 29 OSE1_peak_2862 chr2_151267493_151267665 173 OSE2_peak_5001 chr2_151267402_151267521 173 chr2_151267402_151267665 . . .
OSE_peak_1678 100 122 OSE1_peak_2865 chr2_151344099_151344220 122 OSE2_peak_5005 chr2_151344063_151344220 122 chr2_151344063_151344220 RND3 . .
OSE_peak_1679 77.9528 99 OSE1_peak_2867 chr2_158030447_158030573 127 OSE2_peak_5014 chr2_158030392_158030545 127 chr2_158030392_158030573 . . .
OSE_peak_1680 100 225 OSE1_peak_2870 chr2_161083914_161084138 225 OSE2_peak_5021 chr2_161083889_161084283 225 chr2_161083889_161084283 . ITGB6 .
OSE_peak_1681 100 157 OSE1_peak_2872 chr2_161084928_161085404 477 OSE2_peak_5023 chr2_161085201_161085357 477 chr2_161084928_161085404 . ITGB6 .
OSE_peak_1682 90.4762 152 OSE1_peak_2874 chr2_161150866_161151040 175 OSE2_peak_5024 chr2_161150850_161151017 175 chr2_161150850_161151040 RBMS1 . .
OSE_peak_1683 100 154 OSE1_peak_2877 chr2_163101078_163101231 154 OSE2_peak_5036 chr2_163101035_163101281 154 chr2_163101035_163101281 . FAP IFIH1
OSE_peak_1684 98.7097 153 OSE1_peak_2878 chr2_163783144_163783298 155 OSE2_peak_5037 chr2_163783146_163783369 155 chr2_163783144_163783369 . . .
OSE_peak_1685 100 163 OSE1_peak_2879 chr2_164066972_164067134 163 OSE2_peak_5039 chr2_164066957_164067167 163 chr2_164066957_164067167 . . .
OSE_peak_1686 89.7727 158 OSE1_peak_2880 chr2_164123433_164123608 176 OSE2_peak_5040 chr2_164123451_164123687 176 chr2_164123433_164123687 . . .
OSE_peak_1687 81.3433 109 OSE1_peak_2881 chr2_164524187_164524320 134 OSE2_peak_5042 chr2_164524127_164524295 134 chr2_164524127_164524320 FIGN . .
OSE_peak_1688 100 122 OSE1_peak_2883 chr2_165518004_165518125 122 OSE2_peak_5045 chr2_165517960_165518189 122 chr2_165517960_165518189 . . COBLL1;SNORA70F
OSE_peak_1689 83.0882 113 OSE1_peak_2886 chr2_167991287_167991422 136 OSE2_peak_5048 chr2_167991310_167991497 136 chr2_167991287_167991497 XIRP2 . .
OSE_peak_1690 90.2597 139 OSE1_peak_2890 chr2_172543885_172544038 154 OSE2_peak_5055 chr2_172543870_172544023 154 chr2_172543870_172544038 DYNC1I2 . .
OSE_peak_1691 100 209 OSE1_peak_2891 chr2_173118006_173118214 209 OSE2_peak_5060 chr2_173117996_173118214 209 chr2_173117996_173118214 . . .
OSE_peak_1692 87.218 116 OSE1_peak_2894 chr2_173647738_173647870 133 OSE2_peak_5061 chr2_173647755_173648308 133 chr2_173647738_173648308 RAPGEF4 . .
OSE_peak_1693 100 153 OSE1_peak_2895 chr2_173648082_173648234 153 OSE2_peak_5061 chr2_173647755_173648308 153 chr2_173647755_173648308 RAPGEF4 . .
OSE_peak_1694 65.7895 100 OSE1_peak_2896 chr2_173694152_173694332 181 OSE2_peak_5062 chr2_173694100_173694251 181 chr2_173694100_173694332 RAPGEF4 . .
OSE_peak_1695 80.6202 104 OSE1_peak_2898 chr2_173913691_173913819 129 OSE2_peak_5063 chr2_173913716_173913862 129 chr2_173913691_173913862 RAPGEF4 . ZAK
OSE_peak_1696 25.9067 50 OSE1_peak_2902 chr2_178088943_178089135 193 OSE2_peak_5076 chr2_178088716_178088992 193 chr2_178088716_178089135 . HNRNPA3 NFE2L2
OSE_peak_1697 100 182 OSE1_peak_2904 chr2_178128131_178128368 238 OSE2_peak_5077 chr2_178128171_178128352 238 chr2_178128131_178128368 NFE2L2 MIR3128 LOC100130691
OSE_peak_1698 100 135 OSE1_peak_2905 chr2_178774878_178775034 157 OSE2_peak_5080 chr2_178774899_178775033 157 chr2_178774878_178775034 PDE11A . .
OSE_peak_1699 100 157 OSE1_peak_2906 chr2_180905055_180905211 157 OSE2_peak_5084 chr2_180905043_180905229 157 chr2_180905043_180905229 . . .
OSE_peak_1700 100 156 OSE1_peak_2907 chr2_181388767_181388966 200 OSE2_peak_5085 chr2_181388792_181388947 200 chr2_181388767_181388966 . . .
OSE_peak_1701 84 105 OSE1_peak_2908 chr2_181490322_181490446 125 OSE2_peak_5086 chr2_181490342_181490471 125 chr2_181490322_181490471 . . .
OSE_peak_1702 90.4459 142 OSE1_peak_2909 chr2_181595833_181595989 157 OSE2_peak_5087 chr2_181595848_181596041 157 chr2_181595833_181596041 . . .
OSE_peak_1703 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_2910 chr2_181607648_181607767 120 OSE2_peak_5088 chr2_181607656_181607789 120 chr2_181607648_181607789 . . .
OSE_peak_1704 100 218 OSE1_peak_2911 chr2_182656075_182656292 218 OSE2_peak_5091 chr2_182656062_182656344 218 chr2_182656062_182656344 . . .
OSE_peak_1705 100 123 OSE1_peak_2912 chr2_182931618_182931740 123 OSE2_peak_5092 chr2_182931594_182931752 123 chr2_182931594_182931752 PPP1R1C . .
OSE_peak_1706 88.5542 147 OSE1_peak_2913 chr2_186298700_186298865 166 OSE2_peak_5098 chr2_186298674_186298846 166 chr2_186298674_186298865 . . .
OSE_peak_1707 100 183 OSE1_peak_2914 chr2_186448295_186448477 183 OSE2_peak_5099 chr2_186448244_186448511 183 chr2_186448244_186448511 . . .
OSE_peak_1708 100 179 OSE1_peak_2915 chr2_187321701_187321973 273 OSE2_peak_5100 chr2_187321758_187321936 273 chr2_187321701_187321973 . . ZC3H15
OSE_peak_1709 100 141 OSE1_peak_2916 chr2_188639396_188639536 141 OSE2_peak_5102 chr2_188639396_188639541 141 chr2_188639396_188639541 . . .
OSE_peak_1710 100 120 OSE1_peak_2917 chr2_189064560_189064679 120 OSE2_peak_5104 chr2_189064491_189064707 120 chr2_189064491_189064707 . . .
OSE_peak_1711 100 136 OSE1_peak_2919 chr2_189961592_189961822 231 OSE2_peak_5107 chr2_189961655_189961790 231 chr2_189961592_189961822 COL5A2 . .
OSE_peak_1712 100 153 OSE1_peak_2920 chr2_190141216_190141368 153 OSE2_peak_5109 chr2_190141202_190141372 153 chr2_190141202_190141372 . . .
OSE_peak_1713 100 120 OSE1_peak_2921 chr2_190258281_190258466 186 OSE2_peak_5110 chr2_190258320_190258439 186 chr2_190258281_190258466 . . .
OSE_peak_1714 75.817 116 OSE1_peak_2922 chr2_190798782_190799053 272 OSE2_peak_5112 chr2_190798745_190798897 272 chr2_190798745_190799053 . . .
OSE_peak_1715 97.4522 153 OSE1_peak_2926 chr2_192084216_192084372 157 OSE2_peak_5120 chr2_192084220_192084396 157 chr2_192084216_192084396 . . MYO1B
OSE_peak_1716 39.3701 50 OSE1_peak_2928 chr2_192557503_192557692 190 OSE2_peak_5126 chr2_192557426_192557552 190 chr2_192557426_192557692 . OBFC2A .
OSE_peak_1717 87.9032 109 OSE1_peak_2930 chr2_193132337_193132460 124 OSE2_peak_5127 chr2_193132311_193132445 124 chr2_193132311_193132460 . . .
OSE_peak_1718 92.2652 167 OSE1_peak_2932 chr2_194689281_194689461 181 OSE2_peak_5130 chr2_194689228_194689447 181 chr2_194689228_194689461 . . .
OSE_peak_1719 100 390 OSE1_peak_2935 chr2_196385434_196385823 390 OSE2_peak_5132 chr2_196385255_196385871 390 chr2_196385255_196385871 . . .
OSE_peak_1720 100 511 OSE1_peak_2937 chr2_196523068_196523578 511 OSE2_peak_5135 chr2_196522879_196523607 511 chr2_196522879_196523607 SLC39A10 . .
OSE_peak_1721 62.5 105 OSE1_peak_2938 chr2_196526182_196526349 168 OSE2_peak_5137 chr2_196526245_196526446 168 chr2_196526182_196526446 SLC39A10 . .
OSE_peak_1722 94.7368 126 OSE1_peak_2939 chr2_197104499_197104650 152 OSE2_peak_5139 chr2_197104492_197104624 152 chr2_197104492_197104650 HECW2 . .
OSE_peak_1723 100 153 OSE1_peak_2941 chr2_197187739_197187891 153 OSE2_peak_5140 chr2_197187722_197187911 153 chr2_197187722_197187911 HECW2 . .
OSE_peak_1724 95.977 167 OSE1_peak_2944 chr2_197472704_197472877 174 OSE2_peak_5141 chr2_197472711_197472918 174 chr2_197472704_197472918 . HECW2 .
OSE_peak_1725 100 189 OSE1_peak_2945 chr2_198299907_198300095 189 OSE2_peak_5145 chr2_198299804_198300096 189 chr2_198299804_198300096 . SF3B1 COQ10B
OSE_peak_1726 100 297 OSE1_peak_2946 chr2_200168452_200168748 297 OSE2_peak_5149 chr2_200168408_200168921 297 chr2_200168408_200168921 SATB2 . .
OSE_peak_1727 83.3333 100 OSE1_peak_2948 chr2_200603617_200603736 120 OSE2_peak_5152 chr2_200603637_200603775 120 chr2_200603617_200603775 . . FONG
OSE_peak_1728 100 120 OSE1_peak_2949 chr2_201480119_201480238 120 OSE2_peak_5157 chr2_201479918_201480254 120 chr2_201479918_201480254 AOX1 . .
OSE_peak_1729 100 156 OSE1_peak_2950 chr2_201577842_201578091 250 OSE2_peak_5159 chr2_201577915_201578070 250 chr2_201577842_201578091 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
OSE_peak_1730 100 143 OSE1_peak_2953 chr2_202663078_202663220 143 OSE2_peak_5163 chr2_202663041_202663225 143 chr2_202663041_202663225 . ALS2 CDK15
OSE_peak_1731 39.4366 56 OSE1_peak_2955 chr2_204547773_204547914 142 OSE2_peak_5168 chr2_204547487_204547828 142 chr2_204547487_204547914 . . CD28
OSE_peak_1732 100 259 OSE1_peak_2956 chr2_204668832_204669090 259 OSE2_peak_5170 chr2_204668787_204669150 259 chr2_204668787_204669150 . . .
OSE_peak_1733 100 158 OSE1_peak_2958 chr2_205204941_205205098 158 OSE2_peak_5172 chr2_205204941_205205116 158 chr2_205204941_205205116 . . .
OSE_peak_1734 100 124 OSE1_peak_2960 chr2_208031048_208031171 124 OSE2_peak_5180 chr2_208031034_208031261 124 chr2_208031034_208031261 . KLF7 .
OSE_peak_1735 100 136 OSE1_peak_2962 chr2_208103878_208104086 209 OSE2_peak_5182 chr2_208103951_208104086 209 chr2_208103878_208104086 . . .
OSE_peak_1736 37.6812 52 OSE1_peak_2963 chr2_208199460_208199683 224 OSE2_peak_5186 chr2_208199374_208199511 224 chr2_208199374_208199683 . . .
OSE_peak_1737 69.1542 139 OSE1_peak_2964 chr2_208288744_208288944 201 OSE2_peak_5187 chr2_208288554_208288882 201 chr2_208288554_208288944 . . .
OSE_peak_1738 89.9123 205 OSE1_peak_2965 chr2_208497570_208497797 228 OSE2_peak_5190 chr2_208497593_208497964 228 chr2_208497570_208497964 . CREB1;METTL21A .
OSE_peak_1739 100 547 OSE1_peak_2966 chr2_208548677_208549223 547 OSE2_peak_5191 chr2_208548616_208549248 547 chr2_208548616_208549248 . . CCNYL1
OSE_peak_1740 86.0262 197 OSE1_peak_2967 chr2_210233758_210233986 229 OSE2_peak_5193 chr2_210233655_210233954 229 chr2_210233655_210233986 . . .
OSE_peak_1741 100 141 OSE1_peak_2968 chr2_213316735_213316875 141 OSE2_peak_5203 chr2_213316714_213316944 141 chr2_213316714_213316944 ERBB4 MIR548F2 .
OSE_peak_1742 89.404 135 OSE1_peak_2971 chr2_214103775_214103925 151 OSE2_peak_5209 chr2_214103791_214103960 151 chr2_214103775_214103960 . . .
OSE_peak_1743 100 169 OSE1_peak_2973 chr2_216221268_216221436 169 OSE2_peak_5211 chr2_216221125_216221652 169 chr2_216221125_216221652 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1744 70.751 179 OSE1_peak_2974 chr2_216222116_216222368 253 OSE2_peak_5213 chr2_216222190_216222883 253 chr2_216222116_216222883 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1745 100 343 OSE1_peak_2975 chr2_216222493_216222835 343 OSE2_peak_5213 chr2_216222190_216222883 343 chr2_216222190_216222883 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1746 100 221 OSE1_peak_2976 chr2_216223078_216223298 221 OSE2_peak_5214 chr2_216223014_216224126 221 chr2_216223014_216224126 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1747 100 395 OSE1_peak_2977 chr2_216223551_216223945 395 OSE2_peak_5214 chr2_216223014_216224126 395 chr2_216223014_216224126 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1748 72.5762 262 OSE1_peak_2978 chr2_216224154_216224514 361 OSE2_peak_5215 chr2_216224253_216224832 361 chr2_216224154_216224832 . ATIC FN1
OSE_peak_1749 63.4454 151 OSE1_peak_2981 chr2_216230097_216230368 272 OSE2_peak_5224 chr2_216230218_216230455 272 chr2_216230097_216230455 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1750 100 141 OSE1_peak_2983 chr2_216232098_216232238 141 OSE2_peak_5226 chr2_216232034_216232460 141 chr2_216232034_216232460 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1751 86.4865 160 OSE1_peak_2984 chr2_216234751_216234998 248 OSE2_peak_5229 chr2_216234726_216234910 248 chr2_216234726_216234998 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1752 85.8333 103 OSE1_peak_2985 chr2_216235128_216235247 120 OSE2_peak_5230 chr2_216235145_216235527 120 chr2_216235128_216235527 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1753 19.7674 51 OSE1_peak_2988 chr2_216237091_216237348 258 OSE2_peak_5231 chr2_216237298_216237919 258 chr2_216237091_216237919 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1754 99.4778 381 OSE1_peak_2989 chr2_216237539_216237921 383 OSE2_peak_5231 chr2_216237298_216237919 383 chr2_216237298_216237921 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1755 100 120 OSE1_peak_2991 chr2_216240180_216240740 561 OSE2_peak_5234 chr2_216240558_216240677 561 chr2_216240180_216240740 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1756 70.4 176 OSE1_peak_2992 chr2_216240950_216241199 250 OSE2_peak_5235 chr2_216240820_216241125 250 chr2_216240820_216241199 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1757 100 147 OSE1_peak_2993 chr2_216241475_216241621 147 OSE2_peak_5236 chr2_216241316_216242610 147 chr2_216241316_216242610 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1758 100 517 OSE1_peak_2994 chr2_216241800_216242316 517 OSE2_peak_5236 chr2_216241316_216242610 517 chr2_216241316_216242610 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1759 59.6154 93 OSE1_peak_2995 chr2_216243456_216243657 202 OSE2_peak_5238 chr2_216243565_216243720 202 chr2_216243456_216243720 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1760 83.737 242 OSE1_peak_2996 chr2_216244459_216244747 289 OSE2_peak_5239 chr2_216244506_216245316 289 chr2_216244459_216245316 FN1 ATIC .
OSE_peak_1761 60.5705 361 OSE1_peak_2997 chr2_216244956_216245551 596 OSE2_peak_5239 chr2_216244506_216245316 596 chr2_216244506_216245551 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1762 33.5766 46 OSE1_peak_2998 chr2_216245792_216245985 194 OSE2_peak_5240 chr2_216245940_216246076 194 chr2_216245792_216246076 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1763 51.3699 75 OSE1_peak_2999 chr2_216246388_216246533 146 OSE2_peak_5241 chr2_216246459_216246726 146 chr2_216246388_216246726 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1764 3.6842 7 OSE1_peak_3004 chr2_216251985_216252174 190 OSE2_peak_5245 chr2_216251639_216251991 190 chr2_216251639_216252174 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1765 26.5625 51 OSE1_peak_3005 chr2_216254000_216254245 246 OSE2_peak_5249 chr2_216253859_216254050 246 chr2_216253859_216254245 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1766 75.4617 286 OSE1_peak_3006 chr2_216254734_216255112 379 OSE2_peak_5250 chr2_216254634_216255019 379 chr2_216254634_216255112 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1767 54.2857 95 OSE1_peak_3008 chr2_216255629_216256041 413 OSE2_peak_5251 chr2_216255549_216255723 413 chr2_216255549_216256041 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1768 55.4622 132 OSE1_peak_3009 chr2_216256509_216256746 238 OSE2_peak_5252 chr2_216256615_216256881 238 chr2_216256509_216256881 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1769 79.8429 305 OSE1_peak_3011 chr2_216259657_216260038 382 OSE2_peak_5255 chr2_216259564_216259961 382 chr2_216259564_216260038 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1770 100 267 OSE1_peak_3012 chr2_216261442_216261708 267 OSE2_peak_5258 chr2_216261379_216261983 267 chr2_216261379_216261983 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1771 2.7864 9 OSE1_peak_3013 chr2_216263697_216264019 323 OSE2_peak_5260 chr2_216263303_216263705 323 chr2_216263303_216264019 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1772 78.5388 172 OSE1_peak_3013 chr2_216263697_216264019 323 OSE2_peak_5261 chr2_216263848_216264066 323 chr2_216263697_216264066 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1773 100 187 OSE1_peak_3016 chr2_216267027_216267213 187 OSE2_peak_5263 chr2_216266745_216267273 187 chr2_216266745_216267273 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1774 3.7037 7 OSE1_peak_3017 chr2_216267935_216268131 197 OSE2_peak_5264 chr2_216267753_216267941 197 chr2_216267753_216268131 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1775 35.533 70 OSE1_peak_3017 chr2_216267935_216268131 197 OSE2_peak_5265 chr2_216268062_216268277 197 chr2_216267935_216268277 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1776 100 569 OSE1_peak_3018 chr2_216268557_216269125 569 OSE2_peak_5266 chr2_216268457_216269161 569 chr2_216268457_216269161 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1777 98.6047 212 OSE1_peak_3019 chr2_216271233_216271473 241 OSE2_peak_5269 chr2_216271230_216271444 241 chr2_216271230_216271473 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1778 46.8 117 OSE1_peak_3020 chr2_216272210_216272459 250 OSE2_peak_5270 chr2_216271613_216272326 250 chr2_216271613_216272459 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1779 51.6355 221 OSE1_peak_3021 chr2_216274847_216275274 428 OSE2_peak_5274 chr2_216275054_216276420 428 chr2_216274847_216276420 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1780 100 250 OSE1_peak_3022 chr2_216275518_216275767 250 OSE2_peak_5274 chr2_216275054_216276420 250 chr2_216275054_216276420 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1781 80.1739 461 OSE1_peak_3023 chr2_216275960_216276534 575 OSE2_peak_5274 chr2_216275054_216276420 575 chr2_216275054_216276534 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1782 41.1168 81 OSE1_peak_3024 chr2_216277270_216277466 197 OSE2_peak_5275 chr2_216276663_216277350 197 chr2_216276663_216277466 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1783 96.5426 363 OSE1_peak_3025 chr2_216277968_216278343 376 OSE2_peak_5276 chr2_216277501_216278330 376 chr2_216277501_216278343 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1784 45.5285 56 OSE1_peak_3027 chr2_216280393_216280543 151 OSE2_peak_5279 chr2_216280326_216280448 151 chr2_216280326_216280543 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1785 54.9708 94 OSE1_peak_3028 chr2_216280783_216280953 171 OSE2_peak_5280 chr2_216280860_216281245 171 chr2_216280783_216281245 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1786 100 152 OSE1_peak_3031 chr2_216283408_216283602 195 OSE2_peak_5283 chr2_216283416_216283567 195 chr2_216283408_216283602 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1787 100 303 OSE1_peak_3032 chr2_216284860_216285704 845 OSE2_peak_5286 chr2_216284955_216285257 845 chr2_216284860_216285704 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1788 71.0843 236 OSE1_peak_3032 chr2_216284860_216285704 845 OSE2_peak_5287 chr2_216285469_216285800 845 chr2_216284860_216285800 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1789 6.0185 13 OSE1_peak_3033 chr2_216286152_216286519 368 OSE2_peak_5288 chr2_216285949_216286164 368 chr2_216285949_216286519 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1790 56.5217 208 OSE1_peak_3033 chr2_216286152_216286519 368 OSE2_peak_5289 chr2_216286312_216286691 368 chr2_216286152_216286691 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1791 100 339 OSE1_peak_3034 chr2_216287209_216287547 339 OSE2_peak_5290 chr2_216287111_216288572 339 chr2_216287111_216288572 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1792 100 221 OSE1_peak_3035 chr2_216287721_216287941 221 OSE2_peak_5290 chr2_216287111_216288572 221 chr2_216287111_216288572 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1793 83.9506 204 OSE1_peak_3036 chr2_216288369_216288611 243 OSE2_peak_5290 chr2_216287111_216288572 243 chr2_216287111_216288611 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1794 83.3333 285 OSE1_peak_3037 chr2_216289287_216289628 342 OSE2_peak_5291 chr2_216289344_216290523 342 chr2_216289287_216290523 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1795 50.5562 409 OSE1_peak_3038 chr2_216290115_216290923 809 OSE2_peak_5291 chr2_216289344_216290523 809 chr2_216289344_216290923 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1796 100 341 OSE1_peak_3039 chr2_216292331_216292671 341 OSE2_peak_5293 chr2_216291888_216292701 341 chr2_216291888_216292701 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1797 100 157 OSE1_peak_3040 chr2_216293630_216293786 157 OSE2_peak_5294 chr2_216293431_216293890 157 chr2_216293431_216293890 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1798 100 245 OSE1_peak_3041 chr2_216295017_216295261 245 OSE2_peak_5295 chr2_216294866_216295307 245 chr2_216294866_216295307 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1799 100 426 OSE1_peak_3042 chr2_216295699_216296124 426 OSE2_peak_5296 chr2_216295490_216296749 426 chr2_216295490_216296749 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1800 26.25 63 OSE1_peak_3043 chr2_216296687_216296926 240 OSE2_peak_5296 chr2_216295490_216296749 240 chr2_216295490_216296926 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1801 28.3333 68 OSE1_peak_3043 chr2_216296687_216296926 240 OSE2_peak_5297 chr2_216296859_216298326 240 chr2_216296687_216298326 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1802 100 417 OSE1_peak_3044 chr2_216297783_216298199 417 OSE2_peak_5297 chr2_216296859_216298326 417 chr2_216296859_216298326 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1803 4.6667 7 OSE1_peak_3045 chr2_216298520_216298669 150 OSE2_peak_5298 chr2_216298663_216299322 150 chr2_216298520_216299322 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1804 35.0932 226 OSE1_peak_3046 chr2_216299097_216299740 644 OSE2_peak_5298 chr2_216298663_216299322 644 chr2_216298663_216299740 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1805 100 295 OSE1_peak_3046 chr2_216299097_216299740 644 OSE2_peak_5299 chr2_216299430_216299724 644 chr2_216299097_216299740 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1806 98.4772 776 OSE1_peak_3047 chr2_216299856_216300643 788 OSE2_peak_5300 chr2_216299868_216300802 788 chr2_216299856_216300802 FN1 . .
OSE_peak_1807 64.8148 105 OSE1_peak_3049 chr2_216325532_216325881 350 OSE2_peak_5301 chr2_216325475_216325636 350 chr2_216325475_216325881 . FN1 .
OSE_peak_1808 65.8416 133 OSE1_peak_3050 chr2_216393307_216393508 202 OSE2_peak_5304 chr2_216393376_216393578 202 chr2_216393307_216393578 . . .
OSE_peak_1809 96.6667 203 OSE1_peak_3053 chr2_216593312_216593521 210 OSE2_peak_5307 chr2_216593319_216593617 210 chr2_216593312_216593617 LOC646324 . .
OSE_peak_1810 98.8372 170 OSE1_peak_3056 chr2_217237521_217237917 397 OSE2_peak_5312 chr2_217237519_217237690 397 chr2_217237519_217237917 . 04‐Mar .
OSE_peak_1811 97.9592 144 OSE1_peak_3057 chr2_217238200_217238346 147 OSE2_peak_5313 chr2_217238203_217238352 147 chr2_217238200_217238352 . 04‐Mar .
OSE_peak_1812 100 171 OSE1_peak_3058 chr2_217930763_217930933 171 OSE2_peak_5321 chr2_217930708_217931013 171 chr2_217930708_217931013 . . .
OSE_peak_1813 100 216 OSE1_peak_3059 chr2_217970568_217970783 216 OSE2_peak_5322 chr2_217970566_217970867 216 chr2_217970566_217970867 . . .
OSE_peak_1814 97.449 191 OSE1_peak_3060 chr2_218235186_218235381 196 OSE2_peak_5328 chr2_218235191_218235386 196 chr2_218235186_218235386 DIRC3 . .
OSE_peak_1815 100 170 OSE1_peak_3061 chr2_218767523_218767692 170 OSE2_peak_5329 chr2_218767476_218767709 170 chr2_218767476_218767709 TNS1 . .
OSE_peak_1816 100 174 OSE1_peak_3065 chr2_219671085_219671336 252 OSE2_peak_5333 chr2_219671114_219671287 252 chr2_219671085_219671336 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
OSE_peak_1817 85.4626 194 OSE1_peak_3066 chr2_219990047_219990273 227 OSE2_peak_5334 chr2_219990080_219990308 227 chr2_219990047_219990308 NHEJ1 . .
OSE_peak_1818 90.2685 269 OSE1_peak_3067 chr2_222506235_222506532 298 OSE2_peak_5344 chr2_222506149_222506503 298 chr2_222506149_222506532 . . .
OSE_peak_1819 99.2481 132 OSE1_peak_3068 chr2_224330572_224330712 141 OSE2_peak_5347 chr2_224330581_224330713 141 chr2_224330572_224330713 . . .
OSE_peak_1820 100 153 OSE1_peak_3072 chr2_225956134_225956318 185 OSE2_peak_5359 chr2_225956159_225956311 185 chr2_225956134_225956318 . . .
OSE_peak_1821 100 123 OSE1_peak_3074 chr2_226979888_226980062 175 OSE2_peak_5363 chr2_226979922_226980044 175 chr2_226979888_226980062 . . LOC646736
OSE_peak_1822 72.6804 141 OSE1_peak_3075 chr2_226983403_226983644 242 OSE2_peak_5364 chr2_226983504_226983697 242 chr2_226983403_226983697 . . LOC646736
OSE_peak_1823 100 186 OSE1_peak_3076 chr2_227050668_227050853 186 OSE2_peak_5365 chr2_227050650_227050875 186 chr2_227050650_227050875 . LOC646736 .
OSE_peak_1824 100 364 OSE1_peak_3077 chr2_227291023_227291437 415 OSE2_peak_5367 chr2_227291030_227291393 415 chr2_227291023_227291437 . . .
OSE_peak_1825 100 243 OSE1_peak_3078 chr2_227292612_227292854 243 OSE2_peak_5369 chr2_227292608_227292893 243 chr2_227292608_227292893 . . .
OSE_peak_1826 100 154 OSE1_peak_3079 chr2_227296043_227296196 154 OSE2_peak_5370 chr2_227296034_227296258 154 chr2_227296034_227296258 . . .
OSE_peak_1827 100 148 OSE1_peak_3080 chr2_227472203_227472350 148 OSE2_peak_5372 chr2_227472188_227472362 148 chr2_227472188_227472362 . . .
OSE_peak_1828 100 159 OSE1_peak_3081 chr2_227538105_227538263 159 OSE2_peak_5373 chr2_227538065_227538304 159 chr2_227538065_227538304 . . .
OSE_peak_1829 100 126 OSE1_peak_3083 chr2_228243355_228243480 126 OSE2_peak_5378 chr2_228243334_228243662 126 chr2_228243334_228243662 TM4SF20 MFF .
OSE_peak_1830 100 186 OSE1_peak_3087 chr2_228681526_228681711 186 OSE2_peak_5381 chr2_228681442_228681980 186 chr2_228681442_228681980 CCL20 . .
OSE_peak_1831 90.9639 302 OSE1_peak_3088 chr2_228682423_228683793 1371 OSE2_peak_5382 chr2_228682393_228682724 1371 chr2_228682393_228683793 . CCL20 .
OSE_peak_1832 91.3758 890 OSE1_peak_3088 chr2_228682423_228683793 1371 OSE2_peak_5383 chr2_228682904_228683877 1371 chr2_228682423_228683877 . CCL20 .
OSE_peak_1833 100 149 OSE1_peak_3090 chr2_229565512_229565663 152 OSE2_peak_5385 chr2_229565512_229565660 152 chr2_229565512_229565663 . . .
OSE_peak_1834 100 213 OSE1_peak_3091 chr2_230148055_230148267 213 OSE2_peak_5387 chr2_230147974_230148269 213 chr2_230147974_230148269 . PID1 .
OSE_peak_1835 100 139 OSE1_peak_3092 chr2_230475205_230475343 139 OSE2_peak_5389 chr2_230475129_230475453 139 chr2_230475129_230475453 DNER . .
OSE_peak_1836 44.4444 168 OSE1_peak_3093 chr2_230475761_230476418 658 OSE2_peak_5390 chr2_230475551_230475928 658 chr2_230475551_230476418 DNER . .
OSE_peak_1837 67.5978 121 OSE1_peak_3095 chr2_231658732_231658987 256 OSE2_peak_5396 chr2_231658867_231659045 256 chr2_231658732_231659045 CAB39 . .
OSE_peak_1838 100 142 OSE1_peak_3096 chr2_232026826_232026967 142 OSE2_peak_5397 chr2_232026743_232027015 142 chr2_232026743_232027015 PSMD1 . .
OSE_peak_1839 52.3077 68 OSE1_peak_3097 chr2_232318248_232318377 130 OSE2_peak_5400 chr2_232318310_232318568 130 chr2_232318248_232318568 . . CL;SNORA75;SNORD20;SNORD82
OSE_peak_1840 100 237 OSE1_peak_3100 chr2_234883336_234883572 237 OSE2_peak_5411 chr2_234883304_234883618 237 chr2_234883304_234883618 TRPM8 . .
OSE_peak_1841 100 128 OSE1_peak_3101 chr2_235578799_235578926 128 OSE2_peak_5416 chr2_235578799_235578957 128 chr2_235578799_235578957 . . .
OSE_peak_1842 41.7431 91 OSE1_peak_3102 chr2_235583363_235583580 218 OSE2_peak_5417 chr2_235583490_235583744 218 chr2_235583363_235583744 . . .
OSE_peak_1843 100 273 OSE1_peak_3103 chr2_235588777_235589111 335 OSE2_peak_5418 chr2_235588791_235589063 335 chr2_235588777_235589111 . . .
OSE_peak_1844 69.5876 135 OSE1_peak_3104 chr2_235732614_235732833 220 OSE2_peak_5419 chr2_235732555_235732748 220 chr2_235732555_235732833 . . .
OSE_peak_1845 94.0959 255 OSE1_peak_3105 chr2_235890100_235890370 271 OSE2_peak_5422 chr2_235889933_235890354 271 chr2_235889933_235890370 SH3BP4 . .
OSE_peak_1846 95 133 OSE1_peak_3106 chr2_235930469_235930608 140 OSE2_peak_5423 chr2_235930476_235930706 140 chr2_235930469_235930706 SH3BP4 . .
OSE_peak_1847 99.3671 314 OSE1_peak_3108 chr2_238341152_238341704 553 OSE2_peak_5437 chr2_238341150_238341465 553 chr2_238341150_238341704 . COL6A3 .
OSE_peak_1848 100 138 OSE1_peak_3110 chr2_238409512_238409649 138 OSE2_peak_5438 chr2_238409426_238410008 138 chr2_238409426_238410008 MLPH . .
OSE_peak_1849 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_3111 chr2_238612433_238612584 152 OSE2_peak_5441 chr2_238612467_238612586 152 chr2_238612433_238612586 LRRFIP1 . .
OSE_peak_1850 47.482 66 OSE1_peak_3112 chr2_239348182_239348320 139 OSE2_peak_5445 chr2_239348084_239348247 139 chr2_239348084_239348320 ASB1 . .
OSE_peak_1851 68.3333 82 OSE1_peak_3117 chr2_241525771_241525890 120 OSE2_peak_5447 chr2_241525809_241525942 120 chr2_241525771_241525942 . KMY1;DUSP28;RNPE CAPN10;GPR35
OSE_peak_1852 88.3333 106 OSE1_peak_3118 chr2_242254449_242254568 120 OSE2_peak_5449 chr2_242254435_242254554 120 chr2_242254435_242254568 HDLBP . 02‐Sep
OSE_peak_1853 100 139 OSE1_peak_3119 chr2_242974009_242974147 139 OSE2_peak_5457 chr2_242973993_242974150 139 chr2_242973993_242974150 . . .
OSE_peak_1854 100 120 OSE1_peak_3120 chr20_305242_305361 120 OSE2_peak_5458 chr20_305175_305416 120 chr20_305175_305416 . ZCCHC3 NRSN2;SOX12
OSE_peak_1855 74.8538 128 OSE1_peak_3131 chr20_7837570_7837740 171 OSE2_peak_5479 chr20_7837453_7837697 171 chr20_7837453_7837740 . . HAO1
OSE_peak_1856 100 126 OSE1_peak_3133 chr20_9195416_9195541 126 OSE2_peak_5482 chr20_9195407_9195658 126 chr20_9195407_9195658 PLCB4 . .
OSE_peak_1857 96.8198 274 OSE1_peak_3135 chr20_10287676_10287958 283 OSE2_peak_5484 chr20_10287685_10287969 283 chr20_10287676_10287969 SNAP25 . .
OSE_peak_1858 100 133 OSE1_peak_3136 chr20_10521931_10522063 133 OSE2_peak_5487 chr20_10521901_10522117 133 chr20_10521901_10522117 C20orf94 . .
OSE_peak_1859 100 127 OSE1_peak_3138 chr20_10577570_10577717 148 OSE2_peak_5491 chr20_10577587_10577713 148 chr20_10577570_10577717 C20orf94 . .
OSE_peak_1860 77.533 176 OSE1_peak_3139 chr20_11210635_11210907 273 OSE2_peak_5498 chr20_11210584_11210810 273 chr20_11210584_11210907 . . .
OSE_peak_1861 80.8333 97 OSE1_peak_3140 chr20_11248236_11248355 120 OSE2_peak_5499 chr20_11248259_11248379 120 chr20_11248236_11248379 LOC339593 . .
OSE_peak_1862 100 120 OSE1_peak_3141 chr20_11368087_11368206 120 OSE2_peak_5500 chr20_11367955_11368289 120 chr20_11367955_11368289 . . .
OSE_peak_1863 75 90 OSE1_peak_3142 chr20_12034151_12034270 120 OSE2_peak_5502 chr20_12033976_12034240 120 chr20_12033976_12034270 . . .
OSE_peak_1864 100 160 OSE1_peak_3143 chr20_12909834_12909993 160 OSE2_peak_5503 chr20_12909791_12909998 160 chr20_12909791_12909998 . . .
OSE_peak_1865 100 313 OSE1_peak_3146 chr20_17824277_17824672 396 OSE2_peak_5508 chr20_17824305_17824617 396 chr20_17824277_17824672 . . .
OSE_peak_1866 13.2911 21 OSE1_peak_3147 chr20_17950029_17950186 158 OSE2_peak_5509 chr20_17949833_17950049 158 chr20_17949833_17950186 C20orf72 SNORD17;SNX5 .
OSE_peak_1867 92.8571 156 OSE1_peak_3148 chr20_20501492_20501659 168 OSE2_peak_5514 chr20_20501504_20501675 168 chr20_20501492_20501675 RALGAPA2 . .
OSE_peak_1868 100 174 OSE1_peak_3150 chr20_22756320_22756720 401 OSE2_peak_5517 chr20_22756533_22756706 401 chr20_22756320_22756720 . . .
OSE_peak_1869 94.2529 164 OSE1_peak_3151 chr20_22776653_22776826 174 OSE2_peak_5518 chr20_22776630_22776816 174 chr20_22776630_22776826 . . .
OSE_peak_1870 98.6175 214 OSE1_peak_3153 chr20_24981141_24981357 217 OSE2_peak_5523 chr20_24981122_24981354 217 chr20_24981122_24981357 . C20orf3 ACSS1
OSE_peak_1871 100 120 OSE1_peak_3155 chr20_25353329_25353448 120 OSE2_peak_5525 chr20_25353297_25353545 120 chr20_25353297_25353545 ABHD12 . .
OSE_peak_1872 93.6782 163 OSE1_peak_3158 chr20_30193086_30193259 174 OSE2_peak_5535 chr20_30193050_30193248 174 chr20_30193050_30193259 ID1 . MIR3193
OSE_peak_1873 100 810 OSE1_peak_3160 chr20_30194523_30195416 894 OSE2_peak_5536 chr20_30194599_30195408 894 chr20_30194523_30195416 MIR3193 ID1 .
OSE_peak_1874 93.4466 385 OSE1_peak_3162 chr20_30283869_30284323 455 OSE2_peak_5537 chr20_30283842_30284253 455 chr20_30283842_30284323 BCL2L1 . .
OSE_peak_1875 39.7924 115 OSE1_peak_3163 chr20_30300481_30300802 322 OSE2_peak_5538 chr20_30300307_30300595 322 chr20_30300307_30300802 BCL2L1 . TPX2
OSE_peak_1876 78.6458 151 OSE1_peak_3165 chr20_33640602_33640793 192 OSE2_peak_5549 chr20_33640495_33640752 192 chr20_33640495_33640793 TRPC4AP . .
OSE_peak_1877 58.7097 91 OSE1_peak_3167 chr20_33893549_33893703 155 OSE2_peak_5552 chr20_33893613_33894034 155 chr20_33893549_33894034 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C;MMP24 .
OSE_peak_1878 92.5287 161 OSE1_peak_3170 chr20_33900241_33900414 174 OSE2_peak_5553 chr20_33900206_33900401 174 chr20_33900206_33900414 UQCC EIF6;FAM83C .
OSE_peak_1879 98.0952 206 OSE1_peak_3171 chr20_33908306_33908519 214 OSE2_peak_5555 chr20_33908314_33908523 214 chr20_33908306_33908523 UQCC FAM83C .
OSE_peak_1880 94.7644 181 OSE1_peak_3174 chr20_34330158_34330348 191 OSE2_peak_5559 chr20_34330036_34330338 191 chr20_34330036_34330348 RBM39 . PHF20
OSE_peak_1881 68.8259 170 OSE1_peak_3181 chr20_36746097_36746343 247 OSE2_peak_5566 chr20_36746174_36746577 247 chr20_36746097_36746577 . RPRD1B TGM2
OSE_peak_1882 62.6761 89 OSE1_peak_3182 chr20_36755613_36755754 142 OSE2_peak_5567 chr20_36755514_36755701 142 chr20_36755514_36755754 . . TGM2
OSE_peak_1883 34.9206 44 OSE1_peak_3183 chr20_36763379_36763504 126 OSE2_peak_5568 chr20_36762944_36763422 126 chr20_36762944_36763504 TGM2 . .
OSE_peak_1884 77.4336 175 OSE1_peak_3184 chr20_36781133_36781358 226 OSE2_peak_5569 chr20_36780948_36781307 226 chr20_36780948_36781358 TGM2 . .
OSE_peak_1885 98.3607 420 OSE1_peak_3185 chr20_36796477_36796924 448 OSE2_peak_5571 chr20_36796470_36796896 448 chr20_36796470_36796924 . TGM2 .
OSE_peak_1886 100 172 OSE1_peak_3186 chr20_36904353_36904547 195 OSE2_peak_5572 chr20_36904369_36904540 195 chr20_36904353_36904547 . KIAA1755 BPI
OSE_peak_1887 100 334 OSE1_peak_3187 chr20_37063808_37064141 334 OSE2_peak_5573 chr20_37063757_37064233 334 chr20_37063757_37064233 LOC388796 NORA71B;SNORA71 SNHG11;SNORA39;SNORA60
OSE_peak_1888 91.4286 224 OSE1_peak_3188 chr20_39118613_39118857 245 OSE2_peak_5574 chr20_39118634_39118917 245 chr20_39118613_39118917 . . .
OSE_peak_1889 100 184 OSE1_peak_3189 chr20_39632398_39632703 306 OSE2_peak_5577 chr20_39632425_39632608 306 chr20_39632398_39632703 . . TOP1
OSE_peak_1890 91.7808 268 OSE1_peak_3190 chr20_39957984_39958275 292 OSE2_peak_5580 chr20_39957861_39958251 292 chr20_39957861_39958275 . ZHX3 LPIN3
OSE_peak_1891 94.8905 130 OSE1_peak_3191 chr20_40065446_40065582 137 OSE2_peak_5581 chr20_40065403_40065575 137 chr20_40065403_40065582 CHD6 . .
OSE_peak_1892 100 135 OSE1_peak_3193 chr20_42381305_42381439 135 OSE2_peak_5585 chr20_42381266_42381451 135 chr20_42381266_42381451 . GTSF1L .
OSE_peak_1893 64.8438 83 OSE1_peak_3194 chr20_42647000_42647127 128 OSE2_peak_5589 chr20_42646894_42647082 128 chr20_42646894_42647127 TOX2 . .
OSE_peak_1894 97.931 142 OSE1_peak_3195 chr20_43205687_43205831 145 OSE2_peak_5597 chr20_43205690_43205883 145 chr20_43205687_43205883 PKIG . .
OSE_peak_1895 95.288 182 OSE1_peak_3196 chr20_43321676_43321866 191 OSE2_peak_5598 chr20_43321647_43321857 191 chr20_43321647_43321866 . LOC79015 WISP2
OSE_peak_1896 100 182 OSE1_peak_3197 chr20_43350039_43350220 182 OSE2_peak_5600 chr20_43350010_43350253 182 chr20_43350010_43350253 WISP2 . KCNK15
OSE_peak_1897 65.9898 130 OSE1_peak_3198 chr20_43664956_43665156 201 OSE2_peak_5602 chr20_43664889_43665085 201 chr20_43664889_43665156 STK4 . .
OSE_peak_1898 81.7778 184 OSE1_peak_3199 chr20_43972840_43973064 225 OSE2_peak_5605 chr20_43972881_43973165 225 chr20_43972840_43973165 SDC4 RBPJL SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
OSE_peak_1899 94.5709 540 OSE1_peak_3200 chr20_43987362_43987966 605 OSE2_peak_5607 chr20_43987331_43987901 605 chr20_43987331_43987966 . SDC4 SYS1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
OSE_peak_1900 100 211 OSE1_peak_3201 chr20_44408069_44408279 211 OSE2_peak_5609 chr20_44408027_44408389 211 chr20_44408027_44408389 WFDC3 . DNTTIP1
OSE_peak_1901 100 160 OSE1_peak_3202 chr20_44562603_44562853 251 OSE2_peak_5613 chr20_44562633_44562792 251 chr20_44562603_44562853 . PLTP PCIF1;ZNF335
OSE_peak_1902 98.0545 252 OSE1_peak_3206 chr20_45753471_45753727 257 OSE2_peak_5616 chr20_45753476_45753754 257 chr20_45753471_45753754 EYA2 . .
OSE_peak_1903 97.546 159 OSE1_peak_3208 chr20_45946134_45946296 163 OSE2_peak_5618 chr20_45946115_45946292 163 chr20_45946115_45946296 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
OSE_peak_1904 51.6484 141 OSE1_peak_3209 chr20_45946773_45947045 273 OSE2_peak_5619 chr20_45946639_45946913 273 chr20_45946639_45947045 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
OSE_peak_1905 44.0945 56 OSE1_peak_3210 chr20_45984260_45984409 150 OSE2_peak_5623 chr20_45984189_45984315 150 chr20_45984189_45984409 ZMYND8 . .
OSE_peak_1906 100 159 OSE1_peak_3211 chr20_45988003_45988161 159 OSE2_peak_5626 chr20_45987998_45988325 159 chr20_45987998_45988325 . ZMYND8 .
OSE_peak_1907 76.5957 108 OSE1_peak_3212 chr20_46196920_46197060 141 OSE2_peak_5630 chr20_46196953_46197096 141 chr20_46196920_46197096 NCOA3 . .
OSE_peak_1908 74.1667 89 OSE1_peak_3220 chr20_48909325_48909444 120 OSE2_peak_5651 chr20_48909281_48909413 120 chr20_48909281_48909444 LOC284751 . .
OSE_peak_1909 100 229 OSE1_peak_3221 chr20_49032260_49032488 229 OSE2_peak_5655 chr20_49032250_49032534 229 chr20_49032250_49032534 . . .
OSE_peak_1910 100 260 OSE1_peak_3222 chr20_49157487_49157746 260 OSE2_peak_5657 chr20_49157392_49157749 260 chr20_49157392_49157749 PTPN1 . .
OSE_peak_1911 69.8718 109 OSE1_peak_3223 chr20_49327261_49327416 156 OSE2_peak_5658 chr20_49327171_49327369 156 chr20_49327171_49327416 . . PARD6B
OSE_peak_1912 85.7143 162 OSE1_peak_3224 chr20_50248029_50248317 289 OSE2_peak_5663 chr20_50248002_50248190 289 chr20_50248002_50248317 ATP9A . .
OSE_peak_1913 79.8165 174 OSE1_peak_3226 chr20_52509926_52510143 218 OSE2_peak_5666 chr20_52509722_52510099 218 chr20_52509722_52510143 . SUMO1P1 .
OSE_peak_1914 63.8462 83 OSE1_peak_3231 chr20_61423579_61423766 188 OSE2_peak_5677 chr20_61423684_61423813 188 chr20_61423579_61423813 . OC100652730;NTSR C20orf20;COL9A3;OGFR
OSE_peak_1915 48.3333 58 OSE1_peak_3232 chr20_62317889_62318008 120 OSE2_peak_5680 chr20_62317951_62318205 120 chr20_62317889_62318205 RTEL1;RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B . ARFRP1;TNFRSF6B;ZGPAT
OSE_peak_1916 100 331 OSE1_peak_3233 chr20_62330321_62330651 331 OSE2_peak_5681 chr20_62330103_62330718 331 chr20_62330103_62330718 ARFRP1 RTEL1‐TNFRSF6B;TN ZGPAT
OSE_peak_1917 99.6785 310 OSE1_peak_3234 chr20_62587747_62588057 311 OSE2_peak_5683 chr20_62587748_62588187 311 chr20_62587747_62588187 CKL1;UCKL1‐AS1;ZNF51AJC5;MIR1914;MIR6 PRPF6;SAMD10
OSE_peak_1918 63.2 79 OSE1_peak_3235 chr21_15921349_15921473 125 OSE2_peak_5688 chr21_15921173_15921427 125 chr21_15921173_15921473 SAMSN1 . .
OSE_peak_1919 89.5683 249 OSE1_peak_3236 chr21_17496764_17497053 290 OSE2_peak_5693 chr21_17496735_17497012 290 chr21_17496735_17497053 LINC00478 . .
OSE_peak_1920 85.1064 120 OSE1_peak_3242 chr21_28642056_28642202 147 OSE2_peak_5706 chr21_28642083_28642223 147 chr21_28642056_28642223 . . .
OSE_peak_1921 88.1119 126 OSE1_peak_3243 chr21_28944183_28944325 143 OSE2_peak_5710 chr21_28944131_28944308 143 chr21_28944131_28944325 . . .
OSE_peak_1922 100 157 OSE1_peak_3244 chr21_29021003_29021159 157 OSE2_peak_5711 chr21_29020976_29021194 157 chr21_29020976_29021194 . . .
OSE_peak_1923 83.3333 100 OSE1_peak_3245 chr21_29602310_29602429 120 OSE2_peak_5713 chr21_29602284_29602409 120 chr21_29602284_29602429 . . .
OSE_peak_1924 100 122 OSE1_peak_3246 chr21_29910121_29910242 122 OSE2_peak_5717 chr21_29910082_29910267 122 chr21_29910082_29910267 . . LINC00161
OSE_peak_1925 74.6753 115 OSE1_peak_3247 chr21_29987706_29987877 172 OSE2_peak_5719 chr21_29987667_29987820 172 chr21_29987667_29987877 . . .
OSE_peak_1926 92.4812 123 OSE1_peak_3248 chr21_30009482_30009614 133 OSE2_peak_5720 chr21_30009459_30009604 133 chr21_30009459_30009614 . . .
OSE_peak_1927 89.313 117 OSE1_peak_3249 chr21_31029171_31029301 131 OSE2_peak_5729 chr21_31029185_31029345 131 chr21_31029171_31029345 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
OSE_peak_1928 93.1034 135 OSE1_peak_3253 chr21_34144107_34144347 241 OSE2_peak_5731 chr21_34144213_34144357 241 chr21_34144107_34144357 GCFC1 GCFC1‐AS1 C21orf49;C21orf62
OSE_peak_1929 100 161 OSE1_peak_3256 chr21_36208962_36209122 161 OSE2_peak_5743 chr21_36208937_36209310 161 chr21_36208937_36209310 RUNX1 . .
OSE_peak_1930 100 128 OSE1_peak_3257 chr21_36218165_36218292 128 OSE2_peak_5744 chr21_36218135_36218361 128 chr21_36218135_36218361 RUNX1 . .
OSE_peak_1931 71.6535 91 OSE1_peak_3258 chr21_36337851_36337978 128 OSE2_peak_5746 chr21_36337888_36338014 128 chr21_36337851_36338014 RUNX1 . .
OSE_peak_1932 91.5385 119 OSE1_peak_3259 chr21_36590051_36590254 204 OSE2_peak_5749 chr21_36590136_36590265 204 chr21_36590051_36590265 . . .
OSE_peak_1933 97.5 117 OSE1_peak_3261 chr21_36848134_36848253 120 OSE2_peak_5750 chr21_36848137_36848310 120 chr21_36848134_36848310 . . .
OSE_peak_1934 34.5324 48 OSE1_peak_3263 chr21_37722714_37722852 139 OSE2_peak_5753 chr21_37722805_37722980 139 chr21_37722714_37722980 MORC3 . .
OSE_peak_1935 44.9612 58 OSE1_peak_3264 chr21_38256224_38256352 129 OSE2_peak_5755 chr21_38256130_38256281 129 chr21_38256130_38256352 HLCS . .
OSE_peak_1936 100 153 OSE1_peak_3266 chr21_39511907_39512075 169 OSE2_peak_5758 chr21_39511922_39512074 169 chr21_39511907_39512075 DSCR8 DSCR4 .
OSE_peak_1937 88.535 139 OSE1_peak_3267 chr21_39613057_39613307 251 OSE2_peak_5759 chr21_39613039_39613195 251 chr21_39613039_39613307 . . KCNJ15
OSE_peak_1938 74.1935 138 OSE1_peak_3268 chr21_39649576_39649761 186 OSE2_peak_5761 chr21_39649527_39649713 186 chr21_39649527_39649761 KCNJ15 . .
OSE_peak_1939 86.6142 110 OSE1_peak_3269 chr21_39661725_39661851 127 OSE2_peak_5762 chr21_39661742_39661975 127 chr21_39661725_39661975 KCNJ15 . .
OSE_peak_1940 100 143 OSE1_peak_3272 chr21_40357078_40357220 143 OSE2_peak_5767 chr21_40357060_40357237 143 chr21_40357060_40357237 . . .
OSE_peak_1941 89.8969 436 OSE1_peak_3274 chr21_44917813_44918307 495 OSE2_peak_5775 chr21_44917764_44918248 495 chr21_44917764_44918307 . LINC00313 .
OSE_peak_1942 83.2402 149 OSE1_peak_3275 chr21_45005864_45006102 239 OSE2_peak_5777 chr21_45005954_45006132 239 chr21_45005864_45006132 HSF2BP . .
OSE_peak_1943 100 162 OSE1_peak_3276 chr21_45145840_45146001 162 OSE2_peak_5778 chr21_45145578_45146026 162 chr21_45145578_45146026 PDXK RRP1B .
OSE_peak_1944 17.5 21 OSE1_peak_3277 chr21_46289891_46290035 145 OSE2_peak_5780 chr21_46290015_46290134 145 chr21_46289891_46290134 PTTG1IP . ITGB2
OSE_peak_1945 100 268 OSE1_peak_3279 chr21_46432382_46432649 268 OSE2_peak_5782 chr21_46432382_46432701 268 chr21_46432382_46432701 . INC00162;LINC0016 .
OSE_peak_1946 73.9645 125 OSE1_peak_3280 chr21_47394615_47394793 179 OSE2_peak_5789 chr21_47394669_47394837 179 chr21_47394615_47394837 . . COL6A1
OSE_peak_1947 97.4684 154 OSE1_peak_3286 chr22_20861847_20862004 158 OSE2_peak_5798 chr22_20861800_20862000 158 chr22_20861800_20862004 MED15 KLHL22 .
OSE_peak_1948 95.3488 123 OSE1_peak_3288 chr22_21259037_21259165 129 OSE2_peak_5801 chr22_21259043_21259188 129 chr22_21259037_21259188 . SNAP29 CRKL
OSE_peak_1949 78.882 127 OSE1_peak_3289 chr22_21392191_21392351 161 OSE2_peak_5802 chr22_21392114_21392317 161 chr22_21392114_21392351 . 03;P2RX6;SLC7A4;TH LOC400891;P2RX6P
OSE_peak_1950 62.9412 107 OSE1_peak_3293 chr22_23046248_23046417 170 OSE2_peak_5805 chr22_23046066_23046354 170 chr22_23046066_23046417 . . .
OSE_peak_1951 95.8333 115 OSE1_peak_3294 chr22_24596808_24596927 120 OSE2_peak_5809 chr22_24596675_24596922 120 chr22_24596675_24596927 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
OSE_peak_1952 92 161 OSE1_peak_3295 chr22_24602847_24603021 175 OSE2_peak_5810 chr22_24602796_24603007 175 chr22_24602796_24603021 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
OSE_peak_1953 100 214 OSE1_peak_3296 chr22_24603996_24604209 214 OSE2_peak_5811 chr22_24603874_24604246 214 chr22_24603874_24604246 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
OSE_peak_1954 79.3103 115 OSE1_peak_3297 chr22_25079764_25079926 163 OSE2_peak_5814 chr22_25079734_25079878 163 chr22_25079734_25079926 . POM121L10P .
OSE_peak_1955 39.1667 47 OSE1_peak_3298 chr22_26143687_26143806 120 OSE2_peak_5819 chr22_26143606_26143733 120 chr22_26143606_26143806 MYO18B ADRBK2 .
OSE_peak_1956 67.9104 91 OSE1_peak_3300 chr22_27503945_27504078 134 OSE2_peak_5820 chr22_27503767_27504035 134 chr22_27503767_27504078 . . .
OSE_peak_1957 100 343 OSE1_peak_3301 chr22_27511797_27512139 343 OSE2_peak_5822 chr22_27511752_27512173 343 chr22_27511752_27512173 . . .
OSE_peak_1958 100 120 OSE1_peak_3302 chr22_27525386_27525505 120 OSE2_peak_5823 chr22_27525348_27525557 120 chr22_27525348_27525557 . . .
OSE_peak_1959 93.578 204 OSE1_peak_3303 chr22_27536251_27536525 275 OSE2_peak_5825 chr22_27536237_27536454 275 chr22_27536237_27536525 . . .
OSE_peak_1960 48.6957 112 OSE1_peak_3304 chr22_27619729_27619958 230 OSE2_peak_5826 chr22_27619591_27619840 230 chr22_27619591_27619958 . . .
OSE_peak_1961 94.1935 146 OSE1_peak_3305 chr22_27635054_27635342 289 OSE2_peak_5827 chr22_27635197_27635351 289 chr22_27635054_27635351 . . .
OSE_peak_1962 64.3411 83 OSE1_peak_3307 chr22_28537722_28537850 129 OSE2_peak_5833 chr22_28537768_28537905 129 chr22_28537722_28537905 TTC28 . .
OSE_peak_1963 100 155 OSE1_peak_3308 chr22_28538442_28538596 155 OSE2_peak_5834 chr22_28538336_28538634 155 chr22_28538336_28538634 TTC28 . .
OSE_peak_1964 100 192 OSE1_peak_3310 chr22_30018192_30018471 280 OSE2_peak_5843 chr22_30018215_30018406 280 chr22_30018192_30018471 NF2 . .
OSE_peak_1965 100 197 OSE1_peak_3311 chr22_30217360_30217597 238 OSE2_peak_5845 chr22_30217375_30217571 238 chr22_30217360_30217597 ASCC2 . .
OSE_peak_1966 100 120 OSE1_peak_3312 chr22_30592703_30592822 120 OSE2_peak_5846 chr22_30592572_30592823 120 chr22_30592572_30592823 . HORMAD2 .
OSE_peak_1967 73.5484 114 OSE1_peak_3313 chr22_30601827_30601981 155 OSE2_peak_5848 chr22_30601868_30602192 155 chr22_30601827_30602192 . HORMAD2 .
OSE_peak_1968 80.8163 198 OSE1_peak_3314 chr22_30603003_30603247 245 OSE2_peak_5849 chr22_30603050_30603523 245 chr22_30603003_30603523 . HORMAD2 .
OSE_peak_1969 76.4331 120 OSE1_peak_3315 chr22_30608624_30608780 157 OSE2_peak_5850 chr22_30608661_30608876 157 chr22_30608624_30608876 . . LIF
OSE_peak_1970 99.3464 152 OSE1_peak_3316 chr22_30804834_30804986 153 OSE2_peak_5852 chr22_30804835_30805041 153 chr22_30804834_30805041 SEC14L2 RNF215 MTFP1
OSE_peak_1971 71.0145 147 OSE1_peak_3318 chr22_30820020_30820226 207 OSE2_peak_5854 chr22_30820080_30820450 207 chr22_30820020_30820450 SEC14L2 . MTFP1
OSE_peak_1972 99.2537 133 OSE1_peak_3328 chr22_36728414_36728635 222 OSE2_peak_5875 chr22_36728413_36728546 222 chr22_36728413_36728635 MYH9 . .
OSE_peak_1973 100 205 OSE1_peak_3333 chr22_36864124_36864328 205 OSE2_peak_5886 chr22_36864033_36864380 205 chr22_36864033_36864380 TXN2 . FOXRED2
OSE_peak_1974 100 273 OSE1_peak_3335 chr22_37700048_37700320 273 OSE2_peak_5889 chr22_37700037_37700371 273 chr22_37700037_37700371 CYTH4 . .
OSE_peak_1975 93.2796 347 OSE1_peak_3336 chr22_37702942_37703313 372 OSE2_peak_5891 chr22_37702967_37703471 372 chr22_37702942_37703471 CYTH4 . .
OSE_peak_1976 100 147 OSE1_peak_3338 chr22_37850918_37851064 147 OSE2_peak_5894 chr22_37850905_37851121 147 chr22_37850905_37851121 . ELFN2 MFNG
OSE_peak_1977 80.8333 97 OSE1_peak_3339 chr22_37851195_37851314 120 OSE2_peak_5895 chr22_37851218_37851648 120 chr22_37851195_37851648 . ELFN2 MFNG
OSE_peak_1978 100 137 OSE1_peak_3342 chr22_38076116_38076252 137 OSE2_peak_5906 chr22_38076000_38076571 137 chr22_38076000_38076571 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP NOL12;TRIOBP
OSE_peak_1979 100 121 OSE1_peak_3343 chr22_38076424_38076544 121 OSE2_peak_5906 chr22_38076000_38076571 121 chr22_38076000_38076571 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP NOL12;TRIOBP
OSE_peak_1980 39.3617 74 OSE1_peak_3344 chr22_38076710_38076897 188 OSE2_peak_5907 chr22_38076824_38077082 188 chr22_38076710_38077082 . LGALS1;PDXP;SH3BP NOL12;TRIOBP
OSE_peak_1981 100 275 OSE1_peak_3346 chr22_38178301_38178659 359 OSE2_peak_5911 chr22_38178327_38178601 359 chr22_38178301_38178659 . TRIOBP GCAT;H1F0
OSE_peak_1982 99.6516 286 OSE1_peak_3347 chr22_38574015_38574326 312 OSE2_peak_5914 chr22_38574014_38574300 312 chr22_38574014_38574326 PLA2G6 . MAFF
OSE_peak_1983 100 205 OSE1_peak_3350 chr22_38709432_38709636 205 OSE2_peak_5917 chr22_38709419_38709641 205 chr22_38709419_38709641 CSNK1E . .
OSE_peak_1984 93.5484 116 OSE1_peak_3352 chr22_39572254_39572405 152 OSE2_peak_5921 chr22_39572246_39572369 152 chr22_39572246_39572405 . CBX7 .
OSE_peak_1985 100 120 OSE1_peak_3353 chr22_39916791_39917066 276 OSE2_peak_5931 chr22_39916860_39916979 276 chr22_39916791_39917066 ATF4 MGAT3;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
OSE_peak_1986 100 540 OSE1_peak_3354 chr22_39918601_39919140 540 OSE2_peak_5933 chr22_39918572_39919149 540 chr22_39918572_39919149 ATF4 SMCR7L RPS19BP1
OSE_peak_1987 95.8065 297 OSE1_peak_3355 chr22_39919287_39919596 310 OSE2_peak_5934 chr22_39919300_39919868 310 chr22_39919287_39919868 . ATF4;SMCR7L RPS19BP1
OSE_peak_1988 100 136 OSE1_peak_3357 chr22_41701844_41701979 136 OSE2_peak_5943 chr22_41701825_41701985 136 chr22_41701825_41701985 ZC3H7B RANGAP1 .
OSE_peak_1989 100 126 OSE1_peak_3358 chr22_42475386_42475811 426 OSE2_peak_5949 chr22_42475517_42475642 426 chr22_42475386_42475811 C22orf32;FAM109B NAGA LOC100132273;NDUFA6
OSE_peak_1990 98.5465 678 OSE1_peak_3359 chr22_43011200_43011887 688 OSE2_peak_5952 chr22_43011210_43011912 688 chr22_43011200_43011912 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
OSE_peak_1991 100 242 OSE1_peak_3360 chr22_43123570_43123811 242 OSE2_peak_5953 chr22_43123502_43123848 242 chr22_43123502_43123848 . A4GALT .
OSE_peak_1992 57.3427 82 OSE1_peak_3364 chr22_43592537_43592679 143 OSE2_peak_5957 chr22_43592364_43592618 143 chr22_43592364_43592679 . TTLL12 SCUBE1
OSE_peak_1993 81.6327 240 OSE1_peak_3365 chr22_44317439_44317732 294 OSE2_peak_5958 chr22_44317345_44317678 294 chr22_44317345_44317732 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
OSE_peak_1994 100 231 OSE1_peak_3367 chr22_45596988_45597218 231 OSE2_peak_5960 chr22_45596827_45597390 231 chr22_45596827_45597390 KIAA0930;MIR1249 NUP50 .
OSE_peak_1995 100 160 OSE1_peak_3368 chr22_46084727_46084891 165 OSE2_peak_5965 chr22_46084727_46084886 165 chr22_46084727_46084891 ATXN10 . .
OSE_peak_1996 100 156 OSE1_peak_3370 chr22_46299580_46299735 156 OSE2_peak_5967 chr22_46299566_46299761 156 chr22_46299566_46299761 . . WNT7B
OSE_peak_1997 83.1541 232 OSE1_peak_3371 chr22_46364977_46365255 279 OSE2_peak_5968 chr22_46364884_46365208 279 chr22_46364884_46365255 WNT7B . .
OSE_peak_1998 85.8333 103 OSE1_peak_3375 chr22_50353754_50353873 120 OSE2_peak_5977 chr22_50353771_50353979 120 chr22_50353754_50353979 . . PIM3
OSE_peak_1999 100 321 OSE1_peak_3381 chr3_5027434_5027754 321 OSE2_peak_5985 chr3_5027050_5027924 321 chr3_5027050_5027924 . BHLHE40 .
OSE_peak_2000 32.2957 83 OSE1_peak_3383 chr3_5228499_5228851 353 OSE2_peak_5988 chr3_5228769_5229025 353 chr3_5228499_5229025 . ARL8B EDEM1
OSE_peak_2001 62.5 75 OSE1_peak_3384 chr3_5228951_5229070 120 OSE2_peak_5988 chr3_5228769_5229025 120 chr3_5228769_5229070 . ARL8B EDEM1
OSE_peak_2002 94.1606 129 OSE1_peak_3389 chr3_10266655_10266791 137 OSE2_peak_6001 chr3_10266663_10266805 137 chr3_10266655_10266805 IRAK2 . TATDN2
OSE_peak_2003 72.4832 108 OSE1_peak_3390 chr3_10560254_10560402 149 OSE2_peak_6002 chr3_10560295_10560557 149 chr3_10560254_10560557 . ATP2B2 .
OSE_peak_2004 100 132 OSE1_peak_3392 chr3_11609705_11609836 132 OSE2_peak_6008 chr3_11609702_11609866 132 chr3_11609702_11609866 VGLL4 ATG7 .
OSE_peak_2005 60.3659 99 OSE1_peak_3393 chr3_11684244_11684558 315 OSE2_peak_6011 chr3_11684179_11684342 315 chr3_11684179_11684558 VGLL4 . .
OSE_peak_2006 43.3333 52 OSE1_peak_3394 chr3_12185727_12185846 120 OSE2_peak_6012 chr3_12185657_12185778 120 chr3_12185657_12185846 SYN2 . TIMP4
OSE_peak_2007 69.9248 93 OSE1_peak_3395 chr3_12234885_12235017 133 OSE2_peak_6013 chr3_12234925_12235109 133 chr3_12234885_12235109 . SYN2 .
OSE_peak_2008 100 120 OSE1_peak_3396 chr3_14186111_14186230 120 OSE2_peak_6016 chr3_14186048_14186338 120 chr3_14186048_14186338 . CHCHD4;TMEM43 XPC
OSE_peak_2009 81.7073 134 OSE1_peak_3397 chr3_14473862_14474025 164 OSE2_peak_6017 chr3_14473760_14473995 164 chr3_14473760_14474025 SLC6A6 . .
OSE_peak_2010 100 135 OSE1_peak_3399 chr3_15810576_15810710 135 OSE2_peak_6024 chr3_15810446_15810749 135 chr3_15810446_15810749 ANKRD28 . .
OSE_peak_2011 100 126 OSE1_peak_3404 chr3_17681354_17681479 126 OSE2_peak_6031 chr3_17681180_17681595 126 chr3_17681180_17681595 TBC1D5 . .
OSE_peak_2012 81.746 103 OSE1_peak_3405 chr3_18140520_18140681 162 OSE2_peak_6033 chr3_18140579_18140704 162 chr3_18140520_18140704 LOC339862 . .
OSE_peak_2013 100 120 OSE1_peak_3406 chr3_19989124_19989243 120 OSE2_peak_6034 chr3_19988966_19989404 120 chr3_19988966_19989404 RAB5A EFHB .
OSE_peak_2014 98.3516 179 OSE1_peak_3408 chr3_22286706_22286887 182 OSE2_peak_6037 chr3_22286692_22286884 182 chr3_22286692_22286887 . . .
OSE_peak_2015 95.4286 167 OSE1_peak_3410 chr3_23496690_23496864 175 OSE2_peak_6041 chr3_23496698_23496950 175 chr3_23496690_23496950 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
OSE_peak_2016 100 122 OSE1_peak_3414 chr3_27586135_27586256 122 OSE2_peak_6050 chr3_27585928_27586260 122 chr3_27585928_27586260 . . .
OSE_peak_2017 100 233 OSE1_peak_3415 chr3_29735418_29735679 262 OSE2_peak_6054 chr3_29735440_29735672 262 chr3_29735418_29735679 RBMS3 . .
OSE_peak_2018 90.5512 230 OSE1_peak_3416 chr3_30269484_30269802 319 OSE2_peak_6059 chr3_30269460_30269713 319 chr3_30269460_30269802 . . .
OSE_peak_2019 100 162 OSE1_peak_3417 chr3_30333838_30333999 162 OSE2_peak_6060 chr3_30333811_30334303 162 chr3_30333811_30334303 . . .
OSE_peak_2020 89.5425 137 OSE1_peak_3418 chr3_30389137_30389289 153 OSE2_peak_6061 chr3_30389153_30389322 153 chr3_30389137_30389322 . . .
OSE_peak_2021 100 143 OSE1_peak_3419 chr3_30462894_30463036 143 OSE2_peak_6062 chr3_30462865_30463081 143 chr3_30462865_30463081 . . .
OSE_peak_2022 92.0981 338 OSE1_peak_3420 chr3_30552967_30553333 367 OSE2_peak_6064 chr3_30552996_30553395 367 chr3_30552967_30553395 . . .
OSE_peak_2023 80.916 106 OSE1_peak_3424 chr3_32291016_32291160 145 OSE2_peak_6071 chr3_32291055_32291185 145 chr3_32291016_32291185 CMTM8 . .
OSE_peak_2024 100 168 OSE1_peak_3425 chr3_32511315_32511512 198 OSE2_peak_6072 chr3_32511317_32511484 198 chr3_32511315_32511512 . CMTM7 CMTM6
OSE_peak_2025 86.0465 148 OSE1_peak_3426 chr3_33458719_33458893 175 OSE2_peak_6074 chr3_33458695_33458866 175 chr3_33458695_33458893 UBP1 FBXL2 .
OSE_peak_2026 100 157 OSE1_peak_3428 chr3_33936728_33936884 157 OSE2_peak_6075 chr3_33936710_33937017 157 chr3_33936710_33937017 . PDCD6IP .
OSE_peak_2027 100 124 OSE1_peak_3430 chr3_36743331_36743454 124 OSE2_peak_6077 chr3_36743325_36743518 124 chr3_36743325_36743518 . . DCLK3
OSE_peak_2028 46.6667 56 OSE1_peak_3431 chr3_37247851_37247970 120 OSE2_peak_6078 chr3_37247700_37247906 120 chr3_37247700_37247970 . LRRFIP2 .
OSE_peak_2029 100 122 OSE1_peak_3432 chr3_37977923_37978066 144 OSE2_peak_6079 chr3_37977929_37978050 144 chr3_37977923_37978066 CTDSPL . .
OSE_peak_2030 100 306 OSE1_peak_3433 chr3_39194278_39194583 306 OSE2_peak_6083 chr3_39194072_39194703 306 chr3_39194072_39194703 CSRNP1 TTC21A .
OSE_peak_2031 97.5 117 OSE1_peak_3436 chr3_39680949_39681068 120 OSE2_peak_6086 chr3_39680943_39681065 120 chr3_39680943_39681068 . . .
OSE_peak_2032 96.063 122 OSE1_peak_3438 chr3_40993293_40993419 127 OSE2_peak_6088 chr3_40993298_40993471 127 chr3_40993293_40993471 . . .
OSE_peak_2033 97.0833 233 OSE1_peak_3439 chr3_41013164_41013433 270 OSE2_peak_6089 chr3_41013157_41013396 270 chr3_41013157_41013433 . . .
OSE_peak_2034 100 154 OSE1_peak_3441 chr3_43750670_43750823 154 OSE2_peak_6097 chr3_43750613_43750845 154 chr3_43750613_43750845 ABHD5 . .
OSE_peak_2035 85.7724 211 OSE1_peak_3442 chr3_43795191_43795436 246 OSE2_peak_6098 chr3_43795226_43795606 246 chr3_43795191_43795606 . . .
OSE_peak_2036 89.8734 142 OSE1_peak_3443 chr3_43908138_43908388 251 OSE2_peak_6099 chr3_43908122_43908279 251 chr3_43908122_43908388 . . .
OSE_peak_2037 90.0621 145 OSE1_peak_3447 chr3_45147407_45147583 177 OSE2_peak_6101 chr3_45147439_45147599 177 chr3_45147407_45147599 CDCP1 . .
OSE_peak_2038 92.2481 119 OSE1_peak_3452 chr3_46155909_46156047 139 OSE2_peak_6106 chr3_46155899_46156027 139 chr3_46155899_46156047 . . .
OSE_peak_2039 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_3456 chr3_48633085_48633204 120 OSE2_peak_6117 chr3_48633093_48633586 120 chr3_48633085_48633586 . COL7A1;MIR711 SLC26A6;TMEM89;UQCRC1
OSE_peak_2040 28.0172 65 OSE1_peak_3458 chr3_49467313_49467567 255 OSE2_peak_6122 chr3_49467146_49467377 255 chr3_49467146_49467567 . MT;NICN1;RHOA;TCT .
OSE_peak_2041 100 170 OSE1_peak_3459 chr3_49756898_49757067 170 OSE2_peak_6123 chr3_49756881_49757084 170 chr3_49756881_49757084 AMIGO3;RNF123 . GMPPB;IP6K1
OSE_peak_2042 100 200 OSE1_peak_3461 chr3_50329843_50330042 200 OSE2_peak_6125 chr3_50329746_50330117 200 chr3_50329746_50330117 IFRD2 C3orf45;SEMA3B HYAL1;HYAL2;HYAL3;NAT6
OSE_peak_2043 91.4692 193 OSE1_peak_3464 chr3_52007767_52008024 258 OSE2_peak_6132 chr3_52007749_52007959 258 chr3_52007749_52008024 ABHD14B GPR62;PARP3;PCBP4HD14A;ABHD14A‐ACY1;ACY1;RPL29
OSE_peak_2044 100 138 OSE1_peak_3465 chr3_52080690_52080827 138 OSE2_peak_6134 chr3_52080277_52080896 138 chr3_52080277_52080896 . . C3orf74;DUSP7;POC1A
OSE_peak_2045 100 176 OSE1_peak_3467 chr3_52704763_52705154 392 OSE2_peak_6137 chr3_52704959_52705134 392 chr3_52704763_52705154 PBRM1 . 1;GNL3;SNORD19;SNORD19B;SNORD69
OSE_peak_2046 100 204 OSE1_peak_3469 chr3_55194590_55194836 247 OSE2_peak_6140 chr3_55194618_55194821 247 chr3_55194590_55194836 . . .
OSE_peak_2047 88.1944 254 OSE1_peak_3471 chr3_55203757_55204044 288 OSE2_peak_6142 chr3_55203665_55204010 288 chr3_55203665_55204044 . . .
OSE_peak_2048 95.7055 156 OSE1_peak_3474 chr3_55925711_55925942 232 OSE2_peak_6147 chr3_55925787_55925949 232 chr3_55925711_55925949 ERC2 . .
OSE_peak_2049 62.5 75 OSE1_peak_3475 chr3_56166393_56166524 132 OSE2_peak_6148 chr3_56166348_56166467 132 chr3_56166348_56166524 ERC2 . .
OSE_peak_2050 100 174 OSE1_peak_3476 chr3_57015124_57015297 174 OSE2_peak_6150 chr3_57014958_57015297 174 chr3_57014958_57015297 ARHGEF3 . .
OSE_peak_2051 100 120 OSE1_peak_3477 chr3_57582931_57583050 120 OSE2_peak_6154 chr3_57582909_57583071 120 chr3_57582909_57583071 ARF4 . FAM116A
OSE_peak_2052 87.1212 115 OSE1_peak_3479 chr3_57960609_57960743 135 OSE2_peak_6156 chr3_57960592_57960723 135 chr3_57960592_57960743 . . .
OSE_peak_2053 40.1929 125 OSE1_peak_3481 chr3_58033461_58033801 341 OSE2_peak_6157 chr3_58033677_58033987 341 chr3_58033461_58033987 FLNB . .
OSE_peak_2054 36.2319 75 OSE1_peak_3482 chr3_58147657_58147863 207 OSE2_peak_6159 chr3_58147497_58147731 207 chr3_58147497_58147863 FLNB . .
OSE_peak_2055 87.5 147 OSE1_peak_3484 chr3_58320948_58321115 168 OSE2_peak_6161 chr3_58320969_58321136 168 chr3_58320948_58321136 PXK RPP14 .
OSE_peak_2056 100 134 OSE1_peak_3486 chr3_58546657_58546790 134 OSE2_peak_6163 chr3_58546616_58546859 134 chr3_58546616_58546859 . ACOX2 FAM107A
OSE_peak_2057 100 175 OSE1_peak_3487 chr3_58550593_58550935 343 OSE2_peak_6164 chr3_58550598_58550772 343 chr3_58550593_58550935 FAM107A ACOX2 .
OSE_peak_2058 96.5957 454 OSE1_peak_3488 chr3_59412785_59413256 472 OSE2_peak_6165 chr3_59412769_59413238 472 chr3_59412769_59413256 . . .
OSE_peak_2059 100 245 OSE1_peak_3489 chr3_62593194_62593621 428 OSE2_peak_6172 chr3_62593308_62593552 428 chr3_62593194_62593621 CADPS . .
OSE_peak_2060 95.4315 188 OSE1_peak_3490 chr3_63710810_63711028 219 OSE2_peak_6173 chr3_63710841_63711037 219 chr3_63710810_63711037 . . .
OSE_peak_2061 100 134 OSE1_peak_3492 chr3_63962379_63962512 134 OSE2_peak_6176 chr3_63962371_63962559 134 chr3_63962371_63962559 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
OSE_peak_2062 100 142 OSE1_peak_3495 chr3_67769913_67770054 142 OSE2_peak_6188 chr3_67769811_67770060 142 chr3_67769811_67770060 . . .
OSE_peak_2063 59.1667 71 OSE1_peak_3496 chr3_69080891_69081010 120 OSE2_peak_6189 chr3_69080940_69081068 120 chr3_69080891_69081068 TMF1 C3orf64 MIR3136;UBA3
OSE_peak_2064 100 151 OSE1_peak_3498 chr3_69811153_69811346 194 OSE2_peak_6191 chr3_69811187_69811337 194 chr3_69811153_69811346 MITF . .
OSE_peak_2065 100 127 OSE1_peak_3499 chr3_70921207_70921333 127 OSE2_peak_6192 chr3_70921197_70921356 127 chr3_70921197_70921356 . . .
OSE_peak_2066 89.2562 108 OSE1_peak_3501 chr3_71161054_71161192 139 OSE2_peak_6196 chr3_71161041_71161161 139 chr3_71161041_71161192 FOXP1 . .
OSE_peak_2067 50.6667 76 OSE1_peak_3503 chr3_71546059_71546208 150 OSE2_peak_6199 chr3_71545968_71546134 150 chr3_71545968_71546208 FOXP1 . .
OSE_peak_2068 97.8903 232 OSE1_peak_3506 chr3_74581768_74582004 237 OSE2_peak_6203 chr3_74581729_74581999 237 chr3_74581729_74582004 . CNTN3 .
OSE_peak_2069 63.0137 92 OSE1_peak_3507 chr3_79346499_79346644 146 OSE2_peak_6206 chr3_79346410_79346590 146 chr3_79346410_79346644 MIR4444‐1;ROBO1 . .
OSE_peak_2070 100 206 OSE1_peak_3508 chr3_86879841_86880046 206 OSE2_peak_6210 chr3_86879822_86880066 206 chr3_86879822_86880066 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2071 85.1282 166 OSE1_peak_3511 chr3_87044840_87045034 195 OSE2_peak_6216 chr3_87044778_87045005 195 chr3_87044778_87045034 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
OSE_peak_2072 74.2188 95 OSE1_peak_3512 chr3_87045458_87045585 128 OSE2_peak_6217 chr3_87045491_87045669 128 chr3_87045458_87045669 MIR4444‐1 VGLL3 .
OSE_peak_2073 100 123 OSE1_peak_3513 chr3_89007013_89007135 123 OSE2_peak_6222 chr3_89006905_89007139 123 chr3_89006905_89007139 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2074 100 136 OSE1_peak_3515 chr3_94160132_94160267 136 OSE2_peak_6225 chr3_94160125_94160281 136 chr3_94160125_94160281 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2075 96.7213 118 OSE1_peak_3517 chr3_94606029_94606169 141 OSE2_peak_6226 chr3_94606052_94606173 141 chr3_94606029_94606173 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2076 91.7722 145 OSE1_peak_3518 chr3_94647982_94648139 158 OSE2_peak_6227 chr3_94647927_94648126 158 chr3_94647927_94648139 MIR4444‐1 . LOC255025
OSE_peak_2077 84.6715 116 OSE1_peak_3520 chr3_96202132_96202268 137 OSE2_peak_6228 chr3_96202153_96202324 137 chr3_96202132_96202324 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2078 94.1667 113 OSE1_peak_3521 chr3_98282598_98282740 143 OSE2_peak_6231 chr3_98282591_98282710 143 chr3_98282591_98282740 MIR4444‐1 . CPOX
OSE_peak_2079 93.7778 211 OSE1_peak_3522 chr3_98690007_98690231 225 OSE2_peak_6237 chr3_98690021_98690304 225 chr3_98690007_98690304 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2080 95.339 225 OSE1_peak_3524 chr3_98699938_98700214 277 OSE2_peak_6238 chr3_98699990_98700225 277 chr3_98699938_98700225 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2081 100 133 OSE1_peak_3525 chr3_99114355_99114487 133 OSE2_peak_6240 chr3_99114350_99114512 133 chr3_99114350_99114512 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2082 99.4253 173 OSE1_peak_3526 chr3_99262079_99262257 179 OSE2_peak_6241 chr3_99262085_99262258 179 chr3_99262079_99262258 MIR4444‐1 . MIR548G
OSE_peak_2083 100 202 OSE1_peak_3529 chr3_101659491_101659692 202 OSE2_peak_6253 chr3_101659491_101659824 202 chr3_101659491_101659824 LOC152225;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2084 24.1667 29 OSE1_peak_3533 chr3_106447644_106447763 120 OSE2_peak_6261 chr3_106447458_106447672 120 chr3_106447458_106447763 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2085 93.4156 227 OSE1_peak_3534 chr3_106936111_106936353 243 OSE2_peak_6263 chr3_106936127_106936404 243 chr3_106936111_106936404 OC100302640;MIR4444 . LOC344595
OSE_peak_2086 100 182 OSE1_peak_3535 chr3_110103505_110103686 182 OSE2_peak_6266 chr3_110103496_110103731 182 chr3_110103496_110103731 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2087 99.2308 129 OSE1_peak_3536 chr3_110139087_110139223 137 OSE2_peak_6267 chr3_110139095_110139224 137 chr3_110139087_110139224 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2088 100 130 OSE1_peak_3539 chr3_110533171_110533347 177 OSE2_peak_6269 chr3_110533210_110533339 177 chr3_110533171_110533347 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2089 100 259 OSE1_peak_3541 chr3_111454213_111454516 304 OSE2_peak_6272 chr3_111454235_111454493 304 chr3_111454213_111454516 IR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCX . .
OSE_peak_2090 100 304 OSE1_peak_3544 chr3_112359771_112360074 304 OSE2_peak_6278 chr3_112359493_112360115 304 chr3_112359493_112360115 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2091 100 197 OSE1_peak_3545 chr3_112366041_112366237 197 OSE2_peak_6279 chr3_112366036_112366255 197 chr3_112366036_112366255 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
OSE_peak_2092 94.7761 127 OSE1_peak_3548 chr3_113549586_113549727 142 OSE2_peak_6284 chr3_113549601_113549734 142 chr3_113549586_113549734 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
OSE_peak_2093 100 165 OSE1_peak_3549 chr3_114269032_114269206 175 OSE2_peak_6286 chr3_114269037_114269201 175 chr3_114269032_114269206 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
OSE_peak_2094 100 120 OSE1_peak_3550 chr3_114327236_114327355 120 OSE2_peak_6287 chr3_114327220_114327410 120 chr3_114327220_114327410 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
OSE_peak_2095 100 177 OSE1_peak_3551 chr3_114967176_114967364 189 OSE2_peak_6288 chr3_114967183_114967359 189 chr3_114967176_114967364 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2096 100 125 OSE1_peak_3552 chr3_115508120_115508244 125 OSE2_peak_6291 chr3_115508102_115508256 125 chr3_115508102_115508256 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
OSE_peak_2097 98 294 OSE1_peak_3554 chr3_119028973_119029272 300 OSE2_peak_6293 chr3_119028773_119029266 300 chr3_119028773_119029272 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2098 100 300 OSE1_peak_3557 chr3_122651117_122651489 373 OSE2_peak_6309 chr3_122651147_122651446 373 chr3_122651117_122651489 MIR4444‐1;SEMA5B . .
OSE_peak_2099 100 452 OSE1_peak_3558 chr3_124597485_124597936 452 OSE2_peak_6318 chr3_124597471_124598146 452 chr3_124597471_124598146 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
OSE_peak_2100 100 262 OSE1_peak_3559 chr3_124781884_124782238 355 OSE2_peak_6319 chr3_124781977_124782238 355 chr3_124781884_124782238 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
OSE_peak_2101 97.0149 130 OSE1_peak_3562 chr3_124829594_124829727 134 OSE2_peak_6320 chr3_124829598_124829747 134 chr3_124829594_124829747 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
OSE_peak_2102 100 123 OSE1_peak_3563 chr3_124844778_124844900 123 OSE2_peak_6321 chr3_124844428_124844900 123 chr3_124844428_124844900 MIR4444‐1;SLC12A8 . .
OSE_peak_2103 100 265 OSE1_peak_3568 chr3_126630280_126630555 276 OSE2_peak_6322 chr3_126630280_126630544 276 chr3_126630280_126630555 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2104 100 126 OSE1_peak_3571 chr3_128902992_128903117 126 OSE2_peak_6332 chr3_128902970_128903248 126 chr3_128902970_128903248 MIR4444‐1 NBP;ISY1;ISY1‐RAB4 .
OSE_peak_2105 95 114 OSE1_peak_3572 chr3_128943922_128944041 120 OSE2_peak_6333 chr3_128943928_128944047 120 chr3_128943922_128944047 MIR4444‐1 . COPG1
OSE_peak_2106 100 120 OSE1_peak_3574 chr3_129345216_129345335 120 OSE2_peak_6337 chr3_129344955_129345420 120 chr3_129344955_129345420 MIR4444‐1 PLXND1 TMCC1
OSE_peak_2107 89.9408 152 OSE1_peak_3575 chr3_130682814_130682989 176 OSE2_peak_6338 chr3_130682838_130683006 176 chr3_130682814_130683006 ATP2C1;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2108 78.2609 144 OSE1_peak_3576 chr3_131622804_131622987 184 OSE2_peak_6342 chr3_131622844_131623035 184 chr3_131622804_131623035 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2109 100 120 OSE1_peak_3577 chr3_131950586_131950705 120 OSE2_peak_6343 chr3_131950491_131950755 120 chr3_131950491_131950755 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2110 73.3333 88 OSE1_peak_3578 chr3_133127846_133127965 120 OSE2_peak_6346 chr3_133127878_133128096 120 chr3_133127846_133128096 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
OSE_peak_2111 100 230 OSE1_peak_3582 chr3_134045797_134046026 230 OSE2_peak_6354 chr3_134045794_134046108 230 chr3_134045794_134046108 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
OSE_peak_2112 100 186 OSE1_peak_3583 chr3_134046546_134046853 308 OSE2_peak_6355 chr3_134046546_134046731 308 chr3_134046546_134046853 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
OSE_peak_2113 100 241 OSE1_peak_3584 chr3_134046992_134047243 252 OSE2_peak_6356 chr3_134046992_134047232 252 chr3_134046992_134047243 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
OSE_peak_2114 100 389 OSE1_peak_3586 chr3_134146184_134146644 461 OSE2_peak_6358 chr3_134146202_134146590 461 chr3_134146184_134146644 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
OSE_peak_2115 91.2409 125 OSE1_peak_3587 chr3_135615600_135615789 190 OSE2_peak_6359 chr3_135615588_135615724 190 chr3_135615588_135615789 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2116 96.2617 206 OSE1_peak_3589 chr3_139021182_139021486 305 OSE2_peak_6366 chr3_139021281_139021494 305 chr3_139021182_139021494 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2117 96.1326 174 OSE1_peak_3590 chr3_139491508_139491688 181 OSE2_peak_6369 chr3_139491515_139491702 181 chr3_139491508_139491702 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2118 100 121 OSE1_peak_3592 chr3_141050677_141050797 121 OSE2_peak_6371 chr3_141050675_141050976 121 chr3_141050675_141050976 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
OSE_peak_2119 97.561 120 OSE1_peak_3593 chr3_141085241_141085363 123 OSE2_peak_6373 chr3_141085244_141085486 123 chr3_141085241_141085486 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
OSE_peak_2120 100 462 OSE1_peak_3594 chr3_141086194_141086655 462 OSE2_peak_6374 chr3_141086061_141086665 462 chr3_141086061_141086665 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
OSE_peak_2121 100 222 OSE1_peak_3595 chr3_141087054_141087275 222 OSE2_peak_6375 chr3_141086971_141087504 222 chr3_141086971_141087504 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
OSE_peak_2122 80.0687 233 OSE1_peak_3597 chr3_141088582_141088872 291 OSE2_peak_6376 chr3_141088325_141088814 291 chr3_141088325_141088872 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
OSE_peak_2123 92.1212 152 OSE1_peak_3599 chr3_141201260_141201446 187 OSE2_peak_6379 chr3_141201247_141201411 187 chr3_141201247_141201446 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
OSE_peak_2124 100 212 OSE1_peak_3600 chr3_141994933_141995144 212 OSE2_peak_6384 chr3_141994845_141995184 212 chr3_141994845_141995184 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2125 100 194 OSE1_peak_3601 chr3_143021681_143021874 194 OSE2_peak_6387 chr3_143021675_143022021 194 chr3_143021675_143022021 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
OSE_peak_2126 100 120 OSE1_peak_3602 chr3_143162771_143162942 172 OSE2_peak_6388 chr3_143162771_143162890 172 chr3_143162771_143162942 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
OSE_peak_2127 100 127 OSE1_peak_3608 chr3_145881517_145881643 127 OSE2_peak_6400 chr3_145881495_145881670 127 chr3_145881495_145881670 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
OSE_peak_2128 93.865 153 OSE1_peak_3610 chr3_148735085_148735266 182 OSE2_peak_6402 chr3_148735075_148735237 182 chr3_148735075_148735266 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
OSE_peak_2129 48.062 62 OSE1_peak_3611 chr3_148869897_148870025 129 OSE2_peak_6405 chr3_148869687_148869958 129 chr3_148869687_148870025 HPS3;MIR4444‐1 . CP
OSE_peak_2130 100 124 OSE1_peak_3612 chr3_148898018_148898141 124 OSE2_peak_6406 chr3_148897934_148898174 124 chr3_148897934_148898174 CP;MIR4444‐1 HPS3 .
OSE_peak_2131 89.6552 156 OSE1_peak_3613 chr3_149865037_149865210 174 OSE2_peak_6417 chr3_149865055_149865238 174 chr3_149865037_149865238 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2132 100 149 OSE1_peak_3614 chr3_149966400_149966548 149 OSE2_peak_6418 chr3_149966340_149966596 149 chr3_149966340_149966596 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2133 78.4722 113 OSE1_peak_3616 chr3_151022975_151023153 179 OSE2_peak_6420 chr3_151023041_151023184 179 chr3_151022975_151023184 PR87;MED12L;MIR4444 P2RY14 P2RY13
OSE_peak_2134 100 142 OSE1_peak_3617 chr3_151298505_151298646 142 OSE2_peak_6422 chr3_151298505_151298725 142 chr3_151298505_151298725 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2135 91.5152 151 OSE1_peak_3618 chr3_151582655_151582928 274 OSE2_peak_6424 chr3_151582641_151582805 274 chr3_151582641_151582928 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
OSE_peak_2136 100 124 OSE1_peak_3622 chr3_152974346_152974469 124 OSE2_peak_6431 chr3_152974331_152974479 124 chr3_152974331_152974479 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2137 89.1473 115 OSE1_peak_3623 chr3_153068314_153068526 213 OSE2_peak_6432 chr3_153068300_153068428 213 chr3_153068300_153068526 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2138 100 198 OSE1_peak_3624 chr3_153869892_153870089 198 OSE2_peak_6434 chr3_153869892_153870117 198 chr3_153869892_153870117 ARHGEF26;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2139 22.7642 28 OSE1_peak_3625 chr3_154788740_154788862 123 OSE2_peak_6436 chr3_154788835_154788966 123 chr3_154788740_154788966 MIR4444‐1 . MME
OSE_peak_2140 72.7273 96 OSE1_peak_3626 chr3_154950467_154950608 142 OSE2_peak_6438 chr3_154950513_154950644 142 chr3_154950467_154950644 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2141 100 125 OSE1_peak_3627 chr3_154951169_154951293 125 OSE2_peak_6439 chr3_154951045_154951453 125 chr3_154951045_154951453 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2142 10.4762 22 OSE1_peak_3629 chr3_156534959_156535241 283 OSE2_peak_6446 chr3_156534771_156534980 283 chr3_156534771_156535241 LOC730091;MIR4444‐1 PA2G4P4 LEKR1
OSE_peak_2143 84 147 OSE1_peak_3629 chr3_156534959_156535241 283 OSE2_peak_6447 chr3_156535095_156535269 283 chr3_156534959_156535269 MIR4444‐1 LOC730091;PA2G4P4 LEKR1
OSE_peak_2144 100 324 OSE1_peak_3631 chr3_157077886_157078238 353 OSE2_peak_6454 chr3_157077903_157078226 353 chr3_157077886_157078238 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
OSE_peak_2145 100 137 OSE1_peak_3632 chr3_158510688_158510844 157 OSE2_peak_6457 chr3_158510699_158510835 157 chr3_158510688_158510844 MIR4444‐1 . MFSD1
OSE_peak_2146 100 122 OSE1_peak_3633 chr3_159590289_159590423 135 OSE2_peak_6469 chr3_159590297_159590418 135 chr3_159590289_159590423 ‐SCHIP1;MIR4444‐1;SC . .
OSE_peak_2147 100 126 OSE1_peak_3635 chr3_160384086_160384211 126 OSE2_peak_6472 chr3_160384042_160384230 126 chr3_160384042_160384230 MIR4444‐1 . ARL14
OSE_peak_2148 100 123 OSE1_peak_3636 chr3_160415940_160416157 218 OSE2_peak_6473 chr3_160415986_160416108 218 chr3_160415940_160416157 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
OSE_peak_2149 85.7988 145 OSE1_peak_3637 chr3_160867413_160867581 169 OSE2_peak_6475 chr3_160867369_160867557 169 chr3_160867369_160867581 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2150 100 153 OSE1_peak_3638 chr3_160881182_160881334 153 OSE2_peak_6476 chr3_160881162_160881351 153 chr3_160881162_160881351 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2151 64.5833 93 OSE1_peak_3639 chr3_162155409_162155552 144 OSE2_peak_6478 chr3_162155346_162155501 144 chr3_162155346_162155552 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2152 100 146 OSE1_peak_3640 chr3_166002912_166003057 146 OSE2_peak_6483 chr3_166002887_166003076 146 chr3_166002887_166003076 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2153 70.068 103 OSE1_peak_3641 chr3_168744742_168744888 147 OSE2_peak_6488 chr3_168744786_168744944 147 chr3_168744742_168744944 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2154 100 265 OSE1_peak_3642 chr3_168829985_168830345 361 OSE2_peak_6489 chr3_168829996_168830260 361 chr3_168829985_168830345 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2155 87.4172 132 OSE1_peak_3643 chr3_169490073_169490223 151 OSE2_peak_6493 chr3_169490033_169490204 151 chr3_169490033_169490223 MIR4444‐1 ARPM1;TERC LRRC34;MYNN
OSE_peak_2156 58.1395 75 OSE1_peak_3646 chr3_170469416_170469544 129 OSE2_peak_6497 chr3_170469470_170469622 129 chr3_170469416_170469622 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2157 36.6883 113 OSE1_peak_3647 chr3_170583250_170583601 352 OSE2_peak_6498 chr3_170583489_170583796 352 chr3_170583250_170583796 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
OSE_peak_2158 24.3056 35 OSE1_peak_3648 chr3_170583762_170583905 144 OSE2_peak_6498 chr3_170583489_170583796 144 chr3_170583489_170583905 MIR4444‐1;RPL22L1 . EIF5A2
OSE_peak_2159 100 254 OSE1_peak_3649 chr3_170627320_170627673 354 OSE2_peak_6500 chr3_170627344_170627597 354 chr3_170627320_170627673 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
OSE_peak_2160 56.3758 84 OSE1_peak_3652 chr3_171529891_171530081 191 OSE2_peak_6505 chr3_171529826_171529974 191 chr3_171529826_171530081 MIR4444‐1 PLD1 .
OSE_peak_2161 94.4785 154 OSE1_peak_3655 chr3_171685820_171685982 163 OSE2_peak_6508 chr3_171685829_171686039 163 chr3_171685820_171686039 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2162 100 234 OSE1_peak_3665 chr3_177196313_177196546 234 OSE2_peak_6523 chr3_177196194_177196618 234 chr3_177196194_177196618 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2163 100 120 OSE1_peak_3667 chr3_177652122_177652241 120 OSE2_peak_6525 chr3_177652077_177652255 120 chr3_177652077_177652255 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2164 100 248 OSE1_peak_3668 chr3_177695614_177695861 248 OSE2_peak_6526 chr3_177695322_177695976 248 chr3_177695322_177695976 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2165 89.7638 114 OSE1_peak_3669 chr3_177837583_177837709 127 OSE2_peak_6527 chr3_177837456_177837696 127 chr3_177837456_177837709 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2166 91.2844 199 OSE1_peak_3670 chr3_177888519_177888754 236 OSE2_peak_6528 chr3_177888500_177888717 236 chr3_177888500_177888754 MIR4444‐1 . .
OSE_peak_2167 91.2088 166 OSE1_peak_3672 chr3_182849660_182849855 196 OSE2_peak_6533 chr3_182849644_182849825 196 chr3_182849644_182849855 LAMP3 . .
OSE_peak_2168 98.6842 375 OSE1_peak_3673 chr3_183088675_183089054 380 OSE2_peak_6534 chr3_183088680_183089337 380 chr3_183088675_183089337 MCF2L2 . .
OSE_peak_2169 98.8439 171 OSE1_peak_3675 chr3_183483310_183483482 173 OSE2_peak_6537 chr3_183483276_183483480 173 chr3_183483276_183483482 YEATS2 . .
OSE_peak_2170 98.5714 138 OSE1_peak_3676 chr3_183892347_183892519 173 OSE2_peak_6538 chr3_183892345_183892484 173 chr3_183892345_183892519 . DVL3;EIF2B5 ABCF3;AP2M1
OSE_peak_2171 100 144 OSE1_peak_3677 chr3_184052341_184052484 144 OSE2_peak_6540 chr3_184052277_184052534 144 chr3_184052277_184052534 EIF4G1 PSMD2;SNORD66 CLCN2;FAM131A;POLR2H
OSE_peak_2172 100 121 OSE1_peak_3678 chr3_185447270_185447390 121 OSE2_peak_6545 chr3_185447268_185447409 121 chr3_185447268_185447409 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
OSE_peak_2173 93.415 610 OSE1_peak_3680 chr3_186507871_186508748 878 OSE2_peak_6554 chr3_186507828_186508480 878 chr3_186507828_186508748 RFC4 SNORA4;SNORA63;S .
OSE_peak_2174 27.9545 123 OSE1_peak_3680 chr3_186507871_186508748 878 OSE2_peak_6555 chr3_186508626_186509065 878 chr3_186507871_186509065 RFC4 SNORA4;SNORA63;S .
OSE_peak_2175 100 189 OSE1_peak_3683 chr3_187990430_187990618 189 OSE2_peak_6564 chr3_187990375_187990630 189 chr3_187990375_187990630 LPP . .
OSE_peak_2176 70.8333 85 OSE1_peak_3684 chr3_188066582_188066965 384 OSE2_peak_6566 chr3_188066881_188067000 384 chr3_188066582_188067000 LPP . .
OSE_peak_2177 96.6292 172 OSE1_peak_3685 chr3_188149394_188149629 236 OSE2_peak_6567 chr3_188149458_188149635 236 chr3_188149394_188149635 LPP . .
OSE_peak_2178 93.4307 128 OSE1_peak_3686 chr3_188665865_188666065 201 OSE2_peak_6571 chr3_188665856_188665992 201 chr3_188665856_188666065 . . .
OSE_peak_2179 79.1908 137 OSE1_peak_3687 chr3_189042604_189042776 173 OSE2_peak_6572 chr3_189042527_189042740 173 chr3_189042527_189042776 . TPRG1 .
OSE_peak_2180 100 120 OSE1_peak_3688 chr3_189382167_189382286 120 OSE2_peak_6573 chr3_189382164_189382288 120 chr3_189382164_189382288 TP63 . .
OSE_peak_2181 100 143 OSE1_peak_3690 chr3_190284361_190284503 143 OSE2_peak_6579 chr3_190284348_190284663 143 chr3_190284348_190284663 IL1RAP . .
OSE_peak_2182 92.4603 233 OSE1_peak_3692 chr3_191993535_191993883 349 OSE2_peak_6580 chr3_191993516_191993767 349 chr3_191993516_191993883 FGF12 . .
OSE_peak_2183 75 99 OSE1_peak_3693 chr3_192569687_192569851 165 OSE2_peak_6581 chr3_192569753_192569884 165 chr3_192569687_192569884 MB21D2 . .
OSE_peak_2184 100 152 OSE1_peak_3695 chr3_194314182_194314374 193 OSE2_peak_6584 chr3_194314201_194314352 193 chr3_194314182_194314374 TMEM44 . .
OSE_peak_2185 97.7401 173 OSE1_peak_3697 chr3_194838741_194838933 193 OSE2_peak_6592 chr3_194838761_194838937 193 chr3_194838741_194838937 XXYLT1 . .
OSE_peak_2186 99.5215 208 OSE1_peak_3702 chr3_196758381_196758589 209 OSE2_peak_6599 chr3_196758382_196758623 209 chr3_196758381_196758623 . MFI2;MFI2‐AS1 DLG1
OSE_peak_2187 100 196 OSE1_peak_3703 chr3_197214809_197215004 196 OSE2_peak_6600 chr3_197214756_197215223 196 chr3_197214756_197215223 . . BDH1
OSE_peak_2188 100 137 OSE1_peak_3709 chr4_1076377_1076513 137 OSE2_peak_6610 chr4_1076361_1076520 137 chr4_1076361_1076520 RNF212 . .
OSE_peak_2189 100 468 OSE1_peak_3711 chr4_2331806_2332273 468 OSE2_peak_6611 chr4_2331775_2332624 468 chr4_2331775_2332624 ZFYVE28 . .
OSE_peak_2190 86.9955 194 OSE1_peak_3714 chr4_7651753_7651975 223 OSE2_peak_6622 chr4_7651611_7651946 223 chr4_7651611_7651975 SORCS2 . .
OSE_peak_2191 76.4228 94 OSE1_peak_3716 chr4_7846528_7846662 135 OSE2_peak_6625 chr4_7846499_7846621 135 chr4_7846499_7846662 AFAP1 . .
OSE_peak_2192 100 137 OSE1_peak_3717 chr4_7893947_7894083 137 OSE2_peak_6627 chr4_7893802_7894193 137 chr4_7893802_7894193 AFAP1 . .
OSE_peak_2193 100 306 OSE1_peak_3719 chr4_10119046_10119351 306 OSE2_peak_6635 chr4_10118744_10119662 306 chr4_10118744_10119662 . WDR1 .
OSE_peak_2194 96.0452 170 OSE1_peak_3722 chr4_10607475_10607651 177 OSE2_peak_6639 chr4_10607482_10607663 177 chr4_10607475_10607663 CLNK . .
OSE_peak_2195 94.8207 238 OSE1_peak_3723 chr4_13629329_13629581 253 OSE2_peak_6641 chr4_13629316_13629566 253 chr4_13629316_13629581 BOD1L . .
OSE_peak_2196 100 142 OSE1_peak_3724 chr4_13894161_13894302 142 OSE2_peak_6643 chr4_13894159_13894339 142 chr4_13894159_13894339 . . .
OSE_peak_2197 100 157 OSE1_peak_3725 chr4_15079726_15079882 157 OSE2_peak_6650 chr4_15079715_15079945 157 chr4_15079715_15079945 . CPEB2 .
OSE_peak_2198 75.4967 114 OSE1_peak_3726 chr4_15080463_15080613 151 OSE2_peak_6651 chr4_15080383_15080576 151 chr4_15080383_15080613 . CPEB2 .
OSE_peak_2199 100 125 OSE1_peak_3727 chr4_15402598_15402852 255 OSE2_peak_6652 chr4_15402623_15402747 255 chr4_15402598_15402852 C1QTNF7 . .
OSE_peak_2200 95.4286 167 OSE1_peak_3728 chr4_15453754_15453928 175 OSE2_peak_6653 chr4_15453762_15453961 175 chr4_15453754_15453961 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
OSE_peak_2201 97.8462 318 OSE1_peak_3731 chr4_15756887_15757211 325 OSE2_peak_6656 chr4_15756846_15757204 325 chr4_15756846_15757211 . BST1 CD38
OSE_peak_2202 100 506 OSE1_peak_3733 chr4_20532620_20533125 506 OSE2_peak_6666 chr4_20532515_20535586 506 chr4_20532515_20535586 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
OSE_peak_2203 100 205 OSE1_peak_3734 chr4_20533549_20533753 205 OSE2_peak_6666 chr4_20532515_20535586 205 chr4_20532515_20535586 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
OSE_peak_2204 99.0297 1735 OSE1_peak_3735 chr4_20533852_20535603 1752 OSE2_peak_6666 chr4_20532515_20535586 1752 chr4_20532515_20535603 SLIT2 MIR218‐1 .
OSE_peak_2205 93.8053 318 OSE1_peak_3736 chr4_21770930_21771287 358 OSE2_peak_6667 chr4_21770970_21771308 358 chr4_21770930_21771308 KCNIP4 . .
OSE_peak_2206 94.9772 208 OSE1_peak_3739 chr4_26328440_26328665 226 OSE2_peak_6672 chr4_26328429_26328647 226 chr4_26328429_26328665 RBPJ . .
OSE_peak_2207 68 136 OSE1_peak_3740 chr4_26585611_26585810 200 OSE2_peak_6673 chr4_26585547_26585746 200 chr4_26585547_26585810 TBC1D19 . .
OSE_peak_2208 68.6636 149 OSE1_peak_3741 chr4_30210483_30210714 232 OSE2_peak_6677 chr4_30210415_30210631 232 chr4_30210415_30210714 . . .
OSE_peak_2209 100 154 OSE1_peak_3743 chr4_31090666_31090819 154 OSE2_peak_6678 chr4_31090654_31090844 154 chr4_31090654_31090844 PCDH7 . .
OSE_peak_2210 80 96 OSE1_peak_3745 chr4_34183330_34183449 120 OSE2_peak_6680 chr4_34183301_34183425 120 chr4_34183301_34183449 . . .
OSE_peak_2211 62.5954 82 OSE1_peak_3746 chr4_37603237_37603367 131 OSE2_peak_6684 chr4_37603123_37603318 131 chr4_37603123_37603367 RELL1 C4orf19 .
OSE_peak_2212 100 120 OSE1_peak_3750 chr4_39037813_39037932 120 OSE2_peak_6686 chr4_39037805_39038006 120 chr4_39037805_39038006 . TMEM156 KLHL5
OSE_peak_2213 100 133 OSE1_peak_3751 chr4_39529039_39529171 133 OSE2_peak_6691 chr4_39529028_39529171 133 chr4_39529028_39529171 UGDH . C4orf34
OSE_peak_2214 100 134 OSE1_peak_3753 chr4_40057295_40057642 348 OSE2_peak_6694 chr4_40057410_40057543 348 chr4_40057295_40057642 LOC344967 . N4BP2
OSE_peak_2215 86.7403 157 OSE1_peak_3754 chr4_40057913_40058093 181 OSE2_peak_6695 chr4_40057881_40058069 181 chr4_40057881_40058093 LOC344967 . N4BP2
OSE_peak_2216 100 145 OSE1_peak_3755 chr4_42103743_42103887 145 OSE2_peak_6703 chr4_42103621_42103980 145 chr4_42103621_42103980 . SLC30A9 BEND4
OSE_peak_2217 100 143 OSE1_peak_3756 chr4_46508993_46509168 176 OSE2_peak_6707 chr4_46509014_46509156 176 chr4_46508993_46509168 . . .
OSE_peak_2218 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_3758 chr4_47527590_47527709 120 OSE2_peak_6708 chr4_47527598_47527737 120 chr4_47527590_47527737 ATP10D . .
OSE_peak_2219 62.3616 169 OSE1_peak_3759 chr4_48130103_48130420 318 OSE2_peak_6709 chr4_48130001_48130271 318 chr4_48130001_48130420 TXK . TEC
OSE_peak_2220 85.625 137 OSE1_peak_3762 chr4_53689396_53689617 222 OSE2_peak_6714 chr4_53689481_53689640 222 chr4_53689396_53689640 . LOC152578 .
OSE_peak_2221 100 145 OSE1_peak_3764 chr4_53964831_53965039 209 OSE2_peak_6715 chr4_53964863_53965007 209 chr4_53964831_53965039 SCFD2 . .
OSE_peak_2222 69.9187 86 OSE1_peak_3766 chr4_56050216_56050338 123 OSE2_peak_6724 chr4_56050253_56050675 123 chr4_56050216_56050675 . . .
OSE_peak_2223 100 131 OSE1_peak_3767 chr4_56050501_56050631 131 OSE2_peak_6724 chr4_56050253_56050675 131 chr4_56050253_56050675 . . .
OSE_peak_2224 22.314 27 OSE1_peak_3770 chr4_57538000_57538175 176 OSE2_peak_6727 chr4_57538149_57538269 176 chr4_57538000_57538269 HOPX . .
OSE_peak_2225 100 162 OSE1_peak_3771 chr4_57670756_57670917 162 OSE2_peak_6728 chr4_57670752_57670939 162 chr4_57670752_57670939 . . SPINK2
OSE_peak_2226 93.2886 139 OSE1_peak_3772 chr4_57889354_57889502 149 OSE2_peak_6730 chr4_57889364_57889516 149 chr4_57889354_57889516 POLR2B . IGFBP7
OSE_peak_2227 100 145 OSE1_peak_3773 chr4_57947574_57947730 157 OSE2_peak_6731 chr4_57947577_57947721 157 chr4_57947574_57947730 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
OSE_peak_2228 100 194 OSE1_peak_3774 chr4_62178314_62178507 194 OSE2_peak_6733 chr4_62178245_62178527 194 chr4_62178245_62178527 . . .
OSE_peak_2229 85.3107 151 OSE1_peak_3775 chr4_62239732_62239908 177 OSE2_peak_6734 chr4_62239684_62239882 177 chr4_62239684_62239908 . . .
OSE_peak_2230 100 134 OSE1_peak_3776 chr4_62309668_62309844 177 OSE2_peak_6735 chr4_62309686_62309819 177 chr4_62309668_62309844 . . .
OSE_peak_2231 84.1667 101 OSE1_peak_3779 chr4_68751625_68751744 120 OSE2_peak_6743 chr4_68751606_68751725 120 chr4_68751606_68751744 . TMPRSS11D TMPRSS11A
OSE_peak_2232 99.5169 206 OSE1_peak_3780 chr4_73645084_73645290 207 OSE2_peak_6753 chr4_73645037_73645289 207 chr4_73645037_73645290 . . .
OSE_peak_2233 90.8333 109 OSE1_peak_3783 chr4_74607548_74607667 120 OSE2_peak_6756 chr4_74607559_74608076 120 chr4_74607548_74608076 IL8 . .
OSE_peak_2234 87.0056 154 OSE1_peak_3784 chr4_74609973_74610359 387 OSE2_peak_6759 chr4_74609950_74610126 387 chr4_74609950_74610359 . IL8 .
OSE_peak_2235 85.8333 103 OSE1_peak_3786 chr4_74722380_74722527 148 OSE2_peak_6763 chr4_74722425_74722544 148 chr4_74722380_74722544 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
OSE_peak_2236 100 294 OSE1_peak_3788 chr4_74735885_74736178 294 OSE2_peak_6764 chr4_74735768_74736365 294 chr4_74735768_74736365 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
OSE_peak_2237 100 801 OSE1_peak_3790 chr4_74737144_74737944 801 OSE2_peak_6765 chr4_74737016_74738237 801 chr4_74737016_74738237 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
OSE_peak_2238 100 149 OSE1_peak_3791 chr4_74738046_74738194 149 OSE2_peak_6765 chr4_74737016_74738237 149 chr4_74737016_74738237 CXCL1 PF4V1 .
OSE_peak_2239 89.4737 204 OSE1_peak_3793 chr4_75096645_75096872 228 OSE2_peak_6769 chr4_75096610_75096848 228 chr4_75096610_75096872 MTHFD2L . .
OSE_peak_2240 100 217 OSE1_peak_3794 chr4_75240299_75240515 217 OSE2_peak_6772 chr4_75240273_75240559 217 chr4_75240273_75240559 EREG . .
OSE_peak_2241 96.4497 163 OSE1_peak_3796 chr4_75550034_75550205 172 OSE2_peak_6776 chr4_75550043_75550211 172 chr4_75550034_75550211 . . .
OSE_peak_2242 100 148 OSE1_peak_3803 chr4_77703217_77703364 148 OSE2_peak_6782 chr4_77703079_77703367 148 chr4_77703079_77703367 SHROOM3 . .
OSE_peak_2243 100 120 OSE1_peak_3804 chr4_77929105_77929224 120 OSE2_peak_6783 chr4_77929032_77929248 120 chr4_77929032_77929248 11‐Sep . .
OSE_peak_2244 100 142 OSE1_peak_3807 chr4_77997273_77997414 142 OSE2_peak_6784 chr4_77997254_77997634 142 chr4_77997254_77997634 . CCNI .
OSE_peak_2245 93.4524 157 OSE1_peak_3808 chr4_78079299_78079567 269 OSE2_peak_6786 chr4_78079288_78079455 269 chr4_78079288_78079567 CCNG2 . .
OSE_peak_2246 100 120 OSE1_peak_3809 chr4_78617052_78617171 120 OSE2_peak_6789 chr4_78617044_78617171 120 chr4_78617044_78617171 . . CNOT6L
OSE_peak_2247 89.172 280 OSE1_peak_3811 chr4_79479556_79479872 317 OSE2_peak_6792 chr4_79479593_79479906 317 chr4_79479556_79479906 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
OSE_peak_2248 100 133 OSE1_peak_3812 chr4_79481865_79481997 133 OSE2_peak_6793 chr4_79481854_79482048 133 chr4_79481854_79482048 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
OSE_peak_2249 100 188 OSE1_peak_3814 chr4_82129088_82129303 216 OSE2_peak_6797 chr4_82129103_82129290 216 chr4_82129088_82129303 . PRKG2 .
OSE_peak_2250 81.6901 116 OSE1_peak_3815 chr4_83344562_83344703 142 OSE2_peak_6800 chr4_83344588_83345228 142 chr4_83344562_83345228 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
OSE_peak_2251 59.6491 102 OSE1_peak_3816 chr4_83345127_83345297 171 OSE2_peak_6800 chr4_83344588_83345228 171 chr4_83344588_83345297 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
OSE_peak_2252 91.7563 256 OSE1_peak_3818 chr4_84128882_84129160 279 OSE2_peak_6805 chr4_84128905_84129218 279 chr4_84128882_84129218 . . .
OSE_peak_2253 100 128 OSE1_peak_3819 chr4_84188808_84188935 128 OSE2_peak_6807 chr4_84188746_84188940 128 chr4_84188746_84188940 COQ2 . HPSE
OSE_peak_2254 55.1948 85 OSE1_peak_3823 chr4_87849217_87849370 154 OSE2_peak_6818 chr4_87849286_87849447 154 chr4_87849217_87849447 LOC100506746 . AFF1
OSE_peak_2255 98.6111 142 OSE1_peak_3824 chr4_89533385_89533528 144 OSE2_peak_6824 chr4_89533387_89533600 144 chr4_89533385_89533600 HERC3 . .
OSE_peak_2256 99.7167 352 OSE1_peak_3825 chr4_90032696_90033061 366 OSE2_peak_6827 chr4_90032695_90033047 366 chr4_90032695_90033061 . . TIGD2
OSE_peak_2257 97.7273 215 OSE1_peak_3826 chr4_92750762_92750981 220 OSE2_peak_6833 chr4_92750767_92750986 220 chr4_92750762_92750986 . . .
OSE_peak_2258 97.1014 201 OSE1_peak_3827 chr4_92758778_92759004 227 OSE2_peak_6834 chr4_92758804_92759010 227 chr4_92758778_92759010 . . .
OSE_peak_2259 100 162 OSE1_peak_3828 chr4_93155605_93155766 162 OSE2_peak_6835 chr4_93155530_93155805 162 chr4_93155530_93155805 . . .
OSE_peak_2260 80.1471 109 OSE1_peak_3830 chr4_93891244_93891379 136 OSE2_peak_6836 chr4_93891213_93891352 136 chr4_93891213_93891379 GRID2 . .
OSE_peak_2261 100 125 OSE1_peak_3831 chr4_95570715_95570839 125 OSE2_peak_6841 chr4_95570571_95570860 125 chr4_95570571_95570860 PDLIM5 . .
OSE_peak_2262 98.3146 175 OSE1_peak_3836 chr4_109193855_109194032 178 OSE2_peak_6856 chr4_109193824_109194029 178 chr4_109193824_109194032 . . .
OSE_peak_2263 100 205 OSE1_peak_3838 chr4_111775536_111775740 205 OSE2_peak_6858 chr4_111775494_111775826 205 chr4_111775494_111775826 . . .
OSE_peak_2264 90.0621 145 OSE1_peak_3839 chr4_111985531_111985774 244 OSE2_peak_6859 chr4_111985515_111985675 244 chr4_111985515_111985774 . . .
OSE_peak_2265 84.1837 165 OSE1_peak_3840 chr4_113135159_113135434 276 OSE2_peak_6861 chr4_113135128_113135323 276 chr4_113135128_113135434 . C4orf32 AP1AR
OSE_peak_2266 100 214 OSE1_peak_3841 chr4_114706069_114706282 214 OSE2_peak_6866 chr4_114706037_114706334 214 chr4_114706037_114706334 . CAMK2D .
OSE_peak_2267 100 120 OSE1_peak_3842 chr4_114936663_114936782 120 OSE2_peak_6867 chr4_114936586_114936890 120 chr4_114936586_114936890 . . .
OSE_peak_2268 100 165 OSE1_peak_3843 chr4_118246154_118246602 449 OSE2_peak_6869 chr4_118246186_118246350 449 chr4_118246154_118246602 . . .
OSE_peak_2269 50.4673 108 OSE1_peak_3843 chr4_118246154_118246602 449 OSE2_peak_6870 chr4_118246495_118246708 449 chr4_118246154_118246708 . . .
OSE_peak_2270 100 129 OSE1_peak_3847 chr4_119200819_119200947 129 OSE2_peak_6872 chr4_119200800_119200948 129 chr4_119200800_119200948 SNHG8 NDST3;SNORA24 PRSS12
OSE_peak_2271 37.3541 96 OSE1_peak_3848 chr4_119201396_119201652 257 OSE2_peak_6873 chr4_119201557_119202313 257 chr4_119201396_119202313 PRSS12 DST3;SNHG8;SNORA .
OSE_peak_2272 100 216 OSE1_peak_3849 chr4_120651252_120651545 294 OSE2_peak_6877 chr4_120651311_120651526 294 chr4_120651252_120651545 . . .
OSE_peak_2273 100 204 OSE1_peak_3850 chr4_120656356_120656559 204 OSE2_peak_6878 chr4_120656343_120656643 204 chr4_120656343_120656643 . . .
OSE_peak_2274 95.4545 168 OSE1_peak_3852 chr4_122611982_122612157 176 OSE2_peak_6880 chr4_122611990_122612167 176 chr4_122611982_122612167 ANXA5 . .
OSE_peak_2275 29.2135 52 OSE1_peak_3853 chr4_122632667_122632981 315 OSE2_peak_6883 chr4_122632930_122633107 315 chr4_122632667_122633107 . ANXA5 .
OSE_peak_2276 100 120 OSE1_peak_3854 chr4_122650038_122650157 120 OSE2_peak_6884 chr4_122649934_122650163 120 chr4_122649934_122650163 . . TMEM155
OSE_peak_2277 100 170 OSE1_peak_3857 chr4_123686128_123686297 170 OSE2_peak_6890 chr4_123686049_123686318 170 chr4_123686049_123686318 . BBS12 .
OSE_peak_2278 5.6338 8 OSE1_peak_3858 chr4_123686561_123686772 212 OSE2_peak_6891 chr4_123686765_123686906 212 chr4_123686561_123686906 . BBS12 .
OSE_peak_2279 80 100 OSE1_peak_3859 chr4_123699159_123699283 125 OSE2_peak_6892 chr4_123699184_123699442 125 chr4_123699159_123699442 . . .
OSE_peak_2280 100 127 OSE1_peak_3860 chr4_123748896_123749022 127 OSE2_peak_6893 chr4_123748887_123749047 127 chr4_123748887_123749047 FGF2 . .
OSE_peak_2281 100 280 OSE1_peak_3863 chr4_124753942_124754221 280 OSE2_peak_6899 chr4_124753597_124754260 280 chr4_124753597_124754260 LOC285419 . .
OSE_peak_2282 100 122 OSE1_peak_3864 chr4_125000572_125000693 122 OSE2_peak_6900 chr4_125000542_125000710 122 chr4_125000542_125000710 . . .
OSE_peak_2283 62.4746 308 OSE1_peak_3865 chr4_125354924_125355416 493 OSE2_peak_6906 chr4_125355109_125355701 493 chr4_125354924_125355701 . . .
OSE_peak_2284 51.0989 93 OSE1_peak_3868 chr4_126650905_126651086 182 OSE2_peak_6911 chr4_126650994_126651203 182 chr4_126650905_126651203 . . .
OSE_peak_2285 100 287 OSE1_peak_3870 chr4_127771493_127771779 287 OSE2_peak_6913 chr4_127771490_127771780 287 chr4_127771490_127771780 . . .
OSE_peak_2286 78.3333 94 OSE1_peak_3872 chr4_129243595_129243715 121 OSE2_peak_6914 chr4_129243569_129243688 121 chr4_129243569_129243715 . . .
OSE_peak_2287 100 120 OSE1_peak_3873 chr4_129271081_129271200 120 OSE2_peak_6916 chr4_129271076_129271251 120 chr4_129271076_129271251 . . .
OSE_peak_2288 100 152 OSE1_peak_3876 chr4_134786860_134787011 152 OSE2_peak_6921 chr4_134786853_134787103 152 chr4_134786853_134787103 . . .
OSE_peak_2289 65.6085 124 OSE1_peak_3879 chr4_141011482_141011670 189 OSE2_peak_6926 chr4_141011392_141011605 189 chr4_141011392_141011670 MAML3 . .
OSE_peak_2290 95.5414 150 OSE1_peak_3880 chr4_141648029_141648209 181 OSE2_peak_6929 chr4_141648022_141648178 181 chr4_141648022_141648209 TBC1D9 . .
OSE_peak_2291 72.8261 134 OSE1_peak_3882 chr4_143012473_143012656 184 OSE2_peak_6932 chr4_143012419_143012606 184 chr4_143012419_143012656 INPP4B . .
OSE_peak_2292 67.7249 128 OSE1_peak_3883 chr4_143738721_143738961 241 OSE2_peak_6935 chr4_143738660_143738848 241 chr4_143738660_143738961 INPP4B . .
OSE_peak_2293 100 248 OSE1_peak_3885 chr4_147177101_147177348 248 OSE2_peak_6942 chr4_147177047_147177348 248 chr4_147177047_147177348 SLC10A7 . .
OSE_peak_2294 31.6667 38 OSE1_peak_3891 chr4_154155050_154155223 174 OSE2_peak_6954 chr4_154154968_154155087 174 chr4_154154968_154155223 TRIM2 . .
OSE_peak_2295 100 268 OSE1_peak_3895 chr4_157701052_157701319 268 OSE2_peak_6959 chr4_157700949_157701400 268 chr4_157700949_157701400 PDGFC . .
OSE_peak_2296 61.0577 127 OSE1_peak_3896 chr4_157751522_157751729 208 OSE2_peak_6960 chr4_157751603_157751815 208 chr4_157751522_157751815 PDGFC . .
OSE_peak_2297 100 146 OSE1_peak_3897 chr4_157870552_157870697 146 OSE2_peak_6961 chr4_157870546_157870787 146 chr4_157870546_157870787 PDGFC . .
OSE_peak_2298 100 132 OSE1_peak_3898 chr4_158192434_158192565 132 OSE2_peak_6965 chr4_158192384_158192592 132 chr4_158192384_158192592 GRIA2 . .
OSE_peak_2299 98.3936 245 OSE1_peak_3901 chr4_159235896_159236144 249 OSE2_peak_6966 chr4_159235890_159236140 249 chr4_159235890_159236144 . . .
OSE_peak_2300 100 186 OSE1_peak_3902 chr4_159292405_159292590 186 OSE2_peak_6967 chr4_159292372_159292624 186 chr4_159292372_159292624 . . .
OSE_peak_2301 100 137 OSE1_peak_3903 chr4_159795218_159795490 273 OSE2_peak_6968 chr4_159795251_159795387 273 chr4_159795218_159795490 FNIP2 . C4orf45
OSE_peak_2302 69.1057 170 OSE1_peak_3904 chr4_162857858_162858103 246 OSE2_peak_6971 chr4_162857934_162858302 246 chr4_162857858_162858302 FSTL5 . .
OSE_peak_2303 100 128 OSE1_peak_3905 chr4_165125782_165125909 128 OSE2_peak_6972 chr4_165125707_165125921 128 chr4_165125707_165125921 01‐Mar ANP32C .
OSE_peak_2304 74.8538 128 OSE1_peak_3906 chr4_165494046_165494252 207 OSE2_peak_6973 chr4_165494125_165494295 207 chr4_165494046_165494295 . . .
OSE_peak_2305 100 154 OSE1_peak_3907 chr4_167068095_167068248 154 OSE2_peak_6975 chr4_167068094_167068319 154 chr4_167068094_167068319 . . .
OSE_peak_2306 100 220 OSE1_peak_3909 chr4_167356638_167356915 278 OSE2_peak_6976 chr4_167356650_167356869 278 chr4_167356638_167356915 . . .
OSE_peak_2307 100 120 OSE1_peak_3910 chr4_168828115_168828234 120 OSE2_peak_6978 chr4_168828108_168828282 120 chr4_168828108_168828282 . . .
OSE_peak_2308 97.7941 133 OSE1_peak_3911 chr4_169472513_169472648 136 OSE2_peak_6981 chr4_169472516_169472653 136 chr4_169472513_169472653 PALLD . .
OSE_peak_2309 100 306 OSE1_peak_3913 chr4_169555571_169555876 306 OSE2_peak_6983 chr4_169555565_169555885 306 chr4_169555565_169555885 PALLD . .
OSE_peak_2310 100 136 OSE1_peak_3915 chr4_169644237_169644372 136 OSE2_peak_6984 chr4_169644226_169644402 136 chr4_169644226_169644402 PALLD . .
OSE_peak_2311 85.2761 139 OSE1_peak_3922 chr4_182470341_182470503 163 OSE2_peak_7010 chr4_182470365_182470571 163 chr4_182470341_182470571 . . .
OSE_peak_2312 73.2877 107 OSE1_peak_3923 chr4_182582330_182582496 167 OSE2_peak_7011 chr4_182582390_182582535 167 chr4_182582330_182582535 . . .
OSE_peak_2313 98.374 121 OSE1_peak_3929 chr4_185734674_185734796 123 OSE2_peak_7020 chr4_185734676_185734842 123 chr4_185734674_185734842 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
OSE_peak_2314 88.4337 367 OSE1_peak_3933 chr4_186835696_186836110 415 OSE2_peak_7024 chr4_186835618_186836062 415 chr4_186835618_186836110 SORBS2 . .
OSE_peak_2315 100 153 OSE1_peak_3935 chr4_187543400_187543552 153 OSE2_peak_7026 chr4_187543367_187543571 153 chr4_187543367_187543571 FAT1 . .
OSE_peak_2316 100 237 OSE1_peak_3936 chr4_187544220_187544456 237 OSE2_peak_7027 chr4_187544189_187544631 237 chr4_187544189_187544631 FAT1 . .
OSE_peak_2317 100 232 OSE1_peak_3939 chr5_957178_957409 232 OSE2_peak_7034 chr5_957151_957448 232 chr5_957151_957448 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2318 100 199 OSE1_peak_3940 chr5_957593_957791 199 OSE2_peak_7035 chr5_957582_957941 199 chr5_957582_957941 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2319 100 120 OSE1_peak_3941 chr5_1555546_1555802 257 OSE2_peak_7039 chr5_1555646_1555765 257 chr5_1555546_1555802 132287;LOC100133331 . SDHAP3
OSE_peak_2320 100 156 OSE1_peak_3942 chr5_1608453_1608626 174 OSE2_peak_7040 chr5_1608467_1608622 174 chr5_1608453_1608626 7;LOC100133331;LOC72 SDHAP3 .
OSE_peak_2321 66.7954 173 OSE1_peak_3943 chr5_10551366_10551624 259 OSE2_peak_7048 chr5_10551452_10551713 259 chr5_10551366_10551713 132287;LOC100133331 . ANKRD33B
OSE_peak_2322 100 137 OSE1_peak_3946 chr5_13567251_13567387 137 OSE2_peak_7051 chr5_13567236_13567410 137 chr5_13567236_13567410 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2323 91.358 222 OSE1_peak_3947 chr5_14265670_14265912 243 OSE2_peak_7053 chr5_14265691_14265958 243 chr5_14265670_14265958 2287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2324 64.9378 313 OSE1_peak_3948 chr5_14268452_14269010 559 OSE2_peak_7054 chr5_14268283_14268764 559 chr5_14268283_14269010 2287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2325 84.2975 102 OSE1_peak_3949 chr5_15366903_15367037 135 OSE2_peak_7057 chr5_15366884_15367004 135 chr5_15366884_15367037 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2326 72.2222 91 OSE1_peak_3950 chr5_16462032_16462162 131 OSE2_peak_7060 chr5_16461997_16462122 131 chr5_16461997_16462162 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . FAM134B
OSE_peak_2327 97.561 200 OSE1_peak_3954 chr5_27241997_27242201 205 OSE2_peak_7070 chr5_27242002_27242212 205 chr5_27241997_27242212 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2328 100 300 OSE1_peak_3957 chr5_30099865_30100164 300 OSE2_peak_7074 chr5_30099834_30100171 300 chr5_30099834_30100171 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2329 100 182 OSE1_peak_3961 chr5_33370318_33370521 204 OSE2_peak_7083 chr5_33370324_33370505 204 chr5_33370318_33370521 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2330 100 196 OSE1_peak_3962 chr5_34534750_34535162 413 OSE2_peak_7086 chr5_34534963_34535158 413 chr5_34534750_34535162 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2331 100 150 OSE1_peak_3963 chr5_34687480_34687629 150 OSE2_peak_7088 chr5_34687480_34687711 150 chr5_34687480_34687711 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2332 92.5373 124 OSE1_peak_3965 chr5_35119419_35119556 138 OSE2_peak_7090 chr5_35119409_35119542 138 chr5_35119409_35119556 2287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2333 100 279 OSE1_peak_3966 chr5_35771476_35771770 295 OSE2_peak_7091 chr5_35771479_35771757 295 chr5_35771476_35771770 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2334 99.3289 148 OSE1_peak_3967 chr5_35858074_35858222 149 OSE2_peak_7092 chr5_35858019_35858221 149 chr5_35858019_35858222 00132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2335 93.1818 123 OSE1_peak_3972 chr5_37723027_37723158 132 OSE2_peak_7098 chr5_37723036_37723223 132 chr5_37723027_37723223 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2336 84.3284 113 OSE1_peak_3973 chr5_37814846_37814979 134 OSE2_peak_7100 chr5_37814867_37815025 134 chr5_37814846_37815025 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2337 100 149 OSE1_peak_3974 chr5_38468437_38468585 149 OSE2_peak_7101 chr5_38468378_38468594 149 chr5_38468378_38468594 132287;LOC100133331 EGFLAM LIFR
OSE_peak_2338 94.7154 233 OSE1_peak_3975 chr5_38607559_38607804 246 OSE2_peak_7104 chr5_38607545_38607791 246 chr5_38607545_38607804 132287;LOC100133331 LIFR .
OSE_peak_2339 100 131 OSE1_peak_3976 chr5_38808434_38808568 135 OSE2_peak_7106 chr5_38808434_38808564 135 chr5_38808434_38808568 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2340 95.1351 176 OSE1_peak_3980 chr5_40552390_40552574 185 OSE2_peak_7112 chr5_40552399_40552609 185 chr5_40552390_40552609 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2341 100 120 OSE1_peak_3982 chr5_40834816_40834935 120 OSE2_peak_7117 chr5_40834762_40834940 120 chr5_40834762_40834940 287;LOC100133331;ORC100506548;SNORD CARD6
OSE_peak_2342 100 120 OSE1_peak_3985 chr5_42718869_42718988 120 OSE2_peak_7123 chr5_42718849_42719015 120 chr5_42718849_42719015 00132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2343 97.4537 421 OSE1_peak_3986 chr5_42992250_42992686 437 OSE2_peak_7124 chr5_42992266_42992697 437 chr5_42992250_42992697 132287;LOC100133331 . LOC648987
OSE_peak_2344 100 234 OSE1_peak_3989 chr5_50840277_50840510 234 OSE2_peak_7127 chr5_50840266_50840546 234 chr5_50840266_50840546 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2345 99.7778 449 OSE1_peak_3991 chr5_52549218_52549667 450 OSE2_peak_7130 chr5_52549219_52549685 450 chr5_52549218_52549685 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2346 100 133 OSE1_peak_3992 chr5_52686831_52686963 133 OSE2_peak_7132 chr5_52686815_52686968 133 chr5_52686815_52686968 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2347 81.2865 139 OSE1_peak_3993 chr5_52702584_52702754 171 OSE2_peak_7133 chr5_52702524_52702722 171 chr5_52702524_52702754 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2348 100 157 OSE1_peak_3995 chr5_53320413_53320599 187 OSE2_peak_7134 chr5_53320434_53320590 187 chr5_53320413_53320599 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2349 100 165 OSE1_peak_3996 chr5_53959881_53960045 165 OSE2_peak_7139 chr5_53959876_53960055 165 chr5_53959876_53960055 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2350 92.4242 183 OSE1_peak_3997 chr5_53997025_53997222 198 OSE2_peak_7140 chr5_53997040_53997411 198 chr5_53997025_53997411 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2351 96.6216 143 OSE1_peak_3998 chr5_54040262_54040409 148 OSE2_peak_7141 chr5_54040267_54040415 148 chr5_54040262_54040415 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2352 100 151 OSE1_peak_3999 chr5_55419736_55419886 151 OSE2_peak_7144 chr5_55419666_55419892 151 chr5_55419666_55419892 C100132287;LOC10013 . .
OSE_peak_2353 97.5758 161 OSE1_peak_4000 chr5_55575932_55576126 195 OSE2_peak_7145 chr5_55575928_55576092 195 chr5_55575928_55576126 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2354 100 262 OSE1_peak_4003 chr5_56731641_56731902 262 OSE2_peak_7150 chr5_56731572_56731929 262 chr5_56731572_56731929 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2355 65.1316 99 OSE1_peak_4004 chr5_57031679_57031830 152 OSE2_peak_7153 chr5_57031591_57031777 152 chr5_57031591_57031830 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2356 100 152 OSE1_peak_4005 chr5_57749256_57749407 152 OSE2_peak_7156 chr5_57749214_57749567 152 chr5_57749214_57749567 132287;LOC100133331 . PLK2
OSE_peak_2357 100 135 OSE1_peak_4007 chr5_57755823_57755957 135 OSE2_peak_7160 chr5_57755809_57755967 135 chr5_57755809_57755967 2287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2358 100 125 OSE1_peak_4013 chr5_59088989_59089113 125 OSE2_peak_7163 chr5_59088989_59089164 125 chr5_59088989_59089164 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2359 92.3664 121 OSE1_peak_4017 chr5_60597701_60597831 131 OSE2_peak_7165 chr5_60597669_60597821 131 chr5_60597669_60597831 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2360 97.561 120 OSE1_peak_4018 chr5_62252567_62252689 123 OSE2_peak_7166 chr5_62252544_62252686 123 chr5_62252544_62252689 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2361 91.7981 291 OSE1_peak_4019 chr5_64331946_64332365 420 OSE2_peak_7168 chr5_64331920_64332236 420 chr5_64331920_64332365 132287;LOC100133331 CWC27 .
OSE_peak_2362 60.6481 131 OSE1_peak_4022 chr5_64486354_64486570 217 OSE2_peak_7173 chr5_64486269_64486484 217 chr5_64486269_64486570 C100132287;LOC10013 . .
OSE_peak_2363 100 290 OSE1_peak_4025 chr5_64494591_64494880 290 OSE2_peak_7174 chr5_64494551_64494916 290 chr5_64494551_64494916 C100132287;LOC10013 . .
OSE_peak_2364 100 143 OSE1_peak_4028 chr5_65107039_65107181 143 OSE2_peak_7179 chr5_65107008_65107243 143 chr5_65107008_65107243 2287;LOC100133331;NL . .
OSE_peak_2365 86.8966 126 OSE1_peak_4029 chr5_65157634_65158151 518 OSE2_peak_7180 chr5_65157615_65157759 518 chr5_65157615_65158151 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2366 100 144 OSE1_peak_4029 chr5_65157634_65158151 518 OSE2_peak_7181 chr5_65157878_65158021 518 chr5_65157634_65158151 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2367 100 196 OSE1_peak_4030 chr5_65181803_65181998 196 OSE2_peak_7182 chr5_65181767_65182018 196 chr5_65181767_65182018 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2368 97.7444 130 OSE1_peak_4031 chr5_65738929_65739072 144 OSE2_peak_7184 chr5_65738943_65739075 144 chr5_65738929_65739075 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2369 100 214 OSE1_peak_4032 chr5_67629945_67630158 214 OSE2_peak_7189 chr5_67629888_67630567 214 chr5_67629888_67630567 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2370 100 162 OSE1_peak_4038 chr5_71896351_71896512 162 OSE2_peak_7190 chr5_71896327_71896570 162 chr5_71896327_71896570 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2371 100 123 OSE1_peak_4039 chr5_72389909_72390064 156 OSE2_peak_7194 chr5_72389917_72390039 156 chr5_72389909_72390064 132287;LOC100133331 FCHO2 TMEM171
OSE_peak_2372 38.3333 46 OSE1_peak_4041 chr5_72608431_72608550 120 OSE2_peak_7198 chr5_72608357_72608476 120 chr5_72608357_72608550 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2373 100 140 OSE1_peak_4042 chr5_72617717_72617856 140 OSE2_peak_7199 chr5_72617677_72617895 140 chr5_72617677_72617895 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2374 93.1193 203 OSE1_peak_4043 chr5_72666521_72666774 254 OSE2_peak_7202 chr5_72666506_72666723 254 chr5_72666506_72666774 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2375 100 151 OSE1_peak_4046 chr5_75997202_75997352 151 OSE2_peak_7216 chr5_75997172_75997365 151 chr5_75997172_75997365 100132287;LOC100133 . F2R;NCRUPAR
OSE_peak_2376 100 222 OSE1_peak_4047 chr5_76101850_76102135 286 OSE2_peak_7219 chr5_76101889_76102110 286 chr5_76101850_76102135 132287;LOC100133331 . F2RL1
OSE_peak_2377 100 318 OSE1_peak_4048 chr5_76126882_76127199 318 OSE2_peak_7220 chr5_76126828_76127231 318 chr5_76126828_76127231 100132287;LOC1001333 . S100Z
OSE_peak_2378 99.375 159 OSE1_peak_4049 chr5_80263403_80263690 288 OSE2_peak_7227 chr5_80263402_80263561 288 chr5_80263402_80263690 87;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2379 81.6901 116 OSE1_peak_4050 chr5_80718623_80718826 204 OSE2_peak_7229 chr5_80718711_80718852 204 chr5_80718623_80718852 00133331;OR4F16;OR4 ACOT12 .
OSE_peak_2380 100 155 OSE1_peak_4053 chr5_81702095_81702393 299 OSE2_peak_7232 chr5_81702138_81702292 299 chr5_81702095_81702393 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2381 93.7984 121 OSE1_peak_4056 chr5_82872892_82873056 165 OSE2_peak_7236 chr5_82872884_82873012 165 chr5_82872884_82873056 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2382 100 185 OSE1_peak_4058 chr5_83221185_83221369 185 OSE2_peak_7238 chr5_83221175_83221450 185 chr5_83221175_83221450 132287;LOC100133331 . EDIL3
OSE_peak_2383 92.4242 122 OSE1_peak_4060 chr5_83545797_83545928 132 OSE2_peak_7239 chr5_83545807_83545984 132 chr5_83545797_83545984 00132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2384 79.6748 98 OSE1_peak_4062 chr5_83668223_83668359 137 OSE2_peak_7241 chr5_83668262_83668384 137 chr5_83668223_83668384 00132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2385 100 173 OSE1_peak_4064 chr5_90279057_90279229 173 OSE2_peak_7251 chr5_90279019_90279327 173 chr5_90279019_90279327 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2386 100 123 OSE1_peak_4065 chr5_90607664_90607828 165 OSE2_peak_7254 chr5_90607693_90607815 165 chr5_90607664_90607828 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2387 98.7097 153 OSE1_peak_4066 chr5_90678995_90679149 155 OSE2_peak_7256 chr5_90678997_90679171 155 chr5_90678995_90679171 062;LOC100132287;LOC . .
OSE_peak_2388 100 212 OSE1_peak_4067 chr5_91887874_91888085 212 OSE2_peak_7258 chr5_91887844_91888102 212 chr5_91887844_91888102 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2389 100 364 OSE1_peak_4069 chr5_92414045_92414408 364 OSE2_peak_7259 chr5_92414028_92414577 364 chr5_92414028_92414577 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2390 78.6207 114 OSE1_peak_4074 chr5_95403838_95403982 145 OSE2_peak_7269 chr5_95403869_95404347 145 chr5_95403838_95404347 132287;LOC100133331 . MIR583
OSE_peak_2391 100 123 OSE1_peak_4075 chr5_95845806_95845928 123 OSE2_peak_7271 chr5_95845794_95845957 123 chr5_95845794_95845957 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2392 92.8994 157 OSE1_peak_4077 chr5_97174000_97174168 169 OSE2_peak_7275 chr5_97174012_97174188 169 chr5_97174000_97174188 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2393 100 151 OSE1_peak_4079 chr5_97645563_97645857 295 OSE2_peak_7279 chr5_97645687_97645837 295 chr5_97645563_97645857 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2394 90.4762 133 OSE1_peak_4080 chr5_97685113_97685267 155 OSE2_peak_7280 chr5_97685099_97685245 155 chr5_97685099_97685267 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2395 100 121 OSE1_peak_4081 chr5_97750756_97750876 121 OSE2_peak_7281 chr5_97750743_97750895 121 chr5_97750743_97750895 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2396 97.5 117 OSE1_peak_4083 chr5_100027406_100027579 174 OSE2_peak_7285 chr5_100027403_100027522 174 chr5_100027403_100027579 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2397 66.1616 131 OSE1_peak_4084 chr5_102796970_102797167 198 OSE2_peak_7286 chr5_102796816_102797100 198 chr5_102796816_102797167 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2398 83.1169 128 OSE1_peak_4087 chr5_105506976_105507129 154 OSE2_peak_7288 chr5_105506940_105507103 154 chr5_105506940_105507129 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2399 100 135 OSE1_peak_4088 chr5_106805357_106805491 135 OSE2_peak_7291 chr5_106805341_106805524 135 chr5_106805341_106805524 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2400 75.8065 94 OSE1_peak_4089 chr5_106822369_106822492 124 OSE2_peak_7292 chr5_106822327_106822462 124 chr5_106822327_106822492 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2401 97.5904 162 OSE1_peak_4093 chr5_108992668_108992885 218 OSE2_peak_7297 chr5_108992664_108992829 218 chr5_108992664_108992885 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2402 100 174 OSE1_peak_4095 chr5_110236599_110236772 174 OSE2_peak_7302 chr5_110236529_110236825 174 chr5_110236529_110236825 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2403 67.3913 93 OSE1_peak_4097 chr5_110730443_110730580 138 OSE2_peak_7303 chr5_110730488_110730646 138 chr5_110730443_110730646 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2404 95.2381 120 OSE1_peak_4099 chr5_111093052_111093177 126 OSE2_peak_7304 chr5_111093044_111093171 126 chr5_111093044_111093177 2287;LOC100133331;NR LOC100505678 .
OSE_peak_2405 100 234 OSE1_peak_4101 chr5_111333443_111333756 314 OSE2_peak_7305 chr5_111333488_111333721 314 chr5_111333443_111333756 132287;LOC100133331 NREP .
OSE_peak_2406 83.8462 109 OSE1_peak_4102 chr5_111496515_111496703 189 OSE2_peak_7307 chr5_111496494_111496623 189 chr5_111496494_111496703 LOC100132287;LOC100 . EPB41L4A;SNORA13
OSE_peak_2407 86.1314 118 OSE1_peak_4103 chr5_112115257_112115401 145 OSE2_peak_7309 chr5_112115284_112115420 145 chr5_112115257_112115420 00132287;LOC10013333 . .
OSE_peak_2408 100 137 OSE1_peak_4105 chr5_112825137_112825273 137 OSE2_peak_7311 chr5_112825135_112825315 137 chr5_112825135_112825315 132287;LOC100133331 MCC YTHDC2
OSE_peak_2409 83.5714 117 OSE1_peak_4110 chr5_119474804_119475000 197 OSE2_peak_7320 chr5_119474884_119475023 197 chr5_119474804_119475023 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2410 96.4539 136 OSE1_peak_4111 chr5_119724166_119724306 141 OSE2_peak_7321 chr5_119724021_119724301 141 chr5_119724021_119724306 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2411 100 134 OSE1_peak_4112 chr5_119749440_119749573 134 OSE2_peak_7322 chr5_119749421_119749745 134 chr5_119749421_119749745 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2412 86.7188 111 OSE1_peak_4113 chr5_119781800_119781927 128 OSE2_peak_7323 chr5_119781781_119781910 128 chr5_119781781_119781927 132287;LOC100133331 . PRR16
OSE_peak_2413 100 136 OSE1_peak_4114 chr5_120587786_120587921 136 OSE2_peak_7328 chr5_120587780_120587931 136 chr5_120587780_120587931 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2414 70 105 OSE1_peak_4115 chr5_121312854_121313003 150 OSE2_peak_7330 chr5_121312800_121312958 150 chr5_121312800_121313003 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2415 95.4338 209 OSE1_peak_4119 chr5_124160610_124160836 227 OSE2_peak_7338 chr5_124160600_124160818 227 chr5_124160600_124160836 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2416 100 251 OSE1_peak_4121 chr5_124819994_124820244 251 OSE2_peak_7340 chr5_124819985_124820301 251 chr5_124819985_124820301 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2417 80.3191 151 OSE1_peak_4122 chr5_124820813_124821047 235 OSE2_peak_7342 chr5_124820897_124821084 235 chr5_124820813_124821084 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2418 100 173 OSE1_peak_4123 chr5_126220338_126220544 207 OSE2_peak_7347 chr5_126220350_126220522 207 chr5_126220338_126220544 87;LOC100133331;MAR . .
OSE_peak_2419 85.8896 280 OSE1_peak_4124 chr5_126300712_126301062 351 OSE2_peak_7348 chr5_126300666_126300991 351 chr5_126300666_126301062 87;LOC100133331;MAR . .
OSE_peak_2420 96.9697 128 OSE1_peak_4125 chr5_126539640_126539771 132 OSE2_peak_7350 chr5_126539612_126539767 132 chr5_126539612_126539771 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2421 68.0556 98 OSE1_peak_4126 chr5_126542123_126542266 144 OSE2_peak_7351 chr5_126542064_126542220 144 chr5_126542064_126542266 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2422 85.8896 140 OSE1_peak_4127 chr5_126694103_126694298 196 OSE2_peak_7352 chr5_126694080_126694242 196 chr5_126694080_126694298 87;LOC100133331;MEG . .
OSE_peak_2423 100 232 OSE1_peak_4128 chr5_127914850_127915081 232 OSE2_peak_7356 chr5_127914787_127915179 232 chr5_127914787_127915179 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2424 100 132 OSE1_peak_4129 chr5_129659872_129660003 132 OSE2_peak_7359 chr5_129659857_129660105 132 chr5_129659857_129660105 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2425 100 150 OSE1_peak_4131 chr5_130873869_130874018 150 OSE2_peak_7363 chr5_130873859_130874035 150 chr5_130873859_130874035 87;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2426 100 120 OSE1_peak_4133 chr5_133365047_133365166 120 OSE2_peak_7369 chr5_133364916_133365200 120 chr5_133364916_133365200 132287;LOC100133331 VDAC1 .
OSE_peak_2427 100 140 OSE1_peak_4136 chr5_133861774_133861913 140 OSE2_peak_7370 chr5_133861760_133862005 140 chr5_133861760_133862005 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2428 75 90 OSE1_peak_4140 chr5_135374403_135374522 120 OSE2_peak_7378 chr5_135374433_135374732 120 chr5_135374403_135374732 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2429 95.2381 300 OSE1_peak_4149 chr5_139631120_139631434 315 OSE2_peak_7391 chr5_139631038_139631419 315 chr5_139631038_139631434 287;LOC100133331;OR4 CYSTM1 .
OSE_peak_2430 20 24 OSE1_peak_4150 chr5_139703148_139703267 120 OSE2_peak_7393 chr5_139702989_139703171 120 chr5_139702989_139703267 132287;LOC100133331 PFDN1 HBEGF
OSE_peak_2431 93.6782 163 OSE1_peak_4152 chr5_141851931_141852104 174 OSE2_peak_7403 chr5_141851942_141852223 174 chr5_141851931_141852223 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2432 100 326 OSE1_peak_4153 chr5_142206533_142206858 326 OSE2_peak_7406 chr5_142206489_142207124 326 chr5_142206489_142207124OC100132287;LOC10013 . .
OSE_peak_2433 100 120 OSE1_peak_4155 chr5_142528456_142528575 120 OSE2_peak_7409 chr5_142528422_142528643 120 chr5_142528422_142528643OC100132287;LOC10013 . .
OSE_peak_2434 100 156 OSE1_peak_4157 chr5_143383938_143384093 156 OSE2_peak_7412 chr5_143383935_143384127 156 chr5_143383935_143384127 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2435 73.6434 95 OSE1_peak_4160 chr5_143567429_143567557 129 OSE2_peak_7413 chr5_143567463_143567638 129 chr5_143567429_143567638 100132287;LOC100133 YIPF5 .
OSE_peak_2436 100 144 OSE1_peak_4161 chr5_144741952_144742095 144 OSE2_peak_7414 chr5_144741948_144742123 144 chr5_144741948_144742123 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2437 100 134 OSE1_peak_4162 chr5_146993072_146993205 134 OSE2_peak_7422 chr5_146992840_146993288 134 chr5_146992840_146993288 32287;LOC100133331;L . .
OSE_peak_2438 99.1667 119 OSE1_peak_4164 chr5_147391375_147391494 120 OSE2_peak_7425 chr5_147391357_147391493 120 chr5_147391357_147391494 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2439 100 136 OSE1_peak_4165 chr5_148292703_148292850 148 OSE2_peak_7426 chr5_148292711_148292846 148 chr5_148292703_148292850 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2440 100 142 OSE1_peak_4166 chr5_148345568_148345709 142 OSE2_peak_7427 chr5_148345375_148345718 142 chr5_148345375_148345718 132287;LOC100133331 . SH3TC2
OSE_peak_2441 81.405 197 OSE1_peak_4167 chr5_148381750_148381991 242 OSE2_peak_7428 chr5_148381795_148382054 242 chr5_148381750_148382054 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2442 100 123 OSE1_peak_4168 chr5_148514070_148514192 123 OSE2_peak_7429 chr5_148514048_148514224 123 chr5_148514048_148514224 132287;LOC100133331 . ABLIM3
OSE_peak_2443 100 134 OSE1_peak_4171 chr5_148553716_148553891 176 OSE2_peak_7431 chr5_148553716_148553849 176 chr5_148553716_148553891 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2444 85.2273 150 OSE1_peak_4172 chr5_148569751_148569926 176 OSE2_peak_7432 chr5_148569725_148569900 176 chr5_148569725_148569926 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2445 100 321 OSE1_peak_4174 chr5_148585663_148585983 321 OSE2_peak_7433 chr5_148585617_148586088 321 chr5_148585617_148586088 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2446 100 247 OSE1_peak_4176 chr5_148832022_148832268 247 OSE2_peak_7434 chr5_148831971_148832297 247 chr5_148831971_148832297 132287;LOC100133331R143;MIR143HG;MIR .
OSE_peak_2447 100 211 OSE1_peak_4178 chr5_149318605_149318815 211 OSE2_peak_7442 chr5_149318552_149318829 211 chr5_149318552_149318829 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . SLC26A2
OSE_peak_2448 100 132 OSE1_peak_4179 chr5_149319423_149319554 132 OSE2_peak_7443 chr5_149319421_149319875 132 chr5_149319421_149319875 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . SLC26A2
OSE_peak_2449 100 123 OSE1_peak_4180 chr5_149444978_149445100 123 OSE2_peak_7445 chr5_149444938_149445218 123 chr5_149444938_149445218 100132287;LOC1001333 HMGXB3 .
OSE_peak_2450 96.9466 127 OSE1_peak_4182 chr5_149849688_149849818 131 OSE2_peak_7448 chr5_149849692_149849893 131 chr5_149849688_149849893 132287;LOC100133331 RPS14 .
OSE_peak_2451 100 137 OSE1_peak_4183 chr5_149852953_149853089 137 OSE2_peak_7449 chr5_149852776_149853089 137 chr5_149852776_149853089 132287;LOC100133331 RPS14 .
OSE_peak_2452 96.3855 320 OSE1_peak_4186 chr5_150017153_150017484 332 OSE2_peak_7452 chr5_150017056_150017472 332 chr5_150017056_150017484 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . MYOZ3
OSE_peak_2453 100 120 OSE1_peak_4187 chr5_150022195_150022340 146 OSE2_peak_7454 chr5_150022204_150022323 146 chr5_150022195_150022340 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . MYOZ3
OSE_peak_2454 45.5947 207 OSE1_peak_4190 chr5_150472913_150473366 454 OSE2_peak_7460 chr5_150473160_150473865 454 chr5_150472913_150473865 132287;LOC100133331 TNIP1 ANXA6
OSE_peak_2455 100 482 OSE1_peak_4192 chr5_151040253_151040889 637 OSE2_peak_7461 chr5_151040288_151040769 637 chr5_151040253_151040889 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2456 2.8571 4 OSE1_peak_4192 chr5_151040253_151040889 637 OSE2_peak_7462 chr5_151040886_151041025 637 chr5_151040253_151041025 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2457 78.3333 94 OSE1_peak_4194 chr5_151124849_151124990 142 OSE2_peak_7468 chr5_151124897_151125016 142 chr5_151124849_151125016 100132287;LOC100133 . G3BP1
OSE_peak_2458 94.702 143 OSE1_peak_4196 chr5_153280685_153280835 151 OSE2_peak_7470 chr5_153280693_153280858 151 chr5_153280685_153280858 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2459 97.5758 161 OSE1_peak_4198 chr5_153844824_153844988 165 OSE2_peak_7473 chr5_153844828_153844993 165 chr5_153844824_153844993 132287;LOC100133331 FLJ38109;SAP30L HAND1
OSE_peak_2460 44.3114 74 OSE1_peak_4200 chr5_158612015_158612181 167 OSE2_peak_7477 chr5_158611859_158612088 167 chr5_158611859_158612181 287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
OSE_peak_2461 100 189 OSE1_peak_4201 chr5_159332594_159332782 189 OSE2_peak_7482 chr5_159332547_159332914 189 chr5_159332547_159332914 132287;LOC100133331 . ADRA1B
OSE_peak_2462 99.2126 252 OSE1_peak_4204 chr5_167061494_167061747 254 OSE2_peak_7490 chr5_167061496_167061784 254 chr5_167061494_167061784 287;LOC100133331;OD . .
OSE_peak_2463 87.0229 114 OSE1_peak_4205 chr5_167070310_167070440 131 OSE2_peak_7491 chr5_167070327_167070497 131 chr5_167070310_167070497 287;LOC100133331;OD . .
OSE_peak_2464 100 189 OSE1_peak_4206 chr5_168777750_168777938 189 OSE2_peak_7497 chr5_168777714_168778143 189 chr5_168777714_168778143 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2465 16.9312 32 OSE1_peak_4207 chr5_169123173_169123361 189 OSE2_peak_7499 chr5_169123330_169123541 189 chr5_169123173_169123541 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2466 67.5 81 OSE1_peak_4208 chr5_169230601_169230720 120 OSE2_peak_7503 chr5_169230640_169230773 120 chr5_169230601_169230773 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2467 100 127 OSE1_peak_4210 chr5_171530412_171530538 127 OSE2_peak_7511 chr5_171530402_171530718 127 chr5_171530402_171530718 287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2468 96.6233 4750 OSE1_peak_4212 chr5_172192726_172197641 4916 OSE2_peak_7513 chr5_172192297_172197475 4916 chr5_172192297_172197641 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2469 87.6457 376 OSE1_peak_4213 chr5_172197745_172198173 429 OSE2_peak_7514 chr5_172197798_172198236 429 chr5_172197745_172198236 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2470 100 273 OSE1_peak_4214 chr5_172199300_172199626 327 OSE2_peak_7515 chr5_172199338_172199610 327 chr5_172199300_172199626 132287;LOC100133331 DUSP1 .
OSE_peak_2471 65.6863 134 OSE1_peak_4217 chr5_172286080_172286300 221 OSE2_peak_7517 chr5_172286167_172286370 221 chr5_172286080_172286370 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2472 100 278 OSE1_peak_4218 chr5_172295577_172295854 278 OSE2_peak_7518 chr5_172295482_172295867 278 chr5_172295482_172295867 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2473 100 200 OSE1_peak_4219 chr5_172296172_172296371 200 OSE2_peak_7519 chr5_172296036_172296539 200 chr5_172296036_172296539 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2474 92.8 116 OSE1_peak_4220 chr5_172313857_172314120 264 OSE2_peak_7521 chr5_172314005_172314129 264 chr5_172313857_172314129 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2475 88.75 284 OSE1_peak_4222 chr5_172327986_172328305 320 OSE2_peak_7522 chr5_172327941_172328269 320 chr5_172327941_172328305 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2476 31.2883 51 OSE1_peak_4223 chr5_172330100_172330262 163 OSE2_peak_7523 chr5_172329780_172330150 163 chr5_172329780_172330262 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2477 97.2868 251 OSE1_peak_4224 chr5_172347254_172347513 260 OSE2_peak_7525 chr5_172347263_172347520 260 chr5_172347254_172347520 100132287;LOC100133 . .
OSE_peak_2478 99.2754 137 OSE1_peak_4227 chr5_172358286_172358423 138 OSE2_peak_7526 chr5_172358287_172358525 138 chr5_172358286_172358525 100132287;LOC100133 . LOC100268168;RPL26L1
OSE_peak_2479 100 120 OSE1_peak_4230 chr5_172756094_172756213 120 OSE2_peak_7534 chr5_172756016_172756311 120 chr5_172756016_172756311 2287;LOC100133331;OR . .
OSE_peak_2480 100 226 OSE1_peak_4231 chr5_172879156_172879381 226 OSE2_peak_7535 chr5_172879139_172879567 226 chr5_172879139_172879567 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2481 85.6322 149 OSE1_peak_4232 chr5_172882403_172882607 205 OSE2_peak_7537 chr5_172882378_172882551 205 chr5_172882378_172882607 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2482 100 177 OSE1_peak_4233 chr5_173043668_173043912 245 OSE2_peak_7540 chr5_173043680_173043856 245 chr5_173043668_173043912 132287;LOC100133331 BOD1 .
OSE_peak_2483 100 209 OSE1_peak_4234 chr5_173193506_173193764 259 OSE2_peak_7542 chr5_173193549_173193757 259 chr5_173193506_173193764 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2484 100 219 OSE1_peak_4235 chr5_173281562_173281780 219 OSE2_peak_7544 chr5_173281282_173281807 219 chr5_173281282_173281807 132287;LOC100133331 . .
OSE_peak_2485 57.5 69 OSE1_peak_4246 chr5_179757929_179758048 120 OSE2_peak_7557 chr5_179757980_179758149 120 chr5_179757929_179758149 100132287;LOC1001333 . .
OSE_peak_2486 100 134 OSE1_peak_4249 chr5_180615762_180615895 134 OSE2_peak_7558 chr5_180615760_180615922 134 chr5_180615760_180615922 132287;LOC100133331 . TRIM7
OSE_peak_2487 76.2626 151 OSE1_peak_4252 chr6_3592789_3592986 198 OSE2_peak_7575 chr6_3592722_3592939 198 chr6_3592722_3592986 . . .
OSE_peak_2488 96.7532 149 OSE1_peak_4254 chr6_3826291_3826444 154 OSE2_peak_7578 chr6_3826141_3826439 154 chr6_3826141_3826444 . . FAM50B
OSE_peak_2489 75.7732 147 OSE1_peak_4255 chr6_4352288_4352486 199 OSE2_peak_7580 chr6_4352241_4352434 199 chr6_4352241_4352486 . . .
OSE_peak_2490 98.3402 237 OSE1_peak_4256 chr6_4358983_4359226 244 OSE2_peak_7582 chr6_4358979_4359219 244 chr6_4358979_4359226 . . .
OSE_peak_2491 97.4619 192 OSE1_peak_4260 chr6_8085355_8085551 197 OSE2_peak_7590 chr6_8085189_8085546 197 chr6_8085189_8085551 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTEDUTED;MUTED‐TXND SCARNA27
OSE_peak_2492 100 139 OSE1_peak_4263 chr6_11609794_11609932 139 OSE2_peak_7598 chr6_11609676_11609938 139 chr6_11609676_11609938 . TMEM170B .
OSE_peak_2493 100 159 OSE1_peak_4264 chr6_12491291_12491449 159 OSE2_peak_7605 chr6_12491265_12491470 159 chr6_12491265_12491470 . . .
OSE_peak_2494 63.0137 92 OSE1_peak_4268 chr6_15285129_15285274 146 OSE2_peak_7615 chr6_15285183_15285335 146 chr6_15285129_15285335 JARID2 . .
OSE_peak_2495 91.6667 110 OSE1_peak_4269 chr6_16129488_16129607 120 OSE2_peak_7618 chr6_16129437_16129597 120 chr6_16129437_16129607 MYLIP . MIR4639
OSE_peak_2496 27.4809 36 OSE1_peak_4270 chr6_16215703_16215971 269 OSE2_peak_7619 chr6_16215608_16215738 269 chr6_16215608_16215971 . . GMPR
OSE_peak_2497 69.6721 85 OSE1_peak_4270 chr6_16215703_16215971 269 OSE2_peak_7620 chr6_16215887_16216008 269 chr6_16215703_16216008 . . GMPR
OSE_peak_2498 100 120 OSE1_peak_4271 chr6_16910457_16910576 120 OSE2_peak_7626 chr6_16910253_16910595 120 chr6_16910253_16910595 . . .
OSE_peak_2499 88.835 183 OSE1_peak_4272 chr6_17907928_17908201 274 OSE2_peak_7627 chr6_17908019_17908224 274 chr6_17907928_17908224 KIF13A . .
OSE_peak_2500 85.5072 177 OSE1_peak_4275 chr6_19466096_19466324 229 OSE2_peak_7632 chr6_19466066_19466272 229 chr6_19466066_19466324 . . .
OSE_peak_2501 100 121 OSE1_peak_4279 chr6_21931971_21932148 178 OSE2_peak_7637 chr6_21932023_21932143 178 chr6_21931971_21932148 LINC00340 . .
OSE_peak_2502 100 212 OSE1_peak_4282 chr6_25012927_25013138 212 OSE2_peak_7643 chr6_25012922_25013157 212 chr6_25012922_25013157 . . .
OSE_peak_2503 100 123 OSE1_peak_4283 chr6_25173266_25173388 123 OSE2_peak_7644 chr6_25173179_25173389 123 chr6_25173179_25173389 . . .
OSE_peak_2504 100 130 OSE1_peak_4284 chr6_25174239_25174368 130 OSE2_peak_7645 chr6_25174238_25174430 130 chr6_25174238_25174430 . . .
OSE_peak_2505 100 161 OSE1_peak_4286 chr6_25971529_25971689 161 OSE2_peak_7646 chr6_25971516_25971696 161 chr6_25971516_25971696 TRIM38 . .
OSE_peak_2506 68.4211 182 OSE1_peak_4288 chr6_26031677_26031942 266 OSE2_peak_7650 chr6_26031490_26031858 266 chr6_26031490_26031942 HIST1H3B HIST1H3A;HIST1H4AH1C;HIST1H2AB;HIST1H2BB;HIST1H3C
OSE_peak_2507 98.8372 765 OSE1_peak_4289 chr6_26055272_26056045 774 OSE2_peak_7652 chr6_26055281_26056075 774 chr6_26055272_26056075 HIST1H1C 1H2BB;HIST1H3B;HIS .
OSE_peak_2508 100 248 OSE1_peak_4291 chr6_26123396_26123643 248 OSE2_peak_7655 chr6_26123224_26123774 248 chr6_26123224_26123774 HIST1H2BC FE;HIST1H1T;HIST1H HIST1H2AC
OSE_peak_2509 91.4286 128 OSE1_peak_4293 chr6_26158285_26158488 204 OSE2_peak_7658 chr6_26158361_26158500 204 chr6_26158285_26158500 HIST1H2BD HIST1H1E HIST1H2BE
OSE_peak_2510 100 182 OSE1_peak_4294 chr6_26189138_26189421 284 OSE2_peak_7660 chr6_26189149_26189330 284 chr6_26189138_26189421 HIST1H4D IST1H2BD;HIST1H2BH2AE;HIST1H2BF;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3D;HIS
OSE_peak_2511 91.8089 269 OSE1_peak_4295 chr6_26204815_26205107 293 OSE2_peak_7663 chr6_26204839_26205557 293 chr6_26204815_26205557 HIST1H4E H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HISH1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
OSE_peak_2512 62.6966 279 OSE1_peak_4296 chr6_26205279_26205723 445 OSE2_peak_7663 chr6_26204839_26205557 445 chr6_26204839_26205723 HIST1H4E H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HISH1D;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
OSE_peak_2513 76.5625 147 OSE1_peak_4299 chr6_26285473_26285664 192 OSE2_peak_7666 chr6_26285248_26285619 192 chr6_26285248_26285664 HIST1H4H HIST1H2BI;HIST1H3G .
OSE_peak_2514 100 130 OSE1_peak_4301 chr6_26569085_26569232 148 OSE2_peak_7672 chr6_26569090_26569219 148 chr6_26569085_26569232 . HMGN4 ABT1
OSE_peak_2515 100 148 OSE1_peak_4303 chr6_27099785_27099932 148 OSE2_peak_7674 chr6_27099779_27099984 148 chr6_27099779_27099984 . . 1H2AH;HIST1H2BJ;HIST1H2BK;HIST1H4I;MI
OSE_peak_2516 100 218 OSE1_peak_4305 chr6_27500524_27500882 359 OSE2_peak_7677 chr6_27500622_27500839 359 chr6_27500524_27500882 . . .
OSE_peak_2517 77.1084 128 OSE1_peak_4307 chr6_27763539_27763706 168 OSE2_peak_7680 chr6_27763579_27763744 168 chr6_27763539_27763744 . . H2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HIST1H3H;HIS
OSE_peak_2518 100 141 OSE1_peak_4308 chr6_27776542_27776742 201 OSE2_peak_7682 chr6_27776555_27776695 201 chr6_27776542_27776742 . HIST1H2AI;HIST1H2BHIST1H2BM;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H3H;HIST1H4
OSE_peak_2519 100 358 OSE1_peak_4309 chr6_27792307_27792664 358 OSE2_peak_7683 chr6_27792247_27792693 358 chr6_27792247_27792693 HIST1H4J 2AJ;HIST1H2BL;HISTIST1H2AK;HIST1H2BN;HIST1H4K
OSE_peak_2520 100 142 OSE1_peak_4310 chr6_27805176_27805478 303 OSE2_peak_7685 chr6_27805317_27805458 303 chr6_27805176_27805478 . H2BL;HIST1H2BM;HI1B;HIST1H2AK;HIST1H2AL;HIST1H2BN
OSE_peak_2521 92 161 OSE1_peak_4313 chr6_27839269_27839484 216 OSE2_peak_7687 chr6_27839255_27839429 216 chr6_27839255_27839484 . HIST1H1B;HIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3I;HIST1H3J;HIST1H4L
OSE_peak_2522 100 301 OSE1_peak_4314 chr6_27840993_27841293 301 OSE2_peak_7689 chr6_27840961_27841299 301 chr6_27840961_27841299 HIST1H4L H1B;HIST1H2AL;HISTIST1H2AM;HIST1H2BO;HIST1H3J
OSE_peak_2523 99.3151 145 OSE1_peak_4318 chr6_28763680_28763825 146 OSE2_peak_7693 chr6_28763654_28763824 146 chr6_28763654_28763825 . . .
OSE_peak_2524 56.9444 82 OSE1_peak_4323 chr6_30582479_30582716 238 OSE2_peak_7702 chr6_30582417_30582560 238 chr6_30582417_30582716 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;MRPS18B
OSE_peak_2525 100 1084 OSE1_peak_4324 chr6_30583321_30584404 1084 OSE2_peak_7704 chr6_30583265_30585090 1084 chr6_30583265_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
OSE_peak_2526 100 349 OSE1_peak_4325 chr6_30584703_30585051 349 OSE2_peak_7704 chr6_30583265_30585090 349 chr6_30583265_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 ATAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
OSE_peak_2527 100 165 OSE1_peak_4326 chr6_30650098_30650262 165 OSE2_peak_7705 chr6_30650059_30650344 165 chr6_30650059_30650344 PPP1R18 C6orf136;DHX16 MDC1;NRM
OSE_peak_2528 91.5423 184 OSE1_peak_4328 chr6_30663208_30663418 211 OSE2_peak_7707 chr6_30663191_30663391 211 chr6_30663191_30663418 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R1 MDC1;TUBB
OSE_peak_2529 100 301 OSE1_peak_4329 chr6_30688477_30688777 301 OSE2_peak_7709 chr6_30688413_30688787 301 chr6_30688413_30688787 TUBB MDC1;NRM FLOT1;IER3
OSE_peak_2530 88.3721 190 OSE1_peak_4330 chr6_30688913_30689152 240 OSE2_peak_7710 chr6_30688888_30689102 240 chr6_30688888_30689152 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
OSE_peak_2531 88.8889 112 OSE1_peak_4331 chr6_30690096_30690493 398 OSE2_peak_7712 chr6_30690382_30690507 398 chr6_30690096_30690507 TUBB MDC1 FLOT1;IER3
OSE_peak_2532 75.463 163 OSE1_peak_4333 chr6_30693885_30694100 216 OSE2_peak_7713 chr6_30693818_30694047 216 chr6_30693818_30694100 . MDC1;TUBB FLOT1;IER3
OSE_peak_2533 100 569 OSE1_peak_4334 chr6_30709790_30710358 569 OSE2_peak_7714 chr6_30709674_30710395 569 chr6_30709674_30710395 FLOT1 MDC1;TUBB IER3
OSE_peak_2534 100 597 OSE1_peak_4335 chr6_30710540_30711136 597 OSE2_peak_7715 chr6_30710492_30711410 597 chr6_30710492_30711410 IER3 FLOT1;MDC1;TUBB .
OSE_peak_2535 100 233 OSE1_peak_4337 chr6_30736985_30737217 233 OSE2_peak_7716 chr6_30736936_30737225 233 chr6_30736936_30737225 . FLOT1;IER3 .
OSE_peak_2536 64.5022 149 OSE1_peak_4338 chr6_31620213_31620443 231 OSE2_peak_7722 chr6_31620295_31620647 231 chr6_31620213_31620647 APOM;BAG6 PRRC2A;SNORA38f47;CSNK2B;GPANK1;LY6G5B;LY6G5C
OSE_peak_2537 69.4915 246 OSE1_peak_4339 chr6_31697825_31698369 545 OSE2_peak_7724 chr6_31697717_31698070 545 chr6_31697717_31698369 CLIC1;DDAH2 Y6G6C;LY6G6D;LY6G MSH5;MSH5‐SAPCD1
OSE_peak_2538 99.7895 474 OSE1_peak_4341 chr6_31802641_31803115 475 OSE2_peak_7726 chr6_31802642_31803261 475 chr6_31802641_31803261 C6orf48;SNORD48 1A;HSPA1B;HSPA1L; NEU1;SLC44A4;SNORD52
OSE_peak_2539 16.5517 24 OSE1_peak_4342 chr6_31807860_31808004 145 OSE2_peak_7727 chr6_31807981_31808162 145 chr6_31807860_31808162 . ;HSPA1B;HSPA1L;SN NEU1;SLC44A4
OSE_peak_2540 100 141 OSE1_peak_4345 chr6_32939916_32940056 141 OSE2_peak_7732 chr6_32939908_32940141 141 chr6_32939908_32940141 BRD2 HLA‐DMA .
OSE_peak_2541 96.4029 134 OSE1_peak_4349 chr6_33749235_33749373 139 OSE2_peak_7742 chr6_33749240_33749480 139 chr6_33749235_33749480 LEMD2 . MLN
OSE_peak_2542 89.5604 163 OSE1_peak_4352 chr6_34210916_34211097 182 OSE2_peak_7745 chr6_34210880_34211078 182 chr6_34210880_34211097 HMGA1 . C6orf1
OSE_peak_2543 44.4444 72 OSE1_peak_4354 chr6_35337949_35338110 162 OSE2_peak_7749 chr6_35338039_35338442 162 chr6_35337949_35338442 PPARD . .
OSE_peak_2544 100 164 OSE1_peak_4356 chr6_35436130_35436333 204 OSE2_peak_7750 chr6_35436155_35436318 204 chr6_35436130_35436333 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
OSE_peak_2545 100 152 OSE1_peak_4357 chr6_35437752_35437903 152 OSE2_peak_7751 chr6_35437675_35437955 152 chr6_35437675_35437955 RPL10A FANCE TEAD3;TULP1
OSE_peak_2546 100 125 OSE1_peak_4360 chr6_35569714_35569984 271 OSE2_peak_7753 chr6_35569769_35569893 271 chr6_35569714_35569984 FKBP5 . .
OSE_peak_2547 100 182 OSE1_peak_4361 chr6_35674326_35674552 227 OSE2_peak_7754 chr6_35674330_35674511 227 chr6_35674326_35674552 FKBP5 . LOC285847
OSE_peak_2548 100 157 OSE1_peak_4363 chr6_36553422_36553591 170 OSE2_peak_7759 chr6_36553425_36553581 170 chr6_36553422_36553591 . . SRSF3
OSE_peak_2549 100 140 OSE1_peak_4364 chr6_36562084_36562288 205 OSE2_peak_7760 chr6_36562087_36562226 205 chr6_36562084_36562288 SRSF3 . MIR3925
OSE_peak_2550 100 123 OSE1_peak_4365 chr6_36562470_36562592 123 OSE2_peak_7761 chr6_36562441_36562645 123 chr6_36562441_36562645 SRSF3 . MIR3925
OSE_peak_2551 71.9048 151 OSE1_peak_4368 chr6_36737769_36738006 238 OSE2_peak_7767 chr6_36737710_36737919 238 chr6_36737710_36738006 CPNE5 . .
OSE_peak_2552 62.8272 120 OSE1_peak_4369 chr6_37139566_37139756 191 OSE2_peak_7771 chr6_37139637_37139831 191 chr6_37139566_37139831 PIM1 . .
OSE_peak_2553 100 179 OSE1_peak_4372 chr6_41934852_41935030 179 OSE2_peak_7780 chr6_41934850_41935195 179 chr6_41934850_41935195 CCND3 . .
OSE_peak_2554 100 244 OSE1_peak_4381 chr6_44214789_44215032 244 OSE2_peak_7801 chr6_44214683_44215112 244 chr6_44214683_44215112 HSP90AB1 SLC29A1 R4647;NFKBIE;SLC35B2;TMEM151B
OSE_peak_2555 100 121 OSE1_peak_4386 chr6_45406607_45406727 121 OSE2_peak_7809 chr6_45406580_45406764 121 chr6_45406580_45406764 RUNX2 . .
OSE_peak_2556 86.385 184 OSE1_peak_4387 chr6_45413644_45413856 213 OSE2_peak_7810 chr6_45413507_45413827 213 chr6_45413507_45413856 RUNX2 . .
OSE_peak_2557 100 209 OSE1_peak_4388 chr6_45576044_45576252 209 OSE2_peak_7815 chr6_45575963_45576322 209 chr6_45575963_45576322 . . .
OSE_peak_2558 100 155 OSE1_peak_4389 chr6_45576865_45577019 155 OSE2_peak_7816 chr6_45576669_45577107 155 chr6_45576669_45577107 . . .
OSE_peak_2559 80.9917 196 OSE1_peak_4390 chr6_45624282_45624576 295 OSE2_peak_7817 chr6_45624236_45624477 295 chr6_45624236_45624576 . . .
OSE_peak_2560 100 125 OSE1_peak_4392 chr6_45665442_45665566 125 OSE2_peak_7819 chr6_45665435_45665606 125 chr6_45665435_45665606 . . .
OSE_peak_2561 100 120 OSE1_peak_4393 chr6_46652667_46652803 137 OSE2_peak_7822 chr6_46652668_46652787 137 chr6_46652667_46652803 . SLC25A27 PLA2G7;TDRD6
OSE_peak_2562 93.0769 121 OSE1_peak_4394 chr6_47103531_47103660 130 OSE2_peak_7823 chr6_47103540_47103693 130 chr6_47103531_47103693 . . .
OSE_peak_2563 100 199 OSE1_peak_4395 chr6_48000031_48000229 199 OSE2_peak_7828 chr6_48000016_48000238 199 chr6_48000016_48000238 PTCHD4 . .
OSE_peak_2564 100 143 OSE1_peak_4396 chr6_48394528_48394670 143 OSE2_peak_7830 chr6_48394510_48394682 143 chr6_48394510_48394682 . . .
OSE_peak_2565 97.7143 171 OSE1_peak_4397 chr6_50055077_50055251 175 OSE2_peak_7832 chr6_50055050_50055247 175 chr6_50055050_50055251 . . .
OSE_peak_2566 69.7674 90 OSE1_peak_4399 chr6_52403873_52404001 129 OSE2_peak_7837 chr6_52403912_52404061 129 chr6_52403873_52404061 TRAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2567 100 232 OSE1_peak_4400 chr6_52408439_52408685 247 OSE2_peak_7838 chr6_52408445_52408676 247 chr6_52408439_52408685 TRAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2568 100 179 OSE1_peak_4401 chr6_52431655_52431869 215 OSE2_peak_7840 chr6_52431679_52431857 215 chr6_52431655_52431869 TRAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2569 92.4623 184 OSE1_peak_4402 chr6_52860610_52860808 199 OSE2_peak_7847 chr6_52860625_52860842 199 chr6_52860610_52860842 . GSTA4 ICK
OSE_peak_2570 85.4305 129 OSE1_peak_4404 chr6_53599404_53599554 151 OSE2_peak_7851 chr6_53599357_53599532 151 chr6_53599357_53599554 . . .
OSE_peak_2571 78.0488 96 OSE1_peak_4408 chr6_55966067_55966189 123 OSE2_peak_7854 chr6_55966028_55966162 123 chr6_55966028_55966189 COL21A1 . .
OSE_peak_2572 100 174 OSE1_peak_4409 chr6_56229907_56230080 174 OSE2_peak_7856 chr6_56229868_56230132 174 chr6_56229868_56230132 . . .
OSE_peak_2573 100 232 OSE1_peak_4410 chr6_56733533_56733825 293 OSE2_peak_7858 chr6_56733533_56733764 293 chr6_56733533_56733825 . . .
OSE_peak_2574 100 160 OSE1_peak_4413 chr6_64516325_64516484 160 OSE2_peak_7862 chr6_64516307_64516509 160 chr6_64516307_64516509 EYS . .
OSE_peak_2575 56.4626 83 OSE1_peak_4414 chr6_64607330_64607476 147 OSE2_peak_7863 chr6_64607394_64607576 147 chr6_64607330_64607576 EYS . .
OSE_peak_2576 100 174 OSE1_peak_4416 chr6_65600595_65600768 174 OSE2_peak_7865 chr6_65600553_65600778 174 chr6_65600553_65600778 EYS . .
OSE_peak_2577 97.5 117 OSE1_peak_4417 chr6_67445159_67445278 120 OSE2_peak_7867 chr6_67445155_67445275 120 chr6_67445155_67445278 . . .
OSE_peak_2578 93.1818 123 OSE1_peak_4419 chr6_69733085_69733216 132 OSE2_peak_7873 chr6_69733094_69733265 132 chr6_69733085_69733265 BAI3 . .
OSE_peak_2579 84.434 179 OSE1_peak_4424 chr6_72253878_72254089 212 OSE2_peak_7879 chr6_72253843_72254056 212 chr6_72253843_72254089 . . .
OSE_peak_2580 56.9231 222 OSE1_peak_4425 chr6_74223584_74224602 1019 OSE2_peak_7882 chr6_74223416_74223805 1019 chr6_74223416_74224602 . MTO1 EEF1A1
OSE_peak_2581 68.0079 693 OSE1_peak_4425 chr6_74223584_74224602 1019 OSE2_peak_7883 chr6_74223910_74225175 1019 chr6_74223584_74225175 . MTO1 EEF1A1
OSE_peak_2582 53.012 440 OSE1_peak_4426 chr6_74224736_74225565 830 OSE2_peak_7883 chr6_74223910_74225175 830 chr6_74223910_74225565 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2583 57.8035 200 OSE1_peak_4426 chr6_74224736_74225565 830 OSE2_peak_7884 chr6_74225366_74225711 830 chr6_74224736_74225711 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2584 49.3506 266 OSE1_peak_4427 chr6_74225769_74226307 539 OSE2_peak_7885 chr6_74226042_74227271 539 chr6_74225769_74227271 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2585 94.2563 640 OSE1_peak_4428 chr6_74226632_74227310 679 OSE2_peak_7885 chr6_74226042_74227271 679 chr6_74226042_74227310 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2586 100 170 OSE1_peak_4429 chr6_74229189_74229412 224 OSE2_peak_7886 chr6_74229235_74229404 224 chr6_74229189_74229412 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2587 100 616 OSE1_peak_4430 chr6_74230211_74230826 616 OSE2_peak_7888 chr6_74230168_74230856 616 chr6_74230168_74230856 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
OSE_peak_2588 100 145 OSE1_peak_4432 chr6_74513237_74513502 266 OSE2_peak_7889 chr6_74513320_74513464 266 chr6_74513237_74513502 CD109 . .
OSE_peak_2589 100 166 OSE1_peak_4433 chr6_75316560_75316725 166 OSE2_peak_7892 chr6_75316469_75316735 166 chr6_75316469_75316735 . . .
OSE_peak_2590 92.5373 124 OSE1_peak_4435 chr6_77743932_77744109 178 OSE2_peak_7895 chr6_77743986_77744119 178 chr6_77743932_77744119 . . .
OSE_peak_2591 76.5517 111 OSE1_peak_4436 chr6_79308809_79308974 166 OSE2_peak_7897 chr6_79308775_79308919 166 chr6_79308775_79308974 . . .
OSE_peak_2592 100 198 OSE1_peak_4439 chr6_80885013_80885210 198 OSE2_peak_7899 chr6_80884949_80885242 198 chr6_80884949_80885242 BCKDHB . .
OSE_peak_2593 100 125 OSE1_peak_4441 chr6_82605262_82605386 125 OSE2_peak_7901 chr6_82605250_82605425 125 chr6_82605250_82605425 . . .
OSE_peak_2594 100 120 OSE1_peak_4444 chr6_83106861_83106980 120 OSE2_peak_7904 chr6_83106824_83107010 120 chr6_83106824_83107010 . TPBG .
OSE_peak_2595 100 172 OSE1_peak_4445 chr6_83118667_83118838 172 OSE2_peak_7907 chr6_83118632_83118924 172 chr6_83118632_83118924 . . .
OSE_peak_2596 100 179 OSE1_peak_4446 chr6_83552586_83552764 179 OSE2_peak_7909 chr6_83552585_83552820 179 chr6_83552585_83552820 . . .
OSE_peak_2597 90.4382 227 OSE1_peak_4447 chr6_83981257_83981545 289 OSE2_peak_7911 chr6_83981233_83981483 289 chr6_83981233_83981545 ME1 . .
OSE_peak_2598 100 201 OSE1_peak_4449 chr6_85127072_85127272 201 OSE2_peak_7912 chr6_85126998_85127288 201 chr6_85126998_85127288 . . .
OSE_peak_2599 100 152 OSE1_peak_4450 chr6_85362202_85362353 152 OSE2_peak_7915 chr6_85362150_85362371 152 chr6_85362150_85362371 . . .
OSE_peak_2600 100 188 OSE1_peak_4452 chr6_86113299_86113723 425 OSE2_peak_7919 chr6_86113456_86113643 425 chr6_86113299_86113723 . . .
OSE_peak_2601 81.6327 200 OSE1_peak_4453 chr6_86173998_86174248 251 OSE2_peak_7922 chr6_86173953_86174197 251 chr6_86173953_86174248 NT5E . .
OSE_peak_2602 91.5459 379 OSE1_peak_4454 chr6_86174404_86174870 467 OSE2_peak_7923 chr6_86174369_86174782 467 chr6_86174369_86174870 NT5E . .
OSE_peak_2603 100 139 OSE1_peak_4456 chr6_86388333_86388471 139 OSE2_peak_7929 chr6_86388265_86388477 139 chr6_86388265_86388477 SNHG5 NORD50A;SNORD50 .
OSE_peak_2604 96.7105 147 OSE1_peak_4459 chr6_90807947_90808098 152 OSE2_peak_7936 chr6_90807934_90808093 152 chr6_90807934_90808098 BACH2 . .
OSE_peak_2605 95.4286 334 OSE1_peak_4463 chr6_102254268_102254617 350 OSE2_peak_7945 chr6_102254237_102254601 350 chr6_102254237_102254617 GRIK2 . .
OSE_peak_2606 97.4747 193 OSE1_peak_4466 chr6_106047765_106047984 220 OSE2_peak_7954 chr6_106047760_106047957 220 chr6_106047760_106047984 . . .
OSE_peak_2607 87.5 105 OSE1_peak_4470 chr6_109010721_109010840 120 OSE2_peak_7965 chr6_109010607_109010825 120 chr6_109010607_109010840 . FOXO3 .
OSE_peak_2608 33.5135 62 OSE1_peak_4475 chr6_112294304_112294488 185 OSE2_peak_7971 chr6_112294427_112294706 185 chr6_112294304_112294706 . . .
OSE_peak_2609 79.1946 118 OSE1_peak_4476 chr6_112294589_112294737 149 OSE2_peak_7971 chr6_112294427_112294706 149 chr6_112294427_112294737 . . .
OSE_peak_2610 91.8033 112 OSE1_peak_4477 chr6_112543412_112543553 142 OSE2_peak_7972 chr6_112543402_112543523 142 chr6_112543402_112543553 LAMA4 . .
OSE_peak_2611 92.8571 130 OSE1_peak_4479 chr6_113127466_113127673 208 OSE2_peak_7973 chr6_113127544_113127683 208 chr6_113127466_113127683 . . .
OSE_peak_2612 91.4692 193 OSE1_peak_4481 chr6_113441871_113442081 211 OSE2_peak_7974 chr6_113441520_113442063 211 chr6_113441520_113442081 . . .
OSE_peak_2613 100 262 OSE1_peak_4482 chr6_113966108_113966369 262 OSE2_peak_7979 chr6_113966099_113966369 262 chr6_113966099_113966369 . . .
OSE_peak_2614 55.5024 116 OSE1_peak_4483 chr6_113966773_113967011 239 OSE2_peak_7980 chr6_113966896_113967104 239 chr6_113966773_113967104 . . .
OSE_peak_2615 99.3056 143 OSE1_peak_4484 chr6_114019284_114019427 144 OSE2_peak_7981 chr6_114019285_114019556 144 chr6_114019284_114019556 . . .
OSE_peak_2616 100 275 OSE1_peak_4488 chr6_117762256_117762530 275 OSE2_peak_7983 chr6_117762208_117762707 275 chr6_117762208_117762707 . ROS1 .
OSE_peak_2617 100 212 OSE1_peak_4489 chr6_117819526_117819737 212 OSE2_peak_7985 chr6_117819380_117819745 212 chr6_117819380_117819745 DCBLD1 . .
OSE_peak_2618 92.8 116 OSE1_peak_4490 chr6_118709515_118709639 125 OSE2_peak_7986 chr6_118709524_118709823 125 chr6_118709515_118709823 . . .
OSE_peak_2619 93.4132 156 OSE1_peak_4495 chr6_122013402_122013568 167 OSE2_peak_7988 chr6_122013365_122013557 167 chr6_122013365_122013568 . . .
OSE_peak_2620 93.007 133 OSE1_peak_4496 chr6_123412257_123412425 169 OSE2_peak_7992 chr6_123412247_123412389 169 chr6_123412247_123412425 . CLVS2 .
OSE_peak_2621 96.5035 138 OSE1_peak_4497 chr6_124222655_124222797 143 OSE2_peak_7994 chr6_124222660_124222909 143 chr6_124222655_124222909 NKAIN2 . .
OSE_peak_2622 100 179 OSE1_peak_4498 chr6_124524699_124524877 179 OSE2_peak_7995 chr6_124524682_124524877 179 chr6_124524682_124524877 NKAIN2 . .
OSE_peak_2623 100 120 OSE1_peak_4499 chr6_124997305_124997424 120 OSE2_peak_7999 chr6_124997290_124997579 120 chr6_124997290_124997579 NKAIN2 . .
OSE_peak_2624 100 146 OSE1_peak_4500 chr6_125064290_125064435 146 OSE2_peak_8000 chr6_125064046_125064446 146 chr6_125064046_125064446 NKAIN2 . .
OSE_peak_2625 58.3333 70 OSE1_peak_4501 chr6_126501956_126502075 120 OSE2_peak_8005 chr6_126501887_126502025 120 chr6_126501887_126502075 . . .
OSE_peak_2626 100 180 OSE1_peak_4502 chr6_126509522_126509701 180 OSE2_peak_8006 chr6_126509449_126509718 180 chr6_126509449_126509718 . . .
OSE_peak_2627 100 259 OSE1_peak_4503 chr6_127423513_127423771 259 OSE2_peak_8007 chr6_127423503_127423821 259 chr6_127423503_127423821 . . RSPO3
OSE_peak_2628 92.2222 166 OSE1_peak_4504 chr6_127468170_127468365 196 OSE2_peak_8008 chr6_127468156_127468335 196 chr6_127468156_127468365 RSPO3 . .
OSE_peak_2629 91.1243 154 OSE1_peak_4507 chr6_129504936_129505104 169 OSE2_peak_8011 chr6_129504919_129505089 169 chr6_129504919_129505104 LAMA2 . .
OSE_peak_2630 100 125 OSE1_peak_4508 chr6_129508266_129508390 125 OSE2_peak_8012 chr6_129508226_129508391 125 chr6_129508226_129508391 LAMA2 . .
OSE_peak_2631 100 174 OSE1_peak_4510 chr6_129911859_129912032 174 OSE2_peak_8014 chr6_129911819_129912032 174 chr6_129911819_129912032 ARHGAP18 . .
OSE_peak_2632 89.2556 1163 OSE1_peak_4511 chr6_132268013_132270459 2447 OSE2_peak_8019 chr6_132267873_132269175 2447 chr6_132267873_132270459 CTGF . .
OSE_peak_2633 48.1814 1179 OSE1_peak_4511 chr6_132268013_132270459 2447 OSE2_peak_8020 chr6_132269281_132271732 2447 chr6_132268013_132271732 CTGF . .
OSE_peak_2634 100 463 OSE1_peak_4512 chr6_132270593_132271055 463 OSE2_peak_8020 chr6_132269281_132271732 463 chr6_132269281_132271732 CTGF . .
OSE_peak_2635 100 285 OSE1_peak_4513 chr6_132271227_132271511 285 OSE2_peak_8020 chr6_132269281_132271732 285 chr6_132269281_132271732 CTGF . .
OSE_peak_2636 82.8947 189 OSE1_peak_4514 chr6_132272548_132272775 228 OSE2_peak_8021 chr6_132272356_132272736 228 chr6_132272356_132272775 CTGF . .
OSE_peak_2637 93.9024 154 OSE1_peak_4515 chr6_132474381_132474544 164 OSE2_peak_8023 chr6_132474391_132474571 164 chr6_132474381_132474571 LOC100507254 . .
OSE_peak_2638 20.0758 106 OSE1_peak_4516 chr6_133141689_133142216 528 OSE2_peak_8028 chr6_133141163_133141794 528 chr6_133141163_133142216 . 1;SNORA33;SNORD1 .
OSE_peak_2639 66.6667 132 OSE1_peak_4519 chr6_133662606_133662813 208 OSE2_peak_8031 chr6_133662682_133662879 208 chr6_133662606_133662879 EYA4 . .
OSE_peak_2640 100 253 OSE1_peak_4520 chr6_133930864_133931116 253 OSE2_peak_8032 chr6_133930849_133931374 253 chr6_133930849_133931374 . . .
OSE_peak_2641 99.3827 161 OSE1_peak_4521 chr6_134136022_134136199 178 OSE2_peak_8036 chr6_134136039_134136200 178 chr6_134136022_134136200 . . MGC34034
OSE_peak_2642 88.8 111 OSE1_peak_4522 chr6_134273536_134273702 167 OSE2_peak_8037 chr6_134273592_134273716 167 chr6_134273536_134273716 TBPL1 . .
OSE_peak_2643 100 169 OSE1_peak_4525 chr6_134489801_134489969 169 OSE2_peak_8040 chr6_134489750_134490307 169 chr6_134489750_134490307 . . SGK1
OSE_peak_2644 100 121 OSE1_peak_4526 chr6_134490084_134490204 121 OSE2_peak_8040 chr6_134489750_134490307 121 chr6_134489750_134490307 . . SGK1
OSE_peak_2645 80.1587 101 OSE1_peak_4528 chr6_134492382_134492507 126 OSE2_peak_8043 chr6_134492407_134492551 126 chr6_134492382_134492551 SGK1 . .
OSE_peak_2646 100 135 OSE1_peak_4529 chr6_134492847_134492981 135 OSE2_peak_8044 chr6_134492827_134493095 135 chr6_134492827_134493095 SGK1 . .
OSE_peak_2647 76.2887 148 OSE1_peak_4530 chr6_134495277_134495470 194 OSE2_peak_8046 chr6_134495323_134495622 194 chr6_134495277_134495622 SGK1 . .
OSE_peak_2648 86.6142 110 OSE1_peak_4531 chr6_134495856_134495985 130 OSE2_peak_8047 chr6_134495876_134496002 130 chr6_134495856_134496002 SGK1 . .
OSE_peak_2649 100 136 OSE1_peak_4534 chr6_135613021_135613156 136 OSE2_peak_8056 chr6_135612999_135613170 136 chr6_135612999_135613170 AHI1 . .
OSE_peak_2650 100 193 OSE1_peak_4535 chr6_136571778_136571970 193 OSE2_peak_8063 chr6_136571722_136572016 193 chr6_136571722_136572016 . FAM54A BCLAF1
OSE_peak_2651 99.5516 222 OSE1_peak_4537 chr6_137469943_137470165 223 OSE2_peak_8067 chr6_137469927_137470164 223 chr6_137469927_137470165 IL22RA2 . .
OSE_peak_2652 22.1374 29 OSE1_peak_4540 chr6_137539913_137540043 131 OSE2_peak_8068 chr6_137539737_137539941 131 chr6_137539737_137540043 IFNGR1 . .
OSE_peak_2653 100 128 OSE1_peak_4541 chr6_137563066_137563193 128 OSE2_peak_8069 chr6_137562833_137563195 128 chr6_137562833_137563195 . IFNGR1 .
OSE_peak_2654 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_4546 chr6_138409494_138409613 120 OSE2_peak_8075 chr6_138409496_138409615 120 chr6_138409494_138409615 . . PERP
OSE_peak_2655 74.1667 89 OSE1_peak_4549 chr6_139695675_139695798 124 OSE2_peak_8084 chr6_139695644_139695763 124 chr6_139695644_139695798 CITED2 . .
OSE_peak_2656 100 130 OSE1_peak_4551 chr6_140064856_140064985 130 OSE2_peak_8088 chr6_140064855_140065009 130 chr6_140064855_140065009 . . LOC100132735
OSE_peak_2657 100 297 OSE1_peak_4552 chr6_140383212_140383535 324 OSE2_peak_8090 chr6_140383235_140383531 324 chr6_140383212_140383535 . . .
OSE_peak_2658 93.8356 137 OSE1_peak_4553 chr6_140392447_140392592 146 OSE2_peak_8091 chr6_140392456_140393087 146 chr6_140392447_140393087 . . .
OSE_peak_2659 100 140 OSE1_peak_4554 chr6_140495764_140495903 140 OSE2_peak_8092 chr6_140495670_140496078 140 chr6_140495670_140496078 . . .
OSE_peak_2660 92.517 136 OSE1_peak_4555 chr6_141908998_141909144 147 OSE2_peak_8095 chr6_141908979_141909133 147 chr6_141908979_141909144 . . .
OSE_peak_2661 84.0909 111 OSE1_peak_4556 chr6_143261725_143261856 132 OSE2_peak_8101 chr6_143261746_143261899 132 chr6_143261725_143261899 HIVEP2 . LOC100507489
OSE_peak_2662 99.2806 138 OSE1_peak_4559 chr6_147491551_147491689 139 OSE2_peak_8119 chr6_147491552_147491734 139 chr6_147491551_147491734 LOC729178 . .
OSE_peak_2663 98.3108 291 OSE1_peak_4560 chr6_149354163_149354458 296 OSE2_peak_8124 chr6_149354168_149354504 296 chr6_149354163_149354504 UST . .
OSE_peak_2664 100 172 OSE1_peak_4561 chr6_149450933_149451156 224 OSE2_peak_8126 chr6_149450950_149451121 224 chr6_149450933_149451156 . . .
OSE_peak_2665 74.6753 115 OSE1_peak_4563 chr6_151325835_151325988 154 OSE2_peak_8131 chr6_151325874_151326050 154 chr6_151325835_151326050 MTHFD1L . .
OSE_peak_2666 93.617 352 OSE1_peak_4564 chr6_151362147_151362522 376 OSE2_peak_8133 chr6_151362171_151362707 376 chr6_151362147_151362707 MTHFD1L . .
OSE_peak_2667 65.3509 149 OSE1_peak_4569 chr6_154708545_154708796 252 OSE2_peak_8143 chr6_154708648_154708875 252 chr6_154708545_154708875 . . CNKSR3
OSE_peak_2668 100 195 OSE1_peak_4570 chr6_155424300_155424494 195 OSE2_peak_8147 chr6_155424211_155424563 195 chr6_155424211_155424563 TIAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2669 93.7269 254 OSE1_peak_4571 chr6_155438463_155438733 271 OSE2_peak_8148 chr6_155438446_155438716 271 chr6_155438446_155438733 TIAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2670 100 127 OSE1_peak_4572 chr6_155492460_155492586 127 OSE2_peak_8150 chr6_155492396_155492715 127 chr6_155492396_155492715 TIAM2 . .
OSE_peak_2671 91.8129 157 OSE1_peak_4573 chr6_155662399_155662569 171 OSE2_peak_8151 chr6_155662385_155662555 171 chr6_155662385_155662569 . TFB1M .
OSE_peak_2672 100 120 OSE1_peak_4577 chr6_157342426_157342545 120 OSE2_peak_8155 chr6_157342426_157342610 120 chr6_157342426_157342610 ARID1B . .
OSE_peak_2673 100 138 OSE1_peak_4579 chr6_157470237_157470374 138 OSE2_peak_8156 chr6_157470097_157470431 138 chr6_157470097_157470431 ARID1B . .
OSE_peak_2674 100 129 OSE1_peak_4582 chr6_158461537_158461675 139 OSE2_peak_8161 chr6_158461537_158461665 139 chr6_158461537_158461675 SYNJ2 . .
OSE_peak_2675 84.6154 231 OSE1_peak_4583 chr6_158481985_158482335 351 OSE2_peak_8162 chr6_158481943_158482215 351 chr6_158481943_158482335 SYNJ2 . .
OSE_peak_2676 94.8905 130 OSE1_peak_4585 chr6_160560557_160560693 137 OSE2_peak_8170 chr6_160560544_160560686 137 chr6_160560544_160560693 SLC22A1 . .
OSE_peak_2677 55.6291 84 OSE1_peak_4588 chr6_161459561_161459711 151 OSE2_peak_8172 chr6_161459628_161459835 151 chr6_161459561_161459835 MAP3K4 . .
OSE_peak_2678 100 120 OSE1_peak_4589 chr6_163647981_163648174 194 OSE2_peak_8173 chr6_163647994_163648113 194 chr6_163647981_163648174 PACRG . .
OSE_peak_2679 77.8689 95 OSE1_peak_4593 chr6_166104520_166104641 122 OSE2_peak_8174 chr6_166104547_166104774 122 chr6_166104520_166104774 . PDE10A .
OSE_peak_2680 100 138 OSE1_peak_4594 chr6_166795516_166795653 138 OSE2_peak_8175 chr6_166795440_166796321 138 chr6_166795440_166796321 BRP44L . RPS6KA2
OSE_peak_2681 100 128 OSE1_peak_4595 chr6_166796126_166796253 128 OSE2_peak_8175 chr6_166795440_166796321 128 chr6_166795440_166796321 BRP44L . RPS6KA2
OSE_peak_2682 91.1243 154 OSE1_peak_4596 chr6_167033556_167033724 169 OSE2_peak_8177 chr6_167033571_167033784 169 chr6_167033556_167033784 RPS6KA2 . .
OSE_peak_2683 100 187 OSE1_peak_4597 chr6_168408331_168408517 187 OSE2_peak_8181 chr6_168408307_168408652 187 chr6_168408307_168408652 . . KIF25
OSE_peak_2684 100 161 OSE1_peak_4598 chr7_10011_10177 167 OSE2_peak_8186 chr7_10011_10171 167 chr7_10011_10177 . . .
OSE_peak_2685 100 136 OSE1_peak_4599 chr7_101893_102028 136 OSE2_peak_8187 chr7_101866_102061 136 chr7_101866_102061 . . .
OSE_peak_2686 89.1667 107 OSE1_peak_4600 chr7_582996_583115 120 OSE2_peak_8189 chr7_582896_583102 120 chr7_582896_583115 . FLJ44511;PDGFA PRKAR1B
OSE_peak_2687 25 30 OSE1_peak_4605 chr7_2563972_2564091 120 OSE2_peak_8192 chr7_2563695_2564001 120 chr7_2563695_2564091 LFNG . BRAT1;MIR4648
OSE_peak_2688 67.7852 101 OSE1_peak_4606 chr7_2569401_2569549 149 OSE2_peak_8193 chr7_2569449_2569632 149 chr7_2569401_2569632 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
OSE_peak_2689 82.2222 111 OSE1_peak_4607 chr7_2570117_2570251 135 OSE2_peak_8194 chr7_2570141_2570286 135 chr7_2570117_2570286 . LFNG;MIR4648 BRAT1;IQCE
OSE_peak_2690 100 219 OSE1_peak_4608 chr7_2729774_2730043 270 OSE2_peak_8197 chr7_2729801_2730019 270 chr7_2729774_2730043 AMZ1 TTYH3 .
OSE_peak_2691 65.285 126 OSE1_peak_4610 chr7_2903448_2903640 193 OSE2_peak_8200 chr7_2903368_2903573 193 chr7_2903368_2903640 . GNA12 .
OSE_peak_2692 100 295 OSE1_peak_4611 chr7_2913826_2914120 295 OSE2_peak_8201 chr7_2913748_2914240 295 chr7_2913748_2914240 . GNA12 .
OSE_peak_2693 100 129 OSE1_peak_4613 chr7_5563611_5563739 129 OSE2_peak_8210 chr7_5563562_5563804 129 chr7_5563562_5563804 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
OSE_peak_2694 100 221 OSE1_peak_4615 chr7_5564596_5564816 221 OSE2_peak_8211 chr7_5564477_5565288 221 chr7_5564477_5565288 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
OSE_peak_2695 52.9771 347 OSE1_peak_4616 chr7_5564942_5565596 655 OSE2_peak_8211 chr7_5564477_5565288 655 chr7_5564477_5565596 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
OSE_peak_2696 25.9542 170 OSE1_peak_4616 chr7_5564942_5565596 655 OSE2_peak_8212 chr7_5565427_5566229 655 chr7_5564942_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
OSE_peak_2697 100 406 OSE1_peak_4617 chr7_5565747_5566152 406 OSE2_peak_8212 chr7_5565427_5566229 406 chr7_5565427_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
OSE_peak_2698 100 249 OSE1_peak_4618 chr7_5566347_5566595 249 OSE2_peak_8213 chr7_5566331_5566770 249 chr7_5566331_5566770 . FBXL18 ACTB
OSE_peak_2699 83.6066 102 OSE1_peak_4619 chr7_5567006_5567127 122 OSE2_peak_8214 chr7_5567026_5567393 122 chr7_5567006_5567393 ACTB FBXL18 .
OSE_peak_2700 91.195 145 OSE1_peak_4620 chr7_5567249_5567407 159 OSE2_peak_8214 chr7_5567026_5567393 159 chr7_5567026_5567407 ACTB FBXL18 .
OSE_peak_2701 100 230 OSE1_peak_4621 chr7_5568324_5568553 230 OSE2_peak_8215 chr7_5568108_5568659 230 chr7_5568108_5568659 ACTB FBXL18 .
OSE_peak_2702 100 205 OSE1_peak_4622 chr7_5631179_5631629 451 OSE2_peak_8218 chr7_5631292_5631496 451 chr7_5631179_5631629 . . FSCN1;RNF216
OSE_peak_2703 79.4326 112 OSE1_peak_4632 chr7_17081002_17081142 141 OSE2_peak_8242 chr7_17080939_17081113 141 chr7_17080939_17081142 . . .
OSE_peak_2704 100 138 OSE1_peak_4633 chr7_17139279_17139416 138 OSE2_peak_8243 chr7_17139216_17139448 138 chr7_17139216_17139448 . . .
OSE_peak_2705 95.9091 211 OSE1_peak_4634 chr7_17279453_17279693 241 OSE2_peak_8244 chr7_17279444_17279663 241 chr7_17279444_17279693 . . .
OSE_peak_2706 95.3488 123 OSE1_peak_4635 chr7_17448224_17448382 159 OSE2_peak_8247 chr7_17448260_17448388 159 chr7_17448224_17448388 . . .
OSE_peak_2707 88.3333 106 OSE1_peak_4636 chr7_17586321_17586440 120 OSE2_peak_8251 chr7_17586335_17586467 120 chr7_17586321_17586467 . . .
OSE_peak_2708 89.1667 107 OSE1_peak_4637 chr7_17597313_17597432 120 OSE2_peak_8252 chr7_17597326_17597445 120 chr7_17597313_17597445 . . .
OSE_peak_2709 65.1685 116 OSE1_peak_4638 chr7_19049325_19049645 321 OSE2_peak_8256 chr7_19049530_19049707 321 chr7_19049325_19049707 . HDAC9 .
OSE_peak_2710 96.5517 140 OSE1_peak_4639 chr7_19324310_19324454 145 OSE2_peak_8258 chr7_19324296_19324449 145 chr7_19324296_19324454 . . .
OSE_peak_2711 95.8991 304 OSE1_peak_4642 chr7_19998019_19998335 317 OSE2_peak_8260 chr7_19998032_19998365 317 chr7_19998019_19998365 . . .
OSE_peak_2712 100 327 OSE1_peak_4644 chr7_20259467_20259793 327 OSE2_peak_8261 chr7_20259370_20259816 327 chr7_20259370_20259816 . MACC1 .
OSE_peak_2713 100 144 OSE1_peak_4645 chr7_20260844_20260987 144 OSE2_peak_8262 chr7_20260693_20261109 144 chr7_20260693_20261109 . MACC1 .
OSE_peak_2714 94.7917 182 OSE1_peak_4646 chr7_22617214_22617405 192 OSE2_peak_8267 chr7_22617224_22617451 192 chr7_22617214_22617451 . LOC100506178 .
OSE_peak_2715 100 160 OSE1_peak_4649 chr7_23397046_23397205 160 OSE2_peak_8273 chr7_23396963_23397213 160 chr7_23396963_23397213 IGF2BP3 . .
OSE_peak_2716 90.9091 200 OSE1_peak_4650 chr7_23753567_23753815 249 OSE2_peak_8275 chr7_23753547_23753766 249 chr7_23753547_23753815 STK31 C7orf46 .
OSE_peak_2717 58.2822 95 OSE1_peak_4654 chr7_26240279_26240441 163 OSE2_peak_8287 chr7_26240136_26240373 163 chr7_26240136_26240441 HNRNPA2B1 NFE2L3 CBX3
OSE_peak_2718 100 361 OSE1_peak_4656 chr7_27154694_27155054 361 OSE2_peak_8290 chr7_27154563_27155204 361 chr7_27154563_27155204 HOXA3 TAIRM1;HOXA1;HOXOXA‐AS3;HOXA4;HOXA5;HOXA6
OSE_peak_2719 98.0519 151 OSE1_peak_4657 chr7_27183120_27183273 154 OSE2_peak_8296 chr7_27183123_27183342 154 chr7_27183120_27183342 HOXA‐AS3;HOXA5 HOXA3;HOXA4 A10‐HOXA9;HOXA6;HOXA7;HOXA9;MIR196
OSE_peak_2720 70.7483 104 OSE1_peak_4658 chr7_27205129_27205275 147 OSE2_peak_8301 chr7_27205172_27205387 147 chr7_27205129_27205387 HOXA10‐HOXA9;HOXA9AS3;HOXA5;HOXA6;XA10;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;MIR196B
OSE_peak_2721 76.6667 92 OSE1_peak_4660 chr7_27212547_27212666 120 OSE2_peak_8302 chr7_27212470_27212638 120 chr7_27212470_27212666 HOXA10;HOXA10‐HOXAA5;HOXA6;HOXA7;HTTIP;HOXA11;HOXA11‐AS;HOXA13
OSE_peak_2722 100 161 OSE1_peak_4661 chr7_28123353_28123513 161 OSE2_peak_8304 chr7_28123337_28123541 161 chr7_28123337_28123541 JAZF1 . .
OSE_peak_2723 100 149 OSE1_peak_4662 chr7_28895548_28895715 168 OSE2_peak_8307 chr7_28895561_28895709 168 chr7_28895548_28895715 . . .
OSE_peak_2724 97.0149 130 OSE1_peak_4663 chr7_29325128_29325261 134 OSE2_peak_8308 chr7_29325093_29325257 134 chr7_29325093_29325261 CHN2 . .
OSE_peak_2725 98.7421 157 OSE1_peak_4665 chr7_30843865_30844023 159 OSE2_peak_8313 chr7_30843867_30844039 159 chr7_30843865_30844039 AM188B;INMT‐FAM188 . .
OSE_peak_2726 81.6176 111 OSE1_peak_4666 chr7_33914041_33914176 136 OSE2_peak_8319 chr7_33913995_33914151 136 chr7_33913995_33914176 . . .
OSE_peak_2727 92.2535 393 OSE1_peak_4667 chr7_34019393_34019818 426 OSE2_peak_8320 chr7_34019353_34019785 426 chr7_34019353_34019818 BMPER . .
OSE_peak_2728 63.6905 107 OSE1_peak_4672 chr7_36155603_36155770 168 OSE2_peak_8328 chr7_36155465_36155709 168 chr7_36155465_36155770 . . .
OSE_peak_2729 93.9227 170 OSE1_peak_4673 chr7_36698219_36698399 181 OSE2_peak_8332 chr7_36698230_36698416 181 chr7_36698219_36698416 AOAH . .
OSE_peak_2730 96.3235 131 OSE1_peak_4674 chr7_39653259_39653413 155 OSE2_peak_8334 chr7_39653283_39653418 155 chr7_39653259_39653418 . LOC646999 RALA
OSE_peak_2731 100 166 OSE1_peak_4675 chr7_40261557_40261722 166 OSE2_peak_8337 chr7_40261533_40261852 166 chr7_40261533_40261852 C7orf10 . .
OSE_peak_2732 95.7895 182 OSE1_peak_4677 chr7_41229568_41229771 204 OSE2_peak_8343 chr7_41229560_41229749 204 chr7_41229560_41229771 . . .
OSE_peak_2733 90.604 135 OSE1_peak_4678 chr7_41919794_41919942 149 OSE2_peak_8347 chr7_41919808_41919978 149 chr7_41919794_41919978 . . .
OSE_peak_2734 82.3529 378 OSE1_peak_4679 chr7_41956053_41956558 506 OSE2_peak_8348 chr7_41955972_41956430 506 chr7_41955972_41956558 . . .
OSE_peak_2735 97.8022 178 OSE1_peak_4680 chr7_42109729_42109910 182 OSE2_peak_8350 chr7_42109733_42109931 182 chr7_42109729_42109931 GLI3 . .
OSE_peak_2736 100 144 OSE1_peak_4682 chr7_43575531_43575674 144 OSE2_peak_8351 chr7_43575486_43575697 144 chr7_43575486_43575697 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
OSE_peak_2737 93.3333 112 OSE1_peak_4684 chr7_44104654_44104773 120 OSE2_peak_8355 chr7_44104635_44104765 120 chr7_44104635_44104773 PGAM2 BNL;FLJ35390;RASA4 POLM
OSE_peak_2738 77.6119 104 OSE1_peak_4686 chr7_44418526_44418659 134 OSE2_peak_8357 chr7_44418477_44418629 134 chr7_44418477_44418659 . . NUDCD3
OSE_peak_2739 97.5945 284 OSE1_peak_4688 chr7_46185049_46185358 310 OSE2_peak_8366 chr7_46185042_46185332 310 chr7_46185042_46185358 . . .
OSE_peak_2740 10.8333 13 OSE1_peak_4689 chr7_46472471_46472612 142 OSE2_peak_8368 chr7_46472364_46472483 142 chr7_46472364_46472612 . . .
OSE_peak_2741 82.5455 227 OSE1_peak_4690 chr7_46792493_46792769 277 OSE2_peak_8369 chr7_46792543_46792817 277 chr7_46792493_46792817 . . .
OSE_peak_2742 85.4406 223 OSE1_peak_4692 chr7_47522548_47522808 261 OSE2_peak_8374 chr7_47522488_47522770 261 chr7_47522488_47522808 TNS3 . .
OSE_peak_2743 75.7895 144 OSE1_peak_4693 chr7_47640964_47641153 190 OSE2_peak_8375 chr7_47641010_47641303 190 chr7_47640964_47641303 . TNS3 .
OSE_peak_2744 99.3103 144 OSE1_peak_4695 chr7_47826411_47826573 163 OSE2_peak_8380 chr7_47826430_47826574 163 chr7_47826411_47826574 PKD1L1 LINC00525 C7orf69
OSE_peak_2745 91.8552 203 OSE1_peak_4698 chr7_48290052_48290272 221 OSE2_peak_8383 chr7_48290070_48290328 221 chr7_48290052_48290328 ABCA13 . .
OSE_peak_2746 82.3529 140 OSE1_peak_4699 chr7_50570174_50570343 170 OSE2_peak_8384 chr7_50569907_50570313 170 chr7_50569907_50570343 DDC . LOC100129427
OSE_peak_2747 86 129 OSE1_peak_4702 chr7_51113442_51113602 161 OSE2_peak_8389 chr7_51113474_51113623 161 chr7_51113442_51113623 COBL . .
OSE_peak_2748 95.935 118 OSE1_peak_4703 chr7_51191494_51191620 127 OSE2_peak_8390 chr7_51191503_51191625 127 chr7_51191494_51191625 COBL . .
OSE_peak_2749 17.284 28 OSE1_peak_4705 chr7_55053041_55053202 162 OSE2_peak_8392 chr7_55053175_55053711 162 chr7_55053041_55053711 . . .
OSE_peak_2750 99.2481 264 OSE1_peak_4706 chr7_55133395_55133660 266 OSE2_peak_8395 chr7_55133100_55133658 266 chr7_55133100_55133660 EGFR . .
OSE_peak_2751 100 201 OSE1_peak_4708 chr7_55545807_55546040 234 OSE2_peak_8399 chr7_55545816_55546016 234 chr7_55545807_55546040 VOPP1 . .
OSE_peak_2752 100 227 OSE1_peak_4710 chr7_65720076_65720302 227 OSE2_peak_8405 chr7_65720070_65720310 227 chr7_65720070_65720310 TPST1 . .
OSE_peak_2753 88.1356 156 OSE1_peak_4711 chr7_65746745_65746971 227 OSE2_peak_8407 chr7_65746816_65746992 227 chr7_65746745_65746992 TPST1 . .
OSE_peak_2754 82.5911 204 OSE1_peak_4713 chr7_73129907_73130153 247 OSE2_peak_8410 chr7_73129731_73130110 247 chr7_73129731_73130153 100093631;PMS2L2;SP MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
OSE_peak_2755 100 245 OSE1_peak_4714 chr7_73132401_73132645 245 OSE2_peak_8411 chr7_73132389_73132880 245 chr7_73132389_73132880 100093631;PMS2L2;SP MIR4284;WBSCR22 ABHD11;ABHD11‐AS1
OSE_peak_2756 100 351 OSE1_peak_4715 chr7_73309168_73309518 351 OSE2_peak_8412 chr7_73309121_73309550 351 chr7_73309121_73309550 LOC100093631;PMS2L2 WBSCR28 .
OSE_peak_2757 80.3279 98 OSE1_peak_4716 chr7_73694055_73694189 135 OSE2_peak_8413 chr7_73694092_73694213 135 chr7_73694055_73694213 LOC100093631;PMS2L2 RFC2 CLIP2
OSE_peak_2758 94.4828 137 OSE1_peak_4721 chr7_78912657_78912801 145 OSE2_peak_8426 chr7_78912638_78912793 145 chr7_78912638_78912801 MAGI2 . .
OSE_peak_2759 100 123 OSE1_peak_4722 chr7_79135942_79136064 123 OSE2_peak_8427 chr7_79135923_79136105 123 chr7_79135923_79136105 . . .
OSE_peak_2760 100 120 OSE1_peak_4723 chr7_79408451_79408570 120 OSE2_peak_8430 chr7_79408214_79408647 120 chr7_79408214_79408647 . MIR548M .
OSE_peak_2761 90.1316 137 OSE1_peak_4726 chr7_79953406_79953597 192 OSE2_peak_8431 chr7_79953461_79953612 192 chr7_79953406_79953612 . . .
OSE_peak_2762 58.3333 70 OSE1_peak_4728 chr7_80370570_80370694 125 OSE2_peak_8433 chr7_80370625_80370744 125 chr7_80370570_80370744 . . SEMA3C
OSE_peak_2763 95.4248 146 OSE1_peak_4730 chr7_80570836_80570988 153 OSE2_peak_8434 chr7_80570843_80571001 153 chr7_80570836_80571001 . SEMA3C .
OSE_peak_2764 92.3469 181 OSE1_peak_4731 chr7_80740783_80740997 215 OSE2_peak_8436 chr7_80740768_80740963 215 chr7_80740768_80740997 . . .
OSE_peak_2765 100 125 OSE1_peak_4732 chr7_81233450_81233779 330 OSE2_peak_8439 chr7_81233565_81233689 330 chr7_81233450_81233779 . . .
OSE_peak_2766 100 214 OSE1_peak_4734 chr7_82172023_82172380 358 OSE2_peak_8441 chr7_82172155_82172368 358 chr7_82172023_82172380 . . .
OSE_peak_2767 100 241 OSE1_peak_4735 chr7_82192355_82192595 241 OSE2_peak_8442 chr7_82192312_82192595 241 chr7_82192312_82192595 . . .
OSE_peak_2768 90.1408 128 OSE1_peak_4738 chr7_83690153_83690325 173 OSE2_peak_8446 chr7_83690139_83690280 173 chr7_83690139_83690325 SEMA3A . .
OSE_peak_2769 86.2832 195 OSE1_peak_4740 chr7_84041631_84041856 226 OSE2_peak_8449 chr7_84041585_84041825 226 chr7_84041585_84041856 . . .
OSE_peak_2770 97.2028 139 OSE1_peak_4741 chr7_84042204_84042346 143 OSE2_peak_8450 chr7_84042133_84042342 143 chr7_84042133_84042346 . . .
OSE_peak_2771 100 147 OSE1_peak_4742 chr7_84765328_84765474 147 OSE2_peak_8451 chr7_84765327_84765551 147 chr7_84765327_84765551 . SEMA3D .
OSE_peak_2772 91.9355 171 OSE1_peak_4747 chr7_90879180_90879411 232 OSE2_peak_8453 chr7_90879241_90879426 232 chr7_90879180_90879426 . . FZD1
OSE_peak_2773 100 133 OSE1_peak_4748 chr7_92461378_92461589 212 OSE2_peak_8460 chr7_92461443_92461575 212 chr7_92461378_92461589 CDK6 . .
OSE_peak_2774 99.5305 212 OSE1_peak_4750 chr7_92956388_92956603 216 OSE2_peak_8463 chr7_92956392_92956604 216 chr7_92956388_92956604 CCDC132 . .
OSE_peak_2775 100 131 OSE1_peak_4751 chr7_93520132_93520278 147 OSE2_peak_8465 chr7_93520138_93520268 147 chr7_93520132_93520278 . TFPI2 GNGT1
OSE_peak_2776 8.9655 13 OSE1_peak_4752 chr7_93550882_93551037 156 OSE2_peak_8466 chr7_93551025_93551169 156 chr7_93550882_93551169 GNG11 GNGT1 .
OSE_peak_2777 97.2603 142 OSE1_peak_4755 chr7_93812913_93813091 179 OSE2_peak_8469 chr7_93812909_93813054 179 chr7_93812909_93813091 . . .
OSE_peak_2778 86.0294 117 OSE1_peak_4756 chr7_93846344_93846479 136 OSE2_peak_8470 chr7_93846266_93846460 136 chr7_93846266_93846479 . . .
OSE_peak_2779 82.5 99 OSE1_peak_4757 chr7_96339267_96339386 120 OSE2_peak_8476 chr7_96339219_96339365 120 chr7_96339219_96339386 . SHFM1 .
OSE_peak_2780 94.1358 305 OSE1_peak_4758 chr7_97913881_97914205 325 OSE2_peak_8477 chr7_97913862_97914185 325 chr7_97913862_97914205 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
OSE_peak_2781 96.7123 353 OSE1_peak_4759 chr7_97915499_97915863 365 OSE2_peak_8479 chr7_97915267_97915851 365 chr7_97915267_97915863 BRI3 . BAIAP2L1
OSE_peak_2782 100 164 OSE1_peak_4764 chr7_100026339_100026502 164 OSE2_peak_8487 chr7_100026158_100026559 164 chr7_100026158_100026559 MEPCE;ZCWPW1 PILRA C7orf61;PPP1R35
OSE_peak_2783 60.9023 81 OSE1_peak_4766 chr7_100738268_100738400 133 OSE2_peak_8492 chr7_100738320_100738516 133 chr7_100738268_100738516 . TRIM56 .
OSE_peak_2784 84.3972 238 OSE1_peak_4767 chr7_100755566_100755847 282 OSE2_peak_8495 chr7_100755610_100755926 282 chr7_100755566_100755926 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
OSE_peak_2785 0.3861 1 OSE1_peak_4768 chr7_100760731_100760989 259 OSE2_peak_8496 chr7_100760989_100761316 259 chr7_100760731_100761316 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
OSE_peak_2786 100 164 OSE1_peak_4769 chr7_100761088_100761251 164 OSE2_peak_8496 chr7_100760989_100761316 164 chr7_100760989_100761316 . TRIM56 SERPINE1
OSE_peak_2787 100 150 OSE1_peak_4770 chr7_100765408_100765557 150 OSE2_peak_8497 chr7_100765381_100765621 150 chr7_100765381_100765621 . . SERPINE1
OSE_peak_2788 100 1960 OSE1_peak_4771 chr7_100769751_100771710 1960 OSE2_peak_8499 chr7_100769356_100771783 1960 chr7_100769356_100771783 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
OSE_peak_2789 100 1678 OSE1_peak_4772 chr7_100772076_100773753 1678 OSE2_peak_8500 chr7_100771956_100775273 1678 chr7_100771956_100775273 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
OSE_peak_2790 100 824 OSE1_peak_4773 chr7_100774016_100774839 824 OSE2_peak_8500 chr7_100771956_100775273 824 chr7_100771956_100775273 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
OSE_peak_2791 67.6349 326 OSE1_peak_4774 chr7_100774948_100775429 482 OSE2_peak_8500 chr7_100771956_100775273 482 chr7_100771956_100775429 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653
OSE_peak_2792 9.9585 48 OSE1_peak_4774 chr7_100774948_100775429 482 OSE2_peak_8501 chr7_100775382_100783483 482 chr7_100774948_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
OSE_peak_2793 100 1694 OSE1_peak_4775 chr7_100775623_100777316 1694 OSE2_peak_8501 chr7_100775382_100783483 1694 chr7_100775382_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
OSE_peak_2794 99.7861 6065 OSE1_peak_4776 chr7_100777419_100783496 6078 OSE2_peak_8501 chr7_100775382_100783483 6078 chr7_100775382_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
OSE_peak_2795 100 462 OSE1_peak_4777 chr7_100783629_100784090 462 OSE2_peak_8502 chr7_100783603_100784103 462 chr7_100783603_100784103 . SERPINE1 AP1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
OSE_peak_2796 96.875 155 OSE1_peak_4778 chr7_102516297_102516500 204 OSE2_peak_8508 chr7_102516292_102516451 204 chr7_102516292_102516500 FBXL13 . .
OSE_peak_2797 76.3547 155 OSE1_peak_4782 chr7_104653463_104653665 203 OSE2_peak_8511 chr7_104653511_104653813 203 chr7_104653463_104653813 LOC100216545 LOC100216546 MLL5
OSE_peak_2798 100 120 OSE1_peak_4785 chr7_105470922_105471041 120 OSE2_peak_8514 chr7_105470910_105471244 120 chr7_105470910_105471244 ATXN7L1 . .
OSE_peak_2799 100 216 OSE1_peak_4786 chr7_105987179_105987394 216 OSE2_peak_8515 chr7_105987163_105987398 216 chr7_105987163_105987398 . . .
OSE_peak_2800 82.5279 222 OSE1_peak_4787 chr7_106358738_106359006 269 OSE2_peak_8517 chr7_106358616_106358959 269 chr7_106358616_106359006 . . .
OSE_peak_2801 81.6667 98 OSE1_peak_4788 chr7_107235845_107235964 120 OSE2_peak_8518 chr7_107235867_107236176 120 chr7_107235845_107236176 BCAP29 DUS4L .
OSE_peak_2802 100 230 OSE1_peak_4791 chr7_107949461_107949690 230 OSE2_peak_8520 chr7_107949368_107949711 230 chr7_107949368_107949711 NRCAM . .
OSE_peak_2803 100 174 OSE1_peak_4797 chr7_112635360_112635587 228 OSE2_peak_8527 chr7_112635414_112635587 228 chr7_112635360_112635587 . . .
OSE_peak_2804 100 187 OSE1_peak_4800 chr7_113436775_113436961 187 OSE2_peak_8528 chr7_113436774_113437015 187 chr7_113436774_113437015 . . .
OSE_peak_2805 86.0104 166 OSE1_peak_4801 chr7_115817169_115817361 193 OSE2_peak_8530 chr7_115817119_115817334 193 chr7_115817119_115817361 . . .
OSE_peak_2806 81.5385 159 OSE1_peak_4804 chr7_115995003_115995208 206 OSE2_peak_8533 chr7_115994967_115995161 206 chr7_115994967_115995208 . . .
OSE_peak_2807 100 180 OSE1_peak_4807 chr7_117951609_117951788 180 OSE2_peak_8543 chr7_117951606_117951836 180 chr7_117951606_117951836 . . .
OSE_peak_2808 95.2381 240 OSE1_peak_4808 chr7_119693026_119693277 252 OSE2_peak_8544 chr7_119692953_119693265 252 chr7_119692953_119693277 . . .
OSE_peak_2809 100 334 OSE1_peak_4810 chr7_121184770_121185240 471 OSE2_peak_8548 chr7_121184802_121185135 471 chr7_121184770_121185240 . . .
OSE_peak_2810 85.1064 160 OSE1_peak_4813 chr7_122911334_122911521 188 OSE2_peak_8549 chr7_122911362_122911588 188 chr7_122911334_122911588 . . .
OSE_peak_2811 100 323 OSE1_peak_4814 chr7_123367165_123367487 323 OSE2_peak_8552 chr7_123367060_123367517 323 chr7_123367060_123367517 WASL . .
OSE_peak_2812 84.1727 117 OSE1_peak_4815 chr7_123728785_123728923 139 OSE2_peak_8554 chr7_123728722_123728901 139 chr7_123728722_123728923 . . .
OSE_peak_2813 74.4275 195 OSE1_peak_4818 chr7_127857547_127857808 262 OSE2_peak_8563 chr7_127857252_127857741 262 chr7_127857252_127857808 . MIR129‐1 LEP
OSE_peak_2814 62.2685 269 OSE1_peak_4823 chr7_129784528_129785017 490 OSE2_peak_8568 chr7_129784365_129784796 490 chr7_129784365_129785017 . KLHDC10 TMEM209
OSE_peak_2815 100 264 OSE1_peak_4824 chr7_129996139_129996402 264 OSE2_peak_8570 chr7_129996101_129996412 264 chr7_129996101_129996412 CPA5 . CPA1
OSE_peak_2816 100 174 OSE1_peak_4825 chr7_130003401_130003660 260 OSE2_peak_8571 chr7_130003419_130003592 260 chr7_130003401_130003660 CPA5 . CEP41;CPA1
OSE_peak_2817 93.75 165 OSE1_peak_4827 chr7_130013235_130013410 176 OSE2_peak_8573 chr7_130013246_130013423 176 chr7_130013235_130013423 . CPA5 CEP41;CPA1
OSE_peak_2818 100 296 OSE1_peak_4828 chr7_130523428_130523806 379 OSE2_peak_8574 chr7_130523469_130523764 379 chr7_130523428_130523806 . . .
OSE_peak_2819 84.3891 373 OSE1_peak_4829 chr7_130571964_130572482 519 OSE2_peak_8577 chr7_130571895_130572336 519 chr7_130571895_130572482 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
OSE_peak_2820 70.1863 113 OSE1_peak_4831 chr7_130597839_130598075 237 OSE2_peak_8581 chr7_130597963_130598123 237 chr7_130597839_130598123 LOC646329 . .
OSE_peak_2821 80.8333 97 OSE1_peak_4832 chr7_130598338_130598457 120 OSE2_peak_8582 chr7_130598281_130598434 120 chr7_130598281_130598457 . LOC646329 .
OSE_peak_2822 93.2642 180 OSE1_peak_4833 chr7_130645254_130645446 193 OSE2_peak_8584 chr7_130645146_130645433 193 chr7_130645146_130645446 FLJ43663 . .
OSE_peak_2823 95.7055 156 OSE1_peak_4834 chr7_130873528_130873690 163 OSE2_peak_8585 chr7_130873510_130873683 163 chr7_130873510_130873690 MKLN1 . .
OSE_peak_2824 100 122 OSE1_peak_4835 chr7_132233548_132233669 122 OSE2_peak_8589 chr7_132233493_132233678 122 chr7_132233493_132233678 PLXNA4 . .
OSE_peak_2825 100 129 OSE1_peak_4837 chr7_135541551_135541679 129 OSE2_peak_8603 chr7_135541536_135541720 129 chr7_135541536_135541720 . . .
OSE_peak_2826 95.7219 179 OSE1_peak_4838 chr7_136641519_136641705 187 OSE2_peak_8606 chr7_136641509_136641697 187 chr7_136641509_136641705 CHRM2;LOC349160 . .
OSE_peak_2827 64.8649 96 OSE1_peak_4840 chr7_137224268_137224415 148 OSE2_peak_8609 chr7_137224320_137224510 148 chr7_137224268_137224510 DGKI . .
OSE_peak_2828 56.6667 68 OSE1_peak_4841 chr7_138145575_138145712 138 OSE2_peak_8614 chr7_138145523_138145642 138 chr7_138145523_138145712 TRIM24 . .
OSE_peak_2829 81.982 182 OSE1_peak_4842 chr7_139026136_139026357 222 OSE2_peak_8618 chr7_139025969_139026317 222 chr7_139025969_139026357 C7orf55;LUC7L2 . .
OSE_peak_2830 100 230 OSE1_peak_4843 chr7_139367453_139367682 230 OSE2_peak_8621 chr7_139367368_139367689 230 chr7_139367368_139367689 HIPK2 . .
OSE_peak_2831 100 179 OSE1_peak_4845 chr7_139432041_139432219 179 OSE2_peak_8622 chr7_139431980_139432248 179 chr7_139431980_139432248 HIPK2 . .
OSE_peak_2832 100 120 OSE1_peak_4846 chr7_139759113_139759328 216 OSE2_peak_8625 chr7_139759179_139759298 216 chr7_139759113_139759328 PARP12 . JHDM1D
OSE_peak_2833 27.4775 61 OSE1_peak_4847 chr7_139759427_139759648 222 OSE2_peak_8626 chr7_139759588_139759812 222 chr7_139759427_139759812 PARP12 . JHDM1D
OSE_peak_2834 72.3602 233 OSE1_peak_4849 chr7_143082395_143082798 404 OSE2_peak_8632 chr7_143082306_143082627 404 chr7_143082306_143082798 ZYX FAM131B EPHA1;LOC285965
OSE_peak_2835 82.069 119 OSE1_peak_4851 chr7_143728755_143728899 145 OSE2_peak_8636 chr7_143728781_143729069 145 chr7_143728755_143729069 . OR6B1 OR2A5
OSE_peak_2836 100 174 OSE1_peak_4853 chr7_148554066_148554305 240 OSE2_peak_8638 chr7_148554127_148554300 240 chr7_148554066_148554305 EZH2 . .
OSE_peak_2837 94.1176 128 OSE1_peak_4854 chr7_148684148_148684283 136 OSE2_peak_8640 chr7_148684156_148684408 136 chr7_148684148_148684408 . . PDIA4
OSE_peak_2838 100 141 OSE1_peak_4858 chr7_150097257_150097626 370 OSE2_peak_8644 chr7_150097274_150097414 370 chr7_150097257_150097626 . REPIN1;ZNF775 LOC728743
OSE_peak_2839 74.6377 103 OSE1_peak_4859 chr7_150571675_150571812 138 OSE2_peak_8646 chr7_150571560_150571777 138 chr7_150571560_150571812 . ABP1 .
OSE_peak_2840 96.0317 121 OSE1_peak_4863 chr7_151384801_151384926 126 OSE2_peak_8649 chr7_151384806_151385006 126 chr7_151384801_151385006 PRKAG2 . .
OSE_peak_2841 100 453 OSE1_peak_4864 chr7_151406182_151406634 453 OSE2_peak_8650 chr7_151405976_151407000 453 chr7_151405976_151407000 PRKAG2 . .
OSE_peak_2842 57.2368 87 OSE1_peak_4865 chr7_151406914_151407065 152 OSE2_peak_8650 chr7_151405976_151407000 152 chr7_151405976_151407065 PRKAG2 . .
OSE_peak_2843 100 154 OSE1_peak_4866 chr7_157197760_157197913 154 OSE2_peak_8663 chr7_157197754_157197951 154 chr7_157197754_157197951 DNAJB6 . .
OSE_peak_2844 100 148 OSE1_peak_4867 chr7_158442169_158442316 148 OSE2_peak_8664 chr7_158441903_158442332 148 chr7_158441903_158442332 NCAPG2 . .
OSE_peak_2845 100 127 OSE1_peak_4868 chr7_158611291_158611417 127 OSE2_peak_8666 chr7_158611183_158611439 127 chr7_158611183_158611439 ESYT2 . .
OSE_peak_2846 92.5 185 OSE1_peak_4869 chr8_8485038_8485260 223 OSE2_peak_8673 chr8_8485076_8485275 223 chr8_8485038_8485275 . . .
OSE_peak_2847 100 356 OSE1_peak_4871 chr8_8932404_8932759 356 OSE2_peak_8676 chr8_8932292_8932844 356 chr8_8932292_8932844 . MIR4660 .
OSE_peak_2848 95.8333 115 OSE1_peak_4872 chr8_11323401_11323620 220 OSE2_peak_8679 chr8_11323506_11323625 220 chr8_11323401_11323625 FAM167A C8orf12 BLK
OSE_peak_2849 100 203 OSE1_peak_4873 chr8_11331081_11331283 203 OSE2_peak_8681 chr8_11331024_11331394 203 chr8_11331024_11331394 . FAM167A BLK
OSE_peak_2850 57.7465 123 OSE1_peak_4874 chr8_11331615_11331827 213 OSE2_peak_8682 chr8_11331505_11331737 213 chr8_11331505_11331827 . FAM167A BLK
OSE_peak_2851 100 216 OSE1_peak_4876 chr8_11338068_11338283 216 OSE2_peak_8685 chr8_11338037_11338343 216 chr8_11338037_11338343 . FAM167A BLK
OSE_peak_2852 100 176 OSE1_peak_4877 chr8_11373420_11373723 304 OSE2_peak_8687 chr8_11373422_11373597 304 chr8_11373420_11373723 BLK . .
OSE_peak_2853 98.4 123 OSE1_peak_4878 chr8_11620032_11620156 125 OSE2_peak_8688 chr8_11619997_11620154 125 chr8_11619997_11620156 . GATA4 NEIL2
OSE_peak_2854 96.3964 214 OSE1_peak_4879 chr8_13124789_13125010 222 OSE2_peak_8693 chr8_13124778_13125002 222 chr8_13124778_13125010 DLC1 . .
OSE_peak_2855 88.9423 185 OSE1_peak_4880 chr8_13224333_13224540 208 OSE2_peak_8696 chr8_13224356_13224586 208 chr8_13224333_13224586 DLC1 . .
OSE_peak_2856 100 125 OSE1_peak_4881 chr8_16574580_16574704 125 OSE2_peak_8699 chr8_16574503_16574734 125 chr8_16574503_16574734 . . .
OSE_peak_2857 36.875 59 OSE1_peak_4882 chr8_16575490_16575649 160 OSE2_peak_8700 chr8_16574877_16575548 160 chr8_16574877_16575649 . . .
OSE_peak_2858 75 153 OSE1_peak_4884 chr8_16635591_16635923 333 OSE2_peak_8702 chr8_16635540_16635743 333 chr8_16635540_16635923 . . .
OSE_peak_2859 100 152 OSE1_peak_4890 chr8_17324589_17324823 235 OSE2_peak_8708 chr8_17324619_17324770 235 chr8_17324589_17324823 . . SLC7A2
OSE_peak_2860 100 134 OSE1_peak_4891 chr8_17352629_17352762 134 OSE2_peak_8709 chr8_17352610_17352784 134 chr8_17352610_17352784 . . SLC7A2
OSE_peak_2861 55.8333 67 OSE1_peak_4892 chr8_17354001_17354120 120 OSE2_peak_8710 chr8_17353851_17354067 120 chr8_17353851_17354120 . . SLC7A2
OSE_peak_2862 100 174 OSE1_peak_4893 chr8_18416539_18416712 174 OSE2_peak_8715 chr8_18416523_18416805 174 chr8_18416523_18416805 PSD3 . .
OSE_peak_2863 100 285 OSE1_peak_4894 chr8_18523650_18524399 750 OSE2_peak_8716 chr8_18523704_18523988 750 chr8_18523650_18524399 PSD3 . .
OSE_peak_2864 90.7317 186 OSE1_peak_4894 chr8_18523650_18524399 750 OSE2_peak_8717 chr8_18524214_18524418 750 chr8_18523650_18524418 PSD3 . .
OSE_peak_2865 100 165 OSE1_peak_4897 chr8_19149165_19149329 165 OSE2_peak_8721 chr8_19149092_19149384 165 chr8_19149092_19149384 . . SH2D4A
OSE_peak_2866 72.1698 153 OSE1_peak_4898 chr8_19156309_19156520 212 OSE2_peak_8722 chr8_19156172_19156461 212 chr8_19156172_19156520 . . SH2D4A
OSE_peak_2867 100 179 OSE1_peak_4899 chr8_19521191_19521379 189 OSE2_peak_8726 chr8_19521192_19521370 189 chr8_19521191_19521379 CSGALNACT1 . .
OSE_peak_2868 73.0216 203 OSE1_peak_4900 chr8_19522341_19522618 278 OSE2_peak_8728 chr8_19522034_19522543 278 chr8_19522034_19522618 CSGALNACT1 . .
OSE_peak_2869 71.875 207 OSE1_peak_4901 chr8_19535886_19536173 288 OSE2_peak_8731 chr8_19535537_19536092 288 chr8_19535537_19536173 CSGALNACT1 . .
OSE_peak_2870 79.8742 127 OSE1_peak_4902 chr8_19540186_19540345 160 OSE2_peak_8732 chr8_19540154_19540312 160 chr8_19540154_19540345 CSGALNACT1 . .
OSE_peak_2871 100 212 OSE1_peak_4903 chr8_19544589_19544800 212 OSE2_peak_8733 chr8_19544538_19544800 212 chr8_19544538_19544800 . CSGALNACT1 .
OSE_peak_2872 100 166 OSE1_peak_4904 chr8_22250014_22250179 166 OSE2_peak_8738 chr8_22250008_22250264 166 chr8_22250008_22250264 SLC39A14 . .
OSE_peak_2873 7.4074 10 OSE1_peak_4905 chr8_22250361_22250606 246 OSE2_peak_8739 chr8_22250597_22250731 246 chr8_22250361_22250731 SLC39A14 . .
OSE_peak_2874 89.6254 311 OSE1_peak_4906 chr8_22454965_22455311 347 OSE2_peak_8740 chr8_22455001_22455348 347 chr8_22454965_22455348 PDLIM2 SORBS3 BIN3;C8orf58;KIAA1967
OSE_peak_2875 100 226 OSE1_peak_4908 chr8_22573321_22573546 226 OSE2_peak_8743 chr8_22573230_22573624 226 chr8_22573230_22573624 PEBP4 EGR3 .
OSE_peak_2876 96.6102 171 OSE1_peak_4910 chr8_23021384_23021560 177 OSE2_peak_8745 chr8_23021390_23021594 177 chr8_23021384_23021594 TNFRSF10D . TNFRSF10A
OSE_peak_2877 100 148 OSE1_peak_4911 chr8_23145557_23145704 148 OSE2_peak_8746 chr8_23145376_23145766 148 chr8_23145376_23145766 R3HCC1 CHMP7 LOXL2
OSE_peak_2878 13.5714 19 OSE1_peak_4912 chr8_23154563_23154702 140 OSE2_peak_8747 chr8_23154684_23154897 140 chr8_23154563_23154897 LOXL2 R3HCC1 .
OSE_peak_2879 100 301 OSE1_peak_4918 chr8_23577808_23578108 301 OSE2_peak_8752 chr8_23577705_23578146 301 chr8_23577705_23578146 . NKX2‐6 .
OSE_peak_2880 97.9508 239 OSE1_peak_4919 chr8_23608764_23609058 295 OSE2_peak_8754 chr8_23608820_23609063 295 chr8_23608764_23609063 . . .
OSE_peak_2881 100 124 OSE1_peak_4920 chr8_24062663_24062786 124 OSE2_peak_8759 chr8_24062519_24062800 124 chr8_24062519_24062800 . . .
OSE_peak_2882 70.229 92 OSE1_peak_4924 chr8_26315366_26315496 131 OSE2_peak_8765 chr8_26315405_26315575 131 chr8_26315366_26315575 . . .
OSE_peak_2883 100 144 OSE1_peak_4928 chr8_28747784_28747927 144 OSE2_peak_8772 chr8_28747469_28747929 144 chr8_28747469_28747929 HMBOX1;INTS9 . .
OSE_peak_2884 19.8347 24 OSE1_peak_4929 chr8_29207949_29208069 121 OSE2_peak_8774 chr8_29208046_29208189 121 chr8_29207949_29208189 DUSP4 . .
OSE_peak_2885 100 129 OSE1_peak_4930 chr8_29513138_29513266 129 OSE2_peak_8777 chr8_29513138_29513302 129 chr8_29513138_29513302 . . .
OSE_peak_2886 98.4 246 OSE1_peak_4931 chr8_29540242_29540499 258 OSE2_peak_8780 chr8_29540238_29540487 258 chr8_29540238_29540499 . . .
OSE_peak_2887 100 161 OSE1_peak_4932 chr8_29745133_29745293 161 OSE2_peak_8782 chr8_29745117_29745335 161 chr8_29745117_29745335 . . .
OSE_peak_2888 96.2547 257 OSE1_peak_4933 chr8_29970582_29970848 267 OSE2_peak_8784 chr8_29970592_29970868 267 chr8_29970582_29970868 LEPROTL1;MIR548O2 TMEM66 MBOAT4
OSE_peak_2889 96.1538 125 OSE1_peak_4935 chr8_30112600_30112729 130 OSE2_peak_8785 chr8_30112605_30112848 130 chr8_30112600_30112848 . MIR548O2 .
OSE_peak_2890 93.4307 128 OSE1_peak_4937 chr8_30959804_30959940 137 OSE2_peak_8789 chr8_30959728_30959931 137 chr8_30959728_30959940 WRN . .
OSE_peak_2891 97.5 117 OSE1_peak_4938 chr8_32130620_32130739 120 OSE2_peak_8793 chr8_32130623_32130742 120 chr8_32130620_32130742 NRG1 . RNF5P1
OSE_peak_2892 96.8198 274 OSE1_peak_4941 chr8_33371022_33371327 306 OSE2_peak_8798 chr8_33371013_33371295 306 chr8_33371013_33371327 RNF5P1 MAK16;TTI2 .
OSE_peak_2893 66.8605 115 OSE1_peak_4943 chr8_36737739_36737910 172 OSE2_peak_8801 chr8_36737796_36738000 172 chr8_36737739_36738000 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
OSE_peak_2894 100 140 OSE1_peak_4946 chr8_36763393_36763532 140 OSE2_peak_8802 chr8_36763391_36763564 140 chr8_36763391_36763564 KCNU1;RNF5P1 . .
OSE_peak_2895 100 164 OSE1_peak_4947 chr8_37003837_37004097 261 OSE2_peak_8804 chr8_37003862_37004025 261 chr8_37003837_37004097 RNF5P1 . .
OSE_peak_2896 69.5652 96 OSE1_peak_4949 chr8_37984663_37984813 151 OSE2_peak_8809 chr8_37984621_37984758 151 chr8_37984621_37984813 ASH2L;RNF5P1 . STAR
OSE_peak_2897 100 183 OSE1_peak_4951 chr8_38783448_38783630 183 OSE2_peak_8814 chr8_38783419_38783712 183 chr8_38783419_38783712 PLEKHA2 . .
OSE_peak_2898 79.3919 235 OSE1_peak_4953 chr8_38795002_38795305 304 OSE2_peak_8815 chr8_38795071_38795366 304 chr8_38795002_38795366 PLEKHA2 . .
OSE_peak_2899 94.0828 159 OSE1_peak_4954 chr8_40030470_40030663 194 OSE2_peak_8822 chr8_40030460_40030628 194 chr8_40030460_40030663 . C8orf4 .
OSE_peak_2900 100 125 OSE1_peak_4957 chr8_40930789_40930913 125 OSE2_peak_8826 chr8_40930739_40930918 125 chr8_40930739_40930918 . . .
OSE_peak_2901 100 123 OSE1_peak_4958 chr8_41009155_41009277 123 OSE2_peak_8827 chr8_41009143_41009336 123 chr8_41009143_41009336 . . .
OSE_peak_2902 54.918 67 OSE1_peak_4959 chr8_41712422_41712543 122 OSE2_peak_8831 chr8_41712477_41712606 122 chr8_41712422_41712606 ANK1 . .
OSE_peak_2903 98.7013 152 OSE1_peak_4962 chr8_48266243_48266425 183 OSE2_peak_8837 chr8_48266274_48266427 183 chr8_48266243_48266427 KIAA0146 . .
OSE_peak_2904 100 195 OSE1_peak_4964 chr8_48425056_48425250 195 OSE2_peak_8840 chr8_48425002_48425324 195 chr8_48425002_48425324 KIAA0146 . .
OSE_peak_2905 100 120 OSE1_peak_4965 chr8_48647417_48647536 120 OSE2_peak_8841 chr8_48647323_48647579 120 chr8_48647323_48647579 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
OSE_peak_2906 12.5628 25 OSE1_peak_4966 chr8_48647941_48648139 199 OSE2_peak_8842 chr8_48647743_48647965 199 chr8_48647743_48648139 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
OSE_peak_2907 33.5079 64 OSE1_peak_4966 chr8_48647941_48648139 199 OSE2_peak_8843 chr8_48648076_48648266 199 chr8_48647941_48648266 KIAA0146 . CEBPD
OSE_peak_2908 33.3333 40 OSE1_peak_4967 chr8_49277217_49277336 120 OSE2_peak_8848 chr8_49277130_49277256 120 chr8_49277130_49277336 . . .
OSE_peak_2909 100 155 OSE1_peak_4968 chr8_49321133_49321287 155 OSE2_peak_8852 chr8_49321017_49321327 155 chr8_49321017_49321327 . . .
OSE_peak_2910 87.3479 359 OSE1_peak_4970 chr8_49504201_49504661 461 OSE2_peak_8856 chr8_49504149_49504559 461 chr8_49504149_49504661 . . .
OSE_peak_2911 58.7879 97 OSE1_peak_4972 chr8_49815326_49815659 334 OSE2_peak_8858 chr8_49815563_49815727 334 chr8_49815326_49815727 . . SNAI2
OSE_peak_2912 96.6387 345 OSE1_peak_4973 chr8_49829532_49829913 382 OSE2_peak_8859 chr8_49829520_49829876 382 chr8_49829520_49829913 . . SNAI2
OSE_peak_2913 100 170 OSE1_peak_4974 chr8_50969044_50969214 171 OSE2_peak_8860 chr8_50969044_50969213 171 chr8_50969044_50969214 SNTG1 . .
OSE_peak_2914 69.6721 85 OSE1_peak_4976 chr8_51052316_51052441 126 OSE2_peak_8862 chr8_51052279_51052400 126 chr8_51052279_51052441 SNTG1 . .
OSE_peak_2915 91.2281 156 OSE1_peak_4977 chr8_55181627_55181797 171 OSE2_peak_8869 chr8_55181566_55181782 171 chr8_55181566_55181797 . . .
OSE_peak_2916 84.6715 116 OSE1_peak_4978 chr8_55249903_55250112 210 OSE2_peak_8872 chr8_55249997_55250133 210 chr8_55249903_55250133 . . .
OSE_peak_2917 71.5 143 OSE1_peak_4982 chr8_59572483_59572682 200 OSE2_peak_8880 chr8_59572408_59572625 200 chr8_59572408_59572682 . NSMAF .
OSE_peak_2918 97.1429 136 OSE1_peak_4983 chr8_59768906_59769045 140 OSE2_peak_8883 chr8_59768910_59769134 140 chr8_59768906_59769134 TOX . .
OSE_peak_2919 78.4983 230 OSE1_peak_4985 chr8_62672723_62673015 293 OSE2_peak_8886 chr8_62672786_62673086 293 chr8_62672723_62673086 . . .
OSE_peak_2920 100 121 OSE1_peak_4986 chr8_62673221_62673538 318 OSE2_peak_8887 chr8_62673350_62673470 318 chr8_62673221_62673538 . . .
OSE_peak_2921 92.9936 146 OSE1_peak_4987 chr8_62923847_62924004 158 OSE2_peak_8888 chr8_62923859_62924015 158 chr8_62923847_62924015 . . .
OSE_peak_2922 96 144 OSE1_peak_4988 chr8_67042103_67042252 150 OSE2_peak_8890 chr8_67042109_67042315 150 chr8_67042103_67042315 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
OSE_peak_2923 33.3333 40 OSE1_peak_4991 chr8_67434088_67434207 120 OSE2_peak_8893 chr8_67433956_67434127 120 chr8_67433956_67434207 . C8orf46 .
OSE_peak_2924 97.0443 197 OSE1_peak_4992 chr8_69537749_69537951 203 OSE2_peak_8898 chr8_69537692_69537945 203 chr8_69537692_69537951 C8orf34 . .
OSE_peak_2925 98.1043 207 OSE1_peak_4995 chr8_69833383_69833593 211 OSE2_peak_8900 chr8_69833359_69833589 211 chr8_69833359_69833593 LOC100505718 . .
OSE_peak_2926 74.1758 135 OSE1_peak_4996 chr8_69837470_69837651 182 OSE2_peak_8901 chr8_69837517_69837698 182 chr8_69837470_69837698 LOC100505718 . .
OSE_peak_2927 100 175 OSE1_peak_4997 chr8_71522779_71522953 175 OSE2_peak_8904 chr8_71522636_71522957 175 chr8_71522636_71522957 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
OSE_peak_2928 100 138 OSE1_peak_4998 chr8_72741840_72741977 138 OSE2_peak_8906 chr8_72741823_72742044 138 chr8_72741823_72742044 . . LOC100132891;MSC
OSE_peak_2929 97.2067 174 OSE1_peak_5003 chr8_76615067_76615245 179 OSE2_peak_8912 chr8_76615010_76615240 179 chr8_76615010_76615245 . . .
OSE_peak_2930 100 126 OSE1_peak_5004 chr8_76771617_76771742 126 OSE2_peak_8913 chr8_76771485_76771870 126 chr8_76771485_76771870 . . .
OSE_peak_2931 100 122 OSE1_peak_5005 chr8_77336348_77336469 122 OSE2_peak_8914 chr8_77336327_77336478 122 chr8_77336327_77336478 . . .
OSE_peak_2932 95 209 OSE1_peak_5007 chr8_80350189_80350408 220 OSE2_peak_8920 chr8_80350132_80350397 220 chr8_80350132_80350408 . . .
OSE_peak_2933 64.1711 120 OSE1_peak_5009 chr8_81400111_81400297 187 OSE2_peak_8922 chr8_81400178_81400372 187 chr8_81400111_81400372 ZBTB10 . .
OSE_peak_2934 100 131 OSE1_peak_5010 chr8_81938788_81938918 131 OSE2_peak_8923 chr8_81938746_81938953 131 chr8_81938746_81938953 PAG1 . .
OSE_peak_2935 68.2171 88 OSE1_peak_5011 chr8_83151344_83151510 167 OSE2_peak_8927 chr8_83151303_83151431 167 chr8_83151303_83151510 . . .
OSE_peak_2936 96.875 124 OSE1_peak_5012 chr8_87015081_87015208 128 OSE2_peak_8930 chr8_87015085_87015245 128 chr8_87015081_87015245 . . .
OSE_peak_2937 100 185 OSE1_peak_5014 chr8_89952247_89952431 185 OSE2_peak_8933 chr8_89952243_89952462 185 chr8_89952243_89952462 . . .
OSE_peak_2938 87.574 148 OSE1_peak_5016 chr8_93063742_93063910 169 OSE2_peak_8940 chr8_93063763_93063932 169 chr8_93063742_93063932 RUNX1T1 . .
OSE_peak_2939 94.9367 150 OSE1_peak_5017 chr8_94682641_94682820 180 OSE2_peak_8941 chr8_94682671_94682828 180 chr8_94682641_94682828 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
OSE_peak_2940 100 126 OSE1_peak_5018 chr8_94948127_94948252 126 OSE2_peak_8946 chr8_94948116_94948472 126 chr8_94948116_94948472 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
OSE_peak_2941 100 131 OSE1_peak_5020 chr8_95071673_95071827 155 OSE2_peak_8947 chr8_95071694_95071824 155 chr8_95071673_95071827 . . .
OSE_peak_2942 95.0207 229 OSE1_peak_5021 chr8_95231939_95232179 241 OSE2_peak_8949 chr8_95231848_95232167 241 chr8_95231848_95232179 . CDH17 GEM
OSE_peak_2943 43.9024 72 OSE1_peak_5022 chr8_96281657_96281820 164 OSE2_peak_8951 chr8_96281749_96282143 164 chr8_96281657_96282143 LOC100616530 C8orf37 .
OSE_peak_2944 100 173 OSE1_peak_5024 chr8_96805238_96805411 174 OSE2_peak_8954 chr8_96805239_96805411 174 chr8_96805238_96805411 LOC100616530 . .
OSE_peak_2945 40.6504 50 OSE1_peak_5025 chr8_97116217_97116353 137 OSE2_peak_8956 chr8_97116144_97116266 137 chr8_97116144_97116353 . . .
OSE_peak_2946 85.7143 198 OSE1_peak_5026 chr8_98102365_98102595 231 OSE2_peak_8959 chr8_98102398_98102828 231 chr8_98102365_98102828 CPQ . .
OSE_peak_2947 96.4072 161 OSE1_peak_5027 chr8_98993455_98993621 167 OSE2_peak_8960 chr8_98993420_98993615 167 chr8_98993420_98993621 MATN2 . .
OSE_peak_2948 100 120 OSE1_peak_5030 chr8_99353229_99353348 120 OSE2_peak_8962 chr8_99353213_99353357 120 chr8_99353213_99353357 . . .
OSE_peak_2949 45.4545 55 OSE1_peak_5031 chr8_101270883_101271008 126 OSE2_peak_8966 chr8_101270954_101271074 126 chr8_101270883_101271074 RNF19A SPAG1 .
OSE_peak_2950 100 134 OSE1_peak_5032 chr8_101734149_101734282 134 OSE2_peak_8969 chr8_101734062_101734349 134 chr8_101734062_101734349 PABPC1 . .
OSE_peak_2951 94.2623 115 OSE1_peak_5033 chr8_102218040_102218161 122 OSE2_peak_8976 chr8_102218047_102218226 122 chr8_102218040_102218226 . ZNF706 .
OSE_peak_2952 100 125 OSE1_peak_5035 chr8_103669670_103669794 125 OSE2_peak_8981 chr8_103669641_103669894 125 chr8_103669641_103669894 . KLF10 .
OSE_peak_2953 95.0355 134 OSE1_peak_5036 chr8_103801232_103801372 141 OSE2_peak_8982 chr8_103801239_103801868 141 chr8_103801232_103801868 . . .
OSE_peak_2954 100 260 OSE1_peak_5038 chr8_103819445_103819704 260 OSE2_peak_8983 chr8_103819445_103819847 260 chr8_103819445_103819847 . . AZIN1
OSE_peak_2955 88.8889 128 OSE1_peak_5041 chr8_104357123_104357266 144 OSE2_peak_8984 chr8_104357065_104357250 144 chr8_104357065_104357266 . FZD6 CTHRC1
OSE_peak_2956 100 157 OSE1_peak_5042 chr8_105038192_105038399 208 OSE2_peak_8987 chr8_105038214_105038370 208 chr8_105038192_105038399 RIMS2 . .
OSE_peak_2957 100 186 OSE1_peak_5044 chr8_105759062_105759247 186 OSE2_peak_8988 chr8_105759041_105759307 186 chr8_105759041_105759307 . . .
OSE_peak_2958 100 164 OSE1_peak_5046 chr8_106695493_106695656 164 OSE2_peak_8991 chr8_106695480_106695675 164 chr8_106695480_106695675 ZFPM2 . .
OSE_peak_2959 100 227 OSE1_peak_5048 chr8_107072643_107073021 379 OSE2_peak_8992 chr8_107072765_107072991 379 chr8_107072643_107073021 . . .
OSE_peak_2960 97.6 122 OSE1_peak_5049 chr8_108117192_108117316 125 OSE2_peak_8994 chr8_108117195_108117360 125 chr8_108117192_108117360 . . .
OSE_peak_2961 79.7101 110 OSE1_peak_5050 chr8_108510837_108510974 138 OSE2_peak_8997 chr8_108510760_108510946 138 chr8_108510760_108510974 . ANGPT1 .
OSE_peak_2962 100 216 OSE1_peak_5051 chr8_110141679_110141921 243 OSE2_peak_8998 chr8_110141701_110141916 243 chr8_110141679_110141921 . TRHR .
OSE_peak_2963 71.0345 103 OSE1_peak_5052 chr8_110346333_110346479 147 OSE2_peak_8999 chr8_110346291_110346435 147 chr8_110346291_110346479 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
OSE_peak_2964 100 122 OSE1_peak_5055 chr8_113744229_113744365 137 OSE2_peak_9000 chr8_113744237_113744358 137 chr8_113744229_113744365 CSMD3 . .
OSE_peak_2965 99.2248 128 OSE1_peak_5056 chr8_117363720_117363848 129 OSE2_peak_9011 chr8_117363721_117363913 129 chr8_117363720_117363913 . LINC00536 .
OSE_peak_2966 100 157 OSE1_peak_5057 chr8_117700357_117700513 157 OSE2_peak_9015 chr8_117700333_117700520 157 chr8_117700333_117700520 EIF3H . .
OSE_peak_2967 100 156 OSE1_peak_5058 chr8_118682047_118682202 156 OSE2_peak_9019 chr8_118681783_118682206 156 chr8_118681783_118682206 . . .
OSE_peak_2968 100 122 OSE1_peak_5059 chr8_118893849_118894013 165 OSE2_peak_9020 chr8_118893886_118894007 165 chr8_118893849_118894013 EXT1 . .
OSE_peak_2969 100 203 OSE1_peak_5062 chr8_119504206_119504421 216 OSE2_peak_9026 chr8_119504213_119504415 216 chr8_119504206_119504421 SAMD12 . .
OSE_peak_2970 95.1613 118 OSE1_peak_5063 chr8_119808862_119809019 158 OSE2_peak_9028 chr8_119808856_119808979 158 chr8_119808856_119809019 . . .
OSE_peak_2971 75.8065 94 OSE1_peak_5064 chr8_119917482_119917605 124 OSE2_peak_9030 chr8_119917512_119917711 124 chr8_119917482_119917711 . . TNFRSF11B
OSE_peak_2972 100 120 OSE1_peak_5065 chr8_119974261_119974392 132 OSE2_peak_9032 chr8_119974262_119974381 132 chr8_119974261_119974392 . TNFRSF11B .
OSE_peak_2973 74.9035 194 OSE1_peak_5067 chr8_121094726_121094984 259 OSE2_peak_9034 chr8_121094791_121095057 259 chr8_121094726_121095057 . . .
OSE_peak_2974 90.411 264 OSE1_peak_5068 chr8_121869678_121869984 307 OSE2_peak_9036 chr8_121869721_121870012 307 chr8_121869678_121870012 . . .
OSE_peak_2975 97.7612 131 OSE1_peak_5069 chr8_122166707_122166840 134 OSE2_peak_9038 chr8_122166651_122166837 134 chr8_122166651_122166840 . . .
OSE_peak_2976 100 209 OSE1_peak_5070 chr8_122176367_122176575 209 OSE2_peak_9039 chr8_122176366_122176639 209 chr8_122176366_122176639 . . .
OSE_peak_2977 100 137 OSE1_peak_5072 chr8_122709749_122709885 137 OSE2_peak_9042 chr8_122709732_122709906 137 chr8_122709732_122709906 . . .
OSE_peak_2978 100 230 OSE1_peak_5073 chr8_123012010_123012358 349 OSE2_peak_9046 chr8_123012033_123012262 349 chr8_123012010_123012358 . . .
OSE_peak_2979 79.9145 187 OSE1_peak_5074 chr8_123123067_123123318 252 OSE2_peak_9047 chr8_123123020_123123253 252 chr8_123123020_123123318 . . .
OSE_peak_2980 87.3134 117 OSE1_peak_5075 chr8_123147021_123147155 135 OSE2_peak_9048 chr8_123147039_123147172 135 chr8_123147021_123147172 . . .
OSE_peak_2981 99.0196 202 OSE1_peak_5076 chr8_123160330_123160538 209 OSE2_peak_9050 chr8_123160337_123160540 209 chr8_123160330_123160540 . . .
OSE_peak_2982 97.3046 361 OSE1_peak_5078 chr8_123446293_123446694 402 OSE2_peak_9052 chr8_123446283_123446653 402 chr8_123446283_123446694 . . .
OSE_peak_2983 82.23 236 OSE1_peak_5082 chr8_124645139_124645430 292 OSE2_peak_9060 chr8_124645195_124645481 292 chr8_124645139_124645481 . . KLHL38
OSE_peak_2984 95.5665 194 OSE1_peak_5083 chr8_124852304_124852520 217 OSE2_peak_9063 chr8_124852295_124852497 217 chr8_124852295_124852520 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
OSE_peak_2985 88.6364 234 OSE1_peak_5085 chr8_125878661_125878989 329 OSE2_peak_9066 chr8_125878756_125879019 329 chr8_125878661_125879019 . . .
OSE_peak_2986 100 192 OSE1_peak_5086 chr8_126245171_126245362 192 OSE2_peak_9069 chr8_126245124_126245373 192 chr8_126245124_126245373 NSMCE2 . .
OSE_peak_2987 92.5373 124 OSE1_peak_5089 chr8_126557624_126557880 257 OSE2_peak_9071 chr8_126557757_126557890 257 chr8_126557624_126557890 . . .
OSE_peak_2988 100 129 OSE1_peak_5090 chr8_128234984_128235112 129 OSE2_peak_9079 chr8_128234958_128235148 129 chr8_128234958_128235148 . . .
OSE_peak_2989 100 258 OSE1_peak_5091 chr8_128748323_128748624 302 OSE2_peak_9081 chr8_128748331_128748588 302 chr8_128748323_128748624 MYC . .
OSE_peak_2990 73.4615 382 OSE1_peak_5094 chr8_128754319_128754844 526 OSE2_peak_9085 chr8_128754181_128754700 526 chr8_128754181_128754844 . MYC .
OSE_peak_2991 72.5 87 OSE1_peak_5095 chr8_128820283_128820406 124 OSE2_peak_9086 chr8_128820320_128820439 124 chr8_128820283_128820439 PVT1 MIR1204 .
OSE_peak_2992 83.237 144 OSE1_peak_5097 chr8_128866379_128866660 282 OSE2_peak_9089 chr8_128866350_128866522 282 chr8_128866350_128866660 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2993 13.8122 25 OSE1_peak_5097 chr8_128866379_128866660 282 OSE2_peak_9090 chr8_128866636_128866816 282 chr8_128866379_128866816 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2994 100 155 OSE1_peak_5098 chr8_128911674_128911828 155 OSE2_peak_9092 chr8_128911659_128911830 155 chr8_128911659_128911830 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2995 100 121 OSE1_peak_5099 chr8_128919698_128919818 121 OSE2_peak_9093 chr8_128919638_128919857 121 chr8_128919638_128919857 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2996 83.8235 114 OSE1_peak_5100 chr8_128920168_128920326 159 OSE2_peak_9094 chr8_128920213_128920348 159 chr8_128920168_128920348 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2997 100 217 OSE1_peak_5101 chr8_128929857_128930106 250 OSE2_peak_9096 chr8_128929875_128930091 250 chr8_128929857_128930106 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2998 100 236 OSE1_peak_5102 chr8_128930710_128930945 236 OSE2_peak_9098 chr8_128930687_128931260 236 chr8_128930687_128931260 PVT1 . .
OSE_peak_2999 80.5112 252 OSE1_peak_5103 chr8_128944057_128944456 400 OSE2_peak_9099 chr8_128943996_128944308 400 chr8_128943996_128944456 PVT1 . MIR1205
OSE_peak_3000 100 415 OSE1_peak_5104 chr8_129188914_129189328 415 OSE2_peak_9102 chr8_129188846_129189358 415 chr8_129188846_129189358 . MIR1208 .
OSE_peak_3001 100 123 OSE1_peak_5105 chr8_129913035_129913246 212 OSE2_peak_9105 chr8_129913061_129913183 212 chr8_129913035_129913246 . . .
OSE_peak_3002 86.0606 142 OSE1_peak_5108 chr8_130930359_130930523 165 OSE2_peak_9108 chr8_130930382_130930622 165 chr8_130930359_130930622 FAM49B . .
OSE_peak_3003 100 234 OSE1_peak_5110 chr8_131206183_131206416 234 OSE2_peak_9109 chr8_131206054_131206692 234 chr8_131206054_131206692 ASAP1 . .
OSE_peak_3004 58.5714 123 OSE1_peak_5111 chr8_131275960_131276283 324 OSE2_peak_9114 chr8_131276161_131276370 324 chr8_131275960_131276370 ASAP1 . .
OSE_peak_3005 100 142 OSE1_peak_5113 chr8_131457043_131457184 142 OSE2_peak_9116 chr8_131457012_131457215 142 chr8_131457012_131457215 . ASAP1 .
OSE_peak_3006 99.0385 309 OSE1_peak_5114 chr8_131495671_131495982 312 OSE2_peak_9117 chr8_131495607_131495979 312 chr8_131495607_131495982 . . .
OSE_peak_3007 90.9091 160 OSE1_peak_5116 chr8_131540682_131540857 176 OSE2_peak_9119 chr8_131540698_131540922 176 chr8_131540682_131540922 . . .
OSE_peak_3008 100 120 OSE1_peak_5117 chr8_131545733_131545852 120 OSE2_peak_9120 chr8_131545694_131545852 120 chr8_131545694_131545852 . . .
OSE_peak_3009 89.2617 133 OSE1_peak_5120 chr8_134049162_134049431 270 OSE2_peak_9128 chr8_134049146_134049294 270 chr8_134049146_134049431 SLA;TG . .
OSE_peak_3010 100 191 OSE1_peak_5121 chr8_134228785_134228975 191 OSE2_peak_9130 chr8_134228781_134228979 191 chr8_134228781_134228979 WISP1 . NDRG1
OSE_peak_3011 100 123 OSE1_peak_5122 chr8_134243695_134243817 123 OSE2_peak_9132 chr8_134243631_134243902 123 chr8_134243631_134243902 WISP1 . NDRG1
OSE_peak_3012 100 184 OSE1_peak_5123 chr8_134587842_134588025 184 OSE2_peak_9135 chr8_134587800_134588095 184 chr8_134587800_134588095 . ST3GAL1 .
OSE_peak_3013 100 244 OSE1_peak_5127 chr8_142053438_142053681 244 OSE2_peak_9146 chr8_142053433_142053709 244 chr8_142053433_142053709 . . .
OSE_peak_3014 95.1807 237 OSE1_peak_5128 chr8_144897955_144898203 249 OSE2_peak_9154 chr8_144897967_144898286 249 chr8_144897955_144898286 . MIR937;SCRIB NRBP2;PUF60
OSE_peak_3015 97.786 265 OSE1_peak_5129 chr8_145010748_145011018 271 OSE2_peak_9156 chr8_145010754_145011171 271 chr8_145010748_145011171 PLEC . MIR661
OSE_peak_3016 90.1478 183 OSE1_peak_5132 chr9_2570624_2570826 203 OSE2_peak_9164 chr9_2570644_2570950 203 chr9_2570624_2570950 FLJ35024 . .
OSE_peak_3017 100 249 OSE1_peak_5134 chr9_3917051_3917299 249 OSE2_peak_9165 chr9_3917035_3917311 249 chr9_3917035_3917311 GLIS3 GLIS3‐AS1 .
OSE_peak_3018 83.2298 268 OSE1_peak_5135 chr9_4904782_4905103 322 OSE2_peak_9168 chr9_4904836_4905198 322 chr9_4904782_4905198 . . .
OSE_peak_3019 1.6667 2 OSE1_peak_5136 chr9_5493321_5493440 120 OSE2_peak_9172 chr9_5493193_5493322 120 chr9_5493193_5493440 . CD274 PDCD1LG2
OSE_peak_3020 100 126 OSE1_peak_5137 chr9_5500699_5500824 126 OSE2_peak_9173 chr9_5500638_5501063 126 chr9_5500638_5501063 . . PDCD1LG2
OSE_peak_3021 100 405 OSE1_peak_5138 chr9_5509808_5510212 405 OSE2_peak_9174 chr9_5509775_5510484 405 chr9_5509775_5510484 . . PDCD1LG2
OSE_peak_3022 89.3688 269 OSE1_peak_5140 chr9_5844863_5845196 334 OSE2_peak_9176 chr9_5844928_5845228 334 chr9_5844863_5845228 . ERMP1 .
OSE_peak_3023 85.8268 109 OSE1_peak_5142 chr9_12784574_12784709 136 OSE2_peak_9179 chr9_12784601_12784727 136 chr9_12784574_12784727 LURAP1L . .
OSE_peak_3024 100 120 OSE1_peak_5143 chr9_12814453_12814572 120 OSE2_peak_9180 chr9_12814382_12814861 120 chr9_12814382_12814861 LURAP1L . .
OSE_peak_3025 74.2424 98 OSE1_peak_5144 chr9_13268554_13268685 132 OSE2_peak_9182 chr9_13268588_13268738 132 chr9_13268554_13268738 . MPDZ .
OSE_peak_3026 82.7068 110 OSE1_peak_5145 chr9_14277309_14277500 192 OSE2_peak_9186 chr9_14277286_14277418 192 chr9_14277286_14277500 NFIB . .
OSE_peak_3027 97.9452 143 OSE1_peak_5146 chr9_14320338_14320483 146 OSE2_peak_9187 chr9_14320341_14320539 146 chr9_14320338_14320539 NFIB . .
OSE_peak_3028 100 172 OSE1_peak_5148 chr9_16030600_16030771 172 OSE2_peak_9194 chr9_16030562_16030862 172 chr9_16030562_16030862 . . .
OSE_peak_3029 100 154 OSE1_peak_5150 chr9_16119933_16120086 154 OSE2_peak_9197 chr9_16119864_16120426 154 chr9_16119864_16120426 . . .
OSE_peak_3030 100 177 OSE1_peak_5151 chr9_16120244_16120420 177 OSE2_peak_9197 chr9_16119864_16120426 177 chr9_16119864_16120426 . . .
OSE_peak_3031 87.0968 216 OSE1_peak_5152 chr9_16191798_16192156 359 OSE2_peak_9198 chr9_16191766_16192013 359 chr9_16191766_16192156 . . .
OSE_peak_3032 94.0171 330 OSE1_peak_5154 chr9_16705174_16705524 351 OSE2_peak_9203 chr9_16705195_16705785 351 chr9_16705174_16705785 BNC2 . .
OSE_peak_3033 100 141 OSE1_peak_5155 chr9_16871799_16872039 241 OSE2_peak_9206 chr9_16871898_16872038 241 chr9_16871799_16872039 . BNC2 .
OSE_peak_3034 97.9508 239 OSE1_peak_5156 chr9_18490619_18490862 244 OSE2_peak_9213 chr9_18490624_18490999 244 chr9_18490619_18490999 ADAMTSL1 . .
OSE_peak_3035 75.3521 107 OSE1_peak_5157 chr9_18596943_18597168 226 OSE2_peak_9216 chr9_18597062_18597203 226 chr9_18596943_18597203 ADAMTSL1 MIR3152 .
OSE_peak_3036 100 126 OSE1_peak_5158 chr9_18658911_18659036 126 OSE2_peak_9217 chr9_18658863_18659036 126 chr9_18658863_18659036 ADAMTSL1 . .
OSE_peak_3037 51.4894 121 OSE1_peak_5160 chr9_19374680_19375078 399 OSE2_peak_9219 chr9_19374958_19375192 399 chr9_19374680_19375192 . DENND4C RPS6
OSE_peak_3038 47.7551 117 OSE1_peak_5161 chr9_19999471_19999715 245 OSE2_peak_9222 chr9_19999599_19999887 245 chr9_19999471_19999887 . . .
OSE_peak_3039 100 217 OSE1_peak_5164 chr9_21591609_21591825 217 OSE2_peak_9228 chr9_21591564_21591847 217 chr9_21591564_21591847 . . .
OSE_peak_3040 100 129 OSE1_peak_5165 chr9_21685065_21685193 129 OSE2_peak_9229 chr9_21685035_21685237 129 chr9_21685035_21685237 . . .
OSE_peak_3041 100 200 OSE1_peak_5166 chr9_21919679_21919878 200 OSE2_peak_9233 chr9_21919661_21919891 200 chr9_21919661_21919891 . . .
OSE_peak_3042 81.8182 99 OSE1_peak_5169 chr9_22084889_22085040 152 OSE2_peak_9235 chr9_22084942_22085062 152 chr9_22084889_22085062 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
OSE_peak_3043 98.6301 144 OSE1_peak_5171 chr9_31137256_31137434 179 OSE2_peak_9243 chr9_31137254_31137399 179 chr9_31137254_31137434 . . .
OSE_peak_3044 100 159 OSE1_peak_5172 chr9_32395982_32396140 159 OSE2_peak_9246 chr9_32395956_32396145 159 chr9_32395956_32396145 ACO1 . .
OSE_peak_3045 72.2628 99 OSE1_peak_5174 chr9_33166963_33167099 137 OSE2_peak_9253 chr9_33167001_33167167 137 chr9_33166963_33167167 B4GALT1 . .
OSE_peak_3046 83.3333 110 OSE1_peak_5177 chr9_33506672_33506803 132 OSE2_peak_9254 chr9_33506694_33506844 132 chr9_33506672_33506844 SUGT1P1 . ANKRD18B
OSE_peak_3047 90.2778 130 OSE1_peak_5178 chr9_33836313_33836479 167 OSE2_peak_9256 chr9_33836350_33836493 167 chr9_33836313_33836493 UBE2R2 . .
OSE_peak_3048 100 166 OSE1_peak_5180 chr9_33946922_33947087 166 OSE2_peak_9257 chr9_33946912_33947099 166 chr9_33946912_33947099 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
OSE_peak_3049 84.8101 134 OSE1_peak_5181 chr9_33947289_33947446 158 OSE2_peak_9258 chr9_33947313_33947472 158 chr9_33947289_33947472 UBAP2 SNORD121B;UBE2R2 SNORD121A
OSE_peak_3050 41.4062 53 OSE1_peak_5185 chr9_35511247_35511374 128 OSE2_peak_9266 chr9_35511322_35511455 128 chr9_35511247_35511455 RUSC2 ATP8B5P .
OSE_peak_3051 84.8214 190 OSE1_peak_5186 chr9_35518185_35518408 224 OSE2_peak_9267 chr9_35518219_35518547 224 chr9_35518185_35518547 RUSC2 . .
OSE_peak_3052 61.4815 83 OSE1_peak_5187 chr9_35681314_35681448 135 OSE2_peak_9269 chr9_35681366_35681654 135 chr9_35681314_35681654 . f100;CA9;CCDC107;R TLN1;TPM2
OSE_peak_3053 10.5263 20 OSE1_peak_5188 chr9_35688657_35688846 190 OSE2_peak_9271 chr9_35688827_35689110 190 chr9_35688657_35689110 TPM2 9orf100;CA9;CCDC10 TLN1
OSE_peak_3054 89.404 135 OSE1_peak_5190 chr9_35689799_35689972 174 OSE2_peak_9272 chr9_35689783_35689933 174 chr9_35689783_35689972 TPM2 9orf100;CA9;CCDC10 TLN1
OSE_peak_3055 88.7097 110 OSE1_peak_5191 chr9_35728060_35728183 124 OSE2_peak_9274 chr9_35728015_35728169 124 chr9_35728015_35728183 TLN1 . CREB3;GBA2;MSMP;RGP1
OSE_peak_3056 100 124 OSE1_peak_5193 chr9_36029947_36030070 124 OSE2_peak_9277 chr9_36029830_36030123 124 chr9_36029830_36030123 . . RECK
OSE_peak_3057 100 127 OSE1_peak_5195 chr9_36102380_36102619 240 OSE2_peak_9278 chr9_36102493_36102619 240 chr9_36102380_36102619 RECK . .
OSE_peak_3058 85.6115 119 OSE1_peak_5196 chr9_36151958_36152096 139 OSE2_peak_9279 chr9_36151978_36152193 139 chr9_36151958_36152193 GLIPR2 RECK CCIN
OSE_peak_3059 100 155 OSE1_peak_5197 chr9_36585289_36585443 155 OSE2_peak_9281 chr9_36585156_36585475 155 chr9_36585156_36585475 MELK . .
OSE_peak_3060 100 128 OSE1_peak_5198 chr9_37785179_37785306 128 OSE2_peak_9283 chr9_37785066_37785313 128 chr9_37785066_37785313 EXOSC3 RG9MTD3 DCAF10
OSE_peak_3061 100 171 OSE1_peak_5199 chr9_37908739_37908909 171 OSE2_peak_9284 chr9_37908669_37909028 171 chr9_37908669_37909028 . MCART1 SHB
OSE_peak_3062 100 162 OSE1_peak_5201 chr9_37954118_37954279 162 OSE2_peak_9289 chr9_37954113_37954370 162 chr9_37954113_37954370 SHB . .
OSE_peak_3063 100 265 OSE1_peak_5202 chr9_38046621_38046885 265 OSE2_peak_9296 chr9_38046576_38047155 265 chr9_38046576_38047155 SHB . .
OSE_peak_3064 45.8333 55 OSE1_peak_5203 chr9_38047101_38047220 120 OSE2_peak_9296 chr9_38046576_38047155 120 chr9_38046576_38047220 SHB . .
OSE_peak_3065 79.4239 193 OSE1_peak_5204 chr9_38047870_38048161 292 OSE2_peak_9297 chr9_38047820_38048062 292 chr9_38047820_38048161 SHB . .
OSE_peak_3066 100 131 OSE1_peak_5206 chr9_38682833_38682982 150 OSE2_peak_9300 chr9_38682843_38682973 150 chr9_38682833_38682982 . . .
OSE_peak_3067 100 134 OSE1_peak_5207 chr9_39030681_39030814 134 OSE2_peak_9302 chr9_39030676_39030820 134 chr9_39030676_39030820 . . .
OSE_peak_3068 61.4379 94 OSE1_peak_5211 chr9_73034827_73034979 153 OSE2_peak_9314 chr9_73034886_73035066 153 chr9_73034827_73035066 . KLF9 .
OSE_peak_3069 96.3801 213 OSE1_peak_5212 chr9_73216040_73216302 263 OSE2_peak_9316 chr9_73216032_73216252 263 chr9_73216032_73216302 TRPM3 . .
OSE_peak_3070 100 120 OSE1_peak_5213 chr9_73539322_73539544 223 OSE2_peak_9317 chr9_73539339_73539458 223 chr9_73539322_73539544 TRPM3 . .
OSE_peak_3071 100 170 OSE1_peak_5214 chr9_74224095_74224293 199 OSE2_peak_9319 chr9_74224122_74224291 199 chr9_74224095_74224293 . . .
OSE_peak_3072 82.8685 208 OSE1_peak_5218 chr9_76395808_76396058 251 OSE2_peak_9325 chr9_76395851_76396134 251 chr9_76395808_76396134 . . .
OSE_peak_3073 100 147 OSE1_peak_5219 chr9_77375390_77375536 147 OSE2_peak_9326 chr9_77375324_77375546 147 chr9_77375324_77375546 TRPM6 . .
OSE_peak_3074 83.3333 100 OSE1_peak_5222 chr9_80129913_80130032 120 OSE2_peak_9333 chr9_80129933_80130089 120 chr9_80129913_80130089 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3075 100 143 OSE1_peak_5223 chr9_80422369_80422511 143 OSE2_peak_9335 chr9_80422347_80422579 143 chr9_80422347_80422579 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3076 100 124 OSE1_peak_5224 chr9_80463875_80463998 124 OSE2_peak_9336 chr9_80463815_80464026 124 chr9_80463815_80464026 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3077 100 146 OSE1_peak_5227 chr9_81481698_81481843 146 OSE2_peak_9339 chr9_81481628_81481891 146 chr9_81481628_81481891 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3078 99.005 199 OSE1_peak_5228 chr9_81804508_81804827 320 OSE2_peak_9342 chr9_81804629_81804829 320 chr9_81804508_81804829 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3079 100 138 OSE1_peak_5229 chr9_81836138_81836275 138 OSE2_peak_9343 chr9_81836089_81836350 138 chr9_81836089_81836350 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3080 86.6667 104 OSE1_peak_5231 chr9_83643507_83643626 120 OSE2_peak_9345 chr9_83643523_83643850 120 chr9_83643507_83643850 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3081 100 180 OSE1_peak_5233 chr9_84150549_84150728 180 OSE2_peak_9347 chr9_84150500_84150761 180 chr9_84150500_84150761 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3082 84.5161 131 OSE1_peak_5235 chr9_85497213_85497367 155 OSE2_peak_9353 chr9_85497157_85497343 155 chr9_85497157_85497367 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3083 100 161 OSE1_peak_5236 chr9_85497807_85497967 161 OSE2_peak_9354 chr9_85497748_85497987 161 chr9_85497748_85497987 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3084 100 128 OSE1_peak_5237 chr9_86047239_86047484 246 OSE2_peak_9357 chr9_86047250_86047377 246 chr9_86047239_86047484 FRMD3;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3085 100 159 OSE1_peak_5238 chr9_86500527_86500685 159 OSE2_peak_9361 chr9_86500349_86500702 159 chr9_86500349_86500702 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3086 100 127 OSE1_peak_5239 chr9_86549612_86549738 127 OSE2_peak_9362 chr9_86549611_86549827 127 chr9_86549611_86549827 MIR548H3 KIF27 C9orf64
OSE_peak_3087 83.6879 118 OSE1_peak_5242 chr9_86785702_86785842 141 OSE2_peak_9363 chr9_86785593_86785819 141 chr9_86785593_86785842 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3088 95.1613 177 OSE1_peak_5243 chr9_88151023_88151208 186 OSE2_peak_9366 chr9_88151032_88151274 186 chr9_88151023_88151274 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
OSE_peak_3089 100 203 OSE1_peak_5245 chr9_88358237_88358439 203 OSE2_peak_9367 chr9_88358209_88358452 203 chr9_88358209_88358452 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
OSE_peak_3090 100 224 OSE1_peak_5249 chr9_90885943_90886166 224 OSE2_peak_9370 chr9_90885838_90886166 224 chr9_90885838_90886166 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3091 38.4 48 OSE1_peak_5250 chr9_91433969_91434180 212 OSE2_peak_9374 chr9_91433892_91434016 212 chr9_91433892_91434180 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3092 100 140 OSE1_peak_5251 chr9_91441899_91442038 140 OSE2_peak_9375 chr9_91441875_91442108 140 chr9_91441875_91442108 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3093 95.0339 421 OSE1_peak_5252 chr9_91730758_91731329 572 OSE2_peak_9377 chr9_91730736_91731178 572 chr9_91730736_91731329 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
OSE_peak_3094 55.0802 103 OSE1_peak_5254 chr9_91753580_91753933 354 OSE2_peak_9378 chr9_91753831_91754017 354 chr9_91753580_91754017 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
OSE_peak_3095 88.0435 162 OSE1_peak_5255 chr9_91769638_91769821 184 OSE2_peak_9381 chr9_91769660_91770007 184 chr9_91769638_91770007 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
OSE_peak_3096 100 323 OSE1_peak_5256 chr9_92171591_92171913 323 OSE2_peak_9385 chr9_92171565_92171952 323 chr9_92171565_92171952 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3097 96.4844 247 OSE1_peak_5257 chr9_93755102_93755366 265 OSE2_peak_9387 chr9_93755120_93755375 265 chr9_93755102_93755375 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3098 100 129 OSE1_peak_5258 chr9_93822848_93822976 129 OSE2_peak_9388 chr9_93822846_93823004 129 chr9_93822846_93823004 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
OSE_peak_3099 96.3636 159 OSE1_peak_5259 chr9_93862358_93862522 165 OSE2_peak_9389 chr9_93862364_93862684 165 chr9_93862358_93862684 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
OSE_peak_3100 100 181 OSE1_peak_5260 chr9_93893951_93894131 181 OSE2_peak_9392 chr9_93893941_93894163 181 chr9_93893941_93894163 MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3101 80.5755 112 OSE1_peak_5262 chr9_93959564_93959805 242 OSE2_peak_9394 chr9_93959537_93959675 242 chr9_93959537_93959805 MIR548H3 . AUH
OSE_peak_3102 96.8504 123 OSE1_peak_5263 chr9_94914124_94914255 132 OSE2_peak_9401 chr9_94914133_94914259 132 chr9_94914124_94914259 LINC00475;MIR548H3 LOC100128076 .
OSE_peak_3103 80 96 OSE1_peak_5267 chr9_97676772_97676891 120 OSE2_peak_9408 chr9_97676656_97676867 120 chr9_97676656_97676891 C9orf3;MIR548H3 . .
OSE_peak_3104 100 141 OSE1_peak_5269 chr9_98556637_98556777 141 OSE2_peak_9414 chr9_98556633_98556835 141 chr9_98556633_98556835 . . LINC00476
OSE_peak_3105 100 299 OSE1_peak_5272 chr9_100639177_100639657 481 OSE2_peak_9418 chr9_100639211_100639509 481 chr9_100639177_100639657 . FOXE1 C9orf156
OSE_peak_3106 100 125 OSE1_peak_5273 chr9_100684323_100684515 193 OSE2_peak_9419 chr9_100684357_100684481 193 chr9_100684323_100684515 C9orf156 . HEMGN
OSE_peak_3107 100 159 OSE1_peak_5274 chr9_100985625_100985783 159 OSE2_peak_9422 chr9_100985619_100985798 159 chr9_100985619_100985798 TBC1D2 . .
OSE_peak_3108 100 177 OSE1_peak_5275 chr9_101086776_101086952 177 OSE2_peak_9423 chr9_101086762_101086963 177 chr9_101086762_101086963 GABBR2 . .
OSE_peak_3109 83.4395 131 OSE1_peak_5276 chr9_101119299_101119553 255 OSE2_peak_9424 chr9_101119423_101119579 255 chr9_101119299_101119579 GABBR2 . .
OSE_peak_3110 49.4382 88 OSE1_peak_5283 chr9_107826296_107826490 195 OSE2_peak_9439 chr9_107826403_107826580 195 chr9_107826296_107826580 . . .
OSE_peak_3111 94.6667 142 OSE1_peak_5284 chr9_109561679_109561828 150 OSE2_peak_9444 chr9_109561585_109561820 150 chr9_109561585_109561828 . . .
OSE_peak_3112 100 123 OSE1_peak_5285 chr9_109625226_109625348 123 OSE2_peak_9445 chr9_109625215_109625408 123 chr9_109625215_109625408 ZNF462 . MIR548Q
OSE_peak_3113 100 322 OSE1_peak_5286 chr9_109655007_109655328 322 OSE2_peak_9446 chr9_109654996_109655415 322 chr9_109654996_109655415 MIR548Q;ZNF462 . .
OSE_peak_3114 19.1667 23 OSE1_peak_5290 chr9_111241012_111241131 120 OSE2_peak_9455 chr9_111240878_111241034 120 chr9_111240878_111241131 . . .
OSE_peak_3115 91.7582 167 OSE1_peak_5292 chr9_111547394_111547575 182 OSE2_peak_9456 chr9_111547360_111547560 182 chr9_111547360_111547575 . . .
OSE_peak_3116 100 239 OSE1_peak_5293 chr9_111798357_111798595 239 OSE2_peak_9457 chr9_111798329_111798683 239 chr9_111798329_111798683 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
OSE_peak_3117 100 161 OSE1_peak_5294 chr9_112748799_112749305 507 OSE2_peak_9461 chr9_112749116_112749276 507 chr9_112748799_112749305 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
OSE_peak_3118 100 238 OSE1_peak_5295 chr9_112791788_112792025 238 OSE2_peak_9462 chr9_112791766_112792043 238 chr9_112791766_112792043 PALM2‐AKAP2 . AKAP2
OSE_peak_3119 100 135 OSE1_peak_5298 chr9_112878306_112878440 135 OSE2_peak_9464 chr9_112878276_112878696 135 chr9_112878276_112878696 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
OSE_peak_3120 94.2652 263 OSE1_peak_5299 chr9_113205778_113206123 346 OSE2_peak_9467 chr9_113205861_113206139 346 chr9_113205778_113206139 SVEP1 . .
OSE_peak_3121 86.3636 114 OSE1_peak_5300 chr9_113559976_113560107 132 OSE2_peak_9469 chr9_113559994_113560253 132 chr9_113559976_113560253 MUSK . .
OSE_peak_3122 100 125 OSE1_peak_5302 chr9_113674009_113674133 125 OSE2_peak_9471 chr9_113673996_113674174 125 chr9_113673996_113674174 LPAR1 . .
OSE_peak_3123 100 177 OSE1_peak_5305 chr9_114490959_114491135 177 OSE2_peak_9476 chr9_114490910_114491176 177 chr9_114490910_114491176 C9orf84 . .
OSE_peak_3124 100 154 OSE1_peak_5306 chr9_114660648_114660801 154 OSE2_peak_9480 chr9_114660642_114660893 154 chr9_114660642_114660893 UGCG . .
OSE_peak_3125 100 385 OSE1_peak_5309 chr9_114699209_114699593 385 OSE2_peak_9489 chr9_114699176_114700591 385 chr9_114699176_114700591 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3126 100 267 OSE1_peak_5310 chr9_114700159_114700425 267 OSE2_peak_9489 chr9_114699176_114700591 267 chr9_114699176_114700591 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3127 95.8678 116 OSE1_peak_5311 chr9_114702190_114702310 121 OSE2_peak_9492 chr9_114702030_114702305 121 chr9_114702030_114702310 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3128 100 120 OSE1_peak_5312 chr9_114703254_114703481 228 OSE2_peak_9494 chr9_114703294_114703413 228 chr9_114703254_114703481 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3129 61.5385 88 OSE1_peak_5314 chr9_114720353_114720495 143 OSE2_peak_9495 chr9_114720408_114721006 143 chr9_114720353_114721006 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3130 37.1429 65 OSE1_peak_5315 chr9_114720942_114721116 175 OSE2_peak_9495 chr9_114720408_114721006 175 chr9_114720408_114721116 . MIR4668;UGCG .
OSE_peak_3131 100 186 OSE1_peak_5317 chr9_114799668_114799907 240 OSE2_peak_9498 chr9_114799672_114799857 240 chr9_114799668_114799907 MIR3134 . SUSD1
OSE_peak_3132 100 442 OSE1_peak_5318 chr9_114804023_114804464 442 OSE2_peak_9499 chr9_114803998_114804490 442 chr9_114803998_114804490 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
OSE_peak_3133 46.6667 56 OSE1_peak_5319 chr9_114812366_114812485 120 OSE2_peak_9501 chr9_114812280_114812421 120 chr9_114812280_114812485 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
OSE_peak_3134 100 124 OSE1_peak_5320 chr9_117126592_117126715 124 OSE2_peak_9510 chr9_117126544_117126719 124 chr9_117126544_117126719 AKNA . .
OSE_peak_3135 93.6396 265 OSE1_peak_5321 chr9_117453306_117453642 337 OSE2_peak_9512 chr9_117453288_117453570 337 chr9_117453288_117453642 . LOC100505478 .
OSE_peak_3136 100 186 OSE1_peak_5323 chr9_117769034_117769227 194 OSE2_peak_9515 chr9_117769038_117769223 194 chr9_117769034_117769227 . . TNC
OSE_peak_3137 85.5297 662 OSE1_peak_5326 chr9_118412079_118412868 790 OSE2_peak_9526 chr9_118412207_118412980 790 chr9_118412079_118412980 . . .
OSE_peak_3138 80.3653 176 OSE1_peak_5327 chr9_118413120_118413338 219 OSE2_peak_9527 chr9_118413163_118413431 219 chr9_118413120_118413431 . . .
OSE_peak_3139 85.7576 283 OSE1_peak_5329 chr9_118701622_118701951 330 OSE2_peak_9532 chr9_118701440_118701904 330 chr9_118701440_118701951 . LINC00474 .
OSE_peak_3140 100 120 OSE1_peak_5330 chr9_118705911_118706030 120 OSE2_peak_9533 chr9_118705906_118706074 120 chr9_118705906_118706074 . LINC00474 .
OSE_peak_3141 100 305 OSE1_peak_5331 chr9_118706703_118707007 305 OSE2_peak_9535 chr9_118706692_118707150 305 chr9_118706692_118707150 . LINC00474 .
OSE_peak_3142 85.8333 103 OSE1_peak_5332 chr9_118715134_118715253 120 OSE2_peak_9536 chr9_118715099_118715236 120 chr9_118715099_118715253 . LINC00474 .
OSE_peak_3143 81.4433 158 OSE1_peak_5333 chr9_118758808_118759001 194 OSE2_peak_9537 chr9_118758844_118759146 194 chr9_118758808_118759146 . . .
OSE_peak_3144 100 131 OSE1_peak_5334 chr9_118863987_118864117 131 OSE2_peak_9538 chr9_118863941_118864185 131 chr9_118863941_118864185 . . .
OSE_peak_3145 100 145 OSE1_peak_5335 chr9_118914445_118914589 145 OSE2_peak_9539 chr9_118914369_118914772 145 chr9_118914369_118914772 . . PAPPA
OSE_peak_3146 0.7246 1 OSE1_peak_5338 chr9_118917336_118917473 138 OSE2_peak_9541 chr9_118917473_118917756 138 chr9_118917336_118917756 PAPPA . .
OSE_peak_3147 94.9153 168 OSE1_peak_5339 chr9_118917589_118917765 177 OSE2_peak_9541 chr9_118917473_118917756 177 chr9_118917473_118917765 PAPPA . .
OSE_peak_3148 100 120 OSE1_peak_5341 chr9_118938023_118938142 120 OSE2_peak_9547 chr9_118937860_118938305 120 chr9_118937860_118938305 PAPPA . .
OSE_peak_3149 75.3247 116 OSE1_peak_5346 chr9_119051099_119051252 154 OSE2_peak_9567 chr9_119050972_119051214 154 chr9_119050972_119051252 PAPPA . .
OSE_peak_3150 41.2162 61 OSE1_peak_5353 chr9_119164665_119164812 148 OSE2_peak_9575 chr9_119164752_119164989 148 chr9_119164665_119164989 . PAPPA ASTN2
OSE_peak_3151 94.2446 131 OSE1_peak_5354 chr9_119165921_119166219 299 OSE2_peak_9576 chr9_119166089_119166227 299 chr9_119165921_119166227 . PAPPA ASTN2
OSE_peak_3152 8.3333 14 OSE1_peak_5355 chr9_119311517_119311754 238 OSE2_peak_9578 chr9_119311363_119311530 238 chr9_119311363_119311754 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
OSE_peak_3153 47.1698 100 OSE1_peak_5355 chr9_119311517_119311754 238 OSE2_peak_9579 chr9_119311655_119311866 238 chr9_119311517_119311866 ASTN2;LOC100128505 . .
OSE_peak_3154 100 145 OSE1_peak_5356 chr9_120525721_120525865 145 OSE2_peak_9581 chr9_120525713_120525876 145 chr9_120525713_120525876 . . .
OSE_peak_3155 100 120 OSE1_peak_5358 chr9_123156158_123156277 120 OSE2_peak_9582 chr9_123156155_123156818 120 chr9_123156155_123156818 CDK5RAP2 . .
OSE_peak_3156 100 155 OSE1_peak_5359 chr9_123156414_123156568 155 OSE2_peak_9582 chr9_123156155_123156818 155 chr9_123156155_123156818 CDK5RAP2 . .
OSE_peak_3157 96.0938 123 OSE1_peak_5360 chr9_126472771_126472898 128 OSE2_peak_9592 chr9_126472735_126472893 128 chr9_126472735_126472898 DENND1A . .
OSE_peak_3158 100 164 OSE1_peak_5361 chr9_126817115_126817343 229 OSE2_peak_9593 chr9_126817177_126817340 229 chr9_126817115_126817343 . LHX2 .
OSE_peak_3159 82.5279 222 OSE1_peak_5362 chr9_127022146_127022414 269 OSE2_peak_9596 chr9_127021953_127022367 269 chr9_127021953_127022414 NEK6 . .
OSE_peak_3160 97.8102 402 OSE1_peak_5364 chr9_127029533_127029957 425 OSE2_peak_9598 chr9_127029556_127029966 425 chr9_127029533_127029966 NEK6 . .
OSE_peak_3161 100 309 OSE1_peak_5365 chr9_127048654_127048962 309 OSE2_peak_9600 chr9_127048328_127049085 309 chr9_127048328_127049085 NEK6 . .
OSE_peak_3162 100 185 OSE1_peak_5366 chr9_127072043_127072227 185 OSE2_peak_9602 chr9_127071981_127072267 185 chr9_127071981_127072267 NEK6 . .
OSE_peak_3163 100 247 OSE1_peak_5367 chr9_127421693_127421939 247 OSE2_peak_9604 chr9_127421672_127421991 247 chr9_127421672_127421991 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
OSE_peak_3164 10.4046 18 OSE1_peak_5370 chr9_127998075_127998247 173 OSE2_peak_9608 chr9_127998230_127998443 173 chr9_127998075_127998443 HSPA5 RABEPK GAPVD1
OSE_peak_3165 72 144 OSE1_peak_5372 chr9_128411601_128411835 235 OSE2_peak_9610 chr9_128411692_128411891 235 chr9_128411601_128411891 MAPKAP1 . .
OSE_peak_3166 37.6 47 OSE1_peak_5378 chr9_130213527_130213673 147 OSE2_peak_9617 chr9_130213627_130213751 147 chr9_130213527_130213751 RPL12 SNORA65;ZNF79 LRSAM1
OSE_peak_3167 77.7778 98 OSE1_peak_5379 chr9_130335707_130335832 126 OSE2_peak_9620 chr9_130335655_130335804 126 chr9_130335655_130335832 FAM129B . .
OSE_peak_3168 100 126 OSE1_peak_5382 chr9_130346111_130346236 126 OSE2_peak_9621 chr9_130346096_130346257 126 chr9_130346096_130346257 . FAM129B STXBP1
OSE_peak_3169 100 120 OSE1_peak_5389 chr9_131937337_131937456 120 OSE2_peak_9628 chr9_131937331_131937480 120 chr9_131937331_131937480 . PPP2R4 IER5L
OSE_peak_3170 100 130 OSE1_peak_5390 chr9_132245535_132245664 130 OSE2_peak_9630 chr9_132245503_132245766 130 chr9_132245503_132245766 . . LOC100506190
OSE_peak_3171 100 175 OSE1_peak_5391 chr9_132250337_132250569 233 OSE2_peak_9631 chr9_132250386_132250560 233 chr9_132250337_132250569 . . LOC100506190
OSE_peak_3172 100 162 OSE1_peak_5392 chr9_132251439_132251600 162 OSE2_peak_9632 chr9_132250943_132251611 162 chr9_132250943_132251611 LOC100506190 . .
OSE_peak_3173 93.617 264 OSE1_peak_5396 chr9_133736309_133736590 282 OSE2_peak_9640 chr9_133736170_133736572 282 chr9_133736170_133736590 ABL1 . .
OSE_peak_3174 86.4486 185 OSE1_peak_5397 chr9_135522817_135523034 218 OSE2_peak_9645 chr9_135522850_135523063 218 chr9_135522817_135523063 DDX31 . GTF3C4
OSE_peak_3175 82.4324 122 OSE1_peak_5399 chr9_135951415_135951582 168 OSE2_peak_9646 chr9_135951389_135951536 168 chr9_135951389_135951582 . CEL;GTF3C5 CELP;RALGDS
OSE_peak_3176 94.9791 454 OSE1_peak_5403 chr9_137494251_137494728 478 OSE2_peak_9651 chr9_137494275_137494806 478 chr9_137494251_137494806 . . .
OSE_peak_3177 75.8333 91 OSE1_peak_5404 chr9_137536587_137536706 120 OSE2_peak_9653 chr9_137536616_137536739 120 chr9_137536587_137536739 COL5A1 . .
OSE_peak_3178 98.3333 118 OSE1_peak_5405 chr9_137739421_137739540 120 OSE2_peak_9659 chr9_137739357_137739538 120 chr9_137739357_137739540 . COL5A1 MIR3689C;MIR3689D1;MIR3689D2;MIR3689
OSE_peak_3179 92.9032 144 OSE1_peak_5406 chr9_139440700_139440854 155 OSE2_peak_9664 chr9_139440689_139440843 155 chr9_139440689_139440854 MIR4674 MIR4673;NOTCH1 .
OSE_peak_3180 80.1917 251 OSE1_peak_5410 chr9_140138562_140138874 313 OSE2_peak_9668 chr9_140138252_140138812 313 chr9_140138252_140138874 FAM166A 1;RNF208;RNF224;S9orf173;COBRA1;LOC100129722
OSE_peak_3181 85.3107 151 OSE1_peak_5411 chr9_140172084_140172293 210 OSE2_peak_9669 chr9_140172143_140172319 210 chr9_140172084_140172319 C9orf167 OBRA1;FAM166A;LOC EXD3;NRARP
OSE_peak_3182 89.1667 107 OSE1_peak_5430 chrX_3733032_3733230 199 OSE2_peak_9689 chrX_3733124_3733243 199 chrX_3733032_3733243 . . LOC389906
OSE_peak_3183 93.617 132 OSE1_peak_5433 chrX_9431140_9431280 141 OSE2_peak_9695 chrX_9431149_9431303 141 chrX_9431140_9431303 . . TBL1X
OSE_peak_3184 61.6667 74 OSE1_peak_5435 chrX_9797584_9797703 120 OSE2_peak_9699 chrX_9797630_9797792 120 chrX_9797584_9797792 SHROOM2 . .
OSE_peak_3185 100 210 OSE1_peak_5436 chrX_9828237_9828504 268 OSE2_peak_9700 chrX_9828283_9828492 268 chrX_9828237_9828504 SHROOM2 . .
OSE_peak_3186 77.8656 197 OSE1_peak_5437 chrX_9834207_9834459 253 OSE2_peak_9701 chrX_9834113_9834403 253 chrX_9834113_9834459 SHROOM2 . .
OSE_peak_3187 100 322 OSE1_peak_5438 chrX_9971939_9972260 322 OSE2_peak_9703 chrX_9971719_9972263 322 chrX_9971719_9972263 . . WWC3
OSE_peak_3188 95 114 OSE1_peak_5440 chrX_10940343_10940464 122 OSE2_peak_9705 chrX_10940351_10940470 122 chrX_10940343_10940470 . . .
OSE_peak_3189 80.1653 97 OSE1_peak_5441 chrX_12993229_12993349 121 OSE2_peak_9708 chrX_12993253_12993706 121 chrX_12993229_12993706 TMSB4X . .
OSE_peak_3190 89.9767 772 OSE1_peak_5442 chrX_12995467_12996324 858 OSE2_peak_9709 chrX_12995553_12996670 858 chrX_12995467_12996670 . TMSB4X .
OSE_peak_3191 84.1667 101 OSE1_peak_5443 chrX_13352796_13352915 120 OSE2_peak_9711 chrX_13352777_13352896 120 chrX_13352777_13352915 . TXN3L;LOC10009369 LOC100133123
OSE_peak_3192 100 308 OSE1_peak_5446 chrX_16789702_16790009 308 OSE2_peak_9718 chrX_16789502_16790016 308 chrX_16789502_16790016 . SYAP1 TXLNG
OSE_peak_3193 91.9192 182 OSE1_peak_5450 chrX_19728315_19728557 243 OSE2_peak_9721 chrX_19728299_19728496 243 chrX_19728299_19728557 SH3KBP1 . .
OSE_peak_3194 17.0616 36 OSE1_peak_5452 chrX_24167006_24167285 280 OSE2_peak_9729 chrX_24166831_24167041 280 chrX_24166831_24167285 . . ZFX
OSE_peak_3195 100 135 OSE1_peak_5453 chrX_29680898_29681032 135 OSE2_peak_9733 chrX_29680863_29681323 135 chrX_29680863_29681323 IL1RAPL1 . .
OSE_peak_3196 86.3636 209 OSE1_peak_5454 chrX_31239290_31239536 247 OSE2_peak_9736 chrX_31239328_31239569 247 chrX_31239290_31239569 DMD . .
OSE_peak_3197 92.3497 169 OSE1_peak_5457 chrX_40881988_40882219 232 OSE2_peak_9743 chrX_40881974_40882156 232 chrX_40881974_40882219 . . .
OSE_peak_3198 56.129 87 OSE1_peak_5458 chrX_41210059_41210761 703 OSE2_peak_9748 chrX_41209991_41210145 703 chrX_41209991_41210761 . DDX3X .
OSE_peak_3199 100 163 OSE1_peak_5458 chrX_41210059_41210761 703 OSE2_peak_9749 chrX_41210331_41210493 703 chrX_41210059_41210761 . DDX3X .
OSE_peak_3200 100 122 OSE1_peak_5460 chrX_41386350_41386541 192 OSE2_peak_9751 chrX_41386387_41386508 192 chrX_41386350_41386541 CASK . .
OSE_peak_3201 100 171 OSE1_peak_5461 chrX_45338507_45338711 205 OSE2_peak_9754 chrX_45338511_45338681 205 chrX_45338507_45338711 . . .
OSE_peak_3202 94.186 243 OSE1_peak_5463 chrX_45374795_45375052 258 OSE2_peak_9755 chrX_45374810_45375260 258 chrX_45374795_45375260 . . .
OSE_peak_3203 100 145 OSE1_peak_5467 chrX_48345916_48346060 145 OSE2_peak_9767 chrX_48345729_48346163 145 chrX_48345729_48346163 . FTSJ1;SLC38A5 PORCN
OSE_peak_3204 81.8627 167 OSE1_peak_5470 chrX_53254346_53254610 265 OSE2_peak_9772 chrX_53254309_53254512 265 chrX_53254309_53254610 KDM5C . IQSEC2

































shared_peak overlap(%) overlap(nt) FTE_peak FTE_peak_pos FTE_peak_length OSE_peak OSE_peak_pos OSE_peak_length shared_peak_coordinate thislocation upsteam dnstream
FTE_OSE_peak_1 98.7342 156 FTE_peak_1 chr1_1617691_1617853 163 OSE_peak_3 chr1_1617689_1617846 163 chr1_1617689_1617853 CDK11B;MMP23A;SLC35E2B . CDK11A
FTE_OSE_peak_2 87.9167 211 FTE_peak_2 chr1_7361096_7361335 240 OSE_peak_6 chr1_7361055_7361306 240 chr1_7361055_7361335 CAMTA1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_3 96.8109 425 FTE_peak_5 chr1_8197768_8198206 439 OSE_peak_8 chr1_8197782_8198225 439 chr1_8197768_8198225 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_4 100 366 FTE_peak_6 chr1_8686243_8686877 635 OSE_peak_12 chr1_8686491_8686856 635 chr1_8686243_8686877 RERE . .
FTE_OSE_peak_5 100 287 FTE_peak_7 chr1_8918229_8918515 287 OSE_peak_13 chr1_8918085_8918562 287 chr1_8918085_8918562 . . ENO1;ENO1‐AS1
FTE_OSE_peak_6 100 866 FTE_peak_9 chr1_11968162_11969027 866 OSE_peak_16 chr1_11968077_11969460 866 chr1_11968077_11969460 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
FTE_OSE_peak_7 100 318 FTE_peak_10 chr1_11969703_11970020 318 OSE_peak_17 chr1_11969491_11970028 318 chr1_11969491_11970028 . . KIAA2013;PLOD1
FTE_OSE_peak_8 76.5101 228 FTE_peak_11 chr1_16702128_16702473 346 OSE_peak_26 chr1_16702058_16702355 346 chr1_16702058_16702473 C1orf144 FBXO42 SPATA21
FTE_OSE_peak_9 100 1005 FTE_peak_12 chr1_16839824_16840828 1005 OSE_peak_27 chr1_16839537_16840839 1005 chr1_16839537_16840839 . CROCCP3 .
FTE_OSE_peak_10 68.8645 188 FTE_peak_13 chr1_17222588_17222860 273 OSE_peak_28 chr1_17222673_17223405 273 chr1_17222588_17223405 . . CROCC
FTE_OSE_peak_11 63.5344 453 FTE_peak_14 chr1_17222953_17223665 713 OSE_peak_28 chr1_17222673_17223405 713 chr1_17222673_17223665 . . CROCC
FTE_OSE_peak_12 35.8407 162 FTE_peak_14 chr1_17222953_17223665 713 OSE_peak_29 chr1_17223504_17223955 713 chr1_17222953_17223955 . . CROCC
FTE_OSE_peak_13 100 273 FTE_peak_15 chr1_17231872_17232144 273 OSE_peak_30 chr1_17231637_17232195 273 chr1_17231637_17232195 . . CROCC
FTE_OSE_peak_14 100 273 FTE_peak_16 chr1_17454933_17455205 273 OSE_peak_31 chr1_17454886_17455289 273 chr1_17454886_17455289 . PADI2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_15 100 221 FTE_peak_17 chr1_17495057_17495277 221 OSE_peak_32 chr1_17494611_17495365 221 chr1_17494611_17495365 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_16 100 221 FTE_peak_17 chr1_17495057_17495277 221 OSE_peak_33 chr1_17494611_17495365 221 chr1_17494611_17495365 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_17 100 263 FTE_peak_19 chr1_18201097_18201500 404 OSE_peak_36 chr1_18201102_18201364 404 chr1_18201097_18201500 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_18 82.6255 214 FTE_peak_20 chr1_19336373_19336631 259 OSE_peak_37 chr1_19336418_19336707 259 chr1_19336373_19336707 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_19 100 246 FTE_peak_21 chr1_20927971_20928322 352 OSE_peak_39 chr1_20928003_20928248 352 chr1_20927971_20928322 CDA . .
FTE_OSE_peak_20 100 279 FTE_peak_22 chr1_20930782_20931060 279 OSE_peak_40 chr1_20930760_20931067 279 chr1_20930760_20931067 CDA . PINK1
FTE_OSE_peak_21 100 181 FTE_peak_23 chr1_21223413_21223655 243 OSE_peak_41 chr1_21223460_21223640 243 chr1_21223413_21223655 EIF4G3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_22 100 396 FTE_peak_24 chr1_21650992_21651590 599 OSE_peak_42 chr1_21651182_21651577 599 chr1_21650992_21651590 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_OSE_peak_23 89.951 367 FTE_peak_24 chr1_21650992_21651590 599 OSE_peak_43 chr1_21651224_21651631 599 chr1_21650992_21651631 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_OSE_peak_24 100 396 FTE_peak_25 chr1_21650992_21651636 645 OSE_peak_42 chr1_21651182_21651577 645 chr1_21650992_21651636 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_OSE_peak_25 100 408 FTE_peak_25 chr1_21650992_21651636 645 OSE_peak_43 chr1_21651224_21651631 645 chr1_21650992_21651636 ECE1 LOC100506801 .
FTE_OSE_peak_26 81.3559 144 FTE_peak_27 chr1_23426886_23427062 177 OSE_peak_46 chr1_23426826_23427029 177 chr1_23426826_23427062 LUZP1 KDM1A .
FTE_OSE_peak_27 100 1722 FTE_peak_28 chr1_23882700_23884421 1722 OSE_peak_48 chr1_23882455_23884443 1722 chr1_23882455_23884443 ID3 E2F2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_28 100 1722 FTE_peak_28 chr1_23882700_23884421 1722 OSE_peak_49 chr1_23882455_23884443 1722 chr1_23882455_23884443 ID3 E2F2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_29 97.0696 265 FTE_peak_29 chr1_24592931_24593241 311 OSE_peak_52 chr1_24592923_24593195 311 chr1_24592923_24593241 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_30 100 186 FTE_peak_32 chr1_28834583_28835482 900 OSE_peak_57 chr1_28834804_28834989 900 chr1_28834583_28835482 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_31 100 186 FTE_peak_33 chr1_28834754_28835482 729 OSE_peak_57 chr1_28834804_28834989 729 chr1_28834754_28835482 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_32 75.1076 1047 FTE_peak_34 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_58 chr1_28835712_28837105 1610 chr1_28835712_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_33 75.2496 1055 FTE_peak_34 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_59 chr1_28835712_28837113 1610 chr1_28835712_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_34 80.9872 443 FTE_peak_34 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_60 chr1_28837226_28837772 1610 chr1_28836059_28837772 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_35 75.1076 1047 FTE_peak_35 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_58 chr1_28835712_28837105 1610 chr1_28835712_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_36 75.2496 1055 FTE_peak_35 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_59 chr1_28835712_28837113 1610 chr1_28835712_28837668 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_37 80.9872 443 FTE_peak_35 chr1_28836059_28837668 1610 OSE_peak_60 chr1_28837226_28837772 1610 chr1_28836059_28837772 RCC1;SNHG3 PHACTR4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_38 100 770 FTE_peak_36 chr1_28975067_28975836 770 OSE_peak_65 chr1_28975040_28976206 770 chr1_28975040_28976206 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
FTE_OSE_peak_39 100 770 FTE_peak_36 chr1_28975067_28975836 770 OSE_peak_66 chr1_28975040_28976307 770 chr1_28975040_28976307 RNU11 TAF12 GMEB1
FTE_OSE_peak_40 100 181 FTE_peak_39 chr1_31956333_31956513 181 OSE_peak_67 chr1_31956324_31956649 181 chr1_31956324_31956649 . . LOC149086;LOC284551
FTE_OSE_peak_41 97.8437 363 FTE_peak_40 chr1_33899386_33899756 371 OSE_peak_72 chr1_33899363_33899748 371 chr1_33899363_33899756 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_42 98.7578 159 FTE_peak_43 chr1_36852165_36852338 174 OSE_peak_76 chr1_36852180_36852340 174 chr1_36852165_36852340 . STK40 LSM10
FTE_OSE_peak_43 100 202 FTE_peak_47 chr1_42367813_42368027 215 OSE_peak_78 chr1_42367824_42368025 215 chr1_42367813_42368027 HIVEP3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_44 100 198 FTE_peak_48 chr1_42687984_42688219 236 OSE_peak_79 chr1_42688006_42688203 236 chr1_42687984_42688219 FOXJ3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_45 100 295 FTE_peak_49 chr1_43406588_43406882 295 OSE_peak_81 chr1_43406582_43407338 295 chr1_43406582_43407338 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
FTE_OSE_peak_46 100 231 FTE_peak_50 chr1_43406990_43407220 231 OSE_peak_81 chr1_43406582_43407338 231 chr1_43406582_43407338 SLC2A1 . FLJ32224
FTE_OSE_peak_47 84.6004 434 FTE_peak_52 chr1_43672393_43672905 513 OSE_peak_82 chr1_43672472_43673116 513 chr1_43672393_43673116 WDR65 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_48 100 297 FTE_peak_53 chr1_44300744_44301040 297 OSE_peak_83 chr1_44300736_44301117 297 chr1_44300736_44301117 ST3GAL3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_49 98.703 761 FTE_peak_54 chr1_45186876_45187646 771 OSE_peak_84 chr1_45186694_45187636 771 chr1_45186694_45187646 C1orf228 . KIF2C
FTE_OSE_peak_50 100 1080 FTE_peak_55 chr1_45195877_45196956 1080 OSE_peak_85 chr1_45195736_45197090 1080 chr1_45195736_45197090 . C1orf228 KIF2C
FTE_OSE_peak_51 100 726 FTE_peak_56 chr1_45284990_45285715 726 OSE_peak_87 chr1_45284914_45285909 726 chr1_45284914_45285909 PTCH2 TBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D .
FTE_OSE_peak_52 100 726 FTE_peak_57 chr1_45284990_45285715 726 OSE_peak_87 chr1_45284914_45285909 726 chr1_45284914_45285909 PTCH2 TBD19;PLK3;TCTEX1D .
FTE_OSE_peak_53 100 174 FTE_peak_58 chr1_45712530_45712746 217 OSE_peak_88 chr1_45712548_45712721 217 chr1_45712530_45712746 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_54 96.2766 181 FTE_peak_59 chr1_46188604_46188799 196 OSE_peak_89 chr1_46188619_46188806 196 chr1_46188604_46188806 IPP TMEM69 .
FTE_OSE_peak_55 92.3304 313 FTE_peak_66 chr1_56184553_56184891 339 OSE_peak_95 chr1_56184521_56184865 339 chr1_56184521_56184891 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_56 74.1007 103 FTE_peak_67 chr1_57298077_57298236 160 OSE_peak_96 chr1_57298134_57298272 160 chr1_57298077_57298272 . C1orf168 C8A
FTE_OSE_peak_57 100 201 FTE_peak_69 chr1_59228963_59229163 201 OSE_peak_97 chr1_59228830_59229165 201 chr1_59228830_59229165 . . JUN;LOC100131060
FTE_OSE_peak_58 98.8235 168 FTE_peak_73 chr1_60637527_60637696 170 OSE_peak_100 chr1_60637514_60637694 170 chr1_60637514_60637696 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_59 100 273 FTE_peak_75 chr1_64386222_64386569 348 OSE_peak_102 chr1_64386272_64386544 348 chr1_64386222_64386569 ROR1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_60 100 245 FTE_peak_77 chr1_65363860_65364104 245 OSE_peak_103 chr1_65363788_65364146 245 chr1_65363788_65364146 JAK1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_61 85.1528 195 FTE_peak_80 chr1_67029976_67030248 273 OSE_peak_104 chr1_67030054_67030282 273 chr1_67029976_67030282 SGIP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_62 96.0591 195 FTE_peak_81 chr1_67526534_67526736 203 OSE_peak_106 chr1_67526491_67526728 203 chr1_67526491_67526736 . SLC35D1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_63 100 215 FTE_peak_91 chr1_78469987_78470201 215 OSE_peak_113 chr1_78469902_78470308 215 chr1_78469902_78470308 . FUBP1 DNAJB4
FTE_OSE_peak_64 79.3651 200 FTE_peak_92 chr1_78567306_78568019 714 OSE_peak_114 chr1_78567254_78567505 714 chr1_78567254_78568019 GIPC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_65 100 278 FTE_peak_92 chr1_78567306_78568019 714 OSE_peak_115 chr1_78567738_78568015 714 chr1_78567306_78568019 GIPC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_66 65.0794 164 FTE_peak_93 chr1_78567342_78568041 700 OSE_peak_114 chr1_78567254_78567505 700 chr1_78567254_78568041 GIPC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_67 100 278 FTE_peak_93 chr1_78567342_78568041 700 OSE_peak_115 chr1_78567738_78568015 700 chr1_78567342_78568041 GIPC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_68 99.4764 190 FTE_peak_94 chr1_79297487_79297677 191 OSE_peak_116 chr1_79297488_79297755 191 chr1_79297487_79297755 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_69 91.0288 1106 FTE_peak_103 chr1_86047386_86048600 1215 OSE_peak_121 chr1_86046752_86048491 1215 chr1_86046752_86048600 CYR61 DDAH1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_70 100 1976 FTE_peak_104 chr1_86048627_86050854 2228 OSE_peak_122 chr1_86048650_86050625 2228 chr1_86048627_86050854 CYR61 DDAH1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_71 100 1976 FTE_peak_104 chr1_86048627_86050854 2228 OSE_peak_123 chr1_86048650_86050625 2228 chr1_86048627_86050854 CYR61 DDAH1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_72 100 493 FTE_peak_105 chr1_86072724_86073414 691 OSE_peak_124 chr1_86072801_86073293 691 chr1_86072724_86073414 . CYR61;DDAH1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_73 100 254 FTE_peak_106 chr1_90331646_90331988 343 OSE_peak_128 chr1_90331703_90331956 343 chr1_90331646_90331988 LRRC8D . .
FTE_OSE_peak_74 100 189 FTE_peak_108 chr1_92366124_92366405 282 OSE_peak_130 chr1_92366195_92366383 282 chr1_92366124_92366405 TGFBR3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_75 100 204 FTE_peak_109 chr1_94158930_94159157 228 OSE_peak_131 chr1_94158950_94159153 228 chr1_94158930_94159157 . BCAR3 .
FTE_OSE_peak_76 100 367 FTE_peak_111 chr1_94791189_94791675 487 OSE_peak_133 chr1_94791309_94791675 487 chr1_94791189_94791675 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_77 100 367 FTE_peak_112 chr1_94791274_94791807 534 OSE_peak_133 chr1_94791309_94791675 534 chr1_94791274_94791807 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_78 95.814 206 FTE_peak_117 chr1_96775394_96775610 217 OSE_peak_136 chr1_96775405_96775619 217 chr1_96775394_96775619 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_79 81.2903 252 FTE_peak_118 chr1_96828172_96828483 312 OSE_peak_137 chr1_96828232_96828541 312 chr1_96828172_96828541 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_80 92.4324 171 FTE_peak_119 chr1_96836475_96836685 211 OSE_peak_138 chr1_96836515_96836699 211 chr1_96836475_96836699 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_81 100 262 FTE_peak_121 chr1_98552302_98552597 296 OSE_peak_140 chr1_98552333_98552594 296 chr1_98552302_98552597 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_82 100 179 FTE_peak_122 chr1_98789304_98789835 532 OSE_peak_141 chr1_98789513_98789691 532 chr1_98789304_98789835 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_83 100 282 FTE_peak_133 chr1_112946999_112947396 398 OSE_peak_146 chr1_112947032_112947313 398 chr1_112946999_112947396 CTTNBP2NL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_84 100 347 FTE_peak_135 chr1_115711262_115711673 412 OSE_peak_150 chr1_115711275_115711621 412 chr1_115711262_115711673 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_85 97.8682 505 FTE_peak_136 chr1_115722033_115722567 535 OSE_peak_151 chr1_115722022_115722537 535 chr1_115722022_115722567 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_86 90.9836 222 FTE_peak_140 chr1_119822098_119822374 277 OSE_peak_153 chr1_119822153_119822396 277 chr1_119822098_119822396 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_87 100 260 FTE_peak_142 chr1_144534125_144534384 260 OSE_peak_154 chr1_144534093_144534559 260 chr1_144534093_144534559 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B LOC728875 .
FTE_OSE_peak_88 75.8065 188 FTE_peak_143 chr1_145083496_145083768 273 OSE_peak_159 chr1_145083581_145083828 273 chr1_145083496_145083828 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B PDE4DIP SEC22B
FTE_OSE_peak_89 100 247 FTE_peak_144 chr1_145114074_145115077 1004 OSE_peak_161 chr1_145114585_145114831 1004 chr1_145114074_145115077 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . .
FTE_OSE_peak_90 93.311 558 FTE_peak_146 chr1_145382738_145383336 599 OSE_peak_162 chr1_145382698_145383295 599 chr1_145382698_145383336 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B NBPF10 HFE2
FTE_OSE_peak_91 74.3243 440 FTE_peak_147 chr1_145442467_145443184 718 OSE_peak_164 chr1_145442745_145443336 718 chr1_145442467_145443336 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_OSE_peak_92 100 592 FTE_peak_148 chr1_145442467_145443648 1182 OSE_peak_164 chr1_145442745_145443336 1182 chr1_145442467_145443648 OC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PP HFE2 ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_OSE_peak_93 97.8041 579 FTE_peak_149 chr1_145442758_145443719 962 OSE_peak_164 chr1_145442745_145443336 962 chr1_145442745_145443719 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B HFE2;TXNIP ANKRD34A;POLR3GL
FTE_OSE_peak_94 100 203 FTE_peak_150 chr1_147806631_147806833 203 OSE_peak_167 chr1_147806519_147806911 203 chr1_147806519_147806911 9;LOC728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_95 100 178 FTE_peak_151 chr1_147994113_147994290 178 OSE_peak_168 chr1_147994111_147994291 178 chr1_147994111_147994291 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . NBPF14
FTE_OSE_peak_96 100 270 FTE_peak_152 chr1_148241448_148241717 270 OSE_peak_169 chr1_148241425_148242051 270 chr1_148241425_148242051 PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C;PPIA . .
FTE_OSE_peak_97 100 134 FTE_peak_153 chr1_148604859_148604992 134 OSE_peak_170 chr1_148604834_148605008 134 chr1_148604834_148605008 F16;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIAL4C; NBPF15 .
FTE_OSE_peak_98 96.6741 872 FTE_peak_154 chr1_149223208_149224148 941 OSE_peak_171 chr1_149223277_149224178 941 chr1_149223208_149224178 C728855;PPIAL4A;PPIAL4B;PPIA . .
FTE_OSE_peak_99 100 174 FTE_peak_155 chr1_150854219_150854392 174 OSE_peak_174 chr1_150854185_150854433 174 chr1_150854185_150854433 . ARNT .
FTE_OSE_peak_100 97.2222 175 FTE_peak_156 chr1_152135401_152135607 207 OSE_peak_179 chr1_152135433_152135612 207 chr1_152135401_152135612 . RPTN .
FTE_OSE_peak_101 77.724 321 FTE_peak_157 chr1_156736887_156737299 413 OSE_peak_191 chr1_156736979_156737496 413 chr1_156736887_156737496 PRCC HDGF;MRPL24 .
FTE_OSE_peak_102 100 236 FTE_peak_161 chr1_159567974_159568270 297 OSE_peak_193 chr1_159568020_159568255 297 chr1_159567974_159568270 . APCS .
FTE_OSE_peak_103 68.7259 178 FTE_peak_162 chr1_159721891_159722149 259 OSE_peak_194 chr1_159721972_159722298 259 chr1_159721891_159722298 . . DUSP23
FTE_OSE_peak_104 74.2424 147 FTE_peak_164 chr1_162660752_162660959 208 OSE_peak_197 chr1_162660813_162661010 208 chr1_162660752_162661010 DDR2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_105 58.2645 141 FTE_peak_170 chr1_164736806_164737148 343 OSE_peak_198 chr1_164736705_164736946 343 chr1_164736705_164737148 PBX1 . LOC100505795
FTE_OSE_peak_106 100 244 FTE_peak_171 chr1_165868075_165868318 244 OSE_peak_199 chr1_165868073_165868321 244 chr1_165868073_165868321 UCK2 . MIR3658
FTE_OSE_peak_107 82.5581 142 FTE_peak_172 chr1_166913896_166914067 172 OSE_peak_200 chr1_166913831_166914037 172 chr1_166913831_166914067 ILDR2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_108 80.5732 253 FTE_peak_177 chr1_172291452_172291765 314 OSE_peak_204 chr1_172291513_172292018 314 chr1_172291452_172292018 DNM3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_109 77.4286 271 FTE_peak_181 chr1_178207894_178208280 387 OSE_peak_214 chr1_178208010_178208359 387 chr1_178207894_178208359 RASAL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_110 100 149 FTE_peak_186 chr1_183601330_183601478 149 OSE_peak_219 chr1_183601293_183601593 149 chr1_183601293_183601593 ARPC5 . APOBEC4;RGL1
FTE_OSE_peak_111 100 250 FTE_peak_187 chr1_183811611_183811926 316 OSE_peak_220 chr1_183811639_183811888 316 chr1_183811611_183811926 RGL1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_112 100 229 FTE_peak_188 chr1_184026078_184026570 493 OSE_peak_221 chr1_184026150_184026378 493 chr1_184026078_184026570 TSEN15 GLT25D2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_113 100 278 FTE_peak_189 chr1_184836202_184836528 327 OSE_peak_222 chr1_184836238_184836515 327 chr1_184836202_184836528 FAM129A . .
FTE_OSE_peak_114 90.566 288 FTE_peak_190 chr1_185410776_185411101 326 OSE_peak_223 chr1_185410814_185411131 326 chr1_185410776_185411131 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_115 87.7273 193 FTE_peak_191 chr1_185940850_185941069 220 OSE_peak_224 chr1_185940877_185941107 220 chr1_185940850_185941107 HMCN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_116 81.3793 236 FTE_peak_193 chr1_186762207_186762496 290 OSE_peak_225 chr1_186762153_186762442 290 chr1_186762153_186762496 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_117 100 170 FTE_peak_194 chr1_192454921_192455300 380 OSE_peak_230 chr1_192455027_192455196 380 chr1_192454921_192455300 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_118 100 173 FTE_peak_196 chr1_192671436_192671608 173 OSE_peak_231 chr1_192671428_192671631 173 chr1_192671428_192671631 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_119 100 150 FTE_peak_199 chr1_198462046_198462328 283 OSE_peak_233 chr1_198462099_198462248 283 chr1_198462046_198462328 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_120 78.2772 209 FTE_peak_200 chr1_198638242_198638508 267 OSE_peak_234 chr1_198638300_198638594 267 chr1_198638242_198638594 PTPRC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_121 100 168 FTE_peak_201 chr1_198745859_198746056 198 OSE_peak_235 chr1_198745873_198746040 198 chr1_198745859_198746056 . PTPRC .
FTE_OSE_peak_122 79.6053 121 FTE_peak_204 chr1_199711820_199712005 186 OSE_peak_237 chr1_199711789_199711940 186 chr1_199711789_199712005 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_123 98.6842 150 FTE_peak_206 chr1_200385103_200385306 204 OSE_peak_239 chr1_200385157_200385308 204 chr1_200385103_200385308 . ZNF281 .
FTE_OSE_peak_124 100 185 FTE_peak_208 chr1_201720072_201720453 382 OSE_peak_244 chr1_201720181_201720365 382 chr1_201720072_201720453 NAV1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_125 83.871 130 FTE_peak_209 chr1_202584795_202585000 206 OSE_peak_246 chr1_202584770_202584924 206 chr1_202584770_202585000 SYT2 PPP1R12B .
FTE_OSE_peak_126 100 232 FTE_peak_210 chr1_203527335_203527726 392 OSE_peak_248 chr1_203527479_203527710 392 chr1_203527335_203527726 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_127 88.5965 202 FTE_peak_212 chr1_203858567_203858794 228 OSE_peak_249 chr1_203858593_203858861 228 chr1_203858567_203858861 . SNRPE .
FTE_OSE_peak_128 100 306 FTE_peak_213 chr1_204140866_204141247 382 OSE_peak_250 chr1_204140901_204141206 382 chr1_204140866_204141247 . ETNK2;REN GOLT1A;KISS1
FTE_OSE_peak_129 93.0693 188 FTE_peak_215 chr1_205267667_205267868 202 OSE_peak_251 chr1_205267635_205267854 202 chr1_205267635_205267868 . TMCC2 NUAK2
FTE_OSE_peak_130 98.7234 232 FTE_peak_217 chr1_208380878_208381117 240 OSE_peak_255 chr1_208380875_208381109 240 chr1_208380875_208381117 PLXNA2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_131 99.375 159 FTE_peak_219 chr1_210013313_210013513 201 OSE_peak_258 chr1_210013312_210013471 201 chr1_210013312_210013513 DIEXF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_132 78.9474 180 FTE_peak_221 chr1_210412744_210413050 307 OSE_peak_259 chr1_210412696_210412923 307 chr1_210412696_210413050 SERTAD4 C1orf133 .
FTE_OSE_peak_133 97.4603 1228 FTE_peak_222 chr1_210546397_210547656 1260 OSE_peak_260 chr1_210546300_210547624 1260 chr1_210546300_210547656 HHAT . .
FTE_OSE_peak_134 100 159 FTE_peak_229 chr1_214650391_214650549 159 OSE_peak_265 chr1_214650316_214650570 159 chr1_214650316_214650570 PTPN14 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_135 100 196 FTE_peak_231 chr1_215016157_215016621 465 OSE_peak_266 chr1_215016221_215016416 465 chr1_215016157_215016621 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_136 90.5882 231 FTE_peak_232 chr1_215038314_215038568 255 OSE_peak_267 chr1_215038184_215038544 255 chr1_215038184_215038568 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_137 100 171 FTE_peak_236 chr1_215175640_215176137 498 OSE_peak_269 chr1_215175920_215176090 498 chr1_215175640_215176137 . . KCNK2
FTE_OSE_peak_138 99.2754 274 FTE_peak_238 chr1_215649585_215649860 276 OSE_peak_270 chr1_215649534_215649858 276 chr1_215649534_215649860 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_139 100 219 FTE_peak_240 chr1_218653532_218653900 369 OSE_peak_273 chr1_218653641_218653859 369 chr1_218653532_218653900 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_140 99.6303 539 FTE_peak_244 chr1_218879270_218880130 861 OSE_peak_274 chr1_218879268_218879808 861 chr1_218879268_218880130 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_141 84.0686 343 FTE_peak_248 chr1_221271129_221271724 596 OSE_peak_275 chr1_221271064_221271471 596 chr1_221271064_221271724 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_142 100 250 FTE_peak_250 chr1_221613368_221613659 292 OSE_peak_276 chr1_221613385_221613634 292 chr1_221613368_221613659 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_143 70.2703 312 FTE_peak_251 chr1_221891867_221892310 444 OSE_peak_277 chr1_221891703_221892178 444 chr1_221891703_221892310 DUSP10 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_144 89.8618 195 FTE_peak_252 chr1_222042388_222042753 366 OSE_peak_279 chr1_222042366_222042582 366 chr1_222042366_222042753 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_145 100 232 FTE_peak_253 chr1_222065168_222065497 330 OSE_peak_280 chr1_222065172_222065403 330 chr1_222065168_222065497 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_146 92.2481 238 FTE_peak_254 chr1_222131536_222131793 258 OSE_peak_281 chr1_222131556_222131813 258 chr1_222131536_222131813 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_147 100 178 FTE_peak_257 chr1_224235313_224235549 237 OSE_peak_284 chr1_224235344_224235521 237 chr1_224235313_224235549 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_148 68.8235 117 FTE_peak_260 chr1_224752880_224753049 170 OSE_peak_285 chr1_224752933_224753123 170 chr1_224752880_224753123 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_149 100 304 FTE_peak_261 chr1_225887961_225888292 332 OSE_peak_286 chr1_225887981_225888284 332 chr1_225887961_225888292 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_150 94.8795 315 FTE_peak_263 chr1_230240369_230240767 399 OSE_peak_291 chr1_230240453_230240784 399 chr1_230240369_230240784 GALNT2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_151 78.6458 151 FTE_peak_264 chr1_231275792_231275983 192 OSE_peak_292 chr1_231275833_231276036 192 chr1_231275792_231276036 . . TRIM67
FTE_OSE_peak_152 100 193 FTE_peak_266 chr1_231963119_231963687 569 OSE_peak_293 chr1_231963155_231963347 569 chr1_231963119_231963687 DISC1;TSNAX‐DISC1 DISC2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_153 100 262 FTE_peak_268 chr1_233248698_233249090 393 OSE_peak_294 chr1_233248714_233248975 393 chr1_233248698_233249090 PCNXL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_154 65.3571 183 FTE_peak_279 chr1_240994481_240994760 280 OSE_peak_302 chr1_240994578_240994918 280 chr1_240994481_240994918 RGS7 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_155 65.3571 183 FTE_peak_279 chr1_240994481_240994760 280 OSE_peak_303 chr1_240994578_240994964 280 chr1_240994481_240994964 RGS7 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_156 93.5115 245 FTE_peak_285 chr1_244090150_244090524 375 OSE_peak_304 chr1_244090280_244090541 375 chr1_244090150_244090541 LOC339529 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_157 73.9612 267 FTE_peak_286 chr1_244267582_244267942 361 OSE_peak_305 chr1_244267676_244268050 361 chr1_244267582_244268050 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_158 79.7784 288 FTE_peak_290 chr1_249115352_249115745 394 OSE_peak_306 chr1_249115279_249115639 394 chr1_249115279_249115745 SH3BP5L . MIR3124;ZNF672;ZNF692
FTE_OSE_peak_159 98.7654 720 FTE_peak_293 chr10_3817128_3817997 870 OSE_peak_310 chr10_3817119_3817847 870 chr10_3817119_3817997 . . KLF6
FTE_OSE_peak_160 100 870 FTE_peak_293 chr10_3817128_3817997 870 OSE_peak_311 chr10_3817119_3818028 870 chr10_3817119_3818028 . . KLF6
FTE_OSE_peak_161 60.1852 390 FTE_peak_294 chr10_3817458_3818105 648 OSE_peak_310 chr10_3817119_3817847 648 chr10_3817119_3818105 . . KLF6
FTE_OSE_peak_162 88.1173 571 FTE_peak_294 chr10_3817458_3818105 648 OSE_peak_311 chr10_3817119_3818028 648 chr10_3817119_3818105 . . KLF6
FTE_OSE_peak_163 89.2655 158 FTE_peak_298 chr10_4746570_4746776 207 OSE_peak_315 chr10_4746551_4746727 207 chr10_4746551_4746776 . LOC100216001 .
FTE_OSE_peak_164 100 261 FTE_peak_303 chr10_9804945_9805318 374 OSE_peak_320 chr10_9804965_9805225 374 chr10_9804945_9805318 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_165 80.2575 187 FTE_peak_304 chr10_10828073_10828596 524 OSE_peak_321 chr10_10828410_10828642 524 chr10_10828073_10828642 SFTA1P . .
FTE_OSE_peak_166 91.4163 213 FTE_peak_305 chr10_10828073_10828622 550 OSE_peak_321 chr10_10828410_10828642 550 chr10_10828073_10828642 SFTA1P . .
FTE_OSE_peak_167 100 368 FTE_peak_307 chr10_13908069_13908436 368 OSE_peak_322 chr10_13908021_13908499 368 chr10_13908021_13908499 FRMD4A . .
FTE_OSE_peak_168 100 260 FTE_peak_308 chr10_15242662_15243047 386 OSE_peak_328 chr10_15242734_15242993 386 chr10_15242662_15243047 . . FAM171A1
FTE_OSE_peak_169 100 1125 FTE_peak_310 chr10_17279908_17281032 1125 OSE_peak_331 chr10_17279893_17281173 1125 chr10_17279893_17281173 . VIM .
FTE_OSE_peak_170 84.3373 210 FTE_peak_311 chr10_17546849_17547131 283 OSE_peak_332 chr10_17546810_17547058 283 chr10_17546810_17547131 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_171 52.9231 172 FTE_peak_313 chr10_19207429_19207753 325 OSE_peak_335 chr10_19207582_19207928 325 chr10_19207429_19207928 . . .
FTE OSE peak 172 82.3232 163 FTE peak 314 chr10 21291150 21291347 198 OSE peak 336 chr10 21290988 21291312 198 chr10 21290988 21291347 NEBL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_174 100 145 FTE_peak_317 chr10_22216388_22216778 391 OSE_peak_338 chr10_22216597_22216741 391 chr10_22216388_22216778 DNAJC1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_175 99.278 275 FTE_peak_318 chr10_22535897_22536173 277 OSE_peak_339 chr10_22535899_22536236 277 chr10_22535897_22536236 . . LOC100130992
FTE_OSE_peak_176 70.2128 132 FTE_peak_320 chr10_25186313_25186525 213 OSE_peak_340 chr10_25186394_25186581 213 chr10_25186313_25186581 PRTFDC1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_177 100 258 FTE_peak_325 chr10_29947939_29948368 430 OSE_peak_344 chr10_29947965_29948222 430 chr10_29947939_29948368 SVIL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_178 88.2716 429 FTE_peak_327 chr10_30238315_30238800 486 OSE_peak_349 chr10_30238372_30238950 486 chr10_30238315_30238950 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_179 88.2716 429 FTE_peak_327 chr10_30238315_30238800 486 OSE_peak_350 chr10_30238372_30238952 486 chr10_30238315_30238952 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_180 100 178 FTE_peak_332 chr10_33271289_33271600 312 OSE_peak_353 chr10_33271408_33271585 312 chr10_33271289_33271600 . ITGB1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_181 100 202 FTE_peak_333 chr10_33355915_33356116 202 OSE_peak_354 chr10_33355894_33356162 202 chr10_33355894_33356162 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_182 100 281 FTE_peak_334 chr10_33526815_33527216 402 OSE_peak_355 chr10_33526896_33527176 402 chr10_33526815_33527216 NRP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_183 88.7755 174 FTE_peak_336 chr10_33553190_33553385 196 OSE_peak_356 chr10_33553212_33553440 196 chr10_33553190_33553440 NRP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_184 100 561 FTE_peak_349 chr10_49814694_49815254 561 OSE_peak_368 chr10_49814663_49815303 561 chr10_49814663_49815303 ARHGAP22;FAM21B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_185 100 225 FTE_peak_350 chr10_50760302_50760622 321 OSE_peak_369 chr10_50760309_50760533 321 chr10_50760302_50760622 FAM21B ERCC6;PGBD3 .
FTE_OSE_peak_186 94.0299 189 FTE_peak_352 chr10_52760001_52760201 201 OSE_peak_370 chr10_52759960_52760189 201 chr10_52759960_52760201 PRKG1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_187 82.7586 168 FTE_peak_353 chr10_54078893_54079149 257 OSE_peak_371 chr10_54078982_54079184 257 chr10_54078893_54079184 . 1;LOC100506939;PR .
FTE_OSE_peak_188 100 211 FTE_peak_355 chr10_59917222_59917432 211 OSE_peak_372 chr10_59917211_59917462 211 chr10_59917211_59917462 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_189 100 253 FTE_peak_362 chr10_63388633_63388885 253 OSE_peak_376 chr10_63388592_63388984 253 chr10_63388592_63388984 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_190 100 143 FTE_peak_369 chr10_64344108_64344342 235 OSE_peak_379 chr10_64344118_64344260 235 chr10_64344108_64344342 ZNF365 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_191 66.8203 145 FTE_peak_372 chr10_69895821_69896182 362 OSE_peak_382 chr10_69896038_69896254 362 chr10_69895821_69896254 MYPN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_192 95.0704 270 FTE_peak_374 chr10_70821138_70821431 294 OSE_peak_383 chr10_70821162_70821445 294 chr10_70821138_70821445 . . SRGN
FTE_OSE_peak_193 100 986 FTE_peak_379 chr10_74036043_74037028 986 OSE_peak_387 chr10_74035123_74037122 986 chr10_74035123_74037122 DDIT4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_194 100 986 FTE_peak_379 chr10_74036043_74037028 986 OSE_peak_388 chr10_74035274_74037122 986 chr10_74035274_74037122 DDIT4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_195 100 378 FTE_peak_380 chr10_74523901_74524341 441 OSE_peak_390 chr10_74523934_74524311 441 chr10_74523901_74524341 MCU . .
FTE_OSE_peak_196 100 259 FTE_peak_382 chr10_77307098_77307491 394 OSE_peak_396 chr10_77307208_77307466 394 chr10_77307098_77307491 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_197 100 436 FTE_peak_384 chr10_78142045_78142618 574 OSE_peak_397 chr10_78142124_78142559 574 chr10_78142045_78142618 C10orf11 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_198 98.0907 411 FTE_peak_386 chr10_78343434_78343878 445 OSE_peak_398 chr10_78343468_78343886 445 chr10_78343434_78343886 . C10orf11 .
FTE_OSE_peak_199 91.6667 231 FTE_peak_389 chr10_86029576_86029827 252 OSE_peak_407 chr10_86029597_86030020 252 chr10_86029576_86030020 . LRIT1;RGR LOC170425
FTE_OSE_peak_200 100 370 FTE_peak_393 chr10_91313030_91313399 370 OSE_peak_408 chr10_91312993_91313656 370 chr10_91312993_91313656 . SLC16A12 PANK1
FTE_OSE_peak_201 100 164 FTE_peak_394 chr10_92362641_92362908 268 OSE_peak_412 chr10_92362731_92362894 268 chr10_92362641_92362908 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_202 95.9459 497 FTE_peak_411 chr10_92680231_92681306 1076 OSE_peak_413 chr10_92680810_92681327 1076 chr10_92680231_92681327 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_OSE_peak_203 100 518 FTE_peak_412 chr10_92680412_92681406 995 OSE_peak_413 chr10_92680810_92681327 995 chr10_92680412_92681406 ANKRD1 RPP30 .
FTE_OSE_peak_204 93.1962 589 FTE_peak_414 chr10_92690640_92691434 795 OSE_peak_414 chr10_92690597_92691228 795 chr10_92690597_92691434 . ANKRD1;RPP30 .
FTE_OSE_peak_205 90.5213 191 FTE_peak_418 chr10_94731888_94732178 291 OSE_peak_415 chr10_94731988_94732198 291 chr10_94731888_94732198 EXOC6 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_206 100 233 FTE_peak_419 chr10_95230926_95231158 233 OSE_peak_417 chr10_95230867_95231238 233 chr10_95230867_95231238 MYOF . CEP55
FTE_OSE_peak_207 100 185 FTE_peak_422 chr10_97068580_97068764 185 OSE_peak_421 chr10_97068580_97068764 185 chr10_97068580_97068764 . PDLIM1 SORBS1
FTE_OSE_peak_208 100 195 FTE_peak_424 chr10_104990980_104991273 294 OSE_peak_428 chr10_104991036_104991230 294 chr10_104990980_104991273 . . LOC729020
FTE_OSE_peak_209 92.9487 145 FTE_peak_426 chr10_106059897_106060052 156 OSE_peak_430 chr10_106059908_106060176 156 chr10_106059897_106060176 . GSTO2 ITPRIP
FTE_OSE_peak_210 100 284 FTE_peak_428 chr10_112174449_112174732 284 OSE_peak_440 chr10_112174362_112174774 284 chr10_112174362_112174774 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_211 75.3086 244 FTE_peak_431 chr10_113987439_113987762 324 OSE_peak_442 chr10_113987349_113987682 324 chr10_113987349_113987762 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_212 100 271 FTE_peak_433 chr10_114523772_114524260 489 OSE_peak_443 chr10_114523925_114524195 489 chr10_114523772_114524260 VTI1A . .
FTE_OSE_peak_213 97.0425 525 FTE_peak_445 chr10_124228472_124229012 541 OSE_peak_448 chr10_124228488_124229044 541 chr10_124228472_124229044 HTRA1 ARMS2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_214 77.8846 162 FTE_peak_449 chr10_128148704_128148911 208 OSE_peak_449 chr10_128148657_128148865 208 chr10_128148657_128148911 C10orf90 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_215 100 227 FTE_peak_450 chr11_3926707_3926933 227 OSE_peak_456 chr11_3926579_3926949 227 chr11_3926579_3926949 STIM1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_216 100 225 FTE_peak_451 chr11_5385466_5385788 323 OSE_peak_457 chr11_5385536_5385760 323 chr11_5385466_5385788 OR51B5 OR51B6 OR51M1
FTE_OSE_peak_217 100 244 FTE_peak_454 chr11_8740864_8741161 298 OSE_peak_461 chr11_8740876_8741119 298 chr11_8740864_8741161 ST5 RPL27A .
FTE_OSE_peak_218 88.6139 179 FTE_peak_456 chr11_9781245_9781614 370 OSE_peak_463 chr11_9781222_9781423 370 chr11_9781222_9781614 LOC283104 LOC440028;SWAP70 SBF2
FTE_OSE_peak_219 100 325 FTE_peak_458 chr11_9927477_9928335 859 OSE_peak_464 chr11_9927613_9927937 859 chr11_9927477_9928335 SBF2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_220 100 325 FTE_peak_459 chr11_9927592_9928335 744 OSE_peak_464 chr11_9927613_9927937 744 chr11_9927592_9928335 SBF2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_221 100 151 FTE_peak_465 chr11_10681259_10681568 310 OSE_peak_469 chr11_10681279_10681429 310 chr11_10681259_10681568 MRVI1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_222 100 264 FTE_peak_467 chr11_12087797_12088140 344 OSE_peak_471 chr11_12087812_12088075 344 chr11_12087797_12088140 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_223 100 168 FTE_peak_470 chr11_12148116_12148434 319 OSE_peak_472 chr11_12148177_12148344 319 chr11_12148116_12148434 MICAL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_224 100 330 FTE_peak_472 chr11_12204297_12205072 776 OSE_peak_474 chr11_12204662_12204991 776 chr11_12204297_12205072 MICAL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_225 100 330 FTE_peak_473 chr11_12204310_12205072 763 OSE_peak_474 chr11_12204662_12204991 763 chr11_12204310_12205072 MICAL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_226 93.2489 221 FTE_peak_478 chr11_15687023_15687275 253 OSE_peak_478 chr11_15687055_15687291 253 chr11_15687023_15687291 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_227 100 159 FTE_peak_479 chr11_17192932_17193192 261 OSE_peak_479 chr11_17193014_17193172 261 chr11_17192932_17193192 . PIK3C2A .
FTE_OSE_peak_228 100 761 FTE_peak_481 chr11_18430141_18430901 761 OSE_peak_482 chr11_18429510_18431484 761 chr11_18429510_18431484 LDHA . LDHC
FTE_OSE_peak_229 100 804 FTE_peak_482 chr11_18430141_18430944 804 OSE_peak_482 chr11_18429510_18431484 804 chr11_18429510_18431484 LDHA . LDHC
FTE_OSE_peak_230 87.8229 238 FTE_peak_486 chr11_19617437_19617707 271 OSE_peak_484 chr11_19617470_19617847 271 chr11_19617437_19617847 NAV2 MIR4486 .
FTE_OSE_peak_231 86.9565 140 FTE_peak_488 chr11_20132893_20133053 161 OSE_peak_486 chr11_20132914_20133170 161 chr11_20132893_20133170 NAV2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_232 95.8333 230 FTE_peak_491 chr11_26968944_26969322 379 OSE_peak_490 chr11_26969093_26969332 379 chr11_26968944_26969332 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_233 100 361 FTE_peak_497 chr11_28857842_28858202 361 OSE_peak_493 chr11_28857237_28858250 361 chr11_28857237_28858250 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_234 100 361 FTE_peak_497 chr11_28857842_28858202 361 OSE_peak_494 chr11_28857237_28858323 361 chr11_28857237_28858323 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_235 98.0198 198 FTE_peak_498 chr11_29141656_29141881 226 OSE_peak_495 chr11_29141652_29141853 226 chr11_29141652_29141881 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_236 91.1215 390 FTE_peak_501 chr11_32055679_32056106 428 OSE_peak_497 chr11_32055592_32056068 428 chr11_32055592_32056106 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_237 97.3301 401 FTE_peak_501 chr11_32055679_32056106 428 OSE_peak_498 chr11_32055706_32056117 428 chr11_32055679_32056117 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_238 73.5714 103 FTE_peak_505 chr11_34364849_34364997 149 OSE_peak_501 chr11_34364895_34365034 149 chr11_34364849_34365034 ABTB2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_239 100 451 FTE_peak_506 chr11_34366590_34367040 451 OSE_peak_502 chr11_34366445_34367103 451 chr11_34366445_34367103 ABTB2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_240 94.6372 300 FTE_peak_508 chr11_34676407_34676723 317 OSE_peak_503 chr11_34676371_34676706 317 chr11_34676371_34676723 EHF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_241 92.4581 331 FTE_peak_509 chr11_34771772_34772129 358 OSE_peak_504 chr11_34771622_34772102 358 chr11_34771622_34772129 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_242 100 358 FTE_peak_509 chr11_34771772_34772129 358 OSE_peak_505 chr11_34771701_34772185 358 chr11_34771701_34772185 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_243 100 241 FTE_peak_511 chr11_35188225_35188465 241 OSE_peak_507 chr11_35188088_35188507 241 chr11_35188088_35188507 CD44 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_244 100 257 FTE_peak_522 chr11_61731578_61731834 257 OSE_peak_522 chr11_61730222_61732072 257 chr11_61730222_61732072 BEST1;FTH1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_245 100 869 FTE_peak_523 chr11_62608479_62609347 869 OSE_peak_526 chr11_62607991_62609374 869 chr11_62607991_62609374 . STX5;WDR74 SNORD26;SNORD27;SNORD28;SNORD29;SNORD30;SNORD31
FTE_OSE_peak_246 100 445 FTE_peak_525 chr11_65190201_65190645 445 OSE_peak_532 chr11_65190100_65192179 445 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_247 100 445 FTE_peak_525 chr11_65190201_65190645 445 OSE_peak_533 chr11_65190100_65192179 445 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_248 100 445 FTE_peak_525 chr11_65190201_65190645 445 OSE_peak_534 chr11_65190100_65192179 445 chr11_65190100_65192179 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_249 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_526 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_532 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_250 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_526 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_533 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_251 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_526 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_534 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_252 8.8757 60 FTE_peak_526 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_535 chr11_65192269_65192944 964 chr11_65191365_65192944 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_253 6.2241 60 FTE_peak_526 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_536 chr11_65192269_65193938 964 chr11_65191365_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_254 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_527 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_532 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_255 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_527 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_533 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_256 84.5436 815 FTE_peak_527 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_534 chr11_65190100_65192179 964 chr11_65190100_65192328 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_257 8.8757 60 FTE_peak_527 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_535 chr11_65192269_65192944 964 chr11_65191365_65192944 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_258 6.2241 60 FTE_peak_527 chr11_65191365_65192328 964 OSE_peak_536 chr11_65192269_65193938 964 chr11_65191365_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_259 0.7653 3 FTE_peak_528 chr11_65192942_65193333 392 OSE_peak_535 chr11_65192269_65192944 392 chr11_65192269_65193333 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_260 100 392 FTE_peak_528 chr11_65192942_65193333 392 OSE_peak_536 chr11_65192269_65193938 392 chr11_65192269_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_261 100 392 FTE_peak_528 chr11_65192942_65193333 392 OSE_peak_537 chr11_65192619_65193938 392 chr11_65192619_65193938 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_262 100 392 FTE_peak_528 chr11_65192942_65193333 392 OSE_peak_538 chr11_65192619_65195099 392 chr11_65192619_65195099 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_263 22.3353 373 FTE_peak_529 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 OSE_peak_536 chr11_65192269_65193938 1814 chr11_65192269_65195379 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_264 28.2576 373 FTE_peak_529 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 OSE_peak_537 chr11_65192619_65193938 1814 chr11_65192619_65195379 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_265 84.5645 1534 FTE_peak_529 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 OSE_peak_538 chr11_65192619_65195099 1814 chr11_65192619_65195379 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_266 97.8495 1547 FTE_peak_529 chr11_65193566_65195379 1814 OSE_peak_539 chr11_65193833_65195413 1814 chr11_65193566_65195413 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_267 22.3353 373 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_536 chr11_65192269_65193938 2956 chr11_65192269_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_268 28.2576 373 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_537 chr11_65192619_65193938 2956 chr11_65192619_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_269 61.8299 1534 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_538 chr11_65192619_65195099 2956 chr11_65192619_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_270 100 1581 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_539 chr11_65193833_65195413 2956 chr11_65193566_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_271 100 900 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_540 chr11_65195525_65196424 2956 chr11_65193566_65196521 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_272 93.4589 943 FTE_peak_530 chr11_65193566_65196521 2956 OSE_peak_541 chr11_65195579_65196587 2956 chr11_65193566_65196587 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_273 9.9304 157 FTE_peak_531 chr11_65195257_65197004 1748 OSE_peak_539 chr11_65193833_65195413 1748 chr11_65193833_65197004 NEAT1 FRMD8 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_274 100 900 FTE_peak_531 chr11_65195257_65197004 1748 OSE_peak_540 chr11_65195525_65196424 1748 chr11_65195257_65197004 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_275 100 1009 FTE_peak_531 chr11_65195257_65197004 1748 OSE_peak_541 chr11_65195579_65196587 1748 chr11_65195257_65197004 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_276 80.6522 371 FTE_peak_531 chr11_65195257_65197004 1748 OSE_peak_542 chr11_65196634_65197093 1748 chr11_65195257_65197093 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_277 31.4465 50 FTE_peak_533 chr11_65197705_65198270 566 OSE_peak_543 chr11_65197596_65197754 566 chr11_65197596_65198270 . FRMD8;NEAT1 MIR612
FTE_OSE_peak_278 98.4786 1683 FTE_peak_535 chr11_65266428_65268136 1709 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 1709 chr11_65266428_65270076 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_279 97.5424 1667 FTE_peak_535 chr11_65266428_65268136 1709 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 1709 chr11_65266428_65270076 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_280 97.5424 1667 FTE_peak_535 chr11_65266428_65268136 1709 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 1709 chr11_65266428_65270215 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_281 50.3726 1825 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 7222 chr11_65266454_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_282 50.5961 1825 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_283 52.4293 1964 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_284 100 686 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_547 chr11_65270312_65270997 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_285 100 2560 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_548 chr11_65270379_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_286 100 2002 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_549 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_287 100 2002 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_550 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_288 100 2002 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_551 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_289 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_552 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_290 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_536 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_553 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_291 50.3726 1825 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 7222 chr11_65266454_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_292 50.5961 1825 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_293 52.4293 1964 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_294 100 686 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_547 chr11_65270312_65270997 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_295 100 2560 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_548 chr11_65270379_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_296 100 2002 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_549 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_297 100 2002 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_550 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_298 100 2002 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_551 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_299 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_552 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_300 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_537 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_553 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_301 50.3726 1825 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 7222 chr11_65266454_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_302 50.5961 1825 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_303 52.4293 1964 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_304 100 686 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_547 chr11_65270312_65270997 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_305 100 2560 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_548 chr11_65270379_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_306 100 2002 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_549 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_307 100 2002 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_550 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_308 100 2002 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_551 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_309 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_552 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_310 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_538 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_553 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_311 50.3726 1825 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 7222 chr11_65266454_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_312 50.5961 1825 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_313 52.4293 1964 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 7222 chr11_65266470_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_314 100 686 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_547 chr11_65270312_65270997 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_315 100 2560 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_548 chr11_65270379_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_316 100 2002 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_549 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_317 100 2002 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_550 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_318 100 2002 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_551 chr11_65270937_65272938 7222 chr11_65268252_65275473 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_319 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_552 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_320 91.5913 2026 FTE_peak_539 chr11_65268252_65275473 7222 OSE_peak_553 chr11_65273448_65275659 7222 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_321 50.3726 1825 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_544 chr11_65266454_65270076 7242 chr11_65266454_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_322 50.5961 1825 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_545 chr11_65266470_65270076 7242 chr11_65266470_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_323 52.4293 1964 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_546 chr11_65266470_65270215 7242 chr11_65266470_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_324 100 686 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_547 chr11_65270312_65270997 7242 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_325 100 2560 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_548 chr11_65270379_65272938 7242 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_326 100 2002 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_549 chr11_65270937_65272938 7242 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_327 100 2002 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_550 chr11_65270937_65272938 7242 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_328 100 2002 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_551 chr11_65270937_65272938 7242 chr11_65268252_65275493 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_329 92.4955 2046 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_552 chr11_65273448_65275659 7242 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_330 92.4955 2046 FTE_peak_540 chr11_65268252_65275493 7242 OSE_peak_553 chr11_65273448_65275659 7242 chr11_65268252_65275659 MALAT1 . SCYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_331 96.7213 295 FTE_peak_541 chr11_66703862_66704166 305 OSE_peak_560 chr11_66703872_66704176 305 chr11_66703862_66704176 PC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_332 87.907 189 FTE_peak_546 chr11_71852198_71852412 215 OSE_peak_570 chr11_71851907_71852386 215 chr11_71851907_71852412 . C11orf51;FOLR3 .
FTE_OSE_peak_333 100 185 FTE_peak_547 chr11_72686878_72687201 324 OSE_peak_572 chr11_72686973_72687157 324 chr11_72686878_72687201 FCHSD2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_334 73.9669 179 FTE_peak_552 chr11_86235256_86235497 242 OSE_peak_574 chr11_86235085_86235434 242 chr11_86235085_86235497 ME3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_335 80.6452 300 FTE_peak_555 chr11_86454544_86454915 372 OSE_peak_576 chr11_86454616_86455082 372 chr11_86454544_86455082 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_336 95.7173 447 FTE_peak_556 chr11_86454544_86455062 519 OSE_peak_576 chr11_86454616_86455082 519 chr11_86454544_86455082 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_337 100 127 FTE_peak_558 chr11_92788123_92788341 219 OSE_peak_577 chr11_92788152_92788278 219 chr11_92788123_92788341 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_338 92.2509 250 FTE_peak_559 chr11_93461551_93462282 732 OSE_peak_578 chr11_93462033_93462303 732 chr11_93461551_93462303 KIAA1731 SCARNA9 NORA25;SNORA32;SNORA40;SNORA8;SNORD5;SNORD6;TAF1D
FTE_OSE_peak_339 65.2968 143 FTE_peak_564 chr11_95610518_95610775 258 OSE_peak_582 chr11_95610442_95610660 258 chr11_95610442_95610775 MTMR2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_340 74.8879 167 FTE_peak_568 chr11_99196702_99196928 227 OSE_peak_584 chr11_99196646_99196868 227 chr11_99196646_99196928 CNTN5 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_341 87.027 161 FTE_peak_573 chr11_102194664_102194855 192 OSE_peak_588 chr11_102194695_102194879 192 chr11_102194664_102194879 BIRC3 . BIRC2
FTE_OSE_peak_342 71.4286 155 FTE_peak_579 chr11_111565615_111565831 217 OSE_peak_593 chr11_111565677_111565952 217 chr11_111565615_111565952 SIK2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_343 100 230 FTE_peak_580 chr11_114005523_114005990 468 OSE_peak_595 chr11_114005633_114005862 468 chr11_114005523_114005990 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_344 85.9375 165 FTE_peak_581 chr11_114020800_114020991 192 OSE_peak_596 chr11_114020827_114021074 192 chr11_114020800_114021074 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_345 98.4064 247 FTE_peak_582 chr11_114025290_114025559 270 OSE_peak_597 chr11_114025286_114025536 270 chr11_114025286_114025559 ZBTB16 . .
FTE OSE peak 346 100 228 FTE peak 583 chr11 114033581 114033808 228 OSE peak 599 chr11 114033547 114033832 228 chr11 114033547 114033832 ZBTB16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_348 100 418 FTE_peak_585 chr11_114165615_114166082 468 OSE_peak_603 chr11_114165650_114166067 468 chr11_114165615_114166082 . . NNMT
FTE_OSE_peak_349 100 338 FTE_peak_586 chr11_116680183_116680578 396 OSE_peak_607 chr11_116680219_116680556 396 chr11_116680183_116680578 . APOA5;ZNF259 APOA1;APOA4;APOC3
FTE_OSE_peak_350 100 198 FTE_peak_588 chr11_116943246_116943545 300 OSE_peak_608 chr11_116943307_116943504 300 chr11_116943246_116943545 SIK3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_351 88.4422 176 FTE_peak_595 chr11_122032887_122033107 221 OSE_peak_613 chr11_122032932_122033130 221 chr11_122032887_122033130 MIR100HG MIR100;MIRLET7A2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_352 100 324 FTE_peak_598 chr11_122067771_122068148 378 OSE_peak_615 chr11_122067808_122068131 378 chr11_122067771_122068148 MIR100HG . .
FTE_OSE_peak_353 100 188 FTE_peak_599 chr11_122078786_122079210 425 OSE_peak_616 chr11_122078970_122079157 425 chr11_122078786_122079210 . MIR100HG .
FTE_OSE_peak_354 100 186 FTE_peak_601 chr11_123044046_123044465 420 OSE_peak_617 chr11_123044105_123044290 420 chr11_123044046_123044465 CLMP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_355 80.226 142 FTE_peak_603 chr11_124155567_124155743 177 OSE_peak_620 chr11_124155602_124155788 177 chr11_124155567_124155788 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
FTE_OSE_peak_356 99.5633 228 FTE_peak_604 chr11_124155842_124156294 453 OSE_peak_621 chr11_124156067_124156295 453 chr11_124155842_124156295 . OR8G1;OR8G5 OR8D1
FTE_OSE_peak_357 100 206 FTE_peak_608 chr11_127896444_127896840 397 OSE_peak_622 chr11_127896597_127896802 397 chr11_127896444_127896840 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_358 98.708 382 FTE_peak_610 chr11_128077676_128078174 499 OSE_peak_623 chr11_128077793_128078179 499 chr11_128077676_128078179 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_359 71.4932 158 FTE_peak_613 chr11_128584870_128585131 262 OSE_peak_628 chr11_128584807_128585027 262 chr11_128584807_128585131 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
FTE_OSE_peak_360 100 301 FTE_peak_614 chr11_128585520_128585867 348 OSE_peak_629 chr11_128585523_128585823 348 chr11_128585520_128585867 FLI1 LOC100507392 .
FTE_OSE_peak_361 100 152 FTE_peak_616 chr11_130516451_130516727 277 OSE_peak_631 chr11_130516518_130516669 277 chr11_130516451_130516727 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_362 100 210 FTE_peak_622 chr11_131924679_131925002 324 OSE_peak_633 chr11_131924765_131924974 324 chr11_131924679_131925002 NTM . .
FTE_OSE_peak_363 86.4368 376 FTE_peak_623 chr11_131934789_131935223 435 OSE_peak_634 chr11_131934848_131935296 435 chr11_131934789_131935296 NTM . .
FTE_OSE_peak_364 99.3399 301 FTE_peak_624 chr11_131942117_131942420 304 OSE_peak_635 chr11_131942115_131942417 304 chr11_131942115_131942420 NTM . .
FTE_OSE_peak_365 100 168 FTE_peak_629 chr12_1583435_1583637 203 OSE_peak_638 chr12_1583437_1583604 203 chr12_1583435_1583637 ERC1 . LOC100292680
FTE_OSE_peak_366 100 288 FTE_peak_633 chr12_6647895_6648182 288 OSE_peak_644 chr12_6647497_6648509 288 chr12_6647497_6648509 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
FTE_OSE_peak_367 100 288 FTE_peak_633 chr12_6647895_6648182 288 OSE_peak_645 chr12_6647515_6648509 288 chr12_6647515_6648509 GAPDH NCAPD2;SCARNA10 IFFO1;NOP2
FTE_OSE_peak_368 100 186 FTE_peak_634 chr12_6961573_6961758 186 OSE_peak_646 chr12_6961485_6961870 186 chr12_6961485_6961870 USP5 A3;GNB3;GPR162;LEP SPSB2;TPI1
FTE_OSE_peak_369 100 546 FTE_peak_635 chr12_7052967_7053512 546 OSE_peak_648 chr12_7052924_7053523 546 chr12_7052924_7053523 C12orf57 ATN1;ENO2;LRRC2341;MIR200C;PHB2;PTPN6;SCARNA12
FTE_OSE_peak_370 100 265 FTE_peak_637 chr12_8833806_8834127 322 OSE_peak_649 chr12_8833821_8834085 322 chr12_8833806_8834127 . MFAP5 RIMKLB
FTE_OSE_peak_371 100 320 FTE_peak_638 chr12_9945565_9946006 442 OSE_peak_650 chr12_9945675_9945994 442 chr12_9945565_9946006 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_372 100 212 FTE_peak_639 chr12_10787002_10787341 340 OSE_peak_651 chr12_10787103_10787314 340 chr12_10787002_10787341 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;S MAGOHB .
FTE_OSE_peak_373 100 176 FTE_peak_642 chr12_11951852_11952105 254 OSE_peak_652 chr12_11951925_11952100 254 chr12_11951852_11952105 6;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_374 100 195 FTE_peak_646 chr12_14994670_14995057 388 OSE_peak_660 chr12_14994817_14995011 388 chr12_14994670_14995057 4;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12C12orf60;C12orf69 .
FTE_OSE_peak_375 100 219 FTE_peak_649 chr12_18324515_18324844 330 OSE_peak_661 chr12_18324554_18324772 330 chr12_18324515_18324844 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_376 96.7532 149 FTE_peak_650 chr12_18473080_18473233 154 OSE_peak_662 chr12_18473085_18473281 154 chr12_18473080_18473281 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PI . .
FTE_OSE_peak_377 100 320 FTE_peak_651 chr12_18536059_18536523 465 OSE_peak_663 chr12_18536143_18536462 465 chr12_18536059_18536523 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PI . .
FTE_OSE_peak_378 100 209 FTE_peak_652 chr12_18900973_18901181 209 OSE_peak_664 chr12_18900965_18901188 209 chr12_18900965_18901188 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 CAPZA3;PLCZ1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_379 74.7368 213 FTE_peak_656 chr12_24754003_24754287 285 OSE_peak_665 chr12_24753897_24754215 285 chr12_24753897_24754287 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LINC00477 .
FTE_OSE_peak_380 57.3427 82 FTE_peak_659 chr12_27329910_27330057 148 OSE_peak_670 chr12_27329849_27329991 148 chr12_27329849_27330057 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_381 89.4273 203 FTE_peak_660 chr12_27702779_27703093 315 OSE_peak_671 chr12_27702755_27702981 315 chr12_27702755_27703093 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_382 100 296 FTE_peak_661 chr12_27726894_27727189 296 OSE_peak_672 chr12_27726857_27727199 296 chr12_27726857_27727199 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;PP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_383 87.7193 150 FTE_peak_663 chr12_28052352_28052522 171 OSE_peak_675 chr12_28052373_28052559 171 chr12_28052352_28052559 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_384 100 209 FTE_peak_665 chr12_29894571_29894860 290 OSE_peak_677 chr12_29894595_29894803 290 chr12_29894571_29894860 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;T . .
FTE_OSE_peak_385 100 219 FTE_peak_667 chr12_31671679_31672036 358 OSE_peak_680 chr12_31671783_31672001 358 chr12_31671679_31672036 D5B;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
FTE_OSE_peak_386 100 214 FTE_peak_671 chr12_43355315_43355528 214 OSE_peak_683 chr12_43355252_43355547 214 chr12_43355252_43355547 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_387 100 205 FTE_peak_673 chr12_46613756_46613984 229 OSE_peak_684 chr12_46613771_46613975 229 chr12_46613756_46613984 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_388 96.2293 1276 FTE_peak_674 chr12_46750858_46752183 1326 OSE_peak_685 chr12_46750740_46752133 1326 chr12_46750740_46752183 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_389 96.2293 1276 FTE_peak_674 chr12_46750858_46752183 1326 OSE_peak_686 chr12_46750740_46752133 1326 chr12_46750740_46752183 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_390 100 301 FTE_peak_678 chr12_46759409_46760539 1131 OSE_peak_687 chr12_46759453_46759753 1131 chr12_46759409_46760539 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_391 2.6578 8 FTE_peak_679 chr12_46759746_46760539 794 OSE_peak_687 chr12_46759453_46759753 794 chr12_46759453_46760539 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_392 95.5128 596 FTE_peak_680 chr12_46763351_46763974 624 OSE_peak_688 chr12_46763379_46764170 624 chr12_46763351_46764170 44‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_393 94.3878 185 FTE_peak_682 chr12_46888273_46888468 196 OSE_peak_693 chr12_46888244_46888457 196 chr12_46888244_46888468 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_394 89.2308 174 FTE_peak_684 chr12_47489602_47489861 260 OSE_peak_696 chr12_47489688_47489882 260 chr12_47489602_47489882 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 AMIGO2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_395 96.5116 166 FTE_peak_686 chr12_49616443_49616614 172 OSE_peak_706 chr12_49616449_49616637 172 chr12_49616443_49616637 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_396 67.4847 110 FTE_peak_688 chr12_50580974_50581206 233 OSE_peak_711 chr12_50580921_50581083 233 chr12_50580921_50581206 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 CERS5 .
FTE_OSE_peak_397 97.9167 282 FTE_peak_693 chr12_52674697_52675212 516 OSE_peak_718 chr12_52674691_52674978 516 chr12_52674691_52675212 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . KRT81;KRT86
FTE_OSE_peak_398 100 326 FTE_peak_697 chr12_54616323_54616850 528 OSE_peak_722 chr12_54616381_54616706 528 chr12_54616323_54616850 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . CBX5;MIR3198‐2
FTE_OSE_peak_399 100 171 FTE_peak_698 chr12_58704580_58705040 461 OSE_peak_732 chr12_58704611_58704781 461 chr12_58704580_58705040 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_400 100 262 FTE_peak_699 chr12_59435207_59435517 311 OSE_peak_735 chr12_59435224_59435485 311 chr12_59435207_59435517 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_401 100 294 FTE_peak_701 chr12_63096249_63096754 506 OSE_peak_736 chr12_63096322_63096615 506 chr12_63096249_63096754 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
FTE_OSE_peak_402 100 317 FTE_peak_702 chr12_64311824_64312140 317 OSE_peak_738 chr12_64311733_64312141 317 chr12_64311733_64312141 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;SR . .
FTE_OSE_peak_403 79.4721 271 FTE_peak_706 chr12_65959944_65960342 399 OSE_peak_743 chr12_65960072_65960412 399 chr12_65959944_65960412 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_404 74.8718 146 FTE_peak_709 chr12_66048493_66049255 763 OSE_peak_744 chr12_66048444_66048638 763 chr12_66048444_66049255 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_405 95.9459 355 FTE_peak_713 chr12_66050605_66050974 370 OSE_peak_745 chr12_66050386_66050959 370 chr12_66050386_66050974 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_406 100 217 FTE_peak_717 chr12_68099827_68100043 217 OSE_peak_749 chr12_68099794_68100060 217 chr12_68099794_68100060 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_407 92.6829 190 FTE_peak_718 chr12_68661704_68661908 205 OSE_peak_750 chr12_68661719_68661928 205 chr12_68661704_68661928 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 IL22 MDM1
FTE_OSE_peak_408 100 134 FTE_peak_722 chr12_71247216_71247349 134 OSE_peak_752 chr12_71247156_71247502 134 chr12_71247156_71247502 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
FTE_OSE_peak_409 96.2264 204 FTE_peak_723 chr12_71387944_71388200 257 OSE_peak_753 chr12_71387936_71388147 257 chr12_71387936_71388200 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_410 100 170 FTE_peak_732 chr12_79813840_79814181 342 OSE_peak_757 chr12_79813892_79814061 342 chr12_79813840_79814181 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; MIR1252 .
FTE_OSE_peak_411 85.7143 210 FTE_peak_733 chr12_79941111_79941355 245 OSE_peak_758 chr12_79941146_79941390 245 chr12_79941111_79941390 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_412 100 213 FTE_peak_736 chr12_87106194_87106470 277 OSE_peak_761 chr12_87106212_87106424 277 chr12_87106194_87106470 4C;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR . .
FTE_OSE_peak_413 79.5349 171 FTE_peak_740 chr12_88702724_88702938 215 OSE_peak_766 chr12_88702673_88702894 215 chr12_88702673_88702938 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_414 100 338 FTE_peak_741 chr12_88719310_88719647 338 OSE_peak_767 chr12_88719187_88719691 338 chr12_88719187_88719691 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_415 100 197 FTE_peak_743 chr12_89844816_89845038 223 OSE_peak_768 chr12_89844830_89845026 223 chr12_89844816_89845038 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;P . .
FTE_OSE_peak_416 82.767 341 FTE_peak_744 chr12_90127434_90127972 539 OSE_peak_769 chr12_90127363_90127774 539 chr12_90127363_90127972 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
FTE_OSE_peak_417 82.767 341 FTE_peak_745 chr12_90127434_90128045 612 OSE_peak_769 chr12_90127363_90127774 612 chr12_90127363_90128045 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LOC338758 .
FTE_OSE_peak_418 100 179 FTE_peak_750 chr12_90647631_90647809 179 OSE_peak_770 chr12_90647587_90647829 179 chr12_90647587_90647829 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_419 100 148 FTE_peak_753 chr12_91534116_91534428 313 OSE_peak_771 chr12_91534205_91534352 313 chr12_91534116_91534428 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 LUM DCN
FTE_OSE_peak_420 100 236 FTE_peak_756 chr12_93293137_93293566 430 OSE_peak_772 chr12_93293230_93293465 430 chr12_93293137_93293566 1;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR12 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_421 100 170 FTE_peak_772 chr12_104571840_104572009 170 OSE_peak_779 chr12_104571644_104572054 170 chr12_104571644_104572054 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_422 100 293 FTE_peak_774 chr12_105065487_105065807 321 OSE_peak_781 chr12_105065488_105065780 321 chr12_105065487_105065807 11;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_423 81.0056 145 FTE_peak_775 chr12_105369522_105369704 183 OSE_peak_782 chr12_105369488_105369666 183 chr12_105369488_105369704 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . C12orf45
FTE_OSE_peak_424 76.8627 196 FTE_peak_779 chr12_105879094_105879348 255 OSE_peak_783 chr12_105879153_105879462 255 chr12_105879094_105879462 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_425 95.8333 322 FTE_peak_781 chr12_106381164_106381499 336 OSE_peak_784 chr12_106381142_106381485 336 chr12_106381142_106381499 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_426 100 207 FTE_peak_782 chr12_106424312_106424624 313 OSE_peak_785 chr12_106424362_106424568 313 chr12_106424312_106424624 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_427 100 352 FTE_peak_784 chr12_109220467_109221015 549 OSE_peak_787 chr12_109220479_109220830 549 chr12_109220467_109221015 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3; . .
FTE_OSE_peak_428 100 326 FTE_peak_788 chr12_115371283_115371608 326 OSE_peak_799 chr12_115371174_115371668 326 chr12_115371174_115371668 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_429 98.5149 199 FTE_peak_792 chr12_116590175_116590376 202 OSE_peak_801 chr12_116590178_116590390 202 chr12_116590175_116590390 3L;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1 MIR620 .
FTE_OSE_peak_430 100 162 FTE_peak_795 chr12_116872036_116872197 162 OSE_peak_802 chr12_116871967_116872272 162 chr12_116871967_116872272 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 MIR4472‐2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_431 97.551 239 FTE_peak_796 chr12_118490316_118490560 245 OSE_peak_804 chr12_118490242_118490554 245 chr12_118490242_118490560 244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;W RFC5 VSIG10
FTE_OSE_peak_432 100 181 FTE_peak_798 chr12_120669149_120669329 181 OSE_peak_808 chr12_120668769_120669351 181 chr12_120668769_120669351 1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244‐3;LOC100506649;RPLP0 .
FTE_OSE_peak_433 100 873 FTE_peak_799 chr12_120728917_120729789 873 OSE_peak_810 chr12_120728766_120729882 873 chr12_120728766_120729882 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN SIRT4
FTE_OSE_peak_434 100 610 FTE_peak_800 chr12_120730483_120731092 610 OSE_peak_811 chr12_120730326_120731102 610 chr12_120730326_120731102 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 PXN PLA2G1B;SIRT4
FTE_OSE_peak_435 80.5195 124 FTE_peak_802 chr12_122884468_122884689 222 OSE_peak_813 chr12_122884566_122884719 222 chr12_122884468_122884719 0507066;MIR1244‐1;MIR1244‐ . .
FTE_OSE_peak_436 89.4737 238 FTE_peak_803 chr12_123163625_123163890 266 OSE_peak_814 chr12_123163653_123163928 266 chr12_123163625_123163928 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . HCAR2
FTE_OSE_peak_437 100 224 FTE_peak_804 chr12_125394274_125394497 224 OSE_peak_822 chr12_125393944_125396174 224 chr12_125393944_125396174 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
FTE_OSE_peak_438 100 1175 FTE_peak_805 chr12_125394663_125395837 1175 OSE_peak_822 chr12_125393944_125396174 1175 chr12_125393944_125396174 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
FTE_OSE_peak_439 100 1162 FTE_peak_806 chr12_125394683_125395844 1162 OSE_peak_822 chr12_125393944_125396174 1162 chr12_125393944_125396174 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . UBC
FTE_OSE_peak_440 78.0928 303 FTE_peak_807 chr12_127757461_127757848 388 OSE_peak_831 chr12_127757546_127758032 388 chr12_127757461_127758032 IR1244‐1;MIR1244‐2;MIR1244 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_441 100 196 FTE_peak_813 chr13_31287397_31287592 196 OSE_peak_837 chr13_31287239_31287626 196 chr13_31287239_31287626 ALOX5AP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_442 100 210 FTE_peak_815 chr13_32330602_32330811 210 OSE_peak_840 chr13_32330590_32330859 210 chr13_32330590_32330859 RXFP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_443 100 141 FTE_peak_817 chr13_32341345_32341774 430 OSE_peak_841 chr13_32341502_32341642 430 chr13_32341345_32341774 RXFP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_444 100 197 FTE_peak_828 chr13_41706911_41707107 197 OSE_peak_844 chr13_41706819_41707123 197 chr13_41706819_41707123 KBTBD6;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_445 100 192 FTE_peak_830 chr13_42401985_42402176 192 OSE_peak_847 chr13_42401977_42402347 192 chr13_42401977_42402347 KIAA0564;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_446 95.5056 170 FTE_peak_831 chr13_43061148_43061325 178 OSE_peak_849 chr13_43061094_43061317 178 chr13_43061094_43061325 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_447 100 278 FTE_peak_834 chr13_43570692_43570969 278 OSE_peak_850 chr13_43570664_43571040 278 chr13_43570664_43571040 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
FTE_OSE_peak_448 89.8649 133 FTE_peak_835 chr13_43579776_43579977 202 OSE_peak_851 chr13_43579761_43579908 202 chr13_43579761_43579977 TTL EPSTI1 DNAJC15
FTE_OSE_peak_449 96.861 216 FTE_peak_837 chr13_44887089_44887436 348 OSE_peak_852 chr13_44887082_44887304 348 chr13_44887082_44887436 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_450 99.1837 243 FTE_peak_841 chr13_45763604_45763848 245 OSE_peak_853 chr13_45763606_45763945 245 chr13_45763604_45763945 GTF2F2;TTL . KCTD4
FTE_OSE_peak_451 100 144 FTE_peak_844 chr13_48058807_48058950 144 OSE_peak_857 chr13_48058792_48058966 144 chr13_48058792_48058966 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_452 95.637 548 FTE_peak_846 chr13_50432437_50433020 584 OSE_peak_858 chr13_50432412_50432984 584 chr13_50432412_50433020 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_453 100 309 FTE_peak_847 chr13_51252660_51252968 309 OSE_peak_859 chr13_51252635_51252976 309 chr13_51252635_51252976 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_454 95.9184 282 FTE_peak_849 chr13_67247554_67247847 294 OSE_peak_862 chr13_67247566_67247876 294 chr13_67247554_67247876 PCDH9;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_455 83.3333 155 FTE_peak_850 chr13_67693842_67694027 186 OSE_peak_863 chr13_67693807_67693996 186 chr13_67693807_67694027 PCDH9;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_456 100 204 FTE_peak_851 chr13_67944078_67944342 265 OSE_peak_864 chr13_67944101_67944304 265 chr13_67944078_67944342 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_457 100 275 FTE_peak_854 chr13_74817703_74817977 275 OSE_peak_867 chr13_74817689_74818160 275 chr13_74817689_74818160 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_458 100 228 FTE_peak_855 chr13_75399868_75400095 228 OSE_peak_868 chr13_75399621_75400135 228 chr13_75399621_75400135 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_459 98.5437 203 FTE_peak_857 chr13_75756123_75756360 238 OSE_peak_869 chr13_75756158_75756363 238 chr13_75756123_75756363 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_460 98.1651 214 FTE_peak_859 chr13_75933457_75933692 236 OSE_peak_870 chr13_75933479_75933696 236 chr13_75933457_75933696 TBC1D4;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_461 100 218 FTE_peak_860 chr13_76195233_76195757 525 OSE_peak_871 chr13_76195514_76195731 525 chr13_76195233_76195757 LMO7;TTL UCHL3 .
FTE_OSE_peak_462 72.5212 256 FTE_peak_861 chr13_80510802_80511154 353 OSE_peak_872 chr13_80510562_80511057 353 chr13_80510562_80511154 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_463 100 247 FTE_peak_862 chr13_91338823_91339069 247 OSE_peak_879 chr13_91338783_91339095 247 chr13_91338783_91339095 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_464 100 194 FTE_peak_867 chr13_96366601_96366960 360 OSE_peak_881 chr13_96366753_96366946 360 chr13_96366601_96366960 DNAJC3;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_465 100 220 FTE_peak_877 chr13_102301869_102302185 317 OSE_peak_887 chr13_102301886_102302105 317 chr13_102301869_102302185 ITGBL1;TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_466 100 277 FTE_peak_879 chr13_102938761_102939037 277 OSE_peak_888 chr13_102938708_102939076 277 chr13_102938708_102939076 FGF14;TTL . FGF14‐IT1
FTE_OSE_peak_467 97.2973 180 FTE_peak_881 chr13_107031540_107031729 190 OSE_peak_893 chr13_107031550_107031734 190 chr13_107031540_107031734 TTL LINC00460 .
FTE_OSE_peak_468 100 214 FTE_peak_883 chr13_109895643_109896377 735 OSE_peak_897 chr13_109896072_109896285 735 chr13_109895643_109896377 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_469 95.5157 213 FTE_peak_884 chr13_109909231_109909684 454 OSE_peak_898 chr13_109909472_109909694 454 chr13_109909231_109909694 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_470 33.5106 63 FTE_peak_888 chr13_109926041_109926985 945 OSE_peak_899 chr13_109926923_109927110 945 chr13_109926041_109927110 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_471 33.5106 63 FTE_peak_889 chr13_109926193_109926985 793 OSE_peak_899 chr13_109926923_109927110 793 chr13_109926193_109927110 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_472 92.9348 171 FTE_peak_892 chr13_110351205_110351388 184 OSE_peak_900 chr13_110351190_110351375 184 chr13_110351190_110351388 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_473 79.7101 275 FTE_peak_894 chr13_110658681_110659025 345 OSE_peak_901 chr13_110658751_110659114 345 chr13_110658681_110659114 TTL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_474 95.8678 232 FTE_peak_897 chr13_114600232_114600473 242 OSE_peak_913 chr13_114600157_114600463 242 chr13_114600157_114600473 FLJ44054 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_475 100 175 FTE_peak_898 chr14_22764713_22764887 175 OSE_peak_920 chr14_22764684_22764913 175 chr14_22764684_22764913 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_476 91.689 342 FTE_peak_899 chr14_23083145_23083531 387 OSE_peak_922 chr14_23083190_23083562 387 chr14_23083145_23083562 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_477 74.5283 237 FTE_peak_900 chr14_23083326_23083643 318 OSE_peak_922 chr14_23083190_23083562 318 chr14_23083190_23083643 . ABHD4;DAD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_478 74.6114 288 FTE_peak_902 chr14_30663068_30663453 386 OSE_peak_931 chr14_30662929_30663355 386 chr14_30662929_30663453 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_479 100 151 FTE_peak_906 chr14_35169416_35169664 249 OSE_peak_940 chr14_35169428_35169578 249 chr14_35169416_35169664 . . CFL2
FTE_OSE_peak_480 100 255 FTE_peak_910 chr14_38567705_38567963 259 OSE_peak_944 chr14_38567709_38567963 259 chr14_38567705_38567963 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_481 100 233 FTE_peak_911 chr14_38759815_38760137 323 OSE_peak_945 chr14_38759857_38760089 323 chr14_38759815_38760137 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_482 91.8919 238 FTE_peak_914 chr14_51428637_51428895 259 OSE_peak_955 chr14_51428613_51428874 259 chr14_51428613_51428895 . PYGL TRIM9
FTE_OSE_peak_483 100 158 FTE_peak_916 chr14_52021257_52021414 158 OSE_peak_956 chr14_52021188_52021557 158 chr14_52021188_52021557 FRMD6 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_484 100 306 FTE_peak_919 chr14_52491874_52492336 463 OSE_peak_957 chr14_52492018_52492323 463 chr14_52491874_52492336 NID2 C14orf166 .
FTE_OSE_peak_485 100 210 FTE_peak_923 chr14_52924716_52925032 317 OSE_peak_958 chr14_52924746_52924955 317 chr14_52924716_52925032 TXNDC16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_486 100 246 FTE_peak_929 chr14_59365385_59365724 340 OSE_peak_962 chr14_59365423_59365668 340 chr14_59365385_59365724 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_487 100 225 FTE_peak_933 chr14_60561011_60561290 280 OSE_peak_964 chr14_60561029_60561253 280 chr14_60561011_60561290 C14orf135 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_488 100 162 FTE_peak_934 chr14_61645564_61645858 295 OSE_peak_965 chr14_61645570_61645731 295 chr14_61645564_61645858 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_489 100 212 FTE_peak_935 chr14_61932922_61933226 305 OSE_peak_967 chr14_61932954_61933165 305 chr14_61932922_61933226 PRKCH . .
FTE_OSE_peak_490 100 206 FTE_peak_936 chr14_61938866_61939461 596 OSE_peak_968 chr14_61939050_61939255 596 chr14_61938866_61939461 PRKCH . .
FTE_OSE_peak_491 100 210 FTE_peak_937 chr14_61943519_61943832 314 OSE_peak_969 chr14_61943619_61943828 314 chr14_61943519_61943832 PRKCH . .
FTE_OSE_peak_492 91.7808 268 FTE_peak_938 chr14_62020477_62020768 292 OSE_peak_970 chr14_62020501_62020812 292 chr14_62020477_62020812 . PRKCH FLJ22447
FTE_OSE_peak_493 95.0104 457 FTE_peak_939 chr14_62028226_62029012 787 OSE_peak_971 chr14_62028556_62029036 787 chr14_62028226_62029036 . PRKCH FLJ22447
FTE_OSE_peak_494 100 389 FTE_peak_941 chr14_62061141_62061640 500 OSE_peak_972 chr14_62061202_62061590 500 chr14_62061141_62061640 FLJ22447 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_495 100 407 FTE_peak_945 chr14_62216643_62217349 707 OSE_peak_973 chr14_62216654_62217060 707 chr14_62216643_62217349 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
FTE_OSE_peak_496 71.2871 504 FTE_peak_945 chr14_62216643_62217349 707 OSE_peak_974 chr14_62216846_62217812 707 chr14_62216643_62217812 . HIF1A;HIF1A‐AS2 SNAPC1
FTE_OSE_peak_497 97.8022 267 FTE_peak_951 chr14_67688376_67688655 280 OSE_peak_977 chr14_67688389_67688661 280 chr14_67688376_67688661 FAM71D . MPP5
FTE_OSE_peak_498 100 177 FTE_peak_953 chr14_69149722_69149898 177 OSE_peak_981 chr14_69149605_69149900 177 chr14_69149605_69149900 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_499 54.1667 221 FTE_peak_954 chr14_69253286_69254012 727 OSE_peak_983 chr14_69253099_69253506 727 chr14_69253099_69254012 . . ZFP36L1
FTE_OSE_peak_500 97.5241 709 FTE_peak_954 chr14_69253286_69254012 727 OSE_peak_984 chr14_69253099_69253994 727 chr14_69253099_69254012 . . ZFP36L1
FTE_OSE_peak_501 100 529 FTE_peak_954 chr14_69253286_69254012 727 OSE_peak_985 chr14_69253472_69254000 727 chr14_69253286_69254012 . . ZFP36L1
FTE_OSE_peak_502 79.0378 230 FTE_peak_959 chr14_73429700_73430088 389 OSE_peak_994 chr14_73429639_73429929 389 chr14_73429639_73430088 . DCAF4 ZFYVE1
FTE_OSE_peak_503 100 576 FTE_peak_961 chr14_75038576_75039151 576 OSE_peak_997 chr14_75038556_75039199 576 chr14_75038556_75039199 LTBP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_504 92.7039 216 FTE_peak_966 chr14_79523351_79523583 233 OSE_peak_1000 chr14_79523368_79523609 233 chr14_79523351_79523609 NRXN3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_505 83.2579 184 FTE_peak_967 chr14_80062930_80063150 221 OSE_peak_1001 chr14_80062870_80063113 221 chr14_80062870_80063150 NRXN3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_506 79.7844 296 FTE_peak_969 chr14_80892018_80892388 371 OSE_peak_1002 chr14_80892093_80892531 371 chr14_80892018_80892531 LOC100628307 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_507 100 204 FTE_peak_971 chr14_81867206_81867618 413 OSE_peak_1004 chr14_81867328_81867531 413 chr14_81867206_81867618 STON2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_508 100 191 FTE_peak_973 chr14_87265652_87266004 353 OSE_peak_1005 chr14_87265756_87265946 353 chr14_87265652_87266004 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_509 100 134 FTE_peak_975 chr14_93196393_93196526 134 OSE_peak_1009 chr14_93196386_93196557 134 chr14_93196386_93196557 LGMN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_510 100 204 FTE_peak_977 chr14_95731889_95732128 240 OSE_peak_1014 chr14_95731902_95732105 240 chr14_95731889_95732128 CLMN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_511 100 173 FTE_peak_979 chr14_100288132_100288304 173 OSE_peak_1015 chr14_100288093_100288353 173 chr14_100288093_100288353 EML1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_512 100 361 FTE_peak_980 chr14_102746184_102746797 614 OSE_peak_1018 chr14_102746282_102746642 614 chr14_102746184_102746797 MOK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_513 100 361 FTE_peak_981 chr14_102746184_102747078 895 OSE_peak_1018 chr14_102746282_102746642 895 chr14_102746184_102747078 MOK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_514 100 239 FTE_peak_984 chr15_30357392_30357696 305 OSE_peak_1022 chr15_30357396_30357634 305 chr15_30357392_30357696 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_515 100 162 FTE_peak_985 chr15_30373113_30373312 200 OSE_peak_1023 chr15_30373138_30373299 200 chr15_30373113_30373312 DDX11L1 . ULK4P3
FTE_OSE_peak_516 100 192 FTE_peak_992 chr15_33028299_33029078 780 OSE_peak_1026 chr15_33028886_33029077 780 chr15_33028299_33029078 DDX11L1 GREM1 FMN1
FTE_OSE_peak_517 98.8722 526 FTE_peak_998 chr15_33065898_33066610 713 OSE_peak_1027 chr15_33066085_33066616 713 chr15_33065898_33066616 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_518 94.3775 235 FTE_peak_999 chr15_33094621_33094869 249 OSE_peak_1028 chr15_33094635_33094899 249 chr15_33094621_33094899 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_519 100 467 FTE_peak_1003 chr15_33142283_33142749 467 OSE_peak_1029 chr15_33142246_33142795 467 chr15_33142246_33142795 DDX11L1;FMN1 . .
FTE OSE peak 520 76.3636 168 FTE peak 1013 chr15 39187614 39187843 230 OSE peak 1031 chr15 39187676 39187895 230 chr15 39187614 39187895 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_522 95.723 470 FTE_peak_1024 chr15_39655095_39655585 491 OSE_peak_1035 chr15_39655116_39655667 491 chr15_39655095_39655667 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_523 100 426 FTE_peak_1026 chr15_39871771_39872196 426 OSE_peak_1037 chr15_39871760_39872369 426 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_OSE_peak_524 100 426 FTE_peak_1026 chr15_39871771_39872196 426 OSE_peak_1038 chr15_39871760_39872369 426 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_OSE_peak_525 100 459 FTE_peak_1027 chr15_39871771_39872229 459 OSE_peak_1037 chr15_39871760_39872369 459 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_OSE_peak_526 100 459 FTE_peak_1027 chr15_39871771_39872229 459 OSE_peak_1038 chr15_39871760_39872369 459 chr15_39871760_39872369 DDX11L1 . FSIP1;THBS1
FTE_OSE_peak_527 100 554 FTE_peak_1028 chr15_39873834_39874387 554 OSE_peak_1040 chr15_39873615_39874696 554 chr15_39873615_39874696 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_528 100 554 FTE_peak_1028 chr15_39873834_39874387 554 OSE_peak_1041 chr15_39873615_39874696 554 chr15_39873615_39874696 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_529 100 554 FTE_peak_1028 chr15_39873834_39874387 554 OSE_peak_1042 chr15_39873615_39874788 554 chr15_39873615_39874788 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_530 6.0837 16 FTE_peak_1029 chr15_39874681_39874943 263 OSE_peak_1040 chr15_39873615_39874696 263 chr15_39873615_39874943 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_531 6.0837 16 FTE_peak_1029 chr15_39874681_39874943 263 OSE_peak_1041 chr15_39873615_39874696 263 chr15_39873615_39874943 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_532 41.0646 108 FTE_peak_1029 chr15_39874681_39874943 263 OSE_peak_1042 chr15_39873615_39874788 263 chr15_39873615_39874943 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_533 5.7034 15 FTE_peak_1029 chr15_39874681_39874943 263 OSE_peak_1043 chr15_39874929_39879677 263 chr15_39874681_39879677 DDX11L1;THBS1 . FSIP1
FTE_OSE_peak_534 98.7787 4691 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1043 chr15_39874929_39879677 17373 chr15_39874929_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_535 100 4596 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1044 chr15_39875082_39879677 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_536 100 5790 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1045 chr15_39875082_39880871 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_537 100 8157 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1046 chr15_39879337_39887493 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_538 100 7701 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1047 chr15_39879793_39887493 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_539 100 7701 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1048 chr15_39879793_39887493 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_540 100 7701 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1049 chr15_39879793_39887493 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_541 100 7720 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1050 chr15_39879793_39887512 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_542 100 3896 FTE_peak_1030 chr15_39874987_39892359 17373 OSE_peak_1051 chr15_39887920_39891815 17373 chr15_39874987_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_543 96.9888 4606 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1043 chr15_39874929_39879677 17288 chr15_39874929_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_544 100 4596 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1044 chr15_39875082_39879677 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_545 100 5790 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1045 chr15_39875082_39880871 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_546 100 8157 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1046 chr15_39879337_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_547 100 7701 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1047 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_548 100 7701 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1048 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_549 100 7701 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1049 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_550 100 7720 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1050 chr15_39879793_39887512 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_551 100 3896 FTE_peak_1031 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1051 chr15_39887920_39891815 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_552 96.9888 4606 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1043 chr15_39874929_39879677 17288 chr15_39874929_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_553 100 4596 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1044 chr15_39875082_39879677 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_554 100 5790 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1045 chr15_39875082_39880871 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_555 100 8157 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1046 chr15_39879337_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_556 100 7701 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1047 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_557 100 7701 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1048 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_558 100 7701 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1049 chr15_39879793_39887493 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_559 100 7720 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1050 chr15_39879793_39887512 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_560 100 3896 FTE_peak_1032 chr15_39875072_39892359 17288 OSE_peak_1051 chr15_39887920_39891815 17288 chr15_39875072_39892359 DDX11L1;FSIP1;THBS1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_561 99.3528 307 FTE_peak_1043 chr15_48987263_48987571 309 OSE_peak_1057 chr15_48987258_48987569 309 chr15_48987258_48987571 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_562 100 221 FTE_peak_1044 chr15_49428151_49428405 255 OSE_peak_1058 chr15_49428156_49428376 255 chr15_49428151_49428405 COPS2;DDX11L1 . GALK2;LOC100306975
FTE_OSE_peak_563 99.5169 206 FTE_peak_1046 chr15_49785164_49785370 207 OSE_peak_1059 chr15_49785065_49785369 207 chr15_49785065_49785370 C15orf33;DDX11L1 FGF7 .
FTE_OSE_peak_564 84.4898 207 FTE_peak_1056 chr15_57051744_57051988 245 OSE_peak_1063 chr15_57051565_57051950 245 chr15_57051565_57051988 DDX11L1 ZNF280D .
FTE_OSE_peak_565 85.5385 278 FTE_peak_1058 chr15_58839626_58839950 325 OSE_peak_1067 chr15_58839395_58839903 325 chr15_58839395_58839950 DDX11L1;LIPC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_566 96.4706 164 FTE_peak_1061 chr15_60388479_60388648 170 OSE_peak_1068 chr15_60388485_60388794 170 chr15_60388479_60388794 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_567 100 318 FTE_peak_1062 chr15_60663576_60663893 318 OSE_peak_1070 chr15_60663471_60664143 318 chr15_60663471_60664143 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_568 100 317 FTE_peak_1063 chr15_60671885_60672201 317 OSE_peak_1071 chr15_60671808_60672288 317 chr15_60671808_60672288 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_569 92.1114 397 FTE_peak_1065 chr15_60685077_60685507 431 OSE_peak_1072 chr15_60685111_60685579 431 chr15_60685077_60685579 ANXA2;DDX11L1 . NARG2
FTE_OSE_peak_570 79.7357 181 FTE_peak_1066 chr15_60694616_60694842 227 OSE_peak_1075 chr15_60694452_60694796 227 chr15_60694452_60694842 DDX11L1 ANXA2 NARG2
FTE_OSE_peak_571 100 258 FTE_peak_1070 chr15_63187411_63187668 258 OSE_peak_1076 chr15_63187390_63187727 258 chr15_63187390_63187727 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_572 100 386 FTE_peak_1071 chr15_63365418_63365803 386 OSE_peak_1089 chr15_63364879_63365805 386 chr15_63364879_63365805 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_573 100 386 FTE_peak_1071 chr15_63365418_63365803 386 OSE_peak_1090 chr15_63365063_63366278 386 chr15_63365063_63366278 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_574 100 386 FTE_peak_1071 chr15_63365418_63365803 386 OSE_peak_1091 chr15_63365268_63366495 386 chr15_63365268_63366495 DDX11L1 TPM1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_575 90.5526 508 FTE_peak_1072 chr15_63400170_63400730 561 OSE_peak_1094 chr15_63400223_63400932 561 chr15_63400170_63400932 DDX11L1 . LACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_576 100 147 FTE_peak_1074 chr15_63539310_63539662 353 OSE_peak_1095 chr15_63539481_63539627 353 chr15_63539310_63539662 DDX11L1;RAB8B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_577 95.2632 724 FTE_peak_1076 chr15_65588294_65589053 760 OSE_peak_1097 chr15_65588330_65589183 760 chr15_65588294_65589183 DDX11L1 PARP16 .
FTE_OSE_peak_578 97.4386 913 FTE_peak_1077 chr15_65596945_65597881 937 OSE_peak_1098 chr15_65596969_65598124 937 chr15_65596945_65598124 DDX11L1 PARP16 IGDCC3
FTE_OSE_peak_579 90.0709 254 FTE_peak_1082 chr15_67418130_67418411 282 OSE_peak_1104 chr15_67418158_67418604 282 chr15_67418130_67418604 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_580 100 229 FTE_peak_1083 chr15_67470977_67471205 229 OSE_peak_1106 chr15_67470883_67471256 229 chr15_67470883_67471256 DDX11L1;SMAD3 . AAGAB
FTE_OSE_peak_581 90.5085 534 FTE_peak_1087 chr15_71587781_71588370 590 OSE_peak_1116 chr15_71587837_71588523 590 chr15_71587781_71588523 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_582 93.8865 645 FTE_peak_1088 chr15_71587781_71588481 701 OSE_peak_1116 chr15_71587837_71588523 701 chr15_71587781_71588523 DDX11L1;THSD4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_583 96.6555 289 FTE_peak_1090 chr15_78357734_78358032 299 OSE_peak_1120 chr15_78357637_78358022 299 chr15_78357637_78358032 DDX11L1;TBC1D2B . SH2D7
FTE_OSE_peak_584 78.6561 199 FTE_peak_1091 chr15_79198254_79198903 650 OSE_peak_1121 chr15_79198705_79198957 650 chr15_79198254_79198957 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
FTE_OSE_peak_585 95.2569 241 FTE_peak_1092 chr15_79198254_79198945 692 OSE_peak_1121 chr15_79198705_79198957 692 chr15_79198254_79198957 DDX11L1 MORF4L1 CTSH
FTE_OSE_peak_586 100 428 FTE_peak_1098 chr15_81630968_81631441 474 OSE_peak_1124 chr15_81630971_81631398 474 chr15_81630968_81631441 DDX11L1;TMC3 IL16;STARD5 .
FTE_OSE_peak_587 100 169 FTE_peak_1100 chr15_87912541_87912709 169 OSE_peak_1126 chr15_87912530_87912747 169 chr15_87912530_87912747 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_588 75.2475 152 FTE_peak_1103 chr15_88360094_88360295 202 OSE_peak_1128 chr15_88360144_88360394 202 chr15_88360094_88360394 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_589 100 232 FTE_peak_1106 chr15_93347290_93347521 232 OSE_peak_1131 chr15_93347074_93347661 232 chr15_93347074_93347661 DDX11L1 ASB9P1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_590 83.6576 215 FTE_peak_1107 chr15_96103091_96103347 257 OSE_peak_1132 chr15_96103133_96103444 257 chr15_96103091_96103444 DDX11L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_591 100 185 FTE_peak_1108 chr15_99457961_99458145 185 OSE_peak_1136 chr15_99457770_99458169 185 chr15_99457770_99458169 DDX11L1;IGF1R . .
FTE_OSE_peak_592 90.7216 176 FTE_peak_1112 chr16_2885819_2886012 194 OSE_peak_1144 chr16_2885837_2886132 194 chr16_2885819_2886132 . PRSS21;ZG16B PRSS22;PRSS30P
FTE_OSE_peak_593 88.6447 242 FTE_peak_1120 chr16_22408810_22409108 299 OSE_peak_1160 chr16_22408779_22409051 299 chr16_22408779_22409108 . CDR2 RRN3P3
FTE_OSE_peak_594 100 274 FTE_peak_1127 chr16_54060952_54061326 375 OSE_peak_1168 chr16_54061016_54061289 375 chr16_54060952_54061326 FTO . .
FTE_OSE_peak_595 100 225 FTE_peak_1129 chr16_56641206_56641430 225 OSE_peak_1171 chr16_56640738_56641556 225 chr16_56640738_56641556 . MT3 E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M;MT2A
FTE_OSE_peak_596 100 281 FTE_peak_1130 chr16_56643676_56643956 281 OSE_peak_1172 chr16_56643278_56644165 281 chr16_56643278_56644165 MT2A MT3 A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
FTE_OSE_peak_597 100 281 FTE_peak_1130 chr16_56643676_56643956 281 OSE_peak_1173 chr16_56643398_56644428 281 chr16_56643398_56644428 MT2A MT3 A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
FTE_OSE_peak_598 100 281 FTE_peak_1130 chr16_56643676_56643956 281 OSE_peak_1174 chr16_56643673_56644428 281 chr16_56643673_56644428 . MT2A;MT3 A;MT1E;MT1JP;MT1L;MT1M
FTE_OSE_peak_599 100 223 FTE_peak_1131 chr16_56998843_56999065 223 OSE_peak_1176 chr16_56998843_56999083 223 chr16_56998843_56999083 CETP HERPUD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_600 100 217 FTE_peak_1132 chr16_57927935_57928151 217 OSE_peak_1177 chr16_57927772_57928188 217 chr16_57927772_57928188 CNGB1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_601 96.3134 418 FTE_peak_1134 chr16_68098849_68099322 474 OSE_peak_1185 chr16_68098905_68099338 474 chr16_68098849_68099338 DUS2L . NFATC3
FTE_OSE_peak_602 100 184 FTE_peak_1135 chr16_70438326_70438509 184 OSE_peak_1188 chr16_70438311_70438576 184 chr16_70438311_70438576 ST3GAL2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_603 96.2025 228 FTE_peak_1139 chr16_72911361_72911618 258 OSE_peak_1193 chr16_72911352_72911588 258 chr16_72911352_72911618 ZFHX3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_604 100 188 FTE_peak_1140 chr16_74970827_74971194 368 OSE_peak_1195 chr16_74970885_74971072 368 chr16_74970827_74971194 WDR59 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_605 97.6879 169 FTE_peak_1141 chr16_75063893_75064160 268 OSE_peak_1196 chr16_75063889_75064061 268 chr16_75063889_75064160 ZNRF1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_606 100 154 FTE_peak_1144 chr16_77630310_77630463 154 OSE_peak_1201 chr16_77630152_77630506 154 chr16_77630152_77630506 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_607 100 224 FTE_peak_1145 chr16_77911693_77911931 239 OSE_peak_1202 chr16_77911695_77911918 239 chr16_77911693_77911931 VAT1L . .
FTE_OSE_peak_608 99.5781 236 FTE_peak_1149 chr16_84873597_84873849 253 OSE_peak_1208 chr16_84873614_84873850 253 chr16_84873597_84873850 CRISPLD2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_609 100 192 FTE_peak_1152 chr16_88365751_88365942 192 OSE_peak_1216 chr16_88365616_88366096 192 chr16_88365616_88366096 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_610 96.8966 281 FTE_peak_1153 chr17_597456_597745 290 OSE_peak_1221 chr17_597446_597736 290 chr17_597446_597745 VPS53 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_611 100 158 FTE_peak_1154 chr17_831223_831380 158 OSE_peak_1222 chr17_831181_831463 158 chr17_831181_831463 NXN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_612 100 205 FTE_peak_1155 chr17_836779_837008 230 OSE_peak_1223 chr17_836782_836986 230 chr17_836779_837008 NXN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_613 100 348 FTE_peak_1157 chr17_5419578_5420005 428 OSE_peak_1230 chr17_5419592_5419939 428 chr17_5419578_5420005 NLRP1 LOC728392;MIS12 .
FTE_OSE_peak_614 100 155 FTE_peak_1158 chr17_6126677_6126831 155 OSE_peak_1231 chr17_6126663_6126983 155 chr17_6126663_6126983 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_615 100 529 FTE_peak_1161 chr17_8076420_8076948 529 OSE_peak_1239 chr17_8076380_8077027 529 chr17_8076380_8077027 TMEM107 PER1;VAMP2 17orf59;MIR3676;MIR4521
FTE_OSE_peak_616 99.2481 264 FTE_peak_1165 chr17_13324284_13324549 266 OSE_peak_1242 chr17_13324267_13324547 266 chr17_13324267_13324549 SNORA59A;SNORA59B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_617 100 369 FTE_peak_1169 chr17_25773641_25774009 369 OSE_peak_1254 chr17_25773587_25774190 369 chr17_25773587_25774190 . TBC1D3P5 KSR1
FTE_OSE_peak_618 100 157 FTE_peak_1170 chr17_26605398_26605554 157 OSE_peak_1256 chr17_26605382_26605717 157 chr17_26605382_26605717 KRT18P55 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_619 99.1561 235 FTE_peak_1171 chr17_27279307_27279543 237 OSE_peak_1259 chr17_27279190_27279541 237 chr17_27279190_27279543 . PHF12 SEZ6
FTE_OSE_peak_620 100 207 FTE_peak_1181 chr17_38642729_38642935 207 OSE_peak_1285 chr17_38642135_38643004 207 chr17_38642135_38643004 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_621 100 207 FTE_peak_1181 chr17_38642729_38642935 207 OSE_peak_1286 chr17_38642135_38643004 207 chr17_38642135_38643004 TNS4 IGFBP4 .
FTE_OSE_peak_622 77.907 134 FTE_peak_1186 chr17_39216660_39216831 172 OSE_peak_1293 chr17_39216593_39216793 172 chr17_39216593_39216831 . P1‐3;KRTAP2‐1;KRTAP KRTAP2‐4;KRTAP4‐7
FTE_OSE_peak_623 100 191 FTE_peak_1187 chr17_39222575_39222765 191 OSE_peak_1294 chr17_39222527_39222774 191 chr17_39222527_39222774 . P2‐1;KRTAP2‐2;KRTAP KRTAP4‐7
FTE_OSE_peak_624 97.561 200 FTE_peak_1188 chr17_39560249_39560519 271 OSE_peak_1295 chr17_39560320_39560524 271 chr17_39560249_39560524 LOC100505782 KRT31;KRT34 KRT37
FTE_OSE_peak_625 100 356 FTE_peak_1190 chr17_41393273_41393628 356 OSE_peak_1299 chr17_41393220_41393714 356 chr17_41393220_41393714 . NBR1;TMEM106A .
FTE_OSE_peak_626 100 430 FTE_peak_1191 chr17_41438348_41438777 430 OSE_peak_1300 chr17_41438189_41438817 430 chr17_41438189_41438817 . . LOC100130581
FTE_OSE_peak_627 100 286 FTE_peak_1192 chr17_41445168_41445453 286 OSE_peak_1301 chr17_41445146_41445550 286 chr17_41445146_41445550 . . LOC100130581
FTE_OSE_peak_628 56.1086 124 FTE_peak_1193 chr17_41801427_41801647 221 OSE_peak_1302 chr17_41801322_41801550 221 chr17_41801322_41801647 . . SOST
FTE_OSE_peak_629 93.865 153 FTE_peak_1194 chr17_41861467_41861828 362 OSE_peak_1304 chr17_41861457_41861619 362 chr17_41861457_41861828 C17orf105 DUSP3;SOST MPP3
FTE_OSE_peak_630 64.9351 100 FTE_peak_1197 chr17_45343417_45343570 154 OSE_peak_1308 chr17_45343471_45343861 154 chr17_45343417_45343861 ITGB3;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_631 100 277 FTE_peak_1203 chr17_53025628_53025904 277 OSE_peak_1315 chr17_53025527_53026111 277 chr17_53025527_53026111 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TOM1L1 . COX11;STXBP4
FTE_OSE_peak_632 98.0769 153 FTE_peak_1204 chr17_53511254_53511409 156 OSE_peak_1316 chr17_53511244_53511406 156 chr17_53511244_53511409 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MMD .
FTE_OSE_peak_633 100 147 FTE_peak_1209 chr17_56602682_56602828 147 OSE_peak_1318 chr17_56602637_56602962 147 chr17_56602637_56602962 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;SEPT4 MTMR4 C17orf47
FTE_OSE_peak_634 100 470 FTE_peak_1210 chr17_56708773_56709242 470 OSE_peak_1319 chr17_56708759_56709289 470 chr17_56708759_56709289 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_635 100 582 FTE_peak_1211 chr17_56736168_56736749 582 OSE_peak_1320 chr17_56736056_56736764 582 chr17_56736056_56736764 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_636 100 531 FTE_peak_1212 chr17_56736219_56736749 531 OSE_peak_1320 chr17_56736056_56736764 531 chr17_56736056_56736764 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_637 100 415 FTE_peak_1213 chr17_56756678_56757092 415 OSE_peak_1321 chr17_56756625_56757112 415 chr17_56756625_56757112 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX14 . RAD51C
FTE_OSE_peak_638 96.0733 367 FTE_peak_1214 chr17_57915237_57915618 382 OSE_peak_1322 chr17_57915252_57917284 382 chr17_57915237_57917284 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_639 100 245 FTE_peak_1215 chr17_57915857_57916101 245 OSE_peak_1322 chr17_57915252_57917284 245 chr17_57915252_57917284 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VMP1 . MIR21;TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_640 100 402 FTE_peak_1216 chr17_57917608_57918009 402 OSE_peak_1323 chr17_57917313_57919251 402 chr17_57917313_57919251 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_641 100 402 FTE_peak_1216 chr17_57917608_57918009 402 OSE_peak_1324 chr17_57917390_57919251 402 chr17_57917390_57919251 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_642 100 402 FTE_peak_1216 chr17_57917608_57918009 402 OSE_peak_1325 chr17_57917390_57919274 402 chr17_57917390_57919274 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_643 100 578 FTE_peak_1217 chr17_57918137_57918714 578 OSE_peak_1323 chr17_57917313_57919251 578 chr17_57917313_57919251 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_644 100 578 FTE_peak_1217 chr17_57918137_57918714 578 OSE_peak_1324 chr17_57917390_57919251 578 chr17_57917390_57919251 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_645 100 578 FTE_peak_1217 chr17_57918137_57918714 578 OSE_peak_1325 chr17_57917390_57919274 578 chr17_57917390_57919274 R21;MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;VM . TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_646 100 2270 FTE_peak_1218 chr17_57919687_57921956 2270 OSE_peak_1326 chr17_57919573_57922461 2270 chr17_57919573_57922461 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_647 100 2427 FTE_peak_1219 chr17_57919687_57922113 2427 OSE_peak_1326 chr17_57919573_57922461 2427 chr17_57919573_57922461 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_648 100 2053 FTE_peak_1220 chr17_57920403_57922455 2053 OSE_peak_1326 chr17_57919573_57922461 2053 chr17_57919573_57922461 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 MIR21;VMP1 TUBD1
FTE_OSE_peak_649 100 481 FTE_peak_1226 chr17_62224150_62224784 635 OSE_peak_1334 chr17_62224176_62224656 635 chr17_62224150_62224784 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2 N1;SNORA76;SNORD1 TEX2
FTE_OSE_peak_650 95.9055 609 FTE_peak_1226 chr17_62224150_62224784 635 OSE_peak_1335 chr17_62224176_62224837 635 chr17_62224150_62224837 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2N1;SNORA76;SNORD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_651 94.8025 456 FTE_peak_1227 chr17_62224201_62225068 868 OSE_peak_1334 chr17_62224176_62224656 868 chr17_62224176_62225068 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2N1;SNORA76;SNORD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_652 96.2236 637 FTE_peak_1227 chr17_62224201_62225068 868 OSE_peak_1335 chr17_62224176_62224837 868 chr17_62224176_62225068 MIR4315‐1;MIR4315‐2;TEX2N1;SNORA76;SNORD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_653 100 161 FTE_peak_1231 chr17_66380044_66380258 215 OSE_peak_1341 chr17_66380071_66380231 215 chr17_66380044_66380258 ARSG . .
FTE_OSE_peak_654 95 171 FTE_peak_1232 chr17_67171910_67172123 214 OSE_peak_1342 chr17_67171953_67172132 214 chr17_67171910_67172132 ABCA10 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_655 94.2029 195 FTE_peak_1234 chr17_67754156_67754362 207 OSE_peak_1343 chr17_67754168_67754417 207 chr17_67754156_67754417 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_656 99.4565 366 FTE_peak_1240 chr17_69405900_69406343 444 OSE_peak_1344 chr17_69405898_69406265 444 chr17_69405898_69406343 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_657 93.5897 292 FTE_peak_1243 chr17_69434917_69435228 312 OSE_peak_1345 chr17_69434832_69435208 312 chr17_69434832_69435228 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_658 100 220 FTE_peak_1245 chr17_70712360_70712677 318 OSE_peak_1348 chr17_70712375_70712594 318 chr17_70712360_70712677 SLC39A11 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_659 100 249 FTE_peak_1246 chr17_74366852_74367100 249 OSE_peak_1352 chr17_74366835_74367255 249 chr17_74366835_74367255 . PRPSAP1 SPHK1;UBE2O
FTE_OSE_peak_660 100 241 FTE_peak_1248 chr17_75120259_75120606 348 OSE_peak_1358 chr17_75120298_75120538 348 chr17_75120259_75120606 SEC14L1 LINC00338 .
FTE_OSE_peak_661 100 371 FTE_peak_1249 chr17_75121484_75121854 371 OSE_peak_1359 chr17_75121446_75121860 371 chr17_75121446_75121860 SEC14L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_662 100 225 FTE_peak_1250 chr17_76330734_76331085 352 OSE_peak_1361 chr17_76330737_76330961 352 chr17_76330734_76331085 . . SOCS3
FTE_OSE_peak_663 100 600 FTE_peak_1251 chr17_79474748_79475347 600 OSE_peak_1367 chr17_79474421_79477301 600 chr17_79474421_79477301 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
FTE_OSE_peak_664 100 393 FTE_peak_1252 chr17_79475703_79476095 393 OSE_peak_1367 chr17_79474421_79477301 393 chr17_79474421_79477301 ACTG1 . C17orf70;FSCN2
FTE_OSE_peak_665 98.8235 168 FTE_peak_1253 chr18_322676_322851 176 OSE_peak_1382 chr18_322684_322853 176 chr18_322676_322853 COLEC12 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_666 100 202 FTE_peak_1256 chr18_3367637_3368047 411 OSE_peak_1384 chr18_3367661_3367862 411 chr18_3367637_3368047 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_667 100 206 FTE_peak_1258 chr18_3624278_3624483 206 OSE_peak_1386 chr18_3623987_3624776 206 chr18_3623987_3624776 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
FTE_OSE_peak_668 100 206 FTE_peak_1258 chr18_3624278_3624483 206 OSE_peak_1387 chr18_3624035_3625065 206 chr18_3624035_3625065 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
FTE_OSE_peak_669 100 206 FTE_peak_1258 chr18_3624278_3624483 206 OSE_peak_1388 chr18_3624246_3625065 206 chr18_3624246_3625065 DLGAP1 FLJ35776 .
FTE_OSE_peak_670 100 223 FTE_peak_1259 chr18_3649975_3650197 223 OSE_peak_1389 chr18_3649952_3650368 223 chr18_3649952_3650368 DLGAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_671 88.7387 197 FTE_peak_1273 chr18_12838099_12838374 276 OSE_peak_1391 chr18_12838178_12838399 276 chr18_12838099_12838399 PTPN2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_672 96.5909 255 FTE_peak_1276 chr18_20047901_20048220 320 OSE_peak_1394 chr18_20047966_20048229 320 chr18_20047901_20048229 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_673 100 234 FTE_peak_1278 chr18_20248004_20248347 344 OSE_peak_1396 chr18_20248059_20248292 344 chr18_20248004_20248347 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_674 87.5 203 FTE_peak_1285 chr18_26734669_26735553 885 OSE_peak_1398 chr18_26734640_26734871 885 chr18_26734640_26735553 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_675 71.0165 517 FTE_peak_1285 chr18_26734669_26735553 885 OSE_peak_1399 chr18_26735037_26735764 885 chr18_26734669_26735764 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_676 87.5 203 FTE_peak_1286 chr18_26734669_26735553 885 OSE_peak_1398 chr18_26734640_26734871 885 chr18_26734640_26735553 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_677 71.0165 517 FTE_peak_1286 chr18_26734669_26735553 885 OSE_peak_1399 chr18_26735037_26735764 885 chr18_26734669_26735764 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_678 100 155 FTE_peak_1287 chr18_26745221_26745542 322 OSE_peak_1400 chr18_26745364_26745518 322 chr18_26745221_26745542 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_679 94.9405 319 FTE_peak_1294 chr18_43531341_43531676 336 OSE_peak_1407 chr18_43531358_43531759 336 chr18_43531341_43531759 EPG5 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_680 89.418 338 FTE_peak_1302 chr18_46468963_46469340 378 OSE_peak_1412 chr18_46468785_46469300 378 chr18_46468785_46469340 SMAD7 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_681 85.3503 134 FTE_peak_1305 chr18_52635601_52635800 200 OSE_peak_1414 chr18_52635667_52635823 200 chr18_52635601_52635823 . CCDC68 .
FTE_OSE_peak_682 98.7903 245 FTE_peak_1308 chr18_55480518_55480769 252 OSE_peak_1416 chr18_55480515_55480762 252 chr18_55480515_55480769 . ATP8B1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_683 100 357 FTE_peak_1312 chr18_57411328_57411810 483 OSE_peak_1417 chr18_57411442_57411798 483 chr18_57411328_57411810 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_684 100 271 FTE_peak_1314 chr18_58651759_58652029 271 OSE_peak_1419 chr18_58651758_58652052 271 chr18_58651758_58652052 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_685 100 163 FTE_peak_1318 chr18_61536694_61536856 163 OSE_peak_1422 chr18_61536686_61536911 163 chr18_61536686_61536911 . . SERPINB2
FTE_OSE_peak_686 100 516 FTE_peak_1319 chr18_64932906_64933732 827 OSE_peak_1423 chr18_64932912_64933427 827 chr18_64932906_64933732 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_687 100 217 FTE_peak_1321 chr18_65450696_65451095 400 OSE_peak_1424 chr18_65450855_65451071 400 chr18_65450696_65451095 LOC643542 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_688 97.3333 219 FTE_peak_1323 chr18_65845458_65845691 234 OSE_peak_1425 chr18_65845473_65845697 234 chr18_65845458_65845697 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_689 93.5829 175 FTE_peak_1324 chr18_67821940_67822153 214 OSE_peak_1426 chr18_67821928_67822114 214 chr18_67821928_67822153 RTTN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_690 100 198 FTE_peak_1325 chr18_68040240_68040577 338 OSE_peak_1427 chr18_68040327_68040524 338 chr18_68040240_68040577 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_691 95.8217 344 FTE_peak_1326 chr18_68089401_68089759 359 OSE_peak_1429 chr18_68089372_68089744 359 chr18_68089372_68089759 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_692 100 167 FTE_peak_1327 chr18_71516043_71516333 291 OSE_peak_1432 chr18_71516070_71516236 291 chr18_71516043_71516333 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_693 100 257 FTE_peak_1328 chr18_71984078_71984345 268 OSE_peak_1434 chr18_71984081_71984337 268 chr18_71984078_71984345 C18orf63 CYB5A .
FTE OSE peak 694 100 196 FTE peak 1331 chr18 74777413 74777675 263 OSE peak 1436 chr18 74777458 74777653 263 chr18 74777413 74777675 MBP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_696 100 190 FTE_peak_1333 chr19_4791513_4791702 190 OSE_peak_1456 chr19_4791411_4791767 190 chr19_4791411_4791767 FEM1A MIR7‐3;MIR7‐3HG TICAM1
FTE_OSE_peak_697 100 135 FTE_peak_1336 chr19_18156952_18157086 135 OSE_peak_1479 chr19_18156909_18157168 135 chr19_18156909_18157168 . . IL12RB1
FTE_OSE_peak_698 95.9128 352 FTE_peak_1340 chr19_32864587_32864953 367 OSE_peak_1482 chr19_32864501_32864938 367 chr19_32864501_32864953 ZNF507 . LOC400684
FTE_OSE_peak_699 100 204 FTE_peak_1341 chr19_34709218_34709421 204 OSE_peak_1483 chr19_34709174_34709442 204 chr19_34709174_34709442 LSM14A . .
FTE_OSE_peak_700 100 201 FTE_peak_1343 chr19_35451349_35451549 201 OSE_peak_1484 chr19_35451184_35451641 201 chr19_35451184_35451641 ZNF792 ZNF30 .
FTE_OSE_peak_701 92.3913 170 FTE_peak_1344 chr19_38490272_38490455 184 OSE_peak_1488 chr19_38490286_38490489 184 chr19_38490272_38490489 SIPA1L3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_702 100 179 FTE_peak_1345 chr19_38768608_38768996 389 OSE_peak_1490 chr19_38768687_38768865 389 chr19_38768608_38768996 SPINT2 PPP1R14A C19orf33;YIF1B
FTE_OSE_peak_703 16.122 74 FTE_peak_1346 chr19_43355444_43355902 459 OSE_peak_1500 chr19_43354987_43355517 459 chr19_43354987_43355902 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
FTE_OSE_peak_704 100 205 FTE_peak_1346 chr19_43355444_43355902 459 OSE_peak_1501 chr19_43355637_43355841 459 chr19_43355444_43355902 PSG10P LOC100289650 PSG1
FTE_OSE_peak_705 100 201 FTE_peak_1356 chr19_45946863_45947063 201 OSE_peak_1504 chr19_45946815_45947124 201 chr19_45946815_45947124 . ERCC1 FOSB
FTE_OSE_peak_706 100 185 FTE_peak_1357 chr19_46696431_46696615 185 OSE_peak_1509 chr19_46696258_46696629 185 chr19_46696258_46696629 . . DKFZp434J0226
FTE_OSE_peak_707 90.9722 262 FTE_peak_1358 chr19_47474103_47474390 288 OSE_peak_1512 chr19_47474129_47474493 288 chr19_47474103_47474493 ARHGAP35 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_708 100 519 FTE_peak_1360 chr19_49470484_49471002 519 OSE_peak_1522 chr19_49470476_49471327 519 chr19_49470476_49471327 NAR‐A3;SNAR‐A4;SNAR‐A5;SNA BAX;DHDH;FTL GYS1;RUVBL2
FTE_OSE_peak_709 60.4819 251 FTE_peak_1363 chr19_54505856_54506433 578 OSE_peak_1529 chr19_54505692_54506106 578 chr19_54505692_54506433 CACNG6 CACNG8;MIR935 .
FTE_OSE_peak_710 100 247 FTE_peak_1364 chr19_54523529_54523775 247 OSE_peak_1530 chr19_54523487_54523802 247 chr19_54523487_54523802 . CACNG6 VSTM1
FTE_OSE_peak_711 100 158 FTE_peak_1365 chr19_54618665_54618917 253 OSE_peak_1531 chr19_54618685_54618842 253 chr19_54618665_54618917 PRPF31;TFPT NDUFA3;OSCAR CNOT3
FTE_OSE_peak_712 100 215 FTE_peak_1369 chr2_8773974_8774228 255 OSE_peak_1538 chr2_8773999_8774213 255 chr2_8773974_8774228 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_713 71.1864 126 FTE_peak_1370 chr2_9374974_9375150 177 OSE_peak_1540 chr2_9374922_9375099 177 chr2_9374922_9375150 ASAP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_714 100 280 FTE_peak_1378 chr2_18636530_18636832 303 OSE_peak_1551 chr2_18636539_18636818 303 chr2_18636530_18636832 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_715 100 205 FTE_peak_1379 chr2_18807486_18807892 407 OSE_peak_1552 chr2_18807637_18807841 407 chr2_18807486_18807892 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_716 100 224 FTE_peak_1382 chr2_19320866_19321089 224 OSE_peak_1556 chr2_19320781_19321732 224 chr2_19320781_19321732 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_717 100 276 FTE_peak_1383 chr2_19321181_19321456 276 OSE_peak_1556 chr2_19320781_19321732 276 chr2_19320781_19321732 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_718 93.5065 144 FTE_peak_1384 chr2_19340574_19340817 244 OSE_peak_1557 chr2_19340564_19340717 244 chr2_19340564_19340817 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_719 93.1034 162 FTE_peak_1385 chr2_19741027_19741201 175 OSE_peak_1558 chr2_19741015_19741188 175 chr2_19741015_19741201 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_720 86.0544 506 FTE_peak_1389 chr2_28021919_28022506 588 OSE_peak_1565 chr2_28021608_28022424 588 chr2_28021608_28022506 RBKS MRPL33 .
FTE_OSE_peak_721 86.0544 506 FTE_peak_1389 chr2_28021919_28022506 588 OSE_peak_1566 chr2_28021826_28022424 588 chr2_28021826_28022506 RBKS MRPL33 .
FTE_OSE_peak_722 77.4744 227 FTE_peak_1392 chr2_29591183_29591475 293 OSE_peak_1570 chr2_29591085_29591409 293 chr2_29591085_29591475 ALK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_723 87.931 357 FTE_peak_1396 chr2_33662287_33662716 430 OSE_peak_1573 chr2_33662360_33662765 430 chr2_33662287_33662765 RASGRP3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_724 100 184 FTE_peak_1397 chr2_36566050_36566368 319 OSE_peak_1574 chr2_36566053_36566236 319 chr2_36566050_36566368 . . CRIM1;LOC100288911
FTE_OSE_peak_725 74.8815 158 FTE_peak_1400 chr2_36712748_36713148 401 OSE_peak_1576 chr2_36712695_36712905 401 chr2_36712695_36713148 CRIM1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_726 100 207 FTE_peak_1401 chr2_36713829_36714258 430 OSE_peak_1577 chr2_36713880_36714086 430 chr2_36713829_36714258 CRIM1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_727 95.2113 338 FTE_peak_1411 chr2_37995708_37996086 379 OSE_peak_1579 chr2_37995749_37996103 379 chr2_37995708_37996103 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_728 81.5951 133 FTE_peak_1422 chr2_43063279_43063454 176 OSE_peak_1588 chr2_43063249_43063411 176 chr2_43063249_43063454 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_729 100 185 FTE_peak_1426 chr2_45347058_45347327 270 OSE_peak_1592 chr2_45347069_45347253 270 chr2_45347058_45347327 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_730 100 215 FTE_peak_1427 chr2_45404848_45405374 527 OSE_peak_1593 chr2_45405092_45405306 527 chr2_45404848_45405374 UNQ6975 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_731 100 175 FTE_peak_1428 chr2_45581143_45581343 201 OSE_peak_1594 chr2_45581152_45581326 201 chr2_45581143_45581343 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_732 87.8453 159 FTE_peak_1429 chr2_46173224_46173430 207 OSE_peak_1595 chr2_46173272_46173452 207 chr2_46173224_46173452 PRKCE . .
FTE_OSE_peak_733 90.3382 187 FTE_peak_1430 chr2_46294970_46295351 382 OSE_peak_1596 chr2_46294950_46295156 382 chr2_46294950_46295351 PRKCE . .
FTE_OSE_peak_734 100 218 FTE_peak_1434 chr2_47082395_47082612 218 OSE_peak_1597 chr2_47082319_47082671 218 chr2_47082319_47082671 LOC100134259 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_735 100 319 FTE_peak_1435 chr2_47194260_47194634 375 OSE_peak_1598 chr2_47194281_47194599 375 chr2_47194260_47194634 TTC7A MCFD2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_736 100 177 FTE_peak_1436 chr2_47426266_47426563 298 OSE_peak_1601 chr2_47426378_47426554 298 chr2_47426266_47426563 . CALM2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_737 49.7717 109 FTE_peak_1444 chr2_54897131_54897349 219 OSE_peak_1607 chr2_54897019_54897239 219 chr2_54897019_54897349 SPTBN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_738 95.6284 175 FTE_peak_1445 chr2_55320602_55320799 198 OSE_peak_1609 chr2_55320594_55320776 198 chr2_55320594_55320799 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_739 96.5347 195 FTE_peak_1448 chr2_56112957_56113158 202 OSE_peak_1612 chr2_56112964_56113194 202 chr2_56112957_56113194 EFEMP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_740 100 272 FTE_peak_1449 chr2_56219546_56219952 407 OSE_peak_1614 chr2_56219634_56219905 407 chr2_56219546_56219952 . MIR216A;MIR217 MIR216B
FTE_OSE_peak_741 91.8367 135 FTE_peak_1450 chr2_64439567_64439745 179 OSE_peak_1620 chr2_64439555_64439701 179 chr2_64439555_64439745 . LINC00309 .
FTE_OSE_peak_742 96.7949 302 FTE_peak_1453 chr2_68144374_68144716 343 OSE_peak_1623 chr2_68144415_68144726 343 chr2_68144374_68144726 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_743 71.3092 256 FTE_peak_1457 chr2_69481027_69481385 359 OSE_peak_1626 chr2_69481130_69481522 359 chr2_69481027_69481522 . ANTXR1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_744 100 138 FTE_peak_1458 chr2_69809034_69809200 167 OSE_peak_1627 chr2_69809034_69809171 167 chr2_69809034_69809200 AAK1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_745 65.587 162 FTE_peak_1460 chr2_71698444_71698690 247 OSE_peak_1629 chr2_71698529_71698839 247 chr2_71698444_71698839 DYSF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_746 100 403 FTE_peak_1465 chr2_88315659_88316061 403 OSE_peak_1637 chr2_88315473_88316120 403 chr2_88315473_88316120 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . KRCC1
FTE_OSE_peak_747 84.0659 153 FTE_peak_1467 chr2_100498500_100498681 182 OSE_peak_1645 chr2_100498461_100498652 182 chr2_100498461_100498681 AFF3;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_748 97.1429 136 FTE_peak_1468 chr2_101358901_101359096 196 OSE_peak_1646 chr2_101358897_101359036 196 chr2_101358897_101359096 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_749 88.8372 191 FTE_peak_1469 chr2_101369109_101369323 215 OSE_peak_1647 chr2_101369133_101369379 215 chr2_101369109_101369379 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_750 100 184 FTE_peak_1470 chr2_101519354_101519561 208 OSE_peak_1648 chr2_101519367_101519550 208 chr2_101519354_101519561 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;NPAS2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_751 100 256 FTE_peak_1477 chr2_106020560_106021021 462 OSE_peak_1653 chr2_106020565_106020820 462 chr2_106020560_106021021 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_752 100 256 FTE_peak_1478 chr2_106020560_106021324 765 OSE_peak_1653 chr2_106020565_106020820 765 chr2_106020560_106021324 FHL2;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_753 100 269 FTE_peak_1484 chr2_109211350_109211720 371 OSE_peak_1655 chr2_109211450_109211718 371 chr2_109211350_109211720 LIMS1;MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_754 95.6349 241 FTE_peak_1485 chr2_109941339_109941637 299 OSE_peak_1656 chr2_109941397_109941648 299 chr2_109941339_109941648 MIR4435‐1;MIR4435‐2;SH3RF3 MIR4266 .
FTE_OSE_peak_755 92.9245 197 FTE_peak_1486 chr2_118738579_118738820 242 OSE_peak_1660 chr2_118738624_118738835 242 chr2_118738579_118738835 CCDC93 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_756 100 203 FTE_peak_1491 chr2_121832733_121832935 203 OSE_peak_1663 chr2_121832386_121833020 203 chr2_121832386_121833020 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_757 99.6528 574 FTE_peak_1493 chr2_122288446_122289021 576 OSE_peak_1664 chr2_122288448_122289247 576 chr2_122288446_122289247 CLASP1;RNU4ATAC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_758 78.5425 194 FTE_peak_1496 chr2_134575543_134576085 543 OSE_peak_1667 chr2_134575892_134576138 543 chr2_134575543_134576138 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_759 100 157 FTE_peak_1498 chr2_138714631_138714889 259 OSE_peak_1669 chr2_138714701_138714857 259 chr2_138714631_138714889 . . HNMT
FTE_OSE_peak_760 89.5288 342 FTE_peak_1501 chr2_145764695_145765076 382 OSE_peak_1671 chr2_145764735_145765183 382 chr2_145764695_145765183 DKFZp686O1327 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_761 98.5882 419 FTE_peak_1503 chr2_147739598_147740344 747 OSE_peak_1673 chr2_147739926_147740350 747 chr2_147739598_147740350 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_762 100 425 FTE_peak_1504 chr2_147739675_147740379 705 OSE_peak_1673 chr2_147739926_147740350 705 chr2_147739675_147740379 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_763 81.3084 261 FTE_peak_1505 chr2_147748018_147748338 321 OSE_peak_1674 chr2_147747955_147748278 321 chr2_147747955_147748338 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_764 96.2121 254 FTE_peak_1510 chr2_151267412_151267711 300 OSE_peak_1677 chr2_151267402_151267665 300 chr2_151267402_151267711 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_765 100 182 FTE_peak_1514 chr2_158030185_158030599 415 OSE_peak_1679 chr2_158030392_158030573 415 chr2_158030185_158030599 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_766 100 226 FTE_peak_1528 chr2_163782984_163783383 400 OSE_peak_1684 chr2_163783144_163783369 400 chr2_163782984_163783383 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_767 100 182 FTE_peak_1529 chr2_164066970_164067151 182 OSE_peak_1685 chr2_164066957_164067167 182 chr2_164066957_164067167 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_768 99.422 172 FTE_peak_1530 chr2_164123516_164123688 173 OSE_peak_1686 chr2_164123433_164123687 173 chr2_164123433_164123688 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_769 69.5876 135 FTE_peak_1531 chr2_164524186_164524399 214 OSE_peak_1687 chr2_164524127_164524320 214 chr2_164524127_164524399 FIGN . .
FTE_OSE_peak_770 93.4911 158 FTE_peak_1538 chr2_172543799_172544027 229 OSE_peak_1690 chr2_172543870_172544038 229 chr2_172543799_172544038 DYNC1I2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_771 98.1735 215 FTE_peak_1541 chr2_173118000_173118263 264 OSE_peak_1691 chr2_173117996_173118214 264 chr2_173117996_173118263 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_772 98.3333 177 FTE_peak_1544 chr2_173694097_173694276 180 OSE_peak_1694 chr2_173694100_173694332 180 chr2_173694097_173694332 RAPGEF4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_773 100 187 FTE_peak_1547 chr2_180904968_180905249 282 OSE_peak_1699 chr2_180905043_180905229 282 chr2_180904968_180905249 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_774 95.7597 271 FTE_peak_1548 chr2_182656074_182656383 310 OSE_peak_1704 chr2_182656062_182656344 310 chr2_182656062_182656383 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_775 100 273 FTE_peak_1551 chr2_187321686_187321974 289 OSE_peak_1708 chr2_187321701_187321973 289 chr2_187321686_187321974 . . ZC3H15
FTE_OSE_peak_776 100 217 FTE_peak_1553 chr2_189064486_189064757 272 OSE_peak_1710 chr2_189064491_189064707 272 chr2_189064486_189064757 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_777 100 231 FTE_peak_1558 chr2_189961549_189962116 568 OSE_peak_1711 chr2_189961592_189961822 568 chr2_189961549_189962116 COL5A2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_778 100 186 FTE_peak_1561 chr2_190258261_190258479 219 OSE_peak_1713 chr2_190258281_190258466 219 chr2_190258261_190258479 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_779 100 309 FTE_peak_1563 chr2_190798720_190799121 402 OSE_peak_1714 chr2_190798745_190799053 402 chr2_190798720_190799121 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_780 89.3333 134 FTE_peak_1570 chr2_193132327_193132542 216 OSE_peak_1717 chr2_193132311_193132460 216 chr2_193132311_193132542 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_781 100 247 FTE_peak_1571 chr2_196523357_196523603 247 OSE_peak_1720 chr2_196522879_196523607 247 chr2_196522879_196523607 SLC39A10 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_782 99.8054 513 FTE_peak_1574 chr2_200168332_200168920 589 OSE_peak_1726 chr2_200168408_200168921 589 chr2_200168332_200168921 SATB2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_783 51.9824 118 FTE_peak_1576 chr2_201480137_201480363 227 OSE_peak_1728 chr2_201479918_201480254 227 chr2_201479918_201480363 AOX1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_784 99.6 249 FTE_peak_1577 chr2_201577843_201578102 260 OSE_peak_1729 chr2_201577842_201578091 260 chr2_201577842_201578102 AOX2P;LOC100507140 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_785 100 185 FTE_peak_1582 chr2_202663034_202663338 305 OSE_peak_1730 chr2_202663041_202663225 305 chr2_202663034_202663338 . ALS2 CDK15
FTE_OSE_peak_786 63.6364 133 FTE_peak_1588 chr2_208103954_208104239 286 OSE_peak_1735 chr2_208103878_208104086 286 chr2_208103878_208104239 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_787 96.0818 564 FTE_peak_1591 chr2_208548593_208549179 587 OSE_peak_1739 chr2_208548616_208549248 587 chr2_208548593_208549248 . . CCNYL1
FTE_OSE_peak_788 96.0843 319 FTE_peak_1592 chr2_210233529_210233973 445 OSE_peak_1740 chr2_210233655_210233986 445 chr2_210233529_210233986 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_789 94.9721 170 FTE_peak_1596 chr2_214103766_214103944 179 OSE_peak_1742 chr2_214103775_214103960 179 chr2_214103766_214103960 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_790 77.3333 348 FTE_peak_1597 chr2_216221023_216221472 450 OSE_peak_1743 chr2_216221125_216221652 450 chr2_216221023_216221652 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_791 89.881 453 FTE_peak_1598 chr2_216221074_216221577 504 OSE_peak_1743 chr2_216221125_216221652 504 chr2_216221074_216221652 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_792 100 768 FTE_peak_1599 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 OSE_peak_1744 chr2_216222116_216222883 2697 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_793 100 694 FTE_peak_1599 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 OSE_peak_1745 chr2_216222190_216222883 2697 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_794 100 1113 FTE_peak_1599 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 OSE_peak_1746 chr2_216223014_216224126 2697 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_795 100 1113 FTE_peak_1599 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 OSE_peak_1747 chr2_216223014_216224126 2697 chr2_216221698_216224394 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_796 35.4934 241 FTE_peak_1599 chr2_216221698_216224394 2697 OSE_peak_1748 chr2_216224154_216224832 2697 chr2_216221698_216224832 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_797 100 768 FTE_peak_1600 chr2_216221698_216224396 2699 OSE_peak_1744 chr2_216222116_216222883 2699 chr2_216221698_216224396 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_798 100 694 FTE_peak_1600 chr2_216221698_216224396 2699 OSE_peak_1745 chr2_216222190_216222883 2699 chr2_216221698_216224396 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_799 100 1113 FTE_peak_1600 chr2_216221698_216224396 2699 OSE_peak_1746 chr2_216223014_216224126 2699 chr2_216221698_216224396 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_800 100 1113 FTE_peak_1600 chr2_216221698_216224396 2699 OSE_peak_1747 chr2_216223014_216224126 2699 chr2_216221698_216224396 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_801 35.7879 243 FTE_peak_1600 chr2_216221698_216224396 2699 OSE_peak_1748 chr2_216224154_216224832 2699 chr2_216221698_216224832 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_802 2.9304 8 FTE_peak_1601 chr2_216224825_216225097 273 OSE_peak_1748 chr2_216224154_216224832 273 chr2_216224154_216225097 . ATIC FN1
FTE_OSE_peak_803 4.7354 17 FTE_peak_1605 chr2_216228143_216230113 1971 OSE_peak_1749 chr2_216230097_216230455 1971 chr2_216228143_216230455 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_804 7.7994 28 FTE_peak_1606 chr2_216228143_216230124 1982 OSE_peak_1749 chr2_216230097_216230455 1982 chr2_216228143_216230455 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_805 61.8384 222 FTE_peak_1607 chr2_216230234_216230724 491 OSE_peak_1749 chr2_216230097_216230455 491 chr2_216230097_216230724 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_806 100 273 FTE_peak_1610 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 OSE_peak_1751 chr2_216234726_216234998 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_807 100 273 FTE_peak_1611 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 OSE_peak_1751 chr2_216234726_216234998 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_808 100 273 FTE_peak_1612 chr2_216233684_216235014 1331 OSE_peak_1751 chr2_216234726_216234998 1331 chr2_216233684_216235014 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_809 82 328 FTE_peak_1613 chr2_216235200_216235758 559 OSE_peak_1752 chr2_216235128_216235527 559 chr2_216235128_216235758 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_810 87.9373 729 FTE_peak_1616 chr2_216237191_216238269 1079 OSE_peak_1753 chr2_216237091_216237919 1079 chr2_216237091_216238269 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_811 100 624 FTE_peak_1616 chr2_216237191_216238269 1079 OSE_peak_1754 chr2_216237298_216237921 1079 chr2_216237191_216238269 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_812 100 561 FTE_peak_1619 chr2_216240131_216241181 1051 OSE_peak_1755 chr2_216240180_216240740 1051 chr2_216240131_216241181 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_813 95.2632 362 FTE_peak_1619 chr2_216240131_216241181 1051 OSE_peak_1756 chr2_216240820_216241199 1051 chr2_216240131_216241199 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_814 100 284 FTE_peak_1620 chr2_216241777_216242060 284 OSE_peak_1757 chr2_216241316_216242610 284 chr2_216241316_216242610 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_815 100 284 FTE_peak_1620 chr2_216241777_216242060 284 OSE_peak_1758 chr2_216241316_216242610 284 chr2_216241316_216242610 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_816 85.6604 227 FTE_peak_1621 chr2_216242731_216243682 952 OSE_peak_1759 chr2_216243456_216243720 952 chr2_216242731_216243720 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_817 85.6604 227 FTE_peak_1622 chr2_216242811_216243682 872 OSE_peak_1759 chr2_216243456_216243720 872 chr2_216242811_216243720 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_818 86.7133 744 FTE_peak_1624 chr2_216243952_216245202 1251 OSE_peak_1760 chr2_216244459_216245316 1251 chr2_216243952_216245316 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_819 66.6348 697 FTE_peak_1624 chr2_216243952_216245202 1251 OSE_peak_1761 chr2_216244506_216245551 1251 chr2_216243952_216245551 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_820 86.7133 744 FTE_peak_1625 chr2_216244250_216245202 953 OSE_peak_1760 chr2_216244459_216245316 953 chr2_216244250_216245316 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_821 73.1375 697 FTE_peak_1625 chr2_216244250_216245202 953 OSE_peak_1761 chr2_216244506_216245551 953 chr2_216244250_216245551 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_822 3.0956 23 FTE_peak_1626 chr2_216245294_216246036 743 OSE_peak_1760 chr2_216244459_216245316 743 chr2_216244459_216246036 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_823 34.7241 258 FTE_peak_1626 chr2_216245294_216246036 743 OSE_peak_1761 chr2_216244506_216245551 743 chr2_216244506_216246036 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_824 85.9649 245 FTE_peak_1626 chr2_216245294_216246036 743 OSE_peak_1762 chr2_216245792_216246076 743 chr2_216245294_216246076 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_825 2.1164 16 FTE_peak_1627 chr2_216245301_216246056 756 OSE_peak_1760 chr2_216244459_216245316 756 chr2_216244459_216246056 FN1 ATIC .
FTE_OSE_peak_826 33.2011 251 FTE_peak_1627 chr2_216245301_216246056 756 OSE_peak_1761 chr2_216244506_216245551 756 chr2_216244506_216246056 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_827 92.9825 265 FTE_peak_1627 chr2_216245301_216246056 756 OSE_peak_1762 chr2_216245792_216246076 756 chr2_216245301_216246076 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_828 100 339 FTE_peak_1628 chr2_216246381_216246878 498 OSE_peak_1763 chr2_216246388_216246726 498 chr2_216246381_216246878 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_829 100 536 FTE_peak_1634 chr2_216251538_216252844 1307 OSE_peak_1764 chr2_216251639_216252174 1307 chr2_216251538_216252844 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_830 42.3507 227 FTE_peak_1635 chr2_216251948_216252844 897 OSE_peak_1764 chr2_216251639_216252174 897 chr2_216251639_216252844 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_831 100 387 FTE_peak_1637 chr2_216253837_216254433 597 OSE_peak_1765 chr2_216253859_216254245 597 chr2_216253837_216254433 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_832 100 479 FTE_peak_1638 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1766 chr2_216254634_216255112 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_833 100 493 FTE_peak_1638 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1767 chr2_216255549_216256041 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_834 58.7131 219 FTE_peak_1638 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1768 chr2_216256509_216256881 2182 chr2_216254546_216256881 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_835 100 479 FTE_peak_1639 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1766 chr2_216254634_216255112 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_836 100 493 FTE_peak_1639 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1767 chr2_216255549_216256041 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_837 58.7131 219 FTE_peak_1639 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1768 chr2_216256509_216256881 2182 chr2_216254546_216256881 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_838 100 479 FTE_peak_1640 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1766 chr2_216254634_216255112 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_839 100 493 FTE_peak_1640 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1767 chr2_216255549_216256041 2182 chr2_216254546_216256727 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_840 58.7131 219 FTE_peak_1640 chr2_216254546_216256727 2182 OSE_peak_1768 chr2_216256509_216256881 2182 chr2_216254546_216256881 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_841 12.0643 45 FTE_peak_1641 chr2_216256837_216257367 531 OSE_peak_1768 chr2_216256509_216256881 531 chr2_216256509_216257367 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_842 22.9474 109 FTE_peak_1645 chr2_216259007_216259672 666 OSE_peak_1769 chr2_216259564_216260038 666 chr2_216259007_216260038 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_843 45.0526 214 FTE_peak_1646 chr2_216259292_216259777 486 OSE_peak_1769 chr2_216259564_216260038 486 chr2_216259292_216260038 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_844 89.2562 540 FTE_peak_1647 chr2_216260700_216261918 1219 OSE_peak_1770 chr2_216261379_216261983 1219 chr2_216260700_216261983 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_845 89.2562 540 FTE_peak_1648 chr2_216260728_216261918 1191 OSE_peak_1770 chr2_216261379_216261983 1191 chr2_216260728_216261983 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_846 79.4979 570 FTE_peak_1649 chr2_216261987_216263872 1886 OSE_peak_1771 chr2_216263303_216264019 1886 chr2_216261987_216264019 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_847 47.5676 176 FTE_peak_1649 chr2_216261987_216263872 1886 OSE_peak_1772 chr2_216263697_216264066 1886 chr2_216261987_216264066 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_848 80.8926 580 FTE_peak_1650 chr2_216262077_216263882 1806 OSE_peak_1771 chr2_216263303_216264019 1806 chr2_216262077_216264019 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_849 50.2703 186 FTE_peak_1650 chr2_216262077_216263882 1806 OSE_peak_1772 chr2_216263697_216264066 1806 chr2_216262077_216264066 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_850 4.0541 15 FTE_peak_1651 chr2_216264052_216264591 540 OSE_peak_1772 chr2_216263697_216264066 540 chr2_216263697_216264591 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_851 100 529 FTE_peak_1652 chr2_216266408_216267552 1145 OSE_peak_1773 chr2_216266745_216267273 1145 chr2_216266408_216267552 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_852 100 529 FTE_peak_1653 chr2_216266408_216267843 1436 OSE_peak_1773 chr2_216266745_216267273 1436 chr2_216266408_216267843 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_853 24.0106 91 FTE_peak_1653 chr2_216266408_216267843 1436 OSE_peak_1774 chr2_216267753_216268131 1436 chr2_216266408_216268131 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_854 100 379 FTE_peak_1654 chr2_216267505_216268892 1388 OSE_peak_1774 chr2_216267753_216268131 1388 chr2_216267505_216268892 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_855 100 343 FTE_peak_1654 chr2_216267505_216268892 1388 OSE_peak_1775 chr2_216267935_216268277 1388 chr2_216267505_216268892 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_856 61.844 436 FTE_peak_1654 chr2_216267505_216268892 1388 OSE_peak_1776 chr2_216268457_216269161 1388 chr2_216267505_216269161 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_857 100 379 FTE_peak_1655 chr2_216267658_216269102 1445 OSE_peak_1774 chr2_216267753_216268131 1445 chr2_216267658_216269102 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_858 100 343 FTE_peak_1655 chr2_216267658_216269102 1445 OSE_peak_1775 chr2_216267935_216268277 1445 chr2_216267658_216269102 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_859 91.6312 646 FTE_peak_1655 chr2_216267658_216269102 1445 OSE_peak_1776 chr2_216268457_216269161 1445 chr2_216267658_216269161 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_860 72.9508 178 FTE_peak_1659 chr2_216270642_216271407 766 OSE_peak_1777 chr2_216271230_216271473 766 chr2_216270642_216271473 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_861 100 244 FTE_peak_1660 chr2_216270912_216272626 1715 OSE_peak_1777 chr2_216271230_216271473 1715 chr2_216270912_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_862 100 847 FTE_peak_1660 chr2_216270912_216272626 1715 OSE_peak_1778 chr2_216271613_216272459 1715 chr2_216270912_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_863 100 244 FTE_peak_1661 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 OSE_peak_1777 chr2_216271230_216271473 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_864 100 847 FTE_peak_1661 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 OSE_peak_1778 chr2_216271613_216272459 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_865 100 244 FTE_peak_1662 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 OSE_peak_1777 chr2_216271230_216271473 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_866 100 847 FTE_peak_1662 chr2_216271081_216272626 1546 OSE_peak_1778 chr2_216271613_216272459 1546 chr2_216271081_216272626 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_867 100 244 FTE_peak_1663 chr2_216271081_216272830 1750 OSE_peak_1777 chr2_216271230_216271473 1750 chr2_216271081_216272830 FN1 . .
FTE OSE peak 868 100 847 FTE peak 1663 chr2 216271081 216272830 1750 OSE peak 1778 chr2 216271613 216272459 1750 chr2 216271081 216272830 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_870 17.7489 82 FTE_peak_1666 chr2_216274674_216275135 462 OSE_peak_1780 chr2_216275054_216276420 462 chr2_216274674_216276420 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_871 17.7489 82 FTE_peak_1666 chr2_216274674_216275135 462 OSE_peak_1781 chr2_216275054_216276534 462 chr2_216274674_216276534 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_872 100 598 FTE_peak_1667 chr2_216275439_216276036 598 OSE_peak_1779 chr2_216274847_216276420 598 chr2_216274847_216276420 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_873 100 598 FTE_peak_1667 chr2_216275439_216276036 598 OSE_peak_1780 chr2_216275054_216276420 598 chr2_216275054_216276420 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_874 100 598 FTE_peak_1667 chr2_216275439_216276036 598 OSE_peak_1781 chr2_216275054_216276534 598 chr2_216275054_216276534 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_875 81.7365 273 FTE_peak_1668 chr2_216276148_216276481 334 OSE_peak_1779 chr2_216274847_216276420 334 chr2_216274847_216276481 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_876 81.7365 273 FTE_peak_1668 chr2_216276148_216276481 334 OSE_peak_1780 chr2_216275054_216276420 334 chr2_216275054_216276481 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_877 100 334 FTE_peak_1668 chr2_216276148_216276481 334 OSE_peak_1781 chr2_216275054_216276534 334 chr2_216275054_216276534 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_878 31.554 266 FTE_peak_1669 chr2_216278078_216279546 1469 OSE_peak_1783 chr2_216277501_216278343 1469 chr2_216277501_216279546 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_879 31.554 266 FTE_peak_1670 chr2_216278078_216279546 1469 OSE_peak_1783 chr2_216277501_216278343 1469 chr2_216277501_216279546 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_880 100 218 FTE_peak_1672 chr2_216279986_216280806 821 OSE_peak_1784 chr2_216280326_216280543 821 chr2_216279986_216280806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_881 5.1836 24 FTE_peak_1672 chr2_216279986_216280806 821 OSE_peak_1785 chr2_216280783_216281245 821 chr2_216279986_216281245 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_882 100 218 FTE_peak_1673 chr2_216279986_216281999 2014 OSE_peak_1784 chr2_216280326_216280543 2014 chr2_216279986_216281999 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_883 100 463 FTE_peak_1673 chr2_216279986_216281999 2014 OSE_peak_1785 chr2_216280783_216281245 2014 chr2_216279986_216281999 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_884 100 463 FTE_peak_1674 chr2_216280594_216282431 1838 OSE_peak_1785 chr2_216280783_216281245 1838 chr2_216280594_216282431 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_885 67.3866 312 FTE_peak_1675 chr2_216280934_216282431 1498 OSE_peak_1785 chr2_216280783_216281245 1498 chr2_216280783_216282431 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_886 100 195 FTE_peak_1677 chr2_216282519_216283812 1294 OSE_peak_1786 chr2_216283408_216283602 1294 chr2_216282519_216283812 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_887 100 195 FTE_peak_1678 chr2_216282731_216284302 1572 OSE_peak_1786 chr2_216283408_216283602 1572 chr2_216282731_216284302 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_888 100 195 FTE_peak_1679 chr2_216283010_216284318 1309 OSE_peak_1786 chr2_216283408_216283602 1309 chr2_216283010_216284318 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_889 23.0937 106 FTE_peak_1680 chr2_216284507_216284965 459 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 459 chr2_216284507_216285704 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_890 23.0937 106 FTE_peak_1680 chr2_216284507_216284965 459 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 459 chr2_216284507_216285800 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_891 53.6137 408 FTE_peak_1681 chr2_216284507_216285267 761 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 761 chr2_216284507_216285704 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_892 53.6137 408 FTE_peak_1681 chr2_216284507_216285267 761 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 761 chr2_216284507_216285800 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_893 87.7432 451 FTE_peak_1682 chr2_216284797_216285310 514 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 514 chr2_216284797_216285704 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_894 87.7432 451 FTE_peak_1682 chr2_216284797_216285310 514 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 514 chr2_216284797_216285800 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_895 11.1243 94 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 3100 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_896 20.1913 190 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 3100 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_897 100 571 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1789 chr2_216285949_216286519 3100 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_898 100 540 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1790 chr2_216286152_216286691 3100 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_899 100 1462 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1791 chr2_216287111_216288572 3100 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_900 100 1462 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1792 chr2_216287111_216288572 3100 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_901 100 1501 FTE_peak_1683 chr2_216285611_216288710 3100 OSE_peak_1793 chr2_216287111_216288611 3100 chr2_216285611_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_902 10.0592 85 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_903 19.2349 181 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_904 100 571 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1789 chr2_216285949_216286519 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_905 100 540 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1790 chr2_216286152_216286691 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_906 100 1462 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1791 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_907 100 1462 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1792 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_908 100 1501 FTE_peak_1684 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1793 chr2_216287111_216288611 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_909 10.0592 85 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_910 19.2349 181 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_911 100 571 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1789 chr2_216285949_216286519 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_912 100 540 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1790 chr2_216286152_216286691 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_913 100 1462 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1791 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_914 100 1462 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1792 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_915 100 1501 FTE_peak_1685 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1793 chr2_216287111_216288611 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_916 10.0592 85 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_917 19.2349 181 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_918 100 571 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1789 chr2_216285949_216286519 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_919 100 540 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1790 chr2_216286152_216286691 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_920 100 1462 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1791 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_921 100 1462 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1792 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_922 100 1501 FTE_peak_1686 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1793 chr2_216287111_216288611 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_923 10.0592 85 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1787 chr2_216284860_216285704 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_924 19.2349 181 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1788 chr2_216284860_216285800 3091 chr2_216284860_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_925 100 571 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1789 chr2_216285949_216286519 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_926 100 540 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1790 chr2_216286152_216286691 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_927 100 1462 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1791 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_928 100 1462 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1792 chr2_216287111_216288572 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_929 100 1501 FTE_peak_1687 chr2_216285620_216288710 3091 OSE_peak_1793 chr2_216287111_216288611 3091 chr2_216285620_216288710 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_930 100 1237 FTE_peak_1688 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 OSE_peak_1794 chr2_216289287_216290523 1647 chr2_216288907_216290553 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_931 76.5823 1210 FTE_peak_1688 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 OSE_peak_1795 chr2_216289344_216290923 1647 chr2_216288907_216290923 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_932 100 1237 FTE_peak_1689 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 OSE_peak_1794 chr2_216289287_216290523 1647 chr2_216288907_216290553 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_933 76.5823 1210 FTE_peak_1689 chr2_216288907_216290553 1647 OSE_peak_1795 chr2_216289344_216290923 1647 chr2_216288907_216290923 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_934 100 220 FTE_peak_1690 chr2_216290641_216290860 220 OSE_peak_1795 chr2_216289344_216290923 220 chr2_216289344_216290923 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_935 76.8374 345 FTE_peak_1692 chr2_216291784_216292232 449 OSE_peak_1796 chr2_216291888_216292701 449 chr2_216291784_216292701 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_936 44.4586 349 FTE_peak_1693 chr2_216292353_216293137 785 OSE_peak_1796 chr2_216291888_216292701 785 chr2_216291888_216293137 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_937 42.8747 349 FTE_peak_1694 chr2_216292353_216293435 1083 OSE_peak_1796 chr2_216291888_216292701 1083 chr2_216291888_216293435 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_938 1.087 5 FTE_peak_1694 chr2_216292353_216293435 1083 OSE_peak_1797 chr2_216293431_216293890 1083 chr2_216292353_216293890 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_939 4.8387 15 FTE_peak_1695 chr2_216293136_216293445 310 OSE_peak_1797 chr2_216293431_216293890 310 chr2_216293136_216293890 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_940 31.7391 146 FTE_peak_1696 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1797 chr2_216293431_216293890 3062 chr2_216293431_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_941 100 442 FTE_peak_1696 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1798 chr2_216294866_216295307 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_942 100 1260 FTE_peak_1696 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1799 chr2_216295490_216296749 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_943 91.6493 1317 FTE_peak_1696 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1800 chr2_216295490_216296926 3062 chr2_216293745_216296926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_944 7.3171 120 FTE_peak_1696 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1801 chr2_216296687_216298326 3062 chr2_216293745_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_945 31.7391 146 FTE_peak_1697 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1797 chr2_216293431_216293890 3062 chr2_216293431_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_946 100 442 FTE_peak_1697 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1798 chr2_216294866_216295307 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_947 100 1260 FTE_peak_1697 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1799 chr2_216295490_216296749 3062 chr2_216293745_216296806 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_948 91.6493 1317 FTE_peak_1697 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1800 chr2_216295490_216296926 3062 chr2_216293745_216296926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_949 7.3171 120 FTE_peak_1697 chr2_216293745_216296806 3062 OSE_peak_1801 chr2_216296687_216298326 3062 chr2_216293745_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_950 31.7391 146 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1797 chr2_216293431_216293890 4182 chr2_216293431_216297926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_951 100 442 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1798 chr2_216294866_216295307 4182 chr2_216293745_216297926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_952 100 1260 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1799 chr2_216295490_216296749 4182 chr2_216293745_216297926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_953 100 1437 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1800 chr2_216295490_216296926 4182 chr2_216293745_216297926 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_954 75.6098 1240 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1801 chr2_216296687_216298326 4182 chr2_216293745_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_955 72.752 1068 FTE_peak_1698 chr2_216293745_216297926 4182 OSE_peak_1802 chr2_216296859_216298326 4182 chr2_216293745_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_956 19.6032 247 FTE_peak_1699 chr2_216296503_216298039 1537 OSE_peak_1799 chr2_216295490_216296749 1537 chr2_216295490_216298039 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_957 29.5059 424 FTE_peak_1699 chr2_216296503_216298039 1537 OSE_peak_1800 chr2_216295490_216296926 1537 chr2_216295490_216298039 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_958 88.0286 1353 FTE_peak_1699 chr2_216296503_216298039 1537 OSE_peak_1801 chr2_216296687_216298326 1537 chr2_216296503_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_959 80.4496 1181 FTE_peak_1699 chr2_216296503_216298039 1537 OSE_peak_1802 chr2_216296859_216298326 1537 chr2_216296503_216298326 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_960 64.6326 519 FTE_peak_1700 chr2_216298804_216300354 1551 OSE_peak_1803 chr2_216298520_216299322 1551 chr2_216298520_216300354 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_961 86.9202 937 FTE_peak_1700 chr2_216298804_216300354 1551 OSE_peak_1804 chr2_216298663_216299740 1551 chr2_216298663_216300354 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_962 100 644 FTE_peak_1700 chr2_216298804_216300354 1551 OSE_peak_1805 chr2_216299097_216299740 1551 chr2_216298804_216300354 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_963 52.6927 499 FTE_peak_1700 chr2_216298804_216300354 1551 OSE_peak_1806 chr2_216299856_216300802 1551 chr2_216298804_216300802 FN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_964 63.5328 223 FTE_peak_1701 chr2_216325347_216325697 351 OSE_peak_1807 chr2_216325475_216325881 351 chr2_216325347_216325881 . FN1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_965 25 66 FTE_peak_1702 chr2_216325816_216326079 264 OSE_peak_1807 chr2_216325475_216325881 264 chr2_216325475_216326079 . FN1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_966 99.2647 270 FTE_peak_1704 chr2_216393309_216393599 291 OSE_peak_1808 chr2_216393307_216393578 291 chr2_216393307_216393599 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_967 98.4127 248 FTE_peak_1709 chr2_219671089_219671353 265 OSE_peak_1816 chr2_219671085_219671336 265 chr2_219671085_219671353 CYP27A1 . PRKAG3
FTE_OSE_peak_968 66.0305 173 FTE_peak_1710 chr2_219990136_219990461 326 OSE_peak_1817 chr2_219990047_219990308 326 chr2_219990047_219990461 NHEJ1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_969 100 142 FTE_peak_1714 chr2_224330555_224330827 273 OSE_peak_1819 chr2_224330572_224330713 273 chr2_224330555_224330827 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_970 100 185 FTE_peak_1717 chr2_225956086_225956320 235 OSE_peak_1820 chr2_225956134_225956318 235 chr2_225956086_225956320 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_971 76.0234 130 FTE_peak_1718 chr2_226979933_226980103 171 OSE_peak_1821 chr2_226979888_226980062 171 chr2_226979888_226980103 . . LOC646736
FTE_OSE_peak_972 96.6102 285 FTE_peak_1719 chr2_226983213_226983687 475 OSE_peak_1822 chr2_226983403_226983697 475 chr2_226983213_226983697 . . LOC646736
FTE_OSE_peak_973 100 415 FTE_peak_1721 chr2_227290900_227291665 766 OSE_peak_1824 chr2_227291023_227291437 766 chr2_227290900_227291665 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_974 92.4444 208 FTE_peak_1722 chr2_227296051_227296320 270 OSE_peak_1826 chr2_227296034_227296258 270 chr2_227296034_227296320 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_975 50.9615 159 FTE_peak_1726 chr2_228243181_228243492 312 OSE_peak_1829 chr2_228243334_228243662 312 chr2_228243181_228243662 TM4SF20 MFF .
FTE_OSE_peak_976 100 1057 FTE_peak_1728 chr2_228682715_228683771 1057 OSE_peak_1831 chr2_228682393_228683793 1057 chr2_228682393_228683793 . CCL20 .
FTE_OSE_peak_977 100 1057 FTE_peak_1728 chr2_228682715_228683771 1057 OSE_peak_1832 chr2_228682423_228683877 1057 chr2_228682423_228683877 . CCL20 .
FTE_OSE_peak_978 94.0789 143 FTE_peak_1731 chr2_229565521_229565687 167 OSE_peak_1833 chr2_229565512_229565663 167 chr2_229565512_229565687 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_979 71.9243 228 FTE_peak_1732 chr2_230475226_230475542 317 OSE_peak_1835 chr2_230475129_230475453 317 chr2_230475129_230475542 DNER . .
FTE_OSE_peak_980 100 207 FTE_peak_1733 chr2_230475724_230475930 207 OSE_peak_1836 chr2_230475551_230476418 207 chr2_230475551_230476418 DNER . .
FTE_OSE_peak_981 99.6063 253 FTE_peak_1735 chr2_231658793_231659046 254 OSE_peak_1837 chr2_231658732_231659045 254 chr2_231658732_231659046 CAB39 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_982 84.9206 214 FTE_peak_1736 chr2_232026802_232027053 252 OSE_peak_1838 chr2_232026743_232027015 252 chr2_232026743_232027053 PSMD1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_983 100 208 FTE_peak_1740 chr2_234883401_234883608 208 OSE_peak_1840 chr2_234883304_234883618 208 chr2_234883304_234883618 TRPM8 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_984 96.0106 361 FTE_peak_1742 chr2_235583384_235583759 376 OSE_peak_1842 chr2_235583363_235583744 376 chr2_235583363_235583759 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_985 100 335 FTE_peak_1743 chr2_235588666_235589119 454 OSE_peak_1843 chr2_235588777_235589111 454 chr2_235588666_235589119 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_986 100 438 FTE_peak_1744 chr2_235889913_235890436 524 OSE_peak_1845 chr2_235889933_235890370 524 chr2_235889913_235890436 SH3BP4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_987 100 238 FTE_peak_1745 chr2_235930448_235930812 365 OSE_peak_1846 chr2_235930469_235930706 365 chr2_235930448_235930812 SH3BP4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_988 95.5403 557 FTE_peak_1756 chr2_238409452_238410068 617 OSE_peak_1848 chr2_238409426_238410008 617 chr2_238409426_238410068 MLPH . .
FTE_OSE_peak_989 100 158 FTE_peak_1757 chr2_242973988_242974176 189 OSE_peak_1853 chr2_242973993_242974150 189 chr2_242973988_242974176 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_990 96.9388 285 FTE_peak_1762 chr20_10287685_10288014 330 OSE_peak_1857 chr20_10287676_10287969 330 chr20_10287676_10288014 SNAP25 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_991 100 148 FTE_peak_1765 chr20_10577505_10577724 220 OSE_peak_1859 chr20_10577570_10577717 220 chr20_10577505_10577724 C20orf94 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_992 100 207 FTE_peak_1767 chr20_11210591_11210797 207 OSE_peak_1860 chr20_11210584_11210907 207 chr20_11210584_11210907 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_993 82.6866 277 FTE_peak_1768 chr20_11368013_11368407 395 OSE_peak_1862 chr20_11367955_11368289 395 chr20_11367955_11368407 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_994 98.4496 381 FTE_peak_1771 chr20_17824271_17824657 387 OSE_peak_1865 chr20_17824277_17824672 387 chr20_17824271_17824672 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_995 100 401 FTE_peak_1774 chr20_22756285_22756728 444 OSE_peak_1868 chr20_22756320_22756720 444 chr20_22756285_22756728 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_996 95.6989 178 FTE_peak_1775 chr20_22776622_22776807 186 OSE_peak_1869 chr20_22776630_22776826 186 chr20_22776622_22776826 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_997 93.6441 221 FTE_peak_1779 chr20_24981137_24981419 283 OSE_peak_1870 chr20_24981122_24981357 283 chr20_24981122_24981419 . C20orf3 ACSS1
FTE_OSE_peak_998 100 343 FTE_peak_1782 chr20_30283962_30284304 343 OSE_peak_1874 chr20_30283842_30284323 343 chr20_30283842_30284323 BCL2L1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_999 97.4874 388 FTE_peak_1784 chr20_30300415_30300812 398 OSE_peak_1875 chr20_30300307_30300802 398 chr20_30300307_30300812 BCL2L1 . TPX2
FTE_OSE_peak_1000 100 192 FTE_peak_1786 chr20_33640588_33640779 192 OSE_peak_1876 chr20_33640495_33640793 192 chr20_33640495_33640793 TRPC4AP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1001 100 218 FTE_peak_1788 chr20_33908204_33908592 389 OSE_peak_1879 chr20_33908306_33908523 389 chr20_33908204_33908592 UQCC FAM83C .
FTE_OSE_peak_1002 92.9577 330 FTE_peak_1792 chr20_36746072_36746426 355 OSE_peak_1881 chr20_36746097_36746577 355 chr20_36746072_36746577 . RPRD1B TGM2
FTE_OSE_peak_1003 100 195 FTE_peak_1793 chr20_36904353_36904566 214 OSE_peak_1886 chr20_36904353_36904547 214 chr20_36904353_36904566 . KIAA1755 BPI
FTE_OSE_peak_1004 100 277 FTE_peak_1795 chr20_39118637_39118913 277 OSE_peak_1888 chr20_39118613_39118917 277 chr20_39118613_39118917 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1005 55.1429 193 FTE_peak_1798 chr20_39958083_39958432 350 OSE_peak_1890 chr20_39957861_39958275 350 chr20_39957861_39958432 . ZHX3 LPIN3
FTE_OSE_peak_1006 100 180 FTE_peak_1799 chr20_40065359_40065596 238 OSE_peak_1891 chr20_40065403_40065582 238 chr20_40065359_40065596 CHD6 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1007 100 197 FTE_peak_1803 chr20_43205542_43205957 416 OSE_peak_1894 chr20_43205687_43205883 416 chr20_43205542_43205957 PKIG . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1008 95.2607 201 FTE_peak_1804 chr20_43321637_43321847 211 OSE_peak_1895 chr20_43321647_43321866 211 chr20_43321637_43321866 . LOC79015 WISP2
FTE_OSE_peak_1009 38.9344 95 FTE_peak_1805 chr20_43349821_43350104 284 OSE_peak_1896 chr20_43350010_43350253 284 chr20_43349821_43350253 WISP2 . KCNK15
FTE_OSE_peak_1010 100 205 FTE_peak_1807 chr20_43987733_43987937 205 OSE_peak_1899 chr20_43987331_43987966 205 chr20_43987331_43987966 . SDC4 S1;SYS1‐DBNDD2;TP53TG5
FTE_OSE_peak_1011 100 182 FTE_peak_1809 chr20_45946006_45946462 457 OSE_peak_1903 chr20_45946115_45946296 457 chr20_45946006_45946462 ZMYND8 . LOC100131496
FTE_OSE_peak_1012 90.2878 251 FTE_peak_1811 chr20_45987971_45988248 278 OSE_peak_1906 chr20_45987998_45988325 278 chr20_45987971_45988325 . ZMYND8 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1013 67.0423 238 FTE_peak_1813 chr20_49157512_49157866 355 OSE_peak_1910 chr20_49157392_49157749 355 chr20_49157392_49157866 PTPN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1014 96.5174 194 FTE_peak_1815 chr20_50247995_50248195 201 OSE_peak_1912 chr20_50248002_50248317 201 chr20_50247995_50248317 ATP9A . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1015 94.6927 339 FTE_peak_1816 chr20_52509703_52510060 358 OSE_peak_1913 chr20_52509722_52510143 358 chr20_52509703_52510143 . SUMO1P1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1016 100 135 FTE_peak_1820 chr21_15921242_15921376 135 OSE_peak_1918 chr21_15921173_15921473 135 chr21_15921173_15921473 SAMSN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1017 93.6877 282 FTE_peak_1822 chr21_17496772_17497072 301 OSE_peak_1919 chr21_17496735_17497053 301 chr21_17496735_17497072 LINC00478 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1018 100 195 FTE_peak_1831 chr21_28944034_28944371 338 OSE_peak_1921 chr21_28944131_28944325 338 chr21_28944034_28944371 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1019 100 146 FTE_peak_1832 chr21_29602220_29602471 252 OSE_peak_1923 chr21_29602284_29602429 252 chr21_29602220_29602471 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1020 100 156 FTE_peak_1836 chr21_30009448_30009703 256 OSE_peak_1926 chr21_30009459_30009614 256 chr21_30009448_30009703 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1021 100 175 FTE_peak_1840 chr21_31029072_31029370 299 OSE_peak_1927 chr21_31029171_31029345 299 chr21_31029072_31029370 GRIK1 GRIK1‐AS2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1022 100 147 FTE_peak_1844 chr21_36218154_36218300 147 OSE_peak_1930 chr21_36218135_36218361 147 chr21_36218135_36218361 RUNX1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1023 100 215 FTE_peak_1846 chr21_36590041_36590364 324 OSE_peak_1932 chr21_36590051_36590265 324 chr21_36590041_36590364 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1024 77.4468 182 FTE_peak_1850 chr21_39649471_39649708 238 OSE_peak_1938 chr21_39649527_39649761 238 chr21_39649471_39649761 KCNJ15 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1025 100 251 FTE_peak_1851 chr21_39661560_39662015 456 OSE_peak_1939 chr21_39661725_39661975 456 chr21_39661560_39662015 KCNJ15 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1026 100 238 FTE_peak_1855 chr22_21392089_21392357 269 OSE_peak_1949 chr22_21392114_21392351 269 chr22_21392089_21392357 . 03;P2RX6;SLC7A4;TH LOC400891;P2RX6P
FTE_OSE_peak_1027 100 226 FTE_peak_1856 chr22_24602793_24603025 233 OSE_peak_1952 chr22_24602796_24603021 233 chr22_24602793_24603025 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
FTE_OSE_peak_1028 100 373 FTE_peak_1857 chr22_24603693_24604251 559 OSE_peak_1953 chr22_24603874_24604246 559 chr22_24603693_24604251 . CABIN1;SUSD2 GGT5
FTE_OSE_peak_1029 100 193 FTE_peak_1858 chr22_25079734_25079974 241 OSE_peak_1954 chr22_25079734_25079926 241 chr22_25079734_25079974 . POM121L10P .
FTE_OSE_peak_1030 80.2575 187 FTE_peak_1865 chr22_27503892_27504124 233 OSE_peak_1956 chr22_27503767_27504078 233 chr22_27503767_27504124 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1031 100 399 FTE_peak_1866 chr22_27511762_27512160 399 OSE_peak_1957 chr22_27511752_27512173 399 chr22_27511752_27512173 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1032 100 198 FTE_peak_1867 chr22_27619663_27619860 198 OSE_peak_1960 chr22_27619591_27619958 198 chr22_27619591_27619958 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1033 82.9431 248 FTE_peak_1869 chr22_28538387_28538721 335 OSE_peak_1963 chr22_28538336_28538634 335 chr22_28538336_28538721 TTC28 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1034 100 252 FTE_peak_1871 chr22_30592269_30592920 652 OSE_peak_1966 chr22_30592572_30592823 652 chr22_30592269_30592920 . HORMAD2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1035 100 581 FTE_peak_1877 chr22_43011219_43011799 581 OSE_peak_1990 chr22_43011200_43011912 581 chr22_43011200_43011912 RNU12 POLDIP3 ATP5L2;CYB5R3
FTE_OSE_peak_1036 84.8564 325 FTE_peak_1878 chr22_44317287_44317669 383 OSE_peak_1993 chr22_44317345_44317732 383 chr22_44317287_44317732 . PNPLA5 PNPLA3
FTE_OSE_peak_1037 100 165 FTE_peak_1880 chr22_46084652_46084993 342 OSE_peak_1995 chr22_46084727_46084891 342 chr22_46084652_46084993 ATXN10 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1038 79.5556 179 FTE_peak_1892 chr3_12234931_12235270 340 OSE_peak_2007 chr3_12234885_12235109 340 chr3_12234885_12235270 . SYN2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1039 100 304 FTE_peak_1898 chr3_15810357_15810777 421 OSE_peak_2010 chr3_15810446_15810749 421 chr3_15810357_15810777 ANKRD28 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1040 100 290 FTE_peak_1906 chr3_17681227_17681516 290 OSE_peak_2011 chr3_17681180_17681595 290 chr3_17681180_17681595 TBC1D5 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1041 100 261 FTE_peak_1907 chr3_23496677_23496966 290 OSE_peak_2015 chr3_23496690_23496950 290 chr3_23496677_23496966 MIR548AC;UBE2E2 . .
FTE OSE peak 1042 91.2913 304 FTE peak 1914 chr3 27585957 27586404 448 OSE peak 2016 chr3 27585928 27586260 448 chr3 27585928 27586404 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1044 100 186 FTE_peak_1920 chr3_30389005_30389420 416 OSE_peak_2020 chr3_30389137_30389322 416 chr3_30389005_30389420 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1045 92.4528 196 FTE_peak_1921 chr3_30462849_30463060 212 OSE_peak_2021 chr3_30462865_30463081 212 chr3_30462849_30463081 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1046 87.8788 377 FTE_peak_1923 chr3_30553019_30553629 611 OSE_peak_2022 chr3_30552967_30553395 611 chr3_30552967_30553629 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1047 100 177 FTE_peak_1929 chr3_32511327_32511503 177 OSE_peak_2024 chr3_32511315_32511512 177 chr3_32511315_32511512 . CMTM7 CMTM6
FTE_OSE_peak_1048 61.086 135 FTE_peak_1933 chr3_37247614_37247834 221 OSE_peak_2028 chr3_37247700_37247970 221 chr3_37247614_37247970 . LRRFIP2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1049 100 144 FTE_peak_1934 chr3_37977700_37978102 403 OSE_peak_2029 chr3_37977923_37978066 403 chr3_37977700_37978102 CTDSPL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1050 100 179 FTE_peak_1936 chr3_40993271_40993506 236 OSE_peak_2032 chr3_40993293_40993471 236 chr3_40993271_40993506 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1051 97.8541 228 FTE_peak_1940 chr3_43750608_43750840 233 OSE_peak_2034 chr3_43750613_43750845 233 chr3_43750608_43750845 ABHD5 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1052 92.8 348 FTE_peak_1941 chr3_43795259_43795633 375 OSE_peak_2035 chr3_43795191_43795606 375 chr3_43795191_43795633 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1053 61.9231 161 FTE_peak_1942 chr3_43908228_43908487 260 OSE_peak_2036 chr3_43908122_43908388 260 chr3_43908122_43908487 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1054 100 149 FTE_peak_1946 chr3_46155888_46156061 174 OSE_peak_2038 chr3_46155899_46156047 174 chr3_46155888_46156061 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1055 100 247 FTE_peak_1948 chr3_55194566_55194879 314 OSE_peak_2046 chr3_55194590_55194836 314 chr3_55194566_55194879 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1056 100 380 FTE_peak_1949 chr3_55203649_55204147 499 OSE_peak_2047 chr3_55203665_55204044 499 chr3_55203649_55204147 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1057 100 239 FTE_peak_1955 chr3_55925703_55926024 322 OSE_peak_2048 chr3_55925711_55925949 322 chr3_55925703_55926024 ERC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1058 83.0612 407 FTE_peak_1957 chr3_58033581_58034070 490 OSE_peak_2053 chr3_58033461_58033987 490 chr3_58033461_58034070 FLNB . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1059 100 244 FTE_peak_1959 chr3_58546568_58546899 332 OSE_peak_2056 chr3_58546616_58546859 332 chr3_58546568_58546899 . ACOX2 FAM107A
FTE_OSE_peak_1060 97.9508 478 FTE_peak_1960 chr3_59412779_59413337 559 OSE_peak_2058 chr3_59412769_59413256 559 chr3_59412769_59413337 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1061 100 189 FTE_peak_1963 chr3_63962273_63962564 292 OSE_peak_2061 chr3_63962371_63962559 292 chr3_63962273_63962564 ATXN7 . LOC100507062
FTE_OSE_peak_1062 98.8 247 FTE_peak_1972 chr3_67769792_67770057 266 OSE_peak_2062 chr3_67769811_67770060 266 chr3_67769792_67770060 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1063 85.2632 162 FTE_peak_1975 chr3_69811125_69811314 190 OSE_peak_2064 chr3_69811153_69811346 190 chr3_69811125_69811346 MITF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1064 100 160 FTE_peak_1977 chr3_70921049_70921366 318 OSE_peak_2065 chr3_70921197_70921356 318 chr3_70921049_70921366 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1065 100 245 FTE_peak_1982 chr3_86879808_86880118 311 OSE_peak_2070 chr3_86879822_86880066 311 chr3_86879808_86880118 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1066 92.887 222 FTE_peak_1988 chr3_98689990_98690228 239 OSE_peak_2079 chr3_98690007_98690304 239 chr3_98689990_98690304 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1067 86.1111 248 FTE_peak_1990 chr3_98699870_98700185 316 OSE_peak_2080 chr3_98699938_98700225 316 chr3_98699870_98700225 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1068 100 163 FTE_peak_1992 chr3_99114304_99114661 358 OSE_peak_2081 chr3_99114350_99114512 358 chr3_99114304_99114661 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1069 90.566 144 FTE_peak_2004 chr3_101659476_101659634 159 OSE_peak_2083 chr3_101659491_101659824 159 chr3_101659476_101659824 LOC152225;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1070 83.9869 257 FTE_peak_2010 chr3_106447192_106447714 523 OSE_peak_2084 chr3_106447458_106447763 523 chr3_106447192_106447763 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1071 83.9869 257 FTE_peak_2011 chr3_106447192_106447714 523 OSE_peak_2084 chr3_106447458_106447763 523 chr3_106447192_106447763 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1072 91.1348 257 FTE_peak_2012 chr3_106936086_106936367 282 OSE_peak_2085 chr3_106936111_106936404 282 chr3_106936086_106936404 LOC100302640;MIR4444‐1 . LOC344595
FTE_OSE_peak_1073 100 236 FTE_peak_2015 chr3_110103426_110103744 319 OSE_peak_2086 chr3_110103496_110103731 319 chr3_110103426_110103744 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1074 100 138 FTE_peak_2016 chr3_110139047_110139289 243 OSE_peak_2087 chr3_110139087_110139224 243 chr3_110139047_110139289 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1075 100 177 FTE_peak_2018 chr3_110533162_110533510 349 OSE_peak_2088 chr3_110533171_110533347 349 chr3_110533162_110533510 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1076 99.3421 302 FTE_peak_2020 chr3_111454139_111454514 376 OSE_peak_2089 chr3_111454213_111454516 376 chr3_111454139_111454516 MIR4444‐1;PHLDB2;PLCXD2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1077 93.007 532 FTE_peak_2024 chr3_112359584_112360155 572 OSE_peak_2090 chr3_112359493_112360115 572 chr3_112359493_112360155 CCDC80;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1078 100 220 FTE_peak_2025 chr3_112366001_112366287 287 OSE_peak_2091 chr3_112366036_112366255 287 chr3_112366001_112366287 MIR4444‐1 CCDC80 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1079 100 149 FTE_peak_2030 chr3_113549498_113549797 300 OSE_peak_2092 chr3_113549586_113549734 300 chr3_113549498_113549797 MIR4444‐1 ATP6V1A GRAMD1C
FTE_OSE_peak_1080 100 191 FTE_peak_2031 chr3_114327163_114327438 276 OSE_peak_2094 chr3_114327220_114327410 276 chr3_114327163_114327438 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB20 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1081 99.3548 154 FTE_peak_2032 chr3_115507804_115508255 452 OSE_peak_2096 chr3_115508102_115508256 452 chr3_115507804_115508256 MIR4444‐1 . LSAMP
FTE_OSE_peak_1082 92.6 463 FTE_peak_2034 chr3_119028810_119029365 556 OSE_peak_2097 chr3_119028773_119029272 556 chr3_119028773_119029365 ARHGAP31;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1083 100 676 FTE_peak_2039 chr3_124597462_124598249 788 OSE_peak_2099 chr3_124597471_124598146 788 chr3_124597462_124598249 ITGB5;MIR4444‐1 . MUC13
FTE_OSE_peak_1084 96.6049 313 FTE_peak_2040 chr3_124781926_124782249 324 OSE_peak_2100 chr3_124781884_124782238 324 chr3_124781884_124782249 MIR4444‐1 HEG1 SLC12A8
FTE_OSE_peak_1085 100 276 FTE_peak_2041 chr3_126630257_126630572 316 OSE_peak_2103 chr3_126630280_126630555 316 chr3_126630257_126630572 CHCHD6;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1086 78.9238 176 FTE_peak_2046 chr3_131622860_131623082 223 OSE_peak_2108 chr3_131622804_131623035 223 chr3_131622804_131623082 CPNE4;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1087 89.5833 172 FTE_peak_2048 chr3_131950584_131950775 192 OSE_peak_2109 chr3_131950491_131950755 192 chr3_131950491_131950775 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1088 93.2271 234 FTE_peak_2049 chr3_133127863_133128115 253 OSE_peak_2110 chr3_133127846_133128096 253 chr3_133127846_133128115 BFSP2;MIR4444‐1 TMEM108 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1089 100 315 FTE_peak_2051 chr3_134045773_134046148 376 OSE_peak_2111 chr3_134045794_134046108 376 chr3_134045773_134046148 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_OSE_peak_1090 100 191 FTE_peak_2052 chr3_134046547_134046737 191 OSE_peak_2112 chr3_134046546_134046853 191 chr3_134046546_134046853 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_OSE_peak_1091 100 170 FTE_peak_2053 chr3_134047061_134047230 170 OSE_peak_2113 chr3_134046992_134047243 170 chr3_134046992_134047243 MIR4444‐1 . AMOTL2
FTE_OSE_peak_1092 100 347 FTE_peak_2054 chr3_134146258_134146604 347 OSE_peak_2114 chr3_134146184_134146644 347 chr3_134146184_134146644 MIR4444‐1 . MIR4788
FTE_OSE_peak_1093 78.6458 151 FTE_peak_2055 chr3_135615547_135615738 192 OSE_peak_2115 chr3_135615588_135615789 192 chr3_135615547_135615789 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1094 85.623 268 FTE_peak_2056 chr3_139021081_139021449 369 OSE_peak_2116 chr3_139021182_139021494 369 chr3_139021081_139021494 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1095 100 302 FTE_peak_2057 chr3_141050583_141050999 417 OSE_peak_2118 chr3_141050675_141050976 417 chr3_141050583_141050999 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1096 100 384 FTE_peak_2058 chr3_141086106_141086489 384 OSE_peak_2120 chr3_141086061_141086665 384 chr3_141086061_141086665 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1097 54.3925 291 FTE_peak_2059 chr3_141088582_141089116 535 OSE_peak_2122 chr3_141088325_141088872 535 chr3_141088325_141089116 MIR4444‐1;ZBTB38 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1098 100 200 FTE_peak_2060 chr3_141201230_141201447 218 OSE_peak_2123 chr3_141201247_141201446 218 chr3_141201230_141201447 MIR4444‐1 . RASA2
FTE_OSE_peak_1099 100 195 FTE_peak_2061 chr3_141994874_141995068 195 OSE_peak_2124 chr3_141994845_141995184 195 chr3_141994845_141995184 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1100 98.8372 170 FTE_peak_2062 chr3_143162669_143162940 272 OSE_peak_2126 chr3_143162771_143162942 272 chr3_143162669_143162942 MIR4444‐1;SLC9A9 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1101 100 176 FTE_peak_2067 chr3_145881408_145881675 268 OSE_peak_2127 chr3_145881495_145881670 268 chr3_145881408_145881675 MIR4444‐1 PLOD2 PLSCR4
FTE_OSE_peak_1102 100 192 FTE_peak_2073 chr3_148735004_148735358 355 OSE_peak_2128 chr3_148735075_148735266 355 chr3_148735004_148735358 GYG1;MIR4444‐1 . HLTF
FTE_OSE_peak_1103 100 202 FTE_peak_2081 chr3_149864982_149865421 440 OSE_peak_2131 chr3_149865037_149865238 440 chr3_149864982_149865421 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1104 100 202 FTE_peak_2082 chr3_149865032_149865452 421 OSE_peak_2131 chr3_149865037_149865238 421 chr3_149865032_149865452 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1105 95.7198 246 FTE_peak_2083 chr3_149966311_149966585 275 OSE_peak_2132 chr3_149966340_149966596 275 chr3_149966311_149966596 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1106 100 210 FTE_peak_2087 chr3_151022912_151023318 407 OSE_peak_2133 chr3_151022975_151023184 407 chr3_151022912_151023318 GPR87;MED12L;MIR4444‐1 P2RY14 P2RY13
FTE_OSE_peak_1107 94.4444 187 FTE_peak_2088 chr3_151582630_151582827 198 OSE_peak_2135 chr3_151582641_151582928 198 chr3_151582630_151582928 MIR4444‐1 . SUCNR1
FTE_OSE_peak_1108 90.3084 205 FTE_peak_2090 chr3_153068267_153068504 238 OSE_peak_2137 chr3_153068300_153068526 238 chr3_153068267_153068526 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1109 100 227 FTE_peak_2091 chr3_154788671_154788991 321 OSE_peak_2139 chr3_154788740_154788966 321 chr3_154788671_154788991 MIR4444‐1 . MME
FTE_OSE_peak_1110 100 178 FTE_peak_2092 chr3_154950435_154950667 233 OSE_peak_2140 chr3_154950467_154950644 233 chr3_154950435_154950667 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1111 100 353 FTE_peak_2094 chr3_157077868_157078291 424 OSE_peak_2144 chr3_157077886_157078238 424 chr3_157077868_157078291 MIR4444‐1;VEPH1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1112 100 218 FTE_peak_2101 chr3_160415907_160416164 258 OSE_peak_2148 chr3_160415940_160416157 258 chr3_160415907_160416164 MIR4444‐1 ARL14 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1113 100 190 FTE_peak_2102 chr3_160881136_160881438 303 OSE_peak_2150 chr3_160881162_160881351 303 chr3_160881136_160881438 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1114 100 132 FTE_peak_2106 chr3_162155369_162155500 132 OSE_peak_2151 chr3_162155346_162155552 132 chr3_162155346_162155552 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1115 99.1228 339 FTE_peak_2109 chr3_168829982_168830323 342 OSE_peak_2154 chr3_168829985_168830345 342 chr3_168829982_168830345 MECOM;MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1116 100 207 FTE_peak_2112 chr3_170469277_170470265 989 OSE_peak_2156 chr3_170469416_170469622 989 chr3_170469277_170470265 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1117 100 237 FTE_peak_2115 chr3_170627359_170627595 237 OSE_peak_2159 chr3_170627320_170627673 237 chr3_170627320_170627673 MIR4444‐1 EIF5A2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1118 83.5294 355 FTE_peak_2120 chr3_177196264_177196755 492 OSE_peak_2162 chr3_177196194_177196618 492 chr3_177196194_177196755 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1119 100 564 FTE_peak_2123 chr3_177695336_177695899 564 OSE_peak_2164 chr3_177695322_177695976 564 chr3_177695322_177695976 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1120 100 191 FTE_peak_2124 chr3_177837481_177837671 191 OSE_peak_2165 chr3_177837456_177837709 191 chr3_177837456_177837709 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1121 100 255 FTE_peak_2125 chr3_177888447_177888808 362 OSE_peak_2166 chr3_177888500_177888754 362 chr3_177888447_177888808 MIR4444‐1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1122 82.5472 175 FTE_peak_2128 chr3_182849598_182849818 221 OSE_peak_2167 chr3_182849644_182849855 221 chr3_182849598_182849855 LAMP3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1123 92.7536 192 FTE_peak_2130 chr3_183483291_183483529 239 OSE_peak_2169 chr3_183483276_183483482 239 chr3_183483276_183483529 YEATS2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1124 100 142 FTE_peak_2133 chr3_185446746_185447427 682 OSE_peak_2172 chr3_185447268_185447409 682 chr3_185446746_185447427 IGF2BP2 C3orf65 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1125 83.2553 711 FTE_peak_2134 chr3_186507685_186508538 854 OSE_peak_2173 chr3_186507828_186508748 854 chr3_186507685_186508748 RFC4 SNORA4;SNORA63;S .
FTE_OSE_peak_1126 78.2201 668 FTE_peak_2134 chr3_186507685_186508538 854 OSE_peak_2174 chr3_186507871_186509065 854 chr3_186507685_186509065 RFC4 SNORA4;SNORA63;S .
FTE_OSE_peak_1127 84.1837 165 FTE_peak_2140 chr3_188066836_188067031 196 OSE_peak_2176 chr3_188066582_188067000 196 chr3_188066582_188067031 LPP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1128 86.8996 199 FTE_peak_2146 chr3_190284318_190284546 229 OSE_peak_2181 chr3_190284348_190284663 229 chr3_190284318_190284663 IL1RAP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1129 100 193 FTE_peak_2149 chr3_194314153_194314394 242 OSE_peak_2184 chr3_194314182_194314374 242 chr3_194314153_194314394 TMEM44 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1130 100 270 FTE_peak_2151 chr3_197214756_197215025 270 OSE_peak_2187 chr3_197214756_197215223 270 chr3_197214756_197215223 . . BDH1
FTE_OSE_peak_1131 95.8707 534 FTE_peak_2153 chr4_2331752_2332308 557 OSE_peak_2189 chr4_2331775_2332624 557 chr4_2331752_2332624 ZFYVE28 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1132 100 210 FTE_peak_2156 chr4_7651730_7651939 210 OSE_peak_2190 chr4_7651611_7651975 210 chr4_7651611_7651975 SORCS2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1133 100 164 FTE_peak_2158 chr4_7846480_7846716 237 OSE_peak_2191 chr4_7846499_7846662 237 chr4_7846480_7846716 AFAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1134 57.377 140 FTE_peak_2159 chr4_7894054_7894297 244 OSE_peak_2192 chr4_7893802_7894193 244 chr4_7893802_7894297 AFAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1135 100 181 FTE_peak_2164 chr4_13894138_13894378 241 OSE_peak_2196 chr4_13894159_13894339 241 chr4_13894138_13894378 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1136 95.0311 153 FTE_peak_2170 chr4_15079707_15079867 161 OSE_peak_2197 chr4_15079715_15079945 161 chr4_15079707_15079945 . CPEB2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1137 100 139 FTE_peak_2171 chr4_15402654_15402792 139 OSE_peak_2199 chr4_15402598_15402852 139 chr4_15402598_15402852 C1QTNF7 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1138 100 208 FTE_peak_2172 chr4_15453497_15454069 573 OSE_peak_2200 chr4_15453754_15453961 573 chr4_15453497_15454069 . C1QTNF7 CC2D2A
FTE_OSE_peak_1139 96.6245 229 FTE_peak_2187 chr4_26328406_26328657 252 OSE_peak_2206 chr4_26328429_26328665 252 chr4_26328406_26328665 RBPJ . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1140 100 148 FTE_peak_2194 chr4_47527534_47527791 258 OSE_peak_2218 chr4_47527590_47527737 258 chr4_47527534_47527791 ATP10D . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1141 98.0952 412 FTE_peak_2197 chr4_48130009_48130443 435 OSE_peak_2219 chr4_48130001_48130420 435 chr4_48130001_48130443 TXK . TEC
FTE_OSE_peak_1142 85.4271 170 FTE_peak_2199 chr4_53964870_53965068 199 OSE_peak_2221 chr4_53964831_53965039 199 chr4_53964831_53965068 SCFD2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1143 100 157 FTE_peak_2206 chr4_57947525_57947892 368 OSE_peak_2227 chr4_57947574_57947730 368 chr4_57947525_57947892 IGFBP7 . LOC255130
FTE_OSE_peak_1144 97.5265 276 FTE_peak_2207 chr4_62178252_62178578 327 OSE_peak_2228 chr4_62178245_62178527 327 chr4_62178245_62178578 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1145 100 162 FTE_peak_2208 chr4_62239725_62239886 162 OSE_peak_2229 chr4_62239684_62239908 162 chr4_62239684_62239908 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1146 85.8757 152 FTE_peak_2209 chr4_62309634_62309819 186 OSE_peak_2230 chr4_62309668_62309844 186 chr4_62309634_62309844 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1147 96.9565 223 FTE_peak_2214 chr4_73645068_73645297 230 OSE_peak_2232 chr4_73645037_73645290 230 chr4_73645037_73645297 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1148 100 165 FTE_peak_2219 chr4_74722363_74722554 192 OSE_peak_2235 chr4_74722380_74722544 192 chr4_74722363_74722554 . CXCL6;PF4V1 CXCL1
FTE_OSE_peak_1149 100 287 FTE_peak_2224 chr4_75240161_75240720 560 OSE_peak_2240 chr4_75240273_75240559 560 chr4_75240161_75240720 EREG . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1150 98.3146 175 FTE_peak_2226 chr4_75549913_75550208 296 OSE_peak_2241 chr4_75550034_75550211 296 chr4_75549913_75550211 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1151 94.47 205 FTE_peak_2231 chr4_77928955_77929236 282 OSE_peak_2243 chr4_77929032_77929248 282 chr4_77928955_77929248 11‐Sep . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1152 100 195 FTE_peak_2234 chr4_79481824_79482061 238 OSE_peak_2248 chr4_79481854_79482048 238 chr4_79481824_79482061 ANXA3 FRAS1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1153 93.2534 622 FTE_peak_2236 chr4_83344314_83345183 870 OSE_peak_2250 chr4_83344562_83345228 870 chr4_83344314_83345228 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
FTE_OSE_peak_1154 83.9437 596 FTE_peak_2236 chr4_83344314_83345183 870 OSE_peak_2251 chr4_83344588_83345297 870 chr4_83344314_83345297 HNRPDL . ENOPH1
FTE_OSE_peak_1155 100 337 FTE_peak_2237 chr4_84128869_84129235 367 OSE_peak_2252 chr4_84128882_84129218 367 chr4_84128869_84129235 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1156 95.3704 206 FTE_peak_2249 chr4_89533395_89533615 221 OSE_peak_2255 chr4_89533385_89533600 221 chr4_89533385_89533615 HERC3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1157 100 333 FTE_peak_2258 chr4_111775494_111775868 375 OSE_peak_2263 chr4_111775494_111775826 375 chr4_111775494_111775868 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1158 98.3871 244 FTE_peak_2259 chr4_113135124_113135371 248 OSE_peak_2265 chr4_113135128_113135434 248 chr4_113135124_113135434 . C4orf32 AP1AR
FTE_OSE_peak_1159 91.4179 245 FTE_peak_2263 chr4_114706090_114706357 268 OSE_peak_2266 chr4_114706037_114706334 268 chr4_114706037_114706357 . CAMK2D .
FTE_OSE_peak_1160 93.3333 280 FTE_peak_2265 chr4_114936611_114936910 300 OSE_peak_2267 chr4_114936586_114936890 300 chr4_114936586_114936910 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1161 100 918 FTE_peak_2266 chr4_119201270_119202362 1093 OSE_peak_2271 chr4_119201396_119202313 1093 chr4_119201270_119202362 PRSS12 DST3;SNHG8;SNORA2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1162 100 918 FTE_peak_2267 chr4_119201270_119202603 1334 OSE_peak_2271 chr4_119201396_119202313 1334 chr4_119201270_119202603 PRSS12 DST3;SNHG8;SNORA2 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1163 92.2414 214 FTE_peak_2270 chr4_120651332_120651563 232 OSE_peak_2272 chr4_120651252_120651545 232 chr4_120651252_120651563 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1164 85.7741 205 FTE_peak_2271 chr4_120656439_120656677 239 OSE_peak_2273 chr4_120656343_120656643 239 chr4_120656343_120656677 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1165 66.087 152 FTE_peak_2272 chr4_122650012_122650274 263 OSE_peak_2276 chr4_122649934_122650163 263 chr4_122649934_122650274 . . TMEM155
FTE_OSE_peak_1166 100 664 FTE_peak_2277 chr4_124753334_124754420 1087 OSE_peak_2281 chr4_124753597_124754260 1087 chr4_124753334_124754420 LOC285419 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1167 100 664 FTE_peak_2278 chr4_124753408_124754420 1013 OSE_peak_2281 chr4_124753597_124754260 1013 chr4_124753408_124754420 LOC285419 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1168 90.7407 147 FTE_peak_2279 chr4_125000527_125000688 162 OSE_peak_2282 chr4_125000542_125000710 162 chr4_125000527_125000710 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1169 100 291 FTE_peak_2282 chr4_127771426_127771782 357 OSE_peak_2285 chr4_127771490_127771780 357 chr4_127771426_127771782 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1170 91.1439 247 FTE_peak_2292 chr4_143738636_143738906 271 OSE_peak_2292 chr4_143738660_143738961 271 chr4_143738636_143738961 INPP4B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1171 100 302 FTE_peak_2297 chr4_147176966_147177357 392 OSE_peak_2293 chr4_147177047_147177348 392 chr4_147176966_147177357 SLC10A7 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1172 87.6238 177 FTE_peak_2304 chr4_154154943_154155144 202 OSE_peak_2294 chr4_154154968_154155223 202 chr4_154154943_154155223 TRIM2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1173 90.8108 336 FTE_peak_2310 chr4_157700915_157701284 370 OSE_peak_2295 chr4_157700949_157701400 370 chr4_157700915_157701400 PDGFC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1174 100 294 FTE_peak_2311 chr4_157751507_157751825 319 OSE_peak_2296 chr4_157751522_157751815 319 chr4_157751507_157751825 PDGFC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1175 90 207 FTE_peak_2312 chr4_157870523_157870752 230 OSE_peak_2297 chr4_157870546_157870787 230 chr4_157870523_157870787 PDGFC . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1176 100 255 FTE_peak_2315 chr4_159235879_159236203 325 OSE_peak_2299 chr4_159235890_159236144 325 chr4_159235879_159236203 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1177 100 253 FTE_peak_2316 chr4_159292324_159292636 313 OSE_peak_2300 chr4_159292372_159292624 313 chr4_159292324_159292636 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1178 100 141 FTE_peak_2318 chr4_169472491_169472675 185 OSE_peak_2308 chr4_169472513_169472653 185 chr4_169472491_169472675 PALLD . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1179 98.1308 315 FTE_peak_2321 chr4_169555425_169555879 455 OSE_peak_2309 chr4_169555565_169555885 455 chr4_169555425_169555885 PALLD . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1180 100 321 FTE_peak_2322 chr4_169555538_169555989 452 OSE_peak_2309 chr4_169555565_169555885 452 chr4_169555538_169555989 PALLD . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1181 81.3559 144 FTE_peak_2323 chr4_169644259_169644549 291 OSE_peak_2310 chr4_169644226_169644402 291 chr4_169644226_169644549 PALLD . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1182 94.8052 219 FTE_peak_2339 chr4_182470308_182470559 252 OSE_peak_2311 chr4_182470341_182470571 252 chr4_182470308_182470571 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1183 100 206 FTE_peak_2340 chr4_182582273_182582572 300 OSE_peak_2312 chr4_182582330_182582535 300 chr4_182582273_182582572 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1184 100 169 FTE_peak_2346 chr4_185734537_185734913 377 OSE_peak_2313 chr4_185734674_185734842 377 chr4_185734537_185734913 ACSL1 SLED1 LOC731424
FTE_OSE_peak_1185 86.8421 396 FTE_peak_2347 chr4_186835715_186836170 456 OSE_peak_2314 chr4_186835618_186836110 456 chr4_186835618_186836170 SORBS2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1186 78.7356 274 FTE_peak_2352 chr5_10551440_10551812 373 OSE_peak_2321 chr5_10551366_10551713 373 chr5_10551366_10551812 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . ANKRD33B
FTE_OSE_peak_1187 100 289 FTE_peak_2357 chr5_14265620_14266021 402 OSE_peak_2323 chr5_14265670_14265958 402 chr5_14265620_14266021 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1188 100 359 FTE_peak_2358 chr5_14268418_14268776 359 OSE_peak_2324 chr5_14268283_14269010 359 chr5_14268283_14269010 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1189 100 216 FTE_peak_2361 chr5_27241944_27242254 311 OSE_peak_2327 chr5_27241997_27242212 311 chr5_27241944_27242254 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1190 88.7255 362 FTE_peak_2373 chr5_34534801_34535208 408 OSE_peak_2330 chr5_34534750_34535162 408 chr5_34534750_34535208 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1191 100 232 FTE_peak_2374 chr5_34687457_34687724 268 OSE_peak_2331 chr5_34687480_34687711 268 chr5_34687457_34687724 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1192 100 148 FTE_peak_2376 chr5_35119396_35119611 216 OSE_peak_2332 chr5_35119409_35119556 216 chr5_35119396_35119611 0132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1193 100 295 FTE_peak_2378 chr5_35771441_35771805 365 OSE_peak_2333 chr5_35771476_35771770 365 chr5_35771441_35771805 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1194 66.2577 108 FTE_peak_2381 chr5_37723116_37723278 163 OSE_peak_2335 chr5_37723027_37723223 163 chr5_37723027_37723278 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1195 100 220 FTE_peak_2388 chr5_40552384_40552642 259 OSE_peak_2340 chr5_40552390_40552609 259 chr5_40552384_40552642 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1196 63.2432 234 FTE_peak_2395 chr5_52549452_52549821 370 OSE_peak_2345 chr5_52549218_52549685 370 chr5_52549218_52549821 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1197 100 187 FTE_peak_2396 chr5_53320391_53320616 226 OSE_peak_2348 chr5_53320413_53320599 226 chr5_53320391_53320616 LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1198 100 169 FTE_peak_2400 chr5_53959881_53960049 169 OSE_peak_2349 chr5_53959876_53960055 169 chr5_53959876_53960055 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1199 95.8656 371 FTE_peak_2401 chr5_53996999_53997395 397 OSE_peak_2350 chr5_53997025_53997411 397 chr5_53996999_53997411 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1200 100 227 FTE_peak_2403 chr5_55419650_55419994 345 OSE_peak_2352 chr5_55419666_55419892 345 chr5_55419650_55419994 ;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1201 96.4824 192 FTE_peak_2405 chr5_55575807_55576119 313 OSE_peak_2353 chr5_55575928_55576126 313 chr5_55575807_55576126 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1202 100 358 FTE_peak_2408 chr5_56731515_56732079 565 OSE_peak_2354 chr5_56731572_56731929 565 chr5_56731515_56732079 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1203 100 302 FTE_peak_2414 chr5_64486194_64486578 385 OSE_peak_2362 chr5_64486269_64486570 385 chr5_64486194_64486578 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1204 84 252 FTE_peak_2415 chr5_64494665_64494964 300 OSE_peak_2363 chr5_64494551_64494916 300 chr5_64494551_64494964 2;LOC100132287;LOC10013333 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1205 96.9582 510 FTE_peak_2416 chr5_65157599_65158124 526 OSE_peak_2365 chr5_65157615_65158151 526 chr5_65157599_65158151 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1206 94.7876 491 FTE_peak_2416 chr5_65157599_65158124 526 OSE_peak_2366 chr5_65157634_65158151 526 chr5_65157599_65158151 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1207 87.7551 215 FTE_peak_2417 chr5_65181804_65182048 245 OSE_peak_2367 chr5_65181767_65182018 245 chr5_65181767_65182048 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1208 100 244 FTE_peak_2421 chr5_71896292_71896764 473 OSE_peak_2370 chr5_71896327_71896570 473 chr5_71896292_71896764 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1209 100 219 FTE_peak_2422 chr5_72617640_72618115 476 OSE_peak_2373 chr5_72617677_72617895 476 chr5_72617640_72618115 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1210 94.3231 216 FTE_peak_2423 chr5_72666493_72666721 229 OSE_peak_2374 chr5_72666506_72666774 229 chr5_72666493_72666774 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1211 100 194 FTE_peak_2429 chr5_75997164_75997414 251 OSE_peak_2375 chr5_75997172_75997365 251 chr5_75997164_75997414 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . F2R;NCRUPAR
FTE_OSE_peak_1212 100 281 FTE_peak_2430 chr5_76126938_76127218 281 OSE_peak_2377 chr5_76126828_76127231 281 chr5_76126828_76127231 OC100132287;LOC100133331; . S100Z
FTE_OSE_peak_1213 95.5224 256 FTE_peak_2436 chr5_83221163_83221430 268 OSE_peak_2382 chr5_83221175_83221450 268 chr5_83221163_83221450 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . EDIL3
FTE_OSE_peak_1214 99.6764 308 FTE_peak_2438 chr5_90279020_90279336 317 OSE_peak_2385 chr5_90279019_90279327 317 chr5_90279019_90279336 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1215 96.9697 160 FTE_peak_2440 chr5_90607612_90607823 212 OSE_peak_2386 chr5_90607664_90607828 212 chr5_90607612_90607828 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE OSE peak 1216 89.9614 233 FTE peak 2443 chr5 91887870 91888301 432 OSE peak 2388 chr5 91887844 91888102 432 chr5 91887844 91888301 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1218 100 550 FTE_peak_2446 chr5_92413991_92414768 778 OSE_peak_2389 chr5_92414028_92414577 778 chr5_92413991_92414768 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1219 98.4127 186 FTE_peak_2460 chr5_97173985_97174185 201 OSE_peak_2392 chr5_97174000_97174188 201 chr5_97173985_97174188 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1220 92.8814 274 FTE_peak_2462 chr5_97645584_97645879 296 OSE_peak_2393 chr5_97645563_97645857 296 chr5_97645563_97645879 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1221 100 169 FTE_peak_2463 chr5_97685030_97685279 250 OSE_peak_2394 chr5_97685099_97685267 250 chr5_97685030_97685279 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1222 100 212 FTE_peak_2464 chr5_102796919_102797130 212 OSE_peak_2397 chr5_102796816_102797167 212 chr5_102796816_102797167 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1223 100 184 FTE_peak_2469 chr5_106805296_106805599 304 OSE_peak_2399 chr5_106805341_106805524 304 chr5_106805296_106805599 LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1224 100 166 FTE_peak_2470 chr5_106822246_106822495 250 OSE_peak_2400 chr5_106822327_106822492 250 chr5_106822246_106822495 LOC100132287;LOC100133331; . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1225 100 222 FTE_peak_2472 chr5_108992619_108992902 284 OSE_peak_2401 chr5_108992664_108992885 284 chr5_108992619_108992902 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1226 100 297 FTE_peak_2476 chr5_110236445_110236850 406 OSE_peak_2402 chr5_110236529_110236825 406 chr5_110236445_110236850 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1227 92.2819 275 FTE_peak_2479 chr5_111333482_111333779 298 OSE_peak_2405 chr5_111333443_111333756 298 chr5_111333443_111333779 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 NREP .
FTE_OSE_peak_1228 97.5524 279 FTE_peak_2481 chr5_119724028_119724333 306 OSE_peak_2410 chr5_119724021_119724306 306 chr5_119724021_119724333 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1229 100 147 FTE_peak_2482 chr5_119781748_119781982 235 OSE_peak_2412 chr5_119781781_119781927 235 chr5_119781748_119781982 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . PRR16
FTE_OSE_peak_1230 87.3817 277 FTE_peak_2491 chr5_124820025_124820349 325 OSE_peak_2416 chr5_124819985_124820301 325 chr5_124819985_124820349 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1231 100 272 FTE_peak_2492 chr5_124820529_124821113 585 OSE_peak_2417 chr5_124820813_124821084 585 chr5_124820529_124821113 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1232 100 272 FTE_peak_2493 chr5_124820681_124821245 565 OSE_peak_2417 chr5_124820813_124821084 565 chr5_124820681_124821245 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1233 100 177 FTE_peak_2499 chr5_130873856_130874275 420 OSE_peak_2425 chr5_130873859_130874035 420 chr5_130873856_130874275 32287;LOC100133331;OR4F16; . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1234 99.6124 257 FTE_peak_2501 chr5_133364944_133365201 258 OSE_peak_2426 chr5_133364916_133365200 258 chr5_133364916_133365201 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 VDAC1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1235 96 264 FTE_peak_2509 chr5_139631171_139631445 275 OSE_peak_2429 chr5_139631038_139631434 275 chr5_139631038_139631445 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 CYSTM1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1236 100 293 FTE_peak_2511 chr5_141851812_141852235 424 OSE_peak_2431 chr5_141851931_141852223 424 chr5_141851812_141852235 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1237 77.8947 148 FTE_peak_2518 chr5_143383893_143384082 190 OSE_peak_2434 chr5_143383935_143384127 190 chr5_143383893_143384127 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1238 100 176 FTE_peak_2521 chr5_144741946_144742181 236 OSE_peak_2436 chr5_144741948_144742123 236 chr5_144741946_144742181 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1239 73.4219 221 FTE_peak_2525 chr5_146993068_146993368 301 OSE_peak_2437 chr5_146992840_146993288 301 chr5_146992840_146993368 00132287;LOC100133331;LOC1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1240 100 288 FTE_peak_2526 chr5_148345399_148345686 288 OSE_peak_2440 chr5_148345375_148345718 288 chr5_148345375_148345718 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . SH3TC2
FTE_OSE_peak_1241 100 286 FTE_peak_2528 chr5_148381758_148382043 286 OSE_peak_2441 chr5_148381750_148382054 286 chr5_148381750_148382054 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1242 61.4943 107 FTE_peak_2530 chr5_148514118_148514291 174 OSE_peak_2442 chr5_148514048_148514224 174 chr5_148514048_148514291 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . ABLIM3
FTE_OSE_peak_1243 100 176 FTE_peak_2533 chr5_148553696_148554008 313 OSE_peak_2443 chr5_148553716_148553891 313 chr5_148553696_148554008 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1244 100 202 FTE_peak_2534 chr5_148569718_148570000 283 OSE_peak_2444 chr5_148569725_148569926 283 chr5_148569718_148570000 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1245 100 377 FTE_peak_2535 chr5_148585633_148586009 377 OSE_peak_2445 chr5_148585617_148586088 377 chr5_148585617_148586088 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1246 48.5437 100 FTE_peak_2539 chr5_149849202_149849787 586 OSE_peak_2450 chr5_149849688_149849893 586 chr5_149849202_149849893 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 RPS14 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1247 71.3592 147 FTE_peak_2540 chr5_149849202_149849834 633 OSE_peak_2450 chr5_149849688_149849893 633 chr5_149849202_149849893 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 RPS14 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1248 100 160 FTE_peak_2542 chr5_150017219_150017378 160 OSE_peak_2452 chr5_150017056_150017484 160 chr5_150017056_150017484 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F16 . MYOZ3
FTE_OSE_peak_1249 100 467 FTE_peak_2544 chr5_150473024_150473490 467 OSE_peak_2454 chr5_150472913_150473865 467 chr5_150472913_150473865 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 TNIP1 ANXA6
FTE_OSE_peak_1250 82.7316 527 FTE_peak_2545 chr5_151040363_151041036 674 OSE_peak_2455 chr5_151040253_151040889 674 chr5_151040253_151041036 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1251 98.368 663 FTE_peak_2545 chr5_151040363_151041036 674 OSE_peak_2456 chr5_151040253_151041025 674 chr5_151040253_151041036 132287;LOC100133331;OR4F1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1252 100 174 FTE_peak_2548 chr5_153280449_153280881 433 OSE_peak_2458 chr5_153280685_153280858 433 chr5_153280449_153280881 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1253 100 368 FTE_peak_2552 chr5_159332475_159332935 461 OSE_peak_2461 chr5_159332547_159332914 461 chr5_159332475_159332935 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . ADRA1B
FTE_OSE_peak_1254 100 236 FTE_peak_2559 chr5_168777846_168778081 236 OSE_peak_2464 chr5_168777714_168778143 236 chr5_168777714_168778143 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1255 100 568 FTE_peak_2562 chr5_172192799_172193366 568 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 568 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1256 100 1371 FTE_peak_2563 chr5_172193457_172194827 1371 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 1371 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1257 100 1589 FTE_peak_2564 chr5_172193457_172195045 1589 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 1589 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1258 100 635 FTE_peak_2565 chr5_172194515_172195149 635 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 635 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1259 100 360 FTE_peak_2566 chr5_172195227_172195586 360 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 360 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1260 100 235 FTE_peak_2567 chr5_172196004_172196238 235 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 235 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1261 100 429 FTE_peak_2568 chr5_172196620_172197048 429 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 429 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1262 100 506 FTE_peak_2569 chr5_172196620_172197125 506 OSE_peak_2468 chr5_172192297_172197641 506 chr5_172192297_172197641 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1263 100 135 FTE_peak_2570 chr5_172296190_172296324 135 OSE_peak_2473 chr5_172296036_172296539 135 chr5_172296036_172296539 LOC100132287;LOC100133331 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1264 100 429 FTE_peak_2571 chr5_172879022_172879577 556 OSE_peak_2480 chr5_172879139_172879567 556 chr5_172879022_172879577 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1265 77.4834 117 FTE_peak_2572 chr5_172882491_172882641 151 OSE_peak_2481 chr5_172882378_172882607 151 chr5_172882378_172882641 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1266 99.5516 222 FTE_peak_2573 chr5_173043667_173043889 223 OSE_peak_2482 chr5_173043668_173043912 223 chr5_173043667_173043912 100132287;LOC100133331;OR4 BOD1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1267 83.4711 202 FTE_peak_2590 chr6_8085350_8085591 242 OSE_peak_2491 chr6_8085189_8085551 242 chr6_8085189_8085591 EEF1E1;EEF1E1‐MUTED UTED;MUTED‐TXNDC SCARNA27
FTE_OSE_peak_1268 100 263 FTE_peak_2595 chr6_11609562_11610176 615 OSE_peak_2492 chr6_11609676_11609938 615 chr6_11609562_11610176 . TMEM170B .
FTE_OSE_peak_1269 100 206 FTE_peak_2600 chr6_12491244_12491476 233 OSE_peak_2493 chr6_12491265_12491470 233 chr6_12491244_12491476 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1270 100 236 FTE_peak_2610 chr6_25012893_25013222 330 OSE_peak_2502 chr6_25012922_25013157 330 chr6_25012893_25013222 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1271 80.1242 129 FTE_peak_2611 chr6_25173147_25173307 161 OSE_peak_2503 chr6_25173179_25173389 161 chr6_25173147_25173389 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1272 91.1917 176 FTE_peak_2612 chr6_25174255_25174509 255 OSE_peak_2504 chr6_25174238_25174430 255 chr6_25174238_25174509 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1273 60.3286 257 FTE_peak_2613 chr6_26205301_26205726 426 OSE_peak_2511 chr6_26204815_26205557 426 chr6_26204815_26205726 HIST1H4E H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIS;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
FTE_OSE_peak_1274 99.2958 423 FTE_peak_2613 chr6_26205301_26205726 426 OSE_peak_2512 chr6_26204839_26205723 426 chr6_26204839_26205726 HIST1H4E H2BE;HIST1H2BF;HIS;HIST1H2AE;HIST1H2BG;HIST1H3E
FTE_OSE_peak_1275 94.6878 1729 FTE_peak_2617 chr6_30582875_30584993 2119 OSE_peak_2525 chr6_30583265_30585090 2119 chr6_30582875_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1276 94.6878 1729 FTE_peak_2617 chr6_30582875_30584993 2119 OSE_peak_2526 chr6_30583265_30585090 2119 chr6_30582875_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1277 94.6878 1729 FTE_peak_2618 chr6_30582887_30584993 2107 OSE_peak_2525 chr6_30583265_30585090 2107 chr6_30582887_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1278 94.6878 1729 FTE_peak_2618 chr6_30582887_30584993 2107 OSE_peak_2526 chr6_30583265_30585090 2107 chr6_30582887_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1279 95.126 1737 FTE_peak_2619 chr6_30582887_30585001 2115 OSE_peak_2525 chr6_30583265_30585090 2115 chr6_30582887_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1280 95.126 1737 FTE_peak_2619 chr6_30582887_30585001 2115 OSE_peak_2526 chr6_30583265_30585090 2115 chr6_30582887_30585090 PPP1R10 ABCF1 TAT1;C6orf136;MRPS18B
FTE_OSE_peak_1281 100 173 FTE_peak_2620 chr6_30663220_30663392 173 OSE_peak_2528 chr6_30663191_30663418 173 chr6_30663191_30663418 . DHX16;NRM;PPP1R18 MDC1;TUBB
FTE_OSE_peak_1282 100 346 FTE_peak_2626 chr6_41934763_41935271 509 OSE_peak_2553 chr6_41934850_41935195 509 chr6_41934763_41935271 CCND3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1283 92.4855 320 FTE_peak_2627 chr6_41934876_41935328 453 OSE_peak_2553 chr6_41934850_41935195 453 chr6_41934850_41935328 CCND3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1284 90.1786 303 FTE_peak_2632 chr6_45413554_45413889 336 OSE_peak_2556 chr6_45413507_45413856 336 chr6_45413507_45413889 RUNX2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1285 100 161 FTE_peak_2634 chr6_45576889_45577049 161 OSE_peak_2558 chr6_45576669_45577107 161 chr6_45576669_45577107 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1286 100 172 FTE_peak_2636 chr6_45665420_45665776 357 OSE_peak_2560 chr6_45665435_45665606 357 chr6_45665420_45665776 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1287 97.1098 168 FTE_peak_2638 chr6_48394468_48394677 210 OSE_peak_2564 chr6_48394510_48394682 210 chr6_48394468_48394682 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1288 97.5248 197 FTE_peak_2640 chr6_50055055_50055308 254 OSE_peak_2565 chr6_50055050_50055251 254 chr6_50055050_50055308 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1289 100 189 FTE_peak_2644 chr6_52403707_52404321 615 OSE_peak_2566 chr6_52403873_52404061 615 chr6_52403707_52404321 TRAM2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1290 86.4198 140 FTE_peak_2650 chr6_55965963_55966167 205 OSE_peak_2571 chr6_55966028_55966189 205 chr6_55965963_55966189 COL21A1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1291 100 293 FTE_peak_2652 chr6_56733522_56733896 375 OSE_peak_2573 chr6_56733533_56733825 375 chr6_56733522_56733896 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1292 87.6847 178 FTE_peak_2655 chr6_64516207_64516484 278 OSE_peak_2574 chr6_64516307_64516509 278 chr6_64516207_64516509 EYS . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1293 85.4251 211 FTE_peak_2656 chr6_64607366_64607661 296 OSE_peak_2575 chr6_64607330_64607576 296 chr6_64607330_64607661 EYS . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1294 100 247 FTE_peak_2662 chr6_72253807_72254105 299 OSE_peak_2579 chr6_72253843_72254089 299 chr6_72253807_72254105 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1295 30.2457 160 FTE_peak_2663 chr6_74224443_74224971 529 OSE_peak_2580 chr6_74223416_74224602 529 chr6_74223416_74224971 . MTO1 EEF1A1
FTE_OSE_peak_1296 100 529 FTE_peak_2663 chr6_74224443_74224971 529 OSE_peak_2581 chr6_74223584_74225175 529 chr6_74223584_74225175 . MTO1 EEF1A1
FTE_OSE_peak_1297 100 529 FTE_peak_2663 chr6_74224443_74224971 529 OSE_peak_2582 chr6_74223910_74225565 529 chr6_74223910_74225565 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1298 44.6125 236 FTE_peak_2663 chr6_74224443_74224971 529 OSE_peak_2583 chr6_74224736_74225711 529 chr6_74224443_74225711 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1299 11.2069 52 FTE_peak_2664 chr6_74225124_74225587 464 OSE_peak_2581 chr6_74223584_74225175 464 chr6_74223584_74225587 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1300 95.2586 442 FTE_peak_2664 chr6_74225124_74225587 464 OSE_peak_2582 chr6_74223910_74225565 464 chr6_74223910_74225587 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1301 100 464 FTE_peak_2664 chr6_74225124_74225587 464 OSE_peak_2583 chr6_74224736_74225711 464 chr6_74224736_74225711 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1302 84.2105 256 FTE_peak_2665 chr6_74225721_74226024 304 OSE_peak_2584 chr6_74225769_74227271 304 chr6_74225721_74227271 EEF1A1 MTO1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1303 100 221 FTE_peak_2666 chr6_74513282_74513502 221 OSE_peak_2588 chr6_74513237_74513502 221 chr6_74513237_74513502 CD109 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1304 100 267 FTE_peak_2668 chr6_75316335_75316747 413 OSE_peak_2589 chr6_75316469_75316735 413 chr6_75316335_75316747 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1305 69.1489 130 FTE_peak_2669 chr6_77743990_77744180 191 OSE_peak_2590 chr6_77743932_77744119 191 chr6_77743932_77744180 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1306 100 200 FTE_peak_2671 chr6_79308746_79308980 235 OSE_peak_2591 chr6_79308775_79308974 235 chr6_79308746_79308980 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1307 100 229 FTE_peak_2672 chr6_80884991_80885219 229 OSE_peak_2592 chr6_80884949_80885242 229 chr6_80884949_80885242 BCKDHB . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1308 100 176 FTE_peak_2676 chr6_82605227_82605650 424 OSE_peak_2593 chr6_82605250_82605425 424 chr6_82605227_82605650 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1309 100 187 FTE_peak_2677 chr6_83106815_83107010 196 OSE_peak_2594 chr6_83106824_83107010 196 chr6_83106815_83107010 . TPBG .
FTE_OSE_peak_1310 100 293 FTE_peak_2678 chr6_83118606_83119169 564 OSE_peak_2595 chr6_83118632_83118924 564 chr6_83118606_83119169 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1311 100 236 FTE_peak_2679 chr6_83552579_83552832 254 OSE_peak_2596 chr6_83552585_83552820 254 chr6_83552579_83552832 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1312 91.6933 287 FTE_peak_2680 chr6_83981113_83981519 407 OSE_peak_2597 chr6_83981233_83981545 407 chr6_83981113_83981545 ME1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1313 100 238 FTE_peak_2681 chr6_85127012_85127249 238 OSE_peak_2598 chr6_85126998_85127288 238 chr6_85126998_85127288 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1314 100 222 FTE_peak_2684 chr6_85362108_85362413 306 OSE_peak_2599 chr6_85362150_85362371 306 chr6_85362108_85362413 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1315 79.6034 281 FTE_peak_2686 chr6_86113443_86113795 353 OSE_peak_2600 chr6_86113299_86113723 353 chr6_86113299_86113795 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1316 100 170 FTE_peak_2687 chr6_86174033_86174202 170 OSE_peak_2601 chr6_86173953_86174248 170 chr6_86173953_86174248 NT5E . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1317 100 284 FTE_peak_2688 chr6_86174512_86174795 284 OSE_peak_2602 chr6_86174369_86174870 284 chr6_86174369_86174870 NT5E . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1318 76.3736 278 FTE_peak_2705 chr6_112294429_112294792 364 OSE_peak_2608 chr6_112294304_112294706 364 chr6_112294304_112294792 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1319 99.3569 309 FTE_peak_2705 chr6_112294429_112294792 364 OSE_peak_2609 chr6_112294427_112294737 364 chr6_112294427_112294792 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1320 100 152 FTE_peak_2709 chr6_112543330_112543582 253 OSE_peak_2610 chr6_112543402_112543553 253 chr6_112543330_112543582 LAMA4 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1321 97.1888 484 FTE_peak_2711 chr6_113441506_113442003 498 OSE_peak_2612 chr6_113441520_113442081 498 chr6_113441506_113442081 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1322 97.3129 507 FTE_peak_2712 chr6_113441506_113442026 521 OSE_peak_2612 chr6_113441520_113442081 521 chr6_113441506_113442081 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1323 100 271 FTE_peak_2715 chr6_113966092_113966419 328 OSE_peak_2613 chr6_113966099_113966369 328 chr6_113966092_113966419 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1324 85.1211 246 FTE_peak_2716 chr6_113966859_113967147 289 OSE_peak_2614 chr6_113966773_113967104 289 chr6_113966773_113967147 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1325 100 153 FTE_peak_2717 chr6_114019316_114019468 153 OSE_peak_2615 chr6_114019284_114019556 153 chr6_114019284_114019556 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1326 100 228 FTE_peak_2719 chr6_117762414_117762641 228 OSE_peak_2616 chr6_117762208_117762707 228 chr6_117762208_117762707 . ROS1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1327 97.493 350 FTE_peak_2721 chr6_117819371_117819729 359 OSE_peak_2617 chr6_117819380_117819745 359 chr6_117819371_117819745 DCBLD1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1328 100 291 FTE_peak_2722 chr6_118709521_118709811 291 OSE_peak_2618 chr6_118709515_118709823 291 chr6_118709515_118709823 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1329 100 177 FTE_peak_2725 chr6_122013378_122013554 177 OSE_peak_2619 chr6_122013365_122013568 177 chr6_122013365_122013568 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1330 83.0827 221 FTE_peak_2728 chr6_126509498_126509763 266 OSE_peak_2626 chr6_126509449_126509718 266 chr6_126509449_126509763 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1331 89.0365 268 FTE_peak_2729 chr6_127423470_127423770 301 OSE_peak_2627 chr6_127423503_127423821 301 chr6_127423470_127423821 . . RSPO3
FTE_OSE_peak_1332 100 210 FTE_peak_2730 chr6_127468144_127468415 272 OSE_peak_2628 chr6_127468156_127468365 272 chr6_127468144_127468415 RSPO3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1333 84.3373 140 FTE_peak_2733 chr6_129508252_129508489 238 OSE_peak_2630 chr6_129508226_129508391 238 chr6_129508226_129508489 LAMA2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1334 86.9159 186 FTE_peak_2734 chr6_129911847_129912068 222 OSE_peak_2631 chr6_129911819_129912032 222 chr6_129911819_129912068 ARHGAP18 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1335 92.8102 2401 FTE_peak_2737 chr6_132268059_132270965 2907 OSE_peak_2632 chr6_132267873_132270459 2907 chr6_132267873_132270965 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1336 100 2907 FTE_peak_2737 chr6_132268059_132270965 2907 OSE_peak_2633 chr6_132268013_132271732 2907 chr6_132268013_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1337 68.7194 1685 FTE_peak_2737 chr6_132268059_132270965 2907 OSE_peak_2634 chr6_132269281_132271732 2907 chr6_132268059_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1338 68.7194 1685 FTE_peak_2737 chr6_132268059_132270965 2907 OSE_peak_2635 chr6_132269281_132271732 2907 chr6_132268059_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1339 83.0692 2149 FTE_peak_2738 chr6_132268311_132270965 2655 OSE_peak_2632 chr6_132267873_132270459 2655 chr6_132267873_132270965 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1340 100 2655 FTE_peak_2738 chr6_132268311_132270965 2655 OSE_peak_2633 chr6_132268013_132271732 2655 chr6_132268013_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1341 68.7194 1685 FTE_peak_2738 chr6_132268311_132270965 2655 OSE_peak_2634 chr6_132269281_132271732 2655 chr6_132268311_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1342 68.7194 1685 FTE_peak_2738 chr6_132268311_132270965 2655 OSE_peak_2635 chr6_132269281_132271732 2655 chr6_132268311_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1343 83.0692 2149 FTE_peak_2739 chr6_132268311_132271275 2965 OSE_peak_2632 chr6_132267873_132270459 2965 chr6_132267873_132271275 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1344 100 2965 FTE_peak_2739 chr6_132268311_132271275 2965 OSE_peak_2633 chr6_132268013_132271732 2965 chr6_132268013_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1345 81.3622 1995 FTE_peak_2739 chr6_132268311_132271275 2965 OSE_peak_2634 chr6_132269281_132271732 2965 chr6_132268311_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1346 81.3622 1995 FTE_peak_2739 chr6_132268311_132271275 2965 OSE_peak_2635 chr6_132269281_132271732 2965 chr6_132268311_132271732 CTGF . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1347 80.1047 153 FTE_peak_2741 chr6_132474419_132474645 227 OSE_peak_2637 chr6_132474381_132474571 227 chr6_132474381_132474645 LOC100507254 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1348 100 330 FTE_peak_2743 chr6_133930889_133931218 330 OSE_peak_2640 chr6_133930849_133931374 330 chr6_133930849_133931374 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1349 100 239 FTE_peak_2752 chr6_137469917_137470176 260 OSE_peak_2651 chr6_137469927_137470165 260 chr6_137469917_137470176 IL22RA2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1350 100 363 FTE_peak_2754 chr6_137562733_137563211 479 OSE_peak_2653 chr6_137562833_137563195 479 chr6_137562733_137563211 . IFNGR1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1351 100 122 FTE_peak_2757 chr6_138409450_138409800 351 OSE_peak_2654 chr6_138409494_138409615 351 chr6_138409450_138409800 PERP . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1352 97.8395 317 FTE_peak_2764 chr6_140383157_140383528 372 OSE_peak_2657 chr6_140383212_140383535 372 chr6_140383157_140383535 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1353 100 166 FTE_peak_2766 chr6_141908955_141909172 218 OSE_peak_2660 chr6_141908979_141909144 218 chr6_141908955_141909172 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1354 100 184 FTE_peak_2776 chr6_147491526_147491747 222 OSE_peak_2662 chr6_147491551_147491734 222 chr6_147491526_147491747 LOC729178 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1355 100 254 FTE_peak_2779 chr6_149354212_149354465 254 OSE_peak_2663 chr6_149354163_149354504 254 chr6_149354163_149354504 UST . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1356 100 190 FTE_peak_2781 chr6_149450954_149451143 190 OSE_peak_2664 chr6_149450933_149451156 190 chr6_149450933_149451156 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1357 92.1296 199 FTE_peak_2782 chr6_151325800_151326033 234 OSE_peak_2665 chr6_151325835_151326050 234 chr6_151325800_151326050 MTHFD1L . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1358 100 323 FTE_peak_2783 chr6_151362321_151362643 323 OSE_peak_2666 chr6_151362147_151362707 323 chr6_151362147_151362707 MTHFD1L . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1359 97.8852 324 FTE_peak_2785 chr6_154708473_154708868 396 OSE_peak_2667 chr6_154708545_154708875 396 chr6_154708473_154708875 . . CNKSR3
FTE_OSE_peak_1360 100 248 FTE_peak_2786 chr6_155424269_155424516 248 OSE_peak_2668 chr6_155424211_155424563 248 chr6_155424211_155424563 TIAM2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1361 93.0147 253 FTE_peak_2787 chr6_155438427_155438698 272 OSE_peak_2669 chr6_155438446_155438733 272 chr6_155438427_155438733 TIAM2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1362 100 320 FTE_peak_2788 chr6_155492338_155492745 408 OSE_peak_2670 chr6_155492396_155492715 408 chr6_155492338_155492745 TIAM2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1363 100 186 FTE_peak_2789 chr6_157470218_157470403 186 OSE_peak_2673 chr6_157470097_157470431 186 chr6_157470097_157470431 ARID1B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1364 91.2664 209 FTE_peak_2792 chr6_167033483_167033764 282 OSE_peak_2682 chr6_167033556_167033784 282 chr6_167033483_167033784 RPS6KA2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1365 100 346 FTE_peak_2793 chr6_168408285_168408672 388 OSE_peak_2683 chr6_168408307_168408652 388 chr6_168408285_168408672 . . KIF25
FTE_OSE_peak_1366 98.4694 193 FTE_peak_2794 chr7_101802_102058 257 OSE_peak_2685 chr7_101866_102061 257 chr7_101802_102061 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1367 73.489 535 FTE_peak_2798 chr7_5564754_5565481 728 OSE_peak_2694 chr7_5564477_5565288 728 chr7_5564477_5565481 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1368 100 728 FTE_peak_2798 chr7_5564754_5565481 728 OSE_peak_2695 chr7_5564477_5565596 728 chr7_5564477_5565596 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1369 74.1758 540 FTE_peak_2798 chr7_5564754_5565481 728 OSE_peak_2696 chr7_5564942_5566229 728 chr7_5564754_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1370 7.5549 55 FTE_peak_2798 chr7_5564754_5565481 728 OSE_peak_2697 chr7_5565427_5566229 728 chr7_5564754_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1371 100 227 FTE_peak_2799 chr7_5565671_5565897 227 OSE_peak_2696 chr7_5564942_5566229 227 chr7_5564942_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1372 100 227 FTE_peak_2799 chr7_5565671_5565897 227 OSE_peak_2697 chr7_5565427_5566229 227 chr7_5565427_5566229 . FBXL18;MIR589 ACTB
FTE_OSE_peak_1373 100 204 FTE_peak_2807 chr7_17080922_17081175 254 OSE_peak_2703 chr7_17080939_17081142 254 chr7_17080922_17081175 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1374 97.2 243 FTE_peak_2808 chr7_17279416_17279686 271 OSE_peak_2705 chr7_17279444_17279693 271 chr7_17279416_17279693 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1375 100 143 FTE_peak_2811 chr7_17448238_17448380 143 OSE_peak_2706 chr7_17448224_17448388 143 chr7_17448224_17448388 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1376 100 159 FTE_peak_2818 chr7_19324255_19324481 227 OSE_peak_2710 chr7_19324296_19324454 227 chr7_19324255_19324481 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1377 100 347 FTE_peak_2820 chr7_19997879_19998431 553 OSE_peak_2711 chr7_19998019_19998365 553 chr7_19997879_19998431 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1378 100 348 FTE_peak_2822 chr7_20259423_20259770 348 OSE_peak_2712 chr7_20259370_20259816 348 chr7_20259370_20259816 . MACC1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1379 100 213 FTE_peak_2823 chr7_20260828_20261040 213 OSE_peak_2713 chr7_20260693_20261109 213 chr7_20260693_20261109 . MACC1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1380 100 238 FTE_peak_2826 chr7_22617113_22617525 413 OSE_peak_2714 chr7_22617214_22617451 413 chr7_22617113_22617525 . LOC100506178 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1381 95.6098 196 FTE_peak_2835 chr7_28123346_28123575 230 OSE_peak_2722 chr7_28123337_28123541 230 chr7_28123337_28123575 JAZF1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1382 100 168 FTE_peak_2837 chr7_28895519_28895781 263 OSE_peak_2723 chr7_28895548_28895715 263 chr7_28895519_28895781 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1383 85.2071 144 FTE_peak_2839 chr7_29325118_29325348 231 OSE_peak_2724 chr7_29325093_29325261 231 chr7_29325093_29325348 CHN2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1384 100 175 FTE_peak_2842 chr7_30843731_30844155 425 OSE_peak_2725 chr7_30843865_30844039 425 chr7_30843731_30844155 FAM188B;INMT‐FAM188B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1385 100 466 FTE_peak_2845 chr7_34019350_34019942 593 OSE_peak_2727 chr7_34019353_34019818 593 chr7_34019350_34019942 BMPER . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1386 79.2929 157 FTE_peak_2850 chr7_36698260_36698557 298 OSE_peak_2729 chr7_36698219_36698416 298 chr7_36698219_36698557 AOAH . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1387 100 213 FTE_peak_2854 chr7_40261549_40261761 213 OSE_peak_2731 chr7_40261533_40261852 213 chr7_40261533_40261852 C7orf10 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1388 67.5676 125 FTE_peak_2861 chr7_41919691_41919918 228 OSE_peak_2733 chr7_41919794_41919978 228 chr7_41919691_41919978 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1389 97.6331 495 FTE_peak_2862 chr7_41956064_41956570 507 OSE_peak_2734 chr7_41955972_41956558 507 chr7_41955972_41956570 . . .
FTE OSE peak 1390 100 212 FTE peak 2863 chr7 43575444 43575757 314 OSE peak 2736 chr7 43575486 43575697 314 chr7 43575444 43575757 HECW1 LOC100506895 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1392 100 258 FTE_peak_2867 chr7_46185046_46185303 258 OSE_peak_2739 chr7_46185042_46185358 258 chr7_46185042_46185358 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1393 100 325 FTE_peak_2869 chr7_46792395_46793028 634 OSE_peak_2741 chr7_46792493_46792817 634 chr7_46792395_46793028 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1394 9.0343 29 FTE_peak_2874 chr7_47521819_47522516 698 OSE_peak_2742 chr7_47522488_47522808 698 chr7_47521819_47522808 TNS3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1395 100 135 FTE_peak_2879 chr7_50570085_50570219 135 OSE_peak_2746 chr7_50569907_50570343 135 chr7_50569907_50570343 DDC . LOC100129427
FTE_OSE_peak_1396 90.6593 165 FTE_peak_2882 chr7_51113459_51113685 227 OSE_peak_2747 chr7_51113442_51113623 227 chr7_51113442_51113685 COBL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1397 15.1603 52 FTE_peak_2883 chr7_55132809_55133151 343 OSE_peak_2750 chr7_55133100_55133660 343 chr7_55132809_55133660 EGFR . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1398 100 351 FTE_peak_2884 chr7_55133272_55133622 351 OSE_peak_2750 chr7_55133100_55133660 351 chr7_55133100_55133660 EGFR . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1399 97.2222 210 FTE_peak_2887 chr7_55545831_55546046 216 OSE_peak_2751 chr7_55545807_55546040 216 chr7_55545807_55546046 VOPP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1400 87.1369 210 FTE_peak_2889 chr7_65720101_65720384 284 OSE_peak_2752 chr7_65720070_65720310 284 chr7_65720070_65720384 TPST1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1401 100 164 FTE_peak_2893 chr7_78912518_78912883 366 OSE_peak_2758 chr7_78912638_78912801 366 chr7_78912518_78912883 MAGI2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1402 88.5246 162 FTE_peak_2894 chr7_79135944_79136138 195 OSE_peak_2759 chr7_79135923_79136105 195 chr7_79135923_79136138 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1403 96.7742 420 FTE_peak_2896 chr7_79408228_79408677 450 OSE_peak_2760 chr7_79408214_79408647 450 chr7_79408214_79408677 . MIR548M .
FTE_OSE_peak_1404 97.7143 171 FTE_peak_2900 chr7_80370574_80370806 233 OSE_peak_2762 chr7_80370570_80370744 233 chr7_80370570_80370806 . . SEMA3C
FTE_OSE_peak_1405 100 195 FTE_peak_2904 chr7_81233567_81233761 195 OSE_peak_2765 chr7_81233450_81233779 195 chr7_81233450_81233779 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1406 100 275 FTE_peak_2906 chr7_82172069_82172343 275 OSE_peak_2766 chr7_82172023_82172380 275 chr7_82172023_82172380 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1407 100 284 FTE_peak_2907 chr7_82192290_82192629 340 OSE_peak_2767 chr7_82192312_82192595 340 chr7_82192290_82192629 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1408 100 135 FTE_peak_2908 chr7_84042206_84042340 135 OSE_peak_2770 chr7_84042133_84042346 135 chr7_84042133_84042346 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1409 100 225 FTE_peak_2909 chr7_84765291_84765551 261 OSE_peak_2771 chr7_84765327_84765551 261 chr7_84765291_84765551 . SEMA3D .
FTE_OSE_peak_1410 98.7288 233 FTE_peak_2911 chr7_90879177_90879412 236 OSE_peak_2772 chr7_90879180_90879426 236 chr7_90879177_90879426 . . FZD1
FTE_OSE_peak_1411 100 217 FTE_peak_2915 chr7_92956324_92956614 291 OSE_peak_2774 chr7_92956388_92956604 291 chr7_92956324_92956614 CCDC132 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1412 100 183 FTE_peak_2917 chr7_93812856_93813096 241 OSE_peak_2777 chr7_93812909_93813091 241 chr7_93812856_93813096 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1413 97.7876 221 FTE_peak_2938 chr7_100765376_100765601 226 OSE_peak_2787 chr7_100765381_100765621 226 chr7_100765376_100765621 . . SERPINE1
FTE_OSE_peak_1414 100 508 FTE_peak_2939 chr7_100770839_100771346 508 OSE_peak_2788 chr7_100769356_100771783 508 chr7_100769356_100771783 SERPINE1 . AP1S1
FTE_OSE_peak_1415 97.1368 3223 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2789 chr7_100771956_100775273 7015 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1416 97.1368 3223 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2790 chr7_100771956_100775273 7015 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1417 97.2654 3379 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2791 chr7_100771956_100775429 7015 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1418 58.7028 4118 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2792 chr7_100774948_100783483 7015 chr7_100772051_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1419 52.516 3684 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2793 chr7_100775382_100783483 7015 chr7_100772051_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1420 52.516 3684 FTE_peak_2940 chr7_100772051_100779065 7015 OSE_peak_2794 chr7_100775382_100783496 7015 chr7_100772051_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1421 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2789 chr7_100771956_100775273 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1422 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2790 chr7_100771956_100775273 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1423 96.7761 3362 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2791 chr7_100771956_100775429 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1424 58.8454 4118 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2792 chr7_100774948_100783483 6998 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1425 52.6436 3684 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2793 chr7_100775382_100783483 6998 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1426 52.6436 3684 FTE_peak_2941 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2794 chr7_100775382_100783496 6998 chr7_100772068_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1427 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2789 chr7_100771956_100775273 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1428 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2790 chr7_100771956_100775273 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1429 96.7761 3362 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2791 chr7_100771956_100775429 6998 chr7_100771956_100779065 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1430 58.8454 4118 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2792 chr7_100774948_100783483 6998 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1431 52.6436 3684 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2793 chr7_100775382_100783483 6998 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1432 52.6436 3684 FTE_peak_2942 chr7_100772068_100779065 6998 OSE_peak_2794 chr7_100775382_100783496 6998 chr7_100772068_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1433 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2789 chr7_100771956_100775273 7023 chr7_100771956_100779090 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1434 96.6245 3206 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2790 chr7_100771956_100775273 7023 chr7_100771956_100779090 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1435 96.7761 3362 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2791 chr7_100771956_100775429 7023 chr7_100771956_100779090 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1436 58.9919 4143 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2792 chr7_100774948_100783483 7023 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1437 52.8122 3709 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2793 chr7_100775382_100783483 7023 chr7_100772068_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1438 52.8122 3709 FTE_peak_2943 chr7_100772068_100779090 7023 OSE_peak_2794 chr7_100775382_100783496 7023 chr7_100772068_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1439 100 4253 FTE_peak_2944 chr7_100779210_100783462 4253 OSE_peak_2792 chr7_100774948_100783483 4253 chr7_100774948_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1440 100 4253 FTE_peak_2944 chr7_100779210_100783462 4253 OSE_peak_2793 chr7_100775382_100783483 4253 chr7_100775382_100783483 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1441 100 4253 FTE_peak_2944 chr7_100779210_100783462 4253 OSE_peak_2794 chr7_100775382_100783496 4253 chr7_100775382_100783496 SERPINE1 . AP1S1;MIR4653;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1442 100 405 FTE_peak_2945 chr7_100783668_100784072 405 OSE_peak_2795 chr7_100783603_100784103 405 chr7_100783603_100784103 . SERPINE1 P1S1;MIR4653;NAT16;VGF
FTE_OSE_peak_1443 100 209 FTE_peak_2946 chr7_102516286_102516543 258 OSE_peak_2796 chr7_102516292_102516500 258 chr7_102516286_102516543 FBXL13 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1444 98.7288 233 FTE_peak_2949 chr7_105987166_105987429 264 OSE_peak_2799 chr7_105987163_105987398 264 chr7_105987163_105987429 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1445 71.0997 278 FTE_peak_2951 chr7_106358729_106359166 438 OSE_peak_2800 chr7_106358616_106359006 438 chr7_106358616_106359166 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1446 88.0658 214 FTE_peak_2952 chr7_107235816_107236058 243 OSE_peak_2801 chr7_107235845_107236176 243 chr7_107235816_107236176 BCAP29 DUS4L .
FTE_OSE_peak_1447 97.9651 337 FTE_peak_2955 chr7_107949328_107949704 377 OSE_peak_2802 chr7_107949368_107949711 377 chr7_107949328_107949711 NRCAM . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1448 95.4733 232 FTE_peak_2959 chr7_115817130_115817509 380 OSE_peak_2805 chr7_115817119_115817361 380 chr7_115817119_115817509 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1449 85.2308 277 FTE_peak_2966 chr7_119693001_119693594 594 OSE_peak_2808 chr7_119692953_119693277 594 chr7_119692953_119693594 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1450 75.3846 245 FTE_peak_2967 chr7_119693033_119693594 562 OSE_peak_2808 chr7_119692953_119693277 562 chr7_119692953_119693594 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1451 81.8605 352 FTE_peak_2970 chr7_121184692_121185121 430 OSE_peak_2809 chr7_121184770_121185240 430 chr7_121184692_121185240 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1452 100 255 FTE_peak_2971 chr7_122911271_122911593 323 OSE_peak_2810 chr7_122911334_122911588 323 chr7_122911271_122911593 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1453 100 327 FTE_peak_2974 chr7_123367141_123367467 327 OSE_peak_2811 chr7_123367060_123367517 327 chr7_123367060_123367517 WASL . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1454 100 412 FTE_peak_2978 chr7_127857370_127857781 412 OSE_peak_2813 chr7_127857252_127857808 412 chr7_127857252_127857808 . MIR129‐1 LEP
FTE_OSE_peak_1455 100 271 FTE_peak_2982 chr7_129996126_129996396 271 OSE_peak_2815 chr7_129996101_129996412 271 chr7_129996101_129996412 CPA5 . CPA1
FTE_OSE_peak_1456 100 156 FTE_peak_2983 chr7_130523545_130523700 156 OSE_peak_2818 chr7_130523428_130523806 156 chr7_130523428_130523806 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1457 100 430 FTE_peak_2984 chr7_130571937_130572366 430 OSE_peak_2819 chr7_130571895_130572482 430 chr7_130571895_130572482 LOC646329 MIR29A;MIR29B1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1458 100 285 FTE_peak_2988 chr7_130597762_130598194 433 OSE_peak_2820 chr7_130597839_130598123 433 chr7_130597762_130598194 LOC646329 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1459 88.0399 265 FTE_peak_2989 chr7_130645182_130645704 523 OSE_peak_2822 chr7_130645146_130645446 523 chr7_130645146_130645704 FLJ43663 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1460 99.4475 180 FTE_peak_2990 chr7_130873453_130873689 237 OSE_peak_2823 chr7_130873510_130873690 237 chr7_130873453_130873690 MKLN1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1461 66.6667 168 FTE_peak_2997 chr7_139367522_139367773 252 OSE_peak_2830 chr7_139367368_139367689 252 chr7_139367368_139367773 HIPK2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1462 100 238 FTE_peak_3011 chr8_8485024_8485286 263 OSE_peak_2846 chr8_8485038_8485275 263 chr8_8485024_8485286 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1463 100 429 FTE_peak_3014 chr8_8932325_8932753 429 OSE_peak_2847 chr8_8932292_8932844 429 chr8_8932292_8932844 . MIR4660 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1464 100 262 FTE_peak_3016 chr8_11373428_11373689 262 OSE_peak_2852 chr8_11373420_11373723 262 chr8_11373420_11373723 BLK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1465 99.1416 231 FTE_peak_3020 chr8_13124747_13125008 262 OSE_peak_2854 chr8_13124778_13125010 262 chr8_13124747_13125010 DLC1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1466 100 254 FTE_peak_3022 chr8_13224244_13224660 417 OSE_peak_2855 chr8_13224333_13224586 417 chr8_13224244_13224660 DLC1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1467 100 283 FTE_peak_3026 chr8_18416463_18416947 485 OSE_peak_2862 chr8_18416523_18416805 485 chr8_18416463_18416947 PSD3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1468 100 247 FTE_peak_3027 chr8_18523768_18524014 247 OSE_peak_2863 chr8_18523650_18524399 247 chr8_18523650_18524399 PSD3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1469 100 247 FTE_peak_3027 chr8_18523768_18524014 247 OSE_peak_2864 chr8_18523650_18524418 247 chr8_18523650_18524418 PSD3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1470 89.726 262 FTE_peak_3029 chr8_19149123_19149414 292 OSE_peak_2865 chr8_19149092_19149384 292 chr8_19149092_19149414 . . SH2D4A
FTE_OSE_peak_1471 97.6048 326 FTE_peak_3030 chr8_19156195_19156528 334 OSE_peak_2866 chr8_19156172_19156520 334 chr8_19156172_19156528 . . SH2D4A
FTE_OSE_peak_1472 100 154 FTE_peak_3031 chr8_19521197_19521350 154 OSE_peak_2867 chr8_19521191_19521379 154 chr8_19521191_19521379 CSGALNACT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1473 99.0581 631 FTE_peak_3032 chr8_19535543_19536262 720 OSE_peak_2869 chr8_19535537_19536173 720 chr8_19535537_19536262 CSGALNACT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1474 100 263 FTE_peak_3033 chr8_19544523_19544850 328 OSE_peak_2871 chr8_19544538_19544800 328 chr8_19544523_19544850 . CSGALNACT1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1475 100 158 FTE_peak_3037 chr8_23608906_23609063 158 OSE_peak_2880 chr8_23608764_23609063 158 chr8_23608764_23609063 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1476 99.2908 280 FTE_peak_3038 chr8_24062114_24062798 685 OSE_peak_2881 chr8_24062519_24062800 685 chr8_24062114_24062800 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1477 100 282 FTE_peak_3039 chr8_24062114_24062801 688 OSE_peak_2881 chr8_24062519_24062800 688 chr8_24062114_24062801 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1478 79.5238 167 FTE_peak_3044 chr8_26315409_26315632 224 OSE_peak_2882 chr8_26315366_26315575 224 chr8_26315366_26315632 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1479 77.7778 98 FTE_peak_3047 chr8_28747441_28747566 126 OSE_peak_2883 chr8_28747469_28747929 126 chr8_28747441_28747929 HMBOX1;INTS9 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1480 100 165 FTE_peak_3049 chr8_29513114_29513510 397 OSE_peak_2885 chr8_29513138_29513302 397 chr8_29513114_29513510 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1481 91.3242 200 FTE_peak_3050 chr8_29745136_29745366 231 OSE_peak_2887 chr8_29745117_29745335 231 chr8_29745117_29745366 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1482 100 123 FTE_peak_3053 chr8_32130602_32130882 281 OSE_peak_2891 chr8_32130620_32130742 281 chr8_32130602_32130882 NRG1 . RNF5P1
FTE_OSE_peak_1483 77.0115 201 FTE_peak_3058 chr8_37003650_37004037 388 OSE_peak_2895 chr8_37003837_37004097 388 chr8_37003650_37004097 RNF5P1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1484 100 180 FTE_peak_3063 chr8_40930738_40930936 199 OSE_peak_2900 chr8_40930739_40930918 199 chr8_40930738_40930936 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1485 94.3299 183 FTE_peak_3064 chr8_41009154_41009369 216 OSE_peak_2901 chr8_41009143_41009336 216 chr8_41009143_41009369 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1486 90.873 229 FTE_peak_3067 chr8_48425096_48425347 252 OSE_peak_2904 chr8_48425002_48425324 252 chr8_48425002_48425347 KIAA0146 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1487 91.7526 178 FTE_peak_3070 chr8_49321150_49321343 194 OSE_peak_2909 chr8_49321017_49321327 194 chr8_49321017_49321343 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1488 67.1233 245 FTE_peak_3073 chr8_49815483_49815847 365 OSE_peak_2911 chr8_49815326_49815727 365 chr8_49815326_49815847 . . SNAI2
FTE_OSE_peak_1489 100 394 FTE_peak_3075 chr8_49829307_49830046 740 OSE_peak_2912 chr8_49829520_49829913 740 chr8_49829307_49830046 . . SNAI2
FTE_OSE_peak_1490 100 171 FTE_peak_3076 chr8_50969041_50969298 258 OSE_peak_2913 chr8_50969044_50969214 258 chr8_50969041_50969298 SNTG1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1491 100 163 FTE_peak_3077 chr8_51052275_51052450 176 OSE_peak_2914 chr8_51052279_51052441 176 chr8_51052275_51052450 SNTG1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1492 84.375 189 FTE_peak_3082 chr8_55249945_55250168 224 OSE_peak_2916 chr8_55249903_55250133 224 chr8_55249903_55250168 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1493 88.0734 288 FTE_peak_3093 chr8_62672684_62673010 327 OSE_peak_2919 chr8_62672723_62673086 327 chr8_62672684_62673086 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1494 100 213 FTE_peak_3096 chr8_67042071_67042355 285 OSE_peak_2922 chr8_67042103_67042315 285 chr8_67042071_67042355 TRIM55 DNAJC5B .
FTE_OSE_peak_1495 100 235 FTE_peak_3100 chr8_69833131_69833645 515 OSE_peak_2925 chr8_69833359_69833593 515 chr8_69833131_69833645 LOC100505718 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1496 100 271 FTE_peak_3102 chr8_71522680_71522950 271 OSE_peak_2927 chr8_71522636_71522957 271 chr8_71522636_71522957 LOC286190 TRAM1 LACTB2
FTE_OSE_peak_1497 100 263 FTE_peak_3107 chr8_76771569_76771831 263 OSE_peak_2930 chr8_76771485_76771870 263 chr8_76771485_76771870 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1498 100 152 FTE_peak_3108 chr8_77336283_77336566 284 OSE_peak_2931 chr8_77336327_77336478 284 chr8_77336283_77336566 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1499 100 238 FTE_peak_3111 chr8_80350161_80350398 238 OSE_peak_2932 chr8_80350132_80350408 238 chr8_80350132_80350408 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1500 77.6042 149 FTE_peak_3112 chr8_81938703_81938894 192 OSE_peak_2934 chr8_81938746_81938953 192 chr8_81938703_81938953 PAG1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1501 92.7273 204 FTE_peak_3113 chr8_89952259_89952493 235 OSE_peak_2937 chr8_89952243_89952462 235 chr8_89952243_89952493 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1502 100 157 FTE_peak_3116 chr8_93063765_93063921 157 OSE_peak_2938 chr8_93063742_93063932 157 chr8_93063742_93063932 RUNX1T1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1503 87.766 165 FTE_peak_3117 chr8_94682618_94682805 188 OSE_peak_2939 chr8_94682641_94682828 188 chr8_94682618_94682828 LINC00535 . FAM92A1
FTE_OSE_peak_1504 94.5578 139 FTE_peak_3118 chr8_94948334_94948480 147 OSE_peak_2940 chr8_94948116_94948472 147 chr8_94948116_94948480 . MIR378D2;PDP1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1505 100 214 FTE_peak_3119 chr8_95231901_95232114 214 OSE_peak_2942 chr8_95231848_95232179 214 chr8_95231848_95232179 . CDH17 GEM
FTE_OSE_peak_1506 100 174 FTE_peak_3123 chr8_96805208_96805452 245 OSE_peak_2944 chr8_96805238_96805411 245 chr8_96805208_96805452 LOC100616530 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1507 100 197 FTE_peak_3125 chr8_97116144_97116340 197 OSE_peak_2945 chr8_97116144_97116353 197 chr8_97116144_97116353 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1508 94.7236 377 FTE_peak_3126 chr8_98102344_98102741 398 OSE_peak_2946 chr8_98102365_98102828 398 chr8_98102344_98102828 CPQ . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1509 98.0198 198 FTE_peak_3133 chr8_104357069_104357306 238 OSE_peak_2955 chr8_104357065_104357266 238 chr8_104357065_104357306 . FZD6 CTHRC1
FTE_OSE_peak_1510 100 267 FTE_peak_3136 chr8_105759034_105759390 357 OSE_peak_2957 chr8_105759041_105759307 357 chr8_105759034_105759390 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1511 100 169 FTE_peak_3142 chr8_108117115_108117382 268 OSE_peak_2960 chr8_108117192_108117360 268 chr8_108117115_108117382 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1512 80.8612 169 FTE_peak_3146 chr8_108510806_108511014 209 OSE_peak_2961 chr8_108510760_108510974 209 chr8_108510760_108511014 . ANGPT1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1513 100 243 FTE_peak_3148 chr8_110141672_110142000 329 OSE_peak_2962 chr8_110141679_110141921 329 chr8_110141672_110142000 . TRHR .
FTE_OSE_peak_1514 87.8307 166 FTE_peak_3149 chr8_110346314_110346527 214 OSE_peak_2963 chr8_110346291_110346479 214 chr8_110346291_110346527 NUDCD1 . ENY2;PKHD1L1
FTE_OSE_peak_1515 100 194 FTE_peak_3151 chr8_117363666_117363964 299 OSE_peak_2965 chr8_117363720_117363913 299 chr8_117363666_117363964 . LINC00536 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1516 100 188 FTE_peak_3152 chr8_117700138_117700533 396 OSE_peak_2966 chr8_117700333_117700520 396 chr8_117700138_117700533 EIF3H . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1517 49.697 82 FTE_peak_3154 chr8_118893692_118893930 239 OSE_peak_2968 chr8_118893849_118894013 239 chr8_118893692_118894013 EXT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1518 100 164 FTE_peak_3161 chr8_119808789_119809146 358 OSE_peak_2970 chr8_119808856_119809019 358 chr8_119808789_119809146 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1519 98.2063 219 FTE_peak_3162 chr8_119917493_119917715 223 OSE_peak_2971 chr8_119917482_119917711 223 chr8_119917482_119917715 . . TNFRSF11B
FTE_OSE_peak_1520 97.5904 324 FTE_peak_3164 chr8_121094734_121095287 554 OSE_peak_2973 chr8_121094726_121095057 554 chr8_121094726_121095287 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1521 81.4925 273 FTE_peak_3165 chr8_121869740_121870098 359 OSE_peak_2974 chr8_121869678_121870012 359 chr8_121869678_121870098 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1522 91.3978 170 FTE_peak_3167 chr8_122166671_122166856 186 OSE_peak_2975 chr8_122166651_122166840 186 chr8_122166651_122166856 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1523 100 274 FTE_peak_3168 chr8_122176326_122176668 343 OSE_peak_2976 chr8_122176366_122176639 343 chr8_122176326_122176668 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1524 100 299 FTE_peak_3171 chr8_123122832_123123332 501 OSE_peak_2979 chr8_123123020_123123318 501 chr8_123122832_123123332 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1525 100 152 FTE_peak_3172 chr8_123147016_123147255 240 OSE_peak_2980 chr8_123147021_123147172 240 chr8_123147016_123147255 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1526 100 211 FTE_peak_3174 chr8_123160315_123160554 240 OSE_peak_2981 chr8_123160330_123160540 240 chr8_123160315_123160554 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1527 100 412 FTE_peak_3176 chr8_123446238_123446780 543 OSE_peak_2982 chr8_123446283_123446694 543 chr8_123446238_123446780 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1528 95.3353 327 FTE_peak_3180 chr8_124645155_124645589 435 OSE_peak_2983 chr8_124645139_124645481 435 chr8_124645139_124645589 . . KLHL38
FTE_OSE_peak_1529 100 226 FTE_peak_3181 chr8_124852161_124852662 502 OSE_peak_2984 chr8_124852295_124852520 502 chr8_124852161_124852662 . FAM91A1 FER1L6
FTE_OSE_peak_1530 98.0501 352 FTE_peak_3182 chr8_125878668_125879054 387 OSE_peak_2985 chr8_125878661_125879019 387 chr8_125878661_125879054 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1531 100 201 FTE_peak_3183 chr8_126245131_126245331 201 OSE_peak_2986 chr8_126245124_126245373 201 chr8_126245124_126245373 NSMCE2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1532 100 191 FTE_peak_3187 chr8_128234867_128235210 344 OSE_peak_2988 chr8_128234958_128235148 344 chr8_128234867_128235210 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1533 39.8649 177 FTE_peak_3189 chr8_128753914_128754357 444 OSE_peak_2990 chr8_128754181_128754844 444 chr8_128753914_128754844 . MYC .
FTE_OSE_peak_1534 100 172 FTE_peak_3193 chr8_128911590_128911884 295 OSE_peak_2994 chr8_128911659_128911830 295 chr8_128911590_128911884 PVT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1535 100 181 FTE_peak_3194 chr8_128920168_128920384 217 OSE_peak_2996 chr8_128920168_128920348 217 chr8_128920168_128920384 PVT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1536 98.2047 547 FTE_peak_3195 chr8_128930677_128931233 557 OSE_peak_2998 chr8_128930687_128931260 557 chr8_128930677_128931260 PVT1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1537 91.6179 470 FTE_peak_3196 chr8_129188889_129189587 699 OSE_peak_3000 chr8_129188846_129189358 699 chr8_129188846_129189587 . MIR1208 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1538 99.0566 210 FTE_peak_3200 chr8_129912860_129913244 385 OSE_peak_3001 chr8_129913035_129913246 385 chr8_129912860_129913246 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1539 81.1828 151 FTE_peak_3204 chr8_130930324_130930509 186 OSE_peak_3002 chr8_130930359_130930622 186 chr8_130930324_130930622 FAM49B . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1540 100 306 FTE_peak_3205 chr8_131206138_131206443 306 OSE_peak_3003 chr8_131206054_131206692 306 chr8_131206054_131206692 ASAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1541 83.8509 135 FTE_peak_3206 chr8_131206558_131206718 161 OSE_peak_3003 chr8_131206054_131206692 161 chr8_131206054_131206718 ASAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1542 90.4494 322 FTE_peak_3210 chr8_131276049_131276404 356 OSE_peak_3004 chr8_131275960_131276370 356 chr8_131275960_131276404 ASAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1543 100 153 FTE_peak_3212 chr8_131457020_131457172 153 OSE_peak_3005 chr8_131457012_131457215 153 chr8_131457012_131457215 . ASAP1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1544 100 303 FTE_peak_3213 chr8_131495630_131495932 303 OSE_peak_3006 chr8_131495607_131495982 303 chr8_131495607_131495982 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1545 100 214 FTE_peak_3214 chr8_131540709_131540922 214 OSE_peak_3007 chr8_131540682_131540922 214 chr8_131540682_131540922 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1546 100 159 FTE_peak_3215 chr8_131545673_131545868 196 OSE_peak_3008 chr8_131545694_131545852 196 chr8_131545673_131545868 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1547 100 286 FTE_peak_3219 chr8_134048893_134049451 559 OSE_peak_3009 chr8_134049146_134049431 559 chr8_134048893_134049451 SLA;TG . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1548 100 199 FTE_peak_3220 chr8_134228769_134229064 296 OSE_peak_3010 chr8_134228781_134228979 296 chr8_134228769_134229064 WISP1 . NDRG1
FTE_OSE_peak_1549 100 272 FTE_peak_3221 chr8_134243608_134243938 331 OSE_peak_3011 chr8_134243631_134243902 331 chr8_134243608_134243938 WISP1 . NDRG1
FTE_OSE_peak_1550 99.1597 236 FTE_peak_3225 chr8_142053474_142053711 238 OSE_peak_3013 chr8_142053433_142053709 238 chr8_142053433_142053711 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1551 70.3041 393 FTE_peak_3235 chr9_5509609_5510167 559 OSE_peak_3021 chr9_5509775_5510484 559 chr9_5509609_5510484 . . PDCD1LG2
FTE_OSE_peak_1552 100 154 FTE_peak_3237 chr9_12784506_12784778 273 OSE_peak_3023 chr9_12784574_12784727 273 chr9_12784506_12784778 LURAP1L . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1553 99.723 360 FTE_peak_3238 chr9_12814381_12814741 361 OSE_peak_3024 chr9_12814382_12814861 361 chr9_12814381_12814861 LURAP1L . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1554 86.6171 233 FTE_peak_3242 chr9_16030526_16030794 269 OSE_peak_3028 chr9_16030562_16030862 269 chr9_16030526_16030862 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1555 100 232 FTE_peak_3243 chr9_16119878_16120109 232 OSE_peak_3029 chr9_16119864_16120426 232 chr9_16119864_16120426 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1556 100 232 FTE_peak_3243 chr9_16119878_16120109 232 OSE_peak_3030 chr9_16119864_16120426 232 chr9_16119864_16120426 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1557 80.2885 167 FTE_peak_3244 chr9_16120260_16120467 208 OSE_peak_3029 chr9_16119864_16120426 208 chr9_16119864_16120467 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1558 80.2885 167 FTE_peak_3244 chr9_16120260_16120467 208 OSE_peak_3030 chr9_16119864_16120426 208 chr9_16119864_16120467 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1559 82.2917 237 FTE_peak_3245 chr9_16191715_16192002 288 OSE_peak_3031 chr9_16191766_16192156 288 chr9_16191715_16192156 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1560 91.8129 314 FTE_peak_3248 chr9_18490591_18490932 342 OSE_peak_3034 chr9_18490619_18490999 342 chr9_18490591_18490999 ADAMTSL1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1561 100 174 FTE_peak_3251 chr9_18658849_18659074 226 OSE_peak_3036 chr9_18658863_18659036 226 chr9_18658849_18659074 ADAMTSL1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1562 100 202 FTE_peak_3253 chr9_19999553_19999754 202 OSE_peak_3038 chr9_19999471_19999887 202 chr9_19999471_19999887 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1563 100 186 FTE_peak_3255 chr9_21591661_21591846 186 OSE_peak_3039 chr9_21591564_21591847 186 chr9_21591564_21591847 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1564 91.954 160 FTE_peak_3256 chr9_22084726_22085048 323 OSE_peak_3042 chr9_22084889_22085062 323 chr9_22084726_22085062 CDKN2B‐AS1 . .
k k h k h h
FTE_OSE_peak_1567 90.3581 328 FTE_peak_3262 chr9_35518065_35518512 448 OSE_peak_3051 chr9_35518185_35518547 448 chr9_35518065_35518547 RUSC2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1568 100 294 FTE_peak_3263 chr9_36029772_36030141 370 OSE_peak_3056 chr9_36029830_36030123 370 chr9_36029772_36030141 . . RECK
FTE_OSE_peak_1569 100 240 FTE_peak_3264 chr9_36102328_36102737 410 OSE_peak_3057 chr9_36102380_36102619 410 chr9_36102328_36102737 RECK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1570 100 291 FTE_peak_3265 chr9_38046627_38046917 291 OSE_peak_3063 chr9_38046576_38047155 291 chr9_38046576_38047155 SHB . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1571 100 291 FTE_peak_3265 chr9_38046627_38046917 291 OSE_peak_3064 chr9_38046576_38047220 291 chr9_38046576_38047220 SHB . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1572 100 215 FTE_peak_3268 chr9_73539326_73539540 215 OSE_peak_3070 chr9_73539322_73539544 215 chr9_73539322_73539544 TRPM3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1573 100 170 FTE_peak_3270 chr9_74224117_74224286 170 OSE_peak_3071 chr9_74224095_74224293 170 chr9_74224095_74224293 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1574 100 327 FTE_peak_3274 chr9_76395752_76396136 385 OSE_peak_3072 chr9_76395808_76396134 385 chr9_76395752_76396136 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1575 100 223 FTE_peak_3275 chr9_77375235_77375595 361 OSE_peak_3073 chr9_77375324_77375546 361 chr9_77375235_77375595 TRPM6 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1576 100 177 FTE_peak_3278 chr9_80129872_80130107 236 OSE_peak_3074 chr9_80129913_80130089 236 chr9_80129872_80130107 GNA14;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1577 100 233 FTE_peak_3280 chr9_80422344_80422590 247 OSE_peak_3075 chr9_80422347_80422579 247 chr9_80422344_80422590 GNAQ;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1578 100 192 FTE_peak_3281 chr9_81481678_81481869 192 OSE_peak_3077 chr9_81481628_81481891 192 chr9_81481628_81481891 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1579 100 221 FTE_peak_3283 chr9_83643523_83643743 221 OSE_peak_3080 chr9_83643507_83643850 221 chr9_83643507_83643850 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1580 71.3433 239 FTE_peak_3292 chr9_86500464_86500798 335 OSE_peak_3085 chr9_86500349_86500702 335 chr9_86500349_86500798 KIF27;MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1581 100 250 FTE_peak_3294 chr9_86785520_86785951 432 OSE_peak_3087 chr9_86785593_86785842 432 chr9_86785520_86785951 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1582 96.0317 242 FTE_peak_3296 chr9_88151033_88151293 261 OSE_peak_3088 chr9_88151023_88151274 261 chr9_88151023_88151293 MIR548H3 . AGTPBP1
FTE_OSE_peak_1583 100 244 FTE_peak_3297 chr9_88358184_88358483 300 OSE_peak_3089 chr9_88358209_88358452 300 chr9_88358184_88358483 MIR548H3 AGTPBP1 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1584 99.5918 244 FTE_peak_3303 chr9_90885923_90886167 245 OSE_peak_3090 chr9_90885838_90886166 245 chr9_90885838_90886167 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1585 92.1788 165 FTE_peak_3307 chr9_91441861_91442039 179 OSE_peak_3092 chr9_91441875_91442108 179 chr9_91441861_91442108 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1586 87.0085 509 FTE_peak_3308 chr9_91730660_91731244 585 OSE_peak_3093 chr9_91730736_91731329 585 chr9_91730660_91731329 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1587 96.5087 387 FTE_peak_3309 chr9_91753631_91754031 401 OSE_peak_3094 chr9_91753580_91754017 401 chr9_91753580_91754031 MIR548H3;SHC3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1588 100 329 FTE_peak_3311 chr9_92171609_92171937 329 OSE_peak_3096 chr9_92171565_92171952 329 chr9_92171565_92171952 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1589 95.1852 257 FTE_peak_3312 chr9_93755089_93755358 270 OSE_peak_3097 chr9_93755102_93755375 270 chr9_93755089_93755375 MIR548H3 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1590 100 159 FTE_peak_3313 chr9_93822835_93823010 176 OSE_peak_3098 chr9_93822846_93823004 176 chr9_93822835_93823010 MIR548H3 . LOC100129316
FTE_OSE_peak_1591 97.4359 190 FTE_peak_3314 chr9_93862353_93862547 195 OSE_peak_3099 chr9_93862358_93862684 195 chr9_93862353_93862684 MIR548H3 LOC100129316 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1592 100 203 FTE_peak_3317 chr9_98556435_98556881 447 OSE_peak_3104 chr9_98556633_98556835 447 chr9_98556435_98556881 . . LINC00476
FTE_OSE_peak_1593 96.6387 460 FTE_peak_3319 chr9_100639198_100639673 476 OSE_peak_3105 chr9_100639177_100639657 476 chr9_100639177_100639673 . FOXE1 C9orf156
FTE_OSE_peak_1594 100 180 FTE_peak_3320 chr9_100985577_100985813 237 OSE_peak_3107 chr9_100985619_100985798 237 chr9_100985577_100985813 TBC1D2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1595 85.1485 172 FTE_peak_3321 chr9_101086724_101086933 210 OSE_peak_3108 chr9_101086762_101086963 210 chr9_101086724_101086963 GABBR2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1596 100 244 FTE_peak_3324 chr9_109561419_109561842 424 OSE_peak_3111 chr9_109561585_109561828 424 chr9_109561419_109561842 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1597 88.7324 315 FTE_peak_3328 chr9_111798258_111798643 386 OSE_peak_3116 chr9_111798329_111798683 386 chr9_111798258_111798683 TMEM245 CTNNAL1 MIR32
FTE_OSE_peak_1598 98.1172 469 FTE_peak_3331 chr9_112748790_112749267 478 OSE_peak_3117 chr9_112748799_112749305 478 chr9_112748790_112749305 PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1599 100 179 FTE_peak_3332 chr9_112878307_112878485 179 OSE_peak_3119 chr9_112878276_112878696 179 chr9_112878276_112878696 AKAP2;PALM2‐AKAP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1600 79.8343 289 FTE_peak_3334 chr9_113205851_113206448 598 OSE_peak_3120 chr9_113205778_113206139 598 chr9_113205778_113206448 SVEP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1601 98.9209 275 FTE_peak_3337 chr9_113559927_113560250 324 OSE_peak_3121 chr9_113559976_113560253 324 chr9_113559927_113560253 MUSK . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1602 100 179 FTE_peak_3339 chr9_113673964_113674185 222 OSE_peak_3122 chr9_113673996_113674174 222 chr9_113673964_113674185 LPAR1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1603 76.779 205 FTE_peak_3342 chr9_114490972_114491278 307 OSE_peak_3123 chr9_114490910_114491176 307 chr9_114490910_114491278 C9orf84 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1604 100 240 FTE_peak_3347 chr9_114799369_114800085 717 OSE_peak_3131 chr9_114799668_114799907 717 chr9_114799369_114800085 MIR3134 . SUSD1
FTE_OSE_peak_1605 98.1744 484 FTE_peak_3348 chr9_114804007_114804675 669 OSE_peak_3132 chr9_114803998_114804490 669 chr9_114803998_114804675 MIR3134;SUSD1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1606 100 176 FTE_peak_3351 chr9_117126517_117126742 226 OSE_peak_3134 chr9_117126544_117126719 226 chr9_117126517_117126742 AKNA . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1607 87.6056 311 FTE_peak_3352 chr9_117453241_117453598 358 OSE_peak_3135 chr9_117453288_117453642 358 chr9_117453241_117453642 . LOC100505478 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1608 99.6656 298 FTE_peak_3355 chr9_118413134_118413432 299 OSE_peak_3138 chr9_118413120_118413431 299 chr9_118413120_118413432 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1609 86.0566 395 FTE_peak_3359 chr9_118706756_118707341 586 OSE_peak_3141 chr9_118706692_118707150 586 chr9_118706692_118707341 . LINC00474 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1610 100 155 FTE_peak_3360 chr9_118715011_118715389 379 OSE_peak_3142 chr9_118715099_118715253 379 chr9_118715011_118715389 . LINC00474 .
FTE_OSE_peak_1611 100 248 FTE_peak_3362 chr9_118758819_118759066 248 OSE_peak_3143 chr9_118758808_118759146 248 chr9_118758808_118759146 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1612 45.1613 112 FTE_peak_3363 chr9_123156707_123156954 248 OSE_peak_3155 chr9_123156155_123156818 248 chr9_123156155_123156954 CDK5RAP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1613 45.1613 112 FTE_peak_3363 chr9_123156707_123156954 248 OSE_peak_3156 chr9_123156155_123156818 248 chr9_123156155_123156954 CDK5RAP2 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1614 100 205 FTE_peak_3368 chr9_127071988_127072192 205 OSE_peak_3162 chr9_127071981_127072267 205 chr9_127071981_127072267 NEK6 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1615 94.6875 303 FTE_peak_3372 chr9_127421689_127422282 594 OSE_peak_3163 chr9_127421672_127421991 594 chr9_127421672_127422282 MIR181A2HG;NR6A1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1616 94.47 205 FTE_peak_3373 chr9_128411687_128411903 217 OSE_peak_3165 chr9_128411601_128411891 217 chr9_128411601_128411903 MAPKAP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1617 96.0526 146 FTE_peak_3376 chr9_130346112_130346263 152 OSE_peak_3168 chr9_130346096_130346257 152 chr9_130346096_130346263 . FAM129B STXBP1
FTE_OSE_peak_1618 100 247 FTE_peak_3378 chr9_135522810_135523127 318 OSE_peak_3174 chr9_135522817_135523063 318 chr9_135522810_135523127 DDX31 . GTF3C4
FTE_OSE_peak_1619 83.5664 239 FTE_peak_3379 chr9_137494204_137494489 286 OSE_peak_3176 chr9_137494251_137494806 286 chr9_137494204_137494806 . . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1620 100 283 FTE_peak_3381 chrX_9971924_9972206 283 OSE_peak_3187 chrX_9971719_9972263 283 chrX_9971719_9972263 . . WWC3
FTE_OSE_peak_1621 100 916 FTE_peak_3382 chrX_12995497_12996412 916 OSE_peak_3190 chrX_12995467_12996670 916 chrX_12995467_12996670 . TMSB4X .
FTE_OSE_peak_1622 100 805 FTE_peak_3383 chrX_12995608_12996412 805 OSE_peak_3190 chrX_12995467_12996670 805 chrX_12995467_12996670 . TMSB4X .
FTE_OSE_peak_1623 100 210 FTE_peak_3385 chrX_19728307_19728516 210 OSE_peak_3193 chrX_19728299_19728557 210 chrX_19728299_19728557 SH3KBP1 . .
FTE_OSE_peak_1624 100 205 FTE_peak_3386 chrX_45338465_45338723 259 OSE_peak_3201 chrX_45338507_45338711 259 chrX_45338465_45338723 . . .








cellular component organization (GO:0016043) 1584 104 65.56 + 1.59 6.78E‐04
chromatin organization (GO:0006325) 263 28 10.89 + 2.57 2.13E‐03
cellular component organization or biogenesis (GO:0071840) 1724 108 71.35 + 1.51 3.25E‐03
cellular process (GO:0009987) 8199 399 339.34 + 1.18 5.39E‐03
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway (GO:0007169) 200 21 8.28 + 2.54 3.27E‐02
blood coagulation (GO:0007596) 91 13 3.77 + 3.45 3.56E‐02








system development (GO:0048731) 4141 247 171.39 + 1.44 3.85E‐06
anatomical structure development (GO:0048856) 5059 289 209.38 + 1.38 5.67E‐06
single‐multicellular organism process (GO:0044707) 5505 308 227.84 + 1.35 1.05E‐05
multicellular organism development (GO:0007275) 4727 272 195.64 + 1.39 1.23E‐05
tissue development (GO:0009888) 1643 119 68 + 1.75 2.18E‐05
cellular process (GO:0009987) 14892 691 616.36 + 1.12 4.00E‐05
developmental process (GO:0032502) 5415 300 224.12 + 1.34 5.81E‐05
single‐organism developmental process (GO:0044767) 5332 296 220.68 + 1.34 6.43E‐05
animal organ development (GO:0048513) 2950 183 122.1 + 1.5 1.03E‐04
cellular component organization or biogenesis (GO:0071840) 5493 302 227.35 + 1.33 1.11E‐04
cellular component organization (GO:0016043) 5278 292 218.45 + 1.34 1.24E‐04
enzyme linked receptor protein signaling pathway (GO:0007167) 711 63 29.43 + 2.14 2.17E‐04
biological_process (GO:0008150) 17240 772 713.54 + 1.08 2.17E‐04
regulation of signaling (GO:0023051) 3105 189 128.51 + 1.47 2.23E‐04
regulation of cellular component organization (GO:0051128 2298 149 95.11 + 1.57 2.34E‐04
regulation of catalytic activity (GO:0050790) 2418 154 100.08 + 1.54 4.02E‐04
regulation of phosphorus metabolic process (GO:0051174) 1638 114 67.79 + 1.68 4.05E‐04
regulation of cell communication (GO:0010646) 3054 185 126.4 + 1.46 4.63E‐04
regulation of phosphate metabolic process (GO:0019220) 1625 113 67.26 + 1.68 4.88E‐04
negative regulation of biological process (GO:0048519) 4737 264 196.06 + 1.35 4.98E‐04
negative regulation of cellular process (GO:0048523) 4261 242 176.36 + 1.37 5.06E‐04
regulation of molecular function (GO:0065009) 2984 181 123.5 + 1.47 6.18E‐04
positive regulation of biological process (GO:0048518 5321 290 220.23 + 1.32 6.26E‐04
regulation of phosphorylation (GO:0042325) 1392 100 57.61 + 1.74 6.97E‐04
biological regulation (GO:0065007) 11693 560 483.96 + 1.16 7.74E‐04
multicellular organismal process (GO:0032501) 6577 345 272.21 + 1.27 8.87E‐04
anatomical structure formation involved in morphogenesis (GO:0048646 816 67 33.77 + 1.98 1.26E‐03
regulation of biological process (GO:0050789) 11075 533 458.38 + 1.16 1.65E‐03
response to stimulus (GO:0050896) 7845 398 324.69 + 1.23 1.84E‐03
regulation of protein phosphorylation (GO:0001932 1297 93 53.68 + 1.73 2.24E‐03
anatomical structure morphogenesis (GO:0009653) 1952 127 80.79 + 1.57 2.51E‐03
regulation of protein metabolic process (GO:0051246) 2541 156 105.17 + 1.48 3.08E‐03
regulation of cellular process (GO:0050794) 10463 506 433.05 + 1.17 3.39E‐03
regulation of signal transduction (GO:0009966) 2751 166 113.86 + 1.46 3.48E‐03
positive regulation of hydrolase activity (GO:0051345) 947 73 39.19 + 1.86 3.67E‐03
response to wounding (GO:0009611) 555 50 22.97 + 2.18 3.81E‐03
regulation of cellular component biogenesis (GO:0044087) 829 66 34.31 + 1.92 4.54E‐03
positive regulation of cellular process (GO:0048522) 4774 260 197.59 + 1.32 4.85E‐03
regulation of cell motility (GO:2000145) 729 60 30.17 + 1.99 5.30E‐03
positive regulation of molecular function (GO:0044093 1885 122 78.02 + 1.56 5.81E‐03
regulation of hydrolase activity (GO:0051336) 1366 95 56.54 + 1.68 6.18E‐03
single‐organism cellular process (GO:0044763) 9816 477 406.27 + 1.17 7.50E‐03
regulation of cellular protein metabolic process (GO:0032268) 2359 145 97.64 + 1.49 8.18E‐03
regulation of protein modification process (GO:0031399) 1666 110 68.95 + 1.6 8.91E‐03
single‐organism process (GO:0044699) 12669 592 524.35 + 1.13 9.58E‐03
regulation of locomotion (GO:0040012) 798 63 33.03 + 1.91 1.08E‐02
regulation of cell migration (GO:0030334) 678 56 28.06 + 2 1.13E‐02
actin cytoskeleton organization (GO:0030036) 416 40 17.22 + 2.32 1.16E‐02
cellular protein modification process (GO:0006464) 2996 175 124 + 1.41 1.22E‐02
protein modification process (GO:0036211) 2996 175 124 + 1.41 1.22E‐02
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway (GO:0007169) 514 46 21.27 + 2.16 1.30E‐02
cell development (GO:0048468) 1467 99 60.72 + 1.63 1.30E‐02
regulation of cellular response to growth factor stimulus (GO:0090287 240 28 9.93 + 2.82 1.36E‐02
negative regulation of response to stimulus (GO:0048585) 1373 94 56.83 + 1.65 1.36E‐02
regulation of multicellular organismal process (GO:0051239) 2648 158 109.6 + 1.44 1.36E‐02
cytoskeleton organization (GO:0007010) 952 71 39.4 + 1.8 1.68E‐02
positive regulation of catalytic activity (GO:0043085) 1598 105 66.14 + 1.59 1.99E‐02
regulation of response to stimulus (GO:0048583) 3730 208 154.38 + 1.35 2.30E‐02
peptidyl‐tyrosine modification (GO:0018212) 195 24 8.07 + 2.97 3.06E‐02
cellular response to stimulus (GO:0051716) 6215 319 257.23 + 1.24 3.24E‐02
negative regulation of signal transduction (GO:0009968) 1102 78 45.61 + 1.71 3.48E‐02
epithelium development (GO:0060429) 1067 76 44.16 + 1.72 3.73E‐02
tissue morphogenesis (GO:0048729) 519 45 21.48 + 2.09 3.75E‐02
negative regulation of phosphate metabolic process (GO:0045936) 553 47 22.89 + 2.05 3.87E‐02
negative regulation of phosphorus metabolic process (GO:0010563 554 47 22.93 + 2.05 4.05E‐02
single‐organism organelle organization (GO:1902589) 1316 89 54.47 + 1.63 4.22E‐02
regulation of cellular component movement (GO:0051270) 798 61 33.03 + 1.85 4.30E‐02
macromolecule modification (GO:0043412) 3272 185 135.42 + 1.37 4.33E‐02
negative regulation of signaling (GO:0023057) 1207 83 49.96 + 1.66 4.91E‐02








structural constituent of cytoskeleton (GO:0005200) 594 45 24.58 + 1.83 1.91E‐02
protein binding (GO:0005515) 2854 155 118.12 + 1.31 4.47E‐02








protein binding (GO:0005515) 10993 553 454.98 + 1.22 3.10E‐08
enzyme binding (GO:0019899) 1811 123 74.95 + 1.64 1.33E‐04
anion binding (GO:0043168) 2702 166 111.83 + 1.48 3.55E‐04
molecular function regulator (GO:0098772) 1428 99 59.1 + 1.68 1.28E‐03
insulin‐like growth factor binding (GO:0005520) 29 10 1.2 + 8.33 1.44E‐03
enzyme activator activity (GO:0008047) 505 46 20.9 + 2.2 2.58E‐03
enzyme regulator activity (GO:0030234) 1010 75 41.8 + 1.79 3.16E‐03
binding (GO:0005488) 14457 661 598.35 + 1.1 3.99E‐03
molecular_function (GO:0003674) 17213 762 712.42 + 1.07 7.18E‐03
cytoskeletal protein binding (GO:0008092) 855 65 35.39 + 1.84 7.91E‐03
collagen binding (GO:0005518) 64 13 2.65 + 4.91 1.08E‐02
heparin binding (GO:0008201) 153 20 6.33 + 3.16 2.61E‐02
carbohydrate derivative binding (GO:0097367) 2226 132 92.13 + 1.43 4.90E‐02








histone (PC00118) 99 23 4.1 + 5.61 1.56E‐08
extracellular matrix glycoprotein (PC00100) 135 16 5.59 + 2.86 4.50E‐02
actin family cytoskeletal protein (PC00041) 389 33 16.1 + 2.05 2.48E‐02
cytoskeletal protein (PC00085) 778 57 32.2 + 1.77 6.90E‐03
Unclassified (UNCLASSIFIED) 9896 349 409.58 ‐ 0.85 0.00E+00
Chromosome start end SNP LD (r2) to rs3814113
chr9 16914834 16914835 rs10810671 1
chr9 16915020 16915021 rs3814113 1
chr9 16914894 16914895 rs7032221 1
chr9 16910676 16910677 rs10738467 0.974
chr9 16910762 16910763 rs10738468 0.974
chr9 16912987 16912988 rs4246134 0.974
chr9 16911637 16911638 rs4366169 0.974
chr9 16911756 16911757 rs4445329 0.974
chr9 16913042 16913043 rs4465052 0.974
chr9 16913285 16913286 rs4631563 0.974
chr9 16913472 16913473 rs6475092 0.974
chr9 16913513 16913514 rs6475093 0.974
chr9 16913615 16913616 rs6475094 0.974
chr9 16910897 16910898 rs7045767 0.974
chr9 16909050 16909051 rs7866677 0.949
chr9 16914702 16914703 rs7048397 0.948
chr9 16916692 16916693 rs10962693 0.922
chr9 16908168 16908169 rs55689948 0.922
chr9 16907583 16907584 rs113780397 0.818
chr9 16911664 16911665 rs10465044 0.719
chr9 16857402 16857403 rs10962643 0.719
chr9 16905440 16905441 rs10962679 0.681
chr9 16909109 16909110 rs7851204 0.672
chr9 16891646 16891647 rs10124837 0.638
chr9 16889936 16889937 rs10962662 0.638
chr9 16911399 16911400 rs10810665 0.626
chr9 16911665 16911666 rs10810666 0.626
chr9 16912434 16912435 rs10810668 0.626
chr9 16912660 16912661 rs10810669 0.626
chr9 16912662 16912663 rs10810670 0.626
chr9 16915104 16915105 rs10962691 0.626
chr9 16913556 16913557 rs12377389 0.626
chr9 16913767 16913768 rs12377421 0.626
chr9 16910213 16910214 rs62543587 0.626
chr9 16913835 16913836 rs74664507 0.622
chr9 16858083 16858084 rs10756819 0.611
chr9 16878615 16878616 rs10756823 0.61
chr9 16878492 16878493 rs10122763 0.607
chr9 16876282 16876283 rs10810652 0.607
chr9 16877137 16877138 rs10810655 0.607
chr9 16894139 16894140 rs10962668 0.607
chr9 16881876 16881877 rs12345776 0.607
chr9 16887365 16887366 rs3927680 0.607
chr9 16882915 16882916 rs4644350 0.607
chr9 16881372 16881373 rs7040151 0.607
chr9 16915873 16915874 rs10962692 0.606
chr9 16909001 16909002 rs12376998 0.596
chr9 16873550 16873551 rs10810650 0.589
chr9 16874611 16874612 rs10962650 0.589
chr9 16900694 16900695 rs28498684 0.589
chr9 16900764 16900765 rs36116821 0.589
chr9 16863363 16863364 rs62541919 0.589
chr9 16891560 16891561 rs10962664 0.586
chr9 16891589 16891590 rs10962665 0.586
chr9 16892271 16892272 rs10962666 0.586
chr9 16914715 16914716 rs62543619 0.586
chr9 16856882 16856883 rs1416742 0.572
chr9 16914577 16914578 rs62543618 0.566
chr9 16898118 16898119 rs10962672 0.563
chr9 16896587 16896588 rs10962670 0.555
chr9 16848789 16848790 rs1339552 0.555
chr9 16903361 16903362 rs34606230 0.555
chr9 16899284 16899285 rs62543561 0.555
chr9 16904634 16904635 rs62543578 0.555
chr9 16905169 16905170 rs62543579 0.555
chr9 16906005 16906006 rs62543581 0.555
chr9 16906093 16906094 rs62543582 0.555
chr9 16906151 16906152 rs62543583 0.555
chr9 16906306 16906307 rs62543584 0.555
chr9 16906888 16906889 rs62543585 0.555
chr9 16906509 16906510 rs72713890 0.555
chr9 16853778 16853779 rs10810647 0.541
chr9 16851677 16851678 rs4961501 0.541
chr9 16847519 16847520 rs7046326 0.541
chr9 16851976 16851977 rs7868157 0.541
chr9 16864520 16864521 rs2153271 0.539
chr9 16884585 16884586 rs10810657 0.528
chr9 16907645 16907646 rs181552334 0.527
chr9 16908382 16908383 rs80039758 0.516
chr9 16885016 16885017 rs12350739 0.508
chr9 16901227 16901228 rs13300853 0.501
chr9 16881255 16881256 rs7025549 0.481
chr9 16901066 16901067 rs62543565 0.475
chr9 16903365 16903366 rs10738466 0.451
chr9 16865698 16865699 rs12379183 0.445
chr9 16907966 16907967 rs117224476 0.44
chr9 16862279 16862280 rs7861573 0.426
chr9 16904947 16904948 rs10756835 0.425
chr9 16905327 16905328 rs12344726 0.425
chr9 16903947 16903948 rs7029285 0.425
chr9 16904079 16904080 rs7032175 0.425
chr9 16904201 16904202 rs7032420 0.425
chr9 16904354 16904355 rs7032581 0.425
chr9 16904140 16904141 rs7032644 0.425
chr9 16904302 16904303 rs58691828 0.425
chr9 16904495 16904496 rs7033061 0.425
chr9 16904640 16904641 rs7033084 0.425
chr9 16904704 16904705 rs7033194 0.425
chr9 16904845 16904846 rs7033354 0.425
chr9 16906358 16906359 rs7868583 0.425
chr9 16907996 16907997 rs77795022 0.422
chr9 16846259 16846260 rs1339547 0.391
chr9 16846322 16846323 rs1339548 0.391
chr9 16907674 16907675 rs76718132 0.379
chr9 16903849 16903850 rs10810661 0.37
chr9 16849603 16849604 rs10962641 0.37
chr9 16845725 16845726 rs10810645 0.346
chr9 16843012 16843013 rs4961498 0.336
chr9 16870181 16870182 rs62541922 0.317
chr9 16895577 16895578 rs12551733 0.301
chr9 16902523 16902524 rs4961503 0.301
chr9 16907620 16907621 rs9697099 0.301
chr9 16846110 16846111 rs10962638 0.3
chr9 16863542 16863543 rs10962645 0.3
chr9 16868379 16868380 rs10962647 0.3
chr9 16868957 16868958 rs10962648 0.3
chr9 16873534 16873535 rs10962649 0.3
chr9 16874877 16874878 rs10962652 0.3
chr9 16876735 16876736 rs10962653 0.3
chr9 16877787 16877788 rs10962656 0.3
chr9 16881345 16881346 rs10962658 0.3
chr9 16883317 16883318 rs10962659 0.3
chr9 16858568 16858569 rs11788047 0.3
chr9 16872322 16872323 rs11789875 0.3
chr9 16864075 16864076 rs11792249 0.3
chr9 16889022 16889023 rs12376099 0.3
chr9 16854366 16854367 rs12379687 0.3
chr9 16852452 16852453 rs62541877 0.3
chr9 16861204 16861205 rs62541878 0.3
chr9 16861507 16861508 rs62541879 0.3
chr9 16865290 16865291 rs62541920 0.3
chr9 16870500 16870501 rs62541923 0.3
chr9 16877422 16877423 rs62541926 0.3
chr9 16885463 16885464 rs77507622 0.3
SNP Position Odds Ref Alt EAFcontrols EAFcases r2 NumCalled OR_1 SE_1 chi2_1 LRT_1 p_LRT ScoreStat_1 ORnostudies_1 SEnostudies_1 chi2nostudies_1 LRTnostudies_1 ScoreStatnostudies_1
rs3814113 16915021 T C 0.319932 0.275655 0.99999 40424 ‐0.23388 0.019296 146.917 149.617 2.1E‐34 147.554 ‐0.228504 0.0184915 152.702 155.916 153.336
rs7032221 16914895 1.271249 A G 0.319857 0.275643 0.998894 40424 ‐0.23356 0.0193 146.449 149.137 2.68E‐34 147.082 ‐0.228318 0.0184966 152.37 155.574 153.001
rs7866677 16909051 1.634767 T C 0.31964 0.275713 0.977601 40424 ‐0.23387 0.019357 145.974 148.634 3.45E‐34 146.6 ‐0.229225 0.0185561 152.598 155.796 153.23
rs4631563 16913286 2.019803 C A 0.318838 0.274772 0.981419 40424 ‐0.23339 0.019345 145.557 148.211 4.27E‐34 146.181 ‐0.228505 0.0185448 151.827 155.004 152.452
rs10810671 16914835 2.334972 A C 0.320068 0.276165 0.998587 40424 ‐0.23266 0.019304 145.273 147.921 4.94E‐34 145.895 ‐0.226968 0.018496 150.582 153.717 151.197
rs34131140 16913829 2.594775 A AT 0.320441 0.276424 0.98532 40424 ‐0.23217 0.019275 145.086 147.71 5.49E‐34 145.705 ‐0.227156 0.0184735 151.199 154.336 151.818
rs10738467 16910677 2.704724 C T 0.31867 0.274781 0.994876 40424 ‐0.23278 0.019333 144.968 147.627 5.72E‐34 145.589 ‐0.228274 0.0185357 151.667 154.871 152.294
rs6475094 16913616 2.893596 G A 0.32056 0.276573 0.984362 40424 ‐0.23193 0.019269 144.879 147.492 6.13E‐34 145.495 ‐0.226975 0.0184683 151.044 154.17 151.661
rs6475093 16913514 3.023757 G C 0.32057 0.276597 0.984072 40424 ‐0.23185 0.019268 144.794 147.404 6.4E‐34 145.409 ‐0.226912 0.0184673 150.975 154.098 151.592
rs10738468 16910763 3.089471 A G 0.318784 0.274992 0.994971 40424 ‐0.23256 0.019332 144.713 147.361 6.54E‐34 145.332 ‐0.227983 0.0185342 151.306 154.493 151.93
rs6475092 16913473 3.103405 G A 0.320573 0.276608 0.983969 40424 ‐0.2318 0.019267 144.744 147.352 6.57E‐34 145.358 ‐0.226872 0.0184669 150.929 154.05 151.545
rs112442786 16908402 3.88064 CTGGGAGGC 0.318016 0.274588 0.970105 40424 ‐0.23365 0.019451 144.292 146.905 8.23E‐34 144.904 ‐0.229143 0.0186481 150.988 154.133 151.606
rs113198237 16913171 3.913766 T TTTG 0.320028 0.276196 0.983849 40424 ‐0.23171 0.01929 144.286 146.888 8.3E‐34 144.898 ‐0.226878 0.0184899 150.562 153.681 151.176
rs4465052 16913043 4.17035 A G 0.320039 0.276226 0.983913 40424 ‐0.23158 0.019288 144.163 146.761 8.85E‐34 144.774 ‐0.226778 0.0184881 150.459 153.573 151.072
rs4246134 16912988 4.284483 C T 0.320044 0.276239 0.983961 40424 ‐0.23153 0.019287 144.112 146.707 9.09E‐34 144.722 ‐0.226736 0.0184872 150.417 153.529 151.029
rs55689948 16908169 4.709115 A G 0.318353 0.275197 0.967537 40424 ‐0.23352 0.019466 143.919 146.518 1E‐33 144.528 ‐0.228141 0.0186571 149.527 152.617 150.133
rs7045767 16910898 4.930794 G C 0.318603 0.274951 0.994309 40424 ‐0.23178 0.019329 143.799 146.426 1.05E‐33 144.411 ‐0.226991 0.0185304 150.054 153.205 150.668
rs4445329 16911757 5.209584 G A 0.318632 0.274976 0.995647 40424 ‐0.23165 0.019324 143.696 146.316 1.11E‐33 144.307 ‐0.227085 0.0185264 150.243 153.395 150.857
rs4366169 16911638 6.746339 A C 0.318616 0.275012 0.995136 40424 ‐0.23127 0.019327 143.194 145.799 1.44E‐33 143.8 ‐0.226873 0.0185273 149.947 153.09 150.559
rs7048397 16914703 7.553417 T C 0.317196 0.273717 0.982609 40424 ‐0.2323 0.019427 142.986 145.573 1.61E‐33 143.589 ‐0.227487 0.0186181 149.294 152.398 149.9
rs10962692 16915874 12.34807 G C 0.196625 0.1585 0.900951 40424 ‐0.28803 0.024345 139.976 144.59 2.64E‐33 140.808 ‐0.28089 0.0233476 144.74 150.263 145.581
rs12376998 16909002 40.52828 A T 0.200113 0.160973 0.982113 40424 ‐0.27377 0.023315 137.874 142.213 8.74E‐33 138.654 ‐0.266359 0.022354 141.979 147.149 142.767
rs10962691 16915105 40.62973 C G 0.201581 0.162501 0.991981 40424 ‐0.27254 0.023207 137.916 142.208 8.76E‐33 138.689 ‐0.263881 0.0222525 140.623 145.664 141.389
rs80039758 16908383 68.20378 C G 0.199231 0.160485 0.970138 40424 ‐0.27436 0.02345 136.893 141.172 1.48E‐32 137.661 ‐0.266852 0.0224846 140.855 145.946 141.629
rs113780397 16907584 72.16824 G A 0.307074 0.265598 0.957842 40424 ‐0.23285 0.019786 138.492 141.059 1.56E‐32 139.069 ‐0.228098 0.0189743 144.516 147.605 145.094
rs199782476 16909476 74.40328 A AGCT 0.200273 0.161507 0.982635 40424 ‐0.27244 0.0233 136.72 140.998 1.61E‐32 137.487 ‐0.263602 0.0223314 139.336 144.348 140.094
c9_pos16900214 16910214 74.9634 A C 0.200281 0.161224 0.996864 40424 ‐0.27134 0.023206 136.718 140.983 1.62E‐32 137.483 ‐0.263559 0.0222486 140.329 145.386 141.097
rs10810666 16911666 89.88221 C T 0.199857 0.160888 0.999512 40424 ‐0.27095 0.023202 136.371 140.62 1.95E‐32 137.132 ‐0.263097 0.0222425 139.915 144.951 140.678
rs12377421 16913768 118.0372 G A 0.19838 0.159668 0.973352 40424 ‐0.2738 0.023492 135.839 140.075 2.56E‐32 136.595 ‐0.266436 0.0225157 140.029 145.081 140.793
rs181552334 16907646 118.2735 A G 0.279048 0.241051 0.890281 40424 ‐0.24866 0.02122 137.313 140.071 2.57E‐32 137.904 ‐0.240438 0.0203508 139.586 142.786 140.15
rs10810665 16911400 136.2512 G A 0.199666 0.160825 0.997706 40424 ‐0.27043 0.023225 135.574 139.788 2.96E‐32 136.328 ‐0.262742 0.0222645 139.262 144.264 140.019
rs12377389 16913557 158.5389 C T 0.200042 0.161304 0.985369 40424 ‐0.27054 0.023261 135.278 139.485 3.45E‐32 136.03 ‐0.262661 0.0223002 138.731 143.713 139.483
rs10810668 16912435 176.0028 G C 0.200055 0.16132 0.998372 40424 ‐0.26956 0.023192 135.094 139.276 3.83E‐32 135.841 ‐0.261175 0.0222316 138.013 142.935 138.755
rs10810669 16912661 240.0867 C T 0.200204 0.161507 0.996626 40424 ‐0.26912 0.023204 134.507 138.655 5.24E‐32 135.248 ‐0.26137 0.0222457 138.045 142.965 138.787
rs62543619 16914716 254.9328 G A 0.197911 0.159705 0.971593 40424 ‐0.27305 0.023556 134.362 138.535 5.57E‐32 135.106 ‐0.26515 0.0225871 137.804 142.745 138.547
rs10810670 16912663 264.8067 C T 0.200189 0.161507 0.996593 40424 ‐0.26892 0.023204 134.32 138.459 5.78E‐32 135.058 ‐0.261242 0.0222452 137.915 142.828 138.656
rs62543618 16914578 330.4648 C T 0.197107 0.15897 0.97137 40424 ‐0.27309 0.023605 133.847 138.016 7.23E‐32 134.589 ‐0.265567 0.0226336 137.67 142.629 138.415
rs10124837 16891647 431.3846 C T 0.761049 0.80045 0.973106 40424 0.2511 0.021688 134.05 137.483 9.45E‐32 134.698 0.24473 0.0207979 138.464 142.568 139.109
rs10962662 16889937 672.4986 C A 0.236414 0.196601 0.994407 40424 ‐0.24911 0.021584 133.205 136.595 1.48E‐31 133.844 ‐0.244084 0.0207034 138.994 143.12 139.645
rs10756823 16878616 749.5702 C A 0.238598 0.199058 0.980786 40424 ‐0.24856 0.021552 133.014 136.378 1.65E‐31 133.648 ‐0.242179 0.0206677 137.306 141.334 137.939
rs72117843 16907999 1089.528 TTA T 0.223814 0.185887 0.93231 40424 ‐0.26092 0.022699 132.127 135.63 2.4E‐31 132.774 ‐0.254629 0.0217726 136.772 140.979 137.422
c9_pos16896889 16906889 2320.412 T C 0.197352 0.1599 0.993201 40424 ‐0.26654 0.023364 130.151 134.118 5.15E‐31 130.849 ‐0.258123 0.0223951 132.846 137.522 133.539
rs77795022 16907997 2391.079 T G 0.217911 0.180476 0.925064 40424 ‐0.26309 0.02303 130.511 134.058 5.31E‐31 131.157 ‐0.256229 0.0220962 134.468 138.702 135.113
rs117224476 16907967 3646.416 T G 0.217443 0.180184 0.924561 40424 ‐0.26257 0.023056 129.689 133.214 8.12E‐31 130.33 ‐0.255859 0.0221229 133.757 137.971 134.397
rs72713890 16906510 5300.201 G C 0.195806 0.158814 0.982406 40424 ‐0.26652 0.023507 128.55 132.466 1.18E‐30 129.236 ‐0.258042 0.0225338 131.132 135.744 131.811
c9_pos16894635 16904635 5464.348 C G 0.198429 0.161107 0.994691 40424 ‐0.26381 0.023269 128.543 132.405 1.22E‐30 129.221 ‐0.254766 0.0223115 130.384 134.894 131.047
rs10962670 16896588 6288.639 C T 0.197253 0.160424 0.978152 40424 ‐0.26546 0.023444 128.215 132.124 1.41E‐30 128.9 ‐0.254985 0.022478 128.681 133.167 129.335
rs10962665 16891590 6977.877 A G 0.193986 0.157039 0.965804 40424 ‐0.26919 0.023794 127.994 131.916 1.56E‐30 128.677 ‐0.262144 0.0228087 132.092 136.797 132.783
c9_pos16889285 16899285 8888.379 T C 0.19957 0.162459 0.991452 40424 ‐0.26238 0.023224 127.64 131.432 1.99E‐30 128.304 ‐0.252185 0.022266 128.279 132.644 128.917
rs34606230 16903362 9696.303 A T 0.197238 0.16031 0.977238 40424 ‐0.26446 0.023431 127.389 131.258 2.17E‐30 128.066 ‐0.255272 0.0224676 129.09 133.598 129.749
rs10962664 16891561 10812.95 T C 0.196829 0.159732 0.980302 40424 ‐0.26434 0.02344 127.182 131.04 2.43E‐30 127.855 ‐0.256224 0.0224781 129.933 134.488 130.599
rs62543579 16905170 13487.25 T C 0.196201 0.159311 0.98348 40424 ‐0.26413 0.023461 126.753 130.598 3.03E‐30 127.422 ‐0.256144 0.0224903 129.712 134.26 130.378
rs139327399 16906238 15153.7 AC A 0.196744 0.159813 0.987875 40424 ‐0.26309 0.023386 126.559 130.365 3.41E‐30 127.222 ‐0.255086 0.0224193 129.457 133.959 130.117
c9_pos16896152 16906152 A G 0.197166 0.160178 0.993561 40424 ‐0.26248 0.023344 126.43 130.214 3.68E‐30 127.089 ‐0.254665 0.0223796 129.489 133.975 130.147
rs62543581 16906006 C A 0.196336 0.159486 0.986496 40424 ‐0.26329 0.023429 126.29 130.099 3.9E‐30 126.952 ‐0.255378 0.0224597 129.288 133.798 129.948
c9_pos16896307 16906307 A G 0.197114 0.160187 0.993462 40424 ‐0.26227 0.023347 126.187 129.959 4.18E‐30 126.844 ‐0.254295 0.0223817 129.088 133.552 129.742
c9_pos16896094 16906094 C T 0.197106 0.160191 0.993586 40424 ‐0.26216 0.023346 126.098 129.865 4.39E‐30 126.753 ‐0.25419 0.0223802 129 133.458 129.653
rs10962643 16857403 C A 0.312701 0.271256 0.976602 40424 ‐0.21847 0.019497 125.564 127.746 1.28E‐29 126.042 ‐0.214283 0.0186861 131.504 134.166 131.986
rs10962693 16916693 T C 0.696228 0.734488 0.852827 40424 0.232802 0.020785 125.451 127.73 1.29E‐29 125.936 0.22973 0.0199352 132.798 135.617 133.297
rs10962666 16892272 G A 0.199611 0.16311 0.987632 40424 ‐0.25761 0.023237 122.904 126.471 2.43E‐29 123.521 ‐0.249987 0.0222922 125.756 129.984 126.369
rs10962679 16905441 T C 0.74665 0.784496 0.977593 40424 0.233202 0.021097 122.193 124.921 5.3E‐29 122.704 0.224329 0.0202037 123.285 126.435 123.772
rs4961501 16851678 T G 0.750968 0.788832 0.960054 40424 0.234649 0.021386 120.386 123.118 1.31E‐28 120.894 0.229715 0.0204975 125.597 128.936 126.111
rs7046326 16847520 G A 0.246033 0.207203 0.995887 40424 ‐0.23182 0.021177 119.831 122.531 1.77E‐28 120.333 ‐0.228068 0.0203147 126.04 129.394 126.558
rs7868157 16851977 C A 0.759026 0.797486 0.978274 40424 0.234504 0.021431 119.73 122.523 1.77E‐28 120.244 0.232056 0.0205555 127.447 130.972 127.988
rs10810647 16853779 C T 0.755985 0.793936 0.983948 40424 0.229766 0.02126 116.803 119.428 8.44E‐28 117.285 0.226348 0.0203895 123.237 126.51 123.737
rs10756819 16858084 G A 0.66694 0.707225 0.999979 40424 0.201991 0.01894 113.737 115.378 6.5E‐27 114.11 0.199357 0.0181452 120.709 122.75 121.095
rs7851204 16909110 A G 0.399735 0.366689 0.972889 40424 ‐0.17906 0.018125 97.592 98.4603 3.32E‐23 97.8427 ‐0.167376 0.017333 93.247 94.1312 93.4571
rs10465044 16911665 A C 0.599301 0.632011 0.977456 40424 0.177056 0.018074 95.9638 96.8036 7.66E‐23 96.206 0.1651 0.0172839 91.2459 92.0943 91.4469
rs74664507 16913836 T A 0.580468 0.613263 0.952641 40424 0.175782 0.018032 95.0265 95.7335 1.31E‐22 95.2596 0.165859 0.0172324 92.6367 93.3689 92.8398
rs12376099 16889023 G A 0.145391 0.118615 0.946066 40424 ‐0.25568 0.026944 90.0466 92.9016 5.5E‐22 90.4725 ‐0.242108 0.0258488 87.7279 90.8848 88.1173
rs10962659 16883318 G C 0.151527 0.123991 0.983539 40424 ‐0.24613 0.025947 89.9805 92.7637 5.89E‐22 90.395 ‐0.231913 0.0248853 86.8492 89.8906 87.2221
rs10962658 16881346 G A 0.152498 0.12501 0.98457 40424 ‐0.2447 0.025862 89.5316 92.277 7.54E‐22 89.9392 ‐0.230152 0.0247993 86.1296 89.1148 86.4944
rs62541927 16888222 C G 0.145652 0.119194 0.945261 40424 ‐0.25426 0.026918 89.228 92.0329 8.52E‐22 89.6447 ‐0.239004 0.0258141 85.7227 88.7564 86.0933
rs140047332 16877723 GC G 0.151743 0.124278 0.993395 40424 ‐0.24302 0.025781 88.8557 91.5636 1.08E‐21 89.2565 ‐0.228634 0.0247232 85.5214 88.4688 85.8806
rs62541926 16877423 T C 0.151726 0.124264 0.992432 40424 ‐0.24306 0.025788 88.8379 91.5453 1.09E‐21 89.2387 ‐0.228736 0.0247303 85.5484 88.4979 85.9079
rs10962653 16876736 T C 0.151686 0.124233 0.990602 40424 ‐0.24311 0.025803 88.7683 91.4735 1.13E‐21 89.1688 ‐0.228935 0.0247458 85.59 88.5432 85.9501
c9_pos16875464 16885464 A G 0.152067 0.12449 0.996063 40424 ‐0.24249 0.025758 88.6307 91.3152 1.23E‐21 89.0281 ‐0.229063 0.0247069 85.9556 88.9148 86.3172
rs10962656 16877788 G A 0.152141 0.124966 0.999142 40424 ‐0.2418 0.025688 88.6067 91.2849 1.24E‐21 89.002 ‐0.225617 0.0246293 83.9152 86.7603 84.259
rs11789875 16872323 G A 0.151976 0.124621 0.98486 40424 ‐0.24222 0.025847 87.8233 90.4775 1.87E‐21 88.2156 ‐0.22897 0.024795 85.2766 88.2096 85.6339
rs200648906 16871360 C CG 0.152102 0.124745 0.982157 40424 ‐0.24236 0.025866 87.7954 90.448 1.9E‐21 88.1878 ‐0.229429 0.0248146 85.4839 88.4283 85.843
rs62541923 16870501 C A 0.152329 0.124972 0.980719 40424 ‐0.24227 0.025869 87.7105 90.3575 1.99E‐21 88.1021 ‐0.229605 0.0248177 85.5933 88.5422 85.9531
rs62541922 16870182 T C 0.152264 0.12491 0.981407 40424 ‐0.24202 0.025864 87.5564 90.1956 2.16E‐21 87.9467 ‐0.229491 0.0248136 85.5363 88.4818 85.8955
rs56225911 16907952 T A 0.590875 0.619329 0.712243 40424 0.199985 0.021166 89.2702 90.0275 2.35E‐21 89.485 0.186921 0.0202405 85.2859 86.0459 85.4634
rs10962652 16874878 A G 0.150438 0.123337 0.979545 40424 ‐0.24317 0.026038 87.2193 89.8558 2.56E‐21 87.6065 ‐0.229956 0.0249688 84.8196 87.7374 85.174
rs201591113 16874877 A AG 0.150438 0.123337 0.979545 40424 ‐0.24317 0.026038 87.2171 89.8535 2.56E‐21 87.6043 ‐0.229954 0.0249688 84.8176 87.7353 85.172
rs10962649 16873535 C T 0.152419 0.125084 0.995503 40424 ‐0.2397 0.025717 86.8743 89.4666 3.12E‐21 87.2551 ‐0.226478 0.024666 84.3058 87.1685 84.6529
c9_pos16895922 16905922 G A 0.197483 0.161336 0.999174 28728 ‐0.25352 0.027186 86.9658 89.3799 3.26E‐21 87.4004 ‐0.254143 0.0261355 94.557 97.7501 95.0373
c9_pos16853364 16863364 T C 0.597874 0.628336 0.998098 40424 0.168897 0.017974 88.3035 89.0397 3.87E‐21 88.5092 0.155206 0.0171866 81.5521 82.265 81.7131
rs10962638 16846111 G A 0.158574 0.131063 0.961019 40424 ‐0.23566 0.02569 84.1472 86.5479 1.36E‐20 84.498 ‐0.225579 0.0246369 83.8346 86.593 84.1685
rs9697099 16907621 T A 0.649338 0.676926 0.878348 40424 0.181285 0.019634 85.2488 86.1067 1.7E‐20 85.4483 0.166436 0.0187894 78.4641 79.3071 78.6195
rs1339552 16848790 C T 0.403419 0.373292 0.995337 40424 ‐0.16529 0.017968 84.6233 85.2986 2.57E‐20 84.8117 ‐0.153727 0.0171974 79.9051 80.587 80.0595
rs1416742 16856883 G A 0.594741 0.624528 0.996726 40424 0.164585 0.017921 84.3445 85.0109 2.97E‐20 84.5314 0.151006 0.0171415 77.6053 78.2482 77.7508
rs2153271 16864521 C T 0.595047 0.624879 0.999959 40424 0.164712 0.017938 84.3177 84.9856 3.01E‐20 84.5048 0.151563 0.017145 78.1476 78.7977 78.2951
rs12379183 16865699 A G 0.227645 0.196888 0.999753 40424 ‐0.19608 0.021557 82.7325 84.3312 4.18E‐20 82.9819 ‐0.189289 0.0206649 83.9039 85.7927 84.1444
rs10962647 16868380 T G 0.160211 0.132828 0.995862 40424 ‐0.22576 0.025 81.547 83.8057 5.46E‐20 81.8717 ‐0.216034 0.0239812 81.1527 83.7432 81.4624
rs10962668 16894140 T C 0.600984 0.630266 0.995348 40424 0.163723 0.017991 82.8178 83.4895 6.41E‐20 82.9991 0.150632 0.0172067 76.6369 77.2912 76.7794
rs62541877 16852453 G A 0.159178 0.132268 0.978882 40424 ‐0.22802 0.025312 81.1555 83.395 6.72E‐20 81.4795 ‐0.218669 0.0242767 81.1329 83.7295 81.4432
rs12379687 16854367 G T 0.159438 0.132221 0.999783 40424 ‐0.22605 0.025093 81.1524 83.3675 6.81E‐20 81.4725 ‐0.217217 0.024069 81.446 84.0314 81.7557
rs35194519 16898793 AT A 0.599646 0.628893 0.977606 40424 0.163299 0.017982 82.4666 83.1107 7.76E‐20 82.6448 0.150763 0.0171974 76.8536 77.4878 76.996
rs62541879 16861508 A G 0.1582 0.13129 0.986247 40424 ‐0.22727 0.025292 80.7471 82.9794 8.29E‐20 81.0685 ‐0.217633 0.0242598 80.4775 83.0497 80.7836
rs62541878 16861205 A T 0.158204 0.131309 0.985491 40424 ‐0.22718 0.025295 80.6653 82.8944 8.66E‐20 80.9861 ‐0.217573 0.0242623 80.4161 82.9856 80.7217
c9_pos16855291 16865291 G A 0.159315 0.132199 0.998742 40424 ‐0.22549 0.025105 80.6736 82.8742 8.74E‐20 80.99 ‐0.216127 0.024082 80.5441 83.0886 80.8472
rs11792249 16864076 A G 0.159387 0.132324 0.998703 40424 ‐0.22543 0.025103 80.6446 82.841 8.89E‐20 80.9603 ‐0.215633 0.0240785 80.1998 82.7243 80.5
rs10962672 16898119 G A 0.598591 0.627686 0.981053 40424 0.162369 0.01795 81.8267 82.456 1.08E‐19 82.0019 0.149815 0.0171664 76.1643 76.7818 76.3039
rs28498684 16900695 A G 0.600707 0.629942 0.995294 40424 0.162621 0.017988 81.7336 82.3885 1.12E‐19 81.9101 0.150641 0.0172027 76.6815 77.335 76.8241
rs10962645 16863543 A C 0.159901 0.133168 0.980475 40424 ‐0.22593 0.025241 80.1195 82.307 1.17E‐19 80.4334 ‐0.216274 0.0242114 79.7936 82.3116 80.0921
rs36116821 16900765 C T 0.600995 0.630239 0.995136 40424 0.162589 0.017994 81.6459 82.3003 1.17E‐19 81.8221 0.150857 0.0172092 76.8438 77.5007 76.987
rs10962648 16868958 G C 0.159404 0.132448 0.996003 40424 ‐0.22469 0.025114 80.0453 82.2157 1.22E‐19 80.3563 ‐0.214947 0.0240912 79.6062 82.1019 79.9018
rs11788047 16858569 G A 0.157994 0.131264 0.983667 40424 ‐0.22639 0.025323 79.9203 82.1229 1.28E‐19 80.2367 ‐0.216998 0.0242862 79.8352 82.3845 80.1375
rs3927680 16887366 T A 0.600894 0.629778 0.996071 40424 0.161841 0.017979 81.0333 81.6797 1.6E‐19 81.2068 0.149262 0.017192 75.3782 76.0144 75.516
rs7040151 16881373 C T 0.599423 0.628289 0.984578 40424 0.161334 0.017947 80.8124 81.4399 1.81E‐19 80.9839 0.148855 0.0171605 75.2431 75.86 75.3798
rs10738466 16903366 G A 0.60124 0.630348 0.978669 40424 0.161857 0.018018 80.699 81.3323 1.91E‐19 80.8705 0.150832 0.0172312 76.6227 77.2672 76.7647
rs7861573 16862280 A G 0.774098 0.804231 0.999862 40424 0.193074 0.021614 79.7969 81.3162 1.92E‐19 80.0298 0.185869 0.0207108 80.5411 82.3239 80.7639
rs12345776 16881877 C A 0.600767 0.629619 0.996476 40424 0.16125 0.017974 80.4826 81.1213 2.12E‐19 80.6537 0.148897 0.0171871 75.0533 75.6842 75.1899
rs10122763 16878493 G A 0.599467 0.628224 0.981636 40424 0.160945 0.017955 80.3491 80.968 2.29E‐19 80.5185 0.148448 0.017167 74.7761 75.3838 74.911
rs4644350 16882916 C G 0.600846 0.629521 0.981786 40424 0.161049 0.017972 80.3054 80.9401 2.33E‐19 80.4755 0.148571 0.0171852 74.7404 75.3658 74.8758
rs10810652 16876283 G A 0.598586 0.62716 0.979242 40424 0.16033 0.017942 79.8512 80.4578 2.97E‐19 80.0182 0.147772 0.0171544 74.2045 74.7989 74.3371
rs10810655 16877138 G C 0.598774 0.627336 0.980796 40424 0.160133 0.01794 79.6735 80.2784 3.25E‐19 79.8398 0.147549 0.0171522 73.9994 74.5915 74.1313
rs10962642 16857292 G T 0.160744 0.134247 0.975883 40424 ‐0.22165 0.025197 77.3815 79.4442 4.96E‐19 77.675 ‐0.2131 0.0241626 77.7817 80.193 78.0651
rs10962650 16874612 C T 0.596483 0.625094 0.97946 40424 0.159091 0.017919 78.8245 79.4078 5.05E‐19 78.9868 0.147316 0.0171305 73.9536 74.5339 74.085
rs10810657 16884586 T A 0.605602 0.633788 0.995878 40424 0.158876 0.017917 78.6294 79.2681 5.42E‐19 78.7933 0.146332 0.0171312 72.9626 73.5955 73.0927
rs10810650 16873551 C T 0.598459 0.62714 0.995558 40424 0.158969 0.017961 78.3403 78.9411 6.4E‐19 78.5021 0.147868 0.0171729 74.1411 74.7499 74.2741
rs12338590 16886392 T C 0.50295 0.528877 0.742011 40424 0.180012 0.020335 78.362 78.7652 6.99E‐19 78.5231 0.167222 0.0194321 74.0534 74.4352 74.183
rs7025549 16881256 T G 0.630788 0.658464 0.947327 40424 0.163651 0.018681 76.7421 77.4594 1.35E‐18 76.9037 0.153422 0.0178688 73.7196 74.4755 73.8564
rs183993950 16907676 A G 0.0346483 0.0260877 0.399918 40424 ‐0.745 0.088003 71.6672 77.4041 1.39E‐18 72.7139 ‐0.746108 0.0845983 77.7822 85.1741 78.8671
rs76718132 16907675 C T 0.0347877 0.0262943 0.399008 40424 ‐0.73869 0.087775 70.8253 76.4166 2.3E‐18 71.8426 ‐0.739046 0.0843744 76.7222 83.9124 77.7726
rs12350739 16885017 G A 0.591988 0.619407 0.993061 40424 0.156207 0.017938 75.8346 76.3766 2.34E‐18 75.9856 0.145759 0.0171471 72.2591 72.8143 72.3847
rs1339548 16846323 T C 0.331174 0.303207 0.999981 40424 ‐0.16148 0.018825 73.577 74.3697 6.48E‐18 73.7315 ‐0.149441 0.0180114 68.8403 69.6528 68.9653
rs1339547 16846260 A T 0.330729 0.30299 0.998408 40424 ‐0.16104 0.018847 73.011 73.7946 8.67E‐18 73.1632 ‐0.148937 0.0180301 68.2352 69.038 68.3582
rs10962641 16849604 G A 0.333945 0.307037 0.978318 40424 ‐0.16137 0.018911 72.8102 73.5796 9.67E‐18 72.9609 ‐0.149176 0.0180831 68.0537 68.8411 68.1753
rs10810645 16845726 A G 0.62384 0.650612 0.973746 40424 0.155505 0.018453 71.016 71.6002 2.64E‐17 71.1526 0.145967 0.0176525 68.3751 68.9977 68.4912
rs13300853 16901228 C T 0.361055 0.334168 0.979526 40424 ‐0.15518 0.018446 70.778 71.4177 2.89E‐17 70.9156 ‐0.141645 0.0176425 64.4587 65.0813 64.5639
rs62543565 16901067 C A 0.634358 0.660901 0.971275 40424 0.154687 0.018451 70.2895 70.9051 3.75E‐17 70.4242 0.14074 0.0176439 63.6284 64.221 63.7302
rs10810661 16903850 A G 0.683487 0.710177 0.976319 40424 0.15936 0.019209 68.8279 69.5973 7.27E‐17 68.9668 0.147377 0.0183774 64.312 65.102 64.4241
rs12344726 16905328 G A 0.664601 0.690222 0.988252 40424 0.15088 0.018712 65.0191 65.6458 5.4E‐16 65.1382 0.135878 0.0178925 57.6707 58.2611 57.7576
rs7032420 16904202 A G 0.665816 0.6914 0.999008 40424 0.15079 0.018744 64.7161 65.349 6.27E‐16 64.835 0.13609 0.017925 57.6411 58.2417 57.7284
rs7033084 16904641 C T 0.665645 0.691311 0.991802 40424 0.15076 0.018742 64.7068 65.3379 6.31E‐16 64.8256 0.136276 0.0179211 57.8244 58.4261 57.9121
rs7032175 16904080 A G 0.665648 0.691258 0.998888 40424 0.15066 0.018739 64.6382 65.2695 6.53E‐16 64.7568 0.136114 0.0179211 57.6871 58.288 57.7745
rs7032581 16904355 A G 0.665837 0.691385 0.998998 40424 0.150667 0.018744 64.6112 65.2425 6.62E‐16 64.7297 0.13591 0.0179247 57.4908 58.0889 57.5776
rs10756835 16904948 A C 0.665926 0.691632 0.999178 40424 0.150699 0.01875 64.5985 65.2297 6.67E‐16 64.717 0.136328 0.0179298 57.8123 58.4158 57.9001
c9_pos16894303 16904303 G A 0.665815 0.691364 0.99904 40424 0.150602 0.018744 64.5579 65.1881 6.81E‐16 64.6762 0.135906 0.0179245 57.4891 58.087 57.5759
rs7029285 16903948 G A 0.66569 0.691264 0.998243 40424 0.150565 0.018743 64.5296 65.1593 6.91E‐16 64.6478 0.136035 0.0179249 57.5956 58.1951 57.6827
rs7033194 16904705 C T 0.665881 0.691424 0.99924 40424 0.150318 0.018748 64.2827 64.9088 7.84E‐16 64.4001 0.135901 0.0179277 57.4646 58.0619 57.5513
rs7033061 16904496 G A 0.665804 0.691281 0.999117 40424 0.150271 0.018743 64.2782 64.9037 7.86E‐16 64.3955 0.135575 0.0179237 57.2137 57.8068 57.2996
rs7868583 16906359 G A 0.666204 0.691588 0.996308 40424 0.150547 0.018781 64.254 64.8802 7.96E‐16 64.3713 0.135684 0.0179578 57.0887 57.6807 57.1744
rs7033354 16904846 C T 0.665807 0.691345 0.999968 40424 0.150189 0.018741 64.2232 64.8483 8.09E‐16 64.3404 0.135729 0.0179204 57.3653 57.9608 57.4517
rs7032644 16904141 G A 0.665979 0.691384 0.998985 40424 0.149967 0.018741 64.0309 64.6536 8.93E‐16 64.1474 0.135253 0.0179216 56.9562 57.546 57.0414
rs12551733 16895578 C G 0.280812 0.256466 0.992759 40424 ‐0.15321 0.019858 59.5288 60.2456 8.37E‐15 59.6391 ‐0.137071 0.0189918 52.0906 52.7625 52.1696
rs4961503 16902524 G A 0.278058 0.253891 0.976907 40424 ‐0.15348 0.019986 58.9761 59.7003 1.1E‐14 59.0861 ‐0.138413 0.0191166 52.4245 53.1199 52.5055
rs10810662 16905615 T A 0.649468 0.672523 0.9096 40424 0.146009 0.019292 57.2792 57.7821 2.93E‐14 57.372 0.131171 0.0184575 50.504 50.9734 50.5705
rs4961498 16843013 C A 0.331244 0.30639 0.986012 40424 ‐0.14294 0.018916 57.1041 57.6283 3.17E‐14 57.1976 ‐0.139001 0.0181097 58.9132 59.5421 59.0046
rs151195704 16858725 TC T 0.382342 0.40345 0.701802 40424 0.1601 0.021079 57.6854 57.5788 3.25E‐14 57.7769 0.160707 0.0201476 63.6242 63.4325 63.7253
rs10962680 16905824 C T 0.348031 0.364842 0.590315 40424 0.16234 0.023351 48.3327 48.2025 3.84E‐12 48.3994 0.148433 0.0222935 44.3307 44.1647 44.3811
rs10962681 16905827 T G 0.348031 0.364842 0.590316 40424 0.162339 0.023351 48.3324 48.2022 3.84E‐12 48.3991 0.148431 0.0222935 44.3297 44.1637 44.3801
rs1934282 16836724 C G 0.630793 0.648393 0.642407 40424 0.155228 0.022702 46.7534 47.062 6.88E‐12 46.8143 0.146652 0.0217078 45.64 45.9759 45.6926
rs75998941 16845313 CT C 0.156285 0.142894 0.787842 40424 ‐0.17627 0.027727 40.4171 41.1465 1.41E‐10 40.4975 ‐0.157434 0.0265565 35.1444 35.8361 35.2023
rs13297036 16900573 T C 0.451531 0.469116 0.479091 40424 0.16061 0.025348 40.149 40.2074 2.28E‐10 40.193 0.166982 0.0242019 47.6036 47.6754 47.6581
rs13296061 16900577 G A 0.451532 0.469116 0.479087 40424 0.160606 0.025348 40.1463 40.2047 2.29E‐10 40.1903 0.166978 0.024202 47.6007 47.6725 47.6552
rs13295768 16900567 C T 0.451081 0.468526 0.480168 40424 0.159474 0.025321 39.6668 39.7233 2.93E‐10 39.7097 0.165906 0.0241762 47.0923 47.1618 47.1457
rs10962640 16849464 C G 0.248021 0.232648 0.971221 40424 ‐0.12752 0.020745 37.7866 38.1905 6.42E‐10 37.8345 ‐0.109126 0.0198375 30.2613 30.5978 30.2902
rs62541876 16844653 C T 0.121945 0.106643 0.918176 40424 ‐0.1768 0.028908 37.4041 38.1805 6.45E‐10 37.4866 ‐0.164158 0.0277736 34.9349 35.7594 35.0046
rs17744040 16842137 T C 0.123742 0.108655 0.936366 40424 ‐0.174 0.02846 37.3819 38.1462 6.56E‐10 37.463 ‐0.158547 0.0273409 33.6269 34.3937 33.6905
rs6475084 16841349 A T 0.876491 0.891548 0.93673 40424 0.173315 0.028483 37.0246 37.7781 7.93E‐10 37.1041 0.15895 0.027365 33.7388 34.5095 33.8028
c9_pos16831757 16841757 A G 0.123642 0.10878 0.937549 40424 ‐0.17137 0.028445 36.2952 37.023 1.17E‐09 36.3714 ‐0.155897 0.0273234 32.5539 33.2811 32.6134
rs4961499 16844949 G A 0.876139 0.891508 0.927659 40424 0.171576 0.028623 35.9337 36.651 1.41E‐09 36.0085 0.161567 0.0275049 34.505 35.3009 34.5718
rs12377036 16933700 T C 0.102843 0.0841227 0.998653 40424 ‐0.18267 0.030783 35.2142 36.0465 1.93E‐09 35.3003 ‐0.185945 0.029446 39.8763 41.066 39.9849
rs10962724 16932860 C T 0.102028 0.0834385 0.989832 40424 ‐0.18374 0.030998 35.1364 35.9721 2E‐09 35.2229 ‐0.187169 0.0296524 39.8425 41.039 39.9518
rs79603776 16932537 C T 0.102112 0.083533 0.989591 40424 ‐0.18338 0.030973 35.0547 35.8865 2.09E‐09 35.1407 ‐0.186769 0.0296297 39.7331 40.9234 39.8417
rs10962723 16932086 C G 0.102763 0.0841399 0.998427 40424 ‐0.18191 0.030784 34.9197 35.7408 2.25E‐09 35.0043 ‐0.185017 0.0294502 39.4682 40.6385 39.5747
rs117255122 16930305 G C 0.102247 0.0837605 0.98423 40424 ‐0.18327 0.031033 34.8775 35.7038 2.3E‐09 34.9627 ‐0.186864 0.0296891 39.6148 40.8005 39.7229
rs149410398 16929313 T C 0.102473 0.0840198 0.982454 40424 ‐0.183 0.031035 34.7707 35.5926 2.43E‐09 34.8554 ‐0.186658 0.0296904 39.5242 40.705 39.6317
c9_pos16944214 16954214 C A 0.102851 0.084434 0.996827 40424 ‐0.18111 0.030753 34.682 35.4938 2.56E‐09 34.7655 ‐0.181678 0.0294232 38.1261 39.2351 38.2256
rs201633449 16918175 AT A 0.101601 0.0832187 0.988229 40424 ‐0.18253 0.031066 34.5216 35.3358 2.77E‐09 34.6054 ‐0.186073 0.0297218 39.1936 40.3614 39.2997
c9_pos16912173 16922173 T A 0.102406 0.0838974 0.996951 40424 ‐0.1811 0.030853 34.4537 35.2588 2.89E‐09 34.5363 ‐0.184842 0.0295215 39.2037 40.363 39.3089
rs10962699 16920050 G A 0.101777 0.0834016 0.990527 40424 ‐0.18184 0.030998 34.4115 35.2197 2.95E‐09 34.4946 ‐0.185136 0.0296583 38.9663 40.1213 39.0709
c9_pos16940269 16950269 G C 0.102933 0.0845899 0.99682 40424 ‐0.18011 0.03073 34.3522 35.1509 3.05E‐09 34.434 ‐0.181011 0.0294074 37.8875 38.9834 37.9855
rs10962700 16920785 C A 0.102173 0.083782 0.996884 40424 ‐0.18084 0.030866 34.3261 35.1281 3.09E‐09 34.4084 ‐0.18382 0.0295358 38.7338 39.8742 38.8368
rs118072440 16952486 C T 0.10182 0.0835765 0.985171 40424 ‐0.18167 0.031035 34.2664 35.0722 3.18E‐09 34.3491 ‐0.183161 0.0296891 38.0603 39.1771 38.1604
rs10962720 16931441 A G 0.102761 0.0842579 0.998476 40424 ‐0.18011 0.03077 34.2618 35.0587 3.2E‐09 34.3431 ‐0.18367 0.0294367 38.9311 40.076 39.0346
rs10962698 16919692 C T 0.102232 0.0838256 0.996643 40424 ‐0.18046 0.03087 34.173 34.9687 3.35E‐09 34.2544 ‐0.18393 0.0295373 38.7759 39.9169 38.879
rs10962719 16931410 T C 0.102745 0.0842601 0.998499 40424 ‐0.1798 0.030771 34.1415 34.9339 3.41E‐09 34.2223 ‐0.18344 0.0294396 38.8262 39.9659 38.9291
rs55816722 16926894 AC A 0.102072 0.0836941 0.988645 40424 ‐0.18075 0.030954 34.0962 34.8908 3.49E‐09 34.1774 ‐0.184626 0.0296162 38.8621 40.0094 38.9658
rs10962761 16949644 G C 0.101935 0.0837116 0.986947 40424 ‐0.18086 0.03099 34.0588 34.8559 3.55E‐09 34.1404 ‐0.182505 0.0296502 37.8872 38.9945 37.9863
rs10962695 16918296 G A 0.102241 0.0838675 0.996323 40424 ‐0.18017 0.03087 34.063 34.8544 3.55E‐09 34.1438 ‐0.183529 0.0295369 38.6082 39.7412 38.7104
rs140816514 16926301 A G 0.102004 0.0836427 0.988361 40424 ‐0.18072 0.030968 34.0569 34.8503 3.56E‐09 34.138 ‐0.184583 0.0296294 38.8093 39.9546 38.9127
rs10962701 16923304 G A 0.101938 0.0835865 0.989939 40424 ‐0.18072 0.030969 34.0541 34.8476 3.57E‐09 34.1352 ‐0.184485 0.029632 38.7615 39.9049 38.8647
rs150330757 16926130 C G 0.101303 0.0830535 0.982447 40424 ‐0.18177 0.031157 34.0352 34.832 3.59E‐09 34.1168 ‐0.185586 0.0298125 38.7521 39.9005 38.8558
rs10962703 16923585 T G 0.101915 0.0835711 0.99018 40424 ‐0.18069 0.030975 34.0264 34.8191 3.62E‐09 34.1075 ‐0.184464 0.0296373 38.7388 39.8814 38.842
rs80006137 16948819 A G 0.101971 0.0837698 0.984505 40424 ‐0.18076 0.030996 34.0074 34.802 3.65E‐09 34.0887 ‐0.182335 0.0296562 37.8017 38.9047 37.9003
rs10962706 16925359 T C 0.101254 0.0830173 0.983144 40424 ‐0.18172 0.031163 34.0015 34.7973 3.66E‐09 34.083 ‐0.185511 0.0298187 38.7048 39.8514 38.8084
rs10962766 16956687 G T 0.101556 0.0834416 0.98442 40424 ‐0.18124 0.031083 33.9975 34.7947 3.66E‐09 34.0789 ‐0.182072 0.0297259 37.516 38.6108 37.6135
rs10962704 16923927 C A 0.10263 0.084317 0.995772 40424 ‐0.1792 0.030795 33.8618 34.6435 3.96E‐09 33.9417 ‐0.181931 0.0294743 38.1001 39.208 38.1993
rs200465295 16938577 A AG 0.102223 0.0839588 0.988064 40424 ‐0.17998 0.030941 33.8377 34.6233 4E‐09 33.9175 ‐0.182541 0.0295942 38.0459 39.1557 38.1452
rs141242427 16937991 C T 0.0991441 0.0815109 0.984946 40424 ‐0.1827 0.031415 33.8214 34.6223 4E‐09 33.9034 ‐0.182396 0.0300702 36.7926 37.8671 36.8879
rs141012013 16938587 A G 0.102222 0.0839592 0.98807 40424 ‐0.17998 0.030941 33.8356 34.621 4.01E‐09 33.9154 ‐0.182534 0.0295941 38.0431 39.1528 38.1424
rs183360869 16938688 A T 0.102221 0.0839596 0.988121 40424 ‐0.17996 0.030941 33.8298 34.6151 4.02E‐09 33.9096 ‐0.182513 0.0295939 38.0351 39.1445 38.1344
rs201858371 16948217 TC T 0.101865 0.0837376 0.982152 40424 ‐0.18026 0.031016 33.7789 34.5656 4.12E‐09 33.8592 ‐0.181869 0.0296765 37.5574 38.6498 37.6547
rs12378078 16945241 C T 0.099484 0.0818554 0.989033 40424 ‐0.18171 0.031288 33.7288 34.5236 4.21E‐09 33.8102 ‐0.181074 0.0299522 36.5473 37.6075 36.6411
rs79844200 16940825 T C 0.0992749 0.0816496 0.986431 40424 ‐0.1821 0.031358 33.7245 34.5206 4.22E‐09 33.8059 ‐0.18165 0.0300175 36.6201 37.6854 36.7145
rs10962750 16944135 G A 0.0995038 0.0818739 0.989118 40424 ‐0.1817 0.031287 33.7249 34.5195 4.22E‐09 33.8062 ‐0.181102 0.0299518 36.5593 37.6199 36.6531
rs10962707 16927732 T C 0.102789 0.0844071 0.99555 40424 ‐0.17858 0.030785 33.6508 34.4251 4.43E‐09 33.7293 ‐0.182406 0.029455 38.3497 39.4677 38.4501
rs10962757 16947148 G C 0.100248 0.08261 0.997657 40424 ‐0.17971 0.031051 33.4952 34.2748 4.79E‐09 33.5746 ‐0.178484 0.0297292 36.0438 37.0734 36.1343
rs12377884 16939718 G T 0.102967 0.0847078 0.997504 40424 ‐0.17761 0.030716 33.4352 34.1996 4.97E‐09 33.5123 ‐0.179717 0.0293809 37.4153 38.4882 37.5106
rs55913845 16883602 C T 0.0695625 0.0584683 0.882173 40424 ‐0.22177 0.038519 33.1476 34.1132 5.2E‐09 33.2584 ‐0.232489 0.0370749 39.3227 40.7936 39.471
rs10962745 16941719 G T 0.100308 0.0826251 0.998162 40424 ‐0.17919 0.031046 33.3145 34.087 5.27E‐09 33.393 ‐0.178613 0.0297236 36.1095 37.1413 36.2002
rs55978425 16964978 G C 0.100059 0.0818817 0.976008 40424 ‐0.18088 0.031412 33.1576 33.9392 5.69E‐09 33.2369 ‐0.183971 0.0300388 37.5086 38.6246 37.6084
rs55813831 16958580 T A 0.101418 0.0834904 0.983784 40424 ‐0.17891 0.03108 33.1372 33.9031 5.79E‐09 33.2145 ‐0.179868 0.0297205 36.6264 37.6811 36.7195
rs55995817 16958583 C T 0.101418 0.0834906 0.983785 40424 ‐0.17891 0.03108 33.1362 33.9021 5.8E‐09 33.2135 ‐0.179864 0.0297204 36.6251 37.6797 36.7181
rs117917159 16965616 T C 0.10006 0.0818921 0.97662 40424 ‐0.18067 0.031404 33.0968 33.8761 5.87E‐09 33.1758 ‐0.183795 0.0300313 37.4559 38.5691 37.5553
rs56134369 16964849 C G 0.100115 0.0819508 0.975776 40424 ‐0.18061 0.0314 33.0866 33.8653 5.91E‐09 33.1655 ‐0.18361 0.0300259 37.3938 38.504 37.4929
c9_pos16932917 16942917 A G 0.100267 0.0826771 0.998536 40424 ‐0.17807 0.031041 32.9094 33.6674 6.54E‐09 32.986 ‐0.177614 0.029717 35.7225 36.7371 35.8112
rs10962769 16959695 C G 0.102458 0.084523 0.996426 40424 ‐0.1764 0.030764 32.8775 33.6244 6.68E‐09 32.9524 ‐0.176301 0.0294199 35.911 36.9218 35.9993
rs142815175 16961282 C CCCT 0.101237 0.0834513 0.966251 40424 ‐0.17891 0.031237 32.8062 33.5636 6.9E‐09 32.8824 ‐0.180338 0.0298715 36.447 37.4982 36.5396
rs56251924 16962982 T C 0.101159 0.0833981 0.970148 40424 ‐0.17867 0.031226 32.7391 33.4955 7.14E‐09 32.8152 ‐0.180341 0.0298716 36.448 37.501 36.5408
rs10962788 16980043 A G 0.101263 0.0831301 0.999525 40424 ‐0.17663 0.030904 32.6671 33.4166 7.44E‐09 32.7426 ‐0.178011 0.0295677 36.2459 37.2863 36.3373
rs76809723 16971912 C G 0.100131 0.0820501 0.983018 40424 ‐0.17857 0.031304 32.5399 33.2958 7.92E‐09 32.6159 ‐0.181732 0.0299379 36.8485 37.9302 36.9443
rs147405326 16972005 TC T 0.100197 0.0821354 0.98307 40424 ‐0.17816 0.031283 32.4348 33.1863 8.37E‐09 32.5102 ‐0.181215 0.0299173 36.6896 37.7632 36.7845
rs10962791 16981899 A G 0.100794 0.0827999 0.990985 40424 ‐0.17674 0.031041 32.419 33.1628 8.48E‐09 32.4937 ‐0.17801 0.0296981 35.9282 36.959 36.0183
rs10962793 16982735 G A 0.100979 0.0829858 0.996678 40424 ‐0.1762 0.030963 32.3829 33.123 8.65E‐09 32.4573 ‐0.177112 0.0296284 35.7339 36.7536 35.8229
rs10511630 16962019 G C 0.897061 0.914696 0.956625 40424 0.177073 0.031119 32.3772 33.1147 8.69E‐09 32.451 0.178555 0.0297672 35.9807 37.0045 36.0702
rs10962770 16959711 C T 0.0995632 0.0820913 0.968729 40424 ‐0.17967 0.031585 32.3593 33.1007 8.75E‐09 32.4333 ‐0.180567 0.030198 35.7535 36.7741 35.8426
rs143521017 16967953 CTG C 0.101097 0.0830156 0.972563 40424 ‐0.1781 0.031319 32.3385 33.0853 8.82E‐09 32.4134 ‐0.181845 0.02995 36.8647 37.9435 36.9602
rs138117140 16978907 G A 0.100681 0.0827088 0.991185 40424 ‐0.17609 0.03104 32.1804 32.9167 9.62E‐09 32.2542 ‐0.177765 0.0296978 35.8297 36.8572 35.9195
rs141451708 16978723 G A 0.100677 0.0827042 0.990849 40424 ‐0.17607 0.031042 32.1713 32.9073 9.67E‐09 32.2451 ‐0.177792 0.0296996 35.8361 36.864 35.9259
rs147831210 16977903 C T 0.100662 0.0826853 0.989775 40424 ‐0.17599 0.03105 32.1247 32.8593 9.91E‐09 32.1983 ‐0.177879 0.0297067 35.8542 36.8833 35.9442
rs4961510 16962418 C T 0.897016 0.914581 0.956824 40424 0.17639 0.031119 32.1295 32.8579 9.91E‐09 32.2021 0.177886 0.0297677 35.7104 36.7219 35.7986
rs10962792 16982414 T A 0.100887 0.0829628 0.987738 40424 ‐0.17589 0.03105 32.0875 32.8194 1.01E‐08 32.1608 ‐0.177342 0.0297075 35.6362 36.6542 35.7249
rs10962778 16973617 C T 0.100201 0.0822005 0.988207 40424 ‐0.17667 0.031208 32.0471 32.7832 1.03E‐08 32.1207 ‐0.179716 0.0298514 36.2446 37.2964 36.337
rs10962779 16974010 A T 0.101049 0.0829821 0.998418 40424 ‐0.17495 0.03094 31.9755 32.702 1.07E‐08 32.048 ‐0.177544 0.0296018 35.9731 37.0032 36.0633
rs10962780 16975096 T C 0.100202 0.08224 0.988621 40424 ‐0.17603 0.031182 31.8686 32.5978 1.13E‐08 31.9413 ‐0.179024 0.0298284 36.0215 37.0624 36.1127
rs75885837 16974257 T C 0.100288 0.0823264 0.989159 40424 ‐0.17576 0.031162 31.8126 32.5393 1.17E‐08 31.8851 ‐0.178699 0.0298074 35.9414 36.9779 36.0321
rs10962721 16931757 T C 0.107851 0.0902068 0.983034 40424 ‐0.16804 0.02998 31.4162 32.0825 1.48E‐08 31.4814 ‐0.170423 0.02869 35.2852 36.2259 35.366
rs10962694 16917676 A G 0.17649 0.158896 0.944932 40424 ‐0.1347 0.024087 31.2737 31.7091 1.79E‐08 31.3168 ‐0.120646 0.0231017 27.2734 27.6877 27.3045
rs10962725 16933037 G A 0.107475 0.0900805 0.999967 40424 ‐0.16546 0.029879 30.665 31.3046 2.21E‐08 30.7272 ‐0.16733 0.0285976 34.2363 35.1314 34.3121
rs79901991 16881595 T C 0.0176358 0.0132518 0.58927 40424 ‐0.52982 0.099288 28.4754 30.6213 3.14E‐08 28.8533 ‐0.518595 0.0958683 29.2622 31.8127 29.6433
rs4497063 16876346 G A 0.0863845 0.0743429 0.961331 40424 ‐0.17893 0.032807 29.7452 30.4493 3.43E‐08 29.8191 ‐0.18833 0.0315807 35.5627 36.6538 35.6632
rs60234091 16877233 G A 0.0867927 0.0747368 0.961976 40424 ‐0.17848 0.032741 29.7155 30.4185 3.48E‐08 29.7891 ‐0.188096 0.0315136 35.6256 36.7187 35.7263
rs60880076 16877259 A T 0.0867933 0.0747383 0.961995 40424 ‐0.17846 0.032741 29.712 30.4149 3.49E‐08 29.7856 ‐0.188085 0.0315135 35.6219 36.7149 35.7226
rs200778526 16954487 C CTG 0.102927 0.0884313 0.784252 40424 ‐0.18692 0.034315 29.6735 30.3042 3.69E‐08 29.7338 ‐0.18207 0.032792 30.8277 31.6154 30.8921
rs7862084 16869811 C A 0.0847383 0.0729938 0.99093 40424 ‐0.1776 0.032847 29.2336 29.9238 4.49E‐08 29.3051 ‐0.184082 0.0316141 33.9048 34.9245 33.9967
rs7047534 16886487 T C 0.0849516 0.0733071 0.956902 40424 ‐0.17938 0.033335 28.9549 29.64 5.2E‐08 29.0262 ‐0.189197 0.0320792 34.784 35.8503 34.8815
rs7035522 16880050 C T 0.0852292 0.0731815 0.991781 40424 ‐0.17588 0.032792 28.7669 29.4368 5.78E‐08 28.8359 ‐0.186862 0.0315595 35.0575 36.1258 35.1553
rs10435763 16885854 G T 0.0851301 0.0733184 0.991103 40424 ‐0.17564 0.032779 28.7125 29.3792 5.95E‐08 28.7811 ‐0.184842 0.0315478 34.329 35.362 34.4226
rs62541874 16840005 A T 0.0886949 0.0791316 0.739062 40424 ‐0.19892 0.037121 28.7164 29.3062 6.18E‐08 28.774 ‐0.176467 0.0356506 24.5015 25.0501 24.5426
rs111567891 16870939 A C 0.0849711 0.0732965 0.971385 40424 ‐0.17583 0.032918 28.5307 29.1946 6.55E‐08 28.5988 ‐0.184089 0.031678 33.7706 34.7831 33.8618
rs7862213 16869905 C T 0.0847863 0.0732238 0.990906 40424 ‐0.17472 0.032806 28.3646 29.0217 7.16E‐08 28.4319 ‐0.181193 0.031572 32.9367 33.9098 33.0233
rs72365698 16868399 CTCTA C 0.0853555 0.0738768 0.968729 40424 ‐0.17363 0.03286 27.9192 28.5613 9.08E‐08 27.9846 ‐0.179958 0.0316203 32.3898 33.339 32.4736
rs7872189 16940437 G A 0.130889 0.115749 0.920229 40424 ‐0.14712 0.028124 27.3626 27.8106 1.34E‐07 27.4035 ‐0.142962 0.0268867 28.2724 28.8342 28.3149
rs7864078 16975940 G T 0.7797 0.799787 0.995391 40424 0.112071 0.02148 27.2227 27.5071 1.57E‐07 27.2502 0.10269 0.020539 24.9975 25.2877 25.0194
rs201745812 16871042 GT G 0.0187613 0.0142871 0.517772 40424 ‐0.5165 0.101541 25.8738 27.4914 1.58E‐07 26.1135 ‐0.497478 0.0974315 26.0705 27.9773 26.3131
rs7860276 16874141 G A 0.0874444 0.0756271 0.97278 40424 ‐0.16784 0.032401 26.8346 27.4259 1.63E‐07 26.8935 ‐0.179516 0.0311774 33.1534 34.1181 33.2391
rs192777993 16978226 A G 0.0878227 0.0728555 0.940571 40424 ‐0.17476 0.033774 26.7758 27.3736 1.68E‐07 26.8332 ‐0.173691 0.032368 28.7955 29.5872 28.8597
rs7024013 16872434 A T 0.0857789 0.0742161 0.989951 40424 ‐0.16855 0.03263 26.6808 27.2716 1.77E‐07 26.7397 ‐0.179155 0.031399 32.5556 33.4999 32.6391
rs7045198 16917672 G T 0.345627 0.329951 0.829379 40424 ‐0.10437 0.020053 27.0879 27.2355 1.8E‐07 27.1087 ‐0.092004 0.0191839 23.0006 23.1323 23.0144
rs10962763 16950860 A C 0.432091 0.450918 0.999597 40424 0.091481 0.017594 27.0342 27.0207 2.01E‐07 27.0531 0.0834264 0.0167894 24.6909 24.6685 24.7053
rs10962739 16940254 G C 0.445221 0.463312 0.988057 40424 0.091333 0.017579 26.9932 26.9874 2.05E‐07 27.0119 0.0809907 0.0167679 23.3299 23.3165 23.3427
rs113593132 16861764 G A 0.0747388 0.06402 0.936488 40424 ‐0.18312 0.03576 26.2238 26.8664 2.18E‐07 26.2895 ‐0.190281 0.034418 30.5644 31.519 30.6493
rs1832549 16948534 T G 0.438129 0.457129 0.996232 40424 0.091306 0.01762 26.8513 26.8416 2.21E‐07 26.87 0.0833732 0.0168124 24.5919 24.5735 24.6061
rs10962740 16940390 G T 0.445783 0.46385 0.998345 40424 0.090839 0.017559 26.7632 26.7581 2.31E‐07 26.7817 0.0806695 0.0167499 23.1951 23.1825 23.2077
rs10962790 16981782 A C 0.220742 0.200937 0.99439 40424 ‐0.11047 0.021475 26.4622 26.7331 2.34E‐07 26.4881 ‐0.10153 0.0205301 24.4571 24.7366 24.478
c9_pos16838526 16848526 A C 0.0869455 0.0749953 0.99455 40424 ‐0.16536 0.032397 26.0541 26.6223 2.47E‐07 26.1096 ‐0.173769 0.0311809 31.0574 31.9358 31.1323
rs10756847 16946673 T C 0.507975 0.530445 0.996345 40424 0.09014 0.01749 26.5612 26.5966 2.51E‐07 26.5791 0.0857815 0.0166981 26.3907 26.4253 26.4069
rs142203010 16939181 TAGAA T 0.446719 0.4646 0.980651 40424 0.090909 0.017657 26.5078 26.5025 2.63E‐07 26.5259 0.0802653 0.0168415 22.7141 22.7014 22.7262
rs34490323 16953117 G C 0.436388 0.455304 0.987141 40424 0.090441 0.017595 26.4225 26.412 2.76E‐07 26.4405 0.0834802 0.016793 24.7123 24.693 24.7267
rs10962759 16948075 A C 0.438664 0.456963 0.974451 40424 0.09042 0.017681 26.1543 26.1434 3.17E‐07 26.172 0.0810212 0.0168656 23.0778 23.0592 23.0904
rs4961429 16956581 C G 0.434271 0.453013 0.99759 40424 0.090006 0.017601 26.1508 26.1388 3.18E‐07 26.1685 0.0827696 0.0167984 24.2776 24.2569 24.2915
c9_pos16857042 16867042 G A 0.0842871 0.073431 0.99302 40424 ‐0.16566 0.032791 25.5234 26.079 3.28E‐07 25.5776 ‐0.170663 0.0315456 29.2684 30.0758 29.3366
rs10810696 16957138 G A 0.433075 0.451524 0.99701 40424 0.089742 0.017612 25.9639 25.9511 3.5E‐07 25.9814 0.0816215 0.0168067 23.5855 23.5645 23.5987
rs7469270 16942496 T C 0.442932 0.460308 0.998501 40424 0.089035 0.017575 25.6652 25.6581 4.08E‐07 25.6823 0.0792464 0.0167626 22.3499 22.3359 22.3616
rs7044268 16859400 A T 0.0855128 0.0743385 0.995673 40424 ‐0.16294 0.032533 25.0854 25.6225 4.15E‐07 25.1373 ‐0.169971 0.0313065 29.4769 30.288 29.5451
rs56155231 16858738 G A 0.0841063 0.0730824 0.97412 40424 ‐0.16528 0.033071 24.9752 25.5179 4.38E‐07 25.028 ‐0.173057 0.0318192 29.5801 30.4077 29.6502
rs10962767 16958463 A C 0.434667 0.453117 0.997042 40424 0.088434 0.017601 25.2458 25.234 5.08E‐07 25.2622 0.0816668 0.0167975 23.6376 23.6175 23.6508
rs13302481 16954002 C T 0.434974 0.453277 0.998008 40424 0.088309 0.017588 25.2095 25.198 5.17E‐07 25.2259 0.0808701 0.0167873 23.2068 23.1874 23.2195
rs111733097 16861281 G C 0.0848121 0.0739194 0.966156 40424 ‐0.16349 0.033017 24.5199 25.045 5.6E‐07 24.5703 ‐0.170969 0.0317631 28.9728 29.7704 29.0396
rs7047512 16856367 T C 0.0856443 0.0746386 0.998345 40424 ‐0.16027 0.032438 24.4104 24.9252 5.96E‐07 24.4595 ‐0.166905 0.0312074 28.6037 29.3777 28.668
rs13297923 16953684 A G 0.43523 0.453489 0.998029 40424 0.087799 0.017586 24.9262 24.9149 5.99E‐07 24.9423 0.0805158 0.0167846 23.0113 22.9922 23.0238
c9_pos16845925 16855925 T C 0.0856039 0.0746165 0.998467 40424 ‐0.15995 0.032446 24.3026 24.8136 6.32E‐07 24.3512 ‐0.166616 0.0312132 28.4944 29.2636 28.5581
rs60618682 16852683 A G 0.0847331 0.0736376 0.977894 40424 ‐0.16087 0.032839 23.9992 24.5072 7.4E‐07 24.0473 ‐0.17019 0.0315899 29.0248 29.8263 29.0917
c9_pos16845132 16855132 C T 0.0791345 0.0682628 0.969078 40424 ‐0.16742 0.03423 23.922 24.4528 7.62E‐07 23.9735 ‐0.175893 0.0329495 28.497 29.3189 28.567
rs1970389 16942337 G A 0.446726 0.46337 0.983172 40424 0.087121 0.01762 24.4473 24.4408 7.66E‐07 24.4628 0.0773768 0.0168078 21.1933 21.1807 21.2039
rs200607086 16855130 GGC G 0.0612691 0.0524482 0.819127 40424 ‐0.20585 0.042233 23.758 24.3588 8E‐07 23.8179 ‐0.213263 0.040603 27.5878 28.4769 27.6657
rs13287985 16960741 G A 0.43563 0.453355 0.947935 40424 0.087682 0.017882 24.0433 24.0303 9.48E‐07 24.0583 0.0804531 0.0170577 22.2456 22.2251 22.2574
rs75764795 16857335 C T 0.0851083 0.0744053 0.965522 40424 ‐0.15995 0.033008 23.4809 23.9727 9.77E‐07 23.5274 ‐0.168358 0.0317459 28.1248 28.8877 28.1879
rs143941110 16851983 TATA T 0.0872011 0.0761034 0.954454 40424 ‐0.15874 0.032789 23.4377 23.9223 1E‐06 23.483 ‐0.168636 0.0315488 28.5718 29.3464 28.6358
rs946543 16959540 G C 0.433424 0.451167 0.994694 40424 0.085878 0.017614 23.7704 23.7581 1.09E‐06 23.785 0.0787487 0.016811 21.9432 21.9236 21.9546
rs1339550 16854839 T C 0.914687 0.925323 1 40424 0.155841 0.032416 23.1125 23.5849 1.2E‐06 23.1565 0.161986 0.0311808 26.9886 27.6959 27.0458
rs79782631 16921752 A G 0.0158792 0.0112651 0.730923 40424 ‐0.44304 0.09425 22.096 23.5737 1.2E‐06 22.3362 ‐0.461898 0.0909832 25.7733 27.9438 26.0927
rs17743955 16836893 G C 0.107827 0.0984195 0.770735 40424 ‐0.15831 0.032941 23.0963 23.4864 1.26E‐06 23.1303 ‐0.138377 0.0316192 19.1525 19.4987 19.1753
c9_pos16838192 16848192 G T 0.0855183 0.0741765 0.993844 40424 ‐0.1562 0.032605 22.9493 23.4196 1.3E‐06 22.9928 ‐0.166943 0.0313674 28.3257 29.093 28.3888
rs11792459 16943924 T G 0.265459 0.247729 0.805994 40424 ‐0.10736 0.022371 23.0307 23.1786 1.48E‐06 23.0473 ‐0.10811 0.0214154 25.4845 25.6868 25.503
rs1538588 16944006 A T 0.446223 0.465065 0.82686 40424 0.091977 0.019188 22.9767 22.9826 1.63E‐06 22.9903 0.0872607 0.0183098 22.7128 22.7138 22.7248
rs201402022 16993944 T TTTCC 0.0647067 0.0538547 0.735772 40424 ‐0.20851 0.044114 22.3408 22.8788 1.73E‐06 22.3919 ‐0.216281 0.0422759 26.1729 26.978 26.2399
rs11998905 16845998 A G 0.118467 0.106492 0.899296 40424 ‐0.13748 0.029288 22.0335 22.3865 2.23E‐06 22.0638 ‐0.14307 0.0280933 25.9355 26.472 25.9752
rs10962747 16942642 A T 0.332388 0.311127 0.999024 40424 ‐0.08868 0.018835 22.1659 22.2756 2.36E‐06 22.18 ‐0.0877524 0.0180193 23.7161 23.8585 23.7309
rs190840275 16907695 A T 0.0155044 0.0128335 0.347847 40424 ‐0.61428 0.134529 20.8499 22.2453 2.4E‐06 21.08 ‐0.570763 0.12972 19.3596 20.8025 19.544
rs11790330 16943861 G A 0.332249 0.311082 0.991853 40424 ‐0.08842 0.018838 22.0302 22.1388 2.54E‐06 22.0441 ‐0.0874449 0.0180207 23.5464 23.6871 23.561
rs11792883 16944034 T C 0.332119 0.310988 0.99891 40424 ‐0.08843 0.01884 22.0299 22.1386 2.54E‐06 22.0437 ‐0.0872931 0.018023 23.4588 23.5989 23.4732
rs200406339 16851324 AGTG A 0.0144067 0.0122008 0.200378 40424 ‐0.85213 0.187898 20.5666 22.1012 2.59E‐06 20.7892 ‐0.886334 0.180928 23.9984 26.1982 24.2889
rs7865933 16951205 C A 0.403955 0.385927 0.980734 40424 ‐0.08476 0.018061 22.0256 22.0947 2.6E‐06 22.0385 ‐0.0787857 0.0172618 20.8315 20.9039 20.842
rs10962755 16944968 C T 0.332197 0.311044 0.990719 40424 ‐0.08833 0.018839 21.9813 22.0896 2.6E‐06 21.9951 ‐0.0873948 0.0180215 23.5174 23.6579 23.5319
c9_pos16974609 16984609 A G 0.109964 0.093119 0.98472 40424 ‐0.13823 0.029659 21.7218 22.0888 2.6E‐06 21.7526 ‐0.146696 0.0283735 26.7308 27.3318 26.7761
rs10962742 16941297 A G 0.33252 0.311359 0.998729 40424 ‐0.08752 0.018826 21.6122 21.7176 3.16E‐06 21.6256 ‐0.0870295 0.0180105 23.3497 23.4886 23.364
rs1538591 16943514 C T 0.163429 0.149875 0.973798 40424 ‐0.11319 0.024508 21.3303 21.5793 3.39E‐06 21.3509 ‐0.103632 0.0234647 19.5054 19.7622 19.5219
rs187181554 16907706 A G 0.0152229 0.0125841 0.351442 40424 ‐0.60584 0.134942 20.1568 21.4884 3.56E‐06 20.3748 ‐0.563997 0.130163 18.775 20.1612 18.9512
rs11789463 16836011 G A 0.50879 0.490461 0.6472 40424 ‐0.10107 0.021838 21.4208 21.4372 3.66E‐06 21.434 ‐0.10107 0.0206607 23.9307 23.9524 23.9444
rs78974792 16986962 T C 0.109015 0.0926464 0.939977 40424 ‐0.13899 0.030295 21.0495 21.4028 3.72E‐06 21.079 ‐0.147528 0.0289743 25.9251 26.5048 25.9683
rs7853148 16921847 T C 0.627097 0.641072 0.999965 40424 0.083532 0.018105 21.2872 21.3699 3.79E‐06 21.2994 0.07287 0.0172869 17.7689 17.84 17.7768
rs9298767 16919023 C G 0.613872 0.627432 0.933479 40424 0.085077 0.018523 21.0952 21.1756 4.19E‐06 21.1073 0.0742232 0.0176848 17.6149 17.6841 17.6226
rs34983435 16917322 G C 0.106705 0.0960387 0.915526 40424 ‐0.13799 0.030308 20.7291 21.066 4.44E‐06 20.7582 ‐0.141416 0.0291952 23.4626 23.951 23.4983
rs7019530 16936082 G A 0.831534 0.845408 0.992527 40424 0.109424 0.024001 20.7862 21.0156 4.56E‐06 20.8052 0.1034 0.0229833 20.2401 20.5017 20.2572
rs1001301 16925586 A G 0.621877 0.635036 0.980022 40424 0.082637 0.018081 20.8872 20.9636 4.68E‐06 20.8989 0.0719103 0.0172719 17.3341 17.3993 17.3415
rs11790448 16938501 G A 0.859272 0.874705 0.774499 40424 0.135099 0.029806 20.5446 20.8451 4.98E‐06 20.5688 0.142665 0.02845 25.1463 25.6317 25.1812
c9_pos16941373 16951373 G C 0.401175 0.383459 0.996621 40424 ‐0.08215 0.018042 20.7294 20.7918 5.12E‐06 20.7408 ‐0.0766512 0.0172468 19.7525 19.8188 19.762
rs10810673 16923184 C T 0.599749 0.61235 0.915671 40424 0.08433 0.018526 20.7214 20.7905 5.12E‐06 20.7328 0.0727977 0.0176945 16.9262 16.9834 16.9332
rs72432685 16959578 GA G 0.40334 0.385657 0.975827 40424 ‐0.08227 0.018135 20.5769 20.6383 5.55E‐06 20.5881 ‐0.0776894 0.0173305 20.0956 20.1634 20.1054
rs1538589 16942901 C T 0.393822 0.37656 0.999996 40424 ‐0.08201 0.018084 20.5626 20.6275 5.58E‐06 20.5739 ‐0.0761553 0.0172852 19.4111 19.4792 19.4203
rs62543887 16785289 A G 0.0119381 0.00895492 0.359813 40424 ‐0.69342 0.159387 18.927 20.4694 6.06E‐06 19.1619 ‐0.754071 0.153164 24.2388 26.7995 24.6396
rs11791869 16921722 G A 0.620728 0.633498 0.987184 40424 0.081159 0.018035 20.2502 20.3216 6.55E‐06 20.2611 0.0700303 0.017223 16.5331 16.5924 16.5398
rs5896723 16918149 CT C 0.623835 0.637299 0.975075 40424 0.081948 0.018221 20.2267 20.3001 6.62E‐06 20.2376 0.0723781 0.017395 17.3128 17.3787 17.3202
rs117522411 16730041 C T 0.0253628 0.0226629 0.242708 40424 ‐0.51967 0.117691 19.4968 20.2717 6.72E‐06 19.6298 ‐0.435467 0.115851 14.1291 14.7453 14.182
rs78245906 17017993 G C 0.0924952 0.0774421 0.981128 40424 ‐0.14331 0.032138 19.8835 20.2524 6.79E‐06 19.9148 ‐0.157555 0.0307845 26.1937 26.8614 26.2455
rs74885297 17018081 T C 0.0924875 0.0774342 0.981354 40424 ‐0.14326 0.032136 19.8747 20.2433 6.82E‐06 19.906 ‐0.157537 0.0307825 26.1914 26.8589 26.2432
rs1537001 16676967 C A 0.0695804 0.0780238 0.488747 40424 0.213253 0.047047 20.546 20.217 6.91E‐06 20.5839 0.212711 0.044624 22.7219 22.2741 22.7697
rs78218713 17018847 A G 0.0924212 0.0773705 0.983679 40424 ‐0.14285 0.032114 19.786 20.1518 7.15E‐06 19.817 ‐0.157327 0.0307629 26.1548 26.8205 26.2064
rs185797278 17036343 T C 0.0923047 0.077275 0.972963 40424 ‐0.1438 0.032334 19.7794 20.1483 7.17E‐06 19.8107 ‐0.159265 0.0309677 26.4497 27.1322 26.503
rs79668955 17034383 A G 0.0934463 0.0784463 0.973346 40424 ‐0.14272 0.032148 19.7081 20.0719 7.46E‐06 19.7388 ‐0.157251 0.0307913 26.0813 26.7438 26.1326
rs3762426 17019516 T G 0.0924311 0.0773937 0.9844 40424 ‐0.14241 0.032097 19.686 20.0487 7.55E‐06 19.7167 ‐0.156973 0.0307469 26.0644 26.726 26.1156
rs78214581 17039684 G A 0.0922014 0.0771938 0.972684 40424 ‐0.14343 0.032356 19.6505 20.0161 7.68E‐06 19.6815 ‐0.159052 0.0309868 26.3468 27.0259 26.3996
rs10810676 16923559 G A 0.614242 0.626984 0.957525 40424 0.08125 0.018204 19.9223 19.9907 7.78E‐06 19.9328 0.0707408 0.0173929 16.5424 16.6008 16.5491
rs190007171 17043460 T C 0.0924463 0.0775902 0.958204 40424 ‐0.14396 0.032504 19.6171 19.9814 7.82E‐06 19.6479 ‐0.158914 0.0311306 26.0586 26.7257 26.1103
0 17043459 T TC 0.0924341 0.0775802 0.958228 40424 ‐0.14395 0.032505 19.6125 19.9767 7.84E‐06 19.6433 ‐0.158891 0.0311319 26.0489 26.7157 26.1006
0 17019918 C CT 0.0924553 0.0774307 0.98485 40424 ‐0.14211 0.032089 19.612 19.9724 7.86E‐06 19.6424 ‐0.156695 0.0307388 25.9858 26.644 26.0366
rs10962696 16919058 T G 0.621908 0.634682 0.988352 40424 0.080535 0.018072 19.8586 19.9289 8.04E‐06 19.8692 0.07003 0.017259 16.464 16.524 16.4706
rs74524793 17040637 C T 0.0922734 0.0773034 0.970906 40424 ‐0.14293 0.03237 19.4963 19.8576 8.34E‐06 19.5268 ‐0.158521 0.0309998 26.1489 26.8204 26.201
rs10962697 16919545 T C 0.622707 0.635388 0.997541 40424 0.080362 0.018074 19.7693 19.8399 8.42E‐06 19.7798 0.0697516 0.0172612 16.3292 16.3893 16.3358
rs55814049 17026505 G T 0.0928027 0.0777865 0.981478 40424 ‐0.14163 0.032088 19.4812 19.8382 8.43E‐06 19.5112 ‐0.156235 0.0307334 25.8426 26.4951 25.8929
rs75041907 17038460 C T 0.091832 0.0769107 0.970027 40424 ‐0.14319 0.032447 19.4734 19.8349 8.44E‐06 19.5039 ‐0.159016 0.0310784 26.1795 26.8535 26.2319
rs77281847 17040281 C T 0.0921004 0.0771362 0.972939 40424 ‐0.14273 0.032362 19.4512 19.8112 8.55E‐06 19.4815 ‐0.158373 0.0309925 26.1124 26.7826 26.1644
rs79439080 17040820 G A 0.0920942 0.0771356 0.972864 40424 ‐0.14267 0.032364 19.432 19.7914 8.64E‐06 19.4623 ‐0.158316 0.0309939 26.0914 26.7607 26.1433
rs149218872 16949567 TTTAA T 0.395342 0.378494 0.976246 40424 ‐0.08069 0.018184 19.6888 19.7502 8.83E‐06 19.6991 ‐0.0749353 0.0173811 18.5874 18.6519 18.5958
rs56316548 17031532 T C 0.0930335 0.0780583 0.978686 40424 ‐0.14105 0.032094 19.3139 19.6663 9.22E‐06 19.3434 ‐0.155974 0.0307405 25.7443 26.3931 25.7942
rs78700738 17021665 T C 0.092446 0.0774625 0.985205 40424 ‐0.14096 0.032081 19.3056 19.6573 9.26E‐06 19.335 ‐0.155909 0.0307286 25.7431 26.3918 25.793
rs76975494 17025447 T G 0.0921522 0.0772031 0.980706 40424 ‐0.14126 0.032205 19.2389 19.5906 9.59E‐06 19.2684 ‐0.156599 0.0308448 25.7758 26.4287 25.8261
rs78965856 17029869 C A 0.0919577 0.077013 0.978317 40424 ‐0.14154 0.032272 19.2355 19.5881 9.61E‐06 19.265 ‐0.157231 0.0309076 25.8788 26.5376 25.9297
rs112803367 17023750 G A 0.0923733 0.0774801 0.979936 40424 ‐0.14099 0.032158 19.2228 19.5729 9.68E‐06 19.2521 ‐0.155489 0.0308042 25.4788 26.1179 25.5278
rs111991906 17033175 C T 0.0921293 0.0772201 0.975657 40424 ‐0.14145 0.032293 19.1866 19.5381 9.86E‐06 19.2161 ‐0.157148 0.0309275 25.8185 26.4752 25.8691
rs55895101 17031056 C T 0.0920255 0.077122 0.977476 40424 ‐0.1409 0.032273 19.0617 19.4094 1.05E‐05 19.0907 ‐0.156753 0.0309084 25.7206 26.3731 25.7709
rs112488223 17027407 G A 0.091603 0.0767673 0.975821 40424 ‐0.14105 0.032358 18.9996 19.3463 1.09E‐05 19.0286 ‐0.156679 0.0309935 25.5552 26.2023 25.6049
rs10962781 16975258 A G 0.0988798 0.0825871 0.99879 28728 ‐0.15795 0.036458 18.7691 19.1342 1.22E‐05 18.8044 ‐0.147806 0.0348841 17.9526 18.364 17.9839
rs200547272 16918151 TG T 0.620734 0.633139 0.976641 40424 0.078746 0.01813 18.8661 18.9295 1.36E‐05 18.8756 0.0682016 0.01731 15.5236 15.5771 15.5295
rs55672367 16983862 C T 0.235513 0.217989 0.891 40424 ‐0.09533 0.022192 18.4547 18.5962 1.62E‐05 18.4668 ‐0.0959112 0.0211979 20.4717 20.6689 20.4856
rs12684159 17017674 T C 0.0938656 0.0794057 0.979361 40424 ‐0.13548 0.031835 18.1091 18.423 1.77E‐05 18.1346 ‐0.148618 0.0304824 23.771 24.3366 23.8129
rs10810684 16936252 C T 0.646892 0.658884 0.993581 40424 0.078554 0.018401 18.2247 18.2972 1.89E‐05 18.2339 0.0678242 0.0175652 14.9095 14.9704 14.9152
rs1890641 16943412 T A 0.674666 0.688452 0.998245 40424 0.079491 0.018723 18.0254 18.1088 2.09E‐05 18.0347 0.0700534 0.0179086 15.3016 15.3767 15.3078
rs10962633 16841972 T C 0.206232 0.196019 0.944164 40424 ‐0.09447 0.022348 17.869 18.0209 2.18E‐05 17.8813 ‐0.098654 0.0214663 21.1209 21.3522 21.1369
rs183107926 16907705 C T 0.0115245 0.00891702 0.404383 40424 ‐0.60792 0.149892 16.4486 17.7142 2.57E‐05 16.669 ‐0.663353 0.144835 20.9769 23.0464 21.2762
rs13286591 16937046 G T 0.645407 0.656823 0.977211 40424 0.077074 0.018394 17.5585 17.6253 2.69E‐05 17.5669 0.0653564 0.0175557 13.8593 13.9123 13.8642
rs10756817 16843384 G A 0.790494 0.800397 0.939594 40424 0.092763 0.022229 17.4143 17.5567 2.79E‐05 17.4258 0.0962449 0.0213512 20.3194 20.5325 20.334
rs10810642 16841515 A G 0.440285 0.45319 0.997683 40424 0.073467 0.017568 17.4888 17.4813 2.9E‐05 17.4967 0.0608457 0.016753 13.1909 13.1817 13.195
rs200848163 16934885 T TTATTTTTA 0.643965 0.655551 0.955854 40424 0.077034 0.018539 17.266 17.3304 3.14E‐05 17.2741 0.0678626 0.0177016 14.6973 14.755 14.7027
rs56216509 16987919 C T 0.108766 0.0937993 0.929179 40424 ‐0.12473 0.030337 16.903 17.1566 3.44E‐05 16.9222 ‐0.132714 0.0289901 20.9572 21.3777 20.9856
rs12376763 16987837 T C 0.111382 0.0963115 0.907906 40424 ‐0.12402 0.030363 16.6829 16.9297 3.88E‐05 16.7015 ‐0.13312 0.0290135 21.0518 21.4724 21.0803
rs184969716 16869331 C T 0.000565027 0.000322186 0.169311 40424 ‐6.03238 1.93759 9.6929 16.7511 4.26E‐05 11.444 ‐5.98681 1.93116 9.61065 15.8773 10.4696
rs12350807 16876295 T G 0.165145 0.173487 0.74088 40424 0.109521 0.026692 16.8355 16.701 4.38E‐05 16.8489 0.12066 0.0254359 22.5028 22.2468 22.5252
rs72713810 16836723 A T 0.11645 0.108234 0.601402 40424 ‐0.14466 0.035961 16.1814 16.4095 5.1E‐05 16.1989 ‐0.147842 0.0344465 18.4208 18.7491 18.4419
rs151259031 17325511 C T 0.000729527 0.000488031 0.134002 40424 ‐5.62269 1.71422 10.7586 16.2993 5.41E‐05 10.8614 ‐5.90799 1.76949 11.1476 16.3209 10.3625
rs55646263 16988024 AG A 0.110162 0.0953623 0.930391 40424 ‐0.12064 0.030106 16.0577 16.2905 5.43E‐05 16.0749 ‐0.128022 0.0287761 19.7927 20.1755 19.8179
rs263640 17019121 G A 0.0966231 0.0833985 0.996632 40424 ‐0.12288 0.030937 15.7772 16.0198 6.27E‐05 15.7958 ‐0.132429 0.0296511 19.9472 20.3615 19.9756
rs72713815 16841213 A T 0.103845 0.093686 0.893423 40424 ‐0.12138 0.031076 15.2556 15.4729 8.37E‐05 15.2717 ‐0.134024 0.0298418 20.1704 20.5684 20.1973
rs12685003 17022667 A G 0.100561 0.0870286 0.979208 40424 ‐0.11906 0.030634 15.1043 15.3269 9.04E‐05 15.1208 ‐0.128311 0.0293168 19.1556 19.5358 19.1808
rs10962714 16930523 G A 0.648074 0.659149 0.981786 40424 0.071933 0.018425 15.2417 15.2965 9.19E‐05 15.2481 0.064789 0.0176015 13.5489 13.6016 13.5536
rs10756813 16788308 C T 0.673663 0.659055 0.704082 40424 ‐0.08614 0.022061 15.2477 15.2072 9.63E‐05 15.2543 ‐0.0659625 0.0209949 9.87108 9.84313 9.87364
rs10962717 16931236 T C 0.648976 0.660079 0.998416 40424 0.071522 0.018397 15.1141 15.1685 9.83E‐05 15.1204 0.0643584 0.0175731 13.4127 13.4649 13.4172
rs955138 16843999 G C 0.176945 0.168165 0.945467 40424 ‐0.09198 0.023738 15.0145 15.1465 9.95E‐05 15.0241 ‐0.0948345 0.0227982 17.3035 17.4981 17.3154
rs10962590 16785478 C G 0.692342 0.674111 0.932196 40424 ‐0.07458 0.019373 14.821 14.7769 0.000121 14.8274 ‐0.062868 0.0184499 11.6111 11.5721 11.6147
rs10810683 16933734 C T 0.648457 0.659243 0.99521 40424 0.070333 0.018397 14.6161 14.6676 0.000128 14.622 0.0626748 0.0175724 12.721 12.7689 12.7251
rs74645810 16788333 T C 0.538435 0.525806 0.538817 40424 ‐0.09138 0.023889 14.6327 14.6264 0.000131 14.6385 ‐0.072239 0.0227511 10.0818 10.075 10.0843
rs117610736 16719856 T G 0.0119318 0.0101027 0.262075 40424 ‐0.62884 0.168851 13.8699 14.6085 0.000132 13.9998 ‐0.577132 0.166972 11.947 12.6767 12.0234
rs10810629 16787786 T C 0.69428 0.676632 0.920802 40424 ‐0.07466 0.01955 14.5857 14.5413 0.000137 14.5919 ‐0.0618837 0.0186125 11.0546 11.0173 11.0578
rs10962718 16931342 T C 0.648102 0.658904 0.999486 40424 0.069923 0.01838 14.4729 14.5234 0.000138 14.4787 0.063115 0.0175568 12.9233 12.9722 12.9275
rs139856173 16660175 G A 0.000822318 0.000600962 0.112577 40424 ‐4.89437 1.55555 9.89985 14.4177 0.000146 10.8214 ‐4.60322 1.50943 9.30028 13.3033 9.81741
rs7030959 16917926 T C 0.21595 0.201921 0.917585 40424 ‐0.08474 0.022404 14.3058 14.4124 0.000147 14.3136 ‐0.0784243 0.0214089 13.4188 13.5327 13.4253
rs10810628 16787406 T C 0.696925 0.679381 0.933519 40424 ‐0.07386 0.019458 14.4086 14.3647 0.000151 14.4146 ‐0.0604895 0.018529 10.6575 10.6219 10.6605
rs11795031 16786930 G A 0.692552 0.674599 0.933735 40424 ‐0.07337 0.019391 14.3181 14.2759 0.000158 14.324 ‐0.0617622 0.0184657 11.1869 11.1499 11.1903
rs10756812 16786303 G A 0.695582 0.677879 0.936031 40424 ‐0.07269 0.019396 14.0456 14.0035 0.000182 14.0513 ‐0.0601449 0.0184715 10.6021 10.5671 10.6051
rs13288423 16837371 A G 0.174978 0.168337 0.783755 40424 ‐0.09714 0.026107 13.8434 13.9614 0.000187 13.8517 ‐0.0959017 0.0250511 14.6554 14.8075 14.6641
rs35973674 17027928 C CA 0.124827 0.109608 0.975445 40424 ‐0.10288 0.027733 13.7609 13.9253 0.00019 13.7723 ‐0.115394 0.0265758 18.8537 19.1698 18.874
rs10962534 16675849 C G 0.101602 0.111638 0.495211 40424 0.149387 0.039848 14.0548 13.9088 0.000192 14.0673 0.152343 0.037745 16.2902 16.0833 16.3064
rs12004693 17028377 T C 0.125148 0.10995 0.97349 40424 ‐0.1028 0.027735 13.738 13.9019 0.000193 13.7494 ‐0.115256 0.026578 18.8055 19.1201 18.8256
rs11560481 17290566 C T 0.0170593 0.0132193 0.775779 40424 ‐0.31059 0.085259 13.2708 13.8769 0.000195 13.3454 ‐0.322852 0.0817484 15.5973 16.5022 15.7022
c9_pos16832310 16842310 T C 0.10407 0.0942719 0.923824 40424 ‐0.1128 0.030542 13.6412 13.8208 0.000201 13.6538 ‐0.124186 0.029332 17.9252 18.2531 17.9462
rs10962629 16833220 C T 0.54265 0.525641 0.644918 40424 ‐0.08133 0.021891 13.8035 13.7994 0.000203 13.8089 ‐0.0880951 0.0207217 18.074 18.0739 18.0818
rs181992169 16755751 C A 0.00131556 0.000897176 0.137192 40424 ‐3.20528 0.947967 11.4326 13.7481 0.000209 11.5857 ‐3.28925 0.901915 13.3003 16.6911 13.736
rs118116942 16820568 T C 0.0226046 0.0192589 0.340981 40424 ‐0.39375 0.109557 12.9172 13.448 0.000245 12.9797 ‐0.462796 0.106289 18.9585 20.0809 19.0836
rs148685761 16916990 G A 0.00137207 0.00198192 0.446065 40424 1.16763 0.309926 14.1937 13.3843 0.000254 14.8801 0.901983 0.285486 9.98224 9.29923 10.3412
rs77739273 16988961 A G 0.10237 0.0895738 0.94844 40424 ‐0.11165 0.030745 13.1887 13.3675 0.000256 13.201 ‐0.113832 0.029418 14.9727 15.2318 14.988
rs10631074 16875759 G GCCA 0.916549 0.903547 0.953275 40424 ‐0.11255 0.030661 13.4744 13.3291 0.000261 13.4871 ‐0.134117 0.0292198 21.0675 20.7167 21.0987
rs4378062 16779899 G T 0.838332 0.829993 0.859484 40424 ‐0.09256 0.025274 13.4135 13.3188 0.000263 13.4215 ‐0.070939 0.0240294 8.71534 8.65279 8.71853
rs36067353 16827705 C A 0.535619 0.519237 0.651903 40424 ‐0.07914 0.021759 13.2295 13.2267 0.000276 13.2345 ‐0.0844597 0.0206051 16.8016 16.8034 16.8083
rs141120011 16993939 A ATTTC 0.104841 0.0917293 0.975307 40424 ‐0.10841 0.03005 13.0148 13.1863 0.000282 13.0264 ‐0.110995 0.0287456 14.9096 15.1614 14.9243
rs77879649 16710003 T G 0.0118403 0.0100834 0.260023 40424 ‐0.59578 0.168512 12.4999 13.1342 0.00029 12.6202 ‐0.557019 0.168068 10.9842 11.6479 11.0527
rs72704092 16677803 A T 0.100364 0.110144 0.508502 40424 0.143553 0.039472 13.2264 13.0929 0.000296 13.2376 0.153903 0.0374433 16.8946 16.6672 16.9125
rs16934899 16671439 G C 0.0718573 0.0788194 0.476706 40424 0.172477 0.047382 13.2508 13.0751 0.000299 13.267 0.160146 0.044942 12.6977 12.5034 12.7128
rs144343452 16921606 G A 0.0182798 0.0147658 0.533388 40424 ‐0.34545 0.097356 12.5908 13.0548 0.000303 12.6413 ‐0.353345 0.0935255 14.2737 14.927 14.3351
rs117439620 16931888 C G 0.00491698 0.00368448 0.37214 40424 ‐0.82936 0.241491 11.7948 13.0318 0.000306 12.0447 ‐0.745544 0.23556 10.0171 11.1422 10.1936
rs112814316 16875986 T TCTCA 0.91672 0.903753 0.94578 40424 ‐0.11159 0.030778 13.1456 13.0046 0.000311 13.1578 ‐0.132907 0.0293556 20.4982 20.1595 20.5279
rs74868858 17002038 T C 0.104475 0.0913269 0.988378 40424 ‐0.10674 0.029848 12.7879 12.954 0.000319 12.7991 ‐0.109727 0.0285495 14.7716 15.0187 14.7859
rs61336812 16671540 A T 0.073389 0.080437 0.478124 40424 0.169753 0.046875 13.1147 12.9435 0.000321 13.1302 0.158278 0.0444589 12.6743 12.4834 12.689
rs189446046 16891126 C A 0.00344363 0.00263673 0.215982 40424 ‐1.32346 0.388523 11.6034 12.8654 0.000335 11.8047 ‐1.39669 0.375547 13.8316 15.6569 14.1279
rs2185272 16877339 A C 0.91963 0.906737 0.970753 40424 ‐0.11127 0.030892 12.9738 12.8342 0.00034 12.9858 ‐0.132946 0.0294565 20.37 20.0312 20.3997
rs10810653 16876643 C G 0.920106 0.907234 0.975059 40424 ‐0.11111 0.030862 12.9622 12.8228 0.000342 12.9742 ‐0.132513 0.02943 20.2739 19.9376 20.3034
rs56103268 16993488 G A 0.104369 0.0913912 0.978823 40424 ‐0.10676 0.030046 12.626 12.7897 0.000349 12.637 ‐0.109444 0.0287389 14.5027 14.7441 14.5166
rs55873944 16993715 A G 0.104371 0.0913923 0.978983 40424 ‐0.10675 0.030044 12.6255 12.7892 0.000349 12.6365 ‐0.109429 0.0287368 14.5008 14.7422 14.5147
rs56098873 16994696 G A 0.104375 0.091397 0.97973 40424 ‐0.10668 0.030035 12.6155 12.779 0.000351 12.6265 ‐0.109345 0.0287278 14.4874 14.7285 14.5013
rs112210553 16995830 C T 0.104379 0.0914037 0.98073 40424 ‐0.10653 0.030023 12.5907 12.7536 0.000355 12.6015 ‐0.109206 0.0287163 14.4623 14.7026 14.4761
rs150553433 16996399 TA T 0.104379 0.0914068 0.98131 40424 ‐0.10644 0.030017 12.5743 12.7369 0.000359 12.5851 ‐0.109121 0.0287106 14.4456 14.6855 14.4594
rs149365030 16996875 AT A 0.104383 0.0914109 0.981767 40424 ‐0.10639 0.030012 12.566 12.7285 0.00036 12.5769 ‐0.109073 0.0287054 14.4379 14.6776 14.4517
rs80153037 17003999 A G 0.104379 0.091313 0.987685 40424 ‐0.10574 0.029868 12.5345 12.6955 0.000367 12.5452 ‐0.108906 0.0285671 14.5335 14.7744 14.5474
rs72501431 16876176 G A 0.917729 0.904577 0.96348 40424 ‐0.10939 0.030559 12.8147 12.6792 0.00037 12.8262 ‐0.132161 0.0291422 20.5665 20.2268 20.5962
rs77969266 16992655 G A 0.104132 0.0912397 0.976956 40424 ‐0.10642 0.030098 12.5023 12.6636 0.000373 12.5131 ‐0.108859 0.0287896 14.2974 14.5339 14.311
rs79850388 16992238 A G 0.104129 0.0912391 0.976772 40424 ‐0.10642 0.030101 12.4996 12.6609 0.000373 12.5104 ‐0.108861 0.0287922 14.2953 14.5317 14.3089
rs7864431 16875365 C T 0.91954 0.906654 0.991948 40424 ‐0.10942 0.030597 12.789 12.6533 0.000375 12.8006 ‐0.129982 0.0291838 19.8374 19.5136 19.8653
rs11788101 16828961 C T 0.537896 0.521817 0.655011 40424 ‐0.07725 0.021717 12.6543 12.651 0.000375 12.6589 ‐0.0823217 0.0205654 16.0234 16.0239 16.0295
rs76938895 17007112 T C 0.104689 0.0916499 0.98774 40424 ‐0.10541 0.02983 12.4861 12.646 0.000376 12.4967 ‐0.108343 0.0285315 14.4197 14.6574 14.4333
rs78600569 16990325 A G 0.104592 0.0917352 0.965278 40424 ‐0.10671 0.030202 12.4843 12.6453 0.000377 12.4951 ‐0.109528 0.0288919 14.3713 14.6096 14.385
rs138229041 16877354 C CT 0.918886 0.905916 0.969366 40424 ‐0.11005 0.030794 12.7725 12.6366 0.000378 12.7841 ‐0.132549 0.0293662 20.373 20.0353 20.4026
rs77632083 17007505 C T 0.104425 0.0913904 0.988138 40424 ‐0.1055 0.029874 12.4711 12.631 0.000379 12.4817 ‐0.108666 0.0285732 14.4634 14.7027 14.4772
rs4422864 16879179 T A 0.920239 0.907468 0.969675 40424 ‐0.11065 0.031007 12.7344 12.5978 0.000386 12.7461 ‐0.132325 0.0295632 20.0347 19.7025 20.0637
rs263635 17022777 A C 0.139058 0.126509 0.992579 40424 ‐0.09162 0.025944 12.4702 12.5956 0.000387 12.4784 ‐0.0910453 0.0248476 13.4259 13.5925 13.435
rs184131052 16919194 A C 0.00431757 0.00314341 0.380972 40424 ‐0.87515 0.260918 11.2501 12.5916 0.000387 11.526 ‐0.815984 0.254301 10.296 11.6342 10.5236
rs10810644 16843128 T C 0.231708 0.244146 0.998302 40424 0.072883 0.020514 12.6228 12.5647 0.000393 12.6282 0.0854126 0.0195255 19.1355 19.0053 19.1472
rs7847725 16878495 C G 0.919524 0.906642 0.969725 40424 ‐0.11001 0.030899 12.6768 12.5417 0.000398 12.6882 ‐0.132324 0.0294629 20.1711 19.8368 20.2003
rs76032660 16990617 G A 0.104206 0.0913982 0.962812 40424 ‐0.10658 0.030292 12.3806 12.5399 0.000398 12.3912 ‐0.10964 0.0289754 14.3178 14.5554 14.3315
rs74339678 16998766 C G 0.103648 0.0907309 0.982873 40424 ‐0.10575 0.030066 12.3702 12.5291 0.000401 12.3807 ‐0.108816 0.0287562 14.3193 14.5565 14.3329
rs79476472 17004288 T C 0.103624 0.0906461 0.983048 40424 ‐0.10567 0.030051 12.3642 12.523 0.000402 12.3747 ‐0.109313 0.0287391 14.4675 14.7083 14.4814
rs6475090 16878170 T C 0.919636 0.906761 0.972477 40424 ‐0.10992 0.030896 12.6575 12.5228 0.000402 12.669 ‐0.13234 0.0294607 20.1787 19.8443 20.2079
rs4246148 16781531 G C 0.841215 0.833266 0.902656 40424 ‐0.08823 0.024878 12.5788 12.4926 0.000409 12.5858 ‐0.0670687 0.0236429 8.04708 7.99149 8.0498
rs12006374 16887167 C T 0.0799568 0.0928193 0.977344 40424 0.109637 0.030857 12.6248 12.4901 0.000409 12.6362 0.132193 0.0294061 20.2089 19.8731 20.2384
c9_pos16996901 17006901 T C 0.104774 0.0917415 0.996219 40424 ‐0.10417 0.029746 12.2636 12.4186 0.000425 12.2738 ‐0.107313 0.0284545 14.2234 14.4554 14.2366
rs202216491 17386638 ACGT A 0.00352251 0.00252277 0.325022 40424 ‐1.07297 0.323543 10.998 12.3998 0.000429 11.2764 ‐1.00488 0.31138 10.4147 11.8832 10.6664
rs79687628 16889330 C A 0.0800868 0.0928906 0.972393 40424 0.109464 0.030928 12.5266 12.3935 0.000431 12.5378 0.132514 0.0294749 20.2126 19.8773 20.242
rs10962623 16822855 G A 0.525236 0.508922 0.649571 40424 ‐0.07667 0.021793 12.3784 12.3776 0.000435 12.3828 ‐0.0833023 0.0206262 16.3108 16.3167 16.3172
rs77878183 16889646 A C 0.0802498 0.0930685 0.973026 40424 0.109262 0.030897 12.5059 12.3733 0.000436 12.5171 0.132375 0.0294458 20.2098 19.875 20.2392
rs4500176 16876586 G T 0.919061 0.906212 0.971093 40424 ‐0.10872 0.030765 12.4872 12.3557 0.00044 12.4982 ‐0.130762 0.0293405 19.8624 19.5371 19.8905
rs11299500 16905628 TA T 0.0789007 0.0905772 0.805428 40424 0.121355 0.034349 12.482 12.3492 0.000441 12.4932 0.145144 0.0327221 19.675 19.3524 19.7031
rs12344799 16780344 G T 0.687545 0.670684 0.92216 40424 ‐0.06822 0.019389 12.3809 12.3472 0.000442 12.3853 ‐0.0560039 0.0184872 9.17687 9.14933 9.1791
rs78272478 17013999 C G 0.104795 0.0918404 0.977885 40424 ‐0.10483 0.030023 12.1908 12.3457 0.000442 12.201 ‐0.109208 0.0287081 14.471 14.7111 14.4848
rs80094183 17014703 A G 0.104627 0.0916735 0.976895 40424 ‐0.10481 0.03005 12.1656 12.3202 0.000448 12.1758 ‐0.109346 0.0287325 14.4829 14.7236 14.4968
rs10217423 16840464 T G 0.229821 0.241989 0.982947 40424 0.0728 0.020695 12.3742 12.3169 0.000449 12.3793 0.0849777 0.019705 18.5976 18.4705 18.6088
rs10810651 16874907 T G 0.920129 0.907508 0.973323 40424 ‐0.10914 0.030937 12.4461 12.3144 0.000449 12.4572 ‐0.129768 0.0295034 19.3459 19.0312 19.3728
rs78886836 16890618 C A 0.0800396 0.0927831 0.971127 40424 0.109279 0.030978 12.4444 12.3126 0.00045 12.4556 0.132523 0.029524 20.1479 19.814 20.1772
rs75714016 17012054 A C 0.104883 0.091943 0.979999 40424 ‐0.10447 0.02999 12.1344 12.288 0.000456 12.1445 ‐0.108726 0.0286762 14.3754 14.6129 14.3891
rs12006360 16887073 C T 0.0800739 0.0929944 0.99954 40424 0.107605 0.030545 12.4107 12.2803 0.000458 12.4216 0.130368 0.0291259 20.0346 19.7048 20.0631
rs76538056 17011455 C T 0.104828 0.0918945 0.98111 40424 ‐0.10435 0.029982 12.1122 12.2654 0.000461 12.1223 ‐0.108564 0.0286697 14.3393 14.5758 14.3529
rs75027033 17011259 T C 0.104807 0.0918755 0.981388 40424 ‐0.10434 0.029981 12.1114 12.2646 0.000462 12.1215 ‐0.108534 0.0286686 14.3325 14.5688 14.346
rs4961427 16902529 C T 0.0810344 0.0938189 0.968591 40424 0.108348 0.030784 12.3875 12.2569 0.000464 12.3983 0.128682 0.0293365 19.2407 18.9309 19.267
rs143842848 17266771 A T 0.0123908 0.00947107 0.746328 40424 ‐0.34811 0.101711 11.7138 12.2515 0.000465 11.7812 ‐0.355148 0.0976818 13.2187 13.9755 13.3047
rs10810643 16841628 A G 0.231613 0.24375 0.991217 40424 0.072052 0.020566 12.2736 12.2177 0.000473 12.2787 0.0838294 0.0195859 18.3192 18.1961 18.3299
rs76439812 16880520 C T 0.0793433 0.0919448 0.970317 40424 0.109216 0.03108 12.3483 12.2171 0.000474 12.3594 0.130915 0.0296328 19.5178 19.1968 19.5455
rs74305154 16889787 A G 0.0807975 0.0936551 0.967815 40424 0.108483 0.030892 12.3319 12.202 0.000477 12.3427 0.131904 0.0294436 20.0696 19.7384 20.0985
rs10962711 16928839 A G 0.528134 0.539542 0.981056 40424 0.061473 0.017608 12.1881 12.2001 0.000478 12.1919 0.0562622 0.0168343 11.1697 11.1809 11.1726
rs10217231 16840472 G A 0.229837 0.241963 0.982712 40424 0.072436 0.0207 12.2449 12.1886 0.000481 12.25 0.0847542 0.0197101 18.4904 18.3644 18.5014
rs59719786 16880174 G T 0.0798016 0.0924678 0.967741 40424 0.108915 0.031047 12.3064 12.1761 0.000484 12.3174 0.131125 0.0296028 19.6203 19.2973 19.6482
rs1487505 17000713 T A 0.893095 0.905357 0.998752 40424 0.101493 0.029281 12.0144 12.1611 0.000488 12.0241 0.102653 0.0280335 13.4087 13.6161 13.4202
rs4961426 16902347 C G 0.0807491 0.0934857 0.96912 40424 0.108128 0.030844 12.2894 12.1601 0.000488 12.3001 0.128589 0.0293909 19.1417 18.8337 19.1678
rs12683784 16884679 A G 0.0785406 0.0910237 0.964231 40424 0.109757 0.031324 12.2777 12.1471 0.000492 12.2887 0.13212 0.0298554 19.5836 19.2593 19.6118
rs4623533 16779962 T C 0.695246 0.678625 0.93297 40424 ‐0.0675 0.0194 12.1054 12.0713 0.000512 12.1096 ‐0.055111 0.0185019 8.87244 8.84509 8.87454
rs3936216 16816655 G A 0.529628 0.513798 0.646321 40424 ‐0.07598 0.021883 12.0558 12.0543 0.000517 12.06 ‐0.0821123 0.0207082 15.7228 15.7267 15.7288
rs111414393 16534282 C T 0.0132747 0.0143997 0.24764 40424 0.517031 0.146892 12.389 12.0442 0.00052 12.4571 0.417583 0.138543 9.08487 8.8123 9.12355
rs4961502 16882346 G A 0.0791473 0.0916584 0.970426 40424 0.10861 0.031135 12.169 12.0403 0.000521 12.1798 0.130257 0.0296843 19.2553 18.9398 19.2824
rs10756827 16892201 T A 0.917415 0.904766 0.946807 40424 ‐0.108 0.030976 12.1562 12.0291 0.000524 12.1667 ‐0.129925 0.0295119 19.3817 19.0679 19.4085
rs75432724 16447455 C T 0.0239813 0.0202431 0.541043 40424 ‐0.28703 0.084411 11.5631 11.9848 0.000536 11.6041 ‐0.306427 0.080855 14.3629 15.0322 14.428
rs3936215 16816755 C T 0.525846 0.509715 0.655143 40424 ‐0.07514 0.021728 11.9589 11.958 0.000544 11.9631 ‐0.0817589 0.0205635 15.8079 15.8129 15.8139
rs2481550 17000932 G C 0.893312 0.905484 0.993455 40424 0.1008 0.029345 11.7995 11.9424 0.000549 11.8088 0.102125 0.0280894 13.2184 13.4216 13.2296
rs34045498 16661480 G GT 0.0968874 0.106412 0.484304 40424 0.142836 0.041152 12.0475 11.9315 0.000552 12.0568 0.147382 0.0390752 14.2261 14.0541 14.2387
rs201659636 16661478 A AG 0.0968875 0.106412 0.484303 40424 0.142824 0.041152 12.0455 11.9296 0.000552 12.0548 0.147376 0.0390753 14.2248 14.0528 14.2374
rs10733331 16903324 A C 0.917477 0.904829 0.956452 40424 ‐0.10667 0.030759 12.0262 11.9017 0.000561 12.0363 ‐0.126299 0.0293145 18.5624 18.2698 18.5867
rs7863196 16818266 T G 0.54229 0.527197 0.644739 40424 ‐0.07558 0.02193 11.8767 11.8731 0.00057 11.8807 ‐0.0785725 0.0207699 14.3111 14.309 14.316
rs61202585 16882285 G A 0.0798541 0.0924178 0.968399 40424 0.107441 0.031065 11.9621 11.8369 0.000581 11.9724 0.129877 0.0296199 19.2263 18.9123 19.2531
rs6475091 16878382 G C 0.917885 0.905231 0.954035 40424 ‐0.10658 0.030923 11.8799 11.7575 0.000606 11.8899 ‐0.129502 0.0294906 19.2834 18.9717 19.3099
rs113202347 16892006 T C 0.0170362 0.0194623 0.402707 40424 0.350326 0.100905 12.0536 11.7525 0.000608 12.1075 0.320928 0.0949671 11.4201 11.063 11.4685
rs10962710 16928068 C T 0.512544 0.522877 0.97983 40424 0.060214 0.017602 11.7031 11.7111 0.000621 11.7066 0.0514788 0.0168258 9.36059 9.36622 9.36264
rs151259112 16923671 G A 0.00947254 0.0080001 0.345915 40424 ‐0.55875 0.167751 11.0945 11.6818 0.000631 11.1696 ‐0.47755 0.161834 8.70756 9.18607 8.75274
rs1487504 17000855 A G 0.893187 0.905318 0.999743 40424 0.099441 0.029281 11.5332 11.6708 0.000635 11.5421 0.101258 0.0280278 13.0521 13.2509 13.063
rs1890643 16880921 C G 0.0800489 0.092571 0.967219 40424 0.106496 0.03103 11.779 11.6567 0.00064 11.789 0.12896 0.0295869 18.9981 18.6897 19.0243
rs11793537 16778859 G C 0.689163 0.672624 0.950017 40424 ‐0.06537 0.019139 11.6667 11.6356 0.000647 11.6706 ‐0.052966 0.0182526 8.42064 8.39625 8.42252
rs78817479 17040371 C A 0.0773598 0.0658042 0.959164 40424 ‐0.11902 0.035224 11.4175 11.5936 0.000662 11.4297 ‐0.136149 0.0337013 16.3206 16.6829 16.3441
rs142312061 16543241 T C 0.00376433 0.00254855 0.376483 40424 ‐0.9361 0.290225 10.4033 11.581 0.000666 10.622 ‐0.971156 0.280011 12.0289 13.7125 12.3252
rs80263524 16586953 T C 0.0244969 0.0211248 0.472485 40424 ‐0.29859 0.089772 11.0626 11.4872 0.000701 11.1037 ‐0.289276 0.0850998 11.555 12.0553 11.6006
rs138164335 16664458 T C 0.000614166 0.000891028 0.135454 40424 2.96968 0.857881 11.983 11.4771 0.000705 12.8195 2.24801 0.773968 8.43625 8.15331 9.19818
rs7860104 16661210 A G 0.0977264 0.107239 0.485346 40424 0.139271 0.04097 11.5555 11.4474 0.000716 11.564 0.145121 0.0389084 13.9115 13.7464 13.9234
rs79689834 17278146 C T 0.0144971 0.0111131 0.869661 40424 ‐0.2887 0.087217 10.9572 11.4327 0.000722 11.0133 ‐0.301864 0.0834949 13.0708 13.7961 13.152
rs12683371 16900927 C T 0.0803536 0.0927145 0.952258 40424 0.106027 0.031237 11.5211 11.4024 0.000733 11.5307 0.127538 0.0297659 18.3587 18.0666 18.3831
rs12683372 16900930 C T 0.0803532 0.092714 0.952263 40424 0.106024 0.031237 11.5206 11.4019 0.000734 11.5301 0.127536 0.0297658 18.3581 18.066 18.3825
rs11790607 16558576 T C 0.0247584 0.0213405 0.483386 40424 ‐0.29246 0.088274 10.9762 11.3939 0.000737 11.0161 ‐0.284178 0.0837033 11.5264 12.0223 11.5715
rs10962630 16833797 T C 0.546604 0.530734 0.645147 40424 ‐0.07384 0.0219 11.3678 11.363 0.000749 11.3715 ‐0.0799346 0.02072 14.8831 14.8805 14.8884
rs1330299 16760796 C T 0.686008 0.670926 0.890874 40424 ‐0.06658 0.019743 11.3733 11.3446 0.000757 11.377 ‐0.0531472 0.0188112 7.98227 7.96073 7.98394
rs10962572 16762034 A G 0.679931 0.66338 0.926782 40424 ‐0.06463 0.019231 11.2947 11.2665 0.000789 11.2983 ‐0.0548855 0.0183295 8.96628 8.941 8.96838
rs112575090 17297091 T C 0.0538443 0.0455034 0.891339 40424 ‐0.14458 0.043528 11.0319 11.2413 0.0008 11.0466 ‐0.162744 0.0414983 15.3797 15.7894 15.4088
rs10962573 16762039 C T 0.680935 0.66453 0.922649 40424 ‐0.06475 0.019296 11.2599 11.2319 0.000804 11.2635 ‐0.0549246 0.0183906 8.91953 8.89444 8.92161
rs10962533 16675103 C T 0.0183889 0.0204505 0.448344 40424 0.312611 0.092176 11.5019 11.2316 0.000804 11.5485 0.28552 0.0873591 10.6821 10.3749 10.7209
rs7042891 16989246 G A 0.297823 0.288965 0.987259 40424 ‐0.06489 0.019402 11.1866 11.2309 0.000804 11.1904 ‐0.0593555 0.0185428 10.2464 10.2923 10.2493
rs10962628 16832972 T C 0.546724 0.530902 0.647948 40424 ‐0.07289 0.021861 11.1177 11.113 0.000857 11.1213 ‐0.0792246 0.0206842 14.6704 14.668 14.6755
rs143184847 17291980 A G 0.0152846 0.0118424 0.839176 40424 ‐0.2814 0.086188 10.6602 11.1038 0.000862 10.7112 ‐0.300301 0.0826068 13.2154 13.9355 13.2951
rs72700140 17008501 A T 0.1077 0.0956323 0.97925 40424 ‐0.09756 0.029471 10.9573 11.0848 0.00087 10.9652 ‐0.0973533 0.0281738 11.9401 12.1136 11.9492
rs7029491 16986112 C G 0.329005 0.339196 0.954025 40424 0.062904 0.018892 11.0868 11.0615 0.000881 11.0903 0.0527411 0.0180304 8.55636 8.53394 8.55827
rs10810619 16763140 A G 0.679315 0.662784 0.928716 40424 ‐0.06398 0.019225 11.0769 11.0494 0.000887 11.0804 ‐0.0547071 0.018322 8.91541 8.89033 8.91749
rs263654 17009876 A T 0.109613 0.0979128 0.961467 40424 ‐0.0974 0.029499 10.9018 11.0277 0.000898 10.9097 ‐0.0981713 0.0282208 12.1012 12.2776 12.1106
rs7860932 16786898 G A 0.908493 0.902786 0.768878 40424 ‐0.11316 0.034007 11.0714 10.9571 0.000932 11.0801 ‐0.0908687 0.0321895 7.96895 7.88358 7.97339
rs10810616 16761597 T C 0.678696 0.66235 0.928358 40424 ‐0.06356 0.019196 10.9629 10.9361 0.000943 10.9663 ‐0.0537094 0.018296 8.61766 8.59395 8.6196
rs7041461 16985146 T C 0.572734 0.588113 0.982096 40424 0.059324 0.017958 10.9137 10.9308 0.000946 10.9168 0.0586061 0.0171387 11.6931 11.7154 11.6964
rs7032158 16904047 A G 0.918668 0.90655 0.958692 40424 ‐0.10315 0.031065 11.0259 10.9157 0.000954 11.0346 ‐0.123946 0.029609 17.5234 17.2525 17.5454
rs78803850 16499866 C A 0.0172179 0.0142759 0.494364 40424 ‐0.34196 0.105762 10.454 10.9033 0.00096 10.4991 ‐0.353273 0.100815 12.2792 12.9314 12.3462
rs191373300 17056429 C G 0.00181871 0.00125902 0.194283 40424 ‐1.8512 0.59337 9.73322 10.8794 0.000972 9.83419 ‐1.80212 0.564617 10.1873 11.6207 10.334
rs117456743 16481554 G A 0.0224393 0.0189872 0.573703 40424 ‐0.27474 0.084801 10.4966 10.8785 0.000973 10.5325 ‐0.283902 0.0808787 12.3217 12.8728 12.3736
rs189690151 17011766 G T 0.0150005 0.0116695 0.910025 40424 ‐0.26801 0.083062 10.4113 10.8326 0.000997 10.4598 ‐0.270981 0.079602 11.5886 12.1741 11.6499
rs183326040 16977613 G A 0.0747653 0.0697929 0.835063 40424 ‐0.1211 0.037053 10.682 10.8302 0.000999 10.6921 ‐0.10412 0.0354844 8.60979 8.73713 8.61618
rs77311561 16906019 G A 0.0804915 0.0927234 0.970137 40424 0.102496 0.030993 10.9364 10.8279 0.001 10.9449 0.125103 0.0295516 17.9215 17.6419 17.9444
rs147586918 17002015 C T 0.0148102 0.0115057 0.903267 40424 ‐0.27026 0.083937 10.3668 10.7877 0.001022 10.4153 ‐0.273351 0.0804216 11.5531 12.1393 11.6144
rs10962743 16941398 T C 0.219368 0.230733 0.940863 40424 0.070309 0.021385 10.8093 10.7591 0.001038 10.8135 0.0627356 0.0204254 9.43383 9.38262 9.4368
rs56343038 16776792 T G 0.688004 0.671819 0.966124 40424 ‐0.06225 0.018981 10.7564 10.7288 0.001055 10.7597 ‐0.0502588 0.0181082 7.70327 7.68185 7.70484
rs76814594 16416973 G A 0.0242717 0.020563 0.565527 40424 ‐0.26342 0.081784 10.3743 10.7168 0.001062 10.4059 ‐0.284528 0.0782373 13.2258 13.7977 13.279
rs13300360 16962782 T A 0.403925 0.417953 0.975935 40424 0.058899 0.017986 10.7235 10.7123 0.001064 10.7265 0.0577864 0.0171559 11.3455 11.3295 11.3486
rs10756836 16906060 A C 0.918255 0.905877 0.985464 40424 ‐0.1005 0.030596 10.7904 10.6851 0.00108 10.7985 ‐0.123364 0.0291776 17.8763 17.6004 17.8986
rs7031229 16761255 C A 0.833133 0.825686 0.838406 40424 ‐0.08259 0.025251 10.6975 10.6315 0.001112 10.7024 ‐0.0612809 0.0239872 6.52667 6.48714 6.52841
rs4961496 16789652 C T 0.89801 0.891849 0.747593 40424 ‐0.108 0.032973 10.7276 10.6287 0.001113 10.7351 ‐0.0865597 0.0312588 7.66808 7.59443 7.67172
rs10756834 16903652 G C 0.917544 0.905181 0.990584 40424 ‐0.09942 0.030406 10.6908 10.587 0.001139 10.6987 ‐0.12139 0.0289879 17.5361 17.2685 17.5574
rs10756811 16768265 G C 0.694754 0.680135 0.911035 40424 ‐0.06387 0.019708 10.5033 10.4765 0.001209 10.5065 ‐0.0494522 0.0187828 6.93189 6.91352 6.93316
rs10962595 16792126 G C 0.84349 0.835838 0.929119 40424 ‐0.07988 0.024698 10.4597 10.3919 0.001266 10.4646 ‐0.0539676 0.0234739 5.28561 5.25487 5.2868
rs414099 17024441 A G 0.16504 0.151967 0.992129 40424 ‐0.07737 0.024098 10.3083 10.3884 0.001268 10.3132 ‐0.07836 0.0230831 11.524 11.6369 11.5297
rs78359995 17309311 A G 0.0566978 0.048274 0.92615 40424 ‐0.13249 0.041525 10.1804 10.36 0.001288 10.1925 ‐0.148789 0.0395964 14.1198 14.4691 14.1433
rs12343424 16770229 T C 0.686299 0.670375 0.964266 40424 ‐0.06115 0.018976 10.3853 10.3592 0.001288 10.3884 ‐0.0492762 0.0180992 7.41231 7.39211 7.41376
rs10756816 16791894 A C 0.843438 0.835794 0.927744 40424 ‐0.07979 0.024711 10.4266 10.3591 0.001288 10.4315 ‐0.0539472 0.0234856 5.27634 5.24569 5.27753
rs12353453 16769943 A G 0.686298 0.670375 0.963666 40424 ‐0.06115 0.01898 10.3811 10.355 0.001291 10.3842 ‐0.0492937 0.0181032 7.4143 7.3941 7.41575
rs146167182 17235710 G A 0.000819669 0.00147346 0.258016 40424 1.53951 0.478557 10.3489 10.3117 0.001322 11.0241 1.86795 0.460861 16.4282 16.0492 18.1106
rs13295755 16900541 C T 0.510693 0.517683 0.395221 40424 0.089291 0.027842 10.2852 10.2931 0.001335 10.2881 0.0980434 0.0265743 13.6118 13.6255 13.6163
rs11793056 16765339 A G 0.682321 0.666368 0.940784 40424 ‐0.0613 0.01914 10.2593 10.2343 0.001379 10.2623 ‐0.0514106 0.0182478 7.93753 7.91595 7.93918
rs3933182 16979089 A G 0.34302 0.327824 0.991828 40424 ‐0.05947 0.018673 10.143 10.1725 0.001426 10.1459 ‐0.0614303 0.0178408 11.8559 11.9008 11.8596
rs10962582 16772775 A C 0.689458 0.673928 0.999591 40424 ‐0.05964 0.01877 10.0948 10.0689 0.001508 10.0978 ‐0.0476193 0.0179108 7.06864 7.04918 7.06997
rs10810649 16870421 A G 0.92006 0.907796 0.98451 40424 ‐0.09806 0.030819 10.1247 10.0268 0.001543 10.132 ‐0.123942 0.0293726 17.8052 17.5251 17.8282
rs188283119 16869150 T C 0.000996719 0.0006671 0.318135 40424 ‐1.84174 0.644925 8.1553 10.0106 0.001556 8.68769 ‐1.61281 0.622969 6.70242 8.16711 7.05409
rs117781997 16673954 A G 0.00858798 0.0070547 0.300715 40424 ‐0.58031 0.189132 9.41442 9.94871 0.00161 9.50468 ‐0.572219 0.186529 9.41093 10.0829 9.48947
rs12344347 16769662 C T 0.683051 0.66734 0.956359 40424 ‐0.05993 0.018985 9.96403 9.93991 0.001617 9.96686 ‐0.0479913 0.0181044 7.0268 7.00856 7.0281
rs10962953 17259794 A G 0.356864 0.352762 0.774803 40424 ‐0.06528 0.020757 9.89188 9.91834 0.001636 9.89462 ‐0.0511462 0.0197793 6.68662 6.70316 6.68775
rs10756815 16789081 G A 0.843195 0.835422 0.902255 40424 ‐0.07913 0.025048 9.98094 9.9172 0.001637 9.98539 ‐0.0554318 0.0237955 5.42661 5.3947 5.42786
rs13300330 16962743 T C 0.405526 0.418968 0.966267 40424 0.056695 0.017996 9.92515 9.91517 0.001639 9.92775 0.0551858 0.0171651 10.3362 10.3223 10.3388
rs4565551 16916117 T C 0.9194 0.908801 0.788021 40424 ‐0.10857 0.034323 10.0057 9.91017 0.001644 10.0132 ‐0.128992 0.0327147 15.5468 15.3153 15.5647
rs7024447 16819750 C T 0.549157 0.534866 0.649516 40424 ‐0.06889 0.021878 9.91377 9.90946 0.001644 9.9166 ‐0.0718642 0.0207078 12.0436 12.0401 12.047
rs17743789 16817233 A G 0.014817 0.0173133 0.518099 40424 0.299805 0.094179 10.1338 9.8852 0.001666 10.1756 0.297261 0.0890722 11.1376 10.7772 11.1877
rs10810633 16790956 G A 0.842131 0.83426 0.918462 40424 ‐0.0779 0.02473 9.92181 9.85937 0.00169 9.92619 ‐0.0543072 0.0235009 5.34006 5.30909 5.34127
rs4246133 16912919 A G 0.119424 0.114318 0.966704 40424 ‐0.08592 0.027496 9.76493 9.85715 0.001692 9.77055 ‐0.0869375 0.0263657 10.8727 11.0031 10.8792
rs10962585 16776985 A T 0.670858 0.655775 0.907135 40424 ‐0.06074 0.019336 9.86798 9.84493 0.001703 9.87075 ‐0.0481231 0.0184548 6.79969 6.78273 6.8009
rs3927535 16787528 G A 0.920266 0.916054 0.772465 40424 ‐0.11417 0.036222 9.93522 9.82925 0.001718 9.94307 ‐0.085267 0.034236 6.20291 6.1385 6.20594
rs10962626 16829346 T C 0.545297 0.530766 0.653218 40424 ‐0.06803 0.021786 9.75163 9.74765 0.001796 9.75437 ‐0.0718346 0.0206212 12.1351 12.1325 12.1386
rs113133695 16882340 G C 0.0161301 0.0174658 0.512104 40424 0.297766 0.094146 10.0033 9.74696 0.001796 10.0397 0.219861 0.0887003 6.14394 5.991 6.1579
rs1487508 16986789 G A 0.351936 0.337118 0.972916 40424 ‐0.05802 0.018696 9.63072 9.6565 0.001887 9.63331 ‐0.0574745 0.0178764 10.3369 10.3713 10.3396
rs1537002 16785411 A G 0.919759 0.915525 0.771949 40424 ‐0.11269 0.036139 9.72409 9.62173 0.001923 9.73158 ‐0.0846025 0.034156 6.13524 6.07211 6.13818
rs10121817 16870104 A G 0.921902 0.910143 0.961565 40424 ‐0.09796 0.03146 9.69559 9.60227 0.001943 9.70251 ‐0.121685 0.0300156 16.4354 16.1831 16.4555
rs10810611 16756377 G A 0.632659 0.618386 0.806954 40424 ‐0.0619 0.020001 9.57964 9.56391 0.001984 9.58218 ‐0.0488167 0.0190222 6.58594 6.57422 6.58702
rs10962570 16759357 G A 0.675798 0.660438 0.911812 40424 ‐0.0596 0.01926 9.57452 9.55301 0.001996 9.5771 ‐0.0483844 0.0183571 6.94707 6.93019 6.94832
rs13294647 16759161 C T 0.675764 0.660421 0.911074 40424 ‐0.05956 0.019266 9.5558 9.53437 0.002017 9.55838 ‐0.0483342 0.0183626 6.92857 6.91177 6.92982
rs111417272 16985629 C T 0.35117 0.336499 0.97448 40424 ‐0.05749 0.018657 9.49479 9.52042 0.002032 9.49732 ‐0.0571968 0.0178287 10.2921 10.3268 10.2948
rs112755903 16915906 G T 0.0364326 0.0404655 0.657085 40424 0.171102 0.055265 9.58525 9.43777 0.002126 9.59949 0.160279 0.0524267 9.34653 9.17151 9.36029
rs986472 16991622 G A 0.300751 0.292765 0.990137 40424 ‐0.05918 0.01932 9.3843 9.41732 0.002149 9.38691 ‐0.0549447 0.0184567 8.86221 8.8982 8.86435
rs138773688 16897207 T TGG 0.948055 0.951814 0.756993 40424 0.140936 0.046345 9.24796 9.41719 0.00215 9.26085 0.147702 0.0445536 10.9902 11.2506 11.0077
rs944207 16758710 G A 0.675549 0.660331 0.906151 40424 ‐0.05931 0.019306 9.43639 9.41545 0.002152 9.43889 ‐0.0479768 0.0184001 6.79862 6.78237 6.79981
rs10156640 16986039 G A 0.352211 0.337635 0.981515 40424 ‐0.05701 0.018624 9.36934 9.39397 0.002177 9.37179 ‐0.0565208 0.0177978 10.0852 10.1181 10.0878
rs35255043 16643767 CA C 0.0262668 0.0230381 0.455386 40424 ‐0.26368 0.08786 9.00694 9.29861 0.002293 9.03199 ‐0.25763 0.0830165 9.63081 9.99066 9.66028
rs34007653 16643772 A G 0.0262667 0.0230382 0.455385 40424 ‐0.26367 0.08786 9.00617 9.29779 0.002294 9.03121 ‐0.257617 0.0830165 9.6299 9.98969 9.65936
rs6475081 16784127 C T 0.919192 0.914986 0.769805 40424 ‐0.11051 0.036088 9.37816 9.28131 0.002315 9.38509 ‐0.0834524 0.0341082 5.98632 5.92563 5.98911
rs80144700 16670381 T C 0.0161154 0.0149143 0.203937 40424 ‐0.47852 0.159833 8.9632 9.2808 0.002316 9.00515 ‐0.399212 0.15552 6.58924 6.83407 6.60907
rs202085119 16476556 TTG T 0.0343425 0.037212 0.516897 40424 0.19843 0.064845 9.36387 9.22835 0.002383 9.37739 0.170609 0.0615365 7.68664 7.56073 7.69528
rs142818875 17336623 A G 0.00659882 0.00521712 0.254842 40424 ‐0.73062 0.24842 8.64984 9.21907 0.002395 8.72085 ‐0.799618 0.238923 11.2009 12.1793 11.3224
rs10962789 16981498 C T 0.191029 0.201232 0.965389 40424 0.067689 0.022311 9.20409 9.15851 0.002476 9.20737 0.060713 0.0212668 8.15006 8.10263 8.15248
rs34790477 16813559 A G 0.551168 0.536966 0.658357 40424 ‐0.06561 0.021712 9.1328 9.12873 0.002516 9.13517 ‐0.0697638 0.0205514 11.5233 11.5197 11.5265
rs143296627 17095882 C T 0.00101164 0.00081547 0.165108 40424 ‐2.34734 0.849975 7.62678 9.08325 0.00258 7.92852 ‐1.96197 0.81372 5.81349 6.87285 6.00122
rs117445766 16457227 T C 0.0167374 0.0140214 0.523287 40424 ‐0.3054 0.103362 8.73019 9.06262 0.002609 8.76054 ‐0.320599 0.0984955 10.5948 11.1025 10.6431
rs10962532 16674632 A G 0.0978924 0.106625 0.486442 40424 0.123708 0.040949 9.12658 9.0472 0.002631 9.13193 0.134183 0.0388098 11.954 11.8175 11.9629
rs3927536 16787670 C T 0.765726 0.75113 0.887875 40424 ‐0.06492 0.02157 9.05827 9.02263 0.002667 9.06101 ‐0.0567458 0.0205305 7.63959 7.60575 7.64141
rs148364690 17140465 A G 0.00076203 0.00139482 0.256353 40424 1.49637 0.497871 9.03329 9.00447 0.002693 9.47205 1.9351 0.480131 16.2438 15.7645 17.6082
rs7046369 16831375 T C 0.746987 0.739166 0.561941 40424 ‐0.08053 0.026789 9.0369 8.99883 0.002702 9.04024 ‐0.0800291 0.0253491 9.96713 9.91607 9.97047
rs13290007 16751586 C T 0.691789 0.676572 0.867261 40424 ‐0.05974 0.019945 8.97118 8.94945 0.002776 8.97349 ‐0.0504833 0.0190159 7.04791 7.02886 7.04923
rs10962947 17252006 C A 0.384499 0.38009 0.856886 40424 ‐0.05802 0.019421 8.92344 8.94252 0.002786 8.9256 ‐0.0479593 0.0185142 6.71017 6.7242 6.71128
rs202193211 16767544 G GTA 0.842508 0.83629 0.792946 40424 ‐0.08014 0.026719 8.9957 8.94069 0.002789 8.99939 ‐0.0600926 0.0253731 5.60914 5.57518 5.61051
rs10810739 17246782 T C 0.395693 0.392227 0.839875 40424 ‐0.05806 0.019495 8.8707 8.88811 0.00287 8.87281 ‐0.0458163 0.0185771 6.08255 6.09345 6.08345
0 16767549 C CAA 0.841385 0.83502 0.788034 40424 ‐0.07964 0.026717 8.88626 8.83246 0.002959 8.88985 ‐0.0611944 0.0253745 5.81607 5.78039 5.81753
rs10810606 16754982 T A 0.683268 0.668056 0.863046 40424 ‐0.05911 0.019868 8.85243 8.83209 0.00296 8.85466 ‐0.0495227 0.018936 6.83959 6.82222 6.84082
rs181969945 17270604 A T 0.00062239 0.000470962 0.140602 40424 ‐3.25281 1.19626 7.39375 8.82475 0.002972 7.72429 ‐2.20288 1.1154 3.9005 4.45491 3.98134
rs34411139 16752614 AT A 0.690989 0.675898 0.868124 40424 ‐0.05908 0.019923 8.79328 8.77227 0.003058 8.79549 ‐0.0497411 0.0189949 6.85733 6.83912 6.85858
rs10810740 17252284 G T 0.386018 0.381722 0.860943 40424 ‐0.05713 0.019352 8.71467 8.73294 0.003125 8.71673 ‐0.0470965 0.0184488 6.51692 6.53025 6.51797
rs448034 16998460 A G 0.66436 0.671434 0.999924 40424 0.05498 0.018637 8.70284 8.72733 0.003135 8.70497 0.053051 0.0177914 8.89133 8.92108 8.89338
rs2151290 17247384 A G 0.39756 0.394185 0.844586 40424 ‐0.05729 0.019415 8.70821 8.72497 0.003139 8.71024 ‐0.0450226 0.018501 5.92205 5.9324 5.9229
rs13299347 16756914 G A 0.662766 0.647841 0.871106 40424 ‐0.0576 0.019504 8.72133 8.70417 0.003175 8.72344 ‐0.0475914 0.0185868 6.55617 6.54201 6.55727
rs187503955 17356009 C T 0.000459909 0.000927612 0.244809 40424 1.87499 0.64356 8.48827 8.68467 0.003209 9.1731 2.38644 0.623463 14.6514 14.6692 16.7176
rs6475123 17244616 T C 0.0898395 0.0818234 0.942658 40424 ‐0.0945 0.032304 8.55835 8.65681 0.003258 8.56397 ‐0.102813 0.0308454 11.11 11.2844 11.1193
rs117708236 16914549 C A 0.0137425 0.0159676 0.549289 40424 0.285846 0.096225 8.82449 8.61701 0.00333 8.85557 0.259235 0.0904498 8.21433 7.97569 8.2427
rs56053097 17138074 C T 0.0605852 0.0527208 0.903221 40424 ‐0.11759 0.040378 8.48078 8.61071 0.003342 8.48863 ‐0.130424 0.0384708 11.4935 11.7375 11.5082
rs7848057 16908609 G A 0.118008 0.11346 0.984837 40424 ‐0.08014 0.027447 8.52518 8.59969 0.003362 8.52946 ‐0.0815785 0.0263195 9.60718 9.71481 9.6123
rs10810586 16673676 A C 0.120965 0.12942 0.526313 40424 0.106462 0.036182 8.65768 8.59215 0.003376 8.66187 0.0967075 0.034335 7.93316 7.86672 7.93661
rs186007638 16774028 G A 0.000830056 0.000539968 0.37331 40424 ‐1.75162 0.663307 6.97346 8.58523 0.003389 7.41316 ‐1.54686 0.633959 5.95357 7.2717 6.2805
rs147853695 16907385 A G 0.0796649 0.0907245 0.945077 40424 0.09283 0.031595 8.63267 8.55537 0.003445 8.63802 0.114718 0.0301424 14.4848 14.2774 14.4999
rs148140553 16769170 T C 0.000790927 0.0010455 0.123411 40424 2.4098 0.804544 8.97145 8.55179 0.003452 9.35433 1.93268 0.729416 7.02056 6.69915 7.42105
rs146686342 16788452 A G 0.0136203 0.0126465 0.155111 40424 ‐0.57782 0.201259 8.24289 8.52027 0.003512 8.27638 ‐0.490796 0.193607 6.42629 6.6569 6.4444
rs7873181 16782639 A T 0.920919 0.917007 0.781619 40424 ‐0.10597 0.036187 8.57541 8.4894 0.003572 8.58129 ‐0.0768944 0.0342158 5.05052 5.00264 5.05254
rs9987471 16749871 T C 0.692193 0.677243 0.874871 40424 ‐0.05789 0.019847 8.50697 8.48694 0.003577 8.50904 ‐0.0477705 0.0189224 6.37333 6.35696 6.37441
rs11787694 16748778 T C 0.692193 0.677243 0.874867 40424 ‐0.05788 0.019847 8.50571 8.48568 0.00358 8.50778 ‐0.0477672 0.0189224 6.37243 6.35605 6.3735
rs10962644 16862492 C T 0.00648385 0.00482919 0.486724 40424 ‐0.51758 0.183664 7.94171 8.47555 0.0036 8.01946 ‐0.561796 0.175803 10.2119 11.151 10.3426
rs149641176 17075547 C G 0.047659 0.050496 0.590104 40424 0.152154 0.052203 8.49541 8.38388 0.003786 8.50524 0.15057 0.0495968 9.21653 9.05594 9.22786
rs79116087 17137405 C T 0.0607607 0.0530175 0.902338 40424 ‐0.11553 0.040307 8.21522 8.33845 0.003881 8.22255 ‐0.127578 0.0384031 11.0363 11.2649 11.0498
rs10810623 16780811 C T 0.921979 0.918234 0.790485 40424 ‐0.10514 0.036232 8.4212 8.33674 0.003885 8.42692 ‐0.0748378 0.0342537 4.77338 4.72898 4.7752
rs2383009 16975303 C A 0.450322 0.464146 0.928206 40424 0.052469 0.018175 8.3344 8.33239 0.003894 8.33618 0.0510901 0.0173449 8.67621 8.67281 8.67797
rs2026805 16800789 G A 0.74843 0.733177 0.969376 40424 ‐0.05868 0.020302 8.35435 8.32734 0.003905 8.35654 ‐0.0496088 0.0193463 6.57539 6.55169 6.57666
rs59077570 16866657 CT C 0.210533 0.208706 0.919915 40424 ‐0.06355 0.022107 8.2644 8.30982 0.003943 8.26698 ‐0.0517164 0.0211867 5.95839 5.99114 5.95965
rs12006368 16908010 T C 0.0798529 0.090908 0.955049 40424 0.09077 0.03141 8.35103 8.27759 0.004014 8.35602 0.113581 0.0299721 14.3609 14.1565 14.3757
rs13289196 16781184 C T 0.920721 0.916846 0.788908 40424 ‐0.10396 0.036019 8.33049 8.24783 0.00408 8.33604 ‐0.074773 0.0340532 4.82141 4.77669 4.82325
rs10810607 16755039 C G 0.667985 0.65348 0.834981 40424 ‐0.05738 0.02 8.23229 8.21571 0.004153 8.23419 ‐0.0474396 0.0190505 6.20112 6.1874 6.20211
rs10962447 16486758 C A 0.0507483 0.0486107 0.454101 40424 ‐0.17245 0.060878 8.02429 8.16701 0.004266 8.03389 ‐0.139355 0.0576572 5.84172 5.93934 5.84662
rs113303650 16862247 A G 0.00288303 0.00380972 0.291308 40424 0.779609 0.269336 8.37847 8.16422 0.004272 8.55443 0.916381 0.252072 13.216 12.5223 13.6132
rs141705879 16935607 G T 0.00826478 0.00903459 0.301581 40424 0.48609 0.167486 8.42317 8.12962 0.004355 8.48698 0.349897 0.158271 4.88741 4.72551 4.90927
rs654521 17271858 A G 0.384906 0.380901 0.868227 40424 ‐0.05482 0.019284 8.08273 8.09912 0.004429 8.0845 ‐0.0448472 0.0183827 5.95182 5.96349 5.95269
rs12683587 16908663 A G 0.0799985 0.0909556 0.956764 40424 0.089457 0.031387 8.12348 8.05314 0.004542 8.12819 0.112191 0.0299522 14.0301 13.833 14.0442
rs10756788 16718436 A G 0.634579 0.620321 0.792516 40424 ‐0.0568 0.020035 8.03824 8.02622 0.00461 8.04001 ‐0.0453639 0.0190762 5.65507 5.64592 5.65586
rs10756789 16720122 A G 0.634582 0.620327 0.792558 40424 ‐0.0568 0.020034 8.03727 8.02526 0.004613 8.03904 ‐0.0453436 0.0190753 5.65055 5.64141 5.65134
rs10756790 16720198 C G 0.634582 0.620327 0.792558 40424 ‐0.0568 0.020034 8.03713 8.02512 0.004613 8.0389 ‐0.0453423 0.0190753 5.65023 5.64108 5.65102
rs10481558 16715657 C T 0.634371 0.620091 0.792513 40424 ‐0.05665 0.020042 7.98794 7.97604 0.00474 7.98968 ‐0.0455464 0.0190845 5.69569 5.68643 5.69649
rs113791705 16909239 C G 0.0797072 0.0905987 0.956096 40424 0.089261 0.03147 8.04507 7.9758 0.004741 8.04969 0.112055 0.0300309 13.9228 13.7279 13.9367
c9_pos16955965 16965965 A C 0.00421795 0.00739161 0.669915 28728 0.710501 0.260275 7.45186 7.93506 0.004849 7.60507 0.274863 0.126872 4.69354 4.57571 4.71815
rs191388774 16875717 C T 0.00555774 0.00475227 0.370104 40424 ‐0.56407 0.205994 7.49813 7.90072 0.004942 7.57667 ‐0.603649 0.199953 9.11409 9.72197 9.21751
rs144418290 16857956 G A 0.00667438 0.00576217 0.346613 40424 ‐0.54056 0.196976 7.53124 7.8959 0.004955 7.58156 ‐0.493374 0.189141 6.8043 7.1661 6.84498
rs2779773 17278584 A G 0.398525 0.395528 0.858864 40424 ‐0.05389 0.019236 7.84963 7.86388 0.005043 7.85128 ‐0.0422657 0.0183327 5.31524 5.32398 5.31592
rs10962813 17006147 T G 0.140205 0.1281 0.965631 40424 ‐0.07328 0.026242 7.79739 7.85829 0.005059 7.80057 ‐0.0827057 0.0250787 10.8758 10.9973 10.8817
rs10756856 17242708 G C 0.360258 0.357609 0.848786 40424 ‐0.05529 0.019771 7.82182 7.84011 0.00511 7.82351 ‐0.0424646 0.01884 5.08033 5.09117 5.08098
rs75406404 16423585 C T 0.00255257 0.00295092 0.119109 40424 1.32876 0.467311 8.08505 7.82415 0.005155 8.22398 1.05561 0.439841 5.75993 5.58465 5.83027
rs146874525 16726276 A C 0.00368619 0.00433736 0.35229 40424 0.645355 0.22611 8.14624 7.82307 0.005158 8.24915 0.536823 0.211641 6.43372 6.13219 6.50021
rs10810658 16886600 G A 0.729426 0.731937 0.891439 40424 0.057661 0.020665 7.786 7.81767 0.005174 7.78797 0.0502766 0.0197852 6.45731 6.48566 6.45857
rs10283611 16858798 T C 0.920581 0.925787 0.560223 40424 0.12298 0.04434 7.6926 7.79491 0.005239 7.69906 0.123451 0.0425646 8.41191 8.55333 8.41919
rs112939130 16624733 T C 0.00885485 0.0109593 0.518323 40424 0.333007 0.11806 7.95614 7.74922 0.005374 7.99458 0.393057 0.112515 12.2037 11.7197 12.2951
rs1759613 17279064 C T 0.39835 0.39545 0.857686 40424 ‐0.05342 0.019246 7.7049 7.71875 0.005465 7.70649 ‐0.0418085 0.0183419 5.19569 5.20413 5.19634
rs1330303 16715826 T C 0.639408 0.625747 0.783091 40424 ‐0.05635 0.020269 7.72882 7.71713 0.00547 7.73047 ‐0.044642 0.0192928 5.35423 5.34554 5.35494
rs13290095 16973123 A C 0.476327 0.489901 0.989419 40424 0.048621 0.017555 7.6711 7.67114 0.005611 7.6726 0.048651 0.0167551 8.43117 8.43061 8.43282
rs7018705 17267371 C G 0.377298 0.373842 0.843082 40424 ‐0.05425 0.019633 7.63415 7.64949 0.005679 7.63573 ‐0.0441509 0.0187165 5.56452 5.57533 5.56528
rs1416746 16973344 G A 0.476149 0.489674 0.990604 40424 0.048502 0.017547 7.64047 7.6405 0.005707 7.64196 0.0485083 0.016748 8.38894 8.38838 8.39058
rs142180734 16820849 A G 0.00168266 0.00122516 0.211115 40424 ‐1.55926 0.608212 6.57243 7.63233 0.005733 6.82876 ‐1.74722 0.60115 8.44755 10.2539 8.78401
rs186482410 16939839 T C 0.00168615 0.00129299 0.171021 40424 ‐1.72864 0.66803 6.69601 7.63164 0.005735 6.86598 ‐1.70505 0.638454 7.13204 8.33807 7.30362
rs9406666 17272037 T C 0.385482 0.381722 0.867085 40424 ‐0.05321 0.019285 7.61285 7.62768 0.005748 7.61442 ‐0.043631 0.0183838 5.63272 5.64338 5.6335
rs55933102 16817720 G T 0.0663077 0.0708743 0.53764 40424 0.130807 0.047098 7.71375 7.62714 0.00575 7.71998 0.0921549 0.0445784 4.27355 4.23036 4.27543
rs10962548 16714414 G A 0.631859 0.61791 0.786797 40424 ‐0.05551 0.020093 7.63176 7.62084 0.00577 7.63335 ‐0.0436511 0.0191329 5.2051 5.19711 5.20578
rs10962799 16989643 G A 0.0165308 0.0129151 0.79833 40424 ‐0.22787 0.084032 7.35335 7.59721 0.005846 7.37764 ‐0.266274 0.0809133 10.8297 11.3601 10.8818
rs953586 16974716 T G 0.475989 0.489384 0.999979 40424 0.048289 0.017528 7.5896 7.58965 0.00587 7.59107 0.0482508 0.0167311 8.31683 8.31632 8.31844
rs2779775 17274319 G T 0.397349 0.394337 0.854952 40424 ‐0.05311 0.019298 7.57415 7.5877 0.005877 7.57569 ‐0.0419899 0.0183917 5.2125 5.22105 5.21316
rs182662107 16861758 C A 0.00259442 0.00201112 0.204508 40424 ‐1.20973 0.460457 6.90233 7.57343 0.005923 6.99632 ‐1.32649 0.442147 9.00071 10.144 9.17667
rs34108610 16801401 A AT 0.152385 0.158517 0.846258 40424 0.072325 0.026225 7.60587 7.5623 0.00596 7.60849 0.0469389 0.0249241 3.54672 3.52943 3.54726
rs17743666 16814564 A G 0.031011 0.0342885 0.521715 40424 0.186904 0.067423 7.68446 7.53906 0.006038 7.69805 0.171168 0.0634331 7.28141 7.12934 7.2945
rs201495955 17232486 TA T 0.0704367 0.0666893 0.736651 40424 ‐0.11171 0.040931 7.4492 7.53663 0.006046 7.45401 ‐0.126041 0.0390578 10.4138 10.5854 10.423
c9_pos16902533 16912533 A G 0.0813584 0.092336 0.978743 40424 0.085166 0.030922 7.58581 7.52324 0.006091 7.58986 0.108393 0.0295265 13.4765 13.2928 13.4893
rs11444289 17273175 G GA 0.385571 0.381895 0.866743 40424 ‐0.05281 0.019287 7.49621 7.51069 0.006133 7.49774 ‐0.0432246 0.0183861 5.5269 5.53726 5.52765
rs13296274 16729959 C A 0.638796 0.624941 0.810133 40424 ‐0.05459 0.019914 7.51337 7.50192 0.006163 7.51492 ‐0.0437058 0.0189571 5.31538 5.30657 5.31608
rs12236039 16972104 C G 0.475894 0.489371 0.989047 40424 0.048051 0.017551 7.49552 7.49555 0.006185 7.49696 0.0482503 0.0167517 8.29621 8.29567 8.29782
rs189845990 16873175 A C 0.00272079 0.00330002 0.438647 40424 0.655363 0.234331 7.82178 7.48484 0.006222 7.94316 0.462839 0.219708 4.43778 4.24366 4.47731
rs10810638 16810614 G C 0.567092 0.55398 0.642529 40424 ‐0.06014 0.022027 7.45475 7.44983 0.006344 7.45631 ‐0.0617877 0.0208466 8.78484 8.77939 8.78668
rs7018876 16971888 A G 0.475817 0.489265 0.989669 40424 0.047887 0.01755 7.44578 7.44579 0.006359 7.4472 0.0481371 0.0167502 8.25885 8.25829 8.26044
rs7035388 16971884 T C 0.475818 0.489266 0.98968 40424 0.047887 0.01755 7.44566 7.44566 0.006359 7.44707 0.048138 0.0167502 8.25918 8.25863 8.26077
rs66503309 16797148 A AT 0.752251 0.737798 0.985124 40424 ‐0.05537 0.020279 7.45642 7.43267 0.006405 7.4582 ‐0.0449798 0.0193292 5.41513 5.39664 5.416
rs150678149 16940785 T G 0.0016006 0.00197966 0.139872 40424 1.48439 0.531521 7.79932 7.41987 0.006451 7.95373 1.31353 0.492416 7.11568 6.76478 7.28579
rs10962554 16729697 G C 0.638949 0.625053 0.811784 40424 ‐0.05421 0.019894 7.42511 7.41386 0.006472 7.42662 ‐0.0436297 0.0189375 5.30787 5.2991 5.30857
rs150306062 16998667 G GGATT 0.139548 0.127537 0.979801 40424 ‐0.07071 0.026071 7.35716 7.41269 0.006477 7.35999 ‐0.0810901 0.0249157 10.5923 10.7088 10.5979
rs4961515 16971556 A G 0.475817 0.489237 0.991316 40424 0.047718 0.017545 7.39715 7.39715 0.006533 7.39855 0.0479453 0.0167454 8.19788 8.19732 8.19945
rs10756796 16730974 A G 0.63909 0.625214 0.811957 40424 ‐0.0541 0.019896 7.39258 7.38138 0.00659 7.39408 ‐0.0435861 0.0189392 5.29632 5.28756 5.29701
rs9407783 17149541 G A 0.429548 0.426984 0.868975 40424 ‐0.05121 0.018876 7.35893 7.36809 0.006639 7.36035 ‐0.0407335 0.0179719 5.13705 5.14281 5.13767
rs10962605 16799623 A G 0.751317 0.736883 0.982435 40424 ‐0.0551 0.020271 7.38965 7.36636 0.006646 7.39139 ‐0.0445806 0.0193228 5.32292 5.30504 5.32376
rs4961514 16971270 A G 0.475925 0.489371 0.997408 40424 0.047539 0.017543 7.34358 7.3436 0.00673 7.34496 0.0479344 0.0167434 8.19609 8.19557 8.19765
rs10810636 16799109 A G 0.752273 0.737857 0.979418 40424 ‐0.05513 0.020325 7.35759 7.33436 0.006765 7.35932 ‐0.0449131 0.0193757 5.37318 5.35497 5.37404
rs199802355 16775399 A AAG 0.0306485 0.0327518 0.582347 40424 0.176534 0.064681 7.44901 7.33005 0.006781 7.46003 0.148325 0.0613922 5.83716 5.73604 5.84384
rs7046933 17254620 A T 0.388551 0.385051 0.861844 40424 ‐0.05221 0.019302 7.3154 7.32908 0.006785 7.31685 ‐0.0428127 0.0184041 5.4115 5.42135 5.41222
rs10962950 17255442 C A 0.388484 0.384975 0.862256 40424 ‐0.05216 0.019298 7.30472 7.31836 0.006825 7.30616 ‐0.0427218 0.0184003 5.39077 5.40055 5.39148
rs1952689 16723226 G C 0.637069 0.623373 0.790361 40424 ‐0.05431 0.020104 7.29681 7.28598 0.006949 7.29827 ‐0.0428007 0.0191409 5.0001 4.99219 5.00072
rs10962610 16802955 C T 0.020169 0.0220909 0.573483 40424 0.215312 0.078962 7.43529 7.28303 0.006961 7.45145 0.216178 0.0747226 8.36989 8.15608 8.3912
rs10962600 16795783 C T 0.752146 0.737953 0.996613 40424 ‐0.05456 0.020189 7.30409 7.28087 0.006969 7.3058 ‐0.0439626 0.0192441 5.21879 5.20114 5.21961
rs13290922 17253518 C T 0.400886 0.398262 0.854303 40424 ‐0.05189 0.019253 7.26402 7.27642 0.006987 7.26543 ‐0.0406678 0.0183537 4.9097 4.91732 4.91028
rs10962599 16795286 C T 0.749977 0.735877 0.985711 40424 ‐0.0546 0.020228 7.28572 7.26276 0.00704 7.28742 ‐0.0433727 0.0192819 5.05981 5.04309 5.06058
rs1576962 17251386 G A 0.376296 0.372873 0.860025 40424 ‐0.05244 0.019481 7.24614 7.26057 0.007048 7.24757 ‐0.0426324 0.0185654 5.27314 5.28331 5.27382
rs10962597 16794348 A C 0.752356 0.73822 0.984148 40424 ‐0.05473 0.020293 7.27482 7.25169 0.007083 7.27652 ‐0.0439938 0.019342 5.17345 5.156 5.17425
rs145929901 17161893 C CT 0.00990331 0.00842536 0.397068 40424 ‐0.40687 0.154613 6.92485 7.23713 0.007141 6.96378 ‐0.481058 0.149545 10.3479 11.0287 10.4283
rs10962982 17268584 T C 0.383304 0.379968 0.860197 40424 ‐0.05208 0.019378 7.22185 7.23556 0.007147 7.22327 ‐0.042029 0.0184753 5.17508 5.18447 5.17574
rs138990740 16661196 G C 0.00134965 0.000936048 0.190043 40424 ‐1.77156 0.70741 6.2715 7.21992 0.00721 6.48821 ‐2.06372 0.698175 8.73721 10.4718 9.03571
rs2779778 17300060 G A 0.378383 0.374977 0.832799 40424 ‐0.05289 0.01974 7.17907 7.1929 0.007319 7.18047 ‐0.0426175 0.0188156 5.13026 5.1397 5.13091
rs75938007 17390878 G A 0.0222904 0.0181405 0.770609 40424 ‐0.19392 0.073259 7.00685 7.19153 0.007325 7.02207 ‐0.203583 0.0700963 8.43518 8.72782 8.45696
rs10962596 16792200 C G 0.751781 0.737643 0.970835 40424 ‐0.05469 0.020384 7.19708 7.1742 0.007396 7.19874 ‐0.0446206 0.0194262 5.27589 5.25789 5.27672
rs192184387 16890983 G A 0.00542383 0.00442949 0.275608 40424 ‐0.6729 0.259581 6.71985 7.14395 0.007522 6.76847 ‐0.783113 0.25014 9.80124 10.6466 9.90786
c9_pos16900025 16910025 T C 0.0816331 0.0924691 0.979429 40424 0.082755 0.030893 7.17572 7.1181 0.007631 7.17933 0.106635 0.0294971 13.069 12.8936 13.0809
rs10810598 16733799 T A 0.638413 0.62466 0.811995 40424 ‐0.05309 0.019889 7.124 7.11339 0.007651 7.12539 ‐0.0429007 0.0189321 5.1349 5.12655 5.13555
rs200676089 17244215 TG T 0.347803 0.345021 0.769629 40424 ‐0.05582 0.020955 7.09466 7.1112 0.00766 7.09607 ‐0.0459747 0.019971 5.29956 5.31184 5.30027
rs2990670 17295837 C G 0.383259 0.379947 0.855233 40424 ‐0.05165 0.019404 7.08566 7.09899 0.007713 7.08702 ‐0.0409475 0.0184979 4.90015 4.90881 4.90074
rs10756826 16889171 C G 0.739916 0.742079 0.928785 40424 0.054366 0.020463 7.05855 7.08629 0.007768 7.06017 0.0483645 0.0195863 6.09745 6.12387 6.09858
rs12377846 16786784 A C 0.0353614 0.0376779 0.561605 40424 0.165382 0.061687 7.18778 7.08438 0.007776 7.19628 0.133136 0.058553 5.17002 5.09398 5.17443
rs113319499 16848867 C G 0.00574218 0.00709398 0.476062 40424 0.415096 0.153592 7.30402 7.08211 0.007786 7.35589 0.422445 0.145063 8.48059 8.1212 8.55167
rs118101547 16889238 G T 0.00797333 0.00893005 0.229438 40424 0.519742 0.193078 7.24616 7.06908 0.007843 7.28362 0.563598 0.183077 9.47704 9.12043 9.53979
rs10810604 16744807 T C 0.64467 0.631196 0.807117 40424 ‐0.0533 0.02005 7.06815 7.05693 0.007896 7.06953 ‐0.0422781 0.0190865 4.90656 4.8982 4.90717
rs189316275 16664770 G T 0.00306564 0.00237092 0.232914 40424 ‐0.98728 0.386341 6.53041 7.05594 0.0079 6.59996 ‐1.09913 0.369981 8.82556 9.7244 8.96227
rs150566437 17244213 TTTG T 0.34704 0.344213 0.771873 40424 ‐0.05551 0.020933 7.03296 7.0493 0.00793 7.03434 ‐0.0459187 0.0199506 5.29746 5.30975 5.29818
rs188342333 17225151 C T 0.00100387 0.000762199 0.129413 40424 ‐2.31119 0.920921 6.29835 7.04685 0.00794 6.44649 ‐2.30151 0.897686 6.57318 7.40392 6.66304
rs2026804 16800341 A C 0.751044 0.73669 0.981912 40424 ‐0.0539 0.020278 7.06621 7.04445 0.007951 7.0678 ‐0.0440069 0.01933 5.18293 5.16578 5.18373
rs2253579 16797360 T C 0.912521 0.907954 0.832473 40424 ‐0.08908 0.033442 7.0948 7.03579 0.00799 7.09838 ‐0.0620537 0.0317727 3.8144 3.78577 3.8154
rs201406740 17244211 TTTTTG T 0.336146 0.332849 0.776086 40424 ‐0.05577 0.021056 7.01601 7.03313 0.008002 7.0174 ‐0.0472453 0.0200706 5.54109 5.55506 5.54189
rs7028582 17380986 C A 0.919838 0.927337 0.98447 40424 0.088006 0.033388 6.94802 7.02413 0.008042 6.95202 0.0987705 0.0318786 9.59968 9.74819 9.60728
rs670511 17293025 G T 0.384851 0.381713 0.859717 40424 ‐0.05114 0.019341 6.99068 7.00357 0.008135 6.992 ‐0.0408071 0.0184381 4.89823 4.90676 4.89882
rs6475079 16779009 A G 0.922614 0.919234 0.790261 40424 ‐0.09672 0.036395 7.06272 6.99733 0.008163 7.06675 ‐0.0678367 0.0344414 3.87944 3.84656 3.88065
rs4554574 17379849 A G 0.920005 0.927454 0.996215 40424 0.087207 0.033222 6.89041 6.96534 0.00831 6.89433 0.0974788 0.0317317 9.43697 9.58123 9.4443
rs148377579 17294425 T TC 0.385328 0.382292 0.859763 40424 ‐0.05095 0.019332 6.94598 6.95872 0.008341 6.94728 ‐0.0405256 0.0184291 4.83559 4.84393 4.83616
rs17740450 16669394 A C 0.0309606 0.0344291 0.47869 40424 0.184689 0.069553 7.05089 6.94321 0.008414 7.06004 0.215864 0.0660816 10.6708 10.4343 10.6928
rs144013719 16479006 T C 0.0469897 0.050146 0.902627 40424 0.113433 0.042799 7.0244 6.9414 0.008422 7.03026 0.0849505 0.0406181 4.37413 4.32304 4.3764
rs4961495 16778368 A G 0.922523 0.919164 0.791406 40424 ‐0.09612 0.036356 6.98966 6.9253 0.008498 6.99361 ‐0.0673565 0.0344037 3.8331 3.80082 3.83428
rs10962808 17002275 A G 0.140781 0.129301 0.972132 40424 ‐0.06811 0.026007 6.85899 6.90837 0.008579 6.86142 ‐0.0771152 0.0248532 9.62752 9.72718 9.6321
rs185550972 16850847 C T 0.00561226 0.00642981 0.204796 40424 0.638056 0.23929 7.10999 6.90173 0.008611 7.17624 0.781217 0.224895 12.0666 11.4888 12.2523
rs201552789 16968055 T TA 0.475994 0.488878 0.981175 40424 0.046238 0.017611 6.89293 6.89283 0.008654 6.89414 0.0458617 0.0168073 7.44568 7.44505 7.44697
rs4961759 16777457 A G 0.920833 0.917422 0.793859 40424 ‐0.09481 0.035953 6.95366 6.8907 0.008665 6.95749 ‐0.0674809 0.0340186 3.93486 3.90178 3.93608
rs78424415 17227255 T C 0.0804653 0.0731952 0.974309 40424 ‐0.08729 0.033432 6.81674 6.89034 0.008666 6.82057 ‐0.0962005 0.0319162 9.08517 9.22102 9.09195
rs619380 17302341 A G 0.385847 0.382837 0.859643 40424 ‐0.0507 0.019331 6.87736 6.88986 0.008669 6.87864 ‐0.0403238 0.0184285 4.78787 4.79606 4.78843
rs4961511 16970809 G T 0.474797 0.487784 0.986843 40424 0.046106 0.017577 6.88065 6.88053 0.008714 6.88186 0.0462182 0.0167754 7.5907 7.59005 7.59204
rs595894 17283197 G A 0.398383 0.396081 0.852756 40424 ‐0.05053 0.019283 6.86632 6.87784 0.008727 6.86758 ‐0.0389017 0.018377 4.48116 4.48786 4.48165
rs35272268 16807007 C CT 0.747651 0.733233 0.918242 40424 ‐0.05452 0.020761 6.89748 6.87684 0.008732 6.89899 ‐0.0462377 0.0197971 5.45491 5.43668 5.45579
rs605916 17291057 A G 0.384917 0.381808 0.860524 40424 ‐0.05063 0.01933 6.86205 6.87459 0.008743 6.86332 ‐0.0406019 0.0184266 4.85513 4.86356 4.85571
rs74546970 16900644 G A 0.0421556 0.0503244 0.731664 40424 0.124532 0.047295 6.93307 6.85887 0.00882 6.93918 0.179617 0.0452529 15.7544 15.4409 15.7857
rs632265 17301710 C A 0.384643 0.381538 0.860029 40424 ‐0.05055 0.019339 6.83313 6.84562 0.008886 6.83439 ‐0.0405291 0.0184354 4.83313 4.84153 4.8337
rs9406673 17289821 G C 0.22584 0.222484 0.711348 40424 ‐0.06487 0.024852 6.81357 6.84326 0.008898 6.81521 ‐0.0459949 0.0237003 3.76627 3.78044 3.76673
0 17230413 C CT 0.0803965 0.0731619 0.975265 40424 ‐0.08693 0.033426 6.76413 6.83691 0.008929 6.7679 ‐0.0955829 0.0319096 8.9726 9.10599 8.97922
rs1759454 17302919 T A 0.384753 0.38166 0.860109 40424 ‐0.05051 0.019337 6.82272 6.83517 0.008938 6.82399 ‐0.0404933 0.0184334 4.82566 4.83403 4.82623
rs10963067 17367946 C A 0.0801559 0.07278 0.975716 40424 ‐0.08701 0.033472 6.7575 6.8304 0.008962 6.76128 ‐0.0975806 0.0319577 9.32341 9.4654 9.33056
rs10810750 17312932 A G 0.614988 0.618064 0.861057 40424 0.050384 0.019321 6.79994 6.81234 0.009053 6.8012 0.0404461 0.0184181 4.82238 4.83075 4.82295
rs10962774 16968831 G T 0.475343 0.488216 0.985452 40424 0.045897 0.017585 6.81228 6.81211 0.009054 6.81346 0.045741 0.0167812 7.42959 7.42889 7.43088
rs1554747 16970402 T A 0.474895 0.487832 0.985988 40424 0.045877 0.017582 6.8086 6.80846 0.009073 6.80978 0.0460316 0.0167801 7.52531 7.52465 7.52663
rs10756860 17309336 T C 0.601225 0.60338 0.851421 40424 0.05028 0.01929 6.7941 6.80532 0.009089 6.79533 0.0384484 0.018384 4.37398 4.38037 4.37445
rs10810631 16788367 T C 0.211394 0.223521 0.753753 40424 0.063823 0.024426 6.82731 6.80191 0.009106 6.82896 0.0553068 0.0232747 5.64661 5.62306 5.64766
rs4409489 17295260 A C 0.399222 0.39711 0.85164 40424 ‐0.05021 0.019282 6.77983 6.79098 0.009162 6.78106 ‐0.0382759 0.0183767 4.33828 4.34456 4.33873
rs670058 17292890 A G 0.399178 0.397064 0.851684 40424 ‐0.05021 0.019282 6.77947 6.79063 0.009164 6.7807 ‐0.0382773 0.0183764 4.33873 4.34502 4.33919
rs193136294 16788522 C G 0.00292433 0.0024305 0.169401 40424 ‐1.15211 0.4583 6.31955 6.78957 0.009169 6.33915 ‐1.02664 0.433372 5.61197 6.09076 5.65176
rs870271 17280827 C G 0.398904 0.396733 0.853071 40424 ‐0.05016 0.019273 6.77484 6.78606 0.009187 6.77607 ‐0.0384281 0.0183668 4.37752 4.38394 4.37799
rs185301227 17213523 A G 0.021755 0.0175339 0.801673 40424 ‐0.1874 0.07291 6.60623 6.77843 0.009227 6.62005 ‐0.203541 0.0696731 8.53438 8.83592 8.55714
rs593614 17282681 C G 0.399011 0.396857 0.853021 40424 ‐0.05012 0.019272 6.76509 6.77627 0.009238 6.76632 ‐0.0383914 0.0183656 4.36976 4.37615 4.37022
rs16935416 17235156 G A 0.0800185 0.0727241 0.994605 40424 ‐0.08608 0.033249 6.70353 6.77516 0.009244 6.70722 ‐0.0951007 0.0317475 8.97321 9.10646 8.97981
rs670509 17293024 G A 0.0796563 0.0723177 0.978376 40424 ‐0.08648 0.033425 6.69333 6.76492 0.009297 6.69702 ‐0.095843 0.0319044 9.02441 9.15896 9.0311
rs10962957 17261972 A T 0.0798918 0.0725321 0.982754 40424 ‐0.08646 0.033433 6.68861 6.76048 0.00932 6.69232 ‐0.0968496 0.0319088 9.2124 9.35183 9.21942
rs2779776 17300093 G A 0.386305 0.383277 0.855609 40424 ‐0.0503 0.019377 6.73873 6.75089 0.00937 6.73996 ‐0.0403201 0.0184711 4.76494 4.77312 4.7655
rs10962559 16743408 A T 0.644094 0.630783 0.806464 40424 ‐0.05213 0.02005 6.76001 6.74952 0.009377 6.76128 ‐0.0415288 0.0190857 4.73456 4.72665 4.73512
rs140849520 16884573 C T 0.0143704 0.0165238 0.558515 40424 0.241492 0.091942 6.89887 6.74949 0.009377 6.92128 0.309815 0.087199 12.6236 12.1623 12.6975
rs1330301 16767819 G C 0.920671 0.917228 0.803234 40424 ‐0.09317 0.035722 6.80206 6.7411 0.009422 6.80572 ‐0.0673147 0.0337958 3.9673 3.93385 3.96853
rs7864650 17313678 T A 0.600109 0.602172 0.849556 40424 0.050066 0.019304 6.72656 6.73763 0.00944 6.72778 0.0380371 0.0183949 4.27581 4.28198 4.27625
rs2780206 17300064 C T 0.386186 0.383161 0.855387 40424 ‐0.05025 0.019383 6.72025 6.73237 0.009468 6.72148 ‐0.0402994 0.0184773 4.75687 4.76503 4.75743
rs7037653 16771594 T C 0.920643 0.917201 0.802772 40424 ‐0.09307 0.035726 6.786 6.72531 0.009505 6.78964 ‐0.0672075 0.0338003 3.95362 3.92038 3.95485
rs10962663 16891002 A G 0.040423 0.0482265 0.749926 40424 0.124349 0.047742 6.78401 6.7095 0.00959 6.79019 0.180279 0.0456645 15.586 15.2653 15.6182
rs4433240 16801130 G C 0.751231 0.737048 0.967021 40424 ‐0.05288 0.020411 6.71176 6.69158 0.009687 6.71319 ‐0.0431496 0.0194598 4.91672 4.90086 4.91744
rs140957588 17344148 GTTTAT G 0.610319 0.613075 0.853178 40424 0.050083 0.019384 6.67588 6.68755 0.009709 6.67708 0.0402692 0.0184795 4.74857 4.75649 4.74912
rs12345910 16802118 T C 0.751724 0.737605 0.963264 40424 ‐0.05296 0.020461 6.69978 6.67962 0.009752 6.70121 ‐0.0431142 0.0195078 4.88456 4.86882 4.88527
rs72004590 17273435 ATGTATTAA 0.0796537 0.0722998 0.986605 40424 ‐0.08581 0.033407 6.59803 6.66842 0.009814 6.60164 ‐0.0961244 0.0318834 9.08948 9.22609 9.09632
rs202037155 17254740 G GTTT 0.374941 0.371337 0.830653 40424 ‐0.05102 0.019785 6.65032 6.66267 0.009845 6.65153 ‐0.0422328 0.0188705 5.00876 5.01793 5.00938
rs10756800 16739894 C T 0.602766 0.590206 0.713566 40424 ‐0.05397 0.02091 6.66219 6.65397 0.009894 6.6634 ‐0.0427731 0.0199118 4.61445 4.60825 4.61497
rs10756799 16739893 G T 0.602766 0.590206 0.713566 40424 ‐0.05397 0.02091 6.66217 6.65395 0.009894 6.66338 ‐0.042773 0.0199118 4.61443 4.60822 4.61495
rs79512743 17239045 C T 0.0800041 0.0727251 0.98375 40424 ‐0.08555 0.03335 6.5797 6.64955 0.009918 6.58328 ‐0.0954205 0.0318342 8.98454 9.11832 8.99118
rs112172012 17156249 A G 0.0217497 0.0175449 0.805953 40424 ‐0.18503 0.072695 6.47871 6.64559 0.00994 6.49197 ‐0.2007 0.0694479 8.35175 8.64301 8.37352
rs191450668 17188165 A G 0.000887582 0.000543247 0.366258 40424 ‐1.50901 0.643088 5.50607 6.638 0.009983 5.8372 ‐1.56547 0.644389 5.90189 7.26577 6.19585
rs10962612 16804167 T G 0.750121 0.73574 0.947456 40424 ‐0.053 0.020544 6.65533 6.63566 0.009996 6.65674 ‐0.0448751 0.0195887 5.2481 5.23081 5.24891
rs10738475 17364927 C A 0.919446 0.926781 0.981553 40424 0.085108 0.033225 6.56174 6.63118 0.010021 6.56529 0.0955343 0.0317214 9.07013 9.20575 9.07689
rs190976897 17149158 T C 0.00104728 0.000704569 0.458705 40424 ‐1.14471 0.478818 5.7155 6.62811 0.010038 5.97337 ‐0.772178 0.471747 2.67927 3.00604 2.73374
rs138950900 17188869 T C 0.001042 0.000701759 0.455912 40424 ‐1.15031 0.481528 5.70669 6.62063 0.01008 5.96543 ‐0.774817 0.474384 2.66771 2.99329 2.72199
rs183382600 16886012 G A 0.0111859 0.0129982 0.492447 40424 0.286997 0.110314 6.76848 6.61279 0.010125 6.79292 0.375193 0.104556 12.8768 12.3685 12.9655
rs55863214 17363422 G C 0.0797146 0.0723388 0.977574 40424 ‐0.08569 0.0335 6.5423 6.612 0.010129 6.54587 ‐0.096448 0.0319804 9.09534 9.23274 9.1022
rs13284478 16736163 C T 0.643303 0.630126 0.807228 40424 ‐0.05148 0.020032 6.60411 6.59402 0.010232 6.60532 ‐0.0407752 0.0190687 4.57246 4.56499 4.57299
rs34259118 16737280 G A 0.643302 0.630126 0.807239 40424 ‐0.05148 0.020032 6.6036 6.59351 0.010235 6.6048 ‐0.0407734 0.0190686 4.57209 4.56462 4.57261
rs35007358 16737384 G C 0.643302 0.630126 0.80724 40424 ‐0.05148 0.020032 6.60323 6.59314 0.010237 6.60444 ‐0.0407721 0.0190687 4.57179 4.56433 4.57232
rs10756801 16740110 G T 0.643299 0.630123 0.807268 40424 ‐0.05147 0.020032 6.60247 6.59238 0.010242 6.60367 ‐0.0407709 0.0190684 4.57162 4.56416 4.57215
rs10756798 16739763 C T 0.6433 0.630125 0.807262 40424 ‐0.05147 0.020032 6.60179 6.59171 0.010245 6.603 ‐0.0407643 0.0190685 4.57013 4.56266 4.57065
rs76253082 17154161 G A 0.00488561 0.00527097 0.223264 40424 0.672403 0.256834 6.85413 6.57393 0.010348 6.91929 0.309388 0.242 1.63447 1.59119 1.63872
rs12238680 17251071 G A 0.0799125 0.0726227 0.984689 40424 ‐0.08504 0.033349 6.50323 6.57192 0.01036 6.50673 ‐0.0953653 0.0318302 8.97641 9.11014 8.98305
rs10810601 16736867 C A 0.64381 0.630716 0.807132 40424 ‐0.0514 0.020042 6.57804 6.56795 0.010383 6.57924 ‐0.0406355 0.0190792 4.53618 4.52876 4.5367
rs62541515 16736136 G A 0.643811 0.630717 0.807125 40424 ‐0.0514 0.020043 6.57737 6.56728 0.010387 6.57856 ‐0.0406337 0.0190793 4.53575 4.52833 4.53626
rs6475140 17350246 T C 0.919624 0.926956 0.982552 40424 0.084674 0.033227 6.49413 6.56251 0.010415 6.4976 0.0952523 0.0317214 9.01669 9.15116 9.02337
rs10962988 17269437 G T 0.430296 0.428404 0.872856 40424 ‐0.04825 0.018859 6.5471 6.55481 0.01046 6.54822 ‐0.03648 0.0179623 4.12464 4.12876 4.12504
rs645117 17293779 G A 0.399615 0.397649 0.850057 40424 ‐0.04934 0.019293 6.53995 6.55046 0.010486 6.54109 ‐0.0376 0.0183877 4.18139 4.18731 4.18182
rs200884747 16910990 A AG 0.00198285 0.00156904 0.290015 40424 ‐1.05102 0.432559 5.90384 6.54308 0.010529 6.02935 ‐1.03238 0.417175 6.12417 6.88271 6.24741
rs1582030 17261546 A G 0.416599 0.41383 0.881697 40424 ‐0.04821 0.018861 6.53394 6.54263 0.010532 6.53507 ‐0.0381159 0.0179702 4.49891 4.5044 4.49939
rs7046154 16664759 A G 0.645124 0.627846 0.80695 40424 ‐0.05145 0.020108 6.54731 6.53762 0.010562 6.54849 ‐0.0529411 0.0191798 7.619 7.60408 7.62045
rs186858836 16904975 C T 0.0010754 0.00122776 0.104432 40424 2.04445 0.786254 6.76124 6.53221 0.010594 6.93592 1.45119 0.722835 4.03063 3.8346 4.08719
rs1591138 17261209 G A 0.41637 0.413592 0.881615 40424 ‐0.04816 0.018865 6.51719 6.52586 0.010632 6.51831 ‐0.0382021 0.0179735 4.51759 4.52314 4.51808
rs76834189 16658025 A G 0.00573121 0.00570882 0.106864 40424 ‐0.92891 0.372644 6.21378 6.52063 0.010663 6.27188 ‐0.492297 0.344834 2.03814 2.09551 2.04409
rs79802950 16658028 G A 0.00573123 0.00570881 0.106861 40424 ‐0.92889 0.372647 6.2135 6.52033 0.010665 6.2716 ‐0.492326 0.344839 2.03833 2.09571 2.04428
rs192299902 16730008 C G 0.00247436 0.00279987 0.130105 40424 1.17142 0.454857 6.63246 6.51702 0.010685 6.8835 0.965373 0.423062 5.20693 4.98538 5.32867
rs12377046 16990075 A G 0.0175208 0.0139116 0.856598 40424 ‐0.19671 0.078224 6.32353 6.50839 0.010737 6.34049 ‐0.2285 0.0753068 9.20673 9.60346 9.24244
rs73421454 16658111 G A 0.00573098 0.00570927 0.106778 40424 ‐0.92803 0.372722 6.19948 6.50497 0.010757 6.25739 ‐0.491545 0.344934 2.03075 2.08773 2.03666
rs1582031 17261350 T G 0.416733 0.414011 0.881763 40424 ‐0.04806 0.018859 6.49575 6.50434 0.010761 6.49686 ‐0.0379714 0.0179677 4.46609 4.47151 4.46656
rs10756857 17263325 T A 0.412223 0.410807 0.83176 40424 ‐0.04947 0.019415 6.49156 6.50025 0.010786 6.49267 ‐0.0359488 0.0184998 3.77601 3.78015 3.77635
rs77105654 16824030 A C 0.0679427 0.0715122 0.536871 40424 0.120018 0.046849 6.56279 6.49373 0.010826 6.5672 0.0789981 0.0442781 3.18314 3.15515 3.18418
rs77956216 16878681 G C 0.0415972 0.0498661 0.759126 40424 0.119549 0.046722 6.54699 6.47837 0.01092 6.55246 0.178342 0.0447004 15.9178 15.5962 15.9499
rs620280 17302171 A G 0.0798861 0.0726319 0.980252 40424 ‐0.08437 0.033322 6.41071 6.47769 0.010924 6.41409 ‐0.0941109 0.0318038 8.75631 8.8847 8.7626
rs10962571 16759788 C T 0.0191611 0.020687 0.60254 40424 0.203996 0.079365 6.60676 6.47667 0.01093 6.62101 0.186347 0.0751033 6.15641 6.0141 6.16874
rs111373803 16657727 CT C 0.00573237 0.00571207 0.107173 40424 ‐0.92347 0.372058 6.16066 6.46378 0.01101 6.21758 ‐0.48714 0.344208 2.00293 2.05888 2.00868
rs79641699 17360296 G A 0.0791241 0.0718207 0.98348 40424 ‐0.08457 0.033511 6.36862 6.43557 0.011186 6.372 ‐0.0950934 0.031992 8.83525 8.96681 8.84174
rs10756855 17231465 C T 0.426433 0.424857 0.857611 40424 ‐0.04821 0.019024 6.42232 6.42985 0.011222 6.4234 ‐0.0353437 0.0181162 3.80619 3.80986 3.80653
rs12164282 17312180 G T 0.079028 0.0717056 0.980128 40424 ‐0.08472 0.033592 6.36049 6.42724 0.011238 6.36385 ‐0.095201 0.0320612 8.81706 8.94802 8.82351
rs114376194 16978597 A T 0.0037106 0.004625 0.659427 40424 0.422485 0.163645 6.66526 6.42309 0.011265 6.72793 0.358088 0.153853 5.41713 5.18262 5.45925
rs143857275 16983977 T C 0.00354951 0.00306732 0.257302 40424 ‐0.77276 0.316946 5.94453 6.41391 0.011323 6.04083 ‐0.589998 0.311085 3.59702 3.83833 3.62321
rs185861419 17222842 G C 0.00103345 0.000700406 0.451693 40424 ‐1.1395 0.484755 5.52568 6.3977 0.011427 5.77088 ‐0.768924 0.477251 2.59581 2.90845 2.64755
rs60282857 16877141 G C 0.0419132 0.0499868 0.762891 40424 0.118117 0.046472 6.4601 6.39272 0.011459 6.4654 0.171011 0.0444708 14.7875 14.4986 14.8151
rs374785 16998247 T C 0.858751 0.869653 0.992699 40424 0.064704 0.025697 6.34029 6.38358 0.011518 6.34236 0.0740351 0.0245652 9.08314 9.17319 9.08719
rs41349645 16882186 C T 0.753039 0.754584 0.995724 40424 0.050914 0.020192 6.35819 6.38254 0.011525 6.35952 0.0446316 0.0193257 5.3335 5.35571 5.33438
rs144570904 17158856 A T 0.0120718 0.013374 0.299339 40424 0.356573 0.139704 6.51449 6.3794 0.011545 6.53305 0.386044 0.13179 8.58037 8.33265 8.61206
rs10756876 17364832 G T 0.612547 0.615042 0.857305 40424 0.048844 0.019362 6.36403 6.375 0.011574 6.36513 0.0390101 0.0184576 4.46687 4.47417 4.46736
rs10962560 16744121 C G 0.609046 0.596589 0.725167 40424 ‐0.05255 0.020805 6.37971 6.37171 0.011595 6.38082 ‐0.0410523 0.0198154 4.29208 4.28628 4.29253
rs7864270 17359662 G A 0.612255 0.6147 0.857379 40424 0.048761 0.019357 6.34561 6.3565 0.011695 6.3467 0.0387969 0.018453 4.42038 4.42753 4.42085
rs79538054 16806390 A C 0.00927951 0.0113814 0.643286 40424 0.266718 0.104592 6.5029 6.35377 0.011713 6.52675 0.31402 0.0992832 10.0037 9.6408 10.0599
rs7021570 16678067 A T 0.415744 0.423992 0.415913 40424 0.069035 0.027403 6.34662 6.34237 0.011789 6.34777 0.0716689 0.0261031 7.53837 7.53193 7.53978
rs150566474 17201561 G T 0.0061983 0.00703203 0.273065 40424 0.512096 0.20029 6.5371 6.33902 0.011811 6.58049 0.490486 0.18848 6.77207 6.51493 6.81813
rs10598074 17355890 GTC G 0.611194 0.613435 0.854316 40424 0.048732 0.019395 6.31316 6.32392 0.011912 6.31424 0.0379913 0.0184857 4.22373 4.23037 4.22417
rs10963063 17355341 T C 0.598843 0.600428 0.849435 40424 0.048545 0.01932 6.31399 6.32386 0.011912 6.31506 0.0368413 0.0184109 4.00422 4.0097 4.00461
rs4961437 17368458 C T 0.613104 0.61564 0.858157 40424 0.048631 0.019357 6.31162 6.32249 0.011922 6.31269 0.0390121 0.018453 4.46953 4.47686 4.47002
rs17813471 16680901 T C 0.0226333 0.0201206 0.582664 40424 ‐0.20557 0.082973 6.13847 6.30742 0.012023 6.15001 ‐0.229733 0.078377 8.59154 8.91113 8.61808
rs10962583 16773966 T G 0.0208971 0.0226537 0.610225 40424 0.191092 0.075382 6.42614 6.3057 0.012035 6.43871 0.189349 0.0714437 7.02422 6.85737 7.03925
rs7873708 17349531 A T 0.612776 0.615275 0.857711 40424 0.048529 0.01936 6.28335 6.29412 0.012114 6.28442 0.0387434 0.0184555 4.40703 4.41419 4.40751
rs188582128 16816191 C G 0.0033427 0.00395947 0.450233 40424 0.539683 0.211216 6.52866 6.28843 0.012153 6.5914 0.445674 0.197869 5.07316 4.8579 5.11232
rs263571 17030663 G A 0.166058 0.156096 0.97454 40424 ‐0.05984 0.023948 6.24334 6.28043 0.012208 6.24512 ‐0.0680679 0.0229062 8.8304 8.90568 8.83377
rs7022060 17361597 A G 0.598063 0.599597 0.848014 40424 0.04839 0.019325 6.27006 6.27977 0.012212 6.27111 0.0367737 0.0184165 3.98715 3.99258 3.98754
rs6475139 17346914 C T 0.612804 0.615279 0.857866 40424 0.048453 0.01936 6.26375 6.27447 0.012249 6.26482 0.0386799 0.0184556 4.39251 4.39964 4.39299
rs10756869 17342517 A G 0.598529 0.600121 0.849788 40424 0.04827 0.019303 6.25291 6.26256 0.012332 6.25396 0.0367675 0.0183952 3.99503 4.00046 3.99542
rs7864919 17347258 A G 0.613015 0.615488 0.857134 40424 0.048406 0.019369 6.2458 6.25648 0.012374 6.24686 0.0386007 0.0184646 4.37032 4.37739 4.37079
rs10115784 17345994 T C 0.920108 0.927318 0.986858 40424 0.082649 0.033221 6.18958 6.25315 0.012397 6.19273 0.0930195 0.0317143 8.60279 8.72801 8.60887
rs7031361 17324645 T A 0.919256 0.926364 0.976334 40424 0.082454 0.033149 6.18692 6.25024 0.012418 6.19007 0.0921001 0.0316465 8.46972 8.59162 8.4756
rs61554943 16772534 T C 0.919279 0.915867 0.801908 40424 ‐0.08913 0.035506 6.30225 6.24837 0.012431 6.30534 ‐0.0645731 0.0336012 3.69311 3.66341 3.69417
rs9298773 17321382 T C 0.61506 0.617681 0.857231 40424 0.048348 0.019373 6.228 6.23884 0.012498 6.22905 0.0386256 0.018466 4.37528 4.3825 4.37575
rs263636 17022423 G A 0.174828 0.164446 1 40424 ‐0.05795 0.023267 6.20255 6.23704 0.012511 6.20421 ‐0.0636605 0.0222476 8.18794 8.25099 8.19069
rs12551173 16916454 A C 0.117971 0.114798 0.947931 40424 ‐0.06915 0.027798 6.1871 6.23204 0.012546 6.18936 ‐0.0707463 0.0266995 7.02103 7.08772 7.02377
rs12342180 17327947 G A 0.613972 0.616458 0.856967 40424 0.048286 0.019367 6.21576 6.22648 0.012585 6.2168 0.0385875 0.0184607 4.36914 4.3763 4.36961
rs10810754 17320544 A G 0.615164 0.617782 0.85703 40424 0.048298 0.019377 6.21301 6.22382 0.012604 6.21406 0.0385875 0.0184692 4.36513 4.37234 4.3656
rs1330300 16762537 G A 0.919842 0.916519 0.807622 40424 ‐0.08892 0.035492 6.27658 6.22268 0.012612 6.27967 ‐0.0646695 0.0335809 3.70863 3.67851 3.7097
rs12236166 17317738 T C 0.0791674 0.0719259 0.980641 40424 ‐0.08312 0.033494 6.15897 6.22251 0.012614 6.16213 ‐0.0936608 0.031969 8.58337 8.70908 8.58948
rs16934745 16490828 A T 0.0366077 0.0342028 0.465487 40424 ‐0.17592 0.071225 6.10018 6.21941 0.012636 6.10784 ‐0.159132 0.0676946 5.52591 5.64144 5.53222
rs10962978 17268375 G A 0.0775272 0.0706152 0.964594 40424 ‐0.0847 0.034153 6.15105 6.21474 0.012669 6.15422 ‐0.0941937 0.0326057 8.3456 8.46639 8.35144
rs150929911 17268048 C T 0.0775494 0.070641 0.964344 40424 ‐0.08465 0.034152 6.14403 6.20761 0.01272 6.1472 ‐0.0941615 0.0326049 8.34028 8.46095 8.34611
rs7865766 17347872 C T 0.598555 0.600032 0.849566 40424 0.048076 0.019312 6.19704 6.20658 0.012728 6.19807 0.0363253 0.0184043 3.89563 3.90086 3.896
rs192154035 16815960 T G 0.00083586 0.00101535 0.153455 40424 1.77833 0.684605 6.74757 6.20469 0.012741 7.04599 1.49743 0.650948 5.29173 5.04352 5.55476
rs7038064 17338316 T C 0.614079 0.616562 0.857109 40424 0.048131 0.01937 6.17447 6.18509 0.012883 6.1755 0.0385662 0.0184633 4.36309 4.37025 4.36356
rs10738457 16746159 G A 0.0635878 0.0670756 0.730068 40424 0.102969 0.041207 6.24403 6.1816 0.012909 6.24789 0.0715711 0.0390965 3.3512 3.32138 3.35228
rs75560932 16824445 A G 0.0632677 0.0666864 0.544332 40424 0.119586 0.047992 6.20918 6.14337 0.013191 6.21341 0.0835364 0.0453761 3.38919 3.35716 3.39044
rs35848071 16818886 CT C 0.775757 0.7668 0.525498 40424 ‐0.07152 0.028796 6.16841 6.14317 0.013192 6.17003 ‐0.0957719 0.0272508 12.3514 12.2731 12.3569
rs201701386 16424657 GGA G 0.00715709 0.00596448 0.263763 40424 ‐0.55529 0.229697 5.84431 6.13848 0.013227 5.87612 ‐0.659985 0.219208 9.06472 9.72675 9.14305
rs143085231 16668933 T C 0.000943054 0.000788672 0.168275 40424 ‐1.85663 0.802872 5.34761 6.13368 0.013263 5.55567 ‐1.36103 0.790773 2.96232 3.313 3.01907
rs147250352 17325168 ATTCTTT A 0.600837 0.602438 0.849002 40424 0.047782 0.019326 6.1126 6.12213 0.01335 6.1136 0.0362281 0.0184158 3.86998 3.87528 3.87034
rs185685397 16723215 A C 0.000551728 0.000687635 0.11585 40424 2.55387 1.0076 6.4242 6.11097 0.013435 6.62907 2.2684 0.92041 6.07401 5.74021 6.2819
rs66825305 17327310 CG C 0.918276 0.925367 0.96939 40424 0.081318 0.033062 6.0493 6.11018 0.013441 6.05229 0.0912974 0.0315678 8.36429 8.48334 8.36998
rs2039413 17225553 A T 0.117864 0.111948 0.907535 40424 ‐0.07124 0.028939 6.06041 6.10598 0.013473 6.06252 ‐0.0811836 0.0276273 8.63497 8.72746 8.63914
rs7865762 16805332 G T 0.246587 0.260108 0.929003 40424 0.051489 0.02081 6.12163 6.10374 0.01349 6.12284 0.0424196 0.0198523 4.56575 4.55125 4.56638
rs4563978 17327295 C T 0.599862 0.601333 0.849118 40424 0.047684 0.019319 6.09209 6.10151 0.013507 6.09308 0.0362011 0.0184095 3.86689 3.87214 3.86725
rs7037111 17359939 C T 0.598043 0.599366 0.850129 40424 0.047602 0.019297 6.08502 6.09424 0.013562 6.08601 0.0357163 0.0183901 3.77194 3.77689 3.77229
rs10738474 17336492 G A 0.614052 0.616461 0.85727 40424 0.04777 0.019368 6.08318 6.09355 0.013568 6.08419 0.0381771 0.0184615 4.27632 4.28324 4.27677
rs10810599 16733870 G T 0.064302 0.0677816 0.727577 40424 0.101917 0.041096 6.15044 6.0894 0.0136 6.15416 0.0705193 0.0389759 3.27359 3.24487 3.27462
rs12337171 17318647 C T 0.601255 0.602868 0.849898 40424 0.047625 0.019316 6.07914 6.08862 0.013606 6.08013 0.0363002 0.0184064 3.88939 3.89475 3.88975
rs10124487 17350843 C T 0.597988 0.59929 0.849734 40424 0.047548 0.019303 6.06762 6.0768 0.013697 6.0686 0.0355142 0.0183949 3.72741 3.73227 3.72775
rs6475137 17338162 T A 0.612666 0.61499 0.853309 40424 0.047779 0.019399 6.066 6.07628 0.013701 6.067 0.0377905 0.0184897 4.17739 4.18403 4.17782
rs2282072 16727446 T A 0.0640345 0.0674832 0.731363 40424 0.101697 0.041069 6.13196 6.07106 0.013741 6.13567 0.0699612 0.0389531 3.22574 3.19758 3.22674
rs4272484 17319339 T C 0.601474 0.603105 0.849943 40424 0.047546 0.019319 6.05727 6.06672 0.013775 6.05826 0.03632 0.0184094 3.89234 3.89772 3.89271
rs12375569 16805155 A G 0.753834 0.740395 0.931352 40424 ‐0.05119 0.020802 6.05694 6.03933 0.013991 6.05811 ‐0.0418846 0.0198425 4.45569 4.44172 4.45628
rs7033974 17249636 T C 0.380284 0.377666 0.860002 40424 ‐0.04763 0.01941 6.02183 6.03242 0.014045 6.02282 ‐0.0379959 0.0184999 4.21827 4.22532 4.21871
0 17249351 TG T 0.380283 0.377666 0.859972 40424 ‐0.04763 0.01941 6.02176 6.03235 0.014046 6.02275 ‐0.0379916 0.0185002 4.21719 4.22424 4.21763
rs12236820 17249540 T G 0.38016 0.377548 0.859593 40424 ‐0.0476 0.019417 6.00986 6.02041 0.014141 6.01084 ‐0.037978 0.0185067 4.21122 4.21825 4.21166
rs10962918 17232207 T A 0.116698 0.110738 0.917205 40424 ‐0.07064 0.028914 5.96914 6.01382 0.014194 5.97119 ‐0.0807775 0.0276065 8.56166 8.6533 8.56577
rs10810602 16739423 G A 0.0634886 0.0669568 0.731893 40424 0.101487 0.041197 6.0688 6.00884 0.014234 6.07246 0.0707026 0.039085 3.27229 3.24347 3.27332
rs5016914 16751872 C T 0.0642666 0.0676973 0.727082 40424 0.101284 0.041117 6.06801 6.00841 0.014238 6.07162 0.070574 0.0390095 3.27302 3.24438 3.27405
rs76590722 17053235 T C 0.129952 0.119214 0.945993 40424 ‐0.06653 0.027267 5.95289 5.99609 0.014338 5.95492 ‐0.0820335 0.0260619 9.90763 10.0206 9.91297
rs10962667 16892408 A G 0.0386073 0.0359044 0.9528 40424 ‐0.11489 0.047337 5.89062 5.98084 0.014462 5.89645 ‐0.121396 0.0454716 7.12736 7.27011 7.13558
rs144851949 16940637 C T 0.018507 0.0205919 0.688458 40424 0.184538 0.07482 6.08322 5.97929 0.014475 6.09331 0.215727 0.0710915 9.20821 8.97049 9.23137
0 16914556 T TTTTC 0.084241 0.0808923 0.926653 40424 ‐0.08006 0.0329 5.92123 5.97556 0.014505 5.92402 ‐0.0840824 0.0315387 7.10759 7.19445 7.1114
rs79068646 16725894 A G 0.0148964 0.016838 0.387802 40424 0.273259 0.110681 6.09539 5.97261 0.01453 6.10887 0.285335 0.104427 7.46598 7.26806 7.48732
rs10810761 17331446 A T 0.600778 0.602268 0.849291 40424 0.047174 0.019325 5.95884 5.96801 0.014568 5.95979 0.035669 0.0184146 3.75194 3.757 3.75228
rs10756822 16876337 G C 0.750313 0.751438 0.973858 40424 0.048999 0.020095 5.94557 5.96702 0.014576 5.94672 0.0422627 0.0192295 4.83037 4.84902 4.83108
rs10733321 16784682 C G 0.221059 0.234384 0.882589 40424 0.054121 0.022122 5.98535 5.96454 0.014596 5.98659 0.0469087 0.0210704 4.95635 4.93717 4.95715
rs3840727 17333747 CAT C 0.599241 0.600516 0.849246 40424 0.047124 0.019312 5.95459 5.96363 0.014604 5.95554 0.0353322 0.0184021 3.68643 3.69128 3.68676
rs189719713 17144573 A G 0.00403067 0.00299048 0.32016 40424 ‐0.6809 0.288018 5.58894 5.95823 0.014649 5.6295 ‐0.819426 0.276075 8.80976 9.64069 8.91921
rs12341542 16788253 T C 0.0847663 0.0886798 0.68384 40424 0.091695 0.03744 5.99831 5.94782 0.014735 6.00119 0.0685889 0.0355497 3.72251 3.69233 3.72358
rs10962995 17280999 A G 0.0784376 0.0709563 0.993864 40424 ‐0.08138 0.033588 5.8699 5.92954 0.014889 5.87282 ‐0.0918283 0.032066 8.20095 8.31937 8.20662
rs12379104 17372261 G T 0.609676 0.611528 0.850677 40424 0.04728 0.019445 5.91207 5.92144 0.014958 5.91301 0.03542 0.0185155 3.65954 3.66472 3.65987
rs10119731 16792350 A C 0.0801092 0.0839299 0.80152 40424 0.086776 0.035516 5.96981 5.92054 0.014965 5.97258 0.059702 0.033755 3.12826 3.10539 3.12899
rs138016286 16525291 A G 0.00990776 0.00827312 0.30669 40424 ‐0.42282 0.177446 5.67784 5.91457 0.015016 5.70016 ‐0.480563 0.169331 8.05431 8.51443 8.10095
rs7024466 16775725 T C 0.756278 0.743213 0.905964 40424 ‐0.05131 0.021081 5.92406 5.90596 0.01509 5.92521 ‐0.0441843 0.0201124 4.82622 4.80978 4.82692
rs12685518 16677496 C G 0.226248 0.238778 0.674853 40424 0.060446 0.024865 5.9098 5.89038 0.015224 5.91099 0.0630255 0.023665 7.09282 7.06312 7.09439
rs10963070 17373817 C G 0.0796659 0.0721235 0.964891 40424 ‐0.08164 0.033814 5.82944 5.8887 0.015238 5.83232 ‐0.0940147 0.0322645 8.49069 8.61588 8.49677
rs10810704 16997811 A G 0.321545 0.315793 0.995274 40424 ‐0.04565 0.01884 5.87097 5.88518 0.015269 5.87195 ‐0.0380696 0.0180013 4.4725 4.48366 4.47303
rs117373804 16668824 G T 0.0198047 0.0179029 0.217841 40424 ‐0.34667 0.145101 5.70815 5.87628 0.015346 5.72081 ‐0.375318 0.138028 7.39378 7.67922 7.41554
rs4471140 16891761 A G 0.0387337 0.036076 0.951756 40424 ‐0.11374 0.047274 5.78849 5.8762 0.015347 5.79411 ‐0.119984 0.0454083 6.98197 7.12009 6.98985
rs12235811 17297677 A G 0.0776802 0.0702014 0.982769 40424 ‐0.08168 0.033915 5.80045 5.85938 0.015494 5.80332 ‐0.0934087 0.0323677 8.32819 8.45011 8.33406
rs144584987 17134903 A G 0.00349155 0.00413998 0.448007 40424 0.515053 0.208822 6.0835 5.84808 0.015594 6.13316 0.426932 0.194556 4.81538 4.61718 4.85103
rs142749226 16832617 C T 0.0143449 0.0155955 0.3958 40424 0.274465 0.112257 5.97789 5.84307 0.015639 5.99473 0.241903 0.105959 5.21205 5.08112 5.22529
rs12341168 16793202 T C 0.0785 0.0823914 0.803957 40424 0.086735 0.035763 5.88184 5.83333 0.015725 5.88454 0.0610192 0.0339838 3.22395 3.19986 3.22474
rs77872009 17348688 G C 0.599375 0.601926 0.803612 40424 0.047937 0.019874 5.81795 5.82708 0.015781 5.81887 0.0386727 0.0189534 4.16325 4.16952 4.16368
rs10810770 17348689 G C 0.599375 0.601926 0.803612 40424 0.047937 0.019874 5.81794 5.82706 0.015781 5.81885 0.0386727 0.0189534 4.16326 4.16953 4.16368
rs142987120 16663293 G C 0.00204929 0.00179933 0.138281 40424 ‐1.34793 0.57676 5.4619 5.82448 0.015805 5.50971 ‐1.09433 0.552465 3.92361 4.19109 3.95033
rs188014755 17112062 C G 0.00193836 0.00142953 0.439484 40424 ‐0.80433 0.348604 5.32353 5.81992 0.015846 5.42453 ‐0.74292 0.338446 4.81842 5.31779 4.90007
rs73645993 16520909 A G 0.0170589 0.0153736 0.387015 40424 ‐0.2794 0.117702 5.63475 5.8188 0.015856 5.65102 ‐0.304216 0.111011 7.50984 7.82961 7.53813
rs35340571 16886714 AT A 0.753897 0.754841 0.974354 40424 0.04891 0.020321 5.79319 5.81462 0.015893 5.79431 0.0417528 0.0194461 4.61004 4.62809 4.6107
rs263569 17030146 A G 0.16657 0.156895 0.986556 40424 ‐0.05729 0.023828 5.78022 5.81288 0.015909 5.78173 ‐0.0653477 0.0227907 8.22136 8.28822 8.22425
rs6475147 17374797 T G 0.613692 0.615596 0.851076 40424 0.046906 0.019474 5.80188 5.81132 0.015923 5.80279 0.0356354 0.0185432 3.69312 3.69858 3.69346
rs200344076 16689114 AAC A 0.00689587 0.00583939 0.194616 40424 ‐0.64813 0.278242 5.42607 5.80516 0.015979 5.47582 ‐0.801556 0.267367 8.98777 9.8564 9.08046
rs605482 17290979 T C 0.363485 0.361301 0.830587 40424 ‐0.04787 0.019892 5.79195 5.80314 0.015998 5.79288 ‐0.0345663 0.0189702 3.32017 3.32568 3.32044
rs10962530 16667568 T C 0.620475 0.603244 0.868101 40424 ‐0.04609 0.019121 5.80909 5.80207 0.016007 5.81 ‐0.0471591 0.0182431 6.68245 6.67184 6.68355
rs116996265 16796923 A G 0.00380391 0.00348242 0.125103 40424 ‐1.04862 0.4486 5.46407 5.79627 0.01606 5.50031 ‐1.08747 0.429244 6.41838 6.94827 6.48241
rs145971975 17016682 A G 0.0036045 0.00315546 0.258942 40424 ‐0.72229 0.310933 5.39616 5.79506 0.016071 5.47506 ‐0.535956 0.305161 3.08461 3.27267 3.10385
rs10125996 16792675 G C 0.0779764 0.081586 0.80358 40424 0.08677 0.035901 5.84167 5.79331 0.016087 5.84436 0.060529 0.0341179 3.14747 3.12405 3.14823
rs4448381 16802531 T C 0.755179 0.741984 0.944196 40424 ‐0.05001 0.020751 5.80769 5.79101 0.016108 5.80877 ‐0.0398358 0.0197907 4.05157 4.03937 4.05206
rs10120562 16793104 A G 0.0784444 0.0820723 0.806152 40424 0.086431 0.035769 5.83894 5.79075 0.016111 5.84162 0.0596874 0.0339892 3.08378 3.06114 3.0845
rs186959975 16836370 T C 0.00237324 0.00303498 0.412957 40424 0.619733 0.253775 5.96364 5.78437 0.016169 6.05038 0.671002 0.237836 7.95963 7.55301 8.0976
rs10756858 17268228 T C 0.430637 0.429534 0.867044 40424 ‐0.04543 0.018901 5.77663 5.78284 0.016183 5.7775 ‐0.0334429 0.0180067 3.44937 3.45244 3.44965
rs2243719 16807307 A T 0.0723668 0.0756344 0.739419 40424 0.093687 0.038806 5.82837 5.77724 0.016235 5.83136 0.0547136 0.0368101 2.20931 2.19445 2.20973
rs7025647 16508871 G C 0.0176366 0.0159362 0.389571 40424 ‐0.27233 0.115088 5.59925 5.7761 0.016246 5.61452 ‐0.296067 0.108507 7.44499 7.75043 7.47142
rs191755252 16660667 G A 0.00093169 0.00078759 0.163565 40424 ‐1.82157 0.810282 5.05381 5.75807 0.016413 5.23807 ‐1.3254 0.798557 2.75474 3.06136 2.80315
rs263642 17016894 C T 0.00574872 0.00744177 0.4842 40424 0.352959 0.145732 5.86595 5.75179 0.016472 5.90232 0.406006 0.141305 8.25563 8.00222 8.32292
rs10963056 17348426 C T 0.0775861 0.0701205 0.986101 40424 ‐0.08078 0.033872 5.68795 5.74533 0.016533 5.69072 ‐0.0931473 0.0323327 8.2996 8.42134 8.30546
rs11560448 17265321 G A 0.429202 0.42816 0.866045 40424 ‐0.0453 0.018925 5.72834 5.73453 0.016635 5.7292 ‐0.0329968 0.0180275 3.3502 3.35317 3.35047
rs12380481 16791865 C T 0.0786842 0.0823622 0.804832 40424 0.08569 0.035703 5.76042 5.71321 0.016838 5.76303 0.0597575 0.0339352 3.10088 3.07807 3.10161
rs184616742 17023070 C T 0.00199924 0.00308649 0.444201 40424 0.604768 0.249683 5.86676 5.71079 0.016861 5.92622 0.76242 0.237943 10.267 9.78663 10.4432
rs10962601 16796252 T G 0.0778055 0.081399 0.813045 40424 0.08561 0.035717 5.74505 5.69826 0.016982 5.74763 0.0589611 0.0339551 3.01525 2.9934 3.01593
rs416529 17045105 T A 0.129883 0.119447 0.939215 40424 ‐0.06496 0.02733 5.64954 5.68944 0.017067 5.65137 ‐0.0799066 0.0261173 9.36072 9.46433 9.36549
rs381912 17045066 C G 0.129882 0.119447 0.939214 40424 ‐0.06495 0.02733 5.64814 5.68802 0.017081 5.64997 ‐0.0799022 0.0261173 9.35965 9.46325 9.36442
rs147600475 16773821 C T 0.000556474 0.000425479 0.123634 40424 ‐3.03681 1.36193 4.97191 5.68628 0.017098 5.1479 ‐2.97136 1.3226 5.0472 5.96741 5.16829
rs113842957 17241002 G A 0.0160746 0.013072 0.620056 40424 ‐0.22739 0.096709 5.52845 5.68443 0.017116 5.54141 ‐0.259186 0.092481 7.85452 8.16733 7.87999
rs10810617 16761621 G A 0.0704548 0.0738652 0.731326 40424 0.094274 0.039372 5.73351 5.68187 0.017141 5.73651 0.0657362 0.037368 3.09463 3.06956 3.09546
rs10115109 16790074 T G 0.078535 0.0823515 0.795059 40424 0.085926 0.03591 5.7255 5.67849 0.017174 5.72808 0.0607852 0.0341296 3.17201 3.14832 3.17278
rs151039944 17153593 T C 0.00520052 0.00646207 0.292626 40424 0.493268 0.204999 5.78979 5.67308 0.017227 5.81828 0.597 0.194453 9.42582 9.11323 9.50407
rs77211505 16670847 G C 0.0197828 0.0179107 0.218016 40424 ‐0.34021 0.144958 5.50824 5.66715 0.017286 5.52005 ‐0.367956 0.137868 7.12301 7.39212 7.14322
rs186192840 17381415 C T 0.00125212 0.00165599 0.388935 40424 0.873225 0.35591 6.01967 5.65509 0.017405 6.14385 0.628889 0.331645 3.59585 3.40917 3.65383
rs76914288 16654036 C A 0.0193322 0.0210673 0.52611 40424 0.203207 0.084761 5.74758 5.63994 0.017556 5.75875 0.155744 0.079762 3.81267 3.7434 3.81777
rs72714999 16415775 C T 0.119202 0.122239 0.537103 40424 0.085769 0.036003 5.67524 5.63843 0.017571 5.67739 0.0810516 0.0343762 5.55913 5.51367 5.56108
rs183163455 17059124 C T 0.00128987 0.00163305 0.135856 40424 1.43565 0.593822 5.84498 5.63137 0.017642 5.95642 1.39814 0.557023 6.30026 6.03339 6.44482
rs2183407 16790968 G C 0.0785242 0.0823184 0.79603 40424 0.085453 0.035893 5.66814 5.62185 0.017738 5.67068 0.0603488 0.0341141 3.12946 3.10626 3.13021
rs200662723 16996639 AAG A 0.320475 0.314784 0.984159 40424 ‐0.04471 0.018905 5.59298 5.6063 0.017896 5.59388 ‐0.0375779 0.0180626 4.32819 4.3389 4.32869
rs4424358 17295223 T C 0.379632 0.377347 0.859435 40424 ‐0.04585 0.019398 5.58681 5.59619 0.018 5.58766 ‐0.0361305 0.0184889 3.8188 3.82482 3.81916
rs7035227 16498437 A T 0.0172651 0.0156694 0.37272 40424 ‐0.27588 0.118536 5.41673 5.58517 0.018113 5.43141 ‐0.301726 0.111989 7.25898 7.55782 7.28477
rs1596193 17371690 C T 0.598332 0.599588 0.845745 40424 0.045719 0.019369 5.57127 5.57922 0.018175 5.5721 0.0348846 0.0184563 3.57256 3.57708 3.57286
rs2183406 16790960 A G 0.0787017 0.0824985 0.796248 40424 0.084971 0.035854 5.61645 5.57083 0.018262 5.61893 0.0601445 0.034076 3.11526 3.09224 3.116
rs151115306 16690327 T A 0.000838907 0.000536759 0.149714 40424 ‐2.38847 1.08864 4.81358 5.56986 0.018272 4.87528 ‐3.34938 1.07339 9.73681 12.1373 10.0453
rs10963071 17376453 T A 0.595879 0.59811 0.813031 40424 0.046555 0.019744 5.55982 5.56796 0.018292 5.56065 0.0369046 0.018814 3.84766 3.8529 3.84802
rs182518225 17068467 T C 0.000942941 0.000587375 0.363722 40424 ‐1.33169 0.61063 4.75609 5.56734 0.018299 4.97544 ‐1.50836 0.615569 6.00423 7.29392 6.27451
rs10963027 17313996 T G 0.603944 0.605965 0.818464 40424 0.04651 0.019743 5.54957 5.55827 0.018394 5.55041 0.0340115 0.0188 3.27292 3.27733 3.27318
rs10810610 16756256 G C 0.0714793 0.0758196 0.686609 40424 0.095064 0.040145 5.60748 5.55787 0.018398 5.61031 0.0752148 0.0380892 3.89945 3.86463 3.90078
rs76106830 16839434 G A 0.029443 0.0269173 0.732411 40424 ‐0.14458 0.061902 5.4548 5.55356 0.018443 5.46182 ‐0.144082 0.059571 5.84988 5.97944 5.85753
rs7858762 17354527 T C 0.554896 0.556963 0.708268 40424 0.049213 0.020904 5.54263 5.54943 0.018487 5.54345 0.0371256 0.0199197 3.4736 3.47732 3.47389
rs7858760 17354520 T C 0.554896 0.556963 0.708269 40424 0.049213 0.020904 5.54257 5.54938 0.018487 5.54339 0.0371253 0.0199197 3.47355 3.47727 3.47384
rs149955217 16844031 G A 0.0017299 0.00127947 0.18898 40424 ‐1.3569 0.603753 5.05098 5.54557 0.018528 5.1139 ‐1.5942 0.582436 7.49184 8.54117 7.62601
rs16934893 16657436 C T 0.00612538 0.00613506 0.104151 40424 ‐0.83496 0.362206 5.31397 5.53948 0.018592 5.35363 ‐0.415486 0.33549 1.53375 1.56884 1.53692
rs112318040 16806728 A C 0.00990903 0.011912 0.611748 40424 0.248092 0.104306 5.65722 5.53645 0.018624 5.67523 0.300473 0.0991068 9.19189 8.87047 9.23903
rs2056684 16978916 A G 0.735818 0.727681 0.945795 40424 ‐0.04756 0.02019 5.54848 5.53356 0.018655 5.54945 ‐0.0448989 0.0192712 5.42818 5.41017 5.42905
rs148676518 16850102 T A 0.0103348 0.0117093 0.267947 40424 0.369145 0.155087 5.66554 5.53103 0.018682 5.68812 0.372412 0.148393 6.2983 6.10664 6.32589
rs200582213 16914557 T TTTC 0.0833584 0.0802724 0.930557 40424 ‐0.0771 0.032948 5.47593 5.52434 0.018754 5.47833 ‐0.0807986 0.0315899 6.54199 6.619 6.54525
rs6475096 16914412 T C 0.0365908 0.0340911 0.894016 40424 ‐0.11651 0.049962 5.43789 5.52126 0.018787 5.44345 ‐0.112009 0.0481353 5.41474 5.51387 5.41993
rs10810752 17314532 T G 0.623045 0.625404 0.862012 40424 0.045536 0.019403 5.50761 5.51698 0.018833 5.50844 0.0362153 0.0184909 3.83591 3.84211 3.83627
rs36057268 17379340 T C 0.604215 0.605481 0.847305 40424 0.045506 0.019393 5.50622 5.51444 0.01886 5.50704 0.0352342 0.0184791 3.63552 3.64044 3.63584
rs10756792 16726119 C T 0.749994 0.740443 0.720387 40424 ‐0.05531 0.02352 5.53014 5.51311 0.018874 5.5312 ‐0.0470858 0.0223541 4.43677 4.42148 4.43739
rs10810748 17312829 G A 0.62302 0.625373 0.861996 40424 0.045515 0.019403 5.50266 5.512 0.018886 5.50348 0.0361895 0.0184908 3.83049 3.83668 3.83085
rs149277976 16994979 G C 0.000498598 0.000321139 0.233838 40424 ‐2.80618 1.4041 3.99422 5.51145 0.018892 4.25686 ‐2.81989 1.36099 4.29297 6.16215 4.66321
rs6475082 16789436 G A 0.92091 0.916856 0.751081 40424 ‐0.08722 0.036995 5.5579 5.51117 0.018895 5.56045 ‐0.0585001 0.0350298 2.78894 2.76869 2.78957
rs10963026 17313926 C T 0.621949 0.624164 0.862475 40424 0.045469 0.019385 5.50155 5.51082 0.018899 5.50238 0.0358509 0.0184733 3.76628 3.77225 3.76663
rs150945065 16865450 C T 0.00633737 0.00811147 0.57392 40424 0.311119 0.130786 5.65885 5.51031 0.018905 5.68589 0.40886 0.125174 10.669 10.2079 10.7653
rs10756794 16726226 G A 0.74999 0.740438 0.720785 40424 ‐0.05526 0.023515 5.52231 5.50531 0.018959 5.52337 ‐0.0470784 0.0223485 4.43759 4.42229 4.43821
rs118061553 16633979 C T 0.00273274 0.00225549 0.191973 40424 ‐0.98654 0.432928 5.19273 5.5009 0.019007 5.2285 ‐1.14344 0.417519 7.50023 8.11089 7.56776
rs10810749 17312886 A T 0.62163 0.623804 0.862445 40424 0.045404 0.019381 5.48837 5.49758 0.019043 5.48919 0.0356716 0.0184693 3.73032 3.73619 3.73066
rs11535436 17267108 G T 0.0714256 0.0678746 0.655559 40424 ‐0.09952 0.042655 5.44378 5.49312 0.019091 5.44613 ‐0.103383 0.0408266 6.41231 6.48766 6.41545
rs77376504 16830655 G A 0.00211446 0.00159868 0.403367 40424 ‐0.81017 0.368941 4.82213 5.49201 0.019104 4.96435 ‐0.731504 0.351502 4.33089 4.93881 4.44805
rs10962907 17211990 G A 0.22317 0.221408 0.827337 40424 ‐0.05388 0.023059 5.45903 5.48135 0.01922 5.46013 ‐0.0336621 0.0220229 2.33632 2.34368 2.33651
rs10810751 17314292 A T 0.622355 0.624599 0.862363 40424 0.045352 0.019389 5.4712 5.48041 0.019231 5.47201 0.0358527 0.0184774 3.76496 3.77095 3.76531
rs10120138 16780518 C T 0.078338 0.0822768 0.775959 40424 0.085352 0.036342 5.51577 5.47048 0.01934 5.51825 0.0659307 0.0345281 3.64611 3.6164 3.64715
rs77873567 17165135 C A 0.0102736 0.0106246 0.259507 40424 0.405137 0.170927 5.61801 5.46558 0.019395 5.63471 0.0788604 0.16027 0.242109 0.240473 0.242142
rs79721685 16651286 A T 0.0192034 0.0208977 0.530204 40424 0.19987 0.084755 5.56113 5.45841 0.019474 5.57162 0.152912 0.0797668 3.67483 3.60905 3.67958
rs80023160 16849647 G A 0.00435461 0.0035963 0.293716 40424 ‐0.62473 0.276575 5.10215 5.45605 0.019501 5.14841 ‐0.648687 0.270934 5.73247 6.23153 5.78935
rs79982383 16743232 G GT 0.0673119 0.0706869 0.721337 40424 0.094928 0.040456 5.50594 5.45491 0.019513 5.50882 0.0647487 0.0383718 2.84733 2.82443 2.84808
rs34536017 16861502 TG T 0.0638926 0.0597422 0.955202 40424 ‐0.08657 0.037265 5.3964 5.45364 0.019528 5.39926 ‐0.0910191 0.0356503 6.51834 6.60979 6.52243
rs62541798 16972579 G A 0.175911 0.184203 0.952932 40424 0.054136 0.023139 5.47367 5.45001 0.019568 5.47492 0.0499816 0.0220488 5.13867 5.11214 5.13972
rs5016911 16751755 G A 0.221754 0.232916 0.830069 40424 0.053231 0.022772 5.46434 5.44586 0.019615 5.46539 0.0418046 0.02169 3.71473 3.70197 3.71519
rs5016916 16751917 C A 0.220406 0.231482 0.825021 40424 0.053508 0.022899 5.4601 5.44155 0.019663 5.46115 0.0418521 0.0218062 3.68361 3.67097 3.68406
rs190848809 17259201 A G 0.0748743 0.0677765 0.951862 40424 ‐0.08136 0.035054 5.38763 5.44086 0.019671 5.39016 ‐0.0947905 0.0334564 8.02733 8.14402 8.03289
rs12378598 16788363 A G 0.0755155 0.0791562 0.757386 40424 0.087675 0.037433 5.48571 5.44009 0.01968 5.48822 0.0632745 0.0355841 3.16188 3.13745 3.16269
rs7849084 17313614 A C 0.620911 0.623104 0.857988 40424 0.045265 0.019428 5.42841 5.43747 0.019709 5.42921 0.0356203 0.0185144 3.70149 3.70729 3.70183
rs7849085 17313619 A G 0.620911 0.623104 0.857988 40424 0.045265 0.019428 5.4284 5.43746 0.019709 5.4292 0.0356202 0.0185144 3.70147 3.70728 3.70181
rs10756807 16756041 G A 0.758612 0.74711 0.823439 40424 ‐0.05164 0.022123 5.44798 5.43206 0.01977 5.44894 ‐0.0444981 0.0210771 4.4572 4.44272 4.45781
rs77122352 16646578 C G 0.0192112 0.0208995 0.531328 40424 0.199127 0.084664 5.53179 5.42987 0.019795 5.54217 0.152062 0.0796848 3.6416 3.5767 3.64627
rs182350087 16511616 G T 0.0101292 0.00835925 0.314329 40424 ‐0.3968 0.173579 5.22576 5.42712 0.019826 5.24358 ‐0.495756 0.166133 8.90482 9.42717 8.95849
rs10962955 17260010 C T 0.385101 0.383166 0.815378 40424 ‐0.04624 0.01987 5.41546 5.42356 0.019867 5.41626 ‐0.0348233 0.0189316 3.3835 3.38798 3.38378
rs7031867 16856867 A T 0.0718124 0.0679561 0.991094 40424 ‐0.07999 0.034536 5.36453 5.41682 0.019944 5.36708 ‐0.0766277 0.0330698 5.36918 5.43228 5.37168
rs1330304 16714629 C G 0.740633 0.731512 0.69092 40424 ‐0.05541 0.023773 5.43204 5.41646 0.019948 5.43305 ‐0.0461771 0.0225823 4.18136 4.16809 4.1819
rs10756793 16726169 G A 0.749934 0.740433 0.720557 40424 ‐0.05479 0.023516 5.42906 5.41249 0.019993 5.43008 ‐0.046691 0.0223507 4.364 4.34908 4.3646
rs6475095 16913903 A G 0.0360908 0.0336084 0.897965 40424 ‐0.11579 0.050151 5.33108 5.41225 0.019996 5.33645 ‐0.111946 0.0483172 5.36797 5.4661 5.37309
rs76329402 16689133 T C 0.000944589 0.000796897 0.288606 40424 ‐1.32416 0.602173 4.8355 5.41051 0.020016 4.94677 ‐0.965671 0.574003 2.83029 3.088 2.87096
rs191249391 17400220 C T 0.00453715 0.00498412 0.19738 40424 0.659899 0.279886 5.55892 5.40688 0.020058 5.60055 0.625154 0.261902 5.69768 5.48998 5.73507
rs12378102 16996457 T G 0.315087 0.309951 0.97167 40424 ‐0.04434 0.019096 5.39178 5.40469 0.020083 5.39262 ‐0.036538 0.0182473 4.0095 4.0193 4.00993
rs12376716 16996456 C T 0.315087 0.309952 0.971669 40424 ‐0.04434 0.019096 5.39159 5.4045 0.020085 5.39243 ‐0.0365371 0.0182473 4.00932 4.01911 4.00975
rs200468715 16476564 TTTA T 0.0522023 0.0546652 0.616993 40424 0.115751 0.049557 5.45551 5.40259 0.020107 5.45856 0.0855995 0.046928 3.3272 3.29614 3.32836
rs7019402 16869240 T C 0.908872 0.896543 0.990985 40424 ‐0.06771 0.029042 5.4362 5.40021 0.020134 5.43816 ‐0.094353 0.027771 11.5433 11.4064 11.5519
rs12003902 16506261 G C 0.0185386 0.0169612 0.379636 40424 ‐0.25859 0.112911 5.245 5.39656 0.020176 5.25757 ‐0.274356 0.10646 6.6413 6.88574 6.66085
rs10962923 17235432 A G 0.137939 0.132999 0.931153 40424 ‐0.0613 0.026495 5.35279 5.38579 0.020301 5.35424 ‐0.0672603 0.0253226 7.05508 7.11453 7.05749
rs1330298 16755121 A G 0.228825 0.240098 0.841565 40424 0.052081 0.022406 5.40294 5.38548 0.020305 5.40395 0.0400477 0.0213313 3.5247 3.51338 3.52509
rs140330765 17078340 A G 0.00231635 0.00192207 0.255897 40424 ‐0.89427 0.402006 4.94852 5.37955 0.020374 5.0383 ‐0.78116 0.387804 4.05748 4.41283 4.11475
rs73417433 16509895 T A 0.0178095 0.0161616 0.385996 40424 ‐0.26232 0.114836 5.21803 5.37594 0.020416 5.23121 ‐0.286666 0.108204 7.01886 7.29594 7.04218
rs73415502 16497948 C T 0.0182424 0.0166825 0.374858 40424 ‐0.26136 0.114478 5.21229 5.3647 0.020548 5.22505 ‐0.278111 0.108098 6.61918 6.86748 6.63921
rs189407935 17145437 A C 0.00429785 0.00367232 0.57059 40424 ‐0.4261 0.188523 5.10855 5.35743 0.020634 5.14351 ‐0.364852 0.181534 4.0394 4.24156 4.0613
rs181259223 17145442 C G 0.00429785 0.00367232 0.57059 40424 ‐0.4261 0.188523 5.10855 5.35743 0.020634 5.14351 ‐0.364852 0.181534 4.0394 4.24156 4.0613
rs141091670 16889604 A G 0.00551522 0.00710915 0.481885 40424 0.357015 0.1522 5.50229 5.35607 0.02065 5.53158 0.492873 0.145221 11.5189 10.9943 11.6477
rs10116407 16726654 T C 0.0755625 0.079937 0.678448 40424 0.091573 0.039413 5.39829 5.35219 0.020696 5.4008 0.0707078 0.0373655 3.58091 3.55106 3.58198
rs4431684 16894267 C G 0.0394549 0.0370208 0.93647 40424 ‐0.10801 0.047112 5.2558 5.33147 0.020944 5.26041 ‐0.113999 0.0452202 6.35533 6.47483 6.36186
rs139834460 16599863 C T 0.00220594 0.00180992 0.167679 40424 ‐1.17788 0.532963 4.88436 5.32638 0.021005 4.95767 ‐1.27588 0.515671 6.1217 6.80764 6.22326
rs7850168 16766118 C A 0.926005 0.92291 0.805754 40424 ‐0.08531 0.03681 5.37165 5.32603 0.021009 5.37406 ‐0.0639873 0.0348367 3.37375 3.34606 3.37471
rs6475083 16791121 A G 0.928314 0.925041 0.785299 40424 ‐0.08767 0.037844 5.36635 5.32044 0.021077 5.36888 ‐0.0541365 0.0358668 2.27822 2.26255 2.27867
rs12238070 16754595 G A 0.0670721 0.0703578 0.722525 40424 0.093767 0.040485 5.36443 5.31531 0.021139 5.36716 0.0632928 0.0384086 2.71552 2.69414 2.7162
rs1952688 16782156 A G 0.0794855 0.0836577 0.780265 40424 0.083222 0.035961 5.35576 5.31302 0.021167 5.35808 0.0665587 0.0341835 3.79119 3.76009 3.79231
rs7858802 16497753 A G 0.0182731 0.0167198 0.374606 40424 ‐0.25977 0.114369 5.15912 5.3089 0.021217 5.1716 ‐0.276767 0.108004 6.56679 6.8118 6.58647
rs7038494 16854075 T C 0.0703576 0.0663526 0.97199 40424 ‐0.08028 0.035031 5.25234 5.30403 0.021276 5.25485 ‐0.0781597 0.0335361 5.43175 5.49732 5.43437
rs79857260 16485362 T G 0.0570771 0.0595199 0.861559 40424 0.093583 0.04044 5.3552 5.30378 0.021279 5.35805 0.0592144 0.0382948 2.39098 2.37192 2.39156
rs185902554 17025114 T C 0.00094612 0.00113593 0.230826 40424 1.31572 0.558257 5.55467 5.28645 0.021492 5.69726 0.857108 0.503794 2.89444 2.74973 2.94835
rs142383166 16854877 C T 0.00136728 0.00170437 0.142907 40424 1.30274 0.558496 5.441 5.28562 0.021502 5.54314 1.38219 0.528821 6.83151 6.47964 6.98268
rs143906359 16807350 T C 0.00198092 0.00145995 0.532313 40424 ‐0.69015 0.314219 4.82413 5.27604 0.021621 4.90597 ‐0.732328 0.305742 5.73722 6.39826 5.85187
rs10962537 16678263 T C 0.0864484 0.093392 0.466736 40424 0.101757 0.044168 5.30782 5.26945 0.021703 5.30993 0.130064 0.0419712 9.60302 9.48968 9.60979
rs80185362 16900561 A C 0.0106875 0.0134733 0.385343 40424 0.285335 0.123187 5.36519 5.2638 0.021773 5.37938 0.43081 0.118413 13.2365 12.7837 13.323
rs7043675 16913477 T C 0.0359176 0.0334755 0.899826 40424 ‐0.11428 0.05019 5.18471 5.26256 0.021789 5.1898 ‐0.110775 0.0483569 5.24762 5.34248 5.25252
rs1337386 16733410 T C 0.0677011 0.0709997 0.721573 40424 0.093004 0.04037 5.30753 5.2591 0.021832 5.31019 0.0626475 0.0382788 2.6785 2.65759 2.67916
rs113446774 16458441 T G 0.00257265 0.00219032 0.162652 40424 ‐1.07862 0.48873 4.87079 5.25591 0.021872 4.93354 ‐1.21656 0.477606 6.4882 7.17683 6.58815
rs111829497 16519523 G A 0.00728912 0.00862334 0.404181 40424 0.347521 0.14972 5.38768 5.25256 0.021915 5.41105 0.389413 0.142285 7.49037 7.21725 7.53453
rs1582029 17243746 C T 0.139655 0.134793 0.932117 40424 ‐0.06019 0.026346 5.22013 5.25157 0.021927 5.22149 ‐0.0667216 0.0251844 7.01889 7.07733 7.02125
rs7865470 16766002 T G 0.768277 0.76622 0.389398 40424 ‐0.07633 0.033246 5.27113 5.24896 0.02196 5.27234 ‐0.0494124 0.031511 2.45893 2.45005 2.45918
rs7024720 16775905 T G 0.0701772 0.0735379 0.780259 40424 0.087585 0.038124 5.27804 5.23257 0.022168 5.28055 0.0644436 0.036222 3.1653 3.13946 3.16618
rs28626673 16763554 C T 0.067993 0.0710567 0.767661 40424 0.089836 0.03911 5.2762 5.23008 0.0222 5.27877 0.0602318 0.0371431 2.62963 2.60969 2.63025
rs67956400 16888249 GA G 0.0805734 0.0777474 0.961736 40424 ‐0.07491 0.032899 5.18456 5.22971 0.022204 5.18677 ‐0.0727623 0.0315342 5.32415 5.38124 5.32636
rs200286088 16914559 T TC 0.0821281 0.0792348 0.941675 40424 ‐0.07502 0.032952 5.18347 5.22812 0.022225 5.18563 ‐0.0782935 0.0315894 6.14284 6.21301 6.14573
rs139279398 16846922 T C 0.00105017 0.000780704 0.200571 40424 ‐1.74453 0.827969 4.43945 5.22374 0.022281 4.55961 ‐1.5868 0.773776 4.20549 5.0176 4.32692
rs201811110 16914558 T TTC 0.0821766 0.0792775 0.941902 40424 ‐0.07496 0.032942 5.17757 5.22212 0.022301 5.17972 ‐0.0782672 0.0315777 6.14325 6.21339 6.14613
rs141752991 16935129 G A 0.0113593 0.0123844 0.797696 40424 0.208084 0.09004 5.3408 5.22018 0.022326 5.35438 0.132929 0.0851112 2.43931 2.39251 2.4422
rs7862734 16762161 A G 0.073429 0.0769306 0.7313 40424 0.088666 0.038648 5.2633 5.21879 0.022344 5.26575 0.0643016 0.0366795 3.07324 3.04898 3.07404
rs7847232 16765987 G A 0.768181 0.766129 0.389346 40424 ‐0.07607 0.033243 5.23579 5.21385 0.022408 5.23699 ‐0.0491955 0.031509 2.4377 2.42894 2.43794
rs10810590 16689291 C T 0.832446 0.822298 0.697655 40424 ‐0.06296 0.027512 5.23647 5.21327 0.022415 5.23761 ‐0.0634471 0.0261179 5.90127 5.86914 5.90263
rs73419969 16736665 G A 0.067017 0.0703081 0.723892 40424 0.092819 0.040474 5.25936 5.21154 0.022437 5.26199 0.0629281 0.0383924 2.68658 2.66551 2.68725
rs7033342 16844645 C T 0.996794 0.996406 0.125053 40424 ‐0.95011 0.408034 5.42199 5.20798 0.022483 5.51834 ‐0.632683 0.386166 2.68426 2.58534 2.70683
rs7033341 16844644 C A 0.996794 0.996406 0.125059 40424 ‐0.94995 0.408033 5.42015 5.20621 0.022506 5.51643 ‐0.632591 0.386165 2.68349 2.5846 2.70605
rs143655232 16856611 G A 0.000980316 0.00116967 0.206627 40424 1.35034 0.580757 5.4063 5.20296 0.022548 5.53812 0.931263 0.531802 3.06652 2.92777 3.1085
rs114628647 16875899 G T 0.000471281 0.000647491 0.164219 40424 2.05544 0.872851 5.54533 5.19826 0.02261 5.80264 1.5457 0.806171 3.6762 3.4629 3.80672
rs10962576 16770634 C T 0.069813 0.0731874 0.784159 40424 0.087419 0.038179 5.24275 5.19789 0.022614 5.24522 0.0622067 0.0362775 2.94035 2.91724 2.9411
rs77158067 16892381 C T 0.0272868 0.0246426 0.834488 40424 ‐0.13716 0.0607 5.10575 5.1942 0.022662 5.11165 ‐0.149522 0.0582436 6.59043 6.74533 6.59986
rs112392170 16727079 G T 0.000528238 0.000739854 0.159386 40424 1.86881 0.826042 5.1183 5.19356 0.022671 5.55972 2.23172 0.800487 7.77268 7.79622 8.59906
rs139549555 17242250 A G 0.00472655 0.00380623 0.500533 40424 ‐0.44779 0.20195 4.91653 5.19315 0.022676 4.95623 ‐0.546211 0.196337 7.73956 8.38888 7.83176
rs4961760 16789878 C T 0.927132 0.923863 0.784462 40424 ‐0.08601 0.037607 5.23057 5.18665 0.022761 5.23294 ‐0.0532066 0.035642 2.22847 2.21341 2.22889
rs11562196 17266448 G A 0.0855673 0.0822224 0.671825 40424 ‐0.08774 0.038674 5.14637 5.1855 0.022776 5.14814 ‐0.0922128 0.0370252 6.2028 6.26478 6.20524
rs10810632 16789024 C T 0.922168 0.918281 0.740727 40424 ‐0.08573 0.037492 5.22828 5.18521 0.02278 5.23058 ‐0.0577135 0.0355252 2.63926 2.62037 2.63983
rs13296025 16900507 G C 0.0774502 0.0744246 0.936303 40424 ‐0.07702 0.033978 5.13787 5.18322 0.022806 5.14009 ‐0.0757701 0.0325653 5.41359 5.47333 5.41593
rs12236540 16803158 G A 0.00886974 0.0101127 0.29 40424 0.377071 0.163512 5.31801 5.18195 0.022823 5.3361 0.321019 0.15413 4.33795 4.2264 4.35203
rs56395003 16906681 C T 0.037867 0.0353784 0.94297 40424 ‐0.10748 0.047593 5.10029 5.17327 0.022937 5.10477 ‐0.116738 0.0457436 6.51278 6.63854 6.51981
rs142336125 17047747 A G 0.000423002 0.000276176 0.233829 40424 ‐3.11541 1.63897 3.6132 5.17147 0.022961 3.86399 ‐2.75662 1.49449 3.40226 4.93205 3.72262
rs13291000 16855490 G A 0.0703312 0.0662712 0.991203 40424 ‐0.07897 0.034921 5.11402 5.1636 0.023065 5.11639 ‐0.0780902 0.0334276 5.45735 5.52331 5.45999
rs139980681 16627429 AGTT A 0.0338842 0.0375108 0.665261 40424 0.130635 0.057156 5.22387 5.1628 0.023076 5.22801 0.14937 0.0542389 7.58416 7.45446 7.59302
rs148389821 16967365 C T 0.0110555 0.0119429 0.800595 40424 0.210427 0.09158 5.27955 5.16213 0.023085 5.29267 0.133138 0.086256 2.38247 2.33763 2.38523
rs78117593 16631262 C G 0.0201235 0.0217533 0.556015 40424 0.186009 0.081174 5.25093 5.15843 0.023134 5.25967 0.139251 0.076503 3.31312 3.25777 3.31671
rs7862119 16686939 C T 0.958166 0.955389 0.727798 40424 ‐0.11425 0.050025 5.21608 5.15639 0.023161 5.21957 ‐0.107741 0.0473251 5.18299 5.11208 5.1867
rs147310090 16479769 CTTCT C 0.0493112 0.0475659 0.48112 40424 ‐0.13465 0.059716 5.08421 5.15567 0.023171 5.08809 ‐0.111468 0.0565338 3.88762 3.94068 3.88986
rs140922993 16805125 T C 0.00708515 0.0087822 0.634667 40424 0.276132 0.120296 5.26901 5.15495 0.02318 5.28742 0.331763 0.114219 8.43686 8.1377 8.4828
rs1583988 17367616 T G 0.596729 0.598833 0.800485 40424 0.045095 0.019889 5.14077 5.14818 0.023271 5.14149 0.0378274 0.018966 3.97795 3.9837 3.97833
rs1583989 17367617 C T 0.596729 0.598833 0.800485 40424 0.045095 0.019889 5.14077 5.14818 0.023271 5.14149 0.0378274 0.018966 3.97795 3.9837 3.97833
rs7872831 17354758 C T 0.621123 0.622996 0.857855 40424 0.0441 0.019456 5.13799 5.14629 0.023296 5.13871 0.0348938 0.0185407 3.54194 3.54736 3.54225
rs2254193 16801850 A C 0.066369 0.0690792 0.762929 40424 0.090883 0.039922 5.18264 5.13656 0.023427 5.18519 0.0532443 0.0377716 1.98709 1.97356 1.98745
rs12338608 16800470 C T 0.0754219 0.0786047 0.790687 40424 0.083652 0.036785 5.17156 5.13062 0.023507 5.17369 0.0531917 0.0349592 2.31508 2.3001 2.31549
rs7854818 17353689 T C 0.621099 0.622956 0.857958 40424 0.044027 0.019454 5.1218 5.13006 0.023515 5.12252 0.0348154 0.0185394 3.52658 3.53195 3.52688
rs7868684 17353918 A G 0.62091 0.622753 0.857734 40424 0.044023 0.019455 5.12063 5.12887 0.023531 5.12134 0.0347994 0.0185399 3.52313 3.52849 3.52344
rs4961552 17368900 A G 0.620124 0.621853 0.85939 40424 0.04393 0.019426 5.11411 5.12227 0.023621 5.11482 0.0345865 0.0185122 3.49059 3.49583 3.49089
rs10810615 16759746 G C 0.0693011 0.0722574 0.734192 40424 0.090087 0.039637 5.1655 5.12066 0.023643 5.16795 0.0585807 0.0376262 2.42397 2.40635 2.42449
rs10962927 17239933 T C 0.13888 0.134108 0.933618 40424 ‐0.05944 0.026349 5.08966 5.12002 0.023651 5.09095 ‐0.0663556 0.0251875 6.94042 6.99809 6.94274
rs13300099 16862358 A C 0.0657609 0.0616705 0.979962 40424 ‐0.08157 0.036241 5.06654 5.11793 0.02368 5.06904 ‐0.085347 0.0346768 6.05759 6.13845 6.06107
rs7868700 17353987 A G 0.62098 0.622814 0.857826 40424 0.043972 0.019454 5.10885 5.11706 0.023692 5.10956 0.0347429 0.0185394 3.51189 3.51723 3.51219
rs187949718 16810097 T C 0.00109157 0.000950883 0.112992 40424 ‐2.02699 0.964016 4.42114 5.11563 0.023711 4.51913 ‐1.69335 0.935968 3.27321 3.73715 3.28369
c9_pos17012978 17022978 C T 0.0355707 0.0332937 0.929459 40424 ‐0.11165 0.049721 5.04214 5.11296 0.023748 5.04664 ‐0.107438 0.0478039 5.05116 5.13862 5.05559
rs10756874 17356475 A G 0.621638 0.623526 0.858215 40424 0.043954 0.019458 5.10285 5.11107 0.023774 5.10356 0.035029 0.0185428 3.56864 3.57413 3.56895
rs7031782 16525841 A G 0.0151089 0.0135968 0.390931 40424 ‐0.27622 0.1242 4.9462 5.11024 0.023785 4.96139 ‐0.300267 0.117517 6.52848 6.81149 6.55386
rs117027046 17176599 A G 0.0203969 0.0178054 0.793509 40424 ‐0.16302 0.0729 5.00041 5.1085 0.023809 5.00824 ‐0.150262 0.0698723 4.62477 4.73963 4.63147
rs202052962 16476565 TTA T 0.0532451 0.055655 0.607107 40424 0.112266 0.049484 5.14706 5.09844 0.023947 5.14976 0.0839703 0.0468631 3.21063 3.18121 3.2117
rs200867797 17031278 C CAAAA 0.280344 0.268733 0.761346 40424 ‐0.05061 0.022445 5.08507 5.09839 0.023948 5.08587 ‐0.0552144 0.0214574 6.62139 6.64528 6.62262
rs3808782 17340864 C T 0.0785631 0.0713988 1 40424 ‐0.0751 0.033434 5.04502 5.09214 0.024035 5.04715 ‐0.0867683 0.0319146 7.3917 7.49232 7.39626
rs10648042 17366296 A ATTG 0.61892 0.620681 0.852972 40424 0.043934 0.019491 5.0809 5.089 0.024078 5.08161 0.0346643 0.0185732 3.48331 3.48855 3.48361
rs7024458 16478057 C A 0.0704893 0.0732328 0.825696 40424 0.084606 0.037348 5.13184 5.08865 0.024083 5.1341 0.0599916 0.0354118 2.87002 2.84765 2.87073
rs4961545 17358346 G T 0.62153 0.623406 0.858693 40424 0.043837 0.01945 5.07943 5.0876 0.024098 5.08013 0.0349509 0.0185359 3.55539 3.56086 3.55571
rs4961547 17358477 A C 0.621531 0.623406 0.858693 40424 0.043836 0.01945 5.07938 5.08755 0.024098 5.08008 0.0349509 0.0185359 3.55539 3.56085 3.5557
rs2150089 16770181 G A 0.0693724 0.0725709 0.791121 40424 0.086466 0.038176 5.13002 5.08616 0.024118 5.1324 0.0602521 0.0362637 2.76058 2.73939 2.76125
rs10810773 17356411 A C 0.621529 0.623404 0.858701 40424 0.043829 0.01945 5.07781 5.08597 0.02412 5.07851 0.034943 0.0185358 3.55384 3.5593 3.55415
rs191369175 17043036 C T 0.00617657 0.00544575 0.442327 40424 ‐0.40022 0.181544 4.85986 5.08425 0.024144 4.89009 ‐0.416938 0.174842 5.68658 6.03082 5.72677
rs10756810 16759936 C T 0.0705421 0.0736089 0.735182 40424 0.088969 0.039288 5.12811 5.08415 0.024146 5.13049 0.0588312 0.0372901 2.48903 2.47086 2.48957
rs7864271 17359669 G A 0.621596 0.62346 0.858459 40424 0.043811 0.019449 5.07429 5.08245 0.024169 5.075 0.0348585 0.0185347 3.53708 3.5425 3.53739
rs4961541 17355782 G A 0.621526 0.623395 0.858735 40424 0.043807 0.01945 5.07291 5.08106 0.024189 5.07361 0.0349196 0.0185353 3.54928 3.55473 3.54959
rs147971915 16611917 C G 0.00627516 0.00706853 0.456191 40424 0.355133 0.155395 5.22282 5.08082 0.024192 5.24333 0.272822 0.147805 3.40707 3.31663 3.4161
rs7861591 16804447 C T 0.0784394 0.0821495 0.764304 40424 0.082977 0.036681 5.11714 5.07774 0.024235 5.11915 0.0582718 0.0348666 2.79317 2.77386 2.79376
rs6475144 17352005 G A 0.621044 0.622869 0.858612 40424 0.04378 0.019448 5.06767 5.07578 0.024262 5.06838 0.0346787 0.0185333 3.50121 3.50652 3.50151
rs12682783 16863040 G A 0.0656049 0.0615129 0.98253 40424 ‐0.08115 0.03621 5.02303 5.07372 0.024291 5.02548 ‐0.0852067 0.03465 6.04701 6.12764 6.05048
rs10117034 16766031 C T 0.0689552 0.0720457 0.761456 40424 0.088306 0.039035 5.11761 5.07369 0.024292 5.12002 0.060028 0.0370637 2.62307 2.60329 2.62368
rs10114688 17353096 C T 0.62031 0.622111 0.85571 40424 0.043817 0.019474 5.06258 5.07067 0.024334 5.06328 0.0346248 0.0185585 3.48088 3.48613 3.48117
rs10114730 17353077 G T 0.620309 0.622111 0.855712 40424 0.043816 0.019474 5.06226 5.07035 0.024338 5.06296 0.0346236 0.0185585 3.48065 3.48591 3.48095
rs10120757 17353087 A G 0.620309 0.622111 0.855711 40424 0.043816 0.019474 5.06224 5.07033 0.024339 5.06294 0.0346233 0.0185585 3.48057 3.48583 3.48087
rs12552688 16903374 C T 0.0822265 0.079435 0.945279 40424 ‐0.0735 0.032781 5.02749 5.07014 0.024341 5.02953 ‐0.073474 0.0314099 5.47184 5.53083 5.47413
rs6475145 17363218 A C 0.621284 0.623101 0.858678 40424 0.043744 0.019443 5.06179 5.06989 0.024345 5.06249 0.0347365 0.0185291 3.51451 3.51986 3.51482
rs113161050 17242313 TC T 0.138685 0.133922 0.935154 40424 ‐0.05916 0.026352 5.0396 5.06952 0.02435 5.04087 ‐0.0661636 0.0251894 6.89928 6.95645 6.90157
rs10810784 17397101 T A 0.847742 0.851586 0.831467 40424 0.060195 0.026812 5.04015 5.06951 0.02435 5.0414 0.064659 0.0255856 6.38656 6.43592 6.38846
rs2044119 17349864 C T 0.621037 0.622848 0.858293 40424 0.043748 0.019447 5.06046 5.06855 0.024364 5.06116 0.0345743 0.0185331 3.48025 3.48551 3.48055
rs2225598 17365613 T C 0.621327 0.623145 0.858756 40424 0.043736 0.019442 5.06041 5.06851 0.024364 5.06111 0.0347344 0.0185286 3.51426 3.51961 3.51456
rs7862069 17364157 A C 0.621326 0.623144 0.858761 40424 0.043736 0.019442 5.06026 5.06835 0.024367 5.06096 0.0347336 0.0185285 3.51413 3.51948 3.51444
rs10122987 17364514 T C 0.620249 0.621941 0.8594 40424 0.043695 0.019425 5.06 5.06803 0.024371 5.0607 0.0343761 0.0185111 3.44866 3.4538 3.44895
rs140632178 17213025 C A 0.0202684 0.0176731 0.795127 40424 ‐0.1628 0.073098 4.95993 5.06722 0.024382 4.96765 ‐0.150978 0.0700428 4.64621 4.76219 4.653
rs10810777 17360179 C G 0.621325 0.62314 0.858774 40424 0.043726 0.019442 5.05814 5.06623 0.024396 5.05884 0.0347217 0.0185283 3.51182 3.51717 3.51213
0 16758189 A ATT 0.0672541 0.0703525 0.722048 40424 0.091513 0.040486 5.10921 5.06373 0.024432 5.11168 0.0615174 0.0384159 2.56433 2.54469 2.56494
rs1023778 17379161 A C 0.863686 0.868575 0.916725 40424 0.060221 0.026843 5.03299 5.06352 0.024435 5.03429 0.0685512 0.0256575 7.13841 7.19999 7.14092
rs2044120 17349834 T A 0.62104 0.622848 0.858276 40424 0.043722 0.019448 5.0543 5.06237 0.024451 5.055 0.0345641 0.0185333 3.47811 3.48336 3.4784
rs7028779 17350814 G A 0.621046 0.622853 0.858287 40424 0.04372 0.019448 5.0538 5.06187 0.024458 5.0545 0.0345545 0.0185335 3.47612 3.48137 3.47642
rs150587404 16713611 T C 0.00252161 0.00221405 0.236318 40424 ‐0.83352 0.382609 4.74594 5.06139 0.024465 4.80361 ‐0.540676 0.374031 2.08958 2.19345 2.09931
rs10124513 17350983 C G 0.621047 0.622853 0.85829 40424 0.043716 0.019448 5.05292 5.06099 0.02447 5.05362 0.0345501 0.0185335 3.47522 3.48047 3.47552
rs6475143 17351711 A G 0.621055 0.622858 0.858306 40424 0.043715 0.019448 5.05256 5.06063 0.024475 5.05326 0.0345409 0.0185337 3.47329 3.47853 3.47359
rs10963057 17349497 A G 0.621038 0.622846 0.858272 40424 0.043712 0.019448 5.05215 5.06021 0.024481 5.05284 0.0345582 0.0185333 3.47696 3.48221 3.47725
rs77962191 16684383 T C 0.0240285 0.0218857 0.554164 40424 ‐0.18083 0.081314 4.94555 5.05751 0.024519 4.95221 ‐0.194577 0.0769225 6.39849 6.58783 6.41171
rs56356837 16908104 A ACAT 0.0825126 0.079717 0.961121 40424 ‐0.07254 0.032398 5.01369 5.05618 0.024538 5.0157 ‐0.0737186 0.0310533 5.63557 5.6972 5.638
rs1583987 17367368 T C 0.620678 0.622403 0.859074 40424 0.043657 0.019431 5.04794 5.05597 0.024541 5.04864 0.0344613 0.0185175 3.46338 3.46858 3.46368
rs79575950 16483455 A G 0.055871 0.0581498 0.884231 40424 0.091109 0.040334 5.10231 5.05404 0.024569 5.10491 0.0560053 0.0382074 2.14864 2.13225 2.14911
rs4961540 17345817 T C 0.620959 0.62278 0.857973 40424 0.04368 0.019446 5.04573 5.05377 0.024572 5.04643 0.0345983 0.0185313 3.48576 3.49103 3.48606
rs7851890 17347722 T C 0.62059 0.622333 0.85844 40424 0.043657 0.019442 5.04223 5.05025 0.024622 5.04292 0.0343652 0.018528 3.44018 3.44533 3.44047
rs6475142 17350631 G A 0.620996 0.622789 0.858148 40424 0.043661 0.019449 5.03955 5.04759 0.02466 5.04025 0.0344942 0.0185343 3.46368 3.4689 3.46398
rs10119370 17346404 A G 0.621132 0.622946 0.857955 40424 0.043662 0.01945 5.03937 5.0474 0.024663 5.04006 0.0345492 0.0185354 3.47433 3.47958 3.47463
rs10116428 17346156 T C 0.621001 0.622807 0.857967 40424 0.043645 0.019447 5.03702 5.04504 0.024697 5.03771 0.0345438 0.0185328 3.47424 3.47948 3.47454
rs10119297 17346147 A G 0.621 0.622806 0.857964 40424 0.043645 0.019447 5.03693 5.04495 0.024698 5.03762 0.0345447 0.0185327 3.47443 3.47967 3.47473
rs10962939 17247143 T C 0.139427 0.1346 0.932124 40424 ‐0.05898 0.026339 5.01508 5.0447 0.024701 5.01634 ‐0.066547 0.0251748 6.98753 7.04569 6.98988
rs7869727 17348552 G T 0.621189 0.622989 0.858089 40424 0.043652 0.019451 5.03636 5.0444 0.024706 5.03705 0.0345063 0.018537 3.46514 3.47037 3.46544
rs3861711 17367325 C A 0.619692 0.621308 0.859683 40424 0.043568 0.019414 5.03635 5.04429 0.024707 5.03704 0.0341246 0.0185009 3.40214 3.40715 3.40242
rs7035386 17246443 G T 0.138451 0.133513 0.936008 40424 ‐0.05906 0.026374 5.01403 5.04374 0.024715 5.01529 ‐0.0671478 0.0252083 7.0954 7.15514 7.09783
rs10962476 16531045 A T 0.150129 0.146513 0.501967 40424 ‐0.07909 0.035374 4.99877 5.03335 0.024864 5.00029 ‐0.0778208 0.0333342 5.45019 5.49184 5.45172
rs7037959 16805054 C T 0.00889368 0.0101194 0.282757 40424 0.376366 0.165646 5.16252 5.0332 0.024866 5.17861 0.321172 0.156136 4.23128 4.12565 4.24401
rs72718111 16985589 A C 0.259963 0.266582 0.951533 40424 0.045456 0.020243 5.0422 5.02881 0.024929 5.04302 0.0406286 0.0193325 4.41658 4.40282 4.41717
rs10810765 17341670 A G 0.378508 0.376604 0.857201 40424 ‐0.04362 0.019467 5.02052 5.02851 0.024933 5.02121 ‐0.034569 0.0185526 3.47189 3.47714 3.47219
rs4961543 17357709 G T 0.621211 0.622993 0.858793 40424 0.043562 0.019446 5.0183 5.02629 0.024965 5.01899 0.0345834 0.0185315 3.48267 3.48795 3.48297
rs9695844 17357914 C T 0.621211 0.622993 0.858792 40424 0.043562 0.019446 5.01829 5.02628 0.024965 5.01897 0.0345829 0.0185315 3.48256 3.48784 3.48286
rs34806014 17357265 G GT 0.621211 0.622992 0.858795 40424 0.043561 0.019446 5.01797 5.02597 0.02497 5.01866 0.0345818 0.0185315 3.48237 3.48764 3.48267
rs10810774 17356925 T C 0.621211 0.622992 0.858796 40424 0.043561 0.019446 5.01792 5.02591 0.024971 5.0186 0.0345814 0.0185315 3.48229 3.48756 3.48259
rs10810775 17356999 C T 0.621211 0.622992 0.858796 40424 0.04356 0.019446 5.01782 5.02581 0.024972 5.01851 0.034581 0.0185315 3.48221 3.48748 3.48251
rs4961542 17357212 T C 0.621211 0.622992 0.858795 40424 0.04356 0.019446 5.0178 5.02579 0.024973 5.01849 0.034581 0.0185315 3.4822 3.48747 3.4825
rs1856132 16730653 A G 0.06795 0.0710989 0.729879 40424 0.090385 0.040139 5.07053 5.02513 0.024982 5.07296 0.0585013 0.0380491 2.36397 2.34659 2.36449
rs10756875 17356550 G A 0.62125 0.623035 0.85864 40424 0.043538 0.019449 5.01145 5.01942 0.025065 5.01213 0.0345653 0.0185337 3.47821 3.48347 3.47851
rs7854802 17339793 G A 0.622029 0.62377 0.856918 40424 0.043573 0.019465 5.01097 5.01903 0.02507 5.01166 0.0344129 0.0185485 3.4421 3.44734 3.4424
rs12552675 16903240 C T 0.0809436 0.0781365 0.950465 40424 ‐0.07348 0.032949 4.97299 5.01521 0.025126 4.97501 ‐0.0737908 0.031577 5.46086 5.52004 5.46317
rs7871926 17354045 C A 0.621241 0.623025 0.856903 40424 0.043557 0.019469 5.00548 5.01344 0.025151 5.00617 0.0345227 0.0185525 3.4626 3.46783 3.4629
rs10123745 17365351 T C 0.621153 0.622922 0.859529 40424 0.043468 0.01943 5.00476 5.0127 0.025162 5.00544 0.0341035 0.0185159 3.3924 3.39746 3.39268
rs4961544 17358066 G A 0.621221 0.622995 0.858776 40424 0.043501 0.019446 5.00399 5.01195 0.025173 5.00468 0.0345459 0.0185317 3.47506 3.48032 3.47536
rs10756877 17365022 C A 0.621007 0.622733 0.85885 40424 0.043474 0.019438 5.00201 5.00994 0.025202 5.00269 0.0343752 0.0185241 3.44362 3.44878 3.44391
rs10738476 17364950 G A 0.621007 0.622733 0.85885 40424 0.043473 0.019438 5.00194 5.00987 0.025203 5.00263 0.034375 0.0185241 3.44358 3.44875 3.44388
rs7848980 17364507 T C 0.621007 0.622732 0.858851 40424 0.043472 0.019438 5.00165 5.00957 0.025208 5.00233 0.0343736 0.0185241 3.44331 3.44848 3.4436
rs186038477 16878020 A G 0.00354197 0.0038531 0.407773 40424 0.513452 0.22413 5.24805 5.00815 0.025228 5.28459 0.282212 0.208176 1.83777 1.78254 1.84367
rs79556229 16482641 G A 0.0539227 0.056231 0.903644 40424 0.09107 0.040513 5.05319 5.00506 0.025273 5.05581 0.0581897 0.0383929 2.29715 2.27882 2.2977
rs1372702 17362180 C A 0.621024 0.622747 0.858862 40424 0.04345 0.019438 4.99665 5.00457 0.02528 4.99733 0.034355 0.0185241 3.43959 3.44475 3.43989
rs7470216 17266125 A T 0.206281 0.206004 0.515772 40424 ‐0.06741 0.030193 4.9848 5.00248 0.025311 4.98569 ‐0.0413801 0.0288484 2.0575 2.063 2.05764
rs183796202 16896738 T C 0.000954615 0.00073294 0.160078 40424 ‐1.80485 0.856166 4.44394 5.00228 0.025314 4.55757 ‐1.4674 0.826811 3.14979 3.50771 3.19199
rs2099858 17366932 C G 0.620842 0.622543 0.858931 40424 0.043429 0.019435 4.99343 5.00132 0.025328 4.9941 0.034306 0.0185212 3.43084 3.43597 3.43113
rs7028593 17320881 A G 0.622158 0.62396 0.858446 40424 0.043435 0.019442 4.99126 4.99926 0.025358 4.99194 0.0340749 0.0185258 3.38311 3.3882 3.38339
rs200979140 17192151 GTATT G 0.0203706 0.017785 0.792399 40424 ‐0.16151 0.073015 4.89316 4.99802 0.025376 4.90066 ‐0.150401 0.0699672 4.62077 4.73556 4.62746
rs10756866 17325675 G C 0.622343 0.624169 0.858338 40424 0.043427 0.019446 4.9874 4.9954 0.025415 4.98808 0.0341596 0.0185293 3.39864 3.40377 3.39892
rs10756867 17325704 C G 0.622343 0.624169 0.858338 40424 0.043426 0.019446 4.98723 4.99524 0.025417 4.98791 0.0341591 0.0185294 3.39854 3.40367 3.39882
rs12344698 16750143 C T 0.0696754 0.0732455 0.730439 40424 0.088757 0.039544 5.03797 4.99424 0.025432 5.04032 0.0613065 0.0375226 2.66948 2.64911 2.67013
rs4246135 17327271 G A 0.621289 0.622986 0.858021 40424 0.043405 0.019441 4.98483 4.99277 0.025453 4.98551 0.0341636 0.0185252 3.40099 3.40609 3.40127
rs114983125 16823678 T C 0.0612912 0.0642993 0.553985 40424 0.108577 0.048366 5.03947 4.99003 0.025494 5.04233 0.0686467 0.0457699 2.24946 2.23158 2.25003
rs10810756 17324268 C T 0.622386 0.62421 0.858401 40424 0.043402 0.019445 4.98188 4.98987 0.025496 4.98255 0.0341447 0.0185291 3.39575 3.40088 3.39604
rs139091863 16845121 C G 0.00216743 0.00198216 0.192811 40424 ‐0.96919 0.447275 4.69532 4.98587 0.025555 4.75114 ‐0.568976 0.435674 1.70555 1.77452 1.7112
rs12378588 16788274 A G 0.0823966 0.0861622 0.726993 40424 0.082331 0.036749 5.01922 4.98022 0.025639 5.02124 0.0611162 0.0349111 3.06468 3.04201 3.0654
rs10810764 17339718 G A 0.621026 0.622646 0.85783 40424 0.043334 0.019445 4.96652 4.97441 0.025725 4.96719 0.0340005 0.0185289 3.3672 3.37222 3.36748
rs12337154 17318434 G C 0.623345 0.625275 0.858956 40424 0.043332 0.019445 4.96609 4.97408 0.02573 4.96676 0.0344771 0.0185292 3.46216 3.46748 3.46246
rs188299490 16778685 G A 0.00273599 0.00208916 0.353128 40424 ‐0.71707 0.334741 4.58892 4.97269 0.025751 4.65046 ‐0.78275 0.321838 5.91522 6.55925 6.01614
rs9298774 17321574 C T 0.62216 0.623957 0.8586 40424 0.043306 0.019441 4.96229 4.97022 0.025787 4.96296 0.034016 0.0185245 3.37189 3.37696 3.37217
rs35066453 16848716 A G 0.0717789 0.0681432 0.987715 40424 ‐0.07659 0.034516 4.92401 4.96977 0.025794 4.92617 ‐0.0730269 0.0330752 4.87484 4.92937 4.87691
rs7044823 17320792 T C 0.623028 0.624912 0.858024 40424 0.043336 0.019455 4.96168 4.96965 0.025796 4.96235 0.0342254 0.0185391 3.40818 3.41337 3.40847
rs7028930 17320822 G C 0.623029 0.624912 0.858025 40424 0.043335 0.019455 4.96146 4.96944 0.025799 4.96214 0.0342245 0.0185391 3.40799 3.41318 3.40828
rs3824391 17340383 G A 0.621894 0.623598 0.857233 40424 0.043335 0.01946 4.95883 4.96675 0.025839 4.95951 0.0341932 0.018544 3.39995 3.40508 3.40024
rs10125333 17321670 C T 0.62303 0.624911 0.858027 40424 0.043323 0.019455 4.95863 4.9666 0.025841 4.9593 0.0342156 0.0185391 3.40619 3.41137 3.40647
rs7038197 17338464 T C 0.622216 0.623999 0.857866 40424 0.043321 0.019455 4.95826 4.96618 0.025848 4.95893 0.0343893 0.0185392 3.44083 3.44606 3.44112
rs7022024 17338410 G A 0.622215 0.623996 0.857869 40424 0.043312 0.019455 4.95606 4.96399 0.02588 4.95673 0.0343765 0.0185392 3.4383 3.44352 3.43859
rs9298775 17334526 G A 0.621984 0.623723 0.858188 40424 0.043292 0.019448 4.95516 4.96307 0.025894 4.95583 0.0341765 0.0185321 3.40099 3.40612 3.40128
rs7870101 17339839 T C 0.622109 0.623791 0.856517 40424 0.04334 0.019471 4.95462 4.96253 0.025902 4.95529 0.0341286 0.0185552 3.38302 3.38811 3.3833
rs114425667 16554076 C T 0.020694 0.0222687 0.546266 40424 0.181941 0.080975 5.04844 4.96204 0.02591 5.05632 0.134422 0.0763291 3.10143 3.05155 3.10448
rs4961548 17366568 A T 0.621642 0.623425 0.856271 40424 0.043315 0.01947 4.94906 4.95695 0.025986 4.94973 0.0346995 0.0185565 3.49666 3.50202 3.49696
rs56719605 17266163 T G 0.0750814 0.0712607 0.645757 40424 ‐0.09326 0.042085 4.91119 4.95099 0.026076 4.91296 ‐0.104666 0.0402925 6.74783 6.82477 6.75103
rs9802710 17263439 T G 0.399286 0.39964 0.811815 40424 ‐0.04384 0.019741 4.93081 4.93714 0.026285 4.93146 ‐0.0294761 0.018813 2.45484 2.45726 2.45499
rs7860105 16691263 C T 0.940935 0.936673 0.71979 40424 ‐0.09528 0.042698 4.97966 4.9331 0.026347 4.98212 ‐0.0950077 0.0404607 5.51379 5.4492 5.51689
rs3824392 17340377 A G 0.621904 0.623581 0.857268 40424 0.043167 0.019458 4.92157 4.92939 0.026404 4.92223 0.0340896 0.0185429 3.37979 3.38488 3.38008
rs10963042 17338186 G C 0.622063 0.623829 0.857358 40424 0.043166 0.019459 4.92107 4.9289 0.026411 4.92173 0.0343219 0.0185431 3.42591 3.43111 3.4262
rs263633 17001216 A C 0.643397 0.647941 0.988839 40424 0.040732 0.018366 4.91878 4.92748 0.026433 4.91944 0.0366965 0.0175402 4.37702 4.38558 4.3775
rs9298772 17319956 C A 0.623179 0.625047 0.858594 40424 0.04314 0.019451 4.91894 4.92681 0.026443 4.9196 0.0342763 0.0185353 3.4197 3.42492 3.41999
rs263632 17001291 T C 0.643808 0.648385 0.987158 40424 0.040759 0.018382 4.91665 4.92538 0.026465 4.91731 0.0368276 0.0175563 4.40031 4.40898 4.4008
rs4246136 17335585 A G 0.62217 0.623905 0.858063 40424 0.043136 0.019453 4.91731 4.92513 0.026469 4.91797 0.0341052 0.0185364 3.38525 3.39036 3.38554
rs4961539 17336338 C G 0.621296 0.622932 0.858622 40424 0.043069 0.019438 4.9096 4.91735 0.026588 4.91025 0.0338566 0.0185217 3.34138 3.34635 3.34166
rs10810763 17336360 G A 0.622158 0.623882 0.858044 40424 0.0431 0.019453 4.90905 4.91685 0.026596 4.90971 0.0340728 0.0185364 3.37883 3.38392 3.37911
rs11404854 17331361 A AT 0.622209 0.623931 0.858056 40424 0.043096 0.019453 4.90785 4.91565 0.026614 4.9085 0.0340524 0.0185368 3.37462 3.3797 3.3749
rs3780258 17331927 G A 0.621299 0.62293 0.858638 40424 0.043056 0.019438 4.90661 4.91436 0.026634 4.90727 0.0338281 0.0185216 3.33578 3.34073 3.33606
rs3765040 17330558 T A 0.622148 0.623863 0.858091 40424 0.043061 0.019452 4.90052 4.9083 0.026728 4.90118 0.0340176 0.0185356 3.36816 3.37323 3.36844
rs10046851 17334801 G A 0.622152 0.623866 0.858079 40424 0.043061 0.019452 4.90043 4.90821 0.026729 4.90108 0.034019 0.0185358 3.36837 3.37343 3.36865
rs10123715 17335125 T C 0.622152 0.623866 0.858078 40424 0.04306 0.019452 4.90038 4.90816 0.02673 4.90103 0.0340199 0.0185358 3.36853 3.3736 3.36881
rs10481559 17335480 A C 0.622152 0.623867 0.858077 40424 0.04306 0.019452 4.90036 4.90814 0.02673 4.90102 0.0340206 0.0185359 3.36868 3.37374 3.36896
rs7854724 17339879 C T 0.622575 0.624174 0.854362 40424 0.043158 0.019497 4.89988 4.90765 0.026738 4.90053 0.0338528 0.0185818 3.31904 3.32398 3.31931
rs3808784 17333543 A G 0.622151 0.623863 0.858084 40424 0.043052 0.019452 4.8986 4.90638 0.026758 4.89926 0.0340091 0.0185357 3.36644 3.3715 3.36672
rs7031133 17333453 G A 0.622151 0.623863 0.858084 40424 0.043052 0.019452 4.8985 4.90628 0.026759 4.89915 0.0340088 0.0185357 3.36637 3.37143 3.36665
rs7019267 16869168 T C 0.0667617 0.0627089 0.986748 40424 ‐0.07903 0.035861 4.85682 4.90434 0.026789 4.85909 ‐0.082853 0.0343547 5.81626 5.89158 5.81942
rs78077756 16441931 C T 0.0481794 0.0506224 0.886823 40424 0.095316 0.042824 4.95398 4.9041 0.026793 4.95686 0.0731508 0.0406485 3.23854 3.20579 3.23977
rs7044462 17336882 C T 0.621159 0.622802 0.858035 40424 0.043012 0.019442 4.89425 4.90196 0.026826 4.8949 0.033926 0.0185267 3.35326 3.35826 3.35354
rs12683636 16862691 T C 0.0664302 0.0623799 0.999823 40424 ‐0.07879 0.035762 4.8535 4.90114 0.026839 4.85576 ‐0.0826921 0.0342232 5.83831 5.91407 5.8415
rs144050346 17264935 G T 0.32885 0.326165 0.710151 40424 ‐0.04893 0.022132 4.88846 4.89803 0.026887 4.88915 ‐0.0377892 0.0210871 3.21145 3.21727 3.21172
rs141935679 16740061 T G 0.000357981 0.000501926 0.266734 40424 1.75915 0.752649 5.46285 4.89079 0.027 5.87398 1.16236 0.720226 2.60461 2.42956 2.70804
c9_pos16974590 16984590 G C 0.26029 0.267127 0.97131 40424 0.044425 0.020068 4.90037 4.88781 0.027047 4.90113 0.0407018 0.0191662 4.50977 4.49589 4.51037
rs10114083 17373948 T C 0.621316 0.623074 0.851469 40424 0.043176 0.019545 4.88002 4.88767 0.027049 4.88067 0.0343311 0.0186198 3.3996 3.4047 3.39989
rs188221341 16670513 G T 0.00109421 0.000956286 0.113035 40424 ‐1.96921 0.956793 4.23593 4.88405 0.027106 4.33056 ‐1.59782 0.927334 2.96882 3.37359 2.98266
rs116961835 16747054 T G 0.010284 0.0115595 0.516557 40424 0.254994 0.114086 4.99569 4.88326 0.027118 5.01089 0.312966 0.108182 8.36926 8.07241 8.41174
rs141284438 17203725 T G 0.00448236 0.00546904 0.420163 40424 0.411408 0.183556 5.02355 4.88287 0.027124 5.05574 0.414871 0.174933 5.62447 5.41036 5.66586
rs200119742 16801742 AC A 0.0891629 0.093657 0.697645 40424 0.080273 0.0362 4.91731 4.88228 0.027134 4.91902 0.0623424 0.0343839 3.28744 3.2645 3.28818
rs1416745 16911091 C G 0.0823824 0.0794579 0.986921 40424 ‐0.07089 0.032229 4.83777 4.87775 0.027205 4.83963 ‐0.072785 0.0308885 5.55254 5.61245 5.55488
rs1339549 16864572 T A 0.0676834 0.0639566 0.996466 40424 ‐0.07787 0.035432 4.82958 4.87591 0.027234 4.83177 ‐0.0790339 0.0339185 5.42942 5.49601 5.43212
rs141712847 17151553 G C 0.00103116 0.00122896 0.117198 40424 1.67047 0.738829 5.11199 4.87185 0.027298 5.17638 1.3508 0.687342 3.86222 3.69777 3.90964
rs7848397 17373070 G A 0.620888 0.622682 0.85155 40424 0.043053 0.019539 4.85507 4.86261 0.027445 4.85571 0.0343873 0.0186147 3.41257 3.41767 3.41286
rs72717031 16491852 T C 0.0387955 0.0368064 0.448127 40424 ‐0.15319 0.070061 4.78072 4.85866 0.027508 4.78514 ‐0.135843 0.0665257 4.16962 4.24076 4.17296
rs7030452 17363286 A G 0.622211 0.623825 0.857543 40424 0.042864 0.019463 4.85003 4.85766 0.027524 4.85067 0.0336948 0.0185491 3.29976 3.30465 3.30003
rs10119811 16799844 C T 0.0748862 0.0781401 0.782816 40424 0.082034 0.037078 4.89488 4.85715 0.027532 4.89678 0.052892 0.0352377 2.25302 2.23865 2.25341
rs7046884 16476144 G A 0.071432 0.0741401 0.83644 40424 0.081661 0.036908 4.89542 4.85526 0.027562 4.89746 0.0571065 0.0349953 2.66288 2.64296 2.66348
rs111644895 17208077 C G 0.0235161 0.0196705 0.776533 40424 ‐0.15354 0.070432 4.75209 4.84916 0.02766 4.75857 ‐0.174894 0.067277 6.75801 6.9554 6.77093
rs188251867 16946136 G A 0.00995582 0.0108164 0.783579 40424 0.216698 0.097311 4.95887 4.84536 0.027721 4.97175 0.135616 0.0918654 2.1793 2.13753 2.18184
rs7858530 17354396 T C 0.616611 0.618389 0.848083 40424 0.042909 0.01951 4.83696 4.84432 0.027737 4.8376 0.0342555 0.0185968 3.39298 3.39792 3.39327
rs7041840 17399095 T G 0.598122 0.598768 0.848234 40424 0.042518 0.019356 4.82521 4.83148 0.027945 4.82583 0.032986 0.0184458 3.1979 3.20169 3.19815
rs192796067 17076471 G A 0.00269825 0.00197454 0.561668 40424 ‐0.55703 0.263802 4.45869 4.83086 0.027955 4.52727 ‐0.640661 0.256856 6.22123 6.94609 6.34417
rs7855044 16758505 T C 0.0682375 0.0714243 0.713835 40424 0.089211 0.040432 4.86829 4.8262 0.02803 4.87051 0.0617602 0.0383608 2.59205 2.57224 2.59266
rs199542150 16862359 C CT 0.0643764 0.0605783 0.964945 40424 ‐0.08054 0.036851 4.777 4.82403 0.028066 4.77922 ‐0.0830806 0.0352726 5.54783 5.61876 5.55076
rs80093082 16482104 G A 0.0537208 0.0559551 0.908703 40424 0.089338 0.040485 4.86949 4.82387 0.028068 4.87193 0.0567989 0.0383682 2.19148 2.17437 2.19198
rs12002778 16866661 A T 0.214332 0.213575 0.99925 28728 ‐0.05451 0.024876 4.80173 4.8226 0.028089 4.80289 ‐0.0512963 0.0239155 4.60058 4.62438 4.60156
rs10810621 16776500 A C 0.220985 0.232505 0.869869 40424 0.049134 0.02234 4.83733 4.82231 0.028094 4.83815 0.0403802 0.0212971 3.59497 3.5831 3.59539
rs10810600 16734676 T C 0.0669714 0.0701465 0.722577 40424 0.089378 0.040565 4.85459 4.81206 0.028261 4.85683 0.0609444 0.0384697 2.50975 2.4907 2.51033
rs138823739 16819597 G A 0.00405709 0.00506398 0.714263 40424 0.332332 0.149377 4.94967 4.80676 0.028348 4.97845 0.365638 0.141241 6.70162 6.41356 6.75431
rs75179897 16481630 C T 0.0537026 0.0559378 0.91017 40424 0.089094 0.040459 4.84928 4.80393 0.028395 4.8517 0.0567913 0.0383424 2.19383 2.17669 2.19434
rs151205917 16925970 G A 0.0160146 0.0177162 0.340894 40424 0.251458 0.113838 4.8793 4.80079 0.028447 4.88788 0.265466 0.108182 6.02156 5.88632 6.03401
rs78186258 16480058 A G 0.0541527 0.0564214 0.907839 40424 0.088783 0.040341 4.84345 4.79832 0.028488 4.84585 0.0575927 0.0382346 2.26893 2.25097 2.26947
rs7874453 17372960 C T 0.620582 0.622261 0.852237 40424 0.042719 0.019527 4.78595 4.7933 0.028571 4.78658 0.0339157 0.0186031 3.32379 3.32866 3.32406
rs12555917 16491931 C T 0.0387612 0.0367799 0.448227 40424 ‐0.15218 0.070075 4.7159 4.79222 0.028589 4.72019 ‐0.13541 0.0665373 4.14164 4.21205 4.14494
rs55763764 16833127 A T 0.254115 0.265443 0.653465 40424 0.053916 0.024603 4.80237 4.78947 0.028634 4.80314 0.0521438 0.0233803 4.97398 4.95824 4.97472
rs4961553 17369684 A G 0.621759 0.623396 0.854969 40424 0.042558 0.019502 4.76187 4.76922 0.028973 4.76249 0.0338656 0.0185801 3.32218 3.32708 3.32245
rs115592788 16553972 G C 0.0210666 0.0226613 0.564207 40424 0.173961 0.078993 4.84986 4.76874 0.028981 4.85705 0.128441 0.0744812 2.97381 2.92726 2.97659
rs7864296 17176791 G A 0.155339 0.14935 0.904428 40424 ‐0.05577 0.025637 4.73286 4.75836 0.029156 4.7339 ‐0.0640153 0.0244366 6.86255 6.91585 6.86466
rs10123172 16701082 A G 0.958139 0.955547 0.736009 40424 ‐0.10921 0.049841 4.80144 4.74864 0.029321 4.80437 ‐0.102743 0.0471393 4.75047 4.68813 4.75357
rs452158 16998232 C T 0.642702 0.647076 0.999982 40424 0.039904 0.018329 4.7399 4.74812 0.02933 4.74052 0.0357904 0.0175042 4.18069 4.18866 4.18113
rs61177185 16514497 T TA 0.0163059 0.0146074 0.402974 40424 ‐0.25207 0.117496 4.60266 4.73943 0.029479 4.61422 ‐0.299161 0.111123 7.24774 7.55494 7.27575
rs76655031 16681021 C T 0.00587162 0.00634274 0.180251 40424 0.57471 0.260626 4.86252 4.72814 0.029673 4.89607 0.339501 0.245298 1.91555 1.868 1.92031
rs10756832 16897215 G T 0.957059 0.959137 0.881634 40424 0.100246 0.046413 4.66502 4.72596 0.029711 4.66849 0.105543 0.0445363 5.61609 5.71205 5.62094
rs71513271 16870472 A G 0.084733 0.0824769 0.93756 40424 ‐0.06983 0.032256 4.68714 4.72477 0.029731 4.68886 ‐0.0650985 0.0308953 4.43974 4.48176 4.44121
rs201116317 16897213 TTG T 0.956826 0.95893 0.88044 40424 0.099608 0.046169 4.65459 4.7152 0.029897 4.65803 0.105297 0.0443033 5.64888 5.74555 5.65377
rs187485670 16919364 C T 0.00383847 0.00447007 0.295073 40424 0.531476 0.241812 4.83073 4.70929 0.03 4.85748 0.641894 0.22833 7.90315 7.58333 7.97813
rs1113379 17315352 T G 0.862298 0.866917 0.929955 40424 0.05719 0.026433 4.68105 4.70786 0.030025 4.68215 0.0645512 0.0252651 6.52781 6.58053 6.52986
rs12379102 17372209 G C 0.621312 0.623052 0.852467 40424 0.042342 0.019531 4.70023 4.70743 0.030033 4.70083 0.0338928 0.0186075 3.3177 3.3226 3.31797
rs10963028 17317501 C G 0.861576 0.866099 0.918874 40424 0.057357 0.026514 4.67968 4.70652 0.030048 4.68078 0.0643873 0.0253399 6.45643 6.50836 6.45845
rs77257470 16479560 C T 0.0537294 0.0559898 0.91364 40424 0.087965 0.040361 4.74996 4.70601 0.030057 4.75228 0.0571777 0.0382503 2.23452 2.21692 2.23504
rs10962547 16712247 T A 0.169481 0.17763 0.606283 40424 0.064646 0.029735 4.72642 4.7051 0.030073 4.72749 0.0567584 0.028199 4.05127 4.03072 4.05198
rs10116140 17390339 C T 0.597643 0.598085 0.847918 40424 0.041929 0.019348 4.69652 4.70247 0.030119 4.69711 0.032298 0.0184369 3.06885 3.07237 3.06908
rs78729437 16557868 T G 0.0285052 0.0272139 0.381815 40424 ‐0.19182 0.089407 4.60313 4.69995 0.030163 4.6093 ‐0.152777 0.0840496 3.30402 3.36859 3.30722
rs10756861 17310426 A G 0.862535 0.867155 0.92882 40424 0.057202 0.026474 4.66853 4.6952 0.030247 4.66962 0.0645987 0.0253047 6.51695 6.56949 6.519
rs201931546 16897214 TG T 0.957124 0.959197 0.882765 40424 0.099916 0.046414 4.63411 4.69445 0.03026 4.63753 0.10538 0.0445384 5.59823 5.69375 5.60305
rs1930645 17311004 T C 0.862536 0.867156 0.928775 40424 0.057197 0.026475 4.66763 4.6943 0.030263 4.66873 0.0645975 0.0253052 6.51644 6.56898 6.51849
rs7047070 16895254 C T 0.037179 0.0347095 0.986458 40424 ‐0.10167 0.047258 4.62874 4.69142 0.030314 4.63238 ‐0.111633 0.0453949 6.04747 6.15922 6.05347
rs187412310 16771982 G T 0.000441719 0.000611313 0.120667 40424 2.23856 1.0166 4.84883 4.69056 0.030329 5.00388 2.84518 0.971215 8.58203 8.03725 9.03409
rs13289064 16897685 G C 0.0808158 0.0783286 0.99182 40424 ‐0.06985 0.032387 4.65095 4.68871 0.030361 4.65268 ‐0.0673405 0.0310414 4.70619 4.75302 4.70789
rs943748 16567095 A G 0.0254507 0.0238155 0.407885 40424 ‐0.19686 0.091966 4.58218 4.68527 0.030422 4.58902 ‐0.169394 0.086648 3.82189 3.90911 3.82676
rs200086882 17184318 C CAT 0.154096 0.148055 0.915377 40424 ‐0.05513 0.025555 4.65448 4.67932 0.030528 4.65548 ‐0.0644304 0.0243635 6.99364 7.04852 6.99583
rs10962556 16736003 G A 0.0660418 0.0691387 0.722556 40424 0.088658 0.040818 4.71761 4.6766 0.030576 4.71974 0.0599416 0.0387236 2.3961 2.3782 2.39664
rs7018523 17267069 G T 0.120777 0.115887 0.916145 40424 ‐0.06114 0.028366 4.64552 4.67452 0.030613 4.6467 ‐0.0717609 0.0270972 7.01337 7.0777 7.01601
rs185606154 16511540 C G 0.00282874 0.00242578 0.20221 40424 ‐0.89501 0.431075 4.31071 4.67156 0.030666 4.3578 ‐0.831188 0.403781 4.23747 4.61263 4.28559
rs1442523 17391536 A G 0.597049 0.597429 0.844901 40424 0.041837 0.019382 4.6595 4.66538 0.030777 4.66008 0.0321392 0.018469 3.0282 3.03164 3.02842
rs182899266 16831918 A G 0.00289976 0.00316664 0.469406 40424 0.508938 0.22936 4.92374 4.66514 0.030781 4.95849 0.227565 0.214647 1.12398 1.09508 1.12657
rs186027108 16876737 T C 0.00107702 0.000687812 0.460283 40424 ‐1.0278 0.518427 3.93042 4.65723 0.030923 4.1175 ‐1.04094 0.517917 4.03953 4.90918 4.22898
rs183877541 17370495 T C 0.000522994 0.000391861 0.138144 40424 ‐2.88911 1.47502 3.83644 4.65576 0.03095 3.78461 ‐2.84771 1.39924 4.14198 5.12625 4.15995
rs183918523 16660343 T C 0.0016463 0.00203314 0.245298 40424 0.855974 0.387027 4.89147 4.65373 0.030986 4.98845 0.779768 0.366314 4.53131 4.29664 4.62885
rs61590865 16517699 G T 0.00572865 0.00529502 0.173852 40424 ‐0.62944 0.297577 4.47419 4.65037 0.031047 4.49035 ‐0.517254 0.279577 3.42298 3.54937 3.4341
rs4961729 16676601 A G 0.232983 0.243225 0.706091 40424 0.052569 0.024342 4.6637 4.65017 0.03105 4.66444 0.0517973 0.023112 5.02274 5.00564 5.02351
rs10962569 16759197 C G 0.0683882 0.0715679 0.715824 40424 0.087292 0.040333 4.68402 4.64445 0.031154 4.68607 0.0611324 0.0382709 2.55156 2.53228 2.55215
rs200119813 17357600 C CAT 0.604569 0.606166 0.81596 40424 0.042648 0.019806 4.63653 4.64313 0.031178 4.63712 0.0342215 0.0188731 3.28785 3.29236 3.28812
rs10962669 16896462 G A 0.0369872 0.0345286 0.98518 40424 ‐0.10147 0.047412 4.58008 4.64186 0.031201 4.58365 ‐0.111804 0.0455407 6.02719 6.13852 6.03317
rs10122827 16774627 T C 0.0727496 0.0759359 0.773585 40424 0.081544 0.037698 4.6789 4.64146 0.031208 4.68081 0.0583481 0.0358217 2.65314 2.63361 2.65373
rs34097600 16915716 G T 0.0804707 0.0778161 0.923199 40424 ‐0.07158 0.033379 4.59871 4.63629 0.031303 4.60045 ‐0.0739486 0.0320044 5.33875 5.39629 5.34097
rs188781753 17321741 T C 0.00410268 0.00458377 0.173442 40424 0.678325 0.311005 4.75708 4.63324 0.031358 4.78886 0.749063 0.291389 6.6083 6.34442 6.66274
rs263547 17026929 G A 0.201731 0.191388 0.9877 40424 ‐0.04741 0.022081 4.61 4.62906 0.031435 4.61083 ‐0.0552577 0.0211116 6.85084 6.89262 6.85256
rs10756879 17397381 G T 0.909201 0.914835 0.906334 40424 0.06973 0.032556 4.58769 4.62517 0.031506 4.58929 0.0787727 0.0310567 6.43342 6.50782 6.43653
rs185547663 17198653 T C 0.000561399 0.000452904 0.110219 40424 ‐2.66462 1.30793 4.15055 4.61863 0.031626 4.24905 ‐3.08852 1.29575 5.68141 6.53206 5.83154
rs4961435 17357597 C A 0.604821 0.606425 0.816267 40424 0.042522 0.019804 4.6103 4.61685 0.031659 4.61087 0.034181 0.018871 3.28079 3.28529 3.28105
rs139736769 16781459 G A 0.0696291 0.0726713 0.790825 40424 0.082225 0.038112 4.65455 4.61682 0.03166 4.65649 0.0583313 0.0362089 2.59522 2.57598 2.5958
rs6475141 17350378 A C 0.623451 0.62498 0.851501 40424 0.041965 0.019552 4.6065 4.61355 0.03172 4.60707 0.0328901 0.01863 3.11678 3.12126 3.11702
rs10116093 17390170 C T 0.59821 0.598623 0.847238 40424 0.041559 0.019363 4.60686 4.61266 0.031737 4.60743 0.0320045 0.0184512 3.00864 3.01207 3.00886
rs11523728 17266138 G A 0.0055325 0.00450044 0.389992 40424 ‐0.43974 0.209178 4.41938 4.6126 0.031738 4.43831 ‐0.483174 0.199091 5.88985 6.22495 5.92567
rs28704646 16480626 G C 0.0546123 0.0569032 0.921806 40424 0.086028 0.039875 4.65455 4.61232 0.031743 4.65675 0.0552243 0.037798 2.13463 2.11833 2.1351
rs2254468 16804197 A G 0.0653971 0.0677448 0.740188 40424 0.088029 0.040815 4.65177 4.61223 0.031745 4.65387 0.0491308 0.0386315 1.61743 1.60739 1.61768
rs28701032 16480565 C T 0.0546123 0.0569053 0.922017 40424 0.086007 0.03987 4.6535 4.61128 0.031762 4.6557 0.0552639 0.0377931 2.13825 2.12191 2.13872
rs28523679 16480476 C T 0.0546125 0.0569079 0.922334 40424 0.085963 0.039862 4.65048 4.6083 0.031818 4.65267 0.0553025 0.0377859 2.14205 2.12567 2.14252
rs145811735 16876490 G C 0.00421476 0.00524961 0.689156 40424 0.332015 0.152547 4.73704 4.60736 0.031835 4.76115 0.300726 0.142267 4.46822 4.3105 4.49058
rs7862336 17355144 T C 0.87512 0.880475 0.938633 40424 0.059019 0.027582 4.57877 4.60682 0.031845 4.57991 0.0708602 0.02635 7.23174 7.29857 7.2345
rs138249689 17014190 T A 0.00601286 0.0053191 0.450076 40424 ‐0.38127 0.181634 4.40621 4.60135 0.031947 4.43203 ‐0.397538 0.175303 5.14255 5.44221 5.17663
rs78505148 16481722 T C 0.0579095 0.0599087 0.853826 40424 0.087102 0.040447 4.63758 4.59585 0.032049 4.63972 0.0530412 0.0383158 1.91633 1.90257 1.9167
rs10122934 16477357 C T 0.0720015 0.0747466 0.837425 40424 0.078979 0.036709 4.62895 4.59223 0.032117 4.63077 0.0558389 0.0348213 2.57149 2.55268 2.57205
rs201653189 16418938 C T 0.000814922 0.000641824 0.188786 40424 ‐1.69525 0.841832 4.05526 4.59209 0.03212 4.17154 ‐1.35728 0.819988 2.73982 3.04816 2.78758
rs7864210 16875274 A G 0.0815034 0.0792976 0.990123 40424 ‐0.06892 0.032297 4.55448 4.5907 0.032146 4.55612 ‐0.065913 0.0309647 4.53114 4.57486 4.53269
rs190912112 17252912 C G 0.00624322 0.00577779 0.25461 40424 ‐0.48947 0.232513 4.43154 4.588 0.032197 4.44631 ‐0.412558 0.222634 3.43389 3.55916 3.4432
rs7858780 16497654 C T 0.0181146 0.0166378 0.376522 40424 ‐0.24133 0.114214 4.46475 4.58472 0.032258 4.4742 ‐0.263795 0.107895 5.97772 6.18985 5.99411
rs10756878 17380998 T A 0.624759 0.62628 0.85391 40424 0.04179 0.019544 4.57212 4.57916 0.032363 4.57269 0.0337555 0.0186215 3.28594 3.29088 3.28621
rs10756830 16895320 A T 0.96254 0.964938 0.988717 40424 0.099835 0.04698 4.51588 4.57588 0.032425 4.51931 0.108583 0.0451248 5.79021 5.89423 5.79567
rs10114662 17383073 C G 0.599914 0.600404 0.845278 40424 0.041436 0.019384 4.56963 4.57551 0.032432 4.57019 0.0319463 0.0184707 2.9914 2.99489 2.99162
rs113507803 16901207 T C 0.0370823 0.0346703 0.97105 40424 ‐0.10116 0.047611 4.51457 4.5752 0.032438 4.51805 ‐0.111887 0.0457141 5.99044 6.10092 5.99637
rs4961422 16851320 G A 0.0887384 0.100294 0.933104 40424 0.06506 0.030343 4.59737 4.56828 0.032569 4.59882 0.0933276 0.0289881 10.3653 10.2453 10.3725
rs139466551 16945116 C T 0.00342285 0.00249188 0.354477 40424 ‐0.62054 0.298671 4.31666 4.56373 0.032656 4.34405 ‐0.813296 0.286555 8.05529 8.85473 8.14705
rs112351372 16901261 T G 0.037072 0.0346641 0.970614 40424 ‐0.10107 0.047627 4.5029 4.5633 0.032664 4.50637 ‐0.111815 0.0457287 5.97887 6.08904 5.98477
rs112170328 16901273 T C 0.0370731 0.034666 0.970577 40424 ‐0.10105 0.047627 4.50148 4.56185 0.032692 4.50494 ‐0.111797 0.0457284 5.97712 6.08724 5.98302
rs36084473 16847601 T C 0.0706481 0.0672821 0.965669 40424 ‐0.07436 0.034972 4.52064 4.5612 0.032704 4.52249 ‐0.071315 0.0335052 4.53041 4.57971 4.53222
rs10733329 16895897 A G 0.962697 0.965116 0.988833 40424 0.099901 0.047096 4.49969 4.55946 0.032737 4.5031 0.10946 0.0452341 5.85565 5.96157 5.86124
rs10810781 17384459 A G 0.600136 0.600645 0.845444 40424 0.041344 0.019385 4.54861 4.55446 0.032833 4.54917 0.0320534 0.018472 3.01107 3.0146 3.01129
rs1999214 16740141 T C 0.0700229 0.0735183 0.729451 40424 0.084655 0.039506 4.5917 4.55354 0.032851 4.59366 0.0588137 0.0374835 2.46194 2.44387 2.46248
rs186715805 17039006 T G 0.00255539 0.0032029 0.69301 40424 0.420254 0.193365 4.72353 4.55324 0.032857 4.76157 0.337921 0.181604 3.46243 3.32909 3.48324
rs112011183 16915932 TGTGA T 0.0350977 0.0329758 0.870409 40424 ‐0.1088 0.051353 4.48832 4.55049 0.032909 4.49221 ‐0.105114 0.049509 4.50772 4.58325 4.51136
rs113776660 16901437 T C 0.0371039 0.0347023 0.970371 40424 ‐0.10085 0.047605 4.48775 4.54782 0.032961 4.49119 ‐0.111594 0.0457066 5.96103 6.07067 5.9669
rs10738451 16713666 T C 0.286346 0.297774 0.743956 40424 0.047394 0.022203 4.55634 4.54625 0.032991 4.55699 0.0357133 0.0211155 2.86059 2.85435 2.86082
rs146767086 17111006 A T 0.00296076 0.00350972 0.198012 40424 0.716203 0.331469 4.66861 4.54392 0.033036 4.71139 0.799588 0.312322 6.55432 6.27034 6.63293
rs6475056 16468540 T C 0.902636 0.900656 0.525615 40424 ‐0.08527 0.039871 4.57352 4.5415 0.033083 4.57521 ‐0.0823009 0.037985 4.69445 4.65321 4.69615
rs10119555 16899897 C A 0.962588 0.964966 0.977611 40424 0.099959 0.047235 4.47833 4.53787 0.033153 4.48172 0.109221 0.0453623 5.79723 5.90175 5.80273
rs13300416 16987464 G A 0.36071 0.369459 0.953109 40424 0.039416 0.018492 4.54321 4.53761 0.033158 4.54378 0.0395062 0.0176797 4.99322 4.98514 4.99385
rs10733327 16895824 A G 0.962597 0.964989 0.990434 40424 0.09932 0.046941 4.47692 4.53611 0.033187 4.48029 0.108207 0.0450884 5.75944 5.86258 5.76484
rs7019028 16899090 T C 0.0368383 0.0344242 0.980799 40424 ‐0.10066 0.047583 4.47495 4.53473 0.033214 4.47837 ‐0.111384 0.0457022 5.93978 6.04883 5.94561
rs10733326 16895651 C A 0.962597 0.964989 0.991187 40424 0.099298 0.046941 4.47491 4.53405 0.033227 4.47827 0.108184 0.0450884 5.75702 5.8601 5.76242
rs199952892 17334906 A AT 0.607706 0.609289 0.825322 40424 0.041881 0.019683 4.52742 4.5338 0.033232 4.52798 0.03452 0.018754 3.38809 3.39281 3.38837
rs4961439 17392921 G A 0.596448 0.596698 0.845012 40424 0.041201 0.019367 4.52591 4.53149 0.033277 4.52645 0.031288 0.0184544 2.87446 2.87762 2.87466
rs182031 17001122 C A 0.641174 0.645221 0.982604 40424 0.039015 0.018345 4.52285 4.53029 0.0333 4.5234 0.0346468 0.0175211 3.91022 3.91722 3.9106
rs10118889 16900029 T C 0.962679 0.965063 0.978903 40424 0.099892 0.047269 4.4658 4.52505 0.033402 4.46917 0.109482 0.0453945 5.81676 5.9218 5.8223
rs112862960 16559264 A AT 0.0263123 0.024998 0.398248 40424 ‐0.19205 0.091253 4.42918 4.52483 0.033406 4.43533 ‐0.1576 0.0858506 3.36997 3.44002 3.37359
rs1442524 17391822 G C 0.597408 0.597643 0.847469 40424 0.041128 0.019348 4.5188 4.52438 0.033415 4.51935 0.0312064 0.0184372 2.86482 2.86797 2.86502
rs76353000 16901553 G C 0.0371691 0.0347723 0.971467 40424 ‐0.10043 0.047534 4.46399 4.52354 0.033432 4.46739 ‐0.111189 0.0456359 5.93622 6.04513 5.94203
rs10733325 16895610 C T 0.96241 0.964823 0.99991 40424 0.098767 0.046745 4.46436 4.52316 0.033439 4.46769 0.108069 0.0448934 5.79477 5.89867 5.80021
rs10733328 16895829 A T 0.962736 0.965124 0.988377 40424 0.099526 0.047111 4.46304 4.52206 0.033461 4.4664 0.108683 0.0452497 5.76885 5.87239 5.77428
rs10733330 16895908 A G 0.962684 0.965067 0.987059 40424 0.099522 0.047111 4.46269 4.52168 0.033468 4.46604 0.10868 0.0452499 5.76852 5.87202 5.77394
rs148757981 16970136 A G 0.00223146 0.00248198 0.131136 40424 1.04579 0.48348 4.67877 4.52108 0.03348 4.72572 0.880661 0.455876 3.73185 3.58846 3.76133
rs379274 16999123 G A 0.641504 0.645529 0.987906 40424 0.038888 0.018307 4.5123 4.51973 0.033506 4.51286 0.0344295 0.0174823 3.87851 3.88544 3.87889
rs73422902 16901617 T C 0.037175 0.0347805 0.971335 40424 ‐0.10036 0.047533 4.45828 4.51772 0.033546 4.46167 ‐0.111132 0.0456341 5.9306 6.03935 5.9364
rs5000910 16897861 A G 0.962485 0.964883 0.990538 40424 0.098864 0.046828 4.45727 4.51597 0.03358 4.4606 0.108053 0.0449773 5.77148 5.87482 5.77689
rs77677612 17294776 T G 0.125703 0.120471 0.945902 40424 ‐0.05794 0.027355 4.48597 4.5128 0.033642 4.48705 ‐0.0688577 0.0261341 6.94209 7.00406 6.9446
rs55863202 17210004 T C 0.0404064 0.0352117 0.867351 40424 ‐0.10557 0.050052 4.44844 4.50974 0.033702 4.45155 ‐0.122851 0.0476913 6.63563 6.76846 6.64267
rs2254330 16802973 A G 0.235945 0.247784 0.929299 40424 0.045105 0.021215 4.52014 4.50805 0.033736 4.52081 0.036261 0.0202327 3.21196 3.20293 3.21227
rs1928850 16765520 A T 0.926023 0.923103 0.808533 40424 ‐0.07827 0.036751 4.53622 4.50094 0.033876 4.53794 ‐0.0620764 0.0348045 3.18114 3.15582 3.18199
rs200782034 16805331 G GT 0.0656183 0.067982 0.721559 40424 0.087931 0.041274 4.53877 4.5005 0.033885 4.54077 0.0483669 0.0390605 1.53328 1.52399 1.53351
0 17242312 TTC T 0.133949 0.129343 0.914385 40424 ‐0.05715 0.027034 4.46891 4.49441 0.034006 4.46994 ‐0.0646502 0.0258479 6.25589 6.30637 6.25783
rs143128609 16551132 T C 0.0010706 0.00072836 0.238624 40424 ‐1.42829 0.719237 3.94359 4.49402 0.034014 4.03434 ‐1.77063 0.693183 6.52472 7.78353 6.77621
rs12684800 16893054 A G 0.0805512 0.0782228 0.97857 40424 ‐0.06876 0.032565 4.4581 4.49358 0.034022 4.4597 ‐0.0669862 0.0312087 4.60701 4.65232 4.60864
rs34473495 16901900 C T 0.0372017 0.0348172 0.970833 40424 ‐0.10005 0.047525 4.43223 4.49113 0.034071 4.43558 ‐0.110855 0.0456245 5.90362 6.01161 5.90937
rs4961557 17398404 G A 0.596746 0.597224 0.842138 40424 0.041099 0.01941 4.48327 4.48881 0.034117 4.4838 0.032506 0.0185002 3.08727 3.09084 3.0875
rs12000228 16559261 G A 0.0262901 0.0249788 0.398483 40424 ‐0.19128 0.091255 4.39351 4.488 0.034134 4.39957 ‐0.157022 0.0858524 3.34517 3.41445 3.34874
rs61132125 16855653 A G 0.09216 0.103924 0.944226 40424 0.062989 0.029642 4.51557 4.48762 0.034141 4.51693 0.0905645 0.0283149 10.2302 10.1142 10.2371
rs78301771 16847054 T C 0.0873847 0.0990139 0.951997 40424 0.064268 0.030243 4.51604 4.48758 0.034142 4.51746 0.0898592 0.0288981 9.6691 9.55982 9.67548
rs10123109 17391173 A G 0.599975 0.600274 0.84438 40424 0.041092 0.019413 4.48043 4.48606 0.034172 4.48097 0.0318444 0.0184985 2.96341 2.96681 2.96362
rs35619477 16901949 T C 0.0372066 0.034824 0.970775 40424 ‐0.09999 0.047523 4.42696 4.48575 0.034179 4.4303 ‐0.110797 0.0456222 5.898 6.00584 5.90374
rs200978023 16514488 A AT 0.0157669 0.0141689 0.407282 40424 ‐0.24781 0.118724 4.35657 4.48451 0.034203 4.36724 ‐0.286033 0.112096 6.51109 6.77574 6.53443
rs4132613 16898285 C T 0.962421 0.964817 0.999102 40424 0.098311 0.04673 4.42591 4.48405 0.034213 4.4292 0.10763 0.0448828 5.75049 5.8533 5.75586
rs10810687 16938522 A G 0.079351 0.0823183 0.365986 40424 0.112195 0.052812 4.51325 4.48304 0.034233 4.51487 0.0965223 0.0502328 3.69217 3.66389 3.69318
rs141457510 16489760 C T 0.0187368 0.0169898 0.543745 40424 ‐0.19057 0.091014 4.38418 4.48127 0.034268 4.39116 ‐0.131816 0.0868508 2.30351 2.34704 2.30546
rs34829493 17095676 C A 0.317421 0.324612 0.934989 40424 0.040655 0.019196 4.48558 4.47774 0.034339 4.48616 0.0392879 0.0183262 4.5959 4.58584 4.59646
rs10119515 16899565 G A 0.962686 0.965054 0.982299 40424 0.099214 0.047197 4.419 4.47724 0.034349 4.4223 0.108731 0.0453264 5.75445 5.85768 5.75986
rs10119513 16899526 G A 0.962687 0.965054 0.982606 40424 0.099179 0.047191 4.41703 4.47521 0.03439 4.42032 0.108692 0.0453209 5.75174 5.85489 5.75714
rs144248402 17309527 A T 0.00152928 0.00145822 0.227083 40424 ‐1.01178 0.501065 4.07745 4.47331 0.034428 4.15344 ‐0.566968 0.4693 1.45954 1.54124 1.47171
rs34303558 17094537 A G 0.317458 0.324651 0.935494 40424 0.040623 0.019191 4.48092 4.47309 0.034433 4.4815 0.0392571 0.0183215 4.59109 4.58106 4.59165
rs1934283 16897712 A T 0.962513 0.964892 0.990862 40424 0.098406 0.046835 4.41459 4.47243 0.034446 4.41785 0.107516 0.0449827 5.71283 5.81458 5.71813
rs35336333 16865786 G A 0.0691819 0.0654953 0.956568 40424 ‐0.07502 0.035638 4.43145 4.47214 0.034452 4.43331 ‐0.078153 0.0341121 5.24898 5.31228 5.2515
rs146871746 17402974 C T 0.00249913 0.00185369 0.528938 40424 ‐0.57179 0.28157 4.12378 4.47042 0.034487 4.187 ‐0.644972 0.274936 5.50325 6.13253 5.60669
rs10756850 16989641 T G 0.649887 0.653234 0.990312 40424 0.039044 0.018484 4.46192 4.46971 0.034501 4.46247 0.0336965 0.0176512 3.64433 3.65109 3.64467
rs659637 17292821 C T 0.125274 0.120019 0.944775 40424 ‐0.05779 0.02742 4.44142 4.46791 0.034537 4.44248 ‐0.0690167 0.0261942 6.94222 7.00436 6.94474
rs10119493 16899464 G C 0.962687 0.965052 0.983102 40424 0.099072 0.04718 4.40936 4.46738 0.034548 4.41264 0.108574 0.0453114 5.74161 5.84448 5.747
rs7859111 16768707 A G 0.925608 0.922489 0.815336 40424 ‐0.07745 0.036503 4.50197 4.46729 0.03455 4.50366 ‐0.0626309 0.0345759 3.28118 3.25485 3.28208
rs144638949 16841499 T C 0.00148274 0.00111615 0.213487 40424 ‐1.19051 0.590791 4.0607 4.46555 0.034585 4.13523 ‐1.44236 0.584891 6.08127 6.9666 6.23847
rs112182519 16901022 G A 0.0372117 0.03484 0.969764 40424 ‐0.0998 0.047545 4.40603 4.46429 0.03461 4.40934 ‐0.110261 0.0456537 5.83303 5.93886 5.83863
rs10756833 16899267 G C 0.96268 0.965042 0.984537 40424 0.098871 0.047148 4.39758 4.45534 0.034792 4.40084 0.108375 0.0452812 5.72829 5.83075 5.73365
rs34792579 16693016 T TA 0.820969 0.810717 0.713096 40424 ‐0.05602 0.026495 4.47135 4.4543 0.034813 4.47213 ‐0.0583096 0.0251877 5.35924 5.33315 5.3603
rs4961555 17385348 C T 0.599626 0.599972 0.845294 40424 0.04087 0.01938 4.44757 4.4532 0.034836 4.4481 0.03126 0.0184669 2.86543 2.86869 2.86563
rs77566809 16617744 T C 0.0186515 0.0169644 0.403465 40424 ‐0.22798 0.109534 4.33198 4.45309 0.034838 4.34115 ‐0.231012 0.103322 4.99896 5.16737 5.01152
rs17740716 16690025 A G 0.0240174 0.0220177 0.552088 40424 ‐0.16946 0.081146 4.36125 4.45234 0.034853 4.36637 ‐0.182701 0.0768374 5.65376 5.80927 5.664
rs12346397 17311346 G A 0.874547 0.879787 0.945328 40424 0.057611 0.027389 4.42438 4.4507 0.034887 4.42544 0.0689426 0.0261653 6.94262 7.00469 6.94513
rs76920856 17372041 T C 0.0594764 0.0616115 0.550932 40424 0.104023 0.049091 4.49018 4.44942 0.034913 4.49259 0.107513 0.046633 5.31538 5.24971 5.31868
rs10810660 16899120 A G 0.962689 0.965048 0.986275 40424 0.098731 0.047119 4.39054 4.44813 0.034939 4.39379 0.108168 0.0452534 5.71337 5.81539 5.7187
rs35133355 16902402 T C 0.0371697 0.0348032 0.969312 40424 ‐0.09974 0.04761 4.38846 4.44653 0.034972 4.39175 ‐0.110671 0.045702 5.86398 5.97097 5.86966
rs60099744 16852799 G GA 0.0919988 0.10388 0.93851 40424 0.062829 0.029705 4.47347 4.44588 0.034986 4.47481 0.0913579 0.0283784 10.3638 10.2454 10.3709
rs1759615 17307345 C A 0.125494 0.120264 0.945684 40424 ‐0.05754 0.027381 4.41638 4.44262 0.035052 4.41743 ‐0.0688496 0.0261574 6.92807 6.98992 6.93057
rs35259357 16902426 A C 0.0371666 0.0348019 0.969399 40424 ‐0.09968 0.047611 4.38351 4.44148 0.035076 4.38679 ‐0.110627 0.0457034 5.85898 5.96583 5.86465
rs34641134 16902433 C A 0.0371674 0.0348028 0.969397 40424 ‐0.09967 0.047611 4.3827 4.44066 0.035093 4.38599 ‐0.11062 0.0457031 5.85832 5.96516 5.864
rs139180562 17267896 A G 0.0233252 0.0205733 0.817727 40424 ‐0.13973 0.066946 4.35656 4.44017 0.035103 4.36203 ‐0.13517 0.064059 4.45246 4.55497 4.45814
rs10121841 17384923 A G 0.599529 0.599853 0.845384 40424 0.040797 0.019376 4.43317 4.43875 0.035132 4.43369 0.0311807 0.0184641 2.85178 2.85501 2.85198
rs10962677 16900875 T C 0.96276 0.965132 0.971593 40424 0.099397 0.04749 4.38066 4.43841 0.035139 4.38393 0.109966 0.0456001 5.81551 5.92084 5.82108
rs12685078 16846636 G T 0.0703172 0.0668119 0.98448 40424 ‐0.07322 0.034908 4.39914 4.43817 0.035144 4.4009 ‐0.0720958 0.0334435 4.64724 4.69869 4.64915
rs73424711 16902456 C T 0.0371697 0.0348064 0.969393 40424 ‐0.09963 0.04761 4.37946 4.43735 0.035161 4.38274 ‐0.110586 0.0457019 5.85503 5.96177 5.8607
rs3739489 17394996 T C 0.911225 0.916822 0.927646 40424 0.068173 0.032507 4.39818 4.43345 0.035241 4.39966 0.0777476 0.0310143 6.28419 6.3563 6.28717
rs180805831 17349746 C A 0.00630029 0.00545956 0.592436 40424 ‐0.31615 0.152858 4.27778 4.4332 0.035246 4.29482 ‐0.295006 0.14653 4.05329 4.22254 4.06864
rs954859 16898375 C T 0.962438 0.964816 0.999112 40424 0.097782 0.04675 4.37479 4.43181 0.035275 4.378 0.107228 0.0448964 5.70421 5.80563 5.70948
rs13295308 16891877 C A 0.0812853 0.0790694 0.995751 40424 ‐0.06755 0.032215 4.39719 4.43158 0.03528 4.39872 ‐0.0645605 0.0308797 4.37106 4.41254 4.37251
rs73424713 16902492 A G 0.0371849 0.0348232 0.969661 40424 ‐0.09951 0.047594 4.37184 4.42957 0.035321 4.3751 ‐0.11049 0.0456859 5.84898 5.95554 5.85463
rs10962673 16898229 A G 0.962957 0.965343 0.984567 40424 0.098999 0.047349 4.37167 4.42906 0.035332 4.37491 0.109267 0.0454787 5.77246 5.87642 5.77793
rs73419403 16562605 T A 0.0265034 0.025178 0.396604 40424 ‐0.18969 0.091106 4.33492 4.42753 0.035364 4.34084 ‐0.159694 0.0857498 3.46827 3.54147 3.47211
rs1113381 17315307 T C 0.874587 0.87984 0.945458 40424 0.057459 0.02739 4.40079 4.42695 0.035376 4.40184 0.0688544 0.0261637 6.92574 6.98773 6.92825
rs73646718 16902541 T C 0.0371902 0.0348294 0.969666 40424 ‐0.09948 0.047592 4.3691 4.42677 0.035379 4.37236 ‐0.110468 0.0456836 5.84727 5.95378 5.85292
rs34919930 16895222 G A 0.0812096 0.0788132 0.994033 40424 ‐0.06768 0.032298 4.39134 4.42582 0.035399 4.39287 ‐0.0663012 0.0309449 4.59055 4.63542 4.59215
rs263603 17095980 T C 0.31729 0.325121 0.929874 40424 0.04043 0.019203 4.43269 4.42504 0.035415 4.43325 0.0412264 0.0183404 5.05283 5.04139 5.05351
rs7021921 16880833 T C 0.0815406 0.079678 0.997852 40424 ‐0.06734 0.032139 4.39034 4.4244 0.035429 4.39186 ‐0.064655 0.0308019 4.40606 4.44767 4.40752
rs7861969 16561747 A T 0.0265011 0.025176 0.396641 40424 ‐0.18961 0.091102 4.3318 4.4243 0.035431 4.33771 ‐0.159693 0.0857473 3.46841 3.54161 3.47225
rs7847768 16561297 T A 0.0265002 0.0251748 0.39666 40424 ‐0.18959 0.091101 4.33099 4.42346 0.035448 4.3369 ‐0.159725 0.0857461 3.46991 3.54316 3.47375
rs112258824 16561098 A G 0.0264998 0.0251743 0.396662 40424 ‐0.18957 0.0911 4.33014 4.42258 0.035466 4.33604 ‐0.159738 0.0857461 3.47047 3.54373 3.47431
rs113520717 16560993 T TG 0.0264995 0.0251742 0.396664 40424 ‐0.18954 0.0911 4.32886 4.42125 0.035494 4.33475 ‐0.159716 0.0857458 3.46953 3.54276 3.47337
rs10738465 16898879 A T 0.9627 0.965053 0.989384 40424 0.098313 0.047062 4.36393 4.42094 0.0355 4.36713 0.107767 0.0451991 5.68481 5.78599 5.69008
rs10738464 16898855 A G 0.9627 0.965054 0.989704 40424 0.0983 0.047056 4.36385 4.42086 0.035502 4.36706 0.107758 0.0451935 5.68523 5.78641 5.6905
rs144434289 17307575 A AT 0.124655 0.11936 0.944479 40424 ‐0.05768 0.027526 4.39086 4.41704 0.035582 4.39191 ‐0.069282 0.0262949 6.94223 7.0047 6.94477
rs10122189 16777696 C A 0.0682959 0.0712001 0.797135 40424 0.080854 0.03832 4.45194 4.41612 0.035601 4.45375 0.0549388 0.03641 2.27676 2.26071 2.27722
rs7030387 16590711 G A 0.916317 0.91741 0.440821 40424 0.101925 0.048766 4.3684 4.4142 0.035641 4.37047 0.0873307 0.0460314 3.59936 3.63663 3.60062
rs73424715 16902668 G A 0.037202 0.0348477 0.969693 40424 ‐0.09929 0.047586 4.35334 4.41069 0.035714 4.35658 ‐0.110271 0.0456773 5.82803 5.934 5.83364
rs2243836 16808515 C T 0.0618239 0.0638911 0.738009 40424 0.088382 0.041908 4.44776 4.40964 0.035736 4.44976 0.045072 0.0397008 1.28888 1.28147 1.28905
rs73424717 16902720 T C 0.0372076 0.0348541 0.969715 40424 ‐0.09925 0.047584 4.35077 4.40807 0.035769 4.35401 ‐0.110244 0.0456751 5.82574 5.93164 5.83134
rs116449108 16797047 C T 0.00795991 0.00884291 0.312149 40424 0.358099 0.168073 4.53954 4.40742 0.035783 4.55511 0.263939 0.158232 2.78238 2.71456 2.78966
rs73424719 16902750 C G 0.0372103 0.0348592 0.969732 40424 ‐0.09919 0.047582 4.3452 4.40239 0.035889 4.34843 ‐0.110177 0.0456733 5.8191 5.92482 5.8247
rs10116469 16783095 A T 0.0804234 0.0841241 0.753537 40424 0.076862 0.0365 4.43447 4.40237 0.035889 4.43601 0.0574034 0.0346834 2.73925 2.72035 2.73982
rs58134658 16903722 C A 0.0377739 0.0355292 0.954579 40424 ‐0.0989 0.047446 4.34505 4.40201 0.035897 4.34828 ‐0.107983 0.0455616 5.61709 5.71699 5.62229
rs7857751 16560638 A T 0.0264691 0.0251504 0.396819 40424 ‐0.18918 0.091125 4.31008 4.40192 0.035898 4.31594 ‐0.159068 0.0857647 3.43991 3.51223 3.44369
rs10810659 16896819 T C 0.962234 0.96453 0.985782 40424 0.097561 0.046805 4.34472 4.40109 0.035916 4.34788 0.105977 0.0449438 5.56009 5.65754 5.5651
rs10283690 17394136 C T 0.597322 0.59751 0.843002 40424 0.040673 0.0194 4.39565 4.401 0.035918 4.39617 0.0309197 0.0184862 2.79754 2.80058 2.79773
rs10738462 16896831 G A 0.962234 0.964529 0.985831 40424 0.097558 0.046805 4.34455 4.40092 0.03592 4.34771 0.10597 0.0449434 5.55949 5.65691 5.56449
rs4409488 16900527 G T 0.546274 0.550839 0.381399 40424 0.059641 0.028439 4.39798 4.4006 0.035926 4.39852 0.0645899 0.0271625 5.65446 5.65906 5.65524
rs7029578 16560269 A G 0.0264683 0.0251502 0.396841 40424 ‐0.18911 0.091121 4.30702 4.39874 0.035965 4.31286 ‐0.159023 0.0857619 3.4382 3.51046 3.44198
rs7018594 16559836 G A 0.0264674 0.0251492 0.396869 40424 ‐0.18909 0.091118 4.30629 4.39798 0.035982 4.31213 ‐0.159025 0.08576 3.43846 3.51072 3.44223
rs7025392 16897378 G C 0.962237 0.964532 0.984744 40424 0.097536 0.04681 4.34157 4.39788 0.035984 4.34472 0.106014 0.0449485 5.56281 5.66033 5.56783
rs7868424 16876106 G C 0.0805155 0.0783036 0.977853 40424 ‐0.06803 0.032567 4.36317 4.39744 0.035993 4.3647 ‐0.0659229 0.031215 4.4601 4.50315 4.46162
rs6475126 17309374 T A 0.874578 0.879791 0.943291 40424 0.057333 0.027422 4.37125 4.39709 0.036 4.37228 0.0687068 0.0261947 6.87976 6.94101 6.88223
rs10544302 16876382 CCTG C 0.0802837 0.0780447 0.973487 40424 ‐0.06822 0.032665 4.36135 4.3957 0.03603 4.36288 ‐0.066305 0.0313089 4.48493 4.52845 4.48647
rs12002297 16559255 T A 0.0262317 0.0249351 0.398786 40424 ‐0.18938 0.091292 4.30321 4.39483 0.036048 4.30903 ‐0.155516 0.0858875 3.27861 3.34587 3.28204
rs147939280 16666758 A C 0.00321373 0.00288627 0.28727 40424 ‐0.62973 0.308343 4.17101 4.39088 0.036132 4.20626 ‐0.649438 0.298112 4.74586 5.05881 4.78727
rs7035471 16498584 C T 0.0150568 0.013472 0.394205 40424 ‐0.25582 0.123925 4.26131 4.38986 0.036153 4.2719 ‐0.294437 0.11707 6.32545 6.59261 6.34863
rs10481508 16849720 C T 0.928203 0.931542 0.987886 40424 0.071857 0.034473 4.34502 4.38269 0.036306 4.34669 0.068678 0.0330224 4.32531 4.37061 4.32693
rs139018891 16908753 G T 0.00236161 0.00216936 0.169346 40424 ‐0.98164 0.485749 4.084 4.38108 0.03634 4.12963 ‐0.838318 0.459383 3.33018 3.5621 3.35849
rs12685962 16849517 C G 0.0714037 0.0680571 0.971496 40424 ‐0.07233 0.034711 4.34178 4.37964 0.036371 4.34347 ‐0.069148 0.0332472 4.32564 4.37124 4.32728
rs57863895 16902988 T C 0.0372209 0.034879 0.96972 40424 ‐0.09894 0.047586 4.32266 4.37938 0.036376 4.32585 ‐0.109949 0.0456759 5.79437 5.89941 5.79992
rs10738461 16891619 G C 0.918815 0.921 0.979675 40424 0.067367 0.032333 4.34104 4.37492 0.036472 4.34254 0.0645578 0.0309896 4.33977 4.38094 4.34121
rs191282896 16939869 G A 0.00111363 0.00086178 0.301778 40424 ‐1.18223 0.614295 3.70383 4.37397 0.036492 3.87317 ‐1.15472 0.60038 3.69914 4.42017 3.8461
rs10123118 16778780 G A 0.0682151 0.0710759 0.805244 40424 0.080201 0.038199 4.40813 4.37275 0.036518 4.4099 0.0537239 0.0362876 2.19189 2.17671 2.19231
rs3935374 16826766 C T 0.0587365 0.0614077 0.560726 40424 0.103275 0.04916 4.41337 4.37174 0.03654 4.41561 0.0609195 0.0465114 1.71551 1.70334 1.71585
rs954858 16898603 T C 0.962326 0.96472 0.999912 40424 0.096967 0.046676 4.31588 4.37171 0.03654 4.31898 0.107178 0.0448191 5.71856 5.82028 5.72386
rs2243614 16802998 T C 0.0656463 0.0680612 0.762851 40424 0.084315 0.040164 4.40697 4.37063 0.036563 4.40882 0.047501 0.0380177 1.56111 1.55164 1.56134
rs188088140 16518829 C T 0.0062737 0.00691782 0.300328 40424 0.409061 0.193005 4.49198 4.36834 0.036613 4.51444 0.360691 0.181444 3.95171 3.82198 3.9692
rs10962782 16976885 C T 0.0394075 0.0425594 0.920261 40424 0.095728 0.045568 4.41327 4.3675 0.036631 4.41607 0.0771548 0.0433462 3.16828 3.13346 3.16972
rs7875708 16707743 A G 0.942722 0.938815 0.732056 40424 ‐0.09002 0.042886 4.40581 4.36679 0.036646 4.40779 ‐0.0918521 0.0406827 5.09752 5.03916 5.10023
rs71513276 16882414 G A 0.0802657 0.0779623 0.977528 40424 ‐0.06782 0.032609 4.32565 4.3596 0.036801 4.32716 ‐0.0662915 0.0312537 4.49897 4.54272 4.50053
rs77703092 17315854 G A 0.124595 0.119304 0.944415 40424 ‐0.05728 0.027531 4.32957 4.35525 0.036895 4.33059 ‐0.0690109 0.0262966 6.88709 6.94894 6.88959
rs10738463 16896903 G A 0.962499 0.96488 0.999104 40424 0.096986 0.04679 4.2965 4.35202 0.036965 4.29959 0.107149 0.0449342 5.6862 5.78725 5.69145
rs7030293 16493836 T C 0.64887 0.643937 0.385488 40424 ‐0.06136 0.0294 4.35517 4.34953 0.037019 4.35579 ‐0.0643199 0.0279621 5.29116 5.28058 5.29193
rs10122736 16783482 C T 0.0801729 0.0838474 0.754536 40424 0.076438 0.036528 4.37887 4.3473 0.037068 4.38037 0.0575075 0.0347119 2.74468 2.72567 2.74525
rs10756828 16892590 A T 0.918593 0.920748 0.995408 40424 0.066848 0.032185 4.31381 4.34721 0.03707 4.31528 0.0633776 0.0308489 4.22077 4.26008 4.22212
rs71513275 16882161 T G 0.0790012 0.0766955 0.971448 40424 ‐0.06854 0.033003 4.31286 4.34707 0.037073 4.31441 ‐0.0672745 0.0316356 4.52217 4.56678 4.52378
rs7854653 16496452 G A 0.0163386 0.0147902 0.389564 40424 ‐0.24412 0.118842 4.21964 4.33884 0.037252 4.22922 ‐0.270278 0.112357 5.7865 6.0068 5.80422
rs7868212 16881914 G A 0.0813407 0.0790487 0.999925 40424 ‐0.06677 0.032182 4.30407 4.33736 0.037285 4.30554 ‐0.0651296 0.0308394 4.46011 4.50281 4.46162
rs954857 16898753 T G 0.96249 0.964805 0.999271 40424 0.096719 0.046749 4.28047 4.33563 0.037323 4.28354 0.105587 0.0448942 5.53147 5.62825 5.53644
rs144731601 16761630 G C 0.0174123 0.0196611 0.356978 40424 0.224463 0.106981 4.40228 4.33528 0.03733 4.40849 0.272854 0.100944 7.30628 7.1349 7.32386
rs11788180 17107016 G A 0.0339352 0.031053 0.460274 40424 ‐0.15264 0.073857 4.27117 4.33119 0.03742 4.27443 ‐0.167725 0.0706406 5.63754 5.74668 5.64318
rs34358697 16899083 T C 0.0814268 0.079078 0.991869 40424 ‐0.06686 0.032277 4.29038 4.32357 0.037588 4.29184 ‐0.0654037 0.0309268 4.47234 4.5154 4.47386
rs143871427 17402950 C A 0.00028151 0.000431359 0.146489 40424 2.41178 1.18424 4.14756 4.32301 0.0376 4.5345 2.84923 1.10959 6.59366 6.6069 7.54837
rs7865075 16875752 C A 0.00281197 0.00447761 0.601058 28728 0.351753 0.166917 4.44093 4.32115 0.037641 4.47801 0.453744 0.157137 8.33803 7.91142 8.47288
rs10810639 16824430 A G 0.243018 0.250922 0.620717 40424 0.053545 0.025731 4.33021 4.31818 0.037707 4.33087 0.0450308 0.0244481 3.39256 3.38262 3.39292
rs62558260 17080071 C T 0.274391 0.280919 0.94794 40424 0.041351 0.019884 4.32486 4.31509 0.037776 4.32544 0.0397768 0.018975 4.39435 4.38196 4.39491
rs74543821 16506955 A G 0.015082 0.0134837 0.398826 40424 ‐0.25253 0.123399 4.18786 4.31425 0.037794 4.1981 ‐0.292777 0.11636 6.33088 6.59815 6.35416
rs2026806 16690316 T C 0.8201 0.809986 0.707309 40424 ‐0.05525 0.026558 4.32848 4.31224 0.037839 4.32922 ‐0.0571839 0.0252464 5.13039 5.106 5.13136
rs7864745 16875622 C T 0.0816051 0.0794638 0.986521 40424 ‐0.06685 0.032323 4.27786 4.31077 0.037872 4.27931 ‐0.0646386 0.0309874 4.35125 4.39235 4.35268
rs10810622 16778858 A G 0.0690635 0.0720349 0.796143 40424 0.079513 0.038173 4.33872 4.30437 0.038015 4.34042 0.0545176 0.0362659 2.25983 2.24404 2.26028
rs16934806 16558218 G C 0.0269273 0.0256863 0.393434 40424 ‐0.18598 0.090585 4.21519 4.30274 0.038051 4.22068 ‐0.150069 0.0851998 3.10246 3.16334 3.10547
rs7858025 16560854 A T 0.0843574 0.0832614 0.447431 40424 ‐0.09959 0.048262 4.25789 4.30149 0.038079 4.2598 ‐0.0869838 0.045535 3.6491 3.68668 3.65037
rs57133918 17119529 AT A 0.282939 0.279109 0.942193 40424 ‐0.04139 0.019995 4.28512 4.29642 0.038193 4.28569 ‐0.0350117 0.0190795 3.3674 3.37669 3.36772
rs117903929 17104180 C T 0.0036523 0.003273 0.588214 40424 ‐0.40315 0.199134 4.09866 4.29515 0.038221 4.1257 ‐0.345734 0.191121 3.27241 3.43257 3.29067
rs17743593 16809958 T C 0.0689366 0.0703335 0.598189 40424 0.092237 0.044347 4.32591 4.29005 0.038336 4.32782 0.0381938 0.0420497 0.825008 0.821258 0.825074
rs71513279 16894688 C T 0.0808581 0.0784898 0.97821 40424 ‐0.06709 0.032521 4.25569 4.28869 0.038367 4.25714 ‐0.0669542 0.0311598 4.61705 4.66247 4.61868
rs881557 16915644 C A 0.0823683 0.080136 0.92608 40424 ‐0.06786 0.032896 4.25593 4.28867 0.038367 4.25738 ‐0.0709812 0.0315449 5.06325 5.11531 5.0652
rs10118165 17318031 T C 0.766839 0.771085 0.591443 40424 0.055874 0.027037 4.2709 4.28836 0.038374 4.27163 0.0642313 0.0258061 6.1951 6.23137 6.19653
rs7035276 17394536 C T 0.872134 0.876752 0.912338 40424 0.057212 0.027711 4.26252 4.28742 0.038395 4.2635 0.068098 0.0264645 6.6213 6.67895 6.62359
rs73417483 16558716 T C 0.0268274 0.025573 0.394701 40424 ‐0.18564 0.090605 4.19769 4.28477 0.038455 4.20314 ‐0.150724 0.0852387 3.12673 3.18845 3.1298
rs147777677 16883801 TAA T 0.0791322 0.0768587 0.968517 40424 ‐0.06807 0.033021 4.24971 4.28317 0.038491 4.25121 ‐0.0667531 0.0316501 4.44828 4.4918 4.44984
rs36021466 16880291 G T 0.0801651 0.0779019 0.978628 40424 ‐0.0672 0.032618 4.2445 4.27748 0.038621 4.24596 ‐0.0659191 0.0312645 4.44548 4.48844 4.447
rs145735862 16853543 T G 0.00103125 0.00126048 0.120432 40424 1.51006 0.711142 4.50897 4.27316 0.038719 4.61227 1.48909 0.662266 5.05567 4.79138 5.24708
rs13300696 16892517 G A 0.0813039 0.0792177 0.995588 40424 ‐0.06635 0.032221 4.24038 4.27288 0.038725 4.2418 ‐0.0635289 0.03088 4.23241 4.27185 4.23377
rs35483590 16893883 A C 0.0821634 0.0804857 0.995539 40424 ‐0.06587 0.031991 4.23904 4.27126 0.038762 4.24045 ‐0.0624416 0.0306594 4.14784 4.18578 4.14913
rs113332790 17232991 CAGAAA C 0.132952 0.129035 0.918944 40424 ‐0.05569 0.027044 4.23986 4.26365 0.038936 4.24079 ‐0.0613746 0.025837 5.64277 5.68631 5.64436
rs7044899 16873586 T C 0.0812419 0.0792368 0.990561 40424 ‐0.06643 0.032301 4.22952 4.26182 0.038978 4.23093 ‐0.0635775 0.0309653 4.21558 4.25472 4.21692
rs1125511 17120454 C T 0.283193 0.279376 0.943687 40424 ‐0.04118 0.019974 4.25056 4.2617 0.038981 4.25112 ‐0.0348402 0.0190593 3.34156 3.35075 3.34188
rs7021199 16556594 T C 0.0846377 0.0835978 0.446306 40424 ‐0.09904 0.048222 4.21793 4.26077 0.039002 4.21979 ‐0.0849428 0.0454947 3.48603 3.52096 3.48718
rs1930641 17316541 T G 0.856085 0.860036 0.842558 40424 0.05617 0.02729 4.23642 4.2598 0.039025 4.23734 0.0633838 0.0260543 5.91828 5.96432 5.92
rs71513274 16877565 G A 0.0806648 0.0784649 0.975317 40424 ‐0.067 0.032593 4.22614 4.25886 0.039046 4.22758 ‐0.0653797 0.0312351 4.38126 4.42323 4.38274
rs399345 17119924 T C 0.283212 0.279396 0.943549 40424 ‐0.04116 0.019976 4.24534 4.25647 0.039101 4.2459 ‐0.0348391 0.0190604 3.34093 3.35011 3.34125
rs78362622 16799803 C T 0.00782632 0.00869535 0.307282 40424 0.357547 0.170905 4.37681 4.25126 0.039221 4.39123 0.268126 0.160902 2.77688 2.70912 2.78414
rs943745 16564112 A G 0.0846218 0.0836738 0.447479 40424 ‐0.09881 0.048169 4.20795 4.25067 0.039235 4.2098 ‐0.0840775 0.0454412 3.42343 3.45738 3.42454
rs4330781 16882634 A G 0.998748 0.998494 0.193668 40424 ‐1.06546 0.505838 4.4366 4.24795 0.039298 4.59406 ‐0.844343 0.474693 3.16383 2.99973 3.24361
rs144293592 16497937 C A 0.0162946 0.0147472 0.389602 40424 ‐0.24207 0.119132 4.12874 4.24464 0.039374 4.13786 ‐0.270665 0.112512 5.78721 6.00747 5.80493
rs10810783 17395742 A G 0.871066 0.875558 0.901378 40424 0.056981 0.027748 4.21701 4.24146 0.039448 4.21797 0.0674844 0.0264987 6.48573 6.54148 6.48792
rs191181746 17133250 G A 0.00146516 0.00117392 0.179358 40424 ‐1.20573 0.606333 3.95437 4.23717 0.039548 4.00509 ‐1.16618 0.589123 3.9185 4.22587 3.95301
rs1442526 17395380 C T 0.872108 0.876711 0.907459 40424 0.056906 0.027764 4.20107 4.22545 0.039822 4.20203 0.068035 0.0265132 6.58477 6.64199 6.58703
rs151227244 16547052 A T 0.020469 0.021938 0.588499 40424 0.162754 0.078567 4.29122 4.22361 0.039865 4.29685 0.120622 0.0741393 2.64701 2.60765 2.6492
rs111622431 16887786 T TAGAA 0.997662 0.998075 0.375844 40424 0.662989 0.335182 3.91248 4.21949 0.039962 3.96479 0.600315 0.322623 3.46232 3.7509 3.50172
rs55761409 16903603 C G 0.037923 0.0357198 0.961871 40424 ‐0.0963 0.047188 4.16493 4.21818 0.039993 4.16788 ‐0.105663 0.0453004 5.4405 5.53539 5.44536
rs7035357 17394465 G A 0.872274 0.876872 0.911216 40424 0.056794 0.027735 4.19306 4.21736 0.040012 4.19401 0.0679236 0.0264869 6.57624 6.63332 6.5785
rs2812002 16793712 T G 0.936765 0.934557 0.780117 40424 ‐0.0833 0.040397 4.25254 4.21734 0.040013 4.25432 ‐0.0431051 0.0382547 1.26966 1.26254 1.26982
rs3739488 17395108 C T 0.872237 0.876831 0.910775 40424 0.056774 0.027738 4.18938 4.21364 0.0401 4.19032 0.0678998 0.0264893 6.57048 6.62749 6.57273
rs185915377 16709256 G A 0.00196839 0.00247819 0.170804 40424 0.883924 0.424994 4.32578 4.21301 0.040115 4.36649 0.956194 0.404046 5.60056 5.37746 5.67263
rs7027849 16873045 A G 0.0813512 0.0793606 0.986682 40424 ‐0.06611 0.032337 4.17902 4.21069 0.04017 4.1804 ‐0.0635807 0.0310063 4.20486 4.24383 4.20619
rs1442533 17379146 A G 0.569055 0.568715 0.862378 40424 0.038854 0.018948 4.20478 4.20849 0.040222 4.20525 0.0283324 0.0180455 2.46509 2.46689 2.46523
rs7870427 17396049 G T 0.872251 0.876857 0.905961 40424 0.05685 0.027803 4.18108 4.20529 0.040298 4.18203 0.068109 0.0265487 6.58149 6.63867 6.58375
rs188596499 17249371 G A 0.00778401 0.00849626 0.272986 40424 0.379623 0.183015 4.30258 4.2013 0.040393 4.31696 0.378723 0.171786 4.86036 4.71421 4.87898
rs2253972 16800557 C T 0.0630342 0.0652119 0.783513 40424 0.083076 0.040376 4.23349 4.19853 0.040459 4.23526 0.0419769 0.0382436 1.20476 1.19817 1.2049
rs112820360 16500219 C T 0.00121745 0.00100479 0.110023 40424 ‐1.76538 0.899127 3.85509 4.19591 0.040522 3.93417 ‐1.86565 0.863337 4.66983 5.23042 4.74517
rs10962787 16978279 G C 0.0476497 0.0507732 0.956686 40424 0.084434 0.041043 4.23214 4.19341 0.040581 4.2343 0.072516 0.0390467 3.44905 3.41333 3.45047
rs10117448 16571394 G A 0.0839554 0.0829807 0.451626 40424 ‐0.098 0.048112 4.14876 4.19071 0.040646 4.15058 ‐0.0832271 0.0453986 3.36081 3.39407 3.3619
rs118028898 17284788 T C 0.0215756 0.0192179 0.759133 40424 ‐0.14561 0.071836 4.10879 4.18613 0.040756 4.1138 ‐0.138335 0.0688136 4.04127 4.13038 4.04609
rs11523044 17259412 C A 0.0191701 0.0187749 0.258324 40424 ‐0.25819 0.127458 4.10338 4.18286 0.040835 4.11014 ‐0.156986 0.122229 1.64958 1.67296 1.65047
rs11523045 17259413 G A 0.0191701 0.0187749 0.258324 40424 ‐0.25819 0.127458 4.10338 4.18286 0.040835 4.11014 ‐0.156986 0.122229 1.64958 1.67296 1.65047
rs4436219 16894803 C T 0.918428 0.920704 0.994 40424 0.065594 0.032201 4.1495 4.18102 0.040879 4.15086 0.064383 0.0308567 4.35354 4.39481 4.35498
rs3808781 17393885 C G 0.872195 0.876768 0.910873 40424 0.056505 0.027729 4.15251 4.17643 0.04099 4.15344 0.0676312 0.0264808 6.52276 6.57909 6.52497
rs9407774 16410956 G C 0.275833 0.265448 0.972434 40424 ‐0.04073 0.019959 4.1647 4.17563 0.041009 4.16524 ‐0.0434025 0.0190665 5.18189 5.20015 5.18267
rs4961537 17317041 T G 0.855759 0.860447 0.876327 40424 0.054452 0.026719 4.15321 4.17511 0.041022 4.15406 0.0617401 0.0255287 5.84893 5.89271 5.85056
rs201836166 16800556 TC T 0.0629063 0.0650694 0.78318 40424 0.082927 0.040428 4.20764 4.17295 0.041074 4.20938 0.0418509 0.03829 1.19464 1.18812 1.19478
rs7874945 17397549 A G 0.872436 0.877044 0.907573 40424 0.056573 0.027788 4.14479 4.16872 0.041177 4.14572 0.0678567 0.0265368 6.53867 6.59538 6.5409
rs10756763 16587490 C T 0.918732 0.919849 0.447079 40424 0.099659 0.049072 4.12452 4.16719 0.041214 4.12641 0.089981 0.0463592 3.7673 3.80826 3.76873
rs9298777 17390444 G A 0.871464 0.875944 0.905888 40424 0.056443 0.027731 4.1428 4.16661 0.041228 4.14372 0.0671622 0.0264837 6.43121 6.48628 6.43336
rs10962488 16565623 C T 0.0836441 0.0826443 0.449943 40424 ‐0.09804 0.048282 4.12281 4.16444 0.041281 4.12461 ‐0.0837148 0.0455564 3.37681 3.41038 3.37791
rs7034809 17267128 T G 0.0644212 0.0619605 0.611117 40424 ‐0.09379 0.046184 4.1239 4.15787 0.041441 4.12537 ‐0.0959269 0.0441973 4.71074 4.76043 4.71258
rs7018645 17267136 G A 0.0644212 0.0619605 0.611117 40424 ‐0.09379 0.046184 4.1239 4.15787 0.041441 4.12537 ‐0.0959269 0.0441973 4.71074 4.76043 4.71258
rs139768174 17232487 A AGTTTT 0.132504 0.128494 0.909358 40424 ‐0.05538 0.027238 4.13327 4.15624 0.041481 4.13416 ‐0.0607088 0.0260183 5.44437 5.48573 5.44585
rs10963081 17401063 G A 0.870071 0.874473 0.894151 40424 0.056425 0.027757 4.13239 4.15605 0.041486 4.13331 0.0669285 0.0265067 6.37545 6.42962 6.37756
rs1339551 16854770 T C 0.092547 0.10417 0.941509 40424 0.060613 0.029646 4.18022 4.15529 0.041505 4.18139 0.0886342 0.0283171 9.79724 9.68839 9.80355
rs79827981 16687579 T C 0.0236524 0.0217167 0.559825 40424 ‐0.16353 0.081044 4.07135 4.1533 0.041553 4.07586 ‐0.177483 0.0767853 5.34263 5.48577 5.35186
rs144831796 16937342 T C 0.00100015 0.0006792 0.364917 40424 ‐1.06518 0.554738 3.68699 4.1441 0.04178 3.79418 ‐1.17398 0.54926 4.5684 5.26901 4.7038
rs200214959 16565956 C CA 0.0839769 0.0830104 0.449125 40424 ‐0.09765 0.04824 4.09789 4.13913 0.041903 4.09967 ‐0.0830071 0.0455097 3.32677 3.35953 3.32784
rs10122728 16901470 A G 0.979686 0.977598 0.212862 40424 ‐0.26446 0.129019 4.20164 4.13852 0.041918 4.20772 ‐0.343221 0.121831 7.93657 7.74061 7.95868
rs2480924 16805472 G A 0.0612505 0.0632034 0.752632 40424 0.085196 0.041726 4.16893 4.13415 0.042026 4.1707 0.042248 0.0395251 1.14253 1.1363 1.14266
rs117123578 16989110 A C 0.0132389 0.014406 0.552387 40424 0.203474 0.099183 4.2087 4.13262 0.042064 4.21631 0.184837 0.0942059 3.84963 3.76511 3.8563
rs10810618 16761648 C T 0.90931 0.906628 0.800135 40424 ‐0.06889 0.033774 4.16001 4.13222 0.042074 4.16125 ‐0.0478881 0.0319842 2.24174 2.22832 2.2421
rs2274916 17388125 C T 0.0877124 0.0821619 0.923419 40424 ‐0.06632 0.032756 4.09966 4.13162 0.042089 4.10096 ‐0.0767218 0.0312501 6.02748 6.09577 6.03025
rs13297677 16777067 T G 0.21645 0.227677 0.882757 40424 0.045451 0.02233 4.14308 4.13093 0.042106 4.14368 0.0370824 0.0212985 3.03136 3.02201 3.03166
rs1934280 16862512 C G 0.178259 0.178957 0.997302 40424 ‐0.04592 0.022643 4.11235 4.12994 0.042131 4.11304 ‐0.03242 0.0216871 2.23473 2.24308 2.23493
rs77148138 17204514 G C 0.0196668 0.0211965 0.353829 40424 0.211257 0.103215 4.18926 4.12378 0.042284 4.19504 0.162387 0.0975939 2.76859 2.72487 2.77103
rs144706759 17188029 T C 0.00820081 0.00772491 0.249858 40424 ‐0.41261 0.206722 3.98396 4.12189 0.042332 3.99381 ‐0.322624 0.194635 2.74759 2.83785 2.75366
rs190963707 17173180 C A 0.00798407 0.00699604 0.700749 40424 ‐0.25083 0.125687 3.98264 4.12179 0.042334 3.99716 ‐0.226662 0.119893 3.57411 3.71354 3.58581
rs2119907 17392152 C T 0.872219 0.876763 0.91115 40424 0.056102 0.027726 4.09436 4.11777 0.042435 4.09527 0.0672997 0.0264779 6.4604 6.51591 6.46257
rs2119906 17392107 T A 0.872219 0.876762 0.911163 40424 0.056093 0.027726 4.09316 4.11656 0.042465 4.09407 0.067294 0.0264778 6.45935 6.51485 6.46153
rs4072453 16816211 A G 0.254428 0.264466 0.681743 40424 0.049061 0.024154 4.12558 4.11537 0.042495 4.12615 0.0434822 0.0229612 3.58621 3.57649 3.58659
rs75214735 16555833 C CA 0.0844913 0.0834877 0.446703 40424 ‐0.09736 0.048233 4.07415 4.1148 0.04251 4.07589 ‐0.0842704 0.045507 3.4292 3.4633 3.43033
rs1442525 17392055 G A 0.87222 0.876762 0.911184 40424 0.056076 0.027725 4.09074 4.11412 0.042527 4.09164 0.0672779 0.0264776 6.45634 6.5118 6.45851
rs28714603 16555980 A G 0.0844923 0.0834889 0.446715 40424 ‐0.09734 0.048232 4.07288 4.11351 0.042542 4.07462 ‐0.0842638 0.0455063 3.42878 3.46287 3.4299
rs2780213 17406381 T C 0.91153 0.917083 0.89538 40424 0.067002 0.033166 4.08133 4.11309 0.042553 4.08262 0.0769083 0.0316264 5.91353 5.97973 5.91619
rs142929074 16940730 A C 0.0019882 0.00146046 0.594615 40424 ‐0.57331 0.294777 3.78258 4.11262 0.042564 3.84079 ‐0.476623 0.282934 2.83779 3.07868 2.87163
rs28483319 16556051 G A 0.0844924 0.0834896 0.446719 40424 ‐0.09732 0.048232 4.07176 4.11237 0.042571 4.0735 ‐0.08425 0.0455059 3.42771 3.46178 3.42883
rs28602416 16556191 T G 0.0844931 0.0834908 0.446728 40424 ‐0.0973 0.048231 4.06996 4.11054 0.042617 4.07169 ‐0.0842364 0.0455052 3.42671 3.46077 3.42783
rs4388546 16890849 T A 0.918283 0.92028 0.969536 40424 0.065423 0.032395 4.07862 4.10942 0.042645 4.07995 0.0627753 0.0310349 4.09145 4.12904 4.09272
rs1442522 17391531 C T 0.872069 0.876629 0.91282 40424 0.055982 0.027697 4.0853 4.1086 0.042666 4.0862 0.0672751 0.0264506 6.469 6.52455 6.47118
rs28571854 16472947 C T 0.0720437 0.0745933 0.834035 40424 0.074842 0.036785 4.13956 4.10838 0.042671 4.14102 0.0524485 0.0349089 2.25733 2.24178 2.25776
rs57014573 16514918 T C 0.0149026 0.0132568 0.409007 40424 ‐0.24531 0.122825 3.98895 4.10795 0.042682 3.99834 ‐0.294839 0.11587 6.47484 6.75441 6.49954
rs10962592 16787039 G A 0.0706831 0.0735057 0.772461 40424 0.078149 0.038412 4.13921 4.10778 0.042686 4.1407 0.051487 0.0364862 1.99131 1.97854 1.99164
rs182548763 16891699 A G 0.00283722 0.00268649 0.208198 40424 ‐0.74188 0.375628 3.90079 4.1074 0.042696 3.92874 ‐0.367863 0.360177 1.04313 1.07504 1.04536
rs10962911 17218209 A G 0.00429778 0.00563824 0.294616 40424 0.432962 0.211304 4.19842 4.10494 0.042758 4.2328 0.606861 0.204724 8.78702 8.47426 8.93336
rs10962588 16782535 T C 0.0723106 0.07518 0.779362 40424 0.076851 0.03779 4.13564 4.1046 0.042767 4.13712 0.0532215 0.0359036 2.19734 2.18264 2.19774
rs9657595 17387062 A T 0.911321 0.91675 0.930851 40424 0.065437 0.032429 4.07176 4.10305 0.042806 4.07302 0.0751516 0.0309417 5.89916 5.96453 5.90178
rs75995512 16565954 A AC 0.0841788 0.0832541 0.448736 40424 ‐0.09713 0.048197 4.06106 4.10164 0.042842 4.0628 ‐0.0821095 0.0454676 3.26124 3.29292 3.26226
rs1807023 16555289 G A 0.0838136 0.0827894 0.448821 40424 ‐0.0973 0.048298 4.05863 4.09913 0.042905 4.06036 ‐0.0850672 0.0455829 3.48274 3.51785 3.48391
rs9298778 17390513 A C 0.872185 0.876714 0.911045 40424 0.05597 0.027724 4.07579 4.09904 0.042908 4.07669 0.0671649 0.0264763 6.43533 6.4905 6.43749
rs263627 17115403 T C 0.284385 0.280714 0.941561 40424 ‐0.04037 0.019971 4.08555 4.09596 0.042986 4.08607 ‐0.034074 0.0190546 3.19779 3.2063 3.19808
rs2026803 16800095 C T 0.0634737 0.0656197 0.781845 40424 0.081875 0.040304 4.12668 4.09308 0.043059 4.12835 0.040955 0.0381768 1.15084 1.1447 1.15097
rs138663853 16528975 C T 0.00269637 0.00222551 0.277375 40424 ‐0.72289 0.37256 3.76488 4.08566 0.043249 3.81711 ‐0.687774 0.35746 3.702 4.05902 3.75072
rs1442520 17388648 G A 0.871965 0.876446 0.909171 40424 0.055884 0.027728 4.06203 4.08515 0.043262 4.06292 0.0668749 0.0264792 6.37845 6.43286 6.38057
rs4961556 17390688 G T 0.872236 0.876758 0.911426 40424 0.055867 0.027723 4.06102 4.08413 0.043288 4.06191 0.0670692 0.0264754 6.41743 6.47237 6.41957
rs28584140 16786756 G A 0.0706117 0.0733838 0.772047 40424 0.077974 0.038447 4.1133 4.0821 0.04334 4.11477 0.0508694 0.0365175 1.9405 1.92819 1.94082
rs7859226 16430599 C T 0.340807 0.333665 0.999492 40424 ‐0.03724 0.018457 4.07193 4.07919 0.043414 4.07239 ‐0.0362146 0.0176566 4.20683 4.21592 4.20729
rs148707862 16883968 C T 0.00677462 0.00795177 0.639328 40424 0.260993 0.127735 4.17481 4.07914 0.043416 4.18716 0.226201 0.119492 3.58357 3.48705 3.5931
rs10120013 17389853 C T 0.872219 0.876733 0.911262 40424 0.055807 0.027721 4.05267 4.07572 0.043504 4.05356 0.066998 0.0264742 6.40439 6.45916 6.40653
rs10120006 17389800 C T 0.872219 0.876733 0.911264 40424 0.055805 0.027721 4.0525 4.07554 0.043508 4.05338 0.0669944 0.0264741 6.40376 6.45851 6.40589
rs35002638 17389584 TA T 0.87222 0.876733 0.911251 40424 0.0558 0.027721 4.05188 4.07491 0.043525 4.05277 0.0669856 0.0264738 6.40221 6.45695 6.40434
rs10738477 17389557 T C 0.872221 0.876733 0.91125 40424 0.055797 0.027721 4.05136 4.07439 0.043538 4.05225 0.066982 0.0264738 6.40155 6.45628 6.40368
rs10119902 17389346 G T 0.872222 0.876732 0.911256 40424 0.055787 0.02772 4.05013 4.07315 0.04357 4.05102 0.0669659 0.0264734 6.39864 6.45333 6.40077
rs10119863 17389344 C T 0.872222 0.876732 0.911256 40424 0.055787 0.02772 4.05003 4.07304 0.043573 4.05091 0.0669652 0.0264734 6.39852 6.45321 6.40065
rs10125886 17389083 A T 0.872224 0.876732 0.911258 40424 0.055777 0.02772 4.04877 4.07178 0.043605 4.04966 0.0669477 0.0264731 6.39532 6.44997 6.39745
rs1442521 17388710 T A 0.872227 0.876734 0.911264 40424 0.055772 0.02772 4.04826 4.07126 0.043619 4.04914 0.0669336 0.0264727 6.39284 6.44745 6.39497
rs5896720 16890387 A AT 0.916499 0.918483 0.949378 40424 0.065213 0.032443 4.04029 4.07055 0.043637 4.04159 0.0619923 0.0310745 3.97985 4.01576 3.98105
rs1930648 17388517 C T 0.872228 0.876733 0.91126 40424 0.055751 0.027719 4.04522 4.06819 0.043698 4.0461 0.0669131 0.0264723 6.38911 6.44367 6.39124
rs149437488 17102393 C A 0.00154597 0.00122736 0.197582 40424 ‐1.10744 0.565296 3.83787 4.06495 0.043782 3.87721 ‐1.15647 0.545236 4.49886 4.84669 4.54214
rs76884008 16974014 T C 0.0471264 0.0428538 0.722403 40424 ‐0.10014 0.049963 4.01696 4.06458 0.043792 4.01942 ‐0.110296 0.0479895 5.28232 5.3701 5.28643
rs192583298 17092990 C A 0.00217941 0.00158979 0.654867 40424 ‐0.51824 0.266989 3.76768 4.06187 0.043862 3.8177 ‐0.47135 0.257682 3.34595 3.62932 3.38579
rs7025366 16508651 G C 0.0170649 0.0155221 0.392967 40424 ‐0.23038 0.115839 3.95544 4.0616 0.043869 3.96343 ‐0.261965 0.109207 5.75425 5.96507 5.77089
rs28414647 16556852 A C 0.0857407 0.0847767 0.442279 40424 ‐0.09654 0.048147 4.02015 4.05975 0.043917 4.02183 ‐0.0808391 0.045394 3.17136 3.20135 3.17231
rs10810626 16785770 A T 0.0702939 0.0730177 0.765851 40424 0.07817 0.03869 4.08212 4.05125 0.044139 4.08357 0.0506451 0.0367382 1.90037 1.88843 1.90068
rs149669087 17197650 T C 0.000758603 0.000600075 0.133176 40424 ‐1.99988 1.07488 3.46168 4.04708 0.044248 3.65976 ‐2.0958 1.09066 3.69246 4.41803 3.79906
rs188455589 17026568 T G 0.0013192 0.0010616 0.155452 40424 ‐1.42904 0.743655 3.69271 4.0447 0.04431 3.74212 ‐1.33026 0.706115 3.54912 3.95867 3.59715
rs7869815 16496446 T C 0.0163997 0.0149001 0.387322 40424 ‐0.23568 0.118814 3.93471 4.04157 0.044393 3.94297 ‐0.262644 0.112223 5.47738 5.67888 5.49319
rs1337398 16706025 C G 0.938316 0.934189 0.701304 40424 ‐0.08555 0.042377 4.07529 4.04126 0.044401 4.07692 ‐0.0891245 0.0401723 4.92199 4.86792 4.92442
rs189812676 16591062 A G 0.00106503 0.000798346 0.221368 40424 ‐1.47465 0.808665 3.32536 4.04089 0.04441 3.48972 ‐1.77592 0.758675 5.47944 6.97004 5.79819
rs145463371 17091389 A G 0.0928231 0.085599 0.889027 40424 ‐0.06563 0.032788 4.00663 4.03675 0.044519 4.00782 ‐0.0805968 0.031219 6.66495 6.74246 6.6682
rs148417185 16825139 C T 0.0013787 0.00169072 0.123226 40424 1.22182 0.598715 4.16461 4.03585 0.044543 4.20607 1.76899 0.574042 9.49644 8.96778 9.70233
rs117756613 16828091 T C 0.0065497 0.00533865 0.436698 40424 ‐0.36312 0.184728 3.86387 4.03416 0.044588 3.8819 ‐0.42189 0.175997 5.74627 6.1195 5.78789
rs183692729 16687316 C A 0.000948094 0.000783192 0.197449 40424 ‐1.43393 0.761558 3.5453 4.03222 0.044639 3.66008 ‐1.24105 0.740835 2.80632 3.18374 2.86769
rs56873701 16519556 T C 0.0152142 0.0136485 0.410794 40424 ‐0.23835 0.12044 3.91632 4.02757 0.044762 3.92527 ‐0.28986 0.11382 6.48544 6.75476 6.50952
rs78191851 16511091 T A 0.0149212 0.0133086 0.403314 40424 ‐0.24394 0.123398 3.90777 4.02239 0.0449 3.91676 ‐0.291175 0.116319 6.26626 6.5304 6.28928
rs144874310 16656342 T C 0.0204054 0.0190004 0.375753 40424 ‐0.2135 0.107851 3.91884 4.01716 0.045039 3.92563 ‐0.209843 0.101596 4.2662 4.39038 4.27442
rs10963020 17306423 G A 0.00352306 0.00480562 0.358811 40424 0.42611 0.210294 4.10572 4.01535 0.045088 4.13749 0.578315 0.20415 8.0247 7.74371 8.14382
rs142977652 16924574 C T 0.000726312 0.00102946 0.282019 40424 1.10593 0.54304 4.14758 4.01527 0.04509 4.29139 1.07678 0.490213 4.82485 4.54118 5.02588
rs140113643 16881918 T G 0.0026304 0.00227732 0.198886 40424 ‐0.81999 0.417761 3.85269 4.01453 0.04511 3.8731 ‐0.76282 0.396858 3.69465 3.87505 3.71142
rs1930592 17198428 G A 0.15761 0.152633 0.895506 40424 ‐0.05094 0.02549 3.9931 4.01236 0.045168 3.99383 ‐0.0582017 0.0243034 5.73504 5.77476 5.73648
rs1442518 17387675 C T 0.872315 0.876737 0.912168 40424 0.0553 0.027696 3.98685 4.0093 0.04525 3.98771 0.0661617 0.0264522 6.2559 6.30871 6.25793
rs186893281 16670897 C T 0.00120587 0.000923922 0.120326 40424 ‐1.66326 0.858444 3.75401 4.00926 0.045251 3.78125 ‐2.14031 0.818853 6.8319 7.50961 6.93567
rs150672328 17232482 T TGTTAA 0.132081 0.128048 0.911629 40424 ‐0.05438 0.027237 3.98656 4.00832 0.045276 3.98738 ‐0.0607873 0.0260217 5.45699 5.49855 5.45848
rs10962683 16909007 G C 0.0364867 0.0346624 0.937126 40424 ‐0.0962 0.048368 3.95543 4.00539 0.045355 3.95824 ‐0.0959424 0.0465757 4.24329 4.30971 4.24636
rs151301851 17100717 A G 0.0109389 0.0120582 0.292573 40424 0.300007 0.148656 4.07284 4.00266 0.045429 4.08115 0.350939 0.14025 6.26119 6.09761 6.28035
rs2382810 16554165 C T 0.0832042 0.0822562 0.450898 40424 ‐0.09618 0.048321 3.9618 4.00099 0.045474 3.96346 ‐0.0825888 0.0456029 3.27987 3.31206 3.28091
rs12338548 16564464 C T 0.0834988 0.0825478 0.450868 40424 ‐0.09605 0.048263 3.96046 3.99965 0.04551 3.96212 ‐0.0825709 0.0455412 3.28735 3.31961 3.28839
rs6475059 16554405 G A 0.0832083 0.0822639 0.450982 40424 ‐0.09613 0.048313 3.95877 3.9979 0.045557 3.96043 ‐0.0824642 0.0455973 3.27079 3.30284 3.27182
rs2382808 16553888 T A 0.083201 0.0822544 0.450847 40424 ‐0.09614 0.048323 3.9578 3.99693 0.045583 3.95946 ‐0.0825421 0.0456052 3.27584 3.30797 3.27688
rs75440556 16975118 T C 0.0479281 0.0509251 0.965442 40424 0.081913 0.040817 4.02743 3.99135 0.045734 4.02938 0.0688713 0.0388241 3.14684 3.11566 3.14802
rs12000225 16559218 G A 0.0265393 0.0253201 0.397011 40424 ‐0.17946 0.090739 3.91153 3.99006 0.045769 3.91631 ‐0.148374 0.0854061 3.01812 3.07695 3.02101
rs7027292 17387242 C T 0.87211 0.876461 0.911219 40424 0.055148 0.027689 3.96687 3.98914 0.045794 3.96772 0.065671 0.0264452 6.16674 6.21839 6.16872
rs56679915 16503894 T C 0.0163141 0.0147924 0.391192 40424 ‐0.2341 0.118798 3.88329 3.98855 0.04581 3.89131 ‐0.262127 0.112028 5.47484 5.67574 5.49061
rs10810703 16996034 C T 0.641671 0.645445 0.989392 40424 0.03656 0.018328 3.97923 3.98542 0.045896 3.97967 0.0332623 0.0175009 3.61229 3.61859 3.61262
rs140425749 16829871 C G 0.0219398 0.0234942 0.395758 40424 0.186244 0.092523 4.05191 3.98386 0.045938 4.05746 0.137694 0.0871885 2.49408 2.45633 2.49631
rs10117379 17386640 G A 0.872117 0.876461 0.911434 40424 0.055103 0.027686 3.96124 3.98346 0.045949 3.96208 0.065597 0.0264425 6.1541 6.20558 6.15607
rs7023540 17386524 G A 0.872119 0.876461 0.911485 40424 0.055092 0.027685 3.95983 3.98204 0.045988 3.96068 0.0655834 0.0264418 6.15185 6.2033 6.15382
rs10962863 17091001 C T 0.0936683 0.086445 0.881706 40424 ‐0.06519 0.032788 3.95257 3.98199 0.045989 3.95372 ‐0.0808811 0.031223 6.71035 6.78848 6.71363
rs7023305 17386513 C T 0.872119 0.876461 0.911487 40424 0.05509 0.027685 3.95957 3.98177 0.045995 3.96041 0.0655816 0.0264417 6.15154 6.20299 6.15351
rs6475060 16557748 C T 0.0843027 0.083433 0.447682 40424 ‐0.09569 0.04819 3.94267 3.98134 0.046007 3.9443 ‐0.0803002 0.0454652 3.11942 3.14897 3.12036
rs10810614 16759311 T G 0.0713248 0.0746279 0.701319 40424 0.080076 0.039978 4.01205 3.98131 0.046008 4.0135 0.0579176 0.037927 2.33197 2.31554 2.33245
rs76905684 16974891 C T 0.0479244 0.0509148 0.96592 40424 0.08179 0.040814 4.01585 3.97992 0.046046 4.01779 0.0687456 0.0388208 3.13589 3.10488 3.13707
rs1927616 16563321 G A 0.0834606 0.0825183 0.450686 40424 ‐0.09583 0.048277 3.94044 3.97932 0.046062 3.94208 ‐0.0823029 0.0455552 3.26403 3.29595 3.26506
rs12380368 17099661 C T 0.00673256 0.00508429 0.667691 40424 ‐0.28683 0.146662 3.82477 3.96847 0.04636 3.83951 ‐0.353891 0.141094 6.29108 6.66831 6.33249
rs943744 16563907 A T 0.0839331 0.0830342 0.449101 40424 ‐0.09558 0.048237 3.92631 3.96491 0.046458 3.92794 ‐0.081652 0.045508 3.21927 3.2504 3.22027
rs10122901 16808172 C G 0.0896255 0.0939192 0.701111 40424 0.071804 0.035943 3.99078 3.9647 0.046464 3.99195 0.0594121 0.0341893 3.01974 2.99899 3.02038
rs10120733 17383044 A G 0.871969 0.876333 0.916747 40424 0.05476 0.027578 3.94269 3.96468 0.046464 3.94352 0.0649443 0.0263445 6.07719 6.12757 6.07911
rs4265285 16977992 G T 0.52282 0.53319 0.940534 40424 0.035753 0.017968 3.95952 3.96113 0.046562 3.95992 0.0321068 0.017136 3.51057 3.51202 3.51086
rs2039185 16784004 G C 0.070881 0.0735314 0.757247 40424 0.077421 0.038757 3.99044 3.96068 0.046575 3.99183 0.0494625 0.0368043 1.80616 1.79511 1.80643
rs145906938 17009610 G A 0.000702459 0.00102925 0.284943 40424 1.09369 0.542092 4.07044 3.95589 0.046708 4.21708 1.20647 0.490326 6.05426 5.70359 6.38308
rs191297907 17305295 A T 0.00266066 0.00197948 0.433303 40424 ‐0.56763 0.296882 3.65562 3.94709 0.046952 3.70655 ‐0.611626 0.293067 4.3555 4.80335 4.42575
rs1930647 17383905 A G 0.871887 0.876236 0.916256 40424 0.054607 0.027576 3.92127 3.94307 0.047065 3.92209 0.0647906 0.0263423 6.04945 6.09946 6.05135
rs117565641 17171228 G T 0.00742693 0.00643101 0.747059 40424 ‐0.24654 0.12632 3.80918 3.94055 0.047135 3.82272 ‐0.225825 0.120533 3.51018 3.64742 3.52171
rs10738452 16717273 T G 0.282912 0.29359 0.740723 40424 0.044324 0.022325 3.94178 3.93334 0.047338 3.94227 0.0341012 0.02123 2.58013 2.57464 2.58032
rs10963062 17354763 G A 0.00341391 0.00466485 0.354472 40424 0.430361 0.2146 4.02168 3.93262 0.047358 4.05347 0.589045 0.208162 8.00745 7.72528 8.13151
rs9407777 16799466 C G 0.0634931 0.0655568 0.783228 40424 0.080163 0.040275 3.96154 3.92987 0.047436 3.96307 0.039866 0.0381472 1.09215 1.08646 1.09226
rs190043620 16482119 C T 0.000543346 0.000437814 0.13873 40424 ‐2.39609 1.34535 3.17201 3.92857 0.047472 3.37257 ‐2.11397 1.29327 2.67188 3.28404 2.78336
rs35656943 16870182 TC T 0.0778978 0.0764077 0.890861 40424 ‐0.06747 0.03418 3.89657 3.92578 0.047551 3.89784 ‐0.0607401 0.0327618 3.43729 3.46671 3.43823
rs10448195 17154345 A T 0.217499 0.216242 0.858857 40424 ‐0.04513 0.022816 3.91177 3.92551 0.047559 3.91234 ‐0.0285658 0.0217881 1.71891 1.72365 1.71902
rs10120761 17383194 A T 0.871797 0.876115 0.91568 40424 0.054478 0.027574 3.90337 3.92501 0.047573 3.90418 0.0646287 0.0263399 6.02036 6.06999 6.02224
rs4961530 17188041 T A 0.157937 0.15284 0.898847 40424 ‐0.05028 0.025448 3.90385 3.92247 0.047645 3.90455 ‐0.0583298 0.0242624 5.7798 5.81998 5.78127
rs10962545 16701680 C A 0.070169 0.0736131 0.616186 40424 0.085578 0.043039 3.95362 3.92143 0.047674 3.95508 0.0683701 0.0407235 2.81866 2.79601 2.81941
rs7025065 16508415 G C 0.0163154 0.0147639 0.395335 40424 ‐0.23135 0.11841 3.81724 3.92067 0.047696 3.82498 ‐0.262818 0.111518 5.55419 5.7595 5.57044
rs28593297 16558861 A G 0.0837886 0.0829114 0.449509 40424 ‐0.09501 0.048222 3.882 3.91986 0.047719 3.88359 ‐0.0800228 0.0455006 3.0931 3.12239 3.09402
rs4097851 17383698 T C 0.910883 0.916251 0.934991 40424 0.063619 0.032258 3.88955 3.91859 0.047755 3.89069 0.0731306 0.0307829 5.6439 5.70474 5.64628
rs5896741 17388822 TA T 0.871487 0.875913 0.906105 40424 0.05472 0.02773 3.89393 3.91555 0.047841 3.89474 0.0660698 0.0264819 6.22454 6.27686 6.22655
rs10511626 16764989 G T 0.115197 0.122178 0.795085 40424 0.06006 0.03029 3.93163 3.91103 0.04797 3.93252 0.0513244 0.0288802 3.15826 3.14023 3.15881
rs443662 17117203 A G 0.284119 0.280627 0.942688 40424 ‐0.03942 0.019962 3.90034 3.91004 0.047998 3.90081 ‐0.0330094 0.0190463 3.00368 3.01143 3.00393
rs117516851 17140544 C T 0.00147103 0.0012939 0.453252 40424 ‐0.68218 0.362691 3.53769 3.90678 0.048092 3.63239 ‐0.393912 0.360356 1.19491 1.27101 1.20303
rs113450918 16952080 A G 0.0174324 0.0200764 0.815033 40424 0.139805 0.070255 3.96001 3.90424 0.048164 3.96466 0.14639 0.0670166 4.77152 4.67963 4.77828
rs186856396 17040738 C T 0.000527332 0.000326033 0.30271 40424 ‐1.84008 1.04108 3.12393 3.90162 0.04824 3.30342 ‐2.00445 0.992529 4.07854 5.3623 4.39701
rs7028433 17320748 A G 0.987305 0.988126 0.198603 40424 0.358202 0.183776 3.79909 3.89987 0.04829 3.80853 0.395466 0.176307 5.03128 5.21282 5.04642
rs35386000 16880946 C G 0.0823025 0.0801827 0.99742 40424 ‐0.06251 0.031787 3.86719 3.89584 0.048406 3.8684 ‐0.0618005 0.0304494 4.11933 4.15769 4.12065
rs10733312 16589140 G A 0.931355 0.932554 0.47333 40424 0.101311 0.051614 3.85287 3.89431 0.04845 3.85469 0.0987623 0.0488572 4.08626 4.13699 4.08819
rs7023455 16845903 T G 0.0285433 0.0265828 0.856374 40424 ‐0.1136 0.057999 3.83603 3.89416 0.048454 3.8394 ‐0.128426 0.055659 5.32397 5.43776 5.33037
rs10962922 17234883 T C 0.130973 0.127 0.938844 40424 ‐0.05293 0.026925 3.86492 3.88563 0.048701 3.8657 ‐0.0599522 0.0257266 5.43058 5.47176 5.43206
rs12004542 16975043 T C 0.0490377 0.0520789 0.950776 40424 0.080595 0.040712 3.91893 3.88443 0.048736 3.92076 0.0689332 0.0387209 3.16932 3.13798 3.17051
rs61195732 17020796 C T 0.00112047 0.00181599 0.635503 40424 0.545071 0.272456 4.00233 3.88403 0.048747 4.06026 0.601602 0.258762 5.40527 5.15123 5.51537
rs141646435 16690946 TC T 0.0232954 0.0213498 0.559696 40424 ‐0.1593 0.081687 3.80307 3.87716 0.048947 3.80697 ‐0.179023 0.0773729 5.35355 5.49698 5.36279
rs2382809 16554116 A T 0.0829235 0.0819956 0.451191 40424 ‐0.09473 0.04837 3.83561 3.87299 0.049069 3.83717 ‐0.0815794 0.0456487 3.19377 3.22477 3.19477
rs10963043 17342943 C T 0.00334122 0.00456549 0.355489 40424 0.431324 0.216729 3.96069 3.8726 0.04908 3.99165 0.591045 0.210181 7.90778 7.62488 8.02942
rs117228620 16940763 A G 0.0417495 0.0444071 0.646668 40424 0.104311 0.05275 3.91028 3.87003 0.049156 3.91269 0.105053 0.0503182 4.35879 4.30024 4.36176
rs1927618 16572826 A C 0.109114 0.108802 0.442692 40424 ‐0.08432 0.043045 3.83678 3.86817 0.04921 3.83805 ‐0.0625905 0.0405272 2.38519 2.40126 2.38561
rs3814139 17236376 A G 0.130432 0.126385 0.948477 40424 ‐0.05269 0.026864 3.84751 3.86808 0.049213 3.84828 ‐0.0600693 0.0256682 5.47663 5.51833 5.47813
rs7861345 16559216 T C 0.0837311 0.0828712 0.44961 40424 ‐0.09435 0.048227 3.82771 3.86478 0.04931 3.82925 ‐0.0794939 0.0455047 3.0518 3.08051 3.05269
rs12345489 16520074 C T 0.0175066 0.0159815 0.389674 40424 ‐0.22255 0.114666 3.7669 3.86346 0.049348 3.77389 ‐0.254607 0.108032 5.55443 5.74886 5.56928
rs10810705 17004418 T C 0.319296 0.326524 0.989265 40424 0.03701 0.018817 3.86857 3.86237 0.049381 3.869 0.0364256 0.017937 4.12395 4.11559 4.1244
rs147978844 16506729 G C 0.00145406 0.00170363 0.133819 40424 1.15559 0.578571 3.98929 3.86207 0.049389 4.05248 0.995183 0.547527 3.30365 3.21243 3.34886
rs10963085 17404916 A G 0.0876564 0.0819255 0.911206 40424 ‐0.06463 0.033015 3.83236 3.8615 0.049406 3.83351 ‐0.0757462 0.0314887 5.78646 5.85122 5.78905
rs10962846 17061378 G A 0.00672802 0.0050736 0.677463 40424 ‐0.28099 0.145629 3.7229 3.86059 0.049433 3.73684 ‐0.350137 0.140097 6.24626 6.61833 6.28691
rs7021738 17234199 T A 0.131096 0.127179 0.930235 40424 ‐0.05296 0.027027 3.8389 3.85949 0.049465 3.83967 ‐0.0593662 0.0258233 5.28513 5.32482 5.28654
rs10116912 16896505 G A 0.961126 0.963136 0.972074 40424 0.090362 0.046281 3.81206 3.85736 0.049528 3.81442 0.0965125 0.0444243 4.71982 4.79423 4.72331
rs2383006 16758324 G A 0.920437 0.918153 0.825391 40424 ‐0.06942 0.035224 3.88416 3.85704 0.049538 3.88535 ‐0.0496803 0.033365 2.2171 2.20281 2.21749
rs6475114 17196203 A G 0.157104 0.152164 0.898073 40424 ‐0.04989 0.025477 3.83474 3.85289 0.04966 3.83542 ‐0.0575521 0.0242916 5.6132 5.65174 5.61459
rs6475115 17196533 T A 0.157092 0.152154 0.897945 40424 ‐0.04989 0.025479 3.83461 3.85276 0.049664 3.83529 ‐0.0575386 0.0242936 5.60967 5.64816 5.61105
rs2029247 17117875 T C 0.282285 0.278658 0.944229 40424 ‐0.03915 0.019982 3.8394 3.84897 0.049777 3.83986 ‐0.0335459 0.0190645 3.09619 3.10439 3.09646
rs3814138 17236365 C T 0.130885 0.126821 0.94406 40424 ‐0.05258 0.026876 3.82776 3.84815 0.049801 3.82852 ‐0.0603749 0.0256821 5.52653 5.5688 5.52806
rs114106578 17177854 T C 0.00664255 0.00559857 0.821212 40424 ‐0.24636 0.127792 3.71639 3.84507 0.049892 3.72963 ‐0.232989 0.122076 3.64259 3.79064 3.65537
rs189685342 17176408 A G 0.00664291 0.00559912 0.821296 40424 ‐0.24632 0.12778 3.71599 3.84464 0.049905 3.72922 ‐0.232913 0.122065 3.64088 3.78882 3.65365
rs12351269 16806521 T C 0.0889439 0.0934097 0.718115 40424 0.070046 0.035624 3.86619 3.84135 0.050003 3.86728 0.0594926 0.0338765 3.0841 3.06276 3.08477
rs10733336 16992325 C G 0.642514 0.646127 0.984879 40424 0.035943 0.018355 3.83449 3.84037 0.050032 3.83489 0.0326276 0.0175286 3.4648 3.47075 3.4651
rs190642472 17258540 G A 0.240761 0.23988 0.804721 40424 ‐0.04454 0.022766 3.82851 3.84002 0.050043 3.82901 ‐0.0253933 0.021723 1.36646 1.36932 1.36652
rs181914139 17174817 G C 0.00664296 0.00559982 0.821414 40424 ‐0.24613 0.127768 3.71107 3.83944 0.05006 3.72426 ‐0.232734 0.122053 3.636 3.78363 3.64874
rs189360802 17173688 A G 0.00664301 0.00560015 0.821526 40424 ‐0.24607 0.12776 3.70959 3.83788 0.050107 3.72278 ‐0.23265 0.122045 3.63382 3.78131 3.64655
rs184349332 17173478 A G 0.00664307 0.0056003 0.821541 40424 ‐0.24605 0.127758 3.70916 3.83743 0.05012 3.72235 ‐0.232629 0.122043 3.63328 3.78074 3.646
rs10119233 17388999 G A 0.873203 0.877895 0.907132 40424 0.054454 0.027876 3.81591 3.8371 0.05013 3.8167 0.0660117 0.0266192 6.14967 6.20158 6.15166
rs75694394 17112199 T C 0.000906972 0.00103834 0.139727 40424 1.35903 0.68525 3.93332 3.83405 0.050221 4.21143 0.820206 0.660596 1.54161 1.46802 1.57754
rs190111655 17163403 G C 0.00806558 0.00667493 0.596645 40424 ‐0.26473 0.137595 3.70164 3.83352 0.050237 3.71542 ‐0.331015 0.132463 6.2446 6.59858 6.28398
rs34586990 17165040 G A 0.228568 0.230926 0.836897 40424 0.044265 0.022584 3.84178 3.83072 0.050321 3.84231 0.0307943 0.0214509 2.06088 2.0555 2.06102
rs184212398 17153772 G A 0.006657 0.00561969 0.820972 40424 ‐0.24554 0.127603 3.70273 3.83054 0.050327 3.71586 ‐0.230971 0.121878 3.59139 3.73615 3.60382
rs13299180 16735405 A C 0.504596 0.495768 0.552143 40424 ‐0.04578 0.023397 3.828 3.82685 0.050438 3.82839 ‐0.033949 0.0223054 2.3165 2.31572 2.31663
rs7047093 17379933 A G 0.871126 0.875312 0.92438 40424 0.053402 0.027375 3.80559 3.82629 0.050454 3.80637 0.0627234 0.0261529 5.75201 5.79804 5.75371
rs4147023 17233403 T C 0.130506 0.126545 0.933671 40424 ‐0.05269 0.027033 3.79972 3.82 0.050644 3.80047 ‐0.0595256 0.0258274 5.31186 5.35189 5.31329
rs189738699 17180828 C T 0.00663038 0.00559052 0.82241 40424 ‐0.24548 0.127796 3.68976 3.81699 0.050735 3.70281 ‐0.232001 0.12207 3.6121 3.7582 3.62467
rs186551034 17187726 A G 0.00664181 0.00560379 0.82073 40424 ‐0.24547 0.127794 3.6895 3.81667 0.050745 3.70254 ‐0.231821 0.12207 3.60655 3.75228 3.61908
rs1372700 17401525 G A 0.870822 0.875344 0.890399 40424 0.05433 0.027887 3.79554 3.81647 0.050751 3.79633 0.065561 0.0266314 6.06044 6.11093 6.06236
rs7045418 16910872 A T 0.0394208 0.0378844 0.884174 40424 ‐0.09329 0.048056 3.76844 3.81396 0.050827 3.77091 ‐0.0912907 0.046229 3.89964 3.95688 3.90216
rs62558294 17222525 G A 0.0244411 0.022364 0.731293 40424 ‐0.13262 0.068469 3.75157 3.81371 0.050835 3.75534 ‐0.101656 0.0654602 2.41163 2.44977 2.41317
rs191743096 17176474 A T 0.00663092 0.00559198 0.822537 40424 ‐0.24524 0.127763 3.68451 3.81142 0.050904 3.69751 ‐0.231729 0.122039 3.60545 3.75112 3.61798
rs3814137 17235563 C A 0.130401 0.126398 0.946972 40424 ‐0.05232 0.026875 3.79043 3.81053 0.050931 3.79117 ‐0.0596809 0.0256792 5.40141 5.44226 5.40287
rs183174902 17175899 A G 0.00663098 0.00559224 0.822589 40424 ‐0.24517 0.127758 3.68254 3.80935 0.050967 3.69553 ‐0.231666 0.122034 3.60381 3.74937 3.61632
rs184281609 17189624 G C 0.00664101 0.0056045 0.820672 40424 ‐0.24516 0.127792 3.68045 3.80711 0.051035 3.69342 ‐0.23152 0.122068 3.59726 3.7424 3.60972
rs72717008 16451112 A G 0.00658101 0.00541327 0.429027 40424 ‐0.35352 0.18529 3.64024 3.8038 0.051136 3.65622 ‐0.407987 0.176351 5.35227 5.69017 5.39053
rs16935195 16961911 A G 0.21338 0.219176 0.958835 40424 0.042031 0.021526 3.8125 3.8012 0.051216 3.81302 0.0426945 0.0205818 4.30304 4.28615 4.30367
rs181031289 17160631 C G 0.00664489 0.0056072 0.822311 40424 ‐0.24455 0.127609 3.6727 3.79889 0.051287 3.68561 ‐0.231064 0.121908 3.59255 3.73739 3.60499
rs10121347 16806694 G C 0.0884512 0.0928052 0.71957 40424 0.069769 0.035685 3.82244 3.79791 0.051317 3.82351 0.0588225 0.0339341 3.00479 2.98419 3.00543
rs57517034 16512844 TGA T 0.0161544 0.014593 0.396928 40424 ‐0.22854 0.118863 3.69687 3.79672 0.051353 3.70426 ‐0.265804 0.111968 5.63551 5.84787 5.65255
rs7874842 16476971 G A 0.181737 0.172392 0.780337 40424 ‐0.0505 0.025973 3.77966 3.79657 0.051358 3.78031 ‐0.0617742 0.0247269 6.2413 6.28397 6.24292
rs10963054 17347036 T C 0.00338688 0.00462265 0.35739 40424 0.423062 0.214726 3.88183 3.79636 0.051364 3.91147 0.581198 0.208293 7.7857 7.51195 7.90312
rs144411197 17178544 C G 0.0071842 0.00619253 0.770846 40424 ‐0.24214 0.126369 3.67169 3.79605 0.051374 3.68433 ‐0.222741 0.120581 3.41226 3.54395 3.42321
rs114638020 17178546 A G 0.0071842 0.00619253 0.770846 40424 ‐0.24214 0.126369 3.67169 3.79605 0.051374 3.68433 ‐0.222741 0.120581 3.41226 3.54395 3.42321
rs115432482 17178733 C T 0.00718392 0.00619245 0.770858 40424 ‐0.2421 0.12637 3.67014 3.79442 0.051424 3.68277 ‐0.222707 0.120582 3.41117 3.54279 3.42212
rs149847375 17178271 G A 0.00718428 0.00619305 0.770842 40424 ‐0.24205 0.126365 3.6692 3.79343 0.051454 3.68183 ‐0.222646 0.120576 3.40961 3.54113 3.42054
rs183543537 17185376 G T 0.00663032 0.0055958 0.822112 40424 ‐0.24466 0.127773 3.66652 3.79243 0.051485 3.6794 ‐0.230866 0.12204 3.57859 3.72255 3.59093
rs187541393 17147520 G C 0.00665035 0.0056167 0.822111 40424 ‐0.24423 0.127544 3.66659 3.79241 0.051485 3.67946 ‐0.229653 0.121818 3.55402 3.6964 3.56619
rs190038726 17306200 T C 0.0034646 0.00305299 0.513879 40424 ‐0.41713 0.219002 3.62776 3.79207 0.051496 3.64905 ‐0.369226 0.210775 3.06864 3.21793 3.08473
rs114941103 17179883 C A 0.00714412 0.00614803 0.773304 40424 ‐0.2424 0.126573 3.6677 3.79201 0.051498 3.68034 ‐0.223622 0.120779 3.42807 3.5609 3.43915
rs191549881 17154514 C T 0.00664708 0.00561183 0.822055 40424 ‐0.24427 0.127579 3.66581 3.7916 0.05151 3.67867 ‐0.230282 0.121866 3.5707 3.71414 3.58298
rs186434632 17155391 C T 0.00664663 0.00561099 0.822083 40424 ‐0.24427 0.127586 3.66556 3.79135 0.051518 3.67842 ‐0.230405 0.121874 3.57406 3.71772 3.58637
rs182048197 17155346 C G 0.00664664 0.00561104 0.822085 40424 ‐0.24427 0.127585 3.6655 3.79129 0.05152 3.67836 ‐0.230393 0.121873 3.57374 3.71738 3.58605
rs193056958 17155032 C G 0.00664677 0.0056113 0.822076 40424 ‐0.24426 0.127583 3.66548 3.79126 0.051521 3.67834 ‐0.230355 0.121871 3.5727 3.71627 3.585
rs180736283 17157317 T C 0.00664582 0.00560965 0.822139 40424 ‐0.24428 0.127595 3.6652 3.79098 0.051529 3.67806 ‐0.230607 0.121887 3.57954 3.72355 3.59188
rs60401056 17179982 C T 0.0071441 0.00614814 0.773301 40424 ‐0.24237 0.126573 3.66663 3.79088 0.051533 3.67926 ‐0.223596 0.120778 3.42731 3.56009 3.43838
rs151304177 17177276 A G 0.00718478 0.00619401 0.770851 40424 ‐0.24195 0.126357 3.66656 3.79063 0.05154 3.67916 ‐0.222537 0.120568 3.40676 3.5381 3.41767
rs188937912 17153654 A G 0.00664748 0.00561261 0.822057 40424 ‐0.24422 0.127572 3.66478 3.79051 0.051544 3.67764 ‐0.230167 0.121858 3.56761 3.71085 3.57987
rs115452285 17176114 T C 0.00718547 0.00619485 0.770845 40424 ‐0.24193 0.12635 3.66616 3.79021 0.051553 3.67877 ‐0.222476 0.120561 3.40527 3.53652 3.41618
rs201849889 17175723 A ATTGGCAT 0.00718557 0.00619502 0.770853 40424 ‐0.24192 0.126348 3.66602 3.79006 0.051558 3.67862 ‐0.222461 0.12056 3.40489 3.53612 3.41579
rs180674853 17152319 A G 0.00664813 0.00561369 0.822079 40424 ‐0.24417 0.127561 3.66403 3.78972 0.051568 3.67688 ‐0.23 0.121845 3.56319 3.70616 3.57542
rs75640801 17299387 T A 0.00325152 0.00448746 0.374166 40424 0.420464 0.213591 3.87519 3.78971 0.051569 3.905 0.577643 0.207351 7.76083 7.48719 7.87843
rs184486494 17145355 C T 0.00665093 0.00561755 0.822174 40424 ‐0.2441 0.127525 3.66391 3.78957 0.051573 3.67675 ‐0.229516 0.121801 3.55082 3.69299 3.56296
rs187831301 17146488 A T 0.00665056 0.00561732 0.822132 40424 ‐0.24412 0.127534 3.66387 3.78953 0.051574 3.67671 ‐0.229529 0.121808 3.55075 3.69291 3.56289
rs180736085 17145351 C T 0.0066509 0.00561755 0.822173 40424 ‐0.2441 0.127525 3.66384 3.7895 0.051575 3.67668 ‐0.229513 0.121801 3.55069 3.69285 3.56283
rs192286700 17150821 C T 0.00664894 0.00561513 0.822086 40424 ‐0.24414 0.12755 3.66366 3.78931 0.051581 3.6765 ‐0.229811 0.121832 3.55809 3.70073 3.57029
rs7856183 17169092 C T 0.00714692 0.00615294 0.773488 40424 ‐0.24219 0.126522 3.66421 3.78835 0.051611 3.67682 ‐0.222981 0.12073 3.41119 3.54301 3.42215
rs184607681 17186174 A G 0.0066301 0.0055962 0.822056 40424 ‐0.24453 0.127774 3.66265 3.78835 0.051611 3.6755 ‐0.230754 0.122041 3.57513 3.71886 3.58744
rs187250234 17152017 T C 0.00664829 0.0056142 0.822081 40424 ‐0.24412 0.127556 3.66269 3.7883 0.051612 3.67553 ‐0.22991 0.12184 3.56073 3.70354 3.57294
rs189380081 17145165 C G 0.00665087 0.00561775 0.822176 40424 ‐0.24405 0.127523 3.66256 3.78814 0.051617 3.67539 ‐0.22946 0.121798 3.54919 3.69126 3.56132
rs148430506 17172614 T C 0.00718681 0.00619694 0.770939 40424 ‐0.24181 0.126331 3.66372 3.78762 0.051633 3.6763 ‐0.222258 0.120542 3.39965 3.53056 3.41052
rs73646740 16950880 T C 0.00916512 0.00799097 0.686296 40424 ‐0.22704 0.118464 3.67305 3.78744 0.051639 3.68365 ‐0.206562 0.113503 3.312 3.42677 3.32078
rs78829738 17299945 C G 0.00325157 0.00448725 0.374171 40424 0.420292 0.213592 3.87196 3.78657 0.051665 3.90172 0.577478 0.207352 7.75627 7.48283 7.87374
rs142153259 17173652 TCTC T 0.00718636 0.0061965 0.770912 40424 ‐0.24178 0.126335 3.66269 3.78654 0.051666 3.67526 ‐0.222268 0.120546 3.39975 3.53066 3.41062
rs146028240 17174618 C T 0.00718598 0.00619608 0.770871 40424 ‐0.24179 0.126339 3.66269 3.78654 0.051666 3.67526 ‐0.2223 0.12055 3.40048 3.53144 3.41135
rs181448838 17148060 A T 0.00665002 0.0056173 0.822179 40424 ‐0.24402 0.127534 3.66103 3.78653 0.051667 3.67386 ‐0.229452 0.121811 3.54821 3.69022 3.56033
rs148960517 17174504 G A 0.00718606 0.00619624 0.770872 40424 ‐0.24177 0.126338 3.66226 3.78609 0.05168 3.67483 ‐0.222279 0.120549 3.39993 3.53085 3.4108
rs186210201 17142936 C T 0.00665168 0.00561866 0.82221 40424 ‐0.24395 0.127506 3.66043 3.78589 0.051686 3.67325 ‐0.229358 0.121783 3.54695 3.68886 3.55906
rs60127505 17173902 AG A 0.0071862 0.00619649 0.770903 40424 ‐0.24175 0.126334 3.66166 3.78545 0.0517 3.67423 ‐0.222236 0.120546 3.39881 3.52966 3.40967
rs76082571 17316304 C T 0.00325382 0.00448806 0.373939 40424 0.420209 0.213603 3.87003 3.78471 0.051723 3.89976 0.576631 0.207373 7.732 7.45957 7.8487
rs16935390 17173516 T C 0.00718636 0.00619679 0.770914 40424 ‐0.24172 0.126333 3.66093 3.78469 0.051723 3.6735 ‐0.222201 0.120544 3.39782 3.52861 3.40868
rs147567155 17172804 G A 0.00718657 0.00619704 0.770943 40424 ‐0.24171 0.12633 3.66086 3.78461 0.051726 3.67343 ‐0.222185 0.120542 3.39747 3.52824 3.40832
rs73410488 16787767 T C 0.0745425 0.0773083 0.731244 40424 0.075279 0.038556 3.81215 3.78452 0.051729 3.8134 0.0516684 0.0366102 1.99179 1.97914 1.99213
rs10733320 16754802 T C 0.73491 0.72469 0.759347 40424 ‐0.04359 0.022381 3.79346 3.78437 0.051733 3.79392 ‐0.0376752 0.0213477 3.11466 3.10632 3.11495
rs145635246 17173248 A G 0.00718647 0.00619711 0.770941 40424 ‐0.24169 0.126329 3.66031 3.78403 0.051744 3.67287 ‐0.222155 0.120541 3.39661 3.52732 3.40745
rs184910623 16977882 C G 0.00771842 0.00862743 0.392849 40424 0.300855 0.153197 3.85668 3.7838 0.051751 3.86564 0.227431 0.144409 2.48034 2.43352 2.48412
rs191049701 16977884 C A 0.00771842 0.00862743 0.392849 40424 0.300855 0.153197 3.85668 3.7838 0.051751 3.86564 0.22743 0.144409 2.48032 2.4335 2.4841
rs4961554 17380607 A G 0.871393 0.875583 0.924385 40424 0.053143 0.027395 3.76319 3.78355 0.051759 3.76394 0.0626461 0.026173 5.72904 5.77484 5.73073
rs59698728 17172186 A G 0.00718679 0.00619763 0.770918 40424 ‐0.24167 0.126327 3.65964 3.78332 0.051766 3.6722 ‐0.222102 0.120538 3.39513 3.52575 3.40596
rs116403689 17181898 G T 0.0071434 0.00614891 0.773351 40424 ‐0.24213 0.126572 3.65944 3.7833 0.051766 3.67202 ‐0.223289 0.120773 3.41818 3.55039 3.42918
rs115803412 17181947 C T 0.00714335 0.00614901 0.773346 40424 ‐0.2421 0.126571 3.65857 3.78238 0.051795 3.67114 ‐0.223258 0.120773 3.41725 3.54941 3.42825
rs36065055 16902256 T C 0.0344353 0.0325537 0.914534 40424 ‐0.09791 0.050653 3.73608 3.78234 0.051796 3.73853 ‐0.10805 0.0486391 4.93487 5.01834 4.93902
rs60546162 17171759 A G 0.00718699 0.00619817 0.770927 40424 ‐0.24159 0.126322 3.65764 3.78121 0.051831 3.67018 ‐0.222015 0.120533 3.39275 3.52323 3.40357
rs59305778 17183252 C T 0.00714294 0.00614892 0.773314 40424 ‐0.24205 0.126571 3.65721 3.78095 0.051839 3.66977 ‐0.2232 0.120773 3.41547 3.54752 3.42646
rs183181099 17188618 G A 0.00662935 0.00559697 0.821967 40424 ‐0.24427 0.127775 3.65458 3.77983 0.051874 3.66738 ‐0.230464 0.122042 3.56608 3.70923 3.57833
rs7027539 17380028 G T 0.871371 0.875558 0.925294 40424 0.053088 0.027381 3.75929 3.77962 0.05188 3.76005 0.0625503 0.0261593 5.7175 5.76314 5.71918
rs75566508 17171599 T C 0.00718707 0.00619851 0.770915 40424 ‐0.24154 0.12632 3.65607 3.77955 0.051883 3.6686 ‐0.221959 0.120531 3.39115 3.52154 3.40196
rs141513952 17171373 CA C 0.00718727 0.00619872 0.77092 40424 ‐0.24153 0.126317 3.65593 3.77941 0.051887 3.66846 ‐0.221951 0.120528 3.39104 3.52142 3.40185
rs79298739 17171300 T C 0.0071873 0.00619877 0.770927 40424 ‐0.24151 0.126316 3.65563 3.77909 0.051897 3.66816 ‐0.221945 0.120527 3.39093 3.5213 3.40174
rs2165688 17368655 G T 0.865191 0.869456 0.898971 40424 0.052703 0.027183 3.7591 3.77892 0.051902 3.75983 0.0623394 0.0259725 5.761 5.80604 5.76266
rs189116157 17188693 T C 0.00662929 0.00559703 0.821962 40424 ‐0.24424 0.127776 3.6536 3.7788 0.051906 3.66639 ‐0.230444 0.122042 3.56546 3.70857 3.5777
rs201316279 17182639 A AT 0.00714305 0.00614939 0.773309 40424 ‐0.24198 0.126569 3.65504 3.77866 0.05191 3.66759 ‐0.223125 0.12077 3.4133 3.54522 3.42427
rs114715742 17170806 A G 0.00718719 0.00619879 0.770918 40424 ‐0.2415 0.126317 3.65513 3.77856 0.051913 3.66765 ‐0.221919 0.120528 3.39009 3.52041 3.40089
rs117604787 16601578 C T 0.00750442 0.00599315 0.575109 40424 ‐0.28691 0.150639 3.62762 3.77847 0.051916 3.64204 ‐0.366271 0.143104 6.55089 6.97796 6.60062
rs115773989 17171036 G A 0.00718716 0.00619877 0.770927 40424 ‐0.24148 0.126316 3.65469 3.7781 0.051928 3.66721 ‐0.221914 0.120527 3.38999 3.5203 3.40079
rs116146287 17171147 C T 0.00718716 0.00619877 0.770927 40424 ‐0.24147 0.126315 3.6545 3.7779 0.051934 3.66702 ‐0.221914 0.120527 3.39001 3.52032 3.40081
rs114602030 17185709 C T 0.00714225 0.00614931 0.773257 40424 ‐0.24195 0.126572 3.65404 3.77759 0.051943 3.66657 ‐0.222982 0.120771 3.40889 3.54055 3.41984
rs192909765 17189504 C G 0.00662902 0.00559713 0.821937 40424 ‐0.24417 0.127777 3.65149 3.77656 0.051975 3.66426 ‐0.230376 0.122043 3.56328 3.70625 3.57551
rs116085908 17170465 C A 0.00718979 0.00620182 0.770679 40424 ‐0.24142 0.126311 3.65321 3.77654 0.051976 3.66572 ‐0.221839 0.120522 3.38801 3.5182 3.3988
rs114414695 17170515 T G 0.00718727 0.00619932 0.77093 40424 ‐0.24139 0.126311 3.65225 3.77553 0.052007 3.66475 ‐0.221807 0.120522 3.38702 3.51715 3.3978
rs149881141 17170045 G A 0.00718771 0.00619986 0.770934 40424 ‐0.24138 0.126306 3.65209 3.77536 0.052013 3.66459 ‐0.221773 0.120517 3.38627 3.51635 3.39705
rs16935397 17186374 T C 0.00714211 0.00614942 0.773234 40424 ‐0.24188 0.126573 3.65185 3.77529 0.052015 3.66437 ‐0.222941 0.120772 3.40762 3.53919 3.41855
rs116365570 17165836 T C 0.0071896 0.00620179 0.770849 40424 ‐0.24135 0.126293 3.652 3.77525 0.052016 3.6645 ‐0.221676 0.120503 3.38409 3.51403 3.39485
rs116762987 17170103 G T 0.00718766 0.00619986 0.770936 40424 ‐0.24137 0.126306 3.65175 3.775 0.052024 3.66425 ‐0.221763 0.120517 3.38597 3.51604 3.39675
rs114075246 17170716 A G 0.0071824 0.00619384 0.771055 40424 ‐0.24146 0.126354 3.65168 3.77494 0.052026 3.66418 ‐0.221912 0.120563 3.38792 3.51815 3.39871
rs7037203 17167980 T C 0.0071885 0.00620075 0.770931 40424 ‐0.24135 0.126297 3.65169 3.77493 0.052026 3.66419 ‐0.221689 0.120508 3.38419 3.51415 3.39496
rs77998252 17165712 T C 0.00718967 0.00620188 0.770833 40424 ‐0.24134 0.126293 3.65167 3.7749 0.052027 3.66416 ‐0.221667 0.120503 3.38378 3.5137 3.39454
rs201508929 17163859 C CTACAAAA 0.00718985 0.00620204 0.770859 40424 ‐0.24132 0.126286 3.65164 3.77487 0.052028 3.66414 ‐0.221639 0.120498 3.38322 3.51312 3.39398
rs7861471 17163894 A G 0.00718984 0.00620204 0.770859 40424 ‐0.24132 0.126286 3.65154 3.77476 0.052031 3.66403 ‐0.221636 0.120498 3.38314 3.51303 3.3939
rs13286174 17164541 T C 0.00718981 0.00620196 0.770862 40424 ‐0.24132 0.126288 3.65151 3.77474 0.052032 3.66401 ‐0.221651 0.120499 3.38355 3.51347 3.39431
rs115466020 17164542 G A 0.00718981 0.00620196 0.770862 40424 ‐0.24132 0.126288 3.65151 3.77474 0.052032 3.66401 ‐0.221651 0.120499 3.38355 3.51347 3.39431
rs7856549 17169424 A G 0.00718783 0.00620014 0.770935 40424 ‐0.24135 0.126304 3.65135 3.77458 0.052037 3.66385 ‐0.221715 0.120514 3.38465 3.51463 3.39541
rs148154286 17164417 G A 0.00718978 0.00620196 0.770873 40424 ‐0.24131 0.126287 3.65116 3.77437 0.052043 3.66366 ‐0.22164 0.120498 3.38325 3.51314 3.39401
rs115545794 17169958 A G 0.00718772 0.00620007 0.770929 40424 ‐0.24134 0.126304 3.65104 3.77425 0.052047 3.66354 ‐0.221731 0.120515 3.38507 3.51508 3.39584
rs116057383 17169655 T C 0.00718778 0.00620013 0.770938 40424 ‐0.24134 0.126304 3.65095 3.77416 0.05205 3.66345 ‐0.221714 0.120514 3.38459 3.51458 3.39536
rs115328399 17169637 C A 0.00718778 0.00620013 0.770942 40424 ‐0.24133 0.126303 3.65078 3.77398 0.052056 3.66328 ‐0.221706 0.120514 3.38441 3.51438 3.39517
rs7847317 17163433 T C 0.00718977 0.00620204 0.770854 40424 ‐0.24129 0.126286 3.65058 3.77375 0.052063 3.66307 ‐0.221614 0.120498 3.38246 3.51231 3.39321
rs116566237 17147522 T C 0.00723437 0.00625568 0.767389 40424 ‐0.24098 0.126125 3.65052 3.77355 0.052069 3.66298 ‐0.219007 0.120291 3.31474 3.44041 3.32505
rs59700619 17166392 C G 0.00718925 0.00620177 0.770864 40424 ‐0.24128 0.126292 3.65007 3.77321 0.05208 3.66255 ‐0.221617 0.120503 3.38231 3.51214 3.39306
rs57907512 17166843 A T 0.00718909 0.00620158 0.770855 40424 ‐0.24129 0.126295 3.65007 3.77321 0.05208 3.66256 ‐0.221627 0.120505 3.38244 3.51229 3.3932
rs151181774 17169889 A G 0.00718773 0.00620025 0.77093 40424 ‐0.2413 0.126303 3.64984 3.77298 0.052087 3.66232 ‐0.221688 0.120514 3.38385 3.51379 3.39462
rs60503811 17166686 T C 0.00718912 0.00620171 0.770851 40424 ‐0.24127 0.126294 3.64946 3.77257 0.0521 3.66194 ‐0.221607 0.120505 3.38189 3.5117 3.39264
rs61562344 17166593 G A 0.00718917 0.00620176 0.77085 40424 ‐0.24126 0.126293 3.64943 3.77254 0.0521 3.66191 ‐0.221605 0.120504 3.38187 3.51168 3.39262
rs16935399 17187351 G A 0.00714197 0.00614997 0.773186 40424 ‐0.24175 0.126572 3.64807 3.7713 0.052139 3.66057 ‐0.222813 0.120772 3.40372 3.53506 3.41463
rs7024284 17168380 A G 0.00718148 0.00619459 0.771517 40424 ‐0.24125 0.126308 3.64811 3.77118 0.052143 3.66059 ‐0.221501 0.120515 3.37805 3.50766 3.38878
rs7861548 17316680 C T 0.82968 0.833602 0.723959 40424 0.05312 0.027418 3.75348 3.77089 0.052152 3.75413 0.0588811 0.0261979 5.05148 5.08398 5.05261
rs79665757 17316679 G C 0.829696 0.83362 0.724035 40424 0.053102 0.027418 3.75094 3.76833 0.052232 3.75159 0.058878 0.0261979 5.05096 5.08346 5.05209
rs114200181 17163174 A G 0.00718985 0.00620294 0.770909 40424 ‐0.24107 0.126269 3.6451 3.76797 0.052243 3.65755 ‐0.221391 0.120483 3.37652 3.50601 3.38724
rs190957574 17191164 C A 0.006628 0.00559766 0.821916 40424 ‐0.24387 0.12778 3.64249 3.76707 0.052271 3.65519 ‐0.230095 0.122044 3.55452 3.69693 3.56668
rs148721359 16681737 T C 0.00163354 0.00116195 0.56218 40424 ‐0.6274 0.337466 3.45644 3.76696 0.052275 3.51277 ‐0.618482 0.327262 3.5716 3.93836 3.63064
rs145970494 16692957 G C 0.0232709 0.0213482 0.55879 40424 ‐0.15719 0.081767 3.6957 3.76651 0.052289 3.69938 ‐0.17756 0.0774542 5.25534 5.39452 5.26423
rs143945451 17150053 C T 0.00723308 0.00625502 0.767412 40424 ‐0.2407 0.126119 3.64254 3.76513 0.052332 3.65495 ‐0.218955 0.120292 3.31309 3.43866 3.32339
rs142604245 17150748 A G 0.00723271 0.00625437 0.767401 40424 ‐0.2407 0.126124 3.64215 3.76473 0.052344 3.65456 ‐0.219051 0.120299 3.31566 3.44139 3.32597
rs142448757 17150776 G A 0.00723272 0.00625442 0.767398 40424 ‐0.24069 0.126123 3.64202 3.76459 0.052349 3.65443 ‐0.219043 0.120298 3.31542 3.44114 3.32574
rs150458879 17150954 T C 0.0072326 0.00625427 0.767394 40424 ‐0.24069 0.126124 3.6417 3.76426 0.052359 3.65411 ‐0.219064 0.1203 3.31597 3.44171 3.32628
rs116802517 17181157 A G 0.00713078 0.00613861 0.774498 40424 ‐0.24152 0.126571 3.64105 3.76394 0.052369 3.6535 ‐0.222662 0.120769 3.39922 3.5303 3.4101
rs144149741 17150598 T G 0.00723276 0.00625463 0.767399 40424 ‐0.24067 0.126122 3.64122 3.76375 0.052375 3.65363 ‐0.218995 0.120296 3.31408 3.43972 3.32439
rs144512635 17180524 A G 0.00713116 0.00613924 0.774475 40424 ‐0.24148 0.126564 3.64043 3.76328 0.05239 3.65288 ‐0.222601 0.120762 3.39775 3.52873 3.40862
rs141177548 17177385 C T 0.00717198 0.00618515 0.771994 40424 ‐0.24107 0.126347 3.64053 3.76321 0.052392 3.65295 ‐0.221562 0.120552 3.37785 3.50745 3.38858
rs4436220 16894953 C T 0.918002 0.919974 0.991005 40424 0.062105 0.03213 3.73609 3.7628 0.052405 3.73718 0.0605372 0.0307903 3.86559 3.89987 3.86672
rs140368598 17151586 T C 0.00723205 0.00625361 0.76739 40424 ‐0.24065 0.126128 3.64023 3.76271 0.052408 3.65263 ‐0.219116 0.120305 3.31728 3.4431 3.3276
rs16935382 17162902 T G 0.00719057 0.0062042 0.770985 40424 ‐0.24085 0.126247 3.63967 3.76224 0.052422 3.65208 ‐0.221189 0.120462 3.37154 3.50072 3.38222
rs10962765 16955672 C T 0.00919176 0.0080208 0.698901 40424 ‐0.22261 0.116542 3.64859 3.76161 0.052442 3.65949 ‐0.200476 0.112136 3.19623 3.30603 3.20461
rs139431532 17151977 C T 0.00723174 0.00625336 0.767384 40424 ‐0.24061 0.126128 3.63919 3.76161 0.052442 3.65158 ‐0.219123 0.120307 3.31737 3.4432 3.32769
rs181878017 17215213 G C 0.00662794 0.00559929 0.819005 40424 ‐0.24413 0.12801 3.63709 3.76149 0.052446 3.64977 ‐0.230627 0.122241 3.55946 3.70223 3.57166
rs188103863 17214483 A G 0.0066282 0.00559954 0.819033 40424 ‐0.2441 0.128005 3.63652 3.76089 0.052465 3.6492 ‐0.230607 0.122236 3.55915 3.7019 3.57136
rs183126786 17205245 C T 0.00663209 0.00560339 0.819371 40424 ‐0.24393 0.127919 3.6363 3.76062 0.052473 3.64897 ‐0.230337 0.122161 3.55517 3.69765 3.56734
rs114930128 17153518 G C 0.00723096 0.00625217 0.767416 40424 ‐0.24058 0.126135 3.63777 3.76013 0.052488 3.65015 ‐0.219272 0.120316 3.32139 3.44747 3.33174
rs114397203 17154090 T G 0.00723053 0.00625157 0.767409 40424 ‐0.24058 0.126141 3.63768 3.76004 0.052491 3.65006 ‐0.219342 0.120322 3.32316 3.44934 3.33352
rs115699726 17189889 C G 0.00714072 0.00615081 0.773147 40424 ‐0.24135 0.12657 3.63616 3.75874 0.052532 3.64858 ‐0.222437 0.120769 3.39236 3.523 3.4032
rs80042791 16654117 T C 0.00780891 0.00628087 0.535808 40424 ‐0.29126 0.153313 3.60921 3.7578 0.052562 3.62284 ‐0.373195 0.145286 6.59817 7.02302 6.64681
rs2010086 17377414 T C 0.871861 0.876111 0.92977 40424 0.052875 0.027353 3.7368 3.75694 0.052589 3.73754 0.0625978 0.0261356 5.73659 5.78247 5.73829
rs188356762 17156854 G T 0.00663435 0.00560324 0.823336 40424 ‐0.24315 0.127573 3.63264 3.75663 0.052598 3.64526 ‐0.229366 0.121857 3.54289 3.68457 3.55498
rs185037304 17156737 A G 0.00663443 0.00560346 0.823333 40424 ‐0.24312 0.127571 3.63205 3.75601 0.052618 3.64467 ‐0.229331 0.121855 3.54195 3.68356 3.55403
rs188745901 17154898 T C 0.00663512 0.00560471 0.823282 40424 ‐0.24309 0.127562 3.63144 3.75536 0.052638 3.64406 ‐0.229125 0.121843 3.53628 3.67754 3.54832
rs115522943 17156130 C G 0.00719839 0.00621578 0.769615 40424 ‐0.24064 0.12627 3.6319 3.75407 0.052679 3.64426 ‐0.220208 0.120455 3.3421 3.46951 3.3526
rs16935377 17162572 A G 0.00719087 0.00620587 0.771085 40424 ‐0.24054 0.126223 3.63174 3.75387 0.052685 3.64409 ‐0.220835 0.120439 3.36203 3.49064 3.37265
rs114710625 17190349 G T 0.00714045 0.00615133 0.773169 40424 ‐0.24117 0.126565 3.63082 3.75311 0.052709 3.6432 ‐0.222266 0.120764 3.38741 3.51775 3.39822
rs144991534 17190749 G A 0.00717984 0.00619549 0.770728 40424 ‐0.24079 0.126367 3.63079 3.75293 0.052715 3.64316 ‐0.221365 0.120573 3.37068 3.49983 3.38136
rs7025329 17161682 G C 0.00722688 0.00624747 0.767638 40424 ‐0.2404 0.126164 3.63075 3.75275 0.052721 3.64308 ‐0.21978 0.120358 3.33447 3.46134 3.3449
rs111435817 17143710 G A 0.00665323 0.00562617 0.821819 40424 ‐0.24282 0.127479 3.62807 3.75175 0.052752 3.64065 ‐0.228213 0.121749 3.51359 3.65338 3.52547
rs138061165 17152375 G T 0.00726999 0.00629742 0.763355 40424 ‐0.24024 0.126097 3.62972 3.75156 0.052758 3.64203 ‐0.218263 0.120261 3.29391 3.41827 3.30408
rs114048778 17181300 T C 0.00713113 0.00614174 0.774795 40424 ‐0.24102 0.126519 3.62889 3.75105 0.052774 3.64126 ‐0.22198 0.120726 3.38085 3.51081 3.39161
rs116054708 17161142 G A 0.00719132 0.00620676 0.771165 40424 ‐0.2404 0.126208 3.62835 3.75029 0.052798 3.64068 ‐0.220699 0.120425 3.35865 3.48706 3.36925
rs7029226 17162401 C T 0.00719111 0.0062067 0.771154 40424 ‐0.24038 0.12621 3.6274 3.74929 0.05283 3.63972 ‐0.220673 0.120427 3.35778 3.48613 3.36838
rs59274061 17160818 T A 0.00719132 0.00620685 0.771187 40424 ‐0.24036 0.126206 3.62727 3.74916 0.052834 3.63959 ‐0.220669 0.120423 3.35788 3.48624 3.36848
rs7025130 17161792 A G 0.00719114 0.00620685 0.771155 40424 ‐0.24036 0.126209 3.62689 3.74876 0.052847 3.63921 ‐0.220661 0.120426 3.35745 3.48579 3.36805
rs7025248 17161857 A T 0.00719113 0.00620684 0.771158 40424 ‐0.24035 0.126209 3.62672 3.74858 0.052852 3.63904 ‐0.22066 0.120426 3.35741 3.48574 3.368
rs2593390 17404822 A G 0.872284 0.876874 0.898409 40424 0.053879 0.027906 3.72777 3.74821 0.052864 3.72853 0.0654551 0.0266484 6.03315 6.08351 6.03507
rs7036370 17160053 T A 0.00719139 0.00620679 0.771179 40424 ‐0.24034 0.126209 3.6262 3.74805 0.052869 3.63852 ‐0.220683 0.120425 3.35822 3.4866 3.36882
rs2584546 17405219 G A 0.872283 0.876873 0.898355 40424 0.053878 0.027906 3.72751 3.74795 0.052872 3.72827 0.065449 0.0266489 6.03179 6.08213 6.0337
rs10511628 16969505 G A 0.0482555 0.0512073 0.99998 40424 0.0779 0.040072 3.77926 3.74656 0.052916 3.78094 0.0657528 0.0381068 2.97732 2.94884 2.97835
rs185354278 17196745 G A 0.006624 0.0055972 0.82116 40424 ‐0.24327 0.127838 3.62134 3.74481 0.052972 3.6339 ‐0.229534 0.122085 3.53486 3.67604 3.54689
rs10962924 17235434 A G 0.130426 0.12644 0.941859 40424 ‐0.05201 0.026952 3.72445 3.74407 0.052995 3.72518 ‐0.0592221 0.025748 5.2903 5.32996 5.29171
rs146708119 17215892 G A 0.00663872 0.00561342 0.817474 40424 ‐0.24351 0.128007 3.61868 3.74208 0.053058 3.63122 ‐0.229713 0.122224 3.5323 3.67333 3.54431
rs2780214 17405618 C T 0.871126 0.875591 0.884137 40424 0.054039 0.028013 3.72139 3.7417 0.05307 3.72214 0.0645893 0.0267464 5.83163 5.87922 5.8334
rs181582453 16777514 C A 0.000734538 0.000599065 0.148956 40424 ‐1.94954 1.11563 3.05369 3.74126 0.053084 3.22531 ‐1.94165 1.08256 3.21694 3.96881 3.35504
rs187246492 16710290 T C 0.00198771 0.00248348 0.177698 40424 0.81596 0.416418 3.83954 3.74094 0.053095 3.87183 0.877506 0.395747 4.9166 4.72608 4.97193
rs138449156 16994577 C A 0.000461183 0.000599741 0.256669 40424 1.34939 0.694362 3.77663 3.73967 0.053135 4.15555 0.952231 0.650926 2.14003 2.01344 2.24407
rs187783778 17220250 T G 0.00661321 0.00558759 0.820157 40424 ‐0.24353 0.128062 3.61619 3.73948 0.053141 3.62872 ‐0.229997 0.122278 3.53791 3.67932 3.54996
rs182291647 17218628 T C 0.0066142 0.00558897 0.820229 40424 ‐0.24342 0.128036 3.6144 3.73758 0.053201 3.62691 ‐0.229854 0.122255 3.53483 3.67604 3.54686
rs150776524 17195776 ACT A 0.00717479 0.00619339 0.770204 40424 ‐0.2404 0.126425 3.61573 3.7371 0.053217 3.62799 ‐0.220941 0.120616 3.35541 3.48366 3.36599
rs146817232 17195765 T C 0.00717482 0.00619345 0.770203 40424 ‐0.24039 0.126424 3.61561 3.73698 0.053221 3.62787 ‐0.220938 0.120615 3.35534 3.48358 3.36592
rs183531092 17200794 C T 0.00662207 0.00559675 0.820871 40424 ‐0.24309 0.127874 3.61389 3.73697 0.053221 3.62639 ‐0.229337 0.122111 3.52729 3.668 3.53927
rs193052158 17201310 C T 0.00662193 0.00559664 0.820828 40424 ‐0.2431 0.127878 3.61376 3.73684 0.053225 3.62627 ‐0.22935 0.122115 3.52746 3.66817 3.53943
rs181843915 17203473 C T 0.00662072 0.0055957 0.820742 40424 ‐0.24308 0.127898 3.61229 3.7353 0.053274 3.62478 ‐0.229359 0.122132 3.52672 3.66739 3.53869
rs192907896 17217129 T G 0.00661479 0.00559038 0.820281 40424 ‐0.24324 0.128017 3.6102 3.73315 0.053343 3.62269 ‐0.229627 0.122237 3.5289 3.66974 3.54089
rs187286601 17216096 G T 0.00661542 0.00559112 0.820308 40424 ‐0.24319 0.128004 3.60936 3.73225 0.053371 3.62184 ‐0.229561 0.122225 3.52757 3.66832 3.53955
rs192247663 17216197 C T 0.00661534 0.00559106 0.820302 40424 ‐0.24319 0.128005 3.60931 3.73221 0.053373 3.62179 ‐0.22956 0.122226 3.52747 3.66821 3.53945
rs56170891 16556532 C T 0.0810277 0.0799179 0.453711 40424 ‐0.0937 0.048757 3.69327 3.72933 0.053465 3.69477 ‐0.0848977 0.0460347 3.40111 3.43617 3.40229
rs7020252 17160348 A G 0.00719162 0.00621128 0.771532 40424 ‐0.23953 0.126136 3.60602 3.72669 0.053549 3.6182 ‐0.219673 0.120365 3.33086 3.45759 3.34129
rs143419336 17292111 A G 0.00053147 0.000686688 0.196899 40424 1.48008 0.750285 3.89152 3.72611 0.053568 4.04487 1.29706 0.711032 3.32768 3.13346 3.42652
rs182313208 17211194 G A 0.00661734 0.00559407 0.820472 40424 ‐0.2429 0.127958 3.60329 3.72585 0.053576 3.61573 ‐0.229198 0.122181 3.51898 3.65918 3.5309
rs116146554 17208265 C T 0.00712833 0.00614468 0.772174 40424 ‐0.24059 0.126726 3.60436 3.72533 0.053593 3.61656 ‐0.221648 0.120887 3.3618 3.49061 3.37244
rs4995398 16838211 A G 0.285524 0.293025 0.923252 40424 0.038727 0.020045 3.73248 3.72491 0.053607 3.7329 0.0490499 0.0190874 6.60367 6.58244 6.60491
rs139559549 17203899 C T 0.00673641 0.00571716 0.806451 40424 ‐0.24265 0.127853 3.6019 3.72427 0.053627 3.61431 ‐0.229316 0.122099 3.5273 3.6679 3.53926
rs7035637 16739403 A G 0.748378 0.740289 0.73179 40424 ‐0.04519 0.023399 3.73028 3.72078 0.053739 3.73076 ‐0.0372442 0.0222237 2.80857 2.80074 2.80882
rs201283112 17357610 T TAA 0.575802 0.575302 0.773381 40424 0.03876 0.020108 3.71546 3.71923 0.053789 3.71583 0.0253337 0.0191442 1.75115 1.75251 1.75122
rs190409132 17224815 A T 0.00661002 0.00558792 0.819818 40424 ‐0.24297 0.128116 3.59672 3.71899 0.053797 3.60911 ‐0.229416 0.122315 3.51793 3.65808 3.52985
rs150638185 17158700 G T 0.00717959 0.00619939 0.772204 40424 ‐0.23937 0.126191 3.59817 3.71852 0.053812 3.61029 ‐0.219533 0.120399 3.32473 3.4511 3.33512
rs148863405 16581527 G C 0.00559255 0.00503207 0.301393 40424 ‐0.43781 0.232499 3.54596 3.71842 0.053815 3.56525 ‐0.375013 0.220458 2.89361 3.02894 2.90651
rs201705404 17208435 TTGATG T 0.00673453 0.0057167 0.806273 40424 ‐0.24252 0.127885 3.59625 3.71832 0.053818 3.60861 ‐0.229133 0.122124 3.52028 3.66045 3.53219
rs115948607 17158421 A T 0.00717975 0.00619979 0.772183 40424 ‐0.23933 0.126189 3.59694 3.71723 0.053854 3.60906 ‐0.219468 0.120396 3.32291 3.44916 3.33328
rs149352757 17215652 A C 0.00673044 0.00571234 0.806101 40424 ‐0.2426 0.12795 3.59495 3.71698 0.053862 3.60731 ‐0.229427 0.122186 3.5257 3.66622 3.53765
rs141612895 16478239 G T 0.000285874 0.00039592 0.106465 40424 2.73999 1.4131 3.7597 3.716 0.053893 4.02869 2.14863 1.30379 2.71585 2.61255 2.82831
rs76965638 16554288 C T 0.0230617 0.0217036 0.419511 40424 ‐0.18115 0.094976 3.63786 3.71527 0.053917 3.64266 ‐0.163352 0.0895061 3.33074 3.40627 3.3349
rs147652482 17211894 C T 0.00673238 0.00571483 0.806198 40424 ‐0.24247 0.127917 3.5929 3.7148 0.053932 3.60524 ‐0.229194 0.122152 3.52049 3.66067 3.5324
rs192005444 17210410 C T 0.00722842 0.00625403 0.761454 40424 ‐0.24016 0.126674 3.59427 3.71451 0.053941 3.60636 ‐0.220355 0.12082 3.32633 3.45283 3.33672
rs191510399 17140746 T C 0.00666205 0.00563682 0.823156 40424 ‐0.2411 0.127202 3.59262 3.71424 0.05395 3.60494 ‐0.226553 0.121487 3.47758 3.61503 3.48921
rs181117911 17225172 C G 0.00661018 0.00558923 0.819775 40424 ‐0.24276 0.12811 3.59077 3.71272 0.053999 3.60312 ‐0.229166 0.122305 3.51085 3.65054 3.52272
rs140821367 17193393 G A 0.00716422 0.00618623 0.771644 40424 ‐0.23948 0.126379 3.59077 3.71078 0.054062 3.60285 ‐0.219945 0.12057 3.32773 3.45431 3.33814
rs111424898 17184442 G A 0.00775007 0.00680844 0.717032 40424 ‐0.23835 0.125795 3.59003 3.70866 0.054131 3.60187 ‐0.214984 0.119876 3.21624 3.33474 3.22574
rs188809914 17087175 C A 0.00268991 0.00312107 0.248167 40424 0.617161 0.316495 3.80244 3.70823 0.054145 3.83368 0.752631 0.29765 6.39369 6.11418 6.47019
rs59433459 17194300 C T 0.00716288 0.00618537 0.771541 40424 ‐0.23943 0.126395 3.58827 3.70817 0.054147 3.60034 ‐0.219894 0.120582 3.32555 3.452 3.33594
rs149040749 17195024 A G 0.00716211 0.00618512 0.771466 40424 ‐0.23938 0.126402 3.58635 3.70615 0.054212 3.59841 ‐0.219827 0.120588 3.32317 3.44948 3.33355
rs184954106 17197990 T C 0.00716029 0.00618384 0.771248 40424 ‐0.23939 0.126432 3.58494 3.70469 0.05426 3.59699 ‐0.2198 0.120611 3.32112 3.44731 3.33148
rs149401082 17002990 A C 0.0068819 0.00808259 0.563044 40424 0.256286 0.131881 3.77643 3.70442 0.054269 3.78498 0.347177 0.125415 7.66301 7.40756 7.69851
rs144598738 17195428 C CT 0.00716191 0.00618537 0.771418 40424 ‐0.23932 0.126405 3.5844 3.7041 0.054279 3.59644 ‐0.219748 0.120589 3.32076 3.44693 3.33112
rs77937812 16641220 T G 0.0229576 0.0214717 0.3558 40424 ‐0.19782 0.103952 3.62145 3.70369 0.054292 3.62686 ‐0.191289 0.0981283 3.80007 3.89888 3.80607
rs58091700 17173842 T C 0.00779147 0.00685481 0.715214 40424 ‐0.2377 0.125556 3.58419 3.70233 0.054337 3.59597 ‐0.213867 0.119652 3.19479 3.31189 3.20415
rs116052690 17192904 C T 0.00728429 0.00631259 0.759102 40424 ‐0.23908 0.12632 3.582 3.70144 0.054366 3.594 ‐0.219814 0.120519 3.32658 3.45294 3.33695
rs6475067 16661092 C T 0.335086 0.351834 0.998241 40424 0.035386 0.018383 3.70556 3.70032 0.054402 3.70594 0.0401331 0.0175579 5.22468 5.21399 5.22538
rs141799563 17198738 T C 0.00715958 0.00618369 0.771215 40424 ‐0.23925 0.126438 3.58066 3.70018 0.054407 3.59268 ‐0.219705 0.120615 3.31804 3.44404 3.32838
rs694895 16997020 G A 0.641305 0.644884 0.998228 40424 0.035224 0.018328 3.69359 3.69911 0.054442 3.69396 0.0322636 0.0175 3.39898 3.40472 3.39927
rs150456199 17200494 A T 0.00715838 0.00618282 0.771149 40424 ‐0.23923 0.126454 3.5789 3.69833 0.054467 3.5909 ‐0.21968 0.120628 3.31656 3.44248 3.32689
rs141711536 17201554 A G 0.00715777 0.00618242 0.771109 40424 ‐0.23922 0.126463 3.5781 3.6975 0.054494 3.5901 ‐0.219668 0.120634 3.31584 3.44172 3.32617
rs34224729 17151356 A G 0.00776418 0.00683339 0.71798 40424 ‐0.23741 0.125486 3.57932 3.69719 0.054504 3.59108 ‐0.211672 0.119562 3.13427 3.248 3.14329
rs59453259 17193924 T C 0.00728299 0.00631247 0.758992 40424 ‐0.23885 0.126327 3.5747 3.69376 0.054616 3.58666 ‐0.219598 0.120522 3.31989 3.44585 3.33022
rs7046749 16877973 G C 0.86811 0.856253 0.96655 40424 ‐0.04874 0.02531 3.70855 3.69211 0.05467 3.70925 ‐0.0671951 0.0241949 7.7131 7.65274 7.71601
rs142661474 16895782 G C 0.00123062 0.000898106 0.255085 40424 ‐1.07577 0.579471 3.44647 3.69021 0.054733 3.48295 ‐1.20669 0.558049 4.67567 5.13559 4.73937
rs114991618 17196426 G A 0.00727989 0.00631076 0.758794 40424 ‐0.23876 0.126358 3.57053 3.68939 0.05476 3.58246 ‐0.219415 0.120545 3.31308 3.43865 3.32337
rs139219897 17198122 T C 0.00727898 0.00631021 0.758701 40424 ‐0.23871 0.126371 3.56821 3.68695 0.05484 3.58012 ‐0.219371 0.120554 3.3113 3.43676 3.32158
rs114391967 17199162 A T 0.00727833 0.0063097 0.758675 40424 ‐0.23868 0.126379 3.56669 3.68536 0.054892 3.57859 ‐0.219368 0.12056 3.31085 3.43628 3.32113
rs112159564 17190904 A G 0.00784305 0.00690932 0.710103 40424 ‐0.23714 0.125564 3.56673 3.68387 0.054941 3.57838 ‐0.213762 0.119669 3.19081 3.30759 3.20013
rs78641474 16979194 A G 0.0472623 0.0501713 0.960669 40424 0.079327 0.041153 3.71572 3.68359 0.05495 3.71739 0.0682389 0.0391688 3.03517 3.00546 3.03628
rs111331091 17184700 T G 0.00731058 0.00634097 0.755739 40424 ‐0.23859 0.126363 3.56496 3.68341 0.054956 3.57683 ‐0.21834 0.120516 3.28231 3.40595 3.29239
rs10810630 16788318 A G 0.0142411 0.0159389 0.213159 40424 0.29817 0.154035 3.74704 3.68089 0.055039 3.75246 0.340814 0.14378 5.61871 5.49032 5.63411
rs201200261 16886718 TG T 0.699248 0.699532 0.808238 40424 0.040336 0.021053 3.6708 3.6798 0.055075 3.67122 0.0337 0.0201386 2.80027 2.80737 2.8005
rs114630295 17207511 A G 0.00723419 0.00626238 0.760734 40424 ‐0.239 0.126647 3.56125 3.6798 0.055075 3.57313 ‐0.220178 0.120807 3.32169 3.44796 3.33206
rs116772452 17206701 A T 0.0072347 0.00626281 0.76075 40424 ‐0.23898 0.12664 3.56106 3.67961 0.055082 3.57295 ‐0.220169 0.120801 3.32177 3.44804 3.33214
rs114108034 17207549 T C 0.00723414 0.00626244 0.760741 40424 ‐0.23898 0.126646 3.56069 3.67921 0.055095 3.57257 ‐0.220156 0.120806 3.32109 3.44732 3.33145
rs114325006 17206278 C A 0.00723483 0.00626318 0.760764 40424 ‐0.23892 0.126635 3.55951 3.67798 0.055136 3.57139 ‐0.220097 0.120797 3.31985 3.44601 3.3302
rs147231273 17202435 CTAT C 0.00723691 0.00626487 0.760843 40424 ‐0.2388 0.126603 3.55792 3.67628 0.055192 3.56978 ‐0.220076 0.120771 3.32061 3.4468 3.33096
rs114696203 17202284 G A 0.00723702 0.00626502 0.760851 40424 ‐0.2388 0.1266 3.55787 3.67623 0.055194 3.56973 ‐0.220068 0.120769 3.3205 3.44668 3.33086
rs601960 17296630 A G 0.129662 0.125635 0.936856 40424 ‐0.0517 0.027042 3.65571 3.6748 0.055241 3.65641 ‐0.0601644 0.0258373 5.42234 5.46361 5.42382
rs7847327 17209790 G A 0.00723199 0.00626099 0.760749 40424 ‐0.23884 0.126667 3.55552 3.67378 0.055275 3.56737 ‐0.220071 0.120823 3.31758 3.44361 3.32792
rs76775164 16566839 T A 0.0218924 0.0202392 0.434152 40424 ‐0.18232 0.096169 3.59408 3.67248 0.055318 3.59902 ‐0.171836 0.0907669 3.58404 3.67166 3.58916
rs117061414 16809373 G A 0.00579335 0.00468471 0.420043 40424 ‐0.37748 0.20149 3.50978 3.67162 0.055346 3.52715 ‐0.452671 0.192195 5.54727 5.93549 5.59241
rs7042044 16515563 G C 0.0140849 0.0124942 0.410312 40424 ‐0.23849 0.12627 3.56734 3.67132 0.055356 3.57533 ‐0.298363 0.119092 6.27654 6.55276 6.30129
rs188827557 17227193 C A 0.00661044 0.00559695 0.819662 40424 ‐0.24123 0.128061 3.54822 3.66783 0.055472 3.56026 ‐0.227488 0.122243 3.46315 3.59978 3.47468
rs112015688 17178465 T C 0.00783398 0.00689888 0.711106 40424 ‐0.23653 0.125524 3.55085 3.66709 0.055497 3.56238 ‐0.213425 0.119645 3.18198 3.29824 3.19125
rs144229478 17052979 C T 0.00138952 0.00165864 0.122818 40424 1.19274 0.615725 3.75246 3.66708 0.055497 3.81164 1.47175 0.568231 6.70841 6.39722 6.92213
rs113899251 17151903 A G 0.00736366 0.00640776 0.753759 40424 ‐0.23729 0.125948 3.54944 3.66676 0.055508 3.56116 ‐0.214516 0.120086 3.19108 3.30912 3.20057
rs143999511 17152532 T A 0.00736328 0.00640737 0.753758 40424 ‐0.23725 0.125951 3.54833 3.66561 0.055546 3.56005 ‐0.214547 0.12009 3.19178 3.30987 3.20128
rs150655368 17243049 TTCTG T 0.00759084 0.00667075 0.731708 40424 ‐0.23716 0.125906 3.54802 3.66529 0.055557 3.55961 ‐0.210507 0.119792 3.08802 3.19954 3.09681
rs2584545 17404776 G C 0.909597 0.915032 0.898474 40424 0.062449 0.032738 3.63864 3.66517 0.055561 3.63965 0.0720837 0.0312199 5.33104 5.38728 5.33319
rs111325437 17177401 T C 0.00776666 0.00683418 0.716536 40424 ‐0.23664 0.125615 3.54875 3.66513 0.055562 3.5603 ‐0.212998 0.119701 3.16634 3.28186 3.17554
rs190064974 17239294 C T 0.00663584 0.00562094 0.821507 40424 ‐0.24045 0.127724 3.54421 3.66362 0.055613 3.55615 ‐0.227074 0.121866 3.47195 3.60886 3.4835
rs12236866 16980361 C T 0.047579 0.0505054 0.985022 40424 0.077959 0.040557 3.69481 3.66316 0.055628 3.69645 0.0670259 0.0386113 3.01339 2.98415 3.01447
rs193170510 17241495 C T 0.00663601 0.00562138 0.821524 40424 ‐0.24039 0.127719 3.54257 3.66189 0.05567 3.5545 ‐0.227011 0.12186 3.47032 3.60713 3.48186
rs187468607 17241253 T A 0.00663597 0.00562138 0.821528 40424 ‐0.24038 0.127718 3.54224 3.66154 0.055682 3.55416 ‐0.227003 0.12186 3.47008 3.60687 3.48162
rs182788398 17241177 C T 0.00663595 0.00562138 0.821526 40424 ‐0.24037 0.127718 3.54204 3.66134 0.055689 3.55397 ‐0.227 0.12186 3.46998 3.60677 3.48152
rs74989580 16425664 T C 0.0108372 0.0117713 0.119112 40424 0.454397 0.23555 3.72138 3.66115 0.055695 3.72966 0.546777 0.222567 6.03533 5.8852 6.0548
rs184655117 17130915 A G 0.00267771 0.00310334 0.246519 40424 0.616702 0.31836 3.75244 3.65928 0.055758 3.78341 0.754191 0.299297 6.34978 6.0711 6.42661
rs7022813 16553716 C G 0.0796569 0.0785702 0.458588 40424 ‐0.093 0.048855 3.62391 3.65915 0.055762 3.62536 ‐0.0835752 0.0461368 3.28141 3.31494 3.28251
rs115576261 17197096 A C 0.00726634 0.00630193 0.759893 40424 ‐0.23779 0.126352 3.54178 3.65913 0.055763 3.55351 ‐0.218294 0.120528 3.28024 3.40386 3.29033
rs139344027 17197155 A C 0.00726625 0.00630193 0.759891 40424 ‐0.23777 0.126352 3.54119 3.65851 0.055783 3.55292 ‐0.218278 0.120528 3.27974 3.40332 3.28982
rs147301580 16567331 TTTAAC T 0.0218642 0.020217 0.434485 40424 ‐0.182 0.096187 3.58001 3.65798 0.055801 3.58491 ‐0.171123 0.0907762 3.55363 3.64014 3.55866
rs2891072 16553933 C A 0.0796625 0.0785785 0.458696 40424 ‐0.09296 0.048848 3.62128 3.65648 0.055852 3.62273 ‐0.0835173 0.046131 3.27768 3.31115 3.27879
rs77636231 17275844 A G 0.00472376 0.00593238 0.322171 40424 0.390311 0.202348 3.7207 3.65571 0.055877 3.73429 0.46055 0.193844 5.6448 5.48995 5.67428
rs148638974 17199936 T C 0.00792178 0.00700418 0.701512 40424 ‐0.23634 0.125617 3.53979 3.6555 0.055884 3.55125 ‐0.210934 0.119642 3.10833 3.22032 3.11715
rs191142297 17234495 A G 0.00662334 0.00560975 0.820033 40424 ‐0.24049 0.127882 3.53637 3.65531 0.055891 3.54828 ‐0.227156 0.122046 3.46421 3.60073 3.47572
rs10962639 16846906 G A 0.172363 0.172761 0.99201 40424 ‐0.04396 0.023043 3.63917 3.65413 0.05593 3.63973 ‐0.0337793 0.0220863 2.33913 2.34832 2.33935
rs114522694 17193566 A G 0.0074058 0.00642914 0.747465 40424 ‐0.23729 0.126189 3.53591 3.65266 0.05598 3.54756 ‐0.221023 0.120462 3.36646 3.49493 3.37705
rs2990958 17295825 G A 0.127614 0.123488 0.928796 40424 ‐0.05207 0.02733 3.62959 3.64869 0.056113 3.63029 ‐0.0600788 0.0261163 5.29199 5.33227 5.29342
rs146469015 17216585 A G 0.00721405 0.0062467 0.761799 40424 ‐0.23809 0.126723 3.52988 3.64682 0.056176 3.54156 ‐0.219361 0.120869 3.29375 3.41837 3.30394
rs114046801 17202157 C A 0.00722381 0.00625645 0.762027 40424 ‐0.23781 0.126587 3.52934 3.6462 0.056197 3.54101 ‐0.218937 0.120748 3.28759 3.41181 3.29774
rs1980936 16746982 T G 0.269481 0.278977 0.767377 40424 0.042645 0.022311 3.65349 3.64524 0.05623 3.65393 0.0295615 0.021217 1.94126 1.93729 1.94137
rs7848996 17097019 A T 0.292468 0.298711 0.944206 40424 0.037372 0.01956 3.65046 3.64353 0.056287 3.65086 0.0361927 0.01865 3.76605 3.75711 3.76644
rs2779766 17178366 G C 0.143602 0.137956 0.92797 40424 ‐0.04989 0.026205 3.62521 3.64304 0.056304 3.62584 ‐0.0603877 0.0249637 5.85165 5.89562 5.85326
rs186729792 17210409 G T 0.00721821 0.006252 0.761922 40424 ‐0.23779 0.126659 3.52476 3.64141 0.056359 3.53639 ‐0.218932 0.120808 3.28419 3.40822 3.29432
rs11795333 16607662 T C 0.00560522 0.00505723 0.29838 40424 ‐0.43409 0.232953 3.47231 3.63873 0.05645 3.49087 ‐0.368819 0.220989 2.78538 2.9129 2.79733
rs12350853 16554599 C T 0.0797616 0.0786939 0.45857 40424 ‐0.09268 0.048826 3.60315 3.63805 0.056473 3.60459 ‐0.083483 0.0461113 3.27778 3.31122 3.27889
rs142205249 16949847 C A 0.00558205 0.00466741 0.740438 40424 ‐0.2756 0.147232 3.50398 3.637 0.056509 3.52001 ‐0.265225 0.141088 3.53384 3.69706 3.54985
rs115570524 17206417 C T 0.00726779 0.00630763 0.75727 40424 ‐0.23746 0.126574 3.51966 3.63595 0.056544 3.53125 ‐0.218208 0.120713 3.2676 3.39054 3.27761
rs10962549 16719445 C T 0.163977 0.171024 0.622978 40424 0.056906 0.029786 3.65003 3.63466 0.056588 3.6507 0.0494528 0.0282345 3.06776 3.05344 3.06819
rs142424460 17295309 G A 0.00887953 0.00810052 0.655631 40424 ‐0.22796 0.121327 3.5301 3.63427 0.056601 3.53979 ‐0.197518 0.115582 2.92034 3.01272 2.92694
rs112334684 17139685 G A 0.00672169 0.00571055 0.818192 40424 ‐0.23784 0.126854 3.51515 3.63239 0.056665 3.5269 ‐0.223327 0.12115 3.39812 3.53045 3.40921
rs184304180 17231351 T G 0.00661308 0.00560359 0.819949 40424 ‐0.23992 0.127981 3.51424 3.63198 0.056679 3.52602 ‐0.226472 0.122157 3.43712 3.57203 3.44846
rs190540459 17008048 T G 0.000528176 0.000330142 0.307348 40424 ‐1.72863 1.00651 2.9496 3.6273 0.056839 3.10494 ‐1.90488 0.96349 3.90876 5.06054 4.19048
rs7033269 16513641 C T 0.0892503 0.0855458 0.571221 40424 ‐0.0787 0.041498 3.59688 3.62423 0.056944 3.59795 ‐0.0876772 0.039212 4.99959 5.04986 5.00153
rs12376135 16794418 C A 0.0822246 0.0856748 0.743764 40424 0.069588 0.036437 3.64739 3.62351 0.056969 3.64842 0.0485296 0.0346203 1.96495 1.9536 1.96524
rs189967935 17139434 G A 0.00672416 0.00571372 0.818525 40424 ‐0.23742 0.12679 3.50634 3.6231 0.056983 3.51803 ‐0.222912 0.121087 3.389 3.52075 3.40002
rs141865670 17117067 C T 0.000251968 0.000194786 0.247056 40424 ‐2.39934 1.46975 2.66497 3.61953 0.057105 3.0755 ‐1.46931 1.38721 1.12187 1.35293 1.16603
rs10962777 16973031 T C 0.0477527 0.0505654 0.964477 40424 0.078163 0.040932 3.64649 3.61519 0.057254 3.64809 0.0654843 0.0389324 2.82912 2.8024 2.83008
rs10810786 17400370 C G 0.56546 0.564754 0.87083 40424 0.03583 0.018855 3.61129 3.6141 0.057292 3.61163 0.0262633 0.0179574 2.13901 2.1404 2.13912
rs1413419 17304101 G A 0.129183 0.125119 0.939585 40424 ‐0.05121 0.027032 3.58846 3.60706 0.057535 3.58913 ‐0.0601197 0.0258266 5.41876 5.46009 5.42024
rs185169816 16955586 G A 0.0055718 0.00465999 0.742149 40424 ‐0.27429 0.147163 3.47384 3.60492 0.057609 3.48958 ‐0.264198 0.141021 3.50989 3.67127 3.52567
rs181128862 16642052 T G 0.0013616 0.0011491 0.1419 40424 ‐1.27124 0.688017 3.41394 3.60471 0.057616 3.44084 ‐1.53092 0.675309 5.13925 5.5382 5.18715
rs189216004 16657245 G A 0.00293826 0.00333868 0.153403 40424 0.724942 0.377546 3.68695 3.60348 0.057659 3.71058 0.938912 0.360649 6.77767 6.50109 6.85926
rs190370910 17376554 G A 0.007941 0.00706357 0.696275 40424 ‐0.23403 0.125198 3.49413 3.60241 0.057696 3.50449 ‐0.21313 0.119527 3.17947 3.29084 3.18808
rs147628496 17182415 A G 0.000273881 0.000417517 0.274476 40424 1.74432 0.863708 4.07866 3.60203 0.057709 4.53155 0.922868 0.784233 1.38481 1.29722 1.45245
rs74375224 16564264 T C 0.0232211 0.0218692 0.416557 40424 ‐0.17838 0.094977 3.5272 3.60107 0.057742 3.53172 ‐0.16071 0.0895051 3.22397 3.29583 3.22787
rs115177946 17193696 T G 0.00723956 0.00627697 0.760935 40424 ‐0.23621 0.126512 3.48612 3.60075 0.057754 3.4975 ‐0.217791 0.120693 3.25624 3.37871 3.2662
rs188080112 16453258 G A 0.00104257 0.00122593 0.162282 40424 1.15935 0.60414 3.68262 3.60044 0.057764 3.85874 1.15728 0.566565 4.17233 3.93959 4.36681
rs147461171 17193715 T G 0.00723952 0.00627692 0.760927 40424 ‐0.2362 0.126513 3.48578 3.6004 0.057766 3.49717 ‐0.217788 0.120693 3.25612 3.37859 3.26608
rs138413189 17311269 C T 0.00346791 0.00468021 0.367008 40424 0.404482 0.210931 3.6772 3.59725 0.057875 3.70286 0.545348 0.204269 7.12762 6.88083 7.22186
rs10962960 17262401 G C 0.128819 0.124649 0.95173 40424 ‐0.05106 0.026992 3.57788 3.59651 0.057901 3.57856 ‐0.0607308 0.0257885 5.54581 5.58883 5.54738
rs11543981 17260440 T G 0.128817 0.12465 0.951705 40424 ‐0.05102 0.026992 3.57248 3.59106 0.058091 3.57315 ‐0.0607082 0.0257886 5.54164 5.58461 5.5432
rs1927617 16572642 C T 0.0750432 0.0745279 0.453251 40424 ‐0.09531 0.050545 3.55552 3.59086 0.058098 3.55698 ‐0.0840337 0.047705 3.10299 3.13441 3.10402
rs116362552 17207567 G A 0.00784238 0.00692403 0.706471 40424 ‐0.2346 0.125815 3.47695 3.58952 0.058145 3.48801 ‐0.211594 0.119869 3.11597 3.22851 3.12485
rs77224726 16560046 G T 0.0231935 0.0218458 0.416934 40424 ‐0.17807 0.09497 3.5156 3.5891 0.05816 3.5201 ‐0.160443 0.0894982 3.21374 3.28525 3.21761
rs77675043 16560284 G C 0.0231938 0.0218462 0.41693 40424 ‐0.17807 0.094971 3.51558 3.58907 0.058161 3.52007 ‐0.16041 0.089498 3.21243 3.2839 3.2163
rs79307802 16560822 T C 0.0231948 0.0218478 0.416904 40424 ‐0.17806 0.094972 3.51525 3.58873 0.058173 3.51974 ‐0.16032 0.0894978 3.20885 3.2802 3.21271
rs636093 17273609 G A 0.129213 0.125122 0.952876 40424 ‐0.05089 0.026934 3.5695 3.58798 0.058199 3.57016 ‐0.0600983 0.0257342 5.45385 5.49562 5.45536
rs117725581 17229723 G A 0.00145794 0.00129968 0.457894 40424 ‐0.6486 0.359069 3.2629 3.58687 0.058238 3.34578 ‐0.355872 0.356604 0.995899 1.05337 1.00156
rs77514323 16529780 C G 0.0222451 0.0206281 0.442476 40424 ‐0.17672 0.094336 3.5092 3.58285 0.058379 3.51372 ‐0.171474 0.0891165 3.70238 3.79226 3.70763
rs10668396 17357619 C CAT 0.870279 0.874263 0.920555 40424 0.051498 0.027285 3.56232 3.58097 0.058445 3.56299 0.0603961 0.0260673 5.36815 5.40944 5.36963
rs188297939 17362020 G C 0.000759949 0.000471296 0.410404 40424 ‐1.23119 0.714059 2.9729 3.58094 0.058446 3.06082 ‐1.35394 0.661884 4.18441 5.25148 4.44483
rs77809209 16558163 G A 0.0231783 0.0218319 0.417081 40424 ‐0.17785 0.094979 3.50637 3.57956 0.058495 3.51084 ‐0.160329 0.0895073 3.20854 3.27988 3.21241
rs187132587 17404838 C T 0.00102996 0.00139592 0.291546 40424 0.839924 0.436561 3.70161 3.57825 0.058541 3.78131 1.11423 0.414355 7.23104 6.78834 7.53044
rs141710884 16878517 G A 0.00928285 0.00847487 0.805017 40424 ‐0.19554 0.104684 3.4891 3.57765 0.058562 3.49621 ‐0.14027 0.100705 1.94012 1.98308 1.94244
rs2779763 17178681 G A 0.144526 0.139012 0.92271 40424 ‐0.04941 0.026195 3.55812 3.5754 0.058641 3.55873 ‐0.0594401 0.0249549 5.67344 5.71527 5.67495
rs16935395 17184637 A G 0.00752024 0.00657673 0.736223 40424 ‐0.23434 0.125977 3.46041 3.57277 0.058734 3.47147 ‐0.214728 0.120143 3.19431 3.3121 3.20376
rs1930639 17272891 C G 0.128784 0.124655 0.95179 40424 ‐0.05086 0.026992 3.55056 3.56896 0.058869 3.55122 ‐0.0602878 0.0257882 5.46532 5.50739 5.46684
rs56402716 17257154 G A 0.128858 0.124711 0.951462 40424 ‐0.05083 0.026978 3.54993 3.56832 0.058892 3.55059 ‐0.060483 0.0257755 5.5062 5.54873 5.50774
rs200918114 17233724 T TAC 0.129504 0.125767 0.932682 40424 ‐0.05112 0.027134 3.54884 3.56718 0.058932 3.5495 ‐0.0576578 0.0259257 4.94602 4.98207 4.94726
rs10810587 16679305 A C 0.0688764 0.0721415 0.58908 40424 0.084457 0.044555 3.59319 3.5642 0.059038 3.59445 0.0675369 0.0421221 2.57076 2.55052 2.57141
rs75057108 16694362 A T 0.0220447 0.0202144 0.573038 40424 ‐0.15498 0.082883 3.49628 3.56269 0.059092 3.49972 ‐0.175591 0.0785364 4.99874 5.13122 5.00717
rs2779774 17278581 A G 0.128802 0.124687 0.951913 40424 ‐0.05079 0.026985 3.54244 3.56077 0.05916 3.5431 ‐0.0601281 0.0257829 5.43867 5.48042 5.44018
rs200275739 16735405 A AC 0.554079 0.547785 0.45715 40424 ‐0.04911 0.026017 3.5629 3.56049 0.05917 3.56325 ‐0.0363671 0.0247528 2.15859 2.15707 2.1587
rs263598 17091148 C G 0.292993 0.290152 0.923607 40424 ‐0.03766 0.01998 3.5521 3.56018 0.059181 3.55249 ‐0.0294504 0.0190678 2.3855 2.39071 2.38566
rs7032294 16756023 C A 0.921689 0.918451 0.843095 40424 ‐0.06611 0.034928 3.58267 3.5589 0.059227 3.58367 ‐0.054415 0.0331132 2.70044 2.68152 2.70102
rs192188000 17138252 A T 0.00668353 0.00567534 0.826607 40424 ‐0.23475 0.126491 3.44431 3.55774 0.059268 3.45557 ‐0.220367 0.120792 3.32825 3.45626 3.33888
rs76105489 16969471 G T 0.0475274 0.0503514 0.976921 40424 0.077189 0.040784 3.58204 3.5516 0.059488 3.58358 0.0657841 0.0387868 2.87656 2.84923 2.87755
rs138579656 17239448 T TA 0.131301 0.127462 0.94347 40424 ‐0.05041 0.026819 3.53353 3.55155 0.05949 3.53418 ‐0.058605 0.025626 5.23006 5.26886 5.23143
rs5016915 16751895 C T 0.893988 0.889725 0.806599 40424 ‐0.05878 0.031102 3.57142 3.551 0.05951 3.57227 ‐0.0512507 0.0296196 2.99393 2.97476 2.99452
0 17239452 A AC 0.130841 0.126988 0.940339 40424 ‐0.05058 0.026908 3.5328 3.55082 0.059516 3.53344 ‐0.0587787 0.0257116 5.22615 5.26495 5.22752
rs201289051 16998682 T TTGAC 0.113403 0.105808 0.859858 40424 ‐0.05697 0.030317 3.53078 3.55066 0.059522 3.5315 ‐0.0667088 0.0289614 5.30551 5.35024 5.30708
rs78861823 16532085 A T 0.0222504 0.0206344 0.441783 40424 ‐0.17601 0.094387 3.47728 3.54996 0.059547 3.48172 ‐0.171577 0.0891629 3.70294 3.79287 3.7082
rs7046951 17254669 A G 0.13018 0.126196 0.946014 40424 ‐0.05059 0.026921 3.53131 3.54945 0.059565 3.53196 ‐0.059677 0.0257211 5.38313 5.42401 5.3846
rs142631859 17257123 C A 0.130676 0.126761 0.944373 40424 ‐0.05052 0.026885 3.53135 3.54939 0.059567 3.532 ‐0.0590935 0.0256883 5.29188 5.33147 5.29329
rs4458955 17233530 C T 0.182283 0.179365 0.894075 40424 ‐0.04488 0.023875 3.53382 3.54776 0.059626 3.53433 ‐0.0452348 0.0228145 3.93117 3.95057 3.93177
rs11525918 17243065 T G 0.12898 0.124911 0.94934 40424 ‐0.05068 0.026981 3.52859 3.54678 0.059661 3.52924 ‐0.0599551 0.0257792 5.40896 5.4503 5.41045
rs12237892 17243449 G C 0.12898 0.12491 0.949388 40424 ‐0.05068 0.026981 3.52791 3.5461 0.059686 3.52856 ‐0.0599596 0.0257791 5.40979 5.45114 5.41128
rs10962925 17237687 C G 0.130991 0.127106 0.94665 40424 ‐0.05035 0.026806 3.52776 3.54573 0.059699 3.5284 ‐0.0587046 0.0256133 5.25306 5.29213 5.25445
rs10962940 17247214 T A 0.128982 0.124912 0.949369 40424 ‐0.05065 0.02698 3.525 3.54317 0.059791 3.52565 ‐0.0599607 0.0257784 5.41031 5.45167 5.4118
rs10962941 17247667 G A 0.128984 0.124913 0.949334 40424 ‐0.05065 0.026979 3.52391 3.54207 0.059831 3.52456 ‐0.0599655 0.0257779 5.41139 5.45276 5.41287
rs2083695 17367073 A G 0.87138 0.875441 0.929745 40424 0.051143 0.027245 3.52372 3.54206 0.059831 3.52438 0.0605355 0.0260311 5.40799 5.44976 5.40949
rs2099859 17366964 T C 0.87138 0.875441 0.929746 40424 0.05114 0.027245 3.52327 3.54161 0.059847 3.52392 0.0605331 0.0260311 5.40757 5.44934 5.40907
rs9407793 17272193 G T 0.129331 0.125269 0.952649 40424 ‐0.05054 0.026925 3.52332 3.54143 0.059854 3.52397 ‐0.0598085 0.025725 5.40527 5.44644 5.40675
rs11788776 16810347 C T 0.540731 0.532325 0.613826 40424 ‐0.04236 0.02251 3.54211 3.54104 0.059868 3.54249 ‐0.0348876 0.02133 2.67522 2.67463 2.67539
rs2039414 17225326 C T 0.00317996 0.00438157 0.374272 40424 0.410017 0.215502 3.61993 3.54037 0.059892 3.64749 0.559989 0.209527 7.14296 6.89358 7.24824
rs9407794 17272336 G C 0.129332 0.125272 0.952649 40424 ‐0.05053 0.026925 3.52173 3.53982 0.059912 3.52238 ‐0.0597888 0.0257246 5.40184 5.44298 5.40332
rs187750985 16907686 A T 0.0635866 0.0721685 0.877198 40424 0.068575 0.03633 3.56291 3.5391 0.059938 3.56402 0.107779 0.0347338 9.62858 9.49926 9.6367
rs57472299 16967082 A AT 0.0473845 0.0501876 0.965245 40424 0.077567 0.041067 3.56747 3.53712 0.06001 3.56901 0.0661412 0.0390528 2.8684 2.84111 2.86939
rs10465046 17226889 G C 0.127903 0.124143 0.925353 40424 ‐0.05138 0.02739 3.51855 3.5369 0.060018 3.5192 ‐0.0582608 0.0261712 4.95572 4.99238 4.95698
rs138893483 16805333 T C 0.00578808 0.00469323 0.419475 40424 ‐0.37017 0.201314 3.38116 3.53345 0.060143 3.39726 ‐0.446631 0.192047 5.40857 5.78092 5.45146
rs7042700 17371520 C G 0.870488 0.874547 0.922109 40424 0.051198 0.027309 3.51475 3.53302 0.060158 3.51541 0.0606872 0.0260883 5.41131 5.4531 5.41281
rs1819484 17243559 T G 0.129079 0.12502 0.949422 40424 ‐0.05056 0.02697 3.51418 3.53225 0.060186 3.51483 ‐0.0598648 0.0257693 5.39682 5.43798 5.39829
rs60569608 16916802 C G 0.0336214 0.0318482 0.785343 40424 ‐0.10308 0.055189 3.48833 3.53165 0.060208 3.49081 ‐0.102615 0.0531211 3.73156 3.78965 3.73416
rs610175 17274816 G A 0.12935 0.125311 0.952688 40424 ‐0.05045 0.02692 3.51204 3.53005 0.060266 3.51269 ‐0.0596162 0.0257207 5.37232 5.41311 5.37379
rs10733311 16575478 C T 0.93021 0.931382 0.475965 40424 0.095408 0.05107 3.49007 3.52552 0.060431 3.49155 0.0976603 0.0483077 4.08698 4.13719 4.08889
rs7020918 17255902 A C 0.131032 0.127133 0.946935 40424 ‐0.05021 0.026814 3.50577 3.5236 0.060501 3.50641 ‐0.0588753 0.0256206 5.28067 5.32011 5.28207
rs75142734 16969551 T C 0.0475966 0.050411 0.97551 40424 0.076884 0.040789 3.55299 3.52291 0.060526 3.5545 0.0655573 0.0387913 2.85609 2.82905 2.85707
rs60344451 16921530 C A 0.156421 0.155517 0.940684 40424 ‐0.04642 0.024792 3.50646 3.52205 0.060558 3.50703 ‐0.0269021 0.0237286 1.28537 1.28949 1.28545
rs11562139 17256436 T C 0.128869 0.124754 0.951432 40424 ‐0.05049 0.026974 3.50384 3.52186 0.060564 3.50448 ‐0.0601882 0.0257722 5.45407 5.49598 5.45558
rs77186134 16968481 T C 0.0474729 0.0502811 0.973413 40424 0.077019 0.040875 3.55045 3.52038 0.060619 3.55196 0.0656442 0.038873 2.85165 2.82465 2.85262
rs10962764 16953829 A G 0.00920872 0.0080606 0.681536 40424 ‐0.21886 0.118391 3.4173 3.51987 0.060637 3.4266 ‐0.2007 0.113396 3.13257 3.23827 3.1405
rs12000610 17255346 G C 0.131014 0.127117 0.947152 40424 ‐0.05017 0.026813 3.50126 3.51905 0.060667 3.5019 ‐0.0588274 0.025619 5.27273 5.31208 5.27413
rs190128177 17137697 A G 0.006688 0.00568416 0.827593 40424 ‐0.23314 0.126321 3.40626 3.51764 0.060719 3.41726 ‐0.218849 0.120626 3.29162 3.41736 3.30201
rs13289731 17256994 T C 0.130988 0.127095 0.947368 40424 ‐0.05013 0.026813 3.49514 3.51288 0.060894 3.49577 ‐0.058783 0.025619 5.26477 5.30403 5.26616
rs13288412 17256997 A C 0.130988 0.127095 0.947368 40424 ‐0.05013 0.026813 3.49514 3.51288 0.060894 3.49577 ‐0.058783 0.025619 5.26477 5.30403 5.26616
rs202101498 17302612 TTA T 0.126437 0.122517 0.923021 40424 ‐0.05146 0.027527 3.49442 3.51244 0.06091 3.49506 ‐0.0604644 0.0263038 5.28397 5.3241 5.2854
rs77535770 17253173 T G 0.12903 0.124951 0.950175 40424 ‐0.0504 0.026965 3.4937 3.51163 0.060939 3.49434 ‐0.0599883 0.0257624 5.42201 5.46352 5.42351
rs78862252 17252715 A G 0.129028 0.124951 0.950126 40424 ‐0.0504 0.026965 3.49352 3.51145 0.060946 3.49416 ‐0.0599827 0.0257628 5.42082 5.46231 5.42231
rs7038186 17398616 T G 0.56415 0.563262 0.869515 40424 0.035331 0.018862 3.50867 3.5113 0.060952 3.509 0.0255555 0.0179639 2.02379 2.02504 2.02389
rs1576958 17245775 C T 0.129519 0.125525 0.950014 40424 ‐0.05029 0.026915 3.49114 3.50896 0.061038 3.49177 ‐0.0594014 0.0257164 5.3355 5.3758 5.33693
rs10962768 16959173 G A 0.00931541 0.00811431 0.663606 40424 ‐0.2202 0.11934 3.4045 3.50788 0.061078 3.41404 ‐0.213826 0.114579 3.48266 3.60896 3.49271
rs4455968 16801450 G T 0.0827261 0.0863263 0.714728 40424 0.06964 0.037067 3.52965 3.50697 0.061111 3.5306 0.0486212 0.0352068 1.90721 1.89641 1.90748
rs59720300 17115361 G C 0.285987 0.291908 0.942798 40424 0.036992 0.01974 3.51164 3.50477 0.061192 3.51202 0.0352104 0.0188169 3.50146 3.49302 3.5018
rs1361073 16711287 T C 0.064216 0.0669941 0.620376 40424 0.084018 0.044705 3.53208 3.50428 0.06121 3.53333 0.0535981 0.0423821 1.59932 1.58923 1.59957
rs7037408 17255982 T C 0.131052 0.127182 0.946902 40424 ‐0.05005 0.026811 3.48494 3.5026 0.061273 3.48557 ‐0.0586097 0.0256164 5.23483 5.27375 5.23621
rs2210551 17362954 C T 0.871271 0.875299 0.929115 40424 0.050833 0.027241 3.48214 3.50015 0.061363 3.48278 0.0602588 0.0260273 5.36023 5.40142 5.3617
rs4466492 16441086 G C 0.308775 0.298037 0.916996 40424 ‐0.03713 0.019869 3.49185 3.49885 0.061411 3.49221 ‐0.0403014 0.0189665 4.51511 4.52758 4.51567
rs263577 17034096 A G 0.358082 0.36716 0.998886 40424 0.033979 0.018165 3.49912 3.49516 0.061548 3.49945 0.0362509 0.0173578 4.36161 4.35488 4.36208
rs116931907 16875057 C T 0.0102978 0.0094938 0.872987 40424 ‐0.17535 0.094919 3.41281 3.49394 0.061594 3.41927 ‐0.11977 0.0914463 1.71539 1.74938 1.7171
rs12238753 17251993 C G 0.131086 0.12724 0.945821 40424 ‐0.04998 0.02681 3.47593 3.49352 0.061609 3.47656 ‐0.0585111 0.0256164 5.21725 5.25595 5.21861
rs114769906 17246513 G A 0.00825393 0.00725084 0.711573 40424 ‐0.22561 0.122583 3.38743 3.49222 0.061658 3.39718 ‐0.211766 0.116499 3.30422 3.42411 3.31369
rs56663065 16524129 A G 0.00796071 0.00790727 0.168597 40424 ‐0.45024 0.244221 3.39872 3.4875 0.061834 3.40891 ‐0.232393 0.230706 1.01467 1.03035 1.01548
rs117714785 16806983 A G 0.00809488 0.00704555 0.555432 40424 ‐0.25677 0.13982 3.37246 3.48662 0.061867 3.38241 ‐0.270511 0.134436 4.0489 4.21909 4.06344
rs150332814 17212059 T G 0.00789486 0.00698716 0.700385 40424 ‐0.23122 0.125817 3.37743 3.48473 0.061937 3.38783 ‐0.212656 0.119979 3.14154 3.25538 3.15055
rs10810782 17390202 A G 0.565035 0.564224 0.86756 40424 0.035248 0.01889 3.48192 3.48451 0.061946 3.48223 0.0258976 0.0179879 2.07279 2.07409 2.07289
rs59211421 17193719 A G 0.00793283 0.00703017 0.699705 40424 ‐0.23073 0.125558 3.37697 3.48421 0.061957 3.38736 ‐0.207967 0.119635 3.02185 3.12895 3.03017
rs7037019 17359904 A T 0.871311 0.87533 0.929433 40424 0.050702 0.027239 3.46484 3.48271 0.062013 3.46548 0.060138 0.0260249 5.33975 5.3807 5.34121
rs183873128 17138415 C A 0.00681811 0.00582928 0.809603 40424 ‐0.2321 0.126384 3.37266 3.48214 0.062034 3.38342 ‐0.21699 0.12066 3.23412 3.35621 3.24411
rs1415476 16587648 C T 0.932955 0.934104 0.482544 40424 0.095862 0.051639 3.44608 3.48131 0.062066 3.44756 0.0973073 0.0489018 3.95951 4.00848 3.96136
rs664447 17276221 C T 0.129437 0.125412 0.953981 40424 ‐0.05006 0.0269 3.46322 3.48083 0.062084 3.46384 ‐0.0593397 0.0257021 5.33033 5.3706 5.33177
rs201447959 16523490 AC A 0.193245 0.182948 0.639076 40424 ‐0.05245 0.028172 3.46628 3.47929 0.062141 3.46678 ‐0.0776947 0.0267215 8.454 8.51228 8.45667
rs56022102 17302613 TAA T 0.126545 0.122644 0.924009 40424 ‐0.05116 0.0275 3.46123 3.47899 0.062153 3.46186 ‐0.0602041 0.0262773 5.24918 5.2889 5.25059
rs74602641 16430010 C T 0.021521 0.0223278 0.314706 40424 0.195621 0.104251 3.52101 3.47742 0.062212 3.52493 0.172777 0.0996168 3.0082 2.96097 3.01091
rs4961551 17367673 G A 0.87134 0.875373 0.929178 40424 0.050691 0.027256 3.45888 3.47671 0.062238 3.45951 0.0602259 0.0260407 5.34885 5.38993 5.35032
rs16935348 17138777 C T 0.00719314 0.00623707 0.769562 40424 ‐0.23117 0.125957 3.36822 3.47655 0.062244 3.37879 ‐0.214571 0.120215 3.18583 3.30394 3.19536
rs1487502 17006899 G A 0.3542 0.361605 0.993101 40424 0.034142 0.018302 3.48026 3.4762 0.062258 3.48059 0.0322886 0.0174818 3.41135 3.40649 3.41164
rs187440664 16970765 C G 0.00053622 0.000345285 0.286486 40424 ‐1.71577 1.0104 2.88359 3.47577 0.062274 3.01354 ‐1.94586 0.967281 4.04687 5.14931 4.30146
rs201231135 17316678 TG T 0.823792 0.827596 0.703736 40424 0.051093 0.027466 3.46036 3.47547 0.062285 3.46091 0.0562156 0.0262301 4.59318 4.62076 4.5941
rs139674566 17240119 G GTCT 0.131802 0.128008 0.940676 40424 ‐0.04985 0.02681 3.45662 3.47401 0.06234 3.45723 ‐0.0582059 0.0256145 5.16371 5.20173 5.16505
rs7040666 17256156 T G 0.131104 0.127255 0.946511 40424 ‐0.04985 0.026811 3.4565 3.47394 0.062343 3.45712 ‐0.0585041 0.0256166 5.21591 5.2546 5.21728
rs10962917 17230086 G A 0.180467 0.177647 0.889155 40424 ‐0.04476 0.024067 3.45947 3.47309 0.062375 3.45997 ‐0.0445227 0.022998 3.74785 3.76603 3.7484
rs2095145 17269857 T C 0.130066 0.126105 0.952144 40424 ‐0.0499 0.026851 3.45419 3.47167 0.062428 3.45481 ‐0.059077 0.0256544 5.30289 5.3427 5.30431
rs79381336 17254377 T C 0.00920749 0.00943282 0.27015 40424 0.336804 0.178539 3.55867 3.47013 0.062486 3.56661 0.039176 0.167117 0.0549535 0.0547526 0.0549555
rs187560408 17036912 G A 0.00050537 0.000673361 0.160945 40424 1.63297 0.887261 3.38731 3.46925 0.06252 3.62127 1.68945 0.793703 4.53078 4.33084 4.88302
rs7037041 17359994 A C 0.870998 0.87497 0.930641 40424 0.050514 0.02719 3.45135 3.46906 0.062527 3.45198 0.0597762 0.0259783 5.29463 5.33493 5.29607
rs10962989 17270847 C T 0.130078 0.126128 0.952149 40424 ‐0.04987 0.026849 3.45021 3.46766 0.06258 3.45083 ‐0.0589628 0.0256528 5.28308 5.32265 5.28449
rs11531656 17242948 A T 0.130525 0.126639 0.94976 40424 ‐0.04979 0.026815 3.44832 3.4657 0.062654 3.44894 ‐0.0585453 0.0256206 5.22163 5.26037 5.223
rs7850123 16574015 T C 0.0753 0.0746491 0.450201 40424 ‐0.0938 0.050636 3.43164 3.46517 0.062674 3.43301 ‐0.0848186 0.047801 3.14853 3.18068 3.14959
rs10962932 17243017 T C 0.130525 0.12664 0.949769 40424 ‐0.04979 0.026814 3.44758 3.46495 0.062682 3.4482 ‐0.0585418 0.0256205 5.22104 5.25977 5.22241
rs58886894 17115414 G A 0.285968 0.291845 0.942919 40424 0.036779 0.01974 3.4715 3.46474 0.06269 3.47187 0.0349859 0.0188165 3.4571 3.44881 3.45744
rs10733333 16903446 G A 0.881634 0.871011 0.994689 40424 ‐0.04912 0.026329 3.4809 3.46454 0.062698 3.48154 ‐0.0598978 0.0251225 5.68455 5.64328 5.68624
rs189227982 17036092 C G 0.000505305 0.000673202 0.160959 40424 1.63165 0.887231 3.38205 3.46358 0.062734 3.61534 1.68847 0.793733 4.5252 4.32533 4.87659
rs1927626 16587758 C T 0.932963 0.934106 0.482397 40424 0.095623 0.051649 3.42773 3.46268 0.062769 3.42919 0.0971492 0.0489092 3.94545 3.99416 3.94729
rs3891457 17352284 C A 0.871469 0.875508 0.930397 40424 0.05056 0.027256 3.44103 3.45872 0.062919 3.44165 0.0602133 0.0260392 5.34726 5.38833 5.34873
rs75055408 16949064 A C 0.00907279 0.00801149 0.65583 40424 ‐0.22196 0.121133 3.35746 3.45797 0.062948 3.3666 ‐0.198479 0.116053 2.92493 3.02104 2.93199
rs7040098 17240716 C T 0.130538 0.126676 0.949703 40424 ‐0.0497 0.026806 3.43827 3.45556 0.063039 3.43888 ‐0.0583454 0.025612 5.18951 5.22787 5.19086
rs7025912 17240965 T C 0.130539 0.126677 0.949718 40424 ‐0.04969 0.026805 3.43679 3.45407 0.063096 3.4374 ‐0.0583403 0.0256118 5.18867 5.22703 5.19002
rs10810597 16722304 C T 0.281386 0.291668 0.744934 40424 0.041468 0.022297 3.45883 3.45172 0.063186 3.45921 0.0310431 0.0212082 2.14251 2.13826 2.14265
rs200062686 16757721 A AG 0.905233 0.901339 0.835668 40424 ‐0.05985 0.032133 3.46909 3.44837 0.063314 3.46993 ‐0.0512056 0.030533 2.81252 2.7942 2.81307
rs142817515 17241627 A AG 0.132372 0.128555 0.93632 40424 ‐0.04971 0.026849 3.42756 3.44472 0.063454 3.42817 ‐0.0577335 0.0256478 5.06705 5.10391 5.06833
rs7044254 17241468 G A 0.130431 0.126562 0.950342 40424 ‐0.04963 0.026812 3.42636 3.44356 0.063499 3.42697 ‐0.0583494 0.025618 5.18777 5.22613 5.18912
rs7865807 17370806 A T 0.869369 0.873246 0.921698 40424 0.050334 0.027197 3.42525 3.44267 0.063533 3.42586 0.0592542 0.025981 5.20149 5.24051 5.20286
rs6475124 17249937 T C 0.129919 0.125985 0.949566 40424 ‐0.04973 0.026874 3.42388 3.44114 0.063592 3.42449 ‐0.0587957 0.0256765 5.24349 5.28265 5.24488
rs10756756 16517785 C G 0.228919 0.216002 0.723519 40424 ‐0.04599 0.02483 3.43044 3.44105 0.063595 3.43088 ‐0.0745962 0.0236172 9.9765 10.0411 9.97985
rs187541801 17236864 C A 0.00737396 0.00612324 0.580733 40424 ‐0.26557 0.145604 3.32661 3.43992 0.063639 3.3384 ‐0.328833 0.140325 5.49135 5.78493 5.52324
rs7866023 16745514 C T 0.279321 0.289904 0.746438 40424 0.041423 0.022311 3.44689 3.43975 0.063645 3.44727 0.032187 0.0212205 2.30065 2.29589 2.3008
rs3831184 16705988 CAG C 0.0705274 0.0738282 0.612029 40424 0.080294 0.04313 3.46587 3.43946 0.063656 3.46699 0.0645669 0.0408023 2.50409 2.48514 2.50467
rs55829722 17271218 C T 0.129993 0.126066 0.952876 40424 ‐0.04965 0.026845 3.4205 3.43772 0.063724 3.42111 ‐0.0587079 0.0256489 5.2391 5.27817 5.24049
rs7043703 17241284 A G 0.130503 0.12665 0.949754 40424 ‐0.04958 0.026812 3.41981 3.43697 0.063753 3.42042 ‐0.0582565 0.0256175 5.17149 5.20966 5.17283
rs11534160 17241269 T C 0.130503 0.12665 0.949753 40424 ‐0.04958 0.026812 3.41976 3.43692 0.063754 3.42037 ‐0.0582558 0.0256175 5.17136 5.20953 5.1727
rs10733332 16903415 T G 0.88132 0.870701 0.981983 40424 ‐0.04903 0.026389 3.45243 3.43629 0.063779 3.45307 ‐0.0601875 0.0251836 5.71187 5.67031 5.71357
rs12235987 17243399 A G 0.130435 0.126566 0.950574 40424 ‐0.04958 0.026811 3.41908 3.43623 0.063781 3.41969 ‐0.0583333 0.0256169 5.18535 5.22368 5.1867
rs78737985 17243512 C T 0.130435 0.126566 0.95059 40424 ‐0.04957 0.026811 3.4186 3.43574 0.0638 3.41921 ‐0.058333 0.0256169 5.1853 5.22363 5.18665
rs7044783 17241865 G A 0.130504 0.126651 0.949801 40424 ‐0.04956 0.026811 3.41684 3.43397 0.063868 3.41745 ‐0.0582471 0.0256172 5.16995 5.2081 5.17129
rs12339564 17403132 A G 0.565823 0.565106 0.870815 40424 0.034919 0.018852 3.43075 3.43333 0.063893 3.43106 0.0253465 0.0179578 1.99219 1.99344 1.99229
rs1576959 17245729 C A 0.130436 0.126569 0.950588 40424 ‐0.04955 0.02681 3.41565 3.43277 0.063915 3.41625 ‐0.0583204 0.0256163 5.18334 5.22164 5.18469
rs4430173 17248125 C T 0.130417 0.126543 0.950423 40424 ‐0.04955 0.026812 3.4152 3.43232 0.063932 3.4158 ‐0.0583877 0.0256177 5.1947 5.23315 5.19606
rs9407792 17272141 T C 0.130101 0.126178 0.95214 40424 ‐0.04961 0.026844 3.4151 3.43227 0.063934 3.4157 ‐0.0586684 0.0256481 5.23237 5.27135 5.23375
rs606382 17291195 C G 0.128817 0.124831 0.939356 40424 ‐0.05002 0.027069 3.41431 3.4316 0.06396 3.41492 ‐0.0590336 0.0258636 5.2098 5.24884 5.21118
rs7034768 17246197 C T 0.130437 0.12657 0.95058 40424 ‐0.04954 0.02681 3.41388 3.43099 0.063984 3.41449 ‐0.0583105 0.0256161 5.18165 5.21994 5.183
rs7035318 17246607 A G 0.130437 0.12657 0.950566 40424 ‐0.04953 0.02681 3.41368 3.43078 0.063992 3.41428 ‐0.0583101 0.025616 5.1816 5.21989 5.18295
rs10962938 17246670 G A 0.130437 0.126571 0.950565 40424 ‐0.04953 0.02681 3.41336 3.43046 0.064004 3.41396 ‐0.0583081 0.025616 5.18127 5.21955 5.18262
rs190188184 17104009 C T 0.000247696 0.000399042 0.172996 40424 2.06026 1.13104 3.3181 3.42866 0.064074 3.60052 2.63467 1.0736 6.02231 6.02278 6.91245
rs12345267 17386062 T C 0.567162 0.566261 0.866789 40424 0.035 0.018911 3.42514 3.42776 0.064109 3.42544 0.0250597 0.0180061 1.93692 1.93813 1.937
rs111383408 17137783 C G 0.00685985 0.00588154 0.806565 40424 ‐0.22984 0.126139 3.32 3.42662 0.064153 3.33039 ‐0.21428 0.120406 3.16714 3.28511 3.17669
rs5015540 16757041 T C 0.909089 0.905428 0.842998 40424 ‐0.06052 0.032598 3.44726 3.42624 0.064168 3.44811 ‐0.0511491 0.0309596 2.72951 2.71159 2.73005
rs10962471 16518030 T C 0.00746154 0.00723883 0.185227 40424 ‐0.4423 0.24209 3.33792 3.42599 0.064178 3.34754 ‐0.350923 0.229557 2.33693 2.39237 2.34142
rs9407804 17290097 G T 0.128381 0.124537 0.927367 40424 ‐0.0503 0.027255 3.40607 3.4232 0.064286 3.40668 ‐0.0581563 0.0260479 4.98481 5.02116 4.98607
rs191965954 17294421 C G 0.128815 0.124839 0.939256 40424 ‐0.04995 0.02707 3.40467 3.42188 0.064338 3.40527 ‐0.0589355 0.0258646 5.19209 5.23092 5.19346
rs142103789 17179841 CTCTAAAGC 0.229113 0.231547 0.838864 40424 0.041703 0.022516 3.43066 3.42126 0.064362 3.43108 0.0297533 0.0213954 1.93388 1.92897 1.934
rs10963013 17295555 C T 0.128815 0.12484 0.939251 40424 ‐0.04994 0.02707 3.40379 3.421 0.064372 3.4044 ‐0.0589275 0.0258646 5.19067 5.22949 5.19204
rs10756862 17310512 G A 0.871537 0.875571 0.936294 40424 0.050093 0.027153 3.4035 3.42076 0.064381 3.40411 0.0594474 0.0259396 5.25217 5.2918 5.25357
rs613966 17296926 T C 0.128814 0.12484 0.939221 40424 ‐0.04994 0.027071 3.40302 3.42022 0.064402 3.40363 ‐0.0589231 0.0258648 5.18982 5.22863 5.19118
rs1930644 17311063 T C 0.871538 0.875572 0.936246 40424 0.050087 0.027154 3.40254 3.41978 0.06442 3.40314 0.0594464 0.0259401 5.25178 5.29141 5.25319
rs1759457 17307799 C G 0.128734 0.124733 0.938282 40424 ‐0.04997 0.027095 3.40092 3.41813 0.064484 3.40153 ‐0.0591924 0.0258862 5.2287 5.26799 5.23009
rs642582 17301105 T A 0.128497 0.124485 0.93711 40424 ‐0.05003 0.027139 3.39912 3.41633 0.064554 3.39972 ‐0.0592046 0.0259271 5.2144 5.25357 5.21578
rs184725740 16891095 A G 0.00154543 0.00167082 0.247208 40424 0.811739 0.425351 3.64198 3.41576 0.064577 3.69691 0.300864 0.403981 0.554649 0.539614 0.55629
rs117113211 16649750 G A 0.000678846 0.000552664 0.134837 40424 ‐1.90451 1.10844 2.95218 3.41485 0.064612 3.06949 ‐1.87561 1.10651 2.87323 3.3446 2.94415
rs10962942 17249135 T C 0.130454 0.126593 0.950478 40424 ‐0.04941 0.026805 3.39727 3.41425 0.064636 3.39786 ‐0.0582528 0.0256109 5.17349 5.21169 5.17484
rs11299962 17309671 TA T 0.871253 0.875251 0.938209 40424 0.049918 0.027094 3.39441 3.41157 0.064741 3.39502 0.0591648 0.0258857 5.22405 5.26328 5.22544
rs7035791 16556630 A G 0.0734354 0.0726787 0.407628 40424 ‐0.09908 0.053899 3.37915 3.41129 0.064752 3.3804 ‐0.0842583 0.0508087 2.75011 2.77582 2.75089
rs10810595 16711204 T C 0.0831384 0.0864782 0.61052 40424 0.073949 0.039912 3.43292 3.40966 0.064816 3.43392 0.0503433 0.0378648 1.76772 1.75741 1.76797
rs2104914 17269657 A T 0.130103 0.126201 0.95191 40424 ‐0.04944 0.026846 3.39121 3.40821 0.064873 3.39181 ‐0.0586236 0.0256488 5.22407 5.26296 5.22545
rs870270 17280616 G A 0.129015 0.125047 0.942759 40424 ‐0.04971 0.027009 3.38822 3.40531 0.064987 3.38882 ‐0.0586993 0.0258062 5.17392 5.21256 5.17528
rs71943317 17234436 A AC 0.18446 0.181739 0.893857 40424 ‐0.04375 0.023754 3.39175 3.4047 0.065011 3.39222 ‐0.0440214 0.0227006 3.76057 3.7785 3.76112
rs192033498 16634309 A G 0.00047206 0.000371721 0.125926 40424 ‐2.30048 1.32259 3.02541 3.40409 0.065035 3.10741 ‐2.30247 1.3401 2.95198 3.34268 2.99564
rs112993022 17252889 G A 0.130512 0.126647 0.951222 40424 ‐0.0493 0.026789 3.38713 3.40403 0.065037 3.38772 ‐0.0582619 0.0255949 5.18157 5.21986 5.18292
rs7046327 17250916 T C 0.130504 0.126642 0.951035 40424 ‐0.04929 0.026791 3.38533 3.40222 0.065109 3.38592 ‐0.0582377 0.0255972 5.17637 5.2146 5.17771
rs10962762 16949930 C T 0.00937913 0.00828531 0.669964 40424 ‐0.21443 0.117944 3.30544 3.40158 0.065134 3.31391 ‐0.192299 0.112937 2.89919 2.99179 2.90583
rs79670841 17252459 CATT C 0.130448 0.126581 0.950995 40424 ‐0.0493 0.026797 3.38404 3.40093 0.06516 3.38463 ‐0.0582727 0.0256028 5.18029 5.21859 5.18164
rs646025 17300938 C A 0.128632 0.124662 0.937036 40424 ‐0.04987 0.027122 3.3814 3.39845 0.065258 3.382 ‐0.0587672 0.0259138 5.14289 5.18122 5.14424
rs10962543 16698822 T C 0.0685393 0.0715494 0.611848 40424 0.080917 0.043729 3.42404 3.39739 0.0653 3.42517 0.0628231 0.0413858 2.30428 2.28707 2.3048
rs10756864 17314770 A G 0.871312 0.875327 0.938069 40424 0.049812 0.0271 3.37863 3.3957 0.065367 3.37923 0.0591275 0.0258881 5.21652 5.25575 5.2179
rs202156398 16498274 C CAT 0.0232198 0.0219864 0.329778 40424 ‐0.19405 0.106345 3.32941 3.39565 0.065369 3.3336 ‐0.202106 0.100405 4.05176 4.15352 4.05778
rs1113380 17315316 T C 0.871312 0.875327 0.938062 40424 0.049809 0.0271 3.37829 3.39536 0.06538 3.37889 0.0591246 0.0258881 5.21598 5.25521 5.21737
rs111961840 17252881 AT A 0.130502 0.126641 0.951147 40424 ‐0.04924 0.026791 3.37772 3.39456 0.065412 3.37831 ‐0.058207 0.025597 5.17097 5.20915 5.17232
rs2815187 17029106 A C 0.358815 0.3678 0.999072 40424 0.033438 0.018146 3.39566 3.39188 0.065518 3.39597 0.0353777 0.0173398 4.16266 4.1564 4.16309
rs2779779 17299571 G A 0.128362 0.124413 0.935464 40424 ‐0.0499 0.027165 3.37436 3.39135 0.065539 3.37496 ‐0.0588279 0.0259556 5.13694 5.17517 5.13828
rs143654666 17308968 ATG A 0.868252 0.872042 0.927807 40424 0.049507 0.02695 3.37456 3.39134 0.06554 3.37515 0.0579308 0.025751 5.06095 5.09783 5.06223
rs593552 17282639 T C 0.129536 0.125618 0.942393 40424 ‐0.04949 0.026955 3.37102 3.38791 0.065676 3.37161 ‐0.0584139 0.0257537 5.14461 5.18276 5.14595
rs117724549 17247573 C T 0.00739227 0.00632467 0.779701 40424 ‐0.22488 0.124078 3.28475 3.38633 0.065739 3.29416 ‐0.221809 0.118158 3.52396 3.65903 3.53507
rs7038776 16921176 C T 0.155584 0.154824 0.936551 40424 ‐0.0457 0.024891 3.37149 3.38622 0.065744 3.37201 ‐0.0261471 0.0238252 1.20441 1.20815 1.20448
rs582134 17282901 T A 0.129536 0.12562 0.942365 40424 ‐0.04947 0.026955 3.36885 3.38573 0.065763 3.36945 ‐0.0583959 0.0257539 5.14138 5.17949 5.14271
rs6475125 17250170 A G 0.130478 0.126654 0.951039 40424 ‐0.04918 0.026795 3.36881 3.38557 0.065769 3.3694 ‐0.0579388 0.0256023 5.1213 5.1589 5.12261
rs6475122 17244601 C T 0.130867 0.127078 0.947188 40424 ‐0.04921 0.026815 3.36851 3.38525 0.065782 3.36909 ‐0.0579155 0.0256193 5.11043 5.14788 5.11174
rs1576961 17251384 G A 0.130593 0.126732 0.950366 40424 ‐0.04916 0.026792 3.36716 3.38392 0.065835 3.36775 ‐0.0581997 0.025598 5.16929 5.20743 5.17063
rs2483208 17292485 G T 0.129355 0.125461 0.939625 40424 ‐0.04955 0.027004 3.36642 3.38327 0.065861 3.36702 ‐0.0583328 0.0258017 5.11129 5.14903 5.1126
rs1889114 17402272 G A 0.564118 0.563362 0.870674 40424 0.034649 0.018846 3.38012 3.38258 0.065889 3.38041 0.0250481 0.017952 1.94681 1.94798 1.9469
rs150002087 16415840 C T 0.00261589 0.00245898 0.113701 40424 ‐0.96151 0.538754 3.1851 3.37753 0.066091 3.20518 ‐0.588764 0.518703 1.28838 1.34087 1.29206
rs10962775 16971241 C G 0.0476985 0.0504291 0.969977 40424 0.075418 0.040868 3.40563 3.37732 0.066099 3.40703 0.0638078 0.0388705 2.69467 2.6698 2.69554
rs673587 17293691 C T 0.129354 0.125466 0.939587 40424 ‐0.0495 0.027004 3.36046 3.37726 0.066102 3.36105 ‐0.0582801 0.0258021 5.1019 5.13954 5.10321
rs672799 17293527 C T 0.130008 0.126178 0.939271 40424 ‐0.04935 0.026936 3.3572 3.3739 0.066237 3.35778 ‐0.0578257 0.0257365 5.04826 5.08514 5.04954
rs143247098 16889947 G A 0.00698017 0.00608426 0.564689 40424 ‐0.27102 0.15007 3.26135 3.37157 0.066331 3.27291 ‐0.324685 0.1438 5.09805 5.35376 5.12597
rs12375507 16699832 A C 0.0719766 0.07546 0.620678 40424 0.078258 0.042464 3.39643 3.37097 0.066355 3.39749 0.0639756 0.0401748 2.53584 2.5167 2.53643
rs1952346 16568780 G A 0.0767928 0.0763607 0.441616 40424 ‐0.0925 0.050626 3.33829 3.37001 0.066393 3.33955 ‐0.0806877 0.0477791 2.85193 2.87911 2.85278
rs147175545 16899528 C G 0.00247761 0.00199874 0.477787 40424 ‐0.50827 0.285237 3.17529 3.36957 0.066411 3.19876 ‐0.466991 0.269367 3.00558 3.19798 3.02909
rs77676103 16546453 T C 0.0230348 0.0217335 0.426977 40424 ‐0.17085 0.09404 3.30063 3.36689 0.066519 3.30454 ‐0.159401 0.088662 3.23226 3.30386 3.23615
rs1759463 17305755 G C 0.129417 0.125527 0.938992 40424 ‐0.04943 0.02701 3.34885 3.36555 0.066573 3.34943 ‐0.0583538 0.0258058 5.11331 5.15106 5.11463
rs150197759 17248134 C A 0.00739425 0.00633034 0.779334 40424 ‐0.22415 0.124049 3.2649 3.36549 0.066576 3.2742 ‐0.221137 0.118132 3.50417 3.63803 3.51515
rs71513268 16850360 C G 0.0300464 0.0278617 0.791455 40424 ‐0.10746 0.058955 3.32267 3.36387 0.066641 3.32474 ‐0.0991097 0.0564422 3.08336 3.12779 3.08513
rs1759465 17305479 A C 0.129418 0.125532 0.93903 40424 ‐0.04941 0.02701 3.34702 3.36371 0.066648 3.34761 ‐0.0583246 0.0258052 5.10843 5.14612 5.10974
rs10963023 17311722 G A 0.861724 0.865362 0.886 40424 0.049412 0.027009 3.34707 3.3634 0.06666 3.34764 0.0587382 0.0258134 5.17786 5.21556 5.17918
rs10963024 17311723 C T 0.861724 0.865362 0.886 40424 0.049412 0.027009 3.34707 3.3634 0.06666 3.34764 0.0587382 0.0258134 5.17786 5.21556 5.17918
rs142602610 17112154 C T 4.24944E‐05 0.000118443 0.246826 40424 4.97588 4.00459 1.54391 3.36147 0.066738 3.23565 5.33333 4.07111 1.71621 3.5311 3.20986
rs10962609 16801120 A C 0.0820179 0.0854686 0.704657 40424 0.068913 0.037477 3.38117 3.35975 0.066808 3.38205 0.047981 0.035616 1.81488 1.8048 1.81513
rs57850734 17295131 C T 0.130662 0.126932 0.937538 40424 ‐0.04915 0.026891 3.34019 3.35671 0.066932 3.34077 ‐0.0572265 0.025694 4.96056 4.99636 4.96179
rs10962933 17244494 G A 0.130589 0.126787 0.948699 40424 ‐0.04901 0.026822 3.33823 3.35476 0.067011 3.33881 ‐0.0579429 0.0256263 5.11245 5.14995 5.11376
rs10962492 16571821 C G 0.0745585 0.0738873 0.451953 40424 ‐0.09254 0.05078 3.32075 3.35273 0.067094 3.32204 ‐0.08586 0.0479432 3.20721 3.24039 3.20831
rs1337400 16588193 C T 0.933029 0.934103 0.481467 40424 0.094177 0.051695 3.31893 3.35218 0.067116 3.3203 0.0949837 0.0489528 3.76481 3.81016 3.76649
rs151322205 16749593 G T 0.00172467 0.00125862 0.581987 40424 ‐0.56168 0.318838 3.10343 3.35124 0.067154 3.14547 ‐0.564898 0.309145 3.339 3.65276 3.38712
rs1759458 17307204 G A 0.129436 0.125576 0.939425 40424 ‐0.04931 0.027003 3.33432 3.35091 0.067168 3.3349 ‐0.0580491 0.0257997 5.06246 5.09963 5.06375
rs151338407 17315960 ATTCTGTTTA 0.870385 0.874275 0.940396 40424 0.049241 0.026967 3.33425 3.35086 0.06717 3.33483 0.0582355 0.0257631 5.1095 5.14724 5.11082
rs1930646 17310997 G A 0.869502 0.873265 0.937422 40424 0.049136 0.026916 3.33256 3.34904 0.067244 3.33313 0.0575126 0.0257163 5.00161 5.0379 5.00286
rs190183685 17119332 A T 0.0909518 0.0932517 0.490746 40424 0.078531 0.04279 3.36822 3.34886 0.067252 3.36909 0.068539 0.040823 2.8188 2.80027 2.81937
rs79084651 16552152 A G 0.0229684 0.0216543 0.420001 40424 ‐0.17205 0.094986 3.28097 3.34714 0.067322 3.28487 ‐0.156817 0.0894997 3.07005 3.13673 3.0736
rs72409984 17401812 TTAA T 0.562457 0.561527 0.869106 40424 0.034466 0.018851 3.34291 3.34528 0.067398 3.3432 0.0248148 0.0179583 1.90938 1.91049 1.90947
rs1759461 17306209 A G 0.129935 0.126148 0.937675 40424 ‐0.0492 0.026968 3.32844 3.34492 0.067413 3.32902 ‐0.0576541 0.0257661 5.00682 5.04322 5.00808
rs74638451 17107419 C T 0.00624357 0.00517692 0.523029 40424 ‐0.30049 0.167179 3.2306 3.34462 0.067425 3.24221 ‐0.374937 0.160625 5.44866 5.7555 5.48197
rs1360285 16727698 G A 0.932608 0.930014 0.862248 40424 ‐0.06799 0.037065 3.36511 3.34188 0.067537 3.36608 ‐0.0579755 0.0351695 2.71743 2.69681 2.71807
rs185365859 16754508 A G 0.000790568 0.00128911 0.320067 40424 0.841776 0.456223 3.40437 3.33816 0.06769 3.44328 0.813048 0.442461 3.37662 3.30316 3.41571
rs151089723 16654755 TAAG T 0.0219271 0.0207475 0.365421 40424 ‐0.18916 0.104666 3.26632 3.33655 0.067757 3.2707 ‐0.176852 0.098536 3.22131 3.29771 3.22561
rs10962453 16493832 G A 0.0172186 0.0188283 0.39102 40424 0.188741 0.102618 3.38287 3.33439 0.067846 3.38727 0.219279 0.0979622 5.01046 4.89691 5.02044
rs10123011 16470462 A C 0.196409 0.185953 0.8189 40424 ‐0.0448 0.024585 3.32004 3.33265 0.067917 3.3205 ‐0.0560863 0.0234359 5.72729 5.76161 5.72856
rs2780204 17305351 A G 0.130114 0.12635 0.939287 40424 ‐0.04902 0.026932 3.31224 3.32858 0.068086 3.31281 ‐0.0574981 0.0257318 4.99305 5.02927 4.9943
rs181149020 17252932 A G 0.00665759 0.00569502 0.819062 40424 ‐0.22836 0.127145 3.22589 3.3281 0.068106 3.23568 ‐0.216344 0.12134 3.17894 3.29751 3.18852
rs187472800 16692795 G A 0.00450797 0.00529993 0.268282 40424 0.427471 0.231797 3.40095 3.32551 0.068213 3.41592 0.437974 0.222147 3.88702 3.77116 3.90533
rs7848118 17316899 T C 0.870429 0.874301 0.938083 40424 0.049096 0.026992 3.30831 3.32474 0.068245 3.30889 0.0581503 0.0257868 5.08523 5.12272 5.08653
rs141136053 16806266 G C 0.000822854 0.000745682 0.135015 40424 ‐1.58429 0.927148 2.91992 3.32397 0.068277 3.02399 ‐1.07794 0.882092 1.49336 1.63668 1.51885
rs9406667 17272087 T C 0.142862 0.139785 0.884668 40424 ‐0.04846 0.026651 3.30686 3.32262 0.068333 3.30741 ‐0.0545115 0.0254434 4.59012 4.62075 4.59113
rs10756863 17310570 T C 0.869912 0.873704 0.938506 40424 0.048974 0.026939 3.30506 3.32135 0.068386 3.30562 0.0575944 0.0257378 5.00746 5.04386 5.00872
rs6475129 17309886 T A 0.869911 0.873702 0.938567 40424 0.048972 0.026938 3.30498 3.32127 0.068389 3.30554 0.057588 0.0257371 5.00663 5.04302 5.00789
rs1927628 16516026 G C 0.0070473 0.00674633 0.169645 40424 ‐0.47678 0.265222 3.23163 3.32083 0.068407 3.2387 ‐0.371229 0.249545 2.21301 2.26721 2.21663
rs1930643 17311078 A C 0.869913 0.873704 0.938462 40424 0.048971 0.026939 3.30454 3.32083 0.068407 3.3051 0.0575925 0.0257382 5.00698 5.04337 5.00823
rs10114324 17310685 A G 0.869912 0.873704 0.938496 40424 0.04897 0.026939 3.30448 3.32077 0.06841 3.30504 0.0575911 0.0257379 5.00686 5.04325 5.00812
rs3808785 17308405 A G 0.130093 0.126305 0.938725 40424 ‐0.04896 0.026936 3.30427 3.32056 0.068419 3.30483 ‐0.0575553 0.0257351 5.0017 5.03803 5.00295
rs201021671 17309588 A AAC 0.869908 0.873698 0.938676 40424 0.048964 0.026936 3.30424 3.32053 0.06842 3.30481 0.0575652 0.0257358 5.00319 5.03953 5.00444
rs7874597 17309415 A G 0.869907 0.873696 0.93871 40424 0.04896 0.026936 3.30384 3.32012 0.068437 3.3044 0.0575562 0.0257353 5.00179 5.03812 5.00305
rs1759459 17306951 C G 0.130096 0.126309 0.938721 40424 ‐0.04896 0.026935 3.30341 3.31969 0.068455 3.30397 ‐0.0575328 0.0257345 4.99802 5.03431 4.99927
rs6475127 17309506 T C 0.869908 0.873696 0.938692 40424 0.048957 0.026936 3.30332 3.3196 0.068458 3.30389 0.0575559 0.0257355 5.00166 5.03799 5.00292
rs10962926 17239655 A C 0.128031 0.124038 0.945913 40424 ‐0.04924 0.027097 3.30276 3.31932 0.06847 3.30334 ‐0.0586675 0.0258934 5.13355 5.17201 5.1349
rs1113382 17315670 G T 0.869565 0.873342 0.939911 40424 0.048827 0.026869 3.30232 3.31859 0.068501 3.30288 0.0573201 0.0256717 4.98543 5.02158 4.98668
rs1759616 17306633 G C 0.130098 0.126315 0.938724 40424 ‐0.04894 0.026934 3.30145 3.31772 0.068537 3.30202 ‐0.0574993 0.0257338 4.99249 5.02872 4.99374
rs1759460 17306628 A T 0.130098 0.126316 0.938724 40424 ‐0.04894 0.026934 3.30141 3.31767 0.068539 3.30197 ‐0.0574985 0.0257338 4.99237 5.02859 4.99362
rs67669282 17308889 A AT 0.881408 0.887406 0.872389 40424 0.053105 0.029239 3.29868 3.31737 0.068551 3.29933 0.0618609 0.0278958 4.91762 4.95855 4.91903
rs13291314 16855669 G A 0.0297036 0.0275249 0.790131 40424 ‐0.10742 0.05934 3.27665 3.31726 0.068556 3.27869 ‐0.100136 0.0568115 3.10678 3.15198 3.1086
rs1759618 17306143 T C 0.130102 0.126324 0.93875 40424 ‐0.04892 0.026933 3.29978 3.31603 0.068607 3.30034 ‐0.0574571 0.0257327 4.98559 5.02174 4.98684
rs1759617 17306293 G A 0.1301 0.126322 0.938739 40424 ‐0.04892 0.026933 3.29964 3.31589 0.068613 3.30021 ‐0.0574657 0.025733 4.98697 5.02313 4.98822
rs1759619 17306140 G T 0.130102 0.126324 0.93875 40424 ‐0.04892 0.026933 3.29962 3.31587 0.068614 3.30018 ‐0.0574558 0.0257327 4.98537 5.02152 4.98662
rs1759462 17305866 A T 0.130104 0.126329 0.938775 40424 ‐0.04891 0.026932 3.2979 3.31414 0.068686 3.29846 ‐0.0574252 0.025732 4.98032 5.01641 4.98157
rs677490 17291150 G C 0.130275 0.126522 0.939267 40424 ‐0.04884 0.026902 3.29569 3.31189 0.06878 3.29625 ‐0.0571808 0.0257044 4.94866 4.98435 4.94989
rs73645996 16547642 A C 0.00377682 0.00359331 0.139434 40424 ‐0.70757 0.396676 3.18174 3.31003 0.068858 3.19948 ‐0.398905 0.375635 1.12774 1.15608 1.12998
rs180740129 17058550 A T 0.000757701 0.00104976 0.261992 40424 1.01556 0.550247 3.40642 3.30855 0.06892 3.51478 1.09811 0.499208 4.83872 4.55592 5.05575
rs71513273 16875889 C T 0.0267093 0.0245116 0.79936 40424 ‐0.1127 0.062375 3.2647 3.30846 0.068924 3.26704 ‐0.112475 0.0598106 3.53638 3.59599 3.53907
rs147950163 17252637 C G 0.00203507 0.0017454 0.161157 40424 ‐0.93405 0.525182 3.16315 3.30761 0.06896 3.18402 ‐0.794534 0.502946 2.49564 2.61467 2.5069
rs76610117 17294974 G C 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 ‐0.04883 0.026916 3.29108 3.30725 0.068975 3.29164 ‐0.0571712 0.0257177 4.94185 4.9775 4.94308
rs77796443 17295032 C T 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 ‐0.04883 0.026916 3.29107 3.30725 0.068975 3.29163 ‐0.0571713 0.0257177 4.94186 4.97751 4.94309
rs80107744 17295019 C T 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 ‐0.04883 0.026916 3.29104 3.30722 0.068976 3.2916 ‐0.057171 0.0257177 4.94181 4.97746 4.94304
rs7027051 17292083 A G 0.130274 0.126526 0.939209 40424 ‐0.0488 0.026902 3.29066 3.30682 0.068993 3.29122 ‐0.0571331 0.0257047 4.94026 4.97586 4.94149
rs10963010 17295197 C T 0.130218 0.126471 0.938991 40424 ‐0.04881 0.02691 3.2899 3.30606 0.069025 3.29046 ‐0.0571436 0.0257126 4.93905 4.97465 4.94027
rs632255 17301716 T C 0.130156 0.126404 0.938999 40424 ‐0.04882 0.026917 3.28987 3.30604 0.069026 3.29043 ‐0.0571657 0.0257187 4.94054 4.97618 4.94176
rs263548 17028235 C A 0.357569 0.366332 0.999954 40424 0.03305 0.018169 3.30909 3.30541 0.069052 3.30938 0.0344914 0.0173598 3.94761 3.94176 3.948
rs115845946 16627327 T A 0.0210424 0.0194392 0.383387 40424 ‐0.189 0.105132 3.23178 3.30425 0.069101 3.23634 ‐0.196073 0.0989956 3.92287 4.03111 3.92976
rs76062797 17294765 C G 0.13014 0.126386 0.938996 40424 ‐0.04881 0.026918 3.28805 3.30421 0.069103 3.28861 ‐0.0571461 0.0257208 4.93632 4.97192 4.93755
rs192391583 17255024 T C 0.00665921 0.00570032 0.819191 40424 ‐0.22746 0.12709 3.20311 3.30411 0.069107 3.21275 ‐0.215569 0.121291 3.15877 3.27608 3.16821
rs77597772 16545185 T A 0.00336046 0.00349633 0.229081 40424 0.572642 0.310018 3.41188 3.30375 0.069122 3.42609 0.292163 0.291627 1.00368 0.983423 1.00515
rs184501265 17255382 C G 0.00665922 0.00570045 0.819203 40424 ‐0.22742 0.12709 3.2021 3.30306 0.069151 3.21174 ‐0.215544 0.12129 3.15807 3.27535 3.16752
rs117134992 17249723 T G 0.00739873 0.00634581 0.778548 40424 ‐0.22194 0.123962 3.20544 3.30305 0.069151 3.21439 ‐0.219099 0.118052 3.44455 3.57474 3.45514
rs2150090 16734191 G A 0.278046 0.287863 0.773993 40424 0.03995 0.021961 3.3092 3.3024 0.069179 3.30955 0.0297181 0.0208843 2.0249 2.0209 2.02502
rs12000730 17255981 G A 0.00665935 0.00570072 0.819211 40424 ‐0.22738 0.127087 3.20115 3.30205 0.069193 3.21078 ‐0.215515 0.121287 3.15737 3.2746 3.16681
rs647013 17293321 C G 0.130273 0.12653 0.93915 40424 ‐0.04876 0.026903 3.28523 3.30135 0.069223 3.28579 ‐0.0570821 0.0257053 4.93122 4.96672 4.93243
rs138433201 16650437 A G 0.00563193 0.00512974 0.292174 40424 ‐0.41516 0.233621 3.15797 3.30082 0.069245 3.17341 ‐0.339874 0.221438 2.35576 2.45408 2.36435
rs10756865 17314960 T A 0.869685 0.873461 0.940239 40424 0.048726 0.026887 3.28436 3.30051 0.069258 3.28492 0.0573092 0.0256874 4.97747 5.01355 4.97871
rs643776 17294095 G A 0.130272 0.126531 0.939135 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28422 3.30033 0.069266 3.28478 ‐0.0570724 0.0257055 4.92948 4.96496 4.93069
rs632313 17294312 T C 0.130272 0.126531 0.939134 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28415 3.30026 0.069269 3.28471 ‐0.0570724 0.0257055 4.92947 4.96495 4.93068
rs1759626 17294715 G C 0.130272 0.126531 0.93913 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.284 3.30011 0.069275 3.28456 ‐0.0570708 0.0257055 4.92917 4.96465 4.93039
rs10963011 17295334 A G 0.130272 0.126531 0.939125 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28393 3.30004 0.069278 3.28449 ‐0.0570701 0.0257056 4.92904 4.96452 4.93025
rs10511629 16969197 G A 0.0476972 0.0503372 0.964554 40424 0.074839 0.041029 3.32711 3.2997 0.069293 3.32845 0.063195 0.0390225 2.62262 2.59869 2.62345
rs614471 17296785 T G 0.130272 0.126531 0.939111 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28334 3.29945 0.069303 3.2839 ‐0.0570651 0.0257057 4.92811 4.96358 4.92933
rs614412 17296822 T C 0.130272 0.126531 0.939109 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28323 3.29933 0.069308 3.28378 ‐0.0570652 0.0257058 4.92812 4.96359 4.92934
rs599626 17297187 C T 0.130271 0.12653 0.939087 40424 ‐0.04875 0.026903 3.28294 3.29904 0.06932 3.2835 ‐0.0570664 0.0257059 4.92828 4.96375 4.9295
rs118072024 17249867 A G 0.00739955 0.00634738 0.778502 40424 ‐0.22178 0.123949 3.20159 3.299 0.069322 3.21051 ‐0.21895 0.11804 3.44055 3.57049 3.45111
rs585682 17297273 T G 0.130271 0.12653 0.939084 40424 ‐0.04874 0.026903 3.28276 3.29886 0.069328 3.28332 ‐0.057066 0.0257059 4.92819 4.96366 4.92941
rs600133 17297041 G A 0.130271 0.126531 0.939095 40424 ‐0.04874 0.026903 3.28271 3.29881 0.06933 3.28327 ‐0.0570633 0.0257058 4.92777 4.96324 4.92899
rs600041 17297105 T C 0.130271 0.126531 0.939092 40424 ‐0.04874 0.026903 3.2826 3.2987 0.069335 3.28316 ‐0.0570629 0.0257059 4.9277 4.96316 4.92892
rs679666 17298726 T C 0.130269 0.126528 0.939074 40424 ‐0.04873 0.026904 3.28108 3.29717 0.069399 3.28164 ‐0.0570691 0.0257065 4.92853 4.964 4.92974
rs10962776 16971593 G C 0.0479255 0.0506332 0.967312 40424 0.07444 0.040832 3.32355 3.29625 0.069438 3.32487 0.0630797 0.0388367 2.63812 2.61404 2.63895
rs2780205 17300291 T G 0.130267 0.126527 0.939042 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026904 3.27941 3.29549 0.06947 3.27997 ‐0.0570642 0.0257069 4.92752 4.96298 4.92873
rs634446 17301211 A C 0.130266 0.126526 0.939059 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026905 3.27939 3.29547 0.069471 3.27995 ‐0.0570669 0.0257071 4.92791 4.96338 4.92913
rs10962928 17240271 C G 0.132121 0.128472 0.937682 40424 ‐0.04855 0.026818 3.27796 3.29398 0.069534 3.27851 ‐0.0565239 0.0256215 4.86693 4.90162 4.86811
rs1348279 17333005 C T 0.871186 0.875107 0.931574 40424 0.049173 0.027163 3.27715 3.29353 0.069553 3.27772 0.0586088 0.0259496 5.10112 5.13923 5.10245
rs1413418 17304243 A G 0.130039 0.126271 0.938352 40424 ‐0.04877 0.026943 3.277 3.29309 0.069572 3.27756 ‐0.0572655 0.0257421 4.94877 4.98453 4.95
rs7035525 17246567 G A 0.129573 0.125469 0.945099 40424 ‐0.04882 0.026972 3.27665 3.29285 0.069582 3.27721 ‐0.0578716 0.0257676 5.04409 5.08113 5.04537
rs634383 17301257 G A 0.130222 0.126477 0.938834 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026915 3.2763 3.29236 0.069603 3.27686 ‐0.0570973 0.0257166 4.92952 4.96502 4.93074
rs631300 17301980 G A 0.130221 0.126477 0.938825 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026915 3.27609 3.29215 0.069612 3.27664 ‐0.0570967 0.0257167 4.92936 4.96486 4.93058
rs632176 17301779 G A 0.130221 0.126477 0.938827 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026915 3.27599 3.29205 0.069616 3.27654 ‐0.0570957 0.0257167 4.92921 4.9647 4.93043
rs7029648 16560085 G C 0.0165248 0.0156975 0.350369 40424 ‐0.22167 0.123728 3.20968 3.29168 0.069632 3.2157 ‐0.213323 0.116044 3.37932 3.47785 3.38581
rs6475121 17240680 T C 0.183285 0.180506 0.899903 40424 ‐0.04299 0.023743 3.27875 3.29111 0.069656 3.27919 ‐0.0443797 0.0226886 3.82608 3.84457 3.82665
rs183615492 16613480 T C 0.000941388 0.00105067 0.137371 40424 1.37876 0.738674 3.48396 3.28977 0.069713 3.56684 0.76108 0.680878 1.24946 1.19667 1.26043
rs185544834 17260896 C T 0.00665999 0.00570309 0.819299 40424 ‐0.2269 0.127058 3.18907 3.28935 0.069731 3.19863 ‐0.215133 0.121262 3.14745 3.26408 3.15683
rs1759453 17303383 C T 0.130204 0.126455 0.938588 40424 ‐0.04871 0.026923 3.27292 3.28896 0.069747 3.27348 ‐0.0571649 0.0257232 4.93864 4.97425 4.93987
rs1759452 17303635 G A 0.130204 0.126454 0.938589 40424 ‐0.04871 0.026923 3.27288 3.28892 0.069749 3.27344 ‐0.0571653 0.0257233 4.93867 4.97428 4.9399
rs181686194 16549409 T G 0.00167613 0.0019847 0.365854 40424 0.617384 0.332077 3.45646 3.28874 0.069757 3.5082 0.41254 0.308387 1.78954 1.7118 1.80432
rs11788735 16488804 C G 0.204927 0.194599 0.764989 40424 ‐0.04538 0.025077 3.27506 3.28705 0.069828 3.27551 ‐0.0554755 0.0238639 5.40404 5.43452 5.40514
rs184889205 17217680 C T 0.00236871 0.00180075 0.622262 40424 ‐0.45219 0.257562 3.08236 3.28265 0.070016 3.11264 ‐0.414451 0.248225 2.78775 2.9866 2.81274
rs186063767 17218676 C T 0.00236896 0.00180095 0.622211 40424 ‐0.45218 0.257555 3.08232 3.2826 0.070018 3.1126 ‐0.414488 0.248224 2.78828 2.98718 2.81328
rs112919341 17376520 T G 0.00669742 0.00578281 0.789189 40424 ‐0.22967 0.128765 3.18142 3.28067 0.0701 3.1909 ‐0.215369 0.122924 3.06967 3.18165 3.07856
rs78563040 16968431 A C 0.0474375 0.0501275 0.972206 40424 0.074455 0.040939 3.30769 3.28054 0.070106 3.30901 0.0632795 0.0389383 2.64102 2.61686 2.64186
rs10962522 16657540 G C 0.0421437 0.0447725 0.428517 40424 0.118602 0.065133 3.31575 3.27953 0.070149 3.31778 0.109183 0.0612616 3.17641 3.13816 3.17829
rs146981520 16922171 T A 0.00882007 0.0100199 0.316498 40424 0.285444 0.156389 3.3314 3.27874 0.070183 3.33797 0.322533 0.148975 4.68731 4.57602 4.69952
rs113539787 17378741 A G 0.00669469 0.00578096 0.788852 40424 ‐0.22949 0.128813 3.17405 3.27295 0.070431 3.18349 ‐0.215321 0.122971 3.06598 3.17777 3.07485
rs2780207 17299574 G C 0.129819 0.126102 0.935448 40424 ‐0.04872 0.026997 3.2563 3.27221 0.070463 3.25684 ‐0.0569785 0.0257952 4.87914 4.91409 4.88033
rs35376870 17111999 G A 0.248212 0.251844 0.932606 40424 0.037577 0.020754 3.27832 3.27051 0.070536 3.27868 0.03041 0.0197765 2.36448 2.35856 2.36465
rs10810753 17317788 T C 0.870561 0.874398 0.933863 40424 0.048801 0.027054 3.2539 3.26995 0.07056 3.25445 0.0579989 0.0258441 5.03634 5.07338 5.03762
rs72704100 16692496 T C 0.0682229 0.0713805 0.573668 40424 0.082188 0.045296 3.29223 3.26661 0.070704 3.2933 0.0692364 0.0428529 2.6104 2.58946 2.61108
rs111354531 17380296 C T 0.00665815 0.00574292 0.79224 40424 ‐0.2293 0.128899 3.16438 3.26286 0.070865 3.17377 ‐0.215742 0.123063 3.07339 3.18566 3.08231
rs187895839 16590054 C T 0.00119751 0.00106388 0.148169 40424 ‐1.26983 0.72849 3.03841 3.26127 0.070934 3.06837 ‐1.03044 0.695373 2.19589 2.34813 2.21258
rs112149404 17380400 C T 0.0066576 0.00574284 0.792166 40424 ‐0.2292 0.128907 3.16131 3.25965 0.071004 3.17068 ‐0.215674 0.12307 3.07109 3.18323 3.08
rs10733334 16903490 T G 0.880501 0.870457 0.992867 40424 ‐0.0476 0.026319 3.27151 3.2567 0.071132 3.27207 ‐0.0554975 0.0251165 4.88234 4.84965 4.88357
rs2779772 17147191 A C 0.177497 0.173861 0.874852 40424 ‐0.04403 0.024447 3.24371 3.25669 0.071133 3.24416 ‐0.04756 0.0232889 4.17047 4.19297 4.17118
rs185160662 17262558 A G 0.00666023 0.00571027 0.819161 40424 ‐0.22566 0.127016 3.1565 3.25513 0.0712 3.16585 ‐0.213624 0.121209 3.10624 3.22044 3.11536
rs79590931 17252343 C T 0.00355444 0.00477882 0.355985 40424 0.384451 0.211 3.31984 3.25066 0.071395 3.34098 0.540106 0.205003 6.94124 6.70556 7.03172
rs10963014 17295633 G C 0.129041 0.125203 0.938665 40424 ‐0.04867 0.02706 3.23467 3.25055 0.071399 3.23522 ‐0.0577113 0.0258539 4.98274 5.01912 4.98399
rs4961491 16441707 T C 0.28206 0.271728 0.951571 40424 ‐0.03605 0.020019 3.24312 3.2504 0.071406 3.24345 ‐0.040562 0.0191186 4.50121 4.51561 4.5018
rs7019539 16966188 G A 0.693198 0.685941 0.972537 40424 ‐0.03452 0.019134 3.25396 3.24883 0.071474 3.25427 ‐0.0269149 0.0182589 2.17288 2.16932 2.173
rs7046103 16965579 A G 0.69426 0.687274 0.974333 40424 ‐0.0345 0.01913 3.25325 3.2481 0.071506 3.25356 ‐0.0264092 0.0182543 2.09305 2.08967 2.09317
rs619357 17302356 C A 0.134189 0.130119 0.921842 40424 ‐0.04826 0.026848 3.23153 3.24696 0.071556 3.23206 ‐0.0584104 0.0256558 5.18332 5.22091 5.18464
rs188036692 16858973 A C 0.00216556 0.00252371 0.274343 40424 0.617893 0.338004 3.34181 3.24471 0.071654 3.36737 0.757049 0.312547 5.86701 5.57453 5.94851
rs34884121 17312015 AT A 0.869643 0.873361 0.936264 40424 0.048394 0.026942 3.2265 3.24221 0.071764 3.22704 0.0569118 0.0257403 4.88852 4.92359 4.88972
rs185462269 17263156 C A 0.00666034 0.0057133 0.819118 40424 ‐0.22515 0.126997 3.1431 3.24106 0.071814 3.15237 ‐0.212993 0.121185 3.08913 3.20232 3.09814
rs138614420 16604621 C T 0.0206075 0.0190649 0.389491 40424 ‐0.18731 0.105296 3.1644 3.23552 0.072057 3.16889 ‐0.192454 0.0990536 3.77495 3.87826 3.78149
rs77758719 16604859 T G 0.0206077 0.0190653 0.389487 40424 ‐0.18726 0.105295 3.16295 3.23402 0.072123 3.16744 ‐0.192416 0.0990528 3.77355 3.87679 3.78008
rs181309222 17122592 C T 0.0233782 0.0231835 0.408798 40424 ‐0.16435 0.09214 3.18177 3.22982 0.072309 3.18471 ‐0.106959 0.0878291 1.48305 1.5013 1.48366
rs191054693 16929403 C G 0.00126078 0.00115324 0.167122 40424 ‐1.12153 0.648784 2.98829 3.22965 0.072316 3.05061 ‐0.678271 0.624379 1.18008 1.24816 1.18804
rs13283347 17130280 T C 0.320565 0.326916 0.903031 40424 0.035136 0.019541 3.23314 3.22824 0.072378 3.23345 0.0263226 0.0186176 1.99899 1.996 1.99909
rs150457699 17141120 T TA 0.0212056 0.0189286 0.86009 40424 ‐0.12095 0.067879 3.17494 3.22821 0.07238 3.17807 ‐0.109871 0.0650056 2.85673 2.91093 2.85925
rs10962984 17269003 G A 0.126631 0.122934 0.936892 40424 ‐0.04903 0.027365 3.20989 3.22574 0.072489 3.21044 ‐0.0579409 0.0261513 4.9089 4.94476 4.91013
rs35820984 17112944 G A 0.276594 0.281859 0.950029 40424 0.035642 0.019828 3.23135 3.22492 0.072525 3.23168 0.0327157 0.0189151 2.99155 2.98447 2.99181
rs56062233 16524091 C G 0.0103952 0.00901732 0.449217 40424 ‐0.25038 0.141772 3.11892 3.22163 0.072671 3.12757 ‐0.317905 0.134115 5.61875 5.90583 5.64727
rs4621917 17318681 A G 0.87058 0.874378 0.932336 40424 0.048493 0.027084 3.20588 3.22161 0.072672 3.20642 0.0577234 0.0258725 4.9777 5.01417 4.97896
rs10962979 17268419 C A 0.126665 0.122982 0.936841 40424 ‐0.04895 0.027361 3.20124 3.21701 0.072877 3.20178 ‐0.0578183 0.0261473 4.88965 4.9253 4.89088
rs73649035 16809708 A G 0.0665007 0.0679465 0.697429 40424 0.075345 0.041857 3.24011 3.21687 0.072883 3.24113 0.0316557 0.0396815 0.636397 0.633883 0.636435
rs76587118 16622701 C G 0.0115803 0.0102493 0.414333 40424 ‐0.2452 0.138902 3.11608 3.21665 0.072893 3.12411 ‐0.285917 0.131148 4.75289 4.96782 4.77232
rs34760530 17095076 T C 0.284505 0.289933 0.957858 40424 0.035166 0.019591 3.22204 3.21601 0.072921 3.22236 0.0331876 0.0186935 3.15188 3.14468 3.15216
rs10810735 17132432 G A 0.320495 0.326837 0.902643 40424 0.03507 0.019545 3.21942 3.21455 0.072986 3.21973 0.0263511 0.0186224 2.0023 1.9993 2.0024
rs35979939 17116411 C T 0.276702 0.281964 0.95023 40424 0.035573 0.019825 3.21984 3.21344 0.073036 3.22016 0.0326383 0.018912 2.97837 2.97134 2.97863
rs1927640 16456965 A G 0.309463 0.300048 0.901428 40424 ‐0.03588 0.020036 3.20701 3.21315 0.073049 3.20731 ‐0.0372758 0.0191106 3.80459 3.8141 3.80498
rs4961731 16683543 C T 0.924478 0.919914 0.72196 40424 ‐0.06835 0.038015 3.23225 3.21104 0.073143 3.23312 ‐0.0754296 0.0361374 4.35682 4.31704 4.35839
rs188313643 16810165 A G 0.000638178 0.000795029 0.273141 40424 1.08971 0.593814 3.3676 3.20614 0.073362 3.53411 0.83584 0.549134 2.3168 2.17378 2.39216
rs202032722 16422367 T TA 0.00150976 0.00131975 0.125561 40424 ‐1.22023 0.701734 3.02368 3.20194 0.073551 3.0406 ‐1.12409 0.674052 2.78108 2.95715 2.79508
rs1927641 16456911 C T 0.309453 0.300064 0.901029 40424 ‐0.03581 0.020036 3.1949 3.20101 0.073593 3.1952 ‐0.0369825 0.0191099 3.74522 3.75451 3.7456
rs3840728 17308235 AATTT A 0.131263 0.127623 0.929753 40424 ‐0.04811 0.026959 3.18432 3.19969 0.073652 3.18485 ‐0.0561702 0.0257554 4.75638 4.78997 4.75751
rs200197611 16603892 AAC A 0.916048 0.916776 0.429463 40424 0.087714 0.049278 3.16829 3.19677 0.073784 3.16939 0.0788569 0.0464883 2.87735 2.9042 2.87817
rs7350234 16586132 C T 0.933627 0.934837 0.487047 40424 0.091845 0.051626 3.16507 3.19613 0.073813 3.16632 0.0953092 0.0488825 3.80158 3.84786 3.8033
rs184438889 17035641 G C 0.000200854 0.000146909 0.271311 40424 ‐3.09495 2.13856 2.09442 3.19461 0.073881 2.25685 ‐1.98783 1.86689 1.13376 1.59149 1.23166
rs116773076 16610653 T A 0.0113232 0.00999941 0.426792 40424 ‐0.24351 0.138463 3.093 3.19344 0.073934 3.10114 ‐0.283951 0.130747 4.71654 4.9315 4.73609
rs35619803 16603893 AC A 0.917699 0.918398 0.437241 40424 0.087695 0.049296 3.16468 3.19332 0.07394 3.16579 0.0784582 0.0464891 2.84822 2.87477 2.84903
rs183606407 16843960 G A 0.000945402 0.000719405 0.193598 40424 ‐1.28922 0.759269 2.88311 3.18956 0.07411 2.94164 ‐1.70946 0.771906 4.90442 5.66857 5.04493
rs7863885 16574146 A C 0.0746394 0.0740853 0.451325 40424 ‐0.09016 0.050735 3.15828 3.18798 0.074182 3.15946 ‐0.0820474 0.0479029 2.93364 2.96271 2.93457
rs117090341 17260496 T G 0.0139565 0.0127573 0.601793 40424 ‐0.17768 0.100694 3.11367 3.18035 0.074529 3.11841 ‐0.193754 0.0961844 4.05779 4.17665 4.06569
rs138921956 16680047 T C 0.00258365 0.00234306 0.131728 40424 ‐0.90778 0.519709 3.05097 3.17654 0.074703 3.06654 ‐0.641129 0.487009 1.73307 1.8003 1.73814
rs2225327 16721238 G A 0.921175 0.918195 0.871965 40424 ‐0.06123 0.034251 3.19559 3.1753 0.074759 3.1964 ‐0.0515292 0.0325213 2.51056 2.49334 2.51106
rs7021433 16801809 A C 0.0106151 0.0119859 0.275629 40424 0.277022 0.154045 3.23395 3.17417 0.074811 3.24 0.275508 0.145589 3.58104 3.50069 3.58944
rs79736306 16839599 C T 0.0381368 0.0400754 0.684318 40424 0.095961 0.053626 3.20221 3.17213 0.074905 3.20389 0.0830086 0.0513432 2.61385 2.58552 2.61493
rs200482986 17341724 GA G 0.00665306 0.00564178 0.563411 40424 ‐0.27287 0.15584 3.06595 3.17029 0.074989 3.07651 ‐0.352436 0.150414 5.49012 5.79139 5.52174
rs13297390 17092997 T C 0.284654 0.289977 0.956963 40424 0.034916 0.019594 3.17542 3.16952 0.075024 3.17573 0.0326695 0.0186974 3.05295 3.04609 3.05322
rs35682053 16604834 TG T 0.916607 0.91726 0.435575 40424 0.086992 0.049082 3.14129 3.16935 0.075032 3.14237 0.0761582 0.0462716 2.70897 2.73329 2.70969
rs181606646 17266079 C G 0.00666053 0.00572861 0.81902 40424 ‐0.22239 0.126879 3.07214 3.16649 0.075164 3.08096 ‐0.209685 0.121053 3.00042 3.10844 3.00891
rs146777396 17144799 G C 0.000927454 0.000861909 0.210807 40424 ‐1.12187 0.666585 2.83254 3.16544 0.075212 2.92781 ‐0.550712 0.648187 0.721852 0.765555 0.726559
c9_pos16897141 16907141 G A 0.026773 0.0248464 0.976198 40424 ‐0.09868 0.055858 3.12115 3.16371 0.075292 3.1234 ‐0.114189 0.0536466 4.5307 4.61974 4.53537
rs3119848 17176955 C T 0.146659 0.141622 0.916342 40424 ‐0.04632 0.026103 3.14925 3.16353 0.0753 3.14973 ‐0.0559157 0.0248625 5.05798 5.09287 5.05917
rs1952345 16568524 C A 0.0743028 0.0736779 0.450874 40424 ‐0.0901 0.050896 3.13372 3.16294 0.075327 3.13486 ‐0.08314 0.0480459 2.99438 3.02424 2.99534
rs74654232 16842687 G T 0.0182279 0.0171115 0.581324 40424 ‐0.15357 0.087061 3.11138 3.16166 0.075386 3.11474 ‐0.143592 0.0838241 2.93441 2.98893 2.93725
rs138394546 17112029 C G 0.00282142 0.00330988 0.140934 40424 0.719693 0.395749 3.30716 3.16097 0.075418 3.34685 0.864731 0.378154 5.22909 4.98521 5.33876
rs59372891 16447570 C T 0.0818037 0.0855886 0.850823 40424 0.06072 0.034055 3.17901 3.15969 0.075478 3.17977 0.0545199 0.032387 2.83381 2.81403 2.83441
rs181904185 17369707 G A 0.0010929 0.00150261 0.316928 40424 0.735385 0.40939 3.22668 3.15747 0.07558 3.26134 0.738674 0.392245 3.54643 3.43133 3.59093
rs185180159 16630274 G C 0.00150642 0.0018082 0.384771 40424 0.618651 0.33978 3.3151 3.15687 0.075608 3.37205 0.437754 0.31398 1.94382 1.85317 1.96367
rs139830397 17277790 G A 0.0139468 0.0127484 0.602048 40424 ‐0.17702 0.100695 3.09048 3.15641 0.075629 3.09515 ‐0.193522 0.0961924 4.04744 4.16586 4.0553
rs1411430 16733659 T C 0.278059 0.287713 0.773026 40424 0.039057 0.021971 3.16004 3.15369 0.075755 3.16036 0.0286612 0.0208939 1.8817 1.87811 1.8818
rs2840290 16733957 A G 0.278051 0.287706 0.773068 40424 0.039044 0.021971 3.15783 3.15149 0.075858 3.15815 0.0286654 0.0208941 1.88221 1.87862 1.88231
rs10810570 16489536 T A 0.21402 0.204426 0.74508 40424 ‐0.04422 0.024961 3.13862 3.14932 0.075959 3.13901 ‐0.0522242 0.0237547 4.83328 4.85773 4.83414
rs7867001 16754047 T C 0.925383 0.922424 0.899755 40424 ‐0.06157 0.034592 3.16846 3.14851 0.075996 3.16925 ‐0.0496782 0.0328276 2.29009 2.27512 2.29051
rs1330295 16752155 A C 0.925382 0.922423 0.899779 40424 ‐0.06157 0.034592 3.16844 3.14849 0.075997 3.16923 ‐0.0496799 0.0328271 2.29032 2.27536 2.29074
rs2584547 17406022 A G 0.563134 0.562478 0.860108 40424 0.033618 0.018956 3.14527 3.14744 0.076046 3.14553 0.0247583 0.0180518 1.88105 1.88214 1.88113
rs56752141 16982994 G C 0.0470644 0.0496806 0.947513 40424 0.073968 0.041545 3.16986 3.1443 0.076193 3.1711 0.0637669 0.0395643 2.59767 2.57391 2.59849
rs185175287 17155257 G A 0.000524445 0.00044818 0.112744 40424 ‐2.21827 1.33433 2.76375 3.14408 0.076203 2.82832 ‐1.88505 1.2804 2.16747 2.43371 2.21161
rs118186507 16905916 C T 0.00324246 0.00395629 0.214292 40424 0.548513 0.305601 3.22156 3.14272 0.076267 3.23482 0.648987 0.288022 5.07716 4.89567 5.11449
rs181471710 16587245 T A 9.00344E‐05 0.000163621 0.10975 40424 3.91925 2.19308 3.19372 3.1424 0.076281 3.44169 4.24963 2.12175 4.01156 3.92808 4.44867
rs111430384 16609335 G T 0.0112466 0.00992857 0.429457 40424 ‐0.24151 0.138427 3.04384 3.1418 0.07631 3.05172 ‐0.281282 0.130699 4.63173 4.8408 4.65061
rs190881477 17267164 G C 0.00666067 0.00573416 0.819051 40424 ‐0.22138 0.126827 3.04683 3.1399 0.076398 3.05551 ‐0.208481 0.121 2.96869 3.07488 2.97699
rs183389876 17267298 G T 0.00666069 0.00573488 0.819056 40424 ‐0.22124 0.126819 3.04344 3.13634 0.076565 3.0521 ‐0.208325 0.120993 2.9646 3.07056 2.97288
rs2382804 16454235 T C 0.993826 0.99449 0.32041 40424 0.36527 0.210018 3.02492 3.13381 0.076684 3.0351 0.367811 0.201565 3.32979 3.47102 3.34281
rs199615230 16531420 CGA C 0.00211088 0.00188327 0.118889 40424 ‐1.06732 0.621456 2.94963 3.12736 0.076988 2.96751 ‐0.978722 0.580449 2.84309 3.02071 2.86077
rs199506190 16569109 T TA 0.0742192 0.0737014 0.452524 40424 ‐0.08942 0.0508 3.09818 3.1269 0.07701 3.0993 ‐0.0810052 0.0479604 2.85272 2.88043 2.8536
rs202118856 16518593 TTG T 0.00694546 0.00667908 0.15869 40424 ‐0.47742 0.273661 3.04352 3.12534 0.077084 3.05203 ‐0.328614 0.25933 1.60571 1.63865 1.60783
rs10962493 16572137 C A 0.0742055 0.0736959 0.454025 40424 ‐0.08924 0.050726 3.09533 3.12411 0.077142 3.09645 ‐0.0808964 0.0478886 2.8536 2.88144 2.85448
rs150251517 16853066 A G 0.00682768 0.00791972 0.628706 40424 0.230427 0.129011 3.19015 3.12411 0.077142 3.19752 0.200794 0.120722 2.76649 2.69933 2.77228
rs201898723 16603886 TA T 0.916071 0.916747 0.429803 40424 0.086662 0.049262 3.09478 3.12227 0.077229 3.09584 0.078074 0.0464642 2.82342 2.84946 2.82421
rs10962981 17268493 T A 0.127604 0.124097 0.93829 40424 ‐0.04799 0.027234 3.10458 3.11952 0.07736 3.10509 ‐0.0564481 0.026026 4.70418 4.73752 4.7053
rs6475111 17162413 C T 0.261025 0.261718 0.826415 40424 ‐0.03859 0.021878 3.11109 3.11888 0.07739 3.11141 ‐0.0184484 0.0208519 0.782758 0.783903 0.782776
rs181867291 17187617 C G 0.00216117 0.00184003 0.228627 40424 ‐0.72379 0.422016 2.94144 3.11807 0.077428 2.97393 ‐0.554945 0.414493 1.79253 1.88849 1.80123
rs200305912 17043813 T TC 0.0014841 0.00180177 0.178902 40424 0.870804 0.484162 3.23488 3.1178 0.077441 3.27216 0.920807 0.453958 4.1144 3.91502 4.18784
rs141998970 17213660 C A 0.00862094 0.00781593 0.654605 40424 ‐0.21508 0.12362 3.02706 3.11452 0.077597 3.03497 ‐0.195089 0.117811 2.74217 2.83122 2.74864
c9_pos16897239 16907239 C G 0.0482708 0.0458322 0.94878 40424 ‐0.074 0.042141 3.08393 3.11316 0.077662 3.08523 ‐0.0917462 0.0405709 5.11384 5.18938 5.11724
rs184558413 16532056 A T 0.000588881 0.000705463 0.166076 40424 1.5231 0.840406 3.28455 3.11138 0.077747 3.35837 1.21901 0.75045 2.63857 2.47215 2.70778
rs187392145 17268362 C T 0.00666069 0.00574031 0.819123 40424 ‐0.22022 0.126764 3.01808 3.10968 0.077828 3.02658 ‐0.20712 0.120939 2.93302 3.03717 2.94111
rs184235657 16509380 C A 0.00728245 0.00660608 0.125988 40424 ‐0.54663 0.314669 3.01768 3.10713 0.07795 3.02335 ‐0.637683 0.297212 4.60338 4.79651 4.61968
rs189829835 16559453 A C 0.0015613 0.00186282 0.380241 40424 0.608744 0.337042 3.26213 3.10497 0.078054 3.31143 0.419563 0.3123 1.80489 1.72442 1.82077
rs191573432 17407795 G T 0.000461614 0.000685117 0.316642 40424 1.12765 0.63071 3.19658 3.10382 0.078109 3.29152 1.01442 0.579943 3.0596 2.89338 3.15864
rs7018856 17267583 A T 0.128758 0.125338 0.929116 40424 ‐0.04789 0.027255 3.0878 3.10256 0.078169 3.0883 ‐0.0559749 0.0260453 4.61879 4.65111 4.61987
rs185609528 17166546 G C 0.00216213 0.00184217 0.228531 40424 ‐0.72167 0.421836 2.92676 3.10182 0.078205 2.95891 ‐0.552221 0.414292 1.7767 1.87129 1.78525
rs192846275 17168562 C T 0.00216176 0.00184191 0.22856 40424 ‐0.7213 0.421827 2.92389 3.09868 0.078356 2.95598 ‐0.551896 0.41428 1.7747 1.86913 1.78324
rs10962986 17269035 C T 0.127719 0.124225 0.937982 40424 ‐0.04781 0.027226 3.08338 3.09816 0.078381 3.08388 ‐0.0562623 0.026019 4.67579 4.70881 4.6769
rs12237370 16952580 C T 0.00870826 0.00763431 0.700621 40424 ‐0.2077 0.119692 3.01116 3.09627 0.078472 3.01849 ‐0.194486 0.11475 2.87258 2.96607 2.87939
c9_pos16904560 16914560 A G 0.0854654 0.0840085 0.991284 28728 ‐0.06479 0.036955 3.07401 3.09563 0.078503 3.07499 ‐0.0683009 0.0354165 3.71912 3.75454 3.72047
rs10962985 17269011 C T 0.127852 0.124373 0.938188 40424 ‐0.04773 0.027209 3.07726 3.09198 0.078679 3.07776 ‐0.0561685 0.0260025 4.66612 4.699 4.66723
rs79867331 17027412 C G 0.0419744 0.0454967 0.915088 40424 0.07826 0.044322 3.11776 3.09132 0.078711 3.11907 0.0603072 0.0422256 2.0398 2.02232 2.04036
rs10962987 17269184 G T 0.12787 0.124394 0.938316 40424 ‐0.04772 0.027205 3.07655 3.09126 0.078714 3.07705 ‐0.0561388 0.0259984 4.66264 4.69547 4.66374
rs10962983 17268658 A C 0.127627 0.124126 0.938028 40424 ‐0.04777 0.027236 3.07592 3.09064 0.078744 3.07641 ‐0.0562644 0.0260266 4.6734 4.7064 4.67451
rs2780212 17407849 C T 0.558255 0.557005 0.860803 40424 0.033241 0.018916 3.08816 3.09015 0.078768 3.08841 0.023946 0.0180177 1.76632 1.76725 1.76639
rs187398548 17269150 G T 0.0066608 0.0057443 0.81921 40424 ‐0.21945 0.126717 2.99909 3.08974 0.078787 3.00748 ‐0.206234 0.120895 2.91006 3.01291 2.91803
rs192287147 16637448 T C 0.000906055 0.001049 0.100279 40424 1.50067 0.844175 3.16014 3.0859 0.078974 3.24649 1.59999 0.79084 4.09314 3.86735 4.19285
rs183272602 17347050 A G 0.00659286 0.00569461 0.802599 40424 ‐0.22254 0.128593 2.995 3.08555 0.078991 3.00343 ‐0.210263 0.122732 2.935 3.03956 2.94315
rs190852076 17346889 C A 0.00659321 0.005695 0.802651 40424 ‐0.22252 0.128583 2.99487 3.08541 0.078997 3.00329 ‐0.210229 0.122724 2.93443 3.03896 2.94257
rs10962584 16775191 G A 0.0103572 0.0115772 0.24125 40424 0.29797 0.167992 3.14606 3.0842 0.079056 3.15129 0.32562 0.15773 4.2618 4.1591 4.27394
rs13296034 16673389 A G 0.598912 0.586162 0.788118 40424 ‐0.03506 0.019955 3.08623 3.08392 0.07907 3.08648 ‐0.0326489 0.0190196 2.9467 2.94399 2.94691
rs183085340 17339625 T C 0.00659818 0.0056998 0.803433 40424 ‐0.22215 0.12845 2.99096 3.0813 0.079197 2.99935 ‐0.209763 0.122596 2.92755 3.03167 2.93565
rs180794985 17342709 G A 0.00659797 0.00569962 0.803406 40424 ‐0.22216 0.128455 2.99096 3.0813 0.079197 2.99935 ‐0.209777 0.122601 2.92772 3.03185 2.93582
rs185635767 17340348 C T 0.00659804 0.00569965 0.803414 40424 ‐0.22215 0.128454 2.99092 3.08126 0.079199 2.99932 ‐0.209779 0.122599 2.92783 3.03196 2.93593
rs188535071 17341162 C T 0.00659802 0.00569966 0.803409 40424 ‐0.22215 0.128454 2.99087 3.08121 0.079202 2.99926 ‐0.209776 0.1226 2.92773 3.03186 2.93583
rs140836418 16607435 C T 0.0112121 0.00990518 0.431105 40424 ‐0.23887 0.138226 2.98624 3.08116 0.079204 2.99383 ‐0.278057 0.13055 4.53639 4.73891 4.55453
rs12237369 16952575 C G 0.00869168 0.00761913 0.701921 40424 ‐0.20718 0.119685 2.99639 3.08085 0.079219 3.00365 ‐0.194095 0.114744 2.86134 2.95427 2.8681
rs190508054 17350139 A T 0.0065924 0.00569495 0.802432 40424 ‐0.22239 0.128605 2.99023 3.08055 0.079234 2.99863 ‐0.210129 0.122741 2.93081 3.03514 2.93893
rs78460750 17217944 C A 0.00857876 0.00777889 0.656834 40424 ‐0.21403 0.123689 2.99409 3.08013 0.079254 3.00184 ‐0.194213 0.117878 2.71449 2.80223 2.72083
rs1361076 16724276 T G 0.922186 0.919253 0.888925 40424 ‐0.06007 0.034123 3.09914 3.07973 0.079274 3.0999 ‐0.0505389 0.0324024 2.43275 2.41629 2.43323
rs183074916 17336711 T C 0.00660005 0.00570118 0.803808 40424 ‐0.222 0.128401 2.98927 3.07954 0.079283 2.99765 ‐0.209642 0.12255 2.92639 3.03044 2.93448
rs186833003 17335534 A G 0.00660046 0.00570153 0.803897 40424 ‐0.22195 0.12839 2.98857 3.0788 0.079319 2.99695 ‐0.209609 0.122539 2.92598 3.03001 2.93407
rs59485221 16503212 C T 0.0130405 0.0117071 0.41459 40424 ‐0.22372 0.129222 2.99746 3.07836 0.07934 3.00354 ‐0.269334 0.122229 4.85547 5.04843 4.87145
rs10962977 17268196 T G 0.129493 0.125987 0.926394 40424 ‐0.04765 0.027222 3.06346 3.07803 0.079357 3.06395 ‐0.0571912 0.0260227 4.83007 4.86462 4.83125
rs192800325 17333105 A G 0.00660043 0.00570165 0.803905 40424 ‐0.22192 0.128388 2.98762 3.07781 0.079367 2.99599 ‐0.209571 0.122537 2.92501 3.02898 2.93309
rs140654190 16757079 T TTCTA 0.907095 0.903226 0.853761 40424 ‐0.05642 0.032073 3.09431 3.07673 0.07942 3.09498 ‐0.0501498 0.0304703 2.70885 2.69145 2.70937
rs73645995 16546953 G C 0.00377722 0.00361837 0.129846 40424 ‐0.70837 0.411776 2.95937 3.07374 0.079566 2.97374 ‐0.38012 0.38769 0.961331 0.983237 0.962923
rs189191910 17061634 A G 0.000677517 0.000706926 0.123135 40424 1.66727 0.925192 3.2475 3.07212 0.079646 3.30463 0.383524 0.882457 0.188885 0.185678 0.189109
rs9987410 16750189 A T 0.925189 0.922282 0.900985 40424 ‐0.06072 0.034541 3.09011 3.07091 0.079705 3.09086 ‐0.0488833 0.0327794 2.22393 2.20962 2.22432
rs10732336 16747501 A G 0.925187 0.922281 0.900996 40424 ‐0.06072 0.03454 3.09003 3.07084 0.079708 3.09078 ‐0.0488817 0.0327789 2.22384 2.20953 2.22423
rs10756851 16991332 G A 0.63752 0.639639 0.978398 40424 0.03208 0.018319 3.06679 3.07074 0.079713 3.06704 0.0268967 0.0174933 2.36404 2.36717 2.36418
rs7874791 16747815 C T 0.925188 0.922281 0.900995 40424 ‐0.06072 0.03454 3.08992 3.07073 0.079714 3.09067 ‐0.048881 0.032779 2.22377 2.20947 2.22417
rs7029195 16746883 T C 0.925187 0.922281 0.900998 40424 ‐0.06072 0.03454 3.08988 3.07068 0.079716 3.09063 ‐0.0488814 0.0327789 2.22382 2.20952 2.22422
rs113143464 17164273 G A 0.0321935 0.0287264 0.74927 40424 ‐0.10385 0.059633 3.03276 3.06896 0.079801 3.03442 ‐0.11417 0.0568489 4.03328 4.10001 4.03625
rs118110682 16830184 G T 0.00249563 0.00296282 0.117099 40424 0.809868 0.457886 3.12834 3.06791 0.079852 3.16069 0.955885 0.440531 4.70825 4.55439 4.77711
rs3814112 16914967 T C 0.948143 0.949563 0.900318 40424 0.072534 0.041587 3.04206 3.06769 0.079863 3.0432 0.0618416 0.0398399 2.40949 2.4318 2.41017
rs187182133 16935101 C G 9.20626E‐05 0.000224865 0.257006 40424 2.30462 1.34416 2.93964 3.06647 0.079923 3.33116 2.62765 1.37656 3.64369 3.9607 4.26208
rs34875792 17320392 C CT 0.870544 0.874194 0.927208 40424 0.047405 0.027141 3.05065 3.06528 0.079981 3.05114 0.0566964 0.0259268 4.78205 4.81645 4.78321
rs181477912 17353847 C T 0.00659023 0.00569554 0.801872 40424 ‐0.22188 0.128648 2.97471 3.0643 0.08003 2.98301 ‐0.20968 0.122776 2.91668 3.02021 2.92472
rs112567153 17210740 T C 0.0161642 0.014866 0.487204 40424 ‐0.18134 0.104728 2.99801 3.06357 0.080066 3.0028 ‐0.187116 0.0997476 3.51899 3.6179 3.52543
rs10962511 16613687 C T 0.917228 0.917943 0.433161 40424 0.08607 0.0494 3.03562 3.0625 0.080118 3.03665 0.0786649 0.0465832 2.85169 2.8782 2.8525
rs12553314 16792621 A G 0.0160739 0.0178094 0.257686 40424 0.233894 0.132614 3.11071 3.06172 0.080157 3.11436 0.238819 0.123973 3.7109 3.64089 3.71679
rs186743329 17276889 T C 0.00666668 0.00575973 0.819806 40424 ‐0.21805 0.1265 2.97124 3.06036 0.080224 2.97946 ‐0.204148 0.120707 2.8604 2.96039 2.86808
rs35060066 17126496 C T 0.274679 0.279707 0.94145 40424 0.03493 0.019948 3.06612 3.06008 0.080238 3.06642 0.0318621 0.0190312 2.80294 2.79641 2.80317
rs10810625 16784606 G C 0.0119069 0.0135106 0.269964 40424 0.259021 0.146778 3.11421 3.06001 0.080241 3.11903 0.317329 0.138278 5.26636 5.13472 5.28249
rs4961513 16971165 G A 0.250775 0.258943 0.997319 40424 0.035091 0.020045 3.06481 3.0581 0.080336 3.06512 0.0343684 0.0191219 3.23041 3.22151 3.23073
rs1415473 16594682 T C 0.0696849 0.0691529 0.445678 40424 ‐0.09168 0.052674 3.02913 3.05776 0.080352 3.03024 ‐0.0777248 0.0497258 2.44318 2.46593 2.44386
rs193164289 17328022 A T 0.00660277 0.00570763 0.804365 40424 ‐0.22099 0.128267 2.96844 3.05766 0.080357 2.9767 ‐0.20845 0.122421 2.89927 3.00177 2.9072
rs113805969 16685724 C T 0.00891436 0.00929478 0.278407 40424 0.310043 0.175115 3.1347 3.05723 0.080379 3.14122 0.0855639 0.164214 0.271494 0.26926 0.271555
rs188661856 17141303 G A 0.000983916 0.000805426 0.229684 40424 ‐1.0931 0.655424 2.78145 3.04946 0.080764 2.83969 ‐0.902431 0.636277 2.01157 2.19497 2.04
rs192742932 17356344 C T 0.00658859 0.00569625 0.801437 40424 ‐0.22138 0.128679 2.95972 3.0486 0.080807 2.96794 ‐0.20929 0.122802 2.90462 3.00749 2.9126
rs111930901 17378584 G T 0.00716501 0.00633565 0.739728 40424 ‐0.22003 0.127885 2.96025 3.04759 0.080857 2.96826 ‐0.203647 0.122054 2.78387 2.87869 2.791
rs112092237 17084334 C A 0.00399786 0.00368705 0.478799 40424 ‐0.35972 0.210174 2.92938 3.04758 0.080858 2.9431 ‐0.300081 0.200739 2.23468 2.32542 2.24335
rs193082444 17360829 G A 0.00658845 0.00569643 0.801401 40424 ‐0.22131 0.128681 2.95792 3.04672 0.0809 2.96613 ‐0.209228 0.122803 2.90283 3.0056 2.9108
rs192355354 17364670 A G 0.00658841 0.00569646 0.801369 40424 ‐0.22131 0.128683 2.95763 3.04641 0.080916 2.96584 ‐0.209224 0.122805 2.90263 3.00538 2.91059
rs7046068 16685539 T C 0.930306 0.92628 0.73841 40424 ‐0.06842 0.039073 3.06633 3.04598 0.080937 3.06714 ‐0.0735165 0.0371409 3.918 3.88281 3.91933
rs10756825 16883563 C G 0.918074 0.919514 0.997783 40424 0.055315 0.031806 3.02454 3.04418 0.081027 3.02528 0.0527618 0.0304721 2.99801 3.02166 2.9987
rs200815496 17122594 CTGTGTT C 0.0240028 0.0238648 0.405388 40424 ‐0.15797 0.091203 3.00021 3.04354 0.081059 3.00278 ‐0.10161 0.0869432 1.36584 1.38174 1.36635
rs7048399 16589226 G C 0.933847 0.934912 0.484831 40424 0.089862 0.051757 3.01453 3.0433 0.081071 3.01566 0.0908129 0.0490161 3.43255 3.47217 3.43396
rs138451722 16924208 C T 0.000967728 0.000672929 0.374315 40424 ‐0.92834 0.562699 2.72181 3.04216 0.081128 2.78705 ‐1.0176 0.55596 3.35019 3.86598 3.4462
rs183411176 16696199 C T 0.00113586 0.000991652 0.105751 40424 ‐1.48189 0.883668 2.81223 3.03838 0.081317 2.85556 ‐0.90834 0.852295 1.13584 1.1977 1.14029
rs183068280 17280497 G T 0.00664245 0.00574357 0.81338 40424 ‐0.21823 0.127111 2.94765 3.03571 0.081451 2.95576 ‐0.205019 0.121303 2.85657 2.95646 2.86424
rs187407874 17284496 G A 0.00663973 0.00574184 0.812812 40424 ‐0.21822 0.127168 2.94466 3.03257 0.081609 2.95275 ‐0.205052 0.12136 2.85477 2.95458 2.86244
rs117874986 17336598 T C 0.0126154 0.0115454 0.554912 40424 ‐0.19063 0.110673 2.96696 3.03086 0.081695 2.97131 ‐0.217889 0.105243 4.2863 4.41893 4.29564
rs191282953 17311782 G A 0.00663622 0.00573907 0.81207 40424 ‐0.21821 0.12725 2.94052 3.02825 0.081826 2.94859 ‐0.205204 0.121442 2.85517 2.95501 2.86283
rs186554609 17311478 C T 0.00663621 0.00573907 0.812071 40424 ‐0.2182 0.12725 2.94042 3.02814 0.081832 2.94849 ‐0.2052 0.121442 2.85507 2.95492 2.86274
rs187136206 17290878 G T 0.00663818 0.00574111 0.812556 40424 ‐0.2181 0.127194 2.94015 3.02785 0.081846 2.94821 ‐0.204978 0.121387 2.85149 2.95112 2.85913
rs188514917 17305685 G C 0.00663663 0.00573962 0.812194 40424 ‐0.21817 0.127237 2.9401 3.02781 0.081848 2.94817 ‐0.20513 0.121428 2.85377 2.95354 2.86143
rs186496527 16874748 G A 0.00038451 0.000643791 0.313462 40424 1.14352 0.647628 3.11772 3.02767 0.081855 3.21833 1.40344 0.615663 5.19642 4.9217 5.47616
rs188816980 17308186 G C 0.00663645 0.00573941 0.812214 40424 ‐0.21815 0.127236 2.9397 3.02739 0.08187 2.94776 ‐0.205136 0.121429 2.85392 2.9537 2.86158
rs189450145 17309283 G C 0.00663645 0.00573943 0.812211 40424 ‐0.21815 0.127237 2.93966 3.02735 0.081872 2.94773 ‐0.205132 0.121429 2.8538 2.95357 2.86146
rs183756501 17323081 T C 0.00660739 0.00571736 0.805293 40424 ‐0.21954 0.128055 2.93919 3.02694 0.081892 2.94728 ‐0.206732 0.122222 2.861 2.96134 2.86872
rs191307764 17322583 G A 0.00660743 0.00571745 0.805299 40424 ‐0.21953 0.128053 2.939 3.02673 0.081903 2.94709 ‐0.206719 0.12222 2.86072 2.96105 2.86844
rs180939299 17297627 C G 0.00663743 0.00574046 0.812434 40424 ‐0.21809 0.127211 2.93904 3.0267 0.081904 2.9471 ‐0.205028 0.121402 2.85215 2.95182 2.85979
rs186276984 17298793 A G 0.00663738 0.00574041 0.812438 40424 ‐0.21808 0.127211 2.93891 3.02656 0.081912 2.94697 ‐0.205028 0.121402 2.85216 2.95183 2.85981
rs186109029 17297972 A G 0.00663741 0.00574046 0.812435 40424 ‐0.21808 0.12721 2.93882 3.02646 0.081917 2.94688 ‐0.205022 0.121402 2.85198 2.95165 2.85963
rs191292005 17292304 C G 0.00663781 0.00574102 0.812499 40424 ‐0.21805 0.1272 2.93852 3.02615 0.081932 2.94658 ‐0.204955 0.121392 2.85062 2.95021 2.85826
rs183413749 17291621 G A 0.00663784 0.00574101 0.812521 40424 ‐0.21804 0.127198 2.9383 3.02592 0.081944 2.94636 ‐0.204949 0.12139 2.85051 2.95009 2.85815
rs10962974 17264112 G T 0.00523612 0.00614833 0.26244 40424 0.386255 0.219534 3.09561 3.02405 0.082038 3.10634 0.377113 0.208854 3.26029 3.16748 3.27228
rs59964304 17231782 AGTTTGGGA 0.16782 0.164604 0.934382 40424 ‐0.04201 0.024208 3.01228 3.02374 0.082054 3.01267 ‐0.0441953 0.0231447 3.64627 3.66448 3.64681
rs4961524 17050077 A G 0.155529 0.146048 0.908653 40424 ‐0.04438 0.025588 3.00778 3.02098 0.082194 3.00823 ‐0.0650563 0.0244786 7.06326 7.12163 7.0656
rs148165812 17401918 C CTAA 0.813048 0.815862 0.847723 40424 0.04215 0.024296 3.0097 3.02063 0.082212 3.01007 0.0454285 0.0231987 3.83469 3.8533 3.83526
rs147622748 16682316 A G 0.00043108 0.000508112 0.163557 40424 1.7928 0.978486 3.35701 3.01974 0.082257 3.48589 1.00621 0.883564 1.29689 1.21934 1.33131
rs189199352 17368943 G A 0.00658488 0.00569713 0.800522 40424 ‐0.22044 0.128762 2.93086 3.01839 0.082325 2.93892 ‐0.208559 0.122869 2.8812 2.98279 2.88905
rs185901299 17369861 G A 0.00658414 0.00569724 0.800398 40424 ‐0.2203 0.128777 2.92651 3.01384 0.082557 2.93455 ‐0.20843 0.122881 2.87711 2.97846 2.88493
c9_pos17004806 17014806 G A 0.256555 0.260072 0.987727 40424 0.03491 0.020091 3.01941 3.01301 0.082599 3.0197 0.0291419 0.0191503 2.31571 2.3104 2.31587
rs190352937 17370206 T C 0.00658396 0.00569733 0.800353 40424 ‐0.22024 0.128781 2.92477 3.01202 0.082649 2.93279 ‐0.208386 0.122884 2.87574 2.97702 2.88355
rs77332323 16865321 G C 0.0067018 0.00772105 0.637527 40424 0.227118 0.129608 3.07069 3.00779 0.082865 3.07762 0.190855 0.121319 2.47483 2.41725 2.47953
rs182459128 17166378 G A 0.00994491 0.0120837 0.715334 40424 0.16849 0.096381 3.05607 3.00694 0.082909 3.06113 0.206809 0.0926101 4.98682 4.8621 5.00024
rs7042146 16721658 A C 0.922031 0.919133 0.883596 40424 ‐0.05945 0.0342 3.02188 3.00317 0.083102 3.02261 ‐0.0502388 0.0324734 2.39345 2.37737 2.39391
rs7870682 17204320 T A 0.160526 0.156705 0.865963 40424 ‐0.04433 0.025633 2.99062 3.00301 0.08311 2.99102 ‐0.0506137 0.0244104 4.2992 4.3247 4.30001
rs13284907 16671469 C G 0.609145 0.595351 0.811717 40424 ‐0.03419 0.019724 3.0048 3.00219 0.083152 3.00504 ‐0.0348684 0.0188183 3.43324 3.42937 3.43353
rs139580008 16851667 A G 0.000161183 0.000220285 0.131465 40424 3.01759 1.68077 3.22332 2.9996 0.083285 3.40482 1.9283 1.56403 1.52006 1.42633 1.55932
rs151242779 16505224 G C 0.00254919 0.00280767 0.35112 40424 0.495343 0.279831 3.13344 2.99905 0.083313 3.16081 0.260961 0.264469 0.973647 0.946364 0.976471
rs1337393 16591308 C T 0.933536 0.934543 0.482944 40424 0.089153 0.051733 2.9699 2.99798 0.083368 2.971 0.0893745 0.048989 3.32836 3.36606 3.32967
rs2815177 17139876 C T 0.165751 0.162043 0.89436 40424 ‐0.04301 0.024891 2.98619 2.99793 0.083371 2.98659 ‐0.0471482 0.0237449 3.94265 3.964 3.9433
rs6475070 16742598 G A 0.925268 0.922409 0.898492 40424 ‐0.06011 0.034613 3.01572 2.99718 0.08341 3.01644 ‐0.0484623 0.0328431 2.17731 2.16343 2.17769
rs6475071 16743186 G A 0.925268 0.922408 0.8985 40424 ‐0.06011 0.034613 3.01566 2.99711 0.083413 3.01637 ‐0.0484637 0.0328429 2.17746 2.16358 2.17784
rs185500125 17260355 C G 0.0010929 0.000809019 0.389578 40424 ‐0.85156 0.51968 2.68511 2.99703 0.083417 2.75002 ‐0.901939 0.495623 3.31171 3.77883 3.39989
rs193291647 17260365 A G 0.0010929 0.000809019 0.389578 40424 ‐0.85156 0.51968 2.68511 2.99703 0.083417 2.75002 ‐0.901939 0.495623 3.31171 3.77883 3.39989
rs180781142 17373411 C T 0.00658064 0.00569648 0.799791 40424 ‐0.21975 0.128842 2.90903 2.99555 0.083494 2.91697 ‐0.208053 0.122942 2.86384 2.96448 2.87159
rs200458495 16905624 TA T 0.119938 0.130252 0.875182 40424 0.048143 0.027762 3.0072 2.99467 0.083539 3.00768 0.0686328 0.0265156 6.69978 6.64892 6.70207
rs112861883 16802788 G A 0.00553891 0.00685002 0.533835 40424 0.258197 0.147959 3.04522 2.98349 0.084118 3.05375 0.324103 0.140719 5.30472 5.12446 5.331
rs10756808 16758001 T A 0.907025 0.903303 0.852293 40424 ‐0.05558 0.032092 2.99906 2.98226 0.084182 2.99969 ‐0.0487275 0.0304905 2.55399 2.53803 2.55445
rs10756809 16758081 C G 0.907024 0.903302 0.852179 40424 ‐0.05557 0.032093 2.99794 2.98115 0.084239 2.99857 ‐0.0487208 0.0304919 2.55304 2.53709 2.5535
rs13285301 16671519 G C 0.609656 0.59595 0.813313 40424 ‐0.03404 0.019709 2.98259 2.98001 0.084299 2.98283 ‐0.0344421 0.0188054 3.35439 3.35065 3.35467
rs188802490 17376350 A G 0.00657664 0.00569506 0.799214 40424 ‐0.21929 0.128903 2.89407 2.97989 0.084305 2.90193 ‐0.207698 0.123001 2.85133 2.95129 2.85901
rs147133281 16497090 G A 0.00110878 0.0010904 0.150296 40424 ‐1.17621 0.709614 2.74743 2.97822 0.084392 2.83712 ‐0.96586 0.670972 2.07214 2.22195 2.11569
rs112582769 17376118 T C 0.00711019 0.00628808 0.745766 40424 ‐0.21736 0.127779 2.89354 2.97779 0.084414 2.9012 ‐0.201627 0.121959 2.73318 2.82531 2.74005
rs117329371 16470735 T A 0.0224284 0.0229714 0.294954 40424 0.184222 0.106149 3.01196 2.97753 0.084428 3.01462 0.144014 0.101659 2.00685 1.98191 2.00798
rs142251054 16858531 A C 0.00679097 0.00783912 0.631523 40424 0.225402 0.129302 3.03881 2.97697 0.084457 3.04555 0.193767 0.121016 2.56372 2.50332 2.56873
rs10756791 16724455 C T 0.280026 0.289827 0.740749 40424 0.038698 0.022411 2.98168 2.97591 0.084513 2.98197 0.0285303 0.0213092 1.79257 1.78929 1.79267
rs113572060 17376254 A G 0.00710984 0.00628809 0.745756 40424 ‐0.21729 0.12778 2.89167 2.97584 0.084516 2.89932 ‐0.201562 0.12196 2.73137 2.82341 2.73823
rs10738437 16581967 G A 0.930324 0.931356 0.483286 40424 0.087048 0.050703 2.94744 2.97471 0.084575 2.9485 0.0914498 0.0479587 3.63605 3.67804 3.63757
rs11366076 17237272 TA T 0.184454 0.182 0.906638 40424 ‐0.04058 0.023581 2.96193 2.97243 0.084695 2.96229 ‐0.0421728 0.022539 3.50101 3.51704 3.50148
rs5015536 16757174 T C 0.907149 0.903439 0.856755 40424 ‐0.05539 0.03204 2.98899 2.97228 0.084702 2.98962 ‐0.048461 0.0304462 2.53349 2.51772 2.53394
rs5896721 16905620 AT A 0.120044 0.13036 0.875674 40424 0.047908 0.027743 2.98199 2.96962 0.084842 2.98246 0.0685179 0.0264979 6.6863 6.63562 6.68858
rs7042297 16445034 A T 0.0842007 0.0887203 0.798598 40424 0.059693 0.034546 2.98581 2.96933 0.084857 2.98644 0.0622152 0.0328988 3.5763 3.55005 3.57718
rs141983166 17113595 C T 0.0221786 0.0241272 0.82246 40424 0.110059 0.063491 3.00487 2.96805 0.084924 3.00715 0.14779 0.0603112 6.00473 5.87835 6.01407
rs58429604 16442933 G A 0.00097073 0.00116929 0.153205 40424 1.1497 0.659894 3.03545 2.96717 0.08497 3.11847 0.734778 0.615896 1.4233 1.37653 1.43929
rs150319729 16862718 G T 0.00687438 0.00790219 0.626376 40424 0.224737 0.129179 3.02666 2.96542 0.085062 3.0333 0.191328 0.120926 2.50334 2.44515 2.50809
rs139581806 16800021 G A 0.00882918 0.00957191 0.303752 40424 0.286518 0.164421 3.03661 2.96445 0.085113 3.04281 0.203213 0.154372 1.73288 1.69952 1.73539
rs6475063 16572972 A G 0.0736148 0.0731359 0.45669 40424 ‐0.08698 0.050748 2.93747 2.96416 0.085129 2.93849 ‐0.0792881 0.0479148 2.73827 2.76458 2.73909
rs12343239 16573177 C G 0.0736221 0.0731433 0.456754 40424 ‐0.08691 0.050737 2.93425 2.96089 0.085301 2.93526 ‐0.079205 0.0479059 2.73355 2.7598 2.73437
rs10962832 17048990 A T 0.154503 0.145055 0.912915 40424 ‐0.04393 0.025588 2.94775 2.96059 0.085317 2.94819 ‐0.0648848 0.0244812 7.0246 7.08263 7.02692
rs12343306 16573136 G A 0.0736205 0.0731422 0.456739 40424 ‐0.08691 0.050739 2.93362 2.96026 0.085334 2.93464 ‐0.0792017 0.0479076 2.73313 2.75937 2.73394
rs2094781 16758649 G A 0.907214 0.903535 0.850891 40424 ‐0.05545 0.03215 2.97497 2.95833 0.085436 2.97559 ‐0.0483895 0.0305409 2.51037 2.49478 2.51081
rs7868731 16758462 G A 0.907219 0.903539 0.851876 40424 ‐0.05542 0.032131 2.97479 2.95816 0.085445 2.97541 ‐0.0483532 0.0305256 2.50912 2.49355 2.50956
rs188061166 17056053 A G 0.000369857 0.000251405 0.192701 40424 ‐2.20278 1.4274 2.38149 2.95801 0.085453 2.56785 ‐2.54106 1.4595 3.03123 3.86303 3.17296
rs34867564 16757649 TG T 0.90723 0.903548 0.854431 40424 ‐0.05534 0.032091 2.97362 2.95702 0.085505 2.97424 ‐0.0482747 0.0304908 2.50669 2.49115 2.50713
rs10810612 16757315 T A 0.907232 0.90355 0.854965 40424 ‐0.05532 0.032083 2.97281 2.95621 0.085548 2.97343 ‐0.0482497 0.0304843 2.50516 2.48964 2.5056
rs183971776 17380360 A G 0.00657015 0.00569157 0.798346 40424 ‐0.21862 0.129017 2.87133 2.95612 0.085553 2.87908 ‐0.207344 0.123107 2.83672 2.93591 2.84433
rs74315732 16730868 A G 0.917325 0.913272 0.954641 40424 ‐0.05496 0.031875 2.97276 2.95575 0.085573 2.97341 ‐0.0503532 0.0303196 2.75809 2.73961 2.75865
rs7855267 16758741 T C 0.907209 0.903533 0.850296 40424 ‐0.05545 0.032165 2.97189 2.95526 0.085599 2.97251 ‐0.048393 0.0305522 2.50889 2.49331 2.50933
rs10738459 16758212 T C 0.907226 0.903546 0.853587 40424 ‐0.05534 0.032103 2.97151 2.95492 0.085617 2.97213 ‐0.0482712 0.030502 2.5045 2.48898 2.50494
rs5015539 16757065 A G 0.907243 0.903561 0.854964 40424 ‐0.05529 0.032084 2.97027 2.9537 0.085681 2.97089 ‐0.0482483 0.0304856 2.50482 2.48929 2.50525
rs7868192 16758287 A T 0.907224 0.903546 0.853019 40424 ‐0.05534 0.032112 2.96996 2.95339 0.085698 2.97058 ‐0.048277 0.0305095 2.50386 2.48834 2.50429
rs7868797 16758684 C T 0.907212 0.903536 0.850666 40424 ‐0.05541 0.032156 2.9699 2.95329 0.085703 2.97052 ‐0.0483649 0.0305453 2.50711 2.49155 2.50755
rs185103579 16682055 A T 0.00610008 0.00648453 0.219564 40424 0.401867 0.231313 3.01831 2.95315 0.08571 3.0284 0.382257 0.2188 3.05223 2.96696 3.06152
rs7868606 16758328 G A 0.907222 0.903544 0.852736 40424 ‐0.05533 0.032117 2.96851 2.95194 0.085775 2.96913 ‐0.0482744 0.0305134 2.50296 2.48745 2.50339
rs10810699 16963429 C T 0.253337 0.260939 0.940128 40424 0.035282 0.020514 2.95798 2.95153 0.085796 2.95826 0.0329914 0.0195689 2.8423 2.83484 2.84254
rs10962557 16736077 C T 0.273444 0.282693 0.764834 40424 0.038245 0.022244 2.95623 2.95027 0.085863 2.95651 0.0269982 0.0211529 1.62904 1.62604 1.62911
rs73419968 16736498 G C 0.273437 0.282684 0.764841 40424 0.03824 0.022244 2.95547 2.94952 0.085903 2.95575 0.026995 0.0211529 1.62864 1.62564 1.62872
rs34830583 16758356 T TG 0.907161 0.903484 0.851969 40424 ‐0.05531 0.032122 2.96466 2.94812 0.085978 2.96528 ‐0.048257 0.030518 2.50039 2.48491 2.50083
rs113461813 17356381 C T 0.0073786 0.00659542 0.724654 40424 ‐0.21495 0.127 2.86465 2.94704 0.086035 2.87207 ‐0.192241 0.121051 2.52203 2.60269 2.5278
rs111595408 17349976 G A 0.00745842 0.0066811 0.719089 40424 ‐0.21449 0.126748 2.86381 2.94597 0.086092 2.87121 ‐0.191074 0.120815 2.50129 2.58075 2.50695
rs5015537 16757116 G A 0.907233 0.903551 0.855127 40424 ‐0.0552 0.03208 2.96117 2.94467 0.086161 2.96178 ‐0.0482359 0.0304819 2.50413 2.48861 2.50457
rs115935810 16673776 C T 0.0186758 0.0178233 0.421514 40424 ‐0.17471 0.102771 2.88984 2.94231 0.086287 2.89282 ‐0.173777 0.0984728 3.11423 3.184 3.11814
rs75120607 16855108 A G 0.000892879 0.00062371 0.343245 40424 ‐0.99824 0.617627 2.61228 2.94011 0.086405 2.67808 ‐1.10194 0.611665 3.24556 3.78078 3.3483
rs34815226 16758912 T TA 0.906178 0.902513 0.839027 40424 ‐0.05541 0.032229 2.95595 2.93947 0.086439 2.95656 ‐0.0487613 0.0306093 2.53773 2.52191 2.53818
rs75931249 17352601 G A 0.00745647 0.00668035 0.718788 40424 ‐0.21426 0.126785 2.85593 2.93774 0.086532 2.86328 ‐0.190867 0.120845 2.49463 2.57377 2.50026
rs112794339 17352558 AT A 0.00745648 0.0066804 0.718796 40424 ‐0.21424 0.126784 2.85551 2.93731 0.086555 2.86286 ‐0.190859 0.120844 2.49446 2.57358 2.50008
rs78412979 17346680 C G 0.00832862 0.00763439 0.657513 40424 ‐0.21115 0.124917 2.85729 2.93702 0.08657 2.86435 ‐0.180453 0.118906 2.30315 2.37118 2.30773
rs7858712 16738312 A G 0.917355 0.9134 0.956187 40424 ‐0.05468 0.031883 2.9418 2.92508 0.087213 2.94243 ‐0.0493123 0.0303301 2.6434 2.62606 2.64391
rs137886380 16760472 G C 0.0176811 0.0176364 0.168129 40424 ‐0.27242 0.160669 2.87475 2.92353 0.087297 2.87873 ‐0.119768 0.155215 0.595404 0.600699 0.595554
rs185247899 17261422 T C 0.00374771 0.0041252 0.174955 40424 0.564945 0.32687 2.98718 2.92247 0.087354 2.99722 0.664267 0.307545 4.66516 4.51461 4.68904
rs139634486 16845458 A G 0.00700513 0.00756622 0.165802 40424 0.428718 0.248269 2.98194 2.91935 0.087523 2.98791 0.384479 0.234774 2.68192 2.62071 2.68782
rs10962540 16682689 T C 0.0633449 0.0659972 0.580832 40424 0.079929 0.046611 2.94057 2.91802 0.087595 2.94148 0.0659027 0.0441209 2.23109 2.21378 2.23162
rs3904154 16731038 G A 0.917199 0.913159 0.955557 40424 ‐0.05454 0.03184 2.93443 2.91776 0.087609 2.93506 ‐0.0499828 0.0302862 2.72365 2.70553 2.7242
rs192170078 16775712 G C 0.000512609 0.000642281 0.178825 40424 1.41941 0.820347 2.99381 2.91755 0.087621 3.18706 1.35014 0.737962 3.34724 3.14044 3.65482
rs188257421 17382398 A G 0.00655846 0.00568424 0.796908 40424 ‐0.21755 0.129226 2.83398 2.91711 0.087645 2.84153 ‐0.206922 0.123303 2.81622 2.91437 2.82372
rs138688471 17023731 G A 0.00815201 0.00892633 0.25892 40424 0.315829 0.183348 2.96725 2.91688 0.087657 2.97296 0.36881 0.172561 4.56796 4.45305 4.58159
rs201938483 16753871 C CA 0.922441 0.919609 0.884596 40424 ‐0.05877 0.034316 2.9335 2.91601 0.087704 2.93416 ‐0.0486987 0.0325655 2.23624 2.22205 2.23663
rs111417603 16574694 TATC T 0.0649046 0.0636895 0.486398 40424 ‐0.08879 0.05225 2.88787 2.91561 0.087726 2.88895 ‐0.0928832 0.0494458 3.5287 3.57124 3.53026
rs78819060 17238939 A G 0.185439 0.183049 0.903555 40424 ‐0.04016 0.023562 2.90516 2.91531 0.087743 2.9055 ‐0.0418751 0.0225198 3.45766 3.47333 3.45812
rs3850447 16731718 C T 0.917198 0.913163 0.955563 40424 ‐0.05449 0.03184 2.92876 2.91213 0.087916 2.92938 ‐0.0499082 0.0302864 2.7155 2.69746 2.71604
rs7029546 16713078 A C 0.92178 0.918875 0.869703 40424 ‐0.05887 0.034407 2.92734 2.90941 0.088064 2.92802 ‐0.0499442 0.032666 2.33765 2.32208 2.33808
rs10738454 16732122 C T 0.917198 0.913167 0.95557 40424 ‐0.05445 0.03184 2.92462 2.90803 0.088139 2.92525 ‐0.0498591 0.0302866 2.71012 2.69213 2.71066
rs201386699 16677569 TCAAA T 0.0694928 0.0719085 0.506725 40424 0.081908 0.047869 2.92784 2.90761 0.088162 2.92866 0.070846 0.045318 2.44393 2.42574 2.44449
rs6475069 16715746 T C 0.930979 0.929518 0.833709 40424 ‐0.06417 0.037515 2.92608 2.90661 0.088217 2.92682 ‐0.0454271 0.0355175 1.63586 1.62594 1.63609
rs35311962 17143153 T C 0.240067 0.24194 0.862022 40424 0.037299 0.021862 2.91082 2.90367 0.088378 2.91112 0.025358 0.02077 1.49059 1.48735 1.49066
rs181184338 16771302 C T 0.000512873 0.000642238 0.178808 40424 1.41584 0.820384 2.97848 2.9022 0.088459 3.16978 1.34738 0.737962 3.33361 3.12728 3.63838
rs181460178 17384151 A G 0.00655379 0.00568161 0.796457 40424 ‐0.21702 0.129299 2.81719 2.89957 0.088603 2.82465 ‐0.206681 0.123371 2.80659 2.90424 2.81404
rs193074325 17039820 G C 0.00160882 0.00180384 0.139572 40424 0.973834 0.564407 2.97704 2.8993 0.088618 3.01616 0.854159 0.514635 2.75473 2.63676 2.78221
rs188051204 16673958 C G 0.00328741 0.0038431 0.215876 40424 0.503697 0.292861 2.95811 2.8968 0.088756 2.981 0.557929 0.283079 3.88457 3.7569 3.92122
rs12002673 16574319 C T 0.0730437 0.0725623 0.458024 40424 ‐0.08609 0.05081 2.87071 2.89656 0.088769 2.87169 ‐0.0785201 0.0480006 2.67589 2.70149 2.67668
rs72704068 16639505 T C 0.00530173 0.00581347 0.240968 40424 0.396182 0.23033 2.9586 2.89603 0.088798 2.97414 0.491539 0.218899 5.0423 4.85554 5.07793
rs4272490 17226645 C A 0.182433 0.180136 0.888474 40424 ‐0.04062 0.023926 2.88232 2.8925 0.088993 2.88266 ‐0.0412777 0.0228651 3.259 3.27353 3.25941
rs12340504 16578039 A T 0.0628438 0.0616108 0.495257 40424 ‐0.08899 0.052584 2.86434 2.89217 0.089011 2.86544 ‐0.0945913 0.0497713 3.61198 3.65689 3.61365
rs10962748 16943243 G C 0.54323 0.543061 0.998232 40424 0.029804 0.017541 2.88715 2.88852 0.089213 2.88737 0.0204677 0.0167421 1.49457 1.49514 1.49463
rs2065937 16578327 C T 0.0705392 0.0699997 0.465008 40424 ‐0.08672 0.051257 2.86219 2.88829 0.089226 2.86319 ‐0.0815088 0.048459 2.82918 2.85766 2.83009
rs183389929 16627946 T A 0.00149704 0.00122425 0.145177 40424 ‐1.18809 0.723932 2.69343 2.88817 0.089232 2.70471 ‐1.25874 0.679047 3.43616 3.78726 3.46723
rs144606074 16889410 G T 0.000668588 0.000578632 0.225742 40424 ‐1.25047 0.775016 2.60332 2.88742 0.089274 2.68658 ‐0.88007 0.780575 1.27117 1.38515 1.28527
rs73645989 16498958 A T 0.0122563 0.0109549 0.416486 40424 ‐0.22317 0.133156 2.80888 2.8851 0.089402 2.8146 ‐0.279563 0.126102 4.9149 5.12035 4.93253
rs111363663 17348230 AG A 0.00762515 0.0068754 0.706077 40424 ‐0.21152 0.126283 2.80548 2.88441 0.089441 2.81249 ‐0.18708 0.120342 2.41666 2.49141 2.42187
rs186130235 16638686 A C 0.00150179 0.00122819 0.145728 40424 ‐1.18234 0.720873 2.69009 2.8838 0.089475 2.70147 ‐1.2507 0.6761 3.42206 3.76959 3.45292
rs111749351 17379935 G A 0.000295764 0.000251509 0.17051 40424 ‐3.05343 2.22521 1.88294 2.88373 0.089479 2.02523 ‐1.58447 1.77686 0.795174 1.057 0.853101
rs112924446 17348344 G T 0.00762508 0.00687543 0.706074 40424 ‐0.21149 0.126283 2.80462 2.88352 0.08949 2.81162 ‐0.187058 0.120342 2.4161 2.49082 2.42131
rs112659382 17348661 T C 0.007625 0.00687529 0.706071 40424 ‐0.21149 0.126284 2.80452 2.88341 0.089496 2.81152 ‐0.187061 0.120344 2.41613 2.49085 2.42134
rs7856758 16968732 G A 0.950094 0.947417 0.941523 40424 ‐0.06927 0.040642 2.90513 2.8829 0.089525 2.90612 ‐0.0604272 0.0386351 2.44625 2.4249 2.44696
rs139923410 17284272 C A 0.00671171 0.0058539 0.803523 40424 ‐0.21242 0.126912 2.80142 2.88244 0.08955 2.8087 ‐0.197118 0.121039 2.65217 2.74087 2.65874
rs117557366 17099736 A G 0.0065893 0.00564692 0.651357 40424 ‐0.24084 0.144156 2.79118 2.88052 0.089657 2.79994 ‐0.216666 0.138042 2.46353 2.55204 2.4702
0 16677574 CAA C 0.0695762 0.0719888 0.50655 40424 0.081483 0.047849 2.89998 2.88005 0.089683 2.90079 0.0704028 0.0453008 2.41529 2.39743 2.41584
rs10756797 16737343 A G 0.9054 0.901268 0.862006 40424 ‐0.05381 0.031622 2.89547 2.87984 0.089695 2.89605 ‐0.0512518 0.0300776 2.90356 2.88449 2.90415
rs10962909 17215364 G A 0.142502 0.137752 0.923401 40424 ‐0.04444 0.026251 2.86645 2.87896 0.089744 2.86685 ‐0.0539762 0.0250118 4.65708 4.68823 4.65811
rs80252125 16449776 C A 0.0289644 0.0296636 0.704175 40424 0.105123 0.061699 2.90298 2.87208 0.090128 2.90462 0.0708706 0.058527 1.46629 1.4526 1.46671
rs944208 16758776 T C 0.907086 0.903518 0.850776 40424 ‐0.05464 0.03216 2.88645 2.87051 0.090216 2.88703 ‐0.0470042 0.0305468 2.36778 2.35349 2.36818
rs191670680 16577299 A C 0.000649712 0.000875107 0.289302 40424 0.959695 0.549571 3.04943 2.8703 0.090228 3.13232 0.813385 0.532006 2.33755 2.22139 2.38766
rs184031486 16644683 T C 0.00464345 0.00558177 0.475374 40424 0.291474 0.170221 2.93206 2.86813 0.09035 2.94221 0.44054 0.162362 7.3621 7.04105 7.42544
rs184197653 17387550 T A 0.0065411 0.00567279 0.794945 40424 ‐0.21621 0.129525 2.7863 2.86732 0.090395 2.79361 ‐0.206432 0.123585 2.79009 2.88693 2.79747
rs72700153 17036983 A G 0.0275241 0.0294791 0.606238 40424 0.112851 0.066317 2.89573 2.86285 0.090647 2.89779 0.138461 0.0633834 4.77208 4.68657 4.77756
rs146248806 17197102 G A 0.00485353 0.00509861 0.202122 40424 0.463127 0.269575 2.95149 2.8619 0.0907 2.96437 0.30877 0.256374 1.45051 1.41399 1.45406
rs117961000 17215523 A T 0.0103762 0.0125628 0.703309 40424 0.162749 0.095465 2.90634 2.86154 0.090721 2.91071 0.195305 0.0917257 4.53361 4.42756 4.54419
rs7850279 17185825 C A 0.143544 0.138737 0.92336 40424 ‐0.04422 0.026205 2.84822 2.86062 0.090773 2.84861 ‐0.0545142 0.0249637 4.76869 4.80098 4.76977
rs1411429 16733693 C G 0.917078 0.913075 0.956226 40424 ‐0.05392 0.031811 2.87354 2.85739 0.090955 2.87415 ‐0.0492895 0.0302596 2.65326 2.63584 2.65378
rs186291314 17184732 A G 0.000759292 0.000900396 0.157012 40424 1.27463 0.737362 2.98816 2.85734 0.090958 3.05828 1.30349 0.686257 3.60781 3.43889 3.71745
rs112516578 17347869 G A 0.00822299 0.00753253 0.665061 40424 ‐0.20835 0.124943 2.7807 2.8572 0.090966 2.7874 ‐0.178272 0.118933 2.24677 2.31234 2.25114
rs148764024 16864354 G A 0.0245263 0.0226197 0.903418 40424 ‐0.10212 0.060827 2.81867 2.85713 0.09097 2.82067 ‐0.119803 0.0583212 4.21971 4.30397 4.22414
rs113595659 17347395 A G 0.0082231 0.0075327 0.665072 40424 ‐0.20834 0.124941 2.78059 2.85708 0.090973 2.78728 ‐0.178269 0.118932 2.24675 2.31231 2.25112
rs113440396 17347733 A G 0.00822298 0.00753257 0.665063 40424 ‐0.20834 0.124943 2.78055 2.85705 0.090974 2.78725 ‐0.178267 0.118933 2.24665 2.31221 2.25102
rs138802183 16878192 A G 0.024811 0.0229721 0.904313 40424 ‐0.1014 0.060424 2.81627 2.85464 0.091111 2.81824 ‐0.120013 0.0579494 4.28905 4.37501 4.29356
rs150581864 16845447 C T 0.0103023 0.00925608 0.36545 40424 ‐0.2563 0.153726 2.77973 2.85004 0.091372 2.78464 ‐0.30126 0.145865 4.2656 4.42674 4.27815
rs186123052 17389571 G A 0.00652924 0.00566302 0.793321 40424 ‐0.21596 0.129779 2.76914 2.84945 0.091405 2.77637 ‐0.206634 0.123824 2.7848 2.88143 2.79216
rs10962676 16900399 C T 0.883359 0.885626 0.463037 40424 0.06786 0.040358 2.82732 2.84521 0.091647 2.82798 0.071873 0.038591 3.46864 3.49771 3.46957
rs6475057 16478688 T C 0.212948 0.203812 0.765133 40424 ‐0.04157 0.024688 2.83555 2.84484 0.091668 2.83587 ‐0.0503799 0.0234813 4.60333 4.62608 4.60411
rs16934920 16702394 A G 0.0396548 0.0380142 0.5904 40424 ‐0.10026 0.059771 2.8136 2.84478 0.091671 2.81485 ‐0.102687 0.0568836 3.2588 3.3047 3.26065
rs10962675 16900398 C A 0.883359 0.885625 0.46304 40424 0.067848 0.040358 2.82637 2.84425 0.091701 2.82703 0.0718616 0.0385908 3.46758 3.49664 3.46851
rs184908023 17079693 A G 0.00243535 0.0029575 0.573551 40424 0.375089 0.219473 2.92083 2.84265 0.091793 2.93386 0.3579 0.207354 2.97921 2.87435 2.99273
rs4289910 17189785 T A 0.105916 0.0998175 0.983642 40424 ‐0.04883 0.029052 2.82477 2.84046 0.091918 2.82528 ‐0.0575551 0.0276856 4.32176 4.35758 4.32294
rs622392 17274465 A G 0.118303 0.115399 0.887108 40424 ‐0.04864 0.028934 2.8262 2.83947 0.091975 2.82663 ‐0.0572796 0.0276571 4.28929 4.31899 4.29026
c9_pos17014980 17024980 G A 0.0212439 0.0188987 0.964013 40424 ‐0.10699 0.063983 2.7961 2.83818 0.092048 2.79842 ‐0.0939428 0.0612968 2.34883 2.38787 2.35046
rs141840181 16842510 TAG T 0.00626089 0.0065142 0.495678 40424 0.267558 0.15706 2.90207 2.83625 0.092159 2.90915 0.118559 0.147077 0.649797 0.641093 0.650151
rs4961534 17208589 G A 0.143721 0.139111 0.921183 40424 ‐0.04402 0.026198 2.82361 2.8358 0.092185 2.824 ‐0.0534777 0.0249588 4.5909 4.62125 4.59189
rs7870380 16563730 C A 0.0732723 0.0727722 0.454382 40424 ‐0.08547 0.050985 2.81036 2.83529 0.092214 2.81128 ‐0.0798371 0.0481397 2.75044 2.7769 2.75127
rs7872747 16606622 A C 0.0783829 0.0778161 0.446542 40424 ‐0.0835 0.049812 2.80989 2.83426 0.092273 2.8108 ‐0.0746923 0.047009 2.52458 2.5474 2.52525
rs7872838 16606626 C G 0.0783829 0.0778161 0.446541 40424 ‐0.0835 0.049812 2.8098 2.83417 0.092278 2.81071 ‐0.0746933 0.047009 2.52465 2.54747 2.52531
rs2151289 17190108 G A 0.143633 0.13887 0.922513 40424 ‐0.04404 0.026216 2.82192 2.83413 0.092281 2.82231 ‐0.0543708 0.0249748 4.73943 4.77138 4.74049
rs145190003 17263748 T G 0.254897 0.254823 0.85594 40424 ‐0.03633 0.021622 2.82352 2.83051 0.092489 2.82379 ‐0.0183149 0.0206293 0.788204 0.789411 0.788223
rs192121354 17396288 G A 0.00651667 0.00565232 0.791894 40424 ‐0.21564 0.13002 2.75074 2.83027 0.092503 2.75788 ‐0.20692 0.124062 2.7818 2.87835 2.78915
rs4961529 17187960 T C 0.143539 0.138762 0.923161 40424 ‐0.044 0.026215 2.81724 2.82944 0.092551 2.81763 ‐0.0543333 0.024973 4.73358 4.76551 4.73464
rs10756795 16730097 A C 0.91721 0.913205 0.950807 40424 ‐0.05384 0.031921 2.84489 2.82895 0.092579 2.84548 ‐0.0495834 0.0303643 2.66654 2.64897 2.66706
rs6475062 16563037 G C 0.0735337 0.0730761 0.452973 40424 ‐0.08532 0.050973 2.80184 2.82663 0.092713 2.80275 ‐0.078943 0.0481212 2.69125 2.71678 2.69203
rs10962958 17262062 G A 0.254096 0.253921 0.857444 40424 ‐0.0363 0.021622 2.81924 2.82624 0.092735 2.81951 ‐0.0186504 0.0206307 0.817237 0.818515 0.817258
rs10962959 17262160 T C 0.254028 0.253873 0.857716 40424 ‐0.03628 0.021621 2.81583 2.82281 0.092934 2.8161 ‐0.0185284 0.0206287 0.806744 0.807998 0.806765
rs72700092 16533637 T C 0.0330672 0.0302995 0.342464 40424 ‐0.14494 0.08681 2.78771 2.81963 0.093118 2.78925 ‐0.187387 0.0830501 5.09093 5.18604 5.09552
rs4592125 17214191 C T 0.105754 0.0997646 0.977575 40424 ‐0.0487 0.029093 2.80257 2.81804 0.09321 2.80307 ‐0.0567168 0.0277277 4.18405 4.2181 4.18514
rs7868207 17200695 C G 0.105938 0.0999127 0.980367 40424 ‐0.04861 0.029045 2.80137 2.81683 0.09328 2.80187 ‐0.0569003 0.027683 4.22477 4.25932 4.22589
rs2149159 16576389 G T 0.937948 0.939545 0.509024 40424 0.087159 0.052189 2.78908 2.81558 0.093353 2.7901 0.0996451 0.0494208 4.0653 4.11877 4.0674
rs186793255 17366761 G C 0.000258439 0.000205403 0.173281 40424 ‐2.40566 1.61992 2.20535 2.81418 0.093435 2.4032 ‐1.53687 1.53447 1.00313 1.17585 1.04663
rs7868594 16906384 G C 0.86342 0.852002 0.988895 40424 ‐0.04164 0.024782 2.82302 2.81236 0.093541 2.82341 ‐0.0592279 0.0236783 6.25681 6.21376 6.25865
rs148167546 17394000 TTTA T 0.00784103 0.00712829 0.672676 40424 ‐0.21115 0.127735 2.73259 2.80833 0.093776 2.73918 ‐0.187677 0.12148 2.38679 2.45983 2.39182
rs1927615 16538595 G A 0.538336 0.525968 0.791954 40424 ‐0.03313 0.01977 2.80821 2.80775 0.09381 2.80842 ‐0.0364248 0.0187957 3.75556 3.75462 3.7559
rs148380540 17280297 C A 0.00633049 0.00536419 0.573368 40424 ‐0.26106 0.15836 2.71751 2.80733 0.093834 2.72636 ‐0.337322 0.152812 4.87273 5.13399 4.8993
rs142473615 17188969 CTGAT C 0.105165 0.0990055 0.980235 40424 ‐0.04879 0.029205 2.7911 2.8066 0.093877 2.7916 ‐0.0579617 0.0278307 4.33744 4.37368 4.33863
rs2183405 16661933 G A 0.323674 0.336036 0.829822 40424 0.034167 0.020383 2.80968 2.80596 0.093915 2.80991 0.0385586 0.0194416 3.93348 3.92601 3.93388
rs183631807 17400819 G T 0.00650651 0.00564562 0.790883 40424 ‐0.215 0.130192 2.72709 2.80558 0.093937 2.73411 ‐0.206688 0.12423 2.76809 2.86395 2.77537
rs187490930 16484408 C T 0.00335283 0.00379922 0.20036 40424 0.545194 0.321439 2.87677 2.80488 0.093978 2.88718 0.380043 0.30356 1.56739 1.53404 1.57061
rs1330302 16730753 G A 0.917066 0.913117 0.95656 40424 ‐0.05344 0.031821 2.8204 2.80468 0.09399 2.82098 ‐0.0487044 0.0302681 2.5892 2.57239 2.58969
rs10962908 17214938 A T 0.105709 0.09973 0.977103 40424 ‐0.0486 0.029104 2.78899 2.80435 0.094009 2.78948 ‐0.0566015 0.0277377 4.16405 4.19787 4.16513
rs1537004 16734645 A G 0.917173 0.913205 0.95689 40424 ‐0.05343 0.03182 2.81943 2.80372 0.094046 2.82001 ‐0.0489125 0.0302699 2.61106 2.59403 2.61156
rs187539304 17403195 A G 0.00650517 0.00564522 0.790765 40424 ‐0.2149 0.130207 2.72393 2.80228 0.09413 2.73095 ‐0.206538 0.124245 2.76339 2.85901 2.77065
rs79475799 17008881 T A 0.031649 0.0332212 0.68955 40424 0.098887 0.058769 2.83126 2.80212 0.09414 2.83287 0.117503 0.0560171 4.40007 4.33033 4.404
rs13292380 17262898 C G 0.253778 0.253614 0.857553 40424 ‐0.03616 0.021629 2.79503 2.80194 0.09415 2.79529 ‐0.0185232 0.0206369 0.805644 0.806897 0.805664
rs12236896 17216246 A T 0.105621 0.0996468 0.977302 40424 ‐0.04859 0.029111 2.78542 2.80075 0.09422 2.78591 ‐0.0565577 0.0277452 4.15534 4.18907 4.15642
rs117227858 17321880 C T 0.0142623 0.0131055 0.609546 40424 ‐0.16349 0.098664 2.74564 2.79981 0.094275 2.74929 ‐0.180642 0.0942535 3.67318 3.77401 3.67957
rs7859971 16573047 G A 0.0646532 0.0635345 0.488511 40424 ‐0.08684 0.052204 2.7669 2.79289 0.094683 2.7679 ‐0.0902333 0.0493885 3.33797 3.37694 3.33936
rs187253332 17178795 A G 0.0104413 0.00953964 0.564168 40424 ‐0.19937 0.120844 2.72199 2.79266 0.094697 2.72783 ‐0.191991 0.115254 2.77492 2.86149 2.781
rs75532316 16677184 A G 0.0206028 0.0198716 0.39367 40424 ‐0.16791 0.101369 2.74365 2.79135 0.094774 2.74616 ‐0.163373 0.0966971 2.85451 2.913 2.85758
rs34325917 16705677 GT G 0.18336 0.176757 0.431906 40424 ‐0.05758 0.034572 2.77438 2.78545 0.095124 2.77475 ‐0.0527435 0.0329734 2.55865 2.57016 2.55894
rs201291898 16705676 TG T 0.18336 0.176757 0.431906 40424 ‐0.05758 0.034572 2.77434 2.78541 0.095126 2.77472 ‐0.052743 0.0329734 2.5586 2.57011 2.55889
rs7870287 17204019 T C 0.12063 0.115712 0.887 40424 ‐0.04764 0.028627 2.76952 2.78393 0.095214 2.76998 ‐0.0509378 0.0272717 3.48865 3.51308 3.48936
rs16935548 17350888 A G 0.00690357 0.00609936 0.766105 40424 ‐0.21039 0.127907 2.70559 2.78201 0.095328 2.71235 ‐0.194132 0.121961 2.53369 2.61606 2.53965
rs199882455 17274457 A ATCTATCT 0.142067 0.138676 0.850209 40424 ‐0.04552 0.027361 2.76818 2.78039 0.095425 2.76857 ‐0.0540543 0.0261175 4.28349 4.31162 4.2844
rs113571602 16573511 T C 0.0730184 0.0726091 0.457216 40424 ‐0.08444 0.050864 2.75564 2.77996 0.095451 2.75655 ‐0.0772525 0.0480379 2.58617 2.61046 2.58691
rs5896704 16752198 CAAA C 0.914709 0.910396 0.970417 40424 ‐0.0521 0.031178 2.79265 2.77754 0.095595 2.79321 ‐0.050436 0.0296752 2.88864 2.8693 2.88923
rs147924087 16914711 C G 0.025798 0.0239976 0.914191 40424 ‐0.09737 0.058823 2.73982 2.77581 0.095698 2.74163 ‐0.11865 0.0564436 4.41883 4.50667 4.42348
rs113323646 17122810 G A 0.131381 0.131218 0.763721 40424 ‐0.04915 0.029568 2.76339 2.77534 0.095726 2.76379 ‐0.0289632 0.0282486 1.05123 1.05458 1.05128
rs144843150 17220171 C T 0.00951716 0.0115614 0.721761 40424 0.164722 0.098096 2.81967 2.77515 0.095738 2.82411 0.202704 0.0942883 4.62178 4.50867 4.63365
rs34742841 17206017 TG T 0.143891 0.139292 0.919297 40424 ‐0.04354 0.026196 2.76292 2.77469 0.095765 2.76329 ‐0.0531935 0.0249597 4.54191 4.57174 4.54288
rs113269099 17122796 G A 0.13138 0.131217 0.763724 40424 ‐0.04915 0.029568 2.76262 2.77456 0.095773 2.76301 ‐0.0289572 0.0282487 1.05079 1.05415 1.05085
rs115285402 16607697 T A 0.0123829 0.0113866 0.40436 40424 ‐0.22024 0.134233 2.69208 2.76778 0.096179 2.69761 ‐0.243252 0.126342 3.70699 3.84477 3.71776
rs150600752 16798844 C A 0.0124324 0.0137599 0.445204 40424 0.191708 0.114408 2.80779 2.7673 0.096208 2.81088 0.178768 0.108475 2.71596 2.66872 2.71892
rs11560447 17199090 G A 0.105972 0.0999805 0.980257 40424 ‐0.04811 0.029041 2.74445 2.7594 0.096684 2.74493 ‐0.0565746 0.027677 4.17836 4.21228 4.17945
rs10756831 16897197 A G 0.941508 0.942755 0.687639 40424 0.074542 0.045097 2.73216 2.75645 0.096863 2.73318 0.0830795 0.0432791 3.68494 3.73054 3.68673
rs117212043 16620150 T C 0.00164307 0.00192696 0.371122 40424 0.565371 0.332977 2.88295 2.75429 0.096994 2.92291 0.414916 0.308538 1.80844 1.72876 1.82445
rs12378540 17177415 A C 0.224732 0.224872 0.840257 40424 ‐0.03768 0.022745 2.74415 2.75189 0.09714 2.74442 ‐0.0203641 0.0217272 0.878456 0.880115 0.878482
rs10962857 17080337 T G 0.12351 0.115582 0.888 40424 ‐0.04753 0.028741 2.7348 2.74851 0.097345 2.73524 ‐0.0637776 0.0273385 5.44236 5.48893 5.44404
rs144929772 17254515 G A 0.00519462 0.00493812 0.312193 40424 ‐0.36951 0.226595 2.65919 2.74729 0.097419 2.67005 ‐0.361742 0.217467 2.76701 2.87764 2.77794
rs35278403 17282826 C T 0.194207 0.194595 0.726258 40424 0.042954 0.025878 2.75516 2.74713 0.097429 2.75547 0.0203761 0.0245384 0.689519 0.688277 0.689536
rs190653241 16658490 T C 0.00101834 0.000852467 0.156411 40424 ‐1.27039 0.801358 2.51315 2.74671 0.097455 2.55547 ‐1.34473 0.78819 2.91079 3.25165 2.95685
rs114059050 16914954 C T 0.0258752 0.0240902 0.91179 40424 ‐0.09678 0.058814 2.70797 2.74331 0.097662 2.70974 ‐0.117983 0.0564327 4.37098 4.45733 4.37553
rs186259130 16914965 C T 0.0258768 0.0240935 0.911737 40424 ‐0.0967 0.058812 2.70372 2.73897 0.097928 2.70548 ‐0.117904 0.0564311 4.36539 4.45158 4.36993
rs139657750 17261214 G A 0.00533437 0.00442976 0.502351 40424 ‐0.29959 0.184108 2.64787 2.73604 0.098108 2.65681 ‐0.380178 0.177262 4.59983 4.84441 4.6261
rs147771735 16449847 GA G 0.198374 0.193889 0.637194 40424 ‐0.04559 0.027627 2.7235 2.7319 0.098362 2.7238 ‐0.0460481 0.0263483 3.05434 3.06616 3.05467
rs10962575 16765940 A T 0.312196 0.30716 0.465269 40424 ‐0.04575 0.027726 2.72211 2.72677 0.098679 2.72234 ‐0.0342093 0.0263954 1.67969 1.6823 1.67977
rs1415474 16594680 C T 0.0649066 0.0643062 0.464451 40424 ‐0.08752 0.053292 2.69678 2.72137 0.099013 2.69769 ‐0.0793358 0.0503857 2.47927 2.50352 2.48001
rs141304021 16907425 C T 0.026683 0.0249147 0.951863 40424 ‐0.09232 0.056327 2.68649 2.72055 0.099064 2.68817 ‐0.109045 0.0540601 4.06869 4.1446 4.0725
rs78728679 16594295 A C 0.0114124 0.0101838 0.42488 40424 ‐0.2233 0.137371 2.6424 2.71978 0.099112 2.64832 ‐0.262308 0.129733 4.08808 4.25789 4.10256
rs7030801 17187853 A G 0.1554 0.150575 0.91476 40424 ‐0.04178 0.025403 2.7049 2.71564 0.099369 2.70524 ‐0.0535635 0.0242051 4.89692 4.92838 4.89798
rs1888206 16735406 A C 0.242687 0.249821 0.653635 40424 0.041411 0.025132 2.71502 2.70933 0.099763 2.71527 0.0265139 0.0238854 1.2322 1.23005 1.23225
rs76521713 16451601 C T 0.0168073 0.0166229 0.371388 40424 ‐0.18572 0.113646 2.67051 2.70889 0.09979 2.67254 ‐0.122632 0.108313 1.28187 1.29698 1.28235
rs184062501 17379174 G A 0.00670216 0.00588914 0.790395 40424 ‐0.20732 0.127758 2.63323 2.70635 0.099949 2.6396 ‐0.191144 0.121832 2.46149 2.54003 2.46708
c9_pos17050122 17060122 C T 0.281333 0.286903 0.997975 40424 0.031858 0.019349 2.71088 2.70618 0.09996 2.7111 0.0304837 0.0184771 2.72188 2.71606 2.72209
rs2210104 16716232 T A 0.92132 0.918455 0.864446 40424 ‐0.05669 0.034406 2.71517 2.69919 0.100399 2.71576 ‐0.048586 0.0326707 2.2116 2.19731 2.21199
rs36076722 17067473 A G 0.28424 0.289428 0.98136 40424 0.031837 0.019365 2.70282 2.69814 0.100465 2.70304 0.0303979 0.0184862 2.7039 2.69814 2.70411
rs10962993 17274815 C G 0.267732 0.268596 0.841701 40424 ‐0.03521 0.021475 2.68799 2.69411 0.10072 2.68823 ‐0.0151406 0.0204788 0.546613 0.547262 0.546622
rs62560516 17058901 T G 0.279658 0.285122 0.985462 40424 0.031901 0.019424 2.69725 2.69247 0.100823 2.69748 0.0304198 0.0185472 2.69002 2.68415 2.69023
rs12352543 16573685 A G 0.0707015 0.070111 0.465687 40424 ‐0.08355 0.051156 2.66759 2.69114 0.100908 2.66846 ‐0.0797328 0.0483452 2.71999 2.74688 2.72084
rs111348635 17376218 G T 0.00698487 0.00619647 0.7543 40424 ‐0.20709 0.127972 2.61868 2.69103 0.100915 2.62497 ‐0.194014 0.122092 2.52518 2.60685 2.53107
rs16934765 16513804 G C 0.00626154 0.00604975 0.180343 40424 ‐0.43343 0.267949 2.61663 2.68411 0.101354 2.62384 ‐0.331722 0.253848 1.70766 1.74614 1.71068
rs13298182 17075077 A G 0.250015 0.254992 0.916045 40424 0.034327 0.020952 2.68412 2.67859 0.101706 2.68435 0.0329899 0.0199757 2.72745 2.72054 2.72768
rs10810788 17403734 G C 0.815325 0.817946 0.853183 40424 0.039751 0.024332 2.66904 2.67822 0.101729 2.66933 0.04304 0.0232316 3.43231 3.44818 3.43277
rs1544103 16715129 T C 0.92139 0.918543 0.864841 40424 ‐0.05648 0.034417 2.69303 2.67724 0.101792 2.6936 ‐0.0483714 0.0326803 2.19082 2.17673 2.1912
rs112079783 16607133 T A 0.00224156 0.00221348 0.101651 40424 ‐0.9686 0.609376 2.52652 2.67665 0.10183 2.55477 ‐0.499961 0.582184 0.737483 0.763308 0.739163
rs10962994 17275039 C G 0.267639 0.268519 0.842112 40424 ‐0.03508 0.021471 2.66899 2.67504 0.101933 2.66922 ‐0.0150154 0.0204755 0.537786 0.538419 0.537795
rs146430915 16686735 G A 0.00156319 0.00146323 0.125428 40424 ‐1.03453 0.654087 2.50161 2.67348 0.102033 2.53298 ‐0.663002 0.633446 1.09549 1.14498 1.10015
rs10810578 16604648 A G 0.479083 0.489704 0.706049 40424 0.034061 0.020838 2.67181 2.67198 0.102129 2.672 0.0373988 0.019797 3.56877 3.56896 3.56907
rs192937301 17144824 T A 0.00131878 0.00152644 0.123142 40424 1.05743 0.641103 2.72049 2.67175 0.102144 2.74149 1.50751 0.5997 6.31908 6.01598 6.41992
rs147161507 16829751 A T 0.000753372 0.000630538 0.281032 40424 ‐1.14653 0.739256 2.40537 2.67039 0.102231 2.44093 ‐1.00337 0.679269 2.18191 2.45102 2.22522
rs17813267 16658484 C T 0.0375458 0.0386766 0.310995 40424 0.135312 0.082368 2.69871 2.669 0.10232 2.70025 0.100142 0.0771379 1.68538 1.66834 1.686
rs146473389 17358746 A G 0.0072878 0.00653988 0.72901 40424 ‐0.20488 0.127205 2.59401 2.66484 0.102588 2.60011 ‐0.184463 0.121177 2.31728 2.38816 2.32217
rs2129626 17071162 A C 0.28555 0.290643 1 40424 0.031474 0.019269 2.66795 2.66347 0.102677 2.66817 0.0295796 0.018393 2.5863 2.58104 2.58649
rs7858914 16738269 G T 0.917611 0.913783 0.958557 40424 ‐0.0522 0.031905 2.67661 2.66203 0.102769 2.67713 ‐0.0476416 0.0303498 2.46411 2.44845 2.46456
rs7858709 16738307 A C 0.917611 0.913783 0.958558 40424 ‐0.05219 0.031904 2.67628 2.6617 0.102791 2.6768 ‐0.0476394 0.0303498 2.46388 2.44823 2.46433
rs62560494 17034624 C T 0.0430568 0.0465042 0.887728 40424 0.072958 0.044568 2.67978 2.6586 0.102991 2.68075 0.057825 0.0424508 1.8555 1.8403 1.85596
rs34502029 17278607 C T 0.268316 0.26922 0.846802 40424 ‐0.03482 0.021382 2.65137 2.65735 0.103072 2.6516 ‐0.014994 0.0203918 0.540662 0.541299 0.540671
rs2815175 17165698 A G 0.107633 0.102126 0.999797 40424 ‐0.04649 0.028594 2.64323 2.65712 0.103087 2.64366 ‐0.053474 0.0272518 3.85032 3.87979 3.85122
rs191024196 17033617 C T 0.00189623 0.00165975 0.146826 40424 ‐0.93356 0.588645 2.51522 2.65543 0.103197 2.53024 ‐0.727117 0.555202 1.71517 1.8112 1.7235
rs77325137 16567849 G C 0.0116519 0.0104492 0.418224 40424 ‐0.21951 0.136618 2.58151 2.65382 0.103301 2.58702 ‐0.255277 0.129004 3.91576 4.07002 3.92848
rs7853424 16742159 G T 0.917515 0.91363 0.951918 40424 ‐0.05225 0.031997 2.66704 2.65254 0.103385 2.66756 ‐0.0481994 0.0304376 2.50762 2.49155 2.50808
rs185839700 16802410 C G 0.000436768 0.000369286 0.162977 40424 ‐1.85198 1.20491 2.36245 2.65128 0.103467 2.42723 ‐1.09757 1.14971 0.91136 0.990663 0.920312
rs1970284 16738795 A T 0.917681 0.913861 0.959469 40424 ‐0.05204 0.031905 2.66013 2.64568 0.103832 2.66065 ‐0.0475549 0.0303493 2.45523 2.43966 2.45568
rs7035732 16739409 C G 0.917681 0.913861 0.9595 40424 ‐0.05203 0.031904 2.65909 2.64465 0.103899 2.6596 ‐0.0475471 0.0303491 2.45447 2.4389 2.45491
rs10962504 16598985 G C 0.0459871 0.0484314 0.448766 40424 0.100111 0.061274 2.66938 2.64412 0.103934 2.67058 0.0899179 0.0576617 2.43175 2.40711 2.43274
rs74345701 16624810 T G 0.0240958 0.0230355 0.354667 40424 ‐0.16263 0.100938 2.59573 2.64306 0.104003 2.5983 ‐0.149743 0.094808 2.49463 2.54384 2.49702
rs117850705 16560906 C T 0.00281232 0.00263415 0.115729 40424 ‐0.83193 0.521233 2.54746 2.64271 0.104026 2.56002 ‐0.804271 0.492584 2.66591 2.77924 2.67504
rs4405008 16741116 A G 0.917435 0.913561 0.952999 40424 ‐0.05211 0.031973 2.65581 2.64141 0.104111 2.65633 ‐0.0480686 0.0304144 2.49783 2.48187 2.49829
rs117116437 17394524 T C 0.00276751 0.00315865 0.4946 40424 0.364814 0.221042 2.72393 2.63964 0.104227 2.74184 0.385948 0.209211 3.40321 3.24671 3.43163
rs200502303 16907035 G GAT 0.0266359 0.024888 0.957522 40424 ‐0.09075 0.056209 2.60676 2.63929 0.10425 2.60834 ‐0.107589 0.0539455 3.97761 4.05091 3.98125
rs144498137 16907041 C T 0.0266353 0.0248877 0.957563 40424 ‐0.09074 0.056208 2.60623 2.63874 0.104286 2.60781 ‐0.107578 0.0539447 3.97697 4.05025 3.9806
rs7049082 16617546 C A 0.936046 0.936836 0.419658 40424 0.091657 0.056743 2.60914 2.63455 0.104562 2.61013 0.0973828 0.053508 3.31228 3.35212 3.31372
rs10810672 16914846 G A 0.056274 0.0552186 0.936546 40424 ‐0.06332 0.039157 2.61484 2.63432 0.104577 2.61563 ‐0.0580289 0.0375095 2.39336 2.41434 2.39399
rs1970285 16738889 A G 0.917676 0.913862 0.95951 40424 ‐0.05189 0.031904 2.6456 2.63127 0.104778 2.64611 ‐0.0474836 0.0303487 2.44797 2.43247 2.44841
rs1888205 16735436 C T 0.917303 0.913463 0.955396 40424 ‐0.05185 0.031888 2.64382 2.62952 0.104893 2.64433 ‐0.0474909 0.0303341 2.45108 2.43556 2.45153
0 16736442 T TTA 0.917303 0.913465 0.955457 40424 ‐0.05182 0.031888 2.64088 2.6266 0.105087 2.64139 ‐0.0474669 0.0303339 2.44864 2.43314 2.44908
rs4961739 16736879 A T 0.917302 0.913465 0.955481 40424 ‐0.05181 0.031887 2.63972 2.62545 0.105163 2.64023 ‐0.0474598 0.0303337 2.44794 2.43245 2.44838
rs4961740 16736886 T C 0.917302 0.913465 0.955481 40424 ‐0.05181 0.031887 2.63966 2.62538 0.105167 2.64017 ‐0.0474589 0.0303337 2.44785 2.43236 2.44829
rs4961742 16737084 G A 0.917302 0.913465 0.955492 40424 ‐0.05181 0.031887 2.63953 2.62526 0.105175 2.64004 ‐0.0474585 0.0303336 2.44782 2.43233 2.44826
rs4961744 16737646 T C 0.917302 0.913465 0.955523 40424 ‐0.0518 0.031887 2.63863 2.62436 0.105235 2.63914 ‐0.0474513 0.0303333 2.44713 2.43164 2.44757
rs1361074 16711500 C T 0.918942 0.916045 0.846341 40424 ‐0.05575 0.034325 2.63784 2.62262 0.10535 2.63839 ‐0.0489442 0.032579 2.25698 2.24236 2.25738
rs3927678 16895146 C T 0.0527029 0.0514025 0.943384 40424 ‐0.06493 0.040252 2.60221 2.62239 0.105366 2.60303 ‐0.0558744 0.038572 2.09837 2.11627 2.09888
rs12237062 17185337 T C 0.106853 0.100921 0.993819 40424 ‐0.04648 0.028792 2.60598 2.61973 0.105542 2.60641 ‐0.0547517 0.0274415 3.9809 4.01223 3.98188
rs10733317 16718266 G T 0.915655 0.912175 0.857761 40424 ‐0.05411 0.033343 2.63343 2.6188 0.105604 2.63395 ‐0.0464236 0.0316737 2.14823 2.13517 2.14858
rs11795325 17276823 G A 0.268404 0.269346 0.845096 40424 ‐0.0346 0.021404 2.61274 2.61859 0.105618 2.61296 ‐0.0148131 0.0204127 0.526614 0.527227 0.526623
rs2184063 17276775 G A 0.268404 0.269346 0.845095 40424 ‐0.0346 0.021404 2.61262 2.61847 0.105626 2.61284 ‐0.0148125 0.0204127 0.526568 0.52718 0.526576
rs4375098 17277778 T A 0.26859 0.269581 0.845636 40424 ‐0.03455 0.021392 2.6091 2.61493 0.105862 2.60932 ‐0.0146207 0.0204005 0.513638 0.514227 0.513646
rs2027014 17276104 T C 0.268891 0.269907 0.844472 40424 ‐0.03457 0.0214 2.60883 2.61466 0.10588 2.60905 ‐0.0144958 0.0204079 0.504531 0.505103 0.504538
rs10435766 16972712 T G 0.694305 0.687958 0.981676 40424 ‐0.03087 0.01908 2.61757 2.6138 0.105938 2.61777 ‐0.0236688 0.0182129 1.68886 1.68639 1.68894
rs146492338 16910667 G T 0.00292491 0.00332404 0.197109 40424 0.552047 0.337499 2.67551 2.6125 0.106024 2.69047 0.533378 0.324384 2.70365 2.61633 2.71591
rs182892005 16845531 A G 0.000707779 0.000618995 0.206932 40424 ‐1.36452 0.92521 2.17511 2.60711 0.106385 2.27981 ‐0.947603 0.853194 1.23355 1.4091 1.26061
rs2183408 16733907 G C 0.920805 0.917492 0.949185 40424 ‐0.05298 0.03273 2.62071 2.6061 0.106453 2.62124 ‐0.0491991 0.0311262 2.4984 2.48182 2.49888
rs115502247 16773193 A T 0.0100008 0.0112258 0.234613 40424 0.280803 0.172463 2.65101 2.60503 0.106525 2.65477 0.343174 0.162483 4.46081 4.35359 4.47376
rs3850446 16731474 T G 0.920808 0.917494 0.949179 40424 ‐0.05297 0.03273 2.61922 2.60462 0.106553 2.61974 ‐0.0492075 0.0311271 2.4991 2.48251 2.49958
rs186198261 16468020 T C 0.00329316 0.00320098 0.104994 40424 ‐0.77043 0.486754 2.5052 2.6036 0.106621 2.51912 ‐0.609619 0.469869 1.68331 1.74459 1.68794
rs4292793 16428812 T C 0.863023 0.861195 0.512747 40424 ‐0.0565 0.034952 2.61356 2.60286 0.106671 2.61398 ‐0.0509267 0.0333397 2.33329 2.32191 2.33359
rs143905271 16596679 C T 0.00137266 0.0012607 0.13726 40424 ‐1.03897 0.664013 2.44824 2.60217 0.106718 2.47783 ‐0.648513 0.645966 1.0079 1.04879 1.01154
rs10435765 16972646 A G 0.694088 0.687758 0.981464 40424 ‐0.03079 0.019074 2.6059 2.60216 0.106718 2.60609 ‐0.0235359 0.0182076 1.67093 1.66849 1.671
rs188988609 16587166 G A 0.000735708 0.000642233 0.147783 40424 ‐1.60707 1.08778 2.18269 2.60004 0.106861 2.25232 ‐1.28693 0.988066 1.69643 1.98609 1.74906
rs189471295 16532771 C T 0.000642061 0.000770631 0.102022 40424 1.60398 0.985651 2.6482 2.59707 0.107061 2.73952 1.79535 0.912604 3.87022 3.64538 4.00637
rs200617200 16523485 AC A 0.0128634 0.0130513 0.135482 40424 ‐0.33885 0.211961 2.55569 2.5961 0.107127 2.55933 ‐0.121569 0.199821 0.370135 0.372505 0.3702
rs190528167 16654184 G C 0.000452851 0.000623283 0.133536 40424 1.6596 1.04727 2.51128 2.5938 0.107283 2.59081 1.95593 0.923056 4.49006 4.36985 4.83703
rs10810663 16907149 G A 0.971307 0.972915 0.901628 40424 0.089011 0.05566 2.5574 2.58853 0.10764 2.55889 0.10223 0.0534014 3.66482 3.7286 3.66784
rs12380362 16521534 T C 0.196379 0.185421 0.706689 40424 ‐0.04277 0.026627 2.57961 2.58814 0.107667 2.5799 ‐0.0710085 0.0252817 7.88875 7.94374 7.89116
rs56215539 16695425 G C 0.0384958 0.0368942 0.603543 40424 ‐0.09606 0.060095 2.55496 2.58275 0.108034 2.55603 ‐0.101124 0.0571247 3.13372 3.178 3.1355
rs10962816 17013975 T G 0.324458 0.331459 0.997021 40424 0.029865 0.018581 2.5834 2.58005 0.108218 2.58359 0.0346521 0.0177311 3.81933 3.81202 3.81971
rs150481590 16771036 G A 0.00275966 0.00290117 0.120994 40424 0.748361 0.458564 2.66332 2.57994 0.108226 2.67892 0.567211 0.437404 1.6816 1.62904 1.68725
rs77719642 16904903 C T 0.0269373 0.0252301 0.947735 40424 ‐0.08946 0.056039 2.54832 2.5797 0.108242 2.54983 ‐0.105355 0.0537742 3.83853 3.9079 3.84191
rs10283606 16712150 C T 0.920271 0.917415 0.858554 40424 ‐0.05528 0.034322 2.59453 2.57962 0.108248 2.59506 ‐0.0476874 0.0325894 2.14118 2.12759 2.14155
rs184105222 16619099 G A 0.00100243 0.000842631 0.156361 40424 ‐1.24287 0.807857 2.36693 2.57875 0.108307 2.40458 ‐1.31785 0.789352 2.78736 3.10113 2.82982
rs7847749 16908692 A G 0.0552145 0.0540457 0.949204 40424 ‐0.06274 0.039221 2.55927 2.57852 0.108323 2.56004 ‐0.0557381 0.0375616 2.20199 2.22083 2.20253
rs143378931 17280266 C A 0.000517967 0.000701395 0.195093 40424 1.22248 0.753358 2.63316 2.57467 0.108587 2.73549 1.63688 0.71362 5.26137 5.01594 5.66554
rs148068273 16832502 C T 0.00256872 0.00225708 0.245414 40424 ‐0.60815 0.388718 2.44762 2.57456 0.108594 2.46127 ‐0.653761 0.371051 3.10436 3.3139 3.12747
rs13299014 16670299 C T 0.734674 0.726114 0.594507 40424 ‐0.04099 0.02553 2.57817 2.57324 0.108685 2.5784 ‐0.0416207 0.0242704 2.9408 2.93383 2.94106
rs182520019 17319672 A G 0.000750145 0.000882344 0.154114 40424 1.23129 0.750657 2.69052 2.57226 0.108752 2.7483 1.26627 0.698804 3.28352 3.13119 3.37684
rs13288840 16876035 C T 0.0580577 0.0594442 0.820736 40424 0.065638 0.040788 2.58963 2.57207 0.108765 2.59039 0.0496712 0.0389814 1.62366 1.6125 1.62395
rs35014498 17271479 GT G 0.255457 0.255595 0.855767 40424 ‐0.0346 0.021605 2.56511 2.57113 0.10883 2.56533 ‐0.0168058 0.0206126 0.664737 0.665666 0.664751
rs35998538 17269629 T C 0.255455 0.255597 0.855721 40424 ‐0.03457 0.021606 2.55984 2.56583 0.109195 2.56006 ‐0.0167728 0.0206129 0.66211 0.663033 0.662123
rs12002916 16912022 T C 0.132673 0.132476 0.751167 40424 ‐0.04726 0.029571 2.55431 2.56529 0.109233 2.55466 ‐0.0274362 0.0283188 0.938636 0.941597 0.938682
rs59833414 17269126 G A 0.255454 0.255596 0.855712 40424 ‐0.03456 0.021606 2.55927 2.56527 0.109234 2.55949 ‐0.0167752 0.020613 0.662299 0.663223 0.662313
rs117753415 16839923 A T 0.0394852 0.0412273 0.670439 40424 0.085891 0.053415 2.58567 2.56393 0.109327 2.58676 0.0751514 0.051173 2.15672 2.13554 2.15745
rs181555453 16669292 A G 0.00845553 0.009584 0.558673 40424 0.194859 0.120582 2.61142 2.56089 0.109537 2.61635 0.254864 0.114347 4.96786 4.8112 4.98641
rs144552928 16824912 C T 0.00145833 0.00158555 0.145308 40424 0.92043 0.567724 2.6285 2.55753 0.10977 2.66576 0.724757 0.537331 1.81929 1.76477 1.8347
rs7033303 16962566 C G 0.999487 0.999362 0.306864 40424 ‐1.06927 0.654292 2.67076 2.55622 0.109861 2.77172 ‐0.513708 0.587194 0.765365 0.735057 0.775106
rs7022131 16711866 G A 0.920438 0.917611 0.860515 40424 ‐0.05501 0.034318 2.56975 2.55505 0.109942 2.57027 ‐0.0475369 0.0325857 2.12817 2.1147 2.12854
rs202093986 16735393 TTA T 0.925197 0.923009 0.865657 40424 ‐0.05673 0.035407 2.56761 2.55263 0.110111 2.56814 ‐0.0464448 0.0335967 1.91109 1.89935 1.91139
rs4961750 16744440 A G 0.918059 0.91431 0.956062 40424 ‐0.05127 0.032033 2.56173 2.54803 0.110432 2.56221 ‐0.046978 0.030472 2.37678 2.3619 2.37719
rs4961746 16744113 T C 0.918059 0.914311 0.956055 40424 ‐0.05126 0.032033 2.56093 2.54724 0.110487 2.56141 ‐0.0469727 0.0304722 2.3762 2.36133 2.37662
rs193233572 16439275 A G 0.000782813 0.000639155 0.240537 40424 ‐1.12995 0.740434 2.32887 2.54691 0.11051 2.36808 ‐0.959287 0.704428 1.85449 2.03346 1.87945
rs1411431 16728721 C A 0.158646 0.164832 0.649555 40424 0.047336 0.029608 2.55592 2.54662 0.11053 2.55625 0.0373742 0.0281057 1.7683 1.76179 1.76845
rs117045120 16839949 C G 0.0383136 0.0399582 0.678537 40424 0.086395 0.053912 2.5681 2.54635 0.110549 2.56919 0.0746668 0.0516261 2.09178 2.07138 2.09248
rs10738453 16719405 T G 0.92094 0.918163 0.865632 40424 ‐0.0549 0.034315 2.55921 2.5446 0.110672 2.55972 ‐0.0471224 0.0325884 2.09088 2.07774 2.09123
rs200375718 17395047 G T 0.000636148 0.000886976 0.287942 40424 0.929358 0.573568 2.6254 2.54404 0.110711 2.69838 1.00857 0.520748 3.75108 3.52733 3.89635
rs4481710 17134263 T A 0.323758 0.329282 0.892686 40424 0.03134 0.019642 2.54575 2.54242 0.110825 2.54594 0.0225358 0.0187049 1.45155 1.44975 1.45161
rs184826130 17262093 G A 0.00122862 0.000958708 0.349846 40424 ‐0.7519 0.490761 2.34736 2.54139 0.110897 2.38276 ‐0.676961 0.471871 2.05817 2.24815 2.08482
rs77509715 16629884 G A 0.0131993 0.0120791 0.382085 40424 ‐0.21019 0.1336 2.47523 2.5406 0.110953 2.47976 ‐0.231907 0.125893 3.39334 3.51164 3.40213
rs17825396 17022841 G C 0.283757 0.289005 0.982163 40424 0.030835 0.019329 2.54478 2.54055 0.110956 2.54498 0.0310075 0.0184542 2.82322 2.81715 2.82345
rs146172511 17265477 C G 0.255265 0.255396 0.855321 40424 ‐0.03441 0.021614 2.53413 2.54004 0.110992 2.53434 ‐0.0168286 0.0206219 0.665948 0.666881 0.665962
rs140004267 16812984 A T 0.187949 0.188312 0.421175 40424 0.055061 0.034496 2.54777 2.53974 0.111013 2.54807 0.0468785 0.0327361 2.05066 2.04353 2.05084
rs725011 16591806 C T 0.0635701 0.0627734 0.492525 40424 ‐0.08282 0.05222 2.51563 2.5378 0.11115 2.51644 ‐0.0821033 0.0494566 2.75596 2.78496 2.7569
rs6475128 17309813 A G 0.864356 0.867786 0.905724 40424 0.042751 0.026902 2.52529 2.53592 0.111282 2.52562 0.0544638 0.0257079 4.48833 4.51864 4.48932
rs78603147 17314633 T C 0.0346767 0.0305107 0.817292 40424 ‐0.08745 0.055219 2.50828 2.53539 0.111319 2.50939 ‐0.113256 0.0526817 4.62174 4.70348 4.62555
rs10962954 17259878 T G 0.244563 0.245077 0.830077 40424 ‐0.03538 0.022251 2.52794 2.53402 0.111416 2.52815 ‐0.0158215 0.0212326 0.555251 0.555986 0.555261
rs188973480 16837193 G A 0.000345187 0.000246617 0.294709 40424 ‐1.72406 1.21732 2.00583 2.53063 0.111656 2.14436 ‐1.69125 1.19768 1.99405 2.54218 2.10773
rs1928849 16754934 G A 0.914552 0.910556 0.941077 40424 ‐0.05047 0.031642 2.54385 2.53055 0.111661 2.54431 ‐0.0471435 0.030113 2.45096 2.43565 2.4514
rs141119321 16690411 T A 0.000973888 0.00126347 0.147603 40424 1.04316 0.647547 2.59512 2.52925 0.111753 2.61635 1.02306 0.618047 2.74003 2.64832 2.76411
rs140858048 17353339 A G 0.00708171 0.00631177 0.747985 40424 ‐0.19983 0.127487 2.45703 2.52222 0.112252 2.46251 ‐0.182942 0.121439 2.26942 2.33821 2.27413
rs16934787 16527027 T C 0.543598 0.531119 0.847993 40424 ‐0.03037 0.019121 2.52196 2.52154 0.112301 2.52212 ‐0.0337222 0.0182033 3.43188 3.431 3.43215
rs111496959 17135443 T C 0.27568 0.278048 0.888251 40424 0.032767 0.020626 2.52379 2.51918 0.112469 2.52399 0.0228645 0.0196194 1.35817 1.3559 1.35822
rs192272276 16995758 C T 0.00354567 0.00401009 0.360908 40424 0.378808 0.235156 2.59494 2.51797 0.112555 2.60931 0.33086 0.217283 2.31865 2.23727 2.33085
rs10120281 16592236 A C 0.0648987 0.0641708 0.486473 40424 ‐0.08218 0.05202 2.49583 2.51754 0.112586 2.49662 ‐0.0792749 0.0492449 2.59148 2.61754 2.5923
rs148606229 17154801 G A 0.000468697 0.000370785 0.18238 40424 ‐1.98295 1.38266 2.05681 2.5156 0.112725 2.12074 ‐1.86458 1.26087 2.18688 2.72261 2.28107
rs79707047 17069448 A T 0.284927 0.289784 0.983064 40424 0.030686 0.019334 2.51899 2.51481 0.112781 2.51918 0.0288897 0.0184578 2.44976 2.44482 2.44993
rs1415475 16591502 T C 0.0639034 0.063139 0.490821 40424 ‐0.08238 0.052178 2.49272 2.51455 0.1128 2.49352 ‐0.0814051 0.0494129 2.71408 2.74233 2.71499
rs62560464 17022183 A G 0.282044 0.287197 0.985769 40424 0.030733 0.019378 2.51516 2.51094 0.113058 2.51536 0.030909 0.0184999 2.79146 2.7854 2.79168
rs185618353 16907974 T C 0.0268332 0.0256761 0.774168 40424 ‐0.09717 0.061681 2.4819 2.50911 0.11319 2.48328 ‐0.0947763 0.0594415 2.54226 2.57614 2.5436
rs10121584 16528611 A T 0.437569 0.42385 0.829128 40424 ‐0.03082 0.01948 2.50248 2.5042 0.113543 2.50265 ‐0.0417864 0.0185357 5.08222 5.08822 5.08284
rs146325215 16659411 T G 0.00545582 0.00473539 0.259485 40424 ‐0.39523 0.254181 2.41776 2.50403 0.113555 2.4247 ‐0.454793 0.243846 3.47853 3.65876 3.49571
rs13300274 16756920 T C 0.909575 0.906023 0.855881 40424 ‐0.05144 0.032436 2.51473 2.50157 0.113733 2.51518 ‐0.0461427 0.0308246 2.24083 2.22745 2.24119
rs76055798 17023276 G C 0.283744 0.288942 0.981287 40424 0.030602 0.019335 2.50505 2.50091 0.113781 2.50524 0.0308079 0.0184595 2.78537 2.77941 2.78559
rs191916991 16429322 C T 0.000844266 0.000735637 0.161327 40424 ‐1.25624 0.823018 2.32983 2.49912 0.11391 2.37046 ‐0.982981 0.801674 1.50347 1.61211 1.51723
rs10116237 16677576 A C 0.073829 0.0762427 0.489336 40424 0.075205 0.047442 2.51286 2.49712 0.114055 2.51345 0.0683097 0.044904 2.31417 2.29785 2.31465
rs10123558 16578434 G A 0.0843267 0.0834796 0.467213 40424 ‐0.07405 0.047057 2.47612 2.49526 0.11419 2.47679 ‐0.0739761 0.0444669 2.76763 2.79281 2.7684
rs7021735 16741668 G A 0.91792 0.914193 0.956886 40424 ‐0.05066 0.031999 2.50676 2.49352 0.114316 2.50722 ‐0.0465084 0.0304413 2.3342 2.31973 2.3346
rs56868412 16742565 T C 0.917919 0.914192 0.9569 40424 ‐0.05066 0.031999 2.50656 2.49332 0.11433 2.50702 ‐0.0465093 0.0304409 2.33434 2.31987 2.33474
rs7857929 16743441 G C 0.917919 0.914191 0.956914 40424 ‐0.05066 0.031999 2.50649 2.49325 0.114335 2.50695 ‐0.0465106 0.0304407 2.33451 2.32004 2.33491
rs7857721 16743466 C A 0.917919 0.914191 0.956915 40424 ‐0.05066 0.031999 2.5065 2.49325 0.114335 2.50696 ‐0.0465104 0.0304407 2.33449 2.32002 2.33489
rs7857685 16743296 G C 0.917919 0.914192 0.956911 40424 ‐0.05066 0.031999 2.50637 2.49312 0.114345 2.50683 ‐0.0465082 0.0304408 2.33426 2.31979 2.33466
rs2039187 16741049 T C 0.91792 0.914193 0.956874 40424 ‐0.05066 0.032 2.50621 2.49297 0.114356 2.50667 ‐0.0465057 0.0304416 2.33388 2.31942 2.33428
rs190122788 17274717 G A 0.000512925 0.000338312 0.225087 40424 ‐1.58432 1.06352 2.21921 2.4925 0.11439 2.26136 ‐2.07677 1.03025 4.06342 4.83152 4.22712
rs76679110 17113797 A C 0.0100744 0.0120882 0.713096 40424 0.153082 0.09632 2.52593 2.48857 0.114676 2.52928 0.187449 0.0925937 4.09829 4.00476 4.10721
rs75218437 17087360 T C 0.00997618 0.0120088 0.711923 40424 0.153707 0.096713 2.52593 2.48852 0.11468 2.5293 0.191907 0.0929788 4.26003 4.16087 4.26975
rs189030490 17210251 C T 0.000199458 0.000136406 0.220982 40424 ‐3.36115 2.55795 1.72659 2.48774 0.114736 1.81822 ‐2.98101 2.27082 1.7233 2.63922 1.96994
rs183762894 17340715 A G 0.00423664 0.00457055 0.169002 40424 0.495554 0.310832 2.54173 2.48586 0.114874 2.55743 0.531383 0.294841 3.24817 3.13971 3.26709
rs183828563 17292544 A G 0.00128184 0.00112416 0.144614 40424 ‐1.1227 0.73808 2.31376 2.48304 0.11508 2.3269 ‐1.03568 0.694932 2.22108 2.39753 2.24076
rs41306071 17135115 C T 0.274926 0.27726 0.892073 40424 0.032472 0.020595 2.48599 2.48148 0.115194 2.48619 0.0225349 0.0195911 1.3231 1.32091 1.32315
rs13299760 17024162 C T 0.283358 0.288525 0.983085 40424 0.030498 0.01935 2.48424 2.48013 0.115293 2.48443 0.0305669 0.0184738 2.73774 2.7319 2.73795
rs13290171 16876651 G A 0.0525561 0.0516224 0.936808 40424 ‐0.06332 0.040372 2.46033 2.47878 0.115392 2.46108 ‐0.052343 0.0387289 1.82662 1.84107 1.82701
rs10962552 16723742 C T 0.161326 0.167456 0.628241 40424 0.047123 0.029892 2.48518 2.47639 0.115567 2.48549 0.0398235 0.0283497 1.97324 1.96564 1.97343
rs13299069 16756911 C T 0.909353 0.905797 0.854167 40424 ‐0.05114 0.032434 2.48646 2.47352 0.115778 2.4869 ‐0.0460497 0.0308211 2.23232 2.21903 2.23268
rs10810741 17264074 C T 0.283324 0.285053 0.80411 40424 ‐0.03386 0.021567 2.46479 2.46986 0.116048 2.46499 ‐0.0146959 0.0205605 0.510887 0.511438 0.510894
rs7867621 16754594 T C 0.914521 0.910608 0.960748 40424 ‐0.04938 0.031343 2.48168 2.46896 0.116115 2.48212 ‐0.0455297 0.0298404 2.32798 2.31389 2.32837
rs144892299 16916984 G A 0.000407308 0.000531951 0.365817 40424 1.02541 0.634796 2.6093 2.4671 0.116252 2.74568 0.756655 0.588012 1.65586 1.54773 1.70917
rs12376938 17273878 A G 0.253611 0.253707 0.852749 40424 ‐0.03403 0.021696 2.46052 2.4662 0.116319 2.46073 ‐0.0165151 0.0207006 0.636499 0.637375 0.636511
rs59882724 16891685 G A 0.0262893 0.0247095 0.916312 40424 ‐0.09065 0.05809 2.43495 2.46451 0.116444 2.43634 ‐0.105639 0.0556896 3.59834 3.66162 3.60134
rs10962429 16469213 A G 0.380445 0.373261 0.720157 40424 ‐0.0333 0.021222 2.46197 2.46448 0.116446 2.46213 ‐0.0385414 0.0202602 3.61883 3.62428 3.61916
rs76742578 16563156 T C 0.0133159 0.0124419 0.384085 40424 ‐0.20425 0.131866 2.39923 2.45915 0.116842 2.40342 ‐0.223316 0.124122 3.23698 3.34278 3.24455
rs200005174 16573234 AAC A 0.0697139 0.069422 0.431812 40424 ‐0.08358 0.053526 2.43854 2.45904 0.11685 2.43925 ‐0.0747288 0.050497 2.19001 2.20913 2.19055
rs5001567 16906005 T C 0.0563167 0.0552879 0.941057 40424 ‐0.06112 0.039133 2.43906 2.45689 0.11701 2.43975 ‐0.0531425 0.0374717 2.0113 2.02765 2.01175
rs2774629 17153201 T C 0.166555 0.163414 0.917885 40424 ‐0.03835 0.02452 2.44607 2.45468 0.117175 2.44633 ‐0.0436769 0.0233921 3.48632 3.50391 3.48683
rs77157387 16592990 T C 0.0649516 0.0642581 0.485675 40424 ‐0.0811 0.052035 2.42891 2.44976 0.117543 2.42966 ‐0.0781275 0.0492536 2.51612 2.54103 2.51689
rs12379655 17273926 C G 0.268061 0.269086 0.842281 40424 ‐0.03354 0.02145 2.44431 2.44958 0.117556 2.44451 ‐0.0139836 0.0204573 0.467246 0.467756 0.467253
rs10121959 16576805 G A 0.071406 0.071052 0.463416 40424 ‐0.07945 0.050978 2.42929 2.44942 0.117568 2.43 ‐0.0744041 0.0481813 2.38471 2.4064 2.38535
rs35594846 16501118 C CAG 0.495108 0.481668 0.810937 40424 ‐0.03027 0.019346 2.4479 2.44826 0.117655 2.44805 ‐0.0378479 0.0184296 4.21749 4.2185 4.2179
rs34953033 17024621 A G 0.283397 0.288545 0.98364 40424 0.03029 0.01935 2.45041 2.44639 0.117795 2.4506 0.0303996 0.0184741 2.70775 2.702 2.70795
rs36096349 17024781 G C 0.283647 0.288845 0.983042 40424 0.030278 0.019344 2.45004 2.44602 0.117823 2.45022 0.0305419 0.0184686 2.73479 2.72897 2.735
rs200306176 16523489 AAC A 0.185359 0.176459 0.631786 40424 ‐0.04482 0.028709 2.43715 2.44513 0.11789 2.43741 ‐0.0672345 0.0272418 6.09135 6.12838 6.09279
rs143379245 17335854 C T 0.00137793 0.00113778 0.19767 40424 ‐0.90316 0.595048 2.30369 2.44154 0.11816 2.3222 ‐1.05937 0.577354 3.36678 3.6506 3.40289
rs140329967 17111034 T C 0.000247388 0.000326707 0.105865 40424 2.3357 1.47537 2.50628 2.43523 0.118636 2.58202 1.95915 1.41614 1.91392 1.83047 1.95466
rs183870408 17073184 C T 0.00143267 0.00110725 0.247548 40424 ‐0.82447 0.545941 2.28063 2.43413 0.11872 2.3002 ‐1.13353 0.527271 4.62168 5.12339 4.68968
rs13290659 17274331 T A 0.267987 0.269018 0.842224 40424 ‐0.03343 0.021452 2.4277 2.43292 0.118811 2.42789 ‐0.0139141 0.020459 0.462528 0.46303 0.462534
rs4493995 17134245 G A 0.325463 0.330785 0.898319 40424 0.030513 0.019557 2.43443 2.43132 0.118933 2.4346 0.0211779 0.0186243 1.29303 1.29152 1.29307
c9_pos16998235 17008235 A G 0.321649 0.327684 0.997009 40424 0.029189 0.018723 2.4305 2.42741 0.11923 2.43067 0.0318902 0.0178665 3.18592 3.18027 3.18619
rs2815182 17153969 G A 0.166381 0.163245 0.917554 40424 ‐0.03816 0.024538 2.41826 2.42673 0.119281 2.41852 ‐0.043592 0.0234088 3.46782 3.48529 3.46832
rs186631177 16672411 C T 0.00146476 0.00192702 0.255867 40424 0.606864 0.385854 2.47364 2.42574 0.119357 2.50007 0.765595 0.376338 4.1385 3.99074 4.20801
rs13295818 16673182 C T 0.595385 0.583277 0.794936 40424 ‐0.03092 0.019851 2.42671 2.4251 0.119406 2.42687 ‐0.0286577 0.0189213 2.29393 2.29207 2.29406
rs188713257 17035446 T C 0.000308591 0.00040784 0.123316 40424 1.97596 1.24155 2.53297 2.42477 0.119431 2.59881 2.35015 1.15734 4.12351 3.86249 4.33187
rs181782551 17404821 C T 0.000746348 0.000874773 0.152901 40424 1.20482 0.756603 2.53577 2.42438 0.11946 2.58733 1.24916 0.704222 3.14643 3.0012 3.23306
rs201912598 16573233 AAAC A 0.0692612 0.0689619 0.43364 40424 ‐0.08305 0.053575 2.40288 2.42298 0.119567 2.40357 ‐0.0744092 0.050547 2.16702 2.18591 2.16755
rs150939597 16570718 T TA 0.0132117 0.0123373 0.387473 40424 ‐0.20252 0.13182 2.36032 2.41907 0.119866 2.36441 ‐0.220235 0.124048 3.15207 3.25405 3.15931
rs146461127 17101297 G A 0.022645 0.0247994 0.49289 40424 0.12549 0.080315 2.44136 2.41679 0.120041 2.44302 0.172155 0.076661 5.04302 4.94978 5.04967
rs7040406 16733305 G C 0.92093 0.917725 0.946635 40424 ‐0.05113 0.032809 2.42909 2.41602 0.1201 2.42954 ‐0.0477122 0.0312043 2.33793 2.3229 2.33835
rs146179078 17294102 C A 0.000274857 0.000354496 0.100317 40424 2.28042 1.44202 2.50085 2.41523 0.12016 2.56809 1.87406 1.38713 1.82528 1.74891 1.862
rs59836036 17016737 A G 0.00121489 0.00180098 0.554742 40424 0.448474 0.284677 2.48182 2.41405 0.120251 2.50701 0.520536 0.271924 3.66441 3.50521 3.72131
rs181822122 16773835 G T 0.00231053 0.0021831 0.387105 40424 ‐0.45975 0.303459 2.29531 2.41397 0.120257 2.31114 ‐0.335715 0.295408 1.29151 1.34342 1.29641
rs10962482 16549836 T C 0.0453868 0.0475692 0.460094 40424 0.095169 0.060986 2.43522 2.41343 0.120299 2.43621 0.0817584 0.0574682 2.024 2.00527 2.02467
rs182236066 16662423 T G 0.00303253 0.00276087 0.157046 40424 ‐0.67914 0.446841 2.31003 2.41259 0.120363 2.31738 ‐0.435273 0.411964 1.11636 1.15788 1.11918
rs41268967 16437605 C T 0.0644211 0.0668181 0.922305 40424 0.057242 0.03676 2.42478 2.40975 0.120582 2.42532 0.0492742 0.0349384 1.98899 1.97537 1.98936
rs13301628 16665850 C A 0.590164 0.577446 0.723974 40424 ‐0.03226 0.020784 2.40981 2.40836 0.120689 2.40997 ‐0.0344875 0.019792 3.03629 3.03377 3.03652
rs143419619 16457688 C T 0.0173851 0.0160859 0.519019 40424 ‐0.14751 0.095776 2.37207 2.40718 0.12078 2.37395 ‐0.111034 0.0912729 1.47988 1.5006 1.48062
rs117547188 17074480 A G 0.118923 0.120307 0.689292 40424 0.050275 0.032343 2.41623 2.40632 0.120846 2.41657 0.0489327 0.0308281 2.51945 2.50644 2.51981
rs34393116 16904735 G A 0.0558074 0.0547963 0.937051 40424 ‐0.06081 0.039352 2.38805 2.40539 0.120918 2.38873 ‐0.0530094 0.0376842 1.97873 1.99475 1.97916
rs188764945 17291725 C G 0.00124568 0.000928342 0.450577 40424 ‐0.64028 0.431419 2.20266 2.40483 0.120961 2.23954 ‐0.558313 0.419006 1.77548 1.93995 1.79846
rs1029015 16657396 A C 0.556552 0.567533 0.647518 40424 0.034195 0.022062 2.40239 2.40397 0.121028 2.40257 0.0440823 0.0209128 4.44328 4.44802 4.44376
rs117309001 16533678 G A 0.0207454 0.020984 0.4104 40424 0.149177 0.095646 2.43263 2.4026 0.121134 2.43436 0.0933386 0.0904686 1.06445 1.05388 1.06479
rs139362024 17120072 C A 0.000468727 0.000568364 0.178772 40424 1.26539 0.801001 2.49567 2.39335 0.121852 2.66616 0.935682 0.787486 1.41179 1.33568 1.46517
rs150793994 16795309 G A 0.00237982 0.00282493 0.212162 40424 0.564914 0.360993 2.44888 2.39257 0.121913 2.46063 0.543878 0.341514 2.5362 2.46067 2.54877
rs7853096 16742058 C T 0.105631 0.11074 0.741411 40424 0.050308 0.032464 2.40145 2.3909 0.122043 2.4018 0.0378636 0.0308692 1.50451 1.49818 1.50464
rs73646205 16724055 T A 0.161872 0.167988 0.626991 40424 0.046281 0.029881 2.399 2.39067 0.122061 2.39929 0.0392252 0.0283407 1.91563 1.90837 1.9158
rs3840729 17273628 C CAG 0.269035 0.270174 0.845773 40424 ‐0.033 0.021372 2.3836 2.38866 0.122218 2.38378 ‐0.0135812 0.0203833 0.443944 0.444415 0.44395
rs145668572 16813676 T C 0.00283764 0.0032044 0.220741 40424 0.520285 0.332582 2.4473 2.38581 0.122441 2.45685 0.362781 0.314168 1.33341 1.30331 1.33635
rs3814114 16915028 C A 0.0572786 0.0563848 0.972203 40424 ‐0.0587 0.038147 2.36755 2.38396 0.122586 2.36817 ‐0.0533393 0.0365405 2.13081 2.14811 2.1313
rs149393103 17136092 T C 0.00625297 0.0066154 0.306955 40424 0.306514 0.196512 2.43288 2.38217 0.122727 2.4378 0.251615 0.18434 1.86308 1.82094 1.86656
rs180747429 17091891 C G 0.000678985 0.000827638 0.10006 40424 1.43713 0.9232 2.42325 2.38036 0.122869 2.46748 1.85061 0.899152 4.23609 4.05652 4.35282
rs185541769 16855430 A G 0.000938865 0.00110081 0.101814 40424 1.28954 0.827223 2.43009 2.37851 0.123015 2.47677 1.26858 0.776654 2.66796 2.57847 2.71553
rs185085579 16659269 T G 0.0116147 0.0114768 0.293066 40424 0.234312 0.150628 2.41979 2.37835 0.123027 2.42311 0.0349918 0.143898 0.0591321 0.0589342 0.0591341
rs3829848 16527129 A G 0.47941 0.464821 0.999999 40424 ‐0.02702 0.017525 2.37699 2.37756 0.12309 2.37714 ‐0.030031 0.0167235 3.22468 3.22569 3.22492
rs62541797 16971257 T C 0.118101 0.115936 0.977103 40424 ‐0.04202 0.027314 2.36633 2.37714 0.123123 2.36665 ‐0.0244727 0.0261256 0.877472 0.880368 0.877515
rs191658136 17276060 T C 0.00053628 0.000731162 0.472968 40424 0.772392 0.489545 2.48938 2.376 0.123213 2.54685 0.671184 0.458096 2.14669 2.02745 2.18713
rs143785402 17112436 C T 0.000593462 0.000448907 0.18035 40424 ‐1.73156 1.23573 1.96349 2.37418 0.123356 1.99747 ‐1.70132 1.12968 2.26811 2.84463 2.38533
rs2483132 17150911 T C 0.107848 0.102321 0.967014 40424 ‐0.04455 0.028985 2.36197 2.37383 0.123384 2.36232 ‐0.0524984 0.02762 3.61281 3.63989 3.61362
rs191011639 17405855 C G 0.00851832 0.00755772 0.698813 40424 ‐0.184 0.120835 2.31881 2.37376 0.12339 2.32291 ‐0.193124 0.114861 2.827 2.91622 2.83325
rs10738450 16712029 T C 0.920834 0.918132 0.858722 40424 ‐0.05321 0.034447 2.38576 2.37256 0.123484 2.38621 ‐0.0459799 0.0327095 1.97601 1.96392 1.97632
rs28490464 16594252 A C 0.0648906 0.0642369 0.485286 40424 ‐0.07986 0.052072 2.35182 2.3717 0.123552 2.35252 ‐0.0768485 0.0492801 2.4318 2.45547 2.43252
rs4626704 16713675 G T 0.919512 0.916786 0.853901 40424 ‐0.05295 0.034289 2.38427 2.37117 0.123594 2.38471 ‐0.0460378 0.0325609 1.99911 1.98687 1.99942
rs7470623 16594267 G C 0.0648898 0.0642367 0.485283 40424 ‐0.07983 0.052072 2.35043 2.3703 0.123663 2.35114 ‐0.0768268 0.0492803 2.43041 2.45406 2.43113
rs2774628 17152143 T C 0.107965 0.102452 0.967888 40424 ‐0.04446 0.028956 2.35804 2.36986 0.123698 2.35839 ‐0.0522966 0.027593 3.5921 3.6189 3.5929
rs140417106 16574093 CTCCTAG C 0.0595411 0.0581992 0.518426 40424 ‐0.08059 0.05264 2.34383 2.36448 0.124125 2.34457 ‐0.0914875 0.0498465 3.36864 3.40968 3.37013
rs16934755 16510059 G A 0.00995748 0.00867658 0.466464 40424 ‐0.21398 0.141202 2.29655 2.36074 0.124423 2.30129 ‐0.290217 0.133578 4.72033 4.94046 4.74074
rs1415471 16656653 T C 0.556642 0.567558 0.650572 40424 0.03381 0.022015 2.35853 2.36005 0.124478 2.35869 0.0433334 0.0208676 4.31222 4.31674 4.31267
rs186647985 16440994 A G 0.00625844 0.00547999 0.376339 40424 ‐0.28949 0.190827 2.30132 2.35729 0.124699 2.30548 ‐0.229202 0.182402 1.57898 1.61564 1.58082
rs3927679 16895072 C A 0.0533746 0.0523432 0.946504 40424 ‐0.06099 0.03988 2.33919 2.35613 0.124791 2.33984 ‐0.0527386 0.0382103 1.905 1.92028 1.90542
rs13297644 16467709 T C 0.355517 0.347074 0.800959 40424 ‐0.03135 0.020452 2.35021 2.35292 0.125049 2.35036 ‐0.0318702 0.0195188 2.66602 2.66993 2.6662
rs76818041 16562455 G C 0.0132821 0.0124209 0.385313 40424 ‐0.19957 0.13171 2.29582 2.35171 0.125146 2.29964 ‐0.219721 0.123965 3.14155 3.24237 3.14867
rs11531702 17152209 T A 0.107082 0.101496 0.963026 40424 ‐0.04459 0.029154 2.33875 2.3505 0.125243 2.3391 ‐0.0529866 0.0277786 3.63839 3.66592 3.63922
rs183859492 16578581 T G 0.0010467 0.00118234 0.104098 40424 1.19715 0.768997 2.42352 2.34885 0.125375 2.4447 1.01079 0.739944 1.86604 1.80405 1.87865
rs147305306 16789469 C T 0.00103878 0.00127219 0.153135 40424 0.950953 0.609457 2.43462 2.34795 0.125448 2.47257 1.11415 0.586549 3.60811 3.45451 3.68786
rs200031648 17300059 AG A 0.248127 0.248448 0.814152 40424 ‐0.0342 0.022353 2.34134 2.34667 0.125551 2.34152 ‐0.0152938 0.0213281 0.514193 0.514836 0.514201
rs141697663 16665486 A G 0.0130448 0.0131911 0.177799 40424 0.280963 0.181851 2.38708 2.3443 0.125742 2.3908 0.186273 0.171855 1.17484 1.1568 1.17578
rs2039188 16752822 T C 0.915101 0.911118 0.969236 40424 ‐0.04802 0.031283 2.35593 2.3441 0.125758 2.35633 ‐0.0455684 0.0297783 2.34168 2.32742 2.34207
rs190735665 16759530 T C 0.00106683 0.00095759 0.246707 40424 ‐0.8419 0.57221 2.16477 2.34193 0.125933 2.20178 ‐0.384151 0.562276 0.466772 0.486372 0.468179
rs142940058 16558797 C T 0.00299717 0.00318197 0.290916 40424 0.446467 0.287268 2.41548 2.34037 0.12606 2.42487 0.359333 0.271593 1.75048 1.6986 1.7561
rs183254052 16796672 A G 0.00544514 0.00604576 0.337167 40424 0.305487 0.197627 2.38942 2.33978 0.126107 2.39433 0.246559 0.186107 1.75515 1.71779 1.75803
rs59234174 16730258 C T 0.153995 0.159501 0.650388 40424 0.045961 0.029997 2.34768 2.33923 0.126152 2.34796 0.0363292 0.0284695 1.62837 1.62243 1.62849
rs1476253 17130665 C A 0.327654 0.333083 0.903014 40424 0.029798 0.019473 2.34163 2.33872 0.126193 2.34178 0.0213609 0.0185445 1.32682 1.32526 1.32686
rs10738439 16612956 A C 0.927276 0.927652 0.448377 40424 0.078262 0.051467 2.3123 2.33116 0.126807 2.31295 0.0762516 0.0485908 2.46257 2.48524 2.46325
rs115757681 16770822 G T 0.0100352 0.0112193 0.232551 40424 0.26655 0.173181 2.36896 2.33067 0.126847 2.37197 0.329409 0.163312 4.06849 3.97517 4.07888
rs73414353 17019693 A G 0.000903468 0.00142492 0.668356 40424 0.462131 0.298481 2.39715 2.33008 0.126895 2.422 0.517428 0.285398 3.28699 3.14565 3.33554
rs411167 17130360 T C 0.341164 0.34753 0.894148 40424 0.029622 0.019398 2.33202 2.3294 0.126951 2.33217 0.0232107 0.0184722 1.57885 1.57705 1.57892
rs141055620 17371493 A G 0.00125286 0.00101471 0.223958 40424 ‐0.88799 0.604197 2.16001 2.32793 0.127071 2.18845 ‐1.04815 0.59136 3.14152 3.48771 3.19222
rs116202857 16677447 C T 0.00161664 0.00181517 0.258936 40424 0.627809 0.403355 2.4226 2.32637 0.127198 2.43955 0.555841 0.381355 2.12444 2.04013 2.13917
rs201436729 17300055 T TC 0.248041 0.248369 0.814522 40424 ‐0.03404 0.022351 2.31999 2.32524 0.127291 2.32017 ‐0.0152086 0.0213262 0.508571 0.509203 0.508579
rs117134974 16902308 C T 0.054514 0.053501 0.939837 40424 ‐0.06024 0.039646 2.30874 2.32523 0.127291 2.30937 ‐0.0528788 0.03798 1.93844 1.95404 1.93887
rs60520802 17300057 A C 0.248041 0.248369 0.814522 40424 ‐0.03404 0.022351 2.31996 2.32522 0.127292 2.32014 ‐0.0152085 0.0213262 0.508563 0.509195 0.508571
rs34615158 16836573 G A 0.449557 0.451542 0.539885 40424 0.036155 0.023708 2.32554 2.32515 0.127298 2.32569 0.0188465 0.0226928 0.689741 0.689636 0.689753
rs7851438 16754023 A G 0.915746 0.911775 0.976368 40424 ‐0.04781 0.031289 2.33494 2.32326 0.127453 2.33533 ‐0.0454865 0.0297877 2.3318 2.31762 2.3322
rs4961517 16976200 C T 0.211282 0.216342 0.933688 40424 0.033539 0.021987 2.32676 2.32119 0.127622 2.32696 0.0332864 0.0209811 2.51696 2.50923 2.51718
c9_pos16838462 16848462 T G 0.0405848 0.0428985 0.878527 40424 0.070273 0.045948 2.33907 2.32117 0.127624 2.33988 0.0645604 0.044052 2.14784 2.12788 2.14851
rs2779767 17172200 T C 0.167425 0.164308 0.918889 40424 ‐0.03717 0.024457 2.31043 2.31829 0.127861 2.31066 ‐0.0426906 0.0233304 3.34825 3.36471 3.34872
rs74520920 17155105 C G 0.107301 0.101757 0.96509 40424 ‐0.04417 0.029094 2.30449 2.31595 0.128053 2.30483 ‐0.0524606 0.0277226 3.58096 3.60777 3.58176
rs3808795 17273731 A G 0.269289 0.270556 0.846822 40424 ‐0.03245 0.021351 2.31032 2.31514 0.12812 2.3105 ‐0.0130079 0.0203658 0.407956 0.408369 0.407961
rs16934710 16456284 T C 0.0748021 0.0776467 0.88403 40424 0.053288 0.03493 2.32727 2.31447 0.128175 2.3277 0.04887 0.0332209 2.16403 2.15007 2.1644
rs113201600 16976088 C T 0.117308 0.115307 0.982642 40424 ‐0.04144 0.02731 2.30265 2.31305 0.128292 2.30296 ‐0.0239229 0.0261129 0.839306 0.842021 0.839346
rs6475074 16753455 T C 0.915579 0.911574 0.974821 40424 ‐0.04766 0.031262 2.32409 2.31251 0.128337 2.32448 ‐0.0455103 0.0297636 2.33802 2.3238 2.33841
rs6475075 16753517 G A 0.915579 0.911574 0.97482 40424 ‐0.04766 0.031262 2.32408 2.3125 0.128337 2.32447 ‐0.0455102 0.0297636 2.33801 2.32379 2.3384
rs117290640 17368171 C G 0.00107684 0.0013932 0.169946 40424 0.852207 0.551052 2.39169 2.30971 0.128568 2.43333 1.21885 0.534654 5.19701 4.9534 5.39062
rs7028827 16755706 C T 0.91704 0.913269 0.939004 40424 ‐0.04893 0.032123 2.32 2.30825 0.128689 2.32039 ‐0.0455191 0.0305656 2.21779 2.20445 2.21816
rs263555 17125269 T A 0.171335 0.172765 0.925812 40424 ‐0.03635 0.023965 2.30063 2.30808 0.128703 2.30086 ‐0.0184181 0.0229215 0.645655 0.646989 0.645672
rs77697663 17091951 G A 0.0290732 0.0300685 0.349459 40424 0.131495 0.08617 2.32864 2.30692 0.128799 2.32979 0.125762 0.0822168 2.33978 2.31199 2.34097
rs5001566 16905616 T A 0.0500972 0.0495867 0.857829 40424 ‐0.06525 0.043125 2.28923 2.30599 0.128876 2.28989 ‐0.0504224 0.0413389 1.48775 1.49849 1.48801
rs150451043 17265852 T A 0.253772 0.254264 0.849119 40424 ‐0.03295 0.021723 2.30047 2.30559 0.128909 2.30065 ‐0.0148304 0.0207269 0.51196 0.51259 0.511968
rs1330297 16755019 T C 0.915633 0.911758 0.950467 40424 ‐0.04821 0.03168 2.31572 2.30411 0.129032 2.31611 ‐0.0454561 0.0301506 2.27297 2.25924 2.27335
rs73414356 17019821 C T 0.000905397 0.00142509 0.668173 40424 0.459349 0.298383 2.36994 2.30377 0.12906 2.39423 0.514688 0.2853 3.2545 3.11495 3.3021
rs7867602 16754552 T C 0.915792 0.911847 0.974856 40424 ‐0.04765 0.031321 2.31469 2.30316 0.129111 2.31508 ‐0.0453018 0.0298174 2.3083 2.29432 2.30868
rs185655323 17065916 T C 0.00215167 0.00208386 0.197375 40424 ‐0.6442 0.432362 2.21998 2.29958 0.129409 2.23041 ‐0.342817 0.418426 0.671255 0.686995 0.672089
rs10810727 17125259 G A 0.168441 0.169525 0.9319 40424 ‐0.03637 0.02403 2.29094 2.29843 0.129505 2.29117 ‐0.0199491 0.0229908 0.752902 0.754602 0.752926
rs12337676 16588521 G A 0.06272 0.0619864 0.497753 40424 ‐0.07886 0.052233 2.27926 2.2984 0.129507 2.27993 ‐0.0801527 0.0494772 2.62437 2.65143 2.62523
rs71327855 16752423 G GT 0.915744 0.911793 0.976418 40424 ‐0.04753 0.03129 2.30782 2.29634 0.129679 2.3082 ‐0.0452643 0.0297882 2.309 2.29502 2.30939
rs58108882 16659655 G C 0.0858299 0.086271 0.385537 40424 0.076442 0.050321 2.30758 2.29454 0.12983 2.30805 0.0161334 0.0478012 0.113913 0.113736 0.113915
rs58370037 16753146 T TA 0.915783 0.911837 0.976891 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.30547 2.29401 0.129874 2.30586 ‐0.0452105 0.0297877 2.3036 2.28967 2.30398
rs74473075 16752649 G GTA 0.915783 0.911837 0.976898 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.30542 2.29396 0.129878 2.30581 ‐0.0452107 0.0297876 2.30363 2.2897 2.30402
rs200417960 16752421 A ATGT 0.915783 0.911837 0.976901 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.30529 2.29383 0.129889 2.30567 ‐0.0452099 0.0297875 2.30355 2.28962 2.30393
rs6475077 16753930 G C 0.915783 0.911838 0.976874 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.3052 2.29374 0.129897 2.30559 ‐0.0452083 0.029788 2.30332 2.28939 2.30371
rs6475078 16754035 A G 0.915783 0.911838 0.976871 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.30518 2.29372 0.129898 2.30556 ‐0.0452086 0.029788 2.30335 2.28942 2.30373
rs7866999 16754040 T C 0.915783 0.911838 0.976871 40424 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.30518 2.29372 0.129898 2.30556 ‐0.0452086 0.029788 2.30335 2.28942 2.30373
rs144147365 16820659 T G 0.00143015 0.00122534 0.118561 40424 ‐1.14028 0.771636 2.18373 2.29204 0.130039 2.19324 ‐1.30112 0.729231 3.18348 3.40848 3.20338
rs146042147 16820661 T A 0.00143013 0.00122534 0.118561 40424 ‐1.14008 0.771629 2.183 2.29125 0.130105 2.1925 ‐1.30102 0.729227 3.18303 3.40798 3.20293
rs5016917 16752050 C G 0.915641 0.911694 0.978506 40424 ‐0.04737 0.031242 2.29919 2.28778 0.130396 2.29957 ‐0.0450472 0.029743 2.29386 2.28003 2.29424
rs1330296 16752182 A G 0.915641 0.911694 0.978504 40424 ‐0.04737 0.031242 2.29911 2.28771 0.130402 2.29949 ‐0.0450462 0.029743 2.29375 2.27992 2.29413
rs2815179 17147702 C A 0.211803 0.20993 0.882366 40424 ‐0.03415 0.022616 2.28042 2.28656 0.130499 2.28061 ‐0.0335239 0.0215845 2.41225 2.4202 2.41245
rs190907222 16833838 C A 0.00424259 0.0035535 0.346803 40424 ‐0.37233 0.250733 2.20509 2.28634 0.130517 2.21333 ‐0.443223 0.241519 3.36778 3.5499 3.38619
rs2779771 17147361 A G 0.170275 0.167868 0.880435 40424 ‐0.03738 0.024765 2.27857 2.28629 0.130522 2.27879 ‐0.0401712 0.023604 2.89639 2.90964 2.89674
rs10962949 17255226 T A 0.257567 0.257976 0.850611 40424 ‐0.03263 0.021603 2.28096 2.28595 0.13055 2.28114 ‐0.0151891 0.020613 0.542976 0.543656 0.542985
rs77240783 16464994 C T 0.00730452 0.00690769 0.40857 40424 ‐0.24699 0.165209 2.23513 2.28502 0.130628 2.2396 ‐0.231849 0.159829 2.10427 2.16466 2.10818
rs263549 17123284 C T 0.172616 0.173721 0.928775 40424 ‐0.036 0.023855 2.27673 2.28405 0.13071 2.27695 ‐0.0192965 0.0228212 0.714957 0.716509 0.714978
rs137928865 16672285 G C 0.00125892 0.00107888 0.120907 40424 ‐1.21744 0.830266 2.15012 2.28367 0.130742 2.1599 ‐1.39314 0.781203 3.18023 3.45698 3.20798
rs12683916 16902548 G C 0.0543554 0.053346 0.93843 40424 ‐0.05982 0.039735 2.26662 2.28268 0.130826 2.26722 ‐0.0526563 0.0380643 1.91367 1.92898 1.91408
rs12377857 16513524 C T 0.189213 0.178576 0.718695 40424 ‐0.04031 0.02673 2.27453 2.28182 0.130898 2.27476 ‐0.0695088 0.0253963 7.49097 7.54378 7.49322
rs10756758 16524025 C A 0.239315 0.230954 0.636533 40424 ‐0.03924 0.026018 2.27467 2.28084 0.130981 2.27488 ‐0.0626683 0.024659 6.45868 6.49313 6.46012
rs187920528 16765815 A G 0.00930599 0.00846584 0.545851 40424 ‐0.19257 0.129049 2.2268 2.2789 0.131145 2.2303 ‐0.215524 0.124103 3.01596 3.1116 3.02266
rs7038545 16745100 G A 0.915505 0.91156 0.980893 40424 ‐0.04717 0.031179 2.2886 2.27729 0.131281 2.28898 ‐0.0450114 0.029684 2.29933 2.28545 2.29971
rs201661728 16975956 T TG 0.117533 0.115577 0.981664 40424 ‐0.04108 0.027292 2.26519 2.27532 0.131448 2.26548 ‐0.023537 0.0260951 0.81355 0.816137 0.813587
rs2774633 17070633 A G 0.286531 0.291298 0.999953 40424 0.029035 0.019239 2.27761 2.27407 0.131554 2.27777 0.0276735 0.0183682 2.26983 2.2655 2.26997
rs62540608 16436245 G A 0.00586269 0.00506671 0.673075 40424 ‐0.21978 0.147782 2.21164 2.27386 0.131572 2.21651 ‐0.139896 0.141503 0.977408 0.998451 0.978396
rs11536701 17266489 C G 0.104503 0.102793 0.739032 40424 ‐0.05018 0.033357 2.26291 2.27282 0.13166 2.26321 ‐0.0502749 0.0319487 2.47626 2.48989 2.4766
rs74840733 16572319 T C 0.0610925 0.0600089 0.506919 40424 ‐0.07889 0.052555 2.25342 2.27271 0.131669 2.2541 ‐0.0872183 0.0497457 3.07401 3.10926 3.07523
rs4363290 16739954 A C 0.00940113 0.00977345 0.386397 40424 0.221204 0.145387 2.31492 2.27166 0.131759 2.31814 0.0472101 0.136824 0.119055 0.118447 0.119064
rs143719337 17066511 C T 0.0129042 0.0131874 0.564696 40424 0.155653 0.102483 2.30682 2.27055 0.131853 2.30946 0.0917746 0.0967601 0.899607 0.888605 0.900016
rs114080007 16770795 G A 0.00990922 0.0110761 0.234041 40424 0.263652 0.17369 2.30415 2.2673 0.13213 2.30703 0.327866 0.163834 4.00485 3.91323 4.01496
rs56369047 16747349 TA T 0.915442 0.911516 0.981561 40424 ‐0.04702 0.031165 2.27663 2.26541 0.132291 2.27701 ‐0.0446636 0.0296691 2.2662 2.25263 2.26657
rs10962566 16748515 C A 0.915442 0.911517 0.981551 40424 ‐0.04702 0.031165 2.27651 2.26529 0.132301 2.27689 ‐0.0446621 0.0296694 2.26599 2.25243 2.26636
rs13300672 16962945 T A 0.218198 0.223004 0.937443 40424 0.032575 0.021623 2.26943 2.26421 0.132394 2.26962 0.0344927 0.020653 2.78926 2.78048 2.78953
rs188971987 17391333 C T 0.000932079 0.00116973 0.278088 40424 0.768137 0.501084 2.34994 2.26093 0.132674 2.38819 0.698803 0.457757 2.33044 2.21048 2.36882
rs6475076 16753774 C T 0.914972 0.910963 0.968062 40424 ‐0.04713 0.031273 2.27137 2.26018 0.132739 2.27174 ‐0.0454831 0.0297715 2.33399 2.31982 2.33438
rs112495874 16751565 T TACA 0.915559 0.911622 0.977593 40424 ‐0.04708 0.031245 2.27066 2.25946 0.1328 2.27103 ‐0.0448364 0.0297455 2.27206 2.25842 2.27243
rs16934702 16453046 T C 0.0749347 0.0778337 0.886663 40424 0.052473 0.034843 2.2679 2.25562 0.13313 2.26831 0.048817 0.0331479 2.16885 2.15488 2.16923
rs180839015 16754961 C A 0.00133577 0.0011512 0.115129 40424 ‐1.09551 0.74928 2.13769 2.25181 0.133458 2.16232 ‐0.903844 0.740729 1.48891 1.56619 1.49573
rs10810728 17125262 A G 0.168945 0.170158 0.931381 40424 ‐0.03596 0.02401 2.24371 2.25095 0.133532 2.24393 ‐0.0192065 0.0229702 0.699149 0.700666 0.699169
rs414716 17132343 G A 0.339479 0.345599 0.892675 40424 0.029158 0.019441 2.24952 2.24702 0.133872 2.24966 0.0225048 0.0185136 1.47764 1.47599 1.4777
rs34296299 16852707 C T 0.0423555 0.0402496 0.977436 40424 ‐0.06645 0.044518 2.22793 2.24657 0.133911 2.22865 ‐0.0561185 0.0426663 1.72998 1.74553 1.73041
rs372582 17130074 G A 0.340025 0.346165 0.890857 40424 0.029168 0.019451 2.24869 2.2462 0.133943 2.24883 0.0225319 0.0185233 1.47965 1.47799 1.4797
c9_pos16972002 16982002 G A 0.175953 0.179633 0.95064 40424 0.034973 0.023349 2.24341 2.23708 0.134735 2.24362 0.0346718 0.0222966 2.41811 2.40931 2.41834
rs80032034 17160134 C T 0.105257 0.0997174 0.978299 40424 ‐0.04347 0.02914 2.22508 2.23602 0.134828 2.2254 ‐0.0529541 0.0277732 3.63535 3.66299 3.63618
rs113036030 16927144 G A 0.0375281 0.0377816 0.807141 40424 ‐0.07603 0.051062 2.2168 2.23559 0.134865 2.21759 ‐0.0535745 0.0489368 1.19852 1.20757 1.19874
rs7869115 16749767 T A 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 ‐0.04677 0.031204 2.24614 2.23513 0.134905 2.2465 ‐0.0444417 0.0297065 2.2381 2.22477 2.23846
rs7853897 16749782 G C 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 ‐0.04677 0.031204 2.24614 2.23513 0.134905 2.2465 ‐0.0444419 0.0297065 2.23811 2.22478 2.23848
rs7853573 16749754 A C 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 ‐0.04677 0.031204 2.24613 2.23512 0.134906 2.24649 ‐0.0444416 0.0297065 2.23809 2.22476 2.23845
rs62560532 17074141 C T 0.252265 0.256813 0.922917 40424 0.031139 0.020811 2.23884 2.23466 0.134946 2.239 0.0302109 0.0198502 2.31632 2.31096 2.31648
rs142765644 16764445 A G 0.000595334 0.000801681 0.112508 40424 1.35776 0.901496 2.2684 2.23262 0.135125 2.35751 1.58859 0.864408 3.37743 3.25748 3.56391
rs62560531 17073962 C T 0.251068 0.255699 0.917917 40424 0.031255 0.020903 2.23566 2.23149 0.135223 2.23582 0.0304293 0.0199381 2.32923 2.32383 2.3294
rs190214789 16412468 C G 0.00210198 0.00221369 0.352754 40424 0.469932 0.308629 2.31845 2.23111 0.135257 2.33578 0.274952 0.293993 0.874661 0.849151 0.877251
rs1330294 16751156 A G 0.915448 0.911553 0.980105 40424 ‐0.04669 0.031195 2.2405 2.22953 0.135395 2.24086 ‐0.0443781 0.0296975 2.23304 2.21976 2.2334
rs138260462 17193059 A T 0.00498912 0.0043032 0.49349 40424 ‐0.28128 0.191327 2.16133 2.22857 0.135479 2.16751 ‐0.369431 0.184984 3.9884 4.19362 4.00903
rs192267752 17370593 G C 0.00127726 0.00151289 0.13904 40424 0.873261 0.577483 2.2867 2.22854 0.135482 2.31396 1.1618 0.562969 4.25884 4.12886 4.34993
rs149879977 17215998 C T 0.00325478 0.0039306 0.284644 40424 0.396471 0.262742 2.277 2.226 0.135705 2.28574 0.407785 0.250661 2.6466 2.57543 2.65876
rs13285058 16750932 C T 0.915507 0.911616 0.980818 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23649 2.22555 0.135744 2.23685 ‐0.0443497 0.0296961 2.23039 2.21714 2.23075
rs61400372 16749067 T TA 0.915506 0.911615 0.980841 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23636 2.22543 0.135755 2.23672 ‐0.0443474 0.0296956 2.23023 2.21698 2.23059
rs9987476 16749978 T G 0.915507 0.911615 0.980831 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23635 2.22541 0.135757 2.23671 ‐0.0443478 0.0296959 2.23024 2.21699 2.2306
rs10756806 16750627 T A 0.915507 0.911615 0.980823 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23633 2.22539 0.135758 2.23669 ‐0.0443478 0.029696 2.23022 2.21696 2.23057
rs9987475 16749950 T C 0.915507 0.911615 0.980832 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23632 2.22538 0.135759 2.23668 ‐0.0443473 0.0296958 2.2302 2.21694 2.23055
rs7853718 16749884 A G 0.915507 0.911615 0.980833 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23621 2.22528 0.135768 2.23657 ‐0.0443461 0.0296958 2.23008 2.21682 2.23044
rs9987701 16750529 C G 0.915507 0.911616 0.980825 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.2362 2.22526 0.13577 2.23655 ‐0.0443464 0.029696 2.23008 2.21683 2.23044
rs2225326 16749583 T A 0.915506 0.911615 0.980837 40424 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.23618 2.22524 0.135772 2.23654 ‐0.0443466 0.0296957 2.23014 2.21688 2.2305
rs4961752 16748790 A G 0.915506 0.911614 0.980844 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23613 2.2252 0.135775 2.23649 ‐0.0443458 0.0296956 2.23009 2.21684 2.23045
rs9987698 16750203 G A 0.915507 0.911615 0.980829 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23611 2.22518 0.135777 2.23647 ‐0.0443457 0.0296959 2.23003 2.21677 2.23039
rs138659562 16496065 C T 0.00913574 0.00791874 0.496303 40424 ‐0.20911 0.142067 2.16662 2.22517 0.135778 2.17098 ‐0.281922 0.134832 4.37191 4.57155 4.39014
rs10738458 16747999 G C 0.915505 0.911614 0.980848 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23601 2.22508 0.135786 2.23637 ‐0.0443444 0.0296954 2.22997 2.21672 2.23033
rs7043797 16746829 G A 0.915505 0.911613 0.980861 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.236 2.22506 0.135787 2.23636 ‐0.0443458 0.029695 2.23017 2.21692 2.23053
rs7047213 16747327 C T 0.915505 0.911613 0.980856 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23599 2.22506 0.135787 2.23635 ‐0.0443445 0.0296952 2.23002 2.21676 2.23037
rs10962565 16748372 A G 0.915506 0.911614 0.980847 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23599 2.22506 0.135787 2.23635 ‐0.044344 0.0296955 2.22992 2.21666 2.23028
rs28529611 16746565 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980863 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23594 2.225 0.135793 2.2363 ‐0.044346 0.0296949 2.2302 2.21695 2.23056
rs10756805 16748162 A G 0.915505 0.911614 0.980849 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23594 2.225 0.135793 2.23629 ‐0.044343 0.0296954 2.22983 2.21657 2.23018
rs10810605 16748238 G A 0.915505 0.911614 0.980848 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031193 2.23593 2.225 0.135793 2.23629 ‐0.0443426 0.0296954 2.22979 2.21653 2.23015
rs1980935 16746339 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980864 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23589 2.22496 0.135796 2.23625 ‐0.0443456 0.0296949 2.23017 2.21692 2.23053
rs10962563 16746413 G A 0.915504 0.911613 0.980864 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23586 2.22492 0.1358 2.23622 ‐0.0443454 0.0296949 2.23015 2.21689 2.23051
rs10733318 16747594 G T 0.915505 0.911614 0.980852 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23584 2.22491 0.135801 2.2362 ‐0.0443434 0.0296953 2.22989 2.21664 2.23025
rs10738455 16746005 G C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23563 2.2247 0.135819 2.23599 ‐0.0443446 0.0296949 2.23007 2.21682 2.23043
rs10738456 16746129 C T 0.915504 0.911613 0.980865 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23561 2.22468 0.135821 2.23597 ‐0.0443442 0.0296949 2.23003 2.21677 2.23038
rs10756802 16745742 C G 0.915504 0.911612 0.980866 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23556 2.22463 0.135825 2.23592 ‐0.0443441 0.0296948 2.23002 2.21677 2.23038
rs10756803 16745856 C G 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.23552 2.22458 0.13583 2.23587 ‐0.0443437 0.0296948 2.22999 2.21673 2.23035
rs10756804 16745976 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 ‐0.04664 0.031192 2.2355 2.22457 0.13583 2.23586 ‐0.0443432 0.0296949 2.22993 2.21667 2.23028
rs76039564 16569643 T A 0.0130579 0.0122136 0.391285 40424 ‐0.19411 0.131709 2.17197 2.22352 0.135923 2.17542 ‐0.213379 0.123947 2.96368 3.05625 2.97008
rs62541546 16746643 G A 0.915397 0.911499 0.979542 40424 ‐0.04663 0.031196 2.23414 2.22322 0.135949 2.2345 ‐0.044425 0.0296978 2.23772 2.2244 2.23809
rs62541547 16746647 A G 0.915397 0.911499 0.979541 40424 ‐0.04663 0.031196 2.2341 2.22318 0.135953 2.23446 ‐0.0444245 0.0296978 2.23768 2.22435 2.23804
rs17824330 16973643 C T 0.117975 0.116046 0.992776 40424 ‐0.04037 0.027139 2.21313 2.22283 0.135984 2.21341 ‐0.0233411 0.0259523 0.808893 0.811441 0.80893
rs112208267 16570549 T C 0.0130689 0.0122206 0.391288 40424 ‐0.19399 0.131661 2.17094 2.2225 0.136013 2.17439 ‐0.214006 0.123918 2.98253 3.07606 2.98901
rs148744323 16858414 C G 0.00416957 0.00358414 0.28912 40424 ‐0.41653 0.284678 2.14085 2.21894 0.136327 2.14961 ‐0.507792 0.268507 3.57652 3.79271 3.59856
rs7035178 16744995 C G 0.915501 0.911613 0.980855 40424 ‐0.04658 0.031192 2.22967 2.21878 0.136341 2.23003 ‐0.0443103 0.0296948 2.22662 2.2134 2.22698
rs186063390 17187436 G C 0.000362891 0.000412991 0.134546 40424 1.90602 1.24481 2.3445 2.21741 0.136462 2.36515 0.940705 1.10865 0.719978 0.694784 0.72375
rs10810576 16571963 C G 0.0964099 0.0964831 0.442476 40424 ‐0.06733 0.045378 2.20181 2.21646 0.136546 2.20228 ‐0.0573603 0.0427633 1.7992 1.81073 1.79947
rs78774292 16500916 T A 0.00918399 0.00795565 0.493753 40424 ‐0.20915 0.142416 2.15684 2.21552 0.136629 2.16117 ‐0.285981 0.135062 4.48339 4.69138 4.5026
rs117964497 16509530 G A 0.00920538 0.00795752 0.497282 40424 ‐0.20854 0.142012 2.15629 2.21539 0.136641 2.16068 ‐0.287285 0.134672 4.55062 4.76471 4.57065
rs7035033 16744918 A C 0.9155 0.911612 0.980848 40424 ‐0.04654 0.031192 2.22616 2.2153 0.136648 2.22652 ‐0.0442933 0.0296949 2.22491 2.2117 2.22527
rs140810883 17289795 G T 0.213198 0.213811 0.752007 40424 ‐0.03645 0.024524 2.20922 2.21476 0.136696 2.2094 ‐0.015348 0.0233926 0.430472 0.431031 0.430478
rs1980937 16747109 T A 0.914845 0.910917 0.974847 40424 ‐0.04649 0.031176 2.22389 2.21305 0.136848 2.22424 ‐0.0446267 0.029677 2.26124 2.24773 2.26161
rs150881153 16841100 C T 0.00192175 0.00202367 0.188693 40424 0.662046 0.438127 2.28338 2.21176 0.136962 2.30232 0.285446 0.420432 0.460955 0.451869 0.461632
rs4961753 16749020 G A 0.91681 0.91292 0.965616 40424 ‐0.04716 0.031644 2.22138 2.21055 0.13707 2.22173 ‐0.0451801 0.0301298 2.24855 2.23512 2.24891
rs7470506 16752802 A G 0.913467 0.909269 0.95171 40424 ‐0.04661 0.031284 2.22024 2.20945 0.137168 2.22059 ‐0.0453729 0.0297769 2.32185 2.30782 2.32223
rs35822374 16664871 T TG 0.965408 0.964365 0.452647 40424 ‐0.10565 0.070791 2.22711 2.20503 0.137561 2.22809 ‐0.0684954 0.0667972 1.05149 1.04304 1.05172
rs60825035 16974924 A C 0.117327 0.115427 0.984028 40424 ‐0.04041 0.027276 2.19437 2.20402 0.137651 2.19464 ‐0.0229733 0.0260809 0.775892 0.7783 0.775926
rs144244795 17284013 TTTTG T 0.267328 0.26877 0.834485 40424 ‐0.03194 0.02154 2.19922 2.20373 0.137677 2.19938 ‐0.0119477 0.0205411 0.338317 0.338631 0.33832
rs6651521 16707122 T C 0.803177 0.794937 0.762159 40424 ‐0.03677 0.024755 2.20644 2.20092 0.137928 2.20662 ‐0.0324838 0.023564 1.90037 1.89512 1.9005
rs263550 17123518 C A 0.171395 0.172991 0.936382 40424 ‐0.03526 0.023824 2.19092 2.19783 0.138205 2.19113 ‐0.0161071 0.0227836 0.499792 0.500697 0.499802
0 16707195 G GC 0.792205 0.783524 0.766442 40424 ‐0.03582 0.024163 2.1972 2.19198 0.138731 2.19738 ‐0.0328669 0.0230064 2.04089 2.03533 2.04103
rs263551 17123583 A G 0.170951 0.172343 0.935626 40424 ‐0.03526 0.023852 2.18506 2.19197 0.138732 2.18527 ‐0.0176538 0.0228154 0.598715 0.599909 0.59873
rs185780097 16921191 G A 0.000814859 0.00101403 0.130445 40424 1.08659 0.723214 2.25735 2.19049 0.138865 2.32438 1.19362 0.704667 2.86924 2.77043 2.96548
rs12350242 16596419 A G 0.0669095 0.0665536 0.473635 40424 ‐0.07658 0.05195 2.17296 2.19046 0.138868 2.17356 ‐0.0702355 0.0491065 2.04567 2.06356 2.04616
rs146494938 16721920 GCTAAT G 0.163365 0.169109 0.622757 40424 0.044296 0.029893 2.19577 2.18846 0.139048 2.19601 0.036329 0.0283499 1.64212 1.63636 1.64224
rs263552 17123715 T C 0.170947 0.172342 0.935517 40424 ‐0.03523 0.023854 2.18127 2.18816 0.139075 2.18148 ‐0.0176223 0.0228167 0.596509 0.597697 0.596524
rs41312826 17226222 T C 0.00184094 0.00197574 0.378973 40424 0.488245 0.322964 2.28542 2.18582 0.139287 2.29845 0.258512 0.300947 0.737873 0.718855 0.739668
rs4961751 16744519 G A 0.91491 0.911022 0.974373 40424 ‐0.04621 0.031204 2.19321 2.18259 0.139579 2.19356 ‐0.0442806 0.029704 2.22228 2.20911 2.22264
rs263553 17123956 C T 0.170937 0.172341 0.935294 40424 ‐0.03519 0.023856 2.17531 2.18217 0.139617 2.17552 ‐0.0175693 0.0228195 0.592785 0.593961 0.592799
rs192633860 17095964 C T 0.000509155 0.000434176 0.188499 40424 ‐1.49414 1.07548 1.93011 2.18208 0.139626 1.95862 ‐1.02119 0.996768 1.04961 1.15798 1.06283
rs62541545 16746626 G C 0.914694 0.910781 0.971558 40424 ‐0.04621 0.031209 2.19219 2.18157 0.139672 2.19253 ‐0.044529 0.0297075 2.24675 2.23336 2.24711
rs11791463 17255507 T C 0.255495 0.256022 0.844377 40424 ‐0.03206 0.021734 2.17566 2.18032 0.139785 2.17582 ‐0.0149617 0.0207391 0.520458 0.521099 0.520466
rs11789418 17255537 C G 0.255495 0.256022 0.844377 40424 ‐0.03206 0.021734 2.17565 2.18031 0.139786 2.17581 ‐0.0149618 0.0207391 0.520464 0.521106 0.520473
rs10756760 16543168 T C 0.188485 0.17835 0.66477 40424 ‐0.04105 0.027844 2.17302 2.18006 0.139809 2.17324 ‐0.0702215 0.026427 7.06063 7.11024 7.06267
rs10962550 16720329 G C 0.173679 0.179759 0.614667 40424 0.043464 0.029397 2.18591 2.17915 0.139892 2.18614 0.0346347 0.0278813 1.54311 1.53818 1.54322
rs191030516 16989538 A G 0.000504317 0.000446347 0.192453 40424 ‐1.49354 1.07843 1.91801 2.17723 0.140066 1.94618 ‐0.735597 0.958046 0.589531 0.634912 0.5945
rs146822808 16919211 C G 0.0172079 0.0181416 0.49749 40424 0.139297 0.093858 2.2026 2.1754 0.140233 2.20435 0.10348 0.0889515 1.35333 1.33703 1.35399
rs10962998 17281497 C T 0.25462 0.255255 0.851069 40424 ‐0.0319 0.021661 2.16914 2.17381 0.140378 2.1693 ‐0.013926 0.0206654 0.454112 0.454636 0.454118
rs10962999 17281538 G T 0.25462 0.255255 0.851067 40424 ‐0.0319 0.021661 2.1691 2.17377 0.140382 2.16926 ‐0.0139256 0.0206654 0.454086 0.45461 0.454093
rs263638 17019858 A C 0.319796 0.326363 0.995183 40424 0.027603 0.018732 2.17141 2.16876 0.14084 2.17154 0.031351 0.0178842 3.073 3.06757 3.07325
rs7048983 17212779 C G 0.198844 0.197513 0.885339 40424 ‐0.03395 0.023085 2.16228 2.16829 0.140883 2.16245 ‐0.0311519 0.0220384 1.99807 2.00444 1.99821
rs9987413 16750348 A G 0.914892 0.911001 0.97387 40424 ‐0.04606 0.031208 2.17815 2.16764 0.140942 2.17849 ‐0.0442678 0.0297075 2.22046 2.2073 2.22082
rs12686415 17099695 G T 0.00138359 0.00183616 0.294577 40424 0.56104 0.375574 2.2315 2.16746 0.140959 2.25027 0.590394 0.361448 2.66803 2.57265 2.69631
rs140175726 16640607 C A 0.00151997 0.00176395 0.112568 40424 0.928322 0.617867 2.25739 2.16708 0.140994 2.2882 0.875501 0.581163 2.26944 2.16297 2.30372
rs10733319 16747684 T C 0.914891 0.911001 0.973909 40424 ‐0.04605 0.031207 2.17733 2.16683 0.141017 2.17767 ‐0.044261 0.0297069 2.21987 2.20672 2.22023
rs201291080 16499893 C CA 0.00912841 0.00790682 0.496182 40424 ‐0.2068 0.142393 2.10928 2.16592 0.1411 2.11342 ‐0.28358 0.135044 4.40962 4.6123 4.42821
rs5016913 16751845 T C 0.874832 0.871633 0.701605 40424 ‐0.04598 0.031183 2.17449 2.16522 0.141164 2.17479 ‐0.040213 0.0297108 1.83192 1.82319 1.83213
rs78167893 16494017 T C 0.00913848 0.00795256 0.499385 40424 ‐0.20477 0.141028 2.10834 2.16387 0.141288 2.11239 ‐0.271367 0.133882 4.10839 4.28888 4.12439
rs114658868 17290094 A T 0.254571 0.25521 0.850237 40424 ‐0.03182 0.021674 2.15595 2.16058 0.141591 2.1561 ‐0.013867 0.0206777 0.449737 0.450253 0.449743
rs12683070 17017772 G C 0.000996799 0.00151781 0.614112 40424 0.44406 0.298012 2.22032 2.16023 0.141623 2.24164 0.507962 0.284923 3.1784 3.04327 3.22355
rs182570496 17233840 T G 0.000332288 0.00026327 0.14584 40424 ‐2.09092 1.5336 1.85888 2.15832 0.1418 1.94172 ‐2.60872 1.53837 2.87563 3.57309 3.08952
rs7867175 17291778 T C 0.25457 0.255212 0.850163 40424 ‐0.03181 0.021675 2.15313 2.15775 0.141852 2.15328 ‐0.0138464 0.0206786 0.448363 0.448878 0.44837
rs11515075 17292165 T C 0.254569 0.255212 0.850145 40424 ‐0.0318 0.021676 2.15274 2.15735 0.141889 2.15289 ‐0.0138461 0.0206789 0.448335 0.448849 0.448341
rs117650231 16787400 A G 0.00766256 0.00696807 0.591171 40424 ‐0.19708 0.135847 2.10467 2.15718 0.141905 2.10836 ‐0.19583 0.130974 2.23555 2.30054 2.23981
rs182963704 17000208 A G 0.00155237 0.00174211 0.207207 40424 0.690607 0.460218 2.25182 2.15697 0.141924 2.27868 0.572537 0.426955 1.79822 1.72282 1.81787
rs78952842 16585877 C G 0.0599731 0.0590346 0.517466 40424 ‐0.07656 0.052354 2.13862 2.15624 0.141992 2.13922 ‐0.0839637 0.0495945 2.86626 2.89783 2.86732
rs201662494 16539702 G GAGGA 0.00485453 0.00509305 0.146306 40424 0.463448 0.312941 2.1932 2.15529 0.14208 2.19946 0.379203 0.302218 1.57435 1.54313 1.57697
rs263554 17124879 G A 0.170899 0.172336 0.934393 40424 ‐0.03498 0.023867 2.14783 2.15457 0.142146 2.14804 ‐0.0173409 0.0228304 0.576919 0.578048 0.576932
rs143773454 16849389 C G 0.0282502 0.0269386 0.91103 40424 ‐0.08154 0.055915 2.12674 2.14925 0.14264 2.12772 ‐0.090395 0.0536156 2.84253 2.88435 2.84427
rs10963018 17301713 A G 0.254461 0.255109 0.849814 40424 ‐0.03174 0.021683 2.14281 2.1474 0.142812 2.14297 ‐0.0137765 0.0206856 0.443552 0.444058 0.443558
rs62558354 17299872 T A 0.25446 0.255108 0.849831 40424 ‐0.03173 0.021683 2.14202 2.1466 0.142886 2.14217 ‐0.013777 0.0206853 0.443595 0.444101 0.443601
rs112732928 17122743 G T 0.171065 0.172571 0.934975 40424 ‐0.03488 0.023852 2.13903 2.14572 0.142968 2.13923 ‐0.0170448 0.022814 0.558185 0.559258 0.558198
rs3739490 17298547 C G 0.254459 0.255107 0.849845 40424 ‐0.03173 0.021682 2.14107 2.14566 0.142974 2.14123 ‐0.0137765 0.0206851 0.443572 0.444078 0.443578
rs181028632 17036651 C G 0.000787397 0.00111946 0.331317 40424 0.681848 0.458647 2.21014 2.14545 0.142993 2.24444 1.02933 0.441538 5.43471 5.1048 5.62566
rs10962564 16748290 C T 0.915063 0.911205 0.975798 40424 ‐0.04576 0.031204 2.15024 2.13992 0.143509 2.15057 ‐0.0437518 0.029706 2.16922 2.1565 2.16956
rs67435368 16964830 C T 0.222097 0.227426 0.950405 40424 0.031252 0.021352 2.14235 2.13766 0.143721 2.14251 0.0334495 0.0203917 2.69075 2.68262 2.69099
rs7026852 17299120 A G 0.25442 0.255074 0.849918 40424 ‐0.03166 0.021682 2.13269 2.13725 0.143759 2.13284 ‐0.0137219 0.0206851 0.440062 0.440562 0.440068
rs180920416 17210287 C T 0.00205078 0.00241667 0.360468 40424 0.445586 0.301095 2.19006 2.13471 0.143998 2.19955 0.593625 0.28192 4.43377 4.23552 4.47411
rs28733737 16607907 A T 0.0706799 0.0704948 0.453891 40424 ‐0.07536 0.051788 2.1176 2.13427 0.144039 2.11815 ‐0.0696014 0.0488812 2.02746 2.04464 2.02793
rs80181957 17122523 C G 0.171042 0.172563 0.935052 40424 ‐0.03479 0.023853 2.12689 2.13352 0.144109 2.12709 ‐0.0169368 0.0228142 0.551124 0.552177 0.551137
rs188530385 17214036 C G 0.00205065 0.00241623 0.360411 40424 0.445411 0.301141 2.18767 2.1324 0.144215 2.19714 0.593353 0.281964 4.42832 4.23039 4.46856
rs144322969 16646882 T C 0.000606142 0.000712503 0.338776 40424 0.829074 0.554471 2.23578 2.13075 0.14437 2.28861 0.549902 0.527147 1.0882 1.04119 1.10143
rs142824920 16881398 G A 0.00345134 0.00324295 0.233131 40424 ‐0.46065 0.320361 2.06756 2.13075 0.14437 2.07382 ‐0.327467 0.30675 1.13964 1.16956 1.14149
rs79222626 16484434 T A 0.000566852 0.000478716 0.117484 40424 ‐1.72442 1.24486 1.91886 2.12991 0.144449 1.94937 ‐1.6591 1.20697 1.8895 2.09352 1.91417
rs35077710 17122395 T TG 0.171288 0.172825 0.934642 40424 ‐0.03474 0.023845 2.12314 2.12975 0.144464 2.12334 ‐0.0168273 0.0228061 0.54441 0.545442 0.544422
rs35929119 17122391 G A 0.171288 0.172824 0.934644 40424 ‐0.03474 0.023845 2.12295 2.12955 0.144483 2.12314 ‐0.016826 0.0228061 0.544326 0.545358 0.544338
rs10635889 17274461 A ATCTG 0.134269 0.131805 0.814045 40424 ‐0.04162 0.028578 2.12069 2.12893 0.144542 2.12093 ‐0.0516104 0.0272997 3.57402 3.59562 3.57466
rs7853764 16749683 G A 0.914512 0.910569 0.972629 40424 ‐0.04558 0.031186 2.13627 2.12608 0.144811 2.1366 ‐0.043767 0.0296826 2.17416 2.16144 2.17449
rs113107528 17032659 A G 0.0144373 0.0146797 0.617458 40424 0.136613 0.093037 2.15612 2.12552 0.144864 2.15814 0.0732115 0.0878779 0.694065 0.687068 0.69428
rs263624 17114199 A G 0.172107 0.173721 0.934257 40424 ‐0.03464 0.023797 2.11867 2.12523 0.144891 2.11887 ‐0.0165697 0.0227608 0.529972 0.530958 0.529983
rs62560467 17024644 C T 0.0393381 0.0422182 0.952547 40424 0.065905 0.045059 2.13925 2.12363 0.145042 2.13989 0.0510844 0.0428954 1.41826 1.40776 1.41854
rs1813052 17122260 G C 0.171273 0.172818 0.934723 40424 ‐0.03469 0.023845 2.11592 2.12249 0.14515 2.11612 ‐0.0167672 0.022806 0.540532 0.541553 0.540544
rs200306407 16807720 CATTG C 0.00421758 0.00518063 0.628976 40424 0.23125 0.157298 2.16133 2.12032 0.145356 2.16628 0.278563 0.14972 3.46168 3.35557 3.4747
rs72704074 16650897 C T 0.00544402 0.0044096 0.434043 40424 ‐0.28904 0.202196 2.04347 2.11767 0.145608 2.04992 ‐0.420646 0.193308 4.73517 5.04612 4.77193
rs10962996 17281216 G A 0.254954 0.255685 0.851167 40424 ‐0.03147 0.021651 2.11264 2.11712 0.14566 2.11279 ‐0.0133075 0.0206555 0.415071 0.415528 0.415076
rs6475073 16749652 T C 0.914592 0.910641 0.971275 40424 ‐0.0455 0.031203 2.12591 2.11578 0.145788 2.12624 ‐0.0440034 0.0297019 2.19485 2.18194 2.19519
rs7853541 16749656 C A 0.914592 0.910641 0.971275 40424 ‐0.0455 0.031203 2.12591 2.11578 0.145788 2.12623 ‐0.0440034 0.0297019 2.19485 2.18194 2.19519
rs142169580 16886872 C T 0.00209818 0.00193499 0.189026 40424 ‐0.64718 0.451862 2.05133 2.11164 0.146183 2.05836 ‐0.565625 0.438482 1.664 1.71582 1.6683
rs7847660 16878246 G A 0.0269416 0.0255774 0.90932 40424 ‐0.08304 0.057511 2.08496 2.10791 0.146539 2.08595 ‐0.0996497 0.0550948 3.27137 3.32517 3.27378
rs2774626 17147625 G C 0.170341 0.168097 0.877961 40424 ‐0.03591 0.024794 2.09813 2.10494 0.146824 2.09832 ‐0.0388182 0.0236302 2.69858 2.71048 2.69889
rs7034961 16744613 G T 0.914236 0.9103 0.995706 40424 ‐0.04473 0.030759 2.11468 2.10469 0.146848 2.115 ‐0.043064 0.0292899 2.16169 2.14912 2.16202
rs2383013 17284602 C T 0.26874 0.270339 0.840377 40424 ‐0.03104 0.021428 2.09814 2.10231 0.147077 2.09828 ‐0.0111028 0.020435 0.2952 0.295455 0.295203
rs13290446 16672204 G T 0.572957 0.561179 0.800504 40424 ‐0.02852 0.019673 2.10176 2.10073 0.147229 2.10188 ‐0.0266008 0.0187116 2.02101 2.01982 2.02111
rs148697042 17245506 T C 0.00490588 0.00574562 0.582546 40424 0.223094 0.152411 2.1426 2.10066 0.147236 2.14715 0.341804 0.144867 5.56694 5.35783 5.59902
rs149921763 17190460 G C 0.00828788 0.00675849 0.682596 40424 ‐0.18163 0.126837 2.05054 2.0982 0.147473 2.054 ‐0.243669 0.121597 4.01562 4.17888 4.02927
rs10116857 16595649 C A 0.0651028 0.0647313 0.481996 40424 ‐0.07521 0.05215 2.08013 2.09668 0.147619 2.08068 ‐0.0725085 0.0493294 2.16056 2.18032 2.16113
rs10962567 16757666 G C 0.163502 0.172081 0.818457 40424 0.037156 0.025634 2.10096 2.09486 0.147795 2.10115 0.0319414 0.0244615 1.70506 1.6996 1.70518
rs10962574 16763227 C G 0.159309 0.167795 0.860373 40424 0.036738 0.025345 2.1011 2.09486 0.147795 2.10129 0.0313432 0.024197 1.67789 1.67243 1.67801
rs4626705 17284073 A G 0.268671 0.270273 0.840564 40424 ‐0.03096 0.021428 2.0873 2.09144 0.148126 2.08744 ‐0.0110452 0.0204342 0.29217 0.292421 0.292173
rs10962494 16574838 T C 0.0996208 0.100071 0.430832 40424 ‐0.06528 0.045292 2.0771 2.09031 0.148236 2.0775 ‐0.0518605 0.0426428 1.47905 1.48741 1.47923
rs10963001 17282186 G C 0.268497 0.27009 0.840545 40424 ‐0.03095 0.021432 2.08577 2.08991 0.148275 2.08591 ‐0.0111599 0.0204386 0.298138 0.298396 0.29814
rs72704065 16632772 G C 0.00543114 0.00440155 0.43598 40424 ‐0.28652 0.201759 2.01666 2.0893 0.148334 2.02295 ‐0.416762 0.192958 4.66498 4.96872 4.70069
rs7041744 17283020 A G 0.268778 0.270391 0.840496 40424 ‐0.03094 0.021426 2.08501 2.08914 0.14835 2.08515 ‐0.0110164 0.0204324 0.290697 0.290946 0.2907
rs10810745 17283550 T G 0.268777 0.270392 0.84047 40424 ‐0.03093 0.021426 2.08439 2.08852 0.14841 2.08453 ‐0.0110128 0.0204327 0.290496 0.290744 0.290498
rs10810746 17283597 C G 0.268777 0.270392 0.840468 40424 ‐0.03093 0.021426 2.08414 2.08826 0.148435 2.08428 ‐0.011011 0.0204328 0.290401 0.290649 0.290403
rs10963005 17283690 T C 0.268777 0.270392 0.840462 40424 ‐0.03093 0.021426 2.08383 2.08795 0.148465 2.08397 ‐0.0110088 0.0204328 0.290286 0.290534 0.290289
rs117506587 16771494 T G 0.00934293 0.00854338 0.540103 40424 ‐0.18448 0.129143 2.04056 2.08592 0.148663 2.04348 ‐0.209102 0.124224 2.83338 2.91979 2.83925
rs1889088 17281278 A T 0.268579 0.270169 0.840243 40424 ‐0.03092 0.021434 2.08157 2.08569 0.148685 2.08171 ‐0.0111111 0.0204408 0.295475 0.29573 0.295478
rs10963000 17281923 G A 0.268668 0.270278 0.840368 40424 ‐0.0309 0.021431 2.07853 2.08264 0.148982 2.07867 ‐0.0109923 0.0204373 0.289286 0.289533 0.289288
rs77386891 17225900 C G 0.0437063 0.0474749 0.807523 40424 0.066797 0.046136 2.09622 2.08183 0.149061 2.09682 0.0795208 0.0440656 3.25659 3.22254 3.258
rs13288887 17043412 T A 0.285845 0.290458 0.98924 40424 0.027933 0.019349 2.08403 2.08092 0.14915 2.08416 0.0292381 0.0184776 2.50384 2.49883 2.50402
rs10962678 16901076 A G 0.995317 0.994785 0.144266 40424 ‐0.46091 0.316186 2.12489 2.08045 0.149196 2.13178 ‐0.605143 0.30106 4.04026 3.90202 4.06334
rs35968717 17282659 G A 0.268668 0.270282 0.840334 40424 ‐0.03088 0.021431 2.07612 2.08022 0.149219 2.07626 ‐0.0109727 0.0204376 0.28825 0.288496 0.288253
rs2779761 17181689 G A 0.19785 0.194961 0.932726 40424 ‐0.03262 0.022665 2.07153 2.07712 0.149522 2.0717 ‐0.0360355 0.0216315 2.77517 2.78555 2.77544
rs10810722 17101725 T A 0.17071 0.172357 0.942442 40424 ‐0.03418 0.023754 2.07038 2.07674 0.149559 2.07057 ‐0.0158161 0.0227259 0.484345 0.485209 0.484354
rs4515653 16894407 A G 0.958136 0.959837 0.309989 40424 0.11581 0.080732 2.05781 2.07659 0.149574 2.05849 0.1644 0.0769017 4.57016 4.64374 4.57351
rs10810723 17102333 G T 0.169806 0.171253 0.943617 40424 ‐0.03421 0.023776 2.06974 2.07613 0.149619 2.06993 ‐0.0168791 0.0227477 0.550586 0.55164 0.550599
rs263618 17111730 T C 0.171525 0.173132 0.934019 40424 ‐0.03427 0.023836 2.06757 2.07391 0.149837 2.06775 ‐0.0164912 0.0227976 0.523271 0.524243 0.523282
rs79129468 16552375 C G 0.020574 0.0206126 0.409619 40424 0.139814 0.096538 2.09753 2.07311 0.149916 2.09882 0.0747965 0.0913243 0.670794 0.665414 0.670929
rs10810575 16533377 C T 0.0442275 0.045934 0.472806 40424 0.088495 0.061217 2.08974 2.07208 0.150017 2.09048 0.0795908 0.0576368 1.90689 1.88947 1.9075
rs141193879 17035526 A G 0.00166147 0.0019573 0.456334 40424 0.428953 0.291658 2.16308 2.0688 0.15034 2.18148 0.329932 0.274731 1.44223 1.39065 1.4525
rs201616105 17054856 T TC 0.290184 0.295223 0.981446 40424 0.027762 0.019298 2.06953 2.06651 0.150566 2.06966 0.0274175 0.018415 2.21672 2.21262 2.21686
rs381883 17121374 T G 0.17136 0.172954 0.934545 40424 ‐0.03422 0.023844 2.05984 2.06615 0.150601 2.06003 ‐0.0164138 0.0228051 0.518024 0.518982 0.518035
rs201622064 16840163 AT A 0.381447 0.386436 0.438008 40424 0.038995 0.027131 2.06586 2.06436 0.150778 2.06598 0.0371635 0.0259202 2.05569 2.05378 2.0558
rs192652137 17400606 T C 0.000902807 0.000793454 0.139296 40424 ‐1.19122 0.864123 1.90036 2.06354 0.150859 1.92288 ‐0.742606 0.82164 0.816871 0.862413 0.821031
rs427659 17121228 G A 0.171216 0.172846 0.936032 40424 ‐0.03418 0.023835 2.05646 2.06275 0.150938 2.05665 ‐0.0162143 0.0227955 0.505938 0.506861 0.505948
rs67782389 16938335 G A 0.4226 0.423482 0.908094 40424 0.02649 0.018443 2.06308 2.0621 0.151002 2.06319 0.0215165 0.0176233 1.49061 1.48983 1.49067
0 16963257 A AT 0.116971 0.115199 0.960521 40424 ‐0.03955 0.027602 2.05327 2.06203 0.151009 2.05352 ‐0.0209595 0.0264079 0.629932 0.6317 0.629954
rs263620 17112139 G A 0.172305 0.174006 0.933807 40424 ‐0.03412 0.023806 2.0541 2.06037 0.151173 2.05429 ‐0.01602 0.022767 0.495122 0.496013 0.495132
rs263616 17106365 T C 0.170551 0.172112 0.93287 40424 ‐0.03425 0.023908 2.05213 2.05843 0.151366 2.05232 ‐0.0166243 0.0228665 0.528551 0.529541 0.528563
rs190361838 17192521 C G 0.00136893 0.00157796 0.160657 40424 0.812447 0.560864 2.09834 2.05578 0.15163 2.10653 0.67089 0.528954 1.60867 1.56812 1.61295
rs263556 17125834 A G 0.171993 0.173674 0.931894 40424 ‐0.03412 0.023836 2.04941 2.05565 0.151643 2.04959 ‐0.0159849 0.0227999 0.491539 0.492421 0.491549
rs181470698 17369463 C A 0.0054874 0.00576232 0.184412 40424 0.38514 0.266044 2.09571 2.05446 0.151761 2.10245 0.356403 0.252631 1.99025 1.94187 1.99518
rs201864988 17309280 A G 0.000864498 0.00105704 0.113762 40424 1.17171 0.807591 2.10504 2.05271 0.151936 2.12303 1.0978 0.750927 2.13723 2.06546 2.16006
rs7855465 16781771 T C 0.140916 0.150731 0.960442 40424 0.036236 0.025252 2.05914 2.05253 0.151953 2.05934 0.0358882 0.0240885 2.21963 2.21058 2.21985
rs78681077 16937364 C G 0.0217497 0.021238 0.690491 40424 ‐0.10248 0.071984 2.02679 2.05182 0.152024 2.0281 ‐0.0574982 0.0694009 0.686402 0.692203 0.686547
rs77027019 16644296 G C 0.0136281 0.0125896 0.371908 40424 ‐0.18801 0.132792 2.00457 2.05099 0.152107 2.00744 ‐0.213972 0.124961 2.93199 3.0245 2.93834
rs56140305 16781406 T C 0.00127207 0.00123586 0.14942 40424 ‐0.91283 0.654014 1.94808 2.05023 0.152183 1.96626 ‐0.614449 0.632189 0.944666 0.981736 0.947688
rs78941892 16831648 T C 0.00095477 0.000895696 0.1317 40424 ‐1.20549 0.873723 1.90361 2.04854 0.152352 1.92853 ‐1.04199 0.824261 1.59809 1.71583 1.60996
rs5016912 16751839 C T 0.871981 0.86878 0.689875 40424 ‐0.04466 0.03115 2.05551 2.04707 0.152499 2.05577 ‐0.0401329 0.0296832 1.82802 1.8194 1.82822
c9_pos16954498 16964498 G A 0.116788 0.115012 0.984259 40424 ‐0.03903 0.027351 2.03683 2.04542 0.152665 2.03706 ‐0.0201667 0.0261683 0.593904 0.595513 0.593924
rs1337395 16669912 A C 0.771976 0.763937 0.62543 40424 ‐0.03755 0.02624 2.04814 2.04387 0.15282 2.0483 ‐0.0409773 0.0248842 2.7117 2.70422 2.71194
rs7862706 17209878 T G 0.206733 0.204583 0.894629 40424 ‐0.03237 0.022677 2.03752 2.04281 0.152927 2.03768 ‐0.0335359 0.0216395 2.40174 2.40981 2.40194
rs7862811 17209927 T C 0.206732 0.204583 0.894625 40424 ‐0.03237 0.022677 2.03708 2.04236 0.152972 2.03723 ‐0.033532 0.0216396 2.40117 2.40924 2.40137
rs143632206 17098064 A G 0.000170711 0.000252202 0.187521 40424 1.93471 1.31861 2.15279 2.04188 0.15302 2.22252 1.74535 1.23818 1.987 1.88664 2.07928
rs180734926 17098144 A G 0.000170711 0.000252202 0.187521 40424 1.93471 1.31861 2.15279 2.04188 0.15302 2.22252 1.74535 1.23818 1.987 1.88664 2.07928
rs72702120 16577885 C A 0.0363635 0.0335158 0.340846 40424 ‐0.1179 0.082893 2.023 2.04156 0.153053 2.02375 ‐0.169205 0.0792296 4.56089 4.63744 4.56429
rs10756786 16702353 A C 0.789893 0.78126 0.784585 40424 ‐0.03402 0.023788 2.04501 2.0404 0.153169 2.04516 ‐0.0312649 0.0226619 1.90335 1.89842 1.90347
rs117736515 16832076 A C 0.00152378 0.00174913 0.167825 40424 0.733587 0.498435 2.16614 2.0354 0.153674 2.20441 0.711527 0.474913 2.24468 2.12004 2.2866
rs145994276 17215854 G A 0.00817838 0.00728827 0.704601 40424 ‐0.17243 0.122234 1.98995 2.03503 0.153711 1.99327 ‐0.179205 0.116628 2.36097 2.43078 2.36564
rs143687009 16834397 T C 0.009154 0.00860958 0.191343 40424 ‐0.31243 0.221651 1.98686 2.03419 0.153796 1.99248 ‐0.276054 0.209732 1.73244 1.77818 1.73623
rs118003834 16677623 A G 0.0171698 0.0165174 0.411637 40424 ‐0.15288 0.108167 1.9977 2.02862 0.154361 1.99921 ‐0.156816 0.103379 2.30099 2.34562 2.30319
rs62541780 16962858 T C 0.117024 0.115257 0.950918 40424 ‐0.03938 0.027728 2.01703 2.02556 0.154672 2.01727 ‐0.0211289 0.0265271 0.634415 0.636204 0.634438
rs117956736 16785878 T C 0.0128314 0.0126071 0.324756 40424 ‐0.1952 0.138387 1.98958 2.02242 0.154992 1.99165 ‐0.109882 0.132032 0.692621 0.700574 0.692871
rs263615 17106202 T C 0.171128 0.172756 0.932661 40424 ‐0.0339 0.023876 2.01585 2.02195 0.15504 2.01602 ‐0.0162013 0.0228369 0.503296 0.504214 0.503307
rs1386570 17011346 A C 0.44487 0.452681 0.999815 40424 0.024955 0.017547 2.02253 2.02194 0.155041 2.02263 0.0246947 0.0167479 2.17415 2.17333 2.17426
rs192622254 16775074 T C 0.00157921 0.00146533 0.504144 40424 ‐0.44387 0.320991 1.91219 2.01413 0.155841 1.92598 ‐0.30964 0.312956 0.978917 1.01736 0.982505
rs56825627 17203057 TG T 0.185819 0.185118 0.829644 40424 ‐0.03469 0.024485 2.00691 2.01249 0.156009 2.00707 ‐0.0315077 0.0233685 1.8179 1.82363 1.81802
rs4442249 17116092 A G 0.170308 0.17186 0.939627 40424 ‐0.03372 0.023812 2.00543 2.0115 0.156111 2.00561 ‐0.0164039 0.022781 0.518503 0.519462 0.518514
rs2183502 17141204 C T 0.2105 0.208873 0.886925 40424 ‐0.032 0.022589 2.00632 2.01137 0.156124 2.00646 ‐0.032175 0.0215607 2.22695 2.23401 2.22713
rs997693 16484731 T G 0.204202 0.195135 0.78158 40424 ‐0.03516 0.02483 2.00509 2.01076 0.156187 2.00526 ‐0.0461581 0.0236179 3.81955 3.83739 3.8201
rs192412754 16761752 T G 0.00117242 0.00139054 0.202075 40424 0.746772 0.516779 2.08817 2.01019 0.156246 2.10854 0.638153 0.493494 1.67219 1.61055 1.68737
rs2815180 17152281 G C 0.209899 0.208152 0.888037 40424 ‐0.03198 0.022627 1.99717 2.00225 0.157066 1.99732 ‐0.0322997 0.0215875 2.23867 2.24586 2.23885
rs263619 17112054 T C 0.172057 0.173792 0.933055 40424 ‐0.03362 0.02382 1.9919 1.99788 0.157519 1.99207 ‐0.0157163 0.0227804 0.475969 0.47681 0.475978
rs7043024 16475660 C T 0.139888 0.143873 0.905039 40424 0.037147 0.026259 2.00123 1.99459 0.157862 2.00142 0.0349016 0.0250248 1.94512 1.93741 1.9453
rs149169835 17200683 T C 0.00276142 0.00234156 0.524578 40424 ‐0.34166 0.246466 1.92168 1.99392 0.157932 1.92976 ‐0.221985 0.236828 0.87858 0.905058 0.88023
rs4574939 17284111 A C 0.269426 0.271165 0.837578 40424 ‐0.03024 0.021447 1.98855 1.99239 0.158091 1.98867 ‐0.0103836 0.0204515 0.257777 0.257985 0.257779
rs2210539 17168867 A G 0.213269 0.21163 0.885859 40424 ‐0.03176 0.022538 1.98573 1.99072 0.158266 1.98588 ‐0.03125 0.021496 2.11342 2.11992 2.11358
rs10962966 17263321 G C 0.144279 0.142122 0.893055 40424 ‐0.03712 0.026356 1.9836 1.99013 0.158327 1.98378 ‐0.0422232 0.025213 2.80448 2.81767 2.80482
rs4961718 16446156 A C 0.468806 0.463242 0.88062 40424 ‐0.02626 0.018623 1.98838 1.98891 0.158455 1.98848 ‐0.0252954 0.0177914 2.02145 2.02207 2.02154
rs146435882 17370874 G A 0.000169377 0.000219037 0.416375 40424 1.4454 0.954375 2.29371 1.98871 0.158476 2.51802 0.538089 0.868983 0.383429 0.361047 0.390463
rs4360380 16702068 A G 0.789534 0.780965 0.785526 40424 ‐0.03354 0.023765 1.99207 1.98764 0.158588 1.99221 ‐0.0307396 0.0226382 1.84378 1.83908 1.8439
rs12000426 16607427 A C 0.0711049 0.070998 0.452018 40424 ‐0.07261 0.051705 1.97226 1.98716 0.158638 1.97274 ‐0.065967 0.0488011 1.82723 1.84183 1.82761
rs78165557 17219571 A G 0.0437228 0.0473961 0.803858 40424 0.065438 0.046275 1.99973 1.98626 0.158732 2.00027 0.0776691 0.0441939 3.08867 3.05709 3.08994
rs2779769 17152647 A G 0.210033 0.20831 0.88862 40424 ‐0.03183 0.022612 1.98098 1.986 0.15876 1.98113 ‐0.0321096 0.0215737 2.21524 2.2223 2.21541
rs193142716 16441200 T A 0.00279601 0.00303563 0.192053 40424 0.507752 0.35621 2.03185 1.98444 0.158923 2.04473 0.475064 0.338631 1.96812 1.89984 1.97922
rs189930622 16805014 C A 0.000575237 0.000671506 0.127559 40424 1.32458 0.939061 1.98962 1.98405 0.158964 2.07456 0.945141 0.87066 1.17841 1.12917 1.20516
rs2815176 17163179 C G 0.210534 0.208759 0.890644 40424 ‐0.03176 0.022579 1.97883 1.98383 0.158988 1.97897 ‐0.0321238 0.0215419 2.22374 2.23082 2.22391
rs404374 17056680 T A 0.290608 0.295553 0.982206 40424 0.027134 0.019265 1.98388 1.98106 0.159279 1.984 0.0267195 0.0183836 2.11248 2.10869 2.11261
rs183326753 17031432 C T 0.000754234 0.000936578 0.105575 40424 1.21649 0.854571 2.02639 1.9808 0.159306 2.07381 1.24304 0.817242 2.31348 2.21971 2.36396
rs13285126 17377629 C A 0.232141 0.23267 0.824817 40424 0.03204 0.022751 1.98328 1.97898 0.159498 1.98343 0.0181563 0.0215499 0.709848 0.708717 0.709865
rs185913237 16651663 A G 0.00068264 0.000805313 0.157789 40424 1.1095 0.785416 1.99551 1.97814 0.159586 2.03429 1.23965 0.724641 2.92653 2.78225 3.00965
rs147301310 16845111 G T 0.000286329 0.000189 0.394644 40424 ‐1.47087 1.17632 1.56349 1.97781 0.159621 1.6757 ‐1.2699 1.11207 1.30399 1.61876 1.37327
rs57045730 17014721 A G 0.00102197 0.0015418 0.56665 40424 0.436699 0.306589 2.02886 1.97779 0.159623 2.04734 0.527345 0.293829 3.22106 3.08637 3.26884
rs77760031 16657720 G A 0.014744 0.0139511 0.348812 40424 ‐0.18231 0.131055 1.93508 1.97669 0.15974 1.93752 ‐0.19908 0.123044 2.61778 2.69096 2.62234
rs11523726 17266095 C G 0.240446 0.241107 0.833984 40424 ‐0.03135 0.022325 1.97182 1.9761 0.159802 1.97196 ‐0.0131168 0.0213005 0.37921 0.379634 0.379215
rs77294863 16635383 T C 0.0471819 0.0456414 0.474294 40424 ‐0.08538 0.061008 1.95856 1.9749 0.159929 1.95917 ‐0.0650909 0.0580905 1.25554 1.26547 1.25578
c9_pos16965456 16975456 T C 0.11861 0.117005 0.99216 40424 ‐0.0379 0.027078 1.95884 1.96685 0.160783 1.95905 ‐0.020243 0.0258871 0.611481 0.613142 0.611502
rs187493073 16497639 G A 0.000951651 0.000986056 0.100688 40424 1.22021 0.858066 2.0222 1.96575 0.1609 2.07636 0.693058 0.808588 0.734658 0.707061 0.740451
rs141477515 17013493 C T 0.000240996 0.000217111 0.111712 40424 ‐2.61433 1.98354 1.73716 1.96371 0.161117 1.77118 ‐1.19478 1.78155 0.449754 0.479171 0.452735
rs7856477 16602654 G A 0.0720769 0.0720323 0.448068 40424 ‐0.07203 0.051599 1.94873 1.96327 0.161164 1.94919 ‐0.0641323 0.0486901 1.73489 1.74828 1.73523
rs186519946 17145496 A G 0.00107045 0.000839303 0.437495 40424 ‐0.61279 0.45245 1.83436 1.96301 0.161192 1.85532 ‐0.419777 0.437274 0.921573 0.974723 0.926806
rs117658685 17034642 C G 0.00912455 0.0100602 0.363805 40424 0.205193 0.145298 1.99437 1.96273 0.161222 1.9973 0.293803 0.138251 4.51623 4.38374 4.5308
rs140699172 16868112 C T 0.000806817 0.0006804 0.16595 40424 ‐1.15523 0.857898 1.81327 1.96175 0.161326 1.83957 ‐1.27994 0.850098 2.26693 2.50121 2.29686
rs144612588 17293297 C T 0.00898326 0.0108957 0.661703 40424 0.148165 0.105103 1.98732 1.9613 0.161374 1.98968 0.193071 0.101445 3.62223 3.54402 3.62979
rs115774467 16915859 C G 0.0249574 0.0235579 0.877783 40424 ‐0.08438 0.060594 1.93898 1.96035 0.161476 1.93991 ‐0.10693 0.0581351 3.38317 3.44229 3.38596
rs10756783 16700651 A G 0.792055 0.783647 0.781342 40424 ‐0.03354 0.023935 1.96404 1.95963 0.161553 1.96418 ‐0.0298904 0.0228049 1.71793 1.71363 1.71803
rs141901397 17167776 G A 0.000219956 0.000183805 0.105642 40424 ‐2.93087 2.24554 1.70354 1.95936 0.161582 1.74041 ‐2.04302 2.06404 0.979735 1.09223 0.994208
rs182669511 16847201 T C 0.0012422 0.00111589 0.359156 40424 ‐0.59122 0.435117 1.84625 1.9592 0.161599 1.86219 ‐0.584451 0.435193 1.80357 1.92184 1.81702
rs116268586 16518289 G A 0.010005 0.00875829 0.47421 40424 ‐0.19237 0.139158 1.91101 1.95876 0.161646 1.91421 ‐0.276055 0.131785 4.38794 4.58183 4.40522
rs10756784 16700711 C A 0.789425 0.780806 0.78416 40424 ‐0.03325 0.023781 1.95504 1.95074 0.162507 1.95518 ‐0.0309872 0.0226549 1.87086 1.86606 1.87098
rs1888207 16696187 G A 0.791847 0.783415 0.777318 40424 ‐0.03358 0.024036 1.95193 1.94757 0.162849 1.95207 ‐0.0312072 0.0228908 1.85862 1.85381 1.85873
rs67762885 16781010 A G 0.142313 0.152065 0.94833 40424 0.03535 0.025298 1.95259 1.94653 0.162961 1.95276 0.035292 0.0241355 2.13816 2.12967 2.13836
rs10962568 16758107 G C 0.161621 0.169948 0.818233 40424 0.036014 0.02578 1.95159 1.94604 0.163014 1.95176 0.0299987 0.0245975 1.48739 1.48287 1.48748
rs182686586 17406018 A G 0.000174486 0.000223043 0.404349 40424 1.43559 0.958563 2.24295 1.94419 0.163214 2.45466 0.540083 0.871043 0.384451 0.362113 0.391452
rs10962956 17261765 A G 0.246345 0.246999 0.85435 40424 ‐0.03046 0.021886 1.93715 1.9412 0.163538 1.93727 ‐0.0127232 0.02088 0.371308 0.371708 0.371312
rs10962886 17164433 C T 0.212562 0.210848 0.884995 40424 ‐0.0314 0.022567 1.93591 1.94071 0.163591 1.93604 ‐0.0314311 0.0215234 2.13254 2.13915 2.1327
rs191775953 17259220 A T 0.162104 0.15945 0.972623 40424 ‐0.03349 0.024088 1.93351 1.93941 0.163733 1.93367 ‐0.0394076 0.0230381 2.92594 2.93913 2.92629
rs189684393 16533154 C A 0.00103322 0.000831427 0.156805 40424 ‐1.14328 0.850097 1.8087 1.93918 0.163758 1.81516 ‐1.2768 0.796274 2.57111 2.85063 2.59725
rs58818603 16964826 C G 0.118563 0.117183 0.967297 40424 ‐0.03796 0.02733 1.92955 1.93743 0.163948 1.92976 ‐0.0183716 0.0261462 0.493717 0.49493 0.49373
rs2815174 17170553 C G 0.211719 0.210016 0.889994 40424 ‐0.03131 0.022524 1.9321 1.93689 0.164007 1.93223 ‐0.0315711 0.0214878 2.15872 2.16545 2.15888
rs141171226 16815197 T C 0.000724057 0.000807379 0.102656 40424 1.33729 0.92957 2.0696 1.93561 0.164146 2.10319 1.02673 0.884495 1.34748 1.27735 1.36626
rs76422101 17135641 C G 0.104053 0.0986345 0.936809 40424 ‐0.04147 0.029894 1.92418 1.93312 0.164418 1.92442 ‐0.0518916 0.028465 3.32332 3.34782 3.32403
rs7865951 17222825 C G 0.0435878 0.0472422 0.806251 40424 0.06454 0.046274 1.94525 1.93231 0.164506 1.94577 0.077186 0.0441968 3.04997 3.01896 3.05121
rs35876302 17292845 AG A 0.253039 0.254052 0.843842 40424 ‐0.03024 0.021787 1.9266 1.93052 0.164702 1.92672 ‐0.0117464 0.0207868 0.319327 0.319637 0.319331
rs10733315 16695942 G C 0.79178 0.783349 0.776836 40424 ‐0.03343 0.024037 1.93432 1.93002 0.164756 1.93446 ‐0.0311483 0.0228915 1.85148 1.8467 1.8516
rs185196387 17274692 A G 0.000429498 0.000325042 0.214104 40424 ‐1.64982 1.31035 1.58526 1.92965 0.164797 1.6666 ‐1.93078 1.27922 2.27809 2.95081 2.423
rs189248133 16608152 A G 0.000899642 0.00112325 0.244747 40424 0.724728 0.512207 2.00197 1.9295 0.164813 2.0271 0.8056 0.502291 2.57234 2.44324 2.61407
rs146629572 16803995 T C 0.00069414 0.000916387 0.573123 40424 0.562771 0.396286 2.01672 1.92863 0.164908 2.04206 0.461106 0.371999 1.53645 1.4674 1.55212
rs74343779 16455017 T C 0.0270026 0.0274612 0.70921 40424 0.088836 0.063693 1.94534 1.92748 0.165034 1.94613 0.058987 0.0605232 0.94988 0.942402 0.950069
rs366216 17053484 C A 0.319522 0.324484 0.973062 40424 0.026179 0.018851 1.92849 1.92624 0.16517 1.92859 0.0260717 0.0179937 2.09942 2.0963 2.09953
rs190863847 17095725 A G 0.000723729 0.00059081 0.282414 40424 ‐0.96263 0.73206 1.72913 1.92561 0.16524 1.76312 ‐0.913854 0.696865 1.71971 1.93561 1.75725
rs10738449 16701361 C G 0.789968 0.781454 0.783999 40424 ‐0.03307 0.023808 1.9293 1.92507 0.165299 1.92944 ‐0.030432 0.022681 1.80027 1.79573 1.80038
rs2815183 17155772 G C 0.210698 0.209037 0.887393 40424 ‐0.03131 0.0226 1.91887 1.92363 0.165457 1.919 ‐0.0315816 0.0215597 2.14577 2.15248 2.14593
rs181734236 16883465 C G 0.0010213 0.00114945 0.275708 40424 0.690094 0.485882 2.01723 1.92287 0.165541 2.04076 0.423094 0.459968 0.846094 0.816666 0.850831
rs7469906 17010426 G A 0.443836 0.451506 0.998459 40424 0.02433 0.017563 1.91905 1.91848 0.166024 1.91914 0.0243211 0.0167639 2.10484 2.10404 2.10494
rs62558300 17257157 A T 0.247251 0.24784 0.851509 40424 ‐0.03029 0.021896 1.91403 1.918 0.166077 1.91415 ‐0.0129111 0.0208911 0.381949 0.382365 0.381953
rs2779768 17171741 G A 0.211423 0.209717 0.890299 40424 ‐0.03116 0.022532 1.913 1.91773 0.166107 1.91314 ‐0.0316175 0.0214966 2.1633 2.17007 2.16347
rs184366888 16515908 A G 0.00286631 0.00315289 0.257126 40424 0.432091 0.306565 1.98658 1.91539 0.166366 1.99839 0.384158 0.286711 1.79528 1.72757 1.80658
rs4111334 16701700 A G 0.789422 0.780871 0.784072 40424 ‐0.03295 0.023784 1.91925 1.91506 0.166402 1.91938 ‐0.0306295 0.0226581 1.8274 1.82276 1.82751
c9_pos17026448 17036448 T A 0.285119 0.289258 0.99058 40424 0.026822 0.019372 1.91716 1.91439 0.166476 1.91727 0.0287923 0.0184978 2.42278 2.41798 2.42294
rs62558301 17257324 A G 0.247645 0.248198 0.851491 40424 ‐0.03024 0.021886 1.90897 1.91292 0.166639 1.90909 ‐0.0130684 0.0208811 0.391684 0.392116 0.391689
rs10810579 16625061 T C 0.392167 0.380726 0.709407 40424 ‐0.02954 0.021374 1.91068 1.91225 0.166714 1.91079 ‐0.0311454 0.0203024 2.35339 2.35605 2.35352
rs138541223 16998644 G C 0.000823009 0.000679434 0.191839 40424 ‐1.06743 0.799155 1.78408 1.90953 0.167015 1.80813 ‐1.13475 0.75688 2.24776 2.45537 2.28034
rs10511624 16695690 C T 0.790828 0.782429 0.776375 40424 ‐0.03321 0.02401 1.9131 1.90889 0.167087 1.91323 ‐0.0309844 0.0228642 1.83642 1.83172 1.83654
rs10962772 16962503 A G 0.899924 0.896156 0.636511 40424 ‐0.04983 0.036014 1.91443 1.90642 0.167361 1.91469 ‐0.0487757 0.0344288 2.00708 1.99633 2.00735
rs9407788 17159180 T A 0.210605 0.208959 0.887027 40424 ‐0.03118 0.02261 1.90156 1.90627 0.167378 1.90169 ‐0.0314845 0.0215705 2.13046 2.1371 2.13061
rs10756785 16700837 C T 0.789058 0.780504 0.785137 40424 ‐0.03277 0.023757 1.90258 1.89845 0.168252 1.90271 ‐0.0304539 0.0226301 1.81098 1.80641 1.81109
rs7022328 16523370 A G 0.0118156 0.0120584 0.180144 40424 ‐0.25998 0.190013 1.87199 1.8982 0.16828 1.87419 ‐0.0671529 0.179964 0.139238 0.139819 0.139248
rs6475109 17149762 G A 0.158254 0.155537 0.926065 40424 ‐0.03429 0.024955 1.88788 1.89391 0.168762 1.88804 ‐0.0398212 0.0237951 2.80061 2.81371 2.80096
rs146844728 16855095 C T 0.00171349 0.00148763 0.123177 40424 ‐0.9211 0.682753 1.82007 1.89193 0.168984 1.82449 ‐1.11743 0.641508 3.03412 3.21537 3.04916
rs7868285 16480296 C T 0.126249 0.130194 0.998807 40424 0.036093 0.026198 1.89805 1.89154 0.169028 1.89824 0.0323377 0.0249655 1.67779 1.6712 1.67793
rs2017193 16662535 G A 0.752365 0.747226 0.558624 40424 ‐0.03733 0.02713 1.89331 1.88996 0.169206 1.89345 ‐0.0323858 0.0257084 1.58693 1.58356 1.58702
rs181589981 16780300 G A 0.00482188 0.00508799 0.322978 40424 0.308933 0.222573 1.92658 1.88774 0.169457 1.9311 0.139268 0.207238 0.451608 0.445581 0.451859
rs144493852 17187154 T A 0.000660461 0.00088457 0.228373 40424 0.842888 0.607197 1.927 1.8864 0.169609 1.96978 1.25628 0.578712 4.71245 4.40092 4.93833
rs10756781 16697339 C T 0.793439 0.785135 0.772498 40424 ‐0.03322 0.024163 1.8902 1.886 0.169654 1.89033 ‐0.0300485 0.0230156 1.70451 1.70023 1.70461
rs11531707 17259674 A T 0.163035 0.160499 0.978489 40424 ‐0.03282 0.023947 1.87867 1.88431 0.169845 1.87882 ‐0.0386979 0.0229036 2.85474 2.86742 2.85507
rs189442876 16471204 T C 0.000583962 0.000726375 0.123226 40424 1.28343 0.916845 1.95954 1.88085 0.170238 1.97506 1.27324 0.884865 2.07047 1.99708 2.09978
rs10810725 17114935 C T 0.167573 0.169641 0.930443 40424 ‐0.03294 0.024057 1.87496 1.8805 0.170277 1.87511 ‐0.0140572 0.0230214 0.372848 0.37344 0.372854
rs10511622 16596071 G A 0.0682413 0.0681211 0.468426 40424 ‐0.07067 0.051726 1.86642 1.88022 0.170309 1.86685 ‐0.0647348 0.0488732 1.75442 1.76842 1.75478
rs10756772 16654768 G C 0.564208 0.574696 0.653035 40424 0.030147 0.021996 1.8784 1.87957 0.170383 1.87851 0.0411638 0.0208617 3.89342 3.89764 3.89379
rs190262163 16459831 A G 0.000523449 0.000634055 0.250601 40424 1.00308 0.712497 1.982 1.87852 0.170502 2.03437 0.85269 0.642839 1.75945 1.64068 1.81305
rs10962602 16796382 A T 0.00964252 0.010585 0.293841 40424 0.219736 0.158917 1.91188 1.87824 0.170534 1.91421 0.209368 0.149482 1.96176 1.92385 1.96477
rs13292365 17262847 C T 0.247088 0.247869 0.858351 40424 ‐0.02984 0.0218 1.87385 1.87771 0.170595 1.87397 ‐0.0122303 0.0207984 0.34579 0.346149 0.345794
rs72700169 17242830 G C 0.00371394 0.00346036 0.166846 40424 ‐0.50825 0.377642 1.8113 1.87639 0.170745 1.81409 ‐0.47456 0.359143 1.74601 1.81616 1.74979
rs10118119 16496899 G T 0.51683 0.504992 0.765862 40424 ‐0.02724 0.019896 1.87469 1.87463 0.170946 1.87478 ‐0.0330537 0.0189526 3.04161 3.04143 3.04183
rs2774623 17144361 G C 0.158287 0.155627 0.925161 40424 ‐0.03411 0.024956 1.8686 1.87453 0.170957 1.86876 ‐0.0394156 0.0237979 2.74321 2.7559 2.74353
rs202184136 16523487 A AAC 0.175612 0.166698 0.624949 40424 ‐0.04038 0.02954 1.86814 1.87382 0.171038 1.86831 ‐0.0681812 0.0280414 5.91197 5.95004 5.9134
rs13295654 17053439 T G 0.318003 0.32261 0.991737 40424 0.02577 0.018822 1.87452 1.87235 0.171206 1.87462 0.0246253 0.017971 1.87767 1.875 1.87777
rs6475113 17191399 T C 0.198396 0.195908 0.926193 40424 ‐0.03104 0.022724 1.86597 1.87073 0.171391 1.8661 ‐0.0343017 0.0216891 2.5012 2.51004 2.50142
rs72704077 16655154 T G 0.0162506 0.0153807 0.359701 40424 ‐0.16044 0.118266 1.8403 1.86932 0.171553 1.84187 ‐0.144572 0.113174 1.63184 1.65974 1.63309
rs4111335 16701720 G A 0.788834 0.7803 0.784934 40424 ‐0.03249 0.023745 1.87271 1.86868 0.171626 1.87284 ‐0.0302496 0.0226195 1.78845 1.78397 1.78855
rs5896699 16701861 AC A 0.788831 0.780298 0.784942 40424 ‐0.03249 0.023745 1.87192 1.86789 0.171717 1.87205 ‐0.0302409 0.0226191 1.78746 1.78299 1.78757
rs1888208 16696079 A T 0.792953 0.784715 0.774575 40424 ‐0.03301 0.024128 1.87166 1.86753 0.171758 1.87178 ‐0.0302027 0.0229793 1.7275 1.72316 1.7276
rs35129748 17392885 A C 0.185627 0.185142 0.734026 40424 0.035873 0.026242 1.86872 1.86386 0.17218 1.86887 0.0137601 0.0248754 0.305985 0.30559 0.305989
rs200988532 17043456 CTCTTT C 0.0398306 0.0426585 0.895707 40424 0.063184 0.046151 1.87438 1.86138 0.172466 1.87487 0.0535278 0.0439148 1.48572 1.47433 1.48603
rs498948 17051862 T C 0.618589 0.614224 0.987754 40424 ‐0.02457 0.018013 1.8608 1.85952 0.17268 1.86089 ‐0.0216372 0.0171946 1.5835 1.58221 1.58356
rs150755419 16832618 G A 0.000414109 0.000476398 0.408665 40424 0.910508 0.635413 2.05332 1.85873 0.172771 2.10334 0.326511 0.599208 0.296921 0.28662 0.29826
rs111321645 16966341 C T 0.117697 0.116195 0.971391 40424 ‐0.03724 0.027374 1.85031 1.85773 0.172887 1.85051 ‐0.017562 0.0261846 0.449839 0.450896 0.449851
rs189498787 17218625 A G 0.000152616 8.91965E‐05 0.36063 40424 ‐2.72244 2.78706 0.954165 1.85645 0.173035 1.27525 ‐2.44385 2.5169 0.942798 1.74298 1.24083
rs190481810 17272013 C T 0.000749892 0.000786802 0.103355 40424 1.33336 0.959526 1.93101 1.85607 0.173079 1.94331 0.81488 0.905699 0.809507 0.786662 0.812475
rs79472907 17221837 T C 0.044344 0.0480646 0.803257 40424 0.062856 0.045988 1.86811 1.85606 0.17308 1.86858 0.0750282 0.043934 2.91641 2.88773 2.91752
rs79258304 17221349 A C 0.0443474 0.0480685 0.803094 40424 0.062838 0.045991 1.86684 1.85481 0.173225 1.86731 0.0750367 0.0439363 2.91677 2.88809 2.91788
rs10633351 17079560 C CTATT 0.168092 0.169787 0.933029 40424 ‐0.03266 0.024032 1.84752 1.85295 0.173441 1.84767 ‐0.0154958 0.0229868 0.454434 0.455229 0.454443
rs79993739 16524282 G C 0.00916874 0.00795703 0.490942 40424 ‐0.19246 0.143177 1.80695 1.85277 0.173462 1.81005 ‐0.278677 0.135528 4.22808 4.41967 4.24548
rs10810613 16758926 A T 0.16306 0.171472 0.815258 40424 0.035099 0.025752 1.85775 1.85262 0.173479 1.8579 0.0298567 0.024573 1.47628 1.47183 1.47636
rs182046936 16871323 T C 0.00322222 0.00338746 0.147975 40424 0.535797 0.389401 1.89324 1.85195 0.173557 1.89825 0.406737 0.368364 1.21919 1.19408 1.22129
rs10738446 16696510 G C 0.790001 0.781648 0.774881 40424 ‐0.03267 0.023989 1.85485 1.85084 0.173686 1.85497 ‐0.0300386 0.0228441 1.72907 1.72478 1.72917
rs117561687 16518301 G A 0.0101255 0.00890309 0.470057 40424 ‐0.18638 0.138672 1.80637 1.84984 0.173802 1.8092 ‐0.269841 0.131287 4.22448 4.40588 4.2403
rs145251770 17222639 C A 0.00779904 0.00639472 0.646721 40424 ‐0.18067 0.134331 1.80886 1.84868 0.173937 1.81159 ‐0.24864 0.128501 3.74395 3.89247 3.75607
0 16965955 C CT 0.11787 0.116391 0.96983 40424 ‐0.03712 0.02738 1.83837 1.84572 0.174282 1.83857 ‐0.0173988 0.0261915 0.441284 0.44231 0.441295
rs4961745 16744009 G A 0.880472 0.877469 0.690618 40424 ‐0.04362 0.032055 1.85193 1.84437 0.17444 1.85215 ‐0.0386355 0.0305208 1.60244 1.59505 1.60261
rs74781894 16602065 T C 0.0129226 0.0118976 0.381655 40424 ‐0.18048 0.134505 1.8004 1.84162 0.174761 1.80294 ‐0.213723 0.126707 2.8451 2.93775 2.85163
rs143430208 16998461 A C 0.00125258 0.00159951 0.620452 40424 0.394312 0.285274 1.91053 1.84063 0.174877 1.92652 0.343241 0.269116 1.62674 1.55972 1.63886
rs16934784 16526096 G C 0.0766198 0.0741924 0.518241 40424 ‐0.06302 0.046608 1.82844 1.83999 0.174952 1.82878 ‐0.0620766 0.0439927 1.99111 2.00562 1.99149
rs2774622 17141748 G A 0.156012 0.15336 0.930777 40424 ‐0.03387 0.025017 1.83252 1.83831 0.175149 1.83267 ‐0.0399221 0.0238599 2.79957 2.81274 2.79991
rs145203807 16732740 G A 0.00142026 0.00167326 0.346383 40424 0.500543 0.364068 1.89024 1.83807 0.175177 1.90565 0.520716 0.342281 2.31439 2.21615 2.33599
rs10962964 17262880 C T 0.163206 0.16074 0.980069 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.83166 1.83707 0.175295 1.8318 ‐0.038127 0.0228723 2.77873 2.79089 2.77905
rs10962965 17262943 C T 0.163206 0.16074 0.980069 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.83162 1.83703 0.175299 1.83176 ‐0.0381266 0.0228723 2.77868 2.79084 2.779
rs10962963 17262759 T G 0.163205 0.16074 0.980069 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.83146 1.83688 0.175317 1.83161 ‐0.0381259 0.0228723 2.77857 2.79073 2.77888
rs10962961 17262502 C T 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.8313 1.83672 0.175336 1.83145 ‐0.0381251 0.0228723 2.77846 2.79061 2.77877
rs10962962 17262572 T C 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.8313 1.83672 0.175336 1.83145 ‐0.038125 0.0228723 2.77843 2.79059 2.77875
rs2891110 17262215 G A 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 ‐0.03236 0.023913 1.83083 1.83624 0.175392 1.83097 ‐0.0381227 0.0228723 2.7781 2.79026 2.77842
rs74417210 16741082 A G 0.044574 0.0457666 0.661452 40424 0.070532 0.051865 1.84936 1.83623 0.175393 1.84984 0.0410238 0.049321 0.691844 0.688197 0.69191
rs2383010 17262049 C G 0.163205 0.16074 0.980067 40424 ‐0.03235 0.023913 1.83055 1.83596 0.175425 1.83069 ‐0.0381207 0.0228723 2.77781 2.78997 2.77813
rs201899581 16703501 AAT A 0.789827 0.781663 0.770257 40424 ‐0.03256 0.024015 1.83846 1.8345 0.175597 1.83858 ‐0.0284837 0.0228784 1.55004 1.54638 1.55012
rs5896701 16703502 AT A 0.789834 0.781672 0.770262 40424 ‐0.03255 0.024015 1.83727 1.83332 0.175736 1.83739 ‐0.0284702 0.0228787 1.54853 1.54488 1.54861
rs190622784 17083947 T C 0.00117164 0.000940002 0.224375 40424 ‐0.81631 0.619202 1.73798 1.83264 0.175816 1.75331 ‐1.00706 0.597373 2.84196 3.10199 2.88278
rs62541796 16970702 A G 0.11869 0.117043 0.97267 40424 ‐0.03686 0.027287 1.82442 1.83166 0.175932 1.82461 ‐0.0190694 0.026098 0.533897 0.535261 0.533913
rs10810589 16684058 A G 0.885724 0.878351 0.738551 40424 ‐0.04241 0.031285 1.83775 1.83116 0.175991 1.83794 ‐0.0505308 0.0297785 2.87943 2.86416 2.87987
rs1337399 16708146 G A 0.789124 0.780471 0.789654 40424 ‐0.03204 0.023667 1.83266 1.82878 0.176272 1.83278 ‐0.02988 0.0225516 1.75552 1.75116 1.75562
rs10810682 16929842 G A 0.563419 0.561472 0.997422 40424 0.023771 0.017586 1.82707 1.82794 0.176371 1.82716 0.0119005 0.0167895 0.502408 0.50255 0.502414
rs2774621 17141596 A G 0.156313 0.153731 0.930244 40424 ‐0.03373 0.024994 1.82144 1.82717 0.176462 1.82159 ‐0.0395394 0.0238375 2.7513 2.76411 2.75163
rs111289235 16736863 G A 0.107428 0.112178 0.742244 40424 0.043715 0.03228 1.834 1.82691 0.176493 1.8342 0.0305452 0.0306662 0.992123 0.988727 0.992179
rs13298668 16707203 G C 0.789444 0.781252 0.781066 40424 ‐0.03224 0.023837 1.82909 1.82519 0.176697 1.8292 ‐0.0285376 0.0227055 1.57969 1.57595 1.57978
rs2382801 16515741 C A 0.456475 0.442467 0.9167 40424 ‐0.0247 0.018291 1.82343 1.82398 0.17684 1.82352 ‐0.0318227 0.0174298 3.33342 3.33508 3.33369
rs10810592 16697663 G T 0.79329 0.785017 0.773684 40424 ‐0.03263 0.024135 1.82733 1.82334 0.176916 1.82746 ‐0.0297133 0.0229884 1.67065 1.6665 1.67074
rs4961506 16929378 G A 0.408041 0.4084 0.975702 40424 ‐0.02407 0.017851 1.81874 1.82 0.177313 1.81883 ‐0.0165904 0.0170476 0.947078 0.947628 0.9471
rs2297174 16706557 G A 0.790122 0.781798 0.784525 40424 ‐0.03215 0.02381 1.82298 1.81909 0.177422 1.8231 ‐0.0293603 0.0226799 1.67586 1.67178 1.67596
rs12344890 16845516 G A 0.289423 0.285321 0.748144 40424 ‐0.03008 0.02232 1.8159 1.81877 0.17746 1.816 ‐0.00740895 0.0212698 0.121335 0.121392 0.121336
rs185737831 16920869 C G 0.00140068 0.00134653 0.596166 40424 ‐0.39629 0.301499 1.7276 1.81608 0.177781 1.74178 ‐0.214549 0.295479 0.527229 0.542855 0.528526
rs1411428 16661820 G A 0.374371 0.387474 0.908335 40424 0.025398 0.018844 1.81655 1.8151 0.177898 1.81664 0.0294595 0.0179848 2.68313 2.67999 2.68331
rs34864883 17050007 C T 0.255956 0.260535 0.972773 40424 0.02721 0.020181 1.81798 1.81501 0.177908 1.81808 0.0299192 0.0192917 2.40524 2.39971 2.40541
rs147794893 16710166 C G 0.00163856 0.00147148 0.158969 40424 ‐0.78149 0.593487 1.73391 1.81458 0.17796 1.74312 ‐0.638458 0.557929 1.3095 1.36992 1.31462
rs4961749 16744304 T C 0.88944 0.887581 0.645933 40424 ‐0.04649 0.03445 1.82142 1.81362 0.178075 1.82164 ‐0.0355571 0.0327244 1.18062 1.17566 1.18071
rs4961748 16744303 C T 0.888557 0.886671 0.640638 40424 ‐0.04651 0.034471 1.82067 1.81289 0.178162 1.8209 ‐0.0352592 0.032749 1.15918 1.15436 1.15927
rs4961736 16694210 T G 0.798571 0.790307 0.764269 40424 ‐0.03304 0.024515 1.81621 1.81217 0.178248 1.81633 ‐0.032787 0.0233539 1.97098 1.96557 1.97112
rs187487910 16707375 G C 0.000977535 0.000898641 0.224263 40424 ‐0.79682 0.612919 1.6901 1.81047 0.178452 1.71377 ‐0.306401 0.60436 0.257032 0.264876 0.257471
rs10962546 16706916 G T 0.789842 0.781472 0.784804 40424 ‐0.03203 0.023786 1.81342 1.80957 0.17856 1.81354 ‐0.0293953 0.0226575 1.68318 1.67908 1.68328
rs10756773 16657796 T C 0.56046 0.570777 0.644115 40424 0.029736 0.022112 1.80848 1.80954 0.178563 1.80857 0.0406186 0.0209747 3.75022 3.75399 3.75057
rs199565321 16523478 A AC 0.005448 0.00541045 0.144796 40424 ‐0.42077 0.316385 1.76875 1.80953 0.178565 1.77242 ‐0.148331 0.299945 0.244558 0.246771 0.24462
rs1576960 17260807 T A 0.163367 0.160903 0.988658 40424 ‐0.0321 0.023898 1.80377 1.80905 0.178622 1.80391 ‐0.0381046 0.0228564 2.77932 2.79148 2.77964
rs3850445 16703381 A G 0.792286 0.784084 0.777027 40424 ‐0.03233 0.024013 1.8126 1.80869 0.178665 1.81272 ‐0.0288754 0.0228777 1.59306 1.58923 1.59315
rs4961735 16693606 A G 0.798586 0.790306 0.763874 40424 ‐0.03301 0.024518 1.8126 1.80857 0.17868 1.81272 ‐0.0328762 0.0233565 1.98128 1.97582 1.98142
rs10756780 16697337 C T 0.793056 0.784808 0.772961 40424 ‐0.03249 0.024139 1.81199 1.80805 0.178742 1.81211 ‐0.0295622 0.0229924 1.65313 1.64905 1.65322
rs10511625 16693969 G C 0.798557 0.79029 0.764175 40424 ‐0.03298 0.024514 1.81038 1.80636 0.178945 1.8105 ‐0.0327629 0.0233527 1.96831 1.9629 1.96844
rs72112702 16836987 C CA 0.000767449 0.000621116 0.214008 40424 ‐1.0287 0.795441 1.67248 1.80601 0.178988 1.69799 ‐1.07971 0.76508 1.99161 2.20103 2.02405
rs181248805 16503565 A C 0.0012207 0.00132025 0.153123 40424 0.818156 0.598148 1.87092 1.8036 0.179278 1.89046 0.718763 0.568087 1.60082 1.53585 1.6144
rs13296795 16886538 G A 0.0371088 0.035475 0.908893 40424 ‐0.06547 0.048953 1.78858 1.80312 0.179336 1.78914 ‐0.0571911 0.046964 1.48295 1.49631 1.48331
rs4961522 17041038 A G 0.0385658 0.0413241 0.948593 40424 0.061479 0.045644 1.8142 1.80184 0.17949 1.81466 0.0495707 0.0434461 1.30181 1.29248 1.30205
rs4112791 16596140 T C 0.510988 0.501633 0.72135 40424 ‐0.02766 0.020613 1.80092 1.8011 0.17958 1.80101 ‐0.0307622 0.0195884 2.46625 2.46652 2.46639
rs62560492 17028748 T C 0.283872 0.287908 0.975692 40424 0.026117 0.019454 1.80226 1.79967 0.179752 1.80236 0.027759 0.0185754 2.23323 2.22885 2.23337
rs2149157 16547743 T C 0.399126 0.385851 0.804011 40424 ‐0.02689 0.020053 1.79821 1.79937 0.179789 1.7983 ‐0.0319024 0.0190721 2.798 2.80087 2.79819
rs10810608 16755342 C A 0.917411 0.914454 0.908451 40424 ‐0.04414 0.032888 1.80115 1.7929 0.180573 1.8014 ‐0.0425207 0.0312773 1.84817 1.83773 1.84843
rs7864652 16456759 C T 0.076556 0.0791845 0.88019 40424 0.046534 0.034671 1.80147 1.7928 0.180585 1.80173 0.0423098 0.0329849 1.64532 1.63614 1.64554
rs34727675 16702635 AC A 0.789611 0.781376 0.779002 40424 ‐0.03198 0.023862 1.79607 1.79225 0.180652 1.79619 ‐0.0280457 0.022732 1.52215 1.5186 1.52223
rs13292550 17278726 A G 0.247288 0.248161 0.858625 40424 ‐0.02912 0.021787 1.78593 1.78951 0.180986 1.78604 ‐0.0114803 0.0207866 0.30503 0.305327 0.305033
rs2382807 16452659 C T 0.07638 0.0789603 0.882615 40424 0.046492 0.034673 1.79795 1.7893 0.181011 1.7982 0.0419983 0.032991 1.62059 1.6116 1.62079
rs10962820 17018213 C G 0.0389346 0.0413857 0.926517 40424 0.061788 0.046052 1.80014 1.78782 0.181192 1.80061 0.0446195 0.0438292 1.03639 1.02969 1.03654
rs10738447 16699287 C T 0.790616 0.782241 0.781863 40424 ‐0.03194 0.023869 1.79049 1.78666 0.181334 1.7906 ‐0.0290311 0.0227415 1.62963 1.62567 1.62972
rs186961524 16986147 C T 0.00103016 0.0011052 0.321918 40424 0.635367 0.464267 1.8729 1.78604 0.181409 1.88981 0.343183 0.434742 0.623146 0.60342 0.625535
rs10738448 16699292 C T 0.790615 0.782242 0.781863 40424 ‐0.03193 0.023869 1.78985 1.78603 0.181411 1.78997 ‐0.0290254 0.0227414 1.629 1.62505 1.62909
rs10810593 16699008 A G 0.79316 0.784925 0.774125 40424 ‐0.03221 0.024113 1.7844 1.78055 0.182082 1.78452 ‐0.0293344 0.0229688 1.63109 1.62708 1.63118
rs10962905 17211287 G C 0.147444 0.144063 0.915873 40424 ‐0.0344 0.025848 1.7712 1.77701 0.182517 1.77134 ‐0.0404564 0.0246517 2.69328 2.7064 2.69361
rs10733314 16694836 A G 0.796672 0.788415 0.766231 40424 ‐0.03255 0.024399 1.77997 1.77606 0.182634 1.78008 ‐0.0317564 0.0232413 1.86698 1.86201 1.8671
rs10962823 17022695 G A 0.037236 0.0397265 0.908783 40424 0.063459 0.047473 1.78688 1.77459 0.182815 1.78734 0.0507176 0.0452262 1.25759 1.24858 1.25782
rs11543983 17266618 T C 0.157276 0.154658 0.960674 40424 ‐0.03265 0.024552 1.76848 1.77376 0.182917 1.76861 ‐0.0394563 0.0234775 2.82443 2.83722 2.82477
rs10962821 17018416 C G 0.0389669 0.0414127 0.927561 40424 0.061429 0.046012 1.78238 1.77023 0.183354 1.78283 0.0442758 0.0437877 1.02242 1.01586 1.02257
rs12346840 16947355 C T 0.230557 0.226395 0.99691 40424 ‐0.02773 0.020862 1.76636 1.77004 0.183377 1.76646 ‐0.0273517 0.0199673 1.87641 1.88124 1.87652
rs186183289 17215819 G A 0.00233853 0.00206197 0.323692 40424 ‐0.45747 0.352577 1.68349 1.76985 0.183401 1.6905 ‐0.516528 0.332758 2.40952 2.564 2.42736
rs185273736 17210315 G A 0.000973014 0.000890157 0.176462 40424 ‐0.92974 0.729924 1.62245 1.76871 0.183542 1.65505 ‐0.803651 0.711011 1.27756 1.38927 1.29316
rs183483377 16782144 G A 0.00367013 0.00291398 0.549175 40424 ‐0.28361 0.217349 1.70269 1.76718 0.183731 1.70991 ‐0.377353 0.209065 3.25787 3.46203 3.28088
rs10810609 16755346 A G 0.917456 0.914511 0.908806 40424 ‐0.04381 0.032891 1.77429 1.76622 0.183851 1.77453 ‐0.042304 0.0312798 1.82909 1.81881 1.82934
rs4961727 16626559 G A 0.467501 0.456716 0.68929 40424 ‐0.02814 0.021187 1.76371 1.76425 0.184095 1.7638 ‐0.0349989 0.0201332 3.02192 3.02344 3.02214
rs150835757 16537534 TA T 0.0383548 0.0398857 0.499947 40424 0.084784 0.063614 1.77633 1.76167 0.184416 1.77692 0.0706784 0.0600267 1.38638 1.37476 1.38675
rs75096803 17040422 C CA 0.038481 0.0412178 0.949214 40424 0.060816 0.045679 1.77251 1.76056 0.184555 1.77296 0.0490594 0.0434811 1.27305 1.26401 1.27328
rs10810588 16679326 C T 0.0758398 0.0769455 0.685204 40424 ‐0.05243 0.039623 1.751 1.76014 0.184607 1.75126 ‐0.0479791 0.0379069 1.60202 1.61149 1.60224
rs183796203 16925881 G C 0.00189945 0.00202801 0.214616 40424 0.553645 0.411739 1.80808 1.75977 0.184653 1.81883 0.54851 0.391668 1.96124 1.89176 1.97234
rs7039814 17203776 T C 0.206421 0.204645 0.891678 40424 ‐0.03006 0.02271 1.75201 1.75622 0.185097 1.75212 ‐0.0311456 0.0216745 2.06489 2.07132 2.06504
rs138216204 17279051 GAAC G 0.247098 0.248029 0.857364 40424 ‐0.02886 0.021804 1.75185 1.75533 0.185208 1.75196 ‐0.0111625 0.0208026 0.287934 0.288206 0.287936
rs186049387 16554365 C G 0.00112935 0.00110277 0.100291 40424 ‐1.1016 0.853 1.66781 1.75532 0.185209 1.67994 ‐0.776171 0.810412 0.917284 0.955842 0.921453
rs62543486 16616301 G T 0.0723403 0.0753913 0.869734 40424 0.047268 0.03561 1.76191 1.75343 0.185446 1.76217 0.0510218 0.0339504 2.25851 2.24367 2.25892
rs1576957 17208500 G A 0.205911 0.204178 0.892266 40424 ‐0.03005 0.022739 1.74678 1.75099 0.185752 1.7469 ‐0.0309051 0.0216996 2.02841 2.03468 2.02856
rs10962525 16659863 C T 0.397265 0.410821 0.754857 40424 0.027115 0.020496 1.75018 1.74889 0.186016 1.75027 0.0357478 0.0195412 3.34656 3.34251 3.34684
rs147396169 17124968 C T 0.0014521 0.00166012 0.307588 40424 0.521484 0.387283 1.81311 1.74652 0.186315 1.82928 0.427998 0.363852 1.38367 1.32179 1.39545
rs201906341 17143508 T TA 0.201927 0.200082 0.91763 40424 ‐0.02986 0.022625 1.7418 1.746 0.18638 1.74191 ‐0.0311941 0.0215971 2.08619 2.0928 2.08634
rs62558320 17268590 C T 0.247555 0.248439 0.854955 40424 ‐0.0288 0.021826 1.74133 1.74477 0.186536 1.74144 ‐0.0114004 0.0208232 0.299743 0.300032 0.299746
rs10962542 16698234 C A 0.793299 0.785046 0.772433 40424 ‐0.03191 0.024143 1.74722 1.74349 0.186697 1.74733 ‐0.0293033 0.0229983 1.62345 1.61949 1.62354
rs7867633 16527829 C T 0.00907631 0.00914617 0.167673 40424 ‐0.29743 0.227162 1.71434 1.74208 0.186875 1.71667 ‐0.131866 0.213745 0.380607 0.383715 0.380706
rs3850444 16681762 G C 0.797389 0.789153 0.760091 40424 ‐0.03234 0.024502 1.74245 1.73867 0.187307 1.74256 ‐0.0319272 0.0233425 1.8708 1.8658 1.87092
rs12335424 16692104 C T 0.102329 0.108241 0.651969 40424 0.046321 0.035082 1.74332 1.73636 0.187601 1.74352 0.0447694 0.0333375 1.80342 1.79488 1.80362
rs188832021 16835691 C T 0.000555665 0.00074176 0.522581 40424 0.620995 0.461444 1.81108 1.73571 0.187683 1.83847 0.537643 0.431281 1.55406 1.47918 1.57487
rs263649 17015043 C T 0.742391 0.741608 0.97276 40424 ‐0.02655 0.02014 1.73744 1.73459 0.187826 1.73754 ‐0.0236359 0.0192182 1.51258 1.50972 1.51265
rs10733316 16696626 T C 0.791642 0.783494 0.77135 40424 ‐0.03177 0.024106 1.73726 1.73357 0.187956 1.73736 ‐0.0284765 0.022959 1.53839 1.53475 1.53847
rs10962897 17194578 G C 0.197172 0.194846 0.926066 40424 ‐0.02991 0.022745 1.72919 1.73343 0.187973 1.7293 ‐0.0330008 0.0217103 2.31055 2.31842 2.31074
rs10962898 17194592 A G 0.197171 0.194846 0.926061 40424 ‐0.02991 0.022745 1.72909 1.73334 0.187985 1.72921 ‐0.0330004 0.0217104 2.31049 2.31836 2.31068
rs141118531 17267413 G T 0.246817 0.247676 0.853506 40424 ‐0.02876 0.021876 1.72874 1.73215 0.188137 1.72885 ‐0.0113848 0.0208707 0.297563 0.297849 0.297565
rs12346835 16947312 C T 0.230088 0.225931 0.9878 40424 ‐0.02748 0.02091 1.72769 1.73128 0.188248 1.72779 ‐0.027135 0.0200106 1.83883 1.84355 1.83894
rs34922957 17122141 G GT 0.169295 0.171061 0.931204 40424 ‐0.03151 0.02398 1.72621 1.73107 0.188274 1.72634 ‐0.0140225 0.0229354 0.373796 0.374387 0.373802
rs263566 17082525 A G 0.170917 0.172876 0.945849 40424 ‐0.03115 0.023711 1.72615 1.73097 0.188287 1.72628 ‐0.0138455 0.0226836 0.372557 0.373138 0.372562
rs200161620 17122138 T TG 0.169294 0.171061 0.931206 40424 ‐0.03151 0.02398 1.72611 1.73097 0.188287 1.72624 ‐0.0140215 0.0229354 0.373743 0.374334 0.373749
rs263565 17082161 C T 0.170917 0.172878 0.945859 40424 ‐0.03114 0.023711 1.72456 1.72937 0.188491 1.72469 ‐0.0138306 0.0226834 0.371763 0.372342 0.371769
rs140951065 16882300 G A 0.0142709 0.0148453 0.407991 40424 0.150301 0.113629 1.74963 1.72866 0.188582 1.75105 0.0841958 0.107541 0.612955 0.607545 0.613119
rs117570235 16849853 A G 0.0089873 0.00997163 0.258678 40424 0.223056 0.16851 1.75218 1.72759 0.188719 1.75489 0.198367 0.163643 1.46941 1.44679 1.47116
rs1057383 16413632 A T 0.410678 0.406634 0.930108 40424 ‐0.0241 0.018344 1.72579 1.72687 0.188811 1.72587 ‐0.0223338 0.0175251 1.62407 1.62521 1.62413
rs7034418 17193945 G A 0.197178 0.194867 0.92634 40424 ‐0.02984 0.022744 1.72116 1.72538 0.189002 1.72127 ‐0.0329362 0.0217097 2.30166 2.30948 2.30185
rs149531520 16500237 T C 0.00668741 0.00741216 0.369169 40424 0.221765 0.167509 1.75271 1.72337 0.18926 1.75564 0.252394 0.159657 2.49909 2.43587 2.50507
rs141303376 16831709 C T 0.00156845 0.00136169 0.412049 40424 ‐0.48889 0.384044 1.62055 1.72287 0.189324 1.63595 ‐0.394574 0.364186 1.17384 1.24332 1.18146
rs186692219 16449855 C A 0.00199955 0.00214276 0.194146 40424 0.570548 0.42853 1.77265 1.7217 0.189474 1.77847 0.333679 0.406987 0.672196 0.659101 0.67313
rs117015175 16480322 C G 0.0161013 0.0165995 0.199788 40424 0.19998 0.151562 1.74097 1.72064 0.189611 1.74231 0.146276 0.145696 1.00798 0.997098 1.00843
rs112284158 16966175 C T 0.116888 0.115513 0.968211 40424 ‐0.03598 0.027486 1.71385 1.72049 0.18963 1.71402 ‐0.0161972 0.0262896 0.379589 0.380411 0.379597
rs117510289 16570084 C T 0.0109965 0.011455 0.206523 40424 0.237618 0.179965 1.74334 1.71976 0.189724 1.74513 0.178576 0.170811 1.09299 1.07851 1.09374
rs263562 17079093 C T 0.170552 0.172524 0.941784 40424 ‐0.03114 0.023789 1.7136 1.71839 0.1899 1.71373 ‐0.0139226 0.0227557 0.374335 0.374923 0.374341
rs192807751 17213881 C T 0.000351993 0.000401957 0.105954 40424 1.63063 1.22888 1.76073 1.71679 0.190107 1.8838 0.998839 1.2114 0.679851 0.648365 0.697218
rs183156130 16681656 C T 0.00110536 0.00134481 0.186127 40424 0.729343 0.548329 1.76922 1.7166 0.190131 1.78173 1.23234 0.517184 5.67763 5.34874 5.81463
rs183990545 16581173 T C 0.000685918 0.000727906 0.218873 40424 0.945395 0.706261 1.79183 1.71427 0.190432 1.80612 0.402236 0.651372 0.381332 0.372308 0.382093
rs142131586 17249884 T G 0.0202807 0.021784 0.649771 40424 0.097995 0.07454 1.72832 1.71176 0.190757 1.72917 0.161892 0.070896 5.21444 5.10768 5.22206
rs112610955 17307275 AT A 0.162828 0.160433 0.94529 40424 ‐0.03173 0.0243 1.70548 1.71037 0.190937 1.70561 ‐0.0382918 0.0232257 2.71814 2.72996 2.71845
rs10962868 17098706 C T 0.165302 0.16763 0.940855 40424 ‐0.03138 0.024037 1.70456 1.7094 0.191063 1.70469 ‐0.0119608 0.0230075 0.270257 0.270624 0.27026
rs185006531 17112769 G A 0.00138282 0.00158111 0.319651 40424 0.518211 0.38909 1.77384 1.70826 0.191211 1.78965 0.423033 0.365696 1.33816 1.2783 1.34947
rs10733313 16694774 A G 0.797383 0.789208 0.769231 40424 ‐0.03191 0.024389 1.71141 1.70772 0.191281 1.71151 ‐0.0312026 0.0232331 1.8037 1.79897 1.80382
rs1930594 17197991 C G 0.197464 0.195161 0.923309 40424 ‐0.02972 0.02277 1.70334 1.70749 0.191311 1.70345 ‐0.0326848 0.0217338 2.26163 2.26924 2.26181
rs10962591 16786281 A G 0.14111 0.150556 0.947697 40424 0.033251 0.025425 1.7103 1.70532 0.191594 1.71043 0.0346873 0.0242463 2.04669 2.03876 2.04688
rs7028249 17199149 A G 0.197376 0.195097 0.922039 40424 ‐0.02971 0.022791 1.69936 1.7035 0.191831 1.69947 ‐0.0326446 0.0217534 2.25199 2.25956 2.25217
rs62558964 17363659 G A 0.18671 0.186243 0.736347 40424 0.034142 0.026139 1.70603 1.70182 0.19205 1.70615 0.0124014 0.0247781 0.250499 0.250208 0.250502
rs62558967 17365445 G C 0.18671 0.186243 0.736345 40424 0.03414 0.02614 1.70577 1.70157 0.192083 1.7059 0.0123974 0.0247781 0.250339 0.250048 0.250341
rs187656806 16606209 G A 0.00206404 0.00182091 0.188078 40424 ‐0.62238 0.491851 1.60117 1.70073 0.192193 1.61116 ‐0.621535 0.471525 1.73749 1.84862 1.75033
rs10810591 16689373 G A 0.796711 0.788385 0.763649 40424 ‐0.03189 0.024429 1.70435 1.70068 0.192199 1.70445 ‐0.0325298 0.0232661 1.95486 1.94954 1.95499
rs113746400 17262388 C T 0.00515459 0.00421852 0.505688 40424 ‐0.24542 0.190796 1.65447 1.69958 0.192343 1.65835 ‐0.260466 0.180271 2.0876 2.16721 2.09351
rs117188744 17255065 T A 0.00686203 0.00670443 0.209043 40424 ‐0.30625 0.237401 1.66407 1.69936 0.192372 1.6661 ‐0.191909 0.226575 0.717414 0.729687 0.717883
rs7855568 16943605 G A 0.231793 0.227927 0.999929 40424 ‐0.02708 0.020798 1.69484 1.69828 0.192513 1.69494 ‐0.0259855 0.0199006 1.70502 1.70917 1.70511
rs146733829 17107539 G A 0.00548979 0.00637239 0.600615 40424 0.18761 0.142735 1.72763 1.69796 0.192555 1.73029 0.299297 0.135679 4.86611 4.69997 4.88837
rs140752485 17246356 G T 0.00175873 0.00214021 0.513798 40424 0.354154 0.268041 1.74575 1.69607 0.192803 1.75394 0.262663 0.254443 1.06565 1.03695 1.06915
rs7035049 16413779 G A 0.409898 0.405886 0.9323 40424 ‐0.02386 0.018335 1.69417 1.69522 0.192914 1.69425 ‐0.0220647 0.0175141 1.58717 1.58827 1.58723
rs151244592 17179179 T C 0.0250876 0.0264418 0.909559 40424 0.075323 0.057645 1.7074 1.69285 0.193226 1.70804 0.0703928 0.0547911 1.65058 1.63341 1.65118
rs2297176 16706012 C T 0.788389 0.780288 0.774235 40424 ‐0.03108 0.023882 1.69324 1.68976 0.193633 1.69334 ‐0.0269381 0.0227525 1.40177 1.39865 1.40184
rs79691451 16602187 G A 0.0124941 0.0114683 0.392437 40424 ‐0.17326 0.134775 1.65255 1.68891 0.193745 1.65472 ‐0.209914 0.127006 2.73172 2.81942 2.73783
rs191622104 16455712 C T 0.000577261 0.000641661 0.117734 40424 1.31721 0.996441 1.74745 1.68745 0.193937 1.7654 1.14449 0.949659 1.4524 1.39578 1.46255
rs13286311 17270025 C G 0.247904 0.248886 0.856749 40424 ‐0.02828 0.021793 1.68419 1.68745 0.193937 1.68429 ‐0.0108908 0.020792 0.274366 0.274618 0.274368
rs263614 17106000 G A 0.166449 0.168762 0.927927 40424 ‐0.03134 0.024166 1.68208 1.68681 0.194022 1.68221 ‐0.012582 0.0231229 0.296085 0.296505 0.296089
rs113698676 16554962 G A 0.00099016 0.000882962 0.139952 40424 ‐1.08293 0.866444 1.56215 1.68488 0.194277 1.56869 ‐0.924584 0.802186 1.32844 1.43981 1.34248
rs148330080 17241574 A C 0.00239638 0.00245637 0.254286 40424 ‐0.44284 0.345533 1.64252 1.68236 0.194611 1.64857 ‐0.267655 0.336398 0.633055 0.644681 0.633882
rs140322221 16599508 G A 0.00154479 0.00193808 0.245866 40424 0.512443 0.391647 1.71199 1.68031 0.194883 1.72411 0.635645 0.38063 2.78885 2.69798 2.81899
rs190511211 17040083 A G 0.000219204 0.000155964 0.343554 40424 ‐1.59283 1.38106 1.33019 1.67935 0.195011 1.44184 ‐1.33126 1.32816 1.00466 1.24223 1.05688
rs112548020 17163953 G A 0.0250331 0.0263612 0.906197 40424 0.075197 0.057814 1.69172 1.67735 0.195277 1.69236 0.0699128 0.0549606 1.61812 1.60142 1.6187
rs150839508 16906147 G A 0.000247227 0.00031703 0.168336 40424 1.53415 1.17086 1.71684 1.67728 0.195286 1.81639 1.50381 1.11917 1.80548 1.72437 1.9157
rs10124761 16509932 C G 0.449122 0.435293 0.90028 40424 ‐0.0239 0.018465 1.67565 1.67624 0.195425 1.67572 ‐0.0315165 0.0175906 3.21006 3.21199 3.21031
rs263628 17008137 G A 0.650879 0.64952 0.99997 40424 ‐0.02367 0.018278 1.67673 1.67525 0.195557 1.67681 ‐0.0207516 0.0174405 1.41575 1.41433 1.4158
rs10962589 16783380 G A 0.139403 0.148886 0.999967 40424 0.032332 0.02495 1.67926 1.67438 0.195673 1.67939 0.0322181 0.0238012 1.83233 1.82553 1.83248
rs191513294 17006386 A G 0.000284519 0.000260097 0.101094 40424 ‐2.31196 1.86656 1.53418 1.67436 0.195676 1.54182 ‐0.982464 1.67733 0.34308 0.358895 0.344356
rs202202923 16459581 CACGGCAGC 0.0277065 0.0263175 0.655892 40424 ‐0.08581 0.066654 1.65744 1.67373 0.19576 1.65809 ‐0.0516478 0.0637692 0.655967 0.660824 0.656068
rs7853747 16411463 G T 0.407672 0.403557 0.9239 40424 ‐0.02383 0.018429 1.67185 1.67292 0.195868 1.67193 ‐0.02293 0.0176025 1.69691 1.69817 1.69698
rs186317607 16514562 T G 0.000991047 0.00121456 0.264459 40424 0.620956 0.472114 1.72993 1.67155 0.196051 1.74859 0.672456 0.464441 2.09636 1.99976 2.12356
rs16934842 16597868 C T 0.0574135 0.0563973 0.513252 40424 ‐0.06911 0.053717 1.65548 1.66797 0.196531 1.65586 ‐0.0806048 0.0508488 2.51281 2.53981 2.51368
rs10756782 16700514 C A 0.787177 0.778826 0.777416 40424 ‐0.03072 0.023769 1.67063 1.66723 0.19663 1.67073 ‐0.0278364 0.0226428 1.51135 1.50787 1.51142
rs143911971 17265946 G T 0.247812 0.248809 0.856796 40424 ‐0.02809 0.021793 1.66121 1.66441 0.197009 1.6613 ‐0.0108541 0.0207918 0.27252 0.27277 0.272523
rs189807703 16718023 G C 0.0012154 0.0010622 0.138271 40424 ‐0.89855 0.716529 1.57258 1.66317 0.197176 1.58834 ‐0.669737 0.709379 0.891358 0.935918 0.895056
rs142429427 16479786 G A 0.00343463 0.00304922 0.247001 40424 ‐0.41322 0.325394 1.61269 1.662 0.197334 1.61673 ‐0.437601 0.309129 2.00391 2.08281 2.01017
rs193111878 16661058 T C 0.00113989 0.00109825 0.375493 40424 ‐0.54521 0.434931 1.57139 1.66036 0.197555 1.58384 ‐0.324216 0.420458 0.594597 0.614834 0.596352
rs141504788 16841095 A C 0.00087797 0.000789437 0.127841 40424 ‐1.10657 0.878921 1.5851 1.65973 0.19764 1.5944 ‐0.87468 0.84578 1.06951 1.11489 1.07361
rs140193561 16841073 G A 0.000877942 0.000789384 0.127809 40424 ‐1.10647 0.879038 1.5844 1.65897 0.197742 1.5937 ‐0.875175 0.845916 1.07037 1.11581 1.07448
rs415593 17113777 C A 0.166799 0.169181 0.930146 40424 ‐0.03101 0.024111 1.65366 1.65826 0.197838 1.65378 ‐0.0121679 0.0230718 0.278143 0.278525 0.278146
rs76580072 16428813 G A 0.0134288 0.0152821 0.392897 40424 0.14939 0.115436 1.67479 1.65682 0.198033 1.67609 0.19761 0.109053 3.28352 3.22292 3.28819
rs2815173 17181174 G T 0.15526 0.152322 0.939241 40424 ‐0.03211 0.024984 1.65147 1.65646 0.198082 1.6516 ‐0.0396119 0.0238247 2.76438 2.7774 2.76471
rs148282758 17045275 A G 0.000206647 0.000296368 0.140409 40424 1.78118 1.37392 1.6807 1.65457 0.198338 1.73954 2.85841 1.29039 4.90689 4.59608 5.34038
rs147803386 17337916 C G 0.00142203 0.00185553 0.303343 40424 0.466774 0.357084 1.70873 1.65341 0.198495 1.72687 0.703354 0.347725 4.09144 3.88304 4.19372
rs183148484 16731916 C A 0.00199633 0.00172485 0.403772 40424 ‐0.42124 0.335295 1.57838 1.65311 0.198536 1.58757 ‐0.4659 0.326157 2.04048 2.17141 2.05557
rs184209457 16998067 G T 0.000262266 0.000211126 0.201743 40424 ‐1.64161 1.39212 1.39056 1.65219 0.198661 1.4709 ‐1.22646 1.36376 0.80879 0.920227 0.833439
rs183514463 16438527 C G 0.00124339 0.000915751 0.337894 40424 ‐0.6354 0.522207 1.48048 1.64834 0.199185 1.51464 ‐0.8539 0.517157 2.72627 3.15597 2.78828
rs78139340 16664249 T A 0.0179201 0.0173336 0.421442 40424 ‐0.13285 0.104201 1.62554 1.64732 0.199324 1.62648 ‐0.13687 0.0996474 1.88661 1.91882 1.88804
0 16726014 ACG A 0.147395 0.15254 0.555454 40424 0.042375 0.032966 1.65228 1.64715 0.199347 1.65242 0.0317198 0.0312709 1.02892 1.02591 1.02897
rs4961734 16693602 T C 0.796335 0.788214 0.762111 40424 ‐0.0314 0.024445 1.64994 1.64646 0.199441 1.65004 ‐0.0310586 0.023284 1.7793 1.77469 1.77941
rs183120424 17098723 A G 0.00186158 0.00178903 0.126619 40424 ‐0.75832 0.603239 1.58026 1.64536 0.199592 1.58805 ‐0.377895 0.566708 0.444655 0.455207 0.445216
rs263613 17105939 T G 0.167873 0.170362 0.92885 40424 ‐0.03083 0.024075 1.64014 1.64467 0.199686 1.64026 ‐0.0117107 0.023036 0.258435 0.258776 0.258438
rs12376505 17272312 A G 0.247537 0.248509 0.857277 40424 ‐0.02791 0.021795 1.64018 1.64332 0.199871 1.64028 ‐0.0108049 0.0207948 0.269982 0.270229 0.269984
rs72715983 16946596 T C 0.230755 0.226814 0.989192 40424 ‐0.02672 0.020869 1.63963 1.64293 0.199924 1.63972 ‐0.0258973 0.0199722 1.68134 1.68544 1.68143
rs6475117 17227082 A G 0.0428254 0.0462196 0.793519 40424 0.060618 0.047148 1.65303 1.64264 0.199964 1.65341 0.0744986 0.045009 2.73967 2.7127 2.7407
rs145165145 17311746 G A 0.000997785 0.00113159 0.194426 40424 0.779338 0.598318 1.69663 1.64138 0.200136 1.71152 0.419836 0.558412 0.565262 0.551328 0.567003
rs76701734 17312811 C T 0.000159528 9.73147E‐05 0.342761 40424 ‐2.41913 2.52935 0.914741 1.64048 0.20026 1.16439 ‐2.32703 2.4084 0.933572 1.65988 1.19805
rs10441679 16946816 C G 0.230706 0.226759 0.989322 40424 ‐0.0267 0.020873 1.63666 1.63995 0.200332 1.63676 ‐0.025921 0.0199755 1.68387 1.68798 1.68396
rs10962931 17241391 C T 0.206896 0.208236 0.84138 40424 ‐0.02993 0.023403 1.63584 1.63956 0.200386 1.63594 ‐0.00925057 0.0223387 0.171483 0.171633 0.171484
rs143118784 16997470 A G 0.00012243 7.86844E‐05 0.201173 40424 ‐3.72481 3.43025 1.17911 1.63904 0.200457 1.27266 ‐3.94575 3.16369 1.55551 2.4219 1.77582
rs112498830 16946567 T TC 0.230737 0.226802 0.989105 40424 ‐0.02668 0.020869 1.63476 1.63804 0.200595 1.63485 ‐0.0258558 0.0199711 1.67614 1.68022 1.67623
rs10441702 16946765 T C 0.230714 0.226771 0.98938 40424 ‐0.02669 0.020872 1.63463 1.63792 0.200611 1.63473 ‐0.0258987 0.0199748 1.68109 1.68519 1.68118
rs3119847 17174327 G C 0.158318 0.155536 0.930306 40424 ‐0.0318 0.02489 1.63245 1.63729 0.200698 1.63257 ‐0.038686 0.0237298 2.65777 2.66986 2.65808
rs138602328 16449527 T A 0.00120118 0.000922394 0.492985 40424 ‐0.52218 0.420631 1.54115 1.63561 0.200929 1.55442 ‐0.513357 0.397441 1.66837 1.80162 1.68548
rs112741527 17180264 G A 0.0254415 0.0267659 0.899751 40424 0.073932 0.057601 1.64743 1.63367 0.201196 1.64803 0.0687006 0.0547553 1.57423 1.55826 1.57478
rs150783304 16554500 C G 0.000877302 0.00100957 0.119439 40424 1.02733 0.789837 1.69178 1.63313 0.201271 1.71328 1.29966 0.736786 3.11154 2.96021 3.1894
rs10962490 16570116 T C 0.054053 0.0566162 0.448586 40424 0.073173 0.057121 1.64099 1.62992 0.201714 1.64137 0.073847 0.0536296 1.89608 1.88098 1.89657
rs138075772 17322736 A C 0.00036673 0.000290749 0.130082 40424 ‐1.8618 1.56391 1.41724 1.62954 0.201767 1.44734 ‐1.86817 1.52561 1.49949 1.74219 1.53016
rs7862214 16529849 T G 0.0553668 0.0551043 0.49163 40424 ‐0.07041 0.055381 1.61656 1.62869 0.201884 1.61694 ‐0.0652499 0.0524734 1.54625 1.55904 1.54659
rs192873791 17400374 A G 0.00417129 0.00401399 0.291152 40424 ‐0.32431 0.257327 1.58835 1.62843 0.20192 1.59141 ‐0.210433 0.246724 0.727452 0.741872 0.728127
rs193148211 17391344 A G 0.00435261 0.00439991 0.30999 40424 0.30859 0.23871 1.67117 1.62514 0.202377 1.6752 0.117554 0.224157 0.275025 0.271418 0.275157
rs112196025 16486421 T C 0.0051847 0.00601594 0.453276 40424 0.219712 0.17084 1.65397 1.62409 0.202522 1.65687 0.216654 0.162997 1.76675 1.72699 1.77002
rs72715984 16947586 C T 0.226458 0.222786 0.981728 40424 ‐0.02682 0.02107 1.61984 1.62317 0.20265 1.61993 ‐0.0251838 0.0201636 1.55994 1.5637 1.56002
rs147018454 17210099 A C 0.00722544 0.00633255 0.480653 40424 ‐0.20252 0.160816 1.58585 1.62287 0.202692 1.58809 ‐0.262099 0.152688 2.94658 3.0579 2.95495
rs10756779 16691711 G A 0.793759 0.785569 0.756747 40424 ‐0.03112 0.024415 1.62437 1.62099 0.202954 1.62447 ‐0.0313975 0.0232498 1.8237 1.81894 1.82381
rs7864936 16845510 G A 0.661068 0.661823 0.646514 40424 0.029077 0.022858 1.61807 1.62002 0.203089 1.61815 0.0365387 0.0218639 2.79287 2.79824 2.79308
rs4961494 16724989 T G 0.167415 0.17314 0.617824 40424 0.037858 0.029715 1.62316 1.61858 0.20329 1.62328 0.0328059 0.0281835 1.35491 1.3507 1.355
rs263611 17104329 C T 0.167293 0.169798 0.93021 40424 ‐0.03058 0.024073 1.61412 1.61856 0.203293 1.61423 ‐0.0113197 0.023035 0.241487 0.241796 0.24149
rs141045430 16986899 A G 0.00416204 0.00455376 0.185772 40424 0.386098 0.301038 1.64495 1.6183 0.203329 1.64836 0.4398 0.284981 2.38165 2.32464 2.3884
rs117283449 16533203 G A 0.00371217 0.00332188 0.169182 40424 ‐0.47161 0.377024 1.5647 1.61752 0.203438 1.56884 ‐0.630725 0.362714 3.02378 3.18514 3.04036
rs11562140 17265333 G C 0.160141 0.158073 0.962693 40424 ‐0.03084 0.024289 1.61251 1.61701 0.203509 1.61263 ‐0.0358843 0.0232356 2.38508 2.39479 2.38531
rs113355477 16713366 C T 0.00322345 0.0038815 0.437125 40424 0.27022 0.210276 1.65142 1.61699 0.203512 1.65701 0.355788 0.20285 3.07631 2.97814 3.09496
rs2815184 17156575 A G 0.212734 0.211474 0.890062 40424 ‐0.02853 0.022467 1.61293 1.61654 0.203575 1.61303 ‐0.0294309 0.0214365 1.88494 1.89038 1.88506
rs112494725 16918924 G A 0.117757 0.116306 0.918648 40424 ‐0.03591 0.028296 1.61038 1.61647 0.203585 1.61053 ‐0.0198884 0.0270507 0.540558 0.541975 0.540575
0 16421861 C CCCT 0.449948 0.44654 0.880044 40424 ‐0.0237 0.018653 1.61377 1.61428 0.203891 1.61384 ‐0.0200095 0.0178398 1.25803 1.25841 1.25806
rs13290470 16619529 A G 0.367124 0.355243 0.729268 40424 ‐0.02715 0.021395 1.60992 1.61138 0.204298 1.60999 ‐0.033611 0.0203268 2.73418 2.73832 2.73437
rs9407805 17290278 A G 0.00181478 0.00197372 0.467455 40424 ‐0.35872 0.28721 1.55999 1.61072 0.204391 1.56853 ‐0.264274 0.279552 0.893683 0.919728 0.896379
rs3904778 16681993 C G 0.79766 0.789616 0.758718 40424 ‐0.03118 0.024545 1.61355 1.61016 0.204469 1.61365 ‐0.0307649 0.0233833 1.73101 1.72655 1.73111
rs143854329 17291214 C G 0.000364557 0.000289451 0.130466 40424 ‐1.85027 1.56337 1.4007 1.60949 0.204564 1.43044 ‐1.84024 1.52349 1.45904 1.69231 1.48881
rs185322392 16646678 A G 0.00356695 0.00382688 0.152999 40424 0.467103 0.363132 1.65462 1.60895 0.204639 1.65948 0.427741 0.338953 1.59251 1.547 1.59813
rs2383004 16704216 T C 0.799115 0.791493 0.761244 40424 ‐0.03117 0.024565 1.6104 1.60701 0.204913 1.61049 ‐0.0272636 0.0234073 1.35664 1.35351 1.3567
rs202164915 17096751 TTC T 0.463767 0.473224 0.900975 40424 0.023212 0.018312 1.60684 1.60668 0.204959 1.6069 0.0305672 0.0174713 3.06099 3.06053 3.06121
rs10810624 16783192 A T 0.14037 0.14992 0.976022 40424 0.031908 0.025144 1.61044 1.60584 0.205078 1.61056 0.0321504 0.0239819 1.79724 1.79062 1.79738
rs10810716 17095277 G T 0.469414 0.479703 0.918775 40424 0.022921 0.018089 1.60561 1.60549 0.205127 1.60567 0.0313913 0.0172734 3.30265 3.3023 3.30291
rs141365087 16451056 ATTAACT A 0.435111 0.42976 0.90975 40424 ‐0.02339 0.01846 1.60481 1.60546 0.205131 1.60487 ‐0.0237204 0.0176403 1.80815 1.80906 1.80822
rs189809817 16753747 C A 0.00316243 0.00292067 0.263411 40424 ‐0.41027 0.330122 1.54452 1.60094 0.20577 1.54883 ‐0.534381 0.312106 2.93156 3.09286 2.94982
rs117017725 16737875 T C 0.0100672 0.00942228 0.570932 40424 ‐0.15137 0.120692 1.57287 1.59991 0.205916 1.57422 ‐0.171176 0.115135 2.21037 2.26322 2.21336
rs1927630 16502113 A C 0.45913 0.445788 0.869405 40424 ‐0.02364 0.018696 1.59912 1.59954 0.205968 1.59919 ‐0.0307163 0.0178194 2.97134 2.97263 2.97155
rs7028403 16755509 A G 0.897292 0.894054 0.813485 40424 ‐0.03987 0.031482 1.60365 1.59742 0.206269 1.60382 ‐0.0385825 0.0299473 1.65983 1.65191 1.66001
rs11523716 17266340 G T 0.246801 0.247967 0.854287 40424 ‐0.02759 0.021854 1.59366 1.59666 0.206377 1.59374 ‐0.0102809 0.0208506 0.243121 0.243332 0.243123
rs10962528 16660767 C A 0.1695 0.175552 0.637662 40424 0.036741 0.029046 1.59999 1.5961 0.206457 1.6001 0.0421726 0.027596 2.33544 2.32715 2.33566
rs34430676 16533979 A AT 0.0570024 0.0569791 0.481569 40424 ‐0.0694 0.055146 1.58377 1.59533 0.206566 1.58412 ‐0.0634898 0.0522597 1.47596 1.48766 1.47626
rs144248558 16697598 A AATCCC 0.789273 0.781235 0.76165 40424 ‐0.03057 0.024182 1.59835 1.59512 0.206596 1.59844 ‐0.0282867 0.0230322 1.50832 1.50481 1.5084
rs192721835 16800555 C A 0.00108961 0.00134312 0.17311 40424 0.710811 0.556535 1.63126 1.59364 0.206807 1.64327 1.29213 0.537526 5.7785 5.48844 5.91854
rs72715982 16946397 T A 0.231615 0.227808 0.986438 40424 ‐0.02629 0.020854 1.58983 1.59296 0.206904 1.58991 ‐0.0251232 0.0199554 1.58499 1.58872 1.58507
rs140238929 17359413 A G 0.0131139 0.0135683 0.429971 40424 0.147102 0.115822 1.61307 1.59141 0.207125 1.6143 0.0584475 0.10929 0.286005 0.28408 0.286047
rs193092499 16507717 G A 8.40961E‐05 0.000118547 0.136654 40424 3.08076 2.31787 1.76659 1.59111 0.207168 1.81281 1.83601 2.07021 0.786548 0.757373 0.826729
rs181574204 17290861 C T 0.00303114 0.00341658 0.185576 40424 0.441008 0.346486 1.62003 1.58961 0.207382 1.62275 0.706785 0.329585 4.59874 4.44587 4.62261
rs148580450 16986728 A G 0.000802723 0.000683909 0.187735 40424 ‐0.99304 0.812008 1.49559 1.58789 0.207628 1.50843 ‐1.19324 0.785507 2.30757 2.51937 2.33457
rs74468889 17229054 C G 0.0423951 0.0458305 0.801269 40424 0.059592 0.047152 1.59727 1.58741 0.207697 1.59763 0.0743496 0.0450195 2.72745 2.7007 2.72847
rs41268965 16419498 T C 0.00428795 0.00477446 0.338715 40424 0.274664 0.21584 1.61935 1.5858 0.207927 1.62263 0.337362 0.20603 2.68121 2.59991 2.69085
rs181728057 17277288 C T 0.00247252 0.00211858 0.131092 40424 ‐0.67804 0.549321 1.52355 1.58507 0.208032 1.5286 ‐1.04249 0.528186 3.89559 4.18353 3.92382
rs190616377 17098322 C G 0.000348455 0.000577745 0.386677 40424 0.787623 0.618147 1.6235 1.58443 0.208124 1.65097 0.999561 0.58852 2.88467 2.74757 2.96786
rs148416107 16439906 T C 0.000465648 0.000358245 0.250853 40424 ‐1.1833 0.991042 1.42563 1.58439 0.208129 1.45343 ‐1.22781 0.940723 1.7035 1.92701 1.7422
rs10756787 16707480 G C 0.786875 0.778706 0.778676 40424 ‐0.02992 0.023751 1.58712 1.58401 0.208184 1.58721 ‐0.0274087 0.0226273 1.46728 1.46397 1.46735
rs201159586 16498220 C CAT 0.211451 0.20305 0.666991 40424 ‐0.03303 0.026309 1.57603 1.57966 0.20881 1.57613 ‐0.052793 0.0250374 4.44606 4.46694 4.44678
rs4961733 16686327 G A 0.796149 0.788206 0.758042 40424 ‐0.03083 0.024505 1.58288 1.5796 0.208818 1.58297 ‐0.0300365 0.0233378 1.65645 1.65229 1.65654
rs4961732 16686323 C G 0.796149 0.788206 0.758041 40424 ‐0.03083 0.024505 1.58264 1.57936 0.208853 1.58273 ‐0.0300336 0.0233379 1.65612 1.65196 1.65621
rs7028447 16512457 A G 0.073367 0.0713199 0.538909 40424 ‐0.05832 0.046558 1.56915 1.57837 0.208996 1.5694 ‐0.060626 0.0439898 1.89939 1.91306 1.89975
rs76025302 16518036 C A 0.00914096 0.00794749 0.494069 40424 ‐0.1771 0.142616 1.54201 1.57783 0.209074 1.54426 ‐0.274451 0.135116 4.12585 4.30976 4.14236
rs141465378 17341508 A C 0.000431558 0.000370742 0.249417 40424 ‐1.15187 0.969045 1.41291 1.57746 0.209127 1.46043 ‐0.83784 0.941138 0.792529 0.877248 0.80508
rs146339960 16944939 C G 0.00158972 0.00137951 0.111716 40424 ‐0.92995 0.755845 1.51376 1.57309 0.209759 1.51659 ‐1.12381 0.700821 2.57143 2.72335 2.58299
rs78215507 16661643 C T 0.0178622 0.0172971 0.419596 40424 ‐0.13032 0.104585 1.55261 1.57291 0.209785 1.55347 ‐0.134136 0.09996 1.80069 1.83058 1.802
rs181486515 17035541 T C 0.00141145 0.00132385 0.161924 40424 ‐0.7663 0.628423 1.48696 1.57264 0.209824 1.4967 ‐0.457971 0.593269 0.595898 0.617764 0.597242
rs77409798 16662935 C T 0.0179199 0.0173579 0.420239 40424 ‐0.12988 0.104286 1.55101 1.57124 0.210027 1.55187 ‐0.133579 0.099715 1.79455 1.82432 1.79584
rs11521161 17242909 C G 0.208758 0.21019 0.848281 40424 ‐0.02907 0.023224 1.56662 1.57008 0.210195 1.56671 ‐0.00850963 0.0221682 0.147353 0.147472 0.147354
rs6475098 16948004 T G 0.763253 0.765909 0.953287 40424 0.026261 0.020986 1.56587 1.56892 0.210364 1.56596 0.0226645 0.0200729 1.27488 1.27755 1.27493
rs7854322 17200491 T G 0.198486 0.196359 0.917245 40424 ‐0.02853 0.022803 1.56513 1.56878 0.210384 1.56522 ‐0.0308299 0.0217582 2.0077 2.01405 2.00785
rs77877446 17297366 G C 0.00130292 0.00145581 0.629322 40424 ‐0.35923 0.291515 1.5185 1.56824 0.210463 1.52813 ‐0.275867 0.281813 0.95825 0.988106 0.962071
rs78187979 16661730 A G 0.017861 0.0172971 0.419801 40424 ‐0.13003 0.104557 1.54664 1.56681 0.210671 1.54749 ‐0.133895 0.0999345 1.79513 1.82488 1.79642
rs148381790 17265788 T C 0.160757 0.158754 0.966636 40424 ‐0.03024 0.024198 1.56206 1.56633 0.210741 1.56216 ‐0.0354801 0.0231497 2.34899 2.35846 2.34921
rs1538587 16943923 C G 0.736824 0.739018 0.665373 40424 0.030306 0.024246 1.56236 1.56556 0.210853 1.56245 0.018806 0.023142 0.66038 0.661423 0.660394
rs35134478 16927309 C T 0.298458 0.298598 0.809572 40424 0.026404 0.021101 1.5658 1.56377 0.211114 1.56588 0.0164503 0.0201775 0.66468 0.663974 0.664693
rs10810743 17275314 T C 0.256177 0.257591 0.831687 40424 ‐0.02731 0.021893 1.55555 1.55834 0.211908 1.55563 ‐0.00776926 0.0208677 0.138615 0.138702 0.138615
rs75061380 16518417 C T 0.00912129 0.00793225 0.494796 40424 ‐0.17598 0.142637 1.52219 1.55733 0.212057 1.52438 ‐0.273137 0.135117 4.08641 4.26766 4.10262
rs188392549 16448680 T C 0.00695421 0.00734696 0.43018 40424 0.196851 0.15634 1.58539 1.55715 0.212083 1.58741 0.178664 0.148618 1.44522 1.4163 1.44706
rs76217447 16585718 A G 0.0335303 0.0344212 0.276014 40424 0.11527 0.091961 1.5712 1.55715 0.212083 1.57177 0.0722748 0.0867043 0.694851 0.690106 0.694969
rs143301494 17265644 C T 0.160693 0.158698 0.966226 40424 ‐0.03016 0.024208 1.55221 1.55644 0.212187 1.55231 ‐0.0354198 0.0231585 2.33922 2.34864 2.33945
rs78900220 17008932 C T 0.0015319 0.00204535 0.425195 40424 0.376186 0.297955 1.59406 1.55636 0.212199 1.60487 0.467551 0.284987 2.69158 2.5856 2.72299
rs11536700 17265620 C T 0.160693 0.158698 0.966226 40424 ‐0.03016 0.024208 1.55198 1.55622 0.21222 1.55209 ‐0.0354176 0.0231585 2.33894 2.34835 2.33917
rs182988427 16512619 T C 0.000304436 0.000240164 0.17951 40424 ‐2.21083 1.97816 1.24908 1.555 0.212399 1.23241 ‐1.76318 1.63738 1.15956 1.47563 1.21374
rs190793977 17279296 T A 0.00100096 0.00113089 0.194136 40424 0.758612 0.599169 1.60303 1.55177 0.212874 1.6162 0.403336 0.559105 0.520413 0.508014 0.521881
rs115474121 17192101 G T 0.00151087 0.00136139 0.202653 40424 ‐0.69001 0.574433 1.44289 1.54938 0.213227 1.45806 ‐0.549349 0.530472 1.07244 1.14577 1.08135
rs72700122 16986321 A G 0.0119006 0.0114785 0.704201 40424 ‐0.11967 0.096836 1.52708 1.54895 0.213291 1.52839 ‐0.0811075 0.0936219 0.750528 0.75981 0.750836
rs116428559 17299225 G C 0.00129688 0.0014514 0.629834 40424 ‐0.35726 0.291955 1.49737 1.54607 0.213717 1.50676 ‐0.273804 0.282183 0.941497 0.970556 0.945194
rs181503905 17318130 A G 0.000745856 0.000915544 0.108784 40424 1.07751 0.860932 1.56641 1.54437 0.213969 1.59122 1.79004 0.823852 4.72092 4.53502 4.91727
rs10962752 16944631 A G 0.231682 0.227992 0.991258 40424 ‐0.02582 0.020805 1.54028 1.54326 0.214133 1.54036 ‐0.0249194 0.0199071 1.56698 1.57064 1.56706
rs10962751 16944588 T C 0.231672 0.227984 0.991322 40424 ‐0.02581 0.020805 1.53915 1.54213 0.214301 1.53923 ‐0.0249144 0.0199075 1.56627 1.56993 1.56635
rs10441701 16946016 G A 0.231713 0.228018 0.989773 40424 ‐0.02581 0.020806 1.53915 1.54213 0.214301 1.53923 ‐0.0249444 0.0199081 1.56996 1.57362 1.57003
rs166419 17005229 A G 0.400557 0.403365 0.975531 40424 0.022306 0.017957 1.54291 1.54211 0.214304 1.54298 0.0155322 0.0171524 0.820008 0.819604 0.820024
rs151271977 17133188 C T 0.00231959 0.00253843 0.342287 40424 0.374342 0.298286 1.57497 1.53892 0.214779 1.58142 0.316884 0.280957 1.2721 1.23579 1.27604
rs183968826 17150849 G T 0.00520392 0.00444806 0.669288 40424 ‐0.1959 0.160064 1.4979 1.53718 0.215038 1.50104 ‐0.155349 0.152252 1.0411 1.0683 1.04263
rs11791893 16946183 C A 0.231585 0.227874 0.988829 40424 ‐0.02576 0.020816 1.53131 1.53427 0.215473 1.53139 ‐0.0250157 0.0199191 1.57719 1.58089 1.57727
rs55967157 17069329 G A 0.110046 0.103509 0.926616 40424 ‐0.03647 0.029525 1.52609 1.53217 0.215787 1.52623 ‐0.0583256 0.0281 4.3083 4.34333 4.30945
rs74795809 17184707 G T 0.042468 0.0457309 0.7776 40424 0.059375 0.047828 1.54117 1.53165 0.215865 1.54151 0.075712 0.0456487 2.75088 2.72324 2.75195
rs10962786 16978118 A G 0.0145553 0.0156512 0.286702 40424 0.162152 0.130414 1.54595 1.52939 0.216204 1.54696 0.18778 0.125121 2.25236 2.2174 2.25457
rs144542149 16525129 GTAGATAAG 0.0793264 0.0773495 0.511273 40424 ‐0.05683 0.04609 1.52044 1.52893 0.216273 1.52066 ‐0.0521051 0.043463 1.43721 1.44578 1.4374
rs190026098 16526033 A G 0.00200727 0.00208433 0.292078 40424 0.437822 0.348808 1.57551 1.52771 0.216456 1.58445 0.264985 0.333464 0.631462 0.615397 0.632856
rs143437908 16653939 C T 0.00717217 0.00675936 0.370305 40424 ‐0.21853 0.17898 1.49081 1.52753 0.216484 1.49335 ‐0.152627 0.168942 0.816179 0.832676 0.816979
rs186044108 16849778 A C 0.000696611 0.000781903 0.10075 40424 1.22013 0.974036 1.56915 1.52658 0.216626 1.58362 1.20744 0.920243 1.72156 1.65034 1.73694
rs117648227 17350601 A C 0.00576991 0.0069257 0.653975 40424 0.163699 0.131654 1.54605 1.5244 0.216955 1.54837 0.200944 0.126714 2.51477 2.4587 2.5208
rs187237155 16490637 G C 0.00739716 0.00708305 0.261328 40424 ‐0.25629 0.209897 1.49092 1.523 0.217166 1.4928 ‐0.28759 0.198395 2.10129 2.16346 2.1055
rs7864554 16787477 G C 0.137104 0.146047 0.947811 40424 0.031814 0.02576 1.52526 1.52098 0.217471 1.52537 0.0313914 0.0245747 1.63173 1.62595 1.63185
rs113037155 17263087 C T 0.158882 0.156984 0.951747 40424 ‐0.03015 0.024486 1.5165 1.52062 0.217526 1.5166 ‐0.0348605 0.0234338 2.21301 2.22174 2.21322
rs2383003 16687207 T A 0.593541 0.59369 0.340151 40424 ‐0.03777 0.030623 1.52119 1.52002 0.217616 1.52126 ‐0.032637 0.029067 1.26072 1.25964 1.26077
rs4506325 16944255 T C 0.231663 0.228018 0.991777 40424 ‐0.02559 0.020807 1.51284 1.51574 0.218265 1.51292 ‐0.0246639 0.0199092 1.53468 1.53822 1.53475
esv2669502 16882532 TGGAAGATT 0.0106017 0.00972595 0.543764 40424 ‐0.14749 0.120728 1.49241 1.51511 0.218361 1.49359 ‐0.173141 0.115211 2.25847 2.30927 2.26116
rs181986282 17324021 A G 0.000439433 0.000384299 0.166787 40424 ‐1.29167 1.08508 1.41702 1.51429 0.218486 1.43248 ‐0.908109 1.04401 0.7566 0.795501 0.761078
rs55747605 16677509 T A 0.0806453 0.0822415 0.568153 40424 0.052507 0.042575 1.52093 1.51362 0.218588 1.52114 0.0334424 0.04025 0.69034 0.687701 0.690381
rs186647725 16417305 C A 0.00124061 0.000920561 0.338027 40424 ‐0.60596 0.518484 1.3659 1.512 0.218834 1.39514 ‐0.825065 0.513478 2.58186 2.9729 2.63756
rs75143555 16937666 A C 0.0200391 0.0196356 0.643921 40424 ‐0.09517 0.077874 1.49362 1.5099 0.219154 1.49437 ‐0.0516428 0.0748465 0.476077 0.479535 0.476151
rs10962635 16843773 C T 0.0290301 0.0296639 0.638917 40424 ‐0.07843 0.064083 1.49776 1.50944 0.219225 1.49827 ‐0.0594328 0.0618075 0.924634 0.931685 0.924813
rs143207605 16755057 G C 0.00795625 0.00716709 0.364879 40424 ‐0.21396 0.176328 1.47235 1.50606 0.219741 1.47445 ‐0.254372 0.166015 2.34772 2.42836 2.3534
rs10962581 16772526 T C 0.0112288 0.012553 0.242308 40424 0.19804 0.160398 1.52443 1.50601 0.219749 1.5256 0.29633 0.151613 3.82013 3.7387 3.82828
rs184805103 17169355 G C 0.000767136 0.000662834 0.160909 40424 ‐1.04359 0.889847 1.37539 1.50581 0.21978 1.40786 ‐0.989261 0.884533 1.25082 1.37582 1.26502
rs192036454 16674237 T C 0.00236022 0.00278164 0.253667 40424 0.399142 0.321696 1.53944 1.50454 0.219974 1.54626 0.493663 0.310998 2.51969 2.43209 2.53697
rs187785520 17276498 C G 0.0023114 0.0026317 0.341483 40424 0.36547 0.293951 1.5458 1.50437 0.22 1.55225 0.375063 0.276642 1.83811 1.77149 1.84821
rs148873573 16436952 G C 0.00893211 0.00785109 0.652931 40424 ‐0.14691 0.121008 1.47399 1.50204 0.220358 1.47552 ‐0.142868 0.115142 1.53958 1.57396 1.54132
rs12238596 17115493 G A 0.00226595 0.00315988 0.433572 40424 0.290526 0.234803 1.53096 1.50202 0.220361 1.5379 0.43322 0.229972 3.54869 3.43513 3.585
rs62541795 16968039 A G 0.116095 0.114748 0.955549 40424 ‐0.03398 0.027779 1.49589 1.50129 0.220473 1.49602 ‐0.0157009 0.0265571 0.349535 0.350262 0.349542
rs10962450 16490527 A T 0.00747532 0.0065455 0.614628 40424 ‐0.16796 0.138575 1.46898 1.5009 0.220533 1.471 ‐0.213888 0.131611 2.64111 2.73383 2.64804
rs187106953 16651115 T C 0.00716868 0.00675951 0.372267 40424 ‐0.21604 0.178508 1.46467 1.50046 0.220601 1.46713 ‐0.150695 0.168482 0.8 0.816021 0.800772
rs7851036 16845530 T C 0.622971 0.623261 0.745796 40424 0.025367 0.020719 1.49896 1.50007 0.220661 1.49902 0.000726684 0.0197406 0.00135509 0.00135513 0.00135509
rs187104676 16968224 A G 0.0014787 0.00110621 0.729519 40424 ‐0.36409 0.304934 1.42566 1.49984 0.220696 1.43523 ‐0.469912 0.293253 2.56773 2.7847 2.5996
rs189389629 17196383 A C 0.00171572 0.00142966 0.257897 40424 ‐0.57545 0.482229 1.42399 1.49974 0.220711 1.43039 ‐0.753787 0.4542 2.75426 2.97568 2.78187
rs1337387 16628401 A G 0.508513 0.499196 0.730555 40424 ‐0.02504 0.020446 1.49941 1.49953 0.220744 1.49947 ‐0.0279769 0.0194452 2.07002 2.07019 2.07012
rs10810677 16923857 C T 0.73184 0.727722 0.979199 40424 0.024112 0.019713 1.49616 1.49857 0.220892 1.49623 0.0103654 0.018831 0.302986 0.303246 0.302988
rs2383002 16687187 C T 0.79434 0.786347 0.757881 40424 ‐0.02992 0.024428 1.49969 1.49669 0.221181 1.49977 ‐0.0300021 0.0232649 1.66304 1.65889 1.66313
rs10810729 17125742 A G 0.164431 0.166391 0.930666 40424 ‐0.02958 0.024222 1.49171 1.49568 0.221337 1.49181 ‐0.0130959 0.023192 0.318859 0.319333 0.318863
rs7046433 16877987 A G 0.838424 0.82751 0.999201 40424 ‐0.02841 0.023214 1.49755 1.49389 0.221614 1.49764 ‐0.0418586 0.0221899 3.55842 3.54214 3.55894
rs56348592 16749265 A G 0.150321 0.157689 0.807449 40424 0.03275 0.026769 1.49676 1.49278 0.221786 1.49686 0.0267506 0.0255237 1.09845 1.09538 1.0985
rs150934887 17016625 CTTTGTTG C 0.0360953 0.0382284 0.886319 40424 0.059922 0.0489 1.5016 1.49188 0.221925 1.50194 0.0438931 0.0465562 0.888868 0.883379 0.888987
rs73417442 16518895 G A 0.0676066 0.0653032 0.553289 40424 ‐0.05814 0.047748 1.48288 1.49164 0.221962 1.48312 ‐0.0673115 0.0451975 2.21794 2.2361 2.21846
rs75856800 16601667 A G 0.0136654 0.0129511 0.372318 40424 ‐0.15851 0.131062 1.46263 1.49095 0.222069 1.46416 ‐0.179592 0.123144 2.1269 2.18268 2.13022
rs12553516 17370081 G C 0.256022 0.25761 0.834744 40424 ‐0.02666 0.021859 1.48779 1.49039 0.222156 1.48787 ‐0.00939279 0.0208469 0.203005 0.203159 0.203007
rs4961743 16737539 T C 0.87811 0.875361 0.684882 40424 ‐0.03907 0.031947 1.49556 1.49009 0.222202 1.49571 ‐0.0359515 0.0304128 1.3974 1.39142 1.39753
rs9657593 16938999 C G 0.230826 0.227728 0.974205 40424 ‐0.02561 0.021011 1.48586 1.48875 0.222411 1.48594 ‐0.0226266 0.020104 1.26669 1.2694 1.26675
rs10441700 16945955 A G 0.23254 0.228976 0.988131 40424 ‐0.02534 0.020794 1.48494 1.48775 0.222566 1.48502 ‐0.0241862 0.0198954 1.47785 1.48118 1.47792
rs192681778 16905165 T G 0.00194613 0.00217538 0.223033 40424 0.488 0.395727 1.52071 1.48598 0.222841 1.52944 0.392699 0.371879 1.11511 1.08711 1.11982
rs10962579 16772380 T C 0.01124 0.0125483 0.241959 40424 0.196715 0.160518 1.50185 1.48383 0.223176 1.50299 0.290939 0.151762 3.67515 3.59801 3.6827
rs10962467 16508227 T C 0.399122 0.385624 0.809086 40424 ‐0.02424 0.019914 1.482 1.48289 0.223323 1.48206 ‐0.0308848 0.0189532 2.65536 2.65807 2.65553
rs148200407 16947829 C T 0.00157256 0.0013604 0.112059 40424 ‐0.90679 0.758878 1.4278 1.48252 0.223381 1.43037 ‐1.10346 0.703437 2.46074 2.60406 2.4716
rs142559024 16696920 G A 0.00399895 0.00354061 0.244423 40424 ‐0.37312 0.311368 1.43599 1.48128 0.223574 1.43874 ‐0.442109 0.293246 2.27297 2.37835 2.28156
rs117865972 16817153 T A 0.00215767 0.0023858 0.138864 40424 0.596413 0.483242 1.52323 1.48115 0.223595 1.52765 0.606479 0.451453 1.80471 1.74811 1.81422
rs113373815 17053858 C T 0.0163059 0.0164139 0.54807 40424 0.113822 0.093052 1.49622 1.47897 0.223936 1.49718 0.0559541 0.088107 0.403314 0.400297 0.403382
rs10441699 16945734 T C 0.232707 0.229179 0.988622 40424 ‐0.02522 0.020783 1.47314 1.47591 0.224416 1.47322 ‐0.0240173 0.0198851 1.4588 1.46206 1.45887
rs186977798 16592122 A C 0.00954692 0.0100669 0.30779 40424 0.192164 0.15709 1.49641 1.47585 0.224425 1.49807 0.243826 0.148986 2.67834 2.61592 2.68349
rs72715979 16945172 T C 0.232722 0.229198 0.988909 40424 ‐0.02522 0.020781 1.47295 1.47572 0.224445 1.47303 ‐0.0239962 0.0198834 1.45647 1.45972 1.45654
rs10962754 16944879 A G 0.232687 0.229162 0.98919 40424 ‐0.02522 0.020783 1.47262 1.47538 0.224499 1.47269 ‐0.024006 0.0198853 1.45739 1.46064 1.45746
rs111387115 16945849 ATGTGAAAA 0.2327 0.229172 0.988504 40424 ‐0.02522 0.020784 1.47245 1.47522 0.224524 1.47253 ‐0.0240168 0.0198858 1.45863 1.46189 1.4587
rs10962753 16944700 A G 0.232651 0.229125 0.989435 40424 ‐0.02522 0.020785 1.47167 1.47444 0.224646 1.47175 ‐0.0240111 0.0198873 1.45771 1.46097 1.45778
rs12352215 16944519 A G 0.232615 0.229087 0.989712 40424 ‐0.02521 0.020788 1.47115 1.47392 0.224728 1.47123 ‐0.0240195 0.0198893 1.45843 1.4617 1.4585
rs12343043 16944440 C A 0.232599 0.22907 0.989842 40424 ‐0.02521 0.020788 1.47087 1.47364 0.224772 1.47095 ‐0.024024 0.0198902 1.45887 1.46213 1.45894
rs72715977 16944394 A G 0.232589 0.22906 0.989922 40424 ‐0.02521 0.020789 1.47061 1.47337 0.224815 1.47068 ‐0.0240245 0.0198907 1.45885 1.46212 1.45892
rs72715976 16944371 A G 0.232584 0.229056 0.989965 40424 ‐0.02521 0.020789 1.4701 1.47286 0.224895 1.47017 ‐0.0240204 0.0198909 1.45833 1.46159 1.45839
rs180897988 17248204 C A 0.000450032 0.000395193 0.164782 40424 ‐1.26396 1.0756 1.38091 1.47286 0.224895 1.39528 ‐0.894969 1.03557 0.746887 0.784426 0.751161
rs150676167 16672833 G A 0.00151116 0.00135824 0.154849 40424 ‐0.74464 0.627472 1.40833 1.47283 0.2249 1.41555 ‐0.62312 0.588944 1.11943 1.17132 1.12383
rs190148383 16852843 G A 0.000699794 0.000784299 0.102377 40424 1.18529 0.963522 1.51332 1.47234 0.224977 1.52714 1.16837 0.911178 1.64419 1.57763 1.65872
rs76691487 16602805 T G 0.0137408 0.0130363 0.370553 40424 ‐0.15735 0.130976 1.44327 1.47098 0.225191 1.44475 ‐0.178392 0.123057 2.10155 2.15622 2.10478
rs1927633 16489981 A G 0.270946 0.262674 0.999725 40424 ‐0.02391 0.019734 1.46851 1.47082 0.225216 1.46858 ‐0.028043 0.0188314 2.21762 2.22276 2.21776
rs11791875 16946061 C G 0.232637 0.229104 0.98772 40424 ‐0.02519 0.020789 1.46788 1.47064 0.225245 1.46795 ‐0.0240404 0.0198914 1.46067 1.46394 1.46073
rs191590415 16424442 A G 0.00107158 0.000858671 0.333016 40424 ‐0.61814 0.525069 1.38593 1.47008 0.225333 1.40024 ‐0.668229 0.512943 1.69712 1.84326 1.7165
rs4961755 16769812 G C 0.154166 0.161969 0.877127 40424 0.030967 0.025513 1.47325 1.4695 0.225425 1.47334 0.023011 0.0243672 0.891781 0.889614 0.891814
rs138286213 17265930 T C 0.160005 0.1582 0.963701 40424 ‐0.02938 0.024275 1.46439 1.46828 0.225617 1.46448 ‐0.0341877 0.0232241 2.16701 2.17541 2.16721
rs180990994 16492632 G C 0.000626874 0.000690841 0.101832 40424 1.27014 1.03215 1.51432 1.46547 0.226062 1.52818 1.08352 0.984393 1.21154 1.16839 1.21853
rs11789702 16942442 C A 0.231179 0.227474 0.986626 40424 ‐0.02527 0.020898 1.46218 1.46497 0.226141 1.46225 ‐0.0248569 0.0199964 1.54522 1.54886 1.5453
rs191608863 16649059 A G 0.00356151 0.00323429 0.339166 40424 ‐0.31857 0.267519 1.41805 1.46453 0.226211 1.42244 ‐0.401141 0.257918 2.41897 2.53774 2.43036
rs142387561 16809914 G A 0.0069766 0.00771375 0.327651 40424 0.214109 0.175739 1.48435 1.46211 0.226595 1.48691 0.158332 0.166758 0.901491 0.888169 0.902347
rs73415426 16440963 C T 0.00163851 0.00186813 0.11354 40424 0.731653 0.59896 1.49215 1.46153 0.226687 1.50435 0.860179 0.560944 2.35146 2.26292 2.3779
rs184013897 16440211 T C 0.00706699 0.00745803 0.425243 40424 0.19042 0.156162 1.48687 1.46124 0.226733 1.48863 0.175349 0.148426 1.39567 1.36832 1.39736
rs10962944 17249911 T A 0.25081 0.252174 0.849713 40424 ‐0.02631 0.021788 1.45834 1.46093 0.226782 1.45842 ‐0.00878753 0.02079 0.178659 0.17879 0.17866
rs184580691 17032311 C G 0.00108756 0.000830336 0.351535 40424 ‐0.64376 0.558054 1.33073 1.46005 0.226922 1.34595 ‐0.895179 0.5298 2.85493 3.29033 2.94039
rs184803094 16840757 A G 0.000223503 0.000142279 0.435361 40424 ‐1.32642 1.219 1.18401 1.45999 0.226932 1.25935 ‐1.20472 1.18196 1.03888 1.27685 1.09152
rs10810627 16786071 A C 0.13801 0.147166 0.954134 40424 0.030959 0.025591 1.46347 1.45946 0.227016 1.46357 0.0320246 0.0244112 1.72102 1.7148 1.72116
rs72715981 16946364 T G 0.232451 0.228897 0.987089 40424 ‐0.02511 0.020803 1.45652 1.45925 0.227049 1.4566 ‐0.0241298 0.0199054 1.46949 1.47279 1.46956
rs116590190 17233189 G C 0.00120939 0.00135328 0.63872 40424 ‐0.35637 0.300063 1.41051 1.45536 0.22767 1.41919 ‐0.280406 0.290522 0.931573 0.960589 0.93533
rs188975482 16730543 C A 0.00112615 0.00102137 0.1026 40424 ‐1.04169 0.885583 1.38362 1.45391 0.227902 1.38834 ‐1.02268 0.843855 1.46873 1.54977 1.47711
rs147408983 16802463 G A 0.000302002 0.000258795 0.171293 40424 ‐1.60156 1.40125 1.30634 1.45367 0.22794 1.35133 ‐1.46228 1.36754 1.14335 1.28196 1.16414
rs12349826 16879205 C T 0.00110355 0.0014005 0.199905 40424 0.630722 0.517908 1.4831 1.45319 0.228017 1.49886 0.802318 0.493256 2.64575 2.55655 2.69523
rs150075060 17111904 T A 0.00320645 0.00343047 0.183002 40424 0.418452 0.344086 1.47896 1.45239 0.228145 1.48284 0.441609 0.330593 1.78439 1.73351 1.7895
rs77983759 16640779 G A 0.0144623 0.0135577 0.3539 40424 ‐0.15639 0.13099 1.42535 1.45213 0.228186 1.42675 ‐0.180157 0.123243 2.13687 2.19227 2.14012
rs62541794 16968035 A G 0.114734 0.113403 0.95415 40424 ‐0.03361 0.02794 1.44691 1.45209 0.228193 1.44703 ‐0.0152766 0.0267082 0.32716 0.327823 0.327167
rs180931826 16818446 G C 0.00104574 0.00119264 0.38738 40424 0.498795 0.407078 1.50138 1.45193 0.228219 1.51039 0.499123 0.387553 1.65864 1.58842 1.67012
rs147244161 16929576 G T 0.00073563 0.000640924 0.263494 40424 ‐0.80913 0.695521 1.35336 1.44812 0.22883 1.36948 ‐0.883464 0.677362 1.70113 1.8539 1.72245
rs201832695 17235639 TA T 0.00102804 0.00107459 0.128895 40424 ‐0.86685 0.748539 1.34111 1.44792 0.228862 1.37343 ‐0.0532292 0.714546 0.00554933 0.00557747 0.00554976
rs1890074 16619009 C T 0.428792 0.417838 0.686115 40424 ‐0.02576 0.02142 1.44654 1.44732 0.228958 1.4466 ‐0.038066 0.0203584 3.49613 3.49974 3.49643
rs2815181 17152517 G A 0.156911 0.154468 0.932154 40424 ‐0.02995 0.024945 1.4416 1.44563 0.22923 1.4417 ‐0.0372779 0.0237835 2.45669 2.46748 2.45695
rs190698920 17391057 G A 0.00133 0.00151445 0.369071 40424 0.460276 0.375216 1.50478 1.44382 0.229522 1.51318 0.369637 0.352203 1.10145 1.06322 1.10718
rs263570 17030422 G A 0.0732287 0.0782764 0.951208 40424 0.040213 0.033406 1.44911 1.44289 0.229672 1.44928 0.0414892 0.0319376 1.68759 1.67805 1.68782
rs189544614 16625586 G A 0.00100803 0.00114637 0.165443 40424 0.767788 0.628934 1.4903 1.44143 0.229908 1.50325 0.841403 0.589048 2.04036 1.94938 2.06666
rs189025708 16603998 A G 0.00808403 0.00759287 0.38265 40424 ‐0.19813 0.166929 1.40877 1.4407 0.230026 1.41074 ‐0.156706 0.156868 0.997938 1.01888 0.998993
rs10810656 16877758 C T 0.838491 0.827679 0.999967 40424 ‐0.02789 0.023217 1.44361 1.44015 0.230115 1.4437 ‐0.0411369 0.0221931 3.43581 3.42034 3.43629
rs141306047 17279449 G A 0.000175688 0.000255998 0.143552 40424 1.77492 1.46653 1.46479 1.43996 0.230146 1.51436 2.85095 1.37673 4.28829 4.00113 4.65302
rs188017246 16865767 T C 0.00848576 0.0085885 0.344643 40424 0.193409 0.160182 1.45789 1.43921 0.230267 1.45924 0.164125 0.152543 1.15761 1.14054 1.15844
rs1927619 16450882 G C 0.438575 0.433911 0.910706 40424 ‐0.02209 0.018421 1.43841 1.43894 0.230311 1.43846 ‐0.0221497 0.0176029 1.58331 1.58403 1.58337
rs7028900 16690612 G C 0.79574 0.787821 0.757717 40424 ‐0.02935 0.024494 1.43561 1.43278 0.231311 1.43569 ‐0.0295481 0.0233273 1.60447 1.60052 1.60456
rs34597155 17253289 T A 0.249951 0.251262 0.851102 40424 ‐0.02605 0.021793 1.42924 1.43176 0.231477 1.42931 ‐0.00885788 0.020795 0.181444 0.181578 0.181445
rs148812174 16884794 T C 0.000319459 0.000490686 0.195557 40424 1.05515 0.878978 1.44103 1.43058 0.23167 1.49455 1.57387 0.88574 3.15736 3.13998 3.40479
rs112554905 16597315 G A 0.00296928 0.00332631 0.127728 40424 0.505717 0.418361 1.46121 1.42975 0.231805 1.46876 0.746206 0.397062 3.53184 3.40251 3.575
rs146698602 17266468 T G 0.00303847 0.00283858 0.182857 40424 ‐0.45796 0.389407 1.38309 1.42901 0.231926 1.38796 ‐0.495216 0.375172 1.74232 1.81727 1.7497
rs192911282 16812184 G A 0.00166135 0.00173673 0.156091 40424 0.656276 0.541222 1.47035 1.42662 0.232317 1.47581 0.434687 0.496032 0.767951 0.747516 0.77033
rs192658603 17294489 C T 0.000717262 0.000970914 0.17108 40424 0.802466 0.667851 1.44375 1.42455 0.232656 1.46888 1.67943 0.644665 6.78663 6.51182 7.32734
rs9298764 16431230 A G 0.463306 0.459375 0.90883 40424 ‐0.02186 0.01832 1.42354 1.42391 0.232761 1.42359 ‐0.0205541 0.0175091 1.37805 1.37844 1.3781
rs191709303 16608804 C T 0.00146136 0.00125646 0.233179 40424 ‐0.60093 0.515257 1.36021 1.42386 0.232769 1.36797 ‐0.607263 0.499237 1.47959 1.56461 1.48843
rs147833018 17340476 G A 0.0121024 0.0125435 0.41641 40424 0.146699 0.122122 1.443 1.42376 0.232786 1.44408 0.0655665 0.115381 0.322921 0.320504 0.322981
rs62558297 17253882 C T 0.249939 0.251256 0.851122 40424 ‐0.02598 0.021793 1.42102 1.42352 0.232825 1.42109 ‐0.00881193 0.0207948 0.179569 0.179701 0.17957
rs7856702 16785920 C G 0.137825 0.146925 0.955218 40424 0.030577 0.025597 1.427 1.42314 0.232887 1.4271 0.0317223 0.0244164 1.68798 1.68193 1.68811
rs2815185 17029428 C T 0.0737795 0.0788192 0.942793 40424 0.039961 0.033447 1.42742 1.42134 0.233183 1.42759 0.0412702 0.0319755 1.66585 1.6565 1.66608
rs139840055 17264966 G C 0.288778 0.290013 0.71536 40424 ‐0.02716 0.022805 1.41837 1.42031 0.233352 1.41843 ‐0.0134298 0.0217221 0.382238 0.382551 0.382243
rs72715970 16936061 T C 0.116372 0.115598 0.943228 40424 ‐0.03323 0.027939 1.41425 1.41927 0.233524 1.41437 ‐0.0149364 0.0267081 0.312758 0.313379 0.312764
rs77058261 16537259 C T 0.00236212 0.00227018 0.120661 40424 ‐0.62469 0.531614 1.3808 1.41841 0.233665 1.3848 ‐0.242938 0.507133 0.229481 0.232352 0.22957
rs146753984 16667930 T A 0.00169625 0.00186255 0.144747 40424 0.620216 0.515861 1.44551 1.41832 0.23368 1.45248 0.896331 0.498218 3.23666 3.10775 3.26405
rs186703913 17026019 A G 0.00367873 0.00416425 0.213934 40424 0.347025 0.288899 1.44288 1.41762 0.233796 1.44616 0.372689 0.278705 1.78814 1.74601 1.79317
rs185506717 17342743 G A 0.00504881 0.00434214 0.45795 40424 ‐0.23138 0.196979 1.37974 1.41595 0.234071 1.38271 ‐0.298172 0.189828 2.46726 2.57536 2.47657
rs10810719 17099352 C A 0.164743 0.167145 0.943064 40424 ‐0.02856 0.024035 1.4119 1.41555 0.234137 1.41199 ‐0.0110464 0.0230045 0.230576 0.230866 0.230579
rs10962655 16877368 C A 0.836852 0.825889 0.982046 40424 ‐0.02754 0.023126 1.41847 1.41513 0.234207 1.41856 ‐0.0413597 0.022106 3.50055 3.48479 3.50105
rs140196813 16508032 T C 0.000817135 0.00070488 0.341237 40424 ‐0.69401 0.605048 1.31567 1.41485 0.234253 1.32887 ‐0.604004 0.554472 1.18664 1.27617 1.19911
rs140936509 16464147 G A 0.00241072 0.00264197 0.438436 40424 0.310667 0.258186 1.44785 1.41355 0.234468 1.45298 0.259503 0.244008 1.13103 1.10038 1.13408
rs116948155 17181360 T G 0.00195671 0.00183046 0.304957 40424 ‐0.43341 0.374968 1.33599 1.41252 0.234639 1.34912 ‐0.368423 0.364311 1.0227 1.08061 1.02908
rs263546 17026724 G A 0.0783919 0.0831575 0.950404 40424 0.038738 0.032532 1.41788 1.41209 0.23471 1.41803 0.0398149 0.0310837 1.64069 1.63187 1.64089
rs34703320 17268249 A G 0.0143665 0.013345 0.555496 40424 ‐0.12053 0.102147 1.39235 1.41121 0.234856 1.39317 ‐0.0842473 0.0975269 0.746214 0.754891 0.746453
rs183805 17029570 T G 0.073687 0.0787268 0.943243 40424 0.039829 0.033458 1.4171 1.41108 0.234877 1.41727 0.0413251 0.0319862 1.66918 1.6598 1.66941
rs263545 17026601 A G 0.0784856 0.0832574 0.949076 40424 0.038693 0.032528 1.41492 1.40915 0.235198 1.41508 0.0398255 0.0310799 1.64195 1.63313 1.64216
rs113402698 16837331 G A 0.0239095 0.0231245 0.669451 40424 ‐0.08368 0.070828 1.3957 1.40868 0.235276 1.39619 ‐0.0918289 0.0676998 1.83985 1.86323 1.84069
rs190800604 16482301 T A 0.000134102 0.000211034 0.122977 40424 2.07137 1.72417 1.44329 1.40865 0.235281 1.4735 2.42663 1.69709 2.04456 1.98649 2.11049
rs183762607 16524831 G A 0.00368708 0.00305275 0.323775 40424 ‐0.33311 0.285851 1.35795 1.40761 0.235454 1.36141 ‐0.517167 0.273088 3.58637 3.82471 3.6135
rs1416747 16932926 C T 0.0484048 0.0536675 0.907692 40424 0.048745 0.04098 1.41488 1.40761 0.235454 1.41512 0.052446 0.0392251 1.78771 1.77488 1.78808
rs263600 17092350 G C 0.481299 0.491816 0.950601 40424 0.021073 0.017765 1.40707 1.40703 0.23555 1.40712 0.0306734 0.0169632 3.2697 3.26959 3.26995
rs117859318 17179918 G A 0.0018588 0.00172673 0.318973 40424 ‐0.43391 0.376516 1.32812 1.40469 0.23594 1.34128 ‐0.368138 0.365731 1.01321 1.07081 1.01957
rs17739929 16628828 T C 0.0872615 0.0914061 0.997067 40424 0.036206 0.030509 1.40831 1.40294 0.236232 1.40845 0.0445113 0.0291347 2.3341 2.32011 2.33448
rs138612407 17302443 C T 0.00109528 0.00125389 0.662791 40424 ‐0.35795 0.306948 1.35995 1.40279 0.236257 1.36854 ‐0.274182 0.296766 0.853595 0.879041 0.856958
rs2149158 16547755 A G 0.506725 0.496164 0.799049 40424 ‐0.02327 0.019656 1.4015 1.40155 0.236464 1.40156 ‐0.0276027 0.0186934 2.18036 2.1805 2.18047
rs149041636 16912716 C A 0.000929973 0.00104039 0.109535 40424 0.928526 0.777022 1.42798 1.39906 0.236881 1.45923 1.14515 0.74736 2.34782 2.23074 2.41933
rs145213970 17104801 T A 0.00037611 0.000422358 0.10629 40424 1.55073 1.30978 1.40177 1.39825 0.237017 1.4752 1.4807 1.17957 1.57574 1.48486 1.64915
rs10962456 16498201 C T 0.213588 0.205357 0.672114 40424 ‐0.03081 0.026104 1.39274 1.39573 0.23744 1.39282 ‐0.0509248 0.0248305 4.20619 4.22521 4.20683
rs147728376 17327276 C T 0.00888123 0.0091101 0.309273 40424 0.197579 0.166025 1.41623 1.39527 0.237517 1.41796 0.10798 0.156738 0.474608 0.46949 0.474787
rs145521611 17318220 G T 0.00132764 0.00150238 0.619047 40424 ‐0.33672 0.289412 1.35366 1.39474 0.237606 1.36123 ‐0.252114 0.279861 0.811533 0.834426 0.814236
rs2149156 16546782 A T 0.506425 0.495875 0.801608 40424 ‐0.02318 0.019628 1.39456 1.39461 0.237628 1.39461 ‐0.027404 0.0186681 2.15491 2.15505 2.15502
rs59047675 17218425 T G 0.208778 0.207628 0.897364 40424 ‐0.02655 0.02252 1.3895 1.39241 0.237999 1.38957 ‐0.0278792 0.0214972 1.68189 1.68652 1.68198
rs10810654 16876998 T C 0.837266 0.826329 0.983035 40424 ‐0.0273 0.023118 1.39431 1.39105 0.238228 1.39439 ‐0.0410783 0.0220986 3.45538 3.43992 3.45587
rs199734478 17219241 TC T 0.206861 0.205579 0.900412 40424 ‐0.02659 0.022578 1.38714 1.39008 0.238392 1.38722 ‐0.0279392 0.0215516 1.68062 1.68529 1.68072
rs398715 17076686 T C 0.203929 0.205825 0.892008 40424 ‐0.02689 0.022841 1.38547 1.38844 0.238669 1.38554 ‐0.0111427 0.0218289 0.260567 0.260857 0.26057
rs7043298 16651521 C T 0.34303 0.33151 0.692825 40424 ‐0.02623 0.022272 1.38688 1.38838 0.238679 1.38694 ‐0.0358189 0.0211414 2.87051 2.87607 2.87074
rs140346724 17299483 A G 0.00029871 0.000251353 0.259888 40424 ‐1.35831 1.28557 1.11638 1.38667 0.238968 1.1722 ‐0.835221 1.15633 0.521725 0.601105 0.537551
rs717267 16408826 G A 0.410606 0.406809 0.931193 40424 ‐0.02153 0.018333 1.37891 1.37967 0.240157 1.37896 ‐0.0208816 0.0175126 1.42176 1.42269 1.42181
rs10810681 16929803 A G 0.583826 0.581976 0.999252 40424 0.020757 0.017687 1.37733 1.37806 0.240432 1.37738 0.0125592 0.0168915 0.552822 0.553038 0.552829
rs116009048 16792379 T C 0.000835353 0.000651281 0.355548 40424 ‐0.69785 0.620876 1.26332 1.37708 0.240599 1.2762 ‐0.863861 0.590106 2.14303 2.41746 2.18869
rs4961531 17188182 G A 0.19847 0.196309 0.919534 40424 ‐0.0267 0.022778 1.37394 1.37693 0.240625 1.37401 ‐0.0303741 0.0217384 1.95232 1.95841 1.95246
rs112977712 16425799 T C 0.00526916 0.006073 0.471322 40424 0.197864 0.167215 1.40018 1.37679 0.240649 1.40219 0.191677 0.159637 1.4417 1.41231 1.44382
rs185658271 17000184 A G 0.000135612 0.00010205 0.340874 40424 ‐2.04754 2.14447 0.911641 1.37666 0.240671 1.04286 ‐1.21702 1.78723 0.463693 0.599525 0.498053
rs2254103 16801486 A G 0.999121 0.999002 0.227347 40424 ‐0.71202 0.594539 1.43424 1.37484 0.240982 1.45323 ‐0.326732 0.552299 0.349973 0.339562 0.351147
rs1927632 16495987 A G 0.39481 0.381588 0.777777 40424 ‐0.0238 0.020312 1.37316 1.374 0.241126 1.37321 ‐0.0305103 0.0193435 2.48784 2.49043 2.48799
rs3861709 16703100 T C 0.795059 0.787361 0.762727 40424 ‐0.02854 0.024332 1.37621 1.37357 0.241199 1.37628 ‐0.0256749 0.0231838 1.22645 1.22381 1.22651
rs147691882 16695967 T C 0.0011993 0.00134418 0.128508 40424 0.781838 0.658208 1.41093 1.37314 0.241273 1.41817 0.727951 0.625607 1.35395 1.31194 1.36137
rs9407787 17158245 T C 0.157916 0.155631 0.930591 40424 ‐0.02913 0.024903 1.36796 1.37166 0.241527 1.36805 ‐0.0359777 0.0237443 2.29587 2.30556 2.2961
rs11396785 17076720 T TA 0.203774 0.205659 0.892354 40424 ‐0.02672 0.022843 1.36849 1.37142 0.241568 1.36856 ‐0.011226 0.0218307 0.264432 0.264729 0.264435
rs116607308 16523652 G A 0.00589184 0.00586792 0.150089 40424 ‐0.34831 0.300435 1.34412 1.36987 0.241834 1.34605 ‐0.114664 0.282951 0.164223 0.165411 0.164249
rs148889135 16635977 GGTTT G 0.0124724 0.0113417 0.377287 40424 ‐0.15613 0.134452 1.3484 1.36986 0.241836 1.34951 ‐0.187516 0.128332 2.13503 2.18599 2.13788
rs149679544 17124029 T G 0.00638916 0.00722958 0.798691 40424 0.139026 0.117924 1.38991 1.3698 0.241846 1.39143 0.100249 0.112175 0.798663 0.787767 0.799168
rs10120433 16921275 C T 0.730299 0.72597 0.98429 40424 0.022984 0.019655 1.36737 1.36944 0.241908 1.36743 0.00943932 0.0187725 0.252836 0.253031 0.252838
rs4128606 17197318 A G 0.154439 0.152004 0.932974 40424 ‐0.02927 0.025069 1.36287 1.3666 0.242397 1.36296 ‐0.0364318 0.0239052 2.32262 2.33262 2.32286
rs10810720 17099511 T C 0.161363 0.164177 0.915652 40424 ‐0.02865 0.024576 1.35941 1.36287 0.243041 1.3595 ‐0.00846442 0.023532 0.129383 0.129505 0.129384
rs199701441 16498142 C CAT 0.215043 0.206922 0.672305 40424 ‐0.03032 0.026032 1.35658 1.35943 0.243636 1.35665 ‐0.0499122 0.024762 4.06296 4.08084 4.06355
rs142587299 17340651 G A 0.00128058 0.00099745 0.622431 40424 ‐0.38999 0.343162 1.29152 1.35802 0.243881 1.29966 ‐0.358505 0.330678 1.17538 1.24245 1.18253
rs7042230 17283132 G A 0.247393 0.248895 0.852143 40424 ‐0.02543 0.02184 1.35526 1.35761 0.243952 1.35533 ‐0.00770509 0.0208364 0.136745 0.136833 0.136745
rs139109717 17284641 TTTCTC T 0.247392 0.248895 0.852078 40424 ‐0.02542 0.021841 1.35449 1.35684 0.244086 1.35456 ‐0.00769992 0.0208372 0.13655 0.136639 0.136551
rs35177222 16518609 T TG 0.367908 0.353731 0.96392 40424 ‐0.02158 0.018544 1.3544 1.35551 0.244317 1.35445 ‐0.035114 0.0176709 3.94859 3.9553 3.94898
rs187263479 16675760 T A 0.00207696 0.00215242 0.173164 40424 0.524785 0.445149 1.3898 1.35454 0.244486 1.39464 0.363669 0.424133 0.735208 0.719083 0.736591
rs75459540 17180529 A G 0.0434256 0.0467332 0.771155 40424 0.055426 0.04751 1.36097 1.35314 0.24473 1.36124 0.072548 0.0453518 2.55894 2.53439 2.55985
rs1340821 16725034 T C 0.113542 0.117983 0.77026 40424 0.036053 0.030944 1.35743 1.35303 0.244749 1.35754 0.0209532 0.0294525 0.50612 0.504909 0.506134
rs150951053 17055530 C G 0.00109838 0.00103834 0.458999 40424 ‐0.4579 0.40291 1.29156 1.3523 0.244876 1.30062 ‐0.410969 0.389613 1.11263 1.16672 1.11912
rs10962848 17065565 A T 0.110336 0.104059 0.926351 40424 ‐0.0342 0.029469 1.34726 1.35227 0.244882 1.34737 ‐0.0558101 0.0280487 3.95912 3.98982 3.96009
rs140658587 16656092 A C 0.000676228 0.000519164 0.184621 40424 ‐1.22304 1.13076 1.16986 1.35178 0.244967 1.19617 ‐1.45799 1.03606 1.98033 2.4335 2.06304
rs4612477 16877254 C G 0.838655 0.827934 0.986879 40424 ‐0.02707 0.023259 1.35494 1.35178 0.244967 1.35502 ‐0.0404603 0.0222335 3.31163 3.29695 3.31208
rs11790341 16637265 C T 0.342544 0.331161 0.69549 40424 ‐0.02583 0.022232 1.34951 1.35095 0.245112 1.34957 ‐0.0345074 0.0211103 2.67199 2.67696 2.67219
rs34256131 17291263 A G 0.247386 0.248897 0.85179 40424 ‐0.02537 0.021845 1.34853 1.35086 0.245128 1.34859 ‐0.0076537 0.0208408 0.13487 0.134956 0.13487
rs10963017 17299342 T C 0.247385 0.248901 0.851644 40424 ‐0.02536 0.021847 1.34718 1.3495 0.245366 1.34724 ‐0.00762828 0.0208427 0.133951 0.134037 0.133951
rs35884270 17299017 G A 0.247385 0.248901 0.851648 40424 ‐0.02536 0.021847 1.3469 1.34922 0.245415 1.34696 ‐0.00762744 0.0208426 0.133922 0.134008 0.133923
rs139349672 16807639 G A 0.00686945 0.00762373 0.333376 40424 0.205255 0.175467 1.36834 1.34869 0.245507 1.37049 0.160909 0.166467 0.934348 0.920376 0.935259
rs12377081 17291973 C T 0.247224 0.248725 0.852071 40424 ‐0.02534 0.021845 1.34594 1.34826 0.245583 1.346 ‐0.00774467 0.020841 0.138092 0.138182 0.138093
rs943742 16551240 C T 0.413391 0.402371 0.72156 40424 ‐0.02443 0.021048 1.34744 1.34825 0.245584 1.34749 ‐0.0346555 0.0199998 3.00258 3.00592 3.0028
rs17828423 17297694 C T 0.247222 0.248726 0.851975 40424 ‐0.02534 0.021847 1.34507 1.34739 0.245735 1.34513 ‐0.00773103 0.0208422 0.13759 0.137679 0.13759
rs10963015 17296529 C T 0.247221 0.248724 0.85199 40424 ‐0.02533 0.021846 1.34473 1.34705 0.245795 1.34479 ‐0.00773502 0.0208421 0.137734 0.137823 0.137735
rs151159431 16886880 C T 0.00103187 0.000911601 0.13816 40424 ‐0.90607 0.795897 1.29601 1.34677 0.245844 1.30288 ‐0.729908 0.757057 0.929562 0.967894 0.932676
rs1953106 17303067 T C 0.247386 0.248915 0.851427 40424 ‐0.02532 0.02185 1.34248 1.34479 0.246191 1.34254 ‐0.0075618 0.0208452 0.131595 0.131678 0.131595
rs10963019 17303726 A T 0.247386 0.248915 0.85142 40424 ‐0.02532 0.021851 1.34231 1.34463 0.246219 1.34238 ‐0.00756013 0.0208453 0.131535 0.131619 0.131536
rs2095156 17284805 T C 0.247019 0.248481 0.852602 40424 ‐0.0253 0.021845 1.34117 1.34348 0.246421 1.34123 ‐0.00781841 0.0208415 0.140727 0.140819 0.140727
rs13287407 17310822 T C 0.247422 0.248958 0.85126 40424 ‐0.0253 0.021852 1.34102 1.34333 0.246448 1.34108 ‐0.00752834 0.0208463 0.130419 0.130502 0.13042
rs17755748 17303255 C T 0.247224 0.248741 0.85174 40424 ‐0.0253 0.02185 1.34077 1.34308 0.246492 1.34083 ‐0.00765925 0.020845 0.135011 0.135098 0.135012
rs3808791 17305508 A T 0.247225 0.248743 0.851729 40424 ‐0.02529 0.02185 1.34017 1.34248 0.246597 1.34024 ‐0.00765167 0.0208451 0.134743 0.134829 0.134743
rs10963025 17311944 T G 0.247422 0.248958 0.851238 40424 ‐0.0253 0.021852 1.34013 1.34244 0.246604 1.34019 ‐0.00752445 0.0208465 0.130281 0.130363 0.130282
rs61565870 17312793 A C 0.24726 0.248785 0.851547 40424 ‐0.02528 0.021852 1.33804 1.34034 0.246974 1.3381 ‐0.00761586 0.0208463 0.133468 0.133554 0.133469
rs4961757 16773921 T A 0.156052 0.164402 0.883932 40424 0.0293 0.02528 1.34329 1.34005 0.247025 1.34336 0.0246976 0.024143 1.04647 1.04375 1.04652
rs13292846 16746533 T C 0.871708 0.868621 0.683313 40424 ‐0.03625 0.031284 1.34282 1.33829 0.247336 1.34293 ‐0.0345861 0.0298031 1.34673 1.34121 1.34684
rs1999032 16416995 T C 0.470969 0.466889 0.86902 40424 ‐0.02161 0.018691 1.33697 1.33727 0.247516 1.33702 ‐0.020641 0.0178651 1.33491 1.33523 1.33495
rs79013222 16455071 A C 0.00329667 0.00397035 0.278707 40424 0.313297 0.26896 1.35686 1.33622 0.247702 1.35975 0.22192 0.253533 0.766164 0.75523 0.767215
rs73417477 16553182 T C 0.0602331 0.060653 0.45478 40424 ‐0.0638 0.055375 1.3273 1.33617 0.247711 1.32754 ‐0.0516189 0.0523398 0.972641 0.978796 0.972767
rs114391726 16450868 G A 0.00330596 0.00399088 0.281251 40424 0.311016 0.26706 1.35628 1.33598 0.247744 1.35919 0.217726 0.251783 0.747768 0.737349 0.748772
rs150960920 17310716 C G 0.00130281 0.00117475 0.237247 40424 ‐0.60795 0.535641 1.28821 1.33519 0.247884 1.29172 ‐0.255784 0.499031 0.262719 0.267578 0.262922
rs16935340 17118007 T C 0.111975 0.106673 0.933599 40424 ‐0.03359 0.029121 1.3301 1.33494 0.247928 1.3302 ‐0.0471617 0.0276867 2.90159 2.92038 2.9021
rs139376119 17313415 C CT 0.247361 0.248897 0.851171 40424 ‐0.02522 0.021854 1.33201 1.33429 0.248043 1.33207 ‐0.00757494 0.0208483 0.132013 0.132097 0.132013
rs7022248 17058894 T C 0.968769 0.968613 0.371207 40424 0.095349 0.082863 1.32406 1.333 0.248272 1.32437 0.0638408 0.079047 0.652266 0.656028 0.652338
rs10738436 16546478 T C 0.502032 0.490917 0.796226 40424 ‐0.02275 0.019702 1.33276 1.33283 0.248302 1.33281 ‐0.0282021 0.018736 2.26574 2.26599 2.26586
rs35380246 16498123 T C 0.21471 0.206598 0.672391 40424 ‐0.03002 0.026044 1.32901 1.33178 0.248489 1.32908 ‐0.0499377 0.0247737 4.06327 4.08119 4.06386
rs405039 17076950 C A 0.2039 0.205844 0.891417 40424 ‐0.02633 0.022847 1.32856 1.33136 0.248563 1.32863 ‐0.0108374 0.0218345 0.246357 0.246624 0.246359
rs12056996 16492629 T C 0.159927 0.15233 0.778342 40424 ‐0.03148 0.027336 1.32634 1.33011 0.248786 1.32642 ‐0.0468839 0.0259946 3.25298 3.27039 3.25346
rs3122360 17168226 T C 0.159805 0.157669 0.928779 40424 ‐0.02851 0.024782 1.32319 1.32667 0.249398 1.32327 ‐0.0348451 0.0236288 2.17471 2.18354 2.17491
rs112210902 16442167 C T 0.00529793 0.00609001 0.469787 40424 0.194088 0.167197 1.34754 1.32544 0.249618 1.3494 0.186066 0.159629 1.35867 1.33176 1.36054
rs7021182 16447809 A T 0.470354 0.46657 0.895888 40424 ‐0.0212 0.018443 1.32193 1.32215 0.250207 1.32197 ‐0.0193179 0.0176258 1.20121 1.20143 1.20125
rs199891071 17189488 G GT 0.0331865 0.0351999 0.581075 40424 0.071994 0.062391 1.33155 1.32205 0.250224 1.33192 0.0771203 0.059616 1.67345 1.65728 1.674
rs62543577 16902060 T C 0.0358733 0.0357376 0.520454 40424 0.075194 0.065213 1.32953 1.32114 0.250388 1.32982 0.0449243 0.0621524 0.522451 0.519859 0.522494
rs10963022 17310385 G C 0.246856 0.248345 0.852154 40424 ‐0.02509 0.021854 1.31844 1.32069 0.250468 1.3185 ‐0.00768465 0.0208497 0.135846 0.135934 0.135847
rs190268633 16470611 C G 0.00129177 0.00146975 0.198123 40424 0.590492 0.507072 1.35609 1.31929 0.25072 1.36477 0.736834 0.478039 2.37581 2.2704 2.40184
rs1890642 16943455 G A 0.235483 0.232589 0.985136 40424 ‐0.02383 0.020773 1.31647 1.31878 0.250811 1.31653 ‐0.0220928 0.0198752 1.2356 1.23811 1.23565
rs144166918 17394994 C T 0.00655232 0.00741743 0.687664 40424 0.145389 0.125696 1.33789 1.31844 0.250872 1.33933 0.108555 0.119311 0.827829 0.816235 0.828389
rs141406508 16928639 C T 0.000335136 0.000381557 0.127637 40424 1.38598 1.1859 1.3659 1.31704 0.251124 1.43395 0.816489 1.15181 0.502507 0.484299 0.511677
rs149345857 16751250 C T 0.00640329 0.0062824 0.349683 40424 0.219117 0.189734 1.33372 1.31497 0.251497 1.33477 ‐0.00348828 0.178221 0.000383092 0.000383203 0.000383092
rs201273267 16650554 TA T 0.0547535 0.0552282 0.46058 40424 ‐0.06584 0.057629 1.30522 1.31428 0.251621 1.30548 ‐0.0545712 0.0544891 1.00301 1.00982 1.00316
rs7030528 16831748 A G 0.199717 0.207715 0.647006 40424 0.030885 0.026915 1.31677 1.3141 0.251654 1.31684 0.0408433 0.02553 2.55941 2.55132 2.55964
rs186917535 17041924 A G 0.0014438 0.00153302 0.223727 40424 0.5665 0.488806 1.34316 1.31349 0.251764 1.34777 0.211445 0.451665 0.219161 0.216087 0.219301
rs10962849 17068280 G A 0.110566 0.104297 0.927738 40424 ‐0.03365 0.029418 1.30817 1.31296 0.251859 1.30828 ‐0.055505 0.0280007 3.92939 3.9597 3.93034
rs10756838 16926091 T C 0.7247 0.71955 0.974745 40424 0.022358 0.01953 1.31057 1.31243 0.251955 1.31062 0.00821795 0.0186614 0.193927 0.194052 0.193928
rs191067243 16916350 G C 0.00162386 0.00174916 0.119149 40424 0.690176 0.595435 1.34354 1.31231 0.251977 1.34853 0.569131 0.569785 0.997706 0.972288 1.00037
rs1001300 16925830 C T 0.724334 0.719143 0.976205 40424 0.022333 0.019511 1.31017 1.31202 0.252029 1.31022 0.0080747 0.0186435 0.187584 0.187704 0.187585
rs263589 17086917 G A 0.167535 0.170328 0.936525 40424 ‐0.0274 0.023969 1.30649 1.3097 0.252449 1.30656 ‐0.00884016 0.0229367 0.148545 0.148692 0.148546
rs76154398 17183499 A G 0.042485 0.0457092 0.780091 40424 0.05474 0.047697 1.31713 1.30961 0.252465 1.31738 0.0726757 0.0455387 2.54694 2.52232 2.54785
rs263588 17086846 T C 0.167555 0.170345 0.936443 40424 ‐0.02739 0.023969 1.30594 1.30915 0.252549 1.30602 ‐0.00887257 0.0229369 0.149634 0.149784 0.149635
rs263587 17086629 G T 0.167535 0.170329 0.936524 40424 ‐0.02738 0.023969 1.3053 1.3085 0.252666 1.30537 ‐0.0088277 0.0229367 0.148127 0.148274 0.148128
rs381306 17017284 C A 0.412165 0.403733 0.99409 40424 ‐0.0204 0.017844 1.30646 1.30716 0.252909 1.30651 ‐0.0209564 0.0170315 1.51402 1.51505 1.51407
rs148636868 16524125 G GT 0.00595777 0.00593849 0.149157 40424 ‐0.33909 0.299459 1.28222 1.30593 0.253133 1.28396 ‐0.11148 0.282153 0.156108 0.1572 0.156131
rs148388310 16705641 T C 0.00144355 0.001653 0.348976 40424 0.421937 0.364595 1.33929 1.30591 0.253137 1.34693 0.439666 0.34299 1.64318 1.58157 1.65392
rs182107496 17005835 T C 0.00147248 0.00155887 0.355296 40424 0.424073 0.365595 1.34549 1.30536 0.253236 1.35373 0.237391 0.35246 0.453638 0.442234 0.454547
rs10963069 17372689 C G 0.260729 0.263058 0.831762 40424 ‐0.02483 0.02175 1.30285 1.30491 0.253318 1.30291 ‐0.00459448 0.0207392 0.0490784 0.0490961 0.0490785
rs10810726 17124420 T C 0.162898 0.165218 0.937698 40424 ‐0.02762 0.024209 1.30156 1.30481 0.253336 1.30164 ‐0.0105465 0.0231733 0.207128 0.207378 0.20713
rs1411432 16728532 A C 0.174367 0.179596 0.632299 40424 0.033075 0.028928 1.30725 1.30411 0.253464 1.30733 0.0224504 0.0274548 0.668665 0.667251 0.668684
rs140163162 16758335 C T 0.00676211 0.00685893 0.355171 40424 0.208175 0.180738 1.32666 1.30405 0.253475 1.32805 0.0590959 0.168829 0.122523 0.121771 0.122537
rs60918910 16477978 C T 0.00255782 0.00256466 0.170727 40424 0.488301 0.422188 1.33772 1.30279 0.253704 1.34251 0.216907 0.395011 0.301529 0.296784 0.301768
0 16890709 TA T 0.0174125 0.0160388 0.637069 40424 ‐0.09814 0.086447 1.28886 1.30244 0.253768 1.28941 ‐0.129998 0.0826997 2.47095 2.51434 2.47289
rs200463104 16512478 A ACG 0.0738686 0.0720578 0.543149 40424 ‐0.05247 0.046096 1.29562 1.30237 0.253781 1.29579 ‐0.0561021 0.0435778 1.65741 1.66832 1.65767
rs6651523 16706020 A C 0.0271674 0.026304 0.565695 40424 ‐0.08273 0.072836 1.29023 1.30226 0.253801 1.29061 ‐0.0873261 0.0692422 1.59055 1.60951 1.59118
rs139154401 17088839 G A 0.000204132 0.000168974 0.137732 40424 ‐2.3938 2.28246 1.09994 1.30084 0.25406 1.13921 ‐2.63137 2.14215 1.50891 1.89356 1.58946
rs2149162 16464560 A T 0.396856 0.388591 0.877413 40424 ‐0.02176 0.019095 1.29914 1.29991 0.25423 1.29918 ‐0.0269425 0.0182105 2.18893 2.19098 2.18905
rs185320458 16671299 A C 0.00152161 0.00136477 0.12001 40424 ‐0.76088 0.681412 1.24686 1.29958 0.25429 1.25306 ‐0.697296 0.657703 1.12402 1.17068 1.12903
rs1981224 16880465 A G 0.837895 0.827155 0.980274 40424 ‐0.02647 0.023218 1.29963 1.29667 0.254822 1.2997 ‐0.040067 0.0221919 3.25976 3.24547 3.26019
rs192471560 16478856 G A 0.00185813 0.00169867 0.171915 40424 ‐0.5857 0.522365 1.25718 1.2965 0.254854 1.26137 ‐0.647034 0.498139 1.68714 1.75812 1.69312
rs138964001 16793520 C T 0.0058211 0.00608762 0.327632 40424 0.232111 0.202297 1.31647 1.29571 0.254998 1.31819 0.0953022 0.188541 0.255502 0.253157 0.255568
rs263578 17035123 G A 0.074951 0.0800185 0.933427 40424 0.038126 0.033428 1.30088 1.29561 0.255017 1.30102 0.040663 0.0319567 1.6191 1.61017 1.61931
rs180746807 17083004 G A 0.00670478 0.00767427 0.789343 40424 0.13205 0.115251 1.31276 1.29491 0.255145 1.31406 0.100065 0.109844 0.829872 0.818631 0.830393
rs181070819 17086500 C T 0.00670484 0.00767429 0.789314 40424 0.132043 0.115253 1.31257 1.29473 0.255178 1.31387 0.100056 0.109845 0.829704 0.818465 0.830224
rs149261767 16967164 C G 0.00150113 0.00128191 0.112141 40424 ‐0.86831 0.77714 1.24838 1.29403 0.255307 1.2504 ‐1.09558 0.721057 2.30858 2.44193 2.31864
rs188333417 16458217 T C 0.00442554 0.00464245 0.12577 40424 0.413305 0.359631 1.32077 1.29114 0.255838 1.32389 0.35473 0.339617 1.09098 1.06673 1.09341
rs151137722 17249993 T C 0.00252204 0.00260393 0.235451 40424 0.40325 0.350409 1.32434 1.29023 0.256006 1.32905 0.204797 0.333446 0.37722 0.370718 0.3776
rs150763815 16692270 T A 0.00221073 0.00209731 0.158089 40424 ‐0.53023 0.478881 1.22596 1.29014 0.256022 1.24927 ‐0.353166 0.457761 0.595223 0.618046 0.599905
rs1029016 16656909 A C 0.944817 0.944757 0.445855 40424 0.066148 0.05852 1.27766 1.2866 0.256675 1.27791 0.0631407 0.0553201 1.30273 1.31295 1.30298
rs10962871 17100733 A T 0.162142 0.164611 0.944842 40424 ‐0.02733 0.024137 1.28205 1.28523 0.256929 1.28212 ‐0.00924325 0.0231056 0.160035 0.160204 0.160036
rs2153272 16890517 C T 0.8375 0.826646 0.995324 40424 ‐0.0263 0.023209 1.28451 1.28162 0.257598 1.28458 ‐0.0410473 0.02218 3.42489 3.40955 3.42536
rs80008362 17210770 T C 0.0301574 0.0286868 0.710019 40424 ‐0.06943 0.061609 1.27004 1.28043 0.257819 1.27038 ‐0.0651849 0.0589323 1.22345 1.23505 1.22376
rs1601737 17099776 A G 0.162195 0.164679 0.94491 40424 ‐0.02727 0.024133 1.27713 1.2803 0.257843 1.27721 ‐0.00914559 0.0231022 0.156718 0.156882 0.156719
rs10120002 16535015 T C 0.0553113 0.0553783 0.490615 40424 ‐0.06243 0.05536 1.27175 1.28017 0.257867 1.27199 ‐0.058739 0.0524671 1.25337 1.26268 1.25359
rs141207795 16611687 A C 0.000908699 0.00115677 0.133029 40424 0.793114 0.69525 1.30133 1.27885 0.258113 1.3098 1.47229 0.672627 4.79116 4.5896 4.88783
rs147326232 16705611 G A 0.000784745 0.000670047 0.122232 40424 ‐1.13987 1.04891 1.18095 1.27601 0.258642 1.19919 ‐1.27599 1.02308 1.55551 1.73981 1.58222
rs180911311 16875656 C A 0.000323698 0.000294763 0.147595 40424 ‐1.4857 1.37698 1.16415 1.27537 0.258762 1.19711 ‐1.2884 1.34193 0.921807 1.00572 0.935844
rs190281385 16427222 G T 0.000462892 0.000362198 0.214116 40424 ‐1.09417 1.005 1.18533 1.27215 0.259364 1.20198 ‐1.16133 0.981254 1.40071 1.53138 1.41747
rs16934678 16446253 G A 0.00429082 0.00506542 0.259645 40424 0.279529 0.246095 1.29017 1.27208 0.259377 1.29234 0.238759 0.231465 1.06402 1.04774 1.06568
rs187694883 17336330 C T 0.00607632 0.00576183 0.536853 40424 ‐0.177 0.158611 1.24537 1.2705 0.259673 1.24706 ‐0.151424 0.152365 0.987692 1.00875 0.988749
rs148797760 17177155 C G 0.0430099 0.0462787 0.77651 40424 0.053728 0.047545 1.27701 1.26988 0.259789 1.27724 0.0710896 0.0453951 2.45242 2.42932 2.45326
rs75119737 17176886 A G 0.0430089 0.0462767 0.776491 40424 0.053704 0.047546 1.27583 1.2687 0.260011 1.27606 0.0710799 0.0453963 2.45161 2.42853 2.45245
rs141648421 16652458 A AATAAAGA 0.0529531 0.0530948 0.460735 40424 ‐0.06581 0.058655 1.25886 1.26771 0.260197 1.25911 ‐0.0599975 0.0554689 1.16995 1.17883 1.17016
rs59379949 16652450 C T 0.0529533 0.0530951 0.460746 40424 ‐0.0658 0.058654 1.25863 1.26748 0.26024 1.25888 ‐0.0599934 0.0554681 1.16982 1.17871 1.17003
rs9886876 16648221 C G 0.45296 0.44392 0.698756 40424 ‐0.02369 0.021055 1.26648 1.26698 0.260334 1.26652 ‐0.0316334 0.0200064 2.50007 2.50169 2.50022
rs2632540 17116517 A G 0.165401 0.168112 0.932242 40424 ‐0.02713 0.024134 1.26378 1.26686 0.260357 1.26386 ‐0.0086219 0.0230933 0.13939 0.139526 0.139391
rs10122316 16923558 G C 0.724996 0.7208 0.944779 40424 0.022356 0.019878 1.26488 1.26672 0.260383 1.26493 0.00930323 0.0189976 0.239811 0.239991 0.239812
rs141793209 16798760 T C 0.00301552 0.00331107 0.195136 40424 0.394813 0.347841 1.28831 1.26411 0.260875 1.2908 0.370494 0.324807 1.3011 1.27157 1.30423
rs112844622 17003179 G A 0.00124562 0.00172174 0.494974 40424 0.34524 0.303638 1.2928 1.26346 0.260997 1.30021 0.441282 0.291103 2.29795 2.21005 2.32183
rs71504840 17165660 A G 0.0159607 0.0148823 0.649367 40424 ‐0.09985 0.089399 1.24752 1.26279 0.261124 1.24811 ‐0.0704218 0.0851982 0.68321 0.690457 0.683398
rs56082838 16927041 T TAAG 0.724361 0.718987 0.959922 40424 0.0221 0.019682 1.26084 1.26261 0.261158 1.26089 0.00737376 0.0188055 0.153748 0.153837 0.153749
rs10962862 17088668 A G 0.16129 0.163669 0.940919 40424 ‐0.0272 0.024252 1.25763 1.26072 0.261515 1.2577 ‐0.00956033 0.023215 0.169593 0.169777 0.169594
rs111888408 16916757 C T 0.00197428 0.00171921 0.289052 40424 ‐0.43475 0.394948 1.21172 1.26032 0.261591 1.21565 ‐0.33303 0.378183 0.775469 0.80281 0.777342
rs117163179 16669437 T G 0.00924775 0.00865837 0.514801 40424 ‐0.14682 0.131953 1.238 1.25894 0.261852 1.23904 ‐0.161243 0.126545 1.62359 1.66078 1.62558
rs189828528 16799659 A C 0.000681175 0.000825566 0.280038 40424 0.661064 0.577772 1.3091 1.25886 0.261867 1.32236 0.645011 0.545083 1.40026 1.33666 1.41684
rs190713694 16745594 C A 0.00166346 0.00233254 0.553341 40424 0.286487 0.253281 1.2794 1.25624 0.262364 1.28305 0.344953 0.243712 2.0034 1.9466 2.01269
rs10962916 17225378 T A 0.203653 0.205306 0.850085 40424 ‐0.02615 0.023376 1.2514 1.2539 0.262809 1.25146 ‐0.00641986 0.0223196 0.0827333 0.0827839 0.0827335
rs7044658 16519571 T C 0.376749 0.362875 0.999945 40424 ‐0.02029 0.018136 1.25189 1.25281 0.263016 1.25193 ‐0.0320098 0.0172931 3.42628 3.43133 3.42657
rs10756761 16546099 T G 0.503473 0.492809 0.795739 40424 ‐0.02206 0.019714 1.25213 1.25219 0.263135 1.25217 ‐0.0272223 0.0187435 2.10934 2.10953 2.10944
rs77258363 17097068 G T 0.160866 0.163282 0.942817 40424 ‐0.02708 0.024245 1.248 1.25107 0.263348 1.24807 ‐0.00935317 0.0232077 0.162426 0.1626 0.162427
rs10810674 16923235 A G 0.711934 0.707184 0.909806 40424 0.022381 0.020043 1.24698 1.24871 0.263799 1.24702 0.00754676 0.0191479 0.155338 0.155428 0.155339
rs10511633 17161527 G T 0.15439 0.151984 0.94333 40424 ‐0.02785 0.024955 1.24534 1.24858 0.263824 1.24541 ‐0.0361529 0.0237995 2.30754 2.31744 2.30777
rs59583788 16707027 C T 0.0278573 0.0269597 0.616768 40424 ‐0.0765 0.068765 1.23766 1.24831 0.263876 1.23799 ‐0.0739989 0.0654274 1.27918 1.29222 1.27956
rs149011247 17216095 C T 0.00164716 0.00136578 0.453482 40424 ‐0.38193 0.350172 1.18961 1.24759 0.264013 1.19668 ‐0.32622 0.338513 0.928688 0.974329 0.932908
rs117104033 17307749 C T 0.000980299 0.000844619 0.182065 40424 ‐0.80246 0.738949 1.17929 1.2471 0.264107 1.18709 ‐0.84066 0.705729 1.41894 1.52112 1.43075
rs10810712 17067364 A G 0.0756282 0.0728428 0.733701 40424 ‐0.04308 0.03867 1.24119 1.2469 0.264145 1.24133 ‐0.0454803 0.0370903 1.50358 1.51273 1.50378
rs149747608 16745938 A G 0.000668389 0.000868512 0.174193 40424 0.803886 0.709254 1.28465 1.24596 0.264326 1.30109 1.00292 0.673333 2.21858 2.10954 2.2651
rs183034949 16662476 G C 0.00201938 0.00194781 0.109997 40424 ‐0.66311 0.602617 1.21083 1.24496 0.264517 1.21475 ‐0.553947 0.584991 0.896682 0.922449 0.898184
rs143230425 17325479 G A 0.00591001 0.00673387 0.762057 40424 0.140885 0.125376 1.26271 1.24464 0.264579 1.26404 0.105823 0.119143 0.788904 0.777914 0.789431
rs117048281 17239607 A G 0.0138468 0.0148916 0.359962 40424 0.135412 0.120862 1.25525 1.24385 0.26473 1.25589 0.149151 0.114761 1.68912 1.66652 1.69025
rs186027964 16893881 T A 0.00376999 0.00351757 0.283324 40424 ‐0.30587 0.27813 1.20942 1.24332 0.264832 1.21403 ‐0.286179 0.266573 1.1525 1.18869 1.15629
rs183634109 17040460 G A 0.00378139 0.0037304 0.311385 40424 ‐0.28445 0.25788 1.21663 1.24176 0.265132 1.21836 ‐0.175162 0.247419 0.501203 0.509019 0.501513
rs4961722 16529174 T C 0.383325 0.37095 0.794277 40424 ‐0.02264 0.020328 1.23997 1.24077 0.265323 1.24001 ‐0.0284312 0.0193234 2.16482 2.16716 2.16494
rs7875154 16677221 A G 0.0817721 0.0832767 0.589011 40424 0.046462 0.041626 1.24585 1.2404 0.265394 1.24599 0.0294429 0.0393395 0.560148 0.558203 0.560176
rs187572702 16994172 C A 0.000433703 0.000458113 0.186097 40424 ‐0.99138 0.920999 1.15867 1.23968 0.265533 1.18757 ‐0.597141 0.914739 0.426146 0.443743 0.429598
rs149198308 17170744 G A 0.000156948 0.000189478 0.454508 40424 1.17088 0.984732 1.41379 1.23844 0.265772 1.50833 0.294259 0.905229 0.105668 0.101578 0.106258
rs190880935 16858956 T C 0.000556652 0.00066177 0.128768 40424 1.00983 0.889505 1.28885 1.23825 0.265809 1.31781 1.14117 0.869849 1.72112 1.63852 1.77472
rs141516055 16706375 C T 0.00231142 0.0030348 0.388031 40424 0.291582 0.259889 1.25876 1.2367 0.266108 1.26198 0.387927 0.249634 2.41486 2.34046 2.4268
rs72717037 16493197 T C 0.0246251 0.0239245 0.409705 40424 ‐0.09795 0.088513 1.22469 1.23621 0.266203 1.22514 ‐0.0440385 0.0851121 0.267721 0.269087 0.267742
rs61022457 16469202 TC T 0.402341 0.39698 0.737777 40424 ‐0.02301 0.020706 1.23529 1.23589 0.266265 1.23533 ‐0.0302467 0.019755 2.34425 2.34616 2.34438
rs57977037 16469194 GAA G 0.402351 0.396993 0.73781 40424 ‐0.02301 0.020705 1.23456 1.23516 0.266406 1.2346 ‐0.0302308 0.0197543 2.34194 2.34385 2.34207
rs201739499 16469191 AGT A 0.402351 0.396993 0.737816 40424 ‐0.023 0.020705 1.23408 1.23467 0.266501 1.23412 ‐0.0302264 0.0197542 2.34128 2.34319 2.34142
rs139078783 17265490 C G 0.276693 0.278327 0.843387 40424 ‐0.02357 0.02123 1.23271 1.23446 0.266541 1.23276 ‐0.00643479 0.0202136 0.10134 0.101388 0.10134
rs73414320 17002972 T C 0.00123548 0.00170741 0.497413 40424 0.341797 0.304175 1.26267 1.2342 0.266592 1.26977 0.437768 0.291705 2.25218 2.16652 2.2752
rs6475052 16428625 C T 0.413937 0.410651 0.929169 40424 ‐0.02036 0.018332 1.23338 1.23399 0.266632 1.23342 ‐0.0196166 0.0175228 1.25325 1.25398 1.25329
rs10962587 16780091 G A 0.00637102 0.0070839 0.225114 40424 0.245969 0.220143 1.24839 1.23186 0.267046 1.24975 0.357414 0.208563 2.93674 2.86674 2.94406
rs139601378 17334626 G A 0.00590922 0.00672757 0.759993 40424 0.140363 0.125598 1.24893 1.23113 0.267187 1.25023 0.105115 0.119354 0.775636 0.764911 0.776146
rs190633173 16526393 T C 0.00103148 0.00116015 0.182392 40424 0.672835 0.597583 1.26771 1.22937 0.26753 1.27723 0.708139 0.559529 1.60174 1.53501 1.6172
rs191536499 17327272 C A 0.0135638 0.0126988 0.730031 40424 ‐0.1 0.090776 1.2135 1.22794 0.267808 1.21419 ‐0.0842059 0.0864445 0.948877 0.960969 0.949285
rs10114576 16819159 T C 0.17498 0.1776 0.569679 40424 0.033867 0.030541 1.22966 1.22652 0.268085 1.22973 0.0575293 0.0288696 3.97098 3.95059 3.97168
rs186903491 16523373 G A 0.00426844 0.00394814 0.274772 40424 ‐0.29375 0.268234 1.19933 1.22629 0.26813 1.20121 ‐0.267897 0.255892 1.09603 1.12364 1.09767
rs36020058 16456063 C CT 0.471432 0.46719 0.874238 40424 ‐0.02072 0.018713 1.22571 1.22592 0.268202 1.22575 ‐0.021375 0.0178665 1.43131 1.4316 1.43136
rs10810724 17110021 A T 0.163322 0.165846 0.936872 40424 ‐0.02672 0.024191 1.21979 1.22273 0.268826 1.21986 ‐0.00938437 0.0231526 0.16429 0.164466 0.164292
rs183206697 16747157 G A 0.00041542 0.00047091 0.113803 40424 1.30143 1.16482 1.24831 1.22173 0.269021 1.27211 1.17458 1.11644 1.10686 1.05904 1.11894
rs191471796 17111362 G T 0.00671172 0.00765855 0.782655 40424 0.12888 0.115827 1.23809 1.22166 0.269035 1.23925 0.0960479 0.110382 0.757142 0.747317 0.757577
rs188543153 17371061 A G 0.00961174 0.0100284 0.288239 40424 0.183143 0.164539 1.23892 1.22129 0.269108 1.23998 0.185165 0.154956 1.4279 1.40212 1.42949
rs78123315 17361894 G C 0.0166815 0.016045 0.798307 40424 ‐0.08474 0.077094 1.20806 1.22088 0.269188 1.20863 ‐0.0553793 0.0737293 0.564176 0.569075 0.564297
rs76515750 17359460 T C 0.0166813 0.0160448 0.798316 40424 ‐0.08473 0.077094 1.20795 1.22077 0.26921 1.20852 ‐0.0553814 0.0737293 0.564219 0.569119 0.564341
rs79216454 17200351 T G 0.0400896 0.0428596 0.773497 40424 0.054837 0.049495 1.22749 1.22038 0.269286 1.22773 0.0702831 0.0472035 2.21694 2.196 2.21768
rs145222693 17365694 A G 0.0117216 0.0112673 0.491106 40424 ‐0.13059 0.119069 1.20294 1.21802 0.26975 1.20365 ‐0.138555 0.113704 1.48488 1.50993 1.48592
rs140871437 16936961 A T 0.000627791 0.000615243 0.318573 40424 ‐0.70038 0.653833 1.14746 1.21669 0.270011 1.15962 ‐0.533229 0.616423 0.748289 0.787361 0.753933
rs12056994 16492516 T C 0.159733 0.15238 0.776971 40424 ‐0.03009 0.027331 1.21183 1.21512 0.27032 1.2119 ‐0.0448004 0.0260003 2.96898 2.98414 2.96939
rs10118463 16512728 C A 0.0710213 0.0692036 0.541897 40424 ‐0.05164 0.046998 1.20754 1.21385 0.270571 1.2077 ‐0.0577901 0.0444556 1.68987 1.70158 1.69016
rs147821667 16575320 A G 0.00991245 0.00944584 0.453362 40424 ‐0.14855 0.136045 1.19224 1.2132 0.270699 1.19325 ‐0.086295 0.128223 0.452938 0.458371 0.453105
rs7868980 16964597 C G 0.255847 0.260295 0.979604 40424 0.022137 0.020109 1.21187 1.21023 0.271287 1.21192 0.0152938 0.0192099 0.633846 0.633073 0.633858
rs10810718 17097885 A C 0.161333 0.163845 0.944622 40424 ‐0.02657 0.024188 1.20664 1.20956 0.271419 1.2067 ‐0.00877939 0.0231535 0.143779 0.143923 0.14378
rs7866044 16650555 A T 0.0550609 0.0556194 0.458544 40424 ‐0.06308 0.057571 1.20063 1.2086 0.27161 1.20085 ‐0.0519465 0.0544303 0.910815 0.916681 0.910935
rs4493994 17116057 G A 0.163616 0.166211 0.938112 40424 ‐0.02651 0.024148 1.20526 1.20814 0.271701 1.20532 ‐0.00887193 0.0231131 0.14734 0.147489 0.147341
rs12378519 17089302 C G 0.161311 0.163824 0.945164 40424 ‐0.02654 0.024179 1.20464 1.20754 0.27182 1.2047 ‐0.00881774 0.0231445 0.145151 0.145297 0.145151
rs7024707 16511935 A G 0.073286 0.0715284 0.534468 40424 ‐0.05109 0.046643 1.19995 1.20606 0.272114 1.2001 ‐0.0540137 0.0440684 1.50229 1.51183 1.50251
rs1016100 17120267 T C 0.16284 0.165376 0.938724 40424 ‐0.02653 0.024198 1.20218 1.20506 0.272313 1.20224 ‐0.00917421 0.0231593 0.156923 0.157087 0.156924
rs71327875 16923822 A AG 0.72562 0.720309 0.977498 40424 0.021439 0.019548 1.20285 1.20449 0.272426 1.2029 0.00661336 0.0186768 0.125384 0.125449 0.125384
rs10962904 17209945 C A 0.199348 0.198152 0.897615 40424 ‐0.02515 0.022938 1.20175 1.2042 0.272484 1.2018 ‐0.0267901 0.0218818 1.49894 1.50302 1.49902
rs181448078 17032990 C A 0.00484167 0.00518804 0.523974 40424 0.190673 0.172183 1.2263 1.20387 0.27255 1.22785 0.13746 0.160639 0.732235 0.720276 0.732843
rs141794942 17247453 C T 0.0059381 0.00675366 0.780181 40424 0.136509 0.123619 1.21943 1.20234 0.272854 1.22066 0.100759 0.117565 0.734528 0.724654 0.734984
rs182925466 17036789 T A 0.000388425 0.000358555 0.150956 40424 ‐1.22606 1.16831 1.10129 1.20201 0.27292 1.14959 ‐0.915185 1.14257 0.641584 0.688616 0.655213
rs146655066 16983858 C T 0.000573793 0.000528261 0.100832 40424 ‐1.32813 1.23711 1.15257 1.19996 0.27333 1.16002 ‐1.48502 1.17905 1.58635 1.68324 1.59974
rs189177845 16513425 C T 0.00103022 0.0011541 0.183639 40424 0.663862 0.597095 1.23614 1.19865 0.273592 1.2453 0.679444 0.559137 1.47662 1.41639 1.49
rs112975785 16965478 G C 0.255602 0.26004 0.981194 40424 0.022024 0.020108 1.19962 1.198 0.273722 1.19967 0.0152512 0.0192093 0.630359 0.629591 0.630371
rs10810730 17126944 G A 0.163892 0.166495 0.93245 40424 ‐0.02646 0.024213 1.19435 1.19719 0.273884 1.19442 ‐0.00884733 0.0231759 0.145731 0.145877 0.145732
c9_pos16887034 16897034 G A 4.60978E‐05 0.000284293 0.692263 28728 0.934723 0.883383 1.11961 1.19685 0.273952 1.19316 2.00721 0.867585 5.35258 5.71007 7.38368
rs10810732 17127373 A T 0.16171 0.164588 0.926028 40424 ‐0.02667 0.024414 1.19321 1.19607 0.274109 1.19327 ‐0.00765392 0.0233751 0.107216 0.107309 0.107217
rs77567586 16499044 T C 0.0071433 0.00783204 0.102838 40424 0.341553 0.310323 1.2114 1.19362 0.274601 1.21365 0.546191 0.293431 3.46479 3.37398 3.48258
rs188345200 17213805 G T 0.000337849 0.0004375 0.17037 40424 1.16158 1.0317 1.26763 1.19275 0.274776 1.28766 1.04317 0.961634 1.17676 1.11458 1.2014
rs10962875 17113551 G A 0.16279 0.16533 0.938232 40424 ‐0.02639 0.024203 1.18898 1.19181 0.274965 1.18904 ‐0.00915691 0.023165 0.156255 0.156418 0.156256
rs10738472 17185100 C T 0.993224 0.992794 0.366091 40424 ‐0.18891 0.171848 1.20841 1.19107 0.275114 1.2094 ‐0.0924598 0.162582 0.323415 0.320599 0.323501
rs182354808 16488824 T C 0.00070297 0.000786736 0.21635 40424 0.712714 0.63451 1.26169 1.19088 0.275152 1.28412 0.460779 0.623464 0.546213 0.526034 0.550518
rs10810731 17127007 T C 0.164011 0.166633 0.932189 40424 ‐0.02638 0.02421 1.18766 1.19048 0.275233 1.18773 ‐0.00874812 0.0231731 0.142515 0.142656 0.142516
rs72715992 16965149 G A 0.25577 0.260201 0.980437 40424 0.021942 0.020105 1.19114 1.18954 0.275422 1.19118 0.0152067 0.019206 0.626895 0.626134 0.626907
rs10119249 16513466 C G 0.0720895 0.0701968 0.538461 40424 ‐0.05098 0.046865 1.18344 1.18947 0.275436 1.18359 ‐0.0564428 0.0442967 1.62358 1.63444 1.62385
rs4961505 16924415 A C 0.724542 0.719119 0.976886 40424 0.021265 0.019523 1.18649 1.18808 0.275717 1.18653 0.00686823 0.0186506 0.135614 0.135688 0.135615
rs10738443 16614533 T C 0.951769 0.951918 0.428454 40424 0.069216 0.063756 1.17864 1.18746 0.275843 1.1789 0.0764864 0.0602688 1.61058 1.62643 1.61104
rs137874213 17160728 A G 0.00920338 0.00923535 0.75537 40424 0.11576 0.105592 1.20187 1.18632 0.276073 1.20276 0.0303496 0.0999736 0.0921582 0.0917501 0.0921634
rs138293078 16418684 G A 0.00340185 0.00404079 0.300536 40424 0.283631 0.258433 1.20451 1.18442 0.276458 1.20676 0.154342 0.242345 0.405602 0.400958 0.405913
rs184841975 16694922 G C 0.00222437 0.00261661 0.287564 40424 0.343249 0.312091 1.20964 1.18403 0.276537 1.21407 0.422365 0.302318 1.95186 1.88727 1.96271
rs140145645 17231847 C G 0.00595967 0.00677376 0.781179 40424 0.135052 0.123344 1.19885 1.18219 0.276911 1.20005 0.100346 0.117288 0.731962 0.722142 0.732415
rs1337389 16650880 G C 0.513042 0.505083 0.687255 40424 ‐0.02299 0.021163 1.17993 1.17998 0.27736 1.17997 ‐0.0257786 0.0200906 1.64639 1.64648 1.64645
rs10756769 16614210 T A 0.95189 0.952045 0.42995 40424 0.068939 0.063718 1.17061 1.17935 0.277488 1.17086 0.0764781 0.0602401 1.61177 1.62766 1.61223
rs10738442 16614330 A G 0.951761 0.951905 0.428763 40424 0.068924 0.063725 1.16983 1.17855 0.277651 1.17008 0.076149 0.0602411 1.59787 1.61353 1.59832
rs186871573 16629232 C T 0.000545093 0.000556255 0.137282 40424 1.09387 0.984161 1.23538 1.17855 0.277651 1.24546 0.306855 0.942546 0.105989 0.104335 0.106076
rs76148101 16651183 C T 0.000896568 0.00099768 0.121277 40424 0.868074 0.787156 1.21616 1.17834 0.277694 1.22462 0.856149 0.737734 1.34679 1.29631 1.35867
rs7870730 16649932 T C 0.0568769 0.0575814 0.459431 40424 ‐0.06126 0.056624 1.17054 1.17806 0.277751 1.17074 ‐0.0493351 0.0535099 0.850048 0.85521 0.850148
rs117496215 16930394 G T 0.000373792 0.000541424 0.272254 40424 0.804248 0.73057 1.21187 1.17802 0.277759 1.22838 0.780274 0.710425 1.20631 1.17291 1.22408
rs188728004 16617457 T C 0.000677681 0.000528325 0.185892 40424 ‐1.12183 1.10403 1.0325 1.17787 0.27779 1.05273 ‐1.31314 1.00159 1.71884 2.06972 1.7812
rs187694451 16603533 C T 0.000826466 0.000788926 0.154346 40424 ‐0.83187 0.788618 1.11271 1.17718 0.277931 1.12731 ‐0.398074 0.781529 0.25944 0.267533 0.259924
rs149351557 16458702 A G 0.000391615 0.000481665 0.119553 40424 1.24979 1.14387 1.19377 1.17592 0.278188 1.23016 1.44624 1.07019 1.82624 1.73614 1.88465
rs201240903 16456062 T TC 0.470822 0.466662 0.872179 40424 ‐0.02029 0.018737 1.17305 1.17325 0.278734 1.17309 ‐0.0209712 0.0178884 1.37437 1.37465 1.37441
rs12379538 17343840 C G 0.249807 0.251777 0.846072 40424 ‐0.02365 0.021857 1.17037 1.17222 0.278946 1.17042 ‐0.00607397 0.020854 0.0848334 0.0848758 0.0848336
rs201977553 16512901 A AG 0.071476 0.0695506 0.542611 40424 ‐0.05063 0.046882 1.16607 1.17197 0.278997 1.16621 ‐0.0567712 0.0443226 1.64061 1.65167 1.64088
rs141997977 17173092 C T 0.00040123 0.000443071 0.103377 40424 1.39956 1.28529 1.18572 1.17134 0.279126 1.23197 1.38113 1.1691 1.39562 1.31529 1.44457
rs78435784 16512908 A C 0.0714754 0.0695508 0.542602 40424 ‐0.05061 0.046882 1.16514 1.17104 0.279188 1.16529 ‐0.0567504 0.0443228 1.63939 1.65044 1.63966
rs10962861 17087885 C T 0.161551 0.164128 0.948091 40424 ‐0.02604 0.02412 1.16529 1.16806 0.2798 1.16536 ‐0.00847468 0.0230894 0.134716 0.134847 0.134717
rs192277873 16821867 G A 0.000724859 0.000826068 0.174022 40424 0.786009 0.71277 1.21606 1.16661 0.280099 1.22979 0.983623 0.673545 2.13267 2.01823 2.17571
rs138170678 16536960 A T 0.00239405 0.00272941 0.120992 40424 0.517865 0.475834 1.18447 1.16647 0.280128 1.18769 0.760137 0.454535 2.79672 2.71135 2.81318
rs10962879 17126446 A G 0.183753 0.185526 0.900287 40424 ‐0.02548 0.023626 1.16293 1.16544 0.28034 1.16299 ‐0.011679 0.0225943 0.267184 0.267519 0.267187
rs201949964 17401922 T TA 0.648386 0.650197 0.528407 40424 0.027116 0.025134 1.16393 1.16522 0.280386 1.16397 0.0294884 0.0239513 1.51581 1.51808 1.51587
rs7045736 17196000 A T 0.0399452 0.04266 0.776148 40424 0.053606 0.049525 1.1716 1.16496 0.280439 1.17181 0.0687817 0.0472397 2.11998 2.10036 2.12066
rs192829902 16983769 C G 0.000828086 0.000712739 0.508097 40424 ‐0.47459 0.454711 1.08936 1.16413 0.280611 1.10151 ‐0.324325 0.44976 0.519995 0.546746 0.522568
rs116867297 16613067 G C 0.0246073 0.0244948 0.270255 40424 ‐0.11831 0.110312 1.15029 1.16228 0.280993 1.15071 ‐0.0522651 0.104266 0.251268 0.252573 0.251288
rs192304868 16934268 A G 0.00305514 0.00271527 0.3184 40424 ‐0.3201 0.301535 1.12691 1.16175 0.281103 1.12962 ‐0.336131 0.287418 1.36769 1.42103 1.37194
rs183731741 17141018 G A 0.00921927 0.00923809 0.754275 40424 0.114575 0.105624 1.17667 1.16158 0.281138 1.17752 0.0283755 0.100014 0.0804942 0.0801606 0.0804982
rs77567435 16555571 T C 0.00806675 0.00888735 0.106058 40424 0.314531 0.289883 1.17729 1.16113 0.281231 1.17884 0.574742 0.271739 4.47344 4.35289 4.49563
rs145296862 17211883 C T 0.022163 0.0244995 0.370963 40424 0.101238 0.093608 1.16967 1.1608 0.2813 1.17007 0.187918 0.0889348 4.4647 4.38692 4.47027
rs184058883 17392138 G C 0.00164476 0.00178428 0.141282 40424 0.596573 0.547237 1.18844 1.16059 0.281343 1.19164 0.504197 0.519956 0.940303 0.916613 0.942682
rs189482344 16682095 C T 0.00116276 0.00104427 0.207535 40424 ‐0.62732 0.597248 1.10325 1.15877 0.281721 1.11121 ‐0.582839 0.589182 0.978584 1.03775 0.984926
rs111523248 17098137 C T 0.0222644 0.0237666 0.865787 40424 0.067135 0.062136 1.16739 1.15865 0.281746 1.16773 0.0728494 0.059154 1.51665 1.50056 1.51723
rs188489086 16930549 G A 0.000808575 0.000583524 0.51856 40424 ‐0.51936 0.499702 1.08023 1.15756 0.281972 1.09326 ‐0.682091 0.495013 1.89868 2.12843 1.93903
rs10118467 16512763 C T 0.0717699 0.0699579 0.544694 40424 ‐0.05007 0.046659 1.15155 1.15732 0.282022 1.15169 ‐0.0560299 0.0441244 1.61244 1.62316 1.6127
rs184801182 16958370 A C 0.000896146 0.0010189 0.10568 40424 0.87752 0.808139 1.17907 1.15711 0.282066 1.18742 1.25844 0.786248 2.56179 2.46242 2.59558
rs10810733 17127664 T C 0.163931 0.166598 0.930999 40424 ‐0.02603 0.024227 1.15419 1.15689 0.282111 1.15425 ‐0.0084107 0.0231898 0.131544 0.131669 0.131545
rs139981985 16790034 G C 0.0049551 0.00552648 0.16122 40424 0.31234 0.288717 1.17033 1.15646 0.282201 1.17256 0.379482 0.27667 1.88129 1.84562 1.88648
rs199835422 17345387 A ATAGT 0.307146 0.311825 0.838761 40424 ‐0.02216 0.020625 1.15395 1.15528 0.282447 1.15399 ‐0.00735991 0.0196759 0.139918 0.139984 0.139919
rs185780178 17239658 C T 0.00107747 0.00102419 0.436001 40424 ‐0.4362 0.41415 1.1093 1.15499 0.282507 1.11559 ‐0.407676 0.400806 1.03458 1.08185 1.04011
rs7026798 16427378 T C 0.430771 0.427249 0.949924 40424 ‐0.01935 0.018021 1.15312 1.15357 0.282803 1.15315 ‐0.0193343 0.0172299 1.25918 1.25978 1.25922
rs263637 17020111 C A 0.41436 0.406213 0.984879 40424 ‐0.01908 0.017818 1.14725 1.1478 0.28401 1.14728 ‐0.0201005 0.0170083 1.39665 1.39753 1.3967
rs148245397 17203617 C T 0.0434899 0.0437182 0.782838 40424 ‐0.0521 0.048771 1.14126 1.14775 0.284021 1.14143 ‐0.0617504 0.0465878 1.75686 1.77172 1.75726
rs35889406 16618556 T C 0.0323081 0.0304056 0.497525 40424 ‐0.07581 0.071093 1.1372 1.14662 0.284258 1.13754 ‐0.0457026 0.0681349 0.449928 0.45276 0.449978
rs78069924 17209625 G A 0.0393308 0.0420263 0.785805 40424 0.053194 0.049561 1.152 1.14551 0.284491 1.15221 0.0680902 0.0472861 2.07349 2.05446 2.07415
rs142956201 16654932 G A 0.000903816 0.00113107 0.130887 40424 0.763479 0.708136 1.16241 1.14231 0.285165 1.16933 1.42055 0.683842 4.3152 4.13432 4.39508
rs113873680 16539092 G C 0.0534514 0.0535325 0.504381 40424 ‐0.05908 0.055477 1.13428 1.14149 0.285338 1.13448 ‐0.0531963 0.0525521 1.02466 1.03167 1.02482
rs139037659 17070608 T C 0.00570619 0.00630959 0.69489 40424 0.143401 0.133312 1.15709 1.14068 0.285509 1.15824 0.146524 0.127194 1.32705 1.30237 1.32857
rs10124550 16512748 A G 0.0718408 0.0700561 0.545018 40424 ‐0.04965 0.046612 1.13458 1.14022 0.285606 1.13472 ‐0.0553697 0.0440857 1.57742 1.58778 1.57767
rs191201777 17158988 A G 0.00381667 0.00425095 0.319075 40424 0.25351 0.23556 1.1582 1.13996 0.285661 1.16035 0.404096 0.22562 3.20784 3.09981 3.22246
rs147379737 16500644 A C 0.000948662 0.000886154 0.220902 40424 ‐0.66051 0.637992 1.07184 1.13956 0.285745 1.0814 ‐0.309308 0.610153 0.256983 0.26502 0.2575
rs36063154 17348541 T G 0.249187 0.251147 0.846462 40424 ‐0.02332 0.021872 1.13667 1.13844 0.285982 1.13671 ‐0.00582518 0.0208688 0.0779154 0.0779528 0.0779155
rs141263772 17254988 A T 0.00125046 0.00117661 0.484136 40424 ‐0.38368 0.366881 1.09365 1.13707 0.286272 1.0991 ‐0.387875 0.353923 1.20107 1.25752 1.20779
rs28555116 16513482 T A 0.0718986 0.0700389 0.53944 40424 ‐0.04981 0.046872 1.12916 1.13478 0.286758 1.1293 ‐0.0554997 0.0443044 1.56923 1.57955 1.56948
rs145967140 16611837 TG T 0.935435 0.934698 0.432045 40424 0.058301 0.054899 1.1278 1.13446 0.286826 1.12796 0.0478899 0.0519391 0.850158 0.855006 0.850248
rs16934886 16649604 A G 0.0570011 0.0577743 0.45333 40424 ‐0.06038 0.056884 1.12666 1.1337 0.286987 1.12684 ‐0.0450667 0.0537579 0.702794 0.706642 0.702862
rs201775711 17237271 TTA T 0.154333 0.154277 0.788304 40424 ‐0.02877 0.027053 1.13094 1.13364 0.287 1.131 ‐0.0311047 0.0258677 1.44589 1.45056 1.44598
rs193099293 17101231 A C 0.00163967 0.00148552 0.160751 40424 ‐0.59826 0.571336 1.09645 1.13358 0.287013 1.10106 ‐0.878821 0.555585 2.50207 2.66132 2.52589
rs190409925 17179102 C T 0.0418118 0.0448622 0.794489 40424 0.05091 0.047689 1.13961 1.13355 0.287019 1.1398 0.0673886 0.0455498 2.18877 2.16909 2.18944
rs141843759 16966562 C T 0.255158 0.259508 0.983817 40424 0.021413 0.020102 1.13463 1.13313 0.287109 1.13467 0.0148081 0.0192046 0.594554 0.593848 0.594565
rs200110806 17237263 AT A 0.153755 0.153663 0.789838 40424 ‐0.02878 0.027073 1.13035 1.13306 0.287124 1.13041 ‐0.0312283 0.025888 1.45512 1.45985 1.45521
rs1337390 16650641 T C 0.51079 0.503124 0.68976 40424 ‐0.0225 0.02114 1.13266 1.13272 0.287196 1.1327 ‐0.024979 0.0200653 1.54974 1.54984 1.5498
rs7036453 16732735 C T 0.0511868 0.0520065 0.819709 40424 ‐0.04599 0.043342 1.12616 1.13207 0.287334 1.12631 ‐0.0363557 0.0414099 0.770793 0.77484 0.770864
rs10962538 16678789 A C 0.0462227 0.0463376 0.621101 40424 ‐0.05641 0.053193 1.12458 1.131 0.287562 1.12474 ‐0.0695608 0.0506659 1.88494 1.90139 1.88542
rs10756767 16614086 A G 0.951897 0.952046 0.429632 40424 0.067534 0.063735 1.12274 1.13095 0.287573 1.12298 0.0757255 0.0602587 1.57923 1.59464 1.57967
rs189958092 17074969 A G 0.00558848 0.00617188 0.679455 40424 0.145995 0.136317 1.14703 1.13078 0.287609 1.14816 0.14759 0.130028 1.28838 1.26475 1.28981
rs117460891 16507720 T C 0.035938 0.0358302 0.44854 40424 ‐0.07518 0.07103 1.12037 1.12923 0.28794 1.12064 ‐0.0771577 0.0674041 1.31035 1.32335 1.31072
rs60917775 16614653 T TA 0.950825 0.950891 0.42384 40424 0.067129 0.063462 1.11891 1.12698 0.28842 1.11914 0.0738528 0.0599876 1.51569 1.52995 1.51609
rs117227218 17254027 T A 0.00209547 0.00244241 0.517777 40424 0.267921 0.249572 1.15245 1.12636 0.288553 1.15576 0.264658 0.236981 1.24722 1.21099 1.25117
rs181898366 17126782 C G 0.00015698 0.000107515 0.264386 40424 ‐2.18696 2.44394 0.800758 1.1263 0.288566 0.887236 ‐2.2954 2.17811 1.1106 1.65229 1.29092
rs10962864 17091464 C T 0.160717 0.1633 0.946352 40424 ‐0.02563 0.024193 1.12243 1.12506 0.288832 1.12249 ‐0.00828302 0.0231587 0.127923 0.128045 0.127924
rs10962580 16772436 G A 0.00171334 0.00175026 0.112919 40424 0.648525 0.605384 1.1476 1.12465 0.288919 1.15229 0.524147 0.586028 0.799964 0.781664 0.801661
rs189085961 17160487 T G 0.000593219 0.000715548 0.630192 40424 ‐0.43679 0.419173 1.08581 1.12433 0.288988 1.0946 ‐0.339614 0.408147 0.692368 0.714957 0.695916
c9_pos17042255 17052255 G A 0.159023 0.161326 0.994111 40424 ‐0.02516 0.023768 1.12078 1.12335 0.289198 1.12083 ‐0.00981697 0.0227813 0.185694 0.185904 0.185695
rs112488789 17284942 C A 0.0149147 0.0158789 0.324746 40424 0.132756 0.124775 1.13202 1.122 0.289488 1.13257 0.153064 0.116938 1.71331 1.68924 1.71454
rs71513270 16855628 C T 0.014535 0.0128976 0.67063 40424 ‐0.09878 0.093773 1.10973 1.12171 0.289551 1.1102 ‐0.164344 0.0893614 3.38227 3.45993 3.38651
rs10119184 16513002 G A 0.0715485 0.0696537 0.543282 40424 ‐0.04941 0.046819 1.11379 1.1193 0.290069 1.11392 ‐0.0558291 0.0442639 1.59082 1.60138 1.59108
rs142123484 16725068 T C 0.00124193 0.00148049 0.230866 40424 0.515974 0.480915 1.15111 1.11808 0.290332 1.15688 0.551462 0.44641 1.52603 1.47092 1.53864
rs4961754 16759972 C T 0.151239 0.159403 0.826925 40424 0.027886 0.02635 1.12 1.11744 0.29047 1.12005 0.0289766 0.0251613 1.32626 1.32225 1.32634
rs187434668 16897322 C T 0.00192725 0.00160265 0.39351 40424 ‐0.35435 0.341137 1.07895 1.11682 0.290604 1.08389 ‐0.38824 0.331771 1.36938 1.43339 1.37446
rs2050617 16638460 A T 0.482095 0.473327 0.663041 40424 ‐0.02284 0.021612 1.11646 1.11665 0.290641 1.1165 ‐0.0282627 0.0205119 1.89852 1.89907 1.8986
rs148322141 16956524 C T 0.00395721 0.00386376 0.623793 40424 ‐0.1868 0.178946 1.08973 1.11571 0.290844 1.09187 ‐0.0699292 0.171436 0.166385 0.168195 0.166435
rs188567070 17198027 G A 0.00112757 0.000938034 0.219179 40424 ‐0.64679 0.624769 1.07175 1.11556 0.290877 1.07777 ‐0.870561 0.602232 2.08964 2.2503 2.11293
rs34657596 16611832 AT A 0.935369 0.934618 0.431661 40424 0.057785 0.054893 1.10815 1.11464 0.291076 1.10831 0.0473597 0.0519315 0.83168 0.836368 0.831767
rs7024639 16779024 C G 0.00819215 0.00892621 0.276302 40424 0.189146 0.178119 1.12765 1.11188 0.291674 1.12846 0.248282 0.167432 2.19894 2.15359 2.20298
rs10962819 17017514 C G 0.0405165 0.0424535 0.922337 40424 0.048069 0.045464 1.11787 1.11184 0.291682 1.11805 0.0301129 0.0433061 0.483511 0.481389 0.483544
rs13283891 17338197 G A 0.247909 0.249816 0.845821 40424 ‐0.02309 0.021914 1.10971 1.11143 0.291771 1.10975 ‐0.00606115 0.020911 0.0840153 0.0840576 0.0840155
rs10122434 16513120 T A 0.0715421 0.0696545 0.543155 40424 ‐0.04924 0.046822 1.10595 1.1114 0.291778 1.10608 ‐0.0556304 0.0442676 1.57925 1.58969 1.5795
rs34601815 17049208 C A 0.289117 0.292948 0.969641 40424 0.020584 0.019518 1.11217 1.11098 0.291869 1.11221 0.024286 0.0186556 1.69471 1.692 1.69479
c9_pos17012219 17022219 C T 0.374473 0.364584 0.997129 40424 ‐0.0191 0.018129 1.10965 1.11042 0.291991 1.10968 ‐0.0245029 0.017308 2.00422 2.00648 2.00432
rs142065717 16712981 G A 0.000850974 0.000757234 0.305125 40424 ‐0.61496 0.598329 1.05635 1.10986 0.292112 1.06292 ‐0.602391 0.563197 1.14403 1.21306 1.1528
rs11787736 16963900 C G 0.253789 0.257527 0.979141 40424 0.021272 0.020181 1.11102 1.10955 0.29218 1.11106 0.0135178 0.0192778 0.491696 0.491158 0.491703
rs141271259 17393392 C G 0.00053332 0.000624844 0.54597 40424 0.519558 0.482739 1.15836 1.10954 0.292182 1.16964 0.457915 0.44762 1.04652 0.992071 1.05784
rs181637991 17155897 G A 0.000583048 0.000817447 0.146205 40424 0.802663 0.761242 1.11179 1.109 0.292299 1.13646 1.93806 0.768236 6.36423 6.31886 7.1976
rs12376973 17352810 T G 0.249895 0.252016 0.845561 40424 ‐0.023 0.021864 1.10667 1.10837 0.292437 1.10671 ‐0.00526033 0.0208588 0.0635988 0.0636263 0.0635989
rs10963030 17321039 T G 0.248428 0.250459 0.842653 40424 ‐0.02306 0.021938 1.10527 1.10698 0.292739 1.10531 ‐0.00532662 0.0209283 0.0647788 0.0648075 0.064779
rs10756770 16614212 C T 0.950952 0.951016 0.425628 40424 0.066459 0.063393 1.09908 1.10693 0.29275 1.0993 0.073167 0.0599322 1.49042 1.50434 1.49081
rs7048805 16552309 C T 0.0566231 0.0569017 0.475198 40424 ‐0.05842 0.055701 1.0999 1.10672 0.292796 1.10008 ‐0.0515996 0.0526932 0.958923 0.965147 0.959052
rs7028503 16512237 G C 0.0717692 0.0699943 0.544709 40424 ‐0.04894 0.046653 1.1004 1.10579 0.292999 1.10053 ‐0.0548768 0.0441145 1.54744 1.55751 1.54768
rs7028666 16512388 G A 0.0717696 0.0699948 0.544743 40424 ‐0.04894 0.046651 1.10033 1.10572 0.293014 1.10046 ‐0.0548721 0.0441132 1.54727 1.55734 1.54751
rs17829280 17324158 G C 0.248289 0.250318 0.843009 40424 ‐0.02305 0.021937 1.10396 1.10567 0.293025 1.104 ‐0.0053139 0.0209274 0.0644758 0.0645043 0.064476
rs1930638 17366105 T A 0.998642 0.998686 0.260308 40424 0.501152 0.489373 1.04872 1.1054 0.293084 1.05826 0.48349 0.476883 1.0279 1.0922 1.03557
rs7044580 16512260 T C 0.0717689 0.0699944 0.544715 40424 ‐0.04893 0.046653 1.09996 1.10535 0.293095 1.10009 ‐0.054865 0.0441143 1.54679 1.55686 1.54703
rs112247807 16555175 CCTGA C 0.0566114 0.0568882 0.476624 40424 ‐0.05831 0.055641 1.09817 1.10497 0.293178 1.09835 ‐0.0520757 0.0526447 0.978497 0.984915 0.978631
rs201519140 16536515 A AT 0.00159322 0.00127933 0.388512 40424 ‐0.42277 0.414089 1.04238 1.10383 0.293427 1.04895 ‐0.507073 0.385175 1.7331 1.87417 1.75215
rs10810755 17321712 T C 0.248392 0.250428 0.8427 40424 ‐0.02302 0.021938 1.10138 1.10309 0.293589 1.10142 ‐0.00529485 0.0209286 0.0640067 0.0640349 0.0640069
rs10963031 17321313 C G 0.248392 0.250429 0.842701 40424 ‐0.02302 0.021938 1.10138 1.10308 0.293591 1.10142 ‐0.00529291 0.0209286 0.0639602 0.0639883 0.0639603
rs4961741 16737024 G A 0.165272 0.169761 0.640806 40424 0.030948 0.029441 1.10501 1.10246 0.293727 1.10507 0.0217623 0.0279352 0.606886 0.605593 0.606903
rs13301284 17346898 T G 0.24984 0.251966 0.845286 40424 ‐0.02294 0.021869 1.10053 1.10221 0.293782 1.10057 ‐0.00523076 0.0208642 0.0628533 0.0628804 0.0628534
rs12115663 16517953 C A 0.117441 0.108858 0.71444 40424 ‐0.03452 0.032944 1.09812 1.10191 0.293847 1.0982 ‐0.075224 0.0312702 5.78697 5.84387 5.78911
rs12551355 17348526 C G 0.249838 0.251968 0.845264 40424 ‐0.02293 0.021869 1.0997 1.10138 0.293963 1.09974 ‐0.00520979 0.0208648 0.0623467 0.0623734 0.0623468
rs190292411 16663083 G A 0.000575639 0.000528229 0.264389 40424 ‐0.77254 0.762437 1.02668 1.10087 0.294075 1.04306 ‐0.669152 0.752732 0.790257 0.853335 0.798507
rs4405013 17325122 T C 0.24757 0.249502 0.846069 40424 ‐0.02297 0.021917 1.09884 1.10055 0.294145 1.09888 ‐0.00541367 0.0209093 0.0670354 0.0670656 0.0670355
rs61548968 16614304 TG T 0.950825 0.950878 0.424435 40424 0.066273 0.063406 1.09247 1.10024 0.294213 1.09269 0.072902 0.0599368 1.47942 1.49317 1.4798
rs263572 17032884 A C 0.0787918 0.0834062 0.94123 40424 0.034174 0.032543 1.10273 1.09872 0.294547 1.10282 0.0369467 0.0310998 1.41136 1.40428 1.41151
rs146469167 16987009 T C 0.00163744 0.00179905 0.133908 40424 0.594889 0.562361 1.11903 1.09772 0.294767 1.12243 0.594137 0.532369 1.24551 1.21265 1.24922
rs180930299 16461035 A G 0.00306603 0.00293077 0.187962 40424 ‐0.38596 0.372276 1.07486 1.09757 0.2948 1.0766 ‐0.251016 0.35822 0.491023 0.49921 0.491358
rs11789786 17326340 G A 0.248395 0.250458 0.845882 40424 ‐0.02292 0.021898 1.09583 1.09752 0.294811 1.09587 ‐0.00543151 0.0208929 0.0675841 0.0676145 0.0675842
rs10963036 17327946 C T 0.248395 0.250459 0.845881 40424 ‐0.02291 0.021898 1.09493 1.09662 0.295009 1.09497 ‐0.00542171 0.0208929 0.0673402 0.0673705 0.0673403
rs10810759 17328201 G C 0.248395 0.250459 0.845881 40424 ‐0.02291 0.021898 1.09474 1.09643 0.295051 1.09478 ‐0.00542036 0.0208929 0.0673065 0.0673368 0.0673067
rs149839862 17020953 G T 0.000545545 0.000662516 0.598937 40424 0.479933 0.449364 1.14068 1.0958 0.29519 1.15164 0.476159 0.417805 1.29884 1.22721 1.31526
rs182121988 17327028 C G 0.001533 0.00164959 0.153426 40424 0.580721 0.54823 1.12205 1.09448 0.295481 1.12746 0.32576 0.521208 0.390638 0.382795 0.39121
rs185962352 16604649 C A 0.00234078 0.00231979 0.180505 40424 0.455997 0.431166 1.1185 1.09178 0.296077 1.12159 0.188368 0.403581 0.217847 0.214891 0.217969
rs182321967 16408040 T C 0.000458048 0.000760083 0.270236 40424 0.679572 0.647717 1.10078 1.09161 0.296115 1.10919 0.542774 0.622239 0.760892 0.751837 0.764708
rs62558966 17365276 C T 0.249439 0.251559 0.845971 40424 ‐0.02283 0.021876 1.08877 1.09043 0.296376 1.08881 ‐0.00536585 0.0208695 0.0661082 0.0661374 0.0661083
rs76382517 17185535 T C 0.0450357 0.048223 0.754085 40424 0.049469 0.047272 1.09509 1.08945 0.296593 1.09525 0.0680697 0.0451359 2.27438 2.25389 2.27509
rs4961721 16493471 A G 0.0277781 0.0273388 0.364597 40424 ‐0.09158 0.088119 1.08016 1.08943 0.296598 1.0805 ‐0.031476 0.0846726 0.138189 0.138679 0.138194
rs202010697 16614209 C CAA 0.95094 0.950994 0.425365 40424 0.06593 0.063404 1.08124 1.0889 0.296715 1.08145 0.0728455 0.0599386 1.47704 1.49076 1.47742
rs7852779 16812767 C T 0.821865 0.819347 0.565485 40424 ‐0.03186 0.030497 1.0914 1.08878 0.296742 1.09146 ‐0.0532995 0.0288023 3.42445 3.40836 3.42497
rs12378677 17348143 A T 0.250257 0.252461 0.843462 40424 ‐0.02281 0.021881 1.08684 1.08849 0.296806 1.08688 ‐0.00499083 0.0208756 0.0571569 0.0571804 0.057157
rs12335564 16963253 C G 0.313975 0.318959 0.981778 40424 0.019748 0.018926 1.08873 1.08774 0.296972 1.08877 0.0141433 0.0180628 0.613098 0.612571 0.613108
rs263605 17096203 A G 0.48212 0.491807 0.951425 40424 0.018528 0.017766 1.08763 1.08759 0.297006 1.08766 0.027699 0.0169627 2.66649 2.66636 2.66665
rs12378283 16720420 G C 0.0646964 0.0634311 0.259149 40424 ‐0.07322 0.070417 1.08124 1.08711 0.297112 1.08139 ‐0.0381259 0.0672305 0.321594 0.322701 0.321607
rs10810646 16847407 G A 0.0280754 0.0287951 0.556254 40424 ‐0.07296 0.070247 1.07876 1.08624 0.297306 1.07905 ‐0.0529486 0.0672142 0.620565 0.62453 0.620652
rs76037437 16451999 T C 0.0197188 0.0186076 0.33261 40424 ‐0.11646 0.112358 1.07428 1.08589 0.297384 1.07473 ‐0.1479 0.107558 1.89084 1.92347 1.89223
rs13289670 17353732 G A 0.250422 0.252632 0.843311 40424 ‐0.02278 0.021879 1.08415 1.08579 0.297406 1.08419 ‐0.00495887 0.0208724 0.0564443 0.0564672 0.0564444
rs10123674 16511769 A C 0.0726168 0.0709198 0.539893 40424 ‐0.0484 0.046565 1.08026 1.08549 0.297473 1.08039 ‐0.0537924 0.0440222 1.49313 1.50264 1.49336
rs180957435 16445897 G T 0.00020452 0.000175375 0.104046 40424 ‐2.20889 2.19112 1.01628 1.0854 0.297493 1.02936 ‐1.21709 2.00759 0.36753 0.387422 0.369285
c9_pos16853679 16863679 C T 0.00464966 0.00405072 0.679431 40424 ‐0.16642 0.161619 1.06034 1.08471 0.297646 1.06243 ‐0.189652 0.158427 1.43302 1.4811 1.4366
rs10117527 16511683 C T 0.072617 0.0709212 0.53987 40424 ‐0.04837 0.046566 1.07894 1.08416 0.297769 1.07906 ‐0.053759 0.0440226 1.49125 1.50074 1.49147
rs201260605 16929051 AT A 0.092144 0.09188 0.318384 40424 0.056085 0.053773 1.08782 1.08404 0.297796 1.08791 0.00658501 0.051266 0.0164988 0.0164901 0.0164989
rs139920071 16919021 C G 0.00167413 0.00179619 0.123284 40424 0.610264 0.579866 1.1076 1.08326 0.297969 1.11081 0.502025 0.553837 0.821651 0.802314 0.823445
rs10756766 16614079 T C 0.950926 0.950991 0.425182 40424 0.065736 0.063408 1.07477 1.08236 0.29817 1.07498 0.0729336 0.0599469 1.48021 1.49398 1.48059
rs10810585 16671045 G T 0.809462 0.803205 0.536328 40424 ‐0.03147 0.030232 1.08364 1.08167 0.298324 1.08369 ‐0.0307492 0.0288203 1.13834 1.13571 1.13839
rs10810772 17355032 C T 0.25043 0.252646 0.843146 40424 ‐0.02274 0.021881 1.07986 1.08149 0.298364 1.0799 ‐0.00490953 0.020874 0.0553186 0.0553408 0.0553187
rs10756765 16613980 A G 0.950852 0.950901 0.425247 40424 0.065628 0.063353 1.07311 1.08068 0.298545 1.07332 0.072345 0.0598924 1.45906 1.47253 1.45943
rs184541543 16586784 G C 0.00253285 0.00221596 0.167067 40424 ‐0.47048 0.46025 1.04494 1.08056 0.298572 1.04763 ‐0.625747 0.446348 1.9654 2.07062 1.97533
rs142467347 17078756 A G 0.00044502 0.000625885 0.214116 40424 0.773381 0.7305 1.12085 1.08055 0.298575 1.14762 1.35382 0.715366 3.58151 3.42468 3.89113
rs2151342 17368850 C T 0.250152 0.252359 0.843146 40424 ‐0.02274 0.021893 1.07853 1.08016 0.298662 1.07857 ‐0.0050979 0.0208855 0.059579 0.0596039 0.0595791
rs10963060 17353904 C T 0.250456 0.25268 0.843179 40424 ‐0.02272 0.021879 1.07848 1.08011 0.298673 1.07851 ‐0.00488226 0.0208725 0.0547133 0.0547352 0.0547133
rs185767350 16808114 A G 0.000650416 0.00051984 0.1201 40424 ‐1.20839 1.20856 0.999718 1.07987 0.298727 1.01009 ‐1.76044 1.19626 2.16568 2.47772 2.1955
rs10962484 16550670 G T 0.0555077 0.0556323 0.481669 40424 ‐0.05783 0.055831 1.07306 1.07967 0.298771 1.07323 ‐0.051118 0.052824 0.93645 0.942514 0.936575
rs1538586 16942000 G T 0.841009 0.842098 0.98495 40424 0.024852 0.023961 1.07577 1.07831 0.299076 1.07582 0.0183773 0.022909 0.643501 0.644913 0.643519
rs7047516 17127924 T A 0.163654 0.16643 0.927844 40424 ‐0.02518 0.024279 1.07522 1.07765 0.299224 1.07527 ‐0.00764463 0.0232384 0.108219 0.108312 0.108219
rs141541570 17131022 G A 0.00164769 0.00178487 0.140046 40424 0.577063 0.549598 1.10244 1.07748 0.299262 1.10523 0.506124 0.52178 0.940891 0.91719 0.943286
rs10738441 16614272 T C 0.950868 0.950919 0.424684 40424 0.065561 0.063407 1.06908 1.07661 0.299457 1.06929 0.0725028 0.0599393 1.46314 1.47666 1.46351
rs11791000 17358903 G A 0.249514 0.251639 0.845736 40424 ‐0.02267 0.021875 1.0741 1.07573 0.299655 1.07414 ‐0.0052886 0.0208694 0.0642186 0.0642466 0.0642188
rs35443384 17293537 G A 0.0617419 0.0617045 0.530463 40424 0.051834 0.049877 1.08001 1.07524 0.299765 1.08013 0.018758 0.0473794 0.156745 0.156423 0.156747
rs10962843 17060409 C T 0.159965 0.162394 0.99641 40424 ‐0.02453 0.023688 1.07208 1.07447 0.299938 1.07213 ‐0.00880574 0.0226918 0.150589 0.150742 0.15059
rs10963040 17334075 T G 0.248997 0.251191 0.843425 40424 ‐0.02265 0.021916 1.06812 1.06974 0.301004 1.06816 ‐0.00497527 0.0209094 0.0566176 0.0566409 0.0566177
rs10962844 17060599 C G 0.160143 0.162602 0.996413 40424 ‐0.02446 0.023676 1.06722 1.0696 0.301036 1.06727 ‐0.00880752 0.0226822 0.150778 0.150931 0.150779
rs188693994 17018154 G T 0.00149686 0.00143873 0.153495 40424 ‐0.62046 0.613401 1.02314 1.06918 0.301131 1.0278 ‐0.336664 0.581741 0.334915 0.343733 0.335342
rs1927636 16461429 G C 0.362807 0.356146 0.928833 40424 ‐0.01948 0.018851 1.06838 1.06917 0.301133 1.06841 ‐0.0229831 0.017985 1.63304 1.63483 1.63311
esv2667631 16988079 T <DEL> 0.00168172 0.00181423 0.135942 40424 0.577196 0.552233 1.09245 1.0681 0.301375 1.09519 0.497004 0.525002 0.896184 0.874246 0.89832
rs11789741 17326202 C A 0.247577 0.249561 0.845813 40424 ‐0.02264 0.021922 1.06627 1.06789 0.301423 1.0663 ‐0.00509148 0.0209142 0.0592658 0.0592909 0.0592659
rs139088245 17373094 A G 0.00369592 0.00415505 0.208187 40424 0.312595 0.300075 1.08519 1.06723 0.301572 1.08693 0.394617 0.282014 1.95799 1.90745 1.96406
rs11791614 16963863 A G 0.253914 0.257566 0.979839 40424 0.020852 0.020172 1.06857 1.06718 0.301583 1.06861 0.0131394 0.0192689 0.46498 0.464486 0.464987
rs181490836 17087212 T C 0.00217796 0.00232157 0.169496 40424 0.466655 0.446305 1.09327 1.06659 0.301717 1.09611 0.424137 0.414093 1.0491 1.0206 1.05248
rs10963039 17331647 G A 0.248344 0.250459 0.84592 40424 ‐0.0226 0.0219 1.06459 1.06621 0.301803 1.06463 ‐0.00511855 0.0208954 0.0600056 0.0600311 0.0600057
rs149612838 17033839 C T 0.000550415 0.000545379 0.320272 40424 ‐0.65822 0.656681 1.0047 1.06585 0.301885 1.0189 ‐0.137462 0.636794 0.0465982 0.0472843 0.0466237
rs113310488 17055091 C T 0.160018 0.162543 0.979081 40424 ‐0.02459 0.023846 1.06346 1.06585 0.301885 1.06351 ‐0.0089344 0.0228444 0.152957 0.153115 0.152958
rs10810762 17335706 T C 0.24834 0.250456 0.845894 40424 ‐0.02259 0.021901 1.06382 1.06544 0.301978 1.06386 ‐0.00511359 0.0208958 0.059887 0.0599124 0.0598871
rs4317676 17335050 A C 0.24834 0.250457 0.8459 40424 ‐0.02258 0.021901 1.0633 1.06492 0.302096 1.06334 ‐0.00510658 0.0208957 0.0597236 0.0597489 0.0597237
rs7021318 16440494 G C 0.0126582 0.0142939 0.397038 40424 0.123074 0.118736 1.07439 1.06485 0.302112 1.07495 0.165972 0.112429 2.17929 2.14512 2.18139
rs10963041 17334135 G A 0.248341 0.250459 0.845908 40424 ‐0.02258 0.0219 1.063 1.06461 0.302166 1.06304 ‐0.00510061 0.0208956 0.0595848 0.05961 0.0595849
rs193281214 17343446 A G 0.00198371 0.00179757 0.113788 40424 ‐0.62385 0.613657 1.03351 1.0631 0.302509 1.0356 ‐0.728817 0.600476 1.47315 1.53128 1.47727
rs10962873 17110624 A G 0.162693 0.165432 0.935334 40424 ‐0.02496 0.024238 1.06061 1.063 0.302532 1.06066 ‐0.00775626 0.023196 0.111809 0.111908 0.11181
rs192409250 16756881 C T 0.00935895 0.0092262 0.361956 40424 0.159887 0.154058 1.0771 1.06295 0.302543 1.07772 0.0192209 0.144042 0.0178062 0.017771 0.0178064
rs200219996 16409800 ATTAGAT A 0.0189999 0.0195809 0.346874 40424 0.111348 0.107582 1.07123 1.0626 0.302623 1.07157 0.0576819 0.102749 0.315152 0.313479 0.31518
rs7871223 16676486 A G 0.0798394 0.0814868 0.556706 40424 0.044553 0.043166 1.06532 1.06093 0.303003 1.06542 0.0339742 0.0408272 0.692465 0.68975 0.692508
rs113282715 17058287 C T 0.158644 0.161041 0.981626 40424 ‐0.02458 0.023897 1.05794 1.06032 0.303142 1.05799 ‐0.00923353 0.0228915 0.162699 0.162873 0.1627
rs187284059 16494996 T C 0.000103923 0.000159572 0.217938 40424 1.53224 1.4914 1.05552 1.05898 0.303448 1.13364 1.4676 1.42657 1.05835 1.0109 1.1269
rs12377334 17362540 G C 0.249479 0.251627 0.846346 40424 ‐0.02249 0.021867 1.05735 1.05894 0.303457 1.05739 ‐0.0051303 0.0208617 0.0604764 0.060502 0.0604765
rs10810776 17359162 G A 0.249933 0.252136 0.843927 40424 ‐0.0225 0.021887 1.05715 1.05874 0.303503 1.05719 ‐0.00503624 0.0208802 0.0581761 0.0582002 0.0581762
rs10963065 17358463 A G 0.24962 0.251776 0.845977 40424 ‐0.02248 0.021869 1.05632 1.05791 0.303692 1.05636 ‐0.00512906 0.0208631 0.0604389 0.0604644 0.060439
rs114780842 16766643 T A 0.00202965 0.00236277 0.387009 40424 ‐0.29258 0.287563 1.03516 1.05781 0.303715 1.03812 ‐0.116966 0.280529 0.173846 0.17548 0.173927
rs11562136 17204759 G C 0.182487 0.181164 0.86711 40424 ‐0.02477 0.024113 1.05483 1.05705 0.303889 1.05487 ‐0.0263232 0.0230077 1.30898 1.31268 1.30904
rs147976606 16902785 C G 0.00104507 0.00106619 0.571396 40424 ‐0.35114 0.348943 1.01264 1.05617 0.30409 1.01893 ‐0.232589 0.339376 0.469695 0.483418 0.471042
rs142465952 17017986 C T 0.00160992 0.00157494 0.547709 40424 ‐0.29326 0.290132 1.0217 1.05545 0.304255 1.02566 ‐0.167452 0.28285 0.350483 0.358234 0.351012
rs7019070 16966098 A G 0.742518 0.738162 0.977637 40424 ‐0.02065 0.020098 1.05528 1.05395 0.304599 1.05531 ‐0.0144318 0.0191995 0.565016 0.564368 0.565026
rs181018455 17079741 C G 0.000511472 0.000489229 0.229936 40424 ‐0.81861 0.820791 0.994685 1.05352 0.304698 1.00374 ‐0.918832 0.820696 1.25345 1.3447 1.26471
rs145545336 17331436 C G 0.00122735 0.0011543 0.461343 40424 ‐0.38333 0.380994 1.01231 1.05228 0.304983 1.01708 ‐0.402724 0.366507 1.2074 1.26517 1.21434
rs146197510 17110542 AATT A 0.162663 0.165417 0.935369 40424 ‐0.02481 0.024239 1.04778 1.05012 0.305479 1.04783 ‐0.00763442 0.023197 0.108315 0.108409 0.108315
rs67498978 16540762 C G 0.11928 0.110984 0.68238 40424 ‐0.03421 0.033446 1.04611 1.04964 0.30559 1.04618 ‐0.0750616 0.031731 5.59587 5.64991 5.59787
rs10962836 17055875 C G 0.160594 0.163157 0.976391 40424 ‐0.02438 0.023841 1.04612 1.04845 0.305864 1.04617 ‐0.0083827 0.0228378 0.134729 0.134859 0.13473
rs139972325 17196919 G A 0.00648638 0.00616179 0.595346 40424 ‐0.14736 0.145228 1.02958 1.04782 0.30601 1.03072 ‐0.12246 0.139643 0.769037 0.783192 0.769661
rs80019522 16602769 T C 0.00233659 0.00262538 0.102079 40424 0.538037 0.521311 1.0652 1.04741 0.306104 1.07171 0.922211 0.501191 3.38574 3.25809 3.43944
rs7470257 16616818 A G 0.951642 0.951671 0.426079 40424 0.065028 0.063775 1.03969 1.04694 0.306213 1.03989 0.0742995 0.0602979 1.51833 1.53274 1.51874
rs10962451 16490809 C G 0.00818231 0.00737138 0.56963 40424 ‐0.13809 0.136259 1.02701 1.04484 0.306698 1.02795 ‐0.176559 0.129116 1.8699 1.92241 1.87318
rs73416346 17094833 T C 0.0327278 0.0344218 0.772861 40424 0.056265 0.054889 1.05074 1.04438 0.306805 1.05095 0.0589642 0.0522748 1.27231 1.26181 1.27261
rs9298763 16420174 T C 0.374396 0.366407 0.932309 40424 ‐0.01909 0.018708 1.04129 1.04198 0.307361 1.04132 ‐0.0221335 0.0178564 1.53644 1.53793 1.53649
rs112221208 17051683 C T 0.158159 0.160519 0.981527 40424 ‐0.02438 0.023913 1.03924 1.04156 0.307459 1.03929 ‐0.00922914 0.0229171 0.162182 0.162356 0.162183
rs10963064 17357365 A T 0.250039 0.252273 0.844172 40424 ‐0.02231 0.021881 1.03997 1.04151 0.307471 1.04001 ‐0.00488395 0.0208738 0.0547442 0.0547662 0.0547443
rs143096178 16554358 T C 0.00117975 0.00132183 0.15903 40424 0.62236 0.601009 1.07231 1.04073 0.307652 1.07804 0.605466 0.564647 1.14981 1.11156 1.15725
rs6475054 16441429 T C 0.446292 0.443147 0.938522 40424 ‐0.01841 0.01806 1.03951 1.0398 0.307868 1.03954 ‐0.0175473 0.0172632 1.03318 1.03351 1.03321
rs13285378 16671729 C T 0.573066 0.562684 0.784209 40424 ‐0.02027 0.01988 1.03963 1.03922 0.308003 1.03966 ‐0.0200955 0.0189504 1.1245 1.12394 1.12453
rs62558357 17303467 A T 0.210486 0.212733 0.833865 40424 ‐0.02375 0.023319 1.03733 1.03917 0.308015 1.03737 ‐0.00391043 0.0222561 0.0308711 0.0308822 0.0308711
rs10810694 16945644 C G 0.839901 0.840947 0.978146 40424 0.02444 0.024004 1.03664 1.03904 0.308045 1.03669 0.0182577 0.0229476 0.633021 0.634396 0.633039
rs76459294 17190817 T C 0.0402021 0.0428996 0.774835 40424 0.05043 0.049381 1.04294 1.03737 0.308434 1.04311 0.0674962 0.0471192 2.05193 2.03323 2.05257
rs35601090 17364272 T C 0.250001 0.252241 0.844225 40424 ‐0.02224 0.021881 1.03353 1.03506 0.308973 1.03357 ‐0.0048255 0.020874 0.053441 0.0534622 0.0534411
rs139647514 16745613 T C 0.00134205 0.00160083 0.174504 40424 0.534902 0.519285 1.06105 1.03496 0.308997 1.06645 0.777535 0.487927 2.53939 2.42626 2.57699
rs4568695 16822799 T C 0.197212 0.204612 0.642953 40424 0.027617 0.027123 1.03677 1.03488 0.309015 1.03681 0.0354991 0.0257528 1.90015 1.89486 1.90028
rs188300478 16855928 A G 0.00111589 0.00127461 0.144317 40424 0.650626 0.636541 1.04475 1.0331 0.309432 1.05487 0.746123 0.597949 1.55701 1.49714 1.58009
rs138852808 16771739 T C 0.000171033 0.000214158 0.116453 40424 1.78478 1.63179 1.1963 1.03234 0.30961 1.28815 1.4661 1.59031 0.84989 0.803449 0.932728
rs35375281 17360399 G T 0.249883 0.252128 0.843953 40424 ‐0.02222 0.021888 1.03059 1.03212 0.309661 1.03063 ‐0.00478292 0.0208809 0.0524669 0.0524875 0.052467
rs10962865 17092659 C T 0.156844 0.159152 0.93989 40424 ‐0.02488 0.024518 1.02965 1.03199 0.309692 1.0297 ‐0.00796768 0.0234688 0.115261 0.115367 0.115261
rs183642353 16922949 C T 0.000346719 0.000388947 0.126433 40424 1.22005 1.17855 1.07166 1.03092 0.309943 1.11196 0.713102 1.14773 0.386032 0.372861 0.391224
rs148825467 16682851 A G 0.0050786 0.00543519 0.423944 40424 0.189745 0.185263 1.04897 1.03015 0.310123 1.05033 0.0916793 0.174262 0.276781 0.273825 0.276887
rs200508525 17296034 GTGTT G 0.0212793 0.0203045 0.433237 40424 ‐0.0955 0.094657 1.01785 1.02824 0.310572 1.01826 ‐0.127623 0.0904181 1.99228 2.02648 1.99379
rs1538102 16640836 T C 0.0558994 0.0567445 0.458576 40424 ‐0.05754 0.056969 1.02004 1.0261 0.311076 1.02019 ‐0.0397686 0.0538676 0.545035 0.547681 0.545077
rs182462737 17178012 G A 0.000622178 0.000912365 0.350548 40424 0.518518 0.507793 1.04269 1.02531 0.311263 1.04968 0.36509 0.489518 0.55624 0.547457 0.55809
0 16548404 T TCG 0.0420669 0.0435842 0.459284 40424 0.064556 0.063628 1.02938 1.02303 0.311801 1.02957 0.0564228 0.0600177 0.883794 0.878042 0.883934
rs118027529 17294436 T A 0.000828817 0.00062023 0.281879 40424 ‐0.70026 0.722154 0.940283 1.02269 0.311882 0.950795 ‐0.904866 0.681177 1.76461 2.00184 1.80388
rs78726924 16591600 T C 0.0123031 0.0121025 0.295307 40424 ‐0.15164 0.151165 1.00629 1.02229 0.311976 1.00705 ‐0.0715291 0.141633 0.255057 0.257243 0.255108
rs141806418 17266236 T C 0.00433564 0.00458656 0.233588 40424 0.271259 0.266329 1.03736 1.02225 0.311986 1.03875 0.189624 0.253151 0.561084 0.553631 0.561488
rs75720572 16433005 A G 0.0765488 0.0787161 0.909309 40424 ‐0.03451 0.034207 1.01789 1.02178 0.312097 1.01797 ‐0.016918 0.0327404 0.267013 0.267644 0.267019
rs62540657 16577848 T C 0.00441016 0.00408744 0.525489 40424 ‐0.18737 0.187321 1.00047 1.02106 0.312268 1.00186 ‐0.0454857 0.179748 0.0640357 0.0644229 0.0640412
rs186250653 17405839 T A 0.00118019 0.00142607 0.113345 40424 0.658449 0.648624 1.03052 1.02014 0.312486 1.04184 1.53842 0.634224 5.88392 5.6627 6.21516
0 17325575 G GCA 0.247038 0.249353 0.835703 40424 ‐0.02227 0.022062 1.01852 1.02004 0.31251 1.01855 ‐0.00379742 0.0210503 0.0325431 0.0325533 0.0325431
c9_pos16999807 17009807 A G 0.0116001 0.0118565 0.962157 40424 ‐0.08149 0.081173 1.0079 1.01881 0.312801 1.00842 ‐0.0110291 0.0783439 0.0198186 0.0198542 0.0198188
rs16935618 17402129 G A 0.0227191 0.023235 0.416423 40424 ‐0.09232 0.091913 1.00876 1.01875 0.312816 1.00914 ‐0.0303244 0.0864123 0.12315 0.12363 0.123155
rs140612715 17122318 G A 0.00105411 0.00115419 0.268923 40424 0.518114 0.505358 1.05112 1.01866 0.312837 1.05769 0.228564 0.472064 0.234429 0.229926 0.234738
rs60964536 17403828 C T 0.0227174 0.0232292 0.415677 40424 ‐0.09242 0.092032 1.00848 1.01849 0.312877 1.00885 ‐0.0307942 0.0865038 0.126727 0.127228 0.126732
rs12339625 16570779 C A 0.0567366 0.05716 0.481401 40424 ‐0.05554 0.055251 1.01052 1.01647 0.313358 1.01067 ‐0.0474638 0.0522914 0.823881 0.828803 0.823975
rs80325123 16434427 T C 0.0765326 0.0787283 0.907961 40424 ‐0.03443 0.034231 1.01179 1.01565 0.313553 1.01187 ‐0.0164316 0.0327631 0.251531 0.252108 0.251536
rs183512962 16488079 C A 0.0059798 0.00511731 0.711668 40424 ‐0.14405 0.144332 0.996102 1.0149 0.313732 0.99714 ‐0.198608 0.136731 2.10988 2.18016 2.11491
rs10756754 16492011 C T 0.158287 0.151243 0.771535 40424 ‐0.02767 0.027517 1.01096 1.01346 0.314075 1.01101 ‐0.0424845 0.0261772 2.63399 2.64666 2.63431
rs10118895 16613114 C T 0.941825 0.941439 0.456809 40424 0.056341 0.056133 1.00743 1.0134 0.31409 1.00758 0.0514807 0.0531195 0.939248 0.945245 0.93937
rs142323232 16862952 G A 0.000624696 0.000753435 0.206528 40424 0.699514 0.690761 1.0255 1.0134 0.31409 1.04682 0.706896 0.649221 1.18557 1.1367 1.20981
rs182210985 17023563 C G 0.00813598 0.00952205 0.885393 40424 0.098505 0.097396 1.02292 1.01245 0.314317 1.02357 0.149566 0.0926803 2.60431 2.5503 2.60853
rs10962468 16512042 G A 0.067649 0.0656898 0.542427 40424 ‐0.04833 0.048176 1.00659 1.01157 0.314527 1.0067 ‐0.0590106 0.0455576 1.67779 1.68987 1.6781
rs12346967 16813385 T C 0.166828 0.168136 0.599905 40424 0.030527 0.030323 1.01354 1.01118 0.31462 1.01359 0.0477561 0.0287166 2.76562 2.75326 2.76597
rs191295950 16925792 G A 0.00267882 0.00274814 0.244761 40424 ‐0.32633 0.327837 0.990794 1.01065 0.314747 0.993688 ‐0.222679 0.31954 0.485633 0.493195 0.486281
rs189382617 17157220 A C 0.000874215 0.000857254 0.355739 40424 ‐0.49328 0.502193 0.964809 1.00764 0.315469 0.970834 ‐0.394166 0.492329 0.640985 0.667449 0.64334
rs16934875 16643147 G A 0.0440294 0.0440053 0.432932 40424 ‐0.0663 0.06629 1.0003 1.00753 0.315495 1.0005 ‐0.0729686 0.0626331 1.35726 1.37019 1.35762
rs150497175 16754771 C A 0.00220239 0.00253451 0.202053 40424 0.387036 0.381753 1.02787 1.0075 0.315503 1.03099 0.684703 0.363345 3.55114 3.40141 3.58512
rs145246804 16670375 C T 0.00529279 0.00566696 0.407504 40424 0.186875 0.184637 1.02438 1.00739 0.315529 1.02558 0.105423 0.173922 0.367418 0.363116 0.367591
rs28648047 16558790 G A 0.0568855 0.0572492 0.476506 40424 ‐0.0555 0.055485 1.00044 1.00632 0.315786 1.00058 ‐0.049048 0.0524931 0.873046 0.878426 0.873152
rs180816128 17066046 G C 0.000183087 0.000212629 0.237524 40424 1.2766 1.19714 1.13715 1.00405 0.316333 1.19104 0.660474 1.13482 0.338736 0.320731 0.344777
rs184056454 16709878 A G 0.000442744 0.000399303 0.167652 40424 ‐1.07236 1.10255 0.945975 1.00355 0.316453 0.954408 ‐0.975437 1.06898 0.832644 0.8889 0.83956
rs374399 17020979 A C 0.399168 0.390943 0.918994 40424 ‐0.01856 0.01855 1.00155 1.00204 0.316817 1.00158 ‐0.0207663 0.0177134 1.37441 1.37534 1.37445
rs390202 17020978 T G 0.399168 0.390944 0.918995 40424 ‐0.01856 0.01855 1.00149 1.00197 0.316834 1.00151 ‐0.0207656 0.0177134 1.37431 1.37525 1.37436
rs111946979 17368125 G A 0.0165378 0.0175082 0.329726 40424 0.118417 0.117844 1.00975 1.00191 0.316849 1.01014 0.138712 0.11072 1.56953 1.5498 1.57041
rs28457730 16558693 T G 0.0569248 0.0572995 0.476125 40424 ‐0.05531 0.055488 0.99375 0.999573 0.317414 0.993893 ‐0.0487301 0.0524938 0.861747 0.86702 0.86185
rs113912722 16561231 C T 0.0570137 0.0574051 0.476103 40424 ‐0.05524 0.05545 0.992491 0.998298 0.317723 0.992633 ‐0.0484605 0.0524551 0.853494 0.858687 0.853595
rs28428651 16558648 G A 0.0569265 0.0573058 0.476206 40424 ‐0.05526 0.055478 0.99202 0.997825 0.317837 0.992162 ‐0.0485403 0.0524863 0.855287 0.860501 0.855389
rs7022640 16426511 T C 0.012679 0.0142347 0.404664 40424 0.118299 0.117957 1.0058 0.996955 0.318048 1.0063 0.154236 0.111534 1.91228 1.88366 1.91397
rs10962855 17080064 A G 0.161628 0.164404 0.950855 40424 ‐0.02401 0.024086 0.993422 0.995585 0.318381 0.993467 ‐0.00735226 0.0230565 0.101684 0.10177 0.101684
rs10756846 16946653 G C 0.838569 0.839473 0.975068 40424 0.023905 0.023986 0.993254 0.995493 0.318404 0.993298 0.0172001 0.0229285 0.562739 0.563885 0.562752
rs10123480 16569110 T A 0.0607223 0.0615046 0.463667 40424 ‐0.05418 0.054469 0.989299 0.994879 0.318553 0.989432 ‐0.0429368 0.051497 0.695175 0.698821 0.695238
rs34821834 16536397 C T 0.118941 0.110664 0.690947 40424 ‐0.0331 0.033262 0.990134 0.993383 0.318917 0.990201 ‐0.0740257 0.0315643 5.50011 5.55275 5.50204
rs7020843 16498532 T C 0.178749 0.170174 0.701056 40424 ‐0.02743 0.027582 0.988975 0.991208 0.319447 0.989022 ‐0.059559 0.0261805 5.17536 5.20771 5.1765
rs7861272 16939979 G C 0.840866 0.841825 0.989348 40424 0.023751 0.023901 0.987472 0.989693 0.319817 0.987516 0.0171834 0.0228518 0.565432 0.566588 0.565445
rs16934813 16565905 C T 0.00416372 0.00429542 0.107147 40424 ‐0.41037 0.416727 0.969714 0.989649 0.319828 0.971842 ‐0.00910138 0.392631 0.000537335 0.000537638 0.000537336
rs116498623 16917013 G A 0.0253067 0.0243217 0.826117 40424 ‐0.06111 0.061669 0.982029 0.989623 0.319835 0.982267 ‐0.089791 0.0591008 2.30823 2.34127 2.30953
rs10733310 16464980 T G 0.401828 0.394217 0.870969 40424 ‐0.01902 0.019142 0.986967 0.987467 0.320362 0.986993 ‐0.0236964 0.0182486 1.68619 1.68754 1.68625
rs188820303 16411536 A G 0.00172402 0.00150116 0.232631 40424 ‐0.46922 0.478023 0.963492 0.987214 0.320424 0.96499 ‐0.61222 0.447259 1.87369 1.95516 1.88095
rs138018077 16418440 TGGCCCCTT 0.372516 0.364693 0.934218 40424 ‐0.01857 0.018714 0.984904 0.985545 0.320834 0.98493 ‐0.0217428 0.0178596 1.48214 1.48357 1.4822
rs117279144 16752484 C A 0.000584896 0.000700314 0.217787 40424 0.737312 0.730334 1.0192 0.985297 0.320895 1.02959 0.915263 0.656234 1.94525 1.83425 1.99273
rs118171438 16622739 A G 0.000895779 0.000990946 0.122191 40424 0.794001 0.788187 1.01481 0.985057 0.320953 1.02061 0.802848 0.738312 1.18246 1.13994 1.19155
rs10962852 17070204 T A 0.159295 0.161955 0.974576 40424 ‐0.02375 0.023959 0.982449 0.984586 0.321069 0.982492 ‐0.00755414 0.0229482 0.108361 0.108456 0.108361
rs192159449 16950217 G T 0.00255485 0.00281377 0.470131 40424 0.244415 0.243909 1.00416 0.984541 0.32108 1.0069 0.251302 0.229217 1.20198 1.16629 1.20562
rs79484551 17078550 G A 0.161262 0.163976 0.949272 40424 ‐0.02391 0.024135 0.981863 0.984 0.321213 0.981907 ‐0.0078819 0.023103 0.116393 0.116498 0.116393
rs4961508 16939751 T C 0.840868 0.841814 0.989361 40424 0.023674 0.0239 0.981169 0.983369 0.321368 0.981213 0.0170945 0.0228515 0.559609 0.560747 0.559622
rs10810571 16499597 A G 0.178813 0.170259 0.702257 40424 ‐0.02729 0.027558 0.980587 0.982791 0.321511 0.980632 ‐0.0593328 0.0261552 5.14604 5.1781 5.14717
rs7042654 16445270 C T 0.0121061 0.0136684 0.394254 40424 0.121033 0.12158 0.991026 0.982525 0.321576 0.991505 0.170174 0.115303 2.17826 2.14377 2.1804
rs182631062 17129776 C G 0.00137025 0.00164473 0.549692 40424 0.297664 0.296607 1.00714 0.982302 0.321631 1.01066 0.280673 0.281426 0.994659 0.965365 0.998089
c9_pos16957910 16967910 C G 0.0319507 0.0323531 0.886366 40424 0.05195 0.052297 0.986776 0.980773 0.322008 0.986958 0.0619547 0.049989 1.53603 1.52168 1.53648
rs9696534 16907801 G A 0.0444955 0.0449019 0.350806 40424 0.07077 0.071268 0.986054 0.98065 0.322038 0.986221 0.0624105 0.0678442 0.846232 0.840909 0.846348
rs113775069 16679208 G A 0.00263948 0.00250012 0.248263 40424 ‐0.36931 0.381353 0.937855 0.980493 0.322077 0.94186 ‐0.341351 0.353093 0.934594 0.98148 0.939129
rs190633364 17298841 A T 0.00133967 0.00153837 0.112877 40424 0.650978 0.651597 0.998102 0.980439 0.32209 1.00662 1.11445 0.617162 3.26081 3.11862 3.3333
rs114847530 16684702 G A 0.00255551 0.0024038 0.264652 40424 ‐0.36412 0.376309 0.936248 0.979734 0.322264 0.940424 ‐0.345784 0.348691 0.983393 1.03502 0.988616
rs67602727 16545938 C T 0.118134 0.109892 0.683964 40424 ‐0.03314 0.033541 0.976255 0.979453 0.322334 0.976321 ‐0.0747642 0.0318195 5.52078 5.57403 5.52274
rs192781371 16437551 G A 0.000930568 0.00102363 0.257703 40424 0.556682 0.55192 1.01733 0.979409 0.322345 1.02304 0.373068 0.512571 0.529747 0.512984 0.531741
rs7021958 16495404 A C 0.224608 0.216408 0.683239 40424 ‐0.02509 0.025393 0.975969 0.97766 0.322777 0.976006 ‐0.0451494 0.0241534 3.49422 3.50812 3.49464
rs10810691 16941313 T C 0.840982 0.841922 0.9896 40424 0.023612 0.023912 0.975077 0.97726 0.322876 0.97512 0.0170684 0.0228623 0.557376 0.558509 0.557389
rs186921312 16794267 T C 0.000578661 0.000490216 0.122179 40424 ‐1.13554 1.20113 0.89378 0.977018 0.322936 0.906987 ‐1.30606 1.18192 1.2211 1.36863 1.24325
rs10810675 16923257 T C 0.704718 0.698664 0.910738 40424 0.019603 0.019845 0.975727 0.976852 0.322977 0.975756 0.00400467 0.0189598 0.0446133 0.0446263 0.0446133
rs17811225 16526653 C T 0.120699 0.112432 0.697016 40424 ‐0.03247 0.032902 0.973707 0.976841 0.32298 0.973772 ‐0.0712725 0.03123 5.20833 5.25614 5.21004
rs139954457 17055239 C T 0.026282 0.0281225 0.56344 40424 0.069771 0.070392 0.982458 0.976258 0.323124 0.982695 0.118973 0.0672999 3.12513 3.08083 3.1274
rs10962427 16463915 G C 0.386839 0.37983 0.877869 40424 ‐0.01891 0.019157 0.974468 0.975028 0.323429 0.974494 ‐0.0223349 0.0182661 1.49511 1.4964 1.49517
rs16934816 16568734 T G 0.0593397 0.0600474 0.473937 40424 ‐0.05361 0.054448 0.969548 0.974948 0.323449 0.969677 ‐0.0446062 0.0514979 0.750259 0.754369 0.750333
rs10810721 17099512 G A 0.157506 0.1605 0.921372 40424 ‐0.02435 0.024697 0.972351 0.974466 0.323569 0.972394 ‐0.00524367 0.0236497 0.0491608 0.0491898 0.0491609
rs139568195 16520318 T G 0.00176163 0.00157679 0.105949 40424 ‐0.69899 0.724114 0.931813 0.974168 0.323643 0.93434 ‐0.919919 0.682086 1.81895 1.95473 1.83498
rs116317531 16684129 A T 0.00255765 0.00240694 0.264565 40424 ‐0.36261 0.376079 0.929648 0.972614 0.324029 0.933762 ‐0.343761 0.34843 0.973378 1.02413 0.978487
rs149335675 16496105 C T 0.0231816 0.0233811 0.430953 40424 ‐0.08754 0.089189 0.963274 0.971587 0.324285 0.96354 ‐0.0724119 0.0847426 0.730157 0.736521 0.730316
rs7035706 16498756 C G 0.184538 0.176324 0.708868 40424 ‐0.02662 0.027035 0.969308 0.971409 0.324329 0.969351 ‐0.0560351 0.0256651 4.76688 4.79444 4.76782
rs189482682 16711298 A G 0.00226786 0.0021778 0.159143 40424 ‐0.44958 0.465527 0.932679 0.970673 0.324512 0.945608 ‐0.273758 0.444363 0.379539 0.389957 0.381359
rs943741 16551131 G C 0.404804 0.394421 0.70731 40424 ‐0.02102 0.021346 0.969395 0.969943 0.324694 0.969422 ‐0.0330892 0.02028 2.66217 2.66528 2.66235
rs185680147 17221573 A T 0.000729747 0.00087241 0.232502 40424 0.587826 0.583015 1.01657 0.969095 0.324906 1.02862 0.860692 0.563523 2.33277 2.1888 2.39876
rs10738444 16655003 A C 0.997529 0.997734 0.249911 40424 0.373751 0.387103 0.932208 0.968785 0.324983 0.934515 0.422776 0.360952 1.3719 1.43836 1.37827
rs138928371 16616834 G T 0.00380894 0.00407134 0.234763 40424 0.284958 0.286611 0.988498 0.968 0.325179 0.989844 0.270918 0.268132 1.02088 0.997842 1.02276
rs185417573 16990189 G A 0.0040735 0.00372991 0.249071 40424 ‐0.28589 0.29366 0.947767 0.967875 0.325211 0.948838 ‐0.426369 0.278375 2.34591 2.43559 2.35311
rs140733938 17396456 C T 0.00937645 0.00889977 0.588086 40424 ‐0.11861 0.121408 0.954352 0.966932 0.325447 0.954949 ‐0.102816 0.116575 0.777879 0.789025 0.778274
rs74739517 16484752 G A 0.00613121 0.00527442 0.702422 40424 ‐0.13969 0.143366 0.949353 0.96663 0.325522 0.950279 ‐0.195328 0.135816 2.06837 2.1358 2.0731
rs148518650 16873704 C T 0.000634538 0.000513687 0.262846 40424 ‐0.74202 0.787756 0.887261 0.965517 0.325801 0.901083 ‐0.946521 0.781472 1.46701 1.66279 1.50137
rs183329810 16961849 A G 0.00233446 0.00269006 0.265191 40424 0.32271 0.324669 0.987974 0.965163 0.325889 0.99025 0.479094 0.308435 2.41276 2.32266 2.43326
rs114209734 16679127 C G 0.00263939 0.00250192 0.247559 40424 ‐0.36661 0.381673 0.922606 0.964096 0.326157 0.926463 ‐0.338841 0.353355 0.919536 0.965181 0.923913
rs151117571 16628114 C T 0.00357498 0.00332081 0.25377 40424 ‐0.30854 0.318847 0.936412 0.96296 0.326442 0.937943 ‐0.419592 0.300921 1.94423 2.03808 1.95251
rs144052151 16689930 C G 0.00145556 0.0013012 0.282866 40424 ‐0.45418 0.474456 0.916339 0.962775 0.326489 0.922241 ‐0.459767 0.453373 1.0284 1.09092 1.03554
rs7020739 16440268 A T 0.0118246 0.0132954 0.389409 40424 0.122491 0.12438 0.969853 0.961358 0.326845 0.970329 0.159028 0.117731 1.82459 1.79731 1.82615
rs143263161 16629284 T C 0.00229058 0.00259815 0.117665 40424 0.487266 0.493777 0.973801 0.9601 0.327162 0.976114 0.733682 0.472257 2.41356 2.34268 2.42637
rs150706666 16778111 C T 0.000371122 0.000463572 0.410565 40424 0.639051 0.639036 1.00005 0.959834 0.327229 1.01608 0.509034 0.603308 0.711893 0.681729 0.720262
rs7848584 16510805 C T 0.0730254 0.0714495 0.538628 40424 ‐0.04542 0.046467 0.955495 0.959816 0.327233 0.955589 ‐0.0505111 0.0439259 1.32231 1.33017 1.32248
rs7848696 16510795 G A 0.0730255 0.0714496 0.538627 40424 ‐0.04542 0.046467 0.955351 0.959671 0.32727 0.955445 ‐0.0505095 0.0439258 1.32223 1.33009 1.3224
rs144616218 16452860 T A 0.00285506 0.00280798 0.127128 40424 ‐0.45704 0.47075 0.942592 0.959577 0.327293 0.943592 ‐0.386234 0.446791 0.747293 0.76101 0.747967
rs77507862 17082259 A C 0.160924 0.163702 0.950732 40424 ‐0.02361 0.024133 0.957419 0.959465 0.327322 0.95746 ‐0.00703419 0.0231031 0.0927016 0.092776 0.0927019
rs7854979 16612382 C T 0.939651 0.938887 0.455696 40424 0.05386 0.055141 0.954105 0.959423 0.327332 0.954232 0.0451275 0.0521639 0.748415 0.752515 0.748488
rs7848343 16510624 C T 0.0730251 0.0714497 0.538568 40424 ‐0.04541 0.046468 0.954841 0.959158 0.327399 0.954935 ‐0.0504997 0.0439275 1.32161 1.32947 1.32178
rs151063459 16633321 A C 0.00228872 0.00259639 0.117572 40424 0.487357 0.494135 0.972753 0.959071 0.327421 0.975066 0.734967 0.472595 2.41856 2.34745 2.43145
rs201294803 16870608 T A 0.00244454 0.00214739 0.249262 40424 ‐0.36796 0.380831 0.933545 0.958804 0.327488 0.935408 ‐0.340278 0.360689 0.890025 0.916983 0.89183
rs7863830 16510670 T C 0.0730251 0.0714505 0.538584 40424 ‐0.04538 0.046468 0.953874 0.958185 0.327645 0.953968 ‐0.0504752 0.0439268 1.32037 1.32822 1.32055
rs4961758 16776283 A T 0.148326 0.156475 0.890792 40424 0.025167 0.025683 0.960204 0.958154 0.327652 0.960246 0.0243156 0.0245268 0.982845 0.98026 0.982887
rs117272243 17094910 G A 0.0562267 0.0556555 0.82731 40424 ‐0.04063 0.041615 0.953101 0.957449 0.32783 0.953204 ‐0.0183253 0.039842 0.211552 0.212107 0.211557
rs147511883 17136246 T C 0.00068779 0.000673449 0.244491 40424 ‐0.64827 0.677946 0.914364 0.9573 0.327868 0.922048 ‐0.178501 0.66459 0.0721398 0.0732626 0.0721772
rs141977397 17353978 G A 0.000508273 0.000547101 0.268807 40424 ‐0.70536 0.73524 0.920375 0.956499 0.328071 0.927519 ‐0.524345 0.708803 0.547247 0.567397 0.549541
rs10738470 16938689 T C 0.839781 0.840651 0.999045 40424 0.023208 0.023769 0.953335 0.955417 0.328344 0.953375 0.0163653 0.0227264 0.518543 0.519547 0.518554
rs7035687 16498707 C A 0.175151 0.166834 0.685183 40424 ‐0.02746 0.028126 0.953232 0.955356 0.32836 0.953276 ‐0.0606382 0.0266965 5.1592 5.19152 5.16034
rs7871751 16940332 A G 0.840585 0.841522 0.98812 40424 0.023311 0.023898 0.951442 0.95354 0.32882 0.951483 0.0170605 0.0228497 0.557471 0.558602 0.557485
c9_pos16931077 16941077 T A 0.839689 0.840569 0.999468 40424 0.023167 0.023758 0.950873 0.952946 0.328971 0.950913 0.0164564 0.0227147 0.524877 0.525898 0.524888
rs78898457 16561337 A C 0.000287832 0.000236105 0.165061 40424 ‐1.71449 1.90836 0.80714 0.952894 0.328984 0.804709 ‐1.51051 1.61639 0.873288 1.05131 0.901021
rs10962797 16988617 A T 0.0338885 0.0350836 0.909473 40424 0.048831 0.04994 0.956066 0.950766 0.329524 0.956222 0.0155729 0.0476001 0.107034 0.106785 0.107036
rs2149161 16464585 A C 0.396662 0.389072 0.882211 40424 ‐0.01856 0.019042 0.950055 0.950542 0.329581 0.950079 ‐0.023295 0.0181552 1.64634 1.64769 1.64641
rs10962477 16538942 C T 0.254091 0.247776 0.624733 40424 ‐0.02491 0.025579 0.948274 0.949786 0.329774 0.94831 ‐0.0415191 0.0242826 2.92351 2.93335 2.9238
rs1927635 16461905 T C 0.354402 0.347009 0.921347 40424 ‐0.01855 0.01905 0.948565 0.949263 0.329907 0.948589 ‐0.0234382 0.01817 1.66396 1.66592 1.66403
rs10756764 16613213 T C 0.941111 0.940639 0.454208 40424 0.054326 0.05592 0.943799 0.949167 0.329931 0.943929 0.0488184 0.0529298 0.850683 0.8558 0.850782
rs7870508 16612437 T A 0.939656 0.93889 0.455575 40424 0.053571 0.055151 0.943528 0.948759 0.330035 0.943653 0.045064 0.0521714 0.746097 0.750177 0.746169
rs7036282 16635662 T C 0.0590351 0.0598965 0.452481 40424 ‐0.05417 0.055775 0.943235 0.948457 0.330112 0.943362 ‐0.0403248 0.0527698 0.583947 0.586784 0.583992
rs180885470 16861641 A T 0.000238496 0.000386293 0.254609 40424 0.860069 0.877626 0.960389 0.947923 0.330249 0.983971 1.37702 0.884041 2.42625 2.38284 2.5725
rs111775482 17081088 G A 0.160894 0.163687 0.954023 40424 ‐0.0234 0.024084 0.944116 0.946122 0.330708 0.944156 ‐0.00693366 0.0230575 0.0904272 0.0904991 0.0904276
rs10962773 16967961 C T 0.255226 0.259228 0.987737 40424 0.019541 0.02008 0.947127 0.945983 0.330744 0.947155 0.0131021 0.0191842 0.466443 0.465951 0.466449
rs142028348 17308605 G A 0.00194867 0.00213059 0.211043 40424 0.391109 0.398587 0.962827 0.944232 0.331192 0.969819 0.56039 0.383297 2.13752 2.04489 2.16479
rs4961726 16616572 A T 0.952117 0.952054 0.428746 40424 0.061789 0.063804 0.937822 0.944039 0.331241 0.937986 0.0687972 0.0603121 1.30117 1.3126 1.30146
rs377463 17056413 G C 0.586552 0.583802 0.97831 40424 ‐0.01724 0.017753 0.942523 0.942172 0.33172 0.942547 ‐0.0155192 0.0169598 0.837329 0.836949 0.837345
0 17079535 A AC 0.160663 0.163448 0.949931 40424 ‐0.02342 0.024155 0.939963 0.941965 0.331773 0.940003 ‐0.00713969 0.0231228 0.095341 0.0954191 0.0953414
rs145931335 17046063 A G 0.0138721 0.0136774 0.400603 40424 ‐0.11634 0.120475 0.932509 0.941613 0.331863 0.932869 ‐0.109747 0.114054 0.925896 0.936777 0.926245
rs75631334 16531011 G A 0.0428042 0.0440202 0.493496 40424 0.05942 0.061066 0.94682 0.941298 0.331944 0.946975 0.053734 0.0575939 0.870453 0.864918 0.870583
rs141702448 16917134 C T 0.0246705 0.0237201 0.84166 40424 ‐0.05975 0.061815 0.93416 0.94124 0.331959 0.934378 ‐0.0878109 0.0592221 2.19851 2.22939 2.19971
rs7039706 16645242 A G 0.500471 0.492364 0.716563 40424 ‐0.02008 0.020704 0.940702 0.94077 0.33208 0.940726 ‐0.0246905 0.0196732 1.5751 1.57528 1.57515
rs189308393 16861232 G C 0.00128188 0.00107567 0.538106 40424 ‐0.34 0.358948 0.897202 0.937492 0.332924 0.901095 ‐0.255514 0.346382 0.544149 0.56706 0.545882
rs10962510 16613413 T C 0.941074 0.940592 0.453001 40424 0.054055 0.055987 0.9322 0.93747 0.332929 0.932326 0.0487131 0.0529771 0.845501 0.850566 0.845598
rs10810713 17085737 G A 0.161897 0.164687 0.948425 40424 ‐0.0233 0.024088 0.935468 0.937442 0.332937 0.935508 ‐0.00666786 0.023057 0.0836311 0.0836948 0.0836314
rs7043485 16505902 G T 0.182578 0.174421 0.716409 40424 ‐0.02608 0.026997 0.933272 0.935263 0.333499 0.933312 ‐0.0551213 0.025633 4.62424 4.65067 4.62512
rs34890523 16557014 C CA 0.118504 0.110785 0.648195 40424 ‐0.03317 0.034352 0.932276 0.935244 0.333504 0.932336 ‐0.0736497 0.0325917 5.10655 5.15342 5.10821
rs187492393 16476840 T C 0.000456438 0.000403778 0.166397 40424 ‐1.00533 1.07843 0.869035 0.934944 0.333582 0.876992 ‐0.427184 1.02515 0.173642 0.180118 0.174183
rs10738440 16612983 T C 0.941054 0.940571 0.453647 40424 0.053919 0.055944 0.928918 0.93416 0.333784 0.929043 0.0486224 0.0529353 0.843686 0.848735 0.843783
rs13286365 17370957 G A 0.247551 0.249772 0.83411 40424 ‐0.02135 0.022108 0.932645 0.933961 0.333836 0.932674 ‐0.00434028 0.0210838 0.0423778 0.0423929 0.0423779
rs193012456 17037919 C T 0.00110375 0.00110482 0.197016 40424 0.570288 0.58263 0.958084 0.933163 0.334042 0.961812 0.229696 0.559005 0.168841 0.166425 0.168951
rs115116115 17178134 A G 0.0448902 0.048028 0.760363 40424 0.045628 0.047179 0.935342 0.930896 0.33463 0.935464 0.0636814 0.0450536 1.99787 1.98102 1.99842
rs10756829 16893060 T A 0.999285 0.999135 0.164892 40424 ‐0.67402 0.684153 0.970609 0.930063 0.334847 0.990164 ‐1.06081 0.663854 2.55348 2.38634 2.69364
esv2661216 17401465 GAGCTCGAGCTAAGTT 0.00119981 0.00142521 0.5853 40424 ‐0.2936 0.308075 0.908211 0.929799 0.334915 0.911785 ‐0.188712 0.297105 0.403442 0.411057 0.404139
rs118065726 16544816 A G 0.0554081 0.0557556 0.491289 40424 ‐0.05304 0.055183 0.923765 0.928969 0.335131 0.923889 ‐0.0456925 0.0522402 0.765033 0.769447 0.765115
rs182212230 16984947 G A 0.000760441 0.000870941 0.107363 40424 0.865727 0.889762 0.946704 0.927527 0.335506 0.952526 1.11096 0.845997 1.72449 1.65828 1.74153
rs12340350 16465452 G A 0.00616318 0.00624033 0.145557 40424 ‐0.28172 0.294356 0.915953 0.927008 0.335642 0.916535 ‐0.0299168 0.278786 0.0115156 0.0115333 0.0115157
rs188304181 17345730 T A 0.000667301 0.000819368 0.589663 40424 ‐0.38358 0.404675 0.898461 0.925021 0.33616 0.904033 ‐0.284043 0.393831 0.520173 0.533769 0.522019
rs6475055 16449080 T C 0.0116199 0.0130594 0.366731 40424 0.124521 0.128945 0.932566 0.924752 0.33623 0.932983 0.16447 0.12219 1.81175 1.78559 1.81324
rs10756768 16614188 C T 0.950117 0.949949 0.420984 40424 0.060377 0.06311 0.915261 0.921141 0.337176 0.915413 0.0639278 0.059633 1.14923 1.15848 1.14945
rs1547761 16918196 T C 0.722413 0.716771 0.979881 40424 0.018731 0.019529 0.919913 0.920992 0.337215 0.919939 0.0056617 0.0186501 0.0921574 0.092198 0.0921576
rs182008887 16752149 A T 0.00230171 0.0025187 0.426892 40424 0.260675 0.268917 0.939643 0.920386 0.337374 0.941579 0.332724 0.251641 1.74826 1.6887 1.7555
rs10962860 17082040 C T 0.161324 0.164162 0.953565 40424 ‐0.02306 0.024067 0.918162 0.920081 0.337454 0.9182 ‐0.00662174 0.02304 0.0825998 0.0826623 0.0826001
rs78124423 16410007 C T 0.064742 0.066123 0.852574 40424 ‐0.03658 0.038261 0.913927 0.917575 0.338113 0.914005 ‐0.0253858 0.0365816 0.481565 0.483247 0.481587
rs111859644 16987149 G A 0.0109125 0.0106642 0.677821 40424 ‐0.09742 0.10228 0.907243 0.91745 0.338145 0.907734 ‐0.0586489 0.0987719 0.352576 0.355614 0.352647
rs188367437 16536911 C T 0.00208902 0.00227191 0.12192 40424 0.512125 0.527657 0.941995 0.917006 0.338262 0.944882 0.718646 0.486757 2.17974 2.09233 2.20013
rs10511627 16969642 G A 0.256439 0.260597 0.999801 40424 0.019125 0.019978 0.916365 0.915291 0.338714 0.916392 0.0132019 0.0190898 0.478265 0.477761 0.478272
rs182729046 17316431 A C 0.000128734 0.000163614 0.167441 40424 1.56896 1.57555 0.991651 0.914527 0.338916 1.09242 1.4224 1.50854 0.889057 0.840977 0.984804
rs193004720 17379609 A G 0.000413975 0.000361105 0.204352 40424 ‐0.97794 1.06502 0.843156 0.913783 0.339113 0.857156 ‐0.782623 1.02875 0.57874 0.627843 0.585177
rs9657590 16938025 T C 0.835369 0.836338 0.938572 40424 0.023139 0.024248 0.910638 0.912563 0.339435 0.910675 0.0178069 0.0231799 0.590137 0.591348 0.590152
rs7875833 16941006 G T 0.839679 0.84051 0.999576 40424 0.022668 0.023755 0.910592 0.912533 0.339443 0.910629 0.0160865 0.0227117 0.501674 0.502629 0.501685
rs75952644 17380390 A G 0.0039997 0.00415242 0.239885 40424 0.27179 0.282103 0.928222 0.912292 0.339507 0.929794 0.228355 0.264386 0.746008 0.730632 0.74695
rs7042674 16505554 A G 0.992044 0.992003 0.213135 40424 0.201783 0.212718 0.899827 0.911315 0.339766 0.900597 0.183826 0.204524 0.807841 0.819609 0.808392
rs145553229 16927678 C T 0.000586112 0.000581859 0.287664 40424 ‐0.65681 0.705556 0.86659 0.910999 0.339849 0.873554 ‐0.539118 0.663707 0.659803 0.691502 0.664605
rs12379821 16990379 G T 0.195152 0.199888 0.96741 40424 ‐0.02127 0.022303 0.909192 0.910737 0.339919 0.909223 ‐0.0136037 0.0213182 0.407206 0.407771 0.407211
rs138270870 16492562 T G 0.00231012 0.00207266 0.208554 40424 ‐0.4003 0.426602 0.880492 0.91025 0.340048 0.885559 ‐0.65618 0.415059 2.49934 2.67298 2.52644
rs188251768 16910837 A T 0.00241787 0.00213054 0.253735 40424 ‐0.35664 0.378693 0.886906 0.91022 0.340056 0.888595 ‐0.324236 0.358736 0.81691 0.840572 0.818439
rs192449741 17174157 A G 0.00962733 0.0105122 0.324205 40424 0.146283 0.152668 0.9181 0.909761 0.340178 0.918584 0.228015 0.144042 2.50581 2.45953 2.50906
rs181297262 16948310 C T 0.000339321 0.000384784 0.125591 40424 1.161 1.19273 0.947507 0.909294 0.340302 0.982343 0.693618 1.16358 0.355345 0.342907 0.360247
rs370045 17056808 A T 0.583921 0.581159 0.989067 40424 ‐0.01691 0.017734 0.909151 0.908846 0.340421 0.909172 ‐0.0152819 0.0169432 0.813517 0.813183 0.813533
rs7032772 16603557 C T 0.939664 0.93876 0.454718 40424 0.052435 0.055166 0.903456 0.908343 0.340554 0.90357 0.0409762 0.0521637 0.617061 0.620123 0.617111
rs192117098 17021001 G A 0.000334599 0.000391085 0.22405 40424 0.96318 0.992462 0.941861 0.906981 0.340917 0.968302 0.738519 0.861717 0.734503 0.689634 0.749932
rs188983331 17297611 T G 0.000128278 0.000162677 0.168066 40424 1.56231 1.57624 0.982396 0.905729 0.34125 1.08138 1.40798 1.50896 0.870628 0.822719 0.962397
rs10962421 16426122 A C 0.0116342 0.0114565 0.885231 40424 ‐0.08124 0.085844 0.895728 0.905305 0.341363 0.89615 ‐0.0388433 0.0829839 0.219101 0.220478 0.219126
rs66827609 16938873 AAAT A 0.780958 0.778315 0.9831 40424 0.019998 0.021036 0.903754 0.905163 0.341401 0.903783 0.00737611 0.0201226 0.134366 0.134462 0.134366
rs182715584 17119472 A T 0.0155929 0.0149447 0.46003 40424 ‐0.10102 0.106798 0.894673 0.903502 0.341844 0.895041 ‐0.110947 0.102031 1.18242 1.19869 1.18303
rs79035022 16801382 G A 0.00580225 0.005318 0.192159 40424 ‐0.25888 0.275519 0.88287 0.902889 0.342008 0.883959 ‐0.371911 0.268162 1.92346 1.99452 1.92812
rs188355171 17329723 C T 0.000192923 0.000174022 0.125707 40424 ‐1.92462 2.15082 0.800727 0.902581 0.342091 0.821372 ‐2.05139 2.06037 0.991307 1.15939 1.0242
rs78201529 16485330 T A 0.00608814 0.0052536 0.712158 40424 ‐0.13411 0.142606 0.884435 0.899963 0.342792 0.88523 ‐0.188007 0.135036 1.93841 1.99946 1.94258
rs187647377 16735437 G A 0.00175103 0.00237996 0.561689 40424 0.237171 0.248149 0.913481 0.899066 0.343032 0.915263 0.289536 0.238689 1.47144 1.4348 1.47623
rs10123515 16548197 G A 0.0545157 0.0546675 0.486088 40424 ‐0.05292 0.055971 0.893979 0.899039 0.34304 0.894099 ‐0.0453596 0.0529697 0.733301 0.737537 0.733379
rs2153273 16969031 A G 0.256033 0.260085 0.993445 40424 0.018983 0.020014 0.899556 0.898504 0.343183 0.899582 0.0129733 0.0191242 0.460187 0.459708 0.460194
rs1970387 16942067 T C 0.778653 0.775668 0.985226 40424 0.019812 0.020921 0.896809 0.898192 0.343267 0.896837 0.0072058 0.0200163 0.129598 0.129688 0.129598
rs189704322 17170325 A G 0.000912407 0.00105387 0.223368 40424 0.549285 0.570844 0.925894 0.897754 0.343385 0.933538 0.578281 0.536819 1.16044 1.11125 1.17102
rs10810648 16857676 A G 0.0189834 0.0198593 0.747964 40424 0.069133 0.072704 0.90419 0.896897 0.343615 0.904478 0.0367829 0.0692306 0.28229 0.280718 0.282317
rs189447152 17062145 C T 0.00108175 0.00119574 0.102587 40424 0.739258 0.77415 0.91189 0.893895 0.344424 0.917445 0.875981 0.735409 1.41883 1.37779 1.43044
rs12351353 16952382 T C 0.289517 0.290364 0.979129 40424 ‐0.01831 0.019387 0.891886 0.892851 0.344706 0.891911 ‐0.0121989 0.0185258 0.433599 0.433989 0.433604
rs263643 17016741 T C 0.00236681 0.00342248 0.667888 40424 0.175741 0.184869 0.903693 0.892826 0.344713 0.905726 0.2678 0.181087 2.18699 2.13689 2.19835
rs181755611 16856960 T A 0.000228456 0.000366616 0.390917 40424 0.73698 0.768781 0.918979 0.89277 0.344728 0.934162 1.1336 0.724587 2.44761 2.27808 2.557
rs148226756 16856767 T G 0.0137169 0.0144147 0.756437 40424 ‐0.07923 0.084238 0.884712 0.891829 0.344982 0.88503 ‐0.0418546 0.0809051 0.26763 0.26908 0.267658
rs7046026 16449673 T C 0.444075 0.441216 0.919713 40424 ‐0.01727 0.018286 0.891548 0.891777 0.344996 0.891568 ‐0.0163497 0.0174776 0.875098 0.875357 0.875116
rs10962475 16530104 G A 0.0428193 0.0439938 0.494303 40424 0.057738 0.061039 0.894769 0.889687 0.345562 0.894907 0.0517555 0.057568 0.808258 0.803301 0.80837
rs1337392 16611376 G A 0.996566 0.996916 0.337613 40424 0.261073 0.281839 0.85807 0.887444 0.346171 0.86044 0.383182 0.264742 2.0949 2.21369 2.10954
rs139697530 17365224 C T 0.000635095 0.0005888 0.360736 40424 ‐0.56447 0.614207 0.844591 0.887306 0.346208 0.850406 ‐0.607656 0.586077 1.07499 1.14259 1.08542
rs10810690 16941158 A G 0.778464 0.775502 0.989952 40424 0.019584 0.020855 0.881807 0.883148 0.347341 0.881834 0.00713197 0.0199529 0.127764 0.127852 0.127764
rs148199433 17078913 C A 0.00581073 0.00515285 0.4694 40424 ‐0.16685 0.179194 0.866991 0.883036 0.347371 0.867765 ‐0.233169 0.17056 1.8689 1.92818 1.87288
rs145409516 17081360 G T 0.00140762 0.00143233 0.177272 40424 0.528467 0.555334 0.905581 0.882578 0.347497 0.909053 0.127718 0.524372 0.059323 0.0587705 0.0593376
rs1970388 16942168 T C 0.778347 0.775393 0.985407 40424 0.019625 0.02091 0.88086 0.882207 0.347598 0.880888 0.00738605 0.0200047 0.13632 0.136418 0.13632
rs140999624 17051262 C T 0.000474168 0.000547216 0.257992 40424 0.672771 0.704886 0.910955 0.881903 0.347681 0.922471 0.639017 0.685808 0.868198 0.826319 0.878758
rs146467411 16624649 C A 0.000506912 0.0005102 0.137902 40424 ‐0.94804 1.03632 0.83689 0.881522 0.347785 0.847086 ‐0.592054 1.01743 0.338619 0.349852 0.339809
rs113620802 16461996 C T 0.00312987 0.00367048 0.278517 40424 0.264288 0.279598 0.893482 0.880959 0.347939 0.894772 0.168852 0.263629 0.410225 0.405438 0.41054
rs191541074 16923580 A G 0.000586696 0.000583897 0.284464 40424 ‐0.64803 0.708084 0.837561 0.879451 0.348352 0.844013 ‐0.53437 0.666042 0.643697 0.674052 0.648266
rs181421009 16801518 G A 0.00105452 0.00128568 0.453815 40424 0.354912 0.373255 0.904129 0.878559 0.348597 0.908013 0.338976 0.349557 0.94038 0.909464 0.944823
rs7872119 16940551 C T 0.778242 0.775273 0.99013 40424 0.019515 0.020843 0.876641 0.877968 0.348759 0.876668 0.00712212 0.019941 0.127563 0.127651 0.127564
rs151333076 17150869 T C 0.00100647 0.00105744 0.153325 40424 0.675296 0.71225 0.898926 0.876649 0.349121 0.906629 0.386903 0.647668 0.35686 0.347293 0.357753
rs117054425 16708041 C G 0.0136324 0.0128255 0.51062 40424 ‐0.10217 0.109769 0.866334 0.876524 0.349155 0.866665 ‐0.128532 0.103675 1.537 1.56428 1.53821
rs190218554 17057686 A G 0.000796137 0.000633659 0.514092 40424 ‐0.44867 0.494928 0.821801 0.875899 0.349327 0.83062 ‐0.435204 0.481622 0.816533 0.882657 0.824773
rs7872571 16940704 G A 0.778232 0.775258 0.989997 40424 0.019485 0.020841 0.874094 0.875414 0.349461 0.874121 0.0070894 0.0199398 0.126409 0.126496 0.12641
rs12349681 16949833 C A 0.289227 0.29014 0.978912 40424 ‐0.01813 0.0194 0.873563 0.874503 0.349712 0.873586 ‐0.0118696 0.0185392 0.409907 0.410268 0.409912
rs10962733 16938078 A G 0.154498 0.153394 0.963036 40424 ‐0.02293 0.024549 0.872463 0.874343 0.349756 0.872498 ‐0.0170942 0.0234575 0.531048 0.532123 0.53106
rs10810692 16941349 A G 0.778631 0.775661 0.990214 40424 0.019492 0.020865 0.872693 0.874016 0.349846 0.87272 0.00707834 0.0199629 0.125724 0.12581 0.125724
c9_pos16852024 16862024 A G 0.0356696 0.0359049 0.800242 40424 0.048928 0.052223 0.877773 0.872886 0.350158 0.877916 0.061723 0.0500574 1.5204 1.50665 1.52082
rs10810693 16941569 A C 0.778799 0.77584 0.989513 40424 0.019485 0.020877 0.871151 0.872472 0.350272 0.871177 0.00709376 0.0199739 0.126133 0.12622 0.126133
rs183008802 17044172 G A 0.00127028 0.00125323 0.296345 40424 ‐0.4281 0.46723 0.8395 0.870592 0.350791 0.842983 ‐0.267287 0.443989 0.362419 0.372764 0.363099
rs199705455 17119510 AAAT A 0.00142992 0.00165768 0.525344 40424 ‐0.27626 0.299423 0.851281 0.869164 0.351187 0.854199 ‐0.20056 0.28839 0.483645 0.492926 0.484575
rs190084118 16926632 G A 0.000533903 0.000815295 0.343701 40424 0.491779 0.524432 0.879348 0.863273 0.352824 0.886587 0.786982 0.517599 2.31176 2.21439 2.35578
rs7872452 16488236 G C 0.317661 0.310415 0.803583 40424 ‐0.01942 0.020915 0.86222 0.863042 0.352889 0.862242 ‐0.0285659 0.0198996 2.06068 2.0643 2.06079
rs79719268 16988259 A G 0.0336372 0.0348074 0.897464 40424 0.046918 0.050455 0.8647 0.860101 0.35371 0.864828 0.0174336 0.0480524 0.131627 0.131285 0.13163
rs138363198 16775567 G T 0.000725966 0.000589092 0.146415 40424 ‐0.89356 0.997521 0.802424 0.85916 0.353974 0.811878 ‐1.26962 0.985181 1.6608 1.86614 1.69063
rs7864491 16456436 G A 0.00291119 0.00349417 0.282071 40424 0.264962 0.284002 0.870415 0.858986 0.354023 0.871739 0.186824 0.268673 0.483524 0.477668 0.483993
rs10756844 16941886 C T 0.778204 0.77517 0.998611 40424 0.019297 0.020839 0.857485 0.858767 0.354084 0.857511 0.00685313 0.0199386 0.118137 0.118216 0.118138
rs143422249 16918301 G T 0.00611705 0.00641406 0.175584 40424 0.23837 0.255357 0.871381 0.858633 0.354122 0.872498 0.36611 0.245075 2.23165 2.17201 2.23808
rs76901239 17366936 C T 0.000865538 0.000866062 0.173708 40424 0.701709 0.744314 0.888796 0.857179 0.354529 0.893226 0.188296 0.672809 0.0783244 0.0770764 0.0783813
rs13285704 17370800 A T 0.249097 0.251419 0.831768 40424 ‐0.02043 0.022091 0.855651 0.856796 0.354637 0.855676 ‐0.00347538 0.0210718 0.0272019 0.0272095 0.0272019
rs189953841 17077459 C G 0.00107886 0.00119332 0.102037 40424 0.724976 0.775609 0.873698 0.856654 0.354677 0.878828 0.892109 0.737818 1.46196 1.41926 1.47444
rs13289968 17371019 A G 0.249099 0.251421 0.831775 40424 ‐0.02042 0.022091 0.854777 0.85592 0.354883 0.854802 ‐0.00346778 0.0210718 0.0270833 0.0270909 0.0270833
rs186970189 16820035 A T 0.000403427 0.000519047 0.205087 40424 0.812374 0.864283 0.883485 0.855762 0.354927 0.895169 0.948709 0.807125 1.3816 1.31167 1.41041
rs10810641 16829027 G C 0.194664 0.202049 0.637478 40424 0.025353 0.027387 0.857021 0.855577 0.354979 0.85705 0.0357671 0.0259892 1.89401 1.8887 1.89414
rs150105727 16884651 A G 0.00449986 0.00492788 0.184685 40424 0.273166 0.293403 0.866811 0.853886 0.355455 0.867799 0.38234 0.275707 1.92311 1.87194 1.92842
rs189495145 16495171 C T 0.00250778 0.00227697 0.200984 40424 ‐0.37362 0.409218 0.833596 0.853342 0.355609 0.834888 ‐0.383247 0.394632 0.943133 0.971588 0.944889
rs200437233 17054851 T TC 0.144444 0.146487 0.932711 40424 ‐0.02351 0.025489 0.851116 0.852972 0.355713 0.851152 ‐0.00906805 0.0244006 0.138111 0.138259 0.138112
rs13285577 17370778 A G 0.248504 0.25077 0.83243 40424 ‐0.02039 0.022098 0.851331 0.852469 0.355855 0.851356 ‐0.00361576 0.0210786 0.0294248 0.0294335 0.0294249
rs7031897 16634622 T C 0.999713 0.999775 0.121597 40424 1.56906 1.77416 0.782164 0.851744 0.356059 0.791363 2.11676 1.73908 1.48151 1.67167 1.5085
rs72706011 16702756 G A 0.0110208 0.0102356 0.31821 40424 ‐0.14411 0.157297 0.839303 0.850808 0.356324 0.839796 ‐0.196147 0.148446 1.74593 1.78698 1.74814
rs201572063 16845312 GC G 0.00708041 0.00763729 0.223242 40424 0.200553 0.21625 0.860095 0.850584 0.356387 0.860734 0.0953146 0.203542 0.219287 0.217797 0.219327
rs180842069 17306626 C T 0.00132547 0.00116737 0.148797 40424 ‐0.61369 0.678692 0.817614 0.850169 0.356505 0.821354 ‐0.89849 0.668384 1.80707 1.94045 1.82231
rs73645983 16472279 G C 0.00687012 0.00607545 0.652595 40424 ‐0.12764 0.139552 0.83656 0.850127 0.356516 0.837212 ‐0.179571 0.132088 1.8482 1.90214 1.85166
rs10962420 16423076 A C 0.108611 0.109749 0.491756 40424 0.036803 0.039865 0.852266 0.84981 0.356606 0.852315 0.0312143 0.0379222 0.677517 0.675382 0.677548
rs145511253 16653571 G A 0.00191964 0.00205494 0.113227 40424 0.516124 0.55583 0.86223 0.8491 0.356807 0.864767 0.744554 0.533232 1.94966 1.88658 1.96029
rs7873338 16606831 G C 0.0587865 0.0595413 0.450904 40424 ‐0.05154 0.056112 0.843739 0.848255 0.357046 0.843843 ‐0.038055 0.0530405 0.514763 0.517154 0.514799
rs7035981 16936283 T C 0.773714 0.770262 0.98351 40424 0.019119 0.020788 0.845834 0.847069 0.357383 0.845858 0.00654757 0.0198849 0.10842 0.108488 0.108421
rs6475053 16432118 T C 0.362129 0.358496 0.936511 40424 ‐0.01728 0.01879 0.846066 0.846621 0.35751 0.846086 ‐0.0203426 0.0179506 1.28427 1.28552 1.28431
rs79748384 16469161 T A 0.00307608 0.00354822 0.275352 40424 0.264165 0.285157 0.85819 0.846052 0.357672 0.859402 0.171762 0.269021 0.407643 0.402759 0.407957
rs59597299 17094241 C CTTAG 0.486592 0.495532 0.951549 40424 0.016348 0.017775 0.845877 0.845869 0.357724 0.845896 0.0253903 0.0169655 2.23978 2.23978 2.2399
rs146829479 17232437 C T 0.00084192 0.000731234 0.283772 40424 ‐0.56025 0.627133 0.798086 0.84387 0.358292 0.805329 ‐0.549252 0.60181 0.832959 0.890264 0.83985
rs7867445 16432426 G A 0.0746357 0.0769439 0.928959 40424 ‐0.03135 0.034192 0.840685 0.843613 0.358365 0.840744 ‐0.0146291 0.0327386 0.199673 0.200083 0.199676
rs150487714 16612054 AAAAT A 0.939013 0.938237 0.450391 40424 0.050555 0.055186 0.839213 0.843591 0.358372 0.839312 0.0431564 0.0521943 0.683667 0.687253 0.683728
rs263648 17015867 A C 0.417381 0.409509 0.99658 40424 ‐0.01632 0.017773 0.842682 0.843018 0.358535 0.842701 ‐0.018152 0.016966 1.1447 1.14533 1.14473
rs185287961 17069089 G T 0.00108067 0.00119324 0.102047 40424 0.718839 0.775556 0.859086 0.842413 0.358708 0.86404 0.872331 0.737976 1.39727 1.357 1.40863
rs943739 16550860 T C 0.396034 0.384686 0.725377 40424 ‐0.01942 0.021175 0.841252 0.841716 0.358906 0.841272 ‐0.0337742 0.0201137 2.81958 2.82324 2.81978
rs10118546 16512892 G C 0.00386772 0.0039842 0.119314 40424 ‐0.36028 0.396365 0.826189 0.840709 0.359194 0.828399 ‐0.0818299 0.386106 0.0449172 0.0451121 0.0449216
rs186224988 17033150 G A 0.000174714 0.000219162 0.102434 40424 1.78491 1.905 0.877896 0.84031 0.359308 0.884609 1.12784 1.78261 0.400293 0.387348 0.402825
rs10962426 16463490 T G 0.398111 0.390949 0.890596 40424 ‐0.01734 0.018924 0.839756 0.840153 0.359353 0.839775 ‐0.0218186 0.0180491 1.46132 1.46243 1.46137
rs139906637 17142336 C T 0.00102587 0.00117013 0.325487 40424 0.419735 0.452446 0.860631 0.839661 0.359494 0.865495 0.458079 0.420346 1.18759 1.14127 1.19617
rs189055010 16694591 C A 0.00174864 0.00231833 0.436415 40424 0.259706 0.281346 0.852084 0.838055 0.359954 0.853955 0.371528 0.270134 1.89158 1.83278 1.9008
rs143827963 17393666 T A 0.000559428 0.000548501 0.149941 40424 0.938057 0.995071 0.888692 0.837642 0.360072 0.893941 ‐0.102133 0.923211 0.0122386 0.01233 0.0122404
rs115289744 16418079 T A 0.00381038 0.00443868 0.291215 40424 0.230417 0.250201 0.848105 0.835956 0.360556 0.849148 0.127968 0.234404 0.298041 0.29511 0.298199
rs73421425 16614861 G A 0.045653 0.0457424 0.434947 40424 ‐0.05893 0.064762 0.82805 0.833316 0.361315 0.828185 ‐0.0644688 0.0612343 1.10844 1.11769 1.10866
rs114256867 16459993 G T 0.00312629 0.00367634 0.281564 40424 0.255313 0.277916 0.843953 0.832613 0.361518 0.845103 0.1612 0.262124 0.378196 0.374 0.378463
c9_pos16862795 16872795 G A 4.60978E‐05 0 0.749987 28728 ‐14.9453 707.089 0.000447 0.832239 0.361626 0.467033 ‐15.0821 707.089 0.000454963 0.995339 0.565114
rs139880740 17377518 G T 0.0119089 0.0128593 0.365919 40424 0.119359 0.130219 0.840157 0.831938 0.361713 0.840507 0.208143 0.122535 2.88538 2.82631 2.88948
rs72700155 17054092 C A 0.00161789 0.00227529 0.6426 40424 0.217379 0.236602 0.844109 0.831652 0.361795 0.846051 0.381644 0.226488 2.8394 2.73879 2.85986
c9_pos16858073 16868073 T C 0.0358939 0.0358319 0.798642 40424 0.047865 0.052358 0.835747 0.831176 0.361933 0.835876 0.0596933 0.0501489 1.41687 1.40442 1.41723
rs141122656 16628149 G A 0.0168267 0.0175017 0.264041 40424 0.117866 0.128811 0.837285 0.831022 0.361977 0.837569 0.13701 0.123172 1.23731 1.22363 1.23788
rs62540636 16520310 G A 0.032132 0.0303072 0.537662 40424 ‐0.06226 0.068552 0.82479 0.830512 0.362125 0.824967 ‐0.0377785 0.0656614 0.331031 0.332791 0.331057
rs78376415 16423763 T G 0.00389125 0.00452805 0.28797 40424 0.228537 0.249 0.842392 0.830437 0.362146 0.843385 0.134754 0.233182 0.333959 0.330533 0.334153
rs12341626 17383792 T C 0.226254 0.219513 0.845617 40424 ‐0.02084 0.022906 0.828045 0.829239 0.362493 0.82807 ‐0.0247126 0.0218411 1.28024 1.283 1.28029
rs182164664 16541566 A G 0.000485683 0.000511085 0.217539 40424 0.76331 0.818411 0.869879 0.827731 0.362929 0.876069 0.259428 0.779828 0.110672 0.108554 0.110816
rs7867641 16439820 G C 0.00385118 0.00448849 0.275429 40424 0.233341 0.254831 0.83845 0.827626 0.36296 0.839448 0.147829 0.239344 0.381483 0.377531 0.381725
rs181219290 16856160 A C 0.00130541 0.00111671 0.531334 40424 ‐0.31665 0.355259 0.794447 0.82718 0.363089 0.797424 ‐0.223677 0.342117 0.42746 0.442987 0.428512
rs77507772 16573684 C T 0.00466223 0.00532214 0.137843 40424 0.29784 0.325532 0.837102 0.826301 0.363344 0.838255 0.542592 0.307375 3.11609 3.03064 3.13185
rs76945222 17098123 C A 0.0555414 0.0550762 0.818051 40424 ‐0.03815 0.042072 0.822282 0.825783 0.363495 0.82236 ‐0.0157879 0.0402741 0.153672 0.154017 0.153675
rs10963050 17345018 T C 0.29715 0.30214 0.832732 40424 ‐0.01899 0.020906 0.824949 0.825776 0.363497 0.824969 ‐0.00450019 0.0199405 0.0509317 0.0509466 0.0509318
rs184864732 16856434 T G 0.00130051 0.00111164 0.532956 40424 ‐0.31651 0.355431 0.792959 0.825635 0.363538 0.79593 ‐0.224377 0.342317 0.429635 0.445299 0.430699
rs73414311 16998270 G A 0.00111432 0.00152887 0.524155 40424 0.288578 0.314598 0.841425 0.82478 0.363786 0.844782 0.395487 0.302112 1.71368 1.65367 1.72782
rs185680582 16798070 C T 0.000423486 0.000334825 0.213517 40424 ‐1.01151 1.16853 0.74931 0.824083 0.363989 0.756431 ‐1.12443 1.09179 1.06069 1.2078 1.08213
rs116865546 16874940 T A 0.0157648 0.0164441 0.853471 40424 ‐0.0676 0.074787 0.817149 0.823176 0.364253 0.817392 ‐0.0497703 0.0716253 0.482844 0.486264 0.482925
rs149791098 16968263 T C 0.000262591 0.00026556 0.26567 40424 ‐0.88719 1.00072 0.785976 0.82101 0.364885 0.791828 ‐1.04587 0.996528 1.10147 1.16256 1.11241
rs7035303 16626991 G A 0.0457064 0.0457614 0.433286 40424 ‐0.05858 0.064859 0.815666 0.820821 0.36494 0.815798 ‐0.0660833 0.0613241 1.16124 1.17117 1.16149
rs7856438 16424723 A G 0.362092 0.358377 0.939001 40424 ‐0.01698 0.018757 0.819752 0.820281 0.365098 0.819771 ‐0.0201523 0.0179226 1.2643 1.26552 1.26434
rs150595455 16957691 T C 0.0135227 0.0129889 0.754404 40424 ‐0.0798 0.08861 0.811117 0.81871 0.365558 0.811427 ‐0.0794342 0.0845799 0.882024 0.892806 0.882375
rs188746476 16621184 G A 0.00154892 0.0012725 0.388992 40424 ‐0.36254 0.410967 0.778201 0.817297 0.365972 0.781962 ‐0.444938 0.383312 1.34739 1.44208 1.35913
rs1927622 16443456 A G 0.0741947 0.0765667 0.884572 40424 ‐0.03168 0.035112 0.814182 0.816981 0.366064 0.814238 ‐0.0120811 0.0336177 0.129145 0.129359 0.129146
rs10962798 16988692 C G 0.0334465 0.0345674 0.91851 40424 0.045356 0.05006 0.820895 0.816652 0.366161 0.821011 0.0135592 0.0477045 0.0807886 0.0806243 0.0807897
rs117969143 17341674 C T 0.00166967 0.00150802 0.253013 40424 ‐0.39852 0.445611 0.799825 0.816292 0.366267 0.800995 ‐0.380715 0.424648 0.803785 0.823202 0.804976
rs190057664 17342266 A G 0.00166967 0.00150802 0.253013 40424 ‐0.39852 0.445611 0.799825 0.816292 0.366267 0.800995 ‐0.380715 0.424648 0.803785 0.823202 0.804976
rs188805319 16865706 T C 0.000521239 0.000653557 0.179664 40424 0.732388 0.79979 0.838554 0.81545 0.366514 0.84637 0.908302 0.773391 1.37931 1.32059 1.39779
rs150528620 17270785 C T 0.00694226 0.00613645 0.464079 40424 ‐0.149 0.166457 0.801268 0.814685 0.366739 0.801857 ‐0.25818 0.157701 2.68028 2.77651 2.68752
rs78921037 16515451 G A 0.00272939 0.00306391 0.116208 40424 0.41593 0.458069 0.824477 0.813955 0.366954 0.825858 0.677877 0.438029 2.39495 2.32875 2.40553
rs9657591 16938046 A G 0.837102 0.837991 0.947209 40424 0.021842 0.024235 0.81225 0.813875 0.366977 0.812279 0.0167871 0.0231678 0.525024 0.526042 0.525035
rs112205102 16725718 ACAGT A 0.111159 0.11485 0.773978 40424 0.028145 0.031178 0.814915 0.8128 0.367294 0.814955 0.015313 0.0296605 0.266541 0.266064 0.266545
rs143083422 17388636 A T 0.000430257 0.000467527 0.10174 40424 1.13708 1.24984 0.827689 0.811638 0.367636 0.846473 1.22218 1.1545 1.12069 1.05984 1.14594
rs7862481 16468305 A T 0.388199 0.381362 0.868769 40424 ‐0.01733 0.019243 0.810612 0.811018 0.367819 0.810629 ‐0.0206813 0.0183507 1.27013 1.27109 1.27017
rs151335174 17091503 G A 0.00134837 0.00157838 0.655232 40424 ‐0.24525 0.274999 0.795322 0.810951 0.367839 0.79762 ‐0.177773 0.265923 0.44691 0.455082 0.447628
rs187410073 16948818 T C 0.00166141 0.00173827 0.240177 40424 0.382541 0.420964 0.825782 0.810484 0.367977 0.82876 0.38812 0.401849 0.932838 0.904784 0.935993
rs76629809 16542895 C T 0.0519666 0.0519528 0.507128 40424 ‐0.05024 0.056069 0.80282 0.80719 0.368952 0.802919 ‐0.0484775 0.0530897 0.833797 0.839057 0.833901
rs148427562 16935395 C G 0.000243261 0.000379566 0.479287 40424 0.602273 0.658724 0.835949 0.806503 0.369156 0.847387 0.934968 0.638513 2.14414 2.00528 2.22376
rs73417998 16711275 G T 0.0037177 0.00420522 0.207111 40424 ‐0.26006 0.291866 0.793905 0.806061 0.369287 0.795485 ‐0.076486 0.282724 0.0731875 0.0735349 0.0732
rs113066413 17407922 G A 0.00979913 0.0104207 0.551334 40424 0.105554 0.117136 0.812022 0.804601 0.369721 0.812365 0.126097 0.110775 1.29577 1.27708 1.29665
rs141899705 16524382 G A 0.00249848 0.00251217 0.230182 40424 ‐0.32571 0.366974 0.787764 0.803129 0.370159 0.789457 ‐0.16411 0.352844 0.216325 0.219004 0.216432
rs10810697 16959546 C G 0.291588 0.292493 0.996608 40424 ‐0.01728 0.019297 0.801759 0.802551 0.370332 0.801778 ‐0.0121089 0.0184385 0.431279 0.431652 0.431284
rs186717165 17155979 G C 0.00217497 0.00240961 0.155424 40424 0.403458 0.446781 0.81547 0.802406 0.370375 0.817799 0.509119 0.424819 1.43625 1.3984 1.44265
rs146486707 17081363 A C 0.00387662 0.00428605 0.360608 40424 0.201471 0.223661 0.811414 0.802271 0.370415 0.812274 0.127982 0.214179 0.357066 0.353426 0.357217
rs56252187 16944006 A AT 0.838714 0.839324 0.973234 40424 0.021432 0.023959 0.800207 0.801819 0.37055 0.800236 0.0148657 0.0229031 0.421293 0.422033 0.4213
rs55999610 16944306 TA T 0.838772 0.839386 0.973631 40424 0.021424 0.023957 0.799715 0.801326 0.370697 0.799744 0.0147976 0.0229012 0.417509 0.418239 0.417517
rs10962756 16945435 G T 0.838742 0.839354 0.973365 40424 0.021425 0.023959 0.799623 0.801233 0.370725 0.799652 0.0147878 0.022903 0.41689 0.417618 0.416897
rs186194202 17248254 G C 0.00133786 0.00152858 0.2142 40424 0.446247 0.492509 0.82096 0.800938 0.370813 0.824016 0.339542 0.460661 0.543281 0.529463 0.54485
rs943740 16550938 C T 0.396247 0.385246 0.723545 40424 ‐0.01895 0.021194 0.799231 0.799657 0.371196 0.799249 ‐0.0330962 0.0201332 2.70229 2.70567 2.70247
rs392302 16997567 G A 0.962826 0.960872 0.944167 40424 ‐0.04167 0.046542 0.801665 0.797883 0.371727 0.801765 ‐0.017704 0.0444035 0.158967 0.158551 0.158971
rs188692159 17407940 A G 0.0102376 0.00958429 0.679919 40424 ‐0.09682 0.109162 0.786679 0.796235 0.372221 0.787073 ‐0.115027 0.10347 1.23587 1.25838 1.23688
rs151099757 16434675 A G 0.014738 0.0156422 0.615884 40424 0.080707 0.090104 0.802296 0.795829 0.372343 0.802557 0.0925423 0.0857993 1.16336 1.14967 1.16389
rs10124554 16512777 A C 0.0733885 0.0717932 0.540912 40424 ‐0.04122 0.0463 0.792463 0.795696 0.372383 0.792527 ‐0.0501563 0.0437707 1.31306 1.32079 1.31323
rs10963073 17379615 C A 0.245197 0.247586 0.837805 40424 ‐0.01971 0.022132 0.793443 0.794486 0.372747 0.793465 ‐0.00308105 0.0211042 0.0213137 0.0213191 0.0213137
rs10962425 16462422 G T 0.0775244 0.0772646 0.810573 40424 ‐0.03236 0.036378 0.791205 0.793933 0.372914 0.791256 ‐0.0154356 0.0347551 0.197248 0.197656 0.197251
rs186620022 16456392 G A 0.00165891 0.00153936 0.12785 40424 ‐0.56076 0.641443 0.764258 0.793112 0.373161 0.766697 ‐0.636436 0.621377 1.04906 1.1025 1.05345
rs112666028 16578727 G A 0.00465529 0.00530877 0.137891 40424 0.291957 0.325895 0.802569 0.792331 0.373396 0.803641 0.535939 0.307712 3.03348 2.95061 3.04857
rs147029247 16732553 T C 0.00191475 0.00195896 0.369834 40424 0.295293 0.327729 0.811853 0.791355 0.373691 0.813527 0.0503599 0.309054 0.0265522 0.0264155 0.0265544
rs12238795 17202395 T A 0.000951597 0.00121347 0.271867 40424 0.422876 0.468336 0.81529 0.790912 0.373824 0.820346 0.668026 0.454481 2.1605 2.06179 2.19662
rs113477878 16542758 C T 0.0531554 0.05344 0.509136 40424 ‐0.04898 0.055236 0.786348 0.790461 0.373961 0.786439 ‐0.0449599 0.0523142 0.738603 0.742854 0.738681
rs67789544 16731818 T C 0.0492302 0.0497851 0.904033 40424 ‐0.03739 0.042169 0.786012 0.789369 0.374291 0.786085 ‐0.0307193 0.0403583 0.57937 0.581966 0.579409
rs13298175 16844225 C T 0.0363161 0.0362618 0.729658 40424 ‐0.04827 0.054489 0.784894 0.789126 0.374365 0.785006 ‐0.0455037 0.0521785 0.76052 0.765417 0.760622
rs7020057 17042290 A G 0.0069105 0.00765147 0.67121 40424 0.110577 0.123738 0.798586 0.788986 0.374407 0.799211 0.142662 0.117351 1.47789 1.44753 1.47999
rs186033183 16408930 T A 0.00293301 0.00306507 0.158875 40424 0.356535 0.397099 0.806135 0.788273 0.374623 0.807721 0.312244 0.37259 0.702306 0.686575 0.703698
rs141683625 16802695 A G 0.00029582 0.000349504 0.14301 40424 1.15231 1.28109 0.809051 0.787656 0.37481 0.814511 0.845027 1.17733 0.515165 0.499173 0.51764
rs263650 17012980 T G 0.642509 0.640193 0.999992 40424 ‐0.01612 0.018173 0.787209 0.786753 0.375084 0.787226 ‐0.00912852 0.0173379 0.277209 0.277088 0.277211
rs143570759 16670697 A G 0.000416817 0.000506099 0.35974 40424 0.582036 0.64464 0.815203 0.785344 0.375512 0.825776 0.511649 0.609642 0.704357 0.674884 0.712556
rs146332156 16745443 T C 0.00191517 0.00195849 0.370215 40424 0.293965 0.327562 0.805385 0.785134 0.375576 0.807033 0.0487038 0.30894 0.024853 0.0247291 0.0248549
rs146275939 16521299 G A 0.0216817 0.021654 0.439243 40424 ‐0.08088 0.091743 0.777121 0.783638 0.376031 0.777318 ‐0.0739227 0.0870166 0.721691 0.728434 0.721868
rs10756843 16940134 G A 0.780801 0.777781 0.987529 40424 0.018537 0.020964 0.781915 0.783051 0.37621 0.781937 0.00600714 0.0200553 0.089717 0.0897697 0.0897173
rs34344469 16488042 TCTTTG T 0.150011 0.143516 0.809773 40424 ‐0.02415 0.027383 0.777901 0.779673 0.377241 0.777932 ‐0.0350464 0.0260795 1.80588 1.81346 1.80604
rs1927639 16457271 C G 0.383862 0.377246 0.920076 40424 ‐0.01657 0.018771 0.778858 0.779258 0.377368 0.778874 ‐0.0187941 0.0178996 1.10244 1.10325 1.10247
rs10810780 17381799 G A 0.269948 0.27362 0.818586 40424 ‐0.01912 0.021696 0.776796 0.7777 0.377845 0.776816 ‐0.000771719 0.0206797 0.00139261 0.00139269 0.00139261
rs147673759 17134318 A G 0.00102804 0.00122039 0.450503 40424 ‐0.31633 0.362858 0.759964 0.776452 0.378228 0.763773 ‐0.307255 0.360269 0.727351 0.745676 0.730744
rs7023752 16518459 A T 0.35327 0.340602 0.932552 40424 ‐0.01673 0.018998 0.775265 0.775782 0.378434 0.775282 ‐0.0292105 0.0181072 2.6024 2.60629 2.60257
rs148068998 17071280 C G 0.000517606 0.000490688 0.172455 40424 ‐0.85426 0.992187 0.741291 0.773401 0.379167 0.745578 ‐0.753962 0.931981 0.654462 0.683204 0.656593
rs16934651 16427847 A G 0.00389222 0.00452321 0.281505 40424 0.22275 0.251609 0.783756 0.773379 0.379174 0.784607 0.134869 0.235761 0.32725 0.324006 0.327431
rs190169691 16956709 G A 0.000758663 0.000985663 0.534839 40424 0.350292 0.393861 0.790997 0.772556 0.379427 0.794954 0.273649 0.374326 0.534426 0.520377 0.536252
rs149584668 16559852 C T 0.00219988 0.00246482 0.122242 40424 0.449826 0.503134 0.799321 0.771876 0.379637 0.803004 0.735478 0.471263 2.43564 2.3095 2.47293
rs76618253 16498856 G T 0.00225729 0.00252332 0.190449 40424 0.353614 0.39827 0.788322 0.767285 0.381058 0.789954 0.393056 0.370562 1.12509 1.09424 1.13224
rs10810685 16937341 G A 0.780127 0.776853 0.999473 40424 0.018297 0.020904 0.766166 0.767258 0.381067 0.766187 0.00552801 0.0199947 0.0764375 0.0764786 0.0764377
rs10962441 16479262 G A 0.293059 0.285742 0.791692 40424 ‐0.01887 0.021584 0.76416 0.764911 0.381796 0.764178 ‐0.0289717 0.0205375 1.99 1.99377 1.99011
rs144369892 16546786 C G 0.000700043 0.000576915 0.384895 40424 ‐0.5042 0.589321 0.73198 0.764878 0.381806 0.737319 ‐0.459724 0.564582 0.663041 0.699505 0.666719
rs62541778 16951646 G A 0.163321 0.162425 0.965352 40424 ‐0.02097 0.023996 0.763385 0.764878 0.381806 0.763411 ‐0.0163956 0.0229451 0.51059 0.51157 0.510601
rs943737 16519203 T C 0.353238 0.340577 0.936214 40424 ‐0.01658 0.018967 0.763972 0.764477 0.381931 0.763989 ‐0.0290716 0.0180781 2.58603 2.58987 2.5862
rs185927922 17019903 G A 0.000610165 0.00052373 0.189695 40424 ‐0.781 0.923158 0.715724 0.764445 0.381941 0.722583 ‐1.02254 0.887543 1.32734 1.4551 1.34806
rs200065173 16702634 TA T 0.77583 0.769163 0.734668 40424 ‐0.02109 0.024105 0.765206 0.764165 0.382028 0.765227 ‐0.0177828 0.0229561 0.600075 0.599217 0.600086
rs943738 16519377 G A 0.353187 0.340523 0.937306 40424 ‐0.01655 0.018959 0.762068 0.762571 0.382525 0.762085 ‐0.0290457 0.01807 2.58372 2.58755 2.58389
rs185759077 17362172 A T 0.000521575 0.000449681 0.283709 40424 ‐0.72985 0.907496 0.646811 0.762174 0.382649 0.659865 ‐0.707052 0.836866 0.713824 0.835261 0.733123
rs180803322 16660181 G A 0.00115273 0.00111116 0.104839 40424 ‐0.69699 0.809351 0.741624 0.760024 0.383321 0.74347 ‐0.127233 0.777602 0.0267723 0.026924 0.0267744
rs188561969 17090812 C T 0.000389671 0.000393891 0.126591 40424 1.13068 1.26888 0.794028 0.760018 0.383323 0.800067 0.502644 1.15663 0.188858 0.184043 0.18925
rs10120880 16821840 C T 0.163468 0.16427 0.602911 40424 0.026607 0.030504 0.760805 0.759228 0.38357 0.760835 0.0439807 0.0288884 2.31782 2.3081 2.31807
rs192332200 16785723 G A 0.00547086 0.00538595 0.347773 40424 ‐0.17753 0.205504 0.746315 0.759036 0.38363 0.747012 ‐0.1444 0.196124 0.542094 0.550947 0.542463
rs113032486 16599775 C A 0.0120408 0.0118695 0.297571 40424 ‐0.13129 0.151842 0.747617 0.757882 0.383992 0.748042 ‐0.0609821 0.142299 0.183654 0.184995 0.183681
rs184408392 16425905 T C 0.0011196 0.000969133 0.490039 40424 ‐0.34188 0.401676 0.724431 0.756633 0.384384 0.72762 ‐0.382248 0.389773 0.961759 1.01478 0.967683
rs7872099 16940516 C G 0.776599 0.77344 0.982611 40424 0.018126 0.020866 0.754585 0.755638 0.384697 0.754605 0.00593501 0.0199664 0.0883576 0.088408 0.0883578
rs77604643 16677034 G C 0.0267384 0.0263832 0.330701 40424 ‐0.08366 0.096767 0.747524 0.753968 0.385223 0.747738 ‐0.0738994 0.0911525 0.657271 0.663162 0.657424
rs10756848 16948706 T C 0.29002 0.29149 0.971498 40424 ‐0.01689 0.019464 0.753068 0.753807 0.385274 0.753085 ‐0.00939588 0.0185964 0.255281 0.255454 0.255283
rs10962461 16503545 C G 0.0408269 0.0421188 0.500039 40424 0.053887 0.061965 0.756268 0.752283 0.385754 0.756371 0.0420603 0.0585689 0.515716 0.513133 0.515763
rs150687643 17407948 A G 0.0333121 0.0347584 0.792879 40424 0.046901 0.053956 0.755579 0.751658 0.385952 0.755683 0.0505049 0.0513054 0.969037 0.962152 0.969208
rs182152157 16559887 A G 0.000933851 0.000948069 0.151061 40424 0.633997 0.720723 0.773815 0.75147 0.386011 0.776606 0.396004 0.687469 0.331812 0.324651 0.33236
rs151035062 16838637 T C 0.000662449 0.000789379 0.406285 40424 0.437148 0.496833 0.774168 0.750136 0.386433 0.780811 0.508557 0.461376 1.21498 1.14672 1.23164
rs4551457 16937515 A G 0.780458 0.777209 0.99327 40424 0.0181 0.020925 0.748249 0.749306 0.386696 0.748269 0.00537612 0.0200149 0.0721488 0.0721866 0.072149
rs200082473 17165607 T TC 0.174162 0.172873 0.822556 40424 ‐0.02185 0.025279 0.747326 0.748702 0.386887 0.74735 ‐0.024478 0.0240958 1.03198 1.03466 1.03202
rs138507238 16892595 G A 0.000615812 0.000692352 0.110453 40424 0.900392 1.02274 0.775058 0.74695 0.387444 0.78083 0.978516 0.928797 1.10993 1.05178 1.1275
rs58474114 17405331 A G 0.274636 0.278315 0.814894 40424 ‐0.01868 0.021636 0.745471 0.746296 0.387651 0.745488 ‐0.00114403 0.0206235 0.00307717 0.00307742 0.00307717
rs59017366 17161728 T C 0.0128681 0.013252 0.305405 40424 ‐0.12057 0.140436 0.737027 0.746105 0.387712 0.737439 ‐0.0170691 0.13239 0.0166231 0.0166567 0.0166233
rs4317674 16937552 A G 0.780202 0.776937 0.999611 40424 0.018035 0.020905 0.74427 0.745316 0.387963 0.74429 0.00552825 0.0199952 0.0764409 0.076482 0.0764411
rs184224099 16524381 C T 0.000311429 0.000304017 0.124759 40424 ‐1.23194 1.49269 0.681148 0.744788 0.388131 0.690674 ‐0.521907 1.39511 0.139949 0.145481 0.140463
rs192985822 17089278 A T 0.000530228 0.000428445 0.346183 40424 ‐0.62653 0.773941 0.65534 0.744651 0.388175 0.665793 ‐0.77487 0.762952 1.03149 1.20977 1.05923
rs10962796 16988253 G A 0.0337533 0.0348696 0.896448 40424 0.043614 0.050435 0.747816 0.74411 0.388347 0.747913 0.0154253 0.048042 0.103092 0.102854 0.103094
rs193261472 16618361 T C 0.00293297 0.00276497 0.201399 40424 ‐0.32448 0.381242 0.7244 0.741448 0.389197 0.725401 ‐0.256305 0.358922 0.509936 0.521042 0.51047
rs149034856 17308421 A T 0.00502156 0.00550406 0.272298 40424 0.194186 0.223905 0.752156 0.740946 0.389358 0.752882 0.327681 0.216315 2.29471 2.2269 2.30122
rs184862413 17093317 A G 0.000530184 0.00042876 0.345878 40424 ‐0.62494 0.773857 0.652167 0.740808 0.389402 0.662529 ‐0.773293 0.762917 1.02739 1.20459 1.05495
rs140906458 17134890 T C 0.000204137 0.000260649 0.172669 40424 1.16221 1.32268 0.772075 0.739976 0.389669 0.780177 1.14249 1.23368 0.857622 0.816365 0.873129
rs185206570 17305746 G A 0.00502147 0.00550366 0.272309 40424 0.194032 0.223908 0.750943 0.73976 0.389738 0.751668 0.32747 0.21632 2.29165 2.22396 2.29814
rs148571621 17303936 C G 0.00502147 0.00550351 0.272315 40424 0.193963 0.223908 0.750409 0.739238 0.389905 0.751133 0.327373 0.216321 2.29027 2.22265 2.29675
rs4961559 17400701 G T 0.269864 0.273662 0.820336 40424 ‐0.01862 0.021682 0.737861 0.738689 0.390081 0.737879 ‐0.000139903 0.0206701 4.58114E‐05 4.58116E‐05 4.58114E‐05
rs111755670 17291683 G C 0.0157285 0.0165971 0.331702 40424 0.104063 0.120677 0.743606 0.738408 0.390171 0.743829 0.125747 0.113271 1.23241 1.21809 1.233
rs6475051 16420198 T C 0.00440754 0.00508012 0.27781 40424 0.206892 0.239296 0.747512 0.73781 0.390363 0.748244 0.12946 0.224169 0.333517 0.330172 0.333692
rs144439448 16550526 T C 0.000530282 0.000629023 0.135559 40424 0.816687 0.936878 0.75988 0.737137 0.39058 0.768008 0.770836 0.879318 0.768478 0.747726 0.77805
rs146290667 16772490 T C 0.000440578 0.000439373 0.247684 40424 0.765635 0.855035 0.801817 0.73706 0.390604 0.813914 0.0844649 0.805836 0.0109865 0.0108757 0.0109892
rs7850673 16949450 C T 0.835193 0.836014 0.9631 40424 0.020508 0.023917 0.735233 0.736633 0.390742 0.735257 0.0159479 0.0228709 0.486229 0.487132 0.486239
rs7850681 16949474 C T 0.835193 0.836013 0.963104 40424 0.020508 0.023917 0.735217 0.736617 0.390747 0.735241 0.015947 0.0228708 0.486177 0.48708 0.486187
rs146880054 16472960 C A 0.00893455 0.00884173 0.678192 40424 ‐0.09527 0.11173 0.727125 0.734939 0.391287 0.727453 ‐0.0360514 0.107765 0.111916 0.112468 0.111923
rs187923025 16620698 T C 0.00100938 0.00120699 0.17567 40424 0.496458 0.573429 0.749558 0.734463 0.39144 0.752815 0.753879 0.560777 1.80727 1.75478 1.82617
rs184197204 16839610 G A 0.00439572 0.00361903 0.730529 40424 ‐0.14198 0.167244 0.720683 0.734203 0.391524 0.721472 ‐0.203764 0.159918 1.62352 1.67899 1.62751
rs35154644 17038452 A AT 0.0775698 0.0815734 0.942546 40424 0.028266 0.032947 0.736041 0.733814 0.39165 0.736085 0.0325261 0.0314848 1.06724 1.0625 1.06733
rs7045030 16519886 T C 0.355404 0.343003 0.930896 40424 ‐0.01626 0.018989 0.732797 0.733266 0.391827 0.732812 ‐0.0287078 0.0180991 2.51586 2.51951 2.51602
rs7021242 16954279 G T 0.287837 0.288755 0.997867 40424 ‐0.01656 0.019349 0.732304 0.733009 0.39191 0.73232 ‐0.0120627 0.0184895 0.425638 0.426011 0.425643
rs10756845 16944833 A T 0.838135 0.838619 0.969143 40424 0.02048 0.023969 0.73003 0.731432 0.392419 0.730054 0.0137667 0.0229116 0.361033 0.361619 0.361039
rs117761426 16668272 T C 0.00609279 0.00664239 0.168942 40424 0.22544 0.262208 0.739215 0.729893 0.392918 0.739989 0.277927 0.249518 1.24067 1.21615 1.24261
rs150192911 16963318 G A 0.00183716 0.00166251 0.763961 40424 ‐0.20266 0.240443 0.710392 0.729535 0.393034 0.711945 ‐0.18742 0.23285 0.647857 0.66684 0.649175
rs145574437 16940040 CTTCT C 0.779968 0.776808 0.990059 40424 0.01783 0.020906 0.72734 0.72835 0.393419 0.727359 0.00530367 0.0199994 0.0703261 0.0703623 0.0703262
rs76653511 17162581 T C 0.0179701 0.0170182 0.67608 40424 ‐0.06906 0.081249 0.722439 0.72824 0.393454 0.722634 ‐0.114658 0.0779292 2.16474 2.20263 2.16648
rs138262314 16910295 C T 0.000569462 0.000797298 0.511378 40424 0.368961 0.425729 0.751093 0.72711 0.393822 0.75735 0.55882 0.419124 1.77771 1.68179 1.81349
rs9657592 16938927 G A 0.779654 0.776453 0.990547 40424 0.017804 0.020898 0.7258 0.726804 0.393921 0.725819 0.00512222 0.0199913 0.0656501 0.0656827 0.0656502
rs7043062 16825110 T C 0.181469 0.185984 0.584723 40424 0.025131 0.029461 0.727657 0.726411 0.394049 0.72768 0.0267069 0.0279725 0.911557 0.909567 0.911589
rs9657594 16939146 G A 0.779672 0.776462 0.99913 40424 0.017784 0.020887 0.724931 0.725931 0.394205 0.72495 0.00520421 0.0199809 0.0678391 0.0678733 0.0678392
rs186857016 16582453 G A 0.00410796 0.00374753 0.195971 40424 ‐0.27291 0.323371 0.712247 0.725806 0.394246 0.713001 ‐0.51038 0.313379 2.65245 2.76423 2.66247
rs76062299 16761239 G A 0.0100501 0.00974791 0.205278 40424 ‐0.16992 0.200931 0.715156 0.725523 0.394338 0.715751 ‐0.136092 0.188778 0.519709 0.52713 0.520044
rs10962470 16515053 G A 0.0394865 0.0407282 0.508367 40424 0.053315 0.062451 0.728806 0.724981 0.394515 0.728904 0.041293 0.0590449 0.48909 0.486666 0.489134
rs10810686 16938354 A G 0.779682 0.77642 0.990094 40424 0.017767 0.020894 0.723123 0.724121 0.394795 0.723141 0.00499232 0.0199874 0.0623865 0.0624166 0.0623866
rs77566035 16433136 C G 0.0036203 0.00425275 0.275964 40424 0.223878 0.261523 0.732829 0.723725 0.394925 0.733635 0.153646 0.245791 0.390761 0.386608 0.391033
rs10810766 17343116 A G 0.299298 0.304558 0.841606 40424 ‐0.01762 0.020741 0.721773 0.722447 0.395342 0.721789 ‐0.00318014 0.0197823 0.0258429 0.0258482 0.0258429
rs13289535 17100003 A G 0.0351763 0.0343099 0.848071 40424 ‐0.04379 0.051664 0.718457 0.722397 0.395359 0.718551 ‐0.0310462 0.0494459 0.394235 0.396148 0.394263
rs4961507 16939350 T G 0.779863 0.776672 0.991507 40424 0.017746 0.020898 0.721082 0.722077 0.395463 0.721101 0.00515366 0.0199915 0.0664572 0.0664904 0.0664573
rs10756842 16938633 A G 0.779833 0.776618 0.99154 40424 0.017742 0.020895 0.720971 0.721965 0.3955 0.720989 0.00506914 0.0199888 0.0643125 0.0643441 0.0643126
rs192249650 16620991 G A 0.000713673 0.000696347 0.121142 40424 ‐0.82016 0.994925 0.679538 0.720476 0.395988 0.683818 ‐0.631348 0.958749 0.433638 0.455138 0.435464
rs10810688 16939118 C T 0.779824 0.776623 0.992222 40424 0.017719 0.020894 0.719156 0.720146 0.396096 0.719174 0.00510935 0.0199884 0.0653395 0.0653719 0.0653397
rs68056113 17342571 GA G 0.299235 0.304507 0.84179 40424 ‐0.01759 0.020739 0.719297 0.719968 0.396154 0.719313 ‐0.00312076 0.0197811 0.0248898 0.0248948 0.0248898
rs10963045 17343013 A G 0.299235 0.304507 0.841789 40424 ‐0.01759 0.02074 0.719195 0.719865 0.396188 0.71921 ‐0.00311942 0.0197811 0.0248683 0.0248733 0.0248683
rs10963046 17343041 C A 0.299235 0.304507 0.841789 40424 ‐0.01759 0.02074 0.719135 0.719805 0.396208 0.719151 ‐0.00311866 0.0197811 0.0248561 0.0248612 0.0248561
rs118187579 17155943 C T 0.0357246 0.0345339 0.764288 40424 ‐0.04598 0.054377 0.715084 0.719057 0.396453 0.715176 ‐0.0474063 0.0519919 0.831384 0.837282 0.831509
rs71327876 16937413 CAA C 0.770889 0.767221 0.974446 40424 0.017565 0.020752 0.716502 0.717447 0.396983 0.716519 0.00516932 0.0198538 0.067792 0.0678249 0.0677922
rs12685079 17040246 C A 0.00639943 0.00711546 0.697125 40424 0.10759 0.126289 0.72579 0.717342 0.397017 0.726325 0.143268 0.119868 1.42853 1.39917 1.43056
rs12340355 16972272 C T 0.253996 0.257414 0.983767 40424 0.017069 0.020147 0.717712 0.716948 0.397147 0.717728 0.0113082 0.0192534 0.344962 0.344646 0.344966
rs199646968 16937411 AAC A 0.770871 0.767196 0.974529 40424 0.017556 0.02075 0.715804 0.716748 0.397213 0.715822 0.00515026 0.0198523 0.0673029 0.0673354 0.067303
rs118036419 16673829 G A 0.0294534 0.0295924 0.634586 40424 0.054623 0.064349 0.720547 0.716459 0.397308 0.720652 0.0330307 0.0613291 0.29007 0.288818 0.290087
rs145200373 16579483 G C 0.00453597 0.00517564 0.139998 40424 0.278935 0.327605 0.724946 0.716049 0.397443 0.725821 0.529876 0.309379 2.93336 2.85389 2.9476
rs263582 17039543 T C 0.0752041 0.0792757 0.976655 40424 0.027782 0.032821 0.716489 0.714343 0.398006 0.71653 0.0333122 0.0313516 1.12898 1.12382 1.12908
rs145266943 16482479 T C 0.000572543 0.000502199 0.16609 40424 ‐0.83296 1.00744 0.683626 0.713992 0.398122 0.686101 ‐1.06098 0.951455 1.24348 1.3265 1.25268
rs182950224 16527624 A C 0.00357459 0.00338145 0.170222 40424 ‐0.3236 0.387936 0.69583 0.713808 0.398183 0.696699 ‐0.372699 0.361376 1.06365 1.10246 1.06638
rs10810767 17343261 G A 0.29908 0.30436 0.841631 40424 ‐0.01751 0.020745 0.712702 0.713364 0.398329 0.712717 ‐0.00304652 0.0197862 0.0237074 0.0237121 0.0237074
rs16934924 16709074 G C 0.0497026 0.0511011 0.932208 40424 ‐0.03475 0.041222 0.710474 0.713324 0.398343 0.710532 ‐0.037569 0.0394994 0.904641 0.909543 0.904734
rs10963047 17343708 G A 0.29908 0.30436 0.84163 40424 ‐0.01751 0.020745 0.712599 0.713261 0.398363 0.712614 ‐0.00304562 0.0197862 0.0236933 0.0236979 0.0236933
rs10963048 17343787 C T 0.29908 0.30436 0.841629 40424 ‐0.01751 0.020745 0.712557 0.713218 0.398378 0.712572 ‐0.00304489 0.0197862 0.023682 0.0236867 0.023682
rs10810635 16795241 T C 0.0642679 0.0659634 0.647678 40424 0.037306 0.0441 0.715611 0.713071 0.398426 0.715661 0.00846045 0.0418595 0.0408506 0.0408096 0.0408507
rs190958700 16680179 T G 0.00374629 0.00362458 0.358781 40424 ‐0.20719 0.247768 0.6993 0.71215 0.398731 0.700077 ‐0.162157 0.234557 0.477944 0.486363 0.478332
rs10963049 17344707 C A 0.299078 0.304361 0.841618 40424 ‐0.0175 0.020745 0.711412 0.712072 0.398757 0.711427 ‐0.00303021 0.0197864 0.0234537 0.0234583 0.0234537
rs16934660 16432544 T C 0.0732879 0.07573 0.929615 40424 ‐0.02901 0.034443 0.709304 0.71159 0.398916 0.709346 ‐0.0120238 0.0329808 0.132911 0.133135 0.132913
rs140070568 17306829 C T 0.00271205 0.00305116 0.324936 40424 0.23616 0.278082 0.721216 0.711269 0.399023 0.72228 0.312531 0.264986 1.39104 1.35732 1.39461
rs7041549 16501402 T G 0.213083 0.205897 0.702344 40424 ‐0.02147 0.025493 0.709464 0.710575 0.399253 0.709484 ‐0.0389262 0.0242499 2.5767 2.58603 2.57694
rs117638588 17322000 C T 0.00790808 0.00870076 0.354158 40424 0.136259 0.160955 0.716674 0.708974 0.399785 0.717034 0.276756 0.150952 3.36136 3.27489 3.36934
rs144432575 16995005 G A 0.000785329 0.000711702 0.138522 40424 ‐0.74396 0.896218 0.689082 0.708968 0.399787 0.690391 ‐0.512865 0.848998 0.364916 0.373562 0.365323
rs180887542 17179685 T C 0.000878907 0.00108392 0.249973 40424 0.450543 0.530161 0.722198 0.708626 0.3999 0.726614 0.839343 0.497837 2.84253 2.67503 2.90378
rs144658913 17105512 G A 0.00519731 0.00554512 0.468876 40424 0.14864 0.175486 0.71744 0.707624 0.400234 0.717952 0.142571 0.164367 0.752368 0.740333 0.752971
rs191322677 16886075 C G 0.00152266 0.00184646 0.262175 40424 0.333261 0.393312 0.717952 0.707603 0.400241 0.719793 0.442269 0.381634 1.34301 1.30911 1.34867
rs139189607 16973509 A T 0.00092589 0.00100979 0.132436 40424 0.684343 0.801193 0.729581 0.707183 0.400381 0.731047 0.488332 0.710597 0.472263 0.459286 0.473754
rs149124295 16997414 G A 0.000779162 0.000861117 0.134033 40424 0.68448 0.805901 0.72137 0.70641 0.400638 0.723017 0.610843 0.774845 0.621484 0.607451 0.622752
rs187303251 16426362 T C 0.00498045 0.005015 0.145874 40424 0.273357 0.323317 0.71483 0.705428 0.400966 0.715446 0.152711 0.305469 0.249922 0.24759 0.25
rs186251153 16981120 A G 0.00208755 0.00220327 0.137189 40424 0.434917 0.512654 0.719721 0.705102 0.401075 0.720631 0.393948 0.479197 0.675851 0.661939 0.676835
rs1927621 16453551 T C 0.369791 0.362713 0.999993 40424 ‐0.01524 0.018166 0.703857 0.70425 0.401359 0.703871 ‐0.0201559 0.0173361 1.35177 1.35304 1.35181
rs78530219 16797314 C T 0.00757363 0.00838391 0.310119 40424 0.146679 0.174007 0.710559 0.703461 0.401623 0.711081 0.146711 0.165066 0.789969 0.779729 0.790548
rs184515616 16495010 A T 0.00654312 0.00659382 0.406254 40424 0.141958 0.168483 0.709919 0.701865 0.402158 0.710352 0.148267 0.160123 0.857395 0.844144 0.858011
rs72717022 16472362 G C 0.016419 0.0157279 0.428028 40424 ‐0.08888 0.10655 0.695864 0.701853 0.402162 0.696068 ‐0.0367245 0.101864 0.129978 0.130549 0.129985
rs4961428 16951644 A G 0.835779 0.836618 0.966801 40424 0.020019 0.023936 0.699517 0.700818 0.402509 0.699538 0.0158132 0.0228873 0.477364 0.478245 0.477374
rs144844305 17299877 T C 0.0051673 0.00475513 0.213945 40424 ‐0.22811 0.27541 0.68598 0.699603 0.402917 0.686599 ‐0.320589 0.265581 1.45714 1.50326 1.46012
rs111575011 16642693 T G 0.0226162 0.0222748 0.378123 40424 0.081089 0.096705 0.703117 0.698339 0.403342 0.703258 0.0317063 0.0916319 0.119729 0.119323 0.119733
rs200801543 16518582 TG T 0.0869685 0.0882619 0.502726 40424 ‐0.03668 0.043998 0.695157 0.697706 0.403556 0.695203 ‐0.016032 0.0416386 0.148246 0.148523 0.148248
rs112963605 17254005 G T 0.0368874 0.0367222 0.48219 40424 ‐0.05638 0.067693 0.693793 0.697326 0.403684 0.693876 ‐0.0525409 0.0640655 0.672584 0.676682 0.67266
rs182068773 17184483 T A 0.00335312 0.00296305 0.670957 40424 ‐0.16081 0.194632 0.682642 0.697149 0.403743 0.683575 ‐0.14703 0.186937 0.618616 0.633463 0.619406
rs10962853 17076367 C T 0.194023 0.196692 0.897076 40424 ‐0.01929 0.023121 0.695785 0.696877 0.403835 0.695804 ‐0.00504311 0.0221096 0.0520279 0.0520547 0.052028
rs144761477 17023658 G A 0.00096795 0.00109821 0.354012 40424 0.37785 0.447665 0.712415 0.696118 0.404091 0.71579 0.397261 0.417689 0.904577 0.872495 0.909626
rs141737758 16469222 T G 0.00638202 0.00559934 0.664191 40424 ‐0.11877 0.14345 0.685551 0.695917 0.404159 0.686023 ‐0.172969 0.135601 1.62708 1.67308 1.62995
rs142466214 16758997 C T 0.0137807 0.0142292 0.41821 40424 0.096034 0.114735 0.700588 0.695498 0.404301 0.700758 0.111532 0.108494 1.05679 1.04522 1.0572
rs72700141 17013970 C T 0.0134299 0.0129524 0.376394 40424 ‐0.10379 0.124994 0.689479 0.695452 0.404316 0.689718 ‐0.0595637 0.119897 0.246799 0.248365 0.246827
rs16935232 16991763 C T 0.0343328 0.0353459 0.976445 40424 0.040225 0.048141 0.698152 0.694886 0.404507 0.698232 0.00779935 0.0458987 0.0288745 0.0288401 0.0288747
rs7871743 16433603 C T 0.0754265 0.0778362 0.913184 40424 ‐0.02857 0.034334 0.69221 0.694391 0.404675 0.692249 ‐0.0120977 0.0328517 0.135608 0.135837 0.13561
rs16935239 16999749 T C 0.034614 0.0357532 0.982313 40424 0.039839 0.047742 0.69634 0.693118 0.405106 0.696419 0.0104904 0.0455342 0.0530777 0.0529925 0.0530781
rs13298272 16707206 A C 0.725052 0.718457 0.601779 40424 ‐0.02082 0.025005 0.693082 0.692301 0.405383 0.693098 ‐0.0236203 0.0238049 0.984554 0.983007 0.984584
rs35005898 16419367 T C 0.0102228 0.00927115 0.646167 40424 ‐0.09324 0.112726 0.684109 0.692119 0.405445 0.684392 ‐0.10881 0.107015 1.03384 1.05099 1.03451
rs7038172 16708269 T C 0.0497138 0.0510597 0.997848 40424 ‐0.03318 0.039965 0.689302 0.692047 0.405469 0.689357 ‐0.034958 0.0382682 0.834481 0.838856 0.834561
rs140877718 16479261 AG A 0.297699 0.290492 0.809995 40424 ‐0.01762 0.021225 0.689306 0.689943 0.406184 0.689321 ‐0.0277287 0.0201947 1.88531 1.88876 1.88541
rs185811424 17179518 A G 0.00247818 0.00250351 0.206298 40424 0.321066 0.383482 0.700969 0.6899 0.406198 0.701942 0.0864985 0.364984 0.0561654 0.055855 0.056171
rs199882688 16479260 AAG A 0.297699 0.290492 0.809993 40424 ‐0.01762 0.021226 0.689235 0.689872 0.406208 0.689249 ‐0.0277279 0.0201948 1.8852 1.88865 1.8853
rs150143043 17128535 A G 0.00129147 0.00154176 0.581503 40424 ‐0.24424 0.296699 0.677663 0.689821 0.406225 0.679463 ‐0.185596 0.28642 0.419885 0.427243 0.420572
rs142948936 16515657 C T 0.0076975 0.0071751 0.385237 40424 ‐0.1397 0.169437 0.679811 0.68958 0.406307 0.68023 ‐0.183977 0.159849 1.32467 1.35484 1.3264
rs1927625 16439783 A G 0.0750793 0.0777429 0.898019 40424 ‐0.02869 0.034616 0.686809 0.688975 0.406513 0.686848 ‐0.00780354 0.0331363 0.0554595 0.0555195 0.0554598
rs148598074 17072996 G A 0.189055 0.19113 0.895921 40424 ‐0.01936 0.02336 0.686804 0.687902 0.406879 0.686823 ‐0.00659489 0.0223477 0.0870859 0.0871457 0.0870862
rs148353807 16745178 G A 0.00256616 0.00249801 0.310378 40424 0.266791 0.318563 0.701376 0.687803 0.406913 0.702208 0.118933 0.295126 0.162403 0.160499 0.162468
rs183171026 16531063 C A 0.000755397 0.000614852 0.287058 40424 ‐0.5612 0.69335 0.65514 0.687707 0.406945 0.65713 ‐0.676812 0.641496 1.11313 1.19072 1.12171
rs149528053 16987887 A C 0.000550894 0.000548345 0.418497 40424 ‐0.48016 0.590734 0.660667 0.687481 0.407023 0.664359 ‐0.400249 0.562185 0.506877 0.52685 0.509202
rs145739533 16897605 G A 0.00534006 0.00608367 0.283752 40424 0.171013 0.205113 0.695141 0.686844 0.40724 0.695871 0.203275 0.200046 1.03253 1.01493 1.03405
rs7042688 16959184 C A 0.290861 0.292056 0.997821 40424 ‐0.01598 0.019305 0.684807 0.685433 0.407722 0.684821 ‐0.0108515 0.0184436 0.346164 0.346433 0.346168
rs28501274 16605471 A G 0.0577185 0.0585287 0.465849 40424 ‐0.04585 0.055549 0.681338 0.684562 0.40802 0.681405 ‐0.0365448 0.052571 0.483234 0.485399 0.483266
rs10963012 17295541 C G 0.307538 0.303394 0.674412 40424 ‐0.01913 0.023138 0.683224 0.683823 0.408273 0.683239 ‐0.0225516 0.0220554 1.0455 1.04686 1.04553
rs145347157 16847398 GC G 0.999025 0.999005 0.158027 40424 0.576072 0.713907 0.651133 0.683403 0.408417 0.654428 0.471178 0.705324 0.446265 0.465539 0.447549
rs74918529 17279531 A T 0.0171073 0.0174029 0.275514 40424 0.105801 0.127653 0.68694 0.683002 0.408555 0.687065 0.0993466 0.120961 0.674549 0.6697 0.674668
rs10962801 16991287 G A 0.0337292 0.0347353 0.949911 40424 0.04069 0.049125 0.686059 0.682848 0.408608 0.686138 0.00837014 0.0468325 0.0319426 0.0319022 0.0319428
rs144423787 16448096 C T 0.00101039 0.00114542 0.149582 40424 0.539369 0.646937 0.695102 0.682658 0.408673 0.697628 1.0148 0.621915 2.66256 2.5376 2.69367
rs10962744 16941667 C T 0.00459333 0.00548177 0.586886 40424 0.129623 0.155855 0.691707 0.682318 0.40879 0.692383 0.188146 0.149737 1.57881 1.54216 1.58237
rs78273820 17279530 C T 0.0171073 0.0174027 0.275514 40424 0.105741 0.127654 0.686154 0.682222 0.408823 0.686279 0.0992899 0.120962 0.673771 0.66893 0.67389
rs117464235 16560264 G A 0.0085311 0.00897131 0.386274 40424 0.122935 0.148171 0.688373 0.681739 0.408989 0.688724 0.169617 0.141478 1.43734 1.41193 1.43883
rs7028577 17380962 C G 0.245491 0.24812 0.837991 40424 ‐0.01825 0.022116 0.680738 0.681563 0.409049 0.680754 ‐0.00202209 0.0210905 0.00919237 0.0091939 0.00919237
rs13283291 17382575 A G 0.270685 0.274356 0.819709 40424 ‐0.01787 0.021657 0.680549 0.681283 0.409145 0.680564 ‐0.000245452 0.0206499 0.000141286 0.000141288 0.000141286
rs79806165 16423632 T C 0.00440024 0.0050618 0.277814 40424 0.199105 0.239786 0.689468 0.680808 0.409309 0.690085 0.122371 0.224562 0.296949 0.294128 0.297087
rs112860165 17076974 C A 0.193989 0.196744 0.894179 40424 ‐0.01908 0.023144 0.679672 0.680728 0.409336 0.67969 ‐0.00455673 0.0221324 0.0423884 0.0424081 0.0423885
rs148965613 16968343 C T 0.00095312 0.00103826 0.127904 40424 0.674395 0.805497 0.700971 0.679826 0.409647 0.702257 0.49166 0.712781 0.475794 0.462735 0.477299
rs145546832 16636142 G T 0.00138018 0.00132741 0.128404 40424 ‐0.55496 0.681455 0.663202 0.67972 0.409683 0.664559 ‐0.460999 0.652542 0.499094 0.511862 0.499818
rs263585 17041557 A G 0.0770039 0.0814429 0.999984 40424 0.02653 0.032138 0.681478 0.679532 0.409748 0.681514 0.0302792 0.0307069 0.972335 0.968295 0.972407
rs184214575 17023270 T C 0.00128048 0.0015051 0.481414 40424 0.268212 0.322875 0.690062 0.677389 0.410487 0.691787 0.392358 0.312124 1.5802 1.52395 1.5885
rs143611103 16504650 C T 0.0275507 0.0277499 0.445386 40424 ‐0.06602 0.080495 0.672651 0.677076 0.410595 0.672767 ‐0.0576643 0.0765263 0.567796 0.571805 0.56788
rs1337388 16629279 C T 0.967084 0.967882 0.280758 40424 0.077339 0.094273 0.673008 0.676891 0.410659 0.673096 0.0927685 0.0898824 1.06525 1.07438 1.06548
rs186529543 16641665 C A 0.00242165 0.00237977 0.176028 40424 0.36139 0.435746 0.687838 0.675992 0.41097 0.688595 0.0748285 0.40608 0.0339555 0.0337914 0.0339578
rs183392885 16642409 G C 0.00242035 0.00237884 0.176037 40424 0.361467 0.435841 0.68783 0.67598 0.410974 0.688587 0.075595 0.40614 0.0346446 0.0344755 0.034647
rs146349143 17345258 T C 0.00703736 0.00629602 0.46542 40424 ‐0.13378 0.163954 0.665745 0.675521 0.411133 0.666146 ‐0.227574 0.155095 2.15305 2.21977 2.15754
rs3814110 16437728 G C 0.0753233 0.0777832 0.909572 40424 ‐0.02823 0.03441 0.673144 0.675234 0.411233 0.673181 ‐0.0111464 0.0329272 0.114595 0.114772 0.114596
rs57310704 16438793 C T 0.0758426 0.0782572 0.898529 40424 ‐0.0283 0.034513 0.672312 0.674403 0.411521 0.67235 ‐0.0108501 0.0330243 0.107944 0.108107 0.107945
rs115913554 16501070 G A 0.00276957 0.00285027 0.110087 40424 ‐0.39392 0.484425 0.661233 0.674152 0.411608 0.663583 ‐0.0789 0.476382 0.0274311 0.0275434 0.0274339
rs56327547 16556653 T TTACTC 0.0494113 0.0501238 0.399426 40424 ‐0.05302 0.064735 0.670701 0.674089 0.41163 0.67077 ‐0.0387021 0.0611358 0.400754 0.402485 0.400778
rs183887300 16539982 G C 0.00049297 0.00043313 0.102736 40424 ‐1.14223 1.42719 0.640543 0.674081 0.411632 0.641188 ‐1.90046 1.41257 1.81009 1.99818 1.81596
rs7019625 16635419 C T 0.0584227 0.059485 0.454122 40424 ‐0.04571 0.055815 0.670693 0.673825 0.411721 0.670757 ‐0.0343541 0.0528344 0.422789 0.424539 0.422813
rs116858083 16543812 T C 0.00860128 0.00912558 0.403244 40424 0.118253 0.143406 0.679964 0.673795 0.411732 0.680312 0.181682 0.137323 1.75038 1.71666 1.7526
rs10962481 16539830 G A 0.0790542 0.0768027 0.42613 40424 ‐0.04147 0.050621 0.671265 0.673761 0.411743 0.67131 ‐0.0579643 0.047868 1.46633 1.47553 1.46654
rs7035219 16468296 C T 0.00331352 0.00376679 0.272977 40424 0.229687 0.278083 0.682217 0.673744 0.411749 0.682926 0.125157 0.262335 0.227612 0.2256 0.227702
rs17738890 16559835 C T 0.0518314 0.0520208 0.512842 40424 ‐0.04563 0.055776 0.669369 0.672624 0.412138 0.669435 ‐0.0479565 0.0528291 0.824041 0.829134 0.824141
rs59533908 17122048 G A 0.00858959 0.00930272 0.505871 40424 0.106435 0.129086 0.679842 0.672415 0.412211 0.680243 0.156111 0.122685 1.61915 1.58563 1.62139
rs57937957 16439153 G A 0.0747921 0.0772109 0.909956 40424 ‐0.02824 0.034517 0.669517 0.671599 0.412495 0.669554 ‐0.0114658 0.0330309 0.120495 0.120688 0.120497
rs57010092 16439018 C T 0.074795 0.0772136 0.910081 40424 ‐0.02824 0.034514 0.669424 0.671506 0.412527 0.669461 ‐0.0114756 0.0330282 0.120721 0.120914 0.120722
rs12005952 16430783 C A 0.151633 0.158547 0.873138 40424 0.021228 0.02589 0.672303 0.671107 0.412666 0.672323 0.0290091 0.0246908 1.38037 1.37613 1.38046
rs263644 17016593 C T 0.00254604 0.00362485 0.672005 40424 0.146936 0.178495 0.677643 0.670423 0.412904 0.678714 0.25066 0.174894 2.05409 2.00824 2.06348
rs12004304 16607480 G A 0.0583502 0.0592263 0.45299 40424 ‐0.04582 0.056113 0.666656 0.669822 0.413114 0.666721 ‐0.0335637 0.0530471 0.400328 0.401969 0.40035
rs3814111 16527354 T C 0.215468 0.208913 0.699816 40424 ‐0.02085 0.025496 0.668615 0.669597 0.413192 0.668633 ‐0.0323051 0.024259 1.77336 1.77844 1.77347
rs10119720 16491461 A G 0.00713416 0.00638136 0.606519 40424 ‐0.11476 0.141381 0.658879 0.668431 0.413599 0.6593 ‐0.16511 0.133807 1.52261 1.56303 1.52501
rs7043935 16463157 C G 0.399163 0.392101 0.906281 40424 ‐0.01531 0.018752 0.666752 0.667023 0.414091 0.666764 ‐0.0198765 0.0178891 1.23454 1.23538 1.23458
rs10756757 16519926 C T 0.355618 0.343181 0.932468 40424 ‐0.01548 0.018972 0.665927 0.666331 0.414334 0.665939 ‐0.0279817 0.0180841 2.39415 2.39752 2.3943
rs188539370 16865923 T C 0.000499238 0.000726738 0.400387 40424 0.435874 0.527988 0.681511 0.666028 0.41444 0.683731 0.681164 0.51805 1.72886 1.66127 1.74279
rs192681744 17326790 A G 0.0014935 0.00125964 0.257928 40424 ‐0.39945 0.497441 0.644823 0.665716 0.414549 0.646289 ‐0.735854 0.477135 2.37848 2.54921 2.39751
rs138207689 16659373 C T 0.163476 0.161387 0.260711 40424 ‐0.03823 0.046906 0.664169 0.665554 0.414606 0.664192 ‐0.0434422 0.044398 0.95741 0.960162 0.957454
rs201582599 17389579 T TG 0.272682 0.276589 0.821296 40424 ‐0.0176 0.021584 0.66454 0.665237 0.414717 0.664554 0.000510721 0.0205817 0.000615752 0.000615729 0.000615752
rs75367381 16996956 C T 0.00260453 0.00248064 0.444097 40424 ‐0.2159 0.268057 0.648731 0.664165 0.415093 0.649853 ‐0.273316 0.256603 1.1345 1.17622 1.13796
rs16935383 17163411 T A 0.012277 0.0126016 0.305567 40424 ‐0.11679 0.144217 0.655775 0.663693 0.415259 0.656124 ‐0.0198555 0.135741 0.0213964 0.0214473 0.0213968
rs56218971 16556929 T C 0.0532246 0.0536158 0.501759 40424 ‐0.04521 0.055665 0.659595 0.662758 0.415588 0.659659 ‐0.0445357 0.0527053 0.714016 0.718075 0.714089
rs181076496 17020083 T G 0.00667143 0.00721138 0.752648 40424 0.097768 0.119474 0.669649 0.662381 0.415721 0.670032 0.108816 0.114025 0.910724 0.896527 0.911428
rs147043174 17074095 C A 0.00143516 0.00167206 0.210965 40424 0.382115 0.465231 0.674605 0.662299 0.415749 0.676588 0.832153 0.437807 3.61278 3.4271 3.66638
rs969222 16992933 C G 0.0338795 0.0348423 0.955366 40424 0.039845 0.048866 0.664886 0.661829 0.415915 0.66496 0.00731183 0.0465857 0.0246346 0.0246073 0.0246347
rs7869202 16964709 C T 0.836445 0.836896 0.475614 40424 0.027914 0.03435 0.660347 0.661555 0.416012 0.660368 0.0218835 0.0327863 0.445499 0.446307 0.445508
rs61393085 16438862 G A 0.0742985 0.0766939 0.909349 40424 ‐0.02811 0.034621 0.65906 0.661104 0.41617 0.659097 ‐0.0115445 0.0331353 0.121386 0.121582 0.121388
rs111663767 16972854 G T 0.00538119 0.00543307 0.719504 40424 ‐0.11162 0.138297 0.651462 0.660022 0.416552 0.651935 ‐0.0347138 0.134308 0.0668035 0.067137 0.0668083
rs17824366 16973804 A G 0.256662 0.260304 0.997773 40424 0.016239 0.019993 0.659766 0.659107 0.416875 0.65978 0.0113185 0.0191113 0.350748 0.350431 0.350752
rs202057106 17327135 T TA 0.297741 0.303133 0.841396 40424 ‐0.01685 0.02077 0.6585 0.659093 0.41688 0.658513 ‐0.00243497 0.0198102 0.0151082 0.0151106 0.0151082
rs144049566 17075427 CCT C 0.0106237 0.0109889 0.815743 40424 ‐0.07409 0.091771 0.651814 0.657762 0.417351 0.65205 0.00220809 0.0886535 0.000620359 0.000620155 0.000620359
rs1442528 17329964 A G 0.297812 0.303186 0.841919 40424 ‐0.01683 0.020766 0.657142 0.657733 0.417361 0.657156 ‐0.00247008 0.0198073 0.0155514 0.0155539 0.0155514
rs10962487 16561547 G T 0.129889 0.128674 0.615564 40424 0.02695 0.033199 0.658974 0.657484 0.41745 0.659001 0.0335887 0.0314947 1.13739 1.13325 1.13747
rs1487507 16990565 C T 0.997455 0.996346 0.644483 40424 ‐0.148 0.181578 0.664349 0.657411 0.417475 0.665422 ‐0.254916 0.178047 2.04985 2.00471 2.05954
rs7870873 16558173 C T 0.970145 0.97089 0.240005 40424 0.086603 0.107168 0.653027 0.657022 0.417613 0.653119 0.15814 0.102233 2.39278 2.42555 2.39405
rs188735518 16726131 C T 0.000639751 0.000739424 0.161297 40424 0.653289 0.792785 0.679048 0.655871 0.418021 0.683639 0.965526 0.746316 1.67372 1.58961 1.70325
rs184188694 16818171 G A 0.00442762 0.00436649 0.345782 40424 ‐0.18333 0.228455 0.643966 0.655612 0.418113 0.644639 ‐0.158708 0.21905 0.524939 0.534693 0.525382
rs189786020 16539632 C G 0.111709 0.111392 0.517269 40424 0.031305 0.038625 0.656885 0.655242 0.418245 0.656914 0.0355533 0.0367477 0.936051 0.932695 0.936108
rs10963035 17326897 G C 0.297725 0.303118 0.841449 40424 ‐0.0168 0.02077 0.653992 0.654579 0.41848 0.654005 ‐0.00238826 0.0198096 0.0145348 0.0145371 0.0145348
rs10122084 16659356 A C 0.0011172 0.00108202 0.137173 40424 ‐0.58183 0.728128 0.638513 0.654449 0.418527 0.640336 ‐0.208918 0.691078 0.0913897 0.0924411 0.0914192
rs145598531 16788278 G A 0.00289907 0.00307034 0.177183 40424 ‐0.29661 0.369816 0.643279 0.654395 0.418546 0.644341 0.0775815 0.359828 0.0464864 0.0462324 0.046491
rs35409098 17327462 A G 0.29773 0.303124 0.841441 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653795 0.654382 0.41855 0.653808 ‐0.00238731 0.0198097 0.0145233 0.0145255 0.0145233
rs10810758 17326488 T A 0.297725 0.303119 0.841447 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653789 0.654376 0.418552 0.653802 ‐0.00238513 0.0198096 0.0144968 0.014499 0.0144968
rs13293083 17327587 T C 0.297724 0.303118 0.841451 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653669 0.654256 0.418595 0.653682 ‐0.00238415 0.0198096 0.0144849 0.0144872 0.0144849
rs62561379 17327807 T C 0.297724 0.303118 0.841452 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653588 0.654175 0.418624 0.653601 ‐0.00238302 0.0198096 0.0144711 0.0144734 0.0144711
rs10963034 17323254 C T 0.296815 0.302089 0.841431 40424 ‐0.0168 0.020784 0.653524 0.654113 0.418646 0.653537 ‐0.00229283 0.0198226 0.013379 0.013381 0.013379
rs10756868 17328476 C T 0.297723 0.303118 0.841452 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653246 0.653833 0.418746 0.653259 ‐0.00237844 0.0198097 0.0144155 0.0144178 0.0144155
rs10810760 17328674 A G 0.297723 0.303119 0.841453 40424 ‐0.01679 0.02077 0.653119 0.653705 0.418791 0.653132 ‐0.00237728 0.0198097 0.0144015 0.0144037 0.0144015
rs7041544 16441224 T C 0.0748077 0.0772428 0.906843 40424 ‐0.02789 0.034568 0.65116 0.653158 0.418986 0.651195 ‐0.0111592 0.0330793 0.113803 0.11398 0.113804
rs148237751 17320766 G T 0.0304352 0.0315593 0.771795 40424 0.046504 0.05741 0.656154 0.652925 0.419069 0.656235 0.0435124 0.0545295 0.636743 0.632972 0.636818
rs140592260 17291646 C T 0.00324822 0.00348053 0.263207 40424 ‐0.23316 0.290867 0.642584 0.652806 0.419111 0.643527 ‐0.0257444 0.278558 0.00854151 0.00855979 0.00854165
rs4961430 16958700 C T 0.288266 0.289296 0.984931 40424 ‐0.01566 0.019395 0.652193 0.652795 0.419115 0.652205 ‐0.0110349 0.0185286 0.354691 0.354979 0.354694
rs74998041 16425507 G A 0.00406208 0.00472424 0.254259 40424 0.208158 0.256264 0.659798 0.652417 0.41925 0.66044 0.179244 0.242547 0.546129 0.539607 0.546607
rs4961725 16599255 T C 0.942698 0.941902 0.4737 40424 0.04454 0.055283 0.649113 0.652116 0.419357 0.649173 0.0396067 0.052329 0.572865 0.575665 0.57291
rs57089574 17325281 CAT C 0.296836 0.302119 0.841486 40424 ‐0.01677 0.020783 0.651168 0.651754 0.419486 0.651181 ‐0.00226172 0.0198216 0.0130197 0.0130216 0.0130197
rs12553068 17328928 C T 0.297712 0.303115 0.841512 40424 ‐0.01673 0.02077 0.649042 0.649623 0.420247 0.649055 ‐0.00233575 0.0198099 0.0139023 0.0139045 0.0139023
rs7848128 17325851 G T 0.296858 0.302144 0.841447 40424 ‐0.01674 0.020784 0.649015 0.649598 0.420256 0.649028 ‐0.00223629 0.0198224 0.0127276 0.0127294 0.0127276
rs141611801 16510789 A G 0.00509808 0.00470545 0.389316 40424 ‐0.16386 0.204917 0.639433 0.649293 0.420366 0.640023 ‐0.173408 0.196485 0.778892 0.796267 0.779771
rs12555618 17328995 A G 0.297709 0.303113 0.841523 40424 ‐0.01672 0.02077 0.648251 0.64883 0.420531 0.648264 ‐0.00232696 0.01981 0.0137977 0.0137998 0.0137977
rs118000948 16882417 A G 0.00797311 0.0081782 0.221558 40424 0.167116 0.206258 0.65647 0.648533 0.420638 0.657056 0.0906316 0.196575 0.212571 0.210734 0.212621
rs117249378 16874870 G A 0.000998151 0.00116893 0.171695 40424 0.488694 0.599335 0.664869 0.647973 0.420838 0.667813 0.499221 0.579828 0.741291 0.720621 0.745033
rs17824384 16974470 A G 0.00773528 0.0086793 0.570181 40424 0.101038 0.125066 0.652676 0.646455 0.421383 0.653034 0.173804 0.119613 2.11134 2.06569 2.11493
rs112199397 16424407 A T 0.0726708 0.075131 0.92195 40424 ‐0.02783 0.03468 0.643977 0.645967 0.421558 0.644013 ‐0.0110531 0.0332113 0.110764 0.110936 0.110765
rs76382661 17078272 C G 0.192688 0.195417 0.88915 40424 ‐0.01868 0.023269 0.644576 0.645557 0.421706 0.644592 ‐0.00439446 0.0222505 0.0390062 0.0390237 0.0390063
rs10962622 16820923 G C 0.172666 0.176388 0.597601 40424 0.023977 0.029819 0.646541 0.64543 0.421751 0.64656 0.0220569 0.0282924 0.607787 0.606629 0.607802
rs190801036 16541366 G T 0.00360059 0.00341289 0.16983 40424 ‐0.30646 0.386088 0.630054 0.645398 0.421763 0.630765 ‐0.36317 0.359877 1.01839 1.05449 1.02088
rs113041038 16438120 G A 0.0757455 0.0782901 0.905167 40424 ‐0.02756 0.034384 0.642559 0.644505 0.422084 0.642593 ‐0.00972246 0.0328994 0.0873324 0.0874504 0.087333
rs7046416 16451807 C G 0.363833 0.356898 0.974508 40424 ‐0.01479 0.018431 0.644106 0.644458 0.422101 0.644117 ‐0.0196365 0.0175922 1.24592 1.24707 1.24596
rs138891911 17213794 T A 0.0336579 0.0337438 0.79457 40424 ‐0.04383 0.054769 0.640497 0.643587 0.422415 0.640565 ‐0.064612 0.0522934 1.52663 1.54034 1.52702
rs10283446 16858671 G A 0.0186731 0.019374 0.744334 40424 0.059325 0.073755 0.646989 0.642476 0.422816 0.647141 0.0260007 0.0702366 0.137039 0.136496 0.137045
rs263641 17019104 G T 0.00212982 0.0031882 0.799086 40424 0.143069 0.1776 0.648936 0.642072 0.422961 0.649913 0.243325 0.174215 1.95077 1.90755 1.95926
rs190922811 16655963 G C 0.000503485 0.000515612 0.120219 40424 ‐0.89132 1.1395 0.611845 0.641471 0.423179 0.61512 ‐0.290567 1.07204 0.0734636 0.074711 0.0735372
rs78778302 17405166 T C 0.0333085 0.0347062 0.800574 40424 0.04313 0.053733 0.644309 0.641221 0.423269 0.644384 0.0467524 0.0510982 0.83714 0.831612 0.837266
rs138723453 16582320 C T 0.00147966 0.00179849 0.300744 40424 0.307131 0.380667 0.650963 0.640729 0.423447 0.652321 0.415189 0.363196 1.3068 1.27076 1.312
rs10962746 16942532 A C 0.00431589 0.00514183 0.586878 40424 0.129604 0.161074 0.647425 0.638654 0.424199 0.648043 0.185113 0.154834 1.42935 1.39705 1.43238
rs191101749 16500582 G T 0.00197077 0.00214998 0.116834 40424 0.434277 0.540163 0.646373 0.638277 0.424335 0.647921 0.44966 0.521049 0.744752 0.729598 0.746317
rs60573475 16440738 T C 0.0757894 0.0783432 0.901826 40424 ‐0.02746 0.034435 0.636068 0.637985 0.424441 0.636102 ‐0.00957788 0.0329478 0.0845058 0.084618 0.0845063
rs10810640 16824921 G C 0.179824 0.184154 0.582854 40424 0.02368 0.029627 0.638842 0.637802 0.424508 0.63886 0.0254783 0.028128 0.820473 0.818749 0.820499
rs141012399 16539678 A G 0.305343 0.297766 0.67426 40424 ‐0.01863 0.023341 0.637172 0.637652 0.424562 0.637185 ‐0.0150424 0.0222059 0.458882 0.45924 0.458888
rs58105894 16440880 T C 0.0757853 0.0783395 0.901695 40424 ‐0.02746 0.034438 0.635605 0.637519 0.424611 0.635638 ‐0.00956492 0.0329509 0.0842613 0.0843731 0.0842619
rs138744682 17224590 C G 0.00105099 0.0011542 0.103484 40424 0.631906 0.784157 0.64938 0.637508 0.424615 0.652296 0.840067 0.744666 1.27264 1.2363 1.28238
rs10810757 17326249 T A 0.296821 0.30213 0.841521 40424 ‐0.01658 0.020787 0.636538 0.637104 0.424761 0.63655 ‐0.00209843 0.0198251 0.0112036 0.0112052 0.0112036
rs182531391 16912340 T C 0.000614372 0.000626405 0.438314 40424 ‐0.41784 0.53193 0.617047 0.636449 0.425 0.621364 ‐0.439123 0.507073 0.749948 0.782585 0.755797
rs143502341 17258457 G A 0.00422893 0.00443825 0.270732 40424 0.201693 0.251543 0.642916 0.635327 0.425408 0.643422 0.0538502 0.240146 0.0502835 0.0500797 0.0502866
rs78030066 17123966 T C 0.00581815 0.00650614 0.317706 40424 0.153615 0.191592 0.64285 0.634634 0.425661 0.64346 0.245999 0.182662 1.81372 1.76825 1.81854
rs113750986 16440331 T C 0.0751968 0.0777215 0.902313 40424 ‐0.02747 0.034537 0.632719 0.63463 0.425662 0.632752 ‐0.00964782 0.0330515 0.0852069 0.0853212 0.0852075
rs189904362 17166122 A G 0.000808609 0.00081708 0.249534 40424 ‐0.49589 0.633277 0.613176 0.634357 0.425762 0.615218 ‐0.194266 0.595879 0.106286 0.10795 0.106345
rs59049761 16440665 T A 0.0751889 0.0777143 0.902039 40424 ‐0.02747 0.034543 0.632343 0.634253 0.4258 0.632377 ‐0.00961978 0.0330578 0.0846802 0.0847934 0.0846808
rs4961747 16744269 G A 0.198545 0.204773 0.720563 40424 0.020407 0.025614 0.634747 0.633836 0.425952 0.634763 0.014197 0.0243677 0.33944 0.339003 0.339445
rs3824394 17303860 C G 0.0315292 0.0328747 0.799031 40424 0.044094 0.055278 0.636283 0.63328 0.426155 0.636356 0.0443376 0.052559 0.711621 0.707287 0.711712
rs12236482 16998886 C T 0.0340125 0.034943 0.96143 40424 0.038816 0.048689 0.635591 0.632735 0.426354 0.635658 0.00643998 0.0464029 0.019261 0.0192421 0.0192611
rs141131668 16892899 AG A 0.0137398 0.0139009 0.781398 40424 0.067434 0.084473 0.637255 0.63214 0.426571 0.637441 0.0122428 0.0804463 0.0231605 0.0231165 0.0231608
rs112656643 16424452 AACTGAGGA 0.0729748 0.0754533 0.921975 40424 ‐0.02747 0.034621 0.629645 0.631562 0.426783 0.629678 ‐0.0109172 0.0331521 0.108442 0.108608 0.108443
rs3739715 16435714 T C 0.0759121 0.0784678 0.906264 40424 ‐0.02724 0.034331 0.629367 0.631252 0.426896 0.6294 ‐0.00976985 0.032847 0.0884676 0.0885878 0.0884682
rs7865663 16805267 G A 0.999283 0.999279 0.209044 40424 ‐0.60672 0.743902 0.665188 0.630805 0.42706 0.669624 0.0782723 0.696664 0.0126232 0.0127327 0.0126253
rs10810565 16451866 C G 0.365694 0.358729 0.981327 40424 ‐0.01457 0.018352 0.63011 0.630448 0.427191 0.630121 ‐0.0194861 0.0175151 1.23773 1.23886 1.23776
rs35893659 16933023 G A 0.0054147 0.00655529 0.811874 40424 0.096616 0.12119 0.63557 0.628902 0.427758 0.635958 0.130654 0.116988 1.24729 1.22558 1.24882
rs183332871 16992863 T A 0.000693801 0.000763827 0.131106 40424 0.657056 0.812052 0.654693 0.627557 0.428253 0.66309 0.71989 0.793966 0.822106 0.783123 0.835889
rs112343438 17154863 A G 0.0149938 0.0157445 0.323981 40424 0.099667 0.125387 0.631828 0.627488 0.428278 0.631997 0.11445 0.11768 0.945858 0.935753 0.946229
rs10511620 16424834 G A 0.0726635 0.0751543 0.92262 40424 ‐0.02741 0.034666 0.625246 0.627149 0.428403 0.625279 ‐0.0106442 0.033197 0.102808 0.102962 0.102809
rs140898981 16411188 A T 0.00177156 0.00173838 0.201872 40424 ‐0.37974 0.48736 0.607112 0.626924 0.428486 0.608719 ‐0.282206 0.454512 0.385515 0.396444 0.38627
rs189864169 16845706 A G 0.00453159 0.00492034 0.398812 40424 0.158237 0.198654 0.634489 0.626364 0.428692 0.635079 0.290147 0.187778 2.38752 2.31317 2.39562
rs74993265 16424548 C T 0.0729744 0.0754614 0.922101 40424 ‐0.02735 0.034617 0.624318 0.626211 0.428749 0.624351 ‐0.0108016 0.0331487 0.106179 0.10634 0.10618
rs186729395 16822147 A G 0.00184882 0.00181251 0.298262 40424 0.306157 0.381442 0.644216 0.625713 0.428932 0.645529 0.00282458 0.357378 6.24674E‐05 6.24484E‐05 6.24674E‐05
rs184596748 16845702 A G 0.00453148 0.00491992 0.398797 40424 0.158148 0.198666 0.633697 0.625586 0.428979 0.634286 0.290013 0.18779 2.38502 2.31078 2.3931
rs191978580 16897181 G A 0.0121955 0.0128561 0.701154 40424 ‐0.07329 0.092984 0.621272 0.625502 0.42901 0.621437 ‐0.0406085 0.0892823 0.206873 0.207891 0.20689
rs78617996 17174595 G A 0.0119946 0.0123031 0.315805 40424 ‐0.11271 0.143345 0.618258 0.625409 0.429044 0.61856 ‐0.0295758 0.135292 0.0477891 0.0479588 0.0477909
rs79901955 17293599 G C 0.0314703 0.0327988 0.800875 40424 0.043767 0.055275 0.626949 0.62401 0.429561 0.62702 0.0439029 0.0525582 0.697759 0.693549 0.697846
rs200028309 16875614 C CT 0.00225035 0.00239769 0.18109 40424 ‐0.32678 0.416789 0.614709 0.623909 0.429598 0.615462 ‐0.19851 0.405313 0.239873 0.242334 0.239968
rs1415472 16641492 C T 0.0591802 0.0595293 0.453456 40424 ‐0.04398 0.055838 0.620469 0.623298 0.429824 0.620526 ‐0.042504 0.0528236 0.647446 0.650885 0.647505
rs2104915 17193138 T C 0.172155 0.170648 0.868274 40424 ‐0.0195 0.024776 0.619421 0.620473 0.430872 0.619438 ‐0.0326485 0.0236369 1.90786 1.91478 1.90801
rs77177306 16545026 C G 0.0511702 0.0515335 0.526179 40424 ‐0.04338 0.055217 0.617101 0.619954 0.431064 0.617157 ‐0.0424402 0.0523231 0.657913 0.661509 0.657977
rs55710476 17038425 C T 0.00623287 0.00689553 0.705088 40424 0.100811 0.127412 0.626028 0.619147 0.431364 0.626435 0.135494 0.12097 1.25453 1.22996 1.25613
rs137966645 16882467 C T 0.00104275 0.00101948 0.695199 40424 ‐0.24986 0.32265 0.599688 0.619032 0.431407 0.601814 ‐0.230957 0.315287 0.536599 0.554755 0.538294
rs142294790 17182660 C T 0.00131608 0.00156305 0.230684 40424 0.366665 0.461563 0.631069 0.617771 0.431877 0.632725 0.492999 0.442664 1.24034 1.19897 1.24671
rs10511632 16999398 A G 0.0340515 0.0349829 0.963344 40424 0.038289 0.048616 0.620295 0.617544 0.431961 0.620359 0.00621072 0.0463358 0.017966 0.017949 0.017966
rs80194635 16486637 A C 0.000782378 0.000785551 0.154558 40424 0.622569 0.777657 0.640913 0.61727 0.432064 0.64426 0.194472 0.75796 0.0658297 0.0648893 0.0658663
rs112901416 16508333 T A 0.00270537 0.00280588 0.113791 40424 ‐0.37419 0.481072 0.605027 0.616461 0.432365 0.606998 ‐0.0211823 0.472706 0.00200801 0.00201026 0.00200803
rs190135449 16684915 G T 0.0206667 0.020687 0.211912 40424 0.10461 0.13284 0.620137 0.615722 0.432641 0.620283 0.066286 0.1267 0.27371 0.272212 0.273737
rs189723799 17156506 C G 0.00113464 0.00117858 0.205963 40424 ‐0.43629 0.563615 0.599228 0.615433 0.432749 0.601097 ‐0.0939347 0.528648 0.0315732 0.0317588 0.0315795
rs4366170 16937807 G A 0.781994 0.778679 0.983235 40424 0.016505 0.021075 0.613353 0.614137 0.433234 0.613367 0.00439177 0.0201526 0.0474918 0.047512 0.0474918
rs142358372 16698761 T A 0.00903024 0.00869421 0.597896 40424 ‐0.09522 0.122171 0.607448 0.614036 0.433272 0.607675 ‐0.0859039 0.116568 0.54308 0.549531 0.543281
rs73416311 17043283 T A 0.00613719 0.00674586 0.698406 40424 0.101801 0.129253 0.620334 0.613493 0.433476 0.62073 0.130853 0.12272 1.13693 1.11551 1.13824
rs79553864 17382461 A G 0.0323282 0.033752 0.793651 40424 0.04291 0.054657 0.616323 0.613415 0.433505 0.616393 0.0457918 0.0520364 0.774391 0.769446 0.774501
rs60595381 17106825 C T 0.0111304 0.011903 0.468844 40424 0.092911 0.118169 0.61819 0.612436 0.433872 0.61845 0.110516 0.112671 0.962117 0.948311 0.962741
rs147132978 16537327 T C 0.00530613 0.00516451 0.260088 40424 ‐0.18743 0.240967 0.605033 0.612401 0.433885 0.605386 ‐0.187184 0.229166 0.667168 0.677056 0.6676
rs7018877 16610703 C G 0.942498 0.941683 0.470611 40424 0.043233 0.055391 0.609187 0.611922 0.434065 0.60924 0.0397398 0.0524319 0.57446 0.577271 0.574505
rs7019105 16610907 C T 0.940975 0.940088 0.463131 40424 0.043042 0.055151 0.609079 0.611787 0.434116 0.609131 0.037678 0.0521857 0.521282 0.523676 0.521318
rs75405473 16448687 C T 0.0724963 0.0751829 0.869298 40424 ‐0.0279 0.035745 0.609326 0.611152 0.434354 0.609358 ‐0.00549775 0.0342308 0.0257951 0.0258143 0.0257951
rs143014941 17317269 G A 0.00243151 0.00247259 0.219474 40424 0.295426 0.375622 0.618577 0.611081 0.434381 0.618957 0.239536 0.356842 0.4506 0.445264 0.450807
rs139477697 16634795 G A 0.00355704 0.00357654 0.147699 40424 ‐0.29346 0.3784 0.601452 0.610371 0.434648 0.602247 ‐0.117525 0.366863 0.102625 0.103405 0.102642
rs56284864 17042974 T C 0.00625301 0.00687884 0.701179 40424 0.100313 0.127754 0.616539 0.609789 0.434867 0.61693 0.130719 0.12125 1.16228 1.14027 1.16365
rs186428224 17094719 C G 0.00168104 0.00178552 0.551526 40424 0.220752 0.279923 0.621914 0.609586 0.434944 0.62328 0.286072 0.264198 1.17244 1.13185 1.17692
rs36118677 16602290 G A 0.129568 0.12814 0.626144 40424 0.025731 0.032925 0.61073 0.609363 0.435028 0.610754 0.0298492 0.0312387 0.913019 0.909956 0.913069
rs112481578 17405100 C G 0.0330427 0.034396 0.803363 40424 0.042139 0.053861 0.612101 0.60923 0.435078 0.61217 0.0459581 0.0512192 0.805118 0.799883 0.805235
rs72614234 16757048 T C 0.0465454 0.0472151 0.742202 40424 ‐0.03711 0.047654 0.60635 0.608753 0.435258 0.606396 ‐0.0353471 0.0455574 0.60199 0.604867 0.602036
rs34481388 16790056 G A 0.40777 0.403105 0.562992 40424 ‐0.0185 0.02373 0.608105 0.608365 0.435404 0.608116 ‐0.0134394 0.0226131 0.353215 0.353349 0.353219
rs142819987 17152836 G A 0.0118671 0.012193 0.312342 40424 ‐0.11235 0.144868 0.601406 0.60834 0.435414 0.601698 ‐0.0241627 0.136511 0.0313298 0.0314199 0.0313306
rs186165675 16665408 G A 0.00100631 0.0010431 0.100151 40424 0.694865 0.876983 0.627796 0.607746 0.435638 0.628928 0.214581 0.814842 0.0693486 0.0685343 0.0693773
rs75322234 16735323 A T 0.00529515 0.00596899 0.253339 40424 0.175463 0.224111 0.612978 0.607671 0.435666 0.613369 0.393803 0.214198 3.38007 3.29758 3.39096
rs867841 16960249 C G 0.287557 0.288583 0.964368 40424 ‐0.01527 0.019593 0.607065 0.607608 0.43569 0.607076 ‐0.0108582 0.0187115 0.336746 0.337014 0.336749
rs16935073 16795790 A C 0.065331 0.0670272 0.660244 40424 0.033907 0.04343 0.609528 0.607529 0.43572 0.609563 0.00433014 0.041206 0.0110429 0.0110372 0.0110429
rs74784433 17040636 G C 0.00620309 0.00685736 0.706727 40424 0.100041 0.127682 0.613894 0.607205 0.435842 0.614285 0.135406 0.121244 1.24724 1.22286 1.24882
rs73414401 17041382 C G 0.00651514 0.00716919 0.692973 40424 0.098598 0.12585 0.613807 0.607157 0.43586 0.61419 0.131931 0.119386 1.22121 1.19776 1.2227
rs139974955 17354459 A G 0.0330297 0.0343209 0.765604 40424 0.043174 0.055281 0.609936 0.607105 0.43588 0.610002 0.042908 0.0525516 0.666662 0.662732 0.666742
rs182181943 16630222 T C 0.000198111 0.000188853 0.113837 40424 ‐1.43281 1.89872 0.569448 0.606795 0.435997 0.575322 ‐1.31638 1.93125 0.464603 0.492475 0.46652
rs148470516 16496507 T C 0.000954057 0.00107937 0.223431 40424 0.440289 0.560562 0.61692 0.605607 0.436447 0.61844 0.451109 0.539342 0.699574 0.681902 0.701312
rs148856117 16426017 T C 0.00122104 0.00119481 0.246451 40424 ‐0.40722 0.533512 0.582594 0.60461 0.436824 0.584524 ‐0.27442 0.494522 0.307935 0.316851 0.30856
rs36088847 17404542 G C 0.034878 0.0342894 0.702781 40424 ‐0.04425 0.057058 0.601487 0.6046 0.436828 0.601554 ‐0.0298465 0.0545393 0.29948 0.300763 0.299497
rs79289022 16420701 T A 0.0787867 0.081343 0.855031 40424 ‐0.02698 0.034749 0.602605 0.604337 0.436928 0.602634 ‐0.0104328 0.0332157 0.0986544 0.0987926 0.0986551
rs146320992 16949068 A G 0.0043768 0.00439056 0.160627 40424 0.257919 0.329772 0.611699 0.604296 0.436944 0.612125 0.129121 0.314447 0.168617 0.167301 0.168647
rs116336577 16420704 C T 0.0792629 0.0818484 0.856788 40424 ‐0.02687 0.034627 0.602168 0.60389 0.437098 0.602197 ‐0.0102534 0.0330935 0.0959948 0.0961269 0.0959955
rs943751 16490671 C T 0.0268454 0.0283829 0.630784 40424 0.051884 0.066616 0.60661 0.603333 0.437309 0.606688 0.0618226 0.0634086 0.950601 0.943038 0.950807
rs61159596 16432063 A G 0.073275 0.0758925 0.926201 40424 ‐0.02674 0.034475 0.601457 0.603237 0.437346 0.601487 ‐0.00899096 0.0330112 0.0741804 0.0742738 0.0741809
rs140914250 16915004 G C 0.000629468 0.000585866 0.239661 40424 ‐0.57564 0.75821 0.576399 0.603215 0.437354 0.579978 ‐0.600756 0.733389 0.671008 0.709634 0.675142
rs12236468 16998665 C G 0.0341624 0.0350624 0.960641 40424 0.037805 0.048593 0.605277 0.602624 0.437579 0.605338 0.0053422 0.0463144 0.0133048 0.013294 0.0133048
rs60115174 16666451 TAA T 0.0768861 0.0779614 0.557739 40424 0.034077 0.043842 0.604148 0.602254 0.437719 0.604182 0.0233203 0.0415976 0.314291 0.313441 0.3143
rs7859395 16606927 T G 0.0574692 0.0583778 0.457585 40424 ‐0.04349 0.056192 0.598974 0.601675 0.43794 0.599027 ‐0.0325405 0.0531408 0.374967 0.376463 0.374986
rs192306892 16963743 C A 0.00315176 0.00327212 0.311273 40424 0.220147 0.281509 0.611564 0.601371 0.438055 0.612548 0.0993728 0.260659 0.145342 0.143885 0.145389
rs185676491 17089478 C G 0.000741477 0.000803965 0.11073 40424 0.685055 0.872106 0.617039 0.600995 0.438199 0.623368 0.954469 0.838487 1.29578 1.23943 1.32267
rs10756775 16658364 A G 0.950756 0.950773 0.479011 40424 0.045848 0.059369 0.596374 0.599265 0.438859 0.596431 0.0554808 0.0561902 0.974909 0.981797 0.975059
rs10962734 16938199 G C 0.781645 0.778281 0.982133 40424 0.016284 0.021056 0.598106 0.598858 0.439014 0.598119 0.00403886 0.0201366 0.0402296 0.0402453 0.0402297
rs10962866 17095264 A G 0.39243 0.400399 0.807984 40424 0.015294 0.019772 0.598343 0.598161 0.439281 0.598353 0.023201 0.0188682 1.512 1.51111 1.51206
rs12338207 16449788 T C 0.362528 0.355262 0.93862 40424 ‐0.0145 0.018763 0.597118 0.597443 0.439555 0.597128 ‐0.021112 0.0179031 1.3906 1.39201 1.39065
rs75305910 17280600 G A 0.0313324 0.0326232 0.80517 40424 0.042747 0.055258 0.598421 0.595677 0.440232 0.598485 0.043015 0.0525453 0.670148 0.666181 0.670229
rs76542317 16526766 C A 0.0442373 0.0452436 0.492134 40424 0.046678 0.06034 0.598428 0.595658 0.44024 0.598489 0.041189 0.0569228 0.523587 0.521012 0.523634
rs117224406 17241913 C A 0.00173602 0.00158679 0.256784 40424 ‐0.33031 0.431608 0.585674 0.595642 0.440246 0.586272 ‐0.325553 0.410907 0.627707 0.640661 0.628402
rs145833535 17001585 AAG A 0.0342313 0.0352217 0.956367 40424 0.037586 0.048604 0.598004 0.595405 0.440337 0.598063 0.00797836 0.0463359 0.0296478 0.0296119 0.0296479
rs138294930 17316614 A T 0.00196056 0.00190581 0.410697 40424 ‐0.23922 0.31346 0.582426 0.5952 0.440415 0.583321 ‐0.125888 0.303943 0.171546 0.173828 0.171616
rs263592 17087291 T G 0.451419 0.459661 0.963622 40424 0.013683 0.017736 0.595183 0.595094 0.440456 0.595192 0.0219311 0.0169272 1.67861 1.67811 1.67868
rs147629610 17212967 C T 0.000795815 0.000829528 0.106843 40424 0.703162 0.899816 0.610664 0.593548 0.44105 0.614445 0.448605 0.869528 0.266171 0.259997 0.266739
rs148203494 17235098 C T 0.00629392 0.00670764 0.223814 40424 0.175684 0.227092 0.598496 0.593327 0.441135 0.598806 0.217053 0.215481 1.01465 1.00007 1.01546
rs147832414 17262078 T C 0.00168882 0.00153888 0.25877 40424 ‐0.33261 0.435807 0.58249 0.592447 0.441474 0.583097 ‐0.331133 0.415404 0.635425 0.648759 0.636151
rs75593740 16420938 C A 0.0795312 0.082151 0.855861 40424 ‐0.02658 0.03459 0.590574 0.592242 0.441553 0.590602 ‐0.00999289 0.0330591 0.0913692 0.0914916 0.0913698
rs76312206 17303266 T G 0.0313793 0.0326649 0.802662 40424 0.042634 0.055304 0.59429 0.591572 0.441812 0.594353 0.0427324 0.0525876 0.66031 0.656427 0.660388
rs117717738 17329555 T G 0.00183526 0.0018434 0.146285 40424 ‐0.40882 0.541434 0.570139 0.591509 0.441836 0.57353 ‐0.252529 0.519105 0.236654 0.243037 0.237095
rs191536588 16743198 T G 0.00136925 0.00141689 0.10946 40424 0.528327 0.681243 0.601452 0.591333 0.441904 0.603864 0.276422 0.659498 0.175679 0.173121 0.175829
rs10738445 16680138 A C 0.809101 0.803008 0.73138 40424 ‐0.01978 0.025711 0.59168 0.590869 0.442083 0.591693 ‐0.01392 0.0244768 0.323423 0.323035 0.323426
rs192533668 17035192 T C 0.000800023 0.000820811 0.491284 40424 ‐0.33267 0.43914 0.573874 0.590714 0.442143 0.575751 ‐0.281219 0.422795 0.442414 0.455176 0.443541
rs201910443 16856261 ACT A 0.0123476 0.012399 0.697119 40424 0.073558 0.095451 0.593869 0.588773 0.442894 0.59406 0.0139549 0.0903898 0.0238351 0.0237842 0.0238354
rs2095657 16608828 T G 0.0595039 0.0607513 0.453606 40424 ‐0.0424 0.055443 0.584716 0.58725 0.443485 0.584764 ‐0.0284105 0.0524244 0.293692 0.294695 0.293703
rs112393165 16786437 A G 0.00164916 0.00166771 0.135713 40424 ‐0.44894 0.594824 0.569646 0.585931 0.443997 0.571808 0.176627 0.552742 0.102111 0.100746 0.102168
rs79425330 17386382 A G 0.0220736 0.0226758 0.426825 40424 ‐0.06996 0.091773 0.581152 0.58558 0.444133 0.581279 ‐0.011329 0.0863048 0.017231 0.0172565 0.0172311
rs114391606 17400280 C T 0.033341 0.0347406 0.801646 40424 0.041159 0.053672 0.588083 0.585394 0.444206 0.588146 0.0453394 0.0510458 0.788919 0.783871 0.789031
rs190591257 17066941 T C 0.000985278 0.000884011 0.197731 40424 ‐0.5121 0.682019 0.563778 0.584229 0.444659 0.565514 ‐0.514655 0.649613 0.627658 0.655206 0.629932
rs151304452 17043155 A AGCT 0.00619311 0.00680201 0.698855 40424 0.098835 0.128671 0.590011 0.583665 0.444879 0.590368 0.129138 0.122149 1.1177 1.09685 1.11896
rs183010237 17367879 C G 0.00107304 0.00110934 0.234803 40424 0.415724 0.53504 0.603723 0.583361 0.444998 0.606055 0.215626 0.51058 0.17835 0.174979 0.178577
rs139817534 16593006 C T 0.00152201 0.00169061 0.160879 40424 0.410448 0.529372 0.601166 0.582771 0.445228 0.603088 0.466109 0.487936 0.912535 0.884658 0.920535
rs78172477 17401345 C T 0.0333584 0.0347578 0.801357 40424 0.041047 0.053669 0.58494 0.582273 0.445423 0.585002 0.0452593 0.0510429 0.786223 0.781201 0.786334
rs182316850 17071276 G A 0.00202857 0.00216758 0.174447 40424 0.349561 0.455324 0.58939 0.581706 0.445644 0.589773 0.616632 0.42485 2.1066 2.04453 2.11402
rs190022133 16511557 C T 0.00147415 0.00155877 0.123861 40424 0.481781 0.627338 0.589788 0.580993 0.445923 0.590659 0.534156 0.593933 0.808835 0.791434 0.810719
rs141281674 17237779 T G 0.00764506 0.00685974 0.464249 40424 ‐0.11908 0.157339 0.572839 0.580375 0.446165 0.573122 ‐0.226461 0.149014 2.30959 2.38164 2.31447
rs263591 17087068 A G 0.451938 0.460211 0.964086 40424 0.013504 0.017725 0.580449 0.580365 0.446169 0.580458 0.0218944 0.016917 1.67501 1.67452 1.67507
rs10962593 16787736 C T 0.0236627 0.0236644 0.402 40424 0.069661 0.091214 0.58324 0.579552 0.446488 0.583334 0.0344131 0.0863121 0.158966 0.158357 0.158973
rs379207 16999185 G A 0.998051 0.997022 0.814439 40424 ‐0.13963 0.18255 0.585023 0.57906 0.446681 0.585882 ‐0.222343 0.179162 1.54013 1.50914 1.54583
rs186503096 17262899 G A 0.00369042 0.00389576 0.221565 40424 0.22456 0.293587 0.585048 0.578652 0.446841 0.585617 0.369388 0.28031 1.73655 1.69365 1.741
rs149709381 16588947 G A 0.000650148 0.000753388 0.116025 40424 0.699388 0.912515 0.587429 0.578518 0.446894 0.590759 1.20625 0.867712 1.9325 1.84237 1.9617
rs202134714 17235725 G T 0.000442371 0.000464197 0.221561 40424 0.679309 0.872802 0.605764 0.578502 0.4469 0.609498 0.286584 0.828289 0.119713 0.117133 0.119876
rs35329536 16483770 A G 0.205699 0.19995 0.877809 40424 ‐0.01752 0.023059 0.57747 0.578281 0.446987 0.577483 ‐0.022882 0.0219727 1.08448 1.087 1.08452
rs56277107 17234204 C T 0.0007626 0.000995215 0.144595 40424 0.528191 0.690983 0.584317 0.578039 0.447082 0.589098 1.65792 0.683143 5.88986 5.69501 6.3551
rs13296189 17053750 T C 0.0349295 0.0340432 0.914415 40424 ‐0.03786 0.049926 0.575034 0.577805 0.447174 0.575093 ‐0.0290535 0.0478436 0.368765 0.370476 0.368789
rs2149163 16455833 G C 0.395666 0.388759 0.946464 40424 ‐0.014 0.018418 0.577528 0.577754 0.447194 0.577536 ‐0.0180915 0.0175713 1.06008 1.06076 1.0601
rs7044305 16512056 T C 0.00354383 0.00367772 0.116486 40424 ‐0.31457 0.416898 0.569328 0.577598 0.447255 0.570448 ‐0.0109018 0.406184 0.000720359 0.000720752 0.000720361
rs77737273 17235387 A T 0.0336979 0.0353584 0.832927 40424 0.039757 0.05221 0.579845 0.577292 0.447376 0.579904 0.0475506 0.0497421 0.913828 0.907689 0.913973
rs80224272 16453145 A C 0.399079 0.392403 0.953505 40424 ‐0.01391 0.018324 0.576423 0.576643 0.447631 0.576431 ‐0.0173642 0.017481 0.98668 0.987279 0.986704
rs143443437 17030719 G C 0.000587018 0.000575555 0.201917 40424 ‐0.59502 0.799007 0.554574 0.57624 0.44779 0.558037 ‐0.20916 0.780007 0.0719053 0.073093 0.0719551
rs10962458 16501216 G C 0.205375 0.198292 0.701726 40424 ‐0.01963 0.025898 0.574647 0.575485 0.448088 0.574661 ‐0.0383646 0.024633 2.42564 2.43453 2.42586
rs7042243 16721632 C T 0.116229 0.119823 0.753511 40424 0.023573 0.031064 0.575868 0.574625 0.448427 0.575887 0.0118046 0.0295145 0.159968 0.159752 0.15997
rs79086898 16427862 C T 0.0737124 0.0761812 0.932735 40424 ‐0.02596 0.034291 0.572951 0.574599 0.448437 0.572979 ‐0.0114849 0.0328229 0.122433 0.12263 0.122434
rs986473 16991586 G A 0.997282 0.996177 0.629755 40424 ‐0.13604 0.178614 0.580119 0.574381 0.448523 0.580911 ‐0.235784 0.175178 1.81163 1.77368 1.81897
rs60299869 16443360 T C 0.0733492 0.0760794 0.883478 40424 ‐0.02669 0.035267 0.572726 0.574376 0.448525 0.572754 ‐0.00568948 0.0337632 0.028396 0.0284181 0.0283961
rs10962526 16659924 T C 0.386852 0.397665 0.790205 40424 0.01526 0.020131 0.574564 0.574318 0.448548 0.574573 0.0212046 0.0192163 1.21765 1.21675 1.21769
rs16934679 16448628 T C 0.0724432 0.0751816 0.869271 40424 ‐0.02703 0.035735 0.572229 0.573889 0.448718 0.572257 ‐0.00468948 0.0342231 0.0187764 0.0187883 0.0187764
rs143688636 16981077 C T 0.00104999 0.00112678 0.100631 40424 0.63207 0.828307 0.582302 0.572989 0.449074 0.583418 0.345859 0.782992 0.195111 0.192703 0.195227
rs142054309 17400191 A C 0.033198 0.0345768 0.803596 40424 0.040761 0.053728 0.575569 0.572959 0.449085 0.575629 0.0450903 0.051096 0.778741 0.77378 0.77885
rs10962732 16936863 A G 0.773395 0.769132 0.981429 40424 0.015687 0.020749 0.571592 0.572271 0.449358 0.571604 0.00207937 0.0198469 0.0109768 0.010979 0.0109769
rs150116667 17355104 T C 0.00436657 0.00477951 0.22393 40424 0.20558 0.270503 0.577586 0.572051 0.449445 0.577975 0.329466 0.256109 1.6549 1.61945 1.65763
rs77623845 16430265 T A 0.0724959 0.0749219 0.922785 40424 ‐0.02622 0.034749 0.569128 0.570767 0.449954 0.569156 ‐0.0117495 0.0332585 0.124805 0.125008 0.124806
rs190638693 17190510 A G 0.00407938 0.00436844 0.306294 40424 0.181837 0.239543 0.576233 0.57028 0.450148 0.57653 0.0926546 0.229328 0.163237 0.162162 0.163263
rs75466327 17233908 A T 0.0335869 0.035241 0.830474 40424 0.039629 0.052366 0.572699 0.570188 0.450184 0.572756 0.0477098 0.0498861 0.914655 0.908497 0.914801
rs4961738 16721120 G A 0.117369 0.121069 0.756188 40424 0.023339 0.030884 0.571048 0.569828 0.450327 0.571067 0.010949 0.0293399 0.139263 0.139088 0.139264
rs7869010 16955428 T G 0.833464 0.83368 0.955348 40424 0.018015 0.023905 0.567889 0.56883 0.450724 0.567904 0.0125073 0.0228577 0.299404 0.299836 0.299408
rs146704926 16967238 T TA 0.187125 0.188273 0.917173 40424 0.017613 0.023348 0.569058 0.568259 0.450952 0.569071 0.012249 0.0222864 0.302078 0.301699 0.302081
rs72709920 16775575 T C 0.0057669 0.00547491 0.40728 40424 ‐0.13865 0.185198 0.560474 0.56787 0.451107 0.560852 ‐0.185056 0.177933 1.08167 1.10543 1.08297
rs111501171 16576519 C A 0.00564077 0.00623208 0.135253 40424 0.230208 0.304108 0.573038 0.567128 0.451402 0.573465 0.416909 0.287002 2.11016 2.0637 2.11584
rs7019016 16610895 C G 0.942905 0.942074 0.473553 40424 0.041618 0.055384 0.564663 0.567103 0.451412 0.564709 0.0388714 0.0524302 0.549664 0.5523 0.549705
rs182798300 16555443 C T 0.00288921 0.00308968 0.213503 40424 0.250348 0.330195 0.574839 0.566273 0.451744 0.575936 0.37316 0.317859 1.37823 1.33786 1.38371
rs74874160 16447350 C T 0.0724976 0.0750243 0.874634 40424 ‐0.02679 0.035663 0.56412 0.565744 0.451955 0.564147 ‐0.00780224 0.0341442 0.0522162 0.0522717 0.0522164
c9_pos16982463 16992463 T A 0.0108295 0.0111442 0.796432 40424 0.069999 0.09273 0.569829 0.565303 0.452131 0.570021 0.00665497 0.089119 0.00557638 0.00557073 0.00557639
rs1361075 16711777 A G 0.120645 0.124474 0.733837 40424 0.023327 0.031007 0.565996 0.564837 0.452318 0.566014 0.00879497 0.0295044 0.0888579 0.0887714 0.0888583
rs7855308 16730678 A T 0.0116887 0.0135123 0.47508 40424 0.08337 0.110669 0.567498 0.563797 0.452734 0.567659 0.134781 0.105643 1.62772 1.60743 1.62907
rs10810567 16474985 C T 0.140211 0.140621 0.711264 40424 0.022504 0.029954 0.564432 0.563333 0.45292 0.564449 0.0122724 0.0284659 0.185871 0.185624 0.185873
rs201375194 16714246 ACTAT A 0.0056827 0.00588239 0.394279 40424 0.139299 0.184373 0.570824 0.563306 0.452931 0.571177 0.000258463 0.174414 2.19601E‐06 2.19567E‐06 2.19601E‐06
rs147478985 16764203 T C 0.000841007 0.000875479 0.183447 40424 0.514691 0.676989 0.578004 0.561726 0.453566 0.579671 0.112938 0.658339 0.0294295 0.0292185 0.0294347
c9_pos16910907 16920907 G A 0.0711655 0.0768977 0.963517 40424 0.02507 0.033424 0.562591 0.561075 0.453827 0.562618 0.0403584 0.0320082 1.58981 1.58095 1.59002
rs78556236 17398986 G A 0.0333765 0.034755 0.799618 40424 0.040315 0.053724 0.563113 0.560588 0.454023 0.563171 0.0446195 0.0510962 0.762558 0.757752 0.762663
rs143929095 17292970 G A 0.00302735 0.00321591 0.270895 40424 ‐0.22175 0.298814 0.550699 0.5604 0.454099 0.551393 ‐0.0800853 0.285299 0.0787965 0.0793691 0.0788112
rs140916662 16764048 G A 0.000615526 0.000693069 0.113743 40424 0.73593 0.972532 0.572618 0.558766 0.454758 0.575726 0.895575 0.91647 0.954921 0.918925 0.962988
rs185784715 16495469 T C 0.00168355 0.00184036 0.125802 40424 0.421844 0.561272 0.564882 0.557727 0.455178 0.566258 0.457471 0.541915 0.712631 0.697144 0.714329
c9_pos16840196 16850196 T C 0.0265356 0.0272222 0.827429 40424 0.043657 0.058354 0.559717 0.556786 0.455558 0.559798 0.0472868 0.055987 0.713355 0.708144 0.713481
rs79679811 17403150 G A 0.0332083 0.034561 0.803646 40424 0.040145 0.053723 0.558417 0.555924 0.455907 0.558473 0.0440543 0.0511024 0.743181 0.738555 0.74328
rs143946266 16757480 G A 0.00353389 0.00424212 0.713782 40424 0.122639 0.163663 0.561506 0.555094 0.456244 0.561919 0.091339 0.156023 0.342718 0.339115 0.342877
rs57299809 17388928 T C 0.0157661 0.017343 0.26442 40424 0.098633 0.131898 0.559203 0.554673 0.456415 0.559387 0.218616 0.123295 3.14394 3.07801 3.1496
rs1685298 17119001 G A 0.457894 0.466564 0.952818 40424 0.013328 0.017896 0.554625 0.55455 0.456465 0.554632 0.0225549 0.0170656 1.74678 1.7463 1.74685
rs10962884 17143598 G A 0.0895781 0.0905285 0.842575 40424 ‐0.02457 0.033041 0.553073 0.554495 0.456487 0.553096 ‐0.0214802 0.0315049 0.464857 0.466202 0.464873
rs76586581 16453682 T C 0.0708939 0.0731114 0.75194 40424 ‐0.02891 0.038888 0.552644 0.554248 0.456587 0.552671 ‐0.00914563 0.0372024 0.0604344 0.0605046 0.0604347
rs10810714 17087619 C G 0.45139 0.459526 0.9639 40424 0.013201 0.01773 0.55431 0.554229 0.456595 0.554318 0.0214348 0.0169229 1.60431 1.60385 1.60438
rs7848946 16477323 G C 0.0271129 0.0260665 0.631105 40424 ‐0.05133 0.069145 0.551017 0.5541 0.456647 0.551084 ‐0.057588 0.0658577 0.764628 0.770646 0.764759
rs2149160 16486800 T C 0.146094 0.140073 0.815651 40424 ‐0.0205 0.02758 0.552258 0.553336 0.456958 0.552274 ‐0.0323153 0.0262634 1.51396 1.51988 1.51407
rs117931598 17238393 T C 0.00368748 0.00401708 0.344566 40424 0.175663 0.234768 0.559862 0.552992 0.457098 0.56032 0.311034 0.22389 1.92995 1.8757 1.93534
rs16934681 16448856 C G 0.0723414 0.0750656 0.871774 40424 ‐0.02652 0.035715 0.551269 0.552837 0.457161 0.551295 ‐0.00507731 0.0341995 0.0220408 0.022056 0.0220409
rs10810568 16478170 T G 0.149049 0.143183 0.79099 40424 ‐0.02063 0.027806 0.550586 0.551662 0.457639 0.550602 ‐0.032009 0.0264565 1.46378 1.46941 1.46389
rs182347695 16768153 G A 0.000454655 0.000480802 0.140233 40424 0.794808 1.05606 0.566427 0.55149 0.45771 0.56959 0.519018 1.00267 0.267948 0.261321 0.268582
rs143333878 16737334 C T 0.0301389 0.0308215 0.693083 40424 ‐0.04499 0.060727 0.548977 0.551377 0.457756 0.549029 ‐0.0348147 0.058127 0.358731 0.360282 0.358753
rs442438 16997947 G A 0.998052 0.997016 0.830272 40424 ‐0.13482 0.180715 0.556536 0.550989 0.457914 0.557307 ‐0.222052 0.17751 1.56482 1.53285 1.57065
rs10962741 16941252 A C 0.00446963 0.0052848 0.585223 40424 0.118633 0.158821 0.557951 0.550927 0.457939 0.558402 0.172536 0.152716 1.27642 1.24912 1.27879
rs75668411 17227838 T C 0.0333804 0.0349656 0.829823 40424 0.039075 0.052566 0.552572 0.55018 0.458244 0.552626 0.0463095 0.0500716 0.855375 0.849777 0.855504
rs10115714 16458658 C G 0.0783784 0.0782255 0.836777 40424 ‐0.02636 0.035602 0.548276 0.549815 0.458393 0.548299 ‐0.0107896 0.0340174 0.100603 0.10075 0.100604
rs10119682 16920619 G A 0.00723871 0.00855071 0.633195 40424 0.089507 0.120273 0.553832 0.548563 0.458905 0.554101 0.132127 0.115465 1.30944 1.28711 1.311
rs137965465 17132163 G A 0.00869374 0.00916077 0.622948 40424 0.086181 0.115944 0.552483 0.547784 0.459225 0.552695 0.0330107 0.111243 0.0880577 0.0876785 0.0880629
rs148798749 16854811 G A 0.000362799 0.00025 0.392869 40424 ‐0.76003 1.10086 0.476645 0.546962 0.459562 0.486102 ‐1.14895 1.02157 1.26492 1.58901 1.33658
rs144323417 16676796 A G 0.000874353 0.000899827 0.10988 40424 0.658302 0.882787 0.556081 0.543731 0.460891 0.557615 0.313805 0.835139 0.141189 0.139256 0.14128
rs12349018 16920912 T A 0.00722724 0.00853672 0.634117 40424 0.089076 0.120278 0.548465 0.543267 0.461082 0.548729 0.131613 0.115472 1.29911 1.27702 1.30065
rs75821775 17007481 G C 0.00213044 0.0023064 0.447487 40424 0.205159 0.275971 0.552655 0.543186 0.461115 0.553492 0.228078 0.260753 0.765078 0.745983 0.76663
rs192271762 16590841 C T 0.000879305 0.00077722 0.127108 40424 ‐0.65934 0.905724 0.529938 0.542898 0.461234 0.530598 ‐0.94549 0.849405 1.23904 1.29196 1.24377
rs35605565 16548064 A C 0.00597732 0.00573579 0.409005 40424 0.134894 0.182 0.549345 0.542363 0.461455 0.549609 ‐0.00439593 0.171085 0.000660203 0.000660558 0.000660204
rs190494323 16429762 G A 0.000607755 0.000641412 0.119408 40424 ‐0.76226 1.05682 0.52024 0.541577 0.46178 0.522242 ‐0.139247 0.972777 0.0204902 0.0206561 0.0204942
rs80060356 17001813 G A 0.0349862 0.0359891 0.942507 40424 0.035691 0.048422 0.543277 0.541033 0.462005 0.543325 0.0077738 0.0461595 0.0283625 0.028329 0.0283626
rs183604893 17276697 C G 0.000533916 0.000513634 0.166868 40424 ‐0.70904 0.980865 0.522541 0.540768 0.462115 0.524733 ‐0.635455 0.921697 0.475327 0.492516 0.476457
rs57076691 17003247 C T 0.0344177 0.0354093 0.939815 40424 0.036035 0.048908 0.542857 0.540596 0.462186 0.542906 0.00779294 0.0466138 0.0279495 0.0279165 0.0279496
rs186476835 17229225 G A 0.000325817 0.000337115 0.420632 40424 ‐0.55258 0.77466 0.508826 0.539905 0.462472 0.513184 ‐0.415259 0.751765 0.305122 0.320584 0.306554
rs202094602 16518574 ATATT A 0.0513776 0.0501011 0.500237 40424 ‐0.04165 0.056851 0.536677 0.53886 0.462906 0.536717 ‐0.054633 0.053848 1.02937 1.03601 1.02951
rs189063834 16718679 T C 0.00044974 0.000416944 0.285761 40424 ‐0.5809 0.809662 0.514752 0.538516 0.463048 0.518537 ‐0.4464 0.785259 0.323163 0.337696 0.324544
rs189705477 16825989 G A 0.00205476 0.0019551 0.531948 40424 0.202191 0.272354 0.551136 0.53848 0.463063 0.552161 6.98179E‐05 0.254241 7.54124E‐08 7.54007E‐08 7.54124E‐08
rs10962454 16495927 A C 0.20598 0.198799 0.687836 40424 ‐0.01914 0.026107 0.537702 0.538461 0.463071 0.537714 ‐0.0382812 0.0248462 2.37385 2.3825 2.37406
rs9695691 16893908 T G 0.996117 0.995887 0.167441 40424 ‐0.24277 0.328079 0.547553 0.538038 0.463247 0.548258 ‐0.36999 0.311535 1.41048 1.368 1.41697
rs34685320 16826035 C G 0.00205472 0.00195499 0.531953 40424 0.202098 0.27236 0.550601 0.537962 0.463279 0.551625 ‐3.48128E‐06 0.254247 1.87485E‐10 5.23869E‐10 1.87485E‐10
rs117687572 17277881 G A 0.00785252 0.00832821 0.269143 40424 0.137382 0.18696 0.539964 0.535831 0.464166 0.540168 0.173281 0.176779 0.960822 0.948092 0.961422
rs150973778 16671118 C G 0.00162913 0.0017293 0.322161 40424 0.268735 0.364073 0.544845 0.53537 0.464358 0.546615 0.327646 0.346241 0.895473 0.868725 0.899166
rs41313975 16431193 A C 0.0740965 0.0766888 0.932122 40424 ‐0.02499 0.034207 0.533488 0.534962 0.464528 0.533512 ‐0.00967861 0.0327403 0.0873896 0.087508 0.0873902
rs10738435 16506177 A T 0.396097 0.384161 0.845419 40424 ‐0.01418 0.019402 0.534115 0.534316 0.464798 0.534123 ‐0.0256627 0.0184877 1.9268 1.92851 1.92689
rs182183241 16592806 G T 0.0164571 0.0161553 0.329273 40424 0.088977 0.121374 0.537415 0.533529 0.465127 0.53754 0.0391581 0.114847 0.116252 0.115777 0.116258
rs144252319 16477815 G A 0.0108475 0.0106759 0.341376 40424 ‐0.10715 0.147464 0.528007 0.533498 0.46514 0.528189 ‐0.0352546 0.138969 0.0643567 0.0646175 0.0643596
rs76809414 17400540 T C 0.0328668 0.0341737 0.810701 40424 0.039353 0.053769 0.535674 0.533324 0.465213 0.535726 0.0432269 0.0511446 0.714344 0.70997 0.714436
rs202014801 17325279 GAC G 0.296165 0.301588 0.839077 40424 ‐0.0152 0.020821 0.532744 0.533177 0.465274 0.532752 ‐0.000687892 0.0198589 0.00119985 0.00119991 0.00119985
rs12344619 16669114 G A 0.0511845 0.0517198 0.465952 40424 ‐0.04272 0.058706 0.529485 0.531925 0.465799 0.529533 ‐0.040528 0.055535 0.532571 0.535308 0.532617
rs190081577 16543546 G A 0.00239539 0.00208656 0.198869 40424 ‐0.3135 0.434785 0.519897 0.531421 0.46601 0.520485 ‐0.558682 0.417891 1.78732 1.8719 1.79478
rs191673214 17310337 A G 0.00106578 0.000988723 0.130207 40424 ‐0.56222 0.78339 0.515051 0.530368 0.466452 0.515986 ‐0.475847 0.748557 0.404097 0.416312 0.404835
rs190619510 17268549 C T 0.00540638 0.00587225 0.192416 40424 0.187399 0.256103 0.535432 0.529809 0.466687 0.535846 0.237356 0.246166 0.929703 0.913814 0.93087
rs144053419 16705556 C T 0.0109849 0.0106835 0.594066 40424 ‐0.08011 0.110702 0.523707 0.528657 0.467172 0.523857 ‐0.062974 0.105508 0.356249 0.359442 0.356325
rs112599613 16676645 T C 0.000897278 0.000845241 0.140702 40424 ‐0.61178 0.858112 0.508272 0.528535 0.467223 0.508976 ‐0.578759 0.790898 0.535495 0.559009 0.537457
rs16934675 16444797 T C 0.0737745 0.0766291 0.875365 40424 ‐0.02563 0.035315 0.526853 0.528302 0.467322 0.526876 ‐0.00386919 0.0338083 0.0130976 0.0131045 0.0130976
rs41313973 16431243 C G 0.0740618 0.0766687 0.931917 40424 ‐0.02483 0.034215 0.526626 0.528072 0.467419 0.526649 ‐0.00944136 0.0327484 0.0831168 0.0832266 0.0831173
rs4466493 16608515 G T 0.0587777 0.060022 0.457059 40424 ‐0.04028 0.055542 0.525848 0.528017 0.467442 0.525888 ‐0.0277929 0.0525253 0.279983 0.280923 0.279994
rs10810569 16482526 G T 0.0120442 0.0135299 0.416123 40424 0.086103 0.118245 0.530244 0.5272 0.467786 0.530364 0.206391 0.112757 3.3504 3.29041 3.35478
rs10810572 16499695 C T 0.167924 0.160508 0.701734 40424 ‐0.02045 0.02821 0.525649 0.526565 0.468055 0.525663 ‐0.0510558 0.0267873 3.63273 3.6529 3.63332
rs79225943 16662029 A G 0.0170084 0.0169043 0.406167 40424 ‐0.0774 0.107099 0.522348 0.526166 0.468223 0.522452 ‐0.0699325 0.102557 0.464968 0.468827 0.465058
rs79776047 16485712 T C 0.0119116 0.0133389 0.402883 40424 0.087856 0.120958 0.527563 0.524489 0.468933 0.527684 0.209429 0.115265 3.30125 3.24176 3.30561
rs13299954 17015692 G T 0.334047 0.336554 0.999428 40424 0.01342 0.01854 0.52393 0.523632 0.469296 0.523938 0.0156004 0.0176937 0.777377 0.776724 0.777393
rs181994540 16842293 A T 0.000930088 0.00130483 0.71781 40424 0.212658 0.291201 0.533307 0.522421 0.469811 0.534591 0.312647 0.286708 1.18913 1.15204 1.19551
0 16499518 C CT 0.16954 0.162164 0.701329 40424 ‐0.02029 0.028099 0.521234 0.522131 0.469934 0.521248 ‐0.0504242 0.02668 3.57195 3.59143 3.57252
rs10124530 16630598 C G 0.0591727 0.060575 0.452762 40424 ‐0.03995 0.055443 0.51927 0.521367 0.470259 0.519307 ‐0.025283 0.0524745 0.232145 0.232843 0.232152
rs143604499 17020009 C T 0.00115934 0.00122644 0.414496 40424 0.278797 0.380571 0.536667 0.520294 0.470716 0.539083 0.0744267 0.366002 0.0413514 0.0409464 0.0413651
rs10962459 16501503 A G 0.206346 0.199398 0.702662 40424 ‐0.01861 0.025825 0.519474 0.520189 0.470761 0.519485 ‐0.0371743 0.0245633 2.29039 2.29849 2.29059
rs77572075 16997301 A C 0.0350167 0.03591 0.950012 40424 0.034919 0.048331 0.522001 0.519883 0.470892 0.522045 0.00437033 0.0460632 0.00900161 0.00899561 0.00900162
rs11788893 16622149 A G 0.132968 0.131286 0.618952 40424 0.023659 0.032788 0.520676 0.519613 0.471007 0.520692 0.0265527 0.0310972 0.729079 0.726921 0.72911
rs185770503 16895567 G A 0.000564772 0.000531276 0.161769 40424 ‐0.65342 0.916487 0.508313 0.518695 0.471399 0.509454 ‐0.851602 0.884387 0.927233 0.9551 0.931089
rs140709175 16515588 G A 0.00162846 0.00167613 0.116693 40424 ‐0.42711 0.598337 0.509548 0.51831 0.471563 0.511537 ‐0.372219 0.581924 0.409134 0.415899 0.410305
rs263631 17002171 G A 0.997878 0.996854 0.758736 40424 ‐0.13145 0.181955 0.521916 0.516851 0.472188 0.522604 ‐0.222349 0.178886 1.54496 1.51361 1.55073
0 16499200 A AT 0.169566 0.162205 0.700804 40424 ‐0.02018 0.028106 0.515554 0.516436 0.472366 0.515568 ‐0.0503074 0.0266867 3.55365 3.57297 3.55422
rs149065386 16765183 A T 0.0028997 0.00321202 0.208649 40424 0.24273 0.335347 0.523913 0.516423 0.472372 0.524524 0.398216 0.319201 1.55636 1.5138 1.56161
rs77558509 16430162 G C 0.0740957 0.0767139 0.932197 40424 ‐0.02453 0.034199 0.514465 0.515862 0.472612 0.514487 ‐0.00928444 0.0327308 0.0804632 0.0805678 0.0804637
rs183395369 17294387 G A 0.00316494 0.00327624 0.434794 40424 ‐0.16378 0.229708 0.508349 0.515846 0.472619 0.50886 ‐0.109163 0.222939 0.23976 0.242555 0.239869
rs139776213 16541347 G C 0.000598319 0.000595498 0.14529 40424 0.725639 0.986787 0.540747 0.515804 0.472637 0.541982 0.116992 0.908874 0.0165693 0.0164342 0.0165718
rs148263900 16775700 G A 0.00708655 0.00711875 0.260008 40424 0.147981 0.20503 0.520924 0.51563 0.472712 0.521188 0.0938083 0.193912 0.234032 0.232071 0.234082
rs75546347 17066613 T C 0.0105169 0.0112298 0.542821 40424 0.081649 0.113291 0.51941 0.514996 0.472984 0.519588 0.110374 0.107917 1.04605 1.03071 1.04675
rs143021699 16616612 A G 0.00529602 0.005012 0.214453 40424 ‐0.19647 0.275876 0.507195 0.514829 0.473056 0.507526 ‐0.209797 0.258988 0.656203 0.669456 0.656802
rs118135406 17337896 C G 0.0178204 0.0180084 0.675768 40424 ‐0.05741 0.080336 0.510743 0.51374 0.473524 0.510822 ‐0.0640102 0.0770984 0.689298 0.695058 0.689441
rs34540984 16499053 T TA 0.169574 0.162219 0.700557 40424 ‐0.02012 0.02811 0.512342 0.513215 0.47375 0.512355 ‐0.0502506 0.0266901 3.54472 3.56397 3.54528
rs10810564 16450274 C T 0.0700099 0.069416 0.89685 40424 ‐0.02591 0.036222 0.511687 0.513179 0.473766 0.51171 ‐0.0150086 0.0346133 0.188015 0.188418 0.188018
rs12554231 17062264 T C 0.035124 0.0343601 0.898643 40424 ‐0.03583 0.050172 0.509866 0.512174 0.474199 0.509913 ‐0.0256839 0.0480687 0.285494 0.286656 0.285508
rs79996576 16882843 A G 0.00211077 0.00235247 0.212578 40424 0.277612 0.384861 0.520317 0.510473 0.474934 0.521407 0.21196 0.371478 0.325568 0.320165 0.325963
rs75405305 16430847 C T 0.0740824 0.0767045 0.932652 40424 ‐0.02438 0.034194 0.50843 0.509801 0.475225 0.508451 ‐0.00924753 0.0327273 0.0798418 0.0799452 0.0798423
rs201944751 17338145 T TC 0.0948916 0.0946771 0.543226 40424 ‐0.02906 0.040743 0.508643 0.509797 0.475227 0.508659 ‐0.0246137 0.0387247 0.403997 0.404969 0.404007
rs77041233 17192907 T G 0.00431101 0.00507307 0.783018 40424 0.100638 0.140302 0.514515 0.509507 0.475352 0.514846 0.143866 0.13497 1.13616 1.11585 1.13776
rs184484746 16920379 C T 0.002922 0.00304849 0.213472 40424 0.248299 0.345784 0.515633 0.509334 0.475427 0.516028 0.154658 0.326996 0.223697 0.221495 0.223773
rs150539740 16914054 C A 0.0214555 0.022105 0.444788 40424 0.064221 0.089737 0.512161 0.509136 0.475513 0.512246 0.020296 0.0853142 0.0565952 0.0564601 0.0565963
rs263645 17016503 A T 0.453688 0.446971 0.975943 40424 ‐0.01256 0.017623 0.508371 0.50846 0.475806 0.508377 ‐0.0165324 0.0168315 0.964779 0.965061 0.9648
rs75278748 17172200 TG T 0.012009 0.0123814 0.312519 40424 ‐0.10183 0.1436 0.502851 0.508025 0.475995 0.50305 ‐0.0180245 0.135527 0.0176879 0.0177256 0.0176881
rs147149686 16700691 C T 0.0125264 0.0123174 0.646082 40424 ‐0.07027 0.099042 0.50339 0.507463 0.476239 0.503506 ‐0.0430416 0.0944899 0.207494 0.208757 0.207515
rs2275256 16625749 C T 0.367219 0.356756 0.729879 40424 ‐0.01516 0.021293 0.507064 0.507326 0.476299 0.507072 ‐0.0251075 0.0202379 1.53913 1.54084 1.53919
rs185727339 16411050 A C 0.0162522 0.0163181 0.133191 40424 0.136381 0.190916 0.510295 0.50719 0.476358 0.510377 0.0375639 0.181003 0.0430694 0.0429777 0.04307
rs200319818 16975294 ACACACACA 0.0839687 0.0835342 0.367136 40424 0.037267 0.052258 0.508559 0.507154 0.476373 0.508583 0.00884061 0.0497196 0.0316162 0.0315895 0.0316163
rs148013115 16837363 G A 0.0014345 0.00139152 0.112116 40424 ‐0.49045 0.69435 0.498916 0.507064 0.476413 0.499616 ‐0.494821 0.676445 0.535096 0.54591 0.535575
rs144082771 16767179 T C 0.000689776 0.000786116 0.117877 40424 0.65088 0.903893 0.518522 0.506735 0.476556 0.519764 0.943067 0.851667 1.22616 1.17746 1.23578
rs7034606 16626451 G C 0.0474181 0.0479041 0.431158 40424 ‐0.04512 0.06361 0.503109 0.505499 0.477094 0.503156 ‐0.052116 0.0601493 0.750723 0.75566 0.750821
rs33950187 16454360 G GT 0.396745 0.390211 0.946375 40424 ‐0.01308 0.018408 0.504892 0.505074 0.477279 0.504899 ‐0.0169371 0.0175647 0.929813 0.930366 0.929834
rs187628056 16573095 G A 0.000716231 0.000605485 0.379075 40424 ‐0.40343 0.578079 0.487027 0.503639 0.477906 0.489276 ‐0.407523 0.554518 0.540098 0.56566 0.542423
rs182979392 16589340 C T 0.000717277 0.000606994 0.378253 40424 ‐0.40342 0.578122 0.486945 0.503538 0.47795 0.489189 ‐0.406421 0.55448 0.537255 0.562587 0.539554
rs147698763 17167935 T TG 0.0669429 0.0681352 0.795345 40424 ‐0.02747 0.038795 0.501324 0.502813 0.478267 0.501349 0.010611 0.0371109 0.0817542 0.0816376 0.0817549
rs13299667 17015677 C G 0.332838 0.335244 0.987384 40424 0.013163 0.018566 0.502652 0.502366 0.478462 0.502659 0.0153134 0.0177188 0.746917 0.746288 0.746932
rs141898756 16913862 C T 0.0108341 0.0112687 0.644273 40424 0.073799 0.103748 0.505986 0.502039 0.478606 0.506124 0.0559866 0.0982991 0.324391 0.321983 0.324451
rs12006205 16932896 C T 0.00528501 0.00636642 0.819986 40424 0.087072 0.122325 0.506673 0.501839 0.478693 0.506923 0.11929 0.118066 1.02083 1.00449 1.02188
rs75581378 17039431 T C 0.0116079 0.0119368 0.788129 40424 0.065223 0.091799 0.504806 0.501099 0.479018 0.504925 0.0228331 0.0871981 0.0685672 0.0683387 0.0685693
rs112351052 17261603 T C 0.0165933 0.0173721 0.325047 40424 0.084631 0.119222 0.503898 0.500996 0.479063 0.503993 0.106203 0.112026 0.898754 0.889996 0.899043
rs10962536 16678149 G A 0.0462589 0.0491128 0.390619 40424 0.046159 0.065144 0.502073 0.500144 0.479437 0.502112 0.0573311 0.0620844 0.852739 0.847755 0.852853
rs149602443 16887697 A G 0.000493377 0.000408212 0.323136 40424 ‐0.62672 0.930586 0.453564 0.499514 0.479714 0.458283 ‐0.819033 0.842302 0.945511 1.09014 0.969703
rs2382803 16454229 G C 0.398367 0.391802 0.952786 40424 ‐0.01295 0.018331 0.499218 0.499397 0.479765 0.499225 ‐0.0169891 0.0174882 0.943736 0.944301 0.943757
rs2382802 16454224 A G 0.398367 0.391802 0.952805 40424 ‐0.01295 0.018331 0.499133 0.499312 0.479803 0.499139 ‐0.0169885 0.0174881 0.943682 0.944248 0.943704
rs141171621 17222874 A T 0.00306536 0.00321367 0.149934 40424 0.283857 0.399782 0.504143 0.498307 0.480245 0.504565 0.330949 0.377955 0.766731 0.753289 0.767651
rs137894953 17262190 G T 0.00984912 0.0105124 0.452448 40424 0.092783 0.130926 0.502214 0.49758 0.480565 0.502363 0.14728 0.121815 1.4618 1.43667 1.46317
rs263656 17009154 A T 0.00296969 0.00401633 0.566132 40424 0.129282 0.182404 0.502349 0.497546 0.48058 0.502979 0.23063 0.178352 1.67214 1.63777 1.67878
rs1416743 16954497 C G 0.834451 0.834729 0.96164 40424 0.016827 0.023899 0.495756 0.496525 0.481031 0.495767 0.0115142 0.0228506 0.253907 0.254246 0.25391
rs2297175 16706047 T C 0.0488575 0.0506202 0.938664 40424 ‐0.02903 0.041269 0.494743 0.496414 0.48108 0.494772 ‐0.0293787 0.0395485 0.55183 0.554188 0.551866
rs191117394 17250479 C T 0.00122236 0.00108147 0.320438 40424 ‐0.33005 0.47448 0.483851 0.496127 0.481207 0.484697 ‐0.187196 0.447052 0.175339 0.178538 0.175459
rs145392326 17197681 C T 0.00769578 0.00805938 0.530419 40424 0.09494 0.134281 0.499889 0.495753 0.481372 0.500067 0.0756353 0.128209 0.348028 0.345112 0.348109
rs2200599 17105586 G A 0.439161 0.43894 0.927543 40424 0.012787 0.018182 0.494625 0.494537 0.48191 0.494632 0.00611394 0.0173615 0.124014 0.123999 0.124014
rs141662058 17055898 C CT 0.439024 0.446217 0.983681 40424 0.012426 0.017668 0.494578 0.49449 0.481931 0.494584 0.017995 0.0168553 1.1398 1.13943 1.13983
rs7032523 16603483 A T 0.941945 0.94128 0.464421 40424 0.038866 0.05544 0.491464 0.493427 0.482403 0.491498 0.0391502 0.052535 0.555356 0.55804 0.555398
rs186729864 16475411 C A 0.000713953 0.000695398 0.113786 40424 ‐0.67556 0.97447 0.480607 0.492744 0.482706 0.482448 0.0122888 0.932073 0.000173827 0.000173729 0.000173827
rs78048879 17233800 A G 0.0325898 0.0340646 0.851395 40424 0.036912 0.052531 0.493737 0.49171 0.483166 0.49378 0.0438548 0.0500591 0.767482 0.762703 0.767586
rs10119699 16920870 C T 0.00691198 0.00817877 0.640401 40424 0.086125 0.122322 0.495731 0.491212 0.483387 0.495953 0.129647 0.117453 1.21842 1.19802 1.21981
rs2185273 16957172 G A 0.83482 0.835067 0.960589 40424 0.016727 0.023914 0.48921 0.489965 0.483943 0.48922 0.0113573 0.0228657 0.246706 0.247031 0.246709
rs10962811 17005314 G A 0.0344151 0.0353718 0.934649 40424 0.034461 0.049149 0.49161 0.48965 0.484083 0.49165 0.00686071 0.046829 0.0214639 0.0214416 0.021464
rs10120560 16921729 C T 0.00733539 0.00862406 0.611435 40424 0.085392 0.121539 0.493634 0.489174 0.484296 0.49385 0.13087 0.116715 1.25726 1.2361 1.25872
rs188341463 16557843 T G 0.000509574 0.000532785 0.137986 40424 ‐0.71113 1.03623 0.470968 0.489008 0.48437 0.472896 ‐0.0795311 0.976703 0.00663054 0.00666036 0.0066311
rs184280199 16848957 A G 0.000477832 0.000535945 0.208337 40424 0.567711 0.802999 0.499833 0.488688 0.484513 0.504272 0.599153 0.776413 0.595511 0.57142 0.600081
rs12004921 17143463 C G 0.0565922 0.0584383 0.839095 40424 ‐0.02843 0.04078 0.485951 0.487474 0.485056 0.485977 ‐0.0250073 0.039061 0.409871 0.411283 0.409889
rs187480327 16678038 A T 0.00122986 0.00113463 0.179593 40424 ‐0.43284 0.629491 0.472794 0.487059 0.485242 0.473857 ‐0.483659 0.596086 0.658357 0.683882 0.660495
rs143913108 16867619 A G 0.000571785 0.000794549 0.494588 40424 0.30824 0.435602 0.500725 0.486794 0.485361 0.503541 0.531057 0.427632 1.5422 1.46184 1.56929
rs149459856 17262265 C A 0.0338116 0.0354258 0.850501 40424 0.036035 0.051612 0.487473 0.485523 0.485931 0.487514 0.0449676 0.0492049 0.835186 0.829861 0.835304
rs146454835 17291880 G A 0.000674014 0.000632786 0.212473 40424 ‐0.54712 0.803466 0.463684 0.485484 0.485949 0.465696 ‐0.397385 0.756122 0.276209 0.28666 0.276906
rs182847049 17278939 T G 0.00200665 0.001852 0.120744 40424 ‐0.4073 0.590902 0.475104 0.485463 0.485958 0.475623 ‐0.6127 0.570432 1.15369 1.19689 1.15703
rs117131093 17159015 G A 0.00542967 0.00540031 0.538956 40424 ‐0.1116 0.161032 0.480253 0.485408 0.485983 0.480462 ‐0.00229221 0.155755 0.000216584 0.000216641 0.000216584
rs184595339 16418323 A T 0.00141459 0.0014893 0.108156 40424 0.472492 0.674687 0.490438 0.485028 0.486154 0.491641 0.723526 0.64515 1.25773 1.22075 1.26317
rs7856761 17104574 C T 0.439834 0.439682 0.926766 40424 0.012652 0.01818 0.484342 0.484258 0.4865 0.484348 0.00627438 0.0173597 0.130634 0.130619 0.130635
rs191051023 17146232 T C 0.00166451 0.00159982 0.118835 40424 0.451054 0.641698 0.494077 0.483255 0.486952 0.494545 ‐0.426997 0.615589 0.481136 0.493024 0.481797
rs10810695 16953744 G T 0.83391 0.834113 0.959418 40424 0.016602 0.023903 0.482412 0.483149 0.486999 0.482422 0.0110426 0.0228524 0.233498 0.233795 0.2335
rs192254488 17269208 C G 0.00367118 0.0041926 0.517372 40424 0.13335 0.191001 0.487433 0.482974 0.487078 0.487704 0.12093 0.182672 0.438252 0.433387 0.438462
rs1538101 16710870 A G 0.921748 0.92017 0.999971 40424 ‐0.02236 0.032159 0.483638 0.482428 0.487325 0.483656 ‐0.0235828 0.0306685 0.591296 0.589299 0.591324
rs117150937 17284957 T G 0.00421023 0.00394437 0.183824 40424 ‐0.22576 0.3272 0.476051 0.482401 0.487337 0.476384 ‐0.33197 0.316536 1.0999 1.12787 1.10133
rs139431703 16850328 G A 0.00525362 0.0059496 0.32119 40424 0.135674 0.194557 0.486298 0.48148 0.487753 0.486632 0.15427 0.190595 0.655147 0.646359 0.655716
rs182155916 16564959 G A 0.00104704 0.00108311 0.138466 40424 0.50302 0.71789 0.490969 0.480837 0.488043 0.491694 0.24098 0.683743 0.124216 0.122783 0.124263
rs191299420 16954809 G C 0.00120954 0.00133611 0.337835 40424 0.281494 0.401726 0.490998 0.480777 0.488071 0.492811 0.249324 0.386896 0.41528 0.403582 0.416552
rs139470061 17065043 T G 0.00260712 0.0029368 0.322604 40424 0.198441 0.284554 0.48633 0.480586 0.488157 0.486851 0.305176 0.271044 1.26771 1.23726 1.2709
rs263612 17105534 C G 0.441824 0.441884 0.929357 40424 0.012563 0.018129 0.480229 0.480149 0.488355 0.480235 0.00675371 0.0173145 0.152148 0.15213 0.152148
rs191174338 16572151 T G 0.000498852 0.000561876 0.105948 40424 ‐0.75839 1.11562 0.46212 0.478225 0.489227 0.468279 ‐0.440903 1.12781 0.152831 0.156656 0.153085
rs150490006 16910256 C G 0.000318259 0.000347627 0.249676 40424 0.669441 0.938464 0.508849 0.475959 0.490258 0.513959 0.211007 0.885652 0.0567632 0.0556127 0.0568474
rs183358360 16925563 C A 9.56808E‐05 0.000174334 0.531645 40424 0.663292 0.942594 0.495177 0.473566 0.491351 0.506914 1.05408 0.928076 1.28998 1.20844 1.374
rs115746862 16847368 G C 0.00168057 0.00174199 0.170731 40424 0.34067 0.490589 0.482204 0.473234 0.491503 0.48359 0.236977 0.47671 0.247118 0.242909 0.247417
rs1032216 16984123 G A 0.0761198 0.0754624 0.941155 40424 ‐0.02323 0.033818 0.471652 0.472923 0.491646 0.471671 ‐0.0209752 0.0323271 0.420996 0.422289 0.421011
rs117144692 16544228 T C 0.0519576 0.0525536 0.524335 40424 ‐0.03761 0.054815 0.470864 0.472732 0.491733 0.470896 ‐0.0352037 0.0519361 0.45945 0.461508 0.45948
rs1487503 17006831 G A 0.0346063 0.0355629 0.930778 40424 0.033872 0.049175 0.474438 0.472578 0.491804 0.474476 0.00688148 0.0468427 0.0215814 0.0215589 0.0215814
rs2243699 16806790 A G 0.99929 0.999298 0.210688 40424 ‐0.53097 0.754239 0.495598 0.47252 0.49183 0.498108 0.156653 0.708279 0.048918 0.0497939 0.0489507
c9_pos17014622 17024622 T C 0.0351683 0.0362131 0.987209 40424 0.032409 0.047066 0.474145 0.47229 0.491936 0.474182 0.0402499 0.0448831 0.804201 0.79917 0.804309
rs117756795 17023011 G A 0.00966272 0.0101351 0.640331 40424 0.076634 0.111121 0.475609 0.471564 0.492269 0.47574 0.0831719 0.104277 0.63617 0.628803 0.636426
rs186077564 16745079 A C 0.00117972 0.00135799 0.199247 40424 0.365957 0.529173 0.478261 0.471413 0.492338 0.479447 0.479601 0.509336 0.88665 0.862178 0.890036
rs142532479 16749488 G A 0.00685276 0.00652572 0.235362 40424 ‐0.15417 0.226125 0.464809 0.470265 0.492865 0.465022 ‐0.147871 0.216152 0.467999 0.474319 0.468202
rs190362441 16649970 C T 0.00251187 0.00271479 0.158069 40424 0.294553 0.42546 0.4793 0.470055 0.492962 0.480058 0.513067 0.392668 1.70725 1.64467 1.71862
rs190652887 17241730 C T 0.000458217 0.00047372 0.263017 40424 ‐0.53667 0.797536 0.452812 0.469541 0.493198 0.454643 ‐0.621775 0.778787 0.637426 0.670016 0.640795
rs190756428 16572057 G A 0.00130846 0.00148639 0.315627 40424 0.271815 0.393168 0.477959 0.469118 0.493393 0.479258 0.417758 0.378696 1.21694 1.17187 1.2248
rs188103839 16776266 G C 0.000720281 0.000704119 0.137559 40424 ‐0.62679 0.929937 0.454291 0.468898 0.493495 0.455935 ‐0.572447 0.884542 0.418827 0.433871 0.419912
rs75161660 17269733 G T 0.0329184 0.0343949 0.857457 40424 0.035745 0.052117 0.470418 0.468544 0.493658 0.470457 0.0432947 0.0496765 0.75957 0.754889 0.75967
rs146011856 16964416 G C 0.0163134 0.0168909 0.6939 40424 0.056532 0.082364 0.471099 0.468181 0.493825 0.471179 0.0173591 0.0780194 0.0495049 0.0493823 0.0495058
rs10756774 16658174 C T 0.950328 0.950253 0.47826 40424 0.040357 0.059107 0.466189 0.468172 0.493829 0.466224 0.0504704 0.0559495 0.813731 0.81895 0.813835
rs190151532 17294296 C A 0.0013935 0.00160705 0.203329 40424 0.338893 0.492432 0.473623 0.467691 0.494051 0.474317 0.645348 0.461505 1.9554 1.88938 1.96584
rs184989193 17297599 C T 0.00121936 0.00121578 0.139495 40424 0.46044 0.666807 0.47681 0.467153 0.4943 0.477382 0.229804 0.631753 0.132319 0.130743 0.132379
rs117086232 17221579 C T 0.0182775 0.018482 0.711924 40424 ‐0.05264 0.077244 0.464463 0.467039 0.494353 0.464529 ‐0.0575282 0.0741403 0.602078 0.606752 0.602186
rs55740664 17033943 G T 0.00631029 0.0069104 0.715741 40424 0.086515 0.126028 0.47125 0.466669 0.494524 0.471482 0.11949 0.119661 0.997156 0.979511 0.998173
rs74659362 17220159 C T 0.0331369 0.0346029 0.822008 40424 0.036308 0.053061 0.468234 0.46635 0.494671 0.468273 0.0430959 0.0505419 0.72706 0.722631 0.727154
c9_pos16911790 16921790 A T 0.0201737 0.0203079 0.970448 40424 ‐0.04245 0.062334 0.463697 0.466284 0.494702 0.463757 0.00759304 0.0598044 0.01612 0.0161 0.0161201
rs4961719 16482083 T C 0.144653 0.138763 0.816935 40424 ‐0.01887 0.027699 0.463939 0.464776 0.4954 0.46395 ‐0.031435 0.0263647 1.42161 1.42704 1.42171
rs263561 17078922 C A 0.461666 0.469358 0.962299 40424 0.01208 0.017734 0.463965 0.463921 0.495797 0.463971 0.0205449 0.0169077 1.47652 1.47624 1.47657
rs75662954 17262859 G A 0.0342433 0.0358517 0.843125 40424 0.035147 0.051536 0.465103 0.46329 0.49609 0.46514 0.0438553 0.0491397 0.796489 0.791541 0.796597
rs263574 17033827 G A 0.997845 0.997769 0.351669 40424 ‐0.21766 0.316921 0.471674 0.463143 0.496159 0.472447 ‐0.0822673 0.297113 0.0766674 0.0759317 0.0766889
rs181655222 16561956 C G 0.000782543 0.000660578 0.249678 40424 ‐0.46755 0.702756 0.442634 0.462754 0.49634 0.444494 ‐0.76465 0.690119 1.22766 1.34354 1.2441
rs2282071 16727619 A G 0.0577471 0.0591174 0.999986 40424 ‐0.02522 0.03713 0.461179 0.462534 0.496442 0.461201 ‐0.0220582 0.0355508 0.384982 0.386248 0.384997
rs10756778 16673620 C T 0.735955 0.731091 0.57713 40424 ‐0.01777 0.026126 0.462564 0.462169 0.496612 0.462572 ‐0.0181933 0.0247648 0.539701 0.539103 0.53971
rs16934621 16414756 C T 0.0784302 0.0813002 0.82247 40424 ‐0.02418 0.035621 0.460901 0.462076 0.496655 0.460918 ‐0.00885947 0.033997 0.0679098 0.0679895 0.0679102
rs111684439 17136488 T C 0.0380413 0.0377282 0.794218 40424 ‐0.03488 0.05142 0.460177 0.462061 0.496662 0.460212 ‐0.0232565 0.0489654 0.225586 0.226365 0.225594
rs181094403 16985436 C T 0.00185723 0.00193951 0.242277 40424 0.274867 0.401925 0.467688 0.461515 0.496917 0.468146 0.215867 0.385605 0.313392 0.309031 0.313577
rs2243698 16806772 G A 0.999288 0.999296 0.210351 40424 ‐0.52422 0.754739 0.482431 0.460217 0.497523 0.484808 0.160294 0.708592 0.051173 0.0521114 0.0512088
rs7025544 16508901 C T 0.00284259 0.00296061 0.116736 40424 ‐0.31133 0.462408 0.453312 0.459889 0.497676 0.45429 0.0552772 0.452244 0.0149398 0.0148987 0.0149405
rs149025144 16845668 G A 0.0164332 0.0173478 0.556736 40424 ‐0.06053 0.089497 0.457425 0.459874 0.497683 0.457503 ‐0.0181631 0.0859185 0.0446894 0.0447818 0.0446901
rs10962520 16656687 T C 0.364493 0.354635 0.69886 40424 ‐0.01479 0.02182 0.459253 0.459486 0.497864 0.459259 ‐0.0257641 0.0207179 1.54646 1.54826 1.54652
rs186658674 16470940 C T 0.00425723 0.00427634 0.369507 40424 ‐0.14474 0.215378 0.451633 0.45892 0.498129 0.452092 ‐0.0566813 0.211313 0.0719492 0.0724397 0.0719609
rs58125347 17224805 A G 0.0525527 0.055489 0.802777 40424 0.029091 0.042882 0.460229 0.458826 0.498173 0.460253 0.0423006 0.0409308 1.06805 1.06203 1.06818
rs369409 16999868 A C 0.998043 0.997041 0.827916 40424 ‐0.12307 0.18104 0.462088 0.45782 0.498645 0.462624 ‐0.209204 0.177887 1.38309 1.35614 1.38768
rs182613680 17259202 A G 0.00628263 0.00673729 0.343661 40424 0.123327 0.181617 0.461111 0.456782 0.499132 0.461339 0.231687 0.173242 1.78853 1.748 1.79167
rs190898097 17175076 C T 0.000868306 0.00106447 0.19816 40424 0.39062 0.574288 0.462648 0.456727 0.499158 0.464574 1.05148 0.562887 3.48944 3.32152 3.58622
rs73646244 16771217 A G 0.00445202 0.0048095 0.30664 40424 ‐0.15169 0.226009 0.450458 0.456543 0.499244 0.450863 ‐0.00917 0.218375 0.00176333 0.00176498 0.00176334
rs144815707 16989955 C G 0.000270055 0.000303497 0.195558 40424 0.757649 1.10326 0.471609 0.456484 0.499272 0.480529 0.515913 1.05769 0.237922 0.22858 0.239768
rs148734831 17162629 G A 0.00247631 0.00269573 0.209205 40424 0.244782 0.360785 0.460322 0.4558 0.499593 0.46084 0.104447 0.350204 0.0889508 0.0884183 0.0889682
rs113841625 16606287 A AAGAG 0.0549299 0.0557104 0.472718 40424 ‐0.038 0.05641 0.453874 0.455677 0.499651 0.453905 ‐0.0316882 0.0533898 0.352273 0.353666 0.352291
rs146015041 17309389 T TACA 0.00175148 0.00176507 0.156461 40424 ‐0.35261 0.532119 0.439117 0.454153 0.500369 0.441398 ‐0.206288 0.510706 0.163157 0.166961 0.163393
rs116186646 16416800 A G 0.00349378 0.00406681 0.287294 40424 0.177636 0.262555 0.457743 0.45277 0.501022 0.458081 0.0759035 0.246865 0.0945375 0.0939932 0.0945549
rs190624992 17016474 C G 0.00114808 0.00120234 0.418776 40424 0.260909 0.382323 0.465712 0.452146 0.501318 0.467548 0.0494425 0.368154 0.0180361 0.0179163 0.0180388
rs143273998 17359628 C T 0.0322172 0.0333816 0.822251 40424 0.036337 0.053952 0.453602 0.451757 0.501502 0.45364 0.0372363 0.0513527 0.525783 0.522996 0.525834
rs117653330 17314772 C T 0.00175218 0.00176625 0.156297 40424 ‐0.35165 0.532192 0.43659 0.451479 0.501633 0.438845 ‐0.204917 0.510731 0.16098 0.164703 0.16121
rs4961535 17230848 A G 0.0656594 0.0694095 0.709558 40424 0.02763 0.041072 0.452528 0.451273 0.501731 0.452549 0.0463109 0.0391688 1.39793 1.38975 1.39813
rs75840204 16848617 C T 0.00237518 0.00259577 0.151017 40424 0.291436 0.431069 0.457081 0.451011 0.501855 0.457637 0.543644 0.415156 1.71477 1.66011 1.72227
rs190366799 17166876 G A 0.00166959 0.0016025 0.118776 40424 0.434926 0.641632 0.459472 0.449763 0.502448 0.459872 ‐0.439412 0.615528 0.509623 0.522589 0.510359
rs78479470 17379147 G A 0.0330482 0.0344122 0.771502 40424 0.036911 0.054934 0.451461 0.449631 0.50251 0.451499 0.0401197 0.0522887 0.588708 0.585431 0.588771
rs7032239 16603294 A T 0.946669 0.946056 0.499656 40424 0.037186 0.055597 0.447348 0.449084 0.50277 0.447377 0.0385802 0.0526698 0.536543 0.539148 0.536584
rs77234907 17136792 G A 0.0380845 0.0377898 0.794206 40424 ‐0.03434 0.051385 0.446633 0.448431 0.503081 0.446666 ‐0.0225762 0.0489303 0.212886 0.213599 0.212894
rs188121210 16904203 G A 0.00246081 0.00249331 0.399945 40424 0.18968 0.281109 0.455295 0.448316 0.503136 0.45574 0.0188054 0.264194 0.0050666 0.00505652 0.00506666
rs12004090 16978135 C T 0.0202328 0.0198795 0.545265 40424 ‐0.0565 0.084669 0.445305 0.447799 0.503382 0.445363 ‐0.0507031 0.0808298 0.393482 0.395972 0.393528
rs10963078 17394225 C T 0.248794 0.251838 0.830931 40424 ‐0.01478 0.022106 0.447284 0.44771 0.503424 0.447291 0.00103203 0.0210856 0.0023956 0.0023954 0.0023956
rs185146966 16536008 G A 0.00102658 0.00105058 0.454855 40424 ‐0.25936 0.393239 0.435002 0.447374 0.503585 0.436183 0.00785467 0.379722 0.000427884 0.000427444 0.000427885
rs189339063 17189365 C T 0.00743755 0.00711153 0.784879 40424 0.078825 0.117381 0.45095 0.446661 0.503925 0.451114 ‐0.00647473 0.111085 0.0033973 0.00340074 0.00339731
rs140077372 16940816 A G 0.000531011 0.000391445 0.158798 40424 ‐0.73831 1.14365 0.416766 0.446625 0.503942 0.421112 ‐1.89793 1.24885 2.30962 2.79483 2.37259
rs145678659 17052565 C G 0.00119997 0.00119208 0.100874 40424 0.563538 0.833296 0.45735 0.446115 0.504186 0.458021 ‐0.331115 0.775228 0.182432 0.185977 0.182624
rs184748417 16862701 G A 0.00133891 0.00112001 0.233461 40424 ‐0.37236 0.566169 0.432541 0.445331 0.504561 0.433279 ‐0.70384 0.53093 1.75741 1.87167 1.7701
rs150651703 17239469 C T 0.0183319 0.0185617 0.709985 40424 ‐0.05124 0.077195 0.44065 0.443018 0.505669 0.440709 ‐0.0558832 0.0741064 0.568659 0.572933 0.568755
rs16934786 16526910 C T 0.207417 0.200547 0.713719 40424 ‐0.01706 0.025655 0.442241 0.442794 0.505777 0.44225 ‐0.0324886 0.024396 1.77346 1.77885 1.77358
rs192998938 16452945 C T 0.000838417 0.000783142 0.131606 40424 ‐0.61491 0.941256 0.426786 0.442267 0.50603 0.427523 ‐0.737929 0.850289 0.753175 0.791232 0.75688
rs7018743 16603921 T C 0.946701 0.946095 0.499631 40424 0.036913 0.055617 0.440497 0.442194 0.506065 0.440525 0.0387266 0.0526875 0.540259 0.542892 0.5403
rs146727636 16630188 AAC A 0.0487891 0.0496967 0.428139 40424 ‐0.0416 0.062716 0.440018 0.441912 0.506201 0.440052 ‐0.0405277 0.0592967 0.467135 0.469468 0.467172
rs12003380 17135434 G C 0.447469 0.448676 0.86242 40424 0.012507 0.01882 0.441631 0.441574 0.506364 0.441636 0.00195592 0.0179469 0.0118774 0.0118771 0.0118774
rs192609836 17176175 C A 0.00196864 0.00194105 0.420699 40424 ‐0.20175 0.306811 0.432389 0.440374 0.506942 0.43289 ‐0.088767 0.297382 0.0890991 0.0899435 0.0891183
rs1442517 17384521 C A 0.245841 0.248753 0.837018 40424 ‐0.01466 0.022112 0.439826 0.44025 0.507002 0.439832 ‐5.04335E‐06 0.0210872 5.72007E‐08 5.66506E‐08 5.72007E‐08
rs117924923 17142880 T A 0.00629223 0.0067511 0.344426 40424 0.120784 0.181318 0.44375 0.439685 0.507275 0.443959 0.230669 0.172948 1.77889 1.73887 1.78195
rs34201446 16673401 T TA 0.736083 0.731267 0.577993 40424 ‐0.0173 0.026115 0.43882 0.438455 0.507869 0.438827 ‐0.0180343 0.0247531 0.530813 0.530228 0.530822
rs150372135 16458209 AG A 0.0695098 0.0691293 0.865209 40424 ‐0.02444 0.036983 0.436664 0.437847 0.508163 0.436681 ‐0.0124889 0.0353339 0.124929 0.125147 0.12493
rs117708405 17169620 A G 0.00744109 0.00711922 0.78495 40424 0.077987 0.117325 0.441833 0.437672 0.508248 0.44199 ‐0.00589198 0.111021 0.0028165 0.00281909 0.0028165
rs76780579 16414506 G A 0.00410469 0.00469536 0.287117 40424 0.162618 0.244796 0.441295 0.436699 0.50872 0.441576 0.0810622 0.229672 0.124572 0.123761 0.124599
rs7037176 16514375 C A 0.361528 0.352792 0.697409 40424 ‐0.01453 0.021996 0.436287 0.436517 0.508808 0.436293 ‐0.0244 0.0208482 1.36975 1.37138 1.3698
rs28651010 16606947 G A 0.0548411 0.0556347 0.473208 40424 ‐0.03718 0.056416 0.43442 0.436107 0.509007 0.434448 ‐0.0312941 0.0533985 0.343452 0.344794 0.343469
rs182303875 17119279 A G 0.0521895 0.053273 0.634581 40424 0.032428 0.049193 0.434545 0.43314 0.510452 0.434569 0.0271281 0.0467605 0.336574 0.335404 0.336588
rs181956840 16517576 C T 0.00274956 0.00243082 0.23131 40424 ‐0.23968 0.367557 0.425211 0.43265 0.510691 0.425589 ‐0.5318 0.356727 2.22242 2.32562 2.23168
rs187690537 16633786 C T 0.0028386 0.003018 0.219536 40424 0.21794 0.329452 0.437611 0.431678 0.511167 0.438258 0.338084 0.317451 1.13422 1.10302 1.13803
rs138491034 17262343 A G 0.033142 0.0346114 0.85375 40424 0.034251 0.052078 0.432549 0.430897 0.511549 0.432582 0.042457 0.0496382 0.73159 0.727172 0.731683
rs114821504 16679774 A G 0.00209833 0.00197571 0.287967 40424 ‐0.25633 0.397137 0.416609 0.43039 0.511798 0.417532 ‐0.314259 0.367286 0.732092 0.767549 0.735437
rs113729711 17261876 A C 0.0332521 0.0347352 0.852912 40424 0.034187 0.052014 0.431996 0.430351 0.511817 0.432029 0.04244 0.049582 0.732662 0.728242 0.732755
rs58680196 16781017 G A 0.00106035 0.00112418 0.140958 40424 ‐0.45199 0.699003 0.418124 0.42975 0.512112 0.420627 ‐0.223019 0.652894 0.116681 0.118402 0.116864
rs10962812 17005380 G C 0.0348422 0.0358161 0.927988 40424 0.032191 0.049028 0.431089 0.429483 0.512243 0.43112 0.00665168 0.0467116 0.0202774 0.0202571 0.0202775
rs71513263 16480678 C T 0.144409 0.138618 0.810966 40424 ‐0.01817 0.027801 0.427149 0.427892 0.513025 0.427159 ‐0.0301291 0.0264603 1.29653 1.30127 1.29661
rs10962817 17014373 A C 0.554519 0.549275 0.997495 40424 ‐0.01145 0.017515 0.42747 0.427406 0.513265 0.427474 ‐0.0122461 0.016716 0.536698 0.536585 0.536705
rs150713178 16526362 A C 0.00265498 0.00268951 0.127327 40424 ‐0.29871 0.461204 0.419494 0.427183 0.513374 0.420163 ‐0.0822866 0.454769 0.0327399 0.0329469 0.0327436
rs182769726 16633249 G A 0.00251278 0.00271072 0.158174 40424 0.280183 0.42596 0.432658 0.424673 0.514614 0.433275 0.501933 0.393034 1.63091 1.57208 1.64128
rs10123851 16925108 C A 0.00694203 0.00816077 0.634914 40424 0.080305 0.122736 0.4281 0.42441 0.514745 0.428268 0.119231 0.117891 1.02285 1.00695 1.02385
rs72703852 17324238 A C 0.00362091 0.00373282 0.307999 40424 ‐0.16483 0.254744 0.418678 0.424101 0.514898 0.419009 0.154367 0.244111 0.39988 0.394032 0.400157
rs7851973 16423481 C T 0.0870155 0.0906714 0.841382 40424 ‐0.02174 0.033418 0.423053 0.424021 0.514937 0.423066 ‐0.00405412 0.0319288 0.0161223 0.0161309 0.0161223
rs12000878 16465467 G C 0.293335 0.285988 0.876244 40424 ‐0.01338 0.020557 0.423626 0.423938 0.514979 0.423632 ‐0.0238948 0.0195988 1.48644 1.48896 1.48651
rs72702034 17323922 C G 0.00362092 0.00373296 0.308001 40424 ‐0.16473 0.254738 0.418184 0.423597 0.515148 0.418514 0.154484 0.244105 0.400508 0.394646 0.400786
0 16438732 C CA 0.0734441 0.0762357 0.907857 40424 ‐0.0226 0.034778 0.422436 0.423483 0.515204 0.422451 ‐0.00469756 0.0332819 0.0199218 0.0199348 0.0199218
rs140435713 16834736 A G 0.00742785 0.00769199 0.24716 40424 0.131663 0.201562 0.426686 0.423367 0.515262 0.426807 0.0533879 0.192088 0.0772472 0.0769457 0.0772511
rs1887620 16459175 G T 0.276008 0.269006 0.914486 40424 ‐0.01334 0.020519 0.422479 0.422816 0.515535 0.422484 ‐0.0231803 0.0195605 1.40435 1.40686 1.40441
rs116870889 17352588 A G 0.0208115 0.0217526 0.451088 40424 0.057987 0.089032 0.424206 0.422171 0.515856 0.42426 0.101096 0.0850356 1.41341 1.39793 1.41398
rs6475107 17040095 G C 0.0018633 0.00278047 0.729754 40424 0.129634 0.198663 0.425799 0.421881 0.516 0.426333 0.238167 0.194822 1.49447 1.46418 1.50074
rs16934855 16609109 T C 0.0553765 0.0564095 0.47611 40424 ‐0.03625 0.055924 0.420168 0.421748 0.516066 0.420195 ‐0.0294857 0.0529382 0.31023 0.311363 0.310244
rs10756853 17110944 C G 0.43871 0.43836 0.931409 40424 0.011771 0.018133 0.421352 0.421283 0.516298 0.421357 0.00583294 0.0173161 0.113469 0.113457 0.113469
rs183787361 16626130 A C 0.000816362 0.000912975 0.10299 40424 0.580727 0.890676 0.425113 0.420505 0.516685 0.426504 0.93899 0.841777 1.24431 1.19837 1.25418
rs186553042 17396621 T G 0.00164198 0.00147146 0.31617 40424 ‐0.26218 0.408902 0.41111 0.41876 0.517556 0.411556 ‐0.291495 0.388128 0.564045 0.579149 0.564914
rs73416337 17076435 T C 0.0084213 0.00909194 0.53482 40424 0.082707 0.127472 0.420972 0.417321 0.518277 0.421119 0.108125 0.121177 0.796186 0.784654 0.796708
rs73410490 16787928 T G 0.00319632 0.00376035 0.16006 40424 0.22801 0.351378 0.421076 0.417303 0.518286 0.421486 0.656068 0.339405 3.73646 3.6112 3.76352
rs184551345 16568973 A T 0.00202401 0.00190453 0.201264 40424 ‐0.30729 0.483129 0.404537 0.416445 0.518716 0.405151 ‐0.383455 0.445417 0.741133 0.773936 0.743877
rs113712823 16931669 A G 0.00485449 0.00573052 0.784346 40424 0.085527 0.131949 0.420137 0.416125 0.518877 0.420327 0.0991292 0.127196 0.607377 0.599231 0.607789
rs190113082 17200319 G A 0.000316103 0.000298452 0.119603 40424 ‐1.01646 1.63784 0.385154 0.415977 0.518951 0.384466 ‐1.07398 1.53856 0.487262 0.537375 0.49368
rs147676123 16415357 TAC T 0.0782663 0.081203 0.822072 40424 ‐0.02295 0.035645 0.414478 0.41548 0.519201 0.414491 ‐0.00775468 0.0340202 0.0519582 0.0520115 0.0519584
rs187607471 16566642 T C 0.00202226 0.00190195 0.201114 40424 ‐0.30718 0.483731 0.403261 0.415145 0.51937 0.403874 ‐0.38474 0.44598 0.744222 0.777314 0.746997
rs73416333 17076259 C T 0.00836082 0.00903424 0.538361 40424 0.082496 0.127501 0.418636 0.415012 0.519437 0.418782 0.109 0.121184 0.809021 0.797205 0.809561
rs62622795 16586134 G C 0.063729 0.0636453 0.271425 40424 ‐0.04466 0.069484 0.413089 0.414526 0.519681 0.413113 ‐0.045167 0.0658823 0.470007 0.471941 0.470034
rs117065578 16646615 G A 0.00689809 0.0071033 0.308963 40424 0.120104 0.185751 0.418073 0.414522 0.519683 0.418229 0.167234 0.177325 0.889423 0.875704 0.890117
rs190532138 17069226 T C 0.000838649 0.0007801 0.204178 40424 ‐0.44832 0.705825 0.403445 0.41425 0.51982 0.40439 ‐0.417739 0.675425 0.382522 0.394166 0.383292
rs13287871 17335955 C G 0.0241205 0.0238185 0.380605 40424 0.060285 0.093453 0.416142 0.414208 0.519841 0.416182 0.0162514 0.0883693 0.0338204 0.0337661 0.0338207
rs263575 17033840 G A 0.456025 0.450393 0.999338 40424 ‐0.01125 0.017483 0.413782 0.413846 0.520024 0.413787 ‐0.0131286 0.0166968 0.618264 0.6184 0.618273
rs10511621 16423164 C T 0.0877171 0.0913141 0.844921 40424 ‐0.02135 0.03323 0.412675 0.413607 0.520144 0.412688 ‐0.00515412 0.031748 0.0263558 0.0263738 0.0263558
rs142168952 16445046 T A 0.00287091 0.00263771 0.21328 40424 ‐0.23942 0.37603 0.405404 0.413383 0.520257 0.406453 ‐0.43981 0.359897 1.49339 1.56476 1.50295
rs1887619 16459251 C T 0.276694 0.269772 0.915223 40424 ‐0.01317 0.020496 0.412843 0.413167 0.520366 0.412848 ‐0.0228218 0.0195383 1.36435 1.36674 1.3644
rs117590713 17148952 T C 0.00944481 0.00993652 0.599472 40424 0.0733 0.113735 0.415351 0.412409 0.520749 0.415461 0.0240175 0.108986 0.0485643 0.0484147 0.0485658
rs7037540 16692794 C T 0.991378 0.991501 0.434768 40424 ‐0.09375 0.145465 0.415392 0.411674 0.521121 0.41553 0.00845615 0.13744 0.00378549 0.00378939 0.0037855
rs191125338 17264947 A G 0.00139489 0.00131415 0.122163 40424 ‐0.43582 0.686854 0.402611 0.41109 0.521417 0.40332 ‐0.560267 0.674483 0.689998 0.71289 0.691603
rs2296864 16415459 C T 0.0782726 0.0812197 0.822073 40424 ‐0.02281 0.035642 0.409624 0.410608 0.521661 0.409637 ‐0.00758254 0.0340176 0.0496848 0.0497346 0.049685
rs189631894 16670058 C T 0.000684118 0.000585315 0.250234 40424 ‐0.44714 0.707559 0.399351 0.410059 0.52194 0.400268 ‐0.362463 0.68824 0.277362 0.284717 0.277748
rs76613493 17031533 A G 0.00631629 0.00691022 0.716539 40424 0.080756 0.125777 0.412235 0.408496 0.522734 0.412411 0.116662 0.119481 0.953362 0.93691 0.954284
rs4961728 16627194 G C 0.414175 0.404791 0.726052 40424 ‐0.01334 0.020879 0.408014 0.408124 0.522923 0.408018 ‐0.0183662 0.0198445 0.856567 0.856996 0.856585
rs12351550 16660960 G T 0.0437386 0.0446915 0.477658 40424 ‐0.03964 0.062203 0.406057 0.407717 0.523131 0.406086 ‐0.0402114 0.0589811 0.464807 0.467073 0.464844
rs12156570 16502366 T A 0.0427209 0.0439525 0.495679 40424 0.039018 0.06103 0.408742 0.407191 0.523399 0.40877 0.0303994 0.0576662 0.277899 0.276903 0.277912
rs149156123 16471719 T C 0.003918 0.00423808 0.19625 40424 0.188896 0.294688 0.410887 0.407044 0.523474 0.411557 0.352134 0.284475 1.53225 1.49098 1.53873
rs193052726 16913132 C T 0.0041631 0.00392734 0.443193 40424 ‐0.13301 0.210059 0.400933 0.406849 0.523573 0.40125 ‐0.0540545 0.200787 0.0724754 0.0730272 0.0724856
rs10810603 16740855 G A 0.198811 0.204153 0.717365 40424 0.016375 0.025686 0.406448 0.405978 0.524018 0.406454 0.00991575 0.0244312 0.164726 0.164577 0.164727
rs187931275 16539753 A G 0.0602174 0.0586591 0.500053 40424 ‐0.03363 0.052906 0.404123 0.405461 0.524282 0.404142 ‐0.0476362 0.0499736 0.908641 0.913744 0.90874
rs137931281 17406688 C G 0.0308105 0.0306698 0.486212 40424 0.046222 0.072444 0.407103 0.405354 0.524337 0.407139 0.039669 0.0688849 0.331631 0.330076 0.331654
rs75926461 16449162 C T 0.00401617 0.00394119 0.34736 40424 ‐0.15065 0.238683 0.39836 0.403651 0.52521 0.398615 ‐0.157334 0.227149 0.479764 0.487933 0.480143
rs4961737 16721067 G A 0.108897 0.111642 0.741984 40424 0.020537 0.032297 0.404338 0.403571 0.525251 0.404348 0.00574227 0.0307101 0.0349626 0.0349394 0.0349627
rs76395872 16441452 T C 0.0743134 0.0772365 0.899684 40424 ‐0.022 0.034719 0.401685 0.40265 0.525724 0.401698 ‐0.00272145 0.0332221 0.00671038 0.00671291 0.00671039
rs112540951 16490557 C T 0.000555271 0.000538881 0.114902 40424 ‐0.76521 1.22778 0.38843 0.402522 0.52579 0.389072 ‐0.632996 1.09643 0.333305 0.347168 0.334384
rs143305228 16917716 C G 0.00262289 0.00260169 0.148853 40424 0.281289 0.440291 0.408157 0.402461 0.525821 0.408477 0.135396 0.422101 0.102891 0.102056 0.102911
rs192213375 16479325 G C 0.00393734 0.00401545 0.379241 40424 ‐0.13809 0.219524 0.395684 0.401799 0.526162 0.39606 ‐0.0149236 0.214843 0.00482509 0.00483364 0.00482514
rs7851641 17222369 T C 0.0529854 0.0558983 0.799678 40424 0.027175 0.042825 0.402661 0.401518 0.526306 0.40268 0.0396389 0.0408805 0.940178 0.935234 0.940278
rs193140477 17241767 A T 0.000328871 0.000352259 0.429968 40424 ‐0.45868 0.741606 0.382532 0.40117 0.526486 0.38499 ‐0.336249 0.721029 0.217478 0.226049 0.218211
rs436904 17017285 G C 0.00323952 0.00431994 0.587584 40424 0.109539 0.172223 0.404538 0.401133 0.526505 0.404888 0.234898 0.168622 1.94057 1.89842 1.94824
rs36040975 16498094 T C 0.196392 0.18985 0.668773 40424 ‐0.01705 0.02697 0.399542 0.400039 0.527069 0.399549 ‐0.037071 0.0256584 2.08742 2.09471 2.08759
rs10756762 16563123 T C 0.403633 0.393027 0.753512 40424 ‐0.01297 0.020539 0.398935 0.399063 0.527574 0.39894 ‐0.0248825 0.0195414 1.62135 1.62264 1.62141
rs263630 17002425 A G 0.997767 0.996748 0.734268 40424 ‐0.11476 0.18105 0.401758 0.398277 0.52798 0.402159 ‐0.212268 0.17785 1.4245 1.39677 1.42933
rs35750919 16920348 GT G 0.00821749 0.00949846 0.572128 40424 0.075743 0.119576 0.401238 0.398015 0.528116 0.401375 0.125683 0.114688 1.20093 1.18162 1.20219
rs10810709 17044774 T C 0.141335 0.145262 0.964156 40424 ‐0.01592 0.025256 0.397245 0.397824 0.528215 0.397253 0.00641087 0.0242128 0.0701043 0.070052 0.0701046
rs149916783 17373230 A G 0.00212517 0.00219631 0.127791 40424 ‐0.32835 0.526056 0.389584 0.397519 0.528373 0.390342 ‐0.118969 0.505196 0.0554556 0.055962 0.0554689
rs80115872 17166074 A G 0.0659751 0.0672483 0.805558 40424 ‐0.02441 0.038786 0.395934 0.396979 0.528654 0.395949 0.0124793 0.0371078 0.113096 0.112906 0.113097
rs183470928 17385985 A T 0.00158704 0.00164494 0.494423 40424 0.196173 0.308827 0.403503 0.396666 0.528816 0.404104 0.259662 0.29046 0.799183 0.775297 0.801347
rs6475068 16693216 G C 0.903518 0.901188 0.765962 40424 ‐0.02108 0.033439 0.397355 0.396534 0.528885 0.397365 ‐0.0219136 0.0318353 0.473818 0.472536 0.473833
rs118066471 16657686 G A 0.0465767 0.046755 0.496732 40424 ‐0.03748 0.059725 0.393798 0.395371 0.52949 0.393824 ‐0.045549 0.0565513 0.648742 0.652565 0.648811
rs149853127 17377750 T C 0.000684562 0.00064599 0.219695 40424 ‐0.47935 0.778846 0.378786 0.39462 0.529881 0.380117 ‐0.354609 0.734013 0.233395 0.241407 0.233888
rs10962519 16656587 G A 0.365222 0.355584 0.697197 40424 ‐0.01371 0.021834 0.39399 0.394174 0.530113 0.393995 ‐0.0245179 0.0207307 1.39875 1.40029 1.3988
rs7033231 16770443 T G 0.00439739 0.00477135 0.306114 40424 ‐0.14143 0.227083 0.387914 0.392755 0.530855 0.388215 0.00385494 0.219294 0.000309018 0.000308898 0.000309018
rs77464192 17349122 A G 0.0116048 0.0127005 0.256588 40424 0.09853 0.156786 0.394929 0.391663 0.531427 0.395044 0.210319 0.14625 2.06806 2.02573 2.07139
rs76914533 16628501 T C 0.00373262 0.00326729 0.283311 40424 ‐0.17895 0.288101 0.38582 0.391427 0.53155 0.386082 ‐0.287288 0.274824 1.09276 1.12393 1.09454
rs1416744 16954534 C T 0.055621 0.0604131 0.976582 40424 0.023379 0.037322 0.39241 0.391401 0.531564 0.392426 0.0434867 0.0357488 1.47975 1.47076 1.47998
rs186560517 17332174 C T 0.00150185 0.00160346 0.422761 40424 0.213672 0.338197 0.399169 0.390362 0.532109 0.399905 0.209238 0.318714 0.431003 0.419852 0.431972
rs151045866 17026747 A G 0.000903618 0.00112614 0.172497 40424 0.377385 0.602767 0.391987 0.389709 0.532452 0.393545 0.336577 0.585054 0.330961 0.328316 0.331996
rs139160484 17320123 C T 0.000390851 0.000383339 0.288048 40424 ‐0.49916 0.822341 0.368454 0.38934 0.532647 0.371559 0.0501543 0.79058 0.00402462 0.00400023 0.00402501
rs151284181 16778948 T G 0.00730576 0.00721193 0.552374 40424 ‐0.08644 0.13936 0.384763 0.388216 0.533239 0.384872 ‐0.0652465 0.133116 0.240245 0.242262 0.240291
rs34095129 17080896 G A 0.0290495 0.0287919 0.897758 40424 ‐0.03399 0.05467 0.386458 0.388112 0.533293 0.386489 ‐0.0228815 0.0524039 0.190651 0.191339 0.190659
rs78256480 17146391 C G 0.033262 0.034707 0.812302 40424 0.033182 0.053251 0.388276 0.386851 0.533959 0.388303 0.0412236 0.0507473 0.659881 0.656042 0.659959
rs72705794 17394457 A G 0.0324352 0.0335423 0.462221 40424 0.04436 0.071259 0.387531 0.385984 0.534418 0.387563 0.103757 0.0680768 2.32295 2.29579 2.32407
rs144011281 16778274 C G 0.00732677 0.00722833 0.556382 40424 ‐0.08574 0.138699 0.382103 0.385517 0.534665 0.38221 ‐0.0659213 0.132492 0.247555 0.249663 0.247604
rs148312043 17145128 C T 0.0330594 0.0344736 0.81552 40424 0.033162 0.053312 0.386921 0.3855 0.534674 0.386948 0.0408206 0.0508019 0.645653 0.641928 0.645727
rs34678910 16525967 T C 0.209235 0.20251 0.707021 40424 ‐0.01592 0.025669 0.384685 0.385128 0.534872 0.384691 ‐0.0320791 0.0244158 1.72624 1.73138 1.72635
rs182009216 16912104 C A 0.0011869 0.00111846 0.170357 40424 ‐0.39513 0.645959 0.374179 0.384776 0.535058 0.374791 ‐0.215823 0.628762 0.117822 0.119867 0.117876
rs190412003 16705442 C T 0.00571633 0.00569486 0.31417 40424 0.127717 0.205211 0.387344 0.38378 0.535587 0.3875 0.131061 0.195713 0.448447 0.442946 0.448649
rs76324446 16685518 C T 0.00020681 0.000230329 0.128297 40424 1.00208 1.58145 0.401511 0.383562 0.535703 0.404174 0.675735 1.51777 0.198217 0.191843 0.199058
rs78463321 17141414 A G 0.0340225 0.035612 0.797238 40424 0.032899 0.053043 0.384675 0.38328 0.535853 0.384701 0.0446722 0.0505345 0.781447 0.776539 0.781555
rs117640979 17297128 C T 0.000582572 0.000699695 0.390646 40424 0.335473 0.534698 0.393638 0.383271 0.535858 0.395596 0.452695 0.501133 0.816028 0.775745 0.824881
rs10118670 16472622 C G 0.142267 0.142592 0.711916 40424 0.018427 0.029762 0.383331 0.382722 0.53615 0.383339 0.0099494 0.0282895 0.123692 0.123559 0.123693
rs190744401 16589322 T C 0.00107929 0.00115915 0.241838 40424 0.326923 0.522822 0.391005 0.381473 0.536816 0.391832 0.259049 0.495709 0.273093 0.267122 0.273546
rs138047786 17048568 G A 0.00299611 0.00316946 0.51848 40424 ‐0.13144 0.214315 0.376129 0.381016 0.53706 0.376423 ‐0.0673657 0.207978 0.104916 0.105742 0.104938
rs7046245 16634613 C A 0.363606 0.353087 0.725937 40424 ‐0.0132 0.021397 0.380334 0.380507 0.537332 0.380338 ‐0.0252102 0.0203387 1.5364 1.53816 1.53646
rs36051199 17406235 A G 0.25064 0.253912 0.828229 40424 ‐0.0136 0.02208 0.379266 0.379595 0.53782 0.37927 0.00152836 0.0210598 0.00526672 0.00526608 0.00526673
rs393488 17044971 T A 0.463291 0.457083 0.981358 40424 ‐0.01083 0.017598 0.379018 0.379065 0.538104 0.379022 ‐0.0145236 0.0168233 0.74529 0.745445 0.745302
rs184379419 17117494 G T 0.000503015 0.000655566 0.406689 40424 0.333648 0.537315 0.385584 0.377491 0.538949 0.387222 0.715629 0.51105 1.96087 1.8477 2.0007
rs139477991 17218916 C G 0.00503775 0.00557997 0.393097 40424 0.116999 0.189752 0.380183 0.377177 0.539118 0.380308 0.0349583 0.181535 0.0370834 0.0369707 0.0370845
rs10810700 16967090 T G 0.366246 0.37236 0.963487 40424 0.011306 0.018407 0.377317 0.377169 0.539122 0.377321 0.0196305 0.0175785 1.2471 1.24605 1.24713
rs12338032 16606546 A G 0.172564 0.175221 0.424336 40424 0.021797 0.03547 0.377621 0.37716 0.539127 0.377627 0.0261317 0.0336487 0.603113 0.601977 0.603128
rs7019299 16635017 G A 0.363489 0.352961 0.725746 40424 ‐0.01313 0.021402 0.376619 0.37679 0.539326 0.376623 ‐0.0251592 0.0203432 1.52951 1.53126 1.52957
rs75769627 17385294 T C 0.0149554 0.016328 0.267967 40424 0.083262 0.135168 0.379439 0.376733 0.539357 0.379531 0.189346 0.126295 2.24773 2.20529 2.25087
rs187771480 17268799 A G 0.000961992 0.000980002 0.173988 40424 ‐0.41982 0.694339 0.365581 0.375939 0.539785 0.366384 ‐0.108225 0.658225 0.0270338 0.0272661 0.0270382
rs145356249 17212866 G C 0.005037 0.00557841 0.393248 40424 0.116766 0.189737 0.378727 0.375737 0.539894 0.378851 0.0344359 0.181526 0.0359871 0.0358793 0.0359882
rs139437767 16879455 A G 0.00195211 0.0021086 0.201447 40424 0.269474 0.437274 0.379775 0.375175 0.540197 0.380005 0.351931 0.405461 0.753385 0.737616 0.754573
rs11794789 16761353 C T 0.0148492 0.0144402 0.367528 40424 ‐0.07485 0.122781 0.371635 0.374256 0.540693 0.371695 ‐0.0591223 0.115637 0.261402 0.263216 0.261436
rs75372602 17140053 A C 0.0121856 0.0126469 0.312674 40424 ‐0.08622 0.141766 0.369856 0.373029 0.541358 0.369959 0.00375766 0.133566 0.000791485 0.00079114 0.000791486
rs16934647 16427694 T C 0.0708061 0.0735413 0.915744 40424 ‐0.02146 0.035183 0.37206 0.372934 0.541409 0.372072 ‐0.0053847 0.0336784 0.0255636 0.0255826 0.0255636
rs184820185 17147626 T C 0.0197933 0.020836 0.614535 40424 0.0481 0.078606 0.374435 0.372719 0.541526 0.374474 0.0523355 0.0747415 0.490309 0.487196 0.490374
c9_pos16992273 17002273 A G 0.0783612 0.0802226 0.914046 40424 0.020379 0.033358 0.37321 0.37239 0.541704 0.373222 0.0248043 0.032006 0.600606 0.598551 0.600635
rs181095971 16968747 G T 0.00210205 0.00230547 0.238585 40424 0.225692 0.367911 0.37631 0.371978 0.541928 0.376556 0.532604 0.352697 2.28037 2.21029 2.28947
rs10962618 16812810 C T 0.174545 0.178443 0.629642 40424 0.01769 0.029018 0.371616 0.371143 0.542382 0.371622 0.0165926 0.0275131 0.363706 0.363188 0.363711
rs75160617 17144346 T C 0.0333447 0.0347632 0.813446 40424 0.032433 0.05317 0.372076 0.370739 0.542602 0.372101 0.0404097 0.0506659 0.63612 0.632486 0.636192
rs144732047 16492267 T C 0.00504728 0.00477474 0.245007 40424 ‐0.16148 0.26744 0.36455 0.370217 0.542886 0.364754 ‐0.26707 0.251547 1.12723 1.16276 1.12959
rs199749504 17366753 T A 0.00298795 0.00319116 0.252785 40424 0.191639 0.313509 0.373654 0.369962 0.543025 0.373919 0.415898 0.290896 2.04408 1.98154 2.05102
rs141148212 17389280 T G 0.00052953 0.00052462 0.165266 40424 ‐0.5838 0.974156 0.359148 0.369181 0.543451 0.360228 ‐0.50165 0.914896 0.300647 0.309037 0.301115
rs190060590 16756485 C A 0.00118431 0.00135468 0.200904 40424 0.322566 0.527412 0.374058 0.369156 0.543465 0.374783 0.444723 0.508083 0.766141 0.746099 0.768674
rs182335181 16756486 C A 0.00118431 0.00135468 0.200904 40424 0.322566 0.527412 0.374058 0.369156 0.543465 0.374783 0.444723 0.508083 0.766141 0.746099 0.768674
rs12156444 17383993 G T 0.249266 0.252606 0.833581 40424 ‐0.01338 0.022053 0.368238 0.368557 0.543792 0.368243 0.00194495 0.0210329 0.00855099 0.00854965 0.00855099
rs10810702 16983321 G A 0.240484 0.243971 0.986422 40424 0.012465 0.020529 0.368685 0.368382 0.543888 0.36869 0.0103556 0.0196257 0.27842 0.278174 0.278423
rs10116995 16924754 A G 0.00781437 0.00901915 0.581942 40424 0.07389 0.12148 0.36996 0.367054 0.544614 0.37008 0.111838 0.11672 0.9181 0.904843 0.918863
rs138427750 16588142 T C 0.00147519 0.00158282 0.127406 40424 0.37847 0.620625 0.371882 0.367006 0.544641 0.37219 0.46033 0.586773 0.615457 0.603679 0.616363
rs263580 17039312 T G 0.452046 0.446675 0.999702 40424 ‐0.0106 0.017528 0.365886 0.365942 0.545225 0.36589 ‐0.0120977 0.0167454 0.521935 0.522048 0.521941
0 16412744 A AGGG 0.0708188 0.0733123 0.828414 40424 ‐0.02237 0.037109 0.363501 0.36436 0.546095 0.363512 ‐0.00386877 0.0354483 0.0119112 0.0119174 0.0119112
rs200386421 17235636 A C 0.000227706 0.00028445 0.142986 40424 0.853385 1.39436 0.374577 0.363957 0.546317 0.378435 1.45072 1.25806 1.32973 1.25357 1.39061
rs263568 17029756 T G 0.482209 0.475972 0.997263 40424 ‐0.01052 0.017466 0.363001 0.363026 0.54683 0.363005 ‐0.01356 0.016674 0.661361 0.661431 0.661371
rs186274226 16807338 T C 0.00316628 0.00326869 0.171688 40424 0.221319 0.365802 0.366054 0.362747 0.546985 0.366386 0.262522 0.347992 0.569109 0.558422 0.569842
rs263576 17034019 T G 0.456714 0.451173 0.999671 40424 ‐0.01053 0.017499 0.36231 0.362361 0.547198 0.362313 ‐0.0130065 0.0167114 0.605757 0.605887 0.605765
rs188065347 16701280 T A 0.00452206 0.00467689 0.152129 40424 0.195548 0.323538 0.365307 0.362168 0.547305 0.365503 0.387407 0.308695 1.57498 1.53943 1.57832
rs141490868 17157582 A G 0.00116377 0.000999873 0.113934 40424 ‐0.51701 0.871318 0.35208 0.360927 0.547992 0.35237 ‐0.91065 0.808658 1.26816 1.33524 1.2729
rs143703513 16804682 A G 0.0167703 0.0177024 0.498392 40424 0.057238 0.095108 0.362193 0.360413 0.548277 0.362234 0.0578214 0.0904003 0.409107 0.406542 0.40916
rs263558 17127919 T C 0.453907 0.461677 0.963946 40424 0.010685 0.0178 0.360355 0.360311 0.548334 0.360358 0.0197313 0.0169716 1.35166 1.3513 1.35171
rs186541828 17296208 A G 0.00149496 0.0016 0.39746 40424 0.210894 0.347742 0.367802 0.360289 0.548346 0.368434 0.231083 0.328318 0.49539 0.481965 0.496652
rs115269264 16915755 C T 0.000338169 0.000573021 0.541729 40424 0.30846 0.510625 0.364916 0.359668 0.548691 0.366544 0.607274 0.508751 1.42481 1.37256 1.44695
rs148830515 16951469 C A 0.00516016 0.00504982 0.186765 40424 0.171851 0.285471 0.362393 0.358629 0.549269 0.362545 ‐0.0225337 0.272243 0.00685093 0.00686245 0.00685098
0 16593545 T TG 0.0249324 0.0256786 0.390315 40424 ‐0.05372 0.089983 0.356418 0.358243 0.549484 0.356454 ‐0.0177862 0.0853702 0.0434062 0.0434941 0.0434068
rs10962967 17263442 G A 0.0261876 0.0262264 0.537591 40424 0.044943 0.07493 0.359768 0.358174 0.549522 0.359796 0.0225961 0.0710434 0.101162 0.100889 0.101165
rs75389628 16410882 G T 0.0759391 0.078792 0.778403 40424 ‐0.02221 0.037172 0.356973 0.357792 0.549735 0.356983 ‐0.00886625 0.0354636 0.0625051 0.0625768 0.0625055
rs10962594 16791743 T C 0.103706 0.111511 0.881084 40424 0.017957 0.030038 0.357379 0.356779 0.550301 0.357386 0.0330163 0.0286701 1.32616 1.32103 1.32626
rs78225101 16668965 T G 0.0254646 0.0252232 0.3541 40424 ‐0.05676 0.09533 0.354463 0.356598 0.550402 0.354513 ‐0.0544817 0.0898659 0.367547 0.37006 0.367597
rs143189158 16490416 G A 0.0450342 0.0442688 0.596596 40424 ‐0.03274 0.05495 0.354955 0.356095 0.550683 0.354972 ‐0.0238 0.0525515 0.205108 0.205699 0.205114
rs67312641 16928031 A AG 0.76076 0.755965 0.955472 40424 0.012337 0.020691 0.355526 0.355841 0.550825 0.35553 0.00110978 0.0197787 0.00314832 0.00314863 0.00314832
rs1927631 16500789 T C 0.162469 0.155283 0.703157 40424 ‐0.01702 0.028613 0.35386 0.354378 0.551645 0.353866 ‐0.0495124 0.0271588 3.3236 3.34183 3.32412
rs263653 17010445 A G 0.551129 0.546793 0.997939 40424 ‐0.0104 0.017488 0.353921 0.353877 0.551927 0.353924 ‐0.0117291 0.0166953 0.493556 0.493464 0.493562
rs74919991 17135815 T G 0.0373211 0.0369639 0.801485 40424 ‐0.03068 0.051678 0.352344 0.353612 0.552076 0.352365 ‐0.0215605 0.0492076 0.19198 0.192595 0.191986
rs112421275 17072837 C T 0.00813534 0.00870348 0.524492 40424 0.078636 0.131765 0.356159 0.353179 0.552319 0.356271 0.105559 0.124943 0.713784 0.703539 0.71423
rs143622649 17177741 G A 0.0384095 0.0392132 0.796669 40424 ‐0.03021 0.05098 0.351117 0.352279 0.552826 0.351135 ‐0.0455148 0.0486862 0.873965 0.879446 0.874077
rs34006539 16487347 C T 0.293467 0.286643 0.836422 40424 ‐0.01245 0.020985 0.352035 0.352268 0.552832 0.352039 ‐0.0231579 0.0199809 1.34329 1.34539 1.34334
rs1487500 17012877 G A 0.425799 0.419558 0.997673 40424 ‐0.01052 0.017744 0.351559 0.351638 0.553187 0.351563 ‐0.00814895 0.0169272 0.231756 0.231805 0.231757
rs10963077 17386020 A G 0.249436 0.25282 0.833967 40424 ‐0.01306 0.022043 0.351028 0.351325 0.553364 0.351032 0.00209715 0.0210237 0.00995045 0.00994877 0.00995045
rs16934644 16426951 C T 0.0723144 0.0750959 0.925261 40424 ‐0.02051 0.034669 0.350096 0.350888 0.553611 0.350107 ‐0.00511946 0.033191 0.0237907 0.0238077 0.0237907
rs118105772 17281331 G C 0.00359826 0.00402269 0.244563 40424 0.166689 0.280868 0.352215 0.350606 0.55377 0.352496 0.220107 0.267519 0.676953 0.670687 0.677869
rs17827290 17143805 T C 0.0202513 0.021245 0.565489 40424 ‐0.04768 0.080757 0.348566 0.350035 0.554093 0.348598 0.00292004 0.0775619 0.00141736 0.0014169 0.00141736
rs7856233 16454412 G C 0.399702 0.393653 0.948112 40424 ‐0.01085 0.018367 0.348737 0.348839 0.554771 0.348741 ‐0.0144729 0.0175228 0.682186 0.682525 0.682197
rs138118322 16657969 A C 0.000854059 0.000983261 0.157533 40424 0.42144 0.708549 0.353779 0.348526 0.554949 0.354395 0.987711 0.659249 2.24471 2.14425 2.2721
rs7049170 16610456 A G 0.956149 0.955937 0.472462 40424 0.037114 0.063089 0.346073 0.347447 0.555562 0.346095 0.0546968 0.0596998 0.839416 0.845394 0.839544
rs192611282 17017654 C G 0.000296858 0.000309446 0.134215 40424 ‐0.72799 1.2824 0.322257 0.347038 0.555795 0.331002 ‐0.040698 1.28616 0.00100128 0.00100609 0.00100136
rs78862570 16659369 G A 0.535502 0.536697 0.255437 40424 ‐0.02064 0.035035 0.347085 0.347032 0.555798 0.347089 ‐0.0124236 0.0331284 0.140636 0.14062 0.140636
rs186016051 16907671 A G 0.00885045 0.00918855 0.651717 40424 0.067152 0.113717 0.348716 0.346164 0.556293 0.348799 0.0576701 0.10805 0.284875 0.282655 0.284934
rs191627370 16885704 T G 0.000976063 0.000950953 0.11101 40424 0.517425 0.872654 0.351569 0.346039 0.556364 0.351922 ‐0.334606 0.814793 0.168644 0.17116 0.16874
rs185725907 16965192 C G 0.000778633 0.000819057 0.146013 40424 0.4819 0.810589 0.353438 0.34558 0.556626 0.353831 0.518512 0.750434 0.477412 0.46367 0.479037
rs186996857 17213187 A G 0.000630526 0.000572129 0.124851 40424 ‐0.6544 1.13704 0.331233 0.345487 0.556679 0.331517 ‐0.674087 1.03877 0.421106 0.442402 0.422634
rs113634591 17142099 A G 0.0335203 0.0349306 0.809249 40424 0.031303 0.053182 0.346454 0.345252 0.556813 0.346475 0.0400078 0.0506725 0.62337 0.619847 0.62344
rs143348994 17197101 C T 0.00115961 0.000997429 0.113779 40424 ‐0.50616 0.87241 0.33662 0.344894 0.557018 0.336887 ‐0.899826 0.809768 1.2348 1.29928 1.23932
rs118112963 17112307 G A 0.0109319 0.0114192 0.575998 40424 0.065301 0.110851 0.347028 0.344535 0.557223 0.347091 0.0942555 0.103622 0.82739 0.816923 0.827785
rs10810573 16502762 T C 0.203633 0.196938 0.70151 40424 ‐0.01521 0.025957 0.343292 0.34368 0.557713 0.343297 ‐0.0340947 0.0246912 1.90674 1.91297 1.90688
rs4961516 16971657 G A 0.576851 0.572287 0.985991 40424 ‐0.01044 0.017801 0.343627 0.34356 0.557781 0.34363 ‐0.0114707 0.0169937 0.45562 0.455492 0.455625
rs10810583 16657947 C G 0.567704 0.574105 0.633023 40424 0.01303 0.022278 0.342109 0.342199 0.558563 0.342112 0.022627 0.0211204 1.14775 1.14841 1.14778
rs1487509 16986415 C T 0.0751553 0.0744692 0.999995 40424 ‐0.0193 0.033067 0.340747 0.34152 0.558953 0.340757 ‐0.0194363 0.0315923 0.378499 0.379589 0.378511
rs183593483 17265573 C A 0.00129979 0.00148517 0.181276 40424 0.320898 0.54523 0.346397 0.340986 0.559261 0.346793 0.0218488 0.518633 0.00177473 0.00177254 0.00177474
0 16928032 G GA 0.760426 0.755558 0.95383 40424 0.012071 0.020697 0.340143 0.340438 0.559577 0.340147 0.000801161 0.0197847 0.00163977 0.00163989 0.00163977
rs145457359 16580279 G C 0.000403335 0.000432182 0.217395 40424 0.540259 0.914361 0.349115 0.340258 0.55968 0.350338 0.41287 0.850353 0.235737 0.22929 0.236363
rs77645233 16443040 A G 0.0708273 0.073621 0.880108 40424 ‐0.02088 0.035864 0.339026 0.33979 0.55995 0.339036 ‐0.000725212 0.0343257 0.000446367 0.000446411 0.000446367
rs150948011 16847637 G A 0.000937118 0.00116513 0.277276 40424 0.286136 0.488372 0.343277 0.338038 0.560964 0.34419 0.744145 0.459587 2.62169 2.46924 2.66997
rs116954492 16497683 C T 0.0212248 0.0191651 0.417151 40424 ‐0.05707 0.098611 0.33496 0.336892 0.561629 0.334998 ‐0.178451 0.0941137 3.59529 3.67691 3.59975
rs141977822 16576086 G A 0.00387299 0.00441769 0.126819 40424 0.216115 0.370882 0.339548 0.33675 0.561711 0.339789 0.520609 0.353302 2.17135 2.11771 2.17962
rs76521871 17137474 T C 0.0378716 0.0376704 0.797233 40424 ‐0.02973 0.051431 0.334127 0.335286 0.562563 0.334145 ‐0.0188228 0.0489618 0.147793 0.148204 0.147797
rs200612050 16640090 C CA 0.059631 0.0606025 0.429525 40424 ‐0.03287 0.056865 0.334131 0.335231 0.562595 0.334147 ‐0.0278981 0.0538299 0.268598 0.269497 0.268608
rs142425722 16991469 G A 0.00718735 0.00763563 0.778503 40424 0.065985 0.113552 0.337678 0.335128 0.562655 0.337768 0.0825528 0.108547 0.578395 0.57137 0.578659
rs148893245 16696463 T C 0.013017 0.0129116 0.626024 40424 ‐0.05678 0.098411 0.332936 0.335096 0.562674 0.332985 ‐0.0342225 0.0938937 0.132846 0.133486 0.132855
rs188881630 16491763 T G 0.000314392 0.000290754 0.103039 40424 ‐0.90409 1.58734 0.324404 0.334944 0.562762 0.325712 ‐0.873303 1.55113 0.316981 0.328975 0.317958
rs263651 17011872 G A 0.550154 0.546047 0.999847 40424 ‐0.01012 0.017494 0.334758 0.334717 0.562895 0.33476 ‐0.0108803 0.0166973 0.424611 0.424539 0.424615
rs11531711 17370731 A T 0.0480423 0.0516256 0.814929 40424 0.025563 0.044157 0.335128 0.334231 0.563178 0.335142 0.0195305 0.0422545 0.213639 0.21309 0.213645
rs4961440 17407000 A T 0.0151238 0.0165643 0.263715 40424 0.078335 0.135279 0.335312 0.333169 0.563799 0.335381 0.181802 0.126587 2.06263 2.02664 2.06513
rs117412762 17231925 A C 0.0220806 0.0222413 0.455475 40424 0.050917 0.088143 0.3337 0.332237 0.564345 0.333727 0.0336146 0.0836561 0.161458 0.160895 0.161465
rs1927638 16458727 C T 0.265926 0.259315 0.88209 40424 ‐0.01218 0.021136 0.331954 0.332197 0.564368 0.331958 ‐0.0223658 0.0201478 1.23229 1.23441 1.23233
rs118186584 16529559 C G 0.0242139 0.0241237 0.572706 40424 ‐0.04307 0.074925 0.33048 0.331934 0.564522 0.330509 0.00505587 0.0714793 0.00500301 0.00499979 0.00500302
rs181927405 17242701 A G 0.00148062 0.00159112 0.375165 40424 0.207733 0.357288 0.338044 0.331747 0.564632 0.338582 0.255915 0.338236 0.572468 0.556267 0.574118
rs116927221 16413491 A G 0.0131019 0.0128727 0.34706 40424 ‐0.07595 0.132392 0.329091 0.331439 0.564813 0.329145 ‐0.0459937 0.125664 0.133959 0.134657 0.133969
rs190601576 16614415 C T 0.00171181 0.00185279 0.128237 40424 0.331203 0.572274 0.334951 0.33053 0.565347 0.335192 0.654522 0.536951 1.48586 1.43843 1.49164
rs150533812 16720254 G A 0.00260173 0.00296967 0.189661 40424 0.214215 0.371831 0.331901 0.329412 0.566006 0.332076 0.575815 0.353013 2.66063 2.5827 2.67034
rs184403541 16465045 C T 0.00177673 0.00192655 0.132302 40424 0.309157 0.536217 0.332413 0.329116 0.56618 0.332834 0.357607 0.51823 0.476175 0.467971 0.476839
rs2296863 16415411 A G 0.073246 0.0760043 0.838674 40424 ‐0.02081 0.036318 0.328242 0.328962 0.566271 0.328251 ‐0.00202569 0.0346873 0.0034104 0.00341131 0.0034104
rs192786524 16568222 G A 0.00205434 0.00187182 0.188959 40424 ‐0.26744 0.471028 0.322383 0.328493 0.566548 0.322668 ‐0.45589 0.449606 1.02815 1.06678 1.03148
rs10125014 16613238 A T 0.947236 0.946765 0.492122 40424 0.032223 0.056339 0.327131 0.328238 0.566698 0.327147 0.0376806 0.0533829 0.49823 0.500609 0.498267
rs62543623 16934749 C T 0.242586 0.248485 0.963088 40424 ‐0.0117 0.020449 0.327293 0.327565 0.567096 0.327297 ‐0.000496621 0.0195468 0.000645504 0.000645533 0.000645504
rs78913383 17087273 G T 0.0112424 0.011734 0.5708 40424 0.062966 0.109736 0.329237 0.326964 0.567452 0.329293 0.0915584 0.102696 0.794855 0.78508 0.795214
rs185674785 16706768 A T 0.00154482 0.00157351 0.153354 40424 ‐0.3184 0.562317 0.320618 0.326815 0.567541 0.321132 0.0921212 0.542417 0.0288438 0.0286428 0.0288475
rs10511619 16424985 T C 0.274344 0.267068 0.999979 40424 ‐0.01126 0.019711 0.326545 0.326772 0.567566 0.326548 ‐0.0202172 0.0188104 1.15517 1.15702 1.15521
rs7866317 16532764 C T 0.237393 0.23162 0.681516 40424 ‐0.01438 0.025177 0.326137 0.326436 0.567765 0.326141 ‐0.012461 0.0239254 0.27126 0.271534 0.271263
rs191377041 17262214 C T 0.00149043 0.00159538 0.382612 40424 0.204053 0.353866 0.332512 0.32621 0.567899 0.333029 0.243041 0.33468 0.527353 0.512824 0.528766
rs186950217 17259205 G A 0.0014902 0.00159516 0.382411 40424 0.204051 0.353965 0.33232 0.326027 0.568008 0.332837 0.243123 0.334786 0.527374 0.512846 0.528787
rs182768119 16949192 A G 0.00200332 0.00207734 0.245089 40424 0.222995 0.388339 0.329737 0.325537 0.568299 0.33 0.208137 0.366844 0.321911 0.316906 0.322165
rs1927624 16442310 C T 0.0714399 0.0743295 0.89064 40424 ‐0.02024 0.035534 0.324386 0.325094 0.568562 0.324395 ‐0.00114527 0.034012 0.00113385 0.00113402 0.00113385
rs72702005 17278937 G A 0.0306114 0.0312433 0.435257 40424 0.043365 0.075941 0.326077 0.324837 0.568715 0.326101 0.0861935 0.0725786 1.41037 1.39705 1.41079
rs10115759 16458889 C T 0.076144 0.076372 0.832841 40424 ‐0.02054 0.036074 0.324067 0.324776 0.568751 0.324075 ‐0.00322288 0.0344698 0.00874199 0.00874579 0.00874199
rs142870498 17056505 C G 0.000561963 0.000555469 0.551298 40424 0.291103 0.502972 0.33497 0.324756 0.568763 0.335813 ‐0.0476627 0.475266 0.0100573 0.010116 0.0100583
rs142036226 16649194 G A 9.28576E‐05 0.000111522 0.113272 40424 1.54887 2.67581 0.335055 0.324605 0.568853 0.335533 0.762843 2.32658 0.107506 0.104858 0.107975
rs146836055 16440815 T C 0.00933477 0.00909528 0.20036 40424 ‐0.11675 0.20621 0.320572 0.323121 0.569738 0.320702 ‐0.165321 0.196674 0.706581 0.716901 0.707146
rs389733 17056442 A C 0.448536 0.45611 0.985937 40424 0.009998 0.017605 0.322512 0.322474 0.570125 0.322515 0.0182826 0.0167992 1.1844 1.18409 1.18444
rs191914879 17267859 C T 0.002721 0.00288469 0.175492 40424 0.220103 0.386513 0.324282 0.321197 0.570889 0.324423 0.50012 0.367993 1.84701 1.799 1.85169
rs7040415 17022078 A C 0.00174047 0.00262274 0.803029 40424 0.111265 0.195647 0.323425 0.320765 0.571148 0.323727 0.21983 0.191962 1.31142 1.28596 1.31619
rs72700167 17233766 G A 0.0848369 0.0823081 0.684828 40424 ‐0.02143 0.037905 0.319781 0.320472 0.571324 0.319789 ‐0.0306602 0.0362918 0.713728 0.716509 0.713769
rs150121948 16908284 C T 0.00392426 0.00401038 0.129765 40424 0.214534 0.377806 0.322445 0.31917 0.572107 0.322642 0.237861 0.364491 0.425866 0.419671 0.426149
rs10962431 16471233 G A 0.0109685 0.0122964 0.395348 40424 0.071821 0.12687 0.320466 0.319021 0.572197 0.320513 0.209671 0.121133 2.99607 2.94358 2.99973
rs192484400 17202159 T C 0.00305185 0.00327965 0.338835 40424 0.14899 0.262384 0.322432 0.318807 0.572325 0.322715 0.293253 0.246769 1.41223 1.37211 1.41724
rs166418 17029942 C T 0.481392 0.475326 0.996995 40424 ‐0.00986 0.017472 0.318367 0.318387 0.572579 0.31837 ‐0.0129836 0.0166786 0.605999 0.606062 0.606008
rs112074532 17402076 T A 0.0236305 0.0246248 0.57919 40424 ‐0.04176 0.074198 0.316704 0.317917 0.572862 0.316727 ‐0.00213302 0.0712416 0.000896438 0.000896659 0.000896438
rs140585679 16711036 C T 0.00556975 0.00571291 0.383268 40424 0.107627 0.189924 0.321128 0.317835 0.572912 0.321252 ‐0.016854 0.179487 0.00881736 0.008835 0.00881746
rs185502310 17325073 A C 0.00181306 0.00198893 0.199278 40424 0.245513 0.432255 0.322602 0.317635 0.573032 0.323021 0.51122 0.411727 1.54169 1.48534 1.55083
rs139754903 16995735 A T 0.00123624 0.00122884 0.207662 40424 0.306725 0.540362 0.322202 0.316942 0.573451 0.322589 0.165147 0.523125 0.0996628 0.0984194 0.0996957
rs7043361 16658807 C T 0.711908 0.714811 0.491139 40424 0.015839 0.028154 0.316488 0.316759 0.573562 0.316493 0.00988712 0.0263653 0.140628 0.140721 0.140629
rs7025750 16408042 C T 0.0775523 0.0805228 0.808325 40424 ‐0.02029 0.036094 0.315893 0.316565 0.573679 0.315901 ‐0.00595411 0.0344561 0.0298608 0.0298842 0.0298609
rs146516074 17053302 C T 0.000784029 0.000818953 0.260103 40424 ‐0.34386 0.618583 0.309003 0.316257 0.573866 0.309526 ‐0.064615 0.581555 0.0123448 0.0124081 0.0123456
rs186168165 16996863 T C 0.000455375 0.00054775 0.344571 40424 0.349914 0.614431 0.324322 0.315864 0.574104 0.325904 0.529574 0.596971 0.786949 0.74987 0.796619
rs148548199 16940710 C T 0.00110891 0.00118471 0.160967 40424 0.351034 0.620926 0.319609 0.315641 0.574239 0.320145 0.492309 0.596547 0.68106 0.662863 0.683005
rs406268 16997535 T C 0.932028 0.930158 0.956595 40424 0.019566 0.034914 0.314047 0.314729 0.574793 0.314056 ‐0.00888339 0.0334683 0.0704515 0.070363 0.070452
rs2694058 17042544 G C 0.455482 0.450328 0.997315 40424 ‐0.00982 0.017518 0.314393 0.314434 0.574972 0.314395 ‐0.0115475 0.0167309 0.476361 0.476452 0.476366
rs59942959 16473583 G A 0.0569406 0.0565404 0.847538 40424 ‐0.02297 0.041026 0.313419 0.314221 0.575101 0.313429 ‐0.0134021 0.0391483 0.117198 0.117416 0.1172
rs10962851 17068980 G A 0.187021 0.185597 0.910612 40424 ‐0.01313 0.023463 0.313382 0.313726 0.575403 0.313386 ‐0.0260421 0.02238 1.35405 1.3578 1.35412
rs10962903 17209812 G C 0.0384688 0.0393503 0.797862 40424 ‐0.02842 0.050866 0.312157 0.313124 0.575769 0.312171 ‐0.0429027 0.0485784 0.779981 0.784573 0.78007
rs503290 17067010 C G 0.464875 0.472407 0.973846 40424 0.009867 0.017649 0.312598 0.312576 0.576104 0.3126 0.0190694 0.0168292 1.28394 1.28374 1.28398
rs263559 17128036 A G 0.453141 0.46063 0.961593 40424 0.009965 0.017825 0.312553 0.312517 0.57614 0.312555 0.0188139 0.016995 1.22551 1.22518 1.22554
rs183063239 16941893 G C 0.00101821 0.00089337 0.24694 40424 ‐0.32927 0.597578 0.303605 0.311556 0.576727 0.304208 ‐0.357082 0.57092 0.391187 0.404794 0.392055
rs13293887 17044586 G T 0.279459 0.280785 0.957643 40424 0.011086 0.019858 0.311638 0.311446 0.576794 0.311641 0.0152946 0.0189711 0.649965 0.649262 0.649978
rs191263793 16970776 A G 0.00213631 0.00218839 0.761985 40424 0.119905 0.213788 0.314561 0.310309 0.577491 0.314853 0.149282 0.203723 0.536953 0.524719 0.537742
rs79562950 17160501 A G 0.033566 0.0349576 0.811788 40424 0.02958 0.053026 0.311181 0.310159 0.577583 0.311198 0.0380597 0.0505405 0.56709 0.564033 0.567147
rs404669 17066808 T C 0.465002 0.472505 0.973308 40424 0.009824 0.017652 0.309744 0.309723 0.57785 0.309746 0.0190104 0.0168319 1.2756 1.27541 1.27564
rs189603120 16832787 G T 0.000651067 0.000609076 0.29335 40424 ‐0.35337 0.644742 0.300398 0.30922 0.578159 0.301291 ‐0.11909 0.631334 0.035582 0.0359982 0.0355923
rs200779530 17188873 C CT 0.00685292 0.0069845 0.208428 40424 0.127627 0.228862 0.310983 0.308723 0.578465 0.311058 0.174815 0.217574 0.645569 0.637947 0.645891
rs380977 17054608 T C 0.448906 0.456417 0.999149 40424 0.009755 0.017577 0.307997 0.30796 0.578935 0.307999 0.0178003 0.0167706 1.12657 1.12626 1.1266
c9_pos16918453 16928453 C A 0.0671706 0.0722374 0.963028 40424 0.019067 0.034339 0.308318 0.307677 0.579109 0.308327 0.0348517 0.0329227 1.12062 1.11518 1.12073
rs140125076 17236335 A G 0.00103108 0.00110306 0.128813 40424 0.437863 0.783482 0.312333 0.307298 0.579343 0.312565 0.412773 0.693061 0.354715 0.347118 0.355318
rs142154550 17236346 T G 0.00103108 0.00110306 0.128813 40424 0.437863 0.783482 0.312333 0.307298 0.579343 0.312565 0.412773 0.693061 0.354715 0.347118 0.355318
rs189352782 17282247 C A 0.000751911 0.000823598 0.183395 40424 0.387185 0.687044 0.31759 0.307154 0.579432 0.3192 0.19038 0.677885 0.0788734 0.0774955 0.0789628
rs263573 17033119 G C 0.457419 0.452121 0.986548 40424 ‐0.00969 0.017505 0.306556 0.306593 0.579778 0.306559 ‐0.0119205 0.0167171 0.508467 0.508561 0.508473
rs72708101 16750759 A C 0.017744 0.0185229 0.608889 40424 0.046007 0.083051 0.306877 0.3055 0.580455 0.30691 0.0101532 0.0794724 0.0163221 0.0163013 0.0163222
rs185699474 16969123 G T 0.000540954 0.000660058 0.222836 40424 0.40076 0.718532 0.311083 0.30495 0.580796 0.312061 0.786226 0.678273 1.34365 1.2767 1.36407
rs148627784 16795692 C T 0.00124923 0.00132467 0.218502 40424 0.28241 0.507678 0.309445 0.304935 0.580805 0.30986 0.305268 0.48999 0.388141 0.380225 0.388641
rs10962491 16570142 A G 0.0667046 0.0683323 0.471873 40424 0.028322 0.05122 0.305744 0.304925 0.580811 0.305755 0.0220592 0.0480066 0.211143 0.210629 0.211148
rs182000145 17295624 G A 0.00323435 0.00290619 0.451888 40424 ‐0.13149 0.239884 0.300457 0.303937 0.581425 0.300592 ‐0.168448 0.229485 0.538792 0.548775 0.539219
rs425003 17055361 A C 0.449517 0.457016 0.989679 40424 0.009686 0.017577 0.303626 0.303591 0.58164 0.303628 0.0177648 0.0167713 1.12199 1.1217 1.12202
rs112293221 17174289 T C 0.0155549 0.0161673 0.468868 40424 ‐0.05554 0.101181 0.301255 0.302607 0.582253 0.301285 0.00219819 0.0972449 0.000510974 0.00051086 0.000510974
rs201302002 17147623 CTGT C 0.0332595 0.0346087 0.813883 40424 0.029305 0.053197 0.303469 0.302481 0.582331 0.303486 0.0380012 0.0507028 0.561734 0.558707 0.561791
rs1927623 16442789 G T 0.0718546 0.074832 0.885958 40424 ‐0.01951 0.035509 0.301842 0.302476 0.582334 0.30185 0.000414678 0.0339856 0.000148879 0.00014887 0.000148879
rs199901142 17147615 GGCT G 0.0332595 0.0346086 0.813882 40424 0.029302 0.053197 0.303413 0.302425 0.582366 0.303429 0.0380015 0.0507029 0.561741 0.558714 0.561797
rs13289920 16788148 T G 0.189477 0.185958 0.468365 40424 ‐0.01791 0.03259 0.301965 0.302331 0.582425 0.301969 ‐0.00864592 0.0310398 0.0775862 0.077643 0.0775865
rs142102509 16678943 C T 0.00179308 0.00167001 0.320388 40424 ‐0.21964 0.405087 0.293976 0.302207 0.582502 0.294457 ‐0.290532 0.375517 0.59859 0.625311 0.600953
rs10810580 16629923 T C 0.430752 0.421838 0.73925 40424 ‐0.01128 0.020534 0.301939 0.301997 0.582633 0.301942 ‐0.0167984 0.0195281 0.739968 0.740247 0.739981
rs2296862 16415036 A G 0.0733425 0.0761338 0.839069 40424 ‐0.01991 0.036295 0.300985 0.301616 0.582871 0.300993 ‐0.00144135 0.0346621 0.00172914 0.00172947 0.00172914
rs2632544 17042893 A G 0.458387 0.453489 0.983681 40424 ‐0.00961 0.017517 0.301046 0.30108 0.583206 0.301049 ‐0.010702 0.016731 0.40915 0.409213 0.409154
rs146218375 17349675 A G 0.0190681 0.0188242 0.397083 40424 ‐0.05568 0.101734 0.299521 0.301001 0.583256 0.299551 ‐0.00984261 0.0970476 0.0102861 0.0102973 0.0102861
rs185875233 17066933 C T 0.000600167 0.000531276 0.140565 40424 ‐0.59141 1.10152 0.288266 0.300318 0.583683 0.288624 ‐0.699926 1.015 0.475525 0.501962 0.477592
rs7846746 16425640 T C 0.00508867 0.00526441 0.322637 40424 ‐0.11994 0.220163 0.296795 0.300208 0.583752 0.296909 ‐0.207101 0.205869 1.01201 1.03599 1.0137
rs190605761 17392998 A G 0.000149875 0.000188562 0.15372 40424 0.870057 1.56686 0.308342 0.30016 0.583782 0.310714 1.17478 1.54149 0.580815 0.55364 0.588671
rs147348103 17225035 C T 0.00142756 0.00155695 0.339462 40424 0.207628 0.376235 0.304548 0.299727 0.584054 0.305009 0.313884 0.358273 0.767553 0.743682 0.770464
rs145442249 16425970 A T 0.00188337 0.00218472 0.378305 40424 0.16921 0.3074 0.303002 0.299592 0.584138 0.303238 0.261433 0.29364 0.792667 0.774646 0.794291
rs183403079 16888557 T A 0.000150831 0.000218256 0.331504 40424 0.598572 1.07898 0.307754 0.298836 0.584613 0.30965 0.554052 1.01983 0.295153 0.286033 0.297001
rs79562752 17147547 G A 0.0333293 0.0346913 0.8138 40424 0.029081 0.053137 0.299519 0.298551 0.584792 0.299535 0.0382887 0.0506518 0.571417 0.568315 0.571475
rs263579 17038715 G C 0.456999 0.45195 0.985441 40424 ‐0.00957 0.017509 0.298461 0.298498 0.584826 0.298464 ‐0.0110117 0.0167204 0.433722 0.433796 0.433726
rs183297416 16825769 T C 0.00323314 0.00322311 0.123441 40424 0.245517 0.447403 0.301138 0.298222 0.584999 0.301327 0.0505885 0.419833 0.0145195 0.0144778 0.0145198
rs142954395 16628025 G A 0.00246542 0.00253666 0.422806 40424 0.147995 0.269071 0.302524 0.29791 0.585196 0.30276 0.114769 0.252056 0.207325 0.204314 0.207472
c9_pos16962978 16972978 A G 0.0343985 0.0353741 0.930082 40424 0.026816 0.049119 0.298044 0.297103 0.585704 0.298059 0.0200052 0.0468854 0.182058 0.181505 0.182064
rs147282081 17136529 G A 0.0269863 0.0276584 0.413926 40424 0.045057 0.082574 0.297741 0.29663 0.586003 0.297761 0.087687 0.0790229 1.2313 1.22009 1.23164
c9_pos17011506 17021506 A T 0.0388894 0.0374743 0.922845 40424 ‐0.02584 0.04753 0.295586 0.296524 0.58607 0.295599 ‐0.0231687 0.0454457 0.259907 0.260857 0.259917
rs145794110 17054175 C A 0.000569491 0.000560582 0.544522 40424 0.27833 0.503984 0.304991 0.296059 0.586364 0.305691 ‐0.0558304 0.475997 0.0137573 0.0138517 0.0137591
rs183393911 16859780 T G 0.000937184 0.000967223 0.735446 40424 ‐0.1743 0.324746 0.288071 0.294212 0.587534 0.28856 ‐0.145719 0.316033 0.212603 0.216933 0.212869
rs2275255 16726849 T G 0.00586573 0.00649019 0.258794 40424 0.11578 0.213041 0.295355 0.293649 0.587892 0.295436 0.313418 0.203379 2.37485 2.3274 2.37956
rs378407 17055536 C T 0.449633 0.45709 0.989529 40424 0.009513 0.017577 0.292941 0.292908 0.588363 0.292943 0.0176227 0.0167707 1.10418 1.1039 1.10421
rs184328440 16983054 T C 0.00370799 0.00386746 0.253005 40424 0.150752 0.277644 0.294814 0.292497 0.588625 0.29493 0.305802 0.264526 1.33642 1.30867 1.33859
rs4961497 16797461 T C 0.101732 0.110533 0.999988 40424 0.015334 0.028362 0.292313 0.291872 0.589023 0.292318 0.0362252 0.0271109 1.78538 1.77735 1.78557
rs187737664 16942045 A T 0.000550946 0.000549976 0.130633 40424 ‐0.55363 1.04614 0.280064 0.290357 0.589992 0.280806 0.00635352 0.985351 4.15764E‐05 4.15594E‐05 4.15765E‐05
rs141648003 17105085 C T 0.00254711 0.00261451 0.254913 40424 0.18099 0.33318 0.295088 0.290304 0.590026 0.295375 0.166179 0.322165 0.266069 0.26189 0.266307
rs72700198 17274657 A G 0.0905217 0.087851 0.699792 40424 ‐0.01959 0.036399 0.289597 0.290171 0.590111 0.289604 ‐0.030716 0.0348398 0.777278 0.780325 0.777324
rs141370791 16539755 A AAGAG 0.00442807 0.00452021 0.119266 40424 ‐0.20545 0.384089 0.286116 0.289755 0.590378 0.286315 ‐0.0100459 0.3595 0.000780865 0.000781399 0.000780867
rs76639324 17003625 A G 0.00741939 0.00788511 0.784122 40424 0.060176 0.111446 0.291555 0.289549 0.59051 0.291621 0.0779566 0.106607 0.53473 0.528601 0.534948
rs187117870 16619912 C T 0.000457084 0.000486782 0.140541 40424 0.561109 1.02141 0.30178 0.289201 0.590733 0.30404 0.541595 0.98054 0.305083 0.293477 0.307552
rs390228 17055776 C G 0.449701 0.457131 0.98928 40424 0.009445 0.017577 0.288784 0.288752 0.591021 0.288786 0.0175479 0.0167705 1.09485 1.09458 1.09488
rs188404169 16578814 G A 0.00153163 0.00190096 0.147061 40424 0.289986 0.537395 0.291183 0.28821 0.59137 0.291378 0.563383 0.504889 1.24513 1.21561 1.24965
rs190439529 17126663 T A 0.00285864 0.00317766 0.288466 40424 0.158153 0.293729 0.289909 0.287661 0.591723 0.290031 0.331916 0.277661 1.42898 1.39673 1.4316
rs13294865 17053557 G A 0.474822 0.482303 0.994102 40424 0.009423 0.017574 0.287489 0.287474 0.591844 0.287491 0.0178143 0.0167696 1.12848 1.12835 1.12851
rs71504854 17294644 G A 0.0162115 0.0159653 0.517914 40424 ‐0.05152 0.096388 0.285701 0.28713 0.592066 0.285729 ‐0.0188757 0.0924515 0.0416847 0.0417784 0.0416853
rs147433710 17040401 T C 0.00348768 0.00388467 0.306021 40424 0.137353 0.255531 0.288928 0.286526 0.592455 0.289062 0.262757 0.242755 1.17158 1.14706 1.17365
rs184408267 16411534 C T 0.00380919 0.00353583 0.311791 40424 ‐0.14473 0.272352 0.282384 0.286523 0.592457 0.282538 ‐0.212865 0.256167 0.690499 0.709488 0.6916
rs144739305 16614773 T C 0.00234135 0.00224908 0.190589 40424 ‐0.22146 0.416846 0.282257 0.285963 0.592819 0.282546 ‐0.319884 0.404993 0.623865 0.640013 0.625105
rs117258770 17337512 C T 0.0206397 0.0211328 0.620547 40424 ‐0.04134 0.077513 0.284408 0.285571 0.593073 0.28443 ‐0.0377422 0.0745494 0.256311 0.257533 0.256328
rs78101069 17147196 C G 0.0321383 0.0333468 0.836636 40424 0.028594 0.053427 0.28644 0.285527 0.593101 0.286455 0.0357581 0.0509296 0.492957 0.490449 0.493001
rs148533662 17386114 G A 0.0193456 0.0200656 0.674493 40424 ‐0.0404 0.075761 0.284327 0.285477 0.593134 0.284351 ‐0.0305638 0.0729953 0.175317 0.175995 0.175326
rs185860382 17083916 A G 0.00441103 0.005069 0.818264 40424 0.073491 0.137048 0.287558 0.285389 0.593191 0.28766 0.111735 0.131756 0.719182 0.708649 0.719813
rs184344564 16637615 A T 0.00550791 0.00538811 0.287933 40424 0.120458 0.224234 0.28858 0.285371 0.593202 0.288701 ‐0.0191688 0.211791 0.00819175 0.00820936 0.00819185
rs7035348 16735978 T A 0.035295 0.0364542 0.777814 40424 ‐0.02817 0.052857 0.283937 0.284759 0.593599 0.283949 ‐0.0214614 0.0505629 0.180158 0.180671 0.180163
rs147244230 16906437 A G 0.00165875 0.00138657 0.322995 40424 ‐0.22176 0.419693 0.279192 0.284627 0.593684 0.279395 ‐0.436616 0.397249 1.20802 1.26304 1.21268
rs143465954 16457066 C T 0.000956852 0.00100277 0.105032 40424 0.456705 0.847644 0.290299 0.284407 0.593827 0.290556 0.679904 0.793649 0.733904 0.710581 0.737418
rs191542173 17377897 A G 0.00287274 0.00292938 0.158156 40424 ‐0.22413 0.423395 0.280236 0.284065 0.594049 0.280413 ‐0.077703 0.393352 0.0390223 0.0392243 0.0390255
rs114129926 16498075 T C 0.00287282 0.00301169 0.111768 40424 ‐0.24732 0.466679 0.280865 0.283798 0.594223 0.281236 0.112066 0.456092 0.0603733 0.0600671 0.0603851
rs72700135 17003952 A G 0.00512152 0.00579874 0.800541 40424 0.06966 0.130367 0.285517 0.28344 0.594455 0.285605 0.13559 0.124181 1.19219 1.16968 1.19364
rs186536318 16522397 C A 0.00157765 0.00173689 0.278816 40424 0.206483 0.385546 0.286825 0.282721 0.594923 0.287246 0.361365 0.372423 0.941497 0.911543 0.945708
rs189257064 16931755 G A 0.000753191 0.000802025 0.127852 40424 0.488768 0.908675 0.289327 0.282721 0.594923 0.28965 0.251821 0.820043 0.0942997 0.0928997 0.0943706
rs117459276 17178164 A G 0.0288325 0.0289529 0.578527 40424 0.036539 0.068626 0.283489 0.282414 0.595123 0.283507 0.0269129 0.0652058 0.170353 0.169768 0.170359
rs181512541 17135711 C T 0.000525898 0.000457748 0.214829 40424 ‐0.45268 0.871122 0.270039 0.282143 0.5953 0.271543 ‐0.615708 0.879958 0.489582 0.524531 0.49372
rs56273237 16734720 G A 0.0349814 0.0361678 0.767676 40424 ‐0.02832 0.053391 0.281305 0.282119 0.595316 0.281317 ‐0.0203853 0.0510806 0.159265 0.159693 0.159269
rs142693058 17392132 G A 0.00146288 0.0016853 0.246086 40424 0.227125 0.425678 0.284686 0.28208 0.595341 0.284983 0.166703 0.411362 0.164224 0.162673 0.164312
rs140938749 16990722 G A 0.00128957 0.00123199 0.162117 40424 ‐0.33802 0.642695 0.276614 0.28183 0.595504 0.276819 ‐0.282522 0.600322 0.221481 0.225737 0.221667
rs66629951 16736762 G A 0.0352874 0.0364512 0.777695 40424 ‐0.02801 0.052863 0.280695 0.281503 0.595718 0.280707 ‐0.0213013 0.0505694 0.177434 0.177935 0.177439
rs7033512 16631797 C A 0.365421 0.355519 0.728529 40424 ‐0.01131 0.021326 0.281135 0.281243 0.595888 0.281137 ‐0.0228468 0.0202704 1.27036 1.27165 1.2704
rs77058496 17275170 G A 0.0340004 0.0367387 0.805599 40424 0.027721 0.052201 0.282012 0.281212 0.595908 0.282025 0.0253453 0.0500975 0.255955 0.255114 0.255965
rs77584592 16571187 C G 0.00828191 0.00865493 0.229881 40424 0.104869 0.197053 0.283222 0.280986 0.596056 0.283297 0.238898 0.185056 1.66655 1.63163 1.66932
rs75270810 17237032 C T 0.0318114 0.0330628 0.820494 40424 0.028845 0.054343 0.281749 0.280835 0.596154 0.281763 0.0403665 0.0517335 0.608834 0.605321 0.608903
rs187133137 16424077 G A 0.00377498 0.00350352 0.312877 40424 ‐0.14371 0.273192 0.276728 0.280763 0.596202 0.276877 ‐0.211578 0.256845 0.678575 0.697139 0.679646
rs190798684 17020042 T C 0.00231076 0.00229106 0.122715 40424 ‐0.2866 0.545212 0.276327 0.280713 0.596234 0.276454 ‐0.128166 0.507826 0.0636965 0.0641823 0.0637046
rs143690345 16689260 T C 0.00162583 0.00148899 0.366831 40424 ‐0.2081 0.398277 0.272994 0.28055 0.596341 0.27343 ‐0.292964 0.369871 0.627376 0.656747 0.63011
rs147183931 16685802 A C 0.0016367 0.00150246 0.364776 40424 ‐0.20784 0.397874 0.272863 0.280378 0.596454 0.273296 ‐0.287168 0.369052 0.605477 0.633127 0.607999
rs7039206 16981757 A G 0.997091 0.997015 0.25208 40424 0.170492 0.324192 0.276568 0.28026 0.596531 0.276773 0.110438 0.308888 0.12783 0.129251 0.127876
rs1952347 16516941 T C 0.3725 0.362157 0.805271 40424 ‐0.01072 0.02026 0.280057 0.280146 0.596606 0.280059 ‐0.0175254 0.0192512 0.828743 0.829326 0.82876
rs182556431 17315650 C T 0.000475103 0.000460517 0.159378 40424 0.537687 1.00277 0.287512 0.280002 0.5967 0.288945 0.00603694 0.98167 3.78183E‐05 3.78012E‐05 3.78184E‐05
rs138311023 16689255 A G 0.00162583 0.0014891 0.366826 40424 ‐0.20784 0.398257 0.272362 0.27989 0.596773 0.272795 ‐0.292747 0.369852 0.626513 0.655819 0.629239
rs182877663 16692637 T C 0.00162001 0.00148372 0.364946 40424 ‐0.20883 0.400188 0.272314 0.279866 0.596789 0.272739 ‐0.295536 0.371378 0.633268 0.662975 0.636039
rs2243759 17024004 G A 0.0018658 0.00272718 0.752024 40424 0.10436 0.196514 0.28202 0.279827 0.596815 0.282252 0.211933 0.192869 1.20746 1.18473 1.21153
rs140700868 16686831 C T 0.00163315 0.00149826 0.365369 40424 ‐0.20763 0.398011 0.272129 0.279625 0.596947 0.27256 ‐0.28863 0.369297 0.610846 0.638919 0.61342
rs391156 17056023 C T 0.449764 0.45714 0.989212 40424 0.009293 0.017576 0.279555 0.279524 0.597013 0.279557 0.0173975 0.0167699 1.07624 1.07598 1.07627
rs193013617 16688356 C T 0.00162826 0.00149237 0.366255 40424 ‐0.20756 0.39818 0.271726 0.279218 0.597214 0.272157 ‐0.290934 0.369659 0.619423 0.648174 0.622081
rs142091618 16686085 G A 0.0016359 0.00150162 0.364899 40424 ‐0.20735 0.397865 0.271592 0.279055 0.597321 0.272021 ‐0.287321 0.369091 0.605996 0.63369 0.608524
rs263629 17007519 C G 0.429118 0.423775 0.996479 40424 ‐0.00935 0.017705 0.278944 0.278997 0.597359 0.278946 ‐0.00703485 0.0168946 0.173387 0.173417 0.173387
rs140513954 16688309 A C 0.00162837 0.00149268 0.366224 40424 ‐0.20719 0.398154 0.270787 0.278239 0.597858 0.271215 ‐0.290547 0.369624 0.617893 0.646529 0.620537
rs188246646 16936886 G T 0.00299698 0.00237884 0.846181 40424 ‐0.10125 0.193507 0.273759 0.27771 0.598206 0.273935 ‐0.213645 0.182078 1.3768 1.43305 1.38145
rs76753553 16628247 A G 0.0441745 0.044712 0.454462 40424 ‐0.0336 0.063904 0.276476 0.277455 0.598374 0.276491 ‐0.0415191 0.0604448 0.47182 0.474328 0.471861
rs388786 17056200 A G 0.449813 0.457174 0.989286 40424 0.009256 0.017575 0.277377 0.277347 0.598445 0.277379 0.0173532 0.0167693 1.07086 1.07059 1.07088
rs452396 17056226 T G 0.449815 0.457172 0.989293 40424 0.009247 0.017575 0.276839 0.27681 0.5988 0.276841 0.0173448 0.0167693 1.06982 1.06955 1.06984
rs138041827 16692541 C T 0.00162005 0.00148423 0.364972 40424 ‐0.20762 0.400058 0.269337 0.276759 0.598833 0.269753 ‐0.294485 0.371264 0.62916 0.658561 0.631894
rs118084994 16824832 G C 0.00765835 0.0076444 0.369426 40424 0.087792 0.166306 0.278671 0.276489 0.599012 0.278732 0.0933682 0.156612 0.355425 0.351797 0.355535
rs184986873 16844564 C T 0.00274842 0.00258516 0.376444 40424 ‐0.14677 0.281025 0.272751 0.27628 0.59915 0.272897 ‐0.214914 0.269671 0.635128 0.649272 0.635859
rs74392255 16845131 C A 0.0155092 0.0164402 0.624691 40424 ‐0.04562 0.087052 0.274583 0.275769 0.599488 0.274613 ‐0.00619034 0.0833482 0.00551615 0.0055203 0.00551616
rs383580 17056511 A C 0.449743 0.457073 0.989544 40424 0.009229 0.017574 0.275797 0.275767 0.599489 0.275798 0.0172921 0.0167686 1.06342 1.06315 1.06344
rs150514559 17055910 GT G 0.449661 0.457019 0.988977 40424 0.009227 0.017579 0.275531 0.275501 0.599665 0.275533 0.0173272 0.0167729 1.06718 1.06692 1.06721
rs184135376 16693782 C A 0.00161698 0.00148161 0.364751 40424 ‐0.20729 0.400601 0.26775 0.275113 0.599922 0.268158 ‐0.294674 0.371661 0.628622 0.65793 0.631344
rs61584793 17406126 A G 0.014984 0.0163949 0.26445 40424 0.071462 0.135913 0.276454 0.274833 0.600108 0.276501 0.178276 0.127134 1.96636 1.93259 1.96865
rs386620 17056335 A G 0.449853 0.457198 0.989441 40424 0.009213 0.017574 0.274828 0.274798 0.600131 0.27483 0.0173065 0.0167686 1.06518 1.06492 1.06521
rs145296395 16683176 T C 0.00164199 0.0015111 0.362797 40424 ‐0.20579 0.39789 0.267505 0.274768 0.600151 0.267919 ‐0.281267 0.3688 0.581643 0.607523 0.583955
rs187522967 16845547 A G 0.00391798 0.00428312 0.250456 40424 0.140744 0.267922 0.275957 0.274165 0.600551 0.276074 0.145667 0.2545 0.327602 0.324496 0.327748
rs77294417 16777157 A C 0.000853561 0.000944198 0.340606 40424 ‐0.25422 0.492519 0.266425 0.273163 0.601218 0.267065 ‐0.202225 0.478147 0.178874 0.182852 0.17919
rs141874195 16684545 T C 0.00164055 0.00150834 0.364202 40424 ‐0.20489 0.397411 0.265797 0.272998 0.601328 0.266206 ‐0.28276 0.368477 0.588867 0.615274 0.591242
rs4961724 16576882 C T 0.882403 0.881257 0.461365 40424 0.02111 0.040443 0.27245 0.272981 0.601339 0.272455 0.0248562 0.0380591 0.426533 0.427645 0.426545
rs139501423 16682548 G A 0.00164177 0.00151218 0.361931 40424 ‐0.20525 0.398218 0.265645 0.272825 0.601443 0.266052 ‐0.279653 0.369048 0.574212 0.599567 0.576463
rs144230775 16891543 T C 0.000382333 0.000297514 0.369821 40424 ‐0.50505 1.01279 0.248679 0.271401 0.602394 0.250921 ‐0.828209 0.923135 0.804915 0.941087 0.829566
rs80229187 16640574 G T 0.0501953 0.0510928 0.494393 40424 ‐0.02986 0.057436 0.270218 0.271053 0.602626 0.270229 ‐0.0271912 0.0543753 0.250064 0.250915 0.250074
rs74606932 16503393 C G 0.00243892 0.00254165 0.114543 40424 ‐0.25841 0.499331 0.267828 0.271032 0.60264 0.268263 0.0903365 0.491541 0.0337758 0.0336257 0.0337806
rs149559671 16718443 C T 0.0024548 0.00259532 0.132962 40424 0.247697 0.472837 0.274421 0.270972 0.60268 0.274635 0.567972 0.438866 1.67491 1.62 1.6836
0 16911991 GTA G 0.00703938 0.00708499 0.428656 40424 ‐0.08124 0.156909 0.268037 0.270271 0.60315 0.268115 ‐0.0469947 0.152489 0.094978 0.0955212 0.0949872
rs192286030 17302403 A G 0.000299427 0.000293453 0.209222 40424 ‐0.5649 1.11767 0.255457 0.269996 0.603334 0.258224 0.0358896 1.08489 0.00109436 0.00108989 0.0010944
rs77079673 17228723 C T 0.031598 0.032812 0.819148 40424 0.028404 0.054583 0.270798 0.269932 0.603377 0.270812 0.0396658 0.0519553 0.58287 0.579562 0.582934
rs76677541 17232037 T A 0.0316595 0.0328971 0.818546 40424 0.028384 0.054545 0.270793 0.269928 0.60338 0.270806 0.0403435 0.0519145 0.603905 0.600423 0.603973
rs188810651 17360429 G A 0.00174113 0.00216859 0.368642 40424 0.161191 0.308395 0.273191 0.269279 0.603816 0.273427 0.5232 0.300688 3.02763 2.87691 3.05837
rs10122372 16638043 T C 0.0529534 0.0539957 0.481537 40424 ‐0.02936 0.056687 0.26833 0.269139 0.60391 0.268341 ‐0.0260019 0.0536606 0.2348 0.235552 0.234808
rs7034582 16647540 T C 0.386537 0.377767 0.725111 40424 ‐0.01092 0.021087 0.268139 0.268226 0.604524 0.268142 ‐0.0198504 0.0200419 0.980983 0.981722 0.981008
rs145429796 16991302 C T 0.000172266 0.000193589 0.437901 40424 ‐0.50499 0.992536 0.258866 0.267941 0.604716 0.260943 ‐0.472687 0.910259 0.26966 0.280966 0.272168
rs12342556 16449848 A T 0.368437 0.362865 0.942471 40424 ‐0.00964 0.018635 0.267759 0.267849 0.604778 0.267761 ‐0.0157048 0.0177829 0.779935 0.780482 0.77995
rs190165992 16972809 C T 0.00121 0.00131881 0.35588 40424 0.205493 0.39402 0.271993 0.267587 0.604955 0.272534 0.193611 0.380762 0.258556 0.252703 0.259033
rs10962448 16489892 C T 0.0151415 0.0165566 0.335984 40424 0.061312 0.118333 0.26846 0.267402 0.60508 0.268489 0.189615 0.112407 2.84547 2.80061 2.84832
rs188858123 16817027 G A 0.000779782 0.00102834 0.649059 40424 0.177943 0.341175 0.272024 0.2673 0.605149 0.272446 0.299331 0.336622 0.79071 0.766374 0.794282
rs2774624 17144679 G A 0.724488 0.72652 0.870609 40424 ‐0.01085 0.02099 0.267433 0.267262 0.605174 0.267436 ‐0.0139382 0.0199263 0.489283 0.488779 0.48929
rs2815186 17029204 C G 0.483621 0.477659 0.985728 40424 ‐0.00903 0.017484 0.266677 0.266689 0.605562 0.266679 ‐0.0125381 0.0166904 0.564328 0.56437 0.564335
rs188923441 17120957 A G 0.00194426 0.00165828 0.541858 40424 ‐0.15016 0.293247 0.262201 0.266519 0.605676 0.262427 ‐0.181454 0.277325 0.42811 0.439402 0.42872
rs6475097 16920749 G T 0.888299 0.882965 0.899874 40424 ‐0.01474 0.028535 0.26668 0.266296 0.605827 0.266684 ‐0.0170758 0.0272926 0.391447 0.3906 0.391456
rs115345817 16769178 T A 0.0014381 0.00161914 0.34131 40424 ‐0.18939 0.370599 0.261158 0.265155 0.606601 0.261424 0.0216171 0.358677 0.00363234 0.00362548 0.00363239
rs145142176 17395894 A G 0.00108677 0.0010162 0.137234 40424 ‐0.39187 0.770004 0.258993 0.264337 0.607156 0.259237 ‐0.487837 0.725714 0.451875 0.466809 0.452796
rs189830043 16600914 A T 0.000531826 0.000605925 0.141375 40424 0.484745 0.929551 0.271944 0.263701 0.607589 0.272988 0.816158 0.869597 0.880872 0.836066 0.896969
rs431059 17056969 C T 0.449912 0.457195 0.990211 40424 0.009022 0.017571 0.263654 0.263627 0.607639 0.263656 0.0171133 0.0167658 1.04188 1.04162 1.0419
rs7047356 16740028 G A 0.0352723 0.0364732 0.76105 40424 ‐0.02734 0.053337 0.262709 0.263443 0.607765 0.26272 ‐0.0205228 0.0510175 0.161822 0.16226 0.161826
rs263652 17011266 A T 0.551318 0.547643 0.999127 40424 ‐0.00898 0.0175 0.263138 0.263109 0.607992 0.26314 ‐0.00940728 0.0167046 0.317143 0.317095 0.317146
rs4961493 16553421 T C 0.397931 0.386581 0.8051 40424 ‐0.01022 0.019947 0.26275 0.26282 0.608189 0.262752 ‐0.023336 0.0189794 1.51177 1.51299 1.51183
rs263655 17009481 G A 0.550573 0.546638 0.997951 40424 ‐0.00897 0.017506 0.262831 0.262803 0.608201 0.262833 ‐0.0100026 0.0167108 0.358286 0.358229 0.358289
rs404912 17056812 T A 0.44833 0.455632 0.987231 40424 0.009004 0.017592 0.26197 0.261941 0.60879 0.261972 0.0173712 0.0167866 1.07087 1.07059 1.0709
rs28403152 16670162 G C 0.0193933 0.0200204 0.529362 40424 ‐0.04436 0.086935 0.260322 0.261551 0.609057 0.260345 ‐0.059139 0.0829623 0.508142 0.512017 0.508235
rs150274204 16679780 C A 0.00164195 0.00151831 0.356651 40424 ‐0.20205 0.400406 0.254631 0.261308 0.609223 0.255001 ‐0.272208 0.370862 0.538739 0.561591 0.540698
rs183964652 16544662 C A 0.00300569 0.00294783 0.167134 40424 0.202934 0.395229 0.263641 0.260892 0.609508 0.263766 0.157727 0.37407 0.17779 0.175941 0.177843
rs117364232 17359207 G C 0.0299762 0.0287903 0.392602 40424 ‐0.04261 0.083578 0.259866 0.260891 0.609509 0.259883 ‐0.0603637 0.0795689 0.575525 0.579628 0.575604
rs184081762 17086775 C A 0.0029658 0.00331197 0.279676 40424 ‐0.14806 0.291488 0.258007 0.260525 0.60976 0.258153 ‐0.0200061 0.279501 0.00512339 0.00513161 0.00512343
rs117535865 17192464 C T 0.0304123 0.0324946 0.778094 40424 0.02866 0.056111 0.260886 0.2601 0.610051 0.260899 0.0302499 0.0538285 0.315809 0.314535 0.315828
rs371653 17057024 G A 0.44995 0.457224 0.990171 40424 0.00896 0.017571 0.260027 0.26 0.61012 0.260029 0.0170671 0.0167655 1.03629 1.03604 1.03632
rs117537401 17235143 G A 0.0173407 0.0173686 0.688964 40424 ‐0.04118 0.08097 0.258638 0.259763 0.610283 0.258659 ‐0.0478523 0.0776171 0.380093 0.382553 0.380138
rs116981171 16625009 G A 0.00553644 0.00526224 0.305834 40424 ‐0.11306 0.223295 0.256377 0.259002 0.610807 0.256462 ‐0.176952 0.212097 0.696055 0.710318 0.696705
rs138103984 16564918 C T 0.00212422 0.00186935 0.240198 40424 ‐0.2133 0.423072 0.254178 0.258796 0.610949 0.254348 ‐0.44884 0.402111 1.24592 1.30474 1.25113
rs145235094 17004279 T G 0.00129686 0.00156754 0.269989 40424 0.216347 0.4244 0.259866 0.257639 0.611747 0.260004 0.348819 0.412523 0.714998 0.703039 0.716008
rs148673653 16909406 G A 0.000489831 0.000461516 0.175584 40424 ‐0.48694 0.972854 0.250525 0.257537 0.611817 0.251195 ‐0.456948 0.943762 0.234428 0.24176 0.235024
rs188066940 17095881 G A 0.00171874 0.00154715 0.406304 40424 ‐0.1725 0.34212 0.25422 0.257372 0.611931 0.254381 ‐0.124033 0.330023 0.141249 0.142904 0.141294
rs76662255 17249649 G A 0.086946 0.0860647 0.551657 40424 0.02138 0.042174 0.256998 0.256544 0.612504 0.257003 ‐0.000878044 0.039959 0.00048284 0.000482884 0.00048284
rs185011775 16532584 T C 0.000681443 0.000713158 0.10109 40424 0.524457 1.02883 0.259856 0.254862 0.613672 0.260229 ‐0.0524537 1.00133 0.0027441 0.00275041 0.00274415
rs7872124 16488167 C T 0.00824853 0.00888585 0.176328 40424 ‐0.11097 0.220601 0.253054 0.254355 0.614025 0.253107 0.0955727 0.21147 0.204254 0.203139 0.204282
rs138265672 16517390 G T 0.00261775 0.00255717 0.197986 40424 ‐0.19445 0.388167 0.250952 0.254122 0.614187 0.25108 ‐0.201082 0.370719 0.29421 0.298422 0.29439
rs180965783 16802285 C T 0.00223878 0.00221129 0.271361 40424 0.180295 0.355481 0.257238 0.253822 0.614397 0.257429 ‐0.0538019 0.342336 0.0246996 0.0248193 0.0247012
rs10962509 16607933 C T 0.005914 0.00592738 0.373258 40424 0.094179 0.186175 0.255897 0.253718 0.614469 0.255973 0.0607488 0.17643 0.118557 0.117696 0.118576
rs146094330 16651019 T C 0.0186249 0.0186874 0.235216 40424 0.067086 0.132962 0.254569 0.253435 0.614667 0.254594 0.0109444 0.127065 0.00741878 0.00741186 0.0074188
rs144400146 17395666 A G 0.00444287 0.00450846 0.3462 40424 0.112311 0.222311 0.255223 0.253085 0.614911 0.255295 ‐0.02892 0.211339 0.0187257 0.018777 0.0187261
rs117454411 16606474 G C 0.0500008 0.0506204 0.504877 40424 ‐0.0286 0.056984 0.251906 0.252666 0.615204 0.251916 ‐0.0307125 0.0539791 0.323727 0.325002 0.323743
rs187869471 16555448 G A 0.000405567 0.00042806 0.214448 40424 0.469915 0.924683 0.258258 0.252435 0.615366 0.258924 0.348164 0.861146 0.163461 0.159638 0.163762
rs190304151 17253165 A C 0.00194287 0.00226309 0.345057 40424 0.158377 0.31422 0.254047 0.251207 0.616226 0.254241 0.195398 0.301968 0.418716 0.411601 0.419236
rs138647474 16445502 T A 0.00083487 0.000823184 0.336027 40424 ‐0.27037 0.546878 0.24442 0.250792 0.616518 0.244831 ‐0.199262 0.506417 0.154822 0.158211 0.155011
rs145011045 16727954 C A 0.00028218 0.00021097 0.519851 40424 ‐0.42063 0.87497 0.231107 0.250531 0.616701 0.23351 ‐0.601091 0.872846 0.474248 0.534455 0.484544
rs74851347 16413158 C A 0.0739262 0.0768689 0.82756 40424 ‐0.01818 0.036375 0.249919 0.250394 0.616798 0.249925 0.0017026 0.0347391 0.0024021 0.00240156 0.0024021
rs143917050 16816428 G A 0.000632877 0.000660586 0.173743 40424 0.420052 0.831185 0.255394 0.249988 0.617084 0.25612 0.201505 0.771782 0.068168 0.0672117 0.0682112
rs185239661 17243117 A T 0.00113318 0.00117322 0.258674 40424 0.250109 0.497058 0.253188 0.249177 0.617655 0.253428 0.287473 0.48266 0.354741 0.346985 0.355163
rs185500050 16425923 C T 0.0010067 0.000890722 0.170799 40424 ‐0.35629 0.719122 0.245464 0.248964 0.617806 0.245598 ‐0.546929 0.675706 0.655159 0.673359 0.656257
rs187537359 16804321 T C 0.00122107 0.00100073 0.32156 40424 ‐0.24269 0.491745 0.243567 0.248748 0.617958 0.243787 ‐0.463989 0.465753 0.992441 1.04037 0.996727
rs10810736 17134061 C G 0.0272922 0.0280435 0.694423 40424 ‐0.03184 0.064051 0.24712 0.247945 0.618526 0.247133 ‐0.0450181 0.0612835 0.539618 0.542833 0.53968
rs190419332 17340063 G A 0.00175338 0.0021803 0.367509 40424 0.154533 0.308285 0.251269 0.247818 0.618616 0.251465 0.518133 0.300515 2.97269 2.82603 3.0019
rs191616776 16961034 G T 0.00028912 0.000328844 0.1494 40424 0.602308 1.19062 0.255914 0.247659 0.618728 0.258747 0.626381 1.15964 0.291765 0.281103 0.294714
rs117566703 17171732 A T 0.0223237 0.0225347 0.759863 40424 0.033585 0.06738 0.248445 0.247453 0.618874 0.248462 0.0264183 0.0642865 0.168877 0.16822 0.168885
rs180828132 16698720 T C 0.0016051 0.00147688 0.362001 40424 ‐0.19752 0.402416 0.240913 0.247175 0.619071 0.241234 ‐0.285483 0.372923 0.586032 0.6121 0.588376
rs34926199 16789181 T C 0.0965784 0.103768 0.871785 40424 0.015475 0.031112 0.247408 0.247047 0.619162 0.247412 0.030954 0.0296875 1.08714 1.08315 1.08721
rs186375521 16811415 T C 0.00314024 0.00323588 0.17697 40424 0.179357 0.359733 0.248587 0.246808 0.619332 0.248774 0.243032 0.344398 0.497974 0.488781 0.498598
rs10963074 17380437 G A 0.00734212 0.00773376 0.255399 40424 0.098346 0.197548 0.247838 0.246441 0.619592 0.247888 0.119401 0.188582 0.400883 0.397383 0.401001
rs16934624 16415302 G A 0.00497998 0.00516109 0.329033 40424 ‐0.10868 0.220369 0.243231 0.245799 0.620049 0.243309 ‐0.204839 0.206203 0.986815 1.01032 0.988471
rs192224084 16849067 C G 0.0026529 0.00296738 0.74434 40424 0.09222 0.185226 0.247884 0.245317 0.620392 0.248006 0.126232 0.179969 0.491972 0.483671 0.49245
rs10810584 16658915 A G 0.322688 0.324474 0.520402 40424 0.012888 0.02605 0.24476 0.244618 0.62089 0.244762 0.0259564 0.0246174 1.11174 1.11034 1.11178
rs142386569 16448070 C G 0.00511034 0.00526279 0.416093 40424 0.091975 0.185401 0.246102 0.244219 0.621175 0.246181 0.0739413 0.178325 0.171929 0.170548 0.171963
rs140889913 16539738 G A 0.0615363 0.0602679 0.495885 40424 ‐0.0259 0.052491 0.243511 0.244129 0.62124 0.243518 ‐0.0379815 0.0495575 0.58739 0.589999 0.587431
0 16778183 T TA 0.0288828 0.028439 0.209466 40424 ‐0.05671 0.115028 0.243077 0.244074 0.621279 0.243095 ‐0.0346813 0.109485 0.100342 0.100644 0.100345
rs7034866 16987880 C T 0.00312731 0.00417939 0.470533 40424 0.095982 0.19387 0.245106 0.243472 0.62171 0.245259 0.247393 0.191122 1.67553 1.64283 1.68227
rs425343 17055227 G T 0.446829 0.453999 0.981825 40424 0.008714 0.017662 0.243395 0.243369 0.621783 0.243397 0.0162148 0.016851 0.925908 0.92568 0.925928
rs78030392 17192836 G T 0.00516619 0.00580893 0.26119 40424 0.10961 0.221748 0.244335 0.242522 0.62239 0.24445 0.187532 0.212517 0.778683 0.766358 0.779702
rs186829319 16816540 T C 0.00485468 0.00515804 0.260154 40424 0.119229 0.241346 0.244051 0.241746 0.622948 0.244137 0.141703 0.228385 0.384964 0.379825 0.385193
rs16935412 17229028 A G 0.0501137 0.0526364 0.800855 40424 0.02168 0.04409 0.241795 0.241238 0.623313 0.241802 0.0370351 0.0420413 0.776024 0.772162 0.776096
rs78537784 16415806 T C 0.0740833 0.077068 0.830607 40424 ‐0.01779 0.036271 0.240686 0.241134 0.623388 0.240691 0.00199532 0.0346381 0.00331832 0.00331745 0.00331832
rs10963061 17354470 G T 0.0474758 0.0509363 0.836781 40424 0.021552 0.043857 0.241486 0.240936 0.623531 0.241493 0.0168036 0.0419732 0.160272 0.159915 0.160275
rs183126134 16885599 G A 0.002408 0.00245768 0.436422 40424 0.131112 0.266414 0.242198 0.239442 0.624609 0.242343 0.1124 0.253319 0.196877 0.194394 0.196971
rs12003691 16917715 C A 0.00734941 0.00828344 0.425163 40424 0.072858 0.148394 0.241056 0.239363 0.624667 0.241116 0.0770499 0.141958 0.294594 0.291919 0.294689
rs192638328 16805365 C G 0.00537419 0.00572092 0.388601 40424 0.092263 0.187938 0.241004 0.239024 0.624912 0.241068 0.141638 0.17732 0.638037 0.62835 0.638533
rs10962896 17190094 T C 0.0477591 0.0511894 0.841597 40424 0.021301 0.043576 0.238952 0.238407 0.625359 0.238959 0.0173465 0.0416994 0.173047 0.172643 0.173051
rs149137504 17155564 G A 0.022173 0.022303 0.763223 40424 0.033018 0.067539 0.238992 0.238049 0.625619 0.239008 0.0228836 0.064442 0.126098 0.125671 0.126103
rs10962439 16479214 C A 0.0105468 0.0103793 0.330932 40424 ‐0.07329 0.150834 0.2361 0.237736 0.625846 0.236134 ‐0.026521 0.142829 0.0344786 0.0345813 0.0344795
rs7341731 16930766 G A 0.756339 0.75024 0.996547 40424 0.009842 0.020208 0.237191 0.237355 0.626123 0.237193 ‐3.57469E‐05 0.0193206 3.42322E‐06 3.42298E‐06 3.42322E‐06
rs181942147 17036104 C T 0.00144746 0.00153029 0.14156 40424 0.289842 0.591992 0.239713 0.237116 0.626297 0.240014 0.366138 0.559136 0.4288 0.420292 0.429592
rs141997042 16948274 G A 0.00118505 0.00113373 0.516849 40424 0.180512 0.368009 0.2406 0.237092 0.626314 0.240939 0.0395429 0.341937 0.0133735 0.013303 0.0133745
rs184643645 16773158 G A 0.00161726 0.00161123 0.205216 40424 0.232176 0.474292 0.239631 0.236514 0.626735 0.239788 0.0374641 0.455864 0.00675397 0.00673662 0.00675412
rs78607490 16993542 G C 0.00115024 0.00191449 0.777427 40424 0.114118 0.23394 0.237958 0.236191 0.626971 0.238177 0.263036 0.233175 1.27253 1.24814 1.27864
rs147710977 16663298 T C 0.0330146 0.0332505 0.348884 40424 ‐0.04061 0.083776 0.234986 0.235883 0.627196 0.235001 ‐0.0336283 0.0792726 0.179954 0.180627 0.179962
rs117506773 16881919 A G 0.000450392 0.000402217 0.164398 40424 ‐0.51932 1.09012 0.22695 0.235415 0.627537 0.22792 ‐0.792374 1.09448 0.524132 0.558008 0.526623
rs112378109 17075392 T C 0.0459854 0.0467726 0.474781 40424 0.029138 0.059988 0.235926 0.235308 0.627616 0.235934 0.0454017 0.0573126 0.627544 0.624255 0.627605
rs76256811 16500182 G A 0.00268892 0.00280473 0.108022 40424 ‐0.23692 0.491255 0.232586 0.235005 0.627837 0.232891 0.0314428 0.482535 0.00424604 0.00423964 0.00424611
rs7021534 16440606 G C 0.0882719 0.0924733 0.82255 40424 ‐0.01623 0.033583 0.233573 0.233965 0.628599 0.233577 0.00444905 0.0320676 0.0192488 0.0192376 0.0192488
rs139419210 17058196 AAAG A 0.449598 0.456807 0.991304 40424 0.008491 0.017573 0.23345 0.233427 0.628994 0.233452 0.0166423 0.0167694 0.984898 0.984662 0.984921
rs391486 17061612 G C 0.448988 0.45616 0.990917 40424 0.008473 0.01757 0.232554 0.23253 0.629654 0.232555 0.0164347 0.0167671 0.960738 0.960502 0.96076
rs142961943 17261313 T A 0.0137825 0.0142291 0.353786 40424 ‐0.06035 0.125458 0.231368 0.232355 0.629783 0.23139 0.00205837 0.119024 0.000299071 0.000299016 0.000299071
rs1685302 17058232 A G 0.448055 0.45518 0.989262 40424 0.008474 0.017592 0.232017 0.231992 0.630051 0.232019 0.0165044 0.0167878 0.966519 0.966269 0.966541
rs138940008 16649942 G A 0.000644499 0.000672584 0.100258 40424 0.506544 1.04175 0.23643 0.231533 0.630389 0.236852 0.72285 0.982915 0.540833 0.524389 0.543524
rs140648255 17056846 TAATC T 0.45036 0.45754 0.98878 40424 0.008461 0.017584 0.231508 0.231485 0.630425 0.23151 0.0167484 0.0167776 0.996516 0.99628 0.996539
rs7848662 16920556 T G 0.886999 0.881725 0.934729 40424 ‐0.01341 0.027899 0.231025 0.230718 0.630992 0.231028 ‐0.0155796 0.0266649 0.341376 0.340693 0.341383
rs10962785 16978102 G A 0.00933856 0.0087359 0.692255 40424 ‐0.05396 0.112742 0.229106 0.230511 0.631145 0.229137 ‐0.100745 0.107368 0.880429 0.893098 0.880891
rs17761836 17323850 C G 0.0177309 0.0186406 0.486539 40424 ‐0.04437 0.092646 0.229348 0.230168 0.631399 0.229363 0.00654158 0.0890373 0.00539786 0.00539432 0.00539787
rs77286607 16928430 G A 0.00138794 0.00124936 0.396381 40424 ‐0.18629 0.391703 0.226194 0.229929 0.631576 0.226416 ‐0.278347 0.377397 0.543972 0.561304 0.545177
rs188249054 17326004 T A 0.000637674 0.000650761 0.494098 40424 0.237736 0.491612 0.233854 0.228814 0.632405 0.234481 0.0909608 0.463551 0.0385047 0.0380432 0.0385209
rs185784529 17268212 A C 0.00173371 0.00182446 0.149659 40424 ‐0.25002 0.527943 0.22427 0.228052 0.632972 0.224645 ‐0.0583199 0.506184 0.0132745 0.01334 0.0132756
rs144373152 17181223 A G 0.0016096 0.00159989 0.275284 40424 ‐0.20166 0.426069 0.224024 0.227734 0.633209 0.224174 ‐0.182207 0.404699 0.202705 0.20621 0.202847
rs142418197 16662733 AAAAAT A 0.0265204 0.0274078 0.492757 40424 ‐0.03679 0.077258 0.226742 0.22762 0.633294 0.226755 ‐0.0320482 0.0734254 0.190509 0.191278 0.190518
rs192793398 16873331 T A 0.000206338 0.000235117 0.14467 40424 0.71769 1.48514 0.233528 0.226945 0.633798 0.234931 0.836125 1.40528 0.354012 0.338652 0.357166
rs117690840 16434654 T C 0.000921039 0.000769931 0.211039 40424 ‐0.34762 0.742459 0.219216 0.22653 0.634109 0.219605 ‐0.732191 0.700678 1.09197 1.19382 1.10402
rs390114 17057903 G A 0.450772 0.457981 0.99101 40424 0.008351 0.01756 0.226189 0.226168 0.63438 0.226191 0.0165996 0.0167563 0.981385 0.981166 0.981407
rs189393279 16958612 T C 0.00149173 0.0015531 0.30038 40424 0.192402 0.402225 0.228813 0.225868 0.634605 0.229042 0.129015 0.384954 0.112322 0.111069 0.112374
rs149928205 17387415 G T 0.0207071 0.0208236 0.279009 40424 0.0557 0.116983 0.226703 0.225846 0.634621 0.226718 0.0384433 0.110395 0.121268 0.120861 0.121272
rs201557423 16518573 TATA T 0.290525 0.280408 0.830806 40424 ‐0.0101 0.021278 0.225498 0.225619 0.634791 0.2255 ‐0.0226576 0.0202214 1.25547 1.25744 1.25552
rs181781484 17366886 C T 0.000407387 0.000346534 0.44109 40424 ‐0.33276 0.721209 0.212888 0.225588 0.634815 0.214297 ‐0.376343 0.71096 0.280206 0.299922 0.282685
rs2450534 17059179 G A 0.449016 0.456154 0.990678 40424 0.008344 0.017569 0.225575 0.225551 0.634842 0.225576 0.0163057 0.0167669 0.945741 0.945512 0.945762
rs450371 17057919 C T 0.450761 0.457967 0.991057 40424 0.00834 0.01756 0.225566 0.225545 0.634847 0.225567 0.0165873 0.0167564 0.979916 0.979697 0.979938
rs149707065 16520555 T A 0.00184013 0.0019993 0.165871 40424 0.232617 0.48555 0.229517 0.225504 0.634878 0.229696 0.320297 0.446017 0.515705 0.503791 0.517529
rs142030758 17362161 C A 0.00819838 0.00873952 0.368176 40424 0.075492 0.158546 0.226719 0.225313 0.635021 0.226754 0.17837 0.148014 1.45223 1.42689 1.45366
rs188155677 17349702 A T 0.000486127 0.00051897 0.230831 40424 0.386897 0.802831 0.232242 0.224266 0.635808 0.233334 0.233438 0.768662 0.09223 0.089803 0.0924132
rs183131426 16810157 T C 0.0013578 0.00123609 0.215565 40424 ‐0.25183 0.538609 0.218604 0.224162 0.635887 0.218936 ‐0.405542 0.527802 0.590378 0.616514 0.592732
rs141263186 16710264 A G 0.00282715 0.0029105 0.210787 40424 0.173567 0.363888 0.22751 0.223609 0.636304 0.227676 0.0226642 0.338009 0.00449598 0.00448471 0.00449607
rs13295524 16655933 G A 0.0203363 0.0191579 0.474233 40424 ‐0.04296 0.091195 0.221903 0.222914 0.636829 0.221925 ‐0.0347147 0.0874789 0.157478 0.158238 0.157488
rs1617507 17057994 C T 0.450706 0.457899 0.991315 40424 0.008291 0.01756 0.222922 0.222901 0.636838 0.222923 0.0165303 0.016757 0.973135 0.972918 0.973157
rs11793718 16979823 C T 0.240693 0.243674 0.983047 40424 0.009695 0.020534 0.222923 0.222779 0.636931 0.222925 0.00752947 0.0196298 0.147129 0.147034 0.14713
rs11535434 17199283 C G 0.0472447 0.0506691 0.850157 40424 0.02056 0.043577 0.222601 0.222111 0.637436 0.222607 0.0168595 0.0417064 0.163411 0.16304 0.163415
rs263584 17041110 T C 0.457668 0.452974 0.987434 40424 ‐0.00825 0.017514 0.221849 0.221871 0.637618 0.22185 ‐0.00963745 0.0167252 0.332035 0.332083 0.332038
rs187191151 16760000 C T 0.000870011 0.000745264 0.370043 40424 ‐0.25239 0.544286 0.215025 0.221727 0.637727 0.215308 ‐0.561928 0.522408 1.15703 1.24624 1.16831
rs67330682 16759324 G A 0.0306932 0.031718 0.574515 40424 ‐0.03094 0.065884 0.220592 0.22121 0.63812 0.220601 ‐0.0310825 0.0629056 0.244148 0.245025 0.244159
rs181306096 17038281 G C 0.00137154 0.0011135 0.612864 40424 ‐0.1579 0.339652 0.216126 0.220896 0.638358 0.216412 ‐0.393605 0.323131 1.48376 1.58851 1.49729
rs77145233 17233241 G A 0.030804 0.0318966 0.838703 40424 0.025712 0.054651 0.221348 0.220705 0.638503 0.221357 0.0367069 0.0520354 0.497619 0.494994 0.497666
rs113049497 17193737 G C 0.00498635 0.00559936 0.263725 40424 0.106059 0.225025 0.222144 0.220547 0.638623 0.222242 0.183818 0.215829 0.725367 0.714043 0.726281
rs1617737 17058084 T A 0.450642 0.457824 0.991703 40424 0.008246 0.01756 0.220509 0.220489 0.638668 0.220511 0.0164753 0.0167574 0.966617 0.966401 0.966639
rs11791163 16980100 G C 0.241429 0.244427 0.989769 40424 0.009611 0.020485 0.220142 0.220002 0.639038 0.220144 0.00721114 0.0195831 0.135596 0.135512 0.135596
rs149741735 17134396 T G 0.00196807 0.00207266 0.209186 40424 0.196272 0.416501 0.222069 0.219665 0.639295 0.222244 0.311472 0.397408 0.614275 0.599359 0.615464
rs142970528 16507349 C T 0.00238586 0.00251282 0.116933 40424 ‐0.23201 0.497856 0.217164 0.219495 0.639425 0.217452 0.156077 0.489566 0.101637 0.100861 0.101681
rs182264094 17306214 C G 0.00174972 0.00182045 0.238542 40424 0.196012 0.416176 0.221825 0.219184 0.639662 0.222005 0.293816 0.395504 0.551888 0.538389 0.552956
rs181057037 16701004 G A 0.00159597 0.00147308 0.358503 40424 ‐0.18722 0.404845 0.213849 0.219095 0.63973 0.214099 ‐0.279896 0.374836 0.557586 0.58165 0.559703
rs139785098 17240026 T A 0.00722152 0.00672078 0.395893 40424 ‐0.08003 0.172057 0.216366 0.218147 0.640455 0.216407 ‐0.147525 0.162929 0.819851 0.835123 0.820512
rs1927637 16458728 A G 0.277052 0.270216 0.892109 40424 ‐0.00967 0.020735 0.217513 0.217633 0.640849 0.217515 ‐0.0214515 0.0197752 1.17673 1.17859 1.17677
rs10962841 17058920 A T 0.449379 0.456528 0.991436 40424 0.008199 0.017574 0.217634 0.217612 0.640866 0.217635 0.0163919 0.016771 0.955303 0.955073 0.955324
rs13299763 16443379 A G 0.290488 0.283547 0.946354 40424 ‐0.00925 0.019854 0.217246 0.21736 0.641059 0.217247 ‐0.0195007 0.0189361 1.06052 1.06202 1.06055
rs189763704 17397091 C T 0.00154575 0.0015641 0.29465 40424 0.185696 0.396803 0.219005 0.216262 0.641903 0.219216 0.0478513 0.383338 0.015582 0.0155154 0.015583
rs113754628 17044414 A G 0.000344124 0.000395349 0.164487 40424 0.502637 1.06367 0.223305 0.216108 0.642022 0.224496 0.385796 1.02629 0.14131 0.137745 0.141745
rs138513353 16488511 T C 0.00162377 0.00147453 0.46056 40424 ‐0.15358 0.332766 0.212993 0.216094 0.642032 0.213173 ‐0.13985 0.318929 0.19228 0.195836 0.19243
rs12353231 16945064 A T 0.135931 0.136098 0.955434 40424 0.012125 0.026073 0.216256 0.216009 0.642098 0.216259 0.0112246 0.0249284 0.202745 0.202473 0.202747
rs10810711 17062685 T C 0.448965 0.456078 0.999889 40424 0.008164 0.017574 0.215809 0.215786 0.64227 0.21581 0.0163114 0.0167702 0.946036 0.9458 0.946057
rs447681 17060444 C T 0.450166 0.457338 0.993225 40424 0.008158 0.017562 0.215787 0.215767 0.642284 0.215789 0.0164347 0.0167596 0.961608 0.961385 0.961629
rs143049455 17036010 T C 0.000411588 0.000328632 0.259162 40424 ‐0.46494 1.02806 0.204532 0.215622 0.642396 0.205766 ‐1.00186 1.01035 0.983274 1.12992 1.00974
rs389432 17060965 A G 0.450139 0.457308 0.993321 40424 0.008152 0.017563 0.215445 0.215425 0.642548 0.215447 0.0164256 0.0167599 0.960511 0.960289 0.960533
rs441761 17061509 C T 0.450117 0.457284 0.993181 40424 0.008144 0.017563 0.215015 0.214994 0.642881 0.215016 0.0164183 0.0167602 0.959621 0.959399 0.959643
rs423395 17062223 G A 0.449741 0.456913 0.99464 40424 0.008146 0.01757 0.214959 0.214938 0.642924 0.21496 0.0164325 0.0167659 0.960626 0.960396 0.960647
rs420115 17060680 A G 0.450148 0.457315 0.993378 40424 0.008142 0.017563 0.214915 0.214895 0.642958 0.214916 0.0164185 0.0167597 0.959696 0.959474 0.959717
rs435831 17061349 T C 0.450123 0.457289 0.993218 40424 0.008141 0.017563 0.214877 0.214856 0.642988 0.214878 0.0164155 0.0167601 0.959301 0.959078 0.959322
rs182307587 17055159 T A 0.00177027 0.00166209 0.274766 40424 ‐0.18759 0.406651 0.212803 0.214813 0.643021 0.212876 ‐0.188597 0.387481 0.236903 0.2397 0.236995
rs187733530 16670130 T C 0.00150705 0.00138681 0.181037 40424 ‐0.26108 0.57069 0.209285 0.214802 0.643029 0.209691 ‐0.285597 0.54653 0.273073 0.282826 0.273719
rs368289 17060182 C T 0.450182 0.45735 0.993251 40424 0.008139 0.017563 0.214783 0.214763 0.64306 0.214784 0.0164166 0.0167596 0.959489 0.959268 0.959511
rs190392006 17020765 T A 0.00176566 0.00184034 0.2861 40424 0.181344 0.389304 0.216985 0.214746 0.643073 0.217138 0.330245 0.359954 0.841739 0.818649 0.843799
rs425455 17061693 T C 0.449697 0.45686 0.994654 40424 0.008139 0.017568 0.21465 0.21463 0.643162 0.214652 0.0164071 0.0167639 0.957881 0.957652 0.957903
rs10962457 16500289 A C 0.159977 0.152918 0.700983 40424 ‐0.01334 0.028823 0.214193 0.21444 0.643309 0.214195 ‐0.0469232 0.0273599 2.94134 2.95675 2.94175
rs431342 17060014 G T 0.450186 0.45735 0.993062 40424 0.008122 0.017563 0.213885 0.213864 0.643756 0.213886 0.0163991 0.0167598 0.95742 0.9572 0.957441
rs182940270 17080325 C T 0.000242223 0.000329257 0.34545 40424 0.374447 0.798829 0.219721 0.213464 0.644066 0.221088 0.851084 0.775597 1.20413 1.13183 1.25008
rs391551 17059999 G A 0.450184 0.457346 0.993035 40424 0.008115 0.017563 0.213478 0.213458 0.64407 0.21348 0.016391 0.0167598 0.956478 0.956258 0.956499
rs72703879 17350586 T G 0.00398747 0.00448117 0.441757 40424 0.090953 0.196201 0.214898 0.213287 0.644203 0.214982 0.270447 0.186103 2.11181 2.05131 2.11948
rs146712235 16703190 A G 0.00159325 0.0014721 0.357457 40424 ‐0.18495 0.40554 0.207993 0.213024 0.644407 0.20823 ‐0.277962 0.37537 0.54834 0.571765 0.550386
rs188147679 17364808 C A 0.000388988 0.000447244 0.284481 40424 ‐0.36214 0.796664 0.206638 0.212899 0.644505 0.207301 ‐0.0538354 0.740331 0.00528791 0.00531013 0.00528843
rs77770250 16965013 G A 0.0013135 0.00129139 0.729832 40424 ‐0.12834 0.280356 0.20955 0.212889 0.644512 0.209723 ‐0.0860795 0.271864 0.100253 0.101487 0.100294
rs366565 17063703 T C 0.449044 0.45616 0.999906 40424 0.0081 0.017576 0.21238 0.212358 0.644925 0.212381 0.016242 0.0167718 0.937815 0.937583 0.937836
rs2462942 17058353 A G 0.450506 0.457661 0.991878 40424 0.008083 0.017562 0.211841 0.211821 0.645344 0.211842 0.0163478 0.0167596 0.951462 0.951248 0.951483
rs60819863 17101755 C T 0.00791567 0.00842983 0.540663 40424 0.060676 0.131435 0.213115 0.211719 0.645423 0.213157 0.0915583 0.124957 0.53688 0.530072 0.537143
rs141387632 16961305 T A 0.0144883 0.015064 0.638912 40424 0.041712 0.09047 0.212578 0.211683 0.645451 0.212596 0.0182943 0.0861799 0.0450627 0.044954 0.0450635
rs1948106 17067207 T C 0.453308 0.460107 0.985641 40424 0.008103 0.017613 0.211659 0.211641 0.645484 0.21166 0.0165526 0.0167985 0.97094 0.970736 0.970962
rs117121520 16734325 A G 0.00407232 0.00372799 0.655836 40424 ‐0.0803 0.175583 0.209171 0.2114 0.645672 0.209239 ‐0.103059 0.166567 0.382818 0.389113 0.383072
rs914050 17062915 G A 0.448999 0.456125 0.999876 40424 0.008076 0.017573 0.211199 0.211178 0.645846 0.2112 0.0163424 0.0167686 0.949816 0.949578 0.949837
rs454019 17059687 C T 0.450176 0.457325 0.992699 40424 0.008066 0.017563 0.210936 0.210916 0.64605 0.210937 0.0163438 0.0167602 0.950925 0.950707 0.950947
rs375152 17059541 A G 0.450173 0.457317 0.992654 40424 0.008048 0.017563 0.209976 0.209956 0.646802 0.209977 0.0163239 0.0167603 0.948596 0.948378 0.948617
rs1685301 17058212 G A 0.4485 0.455557 0.99826 40424 0.008059 0.017588 0.209936 0.209915 0.646834 0.209937 0.0161385 0.0167839 0.924569 0.92434 0.924589
rs117368798 17383581 A G 0.0386366 0.0396732 0.857406 40424 ‐0.02216 0.048512 0.208682 0.209205 0.647391 0.208689 ‐0.0329646 0.0465013 0.502534 0.504876 0.502572
rs200885218 16735389 GA G 0.691462 0.692032 0.382085 40424 0.014042 0.030714 0.209019 0.209153 0.647432 0.20902 0.0112249 0.029205 0.147725 0.147818 0.147726
rs201286020 16961299 T TTTTTGA 0.0145636 0.0151369 0.635845 40424 0.041409 0.090468 0.209504 0.208629 0.647844 0.209522 0.0178014 0.0861826 0.0426648 0.0425646 0.0426655
rs419062 17069128 A C 0.454674 0.461501 0.986456 40424 0.008026 0.017584 0.20833 0.208312 0.648094 0.208331 0.0163827 0.0167729 0.954011 0.953819 0.954032
rs2950171 17058542 G A 0.450366 0.457509 0.993027 40424 0.008013 0.017562 0.208191 0.208171 0.648205 0.208192 0.0163062 0.0167592 0.946663 0.946449 0.946684
rs117358426 17182929 G A 0.0220967 0.0222038 0.760753 40424 0.030967 0.067793 0.208654 0.207883 0.648432 0.208666 0.0216314 0.0646995 0.111781 0.111424 0.111785
rs28411675 16886160 G A 0.00251982 0.00270756 0.344687 40424 ‐0.12775 0.282295 0.204782 0.207394 0.648818 0.20501 0.0492277 0.269813 0.0332884 0.0330925 0.0332933
rs144125876 16673812 G C 0.00630534 0.00650905 0.221099 40424 0.104283 0.228214 0.208808 0.207007 0.649123 0.208876 0.165014 0.218285 0.571471 0.562363 0.571978
rs914051 17062834 G A 0.449565 0.456682 0.994757 40424 0.007994 0.017569 0.207006 0.206986 0.64914 0.207007 0.0162429 0.0167649 0.938694 0.93847 0.938715
rs16935405 17217418 A G 0.0131666 0.0137206 0.300038 40424 ‐0.06306 0.139119 0.205483 0.206769 0.649312 0.205514 0.0235431 0.130954 0.0323215 0.0322329 0.0323223
rs181159749 17266637 G T 0.000134833 0.000178965 0.1607 40424 0.748362 1.63839 0.208635 0.206129 0.649819 0.209931 0.711169 1.5798 0.202648 0.196688 0.203798
0 16449846 GGA G 0.0566265 0.0602031 0.47007 40424 0.024663 0.054302 0.206282 0.205892 0.650006 0.206286 0.0723606 0.0516455 1.96309 1.94947 1.96346
rs2492870 17058576 T C 0.448941 0.455982 0.999961 40424 0.007972 0.017573 0.20581 0.205789 0.650088 0.205811 0.0160448 0.0167697 0.915418 0.915193 0.915438
rs148171118 17058733 TC T 0.450285 0.457418 0.993539 40424 0.007961 0.017565 0.205407 0.205388 0.650407 0.205409 0.0162593 0.0167621 0.940905 0.940691 0.940926
rs2246 17063106 C T 0.449492 0.456592 0.995083 40424 0.007959 0.01757 0.205181 0.205161 0.650587 0.205182 0.0161925 0.0167658 0.932785 0.932561 0.932805
rs55901349 17084829 G A 0.00751842 0.00798903 0.563098 40424 0.060055 0.132208 0.206341 0.204998 0.650716 0.206381 0.086272 0.125824 0.470126 0.46446 0.470333
rs12683515 17084037 G C 0.00751832 0.00798891 0.56311 40424 0.060054 0.132207 0.206334 0.204991 0.650722 0.206374 0.0862657 0.125823 0.47006 0.464395 0.470266
rs407790 17068966 C A 0.454565 0.461391 0.98758 40424 0.007951 0.01758 0.20457 0.204553 0.651071 0.204571 0.016371 0.0167692 0.953067 0.952873 0.953088
rs143970871 16789424 A G 0.0143255 0.0139175 0.386466 40424 ‐0.05446 0.120785 0.203317 0.204409 0.651185 0.203336 ‐0.0561353 0.114163 0.241782 0.243408 0.241813
rs193194220 17105290 A G 0.000491835 0.000545327 0.152646 40424 0.428411 0.941496 0.207054 0.203844 0.651636 0.207448 0.646169 0.910095 0.504103 0.488036 0.50589
rs914049 17063068 T C 0.449495 0.45659 0.995836 40424 0.007932 0.01757 0.203821 0.203801 0.65167 0.203822 0.01617 0.0167655 0.930225 0.930002 0.930245
rs380225 17068937 A G 0.454546 0.461371 0.987813 40424 0.007936 0.01758 0.20377 0.203753 0.651708 0.203771 0.0163681 0.0167684 0.952818 0.952624 0.952839
rs444147 17068948 A G 0.454554 0.461377 0.987727 40424 0.007934 0.01758 0.203663 0.203646 0.651794 0.203664 0.0163602 0.0167687 0.95187 0.951677 0.951891
rs73417460 16530178 A T 0.0048707 0.00530618 0.106864 40424 0.163954 0.362368 0.204713 0.203487 0.651921 0.204827 0.35776 0.345107 1.07468 1.05581 1.07735
rs184760718 17316660 G A 0.000132318 0.00014795 0.108893 40424 ‐0.90301 2.03426 0.197048 0.203406 0.651986 0.199022 0.707453 2.00239 0.124824 0.121044 0.125488
rs185199034 16659401 A T 0.00331742 0.00326263 0.409634 40424 ‐0.10745 0.239582 0.201151 0.203166 0.652177 0.201219 ‐0.0646804 0.228501 0.0801253 0.0807413 0.0801379
rs958557 16643654 G A 0.43287 0.42481 0.716245 40424 ‐0.00938 0.020857 0.20236 0.202391 0.652798 0.202361 ‐0.0156414 0.0198354 0.621829 0.622045 0.621838
rs139813054 16682103 T A 0.0127707 0.0127297 0.619373 40424 ‐0.04469 0.099606 0.201271 0.202284 0.652884 0.20129 ‐0.0253621 0.0950763 0.0711584 0.0714089 0.0711609
rs78658558 17339564 G C 0.0294592 0.0318532 0.776371 40424 0.025625 0.056908 0.202763 0.202238 0.65292 0.20277 0.0281263 0.0547138 0.26426 0.263309 0.264272
rs138845466 17122205 A G 0.00984882 0.00955742 0.27498 40424 0.07771 0.172559 0.202803 0.201783 0.653285 0.20282 ‐0.0336373 0.163102 0.0425325 0.0426418 0.0425333
rs386172 17066614 G C 0.454531 0.46136 0.989275 40424 0.007894 0.017576 0.20174 0.201724 0.653333 0.201741 0.0163554 0.0167642 0.951827 0.951633 0.951848
rs80252534 16862053 T C 0.00242739 0.00206426 0.325307 40424 ‐0.15333 0.343927 0.198767 0.20171 0.653344 0.198884 ‐0.394986 0.328996 1.44139 1.51134 1.44743
rs180879302 16730867 C T 0.00235832 0.00253966 0.463855 40424 0.116161 0.257509 0.203487 0.201503 0.65351 0.20358 0.0996325 0.244312 0.166308 0.164538 0.166371
rs76676624 17374954 G C 0.0138027 0.0149927 0.276171 40424 0.062532 0.138943 0.202549 0.201432 0.653567 0.202577 0.166456 0.129907 1.64186 1.61368 1.64371
rs2481546 17058756 G A 0.450277 0.457391 0.993552 40424 0.007881 0.017564 0.201349 0.201331 0.653649 0.20135 0.0161922 0.016761 0.933285 0.933073 0.933306
rs116911535 17358078 G C 0.001417 0.00150241 0.180682 40424 0.239579 0.530384 0.204041 0.201323 0.653655 0.204283 0.4863 0.496823 0.958088 0.926329 0.962677
rs190809295 17338817 T G 0.000387869 0.000446711 0.285948 40424 ‐0.35151 0.795156 0.195419 0.201185 0.653766 0.196016 ‐0.0454628 0.73893 0.00378535 0.0037988 0.00378562
rs181484393 16972832 C G 0.000996155 0.000940286 0.421702 40424 ‐0.19785 0.445881 0.196893 0.201028 0.653892 0.197165 ‐0.0273334 0.421693 0.0042014 0.00421638 0.00420152
rs117507979 17042194 C T 0.0279544 0.0281628 0.895773 40424 0.025001 0.055687 0.201566 0.200938 0.653965 0.201575 0.0224032 0.0530965 0.178028 0.177404 0.178035
rs201667282 16667074 CACAT C 0.0029819 0.00289644 0.123057 40424 ‐0.21059 0.472347 0.198769 0.200703 0.654154 0.198855 ‐0.299315 0.451639 0.439213 0.44689 0.439511
rs79538366 16628019 T G 0.041674 0.0420252 0.472824 40424 ‐0.02881 0.064442 0.19982 0.200432 0.654372 0.199828 ‐0.0449731 0.06098 0.543914 0.5471 0.543971
rs73415428 16441050 G A 0.0022854 0.00225883 0.117856 40424 ‐0.24192 0.543555 0.198094 0.20043 0.654374 0.198213 ‐0.349401 0.52286 0.446558 0.456386 0.447019
rs2774632 17066471 G C 0.448595 0.455703 0.978706 40424 0.007914 0.017689 0.200157 0.200139 0.654609 0.200158 0.01731 0.0168794 1.05167 1.05142 1.0517
rs199696459 17357592 A AT 0.0117549 0.0127869 0.240725 40424 0.071804 0.160367 0.200479 0.199311 0.655278 0.200512 0.189214 0.150273 1.58544 1.55714 1.58741
rs4131372 16643639 A G 0.433544 0.425514 0.717558 40424 ‐0.00929 0.020832 0.199072 0.199101 0.655447 0.199073 ‐0.0154939 0.0198127 0.611553 0.611761 0.611562
rs138137019 17201195 G A 0.0220456 0.0221452 0.759116 40424 0.03034 0.067958 0.199317 0.198596 0.655857 0.199328 0.0213909 0.0648569 0.108779 0.108435 0.108782
rs10962906 17211718 T G 0.0472059 0.0506114 0.850987 40424 0.019432 0.043585 0.198771 0.198357 0.65605 0.198776 0.0164667 0.0417154 0.155819 0.155474 0.155822
rs138978442 17154025 C T 0.000439401 0.000421107 0.124752 40424 ‐0.54761 1.24777 0.192609 0.197677 0.656602 0.192977 ‐0.790454 1.19843 0.435043 0.456098 0.437097
rs184142814 17085972 C G 0.00269823 0.00252174 0.510828 40424 ‐0.1075 0.243056 0.195605 0.197606 0.65666 0.195692 ‐0.0855608 0.231774 0.136276 0.137783 0.136317
rs80131437 17222539 C T 0.0112161 0.0116896 0.295836 40424 ‐0.06737 0.152119 0.196152 0.197479 0.656763 0.196188 0.0255693 0.142736 0.0320901 0.0319927 0.032091
rs448576 17068159 A G 0.454648 0.461467 0.98959 40424 0.007807 0.017571 0.197404 0.197387 0.656838 0.197405 0.0162945 0.0167597 0.945266 0.945074 0.945286
rs378128 17068412 G A 0.454649 0.461468 0.989579 40424 0.007807 0.017571 0.197403 0.197387 0.656838 0.197404 0.0162941 0.0167597 0.945213 0.945021 0.945234
rs369822 17068803 A G 0.454651 0.46147 0.989561 40424 0.007806 0.017571 0.197374 0.197358 0.656862 0.197375 0.0162933 0.0167598 0.945106 0.944914 0.945127
rs436873 17068501 A G 0.45465 0.461469 0.989574 40424 0.007806 0.017571 0.19735 0.197334 0.656881 0.197351 0.0162927 0.0167597 0.945049 0.944857 0.94507
rs1725365 17068553 G A 0.45465 0.461469 0.989572 40424 0.007805 0.017571 0.197308 0.197291 0.656916 0.197309 0.0162918 0.0167597 0.944939 0.944747 0.944959
rs412190 17067933 T G 0.454647 0.461466 0.9896 40424 0.007803 0.017571 0.197198 0.197182 0.657005 0.197199 0.0162919 0.0167596 0.944967 0.944775 0.944988
rs2815194 17066061 T C 0.454639 0.461458 0.989681 40424 0.007802 0.01757 0.197173 0.197157 0.657025 0.197174 0.0162952 0.0167593 0.945386 0.945194 0.945407
rs387903 17066568 T C 0.454641 0.46146 0.98966 40424 0.007801 0.017571 0.197128 0.197112 0.657062 0.197129 0.016294 0.0167594 0.945237 0.945045 0.945258
rs426761 17065817 T C 0.454638 0.461457 0.989692 40424 0.007801 0.01757 0.197106 0.19709 0.65708 0.197107 0.0162941 0.0167593 0.945256 0.945064 0.945277
rs400972 17066609 G A 0.454641 0.46146 0.989658 40424 0.0078 0.017571 0.197059 0.197043 0.657118 0.19706 0.0162929 0.0167594 0.945104 0.944912 0.945125
rs453801 17067519 T A 0.454645 0.461463 0.989617 40424 0.0078 0.017571 0.19706 0.197043 0.657118 0.197061 0.0162909 0.0167596 0.944857 0.944665 0.944878
rs1948108 17067330 G A 0.454644 0.461463 0.989626 40424 0.0078 0.017571 0.197058 0.197042 0.657119 0.197059 0.0162911 0.0167595 0.944877 0.944685 0.944898
rs399430 17065442 A G 0.454636 0.461456 0.989707 40424 0.007799 0.01757 0.197027 0.197011 0.657144 0.197028 0.0162941 0.0167592 0.945267 0.945075 0.945287
rs428654 17066816 G A 0.454642 0.461461 0.98965 40424 0.007799 0.017571 0.197018 0.197002 0.657152 0.197019 0.0162917 0.0167594 0.944956 0.944764 0.944976
rs400582 17067851 G A 0.454641 0.461459 0.989583 40424 0.007799 0.017571 0.196988 0.196972 0.657176 0.196989 0.0162908 0.0167599 0.944802 0.944611 0.944823
rs1948107 17067233 C T 0.454644 0.461462 0.989631 40424 0.007798 0.017571 0.196971 0.196955 0.65719 0.196972 0.0162896 0.0167595 0.944711 0.94452 0.944732
rs503467 17067069 G A 0.454643 0.461462 0.989638 40424 0.007798 0.017571 0.196964 0.196948 0.657196 0.196965 0.0162902 0.0167595 0.944783 0.944591 0.944804
rs12006188 17406619 C A 0.0384754 0.039434 0.834734 40424 ‐0.02186 0.049335 0.19641 0.196893 0.657241 0.196416 ‐0.0339934 0.0472641 0.517279 0.519753 0.51732
rs442431 17064431 T C 0.454632 0.461452 0.989747 40424 0.007797 0.01757 0.196907 0.196891 0.657242 0.196908 0.0162939 0.0167591 0.945253 0.945061 0.945274
rs500581 17067110 G A 0.454643 0.461462 0.989636 40424 0.007797 0.017571 0.196901 0.196885 0.657247 0.196902 0.016289 0.0167595 0.944645 0.944454 0.944666
rs442696 17064226 T A 0.454631 0.46145 0.989756 40424 0.007796 0.01757 0.196881 0.196865 0.657263 0.196882 0.0162933 0.0167591 0.945191 0.944999 0.945212
c9_pos16915733 16925733 G A 0.00133684 0.000995025 0.602751 28728 ‐0.13841 0.315346 0.192633 0.196861 0.657267 0.192884 ‐0.361723 0.300345 1.45049 1.55425 1.46565
rs417959 17064245 T C 0.454631 0.461451 0.989755 40424 0.007796 0.01757 0.196869 0.196853 0.657273 0.19687 0.0162933 0.0167591 0.945182 0.94499 0.945203
rs448271 17064276 A G 0.454631 0.461451 0.989754 40424 0.007796 0.01757 0.196865 0.196849 0.657276 0.196866 0.0162933 0.0167591 0.945183 0.944991 0.945204
rs2492869 17069306 G A 0.454288 0.460991 0.984954 40424 0.007802 0.017595 0.196624 0.196608 0.657473 0.196625 0.0159763 0.0167828 0.906205 0.906025 0.906224
rs141091524 16597949 G C 0.00211361 0.00187056 0.240574 40424 ‐0.18559 0.422205 0.193227 0.196281 0.65774 0.193326 ‐0.425484 0.401139 1.12507 1.17537 1.12937
rs188980547 17023562 C T 0.00465192 0.00506345 0.875158 40424 0.059164 0.13311 0.197554 0.196238 0.657775 0.197598 0.0887803 0.126831 0.489985 0.483515 0.490251
rs191791666 16971190 C G 0.00216436 0.00195209 0.347624 40424 ‐0.14884 0.338506 0.193326 0.196199 0.657807 0.193465 ‐0.258007 0.325789 0.627178 0.647784 0.628575
rs116912157 17322439 G A 0.000409865 0.000499326 0.133259 40424 0.4675 1.04575 0.199852 0.196132 0.657861 0.200427 0.880894 1.00791 0.763836 0.73617 0.77159
rs183635039 16901848 G A 0.000208204 0.000294598 0.451264 40424 0.338919 0.754695 0.201673 0.196051 0.657927 0.202574 0.615675 0.738995 0.694096 0.660577 0.705885
rs66580280 16499247 A G 0.161651 0.154692 0.698401 40424 ‐0.01271 0.028734 0.19562 0.195834 0.658105 0.195622 ‐0.0457687 0.0272763 2.81556 2.82983 2.81593
rs148958296 17097729 G A 0.000817076 0.000995382 0.142288 40424 0.323501 0.727509 0.197731 0.195558 0.65833 0.197935 0.657581 0.704764 0.870585 0.848221 0.873787
rs72705775 17386561 T C 0.00398328 0.00446468 0.437523 40424 0.087505 0.197398 0.19651 0.195096 0.658709 0.19658 0.267599 0.187283 2.0416 1.98387 2.04879
rs2481553 17066507 T C 0.454405 0.461254 0.989047 40424 0.007746 0.017575 0.194267 0.194251 0.659402 0.194268 0.016418 0.0167645 0.959092 0.958895 0.959113
rs16935071 16795588 A T 0.082549 0.0886635 0.871224 40424 0.014818 0.033599 0.194511 0.194239 0.659412 0.194513 0.024832 0.0320571 0.600032 0.598266 0.600056
rs148384371 16548509 T C 0.000345721 0.000350281 0.258421 40424 0.40703 0.909918 0.2001 0.193678 0.659873 0.200782 0.21741 0.904216 0.0578117 0.0566414 0.0578615
rs12237698 17202878 G C 0.047197 0.0505804 0.850337 40424 0.019207 0.043606 0.194 0.193601 0.659936 0.194005 0.0159385 0.0417362 0.145838 0.145524 0.14584
rs77573304 17234395 T C 0.00170908 0.00173746 0.183363 40424 ‐0.2141 0.492634 0.188879 0.193099 0.66035 0.189308 ‐0.196435 0.47942 0.167882 0.171952 0.168128
rs10511631 16961787 G A 0.966866 0.966631 0.940742 40424 ‐0.02194 0.050066 0.192027 0.19153 0.661646 0.192033 ‐0.00885833 0.0477841 0.0343666 0.0343194 0.0343669
rs11998987 17400859 A G 0.0385793 0.0395304 0.855773 40424 ‐0.02127 0.048656 0.191019 0.19148 0.661688 0.191025 ‐0.0342918 0.0466234 0.54097 0.5436 0.541014
rs17830132 17384354 G A 0.038849 0.0399513 0.858547 40424 ‐0.0211 0.048334 0.19058 0.191034 0.662057 0.190586 ‐0.03143 0.046328 0.460257 0.4623 0.460289
rs187913048 16993569 T G 0.000581107 0.000616717 0.24311 40424 0.302827 0.682478 0.196884 0.190893 0.662174 0.197661 0.156511 0.67491 0.0537769 0.0528686 0.0538306
rs191587581 16617886 A C 0.0010921 0.00117621 0.411709 40424 ‐0.1695 0.391358 0.18759 0.1907 0.662335 0.187806 0.124678 0.377265 0.109217 0.107604 0.109296
rs187312856 16563692 T A 0.00208535 0.00218824 0.197747 40424 ‐0.18188 0.419 0.188415 0.19065 0.662376 0.188524 ‐0.0821474 0.401045 0.0419567 0.0421883 0.0419626
rs143776931 17404177 G A 0.0032624 0.00350111 0.157711 40424 0.161891 0.369633 0.191825 0.190515 0.662488 0.191898 0.281628 0.353711 0.633948 0.624354 0.634623
rs138533088 17383338 G T 0.00121134 0.00125934 0.158442 40424 0.270767 0.616657 0.192799 0.189953 0.662956 0.192968 0.292732 0.580892 0.253952 0.249472 0.254304
rs10962515 16638188 C T 0.00641064 0.00640512 0.406682 40424 0.075433 0.172474 0.191282 0.189907 0.662994 0.191321 0.0432052 0.162833 0.0704021 0.0700198 0.0704082
rs139190469 16652691 G A 0.00116674 0.00117109 0.143329 40424 ‐0.29509 0.684065 0.186091 0.188531 0.664142 0.186214 ‐0.116345 0.650774 0.031962 0.032169 0.0319656
rs200873736 17357593 A AT 0.0115913 0.0125979 0.243258 40424 0.069967 0.160687 0.189591 0.188511 0.664159 0.18962 0.18603 0.150625 1.52536 1.49847 1.52721
rs145128885 16844075 T C 0.000296648 0.000198064 0.433609 40424 ‐0.45599 1.09467 0.173518 0.188337 0.664304 0.174878 ‐0.97712 1.0294 0.901013 1.08997 0.939837
rs191294381 17016286 A G 0.000837361 0.000777061 0.354384 40424 ‐0.23239 0.542898 0.183236 0.188277 0.664355 0.18365 ‐0.260176 0.515499 0.254728 0.264396 0.255505
rs191366374 16904739 C T 0.00278787 0.00248831 0.793422 40424 ‐0.08399 0.194694 0.186086 0.18823 0.664394 0.186171 ‐0.0486746 0.185902 0.0685542 0.0691388 0.0685656
rs148789996 16693849 G A 0.0117429 0.0116258 0.666189 40424 ‐0.04332 0.100261 0.186719 0.187655 0.664876 0.186736 ‐0.0236054 0.095651 0.0609038 0.0611082 0.0609057
rs10125606 16918076 T G 0.00744515 0.00856906 0.534902 40424 0.056518 0.130139 0.188604 0.187494 0.665011 0.188637 0.104758 0.124974 0.702646 0.693395 0.703125
rs57542309 16795211 G C 0.0825722 0.0886471 0.869638 40424 0.014567 0.033633 0.187591 0.187333 0.665146 0.187593 0.0244422 0.0320895 0.58017 0.57849 0.580193
rs143154549 16693569 G C 0.0117405 0.0116237 0.666058 40424 ‐0.04329 0.100278 0.186374 0.187307 0.665167 0.18639 ‐0.023577 0.095668 0.0607355 0.0609391 0.0607374
rs17830246 17388331 C A 0.0385882 0.0395892 0.857317 40424 ‐0.02099 0.048589 0.186524 0.186967 0.665453 0.186529 ‐0.0332373 0.0465642 0.509504 0.5119 0.509543
rs400530 17057643 A G 0.444798 0.452062 0.984897 40424 0.007654 0.017712 0.186738 0.186719 0.665662 0.186738 0.0174942 0.0169045 1.07099 1.07069 1.07101
rs1487511 16986264 A G 0.0782772 0.0785469 0.967268 40424 ‐0.01414 0.032758 0.186343 0.186643 0.665725 0.186346 ‐0.00783412 0.0313255 0.0625439 0.0626147 0.0625442
rs2891071 16540987 A G 0.366355 0.356772 0.787689 40424 ‐0.00888 0.020586 0.186166 0.186216 0.666085 0.186167 ‐0.0154913 0.0195343 0.628896 0.629305 0.628906
rs413550 17025503 G A 0.487016 0.481858 0.99942 40424 ‐0.00754 0.017464 0.18618 0.186186 0.66611 0.186181 ‐0.00990757 0.0166711 0.35319 0.353209 0.353192
rs59270230 16474605 C G 0.0574562 0.0572517 0.851277 40424 ‐0.01755 0.040756 0.185429 0.185792 0.666442 0.185433 ‐0.0100141 0.03887 0.0663729 0.0664653 0.0663734
rs144729297 17390193 CAT C 0.0385913 0.0395884 0.857452 40424 ‐0.02089 0.048592 0.184904 0.185341 0.666823 0.184909 ‐0.0332878 0.0465651 0.511032 0.51344 0.511072
rs139588046 17060914 T C 0.000334666 0.00032296 0.175259 40424 ‐0.47467 1.12557 0.17784 0.185285 0.66687 0.179026 ‐0.501567 1.11985 0.200602 0.210113 0.201975
rs10962914 17220680 G T 0.012478 0.0126212 0.714078 40424 0.040203 0.093364 0.185424 0.184588 0.66746 0.185439 0.0121375 0.0887885 0.0186871 0.0186547 0.0186873
rs141684012 17352546 C T 0.00281214 0.00304779 0.20601 40424 0.15157 0.351761 0.185666 0.184195 0.667793 0.185723 0.26589 0.333217 0.636724 0.6257 0.637451
rs141957321 17059705 G C 0.000334421 0.000322752 0.175382 40424 ‐0.47262 1.12528 0.176403 0.18375 0.66817 0.17757 ‐0.500683 1.11972 0.199944 0.209404 0.201308
rs182820799 17385373 G A 0.000619548 0.000757015 0.378018 40424 0.227683 0.526843 0.186767 0.183708 0.668206 0.187184 0.422652 0.490546 0.742346 0.710538 0.748748
rs67192396 16930367 AG A 0.748101 0.741115 0.972198 40424 0.008598 0.020106 0.182851 0.182958 0.668843 0.182852 ‐0.00193725 0.0192235 0.0101556 0.0101539 0.0101556
rs199810706 16930366 AAG A 0.748102 0.741115 0.972189 40424 0.008595 0.020106 0.182747 0.182854 0.668932 0.182748 ‐0.00193957 0.0192236 0.0101799 0.0101782 0.0101799
rs74534399 16658278 A AACAG 0.602748 0.61045 0.598328 40424 0.009956 0.023288 0.182754 0.182801 0.668977 0.182755 0.025652 0.022051 1.35327 1.35453 1.35332
rs188101519 16940794 A G 0.00186884 0.00189785 0.705179 40424 ‐0.1017 0.239772 0.179912 0.181985 0.669673 0.180021 0.039368 0.229179 0.0295078 0.029331 0.0295107
rs183617390 17296082 C A 0.00323987 0.00350788 0.357352 40424 0.106372 0.248789 0.182807 0.181373 0.670196 0.182883 0.259363 0.234365 1.2247 1.19378 1.22788
rs117707541 16644936 G A 0.00148461 0.0015865 0.193252 40424 0.201933 0.472358 0.182757 0.180763 0.670718 0.183348 0.348971 0.460617 0.573981 0.55597 0.578074
rs142102426 17332838 T C 0.000571785 0.000563072 0.530363 40424 0.219215 0.510497 0.184397 0.180214 0.671189 0.184658 ‐0.0587859 0.481221 0.0149231 0.0150297 0.0149251
rs199616709 16927368 TCAAA T 0.109588 0.114301 0.934644 40424 0.011988 0.028245 0.180147 0.179931 0.671433 0.180149 0.0126704 0.0270039 0.220153 0.219793 0.220156
rs143681008 16880588 C T 0.00273384 0.00269266 0.361 40424 0.118896 0.278992 0.181616 0.17989 0.671468 0.181679 0.0970094 0.2646 0.134415 0.133132 0.134451
rs72705767 17372665 C T 0.00398544 0.00446182 0.440413 40424 0.083756 0.196826 0.181078 0.179823 0.671525 0.181138 0.263433 0.186742 1.99001 1.93429 1.99684
rs62561380 17329470 A G 0.00236927 0.00280209 0.650269 40424 0.088292 0.207438 0.181161 0.179731 0.671605 0.181237 0.229427 0.197161 1.35408 1.31762 1.35814
rs139889411 16659252 G A 0.00853529 0.00899312 0.13272 40424 0.109374 0.257385 0.180578 0.179592 0.671724 0.180604 0.330329 0.241124 1.87679 1.84136 1.87927
rs137946353 17306375 G A 0.000568787 0.000559013 0.540269 40424 0.217265 0.507107 0.18356 0.179412 0.671879 0.183819 ‐0.0650851 0.478675 0.0184877 0.0186352 0.0184908
rs2492868 17069878 C T 0.453551 0.460155 0.985621 40424 0.007448 0.017596 0.179157 0.179143 0.672111 0.179158 0.0156067 0.016784 0.864635 0.864462 0.864652
rs10962598 16795159 A G 0.0827043 0.0887489 0.869827 40424 0.014225 0.03361 0.179129 0.178888 0.672331 0.179131 0.023855 0.0320685 0.553353 0.551787 0.553373
0 16658279 A ACAGG 0.602669 0.610352 0.598123 40424 0.009826 0.023291 0.177979 0.178025 0.673076 0.17798 0.0255671 0.0220536 1.34402 1.34525 1.34406
rs7031602 16525632 C T 0.0607944 0.0603157 0.517123 40424 ‐0.02168 0.051444 0.177636 0.178012 0.673087 0.17764 ‐0.0284798 0.0484938 0.344907 0.346058 0.344921
rs2481552 17069699 T C 0.453726 0.460331 0.985858 40424 0.007411 0.017592 0.177454 0.17744 0.673583 0.177455 0.0155715 0.0167801 0.861135 0.860964 0.861152
rs60556024 16927369 CAAAA C 0.109668 0.114373 0.934372 40424 0.011883 0.028243 0.177027 0.176817 0.674123 0.177029 0.0125853 0.0270018 0.217242 0.216889 0.217245
c9_pos17048732 17058732 G A 0.449006 0.455918 0.999697 40424 0.007383 0.017571 0.176557 0.17654 0.674364 0.176557 0.0155252 0.0167681 0.857253 0.857049 0.85727
rs184033314 16878362 G A 0.00333936 0.00376158 0.339344 40424 0.103554 0.246126 0.177018 0.175763 0.67504 0.177072 0.250373 0.235172 1.13345 1.10921 1.13554
rs192812938 17244185 A G 0.00187738 0.00169168 0.240837 40424 ‐0.18749 0.45101 0.172818 0.175671 0.67512 0.172903 ‐0.42326 0.42489 0.992342 1.03451 0.995846
rs149819535 16690765 G C 0.0117214 0.0116117 0.664906 40424 ‐0.04194 0.100406 0.174442 0.175287 0.675455 0.174457 ‐0.022729 0.0957933 0.0562978 0.0564795 0.0562994
rs263567 17073824 A C 0.453621 0.460196 0.979103 40424 0.007382 0.017633 0.175253 0.175239 0.675497 0.175254 0.0156298 0.0168166 0.863843 0.863669 0.863861
rs146172672 17020941 A G 0.0064374 0.00637925 0.641957 40424 0.057456 0.137101 0.175627 0.174569 0.676083 0.175651 0.0197015 0.130736 0.0227097 0.0226515 0.0227101
rs139577370 17392698 G T 0.0061217 0.00651211 0.349635 40424 0.07835 0.187028 0.175494 0.174409 0.676223 0.175522 0.197081 0.175971 1.25431 1.23085 1.25567
rs149685031 17392699 G T 0.0061217 0.00651211 0.349635 40424 0.07835 0.187028 0.175494 0.174409 0.676223 0.175522 0.197081 0.175971 1.25431 1.23085 1.25567
rs191051369 16803808 C T 0.00135948 0.00124594 0.210898 40424 ‐0.22345 0.540932 0.170639 0.174399 0.676232 0.170843 ‐0.374029 0.529603 0.498779 0.51869 0.500451
rs140990005 16788421 G A 0.0113156 0.0114358 0.269821 40424 0.067488 0.161193 0.175289 0.17438 0.676248 0.175304 ‐0.00168155 0.151741 0.000122803 0.000122822 0.000122803
rs10962455 16496648 T A 0.230054 0.225201 0.696875 40424 ‐0.01044 0.025009 0.174188 0.174309 0.67631 0.174189 ‐0.00482778 0.0238393 0.0410118 0.0410282 0.0410119
rs192528750 17125046 G A 0.00232052 0.00215726 0.28576 40424 ‐0.14681 0.353489 0.172488 0.174282 0.676334 0.17255 ‐0.103913 0.333565 0.097047 0.0979237 0.0970674
rs117538211 16589033 C T 0.0136831 0.0137444 0.289391 40424 ‐0.05913 0.142123 0.173089 0.174103 0.676491 0.173105 ‐0.0241179 0.133865 0.0324596 0.032546 0.0324603
rs189211734 16846042 G A 0.000884126 0.000762136 0.250883 40424 ‐0.27353 0.665807 0.16878 0.174032 0.676553 0.168963 ‐0.545822 0.634936 0.738996 0.789475 0.744196
rs144888314 16635325 T C 0.0169582 0.0172799 0.532426 40424 0.038483 0.092106 0.174564 0.173838 0.676723 0.174575 0.056442 0.0872147 0.418818 0.415793 0.418885
rs145578774 16634134 A G 0.000837819 0.000804594 0.169837 40424 ‐0.31321 0.758376 0.170565 0.173209 0.677275 0.17071 ‐0.313199 0.723093 0.187608 0.19126 0.187774
rs12346420 16496576 T A 0.230638 0.225809 0.698348 40424 ‐0.01038 0.024964 0.172831 0.17295 0.677503 0.172832 ‐0.00455516 0.0237953 0.036646 0.0366597 0.036646
rs189247229 17203316 G A 0.000950281 0.00107776 0.278739 40424 0.212865 0.50842 0.175292 0.172698 0.677725 0.175452 0.220392 0.490045 0.202265 0.198742 0.202477
rs142523539 17296455 T G 0.000163324 0.000171368 0.130582 40424 0.824042 1.93822 0.180756 0.171207 0.679041 0.181817 0.217825 1.75085 0.015478 0.0152518 0.0154885
rs187357712 17174863 C A 0.000960031 0.00100107 0.315723 40424 0.203258 0.486621 0.174468 0.170086 0.680035 0.174888 0.0737929 0.461203 0.0256004 0.0253516 0.025609
c9_pos16863746 16873746 T C 0.0106153 0.0101856 0.944378 40424 0.036799 0.08903 0.170842 0.170037 0.680079 0.170859 ‐0.0104549 0.0848562 0.0151799 0.0152068 0.01518
rs985799 16987832 A T 0.200252 0.202644 0.966966 40424 ‐0.00912 0.022117 0.169898 0.170019 0.680095 0.169899 0.00021835 0.0211455 0.000106628 0.000106626 0.000106628
rs139754182 17281796 T C 0.0123253 0.0124879 0.718005 40424 0.038506 0.093571 0.169345 0.168621 0.68134 0.169358 0.0128409 0.0890496 0.0207933 0.0207555 0.0207935
rs10962980 17268451 G T 0.0484871 0.0518083 0.879737 40424 0.017392 0.042425 0.168047 0.167732 0.682135 0.168051 0.0117711 0.0406055 0.0840361 0.0839016 0.0840369
rs75599644 16758698 A G 0.000987022 0.000973931 0.487522 40424 0.168206 0.406513 0.171213 0.167723 0.682143 0.171395 ‐0.0328812 0.381565 0.00742605 0.00746001 0.00742647
rs10962804 16998002 A G 0.215845 0.222521 0.994449 40424 ‐0.00867 0.021201 0.167281 0.167388 0.682444 0.167282 0.0039048 0.0202641 0.0371315 0.0371178 0.0371316
rs10963055 17348412 C A 0.0487954 0.052076 0.853933 40424 0.017587 0.042965 0.167551 0.167233 0.682583 0.167554 0.0111036 0.0411041 0.0729726 0.0728631 0.0729732
rs200831135 16847395 GGGGC G 0.993875 0.993504 0.172844 40424 ‐0.10774 0.26333 0.167409 0.166408 0.683324 0.167439 ‐0.118859 0.250508 0.225125 0.223302 0.225176
rs76610943 16498687 C T 0.158072 0.151387 0.680313 40424 ‐0.01197 0.029373 0.166173 0.166341 0.683384 0.166175 ‐0.0462475 0.0278839 2.75086 2.7647 2.75122
rs10810738 17223492 G A 0.189346 0.190922 0.880855 40424 ‐0.00957 0.023499 0.165792 0.165921 0.683763 0.165793 ‐0.00925947 0.0224161 0.170628 0.170789 0.170629
rs200318909 16936103 GT G 0.00742528 0.00776591 0.774355 40424 0.046545 0.114225 0.166042 0.165224 0.684392 0.166063 0.0415728 0.10857 0.146622 0.145753 0.146637
rs185414934 16820378 C T 0.000876315 0.000937883 0.135487 40424 ‐0.30435 0.753474 0.163157 0.164953 0.684637 0.16332 ‐0.180438 0.740314 0.0594051 0.0598671 0.0594235
rs55873179 16604075 G T 0.00417356 0.00398264 0.387037 40424 ‐0.09053 0.224388 0.162759 0.164479 0.685066 0.162822 ‐0.0623668 0.213581 0.085267 0.0860327 0.0852832
rs142662025 16494867 T C 0.0217769 0.0225662 0.632083 40424 0.030219 0.074391 0.165016 0.164455 0.685088 0.165023 0.0511038 0.0705794 0.524266 0.520599 0.524347
rs71504836 17023788 G A 0.0343064 0.0344989 0.952298 40424 ‐0.01973 0.048742 0.163925 0.164324 0.685206 0.163929 ‐0.00149507 0.0467646 0.00102208 0.00102232 0.00102208
rs138308234 17091667 A G 0.000813501 0.000817548 0.392659 40424 ‐0.19448 0.483667 0.161673 0.164247 0.685276 0.161856 ‐0.0618979 0.465526 0.0176793 0.0177877 0.0176812
rs180675420 17183689 C T 0.00096084 0.0010009 0.314999 40424 0.199969 0.487329 0.168376 0.164204 0.685315 0.168767 0.0713642 0.461831 0.0238778 0.0236531 0.0238853
rs117001304 16908548 G A 0.00461673 0.00522514 0.539538 40424 0.067251 0.165617 0.164888 0.163925 0.685568 0.164916 0.215003 0.159167 1.82466 1.78218 1.82806
rs78578497 17396208 G T 0.0145016 0.0157167 0.268954 40424 0.05586 0.137645 0.164697 0.16391 0.685582 0.164715 0.155662 0.128768 1.46133 1.43864 1.46267
rs149962122 16709465 C T 0.00287749 0.0029532 0.220339 40424 0.144236 0.35432 0.165714 0.163299 0.686137 0.165802 0.00809491 0.32918 0.000604724 0.00060416 0.000604726
rs200554713 17340873 C T 0.0017532 0.00195045 0.122436 40424 0.233673 0.576234 0.164445 0.163206 0.686222 0.164488 0.739333 0.531362 1.93597 1.883 1.94493
rs4961438 17379995 C G 0.0142825 0.0154906 0.274305 40424 0.055495 0.137084 0.16388 0.163083 0.686334 0.163898 0.163479 0.128226 1.62544 1.59819 1.62719
rs10756759 16540446 T C 0.20756 0.205676 0.685691 40424 0.010578 0.026209 0.162906 0.162785 0.686605 0.162907 0.0164092 0.0248918 0.434575 0.433944 0.434583
rs111241841 17182424 T G 0.00397372 0.00356691 0.717181 40424 ‐0.06895 0.171604 0.161421 0.162739 0.686647 0.161458 ‐0.0507744 0.163343 0.0966244 0.0973784 0.0966382
rs149253867 16687203 AT A 0.455684 0.453295 0.322023 40424 0.012462 0.030962 0.162009 0.161983 0.687337 0.16201 0.00177357 0.0294226 0.00363358 0.00363346 0.00363358
rs78835144 17140075 A G 0.033409 0.0345797 0.797988 40424 0.021607 0.053659 0.162135 0.161744 0.687556 0.16214 0.0307394 0.0511413 0.361283 0.359704 0.361307
rs149364775 17342102 C T 0.00221087 0.00243364 0.556453 40424 0.09689 0.239966 0.163026 0.161469 0.687808 0.1631 0.289682 0.227378 1.62311 1.56365 1.63022
rs184999733 17091041 C T 0.00234493 0.00227644 0.242837 40424 0.147568 0.365455 0.163047 0.160492 0.688704 0.163162 ‐0.0766749 0.353385 0.0470771 0.0474822 0.0470866
rs140053810 17215903 G A 0.00612472 0.00640015 0.302234 40424 0.080209 0.199767 0.161211 0.160416 0.688774 0.161236 0.0307907 0.19072 0.0260643 0.0259973 0.0260649
rs10756852 16998004 C T 0.21582 0.222527 0.99445 40424 ‐0.00849 0.021201 0.160273 0.160374 0.688812 0.160274 0.00407462 0.0202638 0.0404326 0.0404171 0.0404327
rs10962440 16479222 T A 0.0114042 0.0127433 0.414266 40424 0.048919 0.12199 0.160806 0.160286 0.688893 0.160818 0.195589 0.116365 2.82516 2.77694 2.82841
rs191159660 16795410 G C 0.00357159 0.00381786 0.271619 40424 0.108592 0.270505 0.161154 0.159971 0.689183 0.161222 0.0295955 0.259295 0.0130276 0.012992 0.013028
rs10962463 16505873 T C 0.160256 0.153526 0.699286 40424 ‐0.0115 0.028775 0.159777 0.159935 0.689216 0.159778 ‐0.0439811 0.027323 2.59104 2.60368 2.59136
rs432048 17057642 C T 0.444217 0.451381 0.985431 40424 0.007077 0.017707 0.159751 0.159736 0.6894 0.159752 0.0167853 0.0169009 0.986364 0.986099 0.986387
rs192879065 16876251 G A 0.00126721 0.00134274 0.115262 40424 0.277521 0.692254 0.160717 0.158605 0.690444 0.16083 0.258886 0.660611 0.153577 0.15141 0.153699
rs73416338 17076981 C T 0.00759236 0.00801669 0.549405 40424 0.053304 0.133624 0.159131 0.158211 0.690809 0.159154 0.0783828 0.12719 0.379784 0.375638 0.379918
rs137859331 16998155 A C 0.00115717 0.00119057 0.257747 40424 0.198097 0.49511 0.160086 0.158169 0.690848 0.160172 0.248198 0.481431 0.265784 0.260979 0.265989
rs387621 17024177 T G 0.485669 0.480548 0.979256 40424 ‐0.00698 0.017556 0.158141 0.158146 0.690869 0.158142 ‐0.00965557 0.0167577 0.331993 0.332008 0.331995
rs189776215 16688012 G A 0.0116986 0.011601 0.663821 40424 ‐0.03987 0.100544 0.157247 0.15797 0.691032 0.157259 ‐0.0212158 0.0959327 0.0489087 0.0490557 0.0489099
rs186691182 17375721 A C 0.00113206 0.00108257 0.372653 40424 ‐0.17263 0.437972 0.155365 0.157842 0.691151 0.155479 ‐0.113192 0.427703 0.0700403 0.0708776 0.0700603
rs138913970 17152286 G T 0.0315166 0.0326148 0.803019 40424 0.021934 0.055213 0.157817 0.157427 0.691537 0.157822 0.034604 0.0525807 0.433112 0.430966 0.433147
rs76982071 16515297 G A 0.00259603 0.0027205 0.113908 40424 ‐0.19146 0.485095 0.155772 0.15711 0.691831 0.15591 0.114835 0.476675 0.0580363 0.0577042 0.0580493
rs183593293 17199307 T C 0.00113746 0.00121773 0.306488 40424 0.179984 0.451039 0.159236 0.15706 0.691878 0.159368 0.293853 0.426597 0.474487 0.461511 0.475757
rs188291518 16690158 G A 0.00165571 0.00149913 0.533701 40424 0.125271 0.313734 0.159431 0.156837 0.692085 0.159538 ‐0.0962397 0.290333 0.109879 0.111574 0.10994
rs75571120 17160204 C T 0.0313804 0.0324433 0.807255 40424 0.021871 0.055209 0.156935 0.156548 0.692355 0.15694 0.0335678 0.0525701 0.407725 0.405762 0.407757
rs186184936 17034013 G C 0.00313496 0.00330307 0.438971 40424 0.089766 0.226049 0.157697 0.156374 0.692517 0.157745 0.0938104 0.21994 0.181925 0.180006 0.181989
rs112673862 17151862 C T 0.0313193 0.0323863 0.806612 40424 0.02187 0.05527 0.156571 0.156185 0.692693 0.156576 0.0341657 0.052631 0.421404 0.41934 0.421438
rs181121078 16944712 C T 0.00264184 0.00267961 0.251983 40424 0.132372 0.333664 0.157387 0.156025 0.692843 0.15745 0.0813375 0.31958 0.0647775 0.0643156 0.0647872
rs34950291 16506000 C G 0.0256641 0.0268262 0.565384 40424 0.028746 0.07267 0.156476 0.155981 0.692884 0.156482 0.0618393 0.0687688 0.808621 0.801981 0.808798
rs187222430 17261098 T C 0.00162 0.00185431 0.211611 40424 0.17079 0.431452 0.156697 0.155636 0.693207 0.156791 0.573007 0.418429 1.87533 1.81035 1.8863
rs117425426 16954969 G A 0.00612505 0.00646995 0.592962 40424 0.05601 0.141602 0.156458 0.155615 0.693226 0.156483 0.0358178 0.135226 0.0701583 0.0698569 0.0701631
rs74858161 17007833 G C 0.000283119 0.000304434 0.195349 40424 0.44017 1.1022 0.159486 0.155595 0.693245 0.160421 0.328533 1.0634 0.0954482 0.0928698 0.0957243
rs10963033 17322582 C T 0.0483978 0.0516519 0.85163 40424 0.017 0.043164 0.155115 0.154832 0.69396 0.155118 0.0110761 0.0412979 0.0719308 0.0718236 0.0719314
rs5896730 17025695 G GT 0.487777 0.48278 0.989157 40424 ‐0.00686 0.017469 0.154196 0.1542 0.694554 0.154196 ‐0.00931777 0.0166766 0.312183 0.312196 0.312185
rs117089163 17299725 T G 0.0004737 0.000501829 0.146116 40424 0.399093 1.00705 0.157054 0.153997 0.694745 0.15759 0.464373 0.948519 0.239686 0.232624 0.240698
rs142258053 17158318 A G 0.000384419 0.000385014 0.115599 40424 ‐0.48399 1.25035 0.149833 0.153952 0.694787 0.150292 0.120886 1.2439 0.00944458 0.00937151 0.00944618
rs111966317 17059919 C G 0.00421393 0.00378773 0.751336 40424 ‐0.06352 0.162692 0.152441 0.153619 0.695101 0.152473 ‐0.045417 0.154748 0.0861361 0.0867532 0.0861465
rs263583 17040154 A G 0.457423 0.452933 0.998583 40424 ‐0.00686 0.017512 0.153539 0.153552 0.695164 0.153539 ‐0.00828499 0.0167195 0.245549 0.24558 0.24555
rs181352537 17239338 A G 0.00135326 0.00139469 0.186435 40424 ‐0.2156 0.55409 0.151405 0.153287 0.695414 0.151489 ‐0.0175419 0.521589 0.00113109 0.00113247 0.0011311
rs189897981 16924308 A T 0.000804863 0.000792628 0.310076 40424 0.21758 0.55216 0.155278 0.153075 0.695614 0.155418 0.0673104 0.532635 0.01597 0.0158774 0.0159715
rs12002953 16745743 C T 0.00967725 0.0106617 0.37838 40424 ‐0.05376 0.137657 0.152523 0.153054 0.695634 0.152538 0.084373 0.132315 0.406619 0.403897 0.406713
rs10963029 17318471 A C 0.048417 0.0516606 0.8529 40424 0.016874 0.043124 0.153112 0.152835 0.695841 0.153115 0.0107418 0.0412587 0.067784 0.0676859 0.0677845
rs9644816 17374092 C A 0.048021 0.0512749 0.839269 40424 0.017048 0.04364 0.152607 0.152329 0.69632 0.15261 0.0114625 0.0417578 0.0753505 0.0752349 0.0753511
rs113626795 17132530 A T 0.00415576 0.00373964 0.736551 40424 ‐0.06424 0.165497 0.150667 0.151834 0.696789 0.150699 ‐0.0468241 0.157419 0.0884758 0.0891233 0.0884869
rs151008532 16425599 T G 0.000885059 0.000972841 0.164862 40424 0.260375 0.664565 0.153506 0.151578 0.697032 0.153706 0.39153 0.643853 0.369791 0.361129 0.370911
rs73416340 17078739 G T 0.00749207 0.00792411 0.556436 40424 0.052162 0.133609 0.152419 0.151554 0.697055 0.152441 0.08042 0.127147 0.400054 0.395569 0.400203
rs73416328 17064154 C T 0.00917616 0.0095534 0.570659 40424 0.046472 0.119474 0.1513 0.150539 0.698021 0.151317 0.0760561 0.113973 0.445308 0.440611 0.445455
rs138972324 17055947 G T 0.00709777 0.00748395 0.609503 40424 0.050875 0.130931 0.150978 0.150128 0.698413 0.151 0.0723786 0.124719 0.336788 0.333299 0.336896
rs183151762 16693077 G A 0.00446284 0.00407899 0.540625 40424 ‐0.0723 0.187613 0.148499 0.149896 0.698635 0.14853 ‐0.147095 0.177112 0.689763 0.705205 0.690574
rs138094392 17210186 T C 0.0101821 0.0106616 0.27568 40424 ‐0.06356 0.165213 0.148017 0.148923 0.699567 0.148038 0.0389557 0.154959 0.063199 0.0629191 0.0632027
rs187702090 16620888 T G 0.00129965 0.00127738 0.212169 40424 0.20296 0.521829 0.151275 0.148219 0.700243 0.151454 ‐0.0661063 0.509187 0.0168551 0.0169729 0.0168574
rs431528 17025267 T G 0.488022 0.483069 0.987883 40424 ‐0.00671 0.017474 0.147563 0.147567 0.700871 0.147564 ‐0.0091186 0.0166812 0.298816 0.298828 0.298818
rs116978165 16571948 G T 0.00114076 0.00114514 0.139504 40424 0.264014 0.684491 0.148771 0.147074 0.701347 0.148888 0.163143 0.654924 0.062052 0.0614711 0.062069
rs74773263 17328594 A G 0.0483596 0.0515769 0.84928 40424 0.016565 0.043258 0.146634 0.146374 0.702025 0.146637 0.0103047 0.0413867 0.0619942 0.0619083 0.0619947
rs10963037 17328386 G A 0.0483598 0.051577 0.849282 40424 0.01656 0.043258 0.146556 0.146296 0.7021 0.146559 0.0103007 0.0413865 0.0619462 0.0618604 0.0619467
rs2020320 16987693 G C 0.443299 0.45057 0.945949 40424 0.006859 0.017935 0.146244 0.146231 0.702163 0.146245 0.0147317 0.017158 0.737178 0.736983 0.737191
rs181205185 16550256 T G 0.00623104 0.0063079 0.357467 40424 0.071286 0.185904 0.147037 0.146169 0.702224 0.147059 0.00758956 0.175901 0.00186165 0.00186018 0.00186165
rs188005210 17245898 C G 0.00205135 0.00199621 0.319216 40424 ‐0.13135 0.346092 0.144031 0.145432 0.702939 0.14409 ‐0.0922424 0.333422 0.076537 0.0772261 0.0765525
rs75637523 17157541 C T 0.0328757 0.0341209 0.783258 40424 0.020893 0.054731 0.145723 0.145382 0.702988 0.145727 0.0362401 0.0521211 0.483451 0.480961 0.483495
rs145094744 16717512 T A 0.00292278 0.0030307 0.242993 40424 0.122349 0.320064 0.146126 0.144909 0.703449 0.146189 ‐0.065657 0.30732 0.0456435 0.045918 0.0456495
rs80027934 17328959 G A 0.0483547 0.0515676 0.848979 40424 0.016484 0.04327 0.145129 0.144873 0.703484 0.145132 0.0102136 0.0413983 0.0608689 0.0607852 0.0608693
rs148636294 17314707 C G 0.00117096 0.00124248 0.169329 40424 0.233706 0.611388 0.146118 0.144547 0.703802 0.14624 0.437594 0.566466 0.596754 0.578867 0.59868
rs77562772 17341675 G A 0.049121 0.0524157 0.852545 40424 0.01627 0.042854 0.144143 0.14389 0.704444 0.144145 0.0103402 0.0410001 0.0636043 0.0635157 0.0636048
rs189173227 17079713 C T 0.000921935 0.000917738 0.100708 40424 ‐0.35018 0.931309 0.141381 0.143625 0.704704 0.141517 ‐0.177789 0.877482 0.0410519 0.0414551 0.0410622
rs76481743 17195359 G C 0.00487928 0.00546581 0.263103 40424 0.086834 0.228498 0.144415 0.143558 0.704769 0.144457 0.172299 0.218827 0.619964 0.610887 0.620641
rs77071787 17330435 C T 0.0483442 0.0515486 0.84816 40424 0.016392 0.0433 0.14331 0.143058 0.70526 0.143312 0.010062 0.0414264 0.0589945 0.0589146 0.0589949
rs1930642 17315478 T G 0.0486092 0.0518611 0.867672 40424 0.016138 0.042675 0.143013 0.142764 0.705549 0.143016 0.0102632 0.0408354 0.0631677 0.0630799 0.0631682
rs10963058 17351580 T C 0.0485613 0.0518009 0.848626 40424 0.016329 0.043188 0.142954 0.142703 0.705609 0.142957 0.0103853 0.0413233 0.063161 0.0630727 0.0631615
rs182531119 17407454 C T 0.00246486 0.0024078 0.237464 40424 0.137182 0.360734 0.144617 0.142639 0.705671 0.144693 ‐0.0585738 0.347231 0.0284558 0.0286313 0.0284588
rs56305634 17097790 G T 0.00738038 0.00779303 0.546195 40424 0.051461 0.136003 0.143171 0.142376 0.70593 0.143191 0.0800131 0.129458 0.382002 0.377773 0.382141
rs186796993 17014566 T C 0.00050039 0.000603951 0.646584 40424 ‐0.16275 0.436069 0.139299 0.1416 0.706696 0.139465 ‐0.162418 0.43343 0.14042 0.142844 0.140586
rs145612330 16432491 T A 0.0160463 0.0156409 0.540984 40424 ‐0.03606 0.096201 0.140535 0.141075 0.707215 0.140542 ‐0.0584663 0.0914281 0.408933 0.412065 0.408997
rs138974074 16753954 C T 0.000850041 0.000947137 0.169974 40424 0.260511 0.6916 0.141887 0.140655 0.707631 0.141978 0.378706 0.663328 0.325948 0.319913 0.326333
rs184497829 17013466 T C 0.0005019 0.000605433 0.646046 40424 ‐0.16167 0.435595 0.137742 0.140001 0.70828 0.137904 ‐0.162057 0.432998 0.140076 0.142488 0.140241
rs10963082 17401898 C G 0.115449 0.11903 0.874815 40424 0.010776 0.028879 0.139238 0.139095 0.709182 0.139239 0.0136294 0.0275152 0.245362 0.244951 0.245366
rs185810944 17298291 C T 0.000419363 0.000503539 0.264764 40424 0.274103 0.727418 0.141991 0.138891 0.709386 0.142422 0.731832 0.706139 1.07409 1.01132 1.10112
rs139297724 17300487 G T 0.00228116 0.0024944 0.560585 40424 0.08804 0.235703 0.13952 0.138288 0.709989 0.139573 0.274675 0.223635 1.50854 1.45518 1.51464
rs140438154 17301356 A G 0.00228114 0.00249431 0.560574 40424 0.088006 0.23571 0.139402 0.138172 0.710105 0.139456 0.274644 0.223641 1.50813 1.45478 1.51422
rs10756755 16513373 C T 0.162419 0.160425 0.6812 40424 0.010735 0.02888 0.138175 0.138055 0.710222 0.138176 0.0162567 0.0274382 0.351039 0.350459 0.351044
rs149493980 17353942 G A 0.0485467 0.0517778 0.847608 40424 0.016061 0.043218 0.138102 0.137863 0.710415 0.138104 0.0102047 0.041354 0.0608923 0.0608086 0.0608927
rs192033249 16693645 T C 0.000464842 0.00047341 0.144025 40424 ‐0.39414 1.06974 0.135752 0.137857 0.710421 0.13587 ‐0.318154 1.03394 0.0946856 0.0961796 0.0947507
rs150202945 17124615 G C 0.000373378 0.000349188 0.168764 40424 ‐0.45482 1.25566 0.131199 0.137252 0.711028 0.131548 ‐0.157024 1.14613 0.0187699 0.019078 0.0187782
rs4961492 16520958 A G 0.322402 0.311577 0.802463 40424 ‐0.00778 0.021052 0.136685 0.136731 0.711553 0.136685 ‐0.0224979 0.0199843 1.26737 1.26903 1.26742
rs10963051 17345534 T G 0.0485922 0.0518108 0.850843 40424 0.015927 0.043121 0.136426 0.136193 0.712095 0.136429 0.00969457 0.0412592 0.0552098 0.0551376 0.0552101
rs79325352 16975800 G A 0.00967419 0.00972198 0.814665 40424 0.036658 0.099213 0.13652 0.135961 0.71233 0.13653 0.0598056 0.0941875 0.403179 0.39954 0.403273
rs10963038 17330091 C A 0.0487207 0.0519566 0.852338 40424 0.015846 0.043029 0.135623 0.135392 0.712906 0.135626 0.00966394 0.0411721 0.0550937 0.0550219 0.0550941
rs150967203 16876206 G A 0.00579399 0.0056536 0.240791 40424 ‐0.08781 0.239509 0.134407 0.135276 0.713023 0.134427 ‐0.176291 0.22948 0.59016 0.599456 0.590521
rs117292419 16983670 A C 0.00952864 0.00957666 0.807715 40424 0.037012 0.100456 0.135751 0.135188 0.713112 0.135761 0.0607541 0.0953087 0.406336 0.402629 0.406433
rs187750393 16929051 A G 0.00330797 0.00335823 0.454125 40424 0.081869 0.223069 0.134698 0.133676 0.714651 0.134732 0.0868676 0.213087 0.166189 0.164497 0.16624
rs142651824 17197812 C A 0.0017929 0.00179746 0.193368 40424 ‐0.17268 0.475651 0.131797 0.133111 0.715228 0.131846 ‐0.0408751 0.449294 0.00827669 0.00830126 0.00827691
rs147837829 16884206 G A 0.00633103 0.00615132 0.343632 40424 ‐0.06974 0.192133 0.131738 0.132566 0.715786 0.131759 ‐0.113595 0.183491 0.383255 0.388339 0.383427
rs10114087 17407202 C T 0.0186275 0.020437 0.252009 40424 0.045516 0.124802 0.133008 0.132538 0.715815 0.133016 0.179899 0.116603 2.38035 2.34149 2.38295
rs71504855 17306864 A C 0.0524226 0.0514627 0.480865 40424 0.020777 0.057116 0.132322 0.132088 0.716277 0.132324 ‐0.0187888 0.0542371 0.120007 0.120252 0.120009
rs148325376 17216639 A G 0.00432912 0.00422307 0.286923 40424 0.091721 0.251474 0.13303 0.132077 0.716288 0.133053 ‐0.0663639 0.239524 0.0767655 0.0772548 0.0767742
rs146240242 17322629 A G 0.00260162 0.00253127 0.324899 40424 ‐0.11172 0.30862 0.131039 0.13202 0.716347 0.131069 ‐0.0755304 0.292632 0.0666195 0.067063 0.0666269
rs147064134 17375380 A G 0.000767322 0.000923995 0.141837 40424 0.275513 0.756172 0.132752 0.131496 0.716886 0.132848 0.594277 0.732819 0.657634 0.642074 0.65955
rs11999316 16758103 C T 0.00816421 0.00935145 0.29243 40424 0.060543 0.167265 0.131014 0.130565 0.717847 0.131026 0.233475 0.160076 2.12728 2.09401 2.13044
rs430616 17057490 G A 0.454154 0.4607 0.979587 40424 0.006373 0.017656 0.130311 0.130301 0.71812 0.130311 0.0145172 0.0168482 0.742428 0.742284 0.742441
rs186023925 16918538 C T 0.00145452 0.00156163 0.217019 40424 0.172523 0.475962 0.131386 0.129919 0.718516 0.13146 0.375666 0.44838 0.701958 0.680985 0.704156
rs146783359 16917720 C T 0.0149632 0.0147303 0.782329 40424 ‐0.02942 0.081829 0.129261 0.129728 0.718714 0.129267 ‐0.0582331 0.0779162 0.558578 0.56371 0.558707
rs78544557 16750716 C A 0.00562346 0.00619825 0.269137 40424 0.077019 0.213471 0.130172 0.129652 0.718793 0.130188 0.287674 0.204065 1.98731 1.94969 1.99074
rs62558996 17385296 C G 0.210392 0.213924 0.84301 40424 ‐0.00834 0.023212 0.129244 0.129323 0.719135 0.129245 0.00533861 0.0221404 0.0581416 0.0581131 0.0581417
rs77293619 17192916 C G 0.00975657 0.010246 0.269385 40424 ‐0.06117 0.170597 0.128569 0.1293 0.719159 0.128585 0.0554054 0.159785 0.120235 0.119504 0.120248
rs10962674 16900277 A G 0.0138809 0.0137041 0.928262 40424 0.027917 0.077574 0.129508 0.129049 0.71942 0.129515 ‐0.0266183 0.0742865 0.128393 0.128952 0.1284
rs62559022 17398056 A G 0.212899 0.216541 0.838649 40424 ‐0.0083 0.023173 0.12836 0.128437 0.720058 0.128361 0.00565062 0.0221024 0.06536 0.0653265 0.0653602
rs183155449 16826371 A C 0.00267336 0.0025391 0.598575 40424 ‐0.07843 0.220893 0.126058 0.127255 0.721295 0.126102 0.00722994 0.2117 0.00116635 0.00116505 0.00116635
rs193064774 17291865 C T 0.000985413 0.00101376 0.294512 40424 0.18071 0.500969 0.130119 0.127097 0.721461 0.130364 0.0320804 0.475851 0.00454505 0.00452539 0.00454533
rs187988729 16419743 G C 0.00395306 0.00391669 0.251499 40424 ‐0.09921 0.280001 0.125541 0.126303 0.722296 0.125558 ‐0.0117475 0.264767 0.00196862 0.00197035 0.00196862
rs187866368 16470140 C T 0.00310586 0.00296344 0.24174 40424 0.117197 0.328512 0.127271 0.126047 0.722566 0.127306 ‐0.0890254 0.311186 0.0818443 0.0825534 0.0818606
rs141252320 17123017 G A 0.000382295 0.000415279 0.131713 40424 0.441166 1.23269 0.128085 0.125942 0.722677 0.128187 0.798308 1.10032 0.526379 0.507279 0.529581
rs7869173 16480911 C T 0.0586838 0.058701 0.849482 40424 ‐0.01433 0.040403 0.125737 0.125938 0.722681 0.125738 ‐0.00612294 0.0385205 0.025266 0.0252875 0.0252661
rs184144872 16707507 T C 0.00290778 0.00297821 0.226573 40424 0.124435 0.348588 0.127427 0.125799 0.722828 0.127479 ‐0.00195731 0.323902 3.65169E‐05 3.65252E‐05 3.65169E‐05
rs146529643 16788379 G A 0.00887857 0.00878862 0.420041 40424 ‐0.05062 0.143188 0.124959 0.125495 0.723149 0.124971 ‐0.109566 0.137703 0.633088 0.640577 0.633368
rs729330 16485863 A C 0.0607775 0.060802 0.8129 40424 ‐0.01435 0.040574 0.125164 0.125363 0.723289 0.125166 ‐0.00532745 0.0386698 0.01898 0.0189939 0.01898
rs148713853 17080096 C T 0.00112333 0.00116135 0.345498 40424 0.15417 0.432219 0.127231 0.124874 0.723807 0.127389 0.00138716 0.413891 1.12326E‐05 1.12301E‐05 1.12326E‐05
rs144884309 16926156 C G 0.00020955 0.000103143 0.67651 40424 ‐0.36719 1.08004 0.115586 0.12477 0.723918 0.116489 ‐1.05862 1.0631 0.991585 1.25847 1.05699
rs149894166 17291853 C G 0.000625352 0.000656961 0.279438 40424 0.235492 0.661736 0.126644 0.124548 0.724153 0.126816 0.191499 0.618171 0.0959654 0.094158 0.0960591
rs186799025 17129218 C T 0.000685543 0.000645608 0.119538 40424 0.368257 1.03287 0.127118 0.12445 0.724257 0.127175 ‐0.653719 0.989611 0.436368 0.455388 0.437846
rs143867260 17346963 G A 0.000592351 0.000616155 0.178162 40424 0.306608 0.862988 0.126229 0.124333 0.724382 0.126352 0.316787 0.788514 0.161404 0.15797 0.16163
rs145269462 17155285 C T 0.000481612 0.000557249 0.210802 40424 0.28193 0.796437 0.125309 0.123745 0.725008 0.125489 0.594291 0.753491 0.622074 0.599662 0.626856
rs185986334 17391056 C T 0.000137948 0.000181567 0.162555 40424 0.564908 1.60156 0.124414 0.123121 0.725674 0.124877 0.740482 1.55918 0.225545 0.218425 0.226933
rs143568086 16920788 T C 0.00742067 0.00775136 0.446061 40424 0.052765 0.150197 0.123415 0.122965 0.725841 0.123423 0.00338669 0.143071 0.000560336 0.000560164 0.000560336
rs140785127 16698726 C T 0.000785309 0.000839803 0.146334 40424 0.25373 0.720816 0.123906 0.122296 0.726558 0.125048 0.32636 0.707298 0.212907 0.205858 0.215328
rs13301531 16438433 A T 0.265119 0.258757 0.922821 40424 ‐0.00723 0.02068 0.122096 0.12215 0.726714 0.122096 ‐0.0189336 0.0197107 0.922704 0.924101 0.922729
rs76148089 16664823 A G 0.0268666 0.0271472 0.344276 40424 ‐0.03254 0.093435 0.121279 0.121677 0.727223 0.121284 ‐0.0189889 0.0878913 0.0466778 0.0467818 0.0466785
rs148288551 17042635 C T 0.00202014 0.00223205 0.551389 40424 ‐0.08793 0.25341 0.120402 0.121435 0.727483 0.120448 0.159899 0.240639 0.441531 0.43244 0.442116
rs187709642 16642648 C T 0.00186399 0.00191821 0.139381 40424 0.194954 0.557273 0.122385 0.121232 0.727702 0.122423 ‐0.257536 0.526562 0.239209 0.243182 0.239357
rs144509318 16752156 G C 0.00113106 0.00147477 0.484108 40424 ‐0.11478 0.331351 0.11999 0.120851 0.728113 0.120046 ‐0.0509743 0.32404 0.024746 0.0248345 0.0247484
rs148196238 16765250 C A 0.00105601 0.00110958 0.1299 40424 ‐0.25764 0.744973 0.119605 0.120672 0.728307 0.11965 ‐0.168356 0.709726 0.0562696 0.0566662 0.0562778
rs149627425 17193500 TA T 0.00489314 0.00547489 0.266266 40424 0.078961 0.226748 0.121266 0.120602 0.728382 0.121296 0.164876 0.217375 0.575301 0.567129 0.575884
rs78336023 17346029 A T 0.0141556 0.0153196 0.277766 40424 0.047634 0.136971 0.12094 0.120426 0.728573 0.12095 0.153126 0.12814 1.42799 1.40521 1.42936
rs116907689 16482784 C T 0.00293667 0.00279027 0.329749 40424 ‐0.09871 0.285683 0.119387 0.120302 0.728707 0.119413 ‐0.159831 0.275798 0.335843 0.341007 0.336042
rs140026827 17076455 T C 0.00104976 0.00110689 0.127248 40424 0.274327 0.787319 0.121404 0.120151 0.728871 0.12144 0.302196 0.698093 0.187392 0.184354 0.187559
rs150209715 17320116 C T 0.0015347 0.00155447 0.109051 40424 0.234188 0.673128 0.121042 0.120128 0.728896 0.121094 0.160498 0.639529 0.0629825 0.0625166 0.062993
rs2632542 17023857 A G 0.487852 0.48297 0.982742 40424 ‐0.00606 0.017503 0.120028 0.12003 0.729002 0.120028 ‐0.00864808 0.0167093 0.267869 0.267878 0.267871
rs10962472 16520681 T C 0.195836 0.193384 0.697434 40424 0.009208 0.026587 0.119943 0.119864 0.729182 0.119943 0.0112476 0.0252458 0.198492 0.198288 0.198493
rs185771488 16465753 T C 0.00658333 0.0064036 0.352777 40424 ‐0.06383 0.185011 0.119024 0.119781 0.729272 0.119037 ‐0.0272941 0.174759 0.0243925 0.0244706 0.0243931
rs147796269 17120923 G T 0.00126998 0.00122442 0.144787 40424 0.230713 0.662991 0.121096 0.119688 0.729373 0.121153 ‐0.0887853 0.628342 0.0199659 0.0200823 0.0199676
rs185150139 17361761 A C 0.00112573 0.00120268 0.140908 40424 0.234658 0.676892 0.12018 0.118706 0.730442 0.120268 0.26403 0.634886 0.172948 0.170173 0.17313
rs200782406 17095269 TATATATA T 0.0138958 0.0136802 0.254229 40424 ‐0.05156 0.150277 0.117728 0.118221 0.730972 0.117736 ‐0.0716979 0.1435 0.249637 0.251475 0.249673
rs113163943 16572687 T C 0.00561576 0.00621317 0.144141 40424 0.101925 0.296248 0.118374 0.117693 0.73155 0.118395 0.327739 0.278504 1.38482 1.35689 1.38785
rs191797798 16704101 A T 0.001444 0.00146873 0.104209 40424 ‐0.24156 0.709353 0.115968 0.117081 0.732222 0.116005 0.0420152 0.667713 0.00395944 0.00395185 0.00395949
rs4961558 17400622 G A 0.0150844 0.0163266 0.264343 40424 0.046645 0.136222 0.117251 0.116791 0.732541 0.11726 0.152381 0.127366 1.43139 1.40996 1.43261
rs113491401 16867528 G A 0.00116609 0.0012295 0.175666 40424 0.196919 0.572924 0.118136 0.116508 0.732853 0.118236 0.319425 0.55678 0.329133 0.321159 0.32995
rs142871143 17224988 CCTAT C 0.0364371 0.0377021 0.787402 40424 ‐0.01781 0.052386 0.11553 0.115749 0.733692 0.115532 ‐0.0299704 0.0500172 0.359044 0.360486 0.359063
rs62540632 16482325 A G 0.0567989 0.0566076 0.841383 40424 ‐0.01401 0.041252 0.115405 0.115586 0.733872 0.115406 ‐0.00810224 0.0393247 0.0424502 0.0424981 0.0424504
0 16902149 A AT 0.00156253 0.00160017 0.146533 40424 ‐0.19582 0.581811 0.113274 0.115084 0.734429 0.113351 ‐0.214912 0.5528 0.151142 0.154033 0.151305
rs116989016 17225177 G A 0.036437 0.0377044 0.787401 40424 ‐0.01775 0.052385 0.114782 0.114999 0.734523 0.114784 ‐0.0298871 0.0500159 0.357069 0.3585 0.357089
rs188767889 16653182 T C 0.000308305 0.000295691 0.185672 40424 ‐0.4003 1.21134 0.109205 0.114339 0.735257 0.109796 ‐0.203154 1.17061 0.030118 0.0308453 0.0301535
rs150117071 16572808 A T 0.000576998 0.000585028 0.16532 40424 0.303849 0.893707 0.115591 0.113482 0.736214 0.115707 0.112332 0.850138 0.0174593 0.017324 0.0174626
rs943750 16486142 T C 0.061039 0.0611671 0.809536 40424 ‐0.01359 0.040561 0.112219 0.112388 0.737442 0.112221 ‐0.00404601 0.0386571 0.0109546 0.0109606 0.0109546
rs150122325 17238607 C T 0.000473072 0.000548341 0.213011 40424 0.268947 0.799711 0.113101 0.111747 0.738164 0.11325 0.596183 0.755894 0.622066 0.599604 0.626906
rs184283686 17341793 G A 0.00112872 0.00120429 0.140936 40424 0.227491 0.676483 0.113087 0.111739 0.738173 0.113164 0.256742 0.634544 0.163708 0.161148 0.16387
rs139594224 16526440 G T 0.00430845 0.00463158 0.119748 40424 0.123911 0.369936 0.112193 0.111697 0.73822 0.112207 0.48416 0.352423 1.88734 1.84609 1.89118
rs146519656 16490251 C T 0.00468686 0.0047329 0.130292 40424 0.119587 0.357067 0.112168 0.111434 0.738517 0.112184 0.0343101 0.335073 0.0104849 0.0104622 0.0104851
rs201984084 16444454 T TG 0.0211054 0.0210102 0.481321 40424 ‐0.02904 0.087195 0.11089 0.111222 0.738757 0.110894 0.00926981 0.0833967 0.012355 0.0123405 0.0123551
rs139238851 17158343 GTTTTC G 0.0305093 0.0314177 0.826933 40424 0.018467 0.055349 0.111322 0.111089 0.738908 0.111325 0.0296609 0.052723 0.316496 0.315142 0.316516
rs10962716 16930636 C T 0.750731 0.743329 0.985307 40424 0.006668 0.020038 0.110744 0.110795 0.739241 0.110745 ‐0.00397663 0.0191575 0.0430875 0.0430729 0.0430876
rs144532434 16658981 C T 0.00100473 0.000982834 0.115265 40424 ‐0.27522 0.835086 0.108619 0.110219 0.739895 0.108714 ‐0.304037 0.797985 0.145165 0.148077 0.145308
rs7860831 16476945 T G 0.25521 0.248809 0.783924 40424 ‐0.00755 0.02276 0.110039 0.110091 0.740041 0.110039 ‐0.02457 0.0216457 1.28845 1.29098 1.2885
rs142101880 16893594 A G 0.00112448 0.00110231 0.257393 40424 ‐0.16945 0.513874 0.108732 0.109998 0.740146 0.10879 ‐0.128602 0.498294 0.0666078 0.0673048 0.0666262
rs183405904 17310626 T C 0.00152572 0.00158792 0.138943 40424 0.197176 0.592221 0.110852 0.109983 0.740163 0.110912 0.280622 0.555445 0.255247 0.251222 0.255512
rs149032363 16715422 T C 0.0011372 0.0014876 0.462475 40424 ‐0.1111 0.33619 0.109203 0.109927 0.740227 0.109252 ‐0.0401315 0.329511 0.0148331 0.0148729 0.0148339
rs184613338 17112885 T C 0.00558669 0.00496571 0.798354 40424 ‐0.04589 0.139024 0.108962 0.109626 0.74057 0.108977 ‐0.108319 0.131186 0.681761 0.694759 0.682337
rs199603519 17192494 CA C 0.00469497 0.00526186 0.275339 40424 0.075368 0.227371 0.109877 0.109296 0.740947 0.109902 0.161009 0.218136 0.544811 0.537151 0.545347
rs7855555 17232333 A T 0.0642204 0.0675063 0.691427 40424 0.013949 0.042179 0.109367 0.109212 0.741043 0.109368 0.0400041 0.0401596 0.992269 0.987213 0.99237
rs139749605 16740217 C A 0.00112889 0.00147706 0.48334 40424 ‐0.10885 0.331483 0.107819 0.108548 0.741803 0.107865 ‐0.0441514 0.324166 0.0185504 0.0186075 0.0185518
rs78615495 17275690 T A 0.0491307 0.0523631 0.890231 40424 0.013779 0.041948 0.107906 0.107744 0.742727 0.107908 0.00825435 0.0401526 0.0422608 0.0422129 0.042261
rs10810581 16645894 A G 0.433935 0.426692 0.729095 40424 ‐0.00676 0.020658 0.10721 0.107221 0.74333 0.10721 ‐0.0113883 0.0196363 0.336355 0.336435 0.336358
rs10962990 17272441 G T 0.0491266 0.0523533 0.890139 40424 0.013744 0.041954 0.107311 0.10715 0.743412 0.107312 0.00810594 0.0401582 0.0407436 0.0406983 0.0407438
rs78699641 17206137 G T 0.00983933 0.010349 0.276899 40424 ‐0.05459 0.167284 0.106481 0.107037 0.743543 0.106492 0.057961 0.156767 0.136698 0.135805 0.136717
rs10810701 16978151 T A 0.0726861 0.0739951 0.593677 40424 0.014275 0.043657 0.106924 0.106787 0.743832 0.106925 0.0137783 0.0414768 0.110352 0.110178 0.110353
rs201416517 17017638 AC A 0.000841651 0.000864603 0.110909 40424 ‐0.29022 0.894685 0.105225 0.106755 0.743869 0.105345 ‐0.0124295 0.858949 0.000209399 0.000209555 0.000209399
rs10810742 17270172 C A 0.0491178 0.0523364 0.890143 40424 0.013718 0.04196 0.106883 0.106723 0.743906 0.106884 0.00792046 0.0401635 0.03889 0.0388477 0.0388902
rs181506520 17170020 C A 0.00258023 0.00291128 0.340777 40424 0.091565 0.279635 0.10722 0.106512 0.744151 0.107248 0.146661 0.267369 0.300888 0.29687 0.301098
rs146397704 16577106 T C 0.00522962 0.00496644 0.31868 40424 ‐0.07299 0.224501 0.105702 0.106425 0.744252 0.105718 ‐0.137402 0.212894 0.416543 0.423403 0.416801
rs184039798 17194577 A G 0.00478618 0.00534502 0.263337 40424 0.075458 0.230884 0.106812 0.10625 0.744455 0.106836 0.161422 0.221174 0.532666 0.525258 0.533182
rs74692177 16449253 G A 0.0213496 0.0206436 0.618979 40424 ‐0.02515 0.077384 0.105598 0.105898 0.744863 0.105601 ‐0.0103126 0.0737535 0.0195511 0.0195803 0.0195512
rs77677727 16449254 C A 0.0213496 0.0206437 0.618979 40424 ‐0.02514 0.077384 0.105558 0.105858 0.74491 0.105562 ‐0.0103043 0.0737534 0.0195195 0.0195487 0.0195197
rs187138959 17106813 T G 0.000426648 0.000391862 0.183992 40424 0.343301 1.04133 0.108687 0.105682 0.745115 0.10886 ‐0.376862 1.00673 0.140133 0.14484 0.140452
rs139263288 16482665 ACTT A 0.0581483 0.0581514 0.841454 40424 ‐0.01324 0.040768 0.105446 0.105602 0.745208 0.105447 ‐0.00646815 0.0388628 0.0277008 0.0277256 0.0277009
rs7037191 17167963 T C 0.0333331 0.0341876 0.781437 40424 0.01771 0.054656 0.10499 0.104782 0.746165 0.104992 0.0247937 0.0520732 0.226701 0.2259 0.226711
rs145238828 17401002 C T 0.00261292 0.00255112 0.319678 40424 ‐0.09992 0.310001 0.103895 0.104583 0.746398 0.103914 ‐0.0668147 0.293851 0.0516999 0.0520018 0.0517044
rs10756839 16927559 G A 0.888554 0.883901 0.94479 40424 ‐0.00899 0.027903 0.103868 0.103774 0.747347 0.103869 ‐0.0103619 0.0266795 0.150842 0.150639 0.150843
rs11560477 17240603 A T 0.049121 0.0523431 0.888044 40424 0.013519 0.042001 0.103606 0.103453 0.747725 0.103607 0.00789773 0.0402038 0.0385896 0.0385478 0.0385898
rs185985706 16712601 A C 0.00146273 0.00149733 0.129114 40424 0.20271 0.629065 0.103839 0.102936 0.748334 0.103867 0.314936 0.5984 0.276989 0.272752 0.277191
0 16660851 G GT 0.216444 0.212998 0.432505 40424 ‐0.01038 0.032388 0.102707 0.102767 0.748534 0.102707 ‐0.0163231 0.0308439 0.280071 0.28039 0.280074
rs144456890 16689995 C T 0.00287687 0.00299643 0.220496 40424 0.108673 0.337959 0.103399 0.102659 0.748662 0.103431 ‐0.0604301 0.324787 0.0346186 0.0348044 0.0346222
rs7861010 16804082 A G 0.0912007 0.0971586 0.999981 40424 ‐0.00957 0.029918 0.102362 0.102464 0.748893 0.102363 0.00940935 0.0286361 0.107967 0.107835 0.107968
rs10962715 16930541 A C 0.750294 0.742876 0.981763 40424 0.006412 0.020059 0.102188 0.102233 0.749166 0.102188 ‐0.00411905 0.0191784 0.0461287 0.0461124 0.0461287
rs192450582 16498185 C T 0.0254406 0.0264373 0.567589 40424 0.023332 0.07291 0.102405 0.102142 0.749274 0.102408 0.0532344 0.0690804 0.593847 0.589625 0.593943
rs58945647 17405027 C T 0.014685 0.0158915 0.268006 40424 0.043909 0.137137 0.102516 0.102134 0.749284 0.102523 0.15088 0.128277 1.38346 1.36277 1.38464
rs186687509 16417440 G C 0.00129535 0.00134938 0.121223 40424 0.220739 0.688391 0.102823 0.102033 0.749403 0.102894 ‐0.0278761 0.656172 0.00180481 0.00180748 0.00180482
rs141585206 17192481 C T 0.00482948 0.00540317 0.270405 40424 0.072447 0.226448 0.102352 0.101833 0.749641 0.102373 0.159071 0.217226 0.536239 0.528819 0.536749
rs146595988 17097404 T C 0.00558373 0.00496885 0.799212 40424 ‐0.04412 0.138902 0.100901 0.101491 0.750048 0.100914 ‐0.106895 0.131085 0.664987 0.677495 0.665535
rs78854261 17227902 G T 0.0391245 0.0393877 0.809563 40424 ‐0.01596 0.050164 0.101187 0.101373 0.750188 0.101189 ‐0.00276794 0.0477031 0.00336683 0.00336819 0.00336683
rs4961546 17358380 A G 0.0141962 0.0153162 0.279984 40424 0.043485 0.136615 0.101315 0.100917 0.750732 0.101321 0.139748 0.127782 1.19605 1.1785 1.19701
0 16524490 G GT 0.00677479 0.00712658 0.148006 40424 ‐0.08459 0.269214 0.098725 0.099131 0.752875 0.0987366 0.123378 0.257707 0.229206 0.227469 0.229261
rs62540630 16478145 G A 0.0576217 0.057622 0.849135 40424 ‐0.01281 0.040743 0.098871 0.099013 0.753018 0.0988722 ‐0.00637226 0.038846 0.0269088 0.0269326 0.0269089
rs185197916 16938175 G A 0.000204115 0.000206495 0.12813 40424 ‐0.53906 1.73474 0.096562 0.098921 0.753129 0.096768 ‐0.320982 1.67028 0.0369302 0.0375897 0.0369562
rs7847865 17258902 T A 0.744739 0.74639 0.551705 40424 ‐0.00852 0.027079 0.098937 0.098898 0.753157 0.0989372 ‐0.000523091 0.0257712 0.000411989 0.000411976 0.000411989
rs199730651 16847396 GGGC G 0.993628 0.993289 0.168828 40424 ‐0.08253 0.262125 0.09914 0.098684 0.753415 0.0991501 ‐0.0935609 0.249481 0.140641 0.139742 0.140661
rs146510432 16789986 C T 0.00108774 0.00118224 0.213298 40424 0.164563 0.520946 0.099788 0.098677 0.753423 0.0999406 0.176127 0.508895 0.119783 0.118451 0.119984
rs139191158 16912168 G A 0.00587571 0.00541525 0.774806 40424 0.042224 0.134262 0.098906 0.098416 0.753738 0.0989151 ‐0.0523783 0.128037 0.167353 0.168705 0.16738
rs186200853 17074268 C G 0.000163243 0.000191663 0.181854 40424 0.447593 1.42161 0.09913 0.097264 0.755139 0.0994265 0.681212 1.40654 0.234562 0.226056 0.2361
rs149314289 17092731 A G 0.0055824 0.0049697 0.800301 40424 ‐0.04313 0.138772 0.096605 0.097157 0.755268 0.0966167 ‐0.106315 0.130993 0.658709 0.671032 0.659246
rs117375329 16674466 T C 0.00533953 0.00504874 0.217098 40424 ‐0.08163 0.263097 0.096253 0.096861 0.755629 0.0962675 ‐0.14645 0.254354 0.331515 0.336219 0.331674
rs138089426 16851015 C G 0.000118337 0.000120733 0.130067 40424 ‐0.69618 2.27294 0.093815 0.096382 0.756216 0.0940105 0.124635 2.21245 0.00317346 0.0031568 0.00317364
rs117681294 16581789 G A 0.00420594 0.0045235 0.118193 40424 0.116933 0.376201 0.096613 0.096214 0.756421 0.0966239 0.497679 0.35857 1.92642 1.88334 1.93059
rs1003070 16640682 T C 0.434053 0.426938 0.727767 40424 ‐0.00641 0.02067 0.096187 0.096197 0.756442 0.0961875 ‐0.0108172 0.0196503 0.303036 0.303103 0.303038
rs146456311 17213493 A G 0.0220408 0.0243587 0.754836 40424 0.020317 0.065583 0.09597 0.095761 0.756978 0.0959724 0.0782575 0.0631525 1.53557 1.51961 1.53619
c9_pos16984222 16994222 G A 0.0293333 0.0321252 0.970564 40424 0.015838 0.051182 0.095757 0.095589 0.757189 0.0957591 0.00554539 0.0489432 0.0128375 0.0128273 0.0128375
rs2632545 17043695 C T 0.0330798 0.0344436 0.881633 40424 ‐0.01565 0.05083 0.094814 0.094991 0.757926 0.0948158 0.00785015 0.0488383 0.0258365 0.0258062 0.0258366
rs140451004 17295429 A G 0.00155759 0.00153973 0.210776 40424 ‐0.14729 0.481701 0.093494 0.094512 0.758517 0.093554 ‐0.251833 0.473067 0.283388 0.290739 0.28383
rs74511328 17170403 G A 0.0319249 0.0329369 0.80391 40424 0.016858 0.054865 0.094409 0.094229 0.758868 0.0944106 0.0299249 0.0522581 0.327914 0.326503 0.327934
rs10962952 17258523 G A 0.0489814 0.0521348 0.888073 40424 0.012926 0.042081 0.094349 0.094216 0.758884 0.0943505 0.0068384 0.0402783 0.0288248 0.0287977 0.0288249
rs190016735 17046903 C T 0.00111872 0.00116582 0.140814 40424 ‐0.21277 0.697871 0.092953 0.094176 0.758934 0.0929899 ‐0.123739 0.656047 0.0355749 0.0358521 0.0355819
rs189395242 17131560 G A 0.00279586 0.00300994 0.212867 40424 0.106925 0.348478 0.094148 0.093602 0.759647 0.0941629 0.248682 0.329544 0.56946 0.559982 0.570051
rs10962910 17218166 T G 0.0489496 0.0520771 0.868407 40424 0.012996 0.042494 0.093537 0.093404 0.759894 0.0935375 0.00800928 0.0406721 0.0387787 0.038736 0.0387789
rs10962474 16529554 C T 0.0740991 0.0742201 0.512283 40424 ‐0.01436 0.047062 0.093113 0.093241 0.760096 0.093114 ‐0.0073944 0.0442688 0.0279004 0.0279236 0.0279005
rs12343524 16668714 G T 0.027056 0.0280886 0.499878 40424 ‐0.02309 0.075778 0.092865 0.093092 0.760283 0.0928673 ‐0.0246369 0.072066 0.116872 0.117238 0.116876
rs1538585 16930911 A C 0.751783 0.744259 0.997025 40424 0.006118 0.020069 0.09293 0.092969 0.760436 0.0929303 ‐0.00461113 0.0191875 0.0577532 0.0577303 0.0577533
rs62540635 16518438 A C 0.0376806 0.0371158 0.389614 40424 ‐0.02259 0.074179 0.092762 0.092951 0.760458 0.0927631 ‐0.0192021 0.0706049 0.0739655 0.0741297 0.0739666
rs80102452 17398672 G T 0.0168314 0.0166411 0.391432 40424 0.033233 0.108921 0.093095 0.092826 0.760614 0.0930988 0.0196988 0.10432 0.0356565 0.0355745 0.035657
rs149550847 17165011 T G 0.0318888 0.0329016 0.803453 40424 0.016736 0.054911 0.092892 0.092716 0.760752 0.092894 0.0300426 0.0522998 0.329971 0.328546 0.329991
rs7044816 16706971 C T 0.860664 0.855786 0.842941 40424 ‐0.00824 0.027078 0.092588 0.092521 0.760997 0.0925882 ‐0.0106605 0.0258385 0.170225 0.170025 0.170226
rs144459779 16709807 A G 0.0125391 0.0125764 0.628639 40424 ‐0.03011 0.099212 0.092124 0.092436 0.761103 0.0921276 ‐0.0165138 0.0947758 0.0303596 0.0304291 0.0303601
rs71504850 17266455 A G 0.00206936 0.00204723 0.460265 40424 ‐0.08561 0.283344 0.0913 0.092067 0.761566 0.0913207 0.0518646 0.277058 0.035043 0.0348302 0.0350459
rs189437009 17295560 C T 0.00203535 0.00200942 0.243014 40424 ‐0.11837 0.39304 0.090692 0.09156 0.762203 0.0907338 ‐0.201124 0.384086 0.274203 0.280319 0.274535
rs187484223 16445009 A G 0.00101065 0.000983361 0.203952 40424 ‐0.19046 0.63548 0.089824 0.091528 0.762244 0.0898977 ‐0.0526951 0.59159 0.00793412 0.00797769 0.0079347
rs141062253 17029883 G T 0.00165795 0.00173714 0.229756 40424 0.131719 0.433867 0.092169 0.091436 0.76236 0.0922053 0.302163 0.413367 0.53433 0.520902 0.535413
rs117888774 16692926 G A 0.00792579 0.00749568 0.188606 40424 ‐0.07059 0.235083 0.090168 0.090704 0.763284 0.0901766 ‐0.204188 0.225983 0.816412 0.832648 0.81712
rs146066832 16582222 AC A 0.00360284 0.00373368 0.166037 40424 ‐0.11096 0.37008 0.089889 0.090624 0.763385 0.0899072 ‐0.0553032 0.343417 0.0259332 0.0260644 0.0259348
rs112178815 17142162 T C 0.0404565 0.0407796 0.813883 40424 ‐0.0147 0.049047 0.089843 0.089993 0.764186 0.0898437 ‐0.00410411 0.0467142 0.00771861 0.00772318 0.00771862
rs412695 17053372 A G 0.482397 0.48903 0.993544 40424 0.005279 0.017602 0.089961 0.089959 0.764229 0.0899616 0.0143674 0.0167848 0.732698 0.732654 0.73271
rs943749 16473032 C A 0.0675302 0.0685557 0.977948 40424 ‐0.01048 0.035003 0.089584 0.08969 0.764571 0.0895845 0.00673651 0.0334737 0.0405007 0.0404615 0.0405008
rs185703607 17147546 C T 0.0027448 0.00295391 0.334537 40424 0.08286 0.276752 0.08964 0.089075 0.765357 0.0896582 0.199209 0.266069 0.560569 0.550508 0.561228
rs181545125 16918389 C T 0.00135257 0.00135172 0.129458 40424 0.196045 0.654077 0.089837 0.089045 0.765395 0.0898743 0.0830169 0.627863 0.0174825 0.0173969 0.0174837
rs145352813 16581702 A G 0.00991058 0.0103176 0.545693 40424 ‐0.03544 0.119032 0.088629 0.088954 0.765511 0.0886334 0.0139222 0.1131 0.0151525 0.015126 0.0151527
rs190860565 17303160 T C 0.00204654 0.0020093 0.313448 40424 ‐0.10347 0.348216 0.088285 0.088944 0.765524 0.0883071 ‐0.0630654 0.335048 0.0354298 0.0356429 0.035433
rs72717035 16492947 T G 0.0825008 0.0823751 0.602181 40424 ‐0.01216 0.040837 0.088648 0.088747 0.765776 0.088649 ‐0.00894825 0.039045 0.0525226 0.0525765 0.0525228
rs1003069 16640702 A C 0.433846 0.426769 0.7273 40424 ‐0.00615 0.020678 0.08852 0.088528 0.766057 0.08852 ‐0.0105893 0.0196577 0.290179 0.290243 0.290181
rs411013 17054337 T C 0.484228 0.490937 0.98373 40424 0.005213 0.017591 0.087832 0.08783 0.766954 0.0878318 0.0144372 0.0167725 0.740921 0.740898 0.740934
rs78717344 17191009 G C 0.00501204 0.00558936 0.265993 40424 0.066521 0.224308 0.087949 0.087535 0.767334 0.0879649 0.151373 0.215301 0.494314 0.48774 0.494742
rs188692691 16560605 G A 0.00169725 0.00175361 0.197947 40424 0.138554 0.468094 0.087613 0.086894 0.768164 0.0876363 0.212861 0.44478 0.229035 0.225566 0.229208
rs186138999 17161734 A G 0.00103644 0.00093867 0.169531 40424 ‐0.20694 0.70505 0.086152 0.086874 0.76819 0.0861804 ‐0.25462 0.655478 0.150892 0.153128 0.150973
rs183760647 16633775 G C 0.000433346 0.000402384 0.110982 40424 ‐0.40342 1.38298 0.085092 0.086719 0.76839 0.0851214 ‐1.09974 1.36127 0.652662 0.693302 0.654522
rs188026007 17381722 G A 0.00127112 0.00143861 0.158901 40424 0.167794 0.568048 0.087254 0.086553 0.768606 0.0872897 0.647837 0.543188 1.42243 1.37269 1.43211
rs185711438 16780314 G T 0.000532907 0.000513791 0.120777 40424 ‐0.33103 1.13432 0.085165 0.086161 0.769115 0.0852147 ‐0.378807 1.06851 0.125682 0.127861 0.125785
rs139314465 16818447 G C 0.00111016 0.00100695 0.237825 40424 ‐0.17316 0.597596 0.083963 0.085508 0.769967 0.0840117 ‐0.382172 0.559153 0.46715 0.489508 0.469085
rs147988439 16654001 T C 0.00563494 0.00570148 0.298753 40424 0.063308 0.21618 0.085759 0.085262 0.770289 0.0857688 0.0241714 0.203872 0.0140569 0.0140195 0.0140572
rs62540633 16484257 G A 0.0602856 0.0604452 0.819265 40424 ‐0.01182 0.040556 0.084954 0.085065 0.770547 0.0849547 ‐0.00316001 0.0386463 0.00668592 0.00668883 0.00668593
rs139770745 16778537 G A 0.00688395 0.00763304 0.330215 40424 0.051183 0.175279 0.085269 0.084966 0.770677 0.0852769 0.0554718 0.167707 0.109406 0.108867 0.109418
rs188798264 17353632 C G 0.00178096 0.00162741 0.230569 40424 ‐0.13564 0.468279 0.083896 0.084837 0.770847 0.083914 ‐0.369908 0.440365 0.705607 0.730079 0.707348
rs56757209 16709731 C A 0.0389254 0.0413364 0.844161 40424 ‐0.01398 0.048066 0.084556 0.08468 0.771053 0.0845565 ‐0.0101871 0.046082 0.0488697 0.0489357 0.04887
rs140381320 16670898 G A 0.000798221 0.000943029 0.224185 40424 0.16879 0.580024 0.084684 0.084227 0.771649 0.0847451 ‐0.0659907 0.572699 0.0132774 0.0133175 0.0132787
rs77670591 16618886 C T 0.0583452 0.0587898 0.292075 40424 0.019782 0.068242 0.084032 0.083929 0.772042 0.0840334 0.0406864 0.065511 0.385718 0.384338 0.385737
rs7871008 17232260 T G 0.0395193 0.039898 0.806808 40424 ‐0.01444 0.049949 0.083595 0.083733 0.772301 0.0835956 ‐0.000255615 0.0475006 2.89583E‐05 2.89593E‐05 2.89583E‐05
rs182717121 16410150 C T 0.000500909 0.000573824 0.140507 40424 0.286202 0.981415 0.085043 0.08373 0.772305 0.0851194 0.412221 0.922081 0.199858 0.19466 0.200478
rs190764228 17047584 A C 0.000191239 0.000268006 0.432415 40424 0.241707 0.828391 0.085135 0.083527 0.772573 0.0853631 0.0795788 0.803686 0.00980443 0.00974167 0.00980752
rs10962529 16665322 C T 0.0282481 0.0295578 0.505617 40424 ‐0.02113 0.07328 0.083106 0.083288 0.77289 0.0831073 ‐0.0208647 0.0698123 0.0893221 0.0895549 0.0893241
rs200488357 17129472 C CA 0.00969875 0.0100986 0.298815 40424 ‐0.04628 0.161025 0.082611 0.082979 0.7733 0.0826179 0.0350834 0.151837 0.0533888 0.0531758 0.0533914
rs186160325 16846899 C T 0.00118318 0.00117744 0.209186 40424 0.158338 0.54765 0.083592 0.08284 0.773485 0.083626 ‐0.0953586 0.531889 0.0321423 0.0323727 0.0321477
rs2210540 17168954 A G 0.0496843 0.0528109 0.858698 40424 0.012221 0.042446 0.082895 0.082784 0.773559 0.0828961 0.00782403 0.0406177 0.0371048 0.0370648 0.0371049
rs7849139 16507737 C A 0.0616203 0.0615839 0.54484 40424 ‐0.01426 0.049637 0.082492 0.082607 0.773795 0.0824926 ‐0.0247735 0.0468525 0.279582 0.280402 0.279591
rs184113435 17118743 C G 0.00176107 0.00204714 0.540077 40424 0.076719 0.266193 0.083065 0.082521 0.77391 0.0830896 0.338684 0.251388 1.8151 1.74268 1.82608
rs146023938 16824626 G A 0.000511597 0.000503137 0.146403 40424 ‐0.28832 1.01256 0.081079 0.082315 0.774185 0.0811421 0.0406961 0.970985 0.00175663 0.00175252 0.00175666
rs181253164 16482161 G A 0.000633023 0.000550898 0.213606 40424 ‐0.22951 0.809748 0.080331 0.081866 0.774785 0.0803906 ‐0.761786 0.808636 0.887483 0.95377 0.89479
rs118021781 16796892 C T 0.000565521 0.000570515 0.134676 40424 0.288931 1.00727 0.082281 0.0815 0.775274 0.0823233 0.0812564 0.94854 0.00733844 0.00731229 0.00733876
rs79796088 16929512 T G 0.00185395 0.00181018 0.138135 40424 0.165172 0.579087 0.081355 0.080808 0.776205 0.0813637 ‐0.230058 0.531364 0.187452 0.189852 0.187527
rs58490891 17148028 T G 0.0408886 0.0413007 0.806747 40424 ‐0.0139 0.048998 0.080513 0.08064 0.776432 0.0805141 ‐0.00225262 0.0466612 0.00233058 0.00233134 0.00233058
rs189983022 17106551 C G 0.00175945 0.00204423 0.5409 40424 0.075512 0.266164 0.080489 0.079969 0.777339 0.0805123 0.337316 0.25138 1.80058 1.72895 1.81139
rs74512669 16688562 C G 0.0122075 0.0121976 0.640534 40424 ‐0.02818 0.099934 0.079513 0.07977 0.77761 0.0795163 ‐0.0143589 0.0953692 0.0226688 0.0227146 0.022669
rs385801 17022928 A G 0.0364082 0.0374736 0.950885 40424 ‐0.01324 0.04701 0.079263 0.079388 0.778128 0.0792636 0.0099417 0.045153 0.0484785 0.0484056 0.0484789
rs10962892 17170992 G A 0.0494664 0.0525286 0.858461 40424 0.011982 0.042549 0.079297 0.079193 0.778394 0.0792978 0.00696736 0.0407168 0.0292813 0.0292532 0.0292814
rs112576138 17018407 A G 0.00488492 0.00450903 0.772451 40424 ‐0.04136 0.147458 0.078685 0.079095 0.778527 0.0786929 ‐0.0243831 0.140471 0.0301304 0.0302514 0.0301316
rs28575837 16664628 T C 0.0282375 0.029553 0.504513 40424 ‐0.02054 0.073365 0.078397 0.078564 0.779253 0.0783982 ‐0.0204954 0.0698919 0.0859923 0.0862121 0.0859942
rs1856558 16993249 A G 0.994069 0.992796 0.445017 40424 ‐0.04241 0.151328 0.078527 0.078248 0.779686 0.0785368 ‐0.16018 0.147771 1.175 1.1562 1.17692
rs11793518 16470863 A G 0.300886 0.293411 0.787188 40424 ‐0.00602 0.021601 0.07778 0.077804 0.780296 0.07778 ‐0.020967 0.0205468 1.04132 1.04275 1.04135
rs12379306 17054142 A G 0.482089 0.488496 0.983436 40424 0.0049 0.017612 0.077416 0.077415 0.780832 0.0774161 0.013541 0.0167929 0.650207 0.650173 0.650217
rs141515310 17377686 T C 0.00182402 0.00196602 0.616352 40424 0.070642 0.253856 0.077437 0.076884 0.781565 0.0774563 0.245166 0.240446 1.03965 1.0062 1.04295
rs143781340 17369010 C G 0.00182567 0.00196684 0.617198 40424 0.070414 0.253593 0.077098 0.076549 0.78203 0.0771169 0.244025 0.240229 1.03185 0.998768 1.0351
rs193258122 17085928 G A 0.000297807 0.000326863 0.255432 40424 0.260256 0.936307 0.077262 0.075588 0.783368 0.0774368 0.811002 0.901937 0.808523 0.753505 0.82655
rs147525890 16918490 T C 0.014739 0.0145932 0.797104 40424 ‐0.02238 0.081576 0.075273 0.075479 0.78352 0.075275 ‐0.0500655 0.0776451 0.415766 0.419046 0.415837
rs2891009 16424549 A C 0.0123118 0.012411 0.729158 40424 ‐0.02532 0.092553 0.074814 0.075034 0.784143 0.0748162 0.00808485 0.0883811 0.00836806 0.00835826 0.00836809
rs76455205 16759187 T C 0.00801273 0.00913102 0.292476 40424 0.046237 0.169192 0.074684 0.074487 0.784913 0.0746878 0.215691 0.161992 1.77286 1.74698 1.77507
rs192228467 17351252 G C 0.00144672 0.0012864 0.520195 40424 ‐0.09345 0.344899 0.073412 0.074228 0.785277 0.0734368 ‐0.192599 0.323631 0.354167 0.364553 0.354831
rs182739924 16966572 A G 0.00610668 0.00612347 0.586812 40424 ‐0.03913 0.144215 0.073638 0.073943 0.785681 0.0736448 ‐0.0429786 0.138569 0.0961987 0.0967476 0.0962098
rs181365905 16677510 G A 0.00309775 0.00318145 0.385631 40424 ‐0.06805 0.251802 0.073042 0.073505 0.786301 0.0730518 0.0272506 0.239706 0.012924 0.0128845 0.0129243
rs189994413 17243264 A G 0.00162618 0.00184384 0.159299 40424 0.138796 0.510497 0.073921 0.073504 0.786302 0.07394 0.286034 0.486042 0.346328 0.341023 0.346709
rs181007775 17069593 C T 0.0010618 0.00101124 0.196446 40424 ‐0.16447 0.609848 0.072734 0.073414 0.78643 0.0727622 ‐0.274174 0.594084 0.21299 0.217053 0.213198
rs189253428 16725454 G C 0.00509404 0.00528831 0.280882 40424 0.061436 0.226356 0.073664 0.073276 0.786625 0.0736729 0.120152 0.215677 0.310349 0.306481 0.310505
rs200635977 16518598 GT G 0.318969 0.309209 0.862632 40424 ‐0.00549 0.020288 0.073108 0.073125 0.78684 0.0731076 ‐0.0196325 0.0192978 1.03499 1.03616 1.03502
rs183918054 16985842 G A 0.0055314 0.00530717 0.585249 40424 ‐0.04219 0.157051 0.072152 0.072518 0.787705 0.0721594 ‐0.0138401 0.149751 0.00854169 0.00856006 0.00854179
rs263634 17001200 C A 0.782412 0.774698 0.993175 40424 0.005681 0.021146 0.07217 0.0722 0.78816 0.0721701 ‐0.00671947 0.0202058 0.11059 0.110521 0.110591
rs12376282 17053994 G A 0.48141 0.487719 0.983828 40424 0.004731 0.017617 0.072113 0.072111 0.788287 0.0721128 0.0131841 0.0167981 0.615998 0.615962 0.616006
rs141354447 17010285 A G 0.00203901 0.00238625 0.381382 40424 ‐0.07679 0.287946 0.071124 0.071566 0.78907 0.0711373 0.21131 0.282289 0.560338 0.55 0.561123
rs117074164 16668703 T C 0.00152146 0.00161381 0.165765 40424 0.139698 0.522062 0.071604 0.07117 0.789641 0.0716236 0.363132 0.506444 0.514121 0.502869 0.515043
rs182057477 17252776 C T 0.00189609 0.00199898 0.525281 40424 0.072343 0.27056 0.071494 0.071038 0.789832 0.0715106 0.194556 0.256321 0.576132 0.562519 0.577144
rs182311490 17103878 C T 0.00175622 0.00203662 0.542928 40424 0.07108 0.26609 0.071356 0.07092 0.790002 0.071374 0.332715 0.251389 1.75167 1.68269 1.76192
rs141072835 16452732 G A 0.00345341 0.00336542 0.282488 40424 ‐0.075 0.282889 0.07029 0.070668 0.790367 0.0702988 0.00586201 0.269036 0.000474758 0.000474501 0.000474758
rs181536350 16932531 G A 0.000708363 0.000784783 0.408499 40424 0.131751 0.492696 0.071507 0.070631 0.79042 0.0715518 0.089293 0.476936 0.0350522 0.0347047 0.0350626
rs12682753 16933561 G T 0.111075 0.115604 0.9542 40424 0.007398 0.027901 0.070303 0.070251 0.790972 0.0703033 0.00899246 0.0266748 0.113646 0.113514 0.113647
rs74859634 17147438 A G 0.0407221 0.0411282 0.811367 40424 ‐0.01293 0.04895 0.069788 0.06989 0.791497 0.0697885 ‐0.00200259 0.0466172 0.00184541 0.00184594 0.00184541
rs149759780 16717178 CT C 0.00925896 0.0101005 0.195591 40424 ‐0.05308 0.201061 0.069684 0.069881 0.791511 0.069687 0.0823425 0.192251 0.183446 0.182453 0.183466
rs4961519 17013233 A C 0.121153 0.121948 0.969756 40424 ‐0.00717 0.027123 0.069786 0.069837 0.791574 0.0697862 ‐0.0150197 0.0258419 0.337811 0.338473 0.337817
rs192253248 17193591 G A 0.000938275 0.000959881 0.307397 40424 0.13667 0.515055 0.070411 0.069691 0.791788 0.0704483 0.0990582 0.485693 0.0415965 0.0411664 0.0416094
rs146874657 16683720 A G 0.0122521 0.0122739 0.634964 40424 ‐0.02637 0.100116 0.069386 0.069593 0.79193 0.0693878 ‐0.0121918 0.0955457 0.0162823 0.0163101 0.0162824
rs182448503 17191351 G C 0.000937184 0.000958373 0.308024 40424 0.136461 0.514858 0.070249 0.069531 0.792021 0.0702863 0.0980907 0.485582 0.0408066 0.0403884 0.040819
rs71327893 17054257 A AT 0.481602 0.487898 0.983322 40424 0.004633 0.017616 0.069179 0.069178 0.792538 0.0691791 0.0131504 0.0167967 0.612954 0.61292 0.612963
rs118007877 17221153 G A 0.0399574 0.0404948 0.654498 40424 ‐0.01433 0.054683 0.068655 0.068755 0.793159 0.0686561 0.0321149 0.0522779 0.377377 0.37582 0.377399
rs7866391 17210039 A G 0.0615191 0.0643479 0.699027 40424 0.011209 0.042912 0.068229 0.068151 0.794049 0.0682294 0.0337295 0.0408762 0.680895 0.677936 0.680945
rs180900234 16834053 C T 0.000609029 0.000571453 0.264949 40424 ‐0.19326 0.755808 0.065385 0.06751 0.794997 0.0655093 ‐0.27951 0.732114 0.145759 0.152699 0.146357
rs10962835 17053786 T C 0.481546 0.487831 0.98548 40424 0.004564 0.017608 0.067183 0.067181 0.795486 0.0671828 0.0130457 0.0167888 0.603799 0.603763 0.603807
rs144139174 16421590 G C 0.00746155 0.00758965 0.219259 40424 0.055156 0.212496 0.067373 0.067155 0.795525 0.0673771 0.190509 0.202996 0.880761 0.867327 0.881451
rs10962834 17053760 C T 0.481543 0.487826 0.985644 40424 0.004554 0.017607 0.066895 0.066894 0.795915 0.0668951 0.0130328 0.0167884 0.602639 0.602602 0.602647
rs78597022 17375801 C T 0.0133539 0.0143633 0.281299 40424 0.036247 0.140773 0.066298 0.06608 0.797132 0.0663012 0.124344 0.131803 0.89001 0.878293 0.890566
rs78244354 17303045 G A 0.0213833 0.0212449 0.417099 40424 0.02406 0.093543 0.066155 0.06601 0.797237 0.0661564 0.0274744 0.0895728 0.0940818 0.0937688 0.0940848
rs450114 17024496 C T 0.0365848 0.0376786 0.947123 40424 ‐0.01203 0.046971 0.065601 0.065696 0.79771 0.0656019 0.0108227 0.045113 0.0575529 0.0574588 0.0575534
rs146591910 16984652 G C 0.000641857 0.000673483 0.488726 40424 0.125479 0.487463 0.066261 0.065404 0.79815 0.0663065 0.070892 0.464057 0.0233374 0.0231303 0.0233428
rs1487499 17014026 G A 0.12036 0.121092 0.969453 40424 ‐0.00694 0.027203 0.065173 0.065219 0.798429 0.0651732 ‐0.0153857 0.0259193 0.352359 0.353069 0.352366
rs139392680 17153133 T C 0.00600449 0.00637035 0.335371 40424 ‐0.04803 0.188644 0.064821 0.065 0.798761 0.064824 0.044215 0.182108 0.0589497 0.0587543 0.0589519
rs186038417 17279113 A T 0.000326213 0.000336542 0.159443 40424 ‐0.29687 1.17898 0.063405 0.064682 0.799244 0.0635082 0.120606 1.11961 0.0116038 0.011505 0.011607
rs17739947 16634300 C T 0.0216017 0.0219911 0.589053 40424 0.019877 0.078089 0.064792 0.064643 0.799302 0.064793 0.0391721 0.0738924 0.281032 0.279521 0.281056
rs112356725 16858120 G A 0.00851894 0.00877798 0.428702 40424 ‐0.0367 0.144666 0.064366 0.064548 0.799446 0.0643676 0.0312481 0.137524 0.0516286 0.0514709 0.05163
rs185273143 17040001 C T 0.000939431 0.00119685 0.226212 40424 0.136267 0.536269 0.064568 0.064265 0.799878 0.0645827 0.430159 0.515151 0.697252 0.684414 0.698865
rs150189523 16633791 A G 0.0216007 0.0219894 0.589219 40424 0.019796 0.078082 0.064277 0.06413 0.800084 0.0642777 0.0390954 0.073885 0.279988 0.278486 0.280012
rs146051868 17056675 G A 0.00404829 0.00375968 0.365326 40424 ‐0.06006 0.239309 0.062988 0.063328 0.801311 0.062993 ‐0.182258 0.227378 0.642502 0.655333 0.643078
rs263595 17090173 T A 0.607577 0.609977 0.94119 40424 ‐0.00461 0.018331 0.063179 0.063171 0.801553 0.063179 0.00143175 0.0174955 0.00669697 0.00669733 0.00669697
rs72700173 17244145 T G 0.0318663 0.0322618 0.434904 40424 0.018813 0.074804 0.063251 0.063147 0.801589 0.0632521 0.0642418 0.0715516 0.806113 0.800459 0.806244
rs137932124 17078454 T G 0.00362467 0.00414507 0.816634 40424 0.037924 0.150784 0.06326 0.063018 0.801788 0.0632659 0.0908333 0.145425 0.390134 0.385611 0.390358
rs148295995 17251585 T G 0.00518759 0.00569078 0.420525 40424 ‐0.04484 0.179976 0.062063 0.062257 0.802964 0.0620669 ‐0.0821281 0.173713 0.22352 0.225129 0.223567
rs79578390 17136483 A T 0.0118766 0.0124988 0.308985 40424 ‐0.03551 0.142761 0.06187 0.062084 0.803233 0.0618728 0.0410908 0.134417 0.0934502 0.0930132 0.0934568
rs140511773 16546638 C T 0.000955557 0.000891088 0.133636 40424 ‐0.20541 0.828329 0.061494 0.062079 0.80324 0.0615038 ‐0.342165 0.77133 0.196784 0.200574 0.196948
rs10962483 16549944 C T 0.0782048 0.079705 0.492018 40424 0.011597 0.046543 0.062088 0.062018 0.803335 0.0620879 0.00289049 0.0440013 0.00431532 0.00431387 0.00431532
rs10962814 17010201 C T 0.121289 0.122082 0.996941 40424 ‐0.00663 0.026764 0.061348 0.06139 0.804313 0.0613484 ‐0.0150956 0.0255089 0.3502 0.35089 0.350207
rs183180322 16551172 C A 0.000915608 0.000983618 0.111754 40424 ‐0.21036 0.852638 0.060867 0.061358 0.804362 0.0608958 ‐0.0276385 0.804959 0.00117892 0.00118073 0.00117893
rs141285105 16535578 T C 0.00405294 0.00385183 0.192507 40424 ‐0.07993 0.325415 0.06033 0.060638 0.80549 0.0603386 ‐0.301226 0.310055 0.943859 0.968351 0.945663
rs185402780 16868648 C A 0.00349874 0.0034531 0.295636 40424 0.067171 0.272992 0.060543 0.060284 0.806048 0.0605475 0.0819465 0.260777 0.0987466 0.0980718 0.0987593
rs139531655 17085709 G A 0.000833226 0.000868738 0.140175 40424 ‐0.19364 0.793774 0.059512 0.06025 0.806101 0.0595626 ‐0.104909 0.763601 0.0188751 0.0190477 0.0188797
rs75002313 17231459 A G 0.0129565 0.0135994 0.30575 40424 ‐0.03384 0.138235 0.059922 0.060123 0.806302 0.059925 0.0401439 0.130122 0.0951784 0.0947336 0.0951851
rs148823393 16749230 T A 0.000514071 0.000466764 0.104315 40424 ‐0.31494 1.29903 0.058778 0.059477 0.807324 0.0587935 ‐1.00216 1.23128 0.662463 0.693542 0.665161
rs67885746 16682407 C A 0.040492 0.0434849 0.677558 40424 ‐0.01271 0.052399 0.058805 0.058878 0.808278 0.0588055 0.00379916 0.050159 0.00573691 0.00573426 0.00573691
rs145494443 16567397 A G 0.00384531 0.00365465 0.198924 40424 ‐0.07952 0.328907 0.058454 0.058746 0.80849 0.0584603 ‐0.294055 0.312461 0.885655 0.907506 0.887136
rs184335686 17176863 G A 0.00122899 0.00135831 0.371805 40424 0.092853 0.381983 0.059088 0.058681 0.808594 0.0591069 0.282538 0.368365 0.588298 0.571889 0.589967
rs144730979 16701616 A G 0.00279162 0.00259989 0.270448 40424 ‐0.0841 0.349866 0.057776 0.058278 0.809239 0.0577847 ‐0.218945 0.320436 0.466863 0.479389 0.467587
rs2383012 17177420 T A 0.048826 0.0518161 0.865687 40424 0.010299 0.042639 0.058343 0.058277 0.80924 0.0583433 0.0052477 0.0408114 0.0165339 0.0165219 0.0165339
rs77151580 17030447 A G 0.00588414 0.00550601 0.791282 40424 0.031997 0.13231 0.058485 0.05825 0.809284 0.058489 0.000457658 0.125027 0.000013399 1.33973E‐05 0.000013399
rs191743971 16643093 T C 0.000536966 0.000451512 0.120976 40424 ‐0.29073 1.22098 0.056699 0.05805 0.809605 0.0567349 ‐1.64103 1.34257 1.49404 1.76712 1.52869
rs181059030 17028214 C T 7.39064E‐05 8.19109E‐05 0.243009 40424 0.462712 1.88984 0.059947 0.05778 0.810039 0.060222 ‐0.23222 1.91222 0.0147477 0.0150295 0.0147637
rs75958865 16576129 T C 0.0272336 0.0282181 0.325163 40424 ‐0.02259 0.094334 0.057336 0.057459 0.810557 0.0573375 0.0335108 0.0885525 0.143208 0.142682 0.143215
rs182527972 16935640 T A 0.00109932 0.00110793 0.365649 40424 0.1057 0.439252 0.057906 0.057405 0.810646 0.0579259 0.00311156 0.415685 5.60308E‐05 5.60109E‐05 5.60308E‐05
rs140518542 16533204 G T 0.00233073 0.00250934 0.113598 40424 0.120287 0.501145 0.057611 0.057382 0.810682 0.0576318 0.42229 0.492383 0.735557 0.722252 0.737855
rs182670203 17067225 G A 0.00384931 0.00355977 0.383716 40424 ‐0.05714 0.239548 0.056899 0.057192 0.81099 0.056903 ‐0.180645 0.227551 0.630221 0.642735 0.630779
rs7019686 16936307 C A 0.0252285 0.0278804 0.952867 40424 0.013196 0.055222 0.057106 0.057024 0.811264 0.0571069 0.0290905 0.0528158 0.303371 0.302094 0.30339
rs150637451 16819452 G A 0.000392142 0.000344153 0.273892 40424 0.236513 0.976154 0.058705 0.056871 0.811512 0.0587916 ‐0.389671 0.915522 0.181159 0.191853 0.182136
rs189595312 16658251 G A 0.00126453 0.00136004 0.137081 40424 0.151353 0.632153 0.057324 0.056719 0.81176 0.0573475 0.327895 0.604322 0.294397 0.287557 0.295047
rs147847563 17101334 G A 0.00734359 0.0078381 0.451062 40424 0.035331 0.148922 0.056287 0.056129 0.812723 0.0562887 0.0353961 0.142777 0.0614608 0.0612358 0.0614633
rs144012308 16725962 C T 0.000828937 0.000868933 0.149229 40424 0.167252 0.708503 0.055726 0.055088 0.814435 0.0559326 0.213841 0.697883 0.0938893 0.0915694 0.0942795
rs10962619 16815861 G A 0.17342 0.176323 0.616416 40424 0.006906 0.029423 0.055087 0.05506 0.814482 0.0550874 0.00505311 0.0279035 0.0327944 0.0327801 0.0327945
rs117126857 17009888 C G 0.0226146 0.0218101 0.927635 40424 ‐0.01435 0.06139 0.054629 0.054731 0.815026 0.0546294 ‐0.0186933 0.0586543 0.101571 0.101883 0.101574
rs201025922 16949614 CAG C 0.011973 0.01132 0.765501 40424 ‐0.02208 0.094601 0.054458 0.054607 0.815233 0.0544595 ‐0.0736774 0.0899341 0.671151 0.679022 0.671384
rs187880419 16498054 C A 0.000683525 0.00074035 0.169654 40424 0.182718 0.777392 0.055244 0.054473 0.815456 0.0552782 0.279887 0.741251 0.142572 0.13941 0.14284
rs147986209 17105019 C G 0.000245457 0.0002245 0.18135 40424 ‐0.34155 1.49059 0.052503 0.054456 0.815483 0.0527052 ‐0.534328 1.39526 0.146657 0.157853 0.148183
rs77805550 17377215 C A 0.0134949 0.0145049 0.279289 40424 0.032703 0.14063 0.054078 0.053918 0.816381 0.0540804 0.122169 0.13164 0.861282 0.850162 0.861798
rs191365127 16681815 T C 0.00138616 0.00135143 0.230228 40424 ‐0.1124 0.487563 0.053148 0.053674 0.81679 0.0531658 0.0777352 0.469165 0.0274526 0.0272431 0.0274572
rs55664138 17027312 T C 0.030996 0.0307035 0.948839 40424 0.011906 0.051588 0.053261 0.053181 0.817618 0.0532614 0.00767251 0.049279 0.024241 0.0242113 0.0242412
rs76165712 17157868 G C 0.00090439 0.000898834 0.199465 40424 ‐0.15079 0.658518 0.052434 0.052933 0.818036 0.0524487 ‐0.34187 0.640317 0.285057 0.292318 0.28546
rs187095245 16756011 T A 0.00465056 0.00476525 0.461789 40424 0.043254 0.188091 0.052884 0.052665 0.81849 0.0528874 ‐0.00168706 0.179173 0.000088658 8.86755E‐05 0.000088658
rs144353041 16450421 G A 0.00156219 0.00155023 0.313187 40424 ‐0.09119 0.39925 0.052173 0.052492 0.818782 0.0521818 0.0553966 0.381697 0.0210635 0.0209592 0.0210647
rs185880364 17160073 T C 0.000931821 0.000941008 0.313635 40424 0.118594 0.515283 0.05297 0.052491 0.818784 0.0529917 0.0698953 0.486163 0.0206696 0.0205161 0.0206728
rs79815209 17376113 A T 0.013493 0.0145004 0.279473 40424 0.032243 0.140603 0.052586 0.052433 0.818883 0.0525882 0.121503 0.131616 0.852224 0.841269 0.85273
rs17827163 17141793 C G 0.0489416 0.0520364 0.845616 40424 0.009844 0.043051 0.05229 0.052234 0.819221 0.0522901 0.00682264 0.0412037 0.0274178 0.0273923 0.0274179
rs140678008 17263485 G A 0.0110172 0.0106133 0.728316 40424 0.022603 0.098877 0.052258 0.052112 0.819428 0.0522591 ‐0.00278034 0.0942663 0.000869927 0.000870292 0.000869927
rs182125288 17146305 C T 0.000366468 0.000445618 0.40674 40424 0.147478 0.645773 0.052155 0.051541 0.820404 0.0522048 0.507736 0.613845 0.684163 0.649742 0.692212
rs77653094 16649149 CCTGA C 0.0212426 0.0222517 0.298225 40424 0.024884 0.109767 0.051391 0.051281 0.820849 0.0513916 0.0874332 0.103448 0.714348 0.707846 0.71455
rs74683832 17353422 G A 0.0132579 0.0142335 0.28336 40424 0.031921 0.140886 0.051336 0.051186 0.821012 0.0513377 0.115993 0.131941 0.772861 0.763304 0.773283
rs35607466 16763404 C CA 0.0123221 0.0135441 0.312687 40424 ‐0.03032 0.134726 0.05066 0.05076 0.821746 0.0506608 0.110798 0.128788 0.740138 0.733722 0.740402
rs7040365 17207136 G A 0.0287982 0.0292706 0.808656 40424 0.013026 0.057892 0.050629 0.050552 0.822106 0.050629 0.0223743 0.0550838 0.164988 0.164444 0.164993
rs191553497 16782331 T G 0.000570136 0.000522935 0.264151 40424 0.170536 0.751538 0.051491 0.050462 0.822262 0.05153 ‐0.337839 0.723376 0.218117 0.227265 0.218934
rs189756884 16979794 A G 0.00679498 0.00669996 0.685588 40424 ‐0.02887 0.128755 0.05028 0.050458 0.822268 0.0502828 ‐0.0410292 0.123161 0.110978 0.111672 0.11099
rs149477355 16603676 T C 0.0213764 0.0218349 0.574939 40424 0.017778 0.079287 0.050274 0.050174 0.822761 0.0502751 0.0441647 0.0750724 0.346092 0.344043 0.346129
rs191750133 17092270 C G 0.000240872 0.000220441 0.181284 40424 ‐0.33123 1.50571 0.048394 0.05015 0.822803 0.0485726 ‐0.530669 1.40807 0.142036 0.152887 0.143519
rs189984289 17213559 G A 0.00308408 0.0032349 0.169509 40424 ‐0.08206 0.367756 0.049789 0.049967 0.823121 0.0497924 0.14327 0.355933 0.162022 0.160778 0.162056
rs112998281 17151102 T G 0.0407673 0.0412347 0.806572 40424 ‐0.01097 0.049094 0.049885 0.049947 0.823155 0.0498857 ‐0.000691479 0.0467415 0.000218853 0.000218875 0.000218853
rs181629572 16513890 A G 0.000922145 0.000993183 0.11094 40424 ‐0.18991 0.852987 0.049571 0.049912 0.823216 0.0495877 ‐0.0118413 0.803874 0.000216981 0.000217118 0.000216981
rs180924075 17268009 C T 0.00119105 0.00126302 0.137281 40424 0.150326 0.671347 0.050139 0.049736 0.823524 0.050153 0.216305 0.628742 0.118355 0.116788 0.118436
rs76019887 17205147 G A 0.0288033 0.0292737 0.808524 40424 0.012883 0.057893 0.049517 0.049443 0.824035 0.0495177 0.0222604 0.055085 0.163305 0.162769 0.16331
rs141692318 16987218 A G 0.00265317 0.0028591 0.231833 40424 0.073925 0.33234 0.049479 0.049197 0.824467 0.0494858 0.166106 0.321014 0.267746 0.264192 0.267964
rs76969855 17324698 G A 0.0132163 0.0141756 0.288233 40424 0.030888 0.139665 0.048912 0.048773 0.825213 0.0489132 0.110503 0.130909 0.71255 0.704059 0.712909
rs76485966 16738403 T A 0.00745449 0.00843084 0.330157 40424 0.036567 0.16551 0.048813 0.048712 0.825319 0.0488151 0.179039 0.158972 1.2684 1.25274 1.26953
rs10962473 16524830 G C 0.282962 0.273341 0.790747 40424 ‐0.00485 0.02199 0.048693 0.048706 0.825331 0.0486928 ‐0.0200831 0.0208647 0.926476 0.927806 0.926501
rs7035869 16739525 C G 0.00745459 0.00843103 0.330164 40424 0.036545 0.165507 0.048757 0.048656 0.825419 0.0487582 0.179051 0.158969 1.26861 1.25295 1.26975
rs187660836 16663391 G A 0.00306762 0.00310995 0.21802 40424 ‐0.07266 0.330309 0.048392 0.048623 0.825478 0.0483973 0.0787509 0.316961 0.0617304 0.0613499 0.0617393
rs1487498 17014049 C T 0.121032 0.121902 0.968309 40424 ‐0.00595 0.027156 0.048055 0.048084 0.826431 0.0480551 ‐0.0141829 0.0258719 0.300518 0.301074 0.300523
rs148611789 17353955 C T 0.013294 0.0142672 0.282792 40424 0.030878 0.140864 0.048051 0.047916 0.826731 0.0480528 0.115335 0.131919 0.764381 0.754986 0.764793
rs185980247 17406078 A G 0.00115463 0.00121485 0.118347 40424 0.164382 0.749918 0.048049 0.04774 0.827043 0.0480538 0.233554 0.693213 0.113512 0.112251 0.113558
rs187936769 16962596 T C 0.000251299 0.000264935 0.121905 40424 ‐0.36617 1.71022 0.045842 0.047517 0.827442 0.0458697 ‐0.366519 1.53342 0.0571309 0.0591735 0.0573154
rs113370993 17193892 T A 0.0289494 0.0294431 0.806447 40424 0.012549 0.057816 0.047109 0.04704 0.828296 0.0471092 0.0223599 0.0550162 0.16518 0.164636 0.165185
rs10962608 16799836 T G 0.097664 0.105233 0.98271 40424 0.006312 0.029189 0.046758 0.046729 0.828856 0.0467585 0.0240198 0.0279253 0.739846 0.737608 0.739879
rs10962828 17030923 T C 0.0094567 0.00925396 0.753159 40424 0.022956 0.106057 0.046852 0.046725 0.828863 0.0468531 ‐0.0352864 0.100772 0.122613 0.123272 0.122623
rs997694 16484870 T C 0.321723 0.315095 0.798348 40424 ‐0.00455 0.021034 0.046708 0.046717 0.828878 0.0467078 ‐0.0193622 0.0199899 0.93818 0.939201 0.938204
rs183098425 16889170 A G 0.00160594 0.00152418 0.161511 40424 ‐0.12476 0.580125 0.046249 0.046664 0.828973 0.0462602 ‐0.241639 0.541873 0.198856 0.203115 0.199053
rs190835280 17063704 A G 0.00529907 0.00472349 0.819316 40424 ‐0.03016 0.140397 0.046133 0.046315 0.829604 0.0461355 ‐0.0938097 0.132558 0.500822 0.509065 0.50114
rs187625651 17067429 G T 0.00529881 0.00472328 0.819358 40424 ‐0.03014 0.140397 0.046094 0.046276 0.829675 0.0460966 ‐0.0938015 0.132558 0.500738 0.508979 0.501057
rs56684442 17390628 T C 0.00996196 0.00959091 0.667828 40424 ‐0.02357 0.11017 0.045788 0.045912 0.830337 0.0457895 ‐0.0579999 0.105037 0.304909 0.307508 0.304966
rs117677248 17154875 A T 0.0490834 0.0521544 0.865052 40424 0.0091 0.04252 0.045807 0.045761 0.830611 0.0458071 0.0051247 0.040701 0.0158536 0.0158423 0.0158536
rs147563331 16821162 C T 0.0125562 0.0121892 0.449445 40424 ‐0.02535 0.119261 0.045187 0.045305 0.831444 0.0451881 ‐0.0403439 0.112766 0.127997 0.128651 0.128006
rs201843639 16938471 AAG A 0.811371 0.809415 0.863577 40424 0.005059 0.02382 0.045112 0.045131 0.831763 0.045112 ‐0.00100438 0.0227725 0.00194523 0.00194502 0.00194523
rs201827730 17357596 AC A 0.0134807 0.0141238 0.22892 40424 ‐0.03304 0.156379 0.044641 0.044762 0.832442 0.0446426 0.0730125 0.147424 0.245278 0.24356 0.245319
rs145276166 16656015 T C 0.00503493 0.00481767 0.309012 40424 ‐0.0488 0.231209 0.044552 0.044748 0.832468 0.0445543 ‐0.115185 0.219288 0.275907 0.279606 0.276022
rs184170744 16894162 G C 0.000939811 0.00097371 0.23988 40424 ‐0.12256 0.582297 0.044302 0.044574 0.83279 0.0443089 ‐0.205334 0.556292 0.136244 0.137967 0.136307
rs191687743 17366770 T A 0.000687759 0.000706659 0.188775 40424 0.160275 0.755543 0.045 0.044568 0.832801 0.0450155 ‐0.133162 0.736903 0.032654 0.0329715 0.0326615
rs139191800 17128571 AAATATATA 0.00165746 0.0017108 0.16388 40424 ‐0.11258 0.536857 0.043978 0.044555 0.832825 0.0439949 0.0822325 0.502829 0.0267452 0.0265028 0.0267518
rs78338894 17338750 A T 0.0132662 0.0142328 0.285363 40424 0.029587 0.140194 0.044539 0.044419 0.833076 0.0445403 0.114186 0.131343 0.75581 0.746606 0.756211
rs141003349 16672485 A AC 0.00244209 0.00246727 0.134782 40424 ‐0.10096 0.48149 0.043964 0.04422 0.833445 0.0439692 0.195955 0.456492 0.184266 0.181917 0.18436
rs184741809 16832718 A C 0.000626486 0.000590448 0.258071 40424 ‐0.15522 0.748488 0.043006 0.044101 0.833667 0.0430573 ‐0.265041 0.727918 0.132575 0.138454 0.133052
rs113656205 17148892 T C 0.0406468 0.0411158 0.809006 40424 ‐0.01029 0.049082 0.04392 0.043971 0.833907 0.0439205 ‐0.000353944 0.0467343 5.73586E‐05 5.73614E‐05 5.73586E‐05
rs3808783 17340747 A G 0.0134218 0.0143974 0.285999 40424 0.029219 0.139161 0.044085 0.043967 0.833915 0.044086 0.113632 0.130429 0.759018 0.749794 0.759419
rs146352527 16477293 G A 0.000928606 0.000935325 0.132308 40424 0.166251 0.790224 0.044262 0.043897 0.834045 0.0442827 0.174378 0.740506 0.0554533 0.054798 0.055481
rs78351329 16769704 T A 0.000215538 0.000222055 0.151592 40424 0.323675 1.53012 0.044747 0.043876 0.834084 0.0447828 ‐0.0111224 1.45942 5.80807E‐05 0.000058124 5.80808E‐05
rs10962885 17161054 A G 0.0491337 0.0522058 0.864319 40424 0.008902 0.042519 0.043834 0.043791 0.834242 0.0438344 0.00498934 0.0406998 0.015028 0.0150177 0.0150281
rs185850147 17098260 G A 0.00444017 0.00424216 0.326945 40424 ‐0.04873 0.233459 0.043563 0.043752 0.834315 0.0435664 ‐0.159829 0.225851 0.500806 0.509863 0.501229
rs184479558 17356605 A C 0.000641254 0.000650343 0.200974 40424 0.159579 0.759854 0.044106 0.04368 0.834451 0.0441207 ‐0.169483 0.74392 0.0519041 0.0525577 0.0519236
rs189267581 16950751 T C 0.00284751 0.00315545 0.698483 40424 0.039432 0.188369 0.043821 0.043651 0.834504 0.0438254 0.0891306 0.180173 0.244722 0.241684 0.244841
rs188424314 17071574 G C 0.0017383 0.00200299 0.556511 40424 0.055306 0.264771 0.043632 0.043421 0.834935 0.0436387 0.313878 0.250551 1.56938 1.51028 1.57758
rs182153527 16523680 C G 0.00202807 0.00189611 0.190676 40424 ‐0.09579 0.462832 0.04283 0.043108 0.835523 0.042835 ‐0.29879 0.440746 0.459573 0.470392 0.460234
rs75848915 17170778 C G 0.0316129 0.0324592 0.811751 40424 0.011413 0.05495 0.043137 0.043081 0.835572 0.0431375 0.0257834 0.0523443 0.242629 0.241726 0.24264
rs187724022 16711055 G A 0.0011444 0.00115848 0.126518 40424 0.145964 0.70194 0.04324 0.042994 0.835737 0.0432517 0.321957 0.679408 0.22456 0.220595 0.2248
rs187899837 17117028 C G 0.000124075 0.000138739 0.31962 40424 ‐0.27923 1.37061 0.041505 0.04278 0.836141 0.0415812 ‐0.543752 1.34935 0.162389 0.172107 0.163595
rs56215042 17022153 C T 0.000163178 0.000169182 0.454552 40424 0.192338 0.913843 0.044299 0.04268 0.836328 0.0444765 0.0883012 0.898714 0.00965362 0.00950015 0.00966198
rs79616593 16414088 T C 0.00512565 0.00509442 0.219662 40424 0.054951 0.26645 0.042533 0.042334 0.836984 0.0425358 0.0310361 0.250141 0.0153945 0.0153456 0.0153949
rs182214290 16659389 G T 0.00211844 0.00207723 0.162052 40424 ‐0.09861 0.481797 0.041894 0.04213 0.837373 0.0419008 ‐0.172422 0.460761 0.140034 0.141831 0.14009
rs79065470 17371535 C T 0.0133018 0.0142792 0.275505 40424 0.029252 0.142847 0.041934 0.041826 0.837952 0.0419349 0.119882 0.133736 0.803546 0.793629 0.803976
rs75181760 17352087 C T 0.0135049 0.014489 0.282962 40424 0.028421 0.139692 0.041394 0.041286 0.838987 0.041395 0.113097 0.130853 0.747023 0.737987 0.747413
rs66593595 16687437 T C 0.0389063 0.0417134 0.727802 40424 ‐0.01046 0.051666 0.040978 0.041021 0.839498 0.0409783 0.00154834 0.049454 0.000980236 0.000980047 0.000980236
rs184729743 16489326 A T 0.00066293 0.000597523 0.147019 40424 ‐0.20311 1.00864 0.04055 0.041012 0.839515 0.0405558 ‐0.881525 0.924631 0.908933 0.96358 0.914484
rs80177210 16476807 A C 0.0296025 0.0295574 0.735572 40424 0.012097 0.059955 0.040708 0.040651 0.840213 0.0407086 0.0144133 0.0571487 0.0636082 0.0634775 0.0636091
rs12001291 16763564 T C 0.0102642 0.0114094 0.28529 40424 0.030904 0.153494 0.040538 0.04046 0.840583 0.0405385 0.164236 0.146659 1.25407 1.23904 1.25496
rs184181712 16445412 C T 0.000739005 0.000776343 0.206873 40424 0.130241 0.644879 0.040789 0.04045 0.840604 0.0408133 0.314114 0.643572 0.238222 0.231419 0.238934
rs182499458 17291003 G C 0.00340068 0.00299812 0.633493 40424 ‐0.04047 0.201795 0.04022 0.040394 0.840712 0.0402227 ‐0.0695444 0.189225 0.135072 0.136454 0.135104
rs400885 17050875 T C 0.501467 0.511026 0.970141 40424 0.003563 0.017766 0.040229 0.040229 0.841034 0.0402286 0.0158923 0.0169627 0.877779 0.877816 0.877797
rs150574280 17071353 T C 0.00117263 0.00115926 0.17824 40424 0.121146 0.604981 0.040099 0.039816 0.841842 0.0401056 ‐0.101685 0.588006 0.0299053 0.0301175 0.0299086
rs3824393 17339585 C T 0.0130832 0.0140384 0.287707 40424 0.028037 0.140498 0.039821 0.03972 0.84203 0.0398225 0.111224 0.131727 0.712932 0.704403 0.713295
rs190092194 16661335 T A 0.00126625 0.00122086 0.106831 40424 ‐0.14927 0.752485 0.039348 0.039583 0.842299 0.0393561 0.0838722 0.722234 0.0134859 0.0134331 0.0134866
rs16935253 17014923 C T 0.120777 0.121703 0.965972 40424 ‐0.00538 0.027198 0.039062 0.039084 0.843283 0.0390625 ‐0.0136572 0.0259107 0.277822 0.278317 0.277826
rs7864209 16507418 T C 0.00100262 0.00101998 0.130042 40424 0.150587 0.760858 0.039171 0.038923 0.843601 0.0391855 ‐0.136404 0.736458 0.0343052 0.0346225 0.0343145
rs144154944 16769912 G C 0.00036486 0.000408514 0.107738 40424 0.264287 1.33523 0.039178 0.038774 0.843897 0.0392013 0.693969 1.24224 0.312084 0.302164 0.313515
rs191932762 17226058 G T 0.0100289 0.0105977 0.277307 40424 ‐0.03234 0.164906 0.038448 0.038566 0.844312 0.0384491 0.066213 0.154512 0.183638 0.182268 0.18367
rs115801985 16937127 C G 0.0244682 0.0269706 0.904984 40424 0.011284 0.057449 0.03858 0.038533 0.844377 0.0385798 0.0271568 0.0549336 0.244389 0.243455 0.244402
rs138911153 17375914 G T 0.00718837 0.00772135 0.315731 40424 ‐0.03459 0.176836 0.038252 0.038328 0.844787 0.0382533 0.0412887 0.170794 0.0584409 0.0582649 0.0584429
rs192402679 16832685 G C 0.00081086 0.00085715 0.112927 40424 ‐0.16985 0.869748 0.038137 0.038299 0.844845 0.038141 0.40593 0.843144 0.231792 0.229009 0.231917
rs140474799 17375201 T A 0.00166872 0.00142858 0.550085 40424 ‐0.06145 0.315628 0.037902 0.038179 0.845084 0.0379088 ‐0.285453 0.297906 0.918141 0.959268 0.921896
rs183288608 16498035 A G 0.000697467 0.000705506 0.118403 40424 0.186664 0.951454 0.03849 0.038124 0.845195 0.0384999 0.307306 0.894641 0.11799 0.116021 0.118109
rs189624293 17157542 G A 0.00179128 0.0017072 0.437952 40424 0.063377 0.325447 0.037923 0.037669 0.846109 0.0379287 ‐0.0359098 0.304336 0.0139226 0.0139911 0.0139235
rs41268969 17298742 G A 0.032331 0.0345199 0.807618 40424 0.010372 0.053547 0.037518 0.037477 0.846497 0.0375182 0.00946384 0.0514255 0.0338671 0.0338247 0.0338673
rs55715281 17028153 G A 0.00381942 0.00371959 0.873809 40424 ‐0.02956 0.153204 0.037219 0.037358 0.846738 0.0372209 ‐0.00663361 0.146148 0.00206023 0.00206249 0.00206024
rs184576243 16843104 T A 0.00327294 0.00343412 0.458822 40424 0.043344 0.223994 0.037443 0.037276 0.846904 0.0374465 ‐0.000783506 0.211492 1.37245E‐05 1.37253E‐05 1.37245E‐05
rs189757076 16554094 G C 0.00129685 0.00122304 0.185197 40424 0.110231 0.57039 0.037348 0.037162 0.847136 0.0373522 0.011339 0.551529 0.000422681 0.00042238 0.000422682
rs144709916 16513433 T G 0.0217132 0.022282 0.647219 40424 0.014288 0.074091 0.037187 0.037126 0.847209 0.0371874 0.0368026 0.0702227 0.274663 0.273251 0.274686
rs185511757 17051201 G C 0.00183177 0.00187277 0.282364 40424 0.074483 0.389941 0.036485 0.036322 0.848853 0.0364894 0.245756 0.360109 0.465736 0.455876 0.466362
rs7033977 16987005 G C 0.770783 0.766595 0.956761 40424 ‐0.00397 0.021122 0.035387 0.035377 0.850808 0.0353866 ‐0.0121429 0.0201777 0.362159 0.361765 0.362163
rs140423206 17098837 ATCT A 0.00357118 0.00385508 0.157505 40424 0.06603 0.351789 0.03523 0.035038 0.851515 0.0352346 0.252068 0.334374 0.568292 0.556331 0.569411
rs143883399 17098841 TCTG T 0.00357118 0.00385508 0.157505 40424 0.06603 0.351789 0.03523 0.035038 0.851515 0.0352346 0.252068 0.334374 0.568292 0.556331 0.569411
rs148729576 17237434 A G 0.00152241 0.00152779 0.38995 40424 ‐0.06851 0.367652 0.034725 0.034938 0.851727 0.0347309 ‐0.236173 0.349508 0.456611 0.469681 0.457564
rs117963003 17308793 A G 0.0153491 0.0149033 0.302329 40424 ‐0.02455 0.132155 0.034523 0.034588 0.852462 0.0345231 ‐0.129229 0.125909 1.05343 1.06698 1.05389
rs75375364 17293908 G C 0.0153466 0.0149013 0.30235 40424 ‐0.02451 0.132159 0.034404 0.034469 0.852713 0.0344046 ‐0.129113 0.125913 1.05148 1.06499 1.05194
rs184283128 17206193 A C 0.00425621 0.0042337 0.677925 40424 ‐0.03037 0.165877 0.033527 0.03363 0.854496 0.0335284 0.0989012 0.155611 0.403946 0.398618 0.404136
rs147734368 17148382 C T 0.000607774 0.000611325 0.248301 40424 ‐0.12939 0.709902 0.033219 0.033487 0.854801 0.0332315 ‐0.331312 0.699784 0.224153 0.23058 0.224538
rs10963072 17378776 G A 0.223198 0.228307 0.833092 40424 ‐0.00416 0.022811 0.03324 0.033249 0.855313 0.0332397 0.0128855 0.0217685 0.350385 0.34999 0.350389
rs192586307 17045480 A G 0.00174432 0.00166552 0.208873 40424 0.085467 0.468208 0.033321 0.033167 0.85549 0.0333239 ‐0.0297421 0.447262 0.00442202 0.00443147 0.00442207
rs77393950 17385725 G A 0.0322321 0.034275 0.786454 40424 0.00993 0.054523 0.03317 0.033136 0.855557 0.0331704 0.00459083 0.0523279 0.00769691 0.00769228 0.00769692
rs73414371 17027250 C T 0.0317567 0.0314462 0.935954 40424 0.009293 0.051309 0.032806 0.032767 0.856354 0.0328057 0.0070835 0.0490216 0.0208796 0.0208559 0.0208797
rs76088556 17177565 C T 0.00426766 0.00424782 0.680128 40424 ‐0.02972 0.165321 0.032313 0.03241 0.857131 0.0323142 0.0996756 0.155106 0.412973 0.407476 0.413172
rs192223238 17175647 T A 0.00258603 0.0023615 0.316528 40424 ‐0.05804 0.323461 0.032194 0.03238 0.857196 0.0321974 ‐0.224842 0.309998 0.526065 0.540783 0.526925
rs73417977 16680412 A G 0.0292123 0.0315961 0.598648 40424 0.011704 0.065197 0.032227 0.03219 0.857611 0.0322275 0.0167198 0.062336 0.0719423 0.0717973 0.0719433
rs140158761 17068341 A C 0.00117176 0.00115411 0.178388 40424 0.108994 0.605968 0.032352 0.032146 0.857708 0.0323566 ‐0.11976 0.589338 0.0412946 0.0416413 0.0413009
rs182963903 17020865 G T 0.00154406 0.00148847 0.432692 40424 0.062847 0.349494 0.032336 0.032137 0.857727 0.0323412 0.00284922 0.331317 7.39543E‐05 7.39264E‐05 7.39544E‐05
rs189879053 16952553 C A 0.00145343 0.00141047 0.476996 40424 ‐0.06048 0.338274 0.031961 0.032137 0.857727 0.0319647 ‐0.107797 0.325245 0.109847 0.111277 0.109893
rs118119691 16447440 A T 0.0332308 0.0311038 0.504004 40424 ‐0.01259 0.070474 0.031926 0.031965 0.858105 0.0319262 ‐0.0848839 0.0670427 1.60305 1.61995 1.60356
rs145260190 16542850 T C 0.0320515 0.0311313 0.829173 40424 ‐0.00979 0.055185 0.03148 0.031517 0.859093 0.0314797 ‐0.0200735 0.0526513 0.145354 0.145788 0.145358
rs77400692 16725564 G A 0.0078257 0.00881828 0.307541 40424 0.029579 0.16751 0.031181 0.03113 0.859951 0.0311818 0.180606 0.160868 1.26045 1.24514 1.26156
rs186427203 16609016 T G 0.0018408 0.00189274 0.133218 40424 0.097233 0.551322 0.031104 0.030963 0.860323 0.0311066 0.0544372 0.522237 0.0108656 0.0108321 0.010866
rs145772377 16582006 C T 0.0111881 0.011311 0.151258 40424 0.037365 0.212238 0.030995 0.03094 0.860374 0.030995 ‐0.0110449 0.204358 0.00292109 0.00292309 0.00292109
rs1337391 16611692 A G 0.905318 0.904126 0.477193 40424 0.007683 0.043769 0.03081 0.030833 0.860614 0.0308102 0.0175376 0.0412425 0.180821 0.181177 0.180824
rs10962586 16777540 T C 0.173951 0.171616 0.357573 40424 ‐0.0068 0.038807 0.030682 0.030694 0.860925 0.0306818 ‐0.00128904 0.0369306 0.00121832 0.00121843 0.00121832
rs145273796 17284860 G C 0.00309546 0.00326442 0.303116 40424 ‐0.04896 0.280026 0.030571 0.030685 0.860946 0.030573 ‐0.0307507 0.268368 0.0131295 0.0131665 0.0131298
rs80084886 17347055 C T 0.0134324 0.0144007 0.282066 40424 0.024585 0.140437 0.030647 0.030578 0.861185 0.0306479 0.111245 0.131492 0.715762 0.707253 0.71612
rs78126573 16824291 A G 0.00190582 0.00188088 0.179537 40424 ‐0.0836 0.480422 0.030277 0.030407 0.86157 0.0302795 ‐0.12496 0.456573 0.0749064 0.0755345 0.0749201
rs58735469 17119081 A G 0.201974 0.203197 0.787538 40424 ‐0.00426 0.02452 0.030245 0.030254 0.861916 0.0302446 0.00190699 0.0233755 0.00665541 0.00665428 0.00665541
rs186949247 17302081 T C 0.0588342 0.0586767 0.244145 40424 ‐0.01313 0.075939 0.02989 0.029916 0.86268 0.0298903 0.0134133 0.0720746 0.0346345 0.0345953 0.0346346
rs141378534 17016119 G A 0.00625691 0.00576839 0.816606 40424 0.022031 0.127545 0.029835 0.029753 0.863053 0.0298354 ‐0.0577825 0.121125 0.227576 0.229712 0.227625
rs142614600 16618034 G A 0.00138196 0.00132411 0.474355 40424 0.060688 0.351491 0.029811 0.029593 0.863417 0.0298177 ‐0.135044 0.332704 0.164754 0.168013 0.164953
rs10962604 16799569 T C 0.097122 0.104714 0.993062 40424 0.005005 0.029105 0.029573 0.029558 0.863496 0.0295733 0.0235198 0.0278462 0.7134 0.71128 0.71343
rs7019673 17267917 G A 0.726628 0.730736 0.872205 40424 ‐0.0036 0.020993 0.02946 0.029454 0.863735 0.0294601 ‐0.00294252 0.0199883 0.0216715 0.0216667 0.0216715
rs138526048 16785293 T C 0.00107539 0.00110937 0.154358 40424 ‐0.11822 0.693508 0.029061 0.029211 0.864292 0.029063 0.451558 0.629931 0.513855 0.500239 0.515044
c9_pos16912231 16922231 G A 0.0393365 0.0388261 0.953327 40424 ‐0.00791 0.046282 0.029182 0.029209 0.864297 0.0291824 ‐0.028189 0.0442881 0.40512 0.406863 0.405144
rs117210374 17373625 C G 0.0136715 0.0146452 0.283752 40424 0.023749 0.138838 0.029259 0.029196 0.864328 0.0292595 0.108982 0.130074 0.701978 0.693832 0.702313
rs148287931 17317172 G A 0.0013195 0.00137578 0.240146 40424 ‐0.07824 0.460921 0.028813 0.029005 0.864767 0.0288235 0.104561 0.448671 0.0543108 0.0537223 0.0543391
rs141307683 17227341 A G 0.000507465 0.000533878 0.168892 40424 0.164488 0.965214 0.029042 0.028821 0.865193 0.0290482 0.374195 0.870523 0.184771 0.180231 0.185122
rs147625050 16481497 C T 0.00190376 0.00188814 0.378966 40424 0.05481 0.323724 0.028666 0.028555 0.865811 0.0286683 ‐0.0116987 0.310752 0.00141724 0.00141876 0.00141724
rs79712163 16663816 A T 0.0241634 0.0243823 0.354995 40424 ‐0.01629 0.096754 0.028349 0.028397 0.86618 0.028349 ‐0.013235 0.0911369 0.0210892 0.0211231 0.0210894
rs188796294 16739465 G A 0.000692111 0.000757968 0.100281 40424 0.160849 0.955452 0.028341 0.028162 0.866728 0.0283591 0.807864 0.926079 0.760993 0.732362 0.771214
rs182440865 16476003 C G 0.00113298 0.00109181 0.249127 40424 ‐0.0891 0.533852 0.027858 0.028068 0.866948 0.0278616 ‐0.243367 0.517086 0.221512 0.227061 0.221812
rs74343556 16739962 C T 0.00758112 0.00854267 0.328631 40424 0.027536 0.164735 0.02794 0.027896 0.867353 0.0279405 0.169747 0.158275 1.15022 1.13672 1.15114
rs79863077 16526333 G A 0.00233537 0.00250659 0.115044 40424 0.083281 0.498425 0.027918 0.027837 0.867492 0.027923 0.389948 0.490017 0.633273 0.622491 0.634981
rs80087905 16740372 A C 0.00758108 0.00854258 0.328638 40424 0.027501 0.164734 0.027871 0.027827 0.867516 0.0278711 0.169725 0.158274 1.14993 1.13643 1.15085
rs13297208 16430803 C T 0.0286848 0.0277987 0.592843 40424 0.011437 0.068583 0.027807 0.027773 0.867645 0.0278072 ‐0.00227227 0.0651346 0.00121701 0.0012174 0.00121701
rs181587783 16791457 A C 0.000859344 0.000872074 0.191145 40424 ‐0.10904 0.661098 0.027205 0.027413 0.868497 0.0272127 ‐0.0535987 0.661665 0.00656195 0.00659193 0.00656226
rs4961536 17297197 A G 0.0130515 0.0139601 0.293339 40424 0.02305 0.139417 0.027335 0.027276 0.868824 0.027335 0.101133 0.130705 0.598686 0.592035 0.598945
rs75365826 17089123 A C 0.00603998 0.00604217 0.691147 40424 ‐0.0224 0.136258 0.027033 0.027097 0.86925 0.0270334 0.0935913 0.129013 0.526265 0.51938 0.526514
rs74577180 16479417 A G 0.0008656 0.000808819 0.118947 40424 ‐0.14879 0.907426 0.026887 0.027066 0.869323 0.0268896 ‐0.443852 0.856138 0.268775 0.275671 0.269223
rs182310509 16410451 C T 0.00249408 0.00262597 0.185843 40424 ‐0.06245 0.381298 0.026821 0.026916 0.869683 0.026823 0.0600451 0.374518 0.0257045 0.0256008 0.0257063
rs190584457 16547954 C T 0.000517764 0.000476534 0.114105 40424 ‐0.19974 1.22415 0.026625 0.026894 0.869736 0.0266296 ‐0.831707 1.15214 0.52111 0.544458 0.523352
rs138084945 17074325 C T 0.00191216 0.00169347 0.605836 40424 ‐0.04499 0.27525 0.026714 0.02686 0.869818 0.0267174 ‐0.241218 0.261773 0.849122 0.882577 0.851841
rs187752365 16957175 G T 0.0117531 0.012011 0.664457 40424 0.016269 0.099213 0.02689 0.026844 0.869855 0.0268904 ‐0.0210902 0.0944087 0.0499044 0.0500458 0.0499056
rs147831072 16714332 G A 0.00050691 0.000466487 0.103069 40424 ‐0.21251 1.30285 0.026605 0.026815 0.869926 0.0266085 ‐0.891985 1.23511 0.521562 0.542851 0.523248
rs188372594 17393727 A G 0.00129152 0.00129492 0.237055 40424 ‐0.08234 0.505976 0.026484 0.026652 0.870319 0.0264867 ‐0.130462 0.476923 0.0748287 0.0757169 0.0748596
rs7043402 16989654 G C 0.215762 0.222912 0.969063 40424 ‐0.00348 0.021351 0.026604 0.026611 0.870418 0.0266037 0.00733817 0.020411 0.129254 0.129165 0.129255
rs117470554 16436647 T C 0.0510312 0.0510059 0.5229 40424 0.008924 0.054754 0.026564 0.026542 0.870584 0.0265638 0.0152368 0.052311 0.0848405 0.0846887 0.0848414
rs61197399 16940623 A G 0.0617783 0.0655887 0.965356 40424 ‐0.00583 0.035949 0.026257 0.026274 0.871232 0.0262573 0.0162923 0.0344441 0.223734 0.223216 0.223739
rs10810680 16928587 C G 0.63574 0.627912 0.979107 40424 ‐0.00295 0.018238 0.026093 0.026091 0.871679 0.0260933 ‐0.0101009 0.0174381 0.335521 0.335369 0.335524
rs4961436 17368136 G A 0.0136124 0.0145754 0.285252 40424 0.022395 0.138796 0.026034 0.025981 0.871947 0.0260345 0.106584 0.130044 0.67174 0.66408 0.672048
rs149629595 16665739 C T 0.00151654 0.00138164 0.216784 40424 0.08149 0.505131 0.026026 0.025881 0.87219 0.0260282 ‐0.345989 0.487242 0.504236 0.519353 0.505173
rs143844837 17015072 G A 0.000605193 0.000579626 0.10281 40424 ‐0.17514 1.10722 0.025021 0.025226 0.873806 0.0250278 ‐0.335584 1.0763 0.0972151 0.0990492 0.0973083
rs78845232 16939034 C G 0.00597136 0.00668294 0.660719 40424 0.02108 0.132601 0.025273 0.02521 0.873844 0.0252732 0.0584774 0.127309 0.210989 0.209272 0.211037
rs190937829 16712518 C T 0.000506729 0.000466435 0.103043 40424 ‐0.2058 1.30295 0.024948 0.025138 0.874023 0.0249508 ‐0.888876 1.23523 0.51783 0.53889 0.519494
rs181237462 16828204 A G 0.00323488 0.00326546 0.284187 40424 ‐0.04561 0.288446 0.025001 0.02508 0.874168 0.0250026 0.00136417 0.276005 2.44289E‐05 0.000024425 2.44289E‐05
rs79578991 17195672 C T 0.0279451 0.0282694 0.829996 40424 0.00916 0.058041 0.024906 0.02488 0.874667 0.0249065 0.018013 0.055245 0.106313 0.106029 0.106315
rs10962794 16984995 T C 0.242821 0.244911 0.977009 40424 ‐0.00321 0.020531 0.024408 0.024414 0.875837 0.0244082 0.00235022 0.0196475 0.0143087 0.0143058 0.0143087
rs188046669 16685358 G A 0.000749411 0.000742567 0.136144 40424 ‐0.13524 0.870885 0.024115 0.024276 0.876185 0.0241178 ‐0.2546 0.833897 0.0932162 0.0945236 0.0932739
rs190401628 17209633 C T 0.000860293 0.000897276 0.134949 40424 ‐0.12545 0.816039 0.023631 0.023804 0.877386 0.0236339 ‐0.0785739 0.770013 0.0104126 0.0104651 0.0104133
rs78655784 17137514 T C 0.0103766 0.0109636 0.29975 40424 ‐0.0239 0.155201 0.023716 0.02377 0.877472 0.0237163 0.0596598 0.146234 0.166443 0.165322 0.166466
rs141948867 16773824 A G 0.000344425 0.000383173 0.138227 40424 ‐0.18712 1.22737 0.023244 0.023435 0.878332 0.0232545 0.178343 1.16025 0.0236272 0.0233906 0.0236352
rs28418961 16524499 T G 0.00992909 0.00925232 0.330887 40424 0.024357 0.159032 0.023458 0.023409 0.878399 0.0234579 ‐0.139416 0.151357 0.848434 0.861264 0.848915
rs186064421 16949686 G A 0.00209442 0.00177503 0.524394 40424 ‐0.0448 0.293757 0.023264 0.023387 0.878455 0.0232653 ‐0.26118 0.274034 0.908386 0.944513 0.911262
rs190397389 17219014 G A 0.000647464 0.000654871 0.202636 40424 0.115524 0.755126 0.023405 0.02324 0.878835 0.0234091 ‐0.190579 0.738304 0.0666314 0.067579 0.0666631
rs28405076 16664736 A C 0.0262198 0.0265092 0.339769 40424 ‐0.01444 0.095016 0.023088 0.023122 0.879141 0.023088 ‐0.00653563 0.0893978 0.00534467 0.00534883 0.00534468
rs10962606 16799700 T C 0.0973155 0.104819 0.995497 40424 0.004369 0.029057 0.022612 0.022602 0.880496 0.0226121 0.0225329 0.0277989 0.657021 0.655147 0.657047
rs12335443 16514186 A C 0.00390496 0.00416317 0.114177 40424 ‐0.05899 0.394084 0.022409 0.022459 0.880873 0.0224109 0.245519 0.382973 0.410993 0.406617 0.411335
rs141059041 16869690 G C 0.000333853 0.000378226 0.132368 40424 0.185211 1.23452 0.022508 0.022417 0.880983 0.0225099 0.624905 1.19117 0.275223 0.270816 0.275479
rs182907875 17162782 A T 0.00102984 0.00093947 0.165048 40424 ‐0.10739 0.720068 0.022241 0.022337 0.881193 0.0222423 ‐0.211602 0.663726 0.101639 0.102818 0.101672
rs10962713 16929053 T A 0.636993 0.629353 0.970294 40424 ‐0.00272 0.018266 0.02222 0.022218 0.88151 0.0222198 ‐0.00959357 0.0174644 0.301756 0.301622 0.301758
rs145646692 17253569 C A 0.00113781 0.00113473 0.425981 40424 ‐0.06062 0.408464 0.022025 0.022142 0.881711 0.0220283 ‐0.261522 0.388557 0.453009 0.46748 0.454143
rs429058 17075061 C T 0.0018684 0.00187182 0.244203 40424 ‐0.06036 0.406726 0.022025 0.022128 0.881748 0.0220271 ‐0.00295691 0.390746 5.72648E‐05 5.72815E‐05 5.72648E‐05
rs13289124 17052517 G A 0.448268 0.454366 0.95956 40424 0.002634 0.017832 0.021821 0.02182 0.882567 0.0218207 0.0147127 0.0170292 0.746438 0.746261 0.746451
rs13283842 17051856 C T 0.456007 0.460904 0.963005 40424 ‐0.00263 0.017813 0.021816 0.021817 0.882576 0.021816 0.00970397 0.0169992 0.325867 0.325823 0.32587
rs10962712 16929023 A G 0.636976 0.629342 0.970479 40424 ‐0.00269 0.018266 0.02164 0.021638 0.883054 0.0216402 ‐0.00956735 0.0174641 0.300118 0.299985 0.30012
rs10962495 16577080 T C 0.0260271 0.026982 0.328231 40424 ‐0.01407 0.09598 0.021497 0.021526 0.883356 0.0214968 0.0367227 0.0900946 0.166139 0.16546 0.166148
rs117878027 16512996 T C 0.0558885 0.0571535 0.382971 40424 0.00891 0.061425 0.02104 0.021023 0.884716 0.02104 0.00231457 0.0581976 0.00158172 0.00158132 0.00158172
rs183062931 16577442 G C 0.00679387 0.00680119 0.197945 40424 0.034589 0.239437 0.020868 0.020823 0.885262 0.0208688 ‐0.030318 0.229314 0.0174799 0.0175225 0.0174802
rs185913363 17051710 G A 0.000448501 0.000468984 0.175689 40424 0.132266 0.915186 0.020887 0.020748 0.885468 0.0209007 0.238727 0.90238 0.0699882 0.0684588 0.0701078
rs148793018 16631994 A G 0.00158478 0.00163198 0.293889 40424 ‐0.05737 0.399178 0.020655 0.020728 0.885522 0.020656 0.0794792 0.382619 0.0431493 0.0429009 0.0431535
rs7860428 16932299 A G 0.116271 0.120476 0.999994 40424 0.003866 0.026902 0.020655 0.020647 0.885744 0.0206553 0.00294064 0.0257117 0.0130804 0.0130755 0.0130804
rs2274557 16473118 T C 0.277891 0.271102 0.779043 40424 ‐0.00319 0.02229 0.020432 0.020436 0.886327 0.0204322 ‐0.020483 0.021183 0.935002 0.936398 0.935028
rs75110373 17230928 T C 0.117037 0.120111 0.849407 40424 0.004151 0.02908 0.020371 0.020363 0.886527 0.0203714 0.00739902 0.0277004 0.0713468 0.0712813 0.0713471
rs191173434 16592792 G A 0.00679956 0.00680755 0.197982 40424 0.034122 0.239328 0.020328 0.020284 0.886746 0.0203283 ‐0.0307351 0.229197 0.0179826 0.0180271 0.0179829
rs186045255 17203025 C T 0.000498719 0.000524823 0.170227 40424 0.138214 0.970941 0.020264 0.020133 0.887166 0.0202669 0.368403 0.875042 0.17725 0.172946 0.177577
rs191434780 16642014 C A 0.00068061 0.000664625 0.125356 40424 ‐0.13724 0.971054 0.019975 0.020107 0.887239 0.019978 ‐0.316218 0.926372 0.116521 0.118629 0.116612
rs117452684 16419519 G A 0.0329857 0.0309697 0.507413 40424 ‐0.00991 0.070347 0.019863 0.019882 0.887866 0.0198635 ‐0.0800449 0.0669509 1.4294 1.44369 1.42981
rs189729007 16993003 C T 0.00577005 0.00544116 0.527987 40424 0.023191 0.165502 0.019636 0.019588 0.888693 0.0196363 ‐0.0447025 0.156112 0.0819956 0.0825092 0.0820035
rs78165753 17230453 C A 0.0127665 0.0135256 0.287197 40424 ‐0.01987 0.143148 0.019277 0.019314 0.889471 0.0192771 0.0630529 0.134442 0.219958 0.21838 0.219995
rs142960305 17283661 T C 0.013061 0.0139551 0.296866 40424 0.019114 0.138588 0.019021 0.018986 0.890405 0.019021 0.0968628 0.129953 0.555571 0.549602 0.555795
rs147288402 16763833 T C 0.000267297 0.000322808 0.386783 40424 0.107421 0.782201 0.01886 0.01872 0.891172 0.0188666 0.0441355 0.764643 0.00333164 0.00332001 0.00333183
rs193021496 16840501 A G 0.00326976 0.00341219 0.456338 40424 0.030718 0.225393 0.018574 0.018515 0.891767 0.0185747 ‐0.0114733 0.212757 0.00290813 0.00291224 0.00290815
rs183806237 16420261 T C 0.00185136 0.0017183 0.422741 40424 ‐0.04505 0.334186 0.018173 0.018263 0.892502 0.0181739 ‐0.197077 0.314577 0.39248 0.402868 0.393079
rs75420629 17348208 T C 0.0346228 0.0353493 0.551044 40424 0.008614 0.06385 0.018199 0.018185 0.892729 0.0181992 0.0520106 0.0608358 0.730914 0.726584 0.731
rs4333707 17284049 C T 0.0129547 0.0138366 0.296203 40424 0.018798 0.139366 0.018193 0.01816 0.892801 0.0181929 0.0966895 0.130671 0.547524 0.541667 0.547742
rs79343953 16576683 A C 0.0261542 0.027125 0.328303 40424 ‐0.01288 0.0957 0.01812 0.018143 0.892853 0.0181205 0.0373142 0.0898444 0.172491 0.171777 0.172501
rs192917559 17309184 A G 0.00248986 0.00247933 0.359548 40424 0.039844 0.29625 0.018089 0.018036 0.893167 0.0180895 0.0327163 0.278835 0.0137668 0.0137186 0.0137673
rs189249767 17221139 C A 0.00617031 0.0056677 0.71318 40424 ‐0.0183 0.13701 0.017834 0.017875 0.893642 0.0178348 ‐0.0310662 0.129672 0.0573961 0.0576861 0.0573996
rs181081632 17301112 C T 0.0024912 0.00248137 0.359408 40424 0.039559 0.296229 0.017834 0.017782 0.893917 0.0178344 0.0333984 0.278775 0.0143531 0.0143018 0.0143536
rs183806949 17164690 C T 0.000641467 0.000695928 0.310133 40424 ‐0.078 0.586944 0.01766 0.017758 0.893987 0.0176632 0.149832 0.564959 0.0703357 0.0694666 0.0703799
rs263646 17016288 T C 0.0257536 0.0261212 0.89457 40424 0.007675 0.057579 0.017768 0.017751 0.894009 0.017768 0.010958 0.0551083 0.0395396 0.0394721 0.0395399
rs118006875 16457690 C T 0.00512461 0.0049143 0.262623 40424 0.031985 0.240072 0.017751 0.017713 0.894122 0.0177512 ‐0.0261635 0.231907 0.0127281 0.0127585 0.0127283
rs72717034 16492911 T C 0.0529255 0.0537306 0.522858 40424 ‐0.00708 0.053433 0.017545 0.017556 0.894588 0.0175448 0.0230211 0.0510589 0.203286 0.202748 0.203291
rs75709462 16576821 C T 0.0260602 0.0270286 0.328214 40424 ‐0.01258 0.095892 0.017205 0.017225 0.895581 0.0172047 0.0381682 0.0900119 0.179806 0.179044 0.179817
rs188447510 17044209 G C 0.000063295 6.80162E‐05 0.272967 40424 ‐0.2613 2.02585 0.016636 0.016976 0.896337 0.0166508 ‐0.0237816 1.96435 0.000146569 0.000146834 0.00014657
rs10962435 16475806 G A 0.0683947 0.0697478 0.95357 40424 ‐0.00458 0.035203 0.016932 0.016941 0.896441 0.0169325 0.011806 0.0336371 0.123189 0.122982 0.12319
rs145766830 16441546 G A 0.00251346 0.0026366 0.184433 40424 ‐0.04961 0.382015 0.016866 0.016913 0.896528 0.0168665 0.0578804 0.375195 0.0237985 0.0237065 0.0238
rs10962496 16577695 G A 0.0248508 0.0256962 0.330296 40424 ‐0.01273 0.097954 0.016882 0.016903 0.896558 0.016882 0.0338094 0.0919809 0.135108 0.134591 0.135114
rs145311811 16624266 C T 0.0014254 0.00138584 0.139643 40424 0.082561 0.637236 0.016786 0.016702 0.897172 0.016787 ‐0.0289242 0.601358 0.00231342 0.00231787 0.00231345
rs78437632 17295041 G A 0.0131697 0.0140677 0.293445 40424 0.017898 0.138904 0.016603 0.016575 0.897561 0.0166028 0.0973777 0.130201 0.559362 0.553364 0.559587
rs6475104 16979677 T C 0.997346 0.997343 0.257964 40424 0.042701 0.333316 0.016412 0.016467 0.897892 0.0164127 0.0866544 0.321331 0.0727239 0.0733981 0.0727414
rs201519449 16893259 A AAAAAG 0.00125872 0.00139105 0.115283 40424 0.088477 0.689777 0.016453 0.016385 0.898145 0.0164542 0.374529 0.654641 0.327313 0.3208 0.327889
rs75905521 16480054 T C 0.0439086 0.0436414 0.277668 40424 ‐0.01028 0.080435 0.01634 0.016352 0.898247 0.0163401 ‐0.0281304 0.0776461 0.131255 0.1316 0.131258
rs10962708 16927751 G A 0.610984 0.602971 0.968351 40424 0.002294 0.01799 0.016261 0.016262 0.898527 0.016261 ‐0.0107143 0.017199 0.388079 0.38793 0.388083
rs143769265 17043163 C A 0.000758711 0.000835652 0.310764 40424 0.069803 0.550732 0.016064 0.015993 0.899367 0.0160658 ‐0.0387328 0.529142 0.00535812 0.00537562 0.00535829
rs10962709 16927805 T C 0.612462 0.604622 0.98054 40424 0.002264 0.017984 0.015849 0.01585 0.899815 0.0158486 ‐0.0101176 0.0171946 0.346231 0.346102 0.346234
rs7036214 16936474 T C 0.0237573 0.0261108 0.885099 40424 0.007407 0.058961 0.01578 0.015768 0.900072 0.0157802 0.0248019 0.0563993 0.193385 0.19272 0.193393
rs139143440 16829514 T C 0.000703584 0.000668453 0.195059 40424 0.098198 0.780346 0.015835 0.015706 0.900268 0.0158391 ‐0.125316 0.739803 0.0286931 0.0290727 0.0287042
rs141336318 16473601 G A 0.0069152 0.00696785 0.141504 40424 0.035438 0.282637 0.015721 0.015693 0.900308 0.0157209 ‐0.016131 0.266527 0.00366301 0.00366682 0.00366302
rs72704097 16690489 G T 0.0364282 0.0391616 0.748467 40424 ‐0.00658 0.052539 0.015676 0.015687 0.900329 0.0156763 0.0036579 0.0503122 0.00528588 0.00528348 0.00528588
rs10962795 16987379 C A 0.192482 0.194103 0.998422 40424 ‐0.00275 0.022144 0.015418 0.015421 0.901172 0.0154175 ‐0.00324008 0.0211416 0.0234875 0.0234954 0.0234875
rs76007791 17319835 A G 0.0140176 0.0149292 0.279559 40424 0.017167 0.138206 0.01543 0.015405 0.901222 0.0154298 0.0994511 0.129673 0.588189 0.581891 0.588425
rs189223380 16983102 A G 0.000860295 0.000818191 0.17464 40424 ‐0.09544 0.772938 0.015247 0.015358 0.901372 0.0152492 ‐0.246786 0.702516 0.123404 0.126378 0.123591
rs143729597 16609549 G A 0.00143626 0.00143312 0.228962 40424 ‐0.06059 0.496857 0.014872 0.014934 0.902738 0.0148723 ‐0.0548739 0.464536 0.0139538 0.0140162 0.0139546
rs263601 17092705 C T 0.605393 0.6084 0.938757 40424 ‐0.00224 0.018342 0.014883 0.014882 0.902905 0.0148833 0.00406604 0.0175062 0.0539462 0.0539544 0.0539463
rs118083906 17219806 A T 0.0202605 0.0206138 0.270351 40424 0.014427 0.118403 0.014846 0.014832 0.903068 0.0148461 0.0602458 0.112867 0.284918 0.283405 0.284943
rs141998333 17362712 T C 0.000463534 0.000415487 0.188814 40424 0.123348 1.00795 0.014976 0.014821 0.903103 0.0149785 ‐0.50462 0.974087 0.26837 0.280955 0.26945
rs189508781 16965065 T C 0.0025665 0.00239819 0.419665 40424 ‐0.03327 0.274953 0.014644 0.014686 0.903543 0.0146439 ‐0.0973681 0.26179 0.138334 0.139703 0.138369
rs145856745 17212353 G A 0.0440506 0.0463214 0.863384 40424 0.005443 0.044989 0.014639 0.014631 0.903725 0.0146392 ‐0.0029206 0.0430626 0.00459987 0.00460172 0.00459987
rs149570955 16875864 C T 0.000453118 0.000468037 0.274884 40424 ‐0.09173 0.767337 0.014292 0.014465 0.904268 0.0142985 0.13212 0.74276 0.0316402 0.0310549 0.0316713
rs7029771 16713142 C T 0.0103985 0.0115609 0.263886 40424 0.019025 0.158541 0.014401 0.014386 0.90453 0.0144009 0.166632 0.15142 1.21103 1.19743 1.21193
rs73646735 16941053 C G 0.0624048 0.0663227 0.966456 40424 ‐0.00427 0.035768 0.014221 0.014228 0.905054 0.0142207 0.0177454 0.0342651 0.268206 0.267529 0.268213
rs189686422 17093778 C T 0.000888829 0.000857776 0.153159 40424 ‐0.09517 0.801069 0.014116 0.014212 0.905107 0.0141175 ‐0.172155 0.726639 0.0561311 0.056966 0.0561687
rs138688609 16700165 A G 0.00173582 0.00168755 0.614058 40424 ‐0.03275 0.276184 0.014061 0.014118 0.905418 0.0140619 ‐0.165304 0.262127 0.397689 0.407402 0.398335
rs183418334 16658582 C G 0.00235967 0.00226956 0.146419 40424 ‐0.057 0.481199 0.014031 0.014069 0.905582 0.0140318 ‐0.122435 0.461656 0.0703353 0.0708717 0.0703452
rs57706034 17279932 G A 0.0129848 0.013858 0.299213 40424 0.016418 0.138497 0.014052 0.01403 0.905713 0.014052 0.0926772 0.129893 0.509063 0.503797 0.509252
rs146555006 17000308 A T 0.0013944 0.00125888 0.289586 40424 ‐0.05458 0.465542 0.013748 0.013809 0.906454 0.0137482 ‐0.225446 0.4398 0.26277 0.26852 0.263041
rs192560311 16998591 C T 0.00139666 0.00126084 0.289449 40424 ‐0.05432 0.465273 0.013629 0.01369 0.906857 0.0136299 ‐0.226042 0.439596 0.264406 0.270208 0.264681
rs12341812 17107467 T C 0.0599886 0.0599974 0.698966 40424 ‐0.00507 0.043374 0.013668 0.013676 0.906906 0.0136683 ‐0.000147145 0.0416519 1.24801E‐05 1.24804E‐05 1.24801E‐05
rs183042445 16993424 C A 0.0013985 0.00126286 0.289144 40424 ‐0.05391 0.46514 0.013435 0.013494 0.907522 0.0134353 ‐0.225451 0.439482 0.263162 0.268923 0.263434
rs191053080 16996533 C A 0.00139864 0.0012626 0.289146 40424 ‐0.05379 0.46516 0.013374 0.013433 0.90773 0.013375 ‐0.226598 0.439547 0.265767 0.271613 0.266044
rs151162380 17211989 C T 0.0213523 0.0221483 0.76719 40424 ‐0.00786 0.068044 0.013337 0.013349 0.908019 0.0133367 0.0335735 0.0649596 0.26712 0.265805 0.267141
rs2815200 17116292 A G 0.571706 0.574105 0.985358 40424 ‐0.00205 0.017724 0.01332 0.01332 0.90812 0.01332 0.00181476 0.0169155 0.0115097 0.0115103 0.0115097
rs137951938 17075308 T C 0.00476929 0.00487112 0.22291 40424 0.030474 0.263921 0.013333 0.013305 0.908171 0.0133327 0.0479631 0.253557 0.0357818 0.0356438 0.0357836
rs112649066 17215052 G A 0.0213489 0.022143 0.767303 40424 ‐0.00784 0.068047 0.013259 0.013271 0.908286 0.0132593 0.0335454 0.0649616 0.266657 0.265344 0.266678
rs144056712 16795511 T C 0.00121796 0.00136209 0.202707 40424 0.058117 0.515547 0.012708 0.01268 0.910345 0.0127088 0.0825474 0.497994 0.0274763 0.0273681 0.02748
rs181365088 17172074 T C 0.000641943 0.000745957 0.106255 40424 0.105976 0.949333 0.012462 0.012423 0.911254 0.012463 1.03689 0.917354 1.27758 1.23012 1.28946
rs200924257 16664710 AC A 0.0316031 0.0330469 0.25557 40424 0.011059 0.099199 0.012429 0.01242 0.911263 0.0124287 ‐0.00599642 0.0932858 0.00413193 0.00413387 0.00413193
rs138882757 16488111 C T 0.00122566 0.00127472 0.179045 40424 0.064667 0.581779 0.012355 0.012319 0.911623 0.0123559 0.329363 0.545228 0.364917 0.357509 0.365435
rs12236018 17391467 G T 0.0123469 0.0122662 0.707958 40424 0.010487 0.094822 0.012233 0.012218 0.911984 0.0122327 ‐0.0141596 0.0903772 0.0245461 0.0245959 0.0245464
rs151214170 17209324 T A 0.000629149 0.000686266 0.303874 40424 ‐0.06573 0.596872 0.012127 0.012184 0.912107 0.012129 0.168406 0.574302 0.085987 0.0848078 0.0860557
rs145622982 16936387 C T 0.000266117 0.000315362 0.129705 40424 0.149428 1.35419 0.012176 0.012141 0.912262 0.0121776 ‐0.485453 1.30294 0.138819 0.140741 0.139053
rs191703492 17284218 A G 0.00464697 0.0047374 0.406182 40424 0.021681 0.196649 0.012155 0.012129 0.912305 0.0121554 0.0479973 0.190508 0.0634758 0.0631165 0.0634821
rs183959319 17170237 T G 0.000263531 0.00022195 0.634843 40424 ‐0.07789 0.721225 0.011663 0.011821 0.91342 0.0116679 ‐0.189815 0.708301 0.0718169 0.0742293 0.0719863
rs147793879 17393376 A C 0.00069136 0.000620734 0.119596 40424 0.114585 1.05507 0.011795 0.01172 0.913792 0.0117954 ‐1.00491 1.01969 0.971225 1.03648 0.978251
rs145831980 17013652 A G 0.00028401 0.000267746 0.104281 40424 ‐0.19349 1.80675 0.011468 0.011709 0.913832 0.0114718 ‐0.828385 1.77326 0.218232 0.239213 0.220588
rs192149147 16458971 G C 0.000266309 0.000267694 0.113642 40424 ‐0.16117 1.50478 0.011471 0.011633 0.914108 0.0114798 ‐0.114968 1.50054 0.00587028 0.00593146 0.00587221
rs10962497 16583590 T C 0.00327944 0.00327536 0.254802 40424 ‐0.03306 0.30709 0.011591 0.011623 0.914145 0.0115908 0.0264463 0.289297 0.00835682 0.0083338 0.00835699
rs141064795 17253084 G T 0.00156833 0.00154985 0.259815 40424 ‐0.04748 0.442947 0.01149 0.01153 0.914489 0.0114899 ‐0.241721 0.426799 0.320763 0.327985 0.321158
rs182863120 16819858 C T 0.000370457 0.000405452 0.12232 40424 ‐0.13587 1.27165 0.011417 0.011481 0.914672 0.0114192 0.204493 1.19436 0.029315 0.028996 0.0293269
rs182939211 16772167 T G 0.000453878 0.000437919 0.105703 40424 ‐0.13878 1.31219 0.011186 0.011403 0.91496 0.0111935 ‐0.419819 1.30805 0.103009 0.10905 0.10366
rs143623209 16569947 C A 0.0213202 0.0216774 0.599427 40424 0.008311 0.077908 0.011379 0.011368 0.915091 0.0113787 0.0310468 0.0738335 0.176818 0.176064 0.176827
rs76180932 17240917 C T 0.0120846 0.0128233 0.291934 40424 ‐0.0153 0.145862 0.011 0.011016 0.91641 0.011 0.0746599 0.136652 0.298498 0.295987 0.298568
rs185321893 16470596 T C 0.0157198 0.0158057 0.48301 40424 0.010396 0.099779 0.010856 0.010844 0.917061 0.0108564 0.0476148 0.0952306 0.249995 0.248462 0.250024
rs138545340 17263553 C G 0.0129561 0.0138225 0.301505 40424 0.014307 0.138135 0.010726 0.010712 0.917567 0.0107265 0.0889234 0.129559 0.471086 0.466407 0.471246
rs77499139 16721100 T C 0.0113848 0.0112373 0.332206 40424 ‐0.01439 0.141271 0.01038 0.010393 0.918798 0.0103796 0.0561329 0.135617 0.17132 0.170265 0.171339
rs112225827 17260850 A G 0.0130011 0.0138686 0.301813 40424 0.013995 0.137834 0.010309 0.010296 0.91918 0.0103094 0.0888042 0.129263 0.471972 0.467284 0.472133
rs187475976 16723441 G A 0.00226066 0.00228789 0.129496 40424 ‐0.05042 0.497478 0.010271 0.01029 0.919203 0.0102715 0.0678665 0.481145 0.0198957 0.0198326 0.0198967
rs117748898 17118465 G C 0.000405394 0.000326811 0.259868 40424 ‐0.11164 1.11394 0.010044 0.010184 0.919618 0.0100446 ‐0.947976 1.01776 0.867575 0.988853 0.885229
rs182555694 16851949 C T 4.57879E‐05 0.000045535 0.171773 40424 0.344416 3.38226 0.010369 0.010145 0.919771 0.0103775 ‐0.0606498 3.12439 0.000376816 0.000378369 0.000376828
rs57111704 17260450 G A 0.0130016 0.0138687 0.301803 40424 0.013845 0.137837 0.010089 0.010076 0.920044 0.0100892 0.0887429 0.129265 0.471306 0.466628 0.471467
rs76393335 16595408 G A 0.00365528 0.00385094 0.133736 40424 0.038746 0.385625 0.010095 0.010071 0.920063 0.0100957 0.279097 0.364255 0.587082 0.575738 0.588141
rs139342208 16961610 C G 0.000571389 0.000606372 0.213138 40424 0.076311 0.763224 0.009997 0.009954 0.920526 0.00999895 0.160113 0.732714 0.0477513 0.0470691 0.0477829
rs150515812 17153110 A G 0.0413667 0.0421571 0.701358 40424 0.005178 0.051905 0.009952 0.009947 0.920557 0.00995207 0.0392818 0.0495726 0.627915 0.624617 0.627974
rs192249556 17082302 C T 0.00115308 0.00126734 0.148948 40424 0.062588 0.627628 0.009944 0.009916 0.920678 0.00994479 0.346747 0.610782 0.322296 0.315981 0.322833
rs180974149 17142894 A G 0.000285615 0.000353612 0.494934 40424 0.064766 0.652437 0.009854 0.009792 0.921173 0.00985576 0.294835 0.640861 0.211656 0.205477 0.212438
rs55855937 16945538 G C 0.0596074 0.0636273 0.95701 40424 0.003611 0.036597 0.009737 0.009733 0.92141 0.00973733 0.024069 0.0350459 0.471671 0.470058 0.471693
rs139419944 17274471 C G 0.0109505 0.0109273 0.650852 40424 0.010296 0.104696 0.009671 0.009661 0.921702 0.00967142 ‐0.0170239 0.0997234 0.0291423 0.0292081 0.0291428
rs181115370 16657972 C T 0.000807258 0.000882844 0.121483 40424 0.080661 0.820587 0.009662 0.009632 0.921821 0.00966303 0.28689 0.790843 0.131598 0.129876 0.131718
rs181966731 16771110 C G 0.00305737 0.00330514 0.377921 40424 ‐0.02417 0.247167 0.009563 0.009582 0.92202 0.00956322 0.0729108 0.237279 0.09442 0.0937447 0.0944406
rs190866795 16514960 T A 0.00173885 0.00169284 0.466023 40424 ‐0.03072 0.314409 0.009545 0.00958 0.922031 0.00954519 ‐0.102603 0.295941 0.1202 0.121944 0.120279
rs10962436 16476640 C T 0.0685293 0.0699578 0.952467 40424 ‐0.00339 0.035184 0.009283 0.009286 0.92323 0.00928292 0.013148 0.0336165 0.152972 0.152686 0.152974
rs1586443 17111389 T G 0.0062442 0.00657674 0.219389 40424 0.022219 0.23161 0.009203 0.009193 0.923617 0.0092032 0.134814 0.220694 0.373157 0.369974 0.373259
rs7847203 16765934 G A 0.00958155 0.0104734 0.273093 40424 ‐0.01571 0.164227 0.009149 0.009158 0.923759 0.0091494 0.1389 0.156351 0.789228 0.781281 0.789606
rs10962735 16938682 A G 0.00562902 0.00627506 0.694345 40424 0.012727 0.133487 0.00909 0.009076 0.9241 0.00909017 0.0473231 0.128253 0.136148 0.135243 0.136169
rs10962749 16943452 G A 0.0414349 0.0408291 0.876203 40424 ‐0.00446 0.047309 0.008899 0.008904 0.924823 0.00889922 ‐0.0339687 0.0450881 0.56759 0.570439 0.567636
rs144518274 17371329 T C 0.00517959 0.00489958 0.3447 40424 ‐0.02035 0.216246 0.008859 0.008876 0.924942 0.00885877 ‐0.0944415 0.205075 0.21208 0.214565 0.212148
rs117154828 16568562 T C 0.030232 0.0297249 0.826212 40424 0.005314 0.056452 0.008861 0.008856 0.925025 0.00886142 ‐0.00357808 0.0539439 0.00439961 0.00440193 0.00439962
rs144563816 16449480 C T 0.00273835 0.00273901 0.318094 40424 0.028742 0.305079 0.008876 0.008855 0.925031 0.00887596 ‐0.0235621 0.285709 0.00680109 0.00681724 0.00680119
rs950359 16629024 G A 0.0752953 0.0766065 0.397106 40424 ‐0.00502 0.053519 0.008812 0.008816 0.925194 0.00881176 0.0018039 0.0501506 0.00129382 0.00129357 0.00129382
rs182506791 16816414 C T 0.00174073 0.00201382 0.506178 40424 ‐0.02503 0.268505 0.00869 0.008713 0.925631 0.0086906 0.128053 0.262611 0.23777 0.234586 0.237977
rs191612010 17109046 C T 0.000203812 0.000262749 0.40942 40424 0.079465 0.850994 0.00872 0.008658 0.925866 0.00872217 ‐0.140924 0.832602 0.028648 0.0290372 0.0286761
rs7869097 16719631 T C 0.00872657 0.0095925 0.266416 40424 ‐0.01603 0.172499 0.008635 0.008643 0.925931 0.00863533 0.14278 0.165488 0.744399 0.737564 0.744768
rs138327139 16432507 C T 0.00048781 0.000530027 0.244835 40424 ‐0.06904 0.749386 0.008488 0.008526 0.926432 0.00848882 0.165922 0.724168 0.0524962 0.0518454 0.0525303
rs78807616 17243372 T A 0.0121517 0.0129092 0.291168 40424 ‐0.01342 0.145572 0.008497 0.008508 0.926509 0.00849705 0.0781206 0.136347 0.328275 0.325394 0.328361
rs79065507 16498991 G A 0.00348958 0.00372019 0.214608 40424 0.028693 0.310925 0.008516 0.008503 0.926531 0.00851622 6.15626E‐05 0.296574 4.30891E‐08 4.28772E‐08 4.30891E‐08
rs3808786 17308364 A G 0.0129292 0.0138086 0.295734 40424 0.012817 0.139674 0.008421 0.008411 0.926928 0.00842103 0.0960217 0.130933 0.537823 0.532118 0.538034
rs184777019 16573360 T C 0.00105534 0.00113485 0.100829 40424 ‐0.07328 0.800379 0.008382 0.008406 0.926948 0.00838253 0.67718 0.755734 0.802917 0.782092 0.807364
rs77931426 16956028 T C 0.00655998 0.00661785 0.237646 40424 ‐0.0201 0.219423 0.008395 0.008406 0.926949 0.00839477 0.00913801 0.21008 0.00189206 0.00189067 0.00189207
rs4961720 16493115 G A 0.0165688 0.0178644 0.268137 40424 0.011686 0.127828 0.008358 0.008352 0.927183 0.00835781 0.169265 0.121061 1.95491 1.92974 1.95616
rs75342976 17246050 C G 0.0121494 0.0129077 0.291182 40424 ‐0.01326 0.145581 0.008302 0.008312 0.927356 0.00830204 0.0784001 0.13635 0.330616 0.327705 0.330703
rs190164228 16910248 A G 0.000660901 0.000661278 0.123809 40424 ‐0.09107 1.0069 0.00818 0.00822 0.927761 0.00818005 ‐0.0606151 0.936232 0.00419175 0.00420808 0.0041919
rs191525544 16418873 A G 0.0910331 0.090377 0.530802 40424 ‐0.00377 0.041697 0.008154 0.008157 0.928036 0.0081544 ‐0.0100286 0.0398289 0.0633988 0.063468 0.0633991
rs138036430 16757269 A C 0.00182707 0.00189607 0.619087 40424 0.023159 0.261226 0.00786 0.007839 0.92945 0.00785975 ‐0.0888464 0.247088 0.129294 0.130875 0.129354
rs263639 17019835 A G 0.985877 0.985888 0.485491 40424 ‐0.00924 0.106598 0.00752 0.007514 0.930925 0.00752031 0.0268159 0.101138 0.0703006 0.0705286 0.0703028
rs1927634 16478070 G C 0.00188438 0.00206362 0.112114 40424 0.048043 0.555288 0.007486 0.007472 0.931116 0.00748596 0.176675 0.536744 0.108347 0.10747 0.10841
rs189015573 16973638 C T 0.00121499 0.00122637 0.154489 40424 0.054715 0.634067 0.007446 0.007432 0.931302 0.00744645 ‐0.330056 0.61102 0.291786 0.296971 0.292092
rs419445 17117353 T C 0.571331 0.573898 0.987315 40424 ‐0.00152 0.017726 0.007389 0.007389 0.931501 0.00738872 0.00257513 0.0169162 0.0231735 0.023175 0.0231735
rs145793506 16659371 G A 0.0169444 0.0161729 0.283171 40424 0.011077 0.130432 0.007213 0.007207 0.932348 0.00721259 ‐0.124518 0.124582 0.998966 1.01116 0.999356
rs144391884 16713958 G C 0.00207409 0.00216836 0.340252 40424 0.028047 0.330559 0.007199 0.00718 0.932472 0.00719937 0.0333152 0.307743 0.0117194 0.0116778 0.0117199
rs138214927 16438191 A G 0.00048632 0.000529455 0.242409 40424 ‐0.06351 0.752988 0.007114 0.007143 0.932645 0.00711478 0.176515 0.72779 0.0588238 0.0580521 0.0588671
rs75169418 16984400 C G 0.00547071 0.00504418 0.573468 40424 0.013908 0.164503 0.007148 0.007138 0.932672 0.00714845 ‐0.0729888 0.155275 0.220959 0.223327 0.221019
rs118110945 17017561 G A 0.0256076 0.0250065 0.943835 40424 0.004807 0.057113 0.007083 0.007078 0.932951 0.00708268 ‐0.00268972 0.0545121 0.00243459 0.00243566 0.0024346
rs183778916 16723665 C A 0.00399391 0.00383076 0.257154 40424 0.023626 0.282771 0.006981 0.006967 0.933478 0.00698114 ‐0.0637164 0.267148 0.0568851 0.0572576 0.0568912
rs7029902 17287999 G A 0.172508 0.178189 0.607789 40424 0.002446 0.029347 0.006947 0.006946 0.933577 0.00694747 0.0297122 0.0279819 1.1275 1.12482 1.12754
rs138947011 16506162 G T 0.0293767 0.0289543 0.764584 40424 0.00491 0.059506 0.006808 0.006804 0.93426 0.00680793 0.000706334 0.0567242 0.000155054 0.000155039 0.000155054
rs187746861 17367623 G A 0.000747556 0.000895453 0.135901 40424 ‐0.06363 0.783698 0.006592 0.006605 0.935229 0.0065917 0.382987 0.764809 0.250762 0.247532 0.250953
rs146215188 17023787 C T 0.0259032 0.0252793 0.954567 40424 0.004573 0.056542 0.00654 0.006537 0.935562 0.00654046 ‐0.00328093 0.0539597 0.00369704 0.00369902 0.00369705
rs10756849 16965004 G T 0.000507076 0.000497512 1 28728 0.037061 0.460971 0.006464 0.006434 0.936071 0.00646439 ‐0.0750533 0.438203 0.0293352 0.0297004 0.0293482
rs10125659 16899899 A G 0.992087 0.992224 0.248802 40424 0.015869 0.199556 0.006324 0.006332 0.936575 0.00632365 0.0660456 0.192368 0.117875 0.11876 0.117892
rs183580714 16498169 T C 0.122346 0.124143 0.373748 40424 0.003463 0.043663 0.006292 0.00629 0.936787 0.00629158 0.00859329 0.0414395 0.0430021 0.0429674 0.0430023
rs142046523 17246131 CTATT C 0.0122228 0.0129909 0.289909 40424 ‐0.01149 0.145444 0.006239 0.006245 0.93701 0.00623871 0.0805566 0.136198 0.349834 0.346677 0.349931
rs189437476 16486114 G A 0.003046 0.0030079 0.308108 40424 ‐0.02325 0.295798 0.00618 0.006195 0.937265 0.00617974 ‐0.0231628 0.27597 0.00704462 0.00706507 0.00704477
rs182320942 17088185 A G 0.000305556 0.000277009 0.568269 40424 0.053687 0.68059 0.006222 0.006168 0.9374 0.00622358 ‐0.0638858 0.667978 0.00914712 0.00924359 0.00914954
rs147550420 17035621 C T 0.00186974 0.00174647 0.322886 40424 ‐0.02876 0.367168 0.006135 0.006155 0.937467 0.00613525 ‐0.0986566 0.355843 0.0768662 0.0779397 0.076896
rs144059415 16958279 T A 0.000407618 0.000260876 0.588499 40424 ‐0.0575 0.737097 0.006086 0.006148 0.937504 0.00608703 ‐0.745285 0.704035 1.12062 1.2975 1.15386
rs150724183 16787415 G A 0.00151878 0.00164803 0.436213 40424 0.026133 0.335116 0.006081 0.006065 0.937924 0.00608148 0.0618051 0.314178 0.0386987 0.038427 0.0387048
rs410440 17077047 T C 0.579167 0.580675 0.95443 40424 ‐0.00139 0.017994 0.005977 0.005977 0.938377 0.00597697 0.00174236 0.0171716 0.0102957 0.0102962 0.0102957
rs186564675 16621827 T C 0.00125925 0.00131696 0.11435 40424 0.053722 0.694203 0.005989 0.005976 0.93838 0.0059888 0.153095 0.669686 0.052261 0.0519032 0.0522725
rs146873814 16778470 C G 0.00157316 0.00170555 0.425504 40424 0.025735 0.333515 0.005954 0.005939 0.938574 0.00595431 0.0698325 0.312117 0.0500586 0.049665 0.0500686
rs181611156 16453895 C T 0.000321395 0.000325614 0.134921 40424 0.101193 1.32156 0.005863 0.005837 0.939102 0.00586356 ‐0.477201 1.2977 0.135224 0.139005 0.13546
rs148519992 16911737 A G 0.00177798 0.00174891 0.127899 40424 0.044571 0.58861 0.005734 0.005719 0.939719 0.00573405 ‐0.0481463 0.562197 0.00733414 0.00735862 0.00733434
rs10810708 17044769 C G 0.456155 0.462241 0.928893 40424 ‐0.00137 0.018121 0.00569 0.00569 0.939872 0.0056898 0.0110198 0.0172941 0.406025 0.405973 0.406029
rs201646521 16698332 AT A 0.00174786 0.00170464 0.153762 40424 0.03916 0.519758 0.005676 0.005663 0.940011 0.00567656 0.209278 0.510452 0.168089 0.165397 0.168204
rs148874562 16452382 C G 0.000489169 0.000536636 0.225341 40424 ‐0.05761 0.775057 0.005526 0.005546 0.940635 0.00552627 0.233186 0.749271 0.0968566 0.0952271 0.0969794
rs180797216 17015246 A G 0.00346332 0.00321906 0.251326 40424 ‐0.02332 0.314308 0.005504 0.005516 0.940797 0.00550393 ‐0.19809 0.296333 0.446853 0.456571 0.44731
rs151086503 17202254 A C 0.0145884 0.0156453 0.287807 40424 ‐0.00983 0.132597 0.005492 0.005496 0.940901 0.00549168 0.0859133 0.124899 0.473153 0.468981 0.473284
rs146925272 16672000 T C 0.000822742 0.000909948 0.128806 40424 ‐0.05911 0.803339 0.005413 0.005424 0.941291 0.00541348 0.18462 0.779978 0.0560263 0.0554918 0.0560428
rs192033593 17068929 T C 0.00089315 0.000863773 0.155646 40424 ‐0.0581 0.794468 0.005347 0.005369 0.941586 0.00534752 ‐0.152772 0.718119 0.045258 0.0458649 0.0452825
rs186268192 17402585 C T 0.000656944 0.000636032 0.116351 40424 ‐0.07486 1.03182 0.005264 0.005285 0.942048 0.00526431 ‐0.537298 0.988136 0.295663 0.30483 0.296356
rs142826107 16789984 C T 0.00366383 0.00355764 0.266469 40424 0.021008 0.289738 0.005257 0.005249 0.942242 0.00525736 ‐0.0806426 0.273039 0.0872328 0.0878662 0.0872444
rs755180 16474002 A G 0.278823 0.272183 0.775946 40424 ‐0.0016 0.022299 0.005116 0.005117 0.942974 0.00511635 ‐0.0192651 0.0211906 0.826525 0.827675 0.826545
rs192900495 16782109 C G 0.00052551 0.000557718 0.110164 40424 ‐0.07894 1.10933 0.005064 0.005076 0.943201 0.00506442 0.236583 1.07341 0.0485778 0.0481261 0.048592
rs17754109 17130156 C T 0.0476901 0.0501953 0.84035 40424 0.003046 0.043783 0.004841 0.00484 0.944538 0.00484119 ‐0.0030466 0.0419096 0.0052845 0.00528672 0.0052845
rs145649601 17255896 T C 0.00319141 0.00367356 0.255723 40424 ‐0.01995 0.287386 0.004817 0.004822 0.944636 0.00481704 0.133445 0.274984 0.235501 0.233176 0.235602
rs76701529 17130346 C G 0.0476985 0.050203 0.840435 40424 0.00304 0.043778 0.004822 0.00482 0.944651 0.00482155 ‐0.0030726 0.0419039 0.00537653 0.00537881 0.00537653
rs1889087 17281055 C A 0.0139481 0.0149023 0.286547 40424 0.009455 0.136527 0.004796 0.004792 0.94481 0.00479638 0.0975602 0.127882 0.582002 0.575819 0.582233
rs184205178 17371601 C T 0.000174117 0.000172981 0.152099 40424 ‐0.11806 1.71707 0.004727 0.004752 0.945044 0.00472789 ‐0.265669 1.64584 0.026056 0.0264552 0.0260705
rs141238525 16971201 T G 0.00145791 0.00142613 0.222717 40424 ‐0.03349 0.487733 0.004716 0.004724 0.945201 0.00471566 ‐0.164684 0.477644 0.118876 0.120362 0.118909
rs76286078 16535051 T C 0.00628135 0.00586175 0.524613 40424 0.010627 0.15551 0.00467 0.004665 0.945549 0.00466997 ‐0.0604679 0.148926 0.164858 0.166239 0.164888
rs188033272 16853362 C G 0.00293688 0.0029068 0.358225 40424 0.018494 0.273467 0.004574 0.004567 0.946122 0.00457356 ‐0.0468601 0.259808 0.0325314 0.0326966 0.0325336
rs72706009 16701390 A T 0.0206518 0.0217879 0.766737 40424 0.004632 0.068818 0.00453 0.004528 0.946352 0.00453002 ‐0.000758211 0.0658854 0.000132435 0.000132448 0.000132435
rs191049678 17036595 A G 0.00343285 0.00318593 0.253125 40424 ‐0.02095 0.314934 0.004427 0.004435 0.946902 0.00442658 ‐0.203346 0.296776 0.469475 0.480044 0.469986
rs181512716 17118994 C T 0.00136162 0.00142678 0.629479 40424 ‐0.01941 0.292817 0.004392 0.0044 0.947112 0.00439185 0.157086 0.277897 0.319528 0.312808 0.319953
rs140620516 16801305 C T 0.00149624 0.00144797 0.110151 40424 ‐0.04626 0.703129 0.004328 0.004342 0.947464 0.00432784 ‐0.278616 0.670938 0.172443 0.176296 0.172676
rs140602957 16910141 T C 0.00190389 0.00208777 0.256179 40424 ‐0.02493 0.379637 0.004313 0.004318 0.947605 0.00431345 0.0184107 0.363688 0.0025626 0.00256 0.00256262
rs147086769 16594353 C T 0.0023778 0.00227947 0.214741 40424 ‐0.02613 0.39939 0.004281 0.004288 0.947787 0.00428132 ‐0.163647 0.3809 0.184583 0.187035 0.184663
rs1032217 16982584 G A 0.831263 0.830034 0.999953 40424 0.001517 0.023225 0.004265 0.004266 0.947925 0.00426512 ‐0.00597147 0.0221772 0.0725017 0.0724531 0.072502
rs10962883 17140579 C T 0.0112834 0.0110534 0.677868 40424 ‐0.00665 0.10191 0.004253 0.004256 0.947985 0.00425263 ‐0.0317875 0.0970478 0.107286 0.107787 0.107292
rs190344626 17036762 G C 5.09476E‐05 6.02102E‐05 0.321809 40424 ‐0.12998 2.01555 0.004159 0.004201 0.948324 0.00415967 0.281014 1.92726 0.0212606 0.0208384 0.0212916
rs143204561 17112319 C T 0.00469789 0.00436256 0.744751 40424 0.009845 0.15324 0.004128 0.004123 0.948803 0.00412768 ‐0.037787 0.145827 0.0671445 0.067529 0.06715
rs10810679 16928466 C G 0.612379 0.603996 0.978727 40424 ‐0.00116 0.018008 0.00412 0.00412 0.948823 0.00411982 ‐0.0129086 0.0172117 0.562483 0.562217 0.562491
rs10810637 16809765 A G 0.0817628 0.0876997 0.755472 40424 ‐0.0023 0.035948 0.004109 0.00411 0.948882 0.00410938 0.0219747 0.0343936 0.408216 0.407196 0.408228
rs78304557 17238523 G A 0.0128813 0.0136348 0.30393 40424 ‐0.00884 0.138477 0.004074 0.004078 0.949083 0.00407439 0.0685277 0.130091 0.277485 0.275315 0.277542
rs972464 17120621 T C 0.569217 0.571824 0.998524 40424 ‐0.00112 0.017646 0.004043 0.004043 0.949304 0.00404266 0.00286215 0.0168397 0.028888 0.02889 0.028888
rs143188722 17045085 C G 0.00210922 0.00200081 0.294899 40424 ‐0.02275 0.359181 0.004012 0.004022 0.949435 0.00401165 ‐0.0830536 0.348503 0.0567943 0.0574421 0.0568094
rs10453190 16984710 C G 0.241426 0.243693 0.967059 40424 ‐0.0013 0.020622 0.003948 0.003948 0.949898 0.00394782 0.0034992 0.0197279 0.0314611 0.0314516 0.0314611
rs200437518 17119339 AAT A 0.484313 0.484897 0.85578 40424 ‐0.00118 0.018828 0.00394 0.00394 0.949951 0.00393979 ‐0.00174005 0.0179616 0.00938497 0.00938502 0.00938497
rs150357750 16784972 C T 0.00153035 0.00165781 0.436159 40424 0.020755 0.334112 0.003859 0.003851 0.950521 0.00385876 0.0621227 0.312993 0.0393941 0.0391156 0.0394004
rs201417633 17119346 ATAATATAA 0.484287 0.484875 0.855734 40424 ‐0.00116 0.018828 0.003777 0.003777 0.950997 0.00377671 ‐0.00171347 0.0179619 0.00910019 0.00910024 0.00910019
rs13298934 16999982 C T 0.00228761 0.00238459 0.48659 40424 ‐0.01577 0.257006 0.003767 0.003773 0.951024 0.00376698 0.143284 0.249168 0.330682 0.325366 0.330902
rs12004947 16578249 G A 0.00767909 0.00843058 0.136403 40424 ‐0.01581 0.263575 0.0036 0.003602 0.95214 0.00359969 0.287718 0.247328 1.35328 1.33125 1.35503
rs183138731 17268355 G A 0.00336829 0.00312858 0.264685 40424 0.018661 0.310748 0.003606 0.0036 0.952156 0.00360636 ‐0.192274 0.292398 0.432407 0.44183 0.432846
rs10810577 16578850 A G 0.0250568 0.0260157 0.340247 40424 0.005739 0.095662 0.003599 0.003597 0.952175 0.00359902 0.0490271 0.0899385 0.297154 0.295495 0.297184
rs150839702 17185765 C T 0.00341914 0.00388582 0.2608 40424 ‐0.01639 0.273688 0.003586 0.00359 0.952224 0.00358599 0.257309 0.262937 0.957648 0.937974 0.959277
rs4961723 16548309 G A 0.104529 0.106804 0.463544 40424 ‐0.00252 0.042129 0.003578 0.003578 0.952299 0.00357758 0.00439918 0.0397214 0.0122658 0.0122602 0.0122658
rs149962649 17032788 A G 0.00386209 0.00427465 0.81117 40424 0.008875 0.148448 0.003574 0.003571 0.95235 0.00357417 0.0539818 0.14312 0.142264 0.141244 0.142293
rs186926844 17037402 G C 0.00207254 0.00238678 0.473516 40424 ‐0.01529 0.260463 0.003447 0.003451 0.953156 0.00344657 0.0828245 0.251858 0.108145 0.107258 0.108177
rs147286201 17383506 T C 0.00900801 0.00889533 0.494263 40424 ‐0.00772 0.132142 0.003416 0.003418 0.953379 0.00341565 ‐0.00176563 0.126273 0.000195515 0.000195553 0.000195515
rs34794220 17004247 TAA T 0.539952 0.54393 0.970894 40424 0.001031 0.017635 0.003415 0.003415 0.953402 0.00341465 0.00463176 0.0168317 0.0757242 0.0757288 0.0757244
rs201704224 16468036 CTCT C 0.00351663 0.00369089 0.103157 40424 0.026841 0.460461 0.003398 0.003391 0.953561 0.00339786 0.299473 0.431456 0.481774 0.471007 0.482524
rs10115913 16659259 C T 0.511184 0.515128 0.488897 40424 ‐0.00147 0.025286 0.003366 0.003366 0.953734 0.00336618 0.012934 0.023853 0.294022 0.294056 0.294024
rs182543060 17283943 T G 0.00336921 0.00312892 0.265339 40424 0.018013 0.310322 0.003369 0.003363 0.953753 0.00336919 ‐0.19254 0.292014 0.434745 0.444242 0.435189
rs7467718 16977708 T C 0.0569541 0.0583151 0.743126 40424 0.002432 0.043156 0.003176 0.003175 0.955064 0.00317589 0.0105998 0.0413062 0.065851 0.0657623 0.0658514
rs191215559 16677604 C G 0.00317114 0.00320626 0.250008 40424 0.01763 0.314307 0.003146 0.003142 0.955302 0.00314633 0.00521539 0.295495 0.000311511 0.000311346 0.000311511
rs139669559 17037913 G C 0.00207285 0.00238813 0.473364 40424 ‐0.01453 0.260449 0.003113 0.003117 0.955476 0.00311351 0.0838069 0.251831 0.11075 0.109831 0.110782
rs142703766 16595588 G T 0.00795152 0.00820488 0.267415 40424 0.010103 0.184727 0.002991 0.002989 0.9564 0.00299094 0.0979258 0.17758 0.304091 0.301562 0.304169
rs186617783 16996378 A G 0.00178818 0.0017172 0.430817 40424 ‐0.0174 0.319987 0.002956 0.002961 0.956605 0.002956 ‐0.122407 0.306668 0.159323 0.161595 0.159409
rs185914231 16511685 C A 0.00116036 0.00107087 0.490987 40424 0.020686 0.381 0.002948 0.00294 0.956755 0.00294801 ‐0.184619 0.360173 0.262743 0.270031 0.263352
rs188049685 17042414 T C 0.00208224 0.00239976 0.470844 40424 ‐0.01399 0.260552 0.002884 0.002888 0.957146 0.00288427 0.0848874 0.251892 0.113568 0.112615 0.113603
rs182805432 17325813 A C 0.000831456 0.000792022 0.218831 40424 ‐0.03604 0.675708 0.002845 0.002856 0.95738 0.0028454 ‐0.0414925 0.629256 0.00434795 0.00436737 0.00434819
rs184467609 16618172 C A 0.000202346 0.000219997 0.128974 40424 ‐0.08939 1.6852 0.002813 0.002824 0.957619 0.0028135 0.433252 1.56342 0.0767942 0.0752114 0.076904
rs112295842 17051522 T C 0.0201454 0.0211306 0.682504 40424 ‐0.00383 0.073566 0.00271 0.002711 0.958473 0.00271021 0.0245047 0.070632 0.120364 0.119992 0.120368
rs183301849 17156090 C T 0.00118951 0.00110724 0.155332 40424 ‐0.03489 0.671011 0.002703 0.002708 0.958499 0.00270321 ‐0.248492 0.639505 0.150986 0.15348 0.151078
rs150970211 17197241 C T 0.00354525 0.00350607 0.227244 40424 ‐0.01613 0.314357 0.002634 0.002636 0.959051 0.00263353 0.0734091 0.294776 0.0620176 0.06164 0.0620242
rs59816547 17279496 C T 0.0139249 0.0148641 0.288336 40424 0.006873 0.136279 0.002544 0.002542 0.959789 0.00254368 0.0943125 0.127642 0.545952 0.54031 0.546156
rs192738450 16658871 A G 0.000938285 0.000915843 0.102272 40424 ‐0.04515 0.914236 0.002439 0.002442 0.960586 0.00243861 ‐0.0861018 0.867488 0.00985139 0.0098843 0.00985166
rs17754240 17140182 G A 0.0495533 0.052305 0.838144 40424 ‐0.00211 0.043026 0.002414 0.002415 0.960806 0.0024144 ‐0.00120812 0.0412111 0.000859391 0.000859532 0.000859391
rs10963084 17404464 C T 0.270517 0.265733 0.998044 40424 0.000975 0.019851 0.002414 0.002414 0.960811 0.00241448 ‐0.001677 0.018927 0.00785055 0.00785157 0.00785055
rs75729623 16692394 C T 0.0195073 0.0209962 0.733241 40424 0.003522 0.07193 0.002397 0.002397 0.960955 0.00239748 0.00396425 0.0688828 0.00331209 0.0033104 0.00331209
rs117790829 16634133 T C 0.0158341 0.0160001 0.515507 40424 0.004713 0.09642 0.002389 0.002388 0.961027 0.00238891 0.0380295 0.0920968 0.170511 0.169677 0.170524
rs201786195 16664736 A AC 0.0237122 0.0240836 0.329772 40424 ‐0.00492 0.101044 0.002367 0.002368 0.961189 0.00236676 0.011936 0.0950903 0.015756 0.015734 0.0157561
rs56306148 16766330 C G 0.0272386 0.0287246 0.558111 40424 ‐0.00341 0.070291 0.002358 0.002359 0.961263 0.00235825 0.00609657 0.0671578 0.00824098 0.00823527 0.00824099
rs145208668 16410218 T C 0.000954448 0.000962858 0.102627 40424 0.041912 0.878708 0.002275 0.002272 0.961987 0.002275 0.49363 0.83279 0.351344 0.343829 0.351836
rs190142635 17196843 C T 0.000593508 0.000684081 0.314612 40424 ‐0.02784 0.59053 0.002223 0.002228 0.962351 0.00222259 0.120755 0.563633 0.0459003 0.0454246 0.0459325
rs7047029 16659347 C T 0.00539948 0.00579875 0.111103 40424 0.015854 0.350438 0.002047 0.002045 0.963928 0.00204667 0.393528 0.327885 1.44048 1.41046 1.44301
rs182640822 17095976 C T 0.000961008 0.0010104 0.275391 40424 ‐0.02255 0.508047 0.00197 0.001973 0.964569 0.00196986 0.121434 0.499071 0.0592049 0.0585465 0.0592286
rs190886401 17253449 G A 0.00334319 0.00357574 0.308221 40424 0.01133 0.265358 0.001823 0.001821 0.965959 0.00182289 0.0264974 0.253729 0.010906 0.0108797 0.0109063
rs78596543 16904709 C T 0.00216161 0.00220165 0.110809 40424 ‐0.02366 0.556816 0.001805 0.001807 0.966097 0.00180505 0.0683717 0.532571 0.0164816 0.0164275 0.0164822
rs186052262 17066183 C T 0.00285632 0.00272382 0.234886 40424 0.014895 0.354234 0.001768 0.001766 0.966479 0.001768 ‐0.177953 0.331681 0.287851 0.292236 0.288015
rs138995709 16612026 GT G 0.0239338 0.0243424 0.55587 40424 0.003148 0.076533 0.001692 0.001692 0.967194 0.0016921 0.0331442 0.0724672 0.209186 0.20825 0.209199
rs185536838 16783004 T C 0.00153933 0.00166439 0.435481 40424 0.013519 0.333729 0.001641 0.001639 0.96771 0.00164093 0.0594938 0.312506 0.0362432 0.0359977 0.0362485
rs183956496 16954130 G C 0.00180915 0.00186875 0.620129 40424 0.010276 0.254832 0.001626 0.001624 0.967852 0.00162615 0.0816954 0.246093 0.110204 0.108959 0.110244
rs142132943 16983529 T C 0.000334398 0.000327125 0.149929 40424 0.05227 1.32103 0.001566 0.00156 0.968493 0.0015656 ‐0.0574656 1.20117 0.00228879 0.00229932 0.0022889
rs184706754 16931017 G A 0.00422185 0.00458807 0.501129 40424 0.007171 0.182462 0.001545 0.001544 0.968659 0.00154471 0.0794261 0.174939 0.206135 0.204173 0.206199
rs76769389 17175482 A G 0.0270692 0.0286043 0.747962 40424 ‐0.00236 0.060704 0.001508 0.001509 0.969016 0.00150833 0.0345209 0.0582638 0.351047 0.349399 0.351075
rs192141033 16982729 C T 0.00313383 0.00357165 0.712129 40424 ‐0.00647 0.173617 0.001387 0.001388 0.970283 0.00138689 0.0693962 0.168615 0.169387 0.167911 0.169434
rs75896813 16726518 G A 0.00756858 0.00853557 0.316321 40424 0.006139 0.167652 0.001341 0.00134 0.970794 0.00134093 0.164517 0.161235 1.04112 1.02939 1.04192
rs147541052 17327006 A T 0.000738382 0.000691668 0.390619 40424 0.019472 0.550811 0.00125 0.001247 0.971826 0.0012498 ‐0.137629 0.51227 0.0721808 0.0735266 0.0722369
rs16935426 17278020 C T 0.0137631 0.014671 0.292207 40424 0.004748 0.136205 0.001215 0.001215 0.972198 0.0012152 0.0891574 0.127628 0.488001 0.483199 0.488166
rs148023258 17020116 G A 0.00163884 0.0015339 0.251978 40424 0.015408 0.442375 0.001213 0.001212 0.972227 0.00121321 ‐0.255284 0.423965 0.362567 0.369372 0.362881
rs145867025 17277543 TAAGGA T 0.0137628 0.0146699 0.292194 40424 0.004648 0.136218 0.001164 0.001164 0.972789 0.00116408 0.0889973 0.127639 0.486169 0.481393 0.486332
rs12004872 16750506 T C 0.00720543 0.00809886 0.325227 40424 ‐0.00577 0.169931 0.001152 0.001152 0.972925 0.00115153 0.15325 0.163369 0.879964 0.870602 0.880533
rs140210839 17192267 C T 0.00930424 0.00950791 0.454572 40424 ‐0.00454 0.134397 0.001141 0.001141 0.973052 0.00114066 0.0347875 0.127939 0.0739336 0.0736113 0.0739377
rs145693053 16527929 G C 0.00181598 0.00175891 0.220985 40424 0.014324 0.427397 0.001123 0.001122 0.973279 0.00112324 ‐0.17965 0.419011 0.183825 0.186878 0.184069
rs201178662 16449849 G GGC 0.00902524 0.00972451 0.387492 40424 ‐0.00479 0.143885 0.001107 0.001108 0.973449 0.00110731 0.118131 0.137474 0.738399 0.729951 0.738718
rs10756777 16660179 G A 0.0376723 0.0392721 0.27661 40424 0.002872 0.08729 0.001082 0.001082 0.973758 0.00108229 0.0459577 0.0822007 0.312583 0.311453 0.312598
rs117715933 16517106 T A 0.000629765 0.000556986 0.123873 40424 0.034294 1.05639 0.001054 0.001052 0.974128 0.00105386 ‐0.924233 1.02592 0.811583 0.859286 0.817621
rs145863972 17210473 A T 0.0146142 0.0156764 0.291979 40424 ‐0.00417 0.131498 0.001006 0.001006 0.974691 0.00100612 0.0857169 0.123863 0.478902 0.474632 0.479038
rs188301866 17053298 G A 0.000656257 0.000687448 0.126126 40424 0.02945 0.929265 0.001004 0.001004 0.974728 0.00100435 0.414561 0.877006 0.223446 0.219235 0.223789
rs1538590 16943046 T C 0.0623082 0.0662998 0.960168 40424 ‐0.00112 0.035829 0.000971 0.000971 0.975137 0.000971179 0.0189869 0.0343123 0.306202 0.305376 0.306211
rs117119943 16772349 T C 0.00781571 0.00752123 0.570542 40424 0.004156 0.134549 0.000954 0.000954 0.975363 0.000954213 ‐0.0476918 0.127337 0.140274 0.141229 0.140292
rs190373820 17000200 T C 0.00171273 0.00182678 0.186368 40424 0.01388 0.45872 0.000916 0.000915 0.97587 0.000915532 0.50075 0.444997 1.26627 1.23061 1.27064
rs117873595 17330492 A G 0.0162099 0.015971 0.306431 40424 ‐0.00378 0.126503 0.000893 0.000893 0.976155 0.000893122 ‐0.0934878 0.120712 0.599805 0.605351 0.599948
rs192552571 16456834 C G 0.0075561 0.00698415 0.72843 40424 ‐0.00354 0.121442 0.000848 0.000849 0.976759 0.000848303 ‐0.0562773 0.11548 0.237495 0.239583 0.237543
rs201452764 17119034 A AATAG 0.569449 0.572293 0.970042 40424 ‐0.00052 0.017875 0.000833 0.000833 0.976978 0.000832765 0.00317438 0.0170594 0.0346249 0.0346276 0.034625
rs74742691 16753133 G A 0.00726274 0.00815917 0.322797 40424 ‐0.00484 0.169925 0.000811 0.000811 0.977276 0.000811147 0.153725 0.163354 0.885582 0.876134 0.886157
rs74925301 16752911 C T 0.00726276 0.00815922 0.322798 40424 ‐0.00483 0.169924 0.000807 0.000808 0.977329 0.000807344 0.153738 0.163353 0.885744 0.876294 0.88632
rs189013332 16664044 T C 0.00157155 0.0016398 0.230365 40424 ‐0.01335 0.47147 0.000802 0.000803 0.977395 0.000801992 0.0761609 0.432129 0.0310627 0.0308295 0.0310674
rs35625677 16939615 T TA 0.0609448 0.0650664 0.967028 40424 0.000989 0.036091 0.000751 0.000751 0.978142 0.000750762 0.0237029 0.034574 0.470008 0.468424 0.47003
rs149406544 16514831 G A 0.00567417 0.00595338 0.296086 40424 0.0058 0.212991 0.000742 0.000741 0.97828 0.000741618 0.0249026 0.201344 0.0152972 0.0152557 0.0152976
rs181414173 16711902 A G 0.00283582 0.00358067 0.684771 40424 0.00476 0.178756 0.000709 0.000709 0.978759 0.000709206 0.179511 0.175401 1.04742 1.02662 1.04929
rs78907855 16857852 C A 0.000722264 0.000722436 0.270584 40424 0.017128 0.645905 0.000703 0.000701 0.978872 0.000703187 ‐0.0699 0.623201 0.0125805 0.0127144 0.0125838
rs181130785 16960523 G C 0.0025284 0.00250723 0.188145 40424 0.010421 0.395448 0.000694 0.000694 0.978982 0.000694458 0.14038 0.379349 0.13694 0.135568 0.136984
rs187948468 16593483 A T 0.00239474 0.00264301 0.368546 40424 0.007045 0.272993 0.000666 0.000666 0.979419 0.000665994 0.151313 0.267589 0.319753 0.314762 0.320088
rs16934964 16743553 G A 0.00720081 0.00808965 0.323975 40424 ‐0.00437 0.170315 0.000659 0.000659 0.97952 0.000658815 0.152987 0.163757 0.872784 0.863522 0.873346
rs28718681 16469082 C T 0.0618165 0.0616038 0.303447 40424 ‐0.00164 0.066643 0.000603 0.000603 0.980411 0.000602828 ‐0.0275852 0.0630975 0.191129 0.191598 0.191133
rs151310634 16467961 T C 0.00195937 0.00190862 0.179089 40424 0.011266 0.471991 0.00057 0.000569 0.980963 0.000569754 ‐0.0670754 0.450153 0.0222027 0.0223037 0.0222041
rs139949578 16582726 C T 0.00352231 0.00350583 0.24924 40424 ‐0.00677 0.297067 0.000519 0.000519 0.981819 0.000519067 0.0760281 0.281124 0.0731396 0.0726676 0.0731483
rs190524570 16493161 T G 0.00113575 0.0011053 0.143216 40424 ‐0.01529 0.702811 0.000474 0.000474 0.98263 0.000473592 ‐0.254648 0.667802 0.145407 0.147693 0.145502
rs191904208 16933672 A C 0.00377281 0.0041271 0.552059 40424 ‐0.00397 0.183984 0.000467 0.000467 0.982762 0.000466671 0.0744431 0.176102 0.178698 0.177054 0.178748
rs60365835 17291903 G A 0.00980947 0.0104117 0.281495 40424 0.003526 0.165382 0.000455 0.000454 0.982994 0.0004545 0.076999 0.155022 0.246708 0.244628 0.246764
rs192131390 17102927 A G 0.000779337 0.000712375 0.183862 40424 0.015635 0.752238 0.000432 0.000432 0.983425 0.000431991 ‐0.189767 0.726386 0.0682507 0.0692474 0.0682873
rs187679056 16788862 T G 0.00370191 0.00356685 0.264572 40424 0.006021 0.290424 0.00043 0.00043 0.983464 0.000429788 ‐0.0990685 0.274115 0.130619 0.131806 0.130645
rs186962785 17247651 G A 0.000671872 0.000691258 0.114637 40424 0.020436 0.985744 0.00043 0.00043 0.983464 0.000429778 0.355967 0.921548 0.149206 0.146872 0.149345
rs10962736 16939686 C G 0.0601011 0.0640862 0.966863 40424 ‐0.00074 0.036322 0.000413 0.000413 0.983784 0.000413054 0.0220243 0.0348004 0.400528 0.399273 0.400544
rs10756776 16658392 T C 0.629212 0.635549 0.585624 40424 0.000482 0.02382 0.000409 0.000409 0.98386 0.000409224 0.0164493 0.0225639 0.531456 0.531839 0.531464
rs4601432 16429145 G C 0.000499465 0.000547838 0.240269 40424 ‐0.0147 0.741979 0.000393 0.000393 0.984184 0.000392634 0.217685 0.717432 0.0920654 0.0906117 0.0921679
rs183029883 17304323 A G 0.00335886 0.00313899 0.110072 40424 0.009374 0.475164 0.000389 0.000389 0.984263 0.000389216 ‐0.591075 0.456758 1.67461 1.72383 1.67774
rs76974599 16711168 G T 0.0104135 0.0116383 0.228782 40424 ‐0.00316 0.169038 0.000349 0.000349 0.985092 0.000349087 0.200393 0.162152 1.5273 1.50872 1.52871
rs182318913 16660927 G C 0.00144636 0.00132136 0.208337 40424 ‐0.00941 0.5198 0.000328 0.000328 0.985552 0.000327769 ‐0.148587 0.502477 0.0874437 0.0883478 0.0874652
rs146434088 16623965 C T 0.000747931 0.00065058 0.280571 40424 ‐0.01169 0.6619 0.000312 0.000313 0.985894 0.000312168 ‐0.516475 0.643682 0.643806 0.687917 0.649181
rs10962446 16485097 G C 0.257478 0.251311 0.778432 40424 0.000397 0.022774 0.000304 0.000304 0.986087 0.000304107 ‐0.0182094 0.0216515 0.707319 0.708338 0.707335
rs140928866 16701321 G C 0.00195765 0.00210966 0.128293 40424 0.009547 0.551846 0.000299 0.000299 0.986203 0.000299283 0.123385 0.517596 0.0568254 0.0562041 0.0568455
rs76299128 17208121 G C 0.0143489 0.0154441 0.293296 40424 0.002268 0.132234 0.000294 0.000294 0.986319 0.000294086 0.0972295 0.12446 0.61029 0.604139 0.610514
rs78742329 16937771 C T 0.0608928 0.0648207 0.957933 40424 ‐0.00061 0.036271 0.000281 0.000281 0.986633 0.000280671 0.0204112 0.0347636 0.344737 0.343736 0.344748
rs3808794 17273754 A C 0.0135488 0.0144238 0.297537 40424 ‐0.00224 0.136049 0.000272 0.000272 0.986848 0.000271676 0.0808464 0.127709 0.400756 0.397133 0.400869
rs191487530 17108513 C T 0.00653876 0.00606723 0.716971 40424 0.001948 0.132332 0.000217 0.000217 0.988254 0.000216796 ‐0.0196349 0.125179 0.0246032 0.0246831 0.0246038
rs145838387 16545475 C G 0.00192606 0.00185707 0.150413 40424 0.007027 0.507302 0.000192 0.000192 0.988951 0.000191845 0.139848 0.496699 0.0792731 0.0784852 0.0792923
rs143751774 16685383 C A 0.00184527 0.00179375 0.406261 40424 ‐0.0044 0.327544 0.000181 0.000181 0.989275 0.000180606 ‐0.085383 0.311242 0.0752567 0.0760555 0.0752777
rs201099421 16650545 A AT 0.00182247 0.00216316 0.12036 40424 0.00753 0.561206 0.00018 0.00018 0.989296 0.00018002 0.36867 0.523284 0.496364 0.488341 0.497033
rs72706007 16700826 G T 0.0221544 0.0236755 0.772234 40424 ‐0.00084 0.065931 0.000162 0.000162 0.989844 0.00016201 ‐0.0018799 0.063158 0.000885955 0.000886177 0.000885955
rs139739714 17044243 G A 0.00372044 0.00372479 0.320581 40424 ‐0.00323 0.25526 0.00016 0.00016 0.989913 0.000159795 ‐0.0932467 0.242304 0.148097 0.149322 0.148127
rs186760477 16942589 T C 0.00074895 0.000864031 0.214331 40424 0.007474 0.632867 0.000139 0.000139 0.990579 0.000139487 0.243975 0.609232 0.160371 0.157733 0.160637
rs201271346 17265919 TTC T 0.0126678 0.0134492 0.303129 40424 0.001625 0.13983 0.000135 0.000135 0.990729 0.000135029 0.0765471 0.131118 0.340826 0.337869 0.340913
rs117851884 17019840 T A 0.00148826 0.00156855 0.238454 40424 ‐0.00503 0.454616 0.000122 0.000122 0.991171 0.000122391 0.185483 0.43164 0.184657 0.18108 0.184899
rs117324304 17292051 T G 0.0456309 0.0476857 0.888185 40424 ‐0.00048 0.043728 0.00012 0.00012 0.991249 0.000120302 ‐0.0113086 0.0418588 0.0729868 0.0731022 0.0729874
rs143392787 17166665 G C 0.00184983 0.00186399 0.277131 40424 0.004209 0.394986 0.000114 0.000114 0.991498 0.000113578 0.201164 0.364581 0.304446 0.299056 0.30472
rs142008703 16614762 C T 0.00288085 0.0029618 0.103358 40424 0.005172 0.499641 0.000107 0.000107 0.991742 0.000107139 0.412532 0.471453 0.765666 0.752628 0.766449
rs181245213 16630560 T C 0.00200256 0.0021169 0.272097 40424 ‐0.00366 0.354026 0.000107 0.000107 0.991755 0.000106761 0.231899 0.340549 0.463699 0.452607 0.464731
rs185464105 16422332 T C 0.00128522 0.00123203 0.157114 40424 ‐0.00629 0.615666 0.000104 0.000105 0.991843 0.000104486 ‐0.0245926 0.595505 0.00170544 0.0017079 0.00170545
rs191531761 16777756 A T 0.000937991 0.000958438 0.258055 40424 ‐0.0055 0.547636 0.000101 0.000101 0.991981 0.000100971 0.128542 0.531283 0.0585377 0.0578838 0.0585578
rs188908929 17150981 C T 0.0026145 0.00256623 0.175898 40424 ‐0.00383 0.402946 9.04E‐05 9.04E‐05 0.992414 9.03729E‐05 0.0804318 0.388605 0.0428389 0.042594 0.0428431
rs7848261 16936412 G A 0.0604739 0.0643755 0.957942 40424 0.00034 0.036365 8.73E‐05 8.73E‐05 0.992544 8.73277E‐05 0.0202716 0.034857 0.338216 0.337242 0.338227
rs143391459 16874528 T C 0.00415973 0.00409345 0.356766 40424 ‐0.00213 0.231077 8.52E‐05 8.52E‐05 0.992634 8.52201E‐05 ‐0.0511495 0.22015 0.0539817 0.0542919 0.0539864
rs183690780 16959185 C T 0.000574663 0.000603143 0.223128 40424 0.00634 0.748219 7.18E‐05 7.18E‐05 0.993241 7.17976E‐05 0.104978 0.720204 0.0212462 0.0210427 0.0212522
rs139087651 16458684 G A 0.00295981 0.00301817 0.154048 40424 0.003001 0.399007 5.66E‐05 5.65E‐05 0.994 5.65534E‐05 0.0807758 0.387216 0.0435168 0.0432583 0.0435213
rs141942138 16709281 C T 0.000700627 0.000699833 0.235166 40424 ‐0.00511 0.682447 5.6E‐05 5.6E‐05 0.994029 5.59803E‐05 ‐0.0557097 0.647702 0.00739793 0.00743826 0.00739855
rs187734023 16417727 G A 0.0011139 0.00109667 0.18359 40424 ‐0.00463 0.635334 5.32E‐05 5.32E‐05 0.994182 5.31548E‐05 0.118449 0.586168 0.0408335 0.0404704 0.0408425
rs10810678 16928230 T C 0.615436 0.607354 0.979087 40424 ‐0.00013 0.018034 5.14E‐05 5.14E‐05 0.99428 5.13876E‐05 ‐0.0113214 0.0172405 0.431216 0.431032 0.431221
rs10962523 16658828 C A 0.254814 0.252833 0.482 40424 ‐0.0002 0.029443 4.76E‐05 4.77E‐05 0.994492 4.76497E‐05 0.0041822 0.0276426 0.0228904 0.0228832 0.0228905
rs144356888 17359997 T A 0.00413826 0.00403702 0.294319 40424 0.001752 0.258714 4.58E‐05 4.58E‐05 0.994598 4.58457E‐05 ‐0.0745773 0.244125 0.093323 0.0939701 0.0933341
rs190388831 16862887 A T 0.000303248 0.000285335 0.320843 40424 0.00607 0.905141 4.5E‐05 4.5E‐05 0.99465 4.49794E‐05 ‐0.0614673 0.883821 0.00483683 0.00487293 0.00483739
rs62540625 16460400 T C 0.025176 0.0255438 0.693431 40424 ‐0.00041 0.066774 3.78E‐05 3.78E‐05 0.995092 3.78342E‐05 0.0187335 0.0636967 0.0864977 0.0862803 0.0864994
rs2382805 16462967 C T 0.00332406 0.00334192 0.155139 40424 0.001877 0.387551 2.35E‐05 2.35E‐05 0.996135 2.34652E‐05 0.0961783 0.366604 0.0688271 0.0684511 0.0688338
rs180963091 16487296 A G 0.000411068 0.000399734 0.131299 40424 0.004183 1.24463 1.13E‐05 1.13E‐05 0.997319 1.12956E‐05 ‐0.226303 1.18099 0.0367186 0.0372859 0.0367373
rs183480903 17226941 T A 0.00144203 0.00131487 0.208443 40424 0.001624 0.519074 9.79E‐06 9.79E‐06 0.997504 9.78734E‐06 ‐0.187428 0.502722 0.138999 0.140939 0.139057
rs183576400 17092336 A G 0.00126616 0.00130378 0.143249 40424 ‐0.00199 0.651088 9.38E‐06 9.38E‐06 0.997557 9.37596E‐06 0.0152834 0.610735 0.00062623 0.000625612 0.000626232
rs10810698 16961600 G A 0.256224 0.256416 0.961214 40424 5.6E‐05 0.020346 7.58E‐06 7.58E‐06 0.997804 7.57615E‐06 ‐0.00424372 0.0194952 0.0473846 0.0474008 0.0473846
rs142650211 17307188 T G 0.0115197 0.0114238 0.647474 40424 ‐0.00028 0.10257 7.42E‐06 7.42E‐06 0.997826 7.42347E‐06 ‐0.0273597 0.0977512 0.0783392 0.0786233 0.0783421
rs117439827 17019300 G A 0.0255469 0.0248158 0.946585 40424 ‐0.00013 0.057208 5.19E‐06 5.19E‐06 0.998183 5.18695E‐06 ‐0.00802748 0.0546112 0.021607 0.0216353 0.0216071
rs80066366 17228958 A G 0.00105114 0.00102945 0.370411 40424 0.000796 0.447811 3.16E‐06 3.16E‐06 0.998582 3.15654E‐06 0.131369 0.423857 0.0960607 0.094722 0.0961127
rs183411143 17296190 G A 0.00124951 0.00130043 0.109779 40424 0.001267 0.72729 3.04E‐06 3.04E‐06 0.99861 3.03671E‐06 0.0434473 0.70227 0.00382751 0.00381862 0.00382759
rs180791808 16575479 G A 0.00136032 0.00141198 0.208703 40424 ‐0.00065 0.522515 1.54E‐06 1.54E‐06 0.999011 1.5352E‐06 ‐0.170284 0.494136 0.118755 0.120259 0.11881
rs142104124 16434559 G C 0.00188853 0.00192463 0.316661 40424 ‐0.00043 0.355284 1.49E‐06 1.49E‐06 0.999026 1.48947E‐06 0.0279174 0.343732 0.00659645 0.00657628 0.00659661
rs184934464 17171166 A G 0.000672827 0.000671474 0.103808 40424 0.000492 1.07555 2.09E‐07 2.09E‐07 0.999635 2.09024E‐07 ‐0.094356 1.00375 0.00883661 0.00887571 0.00883708
rs75051285 17247671 A C 0.0124759 0.0133033 0.294114 40424 3.66E‐05 0.142552 6.61E‐08 6.62E‐08 0.999795 6.60502E‐08 0.0869981 0.13356 0.424297 0.420191 0.424434
rs59556323 16622518 A C 0.0257428 0.0260544 0.530291 40424 1.5E‐05 0.075953 3.9E‐08 3.92E‐08 0.999842 3.89846E‐08 0.0253738 0.0718278 0.124792 0.124366 0.124797
rs190321642 16907623 T A 0.0244161 0.0249868 0.335237 40424 4.72E‐06 0.095919 2.42E‐09 2.58E‐09 0.999959 2.42468E‐09 0.0233128 0.0922538 0.0638589 0.0637106 0.0638602
rs187389867 16411922 A G 0.000600544 0.000585455 0.097913 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192720739 16413050 A G 0.000537872 0.000571507 0.084746 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181476909 16415669 T G 0.000266469 0.000234388 0.093713 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149083323 16416570 A G 0.000132383 0.000115529 0.059512 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145262491 16417339 T C 0.0020279 0.00217457 0.096441 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183346062 16417574 C G 0.000601878 0.000743826 0.096372 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146432912 16421803 C T 0.00120898 0.00128681 0.077877 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183858967 16423806 T C 0.00119839 0.00129179 0.07911 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs116929814 16424090 T C 0.000999958 0.00100651 0.087914 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183000502 16426569 A G 0.000017426 1.79017E‐05 0.013461 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182713949 16427659 G A 0.0002923 0.000288614 0.061522 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189469667 16439198 T C 0.000332801 0.000228716 0.09715 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185362767 16439294 G A 0.00102217 0.000840505 0.084632 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185715421 16439556 T C 0.000287302 0.000267173 0.075692 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185729345 16441253 G A 0.000597638 0.000738702 0.096135 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140930421 16441415 C T 0.00100152 0.00109153 0.085126 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149476110 16443025 G C 0.00159209 0.00148666 0.095453 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs74672532 16445309 G T 0.000385125 0.000529771 0.098747 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145966558 16445747 T C 0.000409865 0.000424863 0.097643 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192478304 16453819 A G 0.000478904 0.00039384 0.089706 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs151055489 16455677 C T 0.000598116 0.000582128 0.097724 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141490585 16456119 T A 0.00145122 0.00166295 0.089864 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144356790 16463102 T C 0.000650923 0.000648116 0.091515 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182174571 16468481 C A 0.000538219 0.000558885 0.044032 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150390958 16471568 G A 0.00130756 0.00120774 0.048768 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145253702 16471569 C T 0.00130756 0.00120774 0.048768 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs74612336 16482230 T A 0.00509911 0.00517053 0.097985 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143292065 16484613 T G 0.000178235 0.000237667 0.080345 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188296482 16490247 G A 0.000435657 0.000357567 0.064229 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181845183 16490688 T C 0.000785283 0.000891757 0.073027 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189807044 16491637 G A 0.000492367 0.000551051 0.057181 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142576432 16492644 G A 0.000804432 0.000863091 0.071812 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190609486 16494226 C A 0.000672218 0.000793933 0.082875 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141318437 16499567 G A 0.00632353 0.00697953 0.096906 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144943675 16501709 T C 0.000448095 0.00048725 0.08864 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143566854 16502065 T C 0.00135614 0.00152765 0.085618 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185453882 16508232 C A 0.000727128 0.000591443 0.097591 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142747401 16508569 T C 0.00166548 0.00146283 0.09791 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs114773506 16508790 T C 0.00190701 0.00213866 0.091708 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144437159 16508921 C T 0.00050353 0.000560106 0.058752 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182153480 16510477 G A 0.000887928 0.00102056 0.089583 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187495673 16515589 T C 0.000920899 0.00091531 0.053503 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs7028335 16519367 G C 0.000414304 0.000428549 0.062383 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148120837 16520047 C T 0.000699724 0.000768996 0.042662 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192973589 16520859 A G 0.000309872 0.000280557 0.097045 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs73417448 16522422 G A 0.00112228 0.00126357 0.082785 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141763336 16523167 G A 9.75305E‐05 8.64384E‐05 0.092885 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188892161 16523778 G C 0.00017869 0.000145244 0.043506 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186990560 16525488 T C 0.00063427 0.000680591 0.055458 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143149677 16535913 A G 0.000162436 0.000188749 0.053571 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148770257 16538446 A G 0.000286199 0.000260772 0.085554 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs16934798 16541634 G A 0.00168695 0.0015276 0.082557 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181668690 16542427 A G 0.000649619 0.000688282 0.095382 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182323707 16543587 C A 0.000315133 0.000271128 0.089909 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187340088 16545846 C T 0.0002923 0.000277321 0.070501 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147628218 16546549 C T 0.000540938 0.000560054 0.042578 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140953139 16547820 G T 0.00158868 0.00156643 0.077153 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs76081094 16550705 A T 0.00161309 0.00147637 0.081447 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs115383098 16552829 G A 0.00096973 0.000955407 0.08099 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186352551 16554502 A G 0.000566837 0.000576713 0.069095 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181377691 16557536 T C 0.00153361 0.00152173 0.08804 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144299500 16561124 C A 0.00103659 0.00102199 0.077308 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190328737 16564806 G C 0.000724018 0.000739535 0.046876 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144852151 16566090 G A 0.000427423 0.000552305 0.063764 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143515536 16569473 C T 0.00046984 0.000508543 0.061188 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149089239 16571240 T C 0.00105073 0.0010288 0.077324 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189546976 16580850 T C 0.000398759 0.000475125 0.067478 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs137916961 16581892 T G 0.000492126 0.000643946 0.09481 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142003817 16582130 C A 0.000445241 0.000520556 0.09902 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150627248 16582151 C A 0.000389201 0.000423189 0.069546 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138269627 16586759 G A 0.000468797 0.000507978 0.061556 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149179056 16586843 T G 0.000819912 0.000782786 0.073841 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147451988 16588141 G C 0.0004524 0.00046326 0.090176 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143128926 16593901 T C 0.000820381 0.000784403 0.073523 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185194919 16599548 G A 0.00132679 0.00131651 0.088938 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141232498 16601336 G A 0.000253935 0.000352899 0.08889 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144839256 16601506 T A 0.000274613 0.000217007 0.099675 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185560329 16603578 C T 0.00128932 0.00130178 0.094663 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs79975355 16604470 C T 0.000865933 0.000849762 0.095224 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs34197032 16604641 C CA 0.00137201 0.00136666 0.089011 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190735142 16605394 A G 0.000476745 0.000475177 0.098509 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144255961 16605679 A G 0.000311869 0.000352837 0.077403 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139999658 16606034 G A 0.000420756 0.000544515 0.063002 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185850371 16606125 T C 0.00127352 0.00131421 0.095172 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150975693 16607279 A C 9.24682E‐05 8.24313E‐05 0.092115 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs78228929 16607629 T C 0.000273773 0.000263374 0.073055 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186536119 16608192 A C 0.000502076 0.000516947 0.080509 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144305838 16608445 A AG 0.00114911 0.00109047 0.085042 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191579247 16611188 C T 0.00079893 0.000966498 0.091948 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs80275996 16612428 T G 0.00123973 0.00119588 0.080577 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs79951375 16615043 T C 0.00114198 0.00109166 0.083116 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs76832820 16615738 T C 0.00138549 0.00157917 0.080031 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs78612438 16616627 C T 0.00081668 0.000790909 0.068715 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144223085 16617137 G A 0.00350956 0.00347442 0.087186 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189021924 16618820 G T 0.00046572 0.000359446 0.081475 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192210239 16620835 T A 0.00036071 0.000384791 0.061965 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148669378 16622359 T C 0.00101184 0.001168 0.091574 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183089357 16623960 T C 0.000955016 0.00102082 0.090208 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192864275 16625098 A T 0.00137081 0.00141615 0.093379 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs77721314 16626805 G A 0.000594901 0.00063204 0.087208 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs116346492 16627102 T C 0.00115356 0.00110105 0.08152 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146748535 16628201 A G 0.0005333 0.000552716 0.043019 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149159870 16637244 T C 0.00113795 0.00108983 0.08163 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191756245 16637969 T C 0.000365709 0.000395876 0.069613 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184790833 16638084 A C 0.000664445 0.000729965 0.07376 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181764042 16638676 A C 0.000896199 0.000859138 0.048819 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183130292 16639523 C T 0.000501265 0.000565831 0.097965 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189176717 16641256 G A 0.000684159 0.000706091 0.0893 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs16934879 16643713 T C 0.00127979 0.00128397 0.091725 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185102865 16650853 C A 0.000472695 0.000545327 0.092473 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192294435 16653053 C G 0.00116376 0.00114936 0.093224 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs180800753 16653704 A G 0.000152908 0.000164967 0.052 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145903791 16654518 G T 0.00134592 0.00125256 0.047999 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147220530 16656069 G C 0.000444559 0.000518072 0.086562 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140810573 16656762 T G 0.000622793 0.000442808 0.081238 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150432437 16657647 C T 0.000914517 0.00100021 0.064352 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150958308 16659175 C T 0.000501723 0.00052145 0.056798 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189462384 16659348 G A 0.000415509 0.000393058 0.061566 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138009465 16659755 G A 0.000305637 0.000383066 0.083989 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188533174 16661563 C A 0.000765409 0.000844314 0.062133 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183901305 16664297 G A 0.000576429 0.000531381 0.091515 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148003466 16665482 A G 0.00137631 0.00141694 0.0925 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185068919 16671238 C A 0.000484659 0.000401789 0.093706 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187119747 16672267 G A 0.000496048 0.000517017 0.04871 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144843849 16672582 G A 0.000481995 0.000492298 0.05771 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184154440 16673129 C T 0.000759932 0.000798866 0.098194 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192255953 16674903 A C 0.000773453 0.000695358 0.097564 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189582768 16675935 C T 0.000655038 0.000603722 0.089349 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142142422 16680171 C T 0.00115658 0.0013064 0.087753 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187687058 16681659 C A 0.00238625 0.0024221 0.096787 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141304804 16681882 C A 0.000440345 0.000654611 0.099177 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144820449 16697173 A G 0.000538597 0.000468522 0.096895 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185091055 16697294 G C 0.000595923 0.000602472 0.070523 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184252396 16705235 C G 0.00041682 0.00040649 0.032924 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150990322 16707579 A G 0.000700262 0.0007051 0.096997 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181594067 16709209 G A 0.00205936 0.00195267 0.080795 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192743317 16710491 C G 0.000788471 0.00081979 0.077242 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138855957 16712980 C T 0.000079926 0.000097627 0.057451 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184848345 16714582 T C 0.000461132 0.000355277 0.059881 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185338743 16718921 G A 0.000584673 0.000534458 0.094413 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142914914 16719163 T A 0.000299377 0.000280235 0.079573 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184130310 16721011 C T 0.00020425 0.000218267 0.08538 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs12555180 16721430 T C 0.00237503 0.00260625 0.094068 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189652250 16730793 A G 0.000296389 0.000279474 0.080448 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144803120 16735959 C T 0.000162773 0.000227779 0.06985 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs199654744 16738348 A C 0.000752989 0.000655965 0.083986 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149803163 16740299 G C 0.000655335 0.000656024 0.035145 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183972223 16741391 C T 0.000338022 0.000352112 0.095802 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181171146 16745000 G C 0.000537571 0.000520868 0.057066 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146048002 16747461 C T 0.000580659 0.0005956 0.055475 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190451281 16749768 T A 0.00135887 0.00153027 0.094739 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183688291 16757314 G A 0.000382204 0.000357152 0.093201 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181394706 16761945 C G 0.000386074 0.000362771 0.092456 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs137972213 16765075 C T 0.000421605 0.000431984 0.05357 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144049691 16765450 A C 0.000817849 0.000768694 0.051486 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181444242 16767365 A G 0.000690396 0.000785805 0.099553 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141250766 16770776 C T 0.000546131 0.000601742 0.058229 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142057599 16772070 A G 0.000138986 0.000140515 0.048508 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145470613 16776168 G A 0.000531304 0.000605589 0.058465 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192986360 16779174 C T 0.00014718 0.000128435 0.081235 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185963941 16783446 T C 0.000640363 0.000642658 0.034493 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148906699 16786588 C T 0.000374092 0.000382806 0.076678 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138927514 16787498 T G 0.000465542 0.000362562 0.069436 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147982902 16788789 T C 0.00074331 0.000731725 0.068074 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192179222 16789254 T G 0.00132356 0.00142996 0.086039 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138523548 16790753 T G 0.000357802 0.000334884 0.087981 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs7849425 16792475 T C 0.000536461 0.000626826 0.097191 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139216576 16795321 C T 0.000761211 0.000752094 0.069132 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182033050 16802987 T C 0.000786653 0.000801887 0.079497 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181821186 16810869 C G 0.000675155 0.000686001 0.07572 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143111771 16811622 C A 0.000615446 0.000621007 0.033524 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs151197215 16811625 T G 0.000110543 0.000112042 0.059014 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188847664 16812086 G A 0.000665497 0.00072386 0.07903 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140328765 16813872 A C 0.000674436 0.000735285 0.099681 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs193230781 16817123 A T 0.000314351 0.000279151 0.060163 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185295224 16818834 A T 0.000985021 0.000968054 0.097024 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs201651671 16821244 AG A 0.000726716 0.000655189 0.050686 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138581781 16821474 G C 4.46521E‐05 6.23959E‐05 0.088265 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146345729 16822549 G C 0.000539155 0.00059461 0.090549 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185312011 16824186 G A 0.000755711 0.000819631 0.052015 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs73649041 16827376 C T 0.00154046 0.00167533 0.094267 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145682260 16827527 G A 0.000386976 0.000411376 0.089194 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147771540 16829944 T G 0.00116149 0.00120849 0.09962 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190402711 16838646 A G 0.000774595 0.000595815 0.090695 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186699282 16842178 T G 0.000224241 0.00027373 0.090789 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182316451 16842636 A G 0.00117393 0.00126209 0.082333 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs193175968 16842938 C T 0.000731819 0.000682733 0.077795 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139424425 16850050 T C 0.000352187 0.000312084 0.05002 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142389745 16860283 T A 0.000523761 0.000452488 0.092013 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs193003743 16860688 T C 0.00066228 0.000650751 0.081278 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183814760 16865815 G A 0.000100841 0.000106526 0.093776 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191991311 16866331 G A 0.000251221 0.000284502 0.095241 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142281417 16868883 C T 0.000756085 0.000676217 0.097211 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150790656 16868887 G C 0.000600584 0.000694939 0.089798 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148366931 16872042 C T 0.000442842 0.000505548 0.09089 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139981768 16875959 T C 0.000409482 0.000435054 0.057589 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185531806 16877167 A G 0.000519102 0.000603889 0.061526 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141445908 16884210 A G 0.000811953 0.000789631 0.084089 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140187011 16886965 G A 0.000638139 0.000709423 0.088502 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146458114 16889354 A G 0.000138418 0.000184065 0.051058 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs151105560 16889540 A G 0.000718169 0.000758844 0.086227 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147313718 16899863 G T 0.000664064 0.000730589 0.099681 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs112883542 16905603 T A 0.000529491 0.00056172 0.099402 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs13293461 16910030 C G 0.000378895 0.000410763 0.094537 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs118009538 16911133 G C 0.000325333 0.000286012 0.072923 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189038883 16923066 T G 4.52038E‐05 4.89176E‐05 0.028805 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148812366 16924240 G A 0.000363354 0.000445827 0.093473 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185213690 16924285 A G 0.000207576 0.000145405 0.083233 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192157732 16930814 G A 0.000593945 0.000716703 0.073352 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs10756841 16935024 T C 0.999178 0.999103 0.088838 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182156847 16942431 T G 0.000199864 0.00019286 0.079476 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186009930 16945143 A T 6.96067E‐05 5.84929E‐05 0.026213 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184230287 16967192 G A 0.000237086 0.000313437 0.060684 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143551157 16971944 T A 0.00019842 0.00021784 0.082506 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145888753 16972113 C T 0.000193082 0.000301468 0.096348 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191014186 16973682 A G 0.000537341 0.000516757 0.061705 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138981909 16978370 G A 1.60469E‐05 1.61324E‐05 0.02215 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs143289925 16995071 T G 0.00014804 0.000154975 0.08994 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148825119 17005576 G A 0.000248428 0.000177356 0.076413 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140553854 17018643 A G 0.0010837 0.00108948 0.093423 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146333257 17019568 A G 0.000545677 0.000514159 0.073418 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141114105 17036974 T C 0.000908456 0.000996777 0.063782 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138973411 17037031 A G 0.000408472 0.000438201 0.051258 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144248465 17037702 C A 0.0012922 0.00146786 0.081355 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185640969 17038134 G T 0.000403981 0.000434066 0.075348 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192291456 17050098 A G 0.000895107 0.000888077 0.069935 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181658094 17054138 T C 0.000166699 0.000144047 0.076925 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs147013849 17071240 A G 0.000572528 0.000573376 0.09706 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138347926 17087543 A T 0.000538214 0.00047003 0.091304 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183244909 17088641 G A 0.000604403 0.000594929 0.08823 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186039635 17098166 G C 0.000751176 0.000795383 0.08555 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs144096692 17109023 G A 0.000305918 0.000324054 0.094589 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145776403 17130894 A G 0.00111754 0.00108722 0.093551 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs199893965 17135368 C T 0.000210476 0.000304642 0.058732 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187331060 17148840 T A 0.000205192 0.000197075 0.065172 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146611262 17152228 C G 0.000111046 0.000105589 0.075947 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189128111 17164800 G C 0.000206516 0.000292329 0.088014 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs193264288 17167234 A G 0.000291392 0.000308704 0.080378 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142677943 17172325 C T 0.000361534 0.000368703 0.091985 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189905993 17177895 C T 0.000234245 0.000250417 0.053161 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140409949 17177956 A G 0.00164825 0.0016792 0.071984 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139950637 17178185 G C 0.00010454 0.000127134 0.064812 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184204927 17178309 C G 0.000192108 0.000282941 0.084877 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148396975 17180627 C T 8.84605E‐05 9.18505E‐05 0.049957 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145915320 17183080 G A 0.000597774 0.000602831 0.097679 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs187785905 17193993 A G 0.000726058 0.000776366 0.086884 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs180896868 17196569 G T 0.000422305 0.000444369 0.080817 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs189707595 17203704 G A 0.000829954 0.000772132 0.084445 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146803408 17204881 T A 0.00118052 0.00139192 0.089792 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs140961095 17205363 A G 7.99098E‐05 9.36199E‐05 0.062338 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184039044 17208812 T C 0.000437379 0.000511576 0.058643 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs112636707 17209043 T C 0.000655834 0.000716337 0.095156 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149710137 17213062 G T 0.000669633 0.000613622 0.080968 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs181506254 17215122 G A 0.00119185 0.00124165 0.096032 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191376159 17215957 C A 8.00883E‐05 9.41923E‐05 0.063003 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs117706661 17217419 T C 0.00116735 0.00106625 0.091166 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146816934 17219129 C T 0.000672202 0.000631297 0.098883 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182540231 17226819 T C 0.00119839 0.00117435 0.094311 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182913543 17236082 A G 0.000534538 0.000576134 0.094626 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs199694979 17236598 G A 0.00016743 0.00020051 0.092174 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191404921 17248290 T C 0.00022153 0.00028164 0.093432 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs182572645 17261601 C T 0.000486819 0.000415695 0.081087 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188023163 17262187 C T 0.00134606 0.00135505 0.09721 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184007600 17270756 G A 0.00084514 0.000816666 0.097051 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs79703606 17271835 A G 0.000998738 0.00115274 0.084995 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146968443 17274054 A G 0.000545373 0.000590246 0.084035 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183828075 17274154 A G 0.000179487 0.000279871 0.084567 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs145560867 17275763 A G 4.33866E‐05 4.34013E‐05 0.095096 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs146358066 17280795 C G 0.000304193 0.000327854 0.05356 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs75228645 17280801 T G 0.00043877 0.000490639 0.088702 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138451830 17281108 C T 0.000755234 0.000799367 0.084073 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192764196 17296244 C G 0.000113269 0.000110273 0.039035 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs117625779 17297823 C T 0.00029028 0.000323344 0.084248 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138926360 17311764 G A 0.000115168 0.000112094 0.038479 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs76636335 17317893 A G 0.000464359 0.000416534 0.097658 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191113847 17320839 T C 0.000589637 0.000603456 0.090899 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141646056 17321911 A G 0.000376465 0.000478412 0.091731 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs78968192 17324762 A G 0.000258892 0.000252656 0.06319 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184968019 17327356 G A 0.000565384 0.000630445 0.057671 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186878412 17331331 T A 0.000533608 0.000548984 0.071313 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188229029 17332907 A G 9.86176E‐05 0.000132806 0.029125 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs192928940 17344458 A T 0.000608364 0.000591499 0.089659 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs185412181 17344980 G A 0.000142053 0.000189478 0.083171 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs139512042 17346356 C A 6.70755E‐05 4.71482E‐05 0.074767 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142430456 17348017 C T 0.000600537 0.000513999 0.089199 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs184592733 17349875 C T 0.000608241 0.000591913 0.089647 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191013877 17350474 A C 0.000520606 0.000614661 0.045612 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs191860051 17356674 T C 0.00119607 0.00116238 0.095608 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs149768214 17357744 G A 0.000274389 0.000337565 0.073859 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs138892937 17362691 T G 0.000639305 0.000722247 0.085776 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs76460837 17363726 T G 0.000674969 0.000789188 0.083455 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs150252617 17371723 C G 0.000568927 0.00051718 0.061438 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142352301 17375589 T A 0.000518436 0.000595597 0.094979 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs141665007 17377188 A G 0.000759458 0.000799134 0.097027 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs188940806 17387712 A T 0.000185829 0.000246774 0.086994 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs180892200 17389214 C T 0.000273738 0.0002551 0.070514 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142087218 17394492 T C 0.000157094 0.000150031 0.059097 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs183890526 17396342 A G 0.000446862 0.000334773 0.072347 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs148647877 17400071 C T 0.0007994 0.000840935 0.065007 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs186042249 17401966 G A 0.000539433 0.000574064 0.092952 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs142921840 17403118 G C 6.66861E‐05 5.29246E‐05 0.042429 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
rs190696761 17406387 G A 0.000493205 0.000565428 0.046088 40424 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 #NUM! ‐1 0 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1 ‐1
snp position ref alt eafcontrol eafcases r2 numcalled genotypedor_1 se_1 lrt_1 pval logp pos_mb or_adj se_adj lrt_adj pval_adj logp_adj
rs1255117 16916454 A C 0.117971 0.114798 0.947931 40424 1 ‐0.0637 0.0277 5.29 0.0214 1.669586 16.91645 0.167327 0.033556 24.7585 6.50E‐07 6.18721
rs1096269 16915874 G C 0.196625 0.1585 0.900951 40424 0 ‐0.278 0.024 134 5.25E‐31 30.27984 16.91587 ‐0.16183 0.034614 21.7989 3.03E‐06 5.518882
rs7848057 16908609 G A 0.118008 0.11346 0.984837 40424 1 ‐0.0802 0.0278 8.3 0.00397 2.40121 16.90861 0.15318 0.033314 21.0608 4.45E‐06 5.351701
rs1237699 16909002 A T 0.200113 0.160973 0.982113 40424 0 ‐0.276 0.0232 142 1.24E‐32 31.90658 16.909 ‐0.15045 0.033173 20.5032 5.95E‐06 5.225252
rs4246133 16912919 A G 0.119424 0.114318 0.966704 40424 0 ‐0.0825 0.0273 9.12 0.00252 2.598599 16.91292 0.151058 0.033583 20.1583 7.13E‐06 5.14697
rs8003975 16908383 C G 0.199231 0.160485 0.970138 40424 0 ‐0.286 0.0244 137 1.30E‐31 30.88606 16.90838 ‐0.14945 0.033298 20.0835 7.41E‐06 5.129985
rs1997824 16909476 A AGCT 0.200273 0.161507 0.982635 40424 0 ‐0.27244 0.0233 140.998 1.61E‐32 31.79302 16.90948 ‐0.14802 0.033138 19.886 8.22E‐06 5.085128
rs1096269 16915105 C G 0.201581 0.162501 0.991981 40424 1 ‐0.275 0.0232 141 1.96E‐32 31.70774 16.91511 ‐0.1487 0.033397 19.7538 8.81E‐06 5.055091
c9_pos169 16910214 A C 0.200281 0.161224 0.996864 40424 1 ‐0.273 0.0232 139 4.44E‐32 31.35262 16.91021 ‐0.14705 0.033122 19.6453 9.32E‐06 5.030433
rs1081066 16911666 C T 0.199857 0.160888 0.999512 40424 1 ‐0.273 0.0232 139 5.42E‐32 31.266 16.91167 ‐0.14638 0.033094 19.4979 1.01E‐05 4.996926
rs1081066 16911400 G A 0.199666 0.160825 0.997706 40424 1 ‐0.273 0.0233 138 7.27E‐32 31.13847 16.9114 ‐0.14486 0.033134 19.0484 1.27E‐05 4.894679
rs1237742 16913768 G A 0.19838 0.159668 0.973352 40424 0 ‐0.274 0.0232 139 4.59E‐32 31.33819 16.91377 ‐0.14658 0.033669 18.8911 1.38E‐05 4.858874
rs1081066 16912435 G C 0.200055 0.16132 0.998372 40424 1 ‐0.272 0.0232 138 6.35E‐32 31.19723 16.91244 ‐0.14348 0.033135 18.6871 1.54E‐05 4.81242
rs1237738 16913557 C T 0.200042 0.161304 0.985369 40424 0 ‐0.272 0.0232 138 7.10E‐32 31.14874 16.91356 ‐0.14388 0.033365 18.5329 1.67E‐05 4.777292
rs1096266 16891590 A G 0.193986 0.157039 0.965804 40424 0 ‐0.264 0.0232 130 5.23E‐30 29.2815 16.89159 ‐0.13883 0.032339 18.4223 1.77E‐05 4.752089
c9_pos168 16906889 T C 0.197352 0.1599 0.993201 40424 1 ‐0.267 0.0233 131 2.64E‐30 29.5784 16.90689 ‐0.13825 0.032307 18.2838 0.000019 4.720519
rs1081066 16912661 C T 0.200204 0.161507 0.996626 40424 1 ‐0.271 0.0232 137 1.13E‐31 30.94692 16.91266 ‐0.14211 0.033217 18.2422 1.95E‐05 4.711034
rs1096267 16896588 C T 0.197253 0.160424 0.978152 40424 0 ‐0.265 0.0232 130 3.41E‐30 29.46725 16.89659 ‐0.13663 0.031997 18.2226 1.97E‐05 4.706565
rs1081067 16912663 C T 0.200189 0.161507 0.996593 40424 1 ‐0.271 0.0232 137 1.25E‐31 30.90309 16.91266 ‐0.14171 0.033215 18.1424 2.05E‐05 4.688276
c9_pos168 16904635 C G 0.198429 0.161107 0.994691 40424 1 ‐0.264 0.0232 129 5.60E‐30 29.25181 16.90463 ‐0.13568 0.031879 18.0965 0.000021 4.677807
c9_pos168 16899285 T C 0.19957 0.162459 0.991452 40424 1 ‐0.264 0.0232 130 3.95E‐30 29.4034 16.89928 ‐0.1341 0.031699 17.8832 2.35E‐05 4.629144
rs6254361 16914716 G A 0.197911 0.159705 0.971593 40424 0 ‐0.271 0.0237 132 1.76E‐30 29.75449 16.91472 ‐0.14345 0.033877 17.8733 2.36E‐05 4.626885
rs1096266 16891561 T C 0.196829 0.159732 0.980302 40424 0 ‐0.265 0.0232 131 2.88E‐30 29.54061 16.89156 ‐0.13473 0.031955 17.766 0.000025 4.602394
rs6254361 16914578 C T 0.197107 0.15897 0.97137 40424 0 ‐0.281 0.0244 132 1.31E‐30 29.88273 16.91458 ‐0.14291 0.033874 17.7426 2.53E‐05 4.597052
rs3460623 16903362 A T 0.197238 0.16031 0.977238 40424 0 ‐0.264 0.0232 129 5.29E‐30 29.27654 16.90336 ‐0.1344 0.0321 17.5156 2.85E‐05 4.545216
rs7271389 16906510 G C 0.195806 0.158814 0.982406 40424 0 ‐0.264 0.0233 128 1.10E‐29 28.95861 16.90651 ‐0.13599 0.032484 17.4986 2.88E‐05 4.541333
rs6254357 16905170 T C 0.196201 0.159311 0.98348 40424 0 ‐0.263 0.0233 127 1.50E‐29 28.82391 16.90517 ‐0.13238 0.032361 16.7095 4.36E‐05 4.360889
rs881557 16915644 C A 0.082368 0.080136 0.92608 40424 0 ‐0.0627 0.0323 3.76 0.0526 1.279014 16.91564 0.15332 0.037427 16.6363 4.53E‐05 4.344131
rs1393273 16906238 AC A 0.196744 0.159813 0.987875 40424 0 ‐0.26309 0.023386 130.365 3.41E‐30 29.46731 16.90624 ‐0.13136 0.032295 16.521 4.81E‐05 4.317727
c9_pos168 16906152 A G 0.197166 0.160178 0.993561 40424 1 ‐0.263 0.0233 127 1.76E‐29 28.75449 16.90615 ‐0.13099 0.032204 16.52 4.81E‐05 4.317498
rs6254358 16906006 C A 0.196336 0.159486 0.986496 40424 0 ‐0.263 0.0233 127 1.89E‐29 28.72354 16.90601 ‐0.13107 0.032354 16.3884 5.16E‐05 4.28735
c9_pos168 16906307 A G 0.197114 0.160187 0.993462 40424 1 ‐0.263 0.0233 127 1.84E‐29 28.73518 16.90631 ‐0.13049 0.032214 16.3848 5.17E‐05 4.286525
c9_pos168 16906094 C T 0.197106 0.160191 0.993586 40424 1 ‐0.262 0.0233 127 1.93E‐29 28.71444 16.90609 ‐0.13033 0.032205 16.3538 5.26E‐05 4.279421
rs1075682 16883563 C G 0.918074 0.919514 0.997783 40424 1 0.0528 0.0318 2.75 0.0973 1.011887 16.88356 ‐0.1433 0.035627 16.03 6.23E‐05 4.205186
rs2005822 16914557 T TTTC 0.083358 0.080272 0.930557 40424 0 ‐0.0771 0.032948 5.52434 0.018754 1.726914 16.91456 0.14746 0.037655 15.2092 9.62E‐05 4.016674
rs1096266 16892272 G A 0.199611 0.16311 0.987632 40424 1 ‐0.26 0.0232 126 3.87E‐29 28.41229 16.89227 ‐0.12411 0.031854 15.1698 9.83E‐05 4.007612
rs3409760 16915716 G T 0.080471 0.077816 0.923199 40424 0 ‐0.0658 0.0326 4.06 0.0438 1.358526 16.91572 0.148027 0.037842 15.1697 9.83E‐05 4.007589
rs2018111 16914558 T TTC 0.082177 0.079278 0.941902 40424 0 ‐0.07496 0.032942 5.22212 0.022301 1.651669 16.91456 0.145975 0.037521 15.0102 0.000107 3.970894
rs2002860 16914559 T TC 0.082128 0.079235 0.941675 40424 0 ‐0.07502 0.032952 5.22812 0.022225 1.653167 16.91456 0.145963 0.037533 14.9983 0.000108 3.968155
rs1075682 16878616 C A 0.238598 0.199058 0.980786 40424 0 ‐0.254 0.0216 138 8.86E‐32 31.05257 16.87862 ‐0.12375 0.032034 14.8903 0.000114 3.943295
chr916914 16914556 T TTTTC 0.084241 0.080892 0.926653 40424 0 ‐0.08006 0.0329 5.97556 0.014506 1.838468 16.91456 0.145668 0.037676 14.8278 0.000118 3.928905
rs4436220 16894953 C T 0.918002 0.919974 0.991005 40424 1 0.0612 0.0322 3.62 0.0572 1.242604 16.89495 ‐0.13923 0.036055 14.7833 0.000121 3.918657
rs1012483 16891647 C T 0.761049 0.80045 0.973106 40424 0 0.251 0.0215 135 2.72E‐31 30.56543 16.89165 0.125186 0.032753 14.5689 0.000135 3.86926
rs1096266 16889937 C A 0.236414 0.196601 0.994407 40424 1 ‐0.251 0.0216 136 2.08E‐31 30.68194 16.88994 ‐0.12337 0.032407 14.4515 0.000144 3.842195
rs5896720 16890387 A AT 0.916499 0.918483 0.949378 40424 0 0.065213 0.032443 4.07055 0.043637 1.360144 16.89039 ‐0.13859 0.036429 14.3498 0.000152 3.81874
rs1416745 16911091 C G 0.082382 0.079458 0.986921 40424 1 ‐0.0691 0.0322 4.6 0.0319 1.496209 16.91109 0.13865 0.036485 14.3228 0.000154 3.812512
rs1839939 16907676 A G 0.034648 0.026088 0.399918 40424 0 ‐0.304 0.0405 56.2 6.64E‐14 13.17783 16.90768 ‐0.35591 0.09558 14.2837 0.000157 3.803491
rs1537001 16676967 C A 0.06958 0.078024 0.488747 40424 0 0.162 0.0396 16.7 4.38E‐05 4.358526 16.67697 0.178144 0.047187 14.0641 0.000177 3.752802
rs5635683 16908104 A ACAT 0.082513 0.079717 0.961121 40424 0 ‐0.07254 0.032398 5.05618 0.024538 1.610156 16.9081 0.13797 0.036675 14.0352 0.000179 3.746128
rs4436219 16894803 C T 0.918428 0.920704 0.994 40424 1 0.064 0.0322 3.95 0.047 1.327902 16.8948 ‐0.13496 0.036118 13.8451 0.000199 3.70221
rs7151327 16894688 C T 0.080858 0.07849 0.97821 40424 0 ‐0.0636 0.0322 3.89 0.0485 1.314258 16.89469 0.136069 0.036507 13.7747 0.000206 3.685937
rs7671813 16907675 C T 0.034788 0.026294 0.399008 40424 0 ‐0.245 0.0236 108 3.24E‐25 24.48945 16.90767 ‐0.34747 0.095448 13.6386 0.000222 3.654464
rs1477776 16883801 TAA T 0.079132 0.076859 0.968517 40424 0 ‐0.06807 0.033021 4.28317 0.038492 1.414635 16.8838 0.137271 0.037033 13.6212 0.000224 3.650439
rs3435869 16899083 T C 0.081427 0.079078 0.991869 40424 1 ‐0.0626 0.0322 3.77 0.0521 1.283162 16.89908 0.134191 0.036213 13.6168 0.000224 3.649422
rs7151327 16882161 T G 0.079001 0.076696 0.971448 40424 0 ‐0.0643 0.0322 3.98 0.0461 1.336299 16.88216 0.136568 0.037013 13.4975 0.000239 3.621818
rs4388546 16890849 T A 0.918283 0.92028 0.969536 40424 0 0.0607 0.0322 3.55 0.0594 1.226214 16.89085 ‐0.13373 0.036253 13.4915 0.00024 3.620429
rs3602146 16880291 G T 0.080165 0.077902 0.978628 40424 0 ‐0.0643 0.0322 3.98 0.0459 1.338187 16.88029 0.134105 0.036532 13.3613 0.000257 3.590286
rs3491993 16895222 G A 0.08121 0.078813 0.994033 40424 1 ‐0.064 0.0323 3.92 0.0476 1.322393 16.89522 0.132837 0.036222 13.3374 0.00026 3.584752
rs7151327 16882414 G A 0.080266 0.077962 0.977528 40424 0 ‐0.0639 0.0322 3.94 0.0472 1.326058 16.88241 0.133865 0.036543 13.3063 0.000265 3.577548
rs1330069 16892517 G A 0.081304 0.079218 0.995588 40424 1 ‐0.0634 0.0322 3.86 0.0493 1.307153 16.89252 0.132051 0.036075 13.2878 0.000267 3.573263
rs3538600 16880946 C G 0.082303 0.080183 0.99742 40424 1 ‐0.0604 0.0318 3.6 0.0577 1.238824 16.88095 0.129648 0.035422 13.2793 0.000268 3.571294
rs1073846 16891619 G C 0.918815 0.921 0.979675 40424 0 0.0638 0.0322 3.92 0.0476 1.322393 16.89162 ‐0.13238 0.036226 13.2425 0.000274 3.562769
rs1268480 16893054 A G 0.080551 0.078223 0.97857 40424 0 ‐0.0615 0.0329 3.49 0.0619 1.208309 16.89305 0.133364 0.036525 13.2209 0.000277 3.557764
rs7151327 16877565 G A 0.080665 0.078465 0.975317 40424 0 ‐0.0637 0.0322 3.9 0.0482 1.316953 16.87757 0.133125 0.036473 13.2104 0.000278 3.555331
rs1075682 16892590 A T 0.918593 0.920748 0.995408 40424 1 0.064 0.0322 3.95 0.047 1.327902 16.89259 ‐0.13146 0.036039 13.1944 0.000281 3.551623
rs1329530 16891877 C A 0.081285 0.079069 0.995751 40424 1 ‐0.0645 0.0322 4 0.0455 1.341989 16.89188 0.131003 0.036081 13.0742 0.000299 3.523761
rs1096253 16675849 C G 0.101602 0.111638 0.495211 40424 0 0.12 0.0346 12.1 0.000511 3.291579 16.67585 0.144799 0.039901 13.0382 0.000305 3.515414
rs7868212 16881914 G A 0.081341 0.079049 0.999925 40424 1 ‐0.0647 0.0322 4.04 0.0445 1.35164 16.88191 0.130534 0.036004 13.0357 0.000306 3.514834
rs7027849 16873045 A G 0.081351 0.079361 0.986682 40424 1 ‐0.0652 0.0323 4.08 0.0434 1.36251 16.87304 0.130887 0.03613 13.015 0.000309 3.510034
rs1255267 16903240 C T 0.080944 0.078137 0.950465 40424 0 ‐0.0678 0.0332 4.16 0.0413 1.38405 16.90324 0.134332 0.037093 13.0075 0.00031 3.508294
rs1054430 16876382 CCTG C 0.080284 0.078045 0.973487 40424 0 ‐0.06822 0.032665 4.3957 0.03603 1.44334 16.87638 0.132272 0.036556 12.9825 0.000314 3.502496
rs3548359 16893883 A C 0.082163 0.080486 0.995539 40424 1 ‐0.0633 0.032 3.9 0.0482 1.316953 16.89388 0.129365 0.035773 12.9716 0.000316 3.499967
rs1328906 16897685 G C 0.080816 0.078329 0.99182 40424 1 ‐0.0655 0.0323 4.11 0.0426 1.37059 16.89768 0.131315 0.036336 12.9531 0.000319 3.495676
rs7868424 16876106 G C 0.080516 0.078304 0.977853 40424 0 ‐0.0657 0.0323 4.15 0.0417 1.379864 16.87611 0.131673 0.036441 12.9472 0.00032 3.494307
rs1255268 16903374 C T 0.082227 0.079435 0.945279 40424 0 ‐0.0528 0.0331 2.55 0.11 0.958607 16.90337 0.133208 0.036905 12.9226 0.000325 3.4886
rs7044899 16873586 T C 0.081242 0.079237 0.990561 40424 1 ‐0.0653 0.0323 4.09 0.0431 1.365523 16.87359 0.129874 0.03608 12.8508 0.000337 3.471939
rs7864745 16875622 C T 0.081605 0.079464 0.986521 40424 1 ‐0.0602 0.0322 3.5 0.0614 1.211832 16.87562 0.129327 0.0361 12.7286 0.00036 3.443569
rs7021921 16880833 T C 0.081541 0.079678 0.997852 40424 1 ‐0.0651 0.0322 4.1 0.0429 1.367543 16.88083 0.127432 0.035899 12.4996 0.000407 3.390364
rs7864210 16875274 A G 0.081503 0.079298 0.990123 40424 1 ‐0.0666 0.0323 4.26 0.039 1.408935 16.87527 0.127796 0.036104 12.4276 0.000423 3.373623
rs1329602 16900507 G C 0.07745 0.074425 0.936303 40424 0 ‐0.0604 0.0348 3.01 0.0828 1.08197 16.90051 0.133337 0.038122 12.1318 0.000496 3.304788
rs7046326 16847520 G A 0.246033 0.207203 0.995887 40424 1 ‐0.232 0.0211 121 4.77E‐28 27.32148 16.84752 ‐0.10228 0.029735 11.8317 0.000582 3.234847
rs7046433 16877987 A G 0.838424 0.82751 0.999201 40424 1 ‐0.0306 0.0232 1.73 0.189 0.723538 16.87799 ‐0.08123 0.023646 11.7291 0.000615 3.210911
rs6795640 16888249 GA G 0.080573 0.077747 0.961736 40424 0 ‐0.07491 0.032899 5.22971 0.022204 1.653564 16.88825 0.126107 0.036834 11.6273 0.00065 3.187148
rs1081065 16877758 C T 0.838491 0.827679 0.999967 40424 1 ‐0.0295 0.0232 1.61 0.204 0.69037 16.87776 ‐0.08072 0.023649 11.5785 0.000667 3.175752
rs7868157 16851977 C A 0.759026 0.797486 0.978274 40424 0 0.235 0.0213 122 2.32E‐28 27.63451 16.85198 0.102792 0.030223 11.5646 0.000672 3.172506
rs1693489 16671439 G C 0.071857 0.078819 0.476706 40424 0 0.145 0.0404 12.9 0.000327 3.485452 16.67144 0.162039 0.047473 11.5065 0.000694 3.158933
rs6133681 16671540 A T 0.073389 0.080437 0.478124 40424 0 0.149 0.0398 14 0.000183 3.737549 16.67154 0.160211 0.046959 11.4975 0.000697 3.156831
rs1981224 16880465 A G 0.837895 0.827155 0.980274 40424 0 ‐0.028 0.0232 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.88046 ‐0.08047 0.023668 11.4895 0.0007 3.154961
c9_pos168 16905922 G A 0.197483 0.161336 0.999174 28728 1 ‐0.255 0.0271 88.6 4.93E‐21 20.30715 16.90592 ‐0.12661 0.037419 11.4367 0.00072 3.142622
rs1096265 16877368 C A 0.836852 0.825889 0.982046 40424 0 ‐0.0303 0.0233 1.69 0.193 0.714443 16.87737 ‐0.07989 0.023555 11.4334 0.000721 3.14185
rs1081065 16876998 T C 0.837266 0.826329 0.983035 40424 0 ‐0.0301 0.0233 1.67 0.196 0.707744 16.877 ‐0.07981 0.023548 11.4189 0.000727 3.138461
rs4612477 16877254 C G 0.838655 0.827934 0.986879 40424 0 ‐0.0328 0.0232 2.01 0.156 0.806875 16.87725 ‐0.08015 0.023694 11.373 0.000745 3.127731
rs3814114 16915028 C A 0.057279 0.056385 0.972203 40424 1 ‐0.0551 0.0378 2.12 0.145 0.838632 16.91503 0.139296 0.041434 11.1761 0.000829 3.081667
rs4961501 16851678 T G 0.750968 0.788832 0.960054 40424 0 0.23 0.0212 118 1.70E‐27 26.76955 16.85168 0.101644 0.030546 11.071 0.000877 3.057058
rs1081067 16914846 G A 0.056274 0.055219 0.936546 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.0379 2.22 0.137 0.86328 16.91485 0.141854 0.042588 10.9692 0.000926 3.033207
rs3404549 16661480 G GT 0.096887 0.106412 0.484304 40424 0 0.142836 0.041152 11.9315 0.000552 3.258118 16.66148 0.137106 0.041232 10.9559 0.000933 3.03009
rs2016596 16661478 A AG 0.096888 0.106412 0.484303 40424 0 0.142824 0.041152 11.9296 0.000553 3.257675 16.66148 0.137094 0.041232 10.954 0.000934 3.029645
rs2153272 16890517 C T 0.8375 0.826646 0.995324 40424 1 ‐0.0276 0.0232 1.41 0.235 0.628932 16.89052 ‐0.0784 0.023633 10.9384 0.000942 3.025989
rs7151327 16870472 A G 0.084733 0.082477 0.93756 40424 0 ‐0.0703 0.0321 4.8 0.0284 1.546682 16.87047 0.118046 0.035788 10.795 0.001018 2.992361
rs7860104 16661210 A G 0.097726 0.107239 0.485346 40424 0 0.109 0.0351 9.6 0.00194 2.712198 16.66121 0.135111 0.041047 10.7373 0.00105 2.978821
rs7779502 16907997 T G 0.217911 0.180476 0.925064 40424 0 ‐0.296 0.0266 125 6.31E‐29 28.19997 16.908 ‐0.11861 0.03678 10.3487 0.001296 2.887509
rs7211784 16907999 TTA T 0.223814 0.185887 0.93231 40424 0 ‐0.26092 0.022699 135.63 2.40E‐31 30.61906 16.908 ‐0.11865 0.036992 10.2308 0.001381 2.85976
rs3565694 16870182 TC T 0.077898 0.076408 0.890861 40424 0 ‐0.06747 0.03418 3.92578 0.047551 1.322839 16.87018 0.120217 0.037487 10.1976 0.001406 2.851942
c9_pos169 16914560 A G 0.085465 0.084009 0.991284 28728 1 ‐0.0687 0.0371 3.43 0.0641 1.193142 16.91456 0.133495 0.041771 10.1395 0.001451 2.838256
rs7847749 16908692 A G 0.055215 0.054046 0.949204 40424 0 ‐0.0601 0.0384 2.45 0.117 0.931814 16.90869 0.134848 0.04244 9.9827 0.00158 2.801294
rs1081064 16853779 C T 0.755985 0.793936 0.983948 40424 0 0.229 0.0211 117 2.98E‐27 26.52578 16.85378 0.094716 0.030223 9.81756 0.001729 2.762322
rs1268391 16902548 G C 0.054355 0.053346 0.93843 40424 0 ‐0.0526 0.0388 1.84 0.175 0.756962 16.90255 0.134865 0.042838 9.79972 0.001745 2.758109
rs1171349 16902308 C T 0.054514 0.053501 0.939837 40424 0 ‐0.0522 0.0387 1.82 0.177 0.752027 16.90231 0.133928 0.042742 9.70815 0.001835 2.736476
rs3927679 16895072 C A 0.053375 0.052343 0.946504 40424 0 ‐0.0457 0.0387 1.4 0.238 0.623423 16.89507 0.133943 0.042975 9.60461 0.001941 2.711998
rs3439311 16904735 G A 0.055807 0.054796 0.937051 40424 0 ‐0.0553 0.0386 2.06 0.152 0.818156 16.90474 0.131463 0.042427 9.49521 0.00206 2.686114
rs1096259 16785478 C G 0.692342 0.674111 0.932196 40424 0 ‐0.0743 0.0192 15 0.000109 3.962574 16.78548 ‐0.05985 0.019452 9.44429 0.002118 2.674059
rs5001567 16906005 T C 0.056317 0.055288 0.941057 40424 0 ‐0.0559 0.0385 2.1 0.147 0.832683 16.90601 0.129532 0.042179 9.3281 0.002257 2.646533
rs7270409 16677803 A T 0.100364 0.110144 0.508502 40424 0 0.0998 0.0341 8.55 0.00345 2.462181 16.6778 0.120686 0.039534 9.24097 0.002367 2.625876
rs1081062 16787406 T C 0.696925 0.679381 0.933519 40424 0 ‐0.0737 0.0193 14.5 0.000137 3.863279 16.78741 ‐0.05925 0.019536 9.17549 0.002453 2.610342
rs1237609 16889023 G A 0.145391 0.118615 0.946066 40424 0 ‐0.253 0.0262 93.6 3.79E‐22 21.42136 16.88902 ‐0.10031 0.033208 9.1521 0.002484 2.604791
rs5001566 16905616 T A 0.050097 0.049587 0.857829 40424 0 ‐0.0648 0.0399 2.65 0.104 0.982967 16.90562 0.140542 0.046323 9.10029 0.002556 2.592492
rs1081062 16787786 T C 0.69428 0.676632 0.920802 40424 0 ‐0.0731 0.0194 14.3 0.000159 3.798603 16.78779 ‐0.05921 0.019635 9.07174 0.002596 2.585712
rs1179503 16786930 G A 0.692552 0.674599 0.933735 40424 0 ‐0.0734 0.0193 14.5 0.000141 3.850781 16.78693 ‐0.05856 0.01947 9.0249 0.002663 2.574586
rs1096265 16883318 G C 0.151527 0.123991 0.983539 40424 0 ‐0.246 0.0257 91.2 1.28E‐21 20.89279 16.88332 ‐0.09595 0.032034 8.99426 0.002708 2.567305
rs1096263 16846111 G A 0.158574 0.131063 0.961019 40424 0 ‐0.23 0.0253 82.3 1.16E‐19 18.93554 16.84611 ‐0.09234 0.030857 8.98708 0.002719 2.565598
rs6254192 16888222 C G 0.145652 0.119194 0.945261 40424 0 ‐0.257 0.0267 92.5 6.59E‐22 21.18111 16.88822 ‐0.09896 0.033128 8.94973 0.002775 2.55672
rs1075681 16786303 G A 0.695582 0.677879 0.936031 40424 0 ‐0.0738 0.0192 14.7 0.000124 3.906578 16.7863 ‐0.05827 0.019473 8.93288 0.002801 2.552714
rs1096265 16881346 G A 0.152498 0.12501 0.98457 40424 0 ‐0.245 0.0257 90.7 1.67E‐21 20.77728 16.88135 ‐0.09507 0.03189 8.91036 0.002836 2.547359
rs3927678 16895146 C T 0.052703 0.051403 0.943384 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0389 1.55 0.213 0.67162 16.89515 0.129746 0.04333 8.86709 0.002904 2.537067
rs3814112 16914967 T C 0.948143 0.949563 0.900318 40424 0 0.0692 0.0395 3.06 0.08 1.09691 16.91497 ‐0.13438 0.044939 8.84368 0.002941 2.531497
rs1329017 16876651 G A 0.052556 0.051622 0.936808 40424 0 ‐0.0532 0.0391 1.85 0.173 0.761954 16.87665 0.129498 0.043389 8.80983 0.002996 2.523441
rs1400473 16877723 GC G 0.151743 0.124278 0.993395 40424 0 ‐0.24302 0.025781 91.5636 1.08E‐21 20.96632 16.87772 ‐0.09384 0.031748 8.76036 0.003079 2.511663
rs6254192 16877423 T C 0.151726 0.124264 0.992432 40424 0 ‐0.245 0.0257 90.9 1.53E‐21 20.81531 16.87742 ‐0.09382 0.031757 8.75048 0.003095 2.50931
rs1096265 16876736 T C 0.151686 0.124233 0.990602 40424 0 ‐0.244 0.0257 90.5 1.87E‐21 20.72816 16.87674 ‐0.0937 0.031778 8.71773 0.003151 2.50151
rs1096265 16877788 G A 0.152141 0.124966 0.999142 40424 1 ‐0.245 0.0257 91 1.45E‐21 20.83863 16.87779 ‐0.09318 0.031615 8.70993 0.003165 2.499652
rs1237703 16933700 T C 0.102843 0.084123 0.998653 40424 1 ‐0.19 0.0308 38.1 6.64E‐10 9.177832 16.9337 ‐0.09354 0.031892 8.68915 0.003201 2.494701
rs1096272 16932860 C T 0.102028 0.083439 0.989832 40424 0 ‐0.19 0.0308 38 7.12E‐10 9.14752 16.93286 ‐0.09389 0.032115 8.63358 0.0033 2.481457
c9_pos169 16954214 C A 0.102851 0.084434 0.996827 40424 1 ‐0.191 0.0308 38.4 5.72E‐10 9.242604 16.95421 ‐0.09296 0.031834 8.61399 0.003336 2.476786
rs7960377 16932537 C T 0.102112 0.083533 0.989591 40424 0 ‐0.19 0.0308 37.9 7.32E‐10 9.135489 16.93254 ‐0.09359 0.032089 8.59263 0.003375 2.471693
rs1096259 16792126 G C 0.84349 0.835838 0.929119 40424 0 ‐0.0732 0.0244 8.97 0.00275 2.560667 16.79213 ‐0.07262 0.024755 8.55561 0.003445 2.462862
c9_pos168 16885464 A G 0.152067 0.12449 0.996063 40424 1 ‐0.245 0.0257 91 1.40E‐21 20.85387 16.88546 ‐0.09276 0.031767 8.54887 0.003457 2.461254
rs1075681 16791894 A C 0.843438 0.835794 0.927744 40424 0 ‐0.0736 0.0245 9.04 0.00265 2.576754 16.79189 ‐0.07254 0.024767 8.52867 0.003496 2.456435
rs1096272 16932086 C G 0.102763 0.08414 0.998427 40424 1 ‐0.189 0.0308 37.8 7.68E‐10 9.114638 16.93209 ‐0.09267 0.031893 8.52686 0.003499 2.456003
rs1172551 16930305 G C 0.102247 0.083761 0.98423 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.0308 37.1 1.10E‐09 8.958608 16.93031 ‐0.09339 0.032149 8.52415 0.003505 2.455356
rs1412424 16937991 C T 0.099144 0.081511 0.984946 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.0308 37.4 9.86E‐10 9.006124 16.93799 ‐0.09409 0.032482 8.47656 0.003598 2.443997
rs1494103 16929313 T C 0.102473 0.08402 0.982454 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.7 1.38E‐09 8.860121 16.92931 ‐0.09311 0.032152 8.47054 0.003609 2.44256
rs1178987 16872323 G A 0.151976 0.124621 0.98486 40424 0 ‐0.243 0.0257 89.4 3.17E‐21 20.49894 16.87232 ‐0.09212 0.031808 8.40879 0.003734 2.427813
rs7984420 16940825 T C 0.099275 0.08165 0.986431 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0311 35.9 2.07E‐09 8.68403 16.94082 ‐0.09355 0.032426 8.40807 0.003736 2.427641
rs2006489 16871360 C CG 0.152102 0.124745 0.982157 40424 0 ‐0.24236 0.025866 90.448 1.90E‐21 20.72147 16.87136 ‐0.09212 0.031832 8.39642 0.00376 2.424857
rs1237807 16945241 C T 0.099484 0.081855 0.989033 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0311 36.4 1.60E‐09 8.79588 16.94524 ‐0.09327 0.032357 8.3935 0.003766 2.42416
rs1096275 16944135 G A 0.099504 0.081874 0.989118 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0311 36.3 1.65E‐09 8.782516 16.94414 ‐0.09325 0.032356 8.38969 0.003774 2.42325
rs6254192 16870501 C A 0.152329 0.124972 0.980719 40424 0 ‐0.242 0.0257 88.4 5.34E‐21 20.27246 16.8705 ‐0.09203 0.031827 8.38397 0.003785 2.421883
c9_pos169 16950269 G C 0.102933 0.08459 0.99682 40424 1 ‐0.19 0.0307 38.1 6.86E‐10 9.163676 16.95027 ‐0.09163 0.03182 8.3743 0.003806 2.419572
rs6254192 16870182 T C 0.152264 0.12491 0.981407 40424 0 ‐0.238 0.0256 85.9 1.87E‐20 19.72816 16.87018 ‐0.09176 0.031816 8.34033 0.003878 2.411453
rs1096275 16947148 G C 0.100248 0.08261 0.997657 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0311 36.3 1.73E‐09 8.761954 16.94715 ‐0.09213 0.032107 8.31649 0.003929 2.405754
c9_pos169 16922173 T A 0.102406 0.083897 0.996951 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0308 37 1.21E‐09 8.917214 16.92217 ‐0.09145 0.031969 8.26315 0.004046 2.392997
rs1180724 16952486 C T 0.10182 0.083577 0.985171 40424 0 ‐0.19 0.0308 38.1 6.75E‐10 9.170696 16.95249 ‐0.09183 0.032147 8.24037 0.004097 2.387547
rs1096265 16874878 A G 0.150438 0.123337 0.979545 40424 0 ‐0.244 0.0257 90 2.33E‐21 20.63264 16.87488 ‐0.09165 0.032033 8.20744 0.004172 2.379667
rs2015911 16874877 A AG 0.150438 0.123337 0.979545 40424 0 ‐0.24317 0.026038 89.8535 2.56E‐21 20.59097 16.87488 ‐0.09164 0.032033 8.20658 0.004174 2.379461
rs1096274 16941719 G T 0.100308 0.082625 0.998162 40424 1 ‐0.186 0.0311 35.7 2.28E‐09 8.642065 16.94172 ‐0.09145 0.032105 8.19538 0.0042 2.37678
rs1096269 16920050 G A 0.101777 0.083402 0.990527 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.9 1.26E‐09 8.89963 16.92005 ‐0.09148 0.032127 8.18771 0.004218 2.374943
rs1096270 16920785 C A 0.102173 0.083782 0.996884 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.8 1.30E‐09 8.886057 16.92079 ‐0.09105 0.031985 8.18319 0.004228 2.373862
rs1096272 16931441 A G 0.102761 0.084258 0.998476 40424 1 ‐0.188 0.0308 37.4 9.82E‐10 9.007889 16.93144 ‐0.09072 0.031881 8.17678 0.004243 2.372327
rs2016334 16918175 AT A 0.101601 0.083219 0.988229 40424 0 ‐0.18253 0.031066 35.3358 2.77E‐09 8.556762 16.91817 ‐0.09164 0.032206 8.17625 0.004244 2.3722
rs1096276 16956687 G T 0.101556 0.083442 0.98442 40424 0 ‐0.189 0.0308 37.5 8.98E‐10 9.046723 16.95669 ‐0.09151 0.032188 8.16361 0.004274 2.369174
rs7046749 16877973 G C 0.86811 0.856253 0.96655 40424 0 ‐0.0521 0.0249 4.39 0.0361 1.442493 16.87797 ‐0.07279 0.025439 8.13507 0.004342 2.362339
rs1096276 16949644 G C 0.101935 0.083712 0.986947 40424 0 ‐0.189 0.0308 37.9 7.62E‐10 9.118045 16.94964 ‐0.09105 0.032103 8.12421 0.004368 2.359737
rs1096271 16931410 T C 0.102745 0.08426 0.998499 40424 1 ‐0.188 0.0308 37.2 1.04E‐09 8.982966 16.93141 ‐0.09033 0.031883 8.10551 0.004413 2.355257
rs1096269 16919692 C T 0.102232 0.083826 0.996643 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.6 1.41E‐09 8.85078 16.91969 ‐0.0906 0.03199 8.09919 0.004429 2.353743
rs5581672 16926894 AC A 0.102072 0.083694 0.988645 40424 0 ‐0.18075 0.030954 34.8908 3.49E‐09 8.457518 16.92689 ‐0.0908 0.032071 8.09372 0.004442 2.352432
rs1096270 16923304 G A 0.101938 0.083587 0.989939 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.6 1.48E‐09 8.829739 16.9233 ‐0.09079 0.032086 8.0853 0.004463 2.350415
rs4378062 16779899 G T 0.838332 0.829993 0.859484 40424 0 ‐0.0796 0.0244 10.6 0.00114 2.943095 16.7799 ‐0.07232 0.025378 8.07587 0.004486 2.348155
rs1081063 16790956 G A 0.842131 0.83426 0.918462 40424 0 ‐0.0725 0.0244 8.8 0.003 2.522879 16.79096 ‐0.07064 0.024786 8.07581 0.004486 2.34814
rs1408165 16926301 A G 0.102004 0.083643 0.988361 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.5 1.52E‐09 8.818156 16.9263 ‐0.09073 0.032085 8.07527 0.004487 2.348011
rs1096270 16923585 T G 0.101915 0.083571 0.99018 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.5 1.51E‐09 8.821023 16.92359 ‐0.09072 0.032092 8.06973 0.004501 2.346683
rs8000613 16948819 A G 0.101971 0.08377 0.984505 40424 0 ‐0.19 0.0308 38 7.25E‐10 9.139662 16.94882 ‐0.09075 0.032112 8.06411 0.004515 2.345336
rs1096253 16674632 A G 0.097892 0.106625 0.486442 40424 0 0.108 0.036 8.97 0.00275 2.560667 16.67463 0.116638 0.040999 8.02786 0.004606 2.336646
rs1096264 16873535 C T 0.152419 0.125084 0.995503 40424 1 ‐0.243 0.0257 89.5 3.10E‐21 20.50864 16.87354 ‐0.08958 0.031656 8.02723 0.004608 2.336495
rs1096269 16918296 G A 0.102241 0.083868 0.996323 40424 1 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.5 1.50E‐09 8.823909 16.9183 ‐0.09012 0.031994 8.01052 0.004651 2.332488
rs1503307 16926130 C G 0.101303 0.083054 0.982447 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0309 36.3 1.67E‐09 8.777284 16.92613 ‐0.09089 0.032291 7.99951 0.004679 2.329847
c9_pos169 16942917 A G 0.100267 0.082677 0.998536 40424 1 ‐0.184 0.0311 35.3 2.84E‐09 8.546681 16.94292 ‐0.09031 0.032099 7.99438 0.004692 2.328616
rs1096270 16925359 T C 0.101254 0.083017 0.983144 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0309 36.3 1.67E‐09 8.777284 16.92536 ‐0.09083 0.032297 7.98561 0.004715 2.326513
rs2018583 16948217 TC T 0.101865 0.083738 0.982152 40424 0 ‐0.18026 0.031016 34.5656 4.12E‐09 8.384971 16.94822 ‐0.09006 0.032136 7.93079 0.00486 2.313359
rs5625192 16962982 T C 0.101159 0.083398 0.970148 40424 0 ‐0.183 0.0307 35.7 2.26E‐09 8.645891 16.96298 ‐0.09042 0.032282 7.92293 0.004881 2.311472
rs1096270 16923927 C A 0.10263 0.084317 0.995772 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.8 1.28E‐09 8.89279 16.92393 ‐0.08938 0.031915 7.91884 0.004892 2.31049
rs2004652 16938577 A AG 0.102223 0.083959 0.988064 40424 0 ‐0.17998 0.030941 34.6233 4.00E‐09 8.397843 16.93858 ‐0.08978 0.032064 7.91604 0.0049 2.309818
rs1410120 16938587 A G 0.102222 0.083959 0.98807 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0308 37 1.17E‐09 8.931814 16.93859 ‐0.08977 0.032064 7.91499 0.004903 2.309566
rs1833608 16938688 A T 0.102221 0.08396 0.988121 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0308 37 1.18E‐09 8.928118 16.93869 ‐0.08976 0.032063 7.91215 0.00491 2.308884
rs1234479 16780344 G T 0.687545 0.670684 0.92216 40424 0 ‐0.0716 0.0193 13.7 0.00021 3.677781 16.78034 ‐0.05472 0.019463 7.88734 0.004978 2.302927
rs5597842 16964978 G C 0.100059 0.081882 0.976008 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.031 36.7 1.35E‐09 8.869666 16.96498 ‐0.0907 0.032507 7.86276 0.005046 2.297024
rs1179171 16965616 T C 0.10006 0.081892 0.97662 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.031 36.9 1.25E‐09 8.90309 16.96562 ‐0.09053 0.032499 7.83644 0.00512 2.290702
rs1096270 16927732 T C 0.102789 0.084407 0.99555 40424 1 ‐0.184 0.0307 35.6 2.37E‐09 8.625252 16.92773 ‐0.08882 0.031902 7.82532 0.005152 2.28803
rs5613436 16964849 C G 0.100115 0.081951 0.975776 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.031 36.8 1.34E‐09 8.872895 16.96485 ‐0.09043 0.032496 7.81997 0.005167 2.286744
rs1114143 16534282 C T 0.013275 0.0144 0.24764 40424 0 0.243 0.0937 6.73 0.00949 2.022734 16.53428 0.416628 0.14736 7.81534 0.005181 2.285632
rs1096278 16980043 A G 0.101263 0.08313 0.999525 40424 1 ‐0.185 0.0309 35.9 2.03E‐09 8.692504 16.98004 ‐0.0887 0.031961 7.77742 0.00529 2.276517
rs4623533 16779962 T C 0.695246 0.678625 0.93297 40424 0 ‐0.0753 0.0194 15.1 0.000104 3.982967 16.77996 ‐0.05432 0.01947 7.76725 0.00532 2.274072
rs1237788 16939718 G T 0.102967 0.084708 0.997504 40424 1 ‐0.187 0.0308 36.9 1.27E‐09 8.896196 16.93972 ‐0.08821 0.031825 7.7544 0.005358 2.270982
rs1428151 16961282 C CCCT 0.101237 0.083451 0.966251 40424 0 ‐0.17891 0.031237 33.5636 6.90E‐09 8.16133 16.96128 ‐0.08955 0.03232 7.75217 0.005365 2.270446
rs5581383 16958580 T A 0.101418 0.08349 0.983784 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.5 1.55E‐09 8.809669 16.95858 ‐0.08912 0.032183 7.74268 0.005393 2.268164
rs5599581 16958583 C T 0.101418 0.083491 0.983785 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0308 36.5 1.55E‐09 8.809669 16.95858 ‐0.08912 0.032183 7.74219 0.005395 2.268046
rs1075681 16789081 G A 0.843195 0.835422 0.902255 40424 0 ‐0.0754 0.0247 9.34 0.00225 2.647818 16.78908 ‐0.07003 0.025107 7.73603 0.005413 2.266565
rs1096276 16959695 C G 0.102458 0.084523 0.996426 40424 1 ‐0.185 0.0308 36.2 1.75E‐09 8.756962 16.9597 ‐0.08795 0.031845 7.70058 0.00552 2.258037
rs1096264 16868380 T G 0.160211 0.132828 0.995862 40424 1 ‐0.227 0.025 83 8.21E‐20 19.08566 16.86838 ‐0.08333 0.030131 7.6729 0.005606 2.251376
rs7990199 16881595 T C 0.017636 0.013252 0.58927 40424 0 ‐0.408 0.0936 19 1.29E‐05 4.88941 16.8816 ‐0.27426 0.100775 7.66704 0.005624 2.249965
rs1096279 16982735 G A 0.100979 0.082986 0.996678 40424 1 ‐0.185 0.031 35.5 2.50E‐09 8.60206 16.98273 ‐0.08812 0.032019 7.6472 0.005686 2.245189
rs1478330 17340476 G A 0.012102 0.012544 0.41641 40424 0 0.0217 0.108 0.0401 0.841 0.075204 17.34048 0.345212 0.12309 7.62479 0.005757 2.239794
rs1237968 16854367 G T 0.159438 0.132221 0.999783 40424 1 ‐0.228 0.0251 82.5 1.06E‐19 18.97469 16.85437 ‐0.08322 0.030221 7.60556 0.005819 2.235162
rs2253579 16797360 T C 0.912521 0.907954 0.832473 40424 0 ‐0.0641 0.0322 3.96 0.0465 1.332547 16.79736 ‐0.09283 0.03352 7.60325 0.005826 2.234606
rs2007785 16954487 C CTG 0.102927 0.088431 0.784252 40424 0 ‐0.18692 0.034315 30.3042 3.69E‐08 7.432591 16.95449 ‐0.09684 0.035291 7.60154 0.005832 2.234194
rs7680972 16971912 C G 0.100131 0.08205 0.983018 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.031 36.1 1.86E‐09 8.730487 16.97191 ‐0.08884 0.032389 7.59602 0.00585 2.232864
rs1096279 16981899 A G 0.100794 0.0828 0.990985 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.031 36.1 1.92E‐09 8.716699 16.9819 ‐0.08804 0.032111 7.58997 0.005869 2.231407
rs1179353 16778859 G C 0.689163 0.672624 0.950017 40424 0 ‐0.0691 0.019 13.2 0.000284 3.546682 16.77886 ‐0.05288 0.019206 7.56364 0.005956 2.225063
rs1474053 16972005 TC T 0.100197 0.082135 0.98307 40424 0 ‐0.17816 0.031283 33.1863 8.37E‐09 8.077075 16.97201 ‐0.08845 0.032369 7.5387 0.006039 2.219052
rs6254187 16852453 G A 0.159178 0.132268 0.978882 40424 0 ‐0.232 0.0251 85 2.97E‐20 19.52724 16.85245 ‐0.08357 0.030518 7.52176 0.006096 2.214969
rs7543272 16447455 C T 0.023981 0.020243 0.541043 40424 0 ‐0.242 0.069 12.3 0.000452 3.344862 16.44745 ‐0.22868 0.084587 7.51843 0.006107 2.214166
rs1435210 16967953 CTG C 0.101097 0.083016 0.972563 40424 0 ‐0.1781 0.031319 33.0853 8.82E‐09 8.054517 16.96795 ‐0.08823 0.032406 7.48457 0.006223 2.206001
rs1096272 16931757 T C 0.107851 0.090207 0.983034 40424 0 ‐0.174 0.03 33.7 6.48E‐09 8.188425 16.93176 ‐0.08435 0.030973 7.4833 0.006227 2.205694
rs1381171 16978907 G A 0.100681 0.082709 0.991185 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.41E‐09 8.617983 16.97891 ‐0.0874 0.032108 7.48113 0.006235 2.205171
rs1051163 16962019 G C 0.897061 0.914696 0.956625 40424 0 0.187 0.0307 37.2 1.07E‐09 8.970616 16.96202 0.087656 0.032204 7.47872 0.006243 2.20459
rs1414517 16978723 G A 0.100677 0.082704 0.990849 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.42E‐09 8.616184 16.97872 ‐0.08738 0.03211 7.47611 0.006252 2.20396
rs1096277 16959711 C T 0.099563 0.082091 0.968729 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0309 36.3 1.68E‐09 8.774691 16.95971 ‐0.08894 0.032684 7.47609 0.006252 2.203955
rs2020851 16476556 TTG T 0.034343 0.037212 0.516897 40424 0 0.19843 0.064845 9.22835 0.002383 2.622883 16.47656 0.178818 0.064985 7.47332 0.006262 2.203287
rs1478312 16977903 C T 0.100662 0.082685 0.989775 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.47E‐09 8.607303 16.9779 ‐0.08725 0.032118 7.45069 0.006341 2.197828
rs2004584 16905624 TA T 0.119938 0.130252 0.875182 40424 0 0.048143 0.027762 2.99467 0.083539 1.078111 16.90562 0.076387 0.027924 7.4354 0.006395 2.194138
rs4246148 16781531 G C 0.841215 0.833266 0.902656 40424 0 ‐0.0879 0.0243 13.1 0.000298 3.525784 16.78153 ‐0.06824 0.024977 7.42438 0.006435 2.191478
rs1096277 16974010 A T 0.101049 0.082982 0.998418 40424 1 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.39E‐09 8.621602 16.97401 ‐0.08669 0.032 7.40823 0.006493 2.18758
rs1096279 16982414 T A 0.100887 0.082963 0.987738 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.8 2.18E‐09 8.661544 16.98241 ‐0.08696 0.032123 7.398 0.00653 2.185111
rs4961510 16962418 C T 0.897016 0.914581 0.956824 40424 0 0.186 0.0307 36.6 1.43E‐09 8.844664 16.96242 0.087153 0.032198 7.39548 0.006539 2.184502
rs5896721 16905620 AT A 0.120044 0.13036 0.875674 40424 0 0.047908 0.027743 2.96962 0.084842 1.07139 16.90562 0.076116 0.027904 7.39302 0.006548 2.183908
rs1096277 16973617 C T 0.100201 0.082201 0.988207 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.38E‐09 8.623423 16.97362 ‐0.08731 0.032285 7.38406 0.00658 2.181745
rs1179060 16558576 T C 0.024758 0.021341 0.483386 40424 0 ‐0.23 0.0709 10.5 0.00117 2.931814 16.55858 ‐0.23609 0.088488 7.33478 0.006763 2.169842
rs8026352 16586953 T C 0.024497 0.021125 0.472485 40424 0 ‐0.215 0.0703 9.37 0.00221 2.655608 16.58695 ‐0.24004 0.089996 7.3312 0.006777 2.168977
rs1096278 16975096 T C 0.100202 0.08224 0.988621 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.031 35.6 2.40E‐09 8.619789 16.9751 ‐0.08674 0.032258 7.29853 0.006901 2.161081
c9_pos168 16865291 G A 0.159315 0.132199 0.998742 40424 1 ‐0.228 0.0251 82.3 1.17E‐19 18.93181 16.86529 ‐0.08157 0.030292 7.27301 0.007 2.154912
rs7588583 16974257 T C 0.100288 0.082326 0.989159 40424 0 ‐0.184 0.0309 35.3 2.81E‐09 8.551293 16.97426 ‐0.08648 0.032238 7.26367 0.007036 2.152653
rs1179224 16864076 A G 0.159387 0.132324 0.998703 40424 1 ‐0.227 0.0251 82.2 1.25E‐19 18.90309 16.86408 ‐0.08148 0.030291 7.25705 0.007062 2.151052
rs1178946 16836011 G A 0.50879 0.490461 0.6472 40424 0 ‐0.101 0.0205 24.1 9.16E‐07 6.038105 16.83601 ‐0.05965 0.022165 7.24388 0.007114 2.147867
rs1174567 16481554 G A 0.022439 0.018987 0.573703 40424 0 ‐0.256 0.0709 13 0.000312 3.505845 16.48155 ‐0.22543 0.085002 7.24122 0.007125 2.147224
rs1402389 17359413 A G 0.013114 0.013568 0.429971 40424 0 0.0369 0.105 0.123 0.725 0.139662 17.35941 0.318132 0.116575 7.23658 0.007143 2.146101
rs1096272 16933037 G A 0.107475 0.090081 0.999967 40424 1 ‐0.172 0.0299 33.2 8.16E‐09 8.08831 16.93304 ‐0.08259 0.03085 7.2307 0.007167 2.144679
rs6254187 16861508 A G 0.1582 0.13129 0.986247 40424 0 ‐0.226 0.0251 81.1 2.16E‐19 18.66555 16.86151 ‐0.08177 0.030565 7.17825 0.007379 2.131987
rs6254187 16861205 A T 0.158204 0.131309 0.985491 40424 0 ‐0.226 0.0251 81 2.21E‐19 18.65561 16.8612 ‐0.08158 0.030572 7.14161 0.007532 2.123116
rs1774366 16814564 A G 0.031011 0.034289 0.521715 40424 0 0.137 0.0581 5.59 0.0181 1.742321 16.81456 0.182209 0.067571 7.13818 0.007546 2.122285
rs1096264 16863543 A C 0.159901 0.133168 0.980475 40424 0 ‐0.227 0.0251 82.1 1.29E‐19 18.88941 16.86354 ‐0.0812 0.030437 7.13703 0.007551 2.122006
rs3534057 16886714 AT A 0.753897 0.754841 0.974354 40424 0 0.04891 0.020321 5.81462 0.015894 1.798781 16.88671 ‐0.05891 0.022178 7.03751 0.007982 2.097889
rs5634303 16776792 T G 0.688004 0.671819 0.966124 40424 0 ‐0.0656 0.019 12 0.000545 3.263603 16.77679 ‐0.05047 0.019045 7.00769 0.008116 2.090656
rs1096264 16868958 G C 0.159404 0.132448 0.996003 40424 1 ‐0.227 0.0251 81.5 1.76E‐19 18.75449 16.86896 ‐0.07993 0.030335 6.96222 0.008325 2.079623
rs1178804 16858569 G A 0.157994 0.131264 0.983667 40424 0 ‐0.224 0.025 80 3.81E‐19 18.41908 16.85857 ‐0.07994 0.03062 6.83534 0.008937 2.0488
rs1096257 16762034 A G 0.679931 0.66338 0.926782 40424 0 ‐0.0705 0.0193 13.4 0.000253 3.596879 16.76203 ‐0.05053 0.01931 6.83464 0.008941 2.04863
rs1330299 16760796 C T 0.686008 0.670926 0.890874 40424 0 ‐0.0749 0.0196 14.6 0.000134 3.872895 16.7608 ‐0.05184 0.019825 6.82541 0.008987 2.046386
rs1096253 16675103 C T 0.018389 0.020451 0.448344 40424 0 0.146 0.0732 3.99 0.0456 1.341035 16.6751 0.242067 0.092542 6.71705 0.00955 2.020017
rs1073847 17185100 C T 0.993224 0.992794 0.366091 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.113 0.251 0.617 0.209715 17.1851 ‐0.45529 0.172748 6.7134 0.009569 2.019128
rs1096257 16762039 C T 0.680935 0.66453 0.922649 40424 0 ‐0.0723 0.0193 14 0.000186 3.730487 16.76204 ‐0.05021 0.019377 6.70102 0.009636 2.016113
rs3533633 16865786 G A 0.069182 0.065495 0.956568 40424 0 ‐0.0726 0.0355 4.19 0.0407 1.390406 16.86579 0.100123 0.038539 6.69291 0.00968 2.014138
rs1096258 16776985 A T 0.670858 0.655775 0.907135 40424 0 ‐0.0739 0.0191 14.9 0.000112 3.950782 16.77699 ‐0.05016 0.019391 6.67723 0.009765 2.010318
rs1234342 16770229 T C 0.686299 0.670375 0.964266 40424 0 ‐0.0626 0.0189 11 0.000912 3.040005 16.77023 ‐0.04919 0.019042 6.65852 0.009868 2.005759
rs1235345 16769943 A G 0.686298 0.670375 0.963666 40424 0 ‐0.0627 0.0189 11 0.000901 3.045275 16.76994 ‐0.04918 0.019046 6.6534 0.009897 2.00451
rs1081061 16763140 A G 0.679315 0.662784 0.928716 40424 0 ‐0.0688 0.0192 12.8 0.000344 3.463442 16.76314 ‐0.04974 0.019305 6.62428 0.01006 1.997411
rs7031229 16761255 C A 0.833133 0.825686 0.838406 40424 0 ‐0.0736 0.0243 9.13 0.00251 2.600326 16.76126 ‐0.0652 0.025341 6.58858 0.010264 1.988705
rs7868594 16906384 G C 0.86342 0.852002 0.988895 40424 1 ‐0.0427 0.0248 2.98 0.0845 1.073143 16.90638 ‐0.06404 0.024911 6.57215 0.010359 1.984696
rs2026805 16800789 G A 0.74843 0.733177 0.969376 40424 0 ‐0.0594 0.0201 8.71 0.00316 2.500313 16.80079 ‐0.05225 0.020352 6.57111 0.010365 1.984442
rs1081061 16761597 T C 0.678696 0.66235 0.928358 40424 0 ‐0.0706 0.0193 13.4 0.000247 3.607303 16.7616 ‐0.04938 0.019275 6.54903 0.010494 1.979053
rs1075682 16889171 C G 0.739916 0.742079 0.928785 40424 0 0.0429 0.0203 4.46 0.0347 1.459671 16.88917 ‐0.05751 0.022452 6.54639 0.01051 1.978409
rs7978263 16921752 A G 0.015879 0.011265 0.730923 40424 0 ‐0.262 0.0766 11.7 0.000638 3.195179 16.92175 ‐0.24016 0.095517 6.53426 0.010582 1.975448
rs1440137 16479006 T C 0.04699 0.050146 0.902627 40424 0 0.101 0.0415 5.93 0.0149 1.826814 16.47901 0.109847 0.042888 6.48549 0.010876 1.963537
rs1075682 16876337 G C 0.750313 0.751438 0.973858 40424 0 0.0483 0.0202 5.72 0.0168 1.774691 16.87634 ‐0.05569 0.021883 6.46168 0.011023 1.957718
rs1075681 16788308 C T 0.673663 0.659055 0.704082 40424 0 ‐0.0946 0.0219 18.7 1.52E‐05 4.818156 16.78831 ‐0.05655 0.022254 6.44514 0.011126 1.953676
rs7681459 16416973 G A 0.024272 0.020563 0.565527 40424 0 ‐0.226 0.0672 11.3 0.000765 3.116338 16.41697 ‐0.20492 0.08199 6.40502 0.01138 1.943865
rs1075681 16768265 G C 0.694754 0.680135 0.911035 40424 0 ‐0.0669 0.0193 12 0.000542 3.266001 16.76826 ‐0.0498 0.019784 6.32369 0.011914 1.923959
rs1096258 16772775 A C 0.689458 0.673928 0.999591 40424 1 ‐0.061 0.0187 10.6 0.00114 2.943095 16.77278 ‐0.04736 0.018837 6.30667 0.012029 1.91979
rs1466863 16788452 A G 0.01362 0.012647 0.155111 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.108 1.1 0.295 0.530178 16.78845 ‐0.49575 0.200666 6.27621 0.012237 1.912327
rs1175224 16730041 C T 0.025363 0.022663 0.242708 40424 0 ‐0.225 0.0902 6.24 0.0125 1.90309 16.73004 ‐0.2943 0.118759 6.26625 0.012306 1.909886
rs1329679 16886538 G A 0.037109 0.035475 0.908893 40424 0 ‐0.0316 0.0467 0.457 0.499 0.301899 16.88654 0.129843 0.051535 6.26553 0.012311 1.909709
rs1339549 16864572 T A 0.067683 0.063957 0.996466 40424 1 ‐0.0754 0.0355 4.51 0.0336 1.473661 16.86457 0.09608 0.038318 6.23647 0.012515 1.902584
rs1234434 16769662 C T 0.683051 0.66734 0.956359 40424 0 ‐0.0611 0.0189 10.5 0.00122 2.91364 16.76966 ‐0.04755 0.019053 6.21712 0.012652 1.897838
rs1179305 16765339 A G 0.682321 0.666368 0.940784 40424 0 ‐0.0659 0.0192 11.8 0.000589 3.229885 16.76534 ‐0.04793 0.019214 6.21147 0.012693 1.896452
rs1073845 16746159 G A 0.063588 0.067076 0.730068 40424 0 0.0719 0.0378 3.62 0.057 1.244125 16.74616 0.103421 0.041316 6.20335 0.012751 1.89446
rs7880385 16499866 C A 0.017218 0.014276 0.494364 40424 0 ‐0.24 0.0781 9.47 0.00209 2.679854 16.49987 ‐0.25922 0.105968 6.17619 0.012948 1.887795
rs4134964 16882186 C T 0.753039 0.754584 0.995724 40424 1 0.05 0.0202 6.13 0.0133 1.876148 16.88219 ‐0.05465 0.022009 6.15178 0.013128 1.881802
rs7019267 16869168 T C 0.066762 0.062709 0.986748 40424 1 ‐0.078 0.0359 4.73 0.0297 1.527243 16.86917 0.096392 0.038764 6.13272 0.01327 1.877121
rs1995421 16862359 C CT 0.064376 0.060578 0.964945 40424 0 ‐0.08054 0.036851 4.82403 0.028066 1.551825 16.86236 0.098841 0.039801 6.11578 0.013398 1.872959
rs1234116 16793202 T C 0.0785 0.082391 0.803957 40424 0 0.0653 0.0336 3.78 0.052 1.283997 16.7932 0.088925 0.035845 6.1028 0.013497 1.86977
rs1081059 16733870 G T 0.064302 0.067782 0.727577 40424 0 0.0565 0.0379 2.22 0.136 0.866461 16.73387 0.102164 0.041203 6.08715 0.013617 1.865923
rs2282072 16727446 T A 0.064035 0.067483 0.731363 40424 0 0.058 0.0378 2.35 0.125 0.90309 16.72745 0.101856 0.041178 6.05809 0.013843 1.858778
rs1012599 16792675 G C 0.077976 0.081586 0.80358 40424 0 0.0707 0.034 4.33 0.0374 1.427128 16.79268 0.088867 0.035984 6.0478 0.013924 1.856247
rs1096260 16796252 T G 0.077806 0.081399 0.813045 40424 0 0.0618 0.0339 3.32 0.0685 1.16431 16.79625 0.088372 0.035798 6.04329 0.013959 1.855138
rs1927779 16978226 A G 0.087823 0.072856 0.940571 40424 0 ‐0.188 0.0322 34.3 4.64E‐09 8.333482 16.97823 ‐0.08491 0.034742 6.03001 0.014065 1.851871
rs1012056 16793104 A G 0.078444 0.082072 0.806152 40424 0 0.0646 0.0337 3.68 0.0549 1.260428 16.7931 0.088401 0.035852 6.02896 0.014073 1.851613
rs1081060 16739423 G A 0.063489 0.066957 0.731893 40424 0 0.0677 0.0367 3.4 0.0653 1.185087 16.73942 0.101905 0.041304 6.02692 0.014089 1.851111
rs1011973 16792350 A C 0.080109 0.08393 0.80152 40424 0 0.0658 0.0336 3.83 0.0504 1.29757 16.79235 0.08764 0.035602 6.00966 0.014228 1.846863
rs1238048 16791865 C T 0.078684 0.082362 0.804832 40424 0 0.0707 0.0338 4.37 0.0365 1.437707 16.79186 0.087941 0.035784 5.98918 0.014394 1.841822
rs2012002 16886718 TG T 0.699248 0.699532 0.808238 40424 0 0.040336 0.021053 3.6798 0.055076 1.259042 16.88672 ‐0.05509 0.022538 5.96397 0.014601 1.835614
rs1460118 16964416 G C 0.016313 0.016891 0.6939 40424 0 0.0186 0.0778 0.057 0.811 0.090979 16.96442 0.205533 0.083346 5.94939 0.014722 1.832022
rs6254388 16785289 A G 0.011938 0.008955 0.359813 40424 0 ‐0.333 0.105 10.1 0.00148 2.829738 16.78529 ‐0.38079 0.159587 5.93329 0.014858 1.828055
rs1096260 16799623 A G 0.751317 0.736883 0.982435 40424 0 ‐0.0559 0.0202 7.64 0.0057 2.244125 16.79962 ‐0.0495 0.020318 5.91928 0.014976 1.824602
rs1268278 16863040 G A 0.065605 0.061513 0.98253 40424 0 ‐0.0764 0.0359 4.54 0.0331 1.480172 16.86304 0.095393 0.03913 5.89462 0.015187 1.818522
rs5016914 16751872 C T 0.064267 0.067697 0.727082 40424 0 0.0791 0.0389 4.13 0.0421 1.375718 16.75187 0.10057 0.04123 5.89221 0.015208 1.817928
rs1011510 16790074 T G 0.078535 0.082352 0.795059 40424 0 0.0652 0.0339 3.71 0.0542 1.266001 16.79007 0.087663 0.035989 5.88399 0.015279 1.8159
rs1330009 16862358 A C 0.065761 0.061671 0.979962 40424 0 ‐0.0691 0.0356 3.76 0.0524 1.280669 16.86236 0.095307 0.03917 5.87221 0.015382 1.812995
rs1268363 16862691 T C 0.06643 0.06238 0.999823 40424 1 ‐0.0753 0.0358 4.41 0.0357 1.447332 16.86269 0.093886 0.038588 5.87172 0.015386 1.812874
rs6650330 16797148 A AT 0.752251 0.737798 0.985124 40424 0 ‐0.05537 0.020279 7.43267 0.006405 2.193479 16.79715 ‐0.04931 0.020326 5.86757 0.015422 1.81185
rs1096264 16857292 G T 0.160744 0.134247 0.975883 40424 0 ‐0.218 0.0249 77 1.71E‐18 17.767 16.85729 ‐0.07367 0.030506 5.8464 0.015609 1.806626
rs2183407 16790968 G C 0.078524 0.082318 0.79603 40424 0 0.0702 0.0339 4.29 0.0384 1.415669 16.79097 0.087247 0.035972 5.83419 0.015718 1.803612
rs2183406 16790960 A G 0.078702 0.082499 0.796248 40424 0 0.0697 0.0339 4.23 0.0396 1.402305 16.79096 0.087068 0.035933 5.82292 0.015819 1.80083
rs1081063 16799109 A G 0.752273 0.737857 0.979418 40424 0 ‐0.0556 0.0202 7.55 0.00599 2.222573 16.79911 ‐0.04921 0.020373 5.81767 0.015866 1.799534
rs1237859 16788363 A G 0.075516 0.079156 0.757386 40424 0 0.0615 0.0347 3.14 0.0765 1.116339 16.78836 0.090852 0.037516 5.81444 0.015895 1.798736
rs7271499 16415775 C T 0.119202 0.122239 0.537103 40424 0 0.0613 0.0304 4.06 0.0438 1.358526 16.41578 0.08702 0.036031 5.79511 0.016071 1.793962
rs1233860 16800470 C T 0.075422 0.078605 0.790687 40424 0 0.0637 0.0341 3.49 0.0619 1.208309 16.80047 0.088961 0.036878 5.77046 0.016298 1.787872
rs1096260 16795783 C T 0.752146 0.737953 0.996613 40424 1 ‐0.0553 0.0201 7.53 0.00607 2.216811 16.79578 ‐0.04853 0.020238 5.73299 0.016649 1.778609
rs1096259 16794348 A C 0.752356 0.73822 0.984148 40424 0 ‐0.056 0.0202 7.67 0.00561 2.251037 16.79435 ‐0.04873 0.020342 5.72242 0.01675 1.775995
rs1096257 16759357 G A 0.675798 0.660438 0.911812 40424 0 ‐0.0683 0.0193 12.5 0.000413 3.38405 16.75936 ‐0.04624 0.019333 5.70916 0.016877 1.772715
rs1096259 16792200 C G 0.751781 0.737643 0.970835 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.0203 7.7 0.00552 2.258061 16.7922 ‐0.04889 0.020434 5.70736 0.016894 1.772269
rs1329464 16759161 C T 0.675764 0.660421 0.911074 40424 0 ‐0.0682 0.0193 12.5 0.000416 3.380907 16.75916 ‐0.04619 0.019339 5.69346 0.017028 1.76883
rs1081061 16756256 G C 0.071479 0.07582 0.686609 40424 0 0.0566 0.0368 2.36 0.124 0.906578 16.75626 0.096469 0.040254 5.69196 0.017043 1.768459
rs1081065 16886600 G A 0.729426 0.731937 0.891439 40424 0 0.0381 0.0204 3.48 0.0622 1.20621 16.8866 ‐0.05407 0.022648 5.6879 0.017082 1.767454
rs1414575 16489760 C T 0.018737 0.01699 0.543745 40424 0 ‐0.0675 0.074 0.831 0.362 0.441292 16.48976 ‐0.21446 0.091053 5.68413 0.017119 1.766521
rs1174457 16457227 T C 0.016737 0.014021 0.523287 40424 0 ‐0.266 0.0825 10.4 0.00124 2.906578 16.45723 ‐0.24314 0.103644 5.66868 0.01727 1.762697
rs7872189 16940437 G A 0.130889 0.115749 0.920229 40424 0 ‐0.142 0.0273 26.9 2.12E‐07 6.673664 16.94044 ‐0.06876 0.029024 5.64792 0.017476 1.757556
rs1096259 16795286 C T 0.749977 0.735877 0.985711 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.0202 7.84 0.00511 2.291579 16.79529 ‐0.04824 0.02028 5.64143 0.017541 1.755948
rs3410861 16801401 A AT 0.152385 0.158517 0.846258 40424 0 0.072325 0.026225 7.5623 0.00596 2.22474 16.8014 0.062575 0.026291 5.6368 0.017587 1.754801
rs2026804 16800341 A C 0.751044 0.73669 0.981912 40424 0 ‐0.0549 0.0202 7.36 0.00666 2.176526 16.80034 ‐0.04821 0.020326 5.61111 0.017847 1.748436
rs1011981 16799844 C T 0.074886 0.07814 0.782816 40424 0 0.054 0.0344 2.47 0.116 0.935542 16.79984 0.088286 0.037176 5.59339 0.018028 1.744043
rs944207 16758710 G A 0.675549 0.660331 0.906151 40424 0 ‐0.0666 0.0194 11.8 0.000586 3.232102 16.75871 ‐0.04585 0.01938 5.58848 0.018079 1.742826
rs3453601 16861502 TG T 0.063893 0.059742 0.955202 40424 0 ‐0.08657 0.037265 5.45364 0.019528 1.709351 16.8615 0.09477 0.040275 5.49282 0.019095 1.719087
rs1081061 16761621 G A 0.070455 0.073865 0.731326 40424 0 0.0704 0.0359 3.86 0.0496 1.304518 16.76162 0.092693 0.039476 5.465 0.019401 1.712175
rs7861591 16804447 C T 0.078439 0.08215 0.764304 40424 0 0.0507 0.0363 1.95 0.162 0.790485 16.80445 0.086079 0.036773 5.43615 0.019724 1.705003
rs3525504 16643767 CA C 0.026267 0.023038 0.455386 40424 0 ‐0.26368 0.08786 9.29861 0.002293 2.639543 16.64377 ‐0.20279 0.088135 5.42445 0.019857 1.702093
rs3400765 16643772 A G 0.026267 0.023038 0.455385 40424 0 ‐0.203 0.0694 8.54 0.00347 2.459671 16.64377 ‐0.20278 0.088135 5.42377 0.019864 1.701924
rs1268596 16849517 C G 0.071404 0.068057 0.971496 40424 0 ‐0.0698 0.0345 4.1 0.043 1.366531 16.84952 0.086926 0.037205 5.41809 0.019929 1.700511
rs4961496 16789652 C T 0.89801 0.891849 0.747593 40424 0 ‐0.0864 0.031 7.79 0.00526 2.279014 16.78965 ‐0.07702 0.033105 5.37783 0.020394 1.690493
rs1048150 16849720 C T 0.928203 0.931542 0.987886 40424 1 0.069 0.0345 4.01 0.0453 1.343902 16.84972 ‐0.08574 0.036931 5.35001 0.020722 1.683565
rs1012013 16780518 C T 0.078338 0.082277 0.775959 40424 0 0.071 0.0339 4.38 0.0364 1.438899 16.78052 0.084534 0.036426 5.3423 0.020814 1.681645
rs1234154 16788253 T C 0.084766 0.08868 0.68384 40424 0 0.0673 0.0348 3.73 0.0534 1.272459 16.78825 0.087108 0.037559 5.33578 0.020892 1.68002
rs2001197 16801742 AC A 0.089163 0.093657 0.697645 40424 0 0.080273 0.0362 4.88228 0.027134 1.56649 16.80174 0.084065 0.036301 5.32292 0.021047 1.676816
rs1081061 16756377 G A 0.632659 0.618386 0.806954 40424 0 ‐0.0588 0.0194 9.16 0.00248 2.605548 16.75638 ‐0.04617 0.02008 5.27905 0.021584 1.665878
rs4433240 16801130 G C 0.751231 0.737048 0.967021 40424 0 ‐0.0551 0.0203 7.37 0.00665 2.177178 16.80113 ‐0.04707 0.020462 5.27818 0.021594 1.665661
rs1234591 16802118 T C 0.751724 0.737605 0.963264 40424 0 ‐0.0552 0.0204 7.37 0.00664 2.177832 16.80212 ‐0.04717 0.020512 5.27429 0.021643 1.66469
rs7998238 16743232 G GT 0.067312 0.070687 0.721337 40424 0 0.094928 0.040456 5.45491 0.019513 1.709667 16.74323 0.093569 0.04057 5.27091 0.021685 1.663847
rs1952688 16782156 A G 0.079486 0.083658 0.780265 40424 0 0.0518 0.0335 2.38 0.123 0.910095 16.78216 0.082568 0.036043 5.20654 0.022502 1.647777
rs7862734 16762161 A G 0.073429 0.076931 0.7313 40424 0 0.063 0.0353 3.18 0.0746 1.127261 16.76216 0.088755 0.038746 5.20311 0.022547 1.646921
rs3608447 16847601 T C 0.070648 0.067282 0.965669 40424 0 ‐0.0703 0.0347 4.11 0.0427 1.369572 16.8476 0.085734 0.037475 5.19544 0.022646 1.645004
rs1234469 16750143 C T 0.069675 0.073246 0.730439 40424 0 0.0534 0.0364 2.16 0.142 0.847712 16.75014 0.090735 0.039654 5.18941 0.022725 1.643497
rs1073332 16784682 C G 0.221059 0.234384 0.882589 40424 0 0.0435 0.0219 3.96 0.0466 1.331614 16.78468 0.05057 0.022177 5.18294 0.02281 1.641881
rs1329000 16751586 C T 0.691789 0.676572 0.867261 40424 0 ‐0.0607 0.0198 9.41 0.00216 2.665546 16.75159 ‐0.04559 0.020021 5.17543 0.022909 1.640003
rs1223807 16754595 G A 0.067072 0.070358 0.722525 40424 0 0.0576 0.0371 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.75459 0.092688 0.040599 5.16522 0.023044 1.637451
rs1237784 16786784 A C 0.035361 0.037678 0.561605 40424 0 0.073 0.0604 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.78678 0.141345 0.061841 5.16059 0.023105 1.636293
rs2021932 16767544 G GTA 0.842508 0.83629 0.792946 40424 0 ‐0.08014 0.026719 8.94069 0.002789 2.554571 16.76754 ‐0.06102 0.026819 5.15212 0.023218 1.634175
rs1011640 16726654 T C 0.075563 0.079937 0.678448 40424 0 0.0514 0.0361 2.03 0.154 0.812479 16.72665 0.089986 0.039525 5.13998 0.023381 1.631138
rs3527226 16807007 C CT 0.747651 0.733233 0.918242 40424 0 ‐0.05452 0.020761 6.87684 0.008732 2.058887 16.80701 ‐0.04706 0.020816 5.09754 0.02396 1.620517
chr916767 16767549 C CAA 0.841385 0.83502 0.788034 40424 0 ‐0.07964 0.026717 8.83246 0.002959 2.528827 16.76755 ‐0.06064 0.026816 5.09099 0.024051 1.618877
rs1774378 16817233 A G 0.014817 0.017313 0.518099 40424 0 0.214 0.082 6.83 0.00896 2.047692 16.81723 0.215459 0.094698 5.08601 0.02412 1.617629
rs1329934 16756914 G A 0.662766 0.647841 0.871106 40424 0 ‐0.0623 0.0196 10.1 0.00148 2.829738 16.75691 ‐0.04418 0.019577 5.08407 0.024147 1.617144
rs7341996 16736665 G A 0.067017 0.070308 0.723892 40424 0 0.0583 0.0372 2.47 0.116 0.935542 16.73667 0.091825 0.040586 5.07314 0.024299 1.614406
rs1337386 16733410 T C 0.067701 0.071 0.721573 40424 0 0.0529 0.0372 2.02 0.156 0.806875 16.73341 0.091513 0.040483 5.06433 0.024423 1.612198
rs1096261 16804167 T G 0.750121 0.73574 0.947456 40424 0 ‐0.0529 0.0204 6.75 0.00938 2.027797 16.80417 ‐0.0464 0.020596 5.06256 0.024448 1.611755
rs1179044 16938501 G A 0.859272 0.874705 0.774499 40424 0 0.0524 0.0252 4.32 0.0377 1.423659 16.9385 0.068445 0.030528 5.05927 0.024495 1.61093
rs2862667 16763554 C T 0.067993 0.071057 0.767661 40424 0 0.0707 0.0359 3.89 0.0485 1.314258 16.76355 0.088495 0.039209 5.05049 0.024619 1.60873
rs1268507 16846636 G T 0.070317 0.066812 0.98448 40424 1 ‐0.0681 0.0349 3.81 0.051 1.29243 16.84664 0.084092 0.037337 5.03555 0.024832 1.604985
rs1164986 16917013 G A 0.025307 0.024322 0.826117 40424 0 ‐0.0438 0.0587 0.556 0.456 0.341035 16.91701 0.144442 0.063869 5.03346 0.024862 1.604461
rs3441113 16752614 AT A 0.690989 0.675898 0.868124 40424 0 ‐0.05908 0.019923 8.77227 0.003058 2.514499 16.75261 ‐0.04485 0.019999 5.02057 0.025048 1.601228
rs1179610 17215523 A T 0.010376 0.012563 0.703309 40424 0 0.138 0.0984 1.95 0.162 0.790485 17.21552 0.216743 0.095798 5.01243 0.025166 1.599187
chr916758 16758189 A ATT 0.067254 0.070353 0.722048 40424 0 0.091513 0.040486 5.06373 0.024432 1.612048 16.75819 0.09076 0.040607 4.95182 0.026063 1.583972
rs9987471 16749871 T C 0.692193 0.677243 0.874871 40424 0 ‐0.0572 0.0198 8.38 0.00378 2.422508 16.74987 ‐0.04431 0.01992 4.93795 0.026273 1.580487
rs1178769 16748778 T C 0.692193 0.677243 0.874867 40424 0 ‐0.0612 0.0201 9.31 0.00228 2.642065 16.74878 ‐0.0443 0.01992 4.9369 0.026289 1.580224
rs1096257 16770634 C T 0.069813 0.073187 0.784159 40424 0 0.0661 0.0355 3.46 0.063 1.200659 16.77063 0.085344 0.038271 4.93157 0.02637 1.578884
rs7024720 16775905 T G 0.070177 0.073538 0.780259 40424 0 0.0733 0.0353 4.3 0.038 1.420216 16.77591 0.085125 0.038213 4.92113 0.02653 1.57626
rs7855044 16758505 T C 0.068238 0.071424 0.713835 40424 0 0.0564 0.0368 2.35 0.125 0.90309 16.7585 0.090302 0.040544 4.91753 0.026586 1.575355
rs1011703 16766031 C T 0.068955 0.072046 0.761456 40424 0 0.0666 0.0369 3.25 0.0714 1.146302 16.76603 0.086974 0.039135 4.89769 0.026893 1.570366
rs1081060 16754982 T A 0.683268 0.668056 0.863046 40424 0 ‐0.0622 0.0197 9.92 0.00163 2.787812 16.75498 ‐0.04408 0.019952 4.87238 0.02729 1.563999
rs1081058 16673676 A C 0.120965 0.12942 0.526313 40424 0 0.104 0.0323 10.3 0.0013 2.886057 16.67368 0.080116 0.036284 4.84807 0.027677 1.55788
rs7691428 16654036 C A 0.019332 0.021067 0.52611 40424 0 0.138 0.0713 3.75 0.0529 1.276544 16.65404 0.188645 0.085053 4.8331 0.027918 1.55411
rs1998023 16775399 A AAG 0.030649 0.032752 0.582347 40424 0 0.176534 0.064681 7.33005 0.006781 2.168699 16.7754 0.143343 0.064798 4.83148 0.027945 1.553702
rs2150089 16770181 G A 0.069372 0.072571 0.791121 40424 0 0.0669 0.0357 3.52 0.0606 1.217527 16.77018 0.084429 0.038267 4.82739 0.028011 1.552671
rs1417024 16917134 C T 0.024671 0.02372 0.84166 40424 0 ‐0.047 0.0589 0.637 0.425 0.371611 16.91713 0.141557 0.063949 4.82331 0.028077 1.551643
rs1856132 16730653 A G 0.06795 0.071099 0.729879 40424 0 0.0576 0.0372 2.39 0.122 0.91364 16.73065 0.08853 0.040254 4.79473 0.028547 1.544441
rs4961729 16676601 A G 0.232983 0.243225 0.706091 40424 0 0.0382 0.0231 2.74 0.0978 1.009661 16.6766 0.053463 0.024392 4.79008 0.028624 1.543268
rs1255173 16895578 C G 0.280812 0.256466 0.992759 40424 1 ‐0.154 0.0198 60.2 8.76E‐15 14.0575 16.89558 ‐0.04935 0.022571 4.78894 0.028643 1.542981
rs7985726 16485362 T G 0.057077 0.05952 0.861559 40424 0 0.0707 0.0391 3.27 0.0707 1.150581 16.48536 0.089031 0.040516 4.78475 0.028713 1.541924
rs1096256 16759197 C G 0.068388 0.071568 0.715824 40424 0 0.0581 0.0365 2.53 0.112 0.950782 16.7592 0.088457 0.040445 4.74281 0.029421 1.531343
rs7046154 16664759 A G 0.645124 0.627846 0.80695 40424 0 ‐0.0567 0.0195 8.42 0.0037 2.431798 16.66476 ‐0.04391 0.020166 4.73421 0.029568 1.529172
rs1999214 16740141 T C 0.070023 0.073518 0.729451 40424 0 0.0534 0.0363 2.16 0.142 0.847712 16.74014 0.08655 0.039617 4.73247 0.029598 1.528733
rs2004063 16851324 AGTG A 0.014407 0.012201 0.200378 40424 0 ‐0.85213 0.187898 22.1012 2.59E‐06 5.587291 16.85132 ‐0.40054 0.187169 4.72623 0.029706 1.527157
rs1073331 16589140 G A 0.931355 0.932554 0.47333 40424 0 0.072 0.0455 2.5 0.114 0.943095 16.58914 0.111472 0.05167 4.70899 0.030005 1.522802
rs1075681 16759936 C T 0.070542 0.073609 0.735182 40424 0 0.0661 0.0356 3.46 0.063 1.200659 16.75994 0.085737 0.039398 4.69683 0.030218 1.51973
rs1237858 16788274 A G 0.082397 0.086162 0.726993 40424 0 0.0593 0.0345 2.96 0.0856 1.067526 16.78827 0.080101 0.036844 4.6909 0.030323 1.518231
rs1081061 16759746 G C 0.069301 0.072257 0.734192 40424 0 0.0727 0.0355 4.2 0.0404 1.393619 16.75975 0.086411 0.039751 4.6863 0.030404 1.517069
rs7957595 16483455 A G 0.055871 0.05815 0.884231 40424 0 0.0743 0.0391 3.61 0.0573 1.241845 16.48346 0.087781 0.040403 4.67759 0.030559 1.514867
rs7464581 16788333 T C 0.538435 0.525806 0.538817 40424 0 ‐0.0665 0.0243 7.46 0.00631 2.199971 16.78833 ‐0.05219 0.024195 4.65046 0.031045 1.508005
rs3506645 16848716 A G 0.071779 0.068143 0.987715 40424 1 ‐0.0734 0.0345 4.52 0.0335 1.474955 16.84872 0.079951 0.036961 4.6468 0.031112 1.507079
rs1538591 16943514 C T 0.163429 0.149875 0.973798 40424 0 ‐0.119 0.0243 23.9 1.02E‐06 5.9914 16.94351 ‐0.05391 0.025101 4.63428 0.031339 1.503911
rs7972168 16651286 A T 0.019203 0.020898 0.530204 40424 0 0.14 0.0713 3.87 0.0491 1.308918 16.65129 0.184341 0.085058 4.61615 0.031672 1.499321
rs1096253 16667568 T C 0.620475 0.603244 0.868101 40424 0 ‐0.0483 0.0188 6.56 0.0104 1.982967 16.66757 ‐0.04117 0.019174 4.6062 0.031857 1.496801
rs1397367 16781459 G A 0.069629 0.072671 0.790825 40424 0 0.0673 0.0357 3.55 0.0596 1.224754 16.78146 0.082296 0.038199 4.60397 0.031898 1.496236
rs1081060 16734676 T C 0.066971 0.070147 0.722577 40424 0 0.0555 0.0372 2.22 0.136 0.866461 16.73468 0.087638 0.040683 4.6008 0.031957 1.495433
rs7712235 16646578 C G 0.019211 0.0209 0.531328 40424 0 0.141 0.0712 3.9 0.0483 1.316053 16.64658 0.183713 0.084965 4.59499 0.032066 1.493962
rs7955622 16482641 G A 0.053923 0.056231 0.903644 40424 0 0.075 0.0393 3.65 0.056 1.251812 16.48264 0.087395 0.040587 4.59442 0.032076 1.493817
rs1237556 16805155 A G 0.753834 0.740395 0.931352 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0206 6.37 0.0116 1.935542 16.80515 ‐0.04464 0.020854 4.57118 0.032514 1.487927
rs1075678 16718436 A G 0.634579 0.620321 0.792516 40424 0 ‐0.0503 0.0198 6.47 0.011 1.958607 16.71844 ‐0.04298 0.020111 4.5617 0.032695 1.485524
rs7860932 16786898 G A 0.908493 0.902786 0.768878 40424 0 ‐0.109 0.0314 12 0.000531 3.274905 16.7869 ‐0.0733 0.034209 4.56082 0.032711 1.485301
rs1075678 16720122 A G 0.634582 0.620327 0.792558 40424 0 ‐0.0503 0.0198 6.46 0.011 1.958607 16.72012 ‐0.04297 0.02011 4.56064 0.032715 1.485255
rs1075679 16720198 C G 0.634582 0.620327 0.792558 40424 0 ‐0.0503 0.0198 6.46 0.011 1.958607 16.7202 ‐0.04297 0.02011 4.56054 0.032717 1.48523
rs3927536 16787670 C T 0.765726 0.75113 0.887875 40424 0 ‐0.0742 0.0211 12.4 0.000423 3.37366 16.78767 ‐0.04629 0.021666 4.55191 0.032882 1.483041
rs1096254 16714414 G A 0.631859 0.61791 0.786797 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0198 6.35 0.0118 1.928118 16.71441 ‐0.04298 0.02016 4.54067 0.033099 1.48019
rs7030387 16590711 G A 0.916317 0.91741 0.440821 40424 0 0.0497 0.0423 1.38 0.24 0.619789 16.59071 0.103383 0.048785 4.53818 0.033147 1.479558
rs1096255 16736003 G A 0.066042 0.069139 0.722556 40424 0 0.0587 0.0372 2.49 0.114 0.943095 16.736 0.087559 0.040935 4.53623 0.033185 1.479063
rs1048155 16715657 C T 0.634371 0.620091 0.792513 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.0198 6.49 0.0109 1.962574 16.71566 ‐0.04287 0.020118 4.53615 0.033186 1.479043
rs7460264 16430010 C T 0.021521 0.022328 0.314706 40424 0 0.0172 0.0788 0.0477 0.827 0.082495 16.43001 0.224154 0.10454 4.53222 0.033262 1.478046
rs7667911 17113797 A C 0.010074 0.012088 0.713096 40424 0 0.1 0.101 0.992 0.319 0.496209 17.1138 0.20749 0.096686 4.51243 0.033649 1.473023
rs7865762 16805332 G T 0.246587 0.260108 0.929003 40424 0 0.0544 0.0214 6.48 0.0109 1.962574 16.80533 0.044326 0.020863 4.50275 0.03384 1.470565
rs7019530 16936082 G A 0.831534 0.845408 0.992527 40424 1 0.116 0.024 23.4 1.31E‐06 5.882729 16.93608 0.051881 0.024569 4.47911 0.034312 1.464559
rs7714813 17204514 G C 0.019667 0.021197 0.353829 40424 0 0.189 0.0891 4.48 0.0342 1.465974 17.20451 0.220657 0.103498 4.47196 0.034455 1.462742
rs1144256 16554076 C T 0.020694 0.022269 0.546266 40424 0 0.108 0.0694 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.55408 0.172883 0.081155 4.46444 0.034607 1.460831
rs1173293 16470735 T A 0.022428 0.022971 0.294954 40424 0 0.0284 0.0806 0.124 0.725 0.139662 16.47074 0.226387 0.106458 4.45897 0.034718 1.45944
rs1075680 16739894 C T 0.602766 0.590206 0.713566 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0202 6.01 0.0142 1.847712 16.73989 ‐0.04424 0.020959 4.45131 0.034875 1.457492
rs1075679 16739893 G T 0.602766 0.590206 0.713566 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0202 5.92 0.015 1.823909 16.73989 ‐0.04424 0.020959 4.4513 0.034875 1.45749
rs1096256 16744121 C G 0.609046 0.596589 0.725167 40424 0 ‐0.0516 0.0201 6.58 0.0103 1.987163 16.74412 ‐0.04398 0.020848 4.44501 0.035003 1.45589
rs1415476 16587648 C T 0.932955 0.934104 0.482544 40424 0 0.0708 0.0457 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.58765 0.108371 0.051715 4.44168 0.035072 1.455043
rs4448381 16802531 T C 0.755179 0.741984 0.944196 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0205 5.94 0.0148 1.829738 16.80253 ‐0.04386 0.020803 4.43477 0.035214 1.453285
rs1927626 16587758 C T 0.932963 0.934106 0.482397 40424 0 0.0708 0.0457 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.58776 0.108135 0.051724 4.42075 0.035504 1.449718
rs7818625 16480058 A G 0.054153 0.056421 0.907839 40424 0 0.0772 0.0391 3.89 0.0487 1.312471 16.48006 0.08534 0.040414 4.41932 0.035534 1.449354
rs4455968 16801450 G T 0.082726 0.086326 0.714728 40424 0 0.0523 0.0364 2.06 0.151 0.821023 16.80145 0.078345 0.037169 4.41098 0.035708 1.447231
rs8009308 16482104 G A 0.053721 0.055955 0.908703 40424 0 0.0735 0.0393 3.5 0.0613 1.21254 16.4821 0.085516 0.04056 4.40554 0.035822 1.445846
rs1237613 16794418 C A 0.082225 0.085675 0.743764 40424 0 0.0577 0.0336 2.95 0.0857 1.067019 16.79442 0.076877 0.036526 4.3981 0.035979 1.443951
rs2014020 16993944 T TTTCC 0.064707 0.053855 0.735772 40424 0 ‐0.20851 0.044114 22.8788 1.73E‐06 5.763099 16.99394 ‐0.09454 0.045301 4.39704 0.036001 1.443681
rs4961503 16902524 G A 0.278058 0.253891 0.976907 40424 0 ‐0.155 0.0199 60.7 6.74E‐15 14.17134 16.90252 ‐0.0477 0.022772 4.39621 0.036019 1.44347
rs7517989 16481630 C T 0.053703 0.055938 0.91017 40424 0 0.0736 0.0393 3.51 0.0609 1.215383 16.48163 0.085252 0.040534 4.38427 0.036272 1.440428
rs1011646 16783095 A T 0.080423 0.084124 0.753537 40424 0 0.0455 0.036 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.78309 0.076868 0.036596 4.38011 0.036361 1.439368
rs1075676 16587490 C T 0.918732 0.919849 0.447079 40424 0 0.0512 0.0423 1.46 0.226 0.645892 16.58749 0.102042 0.049097 4.36502 0.036684 1.435523
rs1012218 16777696 C A 0.068296 0.0712 0.797135 40424 0 0.0676 0.0358 3.57 0.0587 1.231362 16.7777 0.080546 0.038402 4.36434 0.036699 1.435349
rs1081061 16759311 T G 0.071325 0.074628 0.701319 40424 0 0.0542 0.0362 2.24 0.134 0.872895 16.75931 0.084063 0.04008 4.36401 0.036706 1.435265
rs1096274 16942642 A T 0.332388 0.311127 0.999024 40424 1 ‐0.0905 0.0188 23.1 1.53E‐06 5.815309 16.94264 ‐0.04033 0.019329 4.36043 0.036783 1.434353
rs1081062 16778858 A G 0.069064 0.072035 0.796143 40424 0 0.0652 0.0356 3.36 0.067 1.173925 16.77886 0.080122 0.038253 4.35231 0.036959 1.432282
rs7350234 16586132 C T 0.933627 0.934837 0.487047 40424 0 0.0711 0.0457 2.42 0.12 0.920819 16.58613 0.107281 0.051734 4.34939 0.037022 1.431538
rs1179033 16943861 G A 0.332249 0.311082 0.991853 40424 0 ‐0.09 0.0188 22.8 1.78E‐06 5.74958 16.94386 ‐0.04022 0.019329 4.33766 0.037278 1.428546
rs1179288 16944034 T C 0.332119 0.310988 0.99891 40424 1 ‐0.0902 0.0188 22.9 1.69E‐06 5.772113 16.94403 ‐0.04022 0.019331 4.33754 0.037281 1.428515
rs1096275 16944968 C T 0.332197 0.311044 0.990719 40424 0 ‐0.0902 0.0188 22.9 1.69E‐06 5.772113 16.94497 ‐0.04021 0.019327 4.337 0.037293 1.428378
rs7038494 16854075 T C 0.070358 0.066353 0.97199 40424 0 ‐0.0807 0.0349 5.35 0.0207 1.68403 16.85407 0.07836 0.037514 4.33327 0.037374 1.427426
rs1927617 16572642 C T 0.075043 0.074528 0.453251 40424 0 ‐0.0647 0.0427 2.3 0.129 0.88941 16.57264 ‐0.10453 0.050613 4.31139 0.037858 1.421842
rs1329100 16855490 G A 0.070331 0.066271 0.991203 40424 1 ‐0.0779 0.0349 4.98 0.0256 1.59176 16.85549 0.077825 0.037355 4.31073 0.037873 1.421674
rs7031867 16856867 A T 0.071812 0.067956 0.991094 40424 1 ‐0.0796 0.0345 5.34 0.0209 1.679854 16.85687 0.077088 0.037006 4.31029 0.037883 1.421561
rs1337400 16588193 C T 0.933029 0.934103 0.481467 40424 0 0.0696 0.0457 2.32 0.128 0.89279 16.58819 0.106875 0.051769 4.31018 0.037885 1.421533
rs7811759 16631262 C G 0.020124 0.021753 0.556015 40424 0 0.117 0.0699 2.79 0.095 1.022276 16.63126 0.170409 0.08144 4.30739 0.037947 1.420821
rs1012311 16778780 G A 0.068215 0.071076 0.805244 40424 0 0.0665 0.0357 3.47 0.0623 1.205512 16.77878 0.079738 0.038283 4.304 0.038023 1.419955
rs1012273 16783482 C T 0.080173 0.083847 0.754536 40424 0 0.0454 0.0361 1.58 0.208 0.681937 16.78348 0.07625 0.036626 4.30321 0.038041 1.419754
rs7807775 16441931 C T 0.048179 0.050622 0.886823 40424 0 0.0951 0.0415 5.26 0.0219 1.659556 16.44193 0.089473 0.042934 4.30189 0.03807 1.419417
rs9696534 16907801 G A 0.044496 0.044902 0.350806 40424 0 0.0836 0.0248 11.3 0.00076 3.119186 16.9078 ‐0.15336 0.074438 4.29564 0.03821 1.417821
rs7725747 16479560 C T 0.053729 0.05599 0.91364 40424 0 0.0731 0.0392 3.48 0.0622 1.20621 16.47956 0.084111 0.040437 4.28855 0.03837 1.41601
rs1155927 16553972 G C 0.021067 0.022661 0.564207 40424 0 0.108 0.0694 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.55397 0.164906 0.079183 4.26845 0.038826 1.410874
rs2870464 16480626 G C 0.054612 0.056903 0.921806 40424 0 0.0697 0.0454 2.36 0.125 0.90309 16.48063 0.082894 0.03995 4.26798 0.038837 1.410753
rs2870103 16480565 C T 0.054612 0.056905 0.922017 40424 0 0.0699 0.0387 3.26 0.0708 1.149967 16.48056 0.082869 0.039945 4.2665 0.038871 1.410375
rs2852367 16480476 C T 0.054613 0.056908 0.922334 40424 0 0.0702 0.0387 3.29 0.0698 1.156145 16.48048 0.082818 0.039937 4.26287 0.038954 1.409447
rs1329703 16900573 T C 0.451531 0.469116 0.479091 40424 0 0.0799 0.0229 12.1 0.000492 3.308035 16.90057 0.056555 0.027388 4.25978 0.039025 1.408657
rs1329606 16900577 G A 0.451532 0.469116 0.479087 40424 0 0.106 0.0225 22.2 2.49E‐06 5.603801 16.90058 0.056548 0.027389 4.25863 0.039051 1.408363
rs2004687 16476564 TTTA T 0.052202 0.054665 0.616993 40424 0 0.115751 0.049557 5.40259 0.020107 1.696655 16.47656 0.102703 0.049651 4.2419 0.039438 1.404085
rs1877523 16957175 G T 0.011753 0.012011 0.664457 40424 0 ‐0.0165 0.0929 0.0314 0.859 0.066007 16.95717 0.20932 0.100595 4.23885 0.039509 1.403305
rs2149159 16576389 G T 0.937948 0.939545 0.509024 40424 0 0.0909 0.0468 3.76 0.0524 1.280669 16.57639 0.107148 0.052347 4.23861 0.039515 1.403243
rs1330303 16715826 T C 0.639408 0.625747 0.783091 40424 0 ‐0.0505 0.0199 6.45 0.0111 1.954677 16.71583 ‐0.04188 0.020347 4.2313 0.039685 1.401373
rs1152304 17259413 G A 0.01917 0.018775 0.258324 40424 0 ‐0.0928 0.0452 4.22 0.04 1.39794 17.25941 ‐0.26046 0.127865 4.23012 0.039713 1.401071
rs1152304 17259412 C A 0.01917 0.018775 0.258324 40424 0 ‐0.0553 0.0532 1.08 0.299 0.524329 17.25941 ‐0.26046 0.127865 4.23012 0.039713 1.401071
rs1073331 16575478 C T 0.93021 0.931382 0.475965 40424 0 0.0623 0.0447 1.94 0.163 0.787812 16.57548 0.104535 0.051133 4.22559 0.039819 1.399912
rs1096259 16787039 G A 0.070683 0.073506 0.772461 40424 0 0.0489 0.0379 1.66 0.197 0.705534 16.78704 0.079463 0.038513 4.22453 0.039844 1.399641
rs1081060 16755039 C G 0.667985 0.65348 0.834981 40424 0 ‐0.0601 0.0198 9.24 0.00236 2.627088 16.75504 ‐0.04125 0.020088 4.2107 0.04017 1.396101
rs1012282 16774627 T C 0.07275 0.075936 0.773585 40424 0 0.0646 0.0352 3.38 0.0661 1.179798 16.77463 0.077843 0.037792 4.21043 0.040176 1.396032
rs5016916 16751917 C A 0.220406 0.231482 0.825021 40424 0 0.0494 0.0224 4.87 0.0273 1.563837 16.75192 0.04716 0.022956 4.20788 0.040237 1.395379
rs1096248 16565623 C T 0.083644 0.082644 0.449943 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.041 1.61 0.205 0.688246 16.56562 ‐0.09853 0.04832 4.19952 0.040435 1.393238
rs2858414 16786756 G A 0.070612 0.073384 0.772047 40424 0 0.0496 0.0379 1.71 0.191 0.718967 16.78676 0.079258 0.038548 4.19516 0.04054 1.392121
rs1012290 16808172 C G 0.089626 0.093919 0.701111 40424 0 0.0553 0.0337 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.80817 0.073984 0.03602 4.19059 0.040649 1.390951
rs1235126 16806521 T C 0.088944 0.09341 0.718115 40424 0 0.0606 0.0335 3.26 0.0709 1.149354 16.80652 0.073258 0.035697 4.18355 0.040818 1.389147
rs5016911 16751755 G A 0.221754 0.232916 0.830069 40424 0 0.0497 0.0222 5.01 0.0252 1.598599 16.75175 0.04675 0.022828 4.18156 0.040866 1.388637
rs7048399 16589226 G C 0.933847 0.934912 0.484831 40424 0 0.0727 0.0459 2.51 0.113 0.946922 16.58923 0.105457 0.051858 4.18152 0.040867 1.388627
rs1096260 16801120 A C 0.082018 0.085469 0.704657 40424 0 0.0568 0.034 2.79 0.0948 1.023192 16.80112 0.077067 0.037585 4.17492 0.041027 1.386936
rs1081062 16785770 A T 0.070294 0.073018 0.765851 40424 0 0.05 0.0381 1.72 0.19 0.721246 16.78577 0.079431 0.038793 4.16052 0.041377 1.383244
rs1329576 16900567 C T 0.451081 0.468526 0.480168 40424 0 0.0953 0.0228 17.5 2.85E‐05 4.545155 16.90057 0.055776 0.027344 4.15678 0.041468 1.382285
rs7850514 16481722 T C 0.05791 0.059909 0.853826 40424 0 0.077 0.0393 3.84 0.0499 1.301899 16.48172 0.082886 0.040519 4.149 0.041659 1.38029
rs1459313 17046063 A G 0.013872 0.013677 0.400603 40424 0 ‐0.0942 0.0949 0.985 0.321 0.493495 17.04606 ‐0.24475 0.121474 4.14262 0.041816 1.378653
rs1012134 16806694 G C 0.088451 0.092805 0.71957 40424 0 0.0606 0.0336 3.26 0.0712 1.14752 16.80669 0.072846 0.035759 4.12247 0.042317 1.373483
rs1081062 16776500 A C 0.220985 0.232505 0.869869 40424 0 0.0483 0.0216 4.99 0.0256 1.59176 16.7765 0.045488 0.022391 4.11534 0.042496 1.371652
rs1952689 16723226 G C 0.637069 0.623373 0.790361 40424 0 ‐0.048 0.0198 5.86 0.0155 1.809668 16.72323 ‐0.04096 0.020178 4.115 0.042505 1.371565
rs1413876 16961305 T A 0.014488 0.015064 0.638912 40424 0 ‐0.00658 0.0815 0.00652 0.936 0.028724 16.96131 0.186746 0.091343 4.10443 0.042771 1.368851
rs7022813 16553716 C G 0.079657 0.07857 0.458588 40424 0 ‐0.0605 0.0419 2.09 0.149 0.826814 16.55372 ‐0.09857 0.048919 4.10166 0.042841 1.368139
rs2891072 16553933 C A 0.079663 0.078579 0.458696 40424 0 ‐0.0613 0.0421 2.12 0.145 0.838632 16.55393 ‐0.09848 0.048911 4.09522 0.043005 1.366485
rs1330298 16755121 A G 0.228825 0.240098 0.841565 40424 0 0.0513 0.022 5.46 0.0195 1.709965 16.75512 0.045493 0.022464 4.08974 0.043144 1.365077
rs1235085 16554599 C T 0.079762 0.078694 0.45857 40424 0 ‐0.061 0.0421 2.1 0.147 0.832683 16.5546 ‐0.09834 0.048891 4.08698 0.043215 1.364368
rs2012860 16961299 T TTTTTGA 0.014564 0.015137 0.635845 40424 0 0.041409 0.090468 0.208629 0.647844 0.18853 16.9613 0.186324 0.091341 4.0862 0.043235 1.364167
rs1096274 16941297 A G 0.33252 0.311359 0.998729 40424 1 ‐0.0889 0.0188 22.3 2.30E‐06 5.638272 16.9413 ‐0.03899 0.019322 4.07957 0.043405 1.362463
rs3588940 16618556 T C 0.032308 0.030406 0.497525 40424 0 ‐0.0594 0.0612 0.942 0.332 0.478862 16.61856 ‐0.14345 0.071578 4.07869 0.043427 1.362237
rs7024458 16478057 C A 0.070489 0.073233 0.825696 40424 0 0.0707 0.0354 4 0.0455 1.341989 16.47806 0.075822 0.037433 4.07179 0.043605 1.360463
rs2002149 16565956 C CA 0.083977 0.08301 0.449125 40424 0 ‐0.09765 0.04824 4.13913 0.041903 1.377758 16.56596 ‐0.09691 0.048272 4.06997 0.043652 1.359995
rs2039185 16784004 G C 0.070881 0.073531 0.757247 40424 0 0.0507 0.0381 1.77 0.184 0.735182 16.784 0.078656 0.038859 4.06628 0.043748 1.359047
rs7599551 16565954 A AC 0.084179 0.083254 0.448736 40424 0 ‐0.09713 0.048197 4.10164 0.042842 1.368134 16.56595 ‐0.09661 0.04823 4.05151 0.044132 1.355248
rs1337393 16591308 C T 0.933536 0.934543 0.482944 40424 0 0.0686 0.0459 2.23 0.135 0.869666 16.59131 0.103687 0.051823 4.04696 0.044251 1.354077
rs1011744 16571394 G A 0.083955 0.082981 0.451626 40424 0 ‐0.0627 0.0408 2.36 0.125 0.90309 16.57139 ‐0.09626 0.048141 4.03702 0.044512 1.351519
rs7048397 16914703 T C 0.317196 0.273717 0.982609 40424 0 ‐0.234 0.02 137 1.43E‐31 30.84466 16.9147 0.584639 0.299506 4.02956 0.04471 1.349599
rs7341048 16787767 T C 0.074543 0.077308 0.731244 40424 0 0.0453 0.0376 1.45 0.228 0.642065 16.78777 0.077737 0.038654 4.01459 0.045108 1.345744
rs943745 16564112 A G 0.084622 0.083674 0.447479 40424 0 ‐0.0493 0.041 1.45 0.228 0.642065 16.56411 ‐0.09608 0.048192 4.01403 0.045123 1.3456
rs2382810 16554165 C T 0.083204 0.082256 0.450898 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0412 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.55416 ‐0.09603 0.048354 3.98249 0.045976 1.337473
rs1856183 16907974 T C 0.026833 0.025676 0.774168 40424 0 ‐0.0999 0.0633 2.49 0.115 0.939302 16.90797 0.129357 0.064441 3.98054 0.046029 1.33697
rs2382808 16553888 T A 0.083201 0.082254 0.450847 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0412 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.55389 ‐0.09599 0.048356 3.97934 0.046062 1.336661
rs6475059 16554405 G A 0.083208 0.082264 0.450982 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0412 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.55441 ‐0.09596 0.048346 3.97797 0.046099 1.336308
rs1096267 16905441 T C 0.74665 0.784496 0.977593 40424 0 0.231 0.021 122 2.50E‐28 27.60206 16.90544 0.073547 0.036817 3.9725 0.046249 1.334897
rs2382804 16454235 T C 0.993826 0.99449 0.32041 40424 0 0.249 0.145 2.96 0.0851 1.07007 16.45424 0.411036 0.210666 3.95986 0.046598 1.331637
rs7865933 16951205 C A 0.403955 0.385927 0.980734 40424 0 ‐0.0894 0.0181 24.5 7.30E‐07 6.136677 16.9512 ‐0.03692 0.018563 3.95955 0.046606 1.331557
rs1114176 16574694 TATC T 0.064905 0.06369 0.486398 40424 0 ‐0.08879 0.05225 2.91561 0.087726 1.056871 16.57469 ‐0.10357 0.052358 3.95639 0.046694 1.330741
rs1233854 16564464 C T 0.083499 0.082548 0.450868 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0411 1.51 0.218 0.661544 16.56446 ‐0.09554 0.048297 3.95155 0.046828 1.329492
rs1096258 16782535 T C 0.072311 0.07518 0.779362 40424 0 0.061 0.0354 2.97 0.0849 1.071092 16.78254 0.075506 0.037882 3.94379 0.047045 1.327489
rs2020529 16476565 TTA T 0.053245 0.055655 0.607107 40424 0 0.112266 0.049484 5.09844 0.023947 1.620742 16.47656 0.09885 0.04958 3.94204 0.047094 1.327038
rs2382809 16554116 A T 0.082924 0.081996 0.451191 40424 0 ‐0.0483 0.0412 1.37 0.241 0.617983 16.55412 ‐0.09559 0.048408 3.9373 0.047227 1.325814
rs1927616 16563321 G A 0.083461 0.082518 0.450686 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0412 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.56332 ‐0.09537 0.048311 3.93465 0.047301 1.32513
rs7858025 16560854 A T 0.084357 0.083261 0.447431 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.0411 1.5 0.22 0.657577 16.56085 ‐0.09524 0.048272 3.93008 0.04743 1.32395
rs1329627 16729959 C A 0.638796 0.624941 0.810133 40424 0 ‐0.0485 0.0197 6.07 0.0137 1.863279 16.72996 ‐0.03966 0.019995 3.92947 0.047447 1.323792
rs7046884 16476144 G A 0.071432 0.07414 0.83644 40424 0 0.0691 0.0351 3.88 0.0489 1.310691 16.47614 0.073597 0.036995 3.9284 0.047477 1.323516
rs1096255 16729697 G C 0.638949 0.625053 0.811784 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0197 6.33 0.0118 1.928118 16.7297 ‐0.03961 0.019973 3.92786 0.047492 1.323376
rs1073843 16581967 G A 0.930324 0.931356 0.483286 40424 0 0.0678 0.0451 2.26 0.133 0.876148 16.58197 0.100116 0.0508 3.92519 0.047568 1.322687
rs7021199 16556594 T C 0.084638 0.083598 0.446306 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0411 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.55659 ‐0.09484 0.048233 3.90317 0.048195 1.316997
c9_pos169 16984609 A G 0.109964 0.093119 0.98472 40424 1 ‐0.146 0.0297 24.1 8.94E‐07 6.048663 16.98461 ‐0.06003 0.030508 3.89634 0.048391 1.315232
rs1075679 16730974 A G 0.63909 0.625214 0.811957 40424 0 ‐0.0494 0.0197 6.32 0.0119 1.924453 16.73097 ‐0.03944 0.019975 3.8937 0.048468 1.314549
rs943744 16563907 A T 0.083933 0.083034 0.449101 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0411 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.56391 ‐0.09476 0.048269 3.89096 0.048547 1.313841
rs1179245 16943924 T G 0.265459 0.247729 0.805994 40424 0 ‐0.101 0.0199 25.9 3.67E‐07 6.435334 16.94392 ‐0.04538 0.023055 3.88259 0.048789 1.311676
rs2859329 16558861 A G 0.083789 0.082911 0.449509 40424 0 ‐0.0533 0.0417 1.63 0.201 0.696804 16.55886 ‐0.09463 0.048256 3.88232 0.048797 1.311606
rs6475060 16557748 C T 0.084303 0.083433 0.447682 40424 0 ‐0.0521 0.0411 1.61 0.205 0.688246 16.55775 ‐0.09452 0.048221 3.87879 0.0489 1.310693
rs1538589 16942901 C T 0.393822 0.37656 0.999996 40424 1 ‐0.0851 0.0181 22.2 2.49E‐06 5.603801 16.9429 ‐0.03641 0.018542 3.86038 0.049439 1.305929
rs2841464 16556852 A C 0.085741 0.084777 0.442279 40424 0 ‐0.0478 0.0411 1.35 0.245 0.610834 16.55685 ‐0.09416 0.048171 3.85699 0.049539 1.305052
rs1081060 16744807 T C 0.64467 0.631196 0.807117 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0197 6 0.0143 1.844664 16.74481 ‐0.03954 0.020125 3.8549 0.049601 1.304511
chr916890 16890709 TA T 0.017413 0.016039 0.637069 40424 0 ‐0.09814 0.086447 1.30244 0.253768 0.595563 16.89071 0.176021 0.088919 3.8531 0.049654 1.304045
rs1096278 16975258 A G 0.09888 0.082587 0.99879 28728 1 ‐0.165 0.0365 20.5 5.91E‐06 5.228413 16.97526 ‐0.07357 0.03763 3.85138 0.049705 1.303599
rs2183405 16661933 G A 0.323674 0.336036 0.829822 40424 0 0.0247 0.0197 1.58 0.209 0.679854 16.66193 0.040108 0.020431 3.84809 0.049803 1.302747
rs1096244 16486758 C A 0.050748 0.048611 0.454101 40424 0 ‐0.147 0.0516 8.08 0.00448 2.348722 16.48676 ‐0.11899 0.061049 3.84424 0.049917 1.30175
rs1096254 16701680 C A 0.070169 0.073613 0.616186 40424 0 0.0946 0.0384 6.07 0.0137 1.863279 16.70168 0.084902 0.043153 3.83987 0.050047 1.300618
rs7861345 16559216 T C 0.083731 0.082871 0.44961 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0412 1.53 0.215 0.667562 16.55922 ‐0.09411 0.048262 3.83876 0.050081 1.300331
rs1415473 16594682 T C 0.069685 0.069153 0.445678 40424 0 ‐0.035 0.0448 0.61 0.435 0.361511 16.59468 ‐0.10238 0.052718 3.81093 0.050919 1.293119
rs1807023 16555289 G A 0.083814 0.082789 0.448821 40424 0 ‐0.0458 0.041 1.25 0.264 0.578396 16.55529 ‐0.09387 0.048312 3.81092 0.05092 1.293116
rs263546 17026724 G A 0.078392 0.083158 0.950404 40424 0 0.0391 0.0322 1.48 0.224 0.649752 17.02672 0.063986 0.032684 3.8073 0.05103 1.292177
rs1096250 16598985 G C 0.045987 0.048431 0.448766 40424 0 0.049 0.0517 0.9 0.343 0.464706 16.59899 0.120153 0.061305 3.79841 0.051301 1.289872
rs8014470 16670381 T C 0.016115 0.014914 0.203937 40424 0 ‐0.233 0.0982 5.62 0.0178 1.74958 16.67038 ‐0.30675 0.159115 3.79695 0.051346 1.289493
rs263545 17026601 A G 0.078486 0.083257 0.949076 40424 0 0.0385 0.0322 1.43 0.232 0.634512 17.0266 0.063889 0.03268 3.79674 0.051353 1.289439
rs5617089 16556532 C T 0.081028 0.079918 0.453711 40424 0 ‐0.0585 0.0419 1.95 0.163 0.787812 16.55653 ‐0.09461 0.048791 3.79649 0.05136 1.289374
rs1012293 16477357 C T 0.072002 0.074747 0.837425 40424 0 0.0652 0.0349 3.48 0.062 1.207608 16.47736 0.071907 0.036793 3.79198 0.051499 1.288204
rs1329767 16777067 T G 0.21645 0.227677 0.882757 40424 0 0.0473 0.0218 4.72 0.0299 1.524329 16.77707 0.043642 0.022381 3.7918 0.051504 1.288157
rs1178877 16810347 C T 0.540731 0.532325 0.613826 40424 0 ‐0.0382 0.021 3.3 0.0692 1.159894 16.81035 ‐0.0439 0.022553 3.78806 0.051619 1.287187
rs1952345 16568524 C A 0.074303 0.073678 0.450874 40424 0 ‐0.0551 0.0435 1.6 0.205 0.688246 16.56852 ‐0.09857 0.050952 3.78032 0.051859 1.285178
rs1096252 16657540 G C 0.042144 0.044773 0.428517 40424 0 0.0463 0.0546 0.72 0.396 0.402305 16.65754 0.127595 0.065243 3.78001 0.051868 1.285098
rs1234050 16578039 A T 0.062844 0.061611 0.495257 40424 0 ‐0.0748 0.0467 2.56 0.109 0.962574 16.57804 ‐0.10176 0.05267 3.77404 0.052054 1.283548
c9_pos169 16951373 G C 0.401175 0.383459 0.996621 40424 1 ‐0.0854 0.018 22.5 2.14E‐06 5.669586 16.95137 ‐0.03585 0.018512 3.75377 0.052689 1.278284
rs1483898 16967365 C T 0.011056 0.011943 0.800595 40424 0 0.18 0.0821 4.81 0.0283 1.548214 16.96737 0.178749 0.091713 3.72809 0.053505 1.271609
rs7859971 16573047 G A 0.064653 0.063535 0.488511 40424 0 ‐0.0764 0.0462 2.74 0.0981 1.008331 16.57305 ‐0.10039 0.052301 3.72422 0.053629 1.270603
rs7521473 16555833 C CA 0.084491 0.083488 0.446703 40424 0 ‐0.09736 0.048233 4.1148 0.04251 1.371513 16.55583 ‐0.09262 0.048241 3.72066 0.053743 1.269677
rs2871460 16555980 A G 0.084492 0.083489 0.446715 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.041 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.55598 ‐0.0926 0.048241 3.71941 0.053783 1.269352
rs1081059 16733799 T A 0.638413 0.62466 0.811995 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0196 6.24 0.0125 1.90309 16.7338 ‐0.03853 0.019968 3.71872 0.053806 1.269172
rs2848331 16556051 G A 0.084492 0.08349 0.446719 40424 0 ‐0.0496 0.041 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.55605 ‐0.09259 0.04824 3.71818 0.053823 1.269032
rs2860241 16556191 T G 0.084493 0.083491 0.446728 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.041 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.55619 ‐0.09256 0.04824 3.71622 0.053886 1.268522
rs7897479 16986962 T C 0.109015 0.092646 0.939977 40424 0 ‐0.141 0.0299 22.3 2.39E‐06 5.621602 16.98696 ‐0.05974 0.031143 3.70319 0.054309 1.265132
rs1774404 16842137 T C 0.123742 0.108655 0.936366 40424 1 ‐0.175 0.0282 38.4 5.87E‐10 9.231362 16.84214 ‐0.05848 0.030476 3.70049 0.054397 1.264429
rs7853096 16742058 C T 0.105631 0.11074 0.741411 40424 0 0.0351 0.0305 1.33 0.25 0.60206 16.74206 0.062763 0.032547 3.69867 0.054456 1.263955
rs1415474 16594680 C T 0.064907 0.064306 0.464451 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.046 1.21 0.271 0.567031 16.59468 ‐0.10179 0.053357 3.67757 0.055149 1.258461
rs1903216 16907623 T A 0.024416 0.024987 0.335237 40424 0 ‐0.116 0.0553 4.44 0.0352 1.453457 16.90762 0.187014 0.096918 3.6726 0.055314 1.257166
rs1693474 16490828 A T 0.036608 0.034203 0.465487 40424 0 ‐0.151 0.0586 6.64 0.00998 2.00087 16.49083 ‐0.13581 0.071429 3.66887 0.055438 1.256194
rs1952346 16568780 G A 0.076793 0.076361 0.441616 40424 0 ‐0.0632 0.0427 2.19 0.138 0.860121 16.56878 ‐0.09618 0.050654 3.64038 0.056394 1.248767
rs1404171 16574093 CTCCTAG C 0.059541 0.058199 0.518426 40424 0 ‐0.08059 0.05264 2.36448 0.124125 0.90614 16.57409 ‐0.10013 0.052789 3.63689 0.056512 1.247856
rs1096255 16743408 A T 0.644094 0.630783 0.806464 40424 0 ‐0.0483 0.0198 5.96 0.0146 1.835647 16.74341 ‐0.0384 0.020125 3.63586 0.056547 1.247587
rs2017458 16871042 GT G 0.018761 0.014287 0.517772 40424 0 ‐0.5165 0.101541 27.4914 1.58E‐07 6.801908 16.87104 ‐0.19555 0.104127 3.59964 0.057792 1.238132
rs6475084 16841349 A T 0.876491 0.891548 0.93673 40424 1 0.174 0.0283 37.8 7.69E‐10 9.114074 16.84135 0.0575 0.030504 3.57007 0.05883 1.230402
rs1175471 17074480 A G 0.118923 0.120307 0.689292 40424 0 0.0664 0.0299 4.94 0.0263 1.580044 17.07448 0.061287 0.032398 3.56094 0.059154 1.228014
rs725011 16591806 C T 0.06357 0.062773 0.492525 40424 0 ‐0.0672 0.0465 2.09 0.148 0.829738 16.59181 ‐0.09817 0.052313 3.55794 0.059261 1.227229
rs1512272 16547052 A T 0.020469 0.021938 0.588499 40424 0 0.105 0.0666 2.51 0.113 0.946922 16.54705 0.149646 0.078799 3.55413 0.059397 1.226232
rs1200267 16574319 C T 0.073044 0.072562 0.458024 40424 0 ‐0.0539 0.0434 1.54 0.214 0.669586 16.57432 ‐0.09537 0.050873 3.549 0.059581 1.22489
rs1012028 16592236 A C 0.064899 0.064171 0.486473 40424 0 ‐0.0607 0.0464 1.71 0.19 0.721246 16.59224 ‐0.09766 0.052111 3.54834 0.059605 1.224717
rs7850123 16574015 T C 0.0753 0.074649 0.450201 40424 0 ‐0.055 0.0431 1.63 0.202 0.694649 16.57401 ‐0.09482 0.050643 3.53955 0.059922 1.222416
rs3927535 16787528 G A 0.920266 0.916054 0.772465 40424 0 ‐0.121 0.0328 13.5 0.000239 3.621602 16.78753 ‐0.06876 0.036465 3.53313 0.060154 1.220734
rs7859226 16430599 C T 0.340807 0.333665 0.999492 40424 1 ‐0.0379 0.0184 4.23 0.0397 1.401209 16.4306 ‐0.03469 0.018502 3.52058 0.060611 1.217447
rs1995061 16569109 T TA 0.074219 0.073701 0.452524 40424 0 ‐0.08942 0.0508 3.1269 0.07701 1.113453 16.56911 ‐0.09492 0.050839 3.51987 0.060637 1.217261
rs1081063 16788367 T C 0.211394 0.223521 0.753753 40424 0 0.0537 0.0238 5.1 0.0239 1.621602 16.78837 0.046061 0.02453 3.51628 0.060769 1.21632
rs2008677 17031278 C CAAAA 0.280344 0.268733 0.761346 40424 0 ‐0.05061 0.022445 5.09839 0.023948 1.62073 17.03128 ‐0.04224 0.022556 3.51497 0.060817 1.215977
rs1096262 16833220 C T 0.54265 0.525641 0.644918 40424 0 ‐0.0779 0.0206 14.3 0.000157 3.8041 16.83322 ‐0.04156 0.022193 3.50655 0.061127 1.21377
rs1328447 16736163 C T 0.643303 0.630126 0.807228 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0199 6.22 0.0126 1.899629 16.73616 ‐0.03765 0.020107 3.50259 0.061273 1.212731
rs3425911 16737280 G A 0.643302 0.630126 0.807239 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.0202 6.21 0.0127 1.896196 16.73728 ‐0.03765 0.020107 3.50224 0.061286 1.21264
rs3500735 16737384 G C 0.643302 0.630126 0.80724 40424 0 ‐0.0576 0.0202 8.16 0.00429 2.367543 16.73738 ‐0.03765 0.020107 3.50196 0.061296 1.212566
rs1075680 16740110 G T 0.643299 0.630123 0.807268 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0198 5.86 0.0155 1.809668 16.74011 ‐0.03765 0.020106 3.50181 0.061302 1.212527
rs1075679 16739763 C T 0.6433 0.630125 0.807262 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0198 5.79 0.0161 1.793174 16.73976 ‐0.03764 0.020107 3.50117 0.061326 1.212359
rs1096247 16531045 A T 0.150129 0.146513 0.501967 40424 0 ‐0.0811 0.03 7.32 0.00682 2.166216 16.53105 ‐0.06604 0.035423 3.49585 0.061523 1.210964
rs1096249 16572137 C A 0.074206 0.073696 0.454025 40424 0 ‐0.0575 0.0431 1.78 0.182 0.739929 16.57214 ‐0.09442 0.050764 3.49309 0.061626 1.21024
rs1096249 16571821 C G 0.074559 0.073887 0.451953 40424 0 ‐0.0568 0.0432 1.73 0.188 0.725842 16.57182 ‐0.09435 0.050792 3.48439 0.06195 1.207957
rs1235254 16573685 A G 0.070702 0.070111 0.465687 40424 0 ‐0.065 0.0441 2.17 0.141 0.850781 16.57368 ‐0.09513 0.051237 3.48139 0.062063 1.20717
rs7715738 16592990 T C 0.064952 0.064258 0.485675 40424 0 ‐0.0604 0.0464 1.7 0.193 0.714443 16.59299 ‐0.09672 0.052126 3.47793 0.062193 1.206262
rs3568205 16604834 TG T 0.916607 0.91726 0.435575 40424 0 0.086992 0.049082 3.16935 0.075032 1.124752 16.60483 0.091013 0.049107 3.46678 0.062613 1.203335
rs5576376 16833127 A T 0.254115 0.265443 0.653465 40424 0 0.0594 0.0231 6.59 0.0103 1.987163 16.83313 0.04596 0.024661 3.46552 0.062661 1.203004
rs1415475 16591502 T C 0.063903 0.063139 0.490821 40424 0 ‐0.0651 0.0463 1.98 0.159 0.798603 16.5915 ‐0.09665 0.052262 3.45491 0.063064 1.200217
rs1492188 16949567 TTTAA T 0.395342 0.378494 0.976246 40424 0 ‐0.08069 0.018184 19.7502 8.83E‐06 5.054273 16.94957 ‐0.03461 0.018644 3.44908 0.063287 1.198686
rs1081060 16736867 C A 0.64381 0.630716 0.807132 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0198 5.66 0.0174 1.759451 16.73687 ‐0.03738 0.020118 3.44815 0.063323 1.198441
rs6254151 16736136 G A 0.643811 0.630717 0.807125 40424 0 ‐0.0434 0.0198 4.79 0.0286 1.543634 16.73614 ‐0.03738 0.020118 3.44762 0.063343 1.198302
rs1170151 16480322 C G 0.016101 0.0166 0.199788 40424 0 0.141 0.0981 2.06 0.151 0.821023 16.48032 0.284024 0.15172 3.44668 0.063379 1.198055
rs1361073 16711287 T C 0.064216 0.066994 0.620376 40424 0 0.0719 0.0388 3.43 0.064 1.19382 16.71129 0.083478 0.044791 3.44653 0.063385 1.198016
rs2001976 16603892 AAC A 0.916048 0.916776 0.429463 40424 0 0.087714 0.049278 3.19677 0.073784 1.132039 16.60389 0.090985 0.049304 3.43688 0.063756 1.195479
rs6475063 16572972 A G 0.073615 0.073136 0.45669 40424 0 ‐0.0563 0.0432 1.7 0.193 0.714443 16.57297 ‐0.09367 0.050796 3.43352 0.063886 1.194596
rs1234323 16573177 C G 0.073622 0.073143 0.456754 40424 0 ‐0.0568 0.0432 1.73 0.189 0.723538 16.57318 ‐0.09359 0.050785 3.42902 0.06406 1.193412
rs1537002 16785411 A G 0.919759 0.915525 0.771949 40424 0 ‐0.122 0.0326 14 0.000178 3.74958 16.78541 ‐0.06758 0.036382 3.42884 0.064067 1.193365
rs1234330 16573136 G A 0.073621 0.073142 0.456739 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.0432 1.7 0.192 0.716699 16.57314 ‐0.09359 0.050787 3.42861 0.064076 1.193305
rs1181169 16820568 T C 0.022605 0.019259 0.340981 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0827 5.13 0.0235 1.628932 16.82057 ‐0.20221 0.110435 3.41991 0.064415 1.191016
rs7243268 16959578 GA G 0.40334 0.385657 0.975827 40424 0 ‐0.08227 0.018135 20.6383 5.55E‐06 5.255901 16.95958 ‐0.03442 0.018634 3.41582 0.064574 1.18994
rs7270015 17036983 A G 0.027524 0.029479 0.606238 40424 0 0.0889 0.064 1.93 0.165 0.782516 17.03698 0.123333 0.066337 3.41493 0.064609 1.189706
rs7045418 16910872 A T 0.039421 0.037884 0.884174 40424 0 ‐0.0818 0.0473 2.99 0.0838 1.076756 16.91087 0.093836 0.050541 3.41326 0.064675 1.189266
rs3561980 16603893 AC A 0.917699 0.918398 0.437241 40424 0 0.087695 0.049296 3.19332 0.07394 1.131122 16.60389 0.090643 0.049317 3.40947 0.064823 1.188269
rs1268551 16677496 C G 0.226248 0.238778 0.674853 40424 0 0.0526 0.0237 4.93 0.0264 1.578396 16.6775 0.046089 0.024938 3.40697 0.064922 1.187611
rs1496411 17075547 C G 0.047659 0.050496 0.590104 40424 0 0.0691 0.0568 1.48 0.224 0.649752 17.07555 0.097104 0.052412 3.40472 0.06501 1.187019
rs3606735 16827705 C A 0.535619 0.519237 0.651903 40424 0 ‐0.079 0.0204 14.9 0.000112 3.950782 16.82771 ‐0.04067 0.022043 3.40349 0.065059 1.186695
rs2849046 16594252 A C 0.064891 0.064237 0.485286 40424 0 ‐0.0591 0.0464 1.63 0.202 0.694649 16.59425 ‐0.09569 0.052163 3.39887 0.065241 1.185479
rs7863885 16574146 A C 0.074639 0.074085 0.451325 40424 0 ‐0.0508 0.0433 1.38 0.241 0.617983 16.57415 ‐0.09311 0.050752 3.39845 0.065258 1.185368
rs7470623 16594267 G C 0.06489 0.064237 0.485283 40424 0 ‐0.0591 0.0464 1.63 0.202 0.694649 16.59427 ‐0.09567 0.052163 3.39732 0.065302 1.185071
rs1096290 17211990 G A 0.22317 0.221408 0.827337 40424 0 ‐0.0486 0.0231 4.45 0.035 1.455932 17.21199 ‐0.04256 0.023138 3.39438 0.065419 1.184296
rs2018987 16603886 TA T 0.916071 0.916747 0.429803 40424 0 0.086662 0.049262 3.12227 0.077229 1.112219 16.60389 0.09031 0.04929 3.38786 0.065678 1.182579
rs1132023 16892006 T C 0.017036 0.019462 0.402707 40424 0 0.122 0.0934 1.71 0.191 0.718967 16.89201 0.189602 0.102501 3.37438 0.066218 1.179027
rs3831184 16705988 CAG C 0.070527 0.073828 0.612029 40424 0 0.080294 0.04313 3.43946 0.063657 1.196157 16.70599 0.079681 0.043241 3.37018 0.066387 1.17792
rs7870380 16563730 C A 0.073272 0.072772 0.454382 40424 0 ‐0.0434 0.0442 0.964 0.326 0.486782 16.56373 ‐0.0932 0.051035 3.36713 0.06651 1.177116
rs7484073 16572319 T C 0.061093 0.060009 0.506919 40424 0 ‐0.0819 0.0469 3.05 0.0808 1.092589 16.57232 ‐0.09612 0.052681 3.36399 0.066636 1.176288
rs7895284 16585877 C G 0.059973 0.059035 0.517466 40424 0 ‐0.0775 0.047 2.71 0.0995 1.002177 16.58588 ‐0.09571 0.052493 3.35825 0.066869 1.174775
rs1096251 16613687 C T 0.917228 0.917943 0.433161 40424 0 0.0512 0.0426 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.61369 0.090167 0.049432 3.35775 0.066889 1.174643
rs7035791 16556630 A G 0.073435 0.072679 0.407628 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0411 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.55663 ‐0.09827 0.053894 3.35576 0.06697 1.174118
rs1135716 16573511 T C 0.073018 0.072609 0.457216 40424 0 ‐0.0531 0.0433 1.51 0.219 0.659556 16.57351 ‐0.09283 0.050921 3.35532 0.066988 1.174002
rs6475056 16468540 T C 0.902636 0.900656 0.525615 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0332 1.08 0.299 0.524329 16.46854 ‐0.07326 0.039919 3.34791 0.06729 1.172047
rs1237550 16699832 A C 0.071977 0.07546 0.620678 40424 0 0.0906 0.0381 5.65 0.0174 1.759451 16.69983 0.078166 0.042573 3.34587 0.067374 1.171509
rs1157744 16915859 C G 0.024957 0.023558 0.877783 40424 0 ‐0.0679 0.0583 1.36 0.244 0.61261 16.91586 0.115608 0.062795 3.34513 0.067404 1.171313
rs2065937 16578327 C T 0.070539 0.07 0.465008 40424 0 ‐0.0418 0.0445 0.881 0.348 0.458421 16.57833 ‐0.09329 0.051294 3.34025 0.067604 1.170025
rs4330781 16882634 A G 0.998748 0.998494 0.193668 40424 0 0.0399 0.107 0.138 0.711 0.14813 16.88263 ‐0.94745 0.508697 3.33041 0.06801 1.167428
c9_pos168 16841757 A G 0.123642 0.10878 0.937549 40424 1 ‐0.172 0.0282 37.1 1.11E‐09 8.954677 16.84176 ‐0.05543 0.030464 3.32553 0.068212 1.166139
rs2018436 16938471 AAG A 0.811371 0.809415 0.863577 40424 0 0.005059 0.02382 0.045131 0.831763 0.08 16.93847 ‐0.04419 0.024231 3.31494 0.068653 1.163342
rs6475062 16563037 G C 0.073534 0.073076 0.452973 40424 0 ‐0.0421 0.0436 0.933 0.334 0.476254 16.56304 ‐0.09235 0.051019 3.30774 0.068954 1.161439
rs1096253 16678263 T C 0.086448 0.093392 0.466736 40424 0 0.0962 0.0397 5.87 0.0154 1.812479 16.67826 0.080573 0.044197 3.30477 0.069079 1.160654
rs2857185 16472947 C T 0.072044 0.074593 0.834035 40424 0 0.0649 0.035 3.44 0.0636 1.196543 16.47295 0.067253 0.03687 3.30475 0.06908 1.160649
rs263639 17019835 A G 0.985877 0.985888 0.485491 40424 0 0.00305 0.0937 0.00106 0.974 0.011441 17.01983 ‐0.19711 0.107468 3.30346 0.069134 1.160308
rs7031782 16525841 A G 0.015109 0.013597 0.390931 40424 0 ‐0.262 0.0918 8.15 0.00431 2.365523 16.52584 ‐0.22099 0.123295 3.2955 0.06947 1.158203
rs6475067 16661092 C T 0.335086 0.351834 0.998241 40424 1 0.036 0.0183 3.85 0.0499 1.301899 16.66109 0.033474 0.018428 3.29513 0.069486 1.158105
rs1233767 16588521 G A 0.06272 0.061986 0.497753 40424 0 ‐0.0739 0.046 2.58 0.108 0.966576 16.58852 ‐0.09439 0.052326 3.28668 0.069844 1.15587
rs1173738 16668824 G T 0.019805 0.017903 0.217841 40424 0 ‐0.177 0.0936 3.56 0.059 1.229148 16.66882 ‐0.26077 0.145488 3.28256 0.07002 1.15478
rs6475081 16784127 C T 0.919192 0.914986 0.769805 40424 0 ‐0.121 0.0326 13.8 0.000204 3.69037 16.78413 ‐0.06599 0.036324 3.28043 0.070111 1.154217
rs1096278 16978118 A G 0.014555 0.015651 0.286702 40424 0 0.12 0.0741 2.64 0.104 0.982967 16.97812 0.237875 0.13039 3.27639 0.070283 1.153147
rs7033303 16962566 C G 0.999487 0.999362 0.306864 40424 0 ‐0.109 0.1 1.18 0.278 0.555955 16.96257 ‐1.21272 0.653558 3.27226 0.070461 1.152054
rs6254187 16844653 C T 0.121945 0.106643 0.918176 40424 0 ‐0.18 0.0288 39.1 4.02E‐10 9.395774 16.84465 ‐0.05603 0.031087 3.2636 0.070834 1.149762
rs7033342 16844645 C T 0.996794 0.996406 0.125053 40424 0 ‐0.0616 0.0701 0.772 0.38 0.420216 16.84464 ‐0.75482 0.412118 3.24531 0.071628 1.144916
rs7033341 16844644 C A 0.996794 0.996406 0.125059 40424 0 ‐0.0927 0.0548 2.86 0.0909 1.041436 16.84464 ‐0.75465 0.412118 3.24389 0.07169 1.14454
rs7824590 17017993 G C 0.092495 0.077442 0.981128 40424 0 ‐0.148 0.0318 21.8 3.01E‐06 5.521433 17.01799 ‐0.05924 0.033021 3.23961 0.071878 1.143406
rs2254330 16802973 A G 0.235945 0.247784 0.929299 40424 0 0.0487 0.021 5.4 0.0202 1.694649 16.80297 0.038319 0.021268 3.23898 0.071905 1.143239
rs6475082 16789436 G A 0.92091 0.916856 0.751081 40424 0 ‐0.0811 0.0347 5.46 0.0195 1.709965 16.78944 ‐0.06691 0.037068 3.23752 0.07197 1.142851
rs1857972 17036343 T C 0.092305 0.077275 0.972963 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0318 20.7 5.27E‐06 5.278189 17.03634 ‐0.05956 0.033216 3.23715 0.071986 1.142753
rs7488529 17018081 T C 0.092488 0.077434 0.981354 40424 0 ‐0.149 0.0318 21.9 2.89E‐06 5.539102 17.01808 ‐0.05919 0.033019 3.23488 0.072086 1.142152
rs1404257 16829871 C G 0.02194 0.023494 0.395758 40424 0 0.104 0.0762 1.87 0.171 0.767004 16.82987 0.167972 0.092678 3.23468 0.072094 1.142099
rs263572 17032884 A C 0.078792 0.083406 0.94123 40424 0 0.0393 0.0321 1.5 0.221 0.655608 17.03288 0.058977 0.032696 3.23362 0.072141 1.141817
rs5810888 16659655 G C 0.08583 0.086271 0.385537 40424 0 0.0531 0.0416 1.63 0.202 0.694649 16.65965 0.090862 0.050426 3.22525 0.072511 1.139598
rs1081071 17067364 A G 0.075628 0.072843 0.733701 40424 0 ‐0.0371 0.0388 0.912 0.34 0.468521 17.06736 ‐0.06932 0.038781 3.21817 0.072825 1.13772
rs6056960 16916802 C G 0.033621 0.031848 0.785343 40424 0 ‐0.0995 0.0539 3.41 0.0647 1.189096 16.9168 0.104083 0.05779 3.2102 0.073181 1.135604
rs1178810 16828961 C T 0.537896 0.521817 0.655011 40424 0 ‐0.0792 0.0205 14.9 0.000113 3.946922 16.82896 ‐0.0394 0.021991 3.20829 0.073266 1.135097
rs1096257 16765940 A T 0.312196 0.30716 0.465269 40424 0 ‐0.0679 0.0256 7.02 0.00808 2.092589 16.76594 ‐0.04955 0.02774 3.19651 0.073796 1.13197
rs1073845 16713666 T C 0.286346 0.297774 0.743956 40424 0 0.0407 0.0215 3.6 0.0579 1.237321 16.71367 0.03983 0.022258 3.19625 0.073807 1.131901
rs7966895 17034383 A G 0.093446 0.078446 0.973346 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0318 21 4.61E‐06 5.336299 17.03438 ‐0.05883 0.033027 3.19397 0.07391 1.131295
rs1081063 16824430 A G 0.243018 0.250922 0.620717 40424 0 0.0678 0.0237 8.15 0.0043 2.366532 16.82443 0.04614 0.025792 3.19275 0.073966 1.130971
rs7821871 17018847 A G 0.092421 0.077371 0.983679 40424 0 ‐0.148 0.0318 21.7 3.23E‐06 5.490798 17.01885 ‐0.05874 0.032998 3.18932 0.074121 1.13006
rs7821458 17039684 G A 0.092201 0.077194 0.972684 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.3 6.68E‐06 5.175223 17.03968 ‐0.05914 0.033237 3.18746 0.074205 1.129565
rs7021570 16678067 A T 0.415744 0.423992 0.415913 40424 0 0.0521 0.0231 5.06 0.0244 1.61261 16.67807 0.049012 0.027467 3.18259 0.074427 1.128271
rs1096254 16698822 T C 0.068539 0.071549 0.611848 40424 0 0.0904 0.0388 5.41 0.02 1.69897 16.69882 0.078524 0.043856 3.18182 0.074462 1.128067
rs1434196 16457688 C T 0.017385 0.016086 0.519019 40424 0 ‐0.0845 0.0787 1.15 0.283 0.548214 16.45769 ‐0.16921 0.095928 3.16379 0.075288 1.123273
rs1176107 16719856 T G 0.011932 0.010103 0.262075 40424 0 ‐0.237 0.16 2.19 0.139 0.856985 16.71986 ‐0.29748 0.169366 3.15547 0.075673 1.12106
rs1096258 16777540 T C 0.173951 0.171616 0.357573 40424 0 ‐0.0151 0.034 0.197 0.657 0.182435 16.77754 ‐0.06935 0.039147 3.1509 0.075885 1.119843
rs1475258 16918490 T C 0.014739 0.014593 0.797104 40424 0 ‐0.0409 0.0776 0.278 0.598 0.223299 16.91849 0.148368 0.082876 3.14953 0.075949 1.119479
rs1900071 17043460 T C 0.092446 0.07759 0.958204 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0319 20.6 5.71E‐06 5.243364 17.04346 ‐0.05904 0.033392 3.14742 0.076047 1.118917
chr917043 17043459 T TC 0.092434 0.07758 0.958228 40424 0 ‐0.14395 0.032505 19.9767 7.84E‐06 5.105731 17.04346 ‐0.05904 0.033393 3.14666 0.076083 1.118715
rs3762426 17019516 T G 0.092431 0.077394 0.9844 40424 0 ‐0.148 0.0318 21.6 3.30E‐06 5.481486 17.01952 ‐0.0583 0.032982 3.14552 0.076136 1.118411
rs5593310 16817720 G T 0.066308 0.070874 0.53764 40424 0 0.135 0.0406 11 0.000903 3.044312 16.81772 0.084171 0.047325 3.14072 0.07636 1.117133
rs7721150 16670847 G C 0.019783 0.017911 0.218016 40424 0 ‐0.175 0.0937 3.51 0.061 1.21467 16.67085 ‐0.25483 0.145348 3.13933 0.076425 1.116763
rs1927618 16572826 A C 0.109114 0.108802 0.442692 40424 0 ‐0.0598 0.0365 2.68 0.102 0.9914 16.57283 ‐0.07595 0.043058 3.13396 0.076677 1.115333
rs7452479 17040637 C T 0.092273 0.077303 0.970906 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.2 7.12E‐06 5.14752 17.04064 ‐0.05863 0.03325 3.12995 0.076866 1.114265
rs1177082 16914549 C A 0.013743 0.015968 0.549289 40424 0 0.15 0.0873 2.97 0.0848 1.071604 16.91455 0.173092 0.097132 3.12995 0.076866 1.114265
rs7364599 16520909 A G 0.017059 0.015374 0.387015 40424 0 ‐0.239 0.0844 8 0.00468 2.329754 16.52091 ‐0.20406 0.116761 3.1252 0.07709 1.113
rs7872747 16606622 A C 0.078383 0.077816 0.446542 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0431 1.23 0.266 0.575118 16.60662 ‐0.08761 0.049831 3.11857 0.077405 1.111233
rs7872838 16606626 C G 0.078383 0.077816 0.446541 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0431 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.60663 ‐0.0876 0.049831 3.11849 0.077409 1.111211
chr917019 17019918 C CT 0.092455 0.077431 0.98485 40424 0 ‐0.14211 0.032089 19.9724 7.86E‐06 5.104754 17.01992 ‐0.05802 0.032974 3.11613 0.077521 1.110582
rs7728184 17040281 C T 0.0921 0.077136 0.972939 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.2 7.09E‐06 5.149354 17.04028 ‐0.05843 0.033243 3.11033 0.077797 1.109036
rs7943908 17040820 G A 0.092094 0.077136 0.972864 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.4 6.38E‐06 5.195179 17.04082 ‐0.05836 0.033244 3.10179 0.078206 1.106758
rs7504190 17038460 C T 0.091832 0.076911 0.970027 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0319 20.5 5.84E‐06 5.233587 17.03846 ‐0.05847 0.033334 3.09753 0.078411 1.105622
rs7738689 17225900 C G 0.043706 0.047475 0.807523 40424 0 0.0604 0.0464 1.7 0.192 0.716699 17.2259 0.081681 0.046218 3.09708 0.078433 1.105502
rs1538585 16930911 A C 0.751783 0.744259 0.997025 40424 1 0.00557 0.02 0.0774 0.781 0.107349 16.93091 ‐0.03591 0.0204 3.09241 0.078658 1.104256
rs5581404 17026505 G T 0.092803 0.077787 0.981478 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0317 20.9 4.79E‐06 5.319664 17.0265 ‐0.05771 0.032969 3.08394 0.079069 1.101995
rs7847660 16878246 G A 0.026942 0.025577 0.90932 40424 0 ‐0.0854 0.0551 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.87825 0.105271 0.059618 3.08034 0.079244 1.101034
rs7863196 16818266 T G 0.54229 0.527197 0.644739 40424 0 ‐0.0688 0.0212 10.6 0.00114 2.943095 16.81827 ‐0.03892 0.022182 3.07779 0.079368 1.100353
rs1467833 16917720 C T 0.014963 0.01473 0.782329 40424 0 ‐0.0251 0.0744 0.113 0.736 0.133122 16.91772 0.146836 0.083155 3.06489 0.080001 1.096907
rs263570 17030422 G A 0.073229 0.078276 0.951208 40424 0 0.0398 0.0328 1.47 0.225 0.647818 17.03042 0.058821 0.033525 3.05947 0.080268 1.095458
rs6254063 16520310 G A 0.032132 0.030307 0.537662 40424 0 ‐0.0445 0.0617 0.52 0.471 0.326979 16.52031 ‐0.11975 0.068942 3.05696 0.080392 1.094787
rs1096271 16930541 A C 0.750294 0.742876 0.981763 40424 0 0.00419 0.02 0.0437 0.834 0.078834 16.93054 ‐0.03567 0.020391 3.05338 0.080569 1.09383
rs1081066 16903850 A G 0.683487 0.710177 0.976319 40424 0 0.16 0.0191 70 5.94E‐17 16.22621 16.90385 0.040506 0.023199 3.05243 0.080616 1.093576
rs1235024 16596419 A G 0.06691 0.066554 0.473635 40424 0 ‐0.0508 0.046 1.22 0.269 0.570248 16.59642 ‐0.09036 0.052019 3.0461 0.080931 1.091884
rs7025647 16508871 G C 0.017637 0.015936 0.389571 40424 0 ‐0.204 0.0843 5.83 0.0157 1.8041 16.50887 ‐0.19691 0.11424 3.0369 0.081391 1.089422
rs7024466 16775725 T C 0.756278 0.743213 0.905964 40424 0 ‐0.0543 0.0207 6.88 0.00874 2.058489 16.77572 ‐0.03689 0.021152 3.03546 0.081464 1.089037
rs5631654 17031532 T C 0.093034 0.078058 0.978686 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0317 20.8 5.08E‐06 5.294137 17.03153 ‐0.05719 0.032973 3.02807 0.081835 1.087059
rs1096271 16930636 C T 0.750731 0.743329 0.985307 40424 0 0.00558 0.02 0.0776 0.781 0.107349 16.93064 ‐0.03545 0.02037 3.02239 0.082122 1.085539
rs1919785 16897181 G A 0.012196 0.012856 0.701154 40424 0 ‐0.0545 0.0801 0.462 0.497 0.303644 16.89718 0.166279 0.095006 3.01943 0.082272 1.084746
rs2815185 17029428 C T 0.07378 0.078819 0.942793 40424 0 0.0396 0.0328 1.46 0.227 0.643974 17.02943 0.058473 0.033567 3.01589 0.082452 1.083798
rs7896585 17029869 C A 0.091958 0.077013 0.978317 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.4 6.35E‐06 5.197226 17.02987 ‐0.05737 0.033151 3.0141 0.082543 1.083318
rs7870073 17021665 T C 0.092446 0.077463 0.985205 40424 0 ‐0.149 0.032 21.7 3.13E‐06 5.504456 17.02167 ‐0.057 0.032962 3.00941 0.082782 1.082062
rs1096268 16909007 G C 0.036487 0.034662 0.937126 40424 0 ‐0.0909 0.0474 3.68 0.0552 1.258061 16.90901 0.088533 0.050802 3.00833 0.082838 1.081773
rs7697549 17025447 T G 0.092152 0.077203 0.980706 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0318 20.8 5.13E‐06 5.289883 17.02545 ‐0.05713 0.033086 3.00072 0.083228 1.079733
rs1119919 17033175 C T 0.092129 0.07722 0.975657 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0318 20.5 5.98E‐06 5.223299 17.03317 ‐0.05724 0.033173 2.99692 0.083423 1.078714
rs183805 17029570 T G 0.073687 0.078727 0.943243 40424 0 0.0396 0.0328 1.46 0.227 0.643974 17.02957 0.058291 0.033577 2.99531 0.083506 1.078283
rs1012195 16576805 G A 0.071406 0.071052 0.463416 40424 0 ‐0.0396 0.0439 0.814 0.367 0.435334 16.57681 ‐0.08784 0.051026 2.99047 0.083756 1.076985
rs2254103 16801486 A G 0.999121 0.999002 0.227347 40424 0 ‐0.419 0.11 14.4 0.000149 3.826814 16.80149 ‐1.05986 0.597366 2.98907 0.083828 1.076609
rs1329603 16673389 A G 0.598912 0.586162 0.788118 40424 0 ‐0.0286 0.0195 2.15 0.143 0.844664 16.67339 ‐0.03456 0.019989 2.98664 0.083954 1.075958
rs7873181 16782639 A T 0.920919 0.917007 0.781619 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0339 11.1 0.000879 3.056011 16.78264 ‐0.06304 0.036403 2.9818 0.084206 1.074659
rs1096295 17259794 A G 0.356864 0.352762 0.774803 40424 0 ‐0.0286 0.0214 1.78 0.182 0.739929 17.25979 ‐0.03609 0.020939 2.97468 0.084577 1.072748
rs1128033 17023750 G A 0.092373 0.07748 0.979936 40424 0 ‐0.147 0.0318 21.3 3.89E‐06 5.41005 17.02375 ‐0.05672 0.033043 2.96494 0.085088 1.070134
rs1438428 17266771 A T 0.012391 0.009471 0.746328 40424 0 ‐0.269 0.0868 9.59 0.00196 2.707744 17.26677 ‐0.17491 0.102715 2.96388 0.085143 1.069849
rs398715 17076686 T C 0.203929 0.205825 0.892008 40424 0 ‐0.0205 0.0225 0.826 0.363 0.440093 17.07669 ‐0.03938 0.022925 2.96012 0.085342 1.068839
rs1427492 16832617 C T 0.014345 0.015596 0.3958 40424 0 0.158 0.104 2.31 0.128 0.89279 16.83262 0.195296 0.112693 2.95529 0.085597 1.067542
rs1139678 17076720 T TA 0.203774 0.205659 0.892354 40424 0 ‐0.02672 0.022843 1.37142 0.241568 0.616961 17.07672 ‐0.03931 0.022927 2.9482 0.085973 1.065637
rs1328919 16781184 C T 0.920721 0.916846 0.788908 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.0337 11 0.000905 3.043351 16.78118 ‐0.06236 0.036223 2.94633 0.086073 1.065134
rs1075685 17242708 G C 0.360258 0.357609 0.848786 40424 0 ‐0.0505 0.0194 6.75 0.00937 2.02826 17.24271 ‐0.03412 0.019894 2.94459 0.086166 1.064666
rs5589510 17031056 C T 0.092026 0.077122 0.977476 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0318 20.3 6.63E‐06 5.178486 17.03106 ‐0.05668 0.033153 2.94134 0.086339 1.063793
rs1398807 17377518 G T 0.011909 0.012859 0.365919 40424 0 0.111 0.106 1.1 0.294 0.531653 17.37752 0.225982 0.130573 2.9404 0.086389 1.06354
rs1073843 16612956 A C 0.927276 0.927652 0.448377 40424 0 0.0429 0.0446 0.927 0.336 0.473661 16.61296 0.087909 0.05151 2.93899 0.086465 1.063161
rs1328490 16671469 C G 0.609145 0.595351 0.811717 40424 0 ‐0.0305 0.0193 2.51 0.113 0.946922 16.67147 ‐0.03388 0.019759 2.93724 0.086559 1.06269
rs7035227 16498437 A T 0.017265 0.015669 0.37272 40424 0 ‐0.181 0.0768 5.58 0.0182 1.739929 16.49844 ‐0.19936 0.117622 2.93524 0.086666 1.062152
rs1081058 16679305 A C 0.068876 0.072142 0.58908 40424 0 0.0735 0.0429 2.93 0.0868 1.06148 16.6793 0.076813 0.044671 2.9352 0.086668 1.062142
rs1328530 16671519 G C 0.609656 0.59595 0.813313 40424 0 ‐0.0317 0.0193 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.67152 ‐0.03383 0.019743 2.93428 0.086717 1.061894
rs1781347 16680901 T C 0.022633 0.020121 0.582664 40424 0 ‐0.221 0.0708 9.78 0.00176 2.754487 16.6809 ‐0.14141 0.083331 2.93338 0.086766 1.061652
rs7865951 17222825 C G 0.043588 0.047242 0.806251 40424 0 0.057 0.0465 1.5 0.221 0.655608 17.22282 0.079662 0.046357 2.92873 0.087016 1.060401
rs7816555 17219571 A G 0.043723 0.047396 0.803858 40424 0 0.0536 0.0464 1.33 0.248 0.605548 17.21957 0.079624 0.046358 2.92577 0.087176 1.059605
rs1998107 16930366 AAG A 0.748102 0.741115 0.972189 40424 0 0.008595 0.020106 0.182854 0.668932 0.174618 16.93037 ‐0.03498 0.020455 2.91893 0.087546 1.057764
rs6719239 16930367 AG A 0.748101 0.741115 0.972198 40424 0 0.008598 0.020106 0.182958 0.668843 0.174676 16.93037 ‐0.03498 0.020455 2.91844 0.087573 1.057632
rs7467718 16977708 T C 0.056954 0.058315 0.743126 40424 0 0.000386 0.0426 8.21E‐05 0.993 0.003051 16.97771 0.07475 0.043636 2.91357 0.087837 1.056321
rs1339548 16846323 T C 0.331174 0.303207 0.999981 40424 1 ‐0.161 0.0188 73.5 1.01E‐17 16.99568 16.84632 ‐0.03973 0.0233 2.91139 0.087956 1.055734
rs1112892 16736863 G A 0.107428 0.112178 0.742244 40424 0 0.0278 0.0301 0.851 0.356 0.44855 16.73686 0.05535 0.032365 2.91054 0.088002 1.055506
rs7947290 17221837 T C 0.044344 0.048065 0.803257 40424 0 0.0602 0.0462 1.7 0.193 0.714443 17.22184 0.078905 0.046073 2.90925 0.088073 1.055158
rs377463 17056413 G C 0.586552 0.583802 0.97831 40424 0 ‐0.0172 0.0177 0.945 0.331 0.480172 17.05641 ‐0.03041 0.017825 2.90816 0.088132 1.054865
rs7925830 17221349 A C 0.044347 0.048069 0.803094 40424 0 0.0602 0.0462 1.7 0.193 0.714443 17.22135 0.07889 0.046075 2.90781 0.088152 1.05477
rs1124882 17027407 G A 0.091603 0.076767 0.975821 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0318 20.7 5.35E‐06 5.271646 17.02741 ‐0.05644 0.033244 2.90078 0.088537 1.052877
rs2243719 16807307 A T 0.072367 0.075634 0.739419 40424 0 0.0985 0.0363 7.35 0.00671 2.173277 16.80731 0.066461 0.038913 2.89911 0.088629 1.052427
rs4961499 16844949 G A 0.876139 0.891508 0.927659 40424 1 0.177 0.0285 38.3 5.92E‐10 9.227678 16.84495 0.052211 0.030755 2.89411 0.088904 1.051079
rs2014067 17244211 TTTTTG T 0.336146 0.332849 0.776086 40424 0 ‐0.05577 0.021056 7.03313 0.008002 2.096827 17.24421 ‐0.03595 0.021154 2.89263 0.088986 1.050681
rs405039 17076950 C A 0.2039 0.205844 0.891417 40424 0 ‐0.0197 0.0225 0.768 0.381 0.419075 17.07695 ‐0.0389 0.022932 2.8867 0.089314 1.049082
rs1081062 16780811 C T 0.921979 0.918234 0.790485 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.0339 10.9 0.000973 3.011887 16.78081 ‐0.0621 0.03645 2.8857 0.089369 1.048812
rs1693484 16597868 C T 0.057414 0.056397 0.513252 40424 0 ‐0.0821 0.0478 2.95 0.0858 1.066513 16.59787 ‐0.09102 0.053863 2.88412 0.089457 1.048386
rs1081063 16789024 C T 0.922168 0.918281 0.740727 40424 0 ‐0.0915 0.0357 6.59 0.0103 1.987163 16.78902 ‐0.06389 0.037565 2.87518 0.089955 1.045975
rs1156048 17290566 C T 0.017059 0.013219 0.775779 40424 0 ‐0.00041 0.0454 0.000083 0.993 0.003051 17.29057 ‐0.14457 0.086187 2.87017 0.090235 1.044623
rs1547761 16918196 T C 0.722413 0.716771 0.979881 40424 0 0.0159 0.0194 0.671 0.413 0.38405 16.9182 ‐0.03385 0.020028 2.85197 0.091262 1.03971
rs7341550 16497948 C T 0.018242 0.016683 0.374858 40424 0 ‐0.254 0.0885 8.22 0.00414 2.383 16.49795 ‐0.18989 0.113733 2.84496 0.091661 1.037816
rs7710565 16824030 A C 0.067943 0.071512 0.536871 40424 0 0.132 0.0389 11.5 0.000702 3.153663 16.82403 0.079538 0.047052 2.83787 0.092066 1.0359
rs1200390 16506261 G C 0.018539 0.016961 0.379636 40424 0 ‐0.176 0.0827 4.54 0.033 1.481486 16.50626 ‐0.18702 0.112181 2.83575 0.092188 1.035327
rs1012355 16578434 G A 0.084327 0.08348 0.467213 40424 0 ‐0.0606 0.0412 2.17 0.141 0.850781 16.57843 ‐0.07899 0.047104 2.83521 0.092219 1.035181
rs1096261 16802955 C T 0.020169 0.022091 0.573483 40424 0 0.0911 0.0915 0.992 0.319 0.496209 16.80296 0.134319 0.079507 2.81805 0.09321 1.030539
rs1417529 16935129 G A 0.011359 0.012384 0.797696 40424 0 0.156 0.0834 3.49 0.0618 1.209012 16.93513 0.152513 0.090204 2.81257 0.093528 1.029056
rs7860105 16691263 C T 0.940935 0.936673 0.71979 40424 0 ‐0.0979 0.0402 5.94 0.0148 1.829738 16.69126 ‐0.07193 0.042767 2.80938 0.093715 1.028193
rs7864078 16975940 G T 0.7797 0.799787 0.995391 40424 1 0.108 0.0213 25.4 4.58E‐07 6.339135 16.97594 0.037684 0.022517 2.80831 0.093777 1.027903
rs1073845 16717273 T G 0.282912 0.29359 0.740723 40424 0 0.0351 0.0216 2.65 0.104 0.982967 16.71727 0.03748 0.02238 2.79957 0.09429 1.025536
rs7858802 16497753 A G 0.018273 0.01672 0.374606 40424 0 ‐0.258 0.0869 8.78 0.00305 2.5157 16.49775 ‐0.1882 0.113626 2.79941 0.094299 1.025493
rs7756680 16617744 T C 0.018652 0.016964 0.403465 40424 0 ‐0.148 0.0852 3 0.0834 1.078834 16.61774 ‐0.18037 0.108995 2.79766 0.094402 1.025019
rs263578 17035123 G A 0.074951 0.080019 0.933427 40424 0 0.0384 0.0333 1.33 0.25 0.60206 17.03512 0.056253 0.033548 2.79499 0.094559 1.024296
rs7341743 16509895 T A 0.01781 0.016162 0.385996 40424 0 ‐0.207 0.0839 6.07 0.0138 1.860121 16.5099 ‐0.18833 0.114017 2.78576 0.095106 1.021794
rs370045 17056808 A T 0.583921 0.581159 0.989067 40424 1 ‐0.0168 0.0177 0.895 0.344 0.463442 17.05681 ‐0.0297 0.017805 2.78153 0.095357 1.020647
rs1096264 16857403 C A 0.312701 0.271256 0.976602 40424 0 ‐0.217 0.0193 127 2.06E‐29 28.68613 16.8574 ‐0.06178 0.037084 2.77589 0.095693 1.019118
rs1980936 16746982 T G 0.269481 0.278977 0.767377 40424 0 0.0359 0.0216 2.77 0.096 1.017729 16.74698 0.037271 0.022362 2.77239 0.095903 1.018168
rs7787964 16710003 T G 0.01184 0.010083 0.260023 40424 0 ‐0.24 0.164 2.16 0.142 0.847712 16.71 ‐0.27782 0.168741 2.76793 0.096171 1.016958
rs1131982 16913171 T TTTG 0.320028 0.276196 0.983849 40424 0 ‐0.23171 0.01929 146.888 8.30E‐34 33.08078 16.91317 0.582814 0.357184 2.76661 0.09625 1.0166
rs6117718 16514497 T TA 0.016306 0.014607 0.402974 40424 0 ‐0.25207 0.117496 4.73943 0.029479 1.53049 16.5145 ‐0.19191 0.116724 2.76269 0.096486 1.015536
rs432048 17057642 C T 0.444217 0.451381 0.985431 40424 1 0.01 0.0177 0.322 0.57 0.244125 17.05764 ‐0.02988 0.017992 2.75847 0.096741 1.014391
rs5606223 16524091 C G 0.010395 0.009017 0.449217 40424 0 ‐0.189 0.108 3.06 0.0801 1.096367 16.52409 ‐0.23061 0.14102 2.75389 0.097018 1.013147
rs1011685 16595649 C A 0.065103 0.064731 0.481996 40424 0 ‐0.0466 0.046 1.02 0.312 0.505845 16.59565 ‐0.08618 0.052196 2.75095 0.097197 1.012349
rs1339547 16846260 A T 0.330729 0.30299 0.998408 40424 1 ‐0.16 0.0188 72.6 1.55E‐17 16.80967 16.84626 ‐0.03869 0.023338 2.75082 0.097205 1.012313
rs9407774 16410956 G C 0.275833 0.265448 0.972434 40424 0 ‐0.04073 0.019959 4.17563 0.041009 1.387118 16.41096 ‐0.03306 0.020016 2.73361 0.098257 1.007637
rs7341731 16930766 G A 0.756339 0.75024 0.996547 40424 1 0.00875 0.0202 0.188 0.664 0.177832 16.93077 ‐0.03402 0.020564 2.7317 0.098375 1.007117
rs4466492 16441086 G C 0.308775 0.298037 0.916996 40424 0 ‐0.0293 0.0195 2.25 0.133 0.876148 16.44109 ‐0.03289 0.019927 2.72883 0.098552 1.006337
rs1096262 16822855 G A 0.525236 0.508922 0.649571 40424 0 ‐0.0748 0.0205 13.3 0.000259 3.5867 16.82285 ‐0.0365 0.022097 2.72788 0.09861 1.006079
rs2014959 17232486 TA T 0.070437 0.066689 0.736651 40424 0 ‐0.11171 0.040931 7.53663 0.006046 2.218553 17.23249 ‐0.06759 0.041134 2.71845 0.099194 1.003513
rs6475083 16791121 A G 0.928314 0.925041 0.785299 40424 0 ‐0.115 0.0342 11.2 0.000803 3.095284 16.79112 ‐0.06269 0.037939 2.71407 0.099467 1.002321
c9_pos170 17058732 G A 0.449006 0.455918 0.999697 40424 1 0.00807 0.0176 0.211 0.646 0.189768 17.05873 ‐0.0294 0.017855 2.71218 0.099585 1.001807
rs1505664 17244213 TTTG T 0.34704 0.344213 0.771873 40424 0 ‐0.05551 0.020933 7.0493 0.00793 2.100748 17.24421 ‐0.03462 0.021041 2.71007 0.099717 1.001232
rs1096279 16981782 A C 0.220742 0.200937 0.99439 40424 1 ‐0.114 0.0214 28.5 9.25E‐08 7.033858 16.98178 ‐0.03696 0.022484 2.70952 0.099751 1.001083
rs2006760 17244215 TG T 0.347803 0.345021 0.769629 40424 0 ‐0.05582 0.020955 7.1112 0.00766 2.11575 17.24422 ‐0.03462 0.021064 2.70447 0.100067 0.999708
rs430616 17057490 G A 0.454154 0.4607 0.979587 40424 0 0.00803 0.0176 0.208 0.648 0.188425 17.05749 ‐0.02947 0.017922 2.70443 0.10007 0.999697
rs1081066 16907149 G A 0.971307 0.972915 0.901628 40424 0 0.0858 0.0554 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.90715 ‐0.09536 0.057737 2.6971 0.100531 0.9977
rs7866023 16745514 C T 0.279321 0.289904 0.746438 40424 0 0.0349 0.0216 2.62 0.106 0.974694 16.74551 0.036735 0.022362 2.69365 0.100749 0.99676
rs1437734 16849389 C G 0.02825 0.026939 0.91103 40424 0 ‐0.0916 0.0543 2.84 0.0918 1.037157 16.84939 0.095317 0.057893 2.68165 0.101511 0.993489
rs4961760 16789878 C T 0.927132 0.923863 0.784462 40424 0 ‐0.0892 0.0354 6.34 0.0118 1.928118 16.78988 ‐0.06191 0.037698 2.6809 0.101558 0.993285
rs4465052 16913043 A G 0.320039 0.276226 0.983913 40424 0 ‐0.233 0.0193 145 1.73E‐33 32.76196 16.91304 0.542987 0.338772 2.66637 0.10249 0.989321
rs1081059 16711204 T C 0.083138 0.086478 0.61052 40424 0 0.0731 0.038 3.7 0.0544 1.264401 16.7112 0.065471 0.040022 2.66019 0.102888 0.987634
rs7446888 17229054 C G 0.042395 0.045831 0.801269 40424 0 0.0555 0.0476 1.36 0.243 0.614394 17.22905 0.077357 0.047247 2.65921 0.102952 0.987366
rs2873373 16607907 A T 0.07068 0.070495 0.453891 40424 0 ‐0.038 0.045 0.713 0.398 0.400117 16.60791 ‐0.0841 0.051825 2.65657 0.103123 0.986645
rs263582 17039543 T C 0.075204 0.079276 0.976655 40424 0 0.0305 0.0324 0.89 0.346 0.460924 17.03954 0.053885 0.032978 2.65463 0.103249 0.986115
rs400530 17057643 A G 0.444798 0.452062 0.984897 40424 1 0.00907 0.0177 0.264 0.607 0.216811 17.05764 ‐0.02928 0.017997 2.6487 0.103635 0.984495
rs7270410 16692496 T C 0.068223 0.071381 0.573668 40424 0 0.0856 0.0397 4.66 0.031 1.508638 16.6925 0.074131 0.045404 2.64706 0.103742 0.984047
rs2481546 17058756 G A 0.450277 0.457391 0.993552 40424 0 0.00764 0.0176 0.189 0.664 0.177832 17.05876 ‐0.02902 0.017849 2.64434 0.103919 0.983304
rs1927640 16456965 A G 0.309463 0.300048 0.901428 40424 0 ‐0.0385 0.0196 3.86 0.0496 1.304518 16.45696 ‐0.03263 0.020094 2.64128 0.10412 0.982467
rs1200042 16607427 A C 0.071105 0.070998 0.452018 40424 0 ‐0.0405 0.045 0.808 0.369 0.432974 16.60743 ‐0.08374 0.051756 2.64028 0.104185 0.982194
rs7049082 16617546 C A 0.936046 0.936836 0.419658 40424 0 0.0136 0.0476 0.0823 0.774 0.111259 16.61755 0.091692 0.056728 2.63776 0.104351 0.981505
rs2009780 16514488 A AT 0.015767 0.014169 0.407282 40424 0 ‐0.24781 0.118724 4.48451 0.034203 1.465931 16.51449 ‐0.18938 0.117938 2.63485 0.104542 0.98071
rs1927641 16456911 C T 0.309453 0.300064 0.901029 40424 0 ‐0.0386 0.0196 3.89 0.0486 1.313364 16.45691 ‐0.03258 0.020094 2.63359 0.104625 0.980365
rs6475117 17227082 A G 0.042825 0.04622 0.793519 40424 0 0.0611 0.0461 1.76 0.185 0.732828 17.22708 0.076954 0.047236 2.63287 0.104672 0.980168
rs7271703 16491852 T C 0.038796 0.036806 0.448127 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0587 6 0.0143 1.844664 16.49185 ‐0.11326 0.070271 2.62864 0.104952 0.979011
rs1481711 17058733 TC T 0.450285 0.457418 0.993539 40424 0 0.007961 0.017565 0.205388 0.650407 0.186815 17.05873 ‐0.02892 0.01785 2.62657 0.105089 0.978445
rs2950171 17058542 G A 0.450366 0.457509 0.993027 40424 0 0.00836 0.0176 0.227 0.634 0.197911 17.05854 ‐0.02891 0.017848 2.62524 0.105177 0.978081
rs4246134 16912988 C T 0.320044 0.276239 0.983961 40424 0 ‐0.234 0.0193 146 1.09E‐33 32.96257 16.91299 0.526863 0.331397 2.62201 0.105391 0.977197
rs914049 17063068 T C 0.449495 0.45659 0.995836 40424 0 0.00877 0.0176 0.25 0.617 0.209715 17.06307 ‐0.0289 0.017855 2.62165 0.105415 0.977099
rs2462942 17058353 A G 0.450506 0.457661 0.991878 40424 0 0.00847 0.0176 0.233 0.629 0.201349 17.05835 ‐0.02887 0.017849 2.61746 0.105694 0.975952
rs2246 17063106 C T 0.449492 0.456592 0.995083 40424 0 0.00879 0.0176 0.251 0.616 0.210419 17.06311 ‐0.02888 0.017855 2.61728 0.105706 0.975902
rs375152 17059541 A G 0.450173 0.457317 0.992654 40424 0 0.00862 0.0176 0.241 0.624 0.204815 17.05954 ‐0.02887 0.017849 2.61672 0.105743 0.975749
rs3413114 16913829 A AT 0.320441 0.276424 0.98532 40424 0 ‐0.23217 0.019275 147.71 5.49E‐34 33.26048 16.91383 0.756039 0.476047 2.61659 0.105752 0.975714
rs1096257 16759788 C T 0.019161 0.020687 0.60254 40424 0 0.0882 0.0658 1.8 0.18 0.744728 16.75979 0.129846 0.079814 2.61373 0.105942 0.974931
rs454019 17059687 C T 0.450176 0.457325 0.992699 40424 0 0.00866 0.0176 0.243 0.622 0.20621 17.05969 ‐0.02885 0.017849 2.61317 0.10598 0.974777
rs1120111 16915932 TGTGA T 0.035098 0.032976 0.870409 40424 0 ‐0.1088 0.051353 4.55049 0.032909 1.482681 16.91593 0.087517 0.05391 2.61144 0.106095 0.974304
rs914051 17062834 G A 0.449565 0.456682 0.994757 40424 0 0.00877 0.0176 0.25 0.617 0.209715 17.06283 ‐0.02884 0.017854 2.61033 0.10617 0.974
rs6254187 16840005 A T 0.088695 0.079132 0.739062 40424 0 ‐0.182 0.0368 24.4 7.83E‐07 6.106238 16.84001 ‐0.06292 0.039086 2.60447 0.106563 0.972395
rs1012231 16923558 G C 0.724996 0.7208 0.944779 40424 0 0.0227 0.0197 1.32 0.25 0.60206 16.92356 ‐0.03298 0.020421 2.60412 0.106586 0.972299
rs391551 17059999 G A 0.450184 0.457346 0.993035 40424 0 0.00876 0.0176 0.249 0.618 0.209012 17.06 ‐0.02879 0.017849 2.60385 0.106605 0.972225
rs431342 17060014 G T 0.450186 0.45735 0.993062 40424 0 0.00908 0.0176 0.267 0.605 0.218245 17.06001 ‐0.02879 0.017849 2.60248 0.106697 0.971849
rs2492870 17058576 T C 0.448941 0.455982 0.999961 40424 1 0.00861 0.0176 0.241 0.624 0.204815 17.05858 ‐0.0288 0.017857 2.6017 0.106749 0.971636
rs368289 17060182 C T 0.450182 0.45735 0.993251 40424 0 0.0088 0.0176 0.251 0.616 0.210419 17.06018 ‐0.02877 0.017848 2.59895 0.106935 0.970882
rs420115 17060680 A G 0.450148 0.457315 0.993378 40424 0 0.00885 0.0176 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.06068 ‐0.02876 0.017848 2.59709 0.10706 0.970372
rs435831 17061349 T C 0.450123 0.457289 0.993218 40424 0 0.00789 0.0176 0.201 0.654 0.184422 17.06135 ‐0.02875 0.017849 2.59656 0.107096 0.970227
rs441761 17061509 C T 0.450117 0.457284 0.993181 40424 0 0.00884 0.0176 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.06151 ‐0.02875 0.017849 2.59596 0.107137 0.970063
rs389432 17060965 A G 0.450139 0.457308 0.993321 40424 0 0.00868 0.0176 0.244 0.621 0.206908 17.06096 ‐0.02875 0.017849 2.59499 0.107202 0.969797
rs447681 17060444 C T 0.450166 0.457338 0.993225 40424 0 0.00885 0.0176 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.06044 ‐0.02874 0.017848 2.59447 0.107237 0.969654
rs1617737 17058084 T A 0.450642 0.457824 0.991703 40424 0 0.00927 0.0176 0.278 0.598 0.223299 17.05808 ‐0.02873 0.017847 2.59204 0.107402 0.968988
rs1096264 16849604 G A 0.333945 0.307037 0.978318 40424 0 ‐0.158 0.0188 70.6 4.44E‐17 16.35262 16.8496 ‐0.03775 0.023465 2.59059 0.1075 0.96859
rs1131336 16882340 G C 0.01613 0.017466 0.512104 40424 0 0.14 0.108 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.88234 0.15458 0.095436 2.58883 0.10762 0.968108
rs1685301 17058212 G A 0.4485 0.455557 0.99826 40424 1 0.00765 0.0176 0.189 0.664 0.177832 17.05821 ‐0.02874 0.017873 2.58773 0.107695 0.967806
rs425455 17061693 T C 0.449697 0.45686 0.994654 40424 0 0.0112 0.0177 0.401 0.526 0.279014 17.06169 ‐0.02871 0.017853 2.5875 0.10771 0.967743
rs1617507 17057994 C T 0.450706 0.457899 0.991315 40424 0 0.00859 0.0176 0.239 0.625 0.20412 17.05799 ‐0.02869 0.017847 2.58579 0.107827 0.967274
rs914050 17062915 G A 0.448999 0.456125 0.999876 40424 1 0.00873 0.0176 0.247 0.619 0.208309 17.06292 ‐0.0287 0.017857 2.58427 0.10793 0.966857
rs423395 17062223 G A 0.449741 0.456913 0.99464 40424 0 0.00891 0.0176 0.257 0.612 0.213249 17.06222 ‐0.02869 0.017855 2.58384 0.10796 0.966739
rs1255591 16491931 C T 0.038761 0.03678 0.448227 40424 0 ‐0.142 0.0578 6.01 0.0142 1.847712 16.49193 ‐0.11232 0.070286 2.58381 0.107962 0.966731
rs2019125 16573233 AAAC A 0.069261 0.068962 0.43364 40424 0 ‐0.08305 0.053575 2.42298 0.119567 0.922388 16.57323 ‐0.08578 0.053625 2.58052 0.108186 0.965828
rs450371 17057919 C T 0.450761 0.457967 0.991057 40424 0 0.0086 0.0176 0.24 0.624 0.204815 17.05792 ‐0.02865 0.017846 2.57841 0.10833 0.96525
rs1096284 17058920 A T 0.449379 0.456528 0.991436 40424 0 0.00905 0.0176 0.264 0.608 0.216096 17.05892 ‐0.02867 0.017859 2.5775 0.108393 0.965
rs1167730 16610653 T A 0.011323 0.009999 0.426792 40424 0 ‐0.173 0.108 2.56 0.11 0.958607 16.61065 ‐0.21785 0.137637 2.57678 0.108442 0.964802
rs390114 17057903 G A 0.450772 0.457981 0.99101 40424 0 0.00861 0.0176 0.24 0.624 0.204815 17.0579 ‐0.02864 0.017846 2.57658 0.108456 0.964747
rs1268415 17017674 T C 0.093866 0.079406 0.979361 40424 0 ‐0.14 0.0315 19.6 9.55E‐06 5.019997 17.01767 ‐0.05233 0.032705 2.5748 0.108578 0.964259
rs3936215 16816755 C T 0.525846 0.509715 0.655143 40424 0 ‐0.0736 0.0204 13 0.000309 3.510041 16.81676 ‐0.03535 0.022026 2.57477 0.10858 0.964251
rs2000051 16573234 AAC A 0.069714 0.069422 0.431812 40424 0 ‐0.08358 0.053526 2.45904 0.11685 0.932371 16.57323 ‐0.0856 0.053571 2.57477 0.10858 0.964251
rs1237676 16987837 T C 0.111382 0.096312 0.907906 40424 0 ‐0.119 0.0299 15.8 7.16E‐05 4.145087 16.98784 ‐0.04976 0.031105 2.57273 0.10872 0.963691
rs366565 17063703 T C 0.449044 0.45616 0.999906 40424 1 0.00899 0.0176 0.262 0.609 0.215383 17.0637 ‐0.02863 0.01786 2.57137 0.108814 0.963317
rs1096285 17076367 C T 0.194023 0.196692 0.897076 40424 0 ‐0.0132 0.0228 0.333 0.564 0.248721 17.07637 ‐0.03718 0.02323 2.56917 0.108965 0.962713
rs1081071 17062685 T C 0.448965 0.456078 0.999889 40424 1 0.00903 0.0176 0.264 0.607 0.216811 17.06269 ‐0.02859 0.017858 2.56335 0.109367 0.961115
rs1114303 16609335 G T 0.011247 0.009929 0.429457 40424 0 ‐0.173 0.108 2.58 0.108 0.966576 16.60933 ‐0.21719 0.137634 2.561 0.109529 0.96047
rs1416620 17055898 C CT 0.439024 0.446217 0.983681 40424 0 0.012426 0.017668 0.49449 0.481931 0.317015 17.0559 ‐0.02879 0.018012 2.55633 0.109853 0.959187
rs1096263 16833797 T C 0.546604 0.530734 0.645147 40424 0 ‐0.0715 0.0206 12 0.000524 3.280669 16.8338 ‐0.03547 0.022183 2.55578 0.109892 0.959036
rs1406482 17056846 TAATC T 0.45036 0.45754 0.98878 40424 0 0.008461 0.017584 0.231485 0.630425 0.200367 17.05685 ‐0.02851 0.017871 2.54609 0.110568 0.956372
rs1128601 17076974 C A 0.193989 0.196744 0.894179 40424 0 ‐0.012 0.0228 0.279 0.598 0.223299 17.07697 ‐0.03703 0.023253 2.54337 0.110758 0.955624
rs2450534 17059179 G A 0.449016 0.456154 0.990678 40424 0 0.00847 0.0176 0.233 0.629 0.201349 17.05918 ‐0.02844 0.017854 2.53874 0.111083 0.954351
rs1394192 17058196 AAAG A 0.449598 0.456807 0.991304 40424 0 0.008491 0.017573 0.233427 0.628994 0.201353 17.0582 ‐0.02845 0.017859 2.53814 0.111126 0.954186
rs1129950 16905628 TA T 0.078901 0.090577 0.805428 40424 0 0.121355 0.034349 12.3492 0.000441 3.355389 16.90563 0.055555 0.034804 2.53623 0.11126 0.95366
rs1340821 16725034 T C 0.113542 0.117983 0.77026 40424 0 0.0189 0.029 0.423 0.515 0.288193 16.72503 0.049541 0.03104 2.53611 0.111269 0.953627
rs7652171 16451601 C T 0.016807 0.016623 0.371388 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.0934 2.33 0.127 0.896196 16.4516 ‐0.1797 0.113656 2.53423 0.111401 0.95311
rs1906424 17258540 G A 0.240761 0.23988 0.804721 40424 0 ‐0.0234 0.0224 1.09 0.296 0.528708 17.25854 ‐0.03628 0.022832 2.53154 0.111591 0.95237
rs7030293 16493836 T C 0.64887 0.643937 0.385488 40424 0 ‐0.0318 0.0232 1.88 0.171 0.767004 16.49384 ‐0.0469 0.029491 2.52672 0.111933 0.951043
rs1081059 16722304 C T 0.281386 0.291668 0.744934 40424 0 0.027 0.0215 1.57 0.21 0.677781 16.7223 0.035546 0.022352 2.52455 0.112087 0.950446
rs7968983 17278146 C T 0.014497 0.011113 0.869661 40424 0 ‐0.25 0.0801 9.73 0.00181 2.742321 17.27815 ‐0.13856 0.088129 2.52146 0.112307 0.949595
rs7658711 16622701 C G 0.01158 0.010249 0.414333 40424 0 ‐0.197 0.109 3.26 0.0709 1.149354 16.6227 ‐0.21607 0.138045 2.51824 0.112536 0.948708
rs1329581 16673182 C T 0.595385 0.583277 0.794936 40424 0 ‐0.0275 0.0194 2.02 0.155 0.809668 16.67318 ‐0.03157 0.019885 2.51804 0.11255 0.948653
rs1408364 16607435 C T 0.011212 0.009905 0.431105 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.109 2.91 0.0881 1.055024 16.60744 ‐0.21509 0.137449 2.51777 0.11257 0.948579
rs1096278 16976885 C T 0.039408 0.042559 0.920261 40424 0 0.09 0.0402 5 0.0253 1.596879 16.97688 0.072763 0.04569 2.51627 0.112677 0.948165
rs6475094 16913616 G A 0.32056 0.276573 0.984362 40424 0 ‐0.235 0.0193 147 6.24E‐34 33.20481 16.91362 0.663682 0.425682 2.51541 0.112738 0.947929
rs943748 16567095 A G 0.025451 0.023816 0.407885 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0711 2.54 0.111 0.954677 16.56709 ‐0.14425 0.091712 2.51396 0.112842 0.947529
rs391486 17061612 G C 0.448988 0.45616 0.990917 40424 0 0.00808 0.0176 0.211 0.646 0.189768 17.06161 ‐0.0283 0.017854 2.51278 0.112927 0.947204
rs1096294 17252006 C A 0.384499 0.38009 0.856886 40424 0 ‐0.0448 0.0191 5.51 0.0189 1.723538 17.25201 ‐0.03104 0.019594 2.51216 0.112971 0.947033
rs3515464 17038452 A AT 0.07757 0.081573 0.942546 40424 0 0.028266 0.032947 0.733814 0.39165 0.407102 17.03845 0.052569 0.033104 2.50772 0.11329 0.94581
rs4961718 16446156 A C 0.468806 0.463242 0.88062 40424 0 ‐0.0229 0.0181 1.61 0.205 0.688246 16.44616 ‐0.02956 0.018671 2.50696 0.113344 0.9456
rs7035471 16498584 C T 0.015057 0.013472 0.394205 40424 0 ‐0.189 0.0938 4.07 0.0436 1.360513 16.49858 ‐0.1926 0.123009 2.5057 0.113435 0.945253
rs5988272 16891685 G A 0.026289 0.02471 0.916312 40424 0 ‐0.0944 0.0557 2.87 0.0904 1.043832 16.89169 0.095764 0.060165 2.50528 0.113465 0.945137
rs263549 17123284 C T 0.172616 0.173721 0.928775 40424 0 ‐0.0325 0.0237 1.87 0.171 0.767004 17.12328 ‐0.03778 0.023917 2.50316 0.113618 0.944552
rs1448743 16656342 T C 0.020405 0.019 0.375753 40424 0 ‐0.141 0.0839 2.81 0.0937 1.02826 16.65634 ‐0.16819 0.107389 2.50047 0.113812 0.943811
rs1044819 17154345 A T 0.217499 0.216242 0.858857 40424 0 ‐0.0438 0.0224 3.82 0.0507 1.294992 17.15434 ‐0.03612 0.022886 2.49762 0.114019 0.943025
rs1685302 17058232 A G 0.448055 0.45518 0.989262 40424 0 0.00851 0.0176 0.235 0.628 0.20204 17.05823 ‐0.02824 0.017876 2.49747 0.114029 0.942983
rs7856477 16602654 G A 0.072077 0.072032 0.448068 40424 0 ‐0.0438 0.0443 0.975 0.324 0.489455 16.60265 ‐0.08125 0.051643 2.49575 0.114154 0.942509
rs7865470 16766002 T G 0.768277 0.76622 0.389398 40424 0 ‐0.0191 0.0265 0.518 0.472 0.326058 16.766 ‐0.05271 0.033321 2.49476 0.114226 0.942236
rs4292793 16428812 T C 0.863023 0.861195 0.512747 40424 0 ‐0.028 0.029 0.936 0.333 0.477556 16.42881 ‐0.05537 0.034992 2.49435 0.114256 0.942123
rs1485980 17072996 G A 0.189055 0.19113 0.895921 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0236 0.19 0.663 0.178487 17.073 ‐0.037 0.023468 2.49298 0.114355 0.941745
rs4961505 16924415 A C 0.724542 0.719119 0.976886 40424 0 0.0203 0.0195 1.09 0.297 0.527244 16.92442 ‐0.03165 0.020028 2.49273 0.114373 0.941676
rs1774045 16669394 A C 0.030961 0.034429 0.47869 40424 0 0.195 0.0583 11.2 0.000801 3.096368 16.66939 0.110875 0.069921 2.49204 0.114423 0.941485
rs4072453 16816211 A G 0.254428 0.264466 0.681743 40424 0 0.0542 0.0229 5.6 0.018 1.744727 16.81621 0.038253 0.024216 2.49048 0.114537 0.941055
rs1073333 16903415 T G 0.88132 0.870701 0.981983 40424 0 ‐0.0494 0.0264 3.51 0.0609 1.215383 16.90342 ‐0.04184 0.02646 2.49032 0.114548 0.941011
rs1329901 16670299 C T 0.734674 0.726114 0.594507 40424 0 ‐0.0256 0.0233 1.2 0.273 0.563837 16.6703 ‐0.04035 0.025575 2.48482 0.11495 0.939493
rs1081059 16689291 C T 0.832446 0.822298 0.697655 40424 0 ‐0.0748 0.0259 8.34 0.00389 2.41005 16.68929 ‐0.04356 0.027596 2.48436 0.114983 0.939366
rs5937289 16447570 C T 0.081804 0.085589 0.850823 40424 0 0.0626 0.0326 3.67 0.0553 1.257275 16.44757 0.053823 0.03413 2.47352 0.115778 0.936373
rs7638266 17078272 C G 0.192688 0.195417 0.88915 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0229 0.202 0.653 0.185087 17.07827 ‐0.03671 0.023379 2.47252 0.115852 0.936096
rs1081063 16795241 T C 0.064268 0.065963 0.647678 40424 0 0.0449 0.0402 1.25 0.263 0.580044 16.79524 0.069931 0.044331 2.47219 0.115876 0.936005
rs7847232 16765987 G A 0.768181 0.766129 0.389346 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0278 0.248 0.618 0.209012 16.76599 ‐0.05244 0.033319 2.46967 0.116062 0.935309
rs371653 17057024 G A 0.44995 0.457224 0.990171 40424 0 0.00951 0.0176 0.293 0.588 0.230623 17.05702 ‐0.02803 0.017858 2.46398 0.116483 0.933736
rs1329764 16467709 T C 0.355517 0.347074 0.800959 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0202 4.51 0.0338 1.471083 16.46771 ‐0.03214 0.020505 2.45994 0.116783 0.93262
rs1096262 16832972 T C 0.546724 0.530902 0.647948 40424 0 ‐0.0708 0.0206 11.8 0.000595 3.225483 16.83297 ‐0.03471 0.022143 2.45613 0.117067 0.931566
rs7854653 16496452 G A 0.016339 0.01479 0.389564 40424 0 ‐0.244 0.0913 7.13 0.00757 2.120904 16.49645 ‐0.18307 0.118094 2.45283 0.117313 0.930653
rs431059 17056969 C T 0.449912 0.457195 0.990211 40424 0 0.00882 0.0176 0.252 0.616 0.210419 17.05697 ‐0.02796 0.017858 2.45204 0.117372 0.930435
rs7599894 16845313 CT C 0.156285 0.142894 0.787842 40424 0 ‐0.17627 0.027727 41.1465 1.41E‐10 9.850055 16.84531 ‐0.04754 0.030406 2.45103 0.117448 0.930155
rs9406673 17289821 G C 0.22584 0.222484 0.711348 40424 0 ‐0.0418 0.0266 2.47 0.116 0.935542 17.28982 ‐0.03908 0.024998 2.45049 0.117488 0.930006
rs7771964 16904903 C T 0.026937 0.02523 0.947735 40424 0 ‐0.0881 0.0557 2.5 0.114 0.943095 16.9049 0.091376 0.058058 2.45007 0.11752 0.92989
rs1862591 16914965 C T 0.025877 0.024094 0.911737 40424 0 ‐0.0871 0.0566 2.37 0.124 0.906578 16.91496 0.09593 0.060957 2.44893 0.117605 0.929574
rs7479580 17184707 G T 0.042468 0.045731 0.7776 40424 0 0.0484 0.0481 1.01 0.315 0.501689 17.18471 0.075291 0.047926 2.44856 0.117633 0.929472
rs425343 17055227 G T 0.446829 0.453999 0.981825 40424 0 0.01 0.0176 0.323 0.57 0.244125 17.05523 ‐0.02807 0.017947 2.44821 0.117659 0.929375
rs5621650 16987919 C T 0.108766 0.093799 0.929179 40424 0 ‐0.12 0.0299 16.2 5.77E‐05 4.238824 16.98792 ‐0.04851 0.031104 2.44517 0.117887 0.928534
rs1128629 16559264 A AT 0.026312 0.024998 0.398248 40424 0 ‐0.19205 0.091253 4.52483 0.033406 1.47617 16.55926 ‐0.14124 0.091023 2.44516 0.117888 0.928531
rs1429619 17261313 T A 0.013783 0.014229 0.353786 40424 0 ‐0.00973 0.0934 0.0108 0.917 0.037631 17.26131 ‐0.19633 0.126425 2.44494 0.117904 0.92847
rs1140590 16914954 C T 0.025875 0.02409 0.91179 40424 0 ‐0.0871 0.0566 2.37 0.124 0.906578 16.91495 0.095846 0.060959 2.4445 0.117938 0.928348
rs6475092 16913473 G A 0.320573 0.276608 0.983969 40424 0 ‐0.233 0.0193 146 1.30E‐33 32.88605 16.91347 0.610662 0.397729 2.43668 0.118527 0.926183
rs1081074 17252284 G T 0.386018 0.381722 0.860943 40424 0 ‐0.0427 0.019 5.03 0.0249 1.603801 17.25228 ‐0.03041 0.019523 2.429 0.119109 0.924056
rs6475093 16913514 G C 0.32057 0.276597 0.984072 40424 0 ‐0.235 0.0193 148 5.90E‐34 33.22915 16.91351 0.621212 0.405275 2.42865 0.119136 0.923959
rs6254362 16934749 C T 0.242586 0.248485 0.963088 40424 0 ‐0.0113 0.0203 0.312 0.576 0.239578 16.93475 0.032451 0.020806 2.42777 0.119202 0.923715
rs1073333 16903446 G A 0.881634 0.871011 0.994689 40424 1 ‐0.0498 0.0263 3.58 0.0584 1.233587 16.90345 ‐0.04121 0.026402 2.4271 0.119253 0.923529
rs1200022 16559261 G A 0.02629 0.024979 0.398483 40424 0 ‐0.0981 0.0704 1.94 0.163 0.787812 16.55926 ‐0.14073 0.091028 2.4271 0.119253 0.923529
rs1012043 16921275 C T 0.730299 0.72597 0.98429 40424 0 0.0141 0.0195 0.52 0.471 0.326979 16.92127 ‐0.03147 0.020186 2.42643 0.119304 0.923344
rs7151327 16875889 C T 0.026709 0.024512 0.79936 40424 0 ‐0.036 0.055 0.429 0.512 0.29073 16.87589 0.101445 0.064816 2.42444 0.119456 0.922792
rs2150090 16734191 G A 0.278046 0.287863 0.773993 40424 0 0.0347 0.0213 2.64 0.104 0.982967 16.73419 0.034287 0.022011 2.42216 0.11963 0.92216
rs8025212 16449776 C A 0.028964 0.029664 0.704175 40424 0 0.0598 0.0557 1.16 0.282 0.549751 16.44978 0.096759 0.061877 2.42136 0.119691 0.921939
rs1051162 16596071 G A 0.068241 0.068121 0.468426 40424 0 ‐0.0299 0.0451 0.439 0.508 0.294136 16.59607 ‐0.08021 0.051762 2.42108 0.119712 0.921861
rs1096281 17014373 A C 0.554519 0.549275 0.997495 40424 1 ‐0.0131 0.0175 0.564 0.453 0.343902 17.01437 ‐0.02737 0.017601 2.41822 0.119931 0.921068
rs404912 17056812 T A 0.44833 0.455632 0.987231 40424 0 0.00961 0.0176 0.3 0.584 0.233587 17.05681 ‐0.02778 0.017877 2.41595 0.120105 0.920439
rs1081057 16571963 C G 0.09641 0.096483 0.442476 40424 0 ‐0.0688 0.0385 3.2 0.0738 1.131944 16.57196 ‐0.07032 0.045406 2.41507 0.120173 0.920195
rs1081072 17125259 G A 0.168441 0.169525 0.9319 40424 0 ‐0.0339 0.0243 1.95 0.163 0.787812 17.12526 ‐0.03736 0.024092 2.41273 0.120352 0.919546
rs386620 17056335 A G 0.449853 0.457198 0.989441 40424 0 0.00959 0.0176 0.298 0.585 0.232844 17.05634 ‐0.02773 0.017861 2.41191 0.120415 0.919318
rs383580 17056511 A C 0.449743 0.457073 0.989544 40424 0 0.00959 0.0176 0.298 0.585 0.232844 17.05651 ‐0.02773 0.017861 2.41066 0.120512 0.918971
rs1505145 17055910 GT G 0.449661 0.457019 0.988977 40424 0 0.009227 0.017579 0.275501 0.599665 0.222091 17.05591 ‐0.02772 0.017866 2.40855 0.120674 0.918386
rs1081072 17114935 C T 0.167573 0.169641 0.930443 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0239 1.02 0.312 0.505845 17.11493 ‐0.03736 0.024119 2.40712 0.120784 0.917989
rs263585 17041557 A G 0.077004 0.081443 0.999984 40424 1 0.0283 0.0321 0.777 0.378 0.422508 17.04156 0.050217 0.032282 2.40699 0.120794 0.917953
rs452396 17056226 T G 0.449815 0.457172 0.989293 40424 0 0.00961 0.0176 0.299 0.584 0.233587 17.05623 ‐0.0277 0.017862 2.40634 0.120845 0.917773
chr916928 16928032 G GA 0.760426 0.755558 0.95383 40424 0 0.012071 0.020697 0.340438 0.559577 0.252141 16.92803 ‐0.03269 0.021054 2.40614 0.12086 0.917717
rs1096258 16773966 T G 0.020897 0.022654 0.610225 40424 0 0.11 0.0629 3.07 0.0796 1.099087 16.77397 0.118252 0.075823 2.40437 0.120997 0.917226
rs388786 17056200 A G 0.449813 0.457174 0.989286 40424 0 0.0096 0.0176 0.299 0.585 0.232844 17.0562 ‐0.02769 0.017862 2.40418 0.121012 0.917173
rs1096248 16549836 T C 0.045387 0.047569 0.460094 40424 0 0.0244 0.0517 0.222 0.637 0.195861 16.54984 0.095081 0.061055 2.40367 0.121051 0.917032
rs1479240 16914711 C G 0.025798 0.023998 0.914191 40424 0 ‐0.0865 0.0566 2.34 0.126 0.89963 16.91471 0.094985 0.060967 2.40037 0.121307 0.916116
rs1399806 16627429 AGTT A 0.033884 0.037511 0.665261 40424 0 0.130635 0.057156 5.1628 0.023076 1.636846 16.62743 0.089115 0.057328 2.39763 0.121519 0.915355
rs391156 17056023 C T 0.449764 0.45714 0.989212 40424 0 0.0096 0.0176 0.299 0.585 0.232844 17.05602 ‐0.02765 0.017862 2.39751 0.121529 0.915322
rs7454382 16506955 A G 0.015082 0.013484 0.398826 40424 0 ‐0.187 0.0908 4.23 0.0397 1.401209 16.50695 ‐0.18756 0.12245 2.39739 0.121538 0.915288
rs3429629 16852707 C T 0.042356 0.04025 0.977436 40424 1 ‐0.0639 0.0442 2.08 0.149 0.826814 16.85271 0.071559 0.04605 2.39593 0.121651 0.914883
rs1444981 16907041 C T 0.026635 0.024888 0.957563 40424 0 ‐0.0862 0.0557 2.39 0.122 0.91364 16.90704 0.090633 0.058246 2.39512 0.121714 0.914658
rs2005023 16907035 G GAT 0.026636 0.024888 0.957522 40424 0 ‐0.09075 0.056209 2.63929 0.10425 0.981924 16.90704 0.090626 0.058247 2.39465 0.121751 0.914528
rs1096249 16570116 T C 0.054053 0.056616 0.448586 40424 0 0.0511 0.0487 1.1 0.293 0.533132 16.57012 0.08875 0.057142 2.39281 0.121894 0.914017
rs1081073 17246782 T C 0.395693 0.392227 0.839875 40424 0 ‐0.0502 0.0192 6.83 0.00894 2.048662 17.24678 ‐0.03042 0.019675 2.39276 0.121898 0.914003
c9_pos170 17022219 C T 0.374473 0.364584 0.997129 40424 1 ‐0.00808 0.0184 0.193 0.66 0.180456 17.02222 ‐0.02811 0.018181 2.39265 0.121907 0.913972
rs3936216 16816655 G A 0.529628 0.513798 0.646321 40424 0 ‐0.0751 0.0205 13.4 0.000247 3.607303 16.81665 ‐0.03433 0.022201 2.39111 0.122027 0.913544
rs1081067 16923257 T C 0.704718 0.698664 0.910738 40424 0 0.0265 0.0196 1.82 0.177 0.752027 16.92326 ‐0.03142 0.020323 2.38658 0.122381 0.912286
rs6731264 16928031 A AG 0.76076 0.755965 0.955472 40424 0 0.012337 0.020691 0.355841 0.550825 0.258986 16.92803 ‐0.03255 0.021049 2.38656 0.122383 0.91228
rs1442935 16497937 C A 0.016295 0.014747 0.389602 40424 0 ‐0.237 0.0932 6.44 0.0111 1.954677 16.49794 ‐0.18099 0.118376 2.3856 0.122458 0.912013
rs389733 17056442 A C 0.448536 0.45611 0.985937 40424 0 0.00937 0.0176 0.284 0.594 0.226214 17.05644 ‐0.02763 0.017899 2.38345 0.122627 0.911416
rs7696563 16554288 C T 0.023062 0.021704 0.419511 40424 0 ‐0.139 0.0781 3.17 0.075 1.124939 16.55429 ‐0.14517 0.094827 2.38311 0.122653 0.911321
rs263555 17125269 T A 0.171335 0.172765 0.925812 40424 0 ‐0.0325 0.0243 1.79 0.181 0.742321 17.12527 ‐0.03702 0.024026 2.38226 0.12272 0.911085
rs1237828 16720420 G C 0.064696 0.063431 0.259149 40424 0 ‐0.0722 0.0525 1.89 0.169 0.772113 16.72042 ‐0.10816 0.070402 2.37893 0.122982 0.910159
rs7872943 16557868 T G 0.028505 0.027214 0.381815 40424 0 ‐0.0934 0.0685 1.86 0.172 0.764472 16.55787 ‐0.13651 0.089162 2.37822 0.123038 0.909962
rs1081072 17125262 A G 0.168945 0.170158 0.931381 40424 0 ‐0.0332 0.0243 1.86 0.172 0.764472 17.12526 ‐0.03706 0.024071 2.37818 0.123041 0.909951
rs7864936 16845510 G A 0.661068 0.661823 0.646514 40424 0 0.0419 0.0213 3.88 0.0489 1.310691 16.84551 ‐0.03647 0.023643 2.37661 0.123165 0.909514
rs1200229 16559255 T A 0.026232 0.024935 0.398786 40424 0 ‐0.0961 0.0704 1.86 0.172 0.764472 16.55926 ‐0.13926 0.091067 2.37447 0.123333 0.908919
rs390228 17055776 C G 0.449701 0.457131 0.98928 40424 0 0.00972 0.0176 0.306 0.58 0.236572 17.05578 ‐0.02749 0.017863 2.36869 0.123791 0.907311
rs1133236 17122810 G A 0.131381 0.131218 0.763721 40424 0 ‐0.0241 0.0277 0.758 0.384 0.415669 17.12281 ‐0.04549 0.029662 2.36171 0.124346 0.905369
rs1132690 17122796 G A 0.13138 0.131217 0.763724 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0276 0.767 0.381 0.419075 17.1228 ‐0.04549 0.029662 2.36095 0.124406 0.905157
rs1424181 16662733 AAAAAT A 0.02652 0.027408 0.492757 40424 0 ‐0.03679 0.077258 0.22762 0.633294 0.198395 16.66273 ‐0.1187 0.077765 2.35844 0.124607 0.904458
rs7341940 16562605 T A 0.026503 0.025178 0.396604 40424 0 ‐0.0865 0.0702 1.52 0.217 0.66354 16.5626 ‐0.13846 0.09087 2.35726 0.124701 0.90413
rs378407 17055536 C T 0.449633 0.45709 0.989529 40424 0 0.00972 0.0176 0.306 0.58 0.236572 17.05554 ‐0.02741 0.017863 2.3559 0.12481 0.903751
rs7861969 16561747 A T 0.026501 0.025176 0.396641 40424 0 ‐0.0866 0.0701 1.53 0.217 0.66354 16.56175 ‐0.13841 0.090867 2.35552 0.12484 0.903645
rs7847768 16561297 T A 0.0265 0.025175 0.39666 40424 0 ‐0.0867 0.0701 1.53 0.217 0.66354 16.5613 ‐0.13839 0.090866 2.35515 0.12487 0.903542
rs1081067 16923857 C T 0.73184 0.727722 0.979199 40424 0 0.0235 0.0196 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.92386 ‐0.03111 0.020256 2.35498 0.124884 0.903495
rs1122588 16561098 A G 0.0265 0.025174 0.396662 40424 0 ‐0.0867 0.0701 1.53 0.216 0.665546 16.5611 ‐0.13838 0.090865 2.35482 0.124896 0.90345
rs1452968 17211883 C T 0.022163 0.0245 0.370963 40424 0 0.00625 0.0566 0.0122 0.912 0.040005 17.21188 0.144971 0.093965 2.35427 0.12494 0.903297
rs1135207 16560993 T TG 0.0265 0.025174 0.396664 40424 0 ‐0.18954 0.0911 4.42125 0.035494 1.449845 16.56099 ‐0.13836 0.090865 2.35399 0.124963 0.903219
rs1170270 17176599 A G 0.020397 0.017805 0.793509 40424 0 ‐0.124 0.0639 3.74 0.0532 1.274088 17.1766 ‐0.11149 0.073235 2.35125 0.125183 0.902456
rs263653 17010445 A G 0.551129 0.546793 0.997939 40424 1 ‐0.0121 0.0175 0.477 0.49 0.309804 17.01044 ‐0.02695 0.017579 2.35005 0.125279 0.902122
rs1152854 16607697 T A 0.012383 0.011387 0.40436 40424 0 ‐0.162 0.101 2.56 0.109 0.962574 16.6077 ‐0.20226 0.133642 2.34898 0.125365 0.901824
rs1413040 16907425 C T 0.026683 0.024915 0.951863 40424 0 ‐0.0682 0.0536 1.62 0.203 0.692504 16.90742 0.089918 0.058375 2.34731 0.125499 0.901358
rs1001300 16925830 C T 0.724334 0.719143 0.976205 40424 0 0.0209 0.0195 1.16 0.282 0.549751 16.92583 ‐0.0307 0.020021 2.34709 0.125517 0.901297
rs1406321 17213025 C A 0.020268 0.017673 0.795127 40424 0 ‐0.128 0.0604 4.5 0.034 1.468521 17.21302 ‐0.11162 0.073435 2.34422 0.125749 0.900497
rs263651 17011872 G A 0.550154 0.546047 0.999847 40424 1 ‐0.0115 0.0175 0.43 0.512 0.29073 17.01187 ‐0.02693 0.017586 2.34381 0.125782 0.900383
rs7857751 16560638 A T 0.026469 0.02515 0.396819 40424 0 ‐0.091 0.0702 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.56064 ‐0.13807 0.09089 2.34284 0.12586 0.900113
rs7029578 16560269 A G 0.026468 0.02515 0.396841 40424 0 ‐0.0911 0.0702 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.56027 ‐0.13801 0.090887 2.34085 0.126021 0.899558
rs7018594 16559836 G A 0.026467 0.025149 0.396869 40424 0 ‐0.091 0.0702 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.55984 ‐0.138 0.090884 2.34083 0.126022 0.899552
rs1075683 16926091 T C 0.7247 0.71955 0.974745 40424 0 0.0178 0.0195 0.841 0.359 0.444906 16.92609 ‐0.03068 0.020039 2.34064 0.126038 0.899499
rs7132787 16923822 A AG 0.72562 0.720309 0.977498 40424 0 0.021439 0.019548 1.20449 0.272426 0.564751 16.92382 ‐0.03067 0.02004 2.33877 0.126189 0.898978
rs2151290 17247384 A G 0.39756 0.394185 0.844586 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0191 6.28 0.0122 1.91364 17.24738 ‐0.02992 0.019591 2.33508 0.126489 0.897949
rs1168655 16874940 T A 0.015765 0.016444 0.853471 40424 0 ‐0.0904 0.0703 1.65 0.198 0.703335 16.87494 0.117357 0.076375 2.33298 0.126659 0.897363
rs425003 17055361 A C 0.449517 0.457016 0.989679 40424 0 0.00997 0.0176 0.322 0.57 0.244125 17.05536 ‐0.02725 0.017864 2.32772 0.127088 0.895896
rs5687370 16519556 T C 0.015214 0.013649 0.410794 40424 0 ‐0.222 0.093 5.69 0.0171 1.767004 16.51956 ‐0.18057 0.119616 2.32668 0.127173 0.895606
rs1896901 17011766 G T 0.015001 0.01167 0.910025 40424 0 ‐0.239 0.0783 9.27 0.00233 2.632644 17.01177 ‐0.12704 0.084054 2.32633 0.127202 0.895508
rs263551 17123583 A G 0.170951 0.172343 0.935626 40424 0 ‐0.0298 0.0238 1.57 0.21 0.677781 17.12358 ‐0.03641 0.023913 2.32604 0.127225 0.895427
rs5701457 16514918 T C 0.014903 0.013257 0.409007 40424 0 ‐0.221 0.0939 5.54 0.0186 1.730487 16.51492 ‐0.18392 0.121911 2.32562 0.12726 0.89531
rs4961516 16971657 G A 0.576851 0.572287 0.985991 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0177 0.53 0.467 0.330683 16.97166 ‐0.02727 0.017889 2.32267 0.127501 0.894486
rs263552 17123715 T C 0.170947 0.172342 0.935517 40424 0 ‐0.0298 0.0238 1.57 0.21 0.677781 17.12371 ‐0.03638 0.023914 2.32244 0.12752 0.894422
rs7921645 17200351 T G 0.04009 0.04286 0.773497 40424 0 0.0299 0.0507 0.347 0.556 0.254925 17.20035 0.07588 0.049597 2.32184 0.127569 0.894255
rs263553 17123956 C T 0.170937 0.172341 0.935294 40424 0 ‐0.0297 0.0238 1.57 0.211 0.675718 17.12396 ‐0.03634 0.023917 2.3168 0.127983 0.892848
rs1693507 16795790 A C 0.065331 0.067027 0.660244 40424 0 0.044 0.04 1.21 0.272 0.565431 16.79579 0.066561 0.043653 2.31022 0.128526 0.89101
rs7019539 16966188 G A 0.693198 0.685941 0.972537 40424 0 ‐0.038 0.0191 3.97 0.0463 1.334419 16.96619 ‐0.02917 0.019179 2.30949 0.128586 0.890806
rs263550 17123518 C A 0.171395 0.172991 0.936382 40424 0 ‐0.0298 0.0237 1.57 0.21 0.677781 17.12352 ‐0.03623 0.023884 2.30846 0.128672 0.890518
rs7042891 16989246 G A 0.297823 0.288965 0.987259 40424 1 ‐0.0665 0.0194 11.8 0.000598 3.223299 16.98925 ‐0.02984 0.019665 2.30651 0.128833 0.889973
rs1337398 16706025 C G 0.938316 0.934189 0.701304 40424 0 ‐0.0962 0.0397 5.88 0.0153 1.815309 16.70602 ‐0.06461 0.042432 2.30428 0.129018 0.88935
rs654521 17271858 A G 0.384906 0.380901 0.868227 40424 0 ‐0.0446 0.0191 5.47 0.0194 1.712198 17.27186 ‐0.02948 0.019442 2.3019 0.129216 0.888684
rs7046103 16965579 A G 0.69426 0.687274 0.974333 40424 0 ‐0.0369 0.0191 3.75 0.0529 1.276544 16.96558 ‐0.0291 0.019175 2.30045 0.129337 0.888279
chr916660 16660851 G GT 0.216444 0.212998 0.432505 40424 0 ‐0.01038 0.032388 0.102767 0.748534 0.125788 16.66085 ‐0.04928 0.032542 2.29916 0.129444 0.887918
rs2481553 17066507 T C 0.454405 0.461254 0.989047 40424 0 0.00782 0.0176 0.197 0.657 0.182435 17.06651 ‐0.02703 0.017833 2.29781 0.129557 0.887541
rs2254193 16801850 A C 0.066369 0.069079 0.762929 40424 0 0.108 0.0354 9.35 0.00223 2.651695 16.80185 0.060858 0.040051 2.29536 0.129761 0.886855
rs7677516 16566839 T A 0.021892 0.020239 0.434152 40424 0 ‐0.157 0.0764 4.19 0.0406 1.391474 16.56684 ‐0.14417 0.095992 2.29393 0.129881 0.886455
rs1411430 16733659 T C 0.278059 0.287713 0.773026 40424 0 0.0318 0.0213 2.23 0.135 0.869666 16.73366 0.033368 0.022022 2.29195 0.130046 0.885902
rs7545954 17180529 A G 0.043426 0.046733 0.771155 40424 0 0.0494 0.0479 1.07 0.302 0.519993 17.18053 0.072337 0.047605 2.29159 0.130077 0.885801
rs6475079 16779009 A G 0.922614 0.919234 0.790261 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.034 9.7 0.00184 2.735182 16.77901 ‐0.05554 0.036596 2.29142 0.130091 0.885753
rs263554 17124879 G A 0.170899 0.172336 0.934393 40424 0 ‐0.0294 0.0238 1.53 0.217 0.66354 17.12488 ‐0.03616 0.023927 2.29074 0.130148 0.885563
rs2840290 16733957 A G 0.278051 0.287706 0.773068 40424 0 0.0318 0.0213 2.23 0.136 0.866461 16.73396 0.033353 0.022022 2.28994 0.130215 0.885339
rs380977 17054608 T C 0.448906 0.456417 0.999149 40424 1 0.0106 0.0176 0.367 0.545 0.263604 17.05461 ‐0.02702 0.017862 2.2892 0.130277 0.885132
rs7875708 16707743 A G 0.942722 0.938815 0.732056 40424 0 ‐0.0953 0.0392 5.9 0.0151 1.821023 16.70774 ‐0.0652 0.042969 2.28808 0.130371 0.884819
rs7437522 16564264 T C 0.023221 0.021869 0.416557 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0746 2.2 0.138 0.860121 16.56426 ‐0.14222 0.094829 2.28632 0.130519 0.884326
rs1473015 16567331 TTTAAC T 0.021864 0.020217 0.434485 40424 0 ‐0.182 0.096187 3.65798 0.055801 1.253356 16.56733 ‐0.14392 0.096011 2.28498 0.130632 0.883951
rs1096255 16736077 C T 0.273444 0.282693 0.764834 40424 0 0.0328 0.022 2.22 0.136 0.866461 16.73608 0.033721 0.022292 2.28417 0.1307 0.883724
rs7341996 16736498 G C 0.273437 0.282684 0.764841 40424 0 0.0327 0.0217 2.28 0.131 0.882729 16.7365 0.033715 0.022292 2.28336 0.130768 0.883498
rs7722472 16560046 G T 0.023194 0.021846 0.416934 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0734 2.3 0.129 0.88941 16.56005 ‐0.14209 0.094823 2.28238 0.130851 0.883223
rs7767504 16560284 G C 0.023194 0.021846 0.41693 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0734 2.3 0.13 0.886057 16.56028 ‐0.14209 0.094824 2.2823 0.130858 0.883201
rs2009791 17192151 GTATT G 0.020371 0.017785 0.792399 40424 0 ‐0.16151 0.073015 4.99802 0.025376 1.595571 17.19215 ‐0.11001 0.07335 2.2818 0.1309 0.883061
rs7930780 16560822 T C 0.023195 0.021848 0.416904 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0735 2.3 0.13 0.886057 16.56082 ‐0.14207 0.094825 2.28162 0.130915 0.88301
rs448271 17064276 A G 0.454631 0.461451 0.989754 40424 0 0.00893 0.0175 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06428 ‐0.02692 0.017828 2.28037 0.131021 0.88266
rs417959 17064245 T C 0.454631 0.461451 0.989755 40424 0 0.00893 0.0175 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06425 ‐0.02692 0.017828 2.28037 0.131021 0.88266
rs442696 17064226 T A 0.454631 0.46145 0.989756 40424 0 0.00893 0.0175 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06423 ‐0.02692 0.017828 2.28032 0.131025 0.882646
rs442431 17064431 T C 0.454632 0.461452 0.989747 40424 0 0.00893 0.0175 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06443 ‐0.02692 0.017828 2.28019 0.131036 0.88261
rs1096269 16917676 A G 0.17649 0.158896 0.944932 40424 1 ‐0.13 0.0241 29.3 6.34E‐08 7.197911 16.91768 ‐0.0387 0.025665 2.27983 0.131066 0.882509
rs1081067 16923235 A G 0.711934 0.707184 0.909806 40424 0 0.0178 0.0197 0.816 0.366 0.436519 16.92323 ‐0.03107 0.020558 2.27974 0.131074 0.882484
rs399430 17065442 A G 0.454636 0.461456 0.989707 40424 0 0.00893 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06544 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27945 0.131098 0.882403
rs500581 17067110 G A 0.454643 0.461462 0.989636 40424 0 0.00878 0.0176 0.25 0.617 0.209715 17.06711 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27931 0.13111 0.882364
rs503467 17067069 G A 0.454643 0.461462 0.989638 40424 0 0.00872 0.0176 0.247 0.619 0.208309 17.06707 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27911 0.131127 0.882308
rs426761 17065817 T C 0.454638 0.461457 0.989692 40424 0 0.00893 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06582 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27906 0.131131 0.882294
rs1948107 17067233 C T 0.454644 0.461462 0.989631 40424 0 0.00858 0.0176 0.239 0.625 0.20412 17.06723 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27903 0.131134 0.882285
rs428654 17066816 G A 0.454642 0.461461 0.98965 40424 0 0.00858 0.0176 0.239 0.625 0.20412 17.06682 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27899 0.131137 0.882274
rs400582 17067851 G A 0.454641 0.461459 0.989583 40424 0 0.00817 0.0176 0.215 0.643 0.191789 17.06785 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27895 0.131141 0.882263
rs400972 17066609 G A 0.454641 0.46146 0.989658 40424 0 0.00858 0.0176 0.239 0.625 0.20412 17.06661 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27894 0.131142 0.88226
rs2815194 17066061 T C 0.454639 0.461458 0.989681 40424 0 0.00893 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06606 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27878 0.131155 0.882215
rs387903 17066568 T C 0.454641 0.46146 0.98966 40424 0 0.00858 0.0176 0.239 0.625 0.20412 17.06657 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27872 0.13116 0.882198
rs1948108 17067330 G A 0.454644 0.461463 0.989626 40424 0 0.00432 0.0176 0.0601 0.806 0.093665 17.06733 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.2787 0.131162 0.882193
rs453801 17067519 T A 0.454645 0.461463 0.989617 40424 0 0.00894 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06752 ‐0.02691 0.017828 2.27863 0.131168 0.882173
rs412190 17067933 T G 0.454647 0.461466 0.9896 40424 0 0.011 0.0176 0.392 0.531 0.274906 17.06793 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27794 0.131226 0.88198
rs1725365 17068553 G A 0.45465 0.461469 0.989572 40424 0 0.00889 0.0176 0.257 0.613 0.21254 17.06855 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27737 0.131274 0.88182
rs436873 17068501 A G 0.45465 0.461469 0.989574 40424 0 0.00889 0.0176 0.257 0.612 0.213249 17.0685 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27725 0.131285 0.881787
rs448576 17068159 A G 0.454648 0.461467 0.98959 40424 0 0.00894 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06816 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27714 0.131294 0.881756
rs378128 17068412 G A 0.454649 0.461468 0.989579 40424 0 0.00889 0.0176 0.257 0.613 0.21254 17.06841 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27709 0.131298 0.881742
rs369822 17068803 A G 0.454651 0.46147 0.989561 40424 0 0.00889 0.0176 0.257 0.612 0.213249 17.0688 ‐0.0269 0.017828 2.27709 0.131298 0.881742
rs7780920 16558163 G A 0.023178 0.021832 0.417081 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.0749 2.44 0.118 0.928118 16.55816 ‐0.14192 0.094832 2.27645 0.131352 0.881563
rs1693480 16558218 G C 0.026927 0.025686 0.393434 40424 0 ‐0.0893 0.07 1.62 0.202 0.694649 16.55822 ‐0.13531 0.090364 2.27547 0.131435 0.881288
rs1127329 17122743 G T 0.171065 0.172571 0.934975 40424 0 ‐0.0298 0.0238 1.57 0.21 0.677781 17.12274 ‐0.03599 0.023913 2.27223 0.13171 0.88038
rs1029016 16656909 A C 0.944817 0.944757 0.445855 40424 0 0.0382 0.0518 0.544 0.461 0.336299 16.65691 0.088007 0.058661 2.27162 0.131762 0.88021
rs263624 17114199 A G 0.172107 0.173721 0.934257 40424 0 ‐0.0256 0.0236 1.18 0.278 0.555955 17.1142 ‐0.03589 0.023857 2.26983 0.131914 0.879708
rs7341748 16558716 T C 0.026827 0.025573 0.394701 40424 0 ‐0.0946 0.0723 1.71 0.191 0.718967 16.55872 ‐0.13516 0.090386 2.26908 0.131978 0.879498
rs386172 17066614 G C 0.454531 0.46136 0.989275 40424 0 0.00868 0.0176 0.244 0.621 0.206908 17.06661 ‐0.02684 0.017833 2.26638 0.132208 0.878741
rs7858780 16497654 C T 0.018115 0.016638 0.376522 40424 0 ‐0.247 0.0868 8.12 0.00438 2.358526 16.49765 ‐0.16912 0.113475 2.2617 0.132608 0.877429
rs8018195 17122523 C G 0.171042 0.172563 0.935052 40424 0 ‐0.0297 0.0238 1.56 0.211 0.675718 17.12252 ‐0.03589 0.023913 2.25913 0.132829 0.876708
rs1075684 16944833 A T 0.838135 0.838619 0.969143 40424 0 0.0132 0.0235 0.315 0.575 0.240332 16.94483 ‐0.03681 0.024468 2.25694 0.133017 0.876094
rs5667991 16503894 T C 0.016314 0.014792 0.391192 40424 0 ‐0.15 0.0875 2.92 0.0873 1.058986 16.50389 ‐0.17561 0.118057 2.25654 0.133051 0.875982
rs4961495 16778368 A G 0.922523 0.919164 0.791406 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.034 9.66 0.00189 2.723538 16.77837 ‐0.05505 0.036555 2.25622 0.133079 0.875892
rs380225 17068937 A G 0.454546 0.461371 0.987813 40424 0 0.00791 0.0176 0.202 0.653 0.185087 17.06894 ‐0.02678 0.017837 2.25462 0.133216 0.875443
rs444147 17068948 A G 0.454554 0.461377 0.987727 40424 0 0.00885 0.0176 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.06895 ‐0.02678 0.017837 2.25426 0.133247 0.875342
rs7045736 17196000 A T 0.039945 0.04266 0.776148 40424 0 0.0293 0.0507 0.333 0.564 0.248721 17.196 0.074805 0.049627 2.25412 0.133259 0.875303
rs3479257 16693016 T TA 0.820969 0.810717 0.713096 40424 0 ‐0.05602 0.026495 4.4543 0.034814 1.458253 16.69302 ‐0.03992 0.026569 2.25114 0.133516 0.874467
rs407790 17068966 C A 0.454565 0.461391 0.98758 40424 0 0.00886 0.0176 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.06897 ‐0.02675 0.017838 2.24999 0.133615 0.874144
rs2840315 16670162 G C 0.019393 0.02002 0.529362 40424 0 0.0337 0.082 0.168 0.682 0.166216 16.67016 ‐0.13033 0.087502 2.24882 0.133716 0.873816
rs1123781 17075392 T C 0.045985 0.046773 0.474781 40424 0 0.0582 0.0478 1.49 0.223 0.651695 17.07539 0.090428 0.060099 2.24642 0.133924 0.873142
rs1096279 16989643 G A 0.016531 0.012915 0.79833 40424 0 ‐0.177 0.0794 4.97 0.0258 1.58838 16.98964 ‐0.12554 0.084531 2.24451 0.134089 0.872606
rs1073333 16903490 T G 0.880501 0.870457 0.992867 40424 1 ‐0.0473 0.0263 3.23 0.0723 1.140862 16.90349 ‐0.03961 0.026392 2.24418 0.134118 0.872513
rs3507771 17122395 T TG 0.171288 0.172825 0.934642 40424 0 ‐0.03474 0.023845 2.12975 0.144464 0.840239 17.12239 ‐0.03575 0.023905 2.2434 0.134186 0.872294
rs3592911 17122391 G A 0.171288 0.172824 0.934644 40424 0 ‐0.0292 0.0238 1.51 0.219 0.659556 17.12239 ‐0.03575 0.023905 2.2432 0.134203 0.872238
rs1948106 17067207 T C 0.453308 0.460107 0.985641 40424 0 0.00813 0.0176 0.213 0.645 0.19044 17.06721 ‐0.02676 0.017872 2.24283 0.134235 0.872134
rs7819185 16511091 T A 0.014921 0.013309 0.403314 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0908 4.22 0.04 1.39794 16.51109 ‐0.18149 0.122488 2.24198 0.134309 0.871895
rs6255829 17222525 G A 0.024441 0.022364 0.731293 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.0563 3.98 0.0462 1.335358 17.22252 ‐0.10239 0.068835 2.24078 0.134413 0.871558
rs498948 17051862 T C 0.618589 0.614224 0.987754 40424 1 ‐0.0249 0.018 1.92 0.165 0.782516 17.05186 ‐0.02703 0.018054 2.24037 0.134449 0.871443
rs2022029 16459581 CACGGCAGC 0.027707 0.026318 0.655892 40424 0 ‐0.08581 0.066654 1.67373 0.19576 0.708277 16.45958 ‐0.09925 0.066683 2.24027 0.134458 0.871415
rs7869815 16496446 T C 0.0164 0.0149 0.387322 40424 0 ‐0.242 0.0911 7.09 0.00775 2.110698 16.49645 ‐0.17492 0.118076 2.23773 0.134679 0.870702
rs1096286 17098706 C T 0.165302 0.16763 0.940855 40424 0 ‐0.0272 0.0237 1.31 0.252 0.598599 17.09871 ‐0.03598 0.024099 2.2368 0.13476 0.87044
rs1813052 17122260 G C 0.171273 0.172818 0.934723 40424 0 ‐0.0293 0.0238 1.52 0.217 0.66354 17.12226 ‐0.03569 0.023905 2.2356 0.134864 0.870103
rs1464563 17213493 A G 0.022041 0.024359 0.754836 40424 0 0.00338 0.0631 0.00287 0.957 0.019088 17.21349 0.099312 0.066087 2.23443 0.134966 0.869774
rs2492869 17069306 G A 0.454288 0.460991 0.984954 40424 0 0.00905 0.0176 0.265 0.607 0.216811 17.06931 ‐0.02667 0.01785 2.2339 0.135013 0.869625
rs5591384 16883602 C T 0.069563 0.058468 0.882173 40424 0 ‐0.199 0.0349 32.5 1.18E‐08 7.928118 16.8836 ‐0.06158 0.041323 2.23369 0.135031 0.869566
rs5608283 16927041 T TAAG 0.724361 0.718987 0.959922 40424 0 0.0221 0.019682 1.26261 0.261158 0.583097 16.92704 ‐0.03017 0.020175 2.2333 0.135065 0.869457
rs2492868 17069878 C T 0.453551 0.460155 0.985621 40424 0 0.00795 0.0176 0.205 0.651 0.186419 17.06988 ‐0.02664 0.017847 2.2287 0.135468 0.868164
rs2481552 17069699 T C 0.453726 0.460331 0.985858 40424 0 0.00807 0.0176 0.211 0.646 0.189768 17.0697 ‐0.02663 0.017842 2.22856 0.13548 0.868125
rs419062 17069128 A C 0.454674 0.461501 0.986456 40424 0 0.00895 0.0176 0.259 0.611 0.213959 17.06913 ‐0.02662 0.017841 2.22648 0.135663 0.86754
rs263614 17106000 G A 0.166449 0.168762 0.927927 40424 0 ‐0.0258 0.0237 1.19 0.276 0.559091 17.106 ‐0.03603 0.024228 2.21826 0.136387 0.865228
rs1431848 17291980 A G 0.015285 0.011842 0.839176 40424 0 ‐0.25 0.0778 10.3 0.0013 2.886057 17.29198 ‐0.12857 0.087114 2.21779 0.136428 0.865096
rs263567 17073824 A C 0.453621 0.460196 0.979103 40424 0 0.00773 0.0176 0.193 0.661 0.179799 17.07382 ‐0.02661 0.017882 2.21583 0.136602 0.864544
rs7862214 16529849 T G 0.055367 0.055104 0.49163 40424 0 ‐0.0537 0.0493 1.19 0.276 0.559091 16.52985 ‐0.08205 0.055463 2.20764 0.137329 0.862239
rs2012732 16650554 TA T 0.054754 0.055228 0.46058 40424 0 ‐0.06584 0.057629 1.31428 0.251621 0.599253 16.65055 ‐0.08539 0.057747 2.20607 0.137469 0.861797
rs7025065 16508415 G C 0.016315 0.014764 0.395335 40424 0 ‐0.153 0.0874 3.08 0.0793 1.100727 16.50842 ‐0.173 0.117672 2.2042 0.137635 0.86127
rs1081072 17102333 G T 0.169806 0.171253 0.943617 40424 0 ‐0.0276 0.0235 1.38 0.24 0.619789 17.10233 ‐0.03533 0.023837 2.20419 0.137636 0.861267
rs4961759 16777457 A G 0.920833 0.917422 0.793859 40424 0 ‐0.101 0.0339 8.84 0.00295 2.530178 16.77746 ‐0.05375 0.036153 2.19908 0.138093 0.859828
rs7470216 17266125 A T 0.206281 0.206004 0.515772 40424 0 ‐0.00262 0.031 0.00714 0.933 0.030118 17.26612 ‐0.04486 0.030291 2.19828 0.138165 0.859603
rs1475869 17002015 C T 0.01481 0.011506 0.903267 40424 0 ‐0.238 0.0784 9.17 0.00246 2.609065 17.00201 ‐0.12481 0.084934 2.19803 0.138187 0.859532
rs7806992 17209625 G A 0.039331 0.042026 0.785805 40424 0 0.0325 0.0508 0.41 0.522 0.28233 17.20963 0.073825 0.049666 2.19217 0.138714 0.85788
rs7862119 16686939 C T 0.958166 0.955389 0.727798 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.0454 6.66 0.00987 2.005683 16.68694 ‐0.07456 0.050195 2.19016 0.138895 0.857314
rs263616 17106365 T C 0.170551 0.172112 0.93287 40424 0 ‐0.0273 0.0235 1.35 0.245 0.610834 17.10637 ‐0.03541 0.023969 2.18962 0.138944 0.857162
rs1386144 16604621 C T 0.020608 0.019065 0.389491 40424 0 ‐0.138 0.0845 2.66 0.103 0.987163 16.60462 ‐0.15392 0.104996 2.18819 0.139073 0.856758
rs1138736 16539092 G C 0.053451 0.053533 0.504381 40424 0 ‐0.0448 0.0501 0.8 0.371 0.430626 16.53909 ‐0.08197 0.055665 2.18733 0.13915 0.856516
rs7775871 16604859 T G 0.020608 0.019065 0.389487 40424 0 ‐0.138 0.0845 2.66 0.103 0.987163 16.60486 ‐0.15388 0.104995 2.18687 0.139192 0.856386
rs1096293 17241391 C T 0.206896 0.208236 0.84138 40424 0 ‐0.0209 0.023 0.827 0.363 0.440093 17.24139 ‐0.03465 0.023466 2.18596 0.139274 0.856129
rs7767610 16546453 T C 0.023035 0.021734 0.426977 40424 0 ‐0.123 0.0726 2.88 0.0896 1.047692 16.54645 ‐0.13774 0.09392 2.18531 0.139333 0.855946
rs5564626 16988024 AG A 0.110162 0.095362 0.930391 40424 0 ‐0.12064 0.030106 16.2905 5.43E‐05 4.264915 16.98802 ‐0.04549 0.030854 2.18467 0.139391 0.855766
rs263556 17125834 A G 0.171993 0.173674 0.931894 40424 0 ‐0.0314 0.0238 1.74 0.187 0.728158 17.12583 ‐0.03526 0.023897 2.18412 0.139441 0.85561
rs7751432 16529780 C G 0.022245 0.020628 0.442476 40424 0 ‐0.145 0.0743 3.81 0.051 1.29243 16.52978 ‐0.13799 0.094148 2.18275 0.139565 0.855224
rs1473100 16479769 CTTCT C 0.049311 0.047566 0.48112 40424 0 ‐0.13465 0.059716 5.15567 0.023171 1.635063 16.47977 ‐0.08801 0.059901 2.17796 0.14 0.853872
rs1081072 17101725 T A 0.17071 0.172357 0.942442 40424 0 ‐0.0285 0.0235 1.47 0.225 0.647818 17.10172 ‐0.03508 0.023814 2.17711 0.140077 0.853632
rs2026806 16690316 T C 0.8201 0.809986 0.707309 40424 0 ‐0.0745 0.0251 8.81 0.003 2.522879 16.69032 ‐0.03934 0.026629 2.17687 0.140099 0.853565
rs1329044 16672204 G T 0.572957 0.561179 0.800504 40424 0 ‐0.0282 0.0192 2.15 0.143 0.844664 16.6722 ‐0.02908 0.01971 2.17613 0.140167 0.853356
rs1382076 16659373 C T 0.163476 0.161387 0.260711 40424 0 ‐0.094 0.0381 6.08 0.0136 1.866461 16.65937 ‐0.06935 0.047103 2.17587 0.14019 0.853282
rs1330301 16767819 G C 0.920671 0.917228 0.803234 40424 0 ‐0.0962 0.0339 8.04 0.00457 2.340084 16.76782 ‐0.05311 0.035916 2.17548 0.140226 0.853172
rs263618 17111730 T C 0.171525 0.173132 0.934019 40424 0 ‐0.0275 0.0235 1.37 0.243 0.614394 17.11173 ‐0.03519 0.023897 2.17466 0.140301 0.852941
rs427659 17121228 G A 0.171216 0.172846 0.936032 40424 0 ‐0.0289 0.0238 1.48 0.224 0.649752 17.12123 ‐0.03518 0.023896 2.17439 0.140325 0.852865
rs415593 17113777 C A 0.166799 0.169181 0.930146 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0238 1.08 0.298 0.525784 17.11378 ‐0.03558 0.024174 2.17348 0.140408 0.852608
rs4442249 17116092 A G 0.170308 0.17186 0.939627 40424 0 ‐0.026 0.0237 1.21 0.272 0.565431 17.11609 ‐0.03512 0.023873 2.17043 0.140687 0.851746
rs7037653 16771594 T C 0.920643 0.917201 0.802772 40424 0 ‐0.0948 0.0339 7.82 0.00517 2.28651 16.77159 ‐0.05305 0.03592 2.1701 0.140717 0.851653
rs381883 17121374 T G 0.17136 0.172954 0.934545 40424 0 ‐0.0296 0.0238 1.55 0.214 0.669586 17.12137 ‐0.03515 0.023905 2.16883 0.140833 0.851295
rs263615 17106202 T C 0.171128 0.172756 0.932661 40424 0 ‐0.0273 0.0235 1.35 0.245 0.610834 17.1062 ‐0.03519 0.023937 2.16856 0.140858 0.851218
rs1096275 16945435 G T 0.838742 0.839354 0.973365 40424 0 0.019 0.0237 0.64 0.424 0.372634 16.94543 ‐0.03607 0.024461 2.16836 0.140876 0.851162
rs7732513 16567849 G C 0.011652 0.010449 0.418224 40424 0 ‐0.194 0.101 3.65 0.056 1.251812 16.56785 ‐0.19767 0.135908 2.16778 0.14093 0.850998
rs5599961 16944306 TA T 0.838772 0.839386 0.973631 40424 0 0.021424 0.023957 0.801326 0.370697 0.430981 16.94431 ‐0.03606 0.024459 2.16767 0.14094 0.850967
rs5625218 16944006 A AT 0.838714 0.839324 0.973234 40424 0 0.021432 0.023959 0.801819 0.37055 0.431153 16.94401 ‐0.03604 0.02446 2.16491 0.141193 0.850187
rs7042297 16445034 A T 0.084201 0.08872 0.798598 40424 0 0.0633 0.0336 3.56 0.0594 1.226214 16.44503 0.050995 0.034623 2.15916 0.141722 0.848562
rs263620 17112139 G A 0.172305 0.174006 0.933807 40424 0 ‐0.0278 0.0235 1.4 0.237 0.625252 17.11214 ‐0.035 0.023866 2.15729 0.141895 0.848034
rs7043675 16913477 T C 0.035918 0.033476 0.899826 40424 0 ‐0.105 0.0491 4.56 0.0326 1.486782 16.91348 0.077731 0.052709 2.15675 0.141945 0.847881
rs5948522 16503212 C T 0.013041 0.011707 0.41459 40424 0 ‐0.179 0.0937 3.63 0.0568 1.245652 16.50321 ‐0.18655 0.128434 2.15604 0.14201 0.84768
rs1075679 16724455 C T 0.280026 0.289827 0.740749 40424 0 0.0285 0.0215 1.75 0.186 0.730487 16.72445 0.033002 0.022464 2.15465 0.142139 0.847287
rs1576962 17251386 G A 0.376296 0.372873 0.860025 40424 0 ‐0.035 0.0193 3.3 0.0693 1.159267 17.25139 ‐0.02879 0.019626 2.15464 0.14214 0.847284
rs1416484 16652458 A AATAAAGA 0.052953 0.053095 0.460735 40424 0 ‐0.06581 0.058655 1.26771 0.260197 0.584698 16.65246 ‐0.08581 0.058778 2.15055 0.142519 0.846128
rs5937994 16652450 C T 0.052953 0.053095 0.460746 40424 0 ‐0.0348 0.0522 0.443 0.506 0.29585 16.65245 ‐0.0858 0.058777 2.15035 0.142537 0.846071
rs1234181 17107467 T C 0.059989 0.059997 0.698966 40424 0 ‐0.0441 0.0465 0.9 0.343 0.464706 17.10747 ‐0.06379 0.043644 2.15017 0.142554 0.84602
rs1096262 16829346 T C 0.545297 0.530766 0.653218 40424 0 ‐0.0716 0.0205 12.1 0.000492 3.308035 16.82935 ‐0.03231 0.022034 2.15016 0.142555 0.846018
rs7886182 16532085 A T 0.02225 0.020634 0.441783 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0744 3.76 0.0525 1.279841 16.53209 ‐0.13695 0.094197 2.14766 0.142787 0.84531
rs7018705 17267371 C G 0.377298 0.373842 0.843082 40424 0 ‐0.0364 0.0196 3.46 0.063 1.200659 17.26737 ‐0.02897 0.019787 2.14495 0.14304 0.844543
rs7024447 16819750 C T 0.549157 0.534866 0.649516 40424 0 ‐0.0716 0.0205 12.2 0.000489 3.310691 16.81975 ‐0.0324 0.022131 2.14304 0.143218 0.844003
rs2774632 17066471 G C 0.448595 0.455703 0.978706 40424 0 0.00882 0.0177 0.25 0.617 0.209715 17.06647 ‐0.02624 0.017938 2.14108 0.143401 0.843448
rs1330162 16665850 C A 0.590164 0.577446 0.723974 40424 0 ‐0.0287 0.0198 2.09 0.148 0.829738 16.66585 ‐0.03047 0.020821 2.14022 0.143481 0.843205
rs1487977 17177155 C G 0.04301 0.046279 0.77651 40424 0 0.0465 0.0479 0.94 0.332 0.478862 17.17715 0.069922 0.047643 2.13819 0.143671 0.84263
rs7511973 17176886 A G 0.043009 0.046277 0.776491 40424 0 0.0471 0.0479 0.967 0.326 0.486782 17.17689 0.069898 0.047645 2.1366 0.14382 0.84218
rs263613 17105939 T G 0.167873 0.170362 0.92885 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0237 1.25 0.263 0.580044 17.10594 ‐0.03522 0.024137 2.13587 0.143889 0.841973
rs7615439 17183499 A G 0.042485 0.045709 0.780091 40424 0 0.0524 0.0481 1.19 0.276 0.559091 17.1835 0.070088 0.047798 2.13441 0.144026 0.84156
rs7908465 16552152 A G 0.022968 0.021654 0.420001 40424 0 ‐0.124 0.0736 2.84 0.0919 1.036685 16.55215 ‐0.13737 0.094854 2.13072 0.144373 0.840514
rs2779773 17278584 A G 0.398525 0.395528 0.858864 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0191 6.22 0.0126 1.899629 17.27858 ‐0.02828 0.019397 2.12775 0.144653 0.839673
rs1388021 16878192 A G 0.024811 0.022972 0.904313 40424 0 ‐0.104 0.057 3.33 0.0681 1.166853 16.87819 0.091705 0.062563 2.12556 0.14486 0.839052
rs1411428 16661820 G A 0.374371 0.387474 0.908335 40424 0 0.0209 0.0186 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.66182 0.027536 0.018884 2.12438 0.144971 0.838718
rs7796219 16684383 T C 0.024029 0.021886 0.554164 40424 0 ‐0.194 0.0684 8.06 0.00451 2.345824 16.68438 ‐0.11809 0.081701 2.11984 0.145402 0.83743
rs1152116 17242909 C G 0.208758 0.21019 0.848281 40424 0 ‐0.0181 0.0227 0.634 0.426 0.37059 17.24291 ‐0.0338 0.023287 2.11217 0.146132 0.835255
rs3597367 17027928 C CA 0.124827 0.109608 0.975445 40424 0 ‐0.10288 0.027733 13.9253 0.00019 3.720742 17.02793 ‐0.04102 0.028288 2.1115 0.146196 0.835065
rs1200469 17028377 T C 0.125148 0.10995 0.97349 40424 0 ‐0.104 0.0274 14.4 0.000144 3.841638 17.02838 ‐0.04102 0.028289 2.11146 0.1462 0.835053
rs263611 17104329 C T 0.167293 0.169798 0.93021 40424 0 ‐0.0262 0.0237 1.22 0.269 0.570248 17.10433 ‐0.035 0.024136 2.10995 0.146344 0.834625
rs3443067 16533979 A AT 0.057002 0.056979 0.481569 40424 0 ‐0.0694 0.055146 1.59533 0.206566 0.684941 16.53398 ‐0.07978 0.055211 2.10565 0.146756 0.833404
rs1081064 16845726 A G 0.62384 0.650612 0.973746 40424 1 0.156 0.0184 71.5 2.71E‐17 16.56703 16.84573 0.033196 0.022909 2.10174 0.147132 0.832294
rs263652 17011266 A T 0.551318 0.547643 0.999127 40424 1 ‐0.0101 0.0175 0.333 0.564 0.248721 17.01127 ‐0.02549 0.017591 2.09953 0.147344 0.831666
rs1158459 16627327 T A 0.021042 0.019439 0.383387 40424 0 ‐0.132 0.0849 2.43 0.119 0.924453 16.62733 ‐0.15049 0.104779 2.09901 0.147395 0.831519
rs6475096 16914412 T C 0.036591 0.034091 0.894016 40424 0 ‐0.104 0.049 4.52 0.0335 1.474955 16.91441 0.076332 0.052502 2.09654 0.147633 0.830817
rs1096254 16682689 T C 0.063345 0.065997 0.580832 40424 0 0.0795 0.0406 3.84 0.0501 1.300162 16.68269 0.067915 0.046753 2.09644 0.147643 0.830789
rs1122051 16725718 ACAGT A 0.111159 0.11485 0.773978 40424 0 0.028145 0.031178 0.8128 0.367294 0.434987 16.72572 0.045375 0.031286 2.09483 0.147798 0.830331
rs3448138 16790056 G A 0.40777 0.403105 0.562992 40424 0 ‐0.0287 0.0221 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.79006 ‐0.0344 0.023779 2.09462 0.147819 0.830271
rs6475095 16913903 A G 0.036091 0.033608 0.897965 40424 0 ‐0.115 0.0491 5.46 0.0195 1.709965 16.9139 0.076461 0.052676 2.08973 0.148292 0.828882
rs7645929 17190817 T C 0.040202 0.0429 0.774835 40424 0 0.0311 0.0506 0.378 0.539 0.268411 17.19082 0.071787 0.049483 2.08869 0.148393 0.828586
rs7025366 16508651 G C 0.017065 0.015522 0.392967 40424 0 ‐0.141 0.0858 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.50865 ‐0.1647 0.115084 2.0865 0.148606 0.827963
rs263655 17009481 G A 0.550573 0.546638 0.997951 40424 1 ‐0.0104 0.0175 0.356 0.551 0.258848 17.00948 ‐0.02541 0.017597 2.08527 0.148726 0.827613
rs2017193 16662535 G A 0.752365 0.747226 0.558624 40424 0 ‐0.0274 0.0244 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.66253 ‐0.03922 0.027188 2.0774 0.149495 0.825374
rs263619 17112054 T C 0.172057 0.173792 0.933055 40424 0 ‐0.0277 0.0235 1.39 0.239 0.621602 17.11205 ‐0.03436 0.02388 2.07614 0.149618 0.825016
rs7793781 16641220 T G 0.022958 0.021472 0.3558 40424 0 ‐0.0702 0.081 0.751 0.386 0.413413 16.64122 ‐0.1477 0.103475 2.07106 0.150117 0.82357
rs9406666 17272037 T C 0.385482 0.381722 0.867085 40424 0 ‐0.0422 0.0193 4.78 0.0287 1.542118 17.27204 ‐0.02795 0.019443 2.06805 0.150414 0.822713
rs1490251 16845668 G A 0.016433 0.017348 0.556736 40424 0 ‐0.194 0.0841 5.32 0.0211 1.675718 16.84567 0.131529 0.090971 2.06741 0.150477 0.82253
rs7042044 16515563 G C 0.014085 0.012494 0.410312 40424 0 ‐0.231 0.0961 5.76 0.0164 1.785156 16.51556 ‐0.17823 0.125286 2.06671 0.150546 0.822331
rs7866044 16650555 A T 0.055061 0.055619 0.458544 40424 0 ‐0.0273 0.0508 0.29 0.59 0.229148 16.65055 ‐0.08252 0.057689 2.06387 0.150827 0.821522
rs2021563 16498274 C CAT 0.02322 0.021986 0.329778 40424 0 ‐0.19405 0.106345 3.39565 0.065369 1.184631 16.49827 ‐0.151 0.105991 2.06027 0.151183 0.820496
rs7865663 16805267 G A 0.999283 0.999279 0.209044 40424 0 ‐0.346 0.417 0.691 0.406 0.391474 16.80527 ‐1.09005 0.726008 2.05957 0.151253 0.820297
rs1462183 17349675 A G 0.019068 0.018824 0.397083 40424 0 0.0135 0.0938 0.0208 0.885 0.053057 17.34967 ‐0.14572 0.102262 2.05649 0.151559 0.819418
rs1759613 17279064 C T 0.39835 0.39545 0.857686 40424 0 ‐0.0494 0.0193 6.57 0.0103 1.987163 17.27906 ‐0.02781 0.019407 2.05542 0.151665 0.819113
rs5751703 16512844 TGA T 0.016154 0.014593 0.396928 40424 0 ‐0.22854 0.118863 3.79672 0.051353 1.289433 16.51284 ‐0.16758 0.118095 2.05241 0.151966 0.818255
rs1081072 17125742 A G 0.164431 0.166391 0.930666 40424 0 ‐0.0219 0.0242 0.824 0.364 0.438899 17.12574 ‐0.03472 0.024284 2.05097 0.152109 0.817844
rs1096249 16574838 T C 0.099621 0.100071 0.430832 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0382 1.72 0.19 0.721246 16.57484 ‐0.06467 0.045312 2.04988 0.152218 0.817534
rs1096286 17088668 A G 0.16129 0.163669 0.940919 40424 0 ‐0.0218 0.0238 0.84 0.359 0.444906 17.08867 ‐0.03476 0.024318 2.04904 0.152302 0.817294
rs1328384 17051856 C T 0.456007 0.460904 0.963005 40424 0 ‐0.00274 0.0177 0.0239 0.877 0.057 17.05186 ‐0.02567 0.017951 2.04559 0.152648 0.81631
rs4961519 17013233 A C 0.121153 0.121948 0.969756 40424 0 ‐0.00231 0.0267 0.00754 0.931 0.03105 17.01323 ‐0.03895 0.027296 2.04428 0.152779 0.815936
rs1075680 16756041 G A 0.758612 0.74711 0.823439 40424 0 ‐0.061 0.0217 7.91 0.00492 2.308035 16.75604 ‐0.03179 0.02222 2.04325 0.152883 0.815642
rs1096242 16469213 A G 0.380445 0.373261 0.720157 40424 0 ‐0.0287 0.0201 2.03 0.154 0.812479 16.46921 ‐0.0304 0.021276 2.04296 0.152912 0.815559
rs7875833 16941006 G T 0.839679 0.84051 0.999576 40424 1 0.0194 0.0237 0.666 0.414 0.383 16.94101 ‐0.03468 0.024258 2.0381 0.153401 0.814171
rs7572057 16433005 A G 0.076549 0.078716 0.909309 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0334 0.55 0.458 0.339135 16.433 ‐0.04882 0.034302 2.03626 0.153587 0.813646
rs1096248 16550670 G T 0.055508 0.055632 0.481669 40424 0 ‐0.0304 0.0501 0.368 0.544 0.264401 16.55067 ‐0.07957 0.056006 2.03535 0.153679 0.813386
rs1901354 16684915 G T 0.020667 0.020687 0.211912 40424 0 ‐0.0577 0.103 0.314 0.575 0.240332 16.68492 0.191328 0.13334 2.03234 0.153983 0.812526
rs1487499 17014026 G A 0.12036 0.121092 0.969453 40424 0 ‐0.00192 0.0267 0.00515 0.943 0.025488 17.01403 ‐0.03894 0.027378 2.0311 0.154109 0.812172
rs1200022 16559218 G A 0.026539 0.02532 0.397011 40424 0 ‐0.0881 0.0701 1.58 0.209 0.679854 16.55922 ‐0.12807 0.090508 2.03045 0.154175 0.811986
rs8032512 16434427 T C 0.076533 0.078728 0.907961 40424 0 ‐0.0247 0.0335 0.545 0.46 0.337242 16.43443 ‐0.04875 0.034326 2.02766 0.154458 0.811189
rs1012317 16701082 A G 0.958139 0.955547 0.736009 40424 0 ‐0.123 0.0453 7.37 0.00663 2.178486 16.70108 ‐0.0714 0.050006 2.02433 0.154797 0.810237
rs1833826 16886012 G A 0.011186 0.012998 0.492447 40424 0 0.146 0.0895 2.68 0.102 0.9914 16.88601 0.159282 0.111295 2.02217 0.155018 0.809619
rs3492295 17122141 G GT 0.169295 0.171061 0.931204 40424 0 ‐0.03151 0.02398 1.73107 0.188274 0.725209 17.12214 ‐0.0341 0.024041 2.01794 0.15545 0.80841
rs2001616 17122138 T TG 0.169294 0.171061 0.931206 40424 0 ‐0.03151 0.02398 1.73097 0.188287 0.72518 17.12214 ‐0.0341 0.024041 2.01783 0.155461 0.808378
rs1096298 17268584 T C 0.383304 0.379968 0.860197 40424 0 ‐0.0444 0.0193 5.26 0.0219 1.659556 17.26858 ‐0.02771 0.019523 2.01677 0.15557 0.808075
rs1144428 17273175 G GA 0.385571 0.381895 0.866743 40424 0 ‐0.05281 0.019287 7.51069 0.006133 2.2123 17.27317 ‐0.02752 0.019445 2.00515 0.156766 0.804749
rs2779775 17274319 G T 0.397349 0.394337 0.854952 40424 0 ‐0.041 0.0193 4.54 0.0331 1.480172 17.27432 ‐0.02752 0.019458 2.00207 0.157085 0.803867
rs7871751 16940332 A G 0.840585 0.841522 0.98812 40424 0 0.0166 0.0237 0.495 0.482 0.316953 16.94033 ‐0.03458 0.024407 2.00134 0.15716 0.803657
rs1234352 16668714 G T 0.027056 0.028089 0.499878 40424 0 0.0552 0.0723 0.583 0.445 0.35164 16.66871 ‐0.10737 0.076366 1.999 0.157403 0.802987
rs1122478 16555175 CCTGA C 0.056611 0.056888 0.476624 40424 0 ‐0.05831 0.055641 1.10497 0.293178 0.532869 16.55518 ‐0.07851 0.055802 1.99589 0.157726 0.802096
rs7270009 16533637 T C 0.033067 0.0303 0.342464 40424 0 ‐0.0991 0.0824 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.53364 ‐0.12222 0.086958 1.99443 0.157879 0.801677
rs7048805 16552309 C T 0.056623 0.056902 0.475198 40424 0 ‐0.0222 0.0497 0.2 0.654 0.184422 16.55231 ‐0.07856 0.05586 1.99434 0.157888 0.801651
rs7364598 16498958 A T 0.012256 0.010955 0.416486 40424 0 ‐0.229 0.0999 5.26 0.0218 1.661543 16.49896 ‐0.18467 0.132279 1.99174 0.158159 0.800906
rs1081072 17124420 T C 0.162898 0.165218 0.937698 40424 0 ‐0.0225 0.0242 0.863 0.353 0.452225 17.12442 ‐0.0342 0.024278 1.99061 0.158277 0.800582
rs1096252 16665322 C T 0.028248 0.029558 0.505617 40424 0 0.0602 0.0673 0.8 0.371 0.430626 16.66532 ‐0.10357 0.073825 1.98916 0.158429 0.800166
rs1075684 16946653 G C 0.838569 0.839473 0.975068 40424 0 0.0208 0.0237 0.767 0.381 0.419075 16.94665 ‐0.03454 0.024502 1.98208 0.159172 0.798135
rs1096291 17225378 T A 0.203653 0.205306 0.850085 40424 0 ‐0.025 0.0231 1.17 0.28 0.552842 17.22538 ‐0.03296 0.023445 1.98099 0.159286 0.797822
rs6155494 16772534 T C 0.919279 0.915867 0.801908 40424 0 ‐0.0943 0.0334 7.99 0.00471 2.326979 16.77253 ‐0.05034 0.035689 1.98024 0.159365 0.797607
c9_pos169 16941077 T A 0.839689 0.840569 0.999468 40424 1 0.0198 0.0237 0.701 0.403 0.394695 16.94108 ‐0.03417 0.02426 1.97859 0.159539 0.797133
rs1073847 16938689 T C 0.839781 0.840651 0.999045 40424 1 0.0215 0.0237 0.819 0.366 0.436519 16.93869 ‐0.03418 0.024273 1.97692 0.159715 0.796654
rs1081072 17099511 T C 0.161363 0.164177 0.915652 40424 0 ‐0.0244 0.0243 1.01 0.315 0.501689 17.09951 ‐0.03454 0.024637 1.97182 0.160255 0.795189
rs7906864 16725894 A G 0.014896 0.016838 0.387802 40424 0 0.328 0.0885 13.7 0.000216 3.665546 16.72589 0.157301 0.111548 1.96556 0.16092 0.79339
rs4961508 16939751 T C 0.840868 0.841814 0.989361 40424 0 0.02 0.0237 0.712 0.399 0.399027 16.93975 ‐0.03427 0.02441 1.96546 0.160931 0.793361
rs2857583 16664628 T C 0.028238 0.029553 0.504513 40424 0 0.0577 0.0674 0.733 0.392 0.406714 16.66463 ‐0.10307 0.073911 1.96538 0.160939 0.793338
rs1081069 16941313 T C 0.840982 0.841922 0.9896 40424 0 0.0199 0.0237 0.701 0.402 0.395774 16.94131 ‐0.03427 0.024421 1.96422 0.161063 0.793005
rs7674257 16563156 T C 0.013316 0.012442 0.384085 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.0974 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.56316 ‐0.18194 0.131233 1.96417 0.161068 0.792991
rs7773927 16988961 A G 0.10237 0.089574 0.94844 40424 0 ‐0.109 0.0303 12.9 0.000337 3.47237 16.98896 ‐0.04383 0.031356 1.96292 0.161201 0.792631
rs1081057 16533377 C T 0.044228 0.045934 0.472806 40424 0 0.0275 0.0509 0.292 0.589 0.229885 16.53338 0.086247 0.061336 1.96095 0.161412 0.792065
rs1448519 16940637 C T 0.018507 0.020592 0.688458 40424 0 0.196 0.101 3.79 0.0516 1.28735 16.94064 0.105694 0.075166 1.95848 0.161676 0.791355
rs7861272 16939979 G C 0.840866 0.841825 0.989348 40424 0 0.0199 0.0237 0.704 0.402 0.395774 16.93998 ‐0.0342 0.024411 1.95709 0.161825 0.790955
rs7029648 16560085 G C 0.016525 0.015698 0.350369 40424 0 ‐0.0893 0.0887 1.01 0.314 0.50307 16.56009 ‐0.1702 0.122836 1.95659 0.161879 0.790811
rs1330300 16762537 G A 0.919842 0.916519 0.807622 40424 0 ‐0.0955 0.0339 7.96 0.00479 2.319664 16.76254 ‐0.04999 0.035682 1.95358 0.162202 0.789945
rs4409488 16900527 G T 0.546274 0.550839 0.381399 40424 0 ‐0.00615 0.0241 0.0648 0.799 0.097453 16.90053 0.040075 0.0287 1.95027 0.162558 0.788992
rs1850855 16659269 T G 0.011615 0.011477 0.293066 40424 0 ‐0.265 0.137 3.78 0.052 1.283997 16.65927 0.211864 0.150635 1.94791 0.162812 0.788313
rs1125750 17297091 T C 0.053844 0.045503 0.891339 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0398 13.1 0.000288 3.540607 17.29709 ‐0.06139 0.04415 1.94787 0.162817 0.788301
rs2632540 17116517 A G 0.165401 0.168112 0.932242 40424 0 ‐0.019 0.024 0.627 0.428 0.368556 17.11652 ‐0.03372 0.024202 1.94683 0.162929 0.788002
rs1096287 17100733 A T 0.162142 0.164611 0.944842 40424 0 ‐0.0209 0.0239 0.766 0.382 0.417937 17.10073 ‐0.03371 0.024205 1.94571 0.16305 0.78768
rs1012565 16899899 A G 0.992087 0.992224 0.248802 40424 0 0.0861 0.0818 1.11 0.292 0.534617 16.8999 0.282243 0.205023 1.94385 0.163251 0.787144
rs1693488 16649604 A G 0.057001 0.057774 0.45333 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0502 0.148 0.701 0.154282 16.6496 ‐0.07908 0.056995 1.94098 0.163562 0.786317
rs1178873 16488804 C G 0.204927 0.194599 0.764989 40424 0 ‐0.0455 0.0234 3.8 0.0514 1.289037 16.4888 ‐0.03497 0.025163 1.9366 0.164038 0.785055
rs1096281 17010201 C T 0.121289 0.122082 0.996941 40424 1 ‐0.00331 0.0267 0.0154 0.901 0.045275 17.0102 ‐0.03738 0.026929 1.93396 0.164326 0.784294
rs1601737 17099776 A G 0.162195 0.164679 0.94491 40424 0 ‐0.0209 0.0239 0.765 0.382 0.417937 17.09978 ‐0.0336 0.024201 1.93333 0.164395 0.784113
rs1131075 17032659 A G 0.014437 0.01468 0.617458 40424 0 0.114 0.0814 1.95 0.163 0.787812 17.03266 0.13001 0.092891 1.9331 0.16442 0.784046
rs4961491 16441707 T C 0.28206 0.271728 0.951571 40424 0 ‐0.0324 0.0199 2.64 0.104 0.982967 16.44171 ‐0.02789 0.02008 1.9329 0.164442 0.783989
rs2254468 16804197 A G 0.065397 0.067745 0.740188 40424 0 0.104 0.0359 8.46 0.00363 2.440093 16.8042 0.057086 0.040955 1.93231 0.164506 0.783818
rs7870730 16649932 T C 0.056877 0.057581 0.459431 40424 0 ‐0.019 0.0501 0.143 0.705 0.151811 16.64993 ‐0.07853 0.056724 1.93205 0.164534 0.783743
rs1487498 17014049 C T 0.121032 0.121902 0.968309 40424 0 ‐0.00118 0.0267 0.00194 0.965 0.015473 17.01405 ‐0.03791 0.027332 1.93141 0.164604 0.783559
rs1487640 16864354 G A 0.024526 0.02262 0.903418 40424 0 ‐0.114 0.0578 3.86 0.0496 1.304518 16.86435 0.087839 0.06291 1.92957 0.164806 0.783028
rs1096245 16493832 G A 0.017219 0.018828 0.39102 40424 0 0.076 0.0871 0.761 0.383 0.416801 16.49383 0.143552 0.10296 1.92293 0.165534 0.781113
rs4126896 16437605 C T 0.064421 0.066818 0.922305 40424 0 0.0559 0.0359 2.42 0.12 0.920819 16.4376 0.051227 0.036855 1.92132 0.165711 0.780648
rs1075682 16893060 T A 0.999285 0.999135 0.164892 40424 0 ‐0.0903 0.107 0.716 0.397 0.40121 16.89306 ‐0.95918 0.67676 1.92116 0.165729 0.780602
rs1509395 16570718 T TA 0.013212 0.012337 0.387473 40424 0 ‐0.20252 0.13182 2.41907 0.119866 0.921304 16.57072 ‐0.17976 0.131172 1.91886 0.165982 0.779938
rs1012000 16535015 T C 0.055311 0.055378 0.490615 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.0495 0.673 0.412 0.385103 16.53502 ‐0.07643 0.055451 1.915 0.166409 0.778823
rs1096252 16659863 C T 0.397265 0.410821 0.754857 40424 0 0.0332 0.0196 2.86 0.0908 1.041914 16.65986 0.028393 0.020537 1.90992 0.166972 0.777356
chr916421 16421861 C CCCT 0.449948 0.44654 0.880044 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.018653 1.61428 0.203891 0.690602 16.42186 ‐0.02584 0.018698 1.90991 0.166973 0.777353
rs7725836 17097068 G T 0.160866 0.163282 0.942817 40424 0 ‐0.0227 0.0241 0.89 0.345 0.462181 17.09707 ‐0.03351 0.024313 1.9057 0.167442 0.776136
rs1096273 16938078 A G 0.154498 0.153394 0.963036 40424 0 ‐0.0215 0.0239 0.806 0.369 0.432974 16.93808 0.034577 0.025034 1.90218 0.167835 0.775119
rs7638251 17185535 T C 0.045036 0.048223 0.754085 40424 0 0.0385 0.0473 0.662 0.416 0.380907 17.18554 0.065515 0.047376 1.89922 0.168166 0.774263
rs7341747 16553182 T C 0.060233 0.060653 0.45478 40424 0 ‐0.00976 0.0488 0.04 0.841 0.075204 16.55318 ‐0.0761 0.055462 1.89763 0.168344 0.773803
rs1904099 17179102 C T 0.041812 0.044862 0.794489 40424 0 0.0147 0.0464 0.0998 0.752 0.123782 17.1791 0.066021 0.047795 1.89488 0.168653 0.773007
rs7681804 16562455 G C 0.013282 0.012421 0.385313 40424 0 ‐0.115 0.0947 1.47 0.225 0.647818 16.56245 ‐0.17853 0.131109 1.89386 0.168767 0.772712
rs1888206 16735406 A C 0.242687 0.249821 0.653635 40424 0 0.0705 0.0246 8.21 0.00417 2.379864 16.73541 0.034685 0.025186 1.89326 0.168835 0.772538
rs4493994 17116057 G A 0.163616 0.166211 0.938112 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0241 0.643 0.422 0.374688 17.11606 ‐0.03323 0.024217 1.88879 0.169339 0.771244
rs1081069 16945644 C G 0.839901 0.840947 0.978146 40424 0 0.0219 0.0237 0.851 0.356 0.44855 16.94564 ‐0.03371 0.024515 1.88501 0.169766 0.77015
rs1012301 16470462 A C 0.196409 0.185953 0.8189 40424 0 ‐0.0469 0.0236 3.96 0.0465 1.332547 16.47046 ‐0.03381 0.024671 1.88339 0.169949 0.769681
rs1408495 16884573 C T 0.01437 0.016524 0.558515 40424 0 0.118 0.0859 1.88 0.17 0.769551 16.88457 0.127946 0.092773 1.88043 0.170285 0.768823
rs7250143 16876176 G A 0.917729 0.904577 0.96348 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0306 13.7 0.000214 3.669586 16.87618 ‐0.0427 0.031092 1.87852 0.170503 0.768269
rs7729486 16635383 T C 0.047182 0.045641 0.474294 40424 0 ‐0.0289 0.0529 0.3 0.584 0.233587 16.63538 ‐0.08322 0.060972 1.87771 0.170595 0.768035
rs7986733 17027412 C G 0.041974 0.045497 0.915088 40424 0 0.0859 0.0432 3.95 0.0469 1.328827 17.02741 0.061034 0.044412 1.8762 0.170767 0.767597
rs1234548 16520074 C T 0.017507 0.015982 0.389674 40424 0 ‐0.138 0.0852 2.63 0.105 0.978811 16.52007 ‐0.15445 0.113926 1.86982 0.171496 0.765747
c9_pos168 16907141 G A 0.026773 0.024846 0.976198 40424 1 ‐0.0945 0.0557 2.87 0.09 1.045758 16.90714 0.079479 0.057861 1.86885 0.171607 0.765465
rs1538102 16640836 T C 0.055899 0.056745 0.458576 40424 0 ‐0.0131 0.0503 0.0676 0.795 0.099633 16.64084 ‐0.07769 0.057093 1.86644 0.171883 0.764766
rs1693525 17014923 C T 0.120777 0.121703 0.965972 40424 0 ‐0.00181 0.0267 0.00456 0.946 0.024109 17.01492 ‐0.0373 0.027372 1.86424 0.172136 0.764128
rs1081073 17126944 G A 0.163892 0.166495 0.93245 40424 0 ‐0.0222 0.0243 0.833 0.361 0.442493 17.12694 ‐0.03308 0.024281 1.86168 0.172431 0.763385
rs1081072 17110021 A T 0.163322 0.165846 0.936872 40424 0 ‐0.0214 0.0238 0.805 0.37 0.431798 17.11002 ‐0.03305 0.024259 1.86111 0.172497 0.763219
rs1237704 16990075 A G 0.017521 0.013912 0.856598 40424 1 ‐0.167 0.0785 4.52 0.0336 1.473661 16.99007 ‐0.10639 0.078622 1.85921 0.172716 0.762667
rs263628 17008137 G A 0.650879 0.64952 0.99997 40424 1 ‐0.0238 0.0183 1.7 0.192 0.716699 17.00814 ‐0.02498 0.01832 1.85722 0.172946 0.76209
rs1016100 17120267 T C 0.16284 0.165376 0.938724 40424 0 ‐0.0227 0.0242 0.882 0.348 0.458421 17.12027 ‐0.03302 0.024266 1.85688 0.172985 0.761991
rs1180657 16544816 A G 0.055408 0.055756 0.491289 40424 0 ‐0.032 0.0496 0.416 0.519 0.284833 16.54482 ‐0.0751 0.055359 1.85491 0.173213 0.761419
rs2243614 16802998 T C 0.065646 0.068061 0.762851 40424 0 0.105 0.0356 8.66 0.00324 2.489455 16.803 0.054994 0.040289 1.85332 0.173398 0.760957
rs2812002 16793712 T G 0.936765 0.934557 0.780117 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0363 9.67 0.00187 2.728158 16.79371 ‐0.05529 0.040507 1.85304 0.17343 0.760875
rs1237851 17089302 C G 0.161311 0.163824 0.945164 40424 0 ‐0.0215 0.0238 0.816 0.366 0.436519 17.0893 ‐0.03295 0.024247 1.85277 0.173462 0.760797
rs5812534 17224805 A G 0.052553 0.055489 0.802777 40424 0 0.0209 0.0431 0.235 0.627 0.202733 17.22481 0.058719 0.043016 1.85204 0.173546 0.760585
rs1096269 16916693 T C 0.696228 0.734488 0.852827 40424 0 0.221 0.0204 118 1.80E‐27 26.74473 16.91669 ‐0.09694 0.071405 1.85189 0.173564 0.760541
rs1233962 16570779 C A 0.056737 0.05716 0.481401 40424 0 ‐0.0273 0.0494 0.304 0.581 0.235824 16.57078 ‐0.07509 0.055414 1.85075 0.173696 0.76021
rs3479047 16813559 A G 0.551168 0.536966 0.658357 40424 0 ‐0.0696 0.0204 11.6 0.000661 3.179799 16.81356 ‐0.02987 0.021959 1.84963 0.173826 0.759884
rs1081073 17127007 T C 0.164011 0.166633 0.932189 40424 0 ‐0.0224 0.0242 0.857 0.355 0.449772 17.12701 ‐0.03296 0.024278 1.84818 0.173995 0.759463
rs5622591 16907952 T A 0.590875 0.619329 0.712243 40424 0 0.187 0.0223 70.2 5.42E‐17 16.266 16.90795 0.039839 0.02933 1.8469 0.174144 0.759091
rs1075685 17263325 T A 0.412223 0.410807 0.83176 40424 0 ‐0.0464 0.0197 5.58 0.0182 1.739929 17.26332 ‐0.02655 0.019543 1.84623 0.174223 0.758896
rs1081065 16876643 C G 0.920106 0.907234 0.975059 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0306 13.5 0.000233 3.632644 16.87664 ‐0.04274 0.031425 1.8425 0.174658 0.757811
rs1096287 17113551 G A 0.16279 0.16533 0.938232 40424 0 ‐0.02 0.024 0.695 0.405 0.392545 17.11355 ‐0.03287 0.024272 1.83987 0.174966 0.757046
rs1081071 17099352 C A 0.164743 0.167145 0.943064 40424 0 ‐0.0253 0.0238 1.13 0.288 0.540608 17.09935 ‐0.03263 0.024099 1.83821 0.175161 0.756563
rs7046933 17254620 A T 0.388551 0.385051 0.861844 40424 0 ‐0.0423 0.019 4.93 0.0263 1.580044 17.25462 ‐0.02637 0.019462 1.83761 0.175231 0.756388
rs2253972 16800557 C T 0.063034 0.065212 0.783513 40424 0 0.097 0.0375 6.7 0.00965 2.015473 16.80056 0.055002 0.040488 1.83553 0.175476 0.755783
rs404669 17066808 T C 0.465002 0.472505 0.973308 40424 0 0.0105 0.0176 0.359 0.549 0.260428 17.06681 ‐0.02423 0.017901 1.83269 0.17581 0.754956
rs2026803 16800095 C T 0.063474 0.06562 0.781845 40424 0 0.0955 0.0374 6.51 0.0107 1.970616 16.80009 0.05483 0.040408 1.83127 0.175978 0.754543
rs1081071 17097885 A C 0.161333 0.163845 0.944622 40424 0 ‐0.0239 0.024 0.987 0.321 0.493495 17.09789 ‐0.03277 0.024256 1.83034 0.176087 0.754272
rs1096295 17255442 C A 0.388484 0.384975 0.862256 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.019 5.08 0.0241 1.617983 17.25544 ‐0.02631 0.019459 1.83013 0.176112 0.754211
rs1693481 16568734 T G 0.05934 0.060047 0.473937 40424 0 ‐0.0255 0.0484 0.278 0.598 0.223299 16.56873 ‐0.07355 0.05461 1.82791 0.176375 0.753564
rs6475090 16878170 T C 0.919636 0.906761 0.972477 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0306 12.9 0.000331 3.480172 16.87817 ‐0.04257 0.031439 1.82627 0.176569 0.753086
rs1538586 16942000 G T 0.841009 0.842098 0.98495 40424 0 0.0211 0.0237 0.792 0.373 0.428291 16.942 ‐0.03311 0.02447 1.8254 0.176672 0.752833
rs1411200 16993939 A ATTTC 0.104841 0.091729 0.975307 40424 0 ‐0.10841 0.03005 13.1863 0.000282 3.549746 16.99394 ‐0.04132 0.030657 1.82466 0.17676 0.752617
rs2864804 16558790 G A 0.056886 0.057249 0.476506 40424 0 ‐0.0307 0.0496 0.382 0.537 0.270026 16.55879 ‐0.07483 0.055642 1.82314 0.17694 0.752174
rs7603956 16569643 T A 0.013058 0.012214 0.391285 40424 0 ‐0.167 0.092 3.31 0.0688 1.162412 16.56964 ‐0.17524 0.131151 1.82306 0.17695 0.752151
rs1081070 17044769 C G 0.456155 0.462241 0.928893 40424 0 0.00287 0.0179 0.0256 0.873 0.058986 17.04477 ‐0.02463 0.018256 1.82086 0.177211 0.75151
rs503290 17067010 C G 0.464875 0.472407 0.973846 40424 0 0.0108 0.0176 0.375 0.54 0.267606 17.06701 ‐0.02415 0.017897 1.82063 0.177238 0.751442
rs1122082 16570549 T C 0.013069 0.012221 0.391288 40424 0 ‐0.168 0.092 3.32 0.0685 1.16431 16.57055 ‐0.17502 0.131102 1.81978 0.17734 0.751195
rs1096295 17262062 G A 0.254096 0.253921 0.857444 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0214 0.817 0.366 0.436519 17.26206 ‐0.02922 0.021683 1.81955 0.177367 0.751128
rs4961731 16683543 C T 0.924478 0.919914 0.72196 40424 0 ‐0.068 0.0363 3.51 0.0611 1.213959 16.68354 ‐0.0515 0.038083 1.81949 0.177374 0.75111
rs1096295 17262160 T C 0.254028 0.253873 0.857716 40424 0 ‐0.02 0.0213 0.881 0.348 0.458421 17.26216 ‐0.02921 0.021681 1.81811 0.177538 0.750708
rs7847725 16878495 C G 0.919524 0.906642 0.969725 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0306 13.2 0.000286 3.543634 16.87849 ‐0.04245 0.031445 1.81581 0.177813 0.750037
rs1133738 17053858 C T 0.016306 0.016414 0.54807 40424 0 ‐0.0551 0.0929 0.352 0.553 0.257275 17.05386 0.125868 0.092858 1.81455 0.177963 0.749669
rs1200637 16887167 C T 0.079957 0.092819 0.977344 40424 0 0.109 0.0305 12.8 0.000349 3.457175 16.88717 0.042372 0.031403 1.81356 0.178082 0.749381
rs2185272 16877339 A C 0.91963 0.906737 0.970753 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0306 13.6 0.000229 3.640165 16.87734 ‐0.04244 0.031463 1.81235 0.178227 0.749028
rs1451900 17263748 T G 0.254897 0.254823 0.85594 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0217 0.532 0.466 0.331614 17.26375 ‐0.02915 0.021683 1.81087 0.178404 0.748596
rs1329238 17262898 C G 0.253778 0.253614 0.857553 40424 0 ‐0.0197 0.0213 0.856 0.355 0.449772 17.2629 ‐0.02915 0.02169 1.81019 0.178485 0.748397
rs1081073 17127664 T C 0.163931 0.166598 0.930999 40424 0 ‐0.0221 0.0242 0.832 0.362 0.441292 17.12766 ‐0.03264 0.024295 1.80992 0.178518 0.748318
rs1063107 16875759 G GCCA 0.916549 0.903547 0.953275 40424 0 ‐0.11255 0.030661 13.3291 0.000261 3.582829 16.87576 ‐0.04214 0.031267 1.80956 0.178561 0.748213
rs1508357 16537534 TA T 0.038355 0.039886 0.499947 40424 0 0.084784 0.063614 1.76167 0.184416 0.734201 16.53753 0.086053 0.063703 1.80956 0.178561 0.748213
rs6475111 17162413 C T 0.261025 0.261718 0.826415 40424 0 ‐0.0308 0.0217 2.02 0.155 0.809668 17.16241 ‐0.02948 0.021945 1.80846 0.178693 0.747892
rs2845773 16558693 T G 0.056925 0.0573 0.476125 40424 0 ‐0.0324 0.0488 0.44 0.507 0.294992 16.55869 ‐0.07442 0.055643 1.80275 0.17938 0.746225
rs2018361 16800556 TC T 0.062906 0.065069 0.78318 40424 0 0.082927 0.040428 4.17295 0.041074 1.386431 16.80056 0.05456 0.04054 1.80154 0.179526 0.745872
rs2842865 16558648 G A 0.056927 0.057306 0.476206 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0496 0.285 0.594 0.226214 16.55865 ‐0.07436 0.055633 1.80074 0.179623 0.745638
rs1162685 16518289 G A 0.010005 0.008758 0.47421 40424 0 ‐0.191 0.106 3.22 0.0726 1.139063 16.51829 ‐0.18388 0.138694 1.79911 0.17982 0.745162
rs5567236 16983862 C T 0.235513 0.217989 0.891 40424 0 ‐0.0874 0.0216 16.4 5.21E‐05 4.283162 16.98386 ‐0.03072 0.022926 1.79872 0.179867 0.745048
rs4961535 17230848 A G 0.065659 0.06941 0.709558 40424 0 0.00106 0.0406 0.000684 0.979 0.009217 17.23085 0.055385 0.0412 1.7972 0.180051 0.744604
rs1927622 16443456 A G 0.074195 0.076567 0.884572 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.034 0.308 0.579 0.237321 16.44346 ‐0.04707 0.035215 1.79562 0.180243 0.744142
rs7019402 16869240 T C 0.908872 0.896543 0.990985 40424 1 ‐0.0669 0.029 5.32 0.0211 1.675718 16.86924 ‐0.03918 0.029183 1.79536 0.180275 0.744066
rs1139127 16561231 C T 0.057014 0.057405 0.476103 40424 0 ‐0.0246 0.0495 0.247 0.619 0.208309 16.56123 ‐0.07421 0.055604 1.7952 0.180294 0.744019
rs1096286 17087885 C T 0.161551 0.164128 0.948091 40424 0 ‐0.0217 0.0238 0.835 0.361 0.442493 17.08788 ‐0.03235 0.024187 1.79398 0.180442 0.743662
rs7851641 17222369 T C 0.052985 0.055898 0.799678 40424 0 0.0238 0.043 0.306 0.58 0.236572 17.22237 0.057711 0.042963 1.79361 0.180487 0.743554
rs1011889 16613114 C T 0.941825 0.941439 0.456809 40424 0 0.03 0.0502 0.357 0.55 0.259637 16.61311 0.075038 0.056259 1.79295 0.180567 0.743361
rs263566 17082525 A G 0.170917 0.172876 0.945849 40424 0 ‐0.0279 0.0234 1.42 0.233 0.632644 17.08253 ‐0.03177 0.02377 1.79121 0.180779 0.742853
rs4422864 16879179 T A 0.920239 0.907468 0.969675 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0306 13.2 0.00028 3.552842 16.87918 ‐0.04232 0.031566 1.79068 0.180843 0.742698
rs1012351 16548197 G A 0.054516 0.054668 0.486088 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0502 0.209 0.648 0.188425 16.5482 ‐0.07483 0.056147 1.79045 0.180871 0.74263
rs1329918 16735405 A C 0.504596 0.495768 0.552143 40424 0 ‐0.0367 0.0224 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.7354 ‐0.03141 0.023469 1.79038 0.18088 0.74261
rs263565 17082161 C T 0.170917 0.172878 0.945859 40424 0 ‐0.0279 0.0234 1.42 0.233 0.632644 17.08216 ‐0.03175 0.02377 1.78957 0.180979 0.742373
rs1382290 16877354 C CT 0.918886 0.905916 0.969366 40424 0 ‐0.11005 0.030794 12.6366 0.000378 3.422201 16.87735 ‐0.042 0.031352 1.78807 0.181162 0.741934
rs1081071 17087619 C G 0.45139 0.459526 0.9639 40424 0 0.0121 0.0177 0.468 0.494 0.306273 17.08762 ‐0.02407 0.018022 1.78523 0.181508 0.741103
rs7830177 16847054 T C 0.087385 0.099014 0.951997 40424 0 0.0685 0.0299 5.23 0.0222 1.653647 16.84705 0.040632 0.03035 1.78516 0.181517 0.741083
rs7867445 16432426 G A 0.074636 0.076944 0.928959 40424 0 ‐0.025 0.0335 0.555 0.456 0.341035 16.43243 ‐0.04567 0.034287 1.78335 0.181739 0.740553
rs263559 17128036 A G 0.453141 0.46063 0.961593 40424 0 0.0181 0.0182 0.985 0.321 0.493495 17.12804 ‐0.02413 0.018074 1.78324 0.181752 0.740521
rs1337395 16669912 A C 0.771976 0.763937 0.62543 40424 0 ‐0.0249 0.0243 1.04 0.307 0.512862 16.66991 ‐0.03516 0.026308 1.7829 0.181794 0.740421
rs1173090 16533678 G A 0.020745 0.020984 0.4104 40424 0 0.0837 0.0849 0.972 0.324 0.489455 16.53368 0.128562 0.095806 1.78184 0.181924 0.740111
rs1096273 16938199 G C 0.781645 0.778281 0.982133 40424 0 0.0177 0.0209 0.715 0.398 0.400117 16.9382 ‐0.02861 0.021411 1.78182 0.181926 0.740105
rs7812442 16410007 C T 0.064742 0.066123 0.852574 40424 0 ‐0.03658 0.038261 0.917575 0.338113 0.470939 16.41001 ‐0.05103 0.038373 1.77814 0.182378 0.739028
rs7850168 16766118 C A 0.926005 0.92291 0.805754 40424 0 ‐0.0892 0.0344 6.75 0.0094 2.026872 16.76612 ‐0.04937 0.036973 1.77461 0.182813 0.737994
rs9407783 17149541 G A 0.429548 0.426984 0.868975 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0197 6.15 0.0132 1.879426 17.14954 ‐0.02536 0.01904 1.77452 0.182824 0.737968
rs6475091 16878382 G C 0.917885 0.905231 0.954035 40424 0 ‐0.109 0.0301 13.2 0.000276 3.559091 16.87838 ‐0.04192 0.031411 1.7744 0.182839 0.737932
rs2007820 16805331 G GT 0.065618 0.067982 0.721559 40424 0 0.087931 0.041274 4.5005 0.033885 1.469993 16.80533 0.055262 0.041421 1.77066 0.1833 0.736837
rs7662980 16542895 C T 0.051967 0.051953 0.507128 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.0513 1.03 0.311 0.50724 16.54289 ‐0.07455 0.056273 1.76939 0.183458 0.736464
rs166419 17005229 A G 0.400557 0.403365 0.975531 40424 1 0.0211 0.0179 1.4 0.237 0.625252 17.00523 0.023948 0.018002 1.76876 0.183536 0.73628
rs1233556 16963253 C G 0.313975 0.318959 0.981778 40424 1 0.0209 0.0189 1.23 0.267 0.573489 16.96325 0.025248 0.018974 1.76856 0.18356 0.736221
rs7046068 16685539 T C 0.930306 0.92628 0.73841 40424 0 ‐0.0726 0.0365 3.94 0.0471 1.326979 16.68554 ‐0.05218 0.039137 1.76853 0.183564 0.736212
rs7556093 16824445 A G 0.063268 0.066686 0.544332 40424 0 0.122 0.0424 8.23 0.00412 2.385103 16.82445 0.064412 0.048324 1.76662 0.183801 0.735652
rs1329092 17253518 C T 0.400886 0.398262 0.854303 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.019 5.75 0.0165 1.782516 17.25352 ‐0.02577 0.019416 1.76347 0.184192 0.734729
rs263589 17086917 G A 0.167535 0.170328 0.936525 40424 0 ‐0.0262 0.0236 1.23 0.267 0.573489 17.08692 ‐0.03186 0.024032 1.76296 0.184256 0.734579
rs1012348 16569110 T A 0.060722 0.061505 0.463667 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0474 0.312 0.577 0.238824 16.56911 ‐0.07223 0.054615 1.76236 0.18433 0.734403
rs263587 17086629 G T 0.167535 0.170329 0.936524 40424 0 ‐0.0284 0.0236 1.44 0.23 0.638272 17.08663 ‐0.03185 0.024031 1.76153 0.184434 0.73416
rs7021182 16447809 A T 0.470354 0.46657 0.895888 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.018 0.601 0.438 0.358526 16.44781 ‐0.02454 0.018491 1.76108 0.18449 0.734028
rs263588 17086846 T C 0.167555 0.170345 0.936443 40424 0 ‐0.0262 0.0236 1.23 0.267 0.573489 17.08685 ‐0.03184 0.024031 1.76099 0.184501 0.734001
rs1927615 16538595 G A 0.538336 0.525968 0.791954 40424 0 ‐0.0382 0.0188 4.14 0.0419 1.377786 16.5386 ‐0.0263 0.019831 1.75909 0.184738 0.733444
rs2990670 17295837 C G 0.383259 0.379947 0.855233 40424 0 ‐0.0397 0.0192 4.3 0.0381 1.419075 17.29584 ‐0.02592 0.019566 1.7568 0.185024 0.732772
rs1134778 16542758 C T 0.053155 0.05344 0.509136 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.0513 1.02 0.311 0.50724 16.54276 ‐0.07315 0.055436 1.75503 0.185246 0.732252
rs2243699 16806790 A G 0.99929 0.999298 0.210688 40424 0 0.0863 0.509 0.0287 0.866 0.062482 16.80679 ‐1.01648 0.735 1.75374 0.185407 0.731873
rs263640 17019121 G A 0.096623 0.083399 0.996632 40424 1 ‐0.13 0.0309 17.8 2.51E‐05 4.600326 17.01912 ‐0.04197 0.031781 1.75213 0.185609 0.731401
rs1081073 17127373 A T 0.16171 0.164588 0.926028 40424 0 ‐0.0236 0.0243 0.946 0.331 0.480172 17.12737 ‐0.03234 0.024482 1.75048 0.185816 0.730916
rs1043576 16972712 T G 0.694305 0.687958 0.981676 40424 0 ‐0.0323 0.019 2.88 0.0895 1.048177 16.97271 ‐0.02531 0.019124 1.74946 0.185945 0.730616
rs7486885 17002038 T C 0.104475 0.091327 0.988378 40424 0 ‐0.114 0.0297 14.7 0.000129 3.88941 17.00204 ‐0.04017 0.030447 1.74817 0.186107 0.730237
rs7864431 16875365 C T 0.91954 0.906654 0.991948 40424 1 ‐0.115 0.0305 14.2 0.00016 3.79588 16.87536 ‐0.04127 0.031159 1.74803 0.186125 0.730196
rs1237854 17177415 A C 0.224732 0.224872 0.840257 40424 0 ‐0.0341 0.0223 2.34 0.126 0.89963 17.17742 ‐0.03013 0.022814 1.74754 0.186186 0.730052
rs1081068 16938354 A G 0.779682 0.77642 0.990094 40424 0 0.0176 0.0209 0.711 0.399 0.399027 16.93835 ‐0.02813 0.02127 1.7458 0.186406 0.729541
rs9407777 16799466 C G 0.063493 0.065557 0.783228 40424 0 0.094 0.0374 6.31 0.012 1.920819 16.79947 0.053449 0.040378 1.74301 0.186758 0.728721
rs4500176 16876586 G T 0.919061 0.906212 0.971093 40424 0 ‐0.108 0.0292 13.6 0.000226 3.645892 16.87659 ‐0.04137 0.03131 1.73899 0.187267 0.727539
rs1774071 16690025 A G 0.024017 0.022018 0.552088 40424 0 ‐0.19 0.0686 7.65 0.00567 2.246417 16.69003 ‐0.10683 0.081543 1.73868 0.187306 0.727448
rs1063335 17079560 C CTATT 0.168092 0.169787 0.933029 40424 0 ‐0.03266 0.024032 1.85295 0.173441 0.760849 17.07956 ‐0.0317 0.024091 1.7368 0.187545 0.726895
rs4366170 16937807 G A 0.781994 0.778679 0.983235 40424 0 0.0202 0.0209 0.94 0.332 0.478862 16.93781 ‐0.02825 0.021428 1.7352 0.187748 0.726424
rs1081068 16939118 C T 0.779824 0.776623 0.992222 40424 0 0.0177 0.0209 0.722 0.396 0.402305 16.93912 ‐0.02804 0.021268 1.7352 0.187748 0.726424
rs1075684 16938633 A G 0.779833 0.776618 0.99154 40424 0 0.0177 0.0209 0.717 0.397 0.40121 16.93863 ‐0.02804 0.021269 1.73476 0.187804 0.726295
rs263591 17087068 A G 0.451938 0.460211 0.964086 40424 0 0.0124 0.0177 0.495 0.482 0.316953 17.08707 ‐0.02372 0.018016 1.73417 0.187879 0.726121
rs670511 17293025 G T 0.384851 0.381713 0.859717 40424 0 ‐0.0392 0.0192 4.2 0.0405 1.392545 17.29302 ‐0.02567 0.019501 1.73386 0.187919 0.72603
rs9657592 16938927 G A 0.779654 0.776453 0.990547 40424 0 0.0177 0.0209 0.719 0.396 0.402305 16.93893 ‐0.02803 0.021272 1.73341 0.187976 0.725898
rs1459671 16611837 TG T 0.935435 0.934698 0.432045 40424 0 0.058301 0.054899 1.13446 0.286826 0.542382 16.61184 0.072125 0.054981 1.73331 0.187989 0.725868
rs4961507 16939350 T G 0.779863 0.776672 0.991507 40424 0 0.0177 0.0209 0.724 0.395 0.403403 16.93935 ‐0.02803 0.021272 1.73293 0.188037 0.725756
rs7036282 16635662 T C 0.059035 0.059897 0.452481 40424 0 ‐0.0104 0.0493 0.0443 0.833 0.079355 16.63566 ‐0.07328 0.055892 1.73198 0.188158 0.725477
rs1043576 16972646 A G 0.694088 0.687758 0.981464 40424 0 ‐0.0327 0.019 2.96 0.0852 1.06956 16.97265 ‐0.02517 0.019119 1.73154 0.188214 0.725347
rs2243698 16806772 G A 0.999288 0.999296 0.210351 40424 0 0.0851 0.509 0.0279 0.867 0.061981 16.80677 ‐1.0102 0.735405 1.73094 0.188291 0.725171
rs263592 17087291 T G 0.451419 0.459661 0.963622 40424 0 0.0128 0.0177 0.522 0.47 0.327902 17.08729 ‐0.0237 0.018029 1.72851 0.188601 0.724455
rs1075677 16658364 A G 0.950756 0.950773 0.479011 40424 0 0.042 0.0537 0.612 0.434 0.36251 16.65836 0.078059 0.059623 1.72814 0.188649 0.724346
rs1455744 16940040 CTTCT C 0.779968 0.776808 0.990059 40424 0 0.01783 0.020906 0.72835 0.393419 0.405145 16.94004 ‐0.028 0.021281 1.72799 0.188668 0.724302
rs1096295 17259878 T G 0.244563 0.245077 0.830077 40424 0 ‐0.0181 0.0248 0.533 0.465 0.332547 17.25988 ‐0.02922 0.022306 1.71986 0.189711 0.721907
rs1181354 17337896 C G 0.01782 0.018008 0.675768 40424 0 0.0119 0.0744 0.0254 0.873 0.058986 17.3379 ‐0.10492 0.080503 1.71675 0.190112 0.720991
rs1096286 17091464 C T 0.160717 0.1633 0.946352 40424 0 ‐0.0223 0.0238 0.877 0.349 0.457175 17.09146 ‐0.03172 0.024261 1.71476 0.190369 0.720404
rs7047516 17127924 T A 0.163654 0.16643 0.927844 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0243 0.632 0.427 0.369572 17.12792 ‐0.03183 0.024347 1.71404 0.190462 0.720192
rs1505954 16957691 T C 0.013523 0.012989 0.754404 40424 0 ‐0.041 0.0787 0.271 0.603 0.219683 16.95769 ‐0.11554 0.088849 1.71387 0.190484 0.720142
rs3465759 16611832 AT A 0.935369 0.934618 0.431661 40424 0 0.057785 0.054893 1.11464 0.291076 0.535994 16.61183 0.071694 0.054976 1.71291 0.190608 0.719858
rs6009974 16852799 G GA 0.091999 0.10388 0.93851 40424 0 0.062829 0.029705 4.44588 0.034986 1.456111 16.8528 0.039065 0.029808 1.71107 0.190847 0.719316
rs1328912 17052517 G A 0.448268 0.454366 0.95956 40424 0 0.00282 0.0178 0.0252 0.874 0.058489 17.05252 ‐0.02353 0.017998 1.71031 0.190945 0.719091
rs1151161 17178134 A G 0.04489 0.048028 0.760363 40424 0 0.0339 0.0473 0.515 0.473 0.325139 17.17813 0.06203 0.047284 1.70981 0.19101 0.718944
rs1011816 17318031 T C 0.766839 0.771085 0.591443 40424 0 0.0441 0.0246 3.21 0.0734 1.134304 17.31803 0.035519 0.02721 1.70833 0.191202 0.718507
rs1328537 16671729 C T 0.573066 0.562684 0.784209 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0194 0.649 0.421 0.375718 16.67173 ‐0.02603 0.019917 1.70671 0.191413 0.718029
rs1096278 16978279 G C 0.04765 0.050773 0.956686 40424 0 0.0897 0.0402 4.97 0.0257 1.590067 16.97828 0.053912 0.041181 1.70393 0.191775 0.717208
rs9657594 16939146 G A 0.779672 0.776462 0.99913 40424 1 0.0177 0.0209 0.722 0.395 0.403403 16.93915 ‐0.02777 0.021258 1.70323 0.191866 0.717002
rs263562 17079093 C T 0.170552 0.172524 0.941784 40424 0 ‐0.0277 0.0234 1.41 0.236 0.627088 17.07909 ‐0.03107 0.023847 1.70234 0.191982 0.716739
rs2243836 16808515 C T 0.061824 0.063891 0.738009 40424 0 0.101 0.0389 6.69 0.00969 2.013676 16.80852 0.055002 0.04205 1.70192 0.192037 0.716615
rs6113212 16855653 A G 0.09216 0.103924 0.944226 40424 0 0.0655 0.0298 4.82 0.0281 1.551294 16.85565 0.038845 0.029747 1.69875 0.192452 0.715679
rs1128143 16875986 T TCTCA 0.91672 0.903753 0.94578 40424 0 ‐0.11159 0.030778 13.0046 0.000311 3.507621 16.87599 ‐0.04097 0.031388 1.69707 0.192672 0.715182
rs1081072 17099512 G A 0.157506 0.1605 0.921372 40424 0 ‐0.0171 0.0243 0.492 0.483 0.316053 17.09951 ‐0.0322 0.024764 1.69569 0.192853 0.714775
rs7854979 16612382 C T 0.939651 0.938887 0.455696 40424 0 0.0256 0.049 0.273 0.601 0.221126 16.61238 0.071655 0.055258 1.69391 0.193086 0.714248
rs9298764 16431230 A G 0.463306 0.459375 0.90883 40424 0 ‐0.0134 0.018 0.557 0.456 0.341035 16.43123 ‐0.0239 0.018366 1.69369 0.193115 0.714183
rs1483775 17294425 T TC 0.385328 0.382292 0.859763 40424 0 ‐0.05095 0.019332 6.95872 0.008341 2.078773 17.29442 ‐0.02534 0.019493 1.69163 0.193386 0.713574
rs1510897 16654755 TAAG T 0.021927 0.020748 0.365421 40424 0 ‐0.18916 0.104666 3.33655 0.067757 1.169049 16.65475 ‐0.13433 0.104138 1.68875 0.193766 0.712723
rs1075676 16613213 T C 0.941111 0.940639 0.454208 40424 0 0.0265 0.05 0.281 0.596 0.224754 16.61321 0.072545 0.056042 1.68829 0.193827 0.712587
rs4551457 16937515 A G 0.780458 0.777209 0.99327 40424 0 0.0185 0.0209 0.784 0.376 0.424812 16.93752 ‐0.02765 0.021299 1.6826 0.194579 0.710903
rs5971978 16880174 G T 0.079802 0.092468 0.967741 40424 0 0.109 0.0306 12.6 0.000378 3.422508 16.88017 0.041053 0.031597 1.68179 0.194687 0.710664
rs619380 17302341 A G 0.385847 0.382837 0.859643 40424 0 ‐0.0413 0.0192 4.64 0.0312 1.505845 17.30234 ‐0.02525 0.019491 1.68003 0.194921 0.710143
rs7870508 16612437 T A 0.939656 0.93889 0.455575 40424 0 0.0238 0.0494 0.231 0.631 0.199971 16.61244 0.071372 0.055268 1.67986 0.194943 0.710092
rs263558 17127919 T C 0.453907 0.461677 0.963946 40424 0 0.0177 0.0178 0.987 0.32 0.49485 17.12792 ‐0.02339 0.018049 1.67963 0.194974 0.710024
rs1330304 16714629 C G 0.740633 0.731512 0.69092 40424 0 ‐0.0446 0.0227 3.87 0.0492 1.308035 16.71463 ‐0.03095 0.023892 1.67583 0.19548 0.708899
rs605916 17291057 A G 0.384917 0.381808 0.860524 40424 0 ‐0.0396 0.0191 4.27 0.0388 1.411168 17.29106 ‐0.0252 0.019489 1.67372 0.195761 0.708274
rs1200409 16978135 C T 0.020233 0.01988 0.545265 40424 0 0.0708 0.0517 1.88 0.171 0.767004 16.97813 ‐0.10906 0.084752 1.67363 0.195773 0.708247
rs1081065 16874907 T G 0.920129 0.907508 0.973323 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0306 13 0.000311 3.50724 16.87491 ‐0.04082 0.031496 1.67359 0.195778 0.708235
rs1170862 17221579 C T 0.018278 0.018482 0.711924 40424 0 ‐0.0788 0.0864 0.832 0.362 0.441292 17.22158 ‐0.09959 0.077385 1.67332 0.195814 0.708155
rs1504877 16612054 AAAAT A 0.939013 0.938237 0.450391 40424 0 0.050555 0.055186 0.843591 0.358372 0.445666 16.61205 0.071312 0.055331 1.67324 0.195825 0.708132
rs1081063 16810614 G C 0.567092 0.55398 0.642529 40424 0 ‐0.068 0.0207 10.8 0.00102 2.9914 16.81061 ‐0.02873 0.022229 1.67035 0.196212 0.707275
rs2779778 17300060 G A 0.378383 0.374977 0.832799 40424 0 ‐0.0392 0.0195 4.06 0.044 1.356547 17.30006 ‐0.02573 0.019919 1.67032 0.196216 0.707266
rs410440 17077047 T C 0.579167 0.580675 0.95443 40424 0 ‐0.00486 0.0179 0.0735 0.786 0.104577 17.07705 ‐0.02342 0.018122 1.66982 0.196283 0.707118
rs1096273 16936863 A G 0.773395 0.769132 0.981429 40424 0 0.0145 0.0207 0.489 0.484 0.315155 16.93686 ‐0.02727 0.021086 1.66959 0.196314 0.70705
rs5587394 16993715 A G 0.104371 0.091392 0.978983 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0298 13.8 0.000205 3.688246 16.99372 ‐0.03952 0.030652 1.66958 0.196315 0.707047
rs5610326 16993488 G A 0.104369 0.091391 0.978823 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0298 13.8 0.000202 3.694649 16.99349 ‐0.03952 0.030654 1.66942 0.196336 0.707
rs1096251 16613413 T C 0.941074 0.940592 0.453001 40424 0 0.0267 0.0499 0.287 0.592 0.227678 16.61341 0.07221 0.056108 1.66877 0.196423 0.706807
rs4317674 16937552 A G 0.780202 0.776937 0.999611 40424 1 0.0179 0.0209 0.731 0.392 0.406714 16.93755 ‐0.0275 0.021276 1.66795 0.196533 0.706564
rs5609887 16994696 G A 0.104375 0.091397 0.97973 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0297 13.8 0.000204 3.69037 16.9947 ‐0.03948 0.030642 1.6674 0.196607 0.706401
rs1073844 16612983 T C 0.941054 0.940571 0.453647 40424 0 0.0265 0.05 0.282 0.596 0.224754 16.61298 0.072082 0.056065 1.66534 0.196884 0.70579
rs1175616 16518301 G A 0.010126 0.008903 0.470057 40424 0 ‐0.193 0.106 3.35 0.067 1.173925 16.5183 ‐0.17631 0.138184 1.66437 0.197014 0.705502
rs7750971 16629884 G A 0.013199 0.012079 0.382085 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.103 1.3 0.254 0.595166 16.62988 ‐0.16926 0.132558 1.66434 0.197018 0.705493
rs632265 17301710 C A 0.384643 0.381538 0.860029 40424 0 ‐0.0401 0.0192 4.38 0.0363 1.440093 17.30171 ‐0.02512 0.019498 1.6605 0.197536 0.704354
rs7763208 17007505 C T 0.104425 0.09139 0.988138 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0297 14.5 0.000142 3.847712 17.00751 ‐0.03917 0.030468 1.66007 0.197594 0.704227
rs1122105 16995830 C T 0.104379 0.091404 0.98073 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0297 13.8 0.000202 3.694649 16.99583 ‐0.03938 0.03063 1.65979 0.197632 0.704144
rs1773889 16559835 C T 0.051831 0.052021 0.512842 40424 0 ‐0.0354 0.0509 0.483 0.487 0.312471 16.55984 ‐0.07184 0.056001 1.65842 0.197817 0.703737
rs8015303 17003999 A G 0.104379 0.091313 0.987685 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0297 14.4 0.000146 3.835647 17.004 ‐0.03915 0.030467 1.65798 0.197876 0.703606
rs1096254 16712247 T A 0.169481 0.17763 0.606283 40424 0 0.0485 0.0276 3.08 0.0793 1.100727 16.71225 0.038475 0.029857 1.65613 0.198127 0.703057
rs1759454 17302919 T A 0.384753 0.38166 0.860109 40424 0 ‐0.0404 0.0192 4.45 0.0349 1.457175 17.30292 ‐0.02508 0.019496 1.65597 0.198148 0.70301
rs9657591 16938046 A G 0.837102 0.837991 0.947209 40424 0 0.0183 0.0237 0.597 0.44 0.356547 16.93805 ‐0.03179 0.024677 1.65497 0.198284 0.702713
rs5731070 16438793 C T 0.075843 0.078257 0.898529 40424 0 ‐0.0234 0.0337 0.482 0.487 0.312471 16.43879 ‐0.04443 0.034619 1.65484 0.198302 0.702674
rs1505534 16996399 TA T 0.104379 0.091407 0.98131 40424 0 ‐0.10644 0.030017 12.7369 0.000359 3.445497 16.9964 ‐0.03931 0.030624 1.65469 0.198322 0.70263
rs7038776 16921176 C T 0.155584 0.154824 0.936551 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.0243 2.78 0.0955 1.019997 16.92118 0.033187 0.025774 1.65371 0.198455 0.702339
rs7693889 17007112 T C 0.104689 0.09165 0.98774 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0297 14.4 0.000149 3.826814 17.00711 ‐0.03903 0.030426 1.65269 0.198593 0.702036
rs1493650 16996875 AT A 0.104383 0.091411 0.981767 40424 0 ‐0.10639 0.030012 12.7285 0.00036 3.443547 16.99688 ‐0.03927 0.030618 1.65238 0.198635 0.701944
rs7643981 16880520 C T 0.079343 0.091945 0.970317 40424 0 0.109 0.0307 12.8 0.000356 3.44855 16.88052 0.040708 0.031642 1.64907 0.199086 0.70096
rs7028433 17320748 A G 0.987305 0.988126 0.198603 40424 0 ‐0.0678 0.063 1.16 0.282 0.549751 17.32075 0.233946 0.183806 1.64744 0.199308 0.700476
rs1096299 17274815 C G 0.267732 0.268596 0.841701 40424 0 ‐0.0262 0.0214 1.5 0.22 0.657577 17.27481 ‐0.02762 0.021537 1.64726 0.199332 0.700422
rs1096287 17110624 A G 0.162693 0.165432 0.935334 40424 0 ‐0.0205 0.0239 0.738 0.39 0.408935 17.11062 ‐0.03114 0.024306 1.64552 0.19957 0.699905
rs1081075 17312932 A G 0.614988 0.618064 0.861057 40424 0 0.0405 0.0192 4.46 0.0346 1.460924 17.31293 0.024977 0.019481 1.64517 0.199618 0.699801
rs2779776 17300093 G A 0.386305 0.383277 0.855609 40424 0 ‐0.0395 0.0193 4.17 0.0411 1.386158 17.30009 ‐0.02504 0.019535 1.64465 0.199689 0.699647
rs1075681 16858084 G A 0.66694 0.707225 0.999979 40424 1 0.202 0.0189 114 1.39E‐26 25.85699 16.85808 0.041851 0.032672 1.64262 0.199966 0.699043
rs1268500 17022667 A G 0.100561 0.087029 0.979208 40424 0 ‐0.128 0.0303 17.8 2.47E‐05 4.607303 17.02267 ‐0.04021 0.031442 1.64246 0.199988 0.698996
rs1075684 16940134 G A 0.780801 0.777781 0.987529 40424 0 0.0171 0.0208 0.671 0.413 0.38405 16.94013 ‐0.02737 0.021339 1.6423 0.20001 0.698948
rs1927625 16439783 A G 0.075079 0.077743 0.898019 40424 0 ‐0.0234 0.0335 0.489 0.485 0.314258 16.43978 ‐0.04434 0.034718 1.63921 0.200434 0.698029
rs1693478 16527027 T C 0.543598 0.531119 0.847993 40424 0 ‐0.0328 0.0184 3.17 0.075 1.124939 16.52703 ‐0.02455 0.019176 1.63878 0.200493 0.697901
rs595894 17283197 G A 0.398383 0.396081 0.852756 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0192 5.27 0.0217 1.66354 17.2832 ‐0.02487 0.019444 1.63725 0.200703 0.697446
rs7030528 16831748 A G 0.199717 0.207715 0.647006 40424 0 0.0353 0.0252 1.96 0.162 0.790485 16.83175 0.034535 0.02696 1.63723 0.200706 0.69744
rs1096299 17275039 C G 0.267639 0.268519 0.842112 40424 0 ‐0.0258 0.0214 1.47 0.226 0.645892 17.27504 ‐0.02751 0.021533 1.63517 0.20099 0.696827
rs2780206 17300064 C T 0.386186 0.383161 0.855387 40424 0 ‐0.0397 0.0194 4.17 0.041 1.387216 17.30006 ‐0.02496 0.019542 1.63219 0.2014 0.69594
rs7430515 16889787 A G 0.080798 0.093655 0.967815 40424 0 0.108 0.0305 12.4 0.000426 3.37059 16.88979 0.04025 0.031451 1.63184 0.201449 0.695836
rs1999032 16416995 T C 0.470969 0.466889 0.86902 40424 0 ‐0.0152 0.0183 0.695 0.404 0.393619 16.41699 ‐0.02394 0.01874 1.63167 0.201472 0.695785
rs1268378 16884679 A G 0.078541 0.091024 0.964231 40424 0 0.108 0.0309 12.3 0.000456 3.341035 16.88468 0.040808 0.031892 1.63125 0.20153 0.69566
rs1506517 17239469 C T 0.018332 0.018562 0.709985 40424 0 ‐0.0937 0.0831 1.27 0.26 0.585027 17.23947 ‐0.09826 0.077334 1.63097 0.201569 0.695576
rs1461975 17110542 AATT A 0.162663 0.165417 0.935369 40424 0 ‐0.02481 0.024239 1.05012 0.30548 0.515018 17.11054 ‐0.03099 0.024307 1.62958 0.201761 0.695163
rs3450202 17278607 C T 0.268316 0.26922 0.846802 40424 0 ‐0.0272 0.0213 1.64 0.201 0.696804 17.27861 ‐0.02734 0.021444 1.6286 0.201897 0.694871
rs1440503 17264935 G T 0.32885 0.326165 0.710151 40424 0 ‐0.0204 0.0235 0.751 0.386 0.413413 17.26493 ‐0.02835 0.022233 1.62792 0.201991 0.694668
rs263649 17015043 C T 0.742391 0.741608 0.97276 40424 1 ‐0.0235 0.02 1.38 0.24 0.619789 17.01504 ‐0.02577 0.020186 1.6277 0.202022 0.694603
rs7871743 16433603 C T 0.075427 0.077836 0.913184 40424 0 ‐0.0195 0.0337 0.336 0.562 0.250264 16.4336 ‐0.04382 0.034433 1.62697 0.202123 0.694385
rs7860056 16990325 A G 0.104592 0.091735 0.965278 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0299 13.8 0.0002 3.69897 16.99033 ‐0.03921 0.030814 1.62606 0.202249 0.694114
rs1081068 16937341 G A 0.780127 0.776853 0.999473 40424 1 0.0181 0.0209 0.749 0.387 0.412289 16.93734 ‐0.02714 0.021274 1.62468 0.202441 0.693703
rs7796926 16992655 G A 0.104132 0.09124 0.976956 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0298 13.8 0.000203 3.692504 16.99265 ‐0.03905 0.030708 1.62424 0.202502 0.693572
rs7985038 16992238 A G 0.104129 0.091239 0.976772 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0298 13.8 0.000204 3.69037 16.99224 ‐0.03904 0.030711 1.62277 0.202706 0.693133
rs7968762 16889330 C A 0.080087 0.092891 0.972393 40424 0 0.108 0.0305 12.5 0.000409 3.388277 16.88933 0.040206 0.031508 1.62239 0.202759 0.69302
rs1096283 17055875 C G 0.160594 0.163157 0.976391 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0237 0.945 0.331 0.480172 17.05588 ‐0.0304 0.023904 1.62184 0.202835 0.692856
rs1133104 17055091 C T 0.160018 0.162543 0.979081 40424 0 ‐0.0228 0.0238 0.911 0.34 0.468521 17.05509 ‐0.0304 0.023907 1.62123 0.20292 0.692674
rs7717730 16545026 C G 0.05117 0.051534 0.526179 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0505 0.721 0.396 0.402305 16.54503 ‐0.0703 0.055443 1.61989 0.203107 0.692275
rs448034 16998460 A G 0.66436 0.671434 0.999924 40424 1 0.0554 0.0186 8.85 0.00293 2.533132 16.99846 0.023987 0.018857 1.61983 0.203116 0.692257
rs1081067 16928466 C G 0.612379 0.603996 0.978727 40424 1 0.000249 0.0179 0.000193 0.989 0.004804 16.92847 ‐0.02308 0.018132 1.61954 0.203156 0.69217
rs1075682 16892201 T A 0.917415 0.904766 0.946807 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0304 13.1 0.000293 3.533132 16.8922 ‐0.04018 0.031518 1.61923 0.203199 0.692078
rs1179630 17308793 A G 0.015349 0.014903 0.302329 40424 0 ‐0.0305 0.122 0.0626 0.802 0.095826 17.30879 ‐0.16897 0.133655 1.61906 0.203223 0.692027
c9_pos170 17052255 G A 0.159023 0.161326 0.994111 40424 1 ‐0.0242 0.0238 1.04 0.308 0.511449 17.05226 ‐0.03028 0.023828 1.61901 0.20323 0.692012
rs3501449 17271479 GT G 0.255457 0.255595 0.855767 40424 0 ‐0.0346 0.021605 2.57113 0.10883 0.963252 17.27148 ‐0.02754 0.021665 1.61869 0.203275 0.691917
rs7537536 17293908 G C 0.015347 0.014901 0.30235 40424 0 ‐0.0312 0.119 0.0691 0.793 0.100727 17.29391 ‐0.16895 0.133659 1.61857 0.203291 0.691881
rs1408108 17289795 G T 0.213198 0.213811 0.752007 40424 0 ‐0.0243 0.0239 1.03 0.309 0.510042 17.28979 ‐0.03124 0.024595 1.61682 0.203536 0.691359
rs3599853 17269629 T C 0.255455 0.255597 0.855721 40424 0 ‐0.0261 0.0214 1.49 0.222 0.653647 17.26963 ‐0.0275 0.021666 1.6145 0.20386 0.690667
rs5983341 17269126 G A 0.255454 0.255596 0.855712 40424 0 ‐0.0227 0.0214 1.12 0.289 0.539102 17.26913 ‐0.0275 0.021666 1.6139 0.203945 0.690488
rs7787818 16889646 A C 0.08025 0.093069 0.973026 40424 0 0.107 0.0306 12.2 0.000468 3.329754 16.88965 0.040051 0.031475 1.61328 0.204031 0.690303
rs6139308 16438862 G A 0.074299 0.076694 0.909349 40424 0 ‐0.018 0.0339 0.281 0.596 0.224754 16.43886 ‐0.04398 0.034722 1.6124 0.204155 0.690041
rs7270016 17233766 G A 0.084837 0.082308 0.684828 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0365 0.525 0.469 0.328827 17.23377 ‐0.04808 0.038008 1.60799 0.204775 0.688724
rs1200636 16887073 C T 0.080074 0.092994 0.99954 40424 1 0.109 0.0306 12.6 0.000384 3.415669 16.88707 0.039517 0.031109 1.60779 0.204803 0.688664
rs986472 16991622 G A 0.300751 0.292765 0.990137 40424 1 ‐0.0618 0.0193 10.2 0.00137 2.863279 16.99162 ‐0.02478 0.019575 1.60456 0.205258 0.6877
rs5793795 16439153 G A 0.074792 0.077211 0.909956 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.0338 0.314 0.575 0.240332 16.43915 ‐0.04374 0.034618 1.604 0.205337 0.687532
rs5701009 16439018 C T 0.074795 0.077214 0.910081 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.0338 0.314 0.575 0.240332 16.43902 ‐0.04373 0.034615 1.60366 0.205385 0.687431
rs3814110 16437728 G C 0.075323 0.077783 0.909572 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0337 0.332 0.564 0.248721 16.43773 ‐0.04359 0.03451 1.60289 0.205494 0.687201
rs1693466 16432544 T C 0.073288 0.07573 0.929615 40424 0 ‐0.022 0.0336 0.429 0.512 0.29073 16.43254 ‐0.04361 0.034537 1.60202 0.205617 0.686941
rs1179532 17276823 G A 0.268404 0.269346 0.845096 40424 0 ‐0.026 0.0213 1.49 0.222 0.653647 17.27682 ‐0.02714 0.021466 1.60142 0.205702 0.686761
rs2184063 17276775 G A 0.268404 0.269346 0.845095 40424 0 ‐0.0264 0.0213 1.54 0.214 0.669586 17.27678 ‐0.02714 0.021466 1.6013 0.205719 0.686725
rs1075686 17309336 T C 0.601225 0.60338 0.851421 40424 0 0.0451 0.0192 5.52 0.0188 1.725842 17.30934 0.024603 0.019451 1.60102 0.205759 0.686642
rs1096284 17060409 C T 0.159965 0.162394 0.99641 40424 1 ‐0.0232 0.0237 0.965 0.326 0.486782 17.06041 ‐0.03 0.023748 1.60012 0.205886 0.686373
rs9802710 17263439 T G 0.399286 0.39964 0.811815 40424 0 ‐0.0347 0.0196 3.12 0.0771 1.112946 17.26344 ‐0.02506 0.01983 1.59832 0.206142 0.685835
rs1461725 17265477 C G 0.255265 0.255396 0.855321 40424 0 ‐0.0199 0.0216 0.853 0.356 0.44855 17.26548 ‐0.02737 0.021675 1.59763 0.206239 0.685628
rs2480924 16805472 G A 0.061251 0.063203 0.752632 40424 0 0.099 0.0385 6.6 0.0102 1.9914 16.80547 0.053033 0.041862 1.59666 0.206377 0.685338
rs1096284 17060599 C G 0.160143 0.162602 0.996413 40424 1 ‐0.0232 0.0236 0.963 0.326 0.486782 17.0606 ‐0.02995 0.023737 1.59592 0.206482 0.685117
rs1137509 16440331 T C 0.075197 0.077722 0.902313 40424 0 ‐0.0185 0.0338 0.298 0.585 0.232844 16.44033 ‐0.04364 0.034641 1.59499 0.206615 0.684839
rs4961422 16851320 G A 0.088738 0.100294 0.933104 40424 0 0.0716 0.0305 5.52 0.0188 1.725842 16.85132 0.038546 0.030464 1.59495 0.20662 0.684827
rs5904976 16440665 T A 0.075189 0.077714 0.902039 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.0339 0.311 0.577 0.238824 16.44066 ‐0.04365 0.034647 1.59473 0.206652 0.684761
rs1132827 17058287 C T 0.158644 0.161041 0.981626 40424 0 ‐0.0231 0.0243 0.902 0.342 0.465974 17.05829 ‐0.03021 0.023959 1.59459 0.206672 0.684719
rs4961502 16882346 G A 0.079147 0.091658 0.970426 40424 0 0.109 0.0306 12.6 0.000383 3.416801 16.88235 0.040083 0.031696 1.5934 0.206841 0.684363
rs7864650 17313678 T A 0.600109 0.602172 0.849556 40424 0 0.0469 0.0193 5.92 0.015 1.823909 17.31368 0.024556 0.019465 1.59271 0.206939 0.684157
rs6034445 16921530 C A 0.156421 0.155517 0.940684 40424 0 ‐0.0449 0.0243 3.42 0.0645 1.19044 16.92153 0.032447 0.02568 1.59246 0.206975 0.684082
rs1329552 16655933 G A 0.020336 0.019158 0.474233 40424 0 0.0296 0.104 0.0808 0.776 0.110138 16.65593 ‐0.11509 0.091765 1.59208 0.207029 0.683968
rs4375098 17277778 T A 0.26859 0.269581 0.845636 40424 0 ‐0.0268 0.0213 1.59 0.208 0.681937 17.27778 ‐0.02705 0.021454 1.59203 0.207036 0.683954
rs7603266 16990617 G A 0.104206 0.091398 0.962812 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.0299 13.9 0.000192 3.716699 16.99062 ‐0.03889 0.030905 1.59003 0.207322 0.683355
rs7947647 17004288 T C 0.103624 0.090646 0.983048 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0298 14.3 0.000155 3.809668 17.00429 ‐0.03857 0.030655 1.58964 0.207378 0.683238
rs7888683 16890618 C A 0.08004 0.092783 0.971127 40424 0 0.108 0.0306 12.4 0.000435 3.361511 16.89062 0.03986 0.031558 1.58955 0.20739 0.683211
rs1081061 16761648 C T 0.90931 0.906628 0.800135 40424 0 ‐0.0757 0.0322 5.51 0.0189 1.723538 16.76165 ‐0.04281 0.033889 1.5889 0.207483 0.683017
rs7271597 16936061 T C 0.116372 0.115598 0.943228 40424 0 ‐0.0331 0.0274 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.93606 0.036059 0.028564 1.58819 0.207585 0.682804
rs2027014 17276104 T C 0.268891 0.269907 0.844472 40424 0 ‐0.0257 0.0212 1.47 0.226 0.645892 17.2761 ‐0.02702 0.021462 1.58732 0.207709 0.682544
rs1582030 17261546 A G 0.416599 0.41383 0.881697 40424 0 ‐0.0362 0.0187 3.73 0.0533 1.273273 17.26155 ‐0.02393 0.019007 1.58648 0.20783 0.682292
rs670058 17292890 A G 0.399178 0.397064 0.851684 40424 0 ‐0.0438 0.0191 5.23 0.0222 1.653647 17.29289 ‐0.02448 0.019444 1.58611 0.207883 0.682182
rs1073332 16754802 T C 0.73491 0.72469 0.759347 40424 0 ‐0.0639 0.0218 8.59 0.00339 2.4698 16.7548 ‐0.02829 0.022446 1.58592 0.20791 0.682125
c9_pos169 17006901 T C 0.104774 0.091742 0.996219 40424 1 ‐0.112 0.0297 14.2 0.000162 3.790485 17.0069 ‐0.03812 0.030338 1.58535 0.207992 0.681954
rs4409489 17295260 A C 0.399222 0.39711 0.85164 40424 0 ‐0.0451 0.0192 5.52 0.0188 1.725842 17.29526 ‐0.02447 0.019444 1.58527 0.208003 0.68193
rs1075677 16658174 C T 0.950328 0.950253 0.47826 40424 0 0.0401 0.0535 0.561 0.454 0.342944 16.65817 0.074452 0.059385 1.58419 0.208158 0.681607
rs1096283 17053760 C T 0.481543 0.487826 0.985644 40424 0 0.00586 0.0176 0.111 0.739 0.131356 17.05376 ‐0.02237 0.017779 1.58327 0.20829 0.681331
rs1130410 16438120 G A 0.075746 0.07829 0.905167 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0337 0.332 0.564 0.248721 16.43812 ‐0.04329 0.034486 1.5832 0.2083 0.68131
rs7042243 16721632 C T 0.116229 0.119823 0.753511 40424 0 0.00722 0.0292 0.0612 0.805 0.094204 16.72163 0.03929 0.03117 1.58318 0.208303 0.681304
rs1409575 17344148 GTTTAT G 0.610319 0.613075 0.853178 40424 0 0.050083 0.019384 6.68755 0.009709 2.012832 17.34415 0.02458 0.019544 1.58302 0.208326 0.681256
rs870271 17280827 C G 0.398904 0.396733 0.853071 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.0191 5.69 0.0171 1.767004 17.28083 ‐0.02444 0.019435 1.58247 0.208405 0.681091
rs1096283 17053786 T C 0.481546 0.487831 0.98548 40424 0 0.00557 0.0176 0.101 0.751 0.12436 17.05379 ‐0.02236 0.017779 1.5822 0.208444 0.68101
rs7041544 16441224 T C 0.074808 0.077243 0.906843 40424 0 ‐0.019 0.0338 0.315 0.574 0.241088 16.44122 ‐0.0435 0.034669 1.58182 0.208499 0.680897
rs7132789 17054257 A AT 0.481602 0.487898 0.983322 40424 0 0.004633 0.017616 0.069178 0.792538 0.10098 17.05426 ‐0.02236 0.017788 1.57976 0.208795 0.680279
rs1134509 16952080 A G 0.017432 0.020076 0.815033 40424 0 0.0834 0.0673 1.53 0.215 0.667562 16.95208 0.089017 0.070529 1.57894 0.208913 0.680034
rs1075676 16614210 T A 0.95189 0.952045 0.42995 40424 0 0.0164 0.0556 0.0869 0.768 0.114639 16.61421 0.079767 0.063796 1.57679 0.209224 0.679389
rs593614 17282681 C G 0.399011 0.396857 0.853021 40424 0 ‐0.0445 0.0191 5.41 0.02 1.69897 17.28268 ‐0.02439 0.019434 1.57668 0.20924 0.679356
rs2020371 17254740 G GTTT 0.374941 0.371337 0.830653 40424 0 ‐0.05102 0.019785 6.66267 0.009845 2.00677 17.25474 ‐0.02503 0.019941 1.57625 0.209302 0.679227
rs1124947 16918924 G A 0.117757 0.116306 0.918648 40424 0 ‐0.0255 0.0275 0.857 0.354 0.450997 16.91892 0.036427 0.028966 1.57613 0.209319 0.679191
rs450114 17024496 C T 0.036585 0.037679 0.947123 40424 0 ‐0.0168 0.0467 0.13 0.719 0.143271 17.0245 0.059836 0.047501 1.57595 0.209345 0.679137
rs1591138 17261209 G A 0.41637 0.413592 0.881615 40424 0 ‐0.0378 0.0188 4.06 0.0439 1.357535 17.26121 ‐0.02385 0.019011 1.57523 0.209449 0.678922
rs7433967 16998766 C G 0.103648 0.090731 0.982873 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.0298 14.1 0.000177 3.752027 16.99877 ‐0.03842 0.030674 1.57507 0.209472 0.678874
rs1073844 16614533 T C 0.951769 0.951918 0.428454 40424 0 0.0121 0.0556 0.0476 0.827 0.082495 16.61453 0.079767 0.063831 1.57505 0.209475 0.678868
rs6057347 16440738 T C 0.075789 0.078343 0.901826 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0337 0.331 0.565 0.247952 16.44074 ‐0.04321 0.034537 1.57236 0.209865 0.678061
rs7827247 17013999 C G 0.104795 0.09184 0.977885 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0297 13.8 0.000198 3.703335 17.014 ‐0.03831 0.030619 1.57234 0.209868 0.678055
rs5810589 16440880 T C 0.075785 0.07834 0.901695 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0337 0.331 0.565 0.247952 16.44088 ‐0.0432 0.034541 1.57181 0.209944 0.677896
rs4568695 16822799 T C 0.197212 0.204612 0.642953 40424 0 0.0316 0.0253 1.56 0.212 0.673664 16.8228 0.034109 0.027183 1.57108 0.21005 0.677677
rs4961738 16721120 G A 0.117369 0.121069 0.756188 40424 0 0.0141 0.0291 0.236 0.627 0.202733 16.72112 0.038902 0.03099 1.57035 0.210156 0.677458
rs6682760 16938873 AAAT A 0.780958 0.778315 0.9831 40424 0 0.019998 0.021036 0.905163 0.341401 0.466735 16.93887 ‐0.02687 0.021424 1.5703 0.210164 0.677443
rs7868285 16480296 C T 0.126249 0.130194 0.998807 40424 1 0.0309 0.0261 1.4 0.237 0.625252 16.4803 0.032923 0.02626 1.56701 0.210642 0.676456
rs1237628 17053994 G A 0.48141 0.487719 0.983828 40424 0 0.00601 0.0176 0.117 0.732 0.135489 17.05399 ‐0.02226 0.01779 1.56641 0.210729 0.676275
rs263650 17012980 T G 0.642509 0.640193 0.999992 40424 1 ‐0.0171 0.0182 0.881 0.348 0.458421 17.01298 ‐0.02281 0.018226 1.56547 0.210866 0.675993
rs1073844 16614330 A G 0.951761 0.951905 0.428763 40424 0 0.012 0.0556 0.0469 0.829 0.081446 16.61433 0.079471 0.0638 1.56485 0.210957 0.675807
rs1200454 16975043 T C 0.049038 0.052079 0.950776 40424 0 0.0877 0.0403 4.75 0.0293 1.533132 16.97504 0.051223 0.040847 1.56384 0.211104 0.675504
rs1413650 16451056 ATTAACT A 0.435111 0.42976 0.90975 40424 0 ‐0.02339 0.01846 1.60546 0.205131 0.687968 16.45106 ‐0.02312 0.018505 1.56204 0.211367 0.674963
rs7043062 16825110 T C 0.181469 0.185984 0.584723 40424 0 0.0273 0.0274 0.988 0.32 0.49485 16.82511 0.036964 0.029555 1.56037 0.211611 0.674462
rs5713391 17119529 AT A 0.282939 0.279109 0.942193 40424 0 ‐0.04139 0.019995 4.29642 0.038193 1.41802 17.11953 ‐0.02507 0.020091 1.55988 0.211683 0.674314
rs1582031 17261350 T G 0.416733 0.414011 0.881763 40424 0 ‐0.0356 0.0187 3.61 0.0575 1.240332 17.26135 ‐0.02373 0.019005 1.55924 0.211777 0.674122
rs7544055 16975118 T C 0.047928 0.050925 0.965442 40424 0 0.0892 0.0402 4.92 0.0265 1.576754 16.97512 0.05129 0.040961 1.55916 0.211788 0.674098
rs6120258 16882285 G A 0.079854 0.092418 0.968399 40424 0 0.108 0.0306 12.5 0.000416 3.380907 16.88228 0.039541 0.031614 1.55871 0.211854 0.673963
rs7928902 16420701 T A 0.078787 0.081343 0.855031 40424 0 ‐0.0331 0.034 0.952 0.329 0.482804 16.4207 ‐0.04339 0.034854 1.55725 0.212068 0.673524
rs8009418 17014703 A G 0.104627 0.091674 0.976895 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0297 13.8 0.000199 3.701147 17.0147 ‐0.03815 0.030647 1.55634 0.212202 0.673251
rs3739715 16435714 T C 0.075912 0.078468 0.906264 40424 0 ‐0.0175 0.0336 0.271 0.603 0.219683 16.43571 ‐0.04285 0.034432 1.55576 0.212287 0.673076
rs7571401 17012054 A C 0.104883 0.091943 0.979999 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0297 13.8 0.000206 3.686133 17.01205 ‐0.03807 0.030585 1.55566 0.212302 0.673046
rs7855465 16781771 T C 0.140916 0.150731 0.960442 40424 0 0.0326 0.025 1.7 0.192 0.716699 16.78177 0.03161 0.025308 1.55566 0.212302 0.673046
rs7872099 16940516 C G 0.776599 0.77344 0.982611 40424 0 0.011 0.0208 0.276 0.599 0.222573 16.94052 ‐0.02649 0.021227 1.55456 0.212464 0.672716
rs7690568 16974891 C T 0.047924 0.050915 0.96592 40424 0 0.0863 0.0403 4.58 0.0324 1.489455 16.97489 0.051173 0.040959 1.55231 0.212795 0.672039
rs1237930 17054142 A G 0.482089 0.488496 0.983436 40424 0 0.00548 0.0176 0.0969 0.756 0.121478 17.05414 ‐0.02215 0.017785 1.55199 0.212842 0.671943
rs3602005 16456063 C CT 0.471432 0.46719 0.874238 40424 0 ‐0.02072 0.018713 1.22592 0.268202 0.571538 16.45606 ‐0.02336 0.018762 1.55091 0.213001 0.671618
rs7982798 16687579 T C 0.023652 0.021717 0.559825 40424 0 ‐0.196 0.0689 8.05 0.00456 2.341035 16.68758 ‐0.1008 0.081435 1.55075 0.213025 0.67157
rs1237693 17273878 A G 0.253611 0.253707 0.852749 40424 0 ‐0.02 0.0214 0.875 0.35 0.455932 17.27388 ‐0.02706 0.021757 1.55024 0.2131 0.671417
rs7653805 17011455 C T 0.104828 0.091895 0.98111 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0298 13.7 0.000214 3.669586 17.01146 ‐0.03796 0.030576 1.54793 0.213441 0.670722
rs7502703 17011259 T C 0.104807 0.091876 0.981388 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0297 13.9 0.00019 3.721246 17.01126 ‐0.03796 0.030575 1.54759 0.213492 0.670619
rs1125511 17120454 C T 0.283193 0.279376 0.943687 40424 0 ‐0.0414 0.0198 4.37 0.0366 1.436519 17.12045 ‐0.02494 0.02007 1.54703 0.213574 0.670451
rs1057383 16413632 A T 0.410678 0.406634 0.930108 40424 0 ‐0.0233 0.0181 1.65 0.198 0.703335 16.41363 ‐0.02284 0.018385 1.54438 0.213967 0.669653
rs399345 17119924 T C 0.283212 0.279396 0.943549 40424 0 ‐0.0415 0.0198 4.39 0.0362 1.441291 17.11992 ‐0.02492 0.020071 1.54384 0.214047 0.669491
rs1223682 17249540 T G 0.38016 0.377548 0.859593 40424 0 ‐0.0338 0.0193 3.05 0.0809 1.092052 17.24954 ‐0.02429 0.019558 1.54353 0.214093 0.669397
rs1096286 17092659 C T 0.156844 0.159152 0.93989 40424 0 ‐0.0251 0.0241 1.08 0.298 0.525784 17.09266 ‐0.0305 0.024586 1.54311 0.214156 0.669271
rs7033974 17249636 T C 0.380284 0.377666 0.860002 40424 0 ‐0.0372 0.0191 3.78 0.0519 1.284833 17.24964 ‐0.02428 0.019551 1.54289 0.214188 0.669205
chr917249 17249351 TG T 0.380283 0.377666 0.859972 40424 0 ‐0.04763 0.01941 6.03235 0.014046 1.852447 17.24935 ‐0.02427 0.019551 1.54278 0.214205 0.669172
rs1096298 17269437 G T 0.430296 0.428404 0.872856 40424 0 ‐0.0446 0.0188 5.65 0.0174 1.759451 17.26944 ‐0.02356 0.019009 1.53691 0.215078 0.667403
rs1122212 17051683 C T 0.158159 0.160519 0.981527 40424 0 ‐0.0249 0.0238 1.09 0.296 0.528708 17.05168 ‐0.02967 0.023974 1.53608 0.215202 0.667153
rs1075676 16614086 A G 0.951897 0.952046 0.429632 40424 0 0.0136 0.0556 0.0597 0.807 0.093127 16.61409 0.078746 0.063816 1.53555 0.215281 0.666994
rs1339551 16854770 T C 0.092547 0.10417 0.941509 40424 0 0.0643 0.0294 4.77 0.029 1.537602 16.85477 0.036926 0.029748 1.53523 0.215329 0.666897
rs1096295 17261765 A G 0.246345 0.246999 0.85435 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0216 0.36 0.548 0.26122 17.26176 ‐0.02715 0.021943 1.53392 0.215525 0.666502
rs1163365 16420704 C T 0.079263 0.081848 0.856788 40424 0 ‐0.035 0.0338 1.07 0.302 0.519993 16.4207 ‐0.04289 0.034731 1.53223 0.215778 0.665993
rs1774359 16809958 T C 0.068937 0.070334 0.598189 40424 0 0.0974 0.0402 5.87 0.0154 1.812479 16.80996 0.055203 0.044511 1.53057 0.216027 0.665492
rs7022248 17058894 T C 0.968769 0.968613 0.371207 40424 0 0.0932 0.0689 1.83 0.176 0.754487 17.05889 0.102334 0.083053 1.52894 0.216272 0.665001
rs7032772 16603557 C T 0.939664 0.93876 0.454718 40424 0 0.0213 0.0487 0.191 0.662 0.179142 16.60356 0.068055 0.055259 1.52733 0.216514 0.664515
rs7858762 17354527 T C 0.554896 0.556963 0.708268 40424 0 0.0222 0.0203 1.2 0.274 0.56225 17.35453 0.025988 0.021044 1.5259 0.216729 0.664083
rs7858760 17354520 T C 0.554896 0.556963 0.708269 40424 0 0.0242 0.0202 1.43 0.231 0.636388 17.35452 0.025988 0.021044 1.52587 0.216733 0.664074
rs7035049 16413779 G A 0.409898 0.405886 0.9323 40424 0 ‐0.0253 0.0181 1.96 0.161 0.793174 16.41378 ‐0.02268 0.018376 1.52374 0.217054 0.663432
rs1121993 16424407 A T 0.072671 0.075131 0.92195 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.0338 0.482 0.487 0.312471 16.42441 ‐0.04282 0.034775 1.52358 0.217079 0.663383
rs1391805 17267896 A G 0.023325 0.020573 0.817727 40424 0 ‐0.13 0.0604 4.59 0.0321 1.493495 17.2679 ‐0.08238 0.06717 1.52099 0.21747 0.662601
rs7750786 17082259 A C 0.160924 0.163702 0.950732 40424 0 ‐0.0197 0.0238 0.685 0.408 0.38934 17.08226 ‐0.0298 0.024199 1.52032 0.217571 0.662399
rs1081057 16489536 T A 0.21402 0.204426 0.74508 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0231 4.29 0.0384 1.415669 16.48954 ‐0.03084 0.025051 1.51861 0.21783 0.661882
rs1152372 17266095 C G 0.240446 0.241107 0.833984 40424 0 ‐0.0186 0.0226 0.678 0.41 0.387216 17.26609 ‐0.02755 0.022386 1.51747 0.218003 0.661538
rs1169618 16747054 T G 0.010284 0.01156 0.516557 40424 0 0.125 0.0814 2.36 0.124 0.906578 16.74705 0.142402 0.114886 1.51722 0.218041 0.661463
rs7019625 16635419 C T 0.058423 0.059485 0.454122 40424 0 ‐0.0073 0.0493 0.0219 0.882 0.054531 16.63542 ‐0.06868 0.055967 1.51638 0.218168 0.661209
rs1051162 16764989 G T 0.115197 0.122178 0.795085 40424 0 0.0686 0.0296 5.39 0.0202 1.694649 16.76499 0.037491 0.030397 1.51625 0.218188 0.661169
rs9657590 16938025 T C 0.835369 0.836338 0.938572 40424 0 0.0294 0.0236 1.56 0.212 0.673664 16.93802 ‐0.03044 0.024691 1.51616 0.218202 0.661142
rs1081071 17085737 G A 0.161897 0.164687 0.948425 40424 0 ‐0.0213 0.0238 0.801 0.371 0.430626 17.08574 ‐0.0297 0.024155 1.51575 0.218264 0.661018
rs5621897 16556929 T C 0.053225 0.053616 0.501759 40424 0 ‐0.0363 0.0504 0.517 0.472 0.326058 16.55693 ‐0.06848 0.05586 1.51387 0.21855 0.66045
rs6256049 17034624 C T 0.043057 0.046504 0.887728 40424 0 0.0826 0.0431 3.68 0.0549 1.260428 17.03462 0.055116 0.044666 1.51363 0.218586 0.660378
rs385801 17022928 A G 0.036408 0.037474 0.950885 40424 0 ‐0.0182 0.0467 0.152 0.697 0.156767 17.02293 0.058636 0.047543 1.5109 0.219002 0.659552
rs7559374 16420938 C A 0.079531 0.082151 0.855861 40424 0 ‐0.0326 0.0337 0.936 0.333 0.477556 16.42094 ‐0.04254 0.034693 1.51046 0.219069 0.659419
rs1831079 16907705 C T 0.011525 0.008917 0.404383 40424 0 ‐0.251 0.0404 38.6 5.18E‐10 9.28567 16.90771 ‐0.18191 0.149625 1.50817 0.219419 0.658727
rs1388919 17213794 T A 0.033658 0.033744 0.79457 40424 0 ‐0.0427 0.0503 0.719 0.397 0.40121 17.21379 ‐0.06714 0.054883 1.50743 0.219532 0.658503
rs7364903 16809708 A G 0.066501 0.067947 0.697429 40424 0 0.0909 0.0386 5.54 0.0186 1.730487 16.80971 0.051564 0.041922 1.50564 0.219806 0.657961
rs2008015 16518582 TG T 0.086969 0.088262 0.502726 40424 0 ‐0.03668 0.043998 0.697706 0.403556 0.394097 16.51858 ‐0.05392 0.044081 1.50444 0.21999 0.657598
rs1096285 17070204 T A 0.159295 0.161955 0.974576 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0237 0.941 0.332 0.478862 17.0702 ‐0.02942 0.024023 1.5043 0.220011 0.657556
rs2012409 16456062 T TC 0.470822 0.466662 0.872179 40424 0 ‐0.02029 0.018737 1.17325 0.278735 0.554809 16.45606 ‐0.02298 0.018785 1.49733 0.221083 0.655445
rs1051162 16424834 G A 0.072664 0.075154 0.92262 40424 0 ‐0.0229 0.0338 0.459 0.498 0.302771 16.42483 ‐0.04241 0.03476 1.49555 0.221357 0.654906
rs1096285 17080064 A G 0.161628 0.164404 0.950855 40424 0 ‐0.0198 0.0238 0.697 0.404 0.393619 17.08006 ‐0.02949 0.024148 1.49489 0.221459 0.654706
rs1081069 16953744 G T 0.83391 0.834113 0.959418 40424 0 0.0143 0.0235 0.37 0.543 0.2652 16.95374 ‐0.02967 0.024247 1.49365 0.221651 0.65433
rs411013 17054337 T C 0.484228 0.490937 0.98373 40424 0 0.0067 0.0176 0.145 0.703 0.153045 17.05434 ‐0.02169 0.017763 1.49183 0.221933 0.653779
rs1117754 17081088 G A 0.160894 0.163687 0.954023 40424 0 ‐0.0167 0.024 0.485 0.486 0.313364 17.08109 ‐0.02945 0.02415 1.49139 0.222001 0.653645
rs1174608 16507720 T C 0.035938 0.03583 0.44854 40424 0 ‐0.0305 0.0608 0.251 0.616 0.210419 16.50772 ‐0.08656 0.071209 1.49103 0.222057 0.653536
rs7439225 16845131 C A 0.015509 0.01644 0.624691 40424 0 ‐0.04562 0.087052 0.275769 0.599488 0.22222 16.84513 0.108254 0.088219 1.49077 0.222097 0.653457
rs7881747 17040371 C A 0.07736 0.065804 0.959164 40424 0 ‐0.12 0.0344 12.2 0.000489 3.310691 17.04037 ‐0.04366 0.035861 1.49003 0.222212 0.653233
rs1487505 17000713 T A 0.893095 0.905357 0.998752 40424 1 0.109 0.0293 13.9 0.000194 3.712198 17.00071 0.036384 0.029867 1.48982 0.222244 0.653169
rs1134026 16837331 G A 0.02391 0.023125 0.669451 40424 0 0.0221 0.0688 0.103 0.748 0.126098 16.83733 0.088758 0.072449 1.48732 0.222633 0.652411
rs1329236 17262847 C T 0.247088 0.247869 0.858351 40424 0 ‐0.0142 0.0215 0.439 0.508 0.294136 17.26285 ‐0.02662 0.021857 1.48649 0.222762 0.652159
rs1693541 17229028 A G 0.050114 0.052636 0.800855 40424 0 0.0172 0.0443 0.151 0.698 0.156145 17.22903 0.054069 0.044239 1.48526 0.222953 0.651786
rs1890643 16880921 C G 0.080049 0.092571 0.967219 40424 0 0.107 0.0306 12.2 0.000467 3.330683 16.88092 0.038536 0.03158 1.48379 0.223183 0.65134
rs7033269 16513641 C T 0.08925 0.085546 0.571221 40424 0 ‐0.0701 0.0352 3.96 0.0467 1.330683 16.51364 ‐0.05047 0.041592 1.47942 0.223865 0.650013
rs7434570 16624810 T G 0.024096 0.023036 0.354667 40424 0 ‐0.102 0.0799 1.62 0.203 0.692504 16.62481 ‐0.12156 0.100605 1.47938 0.223872 0.650001
rs4961725 16599255 T C 0.942698 0.941902 0.4737 40424 0 0.0333 0.0494 0.454 0.5 0.30103 16.59925 0.067173 0.055443 1.47812 0.224069 0.649618
rs1504510 17265852 T A 0.253772 0.254264 0.849119 40424 0 ‐0.0202 0.0215 0.882 0.348 0.458421 17.26585 ‐0.02646 0.021781 1.47787 0.224108 0.649543
rs645117 17293779 G A 0.399615 0.397649 0.850057 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0191 5.27 0.0217 1.66354 17.29378 ‐0.02363 0.019455 1.47685 0.224268 0.649233
rs1096286 17082040 C T 0.161324 0.164162 0.953565 40424 0 ‐0.0206 0.0238 0.749 0.387 0.412289 17.08204 ‐0.02928 0.024133 1.47604 0.224395 0.648987
rs7835999 17309311 A G 0.056698 0.048274 0.92615 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0398 13.1 0.000291 3.536107 17.30931 ‐0.05105 0.042164 1.47522 0.224524 0.648737
rs7270019 17274657 A G 0.090522 0.087851 0.699792 40424 0 ‐0.0218 0.0359 0.37 0.543 0.2652 17.27466 ‐0.04421 0.036479 1.47514 0.224537 0.648713
rs1096302 17313996 T G 0.603944 0.605965 0.818464 40424 0 0.0319 0.0196 2.65 0.103 0.987163 17.314 0.024126 0.019876 1.47449 0.224639 0.648516
rs1126566 16424452 AACTGAGGA 0.072975 0.075453 0.921975 40424 0 ‐0.02747 0.034621 0.631562 0.426783 0.369793 16.42445 ‐0.04205 0.034714 1.4741 0.2247 0.648397
rs1237965 17273926 C G 0.268061 0.269086 0.842281 40424 0 ‐0.0253 0.0213 1.4 0.236 0.627088 17.27393 ‐0.02607 0.021512 1.47116 0.225163 0.647503
rs1693471 16456284 T C 0.074802 0.077647 0.88403 40424 0 0.0417 0.0333 1.57 0.21 0.677781 16.45628 0.042566 0.03502 1.47087 0.225209 0.647415
rs7948455 17078550 G A 0.161262 0.163976 0.949272 40424 0 ‐0.0201 0.0238 0.718 0.397 0.40121 17.07855 ‐0.02929 0.024198 1.46951 0.225423 0.647002
rs2185273 16957172 G A 0.83482 0.835067 0.960589 40424 0 0.0125 0.0235 0.285 0.594 0.226214 16.95717 ‐0.02942 0.024257 1.46789 0.225679 0.646509
rs7499326 16424548 C T 0.072974 0.075461 0.922101 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0337 0.465 0.495 0.305395 16.42455 ‐0.04193 0.034711 1.46602 0.225975 0.64594
rs4515653 16894407 A G 0.958136 0.959837 0.309989 40424 0 0.168 0.0453 13.7 0.000211 3.675718 16.89441 0.098196 0.081445 1.46503 0.226132 0.645639
rs1051162 16695690 C T 0.790828 0.782429 0.776375 40424 0 ‐0.0467 0.0232 4.06 0.0439 1.357535 16.69569 ‐0.02915 0.024068 1.46384 0.22632 0.645277
rs6091777 16614653 T TA 0.950825 0.950891 0.42384 40424 0 0.067129 0.063462 1.12698 0.28842 0.539974 16.61465 0.076532 0.063529 1.46309 0.226439 0.645049
rs1329065 17274331 T A 0.267987 0.269018 0.842224 40424 0 ‐0.0184 0.0217 0.721 0.396 0.402305 17.27433 ‐0.02599 0.021514 1.46222 0.226577 0.644784
rs1081069 16941569 A C 0.778799 0.77584 0.989513 40424 0 0.0196 0.0208 0.888 0.346 0.460924 16.94157 ‐0.02571 0.021243 1.46182 0.226641 0.644662
rs263561 17078922 C A 0.461666 0.469358 0.962299 40424 0 0.0144 0.0177 0.665 0.415 0.381952 17.07892 ‐0.02174 0.017981 1.46177 0.226649 0.644647
rs6255830 17257324 A G 0.247645 0.248198 0.851491 40424 0 ‐0.0109 0.0215 0.258 0.612 0.213249 17.25732 ‐0.02647 0.021943 1.45831 0.227199 0.643593
rs263627 17115403 T C 0.284385 0.280714 0.941561 40424 0 ‐0.0395 0.0198 3.95 0.0468 1.329754 17.1154 ‐0.02421 0.020065 1.45747 0.227333 0.643337
rs412695 17053372 A G 0.482397 0.48903 0.993544 40424 1 0.00705 0.0176 0.161 0.688 0.162412 17.05337 ‐0.02145 0.017772 1.45676 0.227446 0.643121
rs1075684 16941886 C T 0.778204 0.77517 0.998611 40424 1 0.0198 0.0208 0.908 0.341 0.467246 16.94189 ‐0.02561 0.021202 1.45625 0.227528 0.642966
rs1096262 16820923 G C 0.172666 0.176388 0.597601 40424 0 0.0314 0.0272 1.33 0.249 0.603801 16.82092 0.036118 0.029899 1.45556 0.227638 0.642755
rs6255830 17257157 A T 0.247251 0.24784 0.851509 40424 0 ‐0.0109 0.0215 0.258 0.612 0.213249 17.25716 ‐0.02645 0.021952 1.45407 0.227876 0.642301
rs1075677 16614212 C T 0.950952 0.951016 0.425628 40424 0 0.0128 0.0551 0.0539 0.816 0.08831 16.61421 0.076203 0.063463 1.45352 0.227964 0.642134
rs4961427 16902529 C T 0.081034 0.093819 0.968591 40424 0 0.109 0.0307 12.7 0.000368 3.434152 16.90253 0.03789 0.03138 1.45298 0.22805 0.641969
rs1081069 16941349 A G 0.778631 0.775661 0.990214 40424 0 0.0193 0.0208 0.859 0.354 0.450997 16.94135 ‐0.02561 0.02123 1.45225 0.228167 0.641747
rs7872571 16940704 G A 0.778232 0.775258 0.989997 40424 0 0.0194 0.0208 0.871 0.351 0.454693 16.9407 ‐0.02556 0.021207 1.45072 0.228413 0.64128
rs1416743 16954497 C G 0.834451 0.834729 0.96164 40424 0 0.0161 0.0235 0.468 0.494 0.306273 16.9545 ‐0.02923 0.024241 1.45052 0.228445 0.641219
rs1075678 16697339 C T 0.793439 0.785135 0.772498 40424 0 ‐0.0473 0.0233 4.11 0.0425 1.371611 16.69734 ‐0.02919 0.024222 1.44943 0.228619 0.640887
rs1693470 16453046 T C 0.074935 0.077834 0.886663 40424 0 0.0469 0.0333 1.98 0.159 0.798603 16.45305 0.042129 0.034933 1.44814 0.228827 0.640493
rs7872119 16940551 C T 0.778242 0.775273 0.99013 40424 0 0.0204 0.0208 0.96 0.327 0.485452 16.94055 ‐0.02554 0.021208 1.44752 0.228926 0.640304
rs1075685 17231465 C T 0.426433 0.424857 0.857611 40424 0 ‐0.0435 0.0189 5.29 0.0215 1.667562 17.23146 ‐0.02307 0.01918 1.44735 0.228954 0.640252
rs1081069 16941158 A G 0.778464 0.775502 0.989952 40424 0 0.0194 0.0208 0.869 0.351 0.454693 16.94116 ‐0.02553 0.021221 1.44484 0.229358 0.639487
rs6115959 16432063 A G 0.073275 0.075893 0.926201 40424 0 ‐0.0206 0.0337 0.373 0.541 0.266803 16.43206 ‐0.04144 0.03457 1.44383 0.229521 0.639178
rs1970388 16942168 T C 0.778347 0.775393 0.985407 40424 0 0.0196 0.0208 0.887 0.346 0.460924 16.94217 ‐0.02555 0.021276 1.4398 0.230172 0.637948
rs4366169 16911638 A C 0.318616 0.275012 0.995136 40424 1 ‐0.233 0.0193 145 1.73E‐33 32.76196 16.91164 0.260716 0.219795 1.43873 0.230345 0.637621
rs7540547 16448687 C T 0.072496 0.075183 0.869298 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0346 0.139 0.709 0.149354 16.44869 ‐0.04287 0.035849 1.43676 0.230664 0.63702
rs6154896 16614304 TG T 0.950825 0.950878 0.424435 40424 0 0.066273 0.063406 1.10024 0.294213 0.531338 16.6143 0.075708 0.063474 1.43412 0.231093 0.636213
rs2020106 16614209 C CAA 0.95094 0.950994 0.425365 40424 0 0.06593 0.063404 1.0889 0.296715 0.52766 16.61421 0.075696 0.063475 1.43361 0.231176 0.636057
rs1127559 16915906 G T 0.036433 0.040466 0.657085 40424 0 0.148 0.0586 6.34 0.0118 1.928118 16.91591 0.067381 0.056114 1.43342 0.231207 0.635999
rs1181129 17112307 G A 0.010932 0.011419 0.575998 40424 0 0.0975 0.103 0.892 0.345 0.462181 17.11231 0.133969 0.111134 1.43203 0.231433 0.635574
rs605482 17290979 T C 0.363485 0.361301 0.830587 40424 0 ‐0.0197 0.0235 0.706 0.401 0.396856 17.29098 ‐0.02396 0.020031 1.43159 0.231505 0.635439
rs7891338 17087273 G T 0.011242 0.011734 0.5708 40424 0 0.0934 0.0986 0.898 0.343 0.464706 17.08727 0.132558 0.110015 1.43097 0.231606 0.63525
rs1075676 16614079 T C 0.950926 0.950991 0.425182 40424 0 0.00878 0.0552 0.0253 0.874 0.058489 16.61408 0.0756 0.063479 1.4298 0.231797 0.634892
rs7873338 16606831 G C 0.058787 0.059541 0.450904 40424 0 ‐0.00739 0.0491 0.0227 0.88 0.055517 16.60683 ‐0.06697 0.056201 1.42951 0.231844 0.634803
rs7487416 16447350 C T 0.072498 0.075024 0.874634 40424 0 ‐0.0151 0.0345 0.191 0.662 0.179142 16.44735 ‐0.04265 0.03577 1.42845 0.232018 0.634479
rs1927619 16450882 G C 0.438575 0.433911 0.910706 40424 0 ‐0.0213 0.0181 1.38 0.241 0.617983 16.45088 ‐0.02205 0.018466 1.42608 0.232405 0.633754
rs3840729 17273628 C CAG 0.269035 0.270174 0.845773 40424 0 ‐0.033 0.021372 2.38866 0.122218 0.912864 17.27363 ‐0.02557 0.021434 1.42585 0.232443 0.633684
rs7762384 16430265 T A 0.072496 0.074922 0.922785 40424 0 ‐0.0184 0.0336 0.3 0.584 0.233587 16.43027 ‐0.04151 0.034843 1.42564 0.232477 0.633619
rs1075676 16613980 A G 0.950852 0.950901 0.425247 40424 0 0.00877 0.0552 0.0252 0.874 0.058489 16.61398 0.075407 0.063424 1.42496 0.232589 0.633411
rs1159358 16673776 C T 0.018676 0.017823 0.421514 40424 0 ‐0.147 0.0764 3.69 0.0548 1.261219 16.67378 ‐0.12268 0.103438 1.42467 0.232636 0.633323
rs2850127 16605471 A G 0.057719 0.058529 0.465849 40424 0 ‐0.0203 0.05 0.165 0.684 0.164944 16.60547 ‐0.06619 0.055684 1.42275 0.232951 0.632735
rs7853747 16411463 G T 0.407672 0.403557 0.9239 40424 0 ‐0.02383 0.018429 1.67292 0.195868 0.708037 16.41146 ‐0.02202 0.01847 1.42194 0.233084 0.632487
rs7912946 16552375 C G 0.020574 0.020613 0.409619 40424 0 0.0383 0.0859 0.198 0.656 0.183096 16.55238 0.115866 0.096754 1.42041 0.233336 0.632018
rs6029986 16443360 T C 0.073349 0.076079 0.883478 40424 0 ‐0.0168 0.0341 0.243 0.622 0.20621 16.44336 ‐0.04206 0.035371 1.4201 0.233387 0.631923
rs1073844 16614272 T C 0.950868 0.950919 0.424684 40424 0 0.0128 0.0552 0.0541 0.816 0.08831 16.61427 0.075332 0.063478 1.41967 0.233458 0.631792
rs7018743 16603921 T C 0.946701 0.946095 0.499631 40424 0 0.0337 0.0511 0.435 0.51 0.29243 16.60392 0.066309 0.05585 1.4194 0.233502 0.631709
rs7032239 16603294 A T 0.946669 0.946056 0.499656 40424 0 0.0338 0.0511 0.435 0.509 0.293282 16.60329 0.066267 0.055828 1.41866 0.233624 0.631482
chr917079 17079535 A AC 0.160663 0.163448 0.949931 40424 0 ‐0.02342 0.024155 0.941965 0.331773 0.479159 17.07953 ‐0.02878 0.024218 1.41551 0.234144 0.630517
rs1075687 17364832 G T 0.612547 0.615042 0.857305 40424 0 0.0329 0.0191 2.96 0.0856 1.067526 17.36483 0.023217 0.019522 1.41537 0.234167 0.630474
rs7434377 16455017 T C 0.027003 0.027461 0.70921 40424 0 0.0346 0.0575 0.362 0.548 0.26122 16.45502 0.076292 0.063882 1.4151 0.234212 0.630392
rs2004372 17054851 T TC 0.144444 0.146487 0.932711 40424 0 ‐0.02351 0.025489 0.852972 0.355713 0.4489 17.05485 ‐0.03033 0.025551 1.41321 0.234524 0.629812
rs1888207 16696187 G A 0.791847 0.783415 0.777318 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0232 4.12 0.0425 1.371611 16.69619 ‐0.02867 0.024097 1.41262 0.234622 0.629631
rs1096295 17260010 C T 0.385101 0.383166 0.815378 40424 0 ‐0.0254 0.0205 1.54 0.215 0.667562 17.26001 ‐0.02375 0.019993 1.4126 0.234625 0.629625
rs1970387 16942067 T C 0.778653 0.775668 0.985226 40424 0 0.0195 0.0208 0.876 0.349 0.457175 16.94207 ‐0.02531 0.021286 1.41187 0.234746 0.629401
rs1329255 17278726 A G 0.247288 0.248161 0.858625 40424 0 ‐0.0159 0.0216 0.541 0.462 0.335358 17.27873 ‐0.02593 0.021845 1.41179 0.23476 0.629377
rs3933182 16979089 A G 0.34302 0.327824 0.991828 40424 1 ‐0.06 0.0187 10.4 0.00129 2.88941 16.97909 ‐0.02249 0.018965 1.40777 0.235427 0.628144
rs1073331 16695942 G C 0.79178 0.783349 0.776836 40424 0 ‐0.0469 0.0232 4.07 0.0437 1.359519 16.69594 ‐0.02862 0.024098 1.40773 0.235434 0.628132
rs1081075 17314532 T G 0.623045 0.625404 0.862012 40424 0 0.0351 0.0192 3.33 0.0678 1.16877 17.31453 0.023172 0.019539 1.40765 0.235447 0.628107
rs1096257 16763227 C G 0.159309 0.167795 0.860373 40424 0 0.0446 0.0249 3.2 0.0738 1.131944 16.76323 0.030179 0.025408 1.4074 0.235489 0.62803
rs1477717 16449847 GA G 0.198374 0.193889 0.637194 40424 0 ‐0.04559 0.027627 2.7319 0.098362 1.007172 16.44985 ‐0.03284 0.027726 1.40583 0.23575 0.627549
rs7908689 16427862 C T 0.073712 0.076181 0.932735 40424 0 ‐0.0205 0.0337 0.371 0.543 0.2652 16.42786 ‐0.04068 0.034385 1.40562 0.235785 0.627484
rs1081074 17312829 G A 0.62302 0.625373 0.861996 40424 0 0.0344 0.0192 3.21 0.0733 1.134896 17.31283 0.023151 0.019538 1.40509 0.235873 0.627321
rs1179146 17255507 T C 0.255495 0.256022 0.844377 40424 0 ‐0.0163 0.0212 0.592 0.441 0.355561 17.25551 ‐0.02579 0.021787 1.40349 0.23614 0.62683
rs1178941 17255537 C G 0.255495 0.256022 0.844377 40424 0 ‐0.0181 0.0212 0.729 0.393 0.405607 17.25554 ‐0.02579 0.021787 1.40348 0.236142 0.626827
rs1073333 16903324 A C 0.917477 0.904829 0.956452 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.0283 17.1 3.57E‐05 4.447332 16.90332 ‐0.03716 0.031333 1.40163 0.236451 0.626259
rs7478189 16602065 T C 0.012923 0.011898 0.381655 40424 0 ‐0.137 0.104 1.74 0.187 0.728158 16.60206 ‐0.15685 0.133805 1.40092 0.23657 0.626041
rs1075678 16702353 A C 0.789893 0.78126 0.784585 40424 0 ‐0.0472 0.023 4.22 0.04 1.39794 16.70235 ‐0.02824 0.023846 1.39959 0.236792 0.625633
rs7864270 17359662 G A 0.612255 0.6147 0.857379 40424 0 0.0283 0.0193 2.16 0.142 0.847712 17.35966 0.023082 0.019518 1.39957 0.236796 0.625626
rs7849085 17313619 A G 0.620911 0.623104 0.857988 40424 0 0.035 0.0192 3.32 0.0685 1.16431 17.31362 0.023133 0.019562 1.3994 0.236824 0.625574
rs7849084 17313614 A C 0.620911 0.623104 0.857988 40424 0 0.035 0.0192 3.32 0.0685 1.16431 17.31361 0.023133 0.019562 1.3994 0.236824 0.625574
rs1693467 16448628 T C 0.072443 0.075182 0.869271 40424 0 ‐0.0178 0.0344 0.267 0.606 0.217527 16.44863 ‐0.0423 0.035839 1.39907 0.236879 0.625473
rs1693487 16643147 G A 0.044029 0.044005 0.432932 40424 0 ‐0.00559 0.0571 0.0096 0.922 0.035269 16.64315 ‐0.07815 0.066358 1.3987 0.236941 0.625359
rs7969145 16602187 G A 0.012494 0.011468 0.392437 40424 0 ‐0.143 0.105 1.84 0.175 0.756962 16.60219 ‐0.15705 0.134233 1.39578 0.237431 0.624462
rs2481550 17000932 G C 0.893312 0.905484 0.993455 40424 0 0.108 0.0293 13.7 0.000217 3.66354 17.00093 0.035287 0.029937 1.39465 0.237621 0.624115
rs263598 17091148 C G 0.292993 0.290152 0.923607 40424 0 ‐0.0378 0.0197 3.69 0.0548 1.261219 17.09115 ‐0.02368 0.020065 1.39443 0.237658 0.624047
rs4961437 17368458 C T 0.613104 0.61564 0.858157 40424 0 0.0322 0.0191 2.83 0.0924 1.034328 17.36846 0.023033 0.019518 1.39363 0.237793 0.623801
rs4961426 16902347 C G 0.080749 0.093486 0.96912 40424 0 0.11 0.0308 12.8 0.000346 3.460924 16.90235 0.037168 0.031447 1.39218 0.238037 0.623355
rs7270014 17008501 A T 0.1077 0.095632 0.97925 40424 0 ‐0.109 0.0292 14 0.000187 3.728158 17.0085 ‐0.03533 0.030008 1.39179 0.238103 0.623235
rs1693468 16448856 C G 0.072341 0.075066 0.871774 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0344 0.206 0.65 0.187087 16.44886 ‐0.04216 0.03582 1.39134 0.238179 0.623097
rs1075678 16700651 A G 0.792055 0.783647 0.781342 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.023 3.94 0.0471 1.326979 16.70065 ‐0.02827 0.023993 1.38581 0.239114 0.621395
rs1051162 16969505 G A 0.048256 0.051207 0.99998 40424 1 0.0846 0.0402 4.44 0.0351 1.454693 16.96951 0.047426 0.040215 1.38352 0.239503 0.62069
rs1382162 17279051 GAAC G 0.247098 0.248029 0.857364 40424 0 ‐0.02886 0.021804 1.75533 0.185208 0.73234 17.27905 ‐0.02568 0.021861 1.38189 0.23978 0.620188
rs1234461 16669114 G A 0.051185 0.05172 0.465952 40424 0 ‐0.00369 0.0537 0.00472 0.945 0.024568 16.66911 ‐0.06896 0.058885 1.38183 0.23979 0.62017
rs7032221 16914895 A G 0.319857 0.275643 0.998894 40424 1 ‐0.234 0.0193 148 5.53E‐34 33.25727 16.91489 1.50983 1.35352 1.38181 0.239793 0.620163
rs3808795 17273731 A G 0.269289 0.270556 0.846822 40424 0 ‐0.0243 0.0212 1.31 0.252 0.598599 17.27373 ‐0.02514 0.021413 1.38053 0.240011 0.619769
rs1096287 17126446 A G 0.183753 0.185526 0.900287 40424 0 ‐0.0285 0.0236 1.45 0.228 0.642065 17.12645 ‐0.02779 0.023679 1.38038 0.240036 0.619723
rs1075678 16697337 C T 0.793056 0.784808 0.772961 40424 0 ‐0.0466 0.0233 4 0.0456 1.341035 16.69734 ‐0.02846 0.024199 1.38017 0.240072 0.619658
rs7043024 16475660 C T 0.139888 0.143873 0.905039 40424 0 0.0336 0.0256 1.72 0.189 0.723538 16.47566 0.030967 0.026325 1.37991 0.240117 0.619578
rs1096302 17313926 C T 0.621949 0.624164 0.862475 40424 0 0.0352 0.0192 3.35 0.0671 1.173277 17.31393 0.022906 0.019522 1.37779 0.240478 0.618925
rs1180664 16657686 G A 0.046577 0.046755 0.496732 40424 0 ‐0.0421 0.0536 0.616 0.433 0.363512 16.65769 ‐0.07014 0.059982 1.37743 0.240539 0.618814
rs1081075 17314292 A T 0.622355 0.624599 0.862363 40424 0 0.0346 0.0192 3.25 0.0715 1.145694 17.31429 0.022904 0.019525 1.37711 0.240594 0.618715
rs5632754 16556653 T TTACTC 0.049411 0.050124 0.399426 40424 0 ‐0.05302 0.064735 0.674089 0.41163 0.385493 16.55665 ‐0.07575 0.064826 1.37502 0.240951 0.618071
rs7873708 17349531 A T 0.612776 0.615275 0.857711 40424 0 0.0311 0.0191 2.64 0.104 0.982967 17.34953 0.022881 0.019521 1.37493 0.240967 0.618043
rs1081059 16697663 G T 0.79329 0.785017 0.773684 40424 0 ‐0.05 0.0233 4.6 0.0319 1.496209 16.69766 ‐0.02839 0.024195 1.37427 0.24108 0.61784
rs7470257 16616818 A G 0.951642 0.951671 0.426079 40424 0 0.00457 0.0505 0.0082 0.928 0.032452 16.61682 0.074526 0.063831 1.37398 0.241129 0.61775
rs4360380 16702068 A G 0.789534 0.780965 0.785526 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.023 3.94 0.0472 1.326058 16.70207 ‐0.02794 0.023823 1.37299 0.241299 0.617445
rs443662 17117203 A G 0.284119 0.280627 0.942688 40424 0 ‐0.0393 0.0198 3.92 0.0476 1.322393 17.1172 ‐0.02348 0.020056 1.37299 0.241299 0.617445
rs1059807 17355890 GTC G 0.611194 0.613435 0.854316 40424 0 0.048732 0.019395 6.32392 0.011912 1.924015 17.35589 0.022888 0.019557 1.37054 0.241719 0.616689
rs7035981 16936283 T C 0.773714 0.770262 0.98351 40424 0 0.0175 0.0207 0.712 0.399 0.399027 16.93628 ‐0.02476 0.021136 1.3704 0.241743 0.616646
rs7019105 16610907 C T 0.940975 0.940088 0.463131 40424 0 0.0276 0.0491 0.315 0.575 0.240332 16.61091 0.064523 0.055306 1.37015 0.241786 0.616569
rs1416464 16690946 TC T 0.023295 0.02135 0.559696 40424 0 ‐0.1593 0.081687 3.87716 0.048947 1.310271 16.69095 ‐0.09551 0.082095 1.36912 0.241963 0.616251
rs1081074 17312886 A T 0.62163 0.623804 0.862445 40424 0 0.036 0.0192 3.52 0.0608 1.216096 17.31289 0.022827 0.019518 1.36883 0.242013 0.616161
rs6475139 17346914 C T 0.612804 0.615279 0.857866 40424 0 0.0373 0.0191 3.8 0.0513 1.289883 17.34691 0.022828 0.019521 1.36855 0.242061 0.616075
rs1685298 17119001 G A 0.457894 0.466564 0.952818 40424 0 0.0157 0.0178 0.77 0.38 0.420216 17.119 ‐0.02123 0.018151 1.36797 0.242161 0.615896
rs1081064 16824921 G C 0.179824 0.184154 0.582854 40424 0 0.0378 0.0267 2.01 0.157 0.8041 16.82492 0.034791 0.02972 1.36721 0.242292 0.615661
rs1411185 17267413 G T 0.246817 0.247676 0.853506 40424 0 ‐0.0137 0.0215 0.406 0.524 0.280669 17.26741 ‐0.02562 0.021934 1.36644 0.242425 0.615424
rs6255832 17268590 C T 0.247555 0.248439 0.854955 40424 0 ‐0.0177 0.0219 0.651 0.42 0.376751 17.26859 ‐0.02555 0.021884 1.36553 0.242581 0.615143
rs4131397 16431193 A C 0.074097 0.076689 0.932122 40424 0 ‐0.0186 0.0336 0.308 0.579 0.237321 16.43119 ‐0.04 0.034304 1.36537 0.242609 0.615093
rs1149831 16823678 T C 0.061291 0.064299 0.553985 40424 0 0.122 0.0423 8.26 0.00404 2.393619 16.82368 0.056994 0.048654 1.36524 0.242631 0.615053
rs1832549 16948534 T G 0.438129 0.457129 0.996232 40424 1 0.0916 0.0176 27.1 1.97E‐07 6.705534 16.94853 0.021814 0.018687 1.3626 0.243087 0.614238
rs9298773 17321382 T C 0.61506 0.617681 0.857231 40424 0 0.0376 0.0192 3.85 0.0497 1.303644 17.32138 0.022792 0.019533 1.36251 0.243103 0.61421
rs7864919 17347258 A G 0.613015 0.615488 0.857134 40424 0 0.0378 0.0191 3.91 0.0481 1.317855 17.34726 0.022782 0.019529 1.36184 0.243219 0.614003
rs3582237 16664871 T TG 0.965408 0.964365 0.452647 40424 0 ‐0.10565 0.070791 2.20503 0.137561 0.861504 16.66487 ‐0.08333 0.071133 1.36123 0.243324 0.613814
rs1329388 17044586 G T 0.279459 0.280785 0.957643 40424 1 0.0128 0.0196 0.424 0.515 0.288193 17.04459 ‐0.02341 0.020093 1.35918 0.24368 0.613181
rs6776288 16781010 A G 0.142313 0.152065 0.94833 40424 0 0.0324 0.025 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.78101 0.029593 0.025358 1.35836 0.243822 0.612927
rs4131397 16431243 C G 0.074062 0.076669 0.931917 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.0336 0.315 0.574 0.241088 16.43124 ‐0.03986 0.034312 1.35537 0.244342 0.612003
rs1081075 17320544 A G 0.615164 0.617782 0.85703 40424 0 0.0308 0.0196 2.48 0.116 0.935542 17.32054 0.022732 0.019537 1.35483 0.244436 0.611836
rs1081067 16928230 T C 0.615436 0.607354 0.979087 40424 1 0.00125 0.018 0.00481 0.945 0.024568 16.92823 ‐0.0211 0.01815 1.35117 0.245074 0.610703
rs1693467 16444797 T C 0.073775 0.076629 0.875365 40424 0 ‐0.0178 0.0342 0.271 0.602 0.220404 16.4448 ‐0.04108 0.03542 1.35076 0.245145 0.610576
rs4424358 17295223 T C 0.379632 0.377347 0.859435 40424 0 ‐0.0341 0.0195 3.06 0.0803 1.095284 17.29522 ‐0.0227 0.019537 1.35067 0.245161 0.610549
rs6475057 16478688 T C 0.212948 0.203812 0.765133 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0231 4.25 0.0392 1.406714 16.47869 ‐0.02876 0.024776 1.35033 0.24522 0.610443
rs1073844 16696510 G C 0.790001 0.781648 0.774881 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0232 4.2 0.0403 1.394695 16.69651 ‐0.02795 0.024048 1.34826 0.245583 0.609803
rs2815200 17116292 A G 0.571706 0.574105 0.985358 40424 0 ‐0.00335 0.0177 0.0358 0.85 0.070581 17.11629 ‐0.02068 0.017826 1.34535 0.246093 0.608901
rs1223686 16980361 C T 0.047579 0.050505 0.985022 40424 1 0.0844 0.0404 4.37 0.0365 1.437707 16.98036 0.047314 0.0407 1.34444 0.246253 0.608619
rs6651521 16707122 T C 0.803177 0.794937 0.762159 40424 0 ‐0.0522 0.0235 4.95 0.0261 1.583359 16.70712 ‐0.02879 0.024816 1.34361 0.246398 0.608362
rs1096264 16849464 C G 0.248021 0.232648 0.971221 40424 0 ‐0.123 0.0206 36.1 1.90E‐09 8.721247 16.84946 ‐0.02647 0.022849 1.34359 0.246402 0.608356
rs7018877 16610703 C G 0.942498 0.941683 0.470611 40424 0 0.0291 0.0493 0.348 0.555 0.255707 16.6107 0.064127 0.055535 1.34221 0.246645 0.607928
rs1888208 16696079 A T 0.792953 0.784715 0.774575 40424 0 ‐0.0474 0.0233 4.13 0.0422 1.374688 16.69608 ‐0.02804 0.024189 1.34116 0.24683 0.607603
rs3432591 16705677 GT G 0.18336 0.176757 0.431906 40424 0 ‐0.05758 0.034572 2.78545 0.095124 1.02171 16.70568 ‐0.04003 0.034629 1.33989 0.247053 0.607209
rs2012918 16705676 TG T 0.18336 0.176757 0.431906 40424 0 ‐0.05758 0.034572 2.78541 0.095126 1.021699 16.70568 ‐0.04003 0.034629 1.33986 0.247059 0.6072
rs1504576 17141120 T TA 0.021206 0.018929 0.86009 40424 0 ‐0.12095 0.067879 3.22821 0.07238 1.140383 17.14112 ‐0.07846 0.068146 1.33974 0.24708 0.607163
rs1996469 16937411 AAC A 0.770871 0.767196 0.974529 40424 0 0.017556 0.02075 0.716748 0.397213 0.400977 16.93741 ‐0.02441 0.021076 1.33881 0.247244 0.606874
rs7132787 16937413 CAA C 0.770889 0.767221 0.974446 40424 0 0.017565 0.020752 0.717447 0.396983 0.401229 16.93741 ‐0.02441 0.021078 1.33874 0.247256 0.606853
rs1171446 16544228 T C 0.051958 0.052554 0.524335 40424 0 ‐0.0295 0.05 0.348 0.555 0.255707 16.54423 ‐0.06345 0.055028 1.33834 0.247327 0.606729
rs1096294 17255226 T A 0.257567 0.257976 0.850611 40424 0 ‐0.0192 0.0212 0.819 0.366 0.436519 17.25523 ‐0.02502 0.021662 1.3358 0.247776 0.605941
rs7755850 16430162 G C 0.074096 0.076714 0.932197 40424 0 ‐0.0184 0.0336 0.301 0.583 0.234331 16.43016 ‐0.03952 0.034295 1.33363 0.248161 0.605267
rs1487508 16986789 G A 0.351936 0.337118 0.972916 40424 1 ‐0.0596 0.0186 10.2 0.0014 2.853872 16.98679 ‐0.02189 0.018976 1.33212 0.248428 0.604799
rs1081059 16699008 A G 0.79316 0.784925 0.774125 40424 0 ‐0.0465 0.0232 4 0.0454 1.342944 16.69901 ‐0.02793 0.024174 1.33201 0.248448 0.604765
rs1096306 17355341 T C 0.598843 0.600428 0.849435 40424 0 0.036 0.0191 3.55 0.0594 1.226214 17.35534 0.022477 0.019484 1.33171 0.248501 0.604671
rs1073844 16701361 C G 0.789968 0.781454 0.783999 40424 0 ‐0.0446 0.023 3.78 0.0519 1.284833 16.70136 ‐0.02753 0.023867 1.32819 0.249128 0.603578
rs2018995 16703501 AAT A 0.789827 0.781663 0.770257 40424 0 ‐0.03256 0.024015 1.8345 0.175597 0.755483 16.7035 ‐0.02776 0.024073 1.32707 0.249327 0.603231
rs5896701 16703502 AT A 0.789834 0.781672 0.770262 40424 0 ‐0.03255 0.024015 1.83332 0.175736 0.75514 16.7035 ‐0.02774 0.024073 1.32551 0.249606 0.602746
rs1081067 16914835 A C 0.320068 0.276165 0.998587 40424 1 ‐0.233 0.0193 146 1.07E‐33 32.97062 16.91483 0.451803 0.39092 1.32497 0.249702 0.602578
rs2000316 17300059 AG A 0.248127 0.248448 0.814152 40424 0 ‐0.0342 0.022353 2.34667 0.125551 0.90118 17.30006 ‐0.02579 0.022425 1.32487 0.24972 0.602547
rs1487504 17000855 A G 0.893187 0.905318 0.999743 40424 1 0.107 0.0293 13.3 0.000259 3.5867 17.00085 0.034307 0.029867 1.32437 0.249809 0.602392
rs1075678 16700711 C A 0.789425 0.780806 0.78416 40424 0 ‐0.0453 0.023 3.89 0.0485 1.314258 16.70071 ‐0.02746 0.023839 1.32426 0.249829 0.602357
rs1328631 17270025 C G 0.247904 0.248886 0.856749 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0216 0.523 0.47 0.327902 17.27003 ‐0.02511 0.021851 1.3233 0.250001 0.602059
rs7019016 16610895 C G 0.942905 0.942074 0.473553 40424 0 0.0289 0.0495 0.342 0.559 0.252588 16.6109 0.063665 0.055539 1.32267 0.250113 0.601863
rs7540530 16430847 C T 0.074082 0.076705 0.932652 40424 0 ‐0.0178 0.0336 0.281 0.596 0.224754 16.43085 ‐0.03935 0.03429 1.32248 0.250148 0.601804
rs7869010 16955428 T G 0.833464 0.83368 0.955348 40424 0 0.0216 0.0233 0.863 0.353 0.452225 16.95543 ‐0.0279 0.024246 1.32133 0.250354 0.601446
rs1361075 16711777 A G 0.120645 0.124474 0.733837 40424 0 0.0237 0.0291 0.662 0.416 0.380907 16.71178 0.035806 0.031101 1.3213 0.250359 0.601437
rs7864147 16979194 A G 0.047262 0.050171 0.960669 40424 0 0.082 0.0405 4.09 0.043 1.366531 16.97919 0.047582 0.041298 1.32063 0.250479 0.601229
rs1096277 16973031 T C 0.047753 0.050565 0.964477 40424 0 0.0853 0.0403 4.48 0.0344 1.463441 16.97303 0.0473 0.041079 1.31904 0.250764 0.600734
rs1096276 16950860 A C 0.432091 0.450918 0.999597 40424 1 0.0921 0.0176 27.5 1.58E‐07 6.801343 16.95086 0.021441 0.01868 1.31723 0.25109 0.600171
rs7270212 16577885 C A 0.036364 0.033516 0.340846 40424 0 ‐0.12 0.0796 2.29 0.13 0.886057 16.57788 ‐0.09499 0.083081 1.31678 0.251171 0.600031
chr916707 16707195 G GC 0.792205 0.783524 0.766442 40424 0 ‐0.03582 0.024163 2.19198 0.138731 0.857827 16.7072 ‐0.0278 0.024224 1.31427 0.251623 0.59925
rs2001198 17357600 C CAT 0.604569 0.606166 0.81596 40424 0 0.042648 0.019806 4.64313 0.031178 1.50615 17.3576 0.022837 0.019932 1.31362 0.25174 0.599047
rs2029247 17117875 T C 0.282285 0.278658 0.944229 40424 0 ‐0.0401 0.0198 4.09 0.0431 1.365523 17.11787 ‐0.02299 0.020076 1.31362 0.25174 0.599047
rs1081074 17264074 C T 0.283324 0.285053 0.80411 40424 0 ‐0.0195 0.0212 0.846 0.358 0.446117 17.26407 ‐0.02476 0.02163 1.31221 0.251995 0.598608
rs1096254 16698234 C A 0.793299 0.785046 0.772433 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0233 4.08 0.0433 1.363512 16.69823 ‐0.02775 0.024204 1.31213 0.252009 0.598583
rs2014367 17300055 T TC 0.248041 0.248369 0.814522 40424 0 ‐0.03404 0.022351 2.32524 0.127291 0.895204 17.30005 ‐0.02566 0.022423 1.31211 0.252013 0.598577
rs6052080 17300057 A C 0.248041 0.248369 0.814522 40424 0 ‐0.0199 0.022 0.819 0.365 0.437707 17.30006 ‐0.02566 0.022423 1.31209 0.252017 0.598571
rs1096252 16660767 C A 0.1695 0.175552 0.637662 40424 0 0.0225 0.027 0.694 0.405 0.392545 16.66077 0.03338 0.029115 1.3116 0.252105 0.598418
rs1096288 17143598 G A 0.089578 0.090529 0.842575 40424 0 ‐0.0272 0.0325 0.701 0.402 0.395774 17.1436 ‐0.03785 0.033132 1.31026 0.252348 0.598001
rs6255835 17303467 A T 0.210486 0.212733 0.833865 40424 0 ‐0.0188 0.0227 0.686 0.407 0.390406 17.30347 ‐0.02673 0.023378 1.31012 0.252373 0.597957
rs1436111 16504650 C T 0.027551 0.02775 0.445386 40424 0 ‐0.0546 0.0678 0.649 0.421 0.375718 16.50465 ‐0.09216 0.08091 1.30941 0.252502 0.597736
rs1073331 16696626 T C 0.791642 0.783494 0.77135 40424 0 ‐0.0462 0.0233 3.93 0.0475 1.323306 16.69663 ‐0.02767 0.024165 1.30894 0.252587 0.59759
rs1096299 17281497 C T 0.25462 0.255255 0.851069 40424 0 ‐0.0195 0.0215 0.828 0.363 0.440093 17.2815 ‐0.02483 0.021722 1.3088 0.252612 0.597546
rs1096299 17281538 G T 0.25462 0.255255 0.851067 40424 0 ‐0.0195 0.0215 0.827 0.363 0.440093 17.28154 ‐0.02483 0.021722 1.30879 0.252614 0.597543
rs1075686 17342517 A G 0.598529 0.600121 0.849788 40424 0 0.0411 0.0191 4.63 0.0314 1.50307 17.34252 0.022258 0.019467 1.30799 0.252759 0.597294
rs2039413 17225553 A T 0.117864 0.111948 0.907535 40424 0 ‐0.0688 0.0281 6 0.0143 1.844664 17.22555 ‐0.03332 0.029183 1.30778 0.252797 0.597228
rs1439119 17265946 G T 0.247812 0.248809 0.856796 40424 0 ‐0.0117 0.0216 0.29 0.59 0.229148 17.26595 ‐0.02495 0.02185 1.30565 0.253184 0.596564
rs4961435 17357597 C A 0.604821 0.606425 0.816267 40424 0 0.0281 0.0207 1.83 0.176 0.754487 17.3576 0.022754 0.01993 1.30434 0.253422 0.596156
rs1075685 17268228 T C 0.430637 0.429534 0.867044 40424 0 ‐0.0393 0.0188 4.36 0.0368 1.434152 17.26823 ‐0.02171 0.019038 1.30145 0.253949 0.595254
rs7868980 16964597 C G 0.255847 0.260295 0.979604 40424 0 0.0243 0.0201 1.47 0.226 0.645892 16.9646 0.022995 0.020147 1.30086 0.254056 0.59507
rs1459704 16692957 G C 0.023271 0.021348 0.55879 40424 0 ‐0.185 0.0688 7.26 0.00706 2.151195 16.69296 ‐0.09318 0.082177 1.30014 0.254188 0.594846
rs1096291 17232207 T A 0.116698 0.110738 0.917205 40424 0 ‐0.0694 0.0281 6.09 0.0136 1.866461 17.23221 ‐0.03318 0.029156 1.29944 0.254316 0.594627
rs3850445 16703381 A G 0.792286 0.784084 0.777027 40424 0 ‐0.0482 0.023 4.39 0.0361 1.442493 16.70338 ‐0.02746 0.024072 1.2985 0.254487 0.594334
rs1075678 16700837 C T 0.789058 0.780504 0.785137 40424 0 ‐0.0445 0.0229 3.75 0.0527 1.278189 16.70084 ‐0.02716 0.023815 1.29811 0.254559 0.594212
rs1693492 16709074 G C 0.049703 0.051101 0.932208 40424 0 ‐0.0305 0.0403 0.575 0.448 0.348722 16.70907 ‐0.04695 0.041325 1.29787 0.254603 0.594137
rs1146588 17290094 A T 0.254571 0.25521 0.850237 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0215 0.813 0.367 0.435334 17.29009 ‐0.02473 0.021735 1.29712 0.25474 0.593903
rs1234218 17327947 G A 0.613972 0.616458 0.856967 40424 0 0.0357 0.0192 3.46 0.0629 1.201349 17.32795 0.022236 0.019531 1.29701 0.25476 0.593869
rs7585680 16601667 A G 0.013665 0.012951 0.372318 40424 0 ‐0.122 0.102 1.45 0.229 0.640165 16.60167 ‐0.14745 0.130664 1.29608 0.254931 0.593578
rs1075679 16726119 C T 0.749994 0.740443 0.720387 40424 0 ‐0.056 0.0225 6.17 0.013 1.886057 16.72612 ‐0.02697 0.023671 1.29581 0.25498 0.593494
rs7867175 17291778 T C 0.25457 0.255212 0.850163 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0215 0.814 0.367 0.435334 17.29178 ‐0.02472 0.021736 1.29518 0.255096 0.593297
rs1151507 17292165 T C 0.254569 0.255212 0.850145 40424 0 ‐0.0192 0.0215 0.795 0.372 0.429457 17.29217 ‐0.02471 0.021737 1.29489 0.255149 0.593207
rs4111334 16701700 A G 0.789422 0.780871 0.784072 40424 0 ‐0.0458 0.023 3.97 0.0463 1.334419 16.7017 ‐0.02713 0.023842 1.29269 0.255553 0.592519
rs1075679 16726226 G A 0.74999 0.740438 0.720785 40424 0 ‐0.0558 0.0226 6.12 0.0134 1.872895 16.72623 ‐0.02692 0.023666 1.29167 0.25574 0.592201
rs1237650 17272312 A G 0.247537 0.248509 0.857277 40424 0 ‐0.0161 0.0216 0.554 0.457 0.340084 17.27231 ‐0.02481 0.021853 1.2907 0.255919 0.591897
rs1129757 16965478 G C 0.255602 0.26004 0.981194 40424 0 0.0239 0.0201 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.96548 0.022892 0.020147 1.28925 0.256186 0.591444
rs1096301 17301713 A G 0.254461 0.255109 0.849814 40424 0 ‐0.0202 0.0215 0.881 0.348 0.458421 17.30171 ‐0.02465 0.021744 1.28691 0.256618 0.590713
rs6255835 17299872 T A 0.25446 0.255108 0.849831 40424 0 ‐0.0205 0.0215 0.912 0.339 0.4698 17.29987 ‐0.02464 0.021743 1.28634 0.256724 0.590534
rs7038064 17338316 T C 0.614079 0.616562 0.857109 40424 0 0.0362 0.0191 3.59 0.0582 1.235077 17.33832 0.022142 0.019533 1.28581 0.256822 0.590369
rs1178773 16963900 C G 0.253789 0.257527 0.979141 40424 0 0.023 0.0201 1.31 0.252 0.598599 16.9639 0.022944 0.02022 1.28575 0.256833 0.59035
rs3739490 17298547 C G 0.254459 0.255107 0.849845 40424 0 ‐0.0204 0.0215 0.905 0.342 0.465974 17.29855 ‐0.02463 0.021743 1.28567 0.256847 0.590325
rs1329486 17053557 G A 0.474822 0.482303 0.994102 40424 1 0.0109 0.0175 0.383 0.536 0.270835 17.05356 ‐0.02015 0.017775 1.28509 0.256955 0.590143
rs7865766 17347872 C T 0.598555 0.600032 0.849566 40424 0 0.0367 0.0191 3.7 0.0545 1.263603 17.34787 0.022064 0.019476 1.2841 0.257138 0.589834
rs3472767 16702635 AC A 0.789611 0.781376 0.779002 40424 0 ‐0.03198 0.023862 1.79225 0.180652 0.743157 16.70263 ‐0.02713 0.023919 1.28396 0.257164 0.58979
rs7859111 16768707 A G 0.925608 0.922489 0.815336 40424 0 ‐0.0807 0.0343 5.52 0.0188 1.725842 16.76871 ‐0.04158 0.036668 1.28069 0.257771 0.588766
rs1156044 17265321 G A 0.429202 0.42816 0.866045 40424 0 ‐0.0363 0.0192 3.57 0.0588 1.230623 17.26532 ‐0.02156 0.019063 1.28023 0.257856 0.588622
rs7026852 17299120 A G 0.25442 0.255074 0.849918 40424 0 ‐0.0212 0.0216 0.964 0.326 0.486782 17.29912 ‐0.02458 0.021743 1.27976 0.257944 0.588475
rs7271599 16965149 G A 0.25577 0.260201 0.980437 40424 0 0.0241 0.0201 1.44 0.231 0.636388 16.96515 0.022796 0.020143 1.27898 0.258089 0.588231
rs7022060 17361597 A G 0.598063 0.599597 0.848014 40424 0 0.0367 0.0191 3.7 0.0545 1.263603 17.3616 0.022031 0.019491 1.27833 0.25821 0.588027
rs7874842 16476971 G A 0.181737 0.172392 0.780337 40424 0 ‐0.0582 0.0246 5.63 0.0177 1.752027 16.47697 ‐0.02945 0.026096 1.27714 0.258432 0.587655
rs4111335 16701720 G A 0.788834 0.7803 0.784934 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.0229 3.95 0.0468 1.329754 16.70172 ‐0.02692 0.023803 1.27641 0.258568 0.587426
rs1774395 16836893 G C 0.107827 0.09842 0.770735 40424 0 ‐0.173 0.0341 25.8 3.84E‐07 6.415669 16.83689 ‐0.03906 0.034627 1.27635 0.258579 0.587407
rs7610548 16969471 G T 0.047527 0.050351 0.976921 40424 0 0.0846 0.0402 4.43 0.0352 1.453457 16.96947 0.046356 0.040931 1.27613 0.25862 0.587338
rs5896699 16701861 AC A 0.788831 0.780298 0.784942 40424 0 ‐0.03249 0.023745 1.86789 0.171717 0.765187 16.70186 ‐0.02691 0.023803 1.27587 0.258668 0.587257
rs2225327 16721238 G A 0.921175 0.918195 0.871965 40424 0 ‐0.0542 0.0334 2.63 0.105 0.978811 16.72124 ‐0.03882 0.034337 1.27328 0.259152 0.586445
rs1200430 16607480 G A 0.05835 0.059226 0.45299 40424 0 ‐0.006 0.0496 0.0146 0.904 0.043832 16.60748 ‐0.06323 0.056222 1.2732 0.259167 0.58642
rs2000626 16757721 A AG 0.905233 0.901339 0.835668 40424 0 ‐0.05985 0.032133 3.44837 0.063314 1.198499 16.75772 ‐0.03643 0.032246 1.2717 0.259448 0.58595
rs1493356 16496105 C T 0.023182 0.023381 0.430953 40424 0 ‐0.0344 0.0791 0.189 0.664 0.177832 16.49611 ‐0.10047 0.089645 1.26856 0.260037 0.584965
rs1472503 17325168 ATTCTTT A 0.600837 0.602438 0.849002 40424 0 0.047782 0.019326 6.12213 0.01335 1.874519 17.32517 0.021934 0.019489 1.26747 0.260242 0.584623
rs5747229 16967082 A AT 0.047385 0.050188 0.965245 40424 0 0.077567 0.041067 3.53712 0.06001 1.221779 16.96708 0.046511 0.041216 1.26699 0.260332 0.584472
rs1096299 17281216 G A 0.254954 0.255685 0.851167 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0215 0.807 0.369 0.432974 17.28122 ‐0.02441 0.021712 1.26629 0.260464 0.584253
rs7514273 16969551 T C 0.047597 0.050411 0.97551 40424 0 0.0847 0.0402 4.44 0.0351 1.454693 16.96955 0.046149 0.040935 1.26458 0.260786 0.583716
rs7150483 17023788 G A 0.034306 0.034499 0.952298 40424 0 ‐0.0288 0.0512 0.316 0.574 0.241088 17.02379 0.05552 0.049294 1.26029 0.261596 0.582369
rs1268337 16900927 C T 0.080354 0.092715 0.952258 40424 0 0.108 0.0307 12.5 0.000411 3.386158 16.90093 0.035763 0.031817 1.25938 0.261769 0.582083
rs1268337 16900930 C T 0.080353 0.092714 0.952263 40424 0 0.108 0.0307 12.5 0.000411 3.386158 16.90093 0.03576 0.031816 1.25915 0.261812 0.58201
rs7702701 16644296 G C 0.013628 0.01259 0.371908 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.102 1.3 0.254 0.595166 16.6443 ‐0.14656 0.131781 1.25865 0.261907 0.581853
rs1329817 16844225 C T 0.036316 0.036262 0.729658 40424 0 ‐0.0335 0.0523 0.411 0.521 0.283162 16.84422 0.062329 0.055401 1.25758 0.26211 0.581517
rs7669148 16602805 T G 0.013741 0.013036 0.370553 40424 0 ‐0.0888 0.0994 0.799 0.371 0.430626 16.6028 ‐0.14513 0.130555 1.25745 0.262134 0.581476
rs2297174 16706557 G A 0.790122 0.781798 0.784525 40424 0 ‐0.0439 0.023 3.65 0.056 1.251812 16.70656 ‐0.02679 0.023868 1.25739 0.262146 0.581457
rs1178735 17330492 A G 0.01621 0.015971 0.306431 40424 0 ‐0.021 0.121 0.0303 0.862 0.064493 17.33049 ‐0.14258 0.127887 1.25642 0.26233 0.581152
rs1096254 16706916 G T 0.789842 0.781472 0.784804 40424 0 ‐0.0441 0.023 3.68 0.0549 1.260428 16.70692 ‐0.02675 0.023844 1.25639 0.262336 0.581143
rs1233717 17318647 C T 0.601255 0.602868 0.849898 40424 0 0.0404 0.0192 4.44 0.0351 1.454693 17.31865 0.021819 0.019478 1.25563 0.26248 0.580904
rs1075678 16700514 C A 0.787177 0.778826 0.777416 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0229 3.7 0.0544 1.264401 16.70051 ‐0.02669 0.023825 1.25229 0.263116 0.579854
rs1075679 16726169 G A 0.749934 0.740433 0.720557 40424 0 ‐0.0555 0.0226 6.06 0.0138 1.860121 16.72617 ‐0.0265 0.023666 1.25219 0.263135 0.579822
rs7776003 16657720 G A 0.014744 0.013951 0.348812 40424 0 ‐0.126 0.098 1.64 0.2 0.69897 16.65772 ‐0.14443 0.130168 1.25171 0.263226 0.579671
rs6475137 17338162 T A 0.612666 0.61499 0.853309 40424 0 0.0315 0.0195 2.62 0.106 0.974694 17.33816 0.021853 0.019562 1.24877 0.263788 0.578746
rs1073847 17336492 G A 0.614052 0.616461 0.85727 40424 0 0.0356 0.0192 3.45 0.0631 1.199971 17.33649 0.021815 0.019531 1.24838 0.263862 0.578623
rs1012272 16901470 A G 0.979686 0.977598 0.212862 40424 0 ‐0.141 0.0465 9.27 0.00232 2.634512 16.90147 ‐0.14596 0.130186 1.24628 0.264264 0.577962
rs7718613 16968481 T C 0.047473 0.050281 0.973413 40424 0 0.0836 0.0402 4.33 0.0375 1.425969 16.96848 0.045902 0.041023 1.24575 0.264366 0.577795
rs1179161 16963863 A G 0.253914 0.257566 0.979839 40424 0 0.0219 0.0201 1.18 0.277 0.55752 16.96386 0.022568 0.020211 1.24516 0.264479 0.577609
rs4961726 16616572 A T 0.952117 0.952054 0.428746 40424 0 ‐0.0132 0.0551 0.057 0.811 0.090979 16.61657 0.070979 0.06386 1.24473 0.264561 0.577474
rs4272484 17319339 T C 0.601474 0.603105 0.849943 40424 0 0.04 0.0192 4.34 0.0372 1.429457 17.31934 0.021726 0.019481 1.24447 0.264611 0.577392
rs1073844 16699287 C T 0.790616 0.782241 0.781863 40424 0 ‐0.0436 0.023 3.58 0.0583 1.234331 16.69929 ‐0.02671 0.023927 1.24385 0.26473 0.577196
rs1073844 16699292 C T 0.790615 0.782242 0.781863 40424 0 ‐0.0436 0.023 3.58 0.0583 1.234331 16.69929 ‐0.0267 0.023927 1.24333 0.26483 0.577032
rs1096258 16783380 G A 0.139403 0.148886 0.999967 40424 1 0.0324 0.0249 1.7 0.193 0.714443 16.78338 0.027873 0.025007 1.23925 0.265616 0.575746
rs1175374 17235143 G A 0.017341 0.017369 0.688964 40424 0 ‐0.0688 0.0882 0.609 0.435 0.361511 17.23514 ‐0.08982 0.081116 1.23769 0.265917 0.575254
rs1012448 17350843 C T 0.597988 0.59929 0.849734 40424 0 0.0342 0.0191 3.2 0.0735 1.133713 17.35084 0.021649 0.019466 1.23762 0.26593 0.575232
rs263595 17090173 T A 0.607577 0.609977 0.94119 40424 0 ‐0.00664 0.0182 0.133 0.715 0.145694 17.09017 ‐0.02049 0.018416 1.23734 0.265984 0.575144
rs717267 16408826 G A 0.410606 0.406809 0.931193 40424 0 ‐0.02153 0.018333 1.37967 0.240157 0.619504 16.40883 ‐0.02043 0.018375 1.23704 0.266042 0.575049
rs1447316 16761630 G C 0.017412 0.019661 0.356978 40424 0 0.244 0.0772 10 0.00156 2.806875 16.76163 0.120244 0.107668 1.23701 0.266048 0.57504
rs7787200 17348688 G C 0.599375 0.601926 0.803612 40424 0 0.0303 0.0197 2.36 0.124 0.906578 17.34869 0.02226 0.020029 1.23596 0.266251 0.574709
rs1081077 17348689 G C 0.599375 0.601926 0.803612 40424 0 0.025 0.0196 1.63 0.202 0.694649 17.34869 0.02226 0.020029 1.23595 0.266253 0.574705
rs7037111 17359939 C T 0.598043 0.599366 0.850129 40424 0 0.0354 0.0191 3.44 0.0638 1.195179 17.35994 0.021617 0.019461 1.23454 0.266526 0.574261
rs7270600 16700826 G T 0.022154 0.023676 0.772234 40424 0 0.0226 0.0603 0.141 0.708 0.149967 16.70083 ‐0.07334 0.066279 1.23393 0.266644 0.574068
rs2149162 16464560 A T 0.396856 0.388591 0.877413 40424 0 ‐0.0224 0.0188 1.43 0.231 0.636388 16.46456 ‐0.02124 0.019147 1.23109 0.267195 0.573171
rs1442447 17284013 TTTTG T 0.267328 0.26877 0.834485 40424 0 ‐0.03194 0.02154 2.20373 0.137677 0.861138 17.28401 ‐0.02393 0.021606 1.2281 0.267777 0.572227
rs7038172 16708269 T C 0.049714 0.05106 0.997848 40424 1 ‐0.0225 0.0399 0.319 0.572 0.242604 16.70827 ‐0.04425 0.040065 1.22649 0.268091 0.571718
rs1032217 16982584 G A 0.831263 0.830034 0.999953 40424 1 0.000464 0.0232 0.000399 0.984 0.007005 16.98258 ‐0.0259 0.023386 1.22399 0.268579 0.570928
rs1418437 16966562 C T 0.255158 0.259508 0.983817 40424 0 0.023 0.0201 1.32 0.251 0.600326 16.96656 0.022295 0.020141 1.22364 0.268648 0.570817
chr916438 16438732 C CA 0.073444 0.076236 0.907857 40424 0 ‐0.0226 0.034778 0.423483 0.515204 0.288021 16.43873 ‐0.0385 0.03488 1.22345 0.268685 0.570757
rs1114172 16985629 C T 0.35117 0.336499 0.97448 40424 0 ‐0.059 0.0186 10.1 0.00148 2.829738 16.98563 ‐0.02093 0.018942 1.22193 0.268982 0.570276
rs2297176 16706012 C T 0.788389 0.780288 0.774235 40424 0 ‐0.048 0.0229 4.38 0.0364 1.438899 16.70601 ‐0.02647 0.02394 1.22005 0.269351 0.569682
rs1329866 16707203 G C 0.789444 0.781252 0.781066 40424 0 ‐0.0571 0.023 6.18 0.0129 1.88941 16.7072 ‐0.02641 0.023895 1.21968 0.269424 0.569565
rs1081062 16783192 A T 0.14037 0.14992 0.976022 40424 0 0.0328 0.0249 1.73 0.189 0.723538 16.78319 0.027857 0.025198 1.21915 0.269528 0.569397
rs7658658 16453682 T C 0.070894 0.073111 0.75194 40424 0 ‐0.019 0.0373 0.261 0.61 0.21467 16.45368 ‐0.04297 0.039009 1.21862 0.269632 0.569229
rs4961428 16951644 A G 0.835779 0.836618 0.966801 40424 0 0.0179 0.0235 0.579 0.447 0.349693 16.95164 ‐0.02682 0.024286 1.2172 0.269911 0.56878
chr916548 16548404 T TCG 0.042067 0.043584 0.459284 40424 0 0.064556 0.063628 1.02303 0.311801 0.506122 16.5484 0.070453 0.063676 1.216 0.270147 0.5684
rs1337399 16708146 G A 0.789124 0.780471 0.789654 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.0229 3.98 0.0461 1.336299 16.70815 ‐0.02616 0.023725 1.21335 0.27067 0.56756
rs419445 17117353 T C 0.571331 0.573898 0.987315 40424 0 ‐0.0033 0.0177 0.0348 0.852 0.06956 17.11735 ‐0.01963 0.017823 1.21299 0.270741 0.567446
rs5959729 17094241 C CTTAG 0.486592 0.495532 0.951549 40424 0 0.016348 0.017775 0.845869 0.357724 0.446452 17.09424 ‐0.01987 0.018051 1.21235 0.270867 0.567244
rs7639587 16441452 T C 0.074313 0.077237 0.899684 40424 0 ‐0.0148 0.0339 0.19 0.663 0.178487 16.44145 ‐0.03822 0.034823 1.20973 0.271386 0.566413
rs7855555 17232333 A T 0.06422 0.067506 0.691427 40424 0 ‐0.00525 0.0415 0.016 0.899 0.04624 17.23233 0.046653 0.042325 1.20924 0.271483 0.566258
rs2014527 17119034 A AATAG 0.569449 0.572293 0.970042 40424 0 ‐0.00052 0.017875 0.000833 0.976978 0.010115 17.11903 ‐0.01977 0.017982 1.20842 0.271645 0.565998
rs2383006 16758324 G A 0.920437 0.918153 0.825391 40424 0 ‐0.07 0.0333 4.43 0.0354 1.450997 16.75832 ‐0.03894 0.035374 1.20683 0.271961 0.565494
rs2383013 17284602 C T 0.26874 0.270339 0.840377 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0213 1.29 0.255 0.59346 17.2846 ‐0.02359 0.021491 1.20668 0.271991 0.565446
rs4961737 16721067 G A 0.108897 0.111642 0.741984 40424 0 0.0113 0.0302 0.139 0.709 0.149354 16.72107 0.035644 0.032402 1.20618 0.27209 0.565287
rs3559484 16501118 C CAG 0.495108 0.481668 0.810937 40424 0 ‐0.03027 0.019346 2.44826 0.117655 0.929389 16.50112 ‐0.0213 0.019408 1.20459 0.272406 0.564783
rs1442485 16697598 A AATCCC 0.789273 0.781235 0.76165 40424 0 ‐0.03057 0.024182 1.59512 0.206596 0.684878 16.6976 ‐0.02661 0.02424 1.20335 0.272653 0.56439
rs1075676 16614188 C T 0.950117 0.949949 0.420984 40424 0 0.0118 0.0551 0.046 0.83 0.080922 16.61419 0.069037 0.063173 1.20298 0.272727 0.564272
rs1152371 17266340 G T 0.246801 0.247967 0.854287 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0215 0.414 0.52 0.283997 17.26634 ‐0.02401 0.021913 1.20246 0.272831 0.564107
rs5016915 16751895 C T 0.893988 0.889725 0.806599 40424 0 ‐0.0549 0.0296 3.45 0.0634 1.197911 16.7519 ‐0.03425 0.031213 1.19994 0.273334 0.563307
rs1096300 17282186 G C 0.268497 0.27009 0.840545 40424 0 ‐0.0253 0.0215 1.39 0.238 0.623423 17.28219 ‐0.02353 0.021495 1.19973 0.273376 0.56324
rs1081076 17331446 A T 0.600778 0.602268 0.849291 40424 0 0.0386 0.0192 4.06 0.0439 1.357535 17.33145 0.02133 0.019487 1.19881 0.27356 0.562948
rs4626705 17284073 A G 0.268671 0.270273 0.840564 40424 0 ‐0.024 0.0213 1.27 0.259 0.5867 17.28407 ‐0.02351 0.02149 1.19867 0.273588 0.562904
rs1096285 17068980 G A 0.187021 0.185597 0.910612 40424 0 ‐0.0201 0.023 0.762 0.383 0.416801 17.06898 0.026013 0.023737 1.19861 0.2736 0.562884
rs7023455 16845903 T G 0.028543 0.026583 0.856374 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.0555 3.65 0.0561 1.251037 16.8459 0.065882 0.059953 1.19832 0.273658 0.562792
rs7032523 16603483 A T 0.941945 0.94128 0.464421 40424 0 0.0625 0.0491 1.62 0.203 0.692504 16.60348 0.060658 0.055592 1.19797 0.273728 0.562681
rs1064804 17366296 A ATTG 0.61892 0.620681 0.852972 40424 0 0.043934 0.019491 5.089 0.024078 1.618378 17.3663 0.021469 0.019627 1.19729 0.273864 0.562465
rs972464 17120621 T C 0.569217 0.571824 0.998524 40424 1 ‐0.00175 0.0176 0.00985 0.921 0.03574 17.12062 ‐0.01942 0.017746 1.19703 0.273916 0.562383
rs4563978 17327295 C T 0.599862 0.601333 0.849118 40424 0 0.0397 0.0192 4.28 0.0385 1.414539 17.3273 0.021313 0.019486 1.197 0.273922 0.562373
rs1889088 17281278 A T 0.268579 0.270169 0.840243 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.0215 1.19 0.275 0.560667 17.28128 ‐0.0235 0.021496 1.19689 0.273944 0.562338
rs7041744 17283020 A G 0.268778 0.270391 0.840496 40424 0 ‐0.0243 0.0213 1.3 0.254 0.595166 17.28302 ‐0.02349 0.021488 1.19652 0.274018 0.56222
rs1081074 17283550 T G 0.268777 0.270392 0.84047 40424 0 ‐0.0243 0.0213 1.3 0.254 0.595166 17.28355 ‐0.02348 0.021488 1.19607 0.274109 0.562077
rs1081074 17283597 C G 0.268777 0.270392 0.840468 40424 0 ‐0.0244 0.0213 1.31 0.252 0.598599 17.2836 ‐0.02348 0.021488 1.19588 0.274147 0.562017
rs1096300 17283690 T C 0.268777 0.270392 0.840462 40424 0 ‐0.025 0.0214 1.37 0.242 0.616185 17.28369 ‐0.02348 0.021488 1.19567 0.274189 0.56195
rs1015664 16986039 G A 0.352211 0.337635 0.981515 40424 1 ‐0.0585 0.0186 9.9 0.00165 2.782516 16.98604 ‐0.02067 0.018907 1.19563 0.274197 0.561938
rs7872831 17354758 C T 0.621123 0.622996 0.857855 40424 0 0.0269 0.0192 1.96 0.162 0.790485 17.35476 0.021414 0.019593 1.19544 0.274235 0.561877
rs1443434 16921606 G A 0.01828 0.014766 0.533388 40424 0 ‐0.281 0.0595 22.4 2.27E‐06 5.643974 16.92161 ‐0.10764 0.099035 1.19378 0.274568 0.56135
rs3935374 16826766 C T 0.058737 0.061408 0.560726 40424 0 0.123 0.0427 8.27 0.00404 2.393619 16.82677 0.0541 0.049416 1.19268 0.27479 0.561
rs6102245 16469202 TC T 0.402341 0.39698 0.737777 40424 0 ‐0.02301 0.020706 1.23589 0.266265 0.574687 16.4692 ‐0.02265 0.020754 1.19193 0.274941 0.560761
rs1096300 17281923 G A 0.268668 0.270278 0.840368 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0213 1.29 0.256 0.59176 17.28192 ‐0.02344 0.021493 1.19126 0.275076 0.560548
rs5797703 16469194 GAA G 0.402351 0.396993 0.73781 40424 0 ‐0.02301 0.020705 1.23516 0.266406 0.574456 16.46919 ‐0.02265 0.020753 1.19124 0.27508 0.560542
rs2017394 16469191 AGT A 0.402351 0.396993 0.737816 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.020705 1.23467 0.266501 0.574302 16.46919 ‐0.02264 0.020753 1.19076 0.275176 0.560389
rs1096253 16678789 A C 0.046223 0.046338 0.621101 40424 0 ‐0.0892 0.0486 3.36 0.0668 1.175224 16.67879 ‐0.05794 0.053271 1.18985 0.27536 0.560099
rs3596871 17282659 G A 0.268668 0.270282 0.840334 40424 0 ‐0.0241 0.0213 1.28 0.258 0.58838 17.28266 ‐0.02342 0.021493 1.18942 0.275447 0.559963
rs7854818 17353689 T C 0.621099 0.622956 0.857958 40424 0 0.0272 0.0192 2.01 0.156 0.806875 17.35369 0.021345 0.019591 1.18791 0.275752 0.559482
rs7553231 16677184 A G 0.020603 0.019872 0.39367 40424 0 ‐0.14 0.0753 3.47 0.0624 1.204815 16.67718 ‐0.1105 0.101971 1.18768 0.275798 0.559409
rs1012374 17365351 T C 0.621153 0.622922 0.859529 40424 0 0.0283 0.0192 2.18 0.14 0.853872 17.36535 0.02131 0.019564 1.18736 0.275863 0.559307
rs1237910 17372261 G T 0.609676 0.611528 0.850677 40424 0 0.0284 0.0191 2.2 0.138 0.860121 17.37226 0.021343 0.019605 1.18589 0.27616 0.558839
rs7868684 17353918 A G 0.62091 0.622753 0.857734 40424 0 0.0273 0.0193 1.99 0.158 0.801343 17.35392 0.021316 0.019592 1.18456 0.27643 0.558415
rs1081057 16604648 A G 0.479083 0.489704 0.706049 40424 0 0.0292 0.0197 2.2 0.138 0.860121 16.60465 0.022743 0.020906 1.18344 0.276657 0.558059
rs1075687 17356475 A G 0.621638 0.623526 0.858215 40424 0 0.0279 0.0192 2.12 0.145 0.838632 17.35648 0.021298 0.019595 1.18222 0.276905 0.55767
rs1012453 16630598 C G 0.059173 0.060575 0.452762 40424 0 0.00017 0.0488 1.22E‐05 0.997 0.001305 16.6306 ‐0.06024 0.055574 1.18208 0.276933 0.557625
rs6256046 17024644 C T 0.039338 0.042218 0.952547 40424 0 0.072 0.0437 2.71 0.0998 1.00087 17.02464 0.049196 0.045145 1.18107 0.277138 0.557304
rs7868700 17353987 A G 0.62098 0.622814 0.857826 40424 0 0.0281 0.0192 2.15 0.142 0.847712 17.35399 0.021284 0.019591 1.18106 0.27714 0.5573
rs1075681 16843384 G A 0.790494 0.800397 0.939594 40424 0 0.0933 0.0221 17.8 2.42E‐05 4.616185 16.84338 ‐0.02671 0.024565 1.1807 0.277214 0.557186
rs3587630 17292845 AG A 0.253039 0.254052 0.843842 40424 0 ‐0.03024 0.021787 1.93052 0.164702 0.783302 17.29284 ‐0.02371 0.021846 1.17998 0.27736 0.556956
rs7019070 16966098 A G 0.742518 0.738162 0.977637 40424 0 ‐0.0228 0.02 1.29 0.256 0.59176 16.9661 ‐0.02187 0.020136 1.17814 0.277735 0.556369
rs5015540 16757041 T C 0.909089 0.905428 0.842998 40424 0 ‐0.0574 0.0313 3.35 0.0673 1.171985 16.75704 ‐0.03554 0.032713 1.17634 0.278102 0.555795
rs7864271 17359669 G A 0.621596 0.62346 0.858459 40424 0 0.0216 0.0193 1.26 0.262 0.581699 17.35967 0.021227 0.019585 1.17546 0.278282 0.555515
rs400885 17050875 T C 0.501467 0.511026 0.970141 40424 1 0.00356 0.0177 0.0407 0.84 0.075721 17.05087 ‐0.0194 0.017902 1.17487 0.278403 0.555326
rs2004375 17119339 AAT A 0.484313 0.484897 0.85578 40424 0 ‐0.00118 0.018828 0.00394 0.949951 0.022299 17.11934 ‐0.02052 0.018943 1.17364 0.278655 0.554934
rs2014176 17119346 ATAATATAA 0.484287 0.484875 0.855734 40424 0 ‐0.00116 0.018828 0.003777 0.950997 0.021821 17.11935 ‐0.0205 0.018943 1.17174 0.279044 0.554327
rs4961545 17358346 G T 0.62153 0.623406 0.858693 40424 0 0.0276 0.0192 2.07 0.15 0.823909 17.35835 0.021192 0.019587 1.17134 0.279126 0.5542
rs4961547 17358477 A C 0.621531 0.623406 0.858693 40424 0 0.0276 0.0192 2.07 0.15 0.823909 17.35848 0.021191 0.019587 1.17131 0.279132 0.55419
rs4961552 17368900 A G 0.620124 0.621853 0.85939 40424 0 0.0283 0.0192 2.18 0.14 0.853872 17.3689 0.021163 0.019563 1.17106 0.279184 0.55411
rs1081077 17356411 A C 0.621529 0.623404 0.858701 40424 0 0.028 0.0192 2.13 0.144 0.841638 17.35641 0.021185 0.019587 1.17064 0.27927 0.553976
rs1857273 16411050 A C 0.016252 0.016318 0.133191 40424 0 0.136381 0.190916 0.50719 0.476358 0.322067 16.41105 0.207906 0.191305 1.1703 0.27934 0.553868
rs6475145 17363218 A C 0.621284 0.623101 0.858678 40424 0 0.0281 0.0192 2.16 0.142 0.847712 17.36322 0.021159 0.019579 1.16866 0.279677 0.553344
rs4961541 17355782 G A 0.621526 0.623395 0.858735 40424 0 0.0279 0.0192 2.12 0.145 0.838632 17.35578 0.021166 0.019587 1.16856 0.279697 0.553312
rs2225598 17365613 T C 0.621327 0.623145 0.858756 40424 0 0.0275 0.0192 2.06 0.151 0.821023 17.36561 0.021148 0.019579 1.16751 0.279914 0.552976
rs7862069 17364157 A C 0.621326 0.623144 0.858761 40424 0 0.0276 0.0192 2.07 0.15 0.823909 17.36416 0.021148 0.019579 1.16748 0.27992 0.552967
rs1482267 16856767 T G 0.013717 0.014415 0.756437 40424 0 ‐0.07923 0.084238 0.891829 0.344982 0.462203 16.85677 0.092748 0.085478 1.16674 0.280072 0.55273
rs1081077 17360179 C G 0.621325 0.62314 0.858774 40424 0 0.0275 0.0192 2.06 0.151 0.821023 17.36018 0.021139 0.019579 1.16657 0.280107 0.552676
rs1096271 16929053 T A 0.636993 0.629353 0.970294 40424 0 ‐0.00283 0.0182 0.0243 0.876 0.057496 16.92905 ‐0.01983 0.018353 1.16635 0.280153 0.552606
rs7692085 17372041 T C 0.059476 0.061612 0.550932 40424 0 0.0471 0.0452 1.09 0.297 0.527244 17.37204 0.053301 0.049278 1.16472 0.280489 0.552085
rs1693462 16414756 C T 0.07843 0.0813 0.82247 40424 0 ‐0.0219 0.0336 0.424 0.515 0.288193 16.41476 ‐0.03846 0.035718 1.1641 0.280617 0.551886
rs6475144 17352005 G A 0.621044 0.622869 0.858612 40424 0 0.0281 0.0192 2.15 0.142 0.847712 17.35201 0.021122 0.019585 1.16397 0.280644 0.551845
rs263605 17096203 A G 0.48212 0.491807 0.951425 40424 0 0.0219 0.0177 1.55 0.214 0.669586 17.0962 ‐0.01948 0.018067 1.16252 0.280944 0.551381
rs7859395 16606927 T G 0.057469 0.058378 0.457585 40424 0 ‐0.00454 0.0497 0.00835 0.927 0.03292 16.60693 ‐0.0605 0.05629 1.16226 0.280997 0.551298
rs2044119 17349864 C T 0.621037 0.622848 0.858293 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.34986 0.021103 0.019584 1.1619 0.281072 0.551183
rs1011468 17353096 C T 0.62031 0.622111 0.85571 40424 0 0.0283 0.0192 2.19 0.139 0.856985 17.3531 0.021132 0.019611 1.16187 0.281078 0.551173
rs1096271 16929023 A G 0.636976 0.629342 0.970479 40424 0 ‐0.0028 0.0182 0.0238 0.877 0.057 16.92902 ‐0.01979 0.018352 1.16177 0.281099 0.551141
rs1011473 17353077 G T 0.620309 0.622111 0.855712 40424 0 0.0284 0.0192 2.19 0.139 0.856985 17.35308 0.02113 0.019611 1.16172 0.281109 0.551125
rs1012075 17353087 A G 0.620309 0.622111 0.855711 40424 0 0.0283 0.0192 2.19 0.139 0.856985 17.35309 0.02113 0.019611 1.16171 0.281111 0.551122
rs1928850 16765520 A T 0.926023 0.923103 0.808533 40424 0 ‐0.0838 0.0346 5.86 0.0155 1.809668 16.76552 ‐0.03985 0.036936 1.15947 0.281576 0.550405
rs2044120 17349834 T A 0.62104 0.622848 0.858276 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.34983 0.021074 0.019584 1.15866 0.281744 0.550146
rs7028779 17350814 G A 0.621046 0.622853 0.858287 40424 0 0.0282 0.0192 2.16 0.141 0.850781 17.35081 0.021071 0.019585 1.15835 0.281808 0.550047
rs1096277 16971241 C G 0.047699 0.050429 0.969977 40424 0 0.0885 0.0402 4.86 0.0275 1.560667 16.97124 0.044252 0.041017 1.15834 0.28181 0.550044
rs1012451 17350983 C G 0.621047 0.622853 0.85829 40424 0 0.0282 0.0192 2.16 0.141 0.850781 17.35098 0.021067 0.019585 1.15793 0.281895 0.549912
rs6475143 17351711 A G 0.621055 0.622858 0.858306 40424 0 0.0282 0.0192 2.16 0.141 0.850781 17.35171 0.021065 0.019585 1.1577 0.281943 0.549839
rs1096305 17349497 A G 0.621038 0.622846 0.858272 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.3495 0.021064 0.019584 1.15762 0.28196 0.549813
rs263654 17009876 A T 0.109613 0.097913 0.961467 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0293 12.5 0.000417 3.379864 17.00988 ‐0.03229 0.030083 1.15597 0.282303 0.549285
rs7850673 16949450 C T 0.835193 0.836014 0.9631 40424 0 0.0195 0.0235 0.683 0.408 0.38934 16.94945 ‐0.02611 0.024265 1.15558 0.282384 0.54916
rs7850681 16949474 C T 0.835193 0.836013 0.963104 40424 0 0.0188 0.0235 0.636 0.425 0.371611 16.94947 ‐0.02611 0.024265 1.15558 0.282384 0.54916
rs1081064 16870421 A G 0.92006 0.907796 0.98451 40424 1 ‐0.1 0.0307 10.6 0.00112 2.950782 16.87042 ‐0.03372 0.03132 1.1553 0.282442 0.54907
rs1012501 16613238 A T 0.947236 0.946765 0.492122 40424 0 0.0322 0.0515 0.391 0.532 0.274088 16.61324 0.060588 0.056564 1.15464 0.28258 0.548859
rs1011937 17346404 A G 0.621132 0.622946 0.857955 40424 0 0.034 0.0192 3.14 0.0764 1.116907 17.3464 0.021022 0.019586 1.15277 0.28297 0.54826
rs6475052 16428625 C T 0.413937 0.410651 0.929169 40424 0 ‐0.02 0.018 1.22 0.268 0.571865 16.42863 ‐0.01972 0.018372 1.15272 0.282981 0.548244
rs1012298 17364514 T C 0.620249 0.621941 0.8594 40424 0 0.0281 0.0192 2.15 0.142 0.847712 17.36451 0.020992 0.019562 1.15238 0.283052 0.548135
rs2383004 16704216 T C 0.799115 0.791493 0.761244 40424 0 ‐0.0408 0.0233 3.08 0.0794 1.100179 16.70422 ‐0.02645 0.024624 1.15214 0.283102 0.548058
rs7869727 17348552 G T 0.621189 0.622989 0.858089 40424 0 0.0299 0.0192 2.43 0.119 0.924453 17.34855 0.021017 0.019588 1.152 0.283131 0.548013
rs4961540 17345817 T C 0.620959 0.62278 0.857973 40424 0 0.0339 0.0192 3.12 0.0774 1.111259 17.34582 0.021007 0.019583 1.15154 0.283227 0.547865
rs6475142 17350631 G A 0.620996 0.622789 0.858148 40424 0 0.0279 0.0192 2.11 0.146 0.835647 17.35063 0.021006 0.019586 1.15111 0.283317 0.547728
rs1693464 16427694 T C 0.070806 0.073541 0.915744 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0339 0.218 0.641 0.193142 16.42769 ‐0.03776 0.03528 1.15053 0.283438 0.547542
rs1583987 17367368 T C 0.620678 0.622403 0.859074 40424 0 0.0269 0.0192 1.96 0.162 0.790485 17.36737 0.020979 0.019568 1.15022 0.283503 0.547442
rs1138416 16606287 A AAGAG 0.05493 0.05571 0.472718 40424 0 ‐0.038 0.05641 0.455677 0.499651 0.301333 16.60629 ‐0.06044 0.056561 1.14912 0.283734 0.54709
rs1011642 17346156 T C 0.621001 0.622807 0.857967 40424 0 0.034 0.0192 3.14 0.0764 1.116907 17.34616 0.020972 0.019584 1.14761 0.28405 0.546605
rs7871926 17354045 C A 0.621241 0.623025 0.856903 40424 0 0.0268 0.0192 1.94 0.164 0.785156 17.35405 0.020994 0.019604 1.14758 0.284056 0.546596
rs1011929 17346147 A G 0.621 0.622806 0.857964 40424 0 0.0338 0.0192 3.11 0.078 1.107905 17.34615 0.020972 0.019584 1.14754 0.284065 0.546583
rs7851890 17347722 T C 0.62059 0.622333 0.85844 40424 0 0.0345 0.0192 3.24 0.0721 1.142065 17.34772 0.020963 0.019579 1.14709 0.284159 0.546438
rs4961429 16956581 C G 0.434271 0.453013 0.99759 40424 1 0.0908 0.0176 26.7 2.33E‐07 6.632644 16.95658 0.019986 0.01868 1.14457 0.284689 0.54563
rs7035303 16626991 G A 0.045706 0.045761 0.433286 40424 0 ‐0.00333 0.0553 0.00364 0.952 0.021363 16.62699 ‐0.0692 0.064928 1.14426 0.284754 0.54553
rs3840727 17333747 CAT C 0.599241 0.600516 0.849246 40424 0 0.047124 0.019312 5.96363 0.014604 1.83553 17.33375 0.020827 0.019478 1.14404 0.2848 0.54546
rs6475147 17374797 T G 0.613692 0.615596 0.851076 40424 0 0.0254 0.0192 1.75 0.186 0.730487 17.3748 0.020992 0.019634 1.14384 0.284842 0.545395
rs1081076 17341670 A G 0.378508 0.376604 0.857201 40424 0 ‐0.0336 0.0192 3.07 0.0795 1.099633 17.34167 ‐0.02096 0.019604 1.14369 0.284874 0.545347
rs7342142 16614861 G A 0.045653 0.045742 0.434947 40424 0 ‐0.0124 0.0556 0.0495 0.824 0.084073 16.61486 ‐0.069 0.064827 1.14117 0.285405 0.544538
chr916593 16593545 T TG 0.024932 0.025679 0.390315 40424 0 ‐0.05372 0.089983 0.358243 0.549484 0.260045 16.59355 ‐0.09593 0.090234 1.1404 0.285568 0.544291
rs1096254 16719445 C T 0.163977 0.171024 0.622978 40424 0 0.0469 0.0277 2.88 0.0896 1.047692 16.71944 0.031919 0.029899 1.13703 0.286281 0.543208
rs7270600 16701390 A T 0.020652 0.021788 0.766737 40424 0 0.0377 0.0628 0.359 0.549 0.260428 16.70139 ‐0.07352 0.069216 1.13697 0.286294 0.543189
rs4961543 17357709 G T 0.621211 0.622993 0.858793 40424 0 0.0274 0.0192 2.05 0.153 0.815309 17.35771 0.020874 0.019583 1.13694 0.2863 0.543179
rs9695844 17357914 C T 0.621211 0.622993 0.858792 40424 0 0.0276 0.0192 2.07 0.15 0.823909 17.35791 0.020874 0.019583 1.13692 0.286304 0.543173
rs3480601 17357265 G GT 0.621211 0.622992 0.858795 40424 0 0.043561 0.019446 5.02597 0.02497 1.602583 17.35727 0.020873 0.019583 1.1368 0.28633 0.543134
rs1081077 17356925 T C 0.621211 0.622992 0.858796 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.35692 0.020873 0.019583 1.13677 0.286336 0.543124
rs1081077 17356999 C T 0.621211 0.622992 0.858796 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.357 0.020872 0.019583 1.13673 0.286344 0.543111
rs4961542 17357212 T C 0.621211 0.622992 0.858795 40424 0 0.0278 0.0192 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.35721 0.020872 0.019583 1.13671 0.286349 0.543105
rs1233715 17318434 G C 0.623345 0.625275 0.858956 40424 0 0.0358 0.0193 3.44 0.0637 1.195861 17.31843 0.020867 0.019581 1.13648 0.286397 0.543031
rs1075687 17356550 G A 0.62125 0.623035 0.85864 40424 0 0.0273 0.0192 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.35655 0.020865 0.019586 1.1357 0.286563 0.54278
rs381306 17017284 C A 0.412165 0.403733 0.99409 40424 1 ‐0.0225 0.0178 1.59 0.207 0.68403 17.01728 ‐0.01905 0.017884 1.13516 0.286677 0.542607
rs7270200 17278937 G A 0.030611 0.031243 0.435257 40424 0 0.116 0.0641 3.28 0.0701 1.154282 17.27894 0.081237 0.075986 1.13501 0.286709 0.542558
rs2865101 16606947 G A 0.054841 0.055635 0.473208 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0504 0.096 0.757 0.120904 16.60695 ‐0.06007 0.056572 1.13448 0.286822 0.542388
rs1075687 17365022 C A 0.621007 0.622733 0.85885 40424 0 0.0273 0.0192 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.36502 0.020842 0.019575 1.13442 0.286835 0.542369
rs1073847 17364950 G A 0.621007 0.622733 0.85885 40424 0 0.0273 0.0192 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.36495 0.020842 0.019575 1.13439 0.286841 0.542359
rs7848980 17364507 T C 0.621007 0.622732 0.858851 40424 0 0.0274 0.0192 2.04 0.153 0.815309 17.36451 0.02084 0.019575 1.13427 0.286866 0.54232
rs1472820 17136529 G A 0.026986 0.027658 0.413926 40424 0 0.126 0.0724 3.03 0.0819 1.086716 17.13653 0.088542 0.082869 1.13331 0.28707 0.542012
rs1372702 17362180 C A 0.621024 0.622747 0.858862 40424 0 0.0273 0.0192 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.36218 0.020822 0.019575 1.13227 0.287292 0.541677
rs3861711 17367325 C A 0.619692 0.621308 0.859683 40424 0 0.0283 0.0192 2.19 0.139 0.856985 17.36732 0.020791 0.019552 1.13154 0.287447 0.541442
rs1180288 17284788 T C 0.021576 0.019218 0.759133 40424 0 ‐0.13 0.0606 4.64 0.0312 1.505845 17.28479 ‐0.07641 0.072216 1.13042 0.287686 0.541082
rs1081068 16928587 C G 0.63574 0.627912 0.979107 40424 1 ‐0.00232 0.0182 0.0163 0.899 0.04624 16.92859 ‐0.01949 0.018322 1.13038 0.287694 0.541069
rs1482453 17203617 C T 0.04349 0.043718 0.782838 40424 0 ‐0.0155 0.0467 0.11 0.74 0.130768 17.20362 ‐0.05181 0.048869 1.13035 0.287701 0.541059
rs7044823 17320792 T C 0.623028 0.624912 0.858024 40424 0 0.0329 0.0192 2.94 0.0866 1.062482 17.32079 0.020821 0.019591 1.13031 0.287709 0.541046
rs7028930 17320822 G C 0.623029 0.624912 0.858025 40424 0 0.0331 0.0192 2.97 0.0849 1.071092 17.32082 0.02082 0.019591 1.13021 0.287731 0.541014
rs4961544 17358066 G A 0.621221 0.622995 0.858776 40424 0 0.0276 0.0192 2.08 0.149 0.826814 17.35807 0.020807 0.019584 1.12963 0.287854 0.540827
rs1012533 17321670 C T 0.62303 0.624911 0.858027 40424 0 0.0331 0.0192 2.97 0.085 1.070581 17.32167 0.020808 0.019591 1.12885 0.288021 0.540576
rs7848397 17373070 G A 0.620888 0.622682 0.85155 40424 0 0.025 0.0192 1.69 0.193 0.714443 17.37307 0.020882 0.019669 1.12786 0.288232 0.540257
rs1073844 16655003 A C 0.997529 0.997734 0.249911 40424 0 0.373751 0.387103 0.968785 0.324983 0.488139 16.655 0.4047 0.38914 1.12708 0.288399 0.540006
rs2099858 17366932 C G 0.620842 0.622543 0.858931 40424 0 0.027 0.0192 1.99 0.158 0.801343 17.36693 0.020765 0.019572 1.1264 0.288545 0.539787
rs1075686 17325675 G C 0.622343 0.624169 0.858338 40424 0 0.0348 0.0192 3.27 0.0708 1.149967 17.32567 0.020767 0.019582 1.12545 0.288748 0.539481
rs1075686 17325704 C G 0.622343 0.624169 0.858338 40424 0 0.0347 0.0192 3.25 0.0714 1.146302 17.3257 0.020767 0.019582 1.12538 0.288763 0.539459
rs7028593 17320881 A G 0.622158 0.62396 0.858446 40424 0 0.0334 0.0192 3.03 0.0818 1.087247 17.32088 0.020762 0.019579 1.12525 0.288791 0.539417
rs1096277 16971593 G C 0.047926 0.050633 0.967312 40424 0 0.083 0.0403 4.25 0.0392 1.406714 16.97159 0.043546 0.04098 1.12379 0.289104 0.538946
rs1081075 17324268 C T 0.622386 0.62421 0.858401 40424 0 0.0344 0.0192 3.19 0.0741 1.130182 17.32427 0.020751 0.019582 1.12373 0.289117 0.538927
rs6254177 16951646 G A 0.163321 0.162425 0.965352 40424 0 ‐0.0183 0.0236 0.602 0.438 0.358526 16.95165 0.025818 0.024346 1.12219 0.289447 0.53843
rs1416976 16665486 A G 0.013045 0.013191 0.177799 40424 0 0.0148 0.0951 0.0243 0.876 0.057496 16.66549 0.194672 0.182685 1.12157 0.289581 0.538231
rs1012237 16638043 T C 0.052953 0.053996 0.481537 40424 0 ‐0.0107 0.0504 0.0454 0.831 0.080399 16.63804 ‐0.06009 0.056914 1.12143 0.289611 0.538185
rs9298774 17321574 C T 0.62216 0.623957 0.8586 40424 0 0.0332 0.0192 2.98 0.0843 1.074172 17.32157 0.020718 0.019577 1.12071 0.289766 0.537953
rs2019315 16897214 TG T 0.957124 0.959197 0.882765 40424 0 0.099916 0.046414 4.69445 0.03026 1.519128 16.89721 ‐0.05109 0.048123 1.12065 0.289779 0.537934
rs1406541 16757079 T TTCTA 0.907095 0.903226 0.853761 40424 0 ‐0.05642 0.032073 3.07673 0.07942 1.10007 16.75708 ‐0.03411 0.032176 1.11994 0.289931 0.537705
rs1011408 17373948 T C 0.621316 0.623074 0.851469 40424 0 0.0256 0.0192 1.78 0.183 0.737549 17.37395 0.020813 0.019677 1.11961 0.290003 0.537598
rs1096259 16786281 A G 0.14111 0.150556 0.947697 40424 0 0.037 0.0251 2.17 0.141 0.850781 16.78628 0.026995 0.025483 1.11955 0.290015 0.537579
rs8022918 16640574 G T 0.050195 0.051093 0.494393 40424 0 ‐0.0133 0.0518 0.0659 0.797 0.098542 16.64057 ‐0.06081 0.057673 1.11878 0.290181 0.537331
c9_pos170 17024980 G A 0.021244 0.018899 0.964013 40424 1 ‐0.101 0.0626 2.6 0.107 0.970616 17.02498 ‐0.06757 0.06421 1.11791 0.290369 0.53705
rs3605726 17379340 T C 0.604215 0.605481 0.847305 40424 0 0.0301 0.0192 2.46 0.117 0.931814 17.37934 0.020657 0.019546 1.11758 0.29044 0.536943
rs4961553 17369684 A G 0.621759 0.623396 0.854969 40424 0 0.0242 0.0192 1.58 0.209 0.679854 17.36968 0.020738 0.01963 1.11673 0.290624 0.536669
rs1075683 16897215 G T 0.957059 0.959137 0.881634 40424 0 0.0507 0.0417 1.47 0.225 0.647818 16.89721 ‐0.051 0.048125 1.11648 0.290678 0.536588
rs1029015 16657396 A C 0.556552 0.567533 0.647518 40424 0 0.0211 0.0205 1.06 0.304 0.517126 16.6574 0.02335 0.022125 1.11428 0.291154 0.535878
rs3498343 16917322 G C 0.106705 0.096039 0.915526 40424 1 ‐0.13 0.0301 18.6 1.62E‐05 4.790485 16.91732 0.035998 0.034082 1.11314 0.2914 0.53551
rs7271703 16493197 T C 0.024625 0.023925 0.409705 40424 0 0.066 0.0682 0.937 0.333 0.477556 16.4932 ‐0.09332 0.088888 1.11209 0.291628 0.535171
rs9298772 17319956 C A 0.623179 0.625047 0.858594 40424 0 0.0333 0.0192 3 0.0834 1.078834 17.31996 0.020642 0.019587 1.11133 0.291793 0.534925
rs3449032 16953117 G C 0.436388 0.455304 0.987141 40424 0 0.0907 0.0176 26.7 2.39E‐07 6.621602 16.95312 0.019709 0.018697 1.11099 0.291867 0.534815
rs1361076 16724276 T G 0.922186 0.919253 0.888925 40424 0 ‐0.0594 0.0334 3.16 0.0754 1.122629 16.72428 ‐0.03612 0.034224 1.10956 0.292178 0.534353
rs7764523 16443040 A G 0.070827 0.073621 0.880108 40424 0 ‐0.00796 0.0343 0.0538 0.817 0.087778 16.44304 ‐0.03775 0.035974 1.10565 0.29303 0.533089
rs1813092 17122592 C T 0.023378 0.023184 0.408798 40424 0 ‐0.119 0.0551 4.69 0.0304 1.517126 17.12259 ‐0.09686 0.092517 1.10554 0.293054 0.533053
rs2011163 16897213 TTG T 0.956826 0.95893 0.88044 40424 0 0.099608 0.046169 4.7152 0.029897 1.524371 16.89721 ‐0.05042 0.047863 1.10351 0.293497 0.532396
rs7856304 16968431 A C 0.047438 0.050128 0.972206 40424 0 0.0836 0.0402 4.32 0.0376 1.424812 16.96843 0.043218 0.041088 1.10114 0.294016 0.531629
rs1081069 16957138 G A 0.433075 0.451524 0.99701 40424 1 0.0904 0.0176 26.4 2.78E‐07 6.555955 16.95714 0.019611 0.018693 1.10049 0.294159 0.531418
rs1693485 16609109 T C 0.055377 0.05641 0.47611 40424 0 ‐0.0238 0.0501 0.225 0.635 0.197226 16.60911 ‐0.05865 0.056082 1.10033 0.294194 0.531367
rs7042674 16505554 A G 0.992044 0.992003 0.213135 40424 0 0.14 0.162 0.742 0.389 0.41005 16.50555 0.220803 0.212346 1.09562 0.295229 0.529841
rs4574939 17284111 A C 0.269426 0.271165 0.837578 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0214 1.54 0.214 0.669586 17.28411 ‐0.0225 0.021509 1.09542 0.295273 0.529776
chr916412 16412744 A AGGG 0.070819 0.073312 0.828414 40424 0 ‐0.02237 0.037109 0.36436 0.546095 0.262732 16.41274 ‐0.03887 0.037218 1.09515 0.295333 0.529688
rs1337392 16611376 G A 0.996566 0.996916 0.337613 40424 0 0.0875 0.261 0.113 0.737 0.132533 16.61138 0.289786 0.282113 1.09481 0.295408 0.529578
rs1075678 16707480 G C 0.786875 0.778706 0.778676 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0229 4.02 0.0451 1.345823 16.70748 ‐0.02489 0.023809 1.09087 0.296279 0.5283
rs7030452 17363286 A G 0.622211 0.623825 0.857543 40424 0 0.0284 0.0197 2.08 0.15 0.823909 17.36329 0.020461 0.019598 1.09074 0.296307 0.528258
rs7874453 17372960 C T 0.620582 0.622261 0.852237 40424 0 0.0251 0.0192 1.7 0.192 0.716699 17.37296 0.02052 0.019657 1.09045 0.296372 0.528164
rs1081064 16829027 G C 0.194664 0.202049 0.637478 40424 0 0.0368 0.0254 2.1 0.147 0.832683 16.82903 0.028652 0.027433 1.08876 0.296746 0.527615
rs1823500 16511616 G T 0.010129 0.008359 0.314329 40424 0 ‐0.318 0.113 7.89 0.00496 2.304518 16.51162 ‐0.17958 0.173683 1.08729 0.297072 0.527138
rs1051162 16969197 G A 0.047697 0.050337 0.964554 40424 0 0.0847 0.0402 4.44 0.0352 1.453457 16.9692 0.043033 0.041184 1.08668 0.297208 0.52694
rs7854802 17339793 G A 0.622029 0.62377 0.856918 40424 0 0.0341 0.0192 3.14 0.0766 1.115771 17.33979 0.020425 0.019605 1.08612 0.297333 0.526758
rs1096307 17376453 T A 0.595879 0.59811 0.813031 40424 0 0.00363 0.0201 0.0326 0.857 0.067019 17.37645 0.020728 0.019899 1.08576 0.297413 0.526641
rs1415471 16656653 T C 0.556642 0.567558 0.650572 40424 0 0.0232 0.0204 1.29 0.256 0.59176 16.65665 0.023 0.022078 1.08572 0.297422 0.526628
rs1476761 16415357 TAC T 0.078266 0.081203 0.822072 40424 0 ‐0.02295 0.035645 0.41548 0.519201 0.284664 16.41536 ‐0.03715 0.035742 1.0846 0.297671 0.526264
rs7042146 16721658 A C 0.922031 0.919133 0.883596 40424 0 ‐0.0594 0.0335 3.15 0.0759 1.119758 16.72166 ‐0.03577 0.034299 1.08349 0.297918 0.525903
rs8018536 16900561 A C 0.010688 0.013473 0.385343 40424 0 0.164 0.0583 7.92 0.00488 2.31158 16.90056 0.130211 0.124739 1.07986 0.298729 0.524723
rs5675214 16982994 G C 0.047064 0.049681 0.947513 40424 0 0.0813 0.0405 4.03 0.0448 1.348722 16.98299 0.043394 0.041683 1.0787 0.298989 0.524345
rs4961548 17366568 A T 0.621642 0.623425 0.856271 40424 0 0.0246 0.0192 1.65 0.199 0.701147 17.36657 0.020351 0.01961 1.07772 0.299208 0.524027
rs2296864 16415459 C T 0.078273 0.08122 0.822073 40424 0 ‐0.026 0.0341 0.58 0.446 0.350665 16.41546 ‐0.03701 0.035739 1.07665 0.299448 0.523678
rs4445329 16911757 G A 0.318632 0.274976 0.995647 40424 1 ‐0.233 0.0193 146 1.40E‐33 32.85387 16.91176 0.234843 0.229131 1.07655 0.299471 0.523646
rs2095657 16608828 T G 0.059504 0.060751 0.453606 40424 0 ‐0.00909 0.049 0.0345 0.853 0.069051 16.60883 ‐0.05744 0.055533 1.07625 0.299538 0.523548
rs1693464 16426951 C T 0.072314 0.075096 0.925261 40424 0 ‐0.0154 0.0339 0.207 0.649 0.187755 16.42695 ‐0.03599 0.034766 1.07603 0.299587 0.523477
rs7038197 17338464 T C 0.622216 0.623999 0.857866 40424 0 0.0332 0.0192 2.98 0.0844 1.073658 17.33846 0.020297 0.019595 1.07369 0.300113 0.522715
rs1596193 17371690 C T 0.598332 0.599588 0.845745 40424 0 0.0325 0.0192 2.88 0.0896 1.047692 17.37169 0.020224 0.019526 1.07331 0.300199 0.522591
rs7851973 16423481 C T 0.087016 0.090671 0.841382 40424 0 ‐0.0175 0.0322 0.295 0.587 0.231362 16.42348 ‐0.03464 0.033504 1.07316 0.300233 0.522542
rs7022024 17338410 G A 0.622215 0.623996 0.857869 40424 0 0.0325 0.0192 2.87 0.0905 1.043351 17.33841 0.020288 0.019595 1.0727 0.300336 0.522392
rs9298775 17334526 G A 0.621984 0.623723 0.858188 40424 0 0.0329 0.0193 2.92 0.0876 1.057496 17.33453 0.020276 0.019587 1.07228 0.300431 0.522255
rs1051162 16423164 C T 0.087717 0.091314 0.844921 40424 0 ‐0.0175 0.0321 0.299 0.585 0.232844 16.42316 ‐0.03442 0.033313 1.07147 0.300614 0.521991
rs6475141 17350378 A C 0.623451 0.62498 0.851501 40424 0 0.0287 0.0192 2.24 0.135 0.869666 17.35038 0.020349 0.019678 1.07009 0.300925 0.521542
rs4246135 17327271 G A 0.621289 0.622986 0.858021 40424 0 0.0322 0.0192 2.81 0.0937 1.02826 17.32727 0.020248 0.019581 1.06998 0.30095 0.521506
rs7864652 16456759 C T 0.076556 0.079185 0.88019 40424 0 0.0424 0.0333 1.62 0.203 0.692504 16.45676 0.036011 0.034759 1.0693 0.301104 0.521284
rs7870101 17339839 T C 0.622109 0.623791 0.856517 40424 0 0.0341 0.0192 3.14 0.0766 1.115771 17.33984 0.020238 0.01961 1.06569 0.301921 0.520107
rs2013866 16677569 TCAAA T 0.069493 0.071909 0.506725 40424 0 0.081908 0.047869 2.90761 0.088162 1.054716 16.67757 0.049509 0.047985 1.06013 0.303186 0.518292
rs1096294 17249911 T A 0.25081 0.252174 0.849713 40424 0 ‐0.0131 0.0214 0.375 0.54 0.267606 17.24991 ‐0.02247 0.021843 1.05996 0.303224 0.518236
rs1012088 16821840 C T 0.163468 0.16427 0.602911 40424 0 0.0366 0.0281 1.69 0.194 0.712198 16.82184 ‐0.03184 0.030975 1.05943 0.303345 0.518063
rs1073331 16694836 A G 0.796672 0.788415 0.766231 40424 0 ‐0.0413 0.0235 3.09 0.0787 1.104025 16.69484 ‐0.02519 0.024458 1.05916 0.303407 0.517975
rs7572962 16692394 C T 0.019507 0.020996 0.733241 40424 0 0.0428 0.0668 0.41 0.522 0.28233 16.69239 ‐0.07413 0.072319 1.05849 0.30356 0.517756
rs3824391 17340383 G A 0.621894 0.623598 0.857233 40424 0 0.034 0.0192 3.13 0.077 1.113509 17.34038 0.020153 0.019601 1.05785 0.303706 0.517547
rs2382807 16452659 C T 0.07638 0.07896 0.882615 40424 0 0.0437 0.0338 1.67 0.196 0.707744 16.45266 0.035813 0.034763 1.05743 0.303802 0.517409
rs2296863 16415411 A G 0.073246 0.076004 0.838674 40424 0 ‐0.0262 0.0347 0.572 0.45 0.346788 16.41541 ‐0.03737 0.036426 1.05644 0.304029 0.517086
rs4246136 17335585 A G 0.62217 0.623905 0.858063 40424 0 0.0328 0.0193 2.9 0.0888 1.051587 17.33558 0.02013 0.019592 1.05638 0.304042 0.517066
rs1235155 16660960 G T 0.043739 0.044692 0.477658 40424 0 ‐0.00932 0.0541 0.0297 0.863 0.063989 16.66096 ‐0.06388 0.062373 1.05565 0.304209 0.516827
rs1237910 17372209 G C 0.621312 0.623052 0.852467 40424 0 0.0254 0.0192 1.74 0.187 0.728158 17.37221 0.020187 0.019661 1.05498 0.304363 0.516608
rs5016912 16751839 C T 0.871981 0.86878 0.689875 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0287 2.75 0.0974 1.011441 16.75184 ‐0.03205 0.031168 1.05422 0.304537 0.51636
rs1462759 16521299 G A 0.021682 0.021654 0.439243 40424 0 ‐0.0353 0.077 0.21 0.647 0.189096 16.5213 ‐0.09421 0.092243 1.05341 0.304723 0.516095
rs1081076 17336360 G A 0.622158 0.623882 0.858044 40424 0 0.0317 0.0192 2.71 0.0996 1.001741 17.33636 0.020093 0.019592 1.05255 0.304921 0.515813
rs1140485 17331361 A AT 0.622209 0.623931 0.858056 40424 0 0.043096 0.019453 4.91565 0.026614 1.574883 17.33136 0.020092 0.019592 1.05239 0.304957 0.515761
rs1081076 17339718 G A 0.621026 0.622646 0.85783 40424 0 0.0333 0.0192 3.02 0.0825 1.083546 17.33972 0.020077 0.019586 1.05151 0.30516 0.515473
rs1096304 17338186 G C 0.622063 0.623829 0.857358 40424 0 0.0316 0.0192 2.72 0.0993 1.003051 17.33819 0.020087 0.019598 1.05122 0.305226 0.515378
rs997693 16484731 T G 0.204202 0.195135 0.78158 40424 0 ‐0.0396 0.0233 2.9 0.0886 1.052566 16.48473 ‐0.02552 0.024914 1.05092 0.305295 0.51528
rs3765040 17330558 T A 0.622148 0.623863 0.858091 40424 0 0.0319 0.0192 2.76 0.0967 1.014574 17.33056 0.020058 0.019591 1.04891 0.305758 0.514622
rs1004685 17334801 G A 0.622152 0.623866 0.858079 40424 0 0.0327 0.0193 2.88 0.0895 1.048177 17.3348 0.020057 0.019591 1.04885 0.305772 0.514602
rs1012371 17335125 T C 0.622152 0.623866 0.858078 40424 0 0.0328 0.0193 2.9 0.0887 1.052076 17.33512 0.020057 0.019591 1.04883 0.305777 0.514596
rs1048155 17335480 A C 0.622152 0.623867 0.858077 40424 0 0.0328 0.0193 2.9 0.0887 1.052076 17.33548 0.020057 0.019591 1.04881 0.305781 0.514589
rs3459715 17253289 T A 0.249951 0.251262 0.851102 40424 0 ‐0.0126 0.0214 0.348 0.555 0.255707 17.25329 ‐0.02235 0.021849 1.0482 0.305922 0.514389
rs1815523 16907646 A G 0.279048 0.241051 0.890281 40424 0 ‐0.224 0.0221 104 2.58E‐24 23.58838 16.90765 ‐0.06294 0.06134 1.04804 0.305959 0.514337
rs3808784 17333543 A G 0.622151 0.623863 0.858084 40424 0 0.0319 0.0192 2.75 0.0971 1.012781 17.33354 0.020049 0.019591 1.04803 0.305961 0.514334
rs7031133 17333453 G A 0.622151 0.623863 0.858084 40424 0 0.0319 0.0192 2.75 0.0971 1.012781 17.33345 0.020049 0.019591 1.04799 0.305971 0.514321
rs4961755 16769812 G C 0.154166 0.161969 0.877127 40424 0 0.0359 0.0248 2.1 0.147 0.832683 16.76981 0.026189 0.025565 1.04709 0.306178 0.514026
rs4961736 16694210 T G 0.798571 0.790307 0.764269 40424 0 ‐0.0433 0.0236 3.38 0.0659 1.181115 16.69421 ‐0.02517 0.024577 1.04696 0.306208 0.513983
rs7037540 16692794 C T 0.991378 0.991501 0.434768 40424 0 ‐0.128 0.124 1.06 0.303 0.518557 16.69279 ‐0.15052 0.146034 1.04676 0.306255 0.513918
rs3861709 16703100 T C 0.795059 0.787361 0.762727 40424 0 ‐0.0388 0.0231 2.81 0.0936 1.028724 16.7031 ‐0.02496 0.024388 1.04602 0.306426 0.513675
rs4961735 16693606 A G 0.798586 0.790306 0.763874 40424 0 ‐0.0433 0.0236 3.38 0.066 1.180456 16.69361 ‐0.02514 0.02458 1.04461 0.306752 0.513213
chr916677 16677574 CAA C 0.069576 0.071989 0.50655 40424 0 0.081483 0.047849 2.88005 0.089683 1.047289 16.67757 0.049119 0.047965 1.04443 0.306793 0.513154
rs4961539 17336338 C G 0.621296 0.622932 0.858622 40424 0 0.0328 0.0192 2.9 0.0885 1.053057 17.33634 0.019987 0.019577 1.04303 0.307118 0.512695
rs4466493 16608515 G T 0.058778 0.060022 0.457059 40424 0 ‐0.00669 0.0501 0.0178 0.894 0.048663 16.60851 ‐0.05666 0.055643 1.04296 0.307134 0.512672
rs1075687 17380998 T A 0.624759 0.62628 0.85391 40424 0 0.0216 0.0192 1.26 0.261 0.58336 17.381 0.020084 0.019673 1.04291 0.307146 0.512656
rs7854724 17339879 C T 0.622575 0.624174 0.854362 40424 0 0.0342 0.0193 3.15 0.0759 1.119758 17.33988 0.020046 0.019636 1.04286 0.307157 0.512639
rs1051162 16693969 G C 0.798557 0.79029 0.764175 40424 0 ‐0.0434 0.0236 3.38 0.0658 1.181774 16.69397 ‐0.02512 0.024576 1.04269 0.307197 0.512584
rs6255829 17253882 C T 0.249939 0.251256 0.851122 40424 0 ‐0.0126 0.0214 0.349 0.555 0.255707 17.25388 ‐0.02229 0.021849 1.04219 0.307313 0.51242
rs3780258 17331927 G A 0.621299 0.62293 0.858638 40424 0 0.0308 0.0194 2.54 0.111 0.954677 17.33193 0.019977 0.019577 1.04192 0.307375 0.512331
rs3824392 17340377 A G 0.621904 0.623581 0.857268 40424 0 0.0339 0.0192 3.1 0.0782 1.106793 17.34038 0.019967 0.019599 1.03867 0.308131 0.511265
rs5015536 16757174 T C 0.907149 0.903439 0.856755 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.031 2.78 0.0956 1.019542 16.75717 ‐0.03279 0.032147 1.03672 0.308586 0.510625
rs6475054 16441429 T C 0.446292 0.443147 0.938522 40424 0 ‐0.0127 0.0179 0.505 0.477 0.321482 16.44143 ‐0.01842 0.018101 1.03616 0.308716 0.510441
rs7042230 17283132 G A 0.247393 0.248895 0.852143 40424 0 ‐0.0127 0.0217 0.341 0.559 0.252588 17.28313 ‐0.02226 0.021898 1.03523 0.308933 0.510135
rs1391097 17284641 TTTCTC T 0.247392 0.248895 0.852078 40424 0 ‐0.02542 0.021841 1.35684 0.244086 0.612457 17.28464 ‐0.02226 0.021899 1.03467 0.309064 0.509951
rs1075680 16758001 T A 0.907025 0.903303 0.852293 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.031 2.8 0.0944 1.025028 16.758 ‐0.03281 0.032199 1.03461 0.309078 0.509931
rs1075680 16758081 C G 0.907024 0.903302 0.852179 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.031 2.8 0.0944 1.025028 16.75808 ‐0.0328 0.032201 1.03395 0.309233 0.509715
rs1237708 17291973 C T 0.247224 0.248725 0.852071 40424 0 ‐0.0128 0.0217 0.347 0.556 0.254925 17.29197 ‐0.02224 0.021903 1.03296 0.309465 0.509389
rs1782842 17297694 C T 0.247222 0.248726 0.851975 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.0216 0.411 0.522 0.28233 17.29769 ‐0.02224 0.021905 1.03237 0.309603 0.509195
rs1096301 17296529 C T 0.247221 0.248724 0.85199 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.0216 0.411 0.521 0.283162 17.29653 ‐0.02224 0.021904 1.03213 0.309659 0.509116
rs1096277 16967961 C T 0.255226 0.259228 0.987737 40424 0 0.0199 0.02 0.982 0.322 0.492144 16.96796 0.020441 0.020118 1.03107 0.309908 0.508768
rs1583988 17367616 T G 0.596729 0.598833 0.800485 40424 0 0.0276 0.0197 1.96 0.162 0.790485 17.36762 0.020339 0.020041 1.03047 0.310048 0.508571
rs1583989 17367617 C T 0.596729 0.598833 0.800485 40424 0 0.027 0.0197 1.88 0.17 0.769551 17.36762 0.020339 0.020041 1.03047 0.310048 0.508571
rs7044462 17336882 C T 0.621159 0.622802 0.858035 40424 0 0.0293 0.0193 2.31 0.129 0.88941 17.33688 0.019868 0.019582 1.03003 0.310152 0.508426
rs3425613 17291263 A G 0.247386 0.248897 0.85179 40424 0 ‐0.0128 0.0217 0.347 0.556 0.254925 17.29126 ‐0.02221 0.021903 1.03002 0.310154 0.508423
rs1081058 16679326 C T 0.07584 0.076946 0.685204 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.0373 1.5 0.221 0.655608 16.67933 ‐0.04022 0.039716 1.02982 0.310201 0.508357
rs7505710 16694362 A T 0.022045 0.020214 0.573038 40424 0 ‐0.183 0.0696 6.88 0.0087 2.060481 16.69436 ‐0.08406 0.083262 1.02958 0.310257 0.508278
rs1775574 17303255 C T 0.247224 0.248741 0.85174 40424 0 ‐0.0141 0.0216 0.422 0.516 0.28735 17.30326 ‐0.02221 0.021908 1.02911 0.310368 0.508123
rs1096301 17299342 T C 0.247385 0.248901 0.851644 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.0216 0.411 0.522 0.28233 17.29934 ‐0.0222 0.021905 1.02906 0.31038 0.508107
rs3588427 17299017 G A 0.247385 0.248901 0.851648 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.0216 0.411 0.522 0.28233 17.29902 ‐0.0222 0.021905 1.02885 0.310429 0.508038
rs3808791 17305508 A T 0.247225 0.248743 0.851729 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0216 0.408 0.523 0.281498 17.30551 ‐0.0222 0.021908 1.02862 0.310483 0.507962
rs2095156 17284805 T C 0.247019 0.248481 0.852602 40424 0 ‐0.0124 0.0217 0.327 0.568 0.245652 17.28481 ‐0.0222 0.021903 1.02856 0.310497 0.507942
rs6156587 17312793 A C 0.24726 0.248785 0.851547 40424 0 ‐0.0127 0.0216 0.343 0.558 0.253366 17.31279 ‐0.02218 0.021909 1.02682 0.310907 0.50737
rs2094781 16758649 G A 0.907214 0.903535 0.850891 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.0311 2.77 0.0962 1.016825 16.75865 ‐0.03273 0.032257 1.02621 0.311051 0.507169
rs7868731 16758462 G A 0.907219 0.903539 0.851876 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.031 2.77 0.0958 1.018635 16.75846 ‐0.03271 0.032239 1.02593 0.311117 0.507077
rs1953106 17303067 T C 0.247386 0.248915 0.851427 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0216 0.408 0.523 0.281498 17.30307 ‐0.02217 0.021908 1.02544 0.311232 0.506916
rs1096301 17303726 A T 0.247386 0.248915 0.85142 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0216 0.409 0.522 0.28233 17.30373 ‐0.02217 0.021908 1.02538 0.311246 0.506896
rs3486756 16757649 TG T 0.90723 0.903548 0.854431 40424 0 ‐0.05534 0.032091 2.95702 0.085505 1.068007 16.75765 ‐0.03266 0.032197 1.02537 0.311249 0.506893
rs1081061 16757315 T A 0.907232 0.90355 0.854965 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.031 2.79 0.095 1.022276 16.75731 ‐0.03264 0.03219 1.02489 0.311362 0.506735
rs7855267 16758741 T C 0.907209 0.903533 0.850296 40424 0 ‐0.0542 0.0312 3.02 0.0821 1.085657 16.75874 ‐0.03272 0.032272 1.02448 0.311459 0.5066
rs1328740 17310822 T C 0.247422 0.248958 0.85126 40424 0 ‐0.0136 0.0216 0.396 0.529 0.276544 17.31082 ‐0.02216 0.021909 1.02424 0.311515 0.506521
rs1073845 16758212 T C 0.907226 0.903546 0.853587 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.031 2.78 0.0954 1.020452 16.75821 ‐0.03265 0.03221 1.02386 0.311605 0.506395
rs1096302 17311944 T G 0.247422 0.248958 0.851238 40424 0 ‐0.0136 0.0216 0.396 0.529 0.276544 17.31194 ‐0.02215 0.02191 1.02354 0.311681 0.50629
rs7868797 16758684 C T 0.907212 0.903536 0.850666 40424 0 ‐0.0516 0.0311 2.76 0.0964 1.015923 16.75868 ‐0.03269 0.032263 1.02321 0.311759 0.506181
rs7868192 16758287 A T 0.907224 0.903546 0.853019 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.031 2.78 0.0954 1.020452 16.75829 ‐0.03264 0.032219 1.0231 0.311785 0.506145
rs5015539 16757065 A G 0.907243 0.903561 0.854964 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.031 2.8 0.0944 1.025028 16.75706 ‐0.03261 0.03219 1.02302 0.311804 0.506119
rs1051162 16969642 G A 0.256439 0.260597 0.999801 40424 1 0.0211 0.02 1.12 0.291 0.536107 16.96964 0.020255 0.020017 1.0227 0.311879 0.506013
rs7868606 16758328 G A 0.907222 0.903544 0.852736 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.031 2.78 0.0955 1.019997 16.75833 ‐0.03263 0.032224 1.0222 0.311998 0.505849
rs1075684 16946673 T C 0.507975 0.530445 0.996345 40424 1 0.0912 0.0175 27.3 1.78E‐07 6.74958 16.94667 0.018812 0.018622 1.02074 0.312344 0.505368
rs1096242 16463915 G C 0.386839 0.37983 0.877869 40424 0 ‐0.0239 0.0186 1.65 0.199 0.701147 16.46391 ‐0.0194 0.019208 1.02074 0.312344 0.505368
rs1927624 16442310 C T 0.07144 0.07433 0.89064 40424 0 ‐0.00968 0.0343 0.0799 0.777 0.109579 16.44231 ‐0.03594 0.035639 1.02061 0.312374 0.505325
rs1393761 17313415 C CT 0.247361 0.248897 0.851171 40424 0 ‐0.02522 0.021854 1.33429 0.248043 0.605472 17.31342 ‐0.02211 0.021911 1.0197 0.31259 0.505025
rs3483058 16758356 T TG 0.907161 0.903484 0.851969 40424 0 ‐0.05531 0.032122 2.94812 0.085978 1.065615 16.75836 ‐0.0326 0.032229 1.01957 0.312621 0.504982
rs3606505 16902256 T C 0.034435 0.032554 0.914534 40424 0 ‐0.0689 0.0506 1.86 0.173 0.761954 16.90226 0.052934 0.052275 1.01934 0.312676 0.504906
rs1073331 16464980 T G 0.401828 0.394217 0.870969 40424 0 ‐0.0185 0.0186 0.994 0.319 0.496209 16.46498 ‐0.01937 0.019193 1.01873 0.31282 0.504705
rs5015537 16757116 G A 0.907233 0.903551 0.855127 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.031 2.79 0.0947 1.02365 16.75712 ‐0.03252 0.032186 1.01776 0.313051 0.504385
rs1096302 17310385 G C 0.246856 0.248345 0.852154 40424 0 ‐0.0133 0.0216 0.376 0.54 0.267606 17.31038 ‐0.02207 0.021912 1.01557 0.313572 0.503663
rs7029546 16713078 A C 0.92178 0.918875 0.869703 40424 0 ‐0.0532 0.0337 2.49 0.114 0.943095 16.71308 ‐0.03482 0.034508 1.01458 0.313808 0.503336
rs1930638 17366105 T A 0.998642 0.998686 0.260308 40424 0 0.501152 0.489373 1.1054 0.293084 0.533008 17.3661 0.480369 0.488815 1.01375 0.314006 0.503062
rs2007824 17095269 TATATATA T 0.013896 0.01368 0.254229 40424 0 ‐0.05156 0.150277 0.118221 0.730972 0.136099 17.09527 ‐0.15209 0.152055 1.01302 0.31418 0.502821
rs1781326 16658484 C T 0.037546 0.038677 0.310995 40424 0 0.0325 0.0602 0.292 0.589 0.229885 16.65848 0.083536 0.082724 1.01273 0.31425 0.502725
rs7864554 16787477 G C 0.137104 0.146047 0.947811 40424 0 0.0368 0.0255 2.08 0.149 0.826814 16.78748 0.025999 0.025816 1.01186 0.314458 0.502438
rs2296862 16415036 A G 0.073343 0.076134 0.839069 40424 0 ‐0.0251 0.0347 0.522 0.47 0.327902 16.41504 ‐0.03655 0.036404 1.01168 0.314501 0.502378
rs1174544 16606474 G C 0.050001 0.05062 0.504877 40424 0 ‐0.0257 0.0518 0.247 0.619 0.208309 16.60647 ‐0.05733 0.057209 1.01046 0.314793 0.501975
rs263637 17020111 C A 0.41436 0.406213 0.984879 40424 0 ‐0.0208 0.0178 1.37 0.242 0.616185 17.02011 ‐0.01794 0.017858 1.01012 0.314874 0.501863
rs1096256 16757666 G C 0.163502 0.172081 0.818457 40424 0 0.0523 0.0252 4.29 0.0383 1.416801 16.75767 0.025825 0.025701 1.00763 0.315471 0.50104
rs2009885 17043456 CTCTTT C 0.039831 0.042659 0.895707 40424 0 0.063184 0.046151 1.86138 0.172466 0.763297 17.04346 0.046449 0.046235 1.00418 0.316301 0.499899
rs1927623 16442789 G T 0.071855 0.074832 0.885958 40424 0 ‐0.0095 0.0342 0.077 0.781 0.107349 16.44279 ‐0.0356 0.035617 1.00299 0.316588 0.499505
rs1081059 16689373 G A 0.796711 0.788385 0.763649 40424 0 ‐0.0359 0.0235 2.34 0.126 0.89963 16.68937 ‐0.02454 0.024489 1.00272 0.316653 0.499416
rs2153273 16969031 A G 0.256033 0.260085 0.993445 40424 0 0.0212 0.02 1.12 0.289 0.539102 16.96903 0.020081 0.020054 1.00151 0.316945 0.499016
rs1329575 16900541 C T 0.510693 0.517683 0.395221 40424 0 0.0173 0.0241 0.512 0.474 0.324222 16.90054 0.028521 0.028508 1.00088 0.317098 0.498807
rs3481522 16758912 T TA 0.906178 0.902513 0.839027 40424 0 ‐0.05541 0.032229 2.93947 0.086439 1.06329 16.75891 ‐0.03236 0.032339 0.997797 0.317844 0.497786
rs2149161 16464585 A C 0.396662 0.389072 0.882211 40424 0 ‐0.0182 0.0185 0.963 0.326 0.486782 16.46458 ‐0.01904 0.019092 0.995501 0.318402 0.497025
rs1096259 16787736 C T 0.023663 0.023664 0.402 40424 0 ‐0.00649 0.0739 0.00772 0.93 0.031517 16.78774 0.091229 0.091104 0.994653 0.318608 0.496744
rs7270407 16655154 T G 0.016251 0.015381 0.359701 40424 0 ‐0.071 0.0927 0.586 0.444 0.352617 16.65515 ‐0.11754 0.118829 0.98969 0.319818 0.495097
rs7026798 16427378 T C 0.430771 0.427249 0.949924 40424 0 ‐0.0161 0.0178 0.811 0.368 0.434152 16.42738 ‐0.01792 0.018063 0.984635 0.321057 0.493418
rs7858530 17354396 T C 0.616611 0.618389 0.848083 40424 0 0.0125 0.0194 0.418 0.518 0.28567 17.3544 0.019493 0.019651 0.984576 0.321072 0.493398
rs1073331 16694774 A G 0.797383 0.789208 0.769231 40424 0 ‐0.0419 0.0235 3.19 0.0742 1.129596 16.69477 ‐0.02426 0.02445 0.983148 0.321423 0.492923
rs944208 16758776 T C 0.907086 0.903518 0.850776 40424 0 ‐0.0534 0.0312 2.94 0.0865 1.062984 16.75878 ‐0.03198 0.032268 0.978909 0.322468 0.491513
rs7856758 16968732 G A 0.950094 0.947417 0.941523 40424 0 ‐0.0778 0.04 3.78 0.0518 1.28567 16.96873 ‐0.04042 0.040773 0.978618 0.32254 0.491416
rs3850444 16681762 G C 0.797389 0.789153 0.760091 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.0237 2.95 0.0859 1.066007 16.68176 ‐0.02429 0.024563 0.976671 0.323022 0.490768
rs1081062 16786071 A C 0.13801 0.147166 0.954134 40424 0 0.0364 0.0254 2.07 0.15 0.823909 16.78607 0.025285 0.025649 0.96966 0.324765 0.488431
rs1096256 16758107 G C 0.161621 0.169948 0.818233 40424 0 0.0543 0.0253 4.61 0.0318 1.497573 16.75811 0.025473 0.025844 0.969538 0.324795 0.48839
rs7465423 16842687 G T 0.018228 0.017112 0.581324 40424 0 ‐0.0551 0.0774 0.506 0.477 0.321482 16.84269 0.088189 0.089222 0.968845 0.324968 0.488159
rs1096270 16927805 T C 0.612462 0.604622 0.98054 40424 1 0.0034 0.0179 0.0359 0.85 0.070581 16.9278 ‐0.01781 0.018094 0.968625 0.325023 0.488086
rs1096276 16958463 A C 0.434667 0.453117 0.997042 40424 1 0.0891 0.0176 25.7 4.06E‐07 6.391474 16.95846 0.018375 0.018675 0.968005 0.325178 0.487879
rs4961745 16744009 G A 0.880472 0.877469 0.690618 40424 0 ‐0.054 0.0286 3.55 0.0594 1.226214 16.74401 ‐0.03156 0.032061 0.965914 0.325701 0.487181
rs2006120 16640090 C CA 0.059631 0.060603 0.429525 40424 0 ‐0.03287 0.056865 0.335231 0.562595 0.249804 16.64009 ‐0.05586 0.05701 0.965341 0.325845 0.486989
c9_pos169 16982002 G A 0.175953 0.179633 0.95064 40424 1 0.0426 0.0231 3.4 0.0653 1.185087 16.982 ‐0.0234 0.02385 0.964439 0.326071 0.486688
rs1096270 16927751 G A 0.610984 0.602971 0.968351 40424 0 0.00214 0.0179 0.0142 0.905 0.043351 16.92775 ‐0.01777 0.018101 0.96374 0.326246 0.486454
rs1011811 16496899 G T 0.51683 0.504992 0.765862 40424 0 ‐0.0311 0.0191 2.65 0.104 0.982967 16.4969 ‐0.01957 0.019955 0.962008 0.326682 0.485876
rs4961757 16773921 T A 0.156052 0.164402 0.883932 40424 0 0.0313 0.0247 1.61 0.205 0.688246 16.77392 0.024829 0.025333 0.958656 0.327526 0.484755
rs7866391 17210039 A G 0.061519 0.064348 0.699027 40424 0 ‐0.0144 0.0422 0.116 0.734 0.134304 17.21004 0.042198 0.043065 0.956015 0.328193 0.483871
rs4961734 16693602 T C 0.796335 0.788214 0.762111 40424 0 ‐0.0422 0.0235 3.21 0.0732 1.135489 16.6936 ‐0.02396 0.024505 0.954525 0.32857 0.483372
rs1125671 17210740 T C 0.016164 0.014866 0.487204 40424 0 ‐0.0999 0.0686 2.12 0.145 0.838632 17.21074 ‐0.10229 0.10538 0.953629 0.328797 0.483072
rs1096275 16948075 A C 0.438664 0.456963 0.974451 40424 0 0.0914 0.0176 26.9 2.15E‐07 6.667562 16.94807 0.018366 0.018818 0.952399 0.329109 0.48266
rs7049170 16610456 A G 0.956149 0.955937 0.472462 40424 0 0.0156 0.0559 0.0784 0.78 0.107905 16.61046 0.061489 0.063304 0.949696 0.329797 0.481754
rs2297175 16706047 T C 0.048858 0.05062 0.938664 40424 0 ‐0.0231 0.0403 0.329 0.566 0.247184 16.70605 ‐0.04021 0.041373 0.949181 0.329928 0.481581
rs7025750 16408042 C T 0.077552 0.080523 0.808325 40424 0 ‐0.02029 0.036094 0.316565 0.573679 0.241331 16.40804 ‐0.03519 0.036203 0.948222 0.330172 0.481259
rs7485134 16413158 C A 0.073926 0.076869 0.82756 40424 0 ‐0.01818 0.036375 0.250394 0.616798 0.209857 16.41316 ‐0.03536 0.036486 0.942547 0.331624 0.479355
rs5576140 16903603 C G 0.037923 0.03572 0.961871 40424 0 ‐0.0977 0.0468 4.35 0.037 1.431798 16.9036 0.047519 0.048817 0.942324 0.331681 0.47928
rs1011691 16896505 G A 0.961126 0.963136 0.972074 40424 0 0.0756 0.044 2.95 0.0856 1.067526 16.89651 ‐0.0465 0.047778 0.942311 0.331684 0.479275
rs1505397 16914054 C A 0.021456 0.022105 0.444788 40424 0 ‐0.0714 0.0938 0.58 0.446 0.350665 16.91405 ‐0.08818 0.0913 0.940418 0.33217 0.478639
rs2019384 16753871 C CA 0.922441 0.919609 0.884596 40424 0 ‐0.05877 0.034316 2.91601 0.087705 1.056978 16.75387 ‐0.03341 0.034417 0.939035 0.332526 0.478174
rs7032158 16904047 A G 0.918668 0.90655 0.958692 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0306 11.3 0.000769 3.114074 16.90405 ‐0.03074 0.031681 0.938593 0.33264 0.478026
rs1081061 16758926 A T 0.16306 0.171472 0.815258 40424 0 0.0532 0.0253 4.43 0.0354 1.450997 16.75893 0.02503 0.025813 0.938421 0.332684 0.477968
rs7856702 16785920 C G 0.137825 0.146925 0.955218 40424 0 0.0369 0.0254 2.12 0.145 0.838632 16.78592 0.024879 0.025654 0.938378 0.332695 0.477953
rs1081074 17275314 T C 0.256177 0.257591 0.831687 40424 0 ‐0.00593 0.0216 0.0754 0.784 0.105684 17.27531 ‐0.02125 0.021951 0.938345 0.332704 0.477942
rs2210104 16716232 T A 0.92132 0.918455 0.864446 40424 0 ‐0.0527 0.0336 2.46 0.117 0.931814 16.71623 ‐0.03346 0.0345 0.937558 0.332907 0.477678
rs2632545 17043695 C T 0.03308 0.034444 0.881633 40424 0 ‐0.0317 0.0474 0.447 0.504 0.29757 17.0437 0.049725 0.051279 0.934946 0.333581 0.476799
rs4961522 17041038 A G 0.038566 0.041324 0.948593 40424 0 0.0748 0.0438 2.91 0.0878 1.056505 17.04104 0.044303 0.04573 0.934002 0.333825 0.476481
rs4961749 16744304 T C 0.88944 0.887581 0.645933 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0315 2.14 0.143 0.844664 16.7443 ‐0.03333 0.034448 0.933364 0.33399 0.476266
rs1169272 16413491 A G 0.013102 0.012873 0.34706 40424 0 ‐0.0616 0.113 0.295 0.587 0.231362 16.41349 ‐0.12764 0.132979 0.932266 0.334275 0.475896
rs263601 17092705 C T 0.605393 0.6084 0.938757 40424 0 ‐0.00717 0.0182 0.155 0.694 0.158641 17.0927 ‐0.01779 0.018425 0.931681 0.334427 0.475699
rs7538962 16410882 G T 0.075939 0.078792 0.778403 40424 0 ‐0.02221 0.037172 0.357792 0.549735 0.259847 16.41088 ‐0.03591 0.037279 0.931255 0.334537 0.475556
rs2008154 17122594 CTGTGTT C 0.024003 0.023865 0.405388 40424 0 ‐0.15797 0.091203 3.04354 0.081059 1.091199 17.12259 ‐0.08797 0.091575 0.930053 0.334849 0.475151
rs1390787 17265490 C G 0.276693 0.278327 0.843387 40424 0 ‐0.0063 0.0214 0.0864 0.769 0.114074 17.26549 ‐0.02048 0.021284 0.926899 0.33567 0.474087
rs1011623 16677576 A C 0.073829 0.076243 0.489336 40424 0 0.0109 0.0407 0.0712 0.79 0.102373 16.67758 0.045834 0.047534 0.926271 0.335834 0.473876
rs4961733 16686327 G A 0.796149 0.788206 0.758042 40424 0 ‐0.0327 0.0236 1.93 0.165 0.782516 16.68633 ‐0.02361 0.024564 0.922394 0.336847 0.472567
rs4961732 16686323 C G 0.796149 0.788206 0.758041 40424 0 ‐0.0327 0.0236 1.93 0.165 0.782516 16.68632 ‐0.02361 0.024564 0.922214 0.336894 0.472506
rs1544103 16715129 T C 0.92139 0.918543 0.864841 40424 0 ‐0.0523 0.0336 2.42 0.12 0.920819 16.71513 ‐0.03319 0.034511 0.921656 0.337041 0.472318
rs1012181 16870104 A G 0.921902 0.910143 0.961565 40424 0 ‐0.102 0.031 10.8 0.00103 2.987163 16.8701 ‐0.03073 0.031989 0.92051 0.337341 0.471931
rs1075677 16691711 G A 0.793759 0.785569 0.756747 40424 0 ‐0.0434 0.0236 3.4 0.0651 1.186419 16.69171 ‐0.02347 0.024475 0.918141 0.337964 0.47113
rs4961748 16744303 C T 0.888557 0.886671 0.640638 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.0315 2.1 0.148 0.829738 16.7443 ‐0.03307 0.034471 0.9174 0.338159 0.47088
rs7469906 17010426 G A 0.443836 0.451506 0.998459 40424 1 0.025 0.0175 2.02 0.155 0.809668 17.01043 ‐0.01711 0.017918 0.912307 0.339503 0.469156
rs3829848 16527129 A G 0.47941 0.464821 0.999999 40424 1 ‐0.0299 0.0175 2.92 0.0875 1.057992 16.52713 ‐0.01677 0.017589 0.908808 0.340431 0.467971
rs2383002 16687187 C T 0.79434 0.786347 0.757881 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0235 2.15 0.143 0.844664 16.68719 ‐0.02332 0.024484 0.905515 0.341307 0.466855
rs7509680 17040422 C CA 0.038481 0.041218 0.949214 40424 0 0.060816 0.045679 1.76056 0.184555 0.733875 17.04042 0.043646 0.045765 0.905194 0.341393 0.466746
rs1096263 16841972 T C 0.206232 0.196019 0.944164 40424 0 ‐0.0922 0.0221 17.5 2.91E‐05 4.536107 16.84197 0.023382 0.024625 0.900535 0.342638 0.465164
rs954857 16898753 T G 0.96249 0.964805 0.999271 40424 1 0.101 0.0467 4.65 0.0311 1.50724 16.89875 ‐0.0459 0.048335 0.897145 0.343548 0.464012
rs7853778 16415806 T C 0.074083 0.077068 0.830607 40424 0 ‐0.0217 0.0346 0.392 0.531 0.274906 16.41581 ‐0.0344 0.03638 0.897091 0.343563 0.463994
rs7862481 16468305 A T 0.388199 0.381362 0.868769 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0189 1.58 0.209 0.679854 16.46831 ‐0.01826 0.019294 0.896593 0.343697 0.463824
rs1330248 16954002 C T 0.434974 0.453277 0.998008 40424 1 0.0895 0.0176 26 3.48E‐07 6.458421 16.954 0.01768 0.01868 0.895658 0.343949 0.463506
rs1255351 17370081 G C 0.256022 0.25761 0.834744 40424 0 ‐0.00387 0.0215 0.0324 0.857 0.067019 17.37008 ‐0.02071 0.021914 0.894605 0.344232 0.463148
rs1200291 16912022 T C 0.132673 0.132476 0.751167 40424 0 ‐0.0538 0.0274 3.85 0.0498 1.302771 16.91202 ‐0.02779 0.029434 0.893671 0.344484 0.46283
rs7563133 16531011 G A 0.042804 0.04402 0.493496 40424 0 0.0127 0.0512 0.061 0.805 0.094204 16.53101 0.057997 0.061181 0.893536 0.344521 0.462784
rs954858 16898603 T C 0.962326 0.96472 0.999912 40424 1 0.102 0.0467 4.74 0.0295 1.530178 16.8986 ‐0.04565 0.048263 0.88986 0.345515 0.461533
rs7862084 16869811 C A 0.084738 0.072994 0.99093 40424 1 ‐0.178 0.0328 29.4 5.77E‐08 7.238824 16.86981 ‐0.0334 0.035486 0.888786 0.345807 0.461167
rs1096273 16940254 G C 0.445221 0.463312 0.988057 40424 0 0.0909 0.0175 26.8 2.20E‐07 6.657578 16.94025 0.017693 0.018779 0.887697 0.346102 0.460796
rs1415472 16641492 C T 0.05918 0.059529 0.453456 40424 0 ‐0.0245 0.0485 0.255 0.614 0.211832 16.64149 ‐0.05255 0.055926 0.88752 0.34615 0.460735
rs7025392 16897378 G C 0.962237 0.964532 0.984744 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.7 0.0302 1.519993 16.89738 ‐0.04564 0.048402 0.884374 0.347007 0.459662
rs7041840 17399095 T G 0.598122 0.598768 0.848234 40424 0 0.0262 0.0191 1.88 0.17 0.769551 17.3991 0.018317 0.019503 0.882546 0.347505 0.459039
rs1073846 16896831 G A 0.962234 0.964529 0.985831 40424 0 0.0999 0.0467 4.59 0.0322 1.492144 16.89683 ‐0.04556 0.048396 0.881741 0.347725 0.458764
rs1081065 16896819 T C 0.962234 0.96453 0.985782 40424 0 0.102 0.0469 4.7 0.0302 1.519993 16.89682 ‐0.04556 0.048396 0.881658 0.347748 0.458735
rs1073331 16718266 G T 0.915655 0.912175 0.857761 40424 0 ‐0.0555 0.0326 2.9 0.0885 1.053057 16.71827 ‐0.03142 0.033431 0.880644 0.348025 0.458389
rs3904778 16681993 C G 0.79766 0.789616 0.758718 40424 0 ‐0.0394 0.0237 2.77 0.0959 1.018181 16.68199 ‐0.0231 0.024606 0.87985 0.348243 0.458118
rs7864296 17176791 G A 0.155339 0.14935 0.904428 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.0249 4.09 0.0432 1.364516 17.17679 ‐0.02417 0.02584 0.876855 0.349065 0.457094
rs1081070 16997811 A G 0.321545 0.315793 0.995274 40424 1 ‐0.0467 0.0188 6.17 0.013 1.886057 16.99781 ‐0.0178 0.019021 0.876591 0.349137 0.457004
rs5813465 16903722 C A 0.037774 0.035529 0.954579 40424 0 ‐0.0996 0.0469 4.5 0.0338 1.471083 16.90372 0.04607 0.049094 0.875921 0.349321 0.456775
rs7046026 16449673 T C 0.444075 0.441216 0.919713 40424 0 ‐0.0117 0.0179 0.423 0.515 0.288193 16.44967 ‐0.01715 0.018328 0.87535 0.349479 0.45658
rs4497063 16876346 G A 0.086385 0.074343 0.961331 40424 0 ‐0.181 0.0327 30.4 3.43E‐08 7.464706 16.87635 ‐0.03317 0.03551 0.874928 0.349595 0.456435
rs5907757 16866657 CT C 0.210533 0.208706 0.919915 40424 0 ‐0.06355 0.022107 8.30982 0.003943 2.404159 16.86666 0.021769 0.023259 0.874751 0.349643 0.456375
rs7798375 16640779 G A 0.014462 0.013558 0.3539 40424 0 ‐0.115 0.102 1.29 0.256 0.59176 16.64078 ‐0.12085 0.130144 0.87449 0.349715 0.456285
rs1436226 17177741 G A 0.03841 0.039213 0.796669 40424 0 ‐0.00809 0.0475 0.029 0.865 0.062984 17.17774 ‐0.04767 0.051113 0.874475 0.349719 0.45628
rs1096282 17018213 C G 0.038935 0.041386 0.926517 40424 0 0.0735 0.044 2.79 0.0951 1.021819 17.01821 0.043231 0.046149 0.873366 0.350025 0.455901
rs4995398 16838211 A G 0.285524 0.293025 0.923252 40424 0 0.0386 0.0201 3.68 0.0551 1.258848 16.83821 0.018814 0.020129 0.872754 0.350194 0.455691
rs1073846 16898879 A T 0.9627 0.965053 0.989384 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.66 0.0309 1.510041 16.89888 ‐0.04557 0.048668 0.872281 0.350325 0.455529
rs1073846 16898855 A G 0.9627 0.965054 0.989704 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.66 0.0309 1.510041 16.89886 ‐0.04556 0.048662 0.872 0.350402 0.455433
rs1360285 16727698 G A 0.932608 0.930014 0.862248 40424 0 ‐0.0622 0.035 3.16 0.0757 1.120904 16.7277 ‐0.03481 0.037215 0.871968 0.350411 0.455422
rs1073846 16896903 G A 0.962499 0.96488 0.999104 40424 1 0.102 0.0468 4.73 0.0297 1.527243 16.8969 ‐0.04524 0.048368 0.870411 0.350842 0.454889
rs7593800 17390878 G A 0.02229 0.018141 0.770609 40424 0 ‐0.102 0.0852 1.44 0.231 0.636388 17.39088 ‐0.06871 0.07401 0.869512 0.35109 0.454581
rs1237953 17343840 C G 0.249807 0.251777 0.846072 40424 0 ‐0.013 0.0216 0.361 0.548 0.26122 17.34384 ‐0.02042 0.021914 0.869166 0.351186 0.454462
rs1075677 16654768 G C 0.564208 0.574696 0.653035 40424 0 0.0219 0.0205 1.15 0.284 0.546682 16.65477 0.020533 0.022058 0.866904 0.351814 0.453687
rs1234696 16813385 T C 0.166828 0.168136 0.599905 40424 0 0.0462 0.0278 2.76 0.0966 1.015023 16.81339 ‐0.02862 0.030805 0.865172 0.352295 0.453093
rs2009242 16664710 AC A 0.031603 0.033047 0.25557 40424 0 0.011059 0.099199 0.01242 0.911264 0.040356 16.66471 0.09303 0.099753 0.86475 0.352413 0.452948
rs1028360 16712150 C T 0.920271 0.917415 0.858554 40424 0 ‐0.0496 0.0336 2.18 0.14 0.853872 16.71215 ‐0.03205 0.034416 0.864168 0.352575 0.452749
rs5786389 16902988 T C 0.037221 0.034879 0.96972 40424 0 ‐0.0939 0.0472 3.95 0.0468 1.329754 16.90299 0.045852 0.04921 0.863599 0.352734 0.452553
rs1096252 16659924 T C 0.386852 0.397665 0.790205 40424 0 0.0117 0.0195 0.361 0.548 0.26122 16.65992 0.018742 0.020174 0.862631 0.353004 0.452221
rs1081066 16899120 A G 0.962689 0.965048 0.986275 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.66 0.0308 1.511449 16.89912 ‐0.04537 0.048727 0.862314 0.353092 0.452112
rs1096282 17018416 C G 0.038967 0.041413 0.927561 40424 0 0.0734 0.044 2.78 0.0954 1.020452 17.01842 0.04291 0.046109 0.861969 0.353188 0.451994
rs1096281 17006147 T G 0.140205 0.1281 0.965631 40424 0 ‐0.0749 0.0259 8.4 0.00376 2.424812 17.00615 ‐0.02468 0.026624 0.861663 0.353274 0.451889
rs6255896 17365445 G C 0.18671 0.186243 0.736345 40424 0 0.0354 0.0249 2.02 0.155 0.809668 17.36544 ‐0.02469 0.026632 0.860828 0.353507 0.451602
rs6255896 17363659 G A 0.18671 0.186243 0.736347 40424 0 0.0354 0.0249 2.02 0.155 0.809668 17.36366 ‐0.02469 0.026632 0.860658 0.353555 0.451544
rs1075683 16899267 G C 0.96268 0.965042 0.984537 40424 0 0.1 0.0467 4.58 0.0324 1.489455 16.89927 ‐0.04535 0.048758 0.860611 0.353568 0.451527
rs1329131 16855669 G A 0.029704 0.027525 0.790131 40424 0 ‐0.0569 0.0517 1.21 0.271 0.567031 16.85567 0.056595 0.060894 0.858746 0.35409 0.450887
rs1096246 16503545 C G 0.040827 0.042119 0.500039 40424 0 0.0503 0.0521 0.929 0.335 0.474955 16.50355 0.057651 0.06205 0.858433 0.354178 0.450779
rs1011949 16899464 G C 0.962687 0.965052 0.983102 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.68 0.0306 1.514279 16.89946 ‐0.04527 0.048793 0.85642 0.354743 0.450087
rs7342471 16902750 C G 0.03721 0.034859 0.969732 40424 0 ‐0.0979 0.0469 4.37 0.0366 1.436519 16.90275 0.045645 0.049207 0.855944 0.354876 0.449923
rs3606315 17348541 T G 0.249187 0.251147 0.846462 40424 0 ‐0.00595 0.0215 0.0764 0.782 0.106793 17.34854 ‐0.02025 0.021929 0.853732 0.355499 0.449162
rs6475069 16715746 T C 0.930979 0.929518 0.833709 40424 0 ‐0.0763 0.0356 4.58 0.0323 1.490798 16.71575 ‐0.03484 0.037644 0.85366 0.355519 0.449137
rs7342471 16902720 T C 0.037208 0.034854 0.969715 40424 0 ‐0.098 0.0469 4.37 0.0365 1.437707 16.90272 0.045585 0.049209 0.853628 0.355528 0.449126
rs1011951 16899526 G A 0.962687 0.965054 0.982606 40424 0 0.105 0.0462 5.12 0.0236 1.627088 16.89953 ‐0.0452 0.048804 0.85347 0.355573 0.449072
rs7342471 16902668 G A 0.037202 0.034848 0.969693 40424 0 ‐0.098 0.0469 4.38 0.0364 1.438899 16.90267 0.045571 0.049211 0.853017 0.3557 0.448916
rs1011951 16899565 G A 0.962686 0.965054 0.982299 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.68 0.0305 1.5157 16.89956 ‐0.0452 0.04881 0.852913 0.35573 0.44888
rs1096267 16898229 A G 0.962957 0.965343 0.984567 40424 0 0.102 0.0467 4.73 0.0296 1.528708 16.89823 ‐0.04532 0.048955 0.852704 0.355789 0.448808
rs954859 16898375 C T 0.962438 0.964816 0.999112 40424 1 0.101 0.0467 4.72 0.0298 1.525784 16.89837 ‐0.04473 0.048336 0.852071 0.355967 0.44859
rs7022131 16711866 G A 0.920438 0.917611 0.860515 40424 0 ‐0.0521 0.0336 2.41 0.12 0.920819 16.71187 ‐0.03181 0.034412 0.851511 0.356125 0.448397
rs6023409 16877233 G A 0.086793 0.074737 0.961976 40424 0 ‐0.18 0.0327 30.4 3.56E‐08 7.44855 16.87723 ‐0.03263 0.035451 0.849881 0.356586 0.447836
rs6088007 16877259 A T 0.086793 0.074738 0.961995 40424 0 ‐0.177 0.0326 29.6 5.38E‐08 7.269217 16.87726 ‐0.03262 0.035451 0.849243 0.356767 0.447616
rs4961721 16493471 A G 0.027778 0.027339 0.364597 40424 0 0.0791 0.0665 1.41 0.234 0.630784 16.49347 ‐0.08118 0.088431 0.849201 0.356779 0.447601
rs1487507 16990565 C T 0.997455 0.996346 0.644483 40424 0 ‐0.135 0.167 0.649 0.42 0.376751 16.99056 ‐0.16908 0.182475 0.84877 0.356901 0.447453
rs1096274 16940390 G T 0.445783 0.46385 0.998345 40424 1 0.0925 0.0175 27.8 1.34E‐07 6.872895 16.94039 0.017263 0.018756 0.847051 0.357388 0.44686
rs7364671 16902541 T C 0.03719 0.034829 0.969666 40424 0 ‐0.0982 0.0469 4.39 0.0361 1.442493 16.90254 0.045415 0.049217 0.847021 0.357397 0.44685
rs1174592 17178164 A G 0.028833 0.028953 0.578527 40424 0 0.0302 0.0664 0.208 0.649 0.187755 17.17816 ‐0.06358 0.06931 0.846838 0.357448 0.446787
rs1096267 16900875 T C 0.96276 0.965132 0.971593 40424 0 0.0994 0.0468 4.51 0.0336 1.473661 16.90088 ‐0.04531 0.049112 0.846635 0.357506 0.446717
rs7342471 16902492 A G 0.037185 0.034823 0.969661 40424 0 ‐0.0983 0.0469 4.4 0.0359 1.444906 16.90249 0.045397 0.049219 0.846272 0.357609 0.446591
rs1096242 16462422 G T 0.077524 0.077265 0.810573 40424 0 ‐0.0335 0.0352 0.907 0.341 0.467246 16.46242 ‐0.03347 0.036454 0.845899 0.357715 0.446463
rs5016913 16751845 T C 0.874832 0.871633 0.701605 40424 0 ‐0.0556 0.0292 3.62 0.0571 1.243364 16.75184 ‐0.02875 0.031233 0.845088 0.357946 0.446183
rs1181865 16529559 C G 0.024214 0.024124 0.572706 40424 0 ‐0.0414 0.0664 0.388 0.533 0.273273 16.52956 ‐0.06867 0.075028 0.843519 0.358392 0.445641
rs7342471 16902456 C T 0.03717 0.034806 0.969393 40424 0 ‐0.0983 0.0469 4.4 0.0359 1.444906 16.90246 0.045324 0.049236 0.842989 0.358543 0.445458
rs1081058 16671045 G T 0.809462 0.803205 0.536328 40424 0 ‐0.042 0.0274 2.36 0.125 0.90309 16.67105 ‐0.02784 0.030306 0.842712 0.358622 0.445363
rs3464113 16902433 C A 0.037167 0.034803 0.969397 40424 0 ‐0.0984 0.0469 4.41 0.0358 1.446117 16.90243 0.045293 0.049237 0.841793 0.358885 0.445045
rs3525935 16902426 A C 0.037167 0.034802 0.969399 40424 0 ‐0.0936 0.0473 3.92 0.0479 1.319664 16.90243 0.045286 0.049237 0.841503 0.358967 0.444945
rs1329792 16953684 A G 0.43523 0.453489 0.998029 40424 1 0.0891 0.0176 25.7 3.89E‐07 6.41005 16.95368 0.01712 0.018678 0.840035 0.359387 0.444438
rs1328992 16788148 T G 0.189477 0.185958 0.468365 40424 0 ‐0.00097 0.0281 0.00119 0.972 0.012334 16.78815 ‐0.02989 0.032656 0.839527 0.359532 0.444262
rs3513335 16902402 T C 0.03717 0.034803 0.969312 40424 0 ‐0.0984 0.0469 4.41 0.0358 1.446117 16.9024 0.045231 0.049236 0.839518 0.359535 0.444259
rs1096247 16530104 G A 0.042819 0.043994 0.494303 40424 0 0.0136 0.0512 0.071 0.79 0.102373 16.5301 0.056183 0.061156 0.839341 0.359585 0.444198
rs1011888 16900029 T C 0.962679 0.965063 0.978903 40424 0 0.101 0.0467 4.71 0.0301 1.521433 16.90003 ‐0.04482 0.048889 0.836233 0.360476 0.443123
rs7603743 16451999 T C 0.019719 0.018608 0.33261 40424 0 ‐0.0291 0.0804 0.131 0.718 0.143876 16.452 ‐0.10236 0.112527 0.835179 0.360779 0.442759
rs1361074 16711500 C T 0.918942 0.916045 0.846341 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0335 2.39 0.122 0.91364 16.7115 ‐0.03149 0.034428 0.834096 0.361091 0.442384
rs7021534 16440606 G C 0.088272 0.092473 0.82255 40424 0 ‐0.0102 0.0324 0.0996 0.752 0.123782 16.44061 ‐0.03069 0.033677 0.832951 0.361421 0.441987
rs1121825 16901022 G A 0.037212 0.03484 0.969764 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0463 4.97 0.0258 1.58838 16.90102 0.044986 0.049167 0.832794 0.361466 0.441933
rs6475123 17244616 T C 0.08984 0.081823 0.942658 40424 0 ‐0.0971 0.0319 9.29 0.00231 2.636388 17.24462 ‐0.02985 0.032814 0.830462 0.362139 0.441125
rs1934283 16897712 A T 0.962513 0.964892 0.990862 40424 0 0.102 0.0467 4.74 0.0295 1.530178 16.89771 ‐0.04423 0.048421 0.830045 0.36226 0.44098
rs1096242 16463490 T G 0.398111 0.390949 0.890596 40424 0 ‐0.0167 0.0189 0.777 0.378 0.422508 16.46349 ‐0.01727 0.018975 0.829175 0.362511 0.440679
rs1075677 16657796 T C 0.56046 0.570777 0.644115 40424 0 0.0203 0.0206 0.976 0.323 0.490798 16.6578 0.020173 0.022174 0.828002 0.362851 0.440272
rs1011955 16899897 C A 0.962588 0.964966 0.977611 40424 0 0.099 0.0463 4.58 0.0324 1.489455 16.8999 ‐0.04456 0.04885 0.827622 0.362961 0.44014
rs4132613 16898285 C T 0.962421 0.964817 0.999102 40424 1 0.0916 0.0464 3.9 0.0483 1.316053 16.89828 ‐0.04405 0.048313 0.826942 0.363158 0.439904
rs7032294 16756023 C A 0.921689 0.918451 0.843095 40424 0 ‐0.065 0.0331 3.86 0.0495 1.305395 16.75602 ‐0.03195 0.035094 0.826459 0.363298 0.439737
rs3561947 16901949 T C 0.037207 0.034824 0.970775 40424 0 ‐0.099 0.0469 4.47 0.0345 1.462181 16.90195 0.044783 0.049147 0.826001 0.363432 0.439578
rs1073845 16719405 T G 0.92094 0.918163 0.865632 40424 0 ‐0.0487 0.0336 2.1 0.147 0.832683 16.7194 ‐0.03132 0.034412 0.825932 0.363452 0.439554
rs4405013 17325122 T C 0.24757 0.249502 0.846069 40424 0 ‐0.0128 0.0217 0.351 0.553 0.257275 17.32512 ‐0.01995 0.021973 0.82564 0.363536 0.439452
rs7731156 16906019 G A 0.080492 0.092723 0.970137 40424 0 0.102 0.0306 11.1 0.000843 3.074172 16.90602 0.028766 0.031634 0.82474 0.363798 0.43914
rs7034606 16626451 G C 0.047418 0.047904 0.431158 40424 0 0.000881 0.0552 0.000255 0.987 0.005683 16.62645 ‐0.05766 0.063695 0.824309 0.363923 0.43899
rs3447349 16901900 C T 0.037202 0.034817 0.970833 40424 0 ‐0.0991 0.0468 4.47 0.0344 1.463441 16.9019 0.044732 0.049149 0.824061 0.363996 0.438904
rs1782928 17324158 G C 0.248289 0.250318 0.843009 40424 0 ‐0.0126 0.0217 0.341 0.559 0.252588 17.32416 ‐0.01991 0.021993 0.820655 0.364989 0.437721
rs7019028 16899090 T C 0.036838 0.034424 0.980799 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0469 4.8 0.0284 1.546682 16.89909 0.044686 0.049205 0.820505 0.365033 0.437668
rs1096286 17095264 A G 0.39243 0.400399 0.807984 40424 0 0.0257 0.0217 1.4 0.236 0.627088 17.09526 ‐0.01813 0.020018 0.820482 0.365039 0.43766
rs1096303 17321039 T G 0.248428 0.250459 0.842653 40424 0 ‐0.0124 0.0217 0.327 0.567 0.246417 17.32104 ‐0.0199 0.021994 0.819634 0.365287 0.437366
rs7151326 16850360 C G 0.030046 0.027862 0.791455 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0512 0.945 0.331 0.480172 16.85036 0.054886 0.060492 0.818617 0.365585 0.437012
rs1073333 16895908 A G 0.962684 0.965067 0.987059 40424 0 0.103 0.0468 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 16.89591 ‐0.04416 0.04871 0.817581 0.365888 0.436651
rs5574760 16677509 T A 0.080645 0.082242 0.568153 40424 0 0.0329 0.0389 0.717 0.397 0.40121 16.67751 0.03863 0.042662 0.817028 0.366051 0.436459
rs1081075 17321712 T C 0.248392 0.250428 0.8427 40424 0 ‐0.0114 0.0216 0.279 0.598 0.223299 17.32171 ‐0.01986 0.021995 0.816724 0.36614 0.436353
rs1096303 17321313 C G 0.248392 0.250429 0.842701 40424 0 ‐0.0114 0.0216 0.28 0.597 0.224026 17.32131 ‐0.01986 0.021994 0.816713 0.366143 0.436349
rs1096247 16515053 G A 0.039487 0.040728 0.508367 40424 0 0.0574 0.0523 1.21 0.272 0.565431 16.51505 0.056649 0.062548 0.815736 0.36643 0.436009
rs5000910 16897861 A G 0.962485 0.964883 0.990538 40424 0 0.102 0.0467 4.74 0.0295 1.530178 16.89786 ‐0.04383 0.048415 0.815512 0.366496 0.435931
rs7675355 16628247 A G 0.044175 0.044712 0.454462 40424 0 ‐0.00821 0.0563 0.0213 0.884 0.053548 16.62825 ‐0.05771 0.06411 0.815237 0.366577 0.435835
rs7342290 16901617 T C 0.037175 0.034781 0.971335 40424 0 ‐0.0995 0.0468 4.51 0.0337 1.47237 16.90162 0.044492 0.049158 0.814976 0.366653 0.435745
rs1073332 16895829 A T 0.962736 0.965124 0.988377 40424 0 0.103 0.0468 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 16.89583 ‐0.04408 0.048709 0.814922 0.366669 0.435726
rs1237697 17352810 T G 0.249895 0.252016 0.845561 40424 0 ‐0.00527 0.0215 0.06 0.806 0.093665 17.35281 ‐0.01975 0.02192 0.81316 0.367188 0.435112
rs7635300 16901553 G C 0.037169 0.034772 0.971467 40424 0 ‐0.0997 0.0469 4.53 0.0334 1.476254 16.90155 0.044439 0.04916 0.812985 0.367239 0.435051
rs7028900 16690612 G C 0.79574 0.787821 0.757717 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.0235 2.97 0.0847 1.072117 16.69061 ‐0.02213 0.024553 0.811134 0.367785 0.434406
rs1386570 17011346 A C 0.44487 0.452681 0.999815 40424 1 0.0265 0.0175 2.29 0.13 0.886057 17.01135 ‐0.01611 0.017897 0.810647 0.367929 0.434236
rs263600 17092350 G C 0.481299 0.491816 0.950601 40424 0 0.0168 0.018 0.867 0.352 0.453457 17.09235 ‐0.01626 0.018056 0.810575 0.36795 0.434211
rs1330128 17346898 T G 0.24984 0.251966 0.845286 40424 0 ‐0.0121 0.0216 0.318 0.573 0.241845 17.3469 ‐0.01971 0.021925 0.808827 0.368467 0.433601
rs1255135 17348526 C G 0.249838 0.251968 0.845264 40424 0 ‐0.00605 0.0215 0.0793 0.778 0.10902 17.34853 ‐0.0197 0.021926 0.808406 0.368592 0.433454
rs7028582 17380986 C A 0.919838 0.927337 0.98447 40424 0 0.0908 0.0332 7.49 0.00619 2.208309 17.38099 0.030341 0.033805 0.808393 0.368596 0.43345
rs1073332 16895651 C A 0.962597 0.964989 0.991187 40424 0 0.103 0.0468 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 16.89565 ‐0.0437 0.048532 0.806614 0.369123 0.432829
rs9298763 16420174 T C 0.374396 0.366407 0.932309 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.0184 0.399 0.528 0.277366 16.42017 ‐0.01684 0.018758 0.806544 0.369144 0.432804
rs1073332 16895824 A G 0.962597 0.964989 0.990434 40424 0 0.103 0.0468 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 16.89582 ‐0.04369 0.048532 0.806192 0.369249 0.432681
rs1073332 16895610 C T 0.96241 0.964823 0.99991 40424 1 0.103 0.0467 4.9 0.0269 1.570248 16.89561 ‐0.04348 0.048327 0.805523 0.369447 0.432448
rs1096290 17209812 G C 0.038469 0.03935 0.797862 40424 0 ‐0.015 0.0466 0.104 0.747 0.126679 17.20981 ‐0.04561 0.050996 0.803786 0.369964 0.431841
rs1075683 16903652 G C 0.917544 0.905181 0.990584 40424 1 ‐0.101 0.0304 11 0.000935 3.029188 16.90365 ‐0.02783 0.03102 0.802976 0.370205 0.431558
rs1137766 16901437 T C 0.037104 0.034702 0.970371 40424 0 ‐0.0961 0.0472 4.14 0.0418 1.378824 16.90144 0.044219 0.049233 0.802571 0.370326 0.431416
rs4626704 16713675 G T 0.919512 0.916786 0.853901 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0335 1.73 0.188 0.725842 16.71367 ‐0.03082 0.034372 0.801231 0.370726 0.430948
rs4554574 17379849 A G 0.920005 0.927454 0.996215 40424 1 0.091 0.0331 7.54 0.00602 2.220403 17.37985 0.030039 0.033635 0.800377 0.370981 0.430649
rs1538587 16943923 C G 0.736824 0.739018 0.665373 40424 0 0.00728 0.0232 0.0981 0.754 0.122629 16.94392 ‐0.02209 0.024676 0.800232 0.371024 0.430598
rs6255896 17365276 C T 0.249439 0.251559 0.845971 40424 0 ‐0.0038 0.0215 0.0312 0.86 0.065502 17.36528 ‐0.0196 0.021933 0.799309 0.3713 0.430275
rs1178974 17326202 C A 0.247577 0.249561 0.845813 40424 0 ‐0.0109 0.0216 0.254 0.614 0.211832 17.3262 ‐0.01964 0.021978 0.799279 0.371309 0.430265
rs5675720 16709731 C A 0.038925 0.041336 0.844161 40424 0 0.00433 0.0468 0.00858 0.926 0.033389 16.70973 ‐0.04297 0.048167 0.799239 0.371321 0.430251
rs379207 16999185 G A 0.998051 0.997022 0.814439 40424 0 ‐0.108 0.17 0.403 0.525 0.279841 16.99919 ‐0.16484 0.183367 0.79894 0.371411 0.430146
rs5605309 17138074 C T 0.060585 0.052721 0.903221 40424 0 ‐0.132 0.0391 11.4 0.000729 3.137272 17.13807 ‐0.03658 0.041021 0.798846 0.371439 0.430113
rs1121703 16901273 T C 0.037073 0.034666 0.970577 40424 0 ‐0.0968 0.0473 4.19 0.0407 1.390406 16.90127 0.044124 0.049255 0.798429 0.371564 0.429967
rs1123513 16901261 T G 0.037072 0.034664 0.970614 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.0466 5.16 0.0231 1.636388 16.90126 0.044112 0.049256 0.797952 0.371706 0.4298
rs1012158 16528611 A T 0.437569 0.42385 0.829128 40424 0 ‐0.029 0.0187 2.39 0.122 0.91364 16.52861 ‐0.01746 0.019557 0.797526 0.371834 0.429651
rs1011614 17390339 C T 0.597643 0.598085 0.847918 40424 0 0.0242 0.0191 1.6 0.206 0.686133 17.39034 0.017403 0.019498 0.797052 0.371976 0.429485
rs1073332 16895897 A G 0.962697 0.965116 0.988833 40424 0 0.104 0.0467 4.92 0.0266 1.575118 16.8959 ‐0.04356 0.048691 0.796425 0.372164 0.429265
rs1442523 17391536 A G 0.597049 0.597429 0.844901 40424 0 0.0258 0.0192 1.81 0.179 0.747147 17.39154 0.017416 0.019531 0.795513 0.372438 0.428946
rs1237867 17348143 A T 0.250257 0.252461 0.843462 40424 0 ‐0.00608 0.0215 0.0799 0.777 0.109579 17.34814 ‐0.01954 0.021938 0.794147 0.372849 0.428467
rs1075683 16895320 A T 0.96254 0.964938 0.988717 40424 0 0.103 0.0468 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 16.89532 ‐0.04339 0.048572 0.793961 0.372905 0.428402
rs1075677 16673620 C T 0.735955 0.731091 0.57713 40424 0 ‐0.00363 0.0239 0.0232 0.879 0.056011 16.67362 ‐0.02334 0.026182 0.793769 0.372963 0.428334
rs1135078 16901207 T C 0.037082 0.03467 0.97105 40424 0 ‐0.0967 0.0472 4.2 0.0405 1.392545 16.90121 0.043955 0.049239 0.792833 0.373245 0.428006
rs4961758 16776283 A T 0.148326 0.156475 0.890792 40424 0 0.03 0.0251 1.43 0.232 0.634512 16.77628 0.022937 0.025737 0.792734 0.373275 0.427972
rs2000868 17184318 C CAT 0.154096 0.148055 0.915377 40424 0 ‐0.05513 0.025555 4.67932 0.030528 1.515304 17.18432 ‐0.02289 0.025759 0.791071 0.373777 0.427388
rs1328389 17338197 G A 0.247909 0.249816 0.845821 40424 0 ‐0.0108 0.0216 0.251 0.616 0.210419 17.3382 ‐0.01951 0.021972 0.789206 0.37434 0.426733
rs1328967 17353732 G A 0.250422 0.252632 0.843311 40424 0 ‐0.00528 0.0215 0.0603 0.806 0.093665 17.35373 ‐0.01946 0.021936 0.788403 0.374584 0.426451
rs2149157 16547743 T C 0.399126 0.385851 0.804011 40424 0 ‐0.0224 0.0192 1.35 0.246 0.609065 16.54774 ‐0.01785 0.020114 0.787737 0.374785 0.426218
rs1179100 17358903 G A 0.249514 0.251639 0.845736 40424 0 ‐0.00415 0.0215 0.0372 0.847 0.072117 17.3589 ‐0.01944 0.021933 0.786342 0.375209 0.425727
rs1927639 16457271 C G 0.383862 0.377246 0.920076 40424 0 ‐0.021 0.0184 1.3 0.254 0.595166 16.45727 ‐0.01667 0.01882 0.785025 0.375609 0.425264
rs2774624 17144679 G A 0.724488 0.72652 0.870609 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.021 0.305 0.581 0.235824 17.14468 ‐0.01866 0.021051 0.78454 0.375756 0.425094
chr917325 17325575 G GCA 0.247038 0.249353 0.835703 40424 0 ‐0.02227 0.022062 1.02004 0.31251 0.505137 17.32557 ‐0.01957 0.022116 0.784284 0.375834 0.425004
rs1081077 17355032 C T 0.25043 0.252646 0.843146 40424 0 ‐0.00592 0.0215 0.076 0.783 0.106238 17.35503 ‐0.01941 0.021937 0.783989 0.375924 0.4249
rs1096243 16479214 C A 0.010547 0.010379 0.330932 40424 0 ‐0.00903 0.114 0.00633 0.937 0.02826 16.47921 ‐0.13327 0.151564 0.782904 0.376254 0.424518
rs1096306 17353904 C T 0.250456 0.25268 0.843179 40424 0 ‐0.00552 0.0215 0.0659 0.797 0.098542 17.3539 ‐0.01938 0.021936 0.781902 0.37656 0.424166
rs1096282 17022695 G A 0.037236 0.039727 0.908783 40424 0 0.0729 0.0456 2.55 0.11 0.958607 17.0227 0.042119 0.047559 0.78078 0.376903 0.423771
rs7469217 16449253 G A 0.02135 0.020644 0.618979 40424 0 ‐0.0164 0.074 0.0492 0.825 0.083546 16.44925 ‐0.06837 0.077687 0.780433 0.377009 0.423649
rs7767772 16449254 C A 0.02135 0.020644 0.618979 40424 0 ‐0.0154 0.074 0.043 0.836 0.077794 16.44925 ‐0.06837 0.077687 0.780348 0.377035 0.423619
rs7431573 16730868 A G 0.917325 0.913272 0.954641 40424 0 ‐0.0578 0.0313 3.4 0.0653 1.185087 16.73087 ‐0.0283 0.031995 0.780244 0.377067 0.423582
rs2151342 17368850 C T 0.250152 0.252359 0.843146 40424 0 ‐0.00437 0.0215 0.0413 0.839 0.076238 17.36885 ‐0.01937 0.021951 0.780041 0.377129 0.423511
rs1467276 16630188 AAC A 0.048789 0.049697 0.428139 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.062716 0.441912 0.506201 0.295677 16.63019 ‐0.05526 0.062807 0.778664 0.37755 0.423026
rs986473 16991586 G A 0.997282 0.996177 0.629755 40424 0 ‐0.12 0.165 0.526 0.468 0.329754 16.99159 ‐0.15905 0.179464 0.776707 0.37815 0.422336
rs1328798 16960741 G A 0.43563 0.453355 0.947935 40424 0 0.0886 0.0179 24.6 7.13E‐07 6.146911 16.96074 0.016681 0.018961 0.773883 0.379019 0.42134
rs1237733 17362540 G C 0.249479 0.251627 0.846346 40424 0 ‐0.00356 0.0215 0.0273 0.869 0.06098 17.36254 ‐0.01927 0.021925 0.773449 0.379152 0.421186
rs1410123 16539678 A G 0.305343 0.297766 0.67426 40424 0 ‐0.00888 0.0217 0.167 0.683 0.165579 16.53968 ‐0.02054 0.023376 0.772396 0.379477 0.420815
rs1693478 16526096 G C 0.07662 0.074192 0.518241 40424 0 ‐0.0607 0.0394 2.38 0.123 0.910095 16.5261 ‐0.04094 0.046707 0.77142 0.379778 0.42047
rs1096306 17358463 A G 0.24962 0.251776 0.845977 40424 0 ‐0.00415 0.0215 0.0372 0.847 0.072117 17.35846 ‐0.01923 0.021926 0.770549 0.380047 0.420162
rs3904154 16731038 G A 0.917199 0.913159 0.955557 40424 0 ‐0.0576 0.0313 3.38 0.0658 1.181774 16.73104 ‐0.02809 0.031958 0.770396 0.380095 0.420108
rs7018523 17267069 G T 0.120777 0.115887 0.916145 40424 0 ‐0.0573 0.0284 4.07 0.0436 1.360513 17.26707 ‐0.02505 0.028587 0.769982 0.380223 0.419962
rs1499282 17387415 G T 0.020707 0.020824 0.279009 40424 0 ‐0.00918 0.0925 0.00985 0.921 0.03574 17.38741 ‐0.10367 0.11857 0.769924 0.380241 0.419942
rs1178978 17326340 G A 0.248395 0.250458 0.845882 40424 0 ‐0.0105 0.0216 0.235 0.628 0.20204 17.32634 ‐0.01925 0.021955 0.769611 0.380337 0.419831
rs1096303 17327946 C T 0.248395 0.250459 0.845881 40424 0 ‐0.00671 0.0216 0.0964 0.756 0.121478 17.32795 ‐0.01924 0.021955 0.76896 0.380539 0.419601
rs1081075 17328201 G C 0.248395 0.250459 0.845881 40424 0 ‐0.0105 0.0216 0.234 0.628 0.20204 17.3282 ‐0.01924 0.021955 0.768843 0.380575 0.41956
rs1330027 16756920 T C 0.909575 0.906023 0.855881 40424 0 ‐0.0528 0.0311 2.87 0.09 1.045758 16.75692 ‐0.02857 0.032542 0.768744 0.380606 0.419525
rs1081077 17359162 G A 0.249933 0.252136 0.843927 40424 0 ‐0.00369 0.0215 0.0293 0.864 0.063486 17.35916 ‐0.01923 0.021944 0.768497 0.380682 0.419437
rs3850447 16731718 C T 0.917198 0.913163 0.955563 40424 0 ‐0.0575 0.0313 3.37 0.0664 1.177832 16.73172 ‐0.02804 0.031959 0.767669 0.380939 0.419144
rs5896704 16752198 CAAA C 0.914709 0.910396 0.970417 40424 0 ‐0.0521 0.031178 2.77754 0.095595 1.019565 16.7522 ‐0.02744 0.031296 0.766749 0.381225 0.418819
rs1075683 16906060 A C 0.918255 0.905877 0.985464 40424 1 ‐0.101 0.0306 10.9 0.000958 3.018635 16.90606 ‐0.02737 0.031232 0.766378 0.38134 0.418688
rs1180038 16677623 A G 0.01717 0.016517 0.411637 40424 0 ‐0.122 0.0805 2.28 0.131 0.882729 16.67762 ‐0.09496 0.109004 0.766212 0.381392 0.418629
rs1073845 16732122 C T 0.917198 0.913167 0.95557 40424 0 ‐0.0574 0.0313 3.36 0.0668 1.175224 16.73212 ‐0.028 0.031959 0.765632 0.381572 0.418424
rs1853012 17213523 A G 0.021755 0.017534 0.801673 40424 0 ‐0.0896 0.0805 1.24 0.265 0.576754 17.21352 ‐0.06415 0.073659 0.764965 0.381779 0.418188
rs1970389 16942337 G A 0.446726 0.46337 0.983172 40424 0 0.087 0.0176 24.5 7.36E‐07 6.133122 16.94234 0.016357 0.01871 0.764224 0.38201 0.417925
rs7867001 16754047 T C 0.925383 0.922424 0.899755 40424 0 ‐0.0698 0.0327 4.55 0.0329 1.482804 16.75405 ‐0.03037 0.034734 0.762032 0.382693 0.417149
rs1330295 16752155 A C 0.925382 0.922423 0.899779 40424 0 ‐0.0599 0.0331 3.27 0.0706 1.151195 16.75216 ‐0.03037 0.034733 0.762019 0.382697 0.417144
rs1011609 17390170 C T 0.59821 0.598623 0.847238 40424 0 0.0248 0.0191 1.68 0.194 0.712198 17.39017 0.017029 0.019513 0.762013 0.382699 0.417142
rs2006627 16996639 AAG A 0.320475 0.314784 0.984159 40424 0 ‐0.04471 0.018905 5.6063 0.017896 1.747244 16.99664 ‐0.01664 0.019088 0.760966 0.383026 0.416771
rs1096266 16896462 G A 0.036987 0.034529 0.98518 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0468 4.84 0.0277 1.55752 16.89646 0.042852 0.049018 0.76045 0.383188 0.416588
rs1380180 16418440 TGGCCCCT T 0.372516 0.364693 0.934218 40424 0 ‐0.01857 0.018714 0.985545 0.320834 0.49372 16.41844 ‐0.01636 0.018763 0.760285 0.383239 0.41653
rs1908402 16907695 A T 0.015504 0.012834 0.347847 40424 0 ‐0.123 0.0337 13.2 0.000273 3.563837 16.9077 ‐0.11853 0.136836 0.758653 0.38375 0.415951
rs374399 17020979 A C 0.399168 0.390943 0.918994 40424 0 ‐0.027 0.0181 2.22 0.136 0.866461 17.02098 ‐0.01618 0.018604 0.756984 0.384274 0.415359
rs390202 17020978 T G 0.399168 0.390944 0.918995 40424 0 ‐0.026 0.0181 2.05 0.152 0.818156 17.02098 ‐0.01618 0.018604 0.756935 0.384289 0.415342
rs7858712 16738312 A G 0.917355 0.9134 0.956187 40424 0 ‐0.0503 0.0313 2.58 0.108 0.966576 16.73831 ‐0.02784 0.032003 0.7547 0.384992 0.414548
rs1329906 16756911 C T 0.909353 0.905797 0.854167 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.031 2.64 0.104 0.982967 16.75691 ‐0.0283 0.032539 0.754301 0.385118 0.414406
rs1096306 17357365 A T 0.250039 0.252273 0.844172 40424 0 ‐0.00475 0.0215 0.0487 0.825 0.083546 17.35736 ‐0.01903 0.021938 0.753342 0.38542 0.414066
rs1422030 16939181 TAGAA T 0.446719 0.4646 0.980651 40424 0 0.090909 0.017657 26.5025 2.63E‐07 6.579719 16.93918 0.01638 0.018878 0.752826 0.385583 0.413882
c9_pos170 17014806 G A 0.256555 0.260072 0.987727 40424 1 0.0369 0.02 3.39 0.0656 1.183096 17.01481 ‐0.01784 0.020574 0.752597 0.385655 0.413801
rs263648 17015867 A C 0.417381 0.409509 0.99658 40424 1 ‐0.0179 0.0177 1.01 0.314 0.50307 17.01587 ‐0.01545 0.017814 0.752269 0.385759 0.413684
rs1073845 16712029 T C 0.920834 0.918132 0.858722 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0336 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.71203 ‐0.02999 0.03454 0.751624 0.385963 0.413455
rs7953836 16628019 T G 0.041674 0.042025 0.472824 40424 0 ‐0.00563 0.0573 0.00964 0.922 0.035269 16.62802 ‐0.0559 0.064674 0.751533 0.385991 0.413423
rs4961743 16737539 T C 0.87811 0.875361 0.684882 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.027 2.27 0.132 0.879426 16.73754 ‐0.0277 0.031947 0.750105 0.386443 0.412915
rs3420144 16673401 T TA 0.736083 0.731267 0.577993 40424 0 ‐0.0173 0.026115 0.438455 0.507869 0.294248 16.6734 ‐0.02266 0.02617 0.749022 0.386786 0.412529
rs3560109 17364272 T C 0.250001 0.252241 0.844225 40424 0 ‐0.00394 0.0215 0.0336 0.855 0.068034 17.36427 ‐0.01896 0.021938 0.748188 0.387051 0.412232
rs3537528 17360399 G T 0.249883 0.252128 0.843953 40424 0 ‐0.00427 0.0215 0.0393 0.843 0.074172 17.3604 ‐0.01896 0.021945 0.74748 0.387275 0.41198
rs4961557 17398404 G A 0.596746 0.597224 0.842138 40424 0 0.0256 0.0191 1.79 0.181 0.742321 17.3984 0.016905 0.019558 0.74739 0.387304 0.411948
rs1096303 17331647 G A 0.248344 0.250459 0.84592 40424 0 ‐0.0101 0.0216 0.218 0.64 0.19382 17.33165 ‐0.01895 0.021957 0.745993 0.387748 0.411451
rs1411429 16733693 C G 0.917078 0.913075 0.956226 40424 0 ‐0.0562 0.0313 3.22 0.073 1.136677 16.73369 ‐0.02761 0.031929 0.745816 0.387804 0.411388
rs1081076 17335706 T C 0.24834 0.250456 0.845894 40424 0 ‐0.00998 0.0216 0.213 0.645 0.19044 17.33571 ‐0.01894 0.021958 0.745351 0.387952 0.411222
rs1827155 17119472 A T 0.015593 0.014945 0.46003 40424 0 ‐0.119 0.0447 7.08 0.00781 2.107349 17.11947 ‐0.09156 0.106525 0.745138 0.38802 0.411146
rs4317676 17335050 A C 0.24834 0.250457 0.8459 40424 0 ‐0.0101 0.0216 0.219 0.64 0.19382 17.33505 ‐0.01894 0.021958 0.744908 0.388093 0.411064
rs1096304 17334135 G A 0.248341 0.250459 0.845908 40424 0 ‐0.00988 0.0216 0.209 0.648 0.188425 17.33414 ‐0.01894 0.021957 0.7447 0.38816 0.41099
rs1237810 16996457 T G 0.315087 0.309951 0.97167 40424 0 ‐0.0456 0.019 5.77 0.0163 1.787812 16.99646 ‐0.01662 0.019273 0.744493 0.388225 0.410916
rs1237671 16996456 C T 0.315087 0.309952 0.971669 40424 0 ‐0.0445 0.019 5.48 0.0192 1.716699 16.99646 ‐0.01662 0.019273 0.744415 0.38825 0.410888
rs1927633 16489981 A G 0.270946 0.262674 0.999725 40424 1 ‐0.0253 0.0197 1.65 0.2 0.69897 16.48998 ‐0.01706 0.019795 0.743871 0.388424 0.410694
rs1512445 17179179 T C 0.025088 0.026442 0.909559 40424 0 0.0756 0.0559 1.83 0.176 0.754487 17.17918 0.049931 0.057779 0.742629 0.38882 0.410251
rs3512974 17392885 A C 0.185627 0.185142 0.734026 40424 0 0.0362 0.0252 2.06 0.151 0.821023 17.39289 ‐0.02302 0.026736 0.742563 0.388841 0.410228
rs1378863 16760472 G C 0.017681 0.017636 0.168129 40424 0 0.0368 0.101 0.134 0.714 0.146302 16.76047 ‐0.1375 0.160273 0.742006 0.389019 0.410029
rs1096304 17334075 T G 0.248997 0.251191 0.843425 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0216 0.225 0.635 0.197226 17.33408 ‐0.01892 0.021973 0.741992 0.389024 0.410024
rs1255423 17062264 T C 0.035124 0.03436 0.898643 40424 0 ‐0.0287 0.0494 0.339 0.561 0.251037 17.06226 0.043823 0.05077 0.741146 0.389294 0.409722
rs7047070 16895254 C T 0.037179 0.03471 0.986458 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0468 4.85 0.0276 1.559091 16.89525 0.042109 0.048857 0.739218 0.389912 0.409034
rs4961439 17392921 G A 0.596448 0.596698 0.845012 40424 0 0.0242 0.0191 1.6 0.206 0.686133 17.39292 0.01677 0.019516 0.738692 0.39008 0.408846
rs1125480 17163953 G A 0.025033 0.026361 0.906197 40424 0 0.0749 0.0559 1.8 0.18 0.744728 17.16395 0.049829 0.057947 0.735325 0.391163 0.407643
rs9987410 16750189 A T 0.925189 0.922282 0.900985 40424 0 ‐0.059 0.0331 3.18 0.0747 1.126679 16.75019 ‐0.02978 0.034681 0.735276 0.391178 0.407625
rs1073233 16747501 A G 0.925187 0.922281 0.900996 40424 0 ‐0.059 0.0331 3.18 0.0748 1.126098 16.7475 ‐0.02978 0.034681 0.735169 0.391213 0.407587
rs7874791 16747815 C T 0.925188 0.922281 0.900995 40424 0 ‐0.059 0.0331 3.18 0.0747 1.126679 16.74781 ‐0.02978 0.034681 0.735122 0.391228 0.40757
rs1998910 17189488 G GT 0.033187 0.0352 0.581075 40424 0 0.071994 0.062391 1.32205 0.250225 0.60167 17.18949 0.05377 0.062546 0.735101 0.391235 0.407563
rs7029195 16746883 T C 0.925187 0.922281 0.900998 40424 0 ‐0.059 0.0331 3.18 0.0748 1.126098 16.74688 ‐0.02978 0.034681 0.735088 0.391239 0.407558
rs5634859 16749265 A G 0.150321 0.157689 0.807449 40424 0 0.0376 0.0264 2.03 0.155 0.809668 16.74927 0.022979 0.026828 0.732286 0.392143 0.406555
rs1442524 17391822 G C 0.597408 0.597643 0.847469 40424 0 0.0231 0.0192 1.45 0.229 0.640165 17.39182 0.016671 0.019497 0.73145 0.392414 0.406256
rs4265285 16977992 G T 0.52282 0.53319 0.940534 40424 0 0.0409 0.0179 5.21 0.0225 1.647817 16.97799 0.015452 0.018083 0.730282 0.392792 0.405838
rs2382801 16515741 C A 0.456475 0.442467 0.9167 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0189 1.64 0.2 0.69897 16.51574 ‐0.01567 0.01835 0.729623 0.393005 0.405602
rs1693492 16702394 A G 0.039655 0.038014 0.5904 40424 0 ‐0.108 0.0517 4.38 0.0364 1.438899 16.70239 ‐0.05109 0.060044 0.728048 0.393517 0.405037
rs1328636 17370957 G A 0.247551 0.249772 0.83411 40424 0 0.000977 0.0216 0.00204 0.964 0.015923 17.37096 ‐0.01888 0.022163 0.726475 0.394028 0.404473
rs2003198 16975294 ACACACACA 0.083969 0.083534 0.367136 40424 0 0.037267 0.052258 0.507154 0.476374 0.322052 16.97529 0.044619 0.052318 0.724984 0.394514 0.403938
rs7469270 16942496 T C 0.442932 0.460308 0.998501 40424 1 0.0903 0.0176 26.5 2.69E‐07 6.570248 16.9425 0.015959 0.018747 0.724594 0.394641 0.403798
rs1486765 16850102 T A 0.010335 0.011709 0.267947 40424 0 0.11 0.0938 1.38 0.24 0.619789 16.8501 0.13505 0.157951 0.724399 0.394705 0.403728
rs1121720 17156249 A G 0.02175 0.017545 0.805953 40424 0 ‐0.0593 0.0858 0.479 0.489 0.310691 17.15625 ‐0.06225 0.073445 0.724369 0.394715 0.403717
rs7271381 16836723 A T 0.11645 0.108234 0.601402 40424 0 ‐0.111 0.0343 10.6 0.00116 2.935542 16.83672 ‐0.03175 0.037353 0.724324 0.394729 0.403701
rs7270579 17394457 A G 0.032435 0.033542 0.462221 40424 0 0.0329 0.0628 0.275 0.6 0.221849 17.39446 0.06077 0.071226 0.724064 0.394814 0.403607
rs1693541 17235156 G A 0.080019 0.072724 0.994605 40424 1 ‐0.0913 0.0331 7.6 0.00585 2.232844 17.23516 ‐0.02859 0.033665 0.723779 0.394907 0.403505
rs1234035 16972272 C T 0.253996 0.257414 0.983767 40424 0 0.0169 0.02 0.708 0.4 0.39794 16.97227 0.017176 0.020186 0.723243 0.395082 0.403313
rs1127415 17180264 G A 0.025442 0.026766 0.899751 40424 0 0.0767 0.0558 1.89 0.169 0.772113 17.18026 0.049154 0.057727 0.721062 0.395796 0.402529
rs1173642 17359207 G C 0.029976 0.02879 0.392602 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0679 0.492 0.483 0.316053 17.35921 ‐0.07136 0.084349 0.720539 0.395967 0.402341
rs7862213 16869905 C T 0.084786 0.073224 0.990906 40424 1 ‐0.175 0.0327 28.6 8.91E‐08 7.050122 16.86991 ‐0.03004 0.035451 0.720164 0.39609 0.402206
rs1075679 16730097 A C 0.91721 0.913205 0.950807 40424 0 ‐0.0561 0.0315 3.19 0.0743 1.129011 16.7301 ‐0.02715 0.032041 0.715885 0.397497 0.400666
rs4961727 16626559 G A 0.467501 0.456716 0.68929 40424 0 ‐0.02 0.0201 0.996 0.318 0.497573 16.62656 ‐0.01795 0.021247 0.71373 0.398208 0.39989
rs1330302 16730753 G A 0.917066 0.913117 0.95656 40424 0 ‐0.0567 0.0313 3.27 0.0705 1.151811 16.73075 ‐0.02702 0.031939 0.713674 0.398227 0.39987
rs7043935 16463157 C G 0.399163 0.392101 0.906281 40424 0 ‐0.0172 0.0184 0.876 0.349 0.457175 16.46316 ‐0.01588 0.018802 0.713219 0.398377 0.399706
rs1096246 16508227 T C 0.399122 0.385624 0.809086 40424 0 ‐0.0307 0.0192 2.56 0.11 0.958607 16.50823 ‐0.01685 0.019969 0.712328 0.398672 0.399384
rs7911608 17137405 C T 0.060761 0.053018 0.902338 40424 0 ‐0.132 0.0391 11.4 0.00074 3.130768 17.13741 ‐0.03449 0.04095 0.712193 0.398717 0.399336
rs1075679 16737343 A G 0.9054 0.901268 0.862006 40424 0 ‐0.0431 0.0294 2.15 0.143 0.844664 16.73734 ‐0.02681 0.031737 0.711868 0.398824 0.399218
rs1537004 16734645 A G 0.917173 0.913205 0.95689 40424 0 ‐0.0555 0.0313 3.15 0.076 1.119186 16.73465 ‐0.02698 0.031939 0.711444 0.398965 0.399065
rs670509 17293024 G A 0.079656 0.072318 0.978376 40424 0 ‐0.0891 0.0334 7.14 0.00753 2.123205 17.29302 ‐0.02849 0.033846 0.711084 0.399084 0.398936
rs6475097 16920749 G T 0.888299 0.882965 0.899874 40424 0 ‐0.0127 0.0272 0.218 0.641 0.193142 16.92075 ‐0.02416 0.028618 0.710778 0.399186 0.398825
rs2014479 16523490 AC A 0.193245 0.182948 0.639076 40424 0 ‐0.05245 0.028172 3.47929 0.062141 1.206619 16.52349 ‐0.02386 0.028325 0.710524 0.39927 0.398733
rs1782436 16973804 A G 0.256662 0.260304 0.997773 40424 1 0.0167 0.02 0.697 0.404 0.393619 16.9738 0.016892 0.020031 0.710423 0.399303 0.398697
rs1081070 17044774 T C 0.141335 0.145262 0.964156 40424 1 ‐0.0131 0.0252 0.27 0.603 0.219683 17.04477 ‐0.02131 0.025323 0.709709 0.39954 0.398439
rs7842441 17227255 T C 0.080465 0.073195 0.974309 40424 0 ‐0.0911 0.0331 7.59 0.00586 2.232102 17.22725 ‐0.02846 0.033861 0.708931 0.399799 0.398158
rs1028369 17394136 C T 0.597322 0.59751 0.843002 40424 0 0.0228 0.0192 1.42 0.233 0.632644 17.39414 0.016447 0.019546 0.708329 0.399999 0.397941
rs1096306 17367946 C A 0.080156 0.07278 0.975716 40424 0 ‐0.0944 0.033 8.16 0.00429 2.367543 17.36795 ‐0.02848 0.033896 0.708154 0.400057 0.397878
rs6475053 16432118 T C 0.362129 0.358496 0.936511 40424 0 ‐0.0153 0.0185 0.687 0.407 0.390406 16.43212 ‐0.01583 0.018837 0.706817 0.400503 0.397395
rs442438 16997947 G A 0.998052 0.997016 0.830272 40424 0 ‐0.108 0.169 0.409 0.523 0.281498 16.99795 ‐0.15344 0.181591 0.706263 0.400687 0.397195
rs5729980 17388928 T C 0.015766 0.017343 0.26442 40424 0 ‐0.0469 0.105 0.201 0.654 0.184422 17.38893 0.111644 0.132283 0.705684 0.40088 0.396985
rs7270017 17244145 T G 0.031866 0.032262 0.434904 40424 0 0.192 0.0648 8.74 0.00311 2.50724 17.24414 0.063067 0.074902 0.705132 0.401065 0.396786
rs7035522 16880050 C T 0.085229 0.073182 0.991781 40424 1 ‐0.176 0.0327 29 7.22E‐08 7.141463 16.88005 ‐0.02974 0.0355 0.703659 0.401557 0.396253
rs263631 17002171 G A 0.997878 0.996854 0.758736 40424 0 ‐0.137 0.17 0.651 0.42 0.376751 17.00217 ‐0.15408 0.182789 0.702838 0.401832 0.395956
rs1081057 16625061 T C 0.392167 0.380726 0.709407 40424 0 ‐0.0245 0.0203 1.46 0.226 0.645892 16.62506 ‐0.01795 0.021445 0.700668 0.402559 0.39517
rs1075675 16524025 C A 0.239315 0.230954 0.636533 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0232 0.981 0.322 0.492144 16.52402 ‐0.02184 0.026119 0.700466 0.402627 0.395097
rs6475070 16742598 G A 0.925268 0.922409 0.898492 40424 0 ‐0.0583 0.0332 3.08 0.0793 1.100727 16.7426 ‐0.02913 0.034753 0.700341 0.402669 0.395052
rs6475071 16743186 G A 0.925268 0.922408 0.8985 40424 0 ‐0.0583 0.0332 3.08 0.0792 1.101275 16.74319 ‐0.02913 0.034753 0.700312 0.402679 0.395041
rs946543 16959540 G C 0.433424 0.451167 0.994694 40424 1 0.0863 0.0176 24 9.48E‐07 6.023191 16.95954 0.015634 0.018685 0.700075 0.402759 0.394955
chr917230 17230413 C CT 0.080397 0.073162 0.975265 40424 0 ‐0.08693 0.033426 6.83691 0.008929 2.049182 17.23041 ‐0.02826 0.033853 0.699146 0.403071 0.394619
rs1096295 17261972 A T 0.079892 0.072532 0.982754 40424 0 ‐0.0882 0.0331 7.1 0.00772 2.112383 17.26197 ‐0.02825 0.033855 0.698636 0.403242 0.394434
rs7236569 16868399 CTCTA C 0.085356 0.073877 0.968729 40424 0 ‐0.17363 0.03286 28.5613 9.08E‐08 7.042017 16.8684 ‐0.02961 0.035475 0.698405 0.40332 0.39435
rs1096249 16570142 A G 0.066705 0.068332 0.471873 40424 0 0.00127 0.0431 0.000872 0.976 0.01055 16.57014 0.04287 0.051217 0.697814 0.403519 0.394136
rs1011466 17383073 C G 0.599914 0.600404 0.845278 40424 0 0.0252 0.0192 1.73 0.188 0.725842 17.38307 0.016299 0.019539 0.696209 0.404061 0.393554
rs1081078 17384459 A G 0.600136 0.600645 0.845444 40424 0 0.0241 0.0192 1.58 0.209 0.679854 17.38446 0.01629 0.01954 0.695354 0.404349 0.393243
rs1329827 16707206 A C 0.725052 0.718457 0.601779 40424 0 ‐0.0549 0.0229 5.76 0.0164 1.785156 16.70721 ‐0.02089 0.025047 0.694789 0.40454 0.393038
rs1416744 16954534 C T 0.055621 0.060413 0.976582 40424 1 0.0194 0.0372 0.272 0.602 0.220404 16.95453 0.031208 0.03742 0.693188 0.405082 0.392457
rs7590552 16480054 T C 0.043909 0.043641 0.277668 40424 0 ‐0.0292 0.0631 0.213 0.644 0.191114 16.48005 0.067306 0.08067 0.692824 0.405206 0.392325
rs7676938 17175482 A G 0.027069 0.028604 0.747962 40424 0 0.0198 0.0591 0.112 0.738 0.131944 17.17548 0.050904 0.061039 0.691654 0.405602 0.3919
rs6254357 16902060 T C 0.035873 0.035738 0.520454 40424 0 0.0478 0.0535 0.798 0.372 0.429457 16.90206 ‐0.05488 0.066253 0.689172 0.406446 0.390997
rs1073847 17364927 C A 0.919446 0.926781 0.981553 40424 0 0.0886 0.0332 7.14 0.00753 2.123205 17.36493 0.027876 0.033636 0.689036 0.406493 0.390948
rs1871815 16907706 A G 0.015223 0.012584 0.351442 40424 0 ‐0.258 0.0524 24.2 8.51E‐07 6.07007 16.90771 ‐0.11316 0.137142 0.688066 0.406823 0.390595
rs7035637 16739403 A G 0.748378 0.740289 0.73179 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.0226 3.4 0.0652 1.185752 16.7394 ‐0.01953 0.023529 0.687999 0.406846 0.39057
rs1115678 16870939 A C 0.084971 0.073297 0.971385 40424 0 ‐0.186 0.0334 31 2.59E‐08 7.5867 16.87094 ‐0.02949 0.035615 0.687513 0.407012 0.390393
rs7666225 17249649 G A 0.086946 0.086065 0.551657 40424 0 0.0411 0.0379 1.18 0.277 0.55752 17.24965 ‐0.03524 0.042599 0.686135 0.407482 0.389891
rs1096266 16891002 A G 0.040423 0.048227 0.749926 40424 0 0.106 0.046 5.28 0.0216 1.665546 16.891 0.04013 0.048372 0.685865 0.407574 0.389793
rs1073843 16546478 T C 0.502032 0.490917 0.796226 40424 0 ‐0.0245 0.0189 1.67 0.196 0.707744 16.54648 ‐0.01636 0.019754 0.685645 0.40765 0.389713
rs1012310 17391173 A G 0.599975 0.600274 0.84438 40424 0 0.0249 0.0191 1.69 0.194 0.712198 17.39117 0.016195 0.019567 0.685353 0.40775 0.389607
c9_pos168 16848526 A C 0.086946 0.074995 0.99455 40424 1 ‐0.165 0.0324 26.2 3.16E‐07 6.500313 16.84853 ‐0.02871 0.034745 0.684383 0.408082 0.389253
rs2149156 16546782 A T 0.506425 0.495875 0.801608 40424 0 ‐0.0211 0.0189 1.25 0.263 0.580044 16.54678 ‐0.01628 0.019683 0.683921 0.40824 0.389085
rs1043576 16885854 G T 0.08513 0.073318 0.991103 40424 1 ‐0.176 0.0327 28.9 7.46E‐08 7.127261 16.88585 ‐0.02926 0.035494 0.681189 0.409178 0.388088
rs263645 17016503 A T 0.453688 0.446971 0.975943 40424 0 ‐0.0117 0.0176 0.443 0.506 0.29585 17.0165 ‐0.01455 0.017663 0.678729 0.410025 0.38719
rs5639500 16906681 C T 0.037867 0.035378 0.94297 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0471 5.46 0.0195 1.709965 16.90668 0.040676 0.0493 0.677542 0.410434 0.386756
rs1503060 16998667 G GGATT 0.139548 0.127537 0.979801 40424 0 ‐0.07071 0.026071 7.41269 0.006477 2.188657 16.99867 ‐0.02175 0.026457 0.677501 0.410449 0.386741
rs7852779 16812767 C T 0.821865 0.819347 0.565485 40424 0 ‐0.0337 0.0277 1.47 0.225 0.647818 16.81277 0.025445 0.030956 0.676941 0.410642 0.386537
rs7200459 17273435 ATGTATTA A 0.079654 0.0723 0.986605 40424 0 ‐0.08581 0.033407 6.66842 0.009814 2.008171 17.27344 ‐0.02773 0.033828 0.674222 0.411584 0.385542
rs1506876 17407948 A G 0.033312 0.034758 0.792879 40424 0 0.00803 0.0551 0.0213 0.884 0.053548 17.40795 0.04449 0.054068 0.673749 0.411748 0.385369
rs1096307 17379615 C A 0.245197 0.247586 0.837805 40424 0 0.0038 0.0218 0.0305 0.861 0.064997 17.37962 ‐0.0182 0.022189 0.673494 0.411836 0.385276
rs2779766 17178366 G C 0.143602 0.137956 0.92797 40424 0 ‐0.0365 0.0258 2 0.158 0.801343 17.17837 ‐0.02163 0.02638 0.673458 0.411849 0.385262
rs7856438 16424723 A G 0.362092 0.358377 0.939001 40424 0 ‐0.0205 0.0185 1.23 0.268 0.571865 16.42472 ‐0.01541 0.018804 0.672153 0.412302 0.384785
rs1081071 17095277 G T 0.469414 0.479703 0.918775 40424 0 0.023 0.0198 1.34 0.246 0.609065 17.09528 ‐0.01506 0.018387 0.67082 0.412766 0.384296
rs2012831 17357610 T TAA 0.575802 0.575302 0.773381 40424 0 0.03876 0.020108 3.71923 0.053789 1.269305 17.35761 0.016579 0.020249 0.670621 0.412835 0.384223
rs1927636 16461429 G C 0.362807 0.356146 0.928833 40424 0 ‐0.0219 0.0187 1.37 0.242 0.616185 16.46143 ‐0.01545 0.018897 0.668402 0.413609 0.38341
rs5586321 17363422 G C 0.079715 0.072339 0.977574 40424 0 ‐0.0896 0.0333 7.25 0.00707 2.150581 17.36342 ‐0.02768 0.033919 0.668113 0.41371 0.383304
rs2149158 16547755 A G 0.506725 0.496164 0.799049 40424 0 ‐0.0214 0.0189 1.28 0.258 0.58838 16.54775 ‐0.01609 0.019711 0.666461 0.414288 0.382697
rs263633 17001216 A C 0.643397 0.647941 0.988839 40424 0 0.042 0.0183 5.26 0.0218 1.661543 17.00122 0.015107 0.018528 0.665208 0.414727 0.382237
rs1011457 16819159 T C 0.17498 0.1776 0.569679 40424 0 0.0345 0.0279 1.52 0.217 0.66354 16.81916 ‐0.02528 0.031025 0.665032 0.414789 0.382173
rs4961555 17385348 C T 0.599626 0.599972 0.845294 40424 0 0.023 0.0192 1.45 0.229 0.640165 17.38535 0.01592 0.019533 0.664559 0.414955 0.381999
rs1096255 16720329 G C 0.173679 0.179759 0.614667 40424 0 0.0316 0.0271 1.36 0.244 0.61261 16.72033 0.02398 0.029477 0.660671 0.416323 0.380569
rs263632 17001291 T C 0.643808 0.648385 0.987158 40424 0 0.0418 0.0183 5.21 0.0224 1.649752 17.00129 0.015062 0.018545 0.660018 0.416554 0.380329
rs6475140 17350246 T C 0.919624 0.926956 0.982552 40424 0 0.0887 0.0331 7.16 0.00746 2.127261 17.35025 0.027283 0.03364 0.659829 0.41662 0.38026
rs7951274 17239045 C T 0.080004 0.072725 0.98375 40424 0 ‐0.0877 0.033 7.05 0.00793 2.100727 17.23904 ‐0.02738 0.033771 0.659589 0.416705 0.380171
rs1012184 17384923 A G 0.599529 0.599853 0.845384 40424 0 0.0233 0.0192 1.47 0.225 0.647818 17.38492 0.015846 0.01953 0.658648 0.417038 0.379825
rs1096296 17263442 G A 0.026188 0.026226 0.537591 40424 0 0.00553 0.0735 0.00567 0.94 0.026872 17.26344 ‐0.06123 0.07568 0.658442 0.417111 0.379749
rs1011571 16458658 C G 0.078378 0.078226 0.836777 40424 0 ‐0.0278 0.0345 0.646 0.422 0.374688 16.45866 ‐0.0289 0.035684 0.65784 0.417324 0.379527
rs1872533 17178795 A G 0.010441 0.00954 0.564168 40424 0 ‐0.153 0.0843 3.29 0.0696 1.157391 17.17879 ‐0.09814 0.121825 0.657247 0.417534 0.379309
rs1180839 17219806 A T 0.020261 0.020614 0.270351 40424 0 0.102 0.105 0.943 0.332 0.478862 17.21981 ‐0.09674 0.120144 0.652693 0.419152 0.377629
rs1172587 17337512 C T 0.02064 0.021133 0.620547 40424 0 0.0118 0.0744 0.0252 0.874 0.058489 17.33751 ‐0.06233 0.077541 0.650078 0.420085 0.376663
rs2183408 16733907 G C 0.920805 0.917492 0.949185 40424 0 ‐0.0526 0.0321 2.68 0.101 0.995679 16.73391 ‐0.0265 0.032847 0.649072 0.420445 0.376291
rs3850446 16731474 T G 0.920808 0.917494 0.949179 40424 0 ‐0.0537 0.0321 2.79 0.0946 1.024109 16.73147 ‐0.02649 0.032847 0.648506 0.420647 0.376082
rs369409 16999868 A C 0.998043 0.997041 0.827916 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.17 0.369 0.543 0.2652 16.99987 ‐0.14708 0.181831 0.64741 0.42104 0.375676
rs1930592 17198428 G A 0.15761 0.152633 0.895506 40424 0 ‐0.0457 0.0248 3.38 0.0659 1.181115 17.19843 ‐0.02064 0.025676 0.647306 0.421078 0.375638
rs7848662 16920556 T G 0.886999 0.881725 0.934729 40424 0 ‐0.0232 0.027 0.734 0.391 0.407823 16.92056 ‐0.02247 0.027969 0.644218 0.422188 0.374495
rs4961530 17188041 T A 0.157937 0.15284 0.898847 40424 0 ‐0.0485 0.0247 3.85 0.0497 1.303644 17.18804 ‐0.02051 0.025633 0.641466 0.42318 0.373474
rs7853424 16742159 G T 0.917515 0.91363 0.951918 40424 0 ‐0.0522 0.0313 2.78 0.0952 1.021363 16.74216 ‐0.02575 0.032114 0.641245 0.42326 0.373392
rs1096306 17372689 C G 0.260729 0.263058 0.831762 40424 0 ‐0.00185 0.0213 0.00751 0.931 0.03105 17.37269 ‐0.01744 0.02181 0.639871 0.423758 0.372883
rs4112791 16596140 T C 0.510988 0.501633 0.72135 40424 0 ‐0.026 0.0196 1.75 0.186 0.730487 16.59614 ‐0.01655 0.020685 0.639859 0.423762 0.372878
rs2779763 17178681 G A 0.144526 0.139012 0.92271 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0258 4.07 0.0436 1.360513 17.17868 ‐0.02107 0.026371 0.639842 0.423768 0.372872
rs1215657 16502366 T A 0.042721 0.043953 0.495679 40424 0 0.0296 0.0513 0.333 0.564 0.248721 16.50237 0.048908 0.061092 0.637876 0.424481 0.372142
rs1223868 17251071 G A 0.079913 0.072623 0.984689 40424 0 ‐0.0857 0.033 6.75 0.00939 2.027334 17.25107 ‐0.02693 0.033769 0.637841 0.424494 0.372129
rs4405008 16741116 A G 0.917435 0.913561 0.952999 40424 0 ‐0.0524 0.0313 2.8 0.094 1.026872 16.74112 ‐0.02566 0.032091 0.637606 0.424579 0.372042
rs7654231 16526766 C A 0.044237 0.045244 0.492134 40424 0 0.0136 0.0505 0.0724 0.788 0.103474 16.52677 0.048368 0.060437 0.637444 0.424638 0.371981
rs1075676 16546099 T G 0.503473 0.492809 0.795739 40424 0 ‐0.0215 0.0189 1.29 0.257 0.590067 16.5461 ‐0.01578 0.019765 0.637306 0.424688 0.37193
rs1096297 17268375 G A 0.077527 0.070615 0.964594 40424 0 ‐0.0867 0.0335 6.69 0.00972 2.012334 17.26838 ‐0.02753 0.034543 0.637108 0.42476 0.371856
rs1329618 17053750 T C 0.03493 0.034043 0.914415 40424 0 ‐0.0269 0.0495 0.295 0.587 0.231362 17.05375 0.04037 0.050506 0.63576 0.42525 0.371355
rs5586320 17210004 T C 0.040406 0.035212 0.867351 40424 0 ‐0.0946 0.0488 3.76 0.0525 1.279841 17.21 ‐0.04007 0.050425 0.634754 0.425617 0.370981
rs1509299 17268048 C T 0.077549 0.070641 0.964344 40424 0 ‐0.0867 0.0335 6.69 0.00972 2.012334 17.26805 ‐0.02746 0.034542 0.634141 0.42584 0.370753
rs1927635 16461905 T C 0.354402 0.347009 0.921347 40424 0 ‐0.0223 0.0188 1.42 0.234 0.630784 16.4619 ‐0.01517 0.019098 0.631177 0.426924 0.36965
rs7858914 16738269 G T 0.917611 0.913783 0.958557 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0313 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.73827 ‐0.02546 0.032024 0.630199 0.427282 0.369285
rs7858709 16738307 A C 0.917611 0.913783 0.958558 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0313 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.73831 ‐0.02545 0.032024 0.630042 0.42734 0.369227
rs7955386 17382461 A G 0.032328 0.033752 0.793651 40424 0 0.0263 0.0548 0.23 0.631 0.199971 17.38246 0.043523 0.054781 0.628177 0.428025 0.368531
rs620280 17302171 A G 0.079886 0.072632 0.980252 40424 0 ‐0.09 0.0333 7.31 0.00686 2.163676 17.30217 ‐0.02669 0.033737 0.627775 0.428173 0.368381
rs1096261 16812810 C T 0.174545 0.178443 0.629642 40424 0 0.0171 0.0271 0.4 0.527 0.278189 16.81281 0.023049 0.029087 0.626907 0.428492 0.368057
rs5621553 16695425 G C 0.038496 0.036894 0.603543 40424 0 ‐0.0946 0.0517 3.35 0.0673 1.171985 16.69543 ‐0.04762 0.060357 0.625637 0.42896 0.367583
rs1116224 16887786 T TAGAA 0.997662 0.998075 0.375844 40424 0 0.662989 0.335182 4.21949 0.039962 1.398351 16.88779 0.255727 0.327896 0.625393 0.42905 0.367492
rs1328557 17370778 A G 0.248504 0.25077 0.83243 40424 0 ‐0.00067 0.0217 0.000943 0.975 0.010995 17.37078 ‐0.0175 0.022152 0.624696 0.429308 0.367232
rs7546632 17233908 A T 0.033587 0.035241 0.830474 40424 0 0.039 0.0517 0.57 0.45 0.346788 17.23391 0.041541 0.052457 0.624217 0.429485 0.367053
rs1970284 16738795 A T 0.917681 0.913861 0.959469 40424 0 ‐0.0514 0.0313 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.73879 ‐0.02529 0.032024 0.622185 0.430237 0.366293
rs7035732 16739409 C G 0.917681 0.913861 0.9595 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0313 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.73941 ‐0.02528 0.032024 0.621662 0.43043 0.366097
rs1328570 17370800 A T 0.249097 0.251419 0.831768 40424 0 ‐0.00117 0.0217 0.00291 0.957 0.019088 17.3708 ‐0.01744 0.022146 0.621103 0.430638 0.365888
rs2021649 17096751 TTC T 0.463767 0.473224 0.900975 40424 0 0.023212 0.018312 1.60668 0.204959 0.688333 17.09675 ‐0.01465 0.018608 0.620316 0.43093 0.365593
rs1328996 17371019 A G 0.249099 0.251421 0.831775 40424 0 ‐0.00144 0.0217 0.00443 0.947 0.02365 17.37102 ‐0.01743 0.022145 0.620212 0.430969 0.365555
rs7867621 16754594 T C 0.914521 0.910608 0.960748 40424 0 ‐0.0339 0.0306 1.23 0.268 0.571865 16.75459 ‐0.02479 0.031458 0.619369 0.431282 0.365239
rs7773727 17235387 A T 0.033698 0.035358 0.832927 40424 0 0.0375 0.0516 0.528 0.467 0.330683 17.23539 0.041242 0.0523 0.618994 0.431421 0.365098
rs7566841 17227838 T C 0.03338 0.034966 0.829823 40424 0 0.0366 0.0518 0.499 0.48 0.318759 17.22784 0.041506 0.052657 0.618449 0.431624 0.364894
rs7454697 16900644 G A 0.042156 0.050324 0.731664 40424 0 0.112 0.0427 6.82 0.00903 2.044312 16.90064 0.037761 0.047947 0.618275 0.431689 0.364829
rs1888205 16735436 C T 0.917303 0.913463 0.955396 40424 0 ‐0.0515 0.0313 2.7 0.1 1 16.73544 ‐0.02518 0.032007 0.617523 0.431969 0.364547
rs7795621 16878681 G C 0.041597 0.049866 0.759126 40424 0 0.115 0.0455 6.38 0.0116 1.935542 16.87868 0.03725 0.047329 0.617474 0.431988 0.364529
rs1329284 16746533 T C 0.871708 0.868621 0.683313 40424 0 ‐0.0317 0.0285 1.24 0.265 0.576754 16.74653 ‐0.02461 0.031306 0.616562 0.432328 0.364187
rs1970285 16738889 A G 0.917676 0.913862 0.95951 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0313 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.73889 ‐0.02518 0.032023 0.616423 0.43238 0.364135
rs1487500 17012877 G A 0.425799 0.419558 0.997673 40424 1 ‐0.0132 0.0177 0.552 0.458 0.339135 17.01288 ‐0.01396 0.017788 0.616135 0.432487 0.364027
chr916736 16736442 T TTA 0.917303 0.913465 0.955457 40424 0 ‐0.05182 0.031888 2.6266 0.105087 0.978453 16.73644 ‐0.02516 0.032007 0.616113 0.432495 0.364019
rs4961739 16736879 A T 0.917302 0.913465 0.955481 40424 0 ‐0.0514 0.0313 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.73688 ‐0.02514 0.032007 0.615535 0.432711 0.363802
rs4961740 16736886 T C 0.917302 0.913465 0.955481 40424 0 ‐0.0514 0.0313 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.73689 ‐0.02514 0.032007 0.615505 0.432723 0.36379
rs4961742 16737084 G A 0.917302 0.913465 0.955492 40424 0 ‐0.0514 0.0313 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.73708 ‐0.02514 0.032006 0.615437 0.432748 0.363765
rs1153543 17267108 G T 0.071426 0.067875 0.655559 40424 0 ‐0.0406 0.0379 1.15 0.284 0.546682 17.26711 ‐0.03377 0.043121 0.615118 0.432867 0.363645
rs4961744 16737646 T C 0.917302 0.913465 0.955523 40424 0 ‐0.0514 0.0313 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.73765 ‐0.02513 0.032006 0.614973 0.432922 0.363591
rs1174127 17231925 A C 0.022081 0.022241 0.455475 40424 0 0.0537 0.0665 0.654 0.419 0.377786 17.23192 ‐0.06957 0.089018 0.614449 0.433118 0.363394
rs1928849 16754934 G A 0.914552 0.910556 0.941077 40424 0 ‐0.0509 0.031 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.75493 ‐0.02492 0.031766 0.614006 0.433283 0.363228
rs1233542 16692104 C T 0.102329 0.108241 0.651969 40424 0 0.0668 0.0321 4.33 0.0374 1.427128 16.6921 0.027591 0.035175 0.613845 0.433344 0.363167
rs2002199 16409800 ATTAGAT A 0.019 0.019581 0.346874 40424 0 0.111348 0.107582 1.0626 0.302623 0.519098 16.4098 0.084715 0.108079 0.610599 0.434562 0.361948
rs1398400 17264966 G C 0.288778 0.290013 0.71536 40424 0 ‐0.0167 0.0252 0.442 0.506 0.29585 17.26497 ‐0.01783 0.022865 0.608689 0.435282 0.361229
rs7030801 17187853 A G 0.1554 0.150575 0.91476 40424 0 ‐0.0377 0.0249 2.3 0.13 0.886057 17.18785 ‐0.01989 0.025532 0.608146 0.435487 0.361025
rs7514355 16937666 A C 0.020039 0.019636 0.643921 40424 0 ‐0.116 0.0653 3.15 0.0761 1.118615 16.93767 0.061536 0.078664 0.607897 0.435581 0.360931
rs7028447 16512457 A G 0.073367 0.07132 0.538909 40424 0 ‐0.0452 0.0397 1.3 0.254 0.595166 16.51246 ‐0.03631 0.046664 0.607722 0.435647 0.360866
rs7964169 17360296 G A 0.079124 0.071821 0.98348 40424 0 ‐0.09 0.0333 7.31 0.00684 2.164944 17.3603 ‐0.02638 0.033933 0.606358 0.436162 0.360352
rs7866317 16532764 C T 0.237393 0.23162 0.681516 40424 0 ‐0.00954 0.0225 0.18 0.671 0.173278 16.53276 ‐0.01959 0.025226 0.603898 0.437095 0.359425
rs1216428 17312180 G T 0.079028 0.071706 0.980128 40424 0 ‐0.0901 0.0334 7.29 0.00695 2.158015 17.31218 ‐0.02635 0.034014 0.602003 0.437815 0.35871
rs1419831 17113595 C T 0.022179 0.024127 0.82246 40424 0 0.0999 0.0607 2.71 0.0998 1.00087 17.11359 0.049624 0.063808 0.601557 0.437985 0.358541
rs452158 16998232 C T 0.642702 0.647076 0.999982 40424 1 0.0406 0.0183 4.91 0.0267 1.573489 16.99823 0.014336 0.018491 0.601466 0.438019 0.358507
rs7150485 17306864 A C 0.052423 0.051463 0.480865 40424 0 0.068 0.0428 2.52 0.112 0.950782 17.30686 ‐0.04462 0.057678 0.600849 0.438254 0.358274
rs7341634 17094833 T C 0.032728 0.034422 0.772861 40424 0 0.085 0.0529 2.58 0.108 0.966576 17.09483 0.042738 0.055018 0.600671 0.438322 0.358207
rs2020939 16735393 TTA T 0.925197 0.923009 0.865657 40424 0 ‐0.05673 0.035407 2.55263 0.110111 0.95817 16.73539 ‐0.02755 0.035529 0.599629 0.43872 0.357813
rs1096274 16943243 G C 0.54323 0.543061 0.998232 40424 1 0.0292 0.0175 2.78 0.0955 1.019997 16.94324 ‐0.01386 0.017932 0.597674 0.439467 0.357074
rs2000651 16702634 TA T 0.77583 0.769163 0.734668 40424 0 ‐0.02109 0.024105 0.764165 0.382028 0.417905 16.70263 ‐0.01865 0.024155 0.595336 0.440363 0.356189
c9_pos169 17002273 A G 0.078361 0.080223 0.914046 40424 1 0.00874 0.0332 0.0691 0.793 0.100727 17.00227 ‐0.02586 0.033605 0.593866 0.440928 0.355632
rs1096271 16928839 A G 0.528134 0.539542 0.981056 40424 1 0.0634 0.0176 13 0.000303 3.518557 16.92884 0.01393 0.018093 0.592878 0.441308 0.355258
rs7045767 16910898 G C 0.318603 0.274951 0.994309 40424 1 ‐0.232 0.0193 144 2.87E‐33 32.54212 16.9109 0.154686 0.202133 0.591877 0.441694 0.354878
rs1075683 16897197 A G 0.941508 0.942755 0.687639 40424 0 0.0077 0.0312 0.0608 0.805 0.094204 16.8972 ‐0.03568 0.046308 0.591248 0.441937 0.35464
rs263630 17002425 A G 0.997767 0.996748 0.734268 40424 0 ‐0.114 0.17 0.446 0.504 0.29757 17.00242 ‐0.14014 0.181841 0.587974 0.443204 0.353397
rs4431684 16894267 C G 0.039455 0.037021 0.93647 40424 0 ‐0.0987 0.0467 4.47 0.0344 1.463441 16.89427 0.037443 0.048735 0.587723 0.443301 0.353301
rs6028285 16877141 G C 0.041913 0.049987 0.762891 40424 0 0.115 0.0456 6.37 0.0116 1.935542 16.87714 0.036119 0.047074 0.586895 0.443622 0.352987
rs6475115 17196533 T A 0.157092 0.152154 0.897945 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0249 2.97 0.0848 1.071604 17.19653 ‐0.01962 0.025665 0.585146 0.444302 0.352321
rs1081068 16929842 G A 0.563419 0.561472 0.997422 40424 1 0.0229 0.0176 1.69 0.193 0.714443 16.92984 ‐0.01368 0.017882 0.585004 0.444358 0.352267
rs6475114 17196203 A G 0.157104 0.152164 0.898073 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0249 2.97 0.0849 1.071092 17.1962 ‐0.01961 0.025664 0.584969 0.444371 0.352254
rs6256049 17028748 T C 0.283872 0.287908 0.975692 40424 0 0.0267 0.0193 1.92 0.166 0.779892 17.02875 ‐0.01511 0.019773 0.58436 0.444608 0.352022
rs1081058 16684058 A G 0.885724 0.878351 0.738551 40424 0 ‐0.0574 0.03 3.66 0.0559 1.252588 16.68406 ‐0.02396 0.031354 0.582918 0.445171 0.351473
rs7875154 16677221 A G 0.081772 0.083277 0.589011 40424 0 0.034 0.0384 0.782 0.376 0.424812 16.67722 0.031887 0.041713 0.582615 0.445289 0.351358
rs1915364 17327272 C A 0.013564 0.012699 0.730031 40424 0 ‐0.0534 0.0821 0.423 0.516 0.28735 17.32727 ‐0.06896 0.090943 0.579741 0.446414 0.350262
rs7877830 17405166 T C 0.033309 0.034706 0.800574 40424 0 0.00169 0.0549 0.000946 0.975 0.010995 17.40517 0.041028 0.053843 0.577992 0.447101 0.349595
rs1428711 17224988 CCTAT C 0.036437 0.037702 0.787402 40424 0 ‐0.01781 0.052386 0.115749 0.733692 0.134487 17.22499 ‐0.03975 0.052504 0.575547 0.448063 0.348661
rs1081056 16450274 C T 0.07001 0.069416 0.89685 40424 0 ‐0.0226 0.0354 0.408 0.523 0.281498 16.45027 ‐0.02749 0.036305 0.575031 0.448267 0.348464
rs1169890 17225177 G A 0.036437 0.037704 0.787401 40424 0 ‐0.00763 0.0478 0.0254 0.873 0.058986 17.22518 ‐0.03969 0.052503 0.573932 0.448701 0.348043
rs7847865 17258902 T A 0.744739 0.74639 0.551705 40424 0 0.0018 0.0298 0.00366 0.952 0.021363 17.2589 ‐0.0206 0.027184 0.573461 0.448887 0.347863
rs1096279 16988617 A T 0.033889 0.035084 0.909473 40424 0 0.0446 0.0483 0.853 0.356 0.44855 16.98862 0.037947 0.05002 0.573071 0.449041 0.347714
rs7470506 16752802 A G 0.913467 0.909269 0.95171 40424 0 ‐0.0505 0.0308 2.69 0.101 0.995679 16.7528 ‐0.02379 0.031384 0.573048 0.44905 0.347705
rs7025549 16881256 T G 0.630788 0.658464 0.947327 40424 0 0.172 0.0186 85.2 2.70E‐20 19.56864 16.88126 0.019009 0.025145 0.571837 0.44953 0.347242
rs1998354 17345387 A ATAGT 0.307146 0.311825 0.838761 40424 0 ‐0.02216 0.020625 1.15528 0.282447 0.549064 17.34539 ‐0.01563 0.020687 0.571553 0.449642 0.347133
rs4961750 16744440 A G 0.918059 0.91431 0.956062 40424 0 ‐0.0513 0.0313 2.68 0.102 0.9914 16.74444 ‐0.02433 0.032154 0.570984 0.449868 0.346915
rs4961746 16744113 T C 0.918059 0.914311 0.956055 40424 0 ‐0.0428 0.03 2.04 0.154 0.812479 16.74411 ‐0.02432 0.032154 0.570598 0.450021 0.346767
rs7813934 16664249 T A 0.01792 0.017334 0.421442 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.0769 1.91 0.167 0.777284 16.66425 ‐0.07887 0.104852 0.570341 0.450124 0.346668
rs1411226 16628149 G A 0.016827 0.017502 0.264041 40424 0 ‐0.105 0.109 0.927 0.336 0.473661 16.62815 0.09777 0.129138 0.569705 0.450376 0.346425
rs1115750 16642693 T G 0.022616 0.022275 0.378123 40424 0 0.0208 0.0829 0.0632 0.801 0.096368 16.64269 0.073324 0.096909 0.568988 0.450661 0.34615
rs7851438 16754023 A G 0.915746 0.911775 0.976368 40424 0 ‐0.0558 0.0312 3.2 0.0736 1.133122 16.75402 ‐0.02364 0.031402 0.565189 0.452177 0.344692
rs2149163 16455833 G C 0.395666 0.388759 0.946464 40424 0 ‐0.018 0.0182 0.972 0.324 0.489455 16.45583 ‐0.01387 0.018466 0.564564 0.452427 0.344451
rs7028827 16755706 C T 0.91704 0.913269 0.939004 40424 0 ‐0.0521 0.0312 2.79 0.0951 1.021819 16.75571 ‐0.02425 0.032238 0.564249 0.452553 0.34433
rs8022427 16453145 A C 0.399079 0.392403 0.953505 40424 0 ‐0.0146 0.0181 0.651 0.42 0.376751 16.45314 ‐0.0138 0.018372 0.564238 0.452558 0.344326
rs1927632 16495987 A G 0.39481 0.381588 0.777777 40424 0 ‐0.0252 0.0195 1.66 0.197 0.705534 16.49599 ‐0.01529 0.020368 0.563592 0.452817 0.344078
rs1927630 16502113 A C 0.45913 0.445788 0.869405 40424 0 ‐0.0233 0.0186 1.58 0.209 0.679854 16.50211 ‐0.01407 0.018758 0.562633 0.453201 0.343709
rs2039188 16752822 T C 0.915101 0.911118 0.969236 40424 0 ‐0.0515 0.0308 2.8 0.0942 1.025949 16.75282 ‐0.02357 0.031398 0.562257 0.453352 0.343564
rs1487511 16986264 A G 0.078277 0.078547 0.967268 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0327 0.351 0.554 0.25649 16.98626 0.024776 0.033003 0.562057 0.453433 0.343487
rs7040406 16733305 G C 0.92093 0.917725 0.946635 40424 0 ‐0.0525 0.0321 2.67 0.102 0.9914 16.7333 ‐0.0247 0.032926 0.56146 0.453673 0.343258
rs1096280 17002275 A G 0.140781 0.129301 0.972132 40424 0 ‐0.0702 0.0258 7.42 0.00645 2.19044 17.00228 ‐0.01973 0.026388 0.560001 0.45426 0.342696
rs7038545 16745100 G A 0.915505 0.91156 0.980893 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0304 1.99 0.158 0.801343 16.7451 ‐0.0234 0.031291 0.557697 0.45519 0.341808
rs5016917 16752050 C G 0.915641 0.911694 0.978506 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0308 2.47 0.116 0.935542 16.75205 ‐0.02344 0.031354 0.557508 0.455266 0.341735
rs1330296 16752182 A G 0.915641 0.911694 0.978504 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0308 2.6 0.107 0.970616 16.75218 ‐0.02344 0.031354 0.557467 0.455283 0.341719
rs1011578 17345994 T C 0.920108 0.927318 0.986858 40424 0 0.0872 0.0331 6.93 0.00849 2.071092 17.34599 0.025069 0.033636 0.557123 0.455422 0.341586
rs6475074 16753455 T C 0.915579 0.911574 0.974821 40424 0 ‐0.0498 0.0309 2.61 0.106 0.974694 16.75345 ‐0.02344 0.031375 0.556979 0.45548 0.341531
rs6475075 16753517 G A 0.915579 0.911574 0.97482 40424 0 ‐0.0533 0.0312 2.92 0.0875 1.057992 16.75352 ‐0.02344 0.031375 0.556968 0.455485 0.341526
rs7867602 16754552 T C 0.915792 0.911847 0.974856 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0309 2.63 0.105 0.978811 16.75455 ‐0.02347 0.031433 0.556285 0.455761 0.341263
rs7028577 17380962 C G 0.245491 0.24812 0.837991 40424 0 0.00399 0.0218 0.0337 0.854 0.068542 17.38096 ‐0.01652 0.022172 0.556016 0.45587 0.341159
rs3486488 17050007 C T 0.255956 0.260535 0.972773 40424 1 0.0257 0.02 1.65 0.199 0.701147 17.05001 ‐0.01527 0.020509 0.554946 0.456304 0.340746
rs7132785 16752423 G GT 0.915744 0.911793 0.976418 40424 0 ‐0.04753 0.03129 2.29634 0.129679 0.88713 16.75242 ‐0.02342 0.031401 0.554682 0.456411 0.340644
rs2002757 16735405 A AC 0.554079 0.547785 0.45715 40424 0 ‐0.04911 0.026017 3.56049 0.05917 1.227896 16.7354 ‐0.01948 0.026148 0.554662 0.456419 0.340636
rs1464949 16721920 GCTAAT G 0.163365 0.169109 0.622757 40424 0 0.044296 0.029893 2.18846 0.139048 0.856834 16.72192 0.02233 0.02998 0.553849 0.456749 0.340322
rs3119848 17176955 C T 0.146659 0.141622 0.916342 40424 0 ‐0.0447 0.0252 3.15 0.0758 1.120331 17.17695 ‐0.01953 0.026271 0.553725 0.4568 0.340274
rs7886257 16659369 G A 0.535502 0.536697 0.255437 40424 0 ‐0.0344 0.0255 1.82 0.178 0.74958 16.65937 ‐0.02612 0.035097 0.553669 0.456822 0.340253
rs6682530 17327310 CG C 0.918276 0.925367 0.96939 40424 0 0.081318 0.033062 6.11018 0.013441 1.871583 17.32731 0.024857 0.033466 0.553246 0.456994 0.340089
c9_pos169 16920907 G A 0.071166 0.076898 0.963517 40424 1 0.0202 0.0332 0.372 0.542 0.266001 16.92091 0.024943 0.033498 0.552967 0.457108 0.339981
rs5636904 16747349 TA T 0.915442 0.911516 0.981561 40424 0 ‐0.04702 0.031165 2.26541 0.132291 0.878469 16.74735 ‐0.02328 0.031277 0.552555 0.457276 0.339822
rs1096256 16748515 C A 0.915442 0.911517 0.981551 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.74851 ‐0.02328 0.031277 0.552492 0.457301 0.339798
rs5837003 16753146 T TA 0.915783 0.911837 0.976891 40424 0 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.29401 0.129874 0.886478 16.75315 ‐0.02336 0.031401 0.552133 0.457447 0.339659
rs7447307 16752649 G GTA 0.915783 0.911837 0.976898 40424 0 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.29396 0.129878 0.886464 16.75265 ‐0.02336 0.031401 0.552092 0.457464 0.339643
rs2004179 16752421 A ATGT 0.915783 0.911837 0.976901 40424 0 ‐0.04751 0.031289 2.29383 0.129889 0.886428 16.75242 ‐0.02336 0.031401 0.552028 0.45749 0.339618
rs6475077 16753930 G C 0.915783 0.911838 0.976874 40424 0 ‐0.05 0.0309 2.62 0.106 0.974694 16.75393 ‐0.02336 0.031402 0.551978 0.457511 0.339599
rs7866999 16754040 T C 0.915783 0.911838 0.976871 40424 0 ‐0.0511 0.0308 2.75 0.0972 1.012334 16.75404 ‐0.02336 0.031402 0.55197 0.457514 0.339596
rs6475078 16754035 A G 0.915783 0.911838 0.976871 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.75404 ‐0.02336 0.031402 0.55197 0.457514 0.339596
rs7034809 17267128 T G 0.064421 0.061961 0.611117 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0402 1.2 0.273 0.563837 17.26713 ‐0.03447 0.04652 0.550693 0.458035 0.339102
rs7018645 17267136 G A 0.064421 0.061961 0.611117 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0401 1.2 0.273 0.563837 17.26714 ‐0.03447 0.04652 0.550693 0.458035 0.339102
rs1081064 16843128 T C 0.231708 0.244146 0.998302 40424 1 0.0734 0.0205 12.8 0.000343 3.464706 16.84313 0.015662 0.021099 0.550512 0.458109 0.339032
rs7021735 16741668 G A 0.91792 0.914193 0.956886 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0313 2.65 0.103 0.987163 16.74167 ‐0.02385 0.03212 0.549984 0.458324 0.338827
rs5686841 16742565 T C 0.917919 0.914192 0.9569 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0313 2.66 0.103 0.987163 16.74257 ‐0.02385 0.03212 0.54989 0.458363 0.338791
rs2006172 16523485 AC A 0.012863 0.013051 0.135482 40424 0 ‐0.33885 0.211961 2.5961 0.107127 0.970101 16.52349 ‐0.15665 0.211973 0.549875 0.458369 0.338785
rs7857929 16743441 G C 0.917919 0.914191 0.956914 40424 0 ‐0.0507 0.0313 2.62 0.105 0.978811 16.74344 ‐0.02385 0.032119 0.549835 0.458385 0.33877
rs7857721 16743466 C A 0.917919 0.914191 0.956915 40424 0 ‐0.0515 0.0313 2.7 0.1 1 16.74347 ‐0.02385 0.032119 0.549833 0.458386 0.338769
rs7857685 16743296 G C 0.917919 0.914192 0.956911 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0313 2.66 0.103 0.987163 16.7433 ‐0.02384 0.032119 0.549781 0.458407 0.338749
rs2039187 16741049 T C 0.91792 0.914193 0.956874 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0313 2.65 0.103 0.987163 16.74105 ‐0.02385 0.03212 0.549752 0.458419 0.338737
rs4961753 16749020 G A 0.91681 0.91292 0.965616 40424 0 ‐0.0473 0.0309 2.34 0.126 0.89963 16.74902 ‐0.02357 0.031758 0.549675 0.458451 0.338708
rs1330297 16755019 T C 0.915633 0.911758 0.950467 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0311 2.42 0.12 0.920819 16.75502 ‐0.02358 0.031793 0.548729 0.458838 0.338341
rs4961754 16759972 C T 0.151239 0.159403 0.826925 40424 0 0.04 0.0263 2.31 0.128 0.89279 16.75997 0.019577 0.026412 0.548532 0.458918 0.338265
rs1138429 17241002 G A 0.016075 0.013072 0.620056 40424 0 ‐0.0935 0.0804 1.35 0.245 0.610834 17.241 ‐0.07199 0.097617 0.548439 0.458956 0.338229
rs4565551 16916117 T C 0.9194 0.908801 0.788021 40424 0 ‐0.0715 0.0334 4.59 0.0322 1.492144 16.91612 ‐0.02598 0.035042 0.548293 0.459016 0.338172
rs1124958 16751565 T TACA 0.915559 0.911622 0.977593 40424 0 ‐0.04708 0.031245 2.25946 0.1328 0.876801 16.75157 ‐0.02322 0.031356 0.547125 0.459495 0.337719
rs1506007 16798844 C A 0.012432 0.01376 0.445204 40424 0 0.247 0.0882 7.85 0.00507 2.294992 16.79884 0.085371 0.115081 0.546806 0.459626 0.337596
rs1452601 16542850 T C 0.032052 0.031131 0.829173 40424 0 0.00261 0.0508 0.00263 0.959 0.018181 16.54285 ‐0.04074 0.055299 0.545481 0.46017 0.337082
rs1442533 17379146 A G 0.569055 0.568715 0.862378 40424 0 0.025 0.0188 1.77 0.183 0.737549 17.37915 0.014095 0.019099 0.544832 0.460437 0.33683
rs7847947 17379147 G A 0.033048 0.034412 0.771502 40424 0 0.0251 0.0553 0.207 0.649 0.187755 17.37915 0.040697 0.05504 0.544248 0.460678 0.336603
rs7665351 17162581 T C 0.01797 0.017018 0.67608 40424 0 ‐0.121 0.0793 2.31 0.128 0.89279 17.16258 ‐0.06 0.081641 0.543848 0.460842 0.336448
rs7821550 16661643 C T 0.017862 0.017297 0.419596 40424 0 ‐0.105 0.0769 1.88 0.17 0.769551 16.66164 ‐0.0772 0.105245 0.542288 0.461486 0.335841
rs7465936 17220159 C T 0.033137 0.034603 0.822008 40424 0 0.0285 0.0523 0.297 0.586 0.232102 17.22016 0.03919 0.053156 0.541174 0.461947 0.335408
rs7031361 17324645 T A 0.919256 0.926364 0.976334 40424 0 0.0881 0.0331 7.08 0.00778 2.10902 17.32464 0.024647 0.033564 0.54076 0.462118 0.335247
rs1124815 17405100 C G 0.033043 0.034396 0.803363 40424 0 0.00289 0.055 0.00275 0.958 0.018635 17.4051 0.039724 0.053974 0.539281 0.462731 0.334672
rs7818797 16661730 A G 0.017861 0.017297 0.419801 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.0769 1.89 0.17 0.769551 16.66173 ‐0.07691 0.105216 0.538497 0.463056 0.334366
rs1096299 17280999 A G 0.078438 0.070956 0.993864 40424 1 ‐0.0869 0.0335 6.75 0.00937 2.02826 17.281 ‐0.02489 0.033991 0.537895 0.463306 0.334132
rs7947579 17008881 T A 0.031649 0.033221 0.68955 40424 0 0.0882 0.0627 1.98 0.16 0.79588 17.00888 0.043355 0.059 0.537589 0.463434 0.334012
rs1330294 16751156 A G 0.915448 0.911553 0.980105 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.53 0.112 0.950782 16.75116 ‐0.02298 0.031307 0.53756 0.463446 0.334001
rs1223616 17317738 T C 0.079167 0.071926 0.980641 40424 0 ‐0.0889 0.0332 7.15 0.00749 2.125518 17.31774 ‐0.02483 0.033916 0.537455 0.463489 0.33396
rs7853897 16749782 G C 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 0 ‐0.0496 0.0308 2.6 0.107 0.970616 16.74978 ‐0.02297 0.031316 0.536805 0.46376 0.333707
rs7869115 16749767 T A 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0308 2.48 0.115 0.939302 16.74977 ‐0.02297 0.031316 0.536805 0.46376 0.333707
rs7853573 16749754 A C 0.915543 0.91165 0.980454 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.74975 ‐0.02297 0.031316 0.5368 0.463762 0.333705
c9_pos170 17036448 T A 0.285119 0.289258 0.99058 40424 1 0.0281 0.0193 2.13 0.145 0.838632 17.03645 ‐0.01442 0.019692 0.536675 0.463814 0.333656
rs1081058 16658915 A G 0.322688 0.324474 0.520402 40424 0 0.00671 0.0229 0.0855 0.77 0.113509 16.65891 0.019111 0.026086 0.536248 0.463992 0.33349
rs6255902 17398056 A G 0.212899 0.216541 0.838649 40424 0 0.00594 0.0231 0.0659 0.797 0.098542 17.39806 ‐0.01699 0.02324 0.535227 0.464418 0.333091
rs1996167 16927368 TCAAA T 0.109588 0.114301 0.934644 40424 0 0.011988 0.028245 0.179931 0.671433 0.172998 16.92737 0.020734 0.028316 0.535076 0.464481 0.333032
rs6055602 16927369 CAAAA C 0.109668 0.114373 0.934372 40424 0 0.011883 0.028243 0.176817 0.674123 0.171261 16.92737 0.020724 0.028314 0.53461 0.464675 0.332851
rs1328505 16750932 C T 0.915507 0.911616 0.980818 40424 0 ‐0.049 0.0308 2.53 0.111 0.954677 16.75093 ‐0.0229 0.031305 0.533716 0.465049 0.332502
rs9987476 16749978 T G 0.915507 0.911615 0.980831 40424 0 ‐0.0488 0.0308 2.52 0.113 0.946922 16.74998 ‐0.0229 0.031305 0.53366 0.465072 0.33248
rs6140037 16749067 T TA 0.915506 0.911615 0.980841 40424 0 ‐0.04665 0.031193 2.22543 0.135755 0.867245 16.74907 ‐0.0229 0.031305 0.53365 0.465076 0.332476
rs1075680 16750627 T A 0.915507 0.911615 0.980823 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.75063 ‐0.0229 0.031305 0.533647 0.465078 0.332475
rs9987475 16749950 T C 0.915507 0.911615 0.980832 40424 0 ‐0.0488 0.0308 2.52 0.113 0.946922 16.74995 ‐0.0229 0.031305 0.533643 0.465079 0.332473
rs7853718 16749884 A G 0.915507 0.911615 0.980833 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.74988 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.533591 0.465101 0.332453
rs2225326 16749583 T A 0.915506 0.911615 0.980837 40424 0 ‐0.0435 0.0307 2 0.157 0.8041 16.74958 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.533577 0.465107 0.332447
rs9987701 16750529 C G 0.915507 0.911616 0.980825 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0308 2.52 0.112 0.950782 16.75053 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.53357 0.46511 0.332445
rs9987698 16750203 G A 0.915507 0.911615 0.980829 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0308 2.56 0.11 0.958607 16.7502 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.533547 0.46512 0.332436
rs4961752 16748790 A G 0.915506 0.911614 0.980844 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0306 2.44 0.119 0.924453 16.74879 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.53353 0.465127 0.332429
rs1073845 16747999 G C 0.915505 0.911614 0.980848 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.748 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.53346 0.465156 0.332402
rs7047213 16747327 C T 0.915505 0.911613 0.980856 40424 0 ‐0.0481 0.0309 2.43 0.119 0.924453 16.74733 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533459 0.465156 0.332401
rs7043797 16746829 G A 0.915505 0.911613 0.980861 40424 0 ‐0.0415 0.0306 1.84 0.175 0.756962 16.74683 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533455 0.465158 0.3324
rs1096256 16748372 A G 0.915506 0.911614 0.980847 40424 0 ‐0.0488 0.0308 2.52 0.113 0.946922 16.74837 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.533448 0.465161 0.332397
rs2852961 16746565 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980863 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.39 0.122 0.91364 16.74656 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533425 0.465171 0.332388
rs1075680 16748162 A G 0.915505 0.911614 0.980849 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.74816 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533423 0.465171 0.332387
rs1081060 16748238 G A 0.915505 0.911614 0.980848 40424 0 ‐0.0488 0.0308 2.52 0.113 0.946922 16.74824 ‐0.02289 0.031305 0.533421 0.465172 0.332386
rs1980935 16746339 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980864 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0308 2.47 0.116 0.935542 16.74634 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533405 0.465179 0.33238
rs1096256 16746413 G A 0.915504 0.911613 0.980864 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0308 2.38 0.123 0.910095 16.74641 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533388 0.465186 0.332373
rs1073331 16747594 G T 0.915505 0.911614 0.980852 40424 0 ‐0.0478 0.0308 2.41 0.12 0.920819 16.74759 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533379 0.46519 0.33237
rs1073845 16746005 G C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.746 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533275 0.465233 0.332329
rs1073845 16746129 C T 0.915504 0.911613 0.980865 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.74613 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533266 0.465237 0.332326
rs1075680 16745742 C G 0.915504 0.911612 0.980866 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.74574 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533241 0.465248 0.332316
rs1075680 16745856 C G 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.74586 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.53322 0.465256 0.332308
rs1075680 16745976 T C 0.915504 0.911613 0.980866 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0308 2.41 0.121 0.917215 16.74598 ‐0.02289 0.031304 0.533212 0.46526 0.332305
rs182031 17001122 C A 0.641174 0.645221 0.982604 40424 0 0.0409 0.0183 4.99 0.0255 1.59346 17.00112 0.013496 0.018507 0.532075 0.465736 0.33186
rs7035178 16744995 C G 0.915501 0.911613 0.980855 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0308 2.4 0.121 0.917215 16.745 ‐0.02283 0.031304 0.530785 0.466277 0.331356
rs7740979 16662935 C T 0.01792 0.017358 0.420239 40424 0 ‐0.105 0.0768 1.86 0.173 0.761954 16.66294 ‐0.07613 0.104937 0.53034 0.466464 0.331182
rs1096268 16905827 T G 0.348031 0.364842 0.590316 40424 0 0.0979 0.0288 11.6 0.000663 3.178487 16.90583 ‐0.02151 0.029539 0.530132 0.466551 0.331101
rs1096268 16905824 C T 0.348031 0.364842 0.590315 40424 0 0.14 0.0204 46.9 7.41E‐12 11.13018 16.90582 ‐0.02151 0.029539 0.530096 0.466567 0.331087
rs6254154 16746643 G A 0.915397 0.911499 0.979542 40424 0 ‐0.0436 0.0307 2.02 0.156 0.806875 16.74664 ‐0.02281 0.031308 0.529552 0.466795 0.330874
rs6254154 16746647 A G 0.915397 0.911499 0.979541 40424 0 ‐0.0525 0.0305 2.96 0.0855 1.068034 16.74665 ‐0.02281 0.031309 0.529529 0.466805 0.330865
rs7035033 16744918 A C 0.9155 0.911612 0.980848 40424 0 ‐0.0427 0.0307 1.93 0.165 0.782516 16.74492 ‐0.0228 0.031304 0.529378 0.466869 0.330806
rs1096278 16981498 C T 0.191029 0.201232 0.965389 40424 1 0.065 0.0222 8.57 0.00342 2.465974 16.9815 0.016558 0.022749 0.529209 0.46694 0.330739
rs379274 16999123 G A 0.641504 0.645529 0.987906 40424 0 0.0393 0.0183 4.6 0.032 1.49485 16.99912 0.013423 0.018468 0.528561 0.467213 0.330486
rs1143916 17400280 C T 0.033341 0.034741 0.801646 40424 0 0.00209 0.0549 0.00144 0.97 0.013228 17.40028 0.039178 0.053781 0.528354 0.4673 0.330405
rs6475076 16753774 C T 0.914972 0.910963 0.968062 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0308 2.64 0.104 0.982967 16.75377 ‐0.0228 0.031388 0.526206 0.468206 0.329563
rs7817247 17401345 C T 0.033358 0.034758 0.801357 40424 0 0.00213 0.0549 0.0015 0.969 0.013676 17.40134 0.039056 0.053777 0.525156 0.468651 0.329151
rs1075685 16989641 T G 0.649887 0.653234 0.990312 40424 1 0.0392 0.0185 4.51 0.0337 1.47237 16.98964 0.013506 0.018644 0.525054 0.468694 0.329111
rs1096255 16723742 C T 0.161326 0.167456 0.628241 40424 0 0.0428 0.0279 2.36 0.125 0.90309 16.72374 0.021751 0.030007 0.524591 0.46889 0.328929
rs7047534 16886487 T C 0.084952 0.073307 0.956902 40424 0 ‐0.175 0.0327 28.7 8.36E‐08 7.077794 16.88649 ‐0.02618 0.036248 0.522872 0.469619 0.328254
rs1980937 16747109 T A 0.914845 0.910917 0.974847 40424 0 ‐0.048 0.0308 2.44 0.118 0.928118 16.74711 ‐0.02263 0.031289 0.521704 0.470116 0.327795
rs1096256 16748290 C T 0.915063 0.911205 0.975798 40424 0 ‐0.0454 0.0308 2.18 0.14 0.853872 16.74829 ‐0.02259 0.03131 0.51925 0.471162 0.32683
rs1487509 16986415 C T 0.075155 0.074469 0.999995 40424 1 ‐0.0221 0.0331 0.447 0.504 0.29757 16.98642 0.024023 0.03334 0.517812 0.471777 0.326264
rs1387736 16897207 T TGG 0.948055 0.951814 0.756993 40424 0 0.140936 0.046345 9.41719 0.00215 2.667641 16.89721 ‐0.03497 0.048517 0.517576 0.471878 0.326171
rs1399749 17354459 A G 0.03303 0.034321 0.765604 40424 0 0.0305 0.0555 0.303 0.582 0.235077 17.35446 0.039872 0.055327 0.517143 0.472063 0.326
rs1509348 17016625 CTTTGTTGTC 0.036095 0.038228 0.886319 40424 0 0.059922 0.0489 1.49188 0.221925 0.653794 17.01662 0.035284 0.049002 0.516541 0.472321 0.325763
rs7860276 16874141 G A 0.087444 0.075627 0.97278 40424 0 ‐0.168 0.0323 26.9 2.18E‐07 6.661543 16.87414 ‐0.0251 0.034973 0.516146 0.47249 0.325607
rs1096305 17345018 T C 0.29715 0.30214 0.832732 40424 0 ‐0.00503 0.0203 0.0615 0.804 0.094744 17.34502 ‐0.01505 0.020968 0.515737 0.472666 0.325446
rs1081073 17134061 C G 0.027292 0.028044 0.694423 40424 0 0.036 0.0655 0.302 0.583 0.234331 17.13406 ‐0.046 0.064212 0.515735 0.472667 0.325445
rs1420543 17400191 A C 0.033198 0.034577 0.803596 40424 0 0.00199 0.055 0.00131 0.971 0.012781 17.40019 0.038659 0.053837 0.513414 0.473665 0.324529
rs263568 17029756 T G 0.482209 0.475972 0.997263 40424 1 ‐0.0116 0.0175 0.442 0.506 0.29585 17.02976 ‐0.01254 0.017505 0.513172 0.473769 0.324433
rs392302 16997567 G A 0.962826 0.960872 0.944167 40424 0 ‐0.0466 0.0456 1.04 0.307 0.512862 16.99757 ‐0.0334 0.046625 0.511209 0.474616 0.323658
rs4961751 16744519 G A 0.91491 0.911022 0.974373 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0308 2.35 0.125 0.90309 16.74452 ‐0.0224 0.031316 0.510582 0.474887 0.32341
rs263629 17007519 C G 0.429118 0.423775 0.996479 40424 1 ‐0.0116 0.0177 0.434 0.51 0.29243 17.00752 ‐0.01264 0.017749 0.507037 0.476424 0.322006
rs5994295 16473583 G A 0.056941 0.05654 0.847538 40424 0 ‐0.0159 0.0382 0.174 0.677 0.169411 16.47358 ‐0.02924 0.041135 0.507023 0.47643 0.322001
rs1460943 16651019 T C 0.018625 0.018687 0.235216 40424 0 ‐0.0562 0.0985 0.325 0.568 0.245652 16.65102 0.09493 0.133005 0.506251 0.476766 0.321695
rs1012476 16509932 C G 0.449122 0.435293 0.90028 40424 0 ‐0.0236 0.0182 1.69 0.194 0.712198 16.50993 ‐0.01318 0.018531 0.506041 0.476858 0.321611
rs1234489 16845516 G A 0.289423 0.285321 0.748144 40424 0 0.000949 0.0223 0.00181 0.966 0.015023 16.84552 ‐0.01588 0.022382 0.503729 0.477866 0.320694
c9_pos168 16850196 T C 0.026536 0.027222 0.827429 40424 1 0.0306 0.0589 0.27 0.603 0.219683 16.8502 ‐0.04172 0.058963 0.503022 0.478175 0.320413
rs6788574 16682407 C A 0.040492 0.043485 0.677558 40424 0 0.0294 0.0505 0.34 0.56 0.251812 16.68241 ‐0.03713 0.052457 0.502897 0.47823 0.320363
rs7804887 17233800 A G 0.03259 0.034065 0.851395 40424 0 0.0385 0.0519 0.55 0.458 0.339135 17.2338 0.037372 0.052634 0.502038 0.478606 0.320022
rs9987413 16750348 A G 0.914892 0.911001 0.97387 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0308 2.55 0.11 0.958607 16.75035 ‐0.0222 0.031321 0.501372 0.478898 0.319757
rs6254154 16746626 G C 0.914694 0.910781 0.971558 40424 0 ‐0.038 0.0306 1.54 0.214 0.669586 16.74663 ‐0.0222 0.031324 0.501101 0.479017 0.319649
rs1073331 16747684 T C 0.914891 0.911001 0.973909 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.031 2.31 0.129 0.88941 16.74768 ‐0.02219 0.03132 0.500959 0.479079 0.319593
rs7855623 17398986 G A 0.033377 0.034755 0.799618 40424 0 0.00307 0.055 0.00312 0.955 0.019997 17.39899 0.038178 0.053834 0.500784 0.479156 0.319523
rs7967981 17403150 G A 0.033208 0.034561 0.803646 40424 0 0.00329 0.0549 0.00359 0.952 0.021363 17.40315 0.038168 0.053831 0.500578 0.479246 0.319441
rs1096277 16962503 A G 0.899924 0.896156 0.636511 40424 0 ‐0.0487 0.0252 3.74 0.0533 1.273273 16.9625 ‐0.0256 0.036196 0.499218 0.479844 0.3189
rs6255899 17385296 C G 0.210392 0.213924 0.84301 40424 0 0.0105 0.023 0.208 0.648 0.188425 17.3853 ‐0.01643 0.023278 0.498683 0.480079 0.318687
rs2019447 17338145 T TC 0.094892 0.094677 0.543226 40424 0 ‐0.02906 0.040743 0.509797 0.475227 0.323099 17.33814 ‐0.02878 0.040821 0.498194 0.480295 0.318492
rs1930641 17316541 T G 0.856085 0.860036 0.842558 40424 0 0.0407 0.0259 2.47 0.116 0.935542 17.31654 0.019418 0.027538 0.498122 0.480327 0.318464
rs7041461 16985146 T C 0.572734 0.588113 0.982096 40424 1 0.0631 0.0179 12.4 0.000427 3.369572 16.98515 0.012991 0.018409 0.498086 0.480342 0.318449
rs6659359 16687437 T C 0.038906 0.041713 0.727802 40424 0 0.0171 0.0499 0.118 0.731 0.136083 16.68744 ‐0.03645 0.051749 0.49783 0.480455 0.318347
rs3395018 16454360 G GT 0.396745 0.390211 0.946375 40424 0 ‐0.01308 0.018408 0.505074 0.477279 0.321228 16.45436 ‐0.013 0.018456 0.496518 0.481034 0.317824
rs7034961 16744613 G T 0.914236 0.9103 0.995706 40424 1 ‐0.0453 0.0306 2.19 0.139 0.856985 16.74461 ‐0.02176 0.030868 0.495904 0.481305 0.317579
rs1081076 17343116 A G 0.299298 0.304558 0.841606 40424 0 ‐0.00428 0.0203 0.0445 0.833 0.079355 17.34312 ‐0.01461 0.020799 0.493681 0.48229 0.316692
rs1503721 16458209 AG A 0.06951 0.069129 0.865209 40424 0 ‐0.02444 0.036983 0.437847 0.508164 0.293997 16.45821 ‐0.02598 0.037065 0.492634 0.482755 0.316274
rs1081065 16873551 C T 0.598459 0.62714 0.995558 40424 1 0.159 0.0179 78.8 7.03E‐19 18.15304 16.87355 ‐0.01931 0.027495 0.492424 0.482848 0.31619
rs6805611 17342571 GA G 0.299235 0.304507 0.84179 40424 0 ‐0.01759 0.020739 0.719968 0.396154 0.402136 17.34257 ‐0.01457 0.020798 0.490979 0.483491 0.315612
rs1096304 17343013 A G 0.299235 0.304507 0.841789 40424 0 ‐0.00439 0.0203 0.0468 0.829 0.081446 17.34301 ‐0.01457 0.020798 0.490886 0.483532 0.315575
rs1096304 17343041 C A 0.299235 0.304507 0.841789 40424 0 ‐0.00439 0.0203 0.0468 0.829 0.081446 17.34304 ‐0.01457 0.020798 0.490833 0.483556 0.315553
rs1081078 17400370 C G 0.56546 0.564754 0.87083 40424 0 0.00573 0.0193 0.0879 0.767 0.115205 17.40037 0.013287 0.018984 0.489981 0.483936 0.315212
rs3609634 17024781 G C 0.283647 0.288845 0.983042 40424 0 0.0308 0.0193 2.55 0.11 0.958607 17.02478 ‐0.01377 0.019704 0.48857 0.484566 0.314647
rs1223581 17297677 A G 0.07768 0.070201 0.982769 40424 0 ‐0.0853 0.0336 6.43 0.0113 1.946922 17.29768 ‐0.02396 0.034331 0.488472 0.48461 0.314608
rs1135931 16861764 G A 0.074739 0.06402 0.936488 40424 0 ‐0.176 0.0343 26.2 3.01E‐07 6.521433 16.86176 ‐0.0269 0.038541 0.488381 0.48465 0.314571
rs1494598 17262265 C A 0.033812 0.035426 0.850501 40424 0 0.0355 0.0515 0.475 0.491 0.308919 17.26226 0.036204 0.051711 0.488195 0.484734 0.314497
rs1445421 16525129 GTAGATAAG 0.079326 0.07735 0.511273 40424 0 ‐0.05683 0.04609 1.52893 0.216273 0.664998 16.52513 ‐0.03221 0.046189 0.487806 0.484908 0.314341
rs1021742 16840464 T G 0.229821 0.241989 0.982947 40424 0 0.0739 0.0207 12.8 0.000351 3.454693 16.84046 0.014872 0.021288 0.487596 0.485002 0.314257
rs1081076 17343261 G A 0.29908 0.30436 0.841631 40424 0 ‐0.00482 0.0203 0.0566 0.812 0.090444 17.34326 ‐0.01451 0.020803 0.487164 0.485195 0.314084
rs1096304 17343708 G A 0.29908 0.30436 0.84163 40424 0 ‐0.00482 0.0203 0.0566 0.812 0.090444 17.34371 ‐0.01451 0.020803 0.487081 0.485232 0.31405
rs1096304 17343787 C T 0.29908 0.30436 0.841629 40424 0 ‐0.00482 0.0203 0.0566 0.812 0.090444 17.34379 ‐0.01451 0.020803 0.487049 0.485247 0.314038
rs7270409 16690489 G T 0.036428 0.039162 0.748467 40424 0 0.0228 0.0508 0.201 0.654 0.184422 16.69049 ‐0.03666 0.052646 0.486768 0.485373 0.313925
rs7364620 16724055 T A 0.161872 0.167988 0.626991 40424 0 0.0417 0.0279 2.24 0.134 0.872895 16.72405 0.02094 0.029995 0.486595 0.48545 0.313855
rs1096304 17344707 C A 0.299078 0.304361 0.841618 40424 0 ‐0.00473 0.0203 0.0545 0.815 0.088842 17.34471 ‐0.0145 0.020803 0.486128 0.48566 0.313668
rs1848201 17147626 T C 0.019793 0.020836 0.614535 40424 0 0.1 0.0899 1.24 0.265 0.576754 17.14763 0.054923 0.078586 0.485898 0.485763 0.313576
rs1476987 17167935 T TG 0.066943 0.068135 0.795345 40424 0 ‐0.02747 0.038795 0.502813 0.478267 0.32033 17.16793 ‐0.027 0.038856 0.484151 0.486548 0.312874
rs4471140 16891761 A G 0.038734 0.036076 0.951756 40424 0 ‐0.102 0.0467 4.8 0.0284 1.546682 16.89176 0.034068 0.048941 0.482648 0.487225 0.31227
rs2779772 17147191 A C 0.177497 0.173861 0.874852 40424 0 ‐0.0472 0.0239 3.9 0.0483 1.316053 17.14719 ‐0.01707 0.024609 0.481732 0.487639 0.311902
rs1081070 16983321 G A 0.240484 0.243971 0.986422 40424 1 0.0146 0.0205 0.506 0.477 0.321482 16.98332 0.014255 0.020569 0.479853 0.488489 0.311145
rs1411431 16728721 C A 0.158646 0.164832 0.649555 40424 0 0.0523 0.0279 3.52 0.0607 1.216811 16.72872 0.020594 0.029728 0.479154 0.488806 0.310864
rs3495303 17024621 A G 0.283397 0.288545 0.98364 40424 0 0.0309 0.0193 2.56 0.11 0.958607 17.02462 ‐0.01362 0.019708 0.477859 0.489394 0.310342
rs2382803 16454229 G C 0.398367 0.391802 0.952786 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0181 0.745 0.388 0.411168 16.45423 ‐0.01269 0.018379 0.47683 0.489862 0.309927
rs2382802 16454224 A G 0.398367 0.391802 0.952805 40424 0 ‐0.0156 0.0181 0.745 0.388 0.411168 16.45422 ‐0.01269 0.018379 0.47675 0.489898 0.309894
rs1096292 17235432 A G 0.137939 0.132999 0.931153 40424 0 ‐0.0615 0.026 5.61 0.0179 1.747147 17.23543 ‐0.01846 0.026795 0.475537 0.490451 0.309405
rs3824394 17303860 C G 0.031529 0.032875 0.799031 40424 0 0.0308 0.0534 0.333 0.564 0.248721 17.30386 0.038187 0.055351 0.47404 0.491134 0.3088
rs1081068 16929803 A G 0.583826 0.581976 0.999252 40424 1 0.0193 0.0177 1.19 0.275 0.560667 16.9298 ‐0.01233 0.017923 0.472758 0.491721 0.308281
rs7046369 16831375 T C 0.746987 0.739166 0.561941 40424 0 ‐0.0705 0.0242 8.48 0.0036 2.443697 16.83138 ‐0.0188 0.027356 0.471596 0.492254 0.307811
rs1467049 16967238 T TA 0.187125 0.188273 0.917173 40424 0 0.017613 0.023348 0.568259 0.450952 0.34587 16.96724 0.016061 0.02339 0.470886 0.49258 0.307523
rs263580 17039312 T G 0.452046 0.446675 0.999702 40424 1 ‐0.0115 0.0175 0.433 0.511 0.291579 17.03931 ‐0.01205 0.017568 0.47082 0.49261 0.307497
rs7870682 17204320 T A 0.160526 0.156705 0.865963 40424 0 ‐0.0433 0.0249 3.01 0.0827 1.082494 17.20432 ‐0.01768 0.025792 0.470484 0.492765 0.307361
rs7825648 17146391 C G 0.033262 0.034707 0.812302 40424 0 0.0284 0.0527 0.289 0.591 0.228413 17.14639 0.036586 0.05335 0.46838 0.493733 0.306508
rs7680941 17400540 T C 0.032867 0.034174 0.810701 40424 0 0.00108 0.0551 0.000383 0.984 0.007005 17.40054 0.036949 0.05388 0.468316 0.493763 0.306482
rs7605579 17023276 G C 0.283744 0.288942 0.981287 40424 0 0.0318 0.0193 2.72 0.0991 1.003926 17.02328 ‐0.01347 0.019696 0.468035 0.493893 0.306368
rs5923417 16730258 C T 0.153995 0.159501 0.650388 40424 0 0.0453 0.0282 2.57 0.109 0.962574 16.73026 0.020593 0.030105 0.467169 0.494293 0.306016
rs1021723 16840472 G A 0.229837 0.241963 0.982712 40424 0 0.0738 0.0207 12.8 0.000354 3.450997 16.84047 0.014553 0.021291 0.4668 0.494463 0.305866
rs1081064 16841628 A G 0.231613 0.24375 0.991217 40424 1 0.0737 0.0205 12.9 0.000329 3.482804 16.84163 0.01446 0.021156 0.466749 0.494487 0.305846
rs7868107 16937364 C G 0.02175 0.021238 0.690491 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.0656 2.98 0.0841 1.075204 16.93736 0.049913 0.072878 0.466435 0.494632 0.305718
rs1075683 16927559 G A 0.888554 0.883901 0.94479 40424 0 ‐0.00784 0.0272 0.0833 0.773 0.111821 16.92756 ‐0.01912 0.027978 0.46616 0.494759 0.305606
rs1096290 17215364 G A 0.142502 0.137752 0.923401 40424 0 ‐0.0402 0.0256 2.46 0.117 0.931814 17.21536 ‐0.01801 0.02641 0.465759 0.494945 0.305443
rs1483120 17145128 C T 0.033059 0.034474 0.81552 40424 0 0.0157 0.0551 0.0808 0.776 0.110138 17.14513 0.036518 0.053411 0.465554 0.49504 0.30536
rs1329976 17024162 C T 0.283358 0.288525 0.983085 40424 0 0.0313 0.0193 2.62 0.105 0.978811 17.02416 ‐0.01344 0.019709 0.465271 0.495171 0.305245
rs7846332 17141414 A G 0.034023 0.035612 0.797238 40424 0 0.0338 0.0518 0.426 0.514 0.289037 17.14141 0.036316 0.053142 0.465112 0.495245 0.30518
rs1073846 16903366 G A 0.60124 0.630348 0.978669 40424 0 0.171 0.0185 85 3.06E‐20 19.51428 16.90337 ‐0.01913 0.028048 0.464439 0.495557 0.304907
rs7971926 16988259 A G 0.033637 0.034807 0.897464 40424 0 0.0365 0.0487 0.56 0.454 0.342944 16.98826 0.034503 0.050538 0.46427 0.495635 0.304838
rs7341744 16518895 G A 0.067607 0.065303 0.553289 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0398 1.56 0.212 0.673664 16.51889 ‐0.03249 0.04785 0.46245 0.496481 0.304097
rs7861799 17174595 G A 0.011995 0.012303 0.315805 40424 0 0.0422 0.0809 0.273 0.601 0.221126 17.17459 ‐0.09725 0.14375 0.46232 0.496542 0.304044
rs1096263 16846906 G A 0.172363 0.172761 0.99201 40424 1 ‐0.0436 0.023 3.59 0.0583 1.234331 16.84691 0.016074 0.023627 0.462238 0.49658 0.304011
rs1237918 16865699 A G 0.227645 0.196888 0.999753 40424 1 ‐0.197 0.0216 83.9 5.19E‐20 19.28483 16.8657 ‐0.02086 0.030707 0.461421 0.496961 0.303678
rs7566295 17262859 G A 0.034243 0.035852 0.843125 40424 0 0.0369 0.0513 0.518 0.472 0.326058 17.26286 0.035115 0.051637 0.460627 0.497331 0.303354
rs7990195 17293599 G C 0.03147 0.032799 0.800875 40424 0 0.0322 0.0535 0.362 0.547 0.262013 17.2936 0.037562 0.05535 0.458686 0.498239 0.302563
rs1096307 17373817 C G 0.079666 0.072124 0.964891 40424 0 ‐0.0873 0.0333 6.86 0.00881 2.055024 17.37382 ‐0.02313 0.03424 0.457573 0.49876 0.302108
rs7853764 16749683 G A 0.914512 0.910569 0.972629 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.0304 2.91 0.0881 1.055024 16.74968 ‐0.02119 0.031305 0.457 0.499029 0.301874
rs1168672 16613067 G C 0.024607 0.024495 0.270255 40424 0 ‐0.0447 0.0805 0.308 0.579 0.237321 16.61307 ‐0.07407 0.110014 0.456167 0.499421 0.301533
rs1999528 17334906 A AT 0.607706 0.609289 0.825322 40424 0 0.041881 0.019683 4.5338 0.033232 1.478447 17.33491 0.013399 0.019863 0.455227 0.499863 0.301149
rs7516061 17144346 T C 0.033345 0.034763 0.813446 40424 0 0.0299 0.0525 0.323 0.57 0.244125 17.14435 0.035989 0.053267 0.454656 0.500132 0.300915
rs1096265 16874612 C T 0.596483 0.625094 0.97946 40424 0 0.159 0.018 78.6 7.50E‐19 18.12494 16.87461 ‐0.01852 0.027468 0.454253 0.500322 0.30075
rs7516166 17269733 G T 0.032918 0.034395 0.857457 40424 0 0.0326 0.0529 0.381 0.537 0.270026 17.26973 0.035261 0.05222 0.454147 0.500372 0.300707
rs1782539 17022841 G C 0.283757 0.289005 0.982163 40424 0 0.0314 0.0193 2.64 0.104 0.982967 17.02284 ‐0.01325 0.01969 0.453398 0.500726 0.3004
rs166418 17029942 C T 0.481392 0.475326 0.996995 40424 1 ‐0.00997 0.0175 0.326 0.568 0.245652 17.02994 ‐0.01178 0.017511 0.452734 0.50104 0.300128
rs1096279 16988692 C G 0.033447 0.034567 0.91851 40424 0 0.0387 0.0484 0.641 0.423 0.37366 16.98869 0.033793 0.050143 0.452442 0.501178 0.300008
rs1096303 17323254 C T 0.296815 0.302089 0.841431 40424 0 ‐0.00334 0.0203 0.027 0.869 0.06098 17.32325 ‐0.01401 0.020842 0.452306 0.501242 0.299953
rs1833260 16977613 G A 0.074765 0.069793 0.835063 40424 0 ‐0.0388 0.0272 2.02 0.155 0.809668 16.97761 ‐0.02552 0.038014 0.452017 0.501379 0.299834
rs5708957 17325281 CAT C 0.296836 0.302119 0.841486 40424 0 ‐0.01677 0.020783 0.651754 0.419486 0.377282 17.32528 ‐0.01398 0.020841 0.450156 0.502261 0.299071
rs6475073 16749652 T C 0.914592 0.910641 0.971275 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0307 2.35 0.125 0.90309 16.74965 ‐0.02102 0.031322 0.449185 0.502722 0.298672
rs7853541 16749656 C A 0.914592 0.910641 0.971275 40424 0 ‐0.0438 0.0307 2.03 0.154 0.812479 16.74966 ‐0.02102 0.031322 0.449184 0.502723 0.298672
rs7862336 17355144 T C 0.87512 0.880475 0.938633 40424 0 0.0583 0.027 4.67 0.0307 1.512862 17.35514 0.018647 0.027853 0.449022 0.5028 0.298605
rs1233956 17403132 A G 0.565823 0.565106 0.870815 40424 0 0.023 0.0187 1.5 0.221 0.655608 17.40313 0.012715 0.018979 0.448974 0.502823 0.298585
rs1096305 17348426 C T 0.077586 0.070121 0.986101 40424 0 ‐0.0843 0.0335 6.34 0.0118 1.928118 17.34843 ‐0.02294 0.03429 0.448908 0.502854 0.298558
rs7848128 17325851 G T 0.296858 0.302144 0.841447 40424 0 ‐0.00446 0.0203 0.048 0.827 0.082495 17.32585 ‐0.01395 0.020842 0.448499 0.503049 0.29839
rs7044268 16859400 A T 0.085513 0.074339 0.995673 40424 1 ‐0.162 0.0325 24.9 5.95E‐07 6.225483 16.8594 ‐0.02337 0.034958 0.447737 0.503412 0.298077
rs3409512 17080896 G A 0.02905 0.028792 0.897758 40424 0 ‐0.0171 0.053 0.104 0.747 0.126679 17.0809 0.036962 0.055151 0.447143 0.503695 0.297833
rs6256046 17022183 A G 0.282044 0.287197 0.985769 40424 0 0.0327 0.0193 2.87 0.0902 1.044793 17.02218 ‐0.01319 0.019737 0.447046 0.503741 0.297793
rs393488 17044971 T A 0.463291 0.457083 0.981358 40424 1 ‐0.00914 0.0176 0.271 0.603 0.219683 17.04497 ‐0.01176 0.017635 0.444811 0.50481 0.296873
rs1096266 16892408 A G 0.038607 0.035904 0.9528 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0468 4.89 0.027 1.568636 16.89241 0.032727 0.049002 0.444377 0.505017 0.296694
rs7024013 16872434 A T 0.085779 0.074216 0.989951 40424 1 ‐0.17 0.0326 27.2 1.84E‐07 6.735182 16.87243 ‐0.02348 0.035271 0.444089 0.505155 0.296575
rs7767761 17294776 T G 0.125703 0.120471 0.945902 40424 0 ‐0.0393 0.029 1.83 0.176 0.754487 17.29478 ‐0.01835 0.027618 0.442306 0.506012 0.29584
rs404374 17056680 T A 0.290608 0.295553 0.982206 40424 0 0.0268 0.0192 1.95 0.163 0.787812 17.05668 ‐0.01299 0.019571 0.440838 0.506718 0.295233
c9_pos168 16907239 C G 0.048271 0.045832 0.94878 40424 1 ‐0.0654 0.0417 2.46 0.117 0.931814 16.90724 0.028633 0.043073 0.440424 0.506918 0.295062
rs1081075 17326249 T A 0.296821 0.30213 0.841521 40424 0 ‐0.00297 0.0203 0.0213 0.884 0.053548 17.32625 ‐0.01381 0.020845 0.439517 0.507356 0.294687
rs1136345 17142099 A G 0.03352 0.034931 0.809249 40424 0 0.0178 0.0532 0.112 0.738 0.131944 17.1421 0.035298 0.053277 0.437241 0.508457 0.293746
rs6475068 16693216 G C 0.903518 0.901188 0.765962 40424 0 ‐0.0186 0.0318 0.341 0.56 0.251812 16.69322 ‐0.02214 0.033492 0.435893 0.509111 0.293187
rs1908488 17259201 A G 0.074874 0.067777 0.951862 40424 0 ‐0.0866 0.0339 6.53 0.0106 1.974694 17.2592 ‐0.02331 0.03545 0.433431 0.51031 0.292166
rs7850279 17185825 C A 0.143544 0.138737 0.92336 40424 0 ‐0.0413 0.0255 2.63 0.105 0.978811 17.18583 ‐0.01731 0.026368 0.431532 0.511238 0.291377
rs4961534 17208589 G A 0.143721 0.139111 0.921183 40424 0 ‐0.0412 0.0256 2.59 0.108 0.966576 17.20859 ‐0.01727 0.026358 0.430117 0.511932 0.290788
rs2050617 16638460 A T 0.482095 0.473327 0.663041 40424 0 ‐0.0264 0.0202 1.71 0.192 0.716699 16.63846 ‐0.01421 0.021671 0.42975 0.512112 0.290635
rs659637 17292821 C T 0.125274 0.120019 0.944775 40424 0 ‐0.0603 0.027 5 0.0254 1.595166 17.29282 ‐0.01811 0.027684 0.428746 0.512605 0.290217
rs1927621 16453551 T C 0.369791 0.362713 0.999993 40424 1 ‐0.0169 0.0181 0.863 0.353 0.452225 16.45355 ‐0.01189 0.018211 0.426354 0.513784 0.28922
rs1081065 16877138 G C 0.598774 0.627336 0.980796 40424 0 0.161 0.018 80.8 2.51E‐19 18.60033 16.87714 ‐0.01805 0.027636 0.426267 0.513826 0.289184
rs7872692 16591600 T C 0.012303 0.012103 0.295307 40424 0 0.0287 0.115 0.0621 0.803 0.095285 16.5916 ‐0.09808 0.151006 0.426176 0.513871 0.289146
rs6254348 16616301 G T 0.07234 0.075391 0.869734 40424 0 0.0415 0.0341 1.48 0.224 0.649752 16.6163 0.02332 0.035726 0.425043 0.514431 0.288673
rs1011575 16458889 C T 0.076144 0.076372 0.832841 40424 0 ‐0.0272 0.0349 0.607 0.436 0.360514 16.45889 ‐0.02353 0.036155 0.424704 0.514599 0.288531
rs1234639 17311346 G A 0.874547 0.879787 0.945328 40424 0 0.0608 0.027 5.09 0.0241 1.617983 17.31135 0.018005 0.027653 0.424696 0.514603 0.288528
rs1432739 17359628 C T 0.032217 0.033382 0.822251 40424 0 0.0265 0.0552 0.229 0.632 0.199283 17.35963 0.035281 0.054062 0.424193 0.514852 0.288317
rs1073844 16680138 A C 0.809101 0.803008 0.73138 40424 0 ‐0.0198 0.025 0.632 0.427 0.369572 16.68014 ‐0.01679 0.025774 0.423854 0.51502 0.288176
rs1442528 17329964 A G 0.297812 0.303186 0.841919 40424 0 ‐0.00254 0.0203 0.0156 0.901 0.045275 17.32996 ‐0.01354 0.020824 0.423219 0.515335 0.28791
rs7019673 17267917 G A 0.726628 0.730736 0.872205 40424 0 ‐0.00651 0.0214 0.093 0.76 0.119186 17.26792 ‐0.01368 0.021054 0.421937 0.515972 0.287374
rs7530591 17280600 G A 0.031332 0.032623 0.80517 40424 0 0.0321 0.0535 0.36 0.548 0.26122 17.2806 0.036016 0.055339 0.421928 0.515977 0.28737
rs1759615 17307345 C A 0.125494 0.120264 0.945684 40424 0 ‐0.0607 0.027 5.06 0.0244 1.61261 17.30734 ‐0.01794 0.027644 0.421784 0.516048 0.28731
rs7631220 17303266 T G 0.031379 0.032665 0.802662 40424 0 0.0293 0.0535 0.3 0.584 0.233587 17.30327 0.036024 0.055383 0.421445 0.516217 0.287168
rs2815186 17029204 C G 0.483621 0.477659 0.985728 40424 0 ‐0.00985 0.0175 0.319 0.572 0.242604 17.0292 ‐0.01137 0.017524 0.420666 0.516605 0.286842
rs4644350 16882916 C G 0.600846 0.629521 0.981786 40424 0 0.162 0.018 81.2 2.03E‐19 18.6925 16.88292 ‐0.01805 0.027816 0.420551 0.516662 0.286793
rs1268275 16933561 G T 0.111075 0.115604 0.9542 40424 0 0.00671 0.0272 0.0609 0.805 0.094204 16.93356 0.018152 0.027981 0.420065 0.516905 0.28659
rs1328888 17043412 T A 0.285845 0.290458 0.98924 40424 1 0.0294 0.0193 2.32 0.128 0.89279 17.04341 ‐0.01272 0.019663 0.418805 0.517534 0.286061
rs1482377 17320766 G T 0.030435 0.031559 0.771795 40424 0 0.0236 0.054 0.191 0.662 0.179142 17.32077 0.037224 0.05749 0.417584 0.518145 0.285549
rs4961529 17187960 T C 0.143539 0.138762 0.923161 40424 0 ‐0.0414 0.0255 2.63 0.105 0.978811 17.18796 ‐0.01702 0.026379 0.41703 0.518423 0.285316
rs2020571 17327135 T TA 0.297741 0.303133 0.841396 40424 0 ‐0.01685 0.02077 0.659093 0.41688 0.379989 17.32714 ‐0.01344 0.020828 0.416697 0.51859 0.285176
rs2151289 17190108 G A 0.143633 0.13887 0.922513 40424 0 ‐0.041 0.0255 2.58 0.108 0.966576 17.19011 ‐0.01702 0.02638 0.416692 0.518592 0.285174
rs1113381 17315307 T C 0.874587 0.87984 0.945458 40424 0 0.0607 0.0269 5.09 0.0241 1.617983 17.31531 0.017829 0.027654 0.416361 0.518758 0.285035
rs7038186 17398616 T G 0.56415 0.563262 0.869515 40424 0 0.0249 0.0187 1.77 0.184 0.735182 17.39862 0.012255 0.018996 0.416306 0.518786 0.285012
rs1137297 17261876 A C 0.033252 0.034735 0.852912 40424 0 0.0323 0.052 0.386 0.534 0.272459 17.26188 0.033675 0.052117 0.415911 0.518984 0.284846
rs1384910 17262343 A G 0.033142 0.034611 0.85375 40424 0 0.032 0.052 0.379 0.538 0.269218 17.26234 0.033708 0.052181 0.415727 0.519077 0.284768
rs1096303 17326897 G C 0.297725 0.303118 0.841449 40424 0 ‐0.00265 0.0203 0.017 0.896 0.047692 17.3269 ‐0.01339 0.020828 0.413663 0.520116 0.2839
rs1081075 17326488 T A 0.297725 0.303119 0.841447 40424 0 ‐0.00266 0.0203 0.0171 0.896 0.047692 17.32649 ‐0.01339 0.020828 0.413498 0.520199 0.28383
rs1329308 17327587 T C 0.297724 0.303118 0.841451 40424 0 ‐0.00266 0.0203 0.0171 0.896 0.047692 17.32759 ‐0.01339 0.020828 0.413443 0.520227 0.283807
rs6256137 17327807 T C 0.297724 0.303118 0.841452 40424 0 ‐0.00302 0.0203 0.0221 0.882 0.054531 17.32781 ‐0.01339 0.020828 0.413391 0.520253 0.283785
rs3540909 17327462 A G 0.29773 0.303124 0.841441 40424 0 ‐0.00164 0.0203 0.00653 0.936 0.028724 17.32746 ‐0.01338 0.020828 0.41327 0.520315 0.283734
rs1075686 17328476 C T 0.297723 0.303118 0.841452 40424 0 ‐0.00264 0.0203 0.0169 0.897 0.047208 17.32848 ‐0.01338 0.020828 0.413145 0.520378 0.283682
rs7271702 16472362 G C 0.016419 0.015728 0.428028 40424 0 0.114 0.0871 1.7 0.192 0.716699 16.47236 ‐0.06861 0.107113 0.413063 0.520419 0.283647
rs1081076 17328674 A G 0.297723 0.303119 0.841453 40424 0 ‐0.00265 0.0203 0.017 0.896 0.047692 17.32867 ‐0.01338 0.020828 0.413048 0.520427 0.283641
c9_pos168 16855132 C T 0.079135 0.068263 0.969078 40424 1 ‐0.163 0.0339 23.1 1.54E‐06 5.812479 16.85513 ‐0.02353 0.036662 0.412996 0.520453 0.283619
rs1444342 17307575 A AT 0.124655 0.11936 0.944479 40424 0 ‐0.05768 0.027526 4.41704 0.035582 1.448773 17.30758 ‐0.01783 0.027791 0.412298 0.520805 0.283325
rs1890074 16619009 C T 0.428792 0.417838 0.686115 40424 0 ‐0.0111 0.0203 0.298 0.585 0.232844 16.61901 ‐0.01379 0.021489 0.411892 0.521011 0.283153
rs1032216 16984123 G A 0.07612 0.075462 0.941155 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0333 0.505 0.478 0.320572 16.98412 0.021884 0.034103 0.410764 0.521582 0.282677
rs1255306 17328928 C T 0.297712 0.303115 0.841512 40424 0 ‐0.00343 0.0204 0.0283 0.866 0.062482 17.32893 ‐0.01333 0.020828 0.410106 0.521916 0.2824
rs1255561 17328995 A G 0.297709 0.303113 0.841523 40424 0 ‐0.00258 0.0203 0.0161 0.899 0.04624 17.32899 ‐0.01333 0.020828 0.409622 0.522161 0.282195
rs2891009 16424549 A C 0.012312 0.012411 0.729158 40424 0 ‐0.0177 0.0777 0.0516 0.82 0.086186 16.42455 ‐0.0591 0.092716 0.409081 0.522436 0.281967
rs3474284 17206017 TG T 0.143891 0.139292 0.919297 40424 0 ‐0.04354 0.026196 2.77469 0.095765 1.018792 17.20602 ‐0.01683 0.026357 0.408166 0.522902 0.28158
rs1538588 16944006 A T 0.446223 0.465065 0.82686 40424 0 0.0846 0.0201 17.8 2.48E‐05 4.605548 16.94401 0.013043 0.020428 0.407633 0.523173 0.281354
rs6475126 17309374 T A 0.874578 0.879791 0.943291 40424 0 0.0595 0.027 4.88 0.0272 1.565431 17.30937 0.01764 0.027686 0.406632 0.523684 0.280931
rs1889114 17402272 G A 0.564118 0.563362 0.870674 40424 0 0.0232 0.0187 1.53 0.217 0.66354 17.40227 0.012079 0.018976 0.405287 0.524371 0.280361
rs1238036 16521534 T C 0.196379 0.185421 0.706689 40424 0 ‐0.0368 0.0243 2.29 0.13 0.886057 16.52153 ‐0.01702 0.026772 0.404481 0.524784 0.280019
rs263575 17033840 G A 0.456025 0.450393 0.999338 40424 1 ‐0.0125 0.0175 0.515 0.473 0.325139 17.03384 ‐0.01111 0.017523 0.402353 0.525877 0.279116
rs2006070 16855130 GGC G 0.061269 0.052448 0.819127 40424 0 ‐0.20585 0.042233 24.3588 8.00E‐07 6.097124 16.85513 ‐0.02862 0.045187 0.402162 0.525975 0.279035
rs2016161 17054856 T TC 0.290184 0.295223 0.981446 40424 0 0.027762 0.019298 2.06651 0.150566 0.822274 17.05486 ‐0.0124 0.019605 0.400361 0.526903 0.278269
rs1081065 16876283 G A 0.598586 0.62716 0.979242 40424 0 0.162 0.018 80.8 2.46E‐19 18.60906 16.87628 ‐0.01745 0.027625 0.398406 0.527914 0.277437
rs6256051 17058901 T G 0.279658 0.285122 0.985462 40424 0 0.0274 0.0193 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.0589 ‐0.01248 0.019791 0.39776 0.528248 0.277162
rs7871223 16676486 A G 0.079839 0.081487 0.556706 40424 0 0.0302 0.0386 0.613 0.434 0.36251 16.67649 0.027297 0.043264 0.397085 0.528599 0.276874
rs1096308 17404464 C T 0.270517 0.265733 0.998044 40424 1 ‐0.00019 0.0199 9.43E‐05 0.992 0.003488 17.40446 0.012545 0.019923 0.396225 0.529045 0.276507
rs1328787 17335955 C G 0.024121 0.023819 0.380605 40424 0 0.083 0.0579 2.06 0.152 0.818156 17.33595 ‐0.05921 0.094378 0.395405 0.529472 0.276157
rs1012276 16878493 G A 0.599467 0.628224 0.981636 40424 0 0.162 0.018 81.4 1.88E‐19 18.72584 16.87849 ‐0.01741 0.027746 0.393526 0.530452 0.275354
rs3611682 16900765 C T 0.600995 0.630239 0.995136 40424 1 0.164 0.018 83.1 7.79E‐20 19.10846 16.90076 ‐0.01761 0.028092 0.39268 0.530894 0.274992
rs374785 16998247 T C 0.858751 0.869653 0.992699 40424 1 0.0686 0.0256 7.18 0.00739 2.131356 16.99825 0.01632 0.026078 0.392274 0.531107 0.274818
rs1096307 17394225 C T 0.248794 0.251838 0.830931 40424 0 0.0108 0.0217 0.248 0.619 0.208309 17.39422 ‐0.01387 0.022159 0.392228 0.531131 0.274799
rs7770309 17315854 G A 0.124595 0.119304 0.944415 40424 0 ‐0.0602 0.0269 4.99 0.0254 1.595166 17.31585 ‐0.01739 0.027797 0.391939 0.531282 0.274675
rs1081078 17390202 A G 0.565035 0.564224 0.86756 40424 0 0.0227 0.0188 1.46 0.227 0.643974 17.3902 0.01191 0.019027 0.391917 0.531294 0.274666
rs7043361 16658807 C T 0.711908 0.714811 0.491139 40424 0 0.00195 0.0242 0.00648 0.936 0.028724 16.65881 0.017616 0.028204 0.390488 0.532043 0.274053
rs1096279 16988253 G A 0.033753 0.03487 0.896448 40424 0 0.0367 0.0488 0.565 0.452 0.344862 16.98825 0.031606 0.050516 0.390063 0.532266 0.273871
rs4961722 16529174 T C 0.383325 0.37095 0.794277 40424 0 ‐0.0233 0.0192 1.46 0.226 0.645892 16.52917 ‐0.01273 0.020395 0.389875 0.532365 0.27379
rs7956295 17160501 A G 0.033566 0.034958 0.811788 40424 0 0.0322 0.0523 0.378 0.539 0.268411 17.1605 0.033214 0.053122 0.389486 0.53257 0.273624
rs1693523 16991763 C T 0.034333 0.035346 0.976445 40424 1 0.0452 0.0475 0.907 0.341 0.467246 16.99176 0.030135 0.048225 0.389111 0.532767 0.273463
rs1075677 16660179 G A 0.037672 0.039272 0.27661 40424 0 ‐0.067 0.0692 0.936 0.333 0.477556 16.66018 0.054681 0.087633 0.387963 0.533372 0.27297
rs1199890 16845998 A G 0.118467 0.106492 0.899296 40424 0 ‐0.124 0.0283 19.1 1.26E‐05 4.89963 16.846 0.020265 0.032549 0.387092 0.533832 0.272595
rs1234577 16881877 C A 0.600767 0.629619 0.996476 40424 1 0.162 0.018 81.6 1.66E‐19 18.77989 16.88188 ‐0.01729 0.027791 0.38687 0.533949 0.2725
rs1115232 17098137 C T 0.022264 0.023767 0.865787 40424 0 0.0974 0.0581 2.81 0.0936 1.028724 17.09814 0.038792 0.062276 0.386368 0.534215 0.272284
rs1096292 17239933 T C 0.13888 0.134108 0.933618 40424 0 ‐0.062 0.0261 5.66 0.0174 1.759451 17.23993 ‐0.01654 0.026651 0.385954 0.534434 0.272106
rs1485336 17386114 G A 0.019346 0.020066 0.674493 40424 0 0.00894 0.0755 0.014 0.906 0.042872 17.38611 ‐0.047 0.075939 0.384847 0.535021 0.27163
rs4961559 17400701 G T 0.269864 0.273662 0.820336 40424 0 ‐0.00079 0.0215 0.00134 0.971 0.012781 17.4007 ‐0.01348 0.021741 0.384479 0.535216 0.271471
rs1096281 17017514 C G 0.040517 0.042454 0.922337 40424 0 0.0634 0.0437 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.01751 0.028274 0.04556 0.383912 0.535517 0.271227
rs1337387 16628401 A G 0.508513 0.499196 0.730555 40424 0 ‐0.0243 0.0197 1.53 0.217 0.66354 16.6284 ‐0.01271 0.020518 0.383559 0.535705 0.271075
c9_pos170 17060122 C T 0.281333 0.286903 0.997975 40424 1 0.0324 0.0193 2.81 0.0936 1.028724 17.06012 ‐0.01218 0.019712 0.381897 0.53659 0.270358
rs1096248 16561547 G T 0.129889 0.128674 0.615564 40424 0 0.0177 0.0288 0.379 0.538 0.269218 16.56155 0.02057 0.033265 0.381717 0.536686 0.27028
rs2013020 17147623 CTGT C 0.03326 0.034609 0.813883 40424 0 0.029305 0.053197 0.302481 0.582331 0.23483 17.14762 0.032974 0.053294 0.381414 0.536848 0.270149
rs1999011 17147615 GGCT G 0.03326 0.034609 0.813882 40424 0 0.029302 0.053197 0.302425 0.582366 0.234804 17.14762 0.032971 0.053294 0.381344 0.536885 0.270119
rs1416747 16932926 C T 0.048405 0.053668 0.907692 40424 0 0.0358 0.0392 0.834 0.361 0.442493 16.93293 0.025388 0.041082 0.380877 0.537134 0.269917
rs1328512 17377629 C A 0.232141 0.23267 0.824817 40424 0 0.0179 0.0223 0.646 0.422 0.374688 17.37763 ‐0.01425 0.023104 0.38054 0.537314 0.269772
rs1081070 16996034 C T 0.641671 0.645445 0.989392 40424 0 0.0367 0.0183 4.01 0.0451 1.345823 16.99603 0.011399 0.018486 0.380434 0.537371 0.269726
rs7527874 17172200 TG T 0.012009 0.012381 0.312519 40424 0 ‐0.10183 0.1436 0.508025 0.475995 0.322398 17.1722 ‐0.08841 0.144024 0.380226 0.537482 0.269636
c9_pos168 16867042 G A 0.084287 0.073431 0.99302 40424 1 ‐0.167 0.0327 25.9 3.57E‐07 6.447332 16.86704 ‐0.02178 0.035362 0.380119 0.53754 0.26959
rs1442517 17384521 C A 0.245841 0.248753 0.837018 40424 0 0.0112 0.0218 0.264 0.607 0.216811 17.38452 ‐0.01362 0.022167 0.377806 0.53878 0.268589
rs1582029 17243746 C T 0.139655 0.134793 0.932117 40424 0 ‐0.0637 0.0259 6.05 0.0139 1.856985 17.24375 ‐0.01635 0.026654 0.376949 0.539241 0.268217
rs1693523 16999749 T C 0.034614 0.035753 0.982313 40424 1 0.0466 0.0473 0.972 0.324 0.489455 16.99975 0.029365 0.047822 0.375787 0.539867 0.267714
rs7956275 17147547 G A 0.033329 0.034691 0.8138 40424 0 0.0262 0.053 0.244 0.621 0.206908 17.14755 0.032663 0.053234 0.375097 0.540239 0.267414
rs1131610 17242313 TC T 0.138685 0.133922 0.935154 40424 0 ‐0.05916 0.026352 5.06952 0.02435 1.613499 17.24231 ‐0.01629 0.026654 0.374198 0.540725 0.267024
rs2004631 16512478 A ACG 0.073869 0.072058 0.543149 40424 0 ‐0.05247 0.046096 1.30237 0.253781 0.595541 16.51248 ‐0.02817 0.046199 0.372728 0.541521 0.266385
rs413550 17025503 G A 0.487016 0.481858 0.99942 40424 1 ‐0.00887 0.0174 0.258 0.611 0.213959 17.0255 ‐0.01067 0.017505 0.371422 0.54223 0.265816
rs1023778 17379161 A C 0.863686 0.868575 0.916725 40424 0 0.0529 0.0265 3.97 0.0463 1.334419 17.37916 0.01653 0.027155 0.37113 0.542389 0.265689
rs1096280 16991287 G A 0.033729 0.034735 0.949911 40424 0 0.0421 0.0477 0.779 0.377 0.423659 16.99129 0.029971 0.049208 0.369692 0.543172 0.265063
rs2849868 16900695 A G 0.600707 0.629942 0.995294 40424 1 0.164 0.018 82.9 8.70E‐20 19.06048 16.9007 ‐0.01705 0.028053 0.368828 0.543644 0.264686
rs7046416 16451807 C G 0.363833 0.356898 0.974508 40424 0 ‐0.0136 0.0183 0.553 0.457 0.340084 16.45181 ‐0.01118 0.018479 0.366396 0.544975 0.263623
c9_pos168 16868073 T C 0.035894 0.035832 0.798642 40424 1 0.0434 0.051 0.722 0.395 0.403403 16.86807 ‐0.03198 0.05293 0.366394 0.544976 0.263622
rs263576 17034019 T G 0.456714 0.451173 0.999671 40424 1 ‐0.0116 0.0175 0.439 0.507 0.294992 17.03402 ‐0.0106 0.017538 0.36554 0.545445 0.263249
rs1835807 16498169 T C 0.122346 0.124143 0.373748 40424 0 0.0488 0.0367 1.77 0.183 0.737549 16.49817 ‐0.02646 0.043841 0.365019 0.545732 0.263021
rs7856233 16454412 G C 0.399702 0.393653 0.948112 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0182 0.758 0.384 0.415669 16.45441 ‐0.01112 0.018416 0.364687 0.545915 0.262875
rs7271703 16492947 T G 0.082501 0.082375 0.602181 40424 0 ‐0.0011 0.0364 0.000908 0.976 0.01055 16.49295 ‐0.02461 0.040914 0.362764 0.546975 0.262032
rs2010259 16949614 CAG C 0.011973 0.01132 0.765501 40424 0 ‐0.02208 0.094601 0.054607 0.815233 0.088718 16.94961 ‐0.05665 0.094467 0.36209 0.547348 0.261737
rs1081078 17381799 G A 0.269948 0.27362 0.818586 40424 0 0.000381 0.0214 0.000317 0.986 0.006123 17.3818 ‐0.01308 0.021755 0.361691 0.547569 0.261562
rs7040151 16881373 C T 0.599423 0.628289 0.984578 40424 0 0.163 0.018 82.2 1.25E‐19 18.90309 16.88137 ‐0.01664 0.027765 0.358933 0.549099 0.260349
c9_pos169 16928453 C A 0.067171 0.072237 0.963028 40424 1 0.0132 0.0341 0.15 0.698 0.156145 16.92845 0.02062 0.034424 0.358003 0.549617 0.25994
rs2165688 17368655 G T 0.865191 0.869456 0.898971 40424 0 0.0584 0.0265 4.87 0.0274 1.562249 17.36865 0.016395 0.027427 0.357868 0.549693 0.25988
rs1081056 16451866 C G 0.365694 0.358729 0.981327 40424 0 ‐0.0141 0.0183 0.596 0.44 0.356547 16.45187 ‐0.01099 0.018399 0.357178 0.550078 0.259576
rs1081070 16978151 T A 0.072686 0.073995 0.593677 40424 0 0.0773 0.0318 5.92 0.015 1.823909 16.97815 0.026143 0.043697 0.357129 0.550105 0.259554
rs7240998 17401812 TTAA T 0.562457 0.561527 0.869106 40424 0 0.034466 0.018851 3.34528 0.067398 1.171353 17.40181 0.011344 0.018985 0.357112 0.550115 0.259547
rs3519451 16898793 AT A 0.599646 0.628893 0.977606 40424 0 0.163299 0.017982 83.1107 7.76E‐20 19.11023 16.89879 ‐0.01685 0.028192 0.357076 0.550135 0.259531
rs1337389 16650880 G C 0.513042 0.505083 0.687255 40424 0 ‐0.0245 0.0199 1.51 0.22 0.657577 16.65088 ‐0.01267 0.021231 0.356425 0.550498 0.259244
rs3927680 16887366 T A 0.600894 0.629778 0.996071 40424 1 0.163 0.018 82.1 1.33E‐19 18.87615 16.88737 ‐0.01661 0.027856 0.355072 0.551256 0.258647
rs406268 16997535 T C 0.932028 0.930158 0.956595 40424 1 0.0209 0.035 0.355 0.551 0.258848 16.99754 ‐0.02097 0.035155 0.355072 0.551256 0.258647
rs7707967 17228723 C T 0.031598 0.032812 0.819148 40424 0 0.0292 0.054 0.291 0.589 0.229885 17.22872 0.032643 0.054687 0.354988 0.551303 0.25861
rs8011587 17166074 A G 0.065975 0.067248 0.805558 40424 0 ‐0.0257 0.0393 0.429 0.513 0.289883 17.16607 ‐0.0231 0.038842 0.354647 0.551494 0.258459
rs7043298 16651521 C T 0.34303 0.33151 0.692825 40424 0 ‐0.0174 0.0209 0.691 0.406 0.391474 16.65152 ‐0.01331 0.022348 0.354622 0.551508 0.258448
rs7035276 17394536 C T 0.872134 0.876752 0.912338 40424 0 0.0492 0.0269 3.36 0.0668 1.175224 17.39454 0.016617 0.02799 0.352994 0.552423 0.257728
rs5615523 16858738 G A 0.084106 0.073082 0.97412 40424 0 ‐0.16 0.0325 24.4 7.89E‐07 6.102923 16.85874 ‐0.02112 0.035616 0.352357 0.552782 0.257446
rs5958378 16707027 C T 0.027857 0.02696 0.616768 40424 0 ‐0.0665 0.0657 1.02 0.312 0.505845 16.70703 ‐0.04084 0.068983 0.352138 0.552905 0.257349
rs1096267 16898119 G A 0.598591 0.627686 0.981053 40424 0 0.163 0.018 82 1.34E‐19 18.87289 16.89812 ‐0.01659 0.027977 0.351171 0.553451 0.256921
rs7047512 16856367 T C 0.085644 0.074639 0.998345 40424 1 ‐0.159 0.0324 24.3 8.43E‐07 6.074172 16.85637 ‐0.02062 0.034862 0.350608 0.553769 0.256671
rs1096259 16791743 T C 0.103706 0.111511 0.881084 40424 0 0.033 0.0295 1.25 0.263 0.580044 16.79174 0.017807 0.030083 0.349795 0.554229 0.256311
rs1156219 17266448 G A 0.085567 0.082222 0.671825 40424 0 ‐0.0564 0.0403 1.96 0.162 0.790485 17.26645 ‐0.02312 0.039126 0.349705 0.55428 0.256271
rs1234472 16905328 G A 0.664601 0.690222 0.988252 40424 0 0.152 0.0188 65.4 6.26E‐16 15.20343 16.90533 0.014125 0.023892 0.349613 0.554332 0.25623
rs1538101 16710870 A G 0.921748 0.92017 0.999971 40424 1 ‐0.0216 0.0321 0.454 0.5 0.30103 16.71087 ‐0.01906 0.032218 0.349416 0.554444 0.256142
rs2020148 17325279 GAC G 0.296165 0.301588 0.839077 40424 0 ‐0.0152 0.020821 0.533177 0.465274 0.332291 17.32528 ‐0.01234 0.02088 0.349382 0.554463 0.256127
rs969222 16992933 C G 0.03388 0.034842 0.955366 40424 0 0.0438 0.0475 0.851 0.356 0.44855 16.99293 0.028966 0.048948 0.349029 0.554663 0.255971
rs1011846 16512728 C A 0.071021 0.069204 0.541897 40424 0 ‐0.0429 0.0398 1.16 0.281 0.551294 16.51273 ‐0.02779 0.047098 0.349004 0.554678 0.25596
rs3513447 16927309 C T 0.298458 0.298598 0.809572 40424 0 0.0161 0.0203 0.628 0.428 0.368556 16.92731 0.01253 0.021212 0.348694 0.554853 0.255822
rs7667754 17232037 T A 0.03166 0.032897 0.818546 40424 0 0.0292 0.054 0.293 0.588 0.230623 17.23204 0.032293 0.05465 0.347902 0.555303 0.25547
rs1431891 16490416 G A 0.045034 0.044269 0.596596 40424 0 0.0246 0.0486 0.256 0.613 0.21254 16.49042 ‐0.03238 0.055066 0.346934 0.555854 0.255039
c9_pos168 16855925 T C 0.085604 0.074617 0.998467 40424 1 ‐0.159 0.0324 24.1 8.95E‐07 6.048177 16.85592 ‐0.0205 0.03486 0.346636 0.556024 0.254907
rs4961506 16929378 G A 0.408041 0.4084 0.975702 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0178 1.94 0.164 0.785156 16.92938 0.010655 0.018107 0.346198 0.556273 0.254712
rs7558137 17039431 T C 0.011608 0.011937 0.788129 40424 0 0.0809 0.0847 0.912 0.339 0.4698 17.03943 0.054156 0.091786 0.346021 0.556374 0.254633
rs2019840 16444454 T TG 0.021105 0.02101 0.481321 40424 0 ‐0.02904 0.087195 0.111222 0.738757 0.131498 16.44445 ‐0.05126 0.087393 0.345802 0.556499 0.254536
rs7527081 17237032 C T 0.031811 0.033063 0.820494 40424 0 0.0297 0.054 0.301 0.583 0.234331 17.23703 0.03204 0.054447 0.345029 0.556941 0.254191
rs1179371 16979823 C T 0.240693 0.243674 0.983047 40424 0 0.0124 0.0205 0.369 0.543 0.2652 16.97982 0.012054 0.020575 0.34296 0.558126 0.253268
rs7035386 17246443 G T 0.138451 0.133513 0.936008 40424 0 ‐0.0609 0.026 5.49 0.0191 1.718967 17.24644 ‐0.01561 0.026681 0.342613 0.558325 0.253113
rs5955632 16622518 A C 0.025743 0.026054 0.530291 40424 0 ‐0.00679 0.0665 0.0104 0.919 0.036685 16.62252 ‐0.04453 0.076272 0.342613 0.558325 0.253113
rs1512059 16925970 G A 0.016015 0.017716 0.340894 40424 0 0.163 0.0795 4.19 0.0406 1.391474 16.92597 0.067693 0.115631 0.341219 0.559126 0.25249
rs7024707 16511935 A G 0.073286 0.071528 0.534468 40424 0 ‐0.0428 0.0395 1.18 0.278 0.555955 16.51193 ‐0.02726 0.046741 0.341087 0.559202 0.252431
rs1011846 16512763 C T 0.07177 0.069958 0.544694 40424 0 ‐0.0494 0.0406 1.48 0.224 0.649752 16.51276 ‐0.02723 0.046763 0.339875 0.559901 0.251889
c9_pos168 16862024 A G 0.03567 0.035905 0.800242 40424 1 0.0505 0.0507 0.992 0.319 0.496209 16.86202 ‐0.03071 0.052793 0.33955 0.560089 0.251743
rs1075675 16517785 C G 0.228919 0.216002 0.723519 40424 0 ‐0.0496 0.0227 4.78 0.0288 1.540608 16.51778 ‐0.01457 0.025027 0.339356 0.560201 0.251656
rs7270810 16750759 A C 0.017744 0.018523 0.608889 40424 0 0.0662 0.0858 0.595 0.44 0.356547 16.75076 ‐0.04859 0.083634 0.339082 0.56036 0.251533
rs2019775 16512901 A AG 0.071476 0.069551 0.542611 40424 0 ‐0.05063 0.046882 1.17197 0.278997 0.554401 16.5129 ‐0.02731 0.046988 0.338709 0.560575 0.251366
rs7843578 16512908 A C 0.071475 0.069551 0.542602 40424 0 ‐0.0343 0.0415 0.681 0.409 0.388277 16.51291 ‐0.02729 0.046989 0.338207 0.560866 0.251141
rs1096293 17247143 T C 0.139427 0.1346 0.932124 40424 0 ‐0.0614 0.0259 5.61 0.0178 1.74958 17.24714 ‐0.01548 0.026646 0.337979 0.560998 0.251039
rs1081065 16884586 T A 0.605602 0.633788 0.995878 40424 1 0.16 0.018 79 6.35E‐19 18.19723 16.88459 ‐0.01581 0.02723 0.336758 0.561707 0.250491
rs1234526 17386062 T C 0.567162 0.566261 0.866789 40424 0 0.0224 0.0188 1.42 0.234 0.630784 17.38606 0.011049 0.019053 0.336376 0.561929 0.250319
rs1397681 17232487 A AGTTTT 0.132504 0.128494 0.909358 40424 0 ‐0.05538 0.027238 4.15624 0.041481 1.382147 17.23249 ‐0.01592 0.027502 0.33545 0.562467 0.249903
rs1442526 17395380 C T 0.872108 0.876711 0.907459 40424 0 0.0491 0.0269 3.35 0.0673 1.171985 17.39538 0.016203 0.028043 0.334357 0.563105 0.249411
rs5896730 17025695 G GT 0.487777 0.48278 0.989157 40424 0 ‐0.00686 0.017469 0.1542 0.694554 0.158294 17.0257 ‐0.0101 0.01751 0.332433 0.56423 0.248544
rs7035357 17394465 G A 0.872274 0.876872 0.911216 40424 0 0.0485 0.0268 3.27 0.0706 1.151195 17.39446 0.016139 0.028014 0.332416 0.56424 0.248536
rs3739488 17395108 C T 0.872237 0.876831 0.910775 40424 0 0.0488 0.0269 3.3 0.0694 1.158641 17.39511 0.016114 0.028017 0.331321 0.564882 0.248042
rs1096246 16512042 G A 0.067649 0.06569 0.542427 40424 0 ‐0.0481 0.0407 1.4 0.237 0.625252 16.51204 ‐0.02775 0.048285 0.331211 0.564947 0.247992
rs1081078 17395742 A G 0.871066 0.875558 0.901378 40424 0 0.0509 0.0268 3.59 0.058 1.236572 17.39574 0.016116 0.028027 0.331128 0.564996 0.247955
rs1179116 16980100 G C 0.241429 0.244427 0.989769 40424 1 0.0127 0.0205 0.386 0.534 0.272459 16.9801 0.011792 0.020526 0.329809 0.565772 0.247359
rs1012455 16512748 A G 0.071841 0.070056 0.545018 40424 0 ‐0.0472 0.0406 1.35 0.245 0.610834 16.51275 ‐0.02676 0.046715 0.329036 0.566227 0.247009
rs7874945 17397549 A G 0.872436 0.877044 0.907573 40424 0 0.0492 0.0269 3.36 0.0669 1.174574 17.39755 0.016079 0.028065 0.328724 0.566411 0.246868
rs1237982 16990379 G T 0.195152 0.199888 0.96741 40424 0 ‐0.0232 0.0222 1.09 0.296 0.528708 16.99038 ‐0.0128 0.022368 0.327667 0.567036 0.246389
c9_pos170 17022978 C T 0.035571 0.033294 0.929459 40424 1 ‐0.103 0.0503 4.16 0.0414 1.383 17.02298 ‐0.02873 0.050296 0.327505 0.567132 0.246316
rs7870427 17396049 G T 0.872251 0.876857 0.905961 40424 0 0.0463 0.0272 2.9 0.0886 1.052566 17.39605 0.016058 0.028082 0.327486 0.567143 0.246307
rs3605119 17406235 A G 0.25064 0.253912 0.828229 40424 0 0.00831 0.0218 0.146 0.703 0.153045 17.40623 ‐0.01265 0.022133 0.326835 0.567529 0.246012
rs1439708 16789424 A G 0.014326 0.013918 0.386466 40424 0 0.0336 0.0954 0.124 0.724 0.140261 16.78942 ‐0.06873 0.120802 0.32588 0.568095 0.245579
rs5847411 17405331 A G 0.274636 0.278315 0.814894 40424 0 ‐0.00155 0.0213 0.00525 0.942 0.025949 17.40533 ‐0.01238 0.021693 0.325673 0.568218 0.245485
rs9697099 16907621 T A 0.649338 0.676926 0.878348 40424 0 0.162 0.0203 63.8 1.37E‐15 14.86328 16.90762 0.016125 0.028293 0.325127 0.568543 0.245237
rs7032420 16904202 A G 0.665816 0.6914 0.999008 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.7 8.81E‐16 15.05502 16.9042 0.013632 0.023929 0.324653 0.568825 0.245022
rs1329047 16619529 A G 0.367124 0.355243 0.729268 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0204 1.35 0.246 0.609065 16.61953 ‐0.01223 0.021481 0.324061 0.569177 0.244753
rs1073333 16992325 C G 0.642514 0.646127 0.984879 40424 0 0.0377 0.0183 4.22 0.0399 1.399027 16.99232 0.01052 0.018515 0.322962 0.569833 0.244252
rs1153171 17370731 A T 0.048042 0.051626 0.814929 40424 0 0.0302 0.0406 0.553 0.457 0.340084 17.37073 0.025159 0.044292 0.321809 0.570523 0.243727
rs3808781 17393885 C G 0.872195 0.876768 0.910873 40424 0 0.0485 0.0268 3.26 0.0711 1.14813 17.39388 0.015871 0.028008 0.321589 0.570654 0.243627
rs1179034 16637265 C T 0.342544 0.331161 0.69549 40424 0 ‐0.00997 0.0209 0.228 0.633 0.198596 16.63726 ‐0.01265 0.022309 0.321534 0.570687 0.243602
rs431528 17025267 T G 0.488022 0.483069 0.987883 40424 0 ‐0.00793 0.0175 0.207 0.649 0.187755 17.02527 ‐0.00993 0.017514 0.321508 0.570703 0.24359
rs1223648 16998886 C T 0.034013 0.034943 0.96143 40424 0 0.0435 0.0474 0.843 0.359 0.444906 16.99889 0.027674 0.048769 0.320963 0.57103 0.243342
rs1436232 16569947 C A 0.02132 0.021677 0.599427 40424 0 0.0139 0.067 0.0432 0.835 0.078314 16.56995 ‐0.04426 0.078334 0.32085 0.571097 0.24329
rs7812331 17361894 G C 0.016682 0.016045 0.798307 40424 0 ‐0.0309 0.0767 0.163 0.687 0.163043 17.36189 ‐0.04358 0.07739 0.318773 0.572346 0.242341
rs7651575 17359460 T C 0.016681 0.016045 0.798316 40424 0 ‐0.0309 0.0767 0.163 0.687 0.163043 17.35946 ‐0.04357 0.07739 0.318689 0.572397 0.242303
rs7033084 16904641 C T 0.665645 0.691311 0.991802 40424 0 0.15 0.0187 64.5 9.73E‐16 15.01189 16.90464 0.013493 0.023935 0.317906 0.572869 0.241945
rs5671960 17266163 T G 0.075081 0.071261 0.645757 40424 0 ‐0.017 0.0425 0.16 0.689 0.161781 17.26616 ‐0.02396 0.042572 0.317323 0.573221 0.241678
rs7032175 16904080 A G 0.665648 0.691258 0.998888 40424 1 0.15 0.0187 64.5 9.47E‐16 15.02365 16.90408 0.013452 0.023925 0.316223 0.573886 0.241174
rs1051163 16999398 A G 0.034052 0.034983 0.963344 40424 0 0.0428 0.0474 0.815 0.367 0.435334 16.9994 0.027401 0.048697 0.315596 0.574266 0.240887
rs387621 17024177 T G 0.485669 0.480548 0.979256 40424 0 ‐0.00718 0.0175 0.169 0.681 0.166853 17.02418 ‐0.00988 0.017597 0.315342 0.574421 0.24077
rs7621744 16585718 A G 0.03353 0.034421 0.276014 40424 0 ‐0.00457 0.0661 0.00479 0.945 0.024568 16.58572 0.052081 0.092586 0.315111 0.574561 0.240664
rs7032581 16904355 A G 0.665837 0.691385 0.998998 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.6 9.02E‐16 15.04479 16.90435 0.013429 0.023929 0.315066 0.574588 0.240643
rs2774633 17070633 A G 0.286531 0.291298 0.999953 40424 1 0.0288 0.0192 2.24 0.134 0.872895 17.07063 ‐0.01097 0.019548 0.315034 0.574607 0.240629
rs1234642 16496576 T A 0.230638 0.225809 0.698348 40424 0 ‐0.0142 0.0231 0.377 0.539 0.268411 16.49658 ‐0.01402 0.025006 0.314832 0.57473 0.240536
rs7810106 17147196 C G 0.032138 0.033347 0.836636 40424 0 0.0275 0.0532 0.267 0.606 0.217527 17.1472 0.030084 0.053542 0.314639 0.574847 0.240448
rs1170177 16737875 T C 0.010067 0.009422 0.570932 40424 0 ‐0.183 0.096 3.65 0.0562 1.250264 16.73787 ‐0.06777 0.121281 0.314619 0.57486 0.240438
rs7028503 16512237 G C 0.071769 0.069994 0.544709 40424 0 ‐0.0428 0.0397 1.16 0.281 0.551294 16.51224 ‐0.02618 0.046756 0.314402 0.574991 0.240339
rs7028666 16512388 G A 0.07177 0.069995 0.544743 40424 0 ‐0.0428 0.0397 1.16 0.281 0.551294 16.51239 ‐0.02618 0.046755 0.314325 0.575038 0.240303
rs7044580 16512260 T C 0.071769 0.069994 0.544715 40424 0 ‐0.0428 0.0397 1.16 0.281 0.551294 16.51226 ‐0.02617 0.046756 0.314188 0.575122 0.24024
rs7861573 16862280 A G 0.774098 0.804231 0.999862 40424 1 0.194 0.0216 80.6 2.71E‐19 18.56703 16.86228 0.017069 0.030492 0.313311 0.575656 0.239837
rs1081078 17397101 T A 0.847742 0.851586 0.831467 40424 0 0.0598 0.0259 5.34 0.0209 1.679854 17.3971 0.015173 0.027133 0.313115 0.575775 0.239747
rs1081060 16755342 C A 0.917411 0.914454 0.908451 40424 0 ‐0.0427 0.0319 1.8 0.18 0.744728 16.75534 ‐0.01848 0.033008 0.312777 0.575981 0.239592
rs1096308 17401063 G A 0.870071 0.874473 0.894151 40424 0 0.0494 0.0267 3.43 0.0642 1.192465 17.40106 0.015665 0.028035 0.312706 0.576024 0.239559
rs2015825 17389579 T TG 0.272682 0.276589 0.821296 40424 0 ‐0.0176 0.021584 0.665237 0.414717 0.382248 17.38958 ‐0.01208 0.021641 0.312031 0.576437 0.239249
rs1506723 17232482 T TGTTAA 0.132081 0.128048 0.911629 40424 0 ‐0.05438 0.027237 4.00832 0.045276 1.34413 17.23248 ‐0.01535 0.027499 0.311996 0.576458 0.239232
rs1075683 16904948 A C 0.665926 0.691632 0.999178 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.6 9.33E‐16 15.03012 16.90495 0.013348 0.023941 0.31094 0.577104 0.238746
rs9298777 17390444 G A 0.871464 0.875944 0.905888 40424 0 0.0494 0.0268 3.38 0.0659 1.181115 17.39044 0.015606 0.028011 0.310848 0.57716 0.238704
rs2632544 17042893 A G 0.458387 0.453489 0.983681 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.0175 0.437 0.509 0.293282 17.04289 ‐0.00979 0.017556 0.310848 0.57716 0.238704
rs1096245 16496648 T A 0.230054 0.225201 0.696875 40424 0 ‐0.0139 0.0231 0.366 0.545 0.263604 16.49665 ‐0.01394 0.025052 0.310113 0.577611 0.238365
c9_pos168 16904303 G A 0.665815 0.691364 0.99904 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.6 9.02E‐16 15.04479 16.9043 0.013318 0.023929 0.30984 0.577778 0.238239
rs1011924 16513466 C G 0.07209 0.070197 0.538461 40424 0 ‐0.0413 0.0397 1.08 0.299 0.524329 16.51347 ‐0.02606 0.04697 0.308655 0.578507 0.237692
rs1011918 16513002 G A 0.071549 0.069654 0.543282 40424 0 ‐0.0411 0.0398 1.07 0.301 0.521434 16.513 ‐0.02603 0.046926 0.308517 0.578592 0.237628
rs1235323 16945064 A T 0.135931 0.136098 0.955434 40424 1 0.00923 0.0259 0.127 0.722 0.141463 16.94506 ‐0.01453 0.0262 0.30779 0.57904 0.237292
rs7270014 17013970 C T 0.01343 0.012952 0.376394 40424 0 ‐0.0551 0.112 0.244 0.621 0.206908 17.01397 0.069583 0.125297 0.30673 0.579694 0.236801
rs1116448 17208077 C G 0.023516 0.019671 0.776533 40424 0 ‐0.0572 0.0767 0.556 0.456 0.341035 17.20808 ‐0.03923 0.071141 0.305643 0.580366 0.236298
rs1223646 16998665 C G 0.034162 0.035062 0.960641 40424 0 0.0413 0.0474 0.758 0.384 0.415669 16.99866 0.02695 0.048673 0.305617 0.580382 0.236286
rs1012367 16511769 A C 0.072617 0.07092 0.539893 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0395 1.36 0.243 0.614394 16.51177 ‐0.02576 0.046667 0.305462 0.580478 0.236214
rs1011752 16511683 C T 0.072617 0.070921 0.53987 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0395 1.36 0.243 0.614394 16.51168 ‐0.02573 0.046668 0.304803 0.580887 0.235908
rs7029285 16903948 G A 0.66569 0.691264 0.998243 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.6 8.96E‐16 15.04769 16.90395 0.013209 0.023932 0.304747 0.580922 0.235882
rs2119907 17392152 C T 0.872219 0.876763 0.91115 40424 0 0.0477 0.0268 3.16 0.0757 1.120904 17.39215 0.015445 0.028005 0.304609 0.581007 0.235818
rs1012243 16513120 T A 0.071542 0.069655 0.543155 40424 0 ‐0.0404 0.04 1.02 0.313 0.504456 16.51312 ‐0.02586 0.046929 0.304371 0.581155 0.235708
rs2119906 17392107 T A 0.872219 0.876762 0.911163 40424 0 0.0482 0.0268 3.23 0.0724 1.140261 17.39211 0.015436 0.028005 0.304263 0.581222 0.235658
rs1442525 17392055 G A 0.87222 0.876762 0.911184 40424 0 0.0482 0.0268 3.23 0.0724 1.140261 17.39206 0.015418 0.028005 0.303573 0.581651 0.235338
rs6254179 16968035 A G 0.114734 0.113403 0.95415 40424 0 ‐0.0366 0.0273 1.79 0.181 0.742321 16.96803 0.015573 0.028289 0.302581 0.582269 0.234876
rs1075687 17397381 G T 0.909201 0.914835 0.906334 40424 0 0.0609 0.0311 3.83 0.0503 1.298432 17.39738 0.018083 0.032922 0.302303 0.582442 0.234747
rs1442522 17391531 C T 0.872069 0.876629 0.91282 40424 0 0.0483 0.0268 3.24 0.0718 1.143876 17.39153 0.015363 0.027976 0.302015 0.582622 0.234613
rs1171268 17009888 C G 0.022615 0.02181 0.927635 40424 0 ‐0.0209 0.0588 0.127 0.722 0.141463 17.00989 ‐0.03371 0.06152 0.301519 0.582932 0.234382
rs263579 17038715 G C 0.456999 0.45195 0.985441 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0175 0.349 0.555 0.255707 17.03872 ‐0.00963 0.017548 0.300984 0.583266 0.234133
rs1081060 16755346 A G 0.917456 0.914511 0.908806 40424 0 ‐0.0412 0.0319 1.67 0.197 0.705534 16.75535 ‐0.01811 0.033011 0.300465 0.583591 0.233891
rs7765309 16649149 CCTGA C 0.021243 0.022252 0.298225 40424 0 0.024884 0.109767 0.051281 0.820849 0.085737 16.64915 0.06038 0.109989 0.299816 0.583998 0.233589
rs7860428 16932299 A G 0.116271 0.120476 0.999994 40424 1 0.00436 0.0269 0.0264 0.871 0.059982 16.9323 0.014758 0.02698 0.298762 0.58466 0.233097
rs1117330 16861281 G C 0.084812 0.073919 0.966156 40424 0 ‐0.157 0.0326 23.2 1.48E‐06 5.829738 16.86128 ‐0.0194 0.035555 0.298278 0.584964 0.232871
rs9298778 17390513 A C 0.872185 0.876714 0.911045 40424 0 0.0474 0.0268 3.12 0.0774 1.111259 17.39051 0.015282 0.028003 0.298244 0.584985 0.232855
rs2694058 17042544 G C 0.455482 0.450328 0.997315 40424 1 ‐0.0113 0.0175 0.414 0.52 0.283997 17.04254 ‐0.00958 0.017557 0.297628 0.585373 0.232567
rs2584547 17406022 A G 0.563134 0.562478 0.860108 40424 0 0.0265 0.0189 1.98 0.16 0.79588 17.40602 0.010406 0.01909 0.297197 0.585645 0.232366
rs2012311 17316678 TG T 0.823792 0.827596 0.703736 40424 0 0.051093 0.027466 3.47547 0.062285 1.205616 17.31668 0.015086 0.027692 0.297139 0.585682 0.232338
rs263573 17033119 G C 0.457419 0.452121 0.986548 40424 0 ‐0.0106 0.0175 0.366 0.545 0.263604 17.03312 ‐0.00955 0.017544 0.296313 0.586203 0.231952
rs3808782 17340864 C T 0.078563 0.071399 1 40424 1 ‐0.0802 0.0334 5.77 0.0163 1.787812 17.34086 ‐0.01839 0.033838 0.296142 0.586311 0.231872
rs7861548 17316680 C T 0.82968 0.833602 0.723959 40424 0 0.0328 0.0262 1.57 0.211 0.675718 17.31668 0.015038 0.027657 0.296034 0.58638 0.231821
rs5927023 16474605 C G 0.057456 0.057252 0.851277 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.0379 0.0935 0.76 0.119186 16.47461 ‐0.0222 0.040858 0.295874 0.586481 0.231746
rs1081068 16936252 C T 0.646892 0.658884 0.993581 40424 1 0.0801 0.0184 19 1.28E‐05 4.89279 16.93625 0.010525 0.019359 0.295661 0.586615 0.231647
rs7966575 17316679 G C 0.829696 0.83362 0.724035 40424 0 0.0337 0.0263 1.64 0.2 0.69897 17.31668 0.015027 0.027657 0.295572 0.586672 0.231605
rs2855511 16513482 T A 0.071899 0.070039 0.53944 40424 0 ‐0.0425 0.0397 1.15 0.284 0.546682 16.51348 ‐0.02551 0.046978 0.295527 0.5867 0.231584
rs4961556 17390688 G T 0.872236 0.876758 0.911426 40424 0 0.048 0.0268 3.2 0.0736 1.133122 17.39069 0.015203 0.028002 0.295199 0.586908 0.23143
rs7848946 16477323 G C 0.027113 0.026067 0.631105 40424 0 ‐0.0426 0.0521 0.668 0.414 0.383 16.47732 ‐0.03754 0.069256 0.295083 0.586982 0.231376
rs1328842 16837371 A G 0.174978 0.168337 0.783755 40424 0 ‐0.0958 0.0251 14.6 0.000135 3.869666 16.83737 0.015124 0.027848 0.294681 0.587236 0.231187
rs1233820 16449788 T C 0.362528 0.355262 0.93862 40424 0 ‐0.00872 0.0186 0.221 0.638 0.195179 16.44979 ‐0.01021 0.018812 0.294424 0.587399 0.231067
rs7031897 16634622 T C 0.999713 0.999775 0.121597 40424 0 ‐0.184 0.191 0.93 0.335 0.474955 16.63462 0.906551 1.71336 0.293392 0.588055 0.230582
rs1012001 17389853 C T 0.872219 0.876733 0.911262 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.22 0.0729 1.137272 17.38985 0.015132 0.028001 0.29248 0.588636 0.230153
rs1012000 17389800 C T 0.872219 0.876733 0.911264 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.22 0.0729 1.137272 17.3898 0.015131 0.028001 0.292429 0.588668 0.23013
rs3500263 17389584 TA T 0.87222 0.876733 0.911251 40424 0 0.0558 0.027721 4.07491 0.043525 1.361265 17.38958 0.015127 0.028 0.292282 0.588762 0.23006
rs1073847 17389557 T C 0.872221 0.876733 0.91125 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.073 1.136677 17.38956 0.015123 0.028 0.292135 0.588856 0.229991
rs7341797 16680412 A G 0.029212 0.031596 0.598648 40424 0 0.008 0.0618 0.0167 0.897 0.047208 16.68041 ‐0.03523 0.065295 0.292121 0.588865 0.229985
rs1011990 17389346 G T 0.872222 0.876732 0.911256 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.073 1.136677 17.38935 0.015114 0.028 0.291784 0.58908 0.229826
rs1011986 17389344 C T 0.872222 0.876732 0.911256 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.073 1.136677 17.38934 0.015113 0.028 0.291755 0.589098 0.229812
rs1012588 17389083 A T 0.872224 0.876732 0.911258 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.0731 1.136083 17.38908 0.015105 0.028 0.29145 0.589293 0.229669
rs1442521 17388710 T A 0.872227 0.876734 0.911264 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.0734 1.134304 17.38871 0.015102 0.027999 0.29133 0.58937 0.229612
rs1773992 16628828 T C 0.087262 0.091406 0.997067 40424 1 0.0326 0.0305 1.14 0.285 0.545155 16.62883 0.01654 0.030619 0.291295 0.589392 0.229596
rs1442520 17388648 G A 0.871965 0.876446 0.909171 40424 0 0.0476 0.0268 3.15 0.076 1.119186 17.38865 0.015092 0.028008 0.290772 0.589726 0.22935
rs1930648 17388517 C T 0.872228 0.876733 0.91126 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.073 1.136677 17.38852 0.015079 0.027999 0.29048 0.589913 0.229212
rs1458335 17001585 AAG A 0.034231 0.035222 0.956367 40424 0 0.037586 0.048604 0.595405 0.440337 0.356215 17.00159 0.02628 0.048687 0.290479 0.589914 0.229212
rs7033194 16904705 C T 0.665881 0.691424 0.99924 40424 1 0.15 0.0187 64.3 1.06E‐15 14.97469 16.90471 0.012856 0.023931 0.288701 0.591054 0.228373
rs7033354 16904846 C T 0.665807 0.691345 0.999968 40424 1 0.151 0.0187 64.9 7.95E‐16 15.09963 16.90485 0.01283 0.023915 0.287908 0.591564 0.227998
rs7271598 16947586 C T 0.226458 0.222786 0.981728 40424 0 ‐0.0261 0.021 1.54 0.215 0.667562 16.94759 ‐0.01134 0.021152 0.287855 0.591598 0.227973
rs1439411 16851983 TATA T 0.087201 0.076103 0.954454 40424 0 ‐0.15874 0.032789 23.9223 1.00E‐06 5.998685 16.85198 ‐0.01886 0.035195 0.287566 0.591785 0.227836
rs7033061 16904496 G A 0.665804 0.691281 0.999117 40424 1 0.15 0.0187 64.5 9.90E‐16 15.00436 16.9045 0.012808 0.023927 0.28665 0.592375 0.227403
rs1337390 16650641 T C 0.51079 0.503124 0.68976 40424 0 ‐0.0252 0.02 1.6 0.207 0.68403 16.65064 ‐0.01135 0.021209 0.286575 0.592424 0.227368
rs6061868 16852683 A G 0.084733 0.073638 0.977894 40424 0 ‐0.159 0.0325 24 9.52E‐07 6.021363 16.85268 ‐0.01887 0.035306 0.28611 0.592724 0.227147
rs2632542 17023857 A G 0.487852 0.48297 0.982742 40424 0 ‐0.00696 0.0175 0.159 0.69 0.161151 17.02386 ‐0.00938 0.017544 0.285598 0.593055 0.226905
rs6254179 16968039 A G 0.116095 0.114748 0.955549 40424 0 ‐0.036 0.0273 1.74 0.187 0.728158 16.96804 0.015005 0.028126 0.284197 0.593963 0.22624
rs2003061 16523489 AAC A 0.185359 0.176459 0.631786 40424 0 ‐0.04482 0.028709 2.44513 0.11789 0.928523 16.52349 ‐0.01533 0.028868 0.28243 0.595113 0.225401
rs1096242 16423076 A C 0.108611 0.109749 0.491756 40424 0 0.0308 0.0327 0.889 0.346 0.460924 16.42308 0.021247 0.039996 0.281732 0.595568 0.225069
rs6475098 16948004 T G 0.763253 0.765909 0.953287 40424 0 0.0187 0.0208 0.802 0.37 0.431798 16.948 0.011174 0.021064 0.281633 0.595633 0.225021
rs414099 17024441 A G 0.16504 0.151967 0.992129 40424 1 ‐0.0836 0.0241 12 0.000518 3.28567 17.02444 ‐0.01312 0.024761 0.281144 0.595952 0.224788
rs1113379 17315352 T G 0.862298 0.866917 0.929955 40424 0 0.0558 0.026 4.6 0.032 1.49485 17.31535 0.014163 0.026737 0.280956 0.596075 0.224699
rs1453471 16847398 GC G 0.999025 0.999005 0.158027 40424 0 0.576072 0.713907 0.683403 0.408417 0.388896 16.8474 0.364606 0.698113 0.280777 0.596192 0.224614
rs1478536 16907385 A G 0.079665 0.090725 0.945077 40424 0 0.0935 0.0312 8.97 0.00275 2.560667 16.90738 0.017097 0.032245 0.280707 0.596238 0.22458
rs694895 16997020 G A 0.641305 0.644884 0.998228 40424 1 0.036 0.0183 3.86 0.0494 1.306273 16.99702 0.009793 0.018488 0.280694 0.596247 0.224574
rs1328329 17382575 A G 0.270685 0.274356 0.819709 40424 0 ‐0.00213 0.0215 0.00986 0.921 0.03574 17.38257 ‐0.01149 0.021716 0.280304 0.596502 0.224388
rs1122841 16966175 C T 0.116888 0.115513 0.968211 40424 0 ‐0.0383 0.0272 1.99 0.158 0.801343 16.96618 0.014725 0.027866 0.278827 0.597471 0.223683
rs1075686 17310426 A G 0.862535 0.867155 0.92882 40424 0 0.055 0.0261 4.44 0.0351 1.454693 17.31043 0.01412 0.026778 0.278404 0.597749 0.223481
rs1930645 17311004 T C 0.862536 0.867156 0.928775 40424 0 0.0551 0.0261 4.45 0.0348 1.458421 17.311 0.014113 0.026779 0.278111 0.597942 0.223341
rs1012073 17383044 A G 0.871969 0.876333 0.916747 40424 0 0.0462 0.0267 2.99 0.084 1.075721 17.38304 0.014637 0.027852 0.276561 0.598964 0.222599
rs1442518 17387675 C T 0.872315 0.876737 0.912168 40424 0 0.0482 0.0268 3.22 0.0728 1.137869 17.38767 0.014662 0.027975 0.275066 0.599954 0.221882
rs1890641 16943412 T A 0.674666 0.688452 0.998245 40424 1 0.0819 0.0187 19.2 1.21E‐05 4.917214 16.94341 0.010318 0.019696 0.274546 0.600299 0.221633
rs1821832 16592806 G T 0.016457 0.016155 0.329273 40424 0 ‐0.0296 0.144 0.0424 0.837 0.077275 16.59281 0.063756 0.121501 0.273936 0.600704 0.22134
rs1915255 16418873 A G 0.091033 0.090377 0.530802 40424 0 ‐0.0117 0.0351 0.111 0.739 0.131356 16.41887 ‐0.02183 0.041827 0.272988 0.601334 0.220884
rs1096302 17317501 C G 0.861576 0.866099 0.918874 40424 0 0.0555 0.0261 4.52 0.0335 1.474955 17.3175 0.013992 0.026822 0.272502 0.601658 0.22065
rs1073846 16910763 A G 0.318784 0.274992 0.994971 40424 1 ‐0.234 0.0193 146 1.02E‐33 32.9914 16.91076 0.115681 0.223052 0.271656 0.602223 0.220243
rs1096267 16900277 A G 0.013881 0.013704 0.928262 40424 1 0.0508 0.0764 0.441 0.507 0.294992 16.90028 ‐0.04047 0.077865 0.27155 0.602294 0.220192
rs1930647 17383905 A G 0.871887 0.876236 0.916256 40424 0 0.0465 0.0267 3.02 0.082 1.086186 17.38391 0.014489 0.02785 0.271041 0.602634 0.219946
rs7032644 16904141 G A 0.665979 0.691384 0.998985 40424 1 0.15 0.0187 64 1.23E‐15 14.9101 16.90414 0.012439 0.023917 0.270559 0.602957 0.219714
rs7970704 17069448 A T 0.284927 0.289784 0.983064 40424 0 0.0317 0.0192 2.72 0.099 1.004365 17.06945 ‐0.01018 0.019653 0.268531 0.604319 0.218734
rs3739489 17394996 T C 0.911225 0.916822 0.927646 40424 0 0.0577 0.0313 3.4 0.0652 1.185752 17.395 0.016986 0.032872 0.267509 0.605008 0.218239
rs1081056 16474985 C T 0.140211 0.140621 0.711264 40424 0 ‐0.00349 0.0276 0.0159 0.9 0.045758 16.47499 0.015508 0.030008 0.266724 0.605538 0.217859
rs2780212 17407849 C T 0.558255 0.557005 0.860803 40424 0 0.0237 0.0188 1.6 0.207 0.68403 17.40785 0.009837 0.019052 0.266608 0.605616 0.217803
rs7027292 17387242 C T 0.87211 0.876461 0.911219 40424 0 0.048 0.0268 3.2 0.0735 1.133713 17.38724 0.014416 0.027969 0.266054 0.605991 0.217534
rs4961724 16576882 C T 0.882403 0.881257 0.461365 40424 0 0.0169 0.0344 0.242 0.623 0.205512 16.57688 0.020851 0.04047 0.265967 0.60605 0.217492
chr916726 16726014 ACG A 0.147395 0.15254 0.555454 40424 0 0.042375 0.032966 1.64715 0.199347 0.70039 16.72601 0.017054 0.033082 0.26542 0.606421 0.217226
rs943742 16551240 C T 0.413391 0.402371 0.72156 40424 0 ‐0.0198 0.0198 1 0.317 0.498941 16.55124 ‐0.01086 0.021123 0.264649 0.606944 0.216851
rs1011737 17386640 G A 0.872117 0.876461 0.911434 40424 0 0.048 0.0268 3.2 0.0737 1.132532 17.38664 0.014376 0.027966 0.26462 0.606964 0.216837
rs7023540 17386524 G A 0.872119 0.876461 0.911485 40424 0 0.048 0.0268 3.2 0.0737 1.132532 17.38652 0.014366 0.027965 0.264251 0.607215 0.216658
rs7023305 17386513 C T 0.872119 0.876461 0.911487 40424 0 0.048 0.0268 3.2 0.0737 1.132532 17.38651 0.014364 0.027965 0.264176 0.607266 0.216621
rs1012076 17383194 A T 0.871797 0.876115 0.91568 40424 0 0.0485 0.0266 3.32 0.0686 1.163676 17.38319 0.01429 0.027849 0.263655 0.60762 0.216368
rs8006035 17001813 G A 0.034986 0.035989 0.942507 40424 0 0.0392 0.0474 0.683 0.409 0.388277 17.00181 0.024941 0.048505 0.263636 0.607633 0.216359
rs3814139 17236376 A G 0.130432 0.126385 0.948477 40424 0 ‐0.0523 0.0265 3.9 0.0482 1.316953 17.23638 ‐0.01391 0.027123 0.263413 0.607785 0.21625
rs1234684 16947355 C T 0.230557 0.226395 0.99691 40424 1 ‐0.0277 0.0209 1.76 0.185 0.732828 16.94736 ‐0.01075 0.020953 0.263378 0.607809 0.216233
rs4961517 16976200 C T 0.211282 0.216342 0.933688 40424 0 0.035 0.0215 2.65 0.104 0.982967 16.9762 ‐0.01141 0.022319 0.261495 0.609095 0.215315
rs1096292 17234883 T C 0.130973 0.127 0.938844 40424 0 ‐0.0531 0.0265 4.02 0.0449 1.347754 17.23488 ‐0.01389 0.027186 0.261476 0.609108 0.215306
rs2016220 16840163 AT A 0.381447 0.386436 0.438008 40424 0 0.038995 0.027131 2.06436 0.150778 0.821661 16.84016 0.013952 0.02732 0.260703 0.609638 0.214928
rs7659072 17053235 T C 0.129952 0.119214 0.945993 40424 0 ‐0.0665 0.0267 6.21 0.0127 1.896196 17.05323 ‐0.01412 0.027685 0.260374 0.609863 0.214768
rs1215644 17383993 G T 0.249266 0.252606 0.833581 40424 0 0.0102 0.0217 0.22 0.639 0.194499 17.38399 ‐0.01127 0.022107 0.25985 0.610223 0.214511
rs7714523 17233241 G A 0.030804 0.031897 0.838703 40424 0 0.0302 0.0545 0.307 0.579 0.237321 17.23324 0.027927 0.054769 0.259182 0.610683 0.214184
rs7028403 16755509 A G 0.897292 0.894054 0.813485 40424 0 ‐0.0443 0.0302 2.15 0.142 0.847712 16.75551 ‐0.0161 0.031596 0.259105 0.610736 0.214147
rs5896741 17388822 TA T 0.871487 0.875913 0.906105 40424 0 0.05472 0.02773 3.91555 0.047841 1.320197 17.38882 0.014236 0.028008 0.258696 0.611018 0.213946
rs1096306 17354470 G T 0.047476 0.050936 0.836781 40424 0 0.027 0.0411 0.43 0.512 0.29073 17.35447 0.022356 0.043977 0.257813 0.611627 0.213514
rs3814138 17236365 C T 0.130885 0.126821 0.94406 40424 0 ‐0.0537 0.0265 4.12 0.0423 1.37366 17.23636 ‐0.01377 0.027136 0.257796 0.611638 0.213505
rs7868583 16906359 G A 0.666204 0.691588 0.996308 40424 1 0.15 0.0188 64.2 1.14E‐15 14.9431 16.90636 0.012188 0.024018 0.25757 0.611795 0.213394
rs1174526 16419519 G A 0.032986 0.03097 0.507413 40424 0 ‐0.00398 0.0509 0.00612 0.938 0.027797 16.41952 0.035812 0.070555 0.256755 0.612358 0.212994
rs1133327 17232991 CAGAAA C 0.132952 0.129035 0.918944 40424 0 ‐0.05569 0.027044 4.26365 0.038936 1.409647 17.23299 ‐0.01383 0.027321 0.256646 0.612434 0.212941
rs7757207 16997301 A C 0.035017 0.03591 0.950012 40424 0 0.0407 0.0473 0.739 0.39 0.408935 16.9973 0.02451 0.048415 0.255559 0.613188 0.212407
rs7021738 17234199 T A 0.131096 0.127179 0.930235 40424 0 ‐0.0535 0.0265 4.07 0.0436 1.360513 17.2342 ‐0.01377 0.027289 0.255139 0.61348 0.2122
rs1510997 16434675 A G 0.014738 0.015642 0.615884 40424 0 0.0788 0.0772 1.04 0.308 0.511449 16.43468 0.045716 0.090384 0.254668 0.613807 0.211968
rs1372700 17401525 G A 0.870822 0.875344 0.890399 40424 0 0.0463 0.0268 2.98 0.0842 1.074688 17.40153 0.014179 0.028159 0.25389 0.614349 0.211585
rs2593390 17404822 A G 0.872284 0.876874 0.898409 40424 0 0.0443 0.0269 2.72 0.0991 1.003926 17.40482 0.014107 0.028176 0.251036 0.616347 0.210175
rs7047093 17379933 A G 0.871126 0.875312 0.92438 40424 0 0.0466 0.0267 3.05 0.0806 1.093665 17.37993 0.01384 0.027642 0.25101 0.616365 0.210162
rs2584546 17405219 G A 0.872283 0.876873 0.898355 40424 0 0.0443 0.0269 2.72 0.099 1.004365 17.40522 0.014105 0.028176 0.250945 0.61641 0.21013
rs1130324 16599775 C A 0.012041 0.01187 0.297571 40424 0 0.0555 0.106 0.272 0.602 0.220404 16.59978 ‐0.07565 0.151661 0.250774 0.616531 0.210045
rs1096263 16843773 C T 0.02903 0.029664 0.638917 40424 0 ‐0.0561 0.0564 0.99 0.32 0.49485 16.84377 0.032536 0.064906 0.25051 0.616716 0.209915
rs7848584 16510805 C T 0.073025 0.07145 0.538628 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.0394 1.12 0.291 0.536107 16.51081 ‐0.02328 0.046569 0.250438 0.616767 0.209879
rs7848696 16510795 G A 0.073026 0.07145 0.538627 40424 0 ‐0.0411 0.0394 1.09 0.296 0.528708 16.5108 ‐0.02328 0.046569 0.250365 0.616818 0.209843
rs7848343 16510624 C T 0.073025 0.07145 0.538568 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.0394 1.12 0.291 0.536107 16.51062 ‐0.02327 0.046571 0.25014 0.616977 0.209731
rs7863830 16510670 T C 0.073025 0.071451 0.538584 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.0394 1.12 0.291 0.536107 16.51067 ‐0.02324 0.04657 0.249642 0.617327 0.209485
rs1096292 17235434 A G 0.130426 0.12644 0.941859 40424 0 ‐0.0528 0.0265 3.98 0.046 1.337242 17.23543 ‐0.01358 0.027206 0.249389 0.617506 0.209359
rs1389470 16506162 G T 0.029377 0.028954 0.764584 40424 0 0.0474 0.0599 0.625 0.429 0.367543 16.50616 ‐0.02973 0.059667 0.24908 0.617724 0.209206
rs1096307 17386020 A G 0.249436 0.25282 0.833967 40424 0 0.0102 0.0217 0.219 0.64 0.19382 17.38602 ‐0.01102 0.022097 0.249031 0.617758 0.209182
rs1389957 16612026 GT G 0.023934 0.024342 0.55587 40424 0 0.003148 0.076533 0.001692 0.967194 0.014486 16.61203 ‐0.03822 0.07679 0.248803 0.617919 0.209068
rs7883514 17140075 A G 0.033409 0.03458 0.797988 40424 0 0.0278 0.053 0.275 0.6 0.221849 17.14008 0.026823 0.053759 0.248192 0.618351 0.208765
rs4147023 17233403 T C 0.130506 0.126545 0.933671 40424 0 ‐0.0526 0.0266 3.93 0.0475 1.323306 17.2334 ‐0.01355 0.027294 0.246753 0.619371 0.208049
chr917242 17242312 TTC T 0.133949 0.129343 0.914385 40424 0 ‐0.05715 0.027034 4.49441 0.034006 1.468446 17.24231 ‐0.01355 0.027342 0.245983 0.619918 0.207666
rs7027539 17380028 G T 0.871371 0.875558 0.925294 40424 0 0.0459 0.0267 2.96 0.0855 1.068034 17.38003 0.013688 0.027647 0.24543 0.620312 0.20739
rs3814137 17235563 C A 0.130401 0.126398 0.946972 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0265 3.83 0.0504 1.29757 17.23556 ‐0.01342 0.027135 0.245024 0.620601 0.207188
rs4961554 17380607 A G 0.871393 0.875583 0.924385 40424 0 0.0459 0.0267 2.95 0.0857 1.067019 17.38061 0.013674 0.027662 0.244669 0.620854 0.207011
rs7563752 17157541 C T 0.032876 0.034121 0.783258 40424 0 0.02 0.0544 0.135 0.713 0.146911 17.15754 0.027163 0.054838 0.244613 0.620894 0.206983
rs1389139 17152286 G T 0.031517 0.032615 0.803019 40424 0 0.0178 0.055 0.104 0.747 0.126679 17.15229 0.027257 0.055323 0.242006 0.622761 0.205679
rs6254062 16460400 T C 0.025176 0.025544 0.693431 40424 0 0.0123 0.0578 0.0457 0.831 0.080399 16.4604 ‐0.03279 0.066936 0.24079 0.623636 0.205069
rs1175102 16570084 C T 0.010997 0.011455 0.206523 40424 0 0.0221 0.0969 0.052 0.82 0.086186 16.57008 0.089283 0.181509 0.240724 0.623684 0.205036
rs1234683 16947312 C T 0.230088 0.225931 0.9878 40424 0 ‐0.0275 0.0209 1.73 0.189 0.723538 16.94731 ‐0.01028 0.021002 0.239842 0.62432 0.204593
rs1328659 16937046 G T 0.645407 0.656823 0.977211 40424 0 0.0783 0.0184 18.2 2.01E‐05 4.696804 16.93705 0.009468 0.019338 0.239807 0.624346 0.204575
rs1126738 17151862 C T 0.031319 0.032386 0.806612 40424 0 0.0159 0.0551 0.0828 0.774 0.111259 17.15186 0.027109 0.05538 0.238889 0.62501 0.204113
rs2780213 17406381 T C 0.91153 0.917083 0.89538 40424 0 0.0529 0.0314 2.84 0.0917 1.037631 17.40638 0.016366 0.033524 0.238771 0.625095 0.204054
rs7557112 17160204 C T 0.03138 0.032443 0.807255 40424 0 0.021 0.0548 0.147 0.702 0.153663 17.1602 0.027064 0.055318 0.238629 0.625198 0.203982
rs5707669 17003247 C T 0.034418 0.035409 0.939815 40424 0 0.0381 0.0459 0.689 0.406 0.391474 17.00325 0.023936 0.048998 0.23797 0.625676 0.20365
rs3479422 17004247 TAA T 0.539952 0.54393 0.970894 40424 0 0.001031 0.017635 0.003415 0.953402 0.020724 17.00425 0.008624 0.017688 0.237721 0.625857 0.203525
rs1492538 16687203 AT A 0.455684 0.453295 0.322023 40424 0 0.012462 0.030962 0.161983 0.687337 0.16283 16.6872 ‐0.01514 0.031073 0.237575 0.625963 0.203451
rs2780214 17405618 C T 0.871126 0.875591 0.884137 40424 0 0.0451 0.0269 2.82 0.0932 1.030584 17.40562 0.013758 0.028287 0.236882 0.626467 0.203102
rs2010086 17377414 T C 0.871861 0.876111 0.92977 40424 0 0.0476 0.0267 3.18 0.0747 1.126679 17.37741 0.013428 0.02762 0.23668 0.626614 0.203
rs2021014 17302612 TTA T 0.126437 0.122517 0.923021 40424 0 ‐0.05146 0.027527 3.51244 0.06091 1.215314 17.30261 ‐0.01347 0.027771 0.235483 0.627488 0.202395
rs1181196 16447440 A T 0.033231 0.031104 0.504004 40424 0 0.019 0.0519 0.134 0.714 0.146302 16.44744 0.034352 0.070679 0.23546 0.627505 0.202383
rs1454633 17091389 A G 0.092823 0.085599 0.889027 40424 0 ‐0.0818 0.0322 6.45 0.0111 1.954677 17.09139 ‐0.01604 0.033125 0.234793 0.627993 0.202046
rs1096266 16894140 T C 0.600984 0.630266 0.995348 40424 1 0.164 0.018 83.2 7.44E‐20 19.12843 16.89414 ‐0.01349 0.027985 0.232327 0.629804 0.200795
rs5881860 16964826 C G 0.118563 0.117183 0.967297 40424 0 ‐0.0377 0.0271 1.94 0.164 0.785156 16.96483 0.013355 0.027715 0.23189 0.630126 0.200573
rs1996964 17357592 A AT 0.011755 0.012787 0.240725 40424 0 0.071804 0.160367 0.199311 0.655278 0.183575 17.35759 0.077524 0.160549 0.231676 0.630284 0.200464
rs1328884 16876035 C T 0.058058 0.059444 0.820736 40424 1 0.0359 0.0402 0.798 0.372 0.429457 16.87604 ‐0.01985 0.041474 0.229594 0.631825 0.199403
rs3607672 17067473 A G 0.28424 0.289428 0.98136 40424 0 0.0308 0.0193 2.55 0.11 0.958607 17.06747 ‐0.00943 0.019688 0.22932 0.632029 0.199263
rs1488891 16635977 GGTTT G 0.012472 0.011342 0.377287 40424 0 ‐0.15613 0.134452 1.36986 0.241836 0.616479 16.63598 ‐0.06435 0.135034 0.228589 0.632572 0.19889
c9_pos168 16848192 G T 0.085518 0.074177 0.993844 40424 1 ‐0.157 0.0325 23.2 1.47E‐06 5.832683 16.84819 ‐0.01669 0.034989 0.227776 0.633178 0.198474
rs5602210 17302613 TAA T 0.126545 0.122644 0.924009 40424 0 ‐0.05116 0.0275 3.47899 0.062153 1.20654 17.30261 ‐0.01322 0.027743 0.22752 0.633369 0.198343
rs1494773 16603676 T C 0.021376 0.021835 0.574939 40424 0 0.0111 0.0677 0.0271 0.869 0.06098 16.60368 ‐0.03789 0.079752 0.226723 0.633964 0.197935
rs263584 17041110 T C 0.457668 0.452974 0.987434 40424 0 ‐0.0108 0.0175 0.382 0.536 0.270835 17.04111 ‐0.00835 0.017553 0.226141 0.6344 0.197637
rs1237785 16513524 C T 0.189213 0.178576 0.718695 40424 0 ‐0.031 0.0246 1.59 0.207 0.68403 16.51352 ‐0.01278 0.026886 0.226056 0.634464 0.197593
chr916965 16965955 C CT 0.11787 0.116391 0.96983 40424 0 ‐0.03712 0.02738 1.84572 0.174282 0.758748 16.96596 0.013189 0.027756 0.225501 0.63488 0.197308
rs1179478 16761353 C T 0.014849 0.01444 0.367528 40424 0 ‐0.0975 0.11 0.787 0.375 0.425969 16.76135 ‐0.05828 0.123448 0.224064 0.635961 0.19657
rs1171548 16568562 T C 0.030232 0.029725 0.826212 40424 0 0.0251 0.0557 0.203 0.652 0.185752 16.56856 ‐0.02674 0.056576 0.224011 0.636001 0.196543
rs1113216 16966341 C T 0.117697 0.116195 0.971391 40424 0 ‐0.0415 0.0272 2.34 0.126 0.89963 16.96634 0.013109 0.02775 0.222864 0.636866 0.195952
rs601960 17296630 A G 0.129662 0.125635 0.936856 40424 0 ‐0.0478 0.0267 3.22 0.0728 1.137869 17.29663 ‐0.01287 0.0273 0.222498 0.637143 0.195763
rs1096286 17091001 C T 0.093668 0.086445 0.881706 40424 0 ‐0.0835 0.0321 6.75 0.00936 2.028724 17.091 ‐0.01559 0.033126 0.221961 0.63755 0.195486
rs6254178 16962858 T C 0.117024 0.115257 0.950918 40424 0 ‐0.0407 0.0273 2.23 0.136 0.866461 16.96286 0.013246 0.028126 0.22151 0.637892 0.195253
rs7029491 16986112 C G 0.329005 0.339196 0.954025 40424 1 0.0681 0.0188 13.1 0.000289 3.539102 16.98611 0.00912 0.019449 0.219817 0.639179 0.194377
rs729330 16485863 A C 0.060778 0.060802 0.8129 40424 0 ‐0.0188 0.0376 0.252 0.616 0.210419 16.48586 ‐0.01903 0.040675 0.219352 0.639534 0.194136
rs1853218 16470596 T C 0.01572 0.015806 0.48301 40424 0 ‐0.0244 0.0997 0.0597 0.807 0.093127 16.4706 ‐0.04677 0.100241 0.218764 0.639983 0.193831
rs7576479 16857335 C T 0.085108 0.074405 0.965522 40424 0 ‐0.162 0.0329 24.1 8.95E‐07 6.048177 16.85733 ‐0.0166 0.035514 0.218715 0.640021 0.193806
rs1096296 17262401 G C 0.128819 0.124649 0.95173 40424 0 ‐0.052 0.0265 3.85 0.0499 1.301899 17.2624 ‐0.01268 0.027247 0.216806 0.641484 0.192814
rs6254063 16518438 A C 0.037681 0.037116 0.389614 40424 0 ‐0.0691 0.0585 1.39 0.238 0.623423 16.51844 ‐0.03445 0.074227 0.216023 0.642087 0.192406
rs8010245 17398672 G T 0.016831 0.016641 0.391432 40424 0 ‐0.0509 0.0864 0.347 0.556 0.254925 17.39867 0.051053 0.109724 0.215527 0.64247 0.192148
rs1400042 16812984 A T 0.187949 0.188312 0.421175 40424 0 0.0716 0.0325 4.87 0.0273 1.563837 16.81298 ‐0.01624 0.035009 0.215476 0.642509 0.192121
rs1154398 17260440 T G 0.128817 0.12465 0.951705 40424 0 ‐0.0522 0.0266 3.87 0.0492 1.308035 17.26044 ‐0.01264 0.027248 0.215316 0.642632 0.192037
rs6651523 16706020 A C 0.027167 0.026304 0.565695 40424 0 ‐0.0862 0.0596 2.09 0.148 0.829738 16.70602 ‐0.0337 0.073092 0.21338 0.644131 0.191026
rs6254179 16970702 A G 0.11869 0.117043 0.97267 40424 0 ‐0.039 0.0271 2.07 0.15 0.823909 16.9707 0.012777 0.027654 0.213202 0.644269 0.190933
rs1205699 16492629 T C 0.159927 0.15233 0.778342 40424 0 ‐0.0385 0.0256 2.26 0.133 0.876148 16.49263 ‐0.01265 0.027456 0.212421 0.644876 0.190524
rs636093 17273609 G A 0.129213 0.125122 0.952876 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0265 3.53 0.0602 1.220404 17.27361 ‐0.01252 0.027189 0.212388 0.644902 0.190506
rs7855568 16943605 G A 0.231793 0.227927 0.999929 40424 1 ‐0.0259 0.0208 1.54 0.214 0.669586 16.94361 ‐0.00961 0.020891 0.211781 0.645375 0.190188
rs1930639 17272891 C G 0.128784 0.124655 0.95179 40424 0 ‐0.05 0.0265 3.57 0.059 1.229148 17.27289 ‐0.01253 0.027246 0.211713 0.645428 0.190152
rs5640271 17257154 G A 0.128858 0.124711 0.951462 40424 0 ‐0.0527 0.0266 3.93 0.0474 1.324222 17.25715 ‐0.0125 0.027233 0.210928 0.646041 0.18974
rs1339550 16854839 T C 0.914687 0.925323 1 40424 1 0.156 0.0324 23.2 1.49E‐06 5.826814 16.85484 0.015976 0.034828 0.21072 0.646204 0.189631
rs1011923 17388999 G A 0.873203 0.877895 0.907132 40424 0 0.0481 0.0268 3.21 0.0731 1.136083 17.389 0.012903 0.028163 0.210158 0.646644 0.189335
rs2779774 17278581 A G 0.128802 0.124687 0.951913 40424 0 ‐0.05 0.0265 3.57 0.0589 1.229885 17.27858 ‐0.01246 0.02724 0.209325 0.647297 0.188896
rs1329966 17015677 C G 0.332838 0.335244 0.987384 40424 0 0.0146 0.0185 0.618 0.432 0.364516 17.01568 ‐0.00854 0.018688 0.208749 0.64775 0.188593
rs1046504 17226889 G C 0.127903 0.124143 0.925353 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0268 3.74 0.0532 1.274088 17.22689 ‐0.01262 0.027645 0.20864 0.647835 0.188535
rs1413419 17304101 G A 0.129183 0.125119 0.939585 40424 0 ‐0.0505 0.0267 3.58 0.0584 1.233587 17.3041 ‐0.01245 0.02729 0.208275 0.648123 0.188343
rs4961741 16737024 G A 0.165272 0.169761 0.640806 40424 0 0.0293 0.0277 1.11 0.291 0.536107 16.73702 0.013462 0.029507 0.207935 0.648391 0.188163
rs7042700 17371520 C G 0.870488 0.874547 0.922109 40424 0 0.0462 0.0267 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.37152 0.012564 0.02757 0.207908 0.648412 0.188149
rs9886876 16648221 C G 0.45296 0.44392 0.698756 40424 0 ‐0.012 0.02 0.359 0.549 0.260428 16.64822 ‐0.00963 0.021132 0.207758 0.64853 0.18807
rs4961537 17317041 T G 0.855759 0.860447 0.876327 40424 0 0.0324 0.0256 1.6 0.206 0.686133 17.31704 0.012297 0.02701 0.207511 0.648725 0.187939
rs7271598 16946596 T C 0.230755 0.226814 0.989192 40424 0 ‐0.0263 0.0209 1.59 0.208 0.681937 16.9466 ‐0.00954 0.020961 0.207097 0.649052 0.18772
rs1175382 16589033 C T 0.013683 0.013744 0.289391 40424 0 ‐0.107 0.0976 1.2 0.272 0.565431 16.58903 ‐0.06445 0.142134 0.206918 0.649194 0.187626
rs1124988 16946567 T TC 0.230737 0.226802 0.989105 40424 0 ‐0.02668 0.020869 1.63804 0.200595 0.697681 16.94657 ‐0.00953 0.02096 0.206842 0.649254 0.187585
rs1428175 17241627 A AG 0.132372 0.128555 0.93632 40424 0 ‐0.04971 0.026849 3.44472 0.063454 1.19754 17.24163 ‐0.01231 0.0271 0.206518 0.64951 0.187414
rs6254063 16482325 A G 0.056799 0.056608 0.841383 40424 0 ‐0.0121 0.0385 0.0985 0.754 0.122629 16.48232 ‐0.01874 0.041346 0.205953 0.649958 0.187115
rs1044167 16946816 C G 0.230706 0.226759 0.989322 40424 0 ‐0.0264 0.0209 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.94682 ‐0.0095 0.020965 0.205619 0.650223 0.186938
rs263635 17022777 A C 0.139058 0.126509 0.992579 40424 1 ‐0.101 0.026 15.1 0.0001 4 17.02278 ‐0.01218 0.026882 0.205358 0.65043 0.186799
rs1044170 16946765 T C 0.230714 0.226771 0.98938 40424 0 ‐0.0264 0.0209 1.6 0.206 0.686133 16.94677 ‐0.00949 0.020964 0.204937 0.650765 0.186576
rs2008737 17357593 A AT 0.011591 0.012598 0.243258 40424 0 0.069967 0.160687 0.188511 0.664159 0.177728 17.35759 0.073052 0.160912 0.204864 0.650823 0.186537
rs3611867 16602290 G A 0.129568 0.12814 0.626144 40424 0 0.0246 0.0291 0.712 0.399 0.399027 16.60229 0.014942 0.032991 0.204859 0.650827 0.186534
rs7037191 17167963 T C 0.033333 0.034188 0.781437 40424 0 0.0167 0.0545 0.0943 0.759 0.119758 17.16796 0.024749 0.054752 0.203751 0.65171 0.185946
rs9407793 17272193 G T 0.129331 0.125269 0.952649 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0265 3.53 0.0602 1.220404 17.27219 ‐0.01225 0.02718 0.203336 0.652042 0.185725
rs9407794 17272336 G C 0.129332 0.125272 0.952649 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0265 3.43 0.0639 1.194499 17.27234 ‐0.01224 0.027179 0.202951 0.652349 0.18552
rs2990958 17295825 G A 0.127614 0.123488 0.928796 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0266 3.12 0.0772 1.112383 17.29582 ‐0.01242 0.027599 0.202904 0.652387 0.185495
rs1096274 16943452 G A 0.041435 0.040829 0.876203 40424 0 0.00174 0.0443 0.00154 0.969 0.013676 16.94345 0.021384 0.047428 0.202798 0.652472 0.185438
rs1180078 17221153 G A 0.039957 0.040495 0.654498 40424 0 0.00688 0.0524 0.0172 0.896 0.047692 17.22115 ‐0.0246 0.054744 0.202378 0.652808 0.185214
rs1152591 17243065 T G 0.12898 0.124911 0.94934 40424 0 ‐0.0509 0.0265 3.68 0.055 1.259637 17.24306 ‐0.01222 0.027236 0.201693 0.653358 0.184849
rs1223789 17243449 G C 0.12898 0.12491 0.949388 40424 0 ‐0.0509 0.0265 3.68 0.055 1.259637 17.24345 ‐0.01222 0.027236 0.201552 0.653471 0.184774
rs1156213 17256436 T C 0.128869 0.124754 0.951432 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.0265 3.8 0.0514 1.289037 17.25644 ‐0.0122 0.027229 0.201042 0.653881 0.184501
rs1096292 17237687 C G 0.130991 0.127106 0.94665 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0267 3.69 0.0548 1.261219 17.23769 ‐0.01212 0.027061 0.200895 0.653999 0.184423
rs1096294 17247214 T A 0.128982 0.124912 0.949369 40424 0 ‐0.0508 0.0265 3.67 0.0553 1.257275 17.24721 ‐0.0122 0.027235 0.200874 0.654016 0.184411
rs1096294 17247667 G A 0.128984 0.124913 0.949334 40424 0 ‐0.0508 0.0265 3.67 0.0555 1.255707 17.24767 ‐0.01219 0.027234 0.200666 0.654184 0.1843
rs2009181 17233724 T TAC 0.129504 0.125767 0.932682 40424 0 ‐0.05112 0.027134 3.56718 0.058932 1.229646 17.23372 ‐0.01226 0.027392 0.200637 0.654207 0.184285
rs610175 17274816 G A 0.12935 0.125311 0.952688 40424 0 ‐0.049 0.0265 3.44 0.0638 1.195179 17.27482 ‐0.01215 0.027175 0.200222 0.654542 0.184063
rs943749 16473032 C A 0.06753 0.068556 0.977948 40424 1 ‐0.0117 0.0347 0.113 0.737 0.132533 16.47303 ‐0.01569 0.035099 0.200135 0.654612 0.184016
rs619357 17302356 C A 0.134189 0.130119 0.921842 40424 0 ‐0.0416 0.0265 2.48 0.116 0.935542 17.30236 ‐0.01208 0.02709 0.199079 0.655465 0.18345
rs3532953 16483770 A G 0.205699 0.19995 0.877809 40424 0 ‐0.0208 0.0222 0.882 0.348 0.458421 16.48377 ‐0.01031 0.023127 0.198984 0.655542 0.183399
rs1411432 16728532 A C 0.174367 0.179596 0.632299 40424 0 0.0371 0.027 1.89 0.169 0.772113 16.72853 0.012941 0.02901 0.198818 0.655677 0.18331
rs2021841 16523487 A AAC 0.175612 0.166698 0.624949 40424 0 ‐0.04038 0.02954 1.87382 0.171038 0.766907 16.52349 ‐0.01323 0.029685 0.198766 0.655719 0.183282
chr916963 16963257 A AT 0.116971 0.115199 0.960521 40424 0 ‐0.03955 0.027602 2.06203 0.151009 0.820998 16.96326 0.01247 0.027994 0.198169 0.656203 0.182962
rs1075676 16543168 T C 0.188485 0.17835 0.66477 40424 0 ‐0.0378 0.0249 2.3 0.129 0.88941 16.54317 ‐0.01246 0.028002 0.198095 0.656263 0.182922
rs1096281 17005314 G A 0.034415 0.035372 0.934649 40424 0 0.0362 0.0477 0.576 0.448 0.348722 17.00531 0.021934 0.049245 0.197886 0.656433 0.18281
rs955138 16843999 G C 0.176945 0.168165 0.945467 40424 1 ‐0.093 0.0235 15.7 7.45E‐05 4.127844 16.844 0.0113 0.025396 0.197846 0.656465 0.182788
rs1819484 17243559 T G 0.129079 0.12502 0.949422 40424 0 ‐0.051 0.0265 3.69 0.0546 1.262807 17.24356 ‐0.0121 0.027226 0.197688 0.656594 0.182703
rs943750 16486142 T C 0.061039 0.061167 0.809536 40424 0 ‐0.0204 0.0376 0.294 0.588 0.230623 16.48614 ‐0.01803 0.040661 0.197056 0.657108 0.182363
rs7046951 17254669 A G 0.13018 0.126196 0.946014 40424 0 ‐0.0509 0.0265 3.7 0.0545 1.263603 17.25467 ‐0.01203 0.027176 0.196316 0.657711 0.181965
rs1046504 16911665 A C 0.599301 0.632011 0.977456 40424 0 0.178 0.018 97.7 4.78E‐23 22.32057 16.91166 ‐0.01395 0.031478 0.196117 0.657874 0.181858
c9_pos169 16964498 G A 0.116788 0.115012 0.984259 40424 1 ‐0.0427 0.0273 2.45 0.118 0.928118 16.9645 0.012277 0.027739 0.195651 0.658254 0.181606
rs1096271 16928068 C T 0.512544 0.522877 0.97983 40424 1 0.0634 0.0175 13.1 0.000302 3.519993 16.92807 0.008039 0.018178 0.195599 0.658297 0.181578
rs416529 17045105 T A 0.129883 0.119447 0.939215 40424 0 ‐0.0623 0.0266 5.48 0.0192 1.716699 17.0451 ‐0.01223 0.027751 0.194577 0.659134 0.181026
rs1471496 16700691 C T 0.012526 0.012317 0.646082 40424 0 ‐0.00521 0.0847 0.00378 0.951 0.02182 16.70069 ‐0.04363 0.099169 0.194505 0.659193 0.180987
rs7753577 17253173 T G 0.12903 0.124951 0.950175 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0265 3.58 0.0586 1.232102 17.25317 ‐0.012 0.027219 0.194503 0.659195 0.180986
rs7886225 17252715 A G 0.129028 0.124951 0.950126 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0265 3.58 0.0586 1.232102 17.25271 ‐0.012 0.02722 0.194436 0.65925 0.18095
rs381912 17045066 C G 0.129882 0.119447 0.939214 40424 0 ‐0.0623 0.0266 5.48 0.0193 1.714443 17.04507 ‐0.01223 0.027751 0.194315 0.659349 0.180885
rs6262279 16586134 G C 0.063729 0.063645 0.271425 40424 0 ‐0.00065 0.0544 0.000141 0.991 0.003926 16.58613 0.030682 0.069552 0.19416 0.659477 0.180801
rs1177908 16634133 T C 0.015834 0.016 0.515507 40424 0 ‐0.00297 0.107 0.000768 0.978 0.009661 16.63413 ‐0.04249 0.096671 0.194059 0.65956 0.180746
rs2129626 17071162 A C 0.28555 0.290643 1 40424 1 0.0315 0.0192 2.68 0.102 0.9914 17.07116 ‐0.00861 0.01958 0.193603 0.659935 0.180499
rs1511957 16858725 TC T 0.382342 0.40345 0.701802 40424 0 0.1601 0.021079 57.5788 3.25E‐14 13.48851 16.85872 0.011472 0.026078 0.193529 0.659996 0.180459
rs4961747 16744269 G A 0.198545 0.204773 0.720563 40424 0 0.0134 0.0251 0.283 0.595 0.225483 16.74427 0.011283 0.025671 0.193016 0.660418 0.180181
rs1170544 16708041 C G 0.013632 0.012826 0.51062 40424 0 ‐0.156 0.0897 3.04 0.0814 1.089376 16.70804 ‐0.04821 0.110119 0.192734 0.660651 0.180028
rs1385796 17239448 T TA 0.131301 0.127462 0.94347 40424 0 ‐0.05041 0.026819 3.55155 0.05949 1.225557 17.23945 ‐0.01187 0.027075 0.19254 0.660811 0.179923
rs1426318 17257123 C A 0.130676 0.126761 0.944373 40424 0 ‐0.0523 0.0265 3.89 0.0485 1.314258 17.25712 ‐0.0119 0.027142 0.192385 0.660939 0.179839
rs1501895 16633791 A G 0.021601 0.021989 0.589219 40424 0 0.00917 0.0682 0.018 0.893 0.049149 16.63379 ‐0.03433 0.078547 0.19173 0.661481 0.179483
rs7020918 17255902 A C 0.131032 0.127133 0.946935 40424 0 ‐0.0517 0.0265 3.82 0.0508 1.294136 17.2559 ‐0.01184 0.027069 0.191698 0.661507 0.179466
rs1576958 17245775 C T 0.129519 0.125525 0.950014 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0265 3.65 0.0562 1.250264 17.24578 ‐0.01187 0.02717 0.191189 0.661929 0.179189
rs1175358 17192464 C T 0.030412 0.032495 0.778094 40424 0 0.0178 0.0583 0.0935 0.76 0.119186 17.19246 0.024606 0.056212 0.191124 0.661983 0.179153
rs1773994 16634300 C T 0.021602 0.021991 0.589053 40424 0 0.00918 0.0683 0.0181 0.893 0.049149 16.6343 ‐0.03426 0.078554 0.190994 0.662091 0.179083
rs1887620 16459175 G T 0.276008 0.269006 0.914486 40424 0 ‐0.0154 0.0201 0.585 0.444 0.352617 16.45918 ‐0.00899 0.020576 0.190929 0.662145 0.179047
rs1200636 16908010 T C 0.079853 0.090908 0.955049 40424 0 0.0895 0.0313 8.16 0.00428 2.368556 16.90801 0.014025 0.032081 0.190896 0.662172 0.179029
rs1200061 17255346 G C 0.131014 0.127117 0.947152 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.0265 3.85 0.0497 1.303644 17.25535 ‐0.0118 0.027067 0.190364 0.662614 0.17874
rs7860314 17314633 T C 0.034677 0.030511 0.817292 40424 0 ‐0.0946 0.0486 3.8 0.0514 1.289037 17.31463 ‐0.02415 0.05549 0.189993 0.662922 0.178537
rs1328841 17256997 A C 0.130988 0.127095 0.947368 40424 0 ‐0.0524 0.0265 3.91 0.048 1.318759 17.257 ‐0.01179 0.027067 0.189929 0.662976 0.178502
rs1328973 17256994 T C 0.130988 0.127095 0.947368 40424 0 ‐0.0532 0.0269 3.9 0.0483 1.316053 17.25699 ‐0.01179 0.027067 0.189929 0.662976 0.178502
rs7869173 16480911 C T 0.058684 0.058701 0.849482 40424 0 ‐0.00705 0.0377 0.035 0.852 0.06956 16.48091 ‐0.01762 0.040501 0.189656 0.663203 0.178354
chr917239 17239452 A AC 0.130841 0.126988 0.940339 40424 0 ‐0.05058 0.026908 3.55082 0.059516 1.225366 17.23945 ‐0.01182 0.027167 0.189655 0.663204 0.178353
rs1012455 16512777 A C 0.073389 0.071793 0.540912 40424 0 ‐0.047 0.0402 1.36 0.243 0.614394 16.51278 ‐0.02013 0.046399 0.18866 0.664034 0.17781
rs7037408 17255982 T C 0.131052 0.127182 0.946902 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0265 3.83 0.0505 1.296709 17.25598 ‐0.01174 0.027065 0.188352 0.664292 0.177641
rs2274916 17388125 C T 0.087712 0.082162 0.923419 40424 0 ‐0.0561 0.0314 3.2 0.0735 1.133713 17.38812 ‐0.01436 0.033129 0.188062 0.664535 0.177483
rs664447 17276221 C T 0.129437 0.125412 0.953981 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0265 3.49 0.0616 1.210419 17.27622 ‐0.01177 0.027155 0.188023 0.664567 0.177461
rs7715806 16892381 C T 0.027287 0.024643 0.834488 40424 0 ‐0.0973 0.052 3.5 0.0614 1.211832 16.89238 0.027017 0.062229 0.187904 0.664667 0.177396
rs2083695 17367073 A G 0.87138 0.875441 0.929745 40424 0 0.0471 0.0267 3.1 0.0781 1.107349 17.36707 0.011913 0.027509 0.187746 0.664799 0.17731
rs2099859 17366964 T C 0.87138 0.875441 0.929746 40424 0 0.0471 0.0267 3.1 0.0781 1.107349 17.36696 0.011909 0.027509 0.187643 0.664886 0.177253
rs1096298 17269003 G A 0.126631 0.122934 0.936892 40424 0 ‐0.0483 0.0267 3.27 0.0704 1.152427 17.269 ‐0.01194 0.027598 0.187496 0.665009 0.177173
rs7271703 16492911 T C 0.052926 0.053731 0.522858 40424 0 0.0257 0.0449 0.328 0.567 0.246417 16.49291 ‐0.02314 0.053564 0.187004 0.665422 0.176903
rs1329995 17015692 G T 0.334047 0.336554 0.999428 40424 1 0.0142 0.0185 0.586 0.444 0.352617 17.01569 ‐0.00807 0.018661 0.186964 0.665456 0.176881
rs3537687 17111999 G A 0.248212 0.251844 0.932606 40424 0 0.0317 0.0203 2.42 0.12 0.920819 17.112 ‐0.00911 0.021139 0.185902 0.66635 0.176298
rs9657595 17387062 A T 0.911321 0.91675 0.930851 40424 0 0.0563 0.0313 3.24 0.072 1.142668 17.38706 0.014123 0.032796 0.185743 0.666484 0.176211
rs1096297 17268419 C A 0.126665 0.122982 0.936841 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0268 3.41 0.0649 1.187755 17.26842 ‐0.01188 0.027594 0.185432 0.666746 0.17604
rs1066839 17357619 C CAT 0.870279 0.874263 0.920555 40424 0 0.051498 0.027285 3.58097 0.058445 1.233253 17.35762 0.011856 0.027552 0.185384 0.666787 0.176013
rs1436546 17308968 ATG A 0.868252 0.872042 0.927807 40424 0 0.049507 0.02695 3.39134 0.06554 1.183496 17.30897 0.011651 0.027204 0.18363 0.668272 0.175047
rs7271598 16946397 T A 0.231615 0.227808 0.986438 40424 0 ‐0.0251 0.0209 1.44 0.23 0.638272 16.9464 ‐0.00897 0.020946 0.183326 0.66853 0.174879
rs2095145 17269857 T C 0.130066 0.126105 0.952144 40424 0 ‐0.0512 0.0269 3.63 0.0567 1.246417 17.26986 ‐0.01159 0.027106 0.183007 0.668802 0.174703
rs1487503 17006831 G A 0.034606 0.035563 0.930778 40424 0 0.0358 0.0477 0.563 0.453 0.343902 17.00683 0.021094 0.049275 0.182814 0.668966 0.174596
rs4961497 16797461 T C 0.101732 0.110533 0.999988 40424 1 0.0169 0.0283 0.356 0.551 0.258848 16.79746 0.012154 0.028421 0.182672 0.669087 0.174518
rs1223875 17251993 C G 0.131086 0.12724 0.945821 40424 0 ‐0.0503 0.0264 3.62 0.057 1.244125 17.25199 ‐0.01156 0.027065 0.182521 0.669216 0.174434
rs1934280 16862512 C G 0.178259 0.178957 0.997302 40424 1 ‐0.0465 0.0227 4.21 0.0402 1.395774 16.86251 0.0099 0.023164 0.182506 0.669228 0.174426
rs1200087 16465467 G C 0.293335 0.285988 0.876244 40424 0 ‐0.0107 0.02 0.286 0.593 0.226945 16.46547 ‐0.0088 0.020615 0.182184 0.669503 0.174247
rs1096298 17270847 C T 0.130078 0.126128 0.952149 40424 0 ‐0.0484 0.0264 3.35 0.0671 1.173277 17.27085 ‐0.01156 0.027104 0.18216 0.669524 0.174234
rs9657593 16938999 C G 0.230826 0.227728 0.974205 40424 0 ‐0.0226 0.0208 1.17 0.279 0.554396 16.939 ‐0.009 0.021097 0.181968 0.669687 0.174128
rs7865807 17370806 A T 0.869369 0.873246 0.921698 40424 0 0.0453 0.0266 2.89 0.089 1.05061 17.37081 0.011696 0.027458 0.181647 0.669962 0.17395
c9_pos169 16975456 T C 0.11861 0.117005 0.99216 40424 1 ‐0.0375 0.027 1.93 0.165 0.782516 16.97546 0.011697 0.027446 0.181438 0.67014 0.173834
rs7705849 17275170 G A 0.034 0.036739 0.805599 40424 0 0.0121 0.0573 0.0446 0.833 0.079355 17.27517 0.022275 0.052286 0.18108 0.670447 0.173636
rs1887619 16459251 C T 0.276694 0.269772 0.915223 40424 0 ‐0.0155 0.0201 0.595 0.44 0.356547 16.45925 ‐0.00874 0.020553 0.18087 0.670627 0.173519
rs2017861 16664736 A AC 0.023712 0.024084 0.329772 40424 0 ‐0.00492 0.101044 0.002368 0.961189 0.017191 16.66474 0.042862 0.101363 0.178048 0.673056 0.171949
rs1096308 17404916 A G 0.087656 0.081926 0.911206 40424 0 ‐0.0505 0.0314 2.59 0.108 0.966576 17.40492 ‐0.01407 0.033374 0.177943 0.673147 0.17189
rs1096242 16426122 A C 0.011634 0.011457 0.885231 40424 1 ‐0.0695 0.084 0.684 0.408 0.38934 16.42612 ‐0.03623 0.086119 0.177837 0.673239 0.171831
rs1153165 17242948 A T 0.130525 0.126639 0.94976 40424 0 ‐0.0496 0.0264 3.52 0.0605 1.218245 17.24295 ‐0.01141 0.027069 0.177825 0.673249 0.171824
rs2210551 17362954 C T 0.871271 0.875299 0.929115 40424 0 0.0385 0.0266 2.1 0.147 0.832683 17.36295 0.011592 0.027505 0.177804 0.673267 0.171813
rs1096293 17243017 T C 0.130525 0.12664 0.949769 40424 0 ‐0.0481 0.0264 3.32 0.0684 1.164944 17.24302 ‐0.0114 0.027069 0.17765 0.673401 0.171727
rs1174398 17019300 G A 0.025547 0.024816 0.946585 40424 0 0.012 0.0551 0.0473 0.828 0.08197 17.0193 ‐0.02412 0.05734 0.177516 0.673517 0.171652
rs7040666 17256156 T G 0.131104 0.127255 0.946511 40424 0 ‐0.0504 0.0264 3.64 0.0563 1.249492 17.25616 ‐0.01138 0.027066 0.177026 0.673942 0.171378
rs5582972 17271218 C T 0.129993 0.126066 0.952876 40424 0 ‐0.0482 0.0264 3.33 0.0679 1.16813 17.27122 ‐0.01138 0.0271 0.176437 0.674453 0.171048
rs7040098 17240716 C T 0.130538 0.126676 0.949703 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0264 3.66 0.0558 1.253366 17.24072 ‐0.01136 0.02706 0.176331 0.674546 0.170989
rs6254063 16484257 G A 0.060286 0.060445 0.819265 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0377 0.176 0.675 0.170696 16.48426 ‐0.01705 0.040659 0.176244 0.674621 0.17094
rs7025912 17240965 T C 0.130539 0.126677 0.949718 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0264 3.66 0.0556 1.254925 17.24096 ‐0.01135 0.02706 0.175997 0.674836 0.170802
rs9407792 17272141 T C 0.130101 0.126178 0.95214 40424 0 ‐0.0485 0.0265 3.36 0.0667 1.175874 17.27214 ‐0.01136 0.027098 0.175879 0.674939 0.170736
rs1131434 17164273 G A 0.032194 0.028726 0.74927 40424 0 ‐0.0613 0.0592 1.07 0.301 0.521434 17.16427 ‐0.0251 0.060004 0.17544 0.675322 0.170489
rs4961494 16724989 T G 0.167415 0.17314 0.617824 40424 0 0.037 0.0276 1.8 0.18 0.744728 16.72499 0.012482 0.029831 0.174925 0.675771 0.1702
rs6475124 17249937 T C 0.129919 0.125985 0.949566 40424 0 ‐0.0498 0.0265 3.54 0.0598 1.223299 17.24994 ‐0.01134 0.027129 0.174901 0.675792 0.170187
rs606382 17291195 C G 0.128817 0.124831 0.939356 40424 0 ‐0.0474 0.0267 3.17 0.0752 1.123782 17.29119 ‐0.01141 0.027327 0.174654 0.676008 0.170048
rs1337391 16611692 A G 0.905318 0.904126 0.477193 40424 0 0.000529 0.038 0.000194 0.989 0.004804 16.61169 0.018297 0.043844 0.174462 0.676176 0.16994
rs3434446 16488042 TCTTTG T 0.150011 0.143516 0.809773 40424 0 ‐0.02415 0.027383 0.779673 0.377241 0.423381 16.48804 ‐0.01147 0.027473 0.174358 0.676267 0.169882
rs1392632 16482665 ACTT A 0.058148 0.058151 0.841454 40424 0 ‐0.01324 0.040768 0.105602 0.745208 0.127723 16.48266 ‐0.01704 0.040865 0.17426 0.676353 0.169826
rs7037019 17359904 A T 0.871311 0.87533 0.929433 40424 0 0.0341 0.026 1.73 0.189 0.723538 17.3599 0.011474 0.027502 0.174233 0.676377 0.169811
rs1096247 16538942 C T 0.254091 0.247776 0.624733 40424 0 ‐0.022 0.0229 0.922 0.337 0.47237 16.53894 ‐0.01071 0.025667 0.174185 0.676419 0.169784
rs7044254 17241468 G A 0.130431 0.126562 0.950342 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0264 3.58 0.0583 1.234331 17.24147 ‐0.01128 0.027067 0.173925 0.676647 0.169638
rs622392 17274465 A G 0.118303 0.115399 0.887108 40424 0 ‐0.0519 0.0285 3.3 0.0691 1.160522 17.27447 ‐0.01214 0.029144 0.173685 0.676857 0.169503
chr916778 16778183 T TA 0.028883 0.028439 0.209466 40424 0 ‐0.05671 0.115028 0.244074 0.621279 0.206713 16.77818 0.04791 0.115005 0.172961 0.677494 0.169095
rs6254063 16478145 G A 0.057622 0.057622 0.849135 40424 0 ‐0.0102 0.0379 0.0718 0.789 0.102923 16.47815 ‐0.01696 0.040842 0.172782 0.677651 0.168994
rs4961551 17367673 G A 0.87134 0.875373 0.929178 40424 0 0.047 0.0267 3.09 0.0787 1.104025 17.36767 0.011432 0.02752 0.172758 0.677672 0.16898
rs1919659 17294421 C G 0.128815 0.124839 0.939256 40424 0 ‐0.0473 0.0267 3.15 0.0758 1.120331 17.29442 ‐0.01134 0.027328 0.172393 0.677994 0.168774
rs1075685 16991332 G A 0.63752 0.639639 0.978398 40424 0 0.0347 0.0183 3.58 0.0584 1.233587 16.99133 0.007668 0.01847 0.172391 0.677996 0.168773
rs1223598 17243399 A G 0.130435 0.126566 0.950574 40424 0 ‐0.05 0.0264 3.57 0.0587 1.231362 17.2434 ‐0.01123 0.027066 0.172332 0.678048 0.16874
rs7043703 17241284 A G 0.130503 0.12665 0.949754 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0264 3.58 0.0583 1.234331 17.24128 ‐0.01123 0.027066 0.172246 0.678123 0.168691
rs1153416 17241269 T C 0.130503 0.12665 0.949753 40424 0 ‐0.0501 0.0264 3.58 0.0583 1.234331 17.24127 ‐0.01123 0.027066 0.172234 0.678134 0.168685
rs7873798 17243512 C T 0.130435 0.126566 0.95059 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0264 3.57 0.0589 1.229885 17.24351 ‐0.01123 0.027066 0.17222 0.678146 0.168677
rs1096301 17295555 C T 0.128815 0.12484 0.939251 40424 0 ‐0.0474 0.0267 3.16 0.0756 1.121478 17.29556 ‐0.01133 0.027328 0.172189 0.678174 0.168659
rs613966 17296926 T C 0.128814 0.12484 0.939221 40424 0 ‐0.0474 0.0267 3.16 0.0757 1.120904 17.29693 ‐0.01133 0.027328 0.172011 0.678331 0.168559
rs4430173 17248125 C T 0.130417 0.126543 0.950423 40424 0 ‐0.0498 0.0264 3.55 0.0596 1.224754 17.24813 ‐0.01122 0.027066 0.171988 0.678351 0.168546
rs1759457 17307799 C G 0.128734 0.124733 0.938282 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0267 3.17 0.0748 1.126098 17.3078 ‐0.01134 0.027352 0.171974 0.678363 0.168538
rs7037041 17359994 A C 0.870998 0.87497 0.930641 40424 0 0.0469 0.0267 3.09 0.0788 1.103474 17.35999 0.011375 0.027453 0.171865 0.67846 0.168476
rs1075686 17310512 G A 0.871537 0.875571 0.936294 40424 0 0.0475 0.0267 3.17 0.0749 1.125518 17.31051 0.011356 0.027411 0.17182 0.678499 0.168451
rs7044783 17241865 G A 0.130504 0.126651 0.949801 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0265 3.5 0.0614 1.211832 17.24187 ‐0.01121 0.027066 0.171583 0.678709 0.168317
rs1930644 17311063 T C 0.871538 0.875572 0.936246 40424 0 0.0455 0.0266 2.93 0.0867 1.061981 17.31106 0.011348 0.027412 0.171578 0.678713 0.168314
rs1576959 17245729 C A 0.130436 0.126569 0.950588 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0264 3.57 0.059 1.229148 17.24573 ‐0.0112 0.027065 0.171557 0.678732 0.168302
rs642582 17301105 T A 0.128497 0.124485 0.93711 40424 0 ‐0.0472 0.0267 3.12 0.0772 1.112383 17.30111 ‐0.01134 0.027397 0.171502 0.67878 0.168271
rs6011517 16666451 TAA T 0.076886 0.077961 0.557739 40424 0 0.034077 0.043842 0.602254 0.437719 0.358804 16.66645 0.018204 0.043934 0.171398 0.678872 0.168212
rs1396745 17240119 G GTCT 0.131802 0.128008 0.940676 40424 0 ‐0.04985 0.02681 3.47401 0.06234 1.205233 17.24012 ‐0.01119 0.027067 0.171244 0.679009 0.168125
rs7034768 17246197 C T 0.130437 0.12657 0.95058 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0264 3.56 0.059 1.229148 17.2462 ‐0.01119 0.027065 0.17114 0.679101 0.168066
rs7035318 17246607 A G 0.130437 0.12657 0.950566 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0264 3.56 0.0591 1.228413 17.24661 ‐0.01119 0.027065 0.171102 0.679134 0.168044
rs1096293 17246670 G A 0.130437 0.126571 0.950565 40424 0 ‐0.0499 0.0264 3.56 0.0591 1.228413 17.24667 ‐0.01119 0.027065 0.17103 0.679198 0.168004
rs1129996 17309671 TA T 0.871253 0.875251 0.938209 40424 0 0.049918 0.027094 3.41157 0.064741 1.188822 17.30967 0.011277 0.027352 0.170175 0.679956 0.167519
rs1096305 17348412 C A 0.048795 0.052076 0.853933 40424 0 0.0297 0.0405 0.538 0.463 0.334419 17.34841 0.017778 0.043075 0.170019 0.680095 0.167431
rs943739 16550860 T C 0.396034 0.384686 0.725377 40424 0 ‐0.0149 0.02 0.553 0.457 0.340084 16.55086 ‐0.00874 0.02124 0.169497 0.680559 0.167134
rs1178889 16622149 A G 0.132968 0.131286 0.618952 40424 0 0.0266 0.029 0.838 0.36 0.443698 16.62215 0.01352 0.03285 0.169193 0.68083 0.166961
rs7511037 17230928 T C 0.117037 0.120111 0.849407 40424 0 0.0162 0.0286 0.321 0.571 0.243364 17.23093 ‐0.01198 0.029169 0.16888 0.681109 0.166783
rs870270 17280616 G A 0.129015 0.125047 0.942759 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0266 3.38 0.0659 1.181115 17.28062 ‐0.01118 0.027266 0.168306 0.681622 0.166457
rs263583 17040154 A G 0.457423 0.452933 0.998583 40424 1 ‐0.00842 0.0175 0.232 0.63 0.20066 17.04015 ‐0.00719 0.017551 0.168016 0.681881 0.166291
rs1205699 16492516 T C 0.159733 0.15238 0.776971 40424 0 ‐0.0382 0.0256 2.23 0.135 0.869666 16.49252 ‐0.01124 0.027452 0.167934 0.681955 0.166245
rs3527840 17282826 C T 0.194207 0.194595 0.726258 40424 0 0.0425 0.025 2.9 0.0888 1.051587 17.28283 ‐0.01078 0.026313 0.167903 0.681982 0.166227
rs1421315 17249884 T G 0.020281 0.021784 0.649771 40424 0 0.0645 0.0618 1.09 0.296 0.528708 17.24988 0.030748 0.07494 0.167852 0.682028 0.166198
rs1096294 17249135 T C 0.130454 0.126593 0.950478 40424 0 ‐0.0497 0.0264 3.53 0.0603 1.219683 17.24913 ‐0.01107 0.027059 0.167569 0.682281 0.166036
rs2020320 16987693 G C 0.443299 0.45057 0.945949 40424 1 0.00298 0.0178 0.0281 0.867 0.061981 16.98769 0.007346 0.017976 0.166977 0.682813 0.165699
rs646025 17300938 C A 0.128632 0.124662 0.937036 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0267 3.12 0.0772 1.112383 17.30094 ‐0.01118 0.02738 0.166837 0.682938 0.165619
rs1096246 16505873 T C 0.160256 0.153526 0.699286 40424 0 ‐0.00452 0.0261 0.0299 0.863 0.063989 16.50587 0.01181 0.0289 0.166826 0.682948 0.165612
rs7018856 17267583 A T 0.128758 0.125338 0.929116 40424 0 ‐0.0481 0.0265 3.3 0.0695 1.158015 17.26758 ‐0.0112 0.027485 0.166228 0.683486 0.16527
rs1129930 17252889 G A 0.130512 0.126647 0.951222 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0264 3.46 0.0627 1.202732 17.25289 ‐0.01102 0.027043 0.166141 0.683564 0.165221
rs1075686 17314770 A G 0.871312 0.875327 0.938069 40424 0 0.0477 0.0266 3.21 0.0732 1.135489 17.31477 0.011143 0.027358 0.166068 0.68363 0.165179
rs1113380 17315316 T C 0.871312 0.875327 0.938062 40424 0 0.0477 0.0266 3.21 0.0732 1.135489 17.31532 0.01114 0.027358 0.165987 0.683703 0.165132
rs3891457 17352284 C A 0.871469 0.875508 0.930397 40424 0 0.0461 0.0267 2.98 0.0844 1.073658 17.35228 0.011203 0.027521 0.165885 0.683795 0.165074
rs2104914 17269657 A T 0.130103 0.126201 0.95191 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0264 3.3 0.0694 1.158641 17.26966 ‐0.01103 0.027102 0.165832 0.683843 0.165044
rs7046327 17250916 T C 0.130504 0.126642 0.951035 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0264 3.46 0.0629 1.201349 17.25092 ‐0.011 0.027045 0.165619 0.684035 0.164922
rs7967084 17252459 CATT C 0.130448 0.126581 0.950995 40424 0 ‐0.0493 0.026797 3.40093 0.06516 1.186021 17.25246 ‐0.011 0.027051 0.165547 0.6841 0.16488
rs1096281 17005380 G C 0.034842 0.035816 0.927988 40424 0 0.0327 0.0476 0.471 0.493 0.307153 17.00538 0.019955 0.049123 0.164633 0.684926 0.164356
rs1081057 16578850 A G 0.025057 0.026016 0.340247 40424 0 0.0161 0.0753 0.0458 0.831 0.080399 16.57885 0.038889 0.095691 0.16455 0.685002 0.164309
rs1119618 17252881 AT A 0.130502 0.126641 0.951147 40424 0 ‐0.04924 0.026791 3.39456 0.065412 1.184344 17.25288 ‐0.01095 0.027045 0.164145 0.685369 0.164076
rs1998824 17274457 A ATCTATCTG0.142067 0.138676 0.850209 40424 0 ‐0.04552 0.027361 2.78039 0.095425 1.020338 17.27446 ‐0.01116 0.027601 0.163764 0.685715 0.163857
rs8017721 16476807 A C 0.029603 0.029557 0.735572 40424 0 0.0111 0.0529 0.0437 0.834 0.078834 16.47681 ‐0.0243 0.060126 0.163737 0.685739 0.163841
rs1096275 16944631 A G 0.231682 0.227992 0.991258 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0208 1.42 0.234 0.630784 16.94463 ‐0.00844 0.020897 0.163366 0.686076 0.163628
rs7037176 16514375 C A 0.361528 0.352792 0.697409 40424 0 ‐0.0111 0.0203 0.296 0.586 0.232102 16.51438 ‐0.00891 0.022055 0.163302 0.686135 0.163591
rs593552 17282639 T C 0.129536 0.125618 0.942393 40424 0 ‐0.0488 0.0266 3.37 0.0664 1.177832 17.28264 ‐0.01099 0.027212 0.163164 0.68626 0.163511
rs1044170 16946016 G A 0.231713 0.228018 0.989773 40424 0 ‐0.0246 0.0208 1.39 0.238 0.623423 16.94602 ‐0.00844 0.020898 0.163164 0.68626 0.163511
rs7851036 16845530 T C 0.622971 0.623261 0.745796 40424 0 ‐0.00666 0.0203 0.107 0.743 0.129011 16.84553 ‐0.00846 0.020931 0.163164 0.68626 0.163511
rs1096275 16944588 T C 0.231672 0.227984 0.991322 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0208 1.42 0.234 0.630784 16.94459 ‐0.00843 0.020898 0.162918 0.686484 0.16337
rs582134 17282901 T A 0.129536 0.12562 0.942365 40424 0 ‐0.0487 0.0266 3.37 0.0665 1.177178 17.2829 ‐0.01097 0.027212 0.162671 0.686709 0.163227
rs2483208 17292485 G T 0.129355 0.125461 0.939625 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0266 3.12 0.0771 1.112946 17.29248 ‐0.01097 0.027261 0.162061 0.687266 0.162875
rs6475125 17250170 A G 0.130478 0.126654 0.951039 40424 0 ‐0.0495 0.0264 3.51 0.0611 1.213959 17.25017 ‐0.01086 0.027049 0.161464 0.687812 0.16253
rs1576961 17251384 G A 0.130593 0.126732 0.950366 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0264 3.47 0.0625 1.20412 17.25138 ‐0.01085 0.027046 0.161193 0.688061 0.162373
rs7451132 17170403 G A 0.031925 0.032937 0.80391 40424 0 0.0177 0.0545 0.105 0.746 0.127261 17.1704 0.022081 0.054971 0.160947 0.688286 0.162231
rs2779779 17299571 G A 0.128362 0.124413 0.935464 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0267 3.17 0.0749 1.125518 17.29957 ‐0.01099 0.027426 0.160743 0.688473 0.162113
rs673587 17293691 C T 0.129354 0.125466 0.939587 40424 0 ‐0.047 0.0266 3.12 0.0774 1.111259 17.29369 ‐0.01092 0.027262 0.160733 0.688483 0.162107
rs7869202 16964709 C T 0.836445 0.836896 0.475614 40424 0 0.0774 0.0297 6.78 0.00923 2.034798 16.96471 ‐0.01389 0.034669 0.160474 0.688721 0.161957
rs1096298 17268451 G T 0.048487 0.051808 0.879737 40424 0 0.00182 0.0382 0.00228 0.962 0.016825 17.26845 0.017048 0.042532 0.160375 0.688812 0.1619
rs1495508 17165011 T G 0.031889 0.032902 0.803453 40424 0 0.0209 0.0545 0.146 0.702 0.153663 17.16501 0.022015 0.055017 0.15972 0.689414 0.16152
rs1096285 17080337 T G 0.12351 0.115582 0.888 40424 0 ‐0.0418 0.0279 2.24 0.134 0.872895 17.08034 ‐0.01155 0.028968 0.159178 0.689915 0.161205
rs1096298 17268493 T A 0.127604 0.124097 0.93829 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0267 3.11 0.078 1.107905 17.26849 ‐0.01095 0.027466 0.159023 0.690058 0.161115
rs1179189 16946183 C A 0.231585 0.227874 0.988829 40424 0 ‐0.0241 0.0208 1.34 0.247 0.607303 16.94618 ‐0.00833 0.020909 0.158956 0.69012 0.161076
rs7610683 16839434 G A 0.029443 0.026917 0.732411 40424 0 ‐0.103 0.0553 3.45 0.0632 1.199283 16.83943 0.025349 0.063508 0.158865 0.690204 0.161023
rs7769766 17091951 G A 0.029073 0.030069 0.349459 40424 0 0.0386 0.0846 0.208 0.648 0.188425 17.09195 0.034728 0.087041 0.158791 0.690272 0.16098
rs1759463 17305755 G C 0.129417 0.125527 0.938992 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0266 3.13 0.0769 1.114074 17.30576 ‐0.01086 0.027267 0.158679 0.690376 0.160915
rs1759465 17305479 A C 0.129418 0.125532 0.93903 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0266 3.13 0.0769 1.114074 17.30548 ‐0.01084 0.027267 0.158275 0.69075 0.160679
rs7150485 17294644 G A 0.016212 0.015965 0.517914 40424 0 0.14 0.0867 2.6 0.107 0.970616 17.29464 0.038643 0.096977 0.1582 0.690819 0.160636
rs3531196 17143153 T C 0.240067 0.24194 0.862022 40424 0 0.0342 0.0211 2.63 0.105 0.978811 17.14315 ‐0.00883 0.022232 0.157787 0.691202 0.160395
rs9644816 17374092 C A 0.048021 0.051275 0.839269 40424 0 0.0273 0.0407 0.451 0.502 0.299296 17.37409 0.017368 0.043756 0.157259 0.691693 0.160087
rs672799 17293527 C T 0.130008 0.126178 0.939271 40424 0 ‐0.0467 0.0266 3.08 0.0795 1.099633 17.29353 ‐0.01077 0.027193 0.157133 0.69181 0.160013
rs1392388 17158343 GTTTTC G 0.030509 0.031418 0.826933 40424 0 0.018467 0.055349 0.111089 0.738908 0.13141 17.15834 0.021983 0.055474 0.156637 0.692272 0.159723
rs4097851 17383698 T C 0.910883 0.916251 0.934991 40424 0 0.0397 0.0295 1.81 0.179 0.747147 17.3837 0.012895 0.032618 0.156509 0.692391 0.159649
rs1447099 16513433 T G 0.021713 0.022282 0.647219 40424 0 0.00285 0.0652 0.0019 0.965 0.015473 16.51343 ‐0.02935 0.074399 0.156199 0.69268 0.159467
rs1759458 17307204 G A 0.129436 0.125576 0.939425 40424 0 ‐0.0471 0.0266 3.13 0.0769 1.114074 17.3072 ‐0.01075 0.02726 0.155671 0.693174 0.159158
rs3500589 16419367 T C 0.010223 0.009271 0.646167 40424 0 ‐0.0126 0.0857 0.0215 0.884 0.053548 16.41937 ‐0.04436 0.112952 0.155118 0.693692 0.158834
rs1096292 17239655 A C 0.128031 0.124038 0.945913 40424 0 ‐0.0527 0.0267 3.91 0.0481 1.317855 17.23965 ‐0.01077 0.027353 0.15506 0.693746 0.1588
rs1513384 17315960 ATTCTGTTTA 0.870385 0.874275 0.940396 40424 0 0.049241 0.026967 3.35086 0.06717 1.172825 17.31596 0.010713 0.027224 0.155006 0.693797 0.158768
rs6475122 17244601 C T 0.130867 0.127078 0.947188 40424 0 ‐0.0491 0.0264 3.46 0.063 1.200659 17.2446 ‐0.01061 0.027071 0.153868 0.694866 0.158099
rs1096298 17269035 C T 0.127719 0.124225 0.937982 40424 0 ‐0.0467 0.0266 3.09 0.079 1.102373 17.26904 ‐0.01075 0.027458 0.153455 0.695255 0.157856
rs4506325 16944255 T C 0.231663 0.228018 0.991777 40424 0 ‐0.0248 0.0208 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.94426 ‐0.00818 0.0209 0.153307 0.695395 0.157769
rs1418987 16913862 C T 0.010834 0.011269 0.644273 40424 0 0.11 0.101 1.17 0.279 0.554396 16.91386 ‐0.04088 0.104744 0.152963 0.69572 0.157566
rs1096298 17269184 G T 0.12787 0.124394 0.938316 40424 0 ‐0.0467 0.0266 3.08 0.0792 1.101275 17.26918 ‐0.01071 0.027437 0.152455 0.6962 0.157266
rs1096298 17269011 C T 0.127852 0.124373 0.938188 40424 0 ‐0.0467 0.0266 3.08 0.0793 1.100727 17.26901 ‐0.0107 0.027441 0.152207 0.696435 0.157119
rs1464611 17101297 G A 0.022645 0.024799 0.49289 40424 0 ‐0.0173 0.0664 0.068 0.794 0.10018 17.1013 0.031545 0.080917 0.151597 0.697014 0.156759
rs1096303 17322582 C T 0.048398 0.051652 0.85163 40424 0 0.0282 0.0405 0.484 0.487 0.312471 17.32258 0.016849 0.043275 0.151316 0.697281 0.156592
rs1096298 17268658 A C 0.127627 0.124126 0.938028 40424 0 ‐0.0479 0.0273 3.08 0.0795 1.099633 17.26866 ‐0.01067 0.027468 0.151104 0.697483 0.156467
rs1096297 17268196 T G 0.129493 0.125987 0.926394 40424 0 ‐0.0468 0.0269 3.03 0.0817 1.087778 17.2682 ‐0.01066 0.027454 0.150995 0.697586 0.156402
rs943741 16551131 G C 0.404804 0.394421 0.70731 40424 0 ‐0.00579 0.0201 0.0831 0.773 0.111821 16.55113 ‐0.00831 0.021418 0.150608 0.697955 0.156173
rs263574 17033827 G A 0.997845 0.997769 0.351669 40424 0 ‐0.645 0.337 3.67 0.0553 1.257275 17.03383 ‐0.12362 0.317144 0.150423 0.698131 0.156063
rs1096293 17244494 G A 0.130589 0.126787 0.948699 40424 0 ‐0.0489 0.0264 3.42 0.0642 1.192465 17.24449 ‐0.0105 0.027077 0.150417 0.698137 0.156059
rs3492619 16789181 T C 0.096578 0.103768 0.871785 40424 0 0.0218 0.0302 0.52 0.471 0.326979 16.78918 0.012082 0.031168 0.150092 0.698448 0.155866
rs3517722 16518609 T TG 0.367908 0.353731 0.96392 40424 0 ‐0.02158 0.018544 1.35551 0.244317 0.612046 16.51861 ‐0.00721 0.018625 0.149862 0.698667 0.15573
rs2584545 17404776 G C 0.909597 0.915032 0.898474 40424 0 0.0327 0.0294 1.24 0.266 0.575118 17.40478 0.012796 0.03309 0.149748 0.698776 0.155662
rs1096244 16485097 G C 0.257478 0.251311 0.778432 40424 0 ‐0.0074 0.0215 0.118 0.731 0.136083 16.4851 0.008823 0.022844 0.149084 0.699412 0.155267
rs2780204 17305351 A G 0.130114 0.12635 0.939287 40424 0 ‐0.0464 0.0266 3.05 0.0807 1.093126 17.30535 ‐0.01048 0.027189 0.148792 0.699692 0.155093
rs1096302 17318471 A C 0.048417 0.051661 0.8529 40424 0 0.026 0.0405 0.411 0.521 0.283162 17.31847 0.016684 0.043235 0.14864 0.699838 0.155002
rs1096292 17240271 C G 0.132121 0.128472 0.937682 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0264 3.67 0.0553 1.257275 17.24027 ‐0.01043 0.027071 0.148636 0.699842 0.155
rs1759461 17306209 A G 0.129935 0.126148 0.937675 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30621 ‐0.01049 0.027227 0.148609 0.699868 0.154984
rs1096261 16815861 G A 0.17342 0.176323 0.616416 40424 0 0.00914 0.0271 0.114 0.736 0.133122 16.81586 0.01137 0.029498 0.148466 0.700006 0.154898
rs1011867 16472622 C G 0.142267 0.142592 0.711916 40424 0 0.00112 0.0271 0.00169 0.967 0.014574 16.47262 0.011491 0.029818 0.148352 0.700115 0.154831
rs1268358 16908663 A G 0.079999 0.090956 0.956764 40424 0 0.088 0.0312 7.94 0.00484 2.315155 16.90866 0.012351 0.032062 0.148235 0.700228 0.154761
rs5785073 17295131 C T 0.130662 0.126932 0.937538 40424 0 ‐0.048 0.0265 3.26 0.0708 1.149967 17.29513 ‐0.01044 0.027149 0.147912 0.700539 0.154568
rs7848118 17316899 T C 0.870429 0.874301 0.938083 40424 0 0.0472 0.0266 3.16 0.0757 1.120904 17.3169 0.010455 0.02725 0.147351 0.70108 0.154233
rs7756277 17341675 G A 0.049121 0.052416 0.852545 40424 0 0.027 0.0405 0.447 0.504 0.29757 17.34167 0.01648 0.042964 0.146859 0.701555 0.153938
rs1113382 17315670 G T 0.869565 0.873342 0.939911 40424 0 0.0466 0.0265 3.09 0.0786 1.104577 17.31567 0.010379 0.027126 0.146552 0.701852 0.153754
rs6475129 17309886 T A 0.869911 0.873702 0.938567 40424 0 0.0449 0.0266 2.84 0.0918 1.037157 17.30989 0.010375 0.027195 0.145693 0.702686 0.153239
rs1075686 17310570 T C 0.869912 0.873704 0.938506 40424 0 0.0463 0.0266 3.04 0.0814 1.089376 17.31057 0.010375 0.027196 0.145673 0.702705 0.153227
rs3808785 17308405 A G 0.130093 0.126305 0.938725 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.3084 ‐0.01037 0.027193 0.145661 0.702717 0.15322
rs2010216 17309588 A AAC 0.869908 0.873698 0.938676 40424 0 0.048964 0.026936 3.32053 0.06842 1.164818 17.30959 0.010371 0.027194 0.145591 0.702785 0.153178
rs7874597 17309415 A G 0.869907 0.873696 0.93871 40424 0 0.0464 0.0266 3.04 0.0811 1.090979 17.30942 0.010369 0.027193 0.145548 0.702827 0.153152
rs1011432 17310685 A G 0.869912 0.873704 0.938496 40424 0 0.0465 0.0266 3.05 0.0807 1.093126 17.31068 0.01037 0.027196 0.145542 0.702833 0.153148
rs1930643 17311078 A C 0.869913 0.873704 0.938462 40424 0 0.0462 0.0265 3.05 0.0809 1.092052 17.31108 0.01037 0.027197 0.145526 0.702848 0.153139
rs1759459 17306951 C G 0.130096 0.126309 0.938721 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30695 ‐0.01037 0.027192 0.145486 0.702887 0.153115
rs1930646 17310997 G A 0.869502 0.873265 0.937422 40424 0 0.0476 0.0266 3.21 0.0733 1.134896 17.311 0.01036 0.027175 0.145476 0.702897 0.153109
rs6475127 17309506 T C 0.869908 0.873696 0.938692 40424 0 0.0464 0.0266 3.04 0.0811 1.090979 17.30951 0.010364 0.027194 0.145407 0.702964 0.153067
rs7040365 17207136 G A 0.028798 0.029271 0.808656 40424 0 ‐0.0077 0.0589 0.0171 0.896 0.047692 17.20714 0.022138 0.058 0.145317 0.703051 0.153013
rs1759616 17306633 G C 0.130098 0.126315 0.938724 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30663 ‐0.01035 0.027192 0.14507 0.703292 0.152864
rs1759460 17306628 A T 0.130098 0.126316 0.938724 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30663 ‐0.01035 0.027192 0.145059 0.703303 0.152858
rs1877509 16907686 A T 0.063587 0.072169 0.877198 40424 0 0.0807 0.032 6.34 0.0118 1.928118 16.90769 ‐0.01408 0.037006 0.14502 0.703341 0.152834
rs9407804 17290097 G T 0.128381 0.124537 0.927367 40424 0 ‐0.0472 0.0266 3.15 0.076 1.119186 17.2901 ‐0.01047 0.027527 0.14476 0.703594 0.152678
rs1759618 17306143 T C 0.130102 0.126324 0.93875 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30614 ‐0.01034 0.02719 0.144707 0.703646 0.152646
rs1759617 17306293 G A 0.1301 0.126322 0.938739 40424 0 ‐0.044 0.0266 2.73 0.0987 1.005683 17.30629 ‐0.01034 0.027191 0.14468 0.703672 0.15263
rs1759619 17306140 G T 0.130102 0.126324 0.93875 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30614 ‐0.01034 0.02719 0.144674 0.703678 0.152626
rs7039206 16981757 A G 0.997091 0.997015 0.25208 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.155 0.466 0.495 0.305395 16.98176 0.123711 0.32725 0.144337 0.704007 0.152423
rs1759462 17305866 A T 0.130104 0.126329 0.938775 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0829 1.081445 17.30587 ‐0.01032 0.027189 0.144308 0.704035 0.152406
rs677490 17291150 G C 0.130275 0.126522 0.939267 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0828 1.08197 17.29115 ‐0.01031 0.027159 0.144117 0.704222 0.15229
rs7601988 17205147 G A 0.028803 0.029274 0.808524 40424 0 ‐0.00783 0.0589 0.0177 0.894 0.048663 17.20515 0.022012 0.058001 0.143662 0.704667 0.152016
rs7044658 16519571 T C 0.376749 0.362875 0.999945 40424 1 ‐0.0213 0.0181 1.38 0.239 0.621602 16.51957 ‐0.0069 0.01821 0.143578 0.70475 0.151965
rs1096289 17190094 T C 0.047759 0.051189 0.841597 40424 0 0.0175 0.0412 0.181 0.671 0.173278 17.19009 0.016549 0.043675 0.143314 0.705008 0.151806
rs7477326 17328594 A G 0.04836 0.051577 0.84928 40424 0 0.0282 0.0405 0.483 0.487 0.312471 17.32859 0.016417 0.04337 0.143034 0.705283 0.151637
rs7027051 17292083 A G 0.130274 0.126526 0.939209 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3 0.083 1.080922 17.29208 ‐0.01026 0.027159 0.142989 0.705328 0.151609
rs1096303 17328386 G A 0.04836 0.051577 0.849282 40424 0 0.0282 0.0405 0.483 0.487 0.312471 17.32839 0.016412 0.04337 0.142957 0.705359 0.15159
rs1081073 17223492 G A 0.189346 0.190922 0.880855 40424 0 ‐0.0135 0.0232 0.339 0.56 0.251812 17.22349 0.008919 0.023588 0.142851 0.705463 0.151526
rs1130360 16927144 G A 0.037528 0.037782 0.807141 40424 0 ‐0.0887 0.0474 3.5 0.0614 1.211832 16.92714 0.019605 0.051833 0.14276 0.705553 0.151471
rs7661011 17294974 G C 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 0 ‐0.067 0.029 5.35 0.0207 1.68403 17.29497 ‐0.01025 0.027173 0.142433 0.705874 0.151273
rs7779644 17295032 C T 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.29503 ‐0.01025 0.027173 0.142432 0.705875 0.151272
rs8010774 17295019 C T 0.130166 0.126416 0.939043 40424 0 ‐0.0458 0.0266 2.97 0.0849 1.071092 17.29502 ‐0.01025 0.027173 0.142426 0.705881 0.151269
rs1096301 17295197 C T 0.130218 0.126471 0.938991 40424 0 ‐0.0433 0.0273 2.53 0.112 0.950782 17.2952 ‐0.01025 0.027168 0.142414 0.705893 0.151261
rs7606279 17294765 C G 0.13014 0.126386 0.938996 40424 0 ‐0.0174 0.0316 0.302 0.583 0.234331 17.29477 ‐0.01025 0.027176 0.142267 0.706038 0.151172
rs1096305 17351580 T C 0.048561 0.051801 0.848626 40424 0 0.0287 0.0405 0.503 0.478 0.320572 17.35158 0.016342 0.0433 0.142179 0.706124 0.151119
rs632255 17301716 T C 0.130156 0.126404 0.938999 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0835 1.078314 17.30172 ‐0.01024 0.027175 0.142129 0.706174 0.151089
rs1413418 17304243 A G 0.130039 0.126271 0.938352 40424 0 ‐0.0465 0.0266 3.06 0.0802 1.095826 17.30424 ‐0.01025 0.0272 0.142028 0.706273 0.151027
rs943751 16490671 C T 0.026845 0.028383 0.630784 40424 0 0.0156 0.0585 0.0714 0.789 0.102923 16.49067 0.025175 0.06673 0.141967 0.706333 0.15099
rs647013 17293321 C G 0.130273 0.12653 0.93915 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0267 3.16 0.0753 1.123205 17.29332 ‐0.01022 0.02716 0.141808 0.70649 0.150894
rs643776 17294095 G A 0.130272 0.126531 0.939135 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 3 0.0833 1.079355 17.29409 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.14159 0.706706 0.150762
rs8002793 17328959 G A 0.048355 0.051568 0.848979 40424 0 0.0281 0.0405 0.482 0.487 0.312471 17.32896 0.016338 0.043382 0.141585 0.70671 0.150759
rs632313 17294312 T C 0.130272 0.126531 0.939134 40424 0 ‐0.0465 0.0266 3.07 0.0799 1.097453 17.29431 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.141571 0.706724 0.15075
rs1759626 17294715 G C 0.130272 0.126531 0.93913 40424 0 ‐0.0463 0.0266 3.03 0.0816 1.08831 17.29472 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.141533 0.706762 0.150727
rs1096301 17295334 A G 0.130272 0.126531 0.939125 40424 0 ‐0.0453 0.0266 2.91 0.0882 1.054531 17.29533 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.14152 0.706775 0.150719
rs614471 17296785 T G 0.130272 0.126531 0.939111 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.29679 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.141388 0.706905 0.150639
rs614412 17296822 T C 0.130272 0.126531 0.939109 40424 0 ‐0.0483 0.0267 3.28 0.0701 1.154282 17.29682 ‐0.01021 0.02716 0.14136 0.706933 0.150622
rs599626 17297187 C T 0.130271 0.12653 0.939087 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 3 0.0834 1.078834 17.29719 ‐0.0102 0.027161 0.141296 0.706996 0.150583
rs585682 17297273 T G 0.130271 0.12653 0.939084 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.29727 ‐0.0102 0.027161 0.141259 0.707033 0.150561
rs600133 17297041 G A 0.130271 0.126531 0.939095 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.29704 ‐0.0102 0.02716 0.141252 0.70704 0.150556
rs600041 17297105 T C 0.130271 0.126531 0.939092 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.29711 ‐0.0102 0.02716 0.141227 0.707064 0.150541
rs1075686 17314960 T A 0.869685 0.873461 0.940239 40424 0 0.0465 0.0265 3.07 0.0796 1.099087 17.31496 0.010193 0.027144 0.14115 0.70714 0.150494
rs1133709 17193892 T A 0.028949 0.029443 0.806447 40424 0 ‐0.00523 0.0587 0.00792 0.929 0.031984 17.19389 0.021789 0.057924 0.141144 0.707146 0.150491
rs1330041 16987464 G A 0.36071 0.369459 0.953109 40424 1 0.0418 0.0184 5.18 0.0229 1.640164 16.98746 0.007032 0.018723 0.141032 0.707257 0.150423
rs679666 17298726 T C 0.130269 0.126528 0.939074 40424 0 ‐0.0462 0.0266 3.02 0.0822 1.085128 17.29873 ‐0.01019 0.027161 0.140905 0.707383 0.150345
rs634383 17301257 G A 0.130222 0.126477 0.938834 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.30126 ‐0.01018 0.027172 0.140628 0.707658 0.150177
rs631300 17301980 G A 0.130221 0.126477 0.938825 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0837 1.077275 17.30198 ‐0.01018 0.027172 0.140562 0.707723 0.150137
rs632176 17301779 G A 0.130221 0.126477 0.938827 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0837 1.077275 17.30178 ‐0.01018 0.027172 0.140547 0.707738 0.150128
rs2780205 17300291 T G 0.130267 0.126527 0.939042 40424 0 ‐0.0444 0.0268 2.75 0.0974 1.011441 17.30029 ‐0.01018 0.027162 0.140516 0.707769 0.150109
rs634446 17301211 A C 0.130266 0.126526 0.939059 40424 0 ‐0.046 0.0266 2.99 0.0836 1.077794 17.30121 ‐0.01018 0.027162 0.140496 0.707788 0.150097
rs1409900 16788421 G A 0.011316 0.011436 0.269821 40424 0 ‐0.0555 0.0979 0.321 0.571 0.243364 16.78842 0.06075 0.161823 0.140277 0.708006 0.149963
rs2012890 16998682 T TTGAC 0.113403 0.105808 0.859858 40424 0 ‐0.05697 0.030317 3.55066 0.059522 1.225324 16.99868 ‐0.01143 0.03057 0.140041 0.70824 0.149819
rs7707178 17330435 C T 0.048344 0.051549 0.84816 40424 0 0.0282 0.0405 0.482 0.487 0.312471 17.33043 0.016247 0.043411 0.139819 0.708461 0.149684
rs7870873 16558173 C T 0.970145 0.97089 0.240005 40424 0 0.00177 0.0842 0.000441 0.983 0.007447 16.55817 ‐0.04017 0.107323 0.139684 0.708595 0.149602
rs1759453 17303383 C T 0.130204 0.126455 0.938588 40424 0 ‐0.0459 0.0266 2.98 0.0841 1.075204 17.30338 ‐0.01015 0.02718 0.139538 0.708741 0.149513
rs1759452 17303635 G A 0.130204 0.126454 0.938589 40424 0 ‐0.0459 0.0266 2.99 0.084 1.075721 17.30363 ‐0.01015 0.02718 0.139533 0.708746 0.14951
c9_pos170 17024622 T C 0.035168 0.036213 0.987209 40424 1 0.0303 0.0469 0.417 0.518 0.28567 17.02462 0.017585 0.047174 0.138667 0.70961 0.14898
rs1044170 16945955 A G 0.23254 0.228976 0.988131 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.0208 1.27 0.259 0.5867 16.94596 ‐0.00777 0.020886 0.138615 0.709662 0.148949
rs1096291 17230086 G A 0.180467 0.177647 0.889155 40424 0 ‐0.0536 0.0237 5.12 0.0237 1.625252 17.23009 ‐0.00904 0.024292 0.138569 0.709708 0.14892
rs1096303 17330091 C A 0.048721 0.051957 0.852338 40424 0 0.0283 0.0404 0.49 0.484 0.315155 17.33009 0.016065 0.043139 0.138432 0.709845 0.148837
rs9406667 17272087 T C 0.142862 0.139785 0.884668 40424 0 ‐0.0531 0.0261 4.15 0.0417 1.379864 17.27209 ‐0.00999 0.026904 0.138128 0.710149 0.14865
rs1494939 17353942 G A 0.048547 0.051778 0.847608 40424 0 0.0286 0.0405 0.497 0.481 0.317855 17.35394 0.01609 0.043331 0.137641 0.710638 0.148352
rs1011591 16659259 C T 0.511184 0.515128 0.488897 40424 0 0.00556 0.0222 0.0625 0.803 0.095285 16.65926 ‐0.0094 0.02535 0.137492 0.710787 0.148261
rs1200595 16430783 C A 0.151633 0.158547 0.873138 40424 0 0.0214 0.025 0.73 0.393 0.405607 16.43078 0.009617 0.025967 0.137043 0.711239 0.147985
rs3840728 17308235 AATTT A 0.131263 0.127623 0.929753 40424 0 ‐0.04811 0.026959 3.19969 0.073652 1.132814 17.30824 ‐0.01006 0.027214 0.136652 0.711632 0.147744
rs1096305 17345534 T G 0.048592 0.051811 0.850843 40424 0 0.0281 0.0405 0.48 0.488 0.31158 17.34553 0.015922 0.043233 0.135402 0.712896 0.146974
rs1348279 17333005 C T 0.871186 0.875107 0.931574 40424 0 0.0456 0.0267 2.92 0.0876 1.057496 17.33301 0.010081 0.027425 0.135245 0.713055 0.146877
rs1930642 17315478 T G 0.048609 0.051861 0.867672 40424 0 0.0262 0.0402 0.426 0.514 0.289037 17.31548 0.015733 0.042783 0.13501 0.713293 0.146732
rs1511623 17211989 C T 0.021352 0.022148 0.76719 40424 0 0.0189 0.0662 0.0814 0.775 0.110698 17.21199 0.025067 0.068276 0.134401 0.713912 0.146355
rs1126490 17215052 G A 0.021349 0.022143 0.767303 40424 0 0.0187 0.0662 0.08 0.777 0.109579 17.21505 0.025064 0.068279 0.134361 0.713953 0.146331
rs1137917 16909239 C G 0.079707 0.090599 0.956096 40424 0 0.0862 0.0312 7.66 0.00566 2.247184 16.90924 0.011783 0.032149 0.13418 0.714137 0.146219
rs6658028 16499247 A G 0.161651 0.154692 0.698401 40424 0 ‐0.00485 0.0261 0.0344 0.853 0.069051 16.49925 0.010574 0.02886 0.134117 0.714201 0.14618
rs7039706 16645242 A G 0.500471 0.492364 0.716563 40424 0 ‐0.0178 0.0198 0.806 0.369 0.432974 16.64524 ‐0.00761 0.020775 0.134106 0.714212 0.146173
rs7271597 16945172 T C 0.232722 0.229198 0.988909 40424 0 ‐0.0236 0.0208 1.29 0.256 0.59176 16.94517 ‐0.00763 0.020874 0.133733 0.714593 0.145942
rs1044169 16945734 T C 0.232707 0.229179 0.988622 40424 0 ‐0.0236 0.0208 1.28 0.258 0.58838 16.94573 ‐0.00763 0.020876 0.133571 0.714758 0.145841
rs1113871 16945849 ATGTGAAAA 0.2327 0.229172 0.988504 40424 0 ‐0.02522 0.020784 1.47522 0.224524 0.648737 16.94585 ‐0.00762 0.020877 0.133293 0.715042 0.145669
rs1096275 16944879 A G 0.232687 0.229162 0.98919 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.0208 1.28 0.258 0.58838 16.94488 ‐0.00762 0.020876 0.133277 0.715058 0.145659
rs1096280 16998002 A G 0.215845 0.222521 0.994449 40424 1 ‐0.00655 0.0212 0.096 0.757 0.120904 16.998 ‐0.00775 0.021251 0.133102 0.715237 0.14555
rs1096301 17295633 G C 0.129041 0.125203 0.938665 40424 0 ‐0.0463 0.0267 3.02 0.0823 1.0846 17.29563 ‐0.00996 0.027318 0.132938 0.715405 0.145448
rs1096275 16944700 A G 0.232651 0.229125 0.989435 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0208 1.29 0.256 0.59176 16.9447 ‐0.0076 0.020879 0.132589 0.715763 0.145231
rs2012606 16929051 AT A 0.092144 0.09188 0.318384 40424 0 0.056085 0.053773 1.08404 0.297796 0.526082 16.92905 0.01973 0.054212 0.132285 0.716075 0.145042
rs1235221 16944519 A G 0.232615 0.229087 0.989712 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0208 1.29 0.255 0.59346 16.94452 ‐0.00759 0.020881 0.132052 0.716314 0.144897
rs1234304 16944440 C A 0.232599 0.22907 0.989842 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0208 1.29 0.255 0.59346 16.94444 ‐0.00758 0.020882 0.131804 0.716569 0.144742
rs7271597 16944394 A G 0.232589 0.22906 0.989922 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0208 1.29 0.255 0.59346 16.94439 ‐0.00757 0.020882 0.131644 0.716734 0.144642
rs7271597 16944371 A G 0.232584 0.229056 0.989965 40424 0 ‐0.0237 0.0208 1.29 0.255 0.59346 16.94437 ‐0.00757 0.020882 0.131443 0.716941 0.144517
rs2780207 17299574 G C 0.129819 0.126102 0.935448 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.0266 3.01 0.0828 1.08197 17.29957 ‐0.00988 0.027257 0.131403 0.716982 0.144492
rs1081075 17317788 T C 0.870561 0.874398 0.933863 40424 0 0.0465 0.0266 3.05 0.0806 1.093665 17.31779 0.009892 0.027315 0.131264 0.717125 0.144405
rs1179187 16946061 C G 0.232637 0.229104 0.98772 40424 0 ‐0.0233 0.0208 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.94606 ‐0.00756 0.020882 0.131253 0.717136 0.144398
rs3488412 17312015 AT A 0.869643 0.873361 0.936264 40424 0 0.048394 0.026942 3.24221 0.071764 1.144095 17.31202 0.009807 0.027199 0.130134 0.718293 0.143698
rs1096247 16524830 G C 0.282962 0.273341 0.790747 40424 0 1.76E‐05 0.0208 7.15E‐07 0.999 0.000435 16.52483 0.00795 0.022067 0.129724 0.718718 0.143441
rs1096245 16500289 A C 0.159977 0.152918 0.700983 40424 0 ‐0.00419 0.0262 0.0255 0.873 0.058986 16.50029 0.010377 0.02895 0.12838 0.720118 0.142597
rs6082503 16974924 A C 0.117327 0.115427 0.984028 40424 0 ‐0.0404 0.0271 2.23 0.135 0.869666 16.97492 0.009877 0.02765 0.127469 0.721071 0.142022
rs7661094 16498687 C T 0.158072 0.151387 0.680313 40424 0 ‐0.00777 0.026 0.089 0.765 0.116339 16.49869 0.010525 0.029492 0.12724 0.721311 0.141877
rs1096302 17311722 G A 0.861724 0.865362 0.886 40424 0 0.036 0.0258 1.94 0.164 0.785156 17.31172 0.009713 0.027274 0.126939 0.721627 0.141687
rs1096302 17311723 C T 0.861724 0.865362 0.886 40424 0 0.0354 0.0258 1.87 0.171 0.767004 17.31172 0.009713 0.027274 0.126939 0.721627 0.141687
rs1890642 16943455 G A 0.235483 0.232589 0.985136 40424 0 ‐0.0215 0.0207 1.08 0.299 0.524329 16.94345 ‐0.00742 0.020863 0.126709 0.721869 0.141542
rs1075685 16998004 C T 0.21582 0.222527 0.99445 40424 1 ‐0.00742 0.0211 0.123 0.726 0.139063 16.998 ‐0.00756 0.021251 0.126471 0.72212 0.141391
rs7271598 16946364 T G 0.232451 0.228897 0.987089 40424 0 ‐0.0227 0.0208 1.19 0.275 0.560667 16.94636 ‐0.00742 0.020896 0.125995 0.722621 0.141089
rs7035525 17246567 G A 0.129573 0.125469 0.945099 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0265 3.44 0.0636 1.196543 17.24657 ‐0.00963 0.027234 0.125129 0.723537 0.140539
rs1153543 17199283 C G 0.047245 0.050669 0.850157 40424 0 0.0165 0.0412 0.16 0.689 0.161781 17.19928 0.015442 0.043678 0.12478 0.723907 0.140317
rs7865855 17339564 G C 0.029459 0.031853 0.776371 40424 0 0.0589 0.0538 1.2 0.273 0.563837 17.33956 0.02013 0.057013 0.124402 0.724308 0.140077
rs1934282 16836724 C G 0.630793 0.648393 0.642407 40424 0 0.128 0.0212 36.7 1.39E‐09 8.856985 16.83672 0.009441 0.026878 0.123395 0.725381 0.139434
rs3460181 17049208 C A 0.289117 0.292948 0.969641 40424 1 0.0203 0.0194 1.1 0.295 0.530178 17.04921 ‐0.00688 0.019685 0.122284 0.72657 0.138722
rs2815177 17139876 C T 0.165751 0.162043 0.89436 40424 0 ‐0.0358 0.0242 2.18 0.14 0.853872 17.13988 ‐0.00873 0.025114 0.121058 0.72789 0.137934
rs2011595 16498220 C CAT 0.211451 0.20305 0.666991 40424 0 ‐0.03303 0.026309 1.57966 0.20881 0.680249 16.49822 ‐0.00916 0.026441 0.120126 0.728898 0.137333
rs7827382 17279530 C T 0.017107 0.017403 0.275514 40424 0 0.0933 0.0568 2.69 0.101 0.995679 17.27953 ‐0.04455 0.128909 0.11974 0.729317 0.137084
rs4458955 17233530 C T 0.182283 0.179365 0.894075 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0236 4.83 0.028 1.552842 17.23353 ‐0.00833 0.024112 0.11947 0.72961 0.136909
rs7036453 16732735 C T 0.051187 0.052007 0.819709 40424 0 ‐0.0507 0.0414 1.5 0.221 0.655608 16.73273 ‐0.01501 0.043467 0.119465 0.729615 0.136906
rs7491852 17279531 A T 0.017107 0.017403 0.275514 40424 0 0.0933 0.0568 2.7 0.1 1 17.27953 ‐0.04449 0.128909 0.119418 0.729667 0.136876
rs6778954 16731818 T C 0.04923 0.049785 0.904033 40424 0 ‐0.033 0.0397 0.691 0.406 0.391474 16.73182 ‐0.0146 0.042298 0.119386 0.729701 0.136855
rs4621917 17318681 A G 0.87058 0.874378 0.932336 40424 0 0.046 0.0267 2.98 0.0844 1.073658 17.31868 0.009436 0.027345 0.119187 0.729918 0.136726
rs1096307 17378776 G A 0.223198 0.228307 0.833092 40424 0 0.0228 0.0224 1.04 0.308 0.511449 17.37878 ‐0.00789 0.022869 0.119066 0.73005 0.136648
rs1156213 17204759 G C 0.182487 0.181164 0.86711 40424 0 ‐0.0261 0.0235 1.23 0.267 0.573489 17.20476 0.008393 0.024321 0.119004 0.730117 0.136607
rs1782433 16973643 C T 0.117975 0.116046 0.992776 40424 1 ‐0.0371 0.0272 1.86 0.172 0.764472 16.97364 0.009463 0.027509 0.11822 0.730973 0.136099
rs1075675 16492011 C T 0.158287 0.151243 0.771535 40424 0 ‐0.0382 0.0257 2.21 0.137 0.86328 16.49201 ‐0.00948 0.027634 0.117686 0.731558 0.135751
rs1927638 16458727 C T 0.265926 0.259315 0.88209 40424 0 ‐0.0192 0.0212 0.823 0.364 0.438899 16.45873 ‐0.00727 0.021194 0.117601 0.731651 0.135696
rs1462151 17023787 C T 0.025903 0.025279 0.954567 40424 0 0.018 0.0544 0.109 0.741 0.130182 17.02379 ‐0.01938 0.056676 0.117232 0.732056 0.135456
rs1178970 16942442 C A 0.231179 0.227474 0.986626 40424 0 ‐0.0242 0.0208 1.35 0.245 0.610834 16.94244 ‐0.00715 0.020994 0.115978 0.733438 0.134636
rs2104915 17193138 T C 0.172155 0.170648 0.868274 40424 0 ‐0.0138 0.0243 0.326 0.568 0.245652 17.19314 0.008494 0.024946 0.115866 0.733562 0.134563
rs1096291 17220680 G T 0.012478 0.012621 0.714078 40424 0 0.0759 0.0852 0.793 0.373 0.428291 17.22068 0.031645 0.093309 0.114615 0.73495 0.133742
rs2016617 16975956 T TG 0.117533 0.115577 0.981664 40424 0 ‐0.04108 0.027292 2.27532 0.131448 0.881246 16.97596 0.009363 0.027668 0.1144 0.735189 0.133601
rs1096288 17140579 C T 0.011283 0.011053 0.677868 40424 0 0.0832 0.084 0.981 0.322 0.492144 17.14058 ‐0.0343 0.101771 0.114036 0.735595 0.133361
rs1081070 16967090 T G 0.366246 0.37236 0.963487 40424 0 0.011 0.0182 0.364 0.546 0.262807 16.96709 0.006207 0.018454 0.113092 0.736651 0.132738
rs1178749 17336598 T C 0.012615 0.011545 0.554912 40424 0 ‐0.0356 0.0962 0.137 0.711 0.14813 17.3366 ‐0.03728 0.111544 0.112128 0.737734 0.1321
rs2779771 17147361 A G 0.170275 0.167868 0.880435 40424 0 ‐0.0403 0.0242 2.78 0.0956 1.019542 17.14736 ‐0.00831 0.024943 0.111027 0.738978 0.131369
rs1329739 17092997 T C 0.284654 0.289977 0.956963 40424 0 0.0307 0.0193 2.53 0.111 0.954677 17.093 ‐0.00661 0.019921 0.110247 0.739863 0.130849
rs950359 16629024 G A 0.075295 0.076607 0.397106 40424 0 0.0197 0.045 0.192 0.661 0.179799 16.62902 0.017717 0.053556 0.109251 0.740999 0.130183
rs1397541 17281796 T C 0.012325 0.012488 0.718005 40424 0 0.0652 0.0846 0.594 0.441 0.355561 17.2818 0.030916 0.093526 0.1089 0.7414 0.129948
rs1096290 17211718 T G 0.047206 0.050611 0.850987 40424 0 0.0145 0.0408 0.127 0.722 0.141463 17.21172 0.014415 0.043687 0.108714 0.741613 0.129823
rs1782729 17143805 T C 0.020251 0.021245 0.565489 40424 0 0.0297 0.0782 0.144 0.704 0.152427 17.1438 ‐0.02657 0.080774 0.108479 0.741882 0.129665
rs943740 16550938 C T 0.396247 0.385246 0.723545 40424 0 ‐0.0123 0.02 0.383 0.536 0.270835 16.55094 ‐0.007 0.021263 0.108259 0.742135 0.129517
rs1096267 16901076 A G 0.995317 0.994785 0.144266 40424 0 ‐0.0808 0.0659 1.5 0.22 0.657577 16.90108 ‐0.10605 0.322285 0.107706 0.742771 0.129145
rs7872452 16488236 G C 0.317661 0.310415 0.803583 40424 0 ‐0.0275 0.02 1.89 0.169 0.772113 16.48824 ‐0.00684 0.020989 0.106095 0.744635 0.128057
rs1132016 16976088 C T 0.117308 0.115307 0.982642 40424 0 ‐0.0424 0.0271 2.45 0.117 0.931814 16.97609 0.009016 0.027686 0.105955 0.744797 0.127962
rs1433338 16737334 C T 0.030139 0.030822 0.693083 40424 0 0.0331 0.0673 0.242 0.623 0.205512 16.73733 ‐0.01972 0.06084 0.105295 0.745566 0.127514
c9_pos168 16873746 T C 0.010615 0.010186 0.944378 40424 1 0.047 0.0873 0.29 0.59 0.229148 16.87375 ‐0.02885 0.089291 0.104807 0.746136 0.127182
rs1440534 16705556 C T 0.010985 0.010684 0.594066 40424 0 ‐0.00198 0.0865 0.000526 0.982 0.007889 16.70556 ‐0.0358 0.110848 0.104759 0.746192 0.12715
rs1223769 17202878 G C 0.047197 0.05058 0.850337 40424 0 0.0167 0.0412 0.164 0.686 0.163676 17.20288 0.01414 0.043708 0.104496 0.7465 0.126971
rs2008481 16934885 T TTATTTTTA 0.643965 0.655551 0.955854 40424 0 0.077034 0.018539 17.3304 3.14E‐05 4.502903 16.93489 0.006308 0.019555 0.104096 0.746969 0.126698
rs7870287 17204019 T C 0.12063 0.115712 0.887 40424 0 ‐0.048 0.0281 2.91 0.0881 1.055024 17.20402 ‐0.00925 0.028871 0.10276 0.748542 0.125784
rs1856558 16993249 A G 0.994069 0.992796 0.445017 40424 0 ‐0.125 0.138 0.823 0.364 0.438899 16.99325 ‐0.0488 0.152042 0.102627 0.7487 0.125692
rs1073846 16910677 C T 0.31867 0.274781 0.994876 40424 1 ‐0.234 0.0193 146 1.08E‐33 32.96658 16.91068 0.067308 0.210963 0.102393 0.748977 0.125532
rs1181109 17017561 G A 0.025608 0.025007 0.943835 40424 0 0.00769 0.0514 0.0224 0.881 0.055024 17.01756 ‐0.01829 0.057244 0.102379 0.748993 0.125522
rs1200492 17143463 C G 0.056592 0.058438 0.839095 40424 0 ‐0.0219 0.0379 0.334 0.563 0.249492 17.14346 ‐0.01305 0.040885 0.102061 0.74937 0.125304
rs3476053 17095076 T C 0.284505 0.289933 0.957858 40424 0 0.034 0.0194 3.08 0.0793 1.100727 17.09508 ‐0.00634 0.019917 0.101211 0.750381 0.124718
rs7194331 17234436 A AC 0.18446 0.181739 0.893857 40424 0 ‐0.04375 0.023754 3.4047 0.065011 1.187014 17.23444 ‐0.00763 0.023985 0.101186 0.750411 0.124701
rs3470332 17268249 A G 0.014367 0.013345 0.555496 40424 0 ‐0.0457 0.0959 0.227 0.633 0.198596 17.26825 ‐0.03243 0.102146 0.101177 0.750422 0.124695
rs1096252 16658828 C A 0.254814 0.252833 0.482 40424 0 0.0139 0.0252 0.305 0.581 0.235824 16.65883 ‐0.00933 0.029499 0.100086 0.751726 0.12394
rs4592125 17214191 C T 0.105754 0.099765 0.977575 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0288 2.71 0.0995 1.002177 17.21419 ‐0.00928 0.029343 0.100056 0.751762 0.123919
rs7861549 17275690 T A 0.049131 0.052363 0.890231 40424 0 0.0214 0.0398 0.29 0.59 0.229148 17.27569 0.013287 0.042052 0.099698 0.752193 0.123671
rs1952347 16516941 T C 0.3725 0.362157 0.805271 40424 0 ‐0.01 0.0194 0.268 0.605 0.218245 16.51694 ‐0.00641 0.020309 0.099569 0.752347 0.123582
rs1096299 17272441 G T 0.049127 0.052353 0.890139 40424 0 0.0209 0.0398 0.277 0.599 0.222573 17.27244 0.01324 0.042058 0.098951 0.753092 0.123152
rs1081074 17270172 C A 0.049118 0.052336 0.890143 40424 0 0.0209 0.0398 0.276 0.599 0.222573 17.27017 0.013206 0.042064 0.098424 0.75373 0.122784
rs1096290 17214938 A T 0.105709 0.09973 0.977103 40424 0 ‐0.0475 0.0288 2.71 0.0997 1.001305 17.21494 ‐0.00917 0.029353 0.097679 0.754633 0.122264
rs1223689 17216246 A T 0.105621 0.099647 0.977302 40424 0 ‐0.0469 0.0288 2.64 0.104 0.982967 17.21625 ‐0.00915 0.029361 0.09718 0.75524 0.121915
rs1156047 17240603 A T 0.049121 0.052343 0.888044 40424 0 0.0135 0.0402 0.113 0.737 0.132533 17.2406 0.013131 0.042104 0.097119 0.755315 0.121872
rs2149160 16486800 T C 0.146094 0.140073 0.815651 40424 0 ‐0.024 0.026 0.847 0.357 0.447332 16.4868 ‐0.00861 0.027672 0.096975 0.75549 0.121771
rs7868207 17200695 C G 0.105938 0.099913 0.980367 40424 0 ‐0.0492 0.0288 2.92 0.0876 1.057496 17.2007 ‐0.00907 0.029297 0.096002 0.756681 0.121087
rs1063588 17274461 A ATCTG 0.134269 0.131805 0.814045 40424 0 ‐0.04162 0.028578 2.12893 0.144542 0.840007 17.27446 ‐0.00888 0.028784 0.095293 0.757553 0.120587
rs6766928 17308889 A AT 0.881408 0.887406 0.872389 40424 0 0.053105 0.029239 3.31737 0.068551 1.163984 17.30889 0.00908 0.02953 0.094636 0.758364 0.120122
rs4289910 17189785 T A 0.105916 0.099818 0.983642 40424 0 ‐0.0502 0.0287 3.07 0.0799 1.097453 17.18979 ‐0.00899 0.029308 0.09412 0.759003 0.119757
rs3506006 17126496 C T 0.274679 0.279707 0.94145 40424 0 0.033 0.0199 2.77 0.0963 1.016374 17.1265 ‐0.00621 0.020267 0.093941 0.759226 0.119629
rs1488932 16696463 T C 0.013017 0.012912 0.626024 40424 0 ‐0.00364 0.0848 0.00184 0.966 0.015023 16.69646 ‐0.03008 0.098531 0.093511 0.75976 0.119324
c9_pos168 16863364 T C 0.597874 0.628336 0.998098 40424 1 0.17 0.018 89.2 3.53E‐21 20.45222 16.86336 0.008284 0.027145 0.093179 0.760174 0.119087
rs7584891 17170778 C G 0.031613 0.032459 0.811751 40424 0 0.0195 0.0546 0.128 0.721 0.142065 17.17078 0.016805 0.055057 0.092992 0.760408 0.118953
rs1081063 16809765 A G 0.081763 0.0877 0.755472 40424 0 0.0235 0.0347 0.458 0.498 0.302771 16.80976 ‐0.01095 0.036006 0.092513 0.761006 0.118612
rs1073843 16506177 A T 0.396097 0.384161 0.845419 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.019 0.463 0.496 0.304518 16.50618 ‐0.00591 0.019454 0.092438 0.761101 0.118558
rs7861010 16804082 A G 0.091201 0.097159 0.999981 40424 1 ‐0.00996 0.0298 0.112 0.738 0.131944 16.80408 ‐0.00903 0.029985 0.090818 0.76314 0.117396
rs1170903 17260496 T G 0.013957 0.012757 0.601793 40424 0 ‐0.0169 0.0894 0.0356 0.85 0.070581 17.2605 ‐0.03047 0.101602 0.090248 0.763862 0.116985
rs3584807 16818886 CT C 0.775757 0.7668 0.525498 40424 0 ‐0.07152 0.028796 6.14317 0.013192 1.879687 16.81889 ‐0.00878 0.02936 0.089298 0.765071 0.116298
rs1156044 17199090 G A 0.105972 0.099981 0.980257 40424 0 ‐0.0494 0.0288 2.96 0.0855 1.068034 17.19909 ‐0.0087 0.029291 0.088244 0.766422 0.115532
rs6778238 16938335 G A 0.4226 0.423482 0.908094 40424 0 0.0239 0.018 1.75 0.186 0.730487 16.93834 0.005518 0.018578 0.088214 0.766461 0.11551
rs3487579 17320392 C CT 0.870544 0.874194 0.927208 40424 0 0.047405 0.027141 3.06528 0.079981 1.097011 17.32039 0.008123 0.027404 0.087929 0.766827 0.115303
rs1424736 17188969 CTGAT C 0.105165 0.099006 0.980235 40424 0 ‐0.04879 0.029205 2.8066 0.093877 1.02744 17.18897 ‐0.0087 0.029462 0.087202 0.767765 0.114772
rs985799 16987832 A T 0.200252 0.202644 0.966966 40424 1 ‐0.0119 0.022 0.294 0.588 0.230623 16.98783 ‐0.00654 0.022167 0.087096 0.767903 0.114694
rs1398303 17277790 G A 0.013947 0.012748 0.602048 40424 0 ‐0.0518 0.0832 0.387 0.534 0.272459 17.27779 ‐0.0299 0.101604 0.08692 0.76813 0.114566
rs6254179 16971257 T C 0.118101 0.115936 0.977103 40424 0 ‐0.0398 0.0271 2.16 0.142 0.847712 16.97126 0.00815 0.027686 0.086595 0.768551 0.114327
rs1120745 17402076 T A 0.023631 0.024625 0.57919 40424 0 0.0229 0.0754 0.092 0.762 0.118045 17.40208 ‐0.02174 0.074173 0.086091 0.769207 0.113957
rs4961498 16843013 C A 0.331244 0.30639 0.986012 40424 1 ‐0.147 0.0189 60.2 8.36E‐15 14.07779 16.84301 ‐0.00691 0.023616 0.085676 0.769748 0.113651
rs7453439 16658278 A AACAG 0.602748 0.61045 0.598328 40424 0 0.009956 0.023288 0.182801 0.668977 0.174589 16.65828 0.006822 0.023343 0.085428 0.770072 0.113469
rs1440495 17075427 CCT C 0.010624 0.010989 0.815743 40424 0 ‐0.07409 0.091771 0.657762 0.417351 0.379498 17.07543 0.026991 0.092351 0.085138 0.770451 0.113255
c9_pos169 16994222 G A 0.029333 0.032125 0.970564 40424 1 0.026 0.0505 0.264 0.607 0.216811 16.99422 0.014963 0.051282 0.084992 0.770643 0.113147
rs1096295 17258523 G A 0.048981 0.052135 0.888073 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.0448 0.0675 0.795 0.099633 17.25852 0.012295 0.042185 0.084834 0.77085 0.11303
rs7851204 16909110 A G 0.399735 0.366689 0.972889 40424 0 ‐0.181 0.0183 98.5 3.28E‐23 22.48413 16.90911 0.009118 0.031555 0.083427 0.772705 0.111986
rs1475633 16821162 C T 0.012556 0.012189 0.449445 40424 0 0.0195 0.115 0.0289 0.865 0.062984 16.82116 ‐0.03433 0.119301 0.083103 0.773136 0.111744
rs7957899 17195672 C T 0.027945 0.028269 0.829996 40424 0 ‐0.00673 0.059 0.013 0.909 0.041436 17.19567 0.016752 0.058164 0.082786 0.773557 0.111508
rs1075675 16513373 C T 0.162419 0.160425 0.6812 40424 0 0.035 0.0298 1.37 0.241 0.617983 16.51337 0.008321 0.028936 0.08263 0.773765 0.111391
rs1879312 16539753 A G 0.060217 0.058659 0.500053 40424 0 ‐0.0682 0.0453 2.27 0.132 0.879426 16.53975 ‐0.01521 0.05298 0.082549 0.773873 0.111331
rs2815175 17165698 A G 0.107633 0.102126 0.999797 40424 1 ‐0.047 0.0285 2.72 0.0992 1.003488 17.1657 ‐0.00828 0.028838 0.082428 0.774034 0.11124
rs1081060 16740855 G A 0.198811 0.204153 0.717365 40424 0 0.0186 0.0255 0.529 0.467 0.330683 16.74085 0.007383 0.02574 0.082235 0.774291 0.111096
rs1096245 16498201 C T 0.213588 0.205357 0.672114 40424 0 ‐0.0392 0.0243 2.6 0.107 0.970616 16.4982 ‐0.00752 0.026232 0.082126 0.774436 0.111014
rs1693519 16961911 A G 0.21338 0.219176 0.958835 40424 1 0.0421 0.0214 3.86 0.0495 1.305395 16.96191 0.006222 0.021768 0.081673 0.775042 0.110675
chr916658 16658279 A ACAGG 0.602669 0.610352 0.598123 40424 0 0.009826 0.023291 0.178025 0.673076 0.171936 16.65828 0.00667 0.023346 0.081652 0.775071 0.110658
rs6475121 17240680 T C 0.183285 0.180506 0.899903 40424 0 ‐0.0477 0.0233 4.18 0.0408 1.38934 17.24068 ‐0.00685 0.023974 0.081595 0.775147 0.110616
rs1096249 16577695 G A 0.024851 0.025696 0.330296 40424 0 ‐0.00055 0.0768 5.13E‐05 0.994 0.002614 16.5777 0.027885 0.097913 0.080892 0.776092 0.110087
rs7971216 16663816 A T 0.024163 0.024382 0.354995 40424 0 ‐0.0218 0.0791 0.076 0.783 0.106238 16.66382 0.027516 0.096967 0.080294 0.7769 0.109635
rs1233803 16606546 A G 0.172564 0.175221 0.424336 40424 0 0.0105 0.0294 0.127 0.721 0.142065 16.60655 ‐0.01005 0.035644 0.07956 0.777894 0.109079
rs1693507 16795588 A T 0.082549 0.088664 0.871224 40424 0 0.0173 0.0324 0.283 0.595 0.225483 16.79559 0.009478 0.033655 0.079243 0.778326 0.108838
rs7866677 16909051 T C 0.31964 0.275713 0.977601 40424 0 ‐0.236 0.0195 147 8.92E‐34 33.04964 16.90905 ‐0.05061 0.179725 0.079078 0.77855 0.108713
c9_pos169 16972978 A G 0.034399 0.035374 0.930082 40424 1 0.0195 0.0489 0.159 0.69 0.161151 16.97298 ‐0.01372 0.049305 0.077593 0.780586 0.107579
rs1173687 17383581 A G 0.038637 0.039673 0.857406 40424 0 ‐0.0199 0.0463 0.184 0.668 0.175224 17.38358 ‐0.01348 0.048634 0.07693 0.781502 0.10707
rs7853148 16921847 T C 0.627097 0.641072 0.999965 40424 1 0.0844 0.0181 21.8 3.06E‐06 5.514278 16.92185 0.00537 0.019393 0.076683 0.781844 0.10688
rs5754230 16795211 G C 0.082572 0.088647 0.869638 40424 0 0.0181 0.0325 0.311 0.577 0.238824 16.79521 0.009286 0.033689 0.075909 0.78292 0.106283
rs7033977 16987005 G C 0.770783 0.766595 0.956761 40424 1 ‐0.0014 0.0209 0.00447 0.947 0.02365 16.98701 ‐0.00583 0.021182 0.075716 0.78319 0.106133
rs7570946 16576821 C T 0.02606 0.027029 0.328214 40424 0 ‐0.0227 0.0742 0.0935 0.76 0.119186 16.57682 0.026335 0.095859 0.075288 0.783788 0.105801
rs1869492 17302081 T C 0.058834 0.058677 0.244145 40424 0 0.0139 0.0611 0.0517 0.82 0.086186 17.30208 ‐0.02083 0.076001 0.075211 0.783895 0.105742
rs1081064 16841515 A G 0.440285 0.45319 0.997683 40424 1 0.076 0.0175 18.8 1.49E‐05 4.826814 16.84151 ‐0.00516 0.018847 0.074937 0.784279 0.105529
chr916449 16449846 GGA G 0.056627 0.060203 0.47007 40424 0 0.024663 0.054302 0.205892 0.650007 0.187082 16.44985 0.014873 0.054417 0.074611 0.784737 0.105276
rs7029902 17287999 G A 0.172508 0.178189 0.607789 40424 0 0.0136 0.0307 0.197 0.658 0.181774 17.288 ‐0.00802 0.029403 0.074442 0.784976 0.105144
c9_pos169 16912533 A G 0.081358 0.092336 0.978743 40424 1 0.0851 0.0309 7.59 0.00588 2.230623 16.91253 0.00858 0.031594 0.073688 0.786041 0.104555
rs1823038 17119279 A G 0.05219 0.053273 0.634581 40424 0 0.0275 0.0271 1.03 0.31 0.508638 17.11928 ‐0.01338 0.04943 0.073399 0.78645 0.104329
rs1379312 17406688 C G 0.030811 0.03067 0.486212 40424 0 0.00823 0.0569 0.0209 0.885 0.053057 17.40669 ‐0.01966 0.072727 0.073201 0.786732 0.104173
rs6256053 17074141 C T 0.252265 0.256813 0.922917 40424 0 0.028 0.0204 1.88 0.17 0.769551 17.07414 ‐0.00568 0.021072 0.072642 0.787528 0.103734
rs1081066 16905615 T A 0.649468 0.672523 0.9096 40424 0 0.112 0.0216 27 2.01E‐07 6.696804 16.90561 0.006508 0.024163 0.072558 0.787648 0.103668
rs7934395 16576683 A C 0.026154 0.027125 0.328303 40424 0 ‐0.0506 0.0728 0.482 0.487 0.312471 16.57668 0.025728 0.095669 0.072148 0.788235 0.103344
rs2006359 16518598 GT G 0.318969 0.309209 0.862632 40424 0 ‐0.00549 0.020288 0.073125 0.78684 0.104114 16.5186 0.005461 0.020352 0.071973 0.788486 0.103206
rs1385453 17263553 C G 0.012956 0.013823 0.301505 40424 0 ‐0.112 0.11 1.03 0.309 0.510042 17.26355 0.037191 0.138473 0.071878 0.788622 0.103131
rs1122932 17174289 T C 0.015555 0.016167 0.468868 40424 0 ‐0.0554 0.0816 0.461 0.497 0.303644 17.17429 ‐0.02703 0.101149 0.071562 0.789076 0.102881
rs2020946 16518574 ATATT A 0.051378 0.050101 0.500237 40424 0 ‐0.04165 0.056851 0.53886 0.462906 0.334508 16.51857 ‐0.01515 0.056878 0.071083 0.789767 0.102501
rs1051161 16424985 T C 0.274344 0.267068 0.999979 40424 1 ‐0.0118 0.0197 0.362 0.547 0.262013 16.42499 ‐0.00527 0.019765 0.071071 0.789784 0.102492
rs3597993 17116411 C T 0.276702 0.281964 0.95023 40424 0 0.033 0.0196 2.85 0.0914 1.039054 17.11641 ‐0.00534 0.020142 0.070182 0.791072 0.101784
rs1172722 17094910 G A 0.056227 0.055656 0.82731 40424 0 ‐0.0259 0.0422 0.377 0.539 0.268411 17.09491 ‐0.011 0.041777 0.069359 0.792272 0.101126
rs3582098 17112944 G A 0.276594 0.281859 0.950029 40424 0 0.033 0.0195 2.85 0.0915 1.038579 17.11294 ‐0.00529 0.020145 0.068977 0.792833 0.100818
rs1235073 16885017 G A 0.591988 0.619407 0.993061 40424 1 0.156 0.0179 75.9 2.93E‐18 17.53313 16.88502 ‐0.00682 0.025975 0.06897 0.792843 0.100813
rs1081058 16657947 C G 0.567704 0.574105 0.633023 40424 0 0.00553 0.0208 0.0711 0.79 0.102373 16.65795 0.005866 0.02234 0.068967 0.792847 0.100811
rs2774626 17147625 G C 0.170341 0.168097 0.877961 40424 0 ‐0.0397 0.0242 2.68 0.101 0.995679 17.14762 ‐0.00655 0.024973 0.068765 0.793144 0.100648
c9_pos170 17021506 A T 0.038889 0.037474 0.922845 40424 1 ‐0.0273 0.0471 0.336 0.562 0.250264 17.02151 ‐0.01247 0.047655 0.068538 0.793477 0.100466
rs1096259 16795159 A G 0.082704 0.088749 0.869827 40424 0 0.0177 0.0325 0.297 0.586 0.232102 16.79516 0.008813 0.033666 0.068472 0.793575 0.100412
rs7860831 16476945 T G 0.25521 0.248809 0.783924 40424 0 ‐0.0173 0.0215 0.647 0.421 0.375718 16.47695 0.005969 0.022846 0.068248 0.793905 0.100231
rs2000824 17165607 T TC 0.174162 0.172873 0.822556 40424 0 ‐0.02185 0.025279 0.748702 0.386888 0.412415 17.16561 0.006639 0.025431 0.068117 0.794098 0.100126
rs1136562 17148892 T C 0.040647 0.041116 0.809006 40424 0 ‐0.012 0.0483 0.0619 0.804 0.094744 17.14889 0.012849 0.049215 0.068059 0.794184 0.100079
rs1997014 16498142 C CAT 0.215043 0.206922 0.672305 40424 0 ‐0.03032 0.026032 1.35943 0.243636 0.613258 16.49814 ‐0.00682 0.026162 0.068045 0.794206 0.100067
rs7466450 16913836 T A 0.580468 0.613263 0.952641 40424 0 0.173 0.018 93.3 4.59E‐22 21.33819 16.91384 ‐0.00796 0.03049 0.068041 0.794211 0.100064
rs1927631 16500789 T C 0.162469 0.155283 0.703157 40424 0 ‐0.00968 0.0261 0.138 0.71 0.148742 16.50079 0.007475 0.028744 0.067586 0.794885 0.099696
rs1129982 17151102 T G 0.040767 0.041235 0.806572 40424 0 ‐0.0112 0.0483 0.0536 0.817 0.087778 17.1511 0.012801 0.049224 0.067534 0.794962 0.099654
rs1178818 17107016 G A 0.033935 0.031053 0.460274 40424 0 ‐0.0899 0.0601 2.24 0.134 0.872895 17.10702 ‐0.01937 0.074743 0.067293 0.795319 0.099458
rs1096308 17401898 C G 0.115449 0.11903 0.874815 40424 0 0.0158 0.0284 0.311 0.577 0.238824 17.4019 ‐0.0075 0.028985 0.066918 0.795878 0.099153
rs5873546 17119081 A G 0.201974 0.203197 0.787538 40424 0 ‐0.0308 0.0216 2.03 0.154 0.812479 17.11908 ‐0.00634 0.024572 0.066632 0.796305 0.098921
rs6256053 17073962 C T 0.251068 0.255699 0.917917 40424 0 0.03 0.0207 2.11 0.147 0.832683 17.07396 ‐0.00546 0.021164 0.066532 0.796456 0.098839
rs4961524 17050077 A G 0.155529 0.146048 0.908653 40424 0 ‐0.0389 0.0248 2.47 0.116 0.935542 17.05008 ‐0.00666 0.025852 0.066319 0.796774 0.098665
rs1096249 16577080 T C 0.026027 0.026982 0.328231 40424 0 ‐0.0257 0.0742 0.12 0.729 0.137273 16.57708 0.024676 0.095948 0.065989 0.797269 0.098395
rs1172278 17321880 C T 0.014262 0.013106 0.609546 40424 0 ‐0.0762 0.0892 0.729 0.393 0.405607 17.32188 ‐0.02551 0.099518 0.065894 0.797412 0.098318
rs1234255 16449848 A T 0.368437 0.362865 0.942471 40424 0 ‐0.0108 0.0185 0.344 0.558 0.253366 16.44985 ‐0.00478 0.018683 0.065535 0.797953 0.098023
rs1783013 17384354 G A 0.038849 0.039951 0.858547 40424 0 ‐0.0197 0.0463 0.181 0.67 0.173925 17.38435 ‐0.01237 0.048455 0.065284 0.798331 0.097817
rs5630614 16766330 C G 0.027239 0.028725 0.558111 40424 0 0.0727 0.0602 1.46 0.227 0.643974 16.76633 0.017888 0.070373 0.064513 0.799501 0.097181
rs1096291 17218166 T G 0.04895 0.052077 0.868407 40424 0 0.0112 0.0403 0.0777 0.78 0.107905 17.21817 0.010794 0.042603 0.064117 0.800104 0.096854
rs5996430 17231782 AGTTTGGGA 0.16782 0.164604 0.934382 40424 0 ‐0.04201 0.024208 3.02374 0.082054 1.0859 17.23178 ‐0.00618 0.024435 0.0641 0.80013 0.09684
rs1096244 16479262 G A 0.293059 0.285742 0.791692 40424 0 ‐0.0222 0.0207 1.15 0.284 0.546682 16.47926 ‐0.00548 0.021667 0.06407 0.800175 0.096815
rs1223706 17185337 T C 0.106853 0.100921 0.993819 40424 1 ‐0.0477 0.0286 2.78 0.0952 1.021363 17.18534 ‐0.00728 0.029042 0.062967 0.801867 0.095898
rs4631563 16913286 C A 0.318838 0.274772 0.981419 40424 0 ‐0.237 0.0194 149 2.88E‐34 33.54061 16.91329 0.061816 0.247 0.062933 0.801919 0.09587
rs7271381 16841213 A T 0.103845 0.093686 0.893423 40424 0 ‐0.117 0.03 15.2 9.61E‐05 4.017277 16.84121 ‐0.00813 0.032637 0.062172 0.803095 0.095233
rs1096243 16475806 G A 0.068395 0.069748 0.95357 40424 0 ‐0.00442 0.0345 0.0164 0.898 0.046724 16.47581 ‐0.00879 0.035294 0.062049 0.803286 0.09513
rs2210540 17168954 A G 0.049684 0.052811 0.858698 40424 0 0.00995 0.0403 0.061 0.805 0.094204 17.16895 0.010592 0.042552 0.061891 0.803532 0.094997
rs1003069 16640702 A C 0.433846 0.426769 0.7273 40424 0 ‐0.0147 0.0198 0.557 0.456 0.341035 16.6407 0.005149 0.020746 0.061585 0.804008 0.09474
rs1001301 16925586 A G 0.621877 0.635036 0.980022 40424 0 0.0837 0.0181 21.4 3.71E‐06 5.430626 16.92559 0.004778 0.019359 0.06091 0.805063 0.09417
rs1178780 16512996 T C 0.055889 0.057154 0.382971 40424 0 ‐0.0106 0.0488 0.047 0.828 0.08197 16.513 ‐0.01517 0.061664 0.060568 0.8056 0.093881
rs7614808 16664823 A G 0.026867 0.027147 0.344276 40424 0 ‐0.0202 0.075 0.0723 0.788 0.103474 16.66482 0.023049 0.093551 0.060565 0.805605 0.093878
rs3538024 16498123 T C 0.21471 0.206598 0.672391 40424 0 ‐0.0357 0.0241 2.19 0.139 0.856985 16.49812 ‐0.00641 0.026175 0.059982 0.806524 0.093383
rs2774629 17153201 T C 0.166555 0.163414 0.917885 40424 0 ‐0.038 0.0241 2.49 0.115 0.939302 17.1532 ‐0.00604 0.024728 0.059761 0.806875 0.093194
rs9298767 16919023 C G 0.613872 0.627432 0.933479 40424 0 0.0823 0.0184 20.1 7.39E‐06 5.131356 16.91902 0.004853 0.019853 0.059751 0.80689 0.093185
rs1199898 17400859 A G 0.038579 0.03953 0.855773 40424 0 ‐0.0178 0.0464 0.148 0.701 0.154282 17.40086 ‐0.01191 0.048777 0.059689 0.806988 0.093133
rs1081056 16478170 T G 0.149049 0.143183 0.79099 40424 0 ‐0.0177 0.0261 0.461 0.497 0.303644 16.47817 ‐0.00679 0.027898 0.059358 0.807513 0.09285
rs5585593 16945538 G C 0.059607 0.063627 0.95701 40424 0 ‐0.00794 0.0359 0.0489 0.825 0.083546 16.94554 0.00894 0.036696 0.059293 0.807617 0.092795
rs1200277 16866661 A T 0.214332 0.213575 0.99925 28728 1 ‐0.0544 0.0248 4.81 0.0282 1.549751 16.86666 0.006233 0.025674 0.058925 0.808204 0.092479
rs1003070 16640682 T C 0.434053 0.426938 0.727767 40424 0 ‐0.0153 0.0198 0.598 0.439 0.357536 16.64068 0.005026 0.020738 0.05874 0.808498 0.092321
rs1783024 17388331 C A 0.038588 0.039589 0.857317 40424 0 ‐0.0181 0.0464 0.153 0.696 0.157391 17.38833 ‐0.01179 0.048712 0.058645 0.80865 0.092239
rs1329565 17053439 T G 0.318003 0.32261 0.991737 40424 1 0.0275 0.0188 2.13 0.144 0.841638 17.05344 ‐0.00459 0.01902 0.058338 0.809143 0.091975
rs1096289 17170992 G A 0.049466 0.052529 0.858461 40424 0 0.01 0.0403 0.0617 0.804 0.094744 17.17099 0.010299 0.042655 0.058231 0.809314 0.091883
rs1200618 17406619 C A 0.038475 0.039434 0.834734 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0475 0.312 0.577 0.238824 17.40662 ‐0.01189 0.049462 0.057845 0.809935 0.09155
rs1447292 17390193 CAT C 0.038591 0.039588 0.857452 40424 0 ‐0.02089 0.048592 0.185341 0.666823 0.17599 17.39019 ‐0.01166 0.048714 0.057355 0.810726 0.091126
rs1154398 17266618 T C 0.157276 0.154658 0.960674 40424 0 ‐0.0335 0.0241 1.93 0.165 0.782516 17.26662 ‐0.00591 0.024696 0.057224 0.810939 0.091012
rs1096283 17048990 A T 0.154503 0.145055 0.912915 40424 0 ‐0.0441 0.0249 3.13 0.0769 1.114074 17.04899 ‐0.00618 0.025852 0.057221 0.810944 0.091009
rs1081067 16923184 C T 0.599749 0.61235 0.915671 40424 0 0.0835 0.0186 20.1 7.27E‐06 5.138465 16.92318 0.004729 0.01983 0.05688 0.811497 0.090713
rs1481658 17401918 C CTAA 0.813048 0.815862 0.847723 40424 0 0.04215 0.024296 3.02063 0.082212 1.085067 17.40192 0.005839 0.024526 0.056698 0.811793 0.090555
rs6475104 16979677 T C 0.997346 0.997343 0.257964 40424 0 ‐0.0327 0.104 0.0984 0.754 0.122629 16.97968 0.079529 0.336766 0.056147 0.812693 0.090073
rs2840507 16664736 A C 0.02622 0.026509 0.339769 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.078 0.0912 0.763 0.117476 16.66474 0.022535 0.095296 0.05579 0.813278 0.089761
rs414716 17132343 G A 0.339479 0.345599 0.892675 40424 0 0.0252 0.019 1.76 0.184 0.735182 17.13234 ‐0.00462 0.019674 0.055117 0.814388 0.089169
rs1476253 17130665 C A 0.327654 0.333083 0.903014 40424 0 0.0288 0.019 2.3 0.129 0.88941 17.13066 ‐0.00462 0.019714 0.055018 0.814551 0.089082
rs2815182 17153969 G A 0.166381 0.163245 0.917554 40424 0 ‐0.0379 0.0241 2.48 0.116 0.935542 17.15397 ‐0.00579 0.024747 0.05478 0.814945 0.088872
rs1081057 16499695 C T 0.167924 0.160508 0.701734 40424 0 ‐0.01 0.0256 0.153 0.696 0.157391 16.49969 0.006628 0.028355 0.054614 0.81522 0.088725
rs372582 17130074 G A 0.340025 0.346165 0.890857 40424 0 0.027 0.019 2.02 0.155 0.809668 17.13007 ‐0.00458 0.019683 0.054184 0.815936 0.088344
c9_pos169 16921790 A T 0.020174 0.020308 0.970448 40424 1 ‐0.0476 0.0618 0.591 0.442 0.354578 16.92179 0.014531 0.06267 0.053662 0.816809 0.08788
c9_pos169 16922231 G A 0.039337 0.038826 0.953327 40424 1 0.00564 0.0454 0.0155 0.901 0.045275 16.92223 0.010728 0.046369 0.05346 0.817148 0.087699
rs1328953 17100003 A G 0.035176 0.03431 0.848071 40424 0 ‐0.0308 0.0497 0.385 0.535 0.271646 17.1 0.011958 0.052018 0.052773 0.818307 0.087084
rs3454098 16499053 T TA 0.169574 0.162219 0.700557 40424 0 ‐0.02012 0.02811 0.513215 0.47375 0.32445 16.49905 0.006484 0.028252 0.052646 0.818521 0.08697
chr916499 16499200 A AT 0.169566 0.162205 0.700804 40424 0 ‐0.02018 0.028106 0.516436 0.472366 0.325721 16.4992 0.006414 0.028248 0.051524 0.820432 0.085958
rs366216 17053484 C A 0.319522 0.324484 0.973062 40424 0 0.0285 0.0188 2.3 0.129 0.88941 17.05348 ‐0.00432 0.01905 0.051519 0.820441 0.085953
rs3544338 17293537 G A 0.061742 0.061705 0.530463 40424 0 0.0759 0.0416 3.33 0.0682 1.166216 17.29354 ‐0.01142 0.05036 0.051445 0.820567 0.085886
rs2774628 17152143 T C 0.107965 0.102452 0.967888 40424 0 ‐0.0435 0.0287 2.3 0.13 0.886057 17.15214 ‐0.0066 0.029201 0.051192 0.821002 0.085656
rs2483132 17150911 T C 0.107848 0.102321 0.967014 40424 0 ‐0.0435 0.0287 2.31 0.129 0.88941 17.15091 ‐0.00656 0.029231 0.050375 0.822412 0.084911
rs3461515 16836573 G A 0.449557 0.451542 0.539885 40424 0 ‐0.00296 0.022 0.0181 0.893 0.049149 16.83657 ‐0.00537 0.023955 0.05023 0.822663 0.084778
rs7021958 16495404 A C 0.224608 0.216408 0.683239 40424 0 ‐0.0265 0.0233 1.29 0.255 0.59346 16.4954 ‐0.00571 0.025499 0.050214 0.822692 0.084763
rs1096296 17263321 G C 0.144279 0.142122 0.893055 40424 0 ‐0.0235 0.0279 0.709 0.4 0.39794 17.26332 ‐0.00593 0.026529 0.049953 0.823145 0.084524
rs1153170 17152209 T A 0.107082 0.101496 0.963026 40424 0 ‐0.0446 0.0288 2.41 0.121 0.917215 17.15221 ‐0.00655 0.029399 0.049675 0.823631 0.084268
chr916499 16499518 C CT 0.16954 0.162164 0.701329 40424 0 ‐0.02029 0.028099 0.522131 0.469934 0.327963 16.49952 0.006296 0.028242 0.049666 0.823646 0.08426
rs4961719 16482083 T C 0.144653 0.138763 0.816935 40424 0 ‐0.0187 0.0261 0.511 0.475 0.323306 16.48208 ‐0.00617 0.027793 0.049238 0.824394 0.083865
rs1081058 16645894 A G 0.433935 0.426692 0.729095 40424 0 ‐0.015 0.0198 0.57 0.45 0.346788 16.64589 0.004589 0.020726 0.049021 0.824775 0.083664
rs1408777 16479261 AG A 0.297699 0.290492 0.809995 40424 0 ‐0.01762 0.021225 0.689943 0.406184 0.391278 16.47926 ‐0.0047 0.021305 0.048622 0.825479 0.083294
rs1998826 16479260 AAG A 0.297699 0.290492 0.809993 40424 0 ‐0.01762 0.021226 0.689872 0.406208 0.391252 16.47926 ‐0.0047 0.021305 0.048603 0.825513 0.083276
rs1329976 16443379 A G 0.290488 0.283547 0.946354 40424 0 ‐0.00746 0.0197 0.144 0.705 0.151811 16.44338 ‐0.00438 0.019909 0.048374 0.825917 0.083064
rs1927637 16458728 A G 0.277052 0.270216 0.892109 40424 0 ‐0.0157 0.0208 0.568 0.451 0.345824 16.45873 ‐0.00454 0.020794 0.047677 0.827156 0.082413
rs1136607 17237272 TA T 0.184454 0.182 0.906638 40424 0 ‐0.04058 0.023581 2.97243 0.084695 1.072145 17.23727 ‐0.00515 0.023806 0.046754 0.828812 0.081544
c9_pos169 16910025 T C 0.081633 0.092469 0.979429 40424 1 0.0827 0.0309 7.18 0.00739 2.131356 16.91002 0.006808 0.031553 0.04652 0.829233 0.081323
rs1129636 17254005 G T 0.036887 0.036722 0.48219 40424 0 0.0247 0.0564 0.191 0.662 0.179142 17.25401 ‐0.01455 0.068176 0.0456 0.830904 0.080449
rs7485963 17147438 A G 0.040722 0.041128 0.811367 40424 0 ‐0.0136 0.0483 0.0792 0.778 0.10902 17.14744 0.010471 0.04908 0.045462 0.831158 0.080317
rs263547 17026929 G A 0.201731 0.191388 0.9877 40424 1 ‐0.0487 0.022 4.89 0.027 1.568636 17.02693 0.004803 0.02256 0.045315 0.831426 0.080177
rs1179351 16470863 A G 0.300886 0.293411 0.787188 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0205 0.4 0.527 0.278189 16.47086 ‐0.0046 0.021659 0.045144 0.83174 0.080013
rs4130607 17135115 C T 0.274926 0.27726 0.892073 40424 0 0.0284 0.0201 1.99 0.158 0.801343 17.13511 ‐0.00442 0.020858 0.044856 0.832268 0.079737
rs263634 17001200 C A 0.782412 0.774698 0.993175 40424 1 0.00377 0.0211 0.0319 0.858 0.066513 17.0012 0.004487 0.021195 0.044837 0.832305 0.079718
rs2001108 17237263 AT A 0.153755 0.153663 0.789838 40424 0 ‐0.02878 0.027073 1.13306 0.287124 0.541931 17.23726 0.005749 0.027254 0.044474 0.832975 0.079368
rs1096243 16476640 C T 0.068529 0.069958 0.952467 40424 0 ‐0.00667 0.0344 0.0375 0.846 0.07263 16.47664 ‐0.00743 0.035274 0.044372 0.833163 0.07927
rs1179186 16921722 G A 0.620728 0.633498 0.987184 40424 0 0.0832 0.0181 21.2 4.14E‐06 5.383 16.92172 0.004062 0.019287 0.044353 0.833198 0.079252
rs1235135 16952382 T C 0.289517 0.290364 0.979129 40424 0 ‐0.0177 0.0193 0.842 0.359 0.444906 16.95238 ‐0.00406 0.019467 0.043576 0.834645 0.078498
rs1096301 17295541 C G 0.307538 0.303394 0.674412 40424 0 ‐0.00889 0.0223 0.158 0.691 0.160522 17.29554 0.004853 0.023293 0.043394 0.834985 0.078321
rs7151326 16480678 C T 0.144409 0.138618 0.810966 40424 0 ‐0.0196 0.0262 0.564 0.453 0.343902 16.48068 ‐0.0058 0.027896 0.043247 0.835262 0.078178
rs2017757 17237271 TTA T 0.154333 0.154277 0.788304 40424 0 ‐0.02877 0.027053 1.13364 0.287 0.542118 17.23727 0.005654 0.027234 0.043079 0.835576 0.078014
rs7452092 17155105 C G 0.107301 0.101757 0.96509 40424 0 ‐0.0451 0.0288 2.45 0.117 0.931814 17.15511 ‐0.00608 0.02934 0.042973 0.835775 0.07791
rs2779767 17172200 T C 0.167425 0.164308 0.918889 40424 0 ‐0.0372 0.024 2.4 0.121 0.917215 17.1722 ‐0.00508 0.024663 0.042447 0.836771 0.077394
rs7871008 17232260 T G 0.039519 0.039898 0.806808 40424 0 ‐0.013 0.049 0.0701 0.791 0.101824 17.23226 0.010297 0.050081 0.042221 0.837199 0.077172
rs6475109 17149762 G A 0.158254 0.155537 0.926065 40424 0 ‐0.0331 0.0245 1.84 0.175 0.756962 17.14976 ‐0.00515 0.025136 0.04199 0.837639 0.076943
rs6255826 17080071 C T 0.274391 0.280919 0.94794 40424 0 0.038 0.0198 3.69 0.0547 1.262013 17.08007 ‐0.00413 0.020261 0.041586 0.838411 0.076543
rs7441721 16741082 A G 0.044574 0.045767 0.661452 40424 0 0.0896 0.0502 3.19 0.0742 1.129596 16.74108 0.010635 0.052147 0.041546 0.838487 0.076503
rs2815179 17147702 C A 0.211803 0.20993 0.882366 40424 0 ‐0.0335 0.0223 2.27 0.132 0.879426 17.1477 ‐0.00461 0.022795 0.04083 0.839867 0.07579
rs7881906 17238939 A G 0.185439 0.183049 0.903555 40424 0 ‐0.0474 0.0233 4.13 0.0421 1.375718 17.23894 ‐0.0048 0.023785 0.040683 0.840151 0.075643
rs2275256 16625749 C T 0.367219 0.356756 0.729879 40424 0 ‐0.00611 0.0204 0.0902 0.764 0.116907 16.62575 ‐0.00429 0.021356 0.040312 0.840873 0.07527
rs411167 17130360 T C 0.341164 0.34753 0.894148 40424 0 0.0261 0.0189 1.9 0.168 0.774691 17.13036 ‐0.00393 0.019629 0.040097 0.841291 0.075054
rs1421037 17179841 CTCTAAAGC 0.229113 0.231547 0.838864 40424 0 0.041703 0.022516 3.42126 0.064362 1.191371 17.17984 ‐0.00456 0.022884 0.039707 0.842056 0.074659
rs5849089 17148028 T G 0.040889 0.041301 0.806747 40424 0 ‐0.0109 0.0483 0.0507 0.822 0.085128 17.14803 0.009758 0.049127 0.039408 0.842643 0.074357
rs2774623 17144361 G C 0.158287 0.155627 0.925161 40424 0 ‐0.0344 0.0245 1.98 0.16 0.79588 17.14436 ‐0.00498 0.025137 0.039305 0.842847 0.074251
rs1234968 16949833 C A 0.289227 0.29014 0.978912 40424 0 ‐0.0172 0.0193 0.802 0.37 0.431798 16.94983 ‐0.00384 0.01948 0.038953 0.843542 0.073893
rs7694522 17098123 C A 0.055541 0.055076 0.818051 40424 0 ‐0.0209 0.0412 0.258 0.612 0.213249 17.09812 ‐0.00831 0.042234 0.038714 0.844017 0.073649
rs2008852 16735389 GA G 0.691462 0.692032 0.382085 40424 0 0.014042 0.030714 0.209153 0.647432 0.188806 16.73539 0.006029 0.030683 0.038615 0.844213 0.073548
rs1114969 17135443 T C 0.27568 0.278048 0.888251 40424 0 0.0283 0.0202 1.96 0.161 0.793174 17.13544 ‐0.00409 0.020888 0.038289 0.844863 0.073214
rs5682562 17203057 TG T 0.185819 0.185118 0.829644 40424 0 ‐0.03469 0.024485 2.01249 0.156009 0.80685 17.20306 ‐0.00481 0.024643 0.038042 0.845359 0.072959
rs1175667 17171732 A T 0.022324 0.022535 0.759863 40424 0 0.0228 0.0805 0.0802 0.777 0.109579 17.17173 0.013137 0.067548 0.037765 0.845916 0.072673
rs263577 17034096 A G 0.358082 0.36716 0.998886 40424 1 0.0353 0.0181 3.78 0.0518 1.28567 17.0341 0.00357 0.018367 0.037763 0.84592 0.072671
rs4272490 17226645 C A 0.182433 0.180136 0.888474 40424 0 ‐0.0482 0.0236 4.17 0.0412 1.385103 17.22664 ‐0.00468 0.024154 0.037484 0.846483 0.072382
rs1329720 16430803 C T 0.028685 0.027799 0.592843 40424 0 ‐0.0383 0.0612 0.391 0.532 0.274088 16.4308 ‐0.01329 0.068813 0.037345 0.846764 0.072238
rs1123510 17261603 T C 0.016593 0.017372 0.325047 40424 0 0.134 0.0863 2.43 0.119 0.924453 17.2616 ‐0.02311 0.119948 0.037174 0.847112 0.072059
rs1409510 16882300 G A 0.014271 0.014845 0.407991 40424 0 0.11 0.0982 1.26 0.262 0.581699 16.8823 ‐0.0222 0.11535 0.037093 0.847276 0.071975
rs1081064 16857676 A G 0.018983 0.019859 0.747964 40424 0 0.0907 0.0699 1.68 0.195 0.709965 16.85768 0.013981 0.072832 0.036794 0.847886 0.071663
rs1153670 17266489 C G 0.104503 0.102793 0.739032 40424 0 ‐0.0539 0.0348 2.41 0.121 0.917215 17.26649 ‐0.00642 0.033608 0.03655 0.848385 0.071407
rs1776183 17323850 C G 0.017731 0.018641 0.486539 40424 0 ‐0.113 0.101 1.26 0.262 0.581699 17.32385 ‐0.0177 0.092675 0.036525 0.848436 0.071381
rs1448883 16635325 T C 0.016958 0.01728 0.532426 40424 0 0.0412 0.0835 0.243 0.622 0.20621 16.63532 ‐0.01767 0.092606 0.036479 0.84853 0.071333
rs755180 16474002 A G 0.278823 0.272183 0.775946 40424 0 ‐0.00769 0.0209 0.136 0.712 0.14752 16.474 0.004271 0.022366 0.036451 0.848587 0.071304
rs4493995 17134245 G A 0.325463 0.330785 0.898319 40424 0 0.0269 0.0191 1.99 0.158 0.801343 17.13424 ‐0.00377 0.019796 0.036236 0.849029 0.071078
rs1491375 17155564 G A 0.022173 0.022303 0.763223 40424 0 0.033 0.0817 0.163 0.686 0.163676 17.15556 0.012872 0.067706 0.036092 0.849327 0.070925
rs2383009 16975303 C A 0.450322 0.464146 0.928206 40424 0 0.0582 0.0183 10.1 0.00147 2.832683 16.9753 0.003544 0.01866 0.036065 0.849381 0.070897
rs1901836 17119332 A T 0.090952 0.093252 0.490746 40424 0 0.072 0.0318 5.14 0.0234 1.630784 17.11933 ‐0.00826 0.043565 0.035937 0.849646 0.070762
rs1170451 16839949 C G 0.038314 0.039958 0.678537 40424 0 0.045 0.0557 0.652 0.419 0.377786 16.83995 ‐0.01031 0.054594 0.035671 0.850196 0.070481
rs1081064 16847407 G A 0.028075 0.028795 0.556254 40424 0 ‐0.069 0.0349 3.91 0.0481 1.317855 16.84741 0.01339 0.070897 0.035623 0.850297 0.07043
rs1487899 16693849 G A 0.011743 0.011626 0.666189 40424 0 ‐0.00489 0.0867 0.00318 0.955 0.019997 16.69385 ‐0.01884 0.100405 0.035301 0.850967 0.070087
rs7019686 16936307 C A 0.025229 0.02788 0.952867 40424 1 0.0206 0.0543 0.144 0.704 0.152427 16.93631 0.010383 0.05531 0.035198 0.851182 0.069977
rs1431545 16693569 G C 0.011741 0.011624 0.666058 40424 0 ‐0.00481 0.0868 0.00307 0.956 0.019542 16.69357 ‐0.01881 0.100422 0.035172 0.851237 0.06995
rs2383012 17177420 T A 0.048826 0.051816 0.865687 40424 0 0.0238 0.0417 0.325 0.569 0.244888 17.17742 0.007944 0.042749 0.034501 0.852644 0.069232
c9_pos168 16848462 T G 0.040585 0.042899 0.878527 40424 1 0.0783 0.0449 3.04 0.081 1.091515 16.84846 ‐0.00861 0.046474 0.034372 0.852918 0.069093
rs1121788 17142162 T C 0.040457 0.04078 0.813883 40424 0 ‐0.00764 0.0481 0.0253 0.874 0.058489 17.14216 0.009064 0.049174 0.03394 0.853835 0.068626
rs1487502 17006899 G A 0.3542 0.361605 0.993101 40424 1 0.0343 0.0183 3.53 0.0603 1.219683 17.0069 0.003407 0.018508 0.033885 0.853951 0.068567
rs1505818 16845447 C T 0.010302 0.009256 0.36545 40424 0 ‐0.15 0.123 1.49 0.222 0.653647 16.84545 ‐0.02798 0.15232 0.033837 0.854054 0.068515
c9_pos168 16842310 T C 0.10407 0.094272 0.923824 40424 1 ‐0.114 0.0302 14.4 0.00015 3.823909 16.84231 ‐0.00586 0.031946 0.033677 0.854396 0.068341
rs1426620 16494867 T C 0.021777 0.022566 0.632083 40424 0 0.00569 0.0742 0.00588 0.939 0.027334 16.49487 ‐0.01366 0.074666 0.033541 0.854686 0.068194
rs1452226 17365694 A G 0.011722 0.011267 0.491106 40424 0 ‐0.11 0.0857 1.65 0.199 0.701147 17.36569 0.021918 0.11986 0.03337 0.855054 0.068007
rs1398130 16682103 T A 0.012771 0.01273 0.619373 40424 0 ‐0.00976 0.0916 0.0114 0.915 0.038579 16.6821 ‐0.01813 0.099733 0.033113 0.855606 0.067726
rs1137803 16907584 G A 0.307074 0.265598 0.957842 40424 0 ‐0.233 0.0197 139 3.90E‐32 31.40894 16.90758 ‐0.01417 0.077983 0.032995 0.855862 0.067596
rs7885426 17227902 G T 0.039125 0.039388 0.809563 40424 0 ‐0.0165 0.0493 0.112 0.737 0.132533 17.2279 0.009135 0.050298 0.032954 0.855951 0.067551
rs1177534 16839923 A T 0.039485 0.041227 0.670439 40424 0 0.0446 0.0557 0.642 0.423 0.37366 16.83992 ‐0.00981 0.054088 0.032908 0.856049 0.067502
rs1782716 17141793 C G 0.048942 0.052036 0.845616 40424 0 0.0101 0.0407 0.0611 0.805 0.094204 17.14179 0.007785 0.043151 0.032524 0.856883 0.067078
rs7031602 16525632 C T 0.060794 0.060316 0.517123 40424 0 ‐0.0365 0.0429 0.723 0.395 0.403403 16.52563 ‐0.00927 0.051476 0.032434 0.857079 0.066979
rs1124887 17284942 C A 0.014915 0.015879 0.324746 40424 0 0.107 0.0878 1.49 0.222 0.653647 17.28494 0.022606 0.125553 0.032369 0.85722 0.066908
rs1176772 17154875 A T 0.049083 0.052154 0.865052 40424 0 0.00901 0.0403 0.05 0.823 0.0846 17.15487 0.007636 0.042627 0.032064 0.857887 0.06657
rs7542062 17348208 T C 0.034623 0.035349 0.551044 40424 0 0.0127 0.0517 0.0606 0.806 0.093665 17.34821 ‐0.01141 0.063906 0.0319 0.858248 0.066387
rs1045319 16984710 C G 0.241426 0.243693 0.967059 40424 0 0.000236 0.0205 0.000133 0.991 0.003926 16.98471 0.003689 0.020669 0.031854 0.858349 0.066336
rs1096267 16900399 C T 0.883359 0.885626 0.463037 40424 0 0.00919 0.0364 0.0639 0.8 0.09691 16.9004 0.007273 0.041038 0.031432 0.859281 0.065865
rs1096288 17161054 A G 0.049134 0.052206 0.864319 40424 0 0.00941 0.0403 0.0545 0.815 0.088842 17.16105 0.007558 0.042625 0.031415 0.859319 0.065846
rs1096267 16900398 C A 0.883359 0.885625 0.46304 40424 0 0.018 0.0366 0.241 0.624 0.204815 16.9004 0.007262 0.041038 0.031331 0.859503 0.065753
rs2815187 17029106 A C 0.358815 0.3678 0.999072 40424 1 0.0343 0.0181 3.58 0.0585 1.232844 17.02911 0.003192 0.018347 0.030261 0.8619 0.064543
rs7739395 17385725 G A 0.032232 0.034275 0.786454 40424 0 0.0283 0.0508 0.31 0.578 0.238072 17.38573 0.009503 0.05463 0.030229 0.861972 0.064507
rs1498195 16690765 G C 0.011721 0.011612 0.664906 40424 0 ‐0.00414 0.0868 0.00228 0.962 0.016825 16.69077 ‐0.01736 0.100549 0.029875 0.862775 0.064102
rs1081069 16959546 C G 0.291588 0.292493 0.996608 40424 1 ‐0.0156 0.0193 0.652 0.42 0.376751 16.95955 ‐0.00329 0.019376 0.028839 0.865153 0.062907
rs1158019 16937127 C G 0.024468 0.026971 0.904984 40424 0 0.0226 0.0546 0.17 0.68 0.167491 16.93713 0.009719 0.057543 0.028498 0.865945 0.06251
rs1233859 16886392 T C 0.50295 0.528877 0.742011 40424 0 0.13 0.0199 42.9 5.74E‐11 10.24109 16.88639 ‐0.00502 0.029745 0.02845 0.866054 0.062455
rs1096252 16656687 T C 0.364493 0.354635 0.69886 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0206 0.252 0.616 0.210419 16.65669 ‐0.00368 0.021885 0.028282 0.866448 0.062257
rs1437035 16804682 A G 0.01677 0.017702 0.498392 40424 0 0.116 0.0733 2.52 0.113 0.946922 16.80468 0.016092 0.095651 0.028264 0.866489 0.062237
rs3400653 16487347 C T 0.293467 0.286643 0.836422 40424 0 ‐0.0236 0.0202 1.37 0.242 0.616185 16.48735 ‐0.00353 0.021048 0.028203 0.866632 0.062165
rs1458670 17277543 TAAGGA T 0.013763 0.01467 0.292194 40424 0 0.004648 0.136218 0.001164 0.972789 0.011982 17.27754 0.022965 0.136618 0.028195 0.866651 0.062156
rs263636 17022423 G A 0.174828 0.164446 1 40424 1 ‐0.0604 0.0232 6.75 0.00938 2.027797 17.02242 0.003998 0.023898 0.027978 0.867161 0.0619
rs3608884 17404542 G C 0.034878 0.034289 0.702781 40424 0 0.00836 0.0518 0.026 0.872 0.059484 17.40454 0.009536 0.057426 0.027546 0.868182 0.061389
rs3560746 16763404 C CA 0.012322 0.013544 0.312687 40424 0 ‐0.03032 0.134726 0.05076 0.821746 0.085263 16.7634 ‐0.02235 0.134976 0.02746 0.868386 0.061287
rs4961728 16627194 G C 0.414175 0.404791 0.726052 40424 0 ‐0.0162 0.02 0.66 0.417 0.379864 16.62719 ‐0.00345 0.020939 0.027163 0.869092 0.060934
rs7023752 16518459 A T 0.35327 0.340602 0.932552 40424 0 ‐0.0141 0.0187 0.567 0.452 0.344862 16.51846 ‐0.00311 0.019072 0.026621 0.870393 0.060284
rs4126896 17298742 G A 0.032331 0.03452 0.807618 40424 0 0.0387 0.0523 0.547 0.46 0.337242 17.29874 0.008689 0.053641 0.026217 0.871371 0.059797
rs1173584 17182929 G A 0.022097 0.022204 0.760753 40424 0 0.0328 0.0819 0.161 0.689 0.161781 17.18293 0.010955 0.067961 0.025951 0.872019 0.059474
rs1179567 16785878 T C 0.012831 0.012607 0.324756 40424 0 ‐0.0554 0.101 0.301 0.583 0.234331 16.78588 0.022402 0.139385 0.025785 0.872428 0.059271
rs7848261 16936412 G A 0.060474 0.064376 0.957942 40424 0 ‐0.00201 0.0357 0.00316 0.955 0.019997 16.93641 0.005854 0.036454 0.025773 0.872456 0.059256
rs1081067 16923559 G A 0.614242 0.626984 0.957525 40424 0 0.085 0.0184 21.4 3.76E‐06 5.424812 16.92356 0.003123 0.019474 0.025715 0.872599 0.059185
rs3562567 16939615 T TA 0.060945 0.065066 0.967028 40424 0 0.000989 0.036091 0.000751 0.978142 0.009598 16.93962 0.005748 0.036179 0.025223 0.873812 0.058582
rs4961723 16548309 G A 0.104529 0.106804 0.463544 40424 0 ‐0.00245 0.0361 0.00463 0.946 0.024109 16.54831 ‐0.00669 0.042182 0.025134 0.874033 0.058472
rs3604097 16498094 T C 0.196392 0.18985 0.668773 40424 0 ‐0.0152 0.025 0.369 0.544 0.264401 16.49809 0.004272 0.027088 0.024861 0.874714 0.058134
rs1096260 16799836 T G 0.097664 0.105233 0.98271 40424 0 0.00709 0.0289 0.0601 0.806 0.093665 16.79984 0.004587 0.029255 0.024574 0.875433 0.057777
rs1122958 17051522 T C 0.020145 0.021131 0.682504 40424 0 ‐0.106 0.0746 2.04 0.154 0.812479 17.05152 ‐0.01151 0.073694 0.024426 0.875806 0.057592
rs1339552 16848790 C T 0.403419 0.373292 0.995337 40424 1 ‐0.164 0.018 83.4 6.70E‐20 19.17393 16.84879 ‐0.00418 0.02675 0.024372 0.875942 0.057525
rs2774622 17141748 G A 0.156012 0.15336 0.930777 40424 0 ‐0.0327 0.0245 1.78 0.182 0.739929 17.14175 ‐0.00392 0.0252 0.024235 0.876288 0.057353
rs1096274 16941398 T C 0.219368 0.230733 0.940863 40424 1 0.0731 0.0212 11.9 0.000563 3.249492 16.9414 0.003444 0.02214 0.024185 0.876415 0.05729
rs2282071 16727619 A G 0.057747 0.059117 0.999986 40424 1 ‐0.0218 0.0371 0.345 0.557 0.254145 16.72762 ‐0.00579 0.037241 0.024156 0.876488 0.057254
rs943737 16519203 T C 0.353238 0.340577 0.936214 40424 0 ‐0.0134 0.0187 0.515 0.473 0.325139 16.5192 ‐0.00296 0.019041 0.024137 0.876537 0.05723
rs943738 16519377 G A 0.353187 0.340523 0.937306 40424 0 ‐0.0142 0.0187 0.576 0.448 0.348722 16.51938 ‐0.00296 0.019032 0.024136 0.876539 0.057229
rs263548 17028235 C A 0.357569 0.366332 0.999954 40424 1 0.0344 0.0181 3.59 0.0583 1.234331 17.02823 0.002847 0.018368 0.024013 0.876853 0.057073
rs1081073 17132432 G A 0.320495 0.326837 0.902643 40424 0 0.0331 0.0191 3.01 0.0827 1.082494 17.13243 ‐0.00305 0.019832 0.023694 0.877666 0.056671
rs1381370 17201195 G A 0.022046 0.022145 0.759116 40424 0 ‐0.0176 0.0906 0.0377 0.846 0.07263 17.20119 0.01041 0.068126 0.023323 0.878621 0.056199
rs2012713 17265919 TTC T 0.012668 0.013449 0.303129 40424 0 0.001625 0.13983 0.000135 0.990729 0.004045 17.26592 0.021381 0.140225 0.0232 0.878938 0.056042
rs4481710 17134263 T A 0.323758 0.329282 0.892686 40424 0 0.0269 0.0191 1.98 0.16 0.79588 17.13426 ‐0.00303 0.019882 0.023198 0.878945 0.056039
rs2774621 17141596 A G 0.156313 0.153731 0.930244 40424 0 ‐0.0329 0.0245 1.81 0.179 0.747147 17.1416 ‐0.0038 0.025176 0.022816 0.879937 0.055549
rs2779761 17181689 G A 0.19785 0.194961 0.932726 40424 0 ‐0.0331 0.0224 2.18 0.139 0.856985 17.18169 ‐0.00345 0.022841 0.022807 0.879959 0.055537
rs1897762 16688012 G A 0.011699 0.011601 0.663821 40424 0 ‐0.00261 0.0869 0.000902 0.976 0.01055 16.68801 ‐0.01516 0.100688 0.022705 0.880227 0.055406
rs1328334 17130280 T C 0.320565 0.326916 0.903031 40424 0 0.0339 0.0191 3.16 0.0754 1.122629 17.13028 ‐0.00298 0.019827 0.022628 0.880428 0.055306
rs7595886 16576129 T C 0.027234 0.028218 0.325163 40424 0 ‐0.0364 0.0719 0.257 0.613 0.21254 16.57613 0.014129 0.09431 0.022415 0.880988 0.05503
rs3119847 17174327 G C 0.158318 0.155536 0.930306 40424 0 ‐0.0325 0.0244 1.78 0.182 0.739929 17.17433 ‐0.00374 0.025066 0.022302 0.881286 0.054883
rs8000836 17210770 T C 0.030157 0.028687 0.710019 40424 0 0.0241 0.0623 0.15 0.699 0.155523 17.21077 ‐0.00925 0.061995 0.022276 0.881354 0.05485
rs1096269 16919545 T C 0.622707 0.635388 0.997541 40424 1 0.0811 0.018 20.2 6.95E‐06 5.158015 16.91954 0.002871 0.019331 0.022062 0.881923 0.054569
rs1169544 16497683 C T 0.021225 0.019165 0.417151 40424 0 0.0165 0.0838 0.0387 0.844 0.073658 16.49768 ‐0.01462 0.098575 0.022039 0.881983 0.05454
rs2383003 16687207 T A 0.593541 0.59369 0.340151 40424 0 ‐0.0616 0.0254 5.87 0.0154 1.812479 16.68721 ‐0.00457 0.030781 0.022024 0.882024 0.054519
rs1081078 17403734 G C 0.815325 0.817946 0.853183 40424 0 0.0478 0.0238 4.02 0.0448 1.348722 17.40373 0.003603 0.024561 0.02152 0.88337 0.053857
rs1096253 16678149 G A 0.046259 0.049113 0.390619 40424 0 ‐0.0198 0.0545 0.131 0.717 0.144481 16.67815 ‐0.00957 0.065447 0.021388 0.883727 0.053682
rs5896723 16918149 CT C 0.623835 0.637299 0.975075 40424 0 0.081948 0.018221 20.3001 6.62E‐06 5.179161 16.91815 0.002818 0.019525 0.02083 0.885244 0.052937
rs2815180 17152281 G C 0.209899 0.208152 0.888037 40424 0 ‐0.0363 0.0223 2.66 0.103 0.987163 17.15228 ‐0.00327 0.0228 0.020544 0.886028 0.052553
rs1081068 16938522 A G 0.079351 0.082318 0.365986 40424 0 ‐0.0267 0.0379 0.497 0.481 0.317855 16.93852 ‐0.00773 0.053996 0.020512 0.886117 0.052509
rs2815176 17163179 C G 0.210534 0.208759 0.890644 40424 0 ‐0.0368 0.0222 2.74 0.0979 1.009217 17.16318 ‐0.00322 0.022751 0.020017 0.88749 0.051837
rs1468228 16919211 C G 0.017208 0.018142 0.49749 40424 0 0.0818 0.0874 0.875 0.35 0.455932 16.91921 0.013292 0.094987 0.019558 0.888779 0.051206
rs7045030 16519886 T C 0.355404 0.343003 0.930896 40424 0 ‐0.0177 0.0187 0.895 0.344 0.463442 16.51989 ‐0.00264 0.019063 0.019155 0.889925 0.050647
rs7874232 16937771 C T 0.060893 0.064821 0.957933 40424 0 ‐0.00229 0.0357 0.00411 0.949 0.022734 16.93777 0.005016 0.036359 0.019018 0.890316 0.050456
rs2779769 17152647 A G 0.210033 0.20831 0.88862 40424 0 ‐0.0355 0.0223 2.55 0.11 0.958607 17.15265 ‐0.00314 0.022785 0.018959 0.890486 0.050373
rs1457935 16659371 G A 0.016944 0.016173 0.283171 40424 0 ‐0.0986 0.114 0.749 0.387 0.412289 16.65937 0.017759 0.130351 0.018537 0.891701 0.049781
rs2891071 16540987 A G 0.366355 0.356772 0.787689 40424 0 ‐0.00329 0.0195 0.0284 0.866 0.062482 16.54099 ‐0.00279 0.020642 0.018257 0.892518 0.049383
rs1096284 17068280 G A 0.110566 0.104297 0.927738 40424 0 ‐0.0382 0.029 1.73 0.188 0.725842 17.06828 0.004007 0.029656 0.018252 0.892532 0.049376
rs7922594 16662029 A G 0.017008 0.016904 0.406167 40424 0 ‐0.105 0.0769 1.87 0.172 0.764472 16.66203 ‐0.0145 0.107843 0.018106 0.89296 0.049168
rs6475128 17309813 A G 0.864356 0.867786 0.905724 40424 0 0.0397 0.0265 2.25 0.134 0.872895 17.30981 0.003636 0.027165 0.017918 0.893516 0.048898
rs1211566 16517953 C A 0.117441 0.108858 0.71444 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0296 0.422 0.516 0.28735 16.51795 ‐0.00437 0.03311 0.017442 0.89493 0.048211
rs1096269 16919058 T G 0.621908 0.634682 0.988352 40424 0 0.0827 0.0181 21 4.61E‐06 5.336299 16.91906 0.002538 0.019347 0.017209 0.895631 0.047871
rs7862706 17209878 T G 0.206733 0.204583 0.894629 40424 0 ‐0.0367 0.0223 2.7 0.1 1 17.20988 ‐0.00296 0.022851 0.016826 0.896793 0.047308
rs7862811 17209927 T C 0.206732 0.204583 0.894625 40424 0 ‐0.0367 0.0223 2.7 0.1 1 17.20993 ‐0.00296 0.022851 0.016791 0.8969 0.047256
rs1096260 16799569 T C 0.097122 0.104714 0.993062 40424 0 0.00559 0.0289 0.0373 0.847 0.072117 16.79957 0.003777 0.029169 0.016763 0.896985 0.047215
rs8003203 17160134 C T 0.105257 0.099717 0.978299 40424 0 ‐0.0463 0.0288 2.59 0.107 0.970616 17.16013 ‐0.00378 0.029393 0.016541 0.897665 0.046886
c9_pos169 16992463 T A 0.01083 0.011144 0.796432 40424 1 0.05 0.0867 0.332 0.564 0.248721 16.99246 0.011954 0.093063 0.016476 0.897864 0.04679
rs1170482 17239607 A G 0.013847 0.014892 0.359962 40424 0 0.0444 0.0837 0.281 0.596 0.224754 17.23961 0.015509 0.12179 0.016199 0.898724 0.046374
rs6254356 16901067 C A 0.634358 0.660901 0.971275 40424 0 0.157 0.0186 71.6 2.62E‐17 16.5817 16.90107 ‐0.00322 0.025552 0.015899 0.89966 0.045921
rs1124427 16908402 CTGGGAGGC 0.318016 0.274588 0.970105 40424 0 ‐0.23365 0.019451 146.905 8.23E‐34 33.0845 16.9084 0.019339 0.155381 0.015506 0.9009 0.045324
rs1096251 16656587 G A 0.365222 0.355584 0.697197 40424 0 ‐0.0103 0.0206 0.249 0.617 0.209715 16.65659 ‐0.00272 0.021899 0.015466 0.901029 0.045261
rs2815174 17170553 C G 0.211719 0.210016 0.889994 40424 0 ‐0.0357 0.0222 2.58 0.108 0.966576 17.17055 ‐0.00279 0.022695 0.015087 0.902242 0.044677
rs1181875 17155943 C T 0.035725 0.034534 0.764288 40424 0 ‐0.021 0.0528 0.159 0.69 0.161151 17.15594 0.006715 0.054724 0.015047 0.902372 0.044615
rs6749897 16540762 C G 0.11928 0.110984 0.68238 40424 0 ‐0.0181 0.0297 0.371 0.543 0.2652 16.54076 ‐0.0041 0.033619 0.014854 0.902996 0.044314
rs7045198 16917672 G T 0.345627 0.329951 0.829379 40424 0 ‐0.104 0.0196 28.1 1.13E‐07 6.946921 16.91767 ‐0.00268 0.022057 0.01478 0.903239 0.044198
rs1408899 16539738 G A 0.061536 0.060268 0.495885 40424 0 ‐0.0614 0.0436 1.98 0.159 0.798603 16.53974 ‐0.00638 0.052569 0.01474 0.903368 0.044136
rs1096271 16930523 G A 0.648074 0.659149 0.981786 40424 0 0.0726 0.0184 15.6 0.000079 4.102373 16.93052 0.002351 0.019407 0.014674 0.903582 0.044032
c9_pos169 17008235 A G 0.321649 0.327684 0.997009 40424 1 0.0291 0.0187 2.43 0.119 0.924453 17.00824 ‐0.00229 0.018936 0.014632 0.903721 0.043966
rs263638 17019858 A C 0.319796 0.326363 0.995183 40424 1 0.0275 0.0187 2.16 0.142 0.847712 17.01986 ‐0.00228 0.018926 0.014576 0.903903 0.043878
rs2815173 17181174 G T 0.15526 0.152322 0.939241 40424 0 ‐0.0307 0.0245 1.57 0.21 0.677781 17.18117 ‐0.00303 0.025164 0.014475 0.904235 0.043719
rs1096284 17065565 A T 0.110336 0.104059 0.926351 40424 0 ‐0.0381 0.029 1.73 0.189 0.723538 17.06557 0.003533 0.029707 0.01414 0.905344 0.043186
rs1399544 17055239 C T 0.026282 0.028123 0.56344 40424 0 0.0103 0.0671 0.0237 0.878 0.056506 17.05524 0.008424 0.070829 0.014134 0.905365 0.043176
c9_pos169 16967910 C G 0.031951 0.032353 0.886366 40424 1 0.0887 0.052 2.91 0.0881 1.055024 16.96791 ‐0.00624 0.052615 0.014089 0.905516 0.043104
rs1781122 16526653 C T 0.120699 0.112432 0.697016 40424 0 ‐0.0135 0.0293 0.214 0.644 0.191114 16.52665 ‐0.00392 0.033066 0.014047 0.905656 0.043037
rs1329818 17075077 A G 0.250015 0.254992 0.916045 40424 0 0.0281 0.0205 1.88 0.17 0.769551 17.07508 ‐0.0025 0.021213 0.013935 0.906032 0.042857
rs2210539 17168867 A G 0.213269 0.21163 0.885859 40424 0 ‐0.0367 0.0222 2.74 0.0978 1.009661 17.16887 ‐0.00267 0.022713 0.013787 0.906529 0.042618
rs3489052 16557014 C CA 0.118504 0.110785 0.648195 40424 0 ‐0.03317 0.034352 0.935244 0.333504 0.476899 16.55701 ‐0.00405 0.034518 0.013752 0.906648 0.042562
rs5888689 17115414 G A 0.285968 0.291845 0.942919 40424 0 0.0352 0.0195 3.27 0.0703 1.153045 17.11541 ‐0.00234 0.020035 0.013638 0.907033 0.042377
c9_pos169 16984590 G C 0.26029 0.267127 0.97131 40424 1 0.0492 0.02 6.05 0.0139 1.856985 16.98459 0.002372 0.020392 0.013531 0.907396 0.042203
rs2779768 17171741 G A 0.211423 0.209717 0.890299 40424 0 ‐0.035 0.0222 2.48 0.115 0.939302 17.17174 ‐0.00264 0.022703 0.013514 0.907454 0.042175
rs1330036 16962782 T A 0.403925 0.417953 0.975935 40424 1 0.063 0.018 12.3 0.000455 3.341989 16.96278 0.00215 0.018637 0.013302 0.90818 0.041828
rs5568994 16908169 A G 0.318353 0.275197 0.967537 40424 0 ‐0.235 0.0194 147 7.66E‐34 33.11577 16.90817 0.016559 0.143774 0.013275 0.908275 0.041783
rs7042688 16959184 C A 0.290861 0.292056 0.997821 40424 1 ‐0.0153 0.0193 0.631 0.427 0.369572 16.95918 ‐0.00222 0.019383 0.01309 0.908911 0.041479
rs2015574 16518573 TATA T 0.290525 0.280408 0.830806 40424 0 ‐0.0101 0.021278 0.225619 0.634792 0.197369 16.51857 0.002442 0.021352 0.013077 0.908956 0.041457
rs4131372 16643639 A G 0.433544 0.425514 0.717558 40424 0 ‐0.0185 0.0198 0.872 0.35 0.455932 16.64364 0.002383 0.020901 0.013003 0.909212 0.041335
rs7043402 16989654 G C 0.215762 0.222912 0.969063 40424 0 ‐0.00294 0.0212 0.0192 0.89 0.05061 16.98965 ‐0.00242 0.021399 0.012745 0.910116 0.040903
rs1123434 17154863 A G 0.014994 0.015745 0.323981 40424 0 0.141 0.0964 2.15 0.142 0.847712 17.15486 ‐0.0142 0.126262 0.012663 0.910404 0.040766
rs1096277 16968831 G T 0.475343 0.488216 0.985452 40424 0 0.0467 0.0175 7.09 0.00775 2.110698 16.96883 ‐0.00202 0.018061 0.012551 0.910799 0.040578
rs263646 17016288 T C 0.025754 0.026121 0.89457 40424 0 0.0219 0.0547 0.16 0.689 0.161781 17.01629 ‐0.00645 0.057677 0.012519 0.910912 0.040523
rs7035348 16735978 T A 0.035295 0.036454 0.777814 40424 0 ‐0.0203 0.0504 0.163 0.687 0.163043 16.73598 ‐0.00592 0.052947 0.012495 0.910996 0.040483
rs1917759 17259220 A T 0.162104 0.15945 0.972623 40424 0 ‐0.0343 0.024 2.04 0.153 0.815309 17.25922 ‐0.0027 0.024274 0.012395 0.911351 0.040314
rs1096260 16799700 T C 0.097316 0.104819 0.995497 40424 1 0.00473 0.0289 0.0267 0.87 0.060481 16.7997 0.003241 0.02912 0.012382 0.911401 0.040291
rs6662995 16736762 G A 0.035287 0.036451 0.777695 40424 0 ‐0.021 0.0504 0.173 0.677 0.169411 16.73676 ‐0.00577 0.052953 0.01186 0.91328 0.039396
rs1075684 16948706 T C 0.29002 0.29149 0.971498 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0193 0.671 0.413 0.38405 16.94871 ‐0.00213 0.019546 0.011825 0.913408 0.039335
rs1554747 16970402 T A 0.474895 0.487832 0.985988 40424 0 0.0476 0.0175 7.37 0.00664 2.177832 16.9704 ‐0.00196 0.018057 0.011809 0.913465 0.039308
rs7036214 16936474 T C 0.023757 0.026111 0.885099 40424 0 0.0197 0.0556 0.126 0.723 0.140862 16.93647 0.006416 0.05906 0.011794 0.913522 0.039281
rs7848996 17097019 A T 0.292468 0.298711 0.944206 40424 0 0.0326 0.0195 2.81 0.0937 1.02826 17.09702 ‐0.00216 0.019861 0.011781 0.913567 0.03926
rs3814111 16527354 T C 0.215468 0.208913 0.699816 40424 0 ‐0.0152 0.0235 0.422 0.516 0.28735 16.52735 ‐0.00276 0.025592 0.011656 0.914027 0.039041
rs7688400 16974014 T C 0.047126 0.042854 0.722403 40424 0 ‐0.0604 0.0473 1.63 0.202 0.694649 16.97401 ‐0.00547 0.050693 0.011649 0.914052 0.039029
rs1505158 17153110 A G 0.041367 0.042157 0.701358 40424 0 ‐0.0114 0.0513 0.0492 0.824 0.084073 17.15311 ‐0.00558 0.05193 0.011563 0.914368 0.038879
rs7030959 16917926 T C 0.21595 0.201921 0.917585 40424 0 ‐0.0831 0.0224 13.8 0.000201 3.696804 16.91793 ‐0.00253 0.023523 0.011528 0.914497 0.038818
rs5972030 17115361 G C 0.285987 0.291908 0.942798 40424 0 0.0352 0.0195 3.27 0.0703 1.153045 17.11536 ‐0.00211 0.020035 0.011092 0.916122 0.038047
rs2274557 16473118 T C 0.277891 0.271102 0.779043 40424 0 ‐0.00867 0.0209 0.172 0.678 0.16877 16.47312 0.00234 0.022357 0.010955 0.916642 0.0378
rs2815183 17155772 G C 0.210698 0.209037 0.887393 40424 0 ‐0.0359 0.0223 2.61 0.107 0.970616 17.15577 ‐0.00238 0.022774 0.010943 0.916685 0.03778
rs7021242 16954279 G T 0.287837 0.288755 0.997867 40424 1 ‐0.0153 0.0193 0.628 0.428 0.368556 16.95428 ‐0.00202 0.01943 0.010832 0.917108 0.037579
rs1081070 17004418 T C 0.319296 0.326524 0.989265 40424 1 0.0377 0.0188 4.03 0.0447 1.349692 17.00442 0.001984 0.019072 0.010815 0.917172 0.037549
rs7824435 17303045 G A 0.021383 0.021245 0.417099 40424 0 ‐0.00193 0.079 0.0006 0.98 0.008774 17.30305 0.009762 0.094206 0.010728 0.917505 0.037391
rs2015527 16968055 T TA 0.475994 0.488878 0.981175 40424 0 0.046238 0.017611 6.89283 0.008654 2.062772 16.96806 ‐0.00187 0.018091 0.010683 0.917678 0.03731
rs958557 16643654 G A 0.43287 0.42481 0.716245 40424 0 ‐0.0179 0.0199 0.809 0.368 0.434152 16.64365 0.00216 0.020925 0.010655 0.917787 0.037258
rs1693561 17402129 G A 0.022719 0.023235 0.416423 40424 0 ‐0.144 0.0844 2.9 0.0883 1.054039 17.40213 ‐0.00952 0.09241 0.010631 0.917877 0.037216
rs7261423 16757048 T C 0.046545 0.047215 0.742202 40424 0 ‐0.0303 0.0452 0.45 0.502 0.299296 16.75705 ‐0.00492 0.047835 0.010579 0.918079 0.03712
rs6096453 17403828 C T 0.022717 0.023229 0.415677 40424 0 ‐0.146 0.0846 2.99 0.0837 1.077275 17.40383 ‐0.00949 0.092528 0.010534 0.918251 0.037039
rs7047356 16740028 G A 0.035272 0.036473 0.76105 40424 0 ‐0.0133 0.0506 0.0691 0.793 0.100727 16.74003 ‐0.00544 0.053417 0.010365 0.918907 0.036728
rs7271811 16985589 A C 0.259963 0.266582 0.951533 40424 0 0.0525 0.0201 6.84 0.00889 2.051098 16.98559 0.002089 0.020585 0.010295 0.919182 0.036599
rs1116844 17136488 T C 0.038041 0.037728 0.794218 40424 0 ‐0.0247 0.0506 0.238 0.626 0.203426 17.13649 ‐0.00522 0.051581 0.01025 0.919359 0.036515
rs1096288 17164433 C T 0.212562 0.210848 0.884995 40424 0 ‐0.0375 0.0222 2.85 0.0914 1.039054 17.16443 ‐0.00228 0.022742 0.010059 0.92011 0.03616
rs1096273 16939686 C G 0.060101 0.064086 0.966863 40424 0 ‐0.00761 0.0358 0.0451 0.832 0.079877 16.93969 0.003645 0.036413 0.010017 0.920277 0.036082
rs1924505 16498185 C T 0.025441 0.026437 0.567589 40424 0 0.0641 0.0612 1.1 0.295 0.530178 16.49818 ‐0.00729 0.073026 0.009972 0.920455 0.035998
rs7822510 16668965 T G 0.025465 0.025223 0.3541 40424 0 ‐0.049 0.0785 0.389 0.533 0.273273 16.66896 0.009519 0.095367 0.009954 0.920528 0.035963
rs5627323 16734720 G A 0.034981 0.036168 0.767676 40424 0 ‐0.0194 0.0489 0.157 0.692 0.159894 16.73472 ‐0.00528 0.053486 0.009764 0.921285 0.035606
rs1075675 16519926 C T 0.355618 0.343181 0.932468 40424 0 ‐0.0117 0.0187 0.39 0.532 0.274088 16.51993 ‐0.00188 0.019045 0.00972 0.921463 0.035522
rs4961513 16971165 G A 0.250775 0.258943 0.997319 40424 1 0.0356 0.02 3.16 0.0752 1.123782 16.97116 0.001983 0.020262 0.009577 0.922041 0.03525
rs9407788 17159180 T A 0.210605 0.208959 0.887027 40424 0 ‐0.0366 0.0222 2.72 0.0994 1.002614 17.15918 ‐0.00222 0.022785 0.009469 0.922483 0.035042
rs1081057 16502762 T C 0.203633 0.196938 0.70151 40424 0 ‐0.0121 0.0238 0.257 0.612 0.213249 16.50276 0.002486 0.026056 0.009103 0.923988 0.034334
rs2056684 16978916 A G 0.735818 0.727681 0.945795 40424 0 ‐0.0461 0.02 5.32 0.0211 1.675718 16.97892 ‐0.00196 0.020557 0.009095 0.924023 0.034317
rs1096290 17211287 G C 0.147444 0.144063 0.915873 40424 0 ‐0.0161 0.0288 0.312 0.577 0.238824 17.21129 ‐0.00247 0.026046 0.008971 0.924539 0.034075
rs7723490 17136792 G A 0.038085 0.03779 0.794206 40424 0 ‐0.0232 0.0504 0.212 0.645 0.19044 17.13679 ‐0.00487 0.051545 0.008936 0.92469 0.034004
rs1096248 16539830 G A 0.079054 0.076803 0.42613 40424 0 ‐0.064 0.0378 2.88 0.0898 1.046724 16.53983 0.004792 0.050712 0.008927 0.924728 0.033986
rs1075675 16540446 T C 0.20756 0.205676 0.685691 40424 0 0.0222 0.0238 0.865 0.352 0.453457 16.54045 0.00247 0.026261 0.008847 0.925062 0.033829
rs1330085 16901228 C T 0.361055 0.334168 0.979526 40424 0 ‐0.155 0.0184 71.2 3.29E‐17 16.4828 16.90123 0.00238 0.02556 0.008669 0.925819 0.033474
rs4961511 16970809 G T 0.474797 0.487784 0.986843 40424 0 0.0488 0.0175 7.74 0.0054 2.267606 16.97081 ‐0.00168 0.018051 0.008665 0.925835 0.033466
rs1693534 17118007 T C 0.111975 0.106673 0.933599 40424 0 ‐0.0427 0.0287 2.21 0.137 0.86328 17.11801 0.002731 0.029348 0.008654 0.925881 0.033445
rs5904767 17218425 T G 0.208778 0.207628 0.897364 40424 0 ‐0.0314 0.0223 1.99 0.158 0.801343 17.21843 0.002101 0.022688 0.008571 0.926236 0.033278
rs1096271 16931236 T C 0.648976 0.660079 0.998416 40424 1 0.0737 0.0184 16.1 6.05E‐05 4.218245 16.93124 0.001782 0.019384 0.008454 0.926743 0.033041
rs7849139 16507737 C A 0.06162 0.061584 0.54484 40424 0 ‐0.00269 0.0418 0.00413 0.949 0.022734 16.50774 0.004542 0.049663 0.008361 0.927142 0.032854
rs7035687 16498707 C A 0.175151 0.166834 0.685183 40424 0 ‐0.0229 0.0251 0.829 0.363 0.440093 16.49871 ‐0.00258 0.028255 0.00836 0.927149 0.03285
rs1081069 16961600 G A 0.256224 0.256416 0.961214 40424 1 0.00075 0.0203 0.00136 0.971 0.012781 16.9616 0.001862 0.020389 0.008336 0.927254 0.032801
rs7760464 16677034 G C 0.026738 0.026383 0.330701 40424 0 ‐0.0767 0.0803 0.912 0.34 0.468521 16.67703 ‐0.00875 0.096778 0.008189 0.927896 0.032501
rs1153170 17259674 A T 0.163035 0.160499 0.978489 40424 0 ‐0.035 0.0239 2.14 0.143 0.844664 17.25967 ‐0.00218 0.024131 0.008134 0.928136 0.032388
rs1119469 17368125 G A 0.016538 0.017508 0.329726 40424 0 0.156 0.0881 3.15 0.076 1.119186 17.36813 0.010614 0.118557 0.008009 0.928691 0.032129
rs2005085 17296034 GTGTT G 0.021279 0.020305 0.433237 40424 0 ‐0.0955 0.094657 1.02824 0.310572 0.507837 17.29603 0.008464 0.095216 0.007895 0.9292 0.031891
rs3458699 17165040 G A 0.228568 0.230926 0.836897 40424 0 0.0371 0.0228 2.63 0.105 0.978811 17.16504 ‐0.00203 0.022953 0.007823 0.929523 0.03174
rs2183502 17141204 C T 0.2105 0.208873 0.886925 40424 0 ‐0.0348 0.0222 2.45 0.117 0.931814 17.1412 ‐0.00201 0.022768 0.007774 0.929739 0.031639
rs2815181 17152517 G A 0.156911 0.154468 0.932154 40424 0 ‐0.0307 0.0244 1.58 0.209 0.679854 17.15252 ‐0.0022 0.025119 0.007657 0.930273 0.03139
rs6475113 17191399 T C 0.198396 0.195908 0.926193 40424 0 ‐0.0296 0.0225 1.72 0.189 0.723538 17.1914 ‐0.00198 0.022897 0.007471 0.93112 0.030994
rs3482183 16536397 C T 0.118941 0.110664 0.690947 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0297 0.189 0.664 0.177832 16.5364 ‐0.00282 0.033433 0.007108 0.932813 0.030205
rs1180364 16673829 G A 0.029453 0.029592 0.634586 40424 0 0.0876 0.0671 1.71 0.192 0.716699 16.67383 ‐0.00537 0.0646 0.006906 0.93377 0.02976
rs4961492 16520958 A G 0.322402 0.311577 0.802463 40424 0 ‐0.00224 0.0199 0.0126 0.911 0.040482 16.52096 ‐0.00174 0.021106 0.00683 0.934137 0.02959
rs7034582 16647540 T C 0.386537 0.377767 0.725111 40424 0 ‐0.00853 0.0201 0.179 0.672 0.172631 16.64754 0.00172 0.021159 0.00661 0.935201 0.029095
rs1096279 16984995 T C 0.242821 0.244911 0.977009 40424 1 ‐0.00155 0.0204 0.00574 0.94 0.026872 16.98499 0.001669 0.020577 0.006579 0.935355 0.029024
rs1477109 16663298 T C 0.033015 0.033251 0.348884 40424 0 ‐0.0476 0.0654 0.53 0.467 0.330683 16.6633 ‐0.00674 0.084011 0.006432 0.936081 0.028687
rs4961531 17188182 G A 0.19847 0.196309 0.919534 40424 0 ‐0.0325 0.0225 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.18818 0.001827 0.022948 0.006334 0.936566 0.028461
rs1028344 16858671 G A 0.018673 0.019374 0.744334 40424 0 0.0861 0.0721 1.42 0.233 0.632644 16.85867 0.005816 0.07386 0.006197 0.937256 0.028142
rs1411316 16892899 AG A 0.01374 0.013901 0.781398 40424 0 0.067434 0.084473 0.63214 0.426571 0.370008 16.8929 ‐0.00663 0.084784 0.006116 0.937668 0.027951
rs1997344 17219241 TC T 0.206861 0.205579 0.900412 40424 0 ‐0.02659 0.022578 1.39008 0.238392 0.622709 17.21924 0.001771 0.022743 0.006063 0.937934 0.027828
rs1538590 16943046 T C 0.062308 0.0663 0.960168 40424 0 ‐0.00766 0.0354 0.0468 0.829 0.081446 16.94305 0.00278 0.035914 0.00599 0.938308 0.027654
rs1172286 16940763 A G 0.04175 0.044407 0.646668 40424 0 0.0754 0.0481 2.46 0.117 0.931814 16.94076 0.00411 0.053585 0.00588 0.938877 0.027391
rs1096296 17262880 C T 0.163206 0.16074 0.980069 40424 0 ‐0.0349 0.0239 2.14 0.144 0.841638 17.26288 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005663 0.940012 0.026867
rs1096296 17262943 C T 0.163206 0.16074 0.980069 40424 0 ‐0.0343 0.0239 2.06 0.151 0.821023 17.26294 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005662 0.940021 0.026862
rs1096296 17262759 T G 0.163205 0.16074 0.980069 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0238 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.26276 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005651 0.940075 0.026838
rs1096296 17262572 T C 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0238 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.26257 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005642 0.940123 0.026815
rs1096296 17262502 C T 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 0 ‐0.0346 0.0238 2.11 0.146 0.835647 17.2625 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005641 0.940128 0.026813
rs2891110 17262215 G A 0.163205 0.16074 0.980068 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0238 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.26221 ‐0.00181 0.024097 0.005613 0.940276 0.026745
rs2383010 17262049 C G 0.163205 0.16074 0.980067 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0238 2.1 0.148 0.829738 17.26205 ‐0.0018 0.024097 0.005596 0.940369 0.026702
rs6119739 16940623 A G 0.061778 0.065589 0.965356 40424 0 ‐0.0124 0.0355 0.121 0.728 0.137869 16.94062 ‐0.00268 0.036039 0.005543 0.940649 0.026572
rs7048983 17212779 C G 0.198844 0.197513 0.885339 40424 0 ‐0.033 0.0228 2.09 0.148 0.829738 17.21278 ‐0.00171 0.023284 0.005376 0.94155 0.026157
rs2200599 17105586 G A 0.439161 0.43894 0.927543 40424 0 0.00776 0.0179 0.188 0.665 0.177178 17.10559 0.001308 0.018243 0.005143 0.942832 0.025566
rs6760272 16545938 C T 0.118134 0.109892 0.683964 40424 0 ‐0.017 0.0298 0.324 0.569 0.244888 16.54594 ‐0.00241 0.033715 0.00513 0.942904 0.025533
rs1096247 16529554 C T 0.074099 0.07422 0.512283 40424 0 ‐0.0267 0.0395 0.457 0.499 0.301899 16.52955 0.003295 0.047109 0.00489 0.944251 0.024913
rs1456123 16432491 T A 0.016046 0.015641 0.540984 40424 0 0.0255 0.0737 0.119 0.73 0.136677 16.43249 0.006713 0.096465 0.00484 0.944538 0.024781
rs1394199 17274471 C G 0.010951 0.010927 0.650852 40424 0 0.0473 0.0864 0.3 0.584 0.233587 17.27447 0.007264 0.104703 0.00481 0.944711 0.024701
rs7150484 17165660 A G 0.015961 0.014882 0.649367 40424 0 ‐0.0938 0.0777 1.46 0.228 0.642065 17.16566 ‐0.00619 0.089704 0.00476 0.944995 0.024571
rs1416742 16856883 G A 0.594741 0.624528 0.996726 40424 1 0.165 0.0179 84.8 3.37E‐20 19.47237 16.85688 0.001844 0.026828 0.004723 0.945211 0.024471
rs263612 17105534 C G 0.441824 0.441884 0.929357 40424 0 0.00738 0.0179 0.17 0.68 0.167491 17.10553 0.001248 0.01819 0.004708 0.945297 0.024432
rs1169319 16875057 C T 0.010298 0.009494 0.872987 40424 0 ‐0.127 0.0885 2.06 0.151 0.821023 16.87506 0.006582 0.096066 0.00469 0.945403 0.024383
rs6743536 16964830 C T 0.222097 0.227426 0.950405 40424 0 0.0304 0.0211 2.08 0.149 0.826814 16.96483 ‐0.00148 0.021562 0.00468 0.945459 0.024357
rs7020843 16498532 T C 0.178749 0.170174 0.701056 40424 0 ‐0.0222 0.0251 0.781 0.377 0.423659 16.49853 ‐0.0019 0.027718 0.004675 0.945488 0.024344
rs4961430 16958700 C T 0.288266 0.289296 0.984931 40424 0 ‐0.0162 0.0193 0.702 0.402 0.395774 16.9587 ‐0.00132 0.019475 0.004571 0.946096 0.024065
rs1081057 16499597 A G 0.178813 0.170259 0.702257 40424 0 ‐0.0238 0.0251 0.9 0.343 0.464706 16.4996 ‐0.00178 0.027693 0.00414 0.948696 0.022873
c9_pos169 17009807 A G 0.0116 0.011857 0.962157 40424 1 ‐0.088 0.0802 1.2 0.272 0.565431 17.00981 0.005257 0.081707 0.004136 0.948723 0.022861
rs7856761 17104574 C T 0.439834 0.439682 0.926766 40424 0 0.00627 0.0179 0.123 0.726 0.139063 17.10457 0.00116 0.018241 0.00404 0.949318 0.022588
rs9695691 16893908 T G 0.996117 0.995887 0.167441 40424 0 ‐0.0573 0.195 0.0863 0.769 0.114074 16.89391 ‐0.02084 0.333902 0.00389 0.950269 0.022153
rs1576960 17260807 T A 0.163367 0.160903 0.988658 40424 1 ‐0.037 0.0238 2.41 0.12 0.920819 17.26081 ‐0.00149 0.024083 0.00382 0.950715 0.02195
rs1028361 16858798 T C 0.920581 0.925787 0.560223 40424 0 0.0323 0.0364 0.789 0.374 0.427128 16.8588 ‐0.00269 0.045722 0.003456 0.95312 0.020852
rs7046245 16634613 C A 0.363606 0.353087 0.725937 40424 0 ‐0.00273 0.0204 0.0178 0.894 0.048663 16.63461 ‐0.00124 0.021464 0.003329 0.953991 0.020456
rs1235080 16876295 T G 0.165145 0.173487 0.74088 40424 0 0.0891 0.0255 12.2 0.000479 3.319664 16.8763 0.001614 0.02829 0.003255 0.954505 0.020222
rs2019499 17401922 T TA 0.648386 0.650197 0.528407 40424 0 0.027116 0.025134 1.16522 0.280386 0.552244 17.40192 0.001392 0.025314 0.003024 0.956147 0.019475
rs1337388 16629279 C T 0.967084 0.967882 0.280758 40424 0 ‐0.0054 0.0888 0.00369 0.952 0.021363 16.62928 0.005176 0.094273 0.003015 0.95621 0.019447
rs6733068 16759324 G A 0.030693 0.031718 0.574515 40424 0 0.0286 0.0594 0.232 0.63 0.20066 16.75932 ‐0.00356 0.065985 0.002915 0.956943 0.019114
rs1420465 17246131 CTATT C 0.012223 0.012991 0.289909 40424 0 ‐0.01149 0.145444 0.006245 0.93701 0.028256 17.24613 0.007849 0.145997 0.002888 0.957143 0.019023
rs7019299 16635017 G A 0.363489 0.352961 0.725746 40424 0 ‐0.00287 0.0204 0.0197 0.888 0.051587 16.63502 ‐0.00115 0.021468 0.002853 0.9574 0.018907
rs2153271 16864521 C T 0.595047 0.624879 0.999959 40424 1 0.165 0.0179 85.1 2.80E‐20 19.55284 16.86452 0.001409 0.026886 0.002745 0.958217 0.018536
rs263569 17030146 A G 0.16657 0.156895 0.986556 40424 1 ‐0.0607 0.0237 6.55 0.0105 1.978811 17.03015 0.001275 0.024386 0.002732 0.958318 0.01849
rs5566413 17027312 T C 0.030996 0.030704 0.948839 40424 0 0.0193 0.0502 0.149 0.7 0.154902 17.02731 0.002638 0.051697 0.002604 0.959304 0.018044
rs1156214 17265333 G C 0.160141 0.158073 0.962693 40424 0 ‐0.0331 0.0243 1.86 0.172 0.764472 17.26533 ‐0.00123 0.024457 0.002542 0.959787 0.017825
rs1329009 16973123 A C 0.476327 0.489901 0.989419 40424 0 0.0495 0.0175 7.97 0.00475 2.323306 16.97312 0.000907 0.01803 0.002529 0.959895 0.017776
rs1096289 17194578 G C 0.197172 0.194846 0.926066 40424 0 ‐0.03 0.0226 1.77 0.184 0.735182 17.19458 ‐0.00115 0.022915 0.002512 0.960027 0.017717
rs1096289 17194592 A G 0.197171 0.194846 0.926061 40424 0 ‐0.0302 0.0226 1.78 0.182 0.739929 17.19459 ‐0.00115 0.022915 0.00251 0.960047 0.017707
rs1234162 17383792 T C 0.226254 0.219513 0.845617 40424 0 ‐0.00386 0.0251 0.0237 0.878 0.056506 17.38379 0.001147 0.023039 0.002478 0.960298 0.017594
rs7034418 17193945 G A 0.197178 0.194867 0.92634 40424 0 ‐0.0294 0.0225 1.7 0.192 0.716699 17.19394 ‐0.00111 0.022914 0.002353 0.961315 0.017134
rs5596715 17069329 G A 0.110046 0.103509 0.926616 40424 0 ‐0.0389 0.029 1.8 0.18 0.744728 17.06933 0.001443 0.029765 0.002348 0.96135 0.017118
rs867841 16960249 C G 0.287557 0.288583 0.964368 40424 0 ‐0.0143 0.0195 0.538 0.463 0.334419 16.96025 ‐0.00094 0.019672 0.002288 0.961848 0.016894
rs1330033 16962743 T C 0.405526 0.418968 0.966267 40424 0 0.0616 0.0179 11.8 0.000588 3.230623 16.96274 ‐0.00089 0.018661 0.002259 0.962089 0.016785
rs1081068 16933734 C T 0.648457 0.659243 0.99521 40424 1 0.0726 0.0184 15.6 7.72E‐05 4.112383 16.93373 0.000891 0.019373 0.002114 0.963327 0.016226
rs4128606 17197318 A G 0.154439 0.152004 0.932974 40424 0 ‐0.0295 0.0246 1.44 0.23 0.638272 17.19732 ‐0.00115 0.025239 0.002067 0.963734 0.016043
rs1096247 16520681 T C 0.195836 0.193384 0.697434 40424 0 0.0183 0.0242 0.569 0.451 0.345824 16.52068 0.001209 0.026642 0.00206 0.963799 0.016014
rs1416746 16973344 G A 0.476149 0.489674 0.990604 40424 0 0.0491 0.0175 7.87 0.00504 2.29757 16.97334 0.000812 0.018022 0.002031 0.964051 0.0159
rs1330067 16962945 T A 0.218198 0.223004 0.937443 40424 0 0.0408 0.0214 3.64 0.0563 1.249492 16.96295 ‐0.00097 0.021841 0.001962 0.96467 0.015621
rs1096279 16987379 C A 0.192482 0.194103 0.998422 40424 1 ‐0.00268 0.0221 0.0147 0.903 0.044312 16.98738 ‐0.00098 0.022198 0.001938 0.964886 0.015524
rs1576957 17208500 G A 0.205911 0.204178 0.892266 40424 0 ‐0.0341 0.0224 2.32 0.128 0.89279 17.2085 ‐0.001 0.02291 0.001923 0.965019 0.015464
rs263571 17030663 G A 0.166058 0.156096 0.97454 40424 0 ‐0.0612 0.0237 6.65 0.00992 2.003488 17.03066 ‐0.00106 0.024509 0.001881 0.965405 0.015291
rs1126109 17307275 AT A 0.162828 0.160433 0.94529 40424 0 ‐0.03173 0.0243 1.71037 0.190937 0.719109 17.30728 ‐0.00106 0.024482 0.001861 0.965588 0.015208
rs7039814 17203776 T C 0.206421 0.204645 0.891678 40424 0 ‐0.0345 0.0226 2.34 0.126 0.89963 17.20378 ‐0.00098 0.022881 0.00185 0.965692 0.015161
rs7044816 16706971 C T 0.860664 0.855786 0.842941 40424 0 ‐0.0145 0.0261 0.308 0.579 0.237321 16.70697 ‐0.00117 0.027133 0.001849 0.965698 0.015159
rs1096281 17013975 T G 0.324458 0.331459 0.997021 40424 1 0.03 0.0186 2.62 0.105 0.978811 17.01398 ‐0.00081 0.018789 0.001839 0.965792 0.015116
rs9407787 17158245 T C 0.157916 0.155631 0.930591 40424 0 ‐0.0305 0.0244 1.56 0.211 0.675718 17.15825 ‐0.00107 0.025078 0.001837 0.965812 0.015107
rs4961493 16553421 T C 0.397931 0.386581 0.8051 40424 0 ‐0.0121 0.0192 0.397 0.529 0.276544 16.55342 ‐0.00084 0.020003 0.001767 0.966472 0.014811
rs1075677 16658392 T C 0.629212 0.635549 0.585624 40424 0 ‐0.00513 0.0218 0.0553 0.814 0.089376 16.65839 ‐0.00099 0.023875 0.001713 0.966987 0.014579
rs2008311 16847395 GGGGC G 0.993875 0.993504 0.172844 40424 0 ‐0.10774 0.26333 0.166408 0.683324 0.165373 16.84739 ‐0.01064 0.264577 0.001617 0.967928 0.014157
rs1174705 16436647 T C 0.051031 0.051006 0.5229 40424 0 ‐0.00364 0.0441 0.00683 0.934 0.029653 16.43665 ‐0.00214 0.054886 0.001515 0.968953 0.013697
rs2005472 16918151 TG T 0.620734 0.633139 0.976641 40424 0 0.078746 0.01813 18.9295 1.36E‐05 4.867616 16.91815 0.000717 0.019393 0.001369 0.970489 0.01301
rs1930594 17197991 C G 0.197464 0.195161 0.923309 40424 0 ‐0.0322 0.0225 2.04 0.153 0.815309 17.19799 ‐0.00084 0.022941 0.001344 0.97076 0.012888
rs7043485 16505902 G T 0.182578 0.174421 0.716409 40424 0 ‐0.0189 0.0246 0.587 0.444 0.352617 16.5059 ‐0.00098 0.027133 0.00131 0.971125 0.012725
rs953586 16974716 T G 0.475989 0.489384 0.999979 40424 1 0.0492 0.0175 7.9 0.00495 2.305395 16.97472 0.00065 0.018003 0.001305 0.971183 0.012699
rs1330153 16438433 A T 0.265119 0.258757 0.922821 40424 0 ‐0.00776 0.0203 0.147 0.702 0.153663 16.43843 ‐0.00075 0.02074 0.001291 0.971343 0.012627
rs7028249 17199149 A G 0.197376 0.195097 0.922039 40424 0 ‐0.0339 0.0226 2.26 0.133 0.876148 17.19915 ‐0.00082 0.022962 0.001279 0.971467 0.012572
rs3430355 17094537 A G 0.317458 0.324651 0.935494 40424 0 0.043 0.0189 5.18 0.0229 1.640164 17.09454 ‐0.00068 0.019519 0.001226 0.972071 0.012302
rs7341437 17027250 C T 0.031757 0.031446 0.935954 40424 0 0.018 0.0501 0.129 0.72 0.142668 17.02725 0.001798 0.051405 0.001223 0.972101 0.012289
rs1096248 16549944 C T 0.078205 0.079705 0.492018 40424 0 0.0134 0.0405 0.109 0.742 0.129596 16.54994 ‐0.00161 0.046641 0.001191 0.97247 0.012124
rs3482949 17095676 C A 0.317421 0.324612 0.934989 40424 0 0.043 0.0189 5.17 0.023 1.638272 17.09568 ‐0.00067 0.019524 0.001163 0.972792 0.01198
rs1483817 17265788 T C 0.160757 0.158754 0.966636 40424 0 ‐0.0308 0.0244 1.6 0.205 0.688246 17.26579 ‐0.00083 0.024365 0.00115 0.972944 0.011912
rs1081058 16629923 T C 0.430752 0.421838 0.73925 40424 0 ‐0.0129 0.0198 0.429 0.513 0.289883 16.62992 0.000684 0.020604 0.001102 0.973522 0.011655
rs1081069 16963429 C T 0.253337 0.260939 0.940128 40424 0 0.0364 0.0203 3.22 0.0729 1.137272 16.96343 ‐0.00068 0.020763 0.001073 0.97387 0.011499
rs3122360 17168226 T C 0.159805 0.157669 0.928779 40424 0 ‐0.0306 0.0243 1.58 0.209 0.679854 17.16823 ‐0.0008 0.024955 0.00104 0.974275 0.011318
rs7451266 16688562 C G 0.012208 0.012198 0.640534 40424 0 ‐0.00497 0.0867 0.00329 0.954 0.020452 16.68856 ‐0.00313 0.100071 0.000976 0.975076 0.010962
rs1426502 17307188 T G 0.01152 0.011424 0.647474 40424 0 0.0651 0.0846 0.592 0.442 0.354578 17.30719 ‐0.00317 0.102574 0.000958 0.975305 0.01086
rs7035706 16498756 C G 0.184538 0.176324 0.708868 40424 0 ‐0.018 0.0247 0.533 0.465 0.332547 16.49876 ‐0.00084 0.027174 0.000951 0.9754 0.010817
rs3467891 16525967 T C 0.209235 0.20251 0.707021 40424 0 ‐0.0131 0.0235 0.312 0.576 0.239578 16.52597 0.000782 0.025766 0.000921 0.975795 0.010642
rs1096271 16931342 T C 0.648102 0.658904 0.999486 40424 1 0.0714 0.0184 15.1 9.96E‐05 4.00174 16.93134 0.000577 0.019353 0.000889 0.976213 0.010456
rs1433014 17265644 C T 0.160693 0.158698 0.966226 40424 0 ‐0.0289 0.0246 1.38 0.24 0.619789 17.26564 ‐0.00072 0.024374 0.000879 0.976348 0.010396
rs1153670 17265620 C T 0.160693 0.158698 0.966226 40424 0 ‐0.0293 0.0246 1.42 0.234 0.630784 17.26562 ‐0.00072 0.024374 0.000874 0.97642 0.010363
rs7767059 16618886 C T 0.058345 0.05879 0.292075 40424 0 0.00621 0.054 0.0132 0.908 0.041914 16.61889 0.002 0.06836 0.000856 0.976657 0.010258
rs1130371 17263087 C T 0.158882 0.156984 0.951747 40424 0 ‐0.0347 0.0239 2.11 0.146 0.835647 17.26309 0.000692 0.024665 0.000787 0.977622 0.009829
rs1117556 17291683 G C 0.015729 0.016597 0.331702 40424 0 0.121 0.0883 1.88 0.17 0.769551 17.29168 ‐0.00326 0.121429 0.000721 0.978581 0.009403
rs1051163 16961787 G A 0.966866 0.966631 0.940742 40424 1 ‐0.039 0.0495 0.622 0.43 0.366532 16.96179 ‐0.00134 0.050157 0.000718 0.978626 0.009383
rs1096245 16495927 A C 0.20598 0.198799 0.687836 40424 0 ‐0.0137 0.0241 0.323 0.57 0.244125 16.49593 ‐0.00069 0.02621 0.000689 0.979052 0.009194
rs2018277 17357596 AC A 0.013481 0.014124 0.22892 40424 0 ‐0.03304 0.156379 0.044762 0.832442 0.079646 17.3576 0.004098 0.156259 0.000688 0.979079 0.009182
rs1096290 17209945 C A 0.199348 0.198152 0.897615 40424 0 ‐0.0295 0.0226 1.71 0.192 0.716699 17.20995 0.000585 0.023084 0.000643 0.979773 0.008875
rs1424662 16758997 C T 0.013781 0.014229 0.41821 40424 0 0.0918 0.0945 0.942 0.332 0.478862 16.759 0.002889 0.115305 0.000628 0.980014 0.008768
rs2871868 16469082 C T 0.061817 0.061604 0.303447 40424 0 0.0219 0.0506 0.187 0.666 0.176526 16.46908 0.001675 0.066888 0.000627 0.980022 0.008764
rs7041549 16501402 T G 0.213083 0.205897 0.702344 40424 0 ‐0.0193 0.0234 0.681 0.409 0.388277 16.5014 ‐0.00064 0.025606 0.000625 0.980064 0.008746
rs6254179 16972579 G A 0.175911 0.184203 0.952932 40424 0 0.0558 0.023 5.89 0.0153 1.815309 16.97258 ‐0.00055 0.02361 0.000549 0.981301 0.008198
rs1051163 17161527 G T 0.15439 0.151984 0.94333 40424 0 ‐0.0293 0.0244 1.44 0.23 0.638272 17.16153 0.000549 0.02513 0.000477 0.982576 0.007634
rs1997306 16847396 GGGC G 0.993628 0.993289 0.168828 40424 0 ‐0.08253 0.262125 0.098684 0.753415 0.122966 16.8474 ‐0.00563 0.263015 0.000457 0.98294 0.007473
rs997694 16484870 T C 0.321723 0.315095 0.798348 40424 0 ‐0.0158 0.0198 0.635 0.425 0.371611 16.48487 0.000445 0.021093 0.000445 0.983179 0.007368
rs1075685 17110944 C G 0.43871 0.43836 0.931409 40424 0 0.00764 0.0179 0.182 0.669 0.174574 17.11094 0.000382 0.018194 0.000441 0.983241 0.00734
rs1775424 17140182 G A 0.049553 0.052305 0.838144 40424 0 2.14E‐05 0.0405 2.79E‐07 1 0 17.14018 ‐0.00089 0.04312 0.000429 0.983476 0.007236
rs7942533 17386382 A G 0.022074 0.022676 0.426825 40424 0 ‐0.0873 0.0821 1.13 0.288 0.540608 17.38638 0.001897 0.092322 0.000422 0.983607 0.007178
rs1775410 17130156 C T 0.04769 0.050195 0.84035 40424 0 0.012 0.0409 0.086 0.769 0.114074 17.13016 ‐0.00087 0.043901 0.000393 0.98419 0.006921
rs7973630 16839599 C T 0.038137 0.040075 0.684318 40424 0 0.0534 0.0558 0.915 0.339 0.4698 16.8396 ‐0.00107 0.054325 0.000391 0.984231 0.006903
rs7642210 17135641 C G 0.104053 0.098635 0.936809 40424 0 ‐0.0369 0.0291 1.61 0.205 0.688246 17.13564 0.000594 0.030165 0.000388 0.984282 0.006881
rs7670152 17130346 C G 0.047699 0.050203 0.840435 40424 0 0.012 0.0409 0.0856 0.77 0.113509 17.13035 ‐0.00086 0.043896 0.000387 0.984307 0.006869
rs7652187 17137474 T C 0.037872 0.03767 0.797233 40424 0 ‐0.0224 0.0504 0.197 0.657 0.182435 17.13747 ‐0.00093 0.051592 0.000327 0.985571 0.006312
rs2019104 16856261 ACT A 0.012348 0.012399 0.697119 40424 0 0.073558 0.095451 0.588773 0.442894 0.3537 16.85626 ‐0.0017 0.095827 0.000314 0.985866 0.006182
rs1096245 16501503 A G 0.206346 0.199398 0.702662 40424 0 ‐0.0207 0.0236 0.768 0.381 0.419075 16.5015 0.000444 0.02593 0.000293 0.986339 0.005974
rs7364673 16941053 C G 0.062405 0.066323 0.966456 40424 0 ‐0.0116 0.0355 0.108 0.743 0.129011 16.94105 ‐0.00061 0.035854 0.000286 0.986499 0.005903
rs1897860 16539632 C G 0.111709 0.111392 0.517269 40424 0 ‐0.0207 0.0327 0.4 0.527 0.278189 16.53963 ‐0.00063 0.038749 0.000264 0.98703 0.00567
rs7854322 17200491 T G 0.198486 0.196359 0.917245 40424 0 ‐0.032 0.0225 2.01 0.156 0.806875 17.20049 ‐0.00035 0.022971 0.000239 0.987672 0.005387
rs4961514 16971270 A G 0.475925 0.489371 0.997408 40424 1 0.0489 0.0175 7.78 0.00527 2.278189 16.97127 ‐0.00026 0.018019 0.000216 0.988277 0.005122
rs1458567 17212353 G A 0.044051 0.046321 0.863384 40424 0 ‐0.00593 0.0428 0.0192 0.89 0.05061 17.21235 0.000597 0.045084 0.000175 0.989436 0.004612
rs3495029 16506000 C G 0.025664 0.026826 0.565384 40424 0 0.0212 0.0636 0.111 0.739 0.131356 16.506 ‐0.00093 0.072792 0.000165 0.989756 0.004472
rs1175079 17042194 C T 0.027954 0.028163 0.895773 40424 0 0.00247 0.0551 0.00202 0.964 0.015923 17.04219 ‐0.00068 0.055845 0.000148 0.990292 0.004237
rs2019063 17143508 T TA 0.201927 0.200082 0.91763 40424 0 ‐0.02986 0.022625 1.746 0.18638 0.7296 17.14351 ‐0.00028 0.022805 0.000147 0.990335 0.004218
rs1223601 17391467 G T 0.012347 0.012266 0.707958 40424 0 0.0581 0.0853 0.464 0.496 0.304518 17.39147 0.00111 0.094795 0.000137 0.990661 0.004075
rs1223603 16972104 C G 0.475894 0.489371 0.989047 40424 0 0.049 0.0175 7.83 0.00514 2.289037 16.9721 0.000196 0.018029 0.000119 0.991314 0.003789
rs1693478 16526910 C T 0.207417 0.200547 0.713719 40424 0 ‐0.0163 0.0235 0.48 0.488 0.31158 16.52691 ‐0.00022 0.025751 7.53E‐05 0.993076 0.003018
rs1468746 16683720 A G 0.012252 0.012274 0.634964 40424 0 ‐0.0086 0.0914 0.00886 0.925 0.033858 16.68372 ‐0.00084 0.100249 7.08E‐05 0.993285 0.002926
rs1200338 17135434 G C 0.447469 0.448676 0.86242 40424 0 0.00908 0.0185 0.241 0.624 0.204815 17.13543 ‐0.00016 0.018883 6.83E‐05 0.993407 0.002873
rs7491999 17135815 T G 0.037321 0.036964 0.801485 40424 0 ‐0.023 0.0512 0.201 0.654 0.184422 17.13581 0.000425 0.051842 6.71E‐05 0.993462 0.002849
rs1075676 16563123 T C 0.403633 0.393027 0.753512 40424 0 ‐0.00466 0.0196 0.0564 0.812 0.090444 16.56312 ‐0.00017 0.020609 6.64E‐05 0.993501 0.002832
rs2815184 17156575 A G 0.212734 0.211474 0.890062 40424 0 ‐0.0339 0.0221 2.35 0.125 0.90309 17.15657 ‐0.00018 0.022637 6.43E‐05 0.993604 0.002787
rs1382862 17265930 T C 0.160005 0.1582 0.963701 40424 0 ‐0.0371 0.0245 2.3 0.129 0.88941 17.26593 ‐0.00019 0.024438 6.32E‐05 0.993659 0.002763
rs7033512 16631797 C A 0.365421 0.355519 0.728529 40424 0 ‐0.00214 0.0204 0.011 0.916 0.038105 16.6318 ‐0.00016 0.021389 5.48E‐05 0.994095 0.002572
rs4961515 16971556 A G 0.475817 0.489237 0.991316 40424 0 0.0488 0.0175 7.77 0.0053 2.275724 16.97156 ‐0.00011 0.018022 0.000034 0.995351 0.002024
rs263603 17095980 T C 0.31729 0.325121 0.929874 40424 0 0.0422 0.0191 4.91 0.0267 1.573489 17.09598 0.000107 0.019518 3.02E‐05 0.995617 0.001908
rs1444597 16709807 A G 0.012539 0.012576 0.628639 40424 0 0.00311 0.0855 0.00132 0.971 0.012781 16.70981 ‐0.0005 0.099352 2.55E‐05 0.995975 0.001752
rs1096245 16501216 G C 0.205375 0.198292 0.701726 40424 0 ‐0.0175 0.0238 0.543 0.461 0.336299 16.50122 ‐0.00013 0.026005 2.39E‐05 0.996097 0.001698
rs1886921 17407940 A G 0.010238 0.009584 0.679919 40424 0 ‐0.0779 0.109 0.513 0.474 0.324222 17.40794 ‐0.00039 0.10963 1.25E‐05 0.997179 0.001227
rs1168708 17352588 A G 0.020812 0.021753 0.451088 40424 0 0.0201 0.0696 0.0839 0.772 0.112383 17.35259 0.000232 0.089584 6.72E‐06 0.997931 0.000899
rs1173243 17292051 T G 0.045631 0.047686 0.888185 40424 0 ‐0.00143 0.0415 0.00118 0.973 0.011887 17.29205 5.16E‐05 0.043831 1.38E‐06 0.999061 0.000408
rs7018876 16971888 A G 0.475817 0.489265 0.989669 40424 0 0.049 0.0175 7.81 0.00519 2.284833 16.97189 1.48E‐05 0.018027 6.71E‐07 0.999347 0.000284
rs7035388 16971884 T C 0.475818 0.489266 0.98968 40424 0 0.049 0.0175 7.81 0.00519 2.284833 16.97188 1.41E‐05 0.018027 6.10E‐07 0.999377 0.000271
rs3814113 16915021 T C 0.319932 0.275655 0.99999 40424 1 ‐0.234 0.0193 148 5.20E‐34 33.284 16.91502 0.001312 70695 0 1 0
rs1075684 16935024 T C 0.999178 0.999103 0.088838 40424 0 ‐0.0917 0.0825 1.24 0.266 0.575118 16.93502 0 ‐1 ‐1 1 0
kgp81466317333749 0 ‐0.253 0.106 5.76 0.0164 1.785156 17.33375
rs2584549 17409556 0 0.0549 0.0262 4.39 0.0362 1.441291 17.40956
rs1096308 17412560 0 0.102 0.0503 4.1 0.0429 1.367543 17.41256
rs1505022 16665490 0 ‐0.24 0.123 3.84 0.0502 1.299296 16.66549
rs2593389 17410831 0 0.0504 0.0271 3.46 0.0628 1.20204 17.41083
rs263606 17096753 0 ‐0.0854 0.0461 3.44 0.0637 1.195861 17.09675
rs2584550 17412951 0 ‐0.0878 0.0491 3.2 0.0736 1.133122 17.41295
rs2780210 17409828 0 0.0556 0.0314 3.13 0.0767 1.115205 17.40983
rs2780211 17409366 0 0.0556 0.0314 3.13 0.077 1.113509 17.40937
rs2584548 17409012 0 0.0549 0.0314 3.06 0.0805 1.094204 17.40901
rs1868721 17119293 0 0.103 0.0605 2.91 0.0881 1.055024 17.11929
rs4626708 16890861 0 ‐0.792 0.49 2.62 0.106 0.974694 16.89086
rs1919366 16907736 0 ‐0.0599 0.0395 2.31 0.129 0.88941 16.90774
rs1255583 17413173 0 ‐0.0302 0.0205 2.16 0.142 0.847712 17.41317
rs1823540 17119217 0 0.07 0.049 2.04 0.153 0.815309 17.11922
rs1839516 16754845 0 ‐0.157 0.111 2.01 0.157 0.8041 16.75484
rs1876152 16907803 0 0.0919 0.0649 2.01 0.157 0.8041 16.9078
rs7031442 17412546 0 ‐0.0285 0.0205 1.93 0.164 0.785156 17.41255
rs3410502 17413208 0 0.0224 0.0192 1.35 0.245 0.610834 17.41321
rs1918265 17119191 0 ‐0.0491 0.0455 1.16 0.281 0.551294 17.11919
rs6475105 16979877 0 0.162 0.152 1.14 0.285 0.545155 16.97988
rs1120164 17411798 0 0.0583 0.0546 1.14 0.286 0.543634 17.4118
rs1011663 16901562 0 ‐0.394 0.384 1.05 0.305 0.5157 16.90156
rs1879365 17312399 0 ‐0.115 0.128 0.802 0.37 0.431798 17.3124
rs1418949 16849502 0 ‐0.0645 0.0808 0.637 0.425 0.371611 16.8495
rs1096291 17219242 0 ‐0.0486 0.0618 0.619 0.431 0.365523 17.21924
rs1903531 17408689 0 ‐0.0778 0.109 0.513 0.474 0.324222 17.40869
rs7855169 17353943 0 0.057 0.0851 0.448 0.503 0.298432 17.35394
rs1844031 17047352 0 ‐0.0567 0.0982 0.334 0.563 0.249492 17.04735
rs1152590 16435188 0 ‐0.0441 0.0925 0.227 0.633 0.198596 16.43519
rs1172062 17412026 0 0.0426 0.0993 0.184 0.668 0.175224 17.41203
rs1874058 17119219 0 ‐0.0296 0.0758 0.153 0.696 0.157391 17.11922
rs1832550 16886529 0 ‐0.0838 0.217 0.149 0.7 0.154902 16.88653
rs2253949 16800124 0 0.176 0.472 0.14 0.709 0.149354 16.80012
rs2780209 17409888 0 0.00602 0.0188 0.102 0.749 0.125518 17.40989
rs1255085 17410147 0 0.00596 0.0208 0.0824 0.774 0.111259 17.41015
rs7041659 17408156 0 0.00492 0.0216 0.0519 0.82 0.086186 17.40816
rs9722205 16969929 0 0.0653 0.304 0.046 0.83 0.080922 16.96993
rs7953197 17411899 0 0.0098 0.055 0.0317 0.859 0.066007 17.4119
rs4430172 16915885 0 0.0184 0.131 0.0198 0.888 0.051587 16.91589
Gencode Id Gene Symbol Variant Id SNP Id P‐Value NES Tissue
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212992_A_G_b37 rs10125444 3.40E‐20 0.47 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16210867_A_G_b37 rs10123661 3.10E‐16 0.44 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16214340_A_C_b37 rs9298749 1.80E‐15 0.41 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16211137_T_C_b37 rs7044238 6.40E‐15 0.42 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16211135_C_T_b37 rs10118271 7.30E‐15 0.42 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16211392_A_G_b37 rs4961672 3.10E‐14 0.41 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16211366_C_A_b37 rs4961671 1.70E‐11 0.36 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212607_A_AGAAAT_b37 rs201682161 2.00E‐11 0.38 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16210163_T_G_b37 rs1412539 1.10E‐10 0.39 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212321_G_C_b37 rs12553066 3.40E‐10 0.35 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208283_T_C_b37 rs914654 1.20E‐09 0.33 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877254_C_G_b37 rs4612477 6.80E‐09 ‐0.31 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877758_C_T_b37 rs10810656 7.80E‐09 ‐0.31 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212766_T_C_b37 rs10511616 1.00E‐08 0.38 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208454_G_C_b37 rs12351507 1.80E‐08 0.35 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16876998_T_C_b37 rs10810654 2.80E‐08 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877362_C_T_b37 rs10962654 2.80E‐08 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877368_C_A_b37 rs10962655 2.80E‐08 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877987_A_G_b37 rs7046433 2.80E‐08 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16880465_A_G_b37 rs1981224 2.80E‐08 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16903366_G_A_b37 rs10738466 3.20E‐08 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208482_C_CCT_b37 rs80079889 4.50E‐08 0.33 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208483_A_T_b37 rs62547350 4.50E‐08 0.33 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16874612_C_T_b37 rs10962650 1.10E‐07 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208359_AT_A_b37 rs796309761 1.30E‐07 0.33 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877138_G_C_b37 rs10810655 1.40E‐07 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16876769_GGTGCTGATTGGTGTGTTTA rs746381956 1.60E‐07 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16876283_G_A_b37 rs10810652 1.60E‐07 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16873551_C_T_b37 rs10810650 1.80E‐07 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16881256_T_G_b37 rs7025549 2.10E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16881373_C_T_b37 rs7040151 2.10E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16881877_C_A_b37 rs12345776 2.10E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16878493_G_A_b37 rs10122763 2.80E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16882916_C_G_b37 rs4644350 3.50E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16210062_A_G_b37 rs7851398 3.50E‐07 0.38 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16890517_C_T_b37 rs2153272 4.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16900765_C_T_b37 rs36116821 4.50E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16898119_G_A_b37 rs10962672 4.50E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16898793_AT_A_b37 rs35194519 4.50E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16900695_A_G_b37 rs28498684 4.70E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16887366_T_A_b37 rs3927680 4.90E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16210330_T_C_b37 rs1412537 5.70E‐07 0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16863364_T_C_b37 rs62541919 5.80E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16903850_A_G_b37 rs10810661 6.00E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16894140_T_C_b37 rs10962668 6.30E‐07 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16864521_C_T_b37 rs2153271 6.70E‐07 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16205136_A_G_b37 rs2151062 6.80E‐07 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16205165_A_G_b37 rs2151061 6.80E‐07 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16203356_A_G_b37 rs79457190 7.30E‐07 0.96 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16211084_C_G_b37 rs10118247 9.50E‐07 0.36 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16884586_T_A_b37 rs10810657 0.000001 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212947_A_AATT_b37 rs201239981 1.2E‐06 0.35 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16909110_A_G_b37 rs7851204 1.3E‐06 ‐0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16870421_A_G_b37 rs10810649 1.8E‐06 ‐0.37 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16911665_A_C_b37 rs10465044 1.9E‐06 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877973_G_C_b37 rs7046749 2.3E‐06 ‐0.29 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16856883_G_A_b37 rs1416742 2.4E‐06 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16870104_A_G_b37 rs10121817 2.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16889937_C_A_b37 rs10962662 3.2E‐06 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16212179_G_C_b37 rs10119177 3.6E‐06 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16849720_C_T_b37 rs10481508 3.7E‐06 ‐0.35 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16793520_C_T_b37 rs138964001 4.2E‐06 2.7 Brain ‐ Spinal cord (cervical c‐1)
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16216102_A_G_b37 rs17725257 4.2E‐06 0.54 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16906384_G_C_b37 rs7868594 4.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16878616_C_A_b37 rs10756823 0.000005 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16891647_C_T_b37 rs10124837 6.3E‐06 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16903415_T_G_b37 rs10733332 6.3E‐06 0.2 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16878382_G_C_b37 rs6475091 7.9E‐06 ‐0.34 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16986112_C_G_b37 rs7029491 8.6E‐06 0.16 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16242452_A_G_b37 rs7860102 8.6E‐06 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16216711_A_G_b37 rs2225556 8.8E‐06 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16874907_T_G_b37 rs10810651 9.6E‐06 ‐0.35 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16229705_A_AAAC_b37 rs35640909 9.7E‐06 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877339_A_C_b37 rs2185272 0.000013 ‐0.34 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16879179_T_A_b37 rs4422864 0.000013 ‐0.34 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877348_C_CG_b37 rs397959556 0.000013 ‐0.33 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16877354_C_T_b37 rs59717315 0.000013 ‐0.33 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16878170_T_C_b37 rs6475090 0.000013 ‐0.33 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16837371_A_G_b37 rs13288423 0.000013 ‐0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16846260_A_T_b37 rs1339547 0.000015 ‐0.15 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16208230_T_C_b37 rs12337884 0.000016 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16903490_T_G_b37 rs10733334 0.000018 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16225769_A_G_b37 rs9776203 0.000023 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16206760_T_G_b37 rs4961670 0.000024 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16207913_G_A_b37 rs12350437 0.000025 0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16876586_G_T_b37 rs4500176 0.000026 ‐0.32 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16903446_G_A_b37 rs10733333 0.000026 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16848790_C_T_b37 rs1339552 0.000027 ‐0.14 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16902524_G_A_b37 rs4961503 0.000027 ‐0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16849604_G_A_b37 rs10962641 0.000029 ‐0.14 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16913477_T_C_b37 rs7043675 0.000029 ‐0.29 Whole Blood
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16894953_C_T_b37 rs4436220 0.000043 ‐0.27 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16878495_C_G_b37 rs7847725 0.000051 ‐0.32 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000173068.13 BNC2 9_16875283_CG_C_b37 rs796887614 0.000051 ‐0.3 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615939_G_T_b37 rs2038519 2.50E‐33 0.65 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17620244_G_A_b37 rs7851916 2.70E‐32 0.64 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17620329_C_T_b37 rs7851834 2.70E‐32 0.64 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17620497_G_A_b37 rs7852205 3.90E‐32 0.63 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17619640_G_A_b37 rs7870195 5.80E‐31 0.63 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618048_G_T_b37 rs3780247 2.20E‐30 0.62 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17619318_T_A_b37 rs7855907 7.20E‐30 0.62 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618271_C_T_b37 rs3780245 2.00E‐29 0.61 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17620334_G_T_b37 rs7852041 2.00E‐29 0.61 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618657_T_A_b37 rs2038520 6.20E‐28 0.6 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17627654_G_A_b37 rs75448047 3.10E‐27 0.79 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615601_C_T_b37 rs2038518 3.70E‐27 0.74 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615353_T_G_b37 rs2383038 5.00E‐27 ‐0.59 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624151_G_A_b37 rs78052987 3.40E‐26 0.76 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624126_G_A_b37 rs73642002 7.10E‐25 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626180_T_C_b37 rs6475157 7.10E‐25 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622938_G_C_b37 rs7033680 1.40E‐24 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622213_G_A_b37 rs3808750 1.60E‐24 0.57 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626616_C_T_b37 rs3808747 1.80E‐24 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624228_C_T_b37 rs73645103 5.60E‐24 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622769_A_G_b37 rs7033092 5.90E‐24 0.72 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626452_C_T_b37 rs3824387 8.30E‐24 0.57 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626350_C_G_b37 rs7847429 1.90E‐23 0.7 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626762_T_C_b37 rs3808746 1.90E‐23 0.7 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17627213_C_G_b37 rs3780242 4.00E‐23 0.77 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615153_G_A_b37 rs941790 2.60E‐16 0.63 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533124_T_A_b37 rs34165460 1.90E‐15 0.3 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540456_A_C_b37 rs13301671 3.50E‐15 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540507_C_T_b37 rs13301942 5.70E‐15 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17554809_C_T_b37 rs7043190 5.70E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546277_G_A_b37 rs12380405 6.40E‐15 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17556922_A_T_b37 rs55760530 7.50E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17538562_A_G_b37 rs11789256 9.40E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541186_C_T_b37 rs11732333 9.40E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541246_A_G_b37 rs56100724 9.40E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17548470_T_G_b37 rs10963135 9.40E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17551392_T_C_b37 rs34817792 9.40E‐15 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532000_A_G_b37 rs10963125 1.20E‐14 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546812_C_T_b37 rs12380444 1.20E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17628726_C_G_b37 rs1001265 1.30E‐14 ‐0.48 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17557152_A_G_b37 rs34622594 1.50E‐14 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17535550_G_A_b37 rs13283993 1.50E‐14 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17537911_T_C_b37 rs34816089 1.50E‐14 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532020_C_T_b37 rs10963126 1.70E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532049_T_C_b37 rs10963127 1.70E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539427_C_G_b37 rs62559788 2.10E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547664_A_G_b37 rs10963134 2.10E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17549327_C_A_b37 rs10963136 2.90E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17549433_A_C_b37 rs10963137 2.90E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17617409_T_C_b37 rs9407816 4.00E‐14 ‐0.48 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545712_G_T_b37 rs34672755 4.00E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547427_T_G_b37 rs10963133 4.00E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17531059_T_G_b37 rs11791273 4.20E‐14 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17561409_C_T_b37 rs11789277 4.80E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17553130_C_T_b37 rs10963139 5.30E‐14 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532172_G_GT_b37 rs398113307 5.60E‐14 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17544536_AC_A_b37 rs376996689 5.60E‐14 0.29 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618365_A_T_b37 rs3780244 6.30E‐14 ‐0.48 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532251_A_C_b37 rs7851436 6.60E‐14 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622897_G_A_b37 rs9407817 6.80E‐14 ‐0.49 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615527_C_T_b37 rs9406678 7.50E‐14 ‐0.49 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17530730_T_C_b37 rs10810800 1.00E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546689_C_G_b37 rs12380429 1.10E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17550986_CT_C_b37 rs796907052 1.10E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17623318_C_T_b37 rs9407819 1.10E‐13 ‐0.49 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17542361_C_A_b37 rs11521307 1.20E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17623315_T_C_b37 rs9407818 1.70E‐13 ‐0.48 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533845_T_C_b37 rs10810802 2.00E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17621965_A_C_b37 rs1555422 2.40E‐13 ‐0.48 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533996_T_C_b37 rs10810803 2.60E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17566654_A_C_b37 rs12375842 3.20E‐13 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545555_C_G_b37 rs13290210 3.80E‐13 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536890_G_C_b37 rs11792169 4.30E‐13 0.26 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540608_C_T_b37 rs9717446 1.10E‐12 0.26 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539320_T_C_b37 rs7866802 1.20E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539397_A_T_b37 rs7851266 1.20E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541051_A_G_b37 rs55998352 1.20E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539724_T_C_b37 rs7867259 2.00E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539743_A_G_b37 rs7851731 2.00E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539232_A_T_b37 rs7851130 3.00E‐12 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17531968_T_C_b37 rs2593371 3.10E‐12 ‐0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533610_G_T_b37 rs10810801 4.80E‐12 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536450_A_G_b37 rs2593376 6.10E‐12 ‐0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17553181_T_C_b37 rs1555424 8.40E‐12 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17553320_T_C_b37 rs1555425 1.10E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17537070_A_C_b37 rs2593381 1.20E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17557130_C_T_b37 rs2593405 1.40E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17525742_T_C_b37 rs7350221 1.50E‐11 0.26 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17554647_G_A_b37 rs2754330 1.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540623_G_A_b37 rs2754320 1.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17549811_C_T_b37 rs2754329 2.00E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539291_A_G_b37 rs10756889 2.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532840_T_C_b37 rs2593373 2.30E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17534866_T_C_b37 rs2593375 2.60E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17548356_A_T_b37 rs2475056 2.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17535634_A_AGTCG_b37 rs398073457 2.70E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17555534_A_G_b37 rs2593407 2.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545124_G_A_b37 rs36152474 2.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533208_G_C_b37 rs2593374 3.00E‐11 ‐0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17574710_C_T_b37 rs11793646 3.10E‐11 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17571349_CA_C_b37 rs397894527 3.10E‐11 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545235_C_A_b37 rs36187842 3.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539612_G_A_b37 rs2754318 3.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545158_G_C_b37 rs36145543 3.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17552203_A_G_b37 rs55885732 3.50E‐11 0.28 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547833_T_A_b37 rs2754328 4.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546373_TAGA_T_b37 rs34609151 5.00E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546385_A_G_b37 rs1987534 5.00E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536644_T_G_b37 rs2593377 5.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17529587_G_T_b37 rs2224454 7.00E‐11 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547328_T_C_b37 rs2593384 7.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540668_T_C_b37 rs2754321 9.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539232_A_T_b37 rs7851130 1.00E‐10 0.29 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17557165_G_T_b37 rs2754334 1.10E‐10 0.7 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539397_A_T_b37 rs7851266 1.20E‐10 0.28 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539320_T_C_b37 rs7866802 1.20E‐10 0.28 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541051_A_G_b37 rs55998352 1.20E‐10 0.28 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17524038_G_T_b37 rs7350278 1.50E‐10 0.27 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17525337_T_A_b37 rs6475151 1.80E‐10 0.25 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17555531_C_G_b37 rs2593408 3.20E‐10 0.68 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624902_A_G_b37 rs3824388 3.30E‐10 ‐0.38 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539724_T_C_b37 rs7867259 5.30E‐10 0.27 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539743_A_G_b37 rs7851731 5.30E‐10 0.27 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17567908_A_G_b37 rs10963146 6.40E‐10 0.22 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533913_G_C_b37 rs1973964 6.80E‐10 0.73 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17534326_C_A_b37 rs2145666 6.80E‐10 0.73 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17570160_TC_T_b37 rs146575257 7.30E‐10 0.22 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17563335_C_T_b37 rs2754338 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17579690_T_G_b37 rs13294100 1.20E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624504_G_A_b37 rs10963166 1.30E‐09 ‐0.38 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17614778_A_G_b37 rs77074579 1.30E‐09 ‐0.37 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17581039_G_A_b37 rs7029216 1.50E‐09 0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624525_AT_A_b37 rs71492924 1.90E‐09 ‐0.37 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17526741_AAATT_A_b37 rs546934620 2.00E‐09 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17523684_A_T_b37 rs2593368 2.30E‐09 ‐0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624157_A_G_b37 rs10963165 3.40E‐09 ‐0.37 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17583288_G_A_b37 rs1033749 4.60E‐09 0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17570187_G_A_b37 rs2593392 6.60E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17586513_A_G_b37 rs7848676 7.80E‐09 0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17569341_C_T_b37 rs2254582 7.80E‐09 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17627231_T_A_b37 rs1004021 9.00E‐09 ‐0.41 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17579761_C_T_b37 rs13292977 9.40E‐09 0.24 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17563146_G_T_b37 rs2593402 1.30E‐08 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17579370_T_C_b37 rs3739487 1.50E‐08 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17585577_G_A_b37 rs10963152 1.50E‐08 0.22 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17523640_T_C_b37 rs2754315 2.30E‐08 ‐0.22 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17553130_C_T_b37 rs10963139 3.00E‐08 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17589448_T_G_b37 rs10963153 3.00E‐08 0.23 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17584274_G_A_b37 rs10756891 3.10E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17544536_AC_A_b37 rs376996689 3.30E‐08 0.28 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17526168_T_C_b37 rs2593369 3.40E‐08 0.56 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17580616_A_T_b37 rs8181077 3.50E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618262_A_G_b37 rs189918221 4.00E‐08 ‐0.69 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17559690_T_C_b37 rs2754335 4.20E‐08 0.52 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17565388_C_A_b37 rs2013982 4.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17566654_A_C_b37 rs12375842 4.30E‐08 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532251_A_C_b37 rs7851436 5.70E‐08 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17549327_C_A_b37 rs10963136 6.10E‐08 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17554809_C_T_b37 rs7043190 6.20E‐08 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17549433_A_C_b37 rs10963137 7.00E‐08 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17599212_G_A_b37 rs2208485 7.60E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17552093_A_G_b37 rs7860883 8.50E‐08 0.53 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546812_C_T_b37 rs12380444 8.80E‐08 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17555198_T_A_b37 rs2593409 9.10E‐08 0.54 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17561409_C_T_b37 rs11789277 9.40E‐08 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546689_C_G_b37 rs12380429 9.70E‐08 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17542361_C_A_b37 rs11521307 1.00E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545555_C_G_b37 rs13290210 1.00E‐07 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17556922_A_T_b37 rs55760530 1.00E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17546277_G_A_b37 rs12380405 1.00E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624902_A_G_b37 rs3824388 1.00E‐07 ‐0.4 Brain ‐ Cerebellar Hemisphere
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17572069_C_T_b37 rs2754341 1.10E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17578707_G_C_b37 rs3758216 1.10E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547427_T_G_b37 rs10963133 1.10E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545712_G_T_b37 rs34672755 1.10E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536890_G_C_b37 rs11792169 1.20E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624525_AT_A_b37 rs71492924 1.20E‐07 ‐0.4 Brain ‐ Cerebellar Hemisphere
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536805_A_T_b37 rs2593380 1.20E‐07 0.52 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17538562_A_G_b37 rs11789256 1.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541246_A_G_b37 rs56100724 1.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17541186_C_T_b37 rs11732333 1.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17539427_C_G_b37 rs62559788 1.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17547664_A_G_b37 rs10963134 1.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17550986_CT_C_b37 rs796907052 1.60E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17557152_A_G_b37 rs34622594 1.60E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17619611_G_T_b37 rs117657636 1.70E‐07 ‐0.67 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624157_A_G_b37 rs10963165 1.70E‐07 ‐0.4 Brain ‐ Cerebellar Hemisphere
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532000_A_G_b37 rs10963125 2.00E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17551392_T_C_b37 rs34817792 2.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17548470_T_G_b37 rs10963135 2.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17621965_A_C_b37 rs1555422 2.40E‐07 0.31 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17537911_T_C_b37 rs34816089 3.20E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533124_T_A_b37 rs34165460 3.20E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540456_A_C_b37 rs13301671 4.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540507_C_T_b37 rs13301942 4.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532020_C_T_b37 rs10963126 4.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532049_T_C_b37 rs10963127 4.10E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17618365_A_T_b37 rs3780244 4.10E‐07 0.3 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624504_G_A_b37 rs10963166 4.10E‐07 ‐0.39 Brain ‐ Cerebellar Hemisphere
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17579763_C_G_b37 rs12683178 4.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17581661_G_A_b37 rs7030014 4.30E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17581168_C_G_b37 rs10435770 4.50E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17581242_C_CTA_b37 rs78167536 4.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17583310_A_G_b37 rs1028594 4.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533610_G_T_b37 rs10810801 5.00E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17577445_CT_C_b37 rs11302971 5.00E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17531059_T_G_b37 rs11791273 5.20E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17584225_G_A_b37 rs10810811 5.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17535550_G_A_b37 rs13283993 6.00E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17530730_T_C_b37 rs10810800 6.30E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17525337_T_A_b37 rs6475151 6.30E‐07 0.25 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17540608_C_T_b37 rs9717446 7.50E‐07 0.23 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533996_T_C_b37 rs10810803 7.80E‐07 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17496975_T_G_b37 rs2441990 7.80E‐07 0.69 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17579761_C_T_b37 rs13292977 8.20E‐07 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17599511_A_G_b37 rs1010547 8.20E‐07 ‐0.38 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17688000_T_G_b37 rs3808716 8.30E‐07 ‐0.49 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17691186_G_A_b37 rs3808712 8.50E‐07 ‐0.49 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17533845_T_C_b37 rs10810802 9.40E‐07 0.23 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17556292_T_C_b37 rs2038511 0.000001 0.5 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17529587_G_T_b37 rs2224454 0.000001 0.26 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17532172_G_GT_b37 rs398113307 1.1E‐06 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17613587_A_G_b37 rs111387904 1.4E‐06 0.62 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16659371_G_A_b37 rs145793506 1.4E‐06 0.81 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17537756_A_G_b37 rs2754316 1.5E‐06 0.48 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17578502_C_T_b37 rs3758217 1.6E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17617409_T_C_b37 rs9407816 1.7E‐06 0.29 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17623318_C_T_b37 rs9407819 1.8E‐06 0.29 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622897_G_A_b37 rs9407817 1.9E‐06 0.28 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17624700_C_G_b37 rs2224447 2.1E‐06 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17525742_T_C_b37 rs7350221 2.2E‐06 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17686933_A_G_b37 rs10963209 2.3E‐06 ‐0.48 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17690052_T_G_b37 rs10118522 2.4E‐06 0.19 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17615527_C_T_b37 rs9406678 2.6E‐06 0.28 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17625568_A_G_b37 rs7045693 2.7E‐06 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17690173_C_T_b37 rs3780233 0.000003 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17690180_A_G_b37 rs3780232 0.000003 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17655744_G_A_b37 rs1536065 0.000003 ‐0.48 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17599369_A_T_b37 rs2208486 0.000003 ‐0.37 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17734297_C_G_b37 rs10963231 3.1E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17734788_T_G_b37 rs10963234 3.1E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17734284_A_G_b37 rs10963230 3.1E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17734385_A_G_b37 rs12238402 3.1E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18439809_A_G_b37 rs111846957 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18439948_T_C_b37 rs77640819 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18440234_C_T_b37 rs75771277 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18445388_T_C_b37 rs79471635 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18460927_T_C_b37 rs75423900 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18492406_A_G_b37 rs137997664 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18508447_A_G_b37 rs4400483 3.1E‐06 2.2 Brain ‐ Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16977992_G_T_b37 rs4265285 3.2E‐06 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17688527_A_G_b37 rs10738485 3.2E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17691204_T_C_b37 rs3808711 3.2E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17583846_A_G_b37 rs10120378 3.3E‐06 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17733869_CA_C_b37 rs76726618 3.3E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17531968_T_C_b37 rs2593371 3.4E‐06 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17656250_G_T_b37 rs3824383 3.8E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18324956_C_T_b37 rs7031275 0.000004 ‐0.68 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18324031_T_C_b37 rs74614115 4.1E‐06 ‐0.68 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17563335_C_T_b37 rs2754338 4.1E‐06 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17687230_A_G_b37 rs10963210 4.1E‐06 ‐0.48 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17567908_A_G_b37 rs10963146 4.2E‐06 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17669942_G_A_b37 rs2147729 4.4E‐06 ‐0.48 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17614778_A_G_b37 rs77074579 4.4E‐06 0.25 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17735707_G_A_b37 rs2383044 4.9E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17735483_C_T_b37 rs10756910 4.9E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17607554_G_A_b37 rs12380813 4.9E‐06 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17626452_C_T_b37 rs3824387 4.9E‐06 ‐0.24 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17607554_G_A_b37 rs12380813 4.9E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17556641_C_A_b37 rs2038513 0.000005 0.46 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17660559_A_C_b37 rs2025559 5.2E‐06 0.17 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17663367_T_G_b37 rs67384654 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17663513_A_G_b37 rs3808721 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17674057_G_A_b37 rs10756896 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17674066_C_G_b37 rs10963196 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17676437_C_G_b37 rs10810823 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17676554_A_C_b37 rs10810824 5.3E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17536802_G_C_b37 rs2593379 5.4E‐06 0.46 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17656239_G_A_b37 rs3824384 5.5E‐06 ‐0.46 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16730653_A_G_b37 rs1856132 5.6E‐06 1 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17625002_A_G_b37 rs2208494 5.6E‐06 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18514222_A_C_b37 rs113443502 5.9E‐06 1 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17136483_A_T_b37 rs79578390 6.1E‐06 ‐2.4 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17665282_A_G_b37 rs10810818 6.1E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17665384_T_C_b37 rs10963191 6.1E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17616193_T_C_b37 rs3808755 6.2E‐06 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17657019_T_C_b37 rs10810817 6.3E‐06 ‐0.46 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16736003_G_A_b37 rs10962556 6.5E‐06 1 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17552203_A_G_b37 rs55885732 6.7E‐06 0.24 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17664191_C_T_b37 rs3808720 6.9E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17684784_G_C_b37 rs10756899 0.000007 0.21 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17694913_G_A_b37 rs3808707 7.2E‐06 ‐0.46 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16985589_A_C_b37 rs72718111 0.000008 ‐0.52 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17668650_A_ATTTAT_b37 rs397839335 8.2E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17670333_T_C_b37 rs2182083 8.2E‐06 ‐0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17623315_T_C_b37 rs9407818 8.4E‐06 0.27 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16727446_T_A_b37 rs2282072 8.5E‐06 1 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17616399_G_A_b37 rs3808754 8.5E‐06 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16733410_T_C_b37 rs1337386 8.6E‐06 0.99 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17599411_G_C_b37 rs2208487 8.8E‐06 ‐0.35 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17577651_G_A_b37 rs113645292 0.000009 0.68 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17733213_T_G_b37 rs10810840 9.3E‐06 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17775367_C_T_b37 rs2209429 9.4E‐06 0.36 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17694823_C_T_b37 rs3808708 9.4E‐06 ‐0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16734676_T_C_b37 rs10810600 9.8E‐06 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16743232_G_GT_b37 rs398096303 9.8E‐06 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16754595_G_A_b37 rs12238070 9.8E‐06 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17694386_G_C_b37 rs7858624 0.00001 0.17 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17524038_G_T_b37 rs7350278 0.000011 0.23 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16976200_C_T_b37 rs4961517 0.000011 ‐0.54 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17660559_A_C_b37 rs2025559 0.000011 ‐0.46 Ovary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17703386_A_G_b37 rs16935912 0.000012 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17563146_G_T_b37 rs2593402 0.000012 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18326938_G_A_b37 rs76972419 0.000012 ‐0.67 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_18327346_C_T_b37 rs76624530 0.000012 ‐0.67 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16984590_G_C_b37 rs72718109 0.000012 ‐0.49 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17521173_G_A_b37 rs2593391 0.000013 0.61 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16736665_G_A_b37 rs73419969 0.000013 0.96 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17603496_G_A_b37 rs10810813 0.000014 0.28 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17622213_G_A_b37 rs3808750 0.000014 ‐0.22 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17784118_G_A_b37 rs2182082 0.000016 0.35 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17662411_G_A_b37 rs10963190 0.000016 0.17 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17570160_TC_T_b37 rs146575257 0.000016 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17518131_T_C_b37 rs2754311 0.000016 0.63 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16711287_T_C_b37 rs1361073 0.000016 0.81 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17660410_G_T_b37 rs10738482 0.000017 0.17 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16739423_G_A_b37 rs10810602 0.000017 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16746159_G_A_b37 rs10738457 0.000017 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16751872_C_T_b37 rs5016914 0.000017 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17620334_G_T_b37 rs7852041 0.000017 ‐0.22 Pituitary
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17697864_C_G_b37 rs3808701 0.000017 ‐0.38 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_16733870_G_T_b37 rs10810599 0.000018 0.98 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17703959_G_A_b37 rs6475166 0.000018 ‐0.29 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17664191_C_T_b37 rs3808720 0.000018 0.17 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17733190_G_A_b37 rs10810839 0.000018 0.17 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17697932_G_A_b37 rs4961584 0.000018 ‐0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17701785_G_A_b37 rs1536070 0.000018 ‐0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17733885_T_C_b37 rs1536079 0.000018 0.18 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17518804_G_A_b37 rs2499060 0.000019 0.61 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17732911_G_C_b37 rs4961589 0.000019 0.19 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17660410_G_T_b37 rs10738482 0.000019 0.16 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17777004_G_A_b37 rs7032090 0.00002 0.34 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17522028_AC_A_b37 rs58377938 0.00002 ‐0.17 Stomach
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17692614_G_C_b37 rs10756900 0.000021 0.16 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17565388_C_A_b37 rs2013982 0.000021 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17574710_C_T_b37 rs11793646 0.000023 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17822932_T_C_b37 rs12000021 0.000025 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17571349_CA_C_b37 rs397894527 0.000025 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17545057_C_G_b37 rs79366824 0.000028 0.29 Lung
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17560622_C_T_b37 rs75379016 0.000029 0.64 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17706499_C_T_b37 rs2383040 0.000037 ‐0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17704444_G_A_b37 rs10429594 0.000039 ‐0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17605449_T_C_b37 rs10115064 0.000041 ‐0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17786152_A_T_b37 rs2274215 0.000042 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17786153_A_G_b37 rs2274216 0.000042 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17768229_G_C_b37 rs9407846 0.000049 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17790526_T_G_b37 rs9406730 0.00005 0.45 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17766315_G_A_b37 rs2209426 0.000057 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17769649_G_C_b37 rs2209427 0.000057 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17770318_C_G_b37 rs4961595 0.000057 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000107295.8 SH3GL2 9_17705252_A_G_b37 rs2182088 0.000057 ‐0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000205549.4 C9orf92 9_16249354_A_G_b37 rs4961472 0.00002 0.36 Testis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 9.90E‐43 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 4.50E‐42 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 5.00E‐42 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 5.00E‐42 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 7.70E‐42 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 1.00E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.20E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 2.20E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.70E‐41 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 4.90E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 7.60E‐41 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 7.60E‐41 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 1.30E‐40 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 5.60E‐40 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.60E‐38 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.80E‐38 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 5.90E‐38 0.49 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 8.90E‐38 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 9.60E‐38 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 2.10E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 2.20E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 2.60E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 4.20E‐37 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 4.40E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 5.10E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 5.30E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 5.40E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 6.30E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 6.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 7.80E‐37 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.10E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.20E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.70E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.80E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 2.00E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.10E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 2.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 2.30E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 2.40E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.70E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 3.00E‐36 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 3.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 3.40E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 3.40E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.90E‐36 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 4.00E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 5.10E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 5.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 5.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 6.10E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 6.70E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 7.20E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 7.30E‐36 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 7.50E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 7.90E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 8.00E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 8.00E‐36 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.00E‐35 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 1.10E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.10E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.10E‐35 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.20E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.20E‐35 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 1.40E‐35 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.50E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.50E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.50E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.80E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.10E‐35 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.20E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 2.20E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 2.50E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 3.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 3.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.80E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 5.10E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 5.30E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 5.80E‐35 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 6.60E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 7.30E‐35 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 7.70E‐35 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 9.10E‐35 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.20E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.30E‐34 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.40E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.70E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.80E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 1.90E‐34 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 2.10E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.30E‐34 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 3.00E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 4.10E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 4.90E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 6.30E‐34 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 6.60E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 7.70E‐34 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.00E‐33 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.30E‐33 ‐0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 2.70E‐33 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 2.80E‐33 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 4.30E‐33 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 5.90E‐33 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 6.60E‐33 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 7.30E‐33 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 9.00E‐33 ‐0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.70E‐32 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 6.20E‐32 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 6.20E‐32 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 7.30E‐32 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 9.40E‐32 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 1.30E‐31 ‐0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.30E‐31 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.50E‐31 ‐0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.80E‐31 0.45 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.60E‐31 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 2.90E‐31 0.48 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 8.50E‐31 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.60E‐30 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 1.10E‐29 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.20E‐29 0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.80E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 2.00E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 2.00E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 2.30E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.30E‐29 0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.30E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 3.40E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 4.20E‐29 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 4.20E‐29 0.46 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 4.70E‐29 0.39 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 5.00E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 5.70E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 5.80E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 5.90E‐29 0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 5.90E‐29 0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 6.10E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 6.10E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 6.10E‐29 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 6.50E‐29 0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 8.00E‐29 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 8.10E‐29 0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 9.10E‐29 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.00E‐28 0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.10E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 1.20E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 1.20E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.40E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.50E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 1.60E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.60E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.80E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 2.30E‐28 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 2.30E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 2.30E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 3.30E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 3.90E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 4.20E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 4.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 4.50E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 4.50E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 5.30E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 6.60E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 7.20E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 7.20E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 7.20E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 7.20E‐28 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 7.30E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 7.60E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 7.70E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 8.10E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 8.40E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 8.50E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 8.50E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 8.50E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 8.50E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 8.50E‐28 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 8.70E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 9.60E‐28 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 9.70E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 9.70E‐28 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.00E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 1.00E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 1.00E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 1.00E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.10E‐27 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.20E‐27 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.20E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.40E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 1.50E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.70E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 1.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.90E‐27 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 1.90E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.90E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.00E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 2.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 2.30E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 2.40E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 2.50E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 2.50E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.60E‐27 0.47 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 2.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 2.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 2.80E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 2.90E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 3.00E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 3.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 3.20E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 3.30E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 3.30E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 3.30E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 3.60E‐27 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 3.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 3.70E‐27 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 3.70E‐27 0.4 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 4.00E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 4.30E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 4.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 4.70E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 5.20E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 5.30E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 5.40E‐27 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.90E‐27 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 6.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 6.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 6.60E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 7.00E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 7.10E‐27 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 7.80E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 8.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 9.10E‐27 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.10E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 1.10E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.10E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 1.20E‐26 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.30E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 1.40E‐26 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.50E‐26 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 1.60E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 1.60E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.70E‐26 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.70E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.90E‐26 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.00E‐26 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.10E‐26 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 2.50E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.60E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 3.50E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 3.50E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 3.60E‐26 ‐0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 3.70E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 3.80E‐26 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 4.00E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 4.60E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 4.60E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 4.60E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 5.20E‐26 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 6.00E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 7.30E‐26 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 7.50E‐26 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 9.20E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 9.20E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 9.20E‐26 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.80E‐25 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 2.80E‐25 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 2.80E‐25 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.00E‐25 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 3.20E‐25 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 4.10E‐25 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 4.30E‐25 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 5.70E‐25 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 5.70E‐25 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 7.40E‐25 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 8.60E‐25 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 8.80E‐25 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 1.40E‐24 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.70E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.70E‐24 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 1.70E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 1.90E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 2.00E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 2.10E‐24 0.44 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 2.20E‐24 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 2.50E‐24 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 2.90E‐24 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 3.40E‐24 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 3.70E‐24 ‐0.39 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 3.80E‐24 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 6.20E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 7.70E‐24 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 8.80E‐24 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 9.60E‐24 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.60E‐23 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.70E‐23 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 2.20E‐23 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 2.30E‐23 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 2.40E‐23 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 2.40E‐23 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 2.70E‐23 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 2.90E‐23 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 3.00E‐23 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 3.10E‐23 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 3.20E‐23 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 3.80E‐23 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 4.40E‐23 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 7.30E‐23 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.50E‐22 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 1.50E‐22 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.60E‐22 0.43 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 2.30E‐22 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 2.30E‐22 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 2.30E‐22 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 2.30E‐22 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.80E‐22 0.38 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 3.40E‐22 0.8 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 4.80E‐22 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 6.30E‐22 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 7.70E‐22 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 8.10E‐22 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 9.00E‐22 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 1.50E‐21 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.60E‐21 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 1.80E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 2.20E‐21 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 2.50E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 3.40E‐21 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 3.40E‐21 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 3.80E‐21 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 3.90E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 4.80E‐21 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 4.80E‐21 ‐0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 5.00E‐21 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 5.50E‐21 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 6.50E‐21 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 6.60E‐21 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 7.10E‐21 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 7.80E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 8.00E‐21 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 8.20E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 8.50E‐21 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 9.00E‐21 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 9.50E‐21 ‐0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.10E‐20 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.10E‐20 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.20E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.50E‐20 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.50E‐20 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 1.60E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.60E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 1.70E‐20 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 1.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 1.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 2.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 2.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 2.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 2.00E‐20 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.00E‐20 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 2.10E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 2.30E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 2.40E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 2.40E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.40E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.50E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 2.60E‐20 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.70E‐20 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 2.70E‐20 0.41 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 2.80E‐20 0.88 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 3.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 3.00E‐20 ‐0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 3.00E‐20 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 3.00E‐20 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 3.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 3.10E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 3.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 3.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 3.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 3.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 3.60E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 3.60E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 3.60E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 3.60E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 3.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 3.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 3.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 3.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 3.70E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 3.80E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.00E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 4.10E‐20 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 4.30E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 4.30E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 4.50E‐20 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 4.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 4.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 5.10E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 5.30E‐20 ‐0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 5.40E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 5.70E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 5.80E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 6.50E‐20 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 6.80E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 7.10E‐20 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 7.30E‐20 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 8.20E‐20 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 8.20E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 8.20E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 8.30E‐20 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 8.50E‐20 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 8.70E‐20 ‐0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 8.90E‐20 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 8.90E‐20 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 9.40E‐20 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 9.50E‐20 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.00E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.00E‐19 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.00E‐19 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 1.10E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 1.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.20E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.20E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.20E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.30E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.30E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 1.40E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.40E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 1.40E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 1.40E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.50E‐19 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 1.50E‐19 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 1.60E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 1.60E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.60E‐19 ‐0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.60E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.60E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.60E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.70E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.80E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 2.00E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 2.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 2.10E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.20E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 2.30E‐19 0.86 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 2.40E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.40E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 2.40E‐19 ‐0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.50E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.50E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 2.60E‐19 1.3 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.60E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 2.80E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.80E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 2.80E‐19 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.00E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 3.00E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 3.00E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 3.10E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 3.10E‐19 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 3.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 3.20E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 3.20E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 3.30E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 3.30E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 3.40E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 3.40E‐19 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 3.40E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 3.50E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 3.60E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 3.80E‐19 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 3.80E‐19 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 3.90E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 4.10E‐19 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 4.10E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 4.20E‐19 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 4.30E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 4.30E‐19 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 4.50E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 4.60E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 4.60E‐19 ‐0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 4.70E‐19 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 4.70E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 4.80E‐19 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 5.00E‐19 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 5.10E‐19 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 5.10E‐19 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 5.10E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 5.30E‐19 0.8 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 5.70E‐19 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 5.80E‐19 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 6.00E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 6.00E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 6.00E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 6.00E‐19 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 6.30E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 6.30E‐19 ‐0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 6.40E‐19 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 6.60E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 6.60E‐19 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 6.70E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 6.70E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 6.70E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 6.70E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 7.20E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 7.30E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 8.40E‐19 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 8.40E‐19 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 8.40E‐19 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 8.50E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 9.10E‐19 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 9.30E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 9.30E‐19 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 9.60E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 9.80E‐19 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 1.00E‐18 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.00E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.10E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.10E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.10E‐18 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.20E‐18 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 1.30E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.30E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 1.30E‐18 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 1.40E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.40E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.40E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 1.40E‐18 ‐0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.40E‐18 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.40E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.40E‐18 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 1.40E‐18 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.50E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.50E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 1.60E‐18 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.60E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.70E‐18 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.80E‐18 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.80E‐18 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.90E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 1.90E‐18 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.90E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 1.90E‐18 ‐0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 2.00E‐18 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.00E‐18 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.10E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 2.20E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 2.20E‐18 ‐0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.30E‐18 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 2.30E‐18 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.40E‐18 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 2.50E‐18 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 2.50E‐18 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 2.50E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 2.60E‐18 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 2.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 2.90E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 2.90E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 2.90E‐18 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 3.00E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 3.00E‐18 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 3.30E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 3.30E‐18 0.85 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 3.40E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 3.40E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 3.50E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 3.50E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 3.50E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 3.90E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 3.90E‐18 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 4.00E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 4.00E‐18 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 4.30E‐18 ‐0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 4.70E‐18 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.70E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 4.80E‐18 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 4.90E‐18 0.87 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 5.20E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 5.30E‐18 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 5.60E‐18 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 5.60E‐18 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 6.90E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 7.00E‐18 0.8 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 7.30E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 7.30E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 7.60E‐18 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 7.70E‐18 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 7.90E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 8.10E‐18 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 8.60E‐18 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 8.60E‐18 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 8.80E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 8.80E‐18 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 8.90E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 9.00E‐18 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 9.10E‐18 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 9.20E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 9.30E‐18 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 9.50E‐18 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 9.60E‐18 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 9.70E‐18 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 9.80E‐18 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 9.90E‐18 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 9.90E‐18 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.00E‐17 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.10E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.10E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 1.10E‐17 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 1.20E‐17 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.20E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.30E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.30E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 1.30E‐17 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.30E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 1.30E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 1.40E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.50E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 1.50E‐17 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.50E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 1.60E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 1.60E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.60E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 1.60E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 1.60E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 1.70E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.70E‐17 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 1.70E‐17 ‐0.26 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 1.70E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.70E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 1.70E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.90E‐17 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 1.90E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 1.90E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.90E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 1.90E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 1.90E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 2.00E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.00E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.00E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.00E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.10E‐17 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.10E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 2.10E‐17 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 2.10E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 2.20E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 2.20E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.20E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.20E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 2.20E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.20E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 2.20E‐17 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 2.20E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 2.20E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.30E‐17 0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 2.40E‐17 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 2.40E‐17 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 2.40E‐17 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.40E‐17 ‐0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.50E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.50E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.50E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 2.50E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 2.50E‐17 0.35 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 2.50E‐17 0.83 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.60E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 2.60E‐17 ‐0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 2.60E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 2.60E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.70E‐17 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 2.90E‐17 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 3.00E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 3.00E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 3.10E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 3.10E‐17 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 3.20E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 3.20E‐17 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.20E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 3.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 3.40E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 3.40E‐17 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 3.40E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 3.40E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 3.40E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 3.40E‐17 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 3.50E‐17 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 3.50E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 3.50E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 3.50E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 3.70E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 3.70E‐17 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 3.80E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 3.80E‐17 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 3.80E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 3.80E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 3.80E‐17 ‐0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 4.00E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 4.00E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 4.00E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 4.00E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 4.00E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 4.00E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 4.00E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 4.00E‐17 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.10E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 4.20E‐17 0.77 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 4.20E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 4.20E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 4.50E‐17 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 4.50E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 4.50E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.50E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 4.70E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 4.70E‐17 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 4.70E‐17 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 5.20E‐17 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 5.30E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 5.30E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 5.30E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 5.30E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 5.40E‐17 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 5.40E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 5.60E‐17 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 5.70E‐17 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 5.70E‐17 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 5.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 5.80E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 5.80E‐17 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 5.90E‐17 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 5.90E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 5.90E‐17 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 6.20E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 6.20E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 6.30E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 6.30E‐17 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 6.40E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 6.40E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 6.40E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 6.40E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 6.50E‐17 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 6.50E‐17 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 6.60E‐17 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 6.60E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 6.70E‐17 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 6.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 6.70E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 6.80E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 6.90E‐17 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 7.00E‐17 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 7.30E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 7.30E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 7.30E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 7.40E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 7.70E‐17 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 7.70E‐17 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 7.70E‐17 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 7.80E‐17 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 7.80E‐17 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 7.90E‐17 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 8.10E‐17 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 8.30E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 8.50E‐17 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 8.50E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 8.50E‐17 ‐0.35 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 8.80E‐17 ‐0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 8.90E‐17 ‐0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 8.90E‐17 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 9.00E‐17 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 9.10E‐17 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 9.10E‐17 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 9.20E‐17 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 9.30E‐17 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 9.30E‐17 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 9.40E‐17 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 9.70E‐17 ‐0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 9.80E‐17 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.00E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.00E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 1.10E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 1.10E‐16 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 1.10E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.10E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 1.10E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.10E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.10E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 1.10E‐16 ‐0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.20E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.20E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.20E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.20E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.20E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.20E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 1.20E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.20E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 1.20E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.20E‐16 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.20E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.30E‐16 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.30E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 1.30E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 1.30E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 1.30E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 1.30E‐16 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.30E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.30E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 1.30E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.30E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.30E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.40E‐16 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 1.40E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 1.40E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.40E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 1.40E‐16 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.50E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.50E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 1.50E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 1.50E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.50E‐16 0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.50E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.50E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.60E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.60E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.60E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.70E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.70E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.70E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.70E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.70E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.70E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 1.80E‐16 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 1.80E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 1.80E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 1.80E‐16 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.80E‐16 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.80E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.80E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.80E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.90E‐16 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.90E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 1.90E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.90E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.90E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.90E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 1.90E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.00E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 2.00E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 2.00E‐16 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 2.00E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 2.00E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.10E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 2.10E‐16 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.20E‐16 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 2.30E‐16 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.30E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 2.30E‐16 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.30E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 2.30E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.30E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.30E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 2.30E‐16 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 2.40E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 2.40E‐16 ‐0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 2.40E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 2.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.50E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.50E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 2.50E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.60E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 2.60E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.60E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 2.60E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.60E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 2.70E‐16 0.79 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 2.70E‐16 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.70E‐16 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.70E‐16 ‐0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 2.80E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 2.90E‐16 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 2.90E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 3.00E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 3.00E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 3.10E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.20E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 3.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 3.30E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 3.30E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 3.30E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 3.30E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 3.30E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 3.30E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 3.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 3.40E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 3.40E‐16 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.40E‐16 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 3.40E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 3.40E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 3.50E‐16 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.50E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 3.50E‐16 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 3.60E‐16 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 3.60E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.70E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 3.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 3.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 3.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 3.70E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 3.80E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.80E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 3.90E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 3.90E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.90E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.90E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.90E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.90E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 3.90E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 4.00E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 4.00E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 4.00E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 4.10E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 4.10E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 4.10E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 4.10E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 4.20E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 4.20E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 4.20E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 4.20E‐16 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 4.20E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 4.30E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 4.30E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 4.30E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 4.30E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 4.30E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 4.50E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 4.50E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 4.60E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 4.60E‐16 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 4.60E‐16 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 4.70E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 4.70E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 4.80E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 4.80E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 4.80E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 4.90E‐16 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 5.00E‐16 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 5.20E‐16 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 5.20E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 5.20E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 5.30E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 5.40E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 5.40E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 5.50E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 5.50E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 5.50E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 5.60E‐16 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 5.60E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 5.60E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 5.70E‐16 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 5.70E‐16 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 5.70E‐16 0.78 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 5.80E‐16 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 5.90E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 5.90E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 5.90E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 5.90E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 5.90E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 6.10E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 6.20E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 6.30E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 6.30E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 6.30E‐16 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 6.30E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 6.50E‐16 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 6.60E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 6.60E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 6.60E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 6.80E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 7.10E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 7.10E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 7.10E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 7.30E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 7.40E‐16 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 7.40E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 7.50E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 7.50E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 7.70E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 7.70E‐16 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 7.90E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 7.90E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 8.00E‐16 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 8.00E‐16 ‐0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 8.00E‐16 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 8.10E‐16 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 8.10E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 8.10E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 8.20E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 8.20E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 8.20E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 8.30E‐16 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 8.40E‐16 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 8.60E‐16 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 8.60E‐16 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 8.70E‐16 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 8.80E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 8.80E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 8.90E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 8.90E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 8.90E‐16 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 9.00E‐16 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 9.00E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 9.00E‐16 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 9.10E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 9.30E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 9.40E‐16 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 9.50E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 9.50E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 9.50E‐16 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 9.50E‐16 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 9.80E‐16 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.00E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.00E‐15 0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.00E‐15 0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.00E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.10E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.10E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.10E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.10E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.10E‐15 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.10E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 1.10E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 1.10E‐15 ‐0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.10E‐15 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.10E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.10E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.10E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.10E‐15 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.10E‐15 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.20E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 1.20E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.20E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.20E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 1.20E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 1.20E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.20E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 1.20E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.20E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.30E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.30E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.30E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 1.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 1.30E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 1.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 1.30E‐15 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.30E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.30E‐15 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.30E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 1.40E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 1.40E‐15 ‐0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 1.40E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.40E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.40E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.40E‐15 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.40E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.40E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 1.40E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.50E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.50E‐15 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 1.50E‐15 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.50E‐15 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.50E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.50E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.50E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.50E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 1.60E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.60E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.60E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 1.70E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.70E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 1.80E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 1.80E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.80E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.80E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.80E‐15 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.80E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.80E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.80E‐15 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 1.90E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.90E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 1.90E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.90E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.90E‐15 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.90E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.90E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.90E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.90E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 1.90E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 2.00E‐15 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 2.00E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.00E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 2.00E‐15 ‐0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 2.00E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 2.00E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 2.00E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.00E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.00E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.10E‐15 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 2.10E‐15 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 2.10E‐15 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 2.10E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 2.10E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 2.10E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 2.10E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 2.10E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.10E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 2.20E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.20E‐15 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 2.20E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.20E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 2.20E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 2.20E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.20E‐15 0.57 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 2.20E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 2.30E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 2.30E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.30E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 2.30E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 2.30E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.40E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 2.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.40E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 2.40E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 2.40E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 2.40E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.40E‐15 ‐0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 2.40E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 2.40E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 2.50E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 2.50E‐15 0.35 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.50E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 2.50E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 2.50E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.60E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 2.60E‐15 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 2.60E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 2.60E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.60E‐15 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 2.60E‐15 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 2.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.60E‐15 ‐0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 2.60E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 2.60E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 2.60E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 2.60E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 2.70E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 2.70E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 2.70E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 2.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 2.70E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.70E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 2.80E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 2.80E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.80E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.80E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.80E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 2.80E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.80E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 2.80E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 2.80E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.80E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 2.90E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.90E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 2.90E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 2.90E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 2.90E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 2.90E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 3.00E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 3.00E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 3.00E‐15 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 3.00E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 3.10E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 3.10E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 3.10E‐15 0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 3.10E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 3.10E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 3.10E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 3.20E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.20E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 3.20E‐15 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 3.20E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 3.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 3.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 3.30E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 3.30E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 3.30E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 3.30E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 3.30E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 3.30E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 3.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 3.40E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 3.40E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 3.40E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 3.40E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 3.40E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.50E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 3.50E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 3.50E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 3.50E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 3.50E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 3.50E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 3.50E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 3.50E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 3.60E‐15 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.60E‐15 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 3.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 3.60E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 3.60E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 3.70E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 3.70E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 3.70E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 3.80E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 3.80E‐15 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 3.80E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 3.80E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 3.90E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 3.90E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 3.90E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 3.90E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 4.00E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 4.00E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 4.10E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 4.10E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 4.10E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 4.10E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 4.10E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 4.10E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 4.20E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 4.20E‐15 ‐0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.20E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 4.20E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 4.20E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 4.20E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 4.30E‐15 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 4.30E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 4.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 4.40E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 4.40E‐15 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 4.40E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.50E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 4.50E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 4.50E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 4.50E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 4.60E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 4.60E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 4.60E‐15 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 4.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 4.70E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 4.70E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 4.70E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 4.70E‐15 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 4.70E‐15 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.80E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 4.80E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 4.90E‐15 ‐0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 4.90E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 4.90E‐15 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 4.90E‐15 0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 4.90E‐15 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 5.00E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 5.00E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 5.10E‐15 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 5.10E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 5.20E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 5.30E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 5.30E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 5.40E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 5.40E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 5.40E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 5.40E‐15 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 5.50E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 5.50E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 5.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 5.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 5.60E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 5.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 5.70E‐15 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 5.70E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 5.70E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 5.80E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 5.80E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 5.80E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 5.90E‐15 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 5.90E‐15 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 5.90E‐15 1.1 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 5.90E‐15 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 6.00E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 6.00E‐15 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 6.00E‐15 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 6.00E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 6.00E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 6.10E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 6.10E‐15 ‐0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 6.10E‐15 ‐0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 6.20E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 6.20E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 6.20E‐15 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 6.20E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 6.30E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 6.30E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 6.40E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 6.40E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 6.40E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 6.40E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 6.40E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 6.60E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 6.70E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 6.70E‐15 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 6.80E‐15 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 6.90E‐15 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 6.90E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 7.00E‐15 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 7.10E‐15 ‐0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 7.10E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 7.10E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076974_C_A_b37 rs112860165 7.10E‐15 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 7.10E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 7.20E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 7.50E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 7.50E‐15 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 7.60E‐15 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 7.60E‐15 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 7.60E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 7.70E‐15 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 7.90E‐15 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 7.90E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 8.20E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 8.30E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 8.30E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 8.30E‐15 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 8.50E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 8.70E‐15 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 8.80E‐15 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 8.90E‐15 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 9.00E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 9.00E‐15 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 9.10E‐15 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 9.10E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 9.10E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 9.20E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 9.30E‐15 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 9.30E‐15 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 9.30E‐15 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 9.40E‐15 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 9.40E‐15 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 9.50E‐15 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 9.60E‐15 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 9.70E‐15 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 9.70E‐15 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 9.70E‐15 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 9.90E‐15 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 9.90E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 9.90E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 9.90E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 9.90E‐15 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 1.00E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 1.00E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.00E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 1.00E‐14 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.00E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 1.00E‐14 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 1.10E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 1.10E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.10E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 1.10E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.10E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.10E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.10E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.10E‐14 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.10E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 1.10E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.10E‐14 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 1.10E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.20E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 1.20E‐14 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 1.20E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.20E‐14 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.20E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 1.20E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.20E‐14 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.20E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 1.20E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 1.20E‐14 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.20E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 1.20E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 1.20E‐14 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 1.20E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.20E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.30E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.30E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.30E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 1.30E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 1.30E‐14 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 1.30E‐14 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.30E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.30E‐14 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 1.30E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.30E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 1.30E‐14 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 1.30E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 1.30E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.30E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.40E‐14 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.40E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.40E‐14 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 1.40E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055875_C_G_b37 rs10962836 1.40E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 1.40E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.40E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.40E‐14 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.40E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.50E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.50E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 1.50E‐14 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 1.50E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 1.50E‐14 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.50E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.50E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.50E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.60E‐14 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.60E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.60E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.60E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 1.60E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.60E‐14 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 1.60E‐14 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.60E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 1.70E‐14 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.70E‐14 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 1.70E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.70E‐14 0.62 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 1.80E‐14 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 1.80E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.80E‐14 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 1.80E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 1.80E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 1.80E‐14 0.45 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.80E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 1.80E‐14 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 1.90E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 1.90E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 1.90E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 1.90E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 1.90E‐14 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 1.90E‐14 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.90E‐14 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076367_C_T_b37 rs10962853 1.90E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.90E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.90E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.90E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.90E‐14 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.90E‐14 0.31 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 2.00E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 2.00E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 2.00E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 2.00E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 2.00E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 2.00E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 2.00E‐14 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.10E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.10E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 2.10E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 2.10E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 2.10E‐14 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 2.10E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.10E‐14 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 2.20E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.20E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 2.20E‐14 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.30E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.30E‐14 0.54 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 2.30E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.30E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 2.30E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 2.30E‐14 ‐0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 2.40E‐14 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 2.40E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 2.40E‐14 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 2.40E‐14 0.54 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.40E‐14 ‐0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 2.40E‐14 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 2.50E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 2.50E‐14 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 2.50E‐14 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 2.50E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 2.50E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.60E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.60E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 2.60E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078272_C_G_b37 rs76382661 2.70E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 2.70E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.80E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.80E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 2.80E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 3.00E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.00E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 3.10E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 3.10E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 3.10E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 3.20E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 3.20E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 3.30E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 3.30E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 3.40E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 3.40E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 3.40E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 3.40E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 3.40E‐14 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.40E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 3.40E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 3.50E‐14 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 3.50E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 3.70E‐14 0.89 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 3.70E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 3.80E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 3.80E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 3.80E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 3.90E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 4.00E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 4.10E‐14 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 4.10E‐14 ‐0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.20E‐14 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 4.20E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 4.20E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 4.20E‐14 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 4.20E‐14 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.30E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 4.30E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 4.40E‐14 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 4.40E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 4.40E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 4.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 4.50E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 4.60E‐14 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 4.60E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 4.60E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 4.60E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 4.70E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.70E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 5.00E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 5.00E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 5.10E‐14 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 5.10E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 5.20E‐14 ‐0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 5.30E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 5.30E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 5.30E‐14 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 5.30E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 5.30E‐14 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 5.30E‐14 0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 5.40E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 5.40E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 5.40E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 5.50E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 5.50E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 5.50E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 5.50E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 5.50E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 5.60E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 5.60E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 5.60E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 5.60E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 5.70E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 5.70E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 5.70E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 5.80E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 5.90E‐14 ‐0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 6.00E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 6.00E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 6.10E‐14 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 6.20E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 6.30E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 6.30E‐14 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 6.30E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 6.30E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 6.40E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 6.50E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 6.50E‐14 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 6.50E‐14 ‐0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 6.60E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 6.60E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 6.60E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17072996_G_A_b37 rs148598074 6.60E‐14 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 6.70E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 6.80E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 7.00E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 7.00E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 7.10E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 7.20E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 7.20E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 7.40E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 7.40E‐14 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 7.40E‐14 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 7.40E‐14 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 7.60E‐14 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 7.60E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 7.70E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 7.70E‐14 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 7.80E‐14 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 7.80E‐14 ‐0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 8.00E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 8.00E‐14 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 8.10E‐14 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 8.20E‐14 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 8.20E‐14 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 8.30E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 8.50E‐14 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 8.50E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 8.70E‐14 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 8.70E‐14 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 8.80E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 8.80E‐14 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 8.80E‐14 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 8.80E‐14 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 9.10E‐14 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 9.20E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 9.20E‐14 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 9.20E‐14 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 9.30E‐14 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 9.40E‐14 ‐0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 9.40E‐14 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 9.50E‐14 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 9.70E‐14 0.38 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 9.70E‐14 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 9.90E‐14 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.00E‐13 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 1.00E‐13 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 1.00E‐13 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 1.00E‐13 0.32 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.00E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 1.10E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 1.10E‐13 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.10E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.10E‐13 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 1.10E‐13 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 1.10E‐13 ‐0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 1.10E‐13 ‐0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.10E‐13 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 1.10E‐13 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 1.20E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.20E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 1.20E‐13 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.20E‐13 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 1.20E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.20E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 1.30E‐13 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.30E‐13 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.30E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.30E‐13 ‐0.56 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.30E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.30E‐13 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 1.30E‐13 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 1.30E‐13 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.30E‐13 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.30E‐13 ‐0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.30E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 1.30E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.30E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 1.40E‐13 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.40E‐13 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.40E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.40E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.50E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.50E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.50E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 1.50E‐13 0.76 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.50E‐13 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.50E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 1.50E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.50E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.50E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.50E‐13 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.50E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.50E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 1.50E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.50E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 1.60E‐13 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 1.60E‐13 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 1.60E‐13 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 1.60E‐13 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.60E‐13 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 1.60E‐13 0.42 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.60E‐13 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 1.70E‐13 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.70E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 1.70E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.70E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 1.70E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.70E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 1.70E‐13 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.70E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.80E‐13 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 1.80E‐13 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.80E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.80E‐13 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.90E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.90E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.90E‐13 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 1.90E‐13 0.33 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 2.00E‐13 0.59 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 2.00E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 2.00E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.00E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.00E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 2.00E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 2.00E‐13 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 2.10E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.10E‐13 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 2.10E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 2.10E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 2.10E‐13 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 2.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.20E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 2.20E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 2.20E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 2.20E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 2.30E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.30E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 2.30E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 2.30E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 2.30E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.40E‐13 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 2.40E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 2.40E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 2.40E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.40E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 2.50E‐13 0.31 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 2.50E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 2.60E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 2.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 2.60E‐13 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.60E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 2.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 2.60E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 2.60E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 2.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 2.60E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 2.70E‐13 ‐0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 2.70E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.80E‐13 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 2.80E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 2.80E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.80E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 2.80E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 2.80E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 2.80E‐13 ‐0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.80E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 2.90E‐13 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 2.90E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 2.90E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 3.00E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 3.00E‐13 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 3.00E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 3.10E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 3.10E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 3.10E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 3.20E‐13 ‐0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 3.20E‐13 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 3.20E‐13 ‐0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 3.20E‐13 0.41 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 3.20E‐13 ‐0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 3.30E‐13 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 3.30E‐13 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 3.30E‐13 0.55 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 3.40E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.40E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.40E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 3.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 3.50E‐13 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 3.50E‐13 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 3.50E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 3.50E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 3.50E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 3.70E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.70E‐13 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 3.70E‐13 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 3.70E‐13 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 3.80E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 3.80E‐13 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 3.80E‐13 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 3.90E‐13 0.21 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 3.90E‐13 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 4.00E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 4.00E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 4.00E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 4.00E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 4.00E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 4.00E‐13 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 4.00E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 4.00E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 4.00E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 4.00E‐13 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 4.20E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 4.20E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 4.20E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 4.20E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 4.20E‐13 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 4.30E‐13 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 4.30E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 4.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 4.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 4.30E‐13 0.4 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 4.30E‐13 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 4.30E‐13 0.32 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 4.40E‐13 0.31 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 4.40E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 4.40E‐13 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 4.40E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 4.50E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 4.50E‐13 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 4.50E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 4.60E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 4.70E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 4.70E‐13 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 4.70E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 4.70E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.70E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 4.70E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 4.80E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 4.80E‐13 0.38 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 4.90E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 4.90E‐13 ‐0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 4.90E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 5.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 5.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 5.00E‐13 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 5.10E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 5.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 5.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 5.20E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 5.20E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 5.20E‐13 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 5.30E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 5.30E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 5.30E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 5.30E‐13 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 5.40E‐13 0.38 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 5.40E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 5.40E‐13 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 5.50E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 5.50E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 5.50E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 5.60E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 5.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 5.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 5.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 5.60E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 5.70E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 5.70E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 5.80E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 5.80E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 5.80E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 5.90E‐13 ‐0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 5.90E‐13 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 5.90E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 5.90E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 5.90E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 5.90E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 6.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 6.00E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 6.00E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 6.10E‐13 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 6.20E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 6.20E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 6.30E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 6.40E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 6.50E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 6.50E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 6.50E‐13 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 6.50E‐13 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 6.50E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 6.60E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 6.60E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 6.70E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 6.90E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 7.00E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 7.10E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 7.10E‐13 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 7.20E‐13 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 7.20E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 7.30E‐13 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 7.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 7.30E‐13 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 7.30E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 7.40E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 7.40E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 7.50E‐13 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 7.60E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 7.60E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 7.60E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 7.70E‐13 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 7.80E‐13 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 7.80E‐13 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 7.80E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 7.80E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 7.80E‐13 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 7.80E‐13 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 7.90E‐13 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 7.90E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 8.10E‐13 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 8.10E‐13 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 8.10E‐13 0.41 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 8.20E‐13 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 8.30E‐13 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 8.30E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 8.40E‐13 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 8.40E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 8.40E‐13 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 8.40E‐13 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 8.70E‐13 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 8.90E‐13 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 9.20E‐13 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 9.40E‐13 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 9.40E‐13 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 9.70E‐13 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 9.80E‐13 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 9.90E‐13 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 9.90E‐13 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.00E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 1.00E‐12 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.00E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 1.00E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.00E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 1.00E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 1.00E‐12 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 1.00E‐12 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.00E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 1.00E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 1.00E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.10E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 1.10E‐12 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 1.10E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.10E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.10E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 1.10E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 1.10E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.10E‐12 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.20E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 1.20E‐12 ‐0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 1.20E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.20E‐12 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.20E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 1.20E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.20E‐12 ‐0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 1.20E‐12 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.20E‐12 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 1.20E‐12 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.30E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.30E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 1.30E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.30E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.30E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 1.30E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.30E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.30E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 1.30E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 1.30E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.30E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 1.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.30E‐12 0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 1.30E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 1.30E‐12 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.40E‐12 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.40E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.40E‐12 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.40E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.40E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 1.40E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.40E‐12 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.40E‐12 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 1.40E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.40E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 1.40E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.40E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.40E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 1.40E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.40E‐12 ‐0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.40E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 1.40E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.50E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 1.50E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.50E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.50E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 1.50E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 1.50E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.50E‐12 ‐0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.50E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.50E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.50E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.60E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 1.60E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 1.60E‐12 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.60E‐12 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 1.60E‐12 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.60E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.70E‐12 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.70E‐12 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 1.70E‐12 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 1.70E‐12 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.70E‐12 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.70E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 1.70E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 1.80E‐12 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.80E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.80E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.80E‐12 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.80E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 1.80E‐12 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.80E‐12 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.80E‐12 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.90E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.90E‐12 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.90E‐12 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 1.90E‐12 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.90E‐12 0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.90E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 1.90E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.90E‐12 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 1.90E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 2.00E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.00E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 2.00E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 2.00E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 2.00E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 2.00E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 2.00E‐12 ‐0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 2.00E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 2.00E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 2.00E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 2.00E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 2.00E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 2.10E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 2.10E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 2.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.10E‐12 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 2.10E‐12 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.10E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 2.10E‐12 ‐0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.10E‐12 0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 2.10E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 2.10E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 2.10E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 2.10E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 2.10E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 2.10E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 2.20E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 2.20E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 2.20E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 2.20E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 2.20E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 2.20E‐12 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 2.20E‐12 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.20E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 2.20E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.30E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.30E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.30E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.30E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 2.30E‐12 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 2.30E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 2.30E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 2.30E‐12 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 2.30E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 2.40E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 2.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 2.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.40E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 2.40E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.40E‐12 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 2.40E‐12 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 2.50E‐12 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.50E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 2.50E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 2.60E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 2.60E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 2.60E‐12 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 2.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.60E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.60E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 2.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 2.70E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 2.70E‐12 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.70E‐12 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 2.80E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 2.80E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 2.80E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 2.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.80E‐12 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 2.80E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 2.90E‐12 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.90E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 2.90E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 2.90E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.90E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 2.90E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 3.00E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 3.00E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.10E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 3.10E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 3.10E‐12 0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 3.10E‐12 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 3.10E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.10E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 3.10E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 3.20E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 3.20E‐12 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 3.20E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 3.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 3.30E‐12 ‐0.56 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 3.30E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 3.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 3.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 3.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 3.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 3.30E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 3.30E‐12 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 3.30E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 3.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 3.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 3.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 3.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 3.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 3.50E‐12 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.50E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 3.50E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 3.50E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 3.50E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 3.50E‐12 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 3.50E‐12 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 3.50E‐12 ‐0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 3.50E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 3.50E‐12 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 3.60E‐12 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 3.60E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 3.60E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 3.60E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 3.60E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 3.60E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 3.60E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 3.60E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 3.60E‐12 0.6 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 3.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.70E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 3.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 3.70E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 3.70E‐12 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 3.70E‐12 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 3.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 3.80E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 3.80E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 3.80E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 3.90E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 3.90E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 3.90E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 3.90E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 3.90E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 3.90E‐12 ‐0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 4.00E‐12 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 4.00E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 4.00E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 4.00E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.00E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 4.00E‐12 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 4.00E‐12 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 4.10E‐12 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 4.10E‐12 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 4.10E‐12 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 4.10E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 4.10E‐12 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 4.10E‐12 ‐0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 4.20E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 4.20E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 4.30E‐12 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 4.30E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.30E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 4.30E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.30E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 4.40E‐12 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 4.40E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 4.40E‐12 ‐0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.50E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 4.50E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 4.50E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 4.50E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 4.50E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 4.50E‐12 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 4.60E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 4.70E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 4.70E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 4.70E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 4.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 4.80E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 4.80E‐12 0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 4.80E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 4.80E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 4.90E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 4.90E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 4.90E‐12 ‐0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 4.90E‐12 0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 4.90E‐12 0.37 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 4.90E‐12 0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 5.00E‐12 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 5.00E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 5.10E‐12 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 5.20E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 5.20E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 5.20E‐12 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 5.20E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 5.20E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 5.20E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 5.30E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 5.30E‐12 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 5.30E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 5.30E‐12 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 5.30E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 5.30E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055875_C_G_b37 rs10962836 5.40E‐12 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 5.40E‐12 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 5.40E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 5.50E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 5.50E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 5.50E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 5.50E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 5.50E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 5.50E‐12 0.36 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 5.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 5.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 5.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 5.70E‐12 0.39 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 5.70E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 5.70E‐12 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 5.70E‐12 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076686_T_C_b37 rs398715 5.70E‐12 0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076720_T_TA_b37 rs397893237 5.70E‐12 0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 5.80E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 5.80E‐12 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 5.80E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 5.80E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 5.80E‐12 0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 5.80E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 5.80E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 5.90E‐12 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 5.90E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 6.00E‐12 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076950_C_A_b37 rs405039 6.00E‐12 0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 6.00E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 6.00E‐12 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 6.10E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 6.10E‐12 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 6.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 6.20E‐12 ‐0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 6.20E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 6.30E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 6.30E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 6.30E‐12 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 6.50E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 6.50E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 6.50E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 6.50E‐12 0.6 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 6.50E‐12 ‐0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 6.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 6.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 6.70E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 6.70E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 6.80E‐12 0.6 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 6.80E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 6.80E‐12 0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 6.80E‐12 0.3 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.90E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 6.90E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 6.90E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 6.90E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 6.90E‐12 0.55 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 7.00E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 7.00E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 7.00E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 7.00E‐12 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 7.10E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 7.10E‐12 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 7.10E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 7.10E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 7.10E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 7.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 7.20E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 7.20E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 7.20E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 7.20E‐12 0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 7.20E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 7.20E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 7.20E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 7.20E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 7.30E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 7.30E‐12 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 7.30E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 7.30E‐12 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 7.40E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 7.40E‐12 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 7.40E‐12 ‐0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 7.50E‐12 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 7.50E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 7.50E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 7.50E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 7.60E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 7.60E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 7.60E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 7.60E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 7.70E‐12 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 7.70E‐12 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 7.70E‐12 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 7.80E‐12 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 7.80E‐12 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 7.80E‐12 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 7.80E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 7.80E‐12 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 7.90E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 7.90E‐12 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 7.90E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 7.90E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 8.00E‐12 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 8.00E‐12 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 8.00E‐12 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 8.10E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 8.10E‐12 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 8.10E‐12 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 8.10E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 8.20E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 8.20E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 8.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 8.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 8.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 8.20E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 8.30E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 8.40E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 8.40E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 8.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 8.40E‐12 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 8.50E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 8.50E‐12 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 8.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 8.60E‐12 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 8.70E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 8.70E‐12 ‐0.35 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 8.70E‐12 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 8.70E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 8.80E‐12 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 8.90E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 8.90E‐12 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 8.90E‐12 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 9.00E‐12 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 9.00E‐12 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 9.00E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 9.10E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 9.10E‐12 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 9.10E‐12 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 9.10E‐12 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 9.10E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 9.10E‐12 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 9.40E‐12 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 9.40E‐12 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 9.40E‐12 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 9.40E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 9.40E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 9.60E‐12 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 9.70E‐12 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 9.80E‐12 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 9.80E‐12 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 9.80E‐12 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 9.90E‐12 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 9.90E‐12 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 1.00E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 1.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.00E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.00E‐11 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 1.00E‐11 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.10E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.10E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.10E‐11 ‐0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 1.10E‐11 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.10E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.10E‐11 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.10E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.10E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 1.10E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.10E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 1.10E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 1.10E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 1.10E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 1.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.20E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.20E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 1.20E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.20E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.20E‐11 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.20E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 1.20E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 1.20E‐11 ‐0.35 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.20E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 1.20E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.20E‐11 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.20E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 1.20E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 1.20E‐11 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 1.20E‐11 0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 1.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 1.20E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 1.20E‐11 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 1.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 1.30E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 1.30E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 1.30E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 1.30E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.30E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 1.30E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.30E‐11 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 1.30E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 1.30E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 1.30E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 1.30E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.30E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 1.30E‐11 ‐0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.30E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.30E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.30E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.40E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.40E‐11 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 1.40E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 1.40E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.40E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 1.40E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.40E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.40E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.40E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.40E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.40E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.40E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 1.50E‐11 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.50E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 1.50E‐11 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.50E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.50E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 1.50E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.50E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.50E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 1.50E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 1.50E‐11 ‐0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.50E‐11 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.50E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.50E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.50E‐11 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.50E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.60E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 1.60E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.60E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.60E‐11 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 1.60E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 1.60E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 1.60E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 1.60E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.60E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.60E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 1.70E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.70E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.70E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 1.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.70E‐11 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 1.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 1.70E‐11 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 1.70E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.70E‐11 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 1.70E‐11 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.70E‐11 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 1.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.70E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.80E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.80E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.80E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 1.80E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.80E‐11 ‐0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 1.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 1.80E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 1.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 1.80E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 1.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.80E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 1.80E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.80E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.80E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.80E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 1.80E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.80E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 1.80E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.90E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.90E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.90E‐11 0.24 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 1.90E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 1.90E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 1.90E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.90E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 1.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.90E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.90E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.90E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.90E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.90E‐11 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 1.90E‐11 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.90E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 1.90E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.00E‐11 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 2.00E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 2.00E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 2.00E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 2.00E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 2.00E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 2.00E‐11 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 2.00E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 2.00E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 2.00E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 2.00E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 2.00E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 2.00E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 2.00E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 2.00E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 2.10E‐11 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 2.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 2.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 2.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.10E‐11 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 2.10E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 2.10E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 2.10E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 2.10E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.10E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 2.10E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 2.10E‐11 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 2.20E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 2.20E‐11 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 2.20E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 2.20E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.20E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 2.20E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 2.20E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.20E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.20E‐11 0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.20E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.20E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 2.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.30E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 2.30E‐11 ‐0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 2.30E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.30E‐11 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 2.30E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.30E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 2.30E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.30E‐11 ‐0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 2.30E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.40E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 2.40E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.40E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 2.40E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 2.40E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 2.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.40E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 2.40E‐11 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.40E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.50E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 2.50E‐11 ‐0.33 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 2.50E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.50E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 2.50E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 2.50E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.50E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 2.50E‐11 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 2.60E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 2.60E‐11 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 2.60E‐11 ‐0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 2.60E‐11 ‐0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.60E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 2.60E‐11 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.60E‐11 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 2.60E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 2.60E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 2.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 2.60E‐11 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 2.60E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.60E‐11 ‐0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 2.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 2.70E‐11 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 2.70E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 2.70E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.70E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 2.70E‐11 0.75 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 2.70E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.70E‐11 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 2.70E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 2.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 2.80E‐11 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 2.80E‐11 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 2.80E‐11 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 2.80E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 2.80E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 2.80E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 2.80E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 2.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 2.80E‐11 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.80E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.80E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 2.80E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 2.80E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 2.80E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 2.90E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.90E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 2.90E‐11 0.33 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 2.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 2.90E‐11 0.72 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 2.90E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 2.90E‐11 ‐0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 2.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 2.90E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 2.90E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.90E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 2.90E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 3.00E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 3.00E‐11 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 3.00E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 3.00E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 3.00E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 3.10E‐11 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 3.10E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 3.10E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 3.10E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 3.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 3.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 3.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 3.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 3.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 3.10E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 3.20E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 3.20E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 3.20E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 3.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 3.20E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 3.20E‐11 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 3.20E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 3.20E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 3.20E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 3.20E‐11 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 3.20E‐11 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 3.30E‐11 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 3.30E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 3.30E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 3.30E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.30E‐11 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 3.30E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 3.30E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 3.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 3.40E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 3.40E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 3.40E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 3.40E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 3.40E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 3.40E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 3.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 3.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 3.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 3.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 3.40E‐11 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 3.40E‐11 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 3.40E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 3.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 3.40E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 3.40E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 3.50E‐11 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 3.50E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 3.60E‐11 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 3.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 3.60E‐11 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.60E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 3.60E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 3.60E‐11 0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 3.60E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 3.70E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 3.70E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 3.70E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 3.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 3.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 3.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 3.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 3.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 3.70E‐11 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 3.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 3.70E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 3.70E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 3.70E‐11 0.35 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 3.80E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 3.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 3.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 3.80E‐11 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.80E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 3.80E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 3.80E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 3.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 3.90E‐11 ‐0.58 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 3.90E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 3.90E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 3.90E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 3.90E‐11 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.90E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 3.90E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 3.90E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 4.00E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 4.00E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 4.00E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 4.00E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 4.10E‐11 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 4.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 4.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.10E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 4.10E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 4.10E‐11 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 4.10E‐11 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 4.10E‐11 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 4.10E‐11 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 4.10E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 4.20E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 4.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 4.20E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 4.30E‐11 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 4.30E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 4.30E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.30E‐11 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 4.30E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 4.30E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 4.30E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 4.30E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 4.30E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 4.30E‐11 0.29 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 4.40E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 4.40E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 4.40E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 4.40E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 4.40E‐11 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 4.50E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 4.50E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 4.50E‐11 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 4.50E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 4.60E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 4.60E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 4.60E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 4.70E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 4.70E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.70E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 4.70E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 4.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 4.70E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 4.70E‐11 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 4.70E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 4.80E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 4.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 4.80E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 4.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 4.80E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 4.80E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 4.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 4.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 4.90E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 4.90E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 4.90E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 4.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 4.90E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 4.90E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 5.00E‐11 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 5.00E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 5.10E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 5.10E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 5.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 5.10E‐11 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 5.10E‐11 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 5.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 5.20E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 5.20E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 5.20E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 5.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 5.20E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 5.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 5.20E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 5.20E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 5.20E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 5.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 5.20E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 5.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 5.30E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 5.30E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 5.30E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 5.30E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 5.30E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 5.30E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 5.30E‐11 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 5.30E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 5.40E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 5.40E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 5.40E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 5.40E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 5.40E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 5.40E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 5.40E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 5.40E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 5.40E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 5.40E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 5.40E‐11 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 5.40E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 5.50E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 5.50E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 5.50E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 5.50E‐11 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 5.50E‐11 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 5.50E‐11 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 5.60E‐11 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 5.60E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 5.60E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 5.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 5.70E‐11 0.74 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 5.70E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 5.80E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 5.80E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 5.80E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 5.80E‐11 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 5.80E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 5.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 5.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 5.80E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 5.80E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 5.80E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 5.90E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 5.90E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 5.90E‐11 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 5.90E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 5.90E‐11 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17143598_G_A_b37 rs10962884 5.90E‐11 1.1 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.90E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 6.00E‐11 0.28 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 6.00E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 6.10E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 6.10E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 6.20E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 6.20E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 6.20E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 6.20E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 6.30E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 6.30E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 6.30E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 6.30E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 6.30E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 6.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 6.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 6.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 6.40E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 6.40E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 6.40E‐11 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 6.40E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 6.40E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 6.40E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 6.40E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 6.40E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 6.40E‐11 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 6.50E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 6.50E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 6.50E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 6.60E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 6.60E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 6.60E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 6.60E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 6.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 6.70E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 6.70E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 6.70E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 6.70E‐11 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 6.70E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 6.80E‐11 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 6.80E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 6.80E‐11 ‐0.37 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 6.80E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 6.80E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 6.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 6.80E‐11 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 6.80E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 6.80E‐11 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 6.90E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 6.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 7.00E‐11 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 7.00E‐11 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 7.00E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 7.00E‐11 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 7.00E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 7.00E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 7.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 7.10E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 7.10E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 7.10E‐11 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 7.20E‐11 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 7.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 7.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 7.20E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 7.20E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 7.30E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 7.30E‐11 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 7.30E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 7.30E‐11 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 7.30E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 7.30E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 7.40E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 7.40E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 7.40E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 7.40E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 7.40E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 7.50E‐11 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 7.50E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 7.60E‐11 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 7.70E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 7.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 7.80E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 7.80E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 7.90E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 7.90E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 7.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 7.90E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 7.90E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 7.90E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 8.00E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 8.00E‐11 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 8.10E‐11 ‐0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 8.10E‐11 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 8.10E‐11 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 8.10E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 8.10E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 8.10E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 8.10E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 8.10E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 8.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 8.20E‐11 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 8.20E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 8.20E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 8.20E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 8.20E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 8.20E‐11 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 8.30E‐11 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 8.30E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 8.30E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 8.30E‐11 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 8.30E‐11 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 8.40E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 8.40E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 8.40E‐11 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 8.40E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 8.50E‐11 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 8.50E‐11 ‐0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 8.60E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 8.60E‐11 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 8.70E‐11 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 8.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 8.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 8.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 8.80E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 8.80E‐11 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 8.80E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 8.90E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 8.90E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 8.90E‐11 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 9.00E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 9.00E‐11 0.41 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 9.10E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 9.10E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 9.10E‐11 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 9.10E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 9.20E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 9.20E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 9.30E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 9.30E‐11 0.7 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 9.30E‐11 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 9.40E‐11 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 9.50E‐11 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 9.50E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 9.50E‐11 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 9.60E‐11 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 9.70E‐11 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 9.70E‐11 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 9.70E‐11 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 9.70E‐11 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 9.70E‐11 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 9.80E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 9.80E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 9.90E‐11 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 9.90E‐11 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 9.90E‐11 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 9.90E‐11 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.00E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.00E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 1.00E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.00E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.00E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.00E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.00E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 1.00E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 1.00E‐10 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.00E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 1.00E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.00E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.00E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.00E‐10 0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.10E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 1.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 1.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.10E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.10E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.10E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 1.10E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.10E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.10E‐10 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.10E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.10E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 1.10E‐10 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 1.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.10E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.10E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.10E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.10E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.10E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.10E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 1.20E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.20E‐10 ‐0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 1.20E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.20E‐10 0.4 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.20E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 1.20E‐10 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.20E‐10 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.20E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.20E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.20E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 1.20E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.20E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 1.20E‐10 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.20E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 1.20E‐10 ‐0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.20E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.20E‐10 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 1.20E‐10 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 1.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 1.20E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 1.20E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.20E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.20E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 1.20E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.20E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 1.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 1.30E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 1.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 1.30E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.30E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 1.30E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.30E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.30E‐10 ‐0.32 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 1.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.30E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.30E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 1.30E‐10 0.6 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.30E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.30E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.30E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.30E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.30E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 1.30E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.30E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 1.30E‐10 0.31 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.30E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.30E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 1.30E‐10 ‐0.58 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.30E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.30E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.30E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 1.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.30E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 1.40E‐10 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.40E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 1.40E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.40E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.40E‐10 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.40E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.40E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 1.40E‐10 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.40E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 1.40E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.40E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 1.40E‐10 0.73 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.40E‐10 0.4 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.40E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 1.40E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.40E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.40E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.40E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.40E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.50E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.50E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 1.50E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.50E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 1.50E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.50E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.50E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 1.50E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.50E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 1.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.50E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.60E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 1.60E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.60E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.60E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.60E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.60E‐10 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 1.60E‐10 0.69 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.60E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 1.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.60E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 1.60E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 1.60E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.60E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.60E‐10 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.70E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.70E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 1.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 1.70E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.70E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 1.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 1.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 1.70E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.70E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.70E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.70E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.70E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 1.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.70E‐10 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.70E‐10 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.70E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.70E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.70E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 1.70E‐10 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 1.70E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 1.80E‐10 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.80E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.80E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.80E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 1.80E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 1.80E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.80E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.80E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 1.80E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 1.80E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.80E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.80E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.80E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.80E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.80E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 1.80E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 1.80E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 1.90E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.90E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.90E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 1.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.90E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 1.90E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 1.90E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.90E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.90E‐10 0.34 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 1.90E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.90E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.90E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.90E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.90E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 1.90E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 1.90E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.90E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 1.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 1.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.90E‐10 0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 2.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 2.00E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.00E‐10 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 2.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 2.00E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 2.00E‐10 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 2.00E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 2.00E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 2.00E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 2.00E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.00E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 2.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 2.00E‐10 0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 2.10E‐10 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 2.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 2.10E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 2.10E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 2.10E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 2.10E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 2.10E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.10E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.10E‐10 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 2.10E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.10E‐10 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 2.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 2.10E‐10 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 2.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 2.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.10E‐10 0.33 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.10E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 2.10E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 2.10E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 2.10E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.20E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 2.20E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.20E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 2.20E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 2.20E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.20E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 2.20E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 2.20E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 2.20E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 2.20E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 2.20E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 2.20E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.20E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.20E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 2.20E‐10 0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 2.20E‐10 0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 2.20E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.20E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.20E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 2.20E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 2.20E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 2.20E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.20E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 2.30E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 2.30E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 2.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 2.30E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 2.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.30E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.30E‐10 0.4 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 2.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 2.30E‐10 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 2.30E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 2.30E‐10 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 2.30E‐10 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 2.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 2.40E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 2.40E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.40E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.40E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 2.40E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 2.40E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 2.40E‐10 ‐0.51 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 2.40E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.40E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 2.40E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 2.40E‐10 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 2.40E‐10 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 2.40E‐10 ‐0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.40E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 2.50E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 2.50E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 2.50E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 2.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 2.50E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 2.50E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.50E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.50E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 2.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 2.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 2.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.50E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 2.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 2.50E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 2.50E‐10 ‐0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 2.60E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 2.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 2.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 2.60E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 2.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 2.60E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 2.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 2.60E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.60E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 2.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 2.60E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 2.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.60E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 2.70E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 2.70E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 2.70E‐10 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.70E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.70E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.70E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.70E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.70E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.70E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 2.70E‐10 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.70E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 2.70E‐10 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 2.70E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 2.70E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.70E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 2.70E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 2.70E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.70E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.70E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 2.80E‐10 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 2.80E‐10 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 2.80E‐10 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.80E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.80E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 2.80E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 2.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 2.80E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.90E‐10 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 2.90E‐10 ‐0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.90E‐10 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.90E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 2.90E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 2.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 2.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 2.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 2.90E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.90E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 2.90E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.90E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 3.00E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 3.00E‐10 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 3.00E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 3.00E‐10 0.3 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 3.00E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 3.00E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 3.00E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 3.00E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 3.00E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 3.00E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 3.00E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 3.00E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.00E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 3.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 3.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 3.10E‐10 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 3.10E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.10E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 3.10E‐10 0.33 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 3.10E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 3.10E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 3.10E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 3.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 3.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 3.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 3.10E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 3.10E‐10 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 3.20E‐10 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 3.20E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 3.20E‐10 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 3.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 3.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 3.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 3.20E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 3.20E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 3.20E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 3.20E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 3.20E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 3.20E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 3.20E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 3.20E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 3.20E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 3.30E‐10 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 3.30E‐10 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 3.30E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 3.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 3.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 3.30E‐10 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 3.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 3.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 3.30E‐10 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 3.30E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 3.40E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 3.40E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 3.40E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 3.40E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 3.40E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 3.40E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 3.40E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.50E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 3.50E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 3.50E‐10 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 3.50E‐10 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 3.50E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 3.50E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 3.50E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 3.50E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 3.50E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 3.60E‐10 0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 3.60E‐10 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 3.60E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 3.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 3.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 3.60E‐10 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 3.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 3.70E‐10 0.71 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 3.70E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.70E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 3.70E‐10 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 3.70E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 3.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 3.70E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 3.70E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 3.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 3.80E‐10 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.80E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 3.80E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 3.80E‐10 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 3.80E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17143153_T_C_b37 rs35311962 3.90E‐10 ‐0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 3.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 3.90E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 3.90E‐10 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 3.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 3.90E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 4.00E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 4.00E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 4.00E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 4.00E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 4.00E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 4.00E‐10 0.34 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 4.00E‐10 ‐0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 4.00E‐10 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.00E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 4.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 4.00E‐10 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 4.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 4.00E‐10 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 4.10E‐10 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 4.10E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 4.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 4.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 4.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 4.10E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 4.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 4.10E‐10 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 4.10E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 4.10E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 4.10E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 4.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.10E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 4.10E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 4.20E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987832_A_T_b37 rs985799 4.20E‐10 0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 4.20E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 4.20E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 4.20E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 4.20E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 4.20E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 4.20E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 4.20E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 4.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 4.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 4.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 4.20E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 4.20E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 4.20E‐10 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 4.20E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.20E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 4.20E‐10 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 4.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 4.30E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 4.30E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 4.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 4.30E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 4.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 4.30E‐10 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 4.40E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 4.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 4.40E‐10 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 4.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 4.40E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 4.40E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 4.50E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.50E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 4.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 4.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 4.50E‐10 0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 4.50E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 4.50E‐10 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 4.60E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 4.60E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 4.60E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 4.60E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 4.60E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 4.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 4.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 4.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 4.60E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 4.60E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 4.60E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 4.60E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 4.60E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.60E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 4.70E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 4.70E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 4.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 4.80E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 4.80E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 4.80E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 4.80E‐10 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 4.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 4.80E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.90E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.90E‐10 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 4.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.90E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 4.90E‐10 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 4.90E‐10 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 5.00E‐10 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 5.00E‐10 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 5.00E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 5.00E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 5.00E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 5.00E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 5.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 5.00E‐10 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 5.00E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 5.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 5.10E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 5.10E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 5.10E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 5.10E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 5.20E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 5.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 5.20E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 5.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 5.20E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 5.20E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 5.20E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 5.20E‐10 0.5 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 5.20E‐10 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 5.20E‐10 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 5.20E‐10 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 5.20E‐10 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 5.20E‐10 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 5.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 5.20E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 5.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 5.30E‐10 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 5.30E‐10 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 5.30E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 5.30E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 5.30E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 5.30E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 5.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 5.30E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 5.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 5.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 5.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 5.30E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 5.40E‐10 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 5.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 5.40E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 5.40E‐10 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 5.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 5.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 5.40E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 5.50E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 5.50E‐10 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 5.50E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 5.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 5.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 5.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 5.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 5.60E‐10 0.33 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 5.60E‐10 ‐0.31 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 5.60E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 5.60E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 5.70E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 5.70E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 5.70E‐10 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 5.70E‐10 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 5.70E‐10 0.53 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 5.70E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 5.70E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 5.70E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 5.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 5.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 5.70E‐10 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 5.70E‐10 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 5.80E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 5.80E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 5.80E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 5.80E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 5.90E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 5.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 5.90E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 5.90E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 5.90E‐10 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 5.90E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 5.90E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 5.90E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 5.90E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 5.90E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 5.90E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 5.90E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 5.90E‐10 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 5.90E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.90E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 6.00E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 6.00E‐10 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 6.00E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 6.00E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135115_C_T_b37 rs41306071 6.00E‐10 ‐0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 6.00E‐10 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 6.00E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 6.00E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 6.00E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 6.10E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 6.10E‐10 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 6.20E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 6.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 6.20E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 6.20E‐10 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 6.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 6.20E‐10 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 6.20E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 6.20E‐10 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 6.20E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 6.20E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 6.20E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 6.30E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 6.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 6.30E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 6.30E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 6.30E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 6.30E‐10 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 6.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 6.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 6.40E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 6.40E‐10 0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 6.40E‐10 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 6.50E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 6.50E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 6.50E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 6.50E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 6.50E‐10 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 6.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 6.50E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 6.50E‐10 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 6.50E‐10 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 6.50E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 6.50E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 6.50E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 6.60E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 6.60E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 6.60E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 6.60E‐10 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 6.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 6.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 6.60E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 6.70E‐10 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 6.70E‐10 0.57 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 6.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 6.70E‐10 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 6.70E‐10 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 6.70E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 6.70E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 6.80E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 6.80E‐10 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 6.90E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 6.90E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 7.00E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 7.00E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17095076_T_C_b37 rs34760530 7.00E‐10 ‐0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 7.00E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 7.00E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 7.00E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 7.00E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 7.00E‐10 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111999_G_A_b37 rs35376870 7.00E‐10 ‐0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 7.00E‐10 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 7.10E‐10 0.56 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 7.10E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 7.10E‐10 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 7.10E‐10 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 7.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 7.10E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 7.20E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 7.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 7.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 7.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 7.20E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 7.30E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 7.30E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 7.30E‐10 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 7.30E‐10 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 7.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 7.30E‐10 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 7.40E‐10 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 7.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 7.40E‐10 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 7.40E‐10 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 7.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 7.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 7.50E‐10 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 7.50E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 7.50E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 7.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 7.60E‐10 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 7.70E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 7.70E‐10 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 7.70E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 7.70E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 7.80E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 7.80E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 7.80E‐10 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 7.80E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 7.80E‐10 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 7.80E‐10 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 7.90E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 7.90E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 7.90E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 7.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 7.90E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 7.90E‐10 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 7.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 7.90E‐10 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 7.90E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 7.90E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 7.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 8.00E‐10 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 8.00E‐10 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 8.00E‐10 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 8.10E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 8.10E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 8.10E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 8.10E‐10 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 8.20E‐10 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 8.20E‐10 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 8.20E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 8.20E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 8.20E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 8.30E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 8.30E‐10 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 8.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 8.40E‐10 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 8.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 8.40E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 8.40E‐10 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 8.40E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 8.50E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 8.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 8.50E‐10 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 8.50E‐10 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 8.50E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 8.50E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 8.50E‐10 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 8.50E‐10 0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 8.50E‐10 0.65 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 8.60E‐10 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 8.70E‐10 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 8.70E‐10 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 8.70E‐10 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 8.70E‐10 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 8.70E‐10 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 8.80E‐10 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 8.80E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 8.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 8.90E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 8.90E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 8.90E‐10 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 9.00E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 9.10E‐10 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 9.10E‐10 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 9.10E‐10 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 9.10E‐10 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 9.10E‐10 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 9.10E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 9.10E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 9.20E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 9.20E‐10 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 9.20E‐10 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 9.20E‐10 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 9.30E‐10 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 9.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 9.30E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 9.30E‐10 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 9.30E‐10 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 9.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 9.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 9.40E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 9.50E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 9.50E‐10 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 9.50E‐10 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 9.60E‐10 ‐0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 9.60E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 9.60E‐10 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 9.60E‐10 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 9.70E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 9.70E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 9.70E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 9.70E‐10 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 9.80E‐10 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 9.80E‐10 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 9.80E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 9.80E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 9.80E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 9.80E‐10 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 9.80E‐10 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 9.80E‐10 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 9.80E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 9.80E‐10 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 9.80E‐10 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 9.80E‐10 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 9.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 9.90E‐10 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 9.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 9.90E‐10 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 1.00E‐09 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 1.00E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.00E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.00E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.00E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.00E‐09 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 1.00E‐09 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.00E‐09 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 1.00E‐09 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.00E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.00E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 1.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.00E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.00E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.00E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.00E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 1.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 1.00E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 1.00E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.10E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.10E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.10E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.10E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 1.10E‐09 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 1.10E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 1.10E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.10E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.10E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.10E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 1.10E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.10E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.10E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 1.10E‐09 ‐0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.10E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.10E‐09 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 1.10E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 1.10E‐09 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 1.10E‐09 0.66 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.10E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 1.10E‐09 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.10E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 1.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 1.10E‐09 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.10E‐09 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.10E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.10E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.10E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 1.10E‐09 0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 1.10E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 1.10E‐09 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 1.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.10E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.10E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 1.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 1.10E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 1.20E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.20E‐09 ‐0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.20E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 1.20E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 1.20E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.20E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 1.20E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.20E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.20E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.20E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.20E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.20E‐09 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 1.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.20E‐09 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.20E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.20E‐09 ‐0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.20E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 1.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.20E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.20E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 1.20E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 1.20E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 1.20E‐09 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.20E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.20E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.20E‐09 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.20E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.20E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.20E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 1.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.20E‐09 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.20E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 1.20E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.20E‐09 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 1.20E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.20E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 1.30E‐09 ‐0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.30E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 1.30E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 1.30E‐09 0.38 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.30E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.30E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 1.30E‐09 0.68 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.30E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.30E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 1.30E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.30E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 1.30E‐09 ‐0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 1.30E‐09 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.30E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 1.30E‐09 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 1.30E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.30E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.30E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 1.30E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 1.30E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.30E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.30E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 1.30E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 1.30E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.30E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.30E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 1.30E‐09 ‐0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 1.30E‐09 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.30E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 1.30E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.40E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.40E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.40E‐09 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.40E‐09 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.40E‐09 0.49 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.40E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 1.40E‐09 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.40E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 1.40E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 1.40E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 1.40E‐09 ‐0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.40E‐09 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.40E‐09 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.40E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.40E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 1.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 1.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.40E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.40E‐09 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.40E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 1.40E‐09 0.25 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.40E‐09 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.40E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.40E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 1.40E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.50E‐09 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.50E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.50E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.50E‐09 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 1.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.50E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 1.50E‐09 0.27 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.50E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.50E‐09 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.50E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.50E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 1.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.50E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 1.50E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 1.50E‐09 0.23 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 1.50E‐09 0.62 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.50E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.60E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 1.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 1.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.60E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.60E‐09 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.60E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.60E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 1.60E‐09 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.60E‐09 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 1.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.60E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.60E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.60E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.60E‐09 ‐0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 1.60E‐09 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 1.60E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.60E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 1.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 1.70E‐09 0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 1.70E‐09 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.70E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.70E‐09 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 1.70E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 1.70E‐09 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.70E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 1.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 1.70E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.70E‐09 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 1.70E‐09 0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 1.70E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.70E‐09 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.70E‐09 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 1.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 1.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 1.80E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.80E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 1.80E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 1.80E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 1.80E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.80E‐09 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 1.80E‐09 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.80E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 1.80E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.80E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.80E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.80E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 1.80E‐09 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 1.80E‐09 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.80E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.80E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 1.80E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 1.80E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 1.80E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 1.80E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.80E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 1.80E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 1.80E‐09 0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 1.80E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.80E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.90E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.90E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.90E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 1.90E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.90E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 1.90E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.90E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.90E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 1.90E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.90E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 1.90E‐09 0.6 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.90E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.90E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.90E‐09 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.90E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.90E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 1.90E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.90E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 1.90E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 1.90E‐09 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.90E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.90E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 1.90E‐09 ‐0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 2.00E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 2.00E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 2.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 2.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 2.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 2.00E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.00E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 2.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.00E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.00E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 2.00E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 2.00E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 2.00E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 2.00E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 2.00E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.00E‐09 0.39 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.00E‐09 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.00E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.00E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17050875_T_C_b37 rs400885 2.10E‐09 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 2.10E‐09 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 2.10E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.10E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.10E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 2.10E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.10E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 2.10E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 2.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 2.10E‐09 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 2.10E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 2.10E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 2.10E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 2.10E‐09 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 2.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 2.10E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 2.10E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.10E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 2.10E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 2.10E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 2.10E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.10E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 2.10E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 2.10E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 2.10E‐09 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 2.10E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 2.10E‐09 0.3 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 2.10E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 2.10E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.20E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.20E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 2.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 2.20E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 2.20E‐09 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.20E‐09 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 2.20E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 2.20E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126496_C_T_b37 rs35060066 2.20E‐09 ‐0.52 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 2.20E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.20E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 2.20E‐09 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.20E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 2.20E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 2.30E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.30E‐09 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.30E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 2.30E‐09 ‐0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 2.30E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 2.30E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 2.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 2.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.30E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 2.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 2.30E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 2.30E‐09 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 2.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.30E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 2.30E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.40E‐09 0.48 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.40E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.40E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 2.40E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 2.40E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 2.40E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 2.40E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 2.40E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 2.40E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 2.40E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 2.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.40E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 2.40E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 2.40E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 2.40E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 2.40E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 2.40E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 2.40E‐09 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 2.40E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.40E‐09 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.40E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 2.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 2.50E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 2.50E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 2.50E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 2.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.50E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 2.50E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 2.50E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.50E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 2.50E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 2.50E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 2.50E‐09 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.50E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 2.50E‐09 0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 2.50E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 2.50E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 2.50E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 2.50E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 2.50E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 2.50E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 2.50E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 2.50E‐09 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.50E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 2.50E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 2.50E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 2.50E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 2.50E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 2.50E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 2.60E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 2.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 2.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 2.60E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 2.60E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 2.60E‐09 0.55 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 2.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 2.60E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 2.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.60E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.60E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 2.60E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 2.60E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 2.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 2.60E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.60E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 2.60E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.60E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.60E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 2.60E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.70E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 2.70E‐09 ‐0.47 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 2.70E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 2.70E‐09 0.49 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.70E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 2.70E‐09 0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 2.70E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 2.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 2.70E‐09 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 2.70E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 2.70E‐09 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 2.70E‐09 ‐0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 2.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 2.70E‐09 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.70E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 2.80E‐09 ‐0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 2.80E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 2.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 2.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 2.80E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 2.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 2.80E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 2.80E‐09 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.80E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.80E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.80E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 2.80E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.80E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 2.80E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.80E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 2.80E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.80E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 2.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 2.90E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 2.90E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 2.90E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 2.90E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 2.90E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.90E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 2.90E‐09 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.90E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 2.90E‐09 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.90E‐09 ‐0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 2.90E‐09 ‐0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 2.90E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.90E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.90E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 2.90E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 2.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 2.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.90E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 2.90E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 2.90E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 3.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 3.00E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 3.00E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 3.00E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 3.00E‐09 0.32 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 3.00E‐09 ‐0.48 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 3.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 3.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 3.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 3.00E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 3.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 3.00E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 3.10E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 3.10E‐09 ‐0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 3.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.10E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 3.10E‐09 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 3.10E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 3.10E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.10E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 3.10E‐09 ‐0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 3.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 3.20E‐09 0.52 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 3.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 3.20E‐09 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 3.20E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 3.20E‐09 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 3.20E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 3.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.20E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 3.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 3.30E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 3.30E‐09 ‐0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 3.30E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 3.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 3.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 3.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 3.30E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 3.30E‐09 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 3.30E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 3.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 3.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 3.40E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 3.40E‐09 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 3.40E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 3.40E‐09 ‐0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 3.40E‐09 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 3.40E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 3.40E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 3.40E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 3.40E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 3.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 3.40E‐09 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 3.50E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 3.50E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 3.50E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 3.50E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 3.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 3.50E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 3.60E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 3.60E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 3.60E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 3.60E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 3.60E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 3.60E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 3.60E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 3.60E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 3.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 3.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 3.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 3.60E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 3.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 3.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 3.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 3.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 3.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 3.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 3.60E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 3.60E‐09 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 3.60E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 3.60E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 3.60E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 3.60E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 3.60E‐09 0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 3.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 3.70E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 3.70E‐09 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 3.80E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.80E‐09 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.80E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 3.80E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 3.80E‐09 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 3.80E‐09 0.61 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 3.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 3.80E‐09 ‐0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.80E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 3.80E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 3.80E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 3.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 3.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 3.80E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 3.80E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 3.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.80E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 3.80E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 3.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 3.90E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 3.90E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 3.90E‐09 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 3.90E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 3.90E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067473_A_G_b37 rs36076722 3.90E‐09 ‐0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 3.90E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 3.90E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 3.90E‐09 0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 3.90E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 3.90E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 3.90E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 4.00E‐09 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 4.00E‐09 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 4.00E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 4.00E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 4.00E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 4.00E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.10E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 4.10E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 4.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 4.10E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 4.10E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 4.10E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 4.10E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 4.10E‐09 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 4.20E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 4.20E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 4.20E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 4.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 4.20E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 4.20E‐09 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 4.20E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 4.20E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 4.30E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 4.30E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 4.30E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 4.30E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 4.30E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.30E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 4.30E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.30E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 4.30E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.30E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 4.30E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 4.30E‐09 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 4.30E‐09 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 4.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 4.40E‐09 ‐0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 4.40E‐09 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 4.40E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 4.40E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 4.40E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 4.40E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 4.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 4.40E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 4.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 4.50E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 4.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 4.50E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 4.50E‐09 0.26 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 4.50E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 4.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 4.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 4.50E‐09 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 4.50E‐09 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 4.60E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 4.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 4.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 4.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 4.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 4.60E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 4.60E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 4.60E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 4.60E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 4.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 4.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 4.60E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 4.70E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.70E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 4.70E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 4.70E‐09 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 4.70E‐09 ‐0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 4.70E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 4.70E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 4.70E‐09 0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 4.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 4.80E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 4.80E‐09 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 4.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 4.80E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 4.80E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 4.80E‐09 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.80E‐09 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 4.80E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 4.80E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 4.80E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 4.80E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 4.90E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 4.90E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 4.90E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 4.90E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 4.90E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 4.90E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 4.90E‐09 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 4.90E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 4.90E‐09 0.34 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 4.90E‐09 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 5.00E‐09 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 5.00E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 5.00E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 5.00E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 5.00E‐09 0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 5.00E‐09 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 5.00E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 5.00E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 5.00E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 5.00E‐09 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 5.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 5.00E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 5.00E‐09 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 5.10E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.10E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 5.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 5.10E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 5.10E‐09 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 5.10E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 5.10E‐09 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 5.10E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 5.10E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 5.10E‐09 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 5.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 5.20E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 5.20E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 5.20E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 5.20E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 5.20E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 5.20E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 5.20E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 5.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 5.20E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 5.20E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 5.20E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 5.20E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 5.20E‐09 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 5.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 5.30E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 5.30E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 5.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 5.30E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 5.30E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 5.30E‐09 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 5.30E‐09 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 5.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 5.30E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 5.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 5.30E‐09 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 5.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 5.40E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 5.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 5.40E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 5.40E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 5.50E‐09 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 5.50E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 5.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 5.50E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 5.50E‐09 0.48 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 5.60E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 5.60E‐09 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 5.60E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 5.60E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 5.60E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 5.60E‐09 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 5.60E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 5.60E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 5.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135443_T_C_b37 rs111496959 5.60E‐09 ‐0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 5.60E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 5.70E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 5.70E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 5.70E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 5.70E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 5.70E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 5.80E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 5.80E‐09 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 5.80E‐09 ‐0.49 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 5.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 5.80E‐09 0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 5.90E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 5.90E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 5.90E‐09 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 5.90E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 5.90E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 5.90E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 5.90E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 5.90E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 5.90E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 5.90E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 6.00E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 6.00E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 6.00E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 6.00E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 6.00E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 6.00E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 6.10E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 6.10E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 6.10E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 6.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 6.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 6.20E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 6.20E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 6.20E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 6.20E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 6.30E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 6.30E‐09 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 6.30E‐09 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 6.30E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.30E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 6.30E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 6.30E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 6.30E‐09 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 6.30E‐09 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 6.40E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 6.40E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 6.40E‐09 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 6.40E‐09 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 6.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 6.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 6.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 6.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 6.50E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116411_C_T_b37 rs35979939 6.50E‐09 ‐0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 6.50E‐09 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 6.50E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 6.50E‐09 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 6.50E‐09 0.64 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 6.50E‐09 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 6.50E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 6.50E‐09 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 6.50E‐09 0.26 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 6.60E‐09 ‐0.43 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 6.60E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 6.60E‐09 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 6.60E‐09 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 6.60E‐09 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 6.60E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 6.60E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 6.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 6.70E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 6.70E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 6.70E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 6.70E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 6.70E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 6.70E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 6.70E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 6.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 6.70E‐09 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 6.70E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 6.70E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 6.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 6.80E‐09 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 6.80E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 6.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 6.90E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 6.90E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 6.90E‐09 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 6.90E‐09 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 6.90E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 6.90E‐09 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 6.90E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 6.90E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 7.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 7.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 7.00E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 7.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 7.10E‐09 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 7.10E‐09 ‐0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 7.10E‐09 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 7.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092997_T_C_b37 rs13297390 7.10E‐09 ‐0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 7.10E‐09 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 7.20E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 7.20E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 7.20E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 7.20E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 7.20E‐09 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 7.20E‐09 ‐0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 7.30E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 7.30E‐09 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 7.40E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 7.40E‐09 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 7.40E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 7.40E‐09 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 7.40E‐09 ‐0.35 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 7.40E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 7.40E‐09 0.29 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 7.40E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 7.40E‐09 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069448_A_T_b37 rs79707047 7.40E‐09 ‐0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 7.40E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 7.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 7.50E‐09 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 7.50E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 7.50E‐09 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 7.50E‐09 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 7.50E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 7.50E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 7.50E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 7.50E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 7.50E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 7.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 7.50E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 7.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 7.60E‐09 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 7.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 7.60E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 7.60E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 7.60E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 7.60E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 7.60E‐09 ‐0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 7.70E‐09 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 7.70E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 7.70E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 7.70E‐09 0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 7.70E‐09 0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 7.70E‐09 ‐0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 7.70E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 7.70E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 7.70E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 7.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 7.80E‐09 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 7.80E‐09 0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 7.80E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 7.80E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 7.80E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 7.80E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 7.80E‐09 ‐0.49 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 7.80E‐09 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 7.90E‐09 0.29 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 7.90E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 7.90E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 7.90E‐09 ‐0.48 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 8.00E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 8.00E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 8.00E‐09 0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 8.00E‐09 0.38 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 8.00E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 8.00E‐09 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 8.00E‐09 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 8.00E‐09 0.44 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 8.10E‐09 0.26 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 8.10E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 8.10E‐09 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 8.10E‐09 0.54 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 8.10E‐09 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 8.10E‐09 0.63 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 8.10E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 8.20E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 8.20E‐09 0.26 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 8.20E‐09 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 8.20E‐09 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 8.20E‐09 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 8.20E‐09 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 8.20E‐09 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 8.30E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 8.30E‐09 0.27 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 8.30E‐09 0.32 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 8.30E‐09 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 8.30E‐09 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 8.40E‐09 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 8.40E‐09 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 8.40E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 8.40E‐09 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 8.50E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 8.50E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 8.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 8.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 8.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 8.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 8.50E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 8.50E‐09 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 8.50E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 8.50E‐09 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 8.50E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 8.50E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 8.60E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 8.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 8.60E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 8.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051856_C_T_b37 rs13283842 8.60E‐09 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 8.70E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 8.70E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 8.70E‐09 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 8.70E‐09 ‐0.47 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 8.70E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 8.80E‐09 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 8.80E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 8.80E‐09 0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 8.80E‐09 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 8.80E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 8.80E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 8.90E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 8.90E‐09 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 8.90E‐09 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 9.00E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 9.10E‐09 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 9.10E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 9.10E‐09 ‐0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 9.10E‐09 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 9.10E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 9.20E‐09 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 9.20E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 9.20E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 9.20E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 9.20E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 9.20E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 9.20E‐09 0.33 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 9.30E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 9.30E‐09 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 9.30E‐09 0.26 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 9.30E‐09 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 9.30E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 9.30E‐09 0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 9.30E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 9.40E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 9.40E‐09 ‐0.61 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 9.40E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 9.40E‐09 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 9.40E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 9.40E‐09 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 9.40E‐09 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 9.40E‐09 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 9.50E‐09 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 9.50E‐09 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 9.60E‐09 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 9.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 9.60E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 9.60E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 9.60E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 9.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 9.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 9.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 9.60E‐09 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 9.60E‐09 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 9.60E‐09 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 9.60E‐09 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 9.80E‐09 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 9.80E‐09 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 9.80E‐09 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 9.80E‐09 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 9.80E‐09 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 9.90E‐09 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 9.90E‐09 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 9.90E‐09 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 1.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 1.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.00E‐08 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.00E‐08 0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.00E‐08 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.00E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 1.00E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 1.00E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.00E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.00E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.00E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.00E‐08 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.00E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.00E‐08 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.00E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.00E‐08 ‐0.22 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.00E‐08 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 1.10E‐08 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.10E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.10E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.10E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 1.10E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.10E‐08 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 1.10E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.10E‐08 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.10E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 1.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.10E‐08 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 1.10E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.10E‐08 0.42 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 1.10E‐08 0.46 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 1.10E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.10E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.10E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.10E‐08 ‐0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.10E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 1.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.10E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.10E‐08 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 1.10E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17165040_G_A_b37 rs34586990 1.10E‐08 ‐0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.20E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.20E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 1.20E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.20E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 1.20E‐08 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 1.20E‐08 0.3 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.20E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.20E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 1.20E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.20E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.20E‐08 0.2 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.20E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.20E‐08 0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.20E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 1.20E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 1.20E‐08 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 1.20E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 1.20E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 1.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 1.20E‐08 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.20E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 1.20E‐08 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.20E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.20E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 1.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.20E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.20E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.20E‐08 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17166074_A_G_b37 rs80115872 1.20E‐08 0.49 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 1.30E‐08 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.30E‐08 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.30E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 1.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 1.30E‐08 0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.30E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.30E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.30E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.30E‐08 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.30E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 1.30E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 1.30E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.30E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 1.30E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 1.30E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.30E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 1.30E‐08 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 1.30E‐08 0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 1.30E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.30E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.30E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 1.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 1.30E‐08 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987832_A_T_b37 rs985799 1.30E‐08 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.30E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 1.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 1.40E‐08 0.41 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.40E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.40E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 1.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 1.40E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.40E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.40E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.40E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 1.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 1.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.40E‐08 ‐0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.40E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 1.40E‐08 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.40E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.40E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 1.40E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17071162_A_C_b37 rs2129626 1.40E‐08 ‐0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.40E‐08 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 1.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 1.40E‐08 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.40E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 1.40E‐08 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.40E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.40E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.40E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.40E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 1.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 1.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 1.40E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.40E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 1.40E‐08 0.53 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 1.40E‐08 0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 1.40E‐08 0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 1.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 1.40E‐08 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 1.40E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.40E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.40E‐08 0.51 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 1.40E‐08 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 1.40E‐08 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.50E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.50E‐08 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17144679_G_A_b37 rs2774624 1.50E‐08 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 1.50E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112944_G_A_b37 rs35820984 1.50E‐08 ‐0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 1.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 1.50E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.50E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.50E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.50E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 1.50E‐08 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 1.50E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16991332_G_A_b37 rs10756851 1.50E‐08 ‐0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 1.50E‐08 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 1.50E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 1.50E‐08 ‐0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.50E‐08 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.50E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 1.50E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.50E‐08 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 1.60E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.60E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.60E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.60E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.60E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.60E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 1.60E‐08 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.60E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.60E‐08 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 1.60E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.60E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.60E‐08 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.60E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 1.60E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 1.60E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 1.60E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 1.60E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.60E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16999123_G_A_b37 rs379274 1.70E‐08 ‐0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.70E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 1.70E‐08 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 1.70E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.70E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.70E‐08 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 1.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.70E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 1.70E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.70E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.70E‐08 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 1.70E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.70E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 1.70E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 1.70E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.70E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 1.70E‐08 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 1.70E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 1.70E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 1.70E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.80E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 1.80E‐08 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055875_C_G_b37 rs10962836 1.80E‐08 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 1.80E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 1.80E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 1.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.80E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 1.80E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 1.80E‐08 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 1.80E‐08 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.80E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 1.80E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 1.80E‐08 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 1.80E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 1.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.90E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 1.90E‐08 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.90E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 1.90E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.90E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 1.90E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 1.90E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.90E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 1.90E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 1.90E‐08 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 1.90E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.90E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.90E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 2.00E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.00E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.00E‐08 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 2.00E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 2.00E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 2.00E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 2.00E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 2.00E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 2.00E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 2.00E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 2.00E‐08 0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 2.00E‐08 0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 2.00E‐08 0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 2.00E‐08 0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 2.00E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 2.00E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.00E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 2.00E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 2.00E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 2.00E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.00E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 2.10E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 2.10E‐08 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 2.10E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 2.10E‐08 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 2.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383792_T_C_b37 rs12341626 2.10E‐08 ‐0.34 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 2.10E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17094910_G_A_b37 rs117272243 2.10E‐08 0.57 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098123_C_A_b37 rs76945222 2.10E‐08 0.57 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17094241_C_CTTAG_b37 rs397789713 2.10E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 2.10E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 2.10E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.10E‐08 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 2.10E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 2.10E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.10E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 2.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.10E‐08 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 2.10E‐08 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 2.10E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 2.10E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 2.10E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.10E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 2.10E‐08 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 2.10E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 2.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 2.10E‐08 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 2.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 2.10E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.20E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 2.20E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 2.20E‐08 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 2.20E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 2.20E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 2.20E‐08 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 2.20E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 2.20E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 2.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 2.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 2.20E‐08 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 2.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 2.20E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 2.20E‐08 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 2.20E‐08 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.20E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 2.20E‐08 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.20E‐08 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 2.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.20E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 2.20E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 2.20E‐08 ‐0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 2.30E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 2.30E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.30E‐08 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 2.30E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 2.30E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.30E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 2.30E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.30E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 2.30E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 2.30E‐08 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 2.30E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.30E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 2.30E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.30E‐08 ‐0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 2.30E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.30E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 2.30E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 2.40E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.40E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 2.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 2.40E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 2.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 2.40E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 2.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 2.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 2.40E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 2.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 2.40E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 2.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17096203_A_G_b37 rs263605 2.40E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 2.50E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 2.50E‐08 0.31 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 2.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 2.50E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 2.50E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 2.50E‐08 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 2.50E‐08 0.51 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 2.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 2.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 2.50E‐08 0.59 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 2.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.50E‐08 0.22 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 2.50E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 2.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 2.50E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 2.50E‐08 ‐0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 2.50E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16991332_G_A_b37 rs10756851 2.50E‐08 ‐0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 2.50E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 2.50E‐08 0.37 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 2.50E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 2.50E‐08 0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 2.50E‐08 0.51 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 2.50E‐08 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 2.60E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.60E‐08 0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 2.60E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 2.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 2.60E‐08 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.60E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.60E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 2.60E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 2.60E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 2.60E‐08 0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.60E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 2.60E‐08 0.34 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 2.60E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.60E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 2.60E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 2.60E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.60E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.60E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 2.60E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 2.60E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 2.60E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 2.60E‐08 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 2.70E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 2.70E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 2.70E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 2.70E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.70E‐08 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16985629_C_T_b37 rs111417272 2.70E‐08 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 2.70E‐08 ‐0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 2.70E‐08 0.27 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 2.70E‐08 0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 2.70E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 2.70E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 2.80E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.80E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.80E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.80E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 2.80E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 2.80E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 2.80E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 2.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 2.80E‐08 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 2.80E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.80E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 2.90E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 2.90E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 2.90E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 2.90E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 2.90E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 2.90E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053372_A_G_b37 rs412695 2.90E‐08 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 2.90E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 2.90E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 2.90E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.90E‐08 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 2.90E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 2.90E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 2.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 2.90E‐08 0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.90E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.90E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.90E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 2.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 2.90E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 3.00E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.00E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 3.00E‐08 ‐0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 3.00E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 3.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.00E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 3.00E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.00E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 3.00E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 3.00E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 3.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 3.00E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 3.10E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 3.10E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 3.10E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 3.10E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 3.10E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 3.10E‐08 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 3.10E‐08 ‐0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.10E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 3.10E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 3.10E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 3.10E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 3.20E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 3.20E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 3.20E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 3.20E‐08 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 3.20E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 3.20E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 3.20E‐08 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 3.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 3.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 3.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 3.20E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 3.20E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 3.30E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 3.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 3.30E‐08 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 3.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 3.30E‐08 ‐0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 3.30E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 3.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 3.30E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 3.30E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 3.30E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 3.30E‐08 0.4 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.30E‐08 0.22 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17377629_C_A_b37 rs13285126 3.30E‐08 ‐0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 3.30E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 3.30E‐08 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 3.40E‐08 0.39 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 3.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 3.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 3.40E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 3.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 3.40E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 3.40E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 3.40E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 3.40E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 3.40E‐08 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 3.40E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 3.40E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.50E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 3.50E‐08 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 3.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 3.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.50E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 3.50E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 3.50E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 3.50E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 3.50E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 3.50E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 3.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 3.50E‐08 0.49 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 3.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 3.50E‐08 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092350_G_C_b37 rs263600 3.50E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 3.50E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 3.50E‐08 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 3.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 3.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 3.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383792_T_C_b37 rs12341626 3.60E‐08 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 3.60E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054337_T_C_b37 rs411013 3.60E‐08 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 3.60E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 3.60E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 3.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 3.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 3.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 3.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 3.60E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 3.60E‐08 0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 3.60E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 3.70E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 3.70E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 3.70E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 3.70E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.70E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 3.70E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 3.70E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 3.70E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 3.70E‐08 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 3.70E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 3.70E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 3.70E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 3.80E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 3.80E‐08 ‐0.59 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 3.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 3.80E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 3.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 3.80E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 3.80E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 3.80E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 3.80E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 3.80E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 3.80E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 3.80E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 3.80E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 3.80E‐08 0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.80E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989641_T_G_b37 rs10756850 3.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 3.90E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 3.90E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 3.90E‐08 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 3.90E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 3.90E‐08 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 3.90E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 3.90E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 3.90E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 3.90E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 3.90E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 4.00E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 4.00E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 4.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 4.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 4.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 4.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 4.00E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 4.00E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 4.00E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 4.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 4.10E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 4.10E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 4.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 4.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 4.10E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 4.10E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053557_G_A_b37 rs13294865 4.10E‐08 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 4.10E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 4.10E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 4.10E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 4.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 4.10E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 4.10E‐08 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 4.10E‐08 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 4.10E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 4.20E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 4.20E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17166074_A_G_b37 rs80115872 4.20E‐08 0.54 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 4.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 4.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 4.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 4.20E‐08 0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 4.20E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 4.20E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 4.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 4.20E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 4.20E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 4.30E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 4.30E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 4.30E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 4.30E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 4.30E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 4.30E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 4.30E‐08 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 4.30E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.30E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 4.30E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 4.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 4.30E‐08 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 4.30E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 4.30E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 4.30E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 4.30E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080071_C_T_b37 rs62558260 4.30E‐08 ‐0.49 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 4.40E‐08 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 4.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 4.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 4.40E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 4.40E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 4.40E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 4.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 4.40E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 4.40E‐08 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 4.40E‐08 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 4.40E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 4.40E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 4.40E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 4.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 4.50E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 4.50E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 4.50E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 4.50E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 4.50E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 4.50E‐08 0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 4.50E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 4.50E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 4.50E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 4.50E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 4.50E‐08 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 4.50E‐08 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.50E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.50E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 4.50E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 4.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 4.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 4.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 4.60E‐08 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 4.60E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 4.60E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 4.60E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 4.60E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 4.60E‐08 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 4.60E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 4.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 4.60E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 4.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 4.60E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 4.60E‐08 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 4.70E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 4.70E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 4.70E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 4.70E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 4.70E‐08 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 4.70E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 4.70E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 4.70E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 4.70E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 4.70E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 4.70E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 4.80E‐08 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 4.80E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 4.80E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 4.80E‐08 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 4.80E‐08 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 4.80E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 4.80E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 4.80E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 4.80E‐08 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 4.80E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 4.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 4.80E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 4.80E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 4.80E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 4.80E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 4.90E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 4.90E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 4.90E‐08 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 4.90E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 4.90E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 4.90E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 4.90E‐08 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 4.90E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 4.90E‐08 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 4.90E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 4.90E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 4.90E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 5.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 5.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 5.00E‐08 0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 5.00E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16986039_G_A_b37 rs10156640 5.00E‐08 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 5.00E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 5.00E‐08 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 5.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 5.00E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 5.00E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 5.00E‐08 ‐0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 5.00E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 5.00E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 5.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 5.10E‐08 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 5.10E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 5.10E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 5.10E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 5.10E‐08 ‐0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 5.10E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 5.10E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 5.10E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 5.10E‐08 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 5.10E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 5.10E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 5.10E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 5.10E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 5.10E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 5.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 5.20E‐08 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 5.20E‐08 0.27 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 5.20E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 5.20E‐08 0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 5.20E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 5.20E‐08 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 5.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 5.30E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 5.30E‐08 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 5.30E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 5.30E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 5.30E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 5.30E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 5.30E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 5.30E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383792_T_C_b37 rs12341626 5.30E‐08 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 5.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 5.30E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 5.40E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 5.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 5.40E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 5.40E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 5.40E‐08 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 5.40E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 5.40E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 5.40E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 5.40E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 5.40E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 5.40E‐08 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 5.40E‐08 0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 5.50E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 5.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 5.50E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 5.50E‐08 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 5.50E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 5.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001122_C_A_b37 rs182031 5.50E‐08 ‐0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 5.50E‐08 ‐0.28 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 5.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 5.60E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.60E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 5.60E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 5.60E‐08 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 5.60E‐08 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 5.60E‐08 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 5.60E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17167935_T_TG_b37 rs147698763 5.70E‐08 0.54 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 5.70E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 5.70E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 5.70E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 5.70E‐08 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 5.70E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 5.80E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 5.80E‐08 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 5.80E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 5.80E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 5.80E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 5.80E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 5.80E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 5.90E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 5.90E‐08 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 5.90E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 5.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 5.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 5.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 5.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 5.90E‐08 ‐0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 6.00E‐08 ‐0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 6.00E‐08 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070633_A_G_b37 rs2774633 6.00E‐08 ‐0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16985629_C_T_b37 rs111417272 6.00E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 6.00E‐08 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 6.00E‐08 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 6.00E‐08 0.26 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 6.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 6.00E‐08 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 6.00E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 6.00E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 6.10E‐08 0.45 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 6.10E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 6.10E‐08 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 6.10E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 6.10E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 6.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 6.20E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 6.20E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 6.20E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 6.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 6.20E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 6.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 6.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 6.30E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 6.30E‐08 0.59 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 6.30E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 6.40E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 6.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 6.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 6.40E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 6.40E‐08 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 6.40E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 6.40E‐08 ‐0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 6.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 6.40E‐08 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 6.40E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 6.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 6.50E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 6.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 6.50E‐08 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 6.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 6.50E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 6.50E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 6.50E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 6.50E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 6.50E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 6.50E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 6.50E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 6.60E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 6.60E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 6.60E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 6.60E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 6.60E‐08 0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 6.70E‐08 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 6.70E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 6.70E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 6.70E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 6.70E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 6.70E‐08 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 6.70E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 6.70E‐08 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 6.70E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 6.70E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 6.70E‐08 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 6.70E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 6.80E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 6.80E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 6.80E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 6.80E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 6.90E‐08 0.43 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 6.90E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 6.90E‐08 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 6.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.90E‐08 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.90E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 6.90E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 6.90E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 6.90E‐08 0.48 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 6.90E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 7.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 7.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 7.00E‐08 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 7.00E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 7.00E‐08 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 7.00E‐08 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 7.10E‐08 0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 7.10E‐08 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 7.10E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 7.10E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 7.20E‐08 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 7.20E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 7.20E‐08 ‐0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 7.20E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 7.20E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 7.20E‐08 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 7.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 7.30E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 7.30E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 7.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 7.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 7.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 7.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 7.30E‐08 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 7.30E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 7.30E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 7.40E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 7.40E‐08 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 7.40E‐08 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 7.40E‐08 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 7.40E‐08 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 7.40E‐08 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 7.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 7.40E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 7.40E‐08 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 7.40E‐08 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 7.40E‐08 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 7.40E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 7.50E‐08 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 7.50E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 7.50E‐08 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 7.50E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 7.50E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 7.60E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 7.60E‐08 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 7.60E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 7.60E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 7.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 7.60E‐08 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057642_C_T_b37 rs432048 7.60E‐08 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 7.60E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 7.60E‐08 0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 7.60E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 7.60E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 7.70E‐08 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 7.70E‐08 ‐0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 7.70E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 7.70E‐08 0.3 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 7.70E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 7.70E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 7.80E‐08 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 7.80E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 7.80E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 7.80E‐08 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 7.80E‐08 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 7.80E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 7.80E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 7.80E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 7.90E‐08 ‐0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 7.90E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 7.90E‐08 ‐0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 7.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 7.90E‐08 ‐0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 7.90E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 8.00E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 8.00E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 8.00E‐08 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16986789_G_A_b37 rs1487508 8.00E‐08 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 8.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 8.10E‐08 0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 8.10E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 8.10E‐08 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 8.10E‐08 0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 8.10E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 8.10E‐08 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 8.10E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 8.20E‐08 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 8.20E‐08 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 8.20E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 8.20E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 8.20E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 8.20E‐08 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 8.30E‐08 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 8.30E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 8.30E‐08 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 8.30E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 8.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 8.30E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 8.40E‐08 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053994_G_A_b37 rs12376282 8.40E‐08 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054257_A_AT_b37 rs71327893 8.40E‐08 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 8.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 8.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 8.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 8.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 8.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 8.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 8.40E‐08 ‐0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 8.40E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 8.40E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 8.40E‐08 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 8.50E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 8.50E‐08 ‐0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 8.50E‐08 0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 8.50E‐08 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 8.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 8.50E‐08 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 8.50E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 8.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 8.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 8.60E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 8.60E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 8.60E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 8.60E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 8.60E‐08 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 8.60E‐08 0.37 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 8.60E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 8.70E‐08 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 8.70E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 8.70E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 8.70E‐08 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 8.70E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057642_C_T_b37 rs432048 8.70E‐08 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 8.80E‐08 0.23 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 8.80E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 8.80E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17036448_T_A_b37 rs71504839 8.80E‐08 ‐0.48 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 8.80E‐08 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 9.00E‐08 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 9.00E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997020_G_A_b37 rs694895 9.00E‐08 ‐0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 9.00E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 9.00E‐08 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 9.00E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 9.10E‐08 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 9.10E‐08 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 9.20E‐08 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 9.20E‐08 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 9.20E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 9.20E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 9.20E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 9.20E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 9.20E‐08 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 9.20E‐08 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 9.30E‐08 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 9.30E‐08 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 9.30E‐08 0.51 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 9.30E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 9.30E‐08 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 9.40E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 9.40E‐08 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 9.40E‐08 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 9.40E‐08 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 9.50E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 9.50E‐08 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 9.50E‐08 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 9.50E‐08 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 9.50E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 9.50E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 9.50E‐08 ‐0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 9.50E‐08 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 9.50E‐08 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 9.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 9.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 9.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 9.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 9.50E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115361_G_C_b37 rs59720300 9.50E‐08 ‐0.47 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990379_G_T_b37 rs12379821 9.60E‐08 0.25 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 9.60E‐08 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 9.60E‐08 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 9.60E‐08 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 9.60E‐08 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 9.60E‐08 0.23 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 9.70E‐08 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 9.70E‐08 0.26 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 9.70E‐08 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 9.70E‐08 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 9.70E‐08 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 9.80E‐08 0.29 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 9.80E‐08 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 9.80E‐08 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16986039_G_A_b37 rs10156640 9.90E‐08 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 9.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 9.90E‐08 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 9.90E‐08 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.00E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.00E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.00E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 1.00E‐07 0.37 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054142_A_G_b37 rs12379306 1.00E‐07 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 1.00E‐07 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 1.00E‐07 0.28 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 1.00E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 1.00E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 1.00E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 1.00E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.00E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.00E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.00E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 1.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 1.00E‐07 0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 1.00E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.00E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 1.00E‐07 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.00E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 1.00E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.00E‐07 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.00E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.10E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.10E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.10E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.10E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.10E‐07 ‐0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.10E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.10E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 1.10E‐07 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 1.10E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 1.10E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.10E‐07 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 1.10E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.10E‐07 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 1.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.10E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 1.10E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 1.10E‐07 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 1.10E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.10E‐07 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 1.10E‐07 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 1.10E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 1.10E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.10E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 1.10E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 1.10E‐07 0.37 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.10E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 1.10E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 1.10E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 1.10E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.10E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.10E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.10E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 1.10E‐07 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 1.10E‐07 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 1.10E‐07 0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.10E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 1.10E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 1.10E‐07 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.10E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 1.10E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 1.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.20E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 1.20E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 1.20E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.20E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 1.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987379_C_A_b37 rs10962795 1.20E‐07 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17167935_T_TG_b37 rs147698763 1.20E‐07 0.46 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.20E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.20E‐07 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 1.20E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 1.20E‐07 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 1.20E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 1.20E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 1.20E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 1.20E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 1.20E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 1.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 1.20E‐07 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.20E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.20E‐07 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053760_C_T_b37 rs10962834 1.20E‐07 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053786_T_C_b37 rs10962835 1.20E‐07 0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 1.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16979089_A_G_b37 rs3933182 1.20E‐07 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 1.20E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.20E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.20E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997020_G_A_b37 rs694895 1.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 1.20E‐07 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.20E‐07 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 1.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.20E‐07 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 1.20E‐07 ‐0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.20E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.20E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.20E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 1.20E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 1.20E‐07 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 1.20E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 1.20E‐07 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 1.20E‐07 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 1.20E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.20E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 1.20E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.20E‐07 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16979089_A_G_b37 rs3933182 1.20E‐07 ‐0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 1.20E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 1.20E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.20E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.20E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.30E‐07 0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.30E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 1.30E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 1.30E‐07 ‐0.27 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 1.30E‐07 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 1.30E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.30E‐07 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 1.30E‐07 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 1.30E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 1.30E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054337_T_C_b37 rs411013 1.30E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.30E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 1.30E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.30E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.30E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.30E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 1.30E‐07 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.30E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.30E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.30E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 1.30E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 1.30E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 1.30E‐07 0.38 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.30E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 1.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.30E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.30E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.30E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.30E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 1.30E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.30E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 1.30E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 1.30E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 1.30E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.40E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 1.40E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 1.40E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 1.40E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.40E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 1.40E‐07 ‐0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.40E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 1.40E‐07 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 1.40E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 1.40E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 1.40E‐07 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 1.40E‐07 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 1.40E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.40E‐07 0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 1.40E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 1.40E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 1.40E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 1.40E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 1.40E‐07 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 1.40E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 1.40E‐07 ‐0.3 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 1.40E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 1.40E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 1.40E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 1.40E‐07 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 1.50E‐07 ‐0.38 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.50E‐07 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.50E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 1.50E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 1.50E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 1.50E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 1.50E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 1.50E‐07 0.52 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998232_C_T_b37 rs452158 1.50E‐07 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 1.50E‐07 0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 1.50E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 1.50E‐07 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.50E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092350_G_C_b37 rs263600 1.50E‐07 0.22 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 1.50E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 1.50E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 1.50E‐07 0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 1.50E‐07 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 1.50E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 1.50E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055227_G_T_b37 rs425343 1.50E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 1.50E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 1.50E‐07 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 1.50E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 1.50E‐07 ‐0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 1.50E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.50E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.50E‐07 ‐0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 1.50E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 1.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 1.60E‐07 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 1.60E‐07 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 1.60E‐07 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 1.60E‐07 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 1.60E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 1.60E‐07 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 1.60E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.60E‐07 0.21 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.60E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 1.60E‐07 ‐0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.60E‐07 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.60E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.60E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.60E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 1.60E‐07 0.35 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.60E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.60E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.60E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.60E‐07 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 1.60E‐07 ‐0.3 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 1.60E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.60E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 1.60E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 1.60E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17153110_A_G_b37 rs150515812 1.60E‐07 0.58 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348208_T_C_b37 rs75420629 1.60E‐07 0.58 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.60E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.60E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.60E‐07 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 1.60E‐07 ‐0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.70E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 1.70E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17221153_G_A_b37 rs118007877 1.70E‐07 0.58 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 1.70E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 1.70E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.70E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.70E‐07 0.39 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001122_C_A_b37 rs182031 1.70E‐07 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996034_C_T_b37 rs10810703 1.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 1.70E‐07 ‐0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 1.70E‐07 ‐0.32 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 1.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057643_A_G_b37 rs400530 1.70E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 1.70E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060122_C_T_b37 rs62560517 1.70E‐07 ‐0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 1.70E‐07 ‐0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 1.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 1.70E‐07 ‐0.23 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.70E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.70E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 1.70E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.70E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 1.70E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16999123_G_A_b37 rs379274 1.70E‐07 ‐0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.70E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 1.70E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 1.70E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 1.70E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.70E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 1.70E‐07 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 1.70E‐07 ‐0.18 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 1.70E‐07 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 1.70E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17179841_CTCTAAAG_C_b37 rs71492904 1.80E‐07 ‐0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 1.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 1.80E‐07 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 1.80E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.80E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057643_A_G_b37 rs400530 1.80E‐07 0.22 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 1.80E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051862_T_C_b37 rs498948 1.80E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 1.80E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.80E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.80E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.80E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 1.80E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.80E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.80E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 1.80E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 1.80E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 1.80E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 1.80E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 1.80E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 1.80E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.80E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 1.90E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.90E‐07 0.47 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 1.90E‐07 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 1.90E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.90E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 1.90E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 1.90E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.90E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 1.90E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 1.90E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.90E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.90E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 1.90E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 1.90E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 1.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 1.90E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 1.90E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 1.90E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.90E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 2.00E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16986789_G_A_b37 rs1487508 2.00E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097019_A_T_b37 rs7848996 2.00E‐07 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 2.00E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 2.00E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 2.00E‐07 ‐0.39 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 2.00E‐07 ‐0.39 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 2.00E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 2.00E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 2.00E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053372_A_G_b37 rs412695 2.00E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 2.00E‐07 ‐0.45 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 2.00E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 2.00E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 2.00E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 2.00E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 2.00E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 2.00E‐07 ‐0.37 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.00E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 2.00E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 2.00E‐07 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 2.00E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 2.00E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 2.00E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 2.00E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 2.00E‐07 0.48 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 2.00E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 2.00E‐07 ‐0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 2.00E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 2.00E‐07 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.00E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.10E‐07 ‐0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 2.10E‐07 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 2.10E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.10E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.10E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.10E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 2.10E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 2.10E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 2.10E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 2.10E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 2.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 2.10E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 2.10E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 2.10E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 2.10E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 2.10E‐07 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.10E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 2.10E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 2.10E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.10E‐07 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 2.10E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.20E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.20E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 2.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 2.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 2.20E‐07 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 2.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.20E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 2.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 2.20E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 2.20E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 2.20E‐07 0.48 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 2.20E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 2.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 2.20E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 2.20E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 2.20E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 2.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.20E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 2.20E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 2.20E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 2.20E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 2.20E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.20E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 2.20E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 2.20E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17023276_G_C_b37 rs76055798 2.20E‐07 ‐0.47 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.30E‐07 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 2.30E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.30E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.30E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 2.30E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 2.30E‐07 0.58 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 2.30E‐07 ‐0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 2.30E‐07 0.26 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 2.30E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 2.30E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 2.30E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 2.30E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 2.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 2.30E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 2.30E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 2.30E‐07 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 2.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.30E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 2.30E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 2.30E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 2.30E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.30E‐07 0.47 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 2.30E‐07 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 2.30E‐07 0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 2.30E‐07 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 2.30E‐07 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 2.30E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 2.40E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 2.40E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.40E‐07 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 2.40E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 2.40E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 2.40E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 2.40E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 2.40E‐07 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 2.40E‐07 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 2.40E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.40E‐07 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 2.40E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 2.40E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 2.40E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 2.40E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 2.40E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 2.40E‐07 ‐0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 2.40E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 2.40E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 2.40E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 2.40E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 2.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 2.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 2.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 2.50E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 2.50E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 2.50E‐07 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 2.50E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16953744_G_T_b37 rs10810695 2.50E‐07 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 2.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 2.50E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 2.50E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.50E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 2.50E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 2.50E‐07 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.50E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 2.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 2.50E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.50E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 2.50E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 2.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 2.50E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 2.50E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 2.60E‐07 0.42 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 2.60E‐07 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 2.60E‐07 ‐0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 2.60E‐07 ‐0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 2.60E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 2.60E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 2.60E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135443_T_C_b37 rs111496959 2.60E‐07 ‐0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 2.60E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 2.60E‐07 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 2.60E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 2.60E‐07 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 2.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 2.60E‐07 0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 2.70E‐07 0.31 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 2.70E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282826_C_T_b37 rs35278403 2.70E‐07 ‐0.54 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 2.70E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 2.70E‐07 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.70E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 2.70E‐07 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 2.70E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 2.70E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 2.70E‐07 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 2.70E‐07 0.26 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 2.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 2.70E‐07 ‐0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053439_T_G_b37 rs13295654 2.80E‐07 ‐0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 2.80E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.80E‐07 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.80E‐07 ‐0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.80E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.80E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 2.80E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 2.80E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 2.80E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 2.80E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.80E‐07 0.21 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.80E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989641_T_G_b37 rs10756850 2.80E‐07 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 2.80E‐07 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 2.80E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 2.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115414_G_A_b37 rs58886894 2.80E‐07 ‐0.45 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 2.80E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 2.80E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 2.80E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.80E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 2.80E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 2.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 2.80E‐07 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 2.80E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 2.80E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 2.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 2.80E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 2.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 2.90E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.90E‐07 ‐0.43 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 2.90E‐07 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 2.90E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 2.90E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 2.90E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 2.90E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17130280_T_C_b37 rs13283347 2.90E‐07 ‐0.44 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 2.90E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 2.90E‐07 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 2.90E‐07 ‐0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 2.90E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 2.90E‐07 0.22 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.90E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16949450_C_T_b37 rs7850673 2.90E‐07 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 2.90E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 2.90E‐07 0.25 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.90E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 2.90E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 2.90E‐07 0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 2.90E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 3.00E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 3.00E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 3.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 3.00E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 3.00E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 3.00E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 3.00E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 3.00E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 3.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 3.00E‐07 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 3.00E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 3.00E‐07 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 3.00E‐07 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 3.00E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.00E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 3.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 3.00E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 3.10E‐07 0.29 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 3.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 3.10E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 3.10E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 3.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.10E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 3.10E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 3.10E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 3.10E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 3.10E‐07 0.3 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 3.10E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 3.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 3.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 3.10E‐07 0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.10E‐07 0.36 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 3.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 3.10E‐07 0.35 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 3.10E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 3.10E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 3.10E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 3.10E‐07 0.57 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 3.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 3.10E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 3.10E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 3.10E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 3.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 3.10E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 3.20E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998232_C_T_b37 rs452158 3.20E‐07 ‐0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 3.20E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 3.20E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 3.20E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 3.20E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 3.20E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 3.20E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 3.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 3.20E‐07 0.42 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 3.20E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 3.20E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 3.20E‐07 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 3.20E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 3.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 3.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 3.30E‐07 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 3.30E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 3.30E‐07 ‐0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16955428_T_G_b37 rs7869010 3.30E‐07 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 3.30E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.30E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17028748_T_C_b37 rs62560492 3.30E‐07 ‐0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 3.30E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 3.30E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 3.30E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 3.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 3.30E‐07 0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 3.30E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 3.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 3.40E‐07 0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 3.40E‐07 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 3.40E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 3.40E‐07 0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 3.40E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365445_G_C_b37 rs62558967 3.40E‐07 ‐0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 3.40E‐07 0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 3.40E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 3.40E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.40E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 3.40E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 3.40E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 3.40E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 3.40E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 3.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.50E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 3.50E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 3.50E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 3.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 3.50E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 3.50E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 3.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 3.50E‐07 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 3.50E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 3.50E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 3.50E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17096203_A_G_b37 rs263605 3.50E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 3.50E‐07 ‐0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 3.60E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16949474_C_T_b37 rs7850681 3.60E‐07 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087068_A_G_b37 rs263591 3.60E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 3.60E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 3.60E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 3.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 3.60E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 3.60E‐07 ‐0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 3.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 3.60E‐07 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 3.60E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 3.60E‐07 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 3.60E‐07 0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.60E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 3.60E‐07 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 3.60E‐07 0.22 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 3.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 3.60E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 3.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17221153_G_A_b37 rs118007877 3.70E‐07 0.66 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.70E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 3.70E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 3.70E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 3.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 3.70E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 3.70E‐07 ‐0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 3.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 3.70E‐07 0.48 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 3.70E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998232_C_T_b37 rs452158 3.70E‐07 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 3.70E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 3.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 3.70E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 3.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 3.70E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 3.80E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348208_T_C_b37 rs75420629 3.80E‐07 0.66 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17153110_A_G_b37 rs150515812 3.80E‐07 0.66 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 3.80E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 3.80E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 3.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 3.80E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 3.80E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 3.80E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 3.80E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 3.80E‐07 0.28 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 3.80E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 3.80E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 3.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 3.80E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 3.80E‐07 0.29 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 3.80E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 3.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 3.90E‐07 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 3.90E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 3.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 3.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 3.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 3.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 3.90E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 3.90E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 3.90E‐07 0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 3.90E‐07 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 3.90E‐07 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 3.90E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 4.00E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001216_A_C_b37 rs263633 4.00E‐07 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 4.00E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 4.00E‐07 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 4.00E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 4.00E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098123_C_A_b37 rs76945222 4.00E‐07 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17094910_G_A_b37 rs117272243 4.00E‐07 0.44 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 4.00E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 4.00E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 4.00E‐07 0.42 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 4.10E‐07 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 4.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 4.10E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 4.10E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 4.10E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17094241_C_CTTAG_b37 rs397789713 4.10E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 4.10E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 4.10E‐07 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 4.10E‐07 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 4.10E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989641_T_G_b37 rs10756850 4.20E‐07 ‐0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 4.20E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 4.20E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 4.20E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 4.20E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 4.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 4.20E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 4.20E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 4.20E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 4.20E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 4.20E‐07 0.42 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 4.20E‐07 0.37 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 4.30E‐07 0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 4.30E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 4.30E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 4.30E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 4.30E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992325_C_G_b37 rs10733336 4.30E‐07 ‐0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 4.30E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 4.30E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 4.30E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 4.30E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 4.30E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 4.30E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 4.30E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 4.30E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 4.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 4.40E‐07 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 4.40E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 4.40E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001216_A_C_b37 rs263633 4.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 4.40E‐07 0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 4.50E‐07 ‐0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 4.50E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17132432_G_A_b37 rs10810735 4.50E‐07 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 4.50E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 4.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 4.50E‐07 ‐0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.50E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 4.50E‐07 0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054608_T_C_b37 rs380977 4.50E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055361_A_C_b37 rs425003 4.50E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 4.50E‐07 ‐0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 4.50E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 4.60E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 4.60E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 4.60E‐07 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 4.60E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 4.60E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 4.60E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 4.60E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 4.60E‐07 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 4.60E‐07 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 4.60E‐07 0.34 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 4.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 4.60E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 4.60E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055776_C_G_b37 rs390228 4.60E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992325_C_G_b37 rs10733336 4.60E‐07 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 4.60E‐07 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 4.70E‐07 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 4.70E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 4.70E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 4.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 4.70E‐07 0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 4.70E‐07 0.5 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 4.70E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.70E‐07 0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 4.70E‐07 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 4.70E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055227_G_T_b37 rs425343 4.70E‐07 0.22 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 4.70E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 4.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 4.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 4.70E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 4.80E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 4.80E‐07 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 4.80E‐07 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087291_T_G_b37 rs263592 4.80E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 4.80E‐07 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057490_G_A_b37 rs430616 4.80E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 4.80E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 4.80E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 4.80E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 4.90E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 4.90E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 4.90E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 4.90E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 4.90E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 4.90E‐07 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076950_C_A_b37 rs405039 4.90E‐07 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 4.90E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 4.90E‐07 0.56 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 4.90E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 4.90E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 4.90E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 4.90E‐07 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056812_T_A_b37 rs404912 5.00E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 5.00E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 5.00E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 5.00E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17031280_A_AAAAC_b37 rs397827487 5.00E‐07 ‐0.45 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 5.00E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055536_C_T_b37 rs378407 5.00E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 5.00E‐07 0.2 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 5.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 5.00E‐07 ‐0.35 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 5.00E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 5.00E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 5.00E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 5.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 5.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 5.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 5.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 5.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 5.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 5.00E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 5.00E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053484_C_A_b37 rs366216 5.10E‐07 ‐0.44 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 5.10E‐07 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 5.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001216_A_C_b37 rs263633 5.10E‐07 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 5.10E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16942642_A_T_b37 rs10962747 5.10E‐07 ‐0.25 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 5.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 5.10E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 5.10E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 5.10E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 5.20E‐07 ‐0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 5.20E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 5.20E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 5.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 5.20E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 5.20E‐07 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 5.20E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 5.20E‐07 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 5.20E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383792_T_C_b37 rs12341626 5.20E‐07 ‐0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 5.20E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 5.20E‐07 ‐0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056023_C_T_b37 rs391156 5.20E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 5.20E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 5.30E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 5.30E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 5.30E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 5.30E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 5.30E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 5.30E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 5.30E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 5.30E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 5.30E‐07 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 5.30E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 5.40E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992325_C_G_b37 rs10733336 5.40E‐07 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 5.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 5.40E‐07 ‐0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 5.40E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 5.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 5.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435407_C_T_b37 rs2593413 5.50E‐07 ‐0.28 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 5.50E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 5.50E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 5.50E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 5.50E‐07 ‐0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 5.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 5.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 5.50E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16951644_A_G_b37 rs4961428 5.60E‐07 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 5.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 5.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 5.60E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987379_C_A_b37 rs10962795 5.60E‐07 0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 5.60E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 5.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 5.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 5.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 5.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 5.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 5.60E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 5.60E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 5.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 5.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 5.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 5.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 5.60E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 5.60E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 5.60E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 5.60E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 5.60E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056200_A_G_b37 rs388786 5.70E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056226_T_G_b37 rs452396 5.70E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 5.70E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 5.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 5.70E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 5.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 5.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 5.70E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 5.70E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 5.70E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 5.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436662_C_T_b37 rs1967357 5.80E‐07 ‐0.44 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 5.80E‐07 0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 5.80E‐07 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16942642_A_T_b37 rs10962747 5.80E‐07 ‐0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 5.80E‐07 0.2 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 5.80E‐07 0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 5.80E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 5.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 5.80E‐07 0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 5.80E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 5.80E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996034_C_T_b37 rs10810703 5.90E‐07 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 5.90E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 5.90E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 5.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 5.90E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 6.00E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 6.00E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 6.00E‐07 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 6.00E‐07 ‐0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 6.00E‐07 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 6.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 6.00E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 6.00E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 6.00E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 6.00E‐07 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 6.00E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17167935_T_TG_b37 rs147698763 6.10E‐07 0.42 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 6.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056335_A_G_b37 rs386620 6.10E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056442_A_C_b37 rs389733 6.10E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056511_A_C_b37 rs383580 6.10E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056842_C_T_b37 rs447081 6.10E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056846_TAATC_T_b37 rs57711203 6.10E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 6.10E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 6.10E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 6.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 6.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 6.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 6.20E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055536_C_T_b37 rs378407 6.20E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 6.20E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 6.20E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 6.20E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055776_C_G_b37 rs390228 6.20E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 6.20E‐07 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 6.30E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 6.30E‐07 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 6.30E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 6.30E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 6.30E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 6.30E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 6.30E‐07 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 6.40E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 6.40E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 6.40E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 6.40E‐07 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 6.40E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 6.40E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 6.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 6.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259794_A_G_b37 rs10962953 6.40E‐07 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 6.40E‐07 ‐0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 6.40E‐07 0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 6.40E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 6.40E‐07 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 6.40E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17128036_A_G_b37 rs263559 6.40E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 6.50E‐07 0.34 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 6.50E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 6.50E‐07 ‐0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 6.50E‐07 ‐0.29 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 6.50E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 6.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 6.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 6.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 6.50E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 6.50E‐07 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 6.50E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 6.50E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 6.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 6.60E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17144679_G_A_b37 rs2774624 6.60E‐07 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 6.60E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 6.60E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 6.60E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 6.60E‐07 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987837_T_C_b37 rs12376763 6.60E‐07 ‐0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987919_C_T_b37 rs56216509 6.60E‐07 ‐0.37 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 6.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 6.60E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 6.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 6.70E‐07 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 6.70E‐07 0.23 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068980_G_A_b37 rs10962851 6.80E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 6.80E‐07 0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 6.80E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17077047_T_C_b37 rs410440 6.80E‐07 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 6.90E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 6.90E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 6.90E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 6.90E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 6.90E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 6.90E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 7.00E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 7.00E‐07 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 7.00E‐07 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 7.00E‐07 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 7.00E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 7.00E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055910_GT_G_b37 rs58388296 7.00E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 7.00E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092705_C_T_b37 rs263601 7.00E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990379_G_T_b37 rs12379821 7.00E‐07 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 7.00E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 7.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 7.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 7.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 7.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 7.00E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16957172_G_A_b37 rs2185273 7.10E‐07 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 7.10E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 7.10E‐07 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 7.10E‐07 ‐0.41 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 7.10E‐07 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 7.10E‐07 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 7.10E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 7.10E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 7.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 7.10E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 7.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 7.10E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067010_C_G_b37 rs503290 7.10E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055361_A_C_b37 rs425003 7.20E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 7.20E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 7.20E‐07 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 7.20E‐07 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 7.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 7.20E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 7.20E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 7.20E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 7.20E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 7.20E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 7.20E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054608_T_C_b37 rs380977 7.20E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 7.20E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 7.20E‐07 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 7.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 7.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 7.20E‐07 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 7.20E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 7.20E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 7.30E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 7.30E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 7.30E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 7.30E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 7.30E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 7.30E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 7.30E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 7.30E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 7.30E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 7.30E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 7.30E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 7.30E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 7.30E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 7.30E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053557_G_A_b37 rs13294865 7.30E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 7.40E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 7.40E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 7.40E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 7.40E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 7.40E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 7.40E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 7.40E‐07 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 7.50E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 7.50E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 7.50E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 7.50E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 7.50E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 7.50E‐07 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 7.50E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 7.50E‐07 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 7.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 7.50E‐07 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 7.60E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 7.60E‐07 ‐0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 7.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 7.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 7.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 7.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 7.60E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 7.60E‐07 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998460_A_G_b37 rs448034 7.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 7.60E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076367_C_T_b37 rs10962853 7.60E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 7.60E‐07 0.21 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 7.60E‐07 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 7.60E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 7.60E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 7.60E‐07 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 7.60E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 7.60E‐07 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 7.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 7.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 7.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 7.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 7.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 7.70E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 7.70E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 7.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 7.70E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 7.70E‐07 0.36 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 7.70E‐07 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 7.80E‐07 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 7.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 7.80E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 7.80E‐07 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 7.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 7.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 7.90E‐07 0.3 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 7.90E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 7.90E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 7.90E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 7.90E‐07 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 7.90E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964498_G_A_b37 rs67344794 7.90E‐07 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16970702_A_G_b37 rs62541796 7.90E‐07 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16971257_T_C_b37 rs62541797 7.90E‐07 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16975456_T_C_b37 rs62557541 7.90E‐07 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 8.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 8.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 8.00E‐07 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 8.00E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 8.00E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16974924_A_C_b37 rs60825035 8.00E‐07 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 8.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 8.00E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 8.10E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 8.10E‐07 0.33 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 8.10E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001291_T_C_b37 rs263632 8.10E‐07 ‐0.15 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 8.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 8.10E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 8.10E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 8.10E‐07 ‐0.4 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 8.10E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 8.20E‐07 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 8.20E‐07 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 8.20E‐07 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 8.20E‐07 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 8.20E‐07 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 8.20E‐07 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 8.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 8.20E‐07 0.29 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 8.20E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 8.30E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 8.30E‐07 0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 8.30E‐07 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 8.30E‐07 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055875_C_G_b37 rs10962836 8.40E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 8.40E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17090173_T_A_b37 rs263595 8.50E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 8.50E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 8.50E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078272_C_G_b37 rs76382661 8.50E‐07 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 8.50E‐07 0.26 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 8.50E‐07 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 8.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 8.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 8.50E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 8.60E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076686_T_C_b37 rs398715 8.60E‐07 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076720_T_TA_b37 rs397893237 8.60E‐07 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 8.60E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 8.70E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 8.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 8.70E‐07 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 8.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 8.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 8.70E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 8.70E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 8.70E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 8.70E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 8.70E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 8.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 8.80E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 8.80E‐07 ‐0.42 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 8.80E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 8.80E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 8.80E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 8.80E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 8.80E‐07 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 8.80E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 8.80E‐07 0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 8.80E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 8.80E‐07 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 8.80E‐07 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 8.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 8.90E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 8.90E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 8.90E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 8.90E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 8.90E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 8.90E‐07 0.31 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 9.00E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 9.00E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 9.00E‐07 0.24 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 9.00E‐07 0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 9.00E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 9.00E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 9.00E‐07 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056812_T_A_b37 rs404912 9.10E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056842_C_T_b37 rs447081 9.10E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 9.10E‐07 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 9.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 9.10E‐07 ‐0.18 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 9.10E‐07 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 9.10E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057024_G_A_b37 rs371653 9.10E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17072996_G_A_b37 rs148598074 9.10E‐07 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 9.20E‐07 0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 9.20E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 9.20E‐07 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 9.20E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 9.30E‐07 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 9.30E‐07 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056335_A_G_b37 rs386620 9.30E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056442_A_C_b37 rs389733 9.30E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 9.30E‐07 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 9.30E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055910_GT_G_b37 rs58388296 9.40E‐07 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056200_A_G_b37 rs388786 9.40E‐07 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056226_T_G_b37 rs452396 9.40E‐07 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 9.40E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990379_G_T_b37 rs12379821 9.40E‐07 0.52 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 9.40E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 9.40E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066808_T_C_b37 rs404669 9.40E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 9.40E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056846_TAATC_T_b37 rs57711203 9.40E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 9.40E‐07 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056858_C_T_b37 rs1628015 9.50E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16977318_C_T_b37 rs10962784 9.50E‐07 0.24 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 9.50E‐07 ‐0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 9.50E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 9.50E‐07 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 9.50E‐07 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 9.60E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 9.60E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 9.60E‐07 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 9.60E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16951646_G_A_b37 rs62541778 9.60E‐07 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 9.60E‐07 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 9.60E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 9.60E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 9.70E‐07 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 9.70E‐07 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 9.70E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058232_A_G_b37 rs1685302 9.70E‐07 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078922_C_A_b37 rs263561 9.70E‐07 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 9.70E‐07 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 9.70E‐07 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 9.70E‐07 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 9.70E‐07 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 9.80E‐07 ‐0.22 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 9.80E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 9.80E‐07 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 9.80E‐07 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 9.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 9.80E‐07 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056511_A_C_b37 rs383580 9.80E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 9.80E‐07 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 9.80E‐07 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334135_G_A_b37 rs10963041 9.90E‐07 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 9.90E‐07 0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 9.90E‐07 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438082_T_C_b37 rs10963099 9.90E‐07 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 9.90E‐07 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 9.90E‐07 ‐0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067069_G_A_b37 rs503467 9.90E‐07 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 0.000001 ‐0.41 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 0.000001 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 0.000001 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 0.000001 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076974_C_A_b37 rs112860165 0.000001 0.51 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 0.000001 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 0.000001 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 0.000001 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 0.000001 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 0.000001 0.31 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 0.000001 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 0.000001 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996034_C_T_b37 rs10810703 0.000001 ‐0.15 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 0.000001 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 0.000001 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076686_T_C_b37 rs398715 0.000001 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076720_T_TA_b37 rs397893237 0.000001 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 0.000001 0.34 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 0.000001 ‐0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 0.000001 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 0.000001 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 0.000001 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 0.000001 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057024_G_A_b37 rs371653 0.000001 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 0.000001 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 0.000001 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 0.000001 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 0.000001 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 0.000001 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.1E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 1.1E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17143598_G_A_b37 rs10962884 1.1E‐06 0.32 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.1E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.1E‐06 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 1.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 1.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.1E‐06 0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 1.1E‐06 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 1.1E‐06 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001291_T_C_b37 rs263632 1.1E‐06 ‐0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 1.1E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 1.1E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.1E‐06 0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 1.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 1.1E‐06 0.18 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 1.1E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 1.1E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17050875_T_C_b37 rs400885 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 1.1E‐06 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 1.1E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17073824_A_C_b37 rs263567 1.1E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.1E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066471_G_C_b37 rs2774632 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066507_T_C_b37 rs2481553 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.1E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365276_C_T_b37 rs62558966 1.1E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 1.1E‐06 ‐0.4 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135115_C_T_b37 rs41306071 1.1E‐06 ‐0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 1.1E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066061_T_C_b37 rs2815194 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291973_C_T_b37 rs12377081 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17296529_C_T_b37 rs10963015 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303255_C_T_b37 rs17755748 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17297694_C_T_b37 rs17828423 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 1.1E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 1.1E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 1.1E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064431_T_C_b37 rs442431 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17065442_A_G_b37 rs399430 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17065817_T_C_b37 rs426761 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066568_T_C_b37 rs387903 1.1E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 1.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 1.1E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 1.1E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 1.1E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 1.1E‐06 ‐0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.1E‐06 0.4 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.1E‐06 0.47 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 1.1E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 1.1E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 1.2E‐06 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 1.2E‐06 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 1.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 1.2E‐06 0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 1.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 1.2E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 1.2E‐06 0.4 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 1.2E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 1.2E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061349_T_C_b37 rs435831 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062834_G_A_b37 rs914051 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335706_T_C_b37 rs10810762 1.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 1.2E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 1.2E‐06 0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 1.2E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.2E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078272_C_G_b37 rs76382661 1.2E‐06 0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 1.2E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059179_G_A_b37 rs2450534 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 1.2E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059541_A_G_b37 rs375152 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059687_C_T_b37 rs454019 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059999_G_A_b37 rs391551 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060014_G_T_b37 rs431342 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060182_C_T_b37 rs368289 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060444_C_T_b37 rs447681 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060680_A_G_b37 rs420115 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062685_T_C_b37 rs10810711 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062915_G_A_b37 rs914050 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063106_C_T_b37 rs2246 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063703_T_C_b37 rs366565 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 1.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 1.2E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 1.2E‐06 0.4 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242708_G_C_b37 rs10756856 1.2E‐06 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 1.2E‐06 0.27 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 1.2E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063068_T_C_b37 rs914049 1.2E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.2E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16976088_C_T_b37 rs113201600 1.2E‐06 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 1.2E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 1.2E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 1.2E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 1.2E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 1.2E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328201_G_C_b37 rs10810759 1.2E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.2E‐06 ‐0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 1.2E‐06 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.2E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.2E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 1.2E‐06 ‐0.33 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 1.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 1.2E‐06 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 1.2E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 1.2E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056680_T_A_b37 rs404374 1.2E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 1.2E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 1.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.2E‐06 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 1.2E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 1.2E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 1.2E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 1.2E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.3E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.3E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 1.3E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 1.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 1.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.3E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069878_C_T_b37 rs2492868 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 1.3E‐06 0.33 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 1.3E‐06 0.39 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057903_G_A_b37 rs390114 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057919_C_T_b37 rs450371 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057994_C_T_b37 rs1617507 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058084_T_A_b37 rs1617737 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058196_AAAG_A_b37 rs35462785 1.3E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.3E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 1.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 1.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 1.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17437735_A_T_b37 rs1372705 1.3E‐06 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.3E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.3E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.3E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 1.3E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.3E‐06 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 1.3E‐06 ‐0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.3E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 1.3E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 1.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.3E‐06 0.22 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 1.3E‐06 0.17 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.3E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.3E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.3E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.3E‐06 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17134245_G_A_b37 rs4493995 1.3E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17134263_T_A_b37 rs4481710 1.3E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 1.3E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.3E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 1.3E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.3E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 1.3E‐06 0.31 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 1.3E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 1.3E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 1.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.3E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.3E‐06 0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 1.3E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 1.3E‐06 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 1.3E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 1.3E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 1.3E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 1.3E‐06 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.3E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 1.3E‐06 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 1.3E‐06 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 1.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.3E‐06 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16962858_T_C_b37 rs62541780 1.3E‐06 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 1.4E‐06 0.21 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 1.4E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16999123_G_A_b37 rs379274 1.4E‐06 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.4E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116292_A_G_b37 rs2815200 1.4E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 1.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 1.4E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068966_C_A_b37 rs407790 1.4E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 1.4E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 1.4E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 1.4E‐06 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.4E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.4E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 1.4E‐06 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 1.4E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.4E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.4E‐06 0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.4E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 1.4E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 1.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.4E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 1.4E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 1.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 1.4E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392885_A_C_b37 rs35129748 1.4E‐06 ‐0.52 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 1.4E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 1.4E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.4E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.4E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 1.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 1.4E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 1.4E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 1.4E‐06 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 1.4E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 1.4E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 1.4E‐06 0.25 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 1.4E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 1.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055875_C_G_b37 rs10962836 1.4E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.4E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 1.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 1.5E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 1.5E‐06 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 1.5E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076974_C_A_b37 rs112860165 1.5E‐06 0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 1.5E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 1.5E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 1.5E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 1.5E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.5E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.5E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 1.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060965_A_G_b37 rs389432 1.5E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 1.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 1.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 1.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278726_A_G_b37 rs13292550 1.5E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 1.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17166074_A_G_b37 rs80115872 1.5E‐06 0.41 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 1.5E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 1.5E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16973643_C_T_b37 rs17824330 1.5E‐06 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 1.5E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.5E‐06 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 1.5E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056023_C_T_b37 rs391156 1.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 1.5E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067851_G_A_b37 rs400582 1.5E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 1.5E‐06 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 1.5E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 1.5E‐06 0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 1.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.5E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 1.5E‐06 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.5E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 1.5E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056969_C_T_b37 rs431059 1.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 1.5E‐06 0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 1.5E‐06 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 1.5E‐06 0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.5E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 1.5E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.6E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.6E‐06 ‐0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057490_G_A_b37 rs430616 1.6E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066614_G_C_b37 rs386172 1.6E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 1.6E‐06 0.44 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 1.6E‐06 ‐0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 1.6E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 1.6E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 1.6E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 1.6E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 1.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 1.6E‐06 ‐0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.6E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053994_G_A_b37 rs12376282 1.6E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 1.6E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 1.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 1.6E‐06 0.35 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 1.6E‐06 0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 1.6E‐06 0.26 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362540_G_C_b37 rs12377334 1.6E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 1.6E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 1.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 1.6E‐06 ‐0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17222525_G_A_b37 rs62558294 1.6E‐06 0.71 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 1.6E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 1.6E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061612_G_C_b37 rs391486 1.6E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 1.6E‐06 0.47 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 1.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 1.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 1.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 1.7E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 1.7E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17221153_G_A_b37 rs118007877 1.7E‐06 0.51 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061509_C_T_b37 rs441761 1.7E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.7E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 1.7E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 1.7E‐06 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 1.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.7E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 1.7E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 1.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 1.7E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 1.7E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 1.7E‐06 0.43 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 1.7E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.7E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 1.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 1.7E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 1.7E‐06 0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062223_G_A_b37 rs423395 1.7E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 1.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058212_G_A_b37 rs1685301 1.7E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17153110_A_G_b37 rs150515812 1.7E‐06 0.51 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348208_T_C_b37 rs75420629 1.7E‐06 0.51 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.7E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 1.7E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 1.7E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 1.7E‐06 0.35 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 1.7E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 1.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053760_C_T_b37 rs10962834 1.7E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17053786_T_C_b37 rs10962835 1.7E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054257_A_AT_b37 rs71327893 1.7E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 1.7E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16963257_A_AT_b37 rs139985715 1.7E‐06 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16966175_C_T_b37 rs112284158 1.7E‐06 0.36 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 1.8E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 1.8E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 1.8E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 1.8E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 1.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 1.8E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 1.8E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 1.8E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 1.8E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 1.8E‐06 ‐0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 1.8E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.8E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069128_A_C_b37 rs419062 1.8E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 1.8E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 1.8E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 1.8E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 1.8E‐06 0.41 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 1.8E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 1.8E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 1.8E‐06 ‐0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 1.8E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 1.8E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 1.8E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 1.8E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 1.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 1.8E‐06 0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 1.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 1.8E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 1.8E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067519_T_A_b37 rs453801 1.8E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343840_C_G_b37 rs12379538 1.8E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 1.8E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 1.8E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 1.8E‐06 0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 1.8E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068553_G_A_b37 rs1725365 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 1.9E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066609_G_A_b37 rs400972 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066816_G_A_b37 rs428654 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067933_T_G_b37 rs412190 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068412_G_A_b37 rs378128 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068501_A_G_b37 rs436873 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068803_A_G_b37 rs369822 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068937_A_G_b37 rs380225 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068948_A_G_b37 rs444147 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 1.9E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 1.9E‐06 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 1.9E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 1.9E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413465_G_T_b37 rs2780208 1.9E‐06 ‐0.34 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 1.9E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16966175_C_T_b37 rs112284158 1.9E‐06 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058353_A_G_b37 rs2462942 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 1.9E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 1.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 1.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 1.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 1.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 1.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 1.9E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068937_A_G_b37 rs380225 1.9E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068948_A_G_b37 rs444147 1.9E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 1.9E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 1.9E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.9E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.9E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 1.9E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 1.9E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 1.9E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 1.9E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 1.9E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 1.9E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 1.9E‐06 0.39 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 1.9E‐06 0.44 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 1.9E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 1.9E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 1.9E‐06 0.29 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076974_C_A_b37 rs112860165 1.9E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16988024_AG_A_b37 rs796223681 1.9E‐06 ‐0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 1.9E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 1.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 1.9E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055898_C_CT_b37 rs141662058 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069306_G_A_b37 rs2492869 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 1.9E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 1.9E‐06 0.2 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 1.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 1.9E‐06 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 1.9E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 1.9E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067069_G_A_b37 rs503467 1.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 0.000002 0.36 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 0.000002 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 0.000002 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 0.000002 ‐0.27 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 0.000002 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 0.000002 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 0.000002 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 0.000002 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 0.000002 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001122_C_A_b37 rs182031 0.000002 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069128_A_C_b37 rs419062 0.000002 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 0.000002 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 0.000002 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 0.000002 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 0.000002 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 0.000002 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 0.000002 0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 0.000002 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 0.000002 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001291_T_C_b37 rs263632 0.000002 ‐0.19 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 0.000002 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 0.000002 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 0.000002 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 0.000002 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 0.000002 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 0.000002 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 0.000002 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 0.000002 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 0.000002 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 0.000002 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 0.000002 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069878_C_T_b37 rs2492868 0.000002 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 0.000002 0.55 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 0.000002 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 0.000002 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 2.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 2.1E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 2.1E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 2.1E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 2.1E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249911_T_A_b37 rs10962944 2.1E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056969_C_T_b37 rs431059 2.1E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 2.1E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 2.1E‐06 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 2.1E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 2.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 2.1E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 2.1E‐06 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067207_T_C_b37 rs1948106 2.1E‐06 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056413_G_C_b37 rs377463 2.1E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056808_A_T_b37 rs370045 2.1E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 2.1E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.1E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.1E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 2.1E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 2.1E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 2.1E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 2.1E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 2.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.1E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 2.1E‐06 0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.1E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069306_G_A_b37 rs2492869 2.1E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 2.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 2.1E‐06 0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335050_A_C_b37 rs4317676 2.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16985146_T_C_b37 rs7041461 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310385_G_C_b37 rs10963022 2.2E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 2.2E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 2.2E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 2.2E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 2.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068553_G_A_b37 rs1725365 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058212_G_A_b37 rs1685301 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 2.2E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 2.2E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 2.2E‐06 0.47 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 2.2E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068501_A_G_b37 rs436873 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068803_A_G_b37 rs369822 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.2E‐06 0.3 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 2.2E‐06 0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 2.2E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 2.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997535_T_C_b37 rs406268 2.2E‐06 ‐0.42 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17128036_A_G_b37 rs263559 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 2.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 2.2E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 2.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068412_G_A_b37 rs378128 2.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 2.2E‐06 ‐0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 2.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 2.2E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964498_G_A_b37 rs67344794 2.2E‐06 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16970702_A_G_b37 rs62541796 2.2E‐06 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16971257_T_C_b37 rs62541797 2.2E‐06 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.2E‐06 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 2.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 2.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062834_G_A_b37 rs914051 2.3E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 2.3E‐06 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060965_A_G_b37 rs389432 2.3E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 2.3E‐06 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997020_G_A_b37 rs694895 2.3E‐06 ‐0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 2.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 2.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 2.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 2.3E‐06 0.34 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283132_G_A_b37 rs7042230 2.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291263_A_G_b37 rs34256131 2.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303067_T_C_b37 rs1953106 2.3E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 2.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326340_G_A_b37 rs11789786 2.3E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 2.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 2.3E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060014_G_T_b37 rs431342 2.3E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 2.3E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 2.3E‐06 0.5 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 2.3E‐06 0.47 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.3E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.3E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 2.3E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 2.3E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 2.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111999_G_A_b37 rs35376870 2.3E‐06 ‐0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16977613_G_A_b37 rs183326040 2.3E‐06 0.38 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 2.3E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 2.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 2.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 2.3E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.3E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 2.3E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 2.3E‐06 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 2.3E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 2.4E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 2.4E‐06 0.55 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 2.4E‐06 0.55 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 2.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 2.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067110_G_A_b37 rs500581 2.4E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 2.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 2.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284641_TTTCTC_T_b37 rs369016594 2.4E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061349_T_C_b37 rs435831 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 2.4E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058084_T_A_b37 rs1617737 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 2.4E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303726_A_T_b37 rs10963019 2.4E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059541_A_G_b37 rs375152 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059687_C_T_b37 rs454019 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059999_G_A_b37 rs391551 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060182_C_T_b37 rs368289 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060444_C_T_b37 rs447681 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060680_A_G_b37 rs420115 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061509_C_T_b37 rs441761 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062223_G_A_b37 rs423395 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062685_T_C_b37 rs10810711 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17062915_G_A_b37 rs914050 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063106_C_T_b37 rs2246 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063703_T_C_b37 rs366565 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068159_A_G_b37 rs448576 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 2.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 2.4E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 2.4E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057903_G_A_b37 rs390114 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057919_C_T_b37 rs450371 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17057994_C_T_b37 rs1617507 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058196_AAAG_A_b37 rs35462785 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 2.4E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 2.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.4E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 2.4E‐06 ‐0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 2.4E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 2.4E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064431_T_C_b37 rs442431 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17065442_A_G_b37 rs399430 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17065817_T_C_b37 rs426761 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066471_G_C_b37 rs2774632 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066507_T_C_b37 rs2481553 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066568_T_C_b37 rs387903 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066609_G_A_b37 rs400972 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066614_G_C_b37 rs386172 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066816_G_A_b37 rs428654 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067933_T_G_b37 rs412190 2.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 2.4E‐06 0.2 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 2.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 2.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 2.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 2.4E‐06 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 2.4E‐06 0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 2.4E‐06 ‐0.16 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279051_GAAC_G_b37 rs367907570 2.4E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295541_C_G_b37 rs10963012 2.4E‐06 ‐0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 2.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.4E‐06 0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 2.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 2.4E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.4E‐06 0.52 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 2.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 2.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067519_T_A_b37 rs453801 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 2.5E‐06 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.5E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.5E‐06 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 2.5E‐06 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 2.5E‐06 0.46 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 2.5E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 2.5E‐06 0.38 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 2.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 2.5E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 2.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 2.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 2.5E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454685_C_T_b37 rs753393 2.5E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068966_C_A_b37 rs407790 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078922_C_A_b37 rs263561 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 2.5E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 2.5E‐06 ‐0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 2.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066061_T_C_b37 rs2815194 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 2.5E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 2.5E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 2.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 2.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 2.5E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117353_T_C_b37 rs419445 2.5E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 2.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 2.5E‐06 0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 2.5E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 2.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 2.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17056858_C_T_b37 rs1628015 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 2.5E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087291_T_G_b37 rs263592 2.5E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 2.5E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357365_A_T_b37 rs10963064 2.5E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 2.5E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076686_T_C_b37 rs398715 2.5E‐06 0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076720_T_TA_b37 rs397893237 2.5E‐06 0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 2.6E‐06 0.39 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321039_T_G_b37 rs10963030 2.6E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 2.6E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 2.6E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 2.6E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 2.6E‐06 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 2.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 2.6E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 2.6E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 2.6E‐06 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 2.6E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 2.6E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 2.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 2.6E‐06 0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.6E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 2.6E‐06 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964826_C_G_b37 rs58818603 2.6E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 2.6E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 2.6E‐06 0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989641_T_G_b37 rs10756850 2.6E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312793_A_C_b37 rs61565870 2.6E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352810_T_G_b37 rs12376973 2.6E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061693_T_C_b37 rs80345757 2.6E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.6E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.6E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.6E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 2.6E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 2.6E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 2.6E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058353_A_G_b37 rs2462942 2.6E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 2.6E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.7E‐06 0.55 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406022_A_G_b37 rs2584547 2.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 2.7E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 2.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 2.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 2.7E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 2.7E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 2.7E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 2.7E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 2.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 2.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 2.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 2.7E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 2.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 2.7E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 2.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 2.7E‐06 0.35 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 2.7E‐06 0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 2.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 2.7E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 2.7E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 2.7E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 2.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17144679_G_A_b37 rs2774624 2.7E‐06 0.3 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 2.7E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 2.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 2.7E‐06 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 2.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17095676_C_A_b37 rs34829493 2.7E‐06 ‐0.39 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 2.7E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 2.7E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 2.7E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 2.7E‐06 0.32 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 2.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 2.8E‐06 0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 2.8E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 2.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 2.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 2.8E‐06 0.41 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 2.8E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 2.8E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16984609_A_G_b37 rs75131042 2.8E‐06 ‐0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16986962_T_C_b37 rs78974792 2.8E‐06 ‐0.36 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 2.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 2.8E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 2.8E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 2.8E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 2.8E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 2.8E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 2.8E‐06 ‐0.16 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 2.8E‐06 0.35 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 2.8E‐06 0.25 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 2.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 2.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 2.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 2.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 2.8E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 2.8E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 2.8E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 2.8E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 2.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 2.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 2.8E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17068159_A_G_b37 rs448576 2.9E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 2.9E‐06 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 2.9E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 2.9E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 2.9E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 2.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 2.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 2.9E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16963257_A_AT_b37 rs139985715 2.9E‐06 0.3 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438082_T_C_b37 rs10963099 2.9E‐06 0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 2.9E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 2.9E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 2.9E‐06 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067110_G_A_b37 rs500581 2.9E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997020_G_A_b37 rs694895 2.9E‐06 ‐0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 2.9E‐06 0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122391_G_A_b37 rs35929119 2.9E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 2.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 2.9E‐06 ‐0.16 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17095980_T_C_b37 rs263603 2.9E‐06 ‐0.37 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 2.9E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 2.9E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 2.9E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 2.9E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 2.9E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 2.9E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 2.9E‐06 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 2.9E‐06 0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 2.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 0.000003 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 0.000003 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 0.000003 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 0.000003 ‐0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 0.000003 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 0.000003 0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 0.000003 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 0.000003 0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 0.000003 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998460_A_G_b37 rs448034 0.000003 ‐0.39 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 0.000003 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 0.000003 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 0.000003 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 0.000003 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 0.000003 0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 0.000003 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 0.000003 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 0.000003 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 0.000003 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 0.000003 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 0.000003 ‐0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 0.000003 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 0.000003 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 0.000003 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 0.000003 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 0.000003 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 0.000003 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 0.000003 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17063068_T_C_b37 rs914049 0.000003 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 0.000003 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 3.1E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 3.1E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 3.1E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 3.1E‐06 ‐0.16 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 3.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 3.1E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 3.1E‐06 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 3.1E‐06 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 3.1E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 3.1E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 3.1E‐06 0.23 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 3.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370081_G_C_b37 rs12553516 3.1E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 3.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 3.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 3.1E‐06 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 3.1E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 3.1E‐06 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 3.1E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 3.1E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 3.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 3.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 3.1E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 3.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 3.1E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 3.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 3.2E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 3.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 3.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 3.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 3.2E‐06 ‐0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 3.2E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 3.2E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435407_C_T_b37 rs2593413 3.2E‐06 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 3.2E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 3.2E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277543_TAAGGA_T_b37 rs367876715 3.2E‐06 0.89 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 3.2E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 3.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 3.2E‐06 0.29 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 3.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 3.2E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253882_C_T_b37 rs62558297 3.2E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 3.2E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 3.2E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 3.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.2E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 3.3E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 3.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 3.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 3.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 3.3E‐06 ‐0.52 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 3.3E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055898_C_CT_b37 rs141662058 3.3E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16991332_G_A_b37 rs10756851 3.3E‐06 ‐0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 3.3E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 3.3E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265946_G_T_b37 rs13289755 3.3E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 3.3E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 3.3E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 3.3E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 3.3E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 3.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 3.3E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 3.3E‐06 0.28 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 3.3E‐06 0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 3.3E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 3.3E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 3.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 3.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 3.3E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17111730_T_C_b37 rs263618 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121228_G_A_b37 rs427659 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17121374_T_G_b37 rs381883 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122141_G_GT_b37 rs397759744 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122260_G_C_b37 rs1813052 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122395_T_TG_b37 rs35077710 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124879_G_A_b37 rs263554 3.3E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 3.3E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 3.4E‐06 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 3.4E‐06 ‐0.59 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076367_C_T_b37 rs10962853 3.4E‐06 0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 3.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 3.4E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 3.4E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 3.4E‐06 0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326202_C_A_b37 rs11789741 3.4E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 3.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17311944_T_G_b37 rs10963025 3.4E‐06 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 3.4E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 3.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 3.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17437735_A_T_b37 rs1372705 3.4E‐06 0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 3.4E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 3.4E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 3.4E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120621_T_C_b37 rs972464 3.4E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076950_C_A_b37 rs405039 3.4E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 3.4E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 3.4E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 3.4E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 3.4E‐06 0.27 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 3.4E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 3.4E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 3.4E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 3.4E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 3.4E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058232_A_G_b37 rs1685302 3.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 3.5E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 3.5E‐06 0.4 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044769_C_G_b37 rs10810708 3.5E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 3.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 3.5E‐06 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.5E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 3.5E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 3.5E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17066808_T_C_b37 rs404669 3.5E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 3.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17165040_G_A_b37 rs34586990 3.5E‐06 ‐0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 3.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 3.5E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 3.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 3.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 3.6E‐06 ‐0.56 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 3.6E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 3.6E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 3.6E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 3.6E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 3.6E‐06 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 3.6E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 3.6E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 3.6E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 3.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 3.6E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 3.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 3.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 3.6E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 3.7E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 3.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 3.7E‐06 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 3.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 3.7E‐06 0.44 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 3.7E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 3.7E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 3.7E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 3.7E‐06 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 3.7E‐06 0.46 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 3.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 3.7E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 3.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 3.7E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 3.7E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 3.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 3.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 3.7E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 3.7E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 3.7E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 3.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 3.7E‐06 0.36 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 3.7E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 3.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 3.7E‐06 0.29 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 3.7E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 3.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17143153_T_C_b37 rs35311962 3.8E‐06 ‐0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 3.8E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 3.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 3.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 3.8E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 3.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 3.8E‐06 0.34 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.8E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 3.8E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 3.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 3.8E‐06 ‐0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 3.8E‐06 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 3.8E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 3.8E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 3.8E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069699_T_C_b37 rs2481552 3.8E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284805_T_C_b37 rs2095156 3.8E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 3.8E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 3.8E‐06 0.36 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 3.8E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282659_G_A_b37 rs35968717 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 3.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17075077_A_G_b37 rs13298182 3.8E‐06 ‐0.44 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 3.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 3.9E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 3.9E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 3.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 3.9E‐06 ‐0.16 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 3.9E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 3.9E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 3.9E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 3.9E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 3.9E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 3.9E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 3.9E‐06 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 3.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 3.9E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 3.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114199_A_G_b37 rs263624 3.9E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 3.9E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 3.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 3.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 0.000004 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 0.000004 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 0.000004 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 0.000004 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 0.000004 0.19 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076974_C_A_b37 rs112860165 0.000004 0.21 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 0.000004 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 0.000004 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 0.000004 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 0.000004 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 0.000004 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 0.000004 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 0.000004 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 0.000004 0.24 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 0.000004 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 0.000004 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 0.000004 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 0.000004 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 0.000004 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 0.000004 0.34 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 0.000004 ‐0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 0.000004 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 0.000004 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 0.000004 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 4.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964826_C_G_b37 rs58818603 4.1E‐06 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 4.1E‐06 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061612_G_C_b37 rs391486 4.1E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 4.1E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435407_C_T_b37 rs2593413 4.1E‐06 ‐0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 4.1E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 4.1E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 4.1E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 4.1E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17571069_C_T_b37 rs12345333 4.1E‐06 ‐0.68 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 4.1E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 4.1E‐06 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 4.1E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 4.1E‐06 0.52 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 4.1E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 4.1E‐06 0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 4.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 4.2E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 4.2E‐06 ‐0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 4.2E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 4.2E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 4.2E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 4.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 4.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326249_T_A_b37 rs10810757 4.2E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 4.2E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17059179_G_A_b37 rs2450534 4.2E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 4.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 4.2E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 4.2E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 4.2E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 4.2E‐06 0.27 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 4.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 4.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 4.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 4.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 4.3E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 4.3E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 4.3E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 4.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 4.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 4.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 4.3E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 4.3E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 4.3E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379615_C_A_b37 rs10963073 4.3E‐06 0.19 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 4.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 4.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 4.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067851_G_A_b37 rs400582 4.3E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.3E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 4.3E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 4.3E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 4.4E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 4.4E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 4.4E‐06 ‐0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 4.4E‐06 ‐0.31 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 4.4E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 4.4E‐06 ‐0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17574746_T_TA_b37 rs145212813 4.4E‐06 ‐0.68 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 4.4E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 4.4E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 4.4E‐06 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 4.5E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 4.5E‐06 ‐0.59 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17130665_C_A_b37 rs1476253 4.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 4.5E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281055_C_A_b37 rs1889087 4.5E‐06 0.92 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 4.5E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 4.5E‐06 0.57 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 4.5E‐06 0.57 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 4.5E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262160_T_C_b37 rs10962959 4.5E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 4.5E‐06 ‐0.35 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454820_G_A_b37 rs1372703 4.5E‐06 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 4.5E‐06 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 4.5E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 4.5E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 4.5E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 4.5E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 4.6E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 4.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 4.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 4.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 4.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 4.6E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061314_C_T_b37 rs9407782 4.6E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 4.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 4.6E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338464_T_C_b37 rs7038197 4.6E‐06 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 4.6E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 4.6E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087619_C_G_b37 rs10810714 4.6E‐06 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 4.6E‐06 0.23 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 4.6E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 4.6E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115403_T_C_b37 rs263627 4.7E‐06 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 4.7E‐06 0.39 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17094537_A_G_b37 rs34303558 4.7E‐06 ‐0.39 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 4.7E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 4.7E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17098706_C_T_b37 rs10962868 4.7E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 4.7E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 4.7E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 4.7E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 4.7E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17161728_T_C_b37 rs59017366 4.7E‐06 0.87 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278020_C_T_b37 rs16935426 4.7E‐06 0.87 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279496_C_T_b37 rs59816547 4.7E‐06 0.87 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 4.7E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 4.7E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 4.7E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 4.7E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 4.8E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087068_A_G_b37 rs263591 4.8E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 4.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 4.8E‐06 0.46 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 4.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 4.8E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331361_A_AT_b37 rs397781541 4.8E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 4.8E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 4.8E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 4.8E‐06 0.54 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 4.8E‐06 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17310822_T_C_b37 rs13287407 4.8E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 4.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 4.9E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 4.9E‐06 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 4.9E‐06 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 4.9E‐06 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 4.9E‐06 ‐0.58 Brain ‐ Substantia nigra
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 4.9E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 4.9E‐06 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 4.9E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 4.9E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 4.9E‐06 0.18 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17081088_G_A_b37 rs111775482 4.9E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 4.9E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 0.000005 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334075_T_G_b37 rs10963040 0.000005 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 0.000005 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 0.000005 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 0.000005 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 0.000005 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 0.000005 ‐0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271479_GT_G_b37 rs397736711 0.000005 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001122_C_A_b37 rs182031 0.000005 ‐0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 0.000005 0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 0.000005 ‐0.19 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 0.000005 ‐0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 0.000005 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 0.000005 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 0.000005 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 0.000005 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17073824_A_C_b37 rs263567 0.000005 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 0.000005 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 0.000005 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 0.000005 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 0.000005 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 5.1E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 5.1E‐06 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 5.1E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17015043_C_T_b37 rs263649 5.1E‐06 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 5.1E‐06 0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 5.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 5.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 5.1E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 5.1E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 5.1E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 5.1E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 5.1E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 5.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370800_A_T_b37 rs13285704 5.2E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 5.2E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 5.2E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 5.2E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 5.2E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 5.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 5.2E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 5.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 5.2E‐06 0.25 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16943924_T_G_b37 rs11792459 5.2E‐06 ‐0.2 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 5.2E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 5.2E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 5.2E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262847_C_T_b37 rs13292365 5.2E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076950_C_A_b37 rs405039 5.2E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 5.2E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 5.2E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 5.2E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064226_T_A_b37 rs442696 5.3E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064245_T_C_b37 rs417959 5.3E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 5.3E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 5.3E‐06 0.32 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 5.3E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 5.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 5.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 5.3E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 5.3E‐06 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257157_A_T_b37 rs62558300 5.3E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064245_T_C_b37 rs417959 5.3E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 5.3E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 5.3E‐06 ‐0.27 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435407_C_T_b37 rs2593413 5.3E‐06 ‐0.18 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17074480_A_G_b37 rs117547188 5.3E‐06 ‐0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 5.3E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 5.3E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 5.4E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064276_A_G_b37 rs448271 5.4E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 5.4E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 5.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076686_T_C_b37 rs398715 5.4E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076720_T_TA_b37 rs397893237 5.4E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 5.4E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 5.4E‐06 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279064_C_T_b37 rs1759613 5.4E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17280827_C_G_b37 rs870271 5.4E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 5.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064226_T_A_b37 rs442696 5.4E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17064276_A_G_b37 rs448271 5.4E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 5.4E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 5.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 5.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 5.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 5.4E‐06 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069699_T_C_b37 rs2481552 5.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17119924_T_C_b37 rs399345 5.4E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17058287_C_T_b37 rs113282715 5.4E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384521_C_A_b37 rs1442517 5.4E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 5.5E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 5.5E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 5.5E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 5.5E‐06 0.36 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 5.5E‐06 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293779_G_A_b37 rs645117 5.5E‐06 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 5.5E‐06 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 5.5E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17073962_C_T_b37 rs62560531 5.5E‐06 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274331_T_A_b37 rs13290659 5.5E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 5.5E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 5.5E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 5.5E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 5.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17014806_G_A_b37 rs62560463 5.5E‐06 ‐0.44 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 5.5E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16941297_A_G_b37 rs10962742 5.5E‐06 ‐0.22 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 5.6E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 5.6E‐06 0.3 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 5.6E‐06 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 5.6E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 5.6E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120454_C_T_b37 rs1125511 5.6E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17414823_C_A_b37 rs2593387 5.6E‐06 ‐0.25 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 5.6E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 5.6E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 5.6E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363659_G_A_b37 rs62558964 5.6E‐06 ‐0.53 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 5.6E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 5.6E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 5.6E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 5.6E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 5.6E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 5.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 5.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 5.7E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 5.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 5.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 5.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 5.7E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 5.7E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 5.7E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 5.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 5.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 5.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 5.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 5.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262062_G_A_b37 rs10962958 5.7E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 5.7E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 5.7E‐06 ‐0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 5.7E‐06 ‐0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 5.7E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 5.7E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269126_G_A_b37 rs59833414 5.7E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 5.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 5.8E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 5.8E‐06 ‐0.26 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 5.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 5.8E‐06 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281271_A_AT_b37 rs397743400 5.8E‐06 0.45 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 5.8E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 5.8E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 5.8E‐06 0.41 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440278_A_G_b37 rs2780199 5.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 5.8E‐06 0.35 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 5.9E‐06 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 5.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 5.9E‐06 0.19 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 5.9E‐06 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 5.9E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 5.9E‐06 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 5.9E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17179841_CTCTAAAG_C_b37 rs71492904 5.9E‐06 ‐0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 0.000006 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 0.000006 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 0.000006 ‐0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 0.000006 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 0.000006 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 0.000006 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 0.000006 0.27 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 0.000006 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 0.000006 0.31 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273754_A_C_b37 rs3808794 0.000006 0.91 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379146_A_G_b37 rs1442533 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 6.1E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 6.1E‐06 0.24 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 6.1E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 6.1E‐06 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 6.1E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 6.1E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 6.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 6.1E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 6.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 6.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16962858_T_C_b37 rs62541780 6.1E‐06 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 6.1E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 6.1E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 6.1E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 6.1E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 6.1E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 6.2E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261765_A_G_b37 rs10962956 6.2E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 6.2E‐06 ‐0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 6.2E‐06 ‐0.39 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 6.2E‐06 0.2 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281216_G_A_b37 rs10962996 6.2E‐06 0.44 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281497_C_T_b37 rs10962998 6.2E‐06 0.44 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281538_G_T_b37 rs10962999 6.2E‐06 0.44 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292845_AG_A_b37 rs35876302 6.2E‐06 0.44 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 6.2E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 6.2E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 6.3E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17447446_C_T_b37 rs2593411 6.3E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17054142_A_G_b37 rs12379306 6.3E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 6.3E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 6.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 6.3E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123284_C_T_b37 rs263549 6.3E‐06 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16975456_T_C_b37 rs62557541 6.3E‐06 0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 6.3E‐06 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16991332_G_A_b37 rs10756851 6.3E‐06 ‐0.39 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 6.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 6.3E‐06 0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 6.3E‐06 ‐0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 6.3E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 6.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 6.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 6.4E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 6.4E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 6.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 6.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 6.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112944_G_A_b37 rs35820984 6.4E‐06 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17022183_A_G_b37 rs62560464 6.4E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17024162_C_T_b37 rs13299760 6.4E‐06 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 6.5E‐06 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 6.5E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 6.5E‐06 ‐0.27 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 6.5E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 6.5E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 6.5E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 6.5E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 6.5E‐06 0.24 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313926_C_T_b37 rs10963026 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 6.5E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135115_C_T_b37 rs41306071 6.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 6.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 6.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 6.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 6.6E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 6.6E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 6.6E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 6.6E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 6.6E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 6.6E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 6.6E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 6.6E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 6.6E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 6.7E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 6.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 6.7E‐06 ‐0.15 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 6.7E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 6.7E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 6.7E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 6.7E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 6.7E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 6.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 6.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16973643_C_T_b37 rs17824330 6.7E‐06 0.29 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 6.7E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442085_A_G_b37 rs2584536 6.7E‐06 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 6.7E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 6.7E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 6.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 6.7E‐06 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 6.7E‐06 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 6.7E‐06 0.4 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 6.7E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 6.7E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061693_T_C_b37 rs80345757 6.7E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 6.7E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 6.8E‐06 ‐0.24 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 6.8E‐06 0.23 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 6.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 6.8E‐06 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 6.8E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 6.8E‐06 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 6.8E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17024621_A_G_b37 rs34953033 6.8E‐06 ‐0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17024781_G_C_b37 rs36096349 6.8E‐06 ‐0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 6.8E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 6.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 6.8E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 6.8E‐06 ‐0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 6.9E‐06 ‐0.32 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 6.9E‐06 0.38 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 6.9E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 6.9E‐06 0.31 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 6.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 6.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067330_G_A_b37 rs1948108 6.9E‐06 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099352_C_A_b37 rs10810719 6.9E‐06 0.23 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 6.9E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370778_A_G_b37 rs13285577 0.000007 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 0.000007 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 0.000007 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 0.000007 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 0.000007 0.39 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 0.000007 0.39 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 0.000007 0.39 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 0.000007 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 0.000007 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16974924_A_C_b37 rs60825035 0.000007 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 0.000007 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 0.000007 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 0.000007 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 0.000007 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 0.000007 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 7.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 7.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 7.1E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 7.1E‐06 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 7.1E‐06 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 7.1E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 7.1E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 7.1E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 7.1E‐06 0.3 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 7.1E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 7.2E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255507_T_C_b37 rs11791463 7.2E‐06 0.31 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 7.2E‐06 0.16 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321313_C_G_b37 rs10963031 7.2E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 7.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17049208_C_A_b37 rs34601815 7.2E‐06 ‐0.43 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 7.3E‐06 0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 7.3E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394225_C_T_b37 rs10963078 7.3E‐06 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 7.3E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 7.3E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371019_A_G_b37 rs13289968 7.3E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 7.3E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 7.3E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17446292_C_T_b37 rs2584537 7.3E‐06 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17061314_C_T_b37 rs9407782 7.3E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17405331_A_G_b37 rs58474114 7.3E‐06 0.33 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 7.4E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 7.4E‐06 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 7.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 7.4E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 7.4E‐06 0.34 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 7.4E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312886_A_T_b37 rs10810749 7.5E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 7.5E‐06 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349531_A_T_b37 rs7873708 7.5E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 7.5E‐06 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 7.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 7.5E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17022841_G_C_b37 rs17825396 7.5E‐06 ‐0.4 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117203_A_G_b37 rs443662 7.5E‐06 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 7.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 7.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 7.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 7.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 7.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 7.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 7.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 7.6E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 7.6E‐06 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 7.6E‐06 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17257324_A_G_b37 rs62558301 7.6E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 7.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 7.6E‐06 0.22 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 7.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401812_TTAA_T_b37 rs34064391 7.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 7.6E‐06 0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 7.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 7.6E‐06 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359669_G_A_b37 rs7864271 7.6E‐06 ‐0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 7.6E‐06 0.42 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 7.7E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 7.7E‐06 ‐0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17404464_C_T_b37 rs10963084 7.7E‐06 ‐0.34 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358066_G_A_b37 rs4961544 7.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 7.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 7.7E‐06 0.32 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 7.7E‐06 0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 7.7E‐06 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 7.7E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 7.8E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 7.8E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 7.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 7.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 7.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 7.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 7.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 7.8E‐06 0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 7.8E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 7.8E‐06 0.31 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301713_A_G_b37 rs10963018 7.8E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326488_T_A_b37 rs10810758 7.9E‐06 0.31 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 7.9E‐06 ‐0.31 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127007_T_C_b37 rs10810731 7.9E‐06 0.45 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127373_A_T_b37 rs10810732 7.9E‐06 0.45 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127664_T_C_b37 rs10810733 7.9E‐06 0.45 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 7.9E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16999123_G_A_b37 rs379274 7.9E‐06 ‐0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 7.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 7.9E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16214367_T_C_b37 rs9298750 7.9E‐06 ‐0.85 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087619_C_G_b37 rs10810714 7.9E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 7.9E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 7.9E‐06 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116411_C_T_b37 rs35979939 7.9E‐06 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17309336_T_C_b37 rs10756860 7.9E‐06 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126944_G_A_b37 rs10810730 7.9E‐06 0.45 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 7.9E‐06 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 7.9E‐06 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348143_A_T_b37 rs12378677 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353732_G_A_b37 rs13289670 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353904_C_T_b37 rs10963060 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355032_C_T_b37 rs10810772 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359162_G_A_b37 rs10810776 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360399_G_T_b37 rs35375281 0.000008 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17430610_A_G_b37 rs1953105 0.000008 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 0.000008 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 0.000008 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 0.000008 ‐0.15 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 0.000008 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 0.000008 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 0.000008 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 0.000008 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 8.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17370957_G_A_b37 rs13286365 8.1E‐06 0.26 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 8.1E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 8.1E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425664_C_G_b37 rs1348278 8.1E‐06 0.25 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 8.2E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 8.2E‐06 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 8.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 8.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 8.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 8.2E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 8.2E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 8.2E‐06 ‐0.3 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 8.2E‐06 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 8.3E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 8.3E‐06 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17408156_A_G_b37 rs7041659 8.3E‐06 0.3 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122743_G_T_b37 rs112732928 8.3E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 8.3E‐06 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 8.3E‐06 0.31 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 8.3E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17913131_A_G_b37 rs11506403 8.3E‐06 0.87 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 8.4E‐06 0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 8.4E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 8.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17072996_G_A_b37 rs148598074 8.4E‐06 0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331647_G_A_b37 rs10963039 8.4E‐06 0.37 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 8.4E‐06 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 8.4E‐06 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 8.4E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044586_G_T_b37 rs13293887 8.4E‐06 ‐0.42 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 8.4E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 8.4E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 8.4E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 8.5E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380962_C_G_b37 rs7028577 8.5E‐06 0.3 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17012980_T_G_b37 rs263650 8.5E‐06 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 8.5E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 8.5E‐06 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17371690_C_T_b37 rs1596193 8.5E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 8.5E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 8.5E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113551_G_A_b37 rs10962875 8.6E‐06 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 8.6E‐06 ‐0.32 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 8.6E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336492_G_A_b37 rs10738474 8.6E‐06 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17329964_A_G_b37 rs1442528 8.6E‐06 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254734_A_ATTG_b37 rs367732860 8.6E‐06 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 8.6E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 8.6E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 8.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060409_C_T_b37 rs10962843 8.7E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17060599_C_G_b37 rs10962844 8.7E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325704_C_G_b37 rs10756867 8.7E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 8.7E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 8.7E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 8.7E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333747_CAT_C_b37 rs3840727 8.7E‐06 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 8.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 8.7E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092997_T_C_b37 rs13297390 8.7E‐06 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 8.8E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 8.8E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 8.8E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362508_AT_A_b37 rs869075452 8.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 8.8E‐06 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16943861_G_A_b37 rs11790330 8.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 8.8E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 8.8E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273926_C_G_b37 rs12379655 8.8E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044769_C_G_b37 rs10810708 8.8E‐06 0.19 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17279838_T_C_b37 rs1759441 8.8E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17913657_A_C_b37 rs148987411 8.8E‐06 0.87 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17914509_G_A_b37 rs28863271 8.8E‐06 0.87 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368458_C_T_b37 rs4961437 8.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 8.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 8.9E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 8.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 8.9E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266095_C_G_b37 rs11523726 8.9E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 8.9E‐06 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346914_C_T_b37 rs6475139 0.000009 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 0.000009 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 0.000009 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 0.000009 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 0.000009 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 0.000009 ‐0.28 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 0.000009 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 0.000009 0.24 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 9.1E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 9.1E‐06 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 9.1E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 9.1E‐06 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 9.1E‐06 0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 9.2E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 9.2E‐06 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 9.2E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 9.2E‐06 0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 9.2E‐06 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 9.2E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 9.2E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436662_C_T_b37 rs1967357 9.2E‐06 ‐0.26 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355890_GTC_G_b37 rs35917270 9.2E‐06 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17038460_C_T_b37 rs75041907 9.2E‐06 ‐0.67 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 9.2E‐06 ‐0.26 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 9.3E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 9.3E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 9.3E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 9.3E‐06 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 9.3E‐06 0.43 Ovary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 9.3E‐06 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 9.3E‐06 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 9.3E‐06 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 9.3E‐06 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 9.3E‐06 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 9.3E‐06 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 9.3E‐06 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 9.4E‐06 ‐0.29 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 9.4E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 9.4E‐06 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17303467_A_T_b37 rs62558357 9.4E‐06 0.39 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 9.4E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 9.4E‐06 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 9.4E‐06 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339718_G_A_b37 rs10810764 9.5E‐06 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 9.5E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17378776_G_A_b37 rs10963072 9.5E‐06 0.33 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 9.5E‐06 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 9.5E‐06 0.39 Brain ‐ Hippocampus
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 9.5E‐06 0.27 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372689_C_G_b37 rs10963069 9.5E‐06 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348552_G_T_b37 rs7869727 9.6E‐06 ‐0.37 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 9.6E‐06 ‐0.28 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 9.6E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 9.6E‐06 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 9.6E‐06 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 9.6E‐06 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 9.6E‐06 0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 9.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278584_A_G_b37 rs2779773 9.7E‐06 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 9.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 9.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333543_A_G_b37 rs3808784 9.7E‐06 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 9.7E‐06 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 9.8E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 9.8E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16944034_T_C_b37 rs11792883 9.8E‐06 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 9.8E‐06 ‐0.3 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438082_T_C_b37 rs10963099 9.8E‐06 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321712_T_C_b37 rs10810755 9.8E‐06 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 9.8E‐06 0.42 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292890_A_G_b37 rs670058 9.8E‐06 0.28 Artery ‐ Coronary
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 9.8E‐06 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 9.8E‐06 0.2 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347258_A_G_b37 rs7864919 9.9E‐06 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 9.9E‐06 0.37 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 9.9E‐06 0.33 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265852_T_A_b37 rs62252889 9.9E‐06 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 0.00001 0.31 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 0.00001 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344148_GTTTAT_G_b37 rs10531584 0.00001 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266147_C_CT_b37 rs397732161 0.00001 0.29 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357265_G_GT_b37 rs397750534 0.00001 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 0.00001 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 0.00001 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17277778_T_A_b37 rs4375098 0.00001 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284111_A_C_b37 rs4574939 0.00001 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 0.00001 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302919_T_A_b37 rs1759454 0.00001 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 0.00001 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 0.00001 0.33 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364272_T_C_b37 rs35601090 0.00001 0.16 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 0.00001 0.23 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17456851_C_T_b37 rs76158279 0.00001 0.21 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 0.00001 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076367_C_T_b37 rs10962853 0.00001 0.47 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17085737_G_A_b37 rs10810713 0.00001 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 0.00001 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17270025_C_G_b37 rs13286311 0.00001 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992325_C_G_b37 rs10733336 0.00001 ‐0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 0.00001 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291057_A_G_b37 rs605916 0.00001 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300060_G_A_b37 rs2779778 0.00001 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300064_C_T_b37 rs2780206 0.00001 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300093_G_A_b37 rs2779776 0.00001 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 0.00001 0.39 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 0.00001 0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 0.00001 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17394136_C_T_b37 rs10283690 0.00001 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 0.00001 0.45 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044971_T_A_b37 rs393488 0.00001 ‐0.35 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 0.00001 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 0.00001 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17259049_C_G_b37 rs113101695 0.00001 0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 0.00001 0.21 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 0.00001 0.29 Brain ‐ Frontal Cortex (BA9)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 0.00001 ‐0.26 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 0.00001 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 0.00001 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 0.000011 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275039_C_G_b37 rs10962994 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 0.000011 ‐0.26 Prostate
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 0.000011 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 0.000011 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 0.000011 ‐0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 0.000011 0.45 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 0.000011 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116057_G_A_b37 rs4493994 0.000011 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17124420_T_C_b37 rs10810726 0.000011 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125742_A_G_b37 rs10810729 0.000011 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 0.000011 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110021_A_T_b37 rs10810724 0.000011 0.44 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 0.000011 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 0.000011 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067207_T_C_b37 rs1948106 0.000011 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 0.000011 ‐0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 0.000011 0.35 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 0.000011 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367399_T_TAAAA_b37 rs398073456 0.000011 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 0.000011 ‐0.19 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426733_C_T_b37 rs2584553 0.000011 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 0.000011 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17069448_A_T_b37 rs79707047 0.000011 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067010_C_G_b37 rs503290 0.000011 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 0.000011 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 0.000011 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 0.000011 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 0.000011 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346898_T_G_b37 rs13301284 0.000011 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358903_G_A_b37 rs11791000 0.000011 0.36 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 0.000011 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17254620_A_T_b37 rs7046933 0.000011 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076367_C_T_b37 rs10962853 0.000011 0.2 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284073_A_G_b37 rs4626705 0.000011 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17330558_T_A_b37 rs3765040 0.000011 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367325_C_A_b37 rs3861711 0.000011 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324158_G_C_b37 rs17829280 0.000011 0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 0.000011 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 0.000011 0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273175_G_GA_b37 rs397813880 0.000011 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 0.000011 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 0.000011 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 0.000011 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 0.000012 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 0.000012 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 0.000012 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17278607_C_T_b37 rs34502029 0.000012 0.34 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 0.000012 0.2 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110624_A_G_b37 rs10962873 0.000012 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 0.000012 ‐0.35 Liver
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 0.000012 ‐0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 0.000012 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 0.000012 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353689_T_C_b37 rs7854818 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 0.000012 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255442_C_A_b37 rs10962950 0.000012 0.22 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17302341_A_G_b37 rs619380 0.000012 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 0.000012 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998460_A_G_b37 rs448034 0.000012 ‐0.18 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 0.000012 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 0.000012 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 0.000012 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290970_T_C_b37 rs605469 0.000012 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 0.000012 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274815_C_G_b37 rs10962993 0.000012 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 0.000012 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409709_C_CA_b37 rs397756102 0.000012 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391822_G_C_b37 rs1442524 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 0.000012 0.3 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356999_C_T_b37 rs10810775 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368900_A_G_b37 rs4961552 0.000012 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 0.000012 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120267_T_C_b37 rs1016100 0.000012 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 0.000012 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290979_T_C_b37 rs605482 0.000012 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265321_G_A_b37 rs11560448 0.000012 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340377_A_G_b37 rs3824392 0.000012 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105534_C_G_b37 rs263612 0.000012 ‐0.36 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365351_T_C_b37 rs10123745 0.000012 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078272_C_G_b37 rs76382661 0.000012 0.46 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 0.000012 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 0.000012 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 0.000012 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 0.000012 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17028235_C_A_b37 rs263548 0.000012 ‐0.35 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 0.000012 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112139_G_A_b37 rs263620 0.000012 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345817_T_C_b37 rs4961540 0.000012 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367368_T_C_b37 rs1583987 0.000012 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367616_T_G_b37 rs1583988 0.000012 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17367617_C_T_b37 rs1583989 0.000012 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320881_A_G_b37 rs7028593 0.000012 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 0.000012 0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 0.000012 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295223_T_C_b37 rs4424358 0.000012 0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 0.000013 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 0.000013 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17130360_T_C_b37 rs411167 0.000013 ‐0.36 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383993_G_T_b37 rs12156444 0.000013 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 0.000013 0.29 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17382575_A_G_b37 rs13283291 0.000013 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 0.000013 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 0.000013 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 0.000013 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 0.000013 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17271858_A_G_b37 rs654521 0.000013 0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454593_G_A_b37 rs894379 0.000013 ‐0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17425725_T_C_b37 rs1348277 0.000013 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267371_C_G_b37 rs7018705 0.000013 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 0.000013 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 0.000013 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356550_G_A_b37 rs10756875 0.000013 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268584_T_C_b37 rs10962982 0.000013 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328674_A_G_b37 rs10810760 0.000013 0.35 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281961_C_CT_b37 rs397893175 0.000013 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17008137_G_A_b37 rs263628 0.000013 0.26 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350843_C_T_b37 rs10124487 0.000013 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 0.000013 0.27 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17383073_C_G_b37 rs10114662 0.000013 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 0.000013 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 0.000013 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276775_G_A_b37 rs2184063 0.000013 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355341_T_C_b37 rs10963063 0.000013 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 0.000013 0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 0.000013 0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334801_G_A_b37 rs10046851 0.000013 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 0.000013 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 0.000013 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 0.000013 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17361597_A_G_b37 rs7022060 0.000013 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17437735_A_T_b37 rs1372705 0.000013 0.24 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 0.000013 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 0.000013 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 0.000013 ‐0.35 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17014923_C_T_b37 rs16935253 0.000013 0.25 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 0.000013 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 0.000013 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 0.000013 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 0.000013 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17162413_C_T_b37 rs6475111 0.000013 0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 0.000013 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 0.000013 0.35 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 0.000013 ‐0.22 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 0.000013 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 0.000013 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268228_T_C_b37 rs10756858 0.000013 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16993715_A_G_b37 rs55873944 0.000013 ‐0.34 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 0.000013 ‐0.38 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17013233_A_C_b37 rs4961519 0.000013 0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17274319_G_T_b37 rs2779775 0.000013 0.17 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 0.000013 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 0.000013 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 0.000013 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318647_C_T_b37 rs12337171 0.000013 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 0.000013 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 0.000014 ‐0.28 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17007112_T_C_b37 rs76938895 0.000014 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 0.000014 0.3 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364507_T_C_b37 rs7848980 0.000014 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 0.000014 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17074141_C_T_b37 rs62560532 0.000014 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 0.000014 0.26 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 0.000014 0.26 Small Intestine ‐ Terminal Ileum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17428879_C_T_b37 rs2780201 0.000014 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339879_C_T_b37 rs7854724 0.000014 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 0.000014 ‐0.15 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276823_G_A_b37 rs11795325 0.000014 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17318434_G_C_b37 rs12337154 0.000014 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 0.000014 0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 0.000014 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385296_C_G_b37 rs62558996 0.000014 0.23 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 0.000014 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16976088_C_T_b37 rs113201600 0.000014 0.28 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 0.000014 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265490_C_G_b37 rs13288652 0.000014 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 0.000014 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 0.000014 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 0.000014 0.15 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 0.000014 ‐0.36 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125259_G_A_b37 rs10810727 0.000014 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125262_A_G_b37 rs10810728 0.000014 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413173_T_A_b37 rs12555830 0.000014 0.16 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 0.000014 ‐0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16944968_C_T_b37 rs10962755 0.000014 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 0.000014 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345018_T_C_b37 rs10963050 0.000014 0.36 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436571_G_C_b37 rs16935631 0.000014 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17368850_C_T_b37 rs2151342 0.000014 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 0.000014 ‐0.17 Breast ‐ Mammary Tissue
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17381799_G_A_b37 rs10810780 0.000015 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 0.000015 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321382_T_C_b37 rs9298773 0.000015 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 0.000015 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17338186_G_C_b37 rs10963042 0.000015 ‐0.4 Adrenal Gland
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17377629_C_A_b37 rs13285126 0.000015 ‐0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346156_T_C_b37 rs10116428 0.000015 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 0.000015 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 0.000015 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357212_T_C_b37 rs4961542 0.000015 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17362180_C_A_b37 rs1372702 0.000015 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364950_G_A_b37 rs10738476 0.000015 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365022_C_A_b37 rs10756877 0.000015 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327135_T_TA_b37 rs71492912 0.000015 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255226_T_A_b37 rs10962949 0.000015 0.3 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122523_C_G_b37 rs80181957 0.000015 0.28 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 0.000015 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372960_C_T_b37 rs7874453 0.000015 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 0.000015 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391173_A_G_b37 rs10123109 0.000015 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 0.000015 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325281_CAT_C_b37 rs796494963 0.000015 0.21 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 0.000015 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078272_C_G_b37 rs76382661 0.000015 0.2 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17379340_T_C_b37 rs36057268 0.000015 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 0.000015 ‐0.18 Stomach
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386020_A_G_b37 rs10963077 0.000015 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17050007_C_T_b37 rs34864883 0.000015 ‐0.41 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 0.000015 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284602_C_T_b37 rs2383013 0.000015 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17072996_G_A_b37 rs148598074 0.000015 0.2 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17019858_A_C_b37 rs263638 0.000015 ‐0.37 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335125_T_C_b37 rs10123715 0.000015 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17276104_T_C_b37 rs2027014 0.000015 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325851_G_T_b37 rs7848128 0.000015 0.36 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17369684_A_G_b37 rs4961553 0.000016 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16982584_G_A_b37 rs1032217 0.000016 ‐0.25 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17418425_T_G_b37 rs1442516 0.000016 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17070204_T_A_b37 rs10962852 0.000016 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354396_T_C_b37 rs7858530 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 0.000016 ‐0.15 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17345387_A_ATAGT_b37 rs59007332 0.000016 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347872_C_T_b37 rs7865766 0.000016 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17391536_A_G_b37 rs1442523 0.000016 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 0.000016 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263748_T_G_b37 rs145190003 0.000016 0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17289795_G_T_b37 rs140810883 0.000016 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 0.000016 ‐0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356925_T_C_b37 rs10810774 0.000016 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320792_T_C_b37 rs7044823 0.000016 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321670_C_T_b37 rs10125333 0.000016 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335480_A_C_b37 rs10481559 0.000016 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996457_T_G_b37 rs12378102 0.000016 0.18 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17242909_C_G_b37 rs11521161 0.000016 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342571_GA_G_b37 rs68056113 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343013_A_G_b37 rs10963045 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343041_C_A_b37 rs10963046 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343116_A_G_b37 rs10810766 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343261_G_A_b37 rs10810767 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343708_G_A_b37 rs10963047 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17343787_C_T_b37 rs10963048 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17344707_C_A_b37 rs10963049 0.000016 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 0.000016 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438391_C_T_b37 rs1967356 0.000016 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17410147_A_G_b37 rs12550857 0.000016 0.27 Brain ‐ Cortex
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356475_A_G_b37 rs10756874 0.000016 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 0.000016 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17241391_C_T_b37 rs10962931 0.000016 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 0.000016 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17044774_T_C_b37 rs10810709 0.000016 0.22 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17352005_G_A_b37 rs6475144 0.000016 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353077_G_T_b37 rs10114730 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 0.000017 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 0.000017 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281923_G_A_b37 rs10963000 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282186_G_C_b37 rs10963001 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283020_A_G_b37 rs7041744 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283550_T_G_b37 rs10810745 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283597_C_G_b37 rs10810746 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283690_T_C_b37 rs10963005 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17284013_TTTTG_T_b37 rs373542765 0.000017 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17293025_G_T_b37 rs670511 0.000017 0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295837_C_G_b37 rs2990670 0.000017 0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349497_A_G_b37 rs10963057 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348688_G_C_b37 rs10810769 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17348689_G_C_b37 rs10810770 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 0.000017 0.26 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313678_T_A_b37 rs7864650 0.000017 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051856_C_T_b37 rs13283842 0.000017 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453931_G_T_b37 rs1808894 0.000017 ‐0.23 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339793_G_A_b37 rs7854802 0.000017 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17339839_T_C_b37 rs7870101 0.000017 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17272312_A_G_b37 rs12376505 0.000017 0.21 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17120550_T_TA_b37 rs5896732 0.000017 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349834_T_A_b37 rs2044120 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346404_A_G_b37 rs10119370 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17349864_C_T_b37 rs2044119 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350378_A_C_b37 rs6475141 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350631_G_A_b37 rs6475142 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353918_A_G_b37 rs7868684 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353987_A_G_b37 rs7868700 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354045_C_A_b37 rs7871926 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354520_T_C_b37 rs7858760 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354527_T_C_b37 rs7858762 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17354758_C_T_b37 rs7872831 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17356411_A_C_b37 rs10810773 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17360179_C_G_b37 rs10810777 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363218_A_C_b37 rs6475145 0.000017 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 0.000017 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 0.000017 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17265477_C_G_b37 rs13288642 0.000017 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266340_G_T_b37 rs11523716 0.000017 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358463_A_G_b37 rs10963065 0.000017 0.38 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17088668_A_G_b37 rs10962862 0.000017 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 0.000017 0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16938688_A_T_b37 rs183360869 0.000017 ‐0.68 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267413_G_T_b37 rs34768018 0.000017 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17034096_A_G_b37 rs263577 0.000017 ‐0.35 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097885_A_C_b37 rs10810718 0.000017 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099512_G_A_b37 rs10810721 0.000017 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099776_A_G_b37 rs1601737 0.000017 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17385348_C_T_b37 rs4961555 0.000017 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299872_T_A_b37 rs62558354 0.000018 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17351711_A_G_b37 rs6475143 0.000018 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126496_C_T_b37 rs35060066 0.000018 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 0.000018 0.36 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17281278_A_T_b37 rs1889088 0.000018 0.33 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350983_C_G_b37 rs10124513 0.000018 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 0.000018 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997811_A_G_b37 rs10810704 0.000018 0.37 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101297_G_A_b37 rs146461127 0.000018 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116092_A_G_b37 rs4442249 0.000018 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17323254_C_T_b37 rs10963034 0.000018 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17326897_G_C_b37 rs10963035 0.000018 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328476_C_T_b37 rs10756868 0.000018 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 0.000018 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17275314_T_C_b37 rs10810743 0.000018 0.35 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17262898_C_G_b37 rs13292380 0.000018 0.38 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 0.000018 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 0.000018 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17406235_A_G_b37 rs36051199 0.000018 0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17325675_G_C_b37 rs10756866 0.000018 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127919_T_C_b37 rs263558 0.000018 0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252006_C_A_b37 rs10962947 0.000018 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 0.000018 0.27 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435459_A_G_b37 rs2584535 0.000018 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435929_G_A_b37 rs2593412 0.000018 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17451083_G_A_b37 rs2584538 0.000018 ‐0.32 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299017_G_A_b37 rs35884270 0.000019 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 0.000019 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16943924_T_G_b37 rs11792459 0.000019 ‐0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442000_G_A_b37 rs11792612 0.000019 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 0.000019 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 0.000019 0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 0.000019 0.23 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17335585_A_G_b37 rs4246136 0.000019 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314532_T_G_b37 rs10810752 0.000019 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384459_A_G_b37 rs10810781 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17384923_A_G_b37 rs10121841 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398404_G_A_b37 rs4961557 0.000019 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390339_C_T_b37 rs10116140 0.000019 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16201564_T_G_b37 rs9406587 0.000019 ‐0.86 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 0.000019 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17295260_A_C_b37 rs4409489 0.000019 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364832_G_T_b37 rs10756876 0.000019 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17130074_G_A_b37 rs372582 0.000019 ‐0.35 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17342517_A_G_b37 rs10756869 0.000019 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359939_C_T_b37 rs7037111 0.000019 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 0.000019 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400370_C_G_b37 rs10810786 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17392921_G_A_b37 rs4961439 0.000019 ‐0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 0.000019 0.36 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353096_C_T_b37 rs10114688 0.000019 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990325_A_G_b37 rs78600569 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990617_G_A_b37 rs76032660 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992238_A_G_b37 rs79850388 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16992655_G_A_b37 rs77969266 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996875_AT_A_b37 rs149365030 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998766_C_G_b37 rs74339678 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16999915_CATGTCAATG_C_b37 rs142410908 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17003999_A_G_b37 rs80153037 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17004288_T_C_b37 rs79476472 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17007505_C_T_b37 rs77632083 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17011259_T_C_b37 rs75027033 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17012054_A_C_b37 rs75714016 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17013999_C_G_b37 rs78272478 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17014703_A_G_b37 rs80094183 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398056_A_G_b37 rs62559022 0.000019 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372261_G_T_b37 rs12379104 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313415_C_CT_b37 rs139376119 0.000019 0.32 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 0.000019 0.32 Esophagus ‐ Gastroesophageal Junction
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17132343_G_A_b37 rs414716 0.000019 ‐0.35 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17346147_A_G_b37 rs10119297 0.000019 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16997811_A_G_b37 rs10810704 0.000019 0.18 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16967961_C_T_b37 rs10962773 0.000019 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 0.000019 0.32 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313614_A_C_b37 rs7849084 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313619_A_G_b37 rs7849085 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17313996_T_G_b37 rs10963027 0.000019 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16983321_G_A_b37 rs10810702 0.000019 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17144679_G_A_b37 rs2774624 0.000019 0.21 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331927_G_A_b37 rs3780258 0.000019 ‐0.19 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17268590_C_T_b37 rs62558320 0.000019 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996399_TA_T_b37 rs150553433 0.000019 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17115414_G_A_b37 rs58886894 0.000019 ‐0.19 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327587_T_C_b37 rs13293083 0.00002 0.36 Brain ‐ Caudate (basal ganglia)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17314292_A_T_b37 rs10810751 0.00002 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 0.00002 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 0.00002 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299120_A_G_b37 rs7026852 0.00002 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17333453_G_A_b37 rs7031133 0.00002 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336360_G_A_b37 rs10810763 0.00002 ‐0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17412546_T_A_b37 rs7031442 0.00002 0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051683_C_T_b37 rs112221208 0.00002 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17110542_AATT_A_b37 rs146197510 0.00002 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 0.00002 ‐0.22 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17252284_G_T_b37 rs10810740 0.00002 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17353087_A_G_b37 rs10120757 0.00002 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320544_A_G_b37 rs10810754 0.00002 ‐0.13 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312829_G_A_b37 rs10810748 0.00002 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17135443_T_C_b37 rs111496959 0.00002 ‐0.18 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373948_T_C_b37 rs10114083 0.00002 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17154345_A_T_b37 rs10448195 0.00002 0.18 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 0.00002 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125834_A_G_b37 rs263556 0.00002 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17267917_G_A_b37 rs7019673 0.00002 0.22 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 0.00002 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327807_T_C_b37 rs62561379 0.00002 0.34 Brain ‐ Cerebellum
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 0.00002 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17179841_CTCTAAAG_C_b37 rs71492904 0.00002 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 0.000021 0.22 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442650_G_A_b37 rs10963102 0.000021 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17283197_G_A_b37 rs595894 0.000021 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17114935_C_T_b37 rs10810725 0.000021 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17235642_AT_A_b37 rs397708736 0.000021 0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16944306_TA_T_b37 rs398010383 0.000021 ‐0.26 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17299342_T_C_b37 rs10963017 0.000021 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996456_C_T_b37 rs12376716 0.000021 0.18 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104574_C_T_b37 rs7856761 0.000021 ‐0.34 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319339_T_C_b37 rs4272484 0.000021 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 0.000021 0.25 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16996456_C_T_b37 rs12376716 0.000021 0.37 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273628_C_CAG_b37 rs3840729 0.000021 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261546_A_G_b37 rs1582030 0.000021 0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364514_T_C_b37 rs10122987 0.000022 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263325_T_A_b37 rs10756857 0.000022 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269629_T_C_b37 rs35998538 0.000022 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441027_A_G_b37 rs1442530 0.000022 ‐0.15 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 0.000022 0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105586_G_A_b37 rs2200599 0.000022 ‐0.34 Pancreas
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 0.000022 0.14 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 0.000022 0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413556_C_T_b37 rs7019482 0.000022 0.25 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17290094_A_T_b37 rs114658868 0.000022 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17298547_C_G_b37 rs3739490 0.000022 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17300057_A_C_b37 rs60520802 0.000022 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366568_A_T_b37 rs4961548 0.000022 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366932_C_G_b37 rs2099858 0.000022 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 0.000022 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 0.000022 ‐0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17357914_C_T_b37 rs9695844 0.000022 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17319956_C_A_b37 rs9298772 0.000022 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17102333_G_T_b37 rs10810723 0.000022 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 0.000022 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17292165_T_C_b37 rs11515075 0.000022 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079535_A_AC_b37 rs146032606 0.000022 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 0.000022 ‐0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413208_C_T_b37 rs34105027 0.000022 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 0.000022 ‐0.14 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16993488_G_A_b37 rs56103268 0.000022 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336882_C_T_b37 rs7044462 0.000022 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 0.000022 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 0.000022 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17403132_A_G_b37 rs12339564 0.000022 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17312932_A_G_b37 rs10810750 0.000022 ‐0.24 Colon ‐ Sigmoid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998232_C_T_b37 rs452158 0.000022 ‐0.12 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 0.000022 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17440987_A_G_b37 rs1442531 0.000022 ‐0.15 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273731_A_G_b37 rs3808795 0.000022 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435787_C_T_b37 rs112818933 0.000022 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17436950_G_A_b37 rs16935636 0.000022 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17442116_A_G_b37 rs11788615 0.000022 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17402272_G_A_b37 rs1889114 0.000023 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435383_G_A_b37 rs2593414 0.000023 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426186_G_A_b37 rs2780197 0.000023 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17291778_T_C_b37 rs7867175 0.000023 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17263439_T_G_b37 rs9802710 0.000023 0.15 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 0.000023 0.19 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17409888_C_G_b37 rs2780209 0.000023 ‐0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 0.000023 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249636_T_C_b37 rs7033974 0.000023 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17327271_G_A_b37 rs4246135 0.000023 ‐0.17 Esophagus ‐ Mucosa
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17092659_C_T_b37 rs10962865 0.000023 0.19 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17366296_A_ATTG_b37 rs10686546 0.000023 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17399095_T_G_b37 rs7041840 0.000023 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16941297_A_G_b37 rs10962742 0.000023 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16983862_C_T_b37 rs55672367 0.000023 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17255537_C_G_b37 rs11789418 0.000023 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17051862_T_C_b37 rs498948 0.000023 0.18 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17324268_C_T_b37 rs10810756 0.000024 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17482637_G_C_b37 rs112214841 0.000024 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17426808_C_G_b37 rs2584554 0.000024 ‐0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082161_C_T_b37 rs263565 0.000024 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16995830_C_T_b37 rs112210553 0.000024 ‐0.33 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17249540_T_G_b37 rs12236820 0.000024 0.18 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17089302_C_G_b37 rs12378519 0.000024 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390170_C_T_b37 rs10116093 0.000024 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17010201_C_T_b37 rs10962814 0.000024 0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17266125_A_T_b37 rs7470216 0.000024 0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17398616_T_G_b37 rs7038186 0.000024 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17320822_G_C_b37 rs7028930 0.000024 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17104329_C_T_b37 rs263611 0.000024 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17105939_T_G_b37 rs263613 0.000024 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17350814_G_A_b37 rs7028779 0.000025 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082525_A_G_b37 rs263566 0.000025 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17400701_G_T_b37 rs4961559 0.000025 0.16 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282826_C_T_b37 rs35278403 0.000025 ‐0.22 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17273878_A_G_b37 rs12376938 0.000025 0.15 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17347722_T_C_b37 rs7851890 0.000025 ‐0.14 Colon ‐ Transverse
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17071162_A_C_b37 rs2129626 0.000025 ‐0.2 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453200_G_A_b37 rs2584540 0.000025 ‐0.17 Lung
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16985146_T_C_b37 rs7041461 0.000025 0.15 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 0.000025 0.26 Artery ‐ Aorta
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261209_G_A_b37 rs1591138 0.000025 0.15 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17301710_C_A_b37 rs632265 0.000025 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106202_T_C_b37 rs263615 0.000025 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17014026_G_A_b37 rs1487499 0.000025 0.24 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246782_T_C_b37 rs10810739 0.000025 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17573814_T_C_b37 rs10125681 0.000025 ‐0.61 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253289_T_A_b37 rs34597155 0.000025 0.24 Heart ‐ Left Ventricle
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17355782_G_A_b37 rs4961541 0.000026 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17076950_C_A_b37 rs405039 0.000026 0.19 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17002038_T_C_b37 rs74868858 0.000026 ‐0.32 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17225378_T_A_b37 rs10962916 0.000026 0.22 Heart ‐ Atrial Appendage
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16979823_C_T_b37 rs11793718 0.000026 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16980100_G_C_b37 rs11791163 0.000026 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 0.000026 0.16 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 0.000026 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 0.000026 ‐0.2 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17099511_T_C_b37 rs10810720 0.000026 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17222525_G_A_b37 rs62558294 0.000026 0.39 Adipose ‐ Visceral (Omentum)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17334526_G_A_b37 rs9298775 0.000026 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086846_T_C_b37 rs263588 0.000026 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17341670_A_G_b37 rs10810765 0.000026 0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17231465_C_T_b37 rs10756855 0.000026 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17251386_G_A_b37 rs1576962 0.000027 0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17067473_A_G_b37 rs36076722 0.000027 ‐0.19 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17253518_C_T_b37 rs13290922 0.000027 0.19 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16963900_C_G_b37 rs11787736 0.000027 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17247384_A_G_b37 rs2151290 0.000027 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091464_C_T_b37 rs10962864 0.000027 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17080064_A_G_b37 rs10962855 0.000028 0.21 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17407849_C_T_b37 rs2780212 0.000028 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17434009_GA_G_b37 rs34625442 0.000028 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17363286_A_G_b37 rs7030452 0.000028 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17125269_T_A_b37 rs263555 0.000028 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079560_C_CTATT_b37 rs10633351 0.000028 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16944034_T_C_b37 rs11792883 0.000028 ‐0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 0.000028 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106000_G_A_b37 rs263614 0.000028 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16987832_A_T_b37 rs985799 0.000028 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328928_C_T_b37 rs12553068 0.000028 0.18 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17377629_C_A_b37 rs13285126 0.000028 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086629_G_T_b37 rs263587 0.000028 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17336338_C_G_b37 rs4961539 0.000028 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17321574_C_T_b37 rs9298774 0.000028 ‐0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17359662_G_A_b37 rs7864270 0.000028 ‐0.17 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17373070_G_A_b37 rs7848397 0.000029 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435228_G_C_b37 rs2593415 0.000029 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17211990_G_A_b37 rs10962907 0.000029 0.19 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17230928_T_C_b37 rs75110373 0.000029 0.37 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17100733_A_T_b37 rs10962871 0.000029 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17282681_C_G_b37 rs593614 0.000029 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17340383_G_A_b37 rs3824391 0.000029 ‐0.16 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17095076_T_C_b37 rs34760530 0.000029 ‐0.19 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17165040_G_A_b37 rs34586990 0.00003 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17390202_A_G_b37 rs10810782 0.00003 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998002_A_G_b37 rs10962804 0.00003 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998004_C_T_b37 rs10756852 0.00003 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17441061_ACAC_A_b37 rs5896742 0.00003 ‐0.33 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17444294_T_C_b37 rs1160340 0.00003 ‐0.33 Esophagus ‐ Muscularis
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964597_C_G_b37 rs7868980 0.00003 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17374797_T_G_b37 rs6475147 0.00003 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001216_A_C_b37 rs263633 0.00003 ‐0.12 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16943861_G_A_b37 rs11790330 0.00003 ‐0.21 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17454799_A_G_b37 rs2593382 0.00003 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413210_CA_C_b37 rs34931239 0.00003 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358477_A_C_b37 rs4961547 0.00003 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17106365_T_C_b37 rs263616 0.000031 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17260010_C_T_b37 rs10962955 0.000031 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16965478_G_C_b37 rs112975785 0.000031 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17055091_C_T_b37 rs113310488 0.000031 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17269437_G_T_b37 rs10962988 0.000031 0.15 Skin ‐ Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17331446_A_T_b37 rs10810761 0.000031 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17328995_A_G_b37 rs12555618 0.000031 0.2 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17101725_T_A_b37 rs10810722 0.000031 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17246885_GT_G_b37 rs398046453 0.000031 0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16944968_C_T_b37 rs10962755 0.000031 ‐0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17453919_G_C_b37 rs1318162 0.000032 ‐0.17 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17438082_T_C_b37 rs10963099 0.000032 0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17294425_T_TC_b37 rs398113305 0.000032 0.16 Whole Blood
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17116517_A_G_b37 rs2632540 0.000032 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17365613_T_C_b37 rs2225598 0.000032 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16989654_G_C_b37 rs7043402 0.000032 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17086917_G_A_b37 rs263589 0.000033 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17126446_A_G_b37 rs10962879 0.000033 0.21 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17097068_G_T_b37 rs77258363 0.000033 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17143153_T_C_b37 rs35311962 0.000034 ‐0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16984995_T_C_b37 rs10962794 0.000034 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122796_G_A_b37 rs113269099 0.000034 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17386062_T_C_b37 rs12345267 0.000034 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17087885_C_T_b37 rs10962861 0.000034 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17006901_T_C_b37 rs77784109 0.000034 ‐0.31 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17364157_A_C_b37 rs7862069 0.000035 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439557_G_C_b37 rs10963100 0.000035 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17380998_T_A_b37 rs10756878 0.000035 ‐0.17 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17358346_G_T_b37 rs4961545 0.000035 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16984710_C_G_b37 rs10453190 0.000036 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990379_G_T_b37 rs12379821 0.000036 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17122810_G_A_b37 rs113323646 0.000036 0.18 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17011455_C_T_b37 rs76538056 0.000038 ‐0.31 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17113777_C_A_b37 rs415593 0.000038 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17437735_A_T_b37 rs1372705 0.000038 0.13 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17261350_T_G_b37 rs1582031 0.000038 0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123518_C_A_b37 rs263550 0.000038 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17439798_A_G_b37 rs2780198 0.000039 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17052255_G_A_b37 rs77827357 0.000039 0.2 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17476586_A_G_b37 rs145466811 0.000039 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17477305_A_G_b37 rs144658767 0.000039 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17477361_G_C_b37 rs140393435 0.000039 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17481297_G_C_b37 rs151017989 0.000039 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17481646_T_C_b37 rs146695344 0.000039 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17117875_T_C_b37 rs2029247 0.00004 0.16 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17078550_G_A_b37 rs79484551 0.00004 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082040_C_T_b37 rs10962860 0.00004 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17082259_A_C_b37 rs77507862 0.00004 0.17 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17413137_G_GATT_b37 rs141477261 0.00004 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17091148_C_G_b37 rs263598 0.000041 0.16 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16966562_C_T_b37 rs141843759 0.000041 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17475794_C_T_b37 rs146149532 0.000041 ‐0.57 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17050875_T_C_b37 rs400885 0.000041 0.17 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17435407_C_T_b37 rs2593413 0.000041 ‐0.19 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 0.000042 0.15 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17112054_T_C_b37 rs263619 0.000042 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17014049_C_T_b37 rs1487498 0.000043 0.23 Cells ‐ Transformed fibroblasts
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17372209_G_C_b37 rs12379102 0.000043 ‐0.18 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16994696_G_A_b37 rs56098873 0.000043 ‐0.31 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17127919_T_C_b37 rs263558 0.000043 0.2 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16965149_G_A_b37 rs72715992 0.000043 ‐0.18 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17130280_T_C_b37 rs13283347 0.000044 ‐0.16 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001200_C_A_b37 rs263634 0.000045 ‐0.15 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123583_A_G_b37 rs263551 0.000045 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123715_T_C_b37 rs263552 0.000045 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17123956_C_T_b37 rs263553 0.000045 0.16 Adipose ‐ Subcutaneous
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16990379_G_T_b37 rs12379821 0.000045 0.19 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16998460_A_G_b37 rs448034 0.000047 ‐0.12 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16964826_C_G_b37 rs58818603 0.000047 0.22 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17463440_T_A_b37 rs117671445 0.000047 ‐0.55 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17474468_T_C_b37 rs146110690 0.000048 ‐0.55 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_16966098_A_G_b37 rs7019070 0.000048 0.17 Artery ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17473206_T_C_b37 rs144526260 0.000048 ‐0.55 Muscle ‐ Skeletal
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17022978_C_T_b37 rs77983448 0.000048 0.43 Nerve ‐ Tibial
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17029428_C_T_b37 rs2815185 0.000049 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17029570_T_G_b37 rs183805 0.000049 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17030422_G_A_b37 rs263570 0.000049 0.19 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17401898_C_G_b37 rs10963082 0.000052 0.24 Thyroid
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17001291_T_C_b37 rs263632 0.000055 ‐0.12 Skin ‐ Sun Exposed (Lower leg)
ENSG00000044459.10 CNTLN 9_17079093_C_T_b37 rs263562 0.000059 0.18 Thyroid
Gencode IdGene SymbVariant Id SNP Id P‐Value NES Tissue
ENSG00000BNC2 9_16891647_C_T_b37 rs10124837 0.0000063 0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000BNC2 9_16889937_C_A_b37 rs10962662 0.0000032 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
ENSG00000BNC2 9_16878616_C_A_b37 rs10756823 0.000005 ‐0.18 Whole Blood
Credible 1000:1 eQTL to BNC2 In credible set? eQTL to SH3GL2 In credible set? eQTL to c9orf92 In credible set? eQTL to CNTLN In credible set?
rs3814113 rs10125444 0 rs2038519 0 rs4961472 0 rs10963034 0
rs7032221 rs10123661 0 rs7851916 0 rs10810760 0
rs7866677 rs9298749 0 rs7851834 0 rs10963035 0
rs4631563 rs7044238 0 rs7852205 0 rs10756868 0
rs10810671 rs10118271 0 rs7870195 0 rs10963047 0
rs34131140 rs4961672 0 rs3780247 0 rs10963045 0
rs10738467 rs4961671 0 rs7855907 0 rs10810766 0
rs6475094 rs201682161 0 rs3780245 0 rs10810767 0
rs6475093 rs1412539 0 rs7852041 0 rs10963048 0
rs10738468 rs12553066 0 rs2038520 0 rs10963049 0
rs6475092 rs914654 0 rs75448047 0 rs10963050 0
rs112442786 rs4612477 0 rs2038518 0 rs10963046 0
rs113198237 rs10810656 0 rs2383038 0 rs62561379 0
rs4465052 rs10511616 0 rs78052987 0 rs13293083 0
rs4246134 rs12351507 0 rs73642002 0 rs10810757 0
rs55689948 rs10810654 0 rs6475157 0 rs10810758 0
rs7045767 rs10962654 0 rs7033680 0 rs7848128 0
rs4445329 rs10962655 0 rs3808750 0 rs68056113 0
rs4366169 rs7046433 0 rs3808747 0 rs71492912 0
rs7048397 rs1981224 0 rs73645103 0 rs12553068 0
rs10962692 rs10738466 0 rs7033092 0 rs59007332 0
rs12376998 rs80079889 0 rs3824387 0 rs397743400 0
rs10962691 rs62547350 0 rs7847429 0 rs1442528 0
rs80039758 rs10962650 0 rs3808746 0 rs12555618 0
rs113780397 rs796309761 0 rs3780242 0 rs7026852 0
rs199782476 rs10810655 0 rs941790 0 rs11515075 0
c9_pos16900214 rs746381956 0 rs34165460 0 rs35876302 0
rs10810666 rs10810652 0 rs13301671 0 rs3739490 0
rs12377421 rs10810650 0 rs13301942 0 rs62558354 0
rs181552334 rs7025549 0 rs7043190 0 rs60520802 0
rs10810665 rs7040151 0 rs12380405 0 rs10962996 0
rs12377389 rs12345776 0 rs55760530 0 rs10962998 0
rs10810668 rs10122763 0 rs11789256 0 rs10962999 0
rs10810669 rs4644350 0 rs11732333 0 rs7867175 0
rs62543619 rs7851398 0 rs56100724 0 rs10962944 0
rs10810670 rs2153272 0 rs10963135 0 rs114658868 0
rs62543618 rs36116821 0 rs34817792 0 rs369016594 0
rs10124837 rs10962672 0 rs10963125 0 rs10963025 0
rs10962662 rs35194519 0 rs12380444 0 rs367907570 0
rs10756823 rs28498684 0 rs1001265 0 rs10963017 0
rs3927680 0 rs34622594 0 rs10963018 0
rs1412537 0 rs13283993 0 rs34256131 0
rs62541919 0 rs34816089 0 rs12377081 0
rs10810661 0 rs10963126 0 rs10963015 0
rs10962668 0 rs10963127 0 rs17828423 0
rs2153271 0 rs62559788 0 rs1953106 0
rs2151062 0 rs10963134 0 rs17755748 0
rs2151061 0 rs10963136 0 rs7042230 0
rs79457190 0 rs10963137 0 rs13287407 0
rs10118247 0 rs9407816 0 rs13288642 0
rs10810657 0 rs34672755 0 rs1889088 0
rs201239981 0 rs10963133 0 rs13286365 0
rs7851204 0 rs11791273 0 rs4317676 0
rs10810649 0 rs11789277 0 rs34502029 0
rs10465044 0 rs10963139 0 rs17829280 0
rs7046749 0 rs398113307 0 rs10963019 0
rs1416742 0 rs376996689 0 rs13285704 0
rs10121817 0 rs3780244 0 rs13292550 0
rs10962662 1 rs7851436 0 rs13289968 0
rs10119177 0 rs9407817 0 rs59833414 0
rs10481508 0 rs9406678 0 rs1348278 0
rs138964001 0 rs10810800 0 rs10963041 0
rs17725257 0 rs12380429 0 rs140810883 0
rs7868594 0 rs796907052 0 rs34768018 0
rs10756823 1 rs9407819 0 rs62558320 0
rs10124837 1 rs11521307 0 rs10810745 0
rs10733332 0 rs9407818 0 rs10810746 0
rs6475091 0 rs10810802 0 rs10963005 0
rs7029491 0 rs1555422 0 rs373542765 0
rs7860102 0 rs10810803 0 rs4626705 0
rs2225556 0 rs12375842 0 rs2383013 0
rs10810651 0 rs13290210 0 rs10963000 0
rs35640909 0 rs11792169 0 rs10963001 0
rs2185272 0 rs9717446 0 rs7041744 0
rs4422864 0 rs7866802 0 rs10963030 0
rs397959556 0 rs7851266 0 rs13292365 0
rs59717315 0 rs55998352 0 rs10810759 0
rs6475090 0 rs7867259 0 rs10810762 0
rs13288423 0 rs7851731 0 rs11789786 0
rs1339547 0 rs7851130 0 rs35998538 0
rs12337884 0 rs2593371 0 rs10962956 0
rs10733334 0 rs10810801 0 rs145190003 0
rs9776203 0 rs2593376 0 rs11523716 0
rs4961670 0 rs1555424 0 rs11523726 0
rs12350437 0 rs1555425 0 rs10963040 0
rs4500176 0 rs2593381 0 rs13289755 0
rs10733333 0 rs2593405 0 rs12379538 0
rs1339552 0 rs7350221 0 rs62252889 0
rs4961503 0 rs2754330 0 rs10963031 0
rs10962641 0 rs2754320 0 rs13290659 0
rs7043675 0 rs2754329 0 rs397736711 0
rs4436220 0 rs10756889 0 rs35968717 0
rs7847725 0 rs2593373 0 rs61565870 0
rs796887614 0 rs2593375 0 rs13301284 0
TOTAL 3 rs2475056 0 rs12376973 0
rs398073457 0 rs62558966 0
rs2593407 0 rs12378677 0
rs36152474 0 rs13289670 0
rs2593374 0 rs10963060 0
rs11793646 0 rs10810772 0
rs397894527 0 rs35375281 0
rs36187842 0 rs2151342 0
rs2754318 0 rs35884270 0
rs36145543 0 rs11789741 0
rs55885732 0 rs13286311 0
rs2754328 0 rs62558300 0
rs34609151 0 rs10810776 0
rs1987534 0 rs10962958 0
rs2593377 0 rs10962959 0
rs2224454 0 rs10810755 0
rs2593384 0 rs62558301 0
rs2754321 0 rs11791000 0
rs7851130 0 rs3840729 0
rs2754334 0 rs13285577 0
rs7851266 0 rs12379655 0
rs7866802 0 rs12376938 0
rs55998352 0 rs7028577 0
rs7350278 0 rs13292380 0
rs6475151 0 rs4574939 0
rs2593408 0 rs11789418 0
rs3824388 0 rs2095156 0
rs7867259 0 rs796494963 0
rs7851731 0 rs3808795 0
rs10963146 0 rs35601090 0
rs1973964 0 rs4375098 0
rs2145666 0 rs10963022 0
rs146575257 0 rs10963065 0
rs2754338 0 rs10963078 0
rs13294100 0 rs12376505 0
rs10963166 0 rs10963077 0
rs77074579 0 rs12377334 0
rs7029216 0 rs11791463 0
rs71492924 0 rs1372703 0
rs546934620 0 rs10963073 0
rs2593368 0 rs12156444 0
rs10963165 0 rs1442517 0
rs1033749 0 rs2027014 0
rs2593392 0 rs10962949 0
rs7848676 0 rs10963069 0
rs2254582 0 rs2584540 0
rs1004021 0 rs12553516 0
rs13292977 0 rs36051199 0
rs2593402 0 rs10962993 0
rs3739487 0 rs397893175 0
rs10963152 0 rs10963064 0
rs2754315 0 rs2584538 0
rs10963139 0 rs1348277 0
rs10963153 0 rs894379 0
rs10756891 0 rs10810743 0
rs376996689 0 rs10962994 0
rs2593369 0 rs10963072 0
rs8181077 0 rs13283291 0
rs189918221 0 rs13288652 0
rs2754335 0 rs4961559 0
rs2013982 0 rs10810780 0
rs12375842 0 rs9298774 0
rs7851436 0 rs2779773 0
rs10963136 0 rs595894 0
rs7043190 0 rs10810756 0
rs10963137 0 rs11795325 0
rs2208485 0 rs593614 0
rs7860883 0 rs7028593 0
rs12380444 0 rs58474114 0
rs2593409 0 rs10963039 0
rs11789277 0 rs10810765 0
rs12380429 0 rs4961539 0
rs11521307 0 rs870271 0
rs13290210 0 rs7044462 0
rs55760530 0 rs398113305 0
rs12380405 0 rs619380 0
rs3824388 0 rs670058 0
rs2754341 0 rs645117 0
rs3758216 0 rs4409489 0
rs10963133 0 rs605469 0
rs34672755 0 rs397756102 0
rs11792169 0 rs2184063 0
rs71492924 0 rs7864650 0
rs2593380 0 rs10962955 0
rs11789256 0 rs12337171 0
rs56100724 0 rs4272484 0
rs11732333 0 rs2779775 0
rs62559788 0 rs10810749 0
rs10963134 0 rs1759613 0
rs796907052 0 rs10114083 0
rs34622594 0 rs3840727 0
rs117657636 0 rs10963026 0
rs10963165 0 rs34597155 0
rs10963125 0 rs10531584 0
rs34817792 0 rs10756876 0
rs10963135 0 rs1759441 0
rs1555422 0 rs10123745 0
rs34816089 0 rs7022060 0
rs34165460 0 rs10810752 0
rs13301671 0 rs12337154 0
rs13301942 0 rs9298772 0
rs10963126 0 rs7044823 0
rs10963127 0 rs7028930 0
rs3780244 0 rs10125333 0
rs10963166 0 rs10810764 0
rs12683178 0 rs10686546 0
rs7030014 0 rs7865766 0
rs10435770 0 rs654521 0
rs78167536 0 rs9298775 0
rs1028594 0 rs4246136 0
rs10810801 0 rs10810763 0
rs11302971 0 rs10756878 0
rs11791273 0 rs6475147 0
rs10810811 0 rs7849085 0
rs13283993 0 rs10810754 0
rs10810800 0 rs3861711 0
rs6475151 0 rs10123715 0
rs9717446 0 rs605916 0
rs10810803 0 rs670511 0
rs2441990 0 rs2779778 0
rs13292977 0 rs2780206 0
rs1010547 0 rs10122987 0
rs3808716 0 rs605482 0
rs3808712 0 rs7037111 0
rs10810802 0 rs7018705 0
rs2038511 0 rs10962982 0
rs2224454 0 rs10046851 0
rs398113307 0 rs398073456 0
rs111387904 0 rs4961552 0
rs145793506 0 rs4961553 0
rs2754316 0 rs1759454 0
rs3758217 0 rs10481559 0
rs9407816 0 rs4424358 0
rs9407819 0 rs10738474 0
rs9407817 0 rs2044119 0
rs2224447 0 rs6475143 0
rs7350221 0 rs10963063 0
rs10963209 0 rs7854802 0
rs10118522 0 rs7870101 0
rs9406678 0 rs12379104 0
rs7045693 0 rs10114730 0
rs3780233 0 rs10119370 0
rs3780232 0 rs6475141 0
rs1536065 0 rs6475142 0
rs2208486 0 rs10120757 0
rs10963231 0 rs10114688 0
rs10963234 0 rs7868684 0
rs10963230 0 rs7868700 0
rs12238402 0 rs7871926 0
rs111846957 0 rs7858760 0
rs77640819 0 rs7858762 0
rs75771277 0 rs7872831 0
rs79471635 0 rs4961541 0
rs75423900 0 rs10810773 0
rs137997664 0 rs10756874 0
rs4400483 0 rs10810777 0
rs4265285 0 rs6475145 0
rs10738485 0 rs10810769 0
rs3808711 0 rs10810770 0
rs10120378 0 rs2779776 0
rs76726618 0 rs7854818 0
rs2593371 0 rs10116428 0
rs3824383 0 rs2044120 0
rs7031275 0 rs4961540 0
rs74614115 0 rs1596193 0
rs2754338 0 rs10810751 0
rs10963210 0 rs7031133 0
rs10963146 0 rs7851890 0
rs2147729 0 rs6475144 0
rs77074579 0 rs139376119 0
rs2383044 0 rs7849084 0
rs10756910 0 rs3808784 0
rs12380813 0 rs10963027 0
rs3824387 0 rs7869727 0
rs12380813 0 rs10119297 0
rs2038513 0 rs10124487 0
rs2025559 0 rs10810748 0
rs67384654 0 rs6475139 0
rs3808721 0 rs7864919 0
rs10756896 0 rs4961437 0
rs10963196 0 rs113101695 0
rs10810823 0 rs9298773 0
rs10810824 0 rs632265 0
rs2593379 0 rs1442516 0
rs3824384 0 rs2225598 0
rs1856132 0 rs10756869 0
rs2208494 0 rs7030452 0
rs113443502 0 rs10756867 0
rs79578390 0 rs35917270 0
rs10810818 0 rs10124513 0
rs10963191 0 rs4961548 0
rs3808755 0 rs2990670 0
rs10810817 0 rs10963057 0
rs10962556 0 rs3824392 0
rs55885732 0 rs3824391 0
rs3808720 0 rs7858530 0
rs10756899 0 rs2151290 0
rs3808707 0 rs7873708 0
rs72718111 0 rs397750534 0
rs397839335 0 rs10116140 0
rs2182083 0 rs10756860 0
rs9407818 0 rs7862069 0
rs2282072 0 rs7848980 0
rs3808754 0 rs10448195 0
rs1337386 0 rs12379102 0
rs2208487 0 rs10810774 0
rs113645292 0 rs10756875 0
rs10810840 0 rs1372702 0
rs2209429 0 rs10756877 0
rs3808708 0 rs2099858 0
rs10810600 0 rs1583987 0
rs398096303 0 rs1583988 0
rs12238070 0 rs1583989 0
rs7858624 0 rs11521161 0
rs7350278 0 rs10810739 0
rs4961517 0 rs10283690 0
rs2025559 0 rs4961439 0
rs16935912 0 rs397813880 0
rs2593402 0 rs10738476 0
rs76972419 0 rs11560448 0
rs76624530 0 rs10756858 0
rs72718109 0 rs12236820 0
rs2593391 0 rs1442523 0
rs73419969 0 rs7854724 0
rs10810813 0 rs10810775 0
rs3808750 0 rs4961542 0
rs2182082 0 rs2593411 0
rs10963190 0 rs1442524 0
rs146575257 0 rs7033974 0
rs2754311 0 rs7041840 0
rs1361073 0 rs10123109 0
rs10738482 0 rs4961545 0
rs10810602 0 rs4961547 0
rs10738457 0 rs36057268 0
rs5016914 0 rs4961557 0
rs7852041 0 rs10756857 0
rs3808701 0 rs10962988 0
rs10810599 0 rs4961555 0
rs6475166 0 rs10810781 0
rs3808720 0 rs10121841 0
rs10810839 0 rs10962950 0
rs4961584 0 rs9802710 0
rs1536070 0 rs397732161 0
rs1536079 0 rs7028779 0
rs2499060 0 rs10810750 0
rs4961589 0 rs7038197 0
rs10738482 0 rs4961544 0
rs7032090 0 rs869075452 0
rs58377938 0 rs62558357 0
rs10756900 0 rs2593387 0
rs2013982 0 rs1582030 0
rs11793646 0 rs1591138 0
rs12000021 0 rs62558297 0
rs397894527 0 rs10116093 0
rs79366824 0 rs7470216 0
rs75379016 0 rs34105027 0
rs2383040 0 rs3765040 0
rs10429594 0 rs3780258 0
rs10115064 0 rs10962916 0
rs2274215 0 rs10962931 0
rs2274216 0 rs7038186 0
rs9407846 0 rs10114662 0
rs9406730 0 rs10756866 0
rs2209426 0 rs10963042 0
rs2209427 0 rs10756855 0
rs4961595 0 rs7848397 0
rs2182088 0 rs10810782 0
TOTAL 0 rs12345267 0
rs7874453 0
rs2780198 0
rs2584554 0
rs2780199 0
rs9695844 0
rs2584553 0
rs10810786 0
rs1889114 0
rs12339564 0
rs397781541 0
rs2780197 0
rs398046453 0
rs2593415 0
rs62558996 0
rs1582031 0
rs10962947 0
rs1442533 0
rs62559022 0
rs34625442 0
rs2593412 0
rs2584535 0
rs7046933 0
rs10962907 0
rs4961559 0
rs34064391 0
rs367732860 0
rs753393 0
rs1576962 0
rs7031442 0
rs12550857 0
rs10810761 0
rs1808894 0
rs7019482 0
rs2780212 0
rs10962953 0
rs10810760 0
rs10963039 0
rs141477261 0
rs10810740 0
rs7864270 0
rs13285577 0
rs13283291 0
rs62558297 0
rs1442528 0
rs10810780 0
rs2780209 0
rs61565870 0
rs34931239 0
rs58474114 0
rs1953105 0
rs2584547 0
rs13289968 0
rs1889088 0
rs10756868 0
rs13290922 0
rs34768018 0
rs62561379 0
rs13292550 0
rs10963077 0
rs10963034 0
rs10963035 0
rs10963046 0
rs62558966 0
rs10963041 0
rs12376973 0
rs10810758 0
rs11789786 0
rs34597155 0
rs10810762 0
rs10810759 0
rs10963049 0
rs62558320 0
rs13293083 0
rs12555830 0
rs13286311 0
rs7041659 0
rs62558996 0
rs4317676 0
rs2780201 0
rs35884270 0
rs10963050 0
rs11523716 0
rs13292365 0
rs12377081 0
rs10963015 0
rs17828423 0
rs17755748 0
rs34256131 0
rs1953106 0
rs10963025 0
rs7042230 0
rs10963045 0
rs10810766 0
rs10810767 0
rs10963048 0
rs10963047 0
rs10962956 0
rs10963019 0
rs62561379 0
rs10963017 0
rs13285704 0
rs7848128 0
rs11791000 0
rs13301284 0
rs12377334 0
rs1318162 0
rs12379538 0
rs13287407 0
rs2383013 0
rs10963047 0
rs369016594 0
rs10963047 0
rs71492912 0
rs36051199 0
rs4574939 0
rs10963050 0
rs10962993 0
rs11523726 0
rs894379 0
rs10963046 0
rs10963035 0
rs10810760 0
rs1442528 0
rs13293083 0
rs12156444 0
rs10963072 0
rs17829280 0
rs367907570 0
rs10963073 0
rs10963048 0
rs10963049 0
rs10963078 0
rs10810757 0
rs7848128 0
rs3808795 0
rs35968717 0
rs62558301 0
rs10963034 0
rs10963045 0
rs10810766 0
rs10810767 0
rs10963049 0
rs1442528 0
rs10756868 0
rs10756858 0
rs68056113 0
rs4375098 0
rs7864271 0
rs10963045 0
rs10810766 0
rs10810767 0
rs13289755 0
rs7041744 0
rs10810746 0
rs10963005 0
rs373542765 0
rs4626705 0
rs10963000 0
rs10963050 0
rs62558300 0
rs62561379 0
rs7028577 0
rs10963001 0
rs62559022 0
rs10963022 0
rs10810745 0
rs894379 0
rs68056113 0
rs71492912 0
rs75110373 0
rs13290659 0
rs13288652 0
rs3840729 0
rs397732161 0
rs140810883 0
rs10963048 0
rs13283291 0
rs71492912 0
rs10963078 0
rs13286365 0
rs12156444 0
rs10963069 0
rs12376505 0
rs68056113 0
rs10810776 0
rs10756857 0
rs397743400 0
rs2027014 0
rs10810760 0
rs10963035 0
rs10963046 0
rs35601090 0
rs10810758 0
rs796494963 0
rs10756868 0
rs11789741 0
rs10756856 0
rs13292380 0
rs34502029 0
rs1372703 0
rs10963034 0
rs13289670 0
rs59007332 0
rs11560448 0
rs13293083 0
rs3840729 0
rs7848128 0
rs12376938 0
rs10962959 0
rs12379655 0
rs10963031 0
rs10810755 0
rs10963040 0
rs10962988 0
rs10963030 0
rs2593414 0
rs12553068 0
rs2095156 0
rs3808795 0
rs35375281 0
rs12378677 0
rs10963060 0
rs10810772 0
rs7867175 0
rs10963077 0
rs12379655 0
rs10962944 0
rs1442517 0
rs60520802 0
rs10963065 0
rs11515075 0
rs3739490 0
rs10963018 0
rs2151342 0
rs10962931 0
rs796494963 0
rs13288642 0
rs10810743 0
rs10810780 0
rs12376505 0
rs12345267 0
rs36051199 0
rs12555618 0
rs1889114 0
rs114658868 0
rs7026852 0
rs2593382 0
rs13290659 0
rs12339564 0
rs34768018 0
rs62558320 0
rs397893175 0
rs12376938 0
rs12555618 0
rs2584554 0
rs1348278 0
rs59007332 0
rs1348278 0
rs397736711 0
rs34931239 0
rs62558354 0
rs2584537 0
rs1442517 0
rs12379104 0
rs10962958 0
rs145190003 0
rs7041840 0
rs1348278 0
rs10810757 0
rs397756102 0
rs113101695 0
rs11521161 0
rs10810786 0
rs59007332 0
rs12378677 0
rs10810776 0
rs35375281 0
rs2151342 0
rs13289670 0
rs10963060 0
rs10810772 0
rs141477261 0
rs10962959 0
rs10810757 0
rs36057268 0
rs10962994 0
rs59833414 0
rs62558357 0
rs2584535 0
rs2593412 0
rs35876302 0
rs10962996 0
rs2584553 0
rs1953105 0
rs4961557 0
rs10962998 0
rs10962999 0
rs2584536 0
rs13286311 0
rs7038186 0
rs10810758 0
rs10962916 0
rs7037111 0
rs7022060 0
rs7874453 0
rs62252889 0
rs2780197 0
rs10963073 0
rs10810761 0
rs3840727 0
rs35998538 0
rs12553516 0
rs1442533 0
rs12555618 0
rs4961559 0
rs1582030 0
rs2780199 0
rs2780201 0
rs7022060 0
rs12553068 0
rs10686546 0
rs10756878 0
rs9802710 0
rs10962944 0
rs2184063 0
rs11795325 0
rs2780212 0
rs619380 0
rs10756860 0
rs13289755 0
rs10963063 0
rs7865766 0
rs10448195 0
rs10963064 0
rs10123109 0
rs7848397 0
rs7864650 0
rs1596193 0
rs1442516 0
rs10963063 0
rs6475143 0
rs7028577 0
rs34625442 0
rs139376119 0
rs35884270 0
rs7038186 0
rs10114730 0
rs10120757 0
rs10114688 0
rs6475147 0
rs7031442 0
rs4317676 0
rs2593387 0
rs7028779 0
rs7037111 0
rs2780198 0
rs4961547 0
rs10962947 0
rs10963057 0
rs2044120 0
rs2044119 0
rs4961545 0
rs10122987 0
rs4961548 0
rs10119370 0
rs6475141 0
rs6475142 0
rs10124513 0
rs6475144 0
rs10962949 0
rs2593411 0
rs62252889 0
rs13285577 0
rs1583988 0
rs1583989 0
rs2099858 0
rs1583987 0
rs62558357 0
rs1596193 0
rs3780258 0
rs7868684 0
rs7868700 0
rs7871926 0
rs7858760 0
rs7858762 0
rs7872831 0
rs4961541 0
rs10810773 0
rs10756874 0
rs10810777 0
rs6475145 0
rs10962993 0
rs10963040 0
rs10963031 0
rs10810755 0
rs2584540 0
rs398073456 0
rs4961553 0
rs4961552 0
rs10738476 0
rs1348277 0
rs10963072 0
rs2593415 0
rs4246135 0
rs7848980 0
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rs1576962 0
rs36076722 0
rs13290922 0
rs11787736 0
rs2151290 0
rs10962864 0
rs10962855 0
rs2780212 0
rs34625442 0
rs7030452 0
rs263555 0
rs10633351 0
rs11792883 0
rs10810722 0
rs263614 0
rs985799 0
rs12553068 0
rs13285126 0
rs263587 0
rs4961539 0
rs9298774 0
rs7864270 0
rs7848397 0
rs2593415 0
rs10962907 0
rs75110373 0
rs10962871 0
rs593614 0
rs3824391 0
rs34760530 0
rs34586990 0
rs10810782 0
rs10962804 0
rs10756852 0
rs5896742 0
rs1160340 0
rs7868980 0
rs6475147 0
rs263633 0
rs11790330 0
rs2593382 0
rs34931239 0
rs4961547 0
rs263616 0
rs10962955 0
rs112975785 0
rs113310488 0
rs10962988 0
rs10810761 0
rs12555618 0
rs10810722 0
rs398046453 0
rs10962755 0
rs1318162 0
rs10963099 0
rs398113305 0
rs2632540 0
rs2225598 0
rs7043402 0
rs263589 0
rs10962879 0
rs77258363 0
rs35311962 0
rs10962794 0
rs113269099 0
rs12345267 0
rs10962861 0
rs77784109 0
rs7862069 0
rs10963100 0
rs10756878 0
rs4961545 0
rs10453190 0
rs12379821 0
rs113323646 0
rs76538056 0
rs415593 0
rs1372705 0
rs1582031 0
rs263550 0
rs2780198 0
rs77827357 0
rs145466811 0
rs144658767 0
rs140393435 0
rs151017989 0
rs146695344 0
rs2029247 0
rs79484551 0
rs10962860 0
rs77507862 0
rs141477261 0
rs263598 0
rs141843759 0
rs146149532 0
rs400885 0
rs2593413 0
rs263562 0
rs263619 0
rs1487498 0
rs12379102 0
rs56098873 0
rs263558 0
rs72715992 0
rs13283347 0
rs263634 0
rs263551 0
rs263552 0
rs263553 0
rs12379821 0
rs448034 0
rs58818603 0
rs117671445 0
rs146110690 0
rs7019070 0
rs144526260 0
rs77983448 0
rs2815185 0
rs183805 0
rs263570 0
rs10963082 0
rs263632 0
rs263562 0
TOTAL 0
